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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU IlAvlli SAYlli IT lllli ONlli WIFlli, AND CoNCUlllliiES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Jlook of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AoArN."-Pagc 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE "TIMES" ON THE SEER, &c.

WE append below an edito1;ial from the
Chicago Sunday Times of th,e 20th ult.,
in respect to Mormonism, Joseph the Seer
and David Whitmer; which will be read
with deep interest, for the reason that
it breathes a spirit of fairness, an inquiry
which promises good for the truth and for
those who love the truth.
In another place will be found a lengthy
article from the pen of a Chicage Tribuue
reporter who personally interviewed Bro.
David vVhitmer at Richmond, Mo., the
15th ult.
God is working with his people and
with such means as will reach .the masses
in a strange and marvellous manner. The
signs portend good for Zion and her children.
The Times says:
"Do people in general want to kriow the
truth about Joseph Smith, the founder of
the sect which styles itself 'the Latter Day
Saints,.' and the origin of the book which
they claim·supplements the Ol<l and New
Testaments? Apparently they do not. A
large number of persons in Utah and a
considerable .number s·cattered through the
various. i:;tates and territories devoutly believe that Joseph Smith was a man who
lived a pure and noblt:; life, and that 'he
went about doing good.' They also believe that he was divinely commissioned to
bring to the knowledge of the world a
portion of saci;ed history and a revelation
equal in value to that contained in the book
which is the religious guide of Jews and
Christians.
"The majority of persons""""] ews, Ca th·
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olics, Protestants, agnostics, and infidelsdeclare thatJoseph Smith was an impostor,
a frau J, an1 a deceiver, and that he sought
to gain converts to a new religion for the
purpose of using them for selfish purposes.
They state that the life he led, the example he set, and the doctrines he pre:;iched were all bad. They affir~ that the socalled Mormon bible was obtained by Sidney Rigdon, a companion of Smith's from
,one Solomon Spaulding, who prepared a
pretended .history of· the lost tribe of Israel
for the amusement of himself and his
friends. They believe, or pretend to believe, that polygamy was one of the cardinal doctrines taught by Joseph Smith,
and that the authority for it is contained in
the 'Book of Mormon.' They declare
that polygamy is the corner-stone of Mormonism, and thae the entire structure of the
church would fall' if it were. removed.
They freely state that the leaders in the
Mormon Church are insincere, an.cl that all
their followers are ignorant and depraved.
It is fair to presume that few of these persons ever read any of the publications of
the 'Saints' or ever attended any of their
meetings.
"It may astonish many people to learn
that the original sect as founded by Joseph
Smith, and which never countenanced the
practice of polygamy, is increasing as fast
as most compar11tively new religious denominations ever have; that it has churche:;; in Boston, Providence, vVashington, St.
Louis, Kansas City, and Chicago; that the.
. members of these churches compare favorably with the members of other churche3 in morality and i11telligence, and that
the ministers of this denomination are
earnest and able men. J\1any would be
astonished, on comparing the creed of this
church with that adopted by the Evangelical alliance, to notice how closely they
agree. Joseph· Smith, the son of the
'martyr,' long ,Ii ved in Plano, Illinois,
where he preached and. edited a paper,
which is the organ of the Reorganized
Church. All who knew him regarded him
as an able, honest, and conscientious gentleman. The 'Saints,' who have numerous
churches in Illinois, vVisconsin, and Iowa,
have as high a reputation for honesty and
uprightness as the Quakers of Pennsylva-
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nia and New England. The services m
their churches differ hut little from those
held in Free-Will Baptist and Primitive
Methodist churches.
Their creed and
public religious exercises show that tI1ey
are orthodox Christians. Close observers
believe that their religious faith exerts a
powerful influence for good on tbeir lives
and characters. No one is justified in saying that the doctrines professed by these
people are not conducive to. good. The
exponents of the new dispensation declare
that it sheds great light on both -the Old
and the New Testament, and that it is the
means of making many obscure passages
clear. It is claimeJ by ,them that many
have come to believe the truths of the_
bible by careful study of what is known as
the 'Mormon' bible. Have any of our
theologians given attention to this matter?
"At last accounts, David vV.hitmer, the
last of the original testifiers of the exis•'
tence of the golden plates from which the
'Book of Mormon' we.re translated, w~s
approaching death at his home at Rich·
mond, Missouri. He went to that state
over forty years ago, with Joseph Smith.
His neighbors of every sort of political and
religious predilections unite in giving him
an exceedingly high character for honesty,
truthfulness and courage. No man, it is
said, ever doubted his word in regard to
any ordinary matter. Why sl1ould not
the testimony of a map so truthful, so hon·
_est, so courageous, be accepted in relation
to the golden plates and the character of
the man who professed_ to discover them?
It fs certainly to be regretted that no well·
regulated attempt has ever been made to
establish the truth or falsity of the story
in regard to the miraculous finding of the
golden plates, the alleged miracles of JO·
seph Smith and his early disciples, or to
ascertain the real character of the man who
is regarded by some as a prophet and
saint, and by others as an impostor and
knave. That he was no ordinary man
seems certain. If he was an impostor, he
has had no equal in modern times. The
persons on whose testimony his character
might have been determined have nearly
all passed away. His widow died a few
years ago at Nauvoo, in this &tate. She
was acknowledged to be a very able and
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excellent woman. One by one the per- tain, if they followed his laws, their intendrnns wh0 knew Joseph Smith are passing ed state of perfection~ In pursuence of
away. It will soon be too 1ate to ascertain . this plan, God ordained and carried out the
from living witnesses what .manner of inception, the organization and completion
man he really was. A historical society of the United States Government. He incould not undertake a better work ·than spired the framers of the. Constitution and
that of collecting, recording, and classify- the fundamental· principles of this Governing the evidence that can now be obtained ment, and when it was in working order,
in relation to Joseph Smith, the founder He made his will known to Joseph Smith,
of the Mormon religion.- Chicago Times. the Seer, whose 'revelations' started the
movemenJ. The speaker then explained
at length the progressive steps of the
PRES. JOSEPH SMITII is thus represented
Church from !ts first days to its last jourby the Ogden (Utah) News, of the 17th
ney to Utah.
ule All who read will see he is very pro"Having throughout his lecture kept
nounced and clear i~ his teachings, and will
clearlv before his hearers the character,
learn what were, what are, and wh~t must
princrples an'd ordinances of the 'Church,'
ever be the true faith of the Church of
he showed from the Bible, Book of MorChrist on the points discussed. Here is
mon, Confession of Faith, etc., that in all
what the News says:
resprcts and in all 'divine' authorities, God
"MORMON PATRIOTISM.
ordered the people to 'obey the powers
that be.' He forcibly explained this to
mean, the powers and laws of the earthly
"AN ELEMENT OF LATTER DAY
government, which were to be supreme
SAINTS' CREED.
till Christ himself comes to rule.
"He then sustained, by a large number
"JOSEPH SMITH'S POWERFUL LECTURE AT THE
OPERA HOUSE. 'I KNOW NO LAWS HIGHER
of citations from these 'divine' authorities,
·THAN MY COUNTRY'S LAWS!
the proposition that the doctrine of polyg·
amy is, and always has been, among the
"A splendid audience greeted President Mormons, in direct conflict with the laws
]. Smith of the [Reorganized] Mormon of God; as given to the Mormon people,
Church at the Opera House, last evening. and acknowledged and ratified by them.
The hall was filled, aisles filled, and a He showed conclusively that this doctrine
marked interest exhibited. It was notice- of God, prohibiting polygamy, has been
able that more than.half the audience were clearly laid down in all the line of divine
women, a decided majority of whom were works, or books; until in recent years,
on the sunny side of thirty years.
when that order of the Almighty was sup"'I am here to-night to discuss the pro- pressed stealthily from the 'divine word,'
position, Is my conduct as an American and this great sin and iniquity fastened
citizen and a member of a religious body upon God's people.
to be controlled by the laws of the Gov"He charged and quoted authority to
ernment of the United States, or by any law show that the trials now visited on the
claimed to be a higher law than those of Latter Day Saints were a punishment for
my cour.try?' began the speaker. He then this sin, and others, in pursuance of God's
proceeded in a calm, cogent way to trace positive promise that such should come
the history of the revelations and the about if they disobeyed his commands,
books regarded by his church as divine
"Having thus intrenched himself by
authorities, citing copiously from each, history and the word of God Almighty,
clear and positive commandments and doc- the speaker, with a voice of triumphant
trines to support the several propositions earnestness and splendid power of manner,
assumed.
repeated the proposition stated when he
"In outline, the theory, so well and con- began, and, with face beaming with emovincingly laid down, is this: Assuming tion and patriotic earnestness, exclaimed in
that God is the Supreme Being, and that tones that filled that hall, 'Thank God! I
persons known as the Seers, Prophets, etc., know no laws in this world higher than
of the Church, received divine authority the laws of my country!' direct from God; admitting the divine or"Mr. Smith devoted the remainder of
igin, attributes and mission of Jesus Christ, the lecture to the consideration of the
then Go::l, in his wisdom, ordered that such results and tendencies of the lewdness and
a state of affairs should come about, as licentiousness of the practice, and having
would prepare a place and suitable state of held a large audience enchained frorn the
public society to receive his people, the first moment, through more than two
Mormons; and one where they could at- hours, closed a powerful argument, with

the promise to speak again to-night, in the
Opera House at eight o'clock."
"President Smith, at the Opera Houst',
told of the infamy and shame of polyamy,
and knowing his shot would strike hard,.
said: 'Some of ·you may not like it, and
squirm, but I would not give a penny to
put a blister on a dead man.'"
"The same right that the Mormon
polygamists claim to interpret the constitutionality of the laws of this land, would,
President Smith says, give each head of a
family a right to 'slo so, and then all government is gone and anarchy is upon us
all. Gentiles, Jews, polygamists and all.
The Supreme Court of the United States
is ~upreme Judge."
PRES. JOSEPH SMITH IN OGDEN.

THE following clipping is.from the Ogden
(Utah) News of late date, from which it
will be seen that President Joseph Smith
is reaching the ears of a large number of the
people in that city with words of instruc·
tion and reproof on those subjects now
agitating Utah and the nation. It is timely, and will prove well for those who have
fallen into the errors and evils of Brigham·
ism if they will give heed, even now.
"JOSEPH SMITH.
"HE KNOCKS POLYGAMY SKY-HIGII.

"The Opera House, last evening, held a large,
attentive and well behaved audience, during the
interesting lecture, or s~rmon, of President Joseph
Smith, son of Joseph the elder, who was numbered among the early Mormon martyrs.
"President Smith is a well-preserved man; his
full flowing grey beard tells of the years he has
devoted to the 'cause' for which his father con·
tended, and which he claimed to have received,
as a direct revelation, from the God of all the
earth. Mr. Smith speaks forcibly, perhaps too
rapidly, at times; is earnest in manner, and im·
presses the listener with the idea that he believes
what he advocates, and therefore wins and holds
both respect and sympathy.
"The burden of his address was to show the
illegality and sin of polygamy. He made no
effort to bang books, toss his arms. and hands in
the air, or howl; but forcibly and earnestly stated
his propositions, cited the •Book of Mormon,' the
•Covenants,' and the •Confessions of Faith," and
kindred books, and clearly proved from these
orthodox Mormon authorities, that God never
did, and does not now, countenance the habit of
one man having more than one wife, and vice
versa.
"The speaker drew strong and vivid picture5
of life in polygamous households, and illustrated
the 'straying from the law of God,' by the people,
in a striking way, when he told of a Salt Lake
woman, now alive, who has been 'sealed' to ten
men, and a Beaver woman who has had thil-teen
husbands, ohe of whom she 'paid to her Bishop'
as tithing!
"The gentleman was listened to with great in·
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terest by the large number of persons present,
four-fifths of whom were Mormons, and closed
an intelligent and instructive.discourse with the
announcement that to-night and to-morrow night
he will continue the subject, in the Opera House,
beginning at half-past seven o'clock.'

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Brro.vV. W. GAYLORD writes of late, sending subscription for church papers, saying,
"l wish to be prompt, paying before my
time expires, as also in all things pertaining to that which is right." This is as it
should be. Promptness in al! matters increases confidence, smooths down asperities, lessens disappointments, and strengthens the bonds of friendship in all the concerns in life. vVe would be glad to have
all our patrons equally as prompt in remitting as Bro. Gaylord. But if the condition of any is such that they can not be,
they should come as near to it as they can,
and remit as much and as speedily as they
can, on their accounts. Begin this with
the new year, continue it, and be happy.
Sr. M. Cook writes from Sheridan{ Nevada: "We lived in Utah from 1848 till
1869, passed through much sorrow there,
and we can't do without the Advocate.
Bro. Il. V. Springer writes that he has
been holding a series of twenty-one meetings near Tabor, Fremont county, Iowa;
has had large attendance, the best of attention, and says he never experienced l'l greatei·, if indeed so great a degree of the Spirit
0£ God in his preaching before, and that
he never had such liberty of speech, with
the power to enchain his hearers by his
sermons. - He has been sorely afflicted
with a severe cold part of the time, but is
now better.
Bro. Wm. Lively, or Chatham, Ontario,
writes that he can not do without the
HERALD; and C. \V. Beal says: "Please
see I don't miss a number."
Bro. E. C. Brand writes from Dow
City, Iowa, the 18th ult., ~aying, "l have
preached eight discourses in the church in
the Grove,'' (probably Galland's Grove),
"and had large and attentive audiences."
Bro. C. A. Bass, of Beloit, Wisconsin,
says: "The Herald is the only preacher
we have, and we prize it highly, and read
its pages with much satisfaction."
Bishop Blakeslee returned home, to Galien, Michigan, Monday the 2rst ult.
The quartely conference of this district
convened at this place the 19th instant, and
held over the 20th. It was largely' attended, and was pronounced a most excellent
one.
Some kind friend (probably at Richmond, Mo.), has sent us three extra copies

of the Chic.tgo Tri!•unc of the 17th ult. coutaining the death-bed testimony of Elder
David vVhitmer in respect to his connection
with Joseph Smith the Seer, the translation of the Book of Mormon and the
building up of the church from 1830.
They have our thanks.
Pres. Joseph Smith wrote from Salt
Lake City the 19th ult. that Bro. Luff had
baptized one two days before, a nd was to
baptize two more the day he wrote.
"Do not fail to hear Joseph Smith at the
court house [in \Vilber, Nebraska,] to0

night."-The Blade, Dec. 24th.
E. C. Ilrand says: "Had eight good
meetings at Gallancl's Grove, Iowa, and a
good conference at Omaha. Baptized one.
All matter addressed to David Dancer,
that is intended for the Herald Office,
should have the number of our office box
-82-added. Its ommission often causes
delays in out office business.
All further orders for Bed Springs or
Portraits, should be addressed to Bro. B.
F. Ordway, Independence, Mo., instead of
Central U.S. M'f'g Co., which is now
disorganized.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro. W. C. Cadwell writes from Logan,
Iowa, the 24th, ult., that the conference
just closed there, was most excellent:
«Splendid liberty was enjoyed by the speakers;
there was a good attendance of both members
and outsiders, and good attention was paid by all.
So far as we can Judge, everybody was satisfied
with the experiment 0£ holding the conference
where no branch organization exists. A general
feeling prevailed that good to the· cause will
result. Every branch in the district reported,
and from neatly all good healthy &ains were
shown."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
of righteousness?
~ues.-Is the devil a servant

Ans.-No.
"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts
of your father ye will do: he was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth,
because there is no truth in him. vVhen he
speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is
a liar, and the father of it."-St. John-8 :44·
«He that committeth sin is of the devil; for.
the devil sinneth from the beginning. For this
purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he
might destroy the works of the devil."-1 John
3:8.
«The field is the world; the good seed are the
children of the kingdom; but the tares are the
children of the wicked one; the enemy that
sowed them is the devil; the harvest is the end
of the world; and the reapers are the angels."Matthew 13: 38, 39·
"And I, Lehi, according to the things which I
have read, must needs suppose, that an angel of
God, according to that which is written, had fallen from heaven; wherefore he became a devil,

3
having sought that which was evil before God.
And because he had fallen from hea,·en, and had
become miserable forever, he sought also the misery of all mankind. vVherefore, he said unto
Eve, yea, even that old serpent, who is the devil,
who is the father of all lies; wherefore he said,
Partake of the forbidden fruit, and ye shall not
die, but ye shall be as God, knowing good and
evil. And after Adam and Eve had partaken of
the forbidden fruit, ·they were driven out of the
garden of Eden, to-till the earth. And they ha,·e
brought forth children; yea, even the family of
all the earth. And the days of the children_ of
men were prolonged, according to the will of
God, that they might repent while in the flesh;
wherefore their state became a state of probation,
and their time was lengthened, according to the
commandments which the Lord God gave unto
the children of men. For he gave commandment that all men must repent; for he shewed
unto all men that they were lost, because of the
transgression of their parents. And now, behold,
if Adam had not transgressed, he would not haYe
fallen; but he would have remained in the garden of Eden. And all things which were created,
must have remained in the same state which
th~y were, after they were created; and they
must have remained forever, and had no end. ·
And they would have had no children; wherefore, they would have remained in a· state of innocence, having no joy, for they knew no misery: doing no good, for they knew no sin. But
behold, all things have been done in the wisdom
of him who knoweth all things. Adam fell, that
men might be; and men are, that they might
have joy. And the Messiah cometh in the fullness of time, that he may redeem the children of
men from the fall. And because that they are
redeemed from the fall, they have become free
forever, knowing good from evil; to act for
themselves, and not to be acted upon, save it be
by the punishment of the law, at the great and
last day, according to the commandments which
God hath given. Wherefore, men are free according to the flesh; and all things are given
them which are.expedient unto man. And they
ate free to choose liberty and eternal life, through
the great Mediator of all men, or to choose cap·
tivity and death, according to the captivity and
power of the devil: for he seeketh that all men
might be miserable like unto himself."-Book of
Mormon, 2 Nephi I: 8.
"And this we saw also, and bear record, that
an angel of God, who was in authority in the
presence of God, who rebelled against the only
begotten Son; whom the Father loved and who
was in the bosom of the Father; and was thrust
down from the presence of God and the Son, and
was called Perdition; for the heavens wept over
h.im; he was Lucifer, a son of the morning. And.
we beheld, and lo, he is fallen! is fallen t even a son
of the morning. And while we were yet in the
Spirit, the Lord commanded us that we should
write the vision; for we beheld Satan, that old serpent even the devil, who rebelled against God, and
sought to take the kingdom of our God and his
Christ; wherefore he maketh war with the saints
of God, and encompasses them round about.
And we sa\v a vision of the sufferings of those
with whom he made war and cvercame, for thus
came the voice of the Lord unto us."-D. C., sec.
76, par. 3.
~.-Will the devil manufacture our mor-
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tal bodies into immortal ones while they
lie in the grave.
A.-No.
"And that which thou sowest, thou sowest not
that body that shall be, but bare grain; it may
chance of wheat, or of some other grain: but
God giveth it a body as it hath pleased him, and
to every seed his own body."-r Cor: 15:37, 38.
"For our conversation is In heaven; from
whence also_ we look for Uie Savior, the Lord
Jesus Christ: who shall change our vile body,
that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious
-body, according to the working whereby he is
able even to subdue all things unto himself."Phil. 3: 20, 2 r.
"Now, verily I say unto you, that through the
redemption which is made for you, is brought to
pass the resurrection from the dead. And the
spirit and the body is the soul of man. And the
ressurrection from the dead is the redemption of
the soul; and the redemption of the soul is
through him who quickeneth all things, in whose
bosom it is decreed, that the poor and the meek
of the earth shall inherit it. Therefore, it must
needs be sanctified from all unrighteousness,
that it may be prepared for the celestial glory;
for after it hath filled the measure of its creation,
it shall be crowned with glory, even with the
presence of God the Father; that bodies who are
of the celestial kingdom may possess it forever
and ever; for, for this intent was it made and
created; and for this intent are they sanctified.
"And they who are not sanctified through the
law which I have given unto you, even the law
of Christ, must inhirit another kingdom, even
that of a terrestrial kingdom, or that of a telestial
kingdom. For he who is not able to abide the
law of a celestial kingdom, can not abide a celestial glory; and he who can not abide the law of a
terrestrial kingdom, can not abide a terrestrial
glory; he who can not abide the law of a telestial
kingdom, can not abide a telestial glory: therefore, he is not meet for a kingdom of glory.
Therefore, he must abide a kingdom which is
not a kingdom of glory.
"And again, verily I say unto you, the earth
abideth the law of a celestial kingdom, for it filleth the measure of its creation, and transgresseth
not the law. Wherefore, it shall be sanctified;
yea, nolwithstang it shall die, it shall be quicken again, and shall abide the power by which it
is quickened, and the righteous shall inherit it;
for, notwithstanding they die, they also shall rise
again a spiritual body; they who are of a celestial
spirit shall receive the same body, which was a
natural hody: even ye shall receive your bodies,
and your glory shall be that glory by which
your bodies are quickened. Ye who are quickened by a portion of the celestial glory, shall then
receive of the same, even a fullness; and they who
are quickened by a portion of the terrestrial glory,
shall then receive of the same, even a fullness:
and also they who are quickened by a portion of
the telestial glory, shall then receive of the same,
even a fullness; and they who remain shall also
be quickened; nevertheleM, they shall return
again to their own place, to enjoy that which
they are willing to receive, because they were
not willing to enjoy that which they might have
l'eceived."-D. C. 85: 4, 5, 6.

All these passages prove that God~not
the devil-will prepare the bodies in attd
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for the resurrection. And these, and similar texts, show the salvation of manbody, soul, and spirit.
~.-Is there a personal devil?
A.-Yes; and legions of them.
"And I, the Lord God, spake unto Moses, say·
ing, That Satan whom thou hast commanded in
the name of mine Only Begotten, is the same
which was from the beginning; and he came be·
fore me, saying, Behold I, send me, I will be thy
Son, and I ·will redeem all mankind, that one
soul shall not be lost, and surely I will do it;
wherefore, give me thine honor. But behold, my
beloved Son, which was my beloved and chosen
from the beginning, said unto me; Father, thy
will be done, and the glory be thine forever.
\Vherefore, because that Satan rebelled against
me, and sought to destroy the agency of man,
which I, the 'Lord God, had given him: and also
that I should give unto him mine own power;
by the power of mine Only Begotten I caused
that he should be cast down, and he became
Satan; yea, even the dev.il, the father of all lies,
to deceive, and to blind men, and to lead them
captive at his will, even as many as would not
hearken unto my voice. And now, the serpent
was more subtle than any beast of the field, which
I, the Lord God, had made. And Satan put it
into the heart of the serpent, for he had drawn
away many after him; and he sought also to beguile Eve, for he knew not the mind of God;
wherefore, he sought to destroy the world. And
he said unto the woman, Ye, hath God said, Ye
shall not eat of every tree of the garden. And
he spake by the mouth of the serpent."-Gen.

3: 1-8.
"And I saw an angel come down out of heaven,
having the key of the bottomless pit and a great
chain in his hand. And he laid hold on the
dragon, that old serpent, which is the Devil, and
Satan, and bound him a thousand years, and cast
him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up,
and set a seal upon him, that he should deceive
the nations no more, till the thousand years
should be fulfilled; and after that he must be
loosed a little season."-Rev. 20: r, 2, 3.
"But the men marveled, saying, What manner
of man is this, that even the winds and the sea
obey him? And when he was come to the other
side, into the country of the Gergesenes, there
met him a man possessed of devils, coming out
of the tombs, exceeding fierce, so that no man
could pass that way. And, behold, he cried out,
saying, What have we to do with thee, Jesus,
thou Son of God? Art thou come hither to
torment us before the time? And there was, a
good way off from them, a herd of many swine,
feeding. So the devils besought him, saying, If
thou cast us out, suffer us to go into the herd of
swine."-Matt. 8: 28-32.
"0 the wisdom of God! his mercy and grace!
For behold, if the flesh should. rise no more, our
spirits must become subject to that angel who
fell from before the presence of the Eternal God,
and became the devil, to rise no more. And our
spirits must have become like unto him, and we
become devils, angels to a devil, to be shut out
from the presence of our God, and to remain
with the father of lies, in mi5ery, like unto hirn·
self; yea, to that being who beguiled our first
parents; who transformeth himself nigh unto an
angel of light, and stin-eth up the children of
men unto secret combinations of murder, arnl all

manner of secret works of darkness."-2 Nephi
6: 3·
"And it came to pass, that Adam being tempted of the devil, for behold the devil was before
Adam, for he rebelled against me, saying, Give
me thine honor, which is my power; and also a
third part of the hosts of heaven turned he away
from me because of their agency; and they were
thrust down, and thus became the devil and his
angels; and behold, there is a place prepared for
them from the beginning, which place is hell;
and it must needs be that the devil should tempt
the children of men, or they could not be agents
unto themselves, for if they never should ha1·e
bitter, they could not know the sweet. \Vherefore, it came to pass, that the devil tempted Adam
and he partook the forbidden fruit, and transgressed the commandment, wherein he became
subject to the will of the devil, because he yielded
unto temptation; wherefore, I the Lord God
caused that he should· be cast out from the Garden of Eden, from my presence, because of his
transgression; wherein he became spiritually
dead; which is the first death, even that same
death, which is the last death, which is spiritual,
which shall be prnnounced upon the wicked
when I shall say-Depart ye cursed."-D. C.,
28: ro, 11.
"And- the angels which kept not their first
estate, but left their own habitation, he hath
reserved in everlasting chains under darkness
unto the judgment of the great day."-Jnde r :6.

TnE Conneautville, (Pa.) Courier of the

17th ult., has this to say of Elder G. T.
Griffiths:
"Rev. G. T. Griffiths, the Latter Day Saint
preacher, who has been holding meetings in the
Pettit.school house the past week, says there are
many people prejudiced against their denomination on account of connecting it with the Utah
Mormons, when in fact it is strongly opposed to
that church, and is one of its most active opponents. Polygamy never was a part of Mormon·
ism proper, neither is it a tenet of the doctrine as
taught by Joseph Smith, Jr., the head of the
Church of Latter Day Saints, whose headquarters
are at Lamoni, Iowa. Rev. Griffiths defines the
doctrine of his church as follows:
"First, Faith in God and Jesus Christ. Second, Repentance. Third, Baptism by immersion
for the remission of sins. Fourth, Laying on of
hands for the reception of the Holy Ghost, healing the sick, blessing of children and ordination
of the ministry. Fifth, Ressurrection of the
dead. Sixth, Eternal judgment, second coming
of Christ, and millennial reign. We believe in
the signs Jes us said should follow the believers,
such as tongues, prophecy, dreams, visions, etc.
\Ve believe one man should have only one wife,
and one woman only one husband, except in case
of death, then they are at liberty to marry again.
We further believe that all rnen who keep the
laws of God will be in subjection to the laws of
the land."

By this it is seen Bro. Griffiths is plant·
ing the work of God right in the vicinity
where Solomon Spaulding wrote the notorious "Manuscript Story,'' and meets with
success. The tide is turning.
l\:tark H. Forscutt, care 138 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, lfa.
Presidmg Bishop; G. A. Blakeslee, Galien, J\Iicb.
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NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the ·western Wisconsin District Conference will be held at the
Excelsior Branch, January 9th and rnth, 1886.
We request all of the officials to report by letter,
if they fail to come in person. We cordially invite all to attend. Come praying that God may
bless.
A. L. WHITEAKER, Dist. Pres.

division, namely Matea and Tahiti, one district,
com posed of four branches ; Tikah ua and Rairoa,
three branches, form district No. 2; Koukura,
Aratua, Aputai and Niau, district No. 3; Manihi,
Taroa, Tapoto, Raraka, district No. 4. It is proposed to have these districts meet in March, June,
September, and December of each year. And
the General Conferences to meet April 6th and
October 6th at some convenient place. But for
next April it is appointed at Tubuai which is
three hundred miles, south of Tahiti, and entirely
on one side. I am desirous of going there, for it
was headquarters of the first missionaries, Tahiti
and Anaa being the others;· and I think quite a
number will come into the church from the
Protestants there.
I have prepared a new paper on the laws of
the church, including directions for ordinations,
confirmations, the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, marriage, General and district conferences,
and many other matters explained so that there
can be a mnch better understanding among the
ministry here. I have tried to get it printed here,
but I can not pay fifty dollars for one hundred
copies. I will copy the translation so that if it is
lost on the 'tvay, or fails to reach the office, I will
have the original left. The failure of the last
half of the work that I sent you last spring to
reach you and be printed, causes great disappointment; for I had from the 4th to the Slh chapters
(inclusive) of Genesis translated. Inspired Translation. Covering the prophecy of Enoch. It
cost us twenty dollars for the translation of the
entire manuscript. I have prepared a question
book, covering every item of our faith, and much
history reaching from the establishment of the
church in the days of Christ, till the present time.
It will furnish the church here with a vast amount
of needed information. It is being translated,
and if I can get it printed the church here will
become quite well informed on religious matters.
The Saints here do not ask for the church in
America to print thei;e works gratuitously.
They are willing to pay for them, and are glad
to have them printed at the Herald Office, for
they can not afford to pay the exorbitant prices
asked here.
Your btother,
T. w. SMITH.

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Oct. 2rst, 1885.
Brn. ':fosejk Smit!t and W. W. Blair:-VI e are
now at our home, near Papeete, and we have
been here nearly four weeks. The conference
for October 6th was appointed here, and I left
Anaa to attend it, but when I got here I found
but few of th.e Elders could get here in time, so I
changed the time to the 17th and 18th. A number more came in time for that appointment, and
some reached here Sunday night, and others who
are expected have not come yet. The trouble in
the case arises through the trading vessels.
Sometimes none are at hand, except a month before time, or rnme days or even weeks after the
day appointed. Sometimes' the captains refuse
to carry passengers, through lack of room; sometimes a Priest or Bishop of the Catholic Church
is on board, and charters the vessel, and then
refuses to allow only such as he chooses to go
a!Ong. Sometimes, the illiberality of the captain,
caused by religious prejudice, prevents our people from eoming or going to a conference. In
getting to the. district eonferences there is but
little trouble, as many of the brethren own boats
large enough to go to points that they can reach
in ten or twelve hours. It would be a good thing
if the drnrch here owned a small schooner of
thirty or forty tons, which could be used for
missionary purposes, or for church business; but
I do not see the way clear at present to get one.
But if I knew that I should stay here a year or
two more I would endeavor to raise the means to
get one. It is terribly vexatious ofttimes, to depend on these Yessels, for they do not wish to go
to Papeete until loaded with shells or bufa, sp
sometimes they reach an island before expected,
and sometimes weeks after. The Saints at Kou- .
DETROIT, Minn., Dec. 23d.
- kura raised over one hundred dollars to pay a
Dear Herald:-\Ve have just closed one of the
vessel to bring them, but as.yet have not found a
best conferences ever held in the Northern Minway to come. It is vastly different to what it is
nesota District. One week before conference, I
in the States in traveling and mail facilities. I
went over the district, and found the Saints all
trying to do what they could for the Master; and
doubt very much if I get all the mail that comes
for the good of the cause. I was made to rejoice,
for me. I got a letter two weeks ago that was
as they told me of their Jove, and how God had
received in the Post Office,in April, as the post
blessed them, and when I met those who had
mark shows. Another letter from Bro. J. A.
but just entered the kingdom, the warm grasp of
Robinson was handed to me by David Brown,
the hand and the light that came into tlie eye,
which was received here.in l\1ay, yet a number
spoke more than words, of that change that had ·
of others less plainly addressed found me all
taken place in them. We held our conference in
right. The papers come quite regularly. The
the Saints' Chapel at Girard. The building is
July IIth number has not reached any of us.
roomy, and was well filled at all the meetings.
Please see that it is sent. We con;imenced our
It is a good building, thoroughly built; all tried
conference last Saturday, representatives from
to do their best work. It will be. plastered next
Tarona, Tiare, Matea, Tikahau, Avatoru, Tiputa,
season, and is a credit to all who were engaged
Amanu, Niau, and Koukura were present. The
in building it. The Spirit of God was present in
branches at l\1anihi, Taroa, Tapoto, l\1otura, Tuour meetings, and it was that spirit that runs. from
buai, and Aputai not represented. The branches
heart to heart, that brings the tears lo our eyes,
at Faite, Farava, JV[akemo, l\Iarakau, Hikuari.
that makes us humble, and ready to do God's
Raroia, Tuhora, Matahoa, Butahara, Opipi, Tawill, and the Spirit says "that this district will be
maria, and others will probably be represented at
blessed morf) t)lan it ever ha,s Peen 1 if ~e earn~~t,
Anaa in January. We arranged here to form
0
ly Ge\;k,''
. .
'
,
,«
<;~veral districts of the branche!l 0£ thir vyeslern
.
. '
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The district has been blessed by the labors of
Brn. J. C. Foss and H. L. Holt. I have been
much with Bro. Foss, and his example is worthy
of imitation; and one man in ,speaking of him
uses a phrase belonging peculiarly to this frontier,
and expressive to all who are used to such expressions: "Mr. Foss is a Joe Dandy," which
means, he is a noble man. All speak well of
him, and would welcome his return. I have not
as much personal acquaintance with Bro. Holt,
but all speak of him with love; he has done a
good work, and been the chosen instrument in
God's hands of bring many through the door into
the kingdom. I have found him to be an earn.
est worker, but with a zeal tempered with knowledge. May God bless and prosper those brethren,
is the prayer of the Saints. It is a pleasure to be
able to report the earnest work of the Saints of
this district to magnify their calling in ways
which they could do the most good; and the sis·
ters and brothers have been earnest in opening
up new places, and assisting materially in our
meetings, for which they will receive the reward
of the Master, "Well done, good and faithful
servants." And when I read in your pages of
how God is blessing his people, I feel _to shout,
"Zion's light again is dawning,"
Dear Saints; let us love one another, and not
forget to pray daily for strength, that we may be
able to overcome, and at last be numbered with
his chosen in the celestial kingdom, is the prayer
of your brother in the rtame of Jesus Christ.
Amen.
T. J. MARTJ:J\I,
MrLTON, Cable Co., \V. Va.,
December 17th.
Dear Herald: On the 18th of last month I left
my home (Limerick, Ohio) to lift the warning
voice to my fellow men. I arrived at the hospif'able home of Bro. and Sr. Spann, in Meigs Co,
Ohio, on the 20th; spoke the words of the Lor<l
to those that came to hear; also spoke twice in a
new place with good liberty to fair congregations,
and was well received; I think some will obey.
I promised to return. I then went' to Mason
county, \V. Va.; there I was joined by Bro. J. L.
Williams. In company with him came to this
place, where we got the use of the North Methodist Church, and had fair audiences. It stirred
the people some. \Ve preached four times, then
went on to Summers county, where we presented
'the truth in four different localities, baptized five,
and left many others believing. They say they
never before heard the gospel. Nearly all that
heard seemed to be confounded. One man, a
respectable member of the Baptist Church said
they had made quite a stir among the people,
gathering up money to ;;end off to convert the
heathen; and now we had brought the fulness of
the gospel \dthoul money to convert them. It
will be very necessary for more preaching to be
ddne there. There are calls for preaching in ad.joining counties, which I can not reach now.
\Ve returned to this place yesterday, but will
not get to preach here this time, as there is a protracted meeting going on. We baptized one here
to-day, in the presence of three Methodist preachers, who are holding a protracted meeting. Milton is a neat little town of five or six hundred
inhabitants, situated in a good valley on the C. &
0. R. R. There are several here who are strong
in the faith, and contend for it in pµblic and pri·
;~tt'). l
stiirt tq·l"Jlorro"1 for l"~k~\"Jl"\ CQ\!Ptfi

will
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W. Va., to labor a few days with the Saints, then
to some new places in Ohio. After that I will
have to look after the welfare of my family for a
while. I desire to labor in the field all that I can,
knowing .that it is God's work.· Some of the people here are trying to get some one to attack me~
for a discussion, but ·r guess they will fail. May
this grand work move on, and the warning voice
soon be lifted to all the inhabitants of the earth.
Yours in the hope of eternal life,
JAMES MOLER.
BUCHANAN, Michigan,
December 19th.
Dear brother Blair, and the mai1y readers ef the
dear Herald:~ This morning as we go to our place
of business we are reminded of the many promises we have made to ourselves while reading your
pages, line npon line, and have adopted your precepts upon precepts a little over five years ago,
and have promised ourselves time and again to
give the readers of the IIerald our testimony of
the gospel of Jes us Chdst, and this great latterday work, that we are as strong in the faith as
ever, knowing that this is the plan of salvation
taught through the oracles of God through his
Apostle Paul in Hebrews fifth chapter and
l\velfth verse, and we thank God we were spared
in life to receive the true light of the gospel in
these last days of ours, after• serving the evil one
so many years. Sectarianism never had effect
on us. It was all darkness to us. But when our
heavenly Father brought us to a halt one day,
and gave us a spirit to investigate his word, and
sent his servant, Gomer Griffiths, into our.part of
His vineyard to explain that word to us, the
darkness of men and sectarian priestcraft disappeared. The Spirit of God followed the word
spoken by His servant, and it took only three
sermons to convince us what to do to be saved,
On a Sunday night we rose for baptism; the next
day we received the ordinance of baptism and
laying on of hands. To· day we thank God that
we are numbered with the Saints, and of the
household of God. To-day we thank God for the
the privilege of reading the many letters contained in the Herald by our brothers and sisters.
\Ve pray and ask God to help his servant Joseph
Smith in recalling those who have wandered
from the true fold of Christ. Brethren and sisters, let us come to the front in aiding the servants of the Most High God in finance, in prayer,
and in every way we can. Come, dear Saints;
let us be of one mind to try and live better every
day. God bless you, the least, the weakest Saint
in the world can do something. If you but just
hand the !Ierald to your neighbor, although they
may refuse to take it once or twice, try it again;
and finally it will seem better than they thought
for. The l-Ierald is one of the daringest preachl!rs in the field. \Vhile poor mortal man can only enter the house, it will enter the heart of man;
and if there is any rubbish there it will remove it.
lts head, its foundation-the one the word of
God, the other the Spirit of God following. We
are three in number here, meeting every Sunday
at three o'clock p. m.; sometimes a houseful,
sometimes only the required number-two or
three. But God makes His ·promises manifest to
us. There are five l-Ieralds taken- here. Let me
tell you there are some here who have not obeyed the commandments of Jesus Christ yet, that
have a full knowledge of the. word af the gosreL
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But they have not been "born of the water, and
of the Spirit,"yet are strong in the faith. Thanks
be to God for what he has done for us in this
place. We look for some soon to obey. Our
n1issionaries in this part of the vineyard are the
Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, Life
of Joseph Smith, book of tractS and the Herald.
Oh, they are so faithful to their work. Just put
them out on a mission; don't keep them at home
for an ornament. They will speak for themselves.
Man has denounced them so long, and tried to
kill them so often as missionaries, and could not
do it, that a great many have taken courage to
investigate them. May God help us to be more
free to our neighbors and friends. Ever praying
for Zion's glorious cause.
Your brother in the gospel of Christ,
JOHN SHOOK.
CLINTON, Mo., Decembe;· 21st,
Bro. Blair:-! send to you by mail to-day the
Lowry City Times, containing a note from the
editor in regard to Bro. J. N.'s efforts at that
place. Bro. I. N. has been holding forth at
Brownington (about nine miles from here) the
last week, speaking in the Baptist Chtirch, many
seem to be anxious to know "who are these Latter Day Saints?" Strange to say, but few seem
to know that there is such a people. We have
been here about o~e year, and have said but little
in regard to the work, as we thought it wise to
make ourselves known in a business way first,
and gain prestige with the people, which we feel
we now have done. Each of us have bought lots
and built comfortable homes, and now arrangements are made with Bro. I. N. and myself-he
to take charge in opening up the work, and the
preaching of the word, and I to ,look after our
business, which I find quite a task, keeping up
expenses and providing for our families. We
are out about $so per month to fill ..Bro. I. N's.
place in store. God has blessed us in the past,
and we have no fears to trust him in providing
for us in the future.
We have come to Clinton with the truth, to
teach this people, and to sow the seed in every
heart. We ask the Saints to remember us in
their prayers, that we may be able to bring the
"sheep" into the fold in this part of the country.
Oh, how glad we are to receive the IIerald! It
is more than food to us; not only does it satisfy,
but creates a desire for more. God bless the editors, and all the workers in the office, that the
I£erald may continue to prosper until every family of Saints in the land may take one.
Yours for the truth,
D. c. WHITE.
Bro. I. N. White writes his brother as follows:
«On Saturday night I saw a large wheat field;
I was-along its north end, save a few small fields
I could see north and north-west of me. I rode
along west until I came to the west side, when I
went along its side going south. I stopped and
looked over it. It extended far east and south,
grain large and tall, more so than I had ever seen
before. I rode close by its side and reached out
and gathered a few heads, rubbing them in my
hands, when I found its kernels nice, and remarked that it was much better than I expected,
as the heads looked small and short. The yield
was great, much of the wheat was so ripe that
the straw had commenced to break. I looked
over the field for the harvestcrs-laborcr~~.--J:>i,i,t

lo! not one to be seen!! I felt almost exhansted
and worried out, as I had been f~oting it just before getting in the wagon when riding along the
side. I looked at the vastness of the field, and
then examined the time and found that the night
was almost on us. I could see the darkness setting in, as though the sun was approaching near
the western horizon and behind the dingy clouds.
Some cried to me, "Hurry!" It seemed I was
wanted in some other field south-west of me;
but though I saw the darkness setting in, I felt
not to hurry, telling them not to be too fast, as I
wanted to see to the work here first, and did not
care to rush from it. But as I was hurried along
I observed some men, ( ?), fixing the road for
us to pass, and one grumbled at me for just the
way I managed the work. I felt sure he knew1
nothing about it, and I passed on, saying nothing, but said to myself: •I am sure that I will
leave my work in the hands of the Lord, and
will abide his decision for a reward and exoneration at the end.' The dream is too long to relate
more. \Vhat will the end be? I really feel
anxious for onr cause. I can see there will and
must be something done. 0, what a great
cause! Let us be faithful to God and the work.''
Yours ever,
I. N. \VurrE.
GREENVILLE, Pa., December 20th.
Bro. iv. W. Blair:-On December 2d, I baptized two at Kirtland, and on the 4th, left for
Conneautville, Pa., where I labored for two weeks.
having crowded houses and best of attention. I
had the pleasure of leading brethren L. S. and F.
W. Holman, two prominent men of that part of
the country, into the waters of baptism; and left
others believing, who will be one with us ere
long; was kindly treated by Saints and friends.
Arrived here on the evening of the 18th,-an appointment had been given out for meetings in
the Rink here at three o'clock on the "Sabbath;
but owing to the cold weather, or the short notice, or late dinners, few were present, and these
came in too late to make an extended effort, and
so an informal talk concerning the difference between our faith and the Utah people, with the
cardinal points of our doctrine, was made to attentive listeners. I think by per;istent effort on
our part, some good may be accomplished here
yet. Bro. W. H. Garrett and wife have labored
faithfully here to make an opening for the past
seven years. They hold regular services at their
home on every Lord's day: have prayer, testimony, speaking; and have communion on first Sabbath of the month, instilling the doctrine of
Christ in the minds of their children, so that now
four of them are ready for baptism. Would to
the Lord that many other Latter Day Saints
would follow this example, as there are many
parents who neglect this important duty. I Jcaye
here for Wheeling to-morrow morning.
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
Box 160, BLUE RAPIDS, Kansas,
December 19.
. Saints' l-Ierald:-Please let your columns do
a little preaching for me to the Saints here generally in this field, as I am engaged teaching, and
can not get" out to do it in person. The work
needs some assistance immediately, and we wish
to ask" those who can do so to help us at once.
I b.el\eve that dollc,tr~ a1.1.d ~en ts will aid the work
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here faster this winter than at any previous time.
By the assistance· of some of the Saints, the current expenses of the district has been provided
for, and one Elder (A.H. Parsons) kept continuously in the field. At the D.ecember conference,
another was sent out for the winter and spring to
occupy some promising fields of missionary work.
\Ve wish to ask you now to aid us in keeping the
work in this way progressing. Please do nqt let
this Elder's wife, who is an invalid, suffer through
this winter. Her husband has baptized over fifty
souls into the church in this district. \Ve appeal
to those who are able to help some to do it now.
The business men of the Church here we feel are
without excuse if they fail in doing their share of
this work. Your district record shows that over
four hundred souls have been added to it by baptism since it was organized. It is no trifling matthat so enterprising a district as this should be
sustained. Don't let agitations bother you. The
work is alive yet, and prospering. I pray it may
be kept so.
yours,
MAHLON SMITH.
DE \VrTT, Neb., Dec. 21st.
Dem' Herald :·-I closed a protracte.d eftort near
\Vilber on the 14th; held in all thirty-six meetings,
the attendance was large, order good, and the
interest manifested was of the nature to impress
us that several were not far from the kingdom,
and we hope to gather, or hear of the gathering
from so liberal sowing of the good seed. God
was especially merciful in giving health in the
hour of need, and utterance in telling the glad
news. Elder Murphy, of the Christian Church,
attended twenty-two of our meeetings, and when
I closed he gave notice that he would try and
preach to them a little while. He seemed to be
a kindly disposed and fair gentleman, paid good
attention, asked quite a number of questions, and
conversed freely upon topics of our religion. He
explained clearly and satisfactorily why his people did not preach . the spiritual gifts.
I came down here to hold meetings in the
Roperville school-house, and to my thinking
the best feeling and spirit that I have ever experienced at this place prevailed, and I hope the
desire to investigate and hear may continue.
Last Friday evening l could not have the use of
the house here, so I returned to \Vilber and heard
Elder Murphy. The crowd continued as when
I closed. The minister gave me a pressing invitation to come and take part, the time to be
equally divided, and I have accepted, and the two
lamps may appear before the people, side by side.
Such an opportunity I have long sought for. As
this effort shall progress, I will rnport. The past
week has been quite warm for this time. of year.
Hopeful, and trusting in the ultimate triumph of
Zion's cause,
I am in gospel bonds,
RonT. M. ELVIN.
FANNING, Kan., Dec. 44th.
Dear IIerald: I left home, at Independence, on
the I 6th o(this month, arrived at Atchison, Kansas, on the 19th. Sunday, 20th, in company with
Bro. Daniel Munn of Good Intent, I attended a
meeting held at the house of a Strangite; preaching. by our Bro. Green of Netawaka, Kansas. In
the afternoon I was called upon to preach at the
house of Sr. Stubbart. Bro. Green left with Bro.
Munn and Bro. Hiram Parker for Good Intent,
to twld a series of meetings in that locality. Mon,
?a;r I came here and hi\ve geet1 :preachin~· ever

since with good attendance and good attention.
Am blest '\\ith good liberty. The attendance is
on the increase nightly. If it continues we will
be compelled to enlarge our place to accomodate
those who desire to hear the word. The few
Saints that are here are good and kind. Bro.
Gurwell is doing all he can for the good of the
cause and the work of the ministry in this place,
and so is all the Saints of this branch. I shall
hold the fort as long as I can, trusting in the
Lord for strength and support; and may the God
of all the earth in whom we trust be with the
Saints everywhere, is my prayer in Jesus' name.
CLARENCE s. ST. CLAIR.
Los ANGELES, Cal., Dec. 17th.
Bro. Blair :-I am now engaged in a series of
meetings in this city; they open up flatteringly.
Last week I held a series at Tustin. Think of going north the latter part of next week, if my work
here does not prove a success. Bro. D. S. Mills
is with me, in moderate health. Altogether the
work is brightening on the coast.
Please have my address ir,serted in the Herald
once more, as follows, Alex. Hale Smith, No.919
Center Street, Oakland, California. I find an A.
H. Smith here in this place, and trouble sometimes arises and mail matter gets losL Direct to
the above address. Can you send me a Spaulding Romance?
Yours truly,
ALEX. HALE SMITH.
CABOOL, Texas Co., Mo.,
December 21st.
Bro. Blair :-Two families of German people
lately arrived here from Kansas City, I think expecting to get land here and locate in this vicinity. One of said gentlemen lea\·ned I was a
Latter Day Saint.
Said he to met "we know
some of your folks in Kansas City. I don't want
to join your church and I never will." He wished to know the origin of our church, and I gave
him a brief historic description of its origin. He
wished to know something about Brigham Young.
I showed him how Brigham departed from the
original. I also showed him the restoration of
the gospel of Christ and the Church of Christ.
For a startingpoint I gave him the words of Jes us:
"If any man will do the will of the Father, he
shall know o( the doctrine, whether it be of God.
I told them it is the will of the Father that all
should believe, repent, be"baptized for the remission of sins, receive the gift of the Holy Ghost,
through the laying on of hands, and that after
having complied with said ordinances, then it is
their privilege to know that the doctrine is of God.
· The doctrine being of God, the same approvals
that accompanied the doctrine of God in these
days. The same signs that followed the believer
in the doctrine of God in that age of the world,
will follow the believer in the doctrine of God in
this age of the world.
Thus all may know the doctrine of God. Thus
all may know the Church of Christ. Thus all may
know the believers in Christ. If God does not
approve of us in said manner, working with us,
: bearing witness of our identiiy as his people who
constitute his church, then we have neither part
nor lot in the matter. He admitted these test
rules were se!£ evident facts, but said he, "I was
brought up in the old country church-Lutheran.
I never must leave tltat church, the church tny
p!tr<'!'Jls belongeq t9, the chu,rs;h I hav~ hclonged
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to all my life. I am forty-six years old, and it
would not do for me to leave my church and join
yours or any other church. I must die in my re,
ligion, my parents' religion-a Lutheran."
He offered me a drink of whisky. I asked him
to excuse me, and told him I did not indulge.
He said there was nothing wrong about that, that
one of his near neighbors, Mr.-.-- ~,belong• to
our church, and that he drinks. He said Mr.~
was industrious, made plenty of money, and
he seemed to think it was right.
Your brother in the one faith,
B. A. ATWELL.
BROWNINGTON, Mo., Dec. 24th.
Bro. W. TV. Blair :-When I left Angus, Iowa,
for this place, it did seem that nothing would
wake the people up there to a sense of their position; but my heart was made to rejoice by reading that Bro. J. S. Roth had baptized eight
precious souls into the kingdom of Christ. Go
again, brother, and may God be with you, to turn
them from darkness to light. The people there
seem to be careless and indifferent about their
soul's salvation, but I hope to hear of more
awakening to righteousness.
Since coming here, I have tried to preach on
Sundays, when I could get a house; and since
the 28th ult., have held meetings e~ry Sunday,
in· company with Bro. I. N. While. This part of
the country contains a large number of the
Christians, or Campbellites. I was invited to go
and preach at Park's Grove School-house, on the
28th of November and went in company with
Bro. I N. White; he gave privilege for any one to
speak, when one of them undertook to inform the
congregation that we misapplied the Scriptures;
that Bro. \Vhite was what we might call an
Apollos, and what he needed was a Priscilla; and '
Aquilla, to further instruct him, when he would
be a great help to the Christian Church. Bro.
White held four meeting in the Baptist Church
at this place, commencing on the r 7th, had
small but attentive congregations. It appears
that the gentleman above referred to has been in
town and told some, and they have told others,
that Bro. White is a Mormon; and the result is,
no more preaching in the churches here; but I
have secured the school-house for him. Bro.
White had appointments out for Diamond Point
School-house for this week, but was called home
by sickness in his family. I filled the appointment on Monday night, but found the door
locked a,gainst me on Tuesday night. There are
a great many anxious to he.ar more of the doctrine. This is a very large .field without rtilapers,
and we desire the prayers of the Saints everywhere, that utterance might be given.
I should feel lost without the church papers, as
they keep me informed of the progress of God's
work. I am glad to see that some are throwing
down their arms of rebellion in Utah, and hope
to see the day '\\hen the stigma attached to the
Church of Christ will be forgotten. I love this
latter day work; I know it is true, and hope I
shall be found bearing testimony to it all my life.
I have got the .writings of "Old Come to Pass" in
my possess'on, and think it a very poor production for a minister of the ability that it has heen
said he was. My faith is not weakened in the
Book of Mormon by teatllttg the writings of the
cultuted(P) Reverend. With a prayer for ~ion's
weal, I remlin yours in Christ,
·
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OF DREAMS.

\VmLE I agree with the wise man that

"dreams come from a· multitude of business," and that there is danger of becoming fanatical in regard to tbei11, yet I believe in the voice of inspiration which says
-"They shall dream dreams."
A lengthy article might be written upon
this subject mid prove profitable. A short
rule to judge dreams by is this,-When
they agee with God's characterand laws,
and tend to good, they certainly can do no
harm.
A certain man belonged to one of the
many sects now extant, and that church
was seem~gly very moral, and seemed to
have some good doctrine. The man became strongly impressed that he ought to
be in the ministry, and after several years
the Church accepted of his ministry and
he began to preach and baptize. But from
the start there was something seemingly
wrong. The man had a tender conscience
concerning things of so momentous a character. In due time he received additional
light, and became fully persuaded that
there was a reason for doubts, and so at
once quit his ministerial labors.
Sometime thereafter he received the following dream: He seemed to be on a
large prairie with no human being in sight
or he~:ring, with, no possible place of concealment, nor anything to defend himself
with. There was a wagon close by his
side. He looked to the east, and in the
rlistance saw a black object approaching
him with rapidity, and it seemed impossible
to get away. When near enough the man
saw that it was Satan, black in his looks,
who knows no mercy and love. He had
a powerful muscular appearance, from
whose hands there was no possible escape.
Quickl v the man felt conscious that he
must now become a servant to the cruel
fiend for the wrong course he had previously pursued in the ministry. It
seemed oL no use to run nor get in the
wagon, for his power and speed exceeded
all. The man began to call on the Lord
Jesus with much fervency and entreaty,
but with little confidence, knowing that he
did not merit the protection of a kind God.
But before he fell into the hands of this
cruel arch enemy, to his great pleasure he
awoke.
But oh! his deep reflections and meditations of the past; the firm resolutions
to never engage in any thing doubtful of
so gni:ve \J.: natwe as that of pr¢<;iop~ souls,
, ,i:
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Oh! the bitter tears that flowed in view
of the possibility of falling into Satan's
cruel hands. And now I appealto all socalled ministers under heaven, to bethink
themselves. The time is surely coming
when you shall give an account of your
labors. You can not all be right, from the
fact your doctrines are to adverse. You
are not all guided or led,, by the Holy
Spirit, for then God would be the author
of confusion. But he is not.
Remember that God knows your
thoughts, intentions, and motives. You
may cover up truth by your sophistry and
learning, and also by your external humility. You may seemingly be conqueror for
the time being; but remember "truth
crushed to earth will rise again." How
long will you continue your sad havoc of
delusion upon poor honest souls! They
look to you for light and instruction.
vVill not their blood be required at your
hands? Who do you suppose those false
teachers are that were to come in the last
days? those deceivers. that would "creep
into houses and lead captive silly women,"
and "teach for doctrine the commandments
of men," "having a form of godliness,
(religion), but denying the power thereof?"
"Jlfy words shall judge you in the last
day," says Jesus. Who do you suppose
those harlots of the old mother Babylon
are?
Suppose you do have a fine position
with a fine salary, and are clad in fine
apparel, and fare sumptuously every day.
And suppose you can deliver a fine oration,
and yet be eaten of worms! Or suppose
your kingdom or church is large; yet you
will see the handwriting on the wall:
"Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin." (Daniel
5: 25). To the laity of the various organizations called churches I warn you also to
be wise and learn the results of following
false leaders. Please turn to Numbers,
chapter sixteen.
I am not telling you hereby who is right
or who is wrong. I leave that with you
and your God, hoping that when life's
labors are over, and the judgment comes,
I shall have the pleasure .of knowing that
this article has done great good.
Peace to all who love the Lord Jes us
Christ in sincerity and truth. Amen.

derstand. When I came upon the earth
before1" did I not fulfill evei·y jot and tittle
of those scriptures of the Prophets which
related to the circumstances of my conception, birth, ministry, sufferings, death, burial and resurrection? Was I not conceived
of a virgin, born in Bethlehem, called out
of Egypt, turned aside into Nazareth to
fulfill that which was written? \Vas not
I betrayed for thirty pieces of silver, and
was it not a treacherous kiss from one of
my own household? Was I not scourged
and spit upon'? Did they not pierce my
hands, side and feet; and did they not cast
lots for my vesture, and divide my raiment
among them, all to ful:611 the scriptures?
Was I not numbered with transgressors?
Did they not pass by me without breaking
my bones, although they broke the bones
of the two which were crucified with me?
Was not my life taken from the earth,
and did I not make my bed with the rich
in my death, to fulfill the scriptures? Did
I not rise again the third day, because it
was written that I should not see corruption? Verily I say unto you, all these
things were done to fulfill the words of
the Prophet.
Again, did not I predict the destruction
of Jerusalem and the temple, and the dispersion and long captivity of the Jews?
Did I not forewarn my disciples to flee out
of Judea to the mountains? Is it not
written by my servant Luke? (See Luke
21). And has it not come to nass, every
whit, in relation to the city and temple.
and in relation to the Jewish nation? Did
I not say that Jerusalem ~hould be trodden
under foot of the Gentiles, till the times of
the Gentiles be fulfilled? Are not all
these things fulfilled even unto this day?
Again; did I not say there should be
signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in
the stars, and upon the earth distress of
nations with perplexity, men's hearts faiiing them for fear, and for looking after
those things which should come upon the
earth? Did I not forewarn you that when
you see these signs Legin to come to pass,
you niight know that the kingdom of
God was nigh at hand, and that all the
tribes of the earth should mourn, and thev
should see me coming with the clouds
heaven with power and great glory?
D. W. S.
Have not these signs begun to come to
pass? \Vhy then do some affirm that the
BY request we reprint from HERALD of coming of the Lord is not near, or that I
April 1 )~th, r8 7 )~, the following article:
will not come in person, in a cloud, in like
manner as I ascended? For I will come
CHRIST AND THE WORLD.
upon fhem unawares, and they shall not
"vVhatsoever is written by the Prophets reign with me on the earth. Again, there
and Apostles which were of old concern- are many who err on the other extreme,
ing me, must be fulfilled; and the time is not knowing the scriptures, neither the
power of God. Behold they set an apnigh at hand, when I will come dowh pointed time for my coming, and it fails to
from my habitation in the heavens, and come to pass; and they cry unto me with
stand again upon the earth, in power and much importunity to come down among
great glory; and I will establish my king- them and not to disappoint them. But
dom and laws over all the earth, and my they can not alter the times and seasons
will shall be done on the earth as it is done which the Father hath put in his own
in heaven. But before that great day, power, nor cause me to disregard that
there must needs be preparation; that all which is written.
things that are written may be fulfilled.
Behold m v servant Peter testified that
Behold, I the Lord will rearnn with you, the heavens- must receive me, until the
0 children of the earth, even as one man 1· times of restitution of all things whi<;:h I
re'!sqn~tl'. with '.ll1other, that yolj may ip1:had spoken by the mouth of all the h 0 ly
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prophets since the world began. I also
testified to my people, while in the flesh,
that this gospel of the kingdom should
first be preached to all nations for a testimony, and then I would come. My servant Paul also testified that I would come
in flaming fire, taking vengeance on all
those who know not God and obey not
the gospel.
Now, verily, I say unto you, if I were
to come before these scriptures were fulfilled, I should be guilty both of falsehood
and injustice. It would be falsehood to
break my word, and it would be unjust to
destroy a people for not obeying that which
they had not been taught, nor had sufficient
opportunity to obey. Indeed, many of the
very people who manifest so much zeal to
warn others, and who pray so earnestly
for my eoming, have not themselves understood the gospel nor obeyed it; and should
I come, in answer to their prayers, it
would be to their own destruction.
Again; the circumstance of my coming,
and the very place where I will set my
feet, are clearly foretold by the prophets.
Behold I have told you by the mouth of
my servant Zachariah, that my people Israel should be gathered to the land of
Canaan, which I gave unto Abraham and
his seed for an everlasting inheritance, and
that Jerusalem should be rebuilt, and the
tern ple and sanctuary also; and that all the
nations round about should be gathered
there to fight against my people, Israel;
and that J u<lah should fight in their own
defense, and that the weak among them
should be as David, and the strong among
them as the angel of the Lord; and thus
the nations who should be in the siege
against Jerusalem should be cut in pieces;
and then and under those circumstances
they should look upon me whom they had
pierced, and should mourn and repent,_and
find a fountain opened in that day for the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and uncleanness.
Not on! y did my servant
Zachariah tell these things, but he also
told that in that day my feet shqulcl stand
uoon the ]\fount of Olives, which is before
J ~rusalem on the east; that the earth would
cleave in twain beneath my feet, and the
mountain rend asunder at my presence;
that half of the mountain would remove to the north, and the other half
to the south and make a great valley
where the mountain now stands; that I
would come, and all the Saints with me in
that day, to that place, and under those
circumstances to defend the Jews, to destroy their enemies, and to cleanse and purify Jerusalem; that Jerusalem should be
holy, and all the land round about should
be safely inhabited from that time forth;
and the summer and winter should succeed each other, and the year roll round in its
season from that time forth. And that all
the nations of the' land should go up to J erusalem from year to year to worship the
King, the Lord of host, and to keep the
feast of tabernacles; and that there should
be one Lord, and his name one, and he
should be King over all the earth.
Again; my servant Daniel was shown a
vision of my corning in a cloud to take the_
d,P:tninion of the earth 1 and that all kingdomf1
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A DIALOGUE.
should serve and obey me.· But before I
came he saw my kingdom organized in its RESPECTING THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THESE LAST
beauty by the Ancient of Days and all preDAYS, THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN FomIER DAYS,
pared to receive me. Know ye therefore,
AND THE CHURCH OF SO-CALLED
0 inhabitants of the earth, that all these,
MODERN CHRISTIANITY.
and many other scriptures must be fulfillBETWEEN DR. TWINETEXT AND ELDER D.
ed in connection with my coming, and
PART SEVEN.
that I can not come till the times of restoration are fulfilled, and till the circumstances DocTOR T.-Elcler, I confess that, to use
and preparations are completed, as it is a vulgar phrase, "you rather got me," on
written; and that when all things are pre- my assertion that the Bible was all the
pared I will come, and bring all the Saints revcl:ition that Goel had given to man. I
with me to reign on the earth. Thrones wonder I never read of those books, visions
shall be cast down, Kingdoms and States and prophecies before. But the Bible
shall be broken up, Empires shall rend, but does refer to them, and I am compelled to
my word shall all be fulfilled, and my give that up; but I think I have you on
kingdom shall stand forever.
the subject of -new revelation. And if I
My servant David shall then be seated can establish my position on that point, I
on the throne of Israel at Jerusalem; mine shall have proved that Smith was an imApostles who suffered with me in the flesh, postor, whether my former charges stand
shall be seated on twelve thrones to ad- or fall. It is my turn to quote scripture.
minister justice and judgment to the Jesus says "all the prophets and the law
twelve tribes; and my Saints shall be plac- prophesied until John." (Matth. r r : r 3).
ed in power upon the earth, and adminis- · This I understand to mean that as the law
ter the affairs of government.
was done away, so _pi'Ophets were to be no
My laws shall be the only creed, the longer, and that John was the last of the
only standard of justice, and my, Saints the prophets, and as the forerunner of Christ
only kings, governors and magistrates up- he fitly closed up the prophetic dispensaon the earth. Intelligence and truth shall tion.
prevail; error and darkness · flee away;
Elder D.-Permit me, Doctor, to examdeath shall be swallowed up in victory; ine each passage and argument as you prelife shall be everlasting, and peace and love sent them. Luke records this statement
shall crown the whole and thrill through of our Lord, but he omits the word, "all,''
every bosom.
and says: "The law and the propnets were
Earth shall feel the blessing. The parch- until John, since that time the kingdom of
ed ground shall abound in pools; the thirsty God is preached." (Luke 16:16). It is
land in springs of water; the desert shall likely Luke understood the meaning of
blossom as the rose, and vegetation bloom our Lord as well as Matthew; but neither
as Eden, while all the beasts of the field Matthew nor Luke convey the idea that
shall dwell in peace. Man shall plant John was the last of the prophets. They
gardens and eat the fruit of them; he simply mean, that all the prophets that had
shall plant vineyards and drink the wine lived, together with the law, pointed to
of them; he shall build houses and inhabit the time of J olrn, and to the fact of his
them. His children shall multiply in the being the forerunner of the :Messiah. As
earth and come to a good old age; and he evidence, see Christ's words in the next
whose years are numbered shall be chang- verse: "And if ye will receive it, this is
ed within the twinkling of an eye, and Elias which was for to come." (See Mal.
shall live and reign with me forever.
3: r ). Nor was the law abolished until it
And_ now verily I say unto you, and un- was fulfilled in Christ. Aud instead of
to all men, repent of all y0ur errors and John being the last prophet that God
wicked works, obey my_ gospel, and be- s·houlcl send, he rreparecl the way for a
come members of my kingdom, that there greater prophet ,--the nne w horn 11:oses
may be one fold and one shepherd. And in pr"edicted should come, (Deut. 18: 1.5), even
order that you may understand my gospel Jesus the Christ, "our Prophet, Priest and
in its plainness and in its fullness, I will King." If God had decreed that John
now declare it unto you, even the gospel should be the last prophet, that was a false
which you must obey, in order to be pre- prediction of Moses, and Christ would
pared for my coming; without which you have been an impostor. I only.need recan never reign with me on the earth.
mind you of the prophets in Christ's c_hurch
Believe in me, for I have been crucified a~ before shown to you. This fact, togethand have risen again from the dead as your er with the fact that "The testimony of
Lord and your Redeemer. Repent of all Jesus is the Spirit of prophecy, (Rev. 19:
· your errors, and of all your sins and follies;
ro), constitutes God's people prophets as
come unto me with a broken heart and a on the day of Pentecost, and is evidence of
contrite spirit, and be baptized in my name the falsity of your position. Have you any
for the remission of your sins; receive the further scripture on the matter?
gift of the Holy Ghost through the laying
T.-I have the plain and positive declaron of the hand of my servants, and then ation of the inspired Paul. "Whether
serve me faithfully to the encl, and you there be prophecies they shallfailj whethshall have eternal life.
er there be tongues they shall cease."
Behold, I the Lord have spoken it by (I Cor. I 3: 8). This is emphatic; you can
the mouth of my servant, and I will bear not dodge this; and you must yield the
witness of its truth by my spirit to all those ar!.':mnent for once at least.
who will seek with all their heart to know
·D.-I am not much of a dodger, nor
inclined to that practice, and could return
&'1C! qo P'.11 trnth,--ey~n so, Arn~lL"
.. , .
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fine myself to the merits of your position.
That is indeed a positive declaration of
Paul's. No uncertain sound there! Prophecies shall fail; tongues shall cease,--when?
Does he set a time? If so, why not quote
that? It might let too much light on the
subject; and the Master says "men love
darkness rather than light." But I am
satisfied you are only "following your
superiors," in this as well as in other matters you named. Let us read: "For we
know in part, and we prophesy in part;
but when that which is perfect is come,
then that which is in part shall be done
away." Read on to the end of the chapter, and you get the key to the whole
matter. These blessings, as before shown,
were set in the church as aids in the divine
life, helping us on. to that perfect state
necessary for our admission into the presence and companionship of our glorious
Redeemer. When we have reached that
divine excellence, "We shall see as we are
seen, and "know as we are known," as irn- ·
plied by Paul in "the" text. And the aids
which Christ gave his church, having
answered the purpose for which they were
given, can then be dispensed with; but not
until "that which is perfect is come," unto
all the sons and daughters of God. This
positive declaration of the inspired Paul
does not help you much; but it strengthens
the believers in prophecy, and inspires him
with fresh energy to struggle on, thanking
God for the bounteous means he has given
to aid the weary anL1 weak ones.
T.-Does not the word "perfect" apply
to Christ as the perfect one? and had not
Christ come? hence the time was alreadv
come when they should be done away. •
D.-Christ was indeed the perfect one;
but he desires his redeemed ones to be
perfect also, and he ~~ave these gifts for
that purpose; and it is the perfection of
God's children that Paul refers to. Had
your view been correct, we should have
all these things done away before he gave
them; for it was after his crucifixion and
ascension that he gave gifts unto men."
(Eph. 4: 8). The expression--"That which
is perfect,"-refers to the perfect condition
which the followers of Christ are to attain
unto; and although Christ had come, had
died and was resurrected, yet Paul acknowledges bis own imperfection.
T.-I see you will get around every
passage in some way. Can 1t be possible
that you are right and all the world wrong?
I think Paul's imtruclion to Timothy is
certainly evidence of the all-sufficiency of
the scriptures, and, no more being needed,
they certainly would not he_given. Paul
informs Timothy that the Holy Scriptures
are able to make him wise unto salvation."
(z Tim. 3: 15). Now, as all mankind are
sinners against the one God, and are in
danger of the eternal consequences of that
sin; and as there is but one means of salvation for all, that which would bring salvation to Timothy would bring it to all
men; hence, if the Holy Scriptures were
able-or enough-to save Timothy, they
are enough to save all, and we do not need
anv more. Hence, God will give no more.
D.-Paul never said the scriptures were
''"ll suffkient~" or "enough/1 to save
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Timothy. If they had been, there would other truth, and only rings out the divine
have been no need of another Savior. The symphony of truth whether pertaining to
Anointed one might have remained at the things in heaven or things on earth. Now
rig hf hand of his Father-and, in fact his for your last stronghold.
And let me
mission to earth would have been unneces- warn you, that if the word of God does
sary. Doctor, you are making new dis- not "crush out the theory of new revelacoveries, but you have one more to make, tion," it is utterly useless for you or all the
and I think you are nearing the grand se- cunning of men and demons to try. "If
cret, and that is that you are wrong! I
God be for us who can be against us?"
know you are not prepared to dispense
T.-My evidence is drawn from almost
with a living personal Savior· and accept the last words in the last chapter of the
the dead letter of a book in his stead; yet very last book in the sacred Canon, penned
this is the result of your reasoning. Now by the beloved Apostle John while wrapt
let us sift this matter. The Scriptures re- in the inspiration of the Holy One and
ferred to by Paul were the Holy Scriptures gazing upon things ineffable, and eterrnil:
that Timothy had known from a child. hence it is of the highest authority and cari
The New Testament had not then been not be questioned by any true believer in
written; hence Timothy only knew Moses God's word. It is indeed a fit seal to be
and the prophets. If those were sufficient placed by the Divine hand on the closinoto make Timothy wise unto salvation, then, of his commuaications with and &to ma1;:
as you have reasoned, "what would make And woe to the man that shall dare to
him wise unto salvation would make all break that seal, or presume that God has
other men thus wise," and we should not again spoken to the world !-"For J testionly not need a living, personal Savior, fy unto every man that heareth the words
but we also should not need any more of the prophecy ef this book. If anJ' man
Holy Scripture than Moses and the proph- shall add unto these things, God shall
ets, and the New Testament would be as add unto him the plagues that are "niritten
"one born out of due time," a useless su- in this bflok."-Rev. 22: 18. I repeat, sir,
perfluity, and entirely unnecessary. But this is God's closing seal to his sacred
there is a truth somewhere in Paul's in- word; and the fiery indignation of the
struction. Let us search for the hidden Almighty will rest upon the man who has
treasure. "And that from a child thou hast dared to break it!
known the Holy Scriptures, which are
D.-I suppose you admit that every
able to make thee wise unto salvation word of God in the Bible is of equal force
through faith which is in Christ 'Jesus." to the words just quoted; and especial! y
Doctor, here is the pearl of great price, that all the writings of this beloved apostle
the gem of eternal truth,-"througlt faith are?
w!tic!t is in Christ 'Jesus." Moses and
T.-Indeecl I do; but this is verv ernthe prophets all pointed the world to Christ. phatic upon this subject.
"'
Every rite in the law, and eyery declaraD.-Yes; it is a very positive declaration
tion of the prophets, had reference to -no uncertain sound in that-and if it
Christ. And their united and unchange- means what you claim it does I must subable 'testimony was calculated to inspire mit to your charge of imposture. But
the human mind with faith in Him; and there are a few items I want to examine.
this faith would make all who had it wise You lay great stress on the fact that it is
unto salvation. For as this same Apostk almost the last verse, in the last chapter of,
says :-"The righteousness of God is reveal- as you claim, "the very last prophecy that
ed from faith to. faith: as it is written the God intended should be given." Vve will
just shall live by faith."-Rom. r: 16, 1'7. allow it its full weight after duly weighFaith, then, in the great Redeemer, Christ, ing your argument. vV ould you think
is the preparation of the heart and mind John's gospel and his three epistles could
for the revelation of the righteousness of be dispensed with from the sacred volume?
God. And that righteousness or "gospel,
T.-No, Sir; not for one moment. For
is the power of God unto salvation to it is also written-"If any man shall take
every one that believeth." Hence, instead away from the words of the book of this
of doing away with revelation, it opens prophecy, God shall take away his part
the way to receive it. For as David says: out of the book of life, and out of the holy
"The secret of the Lord is with them that city, and from the thing which are written
fear him; and he will shew them his cove- in this book."-Rev. 22: 19.
nant."-Ps. 2 5: 1
D.-When was the Book of Revelation'
T.-I have always heard that Smith written?
was a wizard, and I believe he must have
T.-Authoritics differ; but the fact of it
conferred his power upon his followers; being the last in the sacred Canon would
for you make every scripture support your indicate that it was the last written of alt
.
theory. But I have one more passage to the sacred books.
present, and if that fails to silence you, I
D.-It should be the last, if it means
shall conclude it is useless to try to crush what you claim it does, viz, "That there
the theory of new revelation by the word were to be no more revelations from God
of God.
.
to man." I have consulted learned writers
D.-Permit me to correct another error. and historians on H1is matter, and as they
\Ve do not "make" any scripture support are all opposed to additional revelations,
our theory. \Ve take the word of God as their testimony will be of value. Dr.
we find it, and accept its teachings without John Dick places the time of writing it,
any turning or twisting. Truth is har- about A. D. 96, and that of the gospel of
monious with itself, and Holy Scripture St. John A. D. 97. (Lectures on Thebein~ tr4th 1 it if; _i:q harr:iony with nery
ology, p. 46, 47, 51 ). .And Bishop \?.,/ atsou.
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in his Biblical and Theological Dictionary,
(Article, Apocalypse) says, "vVe may consider this book as written in year 95 or
96." And in regard to the date of John's
gospel he says: "If we accede to the
opinion of those who contend for the year
97, this late date, exclusive of the authorities which support it, seems favored by
the contents and design of the gospel itself."-Article, ':fohn the Evangelist.
Dr. Wm. Smith in his Dictionary of
the Bible (Article Revelation of St.John),
says: "The date of the Revelation is given by the majority of critics as A. D. 9597. The style in which the messages to
the seven churches are delivered rather
suggests the notion that the book was
written in Patmos." Of John's gospel,
after referring to his banishment to Patmos, he says, "The accession of Nerva
frees him from danger, and he returns to
Ephesus. There be settles the Canon of
the gospel history by formally attesting
the truth of the three first gospels, and
writing his own to supply what they left
wanting." (Article, John the Apostle).
Of the First Epistle of John this author
says-"It was most likely written at the
close of the first century. Like the gospel, it was probably written from Ephesus." This places the Revelations first in
the order of time.
Dr. Fleetwood, in his "Life of Christ
and Lives of the Apostles" says: "The
greatest jnstance of St.John's care for the
souls of. men is in the writings be left to
posterity: The .first ef which in the order ef time, though placed last in the sacred Canon, is his Apocalypse, or Book of
Revelation, which he wrote during his
banishment to the Isle of Patmos. Next
to the Apocalypse in order of time, are his
three Epistles. Before he undertook the
task of writing his gospel, he caused a
general fast to be kept by all the Asiatic
Churches, to implore the blessing of
heaven on so great and momentous an
undertaking."
The Historian of the Revised Version
o( the New Testament (Prof. Isaac H.
Hall, L. L. D.) says: "The precise time
when the several books of the New Testament were written can not in every case
be determined certainly; but the follow-.
ing table will show the facts with a very
close approximation to the true state of the
case." He then places John's writings in
the following order of time: "Revelation,
A. D. 94; John's Gospel 96; I John 98;
2 John 98; 3 John 98."
You certainly
can not charge the above authors with collusion with Latter Day Saints, yet they all
agree in the fact that the Revelations,
though placed last in the sacred Canon,
was not the last book written in the order
of time; .but that Tohn himself wrote four
books after it. And if your theory is correct, he brought himself under the curse
and therefore his Gospel and three Epistles
must be rejected as imposture, because additional to the Revelations! This would
be taking away four of the brightest gems
from the diadem of truth, yet this is the
result of your argument, put forth in your
intense zeal to destroy the hope of present
and continued revelation.

T.-Is it possible those learned divines
have come to this conclusion? I have
never read these statements, or if I have I
have not noticed them. I know of no
facts contradictory of them except the fact
of it being placed last in the present order
of the sacred books. May not God have
so directed the arrangement of those books,
in order to forbid any man pretending to
more revelation?
D.-It would be very dangerous for us
to suppose what the facts do not warrant.
And it would be dishonoring the divine
name and character to suppose that he
would represent that book as the last
written when he had inspired his servant
to write at least three more afterward.
And it would be the height of inconsistency for him to impress his. servant with
the idea that inspiration should cease with
those words, and then inspire him to write
four more books! But the fact of the
order of the books is not the only objection to your arguments. I have another,
and much stronger, in the fact that, while
man is forbidden to add to the divine
word, it nowhere intimates that God will
not give more. And surely, if God
speaks, man should bear. If he sends an
angel we must receive the divine messenger. And if the Holy Spirit inspires,
man must give utterance to the inspiration,
unless as in the case of Paul he is forbidden. The declaration you have relied upon as your last stronghold, only forbids
man to add to or to take from that part of
God's word. And it would be equally
wrong to add to or take from any part of
God's word, and I fear that while you are
trying to prove that revelation has forever
ceased, you are guilty of adding, and are
placing yourself in danger of the curse
which you imagine must fall upon the
Latter D:1y Saints and the prophet of the
last days.
.
T.-I confess you have taken the last
Biblical weapon out of my 'hand against
present revelation. ButD.-P ermit me to point to another dis"
crepancy in your argument, and then I
will listen to your further objections. You
made John's inhibition to apply to the
Bible as a book; or to the whole volume
of revelation, while John only applied it
with .reference to any addition to the book
he had just then penned. He uses the
terms "the book of this prophecy." Now,
that book is acknowledged by all to be i.ndependent of all the other books of the
sacred volume,-just as much as John's
gospel was and is independent of Matthew's. In fact, history declares that
some of the learned rejected the A pocalypse entire. Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria, expressed doubts ·respecting John
being the author; and Luther confidently
proclaimed that John was not the author.
Marcion rejected the Apocalypse in toto;
and others followed his wake declaring it
was the work of Cerinthus, a writer of
later date than John, (see Smith's dictionary of the Bible), so that the prohibition
in this particular applies only to man's
adding to, or taking from that particular
book. Moses said, "Ye shall not add unto
t~e word that ~ ~omrn111;:1d you, neitl~~r
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shall ye diminish aught from it." (Deut.
4: 2; and 12: 32 ). Solomon said; "Add
thou not unto his words, lest he reprove
thee, and thou be found a liar." These
commands are as positive and imperative
as that of John, yet you would not say
that God had forbidden man to receive
any more revelation than the law of
Moses, nor that intimated that he would
give no more. If you did you must reject the prophets, and also the New Testament with John's prohibition. Moses,
Solomon, and John, showed the danger of
men adding their views, and claiming them
as part and parcel of the word of God.
In other words, "teaching for doctrines
the commandments of men;" or claiming
to speak in the name of the Lord when he
has not sent them. Now for your other
objections.
·T-I was going to urge that the doctrine of continued revelation is a dangerous one from the fact that, if it becomes
general, it opens the way for imposition
by base, designing men promulgating
abominable doctrines under the pretense
that they have received a revelation, and
thus by pandering to the lusts and caprices
of men, they may work great injury to
mankind. Paul spoke of "False apostles
and secret workers transforming themselves into the µpostles of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and no marvel, for Satan himself
is transformed into an angel of light." (2
Cor. 1 r: 13, 14)·
D.-Because there is great danger that
men may counterfeit the coin of the United States, does that hinder the government from issuing the true coin?
Did
you ever know a counterfeit to exist when
there was no true coin .P Would it be
likely to exist if the government had proclaimed its determination to issue no more
coin? God well knew there would be
false prophets and apostles, but that did
not prevent him from sending true ones.
He knew men would counterfeit his word;
but while this was being done he did not
slacken his hand in revealing himself to
his children. In fact, Davie! says,-"The
secret of the Lore! is with them that fear
him; and he vvill shew them bis covenant."
Ps. 25: 14· Solomon says,-"His secret
is with the righteous."-Prov. 3: 32. And
since God is no respector of persons, the
righteous, in all ages, will receive the
same eYidence of fatherly love and care.
Moreover, the revelation of the character
of foe great Jehovah is a grand key hy
which apostles and prophets may he
known, and their utterances tested. In
Jesus Christ he has revealed his will to
man, and since he"''changes not,'' if any
revelation is opposed in spirit or letter to
the character of God, we may know it is
from another source; and also if it is opposed in spirit or letter to the teachings of
Christ we may know it is not of God, for
God changes not. The great danger lies,
not in present revelation, but in men not
making themselves acquainted with the
Jevelation God has made of himself1 and
of his will past and present. The history
of God's dealings ·with his people is the
history of continued revelation from God
to ~?on;
Without
this the conditio~. o~
.
- ... ,, '
'
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man is spoken of as a state of famine,
8: ll, 12, 13), and unto a night of
darkness,-"For there is no answer of
God." (Micah 3: 6, 7).
What can be
worse than a state of famine, or midnight
darkness, when men "grope as the blind
for the wall?"
Yet such will be the
spiritual condition of the world, and always
has been when there was no visian from
God.
Solomon emphatically declares,
"Where there is no vision, the people perish;" and adds, "but he that keepth the
law, happy is be." (Prov. 29: 18). The
reason of the law-keepers happiness is,
that God revesleth unto him his secret.
He is treated, not as a servant, but as a
friend of God, (John 15: 15), as was A braham, (Gen. 18: 17, 19.)
T.-My friend, the word vision in Prov.
erbs 29th does not signify such as Daniel or
Isaiah saw, but merely sight-the natural
eyesight.
D.-I have heard it so interpreted; but,
unfortunately for your rendering, it is the
same Hebrew word "chazon" which is
used in speaking of the visions of Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, etc. It is true
the word rendered vision in English, in different places is sometimes expressed differently in the Hebrew; but it nearly always refers to a supernatural appearance,
and rarely, if ever, to the natural sight.
(See Young's Bible Concordance). But
to return. Cd'n the danger of imposition
from "false prophets" imitating the true
be greater than the danger of imposition
from "false teachers" who "teach for doctrines the com mandrnents of men,'' under
the plea that God does not commune with
man any more? Have there not been as
damnable heresies taught by those who
denied present and continued revelation as
ever were bv the base imitators of the
true, while re~'clation from God still flowed
in its legitimate chhnnel? Cculd any thing
be more fiendish than Calvin's doctrine of
election and reprobation?
Any thing
more erroneous than the denial of the sonship of Jesus Christ, the rejection of his
ordinances, the repudiation of the literal
resurrection of the body, the treading underfoot of the great sacrifice made by
Christ, and in fine, the utter rejection (by
many who arc honorrd as advanced thinkers) of the whole sybtem of revelation, declaring it a myth? Yet all these are tbe
legitimate outgrowths of the rejection of
more revelation from God. They have
chosen to be a law unto themselves. "They
are drunken but not with wine; they &tagger, but not with E'trong- drink. For the
Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit
of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes:
The prophets and seers hath he covered."
--Isa. 29:9, ro.
But the true Church of
Christ rejoices in the fact that God hath
again lifted the vail and reYealed himself
as of old, in all the Rrandcur and glory of
His divine character, "The eyes of the
blind see out of obscurity, and out of darkness, the meek increa'3e their joy in the
Lord, and the poor <:rnong men rejoice in
the Holy One of IsraeL"--Tsa 29: rS, 19.
T.-~I would be ghd if I could see as
you see; but it seems so straugo and dif·
fercnt from the views of the learned world
(Amos~
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and our time honored forms of faith and
worship, that I am not prepared to renounce the orthodox theology to accept
what seems to be shrouded in such mystery, as the doctrine of present revelation.
D.-The ways of God are always
strange to the world. He says, "My
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither
are your ways my ways. For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than your ways, and my
thoughts than your thoughts."-Isa. 5'7: 9,
w. And the work which God is now doing is indeed "a marvelous work, and a
wonder;" for "the wisdom of the wise
men" was to "perish," "and the understanding of the prudent men to be hid."
-Isa. 29: 14)· But if it is strange to you,
it is not new. It is a renewed invitation
from God· to man-not from man to man
saying,-" Prepare ye, prepare ye, for that
which is to come; for the Lord is nigh;
and the anger of the Lord is kindled, and
his sword is bathed in heaven, and it shall
fall upon the inhabitants of the earth; and
the arm ,of the Lord shall be revealed;
and the day cometh that they who will not
hear the voice of the Lord, neither the
voice of his servants,,neither give heed to
the words of the prophets and apostles,
shall be cut off from among the people;
for they have strayed from mine ordinances, and haYe broken mine everlasting
covenant; thev seek not the Lord to establish his righteousness, but every man
walkcth in his own way, and after the
image of his own God, whose image is in
the likeness of the world, and whose substa'nce is that of an idol, which waxeth old
and shall perish in Babylon, even Babylon
the great, which shall fall."-Doc. and
Cov. I: 3. This doom Babylon has brought
upon herself by rejecting the revelations
of God, past and present and substituting
therefor the doctrine and traditions of men,
under the plea that God speaks to man no
more.
'l'o be continued,

DAVID WHITMER ON HIS DEATH-BED.
[Special CorreFpondence to Chicago Tribune].

DAvm WHITMER, one of the founders of
the Mormon Church, and a resident of the
quaint and interesting village of Richmond, Ray county, Missouri, for almost a
half centurv, lies at the point of death.
At the family homestead are gathered the
children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren of the dying patriarch, and beside his death-bed is the devoted woman
who linked her life and fortune with his
more than fifty years ago. When your
correspondent called at the house to-day
and was summoned into the bed-chamber
where Father Whitmer was calmly awaiting the final summons, a smile lighted up
the old man's countenance as he half rose
and feebly pressed the visitor's hand, and
then, as if overcome by the effort, his head
sunk back on the pillow~. vVhen told of
the visitor's mission and that he had jour.
neyed from Chicago to prepare an hi&torical sk~tch oll: Of1y who had played so ,, .

portant a part in translating the Mormon
Bible and proselyting for the Mormon
Church, the request for information met
with a cheerful response. Fearing, however, that the task would be too great the
family deputed a member of the household to relate the history in the presence
of Father vVhitmer, the narration being
closely followed by him and subjected to
frequent corrections and interpolations.
David Whitmer was bornin Pennsylvania, January 6th, 1805. The protograph,
from which the above likeness was engraved, was taken four years ago, and as
compared with a protograph taken in 1872,
shows that he has aged rapidly during the
last few years. The accompanying autograph was written to-day, while the dying
man lay propped up on his pillows. "lt
is probably the last time this hand will
ever grasp a pen," he remarked, as he
made the final stroke. \Vhile David was
yet an infant his father, who served his
country through the Revolutionary \Var,
removed with his familv to \Vestern New
York and settled on ~ farm in Ontario
county, near \Vatkins Glen. The father,
who was a hard-working, God-fearing
man, was a strict Presbyterian and brought
his children up with rigid sectarian 1i;0cipline.
Besides a daughter who married
Oliver Cowdery, the village school-master, there were four sons-Jacob, Jolm,
David, and Christian-who helped their
father till his farm until they hael arrived
at the age of manhood. During the early
part of June, 1829, Oliver Cowdery incidcntly learned that a young man named
Joseph Smith had found a valuable golden
treasure in the northern part of the county,
and imparted the information to David.
They decided to investigate the rumor,
and Cowdery traveled to the home of
Smith for that pmpose. On the road he
found the comrnunity teeming with excitement over the alleged treasure, and heard
several persons threaten to kill the finder
unless he divided hi.;; \Nealth with them.
\Vhen asked how they knew such a treasure had been found, several asserted that
they had seen the receptacle from which
it was taken by Smith. Cowdery, assured that there was n10re to the vague ru. mors than be had at first believed, pushed
on to the home of Smith, who was living
on his father's farm near Manchester. At
first he found Srnith inclined to be uncommunicative, but was finally permitted to
view the treasure, and was greatly impressed by the sight. In fact his wonderment was so great that he at once wrote
to David to come without delay. David
did so, and was equally mystified.
The treasure consisted of a number of
golden plates, about eight inches long and
seven inches wide, about as thick as ordinary sheet tin, and bound together in the
form of a volume by three gold rings. A
large portion of the volume was securely
scaled, but on the loose pages were engraved hieroglyphics expressive of some
language at that time unknown to any of
the persons mentioned. Together with
the golden tablets were a pair of spectacles, set in silver bow~,
J\1r, Whitrqer then
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story of the vision in which the location of
the plates was revealed, with the history
of the N ephites, Moroni's labor, and
Smith's finding of the tablets, with which
every one is familiar.
TnANSLATING TIIE PLATES.

\Vhitmer and Cowdery were greatly
impressed by the recital of this strange
story, and were conducted to the hill, where
they personally viewed the receptacle in
which Moroni, at the beginning of the
fifth century, had concealed the history
of his fathers. Smith also said th;;t he had
been commanded to at once begin the translation of the work in the presence of three
witnesses. In accordance with this command, Smith, Cowdery, and vVhitmer
proceeded to the latter's home, accompanied by Smith's wife, and bearing with them
the precious plates and spectacles. The
house of the senior Whitmer was a primitive and poorly designed structure, hut it
was detmcd the most secure for carrying
out the sacred trust on account of the
threats that had been made against Smith
by his mercernary neighbors. In order to
give privacy to the proceeding a blai1ket,
which served as a portiere, was stretched
ac10ss the family living room to shelter
the translators and the plates from the eye
of any who might call at the house while
the work was in progress. This, Mr.
Whitmer says, was the only use made of
the blanket, and it was not for the purpose
of concealing the plates or the translator
from the eyes of the amanuensis. In fact,
Smith was at no time hidden from his collaborators, and the translation was per.
formed in the presence of not only the persons mentioned, but of the entire Whitmer
household and several of Smith's relatives
besides.
The work of translating the tablets consumed about eight months, Smith acting as
the seer and Oliver Cowdery, Smith's wife,
and Christian Whitmer, brother of David, performing the duties of amanuenses,
in whose handwriting the original manuscripf now is. Each time before re5uming
the work all present would kneel in prayer and invoke the Divine blessing on the
proceeding. After prayer Smith would
sit on one side of a table and the amanuenses, in turn as they became tired, on the
other.. Those present and not actively engaged in the work seated themselves
.around the room and then the work began. After affixing the magical spectacles to his eyes, Smith would take the plates
and translate the characters one at a time.
The graven characters would appear in
succession to the seer, and directly under
the character, when viewed through the
glasses, would be the trans.lation in English. Sometimes the character would be
be a single word, and frequently an entire
sentence. In translating the characters
Smith, who was illiterate and but little
versed in Biblical lore, was ofttimes compelled to spell the words out, not knowing
the correct pronunciation, and :Mr. Whitmer recalls the fact that at that time Smith
did not even know that Jerusalem was a
··walled city. Cowdery, however, being a
school-teacher, rendered invaluable aid in
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on a log waiting for the promised manifes·
tations, having previously knelt in prayer.
All at once the heavens seemed to open
MORE MIRACULOUS DEVELOPMENTS.
and there appeared a dazzling shaft of
A miracle is related by Mr. Whitmer light, beside which the light of the sun
as occurring while the translation was in appeared dim. Through this cleft in the
progress. It seems that Smith, who was sky, which seemed to lead way up to the
puffed up with his great importance as a pearly gates beyond, appeared an angel,
confidential secretary to the Lord, displeas- disguised as a man, bearing the semblance
ed the Master by entering into some carnal of a table. The angel descended to the
confab in relation to the work. For this earth, landing nearly at their feet. On
offense he was punished by having the this table were the plates of gold from
celestial visitant, who first commissioned which they had just translated the Book
him to inaugu,rate the work, suddenly of l'vformon, ancl the plates of brass on
appear and carry off the plates and specta- which were inscribed the commandments
cles. In this connection it might also be written by Moses and which had been
mentioned that Martin Harris, one of the taken from J erusalern by Nephi six hun·
witnesses to the translation, a farmer in dred years before Christ and afterwards
the same county and a man of simple mind transported to America. The four Apostles
and taste, was sent by Smith with a copy were then commanded to go forth among
of the characters to Prof. Charles Anthon, men and preach religion as set down in
a professor of languages in Col urn hia Col- the Book of Mormon.
After this wonderful manifestation Marlege and author of several well-known
works, who pronounced the language in· tin Harris mortgaged his farm for $1,500
scribed on the plates Reformed Egyptian. in order to obtain funds for printing the
About this time Harris, inspired by Book of :Mormon, and all four set about
curiosity and elation, took sixteen of the founding a church, which was called the
golden tablets home to show his wife, who Church of Christ, as commanded in the
is alleged to have stolen them from. a Book of Mormon. The four Apostles
bureau drawer arnl peqdled them among began preacbing, and were so successful in
her friends. For this offense Harris was securing. converts to the new religion that
severely reprimanded by the Lord, through a church was organized April 6th, 1830.
Smith, but the angel afterwards recovered The Book of Mormon was also given to
the plates and restored them. Smith's the world that year. Concerning the conoffense of tattling the secrets of the work verts Mr. Whitmer says that among the
among his neighbors was less readily con- first ad-ltcrents to embrace the new faith
doned, and for a long time the work was were many of the most intellectual and
suspended, the angel being in possession r<:fined men and women in that locality,
of the plates and spectacles. Finally, when and the ranks were not recruited from the
Smith had fully repented of his rash con- ignorant and sensuous classes like ·the
duct, he was forgiven. The plates, how- :Mormons of Utah. The year following
ever, were not returned, but instead Smith the organization of the church the disciples
was given by the angel a U rim and Thum- moved to Ohio, where they had been most
mim of another pattern, it being shaped in successful in proselyting, and a temple was
oval or kidney form. This seer's stone he erected at Kirtland. It was at this place
was instructed to place in his hat, and on that Sidney Rigdon and Brigham Young
covering his face with the hat the charac- joined the church, and it was here that the
ter and translation would appear on the. first dissensions occurred.
Concerning Sidney Rigdon, who was
stone.
This worked just as satisfactorily as the said to have stolen the manuscript of the
old method, but at no time thereafter was Book of Mormon, which, it was alleged,
the backsliding Joseph int.rusted with ,the had been written by a Presbyterian preachprecious plates. However, the entire por- er named Solomon Spaulding, and origintion of the golden volume, which the ally intended as a romance, Mr. Whitmer
angel said might be translated, was reduced. asserts that nothing could have been more
by the nimble amanuenses to readable improbable, as neither Smith, himself, or
manuscript. The other installment was the other disciples ever knew Rigdon until
withheld until the Lord could discover they moved to Ohio.
what effect the first had on the Gentiles.
HE KEPT THE RECORDS.
That He was not pleased with the result
is manifested by the fact that the sealed
The original manuscript from which the
portion has not yet been delivered to the Book of Morrnon was printed is still in
world.
Mr. Whitmer's possession and most of, it
is .in the handwriting of his brother ChrisTIIE ANGEL IN THE PASTURE.
tian and his brother-in-law, Oliver CowAfter the translation was completed dery. Mr. vVhitmer also has an exhaus.tive
Smith informed Cowdery, Whitmer and history of tl{e church, which wa? compiled
Harris that the Lord had instructed h.im by his brother, and an accurate copy of
that the time was at hand when they several pJates from which the Book of
should testify to all nations, tongues and Mormon was translated. These records
people concer~ing this w.ork. These four he has preserved against all temptations
Apostles of the Lord, as they were desig· and in the face of death. Sev.eral years
nated, accordingly assembled in a pasture, ago a delegation of Mormons came to
cleared of . underbrush, at a point equally Rich111ond from Salt Lake and made every
distant between two public highways. overture to Mr. Whitmer in a vain. attempt
About th~ noonday hour they were seated to gain posses~ion of ,the xecords, but he

pronouncing hard words and giving their
proper definition.
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stood aloof and declined every offer. A
prominent business man of the place, at
that time engaged in banking, informed
your correspondent that he knows of his
own knowledge that the Mormon Church ,
would have willingly paid Mr. vVhitmer
$100,000 for the documents, and that the
delegation returned home thoroughly convinced that Mr. vVhitmer was proof against
all financial temptation so far as concerned
hi~ records.
It was while the church was flourishing
at Kirtland that the name was changed
from Church of Christ to Latter Day
Saints. Mr. vVhitmer, who always adhered to the teachings of Mormon, left
Kirtland and journeyed into the wilds of
Missouri in company with one other elder,
preaching the truth as he believed it to be,
and exhorting men and women to Christ.
Many new converts were secured, and he
assisted in establishing the settlement of
Jackson county, Missouri. It was here
that the Ohio Mormons found refuge
when driven away from Kirtland after
Smith and Rigdon had been tarred and
feathered for fraudulent banking. For a
while the church flourished in Tackson
county, with headquarters at In~lepend
ence, but when the trouble occurred between the Mormons and J\1issourians the
former were driven from the county into
Caldwell county, where they founded a
settlement and named it Far West. David
\Vhitmer, stripped of his earthly possession,s, was warned to flee for his life, and,
accompanied hy his family, his brothers
and their families, and Oliver Cowdery, he
journeyed to Ray county, where he settled
at Richmond in 1838. At that time he
had nothing left but a single horse and
wagon and his precious records. It was
then that the DJnites were organized, and
it is said that their formation was for the
purpose of killing the Whitmers and
Cowdery, they having been commanded
and open! y refused to obey the so-called
leaders, right or wrong. The \rVhitmers
and Cowdery then renounced the church,
as conducted, but during the years they
have lived in Ray county they have continued to teach the precepts according to
the original Church of Christ.
THE LORD'S ANOINTED.
David Whitmer engaged in teaming at
his new home, and in the campaign when
the militia was ordered to drive the Mormons from the State at the point of the
bayonet, he drove one of the military baggage-wagons to Far West. During the
melee that followed he was h:inded a
mqsket by the soldiery and ordered to
shoot Joseph Smith, but threw the musket down, declaring he "would not harm
the Lord's anointed." After that memorable event, in which Smith 'was taken
prisoner, David returned to Richmond,
and has always asserted that Joseph Smith
was called and commanded by God to
translate the "Book of Mormon,'' and that
Smith, as lie knew him, was a righteous,
God:fearing man. Mr. Whitmer to-day
clings to the religious belief of his early
manhood and has never sanctioned polygamy, which he considers one of the great-

est abominations of the earth. The Book
of Mormon as originally translated he asset-ts to be without a moral blemish, and
says it is eminently fit for the library of
the most exacting moral philosopher. It
expressly forbids polygamy, and Mr.
Whitmer claims that if the population of
Salt Lake would live in accordance with
the strict teachings of the book it \Nould
exert a greater influence in crushing out
what he terms the "viper polygamy" than
any other known agency.
Concerning
his work in the Church of Christ he looks
upon his commission;to apostlespip as concurrent to having had a direct message
from heaven through an angel of tbe
Lord, arid even now, at the threshold of
death, he "stands by that pure republic,
esta,blised by Christ on earth and given to
the world in its original idiom, the Book
of Mormon." Through the mediumship
of Joseph Smith he says he received many
messages from heaven which convinced
him of his divine calling. The text of
these messages he refuses to relate, claiming that the promises of the Lord to his
apostles should be secretly locked in the
breast and not blatantly betrayed to carnal
minds, but, he says, they were miraculous
in their fulfillment and have stood the test
of his reasoning throtigh a long life of fact
and experience.
A GOOD CITIZEN.
As a citizen of Richmond he stands deserved! y high, having filled the office of
Mayor and Councilman. Upright in his
dealings with men and just towards all, he
has progressed gradually with the country
until he and his children and their children
have secured good business standing and
are regarded among the best citizens of
Ray County.
Of those who took part in the original
translation, Joseph Smith was shot by a
mob in 1844, Oliver Cowdery died in this
county thirty years ago, leaving a wife
and daughter, both of whom are yet living and reside in Silver City, Mo. John
Whitmer; a prosperous farmer, died at
Far \Vest in 1878, leaving children and
grandchildren. Jacob Whitmer passed
away many years ago, and his son, John
C., a white-haired elder of the Church of
Christ, continues to preach the religion of
his father in and about Richmond.
David \iVhitmer has two children, a son
and daughter. The son, David J., is without issue. The daughter, Mrs. Julius
Schweich, resides here and is the mother
of two children, both of w horn have children. George, the eldest of Mrs. Schweich's
children, is a shrewd business man and is
associated with his uncle, David J. Whitmer, in the livery business. His sister,
Josie, is the wife of J. R. Van Cleve, private secretary to the Collector of Customs
at Chicago.-Richmond, 11-fo,, Dec IJtk.
RICHMOND, Mo., Dec. I6.-[Special.JDavid Whitmer, who lies at the point of
death, had a sinking spell this afternoon
and is not expected to last until morning.
ADDRESSES.
Elder Alexander Hale Smith, care William Anderson, 1009
Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
GT. Grifliiths, No. 6 North Second-st., Pittsfielcl, J\fass.

W"' Always write the Business portion of your Letter on
a separate piece of paper, and let it be brief and explic{t.
If you have anything to say to the Editf)r, or something
you wish published, no NOT write it on the back of a
business letter. Business is l'lusiness, and MUST BE
done in a business-lik~ manner.

POTTAWATTAMIE.
Conference of the above district convened at
Council Biuffs, Iowa, on Saturday, November
28th, 1885. H. N. Hansen, presiding; F, Hansen,
clerk. Statistical reports.-Council Bluffss 144;
removed by letter 3. Cres~ent City 70; baptized
5. North Star 59; baptized 2, removed 3, died r,
marriages 2. Hazel Dell and vVheder's Grove
did not report. Reports of Branches: C. Smith
of Wheelers Grove, Robt. McKenzie of Council
Bluffa, Bro. Kirkwood of Crescent City, H. N.
IIansen of Hazel Dell, F. Hansen of North Star,
gnve favorable reports of those branches. Eider's reports,-D. K. Dodson (baptized l), H. N.
Hansen, Hans Hansen preached in the Danish
language, M, T, Short (baptized 5), J. F. McDowell and R. Etzenhouser, reported their various
labors in preaching. Bishop's Agent, Andrew
Hall, reported on hand at last report $33,75, received since $38,50, total $72,25; paid out $65;
on hand $7,25, Sr- Hannah Jones was received
in the church on her original baptism. The fol·
lowing resolution was passed: That as members
of the Pottawattamie District we hereby express
ourselves heartily in favor of the Prohibitory
Amendment of Iowa, and shall do what we can
as law-abiding citizens to urge its enforcement
in localities where we reside. lL N. Hansen was
sustained pres id en t for the next three months,
and F. Hansen as secretary, and Andrew Hall as
Bishop's Agent. All Elders and Priests were re•
quested to labor as circumstances shall permit.
Preaching on Sunday forenoon by R. Etzenhouser. "Prayer and testimony meeting in the after•
noon. Adjourned to meet in Council Bluffs,
Iowa, on the last Saturday in February, 1886, at
half-past ten o'clock.
FREMONT.
This district conference convened November
21st and 22d, 1885. Henry Kemp in the chair;
W. C. Matthews, secretary pro tem. Branches
reported.-Union 54, scattered ro. J. W. Calkins,
president; L. C. Donaldson, clerk. Keystone 54.
E. S. Weed, president; J.B. Cline, clerk. Shen·
andoah 86; scattered 14, removed by letter 4. S.
S, Wilcox, president; Eva Redfield, clerk. Plum
Creek 87; baptized 2, received by letter I. Wm.
Leeka, president; W, W. Gaylord, clerk. Elm
Creek and Farm Creek, reported only by visiting
members. Bishop's Agent, W. Leeka, reported
received since last report $zr7,55, disbursed $160;
balance on hand $57,55. Eider's reports.-Henry
Kemp, S.S. Wilcox, J. Goode, G. Kemp, vV. Gaylord, J. S. Calkins, vV. Leeka, E. S, Weed, R. M.
Elvin (by letter) and A, Mortimore, reported that
they had done all they could in preaching and
other labors pertaining to their offices, and ·felt
deeply interested in the work, anJ the Lord
had greatly blessed them. J.M. Stubbard reported by letter as district clerk, tendered his resigna·
tion as district clerk, which was accepted. Priests
L C. Donaldson, D. Comstock and C. Lang, had
done all they could in the branches to which they
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belong, by way of exhortations and branch labors.
Deacon \Vm. Schick had tried to discharge every
duty devolving upon him, and desired to continue
doing so, God being his helper. Blessed, Rufus
Earl Pratt, infant son of H.F. and Susan Pratt,
by Charles Derry and Henry Kemp. John Vanluven was received into the church on his original baptism. \V. C. Matthews was elected secretary of district. November 19th, prayer and testimony meeting in the evening, with good result,
the Spirit being manifested in exhortations and
the gifts. November 20th, morning prayer and
testimony meeting at nine o'clock; preaching in
the forenoon by H. Kemp; prayer and testimony
meeting in the afternoon; in the evening preaching by Charles Derry. On the morning of the
21st, prayer and testimony meeting; preaching
in the forenoon by C. Derry; at three o'clock a
prayer and testimony meeting; in the evening
preaching by C. Derry, to a full house, good
spirit prevailed, and all felt to rejoice. On the
2 2d the same order of meetings were resumed;
Bro. Derry consenting to remain until the 25th
to preach on the evenings, when we adjourned as
per previous motion with the best of feelings prevailing. Next conference to be held. at Plum
Creek, Iowa, time to be given by Bro. H. Kemp.

a

DES MOINES.
Conference convened in the Saints' Church,
Des Moines, Iowa, December 4th, 1885. W. C.
Nirk was called to the chair; J. S. Roth, secretary. Brn. Etzenhouser and John X. Davis addressed the congregation in the evening. \V. T.
Bozarth to assist the president. Branch reports:
Sheriden 52; baptized 1, received 2. Newton, no
change. Boones borough 67; expelled I. Edenville 84; died I. Des Moines Valley 59; received 1, died 2. Des Moines 86; removed 1, died 1,
baptized 2. Eider's Reports.-Wm. Nirk, J.P.
Knox, W. McBurney, W. M. Ray, J. X. Davis,
Geo. \Valker and S. Longbottom, reported. N.
Stamm preached at Des Moines and Grimes, baptized 2. W. T. Bozarth preached at Olivet, Des
Moines, Rhodes, Newton and Collins. R. Etzenhouser reports laboring in four districts, baptized
one at Viola. J. S. Roth went to Montrose Camp
Meeting and to Galland's Grove Reunion; on my
way home I stopped a week at Boone by request
of Bro. McDowell; then went home to prepare
for winter, afterwards made a trip to Rhodes,
then to Bouton, arid at Angus opened meeting on
Sunday, and on Tuesday I baptized eight; from
there I went to Grimes; during the quarter I baptized fourteen, confirmed eight, assisted in confirming about twenty-five, blessed a number of
childr,en, administered to eight sick at various
times. If the Lord spares me !~expect to be in
the field this winter. Priest George Shimel, and
Teachers A. Freel and J. T. Roberts, reported.
Wm. C. Nirk was sustained as district president,
J. Sayer as secretary, and J. S. Roth as Bishop's
Agent and as Book Agent. The ministry to labor under the direction of the president. The,
secretary to procure a copy of the Rules of Representation for each branch. The committee
auditing the Bishop's Agent's report- find them
Cortect. J. S. Roth i-eports received $88.56, paid
out $55·41; balance on hand $33.09. Preaching
on Saturday by G. Shimel. Prayer meeting on
Sunday morning, in charge of W. McBurney.
Preaching in the forenoon by J. S. Roth. Saints'
meeting in the afternoon, in charge of J. X. Da-

vis and G. Walker. Preaching in the evening by
W. T. Bozarth. Adjourned to meet at Edenville,
Iowa,' on the 12th day of March, 1886.
TAHITI MISSION.
Report of the October conference of the \Vestern Divison of the Society Islands Mission.
Conference met October 17th, in the Ziona
branch, Tahite. Thomas W. Smith, president
of the 1\1ission, in the chair; Tuaterere, secretary. Elders present from Ziona, Tarona, Tere,
Maatea, Tepahau, Avatoru, Tiputa, Pana and
Amaru branches.
Tubuai, Manihi, Taroa,
Tapoto and 1\Ioturaa branches not represented.
Reports from Ziona, Tarona, Tari, Maatea, Tikahau, Avatoru, Tiputa, Manihi, Panan, Aputai
and Moturaa
reported.
Taroa, Tapoto,
and Tubauai branches not reported.
The
following numbers were reported: Ziona 29;
Tarona 97; Maatea 83; Tikahau 49; A vatoru 36;
Tiputa 34; Panau 43; Moturaa 20; Manihi 52;
Aputai 41; Tari 12. Elders present, Metuaore,
Terohia, Tapuni, Teipo, David Brown, Mahana,
Faito, Fatoro, Puiava, Wairaarva, Paita, Vairau,
Tuteirihia, Tetuarere, Marere Tehu, Tamu,
Teroia, Moe, Ometa, Kehauri, Tariirii, Vahiatua,
Mauuira, Manava, Matuanui, Toarere and Roo.,
Priests Nono, Mauna, Haroatea, Teaviu, Taaua,
Naiore. Teachers 'Temanava.-Several Elders
above act as Teachers in the several branches.
Metuaore reports having baptized 27 since April
conference. Tapuni 2r. Tehopea (by letter) 19.
T. \V. Smith 514. In all 58r. •The following
districts were formed: 1, Tahiti and Maateu
(4 branches). 2, Tikahau and Rairva (3 branches). 3, Koukura and Aputai (3 branches). 4,
Manihi, Tarva and Tapoto, (3 branches). 5,
Tubuai (3 or 4 branches). Some 16 or 17 branches in the Western Division. April conference
was appointed to be held at Tubuai. In the
branches not reported there are about 150 members. In the Eastern Division there 'are fully
600 members, and some 17 or 18 branches. In
all some 1300 or more members in the mission.
Conference lasted over two Sabbaths. Preaching by various Elders. Adjourned to Tubuai,
April 6th, 1886. Expositor, please copy.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Pittsburgh Conference will convene at Pittsburgh, Pa., on Saturday, January 30th, 1886, at
half-past one o'clock and continue over ihe Sab,.
bath. It is expected that several of the traveling
ministry will be there. Send all reports promptly to Bro. Frank J. Reese, No. 9 Hazel street,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Visiting Saints will be amply
provided for, and those who can be present should
notify Bro. Frank Criley, care No. 33 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, in time so that arrangements
can be made for their entertainment, and for reception committee to meet them at Railroad Stations. Delegates will be appointed to represent
the district at General Conference, April 6th next.
G. T. G1pFFlTHS, pres. <if Dist.
The next con£erence 0£ the Massachusetts District will be ,held in Dennisport, Mass., on Saturday, January 30th, 1886, commencing at half-past
two o'clock, In the Saint's Chapel. A £ull attendance, is desired as there should be delegates
appointed to represent our district in the next
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General Conference. It is expected that free return tickets will be fnrnished as heretofore. The
Saints are especially requested to pray for the
success of the meetings.
JOHN SMITH, Presidc11t.
NOTICES.
Notice is hereby given, that George W. Payton,
an Elder, and president of Glen Alpine Branch,
of the Central Nebraska District, has absented
himself from his family, and it is said, leaving
debts unpaid, and is purposely evading the officers
of the law. Any information concerning his
whereabouts would be acceptable, and is much
desired. By president of Central Nebraska District.
GEO. s. HYDE.

DIED.
MERRILL-In East Des Moines, Iowa, December 14th, 1885, of membraneous croup, Benjamin
D., only son of Bro. Ezra and Sr. Eliza Merrill,
aged 2 years, r month and 23 days. Blessed by
Elders \V. C. Nirk and Roth. Funeral 'service
by Elder W. C. Nirk.
Bright bud of promise, lent, not given,
Early called from earth to heaven;
Now blooming in a better land,
Now mingling with the spirit band.
In sinless purity passed away,
Ever dwelling in eternal day.

Lucy B. MERRILL.
Com:i.-At the residence of her parents, in
Little High Valley, near Lower Lake, Lake
county, California, November 7th, 1885, Sister
Hester E. Cobb, daughter of John and Esther E.
Cobb, aged 27 years, 4 mont!ts. She wa& born in
Cobb Valley, Napa county, California; baptized
by Elder E. Banta, '.It Middletown, California,
August 30th, 1868. She passed away in full
faith and hope of the glorious resurrection promised in Christ. , Sister Hester was at the time of
her sickness and death acting clerk of the Spruce
Grove Branch. She was loved by all who knew
her, and her young companions of Lower Lake
gave a beautiful tribute to her memory, by covering her grave with wreaths of the most beautiful flowers, as a token of the respect and love
they held for her. Her early life was clouded
with tl'ouble and sorrow, but she struggled so
perseveringly to overcome and make herself use·
ful and an honored member of society, that all
admired her character. Her death occurring just
as life seemed opening with more of hope and
happiness than had ever brightened her life, saddens the hearts and makes it harder to be borne
by those who loved her so well; and were it not
for the blessed assurance that, she sleeps the sleep
of the just, and will awaken to the light and joy
of an endless day with those who die in the Lord,
our mourning would be sad indeed. But God
has made it possible for us to meet again; though
death may·separate for awhile, we shall meet in
the newness of life, immortal, to dwell with the
blessed of God. So cheer up, father, cheer up,
mot!1er; she has only gone before.
A.H. s.
FONTANELLE, Iowa, De9. 18th.
D~ar Herald: I have only to say, my health is
on the decline: I have not long to stay. It is
known to some of your readers that Nelson Bates,
an Elder in the old organization of the church,
has resided here since February, 1866, and that
he has been suffering with a cancer on and in his
ear. For the last three months no person can
tell the pain he has had to endure. He died the
16th of this month-a scene which ,he and his
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friends had been looking for a n;ionth or more.
Funeral .service took place on the 17th.
BRIGGS ALDEN.

THE ART OF CONTENTMENT.
To learn the art of contentment, is only to learn
what happiness actually consists in. Sensual
pleasures and little to its substance. Ease, if by
that be meant exemption from labor, contributes
nothing. One, however, constant spring of satisfaction, and alme>st infallible support of cheerfulness and spirits, is the exercise of domestic affections--the presence of objects of tenderness
and endearment in our families, our kindred, our
friends. Now, have the poor anything to complain of here? Are they not surrounded by their
relatives, as generally as others? The poor man
has his wife and children about him; and what
has the rich man more? He has the same enjoy,
ment of their society, the same solicitude for
for their welfare, the same pleasure in their good
qualities, improvement, and success; their connection with him is as strict and intimate, their attachment as strong, their gratitude as warm. I
have no propensity to envy a11y one, least of all
the rich and great; but, if I were disposed to this
weakness, the subject of my envy would be, a
healthy young man, in full possession of his
strength and faculties, going forth in the morning, to work for his wife and children, or bringing them home his wages at night.--Paley.

One or T\Vo

11.~anns

for Sale.

ACRES; 90 to 100 Acres of Plough and Meadow
Land. balance in .tlrush Pnf'ture. Barn 2~ x :30.
8tabling for 7 horses, Granary, two WelJs of Water, Orchard of 200 bearing 'l'rePR: two miles fron1 three Grist and
Saw Mills. two miLs to the vii luge of Plearnnton and R.
H. Htution, iu a Brunch of 100 IDl~mbers For further particulars, address:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
zjan2m
Pleiumuton. Decatur Co., Iowa.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE

TOWN LOTS AT A BARGAIN.
BLOCK OF LAND in Lamoni, worth $250, offered, if
sold before March, for $200; size 256 x 300 ft. It hes
five blks south of Herald Oftlce and three blks S.E. of the
Saints' new Chapel. It is fenced.
Address:

A

2jan3t

JI[.

COME AND SEE OUR

W A L L

BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

J.

II.

HANSEN,

PIIrSICIAN

AND

'l'HE SAIN'l'S' HAHP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, marbled edges .................... 1 ~
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..................••..... 1 50
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the Divine
Origin of the Book of Mormon Defended and
Mamtaincd. Paper covers, 200 pages............... ?5
W- This is a reply by Elder W.W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advemist Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of the
Church, especla.lly; and it is a most excellent on.e to be
circulated both m the Church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense of
.roseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners.J.. muslin •.ides; .printed
headings, and ruled for J.tecord of Nam es, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ................ 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records .••..... 3 00
LICENSES, NO'rICES, &c.
Elder,s, Prieat,s, Teacher's, and Deacon s Licenses,
each, per dozen................................. . . 12
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred, 40c. and .. . .. 50
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books, with
1

hlank •tnh. ll!\ for

.. . . . . . .

25

CERTIFICA'l'ES AND REPOR'£S.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen................
Annual Statistical Reports, two for...................
Branch Financial Reports, per dozen ........... , . . . . .
Certificates of Baptism and Membership, per do.i;en..
Certificate of Removal, per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marriage Certificates, per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

....

..

.

50
10
30
20
20
25

SONGS OF ZION.

l3y T. W. Smith, 40 pag(\s, tocts each, per dozen ....•. 1 00

Office ori Main street, two <l<i<Yrs north of Tilton's Store.
·

Rksidence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

M. D.,

SURGEON,

Will practiceiu Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Oftiee in Drug Store of Ha}) sen & Walker, I.4an1oni
MIDWJFERY and DISEASES of W011lEN a Specialty.
~ Residen~e

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

BOOK:S!

NEW

We have just added a full line of J ol!n B. Alden's books
to onr stock of Urugs an(l Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Catalog;nes sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piicc.

IiANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Buoksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

FARM

SALE.

FOR

I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Gr:ise,
17 acres in new Ti~ber Land, about :J acres of Standing
Timber, and two acr~s of Orchard; a good Spring Well
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

Price: Six Hundred Dolla1·s, Cash Duwn.
The land is situated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.

OUR

THE

FRONT.

LATEST

SUCCESS.

~

. DOC'l'HINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .. ., .... : ., . ., ....... ., ... 1 2,5
Imitation Morocco.
· ..... ., ., ........... ., .... 1 50

Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
praccice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.

Hansen & \Valker'lil Drug Store.

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

1 •••••

SHIPPY,

.Dental Surgeon,

Bottom Prices on all Goods.

AT

BOOK OJ<' AlOHMON.
Rnan, sprinkled edges .......................••. ·
1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. ., ........... .,./-- .... 1 50

JOHN

PERFUMES, TOILET SOAPS, BRUSHES & COMBS.

THE ( - Board of Publication of the Reoiganized Church,
at their Pubiishing Honse in

co., row A,

P A P E R

The iargest selection that was ever in Lamoni; dso,

- - ) BY

LAMONI, DECATUR

C. Sl1IITH, Lamoni, Iowa.

DENTI8TRY.

DR.
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Tha Only Througli Line, with its own track, between

CHICAGO, PEORIA or ST. LOUIS

AND DENVER

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
KanEoas. City, It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILUNOIS,

EOWA,

MISSOURI,

NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO

With branch lines to their important citiea and towns.
It runs every day in the year from one to 1hree elegantly
equipped throogh trains over its own tracks between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chic:ago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Louis,
Chicago and Dubuque,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
Peoria and St. Louis,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
St. Louis and Chicago,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Burlington.
Direct Connection made at each of its Junction points
wi:h Through Traino to and from point& located on itc
brar.ches.
At each of ite several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points In the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexicn
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in tho
United States or Cariada. 1 or address

<C

HENRY B. STONE,
EASY - RUNNING - SEWING -- MACHINE.
- - I T HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Ass t Gen'I ManegC~ICAGO.
1

Gen'I Pastd. Agent,

~-BUSINESS~,t.-~

The Davel'iport Business College
Prepares young people for useful andprofltableemploy..
mento The following branches are thoroughly taught•
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; Busin_essAritho
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Com.
m~rcialCorrespondence; commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. }'or circuJars address
DUNCAN & l!A\VKB, Davenport, Iowa.

--IT IS--

'~IMPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Li~ht, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NEW
HOWE at the office of
N~

M. REEDER,

LAMONI, lo\V A.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is pnblishecl every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publicetion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. :Money may be sent by'•
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered I.etter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be v,ddrcssed to DAVID

DANQJ!lR; comm1:mications and 11rticle6 to the EmToa•.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD oF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVll SAVE rr llE ONE WIFE, AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELmvE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HusBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITIIER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

33,-Whole No. GGI.

THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Pu.blislied at Lamoni, Deeatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
~The

.JosEPH SMI'rH

W.W. BLAIR

EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, January 9, 1886.
TnE Utah Journal, of Logan, Utah in
its issue for Decembe..- 26th, 1885, condones
its own want of fairness in regard to what
we wrote respecting the revealed will of
God on the marriage relation prior to
1843, in the manner following.
"The Saint's .Herald of Lamoni, Iowa, in its
issue of December 5th, boils with indignation
over a criticism we offered on a sentence which
begins as follows: "But at every time and in
every place when God has uttered his will regarding the institution of marriage prior to 1843
such u~tera!lces have," etc. It seems that the
·l!erald does not yet understan·d that if God revealed a certain law prior to a certain specified
time, that the inference is naturally drawn that
at the time mentioned, H~, God, did reveal a different law; or why specify in regard to what
God's will was concerning marriage prior to
1843, if at that date he did not change. ,Why
not make a clear and plain statement to the effect
that G)d always revealed his will in the one
way? The sentence which we quoted was a
complete statement, and we have a right to criticize it as such."
The HERAL:!;> understands this, that
if God revealed his will or law concerning
a matter of so vital moment as this marriage
question has ,become to Utah Mormons,
for a number of times prior to any given
and 1:ecent date, the inference is not that
he has subsequent to that date revealed a
different and opposite rule· or law as his
will; but, if he has re>,realed anything on
the subject it. should be in conformity to
what he had before time stated in reg,ard
to it.
We make the statement again, as we
m_ade it in October 24th, HERALD: "If we
did not believe that the expressed will of
God under whose commandment the
church was organized in I 830 had specifi-
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'cally defined what should be the rule in
regard to the institution of marriage and
that it was monogamic, and that such defined rnle was intended to be as final as the
character of God is unchangeable, we should
never have raised a voice in reference to
it, neither in the valleys of Utah, nor elsewhere. But at every time and in every
place when God has uttered his will re.garding the institution of marriage prior
to 1843, such utterance has been of a
similar nature to the statement in Genesis:
"For this cause shall a man leave father
and mother and cleave unto his wife;"
which statement is qualified beyond a peradventure by its repetition by Christ, as
stated by Matthew and Mark; with the
addition of the words, "and they twain
shall be one flesh." For this reason we
have ever averred that when the claim
was made that a change had been made in
the institution of marriage by a revelation
in 1843, such revelation was not from
God, and could not and never did supercede
the rule originally given." HERALD for
October 24th, 1885.
Language can hardly be plainer than
the foregoing. The Journal took a part
of the statement as we gave it, and perverted its meaning. Had the whole been
given in its connection no such inference as
the Journal of the 5th of December gives
it could have been properly draw from it.
The claim has been made that a revelation authorizing plural marriage was received by the Seer, July 12th, 1843. The
revelation, so claimed to have been received, was enunciated by f res. Brigham
Young, August 29'h, 1852. eight years
and two months after the death of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith. This claim for divine
sanction we have persistently denied. To
show that our denial was based upon good
and sufficient proofs we cited the fact that
the utterances of God upon the subject for
nearly six. thousand yeal:s, including the
period of time between. 1830 and 1843,
during which the church was founded and
flourished, had been always monogamic;
and for this reason the so-called revelation
. was not from God.
Our indignation was a righteous one
and we had a right to "boil;" and our
contemporary of the Journal may "stew"

2.

now, and "fry" by and by if he does not
mend his ways and obey both the laws of
God and the land.
·
PRESIDENT J OSEPI-1 SMITH returned here
from Utah and the Rocky Mountain Mission the afternoon of Tuesday the 28th ult.,
hale, hearty, and in excellent. spirits. He
reports having a very satisfactory mission;
sayi:; he was received with kindness and
consideration except in one or two places
in Utah, had good attention paid to his
teachings by many, enjoyed marked liberty
of the Holy Spirit in presenting the word,
and feels satisfied so far with results.
In his intercourse with Mormons and
Gentiles he found many honorable, noble·
hearted people, and he expects to see a
proper adjustment of matters now agitating the Utah Mormons and the Nation,
and he feels assured his efforts and those of
his co-laborers will aid largely in this direction.
President Smith's friends and neighbors
are delighted to have him at home with
them again, and give him warm welcome
with hand and heart.
WHILE in Utah we made the statement
in public that a _comparison between the
number of persons to the family in the
monog~mic states and the number to the
family in polygamic Utah, would result to
the credit of the monogamic institution.
This statement was doubted by some; but
the following from a late· Lincoln, Nebraska paper in regard to the two counties
in Nebraska named,Douglas and I:.ancaster, .
with reference to the average number of
persons to the family, fully corroborates
the. statement we made, that the usual average was five. The family of Pres. B.
Young, as shown by his will shows a little
less than 2 Yz children to the mother, or
3Yz and 1:..19 persons to the family; there
being 19 wives and 4-6 children. Diligent
inquiry made by us both.north and south,
where we went, warrants the belief that
as a practical institution the average num·
ber of children to the polygamic family,
counting the mother and her children. as
the family, is less than the number to the
family in monogamy.
"We obsi;rve that Douglas county has a report•
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ed population of 72,658,.there being in the county l l,460 houses a.nd l3,II3 families. This gives
a population of 6.3 persons to each house and
5.5 persons to each family. Lancaster county
has a population of 39,719, wifh 7,136 houses and
7,527 families. This gives an average of 5.5 persons per house and 5.2 per family. The excess
of males over females in Douglas county is 30.
per cent.
In Lancaster county H is but 20.
Thus it will be seen that while there is no very
great difference in the salient points of the en_.
umeration, the advantages are all with Lancaster
so far as they go. But when we consider the
enumeration of school children in the respective
counties it almost shakes our confidence in the
accuracy of the census enumeration. Douglas
county reports and draws money for 14,434 children of school age. Lancaster shows up n,013.
1.'hus not quite 20 per cent of the population of
Douglas county is composed of children of school
age, while that interesting class lacks a minute
fraction of comprising 30 per cent of the population of Lancaster. This is a remarkable difference, and according to the logic of our newspaper
friends of Grand Island, Plattsmouth and other
points, it constitutes a fatal impeachment of the
Omaha census. The ':Journal does not, however,
insist upon its being looked at in this light, and
merely drops the fact for consideration at such
value as those who contemplate may chose to
put upon it."

VIE give a letter from Bro. Edward Rannie, Jr., which as he states may be of interesf to many who read the HERALD,
' vVe can not, however, let the letter pass
without suggesting, by way of warning,
that matters of this kind are of greater value to the individuals to whom they occur
as testimonies, or evidences than to others;
and it is not wise to build theories respecting the second coming of Christ upon testimonies evidently intended to be personal
and private.
Bro. vV. M. Rumel is of the opinion
that the stranger is one of the number that
were to remain until Christ's coming; and
that the reason why Bro. Peak could not
remember his name was because it was
not intended that these men should be
known in the world. It would be an easy
matter for a shrewd man to deny having
read the books referred to, and still quote
from them for an effect.

l:N this issue we begin the reprint of a
most excellent article on the gospel, taken
from the Evening and Morning Star and
the Messenger and Advocate. It was written when the church was in the full blaze
of spiritual light and power, and published
under the general inspection of the leading officers of the church, and the immediate supervision of the divinely appointed
"spokesman," Oliver Cowdery. This gives
it a species of authority and sanction next
to the very highest,

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
We reproduce
it now, that all the HER·
/
readers may know just what was the
doctrine of life an<l salvation promulgated
by the church in those early times, and
what that doctrine must always be. And
besides this, we think these early and au~
thentic teachings of the church should be
more widely known, and be placed more
extensively than hitherto in the hancls of
the Saints for preservation and future reference.
~

ALD

THE following clipping is from the Pittsburg (Pa.) Leader, of Sunday, December
27th, and is full of good points:
"REV. FORSCUTT ON THE SPAULDING
MANUSCRIPT,

«A communication has been received from
Mark H. Forscutt, pastor of Saints' Church,
Fourth avenue, with reference to the posthumou~
story of the late Rev. Solomon Spaulding, upon
which the Book of Mormon is by many believed
to have been founded. In speaking of the "Manuscript Found," by which the original manuscript
of Spaulding's story is known, Mr. Forscutt says:
'The publication of the Manuscript Found uncovers the fraud. Friends of the deceased Spaulding have certified that the 'historic 'incidents,' in
detail, name and all contained therein, ('except
the religious part,' as found in the Book of Mormon,) are' identical with those written by Mr.
Spaulding in his 'Manuscript Found.' They tell
us also that 'the sorrow-stricken widow,' and brother, and friencis of 'the reverend and lamented'
Mr. Spaulding were 'much shocked,' and that the
'widowed wife wept bitterly,' when she and they
heard the Book of Mormon read, and saw that
his work had been prostituted to 'so base a use;'
for they recognized the names of Laban, Lehi,
Nephi and others there found as 'names which
they remembered very distinctly ( !)' precisely as
they occurred in the Manuscript Found! Now
that this precious manuscript is published, the
phenomenally excellent memories of Mr. Spaulding's friends, who could accurately remember
and succinctly describe, more than twenty years
afterwards, what they had casually heard read by
the fireside to while away the long winter evenings-these remarkable memories can now be
tested. The only drawback to their memorial
powers lies in the two facts: Firstly, That they
remembered only after hearing the Book of Mormon. read, and after having been admonished of
the identity; and secondly, and most damaging
of all, that they remembered what had no existence in fact and perjured themselves to destroy,
if possible, the claims of that book, for not one
of these names that they remembered, so distinctly is in the Manuscript Found, and yet it is
the veritable manuscript they certified to. It
was possessed by Mr. Howe, and would have
been published by him only <it did not read as
they expected it would;' for it was obtained for
this purpose from Mrs. Spaulding by D. P. Hurlbut, and'handed by him to Howe for publication.
It was transferred by Howe in 1839-40 to Mr. L.
L. Rice, who has owned it ever since. Will
these testators and their publishers now-will the
men be manly enough, the women womanly
enough, the publishers honest enough to m!lke
the amen de honorable? \Ve shall see.;'

VVE present elsewhere a letter from Bro.
Charles Butterworth in regard to t11ere being a good opening at Shelby Station;
Iowa, for so1ne good, spiritual-minded
Elder who is a good carpenter, and who
could and would work energetically in
both spiritual and temporal callings.
Shelby Station is in a good and prosperous part of the country, nor far from
Persia, Harlan, Magnolia, Dow City, and
some other places where there are a number of good Elders. Our experience a'nd
observation warrant the belief that what
the Saints need more than a preacher is a
quiet, persistent effort upon the part of the
men folks of the. church to live faithful,
consistent, working lives, both in temporal
and spiritual things. All the eloquence
of a Bro. Forscutt, all the persistence of a
Bro. Heman C. Smith, all the clear cut
logic of a Bro. Joseph F. McDowell, all
the soaring enthusiasm of a Bro. vV. W.
Blair, all the profound earnestness of a
Bro. Charles Derry, will not and can not
do for men what they can do for themselves. ,
·
\Ve were told by one in the streets of
Salt Lake City: "Pres. Smith, we have
been looking for a deliverer; we have
prayed for you to come here and help us
out of our troubles."
We replied: "No man, not even Christ
himself, can deliver you unless you are not
only willing to be delivered, but will step
out and act for yourselves. I can do no
more for you than to show you what the
law of God requires. I can not take you
by force and compel you to throw off your
trammels. If you and others who feel
like you do not take the risk of declaring
in favor of the right and let the consequences follow, no man, be he never so good
and wise, can bring you deliverance."
\Ve repeat this to the Saints, at Shelby
Station and everywhere else. No man
can preach you into holiness of life, ot into
spiritual strength. If you lean upon an
arm of flesh you will fail with that fleshly
arm. If you do not take pains to go to
the Lord, and rely on him more perfectly,
setting an example of righteous'persistence
in resisting the things of the world which
lead men's minds away from true faltb, no
elder that lives can help you.
A good man visits no saloon, plays no
games of chance, takes no stock in lotteries,
neither gambles in church fairs, nor "on.
change;" but such a man can not keep
men of the church, his fellow disciples,
from doing those things, try he never so
faithfully. Such an elder does not circulate scandal, does not visit houses where
idle and vici0trn talk and conduct are in-
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dulged in, nor encourage license in morals;
but he can not prevent the men of his flock
from doing those things if they choose.
Righteousness is "not in word only,"
but must be in deed; and he who keeps
within the word shall be blessed in his
deeds. One unfortunate prophecy by
some incautious, or over zealous elder made
in a moment of wrapt enthusiasm, which
fails of fulfillment, can do more harm in a
day than the plain, consistent teaching of
t'1e means of salvation by an humble,
though wise man can reclaim in a year.
"Talk not judgment, boast not of mighty
works nor of mighty faith," is just as true
and applicable now as it has ever been.
\i\Then will the children of the kingdom
learn to be wise.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

J osEPH LUFF remains in Utah until
Spring, and is in charge there. He may
be addressed in regard to the work there,
Box 307, Salt Lake City, Utah. He ex·
pected to remain in the city until after
New Years, when he would go .north to
Malad City and Oxford, the latter being
the place where. Bro. R. J. Anthony succeeded in making so good an opening a
few weeks ago.
Bro.Joseph C. Clapp writes from Deer
Lodge Valley, Montana, December 25th,
1885, that he was again at work there,
and ready to do duty for the cause, praying
that God would direct the "strokes of the
battle-ax." We wish Bro. Clapp great
success.
'The slip from the Beaver, Utah, paper,
published in a late issue of the HERALD,
was an error in point of time. The challenge referred to was given some few
years ago, when Bro. Gorden E. Deuel
was laboring in Utah, and not now, as
stated. The good brethren at Beaver will
please notice this correction.
Rro. R. M. Elvin baptized four at Wilber, Nebraska, Monday, December 28th,
all "of good repute."
The Senior Editor left Salt Lake City
in company with Bro. R. J. Anthony,
December 21st, for home. Bro. Anthony
will be at Wilber, Nebraska, and vidnity
as openings may occur until the April session of conference.
Who knows Elder J. or I. Goodfellow,
who was on a mission to England in 1841?
Elder John: Pett of Dow City, C~awford
county, Iowa, is very anxious to learn of
him or his whereabouts.
Elder Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham,
England, writes that they are not now
publishing the Vindicator. Let our
readers take notice of this fact.
B110.

Bro. Rudolph Etzenbou~er writes from
Iowa, 28th ult., "Had excellent
Saints' meeting here yesterday. Spoke
for them last evening-felt well."
Bro. Levi Cheney,of Kent, Stephenson
county, Illinois, wishes some of the Elders
to come there and labor, Cant Bro. J.C.
Foss, or J. S. Patterson, respond?
Bro. W. A. Moore writes from Naponee,
Nebraska, the 26th ult. and says,-"I can't
afford to do without the HERALD, I have
been a subscriber for it about twenty-five
years."
Bro. J. Roberts writes from S.t. Helena,
California, saying, "I would hate to be
without the HERALD."
Sr. Mary Nicholls writes from Iowa
City and says,-"l have taken the HERALD for twenty-two years, and haven't
seen an Elder yet."
E. A. Stedman writes from Lake Crystal, Minnesota, and says,-"I think the
HERALD is the best paper printed, and
can't keep house without it."
Sr. M. P. Matthl:\ws of Belfast, Iowa,
says, "l would not like to do without my
papers." (Herald, Hope, and Advocate).
"May the editors, and all associated with
them, live long to help on with the great
work of the Lord.
The foregoing excerpts from the letters
of the HERALD patrons are encouraging,
and we are led to suggest. that greater efforts should be made by the ministry and
the membership in sustaining it promptly,
and in extending its circulation both in the
church and outside of it. When this is
done one of the most influential and pow·
erful departments of the church is made·
thoroughly effective in pushing its interests
at home and abroad. And now that we
are entering upon a new year, we· ask that
. all striye to help forward the interest of
the publishing department.
This year promises to be one of very
great importance in the history of the
church and of the ages. Every Saint
should strive to do all he can to build up
the cause of Christ and humanity.
Rhode~,

19
ministrations as women could perform,
such as visiting the sick, looking after the
needy, and performing any and all other
labors of love suited to the sex, for the furtherance of the gospel. Sr. Emma, the
wife of Joseph the Seer, was commanded
to aid in the following manner:
"And thou shalt go with him at the time of his
going, and be unto him for a scribe, while there
is no one to be a scribe for him, that I may send
my servant Oliver Cowdery, whithersoever I
will. And thou shalt be ordained under his
hand to expound scriptures, and to exhort the
church, according ·as it shall be given thee by my
Spirit; for he shall lay his hands upon thee, and
thou shalt receive the Holy Ghost, and thy time
shall be given to writing, and to learning much.
And thou needest not fear, for thy husband shall
support thee in the church; for unto them is his
calling, that all things might be revealed unto
them, whatsoever I will, according to their faith.
And verily I say unto thee, that thc).U shalt Jay
aside the things of this world, and seek for the
things of a better. And it shall be given thee,
also, to make a selection of sacred Hymns, as it
shall be given to thee, which is pleasing unto
me, to be had in my church; for my soul delighteth in the song of the heart; yea, the song
of the righteous is a prayer unto me. And it
shall be answered with a blessing upon their
heads."-Doc. and Cov. Sec. 24, par. 2, 3.
~.-Is it ii.ccording to church law to
elect a sister to act as branch or district
secretary, and has that duty any thing to
do with our church government?
A ..:...,There is no specific law as to
whether sisters may or rriay not act as
church secretaries. Wisdom should guide.
Secretaries are not necessarily a part of
church government--they are primarily
recorders.
~.-Have the branches the right, and is it
in harmony with the law in this church,
for branches to appoint at regular business
meetings, sisters to act as their choristers
and organists ·for regular church services?

A.-Yes.

~.-When branches have appointed
their choristers to lead their singing, and
given them full charge to conduct the
same, has the ones who are presiding over
the meetings the right to call out while
singing goes on, "third," or, "last verse,"
- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
and thus interrupt the -choristers? Who
~ues.-Is it right to go and hear secare the choristers in subjection to?
tarian ministers preach?
A.-The choristers are subject to those
Ans.-Yes; if you do not by so doing presiding. But those presiding should be
neglect the meetings of your own church. careful to do nothing to disconcert or inGather wisdom, truth, and useful knowl- terrupt the chorister, or choir, or any one
edge when you can.
else, so far as is practicable. Let wisdom,
~.-What was the labor performed by
lo"e, and patience rule.
those women who labored with St; Paul,
~.-Is itright for Latter Day Israel to
in the gospel?
eat swine's flesh?
A.-We have no means of knowing
A.-It may or it may not be. All dedefinite! y from history; but it is, probable pends upon conditions. ',I'here is no law
they embraced teaching, as also such other for or against it except the dictates of
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sound judgment when all conditions are
considered. In case of extreme hunger
it will be quite proper for any one to u·se
that kind of food, if nothing more suitable
is at hand. The Jews, living under a
warm climate, were prohibited from using
swine's flesh, for prudential reasons. Peoples living under cold climates, or when
short of other food, have not the same
reasons for abstaining from its use. A
vegetable diet is usually the most suitable
where it can be obtained. The following
instructions on these points should be observed as the wisdom of heaven:
"But remember that on ·this, the Lord's day,
tho~ shalt offer thine oblations, and thy sacraments, unto the Most High, confessing thy sins
unto thy brethren, and before the Lord. And
on this day thou shalt do none other thing, only
let thy food be prepared with singleness of heart,
that thy fasting may be perfect; or in other
words, that thy joy may be full. Verily this is
fasting and prayer; or, in other words, rejoicing
and prayer. And inasmuch as ye do these
things, with thanksgiving, with cheerful hearts,
and countenances; not with much laughter, for
this is sin, but with a glad heart and a cheerful
countenance; verily I say, that inasmuch as ye
do this the fullness of the earth is yours; the
beasts of the fields, and the fowls of the air, and
that which climbeth upon the trees, and walketh
upoh the earth; yea, and the herb, and the good
things which cometh of the earth, whether for
food or for raiment, or for houses or for barns,
or for orchards, or for gardens, or for vineyards;
yea, all things which cometh of the earth, in the
season thereof, are made for the benefit and the
use of man, both to please the eye, and to gladden the heart; yea, for food and for raiment, for
taste and for smell, to strengthen the body, and
to enliven the soul. And it pleaseth God ·that
he hath given all these things unto man; for
unto this end were they made, to be used with
judgment, not to excess, neither by extortion;
and in nothing doth man offend God, or against
none is his wrath kindled, save those who confess not his hand in all things, and obey not his
commandments."-Sec. 59: par. 2-4.
"And whoso forbiddeth to abstain from meats,
that man should not eat the same, is not ordained
of God; for behold the beasts of the field, and
the fowls of the air, and that which cometh of
the earth, is ordained for the use of man, for food,
and for raiment, and that he might have in
abundance, but it is not given that one man
should possess that which is above another;
wherefore the world lieth in sin; and wo be unto man that sheddeth blood or that wasteth flesh
and hath no need."-D. C. sec. 49, par. 3.
"And again, verily I say unto you, all wholesome herbs God hath ordained for the constitution, nature, and use of man, every herb In the
~eason thereof, and every fruit in the season
thereot All these to be used with prudence and
thanksgiving. Yea, flesh, also of beasts an\f of
the fowls of the air, I the Lord, path ordained
for the use oI man, with thanksgiving. Nevertheless, they are to be used sparingly; and it is
pleasing unto me that they should not be used
only in times of winter, or of cold or famine.
All grain is ordained for the use of man and of

beasts, to be the staff of life, not only for man,
but for the beasts of the field, and the fowls of
heaven, and all ·wild animals, that run or creep
on the earth; and these hath God ~ade for the
use of man only in times of famine and excess of
hunger."
-'All grain is good for the food of man, as also
the fruit of the vine, 'that which yieldeth fruit,
whether in the ground or above the ground. Neverthele&s, wheat for man, and corn for the ox, and
oats for the horse, and rye for the fowls and for
swine, and for all beasts of the field, and barley
for all useful animals, and for mild drinks, as
also other grain. And all saints· who remember
to keep and do these sayings, walking in obedience to the commandments, shall receive health
in their navel, and marrow to their bones, and
shall find wisdom and great treasures of knowledge, even hidden treasures; and shall run and
not be weary, and shall walk and not faint; and
I, the Lord, give unto them a promise that the
destroying angel shall pass by them,· as the children of Israel, and not slay them."-D. C. 86: 2, 3.

FoRT MADISON, Iowa, Dec. 28th.
Dear Herald: I am very much pleased to see
the emphatic stand you take on the subject of
drinking intoxicating beverages. If there is any
thing at the present day that Saints should shun,
one of them is the use of intoxicants in any quantity or form. If there was anything in them that
was in the least elevating, there might be some
excuse for indulging in a drink; but on the contrary, everything emanating from the spirit of
the still is degrading. From that poisoned worm
continually flows misery, degradation and death.
If there is anything that the Elders of Israel
should stand, seeing eye to eye 1,1pon, this is one,
that no drunkard shall inherit the kingdom. The
way drunkards are made, is by moderate drinking. Consider what fine minds have been laid
low by the demon of drink. The history of the.
world in the past has been a history of fall, ruin,
wreck, and death. How many a bright sail wafted by the sunny breeze of a splendid intellect has
been dashed to pieces upon the sunken rock of
alcohol. We see the fine ship totter and finally
go down amid the breakers of misery and death.
Blight and desolation follow in its wake.
A few weeks ago I was on the Hannibal and
St. Joseph Railroad, going to Laclede, Missouri.
One seat behind me sat a poor wreck of a man,
fairly pickled with whisky. This was the expression of a traveling man I sat with. His breath
was so foul from a long continued debauch that
we were compelled to move back four seats, and
then we were not out of reach of the contaminating influence. We pitied the poor fellow. Our
judgment was that he was a poor gambler or saloon keeper.
\Ve changed cars at Laclede for Hail. Our
human still-house also changed, and took the
same train. My companion and I took the back
seat in the coach, to avoid the drunkard. To my
surprise he also got off the train at Hail. I went
to the hotel and registered; but the man I shunned had put his name down before me. Then I
did not care to look at it. But when supper was
called, and the dining room boss pulled a chair
out on the opposite side of the table,.! respect-

fully declined, and sought a more congenial atmosphere.
The waiter asked me if I knew who I was declining to &it at the table with. I said I did not
know.
"Why, said he, "this is the most eloquent
preacher in this country; he has just come from
holding a protracted meeting, where he converted
over a hundred people to the gospel of Christ."
I said, "Why, he is full of rotten whiskey."
"Yes,'' said the waiter, "he is now sobering off
on beer. I just now brought a pitcher of beer
up to his room. I agreed to say nothing; but as
you are a traveling man, it don't make any difference when I tell you."
I walked out to the register, and what was my
surprise to see in bold hand, "L. L. Norton," and
I thought, "ls this tne man that could abuse the
Saints, and call them all the vile names that could
be culled. I thought-Bro. Hicklin, you should
pity that poor wreck of humanity rather than feel
bad ·at the lying frothings you had to reply to in
the debate with the eloquent Disciple."
I presume he is not endorsed by his people in
drinking, neither should we; nor could we coµ·
demn the work of Alexander Campbell became
L. L. Norton got drunk. I hope the poor enemies of the Saints who see this will not continue
to condemn the chnrch, or its fo1i'nders, because
some "~oquent" man did or said something not
·in harmony with morality, for we are all human,
and, like poor L. L. Norton, are liable to f~ll.
May the day speedily dawn when the demon
of strong drink shall be banished from our belovJ. A. ROBINSON.
ed land.
JVIEDINA CITY, Bandera Co., Tex.,
Dec. 21st, 1885.
Dear llerald: The day I wrote from Kempner,
Bro. Roberts came, having recovered from deugue, and reported that Bro. E. L. Kelley was at
Temple awaiting me. On Sunday, November
22d, I returned to Temple, leaving Ero. Roberts
to keep up the interest in Lampassas and Burnett
counties. I arrived in time to hear Bro. Kelley
deliver two very excellent discourses in the Ope·
ra Hall at Temple. We then spent a week with
Elmwood Branch, Bro. Kelley doing the preaching. It was quite a treat for me to sit by and
hear some one else preach, while I for first one
reason and then another, excused myself, and did
nothing but hear and pray for success. Bro. Kelley, so far as I heard, gave satisfaction, and gave
us some wholesome instruction upon the law of
tithes and offerings. If all will practice what
they heard, the work will take a new impetus
here.
Nov.3oth.-We went by train to Caldwell, Burleson county, where we were met by our good
brother, W. M. Sherrill, and accompanied him to
his home, near Cook's Point. Stayed with him
all night, and he then took us to Centaal Branch,
where we remained three days-Bro. Kelley
preached once and I twice. Then went to Elkhart, where we arrived the morning of December
5th. Her<; Bro.Kelley was quite unwell, so much
so that he could not attend one service. He
preached twice, however, and on the night of the
7th I regretfully bid him adieu as he started for
Kansas. I enjoyed his company very much, and
am fully satisfied that he is "the right man in the
right place." May God bless him in his important work.
The night after Bro. Kelley left me I preached
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the funeral discourse of Bro. William R. Hassell,
son of Bro. Dr. Hassell.
The night of the 9th found me in the city of
San Antonio, where I remained for the night,
and the next day rode with Mr. Richard Gale to
Oak Island, where I had the pleasure of meeting
a few as faithful souls as it has been my fortune
to meet. I preached in Zion's Chapel twice, and
at the residence of Mr. Polk Neal twice.
The r6th, I met my uncle, Mr. L. L. Wight, in
San Antonio, and came with him to this place, adistance of about sixty miles. We came by wagon, arriving here on the 19th, and were made welcome by aunt and cousins. There is but one
church building here-the Baptist. This was denied us, and so I preached at uncle's residence
yesterday. I will visit here until after Christmas,
then be. off again in the discharge of missionary
duty. Two of my cousins, Misses Effie and Ettie
\Vight, expect to be l:aptized on Christmas.
May God bless and lead them in paths of wisdom,
peace and virtue.
I have not heard from Bro. Roberts since I left
him. He is a faithful worker, and has no doubt
accomplished much good. I think Brn. Thompson and Roberts are traveling together somewhere in the Central District. Bro. Cato at last
advices was at Silver Hill, Arkansas, with fair
prospects of accomplishing good.
\Ve no longer have to beg for places lo preach
in, bnt many door& are open, and hundreds of
anxious souls waiting to hear the glad news. If
we only had a missionary force strong enough
to follow up the ad~antage we have gained,
great good would result. My persistent opponent,
J\Ir. \Vilmeth, seems to be going the way of all
other wilful opposers of the truth. When we began our debate he was State Evangelist and
stood prominently forward in the front rank of
rninisters of his faith. He was also chief editor
of the Texas Clzristian. He afterward lost the
first position, and afew months ago was "put out"
of..tkre editorial chair by the board of publication,
and now the same paper over which he was a
few~months ago chief, is accusing him of slander,
etc. Here is a quotation from the Texas Depart:
mcnt of the Apostolic Guide, for December 4th,
1885,
"The Texas Christian copies an artilce from the
J.fesscnger that is signed •Mark Smith,' and that
contains some flings at Bra's Clark, \V. K. Homan, the church at Thorp's Spring, the Orphan
work, and .the editor of this department. The
Clzristian com men ts on the article. For my part
of it I am rwt concerned as to who wrote' it or
what more the writer shall say. As the Irishman said about being hung: 'There's nothing
like getting used to a thing.' Here is the Christia7t's comment: •The above which we take from
an ·articie in the Christian J.fessenger, is a sample
of_the slang and slander that some men, ardously
engaged in a good work, at great personal sacrifice, have to endure occasionally. We suppose
we may thank brotlzer C. M. Wilmeth for the above
effusion. We are not a;,vare of ever harming or
injuring this brother or giving him any just cause
to spea)<:: of us and our associates in our arduous
undertaking in such a heartless sty le. We are
~ not surprised that he hides behlnd a ficticious
signature. We, too, would wish to hide were we
to use toward our brethern such unkind and uncourteous language as the above.'"
Whether this "Mark Smith" is <;::. J\~. Wilmeth

or not I do not pretend to know; but the above
extract shows how he is held by the paper he
once edited. "The church at Thorp's Spring" is
\Vilmeth's home church where he has resided
for nearly two years. How are the mighty
fallen t
Let us keep humble, prayerful, and manifest
the Spirit of Christ, dear Saints, and God will
care for his own. I feel more and more devoted
to the quse daily.
In bondi; of peace,
HEMAN c. SMITH.
SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Dec. 24th.
Bro. Blair: I was called here through sickness.
Bro. Eber Wilcox's little boy,' Franklin, is down
with the bilious and typhoid fe'ver. Last night,
in company with Bro. S. S. Wilcox, we administered to the dear little fellow, and thanks be to
God, this morning he is much better. Bro. Eber
and wife have had severe trials of late. Nor long
ago they lost thefr dear little girl, Hattie, one of
the sweetest of God's dear ones. May God give
them his sustaining grace in this hour of affliction.. Bro. Springer and wife were c~lculating to
leave last Monday; his health was some better.
His preaching had a good effect; many were well
pleased, and we hope some will obey the gospel.
Our meetings have been well attended in the different school-houses in the vicinity of Plum Hollow Branch. vVe shall stay here a few days and
then go to Hamburg.
May the truth of God spread among the people, and to this end I pray that his blessing may
be with his servants, and may his Spirit inspire
them in doing his will. May God bless you,
dear brother, and make you mighty in defending
his cause through the written word, is my sincere
prayer.
Yours for the truth,
HENRY KEMP.
OMAHA, Neb., Dec. 23d.
Bro. iv. W. Blair :-It is with great pleasure
that I write you. Our conference which convened with very gloomy prospects is closed. There
has been a heavy cloud hovering over this part
of the venyard for some tnne, but the conference
closed ~ith glorious results. The clouds are lifted, and joy and peace filled our hearts. Never
was there a conference of such importance held
in this district, and one that resulted in so much
good. A young man of more than ordinary intelligence was baptized, The priesthood meeting
held on Monday after the conference was a grand
success. The amount of good resulting therefrom can not l:?e estimated. Bro. Caffall presided, answered questions, and gave much valuable
instruction, all of which was joyfully received.
Many were sorry that we could not remain together longer. The preaching was above the
average.
The prospect for the spread of the go.spel in
this district has never been been so bright as it is
now. I have been greatly blessed of late by the
good Lord in laboring in the vineyard. We, are
encotiraged, and propose to fight the good fight
of faith. It is good indeed to be a Saint in latter
days, l1otwithstanding the many draughts we
have to take from the bitter cup. For the joyous
seasons we have by the presence of the Comfort,
er enables us to endure. But, O, if it was all
bitter, we could not endure. But having both the
~w~et !lrct the bitter, w~ Cf!µ grink both mingled
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together without murmuring. We mus': expect
to have these experiences while the conflict is go.
ing on, which will not be ended until "the armies
shout, Hail King Immanuel." That we may be
found loyal to the King of Kings, shall be my
prayer for all Israel.
In bonds,
M. RUMEL.

w.

DES MorNEs, Iowa, Dec. 28th.
Dear I:lerald:-It has been some time since I
wrote, but am feeling so joyful over a visit we have
had of late from Brn. Bozarth and Lambert. I
am sorry to say they found the branch in a ,·ery
unpleasant condition. These brethren took hold
of the matter with courage, love, and_ wisdom,
and what is mpre, they prayed to God for help,
and truly God in his mercy did give them aid,
and filled them with his Holy Spirit. They
worked faithfully early and late, and with
patience. It is wonderful, the amount of work
that was done in a short time, and the peace and.
harmony that prevailed. It never could have
been so without the Spirit of God. Oh what a
blessed people we are. How much more willing
our Father is to give than we are to receh·e.
I can discern that it will need close watching,
and continual prayer on the part of the officers to
keep the branch as the brethren left it. \Ve
have learned a lesson and received valuable instructions. Sci out of evil comes good sometimes.
I pray God these trials may be a warning to us
all, that we may all try to let our light shine and
pray for wisdom above all things. \Ve shall be
pleased to have any Elder come and preach for us.
Yours in gospel bonds,
E. RAY.
Dow CITY, Ia., Dec. 29th.
Bro. Blair:-There are a few Saints at Shelby
station, Shelby County, Iowa, surrounded by
spiritual wolves; and while some of the Saints
·are quite strong in the faith others have forsaken
the religion of Jesus Christ and are following the
traditions of men. This is a thriving little village
· where in my opinion any mechanic thight do
well, especially a carpenter. If some Elde.r who
is a thorougf1 Christian and a careful and energetic worker in spiritual matters and a fair speaker, would locate himself at this place the Saints
here might be more perfectly organized, and the
brethren an.d sisters be fe.d with that spiritual
food so necessary to keep the children of God
steadilv marching toward the prize, eternal life.
The.Saint~ at Shelby have no house in which
to worship which is a great hindrance to them;
and while laboring at this place I find that al'though there has been some promio;es made to
the Saints here by the spirit which has had a
complete fuifillmenti yet there has been some
unwise and presumptions statements made by
some claimed to be given by the Spirit, and
thereby the faith of some has been shaken.
While I am firm in the belief that the Saints
do and will enjoy the spiritual blessings pomised
by Christ and his inspired apostles; yet I believe
it is foolish, and even wicked for elders or members to speak presumptously, or even for them to
speak of the spiritual manif.:;.stations given
through them as though it was because of their
superior righteousness instead of giving God the
glory. In my opinion it is much better to teach
the people that if they will believe and obey the
gospel of Christ with honest hearts, and hold out
faithJµj tg tJle en? the! w~ll r~c,ei ye ~ternal life;
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whether they enjoy any of the spiritual manifes·
tations or not, As the word teaches us that
Christ wiJ! divide the manifestations of the Spirit
"to every man severally a~ he will." And while
we should rejoice that our heavenly father has
given to us the Spirit to comfort and cheer us, as
well as to lead and guide us into all truth, how
very careful we should be not to abuse the gifts
bestowed upon us; thereby bringing upon ourselves great condemnation, as well as injuring
the work of God and bringing reproach upon his
people.
Yours in hope,
CHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH.
PITTSBURG, Pa., December IS.
Bro. D. Dancer:-! received the "Manuscript
Found" you sent me. Much obliged for the
same. Mr. R. Patterson is the first on the list
that shall receive one. They will do us good
here--more than any one can imagine. Bro.
Mark H. Forscutt is doing
grand work here.
He has baptized five lately, and many others are
at the door. He is preaching four and five nights
a week, wherever he can get an opening around
the city. We are trying to push the work forward in this district as it never was before. Bro.
G. T. Griffiths, president, is a humble laborer for
the Master's cause, and is well liked by all that
know him. He is building a work that will
stand. May the Lord bless all of his laborers is
the prayer of your brother in gospel bonds,
FRANK CRILEY.

a

BLAIR, Neb., December 2d.
Bro. Blair :-A somewhat remarkable circumstance occurred at Jamestown, Nebraska, on
October 30th, which may be of interest to many
of the Herald readers. On the above date a
stranger came to Bro. A. J. Peak's while he was
at work in his black-smith shop. He was of
medium hight, black hair and eyes, walked erect,·
was in the prime of life, Jewish features, skin as
white as a child's: he had on two suits of clothes,
the outer common and the under very fine, black
cloth; he could speak several languages. The
following conversation took place between them,
the important items of which we wrote down,
as the whole of it would be too long, as they
talked for about two hours.
Bro. Peak.--Which way are you traveling?
Stranger.-The way the Bible speaks of.
Bro. P.-vVhere did you come from?
S.-Out west.
Bro. P.-Were you among the Mormons?
S.-No.
Bro. P.-The people call me a Mormon.
S.-You are not a Mormon but a Latter Day
Saint.
He then told him with great accuracy the faith
of the church. He said there were many who
would recognize the mission of Bro. Joseph in
Utah and turn from their evil practices, that there
were many honest people out there and they
would be all right. Some were like the children
of Ninevah, did not know their right hand from
their left; and that the blood of the people would
be on thE' leaden; who led them astray.
Bro. P.-Are you a Latter Day Saint?
S.-I was never baptized by any of them.
Bro. P.-What do you think .of the other religious denominations of the day?
S.-Therc are many honest ones among them
"\vho H thP,j' ho(l the opportnn\ty won1'1 ohPy the

gospel. There are many who would not obey it
if they heard it, and they .will have to suffer the
penalty.
Bro. P.-..:Did you ever:read the Book of Mormon?
S.--No. It is a history of the people on ·this
continent; same as the Bibl.e is of the people on
the eastern.
He then quoted the 29th of Isaiah, and also the
37th of Ezekiel, and gave a brief history of its
discovery, same· as taught in the history of the
church; and also an epitome of, its contents.
Bro~ P.--Did you ever read the Inspired Translation?
S.-No.
He then spoke of the various mistakes in the
King J_ames; and also of the corrections in the
Inspired Translation, giving many correct quotations from both, and emphasizing Matth. 5: 2r.
Bro. P.-...,Did you ever read the Voice of
Warning?
S.--No.
Bro. P.-There is a good sermon in it on the
kingdom.
The stranger then quoted extensively from the
book.
Bro. P.--vVhat do you understand by the
kingdom?
S.--It is God's organized church on the earth.
Bro. P.--What is your busines~?
S.--A teacher.
Bro. P.--A school teacher?
S.-No.
The stranger reproved him for not reading
more of the Doctrine a~d Covenants,. and told
him the revelations were given for this generation, as the New Testament was for Christ's
day.
S.-Have you had sufficient testimony Jn regard to the work?
Bro. P . -Yes.
S.-Your persecutions are the greatest testimony. (The brother realized the force of the
statement for he had suffered much).
The stranger then gave a full history of the
law of tithing, and quoted the 3d of Malachi, and
said many understood the law, and n:iany did
not want too. He then reproved Bro. Peak for
not paying his tithing this year, and told him he
had paid it last year; and then explained its nee~
essity in great plainness.
S.--Are yon not lonesome being so far from
the church?
Bro. P.-Yes, and I intend to go to Missouri.
S.-You had better remain here for a while,
and you will prosper; then you can go better prepared for there is plenty of time yet.
He then spoke of the building of the temple,
and said it would be of marble, and he would be
at its dedication.
Bro. P.-Is the second coming of Christ near
at hand?
S.-Yes.
He then quoted various prophecies, and said
the building of Jerusalem was one of the bnds;
and compared the different events to the budding,
as found in the prophecy, or in other words each
event was a bud. He spoke of several denominations in the neighborhood, and several places
where the gospel had not been preached. Said
he was going to Independence.
Bro. Peak asked him his name and he told it
to him, and even spelled it several timeR for himi

and then smiled because he could not remember
it. He gave the brother a great deal of advice in
regard to his affairs; and when asked where his
home was, said he had none. When asked to
remain all night, he said he would stay somewhere on the road. While talking the brother
felt an influence like at a prayer-meeting when
Hie Spirit is present.
There were many things he said which are not
proper to write of as they were of a private nature, and on many things that troubled the brother's mind he gave him great liglit. Some
things he told him no man could know save he
were inspired. When he left him he shook
hands and told him to hold fast to the faith, and
walked away quite rapidly.
Yours in bonds,
EDWARD RANNIE, Jr.
I was also present when Bro. Peak related the
things stated by Bro. Rannie in the foregoing.
W. M. RUMEL.
SANDWICH, Ill., Dec. 26th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-On Sunday evening last
I closed my series of meetings at this place. I
prea~hed twenty-five sermons, baptized two; others may obey soon. The interest was very good.
Many say the gospel we preach is true, and I
can't see why they don't obey, as it is to give
them eternal life. The Saints here seem very
much pleased with the meetings. May our God
bless his children. Forty persons, on the.evening of the 2rst, met at the house of brother and
sister I. L. Rogers to s'urprise me, and chose
brother Randall their speaker, who presented J.
C. Foss a nice coat, some other clothing and a
few dollars in money. I should not forget the
Plano Saints, for they aided ine well while I was
with them. I was with the Saints at Plano on
Christmas Eve; had a good time. Four hundred
and thirty-two presents were picked from the tree,
besides lots of books given to the children, also a
nice organ to little Maud Willett. The Mayor
of the city and his wife were present and were
very much pleased, as he said to me and others.
I was called to Amboy on Friday last to administer to old brother Edwin Cadwell. I found him
very sick. Brother Stone and myself administered to him. The next morning I learned he
was feeling much better. I expect to go next
month to Piper City and deliver a series of sermons there. I love this work, brother Blair,
and therefore I want to do all I can to further it
on. I think it better to wear out than rust out.
J.C. Foss.
RIVERTON, Iowa, Dec. 30th.
Bro. 'Joseph :-We are trying to do the best we
can. I know the work is of God. This testimony
was given to me when I was a boy in Ohio, most
fifty years ago. I remember well the time when
the Spirit of God moved the curtains in the Kirtland Temple, one Sabbath day, when the Lord
endowed his Saints and accepted the Temple at
their hands.
Bro. Daniel Hougas has been hear and preached five sermons, and was well liked. A good
interest was felt, and I think some good done.
We feel like taking courage and doing all we can
to help the work along. Ever praying for Zion's
cause,
Yours in bonds,
J,.,MF.S \V. Cl'~,!.T.;J:Nf~.
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DES MOINES, Iowa, Dec. 23d.
Bro. Blair :-For the past four or five months
the Saints here have not enjoyed their religion
as Saints ought to, when we know we are living
in the greatest time that ever was, even the fulness of time, in the which God has decreed that all
things shall be gathered into one, and the heathen
given to the Son for an everlasting inheritance,
"and the uttermost parts of the earth for his possession." When I contemplate the greatness of
these times it fills my heart with thankfullness
to' my Heavenly Father for his mercy extended
to me; and through the pleasing influences of
the Holy Spirit I have ha\1 the great privilege of
obeying the gospel, and receiving a knowledge
of the great work. Yet with all these holy influences, and this positive knowledge, how liable
we erring creatures are to forget from whence
we have been hewn.
In the midst of our difficulties and troubles,
one of the noble servants of God caine to hand,
and with wise counsel assisted us out of the deep
water. Brother Bozarth having a perfect understanding of the law, he meekly and lovingly
helped us to get things into a position so we
could go to work. Then we were doubly assisted by our noble brother, Joseph R. Lambert. So
with the good instructions of these two brethren
everything was put into good order, and all passed off peaceably and quietly, and I think that
none were hurt.
\Vhile we were thus engaged, our quarterly
conference convened, and to the joy and satisfaction of all assembled, we had one of the best conferences, or as good as ever was had in Des
Moines. \Ve were made glad with the presence
of the Holy Spirit, peace and harmony prevailed
throughout the entire business . session. Our
sacrament meeting was glorious, .the preaching
was good;. so we may truly say, "The Jaw of the
Lord is perfect,'' and that strictly held to, will,
under· all .circumstances cause peace to prevail,
sliowing the order which God has set in the
church.
So my beloved brethren and sisters, we oug ht
to prize our brethren that are placed in authority;
not by men, but by the God of heaven. Let us
pray for them, that they may be blessed with the
Spirit of their callings, so they may always be
enabled to detect the least appearance of evil or
schism in the church.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOSEPH P. KNOX.
0

WrLBER, Neb., Dec. 30th.
Dear 1-lerald:-As per promise to report progress in the proposed joint meeting with Elder
Henry Murphy, of the Chtistian Church. I re~
p:lrted myself ready to do my.part of the preaching, but the Elder declined my help, was willing
for me. to assist in all except the pulpit labor. I
had misunderstood him, having put too much
value upon the words of his invitation. However no ill feelings were caused.
We ·met Brn. Joseph Smith and R. J. Anthony
at Crete the 23d inst. Bro. Joseph spoke to a
·crowded house, in the Baptist Church the evening of the 24th, and in the Court House the next
three evenings. At the last meeting there were
fully five hundred present. Tne best of .order
prevailed, and quite an interest was manifested.
We are satisfied the visit has accomplished much
good for the cause in this vicinity. On the '28th
fornr were added bf baptism in the presence of

a large but orderly company. Spoke to a full
house in the evening, at Baptist Church. Twenty-four hours rain, and light snow prevented
meeting last evening. This 'morning the weather
is beautiful, and the cheerful sun but tells too
plainly, that after every storm, if our trust is in
the Holy One of Israel, all will be well.
In gospel bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.

a

WEST OAKLAND, California,
December 14th, rSS5.
Dear lierald:-Come along; you have a welcome home here my darling preacher. If you
did not come regularly I would soon get the
blues. And only $z.50 will keep me out of them
for a whole year! How any Saint can get·along
without you I have yet to learn. Most likely
such will be left behind, or be put in the balances
and be found wanting when too late to be filled
with the bread of life. Oh what a pity we don't
hunger and thirst more now while we can get the
church publications, and keep pace with the
kingdom of God.
Bro. Bolock died to-day, and Bro. Phillips is
very sick. Otherwise we are doing nicelv both
Branch and Sunday School.
•'
Yours for life eternal,
J. W. VERNON.
WHEATVILLE, \Vis., Dec. 20th.
.Bro. fV. W. Blair :-I am happy to inform you
that I had the privilege of attending the Eastern
Iowa District Conference, held at Clinton. \Ve
had a.good time throughout the entire session.
The Saints seemed to be of one mind, and one
spirit. I do say they are a warm hearted people.
May God bless them in the future. They will
soon have a nice little church fo worstiip in. 0,
may God bless his servants in presenting his
word for the good of souls there:,._there are more
calls than I can fill. May heaven send s 0 me one
here that can spend his entire time in this district.
Yours in Christ,
A. L. WHITEAKER.
RIVERTON, Iowa, Dec. 25th.
Dear llerald.-Dro. D. Hougas has been here,
preached a few sermons, and left a good feeling
among the people, for which we thank the Lord.
L. C. DONALDSON;
CLEARWATER, Neb., Dec. 21st.
Bro. Blair :-·we had an excellent meeting
yesterday. The ~lements were propitious, and
the gentle sunshine cast its mellow Juster upon
the Sabbath scene. Through the mercy and
providence of God the writer was permitted to
break the bread of everlasting life. Since the
hqur of service, again and again have I tasted of
the sweet influences of peace, as the recurring
thoughts that furnished the thread of my 'discourse come floating gently back. Impressions
stamped by the Holy Spirit are not easily obliterated.
Brother Barbee is our president now and does
well. \Vithout serious hindrance the hour of devotion finds him ·-at his post. Brother James
Smith, a stable citizen and noble-hearted man,
was re-elected. acting Priest, at onr last business
meeting. Aaron Hollenbeck, beloved by all who
· know him, and highly esteemed in and out of the
church, is acting Teacher of the branch. Brother
Holland is Dea€"on 1 and faithfully .Ger•1es at his
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post. Brother Willson is clerk, and L. Gamet,
financial agent to act in concert with Bishop'~
Agent for the district.
In bonds,
GEO. s. HYDE,
NOTICE.
To the Elders composing the First Quorum,
Dear Brethren.-Something near two months ago
I served upon you a notice, requesting that you
forward at once to me, box 60,- Nebraska City,
Nebraska, your address. I regret to state that up
to date, I have only received and know .the addresses of twenty-four, while there are now sev.
enty-two who are delinquent, and shonld they
fail or much longer delay, your comtnittee on
"Circular Letter" will be unable to perform their
task. Those who .are the delinquents are those
who have not sent me their addresses since Nov.
ember roth. Arouse, brethren, and send a postal with your name and post office address thereon. None are too poor, or busy, but they can
comply with this request.
ROBT. M. ELVI:-J, Pres.
INDEPENDENCE LOCALS.
Mrs. Mc William£, from Pike county, Illinois,
mother-in-law to Bro. James, our "king grocer,"
is in the city.
E. C. Brand and wife rusticated here abouts.
He filled the stand very acceptably indeed. Yes;
and. that was a splendid social at Bro. Bishop's,
given in honor ofE. C. and lady.
On last Sunday a very remarkable testimony
meeting was enjoyed by the Saints. Quite a
number of remarkable demonstrations of the
Spidt. One aged sister remarked that she once
enjoyed such a meeting in Nauvoo, presided over
by the Seer in 1843.
·
The Herald is just splendid. We look back to
the semi-mo~thly and wonder how we did get
along then. There would be no objection new
to a semi-monthly.
Bro. E. L. Kelley is here at present, teaching
the temporal law. He is the right man in the
right place, and is well qualified to present the
law with good effect.
The Christmas Tree was hugely enjoyed by
the Sabbath School last evening. Quite a number were refused admittance-house too small.
Bro. R. May is building a fine residence on
South Liberty street. Brethren Pitt and Barbee
are the architects.

'l'he Lamo11i Gazette,
Ne;y~ipapm\ publh~he~ at Lamoni, Iowa. 1,y
Snn1n~r E Krng. Everyone intP.reFted in the Local
News of this pluc .. sllonld subscribe for the Gazette.
'l~erms: One Dollar per year in advance. Samples rree.
~When writing.mention the Herald.
9jauHm
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Se,cnlar

TOWN LOTS AT A BARGAIN.
BLOCK OF LAND in Lamoni, worth $250, offered if
sold before March, for $200; size 25tix800 ft. It l;es
five blks south of Herald Otlice and three hlks S.<E. of the
Sam ts' new Chapel. It is fenced.
Address:
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2jan3t

H. ().SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
<; e!nsplred_ Transl~tio!1 by Josepb. Smith the Prophet
;-h ep,or Library btnd1ug ............................. l 5(l
.p.11tat10n Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 Otl
!-iull Morocco, gilt edges . . . .. ··!,••······--········ .... 2 o
"JPw 1'ei!t,ame-nt, In..:pirP.rl erl1ti.on. ••... ...

. . ,. .

";

CERTIFICATES AND REPOR'rs.
Branch Statistical Reports, per dozen................ 50
Annual Statistical Reports, two for................... 10
Branch Financial Reports, per dozen ·. . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . 30
Certificates of Baptism and Mero bership, per do.<1en.. 20
Certificate of Removal, per dozen ........... _........ 20
Marriage Certificate•, per dozen ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 25
SONGS OF ZION.
By T. W. SmithJ 40 pa11~ei tocto each, per dC!ze!l .... _·, ! <l!!
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The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
per gives the date to which your subscript10n has been
vaid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

TH IR TY -FIVE.
As one who climbs a mountain steep,
And pauses on the way
With backward glance his path to sweep,
So would I pause to-day,
Ha1f~way.

Half-way! and looking clown the roau,
'fhe stones that hurt my feet,
The wayside thorns, the tiresome loat1,
J\fake this short rest seem sweetHulf-wuy.
Half-way! a haze obscures my sight,
My eyes grow dim with tears,
As, looking downward from this height,
I count my buried yearsIlalf-way.
Ah, me! how bright and happy some!
Their graves are strewn with flowers,
But others shroud me in their gloom,
And hring back heaYy hoursHalf-way.
How many a treasure from my grasp
Has dropped along the way!
Father, thy strong hand and steady clasp
I seek anew to-dayHalf-way!
Uulf-way along! I look above,
But nothing can I see;
J\Iy Father's guidance and His love
Arc all in all to rneHalf-way !
Half-way! and I may never count
1\'Iy "three-score years and ten!~'
But looking down on life's rongh mount,
Think that this might have been
Half-way!
Aye, looking down! If e'er my feet
May tread the Mount of God,
I fain would stop for rest so sweet,
And drop life's weary load
Half-way!

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

METHODIST METHODS OF BAPTISM,
AND THE PHYSICAL IMPOSSIBILITIES OF IMMERSION.

BY request of Bro. VI. R. Calhoon, I undertake a reply to an article in the St.
Louis Christian Advocate, for November
18th, 1885, by \V. M. Rush, D. D.
The writer's first proposition is: "The
New Testament, or Hellenestic Greek
nowhere authorizes immersion." A ho~t
of learned men might be quoted in refutation of this assertion, but 1 prefer to think
that the nature of a Christian ordinance
can not be determined by the heathen term
chosen to designate it. I prefer to think
tbe question historical rather than philological. Barnabas, supposed to have been
contemporary with the apostles, says, "We
descend into the water, and come out of
it." Hermas, one of the Apostolic Fathers, says, "They descend into the water
bound to death, but ascend out of it sealed
to life_" Justin Martyr, 140 A. D. says:
"Those who helicn-, are led to wme place

where there is water, and are washed in
the water." Tertullian, 200 A. D. says,
"We are immersed in water." "Let down
into the water, and dipped." Again, "Peter immersed in the Tiber." And in another place, "It is one thing to be sprinkled by the violence of the waves in a boat,
and another to be dipped in a religious ordinance. It is indifferent whether one is
baptized in a pool or in the sea, in a river
or in a fountain, in a lake or in the bed of
a river." And he calls the flood, "the
baptism of the world." Cyril in the 3d
century says: "As in the night so in immersion, as if it were in the night, you can
see nothing." Basil in the 4th century
says: "The bodies of those baptized, are,
as it were, buried in water." Eusebius
gives the first known . departure from the
true mode, saying, "who (Novatian), assisted by the exorcists, (having fallen into a
dangerous disease, and being supposed
near death) he received (the rite), being
poured round (perikutheis) on the bed on
which he lay; if indeed it is proper to say
that such a one· could receive (the rite)."
In 754 Pope Stephen dispensed with immersion.
The English reformers had
been sprinkled, and had not inspiration
enough to restore the true method. Wesley found the church great, and failed to
assert the whole truth. Dr. Rust finds
that Wesley was great, and the church is
great, and great is Diana, and so "wrests
the scriptures to sustain his craft."
In this connection Mr. Rush attacks the
baptism of John saying it was not the
same as the Christian ordinance, because
not done in the name of the Father, Son
and Holy yhost. This is putting stress
upon a form of words, without regard to
the "weightier matters of the law."
Joh n's faith was identical with that of the
apostles. He was the first preacher of the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
Christ
called him greatest of those born of woman, and went from "Nazareth of Galilee
to be baptized of him in the river of J ordan," saying thus it behooveth him "to
fulfill all righteousness;" and awful was
the display of divine power. And one is
left in doubt whether to seriously argue
the case, or dismiss Methodist sophistry in
disdain. John was the "voice of one crying in the wilderness;" the predicted forerunner. His birth and whole history were
miraculous. If he did not baptize in the
name of the Father he knew the Father, and
communed directly with him; and God
said upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit
descending, and remaining on him, the
same is he that baptizeth with the Holy
Ghost. If he did not baptize in the name
of the Son, he was first to proclaim him
as the Lamb of God, and the one who
should baptize with the Holy Ghost. If
he did not baptize in the name of the Holy
Ghost, the Holy Ghost was there to bear
witness, and the voice of God from heaven
sealed his acts. "And straightway coming
up out ef the water he saw the heavens
opened, and the Spirit like a dove descending upon him, and a voice out of heaven
saying, 'This is my beloved Son.'." "Angels and ministers of grace defend us." Is
there nothing in this scene to overcome

the Methodist line of tradition and Diana I
Is there nothing in this great event that
prompts them to a desire to imitate the
example of their Lord. Oh how unwise
to substitute the errors of the dark medieval age, for the divine command "follow
me." If the Methodists demand so much
of John, may we not demand something
of them; where in all their history can
they point to a case of the divine approval
of their acts'? Their objection is that John
did not baptize in the name of the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost; it is nothing that
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost were present in a display o( power and glory too
awful for words to tell. But what right
have they to say that John did not use
this formula? They are wise above what
is written; no man knows this.
Another objection they make is that long
afterward Paul met some parties who said
they had been baptized untoJ ohn's baptism,
and he had to baptize them again. Why
not avoid the difficulties qy supposing that
they had been baptized by some impostor
or ignorant person, who did not and could
not represent John? John's baptism was
merged into that of Christ, and thus they
were and are one. We would of course
reject any one who should now propose to
baptize unto John's baptism. It does not
exist separately from that of Christ, and
never did. "He shall increase, but I must
decrease," applies to John's work being
swallowed up by Christ's, or merging into
it. John built up no church; sent out no
apostles; delegated no power. He baptized unto repentance; preaching the kingdom of Christ, till he was killed, and that
was the last of John's baptism. "From
John the Baptist until now the kingdom
of heaven suffereth violence," says Christ.
Dr. Rush says there was no Christian
ordinance till after Pentecost. \Vhat miserable shifts these man-made systems are.
No wonder the voice said to the boy
Joseph, "they are an abomination." Those
whom John baptized did not need re-baptism. Those whom Paul re-baptized did
not say they had been baptized bv John.
In view of this wresting of Scripture, I
make the charge that the reason the Methodist doctor wants to degrade John is that
it is not possible to break the force of the
declaration that he baptized "at Enon near
Salem because there was much water
there-Polla Udata; Isn't that •Bellen- istic?" No one can be baptized with the
baptism the Eunuch was .baptized with
without "coming up out of the water. No
man can follow Christ in the regeneration
without "coming up out of the water."
"Therefore we are buried with him by
baptism into death, that like as Christ was
raised up from the dead by the glory of
the Father, even so we also sl10uld walk
in newness of life; for if we have been
planted together in the likeness of his
death, we shall be also in the likeness of
his resurrection." I prefer penniless Paul
to the pampered teachers of this degenerate
day. Wesley said "buried with him, alluding to the ancient manner of baptizing by
immersion." Did Wesley know what is
in the "Hellenistic." The Apostolic Constitutions of the third century say, "bap-
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tism relates to the death of Chirst; the
, water answers to the grave; the immersion
represents our dying with him."
The third point in Dr. Rush's article is
that it was prophesied of Christ that he
should "sprinkle many nations." This
was written by Isaiah in the measure and
metaphor of Hebrew poetry. Is, of course,
symbolical, and has reference to the blood
of sprinkling, and the practice of the Jews.
His blood should save the nations as the
blood of sprinkling atoned for sin under
the old covenant.
Fourth-Immersion is not practicable
in the land of the Esquimaux, says Dr.
Rush. This is not true, and we are not
Esquimaux; and sprinkling would be inconvenient there under some circumstances.
In this connection it is claimed that three
thousand converts could not have been
baptized on the day of Pentecost. This is
an arithmetical argument. There were
twelve apostles, seventy elders, and "other
seventy" and all commanded to "tarry"
and therefore were at the Pentecostal
meeting, and could have baptized three
thousand persons after ten o'clock on that
day, for Chrysostum and his clergy did ·
the same thing-that was before the mode
was changed, but the text does not say so,
and if it did it would be credible, and not
an exaggeration like the assertion that all
Judea was baptized by John in Jordan.
The Methodists should have lenity for the
text, for they take six months' ti:ne for
baptizing their converts, and in one case I
know of did not baptize at all. In this
connection the subject of water supply is
treated by the doctor. During protracted
sieges Jerusalem never suffered for water.
At the time of Pentecost the Cedron is a
flowing stream. , Siloam was a running
stream, and was used to irrigate lands out-'
side the walls; and is now a place for
washing clothes, bathing and watering an-,
imals. Bethesr]a was big enough for a
g·reat multitude of impotent folk. of blind,
halt, and withered, to "step into.''
Lastly Paul was told to "stand up," and
be baptized; anastasas is the "Helenistic"
that is forced into service at this point.
Then by this interpretation, "arise from
the dead and Cbri6t shall give thee light"
would require one to "stand up" from the
dead. Interpreting languag-e requires an
allowance for the idiom. For instance,
"Get up and git,'' translated as an idiomatic
expression would probably become, "Stand
not on the order of thy going, but go."
It takes the drilling of a, college to bring'
out drilled dunces.
Dr. Rush promises to explain away the
baptism of the Eunuch. After that I
would recommend him for a "Star Route"
case.
S. F. vV.

nor that he will not give any more. And mation by the story of his resurrection.
I am astonished at this fact, because I have The great fact is, even men who admit the
always had the idea that with the Book of existence of a God, judge of his works and
Revelations the volume of God's com mu- ways according to their "traditions" instead
nications to man was forever closed. I did of according to his revelations and for this
not consider the order in which John's reason the wisdom of God has always been
writings were penned, nor the fact that he foolishness in the eyes of the world, and
was only speaking of that book he was they have invariably rejected his work
then writing on the Isle of Patmos, nor because he adopted a coui,:se the very rethe more important fact that there is noth- verse of their vain imagination. If this
ing in the testimony of John which indi- latter day work had come forth in harmocates that God would give no more, and, as ny v. ith -the views, sentiments, desires, and
you have shown, that it only prohibits man traditions of men, it would have been an
from adding to or taking from that proph- incontrovertible evidence of the falsity of
ecy, or rather the book of that prophecy. its claims, and the grossness of its imposBut while I concede that fact, as I am in ture, or else that he who had always dehonor bound to do, I think it will be a dared himself "God unchangeable,'' "withhard matter for you to prove that Smith's out any variableness or even the shadow
great revelation, (?)"the golden Bible,''--or of turning," had lost the crowning attribute
"Book of Mormon," as he termed it-is of his godhead, (immutability), and become
entitled to our credence as a revelation uncertain in his promises, variable in his
from God. The story that "an angel told laws, and changeable in his works. You
him it was hidden in the hill of Cumorah,'' are not prepared to admit the latter, hence
that "this angel directed him to the hill, you will hesitate to give judgment against
and put the golden plates in his hands, the claims of Joseph Smith before you
with the U rim ancJ Thurnmim by which have fairly heard both sides of the question.
he was to translate it,'' is rather too fishy
T.-There you are again-running off
for enlightened men to believe. It is in- to the Bible to bring parallel cases by
deed proven false by the testimony of which to justify the imposture. Come at
reliable persons, who declare on their once to the point and prove that the charges
solemn oaths that the Reverend Solomon I make are false! Did, or Jid not Joseph
Spaulding, a highly esteemed but super- Smith steal the "Manuscript Found" from
anuated minister of the Presbyterian Solomon Spaulding?
Church, wrote it for pastime, and that by
D.-Patience is a jewel, and consistency
some means either Smith or Sidney Rig- is equally precious. Are you afraid of the
don stole it from Mr. Spaulding's widow, Bible, Doctor? Don't it , read as you
or from the printing office in Pittsburg, "thought it did?" You, who have hugged
Pa., and that Rigdon was the chief fabri- it with such pious zeal to your bosom,
cator of the great falsehood, while only the should not fear to hear it quoted, even
ignorant Smith's name was used as the though it does present parallel cases to that
discoverer of the precious relic. This which you deem an imposture. But to
evidence has been been before the world your charges. Did you see Joseph Smith
for the last'fifty years, or thereabouts, and steal the l'vlanuscript Found from that
has not been successfully met by Smith or holy man, Rev. Spaulding?
any of his followers; hence Smith's story
T.-No! But reliable people testify that
is. evidently a fraud, and if any revelation he did.
is to come from God we must look to
D.-So-called "reliable people" testified
some more reliable medium than Smith.
that Christ's disciples stole his body from
ELDER D.-Doctor, you seem to me a the tomb. Have you seen those "reliable
mixture of candor and inconsistency, but I witnesses,'' and qttestioned them?
suppose I mu-;t accept your plea of being
T.-No! But they mark oath to the
so traditionated, and that it is a hard matter transaction befor~ proper authority, :md it
to shake those traditions off. But I per~ is recorded.
ceive you are getting nearer the light, notD.-Did not the "reliable witnesses" ( ?)
withstanding the weak and foolish reason~ before Pilate make oath to their charges
ing, and the flimsy, vacillating testimony of treason and imposture against the Son
you bring to bear upon this matter. You of God? History repeats itself sometimes.
say that Smith's story is "too fishy." So But let us examine your reliable witnesses.
says the infidel world in regard to the They charge that "EITHER Smith or
story of the creation of man from the earth, Rigdon stole the 1\1. S.," either .from
and the woman from his rib. Noah's Spaulding or his widow, or from the
"tale of the ark and the flood," or Moses' . printing office. One of these men must
version of that affair-the deliverance of have stolen it, and from rnmewhere, if
Israel from Egypt, the events said to your case is a good one. But if either,
transpire on their journey from· Egypt, which? If they know that one of these
including crossing the Red Sea on dry men stole it, they know which. But it is
land, the receiving of the law amid th"e confessed by the manner of their so-called
A DIALOGUE.
thunders of Mount Sinai, Joshua corn- evidence, that they don't know which, and
RESPECTING THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THESE LAST
mantling the sun to stand still, etc., etc., in consequently do not know that either of
DAYS, THE CHURCH'OF CHRIST IN FORMER DAYS,
fact, every transaction recorded in the them stole it. Again; these witnesses are
AND THE CHURCH OF SO-CALLED
MODERN CHRISTIANITY.
Bible has been declared by them "too uncertain as to where it was stolen from;
BETWEEN DR. TWINETEXT AND, ELDER D.
fishy;" and none more so than the manner hence they do not know that it was stolen
PART EIGHT.
of Christ's birth from a virgin. His at all. Their charges are as unfounded as
DocTOR T.-Well, sir; I acknowledge miraculous,draught of fishes is not consid- the testimony of the lying witnesses before
that I can not sustain the claim, neither ered more "fishy" than the story of his Pilate; yet they charge that "either Smith,
that the Bible
all that God has given, birth, This is only equailed in ~heir esti- or Ri?don stol7 it:" 'teither frorri Spauld-
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ing or from his widow, or from the pi:inting office." Would you be willing to
condemn a man, charged with crime, upon
such flimsy testimony? But after charging that Joseph Smith, instigated by hrs
mother, got up the "imposture," as you
term the Book of Mormon, you say that
Sidney Rigdon was the head and front of
the matter. Here your testimony is as
faulty as that of your "reliable ( ?) witnesses." For, if Joseph got it up, Rigdon did
not. But while you charge Joseph Smith
with beihg an "ignoramus," you confess
the marked ability of Sidney Rigdon, and
claim that Joseph was "his tool." Please
reconcile the facts and show how this "tool
in the hands of Rigdon" was always the
acknowledged head, the first in auJ;hority,
the first in counsel, the first in the executive
department of the church, and the one
revered as the mouth-piece of God, not
only by the whole church, but by Sidney
Rigdon himself. If, as you and all the
world claim, this is an imposture which
Joseph presented, or which, as you claim,
·"Sidney Rigdon was the real founder of,"
the object of the imposition must have
been to get gain and-honor. \Vas it likely
that the "able," "eloquent,'' "cunning,''
"crafty" Rigdon would allow his mere
"tool,'' an "ignoramus," to get possession
of all the honors and what means could be
made out of the imposture without exposing the fraud when he found that he had
been cheated out of the darling objects.
which he had set his he.art upon? There
may be honor among thieves; but when
one rogue obtains improper advantage
over another, human nature rebels, and is
very apt to break faith with such ·a colleague. But Sidney Rigdon never complained because Joseph Smith was his
superior-he accepted and honored him as
such, and gave his testimony to the world
that Joseph Smith had been an instrument
in the hands of God in leading him into
the fulness of the everlasting gospel.
T.--If neither Smith nor Rigdon stole
the manuscript, nor published it as the
Book of Mormon, there has been a great
deal of false swearing, much pains taken,
and a vast amount of money spent to prove
the Book of lVIormon an imposture and
fraud upon the strength of this false testimony. But I shall need stronger evidence
than the testimony of Smith, Rigdon, or
any other Latter Day Saint to prove that
the J'vlormon Bible was not made from
Spaulding·'s Romance. I admit the testimony of Smith's enemies is vague and indefinite, to say the least.
They surely
ought to know which, if either stole it,
and also where it was stolen from. And
as they fail to designate positively. which
one stole it, (and they certainly would
have done this if they knew, for they
seemed very anxious to prove Smith an
impostor), their testimony is unreliable on
that point, and equally so as to the question wltere it was stolen from. But as
they char2:e that it was stolen "either from
Spaulding," "or Spaulding's wid0w;" "or
from the printing office," it is evident they
were swearing to something they knew
nothing about. · 1 grant you all this; but
l submit that 9 while this
th9.t the~
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knew nothing about it, it does not prove
that Smith or Rigdon did not in some way
get access to Spaulding's Romance, and
publish it as the Book of Mormon. The
whole world knows that a romance was
written by Rev. Spaulding, and that ro_mance undoubtedly would treat upon sacred things, as that would be in keeping
with his sacred calling. And you know
it would be an easy matter for some
shrewd impostor like Smith or Rigdon, if
they got possession of it, to palm it off upon an ignorant people as a divine revelation.
D.-I am glad you have detected the
non-reliability of these pretended witnesses; for it must be borne in mind that it is
upon their testimony, and that alone, that
all the divines of Christendom, without
exception, have pronounced the Book of
Mormon to be the work of Solomon
Spaulding. They have spent thousands
of dollars, flooded the world with books
and pamphlets, and employed ministers
and lecturers of every shade of character
to publish it as such to the world. I don't
wonder you blush, Doctor; but you will
blush deeper yet when I present facts that,.
under the· providence of God, have come
to light within the last year, ·upon this
subject. For although your prejudice is
too great to allow you to receive evidence
from Joseph Smith or any of the Latter
Day Saints, you· must, as an honest man,
receive it from the source from whence it
comes.
The original
"J\~anuscript
Found,"· written by your lea"rned and
pious(?) Reverend Solomon Spaulding,
has come to light, and is authenticated by
the signatures of Aaron Wright, Oliver
Smith, and John N. Miller, who testified
to the identity of the manuscript as Spaulding's writings fifty years ago. And these,
with others, were made to testify that it
was the manuscript from which the Book
of Mormon was copied by Smith or Rigdon, but which of the two men they could
not tell. It is now in the library of Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, and was placed
in the possession of President Fairchild by
Dr. L. L. Rice, of Honolulu, Sandwich
Islands, on the 12th of June, I 885. It is
'accompanied by a letter from Dr. Rice to
President Fairchild, in which he says:
"Herewith I send to you the Solomon
Spaulding Manuscript to be deposited in
the libra1 y of Oberlin College, for reference by any one who may be desirous of
seeing or \_!xamining iL As a great deal
of inquiry has been made about it since it
became known that it was in my possession, I deem it proper that it he deposited
for safe keeping where any one interested
in it, whether JY1ormon or anti-Mormon,
may examine it. It has been in my possession forty-six years-from 1839 to 1885
-and for forty-four years of that time no
one examined it, and I was not aware of
its contents. I send it to you enclosed iri
the same wrapper and tied with the same
string that must have enclosed it for near
half a century." And in a letter to Pres·
ident Joseph. Smith, in answer to a letter
from him Dr. Rice says :-"The Spaulding Manuscript in my possession came into my hand::i in this wis,;,;, In 183i;bjOi my

partner and myself bought of E. D. Howe
the Painesville Telegraph, published at'
Painesville, Ohio. The transfer of the
printing department, typt:s, press, &c.,
was accompanied with a large collection
of books, manuscripts, &c., the manuscript
of Spaulding among the rest. So, you
see, it has been in my possession over forty
years. But I never examined or knew
the character of it, until some six or meight
months since. The wrapper was marked
'Manuscript Story-Conneaut Creek.'
The wonder is that in some of m"y movements I did not destroy or burn it with a
large amount of rubbish that had accumufated from time to .time. It happened that
President Fairchild was here on a visit at
the time I discovered the contents of it,
and it was examined by him and others
with. much curiosity." In another part of
the letter Dr. Rice observes,-"As to this
manuscript, I can not see that it can be of
any use to any body, except to the Mormons, to show that it is not the original of
the Mormon Bible."
Mr. Fairchild
writes further to Joseph, saying,-"Certainly, the manuscript I saw was not the
source of the Book of Mormon." ' He
adds however says the vVestern Watchman, from which this extract of Dr.· Fairchild's is quoted, "that since the discovery
has been made public, it has been claimed
that there were two manuscripts by
Spaulding, one on the Indian and the other on the Hebrew tribes, the former being
that discovered in Honolulu, and the latter
the source of the original J. Smith's alleged inspiration. Nothing, however, seems
to have been heard or circulated about any
second manuscript until after the first (so
termed) was discoverecl, which gives the
hypothesis a decidedly exj>ost facto smack
that some may call 'fishy."'
I will add that Dr. Rice says he fo~1nd
the following endorsement in the manuscript: "The writings of Solomon Spaulding proved by Aaron \Vright, Oliver
Smith, John N. Miller, and others. The
testimonies of the above gentlemen are 'in
my possession. Signed, D. P. Hurlbut."
Hence, neither Smith nor Rigdon stole
the ".Manuscript Found." For full information on the subject I refer you to a
work entitled "1"1anuscript Found,'' published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa, by
the Herald Publishing Board. vVhen you
have read that, compare with the Book of
Mormon and blush for your "holy,''
"pious,'' and "learned" Rev. Spaulding,
minister of the Presbyterian Church; and
for the "reliable witnesses" who, in their
pious(?) zeal to destroy Joseph Smith and
crush out the church which God made
him an instrument in founding, who liaYe
so unblushingly lied, but most of all for
yourself and the host of learned divines,
together with Mrs. Dr. Horace Eaton, of
Palmyra, N. Y., who have accepted tbe
gross falsehood without examination, or if
they did examine it, became wilfully criminal partisans in sanctioning, abetting,
and publishing from press and pulpit the
unfounded falsehood to save their own
5inking crafts. And if you do not blush
with shame and deep confusion, then indeed your a,;on$dence b FJes.red mi •,ylth n
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hot iron," and truth has no place in your greatest, for "his seed shall become a mulheart.
titude of nations." . In Gen., chapter 49,
T.-vVell, well, Elder you are waxing Jacob blessed his own sons, and of Joseph ·
warm, and perhaps not without some just he says:· Joseph is a fruitful bough, even
cause; but I confess . that I accepted the a fruitful bough by a well; whose branches
story because it was backed by the very run o.ver the wall. * * * Even by the God
reverend names of my clerical brethren. I
of thy father, who shall keep thee; and by
never dreamed they would lend the weight the Almighty who shall bless thee with
of their great influence to sustain a false- the blessing of heaven above, blessings of
hood. For my part I shall now examine the deep that lieth under, blessings of. the
the matter thoroughly. But let me tell breasts, and of the womb: The blessmgs
you, there still is room for doubt as to the of thy father have prevailed above the
divinity of this "Golden Bible." And blessings of my progenitors unto the utwhile I acknowledge that mine has been most bounds of the everlasting hills; they
proven the "fishy" part of the story, you shall be on the head of Joseph, and on the
have hard work before you ere I am per- crown of the head of him that was separate
suaded to accept the divinity of the Book from his brethren." Keep in mind the
of Mormon. I have never seen its title in fact that Jacob says: "The blessings of
the Bible, nor anything that I could under- thy father have prevailed above the blessstand as alluding to it.. And unless you ings of my progenitors." Abraham and
can find some scriptures in which reference Isaac were given the land of Canaan, but
is made to it, I can not receive it.
Jacob's seed was to "spread abroad to the
D.-You remember there was great west and to the east, and to the north and
difficulty in determining what books of the to the south;" hence we must not be f>UrNew Testament w,ere inspired; and that prised if we find Jacob's seed at all points
for a time some that are now in the sacred of the compass. And if they are there, as
Canon were rejeckd by some of the learn- they are chosen of the Lord, his word will
ed fathers, John's Revelations among the be likely to be with them, since "the secret
rest; and that even the great reformer, of the Lord is with them that fear him,
Martin Luther, rejected the Epistle of and he will show unto them his covenant."
James and denounced it as an "Epistle of Now listen to the "blessing wherewith
Straw." (Dick's Lectures on Theology, Moses the man of God, * * * while he
Leet. 13, p. 131.) But I am not aware was king in J eshurun, when the heads of
that any were rejected because they had the people and the tribes of Israel were
not been before referred to by inspired gathered together," gave to Joseph. "'And
authors. If you judge all of the sacred of Joseph he said: "Blessed of the Lord
writings by that rule, you will throw them be his land for the precious things of
all away as even worse than "Epistle of heaven, for the dew, and for the deep that
Straw." But if I prove that the Book of coucheth beneath, and for the precious
Mormon has been spoken of before it was fruits brought forth by the sun, and for
written, by the sacred writers of the Old the precious things put forth by the moon,
Testament, then it must follow that its be- and for the chief things of the ancient
ing written and coming forth in the last mountains, and for the precious things. of
day~must have been a part of the purpose
the lasting hills, and for the precious things
·-·.Of God in his divine economy, and hence of the. earth and fulness thereof, and for
of great importance to the human family. the good will of him that dwelt in the
T.-I readily concede that point; but I bush; let the blessing come upon the head
am doubtful, in fact, I know of no allusion of Joseph, and upon the top of the head of
to it.
him that was separated from his brethren.
D.-In order that the matter may be His glory is like the firstling of his bullock,
· thoroughly understood, it will be necessary and his horns are like the horns of unicorns;
to review to some extent the history of with them he shall push the people togethAbraham and his great family. The scrip- er to the ends of the earth. And they are
tures teach that God chose Abraham and the ten thousands of Ephraim, and they
his seed as a peculiar people; that. "in are the thousands of Manasseh."-(Deut.
Abrahilm and in his seed all the kindreds 33: 13-17). There are several points v,re
of the earth were to be. blessed." God will do well to notice. First, the agreepromised to Abraham the land of Canaan; ment between this blessing pronounced by
the same promise was renewed to Isaac, Moses and that declared by Jacob. That
and also to Jacob. (see Gen. from l 2th to of Moses seems to enter more into details;
35th chapter.) In 28: 14, 15, Jacob is told: but both are substantially alike. Moses
"Thou shalt spread abroad to the west and speak.;; of Joseph's land as though it was
to the east and to the north and to separate and distinct from the land of the
the south. * * * And behold I am other tribes; and we have seen that the
with thee a~d . will keep thee in all blessings which Jacob received "prevailed
places whither thou goest and will bring above," were greater than the blessings of
thee again into this land; for I will not his progenitors, "unto the utmost bounds of
· leave thee, until I have done that which I the everlasting hills;" and he placed this
have spoken to thee of." This shows that greater bles~ing on the head of Joseph.
the Almig.hty did not intend to confine And as we have also seen that, while the
them to that land. The next point we land given to Abraham and Isaac was only
come to is the blessing upon gphraim and the land of Canaan, the Lord to'ld Tacoh:
Manasseh.
We find il). Gen. 48: 16, "Thou shalt spread abroad," etc., (Gen. 28:
Jacob predicts that "the lads" are to "grow 13, · 15)· Therefore, whatever else may
into a multitude in the midst of the earth;" have been embodied'in the blessing given
and in verse 19 that Ephraim is to be the to Jacob, greater possessions were one of

the prevailing features. But as the land
of Canaan was, according to Dr. vV m.
Smith, "but a strip of country about the
size of Wales, less than one hundred and
forty miles in length, and barely forty
miles in average breadth, on the very
frontier of the east, hemmed in between
the Mediterranean sea on the one hand, and
the enormous trench of the Jordan on the
other, by which it is effectually cut off from
the mainland of Asia behind it. It is on
the very outpost, the extreme western edge
of the east. On the shore of the Mediterranean it stands, as ifit had advanced as far
as possible towards the west." And as
the inheritance of the sons of Joseph was
chiefly on the Mediterranean Sea, extending to Jordan on the east, the sea being a
"wall" unto them on the west, in "running
over the wall," they would go over the
sea in search of greater possessions. And
as the seed of Joseph were to to be "a multitude of nations in the midst of the earth,"
and as Jacob declares their possessions were
to extend "unto the utmost bounds of the
everlasting hills," it follows that some of
his seed must leave the land of Canaan.
And as the la~guage-"utmost bounds"is expressive of great distance, the word
"utmost,'' signifies furtherest, therefore we
are to understand that . these possessions
were to extend and include the furtherest
or most distant limits of the everlasting
hills. Such an expression could hardly
refer to Joseph's inheritance in the land of
Canaan. Its extent was too small. Moreover, Joseph's seed must not encroach upon the possessions of his brethren; therefore to increase their landed possessions
they must "run over the wall"-go ·"over
the sea.'' In doing so they, by sailing
west, would pass through the Straits of
Gibraltar, thence by c.ontinuing westward
over the Atlantic Ocean they would land
on the western continent. Now we will
notice Moses' description of Joseph's land.
First, "Blessed of the Lord be his land for
the precious things of heaven." Mark the
language, it is very significent. vVhat are
the precious things of heaven? They are
something different from the other things
named. Those that follow after these
"precious things of heaven" are all physical blessings and pertain to earth. But not
so these, for these pertain to heaven. I
need not remind you, Doctor, of the preciousness of the word of the Lord. David
says :-"The statutes of the Lord are right,
rejoicing the heart. * * * More to be desired are they than gold, yea, than much
fine gold: sweeter also than hone.v or the
honey comb." (Ps. 19: 7, I l). - "The law
of thy mouth is better unto me than thousands of gold and silver." (Ps. l 19: 72).
"Through thy precepts I get understanding." (v. ro4). Therefore I love thy commandments above gold, yea, above fine
gold." (v. 127). This then is undoubtedly one of the precious things of heaven.
And then comes the blessings that can not
be expressed, given as the. reward of obedience to that word; and this word was to
come direct to Joseph's land-not indirectly through another soui:ce 1 or from another land. It is one of the characteristic
blessings of Joseph's land; and that land
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embraces in its extent, "The utmost
bounds of the everlasting hills." We shall
refer to this again.
"For the dew, and for the deep, that
coucheth beneath,. and for the precious
fruits brought forth by the sun, and for
the precious things put forth by the moon."
These embrace a great part if not all the
products of the vegetable kingdom; and
'] oseph's land was to abound with them.
N e:xt- the man of God mentions "the chief
thiugs of the ancient mountains,'' and "the
precious things of the lasting hills." Here
reference is made to the precious and useful metals and minerals with which the
'Western Continent abounds. "And for
the precious things of the earth and fulness
thereof." So far as the \V estern Continent is known,' her resources are almost
boundless, and every new exploring ex- pedition reveals fresh and unheard of treasures of wealth, and answers clearly the
prophetic description given by Jacob and
Moses, and proves unmistakably the divine
inspiration of these holy men when so
minutely describing the geographical features and characteristics of this continent.
But Moses crowns all these temporal
blessings, in harmony with the first blessing-the "precious things of heaven"with the words, "And for the good will of
him [God] that dwelt in the bush." This
also is to be manifest on Joseph's land.
Surely, with all these blessings, "It is a
choice land above all other lands."
T.·-This is entirely a new idea; but
putting the blessing given to Jacob: "Thou
shalt spread abroad to the west and to the
east and to the north :md to the south,''
(Gen. 28: r3, q., 15), with the words
of J aco8 found in Gen. 49: 26, "The blessings of thy father have prevailed above
the blessing of my progenitors," proves
unmistakably that Jacob';; seed had a right"
to a greater inheritance than that given to
Abraham and Isaac. Then uniting the
above two declarations with another of
Jacob's when he blessed Joseph and told
him that "bis branches should run over
the wall," it would indicate that the inheritance given Joseph's seed in the land of
Canaan would be too narrow for them,
and they would have to go to another land,
and I know of no land that would answer
the description given by Moses so well as
the \V estern Continent. But I can not
agree wilh you in all of vour conclusions.
For instance your mode of interpreting the
words of l\1oses, "For the precious things
of heaven;" you make them mean spiritual
blcssi1igs, or the word of God. God revealed his v/ord on the Eastern Continent,
but I know of no intim~tion that he would
ever reveal it on the \Vestern Continent.
l\1oreover, the word "heaven" does not
always mean the abode of God, but often
applies o:-ily to the firmament.
The
precious things referred to may signify the
dew or rains or sunshine, and you know
the term, "dew of heaven" is several times
mentioned in scripture.
D.-It is true the word heaven often
rne:ms the firmament, as in the account of
the creation. But in the passage before us
it seems to he used as refe1lijing to God, or
the abode of God.
aeon in his blessinis

J

to Joseph uses this language, "Even by the
God of thy father who shall help thee; and
by the Almighty who shall bless thee with
the blessings of heaven above." Doctor,
you would understand this language as
referring to . spiritual blessings, yet you
can: not doubt that Moses' language means
the same thing. To say that God who
had manifested such care over Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, as to give such
profusion of temporal blessings and no
spiritual ones, is to greatly lessen the
magnitude and importance of the blessings
which God gave and inspired these holy
men to promise. · If there was no spiritual
blessing here promised to rest on J oscph
in his land, or-; more properly speaking,
on Joseph's seed in that land, then there
was no spiritual blessing promised to
Abraham or Isaac. And if not, in what
sense could all the families of the earth be
blessed in them? But there were great
spiritual blessings promised to these, and
as Jacob declares that his was greater than
theirs, and now as both Moses and Jacob
sealed this greater blessing on the head of
J osepb, (Gen. 49: 26; Deut. 33: 16), it follows that the spiritual and temporal were
blended together. Permit me now to
refer to the prophecy of Jacob while his
bands were on the heads of Ephraim and
Manasseh, ''Let them grow into a multitude of nations in the midst of the earth."
Then, speaking of Ephraim being greater
than Manasseh, "And bis seed shall become
a multitude of nations." Now you are
well aware, if you consider the matter, that
this prophecy could not refer to their greatness in the land of Canaan, a land which
Dr. Smith declares "is not greater in extent
than one hundred and forty miles long by
forty wide." But the term, "Midst of the
earth," determines the part of the globe
where they "shall become a mnltitude of
nations." I now quote the .iYfillennial
Star, vol. 6, p. 66. The prophecy was
pronounced in Egypt: "Taking the longitude of Grand Cairo, we find it to be 30
degrees east of the meridian of London,
and tracing our course east or west rSo
degrees, we find ourselves 'in the midst of
the earth' at the termination of the stony
mountains of North America, near Crooks
Inlet." In harmony with this fact, we
find on this W cstcrn Continent a people
evidently of one common origin, yet divided into "a multitude of nations,'' each nation
having a ~eparate government and language, with manners and customs peculiar
to themselves.
The traditions of these
several nations point to the Asiatic Continent as their original home, and the
patriarchs of Canaan as their progenitors.
One tradition is, that they descended from
a man who had twelve son~. This points
to the patriarch Jacob.
Mr. Boudinot
says, "It is said among their principal or
beloved men, that they have it handed,
down from their ancestors that the book
which the white people have (referring to
the Bible) was once theirs; that while
they had it they prospered exceedingly."
Boudinot further says: "Their language
in its roots, idiom, and particular construction, appears to hav(} the whole genius of
the fiebrew 1 ancl what is ver;y remarkable

and well worthy of a serious attention, has
most of the peculiarities of that language;
especially those in which it differs from
most other languages." , He concludes
they descended from the ten tribes. (Gospel Rq'lector).
I now refer you to the 17th chapter of
Ezekiel. A parable is shown and ex-_
plained by the Almighty. The king of
Babylon had made Judah tributary unto
him. Zedekiah, the king of Judah, had
re,belled.
Nebuchadnezzar had come
against him, defeated him, slew his sons,
put out the eyes of Zedekiah; and then
carried him captive into Babylon because
he had broken the covenant. This was
about 600 years before Christ. (See 2
Kings 24: 25). The "cedar" here mentioned was the Kingdom of J udab; the
king, Zedekiah, was the highest branch,
with the princes and nobles, who were
taken captives with him. His rebeHion
and captivity form the burden of this chapter to the 21st verse inclusive. In verses
22, 23, 24, the Lord remembers his covenant with Jacob; and expresses his purpose
to preserve to himself a i:cmnant-"Thus
saith the Lord God; I will also take of the
highest branch of the high cedar, and will
set it; I will crop off from the top of his
young twigs, a tender one, and will plant
it upon an high mountain and eminent:
In the mountain of the height of Israel
will I plant it; and it shall bring forth
boughs, and bear fruit, and be a goodly
cedar: And under it shall dwell all fowl
of every wing; in the shadow of the
branches thereof shall thev dwell. And
all the trees of the field shall know that I
the Lord have brought duwn the high tree,
have exalted the low tree, have dried up
the green tree, and have made the dry tree
to flourish. I the Lord have spoken and
have done it." In speaking of the c:;edar
in tl1is connection the Lord calls it "the
high cedar,'' by which I understand him to
mean the whole house of Israel. The
highest branch thereof is the tribe of J OBepb,
who wa3 the first born from Jacob's legal
wife, Rachel. Although Rueben was the
first son born unto him; but forasmuch as
he defiled bis father's bed bis birthright
was given unto the sons of J o'epb, the son
of Israel." ( r Chron. 5: r; Gen. 49: 4, 5)•
And the name of Israel was .given unto
them. (Gen. 48: 16).
God says, "I will take of the highest
branch of the high cedar, and will set ·it.
I will crop off from the top of bis young·
twigs a tender one, and will plant it upon
an high mountain and eminent." From
this we learn that he will establish this
"tender twig" of the house of Joseph ·in a
land exalted and known for its greatness,
not only in extent, but for its wealth and
privileges and power. It is to be "in the
mountain of the height of Israel," even in
the greatness of Israel this land is great.
This agrees with the blessings of Jacob
and Moses. It is to "be a goodly cedar."
"And under it shall dwell all fowl of every
wing; in the shadow of its branches shail
they dwell." This greatness is to be realized in its fullest extent in the future, and
I believe it will be found to be the kingdom of God. Compare Matthew 13: 31,
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32. "The trees of tlie field" refer to the
nations of the world, "the world is tlie
field." And all the nations will know that
God has exalted IsrneI, while he has abased
the proud and haughty kingdoms. And
Israel, who has been looked upon as a dead
and withered tree, or nation, shall yet be
made to flourish and bear .fruits of truth
and righteousness. And Ephraim is the
Lord's first born, God will not forget his
pledge that he made unto Jacob; "I will
not leave thee until I have done that which
I have spoken to thee of." (Gen. 28: 15,
and Isa. 60).
In harmony with the foregoing scriptures, the Book of Mormon tel.ls us, that
in the first year of the reign of Zedekiah
king of Judah, a man named Ler.i, of the
tribe of Joseph, who had dwelt at Terusalem all his days, saw a vision in answer to
prayer, in which the corruption and abom- ·
inations of Jerusalem, and the destructions
which would come· upon her in consequence thereof were shown to him. He
was commanded afterwards to take his
family and depart from Jerusalem into the
wilderness, with the promise that God
would lead them into a land that was
"choice above all other lands." They
travelled from place to place in the wilderness, continually receiving instructions
from the Lord, until he finally led them
to the sea, or as they termed it, "lrreantum," meaning "many waters," which
was undoubted! y the Mediterranean Sea.
They were commanded to build a ship,
and when they had set sail the wind drove
them toward the promised land. Eventually they landed on the western coast of
South America.. They had with them the
five books of Moses, and a record of the
Jews from the beginning, even down to
the commencement of the reign of Zedekiah, and also the prophecies of the holy
prophets down to that time. They pitched their tents, tilled the soil, and it yielded
abundantly to them. They found beasts
in the forests of every kind, including the
cow and the ox, the ass and the horse, the
goat, and all manner of wild animals
which were for the use of man, also various kinds of ore, as gold, silver, and copper; but it is thought they commenced
permanent settlement in the region of
country not far from the Isthmus of Darien. Thus we have a portion of the seed
of Joseph landed on the western continent,
upon a land fully answering the description given of Joseph's land by Jacob and
Moses. Nor do we know of any other
land on the face of the globe that will answer that description but the continent of
America. It will next be our duty to examine the claims of the Book of Mormon,
by the evidence found within its pages.
To be continued.
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vVHATEVER difference may exist in the
world about the scheme of eternal life, and
the duties enjoined upon the human fa.mily
to prepare them for its enjoyment, rill, we
believe, who acknowledge the truth of the
Bible, agree in this, that the ancient Apostles, commissioned by the Savior, were fully
authorized to proclaim the gospel, and to
make known the will of God to man; and
that the things which were taught by them
were correct; and the gospel which they
preached was God's o.nly scheme of life;
and that adding to it, or taking from it,
deprived mankind of the benefits re~ulting
therefrom, and tended to disarm the plan of
eternal life of all its powers.
vVe believe that it is universally admitted by all believers in revelation, that no
persons could receive into their hearts the
things taught by these men, and practice
the duties they required, without obtaining
the promises made by, them; for if this
were not the case, it would be worse than
folly to hold them up to view as messengers sent of God to bless the nations.
The point of light in which these Apostles are held up to view in the Scriptures
is, that the gospel which they preached
was the only gospel acknowledged of God,
and the proclamation which they proclaimed the only one that men were authorized
to receive, and the promises which they
made, were to be as certainly enjoyed, as
ever men put themselves in a situation to
receive them, by obeying the instructions
which they gave them. For though religion in some form was prevailing in
every part of the civilized world in the days
of the Savior and his Apostles, still they
presented themselves to the world as the
only persons who were capable of enlightening the minds of men, and of bringing
them into art acquaintance with the true
faith, and of introducing them into the
femily of the Most High, having (as they
said) authority from God to do this wor)\:,
and that a dispensation of the gospel was
committed to them for this purpose.
The professed object of their apostolic
mission was, that men might be saved:
this their commission clearly sets foi'th.
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; but he that believeth not shall be
damned!" From this it is plain, that whatever might ·have been the amount of
religion in their day, there was not a sufficiency of righteousness on earth to save
one man, only as it was restored to the
world through the Savior and his apostles,
nor was it possible for one single creature
in all the world to be saved unless they
put themselves under their guidance, for
they were to go into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature; so
that every creature in all the world, had to

be taught by them, and receive the gospel
which they preached, or else they must be
damned; for they who believed not should
be damned. This was certainly placing
their commission in an important point of
light; and their own teachings were in
perfect consistency with their commission.
Paul says, when writing to the Galatians,
first chapter, 8 and 9 verses. "But though
we, or an angel from heaven preach any
other gospel unto you, let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now
again, if ANY man preach any other gospel unto you than that ye have received,
let him be accursed." In all their teachings they held themselves up to view as
the only teachers of righteousness which
were approved of God in the world, and
that their mission was not necessary only
for the salvation of a part of the vvorlcl, but
for all of it; yea, every creature in it. It
mattered not what progress the world had
made in the know ledge of other things;
in the knowledge of the science of salvation they had retrograded, until there were
none doing good, no not one. And unless
God had sent the Apostles, or others authorized as they were, the world must have
perished; every creature in it must have
been damned; for they were to go into all
the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature, he (that is every creature) that believed and was baptized, should be saved;
but he (that is, every creature) that believed not, should be damned. Had there
been one creature in all the world who
was in a state of salvation, or could have
attained that state without the Apostles,
this commission would not have been correct, that is, that every creature in ail the
world who did not believe them and be
baptized by their direc~ions should be
damned.
Nothing can make the Apostles' commission true, but the fact, that no creature
in all the world could be saved without
their being brought into favor with God
through their ministry.
The Savior, through the whole course
of his ministry in the flesh, made it one of
the principal items of teaching to make it
clear] y manifest to the religious Jews, that
they had departed from the principles delivered unto them through the messengers
whom God had inspired to make known
His will to men, He did not reprove the
Jews for adhering to the law, put because they had corrupted it and made
it void by their traditions. For neither
the law nor the prophets made hypocrites,
blind guides, a generation of vipers; but a
corruption of one, and a perversion of the
other did-they made both. Neither was
the law nor the prophets against the promises of God, nor yet a' hindrance to any
person coming into the kingdom of God;
but a perversion and a corruption of them
were against the promises of God, and a
barrier to men entering into the kingdom
of heaven.
The Jews were not to blame for adhering to both the law and the prophets, but
for corrupting one and perverting the.
other, through which corruption and perversion, they ceased to believe either Moses
or the prophets; for had they believed
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them they would have believed the Savior
also; for they wr.ote of him. Had the
leaders of the Jews never corrupted the law
nor perverted the prophets, they would
never have been overthrown; for they
would have received their :Messiah when
he came, and have escaped "the wrath to
come." But in consequence of their having corrupted the law, and perverted the
prophets, they would neither/ enter the
kingdom of God themselves, nor let those
who were entering go in; for which the
Savior upbraided them. Not that they
worshiped God according to the law, but
according to their own traditions, by which
they had made void the law, and rendered
it of none effect; teaching for doctrines
the commandments of men. Mark, 7th
chapter, from the 5th to the I 5th verses i
:Matthew, 15th chapter, from the zd to the
10th verse.
Every person in any degree acquainted
with the Jewish history, as written in the
Scriptures, knows, that God, 1previous to
the days. of the Savior's coming in the
'flesh, was withdrawing from that people,
and that he continued to do so until they
were abandoned to destruction.
But God never withdraws from a people for adhering to the order of things he
established among them; for while they
all adhere to Him he cleaves to them. Had
the Jews, in truth and verity, continued to
observe the law as God delivered it unto
them, and to have believed the prophets
who were sent unto them, God would have
continued with them, and thev would have
known their l\iessiah when l;e came, and
have entered into his kingdom and have
found rest, and continued the people of
God, even the favorites of heaven, until
this day.-But instead of their doing so,
they changed their temple from a house of
praye'r, to he a hou~e of merchandise, and
a den of thieves. l\1atthew, z rst chapter,
I 2th and I 3th verses.
Mark, r 1th chapter,
I 5, I 6, and r 7th verses.
Luke, I 9th chap.,
45th and 46th verses. They made void
the law by their traditions, and stoned the
prophets that were sent unto them. Matthew, 23d chapter, 37th verse. Whatever
was saving in their institutions they n;jected and defiled, until destruction came on
them to the very uttermost. This was their
situation when the Savior came among
them, and such their condition when He
commissioned the Apostles to go and
preach the gospel to them, and not to them
only, but to every creature in ALL the
world also.
The Apostle Paul in the epistle to the
Romans, gives us a minute description of
both the Gentiles and the Jews in his
day; in the first chapter commencing
with the twentieth verse he thus describes the state of the Gentiles: "Because when they knew God, they glorified Him not as God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their imaginations,
and their foolish hearts were darkened.
Professing themselves to be wise they became fools, and changed the glory of the incorruptible God into an image made like
to corruptible man, and to birds, and four
footed beasts, and creeping things. Wherefore God also gave them up to uncleanness,
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through the lusts of, their own hearts to not a sufficiency of righteousness to save
dishonor their own bodies between them- one creature in ALL the world.
selves; who changed the truth of God inWhatever improvement, therefore, the
to a lie, and worshiped and served the Jews or the Gentiles might have made in
creature more than the Creator, who is worldly matters, they were in a situation
blessed forever. Amen." The Apostle in which they could make no advance tocontinues his description of the Gentiles to wards eternal life, only by receiving the
the close of the chapter, which the reader Apostles, and submitting themselves to
may examine at his leisure, and he will their guidance and direction, however
see that the picture is one of no very pleas- humiliating this might have heen to them.
ing character.
But so it was, that to the fishermen of
From the description here given of tbe Galilee they must come, and to them
Gentiles, we learn this fact, that the Gen- they must submit, of else they must be
tiles had previously known God; for when damned.
So closely does the God of heaven adthey knew Goel, says the Apostle, they
worshiped him not as God, etc. Th'.s is here to his plan of saving men, that nothevidence positive, that the Gentiles had ing will be admitted as a substitute for his
turned away from the knowledge of God, ordinances and institutions; no services but
those of his own-appointment will tend in
and were apostates from the truth.
the least degree to save men. The Jews
In the third chapter of this same epistle, .might lay heavy burdens on each other's
he gives a description of the Jews also, shoulders, subject themselves to many pricommencing with the 9th verse to the close vations,. make many prayers, and pay tithes
of the eightee'nth we have the following of all they possessed, but when done, it
description: "What then? are we better would leave them short of eternal lifethan they? No, in no wise; for we have to the fishermen of Galilee they must go,
before proved both Jews and Gentiles, or be saved thev could not. The Gentiles
that they are all under sin, as it is written. might lacerate" their bodies, offer their
There is none righteous, no not one. children in sacrifice, or subject themselves
There is none that understandeth, there is to the severest scourgings, buffetings, or
none that seeketh after God. , They are burnings; they might form books of morall gone out of the way, they are together als, codes of laws, systems of government,
become unprofitable; there is none that or modes of worship, but all in vain, it
doeth good, no, not one. Their throat is would not give unto them eternal life, nor
an open sepulc,bre; with their tongues could they by any means obtain the salvathey have used deceit; the poison of asps tion of God, only through and by the fishis under their lips; whose mouth is full of ermen of Galilee; for their commission
cursing and bitterness.
Their feet are was to every creature in all the world, and
swift to shed blood. Destruction and he who did not believe them, should be
misery are in their ways~ and the way of damned; for there was n.9 other gospel;
peace have they not known. There is no no other scheme of things, nor no other
fear of God before their eyes." In the 19th form of worship, that had eternal life as
verse he says: "Now we know, that what their reward, but the gospel proclaimed
things soever the law saith, it saith to them by the apostles, and the forms of worship
wqo are under the law; that every mouth taught by them.
may be stopped, and all the world may beThese apostles, however, did not precome guilty before God." In so saying tend that God never had at any former
the Apostle gives his readers to under- period of the world, any messengers who
stand that the preceding quotations, taken had been authorized to bring men into a
from the Psalms, were applicable to the state of salvation, and to proclaim the gosJews ard to the Jews only; for they were pel to the world; but on the contrary,
the persons to whom the law was given, Paul says in the 3d chapter of the epistle
and they, and they only were under the to the Galatians, and 9th verse, that the
law. "Now what things SO\:Ver the law gospel had been preached unto Abraham.
saith, it saith to them that are under He says thus: "And the scripture, forethe law." So the Apostle makes a direct seeing that God would justify the heathen
application of what he here said to the through faith, preached before the gospel
Jews, as they were the people, and the unto Abraham, saying, In thee all nations
only people, who were under the -law.
shall be blessed." Observe that he'!ays that
Such is the light in which God viewed the gospel was preached, unto Abraham.
the world, both Jew and Gentile, when he But in the i&t chapter of the_ epistle to the
sent the Apostles among them to bring Ephesians, the apostle shows that the gosthein back to the principles of righteous- pel was of a much earlier date than the
ness, from whence they had strayed; for days of Abraham; that it was before time,
God considered them all, not only under being devised in eternity, before the founsin, but in a state of apostacy also.
dation of the world. See the 3d, 4th, 5th,
Let the world have made what advances and 6th verses. "Blessed be the God and
it might in literature, science or philosophy, Flither of our Lord Tesus Christ, who hath
in relation to eternal life-their case was blessed us with al( spiritual blessings _in
deplorable; for instead of their being in heavenly places in Christ; according as he
a situation to be saved, they were in a hath chosen us in him before the foundasituation to be destroyed; instead of be- tion of the world, that we should be holy
ing redeemed, they were in a situation and without blame before l~m in love;
to be condemned; for so far had the having predestinated us unto the adoration
whole world, both Jew and Gentile, apos- of children by Jesus Christ in himself, actatized from the living God, that there was cordil}g to the good pleasure of his will,
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to the praise of the glory of his grace,
wherein he hath made us accepted in the
Beloved."
In the Ir
verse he says: "In whom
also we have obtained an inheritance, being predcstinated according to the purpose
of him who worketh all things after the
counsel of his own will."
"vV e learn the following things from
the above saying of the apostle: That the
scheme of things by which he and the
saints at Ephesus were saved was devised
in eternity before the foundation of the
world. "According as he hath chosen us
in him [Christ] before the foundation of
the world."
zd. That they were to be the children
of God, through adoption by Jes us Christ.
"Having predestinated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself."
3<l. And all this according to his own
purpose or scheme of things, (for what is
a man's purpose but his scheme of things,)
by which he works all things after the
counsel of his own will? That-is the same
as to say, that the plan of life and salvation
which is called in the scriptures the gospel,
was heaven's own scheme or purpose, and
that scheme was before the world was; and
that before God created man he purpo§,ed
in himself that mankind should become his
son through adoption, by Jesus Christ,
and in no other wav.
If the apostle, in -the foregoing sayings,
"teaches any thing, it is, that the gospel, or
scheme of life and salvation which is the
same, was from before the beginning, and
that from the creation of the world God
', had but the one way of saving men; an.d
that all that were saved, were to be saved
in the same way; and this God had de' creed, purposed, and predestinated, and by
·~·.this eternal· scheme of things, all things
were accomplished according to the will
of God, and this decree, will, and purpose,
was before the foundation of the world.
Now let the trnth of what the apostle
here says be admitted and the result is,
that that same scheme of things by which
the Ephesians were saved, was the same
by which all others that are to be redeemed, were saved. And if the same scheme
of things, then the same ordinances were
obeyed by all; for if Paul administered
ordinances that were not administered to
all who are to be redeemed, then they
were notsaved by the same plan of salvation; for where there is a difference, it
matters not how small the difference is,
the things t.hus differing are not the same,
and it follows of necessity that if Pa.ul baptized . for the remission of sins, all others
who are saved must· have peen baptized
also for the same purpose, or else they
were not all saved by the same gospel ol'
plan of salvation; and if the plan of·salvation taught by Paul required men to be
born of the water, and the Spirit in order
that they might enter into the kingdom of
heaven, so the same must have been required of all since the foundation of the world
or else the plan of salvation has not ·been
the same., and if so Paul's testimony is no.t
true.-Evening and Morning Star.
To be continued.

3I
General Conference, as the law requires. Address me at Nebraska City, Nebraska.
]. B. GoULDSMITH, Dist. Sec)i.

DECATUR.
To the undersigned, scattered members of the
The conference of this district was held at LaDes Moines Branch of the Church of Jesus
moni, Iowa, December r9th and 20th, 1885. H.
Christ of Latter Day Saints: Polly Roberts, Ann
A. Stebbins, president; Asa S. Cochran and V.
Picton, Reuben E. Conklin, Charles ·w. Deuel,
White, secretaries.
Bran'ch reports.-Lamoni
Willard Deuel, Julia A. Shellhart, George Ann,
535; 2 baptized, 2 received, 9 removed. Lucas
Margaret Hartman, sen., Millisa E. Yost, David
22r; 2 received, 2 removed, 5 expelled. Little
Hartman, Rose Ellen Sorter, Avis C. Lane, JaRh·er roo; I baptized. Greenville 28; 4 receivcob BtJtler Yost. We, the undersigned, having
ed. Davis City 62; no change. Allendale and
been authorized by the branch to send this notice
Lone Rock, not reported. Elders W. W, Blair,
to the Ilerald, as we do not know how you feel
C. I-I. Jones, H. A. Stebbins (baptized 5), S. V.
in the work, to notify you that you may report
Bailey, J. Johnston, M. McHarness, 0. B. Thom- yourselves to us by the r5th of February next,
as (baptized 3), J. S. Snively, E. Banta, ]. P. Dil- · or your names will be dropped from the branch
lon, 0. J. Bailey,· H. Bartlett, E. Lovell, L. At- books, and appear on the general church records
kinson, G. Adams and T. Wellington, reported; only. George M. Wyman, No. ro52 Eno.s Avalso Nephi Lovell, Priest. By invitation, Brn. enue, Des J\1oines, Iowa; or to Ezra Merrill,
Geo. A. Blakeslee, Columbus Scott and Gomer
Lyon Street, between 17th and r8th, East Des
Reese, reported. A motion was offered, the inMoines, Iowa.
tent of which was to repeal and take the place of
[These names ought not to be "dropped" from
the existing resolution on dancing, but did not the Branch Record, but be reported as "scatterprevail. Preaching on Saturday evening -by C. ed" members.-Ens.]
IL Jones, assisted by J. Johnston. Preaching on
MARRIED.
Sunday forenoon by vV. W. Blair, assisted by E.
McMrLLAN--MrLLs.-December 13th, 1884,
Robinson. Sacrament and social meeting in the
near Santa Ana., Cal., at the residence of the.
afternoon, in charge of }I. A. Stebbins, assisted
by G. A. Blakeslee. Preaching in the evening bride's parents, by Elder D.S. Mills, Mr. John
by Columbus Scott, assisted by vV. W. Blair. Ad- McMillan and Sr. Annie Mills, second daughter
of D. S. Mills. May peace and prosperity ever
journed to meet at Lamoni, March 13th, r886.
be theirs.
GoFF-HrLDEilRANn.-By Elder D.S. Mills,
EASTERN IOWA.
This district conference convened at Clinton, at his residence, near Santa Ana, Cal., October
Iowa, December 5th and 6th, 1885; ·President J e- 8th, 1885, Bro. Ammon A. Goff and Sr. Vina Hildebrand; the former of Laguna, and the latter
rome Ruby in the chair. Branch reports.--Clin·
ton, no change. Jackson, returned for instructions. late of Dow City, Iowa. This is a bond of strength
for Zion's cause.
Elders J. Johnston, W. Turner, J. Ruby, I. B. La
LooM1s-GoFF.-October 14th, 1885, by Elder,
Rue and C. C. Reynolds, reported. Bishop's
D.S. Mills, at the residence of the bride's parent's,
Agent reports $ro.due the church; Priests, W.
Goft's Hotel, Laguna, Cal., Bro. Lauren F. LooT. Maitland and D. L. Palsgrove, reported. On
mis and Sr. Clinnie Goff, eldest daughter of EidSaturday evening, preaching by A. L. vVhitta:ker.
e~ H. E. Goff. May their pathway be smooth to
On. Sunday morning by D. S. Holmes. Sacramental and testimony meeting in the afternoon; life's fair tree.
DIED.
brethren Ruby and Turner conducting services.
HASSELL-At Elkhart, Anderson Co., Texas, ,
The testimony of Jesus was given the Saints in
February 26th, 1885, Bro. vVilliam R. Hassell.
Clinton, also ,to the Saints in the districts, warnBro. William was born in Anderson Co., Texas,
ing them to care and diligence. ·Preaching in the
evening by R. Etzenhouser. Adjourned to meet July 23d, 1862, and was baptized by Elder Heman
C. Smith, February 27th, 1882. Funeral sermon
In three months; the president td designate time
was preached in Saints' Hall in Elkhart, Decemand place.
ber 8th, 1885, by Heman C. Smith.
TRUBY.-At Pufnam, Pa., December 26, 1885,
Catherine Truby, aged 25 years, 7 months .and 16
days. She was born in Newport, Giles Co., VirNOTICES.
ginia; was baptized August r4th, 1885, in PittsThe conference of South-Eastern Ohio and burg, Pa., by Elder Jacob Reese, and was a faithWest Virginia District will be held April 24th ful Saint. Death was sweet to her. She passed
and 25th, 1886, at Limerick, Jackson Co., Ohio, away calmly, with a smile on her face, and told
instead of at Vale's Mills, Vinton county, as per her friends around her that w\<en she died, not to
minutes of last conference. We kindly solicit the
fret about her, for she knew she would have a
presence of brethren W. H. and E. L. Kelley, and
glorious resurrection. She also told them to be
as many other officials and members as can come. faithful, so they could meet her again. She
T. J. BEAT.TY, President;
leaves a mother, father, three sisters, and two
A. B. KIRKENDALL, Secretary. brothers, besides a great many relatives and
friends, to tnourn her ldss. Funeral services
The conference of the Southern Nebraska Diswereconducted by Elder Jacob Reese of Pittstrict will be held at Nebraska City, January 17th, burg, at the home of J:ier pl(rents in Mansfield, Pa.
1886, at eleven o'clock; and it being the last conWATERMAN.-At Florence, Nebraska, Decemference of the- year, I hope' that all the branches
ber 15th, 1885, Sr. Mary ]. Waterman, aged 72
w!ll be sure to have their reports at the conferyears. She was born in England in 1813. Funence, (and not In some eider's old coat pocket), eral services by brethren J. Avondet and 0: H.
so that I can make out my annual report to the
Brown.
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PEARSON.-At Corinth, Elgin co~nty, Ontario,
November 14th, 1885, of consumption, five weeks
after the death of his m'other, Bro. Richard, the
youngest son of Brother.Joseph and Sr.Jeanette
Pearson. Brother Richard was born September
2d, 1859, in Malahide, Ontario; baptized and confirmed, October 30th, 1876, by Elder John Cornish. He leaves a young wife, a father and one
brother, to mourn hiS loss; he died in the hope
of meeting in the better land a mother, three sisters and three brothers, and also in the hope of
coming forth in the first resurrection. Funeral
sermon by Elder Arthur Leverton.
Brother Richard has passed away,
To the realms of end lees day,
. When he returns to earth again,
It will be with Christ to reign.

F1sI1ER.-At Burlington, Iowa, December 16,
1885, Bro .. George Fisher, born in Germany, November 19th, 1836; baptized the 23d of March,
1872. Funeral service conducted by Elder Bauer; text, Ninetieth Psalm.
TROUT.-At Grand(Rapids, Michigan, November IIth, 1885, of scarlet fever, \Valter H., son of
Bro. Joseph and Sr. Louise Trout. vValter was
born at Morris, Grundy county, Illinois, November 24th, 1868. At the time of his death was 16
years, I I months, and r8 days. \Valter was a
good boy, and was much interested in the latter
day work. And I think would soon have united
with the church had he lived. vVhile we were
asking the Lord to spare him, if it was His will,
Sr. Trout in vision saw a beautiful bed of flowers,
and she said, Is it life? But it soon took the
form of a grave, and when >he saw this, she said,
"He will die." Sister Trout lately united with
the church; but this gn:at aftiiction does not
shake her faith, or the faith of Bro. Trout. May
the Lord help them in this time of sorrow. So
sad to see the precious boy die, but his faith was
in God to the end.
Like a sunbeam through onr dwelling,
Shone thy presence bright and calm;
'!'hon did"t add u zest to pleasure,
To onr sorrows thon wast balm.
Passed the shades of death's dark valley,
The>u art leaning on his breast;
Where the wicked may not enter,
And the weary are at rest.

CASTOR.-At Bartlett, Fremont Co., Iowa, Effie C., daughter of of R. C. and 0. Castor, aged
ro years and 2 days. Funeral sermon by Elder
Henry Kemp.
God give them strength to endure,
In this honr of sadness and g!oqm,
And help them on earth to be pnre,
As the one that's gone to her home.

SYLVESTER.-At Omaha, Nebraska, December
12th, 1885, Holly William Sylvester; born March
26, r88r. Funeral service by Bro. 0. H. Brown.

One;or Two Farms fo1· Sale.

. ACRES;
90 to lOOAcres of Ploughaud Meadow
Land, nalance in Brush Pasture. Barn 28 x 30.
160
Stabling for 1 horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orchard of 200 bearing Trees; two miles from three Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and R.
R. Station1 in a Branch of 100 members. For further particulars, audress:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2jan2m
Pleasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa.

J. H.

HANSEN,

M. D .,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,

NEW

Office on Main street, two dtxirs north of Ti/ton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists. and Buoksellers, LAM01'I, Iowa.

FARM

FOR

SALE.

I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Grase,
17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 acres of Standing
Timber, and two acres of Orchard; ~ good Spring Well
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

Price: Six Hundi·ed Dollnrs, Oaslt Duwn.
The land is situated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinoi~.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.
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The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

mHCAGO, PEORIA or ST. LOUIS

AND DENVER

Ehher by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
K'lniiias. City. It travorsas all of the six Great Statee,

!LLINOIS,

UJWA,

r,~EBRASKA,

MISSOURI,
KANSAS, COLORADO

With branch lines to their important cities and towns.
It runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chi ;:ago and Kansas City, ·
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Louis,
Chicago and Dubuque,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
!Peoria and Kansas City,
Peoria and St. Louis,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
St. Louis and Chicago,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Burlington.
Direct Connection made at each of its Junction points
wi1h Through Troins to and from pointa locatod on it<
branches.
At each of ito eeveral Eastern and Weetern •Jnlnl it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trli.ins to
and from all points In tho United Statos and Canada,
It is the Principal Line to

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexicn
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in tha
Uni~ed States or Canada, or address

<

flEl-lRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Ass t Gen'l Mam1gC~!CAGO.
1

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin \Vinder.

whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf
~ a Ill on i , I ow a •

Licentiate of the Royal Dental Colle!;'.C of Ontario, will
pracoice Dentistry in all its branches m Lamoni, Iowa.

BOOKS!

Wanted.

F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balO
ance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,

We have just added a fulUine of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs anti. Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Catalognell sent on application.
113W"" Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

BROTHER with Three or Four Thousand Dollars, to
to buy one half interest in the New Roller Mills of
T. W. Chatbnrn & Co., in Independence, Missouri. This
mill is new throughout, has a geod locul custom, and in
the best market in the Uuited States. Everything can
be sold that the mill cun possibly produce if increased to
double its capacity. The sale is in order to fully stock
the mill and increase its business. A splendid chance for
some one with a little money.
AddreS's;
T. W. CHATBURN, Independence, Mo.,
Or J. W. CHATBURN, Harlan, Iowa.
9jan2t

Farm for Rent

JOHN

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. O.lllcein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14feb1y

- - I T HAS--

A

DENTI8TRY.

DR.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

~-BUSINESS~

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.:
:Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessAritb,
metic; Rap1d Calculations ; Business Writing ; Como
mercialCorrespondencei Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type~writing ; and Actual l3usine~

P1·actice. For circuJars address

DUNCAN & IIAWKS, DavenPort, Iowno

--ITIS--

'~JMPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NE\V
HOWE at the office of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONI,

Iow A.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of. Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on .Lamoni, addressed DAvrn DANCER, Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the omce should be addressed to DAVID
DANCER; communications and articles to the EDITOR.
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"HEARKEN' TO THE WORD Oll' THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE rJ: llE ONE WIFE, AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONJI: HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CABE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, January 16, 1886.
[From Deseret News, Dec. 24th.]

"ONE OF THE IMMORTALS."
A FEW Sundays ago the Rev. R. Heber Newton,
of New York, delivered a discourse on ."the three
names that represent the patriarchal period in
Jewish history"-Abraham,·Isaacand Jacob-the
men whom Jehovah was pleased to be called aft;
er as their God. The preacher had nothing but
good to say of those ancient worthies. He showed
that each was unlike the others, "while each was
one of the great Fathers of the people called by
. Providence to teach the world in conduct, each
of whom was equal with the others a man of God
--of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob."
Here is what he said of Abraham:
"The story of Abraham is of a magnificent
manhood, a nature as one of the immortals, a veri·
table son of the Most High. He led a migration
to a new country for freedom of conscience and
purity of worship. I believe our history pre.serves
to us the dim memory of a mighty master of men,
such a hero of the soul, in the father of monothe. ism. ·when Alexander Severus was filling the
Pantheon with busts of the immortals o~ earth,
he passed by Moses and placed Abraham there.
Moses founded a National religion-Judaism.
AbriJ.ham fathered the faiths of three great religions-Judaism, Christianity and Mohamedanism. The Abrahamic type of character is that
of the colossal forms of manhood, the giant figures of the earth-the immortals. Our business
is to recognize and do homage by them when
they come. The deepest irreverence of our age
is its attitude of cynical familiarity toward our
few really great men. There are spots on the
sun, yet one should not think le&s of the orb of
day because of these obscurations, or decline to
walk in its light because it has_ shadows. The
faith of the great soul_s ._of the earth is not easy
for us, but it is in the ·part of -true wisdom, of a
sound reason to believe in their belief, to trust the
vision which opens on their eyes, though it be
clouded to our sight as we walk low down in the
valleys of earth. In the light of their lives we
can best learn to believe in one of whom these
splendid beings are the children; one whose jus·

tice and goodness is imagined in these His offspring; one whom these immortals may justly
call •Father.'"
All this is just, and nothing but what is due to
the memory of the great patriarch, who had a
kingly soul, was learned enough to teach the
BgyptianB astronomy, was a foe to idolatry, a
leader of men, an owner of much wealth, the
"friend of God," and the husband of several wives.
Yet, if this "splendid" being," this "giant figure
of the earth," on of the "immortals," was living
in the United States, to-day, his eulogist with
others of the same cloth would have put him in
the penitentiary. "Distance lends enchantment
to the view." What was virtue three thousand
years ago, is counted vice in the nineteenth century. One of the grandest figures in history
would to-day be counted as a common criminal.
And the same men who revere his memory as
one of the u";ighty dead, would spit upon him and
revile him and seek his destruction if living.
We are well aware that customs and manners
and laws change with the progress of time and
the growth of nations; that some things which
might be tolerated in one age will be condemned
in another; but morality and virtue remain the
same. If plural marriage is adultery, as claimed
by modern ministers, then Abraham was an
adulterer and could not enter into the kingdom
of heaven, according to the teachings of the
New Testament, and was worthy of an ignominious death according to the Old.
Dr. Newton declares that we should "do
homage" to such men as. Abraham when they
come to us. He says, "lt is the part of .true wisdom, of a sound faith, to believe in their belief.''
Well, then, the Latter Day Saints. or "Mormons"
should be praised instead of blamed wherein they
pattern after the example of the great patriarch.
They not only show "true wisdom" and, indicate
"a sound faith" by believing in his belief, but
they show their faith by their works, and follow
the injunction of Jesus. the great teacher, who
said, "If ye were the children_ of Abraham ye
would do the works of Abraham." But,-in the
language of Dr. Newton, it is because ·the light
which opened to the vision of Aqraham and his
followers is "clouded to the sight" of modern
"Christians," because "they walk low down in
the valleys of earth" .that their "deep irreverence"
turns to evil that which the God of Abraham,
Isaac· and Jacob approbated and regulated for.
good.
If the plural marriage of the "Mormons" is,
vice, it was vice in Abraham. The laws of a
nation do not make or unmake essential evil.
The lapse of time does not change purity into
corruption. If plural marriage is vile in itself, it
was always vile, and Abraham was defiled by it
as much as any "Mormon" is said to be to-day;
and if it was not inherently sinful then, it can
not be so now.
We are not arguing µpon the legal ~spect of
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this question. We are merely looking at it
morally, religiously and logically, taking Dr.
Newton's eulogy of one of the great characters
of history as a basis.
The inconsistency of modern divines in their
intemperate attacks upon the Latter Day Saints
and their wholesale and unsparing denunciations
.of polygamy, is made plainly apparent when they
go into rhapsodies over the grandeur and holiness
of Abraham, and descant upon the purity and devotion of Sarah, of Rachel and of Hannah.
They_ hold up for the admiration of modern
nations the biblical worthies of antiquity and
then condemn to the fate of a felon any man
who exhibits faith in those examples by pattern·
ing after them in his life and conduct, and yet
Dr. Newton tells us that Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob were "each ca'lled by Providence to teaclt
tlte world in conduct.'' They were not merely examples of faith but of action. Why then abuse
the Latter Day Saints for their practical obedl·
ence to the teachings of those divinely called
and holy "men of God?"
Verily this is a generation of humbug, and the
teachers of religion, while uttering fine words to
fall pleasantly on the ear, do npt mean that their
high-sounding sentences shall be taken for practical lessons to in-fluence the lives of men. Truly
they are but "as sounding brass and a tinkling
cymbal.''
(From Salt Lake Tl'ibnne, Dec. 25th.]

"The News last evening delivered an eulogy on
Abraham. It was right in the line of the News,
for so far as ideas are concerned, Abraham and
the News are contemporaneous. Neither has had
any business on earth during these last three
thousand years.. The News described its contemporary as "a man of much property and many
wives. Will the News be good enough to inform
. us of any record that shows that Ab,raham had
more than one wife at the same time? Mormon·
like he settled with Hagar for several years' work
by using her without marriage as a substitute for
Sarah, and then drnv_e her and her child out na·
ked into the desert.. After Sarah died he took
another wife. What is there in this record that
appeals to Mormon admiration except the way
he treated his poor slave, Hagar?"

The eulogy of Rev. Newtqn upon
Abr;;ham is all well enough in itsi'way;
but the twisting ~and warping that the
Abrahamic story undergoes passing
through the loom of the Deseret News,
would be contemptible if it were not pitiable.

Abraham bad one wife, Sarah; this wHe
had a maid servant, presumably a slave;
when Sara_h fancied herself to be barren;
she took this Egyptian bond-woman W
her husband's bed u~der the irilpressiort
that she might raise an heir to Abraham
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(by proxy) by her. This act was disastrous
to the peace of the household of Abraham;
because Hagar proved fruitful which
caused her to despise Sarah, and created
jealousy in Sarah's heart; in her trouble
Sarah reproached Abraham, and put the
wrong of her having furnished her husband a concubine with whom he had
transgressed against his marriage covenant
upon him. To this Abraham replied,
"Thy maid is in thy hand; do as it pleaseth thee." When Sarah drove her out
from her house, the angel who visited her
called her "Sarah's maid," and told her to
"submit" herself to her mistress. After
the birth Of the promised child, Isaac,
Sarah had additional cause for complaint
against the method she had forced upon
Abraham, for God had removed her disability and given Abraham legitimate seed.
She demal'lded that Abraham should cast
the bond-woman out. Abraham hesitated
to do this, but the same God that had
watched over him, and promised him an
heir, no~ commanded him, (and it is the
only time God spoke to him about the
affair), to "hearken unto" the "voice" of
-his wife; for that "in Isaac shall thy seed
be called." Abraham obeyed the voice of
God and "cast the bond-woman out."
The whole history of Abraham being
taken into the account and plain, honest
cotnmon sertse being brought to bear upon
its examination, the Tribune may well
challenge the News to cite the record in
proof that Abraham had more than one
wife at the same time. Sarah died about
1860 before Christ, and it was not till seven
years after that Abraham married Keturah.
These two, Sarah and Keturah, are the
only ones named in the history as wife, or
wives to Abraham; all other women with
whom Abraham cohabited are called concubines.
The News, and all other polygamous
papers and defenders of Utah's special doctrine, object to Judge Zane's statement to
Mr. Clawson that in the eyes of the law
polygamous wives were but concubines;
yet the News foolishly or weakly publishes an editorial from which no other deduction is possible to the fair minded reader of the Bible than that if the example of
Abraham is worth any thing in regard to
his intercounse with other women than
Sarah, first; and Keturah, afterward, the
women with whom he so cohabited were
concubines; and therefore all this Utah
hulla-ba-loo about honorable polygamous
marriages and the denial of concubinage
ln connection with polygamy is downright
folly; for if anything is proved against
Abraham by the record in regard to his

departure from the monogamic domestic of the enemy, and be gathered unto me a
relation it is concubinage and not plural - righteous people, without spot or blamemarriage.
less: wherefore, for this cause I gave you
That Abraham knew that he had sinned the commandment, tbat ye- should go to
against his marriage bond with Sarah, is the Ohio; and there I will give unto you
clearly deducible from his words to Sarah my law."
when she said to him "my wrong be upon
Th~ church did go to the Ohio, and
thee;" "thy maid is in thy hand;· do to her there God gave them the law, and the revas it pleaseth thee." It is also strongly elations of February and March 1831,
implied in the casting out of the bond- already quo~ed from above, were definite
woman upon the censure and command of parts of that law.
God; and the material fact that Abraham,
If God then designed to "gather the
conscience stricken, or with the view that people" of the church "unto him a rightehis evil example in violating the marital ous people," he knew what rule of marital
rule given of God might not affect the life conduct to give them to accomplish that
of his "only son Isaac," the child of "the work; and if he gave that rule monogamcovenant," sent his "concubines" with their ic, then, adopting the argument of the
children "away from Isaac his so.n, while News that "the lapse of time does not
he yet lived, eastward, into the east coun- change purity into corruption," .the one
try." (Gen. 25: 6). It is also curious that wife system was the pure one in God's
though the record details the names of the sight and intention, and the opposite of it
children of Sarah, and Keturah, no child would be impure, or to use the words of
of a concubine, except Hagar, is given.
the Lord himself "which thing is abomi"Tke lapse ef time does not, chan,![e pu- nable before me saith the Lord."
rity into corruption."
It .is stated in the Holy vVrit that the
When the News states this it virtually wives of Solomon turned the old -man's
concedes what we have persistently claim- heart away from the paths of wisdom; and
ed; that is, that when God said through it is equally certain that the hearts of the
Jacob in Book of Mormon times that the News and it co-workers have also been
having of "many wives and concubines" turned from wisdom's ways, arid for a simwas "abominable before" him; for that he, ilar cause.
the "Lord God delighteth in the chastity
If the people whom the News attempts
of women;" he set an infinite seal to what to represent, and whose best interests it is
he considered was pure in the marriage re- constantly betraying, would in good faith
lation. And when the same "God of and conscience "do the works ef Abraham"
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob," gave the rule: in very deed, there remains one act of
"There shall not any man among you have obedience to God's commandment by
save it be one wife; and concubines he which they may crown their devotion to
shall have none," he disapproved at once truth and right in sublime self-abnegation
and forever of both plural marriage and and abasement, and be exalted in the eyes
The rule given to the of good men and God, let them put away
concubinage.
church in 1831, which church the News their polygamous wives.
grossly misrepresents, was, "Thou shalt
"A PITIABLE ATTEMPT.
love thy wife (not wives) with all thy
heart and cleave unto her and none else." "THE head of the 'J osephite' movement has been
Like unto it and equally terse and binding regaling audiences in this Territory with stale
was the other statement from the same gossip and old wives' fables about polygamy ai:id
kindred topics. The Ogden News gives a report
God"of Abraham, Isaac,Jacob and Joseph;
of one of his recent lectures (?J in the junction
(Smith); "vVherefore it is lawful that he city. Here is an extract from it:
(man) should have one wife, and they
"'The speaker drew strong and vivid pictures
twain (not three nor twenty) shall be one of life in polygamous households, and illustrated
flesh, and all this that the earth (not heav- the 'straying from the law of God,' by the people,
en, nor eternity) might answer the end of in a striking way, when he told of a Salt Lake
woman, now alive, who has heen 'sealed' to ten
its creation; and that it might be filled
men, and a 'Beaver' woman who has had thirteen
with the measure of man, according to his husbands, one of whom 'she paid to her Bishop
creation before the world was."-Doctrine as tithing.'
"If that is the kind of stuff he deals out to the
and Covenants, sec. 42, par. 7, and sec. 49,
public, there is no wonder that his audiences In
par. 3, Lamoni Ed.
The pul'pose of the Lord in giving the Ogden have been so small. Joseph's 'main holt'
is misrepresentation of polygamy, of the practice
tule, as defined in the last two quotations
of which he personally knows nothing, and petis clearly stated in the Revelation given tifogging attempts to show that his venerated
Januaty, 1831, and reads as follows:
father did not enter into plural marriage.
"And that ye might escape the power
-"As to the actual workings of the system, he is
0
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dependent upon what other people, some of them
characterless, choose to tell him. Of the plural
family connections of his father, he has had evidence enough to substantiate lhe facts and secure
conviction in any honest man's mind.
"He says he prefers not to believe it. But conviction fastens itself on a rational mind when
the proofs are strong, in spite of his preferences.
There are very few people here who believe in
his sincerity when he attempts to argue away the
testimony of living women who were sealed to
his father and were his wives to all intents and
purposes. And while he pretends to disbelieve
that which thousands here as certain of as of the
existence of his father, his efforts in any direction
will be vain·.
"The most pitiable frature of the erratic cnurse
of the oldest son of Joseph the Prophet is his
vain and sophistical and persistent attempt to argue against an established and irresistible fact."

The foi·egoing is from the Deseret
News, of Salt Lake City, Utah, for December 30th, 1885. So far as the"] osephite" effort in Ogden is concerned, there
was no stale gossip in the whole affair.
The speaker wfts examining, the statement
made by leading pluralists of Utah, that
in the section on marriage which these
same pluralists have without authority
taken out of the Doctrine and Covenants,
"We declare that we believe that it is lawful that a man should have one wife and
a woman but one husband," the woman
is restricted, but the man is not; and to
illustrate the practical workings of that
restriction iu Utah gave what is current
gossip among those who profess' to know,
that the woman is at liberty to change. her
existing marital relationship and contract
others, almost at her will. And the speaker further stated what was told him by
two liying members of the Utah Church
that women were the freest in that particular in Utah than in any other State or
Territory, for the ease and facility with
which they could change their marriage
conditions. Names can be furnished when
time, circumstances, and place demand.
The audiences in Ogden were not small
o.n either night, and on two of the three
the seats were filled; and some stood during the service.
The leader of the J osephites did not attempt to deny that Joseph the Seer had
more than one wife, as any one present
can inforrrrthe News. Nor did the speaker waste his time discussing a dead issue;
for the question is now, as it has been for
years with the Reorganized Church, or
"] osephites," is plural marriage in harmony with the law of God, and not did Joseph Smith secretly teach and practice it.
The evidence<; that have been presented
on the latter point are "considerably shaky," to use an expression that dropped

from the lips of a "live l\formon" in the I
city of Salt L:tke this Fall, al)d who has
believed for years what has been told him
on the subject. And it seems as if the
News in its desperation can not distinguish
between the plain statement made by the
"] osephites" that polygamy, plural or patriarchal marriage, is co~trary to the law
of God as that law was given to the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and
therefore not of God; and the idea that
the martyr practiced an evil and thereby
sanctified it as a doctrine.
Besides this, the "head of the J osephite
movement" made not one argument in public in attempted refutation of the charge
that Joseph Smith pl'acticed plural marriage; but in every instance discussed the
principle from the "law and the testimony."
At present there are two "irresistible
facts," the one opposed to the other: one
is, that those who teach and practice plural
marriage are law breakers; the other is,
that the Government of the United States,
under which the evident design of God in
authorizing the establishment of the church
in 1830 was that it might flourish and culminate in all Christian graces ttnto its final
triumph, is proposing to punish those law
breakers. A third fact, perhaps as import- .
ant for good to the innocent of crime in
Utah, though of quite another nature to
the first two, is that the "] osephite movement" offers to the honest-minded an horforable way out of the sin-fog into which
they have been betrayed and led hy just
sucli men .as control the News.
EDITORIAL .. ITEMS.
SR. A. E. MORRIS, of South Englewoou,-.
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needs health and spiritual strength. Sr.
Thomas and a little band-mostly sistersat Fairfield, have done nobly in the past,
and are truly worthy.
Sr. Eliza Horton, of Plano, Illinois,
writes of late that nineteen have been baptized there, and thinks more will be soon.
Bro. I. L. Hart, of Coffeyville, Kansas,
says, the 2<l inst., of the Herald, Eiope,
and Advocate: "I would not be without
the papers for three times their cost;"
Bro. W. E. Lloyd writes from Harwood,
Missouri: "Success to the grand old Il'erald, and God bless you."
Read Bro. Thomas E. Jenkins' letter
indicating good news from Wales. vV e
pray for the continuecl prosperity of the
work there and everywhere.
A sister L. Talbot, of Brighton, Colorado, writes us asking whether it would
be practicable to devote a portion of the
Herald to the Sisters' work, in articles
concerning their life and labors as wives
and mothers, their capacities, privileges,
methods and successes, in connection with
the great work of the last days. To this
we reply; that we will publish articles devoted to the discussion, or presentation of
subjects of the sort named, occasionally;
if such articles are sent us by the sisters
who may be interested in them, and choose
to write them. But we can not promiEe
to furnish the articles and edit such a department,· for obvious reasons.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Brn. J. F. McDowell in a letter written
from Council Bluffs,_ Iowa, the 1st inst.,
says:
_"()ur revival closed for a while, on the 23d,

Illinois, (post office box I I 5), asks to know ult. ·Orr the~()th seven were baptized in our new
the place of the Saints' meetings in Chi- baptistry. We -expect still others; Have been
cago, Illinois, as she wishes to meet with much blessed in preaching the word."
them, "a privilege, she says, "l have not
Sr. Polly L. Hyde, of Belmont, N. Y.,
had for twenty-six years. The I£erald is
writes as follows:
a most welcome visitor. I can not see how
"l wish the :Herald to be continued. We can
I ever did without it."
not do without it. . . . It is food and drink for us,
Bro. H. L. Holt writes from Audubon, as it gives us such cheering news of Brother Jo·
l'vfinn., .the 2d inst., saying he had organ- seph and the brethren who are preaching the
ized a new branch recently, of nine mem- word. The Master will care for his own."
bers, all late converts but one. His address
Brother and Sister Straus, of ~orts·
will be Audubon, Becker county, Minn.,
mouth, IOwa, say:
care box 27.
·"The Herald has become so interesting that it
Bro. 0. 0. Bean, of Van Horn, Benton is like.a drink of i;:ool water to one .who is perishCo., Iowa, wishes the Elders and Saints to ing: We greet the New Year by remembering
call at his home, and that the Elders may our subscription for Herald and Hope.
preach there, "so that the honest in heart
·Bro. C. E. Pearson of Burnside, Michi·
may be gathered into the kingdom of God."
gan,
sayf? of late:
John Richards, of Beaumont, Kansas,
"The Herald is greeted with joy. Although it
says: "l can't go it without the Fierald for .
seems a dear paper, I do· not see how we can do
the few days remaining for me."
without it; The work seems onward in this part
Sr. Ann Thomas, of Fairfield, Utah, of the vineyard; but I hope our northern minis·
asks the prayers of the Saints, feeling she try will get a shaking up to a sense of their duty
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so we can have more labor and less promises."

If the HERALD had a "patent inside,"
and devoted half or three-fourths of the
rest of the space to paying advertisements,
it could be published at $1 to $1.50 per
copy to subscribers. But when all its contents have to be set up here every issue, and
there are so few advertisements, it is published as cheaply as is practicable. ·Its
readers shouid know and think of these
things. The "patent inside" papers common to the c~untry are issued by the hundred thousand from the same type, for
merely a trifling cost, if any, over the price
of white paper.
CAPTAIN CODMAN ON MORMONISM.

WE give below an article from the Salt
Lake Herald of December 27th. It will
pay for the. time spent in perusal, as the
Captain is a shrewd observer, and being
friendly to the people of the Utah Church,
as a people, his opinion on questions affectfog them may be considered to be good.
We believe Captain Co<lman mistakes
when he states that there has been no"plural
marriage contract" made in Ut;h in the
last six months; for we were assured by
several while in the Territory, that such
contracts were being entered into cons1antly.
We agree with the captain in regard to
the inapplicability of those provisions of
the Edmunds Bill now pending before
Congress which look to the interference
with the monetary concerns of the Utah
people. It would be no hard thing to predict that should Congress appoint trustees
to go to Utah and take charge of the moneys and properties of the Utah Chun;;h,
there would not be found apy estate, real
or personal, upon which such trustees
could administer. For this reason we believe that those two provisions would prove
abortive. Any legislation which might
be unproductive of good in the present
crisis of affairs in Utah, would be damaging to the general result. Because of this
we should dislike to see those provi?ions of
the bill to become a law.
Captain John Codman has recently returned
from Utah, with which part of the country he is
familiar, and in regard to which he has published
several pamphlets an:d newspaper articles. He
was met by a representative of the Traveller in
an office of this city yesterday.
In reply to a question as to the recent emetde
in Salt Lake City, he said that it was totaliy devoid of truth, and that dispatches he has received from his correspondents thete express gteat
surprise at the intelligence of it, which only came
lo their knowledge through eastern reports that
have reached them. In Captain Codmtm's opinion it was a curiously-devised scheme of Gentile
malcontents, who built it upon the slight founda-

tion of a street encounter, in which only two individuals w~re engaged, which produced the excitement that would naturally ensue in a small
town where people have little to talk about.
"The general topics of conversation," he said, "in
Salt Lake City, are Mormonism, polygamy, and
sexual vice, and any little row of this kind affords
rather a pleasing variety."
"It reminds me of an incident at Boise City,
Idaho. There was a dog fight in the street. A
large crowd had collected at the scene of action,
and some one attempted to separate the animals.
The newly-appointed Governor Bunn, who was
looking on, exclaimed: 'For God's sake, let them
alone. It is the only excitement we have had
since I came here.'
"Seriously it is to be regretted that such a nasty
condition of things prevails in Utah. The Gentiles are as much in fault as the Mormons. Indeed, they are more so, for their official organ,
the Tribune, is full of the most disgusting details
of crime daily spread before the eyes of their own
women and children. As to this street disturbance, it was used by that newspaper as the foundation for the malicious fabrication telegraphed the
New York World with a view to influence the
President's message and to convey to him a false
impression when it was too late for him to· investigate it."
"What has been the effect of the Edmunds
law?" was asked of Captain Codman.
"It has been successfully, although somewhat
arbitrarily, enforced," he replied. "It has completely put a stop to new cases of polygamy. There
has not been a contract of 'plural marriage' in
Utah for the last six months. The late prosecutions have been directed against the continuance
of the practice by those already polygamists.
The punishment for this is six month's imprisonment and $300 fine. The court, in its discretion,
has been willing to remit the imprisonment if
the person convicted will promise to abandon the
practice. This has been done in a few instances,
notably that of Bishop Sharp, but it is to be regretted .that he has not the following he anticipated. :Most of the culprits prefer to be 'martyrs'
at such a cheap cost. The .Penalty ought to be
much inore severe, so that martyrdom would become a more expensive luxury."
''What new legislation do you consider neces·
sary?" was asked.
The reply was, "None whatever, excepting
such an increase of the penalty that obedience
would be preferable to imprisonment. This instead of six months with nothing to do, should
be five years with hard labor.
"Would Utah be better ruled under a commission?" was the next inquiry.
"No," he replied; "with such a commission as
!s proposed to be selected from resident Gentiles
I can not conceive of a more deplorable condition
of things. The government is now in the hands
of the monogamous Mormons, and they administer it wiRely and economically. There is no dis·
position whatever on the part of any Mormons to
antagonize the laws of the United States in any
respect excepting where they bear on the single
crime of polygamy. With that e:fCeption, I say
unhesitatingly they are as loyal to the government as any people in the land. They can not
be kicked into a rebellion. They submit without
resistance to pttnfohment, and as I have said, the
punishment ought to be mttde so severe that they

will choose to obey this as well as every other
law of. the government rather than be punished
at all.''
The Traveller representative asked: "\Vhat do
vou think of Senator Edmund's new bill?"
" Captain Codman-From what I heai: about it,
it seems to be like that of Senator Hoar's of the
last session, which proposes to take possession of
the property of the church. It is hard to say
now what is constitutional and what is not. At
any rate the measure would be inoperative, for
the church long ago, in anticipation of such a
measure, has put its property out of its hands,
and if government could lay its hands on it, I
don't see how it would prevent the Mormons
from believing that polygamy is a divine institution. "Can not any moral influence be brought to
bear on them to eradicate this beli~f,'' was asked.
"Yes, indeed,'' was the reply, "and I have often
urged it on our philanthropic public. Joseph
Smith, the son of the founder of Mormoni~m, resides at Lamoni, Iowa. I know him well. He
spent a week with me' last summer; and, although
I regard all Mormonism as a fraud, I am satisfied
that there is no fraud in the .Mormonism he advocates. He says his father never countenanced
polygamy, but that it was a devise of Brigham
Young. Joseph Smith the younger has 18,000
followers in the \Ve.stern States, and their neighbors speak of them as good citizens~_ Now, let
me tell you the way to convince the Mormons,
while we punish the actual criminals, is not to
lie about them all, as has been done, or to disfranchise those who are obedient to law, or to
deprive a free people of their autonomy, but it
can only be done by persistent missionary effort;
and the be>t kind of missionary effort would consist of pouring these 'Josephites' into Utah by
the hundreds, to go evei:ywhere preaching a pure
Mormonism, which comes much nearer a pure
Christianity than most people suppose. At all
events, first eliminate polygamy, and then preach
to them any other gospel which may be supposed
to make them better than they are."

SR. BoURGUoIN, of St. Joseph, Missouri,
sends the following clipping from a daily
paper there.
"REORGANIZED CHURCH OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS.

"This important ecclesiastical organization has
been in prosperous existence in this city for the
past sixteen years. In connection with tl.is
church a large· Sunday School was maintained,
when the society held religious services in the
Court-house. This latter organization has, however, since the burning of the Court-house, been
temporarily suspended. Measures have been
taken looking toward the erection of a suitable
church building, and it is hoped that the same
will be accomplished at no distant day. It is the
purpose of the society to secure, as early as prac·
ticable, a regular minister to whom will be com·
mitted the charge of the congregation. At present the society is in temporary charge of E. T.
Dobson, Esq., late principal of the Sunday
School: Religious services ate at present held
in the Saints' Hall, over the Btate Savings Bank,
corner .Fourth and Felix streets. The present
membership of this church, which includes sev·
era! representative business men of the city, and
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some of the best families in St. Joseph, now numbers ninety-one. In the past six months this
church has had eight additions; five by letter and
three by baptism.
"The regular services of this church occur af
the usual hours in the mornings and evenings of
every Sunday, and prayer meetings are held at
the hall every ·wednesday evening."
COMPLIMENTARY.

clipping below is from a late Chicago
'Journal. It thinks the President should
appoint members of the Reorganized
Church on the board of trustees proposed
in the new Edmunds Bill to have charge
of the temporal concerns ·of the Utah Mormon Church. In the first place the Reorganized Church does not aspire to such
position, and in the next, it is not at all
probable that any such trustees will be
authorized by Congress. The 'Journal
says:

daily is, "When will Joseph come?" It is in the
mouths of all. But where the Great Shepherd of
the sheep calls him, there let him be. We are
feeling after others, and it may be that some more
around us whom we are watching will come on
the other side. No one wants to go away at present. May he who has said, "My angel and also
my presence shall be with you," bless all who
love and obey the Master. Amen.·
Yours truly,
vVM. E. GoocH.

THE

Los ANGELES, Cal., Dec. 22d.
Bro. Blair: This "city of angels" is now being
stirred on the surface, if not to the depths, by an
excessive sensational wave, 'mid these orange
groves, usually so quiet. Multitudes of eastern
tourists are pouring in like a stream of life, until
places of accommodation are crowded. The valley is a blooming field of gai·dens; roses and
flowers of every hue abound, and while the extensive vineyards look denuded, the bountiful orange
groves are laden with their rich golden fruit, and
still richer and sweeter white blossoms peering
out from »the thick foliage of dark evergreen
leaves; the graceful rolling hills on the north
"The new Edmunds bill provides that the
side of the city are nicely carpeted with green,
President of the United States shall appoint
now being thickly dotted with cottages and manfourteen trustees, who shall administer all the
sions of every hue and design, while behind all
affairs of the corporation known as the Church of
this, in bold relief, rising in stupendous grandeur,
Latter Day Saints. It would be right and proper
the snow-capp<!d mountain range stretching from
for the President to appoint as such trustees at
ocean far away into eastern desert wastes, formleast a fair proportion of non-polygamous Moring a substantial background for the picture;
mons. Among the disciples qf :fosep!t Smith, ".Jr.,
while from the west and south come the welcome
in various parts rj the country suitable members for
ocean breeze, bearing the low murmur of the sea,
suck a board could be f ottnd. The property of this
or the loud thunder of the foaming breakers which
corporation not held and occ~pied solely for purmadly obey the living fiat-"Thus far canst thou
poses of religious worship is to be so disposed of
come, and no farther; and here shall thy proud
as to form a school fund for the Territory. The
waves be stayed."
Emigrating Fund Company is to be dissolved
Nightly, at the great Tabernacle in the midst
and its '.lssets similarly appropriated." _
of this city, thousands of excited people assemble
to hear the sensational speeches of Dr. Munhall,
who dispenses "another gospel" in the most ap·
proved style of man's wisdom, while the spirit
~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
there manifest says smilingly to Dr. Munhall,sppear on tho Colored Address Label of the Herald and
"! have not chosen you out of the world, else the
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. uddreas.
world would hate you; but verily I have chosen
thee into the world; therefore, behold how the
OxFORD, Idaho, Dec. 28th.
world loveth thee. Verily, thou hast thy reward.
Editors c;f /he Saints' }ferald: I am glad to be
Give thanks, therefore, that thou art not like
able to say the_ spirit of unity which Oxford felt
other men, neither like these unpopular Elders,
when Bro. Anthony was here, is not abated, but
vulgarly called Mormons, 'vho are attended only
greatly strengthened. Some (if not all) felt afraid to
by a few dozen non-sensational, thinking people,
leave the old ship-Utah Mormonism. "Oh," said a
as they meet nightly in Judge Ranney's small
sister to her husb&.!11-d, "l would not have cared, if
court room, and hear the old gospel as Paul
you had not been the first to make a stand, but
preached it in those ages when they saw 'through
had Jet somebody else make a start. They will
a glass daukly,' who are far behind the fashion of
cut you off." We were very careful to see if the
this age, and_ who are even contending for presice would bear us before we ventured on it, notent revelation to guide and instruct them, instead
withstanding we could see the fire destroying the
of the wonderful knowledge and wisdom of this
old craft. That fear has gone, and the glorious
advanced age of men, in which such things are
confidence belonging to the gospel has filled our
not tolerated by the masses. Hence, behold how_
hearts; \Ve have mourned a little that we did
the world hateth. them who are not called as thou
not believe the warning voices on the banks of
art; wherefore, thou canst not see their reward,
the Missouri, at ·wyoming village, Nebraska, in
for, Io they minister chiefly to the poor, and are'
1866. "0," said some, "they are d--d apostates,
friends of publicans and sinners, anJ are deceivscattered all over the land." Well,_ thus we were
ing the too conscientious people, by calling on
"deceived by the craftiness of others." It doubles
them to believe the words of Christ, 'as in Mark
our joy when we can see what we have passed
r6: 17, and of that fanatic(?) James, in his epis~
through by cleaving to the rod of iron-the writtie, 5: 14, when we have such famous medical
ten word.
"
colleges all over the lahd which must be supportBro. Luff is right about P1'esident j oseph; for
ed; They eveh preach and teach withotit hire,
no one could have reached the sheep that Wert!
wheri we have
of teuchers, whose deiicatc
ftflffi jJgkJ !!li 'sblllh
'Wh@ fut\~~ l;;e
til:H.i
§\1 \hit'§~ n11HiM1"li1~ hMi; hi.m•
\l!';)I
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paid in a princely manner~and whah;oever must
be is right. Wherefore, I call upon all this great
people whose voice in such things is the voice of
God, to go to and make religion popular. We
must float with the great current, or sink."
And when he had made an end of speaking,
all the people shouted, "Great is the wisdom of
Munhall of Babylon; Amen and amen." And
the smoke of their rejoicing ascendeth forever.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith has been holding
forth here in a series of meetings, with a moder.
ate attendance of good thinkers. He is now call.
ed to San Bernardino for a time. Elder Badham
is at the Azusa. I am holding the fort here with
gradually increasing congregations, who appear
interested, spiced with nightly conversations with
divers ministers and others, with their questions
and remarks, some of an encouraging character,
and some critics. Thus the leaven i_t as work.
The city press has treated us fairly, and publish·
ed our epitome, through the kind aid qt Mr.
Marsh (nephew of Elder Thomas B. Marsh),
a kind spirited man. We are likely to have a
good hall, permanently, twice a month. It is
used by the Knights of Pythias. This will be_ a
great help to the work here. It will require quite
an affort on our part to supply this city with semimonthly meetings, and supply the demands of
the district. But it must be done, else we shall
net be found faithful and approved of the Master; We haye some faithful Saints here, atGreen
Meadows, and at Downey, who will aid liberally
in pushing the work in this city of confusion;
but we need more active Elders. Our beloved
and estimable sister Schnell, has just return.!'d
from a visit to her aged mother and relatives,. at
Burlington, Iowa. We hail her return gladly, as
does her fine family, and especially our dear sister
Fannie. Bro. William Howland, whom all love
and honor, with his estimable wife and family at
Green Meadows, is fast recovering from his
severe sickness by the blessing of our kind Father
and the tender nursing of his devoted wife and
family. Nigh unto them resides old Si;ter
Davis and her excellent family. She is an oldtime Saint, faithful though feeble, looking for
the inheritance of the meek. This region is full
of old-timers, scattered at the smiling of the
shepherd. One by one they are returning to the
Shepherd's call again, and it se_ems like a new
lease of life to them, as their spirits burn within ·
them again as of old. As an old-time Elder
(bother Michelson) remarked the other evening
after meeting, "This seems like the good old
time when I preached this gospel in Germany,"
and with moist eyes he moved away, returning
nightlyto hear. This s~ems a favorable time to
labor here. Bro. and Sr. Rohrer and family
have moved into town. Their musical talent will
aid us in our service. Sister Jennie is an expert
in music. The German sisters also are quite a
force, with our aged and excellent sister Bossart
at their head'. Bro. Schnell has been an efficient
worker among the German Saints. The coming
season will no doubt be a lively one, both here
and at Laguna, where ~11 are more than pleased
who are the guests of the good Samaritan at the
spacious seaside resort of out well known brethren, :H. C. and A. A. Goff, who, with the sterling
·qualities of the former, aided by the indispensible
offices of Sis.ters Elizabeth, Vina, ahd Addie
Goff, make thl:l justly popular iti:tnslon more than
~ ~§11\f!l,~\~ t'!l~@l't!Ul.li h\Hl'\~i
~~.!!'!ts !>,ml
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friends from the east should not fail to call on'
them and be filled, Long live all the excellent
Saints of Laguna.
The labors of our able and efficient brethren,
Blakeslee and Kelley, were most acceptable during their brief but busy mission here, the effects
of which are quite visible and will do a vast
am.cunt o.f good. In short, it was just what was
needed. The Saints desired to see the Bishop
himself, and talk with him; and in so doing their
confidence in him and in his work is firmly fixed,
as all were greatly instructed in the temporal
part of the gospel order as expounded so very
ably and clearly by the Bishop and his counselor.
vVe all very much regretted the Bishop s SL1dden
call home; and while those gladly accept the law
who never have before, we all pray they may be
spared and ere long make us aQother visit and
finish their work so nobly and well begun. Bro.
·Alex. H. Smith can not stay with us as long as
we-would wish, as he is soon to visit the northern
districts of his extensiv.e field. May his shadow
never grow less. May his voice ring out the gos- pel both long and loud till all have heard who
will.
Surely the se( time of favoring Zion has come.
Let the good work go on. The nations are beginning to gaze upon the glorious standard of
Zion, I feel well in the work. Thank God for
his Spirit in the work of the gospel-in proclaiming, and in administering. Many are being healed, and love is beginning to abound. · Success to
our noble truth-bearing Herald, and to all our
blessed publications that gladden the hearts of
tho4sands. Truth will prevail.
Yours for the kingdom of God.
D. s. MILLS.
0

McFALLs, Mo., Jan. 4th.

Bro. <Joseflz:-1 have a good opportunity to
learn the feelings of the people toward the work
here. I find in thi8 place, Bro. J. W. Johnson
and familv commanding the respect of the citizens. Belng alone, they desire two or three good
families to settle here and help them build up a
branch. He preached his introductory discourse
last night with telling effect. Services were
opened by Rev. Mr. White, professor of music,
in a courteous and Christian spirit, he styling us
the reformed Latter Day Saints, asking the audience to lay prejudice aside and receive truth.
This place is located about fifty miles south-west
of Lamoni, on the \Vabash railroad.
J. A. UPTON.
INDEPENDENCE, :Mo.
Dear Herald:-This is Christmas day, the supposed birth-day of our Savior. I ofttimes try to
fathom the breadth, depths, bights, and possibilities brought about by that event; but the
finite mind is only permitted to reach out a very
short distance indeed on the many avenues of
thought that presents themselves.
One very
prominent and easily comprehended fact is, that
whoever accepts the tru_th as brought about and
revealed in consequence of that birth-temporally
speaking-is saved or unsaved, successful or unsuccessful, in all the 1;1ndertakings in life. In
fine, he has by his own action been side-tracked
from the main lines of life to a line on which he
b successful and happy, or very unsuccessful
and miserable. This is manifested in .a marked
degree \vhen the life is spent in mismanagement,

wilfullness, or the. force of circumstances against
desires and callings of the individual, which was
revealed in consequence of his acceptance of
those truths. In proof of this thought we point
you to those who, before their acceptance. were
successful "money gatherers" and financiers,
and every thing to which they put their hands
turned to their profit; but afterwards a fatality
seemed to hing over them, over which there
seemingly is no control, and life becomes laborious and burden-some indeed, from a financial
standpoint: The ·writer hereof has experienced,
to the fullest extent, the truthfulness of tlJe
above, and we can look back on our past life and
see now that God was working otherwise, but we
were blinded then, as we may be again in the
future. Oh, how our heart has leaped and
throbbed for joy to think of being free from the
environments of life, that we might in some degree at least magnify our calling, and be able to
answer in our weak way some of the many calls
in your columns to "come over and help." Until
such times we will continue to toil, and pray
God that he will rule and guide in all things to
our benefit, and his glory, and the full redemption
of Zion.
Yours in hope,
T. w. CHATBURN.

cernment of spiritual things are not in keeping
with the facts; that they allow and employ the
same methods of criticism against a people whose
very claims suggest inquiry and a reasonable and
scrip_tural analysis, instead of abuse, or even in·
difference.
It was impossible to bridge the gulf between
the rich man and Lazarus, because of the refection of Moses and the prophets. What shall be
said, and what will be the fate of the proud and
haughty and. learned ignoramuses anc:l pious hypocrites of our day, who with not only Moses and
the prophets; but Christ and the apostles read
every Sabbath day in their hearing, and with our
multiplied press privileges and modern means of
diffiusing knowledge, reject the testimony of God
to men in all ages concerning the times of the
restitution, fulfillment of all things spoken by all
the holy prophets and servants of God ever since
the world began.
I thank God, Bro. Blair, that the test of my
character and of yours is largely to consist in the
strength and manliness with which we, in the
·faith of God, throw our life, our name, our all
on earth, against these popular and mighty errors.
Oh, may I not stand abashed or ashamed in the
presence of the great Dispenser of the final award!
I do desire to excel in that which will give me
place and association eternally among the truly
PLYMOUTH, Mass., Dec. 21st.
courageous, who like Moses are willing to forsake
Pres. Blair: I came here from Boston two
the earthly treasure, to make a test of their faith
weeks ago, at the request of the president of the
by suffering affiiction with God's despised people,
district and this branch, to help adjust some difficulties existing, and have been laboring to this
having wisdom enough to build for a long eternity, and with an eye "to the recompense of reend. What changes have been made have been
ward" which is enduring, and with Paul to work
with general consent and good will, and I trust
for the things which are unseen, "which are etermay result in good. Ignorance, misconstruction,
nal."
and misapplication of the law and scripture generally, often confuse and ge,t people into difficul''Thank God for the "cloud of witnesses" with
ty; but it is a comfort to know that out of these
which he has surrounded his saving truth in our
trials and discipline may be evolved character.
day, which makes the future to us, not a picture
Plymouth has a band of warm-hearted Saints,
of fancy, or of imagination, but of fact, rendered
who love this latter day work, not in words only.
sure to us- by such a preponderance of evidence
And against fearful odds, so far as the world is
as would insult our reason to reject it. The wickconcerned, they are struggling to hold up the
ed do not know, "for the wicked shall not underbanner of lhe gospel of Jes us Christ.
stand, but the wise shall understand." I praise
To-day Plymouth is celebrating the anniversaGod that his Son hath come and given me an
ry of the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers. A speunderstanding of the things that are true. May
cial train is here from Boston, with its "big minthe Lord in mercy help us to endure until the
isters,'' to celebrate the memory of the dead, and
end; until like Paul we may say, "I have finished
their struggles for the cause of religious liberty
my course." The day of trial is upon us. I can
in this land, all unmindful of the struggles of a
see the power of the tempter at work, and recoglowly people in their midst to establish the pernize the process of trial, and we hope of ultimate
fect law of liberty, as revealed by the restoration
elimination, through this sad resort, of the refuse
and the dross in our natures.
of the gospel of God's dear Son.
I hear that Bro. Scott has returned west, and
Blinded by tradition, unaided by the Spirit of
truth, the light shining in darkness is as much
am made to feel sad and lonesome, thinking of
the work there is to do, and the need of approved
uncomprehended, the kingdom of God as much
workmen in this eastern country. I trust his
unperceived by the Pharisees of to-day, as in the
days when public opinion permitted them lo cruhealth will be restored to him. He is an able
speaker, and was well liked. Bro. Kelley's stay
cify the Son of God. "Do the rulers know that
was altogether too short to be satisfactory. His
this is the only Christ?" "Have any of the rulers, or of the Pharisees, believed op him?" "Is
genial way, like sunshine, makes companionship
both a profit and a pleasure. Humility with those
not this the carpenter's son?" "They saw the
in authority-how pleasant it is to witness-and
boldness of Peter and John, and perceived that
they were unlearned and ignorant men." "Behow profitable to emulate. Honor, not flattery,
to whom honor is due. Flattery is the basis upon
hold, are not all these which speak Galileans?"and don't their clothes smell of fish! \Vhy are
which fools build in short-lived pleasure and vanity, but to fall. True appreciation of honest and
men so ignorant, blind and forgetful, that they
can not remember what were the surroundings
faithful endeavor is helpful, and is as safe to acof the Saints of God eighteen hundred years ago,
cord as it is unsafe and unjmt to withho1d.
and the popular character of the men who gave
Our meetings here for the last two weeks have
the world a religion that has revolutionized it?
been marked by spiritual power, and the refreshing tesli.mony of God's unchangeable goodnes~:
\Ve sa!Y thdt boa$h~d wisdom and power 0£ dJ.s.
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One was baptized yesterday, and the Spirit was
present at the water's side in power, to confirm
the testimony of the Son of God, that "except a
man be born of ,water, and of the Spirit, he can
not enter" his kingdom.
The news from Utah is encouraging. If blindness in the last degree had not come upon those
people, they ought to see "the hand-writing on
the wall" in the Scriptures, and especially in the
revelations of God to Joseph Smith, whom they
profess to revere so much. But it is said, that
"whom the gods would destroy they first make
mad." I want to see Utah evils swept out of the
way, and also the reproach that has rested upon
the church and blessed gospel of Jes us Christ,
because of the departure from the faith they once
held.
Yours in the faith,
MYRON H. BOND.
FORT NIOBRARA, Neb., Jan. zd.
Dear brother Josejk, 'and the readers qj the
Herald:-Having been in the church for two
years, I thought I would write in hope of hearing of some Saints hereabouts, whom we have no
knowledge of as yet. I am fifteen years of age,
have just finished teaching my first term of
school, and have a second grade certificate. I
like to teach and expect to commence teaching
right away again. We came out west for the
purpose of getting us a home, and I think we
have succeeded. We have a nice place, and the
country around us is excellent. I would advise
any of the S·ain~s who want homes, and are going out west for them, to come here. Brother.
Joseph, we ought to have an Elder out here. Pa
has been preaching Saturday evenings, and the
peopie turn out well and pay good attention. I
think there are some here already who believe.
}'lease send us a good Elder right away, if possible, I will help pay his expenses out here,
meet him at the depot and take care of him after'
he gets here.
Your sister,
LIZZIE TAYLOR.
MAGXOLIA, Iowa, Dec. 3rst.
Dear Herald:-By the date at the head of this
letter I am reminded that another year has
almost gone. Perhaps before this letter is concluded, it will be in the eternal past. It is a time
to cast up accounts, to review my doings, weigh
well my life, and ascertain as far as possible how
I stand with God and man. The account with
the latter is easily figured up, and I am glad to
know that with man I stand pretty fair. I owe
but little, and there seems no doubt on the minds
of my creditors tkat my obligations will be
promptly met. Malice .I owe to none, hence am
not troubled as to any method of revenge. If
any feel to hold any against me, I am happy in
not knowing· of it, and the misfortune is theirs.
\Vith me, while I court the favors of none, only
as right doing will secure them, it is.an important
duty to see that I give no just cause for hatred to
any'. I have aiways felt since I knew the gospel
of Jesus Christ, that if I walked uprightly before
my heavenly Father, I should have no need to
sue or strive'for the good wiH of the pure and
the true; and I am confide,nt to-day that their
lasting friendship can be obtained in no other
way. I also know that no man can be false to
his fellow men and at the same time true to his
God. _I have at least the ·happy consciotisness

that t am at p<:ace with my fellow men.

But

the thought presses home to my heart, How do I
stand with God? This carries my mind back to
my baptismal vow, and instantly there looms up
before my mind the crooked steps I have made,
the lack of wisdom in my actions, duties neglected, vain thoughts that have been cherished, failure to control the powers of my body and mind;
and I can see that if my Heavenly Father had
been as slow in his tender mercy toward me, as I
have lacked in my duty towards him, I should
not have so much cause for gratitude as I have
on this the last day of the year eighteen hundred
and eighty-five. This I can truthfully say, I
have tried to improve, but I can not boast of my
improvement. Little or great it should have
been still greater; for I find there is still room,
and I am thankful that opportunity is still afforded for improvement.
In looking over my journal for the year, I find
my last public act just one year ago to-day was
to preach the funeral sermon of our truly nobie
brother, David M. Gamet, a man whose life was
an epistle of the gospel of Chr_ist; and since then
it has been my mournful duty to perform a like
.service for quite a number of God's noble ones.
It is sad to look over the list of the good and
true who have passed away from earth, whose
voice in counsel, testimony, exhortation and
preaching we shall hear no more in this life; but
it is joyous to believe that they have passed to
the paradise 0£ rest, and this record of those ·who
have gone before, should be a strong reminder
that our days are also numbered, and that we
must work while the day lasts, and lay up for
ourEelves treasure in heaven. I want to do God's
will, and I know of no power that can hinder,
beneath the eternal throne, if I do not surrender
my manhood to the evil one. That I may be enabled to fill the measure of my creation, I earnestly
ask an interest in the prayers of all Saints.
This has been an eventful year to the church.
I thank G)d it has not toadied to the world, nor
s'tooped to wrong to secure favor from any. But
God has given it favor with the Nation, and has
exalted it above its enemies. And if it remains
true to its mission, honoring the law of God and
spreading the gospel to the nations of the earth,
God will indeed exalt it above all things here below; and truly Zion shall be the head and not
the tail, neither shall be tram pied under foot ap y
more; but the glory of God shall be seen upon
her, and her light shall illuminate all natiom,
and the wise and the meek of all earth \vill flock
_to her standard, the truly noble shall feel it an
honor to be members in the ranks of her humble
ones, and great prosperity shall be ·within her
bo~ders. I am glad Joseph and his brethren
have been to Utah in this eventful year. I have
no hope that Utah's leaders will allow themselves
ta be benefitted by his labors there, but the church
has done her duty in sustaining him there, and
the honest among them will be blest and redeemed from their thraldom. The effect of his
labors will not cease because he has left. The
good work will go on; the leaven will spread un·
ti! every pure minded m:m and woman has been
brought under its divine influence, and will have
burst off their shackles and stand free in the light
· and liberty of the gospel of truth, peace, purity,
and love untainted by lust. I do not rejoice in
Utah's calamity, on the conttary I mourn, ·with
'"very right minded man and woman, that there
ls any jus) caus!'l fox h'.:i' ~!Jffei-!ng, And I am
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satisfied now that God would lift the hand of
justice, and sheath the sword of his wrath if she
would put away from her the unclean thing, re.
turn unto the Lord, and accept his servants
whom he has sent unto her. But if she will not,
God will not be mocked, but he will sweep away,
completely, her "refuge of lies," until she is
humbled in the dust and there is none to say
"Why doest thou?"
I have been blest in laboring for the spread of
the gospel. The Holy Spirit has greatly aided
me in declaring his truth. My labors have been
widespread, and ungrudgingly. given. I have
said but little about them in the Herald. In fact,
I felt that I had but little to say, and I think it
folly to crowd myself before the !Jerald readern
without tidings. But I will say right here, that
I do not find the world manifesting a very great de•
sire to hear the gospel. I have many calls, but they
come mostly from Saints who are anxious tg
have the gospel preached in their neighborhood.
But when I go there, I find but few others who
want to hear. It may be owing to my clumsy
manner in presenting it; yet I try to tell the
truth. Among the Saints I find a considerable
degree of faith, but it is not always strong enough
to produce the right kind of works. ·Desire to
get gain, and keep it, is a ruling weakness with
some, and the financial interests of the work are
neglected. Testimonies are fine, prayers are
many; but works are meagre and few. But. there
are noble instances of self-sacrifice, and by these
the wheels of the kingdom are kept rolling.
And between you and me, Mr. Herald, those
noble, self-sacrificing ones will obtain the crown,
and hear the glad "well done." I am not weary; .
see no cause for relaxing my efforts; can find no
excuse for stopping, hence I shall plod on and
struggle for the crown. May God grant to all _
Israel a happy new year.
Jan. rst.-This is the first morning of the New
Year, and I want to say that I endorse the letter
of Bro ... Stebbins in Herald for December 26th,
1885, and especially the portion where he urges
the paramount importance of feeding the flock.
God has wisely divided the work of building up
his kingdom in these last days among his servants; and has ordahed men for every duty;
placed them in quorums, the names of ~hkh
designate their several duties. He has also distinctly stated the duties to be performed by each
quorum, and this fact convinces me that it is
absolutely necessary for each quorum to perform
the duties allotted to them, and hence every man
is commanded to "learn his duty," that he may
fill the ofllce whereunto he is called. "Therefore, let eve.ry man stand in his own ofllce, and
labor in his own calling; and let not the head
say unto the feet it hath no need of the feet; for
without the feet how shall the body be able to
stand? Also, the body hath need of every member, that ~li" !nay be edified together, that the
system may be kept perfect."--:-Doc. and Cov. p.
230, 297. The above shows the absolute necessity
of every man _working accm-ding to the pattern,
and every quorum standing in the place which
God has orJained it unto. It needs no further
revelation- to des.ignate the duty and place of
each quorum. It only remains for each quorum
to stand in its plate,and for evel'y man to.discharge the duties allotted -to. h!tn. Theti the
work will tpread and prosper. :lfot whetl the

q,1.1ornms are jl;lstlli:d
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nored by any other .quorum, then confusion
reigns, unity is broken, peace is gone, and the
thirst fo~ power takes the place of the love of
God; and then amen to the prosperity of the
cause, it must languish and'eventually die. We
all lo:ve the cause. Let us all be willing to stand
in our places, and be content to perform the
duties to which God has assigned us, not thirsting for power and authority over our fellows, but
working for the good of all. Then peace will
flow like a river, we shall be cemented together
in love, unity will be as a strong and·high wall
around us shielding us from the assults of the
adversary, prosperity will attend our labors, and
God will smile upon his children, and reveal unto
them the abundance of peace and truth. God
grant it. Amen.
C. DERRY.
PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, Dec. 3rst.
Bro. Blair :-I sometimes feel like writing a
few lines for the Herald, to give a somewhat brief
account of my labors, but because of my inability
to write in this language I generally keep putting
it off, thinking that letters from those more able
would be of more interest to the readers.
My labors in this mission have not been in
vain. The Danish paper is a good missionary in
this country, and it must be sustained. I hope
the Scandinavian Saints will give me more aid in
writing for the paper. Short articles from our
missionaries on the principles of the gospel will
also be thankfully received. It is quite a difficult
work for me, being inexperienced and illiterate,
to write such a paper and at the same time labor
as a missionary in this field. The assistant Editor
does not seem to think that he has any thing to
do with it. But perhaps he has enough to do anyhow.
Since writing you last, I have preached in several of the settlements in San Pete and Utah
counties, and have baptized six. \Ve should have
half a dozen or more Scandinavian missionaries
in Utah now, and hope that next General Conference will return Bro. I-I. N. Hansen to this
mission. He did a good work while· here a few
years ago. In some places the Brighamites did
not like him so well, and the reason I have been
told was, that they always came out second-best
·when having an argument with him.
Bro. Blair, you were right when last Spring
you told me that this was "one of the best fields
for experience;" but so far my experience in this
mission has only served to strengthen me in my
determination to follow in the footsteps of our
Master, and to more fully appreciate the 8acrifice
that he made.
Respectfully yours,
PETER A:s-DERSON.
DECKERVILLE, Mich., Jan. 4th.
Bro. 1V. 1V. Blair :-I thought a few lines from
this part would not be amiss. Our debate with
the Rev. Mr. Staples of Oil City, Ontario, is
over. \Ve put in nine nights in all,-seven on
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints
and two only on the Methodist Church. To my
mind it was a grand success. Many of the people who were so prejudiced against the Saints,
and would not come out to hear them preach,
came to the debate; and I tell you they heard the
gospel after all. I think when we started with it,
that there were fully three quarters of the people
opposed to us; bnt when it was over I feel sure
\t was jtlsl: the r<'V<''.'"'' Thre.<' wen~ haptked
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during the debate, and after it was over several
said they were· almost persuaded. Four or five
told me that they intended to investigate the doctrine more fully, and believed they would yet
obey the gospel. I received many invitations to
"Come and have tea with us;" "Come and stay
with us over night;" "Be sure you give us a call
before you go home," &c.; and that, too, from
members of the Methodist Church. One of the
members of that. faith said to me before I left,
"I'm done with the Methodists forever."
Some times when I would stand and converse
with some one of the congregation on the subject
under discussion, (perhaps before meeting or after), the minister would sometimes crowd right
in qetween us, and say, "Say, you are not swallowing down tha~ trash, are you?" Some would
say to him, "Why, its plainer and plainer, every
night," etc. During the third night of the debate, the Rev. said, "I'll know next tim·e who I
am signing papers with. I'll never sign papers
to debate with a Latter Day Saint again. I'm
sick of this debate," etc. And when all was over,
"I'm done with him (Cornish) forever." Mr.
Staples acted very well all through the debate,
with the exception that (as Bro. H. C. Smith says)
he had to «sing that old song" a little, and would
also misquote a Httle, and mistify it a little after
it was qnoted, etc.; as for example, Isa. 29: II,
"And the vision of all is become unto you as the
words of a book." "Now," said he, "it is not a
book, but as a book," etc. But there is no stop
there; it reads, "And the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a book that is
sealed." That shows that it is a book, but it is as
one that is sealed. He cavilled about on the baptism of little children mentioned in Book of Mormon, page 540, and of Emma Smith's being required to quit work, etc., (Doc. and Cov.) But
when we would· explain this to the audience it
would all turn to our good, and to the honor of
God.
It was agreed upon, before we debated, that we
should occupy at least two nights on each proposition. The Latter Day Church stood the storm
seven nights and came out shining, but we could
not get them to stand the racket over two nights.
I had everything arranged before me, necessary
to be diccussed, in a work I am getting up. It
was not so handy in the manuscript form as it
will be when it is printed in book form. 'Vhen
this book is published, it will be one of the best
of books for any one, especially in debate. It
will be a sort of synopsis of the scriptures; passages treating on the same subject in the different
parts of the Bible will be brought together and
· arranged in rotation, so that the reader can read
the many proofs one after another. Book, chapter and verse, will be printed to show where such
passages are found, together with other references,
etc. I have arranged in that way the first principles of the gospel, Book of Mormon, the Godhead, Soul question, Sabbath question, etc. I
have over fifty subjects now arranged, and will
soon have it finished, and have the type setter at
work. Bro. H. A. Stebbins, myself and other
Elders, t.a!l,:ed this matter up about ten years ago,
but sdihe how it fell through. At the time of the
forest-fire in r88r, I ha·d it nearly completed, but
my books and papers were all bur~ed. Since
that I have it about ready for the printer. I have
spent years of my spare time over it. I know it
will be a great assistance to all both in and out of
the rht11·c:h,

The work in this district is onward. Several
are coming into the church, and others are believing, and but few if any, going out from us.
During the year now _past about seventy-five
have been baptized and ~onfirm~d, and are rejoicing in the same.
I look for good to come from that servant wlto
is at his work amongst the erring ones in Utah.
And I believe and feel sure that at the next General Conference, or .in the near future, further
instructions will be given through his servant
concerning the quorums and the work in general
that will redound to the glory of God and the
onward spread of his work on .the earth; to that
end, my brethren, let us pray, and prepare ourselves to accept it and act accordingly. I am in
the faith.
JOHN J. CORNISH.
No. 15 Broad St. DowLArs, Wales,
December 2i-st.
Dear Bro. Blair :-The good work is beginning
to move onward a little here. It is like a dawn
of day on us in Wales, because for many years
the work has been at a stand-still, an_d worse,
. going less through deaths and other causes. In
1884 there was not one baptized in the mission.
What a_ sad report. But thanks to our Heavenly
Father, seven have been baptized this year, and
signs of more following. Four at Cardiff, two
at Morriston, and one at Ogmore. We have reprinted 5,000 tracts called Crejudd Bur, (Pure
Religion). In our semi-annual conference, October 25th, the brethren manifested a determination to renew their la'Jors, and to distribute the
tracts everywhere. November 15th, in company
of Elders J. R. Gibbs, Wm. Morris and J. Lewis,
I went to Cardiff at the request of brethren that
came there to live from N othingham; one a
Priest. the other a Teacher. 'Ve ordained the
Priest an Elder, and the Teacher a Priest, and
confirmed three that were baptized there. Then
we organized --a branch of seven members, to be
called Cardiff Branch. Elder W. A. Webberly
was chosen President, and George B. Cope Priest
of branch. \Ve had an excellent day there. The
Spirit of God so powerful there, made us all feel
happy. December r3th we had a real good district conference at Merthyr. These are t1he reasons why we think we shall have better times in
\Vales. May God grant it, is the earnest desire
of your bother,
THOMAS E. JENKINS
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Jan. 5th.
Elder ¥V. W. Blair:-I have met with quite
good success here in Kansas City in reachipg the
ears of the public. Four weeks ago I was summoned as juror in the Criminal Court, and opportunities have been presented so that nearly
every day I have had the privilege of expounding the doctrine ~f Christ to those who r;e,·er
heard it before. Last 'Vednesday Bro. E. L.
Kelley was here with me, and he struck hard in
the right place. Bro. Kelley also preached here
and at Independence and Armstrong. His counsel was well received, and will no doubt result in
good.
The Saints here are at work building a house
of worship, a great necessity. I have preached
two Sundays on the street, at the Public Square,
assisting Bro. Tankard, president of this branch.
Hundreds of people gathered around us, and
some received the truth with joy. Now the cold
weather rrevent6 nffi h that clirection, hnt weo w!ll
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make an especial effort in the Spring. I have
been preaching at other points in the district, and
as a whole the people here are not very anxious
to hear the truth; but if our field is poor soil, we
will plow the deeper and cultivate the oftener, so
as to raise the best crop we can, and be content.
Many of the Elders are doing the best they can.
I have no flattery for you or the .Herald, but I
feel perfectly satisfied with the onward march of
the Church.
I remain as ever, your brother in Christ,
F. C. W ARNKY.

is to follow darkness. we are not inak- But, reader, you say that's too strong.
ing the. distinction between the two laws They, the Utah people, profess to worship
here, as though one is not as sacred to us God as well as we; and why not let them
as the other, because they are both bound in. To this we will say, and I hope with
together to us, as a church, by the word of deference to the opinions of others, and
God. We ought therefore to walk so far with a desire to reclaim the erring, that it
above that which says "thou shalt not do,'' does not make any difference by what
as to have no effect upon the steading of name you call it, whether righteousness or
our gate. Then to allow teaching in our deviltry, if the result is the same, it's all the
churches that pretends to evil is equvalent same to me. No! there is no need to comto encouraging that evil. Where is the . promise our good name. When our first
true Saint that would allow polygamy ·Elders (above mentioned) went to Utah,
taught in his house-before his wife and there seemed to be but one house open for
daughters, (because it has been known to them, more have been opened since, and
A VON, Mont., Dec. 28th.
take both). If there are any who claim more will be opened still, so that those
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I have be~n a subscriber
to be such, let them stand up and be who make themselves worthy may be refor the Herald and Hoje for sixteen years, and
counted. But not only because some of claimed.
· during fifteen years of that time I have lived in
the
house-hold may be led astray are we
Some may say let them in, but forbid
Montana, and have seen only two of our Elders
to forbid it; but, as we have shown before, them to preach polygamy, blood atonein that time-Elders Brand and Clapp, two
we should exclude it from principle. ment, etc. But if we do this, then who
mighty men in word and deed. There is great
Why! say some, I'm as good a Latter -can tell the difference between us and them.
opposition to all parties beari!lg the name of
Day Saint as any body, and I would allow Did we not hear through the Herald just
Mormon in this county, as there are Josephites,
it in my house. Hold on gentle reader, recently from one of our missionaries in
Brighamites, Cananite~, and others in these parts.
tread lightly, we are now on dangerous Utah that he had heard one of their Elders
So you can perceive that the Herald and Hoje
grounds, pit-falls on the right and left. preach, giving the scriptural evidences in
have been our anchor, sun and guide. "Were it
Perhaps your zeal has got the start of your favor of the "choice seer's" mission, and
not for them, myself and my little ones would
knowledge, you have failed to foarn that that he could see no especial objections to
have been adrift, or would have been wrecked on
"evil communications corrupt good man- it, then, if he couldn't, who could. The
the rocks. Though not zealous in the good
ners." Or perhaps you have been to same will apply to faith, repentance, bapcause, yet my hope is there. I trust that I have
Utah, but stood a little one side when the tisms, laying on of hands, resurrections,
not brought reproach on it. Hoping that I am
elephant passed, so you could get a good necessity for authority to preach, etc., etc.
worthy of fellowship, I am yours in the one faith,
look at him, and saw he wasn't white, So that if we confine them to these, well
I. R. PRICE.
and with you there's no danger. Haven't may the world's people say, "Ha! ha! we
you any daughters? and have they had knew you were all the same, because we
the knowledge and experience that you have never known of a disreputable charhave had? And if no daughters of your acter, making often and continued vi~its to
own where do you find it written that a house, without the, household, or some
your Christian sympathy, and if need be member o± it, being dis.reputable also."
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
protection should not extend to others _
The congregations in the several churchtheir own views. Contributions s_olicited.
children as well as your own? Then if es throughout the country, as well. as in
not ip our private houses, why in the our own, are made up largely of ft;males
SHALL THE UTAH ELDERS OCchurches dedicated to God's service;. for -many of whom are young and te11der in
CUPY OUR CHURCHES
"vVhosoever transgresseth, and abideth not years, none of whom want to hear polygTurs seems to be a questi_on of. some im- in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. amy preached, and to admit it in our places
portance just now; and as that which has He that abidefo in the doctrine of Christ, of worship would not only drive them
appeared in the Herald heretofore, on this he hath both the Father and the Son. If from the same when it was preached, but
topic, has seemed to suggest an even swap; there come any unto you, and bring not they would get disgusted, because of it's
that is, you occupy ou.r churches and let this doctrine, receive him not into your being allowed, and stay away altogether;
us occupy yours, the writer thoug-ht a few house, neither bid him God speed; for he and who could blame· them.
suggestions might not be out of place.
that hiddeth him God speed is partaker of
And if o.ur doors are opened wiih a kind
In the first place, it is not an even set off, his evil deeds."-2 Jo1111 9-1 r. And hence of a half invitation to come mid occupy,
because of the marked difference between accessory to the crime. And if ·it be a what is to hinder the Utiih Church from
the two organizations in point of morality. crimnal act in the eyes of the. law of the planting an Eider in Council.Bluffs, OmaFor if tht>y teach polygamy, and that too land, then so much the worse.
ha, Nebraska City, and. all the principr.l
bv our consent, and in our own houses,
But says one, if we exclude them from cities and towns throughout the United
(either houses of worship or private our houses of worship, then they will ex- States, Canada, and elsewhere, whern we
houses), then we not only make ourselves clude us_ from theirs. So they may; but -may have churches, to occupy them, say,
parties to some extent, in teaching against remember.that when brethren Briggs and Sunday afternoon, and different nights
the "law of God" but likewise against the McCord first went to Utah and to Brig- through the week. Well you say nobody
laws of the land. For as the law forbids ham Young, he refused us permission to would go to hear them, and they would
polygamy and its kindred evils, (blood. preach in any of their hou~es, and .from soon leave. Let me tell you there would
atonement for instance), it certainly does that time the decree has gone forth, and be enough go hear them to. make a laughnot contemplate that any should be allow- has been re-confirmed. So. that our let- ing stock of us. Don't numbers of preached to teach those evils. As for instance it ting them into our houses, would make no ers of different:' persuasions try to convince
would seem poor policy for a city council, change. But it is not for this reason that their followers that we are all one and the
to allow the public halls in the city to be the writer would exclude them, but as said same church, and we are only constrair!ed
thrown open for men to lecture in, and try above it is from principle.
·
from the evil practices above referred to,
to prove to the people that it· is right to
Is it contemplated in the word of Go.d, - through fear of the law.
The fact is, the line of djfference must
steal, to rob, and to commit murder, and that we should open our houses for all
then complain that. somebody had. com- kinds of teaching, in order that they may be drawn somewhere and that too by· us.
mited either one, or all of these above open their houses to us? If so-then let And as we are forbidden to allow anything
crimes, and that they must be punished. us. go to the robber's den, and to the differ- that is "unclean" to enter- the Temple
It would seem in order to be consistent, if ent brothels, and say, open to us, that we when built in Zion, we had best begin with
they allow the teaching, then allow the may teach you our. doctrines; and we will our present houses of worship,. (for are
crimes committed also, bec.ause one is just open to you our houses, and places of wor- they not dedicated to God;s servic.e as well
a11 certain to follow the other, as daylight
ship, that you may teach us your do~trines, . 11s that will be) l!iO that we Will be in good
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practice by the time the temple is built.
Because they have already polluted the
,Lord's holy grounds, ordinances, charters,
and holy words which he has given them,
even in the temple, at Nauvoo, before its
completion, and would no doubt have
polluted that had it been completed; and I
will venture to say that they will pollute
any and every church that they are allowed
to occupy any considerable length of time.
The above restrictions will apply to no
other church organization, or that which
pretends to be a church organization, from
the fact that there is none other, within
our knowledge, that pretends to palm off
any of those "wicked abominations" (if
they should have any), as a part of their
religion. Neither will it apply to any
other faction of the church that does not
teach the above practices.
Now, with all good feeling, and for that
which I consider to be for the best interest
of the church, that she may become "Fair
as the sun, clear as the moon, and as terrible as an army with banners," I subscribe
myself to the Herald readers in bonds of
fellowship.

J. c.

LrTTLE

CRABB.

Sroux, Iowa, Dec. 22d, 1885.

NATURE.

How beautiful are her productions, how
ample her provisions. She presents a
combination of the useful with the beautiful. Her works are an index to the nature
and character of God. - Her smiling face
reflects the intelligence of the benign
Creator, and animation and life power are
depicted in her lovely form. Clothed with
simple but rich drapery, her grace is equaled by none, while the blushing rose bespeaks her modesty and sterling worth.
\Vith cheerfulness she toils the livelong
day, and when her king, clothed with
regal splendor, bows to kiss the western
horizon, she spreads her sable mantle o'er
the earth, and folds her children in the
arms of morpheus. She is a teacher of the
wise and appreciative, and her infallible
precepts cite our attention to the Higher
Power. Her lessons are varied, and adapted to the capacity of great and small. She
clothes the sublimest truths in the garb of
simplicity, and grand eloquence is her
crowning virtue. She is kind and considerate, and offers rich reward to those who
obey her just laws, but plies the rod to
refractory children. Though gentle, yet
firm; and her charity does not vob justice.
She teaches wisdom, love, justice, rnercy,
patience, temperance, and every other prin- ciple by which the uni,·erse is upheld, and
equipoise is preserved.
Is not loud or demonstrative in her
labors, but goes about with gentle, yet
firm tread, and accomplishes her work
with ease, grace and skill. She is the
greatest economist, and cleanly in all her
habits. In literary attainments unexcelled;
as she has written a volume, the extent of
which none but the Infinite can know.
Progressive -by nature, never idle, but
al ways- clning good; and her works never
cease. In fact one whose exampks we
may well emnlate. It should he observed
that ~he teaeh<~t' chidly
that

King. In order to be a possessor of these
graces, we must cultivate all .tl:le higher
and nobler powers of our nature, and a
harmonious action of all the faculties of
our being, mentally, morally, and spiritually, will enable us to attain unto a high
standard of Christian excellence, and a
perfection of character that will necessarily
in the gospel constitute us a child of God,
and therefore a subject of that kingdom.
Like the gm.bing of the stream from the
mountain-side that wends its way forth until it reaches the _great ocean beyond; so
the desires and aspirations of the soul, the
great underlying current of our lives will
go out and beyond, until it reaches the
great ocean of eternity.
The cause is onward, and in order to
keep pace with its onward march .and the
ever hurrying tide of events-we must be
up and doing, gird on the whole armor of
faith, and fight manfully, fearlessly and
bravely. A brave soldier is one who has
faced death in the hottest of the fight, and
fiercest of the battle, amid the canons roar
and shower of shot and shell. He marches to victory or death. However stormy
the heavens, or dark the clouds, or repeated the failures, let us arise in the strength·
of God and press on. The light of hope
gleams through the mists and shadows;
and in the language of inspiration, the
church shall yet come forth "clear as the
sun, fair as the moon, and terrible as an
army with banners." She will yet beco.me a power in the land that will be felt
to' earth's remotest bounds. Oh! what a
shout will go up, what hallelujahs rend
the air, when triumphant and victorious
she goes forth to meet the king. Let the
rocks and rills, the brooks and bills, take
up the glad refrain and echo and re-echo
the glorious strains: "Peace on earth good
will to man."
No more the burning tears shall cour~e
down the pallid cheek, or wasting disease
wreck and torture our physical frames.
No more midnight watchings beside the
couch of the dying until "the boat-man
cold and pale" comes to take our loved
ones o'er the "mystic river." Death is
swallowed up in victory.
Lrzzrn M. \VooDwAHD.

honest labor well performed constitutes
her mental and moral precepts. In all her
works, are deftly blended the beautiful
with the substantial, or necessary. The
sturdy oak, while its chief or prime object
is, perhaps, to shield man and beast, in
more ways than one, from inclement
elements; yet it. performs an additional
and important function in beautifying earth,
thus pleasing her children with a display
of the beautiful and grand. The towering
pine, the graceful elm, the weeping willow, the bright leafed poplars, all present
a combination of the useful and beautiful,
serving to instruct us in relation to the
character of Deity, and to inspire our
hearts with reverence and filial devotion
to him who is the fountain of wisdom and
the gracious donor of every good.
Symmetry, beauty, and usefulness are
the Divine impress upon every product of
nature. Should we allow her to become,
in part, our preceptor, and were we to
follow her examples, we would become
wise in thought and conversation; diligent
and untiring in honest and useful labor;
cheerful, loving, kind and generous to aH,
and true i,n every respect to ourselves, to
others,· and to God.
Wearied with my toilsome journey,
'Neath the friendly shade I stood;
Pensively I gazed around me;
Some useful lesson then I wooed.
The mockingbird with mimic warble,
The oriole in gorgeous hue;
Made melody in field aniJ forest,
Gave sweet enchantment to the view.
The floating clouds in air suspending,
'fhe shining sun with golden rays;
Alternate light and shade thus blending,
'l'o cheer the heart, inspire our praise.
'l'hc busy bee with honey laden,
Swift to his home his burden bore;
The stalwart youth and graceful maiden,
Passed gently by in search of lore.
From distant hills came cattle-lowing,
While borne in air the anvil sound;
The.gentle dove with mournful wooing;All nature with her notes resound.
And thus I saw that cloud and sunshine,
That pleasure's smile and labor's frown;
With merry laugh arl'd sad emotion,
All serve in turn our lives to crown.
"Who, then," I cried "shall be our teacher?
Who then in truth our feet shall guide?
Nature shall be our silent preacher,
And Nature's God our joy and pride."

G.

s.

JoNESPOHT,

life., Dec. 12th, 1885.

A DIALOGUE.

HYDE.

RESPECTING THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THESE LAST
DAYS, THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN FORMER DAYS,
AND THE CHURCH OF SO-CALLED
MODERN CHRISTIANITY. -

SPIRITUAL REVERIES.

GoD commanded Moses, saying, "Put off
tby shoes from thy feet; for the place
whereon thou standest is holy ground."
Now if Moses could not enter into the
presence of God with unclean shoes, how
can we expect to enter the holy of holies
with unclean hands and impure heartswitbout an entire sanctification and purification from all our sins and follies. There
goodn"s~, love, justice, and mercy reign
suprem<'. The very atmosphere is hallowed by holy thoughts and aspirationshallowed by the presence of God, of
Christ, of angels, and of just men made
perfect. If we would enter, we must be
in possession of those attributes which
eharncteriM the ~hildten of the Gteat

BETWEEN DR. TWINETEXT AND ELDER D.
PART NINE.

1

DocTOR T.-Well, Elder; if you have
rested sufficiently since your long conversation yesterday about the "seed of Joseph"
and "the promised land," I would like to
renew the subject; for to me it is interesting. And while I am not converted to
your views, I confess myself unable, so far
to refute your arguments, or overturn your
position. I think you stated that the next
subject would be the evidence of the truth
of the Book of Mormon, drawn from its
contents; but I am more interested in
knowing what our Holy Bible says about

th€ matter.

£\,t present vou ba1i'e
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T.-Candor demands that I admit vou
treated of what you call "Joseph's land,"
and have endeavored to show that this have presented the whole of the subjects
vVestern Continent is that land; (and in- of which you have treated, in a much better
deed, it answers that description given by light than I had supposed possible, and
Jacob and Moses); and you have made out although I set out in this conversation as a
a pretty clear case, from your golden teacher, I have been the one taught, and
But,
bible, that Joseph's seed went from J erusa- am desirous of hearing. more.
lem to that lahd about 6oo years before although driven by fair and candid reasonChrist, in fulfillment of Jacob's prediction ing from every position I have taken, I am
that "his branches should run over the not yet convinced of the divinity of your
wall," and also of the declaration in Ezekiel claims; for I conceive it possible for one
respecting the "tender twig" being taken · to defeat another in argument while the
from "the highest branches of the high victor may be far from the truth in the
cedar," and planting it "upon an high majority of his claims; and I can not think
mountain and eminent," whicJ1 mountain, of yielding to claims of divinity, the eviyou say, is Joseph's land, or this Wes tern deuces of which I can not see.
D.-I honor your resolution. If there
Continent. Now before I can have implict confidence in the testimony of the is any time when a man needs all his manbook which you claim to be divine, I must hood, it is in the investigation of truth or
be convinced that such a record was prom- error, so that he may have the moral
ised, or at least referred to·, in the "Book of courage to denounce wrong, and acknowlbooks,'' hence I request you to bring edge the right. The man who bows- to
another's opinion, or ipse dixit, without
scriptural proofs that I can accept.
being convinced that it is truth, is hardly
ELDER D.-I gladly respond to your
wisli, and will proceed at once to bring fit for the kingdom of God. But to our
Biblical evidence that such a book as the subject. From Hosea we learn that God
Book of Mormon was to come forth. But had "written unto Ephraim the great
permit me to remind you that. as God gave things of his law, but they were accounted
the name of Israel to Jacob, and as Jacob as a strange -thh1g." This was seven hun- ·
by divine guidance placed that name upon dred and sixty years before Christ. And
the sons of Joseph, so Joseph's seed were Isaiah, speaking of Ephraim, and of his
called Israel; and as Ephraim was to be departure from the Lord, asks, "Wholt)
the greater, and as the Lord says, "Eph- shall he teach knowledge? And whom
raim is the strength of my head.',_ (Ps. 60: shall he make to understimd doctrine?"
7), the name Ephraim often refers to Israel, Then he answers,-"Them that are weanand the name Israel to Ephraim. More- ed from the milk and drawn from the
over, as only a small remnant of the house breasts," and he give~ his reason as follows,
of Joseph came to this land, as indicated -"For precept must be upon precept, preby the words-"a tender one"-which may cept upon precept, line upon line, line upon
mean one family, or at most a small com- line, here a little and there a little." (Isa.
pany, the main portion ofJ oseph's seed re- 28:9, 10). And while showing the necesmained behind, and shared the fate of the sity for this continued instruction, he says.,
other tribes. Again; it does not follow, "But the word of the Lord was unto them,
nor does the promise indicate, that all of precept upon precept,'' etc., "that they
those who are brought to Joseph's land might go, and fall backward, and be
.shall be faithful to their God, any more broken, and snared, and taken." (V. i3).
than the balance of Jacob's seed. But This was because they were rebellious,
their sinning will not weaken the evidence and would not hear nor obey the word of
that God called them out, placed his name the Lord. If, as the prophet shows in
upon them, and led them to their promised verses nine and ten, it was necessary "for
possessions, any more than the rebellions pr;;cept upon precept" to be given, and as
of the whole house of Israel proved that the whole lang-tiage implies, to be given
God had never chosen- them, nor brought coutinual~y ). then, as the Lord has taken
them out of Eg-ypt and establisfued them a portion of the seed of/Joseph out from
in the land of Canaan. The fact of their among the rebellious and planted them in
unfaithfulness only proves the weakness the land promised to Jacob and given to
and deceitfulness of the heart of man, and Joseph, does it not follow as reasonable
his liability to go astray from.his Maker. that He would reveal Himself unto that
Let it be understood, then, that the name portion, that they might learn the know!Ephraim, is not confined fo the descend- edge of God and understand doctrine; and
ants of those who came to this continent; that they might have that knowledge conbut that it 'may and does refer at times to tinually?
T.-Your conclusion is correct, if your
the seed of Joseph ·elsewhere. Hosea, in
.
speaking of Ephraim in general, says;- premises are right.
D.-Ezekiel says,-"The word of the
"My God will cast them away because
they did not hearken unto him; and they Lord came again unto me, saying: J\1oreshall be wanderers among the nations.;' over, thou son of man, take thee one stick,
(Husea 9: 17). This is true of all farael: and write upon it, for -Judah, and for the
Therefore it will be. no wonder if the par- children of Israel his com pan ions; then
ticular seed of Ephraim are found among take another stick, and write. upon it, for
the Gentiles as well as the other tribes, ] oseph, the stick of Ephraim, and for all
and as Hosea further says-"He hath the house of Israel his companions: and
mixed himself among the people," (Hos~;t join them one to -another into one stick;
7: 8), it is probable they have mingled and they shall become one in thine hand.
with other nationalities, or at least that · And when the children of thy people
shall speak unto thee, S'lying, vVilt thou ,\
they may be found among them;
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not show us what thou meanest by these?
Say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God;
Behold, I will take the stick of Joseph,
which is in the hands of Ephraim, and the
tribes of Israel his fellows, and will put
them with him, even with the stick of
Judah, and make them one stick, and they
shall be one in mine hand. And the sticks
whereon thou writest shall be in thine
hand before their eyes." We are told by
the learned, "It was customary in ancient
days to write upon parchment, and roll
the same ·upon sticks;" and also "on the
inner bark of trees." It matters not what
material it was that Ezekiel wrote on, his
writings represented two distinct records,
-one of Judah and one of Joseph. And
these records were in the hands of the
.tribes tow hich they belonged, respectively,
the record of Judah in the hands of Judah,
and that of Joseph in the hands of Ephraim.
It can not be successfully denied that the
Bible, comprising the Old and New Testaments, is the stick of Judah it having
come down to us through that channel.
But until within the last sixty-five years,
nothing has been heard or known of the
stick, or record, of Joseph. And since·
that time, only one record has made any
claim of that nature, viz., the Book of
Mormon; and this claim has ,been made
solely through a youth, destitute of learningi he being scarcely able to read, and
consequently ignorant to a very great extent of the contents of our Bible, with
limited means of information at his command, and hence unlikely to conceive the
idea of foisting an imposition upon the
world, and especially such an one as would
demand a great deal of erudition. and a
thorough acquaintance with the Bible in
order to make his production harmonize in
every particular with that record chronologically and doctrinally as the Book of
Mormon does. In fact, the argreement
of that book with the Bible proves that
its author, or authors, had a moi;e perfect
knowledge of the truths contained in the
Old and New Testaments than all the
learned divines of Christendom have displayed during the labt eighteen centuries.
This is indisputable evidence that Joseph
Smith was but an instrument in tha hands
of a higher power than uninspired man.
T.-Tbis is the first time I ever heard
that the Book of Mormon had any claims
to being- a learned work. 'I have not read
it, but I have always heard it spoken of as
being a very illiterate book, abountling
with errors in its grammatical construction, ,
and very meagre in its style.
D.-If true and so]jd learning consists
only in a mere acquaintance with letters,
and the skill to artis<ically arrange them,
and also of the utterance of high sounding
forms of speech, then I admit the Bo9k of
Mormon is deficient, and so, in a· great
measure, is our Bible. But if solid tearning comists, as I claim it does, in a th or;
ough knowledge of the highest and grandest of truths, the revealed purposes of the
great Creator of the universe, .together
with his dealings among the children of
men, then, sir, the Book of J\!Ionnon
stands .second to no boC?k known to the
world, not even the ''Book of bo@~!il!.
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which we all revere. It is In perfect harmony with the Bible, pure in its principles,
plain in its diction, and in every sense
adapted to the capacity of the lowest among
men, while the mightiest of minds may
revel amid its great truths and find ample
room for their utmost capacities. Like
the Bible, it is a treasure house of knowledge that seems inexhaustible. And here'
let me add, that its plainness, and the
meagerness of style are evidences of the
divinity of its origin. Had it been an imposition, its author would have imitated
the style of the age, in order to adapt it to
the tastes and ideas of the world in general;
and the precepts it taught would have been
largely in keeping with the sentiments of
the day.
T.-There is considerable force in your
statement. Impostors either seek to create
a public sentiment, or what is, easier, and
more likely to be the case, to pander to
the sentiment that already prevails. Have
you any other scriptures that seem to point
to this book? I confess I am anxious to
learn all I can.
D.-Isaiah in,his 29th chapter, after pronouncing a woe upon Ariel, or Jerusalem,
foretelling its destruction; and, at the same
time telling what shall be the fate of all
those nations that fight against her, he calls
upon all those that do iniquity to stay
themselves and wonder; declaring that
"they are drunken but not with wine, they
stagger but not with strong drink. For
behold, the Lord hath poured out upon
you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath
closed your eyes; the prophets and your
rulers, the seers hath he covered. And
the vision of all is become unto you as the
words of a book that is sealed, which men
deliver to one that is learned, saying, Read
this, I pray thee; And he saith, I can not,
for it is sealed: And the book is delivered
to him that is not learned, saying, Read
this, I pray thee; and he saith I am not
learned." After dctcribing the state of
the religious world at the time when this
general destruction of "all that fight
against Zion and that distress her,'' shall
take place, the Lord says, "Therefore,
Behold, I will proceed to do a marvelous
work timong this people, even a marvelous
work and a vvonder: for the wisdom of
their wise men shall perish, and the underst<rnding- of their prudent men shall be hid.
* * * In that day shall .the deaf hear the
words of the book, and the eyes qf the
blind shall 6CC out of obscurity and out of
darkness."
Here we are hrougbt face to
face with a hook: and this book claims to
he "the stick of.Jo~eph vvhich is in the
hands of Enhraim." And the fourth verse
of this ch;1pter V':ill give us a clue to the
origin of the book; "And thou shalt be
brought down, and sh;1]t speak out of the
ground, and thy speech shall be low out of
the dust, nnd thy voice shall be as one that
hath a familiar spirit, out ef the ground,
and thy speech shall whisper out of the
dust." There is no uncertain language
here. For so surely as the ancient covenant people of God were brought down,
so surely wa;; their voice-or their wordsto be heard out of the ground, Now~ Sir;
~t,i, ~11J th.~ ~-;t,~n~.1_rd.~;.1ti th.c~t tH'~

th~ '\Y~'J~1,'ld

has heard of no such event having trans- --"Surely, ,his salvation is nigh them that
pired; and when the learned world have fear him; that glory. may dwell in our
been questioned as to the meaning of this land. Mercy and truth are met together;
prophecy, they have learnedly declared it righteousness and peace have kissed each
was one of the hidden mysteries of God; other. Truth shall spring out of the earth,
and they were right so far as their power and righteousness shall look down from
to solve the problem was concerned, and heaven. Yea, the Lord shall give that
it must have remained a mystery had not which is good; and our ldnd shall yield
the Almighty broken the silence in' these her increase. Righteousness shall go belast days and taught knowledge to one fore him; and shall set us in the way ef his
that was as one just "weaned from the steps." One event connected with the
milk, and drawn from the breasts." (Isa. springing forth of truth out of the earth,
28: 9). Then it was made plain that the is' the commencement of the restoration of
righteous among the chosen people had "the land" of Canaan to her ancient fertilwritten the word of the Lord, and in their ity and glory. Another, which must
zeal for the Lord of Hosts, and the wel- eventually follow, is the final gathering of
fare of his children, they had hidden it up; the Jews to that land; and, thirdly, the
and the words of the righteous on this con- coming of fhe Lord, as is foreshadowed by
tinent, with many of the words of the the words, "Righteousness shall go before
righteous on that continent, now "whisper him and set us in the way of his steps."
out of the ground,'' "the deaf hear the Righteousness went before him at his first
words of the book," and the eyes of the advent; but the Jews would not then be
literally and spiritually blind have been set in the way of his steps, neither did ferenabled to "see out of obscurity and out of tility follow, but marked barren.ness of the
darkness." Remember, they were "to land, rather.
'
speak out of the ground." We talk of the
But before all this shall be accomplished,
prophets and of Jesus and his apostles truth shall spring out of the earth, and
speaking to us, i. e. they do so by their righteousness look down from heaven."
words being preserved and handed down We turn again to the 29th chapter of Isaiah.
to us. In this way many of the sayings of After speaking of the seige of Jerusalem,
the prophets in J enisalem as . well as the and the judgments to be poured out upon
prophets on this continent speak. Their the enemies of Mount Zion, and his referwords having been written and hid up in ence to "the book," the emptiness of the
the ground, and thus preserved, they come pretended worship of the Lord, he then reforth in the due time of the Lord. The fers to the "marvellous work and a wonPsalmist gives us light on this subject: der" which he will proceed to do, and of
"Truth shall spring out of the earth, and which the following is undoubtedly a part,
righteousness shall look down from heav- which evidently refers to the restoration of
en." (Ps. 85: II). What a strange state- the holy land and the establishing his
ment! It is equal to the one that says, people thereon. He says: "ls it not yet a
"Thou shalt speak out of the ground." very little while and Lebanon shall be
How could it be fulfilled? It is not enough turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful
to say, "It is one of the mysteries." It has field shall be esteemed as a forest? In that
a meaning-. We know how righteousness day shall the deaf hear the words of the
can look down from heaven; for we have book and the eves of the blind shall see out
many instances of that in the sacred record; of obscurity a'ml out of darkness. The
but, how shall truth spring, or come, (as is meek also shall increase their joy in the
the literal meaning), out of the earth? It Lord, and the poor among men shall remust first be placed in the ground. The joice in the Holy One of Israel." Then,
Book of Mormon solves the problem; it referring to the oppressors of God's people,
contains the precious truths of God; it was he says,-"For the terrible one is brought
written by holy men, and then hidden up to nought, and the scorner is consumed,
that it might be preserved for generations and all that watch for iniquity shall be cut
yet to come, w.hen God should "do his off." We know this latter event will not
work, his strange work; and bring to pass be until the Lord Jes us is "revealed from
his act, his strange act.'' (Isa. 28: 2 r ).
heaven with his mighty angels in flaming
T.--Is there any time set, or are there fire, taking vengeance on thein that know
any events mentioned in connection with not God, and that obey not the gospel of
the ""pringing of truth out of the earth," the Lord Jesus Christ." Thus we fina
the coming forth of the book, and the that Isaiah agrees with the Psalmist as to
union of the stick of Joseph with that of the time and the events connected with the
Judah? If those three passages refer to coming forth of the book. Let us question
the same record, the time mentioned, and Ezekiel. In his vision of the valley of the
the events connected with its coming forth, dry bones, the burden is the restoration of
must agTee, or else your argument is faulty. the whole house of Israel. And immediD.--Let us see. We will begin with ately after, and connected with the prethe 85th Psalm. The Psalmist acknowl- diction of the union of the stick of J uclah
edges the favor of God toward Israel in and the stick of Joseph he says,-" Thus
the past, and he prays that Israel may be, saith the Lord God; Behold, I will take
turned again to the Lord, and that his the children of Israel from among the
anger may cease from them; after which heathen whither they be gone, and will
he says,--"l will hear what God the Lord gather them on every side, and bring them
will speak, for he will speak peace to his into their own land: and I will make them
Saints; but let tberh not turn again to folly." one nation in the land upon the. mountains
Then, as if wrapt in inspiration ih itnswer o! Israel; and one kino' shall bl': king to
Vi
hi:J bt'li:tik:<i hmh l.1111rr,ph~1;y 1
ttU, !'.Hid tht;.}' (ilbnfi 't1~ n,o !:-1.(Jl't\ two
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nations, neither shall they be divided into
two kingdoms any more at all." He
then closes the prediction thus,-"My
tabernacle also shall be with them; yea,
and I will be their God, and they shall be
my people. And the heathen shall know
that I, the Lord, do sanctify Israel, when
my sanctuary shall be in the- midst of them
forevermore." Now, as this condition of
things has not yet been brought about, it
yet must be; for "God ia not a man that
he should lie." But before this comes to
pass, "the stick of Joseph" is to be revealed; a "book" is to come forth "from the
ground;" "truth shall spring out of the
earth." This event is decreed in the order
and economy of the allwi&e and unchangeable God. No man has produced such a
book except the youthful Seer of Palmyra.
He has, and he must have been directed by
the inspiration of the Almighty, or he
could not have known those great and momentous events which, although revealed
in God's word, were hidden from the eyes
of the learned and worldly wise. Much
less could he have translated the record
from a language long since lost and had it
harmonize so beautifully and perfectly as
that harmonizes with the Old and New
Testaments. Again; as a result predicted
from the coming forth of the book, "The'
_meek do increase their joy in the Lord;"
"The poor among men are rejoicing in the
Holy One of Israel;" while "the terrible
ones" and "the scorner" hold them in.derision, and denounce them as fanatics, false
prophets, &c.; and yeLthis even increases
their joy; fqr in it they see the fulfillment
of God's holy word. Moreover, the Jews
are beginnjng to return to their own land,
and that land is regaining its ancient ferility. The former and latter rains are returning, and thus the Lord is d 0 irig a
"marvellous work and a wonder," accoruing to his word.
T.-I admit, and it has always been admitted by commentators, that the passages
of scripture quoted by you were hard to
understand, and that it was not known to
what events .they had reference; but is it
not possible that some shrewd, cunning
mind, while reading these passages, might
conceive the idea of weaving them together; and, as they mostly favor the idea of a
book hidden up and apparently coming
forth at some time, would it not be an easy
matter to conjure up the finding of hidden
records, translating them out of some unheard of language, and pretending that
such production was the book referred to
in the divine, word?
D.-I will not say it would be absolutely
impossible; but I do say it would be very
improbable, for the following reasons.
These passages are not found together in
one chapter, or even in one book. If they
had been, tnat fact might have suggested
such an idea as you refer to, had not the
idea of any more sacred books or writings
coming forth, or being in existence, been
in direct opposition to the sentiments and
teachings of the whole religious world.
But the fact that the whole world denounced the idea of any other sacred rec·
ord' being in existence, or to come forth,
would render· ;your suggestion a very im-
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probable one, and certainly one riot likely you, may not have been wisdom in the
to have originated in the brain of an un- mind of God. But if you can show that
lettered boy. The passages that treat of such has been God's method of dealing
the coming forth of this book are found in with mankind in the past, I will admit that
different parts of the Bible; and the reader he would adopt the same course to-day.
of that book must be a very studious one, Let us see. How many of those living
and possessed of a remarkable memory, just prior to the flood heard the voice of
whose mind would be called to see the God declare to Noah that he was about to
near relationship of those passages in spirit, drown the world, and also command him
and the events connected with them, unless to build an ark? That event affected the
called to notice the same by a preposses- whole human family for ~ood or evil.
sion of ideas in harmony with the events Would it not have been likely to have
connected in the word with the coming saved myriads of lives if they had had posforth of such a record. And, as we have itive evidence of what was to take place
shown that none had any thought of any instead of the single testimony of the deother record than the Bible; and still fur- spised and hated Noah? ~Have any who
ther, that with the open Bible in their were immediate survivors of the flood told
hands, the Christian world entertained no us of the facts, and left their testimony to
thought of the literal gathering of the the world of that stupendous event? None,
Jews. The Jews were denounced as the not even Noah, bas given us one scrap of
forsaken people _of God, to whom forgive- evidence; but Moses, who lived near one
ness could not come; and their idea of their thousand years after Noah, tells us of the
gathering again to their own land was flood and all that is known about it; This
treah~d with scoi"n. Hence it is not likely
event is one of the great bones of contenthat any impostor would have made any tion found in the Bible; but you accept
such claim as is made for the Book of the statement from Moses' lips, yet there is
Mormon. The object of his imposture not the scratch of a pen to tell how Moses
would be rather to make gain out of the obtained the particulars, whether it was
credulity of his dupes; therefore be would discovered by men of science, banded
adapt his imposture, as near as possible, to down in history, or revealed to him from
their tastes and traditions. The Book of heaven. Again, thi.s Moses tells us that
JYiormon comes forth in direct opposition God gave unto him two tables of stone
to the popular, and world-wide doctrine of containing the law which was to govern
"No more revelation;" and it teaches that Israel; and, that this law was written by
it is a harbinger and "messenger" before the finger of the Almighty. \Vhat evithe gathering of the Jews to their own dence does the world possess to-day--wbat
land, which gathering the whole world evidence did Israel have-that these tables
scornfully denied, or ignored, at the time of stone were not Moses' own production,
of its coming forth; and even now a very and that the writing was done by an enfew are willing to admit; and those few graven tool in the hand of Moses? One
have been compelled to believe in that more event out of hundreds that the world
gathering from the logic of events that has received upon the testimony of very
are daily transpiring in fulfillment of the few witnesses, 'and we have done. I will
testi.m()l1Y of the very book they despise. pass over the birth of Christ and all the
Hence you-r .s11spicion of imposture is not angelic visitations and miraculous works
well gounded. NI·are0:v:e.r;the book claims connected with it, and come to his resurto immediately precede the second coming rection. It is written that after he was
of our Lord; yet at the time of its coming , --~rucified· and laid in a strong tomb carefulforth not a church was found in christen- lyguarded by Roman soldiers, and having
dom which believed in the literal appear- a seal set upon..the mouth of it, that he
ing of our Lord Jesus Christ; but all de- arose again, on the third gay after his1
dared that coming would 'Be purely spirit- burial. Upon whose testimony are we to
ual and all explainedthat event differently; believe this astounding and entirely unsome making him to come at the time of he?rd of event? Just six Bible witnesses
conversion of souls, others at death, others tell us that Christ is risen. Not another
only at the final day, or last judgment. Bible witness has given a scrap of evide·nce
Few, if any, believed that he would com·e that is known to the world of this great
literally to reign over all the earth as and stupendous fact. Aiid, be it remem-,
"King of Kings and Lord of Lords," yet bered, all those six witnesses were his parthere is no subject more plainly treated of ticular friends. Not a foe-not even a
)n the holy Scriptures, and it forms a great disinterested friend-bas said. any thing
part of the burden of the Book of Mormon. about it that we know of. Yet we. accept
Thus, the events connected with the com- these statements as histories of living, real,
ing forth of the book, and.those that were substantial facts,-facts upon which the
to follow it, are plainly written in the fate of a world depended; upon which the
Bible, and are transpiring daily around us, fate of a nation depended; and the last a
bearing testimony of the fact that the Book fact upon which the eternal destiny of all
of Mormon is divine.
mankind depends! And it is written, "He
T-Does it not seem reasonable that, if that believetb, and is baptized shall be
such a book was to come fortb, that when saved and be that believeth not shall be
it did appear it would be brought about in damned." If then our salvation. depends
some public manner, and with such cir- upon our acceptance of the facts stated,
cumstances surrounding it as to make it and presented to us upon the evidence of
evident to all mankind that it was the so few, who shall dare to say that we shall
book spoken of, and that it was divirte?
be justified in rejecting the Book of MorD.'-What may appear reasonable to mon because1 forsooth, it comes with the
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simple testimony of an unlettered boy,
coupled with the solemn assurance of three
men of honest repute declaring they had
seen and handled the plates, that an angel
of God had shown them the plates, and
that the audible voice of God declared the
divinity of this record to.them? But this
is not all, for eight additional witnesses testify to the reality of these plates, who state
that they saw and handled them. And
what is more, they have all been often
questioned as to the facts they have testified of, and their testimony has never
varied in the least. They have all lived
and died in that testimony, except one,
who still lives, and at the advanced age of
fourscore years, still lifts. his hands and
eyes to heaven, and with an unfaltering
voice and steadfast heart declares their testimony is true, that the Book of Mormon
is divine, and that the voice of the eternal
declare~d it unto him.
But sir, these are
not all the evidences of the truth of this
book. As faith in the Lord Jesus Christ,
his death and resurrection, brought evidence to the saints in former times of his
divinity, and his glorious victory over
death and hell. So faith in these same
eternal truths, and in the marvelous and
wonderous work he is doing in these last
days, brings the same indubitable evidence
to the hearts and minds of God's children
to-day. And we have a cloud of living
witnesses, whose testimony shakes the
foundation of every creed and causes the
stron·g holds of so-called "orthodoxy" to
totter to their base. Already they are
slyly catching up the principles inculcated
in that book, w bile they fain would have
you think those truths -have been discovered hv their own researches. From the
foregoing facts we learn, that we are expected to receive the truths of the eternal
from the lips of his autlzorizcd servants,
(Luke 10: 16), and that our eternal salvation hang-s on the acceptance of the truth
he has delivered unto them to declare to
the world. We walk by faith and not by
sight, until the gospel has it perfect work
in our souls. Of course, this true, living
faith leads us into a partial knowledge, by
the blessings we receive and the joys we
receive. But for all that is in the future,
we cling to that by faith in the precious
promises. And every promise realized,
strengthens our faith in the ones that are
still to be obtq,ined, so that the work of
God in the last days is perfectly in harmony with his work in all ages. This
fact throws a cordon of evidences around
the work that all the powers of earth and
hell can not break down.
To be continued.
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I CONCLUDE that there are no people on
earth who believe in the plan of salvation,
or gospel, as set forth in the scriptures,
but that believe also that all that will ever
be saved, will be saved by virtue of the
sacrifices of Jesus-for this is what was
taught by prophets and apo5ties, as far at
least as we have knowledge of the teachings. They all testified of Jesus, and had
knowledge of his coming into the world
in order that he might save it. Abraham
saw his day and when he saw it was glad.
John 8: 56. The Savior says to the Jews,
"Had ye believed Moses, ye would have
believed me; for he wrote of me." John
5: 46. And the author of the epistle to
the Hebrews says of Moses, "that he esteemed the reproach of Christ greater
riches than the treasures in Egypt." "By
faith Moses, when he was born, was hid
three months of his parents, because they
saw that he was a proper child; and they
were not afraid of the king's commandment. By faith Moses when he was come
to years, refused to be called the son of
Pharaoh's daughter; choosing rather to
suffer affliction with the people of God,
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a
season: esteeming tlze reproaclz ef C lzrist
J[reater riclzes tlzan tlze treasures in
Egypt~· for he had respect unto the recom ~
pense of reward."-Heb. I I: 22-27.
It can not be a matter of dispute, that
these men were made acquainted with the
mission of Chri;;tinto tl1e world; and if
so, they were acquainted with the gospel
or plan of eternal life, which Paul says,
was before the foundation of the world.
But in order that we may have a clear
view of this matter, let us enquire what it
was that was proclaimed to the world,
which is called the gospel. For be that
what it may, it is God's plan of saving
men; for Paul says that the gospel is the
power of God unto salvation to all them
that believe. "For I am not ashamed of
the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of
God unto salvation, to every one that believeth; to the Jew first and also to the
Greek."-Rom. 1: 16. So, let the proclamation be what it may that was made
to the world by divine authority, that the
inspired ,men called the gospel, that proclamation was the only tlzing which could
save any person of the human family, and
that was the thing which existed before
the foundation of the world-the purpose,
or scheme of things, which was devised in
eternity, through which purpose of his
own will God designed to save them that
believe.
This proclamation is set forth so clearly
in the Scriptures that none need mistake
it, not only in the commission given to the
twelve after the resu.rrection of Jes us from

the dead, but in different of the epistles, so
that the enquirer after truth on this point
need not be mistaken. It is so manifest,
that it .would require a good deal of ingenuity to render it. sO obscure that a person could not see it at the first reading. A
person must be greatly blinded by tradition who can not see it if he reads his bible
once through with any degree of attention.
When the Savior gave commission to
the apostles after his resurrection from the
dead, he said unto them, Matt. 28: 19, 20:
"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holv Ghost:
teaching them to observe all things, whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I
am with you alway, even unto the end of
the world. Amen."
THE

GOSPEL.~No.
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gives the following account of the
commission given to the apostles, 16: I 518. "And he said unto them, Go ye into
all the world, and preach the gospel to
every creature.-He that believeth and is
baptized, shall be saved; but he that believeth not, shall be damned. And these
signs shall follow them that believe. In
my name shall they cast out devils; they
shall speak with new tongues; they shall
take up serpents; and if they drink any
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they
shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall
recover."
Luke records it thus, 24: 45-47: "Then
opened he their understandinglJl:!,.at~trri:;y
might understand the. scriptures, and said
unto them, Thus it is written, and thus it
behqoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from
theclead the third day; and that repentance
and remission of sins should be preached
in his name among all nations beginning
at Jerusalem."
In the second chapter of the Acts of the
apostles we have .an account of their first
acting on their commission, and of their
making proclamation at Jerusalem; as according to the Savior's command, they
were to begin at Jerusalem, so they did,
and the account of that memorable day is
recorded by Luke, in the second chapter
of the Acts of the apostles, 37th and 38th
verses. After Peter, who was the speaket on that occasion, had convinced many
of the Jews that they had crucified the
Lord of glory, the people cried out, and
said to him, and the rest of_ the apostles,
"Men and brethren what shall we do?
Then Peter said unto them Repent and be
baptized every one of you in the name of
the Lord Jes us for the remission of sins,
and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost; for the promise is unto you and to
your children, and to all that a're afar off,
even as many as the Lord our God shall
call." Let us put this account together,
and we will have something exceedingly
plain. Matthew says that they were to
go and teach all nations, baptizing them,
with the promise that the Lord should be
with them until the end of the world.
Mark tells what the teacl:1ing mentioned
MARK
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by Matthew consisted in; that is, preaching the gospel, which he says they were
to do to every creature in all the world,
and to baptize them that believe, with a
promise that the persons thus baptized
should be saved; and also that signs should
follow them, that believe. Matthew says
that they should go and teach all nations.
Mark says that they should preach the
gospel to every creature in all the world,
So that there is no difference as to the extent of the commission given to the apostles. Matthew says that th!;) Lord should
be with them even until the end of the
world, and Mark says that signs should
follow them that believe. This doubtless
was what Matthew meant by the Lord
being with them till the end of the world;
that is, by confirming the word with signs
following. They both say that the people
were to be baptized; but neither of them
tells us what they were to be baptized for;
only Mark says that the baptized should
be saved. Luke throws some light on this
subject: that is, "that repentance and remission of sins should be preached among
all nations." This compared with what
Peter said on the day of Pentecost makes
this part of the commission very plain.
He tells. them to repent and be baptized,
every one of them, in the name of the
Lord Jes us,' for the remission of sins, and
they should receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit. Mark says that he that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved. Peter says
that he shall receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit. . Matthew says tha.t the Savior
promised t,o be with his disciples always,
even unto the end of the world. Mark
says that signs were to follow them that
believe. These two accounts, when put
together, amount to this: the Lord promised to be with them, in comfirming the
word to the believers by signs. Let us
now put the whole account together, and
see precisely what it was that these men
proclaimed to the world.
First; they were to go into all the world
and teach the gospel to every creature in
the world.
Second; those who believed their proclamr:tion, and repented of their sins, they
were to baptize in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Spirit, for the
remission of their sins, with this promise,
that they should receive the gift of the
Holy Spirit, and prophesy, see visions, and
dream dreams, and th11t in addition to these,
signs should follow them-in the name of
Jes us they should cast out devils, they
should speak with new tongues, they
should take up serpents1 and if they were
to drink any deadly thing it should not
hurt them; they should lay hands upon
the sick and they should recover; and to
finish the whole of the promises made to
them, the Lord was to be with them, and
they should be saved. Seven things comprise the·whole of the items of command
and promise which they were to deliver
to the world; Frst, faith-Second, repen.
tance~Third, baptism-Fourth, remission-Fifth, the gift of the Holy SpiritSixth, power-Severtth, tJalyation and eter·
nal life;
'
Let the reader compare Matthew 28:

19, 20, with Mark 16: 15-18. Luke 24:
45-48, with the second chapter of the Acts
of the apostles and he will be enabled to
see and understand the apostolic commission without either priest or commentator.
Let it be particularly understood, that
when the apostles spake of the gospel,
that it was this scheme of things to which
they alluded; for this was what they proclaimed, and this was what all the ancient
saints believed, and received, and by which
they were distinguished from all other
people. When Paul says that "if we, or
an angel from heaven preach any other
gospel than that which we have preached,
let him be accursed;" or "if any man
preach any other gospel than that which
you' have rer;eived, let him be accursed."
It is to the above mentioned proclamation
he alludes; for this is what he preached,·
and this is what the Galatians had received-not a part of it, but the whole of itnot one, or two, or th~ee, or four, or five,
or even six items, and the other one left
out; but all seven, or else they would not
receive the gospel Paul preached, and
which the Galatians received, but another,
which would not be another, but a perversion of the gospel of Christ.
Messenger and Advocate.
To be conticnued.
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SAW AND GRIST MILL.
There is a good chance for a saw and grist mill
near the railroad at Beardeux Station. My
brother and I can furnish 100,000 feet. There is
plenty of pine timber to last for several years.
This is a good small grain country. It is ih the
north tier of counties in Nebraska, about fifty
miles east of the ·wyoming line, a good country
for health. This is a good chance if they would
come the coming Spring. Plenty of wood can
be had at reasonable. prices to run a ~1ill.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JAMES L. RICHEY.
IIAy

SPRINGS,

Neb.

NOTICE.
The conference of the Independence District
will convene al the Saints' Chapel, in Independenct>1 Missouri, February 13th next, at half-past
ten o'clock a. m.
F. C. WARNKY, President.
ERRATLTM.-ln minutes of conference of Far
'Vest District it should read that said conference
convened in Stewartsville City Branch, instead
of German Stewartsville Branch.
BORN.
THOMAs.-At Hyde Park, Pennsylvania, August 9th, 1878, to John E. and Martha Thomas, a
daughter; named Mag Emily. At Pittston, Pa.,
November 24th, 1880, a son; named Willie.
August 3d, 1883, a daughter; named Ellen.
November IZth, 1885, a daughter, named Annie.
, All the young ones are doing well.
MARRIED.
THOMPSON-OWEN.-At the residence of the
bride's mother, Beckville, St. Louis, Missouri,
December 30th, 1885, Mr. Henry Thompson to
Sr. Mary Ann Owen, Elder William Hazzledine
officiating. It was a pleasant little party. May
the blessings of the Lord attend them all the way
of life.
TEMPLETON-RusSELL.-At the residence of the bride's parents, Bro. L. P. and Sr. S. A. Rus,sell, December 24th, 1885, Mr. David E. Templeton to Sr. Florence Russell, both of Bennett,
Cedar county, Iowa. The bride is a niece of
"Perla Wild." Seventy guests were entertained
by the host and hostess, and a pleasant evening
was enjoyed by all. The happy couple were
kindly remembered by their many friends with
tokens of friendship, and many good wishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Templeton have from childhood
been residents of Cedar county, and have always
been held in the highest esteem by their many
friends.

NOTES FROM WILBER, NEB.
"THE use of the court room was secured by
the Mormons for the opening sermon of Elder
Joseph Smith on Cl::trislmas eve. The managers
of the Christmas tree also desired it for the same
evening ·for their tree, and were sorely disappointed when they found it had already been promised.
On their mentioning the matter to Dr. Anthony,
that gentleman at once in the most courteous
manner yielded to them any prior claims there
might be to the use of the room. The Doctor
himself preaches sometimes, but he never in his
life preached a more eloquent sermon tha.n the
performing of this little kindly act."
"Elders R. J. Anthony and R. M. Elvin have
been holding meetings in the Baptist church this
week."
"Four converts of fhe church of Latter Day
Saints, were baptized in the Blue River near this
place last Monday."
"Elder Joseph Smith, the president of the
Church of Latter Day Saints, stopped over at
Wilber last week while on his way east from
Salt Lake City, and preached to large and attenMay their minds in future blending,
tive congregations at the Baptist Church on
Know the purest of earth's peace;
May no evil cloud descending,
Thursday evening, and at the Court House on
Cause their perfect trust to cease.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings. The
With the other each forbearing,
elder is_ a good speaker, and from his prominence
When the time of trials come ;
in the religious world, much interest was taken
Every joy and sorrow sharing,
in his visit. There is but little difference between
Fill with light the halls of home.
DroN-MALONEY.-At the Saints' Chapel, in
his preaching andthat of any other preacher who
Independence, Missouri, January 3d, 1886, Mr.
has the ability to deliver a good sermon. He deCharles J. Dion and Sr. Rebecca A. Malony.
nounced, in strong terms, the polygamic practices
Brethren Alma Etzenhouser and Frank Chalburn
of the Utah Mormons, which. practices are.not
acted as groomsmen, and Sisters Floe Chatburn
sanctioned, by his church, the doctrine of which
and Malissa Warnky as J:iridesmaids. Elder F.
on the marriage relation is: One wife and one
C. Warnky officiating in sealing the holy bonds
only. The c,ourt House was crowded on Sund<iy
of matrimony. Many of the friends of the newly
evening, and many had to stand during the services. The Elder expressed himself well pleased wedded couple repaired to the residence of the
with his visit to Wilber, and left on Monday . bride's parents, where a brilliant reception and a
sump tuous repast were enjoyed. May God's
morning for Lamoni, Iowa."-Ojfosition,
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blessing attend them through 'life, is the wish
of their many friends.
DIED.
HoLDSWORTII.-At Beckville, Mo., Sarah E.,
the beloved child of Albert and Eliza Holdswo:th,
December 21st, 1885, after a se\·ere illness of
heart-disease, aged I year and 10 months. Funeral services by Elder W. H. Hazzledine.
" "'She sleeps in JCsus and is b1est;
How sweet her slumbers are.,,

Farn.1 fo1· Rent

The Lamoni Gazette,

.140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse and
New•paper, published at Lamoni, Iowa, by
is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balSumner E. King. Everyone interested in the Local
OF Orchard;
ASecular
News of this place sbonld subscribe for the Gazette.
ance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, '.l'erms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf
Lamoni, Iowa.

One or T\vo F'a1·1ns for same.
ACRES; 90 to 100 Acres of Plough and Mea,(1ow
Land, balance in Brush Pasture. Barn 28 x 30.
160
Stabling for horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orch7

ard of 200 bearing Trees; two miles from tnree Grist and

RussELL:-,--October. 29th, 1885, near Ho\vell
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and R.
R. Station, in a Branch of 100 members. For fnrtber parStatiop, Arkansas, Arriss W. Russell. Born
ticulars, actdress:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2jan2m
Pleasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa.
February 2rnt, 1859, in Massac county, Illinois;
baptized at Cabool, Texas Co.,:Missouri, October
DENTI8TRY.
24th, 1884.
DR.
JOHN SHIPPY,
PARSONS.-At her father's home, Allegheny,
Dental Surgeon,
Pa., December 23d, 1885, of ~onsumption, sister
Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
praccice
Dentistry
in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa,,.
Sarah Emily Parsons, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Office on Main street, two d.oors north of Tilton's Sto'I'~.
Joseph Parsons, aged 23 years, l month and 4
Residence: corner of J<'irst aud Linden street,
days.
Burn at Allegheny, November r9th,
south of Railroad.
1362; she was blessed, when a child, under the
hands of Elder Archibald Falconer; baptized
BOOKS!
NEW
when near seventeen, by Elder T. W. Smith,
We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
November 9th, 1879, and confirmed by him and
to our stock of Drags an<l Notions.
We also carry fnll line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Josiah Ells, and died as she had lived, a faithful
Catalogues sent on application.
memb_er of the church, honored in society, true
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regl1lar piicc.
alike to her faith and her love. She was buried
HANSEN & WALKER,
in the Pittsburg Cemetery. Funeral obsequies
Druggists and Booksellers, .LAMONI, Iowa.
were held ewer her smiling and beautiful corpse
at her father's residence; but it being impossible
FARM FOR SALE.
to accommodate the many who wished to attend
I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Grass,
·at her funeral sermQn, that was appointeJ for
17 acres in new Timber 1,and, about 3 acres of Standing
Sunday, January 3d, 1886, and was preached by
Timber, and two acres of Orcharcl; a good Sp1·ing Well
Elder M. H. Forscutt, in the Saints' Hall, 67, on tile place, a Honse, Barn, and Granary.
Price: Six Hundred Dollrtrs, Gash Down.
Fourth Avenue, Pittsburg.
The al1licted, tile noble, the beantiful one
To "the hom 1.j of the soul, 11 to he1· rest she has goue;
Like' the rose, whose sweet scent ~he so loved to inhale,
Whose form-bernty decays, but whose life through tbe
veil
Of its death, (sweet fragrance), its sweet attar imparts,
So our Sadie's eweet virtues ".till gladden our hearts;
Though transplatrtcd frJm ·parcnt-stcrn,.more beauteous
still
She in Paradise blo nns--11nc1 we hn\\.' to God's w!ll.
lIEu UNCLE ll'l:Am<.

CRj.CRAPT.--At East Des Moines, Iowa, De, ctomber 21st, 1885, of brain fever, Annie M., infant
daogh:er of Miiton and Sarah E. Cracrnft. Funeral service by Elder J. p, Knox.
To the parents beroft
fa the promise left1'he bud they now .mi"s
W .Jl now bloom in bliss.

FARM

FOR

RENT.

Eighty aerr,s, 1Yz miles frnm Lamoni; 53 acres of plow
· land. the balance in meadow and pasture. Good new
house of elx large rooms and four closets; also a small
houee .. Stable for two tMms, large Crib. two Wells. To
be reuted
one or more y<>ars, cheap for cash, to a good,
responsible party. Poseession given 1Pt of Marcil.

for

MRs. vV. H. CUR WEN, Box, 94, L8moni, Iowa.

The land is sUuated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.
AT

OUR

THE

FRONT.

LATEST

SUCCESS.
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!Ii. C. !'lvlUTH. f,amoni, Iowa.

\Vaute>d.
BRO'rtIER with TJ:iree or Four Thonsnnd Dollars, to
to buy one half interest in tile New Roller Mills of
T. W. Ohatburri & Co., in Independence, Missouri. This
mill is new throughout,· has a geod locnl c1rntom, and in
the best market in tne United States. Everything can
be sold that the mill. can p·ossibly produce if increased to
double its capacity. The sale is in order to fully stock
the mill and increase its bth•!ness. A splendid chance for
some one with a little money.
Address:
T. W. CHATBURN, Independence, lllo.,
lljan~t
Or J. W. OHATBURN, Harlan, Iowa,

A

J . H.

9jan~m

M. D.,

HANSEN,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MlDWlFERY and DlSEASES of WOMEN a /Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14febly

The Line selected by the U.S.Cov•t
to carry the Fast Mall.

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

dDENVER
· .
.

CHICACO,
.......
PEORBAor~..
ST. LOlHS
,.

Either by way of Omaha, Pacllic Junction, Atchison or
Kan••• City;.... It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINO!S, IOWA, MISSOURI,
l\lli!BRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines 10 their important 'Cities end towns.

It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi:>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train& to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.

Ii is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
'the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States of CanDida, or nddres$

HENRY 13, STONE,

Gen' I Manager,

<

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'! Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO.

EASY - RUNNING - SEWING --

J'v1AcHLNE.

- - I T HAS--

'J'OWN LOT§ A!!t' A BARGAIN.
BLOCK OF LAND in Lamoni, worth $250, offered, if
sold bofore March, for $;WO; eize,25tix300 ft. It hes
five blks south of Herald Oflice and three hlks S.E. of the
Suints' new Chapel. It is feuced.
Address;

Terms: One Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.

l!1W" Wilen writing mention the Herald.

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin vVinder.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
IJo.
do.
'Vest

~·BUSINESS·*

.

I:
2:

50 p. m.
53

"

.....,..,~·-""

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
rnent. The following branches are thoroughly taught•
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusincssAritlb
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Con11o
mercial Correspondence i Commercial Law; 'l'elegrapby;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Pl'actice. For circulars address
DUNCAN & IL\Wli:S, Davenport, Iowa.

--ITIS--

'jBiPLE, STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.
Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Witbou~ Vibration.

!3efore you purchase, please examine the NEW
HOWE at the office of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONl,

low A.

TnE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni., Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamq!'i, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box§!!!,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
D.u:;c11::a; commnnicatlon~ and 11rticle~ to tlrn EllITOlt.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVlll SAVE l'l' llll 0Nll W!ll'll,' AN,D CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2,.par. 6.
•
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SJIOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ON::ll WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WlillN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330,· Book of Covenants and Commandments, aec.109, par. 4.
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Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter afLamoni Post Office.
~

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W, BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, January 23, 1886.
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ONE of the arguments used by the Elders
of the Utah Church as a reason for not
abandoning the d.octrine of plural marriage
is that having taught and practiced it for
almost a lifetime they can not now consent
to say to themselves and their followers,
·~ 14 w,., have erred;" or .to stop its practice
without befog .. dishonorable. This argument is not a good one for this reason.
These same elders are endeavoring to teach
the world; including all classes of believers
in all forms of belief called religion, that
those faiths to which they are holding are
erroneous and can not save them; that if
they value peace here and eternal life here' t.er, they should leave the churches to
....:-:h they now belong, abandon the principles they have so long held sacred, and
°' accept the light brought them by these
latter day preachers. All this is honorable
and commendable; no matter what the
sacrifice; no matter what ties are severed;
no matter who abides, or who. says nay;
whether they have to forsake father, moth"
er, brothers, sisters, wives, or children,all must be laid upon the ahar, however
sacred, to accept the new philosophy.
C.onsistency is ,a rare. jewel at any time,
and exceedingly rarer in the case i.n point;
for the same. men who are asking these of
other faiths to abandon their belief and
church practices, hold ·up their hands in
, holy horror and cry "impossible," "dis~
honorable," when asked to abandon that
·which can be clearly shown to be a grievous
error, and productive of unhappiness and
misery. If it is honorable in one instance
to abandon error and wrong, it is equally
!!tO in the other; Sin is not sanctified be-

No. 4.

cause otherwise holy men commit it; nor
is error made to be truth because meµ
claiming to be God's servants teach it.
For those persons in Utah and other
places in the United States who are teaching and practicing polygamy to abandon
both precept and practice would be to
honor both the law of God and the country,
and for that reason commendable and honorable.

Epitome of faith before the people, together with copious extracts from the Independence, Missouri, Progress; Record·.
Union, Sacramento, California; Tribune,
Salt Lake, and Chicago, Sunday Times.
We thank Bro. VI m. Thompson for the
Boomer.
All those writing to Bro. T. W. Smith
should address him as follows: Rev. Thom•
as W. Smith, Missionary, Papeete, Tahiti,
S9ciety Islands, via San Francisco, Cali"Do unto others as ve would have them fornia.
Elder L. D. Rickey, of Cofdwater,
do unto you." \V ~ m~y be in fault in
Michigan,
one of the apostles in the organregard to the matter of permitting the use
ization
of
the prophet James J. Strang,
of the meeting houses controlled by th<)
and
now
one
of the few survivors of that
Reorganized Church to ministers of other
·
organizati<:m
who
hold to the tenets .and
denominations, including the church in
of
it,
visited
Lamoni, January
philosophy
Utah. There are only two principles upon·
which we favor such opening of our church 5th. He had been into Kansas on a misdoors; one is, that of free speech; the sitm to some believers in the prophet James
other, the one quoted above. Neither of and called on us on his way back home.
these may be good and applicable to the
UPON solicitation of Sr. 'f albot, of Colo·
case.
One reason why we favor the p~rrnitting t~dl:>, }ttiq ,pthero ~istexs' wh'o l~ave regard
·of representative men of the Utah.' faith to for ~~~1"i'i:'~ ~ork in. connection with
occupy our pulpits on suitable occasions is church; we have concludec1 to devote a ,
that the great majority of that faith do not portion of the HERALD to such a depart~' .
practice plural marriage, and are not open ment. In accordance with this conclusion
advocates of it abroad. It is our business we have arranged to put this department
to reach this class if we can. We think under the management of Sr. "Frances,''
this can be more readily done .if we show of Lamor;ii, who will Edit it.
.. that we can afford to. meet them fairly.
It must be understood, that this depatt•
He who has the better cause need not ment is to be devoted to the Sister's work
hesitate.to treat an opponent with clem- and care, and will be under the sole direc•
ency.
'tion and control of its Editor. All contri•
As to what the world may say, we have ' butions -of original articles, selections and
nothing to say; tho9e who choose to sh~pe correspondence must be addressed to
their course by what the world may say "Frances," Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa,
are at liberty to do so.
and not the Herald Office. All questions
of inquiry concerning the work, its object,
EDTTdRIAL ITEMS.
matter and conduct must be also directed
THE H)J:RALD management are anxious to Sr. "Frances."
that the HERALD should be taken extensively, and as extensively :·eacl. All those
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
whose term of subscription has expired ELDER R. vV ARNOCK, writing to Presi•
are requested to forward their names and dent Joseph Srnit.h from Marysville,UtaU;
send in the amount for renewal. Those the 3d instant, says:
... ·
who may be in arrears for 1885, are re"More than.a year ago; at about 9 o'c'.lock iii
quested to forward the amount now due at the day, .I received a most powerful and,peii:~eful
the same time that they renew for the new manifestation .of the Holy Spirit telling )1're tbat
you were the authorized exponent of the doetr~ne1~.
year. .
of
Christ on earth. Tongue can not express"thl.!
The Brownington, Missouri,· Boomer,
heav~nly joy that I experienced. · For mo;e.'thah
pul;>lished at Brownirtgton, for. January ten years th'ere has been a power and an foflueriC'e
7th, has a communicatiori" from Bro. I. N. not human, which has kept m:e in Utah, I havt;!
White, in which he successf~illy gets the been ad yised of trials, and in every instance have

Hie .
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been promised grace to overcome if I continued
faithful. Never before have I been blessed with
so much liberty in secret prayer as I enjoy now.
I am thankful for the good work you have done
in Utah."

May heaven bless and prosper Brother
vVarnock and his family. They have often
aided the Lord's work with ready hands
and willing hearts.

Bro. J. J. Cornish writes from Ubly;
Michigan, the uth instant, saying:
"The Saints are alive to the work here. Others are believing. It makes Satan mad. Another debate is to take place here on the 25th of this
month-with a Disciple Minister this time-to
last three nights only, on Resolved; That the
, doctrine of the Saints as taught by Joseph Smith
is in harmony with the teachings of Christ and
his apostles."
QUESTIONS ,AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Is

it right to frequently repeat
the names of Deity in our prayers? Is
not this constant repetition what Christ
taught his disciples to avoid when he said,
"Use not vain repetitions, as the heathen
do"?
Ans.-If persons would read and reflect
upon how the Master taught his disciples
to pray, (Matt. 6:9-13), they would dis, cover that he used the sacred name directly,
only once in that model prayer. If all
would follow after"this manner" of prayer,
being careful of their desires, and their
w;'ords when expressing those desires, it
would be far, better than having careless, rambling, and pointless expressions and "vain repetitions" of the names
of Deity.
None should understand us as meaning
that, at no time, i11 any one prayer, should
the sacred names be used more than once;
but that care should be taken so that· a too
frequent use of these holy names should
not be had.
Persons should watch as well as pray;
~watch carefully and see that their desires
are pure, correct in matter, and then that
they be expressed in words of soberness,
sincerity, appropriateness, and fervent faith.
One of the revelations of the Seer states
that, "Out of respect or reverence to the
name of the Supreme IJeing, to avoid the
too frequent repetition of his name," the
church in ancient days called "the priesthood after the order of the Son of God"
the Melchisedek priesthood. (Doc. & Cov.
to4: 1). Here we find the principle stated
in effect that the Saints should be very
careful, and "avoid the too frequent repeti·
tion'' of the name of Deity, whether in
prayer, teaching or ordinary conversation.
John and Jes us taught their immediate
disciples how to pray, (Luke I I: r); and in

these days the Saints need, should have,
and profit by similar instructions.
~.-Is it proper an~ right for an Elder
to hire a house or attempt to preach in a
town where two Elder.s a few years before
shook off the dust of their feet foi; a testimony against that town? (Matthew IO:
14, 15).
'
A.-Yes; it is both right and proper.
We know of just such a town, where two
Elders attempted to get a hearing but failed. They shook the dust off their feet
against the place; but since that time a
good work has been done there by others.
~.-Are we to believe that the Lord
ever would or not send an Elder to such a
town?
A.-Yes; if you choose so to believe.
A CORRESPONDENT of The South Bourke
and Morning Journal, New South Wales,
or Australia, writing from Hastings, in
that province, has a letter in the issue of
that journal fo1- November 18th, 1885,
concerning the work of Bro. ·Joseph F.
Burton, that will do the Saints good to
read. We give it below:
"We have been visited during the past week
by a member of that church called the "Latter
Day Saints." This denomination or name .arises
through a re-organization of a church unfavorably
known as the Mormons of Utah. The Saints of
this day disclaim all connection with the church
referred to, and repudiate the many charges of
impurity levelled against the Brigham Young
party. Mr. Burton, who, at the present time, represents the Saints in this locality, has had two
services in the Athemeum, both of which were
very well attended. Of course curiosity may
have had something to do with the attraction,
but I think it may be safely said that a desire to
learn the truth and an unprejudiced regard for
the views of others operated as a chief inducement. Mr. Burton commenced his discourse by
stating that his church had no connection whatever with the Mormons of Utah, except as sending missionaries there in the hopes of converting
them; and all the rest of that discourse was of
an earnest and scriptnral tone, derived from the
Bible alone, and which might have emanated
from any evangelical preacher. The faith that
we inherited from our forefathers is cherished as
the tn;th and the only truth, and this extends
from the savage with his idol god to the highest
pinacl,e of religious perfection. It is admitted
that the Latter D ay Saints believe that Joseph
Smith was a ·prophet, and that the Book of Mormon is an inspired writing, but does this in the
eyes of the orthodox render their case hopeless?
and doubtless with many people it does so; but
if a good man, a sincere believer in the Bible
and the truths contained therein was to believe
that Gulliver's travels were inspired, and that
Tom Sayers was a prophet, must he necessarily
be hopelessly lost? It is not fair or just to condemn a new church -merely on account of its
novelty, even when some knowledge has been
acquired of the 11tod1ts operandi; but when in perfect ignorance to ridicule and misrepresent ls a
0

sad example of the lengths to which one of itn
ungenerous, unscrupulous and uncharitable turn
of mind may go. Fortunately the days of intolerance and persecution and the faggot and sanguinary wars have gone by, and are succeeded,
by liberal views, and with an intelligent charity
for other men's opinions, which receive that con,sideration that a problem unsolved deserves at
the hands of the believers in truth and justice.
It may be as well to announce that Mr. Burton
proposes holding se~vices- during the ensuing
week, commencing on Thursday next, the 19th
inst., when an opportunity will be afforded those
who desire to learn the doctrine of the Saints to
do .so exhaustively. Up to the present we have
had no startling revelations, but what may be in
store this deponent knoweth not. To the lovers
of novel mysteries an opportunity may be afforded of satisfying their anxious craze, but to judge
from the discourses already given, and from that
alone is it possible to judge, nothing but the old,
old story will be heard in its sincerity and integrity, and profitable to members 6£ all churches."

TuE Plano, (Illinois), Pivot, of the 5th
ult., has the following to say of the ''Manuscript Story." The views the editor
takes are decidedly sensible.
"Everybody is aware that there has' been a great
deal of discussion concerning the origin of the
Book of Mormon, a very prevalent belief being
that Jos. Smith obtained the foundation ideas a{
that work from a manuscript written by Rev.
Solomon Spaulding, and with the help of Sidney
Rigdon elaborated it to the present form •. ·The~· •
truth or falsity of this theory has been a matter
of vital importance to the Latter Day Saints,
and therefore they hailed with joy the discovery
of the lost manuscript, a yerbatim reprint of
which has been sent us from the publication office of the Reorganized Church at Lamoni, Iowa.
This pamphlet of about 150 pages contains letters
establishing the authenticity of the manuscript
found as that written by Spaulding. It was accidentally discovered by Pres. Fairchild of Obe'iin College, among the papers of L. L. Rke
Honolulu, who was for years state printer 111
Ohio. He says that it came into his possession .
with a miscellaneous collection found in a print- •
ing office bought by him in 183<;), but that he had
never examined it till President Fairchild made
him a visit about a year ago. The original manuscript is now in the Oberlin college library, and
Pres. Fairchild says he could detect no resemblance between it and the Book of Mormon. We,
arc not sufficiently acquainted with the latter
book to render an opinion, but we certainly see
nothing in Spaulding's story that would suggest
any of the theories advanged by Smith, or assist
in maturing them. Of course this does not establish the authenticity of Smith's revelations,
but it saves the trouble 0£ further refutations in
one direction."
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday Schoo!Engiueer and Record Book., .....•... 35
Prompt Attendance Tickets , _,,, 100for15c., 1000 for 1 Oil
Good Behavior 'l'ickets ... , .. _.,
Same price.
No, 547.-Floral Tickets for Infant Class; 96 for.,.,__ 25
No,496.-packof96for .... ,,""···"'·· """ "" 20
No. 106.-Fancy Borders, 2x2Y,,; 10 for 5c" 100 for, .. , 40
No, 46L-Book Markers., 2x{i; 10 for Sc., 100 for.,,,.,, 70
No. 281,-Book Markers, 2Y,,x6: 10 for 25c., 100 for, , , . 2 .J5
No. 371.-J;'Jowers and Verses, 2\4x4; 10 for lOc,, 100" 90
No. 389.--Bronze Birds and ];'Jowers, 3x5; pack of 10
for 20c., 100 for ... __ - -- . - .. , ", ... "" _,",". "" 1 50
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QUEEN'S FERRY, vVestern Port,
Victoria, Australia, Nov. 25th.
Bro. Blair: I arrived here October 6th, and
commenced meetings with the brethren of this
place and the "mills" four miles distant. I also
accompanied brother Mcintosh in his boat eighteen miles to Tooradin twice, preaching twice each
visit, but failed to interest th'e people sufficient
to warrant another visit until they get more hungry than they are now. From there I went to
Hastings, and there found quite an ipterest already existing, for Bro. Evan Jones (a Floridian) Ii ves
there, and by his wise instruction" upright deportment, and Christian life, had created a favorable
impression on the minds of the people of the village, and prepared some for ebedience to the gospel; so that all I needed to do was merely to confirm his teachings. I found one ready for baptism
on my arrival, a Bro. McGurk. After a few discourses, and visiting in company with Bro. Jones,
five others wished also to follow Christ in baptism. Sunday last we had excellent meetings:
preaching in the morning, and baptism and confirmation in the afternoon, and preaching in the
evening. For the last six months I have been
especially blessed in my mission-work, by the
presen_ce and power of the Holy Spirit.
The Saints in America have been praying for
us, and our God has heard them. There is great
power in true prayer. In our confirmation meeting, last Sunday, we enjoyed an excellent spiritthe room seemed to be filled with the Holy Spirit,
all present felt happy, and in different degrees
r-eceived of the divine Spirit. In the evening,
preaching on the "restoration,'' I felt exceedingly
happy; and as the evidence accumulated in the
discourse, my hear_t burned within me, and as
thought flowed as fast as utterance could be given it, the truth of the restoration, and also of the
word of God, was confirmed by the Spirit with
such an assurance that there seemed to be no
place for doubt. My whole soul was filled. How
happy-how fUll of love to God, and Christ as my
Redeemer; how anxious for sinners to see the
beauties In Christ's life and ways; and that they
should obey him and enter the kingdom; how I
wanted the power of the hosts of heaven to beseech men to turn to God; and, loving Christ,
keep his commandments, that they might receive
the blessed gifts of the gospel here, and life eternal in the world to come.
If the professing Christians would only know
how far below the privileges of Saints they are
living, I think they would gladly rejoice in the
great restoration of the gospel, so plainly foretold
by Christ and the apostles, and the prophets of
old. But how ,shall they know? Patience, brethren; the light that dawned on the world in 1830
is permeating all classes of society, in all christendom. A mighty shaking is taking place, and
after a little more shaking there will be a sifting
time. Then all who ar_e in Christ will be gathered in one, both in heaven and on earth. ·We better remain in Him.
I had 'the pleasure of hearing the Rev. Charles
Strong's first discourse, after the organization
of his church under the title of The Australian

Church. !Ie was of. the Prtsbyterian order; but
getting beyond the creed, he withdrew. His discourse was intended to show what a church
should be. I felt sorrowful as I listened; for, as
he handled "the sword of the Spirit," be fot;nd it
two-edged, cutting both ways, and he dare not
use it; so putting it away, he admitted the necessity of organization; but repudiated the New
Testament form of organization,-priesthood,
law, and privileges,-and thus virtually made the
church to mean grace and charity, while quite
severely denouncing those from whom he withdrew, as well as other bodies of the world's ortho·
doxy. The only passage in his sermon that was
applauded was when, in speaking of hereti~s, he
said "the day had passed when the rack, the
stake, or the gibbet could be used; but that now,
instead of these, denunciations and the gag were
freely used ;"-another Swing or Dr. Thomas.
The enclosed clipping is from the pen of Dr.
Arthur Smith of Hastings. He is quite fair, as
you see; was acquainted with Bro. Glaud Rodger, and speaks very highly of him. He has attended most- of our meetings, and is some\\ hat
interested. I hope he may both see and enter the
1dngdom. There are some more persons in Hastings who will obey soon. One of those baptized
on Sunday was brother Jones' son Evan, a fine
young man twenty-two years old, who will be a
help to the work here in preaching the word
through this Continent. All the others were
married persons. I left an appointment to meet
them agairi a week from Thursday. I shall be
here and at Bass, a new place, next Sunday. I
am glad to say, the work is prospering in Australia-slowly, but we hope surely. Still pr!fy for
us. May God bless you and all the Israel of God.
Your brother in Christ,
JOSEPH F. BURTON.
Mot.INE, Ills., Jan. 2d.
Bi·o. Blatr :-While reading the Herald I felt
like making some effort to open t~e work here,
as I have been living here ten years and have
heard but two sermons. I think if they could
send a good sound preacher here there could be'
some good done. My ne.ighbors are all Swedes.
They have been reading my Heralds. They say
they can't understand, and the Elders try and help
me in this effort. They can have a home at our
house. I will close by saying, this work is true.
Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. SUMAN.
FANNING, Kansas, Jan. 1st.
Dear Herald:-I am still holding the fort at
thi& place with fair prospects of doing rnme good.
The opposition is losing strength; the promised
reward seems to be very near, Those who heretofore have been against us are now for us, and
that too, with enthusiasm, and are helping us to
fight the. ignorance that hitherto has prevaided.
vVe hope to trouble the· waters next Sunday,
Lord willing. One of the strange features of
the whole matter is, that those who have been
the strongest against us are the first to fall before
the light of truth. Pray for us that we may be
kept strong in faith and assurance towards God
and our Lord Jesus Christ who giveth the victory. We have been fighting against great odds.
The Methodists are and have been holding a protracted meeting three' miles north of this place;
but we are undismayed, knowing the Lord is
j}od and that he will prevail, and that if we do

SI
our duty "the church" will triumph at last and
we shall be blessed as our works shall be. We
·hope to receive a good report that our joy may
be full when we have finished our labors here.
We have more places to preach in than we can
possibly fill. Oh, that more of our Elders were
_so situated that they could take the field and
thrust in their sickle and reap; for truly the harvest is great, and the fields are white. If we do
not reap we will suffer loss.
CLARENCE STCLAIR.
SPICKARDSVILLE, Mo., Dec. 27th.
Dear Herald:-1 have often thought I would
write to the dear Saints, and as I have just been
reading Bro. Stebbins' letter of December 15th, it
seemed it was in unison with my own thoughts
so ofteu. "Feed my sheep.n "Feed my lambs."
Oh how often I have been trembling on the brink,
starving for more of the bread of life. I could
not reach it myself, and no shepherd near to feed
me the true word. If it had not been for the
Spirit saying, "Ee cautious before you step,'' I
might have given way to the tempter who said,
"Why stancl you there almost alone in society,
with the epithet, Mormon cast upon you, when
you might be surrounded by the society and have
the applause of other denominations. Oh shepherds; feed your flocks! For many poor, weak
lambs have fallen or strayed by the way. How.
thankful I am to-night that the good Spirit has
led me through so many dark places. And I
feel his presence with me, giving me strength to
say, All glory to God the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost; for these three are one. God
helping me I am determined to hold on to the
rod of fron. Pray for me that I may never give
over to the tempter. I would like for some shepherd to soon come this way, and gather the flock
together, and at least give us a little salt once a
year.
Your sister in the gospel,
SARAH L. McVAY.
NoRTH PLYMOUTH, Mass., Dec. 27th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Feeling,an interest i_n the
Herald and the plain and pure· teaching of the
gospel, I will try to tell you something about our
beloved brother Bond and his visit with us. He
preached twice in this place, and the same in
Plymouth, to small audiences and some attentive
listeners. He spoke Sunday evening on t.he revealed book from the Psalms 85,, and the 29th
chapter of Isaiah, with such firm' and unshaken
faith, and with such plainness, that H did my
heart good. Brother Bond is a worthy brother.
He appeals "to the law and the testimony." IIe
believes firmly in this latter-day work and Joseph
the Seer's divine calling and prophetic m_ission.
He shows the fulfillment of prophecy, our si1rroundings and the signs of the times, in a most
remarkable manner. I hope the chui-ch will sustain him, for you can plainly see that he has no
other motive than to build up the kingdom of
God with the pure in heart. He is seeking to
save souls. He baptized one when he was here,
and in the· confirmation the Spirit was with us.
He has exhorted the Saints to hold to the law and
and showing them glorious promises In the future,
if they are faithful. I will give you my testimony to this work, that I know that Joseph the
Martyr was a prophet o"f God to bring forth this
latter·day work, and that p~rt of the Bible has
had its fulfillment, namely the r{th chapter of
Revelations and 7th and 8th verses, that the an-
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gel has come. I am ready to defend it if occasion requires. And I do know 'that Joseph, his
son, is the true successor not only by the 'Spirit
of Christ, but by the law in Doctrine and Covenants. Now I do not say this to boast of these
things, but the God of heaven has give n me such
a knowledge of this upon my heart and mind
that it has become part of my very nature; and
I believe I can say firmly that I would rather
meet death than to deny this testimony. I will
give you a little sketch of my experience. I was
trying to exercise my faith at one time after re~
turning home from a M. E. revival. I had taken
part while there, in going forth to the anxious
,,cat. I recie'~ed nothing, but was in very deep
reflection about my soul's salvation, and I was
calling upon God; when all at once his son appeared to me ·in the clouds, and he spoke to me,
and I shall never forget the words he said-" I am
the way, the truth and the life. No one can
come to the Father but by me,'' And through
that enlightenment I was led into the latter-day
work. Brethren, no personal influence has had
control on me on that point-only the Spirit and
the word. I have passed through some trials,
but it is only added fuel to the flame.
Your brother in Christ,
N. K. NICKERSON.
0

p APEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 7th.
Dear Brethren and Sisters: The mail for October has come, and we are rejoiced to find letters
from America, and some papers. But we miss
the Globe-Democrat, which Bro. Robinson had
been sending us; and we have not received from
Brn. Andrews and Anderson any California papers
·for two mails now. We received the October Heralds, Hopes, and Advocate, and were sad indeed
to hear of the death of Bro. Ells; but not altogether surprised, knowing something of the disease affiicting him when we saw him last at Stewartsville. He was always most highly esteemed
by us. He has ended his work, and has gone to
rest in the Paradise of God; and being faithful
to the end, will hear the Master say, Well done,
thou good and faithful servant, . . . enter thou
into the joys of thy Lord. His death reminds
tne of an impression I had in 1878, while talking
with some upon the desirability of having the
Quorum of the Twelve filled, and it was, that before it would be full it would become still less in
numbers. The Saints here, who of course have
never seen Bro. Ells, yet feel sad over his death,
and on last Sabbath the pulpit was draped in
mourning, which will remain for three months.
The Saints are all glad to hear of Bro. Joseph's
labors in Utah, and have prayed much for the
blessing of God on his work there in the "fenua
i te roto no te mito,''-the land with a lake of
salt. Now for one I am not surprised at any very
marked results being visible at present, for the
time has not quite come for the harvest to be
seen; but it will come, and that ere long. Many
there will accept Joseph as the true shepherd of
the flock of God on earth, and some who will be
of much value to the cause of truth as represented by the Reorganization. But the cup of iniquity of many there, notably the chief leaders, is
not quite full. There are men of prominence
there to-day whose memory will be held in execration ere Jong by hundreds who almost worship
them to-day; but the scales have not fallen from
the eyes of th_e people yet. They will find that

their supp'6sed shepherds were merely hirelings
and false shepherds, whose only care is to fleece
Instead of feeding the flock.· There will be many
however who because of the disgust and mortification they will feel because of the abominations,
iniquities and hypocrisies of some of their leaders, will repudiate everyt_hing connected with what
is commonly called Mormonism, becoming sectarians, and infidels, and atheists. But many will
be reclaimed; yes, very many; and the labors of
Brn. Blair, Briggs, l'ylcCord, Alexander Smith,
Brand, Anthony, Luff, Short, Deuel, and other
good and faithful Elders who have toiled in that
field will yiel9 a grand harvest by and by. But it
strikes me that something yet has to be done before
the garments of the Reorganization will be clean
from the blood of that people; but I believe it
will be done, for those whose dtity it is never
shrink when they understand what duty is. I am
truly glad that Joseph went to Utah just when he
did, and did just what he did. The wi5dom of
the movement will be seen after awhile, and the
mouths of croakers will be stopped, who say:"Ah, I told you so; it is only waste of time and
money to sustain a mission to Utah; you see they
have not forsaken Taylor, Cannon & Co., an'd
followed Joseph." I will only say to such, just
wait awhile and see, and you will find that the
labor bestowed has not been spent in vain.
I suppose that the Saints are sitting around
their stoves and fire-places, and wearing thick,
heavy clothing, and wishing the dreary winter to
be over; while I am sitting by the open window,
without coat or vest, and Helen is writing in the
open portico, and the little native girl is running
about bare-headed and bare-footed. The trees
are full of fresh foliage; the grass bright and
green; the flowers in full bloom, and on Saturday
we had for supper, fresh cabbage, green beans,
cucumbers, and tomatoes. This present winter
with you is the second we have missed, and it
seems strange to pass a year without any frost
or snow; a1'd to see green leaves on the trees,
and fresh grass the whole year. As far as the
climate is concerned this country is very desirable, but we would very cheerfully stand the
frost, and snow, and the cold air, in order to
possess the many comforts and conveniences of
a home in America. One good, lively, spiritual
Saints' meeting would be a good exchange for
all the temporal advantages we enjoy here. Now
whe.n I write of a spiritual meeting, I do not
mean such only where the "gift of tongues" is
manifested, for I have fou.nd in my . nineteen
years connection with this church that some of
the very best meetings were those where every
heart was melted to tenderness, humility, meekness, and charity or love by the invisible operation of the comforter, while no one spoke in
tongues or prophesied, but I have also seen some
of the most heavenly seasons that mortals could
enjoy, where these gifts were abundantly mani'fested; and while perhaps not a "wise builder"
as some others doubtless are whose mission
seems to be to "treat lightly" not the things
however tkey "have received," but that others
have, yet I have for nineteen years taught everywhere, that when we come together in a Saints'
meeting, we should seek in earnest prayer for
the gift or bestowment of the Holy Spirit, leaving
God to direct the operation, and manifestation
thereof, and give such gift as "he will," and that
every one should be willing to receive and exer-

cise just such gift, or enjoy just such manifestation, and permit the Spirit to operate-as God
would be pleased to so order. This may not
hav·e been wise teaching, but it has been mine, as
Saints everywhere well know, and as truth loving
ones would testify to. We are to "covet earnestly the best gifts." But doubtless Paul could no
more tell what the "best gifts" were than we can
to-day, or he would have told the church what
they were.
And as some contend for one, and some for
another and all can not agree, I think the wisest
course would be to follow Paul's advice, "Seek
that ye may excel to the edifying of the ~hurch."
But here comes in the same difficulty: shall each
one form his or .her own opinion as to which gift
would edifl the best, and select that one, and
seek for it? No, that would not help the matter
at all. What. then? And if one should in his
mind select one gift, and another some other,
and so on till all the gifts are picked out, would
the Spirit then divide or distribute as he (the
Spirit) will or elects, or would he give such as
the individual in his own finite judgment elects?
If human judgment could not determine this
matter, and it is evident by the history or experience of the church that it can not, what then?
Why, leave God to give as in his infinite wisdom
he sees proper, and would he give a gift that
would not edify the church, or that would not be
the best gift for that partkular individual to exercise? And if God gives the g.ift of tongues to
one, and the gift of prophecy to another, and
faith to another, etc., who shall say it is not
proper, or wise to exercise that gift whenever the
Spirit will? The trouble in my judgment is, this
very selection of gifts, calling this one the best, '
and that one the best, and not leaving the selection
entirely with God; simply seeking for his Spirit,
and being willing to receive and exercise the
gift that the Spirit chooses, and only when and
where he cl)ooses. To say that there could be
anything said, or the gift used at an improper
time, or in an improper manner if the Spirit
directs and leads in the matter is an insult to the
wisdom of the Giver. The Seer taught the same
doctrine as I do. See entire section 46, D. & C.,
52 :4; 63: 3, 4. Now I suppose that taking neither
extreme, neither over zealous for, nor fearful of,
spiritual gifts, I please neither extreme party.
Now while selecting some particular gift, irrespective of any knowledge of God's will and purpose in the case, is certainly unwise, and unallowable; indifference to, and fearfulness of, and a
"treating lightly" of certain gifts is deserving of
as much censure, and is equally offensive to God,
and equally unwarranted, to say the least. God
has commanded the Saints to "covet to prophesy,"
and has forbidden the prohibition of "tongues."
He requires us to "seek earnestly the best gifts,"
and as we can not tell what are the best (for all
are good) we should simply live for, and seek for
in prayer, for God to choose, and for him to be~
stow. To not "seek earnestly" for God to bestow
on us what in his infinite wisdom is the best gift
for ,each one of us to possess, is to disobey him,
and to treat his offer to give us these heayenly
blessings with contempt. I have never seen but
one branch where there was undue zeal for certain gifts, and that was not planted or builded by
me. But I have seen scores o± branches where
there was scarcely any zeal at all in the matter,
even for such gifts as would not frighten the
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"fearful and unbelieving,'' namely, wisdom, faith,
knowledge, discerning of spirits, healings, miracles.
Can the devil inspire wisdom, faith, knowledge,
healings, miracles, etc.? If any deny, I will
prove it. And if the matter was looked into
carefully it would be found that his operations in
tongues and prophecy. are few in comparison
with other superhuman operations, or spirit man"
ifestations. Indeed, does the devil speak in
unknown tongues at all, or is it in some of the
various Indian dialects of the United States.
But suppose he does speak in tongues, how many
sick and infirm does he heal, or miracles does he
work? Now as there are "signs and wonders"
and "miracles" and "doctrines" of devils; why
not get skeptical about these things also, and
finally doubt everything claiming to be divine.
In fact that is the tendency of the spirit that begins on the "tongues" question. I would like to
know what is not doubted? Whatsoever constitutes the faith, or forms part of the faith, we will
be tried upon. If the trial of our faith is necessary, may not it be wisdom that bogus tongues,
prophecies, visions, dreams, revelat'ons, &c., &c.,
be occasionally manifested?
My faith in Joseph the Seer being a propliet of
God could not be shaken should I find a revelation given by him, to be not of God. He could
,be a prophet of God, and that particular prophecy
be not of God. Having been clearly prov~n to
be a prophet of God by the test that God gave to
Moses, and no evidence of having lost the spirit
of his calling, I can see how that for a trial of
faith he could· be permitted to speak presumptuously. I do not say that I think such has beeti
the case; but I mean that if "a trial of our faith"
be the order of heaven, then means to that end
must be permitted of heaven. I do not believe
that God ever inspired men to speak what)s not
true, for he can not lie, nor vary from that which
he hath said. But he could pelllnit even his
children to speak by a power not cif him, arid it
would not prove that they were not his children.
If it would, how about Jonah and his prophecy
concerning Ninevah,,and other cases that can be
named? \Vere there no genuine gifts there
could be no counterfeit; or false revelations, if
there are no true ones. Shall ·we destroy the
genuine so that counterfeiting may be impossible?
Or kill the prophets lest they might prophesy
out of their own hearts? Or burn up the multitudinous revelations that God has given, because
the devil or some human spirit may give one or
more?
Would a man be a wise builder who would
reject his whole bill of lumber because of a rotten
shingle? or a wise gardener who would dig up
and throw away his whole garden, or a part of it
even, because he found one or two weeds in it?
·what shall '~ise people ·do? "Prove all things,
and hold fast that which is (proven to be) good."
Now what things are to be proven or tested?
Those 'Yhich we know to be good, or true already?
Nay, but those which we are uncertain about.
But how can we test that which does not exist, or
which we have no opportunity to try? There is
no need of trying the spirits, if all are good and
true, and there can not possibly be any evil or
false ones. If there is nothing in the world
either solid or liquid that is sour, or bitter, why
need any one taste this or that to see whether it
be sweet or s9µr r 'fhe gift of "discerning- of

spirits was and is necessary, because there are
various spirits to~be discerned. But if not allowed
to manifest th.emselves, the gift is an empty one,
or useless. What are the conclusions· reached?
r st, For the trial of faith, and for the purpose of
test, and exercise of "discerning of spirits," the
existence of false spirits, and gifts not divine,
must be expected, and permitted an opportunity
of displaying themselves. 2d, The gifts of the
Spirit of God must be desired and earnestly
sought for. 3d, That the seeking for, should be
without dictation to the Almighty as to the kind
or degree of the gifts. 4th, The gifts such as the
Spirit elects to bestow should be exercised when
and where said Spirit bestows them. 5th, All
gifts proven to be of God, should be valued, and
God be thanked and honored therefor, and all
proven to not be of God should be simply ignored,
and not that all should be accepted as of God because ·of those which have been proven to be
divine, nor on the other hand, all should not be
doubted or condemned because that some having
been tested, were found unable to bear the test.
God having by his Spirit commanded us to
"prove all things," to "try the spirits," and to
"Beware, lest ye be deceived," does not ask us to
close our eyes and swallow everything put into
our mouths, without knowing first whether it be
food or poison. Revelations to individuals should
be tested by the indiv.iduals concerned; revelations to the entire body should be tested by the
body, and this can be best done by the several
quorums ill a General Assembly. Can the entire
body thus represented be deceived? I can not
believe it to be possible, except the entire body
was under transgression, and had forfeited the
Spirit, and the power to discern between the good
and the evil being lost. Then they would be
more likely to accept the voice of Satan as the
voice of God, than not. In fact God would not
speak through any mem~er of such a body. If
he should speak to them by some one outside of
th;it body, they would not receive it as coming
from God.
Had a revelation like that on polygamy been
given in 1843, it could not possibly have been
accepted by the church at that time; therefore,
God could not have given it at that time. After
he rejected the church, and they went deeper and
deeper into sin, and he withdrew his Spirit from
them, he would not reveal anything to them
through any of their leaders at least. Having
lost the ability to discern between the Spirit of
God and seducing spirits, or between the "doctrine of Christ," and "doctrines of devils," then
they could receive a revelation from the devil,
and would contend that it was of God, and do it
so long as ·they remained in darkness, and devoid
of the Spirit of God; and that is where the Utah
Church stands to-day, and that is why they would
not as a church receive Brother Joseph1 But it
was needful that the opportunity should be given
them; the judgments of God could not .be poured
out upon them until they had a chance to reject
him. In more than one respect the course of the
Utah Church and the Jews are a parallel, the
experience of the former will not be widely different. Those who have ~ead of the sorrows of
the blinded Jews who knew not "the time of
their visitation," will feel sick at hell.rt in contemplating the picture of the sorrow and suffering
that the leaders of that people will bring upon
.the1µ. for 9ne I can not bf! surpris<'!q j\t any
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measure of folly and of madness, that their blind
infatuation will lead them to do. They may and
probably will provoke the people of the United
States by their treason, their rebellion, and repeated insults to the Government; that their fury
will be unbounded and incontrollable, and what
happened in the "green tree" of their history
will be nothing compared to the "dry." I wish I
had even a little faith that the judgments of God
could be averted. But I verily believe that the
leaders have sinned away their day of grace, and
now they call punishment, justly dezerved for
their crimes, persecution; as well, and with as
much propriety, could the convicted horse-thief,
gambler, or murderer, call the execution of the
law against him, "persecntion," and an interference with his "religion." It is just as easy for
one set of men to make a religion warranting
stealing, infanticide, or cannibalism, as for another class to make adultery and incest a part of
their religion, calling it by the deceptive title
"celestial marriage." Great Scott, as Bro. Caffall
would say, what would bestial marriage be, if that
is celestial? Perhaps they really mean "bestial,"
and it is a typographical error.
But .I must say something of the mission, and
that is what I intended to say the most about.
Bro. Joseph informs me that Benjamin Grouard
·still lives, and is in California, and has repudiated
Brighamism. This will be good news to qundreds here who revere his memory. They fell
sad enough when I told them that he was living
in Utah, and had joined Brigham's Church.
They said, "He taught us nothing but the gospel
of Christ, and we will not join Brigham's Church;
we .will believe what Grouai:d taught, and not do
as he has done." Grouard never taught that
Brigham was the President of the Church, after
Joseph's death, and I suppose knew nothing of
polygamy. After Grouard had established
branches in some six different settlements or villages on Anaa, and on a number of Islands of
the Paumotus, and lived among the people for
about eleven years, he went to Tubuai, and joined the Church of Brigham, being baptized into it
by the missionaries sent out by that church.
These men wanted to go to Anaa, and baptize
the church there, but Grouard vigorously protested, saying that they should let his work
stand there a~ he had reared it. They tell me
that they were not visited by any of Brigham's
Elders, and have never changed their baptism. I
told them th.at a5 Grouard was sent oLt by the
church in .the days of Joseph the first, or the.
father, that I would receive them on their original baptism; as the faith and for.m, or organizaization of the church under the father and the
son were the 'ame. ·when David Brown went
there ·some three years ago, he. could do nothing
with them, Lr following the example of Nelson,
he insisted on rebaptizing. them, no matter when
or by whom they were baptized. These Anaa
people claimed that their baptism by Grouard
was all right, and of course I say so to; so while
they rejected Brown, they were willing. to receive
me. However if they learn that Gr.ouard has
joined our church by baptjsm, they probably will
want to be baptized over. also. · It would be a
wise course, yet not one that I shall insist on. It
would be a most excellent thing for Grouard to
unite·with us, and come here, and spend the remainder of his days, taking a general oversight
of the work here. I sho1,1ld liJ,.e ~o h,ay~ sgrne ·
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one sent here right away so that he might_get an
understanding of the work, before I went away,
for I should like to go on to Australia by next
June or July. That field is too large for Bro.
Burton or any one 1nan, and while he is doing
finely, and as much as any one man could do, I
begin to feel that I ought to go to his help ere
Jong, and it is a general desire there that I should.
Some one should be sent here with a good retentive memory. Eloquence is not particularly requisite, but a good understanding of the doctrine
and history of the church. No one who comes
will have half the trouble, vexation, .care, and
work that I have had and still have. When the
Board of Publication prints what I have prepared, the missionary .would have comparatively
light work. I hope one will be sent so to get
here by the firsfof April at least. I expect to return to Anaa in a week 01: two, and hope to get
back here by the first of March next.
\.Vhile we are very grateful for stamps sent for
return postage, and appreciate the motives of the
senders, yet they are useless.here. American paper money or greenbacks are. as good as gold here,
bringing a premium of ten per cent. American
silver is on par with other silver. It costs us a
great deal more for everything here than it does
in the States. Potatoes just now are bringing $5
a bushel, sometimes they are down to $r.50. Native yams or sweet potatoes are scarce now. and
about $2 per bushel. We were away during the
plentiful season. When we are at Anaa and on
the Paumotus we get potatoes only occasionally;
and pay there 80 cts for two pound can of meat,
4.0 cts for small can of oysters, 30 cts for one pound
can of salmon. So we live on rice, bread and
fish, and occasionally chicken. We ha.ve always
had enough so far; but here in Tahiti the Saints
have only what they earn daily. On other islands
they sell their cocoa-nuts, or dive for shells, and
sometimes get a pearl worth from one to a hundred dollars. Our mail is expensive. The mail
we sent out in October cost over $3- This mail
about $2. The November mail !)bout $r.50; or
not less than $25 a year. So you see that it is
quite expensive to live J;i.ere. The Herald Office
will have to excuse us for not observing their rule
to write on one side of the sheet only, for it costs
enough for postage as it is-five cents for every
half ounce, or fraction thereof. The Papeete
daily or weekly Herald, or News, or Tribune, or
Times, are not published yet, so we can not send
any in exchange for papers sent us by three or
four friends. They mu&t take the will for the
deed.
Yours in gospel bonds,
THOMAS W. SMITH.
\.VABASH, Ind., Jan. rst.
Dear I-lerald:-As I was reading the letters of
the Saints I saw one from brother Shook in
Buchanan, Michigan, and it made me feel sad to
think I have no one in this place to meet with.
It has been two years since I heard a sermon,
and I don't know where I belong, :lS I was a
member of the branch in Nauvoo, Michigan,
and many of the Saints there have moved away
as I have learned. I,am the fore-woman of forty
girls, and they ask me what church I belong to .
l tell them, The Latter Day Saints. And they
say, What Church is t!tat? I never heard of
such a church before. I am glad to get the 1--Ierald, as it b food for me, and I give it to the neighhore lo \'e:~.d 1 . as I hope it mny do s0me good. I

would be pleased to have some Elder call ihis
way; and if there should some one come, enquire
for H. C. Underwood. Brothers and Sisters, I
ask you all to pray for me, as I need the prayers
of all Saints to help rne in my trials. Ohe who
is tryillg to live faithful in the good work.
SUSAN EVERETT.
LAMdNI, Iowa, Jan. 10th.
Dear Herald: Since writing you last, i have
visited and labored at DeKalb Branch (formerly
Stewartsville), Cameron, Bevier, Salt River and
Renick. At DeKalb I spoke twice, and did some
other work which is far more difficult than preaching. Enjoyed very good liberty in speaking to
small congregations. Near Cameron, in the Delana Branch, I spoke four times, and with the
exception of hard labor in my first effort, I felt
well. In my last effort I felt unusually well, and
so did the Saints. At Bevier I preached twice,
and the good Master was with me. It was hard
work to get away from the Bevier Saints without
stopping over Sunday. However, there are a
few at Bevier who never come out any more to
my preaching meetings. I presume they would
rather give their own reasons for staying away
than to have me do so, and I am willing they
should, in order to avoid a conflict. At Salt
River the weather was against us, but I spoke
twice on Sunday, and felt reasonably well. I
spent a week at Renick, preached three times,
and attended four other meetings.
Of the condition of the work in. these five
branches, for prudential reasons, I have only this
to say: some of them are in fair condition, but
plenty of room for improvement; while others
are "below par," and need to repent and learn
wisdom. I desire to pray for the welfare and salvation of all. I am most positively opposed to
highly colored and one sided reports, which claim
to represent the true status of the work in differ·
ent parts of the field. \.Vhen done knowingly, it
is a species of hypocrisy, which is a sin before
God; and when the reaction comes, as it surely
will, it will bring loss to the church every time.
The gospel law does not authorize the least variation from truth and right.
I am also opposed to the practice of highly
eulogizing any person or persons, when they
have done nothing more than to perform a common and well known duty belonging to their
office and calling in the church. Good, solid
men do not need this kind of encouragement(?),
while those who are not good and solid are quite
like! y to be spoiled by the practice.
After a six weeks' tour, I returned home last
Thursday, thankful that under such peculiar
physical conditions, I was able to remain in the
field that Jong.
Whether it is the duty of the Twelve "to regulate" and set in order "the affairs. of the church,"
as defined by resolutions of April, 1884, or not,
one thing is clear, namely, this duty and prerogative belongs to somebody. The fact that there
is a demand for this kind of work to be done is a
sufficient_argument to all who believe in the divinity of the work, that somebody has been authorized to perform It. And if so, the authority
must be found in the revelations of God which
define the calling and prerogatives of those to
whom this important duty belongs (D. C. 104: 12).
My feellngs are these: Were it not for the law
and ordqr wh!Elh God has lai•l down, and not m•m,

I would gladly shift my part of these responsibilities; but rny difficulty is this: outside of that law
and order I can have no faith. He who desires
to assume these grave responsibilities for any
other purpose than the good of the work, is destitute of intelligent faith, and from my pojnt of
view, I would be compelled to regard him as an
ignoramus or a knave.
May the good work move on gloriously, as I
believe it will, is my prayer.
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
AKRON, Iowa, January rst.
Dear Herald:-\.Vhat a very welcome visitor.
I can not do without you, with your pages freighted with such a variety of choice reading, teaching the gospel in its fullness and simplicity,
which is meat and drink to us isolated ones who
have but little chance to learn, only through your
columns. And through you we learn also of the
progress of this glorious latter day work, which
makes our hearts glad. I praise God for his
truth, and do earnestly pray that the good work
may go on until the honest in heart are all gathered into the fold of God, and that his servants
may have wisdom to carry on this great work,
that the quorums of the church may be more
fully organized and enabled to see eye to eye.
For this is the grandest work allotted to man on
the earth, to my mind. My constant thought
and wish and prayer are for its ultimate triumph.
It does my heart good to learn of the good Joseph
and his co-workers are doing in Utah. And I
trust Bro. T. W. Smith's cry for laborers can be
reached in the near future. Dear brethren and
sisters, the old year has flown, the new year is
here. Let us help on this great work with our
means, with our prayers, and in every way that
is open for us. The time is short, therefore' let
us redeem the time, because the days are evil.
I send some aid as a freewill offering to help roll
on the gospel work. Let every Saint that can,
do likewise; "and let us see how much can be
done this year for the advancement of the greatest and best work that we ever were or can be
engaged in. \Viii Bro. Hiram L. Holt please write
me. I have written to him twice and the last
was returned to me. I don't seem to direct right.
Your sister in Christ,
M.A. CHRISTY.
CABOOL, Mo., Dec. 29th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-Another Christmas is
past, another year is ended. Yea, blessed be the
Lord, for we know that our Redeemer Jh·eth.
When our minds wander back over the many
years that have passed since the first Christmas,
in all our studies of his divine character and
mighty works, we are drawn with peculiar interest to the Jowly manger where the Holy Child
was laid, to the obscure village where the son of
the carpenter lived, to the sacred city where the
immortal Redeemer died. Yea, on Calvary the
conflict with death and the powers of darkness
was complete, and the cross of shame was changed
to the sceptre of power and the throne of glory .•
Dear Saints-sisters and all-we can all .do somethin1(to forward the great work which is before
us, if it's only to preach the gospel of purity and
peace and love by a living example in our own
homes. Christ calls for multitudes of martyrs
to suffer the pains of rack and fire, in sickness
and infirmity, and yet live on and find much to
, be thankful for every day. I can talk and pray
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and try to get others to see and understand the
scriptures as they are demonstrated to me through
the fulness of the gospel. Should I labor faithfully all my life, and be the means of saving but
one soul, my reward would be much greater than
sitting idle, with my hands folded. For then I
would fear the Lord would say, "Depart from
me into outer darkness." Every one can find
something to do. I have often heard women
say, "Oh, women can do about as they please;
the Bible don't say much about women." Dear
Sisters, read Deut. 31: 12: "Gather the people
together, men, and women, and children, and
the stranger that is within thy gates, that they
may hear, and that they may learn, and fear the
Lord your God, and observe to do all the words
of this law." Why were they commanded to be
gathered together? Of a surety it was, that
women a8 well as men might be prepared to observe to do all the words of the law. "There was
not a word of all that Moses commanded, which
Joshua read not before all the cc;mgregation of
Israel, with the women, and the little ones, and
the strangers that were conversant among them,"
(Josh. S: 35). Dear sisters and children, we can
not excuse ourselves in doing nothing, for that is
evil. My prayer to God is that each and all may
see their follies, and turn from their evil ways
while it is day; for when night cometh no man
can work. Our Saviour hath taught us that he
will rule the kings of the earth with a rod of
iron, and dash them in pieces like a potter's
vessel. He teaches us that the kingdom of heaven
comes like the sunlight, in silence and in power.
The throne, which is to be exalted above all the
thrones of earth, is to have its seat in the heart.
Your sister in the true gospel of Jes us Christ,
MARY A. ATWELL.

for home not having the pleasure of meeting
even our former congregation. But changes
come. The next effort was at the town of
Flieburg some twenty miles from there, where I
was kindly taken by Bro. Barnhart, who is young
in the work, but destined ere long to be a standard-bearer
his Master's se1·vice; There I had
the pleasure of presenting the word to a very attentive audience with the best of liberty, and of
meeting two, if not more, of the old veteransKidders. They are not identified with us at
present, but their sympathies must always be
with what they once loved. May the light soon
shine with a glow that will attract all the wanderers back to shelter and to safety. Its increasing splendor must soon meet their wandering
gaze.
Our conference, held on the 19th and 20th was
a most enjoyable one. The Holy Spirit's presence was felt, and its fruits were visible to the
joy I believe of all, through the entire session.
Envy and jealousy did not attend. Peace and
love filled their proper places, reigning right royally in the hearts of all. The Saints here have a
bright prospect before them, and are striving
hard for their crowns. One noticeable fact,
which goes far to ensure success, among the
ministry is, that there is very little if any of this
terrible fiend, jealousy. While the head is right
all is well, or soon w'ill be. May God bless all
the faithful. I go in a few days to Detroit. My
addreEs will be Clitheral, Otter Tail Co., Minn.
HIRAM L. HOLT.

in

OGDEN, Utah, January 5th.
Bro. <Josepk Snzitk:-The minds of the people
are quite different now concerning the Reorganized Church, than they were some time ago; and
my belief is that in the near future many souls
will be s.aved from the eternal punishment.
Your brother in Christ,
OLIVER JOHNSON.

SILVER LAKE, Minn., Dec. 29th.
Dear llerald:-ln reading the good news in
your columns of crowded houses, good attendance,
and kind friends met nearly every ·where by
OAKLAND, Cal., Jan. 6th.
the Elders, I. thought it best lo present a little of
Editors of tke Herald:-The Lord so willing, I
the other side of the picture, lest the Saints
expect to leave here in a short time for Oregon,
might be led to think our labors all sunshine.
to preach the gospel; and have been praying
An appointment was given out for me to preach,
in secret and want to be rewarded openly. My
prayer has been that I might be an instrument in
where we had reason to believe an interest had
been awakened. At the time appointed we startthe hands of our Father in heaven, of bringi.ng'
ed, and after a cold ride of some five miles we
some to a knowledge of the gospel. And I ,do
arrived to find all dark, cold, and silent. After
not want to go with my hands_ tied·, into :a ne.w
field, the church looking for some returns from
making our horses as comfortable as possible we
my labors, therefore I have been praying that the
en_tered, and by the light of our lantern, which
we fortunately carried with us, we made a fire
Lord would put it int<'!' the. hearts of some of my·
and patiently waited for company. They came,
go_od br.ethren and-sisters to send me about. two
thousand tracts, for distribution, and, as some·
. two besides those we brought, and we began service. It should be said the flow of. eloquence
may not see their way clear, allow Ille to make
was not very great, nor very long. Being' invitsome suggestions. to all those wl:io are. eating,
drinking, chewing, smoking, wearing, or spended to return, we consented, in order to give the
ing time or. mo11ey in any way 1wt conducive to
place a fair trial. That night appointed. proved
to be a bitter cold one. When part way there: health, comfort ,and the service. of.. God" in body
and spirit, and have said mal)y times. in. priva.te
we were not a little prm:oked at breaking our
and public that they want to do all they can todouble trees, by the sleigh getting caught, which
wards the advancement of the great work of the
necessitated our getting out of. our .. wraps and
last days, to show by their works as well as by
into the snow, a performance . in th.is country
which is easier realized than imagined. After . words, and lay all of these thh1gs aside. Spend
hitching a .horse. to each runner with st~aps taken your money for tracts_; flood your neighborhood
with them; all cari preach the. word in this way:
from the harness, we got in with feelings not the
b,est, nor feet .the warmest. \Vhen w~ got there. To those who do. not come und.er this. head, I
say~. send some ,tracts, as it. is an. uphill lmsines~
we. found a like reception as befor.e. And amid
the .crackin,g. trees .!:Ind glistening frost. we. tied
to start t.he work in. a new field without. tractS:.
our. shivering anhnals; lihd :went inside; .ourseives
My prayer Is, Father \ielp my beloved br,ethi;.ert
pfl ~hl.nr 1 whh;h 11ft:~ Rn-hg~1r
w@
·
11nd
tg f••tawp.r all ~h«if fl'.i•t~.&nd .!j@f$11.f
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tke world and be doers of the word indeed and in
truth; and help all they can to preach the gospel
for a witness that the end may come. You can
order the Herald office to send tracts tom y address,
East Portland, Oregon.
Yours in the gospel bonds,
A. HAWS.
Dow CITY, Iowa, Dec. 28th.
Editors Herald:-The snow has left us now,
the roads are muddy, and the ground soft enough
to plow. This evening it is raining a little. Bro.
E. C. Brand has been here and preached several
times; fortunately the sleighing was good then,
and congregations fair. The Saint's at Gallands
Grove were greatly blessed w!tn the good instruc.
tion and kindly words of cheer and encouragement given. Bro. W. W.~Whiting and James
Turner are now, and have been for some days
past, holding forth at Dow City. Quite an in·
terest is awakened there now, with a prospect of
its increasing. Yesterday afternoon (Sunday),
we had an excellent prayer and testimony meeting there, causing all hearts to rejoice.
Our conference was a peaceful and profitable
one, the Spirit of the Master being present and
manifesting itself on one occasion in the gift of
tongues to the encouragement of those who
would go into the world and proclaim the word,
graciously promising to sustain and be with those
who did so, and declaring that the blotch brought
upon the churc;:h by the people in the west should
soon be removed and the fair name of the church
vindicated. Since the conference, ten have been
baptized, and thus the good work prospers ..
Yours in gospel b~mds,
JOHN PETT.
TIPTON, Iowa, Dec. 26th.
Dear Herald of truth and heavenly light to all
the lonely, scattered sheep of Israel's flock:-You
come to us surely, with clean hands, pointing .us
unerringly to a higher plane, a loftier wa.lk in life.
Silent, yet eloquent friend, heaven bless you ;J.nd
the gifted ones whose inspiration makes you poterit for truth and righteousness.
I haye often heard the remark, "How .I .wish I
had Ii yed in the days of Christ," from .the lips o(
professing Christians; and I remember to have
uttered the same thin~ myself, before hearing
the gospel. Sincere in believing, the e;i.rly Christians enjoyed superior light and knowledge of
Spiritual things. They looked unto our. day and
dispens;i.tion' with wist{ul and lpnging hearts, as
many beforeChrist h.ad "des:red to see his day,
. but could riot!' This desire was evidently consi~tent with the true Spirit of the gospel.
The
scriptures teach the folly. of looking on. those
things which. are behind, as did the Jews, saying:
"If we had lived in the days of our fathers, we
had not slain the prophets." . This is precisely
the spirit actuating the. mass of religionists to-day,
paying fabulous prices for dum.b canvas daubs of
the Holy child by the "masters/' and driving His
Saints fro!ll t!ie.ir doors·. La~ding Peter, Pa.ul;
James and John to the seventh heaven, and. refusirig their synagogµes to their fellow ser.vants
of.the salTie pr.iesthood. Not discerning the.ominous signs of the nearness of the times of resti~
tution of all things," which, when.accomplished,
. yea, .. and. while .in process. of accomplishment,
m.ake this day .and dispensatiott, ~o milch more
desirt1ble than rJl preceding bhes that it formed
thl; them1: of hup!ration i:o jiJ~Otj3I~ i\n¥ ~\1\hl;ld• ·
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astically dwelt upon "by all the holy prophets
since the world began," The king who shall
shortly reign has given his loyal subjects a numlier of signs, or tokens, whose appearing shall
herald the speedy coming of himself. Those
eyes are certainly spiritually dim, which see no
likeness between the manner of chariots described
by the p~ophet "in the day" of his preparation."
and the lightning gaited, railroad coaches, which
are as a torch in the night, ·which "rage in the
~treets," and "jostle in the higL way."
Who so blind as to see no· "hand beneath the
wheel" rolling away the prejudice against Judah,
µ~ evinced by the election of the late Lord Beaconsfield (a Jew) 1:o the British Premiership "whose
skirt" was laid hold on by the ambassadors of the
ten allied Powers of,·Europe at the treaty of .Berlin, the terms of which were dictated in the interest of Judah, putting, the "sick man" under the
care of a "nursing mother," whose coat of arms
is a union of the tribal totems of Judah and Ephriam, (see the bottom of your stone ware dinnerplates), the Lion and the Unicorn rampant. As
Jacob, speaking of Judah in the last days says:"His hand is in the neck of his enemies," he shall
possess the "gates" (exits, entrances, ports, harbors) of his enemies. "As an old lion, who shall
rouse him upi'" What nation to-day but thinks
twice ere it risk an insult to the "old Britisk lion?"
'Vhat if!1portant straits does she not dictate the
opening or the closing of?
Again; what Saint fails to see a fulfillment of
the prophecy saying :-"In that day shall seven
women take hold of one man, saying, we will eat
our own ]?read and wear our own app11rel, only
let us be called by thy name, to take away our
reproach." When the delegation of women from
the Utah church waited on Mrs. Hayes, in 1877,
with a petition signed by (seven) a multitude of
Utah's deceived wives of youth, "treacherously
dealt with," asking her to use her influence with
the President to have the bill then pending before Congress, making polygamy a crime, vetoed,
urging that in case it passed the polygamous
.mothers would be classed as prostitutes and their
children as illegitimates; saying they were willing to support themselves apart from the relations
of polygamous wifehood, and only desired the
mantle and protection q;f the husband's name to
remove the stain and reproach threatened in the
bill then pending.
Read Habbakuk, chapter second, and then
walk in the telephone office and you will hear
'the stone in the wall cry out," (Halloo !) and the
timber a_nd beam in the wall answer. This, too,
in :,in age when the "vision on plates" has been
made known, for which the prophet said "wait,"
when Joseph (the Smith) had brought forth the
instrument (document) against which the tin
sword weapon of Conneaut Creek fame has so
ignominiously failed; a day in which (unlike
Eli's) there is "open vision."
Thank God, dear Saints, we are not left comfortless. But revelation's brilliant light has burst
the brazen seal of the heavens, so many ages
voiceless, and that they who err in spirit may
com~ to understanding, and the murmurers learn
"w rnd doctrine" which the seif-wise will "not
endure." God speed the word of life by the
means of his ministry. Saints should speed this
word by the use (under the law) of the means
which they are but stewards of, although wolves
inay say and teach-"this is my own to do ~s I

please witl1,''-You don't own yourselves; you
are bought with ajrice/ Would all your possessions equal that ransom:?
Love to all Saints,
WM: T. MAITLAND.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, Jan. 4th ..
Editors ef Herald:-On Saturday, October the
10th, last, in company with Bro. Frank M. Sheehy
and sister Elizabeth Woodward who had been in
attendance at the Providence conference. I
arrived at Jonesport, Maine. Bro. Sheehy and
I were soon domiciled at the comfortable home
of brother and sister Walker, familiarly known as
"Joshua and Liza," where we found a warm wer
come; Sr. Woodward going to her place of business and home. She is a very worthy sister and
citizen. We slept sweetly in sight and hearing
of bois!erousold Atlantic. Awoke on the following day to find ourselves on a: good.granite foundation; and really among the "down eastahs ;"
whom by the way we found to be very iuuch like
other people. We had to be disciplined a little
in taking beans for breakfast on Sunday morning,
but found it quite easy to conform to custom, as
an orderly missionary should; In fact it don't
pay to put on airs when a breakfast is at stake any.
"Eat what is set before you, asking no questions,"
is excellent adyice in these days of epicurean
habits.
The I rth held two services in a com modi us
room in the city with attentive listeners, and
were thus fairly il1tr6du<!'ed into the east Maine
district. Here in Jonesport is a very ·commendable society of Saints and of long standing; Bro.
J. S. Walker presiding. They hold regular services, and are holding their own if not gaining,
and exert a good influence for the cause.
We were disappointed at not being able to visit
Grand Manan and Nova Scotia from this place,
to meet with the Saints there, but failed to connect at any time with a boat. Should have gone
direct from Boston. May they be of good comfort and press onward in the cause. Help will
reach them by and by; and we will labor to that
end.
We spent a month in the Eastern Maine District, averaging a meeting a day; but was not
able to visit all of the Saints; but met with some
very worthy ones among those we did chance to
meet. The names of Josiah Ells, T. W. Smith,
J.C. Foss, Joseph Lakeman, Frank M. Sheehy,
John Gilbert, Z. H. Gurley, J. Smith, E. Banta,
E. L. Kelley and others, ;tre household words
among the Saints, they taving in turn labored
more or less in the district. Whatever may have
been the mistakes. made, if any, some good work
at least has been done; and we were glad to find
witnesses for the truth in that far off land, who
love and labor for the prosperity of the work.
At Addison Point there is a branch organization, some excellent members; but they hold no
meetings, being scattered, yet hold on to the faith.
We held meeting in the little school-house near
by, with an attentive audience. Also at the house
of Bro. Steele; father and mother Steele being
sick and notable to attend services away from their
. home, but longed to meet with the Saints. We
felt like gratifying them. Sisters Clara and Mercy were present, and we had an enjoyable Saints'
meeting. Father Steele is an old veteran in the
cause, and laments that he has not mariy more
years of vigorous manhood to devote to tr1e work.
May God comfort them jn their jsolation. Sister

Clara's tears and ardent heart plead that the
branch· remain intact. ,It continues. Sr. Hall
welcomed us at her hoine, as did ber son Andrew
and his wife. 'Ve are indebted to them for consideration and kindness, which are duly appreciated. Thanks! Sister Hall acting the part of a
missionary in conjunction with Mr. Stephen
Phipps, of Epping, the ve1fpleasant and commodious church of his neighborhood was procured, where we held a number of meetings with.
good audiences and excellent attention. Bro.
Sheehy's efforts in that neighborhood, some
time previous, made friends for the cause,
and they were pleased at his return. There are
a number not far from the kingdom in that place.
Bro. Frank promised to continue the work as
practicable. We are indebted to Mr. Phipps and
his very, worthy household for looking after our
welfare and furnishing us a pleasant home while
there. Already convinced of duty, may they
take pleasure in finding a place in the true fold.
vVe believe good will result from our efforts in
that community.
At Mason's Bay we tarried over with Bro.
Samuel Otis Foss, brother of John C., and 'held
meeting in their new school house in the evening
with attentive listeners, who seemed to be edified.
Some.adverse winds have blown here, the Saints
are reduced to but a few, and meetings are not
kept up. They love the work and the preaching,
however. Bro. Foss might be a very efficient
laborer, but the circumstances are against him
just now. He was sustained president of the
district without any dissenting, at the conference.
vVe visited Little Kennebec and cqlled on Bro'.
W. Manchester, fo find that but a few members
of the church there were left-not enough to
continue meetings; they were scattered. Thought
of Bro. T. W. Smith as we scanned the chapel on
the hill. The commendable incentive that moves
one to "aim high" governed in the erection of
this, whatever the practical results. It is quite
well preserved. We preached in the school-house
at Jonesboro to what- seemed to be rather indifferent hearers, and were kindly cared for by Bro.
John Benner and family. Bro. Benne:- is an
Elder in the church and an earnest· and de,·oted
worker, doing what he can. May the Spirit
attend him and family. The Elders who have
the courage to move out into new fields are the
ones that will succeed. Try it. The good news
is to all the world.
November 7th we attended the dii;trict c~nfer
ence at Indian River. 'Vas kindly received by
the Saints. The families of Capt. J. Campbell
Crowly and son made us welcome at their homt:.
They are.very kind and considerate. May the
faith ever have an abiding place with them.
Father and son were chancing it upon the great
sea for a livelihood or fortune. May they return
rewarded for their sacrifice and effort. Sisters
Brown and Kelley are among the faithful there.
The unfavorable weather for a conference gathering prevented some from attending, but the
district was fairly represented. The preaching
services were good and were afrended by appreciative hearers. The meeting altogether was
comforting and assuring.
I think we took in the situation of the district,
its needs and demands. Whatever other causes
have militated against the progress of the work,
the constant diminution of numbers has had its
e:ffect. At 1'4asqn's Bay where there we'.e son:ie
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forty members at one time, and active, but ten or
twelve can meet now if they so desire. A less
num_ber can meet at Little Kennebec where a
still larger number was once active. Moved
away-scattered. Only about twelve can meet
at Homer's Bay out of twentycfive in number;
and about the same is true of Addison and Indian
River. There is nothing very strange that a
branch should flourish well for a season and then
dwindle away and beco!Jle inactive, especially
when built up by the working classes who depend
on being employed for a livelihood. They go
where work can be had and the highest wages
paid. What is most needed, is some capable,
persevering and energetic laborers, who can and
will push out and work in old and new fields,especially the new. Whatever the methods and
policy employed by those who wrought in the
interest of the work there hitherto, a number of
excellent Saints have been gathered out, and
survive all conflicts. May the darkest hour have
been passed.
At Jonesport I chanced to attend the Sisters'
Sewing Society, where was gathered as no.ble
band of workers who apply heart, and head, and
hands to aid the cause as it has been my fortune
to meet. Experienced ank capable they would
honor any sphere assigned to woman. May the
good they deserve come to them. \Ve are indebted to the Saints there for consideration and
kindness, and especially brother and sister \Valker, who furnished us a cheerful home when we
chose to enjoy it.
November 12th we went into the \Vest Maine
District, and late at· night found us on Deer Island, kindly received at Bro. Joseph Eaton's,
where we lodged for the night. Sister Eaton
was ill, but had faith to be administered to. I
saw.her at meeting afterwards. The next day
· we set to work helping to get ready for_the .conference the next day at Green's Landing. After
s01ne effort at hunting up trustees and insisting
on "yes," or "no," we succeeded in being refused the use of the "Union Church" of that place.
The "blind guides" did not know that this suited
us just as well. Green's Hall was tendered by
the owners for preaching services, and three sessions were held on Sunday with the people in attendance. We could well afford to pray for our
enemies, their neighbors were taking care of the
other part. The business was transacted on Saturday even~1g, and we had a pleasant and cheering social season on Monday morning, and an
attentive audience again at evening. The Saints
were not so lively here as in some other places,
but they need help, encouragement, and comfort.
The gospel message has not completed its work
on that.-island yet. There are some quite capable
brethren here who can defend the c;ause. Thanks
to Bro. J. D. Nolton and family, Bro; H. Robins,
Eatons to numerous to mention, Messrs. Green,
Richards, and others for care and hospitality.
Go on and be encouraged in the good work.
Father Landers and Z. H. Gurley, sen., pioneered the work here, which was sustained by Bro.
T. W. Smith.
The. 17th; Brn. Nolton and J. Eaton conveyed
us in a schooner across to the ~ray's Mountains
Branch, where we held meeting in a small but
crowned house with attentive listeners. Was
kindly cared for by Bro. J. B. Eaton. Sister
Eaton was unwell and, is an excellent Saint.
There is good people here:
.

a

The 18th, Bro. Samuel Eaton conveyed us
across the reach to his place where we dined with
his cheerful family, after which himself and two
young sons conveyed us by schooner to Sedgwick. From here Captain Carver was kind
enough to convey us with his private conveyance
to Bro. W. G. Pert's where we met a cordial reception and a pleasant home. Bro. Pert is Bishop's Agent and President of the West Maine
District, and has the confidence of the Saints.
The 20th we took supper with Mr. Billingsly,
at Sargentville, who seems to be a fair man, and
preached in the church in the village in the evening to a small audience. Stayed with our warm
hearted Bro. Brown, who is in the faith, has a
young wife and nice children. May his happiness be just begun.
The evening of the 2ISt we were twenty miles
away in a new field, opened up by Brn. Sheehy
and Carter; friends of the.cause having secured
our passage with a Mr. Clawson. That is a hilly
and rocky country; rather picturesque. We
held four meetings with excellent.attendance and
interest, and was very kindly treated by the neighbors. Bro. Frank Carter resides here, who introduced Bro. Sheehy into the neighborhood last
summer and the faith was presented to the people who received it with consideration. A good
work might be done here and we regretted that
our program would not permit us to stay longer.
Continue the work Bro. Sheehy. Bro. Carter
and family have a happy faculty of making one
feel at home. May the good spirit attend them
and the further prosecution of the work there. I
saw so much to be don~ that I wished that T
could have remained until spring in the east, but
could not. By the kindness of Bro. Carter and
, aid of the steamer Richmond the night of the
23d found us under the kind care of Sr. Martha
Murry at Rockland. The day following I parted
with my genial companion and able defender of
the faith, Bro. F. M. Sheehey, leaving him in his
wife's care at Brunswick with the intention of
spending thanksgiving at home; and night found
me at Boston in a rain storm-soon comfortably
housed at Bro. Frank Steffe's where I found a
home and friends while tarrying in .the "Hub."
Brief! v,
WM. H. KELLEY.
AGENCY, Mo. Jan. 7th.
Bro. Blair:~A few days ago I received from
Switzerland the.sad news of the death of sister
Anna Bear, wife of brother. Diethelm Bear, in
Affollernd, A .. Zurich, Switzerland. She suffered great afflictions and pain for almost eight
months, which turned at fast into dropsy. She
continued strong in the faith to the last moment,
and watched the clock. And when asked why
she was looking upon the clock she always replied, Because the Savior will soon borne. She
then slept away in perce, September 29th, 1885.
During her sickness she had a great desire to see
. me once more, and firmly believed that she would·
be healed through the power .of God if I was
there. But God ha.d ordered otherwise, a.nd she
is now free from all pain and suffering, waiting
for the resurrection day. She leaves a husband,
three daughters, and one son. She was born
June 23d, 1833, in Affoltern; baptized by me
November 22d, 1880.
While I am especially interested in lhat mission
fie!<), it saedens my heart as J see one by one c'e.
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parting into the other life, which lessens the
number of the little band of Saints there. Already five have passed away since I was there
the first time as a missionary. May we all be
ever ready and prepared, when we are called by
the all wise Father to leave this earthly career,
is the wish and desire of your brother in Christ
Jesus,
J. L. BEAR.
BIRD CITY, Kansas, Ja!!. 6.
Edito~ I-/erld :-There is probably no branch of
our church within seventy-five or one hundred
miles from here. Certainly, this is a broad field
to labor in, if not a very inviting one; but of
course we must wait till Spring, as the weather
would not permit of much work 'being done in
midwinter on these prairies. There is no use
going into details about the good qualities of this
country again; it has been said, and any one
wishing to know more can write to us. I would
like to be understood, though I have no desire to
create a spirit of discontent among Saints who
are bllessed with church services and good
schools, and doing very well in general: No, no;
a thousand times no. But there are certainly
Saints some place, who like myself, that would
like to gather where they might,do good, work
for the cause of the church, and at the same time
secure themselves a home-a good home~in a
country where it neither gets very hot or cold,
so that its inhabitants cnn manage to get along
very nicely. And I would have it distinctly understood there is no i;and here, except along the
Republican river. Let us hear from some of you.
Your sister in the gospel of Jesus Christ,
MRS. DIAN CARTER.
RF.ESE, Mic)ligan, Jan. 8th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I have just returned home
from wherre I have been laboring for Christ. I
have been away from home three weeks, and have
been blessed in presenting the truth. Since writing you I have baptized one in Vassar, preached
five times in Juniata, and then on to Goodland,
where I held several meetings and ordained one
teacher. ·When I returned home I found two
letters from brethren in Tawas, wanting me to
come up there and do some preaching. I shall
go next week if the Lord permits.
'
"Sanctify them through thy truth, thy word
is truth."-John 17: 17. To my mind the suJ.ject
is not clearly understood. by many. However, I
d.esire to give my views in regard thereto. It is
thought by many' that we could not become
sanctified until Christ comes. So we will cite to
some scriptural evidence. "Abstain from all
appearance of evil, and the very G"od of p< ace
sanctify you wholly, and I pray God your whole
spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless,
unto the coming of ou,r Lord Jesus Christ."1 Thes. 5: 22, 23. We join witl:i this the fifth
Lecture on Faith, par. 2, referring' to Christ:
"And Christ descended in sufferin.g below that
which man can suffer; or in other words, suffered
greater, sufferings, and was exposed to more powerful contradictions t.han any man can be. But
notwithstanding this, he kept the Jaw of God and
remained without sin; showing thereby that it is
in the pow.er of man to keep the law and remain
also without sin." In section r7, paragraph 6, of
Doctrine and Covenants, it is said by the first
elders of the.church, Joseph and Oliver, "And we
know that justification ,through the.grace of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ is just and tq:ie\
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and we know that sanctification through the
grace of our Lord and Savior ] es us Christ is just
and true." When any person believes in God
and Christ with all their heart, and repents and is
baptized for the remission of sins, they are then
justified from all past sins, but not sanctified.
And then comes sanctification through a continual pleading with God, not being overcome by
any temptation, because one sin brought upon
Adam condemnation, say nothing of -the results
on others. 'Ve are preserved by law. "They
iwho are not sanc.tified through the law, even the"
aw of Christ, can not inherit the celestial glory."
(Doc. & Cov. 85: 5). So if we are guilty of
breaking that law, or of not keeping it, we are
condemned. And if we keep no law, we must
abide a kingdom which is not a kingdom of
glory. But to him that is purified and cleansed
from all sin; he is in possession of all thingsj ust in the position that God wants him in. My
position may be doubted by some. If so I would
be glad to see the other side. Enoch and the
city of Zion went to heaven. Why? Because
they were perfect. May we attain the same perfection, which is our privilege. If we can not
refrain from all sin and be sanctified, Jet some
one show the sin we can not overcome.
Your brother in Christ,
E. DELONG.

I

Mc FALL, Mo", Jan. 7th.
Bro. 'Joseph :-Last Sunday night, I, for the
first time in this place tried to tell the people
what the gospel was. Since that time many of
them say that I am a Campbelite in full. One
man said he wanted that I should have gone
ahead for two hours longer; so I hope that Bro.
J. R. Lambert may come here and help things
out. Bro. Upton, of Lamoni, Iowa, was here
the 2d to 5th inst. He is a nice man I think.
The work seems to be looming up in many places,
yet some have room for a chance to do better. I
would rather have a people hungry for more
when I quit speaking than for them to say I don't
want any more of that.
In haste,
J. W. JOHNSON.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

REVELATION FROM GOD.

IN view of the relationship mankind sustain to God by virtue of the creation and
the utter hopelesness of our case without
the interposition of his providence in our
behalf, no subject is better calculated to fire
the mind with interest, nor can any matter
lead to greater issues tban the one suggested by the above caption. It, as many assert and claim to believe, there is no communication from God to man then it follows that the future to all men is a dark
chasm into which all must be hurled by
the resistless tide of death, to meet they
know not what. How awful to contemplate! How terrible to believe! And yet
I am lead by observation to think that
some prefer this kind of faith-or rather
unbelief. Even professed Christians have
!'int!i'risd prnt;;;1'lt ag1'1in~t Latter day niv!:':ht·

tion upon the ground that the credulity of the chosen of his brethren. Its authority
the people to this belief subjected them to is shown in the language of Jesus to Peter,
deception. How profound! As though "And I will give unto thee the keys of the
the wisdom of God was confined to time kingdom of heaven; and whatsoever thou
or place. " How thankful these modern shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heav-.
Christians ought to be that Enoch, Noah, en; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
Abraham, Moses, and all the prophets earth shall be· loosed in heaven."-Matt.
with Jesus, the apostles and all the primi- 16:. 19. .
It will be seen by reference to Mark 16
tive Saints were subjected to a" pressure
that they themselves are unwilling to bear. that these men were empowered to act in
If the noble men of God referred to had the name of the Father, Son and Holy
cherished such an aversion to present rev- Ghost agreeably to the instructions they
elation as do these modern apologists for had received. And it necessarily follows
Christianity, mankind must have inevit- that their ministerial acts were recorded as
ably remained in a conditi<;m of darkness, binding on earth and in heaven. Doubtthe economy of God would have been un- less the record made is with the view to
known and all men, themselves included, future judgment of men according to their
would have been deprived of the benefits works. John in exile saw by vision that
the books were opened and still another
of the gospel.
The issues of life must be met, manfully book was opened which was the book of
or otherwise, and t© desire darkness rather life and men were judged out of those
than light may signify that our "deeds are things which were written in the books
evil." It is further urged by some,-in- according to their works.
By what rule of reasoning are men led
deed the idea is quite popular, that the
present status of Christianity does not ne- to suppose that the Church of .Christ tocessitate additional revelation to that given day is less authoritative than the Church
in the Bible; but this is rendered anoma- of Christ anciently? John i 5th shows
lous when we consider that those who clearly the relationship of Christ to the
unanimously agree upon this point are Father and his disciples. \Ve are informed
at loggerheads upon every prominent by some that the various and diversified
feature 'of the gospel, so that every precept Christian organizations now extant exhibit
enunciated by Christ is by them called in the adaptibility of Christ's work to the
question. \Vho or what is to settle this various phases of humanity. Jesus said
controversy? To the tribunal of God substantially, "My sheep hear my voice."
they can not appeal. Their wise men dif- John 10th. Is really the voice of Jesus
fer and the breach grows wider and wider. subject to such variety and contradiction?
Is confusion to thus increase and the souls In music there is such a blending of sounds
of men be bereft of the light of God; be- as to produce harmony, not discord.
cause forsooth their ministers differ and Throughout the wondrous realm of nature
wisdom that would settle the difficulty can in all its diversity there is a harmonious
not be sought for and obtained of God? blending of conditions, shades and colors.
Without arrogance, I trust, and with due "It is admitted that the different species of
respect to all men and their religious faith, the animal kingdom require a correspondit occurs to me that the present condition ing diversity of f~od, but we are not willof the nominal Christian world is that 'of ing to concede that such change and variety
the "dog in the manger." Permit me to of spiritual meat will fit men and women
add that in this charge I implicate the per- for the presence of God. However, for
sonality of none, believing as I do in the the benefit of these adaptationists, I wish
personal faith and goodness of many who to cite the fact that while the demand may
live to the best light and knowledge their exist for the variety created by promiscuous church organization, the word of God
circumstances afford.
If the entire membership of the so-called provides that in the world to come our
Christian churches constituted "one body" glory and happiness and rewarJ will only
as represented by Paul in I Corinthians 12, be commensurate with the desires and as• then there would be a source of appeal in pirations by us exhibited in this humble
all cases of controversy. And if sufficient sphere. In the midst of confusion that
wisdom was not found in the body to de- every where abounds, God has, we think,
cide on matters in dispute the Lord could planted again the standard of his truth by
he importuned and answer given through the revelation of his own will. Prior to
the proper channel-the head. But, alas, the organizntion of the church in April,
1830, by Joseph Smith and his compeers,
this one body of modern orthodoxy is multiform, multifarious and hvdra-headed. and subsequent to the apostacy of the primThe claim so often made to -palliate this itive church, there was no church organdifficulty that the mystical body of Christ ization agreeing with the pattern repreis found among the membership of every sented by the apostle Paul. The ordidenomination is controverted by Paul. nance of baptism has been a disputed point
Those who read dispassionately Ephesians in theology. The most scholarly and pro4th chapter, with the chapter already found among the clergy have differed with
quoted, can not fail to conclude that the reference to the mode, object, and efficacy
"one body" referred to relates to an organ- of this ordinance.
The Book of Mormon clearly defines
ization of men and women according to
the pattern there given. It should be the mode and object of baptism and who
borne in mind that the Church of Christ is shall administer it. The laying on of
organic and authoritatlve. Jesus 1 who hands a5 a church rite so long forgotten, is
was a High Priest after the order of Me1- again t~ught and practiced a_s the re.suit of
revelati"gn from God, The .t:!ol1 Gh9~t in.
!ihi~edee1 conf~:med thh~ prie8thood upon
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its rich effulgence is bestowed upon the
meek and taithful of earth. And from
thousands of hearts ascends the incense of
praise and thanksgiving for the matchless
love of God made known and enjoyed
through the fulness of the gospel. Now,
agreeably to the commands of God, men
commissioned from on high are going forth
preaching the gospel of the kingdom of
God. Not a new, fanciful theory, but the
same blessed plan taught and enjoyed by
the primitive Saints. The Lord has promised that his kingdom shall no more be
thrown down-the authority to act in the
name of the Lord will never again be
taken from the earth. Every nation must
hear the ·gladsome sound that proclaims
the news of redeeming love and saving
power. The signs of the times portend
the consummation of earthly events. Sooner or later all men must meet the justice of
God. Swift retribution will overtake the
evil doer, "the scorner will be consumed
and they that watch for iniquity will be
cut off," but the pure in heart will be
saved. Things "whispered in the ear in
the closet will be revealed upon the housetops" and the secret acts of men will be
proclaimed aloud. See Luke 12: 2, 3.
Among the requirements of the latter day
gospel is that men should "fear God and
give glory to him, for the hour of his judgment is come." And Solomon records a
terse epitome of our obligations and the inevitable issues that are to be met. After
having risen to the very acme of glory and
magnificence that wealth and the favor of
God could bestow, he takes a retrospect of
the past and concludes that to "Fear God
and keep his commandments" is the "whole
dutv of man." ·And assigns the byst of
reasons, "For God shall bring every work
into judgment, with every secret thing
whether it be good, or whether it be evil."
Eccles. 12: 13, 14.
GEO. s. HYDE.
A PLEA FOR DOMESTIC CULTURE.

DEAR SISTERS of the household of faith, I
trust our beloved editors will grant us spac~
in.the columns of the Herald for the purpose of writing to each other whatever
may seem best for our mutual benefit, that
we may assist ourselves and others also by
kind words of advice and such encouragement as shall lead us, through our own
energies, to attain: a higher plane of excellence in every-day life.
The times now urge us to be steadfast;
striving daily to perfect our .faith and build
each other up in every good work, spiritually, socially, and morallv. An exchange
of our choice recipes and best methods of
regulating our domestic affairs for the comfort and health of our families. is very desirable, that we may learn to simplify our
work and teach ourselves to be pleasant
and companionable, and that although our
homes may be very poor and plain, try to
make them habitations of love and happi.ness. We will also consider the duty of
·parents to children and try to learn the
most wise and proper plans for their training. Home is a mother's kingdom, and
there is no field in this world that reCJ,uires
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more careful, faithful cultivation than the cal science. reveals the stupendous fact that
hearts of our little men and women. Truly, our sun, (immense though it is to our eyes),
a happy home is worth striving for, and it is but a small fiery globe revolving round
is a duty we wives and mGthers owe to our- an incomparably greater sun some where
selves and families. to make it happy. We in the region of the milky way; and carneed encouragement, therefore let us try to rying our earth, Jupiter, Saturn and all the
give and receive with all patience, charity planets of our (solar) system with her in
and humility before God, asking him to the sun's eternal revolution round that far
bless our efforts, that our talents may mul- greater sun in a circle which must take
tiply and our light shine through this de- ages of ages to complete one revolution!
partment, helping the Herald to bless every
The milky way, therefore, which to the
fireside it may reach. Household, accord- naked eye appears but as a long irregular
ing to Webster, are those under one roof, streak of star-dust,-turns out to be a vast
or those belonging to the same family. assemblage of suns, planets and comets,
All Latter Day Saints should feel that they beside which the planets of our entire solar
belong to the one family our Father in system fade into positive insignificance;
heaven, and as such should love and help while our sun, with his (to us) unmeasureach other as members of one household, able heat and power of light, takes the
remembering it is the duty of the strong to back seat; as a star of no more than the
help the weak; and the duty of the wise fifteenth magnitude! Well might the
and fortunate to seek to uplift the needy contemplative and adoring mind of the
and unfortunate. If some are more blessed royal psalmist burst out into the rapturous
than others and have by dint of calculation paean of praise wherein he exclaims:gained a more lofty round in the ladder, "\Vhen I consider the heavens, the work
let them not look down on those struggling of thy fingers, the moon and the stars
beneath, but kindly show them how they which thou hast ordained; what is man,
may accomplish the same ends. Wisdom, that thou art mindful of him? and the son
and all good gifts are from God, and we of man, that thou visitest him ?"-Psal. 8:
should impart as freely as we receive. 3, 4·
Blessed are they that overcome self and
Having taken but a pas~ing glance at
strive to keep that love in their hearts like those vast orbs whose immeasurable disa living fountain which continually tance forms at present an impenetrable
strengthens the faith and patience of the barrier to our feeble sight, but of which
Saints of the Most High.
we shall assuredly "know hereafter," (John
Hoping that many of our sisters will put 13: 7), we take up the thread of our narraforth efforts to establish a household de- tive by introducing to· your readers some
partment in the Herald, and .praying for account of those mysterious visitors to our
the deliverance of Zion's children.
r.olar system, i.
by proceeding at once
LucY LLOYD.
to consider the form, structure, and velocity of comets.
·In ancient history several very remarkWONDERS OF ASTRONOMY.
able comets stand recorded. One is men. tioned by the Greek philosopher Aristotle,
BY ELDER. F. R. TUBB, LONDON, ENG.
in B. C. 371; with a tail extending over a
third part of the sky. Many great comets
CHAP. II.-COMETS.
are recorded at even mpre ancient dates in
IN our first article upon the wonders of the Chinese annals; for that strange people
the heaven] y world as revealed by the kept an official record of all the remarkscience of Astronomy, I endeavored to fix able stars, meteors, and other celestial apthe admiring attention of your readers to pearances for more than a thousand years
the wondrous size, power, distance and ve- before the Christian era; and, what is
locity of the sun and the planets of the so- stranger still, that record has been handed
lar· system, including the planets Mars, down to us, and seems reliable. A great
Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Jupiter, Sat- comet was seen close to the sun sixty-two
urn, Uranus and Neptune.
years before Christ, during a total eclipse
We now propose to take a rapid survey of the sun; and one which appeared in-the
of those wondrous objects whose move- year B. C. 43, soon after the murder of
ments frequently defy and set at naught Julias Caesar at Rome, was seen by all the
all rule, and baffie the computat~ons of the assembled people in full day-light? Such
most patient and .observant Astronomer, a thing, though very uncommon, is by no
viz, the comets of the solar system.
means singular; it has happened several
I propose to confine our attention to these times, and in one even quite recently: the
mysterious visitants of our solar system for great comet of 1843 was seen at noonday
the simple reason that more is known of quite close to the sun, both in Nova Scotia
their form, dimensions, character and ve- and at Madrid; and before sunset at the
locity, than can possibly be. known as to Cape of Good Hope. Of course it is only
the movements and nature of those vast the brightest part or the head of a comet
systems of suns, planets, and comets, which that can be so seen; the faint light of the
c'arry on their ceaseless, silent and ap- tail has no chance of contending against
parently eternal revolutions in the illimit- broad daylight.
Before the invention of telescopes, the
able spheres of space above, around. and
beneath us.. To convey to your readers, appearance of a comet was of rare occur(en passant), some idea of the fearful mag- rence~ because only a small proportion bf
nitude and distance of these other solar them can ever be seen by the tlaked eye;
systems; it is only necessary to state that and of these agai11 only a small portion are
one of the latest d\scGyerie~ of astronoqi·i· ¥On~id~rabllj) ~µ~n.1~h to a~ti·~ct ~~uch a~t~n·

e.,
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tion. Since that discovery, however, it from what they were before its disappear- . tions,* will readily understand why comets
bas been ascertained that they are very ance. Some, indeed, never reappear at all. of the third and fourth class, after once visnumerous; hardly a year passes without The path they pursue carries them into iting our solar system will never return to
one, and very often two or three; and in situations where they could not be seen by it, worlds without end.
one year, 1846, no less than eight were ob- the same spectators who saw them before.
The properties of the ellipse (or oval)
served by the telescope Taking only two
Others, like those of 1858 and 1861, have, even from a very remote period,
a year on an average as visible if looked without altogether disappearing as if swal- been the subject of careful study among
for in a telescope, and considering that at lowed up by the sun, after attaining a cer- Geometers; and their acquaintance with
least as many must occur in such situations tain maximum or climax of splendor and them is so far perfected, that, knowing certhat we could not expect to see them, in size, die away, and, at the same time run tain circumstances with regard to any porthe 6,ooo years of recorded history there southward, and are seen as that of 1858 tion of an ellipse, or having certain data,
must have been between 20,000 and 30,- was (on the I 1th of October for the first (as it is termed), in respect to that portion
000 comets, great and small.
time), in a .southern latitude, the faded of an ellipse, they can tell the form and
A great comet, however, hardly occurs remnants of a brighter and more glorious magnitude of the whole of the ellipse.
on an average oftener than once in fifteen· existence of which we, in the northern Having these data of any, the least part,
or twenty years, or even yet more rarely; . hemisphere witnessed the grandest display. they know certainly what is the whole of
though, as sometimes happens in matters of On the other hand we here receive, as it the ellipse of which it forms a part.
pure accident, and in the course .of chances, were, many comets from·the southern sky,
TO IDENTIFY A COMET.
It is not very unfrequent, (and -we have whose greatest display the inhabitants of
N-0w, four observations upon one of the
lately seen it remarkably exemplified), for the southern part of the earth only have
two, or even three very great comets to witnessed. It may often happen, also that heavenly bodies describing an ellipse in
follow each other in rapid succession.
a comet which before its disappearance in space are sufficient to give an observer at
Thus the great comet of 1860 was fol- the sun's rays was but a feeble and insig- the earth's surface these data, by which he
lowed in 1862 by another very conspicu- nificant object reappears magnified and can tell the magnitude of the whole ellipse
ous one, of which we shall have more to glorified; throwing out an immense tail, traversed by the comet. Thus, then, four
exhibiting every symptom of violent excite- observations tell him what is the ellipse,
,
say.
When a c01net is first discovered by a ment as if set on fire by its near approach which (if it describe an ellipse), a comet is
telescope, it is, for the most part seen only to the source of light and heat. Such was describing. Now, knowing the form and
as a small, round or oval patch of foggy, the case with the great comet of 1680 and magnitude of the ellipse, we can further,
or as it is called nebulous light, somewhat that of 1843; both of which, as I shall take by another known process of calculation,
brighter in the middle. By degrees it occasion to explain, really did approach tell all the circumstances of the comets
grows larger and brighter as it approaches extremely near to the body of the sun and motion in it; and if it really move in an
our (solar) system, and, at the same time must have undergone a terribly violent ellipse, we can, therefore, tell before-hand
what place it will occupy in it, after any
more oval, and at length begins to throw heat.
out a tail, that is to say, a streak of light
Other comets furnished with beautiful given time. Suppose the astronomical
extending always in a direction from the and conspicuous tails before their immersion observer to have done this, and again then
sun, or in continuation of a line supposed in the sun's rays, at their reappearance are to observe it. If his observations agree
to be drawn from the place of the sun be- seen stripped of that appendage, and alto- with the predictions, he will know that he
low the horizon, to the head of the comet gether so very different that, but for an was right in supposing the comet to be
intimate knowledge of their courses, it describing an ellipse in its course through
above it.
As time goes on, night after night the would be utterly impossible to identify the regions of "eternal ether"--and that
tail grows longer and brighter; and the them as the same bodies. This was the particular ellipse.
Now, observations of this kin<l have for
head, or nebulous mass from which the case with the beautiful comet of I 835-6;
the
last two centuries been made upon all
tail springs, also increases, and within it one of the most remarkable comets in
begins to be seen what is called a "neuclus," history. Some on the other hand, which the comets which have appeared; (two
or kernel-a sort of rounded misty lump have escaped notice altogether in their ap- hundred in number); and the observations
of light dying off rapidly into a haziness proach to the sun, burst upon us at once on each have been repeated so as to verify
called the "coma,'' or "hair." vVithin this, in the magnitude of their splendor, quite one another in a great variety of ways;
but often a good deal out of the centre, unexpectedly, as did that of the year 186I. and the conclusion from nearly all has
I come now to speak of the paths des- been the same; viz, that those portions of
there is seen with a good telescope, and a
their orbits (or paths) which the comets
high magnifying power, a very small spark cribed by comets in the sky.
There are four paths or orbits in which are describing when within our sight, are
or pellet of light, which may or may not
be the solid body of the comet, and which comets travel through the regions of illim- ellipses: ellipses which have the sun for
itable space ( 1) circular, ( 2) oval or elliptic- their focus, or rather for one of their foci,
is the real nucleus.
All this while the comet is getting every al, (3) parabolic, (4) hyperbolic. Those --and that the other focus is infinitely far
evening nearer and nearer to the sun, and of the first class travel in a circle, those off beyond the limits of the orbit of the
is therefore seen for a shorter time after of the second in an ellipse. The third most distant of the planets. Moreover,
sunset or before sunrise, as the ca&e may class of comets traYel in an orbit known as that all these ellipses are of the kind which
a parabola. The fourth in a path known are de~cribed as of great eccentricity, or
be; (for quite as many comets are seen
the morning before sunrise as in the even- as a hyperbola. Coll)ets of th~ first and deviating greatly from circles. Now, siming after wnset.) At last it approaches so second class return after a vary111g period ilar observations applied to the planets of
near the sun as to rise or set very nearly at of years to the region of our solar system our system show them also to describe
the same time, and so ceases to be seen, ex- because circles and ellipses are forms which elliptical paths in the heavens, having, too,
cept it should be so very bright arrd great a are self-contained and any body or object the sun in one of the foci of each ellipse;
comet :'IS to be visible in the presence of the travelling in either a circle or ellipse will but these ellipses are of exceedingly small
sun. \Vhen this has taken place, however, necessarily return after a greater or lesser eccentricities; i. e., they approach very
the sun i~ by no means to be considered dead lapse of time to the point from which it nearly to circles. But the elliptic orbit of
and burieJ. After a time it reappears hav- started. Those. comets which travel in a comet may lie in an infinite variety of
ing passed by the sun, or perhaps before either a parabola or hyperbola for their positions in respect to the sun, and yet in
or behind it, and got so far away on the orpit in space can never return to our sys- all these have its focus in the. sun.
The length of the ellipse may lie one
other side as to rise before the ~un, or set tem even after the return of endless ages.
;1fter him. If it first appeared after sun- The reason for this is difficult to explain way or another, to the right or the left of
set in the weot, it will now reappear in the in a brief treatise such as the present, but a line drawn, for instance, from the sun to
east before sunrise. Ancl, what is very re- any of your readers acquainted with the
*Appolonius Pergaus, the author of a most learned
markable its shape and size are usually rudiments of Astronomical Geometry, and Treatise on the curves called conic sections, of which number is the ellipse, flourished jn the secgng century heforn
totally different after its reappearance, conyerse and with thi; :riature of conic; s~c- Qhrist1
·
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a particular star, or at any angular distance first to discover that this comet skirted the
from that line; or having its plane inclined, borders of our earth's orbit every 3 3-10
at one angle or another, to the plane of the years. A third is the comet called, for a
orbit which our earth describes round the similar reason, Biela's comet, which is
sun; and all these things ·we are required known to have a periodicity of 73;{ years.
to know, before we can fix what is the
A comet discovered at Paris by M.
precise path in space along which the Faye, in 1843, has been calculated by M.
comet flies in its fiery way. They are Nicolai to have a period of somewhat less
called the elements if its orbit. And, on than seven and a half years. This comet
the other hand, knowing these, we do returned in 1851, at the very hour predictknow very nearly the curved line which ed by M. Le Verrier; and thus a fourth is
through the years, perhaps centuries, of added to the number of comets whose peeach of its revolutions, the comet is describ- riodicity is ascertained.
ing through the fields of space. Nay,
There are two others, one discovered by
more, we can tell what part of that path it M. de Vico in 1844, and one by M. Broris at any given time describing; the in- sen in 1846, respecting which calculations
ward eye remains, as it were, fixed upon it, have been made, assigning periods of about
long after it is beyond the reach of the five and a half years to both; but at the
mcst powerful telescope3. vV e can tell time of their predicted return they were
when it will slowly reach its greatest dis- sought for in vain, probably because of
tance from the sun (oi: its aphelion dis- their proximity to the sun. The former
tance, as it is called), somewhere, perhaps, returned to its perihelion (or nearest disdouble or treble the distance of the planet tance to us and the sun) on the evening of
Uranus from us; and when it is borne in August 6, 1855, the latter early in 1857;
mind that the planet Uran us is distant and both have been found to attain their
1,995 millions of miles from our orb, * perihelion every 5Yz years since that pethe reader may glean some faint and im- riod; but, owing to the earth's position at
perfect idea of the ~ormous distance f:om the time, and their near proximity to the
whence come some of these mysterious sun, these comets have only been visible
fiery visitors to our solar system. We can two or three times since 1857, at the realso tell precisely when the comet will re- spective 5U year periods assigned to them
turn and go through its perihelion, or that by those eminent astronomers.
extremity of its orbit in which it is nearest
Now we all know that the sun, moon,
to the sun and to&us. Now, these other and planets keep to certain high roads,
elements of a comet's orbit may all be de- (their orbits), like beaten tracks in the sky;
termined from the same four observations from which_ they never deviate beyond
which ascertained its form and its magni- definite and narrow limits assigned by calculation. With comets it is far otherwise.
tude.
These things have been calculated in re- They are. wild wanderers, and appear to
spect to two hundred comets, which have care nothing for beaten tracks. A comet
appeared at different times during the last is just as likely to appear in any one region
two centuries, and if from this number of the starry heavens as another. They
three or four be excepted, no two will be are no respecters of boundaries. The first
found to describe the same orbit,~no two time a comet is seen, no one can tell where
of them are, then, different returns of the it may next day be. The second observasame comet. But if two comets, appear- tion still leaves a great uncertainty as to its
ing at different periods, had, on examina- future course· The third nails it. After
tion, been found to be describing, one of three good observations, carefully made,.of
them at· one period very nearly the same its place in the heavens, we can thencepath in space, which the other did at the forth tell where it will go. For we shall
other period; if, moreover, the actual move- then know which description of the four
ment of the first comet, known from a pre- great classes it belongs to. If traveling in
vious knowledge of its orbit, ought to eitheir a circle or an ellipse we know that
bring it precisely to that point of its orbit we shall see it again, and at what precise
wherethe second comet was, at or near period to fix its return to our solar system.
about the time when it was seen there, But if traveling in either a parabolic or
then we should have known that the two hyperbolic orbit, we know that to endless
comets were, in fact, one and the same ages it can never return to the region of
-our earth; for paraeolas and hyperbolas
comet.
Out of the whole number there are are curves .which never return to the point
three, the identity of which with three from ·whence they started .. Meanwhile,
others, has been thus established: Of these, irnch is. the variety of which their paths
one is the comet of 1835, or 1759, called are susceptible, that for a very long time
Halley's Comet, because he first established their movements were considered to be
its identity with the comet of 1682, 16o7, ·altogether capricious and unaccountable,and 153r. This comet, therefore, has a creatures of chance,-governed by no laws.
periodicity of 76 years; that is to say it Now, the case is different.
·comets are wild wanderers; yet the sun
takes 76 years to traverse_ the ellipse which
the Divine hand has planned out for its controls the movemen.ts of them; and by
pathway through the heavens. Another the very same force acting according to the
fa the c::omet known as Encke's comet: so very same law which retains the planets in
called because Professor Encke was the their paths-that marvollous law of gravitation. The same power which draws a
stone
thrown from the hand back to the
* Tw.ice the distance of the planet Uranus from our orb
Would therefore be 3,990 mill ions of' miles: thrice his disearth, which keeps the moon from flying
tance brings us to the enormous nnmber Of 5,985 millions
off, and holds her to us as a companion,
of mileo, (5,985,000,000).
.
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which keeps the planets in their well-beaten tracks about the sun, controls all the
wanderings of the comet.
Planets are tame and gentle things for
gravitation to deal with: a little tightening
of the rein here, and a little relaxation there,
as. they career round and round, ~uffices to
keep and to guide them in their smooth
and graceful evolutions. We belong to a
planet, and we can realize this law. But
here is a stranger from afar-from out beyond the extremist limits of our systemdashing in, scorning all their conventions,
cutting across 'all planet orbits, and rushing
like some infuriated thing close up to the
central sun, and turning round it in a sharp
and violent curve, and with a speed of, in
some cases one thousand two hundred millions (r,200,000) of miles an hour at the
turning point, and then going off at a new
nnd ever-changing pace. But, in its wild~
est gallop and easiest walk alike, it is curbed by the guidance of a firm and steady
leading-rein held by a powerful hand.
The most magnificent comet ever seen
was that which appeared from November
1680 to March 1681. In its approach to
the sun-it was not very bright, but began
to throw out a tail when about as far from
the sun as the earth is. It passed it perihelion on December 8th; and when nearest, it was only one-sixth parth of the sun's
diameter from his surface; being ore).y one
hundred and forty-five thousand, two hundred and ninety-one miles and four-sixths
(145,2614-6) miles from the sun; and it
had at that moment the astonishing speed
of one million two hundred thousand (1,200,000) miles an hour, 20,000 miles a
minute, 33373 miles in a second.
Now observe one thing. The distance
from the sun's centre was about the one
hundred and sixteth ( r-16oth) p11rt of our
distance from it. All the heat we enjoy
on this earth comes from the sun. Imagine
the heat we should have to endure if the
sun were to approach to the one hundred
and sixtieth part of its present distance!
It would not be merely as if one hundred
and sixty suns were shining on us all at
once, but one hundred and sixty times one
hundred and sixty. Now that is twentyfive thousand six hundred (25,600).
Only imagine a glare of 25,6oq times'
fiercier than the sun-not the sun as felt
here in England, but in the tropics, at the
equator, artd at noonday; And again, only
conceive, not only a heat, but also a light
25,600 times more glaring than the glare
of such a noonday. In such a_ heat, iron,
rock, and every solid substance we know
of would run like water and boil away in
smoke and vapor.
No wonder that at such a time the comet
gave evidence of most violent excitement.
It had come from the cold regions outside
the very furthermost of our planetary system, torpid and icebound. Wl1en arrived
iri our temperate region, it began to show
signs of internal activity; the head began
to develope and the tail to elongate, till the
comet was for a time lost sight of in the
int.ense splendors of nearness to the sun.
No human eye beheld the wonderous
spectacle it must have presented on December 8th. It was as above described.
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Four days ·afterw~rd it was, however,
seen; and its tail had already lengthened
to an extent of about ninety millions of
miles. (90,000,000).
All this is very mysterious: vVe shall
never, perhaps, quite understand it; but
the mystery will be, at all events, a little
diminished when we come to understand
some of the things which are seen to be
going on in the heads of comets under the
excit('!ment of the sun's action, and when
calming and quieting down afterwards.
(To be continued).

'

COLONIAL
LAW.
i

THE Colonial law makers of the commonwealth of Virginia were evidently strongly
indoctrinated in the belief of the necessity
of baptism,,as we glean from a copy of a
law found in Henning's Statutes at Large,
vol. 2, page r65, December 14th 1662,
Charles II.
·
"Article II f.-Against persons that refuse to have their children baptized.
"vVhereas many schismatical persons,
out of their averseness to the orthodox established religion, or out ot the newfangled
conceits of their own heretical inventions,
refuse t<? have their children baptized" Be it therefore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That all persons that, in contempt of the divine sacrament of baptism,
shal~ •refuse, when they may carry tbeir
child to a lawful minister in that county, to
have them baptized, shall be amerced in
two thousand pounds of tobacco-halfe to
the informer, and halfe to the publique."
The same importance is not placed upon
the ordinance by the wide spread offspring
of the King's subjects, as was considered
essential for the safety of the religious weal
of the colonial people, a relapse from the
religious zeal has transpired.
ROBT.

M.

ELVIN.

THE GOSPEL.-No. IV.
KIRTLAND,

0., Jan, 1835.

THERE never ought to be a dispute in the
world about what the gospel is among
those who profess a belief in the bible;
for if it is not told in the scriptures plainly,
and without leaving it a matter of cqntention, the bible is not a safe guide, neither
could any thinking man trust his salvation
on its teaching unless they were easily understood; for if the gospel is designed for
the salvation of all men, it certainly ought
to be very plain j for there are a great
many in the world who can not understand
any thing unless it is very plain and easy
of undtrstanding. There is no subject
ever addressed to the understanding of
man, that needs to be so plain and easy of
comprehension as the gospel, if we may
credit the persons who have promulged it.
They profess to have had a commission to
proclaim it to eve1y creature in all the
world. In taking so wide a range there
would be many persons of very weak
capacities, who are not able to understand
but very little, and that little must be ex-

ceedingly plain, or else they would not be
able to understand it. There is no person
who will suffer his mind to reflect on the
nature and design of the gospel, hut what
will be led to see that it must be the plainest of all messages, for it was to effect
every creature in all the world ; and if so,
it must be suited to their capacities to make
it a scheme of mercy and benevolence.
For if they could not understand it, it
would be worse than folly to present it to
them. This is one reason why so few
either believe or embrace it. It is too simple and foolish, according to their estimation, to be of any consequence to them.
It ,was so considered in the days of the
apostles who immediately followed the
Savioi"; and to such an extent did this feeling prevsil that an apostle said, if a man
would be wise he must become a fool:
that is, to be wise, he must believe and
practice those things which the world consider the most perfect foolishness, and too
simple an<l degrading to be believed by
any. rational being. And yet, notwithstanding its foolishness and simplicity, it
had power to save them that believe. For
says the apostle, the (or in other words
thi;;) foolishness of God is wiser than men,
and this weakness of God is stronger than
meI1: "For when, in the wisdom of God,
the world by wisdom knew not God, it
pleased God, by the foolishness of preaching, to save tl;iem that believe."-r Cor. r.
Or, by the foolishness of the gospel w bich
he proclaimed, to save those that the
world with all its wisdom, could 11ot save;
for after all the wise men of the world
had said or could say, and all the wisdom
they had o:r could get, with it all they
could not know God. But the apostle,
with the foolishness of his preaching,
could make men acquainted with God.
From what is said on this subject in the
New Testament we can see that such was
the contempt in which the gospel was
held in that age of the world, that for a
man of talents or understanding to profess
to believe and receive it, was to expose
himself to the certain contempt of the wise
ones, so-called-to expose himself to their
bitterest feelings and severest contempt.
Even to so great an extent did those feelings prevail, that they that killed them
thought they were doing God service,
(John 16: 16), doubtless thinking that they
were· knaves and rascals, and not fit to
live. Such were the feelings which existed in the minds of the people in the days
of Paul, Peter, John and James, in relation
to the gospel which they· preached, and
such are the feelings which prevail now,
both concerning the gospel and those who
receive it.
Since the coming forth of the everlasting gospel, contained in the Book of Mormon, the very same feelings prevail among
the would be wise ones. It is called a
"simple and a foolish mess!" too simple to
be believed or received by any person of
sense. And every man of that description
in the estimation of the world must be a
knave, for say they, Surely they know
better; for any person of a spark of sense,
must know that it is an imposition. But
notwithstanding all this tumult of words
1

and great exertions, the persons who embrace it in sincerity and truth learn, as did
the saints of former years, that it has power to 'save; and that.the foolishness of God
is wiser than man, and the weakness. of
God stronger than men. God saves them
that believe. And as this last proclamation has the same effect on the enemies of
God in these days, as the former proclamation had in the former days, so this last
proclamation has the same effect on those
who receive it, as the former had on those
who received it, and the same fruit follows. They receive the same Spirit, and
that Spirit brings forth the same fruit at
one age that it did not at another; and the
same gospel will always secure the same
blessings to those who receive it.
Upon this subject there appears to be
something very strange to me, in the
world. It is this: all men who believe, or
who profess to believe in the gospel, say
that as far as the gospel proposes eternal
blessings, they will be enjoyed by all who
receive it; but as to the blessings proposed
to be enjoyed by the saints in the flesh,
these are limited to a few individuals, or a
few individual churches. The fruits of
the Spirit which were brought forth in
former days, notwithstanding they were
the effects of receiving the gospel were
limited to a small period of the world, for
though men receive the same gospel now,
yet these fruits have 6'.:eased, but still the
eternal blessings are the same-they will
all get to the same heaven, and rejoicein
the same glory. It matters not how much
they may differ in this world, they will be
all alike there!
The great query with me is this: How
can the gospel still have power to save in
the kingdom of glory, since it has lost its
power on earth? Those who were saved
by it in former days and made meet to be
partakers of the inheritance of the saints
in light, were made partakers of its power
on earth. And we have no account of its
saving any in the heavenly kingdom, only
those who were made partakers of its
power on earth. But according to the
opinions of the .world, it has lost its power
on earth, but still retains power sufficient
to save men in the everlasting kingdom.
This may be, but I must confess I have
serious doubts about it, and should not be
surprised if it should be found that those
who never receive its power on earth,
should likewise fail of its glory in eternity.
To be continued.

SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
This conference convened at Springerton,
Illinois, December 19th 1885, I. A. Morris, president; J. F. Thomas, clerk. Branch Reports.Brush Creek 90; died r. Dry Fork, no report.
Tunnel Hill and Alma reports returned for correction. Springerton 64; cut oft 2. Elders T. P.
Green, G. H. Hilliard (baptized 7), J. W. Stone,
I. A. Morris (baptized 4), J. F. Thomas and M.
R. Brown. Elder T. P. Green appointed to labor
in the district as his circumstances and his ability
permit; Bro. H. Walker to Jacob's Chapel and
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Keen Station, assisted by Bro. J. F. Thomas and
Bro. M. R. Brown; Bro. J. W. Stone and Bro.
Green to Brush Creek; and Bro. Stone and_ Bro.
_G. H. HiHiard to Springerton and Franklin
county. This conference requests Brn .. E. Webb,
I. M. Smith, and Ouldcott to labor as their circumstances permit, and that Bro. Stone visit
Alma Branch. We request Bro. J. F. Hensen to
labor at or near home, and in JYiarion county, and
elsewhere. 'Bishop's Agent received $1 r.50 since
report in June.. I. A. Morris was sustained as
president and J. F. Thomas clerk. In the evening preaching by T. P. Green, assisted by J. F.
Thomas. Sunday forenoon preaching by G. H.
Hilliard. Sacrament and ,Saints' meeting in the
afternoon, presided over by Brn. Stone and Morris; there were many testimonies borne, and a
good feeling prevailed among the Saints, as also
through the entire conference. In the evening
preaching by I. A. Morris. One came forward
and was baptized. The meetings were well
attended, and good attention given. Adjourned
to meet at Springerton, White county, Illinois,
Friday evening, March '19th, 1886.

Sunday forenoon preaching by Bro. James Turner, assisted by Bro. Ira A. Goff. In the afternoon
an excellent prayer and testimony meeting was
held; the Spirit of the M.aster being present in
tongues, interpretation, and prophecy, to the
edification and encouragement of the Saiµts.
Sunday evening preaching by Bro. Whiting,
assisted by Bro. Turner. The conference was a
decided success, the speakers were blessed with
good liberty; the congregations large and the
attention and interest all that could be desired.
A vote of thanks was tendered the friends and
brethren of Dow City for their kindness in entertaining those who came to the conference. Adjourned to meet at Galland's Grove on Friday,
March 5th, 1886, at half-past ten o'clock.
NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
Conference of the above district was held at
Blue Rapids, Kansas, December 12th and 13th,
1885. A. W. Parsons presiding and H. R. Harder,
clerk. Branch reports.-Twin Creek 46. Blue
Rapids, no change. Elmira 34. Official reports.John Landers, G. W. Shute, R. Hoyer, G. Vail,
M. Smith, H. R. Harder (baptized 2), A. I-I. Parsons (baptized 9, ordained a Priest and Teacher,
organized one branch), J. D. Bennett, G. W. Beebe, J. Morrill, J. Caffall, J. F. Jemison; Priest
Z. Decker; Teacher W. Scott. Bishop's Agent's
report.-Received $6o.25, paid out $54, balance
$6.25. District officers were sustained for three
months. Gaylord Branch was disorganized. The
ministry to. labor in the district as their circumstances permit. Whereas, the means coming
through the Bishop's Agent's hands is insufficient
to properly prosecute the work in the district, and
that we believe the cause to be'that the agent does
not "preach the temporal law sufficiently to be
c·omprehended by the Saints; therefore, resolved,
that we pray the Bishop of the church to instruct
his agent to either preach the law, or step down
and out, that some one may be appointed'" ho
will preach that law as the church of God demands. Elder J. D. Bennett reported that his
past, present and_future labors, are done outside
the limits of this district, where they are well received, with plenty of calls for prea.;;hing, and his
labors blessed. His report was by vote regarded
by this conference as reprehensible. Adjourned
to the call of District Presid!!nt.

We, nevertheless, assure the public and all concerned, that we wiil lose no time in making a
thorough examination to find out and frown down
any and all his illegal proceedings; and be it
known that the said G. W. Payton will be under
disability so far as privileges of the church are
concerned until restitution is made. C. Brindley,
Bishop's Agent, reported nothing received or
paid out. His resignation as Bishop's Agent was
accepted, and L. Gamet recommended for appointment in his stead. L. Gamet was selected
to preside over the district, and W. S. Barbee
secretary. L. Gamet, B. Kester, and J.B. Williams were appointed a committee to investigate
the condition of Glen Alpine Branch. J. Caffall
was requested to consider the appeal of B. Kester
from the action of Glear Water Branch. He reported and advised that the matter rest where it
is. Saturday evening and Sunday morning and
evening Bro. Caftall preached; on Sunday afternoon Saints' meeting was held. Adjourned to
meet at Clear Water, Neb., March 27th and 28th,
1886, at ten o'clock.

GALLAND'S GROVE.
iali"" The date accompanying your name on the small
Conference of the above district convened at
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
Dow City, Crawford county, Iowa, November
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
19th, 20th, 21st, i885, in the Saints' Church. W.
'the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.
W. Whiting, president; John Pett and C. E.
Butterworth, secretaries.
Branch Reports.CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Salem 87; baptized 5, removed by letter r.
The conference of the North-East Missouri
Boyer Valley 47. Ministerial Reports.-]. A.
District will te held at Bevier, Macon county,
Mcintosh, ].'Hawley, C. E. Butterworth,]. Rudd,
Missouri, comrr:encing the first Saturday in FebJ. Pett; W. Whilii:ig (baptized 4). By request of
ruary, 1886. All the branches are earnestly rethe president of the Boyer Valley Branch a Court
quested to send delegates, or in other words,
of Elders was appointed to examine into and
Eld~rs, to represent them, as there will be some
report upon the case of an offending member of
important business to transact.
said branch. Brn. J. A. Mcintosh, J. Hawley
Vv. H. BYBEE, Dist. Pres.
and J. Turner were appointed, who subsequently
The Fri:mont District conference will convene
reported and were discharged. Preaching in the
at the Gaylord School-house, February 13th and
evt;ning by Bro. J. A. Mcintosh, assisted by Bro.
14th, 1886. We hope all who possibly can will
B. Salisbury. Ministerial Reports continued.attend.
HENRY KEMP, Pres. qj Dist.
B. Salisbury (baptized one), J. Turner (baptized
2); Priests C. Williamson and W. G<illand; and
WANTED,
Teachers W. Spence and N. Brogden reported.
Information of Fredrick Banewer, formerly of
M. Lynch and Priest J. Pearsall reported in perNorrkoping, Sweden. The last known of him
son. R. Etzenhouser, M. T. Short (baptized 2),
he resided in Omaha, Nebraska. Address Eric
and J. Rounds (baptized 2), reported by letter.
Johnson, 21"i Sedgwick street, Chicago. Illinois.
Bishop's Age.nt John~ Pett, reported: cash on
hand June 20th, $15.20; received since $z3r.75;
MARRIED.
total $2,{6.95. Paid out $217.45. Balance $29.50.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
PoTTER-THORNTON.-At Bartlett, Iowa, on
The following preamble and resolution was adoptThis district conference was held at the Sain~s'
ed: "Whereas, the work of God in· these last Chapel, in Clear Water Branch, December 26th. January tst, 1886, by Elder Henry Kemp, at the
residence of the bride~s parents, W. D. Potter to
days, as in all former times, is of the highest and . to 28th, 1885. Pres. G. S. Hyde in the chair,
sister Flora Thornton, both of Bartlett, Iowa.
purest character; and whereas, the command of L. Gamet secretary. By request of the president
Imbne them with love divine,
God is, "Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the
Bro.James Caffall made a few remarks. Branch
Great God of truth;Lord," and as no man can be pure or clean in his
Reports.-Columbus 39, no change; Clear ·water
Help them to feel they are thine,
sight who _becomes intoxicated, or who is not 66, no change; Deer Creek 3 r, a gain of one;
While in their youth.
truthful; therefore, be it resolved, that the preDIED.
Cedar Creek 18, a loss of one; Grand Rapids residing elder of the Galland's Grove District be
BLACK.-At Ridgley, Platt county, Mei., at the
ported the organization of a branch of teri at that
and is hereby requested to silence any Elder who
place, on th.e 7th of October, 1885, also a gain of residence of her father-iri-law Christopher Black,
December 19th, 1885, of pqeumonia, Sr. Mary J.
is e.ither given to lying, or visiting saloons, or one; Glen Alpine, not reported. Elders Reports.Black, wife of .H. H. Black, daughter of H. T.
indulging in intoxicating drinks either in or out ]. Caffall, C. Brindly, P. W. Premo (by letter), B.
and E. A. Burnam, aged thirty-nine years, five
of saloons." Bro. W.W. Whiting was chosen to
Kester, L. Gamet, J. B. Williams, \V. S. Barbee,
preside over the district till-after the close of the and G. S. Hyde; Priests M. Cain, J. H. Smith · months and thirteen days; was baptized into the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
next district conference, with Ero. Charles E. ·and C. Derry, by letter; Teachers, A. HollenDay Saints, :May 20th, 1868, with her father,
Butterworth to assist him. All the Elders and
beck, W. H. Blalock and J. Shepard; Deacon, J.
Priests who can labot were i-equested to do so,
mother, and one sister, by John Vanderwood, at
Holland ·reported. Whereas, we learn by report
under the direction of the president of the district.
Nebraska City, Nebraska, and remained firm in
that G. W. Payton has absconded to parts un·
The authol'itles of the church were on motion
the faith to the last. She was the mother of six
known, and further learn that he left debts unwstained in righteousness. Preaching in the
paid; and whereas 1 we have had no opportunity children. One daughte~;, three sons, her father,
evening by Bro. Whiting, assisted by Bro. Turner, yet to formally investigate the facts in the case.
one brother and five siste'rs have gone before her.
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She leaves a husband, two sons, six nieces, six
nephews, a mother, three brothers, and many
fri:!nds to mourn her loss. No Elders being
nearer than twenty-five miles, her funeral was
preached at the Mt. Zion grave-yard by .R.H.
Jones of the Baptist church, from 2 Cor. 5: 3.
Thus we laid her to rest to await the resurrection
morn.
E. A. BURNAM.
WEsT.-At Dennisport, Barnstable county,
Massachusetts, Jan. 6th, 1886, Sister Sophorina
\Vest, aged 6r years, 5 months, and 2 days. She
was sick but two days, and died of paralysis.
She was conscious that the end was approaching,
and quietly passed away, not fearing the "King
of Terrors." Her funeral service was held in the
Saints' Chapel, which was filled with her neighbors and friends, who met to pay their last respect
to _one whom they loved .while living, and now
desired to honor in death. Sermon at her request
by Elder J. Smith, on January 8th.
SELLERS.-At Fall River, Bristol County,
Massachusetts, January 6th, 1886, of a complication of diseases, James Sellers, aged 47 years, 9
months, and 19 days. Just before his departure
from this life his dying request to his children
was that they should be good to each other, as he
would soon dose the battle of life satisfied to go
and meet his Master. Service was held in the
Saints' chapel, January 10th; sermon by Elde.r
J. Smith at Bro. Sellers' request before his death.
The chapel was filled to overflowing. The Benevolent Society of Foreston, of which Bro. Sellers was a member, altended the funeral in a body,
he being held in high esteem by them. The ritual
of the.ir burial service was aloo read over his remains. Thus, "one by one" they are passing
away.
ADDl{ESSES.
Rev. Thomas'"· Smitll, '"'\lil'~iuuai'y, Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Fraucisc.o, Cal.

Fol'

,

and one No. 5 Atnericun FEED MILL. Business good.
I will take part in £?Ood farming land in the webt.
]"'or further particulartl address me ~lt Lamoni, Jowa .
2:ijan 2 times
PETE Ii HARRIS.

FARM

FOR

One

MRS. 'vV. H.<:;URWEN, Box, 94, Lamoni, Iowa.

OF LAND in Lamoni, worth
offered, if
sold before March, for
size
ft. It lies
ABLOCK
five hlks south of Herald Oftlce and three hlks S.E. of the
Saints' new Chapel. It is fenced.

$250,
25tix300

Address:

Two Farms for Sale.

ACRES;
to 100 Acres of Plough and Meadow
Land, balance in Brnsh Pasture. Barn 28 x 30.
160
8tabling for 7 horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orch90

ard of 200 bearing Trees; two miles from tnree Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and R.
R. Stationi in a Branch of 100 members. For further particulars, audress:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2jan2m
Pleasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa ..

DR.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life, Here and Hereafter, by
A. Wilford Hall; 524 pngesi in cloth hoards ....... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself, ny A. Wilford Hall; in
cloth boards, 336 pages .. . .. ....•.................. 1 00
Josephus, complete in 1 'Vol., library leather .......... 3 50
Gibbon's Declme and Fall of the Roman Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols .............................. ·.. .t 00
Mosheim's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ...... 4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America, (Illustrated) cloth, ...... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one, leather ..... .4 00
The Koran, library leather ............ " .............. 2 00
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1till1854,
cloth boards, 5vols .............................. 10 00
The Ecclesiastical History of Ensebius Pamphiluo,
Bishop of Cresarea, in Palestine, cloth boards .... 2 00
Crnden's Complete Concordance of the Bible, cloth .. 1 75
The Bible Text Book ............ ; ..................... 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament .......................... 1 65
Brown's Concordance of the Bible .. .. . .. . • • • • • • .. .. • . 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald size................. 85
Five Q,uires of Note Paper, 120 sheets. .. . .. • .. • • • • .. • . 40
Five Q,uires of Note Paper, better quality............ 00

A
J.

IL

HANSEN,

M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Oftlcein Drug Store of.Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DJSEABES of .WOMEN a S'peeialty,
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

JOHN

SHIPPY

Denial Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental Colle!;le of' Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches m Lamoni, Iowa. ·

Office on Main street, two ilwrs ndrth of Tilton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

NEW

B

0

0

K

S'!

We have just added a full line of JohnB. Alden's hooks
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry fnll line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
\iatalogues sent on applicatiou.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid; at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

FARM

FOR

SALE.

I have Sixty Acres of Land for' sale: 37 acres in Grass,
17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 acres of Standing
Timber, and two acres·of Orchard; a good Sprlng Well
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

Price: Six Hundred Dollars, Gash Down.
The land is situated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.
I

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.
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:· The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

CHICACO
PEOR!Ao~~

ST. LOUIS

DENVER

_Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILl.INOIS, !OW.A, MISSOURI, ,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

Vlfith branch lines to their important cities end towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago .and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chica~o and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and.Canada~
It is tho Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent ·in tho
United States or Canada, or nddress

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
.
•
CHICAGO.

EASY - RUNNING - SEWING - l'vfACT!INE.

'

H. C. SllIITH. Lamoni, Iowa.

Secular NewsJ?aper, pnhlished at Lamoni, Iowa, by
SU1Ilner E. Kmg. Everyone interested in the Local
News of this place should subscribe for the (ilazette.
Terms:. One Dollar per year in advance. Siimples free.
~ When writing mention the E[erald.
9janam

DENTI:STRY.

<

TOWN J,OTS AT A BARGAIN.
$200;

OI'

z

RENT.

:Eighty acres, 1 ¥2 miles from I.amoni; 53 acres of plow
land, the balance in meadow and pasture. Good new
house of six large rooms and four closets; also a small
house. StaUJe for two teams, large Crib, two Wells. To
be rented for one or more years, cheap for cash, to a good,
responslble party . .Possession given 1st of March.

2jan3t

O

AT THE

all in good condition. 'l'he Mill haA one run of 36 inch
IFrench
Bnhrs, Elevat.orA. Smntter. Boltmg chest,, &c.,

The Lamoni Gazette,

Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf
L.amoni, Iowa.

Sale.

WILL sell my MILL and IIOFSE and Jot here cheap:

.p

Farm for Rent
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse and

- - I T HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I:
2:

50 p. m.
53

~BUSINESS~~

The Davenport Business College
t:irepares young people for useful andp:rofl.table employ.
ment. Tho following branches are thoroughly taught.;
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; Business Ari tho
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Com.
tnercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonogra.phy ; Type~writing ; and Actual Businesa
P1·actice. ll~oi· circulars address
, DUNCAN & HAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

--ITIS--

~JMPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very J,i!;(ht, Very Still, and
Without Vinration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NEW
HOWE at the office of

N. M .. REEDER, LA:Mom, low A.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published eyery Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur Connty, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samta; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Ilox §:!!,
Lamoni, Decatur Connty, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the oftlce should be addressed to DAVID
DANCEB; commuu!cation~ and articles to the EDJTon.
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD oF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG you HAYE SAYE rr llE ONE WIFE- .A.ND CoNcUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Wo>rAN RUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AaAn1."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, January 30, 1886.

(heart or soul) that constitute a charitable
character, may not be _found in acts of giving of this world's goods in any sense.
"Charity is kind.'' How does that
Published at Lamoni;_Decatnr Co., Iowa,
agree with the act of a churlish moneyEvery Saturday; pric<;> $2.50 per year.
~ The Traveling Mlnistry, District and Branch Presi- , grubber who saves largely that he may
endow a college at the end of his life when
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request~d to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
he can no longer covet, or use the wealth
Entered as second class matter at L,amoni Post Oflice.
he has gained? How does that accord
with the sentiment by which a man throws
a quarter of a dollar to a hungry tramp
for the sake of getting rid of him?
"ls not puffed up." What can that
mean? How is the character of a charitaJOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
ble giver of this world's gain affected by
W.W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
that sentence?
·
Pride as a motive frequently lies at the
Lamoni, Iowa, January 30, 1886.
bottom of many an. act accounted as
THERE are two provisions of the Edmunds charity. John Jones waits upon Christian
Bill which we think ought not to be Purse with a paper, headed: "We the
adopted and become law. Orie is the sec- charitable citizens of Bankville agree to
tion providing for the taking charge of the pay the sums set opposite our names for
Perpetual Emigration Fund, by trustees the purpose of relieving the sufferers by
for the purpose of closing out that fund and the flood at Brookville." , When presentwinding up its business. The other is the ing the paper he says: "Mr. Purse, we
section providing for the appointment of thought to get you to head this list. You
Trustees to take charge of and' administer always give something handsome, and
there are those who if they see your name
upon the monetary affairs of.the church.
Our reasons for wishing that these pro- down at the top will give freely as they
visions may not prevail are, that when the are too proud to be outdone." So Mr.
Trustees so appointed shall attempt to ad- Christian Purse puts his name down and
minister in their office they will find no as- by so doing captures the dollars of his
sets upon which to exercise their calling; pro11d fellow citizens. Had pride anything
and the law will fall flat of its purpose. to do with Mr. Purse's giving?
Robert Goodfellow is too good-natured
The measure is extreme and if it should
fail may be construed into spiteful and op- to say, No. Hence keeps his bank deposits
pressive legislation by those whom it was from becoming large by aiding and givjng
to those who seek him. He is often reintended to reach.
monstrated with for so doing. "l hate to
say No," is all the answer he gives. His
CHARITY.
IT is said that "Charity is the love of God."' wife says, "Charity begins at hon1e." Does
Paul seemed to think that if he should it in his case? He has no self esteem to
give all his goods to feed the poor, yet if gratify and is not proud. \Vhere is the
he lacked charity, he would be but as a motive for his giving?
Theophilus, the grocer, has a garrulous
"tinkling cymbal, or as sounding brass."
"Charity begins at home." How? How tongue. He gives largely, in his way, but
shall we describe charity? It is a quality every one knows of· his giving as he fails
of benevolence, and yet it is not benevq- not to tell how ungrateful many of the
lence. A man gives of his means to endow recipients of his benefactions are. "But
an academy, a church, a hospital. He is a then," he says, "I'll get my reward in
charitable man. Another goes a mile to heaven.. The Lord loves a cheerful giver."
help a neighbor out of a push in his work Is TJ1eophilus entitled to reward?
"Vaunteth not itself." This seems plain
and it is called a kindness. One man gives
money to relieve the distress resulting enough; and is usually rendered as against
from a flood which had turned hundreds the man who gives, but declares in self
out of doors, and it is accounted a charity; praise what he does in that way. Is it not
another visits a neighbor in his sickness possible that it will justly apply to other
and it is called a duty. One man sets cases of boasting in regard to what a man
,
another up in business and it is worthily may be, or have, or do?
"Charity suffereth long." Does this
called a char.!table act; another helps a
tramp to a lunch at a restaurant and is mean physical or mental suffering? The
soundly berated for encouraging idleness. faculty of enduring pain, bodily suffering,
But some of the characteristics of per- . differs in many degrees in different persons.
sonated charity, as stated by the apostle, What one man will bear without a mur-:
seem to indicate that the qualities of mind mur, will completely unman aµother.
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Some are stoics in enduring the pains and
distresses of others, and shrink like cowards
from that inflicted upon themselves. Some resolutely offer condolence to others, but
in sorrow are themselves inconsolable.
Some meet disaster with apathy, seeming
not to feel what to others seems great.
Do these suffer? Others are keen] y alive
and sensitive to every touch of adversity,
but meet their difficulties and sorrows
with resolute courage. How do they do
it? It is said in legendary teaching that
Abraham drove a man from his tent do'or,
one evening, because he sat down to meat
offering no thanks therefor. The angel
who reproved Abraham asked him, "Have
I not borne with thee, lo,- these many
years? and couldst thou not bear with thy
fellow man one night?" Abraham 'had
set the lentils and milk before his transient
guest, because it was a custom from which
he did not care to depart. The traditions
of his race required it, and disgrace, or loss
of caste would have followed nim had he
neglected to offer the traveler food. But
he was jealous for the honor of his Goel
and his faith, and drove the stranger out,
into the night because of it. Are there
Abrahams in these respects with whom
our life work lies?
\Vas Abraham a
charitable man as shown in this transaction.
when offering food to the wayfarer?
·
"Charity is kind," and "begins at home."
May we not safely write that kindness.begins at home and that loving kindness is
the true motive in all cla~ses of giving.
Is not he who takes pains to do his neighbor a good out of his penury of purse but
his richness of labor, as much entitled to
the merit of being charitable, as he who
feeds a township of men suffering from
general calamity, out of an abundant purse.
Kindness of heart underlies much of the •
manly helpfulness that we meet with in
the world; and much that is beggarly and
mean is sheltered under th_e misnomer of
charity though giving with a prodigal
band. Some revel in the self ascribed
attribute of charity for lavish giving, who
will not concede one inch of standin2" room
in moral honesty and heaven to ·; man
who <lifters from them in socinl and moral
ethics. No matter what claims such may
make, "How dwelleth the love of God"
in them?
"Charity abideth." Why? . "Charity is
the love of God." Is it love fot God?
Or is it Jove of a similar nature to that
which God has for man; or such as affects
the divin~ mind, or heart?
A travt;ler .in the streets of Jcnisal,ern,
"once upon a" time," found a motley group
of men surrounding an obj('!ct l'yirig in the
street, about which miilly dispat?g~ng state"
ments were being made. One remarking,
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how ugly; another how poor; and each
in turn found something ill in the appearance of the object. The traveler leaning
upon his pilgrim's staff pushed into the
crowd to discover what the pitiful object
was, and saw a dog that had fallen and
died .in the street. Parting the lips of the
fallen brute with the point of his staff, he
remarked, "Pearls can not exceed the
whiteness of his teeth." Happy traveler.
To him, footsore and weary, worn with
the conflict of man's ingratitude toward
himself, and through him toward the one
who sent him; love like unto that which
is an attriLute of Jehovah, found something
to tolerate ih kindness in an animal emaci. ated and bedraggled, fallen unto death in
the streets, where he was himself a stranger
among the children ofhis Father's house."
"Charity (the love of God) covereth a
multitude of sins." How can this be?
God can not "look upon sin with the least
degree of allowance." How then can his
love cover what he can not allow? The
love of God (charity) is wise. Prescience
belongs in its province. It foresees what
may be foreshadowed, or foreordained. It
comprehends. Hence, "charity preventeth
a multitude of sins." Long suffering and
patient forbearance are but indications of
the presence of charity. Smiles glow
where charity warms the heart. Gloom
fl..:es abashed from the radiance of charity's
glance. Before her footsteps sadness departs. Soriow lies down to rest in resignation when charity's hand smooths the
pillow.
God's love (charity) finds all
men brothers. Beneath its fostering care
goodness becomes greatness. Evils and
wrongs which embitter the soul, become
under the wise direction of charity blessings
in disguise. Charity is large of heart and
generous of mind.
To charity there is room on Life's platform for all. No tormenting jealousy embitters her labors or life. Her kindnesses
are without dissimulation. Hypocrisy and
double dealing have no place in her affairs.
What can we say more. Charity end ureth when all else fades and fails.
BRo. STEPHEN J. STONE of Amboy, Illinois, writes us the 18th instant, that Bro.
Edwin Cadwell passed away the 11th.
He says: "We have lost a great and good
man, and will miss him very much. I
preached his funeral sermon to a crowded
congregatioa."
We have known Bro. Edwin Cadwell
from 1850, and we always found him to be
a man of strong, clear brain; a man of
honor and uprightness, one who earned
and enjoyed the confidence and esteem of
his neighbors and fellow-saints. It was
largely due to his excellent qualities as a
citizen, his plain subject matter and methods in preaching, and ·his clear, straight·
forward and decided testimonies as to what
he knew and how he knew it, in respect to
the truth of the restored gospel and Church
of Christ, that the writer first united with
the Saints, October 8th, 1831. We were
closely united with him in doctrinal views,
in church work, and in our sympathies
from that time forward,
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The writer remembers well a vision related by Bro. Cadwell, by which he was
first fully confirmed in the faith of the restored gospel. He, prior to uniting with
the Saints in Ohio, had been .sceptical on
matters of religion, and after joining the
Saints his doubts and fears in this direction
troubled him much. At a time when hearing Elder Almon W. Babbitt preach a
series of discourses on the latter day work,
including the Book of Mormon and prophetic mission of Joseph the Seer, he felt
powerfully and persistently prompted to
_seek for special testimony from God as to
.the truth of those things. One night, upop
returning home from one of these services,
he was deeply moved to pray, and kneel-·
ing alone (as his family were in bed and
asleep) he asked God in fervent, faithful
prayer to give him the needed testimony.
After prayer he retired to bed, his soul
still filled with ardent, longing desire, and
had been there but a short time when, to
his surprise, he saw ·his room was rapid! y
becoming filled with a clear, soft, beautiful
light, which at length became so intense
that it seemed brighter than day. Raising
up upon his elbow, and looking toward
the opposite side 0£ the room, he there saw
a personage, as the appearance of a man,
clothed in a robe of white, whose brightness was much greater than the light with
which he was surrounded. This glorious
being looked directly upon him, and,
though uttering no audible words, he by
his silent look held communion with Bro.
Cadwell, and conveyed to him by the
Spirit such testimonies as fully confirmed
him in respect to the truth of the latter day
work, its gospel, church and dispensation.
After this had occurred, the light seemed
to gather in around the heavenly personage, and in a moment the vision closed.
No one who knew Elder Cadwell well
would question his word in respect to tbe
ordinary affairs of life, for they knew him
to be a man of much more than average
mental and acquired ability, a man of truth
and integrity, even tempered, strong nerved,
well poised, and of fine self-control. Well,
he has passed away to try the realities of
what he so fondly cherished, and firmly
believed in this world, and his memory is
_rich in all the leading qualities of a good
man and a humble, fearless, diligent, devoted servant of Christ. vV e shall ever
look back upon his life-work with pleasure, and look forward upon his present and
future rewards with rejoicing and delight.
THE E.lders writing in regard to their labors in the gospel field report that as a rule
they are greatly blessed of the Spiri! in
their ministrations. Were it not for the
unseemly quarrels and interminable difficulties that like Banquo's ghost "will not
down," or stay settled, the lot of an Elder
would be pleasant so far as branches are
concerned. There are a few branches on
which apples of discord seem to grow.
There are some few so called Saints, w.ho
are almost proving the western proverb to
be true of themselves. "There is only one
good Indian-and he is dead." vVhy will
men persist in such irreconcilable disputes.

An officer goes among them, and after
listening to the affair, arranges for its settlement and departs thinking people are
at peace; scarcely have his footsteps ceased
to echo in the hall where. peace was established before the muss is all stirred up
again, the old feud is raked into life and
the public peace of the branch suffers. We
believe the angels are ashamed of such
doings and we know that we-are.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

vV E publish by request, the minutes of a
conference held at Atchison, Kansas, by
some of the followers and believers in
James J. Strang; but who from one of the
resolutions seem to have accepted the President of the Reorganization as the one to
lead. It seems to us that if these men
were really in earnest in adopting such a
resolution, with an understanding of what
leadership implied they would not be contented with such a left hand policy as the
one upon which they seem to have acted,
as shown by the resolutions.
Brother John Martale, of Manning,
Iowa, wishes some of "the ministerial
brethren" to call on' him when anv are
passing through that region, and deliver a
few discourses. There has never been
any preaching in that place by our ministers, he says.
Bro. Martale wishes to hear from some
of the brethren of Six Mile Grove Branch.
Bro. J. R. Bad ham writes from San
Bernardino, Cal., the I 2th inst., that
"Elder D. S. Mills is holding forth at the
city of Los Angeles with good effect."
Sr. Agnes O'N eal of Cherokee,· Iow_a,
in a late letter says she obeyed the gospel
in the days of Joseph the prophet, and had
manifestations of the truth of the work she
embraced.
Bro. C. St. Clair writes from Fanning,
Kansas, the 13th ISt., that his meetings
are largely attended by attentive listeners,
and that he looks for the fruits h) be gathered in at an early time. He says Bro.
Gurwell has aided well in helping forward the work at that point.
Bro. J.C. Clapp was at Deer Lodge,
Mo:atana, on the 10th inst., and says he
had baptized one~a lady~and that quite
a number more are believing and he hopes
to trouble the waters again soon "if it don't
all turn to ice."
·
Bro. W. H. Garrett of Greenville, Pa.,
writes the 15th inst. and says, "Like all the
rest of the Saints the HERALD is a feast to
us every week. \Ve could not be without
it."
A passenger coach was thrown from
the track on the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad, forty miles south-west
of Lamoni, near Albany, Missouri, on the
20th January, resulting in the death of one
killed outright and the injuring of six others, one likely to die. "ln the midst of
life we are in death."
Bro. Joseph Luff has baptized five at
Salt Lake City lat.ely.
Bro. Asher Allen writes of late from
Birkner, Illinois, that a branch was org::mized there the 15th of August last, with
twelve members, and th;it already much
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prejudice had been removed, that their
neighbors are forming better opinions of
the Latter Day Saints, and there are some
_persons very near ready to obey the gospel
'of the Kingdom. He says, "We have
been greatly blessed of the Spirit in our
meetings, and rejoice that we are engaged
in the work of God."
Lorenzo Snow, one of the Twelve of
of the Utah Church, gets eighteen months
in the penitentiary and is finded $900 for
unlawful cohabitation. He "who sow'I to
the wind must reap the whirlwind." "If
a man sow to the flesh, he shall of the
flesh reap corruption."
Bro. C. A. Butterworth sends for twelve
copies of the Hope for their newly organized Sunday School at Dow City, Iowa.
They are pleased with its "Lesson leaves."
Old Sr. Mehitable Hall writes from the
"Old Ladies Home," San Francisco, Cal.,
thanking us for sending her the church
papers. She says "There are many religious papers coming to the •Home,' but
they are nothing compared,with ours."
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, of the Twelve,
wrote from Oakland, California, January
14th. He had been preaching steadily for
quite a while. He spoke twice Sunday,
the u th, and was to speak in Oakland on
the I 7th, and possibly at San Francisco in
the evening.
Sr. Sarah M. Sullivan of West St. Paul,
Minn., says the Heralds she sends to
Waltham, Mass., "are doing much goocl,
as also the tracts."
Bro. 0. vV. Cambridge, London, Ontario, writes us that he has been imposed
upon by "a black sheep,'' in the person of
one \Villiam Robert Frazer Laird. He
is about five feet eight inches in hight,
dark brown hair, and a very red nose.
He warns all to beware of him.
Bro. B. H. Case writes from Randolph, Kansas, as if there were hopes that
the town might be reach~d in time, though
at present there are giants there. A Mr.
Adams, an Englishman, and an infidel,
had lectured there lately.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Does the 46th section of Doctrine
and Covenants teach that confirmation and
sacrament meetings are not public meetings, and should not be held before the
world?
Ans ....:... They are not "public meetings"
in the same sense as are preaching services.
It does not teach that those of "the world"
should be excluded from those meetings
for the; reason that they are not church
members. The exercises of such meetings
relate especially to the members, while
those devoted to preaching the principles
essential for non~members to learn and
obey before entering the church, are very
properly distinguished as "public meetings."
·~.-Does the 4th paragraph of same
section make it obligatory upon the Saints
to seek the best gifts; and does it also teach
that if they are in possession of the gifts
they are safe from deception?
A.-It teaches that the members should
seek "earnestly the best gifts," and that,

too, for the very purpose that they "may thing. For my part I now feel, and have always
not he deceived." And it also teaches that felt, that it was my duly to pay all I can. If I
when the members are in actual possession waited 'till I could spare something,' I_ probably
of the said "best gifts," and so long as they would give nothing. I want something laid up
retain them, they will be safe from decep- where 'thieves can't break through and steal.' I
tion. But persons must be certain as to heard a brother say he never was as prosperous
what are the "best gifts" in any given case as when he gave {HOSt to the church. As we all
where they are in clanger of being deceiv- want to prosper, I think we had better try it."
ed. Discerning of spirits may be the best
gift in some cases, divine wisdom in anothBro. I N. White, writing from Clinton,
er:, interpretation of tongues in another, Missouri, the 15th inst. says:
and so of the other gifts. Each several
"l am preaching every night, 'With liberty, to
case may require a different gift.
a hungry people. I now have such an investiga~.-What are the best gifts?
tion as was never witnessed in this country. I
A.-Wisdom, knowledge, faith, in the have completely nonplussed three or four minisorder given. These three are those first
named by the apostle in I 2th Corinthians. ters. They are reading our works. I look for
fruitful re&ults. The enemy is on the move, yet
"Wisdom is the principal thing."-Sol.
at every turn has b.een out-general ed. The oil of
~.-Is it right to seek the gifts of the
gospel in a meeting where there are those wisdom and charity is a fort in. favor of truth.
who are not seeking to keep the command- God is with me, and my heart is comforted."
ments of God?
Sr. Taylor writes from Fort Niobrara,
A.-It may or may not be. The guidings of the Spirit and surrounding circum- Nebraska, the 16th of this month, rejoices
in tbe knowledge of the latter day work,
stances should govern.
and' wishes to bear witness that she has
~.-It is stated in the 7th paragraph,
that to the Bishop and presiding Elders it had a large -measure of its divine favors.
is to be given to discern all the gifts. Now, She further says:
"We started from Blair, Nebraska, last spring,
if the Bishop or ·said Elders have not the
gifts to discern, is it evidence that they landed here the first day of June. My husband
are not called or appointed of God?
and two of my children have taken land here, on
A.-No. It is simply evidence that the north side of the Niobrara river, eight miles
they have not then the gift needed· to dis- east of the Fort, and twelve miles east of Valencern, and that such persons may then be tine, this being our nearest railroad station. This
living beneath their privilege and duty.
is a fine country; good soil, plenty of timber,
~.-Can the presiding elder fulfill the
plenty of rock, well watered, (the water is mostly
requirements of the 1st paragraph of said soft), all kinds of vegetables, and corn and wheat
section when the members appoint the grow well; abundance of wild fruit, such as
meetings and say what the order of said , plums, grapes, raspberries, black currants, sand
meetings shall be?
cherries, and wild cherries. There is still some
A.-Yes. Appointing meetings is one vacant land here. Will some of the Saints that
thing, ,and conducting them is another. want homes come here and settle? We want
The members of a branch may, by vote, so1rie good Elder to come here and preach for ns.
in a regular way, appoint meetings, and to We are very lonesome here, away from lhe
those who preside over them it is given to
conduct them "as they are directed by the church and the society. of the Saints. The 1£erald
is all the preacher we have, and w_e have nof bee,n
Holy Spirit."
EXTRACTS F-ROM LETTERS.

A

BROTHER

writes, saying:

"I am sorry I am not prepared at present to
pay for the /Jerald. But as I can not do without
it, please continue it and I will pay as soon as I,
am able to do so."

back ward in giving our ~Herald, Book of Mormon,
and the Epitome of our faith to our neighbors to
read, in all places and under all circumstances.
We have embraced every opportunity offered to
speak a word in defense of the truth. In so doing
we have made some enemies, some friends, and
convinced a few of the truth.

All others who are in arrears for their
MADAME VS. MISSUS.
papers should notify us as this brother has vV E commend the following from the
done, if they can not pay up at once and Chicago Tribune, of December 29th.
yet wish their papers continued. Such a \,Ye have freequently been shocked, somecourse is business-like, and it saves mis- times pained at the careless way fo which
understanding, disappointment and other men speak of their wives. "This is my
tro1;1ble. There is nothing like punctuality, woman,'' or "This is.my old woman."
promptness, and frank, open-hearted dealWe believe that we would. like .to sec
ing; and this is just as true in respect to · the word Madame. adopted for Missus, or
journalism as anything else.
Mistress, as applied to a married woman.
An intelligent and worthy sister writes
us under date of the I 5th inst., as follows:
"Brother Blair; enclosed you will find a years'
pay for the Herald, Hope and Advocate; also ten
dollars as a free-will offering. vVe have a book
in the branch, with all the members' names on it;
but the brethren can't decide whether we ought'
t.o pay one-tenth of all we possess,·one-tenth of
our increase, or whether we ought
pay any-

to

"lt is forty·one years ago to~day since my father, entering our humble home one evening about
five o'clock, newspaper in hand-it was a little bit
of a sheet called the Shippensburg Ga;;et/e-announced that Col. Tom Benton had "set.his ball
in motion-solitary and alone." Father was a
Whig-an up-and.down National Union Henry
Clay Whig, blind to all things but Whiggery and
a high protective tariff. He had read something
in the sheet referred lo abo~it the Harrison and
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Tyler nominations, and Wll;S almost furious to
think that "Mint-Drop-Tom," as he (Benton) was
frequently called, should think of such ·a thing as
starting a huge ball to roll onward from St. Louis
to Baltimore over the great National Government turnpike between those two then widelyseparated cities. He threw down the paper in
somewhat of a dejected mood, and, my mother
picking it up, began to read aloud something
about Missus Dunlap and Missus Marshall. And
then, following dcwn the column, she struck upon an item about Missus Knodle and Missus
Baker, concluding with an obituary notice of a
Missus Shoemaker. Just here my father remarked. "Madame, in mercy's name, stop! If
there is anything that sounds bad in the ears of a
man it is to hear the word Missus. Why not say
Madame? I hope that some day some newspaper
editor will take hold of this subject and handle it
as John Calvin did all church fiummery." (Father was a Calvinist, and believed it would take at
least a thousand years to produce another such a
man). Mother looked up at him, never spoke a
word, laid the paper aside, and walked to her
room. This was all I heard of it, but it made an
impression upon me, young as I was, and to-day
that impression is as fresh and clear as though it
was Imprinted but yesterday.
Now,· being through with the prefatory part of
this article, would it not be a glorious thing were
the newspapers to start in motion a reform ball?
At best .missus is \'ery much out of place when
applied to a mar.ried lady. It is but a corruption
or v.ulgarism of "mistress;" in French, "maitres," which means a kept, unmarried woman. In
London all the married barmaids are missusses,
and the word is· not considered altogether genteel.·
There, among the be~ter classes, a married woman or wife is generally spoken of as "the wife 0£°
Mr. So-and-so;" or, more frequently, "Mr. Soand-so's wife," The upper classes always use the
word lady, as "Lady So-and-so," etc. "Missus"
is rare among the educated.
The French, to whom by univ.ersal consent is
accorded true politeness, never say Missus, "madame" being their word. And they are right. No
child ever lisped missus, but they lisp "ma,"
"mam," "ma'am"-hence madam and madame.
\Ve Americans-it is so said-never copy from
foreigners. That's an error-a gross one. \Ve
have copied hundreds of things from themamong these the postage stamp, the money-order
system, the hansom cabs, etc., which were in use
in Europe years before we adopted them. \Ve
are all the time copying from Europe-our fashions as well as our dude Ideas-and, while we are
about it, why don't we copy ·'madame?" We
use boulevard with no meaning to it so far as our·
own thoroughfares are concerned, and we may as
well copy madame, which has a meaning. "Boulevard" is old French for bulwark, and as Paris
grew the old walls of defense were torn down,
their sites becoming roads. These were built up,
and hence afterwards called boulevards because
the bulwarks of the city formerly occupied the
apace. "Boulevard," however, does not do much
in misleading people, unless it be a true Parisian
"to the manner born;" but missus does mislead,
and very Improperly. Therefore, by and ~ith
your consent, I ask The Tribune and every other
paper in the United States to hereafter use the
word madame instead of missus and madames
or me~dame§ instead of mistresses. The French·

man, in his musical language, when addressing a
bevy of married and single ladies says: "Mesdames and mesdemoiseles," and it does really
sound much prettier and better tham ''mistresses
and misses."
The newspapers taking hold of this, the eye
will become quickly trained to accept madame
instead of Mrs., and the voice will utter madame
instead of missus. It wiil save many a full-point,
an.d period, too. Start the ball rolling. All the
married ladies will prefer it and talk about it; so
will all the girls who are anxious· to become dignified madames. Both old and young men will'
give it a push, and with the aid of all the editors
this ball of reform will ere a decade run to a successful terminus, not meeting with anything like
the friction which retarded the ball set in motion by good old Tom Benton, who, it will be remembered, looked Gen. Kearney, the old Indian
fighter, so sternly in the eyes that these organs
of the latter were said to have fallen unto the
floor of the senate and rolled around among the
No. ten and twelve boots of the. Senators. Serriously, let us have madame instead of missus.
R. D'l:-NGER, M. D.

THE Utah Territorial Legislature has refused to pay the expense incurred in the
maintenance of the Penitentiary in the
Territory. They say:
"The Government can liquidate its own debts,
settle its 0wn bills, manage its own treasury. It
can not legislate a dollar or a dime out of a Territorial treasury. It may undertake the task, but
it has no lawful authority to do so. The people
have the right to say what shall be done with
their own money, and if the Government attempts
to make expenses the Government can pay those
expenses or charge it up."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Better to stem with heart and h·and
~'he roaring tide of life, than lie
Unmindful on its flowery strand
Of God's occasions drifting by."

"A PLEA FOR DOMESTIC CULTURE."
EIGHTEEN years have cast their shadows upon
"the dial plate of time," since in the columns of
the Herald appeared "A Plea For The Little
Ones" signed by "Frances."
Eighteen years! what a long, long interval of
time. Some friends there may be who will still
remember the name, but to hundreds it will be
unknown, quite as much so indeed, as the one
who bears it. What matter! It is not the name,
nor the individi:.al, with whom we have now to
do, but the work appointed her and the manner
in which she shall acquit herself of this work.
When Bro. Joseph asked us, "vVill you take
charge of such a department?" the immediate
answer of the heart was "We will do all that we
can," and the same response comes from the soul
to-night, when we take our pen in hand to make
the first effort. Sister Lucy Lloyd has, in her
excellent letter, fully explained the purpose of
this new department of the Herald, and if any do
not understand it, we refer them to her letter in
the Herald of January 23d. By reference to that
it will be seen that the department belongs exclusively to the Sisters, and it is their letters, their

articles and their selections which must sustain
and give interest to it. As one of your number
we expect from time to time to contribute our
share. To this work we willingly bring the
entire talent God has given unto us, nor stop to"
question how much that may be. We know that
he who had the one talent committed to his
charge was held to an account as strictly as he
who had ten, and what matter if when our hands
are folded in death, no more to labor, our busy
brains have ceased to work, our hearts ceased to
throb with joy, or ache with pain,-what matter,
if it may be truthfully said of us, "She has done
what she could!"
Done what she could! Oh! how that sentence
rung in our ears, and knocked' at the door of our
heart after hearing it said over the remains of
one who "slept in Jesus." Done what she could 1
We knew that if we, like she, were lying there,
no more to labor for the Master, no more for
those we loved, that it could not be truthfully
said of us. God has been very merciful in showing us, that although there is much for our hands
to do, there is still a portion of time in which we
may labor for him. And it is because of this,
because we were waiting to begin this work, that
our heart and soul responded to Bro. Joseph's
question, "We will do all that we can."
When the "Plea for the Little Ones" went
abroad to this church, through the columns of
the Ilerald, it found a response In marty a faithful heart, and soon the children had not only a
column in the· Ifcrald but a paper all their own.
Is not this second plea as much for the children
as for the sisters? "Home is a mother's kingdom, and there is no field in this world that requires more careful, faithful cultivation than the
hearts of our little men and women." Truer
sentence than this was never written, ar.d when
the time shall come that God shall fully baptize
our hearts with the spirit of this work, when the
mothers of the lambs of this flock shail arise in
his strength to aquit themselves fully of this
sacred duty, then may they look for the blessing
of God upon their homes, and expect to see their
children walking in wisdom's ways.
That this department of the Ilerald may be a
success-may fully realize the most sanguine
hopes of those who labor for it, and whose hearts
bid it "God speed," let each one "Try to give and
receive with all patience, charity and lzumilz"ly before God." Grander key note than this was never sti-uck, and may God imbue the heart of each
one who shall contribute with this spirit is our
prayer. Many brothers and sisters during these
Jong years, have be.en faithfully contributing their
share towards sustaining the 'Hojc,' an<l who
may say that this department shall not be equally
successful. It is needed now, it has long been
needed, and if we are only true to ourselves and
the trust committed to our charge it may prove a
blessing to thousands, comforting, supporting
and cheering those who of all others in this wide
world need encouragement in their never ending
labor of patience and love.
As Editor of this department, we promise you
that no effort shall be wanting upon our part tp
make it a success, yet the sisters must not forget
that we are only one among many. We will
need original contributions upon any subject of
general interest to us as mothers, wives and
housekeepers; also any means by which as members of the Household of Faith, we may contri-
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bute our mite towards rolling on the great work
in which we are engaged. But while we solicit
original contributions, we do not propose to confine ourselves to these exclusively.
"Truth is.truth wherever found,
On Christian or on lreathen ground."

The Sa vi or said in his time: "The children of
this world are wiser in their generation, than the
children of light;" and we are persuaded that it
is just as true to-day as it was then. \Ve want
the very best within our power to obtain, and
when a paper, magazine, or book, falls into the
.hands of any of our members, containing any
good article upon the subjects mentioned by
Lucy Lloyd, send them to us and we will use
them. The Herald management proposes (for
the present) to allow us the use of one page and
a.half, each week. By careful selecting and judicious condensing, much valuable matter may
be put into this space during the course of a year,
or even a shorter period of time, and we have no
fears that if the demand for space becomes greater, the space will be found.
"Woman's work in connection with t)1e church,"
we had intended to glance at in this number, but
the compositor is waiting for copy and we must
defer it to the next issue. By that time we hope
to have heard from some at least of those who
will bid this work "God speed," and to have felt
in our souls that from many hearts, the silent incense of prayer was ascending to God, for his
Holy Spirit to fit us for the work. \Ve feel that
unless His -blessing is with us we shall labor in
vain, and yet we have a strong assurance of faith,
that He will not leave us to ourselves.
LAKONr,Iowa, January 22d, 1886.

GALENA, Ind., Jan'y 14th.
Bro. W. W. Blair: Indiana is still flooded with
slanderous and willful misrepresentations of the
doctrine believed in and taught by the church, in
almost every paper of note in the State, and we
are doing what we can in replying through the
press. I will send a specimen of some of the literature of some of the enemies of the latter <lay
work. As one of the most noted merchants of
'this place iaid on last evening, "All of this persecution now going on in the papers will only tend
to spread the work." He wants a Book of Mormon. I hope the church will look after its interest here, soon. I expect to go to New Albany
to-day to see if I can get a reply published to a
slang published in the Louisville Post,of recent
date. The greater the battle, the more we can
appreciate the victory won.
Yours in hope of a speedy triumph of truth
over error.
M. R. ScoTT.
FANNING, Kan., Jan. I 4th.
Dear Ilerald:-We are rejoicing, having the
privilege of meeting again to worship the Master.
Brother St. Cfair is with us preaching here and
at Highland Station; and is doing much good.
There are several believing at both places, but
whether they will obey time will tell. They are
anxious at other places for him to come and
preach, and I think if he can continue there will
be good done here; for there has never been such
an interest among the people as there is at the
present time. In gospel bonds,
Sfl. s. E. GURWELL.

PIPER CITY, Ill., Jan. rSth.
Bro. W. TV. Blair :-I arrived here the 9th, in
a very cold snow storm. Last night the house
was crowded. I shall be here over next Sunday,
24th; at Streator the 3I.st, and then return to
· Plano and Sandwich, till after their conference,
or as I may be directed hereafter. The Saints
often speak of you, T. W. Smith, H. A Stebbins
and C. Derry. Prejudice prevails here, but I
feel it is giving way. At Plano, the 7th, I baptized one more, making twenty who have obeyed
since I went there. Bro. Vickery has of late
been laboring in Streator, and baptized five. He
'is well liked by the Plano Branch, over'which he
presides. They esteem him as a father to them.
All the other officers act their part. We rejoice
to know that brother Joseph returned home safe
to his family. .
Yours truly,
JOHN C. Foss.
PLAINVILLE, Mass., J an'y 12th.
Bro. ')"osejh Smith: The Saints of Little Compton, R. I., have been encouraged by a visit and
the work accomplished with the help of the Lord,
by Elders M. H. Bond, C. H. Coombs, Priest U.
\V. Greene and myself. The services commenced in the Chapel on New Year's eve, with preaching by Elder Bond, followed by an exhortation by
Elder Coombs. Friday evening, January 1st, Elder Bond preached f;om 2 Cor. 3: 14; subject,
"the law of Moses, and the law and the Spirit of
Christ. On Saturday evening Bro. Greene occupied the pulpit. Sunday morning the Saints met
to commemorate the Lord's Supper; before and
after which there was a powerful prayer and testimony service-the spirit of prophecy was manifested to the edification of all. In the evening
Elder Bond preached. On Monday evening' the
brethren furnished their teams to carry us to
Adamsville, over two mil.es distant. Meetings
were held in Electra Hall for four evenings in
succession, commencing Monday night. Elder
Bond preached each evening in the power and
demonstration of the Spirit of God, teaching the
first principles of the gospel as a witness unto the
people. Elder Coombs made earnest entreaties
for the people to accept the gospel, and called
them to repentance. The· attendan_ce inc_reased
each evening, and close attention was paid. The
people seemed to desire to have the meetings continued; they were willing and did pay for the
rent of the ha! I.
On Tuesday forenoon, Bro. C. A. Coombs baptized one, and the confirmation took pla,ce in the
afternoon by Elder Bond. The ordinance was·
attended with unusual power of the Holy Ghost,
and Bro. Bond and others were comforted by the
testimony of Jesus. It was a meeting the Saints
will long remember.
I can say that thirteen months' experience as a
Latter Day Saint has been the happiest portion
of my life. I never knew what true pleasure was..
until I came into the Church of. Jesus Christ.
_When I first entered the church, my former pastor (Baptist) said in a· letter to me, "lt hardly
seems possible that Arthur B. Pierce could be a
Latter Day Saint." But I now think, and did at
that time, that it wasJmpossible for me or any
one else who hear the gospel to be anything less
than one of God's Saints with·.the Bible,, Book of
Mormon, and so great a cloud of witn.esses before us: I am prepared to say tnat in all my four
y<(ars' experience in the Baptist (:hiirch I gid n9t

get the Holy Ghost, nor did I see it manifested;
but since I came into the Church of Christ I have
received the Comforter according to promise,
and seen its manifestations.
Hoping for the advance and perfection of Zion,
I remain yours in faith,
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
PEi\rnROKE, Dak., Jan'y 3d.
Bro. Blair: \Ve are yet alive and doing battle
on the Lord's side. Recently we have preached
at two new places. At one of them our views
gave mortal offense to a certain Methodist Rev.,
so much so that he went for us in one of the county papers, but mode such a bungling _attack that
we did not deign to answer him, as his folly was
manifest to all men. There was really nothing
in our remarks to call for censure, as we were
speaking on fi•st principles; and the only way I
can account for his feeling so bad, is that we gave
him the "pure milk of the wo.rd," to which he
was not accustomed, being used to having his
considerably weakened with water. Of course
the genuine article was stro;ig for him, hence the
result. We baptized one more into our little
branch, a promising young man of twenty-six
summers, whom we have good reason to believe
·will be an ornament to the church. With love to
all the faithful in Christ Jesus, I subscribe my.
self, yours in the one faith,
\V. SPARLIXG.
SILVER HILL, Ark., Jan. rst.
Dear Herald: It is now a little.over a year since
I wrote to you; but to try to tell my reasons for
not writing sooner, would only serve to occupy
time and do no good. Frqm the Verde, in Bandera county, the place from whicl,i I last 'lo/TOte
you, I went to Medina City, in the san:ie county,
about twelve miles west of B;md~ra. While there
I preached six times-"'as the guest of Mr. Lamoni L. Wight;' yet we visited other of the ~aints,
had a real good time while there. Febrµa,ry 15th
we took a seat in a wagon with Mr. \Vjg!.t and
father :Mecham Curtis and started to San "Antonio; we got to Bandera a little before night, and
soon learned that the Temperance folks had an
appointment for us to lecture for them in the
Methodist Church. The lim.e came, ;ind we met
a fair audience, and tried to tell them some of
our reasons for believing all people ought to abstain from intoxicating drinks-it ought to be
done away, "]Jecau;;e it is no longer needed."
Next morning we resumed our journey, leaving brethren Smith and Curry, whom we met
here; the former to lecture the foll()wing evening on the same subject. We arrived at San An
tonio on the 7.th, expecting to go from there to
the Oak Island Branch; but finding 'no means of
conveyance out there, we were compelled f9r
want of finances to forego the privilege of a visit
to that branch, so we took the train for Austin
the next evening, and got there safe at eleven p.
m; next mm ning we took train for Paige, in Bastrop county, and then wal_ked out to Bro. Allen's,
about four rriiles.
\Ve remained here until March 30th, preaching
as circumstances would permit-part of the time
assisting Bro. Smith, who had come to attend
conference of Texas Central District. Conference over, Bro. Roe took us to Paige; Bro. Smith
to go to Temple, en route to the General Conference, and we to go to Bro. Sherrill's, in Burleson
county. A~ elev~n ~-111· we st~rteg for Caldwell,
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leaving Bro. Smith to take the west bound train
to Austin. \Ve got to Caldwell at half-past three,
and as we .got through a day sooner than we expected, we went to Mr. Perry King's, and stayed
until next morning, when Bro. Sherrill and his
wife came and took us out to their home, seven
and a half miles from town. We remained here
until April roth; preached five times during our
stay. These being amorig the best friends we
have in Texas, it was with reluctance that we
parted with them. On the 10th, Bro. and Sister
Sherril took us to Caldwell, and we were soon on
our way to Hearne, where we airived at five a.m.
next morning.
Sunday, the 12th, we met with the Saints in
their church at nine a.m. for prayer meeting, after which we preached to all present the way of
life; we also occupied the stand again at eight p.
m. We remained with the Saints here trying to
instruct them, and aiding them in getting their
branch record in good shape, until the 29th, when,
we started to the Elkhart Branch, in Anderson
county. We got there the 30th, and stopped for
the day with Bro. Randolph Ha-ssell until the
next day, when we had a real pleasant time with
the temperance folks of Palestine and Elkhart,
who met in a grove near by and spent the day in
singing temperance songs and speaking. The
dinner that had been prepared was good enough
for a king. Everybody seemed to enjoy themselves-were happy. In the afternoon we went
to Dr. Hassell's.
\Ve remained here until June 14th and preached
as often as circumstances would permit; also
assisted Bro. Bryan with his branch meetings and
some appointments he had at an adjacent school
house. On the 14th Bro. Hassell took us to
Cedar Creek Church to fill an appointment we
had sent there, but we could not preach much
because of ill health. After meeting we went to
the house of one Mr. Fields, where we remained
until the 17th, when we started to Hearne to
attend the conference of the Central Texas District. \Ve arrived at Hearne all right and after
a few minutes' walk we were at Sr. Belcher's.
On the 18th Brn. Smith and Roberts put in their
appearance, and they had been there but a short
time until Bro. Roberts was very sick; just at
that time he would not have given a very favorable report of Texas, but it was not long until he
was well and enjoying himself. On the 19th we
went with Bro. Hay to Bro. Dotson's. The 20th,
conference convened at ten a. m., and closed on
the 21st at nine p. m.; (no business done on the
21st). Everything passed off pleasantly. Brn.
Smith, Roberts, and myself remained here until
the 30th preaching alternately, and a good interest obtained to the last. On the 30th Brn. Smith
and Roberts left for Bell county, and on July 2d
I-started to Anderson county, to hear a Baptist
divine tell what he didn't know about Mormonism.
July 5th, Sunday, when eleven o'clock came
we were at the church (Cedar Creek), and the
house was filled until there was hardly standing
room. He commenced by saying that he regrett~d it very much that he had such an unpleasant
duty to perform, yet as a watchman on Zion's
· \;·~II ( ?) he must do his duty, and he puffed and
lilew for two hours and twenty minutes telling
\vhat Mormonism is not and when he got through
I announced that I would reply to his argument,
and he began to pack up h~s book~ to leave; I

invited him to stay, but .he said he did not have
time, and he started; I told him I hated to fight
a man and he running from me. He then came
back and sat down in the door, but it \'·as only
by the hardest kind of an effort that he could
stay until I was done with him. I left there on
the 7th for Weatherford, having preached twice
besides the time occupied In instructing the
Baptist. I arrived at Weatherford on the 9th and
there being no one there to meet me, I took the
stage next morning for Jack county. Arrived
at Bro. Hams' about dark, having.traveled about
forty miles-walked eight 9£ the forty. On the
20th we -commenced a series of meetings under
an arbor that had been prepared for us.
On Sunday, August 9th, a Campbellite preacher sent me word to meet him the next evening
at the Raines School House, to arrange for a debate. We went and found him to be a very nice
man. The propositions were promptly signed
by Mr. Pritchard, (the preacher that had sent for
me), for Mr. Thurman, another Elder of that
persuasion; he, (Mr. Pritchard), being unable to
speak but little. Sept. 4th Bro. Smith arrived,
and as he has given you a synopsis of our labors
while we were together, I will not tax you with
a rehearsal of the same. I will say this much
however, before the debate the Campbellites were
afraid(?) they would not get any debate, and before it closed they were afraid they would have
to have more debate. On the night of the uth
of October Bro. Smith and I parted, he going to
Mr. Parson's and I remai.ning in Whitt. \Ve
held two meetings at Whitt aflcr Bro. Smith
left. On Monday the Campbellites were jubilant
because they thought the Methodists were whipped, and vice versa. Yet we assailed the doctrine
of. no one, but contented ourselves by telling
them the doctrine of Christ in its plainness, letting it cut who, and where it would. I returned
to Bro. Hams on the 14th. On the 18th Bro.
McLester came from Wise county after us. We
started next day at noon, and after jolting over
forty miles of hills and rocks we arrived at our
place of destination. Commenced our meetings
at the Twin Pond School House on \Vednesday
evening, preaching there and at the Flat Rock
School House until November :id. \Ve then
started to Silver Hill, Arkansas, Bro. McLester
taking us to Denton in his wagon.
On the 5th we arrived at Bro. Billingsley's in
Red River county. We remained there four
days-preached twice; on the rrth we completed our journey. -while traveling through the
Indian 'Territory (which we had to pass through
to get there) I often thought of the promises to
the Lamanite, and wondered how long it would
be, before they would, by obedience to God's
law, change that tawny skin for one more white;
and I did wish that I might yet see the day when
God would use me as an instrument to bring
some of them to the knowledge of a loving Savior. Since coming here we have held meetings
as often as circumstances would permit, and
have made another trip to Red River county.
Thus the year 1885 has passed away, and everywhere that I have been there was a great demand
for preaching, and the people seem to be thirsting for something-they know not what.
During the year I have baptized ten; three in
Jack County, three in Young, two in Wise County Texas; and. two in Sevier County, Arkansas.
I ha;c made ~'.any friends 1 and no cneIT!je~ i1s I

know of now. I have been blessed in many ways
during the past year, and have also met with
some things that have caused me much sorrow.
I then remember the saying "all things work together for good to then;i that love the Lord."
Again: "Whom the Lord loveth He chaseneth."
I think I love the Lord-I want to Jove Hirn,'
hence it may be for my good that some thitJgs
have been permitted to come upon me. To say
that He loves me is useless, for it was love that
caused Him to send His Son to die that I might
live. One thing that I have been pleased to hear
of is the successful mission of our President to
the Rocky Mountains. Since he has been there
I have often thought of the pathetic words uttered in the Temple 1,800 years ago, and if the same
individual was on earth now, how 11-e.. could, in
the. same strains of love say: "0 polygamists,
polygamists, how oft might you have been
brought back to the pure word of God, and you
would not; now if you suffer, you are the ·only
ones to blame for it." May God bless the labor
of the Elders in that mission.
·wishing all
the Saints a happy new year, I am as ever,
Yours in bonds,
A. J. CATO.
PAWTUCKET, R. I., Jan. 16th.
Bro. Blair :-It is now twenty-four years since
I commenced. taking the Herald. I can't do
without it. It improves much. I like the corre•
spondence first rate. It is a grand idea of Bro. J.
J. Cornish getting up and publishing such a book
as he suggests. It is what is wanted. I hope
you will push it along as fast as you can. Fifteen
years ago, if you remember, I had a talk with
you about such a book as Winchester had in the
old church.
Yours,
Jom;r HOLT.
LYONS, \Vis., Jan'y 18th.
Bro. W. TV. Blair:- Your dispatch reached me
in due time, and your request has been corpplied
with. The Sister Bass, near Beloit, \Visconsin,
is far advanced in consumption, and can scarc.ely
recover, although she received immediate relief
when administered to. I have been constantly
engaged in the ministry since I last wrote you,
and am trying to make an effort here. I will
probably go soon to East Delavan to hold serviceF.
Prospects look brighter in some parts of the district, and the Lord still blesses all efforts in the
interest of his cause. I think the late efforts iu
Utah by Bro. Joseph and others were of the right
·kind, and made at the proper time.
\Vith kind regards for yourself and all in the
office, (remain yours for truth,
JOHN s. P.i.\TTERSON.
CLEAR LAKE, Ind., Jan. 14.th.
Bro. Blair :-I have not seen any thing from
this branch for a long time. We continue to
hold our prayer meeting twice a week, and there
is more of that love manifested in this branch
that .should characterize the Saints than there has
ever been. I was chosen to preside over it when
it was organized, and continued in that ofilce for
nearly six years; then brother Jonathan Emrich
was chosen to fill that place. I think he served
two years, and I am now acting as president. I
think often of brother Joseph, and how much he
has to contend with in having the oversight of
the whole church. It would be impossible for
some men to fill his place. Those in authority,
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especially, should do all they can to keep peace
and unity in the church! I always feel sad when
anything is printed in the IIerald that has a
tendency to create hardness between the Sain~s.
It causes the weak members to stumble, and to
,;ometimes fall, when they see there is disunion
among those in authority. \Ve should be very
careful how W8 live and what we say, rn that
those who a1·e continually watching us can't find
any fault with us truthfully. If we are at peace
with ourselves, and do good unto all men, and
especially unto the household of faith, we will
continue to grow in strength, both spiritually and
in numbers. There is nothing that can stay this
latter day work. But when those that are in the
church try to be contentious, then is when we
have the hardest trials. The adversary will
work, and when he sees he can not do us harm
by our opposers, he will try to raise dHliculty in
the church. My prayer is that we may all strive
to have unity and peace and help to forward on
this glorious work.
ANDREW J. SMITH.
NAuvoo, Ill., Jan. 13th.
Bro. Josepk :-We are still trying to be on the
Lord's side; for what else can we do but love and
adore the goodness of that Being that brought us
out from that slough of sin and misery, and
worse than death to me if I had been compelled
to stay there. How l have prayed for the honest in heart, in that the blessed Lord would send
mighty men to open the way that the bound ones
could be free. Thank the Lord the set time is
co1ne and the work will roll on and many wilibe
gathered into the true fold.
Yours in bonds,
Tnos. REVELL.
u~roN GROVE, West Va., Jan. 5th.
Dear Herald:-A short time ago Bro. Moler
and myself visited Summers county, West Virginiac \Ve were gone about three weeks and
baptized six. It was a new field, and the people
said that they had never heard the gospel before.
I think that there is opportunity for a grand work
in that part of the land. \V c came back and
went to Mill Creek, about twenty-three miles·
from here, and baptized two, and blessed eight
children. \Vhen I reached home on the 28th of
December I found my baby very sick; he was
taken sick on the 28th and lived four days.
ELDER I. L. 'vVILLIAMS.

he was here though he was improving when he
went away. He left my place with the intention
of starting home in two or three days. Brother
T. N. Fields was going with him to break the
bread of life in that part of the State. We hope
he will do good. There is plenty of room in this
mission for twenty Elders to work, though there
is no one at work outside of this little branch that
I have heard of, and what are here have large
families, are poor as to worldly goods, and have
to· work for daily support. It is the writer's
opinion that this district is too large for one man
to preside over, as we never hear from our president, let alone seeing him. It appears that his
time is taken up in California, while Oregon has
to endure famine for the want of the reapers.
May the Lord send more laborers into the vineyard. Can not the April Conference do something for us? Or must this part of the vineyard
perish for the word ot God?
I will now tell you something about the goodness of God fowards us, and then you can judge
about whether we are serving him or not. About
four years ago the Spirit told us to repent of our
sins and return to the Lord, saying,. Know ye
not that pestilence is raging through the earth,
bafiling the most skillful physicians of the land?
Ere long you will have need of that great physician, Jesus Christ. Shortly after there came
some disease that the doctors had no name for.
Several died, mostly children. Soon after its
appearance a doctor was waiting on a little child
a little over a year old, and he said there was no
hope for it, at least there were fourteen chances
against it to one for it; and the father of the
child bought its shroud. That evening a brother
come after the writer, then president of the
Prairie City Branch, and I went in haste, for the
Spirit bade us be quick. When we reached the
place we found several old people there, the
mother weeping over the child, with all in the
house, except three or four Saints who were well
satisfied that the power of God would be there in
due time to save.

To the surprise of all, the Spirit was given, the
blessing was pronounced, and in about five
minutes all could see t_he child was much better.
The next morning the doctor was sent for, and
he pronounced the child was in perfect health.
Though weak, it gained strength slowly for a
time, then the Saints held a prayer-meeting and
the plague was no more. Soon after this a cancer came on my wife's left cheek. The Saints
CRAWFORDSVILLE, Oreg., Jan. 3:i.
by this time had departed from the narrow path,
Bro. TV. IV. Blair :-As there are many letters
the Spirit was withdrawn, the branch went down,
in our much loved and welcome visitor, the
and I with my famHy moved to this place. The
I-Jerald, I thought perhaps it wouldn't be amiss
cancer kept growing larger. I employed a doc·
to write from this far off western country, as
tor and he took out .the one on her cheek, but
there might be some that would like to hear from
soon after it made its appearance on the ·left tern-_
pel. We began to doctor it, but to no effect. It
this part of the Lord's vineyard.
The Saints here are trying in their weakness
grew to the size of eleven inches one way and
to live as near right in the sight of the Lord as
eight and a half the other. We called another
they know how. vVe were blessed with a visit
doctor, and h~ said she could not recover, as it
- by Bro. Dobson, of Clackamas county, this State.
was in the blood. I told my \\ife what he said,
and we contin\led our prayers. That night I had
He informed us that he had been a resident of
a dream. A messenger appeared to me and told
Lam0ni for about four years, where he has heard
m_e that if it kept oh fonr days it would reach
some of our best spiritually minded men speak.
the brain, but to have all the faith I could. The
He was at our meeting and bore his testimony
that, while he knew of the doctrine whereof we_ next morning she asked me what I thought of
preach, he could see that we were in possession
the case. I told her all, and said I knew that she
would stay the four days. She said she dich)'t
.of the same Spirit that influenced him to unite
believe the Lord would take her away from her
with the church some two thousand miles away
little children ret. Tf:e ne,;;t rrio:ning I dressed
here. ~rother :pobs()11 was not well when
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the cancer and applied medicine as common, and
it spread as usual.
After dressing as above, she said something
made her feel that we ought to send for the
Saints to meet in prayer. That evening all met
at her request and bowed around the bed in
mighty prayer, and then she told us to take the
medicine off, which was done, and to the surprise
of some of the Saints as well as our neighbors it
stopped its work immediately, _and now she is
still with us, in fair health, and still improving.
It must not be thought that we only prayed once,
for the Saints wrestled all that night. In fact it
was the subject of our prayers for weeks, inso·
much that some could testify that the angels
were near us at different times. Excuse my bad
writing, back wood's grammar and awkward spelling as I am not a scholar, though I suppose you
can get my meaning.
Your brother in bonds,
C. E. ALDRICH.
FAIRPLAY, Nev., Jan 'y 9th.
Dear Bro. Blair: Perhaps a few lines from this
part of the world will not be amiss. The few
Saints in Elko county are getting along very well
considering our chances. Our last preaching was
by the late Elder Gland Rodger, who made his
home at our house while in Ruby valley. \Ve
shall never forget his kind, fatherly instruction.
We were made glad on New Year's day to have
Bro. and Sr. Stauts visit us from Elko. God bless
them. Their faith in the latter day work is unflinching. Bro. Penrod is down from the mines
at present. We expect a visit from him this winter. Come out, brother, and see us; we are lonesome. Ever praying for Zfon's triumph,
Your brother,
A. HAYS.
EARLING, Iowa, Jan., 15th.
IJ.ro. Blair :-I would hate to do without the
I-Jerald, for it brings to us such comfort, and gives
new life and energy. It i's a feast when we can see
and read the dying 'testimonies of such men as
father \Vhitmer. I would to God that all man'kind could become as firm, and bear such testimony as David \Vhitmer has to the truths of
this latter day gospel. May God bless you
brother, and all connected with you in the cffice.
As ever yours,
ALFRED JACKSOX.
EXCESSIVE EATIKG.
"1 live to eat," was said to an old Grecian sage.
"l eat to live," was his reply: Now it is a wellknown law that pleasure fails us in proportion as
it is sought '.ls an end. Socrates was right when
he told the luxurious Athenians that, after all, he
got more real pleasure from his plain food than
they did from their richer viands.
But there is another fact in the case, that people who live to eat, eat to die; while those ·who
eat to live, live on long after apoplexy, heartcomplaint, or pulmonary congestion, has suddenly ended the lives of the former.
Most great eaters die in their prime. Few pass
threescore years and ten. The long livers are
the small eaters. Even in families remarkable
for longevity, it is mainly those who are temper·
ate in eating who Inherit their birthright.
Says a medical writer in the Herald '!f /lealllt,
"In 187 5, I spent some months in the Britbh
Musem library, reading up the subject ?! J?n-
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gevity, in the literature of which that library is
our willingness to brave the danger, when
surprisingly rich. I was struck with the testiwe can look it squarely in the face, and
mony on t.his very point. Where anything was . have a proper estimate of its dreaded power.
known of the habits of a person remarkable for
Cowards may be bold in the absence of
danger, and a brave man may tremble
longevity, it came out almost uniformly that he
when danger stares him in the face; but
was a very small eater."
the sense and love of duty nerves his arm
He adds,"<•It is a constant drain on ..the vitality
with a valor all the more desperate. But
to digest more food than is necessary to run the
I want to investig:ate this foe of our orthomachine. 'Vhere one dies of too much drink,
doxy. If it is the friend of man, the econoten die of too much food."'

ing child, and also of his wisdom in dealing with the child for his best good, that
the child may not run to ruin, is in preventing evil from being .committed by putting
away the incentive, or that which may act
as an incentive, even though it be no eyil
of itself. Now the world is, by its corrupted nature, at enmity with God, hence loves
not the things of God. The Book of Mormon shows the awful condition into which .
my of God, the gospel of salvation, I want both N ephites and Lamanites had fallen;
to know it. I have done fightibg it in the and had .the book, (which was in part a
dark, but I may prove no less bitter a foe record of their wickednesE', as well as a
in my daylight opposition than when fight- record of God's reproofs for the same),
ing it in the dark. One thing is certain, been kept among them, they would have
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily r.eceive the
I know of no surrender so long as I have added to their many crimes the enormity
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
a weapon to wield. My views on many of destroying, or seeking to destroy the
their own views. Contributions solicited.
points are changed. I need not enumerate word of God. But the love, as well ~s the
them.
But I have other stumbling blocks justice of the almighty, was manifest in
A DIALOGUE.
that lie in the way of my accceptance of causing it to be hid up from them. Again;
llESPECTING THE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN THESE LAST .
the order of things represented by you. it is well known .that when the Spaniards
DAYS, 'l'HE CHURCH OF CHRIST IN FORMER DAYS,
You have shown, if the Scriptures quoted conquered the inhabitants of this land, they
AND THE 0IIURCH OF SO-CALLED
MODERN CHRISTIANITY
mean anything, that a book was to come destroyed almost every vestige of a record
BETWEEN. DR. TWINE TEXT A}ID ELDER D.
forth; that it was to be a record of a branch which they thought would tend to endear
PART TEN.
of the house of Jacob; and that its coming the hearts -of the natives to their traditions
ELDER D.-I wish you a good new
forth was to precede the gathe:i:ing of Is- and government; and had this record esyear, Doctor. It is gratifying to have you rael, the returning fertility of their ancient caped the rage of the renegade N ephites
;,,isit me at this time. I have been desirous home, and the second personal coming of that remained, or that of the Lamanites,
of learning what progress you are making the world's Redeemer. These are all new they would probably have fallen into
in your investigation ofthe truth, and have truths to my mind; yet truths they are, if the vandal hands of the Spaniards, and
expected you to visit me in order to renew God has ever spoken to rnan. But I lack perhaps have been destroyed. But God
our conversation, although I find that your the evidence that this "book" has come preserved it in his own way, and at the
brethren generally are averse to a free and forth; or, in other words, that the Book
same time kept those peoples from the sin
full investigation of what they are pleased Mormon is that book. And while I ad- of destroying, or seeking to destroy them.
to call "Mormonism,'' and would rather- mit that you have s~1own from the Scrip- I do not offer these thoughts as a justificaassassin like-fight it in the dark. They tures that a book, or record of some kind tion of the Almighty, but simply to help
seem to think the less they know of it, the was to come forth "from the ground,'' yet you see the loving kindness and wise dealmore successfully they can oppose it. But it does seem strange that Omnipotence· ing of God with mankind. His acts need
I have always observed that they love to should hide a book in the ground to pre- no justification from man. They declare
"draw the long bow,'' and they generally serve it. It may seem blasphemous to you, his goodness and his love. "God is his
get a long way off to draw it, and then yet I think it indicates weakness in Him, own interpreter, and he will make it plain."
they want the shelter of some very pious rather than omnipotence, when his word
Since you admit that a book was to come
and very learned di vine's hearsay statement, could not be protected and preserved by forth "from the earth;" and as it must first
so that if their arrow should percl'iance Him without having to hide it away.
be, placed there before it thus comes forth,
miss its mark, or fall harmless from the inD.-Your own Cowper says: "Goel it seems like a quibble to object to its betended vict.im, they may crawl away with moves in a mysterious way his wonders to ing hidden in the earth.· Remember God
the cowardly excuse that "some one told perform." He also says: "Blind unbelief works in His own way, not in ours.
them that the Reverend Twist-truth had is sure to err, and scan his work in vain."
T.-In a former conversation you spoke
heafrl some one say that somebody said Was Cowper a prophet, that he read so . of three witnesses who testify that an angel
that they heard that some one else declared, correctly the heart of Dr. Twine Text and of God came down from heaven and showthat they knew the story was true."
those of his school? Must I again quote, ed them the plates containing the record
They may fight it in the dark with few- ' 1 My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor from which the Book of Mormon wa<;
er scruples of conscience-if indeed they my ways your ways." (Isa. 55: 8, 9). I translated. If such an event transpired,
have any conscience-but if our doctrine have no doubt of the power of God being connected with such a stupendous work
is the monster they claim it is, the bet- sufficient to preserve the records referred as the establishment of God's kir.gdom
ter they understand it the more suc- to without hiding them, any more than I prior oo the advent of the great King, there
cessful they will be in unmasking it. Yet doubt His power to preserve Jeremiah and would certainly be some intimation of it ·in
on the whole, ·if they are determined to Baruch when the king and his nobles the Scriptures. Where do you find referoppose it, right or wrong, their ignorance sought their lives. But he chose to hide ence to the visitation of an angel from God
of it may prevent their ardor from being them. (Jeremiah 36: 26). Certainly Je- in the last days, as you term them?
dampened, aud their valor weakened, un- sus did not doubt the ability of his Father
D.-Had you read carefully the Revelatil they meet it face to face; and then, to preserve him under all circumstances, tions of John, you would have seen that a
like the foolish general who underesti- yet he hid himself from the Jews when number of angels are to visit the earth before
mates his foe, they realize a terrible dis- they took up stones to cast at him. (John the time of the end. I will ask you to read
appointment and fly vanquished from the 8: 59 ). If he chooses to adopt this method Rev.14: 6, 7,- -"And I saw another angel fly
of preserving his children,''or his word, in the midst of heaven, having the everlastfield.
DH. T.-Elder, I thank you for your who shall say him Nay? Nor is our lack ing gospel to preach unto them that dwell
good wishes, and I as heartily return them. of power to tell the reason why He does on the earth, and to every nation, and kinYou certainly are not complimentary to our thus and so, any proof that He does not dred, and tongue, and people, saying with
order, yet I must own that if it is not po- do it. Nor is the hiding of the Book of a loud voice, fear God, and give glory to
etical there is some truth in it; and I have Mormon in the earth any reason why we Him; for the hour of his judgment is come;
learned by painful experience that it is as should reject it, especially since God de- and worship him that made heaven, and
great folly to underestimate a foe, as it is creed that such a book should come forth earth, and the sea, and the fountains of
to over estimate ourselves. I can hard! y from the earth, as we have shown. But waters." Here the prophecy of the Psalmtell which is the most disastrous course of· to aid you I will offer a thought or two. ist is fullfilled-"Truth shall spring out of
the two, The true test of courage lies in One evidence of a parent's love for his err- the earth, and righteousness shall look dHWf!
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from heaven." (Ps. 85: u). The law of
the Lord is righteousness. (Ps. r 19). The
gospel is that law, even "the perfect law
of liberty." .(James r: 25).
T.-Do you understand that to be a
literal angel? That Scripture is figurative,
and refers to the religious press, which, in
its exalted position, is printing millions of
copies of the Bible. Or to the Christian
Bible Societies who are using the press as
as an instrument of spreading the word of
God to every nation. Or, it may mean the
various Christian Missionary Societies who
are daily sending missionaries to all of the
world to preach the gospel. Or it may have
reference to the church as a whole, embodying all Chfr,tendom. I incline to the
latter view. I can not understand that a
literal, real angel i:s again to come from
heaven for the purpose of preaching the
gospel since there are so many thousands
now preaching it.
D.-You are certainly liberal in your
interpretations of the text. We can take
our choice. If it does not mean one thing,
it means another; and if not that, it is
something else. But Doctor, you have not
exhausted all the interpretations given by
men who, like you, do not want to believe
in the visitation of a real angel to earth, in
these days. Rev. Abel Stevens, author
of a tract called "The Great Reform,"
seems to be more positive in his views of
what this angel is, though he does not reveal the mystery. He says: "The church
has long been looking for the apocalyptic
ahgel who is to bear 'the gospel to every
nati:on, and kindred, and tongue, and people.' She has looked to every point in the
horizon for the blessed sight, but she has
looked a"miss. She must look to her own altar; there she will find him bound in the
golden fetters of her avarice, impatient, but
unable to attempt his gracious flight. Let
her break his chains; then will he spread his
pinions, and she shall see the sublime vision
•flying in the midst of heaven, bearing the
everlasting gospel to preach to them that
dwell on the earth."
There is a slight difference bet ween the
angel which John saw and .that of Abel
Stevens. The one could not be fettered
by the avarice of a church; it knew of no
hindrance but the law of the divine Being
whose message he must bear. \Vhen the
time appointed for "his gracious flight"
came, obedient to the behest of God he
winged his way to earth, and truth sprang
"out of the earth, while righteousness looked down from heaveri ;" and as a consequence "the meek increase their joy in the
Lord, and the poor among men rejoice in
the Holy One of Israel." But this Methodist Episcopal angel has s;idly folded its
wings, permitted itself to be pinioned, is
bound to the. Methodist Episcopal altar,
and there is languishing the golden moments away without power to fulfill its
. man-imposed mission I
T.-I am not responsible for Rev. Stevens' views. He may be right or wrong.
It is a matter of vast importance however,
to know wether the Apostle had reference to a bonafide angel, or whether his
language is figurative.
One thing is
certain, great efforts are being made by all

bodies of Ch1".istians to spread the gospel in
all the world, and this may be what John
saw in his vision.
D.-You are only responsible for Stevens' views so far as you make them your
own. You do not seem to have nny view
of your own, but appear ready to accept
any or all that are presented by the learned world. Mere supposition will hardly
do in the interpretation of prophecy, for it
is likely to leave us further from the truth
than it finds us. Still, I am glad that after
all, you. appear to realize the importance
of knowing the truth in this matter-there
is some hope in your case. Now let us
come to a common sense view of the matter. So far as the efforts of the churches
are concerned, it is not clear that they are
trying to spread the gospel, yet it is possible
they are trying to spread their peculiar
doctrines, and thereby extenclthe name and
influence. of their respective churches.
Here is one of my reasons for this conclusion. The Rev. Dr. Hopkins, in a congress of the churches held recently, stated
that inJ apan there were "nineteen different
sects of modern Christendom endeavoring
to convert the Japanese, and no two of
these religious sects read or understand the
Bible alike." (I have quoted the Dr. from
memory). The point I make is this. If
each of those nineteen religious sects believe that any one, or all of them, were
preaching the gospel, why not concentrate
their means to aid some particular one of
these sects, and let that one present a solid
front to the foe, and thus labor for the salvation of souls, instead of confusing the
Japanese mind with their contradictory
creeqs, and differing churches? Is it not
evident that, if they did believe that any,
or all of them were preaching the pure
gospel. of Christ, and themselve" were
filled with theJove of God and had their
eyes single to the glory of God, that they
would withdraw from the field in favor of
one sect, unanimously preferred to themselves, and concentrate their means to aid
in the good work? And since they do not
do this, is it not further evident. that either
each sect believes, or would l~ave others
believe that they alone have "the pearl of
great price" to offer? Does it not appellr
that they are striving for preeminence and
mastery; and that instead of the salvation
of souls being their object, lust of power
and gold are the gods they serve? Surely
a divided Christianity can have no attractions for the thinking Japanese; and a true
zeal for the glory of God and the salvation
of souls on the part of these sects would
have led them to remove this stumbling. block. And what is true of those· nineteen sects of Christendom now in Japan,
is true of the hundreds of different sects in
our own land, as well as in all modern
Christendom.
T.~-You are severe in your arraignment
of the churches. I would be glad if there
was no just c~use for it; but I must see to
it that, while you present the errors of
other churches you do not blind me to the
errors of your own. I 0'Vant to return to
the question of the angel. Give me your
reason tor believing that the angel refervcl to was a persoqal bein!)-a rval inhabit-
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ant of that better world. I find it is easier,
ofttimes, to disprove another's views than
it is to establish our own.
D.--Permit me to ask you, Doctor, if
the angels mentioned in the preceding
and succeeding chapters, and those following this angel in the same chapter were
"real angels"-"personal beings;" "inhabitants of that better world"?
T.-I must acknowledge that such is
my belief; in fact there are two instances
in which their personality is declared by
the heavenly visitants, and in both of these
cases the glory attending them is so great
that John, filled with awe, is about to worship them; but the divine beings forbade
it and declared themselves his fellow servants, and of his brethren, the prophets."
(Rev. 19:9, 10; 22:8, 9).
D.-Thank you. Since you acknowledge the other angels to se real and heavenly beings, why should you seek to make
it appear that the one in question was not
a real angelic person; an inhabitant of that
better world? \Vhy represent him as a
Bible Society, a Missionary Society, a
Church, a Printing Press, or some indefinable thing bound at the altar of the Methodist Episcopal Church? Is it not to cover
up the fact of a great apostasy; and in
consequence the absolute necessity of the
gospel being sent again to man with divine
authority? Would not the admission that
this angel was a real being, force the conclusion that, in the future from tlwt time
he was to bring the real gospel again to
earth? And would not the fact of his
having to bring the real gospel, be overwhelming evidence that Christendom is
not teaching the gospel of Christ, but that
they are teaching for doctrines the commandments of men?
T.-On examining closely the language
of the apostle, I find he uses the phrase," I
saw." You understand this verb is in the
past tense, and this is the key to the whole
matter. It was undoubtedly a personal
being, but the event was in the past; and
undoubtedly had reference to one or both
of two event~. First, the advent of the
angel to the shepherd~, (Luke 2: 9, 10),
saying, "Fear not; for heholcl, I bring you
good tidings of great joy, which shall be
to all people." Here is the gospel, and it
was to be to all people. And, sometimes
prophecy has a double fulfillment.
This
may be one of those instances hence we
find another occasion when an angel of the
Lord comes down, (as in the instance of
Christ's resurrection), and declares the
gospel-glad tidings-"He is not here, he
is risen." Either or both of these instances
may be the event that John declares, in
the passage under consideratinn. Infact,
many of the learned incline to this view.
D.-Your "godfather" and "godmother"
11.rnst have had the gift of prophecy when
they .nllmed you "Twine Text." There
·is a slight discrepancy, however, in your
interpretation and application of the texts.
First, as to the time of the angels' flight;
and, second,, as to the message borne by
each, which we will notice in their order.
It is true that John uses the past tense, "I
.saw another angel fly." But you must .
ft;mvm ber qhn vy~s wrart in visionl anq
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was describing what appeared to him in
the vision, and not Hie event as actually
transpiring then, but as it was to transpire
in the future. And just as you would
relate a dream previously had, detailing the
·events as they appeared in your dream,
you would use the past tense, just as John
has done.· In Revelations 4: l, John says,
"I looked and behold a door was opened
in heayen; and the first voice which I
heard was as it were of a trumpet talking
to me; which said, Come up hither, and I
will shew thee things which must be hereafter." In this statement we see what
was shown unto John, after this time,
relates to the future, and ncrt to the past.
You will do well to remember that the
time of this vision was about A. D. 76,
and that the events seen in vision by John
were yet in the future. The angel who
announced the birth of Christ to the shepherds had delivered his message about
ninety-six years before John saw this
vision; hence that could not be the event
referred to in Rev. 14: 6, 7. Again; thirtythree years had rolled away before your
second angel appears to declare the good
·news-"He is not here, but is risen."
This transpired about sixty-three ·years
before John's vision on the Isle of Patmos;
hence this could not relate to the flight of
the angel seen by John; for these events
· had both transpired in the distant past.
Therefore, your interpretation and application fall far short of the truth, and despite
your unwillingness, and that of the learned
world, to acknowledge the general apostasy from the go-;pel of Jesus Christ, and
the r~storation of that gospel by an holy
angel, this vision of John is unquestionable
evidence that such an apostasy would take
place, thereby rendering it necessary that
an angel should restore that gospel in order
that the kingdom of God might be built
up and the hearts of the people prepared
for the coming of their King. That which
John saw, as described in Rev. 14:6, 7,
has had its fulfillment in the visitation of
a heavenly messenger to Joseph Smith,
bearing to him the sacred message and
authorizing hirn to declare that message to
all mankind, and to ordain others who
would receive the gospel, that they might ,
spread the glad tidings and be empowered
in their turn, to ordain such as God should
designate by his Spirit, to also aid in the
good work, that the sound of the everlasting gospel might again go to every creature,
that the world might learn to fear God,
w9rship and give glory to him, and he
prepared for the hour of God's judgment
upon the nation<;. While righteousness
thus looked down from heaven, this same
angel revealed the sacred record that had
long been hidden in the earth, containing
the fulness of the gospel, and thus truth
sprang out of the earth. Three witnesses
have given their tcstimonv to the woi-l<l
that they s:1y the angel of God, who came
down from heaven and laid the plates containing the engravings, which was a record
of God's dealings with his people on this
continent, as well as of the fulness of the
gospel, and in addition to this, the voice of
God declared unto them that the engravings had been traqslated by divine pqwer1

and at the same time commanded them to
bear record of it. These three men have .
given their lives to. this work, and their
testimony has gone to all the world. The
last of these is lying at the point of death,
and this testimony has just has been repeated by his dying lips. Through all the
years of a long and eventful life-; amid persecutions, and hate, in poverty and prosperity, surrounded with raging foes or
smiling friends, under the keen, critical,
and suspicious questionirig of uii.believero,
whose business it was to note every flaw
or weak point (if such could be found, in
his testimony), or in pleasant conversation
with confiding friends who looked upon
him as the model of truthfulness, his testimony has been clear, unruffled, pointed,
plain, firm and unchangable; no uncertain
guessing or even thinking "so and so," but
positive, and demonstrative of the fact that
he at least fully and honestly believed his
own testimony. No man ever came to
question him on the su~ject without being
impressed with the fact that David Whitmer felt and realized in his own mind the
truth and importance of his testimony.
And on his dying bed, with the weight of
fourscore years pressing upon his worn
frame, and just about to be ·ushered into
the presence of the August Judge, he in
the presence of believers and unbelievers,
repeats his unchanged testimony, that an
angel of God had shown him the plates
referred to, and that the voice of God had
declared to him that the record was divine.
And what is true respecting his testimony
is equally true of the testimony of Cowdery
and Harris. Their testimonies are one and
unchangable in life and in death.
T.-It is quite possible the witnesses to
the Book of Mormon were very sincere in
the belief that they saw and heard what
they state in their testimony; but I think
with the Chicago W eeldy Herald of December 23d, 1885, that they were imposed
upon by designing men.
D.-Thank you for mentioning the
article in the Chicago Herald. It will pay
us to examine it. I have read it several
times, and there are a few points I will call
your attention to.
The writer speaks
highly of the character of David Whitmer,
and says :-"On only one point has his
word ever been doubted; and even as to
that his friends have charitably conceded
his sincerity, while believing that he was
made the victim of designing men." Then,
after referring to \Vhitmer's account of
the translation of the plates, he says:"After a few days he and others were on
the highway together when a great light
broke upon them, a mysterous power
smote them to the earth, and a voice awesome in its scope commanded them to bear
witness to the truth of that which they had
seen and heard. David Whitmer was convinced, and to his dying d:iy he testified on
all occasiom to the di vine origin of the
work which he regarded as a supplement
to the Bible. That he was deceived and
imposed upon by the fanatics .who founded the order goes without saying; but that
he was cognizant of the swindle has never
been alleged."
J:?octor; it require~ ~ far grc~t~r degree

of credulity to accept the above conclusion,
arrived at by this learned Editor, than it
does to accept the plain, intelligent statement of D. Whitmer and his fellow wit.
nesses. Such a conclusion requires that
the eyes be closed to every _fact in the
statement, and that the mind be completely
hoodwinked before it can accept that theory. Whitmer declares that Joseph Smith
and himself, Oliver Cowdery, and Martin
Harris, "assembled in a pasture cleared of
underbrush, at a point equally distant between two public highways.· About the
noonday hour, they were seated on a log
waiting for the promised manifestations,
having previously knelt in prayer. All at
once the heavens seemed to open, and
there appeared a shaft.of light beside which
the light of the sun appeared dim. Through
this cleft in the sky, which seemed to lead
way up to the pearly gates beyond, appeared an angel disguised as a man, bearing
the semblance of a table. The angel descended to the earth, landing nearly at
their feet. On this table were the plates
of gold from which they had just translated the Book of Mormon." (This is from
the Chicago Tribune's version ofD. \Vhitmer's statement as given on his death bed,
and taken down by the Tribune reporter,
Dec. 15th, 1885). The honesty, integrity,
intelligence and piety of Whitmer are
established. Nor have the like qualities
in the other witnesses ever been denied by
those who knew them. Harris was a
thrifty farmer. Cowdery taught school,
and afterwards followed the profession of
the law. \Vbitmer's intelligence is not
questioned.
Who was there to deceive
these men? If one was deceived~ all were!
Cowdery was Wbitmer's brother-in-law,
and would not likely be privy to an imposition upon him, especially since there was
no money in it, had he been base enough
to connive at such a thing. (Smith declared
that he was forbidden to use this record as
a means of getting gain). And since Martin Harris appears to be the only one who
had means he would be very wary of imposture, since he had to bear the burden of
the expense. Therefore, if there was any
deception, we must look for it from some
other qaarter than Cowdery and Harris.
Joseph Smith was the only one present
besides these three; .and these three are the
ones to be deceived, if there was any deception in it. If any one else ]- al· been
there they could have been seen by these
witnesses, because they were "in a pasture
cle11red of underbrush," and the time was
"about noon day"-rather a poor time for
any work of darkness to be perpetrated.
"Men love darkness rather than light, because their deeds are evil;" but this was in
the broad light of day! The deed shuns
not the light; nor do the men who are
"waiting for the promised manifestation."
Moreover, in the midst of this noon-day
glare, when every artificial light would
"pale its ineffectual fire," "there appeared
a dazzling shaft of light, beside which the
light of the sun appeared dim!" What
necromancy, magic powers, or sorcerer's
craft, in the hands of an ignorant young
man, could have produced this effect, and
~arried these three intelligent m,en to have
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imagined they saw an angel coming clestinatecl us unto the adoption of children
through the pearly gates? What hocus by Jes us Christ to himself, according to the
pocus could have so far deceived their good pleasure of his will, to the praise of
eyes, anJ every sense within them, so as to the glory of his grace, wherein he has
make them believe that a glorious being made us accepted in the beloved. In whom
landed nearly at their feet, and that their we have redemption through his blood,
ears were saluted with "an awesome voice?" the forgiveness of sins, according to the
What power did Joseph Smith possess to riches of his grace; wherein he hath
strike these three men to the earth! Yet, abounded toward us in all wisdom and
according to the Chicago Herald, there prudence; having made known unto us
they lay, prone at the feet of the angel, the mystery of his will, according to his
and Joseph Smith as weak as the others, good pleasure, which he has purposed in
and filled with as great astonishment! himself; that in the dispensation of the
Either the facts occurred as David Whit- fulness of times he might gather together
mer and his fellow witnesses have testified, in one all things in Christ, both which are
or they all mus.t stand accursed as the most in heaven, and which are on earth; even
heinous blasphemers that ever cursed the in him."
In the foregoing quotation· the apostle
earth. There was positively no room for
deception! And since their characters gives us an outline of the order of things
:;,tancl unimpeached throughout their lives which he proclaimed to the people of his
on every other question, subject, or pur- day, which he said he had not received of
pose; and since, amid scorn and hate, man, nor by man; but by revelatio1.1 of
friends and foes, prosperity and adversity, Jesus Christ. Galatians 1: II, 12, "But I
in the most trying hours, without honors certify you, brethren, that the gospel
or reward from man, and in the very pres- which was preached of me is not after
ence of the pale messenger, death, with man; for I neither received it of man,
their feet on the very verge of eternity, neither was I taught it, but by .the revelathey have maintained unchanged and un- tion of Jesus Christ."
flinchingly the truth of their testimony.
The account then which the apostle
Right reason and sound judgl.'\lent must gives of the proclamation which he proaccept that testimony as true, and the claimed to the world is, that the same thing
work they advocated as divip.e. Deceptiol'l ·which he received by immediate revelation
in the matter is .out of the question. AnJ from Jesus Christ, was a scheme of things
your conclusion, Doctor, backed by the which ·had originated in eternity, before
Chicago Herald, is the most veritable the world was-"Blessed be the Goel and
nonsense, and can only be excused as un- Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath
reasoning childishness, or in the extreme blessed us with all spiritual blessings in
mental weakness of old age .. Add to this heavenly places in Christ Jesus: according
the fact that Whitmer was one oflhe four as he hath chosen us in him before the
that claimed to be instruments in God's foundation ef the world."-Epbesians I:
hands in founding this work, and the 3, 4. "Having predestinated us unto the
thought that he should be deceived by any adoption of children by Jes us Christ, t-ci
rnan under the circumstances is worse than himself." 5th verse. That is, before the
foundation of the world. No language
folly.
(To be continued).
need be plainer than this; that is, that God,
before he framed the world; had laid the
scheme of life and salvation, and before he
formed Adam's dust into man, he had predestinated that the human family should
be made children to himself through Jesus
THE GOSPEL.-N"o. V. ,
Christ; and all this vnts fixed before the
fvundation of the world; and this is what
KrRTLA:>iD, 0., Feb., 1835.
Paul had revealed unto him to proclaim to
THERE is one thing necessary to know in the uncircumcision, as well as Pete"r to the
order to have a correct knowledge of the circumcision. But it was in Jesus Christ
gospel; that is, that it was, is, and ever that men were to be made children to God,
will be the same; that it is as immutable or that Goel made childen to himself out
as Goel himself, or Jes us the Savior, and of the apostate race of man. "He hath
that. the gospel is the scheme of life and . chosen us in him, in whom we have resalvation; and that there was not nor will demption through his blood, the forgivebe a11y other, that it is that scheme of ness of sins, wherein he hath abounded tothings, by which all that are saved, vvill be ward us, (or in him he hath .abounded tosaved, and all who are now saved' were wards us) in all wisdom and prudence."
saved by it. The •apostle Paul, in his In all these instances it is in him, not out
epistle to the Ephesians I : 3-1 I gives us of him, that men are to receive blessings,
the following account of the scheme of and to become sons of God.
·
life and salvation which, he promulged in
This is in perfect accordance with what
his day to the generation among whom he this same apostle says in the epistle to the
lived, and to whom the Lord sent him. Galatians, when speaking of Abraham,
"Blessed be the God and Father of our and the gospel proclaimed to him 3: 8:
Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us "And the scripture, foreseeing that God
with all spiritual blessings in heavenly would justify the heathen through faith,
places in Christ; according as he hath preached before the gospel unto Abraham,
chosen us in him before the foundation of saying, in thee shall all nations be blessed."
the world, that we should be holy and with- The promise to which the apostle alludes.
out blame before him i11 love; haying'pre- · is ~ 0 µnc1 in Gen. '.z; 1-3: "Now the Lor(\
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had said unto Abraham, get thee out of
thy country, and from thy kindred, and
from thy father's house, unto a land that I
shall shew thee of; and I will make of
thee a great nation, and I will bless thee
and make thy name great; and thou shalt
be a blessing, and I will bless them that
bless thee, and curse them that curse thee;
and in thee shall all families of the earth
be blessed." In chapter 22: I 5-18, the
promise reads thus: "And the angel of the
Lord called unto Abraham out of heaven
the second time, and said, by myself I
have sworn, saith the Lord, for because
thou hast done this thing, and hast not
withheld thy son, thine only son, that in
blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars of
heaven, and as the sand which is upon the
sea-shore, and thy seed shall possess the
gate of his enemies; and in thy seed shall
all the nations of the earth be blessed; because thou hast clone this thing."
In the former of these quotations it is
said, that "in thee shall all families of the
earth be blessed." And in the latter that
"in thv seed shall all nations be blessed."
In the 28th ehapter we have an account
of the same promise being confrrmed unto
Jacob; for according to the declarations of
the Psalmist David this promise was made
unto Abraham, and by oath unto Isaac,
and confirmed unto Jacob. Psalm w5: 8rn: "He hath remembered his covenant
forever, the word which he commanded
unto a thousand generations, [or the generations of the thousand years]. Which
covenant he made with Abraham, and his
oath unto Isaac, and confirmed the same
unto Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an
everlasting covenant." The account of this
confirmation we have in Genesis 28: 1014.; "AndJacobwhenoutfrom Beer-f.heba
and went toward Haran. And he lighted
upon a certain place, and tarried there all
night, because the sun was set; and he
took of the stones of that place, and put
them for his pillow, and lay clown in that
place to sleep. And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set upon the earth, and the
. top ot it reached to heaven: and behold
the angels of God ascending and descending on it. And behold the Lord stood
above it and saith, I am the Lord Goel of
Abraham thy father, and the Goel of Isaac;
the land whereon thou liest, to t bee will I
give it and to thy seed. And thy seed
shall be as the dust of the earth, and thou
shalt spread abroad to the west, and to the
east, and to the north, and to the rnuth:
·and in thee and in thy seed shall all the
families of the earth be blessed." Here it
is, said to Jacob that in him and in his seed
all families of the earth should be blessed,
and lJutting both the former quotations together it would read the same way to
Abraham; for one says in thee, and the
othn says in thy seed, so that the promise
to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, was, that in
them, and in their seed, should all the families or nations of the earth be blessed.
And this is what is called the gospel, which
Paul says was preached before to Abraham, Galatians 3: S. It is necessary that .
the reader should notice particularly that,
it is in Abraham, and in his seed that all
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the families of the earth should be blessed,
and not out of them; for .here lays the .
mistake with many; they do not notice
that little proposition in, and they fancy
to themselves that they will be blessed
whether they are in Abraham and his seed,
or out of them; not thinking that there is
a difference be.tween in and out.
Concerning this prom:se made to Abraham the New Testament writers have said
many .things. In the 3d chapter of the
epistle to the Galr.tians, the apostle Paul
settles the question of who the seed was
concerning whom it was said that, in thy·
seed shall all the families of the earth be
blessed. He says thus, in verse i6: "Now
to Abraham and his seed v,·ere the promises made. He saith not, and to seeds, as
of many; but as of one, and to thy seed,
which is Christ.'.' According to this explanation, the promise to Abraham and
his seed stands thus. That in thee, and in
Christ thy seed, shall all the families of
the earth be blessed. vV e can see by this,
that it was not enough that a person should
be a regular descendant from Abraham to
entitle them to the blessings of heaven,
but they must be in his seed also, which
is Christ, so that to obtain eternal life a
person must be. both in Abraham and in
Christ.
What is here said about Abraham and
his seed, so directly corresponds with what
the apostle has said in the· epistle to the
Ephesians, as hefore quoted, concerning
the ·scheme of things which he proclaimed
to the world, or the plan of life and salvation, which is called the gospel, that even
a careless rca<ler can not avoid seeing how
completely they harmonize. :Mark, reader, thafthe apostle said God had chosen us
in Christ Jesus before the foundation of
the world. Eph. I : 4. Again "in whom
we have redemption through his blood,·
the forgiveness of sins wherein [or in
whom] he hath abounded towards us in
all wisdom and prudence." So then we
are chosen to be sons of God in Christ,
and it is in him we have redemption, the
forgiveness of sins; and it is in him that
God abounds unto us in all wisdom and
·prudence. And the promise to Abraham
was, that in his seed all the nations of the
earth should be blessed, or that in Christ
all the nations of the earth should be blessed; and that, says the apostle, is what
Gocl purposed in himself before the foundation of the world, and agreeably to that
plan men should be blessed. In Christ
Jesus th1cy should get the remission of
sins: in Christ Jesus they should get redemption: and in CbristJesus God would
abound towards them in all wisdom and
prudence. And says the promise to
Abraham, (or the gospel ;is before preached to Abraham), "in thee and in thy seed
shall all the families of the earth be blessed," whether they are descendants of
Shem, Ham, or Japheth-in Christ they
should be blessed; for God will abound to
all who are in Christ Jesus, in wisdom and
prudence; they will have redemption, the
forgiveness of sit1s.
It is in view of this promise made to
Abraham and his seed that the apostle
says, Rom. 9: 6, 7; "For they are qot all

Israel which ~re of Israel.: neither, because they are the seed of Abraham are they
all children: but, In Isiia.c .shall thy seed
be called." And in Rom. 4: II-13 the
apostksays, ~'And he [Abraham] received
t.he sign ·of circumcision, a seal of the
righteousness of the faith which '.he had
yet being uncircumcised; that he might
be the father of all ···them that believe,
though they be not circumcised, that righteousness might be imputed to them also;
and the father of circumcision to them
who are not of the circumcision only, but
who .aJso wall>: in the steps of that faith of
our father Abraham, which he had, b,eing
yet unci~cumcised. For the promise that
he should be the heir of the world, was
not· to Abraham, or to his seed through
the law, but through the righteousness of
faith."
The careful reader of the New Testament will find that the allusions to the
promise m~de to Abraham and his seed
are very numerous, but would not be to
our purpose to quote at present.
It is necessary to remark here, that the
apostle has pronounced .a curse on any person, or even on an angel from heaven, if
they preach any other gospel, than the
one which he had proclaimed. See Gal. I:
8, 9. And he says as quoted above, that,
the gospel which he proclaimed, h.ad been
before preached to Abraham, telling him
that in his seed-that is, in Christ Jesusall the families of the earth should be blessed; and from what he said to the Romans it is evident that the apostle excludes
the fleshly seed of Abraham from being
the children of Abraham according to this
promise, only such as had faith like faith.fol Abraham, and that all others who had
this faith were equally entitled to the blessings of Abraham, whether they were his
fleshly seed or not-it mattered not from
whom they descended-for if through faith
they were enabled to get into Christ Jes us,
they would be considered Abraham's,
children and heirs according to the promise.
In the third chapter to the Galatians the
mystery is solved, how it is that we are
put into Christ and become Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promise.
Verses 26, 2·7, 28. "For ye are all the
children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.
For as many of you m; have been baptized
into Christ, have put on Christ. There is
neitlier Jew nor Greek, there is neither
bond nor free, there is neither male nor
female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.
And if ye be Christ's then are ye Abraham's seed and heirs according .to the
promise." This carries the promise made
to Abraham to its legitimate issue, and
shows what it was that was preached to
Abraham; and that it was not only in his
seed that all the families of the earth were
to be blessed, but that they were to be put
in bis seed, (that is, Christ), by baptism;
"For as m:rny of you as have been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ." We
could hardly admit the thought that the
Lord had told Abraham that in him and
in his seed all the families of the earth
should ?~ b!~sse:h and yet no,t t~p him how

it was that they were to become his children, or in other words, how they were to
be put into Christ, Abraham's seed. No
doubt therefore can exist, but that Abraham knew all about it; for if he did not,
could it be said that he had the gospel
preached unto him? It could not, unless
he had the things preached unto him which
Paul afterwards preached, and concerning
which he said that any man, or an angel
from heaven should be accursed if he
preached any other. Neither can we with
safety admit, having the testimony which
we have on this subject before us, that
God had at any period of the world any
other way of making sons and daughters
but the one; for Paul says that the gospel
was before the world was; and that the
things which he received by revelation was
the same which had existed from eternity.
But to have the whole subject fairly before us, we will attend to the proclamation
of him in whom God had wrought effectually to the apostleship of the circumcision
-we mean Peter. We have his proclamation to the circumcision in Acts 2: 3739: "Now when the Jews heard this, they
were pricked in their hearts, and said unto
Peter and the rest of the apostles, men and
brethren what shall we do? Then Peter
said unto them, repent, and be baptized
· every one of you in fhe name of Jesus
Christ, for the remission of sins, and ye
shall receive the gift of the H~ly Spirit.'
For the promise is unto you, and to your
children, and to all that are afar off, even
as many as the Lord our God shall call."
The reader may see very easily, that all
these men understood th~ subject alike;
for the specimens which we have of their
pteaching are alike. • Paul says as quoted
above, that in Christ we have the forgiveness of sins, and redemption through his
blood, and that in him, we are made partaker.> of the blessings of Abraham. And
he also says that it is by baptism that we
are put into Christ. Peter says, "Repent,
and be baptized every one of you, in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins, and you shall receive the gift of the
Holy Spirit." vVhy be baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins? Because, that by baptism Paul says
you put on Christ-"as many ef your as
are baptized into Christ have put on
Christ." And being in Christ you have
remission of sins, and redemption through
his blood; and in him GocY will abound to
you in all wisdom and prudence. Therefo.-e, repent, and be bap~ized every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ, and you
shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit,
or in other words God will abound towards
you in all wisdom and prudence, through
the gift of the Holy Spirit. These two
apostles then, surely, had the same views
on the subject of the gospel. And let it
not be forgotten, that Paul says this gospel was preached to Abraham, and not
only to Abraham, but that it originated in
eternity, before the world was, and that it
was not some new thing which had sprang
into existence with him and his cotemporaries and was not known till then. But
more on this point hereafter.
'.j:'o be
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GLADSTONE AND HUXLEY.
"(;ENESIS" DECLAHED BY "THE
OLD MAN" TO BE A

GRAND

GOD-GIVEN

ltECORD.

IN the January number of the Nineteenth
Century Mr. Gladstone publishes, under
the title "Proem to Genesis,'' a reply to
Prof. Huxley's interpolation in his· dispute
wit:i Prof. Reville. Readers of the essav
will agree that Mr. Gladstone is, if not
more powerful, at le:ist more entertaining
in attack than in defense. His first few
pages are taken up with a rather captious
criticism of Mr. Huxley's method, and
gave one the idea that the writer considers
himself to have been treated almost without due re,pcct. \Vhen, however, he gets
to work the gist of his argument is very
much as follows: He holds that Mr. Huxley's attack is misdirected. His heavy
guns are aimed at a position which was
not occupied. It is, therefore, only necessary to restate in amended terms, the prG,-;
vious reasoning, and to show how very
little Mr. Huxley has done towards demolishing its essential strength. Mr. Gladstone says:
"I do not think Mr. Huxley has
even endeavored to understand what is the
idea, what is the intentio~, which his opponent ascribes to the Mosaic writer; or
what is the conception which his opponent forms of the weighty word Revelation. He holds the writer responsible for
scientific precision; I look for nothing of
the kind, but assign to him a statement
general, which admits exceptions; popular, which aims mainly at producing moral
impression; summary, which can not but
be open to more or less of criticism in detail. He thinks it is a lecture. I think it
is a sermon. He describes living creatures
by structure. The Mosaic writer describes
them by habitat. Both I suppose are right.
I suppose that description by habitat would
be unavailing for the purpose of science.
I feel sure. that description by structure,
such as the geologists supply, would have
been unavailing for the purpose of summary teaching with religious aim."
THE MOSAIC COSMOGONY.

Consequently, one expects in Genesis
such a narrative as would answer the au~
thor's evident purpose of showing man his
relation to God on the one hand, and to
the external world on the other. We
should, therefore, look for a cosmogony as
accurate as the purpose demanded, but
neither in form nor matter anticipating or
superseding scientific knowledge. The
proof of its Divine orig,in would, inter alia,
be its conveyance of knowledge unobtainable at that time from human sources, but
enduring the test of comparison with the
results of subsequent investigation. After
examining some points of detail in which
incorrectness has been imputed to the Mosaic account, Mr. Gladstone boldly says:
, "I do µot suppose it would l;>e feasible,
even for Pro. Huxley, taking.the nebular
hypothesis and geological discO"very for his
guides, to give; in the com.pass of the first
twenty-seven verses of Genesis, an account

of the cosmogony and of the succession of
life in the stratification of the Earth, which
would combine scientific procession of
statement with the majesty, the simplicity,
the intelligibility, and the impressiveness
of the record before us. Let me modest! y
call it, for argument's sake, an approximation to the> present presumptions and
conclusions of Science. Let me assume
that the statement in the text as to plants,
and the statement of verses 24, 25 as to
reptiles, can not in all points be sustained;
and yet still there remain great unshaken
facts to be weighed: First, the fact that
such a record should have been made at
all. Secondly, the fact that, instead of
dwelling in generalities, it has placed itself under the severe conditions of a chronological order, reaching from the first
nisus of chaotic matter to the consummated
production of a fair and goodly, a furnished,
and a peopled world. Thirdly, the fact
that its cosmogony seems, in the light of
the nineteenth century, to draw more and
more of countenance from the best natural ,
philosophy; and, fourthly, that it has described the successive origins of the five
great categories of present life, with which
human experience was and is conversant,
in that order which geological authority
confirms. How came these things to be?
How came they to be, not among Accadians, or Assyrians, or Egyptians, who monopolized the stores of human knowledge
when this wonderful tradition was born,
but among the obscure records of a people
who, dwelling in Palestine for 1,200 years
from their sojourn in the Valley of the
Nile, hardly had force to stamp even so
much as . their name upon the history of
the world at large, and only then began to
be admitted to the general communion of
mankind when their Scriptures assumed
the dress which a Gentile tongue was needed to supply. It is more rational, I contend, to say that these astonishing anticipations were a God-given supply, than to
suppose that a race who fell unifvrmly and
·entirely short of the great intellectual de-,
velopment of antiquity should here not.
o;-ily have equalled and outstripped if, but
·have entirely transcended, in kind even
.: more than in degree, all known exercise of
•human faculties."
·
The reader will hardly care for a more
minute analysis of the argument; Two
extracts from the pages which a_re less con'"
troversial will be more welcome. Of
Evolution l\fr. Gladstone says:
"Evoluton, is, to me, series with deyelopment. And like series in mathematics,
whether arethmetical ot geometrical, it establishes in things an unbroken progression; it places each thing (if only it stand
the test of ability to live) in a distinct rela"
tion to every other thing; and makes each
a ·witness to all that ha:ve prece·de·d it, a
prophecy of all that are to follow it. It
gives to the argument of·design, now called the teleological argument, at once a
wider expansion and an augmented tenacity and solidity of tissue."

.

RELIGION AND
THEOLOGY;
.

His remarks on- Religion and Theology
are of wid_er interest: ·
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"The exaltation of Religion as against
Theology is at the present <lay not only so
fashionable, but usually so domineering
and contemptuous, that I am grateful to
Prof. Huxley for his frank statement
(p. 859) that Theology is a btanch of science; nor do I in the smallest degree quarrel with his contention that Religion and
Theology ought not to be confounded.
\Ve may have a great deal of Religion
wirh very little Theology, and a great
deal of Theology with very little Religion.
I feel sure that Prof. Huxley must
observe with pleasure how strongly
practical, ethical, and social is the general tenor of the three synoptic Gospels; and how the appearance in the world
of the great doctrinal gospel was reserved
to a later stage, as if to meet a later need,
when men had been toned anew by the
morality, and above all by the life, of our
Lord.
"I am not, therefore, writing against
him when I remark upon the habit of
treating Theology with an affectation of
contempt. It is nothing better, I believe,
than a mere fashion, having no more reference to permanent principle than the mass
of ephemeral fashions that come from
Paris have with the immovable types of
Beauty. Those who take for the burden
of their song •Respect Religion, but despise Theology,' seem to me just as rational as if a person were to say •Admire the
trees, the plants, the flowers, the sun,
moon, or stars, but despise Botany, and
'despise Astronomy.' Theology is ordered
, knowledge, representing in the region of
•the intellect what Religion, represents in
the heart and life of man. And this ·Re' ligion, Mr. Huxley says a little further on,
•is summed up in the terms of the Prophet
Micah (6: 8): •Do justly, and love mercy,
and walk humbly with thy God.' I forbear to inquire whether every addition to
this-such, for instance, as the Beatitudes
-is (N. C., p. 860) to be proscribed. But
I will not dispute that in these words is
conveyed the true ideal of religious disci' pline and attainment. They really import
i that identification of the will which is set
out with such wonderful force in the very
simple words of the •Paradiso'In la sua volontade e nostra pace-

and which no one has more beautifully described than (I think) Charles Lamb: 'He
, gave his heart to the Purifier, his will to
'the \Vil! that governs the Universe.' It
may be we shall find that Christianity itself·
is in some sort of a scaffolding, and that
the final building is a pure and perfect
T heisrri; when the kingdom shall be 'deli ye red unto God,' 'that God may be all
in all.' Still, I can not help being struck
with an impression that Mr. Huxley appears to cite these terms of Micah as if they
reduced the work of Religion from a diffic11lt to a very easy performance. _But look
at them again. Examine. them well. They
are', in truth, in Cowper's words:
1

Higher than the bights above,
Deeper than the depths beneath.

"Do justly-that is to say, extinguish self;
love mercy-cut utterly away all thepride
and wrath, and all the cupidity that make
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this fair world a wilderness; walk humbly
with thy God-take His will and set it in
the place where thine own used to ri.1le.
•Ring out the old, ring in the new.' Pluck
dqwn the tyrant from his place; set up
the true Master on Ris lawful throne.
"There are ccrtaiply human beings of
happy composition, who mount these airy
highths with elastic step, and with unbated
breath.
"Sponte sua, sine lege, fiJem rectumqne colebat,

This comparative refinement of nature in
some may even lead them to undervalue
the stores of that rich armory which Christianity has provided to equip us for our
great life-battle. The text of the Prophet
Micah, developed into all the breadth of
St. Paul and St. Augustine, is not too much
-is it not often all too little ?-for the
needs of ordinary men."

NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
The quarterly conference of the above district
convened on the 17th day of December, 1885, at
ten o'clock, at the Saints' Church, in the town of
Girard, Otter Tail county, Minn., in a two days'
session. Elder Hiram L. Holt in the chair, and
M. Shaw clerk. Branch reports.-!Iope of Zion,
J. R. Anderson president, has 51 members. Silver Lake, G. Gould president, has 26 members.
Oak Lake, M. Shaw pre;ident, has 40 members.
Monotoe Falls,vV. Barnhart president, has 8 members. The district has 125 members, including IO
Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, l Deacon. Eighteen
baptized since last conference. Elders T. J. Martin, H. L. Ilolt, H. Way, G. Gould, C. G. Gould,
J. R. Anderson and M. Shaw, reported in person
as doing something in the Master's cause. Elder
J.C. Foss reported by letter. Priest E. Anderson,
Teacher vV. Anderson, Deacons E. F. Anderson
and T. M. Parr,- all reported as t~-ying to do their
several duties. Elders J. R. Anderson and H. L.
Holt were elected as delegates to attend lhe General Conference at Lamoni, Iowa, April 6th, 1886.
J. R. Anderson, Bishop's Agent, has received
$53 43, paid out $s2.45, balance on hand 98 els.
Treasurer of church building committee had received and paid out $soo.7r; total cost of church
building $56o 71; amount due on it $6o. Elder
T. J. Martin was elected district president till the
close of next conference, and M. Shaw as clerk.
H. L. Holt preached on Saturday evening, M.
Shaw on Sunday morning, and H. L. Holt again
in the afternoon. Prayer and testimony meeting
in the evening. Many of the sick were administered unto with blessings following. Adjourned
to June 14th next, at noon, at this place.

AN ADDRESS
To the Saints in the States of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and the
New England States; together with those residing in Virginia and Nova Scotia, greeting:
My appointment to this vast field of labor
requires a word from me, doubtless, in something
of the form of an address. This should have ap·
peared before, perhaps; but not being very pat·

tial to long Epistles, I preferred to meet with the
those who may wish to see that time, labor, and
means have been squandered for the want of beSaints in person, so far as might be practicable,
ing properly directed. It is essential that order,
as the surest way of accomplishing a desired
concert of action :md right rule should obtain,
good; but every case can not be reached in this
that we may be in fact "God's husbandry"way, and the next best thing is to write.
"God's building"-his spiritual house, or temple.
A general oversight is all that co.uld have.been
The spirlt and genius of our cause is not that
expected, however, by this appdintment, which
of domination, but an appeal to the judgment
was made, evidently, in foe interest of good orand conse\ence of the people; the education, ender, a proper discipline, unity of action and right
lightenment and advancement of all-keeping
rule, the large extent of territory being assigned
constantly
in view "the law and the:testimony."
from the necessity of the case. Proper govern·
The Saints are free, one and all. But their
ment in the church is as essential as it is in other
freedom is in the law; not to ignore and refuse
associations or compacts, and authority must be
to obey, but to keep it. Not goaded to duty as
lodged somewhere, and in some perso.n ,or perserfs and vassals, by the lash of some dominant
sons. In the church all are equal before the law,
Lord; but intelligently, cheerflllly, and consciand have equal rights to the blessings and privientiously performing their respective duties as
leges bestowed by the union, but all have not the
made known-able to give a reason for their
same office, nor carry the same burden. Auth·
faith and action-fearing God and loving the
, ority does not exist in the individual, but in the
·right.
This is the royal road of progress in earth
Jaw. Office imposes obligations upon those apand heaven. "We are laborers together," mutupointed to fill them, and he that is faithful to his
ally interested in a great cause. Each one forms
trust is entitled to the respect and esteem of his
an integral part of the whole, and each in charge
brethren, as well for himself as for the office filloi> him or herself wi'th a fixed determination to
ed. "God set some in the church"--officersbe found in the line of duty-keeping constantly
first, second, third, &c ., to the end that a proper
in
view the right-and there is no question as to
purpose, unity, and harmony might prevail
success-the securing of the honor of the cause
throughout the body. General church officers
e,•erywhere-together with the Divine benedicare not a detriment aad hindrance to the progress
tion. Let me appeal, then, to the judgment and
of the work, but aids for the general good; else
conscience,
the better self of each, and place you
our system of faith and government is not sound.
upon your good behavior, as trustees in trust, to
"There is one body and one spirit"-one chief
look after "self" and keep in view the honor and
interest-the objective point being the encouragesuccess of the cause and your own unity therement, success, and final happiness of the whole.
with. Preserve the dignity and s~credness of the
'Under the direction of the Presidency, and the
work at home-your neighbors will be influenced
authority of office under the law, as .well as the
by your example. In one sense the Saints are
sanction of General Conference, the officer in
all preachers.
charge in this and other similar cases becomes
It is to be regretted that there are not Elders to
the chief director and interpreter of the law and
meet all of the demands for labor; but the few
usages of the church. His decisions upon all
should do what they can, and abide the Lord's
questions invoking the interest of the Church
time to increase the number. He has said "I will
and Saints should be received as final and acquihasten my work in its time." The inspiring agenesced in, for the sake of harmony and good governcies are at work, and we should toil on, content.
ment, until reversed, if wrong, as provided by the
Do not become discouraged because of uninviting
law; and good Saints will maintain this respect,
surroundings and embarrassed circumstances tounity, and order everywhere, as duty under the
day, things may change to-morrow. Try to be·
law binds them. Here is the security and safety
come more efficient and useful, by studying the
of the Church and Saints from aspiring geniuses,
word, and do not squander your time away.
self-constituted authority, the rebellious and in"Preach the word." Preach the gifts; but do not
citers of divisions and discord, to gratify a vain
leave the impression that it is necessary to have
ambition or a cranky turn of mind. The officer
special gifts at every meeting of the Saints, eise
in charge being fallible like other,., and liable to
it will be a poor meeting, or something is wrong.
err, aggrieved parties, not satisfied··with his rulIf the Saints are sound in word, doctrine, and
ings and interpretation of the law, have recourse
practice, the gifts will be present when needed,
to the law, and may appeal to higher authority,
but not every time they do rneet.
where the officer in charge will be made to ansDo not tattle and backbite. Tale bearing is a
wer for both his judgment and conduct. Thus
most contemptible practice, and the cause of
the rights of each and all are protected, and good
order and proper discipline maintained throughmuch evil and strife. Do not get so well acquainted that you become unfriendly. Each
out all of the churches.
Districts, branches, and individuals should seek
household is entitled to reserved rights. If an
to act in ac:;cord with the usages and decisions of
offense arises, a difficuJty between two or more,
the general church, and not attempt to defeat its
first follow the counsel in Matthew r8: 15, 17,
then on as the law directs, until the case is settled.
purpose by antagonizing its rulings or its chief
Settle every difficulty at home. in your own
representatives in order to carry out some personal, ambitious scheme, with a feeling of "We branch, if possible. Do not burden the District
or General Conference with home troubles, when
know best." That is a quite natural ·feeling to
it can be avoided.
most persons, at times. Harmony of action, mutual respect and consideration must be secured in
Keep up the family altar. The spirit of wororder to attain to the desired oneness. Each
ship should abide in the home. Make home as
working in his own way does not always conduce
comfortable and pleasant for wife and children
to the best results. It is quite as essential to
as you are able, and be found there the first of
know how to labor to a given end as it is to posall places, except duty calls elsewhere.
Aid the cause by gifts and tithes, as yon may
sess a willingness to labor; and it ls apparent to
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be prospered; and. do good everywhere, and to
all, as opportunity permits. A tree is known by
its fruits; and they are not true Saints who have
no good works.
Do not be hasty in dealing with members.
"\Vith what measure yon meet it shall be measured to you again."
Elders shou!J push out into new fields, especially (Jenera! Conference appointees, as much as
practicable, and preach the word abroad. The
gospel is to all men.
Be not ashamed of the faith, but speak in its
favor, and defend it with evidence. Truth is in
conflict with the world's errors. Do not fear, but
go forward; truth will triumph, and the valiant
and faithful will be crowned.
My address. is Kirtland, Lake county, Ohio,
and I will be pleased to hear from any "ho may
·wish to write.me; will take pleasure in answering,
and wiil visit as many in person as I may be able
to. l will be in Ohio and Pennsylvania the remainder of this month, and in York State in February, if the Lord will.
l\fay the Lord bless his people,
Very truly,
\VM. H: KELLEY, Pres. rf 11/ission.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Northern Illinois District Conference will
convene at Plano, Illinois, February 13th, 1886,
at half-past ten o'clock. All concerned will
please govern themselves accordingly. The traveling ministry are invited to attend.
JOHNS. PATTERSON, Dist. Pres.
The Philadelphia District Conference will be
held in Philadelphia, .-on Saturday evening, and
Sunday, February 27th and ~8th. The branches
will please send their reports to the district secretary, Hosea H. Bacon, 1209 Citron street, Philadelphia., and send a delegate if practicable. Ample accomodations have been made for visiting
Saints. Those arriving before Saturday evening
will go to the house of Bro. Jacob Peters, 1739
North Ninth street, and those on Sunday morning to the hall; south-west corner of Eleventh and
Girard Avenue, at ten o'clock. The scattered
members of the Philadelphia Branch or District
will please send their address to the secretary.
We expect Bro. William l-f, Kelley to be with us.
Come and bring the Spirit with you, that we may
.
have a good conference and devise means to further the work in this part of the Lord's harvest
field. There is plenty of work here, and few la·
borers. Come and help us.
·
HIRAM ROBINSON, Pres.
HosEA H. BACON, Sec.
BORN.
BEST.-November 30th, 1885, to N. \V. and A.
C. Best, of Sail Gorgonia, Cal., a son, named
Joseph Rupert, and blessed by Elder J. R.
Badham.
MARTALE.-To John and Mary Martale, April
8th, 1885, a daughter, named Caroline. All doing well at present.
CARLSON.-To brother C. J. and sister Mary
Carlson, a pair of twin boys, November 12th,
1885, named Willie and Bertie, and blessed by
Elders vV. W. Whiting and Benan Salisbury,
December 20th, r885. The boys are growing
nicely.
MARRIED.
GRIE\'E-K1NGHORN.-December 24th, 1885,
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A conference of L. D. Saints who identify Joseph Smith the martyr and James J. Strang to have
been prophets of God, met at Atchison, Kansas,
Dec. 13, 1885. The meeting was conducted after
the usual forms or practices of other yearspreaching by the Elders and speaking by all. The
preaching was from the sayings of Jesus and the
prophets, as interpreted hy Joseph Smith and
James J. Strang. Some $40.00 was raised to be
used in getting hymn books ond other ehurch
MONROE-BUCK1NGHAM.-January 3d, i886,
purposes.
at the bride's home in Lamoni, Iowa, by Elder
The following resolutions were passed unaniGeorge Adams, Bro. Isaac Monroe and Sr. Anna
mously, both male and female voting:Buckingham.
I Resolved: That we hold Joseph Smith the
martyr to have been called of God and ordained
Father, bless these two, I pray,
by angels a prophet, seer, revelator, and transla\Vho have joined their hearts and hands
·May they walk the narrow way,
tor.
2nd Resolved: That Joseph the martyr appoinAnd serve Thee to the end.
ted James J. Strang en the 18th of June, '44, to be
May their love and faith grow stronger,
his successor in the presidency' of the church.
As the joys and sorrows come;
3 Resolved: That angels did ordain and anoint
Each one l'or the other striving
with oil, 'the same day and hour in-the day that
'l'o make a happy home.
E. >r.
WILLAVIZE-FISHER.-At Sandwich, Illinois, Joseph was taken, James J. Strang, to be the
prophet, seer, and revelator to the church.
December 31st, 1885, Bro. Theodore \Villavize to
4th Resolved: That James J. Strang did by
SI'. Anna M. Fisher, Elder J.C .. Foss, officiating.
urim and thummim translate from the plates that
Joseph was not allowed to unseal-the book of
DIED.
the law of the Lord, a work of 336 pages.
\VrLLIAMs.-At Union, Jackson county, West ..
5 Resolved: That we uphold Joseph Smith,
the son of the martyr, in the priesthood and callVirginia, January rst, 1886, Lewis Lambert, son
ing, as was Hyrum Smith.
of Elder J. L. and L. F. Williams, aged 2 years,
6th Resolved: We uphold by our faith and
6 months and 11 days.
prayers Bro. L. D. Hickey in the priesthood con"'\Ve miss thee, dar1iug; Oh! how much
ferred upon him by the prophet James J. Strang,
Our God alone can tell,July 8th, 1850.
He took thee from our loving arms;
The conference adjourned Dec. 14th, '85, to
He cloeth all thiags well."
meet April 6, '86, at Atchison, Kan.
GEORGE w AKE, pres.
CADWELL-At Amboy, Lee County, Illinois,
JoHN WAKE, clerk.
January uth, r886, High Priest Edwin Cadwell,
It was the wishes of the Saints that I send or
in the triumphant faith of the gospel of Christ.
hand these minutes to the Editors of the Herald
He was born July 7th, 1810, at Springfield, Mass.,
for publication.
L. D. HICKEY.
and shortly after lived in Hartford, Connecticut;
IN the ancient graves in Tennessee are found
in 1833 moved to Portage County, Ohio, where
human skulls that are some incl1es larger than
he married Miss Permelia Prichard. In March,
_1840, he ~as baptized and confirmed by Elder
any modern human head. Within the last fo:ty
years there has been a very.marked diminution
Samuel Phelps; and not long after this he moved
in the size of heads in Philadelphia. Old and
to Nauvoo, Illinois, from thence to Keokuk,
experienced
hatters in Philadelphia and New
Iowa, and from there to Amboy, Illinois, in 1848,
York, says the Ledg·er, will corroborate this
where he resided until the time of his death, havstatement. Somebody writes to an exchange to
ing attained the age of 75 years, 6 months, and
ask: "Is there a similar change taking place else4 days. He leaves four daughters and their famiwhere, and what will be the result?"
lies, also many friends, to mourn his departure.
Brother Cadwell would not fbllow the blind
SEE what vitality the Gospel has. Plunge
leaders of Utah, but remained in the. States, heard
her
under the wave, and she rises the purer for
and accepted the claims of the· Reorganization in
her washing; thrust her into the fire, and she
this state, and has lived an exemplary, Christian
comes out the more bright for her burning; cut
life, full of faith and good works. He was a
her in sunder, and each piece shall make anothstaunch and able defender of the gospel of God's
er
church; behead her, and, like the hydra of old,
dear-son, a brave and tried spirit, a kind and afshe shall have a hundred heads for every one
fectionatc father, a noble and generous brother,
you cut away. She can not die; she must live;
and an undeviating friend. And while our hearts
,
for she has the power of God with her.-Spurgeon.
are lacerated and sorrowful, we look to Him
at the residence of the bride's parents, Bro. and
Sr. Wm. Kinghorn, in Birkner, Illinois, Mr.
Thomas Grieves and Miss Isabella Kinghorn;
Elder N. N. Cooke, of St. Louis, Missouri, officiating. A bounteous feast was enjoyed by many
friends, and all wished the young couple prolonged and llnalloyed happiness.

whose voice resounded o'er .the hills of Judea,
saying: "He that believeth in me, though he
were dead, yet shall he live. He that liveth and
. believeth in me shall never die,'' and we. gather
strength and consolation that our brother liveth;
and that he justly claims an honored seat in the
high council of the King of Kings. A.nd while
we miss his wise counsel, parental care, and fraternal love, we do not sorrow as those who. have
no hope, realizing as we do the time will be short
until we shall meet again, to be severed no more.
The funeral took place Wednesday, the 13th inst.,
at his late residence where has lived nearly thirtyeight years. Elder S. J. Stone preached the funeral sermon; the 15th chapter of Corinthians for
his Scripture Jessop. touching the resurrection of
the dead, and spoke wotds of consolation to the
mourning friends. His remains were buried -in
Pra'irie Repose Cemetry.
c. w. R.

TEXAS OR BURST.

For Sale one Store-house & Goods,

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. For particulars, address

N,
30jan2m

M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, IOWA.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED' AND FOR SALE
- - ) BY THE ( - -

Board of Pnblication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing Bouse in

LAMONI, DECATUR co., row A,
And sent Free of Postage at prices named.

lIOLY SCRIPTURES.
Tneplted Ttanslation by J'oseph Smith the Prophet
Library bin.ding ............................. 1
lm1tat1on Morocco, gilt edgeB ....................... ; .2
Pull Morocco, gilt edges .... ................. , u • • • • • • • 2
New ~e~tament, Inspired edition ........ , ..... .,.....

Sh~ep ,or
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TRACTS.
.
No. 1.-Jlfountain of the Lord's House, 8 pages; 15c.
a dozen, 100 for ...................................... 1 10
Ko. 2.-Trnth Made Manifest; 20c. a doz., per 100 .... 1 50
No. 3.-Voice of the Good Shepherd; 5c. a doz., 100 .• 40
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Snit; 5c. per dozen, 25c.
per 100, We. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000.............. 1 75
!\o. 5.-'l'he Gospel; ................. price same as No. 4.
No. 6.-The "0 n e Ban tis m ;" itB Mode, Subjects,
Pre-Requisites, and besigu,-and Who Shall Administer; 16page; 25c: per dozen, perl00 .......... 1 75
No. 7.-Who Then Can Be Saved; 5c. a dozen, 100 .... 1 75
No. 8.-,-Fulness of the Atonement; 25e. a doz., 100 ... 1 75
No. ~.-Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standp01nt; 20 pages; 30c. per dozen, per 100 .....•. , .... 2 25
No. 10.-'The Narrow Way; 8 p.; 15c, a dozen, 100 for l 10
No. 11.-~'lie Plan of Salvation; 30c. a dozen, 100 ..... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible versus Polygamy; 25c. a doz.,.100 1 75
No. 14.-Reply.to Orson Pratt; 25c. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; 5c. a dozen, per 100.. .. 40
No. l(j.-Polygamy: Was it an Original Tenet of the
Church; 20c. a dozen, !'Cr 100 ....................... 1 40
No. 17.-The Successor m the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; 25c. a dozen 100for ..... 1 75
No.18.-Hejection of the Church; 15c. a doz., 100 for 110
No. 20.~1'he "One Body:" or the Church of Christ
nuder the Apostleship and under the Apostasy;
12 pH gee; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ....................... 1 40
Xo. 21.-Truths by Three Witnesses; 3c. a doz., 100.. 15
No. 2e.-Faith and Repentan.re; 15c. a dozen, 100 .... 110
No. :J:J.-Baptism; 10 pages; :Ille. a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 24.-The. Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 for . . . 40
No. 25.-Laymg on of Hands; 5c. a dozen, 100 for. . . . 40
No. ~5.-Mountain otthe Lord's House; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per lthl ...................................... · 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; 20c. a doz., 100 for ... 1 4'l
No. 29.-A Vision of the Hesurrection, from the Doc- ·
trine and Covenants; 5c. a dozen, 100 for........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon; 15 cents a
N ~~~f ~W~It°C:s
;;,;ci. ·
oii'h~it~:.:;.·r· ·,;,;it· 1 10
an Evangelical Church t Also, the Kirtland 'l'emple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 for 50c.,
500 for St, 1000 for .................................. 1 75
No. 32.-Which is the Church? 5c. a dozen, 100 ...... 40
No. 36.-1'he Spaulding Story Re-Exammed; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for ...................................... 1 25
A Memorial to Congress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100, .1 10
Trial of the Witnesses to the Hesurrection; 32 pages; 0-c. each, per dozen............................. 60
r1ophccy on the Rebellion; per 100.. ... ... .. . . .... .. 15
O'l'"' An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLE1'E SET OF TRAC'l'S.
P,wn"l in Limp Cloth, turned in . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 75
LIF·E OF JOSEPH TIIE PROPIIE1', HISTOHY OF

"riiit'h? ·

T;iie ·

1'llE ~f~Jwt:irnl!IB, c10~~i;~i· ti,ri~'ltu·ro-

In Cloth, full gilt finished, very haud,ome ............ 2 20
rrhis book contains 827 paacs of large, clear reading
matter; also, three very tine Steel Engravings, and a. fac
simile of the Autogravh of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of J ose-ph Smlth; also, Steel 1£ngravi11g of Hyrum
8mith. A complety hiotory of the Church up to 1880.

Faun for Rent:

O

One or Two Fall.·11u1 for Sale.

547.-l~~loral 1 ricket~

for Itifaut Clai:;.t1; YU fur ......

25

l'.\o. 4H6.-pack of 9U for....
. . .
20
No. lOG.-Fancy Borderte-, '.b:2'.·2; 10 for 5c .. 100 !'or.... 40
1"o. 4i51.-Dook Markers, ·;1xo; 10 for Sc .. JOO for....... 70
No. 2-81.-Book :Marlwrt<, 2~.~xll: 10 for 25c., 100 fur .... 2 25
No. 371.-·-Flowern and Ver~:e~, 2~4,x4; 10 for lOc., 100 .. 90
~o. :i~B.-Bronze Birds an<l Flow<:rs, 3x5; pack of 10
for 1.0c., 100 for...... .. .... , .................... . 1 50
No. :i<a.-.. Flowers and Verses, 8x4Y,; 10for15c., 100 .. 1 25
No. 4U9.-F'lowers and Verses, ZY,x4; 10for12c., 100 .. 1 00
No.

:~R~

-Ant.nmn

LP.HVP~. :~xfi·

10 to

2.J:i~ .•

100 for

2 ?'·

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main l:ltreet.
jan30tf

For

WILL sell my MILL and HOTTSE and lot here

ch~ap;

and one No. 5 American FEED .MILL. Business good.
I will take part in good farming land in the weot ..
For further particulars address me at Lamom, Iowa.
23jan 2 times
PETER HAHRIS.

FARM

FOR

RENT.

Eighty acres, 1 ~ miles from Lamoni; 53 acres of plow
land, the balance in meadow and pasture. Good new
house of six large rooms and four closets; also a small
h<mse. Stable for two teams, large Crib, two Wells. To
be rented for one or more years, cheap for cash, to a good,
responsible party. Possession given 1st of March.

MRS. W. H.CURWEN, Box, 94, Lamoni, Iowa.

Ii

HANSEN,

M. D.,

m-

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov•t
. to car the Fast Mail.

DENTISTRY.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,
Licentinte ol the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
practice Dcnth1try in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.

Ojfice on Jfain street, two rloors north of Tilton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Ifailroad.

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Altlen's books
to onr stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry fnll line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Catalogues sent on application:
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WAL KER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

FARM

SALE.

FOR

I have Sixty Acres of Lnnd for sale: 37 acres in Graf.lf!,

17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 acres of Standinµ:
'I.1imber, and two acres of Orchard; a good Spring w~cll
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

Price: Six Hundred :Dollnrs, Gush Duwn.
The land is situated north of Jelfcrsonvillc, Wayne Co.,
Jllinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.
AT

OUR

Tl!E

FRONT.

LATEST

SUCCESS.

~

~
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The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

......-JDENVER·

CHICACO,
PEORIA or~
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States1

ILL.INOiS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and ToReka,
Ct)icago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traini to
and from all points in the United States and Canada~
It is tho Princip!!J t:ine to and from

Sall Francisco, Portlan~ and City of Maxi.co
For Tickets, Rates 1 Gen·eral Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B, STONE,

Gen' I Manager,

-(

PERCEVAL LOWELL,
1

Gen I P:iss. Agent,

CHICAGO,

EASY - RUNNING - SEWING-· l\lACH!XE.
- - I ' l ' HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p· m·
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "

~t·BUSINESS'*

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful andprofi~ableemploy..
ment. The fol!owing branches e.re thoroughly taught.:
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithi
metic ; ltapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Collltt
mercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Dusines::i
P1·actice. For circulars address
DUNCAN & HAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

--ITIS--

~!MPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NE\V
HbWE at the office of
CATALOGUE WITH 1500 TESTIMONIALS

H.

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
MJDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty,
Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14febly

Sale.

all in good condition. The Mill has one run of 36 mch
IF'rench
Bnhrs, Elevators. Smutter, Bolting chest, &c.,

J.

irrd of 200 beariniz TreE)S; two miles from tllree Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and H.
For further particulars, address:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
·
2jan2m
fieasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa.
R Station, in a Branch of 100 members.

s..

SURGEON,

A

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni _

90

(l,)

JJ. \V. Del'Woon, M. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

Secular Newspaper, published at Lamoni, Iowa, by
Sumner E. King. Everyone interested in the Local
News of this place shonld subscribe for the Gazette.
Terms: One Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
~When writing mention the Herald.
9jan~m

ACRES·
to 100Acres of Ploughanc1 Meadow
J,and, balance in llrush Pasture. Bum 2cl x 30.
160
l:ltabling for 7 horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orch-

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Smirlay 8chool En°-inecr and lkcor-i Book . . . . . . .. . . . 35
Prompt AttendtlllC~ rrickP.t~ ..... 100 for 15c., 10()0 for 1 00
Good Behavior Tickets . . . . . . . .
8ume price.
No.

'J.'he Lamoni Gazette,

F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow Janel. ·wm rent 90 acres; or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf
Lamoni, Iowa.

N. M. REE~~R, ~:'.:~?NI, low A.

THE SAINTS' HERAJ,n is puhlished every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, fowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 pur year. Money may be sent by
Post Ofil.ce Order, Postal ::-iote, Registered Letter, or hy
Express on Lamoni, ac1l1ressecl DAVID DANCER, Box s:e,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
DA:t'WER; communicatione and articles to the EDITOR.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LORD! FOR THERE SHALL.NOT ANY MAN All!ONG "!OU HAYE SAYE rr l!E ONE WlFE· AND CONCUBINES
HE !SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: ElWEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WREN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AoArN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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age where he could work .. As we looked
at him, and saw the fire of conviction and
resolve glowing in his countenance, we
thought that we should like to see the evidences of a similar enthusiasm elsewhere.
Here was a man standing merely upon the
outside of an arena where thoughts of no
pigmy race were contending for supremacy, both claiming the right of trutl;i, who
felt the wind of battle upon his face as he
regarded the strife, but who could not
enter fully into the din of confl:ict because
of self-imposed trammels, who could realize the privilege and ability to enter in and
achieve as a glorious thing.
The privilege to achieve is a wonderful
one, a God given boon. How forcibly
has Christ made this to appear in the revelation in which he says: "It is given to
man of himself to bring to pass much
righteousness; for the power is in h_im."
He who appreciates this and will neither
work himself nor sacrifice that others may
work, is in a fair way to die spiritually, if
he is not already dead.

NoT long ago we heard an active clergyman of the Presbyterian church make a
remark that struck us with great force:
"Bro. Smith, these are stirring times; times
in which it is a blessed thing to be permitted to live. It is a glorious thing to live
in such times as these and be permitted to
take a part in the work that is being done." IN the letter department will -be found a
His face was all aglow with enthusiasm, good spirited and interesting letter from
and suppressed earnestness.
Elder J.C. Clapp, son bf Benjamin Clapp,
vV e coincided with the sentiment he ex- one of the active and prominent Elders in
pressed, but of course from our own view the days of Joseph the Seer. This son
of the work being done. We felt that to perceives clearly that the disappointments
aid in any degree to the object of enlight- and much 0£ the sufferings which have
ening the world and breaking the bands overtaken the Saints have bt;en because they
of dark superstition and error, was indeed have not read and observed the written
to live in a momentous age, And to be law of God to the church as contained in
permitted to realize how fully the Divine the Doctrine and Covenants of the church.
hand had contribu.ted the means by whi_ch While they professed to Lelieve the sacred
suC:h work of enlightenment could be books of the church, they treated their
carried on was indeed glorious.
teachings with indifference, neglect, and
But our Presbyterian brother meant outright disobedience.
more than this, or he meant to convey
When the Saints learn to read and then.
quite a different idea from this. He meant to carefullyheed God's written word givthat the timeswere freighted with grave en for their instruction and government,
and great questions. He said that the - they will turn their faces from the darkMormon religion whether true or false, ness and confusion of· error,. aod their feet.
had forced the question of religion into will tread seciirel y the pathway of "pleasgreater prominence in religious circles of antness and peace." J\1any need living,
thought than it had occupied since the early practical faith in God's revealed word-all
days of the reformation. The question of of it-for "man shall not live by bread
what was and what was not permissable il1 alone, but by every 'Zl..'ord which proceedreligion had come to stay until finally cth out of the mouth of God;" Wicked
settled. The gravity of the issue was not Herod exhibited more faith in the revelato be set aside, and men who lived within tions of God, and showed better practical
the arena where the events which gave sense in respect to its guidings, than has
rise to the issue were transpiring were many who profess to be Saints. When the
fortunate men. It is an age of thought wise men came to inquire of him where
and action. There could. be no doubtful, they could find "he that is born King of
or neutral·gtound....,there was no.room for the Jews," he at once consulted the revedead men in the fight; Live men only lations of God found in the hands of "the
could stand.
chief priests and scribes," and they, by the"
He meant that men of action, men who prophecy of Micah, who prophesied over
dare to think and to do could be .of any seven hundred years before, pointed ouf
value in the pending conflict; and he deem- the exact place from whence the "ruler in
ed it a happy thing for a man to 1iye in an Israel" should· come.

If Latter Day Saints would lay aside
the pretensions of men and consult God's
revealed word, they might know the source
ordained ()f God, from whence the succesrnr of the Seer must come, and also the
means appointed of heaven by which unity
of faith, concert of action, and harmony in
doctrine and church-work might be secured
.and maintained.
The voice of God to the wandering
Saints to-day is "Return unto me, and I
will return unto you, saith the Lord the
Lord of hosts." "Remember from whence
thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first
works."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro.J. W. Gillen writes from Valentine,
Mo., the 18th inst., that he is preaching a
series of discourses at that place, and has
fair treatment and good attention to his
sermons by both those out of, and those
within the church. He says: "I think
Missouri is ·redeeming herself in this respect." ·
Bro. Wm. Foster, of Atlas, Illinois,
writes .us of late that some of the Saints in
that region are strong and active in the
faith, but that some are in a J:J!easure upon
the background, and that they have but
little preaching, especially of late, as Elder
J. Goodale has been sick. They wish
: some of the Elders to come there and
'preach.
•· Bro. N. P. Clawson speaks highly of
the comfort and instruction derived .from
the HERALD.
Please don't forget to send the dollar
with your marriage notices. If any are
· too poor to pay that amount, then send
along the notice and it will be irn erted
just the same.
A GREAT deal of trouble would be avoided
in branches if every member would stop
to think long .enough to be as subject to
law, as he is anxious others should be. It
i'; one thing to honor the law by bringing
others •to answer to the tribunal for break·
ing the law, and it is another thing to be
subject .to the law ourselves. The Savior
at one time seemed to think that the exec·
utors of the law should themselves be free
from blame~ "Let him that is without sin,
first cast a stone;" Apparently, there was
in his mind at the time of the saying a very
characteristic difference between the law
and the manner of its ~nforcement. It may
be that he<lrnew the parties to the case on
both sides; arid intended only to teach
would-be eX'ecutors of the law the salutary
lesson that those who are over zealous for
the law, 1>honld remember that he who
breaks the law in one particular is guilty
of all; that is, .that the law was broken no
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matter what provision of it was violated.
It may be also that the woman was a sinner because of her surroundings, unconscious of sinful intention; this can not be
said of those who were so anxious to punish her, for they were conscious of guilt
though not accused.
We sometimes hear of men, Saints, who
under the plea that the Elders are to see
that the "law is kept," urge that offenders
·shall be prosecuted and punished that the.
law may be honored. The Savior did not
seem to so think, for when the accusers
vanished, he made no charge of crime,
only "Go thy way and sin more." If he
could afford to forgive, why can not we.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Brother Sheba Bell, of Hutchinson,
McLeod county, :Minnesota, writes as follows:
"Vve would like \'ery much to have an Elder
come up here and preach for us, as there are
none of our Church people living near here, and
we have no preaching. We will be glad to make
a home for one or more as long as they will.stay,
and help them to places of preaching. We think
much good might be done here, as the people
have never heard the gospel preached. We feel
very lonely here among strangers, bnt have a
good home and pleasant neighborhood. \Ve live
three miles north-east of Hutchinson."

Bro. vVm. R. Stauts, of Elko, Nevada,
writes the 14th instant:
·
"As the Church papers are the only preachers
we have, we wish them continued, for we can
not get along without them. They are anxiously
looked for ev~ry Sunday morning, and read with
interest. Each one grows more interesting."

Bro. Robert Brown of. St Marys,
Ontario, says in a letter of the 16th inst:
"lam now three years in this place, bought a
church and lot-the building is 35 by 40 feet;
also built a brick parsonage on the same ground,
and it is all paid for. Seven~een have been baptized here, seven of them last fall. Four more
are expected to-morrow, and still more are expec:ted. We had our branch organized lately,
with an Elder, Priest, Teacher, and Deacon. To
God we give all the glory."

Bro. Hartman Nesser, of Stewartsville,
Mo., says:
"I received a letter from Switzerland in October last, from my relatives, asking why President
Smith does not send missionaries ther(}. These
have heard the word preached by Elder J. L.
Bear."

\VE thank Hon. Thomas Teale for the following documents sent us of late:
Census of Iowa, 1885. Historical and Comparative Census, 1836-1880. Inaugural address
of Gov; W. Larrabee. Veterinary Surgeon's report. Board of Dental Examiners. State Librarian's report. Commissioners of Pharmacy report. Iowa Soldiers' Orpans' Home and Home
for Indigent Children report. Hospital for the
Insane at Mount Pleasant, and at Independence report. Fish Commission report. Institution for
Fee~le Minded Children report.
Deaf and
Dumb Institution report. Auditor of State report.

State Agricultural College and Farm report.
College for 'the Blind, report. Bureau of Labor
Statistics report. Superintendent of Public Instruction report. State Treasurer's report. Secretary of State report. Trustees of Iowa Industrial School report. State Oil Inspector's report.
Warden of Penitentiary report .. Warden of Additional Penitentiary report. State Mine Inspector report.

================

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-When did·the church bring forth
the "Man-child, who was to rule all nations?" Rev. 12: 2-17.
Ans. We understand the "man-child"
to represent the priestly, kingly authority,
(see I Pet. 2: 5, 9; Ex. 19: 5, 6; Rev. 1:
6; 5: 10), which always is found in God's
organized church on the earth; and we understand this authority was taken from the
church, because of its total apostasy as an
organization, about A. D. 570, or at least
near the close of the sixth century after
Christ. Any one who will take time and
carefully read the history of Rome and the
nations adjacent, in connection with church
history, will find that, about the time above
indicated, the church had lost all that distinguished it as "the body of Christ," had
not only gone "into the wilderness," but
soon after that time had been placed "upon
a scarlet colored beast"-Pagan Rome(Rev. 17: 3), and was sustained and directly
supported by it thenceforward. We look
to see, at an early day, many of the mysteries embraced in the Revelations of St.
John clearly explained, for the promise to
us is as follows:

"Come unto me, 0 ye Gentiles, and I will
shew unto you the greater things, the knowledge
which is hid up because of unbelief. Come unto
me, 0 ye house of Israel, and it shall be made
manifest unto you how great things the Father
hath laid up for you, from the foundation of the
world; and it hath not come unto you, because of
unbelief. Behold, when ye shall rend that vail
of unbelief which doth cause you to remain in
your awful state of wickedness and hardness of
heart, and blindness of mind, then shall the great
and marvelous things which have been hid up
from the foundation of the world from you; yea,
when ye shall call upon the Father in my name,
with a broken heart and a contrite spirit, then
shall ye know that the Father hath remembered
the covenant which he made unto your fathers,
0 house of Israel; and then shall my revelations
which I have caused to be written by my servant
John, be unfolded in the eyes of all the people.
Remember, when ye see these things, ye shall
know that the time is at hand that they shall be
fllade manifest in very deed; therefore, when ye
shall receive this record, ye may know that the
work of the Father has commenced upon all the
face of the land. Therefore, repent all ye ends
of the earth, and come unto me, and believe in
my gospel, and be baptized in my name; for he
that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved;
but he that believeth not, shall be damned; and
signs shall follow them that believe in my name.
And blessed is he that is found faithful unto my
name, at the last day, for he shall be lifted up to
dwell in the kingdom prepared for him from the
foundation of the world. And behold, it is I that
hath spoken it. Amen."-Ether r: 12.

until this prophecy is fulfilled we should
be careful about building theories upon the
very numerous and widely various interpretations of the obscure portions of the
Revelations of Saint John.
~~-In a fully organized branch, with
presiding Elder, Priest, Teacher and Deacon, in the absence of the Teacher, whose
right and duty is it to officiate in his stead?
A. - If presiding Elder, Priest and
Teacher are absent, then it is the Deacon's
prerogative and duty to preside. In case
the branch has chosen more than one
Priest, or Teacher, then the assistant
Priest, or Teacher should preside before
the Deacon.
~.-Will all men, including the Saints,
appear at the judgment seat of Christ (or
God) to be judged according to their
works?
A.-Yes. "God will judge the righteous and the wicked."-Eccl. 3: 17. "God
shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus
Christ." Rom. 2: 16. "Who shall judge
the quick and the dead at his appearing
and his kingdom." 2 TiiU. 4: 1. "God
the Judge of all." Heb. 12: 23. "For
God shall bring every work into judgment,
with every secret thing, whet'her it be
good, or whether it be evil." Eccl. 12: 14.
"For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that every one may
receive the things done in his bodv, according to that he hath done, whether it
be good or bad." 2 Cor. 5: 10. · "And,
behold, I come quickly; and my reward
is with me, to give every man according
as his works shall be." Rev. 22: 12. For
out of the books which shall be written, I
will judge the world; every man according to their works, according to that which
is written." Book of Mormon, .2 Nephi
12: 8. "The Lord shall come to recompense unto every man according to his
work." Doc. Cov. 1: 2. "l have accomplished and finished the will of him whose
I am, even. the Father, concerning me;
having done this, that I might subdue all
things unto myself; retaining all power,
even to the destroying of Satan and his
works at the end of the world and the
last great day of judgment which I shall
pass upon the inhabitants thereof, judging
every man according to his works, and the
deeds which he hath done." Doc. Cov.
18: r. These quotations from the three
sacred books of the Church, agree perfectly, and should be conclusive upon the
point.
~.-Are answers to questions, given by
the editors of the HERALD, to be considered as reflecting the position of the Church
upon points of doctrine and polity?
A.-Yes; when supported bythesacred
books and the conference rulings of the
Church; but otherwise they should be re.
ceived as only the opinions of the editors.
~.-Is an Elder justified in teaching
publicly or privately his views in contradistinction to answers thus given?
A.-The church does not authorize the
Elders, nor any of its ministry, to teach
their personal views, nor apply their private
interpretations. The authority of the church
must be honored by its members, including
its ministry. "But if he neglect to hear
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the church, let him be," &c. J'vfatt. r 8: r 7. ' known before and during J olrn's lifetime.
See also Acts 15: 22, 23, "Then it pleased But so far as the Christian economy is conthe apostles and elders, with the whole cerned it does not matter whether it be
churcli." * * * "The apostles and elders certainly known that John was baptized.
and brethren send greeting." This was He was sent of God and called the Bapauthoritative in deciding the doctrine and tizer.
polity of the church, and personal views
had to yield to the church. The N ephites WE call attention to the following from
were commanded to submit to "the voice the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railof the people." Mosiah J3: 4; also Alma way:
In accordance with the custom of the day, the
8: 4. "All things shall be done by common consent in the church." Doc. Cov. BURLINGTON ROUTE is now running California
25: I; "All things must be done in order, Excursions from the Missouri Rivei; in connecand by common consent, in the church." tion with the Denver & Rio Grande, Central,
Doc. Cov. 27: 4-· All these texts teach that and Southern Pacific Railroads, connecting at
the members and ministry must hear and Omaha and Pacific Junction with regular trains
obey the voice of the body on all matters from Chicago, Peoria, St. Louis and other Eastupon which it decides. This means unity ern points. Both first class and cheap rate Exand good government. But when the in- cursions are run, leaving the Missouri River on
dividual teaches his private views in con- the following dates:
flict with the voice of the church, that
First Class-Feb. 3d and 17lh, to Los Angeles;
means division, contention and strife, and l'viarch 3d, to San Francisco.
tends to anarchy and ruin. If persons have
Low priced-To all California emigrant points,
views differing with the church, they should on "Wednesdays of every week until June 30th
do themselves and the church the justice, inclusive.
at least, to say that such are purely personal with them. When, therefore, the editors Tim following letters from Bro. Philandanswers are in keeping with the accepted
authorities, standards, and rulings of the er A. Page and his father Hiram Page,
church, no minister or member is justified will explain themselves. \Ve give them
in teaching publicly or privately their per- place gladly.
RrcnMOND, Ray Co., Mo.,
sonal views in contradistinction thereto.
J an'y 20th, 1886.
The accepted law of the Lord is vastly superior to the opinions of the individual.
Bro. yosejk Smitlt: I send with this a copy of
The voice of the "body of Christ"-the a letter written by my father to Dr. Warren Cowchurch-is greater than that of any one dery, a brother of uncle Oliver Cowdery, conperson, or even of many. No faithful cerning his death and sickness; also answering
agent of a business firm would do anything some questions that Warren Cowdery asked hy
against its interest, but would act only as letter. Father most always kept a copy of this
authorized. No good government will kind of letters when he wrote to any one, and
suffer its officers to disrespect, dishonor, mother gave me a number of his old papers.
and resist its laws and appointments, but This copy I found amongst them. Difrerent parwill require submission thereto, irrespective ties had~ been making inquiry concerning Uncle
of person's private opinions. All persons Oliver's dying testimony. It seems the devil
in authority should honestly uphold the will keep tip his lying, thinking he can weaken
body that gives and sustains such authority some In the faith of the Book of Mormon, and
and "Be subject to the powers that be."
saying that the witnesses denied their testimony
The questions sent to the HERALD for
before they died. I bear my testimony that I was
answers are sent with the idea that the
Editors are as well informed in regard to with three of the eight _witnesses to the Book of
what the doctrines and theories of the Mormon in their last sickness, and they held firm
church are as any other officers of the to their testimony. If you think it would do good
·church, and are therefore qualified to an- to publish the lytter concerning Uncle Oliver,
swer. Besides this, the present Editors are you may. Yours in the hope of a glorious resurPHILANDER A. PAGE.
among the leading authorities of the church rection,
and are authorized by the body as such
RrcIIMOND, Ray Co., Mo.,
leading men to speak, or write in the name
March 20th, 1850.
of the church in their position, subject to
Dr. TVitn·eu Cotwlay; Sir: In compliance with
answer to the body for their expressed
a request made by your brother Oliver, and from
views and conduct. If they are thought
you, feeling it my duty both to the dead and the
worthy to be questioned, they should be
honored in their answers. They make no living, I address you upon a subject which is.solemn, yet carries with it a consolation. Although
claim to infallibility, however.
·
We object to being asked questions the we have been called upomto mourn we are not
answers to which are intended to be. used left to desp~ir. We have been called upon to
by the questioners for the purposes of con- inter his remains in _the silent tomb where it w,ill
troversy, mastery or browbeating others; not be seen any more until the morning of the
and shall answer none of the sort if we dis- resurrection, yet the principles which he avowed
deserve to be written in letters of gold, never to
cover such intent.
be obliterated.
~.---'Was John the Baptist baptized?
I will give you a description of his illness and
If so, by whom? Please point out the
death. On the 22d of.January, 1849, brother Olpassage.
A.-The inference is that he was. But iver came to Richmond. The weather was seby whom, when, or where, is not certainly vere and he caught a bad cold, which gave rise
known. It is known, however, that bap- to a tight, dry -cough. When warm weather
tism as an ordinance was 1011~ and well rame on, he had better health until the first of
1

August when he was attacked with a fever; after
the fever left, the chills ..:ame on; after this his
health was on the decline. In December he was
attacked with Inflammation of the throat. Some
time in February I850, the Inflammation settled
in his stomach attended by a severe cough,
which wore him down; and on the 3d day of
March, 1850, we had to part with him. But he
gave evidence of his acceptance with God, declaring that he knew his sins were forgiven, and
that he had become sanctified. I held him up
till he could take the parting hand with all present; then he said to me, "Lay me down, and let
me sleep in the arms of Jes us."
During his sickness his mind was strong; although his bodily strength failed, his mind was
clear and active.
QuESTIONs.-Did he die holding to his forml'r
testimony as he taught it, or did he die as some
of the sectarians without any special faith in any
church? Did he express any opinion about
Strang and his followers, or Brewster and his
followers, or the Twelve-ites, or any others that
pretend to embrace the Mormon faith? He did
frequently express his opinion of those different
factions pretending to hold the authority of the
primitive Church of Christ, who do not cleave to
the standard of truth. Of those he said they are
either deceivers, or deceived; but he said there
are many among them who are honest and will
receive the truth when they hear it; and any
organization that does not agree with the order
laid down in the Bible and Book of Mormon in
the gospel dispensation, is to be rejected; know·
ing that for us to support such errors would be
opposing the order of God, .and would be worshiping the man of sin. Among his last words,
was to reaffirm his testimony to the Book df MorYou~· brother in Christ,
·
mon.
HIRAM PAGE.

EDITED BY SlSTElt "FRANCES."

"All of good the past hath had
J:icmains to make our own time glad,Our common daily life divine
And every land a Palestine."

"I KNOW HIM THAT HE WILL COMMAND
HIS CHILDREN AND HIS HOUSEHOLD

AFTER HIM.",
THE remarkable vigor and vitality of the Jewish
race, their power of adaptation to every climate,
and of bearing up m:ider the i;nost oppressive and
disadvantageous circumstances, have been so
marked as to attract the attention of thinking
minds throughout the entire world, and, in the
case of France, the attention of the government
to such an extent, that two com mi iskms of inquiry have been instituted,. "On the causes of the
health and longevity of the Jewish race."
The conclusion to which both of these commissions came, or the causes to which they attributed the fa~ts,. were: "Greater temperance, purer morals; but especially, a better regulatedjiimily life."
Let us now examine the word of God, and see
how far these moder~ wise men were from the
truth.' God, in dealing with the human family,
has always chosen, not only his agents, but the
means, through which or by which his agents
should be enabled to accomplish his work. And
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just here we wish to add that they never failed,
~~:;-,~;~yet turned ba~~k~a;a~;'ie<l, ;J:i~hey·~~7-ked in harmony with God's ordained plan.
God established a covenant with Abraham, and
said unto.him: "And I will make thee exceeding
fruitful, and will make nations of thee, and kings
shall come out of thee." Again, he said, "In
blessing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I
will multiply thy seed as the stars of[the heavens, and as the sand which is upon the sea shore;
and~ thy sc>ed shall possc>ss the gate;of his et1emies;"
How unequalled and alone in its grandeur,
stands this promise, when we look at it in the
light of its complete fulfillment. We may safely say that no man was ever more honored, more
beloved of. God, than Abraham; and no man ever returned this love with purer affection, or the
trust God reposed in him with greater; fidelity.
We hear him spoken of as the "father of the
faithful," and truly he was. But connected with
this covenant stands one grand underlying truth,
one bulwark of safety, which stands a sure pledge
for its fulfillment, and the blessing which its fulfillment was to bring, and has brought upon all
mankind.
Let us suppose that this promise of mutiplying
the seed of Abraham "As the stars of the heaven and as the sand which is upon the sea shore,''
had been literally fulfilled, and there had been
turned loose upon the world, this host of men
and women, possessing characters unworthy of
example, and morals so debased as to blast and
blight all with whom they came in contact.
Small need would there have been, under circumstances like these, for any nation or individual to have instituted inquiries into the cause of
their health and longevity; but rather might
they wish that the angel who stayed the hand of
Abraham when it was raised to ~lay Isaac, had
been delayed upon his mission until too late to
arrest the blow.
God has in all ages, in all dispensations, chosen His agents, for the accomplishment of His
work. For Abraham there was a certain work
to do, and that it might be done, and well done,
God chose him because he possessed tke necessary
qualifications within himself, to be God's fosfrument in doing the work.
The gospel had been preached unto man, and
he had rejected it. The world was in its infancy,
and they rebelled against the authority of God,
and in order that there might be a hope for them
in the future, Goel saw fit to institute other
means for the time being. He chose a family,
of whom Abraham stood at the head, and this is
the reason He himself gives for His choice.
"And the Lord said, Shall I hide from Abraham that thing which I do; seeing that Abraham shall surely become a great and mighty nation, and all the nations of the earth shall be
blessed in him? For I know kim, tkat ke will command his ckildren and kis kottsekold ajter kitn, and
they shall keep the way of the Lord, to do justice and judgment; that the Lord may bring
upon Abraham that which he hath spoken of
llim." Gen. 18: 17, 19·
Nearly four thousand years have passed since
that day. The children of Abraham have "been
scattered and peeled.'' Driven from land to land,
spoiled and robbed upon every hand, have been a
hiss and a bye word in all nations\ but despite
all this, like an echo thrown back from the midst

of the blazing light of this nineteenth century,
comes th'is admission from a nation which has
long been considered the very acme of all that is
cultured and refined, "Greater temperance, purer morals, a better regulated family life."
"l know him, said God, that HE WILL command his children and his household after him.''
Abraham was the agent God chose as the one
to begin the great work He had in view, and he
chose him because He knew that he possessed
qualities requisite for the carrying out of that
work. The foundation was sure, and to-day God
stands justified in His choice, wherever a Jew is
known, o; an Israelite is to be found. Abraham
was the agent, and his seed the stock upon which
the experiment (if experiment we may call it)
was to be tried. Let us now examine the means
by which God worked to accomplish His purpose.
TJley went down into Egypt, when Joseph sent
for them, seventy in number. There they increased in numbers to such an extent th'at the
king of Egypt, with his counsellors feared that in
case of war they would become dangerous to the
government, so they not only oppressed them,
but appointed that all male infants should be
slain at their birth. In the fourth generation,
God had said to Abraham, "Thou shalt come
hither again.''
Four hundred and twenty years God was waiting for the iniquity of the Amorites to be full.
They were upon the land of promise, and when
they should have filled up their cup, it was written upon the wall they must give place for a better people. From the banks of the Nile, from its
rich and fertile valleys, was going up to heaven
upon every wave of air, the sighings and groanings of a nation of slaves. Robbed of their children, cruelly beaten by task masters, life became
a burden too heavy to 'endure. God heard their
cry, and at the appointed time sent them deliverance. They came up out of Egypt, six hundred
and three thousand and five hundred and fifty
able men over twenty years of age, not _counting
the Levites, women, nor any under twenty years
old, whether male or female. Truly here 'Nas a
host descended from the loins of Abraham. No
doubt in regard to the promise of "As the stars of
heaven-as the sand on the sea shore;" but \\hat
of the other-the far more important clause. If
the blessing had only been of multiplying, then
would Isaac, at that time the only legitimate
child of Abraham, have had no preference over
Ishmael; for the Lord said, "And as for Ishmael,
I have heard thee: Behold, I have blessed him,
and will make him fruitful, and will muHiply
him exceedingly; twelve princes shal! he beget,
and I will make of him a great nation. But JJ1_y
covenant will I establish with Isaac." Doubtless
through Christ was to come the great blessing
promised; but through the long stretch of years
yet to intervene, who was to watch over and
guard the honor, purity and chastity of his earthly
ancestry. How were this host of people-this
nation of slaves,. coming forth from centuries of
contact with a nation of the most corrupt morals
and worst forms of idolatry, how were they to be
fitted for the work before them?
Doubtless Moses was, in many an hour of discouragement, ready to sink unde1- his burden.
"As for this people, thej are too much for me,''
seems upon one occasion to have been fairly
wrung from his lips; bnt the blood of Abraham
flowed in their veine, and of Abraham God had

~aid, "l know him that he will command his children and his household after him.''
Because of unbelief l'\:Ud of hardness of heart,
not one of the host who were numbered at their
going out of Egypt,* was permitted to enter into
the promised land, but during this time of wandering God threw around the altar of home, those
safeguards and bulwarks of protection, which
will never be thrown d::iwn, and will mark the
superiority of the laws of Moses over all laws
ever enacted by the wisest law-givers of other
nations. From amid the thunders of Sinai came
its first annunciation.
"Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy
days may be long upon the land which the Lon!
thy God giveth thee.''
Here God places the mother, side by side with
the father, as an object of honor and veneration,
and further on 1nakes provision for the enforce·
ment of this command. The father to gustain
the mother, and both to be sustained by the law,
in their family government. In this respect, perhaps more widely than in any other social form,
they differed from all other nations of antiquity.
Among the Greeks tl1e wife and mother was
merely an appendage, and never associated publicly with her husband as an equal. In imperial
Rome the father held the sole power of life and
death over his wife and children; but among the
Jews the wife was the co-equal queen of home, and
equally honored and obeyed with her husband.
And again the command is reiterated, placing the
mother first in order, "Ye shall fear every man
his MOTHER, and his father."-Lev. 19: 3.
Time would fail us, nor is it necessary, to enumerate the vario~:s times and circumstances in
which places of honor were bestowed upon wo'.
men, and noble and heroic actions performed by
them. We know of no office, except the priestly
office, in which she was not allowed to officiate.
At another time we may take up some of the
characters t~t have figured in Bible history with
pleasure and we trust with profit, but for the present enough has been said.
The object of this introductory article is, or
should be, self-evident.
First, God chose Abraham, because He knew
that he would "command his children, and his
household after him." If this was the cause, (and
af least it was one cause), of his being chosen,
then it follows that it was a very important part
of his work. Second, \Vhen God gave laws to
his people, the laws upon family government
were not only very prominent, oft reiterated and
strict, but it was made obligatory upon parents to
see that they were well instructed in these laws.
"And thou shalt teach them diligently unto
thy children, and shall talk of them when thou
sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by
the way, and when thou liest down, and when
thou risest up."
"Think not to say unto yourselves, 'we have
Abraham unto our father,' for I say unto you
that God is able of these ston.es to raise up children unto Abraham."
Beloved Sisters, if we have been grafted into
the true olive tree, and partake of the fatness of
the root, let this one thing sink deep into our
hearts. The hope of the church, the hope of the
world, finds its surest pledge, its brightest promise, in the character of our homes, in the altars
we there erect, the lessons we there teach, and ·
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the manner in which we train up our children to
go forth and do battle for truth and right. In
view of facts like these, how much importance
'"e should attach to every thing calculated in its
nature to advance this work, to aid us in coming
up to the standard God requires.
May God enable each mother in the church to
realize the importance attaching to them as such,
and especially when we remember that we live
in a day when children were to be just the oppoi;ite of what God requires them to be.
'Ve trust that before another issue of the Herr
ald, our hands will be overflowing with letters,
selections, suggestions, etc.
LAMONI,

Iowa, January 28th.

CRAWFORDSVILLE, Ind., Jan'y 20th.
Dear Herald:-! rode sixteen miles last night
to hear Miss Kate Field lecture on the Mormon
problem, or as announced, "The Mormon Mon
ster." I was disappointed. The language, diction, and manner were faultless: but the lecture
seemed to me to be the product of a soured, New
Englilnd old Maid. She could find nothing redeeming in Mormonism. Is it not strangepassing strange-that ali who attempt to speak
upon that subject to tickle Gentile ears can not
find a good word for the poor Mormon? Miss
Field's lecture was the old thread.bare, stereotyped "Joe Smith" aspiring to become a king,
and actually to the Presidency of the United
States. And by the way, if he did, he was not
the first prophet that aspired to such positions.
Samuel ruled Israel, and l\foscs led them as a
king, (Dent. 33: 5). Yes, and even if he was a
general, we read of general Josh_ua commanding
the armies of the Lord,-all these men ruled wc!L
Here are precedents. Miss Field forgot to mention
them. 'Vherein then was Joseph's sin in allowing his name as an American citizen to go before the nation? The Mountain Meadow Massa,
ere was di"hed up in all its horrors; but she was
silent as the grave about I-Iaun's Mill, and the
bones of pure, fnnocent women and children
bleaching on the plains, being driven from their
comfortable homes in Nauvoo "the _beautiful,"
to starve and die.
It makes.a great difference whose ox is being
gored. The Utah harems came in for a goodly
share of spicy sarcasm. Brigham's policy, John
Taylor's lying about _polygamy, in France, in
1850; blood atonement; the Endowment House
oaths, grips, and robes. In fact, the whole lecture was after the Ann Eliza-Dee-Young. order.
I believe I could see the prime object of the
lecture was t9 give her forthcoming book a firstclass advertisement. She, however, did manage
to say that the "Josephites" were tolerably white
goodey goody's; that the president of the Josephite Church was a pretty fair sort of a man; that
we might safely be tolerated among white
people.
In my opinion she is a much over-rated woman. All ,the thought she presented that I could
see wot thy of a moment's consideration, was her
advocacy of a United States' marriage law. I do
not know whethe(;fhat is original with her or
not. This would,.be:good for Gentile and Mor'mpµ aji~y· l;haq · advocated this myself lpµg
before I heard Miss Field.
i

~

.

-
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Oh! how I longed in my heart for the privilege of following her, and showing to that splen-.
did audience the glories, beauties, and divinity of
the latter day work; and that it would redeem
even Kate Field, and save her from the odium of
besmearing an already filthy enough systemfor the purpose of money-making, and moneymaking alone. I am now satisfied Miss Field
never would have been a Mary or Martha had
she lived in Palestine 1880 years ago. She
would have looked at in the light of "\Vill it
pay?" Concluding that the "bread and butter"
side would be to tickle the Pharisaical ear, rather than be associated with the humble carpenter
of Nazareth.
If I meet her on the trains we will have a time.
Yours Truly,
J. A. ROBINSON.

which is generaly when the grass is getting good.
Any one can obtain a plot of the vacant land by
writing to Oberlin, Kansas, to some land office,
for about twenty-five cents. I think there is
more vacant land in Sherman County than in
this county. Come in the spring when the birds
sing to make the way merry. Bring a good sup.
ply of corn, millet, and rye. Turn over the sod .
and scatter it abroad. When this you have done
the battle you have won, and gain for yourself a
good western home.
Your sister in the Church of Christ,
MRS. DIAN CARTER.

Dow CITY, Iowa, Jan. 8th.
Dear IIerald:-As I think there can not be too
much said on the subject of tithing, if what we
say is in keeping with the law, a few thoughts
from me again may not be out of order. In the
first place, I find that many in this Church as
Moss PornT, Miss., Jan. 8th.
well as in the days of the first Seer, who seem
Bro. Blair:-The Sunday before Christmas I
not to understand the law alike. Therefore the
preached twice at Beaver Meadows, twenty.five
need of searching the law of giving, as well as
miles above Mobile. Then I went to my home,
the history on this subject, that we may see eye
Lamberta, Ala., and remained about ten days, reto eye. I understand the law to be part of the
turning to this state to work for the support of
gospel, and in this many in the Church may difmy family, and to preach the word. I shall
fer with me. We will take the law of giving in
probably make some new openings. Brethren,
its order, and will give the testimony of some
pray for me and the Saints in the south.
witnesses which we deem important. The law
Your brother in Christ,
as we find it in the Book of Covenants, page 143,
FRANK P. Sc,\RCLIFF.
reads: _"And behold thou wilt remember thy poor,
and consecrate of thy properties for their support."
MOUND v ALLEY, Kan., Jan. 24th.
Bro. Blair:-\Ve have been favored with the The next paragraph speaks of a second consecation (undoubtedly trom the same individuals)
labors of Bro. E.. L. Ke11ey, and have been greatand says, "And for the purchasing of lands for
ly benefitted by his instructions on the law of
the public benefit of the Church, and building
tithing, and hope the Saints wi.11 all observe the
houses of worship." In section 51: r, it says that
Same. I wish to hereby notify all solicitors in
if such person "shall transgress, and is rtot acthis District to send their reports to me by the
counted worthy to belong to the Church, he shall
zolh of February next.
have power to claim that portion which he has
Yours in bonds,
R. lI. DA v1s.
consecrated to the Bishop." Paragraph five says,
Bishop's Agent, Spring River District.
"Behold, this shall be an example unto my servant Ed ward Partridge, ·in other places, in all
churches. And whoso is found a faithful, a just
BIRD CITY, Kan., Jan. 17.
and wise steward, shall enter into the joy of his
Dear Iierald:We have had quite a storm in
which a number of persons perished. It was a
Lord." In section 58:7 we read, "It is wisdom
in me that my servant Martin Harris should be
sad affair. The general opinion is that it was
an example unto the church, in laying his moneys
not so much the storm at fault as it was the country·s being so thinly settled, and no land marks
before the Bishop of the Church." Section 64: 5
reads, "Behold, now it is calle_d to-day [until the
to go by. The same thing is apt to occur in any
coming of the Son of Man], and verily it is a day
new country. For the benefit of those who have
of sacrifice and tithing of my people." Section
written for information, I would like to state that
I cannot make plain to those who have been
70: 3 reads, "Nevertheless, in your temporal,
thing,; you &hall be equal, aud this not grudgingborn and raised in a setlled country, the particulars of life on the border. They inquire whaf ly." Section 72: 3 reads, "For according to the
law every nrnn that cometh up to Zion must lay
building material is worth, and if stone, brick, or
all things btforc the Bishop fn Zion." . Now, I
lumber is used most. As I have stated before,
wish you to remember that these revealments
the cbuntry is very new and the houses are made
were all given in the year r83r.
mostly of sod. Men ,with money build sod houIn section 87: r, we read "For if ye are not
ses, whkh will no doubt be replaced with frame
equal in earth,Jy things, ye can not be equal in
houses in a very short time. Lumber is high,
obtaining heavenly things." Section 8:z: 2 reads,
bul it is only a question of time when it will be
"All children have claim on their parents for
cheaper. The average depth of the soil is three
their maintenance until they are of age; and afor four feet.
ter that, they have claims on the church; or, in
The country has so.me disadvantages. Water
other ·w01 ds, upon the Lord's storehouse, if their
is a little hard to get, we have to dig two hundred
parents have not wherewith to give them an in.
feet, but we have a never-failing well. The water
heritance." This ends the year J832. Now fol'
is very pure, soft, and good. Good ash wood is
three dollars per cord in timber. Coal is from
the year 1833, Section 94: 3 reads-"Verily I
say unto y~u, that it is my will that an hom;::
$7 to $9 per ton. Timber being scarce cuts no
should be built unto me in the land of Zion, like
figure in the case, for in settled communities the
unto the pattern I have given you; yea, let it be
prairie farms ~re the most valuable. There is
vacant land here yet, and I think there will be
built speedily by the tithing of my people." In
till the emigration west commences in the spring,
section ror : 2,-'-"lf any m?-n sh\\!! ta!><;! Qf th(l
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blessings by this compliance with the law, it will
abundance I have made, and impart not their
make us all equal. Section 82: 1 shows that
portion according to the Jaw of my gospel unto
when we receive our inheritance, we may increase
the poor and needy, he shall, with the wicked lift
so as to be able to give our· children an inheritup his eyes in hell, being in torment." This ends
ance. Some have supposed that when we receive
1833.
Section 106 was given in answer to a ques.tion
our inheritance, we give all and keep giving all
over and above our living. If this were the case
and reads, "And after that, those who have thus
we never would have anything to buy our childbee.n .tithed shall pay one tenth of their interest
ren an inheritance. But when we examine the
annually; and this shall be a standing Jaw unto
law we see we may lay up treasures while comthem forever." And I discover that the land is
plying with the Jaw. Section 94: 3 says a house
sanctified by this law. Now for 1841, section
is to be built in Zion; and we read it is to be built
107: 8, "I therefore say unto you, I seal upon his
by the tithing of God's people. This was given
head the office of a Bishopric, like unto my serin 1833. No one will say that this is not a house
vant Edward Partridge, that he may receive the
of worship. And have we not read in the law of
consecrations of mine house."
r83r, that consecrations were for "houses of wor·
Now for a little comment on the revealments
ship?" And here the Lord says this house "in
I have produced. In the first place the teachings
Zion" shall be built by tithing. I only refer to
in the law of 1841, the fil'st on the list, which law
this to show you "the law of giving" is one and
must govern the church till Christ comes, I find
harmonious. Section ror: 2, warns us thus: "If
a certain portion is required of the people, and afany man will take of the abundance I have
ter this, if they increase, they are to consecrate a
made, and impart not his portion to the poor and
second time, an annual payment undoubtedly;
needy,'' and that according to the gospel, "he
and all this is for the poor and needy, and for
shall lift up his eyes in hell."
houses of worship, etc. And as we have already
seen that the "temple in Zion" is to be built by
\Vhat an awful sentence; but it is no more so
the tithing of God"s people, I am led to believe
than, "The summer is past, and the harvest is
there is no difference between consecration and
ended, and my soul not saved." Here again we
tithing, because the Lord calls th.is giving tithing,
find the worps,-"Impart not his portion"-not
and also consecration; and either are for the poor,
all, as some would say. Section ro6 gave the
or for houses of worship.
Saints to understand what they should have unI have quoted section 51: 1, to. show that only a
derstood before. The question could not have
portion was consecrated, not all. On the next
been asked to satisfy the Bishop, for he was govpage we are told what the Bishop should do in
erned by the pattern, "one tenth of all." Here
churches, that is take their portion due, and look
let me say that when my father went up to Mis·
after the poor; and that all things must be made
souri in 1836, he turned over a tent!t to the Bishop.
sure according to the laws of the land. When
This shows plainly he understood it as the "surwe get our receipts from the Bishop all things
plus." Lyman Wight, father l\Iorley, and a few
are made sure, and we can not have any claim on
others believed in "in things common," and conthat portion we have deeded to him, and that we
tended that the church should "lay all things at
shall enter into rest with those that have done
the apostles' feet"-even to a jack-knife. Was
likewise, and be made equal. In section 68: 7,
it not because of 'this misunderstanding of the law
we have an example in Martin Harris laying his
that the question in section 106 was asked? I
money before the Bishop, but we do not find how
think so. In answering this question the Lord,
much it was. I once asked W. E. Lellin if he
gives us to understand that "the beginning" of
knew how much :Martin Harris paid then, and
our tithing is the surplus. Now remember the
he said he gave one-tenth of all he had. That
pattern set by Martin Harris, (for this was to govwas in the year 1833. I asked him if he was an
ern the church), one-tenth of all. \Vebster deeye witness to that, and he said he was not, but
fines the word surplus as meaning that any propBishop Partridge told him so. And he said the
erty over what is needed, or wanted, is a surplus.
Biohop never took nor required any more of the
In this we should beware lest we come on the
people than a tenth. After that I thought if this
same ground with old Israel who made "the
was true, it was good testimony on tithing, that
table of the Lord contemptible." Brethren, this
God's people should tithe themselves as did Mar·
will not do.
tin.
The present Bishop with his counselors has
Section 6+: 5 teaches that those who are tithed
shall not be burned at the coming of Christ.
said, "If you have not paid any tithing, one-tenth
is required." This is the beginning of tithing.
Corning "up to Zion" and iaying all before the
And the first Bishop with his counselors defined
Bishop '"in Zion,'' we thinks needs a little comment. Now, if what we have quoted signifies a
the word surplus to mean one-lenth; therefore
the two bishops agree in the main. Now bring
"portion" that we are to lay before the Bishop,
we don't want to forget that, in that sense we
on your "surplus" and commence this part of the
have complied by laying down all the law now
gospel order. Joseph Smith convinced me that
requires of us. But if we give only a part of our
consecration and tithing were one and in unity,
kn th, we have not come up to the example of
in an article a few years ago to the Church, apMartin Harris. Therefore, we say, that in laypealing to them to pay their tithing, or consecraing all before the Bishop is all the law requires.
tion. Ile said call it either. I see no difference.
Section 77: r, commands those in the "Order of
When I read it I said the prophet is a little oft:
Enoch" to be equal in temporal things, in order
But I put away my tradition, and looking up the
to be equal in spiritual things.
Jaw on tithing, I found he was correct. We see
>iow all this is complying with the law of tiththat Bishop George Miller was to take "the coning, makes equal, and fits us all for· having equal . secrations of the people" for the building of the
cl~cims on the Lord's storehouse. vVhat it did
temple, and for the poor. And what did he take
f,Jr Abraham for spiritual ble>sings, it will do for
but the tenth? I for one see no difference in
us. .'\.nd when we receive spiritual and temporal
tithing and consecration. Both are one, not two,

laws of gtvmg. I pray we may not pass over
this important duty. If I shotild fail to pay my
just clues to the Lord, yearly, the Church would
do well to erase my name from the record as not
being worthy to abide among you, for this is
what we find in answer to the question in 1838.
.

JOHN HAWLEY.

STUART, Mont., Jan. 18th.

Bro. TV. TV. Blair :-I have been preaching in
Deer Lodge, ·willow Glen and this place with
fair liberty, and feel encouraged with present
prospects. In my "Montana notes" I spoke of
the "Doves" and used such plain lan'guage that
I gave offense to two or three individuals of this
valley, but I hope that they will soon see that I
was only doing my duty as a shepherd. I have
no objections to the Doves building a church or
churches all over the land, if they can do it on
their own merits; but when any one tries to
build up themselves on the good name of the
Church of Christ, I feel it to be my duty, as a
watchman, to sound the alarm.
Those wto
were ofrended, I believe are all good, conscientious people, but are more or less in favor of
the Dove movement, and for this reason, and
perhaps not understanding my motives in writing
as I did, they take ofiense. But I feel confident
that time will convince them that my warning
was .the voice of a friend, and certainly they will
be able to see that no offense was intended for
them as a people.
I can, with confidence, repeat what I said in a
former letter, that the Morrisites of this valley,
as far as I have become acquainted with them,
are an honest, industrious people. And while I
differ with them very materially in religious matters, yet I must accord to them sincerity. They
believe a g1·eat many things which to me are
strange, and I believe, are erroneous; yet they
are of such a character that the belief of them
would not hinder them from being good Latter
Day Saints. And the worst that could be said of
such doctrines is, that they arc unprofitable.
They are sound on most of the essential doctrines
of the Latter Day \Vork. The great and most
damaging difference is in respect to the right of
presidency, which I hope will yet be salidaclorily removed. I have tried to ;-how them that
most of our sufferiugs and disappoiutmeuts in
past church affairs might have been averted, or
avoided, if we had read, understood, and given
heed to God's written word.
There was no danger of one latter day Saint
being led into difficulty or disappointment, in regard to the Successor in the presidency of the
Church if they had read, understood, and heeded
section 43: 1-2 of the Doctrine and CovenaBls,
which the Lord was good enough to give us as a
law that we might "not be deceived." Read it.
"0 hearken, ye elders of my church, and give
an ear to the words which I shall speak unto
you: for behold, verily, verily I say unto you,
that ye have received a commandment for a law
unto my church, through him whom I have appointed unto you to receive commandments and
revelations from my hand. And this ye shall
know assuredly, that there is none other appointed unto you to receive commandments and revelations until he be taken, if he abide in me.
But verily, verily I say unto yon, that none else
shall be appointed unto this gift except it be
through him, for if it be taken from him, he shall
not have power, except to appoint another in his
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i;tead; and this shall be a law unto you, that ye
receive not the teachings of any that shall come
before you as revelations, or commandments;
and this I give unto you, that you may not be
,deceived, that you may know they are not of me.
1For verily I say unto you, that he that is ordain,ed of me, shall come in at the gate and be ordain.ed as I have told you before, to teach those revefations which you have received, and shall re.ceive through him whom I have appointed"."
Could anything be plainer? And yet, is it not
strange that we did not see it in time to save us
much of our sufferings?
When I think of what I have gone through,
and then realize that a merciful God has marked
out a better way for me, and that I was either
not aware of it, or did not hee.d it, I feel to cry
out, 0 what a wasted life! But, thanks to God,
the light of his glorious truth is shining once
more, and a portion of it has found its way into my
heart; and for that reason I speak in such plainness to this people. It is because I love them on
account of their honesty; and I want them to
share with me and all Saints this great blessing.
And I would say to all the old Saints who have
been drifting around for many years past, your
hearts can find a home and the comfort it has
long yearned after, in the True Latter Day Saint
Church. You who left your father-lanil for the
sake of truth, and crossed the boisterous ocean
and the dreary plains to meet only disappointment in not finding the Zion your hearts yearned
after, to you I say that God has revived his work
and acknowledged it by the voice of revelation,
and also by an abundant outpouring of his Holy
Spirit.
'
The branches that have !Jeen led off into error
and evil are fast goh1g to decay; but the parent
stock is full of Spiritual life and vigor, and it only remains for you to be united in Christian fellowship with the body, in order that you may
realize that it is man, and not God, that has been
the cause of your afflictions.
And may the God of peace help all the wandering ones to corrie once more to the good "old
paths" and walk therein that they may at last
find rest for their souls, is my earnest desire.

J. c. CLAPP.
REXBURG, Idaho, Jan. 19th.
Bro.---: I don't wis.h to offend you or any
one else, but it strikes me that you ·have got a
little befogged, and somewhat iu the wake of the
Utah Mormon Church, from the run of your letter, fn1ntimating that Elder Wm. Marks was only
a high Priest, as though Pres. Joseph Smith does
not hold high enough Priesthood to lead the
Church. You appear to ignore dreams. Joseph
the Martyr declared, and all parties of Mormons
have testified, that this great work of the last
days is a dispensation of God, even "the dispensation of the fulness of times." That being the
case it is a sequence of all former dispensations.
See B. L., p. 216, par. 8. Please take a retrospective view with us. Go back to a time before
Israel was in Egyptian bondage. Joseph was sold
into Egy.pt; and by dreams marvellous events
were brought about to the saving of his father's
house and all Egypt from starvatibn by famine.
And it does not appear that he held any priesthood. See Gen.49:9-24. Now, it apperrs from
holy writ that there has been a family broil with
~ho-0e
two farni)ies-Juc)aq
ant{ Joseph~11
t1!e
!
,.
,,
'
'
•

way down; but according to the sayings of the
prophets this family broil must cease in the dispensation of the fulness of times. We can only
give some of these important events a passing
notice at this time. Moses, of the tribe of Levi
was raised up a law-giver to Israel. On the intercession of Moses, Joseph, in the person of Joshua, through the lineage of Ephraim with less
priesthood led the children of Israel into the land
0£ promise and divided off their inheritance by
lot. In the time of the Babylonish Captivity,
when Israel had strayed far away from God's
ordinances, a Joseph, in the person of Lehi,
through the line of Manasseh, I believe with no
priesthood that we know of, but by dreams was
led into the wilderness, and finally to this "land
of promise," even Joseph's land. Again, in process of time Israel strayed far away from God,
though they boasted of having a high priesthood,
and of being better than other men, when John
the Baptist came from the wilderness of Judea,
crying, "Repent ye for the kingdom of heaven is
at hand," and calling them "a generation of vipers," declaring that there was one mightier than
he standing among them. It appears that John
did not go to the Jews to receive any priesthood,
he holding, as is believed, the Aaronic priesthood.
Neither does it appear that the mighty one went
to the great Sanhedrim high priest of the Jews
to either be ordained or baptized, but came to
John to be baptized of him.
A revelation to Joseph the Seer written to W.
\V. Phelps says: "Behold I will send one mighty."
Ther~ was a man who came from afar to Joseph
the Seer at Nauvoo, for the truth when he knew
it not, and to be baptized of him. \Vas he the
"one mighty?" You say ·J\foses was the one
mighty in the Mosaic dispensation.:-he was king
and law-giver. Jesus was the "one mighty"
and stood as king and law-giver in his dispensation. \Vho is the "one mighty" in this dispensation of the fulness of times? As this is
the "rock of offense" to those who have
known the Lord, but have turned their hearts
from him; we will give the matter but a passing
notice at this time. The angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph and showed him the plates and
he obtained and translated them by the gift and
power of God, and he received revelations, and
did a great work before he was baptized and
ordained as clearly appears from his history.
Neither did he go to".the high priests nor the
popes of the Catholic Church, who professed to
have the authority brought down from Peter and
the Apostles. He did not go to them to get
authority or to be baptized of then1. J. J. Strang
was only an Elder when he claimed to be called
of the Lord, after the martyrdom of Joseph,
when he declared that the angel of th.e Lord
stretched forth his hand and touched him and. put
oil upon him and said "Grace be upon thy lips;
thou hast loved righteousness and hated iniquity;
therefore thy God hath anointed thee with oil
and set thee above all thy fellows." (B. L. p. 169).
Brigham a11d the Twelve said it would be only
as president of the Elders' quorum, as he was only
an Elder, and they had received great endowments, and hence held the highest aµthority of
the priesthood on earth, and he would ha \'e to get
ordained· by them to get any higher authority.
Now Brigham and the Twelve, before and after
Joseph's death, took more pleasure in sin and un~ll\\t1le0Hs'n~s$ tt1au
d!{ iu d~hteourness;

p1ef

and when the Lord told them to "put away lying,
and to speak every man the truth to his neighbor," they would not. They rebelled against
God and his law and were cast "away out of
Zion," and have become "ungodly Jacob."
And now, when God sends a deliverer out of
Zion to turn ungodliness from Jacob in the person of a Joseph, ungodly Jacob cries out, "What
priesthood does he hold? Brigham said before
his death that Joseph could take the lead of the
church if he would come and get ordained of
him and the Twelve. \Ve tell you that the Lord
confers it on whomsoever he will, and answers
not presumptuous questioners. And when apos.
tles and men holding so high and glorious a calle
ing as an Elder or an Apostle in the Lord';;
Church ceases to work righteousness, it goeg
back to God; for it is like his breath, fragrant
odor to the blessed in the highest heaven, and it
enliveneth the crumbling frames of the dead.
Dear Herald, we got up a petition for a
School district, and all, both Mormons and Gen.
tiles were for it. But when the Gentiles said
they would have it free for all irrespective of
creed, the Mormons backed out, and all of them
turned· out to build a Meeting house expressly
for themselves, and the School house is blocked
for a while.
Yours truly,
S. S. TUORKTOX.
PAIGE,

Texas, Jan. 18th.

Bro. D. Dancer:-The Saints are enjoying
good health, and those who are doing their duty
are enjoying themselves spiritually. \Ve had
Bro. I. N. Roberts with us in December la,t
which was a great help to us all. \Ve desire an
interest in your prayers. Bro. H. C. Smit)! and
his coternporaries are doing much good in thi:;
mission. Ever praying for the advancement of
the cause, I am yours,
w. G. ALLEN.
RUSHING TO THE CITIES.
American population seems to seek its kind,
and such inducement as cities afford prove too
attractive for the rural population. In 1880 only
one-ninth of the population of Minnesota lived
in cities. If the state census just published, may
be credited, one.fifth of her present population
lives in cities. Speaking roundly, it may be said
that, in 1790, one-thirtieth of the population of
the United States was found in cities of more
than S,ooo population; in 1800, one twenty.fifth;
in t8ro, and also in 1820, one· twentieth; in 1830,
one-sixteenth; in 18.10, one-twelfth; in i850, oneeighth; in ·1860, one-sixth; in 1870, more than
One.fifth, an cl 1880, half. way between one-fifth
and one-quarter. The tendency of modern civi.lization i; to amass population. The stronglights and ,;hadows of our cities, the love of society, the satisfaction of better shelter, better
roads, stronger institutions, lead men to crowd
together; wlien unable to be anything but dep'~ndents in the system to which they unite
themselves.
RHEUMATISM.
. Rheumatism is more easily prevented than
cured. The great point is not to catch cold or
expose one's· self in damp clothing-or on damp
soil. This disease is most frequent among "uldiers, sailors, farmers and others who get wet,
go with wet feet.
' Wool~n c!utliing is b~c,t to ptevel;t \t; a daily
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bath is important and only a moderate amount , been taught of him, and were expected to
of meat should be eaten. The perspiration of. follow .out his teachings. It would be a
very hard matter to carry out such a sayrheumatics is :verz acid, and hawa sour smell and
ing if it were not limited. "A house dicauses. much discomfort. The disease i.s of.ten
vided against itself can not stanq." With
cured by Turkish baths, a breac;t, milk a1)d fruit
us we know that when our Elders go forth
diet, with free use of Lemon juice.

LOVl~GLY

INSCRIBED TO SISTER BERTHA
M. SMITH, ON THE DEA'l'H OF HER
FIRST-BORN, DAVID CARLOS.
The night came down with moaning winds,
The earth wrapped soft in snow,
A mother,'s heart sent up to God
The question, "Must he go?"
Like prayer of old, the question reached
The ear of God alone;
And to the angel Death, He said'~Go, bring the sufferer home. n
Then soft upon the wings of Jove
The heavenly message came;
Alarmed, the mother's heart spoke out,
Demanding quick his name.
No voice replied. On David's face
She saw the shadow fall,"David, your breath is leaving you;
Dost hear the Father call?"
"0 ! mother, No," the boy replied,
"I shall not leave you yet;
I may go soon, but not just now,My going, don't regret."
"Oh! Is it so," her soul replied,
In deepest agony;
HI know His voice; 'David, my son,
The Master calleth thee.• "
· Then soft the ange1 whispered him:
"E'er yet thy soul depart,
A kindly, loving message leave,
To cheer her lonely heart."
"l\.Iamn1a, you've been so good to me,,,_
The last his pale lips_ said.Unto the angels living now,
'.l'o mortals, he is dead.

Sleep, then, thou weary sufferer,
Till the dead in Christ arise,
And come forth with a mighty'shont,
When He descends the skies.
Thou, weary mother, rest thee here,
He needeth not thy care;
For Jesus will be good to him,-Cast all thy burden there.
Thee, brother Joseph, God sustain,
And surely guide thy way,
That thou with thy departed ones,
May dwell in €ndless day.

li'RANCES.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

SHOULD THE DOORS BE OPENED?

I REMEMBER upon one occasion, when studying "Moral Philosophy," having the
question put to me, "What do you understand by 'Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them?"' I understand that the Savior
meant all things which I had a right to
expect them in righteousness to do, was
my answer. It was accepted as correct
then, and I believe it is correct to-day.
\VhenJ esus gave utterance to this pure
and holy sentiment, his discourse was addressed tG his foHowers 1 those who haq

in.foe Spirit of the Master, pre:.i.ching only
the gospel as taught by him, they are endeavoring to build up his kingdom according. to his. command and his revealed will.
For this purpose the Saints throughout the
land have erected houses of worsh\p and
dedicated them to Him. They are consecrated, set apart to His worshi.p in an especial manner. In these houses are to
officiate God fearing men. ''Be ye clean
that bear the vessels of the Lord." Here
are to.be taught the prinGiples of righteousness and salvation, and none other. That
disscussion, full an.cl free, upon many points,
is not admissible, I do not for one moment
believe. The watchmen upon the walls of
Zion do not yet. "see eye to eye." But
shall the watchman standing upon those
walls descend when he sees the foes coming, and if he ask for admittance at the
gate, open it to him? Still more, shall he
open unto him the very holiest place in the
. citadel-the doors of God's house, and· bid
him enter with his poisoned breath, to tear
down the kingdom of our God. Do not
let the lip rise in.scorn at this latter thought.
"Is thy servant a dog, that he should do
this thing?" exclaimed one of old, whyn
told by the prophet what he would yet do,
and what despite his scorn of the act at that
time, he did do a short time after. No
watchman standing upon the walls of Zion
can say that God has given him such perfect assurance of the safety of the flock
within, that he is justified in opening the
gate to an enemy, even if he contemplates
slaying that enemy (metaphorically) after
he has practiced all his devilish arts to
build up his master's kingdom. Better
slay him without the walls, if he must be
slain, or at all events keep the gates locked
and the way to the holy place safe from
the contamination of his unholy feet.
There is in this no spirit of harshness, no
thought of evil speaking against any one,
but simply what to my mind appears a
sacred duty.
"If there come any unto you and bring
not this doctrine, receive him not into your
house, neither bid him God speed: for he
that biddeth him God speed is partaker of
his evil <leeds." If John was correct in
this injunction, it only remains for us to
determine whether the house ef God is
equally sacred. In your own house you
expose to the tempter, only your own family, but in the house of God, the entire
flock. When one comes unto you and
teaches such horrible blasphemy, as the
worship of Adam as God, blood atonement; and in short, all those horrible doctrines, which the apostle bundling together labels "Doctrines ef Devils," how can
you, how can any one, be justified in saying to them, "Enter into the sanctuary of
our God and proclaim your doctrines to
the people? We have warmed the building, it is lit for the occasion, and the bell is
ringing to call them together!" This is
not h7perbole, but the plain \ll1Yilf!1ished

truth, from which we can not, if we would
escape.
That the great majority of.that faith "do
not practice plural marriage, and are 1).0t
open a!lvocates·of it abro.ad,'' is small argument in their favor. Why have they
selected these very men and for what purpose sent them abroad? They have been
selected because they were able men, zealous men, but above all, because they were
men strong in the faith/ and they have
bee11 sent abroad for the. sole purpose of
making converts. Making converts; and
it will be wise in the shepherds to remember this. Jesus says "If the good man of
the house had known in what watch the
thief was coming, he would not have suffered his house to be broken open, and his
goods stolen." Small value, in comparison
were the stolen goods of that house, to the
worth of souls over whom "The Holv
Ghost hath made you overseer."
"
I would not forget that once these ''false
shepherds" were true .followers of the Son
of God. They even now teach the same
pure principles of the gospel as they were
taught by him while in His ministry here
upon earth. I say I would not forget this,
nor would I forget to pray for them, that
they might return to their first love, and
do their first works over, but at the same
time we must not shut our eyes to the fact
that just here is their stronghold for evil,
and the great source of danger to their innocent victims. They are still making
their converts by thousands, just through
the practice of such deceit. There is no
falsehood on earth, so fraught with elements of evil as one which is only a half
lie, Just where to draw the line-just what
to eliminate, becomes a problem so difficult
that many minds weary of the effort, and
either accept or reject the whole thing: It
has been the almost universal plan of these
men to preach the ,f{ospel abroad, and the
doctrine of devils at home. 'When the fly
bad walked in, the spider was master of
the situation. This practice of the false
shepherds of Utah, has become so well
known, that it is almost impossible to free
the minds of the people from the impression
that the Reorganized Church is contaminated in the same way. The apostle exhorts us to "avoid even the appearance of
evil." We would be very far, perhaps as
far as any one living, from shaping our
course to meet the demands of an exacting
world, but how can the hearts of the people
-the honest hearted ones of the masses,
be reached, until they are free from the
fear that we may be following in their
footsteps in relation to this hypocritical
practice. Will opening the doors of our
churches to them, help to do this?
Even the most strenuous advocate of
"free speech" must admit that there is a
limit to that, also. No Christian father,
who had any sense of manhood in him,
would allow the name of the God he worships to be blasphemed, in the hearing of
his little ones, provided he was where he
had any authority to prevent it. Jesus
scourged even from the porches of the
temple, those who polluted it. Have we
on record another instance in which the
Son of Man resorted to vio1enye? It jil
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true the priests and doctors of law were
within, but the cup of their iniquity was
not yet full. God was patiently waiting
for them to fill it, before he punished them
even as he waited for the Ammorites in
the days of Abraham.
In conclusion I want to speak for many,
very many of our people, who feel that
our churches should be used in the service
of God and only in His service. Will you
bear with us in this weakness-if weakness it be? We do not want that our little
ones should go to the house of God, to be
inducted into such things as we strive to
shelter them from in our own homes.
Just throwing out this thought, we close.
M.W.

WONDERS OF ASTRONOMY.
DY ELDER F. R. TUBB,

LO~DON,

EKG.

CHAP, III.

which they move becomes visible, they are
gone.*
The comet of Biela could only be found
by Sir John Herschel, with a reflecting
telescope of twenty feet in length, an instrument of enormous power in the collection of light. What shall we say, then, of
the number and variety of the cometary
bodies, which might have been discovered,
had we instruments of greater power, were
our observations more numerous, and carried back through a greater distance; or
what shall we say of the possible number
of cometary bodies which may be discovered during the next two. centuries? It is
quite within the bounds of-possibility, that
the number of the different comets, revolving continually round the sun, may amount
to many thousands! When we consider
the vast magnitude of the creations of God,
and the immense fertility of His works,
the number of solar comets is more likely
to be thousands than hundreds.
THE POSITIONS OF THE ORBITS (011
PATHS) OF THE COMETS, AND
THE DIRECTION OF
THEIR MOTION.

THE NUMBER OF COMETS,

vV E endeavored to demonstrate the fact in
a previous portion of the present article,
Those which are known to us have their
that comets are much more numerous than
is popularly supposed; but that owing to orbits lying in every conceivable direction
their extreme distance from our eai·th only in space, subject all, however, to the con.
the very !argest and brightest are visible dition, that one of their foci is occupied by
to the naked eye. We then remarked the sun. They have their planes inclined
that owing to the valuable assistance of to one another, and to the plane of the
that crowning masterpiece of constructive earth's orbit at every possible angle up to
science, the reflector telescope-astrono- ninety degrees, and the lengths of their
mers have counted no less- than two hun- orbits are directed towards any and every
dred def!ferent comets revolving about the point in space; moreover, and this is a
sun during the last two. centuries; that singular fact, they have the directions of
number having been seen during that their motions, some one way and some
period. None of these except four, have, another. Thus, one comet revolves in its
as yet had time to return to us; fox many orbit eastward, and another westward.
of them, it is known, must require seven Moreover, by reason of the elongated
or eight hundred years to complete their forms of their orbits, and their various diorbits round the sun, while some few will rections in space, these orbits are made to
require two and three thousand years, l;lnd cross one another, and the orbits of the
one in particular, though travelling at an planets and comets are thus frequently
extraordinary speed, has so vast an orbit brought into such positions, in respect to
as to require no less than eleven thousand the planets, that the attractions of these
years for the completion of one revolution greatly interfere with, ancL control the
round the sun. The four cornets above attraction of the sun upon the comets.
alluded to which require less than one hun- Now, in all these: points of view, the comedred years to complete each revolution, tary is distinguished from the planetary
have been found severally to return at the system of the universe. The orbits of the
periods assigned for their next visit to our planets are all of exceedingly small eccentricity; they differ little in form from one
system.
How many other comets there may be, another, and none of them much from
or what is the total number of bodies circles. Their planes are none of them
which compose the cometary, as distin- inclined much to one another; or to the
guished from the planetary system of our plane of the earth's orbits.t Their orbits
sun, we know not. Comets have been never intersect one another, and their disobserved and calculated by astronomers on- tances between are such, that the attraction
1y durin~ the last two centurjes; about of the rest upon any one must always be
two hundred different ones have during greatly less than the attrac_tion of the sun
that time been seen, and more are continu- upon it; moreover,. all of them describe
ally discovered as instruments are perfect- their orbits the same way, or. in the same
ed and observations multiplied.* Never- 'direction towards the east.
theless, hundreds may, during this period,
THE SYSTEM. OF PLANETS IS STABLE j
have escaped observation, because of their
THE SYSTEM OF COMETS
great distance, and the faintness of their
IS UNSTABLE.
light; or because we can not obs.erve the
These are terms which must be explainheavens in the day, and they traverse them ed. All the bodies of our system, (and
so rapidly that long before the period of
the year when that portion of the sky in.
* It ie related by Seneca, that, duriug a great solar
*·Scarcelya year paRses jn whicl1 one or two new comets
&re. not C\iscovereq,
' ·
·

eclipse, 60 years B. c., a large comet was seen near the sun.
t The inclination of the orbit of Mercury to tbat of .·the.
earth is. greater than that of any other of the seveu great
P!l\net~, a(!(\ it does not much exceed seveit degrees: ·
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from recent observation it appears of every
other), attract one another; each planet is
attaacted by every other planet as well as
by the sun, and in reality moves more or
less in consequence of, and in obedience to,
each such attraction, deflecting more or
less continually from the path which it
would otherwise describe, according to the
greater or less proximity of the disturbing
body. And the aggregate result of these
distmhing motions is, an orbit whose general character is that of an ellipse (or oval);
but which is not in reality an ellipse; an
orbit which, moreover, is continually
changing, no two successive orbits of a
planet round the sun being exactly the
same. This continual alteration in the
paths of the planets through space might
go on with more or less of rapidity, and
it might be such as in its nature would go
on infinitely, so that we might be assured
that our system should never again be
what it now is. Nay, a state of things
might easily be imagined, such as would
produce a continual change of this kind,
leading necessarily and ultimately to its·
utter destruction. Now, we know and are
assured by the most certain reasoning, that
the state of things which actually exist, is
other than this :'--that it is a state of things
which renders it impossible that the forms
of the planetary orbits should continue to
change for ever; that, on the contrary, the
existing state of things renders it absolutely certain and necessary, that (if nothing
else interfere) eventually, after perhaps
millions of years, each planet shall be
again describing the very same path that it
is now describing; and the whole order of
planetary disturbance return from pei·iod
to period, by almost imperceptible degrees,
in an eternal cycle. This condition of the
planetary system is that which is meant
by its stability, as the opposite condition
is implied by instability.
Now, the peculiar circumstances out of
which the stability of the planetary system
arises, are precise! y those in which vve have
described it, as distinguished from the
cometary system. They are the great excess of the sun's attraction upon any of the
bodies which compose the sy~tem, as corilpared with that of any other body; the
uniform direction of the revolutions of the
planets in their respective orbits, towards
the East; the small eccentricities of their
orbits, and their- small inclinations to one
another. From these provisions in our
solar &ystem it arises, tl:iat it is ~table, and
if any of them were wanting, it would be
unstable; Now, in the cometary system,
not one of these obtains; it is therefore
unstable, and in a state of continual and
rapid change, and thence arises the great
difficulty of calculating the motions of the
comets.
THE TENUITY OF THE SUBST AJ':'CE OF COMETS.

The masses of such comets as we have
observed are all exceedingly small* as

- * If Halley's comet had been the 20,000th part of the
mass of Jupiter, Laplace has calculated that it would have
produced an effect on the motions of that planet, which
would have been in 1682 distinctly perceptible with our
instruments, and-in 1885 it would have been perceptible
even had .the mass of.the comet been much less. If the
cometof1770:bad beenthe5,000th part of the mass ofthc·
~~;:~~ it WQ\l!d, ~a,".? perceptibly lengthened our year,
'
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compared with those of the planets of our
system; so that although they exercise no
perceptible influence on the motions of the
planets, however near they approach them,
. yet do the planets exercise a very sensible
control over theirs.
A comet was discovered in 1770, and
its orbit was calculated by Lexel to be described in five and a half years. At the
expiration of that period, it was however
looked for in vain, and it was called Lexel~s
lost comet. Years afterwards, it was
s.hown by Laplace, that this comet, when
returning, had passed so near to Jupiter,
that the attraction of that planet upon it
had become 200 times as great as the attraction of the sun; and the result was,
that the form of its orbit had been so completely altered, that from fi\·e and a half
years, it came .to be an orbit described in
thirty years! The attraction of Jupiter
described upon this erratic comet actually
brought it between that planet and hi"
Satellites; and yet, so small was its mas~*
and so wonderful its tendency, that it prodeced not the slightest alteration in the motions of any one of them. There is reason to believe that the comet discovered
in 1843 by M. Faye, may be the lost comet
ofLexel. If there be a 1'.esisting medium
in the regions traversed by comets, the
greatness of their bulk (or dimensions),
and the tenuity of their substance, can not
but subject them in a far greater degree
than the olanets, to the influence of such a
medium.· Its effect, paradoxical as this
may seem, would be to diminish the time
of each successive revolution. Now this
continual diminution of the periodic time
is actually taking place in respect to the
comet ofEncke, under circumstances which
it appears impossible in any other way to
explain.
THE

nr:;TUHBlNl~

ATTIL\LTIUN

OF THE PLANETS.

Every comet when it e·nter:; our ~y:;tem,
has its orbit more or less changed by the
influence of the planets, and in some cases
that influence is felt throughout the whole
of the comet's course, Thus, the comet of
1835, never, throughout the whole of its
course, extending three billions of miles
from the sun, escaped the sensible attraction of Jupiter! Thus, then, it appears,
that those changes which must in the orbits
of the planets necessarily be for ever
gradual, and almost imperceptible, are, as
it regards the comets, not on] y perceptible,
but remarkable; and moreo\·er that whereas the changes of the planetary orbits
must i'turn in certain cyclical periods for
ever, those of the cometary orbits never
will; so that what the cometary system is
at any given time, it can never (that is, it
can not except by an infinite improbability)
he again; but to what this perpetual series
of changes tends, or in what it will terminate, no one ha~, probably, been bold
enough to make the subject of his speculations.
Enough h:is been said to show that the
*A disJ,inction mui?-t be made by the reader between
mass and dimensions; mas!:! hns reference only to the quan~
tity of matter; and thus a body may have a very emall
mass, anc1 yet very greo.t cli1nension; this is the case witll

comets,
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calculation of the motions of the comet is
no easy matter. The attractions of five
bodies, (all of which, except one, are continually moving) upon another, which is
itself also perpetually in motion-these attractions, each of them varying (with each
change of distance) their efforts in accelerating or retarding the attracted body, or
in altering the path which it describeseffects to be considered and allowed for,
during a period not of some few weeks or
months, but through seventy-six long
years; this is a task, about which are accumulated difficulties of no common order~
It is a work of infinite complication, learning, ingenuity, and labor; nevertheless, it
was undertaken and accomplished in respect of the comet of 1835; the entire
known history of which wonderful object
I am now about to place before the Herald in detail as befits so magnificent and
tremendous a subject.
'l'o be continued.

CHARITY.

A WOI<LD's redemption is pending upon
the principle of charity. An inherent attribute of Deity, and a gracious boon to
those who court its possession, it is one of
God's choice$t gifts to man. By its presence the soul is filled with tenderness inexpressible. The impulses of the heart are
made pure and strong. The divinity of
the soul is awakened, and every 'fiber of
the being thrills with holy emotion. It
lends a golden tinge to every experience
in life, and the hope of heavet1 is made a
grand reality. It clothes the sun's rays
with a brighter luster, and it beautifies the
works of nature in all their varied form.
The paradise of God, with its joys and
blessings, is brought near by this messenger of love; and God and Christ seem more
nearly related to our spirit by reason of
its di vine ministrations. Oh charity! '\,Ve
crave thy presence; we invite thee to fill
the vacuum of our aching hearts. Thou
art as oil poured upon the tender wound.
By thy magic touch our troubled spirits
are healed. Pity dwelleth in thy bosom,
and thy sympathy falleth as the crystal
tears from a summer cloud. Thou hearest
the widow's moan, and the orphan's plaintive cry. Upon the battle field thou carriest the memory of a sainted mother to
her dying· boy. Thy virtues are only
kno,,vn to the pure in heart; and are appreciated only by those of a contrite spirit.
Forbearance is born of charity, and
deeds of beneficence flow from this ceaseless fountain as waters from the mountainside.
Charity palliates no evil, yet is not hasty
to condemn; patiently hoping" for the best,
it looks upon the brighter side.
Justice an<l charity are not opposed. As
brother and sister in the divine economy,
justice does the sterner work, deals only
with facts and figures, while charity lovingly draws near to, whispers words of
hope and cheer, disclosing the summer
mnlight of a better day. Her work is
conservative; she sees merit where others
find fault; preserves and builds up where
many would teflr tlovai ~md destroy; is ~!Qt

selfish, nor partial. By an apostle we are
admonished to follow after charity and de.
sire spiritual gifts." Happy, delightful
people are they who cultivate the virtue of
charity within their own hearts.
GEO.

s. HYDE,

HAS REVELATION CEASED?

As WE were reading the other day in a
Confession of Faith of one of the so called
orthodox churches we came across the fol.
lowing: "Therefore it pleased the Lord,
at sundry times, and in divers manners, to
reveal himself, and to declare his will unto
his church; (Heb. r: 1. "God who at sundry times, and in divers manners, spake
in time past unto the fathers by the prophets")-and afterwards for the better preserving and propagating of the truth, and
for the more sure establishment and comfort of the church against the corruption of
the flesh, and the malice of Satan and of
the world, to commit the same wholly unto writing; which maketh the Holy Scripture to be most necessary; those former
ways of God's-revealing his will unto his
people being now ceased. (Heb. 1: 1).
"God who at sundry times and in divers
manners, spake in times past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days
spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath
appointed heir of all things, by whom also
he made the worlds."
The first thing we notice in the above
quotation is this, that God, to guard against
Satan and the corruption of the flesh, committed the same will wholly unto writing.
This appears to me to be a very foolish
idea; for if God had anything to do with
putting together the books in the Bible, he
would have done ,the work more perfectly
and not allowed so many mistakes to have
been made when it was compiled and called the Bible. \Ve believe the Lord inopired these holy men of old to write, but
we do not believe that for the propagating
of truth he caused uninspired men to collect these books and form the Bible and
say that this was the end of revelation.
And the reason we give for this objection is, that we turn to the Bible and
there find about twenty books mentioned
that can not be found. For instance, "the
Book of the Wars of the Lord," N um. 2 I :
14; "Book of ]asher," 2 Sam. r: 18;
"Book of Nathan the Prophet," "Visions
ot I<ldo the Seer," 2 Chron. 9: 29. We
turn to Jude and in the 14th verse we fin<l
the prophecies of Enoch mentioned which
can not be found within the Bible; and we
also find in Jude another very important
book missing, on the common salvation,
[which means salvation for all], which
Jude said was needful for him to write;
and if it was needful for him to write it, it
is needful for us to have for our guidance.
Now, if there is to be no more revelation,
how are we to be guided into all truth,
when so much of the Bible is gone? It
seems to me if God caused his words to be
committed wholly to writing, so as to
guard against the corruption of Satan and
for the better spreading of his truth, that
he made a sad failure of protecting it from
Satan. \Ve turn to the lJ nio!l Uible Die-
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tionary and of the Scripture it says that,
the first edition of the Bible in any print
or language was the Mazarin Bible, published about 1455. But we can not find in
any ancient history that God directed it to
be done. The co:nmon version of the
Bible-" King James' Translation"-was
certainly not done by the voice of God, for
King James appointed certain learned men
to translate it and he indorsed their work
after it was finished. So it certainly was
not the work of God. \Ve believe the
Bible is the word of God, so far as it is
translated correctly; but do not think as
our so-called orthodox friends do, that every
word in it is inspired. We believe in present revelation and that God has shown his
church that the Bible has been tampered
with by wicked men. Our orthodox
friends in their "Confession of Faith" say
they do not believe in present revelation;
so they are left in darkness about the inspiration of the Bible. By reading their
article of faith we see that they believe
God revealed his will unto his people until Christ came, and then ceased, and never
bas revealed himself since, and cite us to
Hebrew r: r, for proof. This view is certainly contrary to the Bible, for we read
in Amos 3: 7, "Surely the Lord God will
do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets." The quotation from· Hebrew r: l, does not prove
that revelation has ceased; for when Christ
came he was the great prophet of all, and
while he remained on earth there was no
. need of other prophets, for he was the
Holy One and had direct communication
with the Father. But just before his death
he spake unto his disciples thus, in John 16:
13: "Howbeit when be, the Spirit of truth,
is come, he will guide you into all truth;
for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak,
and he will shew you things to come."
This dearly shows that continued revelation was promised by Christ to his people.
If the quotation taken from Hebrews 1: 1,
means God has ceased revealing his will
unto his people, then we are afraid our ortlndox friends will find themselves iu a
sad dilemma, for we read in John 14.: 1726; that the Spirit would unfold new
truths, and therefore it must be the Spirit
of revelation. \Ve now turn to Acts z:
38, 39 and find that after Christ's death
Peter promised the Holy Ghost to the believer; and by turning to John 14: 17, 26
we find that the Holy Ghost, or Spirit, was
to ::;how them things to come, which proves
that God .would still reveal his will to his
people. Again we find in Matthew 16:
18, that Jesus said to Peter-"Whom do
men say that I the Son of Man am?"
Peter said that they had various opinions
about him; andJ esus said unto his disciples,
"Whom .do ye say I am?" And Peter replied that he was the Son of God. Then
Christ said, "Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona, for flesh and blood hath not revealed
it unto thee, but my Father . which is in
heaven." "Thou art Peter, and upon this
rock I will build my church; and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against it." M'.ltt.
16: 18. How did Peter gain this kno\vleclge of Christ, if it was not through human
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agency? It was revealed to him by a to be so much something to be shown, or
higher power. Peter received this knowl- to be spoken, but something to be felt.
edge of the character of Christ by divine Supremacy does not come from birth,
revelation. Here we again see that upon wealth, position and education alone: but
revelation Christ would build his church, from the use, and the powers made by use
and that God would lead his church by of the talents God has given to us. Ru~ers
revelation. If revelation has ceased how are to be made out of servants, and those
shall we know Christ, for we read in the shall be exalted highly who have achieved
Holy Book "No man knoweth the Son, but the greatest usefulness. I am glad thatthe
the Father; neither knoweth any man the Latter Day Saints know this, both socially
Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever politically, and religiously. Does he not
the Son will reveal him." Ifwe do away truly rule w horn men look up to for counsel?
with continued revelation, there is no pos- to whom men look up for direction, and
sible way for us to know whether Christ is love to obey? True worth is true dignity,
the Son. If there are to be no more prophets and such a man's character is a power for
after Christ came upon the earth, how will good in any community. \Vhatever name
our orthodox friends reconcile their views may be attached to us, there is one consowith those of the Bible? We read in Acts lation, we are the genuine leaders when
8: 28: "Then the Spirit said unto Phillip, society can not do without us. Is not this
Go near and join thyself to this chariot." the rei.il mastery? Call it what you will,
This proves that revelation continued after after all, it is something that must be acChrist's death. And again, we read in quired; hence it must be noblest, grandest,
Acts, chapter ten, of Cornelius receiving a and the most powerful of all, because it
vision from the Lord telling him what he came from heaven. Even Christ our eldmust do to be saved. In Acts, chapter er brother came not to be ministered to
eleven it reads-"And in these days came alone, but to minister, and was made perprophets from Jerusalem unto Antioch. fect through suffering. Joseph had to
And there stood up one of them named stoop to an Egyptian dungeon before he
Agabus, and signified by the Spirit that could have power and authority at the
there should be great dearth throughout all right hand of Pbaroah. Moses, Joshua,
the world: which came to pass in the days and David rose from obscurity to fame by
of Claudius Cesar." Paul was directed by virtue of character which was pure, zeal
revelation in what he should do after the which was holy, and ardent service. Just
Lord had made him blind. In Rev. 4: r, compare the lowly fishermen of Gallilee
we read the following, "Come up hither, _with the Sadducean and Pharisaic priests,
and I will shew thee things which must be and rabbis. Contrast the W esleys, Luther,
hareafter." It was in A. D. 96 that John Knox, and· Calvin with Voltaire, Paine,
received this vision of things that was to Barker and Hume. Give us a John the
transpire hereafter. 'vV e read in Revela- Baptist before an Herod or an Herodias.
tions, chapter eleven, that two prophets Give us a Saint Paul before a policy seekwere to come in the last days and they ing Pilate, a Saint Peter before a treacherwere to do wonderful things. AU this ous S. \l\Tallum. Dr Cotton Mather in
proves beyond a doubt that there were company with Dr. Fra.nklin was at one
prophets after Christ's time, that the Bible time walking out of a house through a
is not enough for our guidance, and that narrow passage which was crossed by a
revelation is still to continue, notwithstaud- beam overhead. "\Ve were still in conversation," says Dr. Franklin, "when he hastily
ing the ab:>ve "Confession of Faith."
:tlI1u;. DANIEL JoxEs.
said, •Stop! stop!' I did not thoroughly
understand him until I felt my head hit
against the beam. Dr. Cotton T\father '\Nas
l!U)I!LITY AXD AUTHORITY.
a man who never mi<sed an opportunity
So~IEBODY wrote long- ago a few liues
of giving· instruction when it presented itlike the following:
self. •You are a young man' ~Jys he, 'and
' He that is down neccl fear no fall;
have the world before you; learn to stoop
He that is low, no pride.
as yotL go through it, and you will miss
He that is humble ever shall have
God to be his guide."
many a bard thump.' This was timely adIt must have seemed a strange paradox vice and many times I have thought about
to our Lord's followers when he told them it when I have seen pride mortified, and
that in his kingdom whoever wished to be misfortunes brought by people trying
great, must offer service; and the chiefest to carry their heads .too high." \V.e all
must become servant of all; and that we know there are different degrees or grades
must all humble ourselves if we want to of lab9r to a building and in a workshop,
reign with Christ a thousand years and and it is an almost invariable rule that the
take part in the first resurrection. It looks, master-hands rise higher and hii.;her in
and it is, a great error that, after eighteen points of kinds of labor performed, and of
hundred years some people are so slow in the compensation received, while those
grasping what is the truth, viz-that the who fall short are as sure to be found at
highway of authority runs through the the bottom of the ladder, fitly surrounded
vale of humility and service. He is fir~t bv their tardiness and badly done work.
of all who is first in sacrifice, in duty, and Nothing but perseverance, energy, and
in love. Authority is not to be thrust into faithfulness will tell who are the industrial
one's own hands like a sceptre. No one workers in the Lord's vineyard. The bees
is to be the chiefest by claiming only; bi1t that make the most honey are not drones;
by winning. Might is no longer to make neither do they meddle with their neighright; but right and trµ th are to make bors while they fly from flower to flower;
might. Homage paid to a1ithority is not they seek to be wise1 an 1 to lay up in store
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for a future day. To-day the most no'Ble fixed it by an irrevocable decree, and that
and the grandest leaders in Zion are those before the world was, that men should be
who, in the truest sense of the term, have saved in this way and none olher. The
been servants of all; ministering to the question now arises, Was this scheme of
wants of others through thick and thin, in things kept hid from the early ages of the
all kinds of weather, on sea and on land, world, so that they did not understand it,
at home and abroad. This Christ-like and yet were saved by it? If so, there never
leadership will be richly crowned. In was any need of understanding it from
God's kingdom and vineyard only workers that day to this; for if they could be saved
are wanted-not drones. And those who by it without understanding it, so could
will be the greatest, must be the servant of we, and so could all others, and Paul's asall. "Faith without works is dead,'' and sertions to the Ephesians would be worse
he that overcometh shall sit down with than vain. "That bv grace are ye saved
Christ on his throne. According to our through faith,'' for when there was nounderstanding there could be no faith. And
works will our reward be.
0, let us walk in the pathway our bless- there is nothing more certain than this,
ed Lord and Master has shown us and that if the ancients were not made acquaintmade glorious by the foot-prints of his ed with the scheme of life, they must have
own footsteps. Let him who chooses to been saved without it, or else they were
be the first be like the apostle, "More destroyed for want of knowing it. The
abundant in labor and sacrifices." Dwight latter can not be admitted, and it is very hard
L. Moody once said "Nobody can hurt to admit the former, that is, that any peoMoody but Moody himslf." Remember, ple were ever saved without understandthat it is not in the power of one man to ing how it was done that they were saved,
make or spoil America; but the Americans or that any persons could be washed from
themselves. It is not in the power of one all sin by the Lamb, and yet know nothSair,t to make or spoil a meeting; but the ing of Jesus the Lamb of God; and be
Saints themselves. "What a poor meet- taken into heaven by a scheme of things
ing we have had," exclaimed a sister in my of which they had no knowledge? We
hearing. "Please get up and speak a word are told that "without faith it is impossible
for Jesus next Sabbath," I said. She did to please God," and where could faith be
so, and confessed the meeting was a most in all this matter? Had the ancients the
excellent one. Nothing makes manual happy faculty of believing on Hi1n of
labor so sweet, and menial service mo!'e whom they had not heard, and of hearing,
profitable than one's own work and work- ·without a preacher? Mark, reader, that
ing for the good of others. If you wish Paul bas fixed this matter forever; that it
to be happy, you must make others happy is in Christ Jes us that men were to be
saved, since the foundation of the world,
also.
~'Go Preach my gospel, said the Lord,
and in no other way; so that the ancients
Bid the whole world my grace receivP:
must either have known that they were in
Ile shall be saved who trusts my word!
He shall be damned who won't believe.
Christ, (we mean those among them who
I'll make your great commission known:
And ye shall prove my gospel trne
were saved), or else they did not. If they
lly all the wor!rs that I have done:
did not they were saved in ignorance; and
By all the wonders ye shall clo."
vV~I. STREET.
the old maxim with them holds good
that, ignorance is tbe mother of devotion.
But on this point there can be no difference
of opinion among the candid; for to admit
that any portion of the human family were
saved at any time, or in any period of the
THE GOSPEL.-No. VI.
world, without knowing how they were
saved, or by what means they were made
KIRTLAND, 0., March, 1835.
partakers of the grace of life, is to supINAS~IUCH then as the gospel was preachpose an improbab]ity. That is, it is to
ed to Abralwm, would it be thought haz- suppose that they were saved, and were
arding much to say that baptism was not saved at the same time; tonhe revelapreached to him for tbe remission of sin? tion of the plan of salvation was essential
Or could the gospel be preached to Abra- to the salvation of any of the human famiham and this not be preached? Perhaps ly. It mattered not how good the scheme
some might say it was told to Abraham of it was which was devised in eternity,
that in his seed all the families of the earth nor how well suited to the situation of man;
should be blessed, and that was all. Could nor how well calulated to save men; nor
it be said that the gospel was preached to yet, how competent it was to save, still it
Abraham, and yet it was not preached to would never have saved one individual
him, or that was Abraham left to guess the since the world began, unless it had been
rest and find out what was meant by being revealed to him. Let it have remained
"in his seed." But let us go back and look secreted in .the bosom of eternity, without
a little at this subject Paul as before its being made known to man, and the
quoted has told us that it was a fixed prin- world would have been nothing- the better
ciple in the economy of God, and th:,t be- of it, but .would all have gone to destrucfore the foundation of the world, that men tion tog-ether.
were to be saved by being in Christ. And
Another thing which would appear very
he also tells us that Christ was Abraham's strange i8, that there should be an Abel,
seed. Is this testimony correct? If it if', an Enoch, and others, who had great
ever since man was in existence there has power with God, who got many revelabeen but one way of being saved; for God, tions from God, and had great faith so as
according
to the apo~tle's
st~tement, had
to obtain testimony that they were a~cept. '
'
.
'
,•

ed of him, and that they pleased him, and
yet with all that they knew, they did not
know nor understand the scheme of things
by which they had this power with God,
and through which they obtained it.
Enoch prophesied of the coming of the
Lord with ten thousand of his saints to
judge the world, (Jude 14), which judgment came by reason of the atonement of
the anointed Savior; and it would be very
strange indeed if Enoch should not have
known anything of the sacrifice of the
Savior, and yet knew of his coming to
judge the world, because they rejected the
salvation which was offered to them by
reason of that atonement, and not only
knew of the sacrifice of the Savior, but of
the way by which the world of mankind
was made partakers of the benefits of that
atonement; that is, by being put into Christ
Jesus, and that work of putting in, by baptism, in water, according to what Paul has
said: "That as many of you as have been
baptized into Christ, have put on Christ;"
and I may add, that none others but those
who were baptz'zed into Christ did put him
on, or could put him on; for there was no
other way of putting on Christ.
\Vho can doubt but what that man who
had faith sufficient to get revelations, and
to obtain knowlege of the great day of
judgment when the Lord should come
with ten thousand of his Saints, who walked with him three hundred years, and had
faith sufficient to be translated, who can
doubt I say, that this man was acquainted
with the whole scheme of life and §alvation, or the gospel? No person can doubt
it but one who is incapable of judging any
matters.
The Scriptures are pointed on this sub- ·
ject, and so clear that a caviler has no room
left, only to show his unfairness and want
of candor. Paul says, (z Timothy I: 9, 10),
"\Vho hath saved us, and called us with a
holy calling, not accordinf{ to our works,
but according to his own purpose and
grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus
before the world began; but is now made
manifest by the offering of our Savior
Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death,
and hath brought life and immortality to
light, through the gospel." If this statement be correct, life and immortality came
to light by the gospel, the same as to say
that unless the gospel had come, life and
immortality would not have come to light.
Let us ask, when did life and immortality
come to light? Before answering this question, let me ask, what is meant by life and
immortality? I answer, The knowledge
of a future existence, or an existence after
the present state, in a state of superior
glory; and this is the knowledge which
came to light by the gospel. \Vhen did it
come to light? Enoch had knowledge of
life and immortality, or else he would not
have had faith to have been translated; for
could he have faith about a thing of which
he never heard? And Paul says that this
knowledge came to light by the gospel.
If so, Enoch had knowledge of the gospel,
and if he had knowlege of the gospel, he
knew that men must be in Christ Jesus, or
else they could not be blessed, and he must
have known that men were pvt ip, Christ
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by baptism, or else there was another gospel, for this was the one which Paul
preached, and which he said was before
the foundation of the world, and by which
we had grace in Christ before the world
was, and that it \vas through this gospel
that life and immorality came to light.
And Enoch must have been put into
Cbri;;t according to the law of this gospel, or else he would not have walked with
God three hundred years; for no man can
walk with Goel unless he has obeyed the
gospel. And Enoch must have been baptized for the remission of sins, and have
received the gift of the Holy Spirit hy the
laying on of hands of some one who had
authority from God so to do, or else he
would not have known of life and immortalitir.
1'bis matter \Vil! appear exceedingly
plain, if we attend a little to the promises
made to those who believe and obey the
gospel, for they were to those who were
baptized for the remission of sins, that they
should receive the gift of the Holy Spirit,
aud th!'.Ongh this gift they should sec
visions, dream dreams and prophesy. Acts
2d chapter. Let us look at Enoch then,
and see what great knowledge he had of
things of Goel, and ask him, How did you
come to have this knowledge? The an<>wer: By seeing visions. Arnl how did
· you obtain power with God to see Yisions?
The answer would be, I obeyed the gospel, received the Holy Spirit, and thereby
saw v.isions, and through this means [ ohtained all my knowledge.
(To he contiHtted).

A BURIED CITY.
A MAMMOUTH CITY BUILT AND

WI~ECKED

BEFORE THE TI.ME OF THE AZTECS.

AnouT thirty miles from the city of l\il:exico, and to the south-west, lies one of the
most interesting pla9es in the world to antiquarians, historians, and curiosity seekers. It is the site of a buried city, twenty
miles square, whose foundations were laid
so long in the past that neither records nor
traditions remain of the builders. vV e
know only that it is .of pre-Toltec origin,
and that the Toltecs disappeared from the
valley of Mexico before the coming of the
Aztecs.
On a small portion of the site of the
once mammoth city is a small native village bearing .the s'ame name as that applied to the ancient city-San Juan Teotih11acan. The tourist can spend many days
prowling about the pyramids of the ruined
city, poking over the twenty mile area,
with sticks and umbrellas, and reaping a
reward in great numbers of ob?idian arrow-heads, broken idols, fragments of pot~
tery, and the terracotta heads for which
the place was famous. The two
PRINCIPAL PYRAMIDS

are called the House of the Sun and the
House of the Moon. Th~ former is nearly
zoo feet high, with a base of, 700 feet. Its
platform is now only about 75 feet square,
and the middle point of it is marked by a

modern cylindrical monument of stone.
The Pyramid of the Moon, about 100
yards distant, has a height of 137 feet, and
base measurement of 426 by 51 l feet. Each
was once crowned by a temple containing
stone iclols wearing golden breast plates;
and we are told that outside the edifice on
the summit of the House of the Sun was a
collossal figure of its presiding deity, the
sun, covered cap-a-pie with burnished gold,
which glowed so brightly in the sunlight
as to guide worshipers on their way to the
valley to visit this ancient Mecca.
Both pyramids are composed of rocks,
wbinstones, cement and pottery, and so
softened are their outlines hv the flight of
centuries that to-day they hardly appear
more ~harply defined than an ordinary
steep-sided hill.
Chapparal and cactus
bushes, clambering all over them, contribute to hide their pyramidal outline, and
time has entirely removed the facing of
dressed stone that once, doubtless, encased
them. Three terraces mr.y still be distinctly traced around the pyramid of the sun
and two around that of the moon. One
can ascend to the snrnmit of either, if good
at scrambling, by a winding path\v::iy starting from the southern base.
A RELIC OF THE PAST.

Neither pyramid now contains any vestige of statue or temple, but a little to the
left of the greater mound may be found
an immense idol, supposed to have formerly graced the summit. The statue is
of solid stone, about ten feet high and seven or eight feet through the head. Its
face is not that of a monster, like Huitzilopochtil or Teoquomiqui, the bloodthirsty
gods of the Aztecs, but differs as much
from them in its benign expression as the
pastoral people who worshipped it differed
from their fierce successors. The eyes are
as large as"a barrel head, nose flat, ears
like two enormqus platters and ludricrous1y flanged, mouth in the exact shape· of a
watermelon, and half open, as if his majesty meant to whistle, while in tne breast a
square orifice is cut, into which a man
might put his head. The whole is carved
from a single block of trachite, and no living savant is wise enough to tell how the
early 1\1exicans managed to make it from
the solid rock without iron tools, or to
convey it to the top of the pyramid when
thev had no beasts of burden.
The Pyramid of the Moon was doubt~
less a pbce d sacr iflce, and its interior a
sepulchre for priests or kings. Charney
found a wonderful idol inside of it. About
two hundred yards away lies a great c.arved
block called the "sacrificial stone," which is
sa!d to have been ove'rthrown from A:fexili
by order of the Spanish Bishop Zumarraga, whose vandal hands destroved more
treasures of antiquity than his bigoted head
was worth. In the western face of the
smaller pyramid is an opening, supposed
by many to .lead to hitherto unexplored
treasure vaults, deep down in the interior
of the vast structure. The eminent author,
Fred Ober, crept into this narrow passage
on his hands and knees, about twenty-four
feet down an incline, and had the satisfaction of reaching only a pozo, or. wen;

9j
twenty feet deep. Further than this no
one has yet penetrated. There are many
smaller mounds and pyramidal elevations
surrounding the larger ones and lining a
broad road-way called the Path of the
Dead.
AN INDIAN TRADITION.

Ftom the summit of either pyramid a
most .superb view is obtainable of many
neighboring villages, the white towers of
the city of Mexico shining in the distance,
and the environing mountains which upon
all sides shut in this cup-like Vale of Anahuac, what better place can be found for
listening to a tradition of the ancient inhabitants? An Indian historian, whose data
were principally compiled from picture
writings on the woven fibres of the magney, stafes what happened here toward the
destruction of the Toltec empire. He says
the gods were very angry with the people,
and to avert this wrath the Toltecs called
a meeting of all their wise men, priests and
nobles, at the Holy City, Teotihuacan,
where from ancient times the gods had been
wont to listen to the prayers of men. In
the midst of their feasts and their sacrifices
an enormous demon, with bony arms ancl
long fingers, appeared dancing in the court
where the people were assembled. Whirling through the crowd in every direction,
he seized upon the Toltecs that came in his
way and dashed them at his feet. A second time he appeared, and again the people
perished by thousands in his clutches. At
his third appearance the demon assumed
the form of a white and beautiful child,
sitting on a rock. and gazing at the city
from a neighboring hill top. As the people
rushed in crowds to examine the strange
apparition, it was discovered that the beautiful white head was a· mass of corruption,·
the stench from which smote with death
all who approached. Finally the dancing
demon appeared again, and informed the
terror stricken Toltecs that their fate was
sealed as a nation, and that the remnant
could escape destruction onlv by fligl:-:t.
"FAMILY GOVERNMENJ:'."

IF the trees grew, so did baby, and· she
developed some traits unknown to the
vegetable kingdom, unless, indeed, they
sprung from that tempting apple o.ur poor
grandam tasted in the lost paradise. It
seemed to Sally a dreadful thing to punish
her treasure for anything; the idea of tears
in those lovely eyes and quivering sobs
from those red lips was unendurnble.
Mademoiselle had her own way, and bid
fair to become a nuisance in the. house.
Tom came home one day and found her
screaming and kicking on. the floor, and
Sally standing by her with a w:oeful face.
"\Vhat's the matter here?" he inquired.
"Ob, Torn! she saw the new carving
knife in the drawer, and it is so bright she
wanted it to play with, and I can't .let her
have it, can I?,"
Tom's face darkened; he had long had
his own thoughts about baby's mismanagement, but he hated to hurt Sally so much
that he kept putt.ing off what he felt to be
a thankless but disagreeable duty. But he
had been well brought up himself1 and
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looked back on the rigid discipline of his
childhood as the source of all the strength
and uprightness of his character. And
now things have come to an open issue:
his child must be governed, however Sally
objected; it was his duty. He picked the
child up from the floor, screaming and
kicking more vigorously still.
"Margy!" he said stern! y; "stop! don't
cry any more!"
It was useless; Margy had never minded her mother in the two conscious years
of her life, and her father had never before
seen her in such a rage. She did not stop
at all, but roared the louder. Her father
looked her in the eye-" Margy!" he said,
"stop, or papa will slap you."
"Oh, Tom! Tom! cried Sally, "don't
whip her; oh, don't; she'll be good pretty
soon; she's never been slapped."
"So I see," said Tom. "Sally, this
child is spoiled; it is my duty to her and
to God to bring her up as the child of
Christian parents should be reared. Will
you go into the other room, my dear, if
.
this is going to hurt you?"
There was an authority in Tom's voice
Sally had never heard before, and it frightened as well as angered her. She had
thought of her marriage vows of honor
and obedience as mere vague forms. Never before had her will and Tom's come into direct conflict. She was ready to defy
him; her face blazed, but Tom's look was
not to be withstood; he was master and
she must yield. With rebellion in her
heart, quite as vehement if not as outspoken as Margy's, she went out of the room
and out of the house, and sat down on the
shed steps with her hands over her ears.
Tom picked up the screaming child, turned her over on his knee, and, after the
good old fashion, proceeded to "reverse
the magnetic currents," as modern resthetes
call that form of castigation.
Margy was more astonished than hurt;
the surprise and the sting recalled her to
herself; she stopped crying, and when
Sally came back the child's arms were
around her father's neck, the tears stood
in Tom's eyes, and the baby voice cried,
"Me dood baby, mammal"
After tea was over and the little girl
asleep, Tom said, "You were angry with
me to-day, Sally, and you haven't got over
it quite yet."
Tears welled up into Sally's eyes and
choked her voice; she could not answer.
"Let's have it out, dear," said Tom,
tender! y; "we shall both feel better than
to have a silent sulking. Do you want
Margy to grow up such a girl as Della
Mix?"
"Oh, Tom! but I don't see how you
could slap her.''
"What would you have me do, Sally?"
"Oh, nothing, she's such a baby! I'd let
her alone until she is old enough to understand that she ought to mind.-vVhy, she's
only three; wait till she's ten"
"And by that time habits of disobedience
and giving way to temper will be fixed
upon her, Sally, and the struggle made
dreedful for both of us."
"But it seems so cruel to punish a poor,
helpless littl~ child who can't re~ist you,

but whom you can beat just as much as you
like without fear of retaliation."
"Sally, your plea holds good again&t
God's dealings with us. He can do with
us as He will; is it right, therefore, to arraign His providences when they hurt us?"
"But that isn't the same thing; He is
God."
"He is our Father; He tells us that He
scourgeth every one whom He receiveth,
Sally. He makes laws, and if we refuse
to obey 'them we are hurt either in mind
or body by so doing. Do you think we
are better than our Maker?"
Sallv had never' looked at the matter
from this point of view before; almost
adoring her baby, she had only thought to
make the child well and happy. That its
government was involved in her duty as a
Christian woman had not entered her mind,
but she was an honest servant of ber Master, and meant to do His will just as far as
she knew how. "I guess you are right,
Tom," she said, with a wistful look that
went to Tom's heart; "but oh!" she went
on, "I do wish you would do all the governing."
·
"How can I, Sally? You are with her
all day, the occasions for discipline are
almost all in your hands. You do not
hesitate to give her only wholesome food
for her body; can't you do so much for her
character?"
"Well, she never sees imytbing to eat
that isn't good for her; but how can I
keep away or hide from her everything
she fancie~? I must have knives, and
scissors, and pim, and needles _to use."
"lt would make a flabbv sort of moral
training to take every hu;·tfu\ thing out
of hel' way. Try the Bible, Sally; it has
more of what the people call common
sense in it thi:n rny earthly book, and some
help for every emergency. Remember
what Christ said-•I pray not that thou
shouldst take them out ·of the world, but
that thou should~t keep them from the
evil.' D.on't try to make her world into
heaven, but teach her to resist temptation,
to obey the powers that be, to have selfcontrol and self-respect. You want people to love her, don't you?"
"Why, they can't help it."
Tom smiled. "They can't help disliking her, Sally, if she grows up ungoverned.
Nothing is so utterly disagreeable as an
untrained child; think of Della Mix t"
Sally did, with inward horror; she could
not q~1ite believe that her own Margy
would ever be like that dreadful girl, yet
she began to fear such a result might
follow. "But I'm afraid Margy won't love
me if I slap her, Tom."
"Didn't you see her arms around my
neck after I had punished her? She put
them there of her own accord. If you
punish her calmly and make her feel that
you hate to do it, but must, she will end
by being sorry for you instead of angry.
I shall never forget what my little cousin
said once to her aunt: 'Nan, I finks you
dovern me better'n anybody.'"
"'Why, dear?' asked the aunt.
"''Cause you'se so d'edful, d'edful gentle with me, an' you feels so bad 'bout
pnnishin' me, that I finks in my own mind

-though I doesn't by any means tell you
so-that I nebber, nebber s'all do so adain;
but when Patty comes 'long, and says "you
bad, awful naughty dirl," an, slaps an'
shakes me, I dit just as mad, an' I finks I'll
do it adain, soon as I possibly tan."
"There's the whole history of govern·
ment in the mind of the governed, Sally,
and it is pretty much so."
A PICTURE IN THE STUDY OF
SOCIALISM.
How far is the Social Ideal from being reaJiz.
ed to-day? Perhaps you have allowed your eyes
to be blinded by your success until you have
ceased to realize what the facts of life are to-day
in this boasted nineteenth centllry civilization.
Perhaps you have not roused yourself to ask
whether indeed things were ever different from
what they now are or ever can become againsettling down in the natural feeling that whatever is is right.
If so let me remind you in a few words of what
our nineteenth century presents to a candid study.
In every sentence of the paragraph to follow I
Epeak upon the authority of leading political
economists and of governmental reports:
In England we find that two-thirds of the population toil that the other third may be exempted
from toil; that about seven thousand persons
hold four-fifths of the soil of Great Britain; that
ten or twelve persons own one-half the land of
Scotland; that seven millions five hundred
thousand acres of land are left waste in a crowded country; that a million of human beings are
pauperized, or one in every twenty-one of the
population; that eight thousand five hundred
persons have an income averaging twenty.five
thousand dollars, twenty· two millions an income
averaging four hundrded and fifty-five dollars,
and about four millions five hundred thousand an
income averaging one hundred and fifty dollars
per annum. Of the greater part of Europe to-day
the United States consular reports show a uniform state of things. "The wages paid (in Ger·
many) hardly cover the nece&sities of existence.
"The workman's life is at best a struggle
for existence.
The large majority of the
workingmen (in France) barely earn sufficient for
the necessities of life," and so on through the
dismal pages that report the condition of labor
in nearly every country in Europe.
Our own country is beginning to feel itself
crowded with only fifty millions where two hundred millions might be supported; to find twenty
per cent. of its people owning eighty per cent. of
its· wealth; to realize that there are few industries
in wt.ich a workingman could support his family
without additional earnings from wife or children;
to be told that more than two millions of persons
employed in our factories earned an average wage
per annum of about three hundred dollars; to
learn that it must no longer cheri&h the expectation of keeping the working classes above the level of their brothers in Europe; to enter upon its
vocabulary a novel and abhorrent word, the
"proletariat;" and to catalogue as the latest product of American industry "the tramp," from
Heber Newton's social ideal of Protestantism.

***

***
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EAT FRUIT.
Fruit-eating must obtain more than it does,
not as a luxury, but as a hygienic measure. Our
lives are becoming impaired, and meat-eating is
a luxury which is incompatible with many generations without deterioration of the viscera.
Fruit should he keptwhere the children can
help themselves to it. A barrel of apples will of·
ten save a fit of sickness. Three or four eaten
every day will do them ever so much good.
Never scrimp your children's supply of fruit if
you qn help it.

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
This district conference convened in the Saints'
Chapel,. Nebraska City, Neb., January 18th and
19th, 1886. President L. Anthony in the chair;
J. B. Gouldsmith secretary. The preaching was
done by J. Caffall, R. J. Anthony and R. M. Elvin. Saints' meeting on Sabbath afternoon. Met
on Monday for business. Elders L.Anthony, R.
J. Anthony, R. C. and R. M. Elvin, J. W. Waldsmith, C.H. Porter, John M. Terry,J. Thompsen,
J. Armstrong, P. C. Peterson, G. Kemp and J.
Goode; Priests R. ·white, B. W. Deinpster and J.
Everett, Sen:; and ·Teacher Jas. E. Malcom, reorted Blue River Branch reports 104 members; 4
baptized and one received by letter. Palmyra 34.
Nebraska City 140; 1 received by letter. Moroni, Plattsmouth and Platte River, no reports.
Bishop's Agent, J. W. Waldsmith, received in
free-will offerings and tithing $r95.79; paid out
$259.40. Vlith the consent of Bro. Caffall, R. J.
Anthony was requested to labor in the district
until General Conference. Missions were granted to brethren J.M. Terry and C. Porter. Robert White, L. Anthony, R. M. Elvin, J. W. Waldsmith and°]. B. Gouldsmith, were chosen as delegates to the next General Conference. The district president was requested to meet with the
Palmyra Branch, and assist them in the better
organization of their branch. Bro. Caffall was
requested to visit the Moroni and Plattsmouth
branches during the coming quarter, if practicabl-c. The present district officers were sustained.
Adjourned to meet at the Palmyra Branch, 25th
April next, at eleven o'clock.
KEWANEE.
This district conference convened at Kewanee,
Illinois, December 19th, 1885. J. W. Terry, president; J. L. Terry, clerk. Branch Reports.Buffalo Prairie 60; 6 removed by letter. Kewanee 71; r baptized. Millersburg 46; 3 received
by certificate of baptism. Bishop's Agent reports
$z4.68 on hand. The district secretary reports
that he has,sent letters of removal to all the members of Peoria Branch (it being disorganized) ex/cept Henry Puterbaugh, his whereabouts not being known. Elders J. Chisnall, JD, Jones, D.
S. Holmes, J.
Terry, R. Holt,.T. Whitehouse,
T. France, S. Garland, R. J. Benjamin and J. L.
Terry, reported in person, and Elder M. T. Short
reported by letter. The committee ,that was appointed to investigate the case of Reuben Riggs
was continued and ordered to report at the next
conference. Preaching by D. S. Holmes in the
evening, and next forenoon and evening. Sacrament meeting in the afternoon. Adjourned to
Kewanee, the se~ond Friday, Saturday and Sunday in March, 1886.

,V.

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. address.

KEWANEE DISTRICT.
To the Saints of the Kewanee district, greeting: Our last district Conference, held at Kewanee, December 19th and 20th, was a very
pleasant and peaceful one, yet in point of attendance from the branches it was deemed a failure.
In view of this fact the Conference, when it adjourned, did so to re-assemble at Kewanee on the
second Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in March,
with a distinct understanding of all present, that
an effort should be made to secure as large a delegation at that Conference as possible, making it
partake of the nature of a Reunion of all the old
members of the district.
To further this object, the Kewanee branch
has instructed the undersigned to give through
the /-Jerald, a general invitation to the Saints of
the district to come then; and extend a special
invitation to those brethren and sisters now outside the district who used to form a part of, and
meet with us in days of yore. To one and all we
say, Come to our Conference, and let it be as intended, a Reunion of all the old members of the
district, together with as many ot!1ers as can
make it convenient to attend.
Elders east of Kewanee, intending to go to the
General Conference, who can make their appointments so as to meet with us they will confer a favor by doing so.
Through the combined efforts of district and
branch officers, it is confiden ti y expected that the
preaching of the word and other services during
Conference will be of special interest; and visitors may rest assured, that the Kewanee Saints
will give their visitors such welcome as gospel
bonds inspires. Correspondence with all interested in this effort is earnestly solicited, and may
be addressed to either of the undersigned.
In behalf of the branch we subscribe ourselves
your brethren in the covenant,
ROBERT HOLT.
JOHN CHISNALL.
KEWANEE,

Ills, Jan. 23d.
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Letter" with all your addresses on them. Don't
forget the fifteen cent yearly due, for incidental
expenses; enclose two cent stamps with your report to that amount, and more if you choose.
Vic want a report from every one, even though
very little may have been done; tell us of it, and
do more next time. \Ve also want about twelve
or more good men to fill our number. If any of
you know of such have them send items of ordination. A recommend from branch or district
president, or missionary in charge. Send reports
to R. Etzenhouser, box 58, Rhodes, Iowa; or to
J. A. Robinson, box 289, Fort Madison, Iowa.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Nevada District Conference will be held
in the school-house near Elder A. B. Johns', in
Jacks' Valley, beginning at eleven A. M., March
14th, 1886. A full attendance of the officers of
the district is requested; and if they can not attend, I wish to have them report in full by letter.
Presidents of branches are requested to report in
due season. Address D. I. Jones, President
district, Sheridan, Nevada.
The time of the convening of the Northern
Illinois District is hereby changed to February
13th and 14th, 1886, instead of 20th and 21st as in
minutes of said conference.
\V. VICKERY, Sect.
The Mobile District Conference will convene
on the second Saturday (the 13th) in February
1886, at eleven o'clock, at the Saints' Chapel, in
Three Rivers branch, Mississippi.
F. P. ScARCLIFF, Dist. Pres.
MARRIED.
TouvELLE-HART.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, in the town of Fox, Illinois, Miss
Margaret Hart to James Touvelle, both .of Kendall
County, Illinois, Elder W. Vicker}'. officiating.
DIED.
Ross.-At Montrose, Iowa, January 15th, 1886,
of diphtheria, little Daisy E., daughter of Bro. F.
M. and Sr. Eleanor Ross, aged 4 years. Funeral
services at Saints' Chapel, on Sunday, the 16th,
by Elder H. C. Bronson.
Little Daisy dear, hath gone
To the Paradise of God;
There to sweetly dwell in peace,
Where angel's feet hath trod.

ALLEN.-Near Paige, Texas, December 28th,
1885, Bro. Warren Allen, aged 70 years, 4 months
and 20 days. Bro. Allen was born August 2d,
1815, in \Varren County, Georgia; came t.o Alabama with his parents in r825; was baptized into
the Church of Jesus Christ February 17th, 1867,
by Elder ,V. A. Litz, in Monroe County, Alabama; was ordained to the office of Priest shortly afterwards, and moved to Texas, December
8th, 1885'. Funeral services by Rev. Mobly of
the Baptist Church.
PRroR.-Alonzo R •. Prior died of croup and
Brethren of the Fifth Quorum of Elders are
diphtheria, January 14th, 1886, aged 4 years, 2
hereby apprized that on or before March first, we
months and 29 days. Ella Prior died of croup,
desire you to make out your report of work done January 15th, r886, aged 2 years, 6 months and
since last year's report. Tell us how often you
22 days.
Funerals conducted by John Hawley
have preached, how many you have baptized, ··and Ch~tmcy Williamson.
GAYLORD ...:._At Little Sioux, Iowa, December
confirmed, &c. Those who preside as presidents
of branches or districts, please mention it. If 3rst,.1885, Sister Elvira Gaylord, refict of the late
any of you are r~ady to t;tke the field, mention
Elder John Gaylord of Burlington, Wisconsin,
under what circumstances, that the Quorum may
aged 78 years, 6 months, and 8 days. She was
report it to the conference. Send your ad.dress
baptized about the year 1836, at Plymouth Michi·
with report, as we wish to publish a "Circular gan; was married to Wm. Edmunds in 1S3}, who

ELDERS' QUORUMS.
To the Elders of the Fourth Quorum: All
wishing to be reported at the April Conference
will report to the president, J. D .. Flanders, at
Stewartsville, Mo.; or to the clerk, S. Crum, Independence, Mo. \Ve hope to hear from e\•ery
one. The clerk desires to have every one's address. Let us hear from all not later than the
20th of February, r886. Any wishing Quorum
Licences can obtain them by corresponding with
the president or clerk.
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died in 1840, and was married to John Gaylord
in 184r. She was a most excellent woman and
consistent disciple ofChrbt. Elder J. C. Crabb
officiated at her funeral services.
SMITH.-At Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa,
2.15 a.m., January 24th, 1886, .David Carlos, old·
est son of President Joseph and Sr. Bertha M.
Smith. David was born at Plano, Kendall Co.,
Illinois, August 14th, 1870. vVhen seven and a
half years of age he had an attack of rheumatic
fever, which left him with a diseased condition
of the heart, of which disease he died aged JS
years, 5 months, and IO days. He suffered greatly, and is at rest. Services at the Saints' Chapel,
on the 26th, at two p.m., in charge of Elder H.
A. Stebbins; sermon by Elder vV. W. Blair, text:
"He giveth his beloved rest." Singing in chm:ge
of Deacon Norman W. Smith; Sr. Lucy L. Lyons, organist. Funeral cortege in charge of Elder S. V. Bailey. Bearers~ Dan Anderson, Ben
Anderson, Frank Cochran, Fred Blair, Joseph
Silver and Willis Kearney. The grave was made
in Rose Hill Cemetery.
"Weep not for those
Who sink within the arms of death
Ere the chilling wintry breath
Of sorrow o'er them blows;
But weep for them who here remain,
The mournful heritors of pain,
Condemned to see each bright joy fade,
And ma1'k grief's melancholy shade
Flung o'er Hope's fairest rose."

One or Two Fa1·ms .fo1•Sale.

GRES; ,go to 100 Acres of ,pJough.· and Meado.w
balance in .Brush Pastore. Barn 28 30. ,
16·0 ALand,
Stabling for 7 horses, ·Granary,-two Wells of'Water, Orchx

ard of 200 bearin:g Trees; two miles from turee Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the v.il!age of .Pleasanton'and R.
R. Station, in a Branch of 100 membllrs. 'For further particulars, address:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2jan2m
Pleasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa.

.l<'ar111

O

FOR

.Y. W. De.l'Woon, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

L AM 0 N I ,
I 0 W.A .
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

For Sale one Store-house & Goods,
And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. For particulars, address

N. M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, IOWA,

Will practice in .Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWJFERY and DJSE.ASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
l!2W'" Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14febiy
~Gaz'tlUe,

·A Secular
Newspaper, published at Lamoni, Iowa, by
Sumner E. King. Everyone interested in the J,ocal
News of this place should subscribe for the Gazette.
'l'erms: One Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
~ When writing mention the Herald.
9janam

The Line se!ected by the U.S. Cov•t
to carrr the Fast Mail.

SALE.

Price: Six Hundred Dollars, Gash Down.
MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line .of CHURCH PUBLICA'l'lONS.
Catalogues' sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & W .i)..LKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches m Lamoni, Iowa.
~

on Main street, two rl.wrs rwrth of Ti/ion's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.
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~DENVER
ST. LOUIS
ILl.INOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,.
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines to their important cities ~nd towns. 11
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through train; over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chica.go and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and \/\/astern termini it

connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to

and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

SanForFrancisco,
Portland and City of Mexico
Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in tha
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

<

Gen' I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'! Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO,

EASY - RUNNING - SEWING -.1:fACHH{E.

- - I T HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.
~JMPLE,

The Only Through Line, with its own track,

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

DENTISTRY.

--ITIS-TEXAS OR BURST.

M.D.,

The land is situated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.

HANSEN,

I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Grass,
17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 acres of Standing
Timber, and two acres of Orchard; a good Spring Well
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

MRS. EMBURY.

BrsHoP.-Lucinda C. Bishop, daughter of Rufus Peaslee, born in Crawford county, Pa., October 3d, 1841, died January 22d, 1886. She united
with the Church about the year 1879, since
which time has lived a consistent Latter Day
Saint. She leaves a husband and ten children
to mourn her loss. May the good Spirit be with
those who remain. Funeral services by· J. C.
Crabb.
TAYLOR.-At Fall River, Mass., January 20th,
1886, of hemorrhage of the lungs, Bro. Thomas
Taylor, aged 33 years and 2 months. Funeral
services by Elder John Smith, in the Saints' Chapel, Sunday, January 24th, at which many Saints
and friends gathered around the remains of him
whom when living they loved. As an officer of
the church he was a willing worker, with full
faith in the gospel. The floral contributions by his
brethren and sisters conta.ined the motto, "Our
brother"; one by his fellow workmen, "Our shopmate"; and one by his employer, "Willing worker"; all showing the esteem in which he was held
by those who had the pleasure of his acquaintance. "He rests from his labors."

H.

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Tile Lamoni

for Rent

F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni, Iowa.
9jantf

FARM

J.

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NEW
HOWE at the office of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONI,

Iow A.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going:East at r: 50 p. m .
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "

~BUSINESS°*,

~

·-,.:..

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.:
Dookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessAritbt
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Com
tnercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Telegrapby1
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. Fo1· circulars address
DUNCAN & HAWKS1 Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni; Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Oft'ice Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
DAN01rn; communicationR and articles to the EDITOE.
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"ll:&ARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU llAYlll SAV:& IT llll ON:& Wxn:.- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAV:& NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF D:&ATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants nnd Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD:
.Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
e>f Latter Day Saints.

Publlshed at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 p,er year.
Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's. Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Of!ice.
~The

JOSEPH SMITH

W. \'V. BI.AIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR;

Lamoni, Iowa, February 13, 1886.
"TIME BRINGS ITS REVENGES."
years ago the S.aints were compelled by pressure of prejudice and intolerance to l.eave Kirtland and Northern Ohio
for other and western regions, sacrificing
time, property, and money to the Moloch
of superstition and bigotry. Time in passing has thrown the TempJe into the
hands of the church; and a portion of the
moral prestige of the place into the grasp
of a portion of the Eldership. One of the
latter, Bro. E. L. Kelley, writes encouragingly of prospects there. One of the
brethren has bought a store and goods at
public sale at advantageous prices. The
suggestion is made, "lt has been said that
the Sai.nts left Kirtland bankrupt, ahd others came into their o'ossessions. \Vill history do us justice now by recording the
fact that we return to Kirtland and buy
from the bankrupt. vVe will patiently
await the verdict."
Two meetings were held January 24th,
and the regular Wednesday evening meeting- re-estaelished.
·
-The Methodist Episcopal Church property is for sale, .and it would almost seem
to be a good tl}ing.w.ere the Saints to buy
it, to use as an auxiliary to the Temple
in
1
time of need.
·

MANY

A BROTHER writing from the west quotes
part of a letter from us to him, writing
thus:
"You say: •One thing my trip has assured me
of, that there are hundreds of good, honest men
and women in the Territory, (Utah) that ought
to be saved, and who will in time hearken to the
counsel of God.'
"I am glad you feel so because it is true, and
they can not be forsaken, either by God or pis
servants. They obeyed the gospel of God as revealed 'through: your father, and their sins are al:
most entir.ely due to the wickedness of their
leaders. You have warned tkem, but they are
11ot delivered. Their circumstances are not far

removed from a condition of despair. They are,
as it were, between the upper and nether millstones. The rulers of their church on one hand,
and the government of the United States on the
other. Who will deliver them? Who will lead
them back to Jackson County to set the house of
God in order, and build the promised Temple at
that place? Shall we invoke the aid of Senator
Edmunds and the government of the United
States?
"You and the Reorganized Church have been
blessed of God to check the wild career of those
men who have trampled under feet God's people.
You have performed your part well, .so far as
the scourging is concerned, but is the scourging to
continue for ever, or only until they ol.ley the
Edmunds law, and the,demands of the Reorganized Church, and abandon their plural wives?
Should they do this promptly and completely,
what condition would they be in then? Wounded,
beaten and sore, and engulfed in poverty indescribable, would their condition be bettered any?
Who would be there to. f~ed those hungry women and child,ren-pour,in the oil of consolation
to their wounded and· broken: hearts; teach the
people what they would need to know, set the
house of God in order by orginizing. them into
their several quorums of Priesthood and birthright, and snch family orginazations as God
should approve and as their names are recorded
in the Lamb's Book of Life, organize them for
traveling back to redeem Zion, as Israel were
led of old, but with more power and beauty of
order than the people of Moses ever had: Fair
as the sun, clear as the moon and .terrible as an
army with bannei:s."
Thes.e earriest \votds come from .the full
heart of a delayed and hindered worker;
one who has folt the iron heel of priestly
domination and power in the "dark and
cloudy day;" orie who would fain see Israel, delivered and, who has been. waiting
· for the "strength of Israel," but' who has
not yet seen that strength to recognize it.
He writes near the dose of his letter:
"lt is easy to tear,down and destroy, but who
shall build up, organize and save. These are
some of the things that demand our ser~ous .consideration for the coming season, and they can
not be delayed much longer. (so says the Spirit
of the Lord .to us), 'Time is on the wing,' and
is rapidly passing away, and the promises of God
are all to be fulfilled. It is useless to look for
help to any earthly power. God alone can be
our helper; therefore )et us cleave to Him with
all our hearts and soul and strength."
To this s~ntiment we say most heartily,
Amen. The God who ordained the gospel means of salvation iilone is the great
competent worker for Israel's deliverance.
In Him only is there. strength.· In him
alone can any one be "mighty, and strong."
In him all can 'be made strong, who will
to labor.

No. 7.

For words of encouragement and cheer
from any of the exile workers of the time
past we feel deeply thankful; we can but
see in them the tokens of God's Spirit
moving upon the hearts of the remnants
from among the people. But we feel that
words are but the vessels through which
the sentiment reaches us, the outward
case in which the thoughts are clothed.
We can not refrain from expressing the
thought that if all the earnest well wishers of the host that was "scattered and
peeled,'' would array themselves with the
Reorganized Church, the present hope for
redemption and triumph, it would g11eatly
strengthen the phalanx f;Oon to .becon1c
"mighty and strong" in God's strength.
The times are propitious; the armor
waits in God's "tiring room,'' the church,
for those who can, who will enter the
lists and do battle for Zion.
"THE snow, the beautiful snow," has kept
piling up on the railway track in places,
stopping the trains on the branch road on
which Lamoni is situated, resulting in a
regular plethora of letters on the 4th inst.
It is out of the question to get them all in
HERALD, so we put in some and epitomize
and notice others.
Bro. C. StClair baptized eight at Fanning, Kansas, January 31st. Two, others
had given their names for baptism. He
was .still preaching at the Iola Schoolhouse, where the congregations remained
good. In his last letter dated February
1st, he says, "The people still wish me to
stay and talk to them from. the 'wonderful
words of Life'" Bro. Clare.nee ha& our
prayers for his faithfulness and success in
Christ.
.
Bro. Oden Jacobs wrote from Leland,
Illinois, January 30th. He had been holding meetings among the Norwegian settlements in Illinois; but had not seen any
fruit of his labors yet, though he had had
some good audiences and good liberty in
speaking. He proposes to tryagai.n wheli:
spring comes. He had been reatling much
this winter, and thought he had gained
some in knowledge amFexperiehce;
Bro: \Vm. Gurwell writes from Fanning, Kansas, February.1st, confirmatory
ot the news from Bro. StC!air; He also
reports the temporary organization of a
branch at Fanning, by the aid of .Brn.
Daniel Munn and H. Pad{er; of Good In- ·
tent, on December 6th, 1885; The branch
chose its officers December 25th and now
is in working order. The addition.of the
eight ad.ults before mentioned is very
timely. The Fann~ng Branch has, passed
through much of tnal. And we hope that
the evil of the past will suffice to them.
Sr. Gurwell is entitled to much credit for
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the unyielding faith with which she has
maintained the cause at Fanning. May
the tide of their success be only just begun;
and may it continue till the whole country
is overflowed with the peace and righteousness to follow good works.
Bro. Wm. France writes from Mound
Valley, Kansas, Brn. John A. Davis and
Bro. Charles K. Ryan are working like
good soldiers in the district, sowing the
good seed. Bro. France ,says of these
young men, "They are the Lord's workers, and are blessed of him." Bro. James
L. Hart, a young man, is presiding over
, the district.
Bro. J.C. Clapp was at Butte, Montana,
holding meetings in the dining room of
Bro. D. M. Bowen, to small but seemingly interested audiences. He wrote quite
cheerfully, January 17th. Bro. Bowen
and family were doing what they could
for the advancement of the work at Butte.
The work at Stuart and Willow Glen is
apparently in better prospects than for
some time. Bro. Clapp had more calls
than he could possibly answer.
Elder Nicholas Stamm wrote from
Adelphi, Iowa, asking to be remembered
as a worker for God's good cause. He
feels the strait in which he is placed, and
is anxious to be on the Lord's errand, but
is hindered by his infirmity-deafness.
Bro. D. S. Mills, the veteran worker of
Southern California, writes from Los
Angeles that they were holding meetings
in the hall of the Knights of Pythias every
week, to good audiences. They were
having terrible floods in the region of the
Santa Ana river, at Los Angelos, Newport, Santa Ana, Anaheim, and the other
towns along the sea coast. Bro. Mills
was storm-stayed at Los Angeles, could
neither get home nor hear from there.
Bro. Mills writes that Mr. Finch, the now
noted temperance revivalist is doing the
cause good by honorably stating the distinctive features of difference between us
and the Utah church.
BROTHER H.P. BROWN", of the Expositor
writes us from Oakland, California, under
date of January 23d, that more than half
of .the subscribers for the Expositor for the
second volume, are new subscribers. Now,
if a goodly number of the subscribers for
volume one would "do what they can,"
as we so frequently hear some people say,
and renew their suLscriptions for volume
two, Bro. Brown could make his little
paper live. It has done a good work on
the coast, and among the mountains of the
west; so say several of the Elders to whom
the work oftne Expositor has been known.
Elihu Burritt, the learned blacksmith, once
said that a man could not "have too many
irons in the fire, if he kept them all moving," nor can we. The Expositor ought
to live. Last year it ran behind about
$ r 50, and two good brethren came to the
fore and paid it, thus sending it into its
second volume free from debt. It is used
as a tract, as a book, as a cudgel, as a
journal, as a defense, and as an aggressive
propagandizing sheet. We should like to
see it sustained.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. R.J.Anthony, writing from Nebraska City, Nebraska, January 29th, states
that he was to be there over Sunday, the
31st. They were holding meetings every
night with fair attendance "considering the
cold wave.'' Bro. R. J. Anthony would
be at Independence, Missouri, February
1st.
Bro.Wm. Street writes: "Fifteen years
a subscriber for the HERALD, and it grows
brighter and brighter, onward till the perfect day. May its shadow never grow
less, is my prayer."
Bro. W. H. Kelley was at Wheeling,
West Virginia, at last ad vices; and Bro.
E. L. Kelley at Kirtland. Meetings were
hel\i regular! y at Kirtland.
Bro. John F. Lemburg writes from
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, that it is a town of
20,000 inhabitants, zo beer-shops, a number
of breweries, and a chance for good laborers in the gospel economy. An Elder
would find a home with him while laboring there.
Bro. E. N. Beach, of Flora Vista, New
Mexico, writes us of late that he had been ·
grievously imposed upon by a man who
professed to be a member of the Church.
His name he represented to be E. J. Harrison. Beware of him.
Elder J. C. Clapp writes from Butte
City, Mont., the 22d inst., "The ball is
rolling all right up this way. Mercury
thirty degrees below zero, but the Spirit
of God keeps us warm."
Bro.J. C. Burgess of Mt. Uniack, Nova
Scotia, writes last December 15th, and it
reached us just now. His letter will appear in its place.
Bro.John Lake wrote from Zone, Ontario, January 2 r st. He had restored Bro.
James A. Mcintosh; and reports the work
as progressing where his labors have been.
He had organized a new branch at St.
Mary's. Bro. R. C. Evans had baptized
nine since the branch was organized, and
others were near. Bro. Lake proposed
holding a few meetings ,at Zone, then on
to Blenheim and Chatham. From there
to Independence, Missouri, where he expected to be February ut.
There is to be a sheep shearing contest
at St. Louis, Missiouri, April 7th and 8th,
1886, for prizes-$1,500.00 cash premiums
are offered. Weight and fineness of fleece
to be the standard. Those competing
must own the sheep which they enter for
the contest. Entries must be made on or
before -April I st, 1886. The classes are:
class A, fine wools; class B, middle wools;
class C, long wools. Premiums range
from $zo to $100 in each class.
To CONTRIBUTORS we again say,-Be sure
and quote correctly, whether it be scripture, history, biography, or poetry. Whoever will not do this may expect to find
their communications consigned to the oblivion of the waste basket. Misquotations
are very serious defects, and should be
studiously avoided. It is too much to expect the Editors and proof readers to detect
and correct them. Don't quote from memory alone.

And we would further advise that no
one should attempt to write for the press
what they do not clearly comprehend, and
pretty thoroughly understand, lest their
articles, like an untimely birth, prove offensive and harmful. No one should wade
out beyond their depth, lest they get
swamped in the sight of those who can not
save them. Write of that you understand;
write carefully; write clearly; write interestingly, and your articles will appear
in due time if there is .room for th~m.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-What

is meant by "charity seeketh not her own," and, "thinks no evil?"
Ans.-This word, as found in the texts
quoted, means love. It is something more
than kindness, benevolence, liberality, or
good-will. Charity will move the individual to suffer wrong and harm rather than
exact what is the person's "own" in re~pect
to justice and personal rights. Justice and
equity decide what is ones' "own;" bitt
charity moves the individual to. yield or
give away what is really his "own." It is
not mindful and exacting of self-interests.
So also charity moves the individual to put
the best possible construction on the words
and deeds of others. It moves to compassion and mercy, and to be forbearing
with the foibles, faults and sins of others;
whereas, those who have not charity are
suspicious, surmise and imagine evil in respect to various matters. Charity puts the
best construction possible, while its opposite-malice:--puts the worst.
BRo. M. R. ScoTT writes us under date
of the 29th ult., from Galena, Indiana, saying:"l am sorry to know that some residing in your
country are writing to certain individuals in this
district, pursuing the policy of Elymas the sorcerer, trying to turn some one from the faith. It
is the policy of the adversary to attack the disaf·
fected ones, or the 'weaker vessels,' as in the case
of mother Eve. These parties confess that when
they heard the first principles of the gospel taught
by the church, they accepted them, and received
the Spirit. To such I would say, if you received
the Spirit by the obedience of faith, why not be
satisfied? That should have been sufficient evidence for all time to come that God endorsed the
authority, by giving his Spirit. But in the face
of this acknowledgment in respect to receiving
the Spirit in obedience to the gospel, such parties
state that for several years they have been dis·
senting from the church. They ask fifty or more
questions in regard to lineage, priesthood, types
and shadows. Why send them to southern Indiana to have them answered? All of thjs indicates, to my mind, that such parties are badly
confused, hypocritical, or they are aspirants. And
I think if Brother Joseph would get down and
out, and they could get in his place, they would
be satisfied-for a time at least. When shall we
believe such dissenters; when they bore testimony to the gospel, the church, and the latter day
work? Or now when they dissent from it, oppose it, and say it is not true? Who can "believe
them when they flatly contradict their former
testimony?"

To the foregoing we have only to say,
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that when members dissent from an<l
oppose the doctrines and rulings of the
church, a decent respect for their own
honor, if they have any, would move them
to withdraw from the church. To remain
in it while they privately give evidence of
disbelief in it, is to publish their want of
either judgment, piety, or .moral uprightness. "Whatsoever is not 6f faith is sin."
THERE is a very great amount of reluctance
upon the part of the "unco pious" to admit
the identity of·the Spaulding "Manuscript
Found,'' which was unearthed and brought
to light at Honolulu, Hawaaian Islands, as
the "Manuscript Found," for which the
claim has so long been made that it was
the original of the Book of Mormon.
Wiseacres are now advancing the idea that
"there was, there must have been" two
Manuscripts Found; one in common English, the other in Hebraistic; the one a
religipus romance, the other an allegorical
and mythical account of the early settlement of a portion of the Western Continent. Mr. Clark Braden even went so
far as to assert that there were three or
four copies of the Manuscript Found, one
of which fell into "Smith's hands."
Prof. Samuel S. Partello writes thus
learnedly in the Chicago Morning Ne·ws
for January 28th, 1886:
.THE SP AULD ING ROMANCE.
TUE LOST MANUSCRIPT OF SOLOMON SPAULDING-A CURIOUS L~TERARY DISCOVERY
AND ITS CONNECTION WITH THE
MORMON BIBLE.

So much· has been written in reference to the
"Book of Mormon" and its connection with the
literary effusion of Solomon Spaulding, written
and lost in the year 1814, that the recent discovery_ of the so-called "Manuscript Found" has
again put before the skeptics the wherewithal to
verify the truth of its identity with the Mormon
Testament. The writer finds himself, through•
the courtesy of a reverend correspondent at the
Sandwich Islands, enabled to give an outline of
this new-found manuscript, including a copy of
the first few pages.
This famous lost work of Spaulding owes its
notoriety to being the supposed original document from which the Mormon Bible was in part
derived. A great· many accounts have been
written about it, in different books discussing
Mormonism, as being without doubt the source
fro.m · which the companions of Joseph Smith
derived much of the alleged co~tents of the
golden plates. Our knowledge of its. contents,
however, has hitherto been confined to what has
been obtained from the. memory of a number of
persons who read it at the time that Spaulding
completed it, none of whom are now Jiving.
The manuscript itself disappeared when it left
the hands oi its .author in I814 to go to the
printers, a firm by the name of Patterson &
Lambden, at Pittsburg.
By the favor of a correspondent, now in Honolulu, it is my-privilege to say that the long-lost
and noted document has lately been discovered
in the hands. of ·Mr. L. L. Rice, a Honolulu resi-·
dent, who removed from Oberlin, 0., the.re,
about five years ago. Not long ago it occurred
to the venerable gentleman to make an examination of a box of: old papers which had accumulat-

ed during a period of twenty-five or thirty years
of his life as a newspaper editor and publisher in
Cleveland and other places in northeastern Ohio.
Among these musty and dust-laden papers there
was a small package wrapped in strong, buff
paper, tied with a piece of stout twine and plainly
marked on the outside in pencil in Mr. Rice's
own hand: "Manuscript Story. Conneaut."
The exterior of the package seemed somewhat
familiar to its owner, but yet he could not definitely fix on his mind the events in connection
with his possession of it, and he did not remember having inspected its contents. He lost no
time now in making an examination of it, calling
in subsequently the writer's informant and another friend. The examination disclosed an old manuscript book of some two hundred closely written
pages, carefully sewn in book form, about 7 by 6.
It was brown and dusty with age. The first
twenty pages show the effects of much handling,
and are somewhat gnawed and damaged by insects, but no great injury to the writing has been
done. A few extra outside leaves remain attached to the back of the book, on one of which in a
rough hand is .inscribed:
"Writings of Sol 0 mon Spaulding. Proved by
Aaron Wright, Oliver Smith, John N. Miller, and
others.
"The testimonies of the above gentlemen are
now in my possession.
D. P. Hurlbut."
Mr. Rice was wholly unable to account for how
or when this manuscript c"ame into his possession.
He says he has no knowledge of the persons
whose names are mentioned above. Som.e forty
or fifty years ago Mr. Rice was editor of the
Painesville Telegrapk, about thirty miles from
Conneaut, the residence of the Rev. Solomon
Spaulding, then deceased. He conjectures that
it must have been placed in his hands at that
period for perusal and subsequently for .publication. He personally knew. Samuel Rigdon, one
of Smith's right-hand men and later a Mormon
apostle, their first location being at Kirtland, in
the same county in which he lived.
Unlike the Mormon ~ible, Spaulding's manuscript as. found is not sham Hebraistic, but in
ordinary· English. It contains no quotations from
the Bible, unlike the other, which transfers large
portions of Isaiah and other books. Both devise
a number of uncouth names for their characters;
both record a series of desperate wars; both
narrate a voyage across the Atlantic in ancient
times, and a settlement in North America. But
whether this manuscript is the original is yet to
be proved, although there have been witnesses
who have stated that Spaulding told them that
he had altered his first plan of writing by going
further back with dates and writing in the old
scriptural style- in order that it might appear
more ancient. But a closer comparison of the
two books should be carefully made before accepting the manuscript as the original work of Spaulding. Below will be found a copy verbatim from
.Mr. Rice's find. The asterisks indicate where it
is illegible or obliterated:
The foregoing will suffice as a verbatim satnple
of the book as taken frorri the manuscript found
by Mr- Rice.
·
The party reach America and settle there,
removing after two years fo the Ohio. region.
.. Long accounts of the inhabitants and their wars
are given, which I have not closely examined.
The book having_ achieved such note, it would

* * *
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nol seem out of order to make further and more
direct inquiries into this manuscript, and which
Mr. Rice would seemingly approve of. Whatever may be the result, its supposed connection
with the "Book of Mormon" will furnish at least
a valuable piece of literary history.
Pnj>Sam11el S. Partello.

[We leave out the quotation, as it was
but the opening chapter and has been published in the HERALD, and is in print in
the "Manuscript Found,'' on sale at this
office.-ED.]
THE Boston, Massachusetts, iWorning Record for December 15th, contains a very
interesting report of the work of the Reorganized Church in New England, the
reporter's information being derived from
Brn. C. Scott, John Smith, M. H. Bond
and others. The extract we give below
will be read with pleasure by the HERALD
readers.
It was in December, 1865, that the first Mormon church in New England was organized .in
Fall River, with a membership of eight persons.
They were John Smith, John Gilbert, Sarah Gilbert, Thomas Gilbert, William Cotton, Mary A.
Smith, Edward Rogerson and Ellen RogersonIn the following October the Massachusetts district was organized, and the first conference was
held in Fall River in a business block on Main
street. Since then churches have been established in this vicinity in New Bedford, Providence,
R. I., Plainville, Brockton, Dennisport, Little
Compton, R. I., Boston, Douglass and also quite
a large number in Maine and Nova Scotia. What
was at first the Massachusetts district now comprises Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. Connecticut, however, is a land of steadier religious habits than the others, and there are
very few Saints there. These few, however,
hold a meeting quite .in a New Testament sort of
way, and the apostles go about among their
homes in very apostolic fashion. Their Mormon
ministers are self supporting. Some of them
may be tent makers, and they have to live where
some progress can be made with small expense.
In Fall River the Mormons have a chapel for
worship, and announce their services in the
newspapers like other well regulated religious
bodies. In .New Bedford they meet in Waites's
building on William street; in Providence, in a
building on High street; in Boston, in Chickering Hall on Washington street; in Little Comp•
ton, Dennisport, Plainville and Douglass they
have chapels. They also have quite a large
number of believers of the faith in Attleboro and
Mansfield; and also in Georgiaville and Scituate
in Rhode Is fond. In the. district there are about
700 members enrolled, although they have a far
greater attendance; of these, 200 are enro!Jed in .
Providence and 128 in this city,
I visited their chapel in this city on Sunday
last, and found Elder Columbus Scott-who ·is
one of the "quorum" of twelve apostles appoint·
ed by sacred revelation-in the pulpit preaching
on the «Signs of the Times." He claimed that
we are living in .the "latter days" spoken of by
the Scriptures, and talked learnedly and comprehensibly about the prophecies that are being ful·
filled every day. Two hundred and fifty very
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respectable people were listening with close and
admiring attention to his words. Their chapel
is a very neat one s.tory structure, loca.ted at the
Flint Village, a section of this city which our
refractory French-C~nadia.n Catholics have done
tHeir best to make famous. The house will comfortly seat 300 people. It is very neatly furnished with settees, and there is a large "family organ" at the foot of the rostrum, which is raised
several feet above the main floor of the church.
The chapel is heated by a very latter day hot air
furnace. The aisles are neatly carpeted and the
windows curtained. The people correspond in
looks remarkably well with their neat place of
worship.
Although the .church has a complicated hierarchy of apostles, bishops, elders and the like,
and the church property belongs to the bishops,
the management of the individual churches is
quite democratic. "We are thoroughly American,'' said Elder Scott to me; "we believe in free
government, free schools, a free press and a free
pulpit." Elder John Smith is the "president" of
this district, and Elder Thomas. Whitney acts as
his secretary. The other preachers of the sect
in the district are Elders John Potts and John
Gilbert, of Fall River; Frank A. Potter, Wifliam
Bradbury, George Yarrington and M. H. Bond
(active missionary) of Providence; Charles A.
Coombs, of Plainville; U. W. Greene, of Attleboro; E. N. Webster and J. Chester, of Boston;
·wellington Bearse of Dennisport, and haiah L.
Chase and Nathan C. Eldridge, of Plymouth.
There are still others who preach.
·Elder John Smith of New Bedford, whom I
saw in that city the other day, told me that his
church is growing more rapidly at the present
time than at any previous time in the history of
the church. "We had great trouble in getting a
start," he said, "because the papers were afraid
of us and wouldn't publish our notices. They
have got over that now." These Mormons are
very intensely opposed to polygamy, and have
sent their prophet Joseph Smith as a missionary
to Salt Lake. Elder Smith gave Senator Edmunds much valuable assistance in getting up
his anti-Mormon bill. Their organ, the Saints'
Herald, published the whole of Kate Field's antipolygamy lecture.
The elders of the Fall River church have frequently invited ministers of other denominations
to enter their pulpit and preach to them on the
prophecies. Their members here are largely of
English extraction, and are highly respected, as
are also their brethren elsewhere in the State.
Their next conference will be held in Dennisport about the last of January.

vVE give from the Chicage News of January z8th, 1886, a letter criticising the new
theology of Professors Thomas, Swing,
and Rev. H. W. Beecher. We commend
lts straight common sense in discussing the
"new theology" of the day as "sugar!Jlums'1 to the doubter and holiday believer;
but suggest that to be consistent the same
writer should not for the same reason that
he rejects Beecher, 1'homas, and Swing,
accept Moody and Talmage, for both of
these latter ignore sorne of the plainest
tloctrines taught by the Savior as the means

of salvation; To illustrate: Mr Moody,
iri an effort made in New York City, in
ridiculing the belief in the necessity for
baptism as an ordinance essential to salvation, declared that if he thought that baptism was essential to salvation he would
take a bucket and a broom, and going into
Broadway would baptize every body he
met· using the bucket and broom to illus-.
trat~ baptism by sprinkling rather than
immersion, as was the acknowledged method in the New Testament times:
THEOLOGICAL ANTIPODES AND CLERICAL
INCONSISTENCIES,

ROCHELLE, Ill., Jan. 24.-Editor News.-It is
Sunday. Will you kindly, as an agreeable dissertation from the struggle and ro!Jtine of every-day
business life, permit an unprofessional reader of
your paper to express a few of the many thoughts
which occur to him while perusing the reports of
a few of the late sermons of Moody and Thomas?
It seems to me that if the old theology as
taught in the past by Calvin and Edwards is based upon a bible supposed to be a true revelation
from God, recorded by Moses, Matthew, Luke
and John, and as consistently preached to-day by
Moody and Talmage, the so-called "new theology" as expounded by Beecher, Swing and Thomas, has no foundation to rest upon, unless indeed,
a new bible or a new revelation from God to
Beecher, Swing or Thomas, has been forthcoming in support of it. Have these evolnted ministers of the gospel received such divine favors as
. a basis for the new faith they are now proclaiming to the world with the assurance that it is
more worthy of their confidence thaq the old, or
are they simply discoursing, without authority,
a gospel of their own invention?
If the "new 'theology" preached by Beecher,
Swing and Thomas, is not based upon a new revelation, but is simply an expression of their individual views and the logical, but fallible, conclusions of their own researches, this, of course, implies the right of every one to reason concerning
matters which heretofore have been considered
strictly sacred, authoritative, and beyond human
understanding; and behold ! soon we will be
blessed with innumerable other gospels, including Tom, Dick and Harry. There will be as many gospels as there are thinkers and critics, and
all these gospels, the old included, will amount
to about the same thing as a rule and guide to
our faith and conduct-namely, nothing.
If the bible is to be subjected to human reason
and fallacies, it instantly ceases to be infallible,
and we then have no bible.
It therefore seems plain that in the conflict
now pending between the representatives of the
old school and the so-called progressive divine$,
the former have a very decided advantage over
their evoluted colleagues. If the bible is worth
a straw as a revelation, and binding as a guide to
faith, its plain language can not be misunderstood, and should not be misconstrued by any
one .. Its many strange doctrines, both agreeable
and ·the opposite, must be accepted in resigned
faith and with unlimited confidence in the truth
of its many strange dogmas, or it must be rejected entirely and placed among the categories of
ordinary books. There is no middle ground.
. Likes and dislikes must be ignored. There is no
reasonable excuse for audaciously presuming to
submit divine infallibility to human understand-

ing, or to substitute finite methods for omniscience, Its arbitrary behests and solemn admonitions must be accepted as absolutely final and
true, no matter how our intellect may revolt, or
our hopes may be shattered by facing its terrible.
decrees, or it must be summarily rejected as a
farce.
The old theology must be true, every word of
it as recorded in the bible and as accepted by the
Christian world for nearly two thousand years,
or we simply have no theology. The "new birth"
Mr. Moody insists upon must be an essential
process, hell and eternal punishment a fearful reality, or all the cunning, all the sophistries, and
all the eloquent appeals to our sense of justice,
to our hopes and aspirations, can not prevent the
old bible from being branded a collection of fables
and lies.
If there is no hell; if man may be saved without the "new birth,'' without Christ, without salvation, th!'n the death of Christ, the vicarious
atonement-in fact, the whole plan and economy
of Goel as recorded in the bible-become not only
a monstrous burlesque, but likewise transforms
the character of God from that of transcendent
goodness and wisdom to that of a miserable bungler and fiend.
If the criminal may be saved without the "new
birth "the infidel without conversion, the heathen
' Christ, as now taught by Beecher, Swmg
without
& Co., why did Christ die at all? Why did G_od,
in his august wisdom, assume the role of a kmd
and lm·ing Father and sacrifice for us his only
Son for the ostensible purpose of making salvation
and eternal bliss possible? Why dld he in his
wisdom, consider it necesssry to resort to this
awful sacrifice if without Christ, as Thomas says,
we may be saved as well? How can the human
mind reconcile this most shocking deed with divine goodness if all to no purpose? What excuse
if not an absolute necessity as a m~ans to accomplish great and lofty ends?
Some few years ago when the "new theology"
first became popular, on account of the many
sugar plums it so lavishly distributed among its
disciples, it will be remembered that Beecher first
renounced with intense indignation the ancient
doctrine of heathen damnation. Both Swing and
Thomas promptly indorsed the sentiment, and
since then it ha.s been generally taken for granted
that the missionary ls a very superfluous agent,
and that those deluded Christians who still
squander their money to convert the heathen
are indeed behind the times.
But again I plead for consistency. If the heathen are saved without Christ, would it not have
' been infinitely better for humanity if all the millions of Christians who have lived and all those
who now live had been or now were Hottentots,
Laplanders, or other barbarians, as now Christ,
instead of securing their salvation, may be the
cause of their eternal misery? And surely a
lifetime of luxury even in a land of civilization
can not compensate any human being for taking
its chance of being eternally damned. Therefore,
if being a Christian tends to eternal misery, and
being a heathen exempts us from this hazardous
experience, it were indeed better God had not
sent his Son at all and that we were all heathens.
All of which emphatically proves the inconsisof the new theology and that the poor heathen
must be.-...damned.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

.
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EDI'rED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"On the ladder of God which upward leads,
The. steps of progress are human needs.
For his judgments still are a mighty deep,
And the eyes of his providence never sleep."

POLISHED STONES.
DEAR SISTERS, Are there among us any such?
Stones that have been cut and polished, until they
throw back in a thousand glittering rays every
color of the rainbow, from each ray of light which
falls upon them? Has the net cast into the sea
gathered in the refined, the talented, the gifted
according to what the world esteem such? Talent, we are persuaded, the chµrch has within her
fold, gifted ones too; but we are just as firmly
persuaded that·the talent needs using-the gift
improving, as we are that it is in the chmch.
«Not as the world giveth, give I unto you,'' said
Jesus; and upon another occasion: "For that
which is highly esteemed among men is an abomination in the sight of God;" but he has given to
each one a. talent, and said, "occupy until I come."
"The prasent, the present is all thou hast
]'or thy sure possessing;
Like the patriarch's angel, hold it fu8t
'.rill it gives its blessing."

dent one who brought her there, in language
sweet as a hymn.of praise. Not afraid to breast
the storm to visit the fatherless and the widow,
to go far out of her way to bring the cripple to
the house of God; this is speaking words for
which indeed there is no death-words such as
I would to God we all spoke-testimonies such
as I would we all bore, to the power, truth, vitality and glory of the work in which we are engaged.
Shall any come between the human heart and
its Creator? Shall any enter into the sanctuary
of the soul and say tkis is right and good tor you?
To one it may be a joy to bear his testimony
to the goodness of God, and others will silently
listen and rejoice with them. If the testimony is
faithful and true, God is glorified and his people
are cheered, while the soul of the individual is
bl est; but if it be painful to another to speak of
things so sacred, before the people; if they feel
that only upon bended knee, before their Heavenly Father, can they unveil the sanctuary of their
soul, if you may
"Write them then,
As they who loved their fellow men;"

be not concerned in regard to their spoken testimonies, touch not the veil which God himself
has hung before their sanctuary, but leave that
to his Holy Spirit, for it is not the office work of
man.

Do not say that to-morrow or next week, a
"Our l!'riend, our Brother, and our Lord,
What may thy service be?·month or a year hence, I will do something for
Nor name, nor form, nor ritual word,
God, something for the cause in which I am enB11t simply following thee."
gaged; but do it now, now in the present, which
\Vhen the angel shall trouble the waters of a
is all the span of time we possess. The steps of
soul like this, have no fear for them, they would
the ladder of God, the poet tells us, "are human
speak though the world were assembled to hear.
needs." Human hearts are throbbing, beating
"Let your light so shine, that others seeing
all .around us. Do not let us wait until they are
your good ~uorks, may glorify your Falher who is
stilled in death, before we shed a tear for or with
in heaven."
them; not wait until the weary ones have fallen
Come we now to our question, "Have we any
under their burden, before we try to help them
polished stones among us?" If we are permitted
bear it.
to answer, we say they are these.
Human needs, can we number them? If they
\Ve read of a "stone which was set at naught
are the steps of progress, in the ladder of God,
by the builders." It was not polished according
then truly we may climb nearer to Him every
to the Jewish idea, .an.d they would not accept it.
day of our lives. We may not fathom his judgPerhaps if Christ had been poli~hed according
ments; His ways to us may be past finding out,
to their ideas, they would not have rejected him.
but we can not go amiss for Human nr.eds. Do
Where then would have. been our salvation, had
not Jet us wait for great and grand things to do;
Christ become a Jew, instead of listening to the
they may never drift by us;. but be sure, if we
Father's voice, and teaching only the words givseek for human needs, we shall find them. Hapen him to say?
py then if we strive to supply them.
THAT STONE is polished-has become the head
I remember one bitter cold day last winter,
of the corner, and author of eternal salvation to
looking from my window and seeing a diffident,
all who obey him. Let each of us strive to
modest woman, one who shrank from public gaze,
become more like him, to fol!ow more nearly in
who could not speak before the people without
his footsteps, and honor him by walking in his
her voice becoming indistinct with trembling; I
ways.
remember seeing he; enter the home of a poor
lonely widow, her hands filled with the abundWE can not forbear calling the particular atance God had given her to make glad her sister's
tention of all .interested in the. Home Column, to
heart; and I said, "God bless her, she is climbthe following extract from the address of W. H.
ing God's ladder."
Kelley, published in the Herald of January 30th.
Did we say she could not speak before the peo"Keep up the. family 111tar. The spirit of worple? Let us correct this. The funeral train was
ship should abide in the .home. Make home as
drawing near to the house of God. It was stormcomfortable and pleasant for wife and children
ing fiercely, and the drifting snow was piled high
as you are able, and be found. there the first of
in the streets. None but the strongest and surall places, except duty calls elsewhere."
est footed might be abroad in a day like this. The
pale face of a poor crippled woman looked out
[Selected.]
A WORD TO MOTHERS.
upon the storm, and a sigh escaped her heart.
Mo'i'HERS ! I say, make practical housekeepers
He whose funeral it was, was the son of one she
of your daughters, whatever else you make of
loved, yet she could not be there. But her heart
them. What is a woman if si;ie can n()t keep
was made glad, artd in the sanctuary of God her
h€lv.se praetleall y i' Is she an1 .;om fort t~ hef
la~e 1 b~~mlng with i,iratitutle 1 spoke fo1· the tliffi·
\
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husband. I would say she is not. It is the dtity
of every mother to train her children so that they
will be a comfort and a blessing to those around
them. The wealthy mother may say she keep~
a servant or housekeeper, and it is not necessary
for her daughter to work. That is all very well.
Does she forget that "riches have wings" and,
too, that her daughter will sooner or later be married and will then want to keep house herself?
How many young women are there, that know
how to manage a house when they are first married? And how often do we hear them say, "\Vhy
did not my mother teach me how to keep house,"
or otherwise they will be ugly and disagreeable
to their husbands, which brings a separation of
what might have been a happy couple. Now, if
mothers would put a daughter at little things,
like dusting or cleaning up her own room, or putting her clothes in order, (and there are a number
of other things which she might be put at when
quite young, as may seem proper to the mother,
all of which will train her), as she grows older
increase her responsibilities and cares. In this
way, little by little, a knowledge of cooking, bak.
ing, washing, ironing, cleaning, sewing, and managing a house in general, is gradually yet easily
acquired. If all mothers will do this, there would
be more happy families, and more well managed
households in this world than we have now.
I do not mean to say that art and mtisic should
be neglected; for, can not a woman know how to
keep house, and still be an artist or a musician?
I was born in wealth, never wanted for anything.
My mother kept servants, but still we had to work.
She used to say, "we have all we want now, bu(
will it be so forever?" And a good thing it was
that we learned while yet young; for time chang·
es; one year goes, another comes, each brings its
sorrows and its joys. Each day has its fale to tell
of some one who has lost a fortune, or some other who has found one.
And the day came to us too, when our fortune
went, and happy we were that we knew how to
go ahead and do the work. What a comfort it is
to a mother if she is sick, and knows she has a
da.ughter who can look after the household duties.
Often is the time I have heard it said by women
in trouble, "Would that my mother had ..taught
me to work when I was a child; now I am married and must find out everything, and worry
where there is no necessity for it."
Girls grow up, knowing nothing of the worriment and troubles their mothers have. They go
to school, to parties, cqncerts, and so on, and are
as merry as larks, while their mothers are at
home overburdened with care. Now, why not
let them help and share lhe cares of !heir mothers, and comfort them? It would give both
mother and daughter pleasure. Have you ever
noticed a mother and daughter working and planning together, and sharing the sorrows, as well
the joys of this life? If you have, you will know
what a great help that daughter was to the mother. Take a girl that knows nothing about housekeeping, or the care of children, what is she when
she is married? Then take one that knows about
it, and see the contrast of the two new homes.
Let sickness come in the house of the former,
and she will be completely upset. Let it come to
the latter, and she will know just what to do.
I never saw the woman yet, who was 3otry that
she had learned ·practical houseii:eepinj;f, and a
queer warp.an ~h,7 1:µ1;1st be !£ ehl\i 'l\'l:li'le
f.fcl1:
I

'
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it. I think every woman ought to be proud of
being .a good housekeeper. And I know that
men in general are very proud if they have a wife
\vho is a good housekeeper.
A. E. H.

gospel of Christ. This brother needs the prayers
of the Saints,·as there is a great deal of prejudice
against our. people and the woi·k of the last days
in this locality.
Yours for the truth,
C.' E. BUTTER WORTH.

VANDALIA, Mich., Jan'y 28th.
DA vrn DANCER, Lamoni, Iowa; Dear Sir: I
send the following short letter and poem for publication in "The Saints' Herald."
Dear Readers ef the Herald: Having been someBooNSBoRo, Iowa, Feb. 1st.
what "out in the world," or rather among the peoBro. Blair:-- There is something which prompts
ple of the world, I thought I would write to the
me to write; for as I read the many letters in the Herald to let you know that my brother John and
/Jerald, and hear the cry for reaper~, my heart
myself are still clinging to the hope of meeting
goes· out in sympathy to those who are h'ungering
you all in Heaven, and also of meeting our dear
after the pure word of the Master, and especially
parents and little brother, who have long since
when there are many places like our branch here,
left their earthly home. At present I am in Cass
that are over burdened with members of the
county, Michigan, teaching school. My term is
priesthood, and none of us doing much for the
four months, for which I receive forty dollars per
Master, while there are many places we could go
month. The neighborhood in which I am teachand at least plant the word, even if we could not ing is a neighborhood of Friends, or Quakers, as
stay to water it,.or see the increase. Now the
they are called. I find them to be a very friendquestion arises, If God has called us, (and no one
ly class of people, and I think that they are striv:
of us disbelieves it), he intended us to work in
ing, the best they know how, to do what is right
his vineyard. Then why do we huddle up here
in the sight of the Lord. They are an earnest,
in one corner, and in·one another's way? \Vhy ·
praying people. Dear reader, I want you to pray
don't we scatter out into new places and try to
for me and this a praying people.
get the people to see what we do preach? By BO
The following .few lines I write to you readers
doing we would be beneficial to ourselves, to our
of the Herald, in which I attempt to express how
fellow men, and to the cause. But as· long as
our troubles disappear when we strive earnestly
there is an overplus of the priesthood in a branch,
against them.
there is likely to be a lack on the part of the
IIO\V TROUBLES DISAPPEAR,
members in the discharge of their duties; experience has taught this. Now the main cause of
If e'er the troubles of this life,
this letter, aside from the love the writer has for
I would have driven away,
the work, is to see if it would not come to the
I must not sit down in the strife,
But work on night and day.
sight of some Saint, or Saints, where there are
none of the priesthood living, that could correIf, when I've found that some dark thread,
Across life's pathway's drawn,
spond with us in regard to our moving into their
I battle on with ceaseless tread,
neighborhood with a view to doing something
I'll break it-though 'tis strong.
for the Master as well as ourselves. Now if any
If, when the skies are black as iuk,
brother should know of such a place, where a
And angry tempests roll,
minister could get labor to support a wife and
I do not let my sad heart sink,
children, and put in a good share of time trying
Then I will reach the goal.
to tell the good news of the gospel, they will conGreat swarms of foes misfortune bnngs,
fer a fa\•or by corresponding with us. We are
In summer's darkened hours,
Who hie away on lightning wiugs,
poor as to this world's goods, but feel that laborWhen our good fortune lowers.
ing for the Master is time well spent. We are a
The
man of Uz fouud it not so
kind of a Jack·at-all-trades, and a miller in parIn his primeval day;
ticular. Don.'t care much about running a mill,
As now it is no man did know
as it is rather confining. Can plow, sow, reap or
Until time sped away.
mow, carpenter, and do manyother things. Can do
But I have learned th~t not by chance,
very well here, but the main object is to get
Do troubles take their flight;
where we can do some local work for the Master,
Nor, c1o they till we drilled t' advance,
Show them our will to fight.
as well as physical lalvor for ourselves.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion and her
And so my heart gives God the thanks,
To sec them moving high;
children, I subscribe myself your brother in the
For twixt us and their darkened ranks,
everlasting gospel,
W. F. CL;\RI<.
~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of person~ desiring a change in P.O ..address.

Box 84,

BOONSBORO,

Iowa.

Dow CITY, Iowa, Jan'y 27th.
Bro. Blair :-I have held eight preaching meetings at Maple River Junction, Iowa, from the
r6'.h to the 24th inst. These meetings were not
very well attended: snow being deep, roads bad,
and nights cola. At this place I was very kindly
received and entertained by Bro. Daniel \V. Shirk
and his excellent wife, and Mr. Lester Angell and
his estimable lady, who have my heartfelt thanks.
Bro. Shirk is a very exemplary man. He rendered excellent assistance in opening meetings
'mcl he::i.rirtg· teBtimony thl\t we had presented the

'rhe Christian banners fly.

Yours in the bonds of Christ,
CoLEcMoxm-r.
STREATOR, Ill., Jan'y 31st.
Editors li'eralcl.-Vle are pleased to state that
we yet have a desire to give an answer for the
hope that is within us. It seems that, for a long
time, Satan has desired to separate us from the
love of God; and instead of all feeling to suffer
when one has suffered, or all rejoice when one
rejoices, it has been the reverse of this. But we
rejoice now, that instead of malice and strife,
peace and unity nre the charncteristics of the

Saints. To God be all the praise. May his Spirit
ever keep us humble before him. We have been
highly blessed and edified with the presence of
Bro. Vickery, of Plano, who has baptized five
hei·e. We think Bro. Vickery is cut out for an
exhorter and couns'ellor: They have. every rea·
son, we think, to be proud of their president in
Plano. In our weakness we tried to wear off a
little of the rust, in presenting the word last Sunday evening; felt a man-fearing spirit until our
president offered prayer, when it dispersed like a
shot; and, thank. God, the few outsiders expressed themselves as well pleased. \Ve feel the fire
is again kindled. \Ve expected to speak again
to-night, but we have a champion for truth to
feed us to-day and to-night, in the person of Elder J. C. Foss, so we gave way, and expect a good
turnout to-night, principally Swedes.
~sking an interest in the prayers of the Saints
that my longing desire may be granted, namely,
the erection of a house of worship here, and that
we may be faithful, I remain your brother,
JACOB STANLEY.

205 Park Avenue,.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa,
January 3rst, 1886.
Bro. iv. TY. Blair:-The discussion to have
been held at Boonesboro, Iowa, commencing on
the 6th inst., between Elder J. D. Pegg of the
Seventh·day Adventist society, and myself, began on time and ended, I think, all right:' After
the first evening's session a storm interfered for
three following evenings, so we resumed on
the 10th, holding two sessions that day. In
article of agreement I named four sessions of
two hours each, Elder Pegg suggested six sessions,
and on evening of the fifth I extended it wi.th hie
consent, so we had eight sessions. Our proposition was: "Resolved, that the observance of the
Seventh-day Sabbath named in the fourth ·commandment of the decalogue was and is binding
upon all mankind." Thi;re is considerable to it,
but the sufficiency you named in your letter to
me was more of a sufficiency than Elder Pegg
cared to have!
I made it a matter of much prayer after I received the first word from him, and the morning
I left this city, directly after my morning devotion, the Spirit said: "l wi!l bless thee for my
truth's sake, for the sake of my people there, and
for thy sake.'' And the Lord abundantly ·kept
His promise! I entered upon the discussion comparatively "green" on the question, but the kind
Father matured me ere I got through. Elder
Pegg is their champion, is widely known throughout various states. He had a large number of
books; histories, authors, .. etc., but your servant
went with the Bible, and God's word shone
brightly, as it always does. He had much to say
about Constantine and the Papal power, and
what the Pope wears on his forehead signifying
his being God's vicar; and the last evening I
felt impressed to present the Rev. something· to
wear on his forehead to keep the Pope companyand on it I painted in large letters-" Tekel," and
held it to my forehead, and turning to the opponent, as the Spirit rested much upon me, I declared his arguments "weighed in the balance"
of God's word and "found waiting;" and he
looked confounded as I did so, and I gave it him
as a chromo for his effort. He tried hard to excite
me, or frritate me, but he did not, and he at times
got quite boistt'ron~, hut Gori helped me to fl.l-
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ways arise with a smile, and that even provoked
him. Elder Pegg is an able man; seemingly
earnest, ;:ealous, and a forcible speaker, but it is
all wasted on a "lost cause." The debate was
largely attended, and good attention given
throughout, and many peoples' minds fixed upon
the "first day" who had been wavering, and
others from the Seventh day turned over.
The Boone County Republican gave a synopsis
of my summary, I furnished them by request,
which I forward with this letter.
I have been, and am blest much, at times, and
blest always, in preaching the gospel word, and
have received lately some excellent favors from
the hand of God, for which I feel truly thankful.
Some weeks ago I received calls from two different, and strange (to me) places, that were in
exact fulfillment of a dream I had a short time
prior to their reception, but have not been able to
go. Bro. Blair, it is my daily and almost hourly,
living, burning desire, and effort to do God's will.
O, that I may be able by His loving-kindness to
so live that His sacred peace may abide with me.
"Lord, I care nof for riches,
Neither silver nor gold;
I would make sure of heaven,
I would enter the fold.
In the book of Thy kingdom,
With its pages so fair,
Tell me, Jesus, my Savior,
Is my name written there?"

Jesus said, as I used for my text this morning:

"A man's life consisteth not in the abundance of
things which he possesseth." I !hank you for
"notes" etc., sent me.
Yours, in the conflict,
J. F. McDOWELL.

he is willing to do all he can to bring others
into the fold of our blessed Redeemer, where
they can participate with him in the enjoyment
of these heaven-born principles. We intend to
take up collections in our branch, and every Saint
will have an opportunity to donate something for
the church treasury. 0 Saints, let us not neglect
the financial part_ of the work, but let us try and
have our faith and works agree, remembering
that "the Lord loves a cheerful giver." Bro. Little and I have of late been laboring in the branch,
going from house to house, trying to encourage
the Saints to duty. The branch has not been visited before for several years. We were glad to
see such good desires manifested, with a willingness to still keep working for the prize. The
Baptists ·have been holding a revival in New
Salem Church, which is a"mi!e from our place.
It was conducted by Rev. Oxshier, of Kellerton,
Iowa. About forty joined them during the pro·
tracted effort. He made heavy inroads in the
dancing society, and succeeded in convincing
many of the leading ones that the violin was dedicated to the devil's service, especially when used
to make music for the dance. O, that a good
Elder could step in just now while their hearts
are penitent, and present Christ in his true work,
preach to them the gospel in its fulness, and like
Peter lead them into the marvelous light of the
Sun of righteousness where. they could, after
complying with the requirements of the gospel,
attain to a knowledge of thdr acceptance with
God, and also of the doctrine whether it be ·of
God or man. When mortals are led by their
faith and repentance to a desire to comply with
the requirements of the gospel, to be buried with
Christ in baptism that they may become heirs to
the Holy Spirit of promise, how necessary it is
that tl1ey seek one who is called of God as was
Aaron, to administer in the sacred ordinance, and
the transaction be recorded in the "Lamb's Book
of Life."
Yours in the Jove of truth,
J.M. BROWN,

LITTLE RIVER, Iowa, Jan. 19th.
Dear Jferald;-It is with mingled feelings of
pleasure and sorrow that I sit down t0 write you
this morning; pleased that you are so prompt in
your weekly visits, and sorry that your columns
are not longer. I am pleased with the Herald in
its present form, especially- its tone. It seems to
be giving a certain sound, and it can with propriety be called the messenger of truth. As such
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Feb. rst.
I use it with my neighbors with good results.
'J;'here ought to be societies in the ,different
Bro. Blair :-In the last six months we have
branches throughout the church to raise funds to
visited and preached in Crescent City, Hazel
Dell and North Star Branches and felt well in
send the Herald and other church publications,
gratis, to those of enquiring minds, and also to ''bearing testimony of the restoration of the gospel.
When preaching in the North Star Branch I felt
send them as messengers of peace to various lowonderfully blessed with the Spirit of God. One
calities to open up the way before the Elders, that
Sunday I spoke on baptism. At the close of the
prejudice might be removed. It is difficult to as·
meeting two requested baptism, a young man
certain, until tried, the vast amount of good that
might be accomplished in disseminating the light and his mother. How my heart 1iraised God
when I saw this ,aged sister go down into the
of truth in this way. Sacred Writ requires us to
waters of baptism and renew her covenant with
Jet our "light shine," an<l this would be a good
her God. Thus one by one these aged soldiers of
way to do it. The ocean steamers and Nahum's
the cross come forward, pledging their faith anew.
chariots could soon carry the glad message even
This was Sister Jane Carlisle; she and her husto very remote places in a sh~rt time. This
would be like casting our bread upon the waters; band live at Eight Mile Grove, and were in the
and ere long we would see the good resulting church in the days of Joseph the See.r. God has
encouraged us many times in his own way, by
therefrom.
The Saint who has an abiding testimony, and ' signs following, by visions, and by the voice of
knows of the doctrine that it is of God, and is
the Spirit.
If it had not been for the special evidence
faithful, is not backward in using his temporal
means for the spread of the gospel; for he has 'which God gives to us, we would have been discouraged long ago. Sometimes we feel that our
been blessed and has tasted of the good things of
inability and our plainness of speech are not such
the kingdom, and they were "sweeter to him than
as the times demand, especially to those highly
honey in the honey-comb." The sweet influence
educated and refined, those whose nerves are so
of the Spirit is far greater than words can express.
delicate and 5ensitive they will not llsten unless
It cau~es a feeling 0£ charity to arise in the heart
~hat predominates t!Ver all \Olovetcml! deskes, llnd the speaker !Jan clothe hie S\'lntence$ with the Ian•
t,

,,
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guage of the poet. Let this be as it may, we are
going to keep on crying aloud,' "Fear God, and
give glory to him," for the poor have the gospel
preached unto them.
How interested we have been in llro. Joseph's
mission to Utah. Many times have we prayed
that God would open the eyes of that people,
that they might see and know "when good cometh." We have always felt interested in that
people. When Bro.Joseph was traveling through
Utah, we thought of Alma of old, who left the
judgment seat and went forth among his breth.
ren. His heart was moved with that true charity of God, and he suffered all manner of affliction
that he might reclaim them from their sins.
Shall we of the Reorganization not make every
effort in our power to reclaim that people? Yes,
brethren. If not, their blood will be required at
our hands and we will not be found spotlei;s at
the last day. Some say it has cost the church a
great deal of money to prosecute the work there,
and so few have believed. Oh! brethren, what
is money compared to the souls of men. Know
ye not if the church had not made one convert in
Utah, that the church has been doubly benefited
by the effort made .there, it has been the means
of drawing the line of demarcation between the
pure gospel of Christ and the abominations of
that people in such a way that the nations has
been able to see that primitive Mormonism had
nothfo.g to do with polygamy. The Reorganization have been "pleading the cause of injured inocence," for the last thirty odd years, and will
continue to plead . until the blame shall rest on
those who are guilty of this terrible apostasy.
Yes, and until the world shall know that the gospel brought by the angel to Joseph the Seer was
truth and purity.
I remain your brother,
D. K. DoDso:N".
BLOOMINGTON, Dak., Jan'y r5lh.
Bro. Blair: I am preaching most every Sunday. The Lord has helped me in my understanding. The people open the doors to me, and many come to hear. I preached at Bloomington
last Sunday, with full house. If you would send
some one to this place they would find churches
to preach in, and could do a good work. The
reason that I don't preach more is, I have to work
for my living, for I am on a new farm. Times
are very hard here. I do not like it here, for the
water is very scarce. I will try it one more year,
and if I can nol raise anything, then I will leave.
Your. brother,

J.

MT.

HoGABomL

Nova Scotia,
Dec. 15th, 1885.
Bro. Blair :-Though few in number we are
striving for the spread of truth, as taught by J es us Christ and his Apostles, as fai- as our circumstances will permit. \Ve hold meetings every
Sunday, and there seems to be an· inc"reaoe in
number to hear, although some stand stiffly to
the sects. We met in conference October r71h
last, and were some disappointed in not having
some Elder to meet with us. Dut we were favored by having Bro. H.J. Davison, president of
Cornwallis Branch, to meet with us. He preached Sunday afternoon and evening with acceptance, and the Saints were edified, and returning
home were somewhat built up, having their spiritu~J streng,th renewed.
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mended the clerk of the district to correspond
with Bro: 'W. Kelley, president of the Eastern·
Mission,· asking for an Elder to come and labor
among us. We think the mission might be self.
sustaining, or nearly so. \Ve are building a meeting-house, and the outside is nearly done. , We
manage to hold meeting in it. I think if so.me
Elder could come and labor steady, they would
get a good hearing, and some good be done. We
feel the Lord is waiting to b_less those that w!ll
obey his commandments a11'd prove faithful to
the end.
Your brother in Christ,
J.C. BURGESS.
CORTLAND, Illinois,
January 23d.
Brot!ter 'Josc;p!t :-:--I wish to· bear testimony of
!lie latter day work, and to the truth of the Book
of Mormon. I know of no better way at present
tttan to relate a dream that I had lately concerning that book. The course the Saints in Cortland and Dekalb have been pursuing for the last
eight months, or more, may have had something
to do in causing this dream. I will ·state that
last May we comrrienced holding meetings regulat twice a week. Sunday afternoons we held
our reading meetings, under the name of Sunday
school, or Bible class, the writer being chosen
suprintendent. At first we would read from the
Bible, or the Hope lesson; then ask and answer
questions, conc~rning what we had read. _About
two months ago; as some of us had never read
the Book of Mormon through, and fearing that
we might merit the reproof given in Doctrine
and ·covenants, sec. 83: 4, we began to read the
Book of Mormon through by course. Have now
read seven lessons from that book, and have felt
that we received a blessing at each lesson. We
meet together, sing a hymn, then read a chapter
from the Bible, and then pray; we then read by
, course from the Book of Mormon, each member
present reading; spend an hour or more in this
way,then dismiss and go home to come together,
in the evening for prayer and testimony. When
an Elder is with us we then omit our reading
lessons to hear him.
On Sunday, the third of this month Bro. Patterson organized us into a branch of fourteen
members; and on the night of January 8th, the
writer had the following dream:
I dreamed that I was at a small gatheringperhaps ten or a dozen, mostly men-who appeared to be a collection of visitors. There was one
man present thirty or thirty-five years old; rather
slender build, light complexion, well dressed
with rather light colored clothes of a neat fit.
There was something said about the Book of
Mormon that caused him to enquire if anybody
there believed in the book, or knew of its truth?
I replied that I knew by the Spirit of God, that it
was true, and that he might know that it was
true, if he desired to, and would put himself in
way of knowing. That I also knew that the
Bible was true, save where it was mistranslated;
but that the inspired translator corrected the
most of those errors, or the most important ones;
and I quoted Isa. 37: 36, as a sample. I also
stated that there might be typographical errors,
as there were more or less in all books.
The language used in my dream, by both the
writer and the person referred to in the dream,
is as nearly as I could remember next morning
when the ti!.'l'<!m wn.• fa.·P.sh i.n m,y n;iem.or,y,

I ha~e more than once felt the. witness of the
spirit of the truth of that book while reading the
same; and on o,ne occasion very powerfully,
while reading a portion of the fifteenth chapter of
the book of Alma, and especially from paragraph
four to seven inclusive. And. while I continue
to believe in the divinity of the Book of Mormon;
I can not better close this lettter and my testimony of that book, than by qi,10ting from our
Saints' Herald, page· 121, vol. 32..
"While the writer continues to believe in the
divinity of the Book of Mormon, he is bound to
believe in revelations which the 'Choice Seer'
gave to the church, even though he may not
fully comprehend them all. Christ's apostles,
for a season did not fully understand the Scriptures they believed in. Luke 24: 45. Peter did
not understand Christ's commands to him. Matt.
28: 19; not the Scriptures which promised sal va-.
tion to the Gentiles. Hosea 2: 23, with~ Rom.
9: 24, etc., till Christ in a marvelous way revealed
the facf to him.-Acts 10: 1-,48."
Nor does the writer fully understand all thin.gs
that is true; but he is striving to grow in grace
and in the knowiedge of ,the truth. May God
bless all his Saints, enabling them to cling to
the rod of iron, which is the word of God, is the
praver of yours in Christ,
,'
w: R. CALLHOON.
NEWPORT, Nova Scotia,
December 14th.
Dear Herald :-The work is still alive here, and
God has warned us· that we should be more
united, and come to the help of the Lord against
the combined powers of darkness. \Ve need
help, and have written to Bro. 'vV. H. Kelley for
help. We have got a meeting house up, and
liave the outside finished. \Ve invite any Elder
that can do so to give us a call, and we also ask
the prayers of all God's people, as we are strong
believers in the power of prayer.
J. \V. DDIOCK.
MARMATON, Kansas, Jan. 30th.

Dear Brother Blair :-I was over in Missouri
north-east of Nevada, at Brother and Sister Ole:
sen's, and got home last Monday. I went over
on Tuesday, the 19th, and preached five times;
never felt better in my life in trying to present
the word than I did during both times, while
I was there.
I , gave all the chance to
learn they could ask, by letting them ask questions bearing on the subjects, after I was through
preaching. All worked pleasantly, several took
notes after me while I was speaking. One man
said he examined the Scriptµres which he noted
and found them correct. I think some are investigating. They never heard the gospel preached before. Oh, if I could be in the field enough to
give my time and strength to the Lord's cause,
how my heart would leap for joy. This is the
greatest desire of my heart, if I know myself.
There is nothing I go at that I feel blessed in like
preaching the word. It is my desire by day, and
many times my dreams by night. I pray the
Lord to bear me up and loose the bands that
have kept me back so long, viz, home cares.
While at Bro. Olesons I was lying on the bed
reading, after I returned from preaching, and was
talking concerning my great desire to be in the
missionary field, I arose, by a powerful influence
which came upon me and exclaimed with tears,
"M,y worlf wilrbe given me! I'll get it-~the i:,ord

has been. withholding that I should be better. pre
pared." There is a work for me, and I know it.
Several times has this occurred with me since I
have been in the church, which always gives me
courage. Pray for me, that the Lord may make
me able and keep me so.
In hope,
·
L. H. EzzEL.
KALO, Iowa, Jan. 28th.

Bro. Blair :-I met an old friend of yours here.
I am the only Latter Day Saint in Kalo, although
· there is a branch of the church a little over a
mile away. To-day the assessor came a:nd was
questioning me as to what property I had, and the
postmaster told him he could believJ') W.hat I said
as I was a Mormon. He replied, "Well, Mr.
Phelan, you can say what you p1ease, but the
Mormons have the truth." That· led him and
myself to talk a little about the church, aµd he
asked me if I was acquainted with W .. W. Blair.
I said No; but that I had read some of his writing. "\Veil, I know him," said he, "and a good
man he is." He also knew Bro. Joseph and
his father, and also Brn. Zenas. Gurley, Briggs,
and more of the Elders. His name is D. R.
Fuller. He said you would remember him, and
that he would like to hear from you very well.
I was to let him know if you wrote to me in
answer to this.
I am trying to do the Master's will, and whenever I get a chance to speak a word in behalf of
the doctrine I do so. I was baptized by Bro.
Roth in May, 1884, at Boonsboro. My relatives
are all on the other side-they belong to the
sectarian world, and laugh at me.
Your brother in Christ,
J. KNOX.
HOW TO SA VE BOYS.
Women who have sons to rear, and dread the
demoralizing influences of bad associates, ought
to understand the nature of young manhood. It
is excessively restless. It is disturbed by vague
ambitions, by thirst for action, by longings for
excitement, by irrepressible desires to touch life
in manifold ways. If you, mothers, rear your
sons so that their homes are associated with the
repression of natural instiricts, you will be sure
to throw them in the society that in some measure can supply the need of their hearts.
They will not go to the public house at first
for love of liquor; they go for the animated· and
hilarious companionship, they find there, which
they discover does so much to repress the disturbing restlessness in their breasts.
See to it, that their-homes compete with public
places in attract! veness. Open yom: blinds by
day and light bright fires by night. Illuminate
your rooms. Hang pictures upon the wall Put
books and newspapers upon your tables. Have
music and entertaining games. Banish demons
of dullness and apathy that have so long ruled in
your household, and bring in mirth and good
cheer. Invent occupations for your sons. Stimulate their ambition in worthy directions.· While
you make home their delight, fill them with higher purposes than mere pleasure. Whether they
shall pass boyhood and enter upon manhood with
refined tastes and noble ambitions depend on you.
Believe it possible that, with exertion and right
means, a mother may have more control over the
de~tlny of her boys than any other inftuence whah
ever.-~1?;;,
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TEST THE SPIRIT.

SAINT ] OIIN was evidently concerned for
the good of the church when he wrote:
"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try
the spin ts whether they are of God; because many false prophets are gone out
into the world." Ever and anon are we
requested by some people to manifest a
sign; and often this request is supplemented with a statement, "If you will show
such a sign, we will believe your doctrine."
These requests are seductive, coming as
they do in the form of a temptation.
Hence, the divine wisdom in the above
wise admonition. For as both good and
evil spirits would be encountered, and none
would be more exposed to deception than
those who accepted as truthful the promise,
"But the manifestation of the Spirit is
given to every man to profit withal." If
there is not a sure rule of interpretation
granted from "Him who can not lie," so
that ::ill manifestations, of every kind,
nature and magnitude, whether coming
from apostle, prophet, priest or layman,
male or female, can be proverly tested,
that the source and correctness of such
manifestations may be determined beyond
the suspicion of a doubt, then the popular
practice of dismissing all spiritual manifestations and the adoption of onlv the
moral precepts and regulation as are taught
in the Scriptures would be much the safest
plan to follow. But as ] ohn directs to
"try the spirits," sure! y it was for a wise
purpose that the church was thus put upon
its guard and instructed. It would appear
folly in the extreme to attempt to believe
this teacher would haYe us to understand
that the only object ·in trying the spirits
was to refuse and deny all that were presented as gifts by the Spirit, but rather
that we comply with what is clearly the
intention of the apostle, accept and profit
by the receiving that which is God~given,
and bestowed unon all those who have
obeyed that fon~ of doctrine which has
ever been administered by the "measure"
of the Holy Spirit; as promised by Christ
when he says, "If any man will do his
will he shall know of the doctrine, whether
it be of God, or whether I speak of myself."
This was certainly Paul's design when he.
said, "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good." Another, and fully as
great an object of this valuable instruction
lies. in the testing of spirits-we discover
the evil, and escape the consequences that
must inevitably follow if we succumb to
Hie guidance of that power that has ever
sought .to counterfeit and supplant the true
gifts that are promised upon keeping the
n;:quired conditions of the gospel covenant;

He has poorly read the history of the
past who has failed to perceive that the
true and the false manifestations are
brought in close contact. The first important lesson for all to learn is, that "the law
of the. Lord is perfect," that all spiritual
manifestations are subordinate to the written word, and that the spiritual gifts are
bestowed as an auxiliary to assist those
who make the effort to have their life,
walk and conversation comport with the
behests of heaven. And when we are besieged with "sign seekers," we cite them
to the scenes of the Crucifixion; "and they
that passed by railed on him, wagging
their heads, and saying, Ah, thou that destroyest the temple, and buildest it in three
days, save thyself, and come down from
the cross. Likewise also the chief priests
mocking said among themselves, with the
scribes, He saved others; himself he can
not save. Let Christ, the King of Israel,
descend now from the cross, that we may
see and believe." \Vhich shows that it
was not compatible with the design of the
Almighty that Christ should have complied
with the request of implacable "sign seekers," and delivered himself from the cross,
and thereby gained renown and glory in
the exhibition of his deliverance, I personally would just as soon give cheerful and
full confidence and worship to one who
possessed power to free himself from the
ignominious death upon the tree, as one
possessing power to arise out of the grave.
Belief that Christ is the Son of God being
the germ of salvation, it would appear,
from a human standpoint, that when those
around the cross made such a fair promise
that if Christ would come down they
would believe, that this was a golden
opportunity to make believers. Perhaps
the equal of this opportunity will never
again appear. But God was deaf to all
their importunate demands, and Christ
was "delivered by the detetminate counsel
and foreknowledge of God," thus carrying
out the divine plan which chains our admiration of the fixed principles of the
divine law. The sad death and triumphant
resurrection of Jesus are more supremely
grand and stable, than all else accomplished by the despised One of Nazareth. Here
is a good place to furnish a sentence from
the Chief Teacher of God's plan for man's
salvation. An. exigency arose through
. tempting the Master, who said, "A wicked
and adulterous generation seeketh after a
sign." It would be well for those of the
present time, ere they ask an unreasonable
thing, that. they enquire who those parties
were whom Jesus rebuked so severely.
They were "Pharisees" and Sadducees"the most devout religionists of that period.
It was the unwise zeal they possessed for
their religion that sealed their hearts
against the truth, and caused them to reject
the Anointed One.
When we are still more closely pressed
to show a sign, we find a reply in the
promise, "And these signs shall follow
them that believe." Within this strong
bulwark we may abide until every storm
be. past; and notwithstanding men may be
very anxious to reverse the order, and
have the signs go bfifore helief1 we are net
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responsible for the order in which God set
these gifts, neither are we willing, by a
direct effort upon our part, or by compromise to gain to the. cause believers, and
seek to reverse that which God hath
appointed. As the harvest is the result of
faithful and untiring toil to the farmer, so
is the receiving of signs to those who have
put on Christ in baptism. Some will say,
"How shall w~ know the genuine from
the ~purious ?" To all such we have but
one reply, "It is written;" and we adopt
the rule appointed by "The Father of
lights, with whom is no variableness,
neither shadow of turning." For in the
mouth of two or three witnesses shall
every word be established. Ezekiel said:
"And when this cometh to pass, (lo, it will
come), then shall they know that a prophet
hath been among them." Moses said:
"When a prophet speaketh in the name of
the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come
to pass, that is the thing which the Lord
hath not spoken, but the prophet hath
spoken it presumptuously: thou shalt not
be afraid of him." Isaiah said: "To the
law and to the testimony; if they speak
not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them." And Jes us
said: "Now I tell you before it come, that
when it is come to pass, ye may believe
that I am he." 1.Jnder the gospel economy
we find mentioned as the gifts or signs of
God to man promised, I, wisdom; 2,
knowledge; 3, faith; 4, healing; 5, miracles; 6,prophecy; 7,discerning; 8,tongues;
9, interpretation; 10, dreams.·; II, visions;
12, eternal life.
There are other gifts
which we might add to this list, but these
suffice to illustrate the point at issue. .May
we expect to posse~s in the church at the
present time such a portion of grace as
will entitle us to the reception of these
several gifts? What saith the scriptures?
"These signs shall follow them that believe." Do any believe? Well, it would
seem reasonable to suppose that all church
members were believers and therefore
under the promise made by the Lawgiver,
and that each.would receive rnch a gift as
would be a fulfillment, "the manifestation
of the Spirit is given to every man to
profit withal." Now, I am prepared to
ask thos.e who oppose the spiritual gifis in
the church at the present time, if the signs
do not appear among the so-called followers of Christ, is it not a sufficient cause for
doubts to arise? As soon as doubts are
expressed and inquiry is made, some uninspired teacher, who himself does not believe, explains that these things were only
for <t particular time and people; othei·s
say the qualifications and the restrictions
vouchsafed to us were not in the original
article as pronounced by the Lord. But
Jesus bade his apostles "Teach all nations,
* * * observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you." Peter, in harmony
with this instruction promised upon repentance and baptism the Holy Spirit "unto
you;" "your children;" those "afar off,.''
and to those whom "the Lord our God
shall call." vVith this plain promise, no
minister can be consistent when saying to
sinners, "God calls you. now," or "tonight;" and in the ne8't breath tells tho~6l
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same sinners that "repentance and baptism"' tion thereof would go a long ways in
are essential, and then deny to, them the weeding out the black sheep or goats.
fulfillment of the promise inade by P,eter 8th. This is the most abused gift of all
when under the influence of the Spirit those promised. We will therefore be
sent down on the day of Pentecost. Be- more critical in the examination of it.
ware before you attempt to divorce that . The general commission of Christ to the
which God hath joined together! Read, Apostles, as it is recorded by Mark, has
and be convinced that repentance, baptism "new tongues" as one of the signs to foland the Holy Spirit, are unit,ed with the low, and the last scenes upon the cross
word "and." To remove that worct, or to were marked by the Son of God using
omit quoting the last ten words of Acts this sign. In proof of this statement we
z: 38, is to do violence, to heaven's grandest herewith subjoin both the tongue and the
proclamation, wherein man is furnished . interpretation thereof: "Eloi, Eloi, lama
with the knowledge of the means whereby sabachthani." The interpretation is, "My
he may be freed from sin, and obtain a God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
"lamp to his path, and a light to his feet" me?" Jes us said to the apostles: "Tarry
w:hile making the journey of life, through ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye be
this world of ,sin, sorrow, pain and death. endued with power from on high.~' These
Let us now take a brief retrospect of men did as directed, and .when they rethese several gifts, and do so by number. ceived the promised enduement, the "clovISt,- Can it be that, any one engaged in the en tongues like' as of fire" sat upon them,
laudable effort of trying to ameliorate the and this was the first gift manifested. The
condition of his fellow being, but what has last by Christ, and the first by the apostles.
felt the need of that "wisdom" which com- This is passing strange, indeed; and more
eth from on high and leadeth up to duty, especially is it strange to those who are,
acceptance, and glory? zd. The confusion, by misfortune, or willfully, ignorant of
ill-will and divisions found in all organiza- · God's revealed will and purpose concerntions who claim to be the "body of Christ," ing these signs. Paul sheds much light
evince that there is a deplorable want of on this branch of the subject. "Wherethat "knowledge" which is bequeathed fore, tongues are for a sign, not to them
unto man by the Holy Spirit. 3d. Not as that believe, but to them that believe not."
a formula of belief, or ,,,creed, but as the Upon reading this many who do not beaction of the mind resulting to the individ-' lieve will say, "You are under obligation
ual, in evidence that God works in and to speak in tongues, for we do not believe,
through man as in ancient times, read the and it is a sign unto us." It is a difficult
result of the operation of faith as described task to get suyh persons to see the true
in the eleventh chapter of Hebrews, and. intent of this text, or if they do, to get
then seek for "the assurance of things them to confess the truth. Let the.examhoped for," and "contend earnestly for the ple in Scripture be the encl of contention.
faith which was once delivered unto the Smely, the apostles on the day of Pentesaints." The ministers of all the churches cost, were preaching in tongues to those
have long felt the need of an increase of "that believe not"-"Behold, are not all
pure and simple faith. Let joy give place these which speak Galileans?" This was
to sadness, for "the times of refreshing said of those who preached unto .the peoshall come from the presence 'of the Lord," ple. The language and dialect of that
has been heralded abroad, and the glad congregation \-vere as follows. That of the
news are now received wherein the Lord apostles, Parthian~, Medes, Elamites, of
promised saying, "l will put my law in Mesopotamia, Judea, Cappadocia, Pontus,
their inward parts, and write it in their Asia, Phrygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, Libya,
hearts." unto faithful and true servants Cyrene, Rome, and of Crete and Arabia.
has this come, and they now spread these This mixed congregation, were "them that
tidings among the people, and are prepar- believe not;" and let them tell the result
ing a· band to receive with joy the coming of the preaching in the gift of tongues,
Messiah. 4th. This for many long years "Every m:m heard them speak in his own
has been counted among the "lost arts;" language." When the truth was thus by
but there is an awaking upon the impor- the power of Goel so forcefully presented
tance of having this gift restored to its that all could hear and understand, the
proper place, and there are favorable indi- disciples received a strong reinforcement;
cations that "healing" by faith in the for there were "added unto them about
promises of God, with prayer, is daily be- three thousand souls." 0 you who fight
coming more frequent. 5th. We stand against the gift of tongues, consider that
upon the threshold of an age big with the the angels of heaven rejoice over one sinmost stupendous and awe-impiring "mir- ner that turns from sin to righteousness.
acles" mentioned ia the Bible. 6th. Of Certainly, the turning of about three
this the world is full; and the important thousand was enough to cause a jubilee
feature in prophecy is to prevent enthusi- among the angels. Let the unbeliever of
asm leading into acts with which the Holy to-clay understand that when one shall
Spirit has naught to do. Our text, and speak to another "in tongues" in "his own
"witnesses," govern upon this point. 7th. language,'' then has he that hears received
"Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, a sign. Some object that the gift of
I would not have you ignorant." The tongues is faulty or fractional, and "whethabsence of this gift has taken away the er there be tongues, they shall cease."
safeguards which prevent "wolves in Should any take alarm at this statement,
sheeps' clothing" from entering, who bring we may ask, vVhen will they cease?
in shame, reproach and loss to the flock of "vVhen that which i~ perfect is come," it1
(;od, Th0 t'e~,t0Yntion i:md right applica• Paul'i.i reply, God will permit us thoi

crumbs till the feast is prepared; Now
my pilgrim friend, do you remember reading, "Go to, let us go down, and there
confound their language, that they may
not understand one another's speech?"
Upon the accomplishing of this, the people
were scattered abroad, to every land and
island of the world, and an imperfect language or dialect is the common lot of all
men. The logic based upon the promise
of perfection, would inspire us with the
hope that God will continue to bestow
"line upon line," ai;id retain for man's good
the fractional till . he fulfills this promise:
"For then will I turn to the people a pure
language, that they may all call upon the
name of the Lord, to serve him with one
consent." Zeph. 3: 10. When this is done,
tongues will be no longer needed. But
until then, do not rob us of the fragments
that come from our Father's loving hand.
9th. Upon this little need: be said, for "interpretation" is contingent upon the exercise of tongues. 10th. We are not justified
in rejecting all dreams for the reason that
most people dream. Some of the clearest
and most important things revealed in the
Bible came through this medium. God
hath , promised, and who shall hinder. If
space would permit we could furnish many
instances of the fulfillment of clream3, that
has recently been published in many newspapers. 11th. Visions were promised to
the "young men" by Joel, and reiterated
by Peter. ·And the "wise man" tells us
that "where there is no vision the people
perish." None are so blind as those who
refuse to see. I 2th. As to this, the chief
gift from God, we only need say, "But if
the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from
the dead dwell in you, he that raised up
Christ from the dead shall also quicken
your mortal bodies by his Spirit that
dwelleth in you."
Having briefly gone over these wonderful things we find in the good book, I
wish to add here the matured thoughts
from the pen of one well versed, by study
and experience, on this subject: "We are to
try the spirits and prove them, for it is
often the case that men make a mistake in
regard to these things. God has so ordained that when he has communicated, no
vision is to be taken.but what you can see
by the seeing of the eye, or what you can
heay by the hearing of the ear. When
vou see a vision, pray for the interpretation.
If you get not this, shut it up; there must
be certainty in this matter. An open
vision will manifest that which is more important. Lying spirits are going forth in
the earth. There will be great manifestations of spirits, both false and true. Being
born again comes by the Spirit of Goel
through ordinances. An angel of God
never has wings. Some will say that they
have seen a spirit; that he offered them
his hand, hut they did not touch it. This
is a lie. First, it is contrary to the plan of
God; a spirit can not come but in glory;
(as Moses and Elias; Matt.); an angel has
flesh and bones; we see not their glory.
The devil may appear as an angel of light.
Ask God to reveal it; if it be of the devil
he will flee from you; if of God, he will
manifest himselfi or make it manifo15t,
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We may come to Jes us and ask him; he
will know all about it; if he comes to a
little child he will adapt himself to the
language and capacity of a little child.
Every spirit,.or vision, or singing, is not
of God. The devil is an orator; he is
powerful; he took our Savior on to a pinnacle of the temple, and kept him in the
wilderness for forty days. The gift of
discerning of spirits will be given to the
Presiding Elder. Pray for him that he
may have this gift. Speak not in the gift
of tongues without understanding it, or
without interpretation. The devil can
speak in tongues; the adversary will come
with his work; he can tempt all classes;
can speak in English or Dutch. Let no
one speak in tongues unless he interpret,
except by the consent of the one who is
placed to preside; then he may discern or
interpret, or another may." See Joseph
the Seer, p. 190-r. The clear and positive instruction in this long extract, can
not be improved upon by any words of
mine, however I would urge upon all who
are blessed with any of the gospel gifts to
observe these rules, and thereby raise the
spiritual standard, that the wavering shall
be made strong, the weak confirmed, and
the strong made perfect. vVe are not required to cry aloud and publish all that is
manifested to us, for the reason that many
of the revealments made to us by the Spirit
are for a personal or individual benefit.
Herewith I transcribe some of Paul's most
pungent remarks. and directions 1'pon the
use of spiritual gifts, and let your mind be
filled with a holy desire to know and do
good unto all men, by teaching them more
perfectly the way of life.
"For he that speaketh in an unknown
tongue speaketh not unto men, but unto
God; for no man understandeth him;
howbeit in the Spirit he speaketh mysterie:;,
But he that prophesieth speaketh unto men
to edification, and exhortation, and comfor~.
He that speaketh in an unknown tongue
edifieth himself; but he that prophesieth
edifieth the church. I would that ye all
spake with tongues, but rather that ye
prophesied; for greater is lie that prophesieth than he that speaketh with tongues,
except he interpret, that the church may
receive edifying. Now, brethren, if I
come unto you speaking with tongues,
what shall I profit you, except I shall
speak to you either by revelation, or by
knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine? And even things without life giving "sound, whether pipe or harp, except
they give a distinction in the sounds, how
shall it be known what is piped or harped?
For if the trumpet give an uncertain sound,
who shall prepare himself for battle? So
likewise ye, except ye utter by the tongue
words easy to be understood, how shall it
be known what is spoken? For ye shall
speak into the air. There are, it may be,
so many kind of voices in the world, and
none of them is without signification.
Therefore if I know not the meaning, of
the voice, I shall be unto him that soeaketh
a barbarian, and he that speaketh shall be
a barbarian unto me. Even so ye, forasmuch as ye are zealous of spiritual gifts,
seek that ye may excel to the edifying of

the church. Wherefore let him that speaketh in an unknown tongue pray that he
may interpret. For if I pray in an unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth, but my
understanding is unfruitful. What is it
then? I will pray with the Spirit, and I
will pray with the understanding also: I
will sing with the Spirit, and I will sing
with the understanding also. Else, when
thou shalt bless with the Spirit how shall
he that occupieth the room of the unlearned say Amen at the giving of thanks, seeing he understandeth not what thou sayest?
For thou verily givest thanks well, but
the other is not edified. I thank my God,
I speak with tongues more than ye all:
Yet in the church I had rather speak five
words with my understanding, that by my
voice I might teach others also, than ten
thousand words in an unknown tongue.
Brethren, be not children in understanding:
howbeit in malice be ye children, but in
understanding men. In the law it is written, With men of other tongues and other
lips will I speak unto this people; and yet
for all that will they not hear me, saith the
Lord. vVherefore tongues are for a sign,
not to them that believe, but to them that
believe not: but prophesying serveth not
for them that believe not, but for them
which believe. If therefore the whole
church be come together into one place,
and all speak with tongues, and there
come in those that are unlearned, or unbelievers, will they not say that ye are mad?
But if all prophesy, and there come in one
that believeth not, or one unlearned, he is
convinced of all, he is judged of all; and
thus are the secrets of his heart made manife8t; and so falling down on his face he
will worship God, and report that God is
in you of a truth. How is it then, brethren? when ye come together, every one of
you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a
tongue, hath a revelation, hath an interpretation. Let all things be done unto edifying. If any man speak in an unknown
tongue, let it be by two, or at the most by
three, and that by course; and let one interpret. But if there be no interpreter, let
him keep silence in the church; and let
him speak to him'ielf, and to God. Let
the prophets speak two or three, and let
the other judge. If any thing be revealed
to another that sitteth by, let the first hold
his peace. For ye may all prophesy one
by one, that all may learn, and all may be
comforted. And the spirits of the prophets
are subject to the prophets. For God is
not the author of confusion, but of -peace,
as in all churches of the saints. * * .*
What! came the word of God out from
you? or came it unto you only? If any
man think himself to be a prophet, or
spiritual, let him acknowledge that the
things that I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord. But if any man
be ignorant let him be [let him confess he
is, Ed.] ignorant. Wherefore, brethren,
covet to prophesy, and forbid not to speak
with tongues. Let all things be done
decently and in order."
Patient reader; when you arrive at this
long quotation, do not ;kip over it, btlt
read it carefully, and note the reasoning,
logic1 and conclusions of th€ great Ar>ostl@
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unto the Gentiles. His argument is full
and complete. May the household of faith
be able to eschew all that would cause
division, strife, or coldness, but rather learn
and emulate that which will bring an increase of love, confidence, peace and unity.
R. M.
RAISIN~

ELVlN.

A CROP.

DEAR HERALD:-When working in my
garden in the summer time, which is situateJ close to the road, I hear many remarks made by passers by, not intended
for my ears sometimes, some complimentary, and others not so much so.
Last summer, a wagon load of people
were passing, I was some little distance
from the road, and presume that the party
did not think I could hear them, did not
hear what the first person said, but the remark brought forth from the saying, I did
viz., "Yes he is al ways hoeing in his garden."
This set me to thinking, and the
thoughts consequent upon the remark I
desire to communicate to your readers, if
you have no objections. The first suggestion was, that the remark was intended as
complimentary, but upon further consideration came the thought, possibly it is one
of reproof. It came in this wise. Is it
possible that I am esteemed as the man
with the "muck rake"-as represented by
Bunyan in his Pilgrim's Progress-whose
head was always down, and who did not
look up and see the crown over his head,
which he might obtain, if his thoughts
were not so engrossed with the things of
earth. However meant, it· caused the
writer to go through a process of self-examination, and he concluded to heed the
lesson, to strive to take time to look up at
the crown, and reach forth in God's appointed way to obtain it. Other thought8
came marshalling along in rank and file
like the following, "Work while the day
lasts for the night cometh wherein no
man can work."
This will apply to things temporal as
well as spiritual. If I lounge around or
go visiting my neighbors too much in the
day time, I can not work in the r.ight, the
consequence is, that which was planted
is choked with weeds and is smothered to
death, and at harvest if there is anything
at all it is worthless; and then I might
whine and complain at the providence of
God, and think that things were too unequally div'.ded, and oh! how hard hearted
my rich brethren are, how uncharitable
not to divide with a brother in Christ;
when the fact is my own improvidence
brought these things about, because I did
not work while the day lasted.
Right in this connection we were reminded of a story read .when a young
man in the.''American Agriculturist," of
two farmers who were nominated for
Representatives to the State Legislature.
One of whom, for some time before election day, neglected his work on the farm
to make stump speeches to secure his election, and on the election day spent considerabfe money in liquors and cigars to procure votes i the other stayed at home 1 tend·
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anxious about how the election went, but
acted on the maxim, "a bird in the hand is
worth two in the ,bush," and it was his
good fortune to be elected. The artist of
that paper had pictured the condition of
the two men after election. The one who
had gone about making stump speeches,
sat on the fence, watching a little urchin
digging potatoes, who held up a potatoe:vine he had pulled up by the roots, on which was to be seen half a dozen diminutive looking potatoes, which he was in
the act of handing to the farmer, who was
represented 'as having just put on his spectacles in order to see them, and his eyes
bunged out in astonishment at what he
beheld.
The one who stayetl at home tending
his business was represented as being in
his potatoe pa:tch to, digging his potatoes
when the messenger sent to inform him of
his electton arrived-and the nice large
bulbs lay in winrows as a reward for the
care and labor bestowed upon th;;m.
There needs no comment of mine upon
the picture drawn, it carries its own lesson.
In carrying the parallel in spiritual
things my thoughts ran thus. I am engaged in raising a crop which consists of
"The fruits of the Spirit viz. love, joy,
peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance; against
such there is no law."--Gal. 5: 22, 23.
Well said the apostle, against such there
is no law, for the law is all in favor of
such fruit raising. He says in Rom. 13:
16: "Love worketh no ill to hismeighbor,
therefore love is the fulfilling of the law."
The Savior, declared that upon Love to
God and to our neighbors hung all the
law and the prophets. Dear Herald, the
writer thought he saw the greatness of
the task before him, in a measure, he saw
that it would take all the diligence he was
master of to cultivate the crop, to keep it
free from weeds of every description, to
secure its development, and that it might
yield abundantly. He knew he was dependent upon the refreshing showers of
the grace of God, and upon the sunshine
of God's Spirit, to water and warm up the
soil upon which the crop should grow,
and also knew-according to God's word
-that if he should neglect this crop, and
go worsh\p at the shrine 6£ the god of
this world, and , succeed in gaining the
whole world, it would be at the expense
of the crop he was raising, and as a consequence that of his soul, and be could
not afford to do that, it was paying too
high a price for the worldly bauble.
If love is the fulfilling of the law, it is
the principal part of the crop, indeed the
most, if not all of the other portion depends upon it. If we love God with all
our heart and our fellow-man as ourself,
what can hinder joy from springing up in
our heart? If the love of God dwells in
our hearts constantly, what can hinder
peace from dwelling there also? If our
hearts are filled with the love of God,
[charity J the apostle says charity suffereth
long, which long suffering is another portion of the crop specified in the catalogue,
and thus we might proceed throt1gh the
Hati e~nd Y'·/~1 v~rf}t~ld find th~ 1nd~tt1c;e qf th~~
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crop in its order, are the effects of love.
If the foregoing deductions are c:;orrect, it

follows that our main labor is to be bestowed on love.
·
In the writer's opinion, the weed that
takes the most strength from love is selfishness, which may be denominated a corn1ption, Of' abuse of self-love. Self-love
is allowable in the text "Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself." But the abuse
of that self-love, which is selfishness, is
not allowed. It does not say thou shalt
love thy neighbor not quite .so much as
thyself. No that would gender to selfishness, for I would then love myself better
than my neighbor, which is not the command.
God knew that man did not need to be
commanded to love himself, he would willingly, and always do that, but to love his
neighbor as himself was so contrary to
human nature, it would require a strenuous, and continuous effort to come up to
this standard. As, in the writer's opinion,
love is the prime mover of all that is good,
so we· believe selfishness to be the leading
motives to all that is bad. It is written,
"God so loved the worU that he gave his
only begotten son, that whosoever believeth on him should not perish but have
everlasting life.'·' It is also written, that
the Savior left the courts of glory to come
and do the Father's will, and offer himself
as that gift that the world perish not.
Here, we think, it is plainly seen, that love
was the prime mover in both the Father
and the Son, in the act of saving the world.
Love to God causeth man who believeth
in his word, to do good unto his fellowman because commanded of God to do so,
as it is written, "If you love me you will
keep my commandments.'' And if love
worketh no ill to his neighbor, all the
works done to or for that i1eighbor must
be good, and .if all our actions are good to
our fellow-man, we are fulfilling the law
"for love is the fulfilling of the law.''
From these deductions we conclude that
love is the prime mover of all that is good.
Selfishness moved Lucifer, a son of the
morning, to lust after the honor and glory
of God, to seek to breed disturbance and
contention in heaven, inaugurating a war
to gain his selfish desires, but being cast
to the earth he has sought the destruction
of mankind, by drawing them away from
the service of their God.
The governments of nations from selfishness, lust after power, honor, and dominion, and reckless of the slaughter of
.their subjects, as well as of those to whom
they are opposed and of the treasure
squandered; reckless of the sorrow and
mourning brought in the homes of the
widow and fatherless, and of the fathers,
mothers, brothers and sisters of those
slain; reckless of the groaning and misery
consequent upon the heavy burdens of
taxation, placed upon their subjects, to
supply the exorbitant demands to raise
means to carry out their lustful and covetous desires; they pursue their selfish, ambitious designs, inaugurate war, and established their thrones in the blood, and
sweat and tteasure, not only of their own
but of the i:ionquered fo~ 1 e1islav'

ing millions of God's fair creatures, made
after his own image. We might carry on
the illustration of the evil effects of selfishness upon individual actions, but desire
not to be tedious, taxing the good nature
of the reader no further than to ask him
the question, is there a bad action we ever
perform but what can be traced back to
selfishness as the cause?
If then our deductions are correct, selfishness is the source of all evil, and the
opinion expressed that it was the weed
that took the most strength from love, is
correct. This being the case, we t.hought,
friend Herald, it would require the most
of our time to keep it down, (it having so
strong a root, with innumerable branches,
showing the great necessity of constant
labor) we must be diligent; "Work while
the day lasts, for the night cometh wherein :no man can work.'' We must keep it.
down in order that love may grow to its
full measure, a dwarfed diminutive crop
is not very marketable anywhere, neit.her
will a dwarfed diminutive love be very
marketable with our Judge, who will not
like to pay a very high price (or reward)
for such an article. He may pay an inferior price-or lessor glory-but we want
to receive the highest reward, therefore
must cultivate and enrich the soil, keeping
it clean, and this will keep us all the time
"hoeing in the garden," naturally and
spiritually.
E.

STAFFORD.

LAJIONI, Jan. 19th, 1886.

THE BED ROCK.

Brw. J OSEPn.-After reading an article
entitled "The. Church of Jesus Christ,
Figurative and Literal, from the pen of
brother George S. Lincoln, in Herald No.
52, vol. 3 r, and as I have read a great many
articl~s something similar to the above, I
have not as yet been satisfied on the whole.
Not being much of a writer I have kept
silence, but after reading the above article
I have made up my mind to write some of
my views on the subject, if the church as a
body has not decided upon this question.
But if it has, I want to know it, and .then
I am satisfied. The solid, firm substance
on which the church is to be built, is revelation from God.
Now I differ from my brother in this
way, Christ asked his Apostles, "Whom
do men say that I the Son of man am?
And they said, Some say thou art John the
Baptist: some, Elias; and others, Jeremias, or one of the prophet~. He saith
unto them, whom say ye that ,ram? And
Simon Peter aswered and said, Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God.
And J esu.s answered and said unto him,
Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
(the truth of his being the Son of God),
but my Father which is in heaven. And I
say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I will build my church;
and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it.''-Matt. 16: 13-18. Now the
question arises, If the revelation is not the
rock, then what is? To me it is the fact,
the truth, that Jesus is the Christ1 and not
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'the tevelation was only the truth brought
to light by the will of God to Peter; God
so opened Peter's eyes that he could see
clearly that Jesus was the Christ of a truth,
an<l after having this knowledge from God
he could confidentialy say, "Thou art the
Christ." After saying that Peter was
blessed in that he had received such a
knowledge he said, "And I say also unto
thee, that thou art Peter, and upon this
rock, (truth, not Peter nor the revelation),
I will build my church, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it." Rock,
as I understand it, is a solid and firm substance-something that we can rely upon
as a sure foundation for any kind of building. So also is truth. It is a firm foundation, and any 01ie that will build upon it
need fear no storm let it come when it will.
As the poet said,
"Truth is divine wherever found,
On Christian or on heat!:ten ground."

Although We may have the rock-truth
. -within our reach, unless we have the
light also, so we can see, we can not build
upon them no more than if they were not
within our reach. Ilut when' the light appears, then we can see clearly. Then we
know what we are doing. It is by the
light that the "rock,"-truth-is revealed
to us. Had not God revealed the fact to
Peter he would not have known any more
than the rest, hence I say again that revelation was only the light by which the
"rock," or truth, was brought to sight so
that the church could he built upon it.
And as long as the church is built upon
the truth, the gates of hell can not prevail
against it. The resting of the Holy Ghost
on Christ's head (John r: 33, 34) was not
. the fact that he was Christ; . but it was the
means of giving John that kqowledge and
establishing the fact in his rriind, as God
had previously told him, that he was the
Son of God, and consequently he like
Peter bore record that he was the Son. of
God, of a truth. It is upon truth as revealed from God he builds his church, and
this is the rock referred to by Christ.
Upon truth, God's work always began;
and upon it his work always must stand;
and upon it the Church must ever be built.
D. D.

WILLIAMS.

WHERE IS EPHRAIM?

WE believe that the word of God as given
through his servants the prophets will
have a literal fulfillment. Jeremiah says
31: 6: "For there shall be a day that the
watchman upon the mount Ephraim shall
cry, Arise ye, and let us go up to Zion,
unto the Lord our God. For thus saith
the Lord; Sing with gladness for J acoh,
and shout among the chief of the nations;
publish ye, praise ye, and say, 0 Lord,
save thy people, the remnant of Israel."
"For" says God, "I am a father to Israel,
and Ephraim is my first born." In Genesis chapter 48, Jacob blesses the two sons
of Joseph, naming the tribe of Joseph after
them, Ephraim and Manasseh, and says,
"Let them grow into a multitude in the
midst of the earth." Joseph objected to
his father's putting Ephraim before Manasseh who was the eldest. His father
replied, "Manasseh shall be a people, he
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also shall be great, but his younger brother will of him that dwelt in the bush. Let
shall be greater than he, and his seed shall the blessing come upon the bead of Joseph,
become a multitude of nations." In Gen. and upon the top of the head of him that
49: 22, Jacob blesses Joseph and prophesies was separate from his brethren. His glory
what shall happen to his seed in the future: is like the firstlin?" of his bullock, and his
"Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful horns are like the' horns of unicorns; with
bough by a well, whose branches run over them he shall push the people together to
the wall." The branches of Joseph's the ends of the earth. And they are the
bough, are, without doubt, Ephraim and ten thousands of Ephraim, and the thouManasseph; and that they should "run sands of Manasseh." The horns ofJ 03eph
over the wall" shows they would leave here spoken of and the branches are the
their native land and cross the waters. same, Ephraim and Manasseh. With them
And although they should be "shot at and he will push the people together to the
hated," they should become a strong and ends of the earth. The ends of the earth
warlike people. From thence is the shep- I conceive to be the same as the utmost
herd, the stone of IsraeL That is, that in bounds of the everlasting hills, or "the,
Ephraim and Manasseh,-or the tribe of midst of the earth," mentioned by J acoh,
J oseph,-shall be found the one who gath- the land of America.
The Book of Mormon is "the stick of
ers to the gathering place in Israel, or in
other words, Jesus Christ who indeed is Joseph." It was written by Manasseh.
the Shepherd and stone of Israel, working It te1ls us how he became a great people
in and through the seed of Joseph unto the upon this land. Unto him God gave the
gathering of all Israel. The blessings of great things of his law, even the gospel.
Jacob bad prevailed above the blessings of Unto him Christ was revealed, but who at
his progenitors Abraham and Isaac, "unto last dwindled away in unbelief and wickthe utmost bounds of the everlasting hills." edness, were destroyed, and only a remnant
The promises of inheritance given to them was left. Although the stick of Joseph
only related to the land of Palestine, while was written by Manasseh, yet when the
Jacob's had prev11iled "unto the utmost dispensation of the fulness of times comes
bounds of the everlasting hills," which he in, it is given into the hands of Ephraim,
sealed upon the head of Joseph. The ut- -"I have written to him the great things
most bounds of the everlasting hills, in its of my law, and they are accounted a strange
full meaning, takes in all the world, but in thing."-Hosea 8: r 2. The record becomes
regard to the inheritance· promised to the stick of Ephraim when it is found in
Joseph it means the farthest point from his hand as God's law to him. And also
where J acoo then stood, Goshen in Egypt. this land becomes the Mount Ephraim
Take the map and measure from the land when the watchmen of Ephraim shall cry,
of Palestine, east and west and the "utmost "Arise ye, and let us go up to Zion,.unto
bound" is found in the land of North Amer- the Lord our God."
ica. The Book of Mormon tells us that Le- There is a grand work for Ephraim to
hi, who was of the seed of Manasseh was do in this dispensation in which Israel is to
commanded of God to take his family and be gathered. Zechariah, speaking of the
go into the wilderness, and He would lead gathering of Israel, says, "And they of
him to "a land that was precious above all Ephraim shall be like a mighty man, and
other lands." He traveled first, south to their heart shall rejoice as through wine."
the Red Sea; then south south-east along 10: 7. If it is his work to shout the good
its borders many days, then turning east news "among the chief of the nations,"
they ever kept about that course until they he will certainly be found in position to do
reached the sea, which they called Isrean- that work-even among the "the chief of
tum. This took them about eight years. nations." It seems that when Israel was
In their course from the Red Sea they carried away captive, Ephraim became
must have passed near the head of the broken and scattered among the nations.
Persian Gulf, from which an east course For, as Hosea says, "Ephraim has mixed
would carry them to the Yellow Sea in himself among the people." Becomirig
China. Probably some where near the broken, mixed, and scattered among the
shores of that sea the land Bountiful was. Gentile nations he lost his identity as a
Here they built a ship as God conimanded . tribe of Israel, and became identified with
them, and put to sea. And it is probable those nations. It was the seed of Ephraim
they still kept the same course to the east, that was to become "a multitute of nawhich would bring them to the west coast tions," and not a tribe. Drifting withthe
of what is now Lower California, or Mex- tide of civilization and progress as it has
ico. When they had landed there they rolled to the west, he crosses the Atlantic
found a land whose valleys and plains and comes to this land, ("shaddowing with
were fruitful, whose mountains and hills wings"), and the "ten thomiands of Ephrawere rich with precious ores and its climate im and the thousands of Manasseh" are
delightful. Moses in Dent. 33: 13 says of being pushed together to the ends 0£ the
Joseph: "Blessed of the Lord be his land earth, for this seems to be the fulfilling of
·for the precious things of heaven, for the that prophecy. For Manasseh coming
dew and the deep that coucheth beneath; from the west, and Ephraim coming from
a.nd for the precious things brought forth the east, and meeting upon this land they
·
by the sun and for the precious things put are thus pushed together.
And I would say to the Elders and people
forth by the moon; and for the chief
things of the. ancient mountains, arid for of latter day Israel, If you are not Ephraim,
the precious things of the lasting hills. you are doing the work of Ephraim.. . In
And for the preeious things of the earth sec. 64: 7, D. C., it says, "Behold, the Lord
and the folness thereof; and for the good requireth the heart and· a willing mind;. and
1
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the willing and obedient shall eat the good
of the land of Zion in these last days; and
the rebellious shall be cut off out of the
land of Zion, and shall be sent awiry, and
shall not inherit the land; for verily I say
that that the rebellious are not of the blood
ef Ephraim j wherefore they shall be
plucked out." It follows then, of course,
that the obedient are of the blood of Ephraim. Section rn8: 6, reads, "And they
·shall bring forth their rich treasures unto
the children of Ephraim rny servants, and
the boundaries of the everlasting hills
shall tremble at their presence. And then
shall they fall down and be crowned with
glory, even in Zion, by the hands of the
servants of the Lord, even the children of
Ephraim; and they shall be filled with
songs of everlasting joy. Behold this is
the blessing of the everlasting God upon
the tribes ofisrael, and the rich blessings upon the heads of Ephraim and his fellows."
I can not help thinking, that when the
records of the Nephites were put into the
hands of Jos. Smith, "the stick of Joseph" ·
was "in the hand of Ephraim;" and, joined
with the Bible-the stick of Judah-the
grand work of "the dispensation of the
fulness of times" had commenced, which
shall result in gathering God's people.

w.

G.

PERT.

[Joseph the Seer and Oliver Cowdery
were God's "first born" in this dispensation,
(Doc. & Cov. 17: 1; 2 Nephi 2: 2), and
they were of the lineage of Joseph, ( 2
Nephi 2: 2, 3), were "heirs according to
the flesh," (Doc. & Cov. 84: 3), and were
reputed to be of the tribe of Ephraim.
(Doc. & Cov. 64:7; 84:3; rn8:6). This
harmonizes with these Scriptures, (Rom.
3:1, 2; 9:4; 1r:23-29; Deut. 33:1, 17;
Ps.80: 1-3; rn8:8; Jer. 16: 14-19; 31 :6-9;
Isa. 11: 13; 61 :6; 66: 19-21; Zech. 10:6-8;
Ezek. 37: 16-19). Read carefully and reflect.-Ed.]

THE GOSPEL.-No. VII.
KIRTLAND,

0., May 1835,

THERE is nothing which gives greater
peace and satisfaction to the mind, than
clear views on the gospel. To understand
it correctly is to understand the will of God
to men 1 and to put a person in possession
of truths which will guard him against the
various impositions which have been imposed on the world at one period of it and
another, and to give him power to become
extem;ively acquainted with God, as well
as the heavenly worlds. But it is necessary, in order to a clear understanding of
the gospel, that we should have a correct
understanding of its origin, and of its progress among men; for without this knowledge we are liable to be led into darkness,
and all the glory of the gospel be hid from
our eyes.
Let me here observe that, whatever the
gospel was, it now is, and ever will be;
that it has not nor will it change: its laws
are the same; its ordinances are the same;
its institutions are the same i its commands

are the same, and its regulations are the
same. \Vhatcver is required of one man
in order to obtain eternal life, is required
of all men, and that in every age of the
world, and will require the same until all
shall be gathered that will be gathered,
and until those who have obeyed its requisites enter into the rest which God had prepared for them. And it is not only the
same yesterday, to-day, and forever, a.nd
changes not; but it is the only scheme of
things by which .any portion of the human
family has been, or will be saved; for it is
only by virtue of the gospel that salvation
was ever proclaimed among men, from first
to last; for by it life and immortality came
to light; so says Paul, 2d, Timothy r: 15.
And as the knowledge of life and immortality is essential to salvation, it is easily
seen that there could be no salvation without the gospel, and not only without the
gospel, but without the knowledge of it
also; for how could a man have faith in
that of which he never heard?
Seeing, then, that life and immortality
came to light by the gospel, and ·without
the knowledge of life and immortality no
person could be saved, there can no difficulty exist in the minds of any of the
human family, unless they create one where
none really exists, as to the time the gospel was promulgated to man. It must have
been promulgated as early as life and immortality were known, and they were
known ever since the time that salvation
was proclaimed among the fa~ily of man;
for salvation is a matter of faith, and faith
can not exist in relation to it wifoout hearing the word of the Lord, for it is by hearing the word of the Lord tho.t faith in relation to salvation comes. As far back
then as we date salvation, so far back we
date the proclamation of the gospel to man;
and it must be so unless it can be proven
that God had more ways than one of saving mankind. And to do this Paul must
be refuted, for he says that the plan which
he proclaimed was before the foundation
of the world, and that no· other foundation
could any man lay than that which is laid,
which is Christ Jesus; and Peter says that
there is no other name given under heaven
among men, by which they can he saved,
but in the name of Christ Jesus.
May we not reason a little upon this subject. Let us ask then, \Vhat was the most
·important thing which God could communicate to his creature m:in? The answer is, The thing which would save him.
If God ever at m1y time condescended to
speak to man, there can no good reason be
shown why he did not communi.cate to
him the things which were of the greatest
consequence to him; and as God al ways
acts according to reason, and never against
it, we may conclude that he did declare unto man the gospel or the way by which he
was to be saved. But what would be very
strange would be, that there should be a
great number of persons saved in the earlier ages of the world, and yet not know
how they were saved-be saved in ignorance! It would be equally as strange that
prophets, such as Enoch for instance, the
seventh from Adam, could prophecy of the
second coming of Christ and of his judg-
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ing the world, and yet not know of his first
coming and of his dying for the world.
And what would be stranger still would
be, that men could be saved by faith, and
yet never hear, nor know, of the way of
salvation through the blood of the Lamb!
This would be believing without hearing,
and being saved without understanding,
and having faith without hearing the word
of God. Or, in other words, it would be
believing on him of whom they had not
heard, or else it would be hearing without
a preacher; and if it were any of these
things, it would put the shame on all the
sacred writers, and expose them to just
ridicule. But while it is written in the
pages of the divine oracles that salvation is
of faith, and that men can not have faith
in a being of whom they have not beard,
nor hear without one to tell them-or a
preacher-and that life and immortality
came to light by the gospel, and that Abel
was a prophet, and that Enoch the seventh
from Adam was translated, and that God
saves men by the gospel and nothing else,
(for whatever will save men is gospel), so
long it will be believed by every thinking
man that; the gospel was made known to
the ancients as well as to us. But what
seems to put the matter at rest as relates to
the antiquity of the gospel proclamation is,
that the apostle Paul says that the gospel
which he proclaimed, or what was to the
same effect, that the scheme of things
which he taught, was devised before the
foundation of the world, and that it was
God's fixed purpose to save men in that
way, or by that plan, and none other; so
that if there was salvation at all among
the ancients, it \vas because they had the
gospel among them.
.
There are some other considerations
which force the conclusion on the mind
that the ancients had the gospel among
them, and that is, that according to the
sacred record the fruits of it abounded
among them as far back as to the days of
Abel. If we inquire what are the things
which attend the gospel, we will find that
prophecying was one thing; and we are
told that Abel was a prophet, for the Savior
said to the Jews, that the blood of all the
prophets should be required at their hands,
from the blood of righteous Abel to the
blood of Zacharias. Matthew 23: 34, 35.
Enoch was also a prophet; for he foretold
of the second advent as recorded by Jude.
\Vho does not know that when the apostles
proclaimed the gospel, they promised to
those who received it that they should
prophesy? Seeing then that prophesying
was a fruit of the gospel, who can help
seeing that it was by virtue of it that men
prophecied? We can not see where there
can be a risk in believing that, wherever
there are or where prophets, there the gospel is, or was. And one strong reason
which confirms this belief is, that whenever the gospel is lost prophecying is. lost
also. This generation is all the proof we
need on this su hject; for if we ask, Why
has prophecying ceased in this generation?
the answer is, Because they have lost the
gospel, and not having the gospel, they
can not have the fruits of it. But we see
the ancients had the fruits of it; and how
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could they have the fruits of it and yet not
have the gospel? This is a question we
will leave for those more learned than ourselves to answer.
To be continued.

SUNDAY AS THE SABBATH.

Trrn debate recently held in Boonsboro
attracted considerable attention, upon the
proposition, Resolved., That the observance
of the Seventh-day Sabbath, named in the
fourth commandment of the decalogue,
was and is binding' on all mankind." The
debate was able upon both sides, and we
wish we had space to give an extended resume. Rev. J. F. McDowell, of the Latter Day Saints, furnishes such a finely condensed summary upon .the negative that
room is made for that. He showed:
Fir~t, That the claim made for an
Edenic Sabbath is a fallacious one, supported neither by the Bible, history, analogy or logic; because, (a) Adam knew
not}1ing of holy from unholy, clean from
unclean, for the opposites were not yet
known, (b) He could not rest for he had
not yet labored, (c) The requisite observance
had no existence in fact, such as is named
in Ex. 10: 10; 35: 3.
Second, That there is no evidence that
the Seventh-day Sabbath was observed by
any portion of the human race until "the
covenant, even ten. commandments" was
given at "Sinai in Arabia" through Moses
to the Israelites. /
Third, That when then given, it was
only, "to and with" the blooded Israelites
as evidenced from Ex. 19: 5; Deut. 4: 2~;
10: 1.,.4, and 22; Deut. 9: 13; Ex. 34: 28.
And that it never extended· beyond their
borders nationally, either by divine command, precept, injunctiou or example ..
Fourth, That it was a "sign between
God and Israel," to continue "throughout
their generations," as evidenced by Ex.
31: 13, 16, etc. And that the duration of
those generations is explicitly named in
Matthew rst.
Fifth, That all things required by, the
Lord as to what should actuallv constitute
the observance of the day were-~n absolute
universal impracticability, as evidenced by·
Ex. 20: 10; 35: 3; 16: 29, 30.
Sixth, That "the law" is called "the ten
commandments," and as such became
"dead," as seen by Rom. 6: 4-6. That it
was a "law of sin and death,'' and christians are free from it.-Rom. 8: r, 2; 7: 7.
Seventh, That "the covenant, even ten
commandments,'' (Ex. 34: 27-8; Deut. 4:
13) was the "bondwoman's son,'' as it then
stood, to be "cast out,'' as named by Paul
in Gal. 4: 21-31, which, said he, "gendereth to bondage."
Eighth, That there was ·promise of a
"better covenant,'' founded "upon better
promises;" a "new covenant" to be. given,
"not like unto the covenant made with
Israel at Sinai/' as shown from J er. 3 r :
31, :Hi Heb. 8: 6, 9.
Ninth, That the old was "done away"
in Christ, and having been given to endure
"throughout their (Israel'&) generations"
"until the seed, Christ, should come, it
then served its purpose, as evidenced from

Matt. 5: 17-19; Rom. 2, 17-20, 22; Luke
16: 16; Gal. 3: r7-19.
Tenth, That the same language used in
connection with the specification of the
covenant's duration, is also used in the connection with circumcision, priesthood, and
the passover, as evidenced from Gen. l 7:
4-II; Ex. 40: 15; Nnm. 25: 13; and if no
regard is to be given to the limitation term
"throughout your generations".,-then I
urge, and logically too, the absolute observance of circumcission and the passover.
Eleventh, That the "first covenant,"
"even ten commandments," was faulty,
(Heb. 8: 7, 8), the chief fault lying in the
universal impracticability of the fourth
commandment as seen by Ex. 20: 10; 35:
3; 2 r : 29. Hence a change was necessary.
Twelfth, That after Christ ca,ne, a
change occurred, and he withheld, by example, his sanction from the "Seventh
day's" continued observance after his resurrection by two special meetings on the
"First-day" of the week, as seen by Luke
24: 35, 36; John 20: 19, 24-26, and I Cor.
15: 6, gives evidence of a third meeting.
Thirteenth, That the Apostles never
met with real christian assemblies on the
"Seventh-day" of the week but did do so
on the "First-day,'' as seen by Acts I: 13,
14; 20: 6, 71 16, and that christian churches
did ~lso meet on the "First-day,'' as seen
by I Cor. 16: r, 2 1 and the many quota. tions from authentic historians I have given you.

NOTICE OF RESTORATION.
Notice is hereby given, that the silence heretofore imposed by me as Elder in charge of the
Canada Mission, upon Elder James A. Mcintosh,
of Alliston, Ontario, is.hereby removed, Elder
Mcintosh having made such explanation and
restitution as have been satisfactory; such restoration to take effect from January 21st, 1886.
JoHN H. LAKE, Pi'esiding in llfission.
ZoNE, Ont,, 21st Jan'y,

NOTICE.
Whereas, I, (J. A. Mcintosh,) of the Canada,
Mission, have been silenced by Elder J. H. Lake,
in charge, for '.'reproaching the church," and for
"unchristian-like conduct." Said charges having
been made to Bro. Lake on the represen,t;itions of
members of the Cameron Branch; this is
say,
that by counsel I have met with El<ler Lake, and
on further invesligatio!'.l, hecconsents to my acting
again upon my making an apology to the members of the Cameron Branch who were offended i
I hereby do make apology, if by my acts I gave
offense to any; but I have no apology to make
for any wilful act of .wrong doing, except as that
wrong appears in their sight, wherein they think
I ought to have acted otherwise.
As Elder Lake inserted notice of·my silence in
Herald, not in haste, but on being informed that
I was still preaching, which was true, as I had
entered on an app.ointment which I did not like
to break off without good excuse; and the only
excuse would be to tell the truth. I did not wish
to spread to the world that I was silenced, so
thought to finish the course I had entered on, and
then I could drop out. As it may have. been in·

to
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terpreted that I was in contempt of authority, by
not ceasing to preach, I make this statement to
show that Elder Lake did not cause my name to
appear until he was informed that I had not respected the silence. Therefore, I exonerate Elder Lake from all or any attempt on his part to
injure me in his oftlcial duty on the representation of those who were intesested.
And furthermore, as the notice of my silence
in Ficrald has spread far and wide; and as the ,
statement that I had been a reproach to the
church, and the nature of that reproach or unChristian-like acts were not stated; and as various surmises and interpretations can be placed on
it, this is to further ask an ap6logy of all, or any
one in the church, and oftlcials in particular, thal
fwish to be understood as making my apology to
all; that is, as it may appear I was guilty of contempt of authority. I wish to be fully understood that if any official decides against that act
as unchristian, or of a contemptuous nature, I
include this and all or any other thing which
may be made to appear.
And furthermore, in regard to my intentions
and future acts, I desire to be fully in accord
with the church in doctrine, discipline, and obedience to those in proper authority. I know the
work is of God, and I have the most confirmatory and abundant testimony of both the work and
my calling, and desire to labor for good, and
have often publicly so expressed that I desire to
spend all my remaining days in disseminating
the truth of the gospel, and I hope to be properly
understood and appreciated as a fellow laborer
in bends.
J. A. McINTOSH.
NOTICES.
Eastern Iowa District Conference will meet
with the Jackson Branch, near Amber, Jones
county, Iowa, Saturday, February 27th, 1886, at
ten o'clock. Any one wishing information can
write to James or J. R. Bradley, Amber, Jones
county, Iowa. A general attendance of members
of.·the church and district is desired.
JEROME RUBY, president.
MARRIED.
HASSALL_:_ATHERToN.-January 2d, 1886, at
Sai.nt John's, Parish Church, Farnworth, Manchester England, by the Rev. Ward Travers
Burges, M. A., Vicar, Elder C. H. Hassa11 to
Miss Mary Hardman Atherton, both of Farnworth, Manchester, England.
WEITLICH-BEAR.-At Saints' Ha11, St. Joseph, Missouri, January 31st, 1886, by Elder E.
T. Dobson, assisted. by Elder Columbus Scott,
Mr. Frank vVeitlich to Sr. Barbara Bear. Their
many friend.s wish them much happiness.
SPECIAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
A Mission Conference will be held in the chapel
at Salt Lake City, Utah, on Saturda.Y and Sunday,
the 13th and"" 14th of March, 1886, at IO a. m.
All the branches in Utah are requested to send
in reports, and a large attendance is hoped for.
Some important business relating to future mis·
sion work in the territories will be presented, and
action taken thereupon. All who can attend are
earnestly requested to do so. Delegates to the
General Conference at Lamoni will be appointed
and it may be found necessary to instruct them
regarding important matters affecting this mis· sion. Don't fail to attend.
Return tickets for one fare (half rate) will be
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issued by the Union Pacific, Utah and Northern,
Oregon Short Line, Denver and Rio Grande,
and Utah Central Railroads, extending from
Evanston, Granger, Garrison, Park City, and all
points on the U. C. and D. & R. G. Arrangements have been ma<le with each of the above
roads to this effect. The conference action will
largely affect the whole Rocky Mountain Mission,
and representatives from all over the mission are
invited and will be made welcome. Don't forget
the date. The half rates on all the above railroads wiil be good from March IIth to the 16th
inclusive.
No division of the Utah District has yet taken
place, therefore all the branches in Utah form
part of this Conference.
JOSEPH LUFF,

Jl!Iissionary in Clzm ge.

QUORUM OF SEVENTY.
Bret!zren:-By request of our senior President,
Bro. E. C. Brand, I inform you that there will be
some business of importance to present to the
quorum at the time of our assembling-at Lamoni, Iowa, April 6th, 1886; and it is important that
as many of you be present as possible.
Our quorum has been in rather a dilapidated
condition, but it must arise to its duties, privileges, and obligations. The time is near, we think,
when the services of a full quorum, or more, of
Seventys will be demanded in the active ministry.
Come then all who can, and come praying for
God's blessings to rest upon us in our deliberations,
and that we may be able to fully perform our
duties as special witnesses.
Should any be unable to come, do not fail to
report. Whether you have done any labor or
not, let us hear from you. We want to know
your circumstances, your determination as to
future labor, your feelings in regard to the faith;
and in fact, everything pertaining to your interest
as connected with the cause we are called to represent.
We received no reports last Spring from the
following named brethren :-E. M. Wildermuth,
Jessie L. Adams, I. A. Bogue, Stephen Stone, B.
V. Springer, Thomas Revel, Duncan Campbell,
J.C. Clapp, J. McKiernan, Joseph Lakeman, D.
H. Bays, John L. Bear, C. H. Jones, John
Thomas, Robert Davis,J. M. Wait, David Evans,
Alex. McCord, A. Johns, Henry H. Morgan, and
Peter N. Brix.
Their especial attention is
called to the fact that we want to see, or
hear. from them next April. Please address me
at Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa; being careful
to write my name, in addressing, me in full to
avoid mistakes.
·
Praying God to bless and aid you all in the
duties of your calling, I am your co-laborer in
the cause of Christ,
HEMAN

c.

SMITH,

Secretary qt .f!;?_uorum.
J,

w.

De:Noon, 1'.I. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

LAMONI,
IOWA.
Oftice at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf
TEXAS OR BURST.

For §ale oue]§tore·hottse & Goods,
And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. For particulars, address

N.

M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, IOWA.

F a r m

f o :r

s a le •

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GV~LEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

ACRE'S; 90 to 100 Acres of Plough and Meadow
Land, balance in Brush Pasture. Barn 28 x 30.
Stabling for 7 horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orchard of 200 bearing Trees; two miles from tnree Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and R.
R. Station, in a Branch of 100 members. l?or farther particulars, address:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
"
2jan2m
Pleasanton, Decatur Co., Iowa.

160

O

Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni, Iowa.
9jantf

FARM

FOR

J.

H.

M.

HANSEN,

D.

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Oflice in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWlFERY ,and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
W" Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14febly

The Lamoni Gazette,

.t...arua for .Reuit.
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse and

Secular Ncw~paper, published at Lamoni, Iowa, by
Sumner E. King. Everyone interested in the Local
News of this place should subscribe for the Gazette.
Terms: One Dollar per :year in advan£e. Samples free. ··
W" When writing mention the Herald.
9janam

A

The Linc selected bytheU.S.Cov't
to carry the Fast Ma.ii.

SALE.

I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Gras~,
17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 ac1·es of Standing
'l'imber, and two acres of Orchard; a good Spring Well
on the place, a Honse, Batn,/and Granary.

Price: Six Hundred Dolfors, Gash Down.
The land is situated north of .Jeffersonville, Wayne no.,
Illinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs·antl Notion!!!.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Catalogues sent on application.
ii31>'- Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regnlur pike.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

JOHN

SHIPPY,·

Dental Surgeon,

Ojfice on .Main street, two doors north of Ti/ton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.

OUR

THE

FRONT.

LATEST

....--dDENVER
·

CHECACO,
PEORIA or t!!!ST. LOUDS

.

ILl.INO!S, IOWA, MISSOURI,
N!!:BRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns.

Licentiate ol the Royal Dental College of Ontario, "ill
practice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamom, Iowa.

AT

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

DEN'1'.~I8TRY.

DR.

succ

~

~

Cl)

z

:r:

~

OQ

:::r

<D

s..

)>

:;;

s:

"":

3

JJJ

~

s:

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago ancl St. Joseph,
Chica.go and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City, .
Chica~o and To~eka,
Ctucago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train& to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is tha Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General lnformation 1 etc., regarding
the Burlington Route 1 call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,

EASY - RUNNING- SEWING

- J\IACHIXE.

- - I T HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.

It

runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

HENRY B, STONE,

<

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.

80jan2m

One or Two Fa1·ms for Sa!e.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "

~· B US I IN ES S

'* t_.~

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.:
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithl
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing; Com
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. l!"'or circuJars address
DUNCAli 8; ILl.Wll:S, Davenport, Iowa,

--ITIS--

~JMPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NEW
HOWE at the office of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONI,

low A.

THE San;rTs' HERALn is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day S111nts; Price $2.GO per year. l\ioney may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal li"otc, lfogistered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, atlclressed DAVID DANCER, .Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the oflice should be addressed to DAVID
DANOER; communiootions and articles to the EDITOR.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU llAYlli SAVlli l'l' Jlll 0:NE WIFE· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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20,

1886.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

vVE find an article in the Daily Inten
Ocean of the 2d. instant, written liy Bro.
Thomas W. Smith and covering about
two and a half columns of that paper, in
which the writer dissects and refutes "the
twin relic" in a masterly maimer.
Ilro. Win. M. Harson sends for suitable
tracts for the Oregon Mission to be forwarded to Elder A. Haws, while Bro. F.
G. Dungee orders tracts to be forwarded
to E Ider Joseph Luff, for distribution in
the Utah Mission.
The snow blockades have »orely hindered our publications reaching subscribers,
and it is quite probable losses have occurred. Patient forbearance is valuable in
such times.
A member writes us of late that they
circulate the church papers among- their
neighbors with excellent results. .This is
as it should be. Many. write that they
can not get along without them, and that
they will strive to aid in all proper ways to
make them a success. If all will act
promptly and faithfully in .this direction,
the publishing department of the church
will become an immense power in spreading the glorious work committed to the
care of the Saints. "Fear not, little flock;
for it. is your Father's. good pleasure to
give unto you the kingdom."· Then let t1S
guard and build it with our might, mind
and strength.
.Bro .. A. P. Cantrell .of Harper, Mc~
Donald county, Missouri, whom we met
in Manassa, Colorado, in 1884, says he is
unwilling to be with.out the HE;RALD, for
it is neatly all the preacher they .have in
that region. We hope the Elders may
call a,rtd labor there by and by.
.
Bro. D. ;S. Mills :wrote January 30th,
that he was.still holding forth.at Los Angele~,; 'with fair pi:ospects., ~ome pf . the
Eld.ers Wer~:<.loing 1~cal work. He names
Elders Badh(lm, 'French, Thorhpson, Goff
and Gibson.
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Bro. Daniel C. Danielson of Leland,
Illinois, writes us that he is loaning his
books and papers with good results. He
says a Baptist minister there remarked that
he once knew Joseph the Seer, for he lived
near him, and he advised the people to read
the Book of Mormon and· so "prove all
things," before. they condemned it. The
brother hopes some able Elder may come
and labor there.
Bro. R. J. Anthony was at Independence; Missouri, February 4th; would remain there over Sunday, the 7th.
Elder StClair baptized another at Fanning, Kansas, February 7th.
Sr. Jennie Pemberton of Lynchburg,
Ohio, writes for tracts to distribttte.
Bro.James Burwell writes "If an Elder
should come this way I will make him
welcome at my home. I think they would
get an opening here."1f He lives at Caseville, Michigan. · ·/
Sr. Chailes Derry has been. lying very
ill for a few days prior to the 4th inst.,
and Bro. Derry asks the prayer~ of the
Saints in her behalf. She was mending
slowly when l.ast heard from .. A noble
woman, a faithful .sister, her family the
church, and society at large can not well
do without her.
Bro. D. S. Crawley writes· under date
of Jan. 26th, that he has been preaching
in his vicinity, (Haydcnville, Mo), and that
he intends to do what he can in that direction for the future.
Mr. E. Day Bennett of Detroit, Dakota,
writes us Jan. 30th, and says,-" I like the
Herald very much..,.-can hardly wait to
get it out of the post-office. Please send
me a sarriple copy of the Saints Advocate}'
Great floods are prevailing in southern
Califo1'nia. The Santa Ana river. ha<.l
overflowed and a portion of it swept across ..
Bro. Mills' place, _but did _no great amount
of damage to. him: .. ··.
. .
,
Bro. J. J. Cornish· writ.es: "We have
had two nights of the debate; ;.dl goes
well. Some more gave in their names for
baptism, yesterday."
.
.
Errata: On page 82, of HERALD for
February sixth, second· paragraph from
top, for "Go thy way and sin more," read
"Go thy way and sin no more." On page
93, left hand column, seyenth line fr.om the
top, read "immortality" for "immorality."

No. 8.

many and organized a church there. ·This
was done in June, 1870, and not in 1863 as
the article states. Elder Blair did not
"follow Joseph Smith to Utah;" neither
did Elder Blair "volunteer to fill the pulof "Rev.John Scott," in Scottsville; neither did "Blair and his adherents pt!rcha~e a
log house which had been used for a
school," nor any other kind of a house.
Besides this, no "Rev.John Scott and his
six sons, who were also ministers," ever
united with the Latter Day Saints there,
or elsewhere, to our knowledge.
Elder Blair never "argued that the services of a physician were never needed,"
*. * * "and that human science and knowledge could not stay tne hand of death;"
neither was he "Brigham Young's mission-.
ary ;" nor did he appoint ''John Scott and
his six sons * * * to fill all the offices."
The balances ot the said article, so far as
the said Blair now knows and believes, is
,essentially false; except in perhaps· two or
three poirits. 4s for James and Elias
Bell, they. were ... not Latter Day ·Saints,
but, we believe, were members of the Disciple Church; andif either·were guilty of
murder, (which we doubt), and if either
became insane it must be credited to the
Disciple Church, if. any.
We surmise that some one "stuffed'' the
writer .of SIJ.id article, and inspired him
with such falsehoods as render the ':Journal simply scandalous and unreliable.
The said Elder.Blair now resides at Lamoni, and is the writer of this refutation.

THE present usages of good speaking and
good writing req~ireJhat where any one
proposes to use the. rnmn, one, man, .fellow,
or any qther in the singular',number to be
followed by referei;ices in the use of representative pronot1ns, either in the posses·
sive .or. the oLjective. case, .tho.se pronouns
shoul.d be in the singular number. To
illustrate: "Any 011;e writing to. the Her•
ald Office should give their names, their
post-office address,. the .county and s.tate
where they live," should not .be .w1·itten or
spoken in thafway; it should be; any one
writing to the Herald Office should give
hi.s narrie,his post-.office address, the county
and state where he lives... • ·
. .
"Ilut,suppo.seit is a woman who writes?''
inquires sqme one. ~
Suppose it i~, the yvorJ his rewfsents
THE LOUISVILLK COU~UER-:-JOURNAL.
the word one, as used in the ~ente.nce and
TnE above paper, in a late issue, had. a one represt!~~s rµan in a gen~:ic ,sense;
lengthy article in respect to the L.atter hence though '.it rnay _be a worpan who
:Oay._Saints in Clark _and Floyd counties, .writes, she is sfill a man considered in such
Indiana, which .contains at least ten false- generic sense. If a . woman is .ii.:J.earit by
hoods for each truth found in it. About the word one, .then it should' be one, a
all, the truth. in if may be, summed .up in. worpan, writing to the Herald Office should
.
th¢ following facts, viz~: that an "Elder give her ri.iime, &c..
The use.of good language, proper speech,
Blair" preached in that focality, baptized
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shoul<l begin at home. In a family where
father and mother take care to use good
forms of speech, the c_hildren grow into
such use by second nature ..We once heard
a mother say in reply to the question why
she always called her children by their full
names, "I call them so, because I believe
that nick-names originate at home. If
fathers and mothers would always call the
full name of a child the other children
would fall into the habit, and those outside
the family would do so as a result. But
let the parents shorten a child's name or
give a child a nick-name, that child will
always be called by that name." Use
good language in the household, good
Saints, that you may avoid inelegancy
abroad.
FoR the benefit of inquirers we remark
that, Lamoni has been· greatly blessed in
the health of its inhabitants for the past
year, and though business is dull, money
scarce, and times hard in many ways, yet
the people have much to be tJ:iankful for.
The town is over-run with carpenters, and
there are too many day-laborers to find
anything like steady employment. Manufactories are great aids in such times, and
yet complaints are nearly everywhere
made of great stagnation in that department.
This is an excellent region for .stock of
all kinds; and dairying could be made successful. The tame grasses, especially blue
grass, also both red and white clover, do
finely. So do millet and l:Iungarian. Corn,
oats, barley, rye and broomcorn do fairly.
well. But little wheat is raised. It is a
healthy country for stock. Parties coming here to farm, who have means to go
into stock-raising, (including hogs), can do
well. It pays poorly to raise grain to sell
to dealers, for prices are low and freights
and commissions consume the profits. But
grain wisely fed to good stock pays well,
and probably always will.
Wise, thrifty farmers, especially those
having capital to start with, can do well
here, notwithstanding times are hard.
Hard tim$!S are complained of all over the
world just now. Well directed industry,
and economy in expenditures, are needed
by all, and can only result in good.
To all who think of coming here to locate we have to say, "Look before you
leap." Persons should be sure they will
better their condition by removing here or
elsewhere, before they break up where
they are, and incur the expense of moving
and locating in a new home. There are
excellent opportunities here for farmers
with moderate means. Farms can be
bought at prices ranging from $IO to $6o
per acre, owing to location, quality of soil,
and improvements. Unimproved lands
can be bought at from $5 to $25 per acre,
owing to quality and location.
Vegetables do well-those adapted to
this range of climate-so do large and
small fruits, if well cared for. The country is comparatively new, but it is developing steadily, with fair prospects.
As the area for ranging stock on the
plains of the west grows dicidedly less, and
deteriorates nipidly in its feed supply, as

it has been doing for the past few years,
the fine stock regions of southern Iowa
and northern Missouri will come to the
front, and rank among the very best stocl_i.:
and dairy countries in the world. Now is
a good time for those who like that business and intend to engage in it, to ''stick
their stake" in "the regions round about."
This paper has never "puffed" this region of country, and probably never will.
What it has to say to inquirers in regard
to it we hope .will be said in such a way
that none can justly say it was misleading,
or overstating facts.
We hope to see
many thousands of the Saints located in
settlements, towns and cities "in -all the regions round about" Zion, and become a
mighty power for good to all men, this
and nothing less.

heaven, the tables are turned. He refused us the
meeting house then; but now Bro. Smith posi·
tively refused to pay taxes until the school meet·
ing house was thrown .open for all, or none. It
has been decided to give it to us at any time Wt:(
want it, except school hours.
At Kaysville and Plain City I was greeted
with crowded houses and excellent attention;
was also favored with glorious liberty. Did a
little public debating in each place; and a little
went a long way with them. Your work in
Ogden is telling all over. It is public talk to
this day, and you are wanted back there. I go
north to Oxford day after to-morrow. Have
sent word on ahead. They want me at Malad.
Will put in the best of this month in those localities,.everythitig agreeing. Will hold conference
March 13th and 14th. The ptospect is fine at
present for our work outside; but the devil is
trying hard to get inside again.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. Solomon J. Salisbury writes from
Lacrosse, Hancock county, Illinois, February 2d, 1886.
It has been some time since I have written to
you, thinking that in the course of events' it
should be necessary to tell what I am doing for
the cause of Christ; which is of more interest
than any thing else, at this time, to those that
have been placed in the ministry. I have been
trying to improve upon the talent given by preaching at our school-house this winter . .I have, up
to date, preached five Sunday nights in succession, a.nd no preventing providence, shall continue to preach till spring. I have fair congregations and they still increase in number, and I am
having good liberty in speaking to them. I think
if a man can draw a full house at home he is doing very well. Don't you?

Bro. H. Way writes from Audubon,
Minnesota:
Bro. Holt and I will go to Frazee City, to hold
meetings for six or eig~ht days. It is some twentyfour miles from this place. The work is onward
in this district. You will hear again in two weeks,
if all is well.

Bro. Henry Green writes from Whiting, Kansas, January 26th, 1886:
I was lately in the neighborhood of Good Intent, and with the Saints there went to a new
place to preach, and found the people friendly
and apparently well pleased with the gospel we
preached. The place being at a distance unfavorable to reach, with threatening weather, we had
to discontinue for the present. The people
wished to hear more, and to become more acquainted with the doctrine. Although the people
were of different churches, yet they agreed to say
that there is food for all in the gospel that we
preached to them.

Bro. Joseph Luff, writing from Salt
Lake City, February 1st, says:
Have been to Ogden, Kaysville, Plain City and
Union Fort. The first and last pamed places
the meetings fizzled, on account of steady rains,
dark nights, and poor advertising. The Union
Fort people never got my notice, though I sent
it two weeks ahead. That is the place where
you buried Thomas Smith last July, and the
place also where Bishop Phillips boasted and
domineered over me some time before. Thank

THE clipping below will enable our readers to know of the late whereabouts and
work of our faithful brother, R. J. Anthony. T.he Lord promised the ministry in
the beginning of this dispensation that if
they would wisely, faithfully, and in the
spirit and love of Christ preach the gospel,
he would raise up those who would minister to their temporal wants.
"A PLEASANT SuRPRISE.-A pleasant surprise
was accorded Elder R. J. Anthony, last evening,
at the residence of J. W. Waldsmith. Elder
Anthony has been holding interesting meetings
in this city, during· the past week, and made
many friends. He was the recipient last night,
of a purse and other handsome presents. The
Elder will lecture this evening a~ the Church
building. All are invited."-Nebraska City Daily
Press, Jan. 31st.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Why

should individuals who do
not observe the Law of Tithing or Freewill offerings have a standing in the
church? Since it is written that all such
have robbed God, and were cursed with a
curse, and the Lord in 1831 as much as
said that such would be burned at his coming. Also, Christ says, "Every branch in
me that beareth not fruit, the Father taketh it away." Do we not fail to bear the
fruit referred to if we do not observe the
Temporal law? and if so are we not dead
branches?
Ans._:Because it would be improper
and very bad policy to cast such persons
out. And because it would be forestalling the action of Christat his coming.
~.-What is meant by the Holy City
New Jerusalem, descending from God
out of heaven; seen in vision by John the
Apostle and spoken of in Revelations 21:
2? Does it refer to the actual city portrayed in the same chapter verses 10-27,
or does it mean the Saints who are to
dwell therein?
A.-W e understand it to mean a literal
city, and that both passages refer to the
same one. We also understand that Paul
refers to this same city, in Gal. 4: 26; Heb.
II: ro; 12: 22; 13: 14; and that Moroni
refers to it in Ether 6: l. By reading
these passages and their contexts, we learn
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what will be the character and condition
of the New Jerusalem after the millennial
reign, in the "new earth." 'vVe must not
confound what is said of the city after the
millenium, with what is said of "a New
Jerusalem" both before and during the
millenium.
~.-Should we lend the Doctrine and
Covenants to an outsider to read?
A.-Yes; if the person is earnestly and
honestly seeking the truth; and no, if the
person is a heedless or heartless critic. A
self-conceited caviler, a "blind Pharisee,"
or a self-righteous bigot can manufacture
nearly as many objections against the Doctrine and Covenants as the tricky infidel
will against the New Testament. Prudence should dictate the loaning of the
church boob to non-members.
~.Tis it wrong for a Saint to talk to
an outsider about the many healings and
miracles that are performed in the church?
A.-"There is a time for everything
under the sun"-a time to hear testimony
to such things, and a time to. forbear.
"Give not that which is holy to the dogs;
neither cast ye your pearls 'Before swine,
lest they turn again and rend you." To
those who are earnestly seeking for truth
and right, such things may be told. 'vVisdom must direct.
~.-If a Saint does not possess any of
the gifts of the gospel, should they pray
for them? How can they tell when they
possess them ?
A.-Read I Cor. 12: 31; 14: 1, 39;
witli Doc. and Cov. 46: 1-9. They can
tell when they possess them, if.theywatch
the operations of the Spirit.
~.-Is it right for Latter Day Saints to
get their lives insured?
· A.-It is a business question which
every man must answer for himself; we
therefore answer, Yes, if they so desire.
~.-If so, why could not the church
form a mutual aid, or insurance company
for the purpose?
A.-The members of 'the church who
desire to form such a society are at perfect
liberty to do so. The church as a corporate body is not likely to do it.
Q.-'-Is there any revelation endorsed by
the church which permits, or in any way
atithorizes, the gathering of th~ Saints to
Independence at this time?
A.-There are no revelations on the
subject of the gathering other than those
in the.Doctrine and Covenants; except the
one which .declares that the revelation on
Fishing River and the counsel of the Elders should govern in the matter. The
Fishing River revelation docs not specify
Independence, but names the "regions
round about."
·
Q.-Has the church by its conferences
ordered, or in any way provided for the
gathe1:ing of the Saints to Independence
at this time?
A.-There has been no action of the
conference at any time ordering, or authorizing the gathering at independance.
. Q.-What·authority, if any, has any of
the ~lders, o.r of the church for counseling,
encouraging, and advising such gathering
at this time? '
,
A.-The authol'ity of the general pro·

vision to gather into the regions round
about. No such authority has been specifically given by the church.
Q.-Are we to expect that, when God
will have the Saints gathered, he will,
through the proper authorities of the
church, command and provide for it?
A.-W e have so understood./ In the
mean time those who choose to remove
from the places where they have lived, to
any of the regions supposed to be within
the limits of "round about," have been and
are at liberty to so move into, and occupy
the places they may obtain by purchase,
observing and keeping the law of the land
as becometh good citizens, the same as
they might do in regard to any and all
other localities where they should desire
to settle.
The church has not yet ordered, or authorized the settlement at any stake. Those
who make changes of location should
make thorough examination and use great
care not to make improper sacrifices; for
these are not demanded, and those who
may be unfortunate, or unwise enough to
make them, must by all means refrain from
casting the blame upon the church. The
leading authorities have tried to use all
care and diligence to save the Saints from
squandering the means God has blessed
them with by hasty and ill-advised moving
from one region to another. "Have all
things prepared before you," is one of the
wisest precautions possible; and God knew
this when the revelation containing it was
given.
There is getting to be a large branch at
Independence; and, like all other places
where Saints congregate, there are causes
for trouble there. Stewartsville is also increasing its branch. Lamoni has nearly
five hundred and fifty members. ·Other
branches in Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and
Kansas, within the radius of a railway
journey of twenty-four hours, are growing
finely. The country is a good one for
honest and industrious citizens, and there
is room for them almost every where.
·
Q.-In Doctrine and Covenants 42: 22,
we have· the following words: "And thus
ye shall do in all cases which shall come
before you." Do these words refer to all
'cases of transgression, or only to the crime
of adultery?.
A.-Yes; modified by the nature of each
offense of which complaint is made, and
the conditions attendant upon each tramgression for which trial is required, or had.
All trials for offenses sl1ould be as nearly
according to the pattern given as time,
circumstances, and conditi9ns propcrl y con~
sidered will admit.
Q.-In Matthew 13:38 we read as follows: "The field is the world; the good
seed are the children of the kingdom; but
the tares are the children of the wicked
one.'' Who are "the children of the kingdom?" and wno are "the children of the
wicked one?"
A.-He who hears the word and profits
by it, either JJnto full or partial obedience,
receives the good seed; and he who hears,
understands, and obeys it unto salvation, is
•a d~ld of the .kingdom. The children of
the wicked one are those who have not

IIS
been fully repentant, or have turned away
from the truth after having known it.
The tares were sown among the wheat, or
among the good seed unto the injury of
the wheat and the destruction of Hie tareF.
But as it is difficult to improve on the
Savior's own definition, we cite to the
word itself Matthew. l 3: 39-43. Also
Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 84, parF. 1-2.
We quote the latter:
"Verily thus saith the Lord unto you,
my servants, concerning the parable of the
wheat and of the tares: behold, verily I
say that the field was the world, and the
apostles were the sowers of the seed; and
after they have fallen asleep, the great
persecutor of the church, the apostate, the
whore, even Babylon, that maketh all
nations to drink of her cup, in whose
hearts the enemy, even Satar., sitteth to
reign; behold, he soweth the tares, wherefore the tares choke the wheat and drive
the church into the wilderness. But, behold, in the last days, even now, while the
Lord is beginning to bring forth the word,
and the blade is springing up and is vet
tender, behold, verily I say unto you, the
angels are crying unto the Lord day and
night, who are ready and waiting to be
sent forth to reap down the fields; but the
Lord saith unto them, Pluck not up the
tares while the blade is yet tender (for
verily your faith is weak), lest you destn>y
the wheat :slso; therefore let the wheat
and the tares grow together until the harvest is fully ripe; then ye shall first gather
out the wheat from among the tares, and
after the gathering of the wheat, behold,
and lo, the tares are bound in bundles, and
the field remaineth to be burned."
Q.-Is the practice of the church in casting out unrepentant members, who have
been proven guilty of unchristian like conduct before a Court of Elders, in conflict
with the words of Christ,, as found in
Matthew I 3: 30, "Let both grow together [wheat and tares] until the harvest," &c?
A.~No; but we believe that much injury has been done to both wheat and
tares by over zeal to pluck up and cast
out; casting out having been adopted for
punishment for all classes of misdemeanors. The Scriptures warrant the disfel- .
lowsl;iiping of those who will not walk
orderly. .
Q.-W as the trans~g_uration of Christ
on the Mount a resurrect10n? If not, what
does the saying of j esus mean, recorded by
Matthew l 7: 9, "Tell the vision to no man
until the Son of Man be risen again from
the dead?
A.,--(r.) The tram.figuration \Vas not a
resurrection; for Christ was "the first
fruits" of the resurrection (I Cor. 15: 20,23):
"the first that should. rise from the dead"
(Acts 26: 23; Col. I: 1&,; Rev. I: 5). And
Christ was not resurrected till the morning
of the third day after the crucifixion (1 Cor.
IS.: 3,4; Luke 24: 26-46; Acts 2: 31, 32;
13: 32-37; etc., etc.)
(2.) The "vision" was occuLtr--opcn to
the eyes of those who saw it. The word
"ag:;iin" does not necessarily mean "repetition," or doing the samG, act the second
time. "If thou meet thine enemy's ox or
his ass going astray, thou shalt surely bring
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it back to him again.''-Exodus .23: 4. answer the very need for which, in the begin- working with Joseph, his earthly father, he gave
all the years of his life, (from the time he.was
See also Eccl. 8: 14; Amos 8: 14; I Pet. ning, it was given.
old enough to work), except the three years of
1: 3; Gen. 42: 37; Deut. 1: 22; Matt. 7:
Love, Patience, .Hope, Courage, and Endur6; Luke rn: 6; 17: 4; Gal. 4: 9, etc. ance, have been given to woman in a pre-eminent his ministry. "Six days shalt thou labor,'' is just
These texts amply illustrate the use of the · degree, because by her they are pre-eminently as much a part of the fourth commandment as,
word in the text quoted. 'I'he power and needed. We do riot say that she always possess- "on the seventh thou shalt rest."
glory and majesty of Christ, in which he es them pre-eminently; but we do say that God
Courage then, and while we labor cheerfully
will appear at his second coming, were evi· has pre-eniihently endowed her with them; they and patiently, let us strive to make Wisdom our
dently exhibited, to .some degree, in the are among the reserve forces of her soul, and if handmaid, even In the labor of our households.
transfiguration. (See 2 Pet. I: 16-18.) .
Order and method have much to do in rendering
she does not possess them in this degree, it i8 beQ.-Did Moses and Elia& confer any au- causeshe has failed to use and improve them in the labor less toilsome. Just here about Lamoni we
thority on Christ? If not, what does the manner her Creator designed she should. It is know of many exc.ellent house keepers, and we
record mean, (Matthew I 7: 5) "hear ye one of the fixed laws of our being, that by a pro- shall expect :fssistance from them in this.column.
him."
We do not ask for any methods of slighting
per use, every faculty of our body; mind, or spirA.-W e have no record of any priestly it, is strengthened and improved, while by neglect, work, such as we see going the rounds of other
authority being then given Jesus. That or abuse, each is weakened, tarnished, and final- papers, but for such methods as will lfghten our
his authority as God's teacher and lawwork, thereby giving us more time for the read·
giver and son was here solemnly proclaim- ly becomes like the salt which has lost its savor.
ing good books, and devising ways and means by
We are writing for the wive~, mothers, sisters,
ed and confirmed, is the burden of the
which to aid in the spread of the gospel.
words, "Hear ye him." His ordination and daughters of the "Household of faith." Those
Those who are acquainted with us, know that
to the priesthood then, is merely inferen- who have been baptized into Christ, and thereit
will not be possible for us to sustain this, defore
have
entered
into
covenant
with
him
to·
tial.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Heed how thou livest. Do not act by day
Which from the night shall drlye thy peace away.
ln months of sun so live that months of rain
Shall still be happy. Evermore restrain
Evil and cherish good, so shall there be
Another and a happier life for thee."

COURAGE.
LrFE is truly a battle field, and we, as actors in
Its shifting scenes, require all the help we can
obtain, not only from our heavenly Father, but
from every available source, that we may not be
overcome of evil, but may overcome evil with
good.
"Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill
the perfect law." Looking back over the pages
of our own past life, we never come to one upon
which memory has recorded an act of forbearance, or helpfulness, or kindly extended sympa, thy, but what we rejoice that the opportunity was
improved, and feel ourselves the richer for the
memory; while upon the other hand, what vain
regret and sadness come over us when we think
of what we might have done, and yet did not do.
Those opportunities, whether Improved or unimproved, are gone forever. The page is written,
and no vain regret can change it. Not so the future.
Upon its unwritten pages, what may we not write.
Upon its battle field, what victories win. Courage
is what we need. Not a day, not an hour of our
lives, but we need strength above tur own.
But while this is true, experience has taught us
that the soul has reserved forces of its own, upon
which we may draw almost without limit. Indeed we must draw upon them, if we hope or expect to contend successfully with the trials of
life. The Psalmist has truly said, "We are fearfully and wonderfully made." The last and
crowning glory of God's creation was man. We
were created to be placed in a world like this,
else we had not been here. Our heavenly father
knew just what attributes we would need to enable us to conquer and bear palms of victory in
the end, and wisely endowed the soul with those
attribute3.
God never mnde anything ln vain. Never be·
slowed upon us any power, but what if wisely
irnr<d, was ln~t suited of any earthly means, to

strive to overcome in all things. When this
thought is fully realized by us, in its breadth and
solemnity, our soul cries out, "Who then shall
be saved?" "They that endure unto the end,"
said the angel to Daniel. Endure unto the end,
in itself implies that endurance was from the beginning. There is no way provided for turning
back, neither' for sitting.down by the way side.
Upon the forces of our soul-the forces God himself has provided us with, we must draw with
steady hand; must keep them bright by daily use,
and if we do this, to our great joy we shall find
the "cruse ot oil" unfailing.
Life's lesson is given us lo learn. To act well
our part is all the Master requires. A faithful
student prepares her lesson before the master
calls upon her to recite. If there be in it any
thing too difficult for her to conquer by herself,
she goes privately to him for aid before the hour
of recitation comes. To such an one there will
come no shameful failure-no confusion or embarrassment, when called upon to recite before
her class-mates. So will it be with us, if day by
day we have exercised the powers God has given
us; when unexpected trials or troubles come upon us,. we shall not be crushed by them; neither
wi!l we be unprepared; but having endeavored
to do our duty in the past, we will quietly summon to our aid patience and courage; arrd cheered on by hope, will endure unto the end.
As we said before, we can not do this of ourselves; nor need we fear that our Father will
leave us to ourselves. "There hath no temptation
taken you but such as is common to man; but
God is faithful,' who will not suffer you to be
tempted above that ye are able; but will with the
temptation also make a way to escape, that ye
may be able to bear it."
Take courage then, you weary wives and toiling mothers. Let "!W:ary, in the fulness of her
first love, in the unbounded joy of the gospel just
made known to her spirit, let her sit at the Master's feet. But fear not that he will forget you
who are left to serve alone. Mary hath chosen
the better part, which shall never be taken from
her. Go thy way, Martha, for this time; this
news will enable you to call up your courage,
will stre'ngthen you though cumbered with your
cares, to serve alone this once.
Take courage, and let us not forget that although the Savior came to earth to perform the
mightiest work ever. performed, yet to labor,

partment alone. If it is worthy of ,being sustain'.
ea; then come up to our help. If ,thesisters who
have asked for it really want it, then let them see
to it that they do their part of the work. We
gladly welcome a letter from 'sister 'Emerson
this week. Let the sisters study it carefu,lly; for
it comes from a soul baptized as with fire; from
the heart of one who has laid her all at the Mas·
ter's feet. Vie trust to receive many more from
her pen.
Thanks to Sister Lucy Lloyd for the promises
of contributions at an early day; also for ·wise
suggestions we hope to· we able to carry out.
When shall we hear from our old friend, Aunt
Ruth?
LAMONI,

Iowa, Feb'y 11th, 1886.

bear Sisters :-Our dear sister Frances requests
me to write a few lines for the household page of
the Herald, and I gladly comply with her request.
To the mothers, wives, sisters and daughters of
the Church of Christ, I send a sister's greeting.
I feel very thankful that the Lord put it ipto the
heart of Sister Lucy Lloyd to ask for so.nie space
for us in the paper, where we can exchange
views, and encourage one another to goOd works.
I would first say to the weary mothers-thbse
whom God has appointed to be the keepers of th.e
homes,-do not "grow weary in weli doing, for
in due time you shall reap if you faint not." It
is only at the end of the race that the prizes will
be given. We must overcome if we hope to be
crowned. When the burden of life seems too
heavy, remember that the Strong One, the ever
present Helper, is near, and ask him for help.
We must not think for a moment that our lives
are narrow, and our duties small, and that our
share in the great work of these last days is at all
insignificant. We must ever keep in mind that
we have but one day given to us at a time; and
that duty never calls but one way at a time, and
the duty just before us is the one to be taken up,
and discharged as faithfully, and as cheerfully .as
if done for the Master. I shall rejoice to hear
from you through the pages of our loved Herald.
It has been my only teacher for fourteen years,
and probably has been the same good friend to
many of you. To the scattered ones, lone senli·
nels in the enemy's' land, let me say to you:
Stand fast. Hope on, and be firm.. Let us work
for the Master eltch day; arid although we can
not all hope to hear the exalted words of the
wise man, "Many daughters have done virtuously,
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but thou excellest them all," yet we can all merit
those words of the Master, applied to Mary when
he said, "She has done what she could."
Ever your sister,
H.B. EMERSON, Lamoni.
""""'I-""'·-- ___ ...

~ The printed nam.e on the colored label on your pa.
per gives the date to which your subscription has been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

STREATOR, Illinois, Feb. 9th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I arrived in this place
twelve days ago, and preached ten sermons. All
that came to hear seemed to be interested. I
preached once in the Swedish Church, and had
the promise of it to deliver several sermons in;
but their preacher told the people I believed in
Brigham Young and "Joe Smith,'' and the house
was closed against me. Several of them are
favorable, and may yet obey. I find some good
Saints here. They are talking about building a
chapel soon. Yesterday we had a hard job cutting ice, to prepare a place to baptize one more,
Miss Olive M. Mills. Her father arrived home
in time from Lucas, Iowa, to help prepare for
the burial in baptism. I leave for Plano to-mor~
row.
Yours truly,
,.·
]. C. Foss.

short time, Bro. Devore continuing the subject.
The next evening Bro. Devore preached~a powerful sermon on the resurrection, with some remarks by the writer. 'With this the meetings
adjourned on account of bad roads, but the interest was good to the last. On Friday the 29th we
left for Vale's Mills in company with Bro. Ben·
nington, sister McGlochland, and Bro. and Sr.
Devore.
Sunday morning and evening, and Monday
evening, Bro. Devore and your writer preached
to crowded houses. It is not a year yet since
Bro. Devore, with Brn. Beatty and Moler began
to preach in this place, a~d the branch now numbers ·between fifty and sixty, and we think they
are a noble band of Saints, as far as we could
observe. They intend to build a church the
coming summer on Bro. Bowen's place. I said
Bro. Bowen, although not baptized as yet, we
hope to see the day when he will be one with us.
Thanks to Bro. Roush and all the dear Saints of
Vale's Mills. May God bless them all.
Yours in bonds;
THOMAS MATTHEWS.
GRAYSVILLE, 0., Feb. 2d.
DRar Suints :-Although we may stand in hard
places, and have bitter trials let us always keep
in mind our God who is more true and tender
than a loving mother wa.tching over us to bless
us for our good works and trusting faith. No
matter what we are called to endure, let us be
truly faithful. Only .the true and faithful~ can
claim the blessed promises of God. I feel grateful for the reali;;:ation of his promises in many
ways.
It chee1·s my heart to read in your
columns the good news of the progress of. the
cause, and to see the reports of the faithful shepherds and the testimonies of the blessings of the
Lord to his children. I do hope all who t~ke upon them the name of Christ, will be at the feast
of the Lamb.
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like our tactics, but they do not yet understand
about the authority in regard to our gospel ministrations. But, I thank the Lord, we have a well
regulated camp, and that our officers have authority from their great chief to carry out His commands, while it seems that in the opposite camp
confusion reigns, because everybody takes authority upon themselves, and by so doi11g there
comes strife, contention, railings, backbiting,
confusion, and disorder. But if we move according to the plans of Christ the Savior there will
be no discord, and we will enter into re~t with
the Saints and all of God's people.
Pray for me that I may grow in grace and
knowledge of the truth.
A. E. NELSON.
NEBRASKA CITY, Feb 2d.
Dear Herald:-At last writing I was doing ser.
vice for the Master at Wilber, Left there on the
I 5th ult., to attend the quarterly confe!'ence here.
Train was twice stuck in a snow-drift, and shoveling snow at midnight is not a very pleasant part
of mission work. The conference was a grand
success, considering the severe weather, and the
almost impassable condition of the roads. Bro.
James Caffall was present, and gave some wise
and very instructive counsel. Brn. John Goode
and George Kemp were also with us.
Bro. R. J. Anthony and I kept up meetings till
last Sabbath evening. On the 31st ult. we went
to the river, and after cutting through two feet
of ice, one was added to the household of faith,
and we are inclined to believe that in .the future
he will be useful in aiding to spread the work, and
more especially in Michigan, where he spent the
most part of life. The intense cold ;md deep
snow have been against us for the past five weeks.
In bonds,
R. M. ELVIN.

SYRACUSE, Ohio, Feb. 8th.
Dear Herald:-On Saturday, January 16th, I
took a trip to Morgan Center, Gallia ~o. Arrived there the evening of the same date. There
are only five members of the church there all
told, in that neighborhood. I stayed while there
with Bro. Gideon Rousl} and family. His w·if~
is not a m.ember of our church; but she showed
me the kindness of a sister. I stayed a part of
FANNING, Kan., Jan. 30th.
the time with brother and sister Hughes who are
Dear llerald:-To-day Bro. 'Wm. Gunvell and
living on the adjoining farm to Bro. Rot1sh. The
myself are arranging to baptize seven who have
same kindness was shown me by brother and
Though darkness separates us here awhile,
given their names, all adults. These would have
sister Hughes. May God bless them.~ After our
The dawning.of that day will bring light;
been immersed before this time if. weather had
arrival here, some of the friends made application
And those who bask in our Father's smile
not prevented; more are expected as they ha Ye
. Will forget the stormy night.
for the school hous'e for us to preach in, but it
And when we meet in that blest day,
openly confessed their conviction of the truthwas refused, which refusal was not: satisfactory
Those Joyed ones passed rin higb,
fulness of the gospel we preach. A greater into the people, so we learned afterward. ;During
A tJiousand "welcm;u,es" we may say,
terest is now being manifest than ever before in
our stay here we preached three times in the
But never more "good.'bye.·,.
this locality; our homes are filled nightly with
house of Bro. Roush.'
Your sister,
S. A. Ros&.·
· the most intelligent class of people; and some of
On Tuesday, January· 26th, in company with
- them come from four to five 'miles .. this cold
Bro. Roush, I started for Vale's Mills, Vinton
CAM.PELLo,'l'v.tass., Jan. 27th.· . ste>r~y weather to hear the words of eternal life;
County, on horseback, Bro. Roush furnishing
1
and are saying in their heart~;, as dicf' Pder, "To
the hotses. After we had started on our way,
Brother Blair :·_:_I riever have had the ple~s~te
we learned for the first time that Bro. L. R.
of addressing you before, a:{id have not b~eu' in ·whom shall we go, thou \iast th~ wonlb of eternal
Devore was in that locality, blowing the gospel
this work but about five rrionths, 'yet I fe~l 'at, life." Truly 1*1e· people are greatly awakened
trumpet. But when we arrived near to Vale's ·liberty to call you brother; "for he that doeth tfie, ',and l: am kept busy answering questions. I
Mills we found that he was preaching at a new'
will of my Fatr.er, the same is my mother, :. w,oufd be so glad if some good K~der could come
place some five miles from there, in the Baptist
brother and sister-so saith the Savior. We ·ate 'and. relieve· me for a time. I have·been here
Church, with sister Devore, Bro. Benning~on,
all warming up to the work hear in Brockton. · ever since December 20th, and have preached
presiding Teacher of the branch, and a number - I had a conversation to-day with a ch.urch fuem-: every night and twice each Sunday; beside•, l,laYe ·
of the Saints with him. Just as we were going: ber about the Book of Morin~n. Finaily he con-; daily been teaching in.the market places and in
private po.us~$'. God is daily confirming his
to start for Bro. Devore, brother and sister Perry eluded he did not know much alfout it, but said
word among t!Jis. people. ·.I am now preac.hing
and sister Jeffres and husband',' (who is not· yet
he would ask his Elder B. about it. Now brother,
nt Iola School-house, a;bout two miles from this
with us, but will be ere long we hope), were comI want to be fortified with the word of truth and
place. Last night the house was filled to o,·ering back in a sled. This was my first .meeting righteousness, and the power of the Holy Ghost,
flowing. If another Elder wiU come here he will
that I may be able to defeat my adversaries, and
with them, and it was a joy to me.
be well cared for, not only by tne Saints but by
pursue them ·until they cry for quarter-"Lord,
Next morning we left for Bro. Devore, with
the outside people, as they want more preaching
what must we do to be saved." There are a few
young sister Bowen as our guide, and meeting
at Highland Station, McGalord an~ Hickcry
here in Brockton, thanks be to our Savior, who
with Bro. Bennington for the first time, and Bro.
we do not have to pursue, b_ut they are pursuing. Grove school-houses. Come .and help us. If
and sister Devore fot the nrst time since th~y
after us, because they say we have got something· you can't come pray for us that we may be one
moved from Meigs, fackstlrt tounty. We had
in the gospel of Christ j es us; Agali:l;fihty for us.
the pleasure to hear a good discouree by Bro., they have 11.ot, and they are satisfied in regard to
focli;.i$ed ple~,ee !ind letter from l\~r; l;;f. ;t;. Pepi
~hilt 1 for the:}' hiwe ~e ternfled. Ther se'¥m lia ·
;p1m~re. That evenin~ rour writer spoke fei· ~
i.;
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per, which I would like to have published on ac·
count of the doctrine contrasted with ours. He
places a birth before baptism. Again, the sacrament to invite the Lord's people to partake, or
open communion. I want to show the difference
and who the Lord's people are as many of the
Baptists here think "'e teach same as the Separate
Baptists do. I am trying to show them that
Christ took the cup and blessed it and gave it to
none but his disciples; also the bread and brake
it and gave to his disciples, and to none other,
not desiring to bring damnation upon any by giving them a chance to eat or drink unworthily.
Pray for me that "I may fight the good fight that
I may win the crown." I want to keep the faith.
Yours in the one faith."
c. STCLAIR.
January 23d, IS86.
JJir. C. St Clair, Dear Sir :-In reply to yours
of the first of this month, I answer your questions. You wanted to know whether there were
Separate Baptists in this country or not. There
is such a society here. You wanted to know
what was their belief.
I. \Ve believe in repentance toward God and
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
2. \Ve believe that a man must be born again
before he is a Christian.
3. \Ve believe after the new birth, that a man
should be baptized by immersion as we believe
this to be the apostolic mode of baptism.
4. \Ve believe that all God's children should
commemorate our Lord's death and suffering, by
taking the sacrament. \Ve, as Separate Baptists
invite all the Lord's children to eat and drink
with us at our communions. Paul called it the
Lord'!! table and we do the same.
5. We believe in washing the Saints' feet, as
taught by Christ himself. Christ said unto Peter
"If I wash thee not thou hast no part with me."
So we as Separate Baptists hold this as an ordinance of the church.
The Nolynn Association of Separate Baptists,
was constituted in the year I819. The South
Kentucky Association was constituted in the
year 1787. The first Separate Baptist Church
was constituted in old Virginia 250, or 300 years
ago, according to history.
\Ve, as Separate Baptists deny any right to be
governed by books of decorum, creeds, or confessions of men; aside from the scriptures of the
Old and New'Testaments. \Ve agree to be governed by the Bible, taking it for the man of our
counsel and government.
I have given you a faint history of our doctrine, and I want you to write t~ me and tell me
what you think of it; and if you are not satisfied
write me and I will try and give you satisfaction
on our doctrine. Please come over next fall to
our Association and you can get a clear view of
our premises then.
Your truly,
G. L. PEPPER.

Bro. iv. W. Blair :-Sr. Bertha and myself are
rece1vmg letters from many of the Saints
expressive of sympathy and condolence in our
bereavement by the death of our oldest son. We
feel grateful for these kind remembrances, and
are thankful to those who have so delicately and
considerately given token of their regard for us.
JOSEPH SMITH,
BERTHA M. SMITH.
L.DION:r,

Fell. 81.]J, 188tl,

BLUE RAPIDS, Kan., Feb. 6th.
Bro.· William :-I've been looking for several
days for the Herald, and we are very lonely without it. Truly, we are thankful to have the Herald, and we thank the publishers who send it to
us. There is an old saying (but I do not think
it always a right one), that we must never look
back. But I assure you I take as much comfort
in looking back at things in the past, as looking
forward to the future which is so uncertain. I
often think of the lonely condition of sister Blair
while you were traveling through the cities you
once [twenty-nine years ago, Ed.] dreamed of;
and I often think how literally it has come to
pass. The great serpent you then saw has not
yet lost all his power over the beautiful woman,
the church, and I often think and say, "Oh my
Father; when will their captivity cease, and they
be set free?" For I know many of them are by
nature as good as we, but were led off and deceived by that wicked power. But the scenes
that I look back on are not all dark and harrowing, but many are joyous.
I look back on the days when Joseph and his
mother came to Amboy and when by the Spirit
of prophecy from the Lord he came, and by the
Spirit we received him, and rejoiced that our
wanderings were o'er, and that the Lord was
pleased to own us as his again, for we were like
sheep without a shepherd, tossed too and fro not
by every wind of doctrine. But when good came,
we were ready to receive it, for our faith was in
the gospel. And now we rejoice to see the prosperity of the church. \Ve read a letter from Sr.
Helen Smith last night in the Hope, and I shed
tears to think how patient she was in teaching
those people, and how earnest they were to learn
the word of life. But it fulfills the words of
Isiah that, "the Isles shall wait for the law of the
Lord." I am rejoiced to see how many there are
on those Islands who have obeyed the gospel,
and I hope the Lord will bless Bro. Smith and
his wife and give them wisdom and patience to
perform their ardous task.
With love .to all in the office, I am your sister,
CHRISTIANA LANDERS.
SPRINGPORT, Mich., Feb. 1886.

To ':foseplt Smitlt:-Dear friend, I confess I
was sorry, if not most ashamed to see that public
notice in the Herald signed by L. D. Hickey.
It reminds me of the words of an apostle who
said by way of keen rebuke against the sin of
divisions among the saints, viz: "Is Christ divided?" "Or were ye baptized in the name of Paul?"
Is' it not now as then, proof of a carnal mind-at
enmity with God. "Not subject to God's law,
neither indeed can be." I think with the word
of God, that "a living dog is better than a dead
lion." J. J. Strang was known as "another Mormon lion." And was so published as such immediately after the death of his predecessor. Whether or not he was worthy of that honor, it is well
known and proved that he was from the tribe of
Judah. I say it was and is as positively manifest
as it is that the present acknowledged shepherd
is from the tribe of Joseph. There is no dispute
of this matter. Now if this be so indeed, is it not
manly and wise to follow the "living dog" in
preference to a dead lion." In other words, a
living shepherd instead of one who is dead and
gone with all the prophets who were before him.
\Vhy prdcr one rlead lion to another <lca<l one.

All dead prophets are alike to me. I conclude
the people were subject to the order of Joshua after his superior left him in c-harge with only a part
of the honor that God had conferred on Moses.
No one will doubt this fact. If God did so once
who is he to contend against his right to "repeat"
such an "history." As to divisions in the household of faith, or among Latter Day Saints, it is a
shame and disgrace that an apostle should be
guilty of speaking in favor of it after so much
has been said in this generation against that_ widespread, world-wide confusion. If Christ is one
his wife is one also. If -his body is one body,
never to see corruption nor death, his bride must
be one also or "none of his." So says his word;
viz: "Except you are one, you are none of mine."
Why should a prophet be an "idol shepherd?"
Who can answer this question. Please read the
last four verses of 13th chapter of Zechariah.
That foolish shepherd would not mean Joseph
Smith, for he has visited them that "were cut
off" by the prophet for not obeying the call of
the true shepherd. Mr. Strang never visited
them, but he prophesied their· destruction. But
it seems a clear matter that the brotherhood
between Judah and Israel is "broken" in so far as
the two last instruments as shepherds is concerned, if not any further.
I am inclined to believe we are near the time
foretold in the next chapter, viz: 14th. Is he a
foolish shepherd who leaves the flock to guard
themselves alone when he is gone? I am a poor
instrument myself and "foolish" also; but I
would like to know and do my duty. If the
Lord is pleased to raise up a foolish shepherd for
a wise purpose best known to Himself, it would
not be wise in me to despise or set Mm at naught.
No, nor would I do so. I just note these humble
remarks out of love· to God's word and work.
For I am a believer in this dispensation of the
fulness of times; God bless the present shepherd
and all of his flock.
J. S. C.
February 4th, 1886.
Editors Herald:-! was reading the Deseret
News, sent me by some kind hand, I presume,
and as I perused the article penned by '\V. \V.,
[Wingfield Watson.-Ed.] I could but feel like
the juryman, who heard the plaintiff's case, and
while under the direct influence of his witnesses,
and his lawyer, he_said-It is a clear case. The
defence might as well own up whipped, and well
whipped. But he took the second thought, and
said, "Am I a fool, that I should thus decide until
I hear from the other side, even the defendant."
He corrected himself, stood up like a man and
heard both sides of the case, and then decided·
accordingly. One would think to read those
letters that President Smith was a second Nero,
or Herod. If he should judge simply by what
W. \V. says. \Ve would like to say a few words
for the good of Zioh and her converts. Mr.
Smith is charged with want of charity and philanthropy. But let us see what the son of the
martyr has done.
rnt. He claims and teaches the world liis father
was a prophet of God. 2d. He teaches the same
gospel his father taught. 3d. He took the cause
of Zion when it was homeless and friendless, and
made to it many friends. 4th. He stood up in
the halls, groves and school houses of the nation
and preached Christ and him crucified for a lost
worlcl, (0nt of Christ). 5th. lfo has, 11s he uncter-
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stands the spirit and Jetter of the law God gave
the church through his father, defended it at
home and abroad. 6th. He has not shunned to
defend the latter day work, whenever it has been
assailed. 7th. He has devoted his whole time
. and influence to the great latter day work. As
to the Utah people. They do not belong to the
church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
When they turned their backs npon the city of
Joseph, and chose Brigham Young and others to
lead them; men whom God had not sent; God
then and there cast them out of the fold, and there
is not a soul of them who endorsed Brigham and
folbwed him that holds a citizenship. in the
church of God. Pres. Smith has been over the
mountains and up and down the valleys of Utah
and other territories to show them their folly. In
many places he has been used well, and some
have been made glad while hearing the man
God has set at the head of the dispensation, for
a time. . All this he has done, and yet these very
men and women for whom 'V. W. has so much
sympathy, many of them have closed their halls
and public places of worship; yet he has pleaded
with them, giving line upon line, for them to
abandon their leaders'and accept these men God
has sent.
We don't claim perfection for Pres. Smith,
but we do claim he has done as well as many of
God's chosen in this and other ages. It is easy
for a man to sit down on his own farm and look
for faults in men of active life. Let those very
men get up and out and they will get many a
polt from those who despise the good. We don't
offer to make excuses for Pres. Smith, but from
a bird's eye view of his life he has done very
much to help on our common Zion. Arid we
shall hold him up as the President, &c., of the
church until God himself sets him aside and gives
us another. May God bless, has been and now
is our prayer.
L. D. HICKEY, To all the Saint~.

Dec, 29th I bid adieu to kindred, Saints and
friends, and in company with a Mr. John Benton
started for San Antonio, where we arrived the
next day. On the 31st in company with Mr. J.
T. Wilson rode to Oak Island, where I spoke
once on the New Year's Night in Zion's Chapelcommencing my year's work in the same place I
did one year ago. The next day in company
with Mr. David Kuykendall I traveled fifteen
miles to his fathe1·'s, Bro. Absolom Kuykendall.
The next day assisted by Bro. K. I commenced
labor four miles from his house at "Agua Negra
Springs." Preached four discourses which seemed to be well receh·ed, and the intere&t was increasing when inclement weather put an end to
our services.
The 9th we returned to Oak Island where I
spent the time until the qth. The weather was
all the time so unfavorable that we held no meetings. The 14th, though the weather was yet
very disagreeable, and roads quite muddy, Mr. J.
P. Neal kindly drove to San Antonio with me.
The next morning I was early on my way to
Hearne. At Milano I met Brn. Simmons, Norwood, and Renfroe on their way to conference,
and we travelled the rest of the way together.
The conference convened the 16th and adjourned the 17th, and though the weather was
unfavorable we had an excellent time, all present
seemed encouraged and strengthened.
Bro.
Roberts and I continued meetings until Thursday night, after which he and Bro. Hay went to
Cottonwood Prairie to open a new place there, at
the earnest solicitation of Mr. Closs, On Sunday, Bro. Kirby and I went to Henry Prairie to
open another new place. The brethren returned
reporting fair audiences and some enquiring.
We were not so successful-were forbidden the
privilege of speaking in the house. The reason
given was: "We have heard that wherever your
doctrine is preached it brings division in the
neighborhood." \Ve ·replied that we would not
guarantee a unity of sentiment in regard to our
EMERSON, Ia., Feb., 6th,
preaching, for some would probably receive it
Brother ':Joseph Smitk:-1 have been living in
while others would reject it; but what is true of
Emerson about one year. I wish you would
us in this regard, is also true of all other denomsend me the Book of Mormon. If I should stay
inations; so to be consistent you had better stop
herre this Summer, I will send for the Herald
all. A Mr. Peeler, a trustee and a Baptist re.and other valuab/e reading matter. I am still in
plied: "I've got as good a religion as I want, and
the faith if I know myself.
Yours,
if I'm in ignorance. I prefer to remain ignorant."
H. W. POMEROY.
With such a pitiable specimen of intelligence in
authority as that, of course argument was useless,
ROGERS, Texas, Feb, rnt.
and we returned to Central Branch.
Dear Herald:-As anticipated when I wrote
Bro. Roberts and I preached a few more times
you last on. Christmas, I had the privilege of
in the Saints' chapel; when on t!1e 29th I left
baptizing my two cousins-sisters Effie and EtBro. Roberts and son with the Saints of Central
tie Wight. . The day was warm and pleasant,
Branch and came directly here where I am the
the water clear as crystal, the place beautiful for
guest cf Bro. E. D. Thompson. I have pn:ached
situation, just where the water became smooth
twice, had very respectful attention and good
after passing over a rugged fall. The murmur
audiences. The people of Rogers appear to be
. of the falls above us mingled strangely, but
liberal, respectful, and intelligent. I have of late·
sweetly with the music of song and the solemn
had better, freer liberty as a rule, than ever .bewords of baptism, as these two were ushered into
fore in my life. Have witnessed and received
the kingdom of God. I thought it a fitting way
in which to celebrate the birth of him in whose' some glorious spiritual blessings. This .I think
is the result ot an earnest effort upon my part to
name we were assembled. All nature seemed
dedicate myself more fully to God's service, and
to smile upon the scene, while our hearts were
to Jive more humble and nearer to God. Bro.
filled with praise and thankfulness. May these
Roberts expects to go to Cook's Point to-day to
be faithful and humble, and their lives be fraught
put his son to work planting a crop preparatory
with peace, shall ever be my prayer. At night I
to moving his family here from Missouri soon
spoke on the subject of laying on of hands, conafter April Conference. The interest and calls
firmed the two baptized, and blessed several
for preaching are on the increase. Th~ weather
children. Thus ended our Christmas--one of
·here now is \Va~·9; a?d pleasant, though we oc'Hw most peaceful <lays of the year7
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casionally have a disagreeable day. Farmers are
plowing their ground, and busily preparing for
the sowing and planting of another crop. Pray.
ing for the success of all God's people I am in
bonds,
HEMAN c. SJ\UTIJ.
EMERSON, Iowa, Feb., ;id.
Dear Herald:-The Keystone Branch is yet
alive and endeavoring to keep the unity of the
faith in the bonds of peace. We have our prayer
meetings regular every Wednesday night, and
have a fair attendance considering the severe
cold weather. The members express themselves
as being strong in the faith, and have no desire
to turn back to the beggarly elements of the
world. Elder Henry Kemp was with on the 30th,
and 3rst of January, preached three times to fair
sized congregations of attentive listeners, \Ve
hope some good may result therefrom.
Mother Campbell is lying very low, and has
been for more than a year. She suffers a great
deal from a cancer of the breast, but bears it
patiently and seems to be reconciled to her lot,
hard though it is. I enclose a clipping from the
Louisville Courier Journal of Jan. 4th which I
believe- contains some false statements which
ought to be shown up in proper style that all
may see their deformity.
Ever hoping and
praying for the success of the truth and the redemption of Zion,
I remain yours,
J.B. CLLn.
PERSONAL.
Mr. Anthony Trollope has no hesitancy in alluding very frankly to his early history and
struggles. Recently, in an address he delivered
on the subject of "Reading," he said: "I remember well when I came to London, a lad of nineteen, to enter a public office to earn my bread,
with very little knowledge before me of any thing
except that I had fo earn my bread, that an old
relative of mine, a dear old lady, who lived down
in the country, wrote to me a letter in which she
said, •My dear Anthony, when you leave your
office, al ways go home, drink tea, and read good
books.' Now that advice was good so far as it
went. Let me tell you that among my friends,
among those nearest and dearest to me, among
some who are the wisest that I know, I find men
and women who can not read. They c.an take a
book, open it, and read a line here and there, or
read a who!~ page, as well as I can or as you can;
but still they can not read. They can not take
the book, sit down with it by their fireside, and be
happy."
FOR''YOUNG MEN TO REMEMBER.
That clothes don't make the man.
That to deal honorably with .all men they be.
gin with their washer-woman .
That they need something more substantial
than cigars, kid gloves, and a cane to start housekeeping with.
That they can't reckon on their father's fortune
to bring them through life. Fortunes are slippery things-better have something besides to
fall back on.
That a girl who decks herself in the latest
things out and parades in the street while her
mother does the washing, isn't worth wasting
much lov<' on. That a fellow who deliberately proposes matrimony to a girl when he can't support himself,
is either a' first class fraud or a fool-unless he
marries for money and becomes her hired 1n;in.
I
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SR. Aue us TA, of Independence, Mo., sends
us the following beautiful paraphrase of the
Lord's Prayer. It is accredited to a French
author, M. Pierre Bernard.
THE LORD'S I'RA YEROnr Father-

By right of creation,
By bountiful pr<ivision,
By gracious adoption;
Who art in heaveuThe throne of thy glory,
The portion of thy children,
-. The temple of thy angels.
IfalJowed by thy nameBy the thoughts of our hearts,
By the words of our lips,
By the works of our hands,
Thy kingdom comeOf Providence to defend us,
Of grace to refine us,
'
Of glory to crown us,
Thy wi~be done on earth as it is in heavenTowards us without resistance,
By us without compulsion,
Universally without-exception,
Eternally without declention.
Give us this day our daily breadOf necessity for our bodies,
Of eternal life for our souls.
And forgive us our trespassesAgainst the commands of thy law,
Against the grace of thy gospel;
As we forgive those who trespass against us.
By defaming our characters,
By embezzling our property,
~
By abusing our persons;
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil·
or overwhelming afflictions,
Of worldly enticements,
Of Satan's devices,
Of error's seduction,
Of sinful affections;
For thine is the kingdom, the power and tile glory
foreverThy kingdom governs all,
Thy power subdues all,
Thy glory is above all.
Amen.
As it is in thy purpose,
So it is in thy promises,
So be it in our prayers,
So it shall be to thy praise.

A11TICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement. of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

WHAT IS THE CHURCH; AND WHAT
DO WE JOIN IT FOR?
IT rs a mutual protective association, an~

we join it for protection. There are tw~
sources of good and evil. These tw~
principles operate upon the mind of man~
vVe call the sou-rces from which these
originate, God, and the devil; it generally
being supposed that God has given the
evil influences or power into the hands of
the devil, with permission to destroy thos~
who are willing to be led by him; and
that good, He controls for the benefit of
those who are willing to be led by Him,.
Man h:t'vln~ his :1genr:y to chos~ which

he will follow. Man is seeking happiness;
it is the aim of life, the grand incentive to
action. Both these beings promise it to
him; and have ordained means for that end.
The devil can not give it. God will aid
man to obtain it, but can not force man to
accept it.
In all ages of the world men have formed alliances for mutual protection against
each other, to secure happiness, even at
even at the expense of others-generally
wealth being the object-the weak against
the strong, and vice versa. These, the
Book of Mormon informs us, will eventually prove the downfall of all natfons.
They are ~now causing anxiety, and no
small amount of sorrow among the nations.
Such a principle must be hurtful to the
welfare of the people; for it divides them,
setting one against the other. It is a
selfish principle, emanating from an evil
source. It certainly is no good influence
that moves men in this manner. But
there is manifested wisdom in all these organizations, showing thatHe who is at the
head recognizes the fact that in unity there
is strength. In these secret combinanions
we clearly see the working of satan .organizing his forces; and those who are
willing to seek gain at the expense of their
fellowmen, are his, and will be securely
bound up in bundles (small secretsocieties)
and burnt when Christ comes. Already
the bundles are forming, and the bands
put around them. But ere this could be
done some means must be resorted to, and
cruel selfishness is the means satan is now
using, and is rapidly bringing about his
ends. From all parts of the land we hear
that his forces are being assembled and
duly organized; for what? a dreadful endthe burning.
Those who are not willing to be connected with those bundles will be enrolled
in the crganization of God. for protection;
against what? This evil influence· that
satan is exerting. 1\1any are now indifferent about the'le matters, but a time will
come when all will be interested. This
is clearly seen by reading Rev. 13: 8."And all that dwell on the earth shall
worship Him, who are not written in the
book of life of the lal'I1b slain from the
foundation of the world." "He that leadeth into cziptivity shall go into captivity."verse 10. Both powers will be stronger
near the end. All will have to take partno neutral ground to stand on then ..
God's organization is different from those
of men, in having for its object the welfare
and happiness of men. All his laws in all
ages have been to secure man's happiness
here and hereafter. Protective associations
among men are for the good of the few
who are withint heir pale. Protection to
them generally means injury to others.
But the church is for the exaltation of all,,
and to protect them against an unseen
enemy, cruel and subtle, one who is constantly seeking their destruction, and who
can approach, and to some extent lead, all
who are not in God's kingdom. How is
safety found there more than elsewhere?
From the fact that within that organization
(if the law11 of the same are duly kept)
this enemy can not eorue, 'rhoRe who an;i

overcome are such as have wandered from
the fold, as stragglers from the main body
of an army, who proper! y belong to the
army, but have wandered unwisely beyond
its.protection, and are easily cut off by the
watchful enemy.
·
Those who are of the church, living_
according to its laws, he can not overcome.
For in order to do so he must cause them
to sin. To sin is to infringe on the rights
of others,-do wrong to each other. This
we will not do if we love each other; hence
the necessity of loving one another. "A
new commandment give I unto you, that
ye love one another." Jesus' prayer was
that. we should be one, as he and the
Father were one. No influence can make
tis such but the power of love. Within
its sacred realm Satan can not come, no
more than he could go to heaven. It is
God's safeguard thrown round his people
to protect and make them happy. It only
can give them happiness. Look at domestic circles where it is absent, (which is too
often the case), and is happiness found?
God designs that his people shall have
comfort to a degree, and that they shall
do right towards each other; so he commands that this bond shall bind us together.
And it should be our prayer that it may
increase, if we want to be happy; for the
experience of all mankind, both in and out
of the church, is that loveis the foundation,
the grand source of all true happinesE,
The ministry should abound with it; for
if any other principle moves them to action
they will eventually come to naught. No
other foundation is solid; for it is the Spirit
.of Jesus, manifested by him when he left
his glory with his Father and came to the
earth to labor for man. He asks no reward
for the mighty deed, only that they which
he once had might be restored to him
again. A spirit of love prompted him in
the beginning to so act for man. And
that same spirit must prompt his servants,
if they would be accepted of Christ. If it
does so, then indeed will they be one, and
Satan can not have power over them to
make them do wrong; for they will not
injure those they love. Examples of this
are always before us. The mother will
not injure her chiid. She cheerfully labors
for it, for she loves it. We can cheerfully
labor for mankind, for labor will be ligh.t
if this principle moves us. Otherwise we
will grow weary. No other principle
should actuate the elders of Israel; if so
our works are vain; we will tire of the
applause of men, (if we should be so fortunate or unfortunate as to gain it), or if a
sense of duty alone moyes us, that ere long
will be hushed and we will step out by the
wavside to be wondered at.
This thought may be extended into other worlds. Love is an attribute of God,
as lasting as he is, and will not cease because the objects of it may fail to merit it.
vVho can say that attachments formed
here will not reach into other worlds?
We want to carry all the attachments of
this life into the next. We want to there
enjoy the friendship of those we love here.
The fond ties that we form here, that gladden the pathway of life an.l shed many
a my of ~1m~hine over it 1 wnl in All pro]"
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ability exist there, and we may in some
way be able to assist them, who have wandered from the path of duty and are beyond our power to rescue here. We may
not have the privilege or the power to aid
them here; but as we labor for those we
love here, whv not there? We will not
change in our affections for them; for
such ties are lasting, and we certainly will
carry the Spirit of our Master into tqc
worlds beyond. The same Spirit that
prompts us here to labor for those who
suffer, will do likewise there, until redemption is complete. Will we not grow
weary and want to rest? No; moved by
that principle labor is joy, and always will
be. God labors, and if we partake of his
Spirit we will want to do likewise. And
thus on, on through eternity, as messengers of power and love we will go, bringing peace and joy to those who mourn and
are toiling up the height of glory, as angels do now for us poor mortals. Such
thoughts and scenes are according to the
genius of the gospel-the spirit of the
work. To labor for others, impelled by
the power of love, is the ruling principle
of the gospel. No man can say when it
will end. \Visdom would say,' Not until
all had been redeemed that will be riccording to the word, i.n the far distant future.
He whq would be great, then, must
have great affections. Jes us is greatest of
all. \Ve believe his love for man was
greater than all others. vVho can say it .
was not that which made Him so? We
can faintly see the necessity of cultivating
and praying for this heavenly principle,
that by which God rules the hosts of
heaven and commands his children here to
have. And it will not be long ere he will
rule the earth .with it. 0 what joy and
happiness will be ours when the earth is
ruled by love! Vv e have a foretaste of it
sometimes in our prayer and testimony
meetings.
\Vith this band around us we are secure
from our foe. \i\Tithout it we are at his
mercy, helpless in his grasp. This. principle he can not give to his followers; he
does not ·control it; nor would he if he
could. It is the power of heaven. Hatred,
malice and jealousy are the powers of hell
controlled by Satan. vV e see their effects,
have felt their influence, and are able to
judge of them.
God designs that his people should
be one; that the strong should aid
the weak; for then~ are some such by nature. F.rom such we should not expect
too much. But some will ask, Have we
not all got to obey the same law? Yes;
but in so doing some will stumble often in
trying to keep the law, while others ;will'
make less because of their different dispositions. The promise is to them who
overcome. Where a good disposition is
given, from such much is required. One
should aid the other. The labor of all is
the welfare of mankind.· Truly the
church is a grand protective association
which reaches into the worlds beyond,
there to exist on the same principles it does
here; for God's laws are perfect, and conr,;equently ate Unchangeable.
HrnA,M .L lfot'J','

VICTORY OVER THE TAVERN
KEEPER.

M1NJSTER.-l have never had· but one
opinion on this subject, and that is adverse
to your great "movements," as you call
them.
SoN OF TEJIIPERANCE.-(with surprise)
Adverse!
M.-That is the word I have used.
S; of T . -You surprise me, of all others,
I would expect to find in the minister of
the gospel the advocate of temperance.
M.-I am the advocate of temperance.
S. of T.-And yet you do not approve
our action in this cause.
M.-I do not.
S. of T.-vVhy so, sir?
M.-Your pledge is based upon a simple human resolution. Now, I acknowledge no reforming power but the grace
of God. Build the foundations of your
order upon religious principles, and then I
will have confidence therein. But so
long as all depends on the unsustained,
unregenerated will of man, there is no
safety. Human resolutions may appear
very strong for a time; but so long as they
are unsustained by the silver cords of divine truth, and the golden bands of divine
love, they may be broken at any moment. Your pledges and associations are
but external bonds in danger of being
severed at any time, that inward struggling,
self-love, self-interest, appetite, or unsubbued passion, regain strength; but religion
is art attraction that draws from the center
of a man's life, and holds all in permanent
integrity. Your "moral suasion," depend
upon it, is of little value; I believe only
in "religious su:::siori."
S. of T.-What do you mean by religion?
M.-A change of heart, wrought by
the grace of God. Such a -change is
worth a thousand pledges. The new man
is freed from the shackels ot old appetites
and passions; he is washed' from his impurities; he has left the fiery streams of
sin, and drinks now only the waters of life.
S. of T.-But how is the drunkard to
begin to be religious?
·
TA VERN KEEPER.-I knew several of
these men, Parson B., who have been saved by your religious "suasion," as you
call it.
M.-vVell, what of them?
T. K.-Out of six who joined t·he church,
four drink at iny bar as freely as ever; two
keep ~ober, but one of these is a bigger
rascal than he was before. These are
facts; and no one should be afraid to look
at facts. ~o much for your pledges, and
so much for your religion! I wouldn't give
11\1uch for either.
.
M.-N or would I give much for your
hopes of heaven, friend Taverri keeper.
You mustn't be angry with me for speaking the truth.
T. K.-The truth, as seen from your.
point of view. Not in the least angry. I
am a plain spoken man of the world; I
can receive, in turn, a good share of plain
speaking.
S. of T.-Let us not, by anything offeQ.sively by personal, disturb, on this occa.ssion1 the balance of each other;:! minds, We

I2I
three, all men of some experience, look
upon the great temperance movement
from different points of observation. Each
sees what is before him, in a peculiar light,
and comes to his conclusions through a
different course of reasoning. No harm
can, and some good may arise from an
interchange of ideas.
T. K.-And so I think. And if you
gentlemen wish to converse on the subject
of temperance, I am willing to give you
the benefit of my conclusions on the subject.
M.-Suppose, then, friend Tavern keeper, you give us your views about temperance.
T. K.-W ell; my views, to speak
frankly, is that neither ministers no·r temperance men, as a general thing, are doing
half the good they might do.
S. of T.-Indeed! How so?
T. K.-I do not speak lightly, nor
from prejudice, in what I say. It was
but natural that, from my relation to this
movement, I should, from the beginning,
assume an attitude of observation. At
first I was rather alarmed. You attackeJ
the enemy so vigorously, and carried point
after point with such indomitable bravery,
that I really began to fear for my own
position; and there was a period, when
blinded by self-interest, and angry with
the sweeping denunciations hurled at the
heads of tavern keepers, I would, had it
been in my power, have crushed the very
heart out of your salutary reform. That
feeling, however, in time pa~sed away,
and was followed by a better state of mind.
. I was still a careful observer; yet, with my
sympathies all on your side.
S. of T .-And still continued in the
traffic?
"
T. K.-(Not appearing to notice this remark). It was not long, however, before
I saw that your system had in it a most
fatal error.
S. of T.-Ah ! And pray what was this
error?
T. K.-You took from the clinging
vine its old support, yet failed to furnish
another of adequ;ite streng.tl:i.
1f.-You are right there, friend Tavern
Keeper; this I have always said.
S. of T.-We procured employment for
the reformed inebriate. We organized associations in which he might act with his
fellow man, and find ot.hers to lean upon
in his weakness; others, who would encourage him to persevere in the good
work he had begun. We interested his
sympathies in the poor drunkard, .and sent
him forth to the highways and by-ways,
the lanes and the alleys, on missions· of
mercy.
T. K.-And, for a while, every thing
went on bravely.
_
M.-But all was done in the strength of
mere human resolutions; and these are, in
times of strong temptations, weaker than
. the bruised reed. No wonder that so many
who have run well for a season, fainted and
failed by the way. There is, depend upon
it, no true reliance upon anv system that is
not based upon relig-ion. 'the heart must
first be changed. Un1ess reform begins

here1 aH is nopelefls,
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'.f. K.-So you ministers all say; and
yet the pledge has made fifty sober men
out of prunkards where your religion, as
you call it, has made one. I speak knowingly on the subject.
M.-It pains me to hear any one speak
so lightly of religion.
T. K.-Don't misunderstand me. I am
no scoffer at God and the Bible.
M.-And yet you scoff at religion.
·
T. K.-Don't misunderstand me on this
either. I have only spoken of the value
of what you call religion in reforming the
d unkard .. Do not construe my remarks
into agything beyond this.
M._.:,_What we call religion?
T. ~.-Your suddenly wrought conversions, I mean. YouJ washing the Ethiop's
skin white in a moment. In this kind of
religion I never had any faith; and this
kind of religion, let me tell you, never had,
nor ever will have, any salutary efficacy in
saving men from the degradation of drunkenness.
M.'-'-The Bible is very explicit oh this
subject. To all men, whether sober or not,
it says: "Ye must be born again." Here
is the only chance of salvation from evil.
T. K.-I have never questioned this; but
I have always questioned your common
interpretations of the Scripture annunciatio.n. The Bible regards our natural birth
as the type of spiritual birth, does it not?
M.-Certainly.
T. K.-And yet your new spiritual man
is conceived and born in a moment, coming
forth as it were in full stature. But in
natural birth there is brought a tender,
helpless, ignorant infant, and a growth
therefrom with almost imperceptible slown:ess; until at length we have tl:e man in
full stature. If this is the case naturally,
how can we look for a different ~rder of
things spiritual? I am no Doctor of Divinity, but depend upon it, my friend, you
can have no true spiritual man in any other
way.
S. of T.-There is to my mind force in
what-you say, and I perceive some glimpses of a new light breaking in upon me.
Without doubt, as experience too amply
demonstrates, there is some defect in our
system; for though we can draw multitudes over to our side, large numbers soon
leave us for the old enticements. It seems
too true that we take from the clinging
vine its former supports, and fail to give
another having equal power to lift up to the
tweeze.;; and sunshine.
T. K.-In other words, as temperance
reformers, you cut off from a man who has
sought for years his pleasure in sensual
indulgence, all his old delights; and ere a
new and higher life is developed, you fail
to substitute for him those innocent social
pleasures that he may enter into without
danger. You make stirring appeals to his
reason and manhood and all that, while in
truth he is but a child, weak limbed and tottering in the right way. You lift him upon ·his feet and say to him, "\Valk on
bravely, confidently, and all will be well;"
and yet he has in himself no strength.
And with the church it is no bett~r; but
rather worse.
l\t-pon't say that:

T. K.-It is true. Thete everything, I
might almost assert, is taken away. The
church excludes all pleasures, as evil in
themselves. What ground is there therefore for the reformed drunkard to stand
upon?
.
M.-:-The gl.'ound of trust in God.
T. K.-Good ground, I will own, for
those who can trust in Him.
M:-All may if they will.
T. K.-But there lies the great difficulty.
This willing to trust in God is easy enough
in theory, but how. difficult do thousands
and tens of thousands find it in practice.
Many seem for a time to trust in God; but
the result proves that it is only seeming.
Depend upon it, your church systems, with
here and there an exception, fail to provide
fot that very class most in need of its saving influence. You require them to come
up to you, but never dream of going down
to them.
M.-You make broad assertions my
friend.
T. K.-Yel true, as that the sun shines.
The children of this world, as they were
eighteen hundred years ago, are still wiser
than the children of light. They go down
to the level of the ignorant, the sensual and
the debased, and hold them where they
are, by ministering to what is in them.
But the "children of light,'' as the religionists of the day esteem themselves, never do
this. They offer only mental pleasures,.
and sublime· ecstacies, and condemn all
other pleasures as evil. Instead of coming
down to the sensual minded with pure
sensual pleasure, and by these gradually
lifting them up, step by step, until by an
almost imperceptible transition they are
able to elevate thern into a perception of
mental delights, they say to all in spirit of
self-righteousness, Come up to us. But
alas! who of the grovelling crowd are able
to go up?
M.-What would you have us do?
T. K.-I can say what I think it wise
for you to do.
M.-W ell; what is it?
T. K.-Bring within the pale of the
church all innocent pleasures.
M.-What do you call innocent?
T. K.-Such as do not violate any of
God's commandments.
M.-Mention some of them.
T. K-Concerts of fine music, exercises
in elocution, dramatic representations, and
all other modes of enjoyment not evil in
themselves.
M.-No; never!
S. of T.-You are rig-ht friend Tavern
Keeper! I see this as I never saw it before. It is too true that we have failed to
provide innocent pleasures, blending the
sensual with the intellectual, for those who
during long years have debased themselves
in things merely corporeal. And this has
arisen mainly from our desire, as temperance men, to be co-workers with the
churches. vVe saw and acknowledge the
power of God in saving men; and numbers
of us had faith in the pledge, only so far
as it paved the way for religion. But afar
off, in stately attitudes, stood the church,
with a repulsive, rather than an inviting
aspect. It did not come down to help us 1
i

' .•

~

but rather rebuked us for interfering with
its exclusive right to save men.
T. K.-Your arch-enemy knows better
how to do his work. He understands the
power of dramatic spectacles, of music and
pictures, of all things that appeal to the
senses; ans! he is daily gathering in his
harvest of those whom the church neglects
to save. Under this particular patronage
the theatre, which you might make so au.
powerful for good; and everywhere he is
seizing upon things innocent, yet despised
and neglected by the church, and making
them engines of destruction. But, good
morning! I have said a great deal more
than I expected to say at first. Pardon my
free speaking; and do not be so unwise as
to reject . what is true, even though it be
uttered by a tavern keeper. Good morn.
ing gentlemen.
S. of T.-Just one word if you please,
T. K.-Well; speak freely.
S. of T.-I must also venture upon a
plain word or two before we part. I ace
knowledge myself your debtor for useful
hints; perhaps I may be of equal service to
you.
T. K.-Say on, I am always willing to
learn.
S. of T._;.You seem to have thought a
good deal on the subject of temperance.
Has it never occurred to you that as a ven.
der of liquor you were doing harm in the
community?
.
T. K.-0, yes; often. But, then, I
have argued that my giving up the sale of
ardent spirits wouldn't lessen their consumption. Some one else would take my
stand and sell on just the same as before.
And, why, I have asked myself, should I
not have the benefit as well as another?
S. of T.-Might not a robber use the
same argument?
T. K.-:-Not alwa,p; for, ifhe failed to
rob or steal in a certain case his intended
victim would, in all probability, go free of
harm.
S. of T.-Perhaps so. Still, I do not
understand how any one as intelligent and
observant as you are can reconcile it to his
instinctive sense of right, to make a gain
of that which destroys his brother, body
and soul.
T. K.-I doubt if many who sell liquor
permit that instinctive sense of right to
which you refer to come into play.
S. of J'.-How can they help it?
T. K.-The selfish love of gain rules
over most in our impulses.
S. of T.-Most true. But are we just to
ourselves, to say nothing of society, thus to
permit self-love to overrule these better
impulses?
·T. K.-I will not say that we are.
M.--Society is held in its integrity by
the bond of mutual benefits; the farmer,
the mechanic, the manufacturer, the artist
are all engaged in promoting the public
good. Each works for, and provides fooo,
raiment or other things needful to sustain
life, and increase the common stock of en. joyment. A few are drones in the hive;
spending their days in idleness, and taking
from others without rendering a just return
of benefits. And there is yet another class
who a:re ~1either producers nor idlers, but

'
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parasites, drawing life from the very hearts
of the people; who pull down, but never
aiq in building up the social fabric. Can
you guess the crnss to which I allude?
T. K.-To <lo so would not by any
means be difficult.
S. of T.-It grieves me friend Tavern
Keeper to adjudge you as belonging to this
class.
T. K.-I will not gainsay your judgment now, to-morrow it will be different.
S. of T.-Do I hear aright? will you
indeed give up this evil traflic?
T. K.--Such is my purpose. For some
time my mind has been approaching this
decision. It has been confirmed by our
present conversation.
S. of T .--You will come over on our
side and help us?
T. K.-I will abandon the sale of liquor.
This much I owe to society as a good citizen. Beyond that, I can now pledge myself to nothing. As already said, I do not
think either your rule of action, or that of
the church the surest and best that can be
adopted. You do not come down low
enough, stooping under the poor debased
drunkard, like the mother bird to her
fl.edgings. You do not wisely regard what
is in man. You do not come to his senses
with enticements, and thus give him the
good, opposite to the evil that has been removed. But I have spoken of this already.
Good morning!
S. of T. May God confirm you in your
good resolutions.
M.-Amen.
,
T. K.-And may he bring to your love
of serving your fellows, a higher intelligence; for, rest assured; that both of you
have much to learn of the science by which
we are saved from evil.
}AMES THOMSON.

WHAT SHALL WE READ.

Turn is a question that is agitating the
minds of a great many, and one on which
we see a great many "articles" written,
setting forth the necessity of acquiring a
taste for good books, but never telling us
what the good books are. Why doesn't
the writer of some of these articles tell us
what we should read, for it is what so few
seem to understand. How many a child
has formed the habit of "novel" reading,
simply for the lack of something better to
read. Whose fault is it? It surely is not
the child's, and we do not believe that
th_ere is a parent that would knowingly
place before his child anything so destructive to one's mind and happiness as is constantly being placed before most children.
It might be asked, why is this reading so
hurtful, and if it is, how is it to be prevented?
The greatest evil, we believe, of this
reading, is the unnatural goodness of some
of its characters, which goodness we being
unable to attain to, or to find in others,
causes dissatisfaction and discontent, and is
the starting point of novel reading, and all
know how hurtful this is to the memory.
But the greater evil is in the number of
hours spent in such useless reading, which
could be spent in gathetin~ knowled~e

that would not only be of use to us now,
but in all our after lives. Now how is
this evil to be prevented? The first thing
to do, we believe, is to make our own paper, the Hope, interesting even to the
youngest, and this can not be accomplished by the editor alone, but by the help of
the readers of the Hope, and especially
the help of the young. We are afraid
that most of the help that the editor receives has been like our help, all wishes.
But let us try this year to give not only
the editor better help, but to be more of a
help to each other, but let us not forget
that,
"Every sower must one day reap
Fruit from the seed he has sown;
How carefully, then, it becomes us to keep
A watchful eye on the seed, and seek
To sow what is good, that we may not weep
'110 receive our own."

Ev AM.

JANUARY

BAILY.

6th, 1886.

THE CHRISTIAN HOPE.

"BE ready always to give an answer to
every man that asketh you a reason of the
hope that is in you, with meekness and
fear." We live in an age of eager inquiry,
one. ripe with skepticism. It appears to
me that every person, who cherishes a
hope of immortal consciousness, life and
identity, shoulJ fully consider the words
of the foregoing quotation,_ and endeavor
to base their hopes on something more
stable than the principles of men and poor
weak, ever changing human reason.
"vVe're born but to die, and reason but
to err." Most people have a hope of immortal consciousness, and as it belongs to
the nature of most if not all healthy humans to look on the bright side, there are
therefore comparatively few who anticipate anything worse after death than that
which is their lot here at present. What
reason has the average Christian of the
present period, for his hope of immortal
conscious individuality? I think the following words, quoted from a modern
author, fairly answers the foregoing question.
"What though the lesser lights fade
from the sky. Blaze through the ambient
air and fall in floating dust. The great
sun still shines on in his splendor, and
would do so though a million meteors
were to burst at once; just so the mind of
man, mighty, knowing, and enduring,
shall remain after this body withered with
inherent fires, sinks and mingles with the
dust."
The foregoing, instead of containing
any tangible evidence of the immortal individuality of the mind of man, !s simply
a fine sentimental effusion 9f an over hopeful natu_re. Aside from that hopeful, delusive feeling which is the main stay of
human ignorance, our evidences of immortal life are found in the Bible. Yet
how are we to know that the Bible_ is not
a cunningly devised fable, excepting the
signs which Christ promised should follow the believers still continue to do so;
or except Goel still reveals himself to man.
By denying direct, present revelation
from God, we cast into the shades of
doubt the divine authenticity of the Bible,

f!P4 th:ow ourselves upon the
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of human reason for the establishment of
that hope we so much desire.
Let us take a glance at what unbiased
abstract reasoning can do for us in this
respect. Who can recollect any of his
personal experiences previous to the quickening of his present body? "The spirit
and the body are the soul of man."-(Herald, Jan. zd, 1886). What hope can we
have for consciousness after dissolution?
"If Christ be not risen, then is our hope
vain." (Paul).
Where do we get our hope of the resurrection of the body? Can we find it in
reason? We can not-abstract reason
pronounces it nonsense. Thank God, we
have something more comforting than the
wretched, frigid blasts of abstract reason,
-even faith in Christ crucified and risen
from the dead. The fact of our longing
after immortality is no more evidence that
we shall be heirs thereof, than is our wishing for and aspiring to health, riches and
honor proof that we shall acquire them,~
in fact it is not nearly so much so, taking
abstract reason for the judge.
PHILOS.

WONDERS OF ASTRONOMY.
IlY ELDER F. R. TUBB, LONDO:N, ENG,

CHAP, III.
HISTORY OF THE COMET OF 1835.
TnA T comets were the causes, or at least
the signs of famines and pestilences; and
were followed by droughts and tempests,
that they preceded civil commotions and
great wars, and were especially fatal to
princes, were things at one time believed
not only by the vulgar, but the learned.
They were stated from chairs of theology
and philosophy, as facts established by the
universal testimony of history. Of such
historical records of the appearance of
ccmets, and of the prodigies which accompanied them, Pingre has collected some
hundreds in his" Cometographie." Comets have been exorcised as evil spirits.
The comet of 1835, when it came in
1456, was encountered by a Papal bull,
and the anathemas of the whole Catholic
Church. Dismayed at once by the progress of the Turks, and the progress of
the comet, Calixtus included them both in
the same prayer of conjuration ordered to
be said in all the churches.
This comet-came again in 1531, in 16o7,
and in I 682. I 759 was to be the next period of its appearance, and its coming was
now, for the first time, foreseen. Hallev,
afterwards Savilian professor at Oxford,
having undertak(ln to calculate the orbits
of the different comets. which had, up to
that time been observed, presented, in 1705,
to the Royal Society, a work called "Cometographia," in which he predicted* the
return of the comet of 1682 in 1758, an
announcement received in those days with
no little interest .and surprise.
It was, however, immediately foreseen
by astronomers, that the path of this comet wquld be disturbed by the attraction of

* His words
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tran~lated are-"Hence l dare ventnre tq
\t will return again in 1758."
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the planet Jupiter. Lalande and Clairaut
undertook to calculate the amount of this
disturbance. The work was one of enormous labor, which they would never have
undertaken, as Lalande himself admits,
had not assistance been rendered to them
(strange to say) by a lady. To Madame
Lapaute, the wife of a celebrated watchmaker in Paris, was assigned a principal
part of their calculations, and to that lady
is due a principal share in their success.
"During six months we calculated from
morning till night, even during meals,"
says Lalande.
They determined .the actual perturbations during 150 years of Jupiter and Saturn, and they arrived finally at the conclusion, that its coming would be delayed
no less than 518 days by the attraction of
Jupiter, and roo days more by Saturn.
The time of its perihelion passage or nearest approach to the sun, was thus brought
to the 13th of April, 1759; it was, nevertheless, stated, that errors might have been
n1ade amounting to a month either way.
These conclusions Clairaut published to
the world in November, 1·758, when astronomers had already begun to look for
the comet. It was seen by a farmer of
the name of Palitzch near Dresden, on December 25th, 1758, and at Paris on January 21st, 1759. It passed its perihelion on
March 13th, 1759, just one month before
the time predicted.
The comet of 1759 was next to complete
its orbit in 1835; and of its appearance in
that year an account will now be given,
the materials for which I have collected
from the work entitled, "Notice of Halley's comet and its return in 1835 by M de
P ontecoulant.
THE CALCULATION OF M. M. DAMOISEAU
AND PONTECOULANT
The comet of 1835 was, in its last revolution, influenced appreciably by the attractions of the four planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and the Earth, and of course
by the attraction of the Sun; and M. M.
Damoiseau and Pontecoulant severally and
independently undertook the task of calculating their amount of attraction on the
coming stranger, and separately completed their computations. M. Pontecoulant
found-that the action of J~piter would, as
compared with the last revolution of the
comet, accelerate it on the whole 135.34
days; that of Saturn retard it 51.53 days;
that of Uranus return it 6.07 days; and
that of the earth I r.7 days, making a total
result of 664 day<; advance as compared
with the mean time of the comet's revolution completed in I759· The principal
portion·of the influence .of the earth on its
motions, dating as far back as the year
1759, or the very beginning of its revolution, at which time it passed exceedingly
near to the earth.
PREDICTED TIME OF THE APPEARANCE
AND PERIHELION PASSAGE OF THE
COMET OF r835.
Allowance being made for these the
whole period of the comet's last revolution
was brought to 27,937 (twenty-seven thousand, nineteen hundred and thirty-seven)
<la;ys i and counting' from the t 3th March,
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1759, when it last passed through its perihelion, i)r nearest extremity of its orbit to
the sun, this brought its next perihelion
passage to the 13th November 1835.* At
the same time M. de Pontecoulant expressly stated that there might be an error of
a few days in this time, and assigned as a
proximate cause of such an error, a possible incorrectness in the assumed masses
of some of the planets. His words are,
"We must here once more repeat, that it
is not pretended that the time announced
for the comet's return to its perihelion may
not be in error some davs." Elsewhere
he says "Thus, then, it ~ conclusive that
aboui the !middle qf l\Tovember I835, the
passage of the comet through its perihelion
will take place.
The determination of the time when the
comet would first appear at any place, was
altogether another and a much less important matter. It depended upon the time
when it would enter that portion of the
heavens then visible at night at that particular place ;-it depended upon the intensity of its light, as compared with what
twilight there might be when it first appeared-it depended also upon the state of
the atmosphere. All these were variable
elements, and none of 1 them, except one,
could be calculated upon with any certainty.
It would have been madness to have mentioned a particular day when it would
first be seen-neverthe·less both M. Pontecoulant and M. Damoiseau ventured to
announce it as probable that it would
appear during the first days of the month
of August.
ACTUAL TIME OF TIIE APPEARANCE
AND PERIHELION PASSAGE OF
THE COMET OF I835.
The facts which astronomy reveals are
so stupendous, her results so far beyond
the range of ordinary thought the steps
which she takes through time and space
so rapid, leaving even imagination far behind, that of all sciences, she would find
least credit with the world, were it not for
the predictions to which she appeals, and
which everybody may verify. It is this
prophetic power which constitutes her
strength, her whole strength, or her weakness with the vulgar. Driven from every
other test, there were people disposed to
cavil at this science, (as there are al ways
people disposed to cavil at what they do
not understand),-who had fixed their criterion on the predicted return of the comet
of r759.
Now what was the result? It had been
announced that the comet would probably
be visible during the first days of August.
It was seen mi the 5th ef Aztl(ust at Romet
by JvDvf. Dumouchel and Vico; its light
being then exceedingly feeble. But more
than this, the precise place in the heavens
which the cor'1et would occupy on every
day whilst it should be visible, had been
calculated and announced beforehand, and
it was when they directed their telescope
towards that point in the heavens which
had been so predicted for the fifth ef
* J\L Damoisean fixed its perihelion passage at the 4th
November.
t The reader ileecl not be reminded how ptH'e l1l1r1 cknr
l§ thB atmosplrnre ef J:tm~~'

August, that }J:f .111'. Dumouchel and Vico
saw it. It had been foretold that it would
pass its perihelion on the 13th of November. It passed its perihelion on the I6th
of November. It had been stated by M.
Pontecoulant, as a reason for the uncertainty which he thus felt in respect to the time
of the perihelion passage, amounting, however, only to a few days, that the masses
usually assigJaed to some of the planets by
astronomers, and used by him in his calculations, might require correction. Of all the
planets, Jupiter exerted the greatest influence over the motions of this comet; Anv
error in the mass which had been assigned
to Jupiter, would therefore, most affect the
result. Now, the mass he had assigned to
the planet Jupiter was such that 1054 such
masses would equal the m_ass of the sun.
Recent observations have shown that the
mass of Jupiter repeated only 1049 times
would equal the mass of the sun; and it
has been ascertained that' if M. Pontecoulant had used in his calculation this corrected measurement of the mass of Jupiter, instead of that which he did use, it woul<l
have protracted the predicted time of the
perihelion passage three days, and brought
it to the -16th, and so within six hours of
the time when it actually took place,-an
error of six hours in a period of seventysix years!
The following are remarkable facts connected with the appearance of this comet,
in 1835.*
It developed no tail until the 2nd of
October, and on that day the nucleus was
observed to become suddenly brighter, and
to throw out a jet of light from its anterior
part, or that towards the sun. Its tail
attained its greatest length of twenty degrees on the 15th of October, and had
entirely disappeared before its perihelion
passage on the 16th of November. "The
anterior luminous jet, meanwhile, underwent," says Sir J. Herschel, "singular and
capriciou~ changes, succeeding one another
with such rapidity that, on no two successive nights were the appearances alike!
At one time it was single, at another 'fan.
shaped or swallow-tailed,' while at other
times, two, three, or even more jets were
darted from the comet in different directions." In receding from the sun it passed
through a series of changes scarcely less
remarkable, and finally disappeared on the
5th of May.
THE COMET OF r 843.
Of all the comets of modern times, one
which suddenly appeared rn 1843 was, as
seen in Southern latitudes, the most splendid and the most remarkable. Its head
and nucleus were of extraordinary lustre,
and its tail extended at first in a double,
and afterwards in a single beam through
fifty or sixty degrees of the heavens. It
was seen in broad daylight, on the 28th of
February, the day after its perihelion passage, and the distance of its nucleus from
the sun was then measured with a sextant.+
The smallness of this distance is the re~
markable feature in the elements of its
orbit. No other comet is recotded to have

* Hershel's "Ontltne of Astronomy," p. 350.
Bl Mr. Clarke of Portland, Unite\! i':!tates.
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approached the sun so nearly. The space
between it and the sun's luminous surface
was not more than one seventh of the sun's
radius; whence it has bee.n calculated that
the solar heat to which. it was subjected
must have been 47,000 times that which
we experience, and 24Yz times as great as
the heat which has been found sufficient
to melt cornelian, agate, and rock crystal!
BIELA'S COMET IN 1846.
On its return in 1846 the comet of Biela
presented the remarkable phenomenon of
a double comet! On the 13th of January
it was seen thus double at Washington;
the one comet being exceedingly small and
faint in comparison with the other. From
day to day it increased,.,however, in size
and brightness, and appeared to separate
from its companion, until, on the J6th of
February, it had become the brighter of
the two; it then gradually faded away, and
disappeared on the r 5th of March, and it&
companion on the 22d of April. The tails
of the two comets were parallel, and a remarkable streak of light, apparently
thrown out by the new one, extended
from it to the other. Their average distance from one another, from the 10th of
February to the 22d of March, (according
to M. Plantamour), was about two-thirds
the distaµce of the moon from the earth's
cen.tei:; and the increase of their separation
during this time was not real, but only
apparent.*
THE COMET OF 1882.
This wonderful comet, one of the most
recent that has come within the' borders of
our solar system, was a comet in many
respects truly remarkable. It presented a
most magnificent spectacle as it extended
its glowing and enormous tail upwards
over 27 degrees on the southern sky. The
tail taking a bold sweeping curve upwards
and towards the right hand, formed a magnificent and awe-inspiring spectacle, calculated to impress the imagination of the
most matter"Of-fact observer with a sense
of the wonderful in God's creation.
A circle or an ellipse which takes centurie$ for so swift an object as a comet to
trayerse, must be immerise indeed:··· The
m.i.nd attempts but. in vain .to follow the
cour~e of. the fiery messenger as it wings
its pt(ver ending journey to the distant regions; far beyond mortal .ken. The mind's
eye s<:~~s dazzled as it attempts, after the
lapse,.of a few brief· months, to point out
its position in' the silent eternal space be- 1
yond; but what must .be the difficulty after th(( lapse of years to .follow the flight
of the fiery steed, and fix its place in the
trackless wilds of everlasting space!
Indeed our puny measure of years and
miles proves totally inadequate to convey
to the mind any idea of .the.distance traversed by these mysterious visjtors; or.· the
time occupied in journey ov:er an orbit the..
length and breadth of which fairly stag,~
gers the mind to realize. The dist;ince of
the comets being so utterly unfathomable,
I propose as a stepping-stone to place before· your readers some statistics, in regard
to. those more familiar and much nearer,

* Herschel's Outlines, p, 361.

(yet still exceedingly distant) bodies, the
planets of the solar system. vV e have already attempted to set before your readers
some faint idea of the enormous distances
of some of the heavenly orbs, viz: Jupiter
589,000,000 miles, Uranus 1,995,000,000
miles, Nepture 2,850,000,000 miles.
These enormous distances seem to our
humble finite minds wholly beyond the
power of the utmost imagination; and are
like many other facts within the comparatively limited vision of the most powerful
telescope, so utterly astounding that it has
been well said concerning the heavenly
works of the · great creator-"Truth is
stranger than fiction;" though, indeed, the
axiom is quite as applicable to any department of the study of nature as revealing
God's handiwork.
But as I am anxious that the least and
feeblest intellectually of all the Saints
should have some little idea of the enormous distance of these heavenly bodies, I
have made some calculatio.ns based upon
things of comparatively familiar occurrence
to their mind; for it is only by being able
to see some of the lower rounds of the ladder first, that we are abl~ in any measure
to appreciate the stupendous height of that
ladder by which, and by which alone we
must climb from the finite to the infinite,
from the known to the unknown, from
earth to heaven. One illustration I shall
make use of is as familiar to your minds
on the western side of the Atlantic as to
us in the old country; I refer to the steam
engine (locomotive).
Suppose it possible for a steam engine
to traverse the unknown parts of space in
order to reach Jupiter the nearest of the
Exterior or Superior planets; and imagine
that the engine travels day and night without ceasing at the high speed of a mile a
minute, (6o miles an hour), it would take
l,091 years, 6·moths, o days, ro hours, 23
minutes to reach the nearest boundary of
planet Jupiter. This length of time appears the more wonderfril when we compare it with the time the same engine
travelling day and night at the same rate
would reach the moon in, or even the sun.
The former would be reached in 5 months,
16 days, 14 hours, 33 minutes at its mean
distance, while the sun would be reached
in l 73 years, l I months, 18 days, r hour,
20 _minutes. Next after Jupiter, the en-·
gine would make for the planet Saturn,
but supposing the locomotive to be capable
of continuing its journey at the same speed
of 60 miles an hour through the centre of
the planet Jupiter, it would require 2
months, l day, 9 hours, and 20 minutes to
accomplish the task; while it could perform the same journey through out earth
in 5 days, l 2 hours, 5 minutes; and through
the moonjn I day,~ 12 ,hours, calculating
throughout at the rate of 24 hours to the
day, as the locomotive is supposed to be
:travelling day and night incessantly. We
,will imagine then. that the steam engine is
.now fairly upon _its way froni the farthest
side of Jupiter to the next wondrous orb
in order froi:n the sun, viz. Saturn. The
immense dis.tance intervening petween
these two planets will require no less than
764 years, 9 ·months, 26 clays, 5. hours 37
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minutes to traverse; while supposing the
.locomotive to go straight from the earth
b Saturn at the uniform rate of 60 miles
an hour, it would require no less a period
than I .856 years, 3 months, 26 days, 16
hours to reach that superb planet which
yet is visible even to the naked eye of the
beholder on the earth at a distance, as I
before stated of 963,564,000 miles.
The next planet we will suppose our
locomotive to be in search of is Uran us;
which is 881,717,052 miles from Saturn,
and the next in order in the solar system.
It could not possibly arrive at this planetary body until a period of 2,026 years, 4
months, 16 days, 20 hours, 12 minutes from
the time it started from the earth!
The last and most distant of all the orbs
in the solar system at present discovered.
is the planet Neptune; which is situated
at a mean distance of 992,4201 180 miles
from Uranus, and which would therefore
take the locomotive 1,914 years, 4 months,
20 days, 16 hours, 20 minutes after leaving
Uran us; while no less a period than· 3,940
years, 9 months, 7 days, 12 hours, 32 minutes would have to' be consumed in coming
direct from the earth to Uran us. This
would be the case if Uran us were at the
mean, or medium distance from the earth
in its orbit; but if the planet happened to
be in its aphelion or greatest distance from
the earth, the train would require another
46 years, 2 months, 9 days, 5 hours, 24
minutes; thus bringing the enormous sum
total to 3,986 years, 1 r months, i6 days,
18 hours, 24 minutes, having travelled the
enormous distance of 2,861,647,344 miles
from the earth to.reach the planet Nepfone
in aphelion.
Here I will just pause to explain that
the planets, (or any single planet), when
in that part of its orbit (or path), nearest
to the earth, is said in astronomical terms
to be at its perihelion distance from the
earth, or in perihelion; the middle portion
is called the mean distance, while the most
remote part of its path is called its aphelion
distance; and the planet is then said to be
in aphelion. I have calculated all the.
above periods of the locomotive's imaginary journey by the mean distance of the.
planet from the earth in each case, being
obviously the most fair computation.
When we call to mind the rapidity of a
rail way train going at the enormous speed
of ·sixty miles an hour, how it dashes past
the beholder with terrific speed, .and how
in a few minutes it has traveled such a diS. tance as to enable the. clearest,sighted
spectator to discern. nothing of. it but a
faint streak of smoke in the far distance,
the mind staggers under the attempts. to
conceive the ·unfathomable and' almost
illimitable exte~t of space which woul.d
take this express train upwards of '3,986 ·
years to traverse it. Yet this is not all!
For recent celebrated astronomers have
discovered that far away beyond Neptune,
at about ten times the distance of that
remote orb, there is an immense sun, round
which our sun itself'is m;iking sl()w but
mighty and gigantic revolutions, taking
the earth; Saturn, Uranus,. and t.hewhole of.
the great planets of the solar system with
him, in his stupendous orbit of' hundreds
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of centuries' duration. But at a mean distance between us and this hypothetical sun
at an inconceivable distance, (round which
our own smaller sun is continuing its huge
revolution), there are certain bodies known
to us, for want of a better name, as fixed
stars/ though many of our astronomers
strongly incline to the opinion that these
said "fixed stars" are themselves suns,
moons and planets, by the side of which
our own solar system fades into comparative insignificance and diminutiveness. M.
Shuve found and examined with a most
powerful reflector telescope no fewer than
120,000 such stars beyond the orbit of
Neptune, the most distant planet of the
solar system. The distance of these fixed
stars is so vast as to be altogether incredible
had the facts not been repeatedly verified
by the closest and most patient telescopic
investigation. The distances of a few only
have been thus ascertained. The remainder of the 120,000 which M. Shuve saw,
and the millions upon millions of stars
which lie so far beyond that the best telescopes can but faintly descry them,-lie at
such remote portions of the everlasting
space which surrounds our horizon, that
no human eye or instrument will probably
be able to wrest from them the secrets of
their size, distance, or elements. Of the
few whose distance has been satisfactorily
ascertained, I will here subjoin the only
item yet known to our finite minds concerning them; viz: their enormous distance
from, our orb: adding just one or two
illustrative facts in connection therewith to
enable your readers to the better grasp the
one sublime fact of their almost inconceivable remoteness. The star "a Centauri,"
has been proved from its parallax, (by
Professor Anderson), to have a distance
from our planet of no less than twenty-two
billions of miles. The star known as
61 CYGNI, the first star whose parallax
was satisfactorily ascertained, was found
by M. Bessel in 1847-8 to have a paralletic
displacement of about 7-20 of a second;
that means, says Sir J. Herschel, that _its
distance is fifty-seven billions of miles.
Your readers may have some inadequate
idea of the magnitude of these distances
when I remind them that although light
travels at the enormous rate of l,I 10 feet
in a second, (188 7-11 miles an hour), yet
it takes no less than three years for a ray
of light' to reach our earth from the star
"Centuri," and eight and a half years from
the star "Cygni."
But there has been more recently announced a fact concerning the star a Lyne,
that it was found by M. Skuve to have a
parallax of one quarter of a second, and,
as the distance of any given star is always
in the inverse ratio of its parallactic angle,
the star a Lyrre is situated at no less a distance from us than 80 billions of miles l
The light, therefore from this remote orb
occupies no less a period than I 3 1-13 years
on its way to this planet!
When we reflect that these are but fair
examples of the immense distances traversed by cometary bodies in their wondrous
and mysterious gyrations round our slln,
from the pathless and interminable regions
of silent space, ere we can behold their
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fiery flying forms within the limits of our
solar system, we feel overwhelmed with
astonished admiration.
To be continued.

RECORDER'S NOTICE.
If District Clerks who have branch reports in
their hands not yet sent to me will send them in
I will be greatly obliged. Also if Branch Clerks
will take especial care to report to their coming
March conferences it will be an obligation both
to the district authorities and to me, in the effort
to make the records as complete as possible, then
the District Clerks can make out more satisfactory
Annual Reports to the General Conference.
H. A. STEBBINS,
General Church Recorder.
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM.
The attention of the members of the above
Quorum is called to the rule adopted by said
body that each member should make a report in
writing and send it in on or before the first day
of March each year. The officers of the Quorum
hope that this rule will be generally obsen·ed, so
that when we meet in April the labors, intentions
and purposes of each one in the Lord's work may
be known, not only of those who may be present,
but also of those who may not be able to attend.
HENR y A. STEBBIN;·,
Secretary '!f !!!_u01·11m.
NOTICES.
Wanted to know the whereabouts of Bell
Thomas, formerly of Boonsboro, Iowa. If nothing is heard from the sister on or before June lst,
1886, her name will be stricken from the church
records.
A. L. VElTCH[We suggest that no member's name should be
dropped from the church records, unless they
have been excommunicated in a regular way by
the law of the church. Otherwise they should
be numbered among the scattered members.-Ed)Brethren of the Second Quorum of' Elders:Remember your annual report. Those who are
alive and "wide awake," need no notice. The
dead ones-who are they? Let your non-report
answer.
Your president and co-laborer
I. N. WHITE.
ULINTON, Henry Co., Mo.

The following absznt members of the Davis
City Branch, J. F, Scott, Olivia Scott, Alma
Bennett, Ruth Forkner, and Mary Ellen Mercer,
are hereby requested to report their faith and
standing and place of residence to the president
of said branch.
0. J. BAILEY, president.
SPECIAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
A Mission Conference wili be held in the chapel
at Salt Lake City, Utah, on Saturday and Sunday,
the 13th and 14th of March, 1886, at IO a. m.
All the branches in Utah are requested to send
in reports, and a large attendance is hoped for.
Some important business relating to future mission work in the territories will be presented, and
action taken thereupon. All who can attend are
earnestly requested to do so. Delegates to the
General Conference at Lamoni will be appointed
and it may be found necessary to instruct them

regarding important matters affecting this mis~
sion. -Don't fail to attend. ,
Return tickets for one fare (half rate) will be
issued by the Union Pacific, Utah and Northern,
Oregon Short Line, Denver and Rio Grande,
and Utah Central Railroads, extending from
Evanston,~Granger, Garrison, Park City, and all
points on the U. C. and D. & R. G. Arrangements have been made with each of the above
roads to this effect. The conference action will
largely affect the whole Rocky Mountain Mission,
and representatives from all over the mission are
invited and will be made welcome. Don't forget
the date. The half rates on all the above railroads will be good from March IIth to the 16th
inclusive.
No division of the Utah District has yet taken
place, therefore all the branches in Utah form
part of this Conference.
JOSEPH LUFF,
Missionary in Charge'.
PLANO BRANCH.
Below is given a list of absent members of the
Plano Branch of the Northern Illinois District;
and they are hereby requested to report to the
branch, as some have not been heard of for years; and if they are living in the precincts of other
branches, to please send for letters of removal,
and join where they reside, according to the
ruling of General Conference, and also that we
may be able to keep our Brar!ch Record more
perfectly.
Theodore]. Patrick, H. W. Pomeroy, Abraham
Hendrickson, Julia Elnora Willis, Alice A. Cook,
Harris Cook, Maria Cook, Candace Lucy Cook,
Charles J. Roberts, Victoria Carver, Joseph Stanley Scott, Louis Darveau, Susan H. Spencer,
Peter Moe, Hans Anderson, Ida V. Harding,
Lucy 0. Barker, Lillian R. Wilsey, Cindarilla
Gifford, Elizabeth Painter, Rebecca Mack, Elizabeth Wilson, Nellie J. StClair, Pamelia Nelson,
Thomas Chambers, Ira Mack, Lorenzo Fay, John
Damon Briggs, Almon Everrett Byers, Clarence
E. Mason, John Baerman, Matilda Whitcomb,
Jesse M. Nance, Robert S. Warnock, Mary Elliot,
Amanda C. Hoagland, Susan E. Gable, Mary
Ann Nance, Clara Cole, Francis J. D. Earl,
Maggie Ellen Farlow, Lear D. Gibson, William
B. Smith, Bertha E. Young, Elizabeth Randall,
Richard Randall, Ed win L. Skeen, Christena
Christian, William IL Barter, Frank G. Hoagland, Mary Jones, Almira Perrin, Charles H.
Frost, James H. Peters, Trena Moldrup, Peter
Anderson, Martine P. Anderson, Milo J. Wicks,
Mercy Annette Hoagle, Malvina Craig, George
F. \.Veston, Clarisa McMahan, Lydia Mitchelh
Chris Peterson, Abraham S. Hawk8.
Signed )
VrcKERY, preside11t,
i GEO. c. BLAKRLRY, rkrk.

vy.

PLANO, Illinois, Feb. 2d, 1886.

MARRIED.
SMALEs-\.VrLLIAMs.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, Cleveland, Iowa, sister Perlie
\.Villiams to Bro. Russell Smales, both of Lucas
county, Iowa. Elder Alma N. Bishop officiat·
ing. [No date of marriage given,~Ed,]
STOCKS-MART[;-;r,-At fhe residence of Bro.
James S. Martin, of ~'orest City, Mo., Bro. Wm.
Stocks, of Saint Jo,,;eph, Mo., to Sr. Anna M.
Martin, of Forest City. S. P. Rasmussen ofl1ciating. Many friends and relativ-es were pres·
cnt, and partook of a f,nmptnous dinner prepared
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for the occasion. All remained during the evening, and a most enjoyable time was had.
C. E. NELSON.

DIED.
STEEL.-At Beckville, St. Louis, Missouri,
November 14th, 1885, Sr. Barbara Steel, aged 71
years and 6 months. She was born in North
Shields, England; was baptized by Elder Wm. H.
Hazzledine, December 17th, r879, and confirmed
by Elder Joseph Smith, the 26th. Funeral services conducted by Elder Wm. H. Hazzledine,
which were largely attended. We hope to meet
her in the resurrection.
CRoss.-In Hannibal, Missouri, January 31st,
1886, Sr. Sarah, wife of Bro. James Cross. She
was born 19th October, 1829, in Dulmore, Dumbartonshire, Scotland; baptized January 8th, 1841,
in Greenock, Scotland, by Elder "William Spickman. She was received into the Reorganized
Church, November 21st, 1865, in Hannibal Missouri, through baptism at the hands of Elder John
Taylor. For years she had been afflicted with a
disease which baffled all human skill. She bore
her sufferings, however, with exemplary fortitude,
and with a firm reliance on Him "who doeth all
things well," waiting patiently till He should call
her to come up l;ligher. She bore repeated testimony while on her bed of suffering, to the truth
of the latter day WOJ:k; also mingling her voice
ih prayer, almost to the very last, with the S;;tints
assembled, as was our wont in her room. A true
saint, an affectionate wife, a kind and indulgent
mother: she has seen her sons grow to manhood,
and leaving with them the priceless heritage of
a mother's prayers and counsels, has gone to receive the reward of the just. "Blessed are the
dead who die in the Lord."
E. L. P.
CLARK.- In Mains' addition, Tulare City,
California, December :.i9th, 1885, of diphtheria,
George E., son of Bro. and Sr: M. Clark, aged 8
years, 3 months and 4 days. Blessed by Elders
Haws and Parks.
We had a precious household flower,
So pure aud fnir and bright;
H seemed that every passing hour
He gave our home its light.
But, oh, there came a day of gloom,
When sorrow held its sway;
For in a quiet, darkened room,
Our flower was laid away.
His dimpled hands were folded white,
Across his silent breast;
As his lips had kissed a last good night,
Before he went to rest.
But Jesus whispered sweet and low,
, "Peace, troubled hearts, be still."
And now, our hearts have learned to know,
'Twas but the Master's will.

MYER.s.-At Avenue City, Andrew county,
Missouri, Mary, daughter of Tama and C. H.
Myers, aged ro years, 7 months and 23 days.
Her stay on earth was but to bud and blossom, to
bloom in heaven. [Date of death not given.J
',SMITH.-Near San Juan, San Benito county,
California, 8.15 p.m., January 3d, 1886, of kidney
complaint, Bro. Richard Smith. He was born
January nth, 1827, in the parish oL.Stock and
Bradley, Worcestershire, England; he was bap·
tized April 6th, 1840, by his own brother, John
Smith, in Himbelton. In the year 1846 'he-was
ordained an Elder and sent on a mission to the
north of England, in which mission he labored
seven years, in the conference then known as the
Norwich conference. He was released in 1853,
and emigrated to Utah; was dissatisfied with
their teaching and practices there, and moved to
California. He was baptized into the Reorgan·

ized Church by Bro. J.C. Clapp, December nth,
1869; confirmed same day by Bro. George Adams,
and next day was ordained an Elder by Bro. J.C.
Clapp, at Watsonville, which office he held and
faithfully fulfilled its duties according to circum·
stances, till he fell asleep in Christ. At his death
he was sS years, 11 months and 23 days old. He
leaves a devoted wife, ten children, and several
grand children.
NrcHoLs.-At Torch Lake, Antrim county,
Michigan, on the morning of January 30th, 1886,
sister Mary, wife of Reuben T. Nichols. De·
ceased became a member of the church some
years before the prophet Joseph was killed, and
has ever remained a faithful and consistent mem·
ber thereof till death, according to the best light
and understanding she had of its faith and doctrine. She became a believer in the claims of
James J. Strang soon after Joseph's death, and
has ever regarded it as true. She has suffered
much through the mobbing, spoiling, and driving
of the Saints in this reg~n, in 1856 1 with her
husband and family, and as a pioneer in an
almost un"inhabited country, but bore i~ all with
patience and fortitude,· looking forward to the
reward of the Saints, doing all for righteousness
sake. Her house and hospitality has ever been
welcome to the Saints and Elders, and her deeds
of charity has not been confined to them. She
leaves a husband, two sons and three daughters,
to mourn her loss. She will be remembered by
those living in Voree, and on Beaver Island, as
Widow or Mary De Mary. Though she suffered
much through an abscess of the stomach, she
passed away in peace. Peace be her lot.' Funeral services by Wingfield Watson.
REUBEN T. NICHOLS.

ST. LOUIS.
The above district conference convened in the
Saints' Hall, 1447 North Broadway, St. Louis,
Missouri, on Saturday afternoon, January 2d,
1886. C. J. Peat, president; J. G. Smith, clerk.
Branch reports.-St. Louis 189 members; r received, r removed; cash on hand September 20th,
1885, $zr.o8, received since $30.25, total $5L33;
expended for hall rent, &c., $3r.55; balance on
December 13th, 1885, $19.78. Cheltenham 30;
r received. Chester 13; r baptized. Boone Creek
15. Birkener 12. Belleville 63; 2 removed, 1 received. The other branches failed to report. Elders C. J. Peat, N. N. Cooke, J. G. Smith, and W.
Williams, reported; also Priest J. S. Parish reported. Tract fund.-Cash on hand last report
$4; recived since $3-90; balance $790. f G.
Cole, agent. The committee in the Belleville,
Branch versus John Beaird case; reported; both
parties have complied with the decision of the
district· conference, and recommend the case be
dismissed.' Report accepted, and recommendation adopted. Resolved that we petition the General Conference of the church for a rehearing in
the case of the Cheltenham Branch versus R.
and M. Hughes. A committee of one was elect·
ed to draw up said petition. The recommendation of the Birkener Branch that brother Frank
Izatt be orda_ined to the office of· an Eider, was
adopted by the conference. The committee appointed to exiimine the report of the Bishop's
Agent, reported having audited it and found lt
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correct in every particular. It reads as follows;
balance cash on hand September 30th, 1885, $38.65. St. Louis Branch free will offerings December 31st, 1885, $36.25, total $74.90; paid out to
December 31st, 1885, $33 50; balance on hand
December 31st, 1885, $4r.40. N. N. Cooke, Bishop's Agent. The following officers were elected
to serve in the St. Louis district for the ensuing
six months: C. J. Peat, president; N. N. Cooke,
vice-president; J. G. Smith, secretary; J. G. Cole,
tract agent. Preaching on Sunday forenoon by
Bro. Frank Izatt. Sacrament and testimony service in the afternoon. Bro. Frank Izatt was ordained to the office of an Elder. Preaching in
the evening by brother J. G. Cole. Adjourned
to meet in Cheltenham, St. Louis Co., Mo., on
Saturday afternoon, March 27t1~, 1886, for the
transaction of business, and on the following
Sunday for worship.
TEXAS CENTRAL.
This district conference convened with the
Texas Central Branch, Saturday, Jan. 16th 1886.
H. C. Smith was chosen president, W. M. Sherrill secretary. Central and Elkhart branch reports
referred back for correction. Elders H. L.
Thompson, S. W. Simmons, 1: N. Roberts, and
H. C. Smith, reported in person. J. W. Bryan
by letter. Bishops agent reported, an<l an auditing committee reported his books correct. Due
Agent at last report 29 cents; ''received since
$130.69, paid out $934!. On hand the 1st Jan.
18861 $36.90. Priest S. R. Hay reported in person; Teachers C. A. Norwood and J. L. Dotson
in person; J. L. Wilson by letter; Deacon B. F.
Renfroe, in person. The conference sustained
the president of mission and co-laborers; H. L.
Thompson president of district; E. Land secretary; and H. C. Smith, Bishop's Agent. Bro. H.
C. Smith and I. N. Roberts were appointed dele·
gates to the Annual Conference, and authorized
to use .their own judgment in regard to pending
questions. Resolved; that we petition the Annual Conference to return Brn. H. C. Smith and
I. N. Roberts to this mission, and send as many
mor<! as wisdom may direct. Preaching at night
by Elder I. N. Roberts assisted by Elder S. W.
Simmons. Sunday morning, prayer meeting in
charge of Priest S. R. Hay. In the forenoon,
preaching by Elder H. C. Smith assisted by
Teacher C. A. Norwood.
At three o'clock
preaching by I. N. Roberts, assisted by Priest S.
R. Hay. In .the evening, preaching by H. C.
Smith, assisted by Deacon B. F. Renfroe. Conference adjourned to meet at call of the qistrict
president.
INFORMATION WANTED.
John Masters woll'ld be pleased to hear from
his son, George ~'.[asters. When last heard from
he was living at New Philadelphia, Ohio. Address: Mr. John Masters,. No. 356, E. 7th South
street, Salt Lake City, lJtalf.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) BY THE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reorganized Church,
at their Publishing :House in ·

LAMONI, DECATUR co., row A,
Ancl sent Free of Postage at prices named.
,
VO!CE OF WAlrNt:NG,
' . ..
And I"~truction to all People, on the Doctrine and'
History of the Latter Day Workj 128 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1..................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, ench .......• •H h •• •o .. O<i o~ ~ ' " . : ' . . 25
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~We

One or Two Fai•ms for Sale.

have just received another editiol1 of the
SAINTS'
HARP
frotri. the binders, and are now ·prepared to furnish them as heretofore. Plain binding $r.25;
Imitation Morocco, giH, $r.50.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANT;;.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .......................... 1 25
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
'l'HE SA!:\TS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
lmitatlon 1\forocco, 1nnr1>lcd edges ... ·................. 1 2tl
lmitat10n Morocco, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
HOLY SCRIPTUR:ES.
fnspired TranRl~tion by Joseph 8mith the Prophet.
Sheep or I,1brary bmdmg ............ : ............... l
Imitation Morocco. gilt edges ......................... 2
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2
New 'l'estament, inspired edition.....................

5t
OJ

50
75

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Hum11n Life, Here und Hereafter, by
A. Wilford Hull; 544 pnges, in cloth boards ....... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself, by A. Wilford Hall; in
cloth boards; 3:J6 pages.. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . ....... 1 00
Josephus, complete iu 011e vol., ltbmry leather ...... ~ 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Homan Empire,
cloth boards, 5 v.ols ............................... .4 ()(
J\fosheim 's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America, (illustrated), clo.th ....... 1 80
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. in one, leather ..... .4 00
The Koran, library leather......... . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .... 2 00
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D. 1 till 1854,
cloth boards\ 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The EccliastiP.a History of Ensebius Pnmphilns,
Bishop of Cresarea, to Palestine, cloth boards .... 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of the Bible ......... 1 75
The Bible Text Book .................................. 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament..... . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. ... l .05
Brown's Concorclance of the Bible.................... 60
Emerson's Heady Binder, Herald size................. 8!1
Emerson's Ready Binder, Hope size.................. 6(
Emerson's Ready Binder, Advocate size.............. 50
Five Qnires of Note Paper, mo sheets................ 50
Five Quires of Note Paper, better quality ............ 60
BOOK OF l\IOHllWN.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................................ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50·
Fun Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 75
FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible Tenchos the Coming of

ACHES; 90 to 100 Acres of Plough and Meadow
Land, balance in Brush Pasture. Baru.28 x 30.
Stabling for 7 horses, Granary, two Wells of Water, Orchard of 200 bearing Trees; two miles from tnree Grist and
Saw Mills, two miles to the village of Pleasanton and R.
R Station! in a Branch of 100 members. For further particulars, aadress:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2j an2m
Pleas an ton, Decatur Co., Iowa.
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.J. W. De.Noon,

PHYSICIAN AND

:rm.

D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
,
of Main Street.
jan30tf '

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Catalogues sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepnid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and BuokseHers, LAMONI, Iowa.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental Colle~e of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches rn Lamom, Iowa.

Office on Main street, two doors nrmh of Ti/;ton's Store.

AT TIIE

OUR

With two good Lote • .::For particulars, address

N.

M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, !OWA.

30jan2m

F a r 1n f o!r S a le •
ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GUHLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

SUCCESSORS~!N SELLS~

TO THE

LYMYER MANUFACTURING CO
CATALOGUE WITH 1500 TESTIMONIALS

II

FRONT.

LATEST

SUCCESS.

~
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l.IJ

The Only Through Line, with its own tr9.ck, between

~~~cR~~~?~DENVER

ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, P,acific Junction, A1chison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

DENTI:STRY.

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

V/ith branch lines 10 their important cities end towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
_
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
··
Kansas City and Des Moine~.
At each of its several Eastern and Western term1.n1 it
connects in Grand Union Dep~ts with T~rough Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is ~he Principal Line to and from

San Francisca, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets 1 Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto n Rout'e, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States Or Canada, or <J.ddress .

s:

HENRY B. STONE, .

'

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'! Manager,
CHICAGO.

<C
EASY - RUNNING - SEWING -

M AC!l!i'\E.

- - I T HAS--

TEXA8 OR B@ST.

For Sale one Store•house & Goods,
And one Dwelling-house and Barn,

T!he Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
.
to carr:y the Fast Mail.

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

SIX ·miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153
Sale.

A

P.rice: Six Hundred Dollars, Oasli Down.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO.

Farna for

Secular Newspaper, published at Lamoni, Iowa, by
Sumner E. King. Everyone interested in the Local
News of this place should subscribe for the Gazette.
'l'erms: One Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
~ When writing mention the Herald.
9jan:Jm

The land is situated north of Jeffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

Farm fo1· SaJe,

IGHTY ACHES, well improved; land in good condi.
tion; small House, and Barn, bearing Orchard; one
mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Apply on farm
or by letter to
0. B. THOMAS,
20fJb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

Will practice iii Lamoni and vicinity; 'calls made at all
hours .. OJficein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MlDWlFERY and DlfJEASES of WOMEN a Specialty,
~Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14febly

SALE.

~ili~:; ~?T~!dlfb,~T~~h1:s ~~1~Li1Yr~tl\~~s:;.~~~ti~~~fctJ;;

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, '13 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms: Any farther information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLOHD, SR,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

D.

I have Sixty Acres of Land for sale: 37 acres in Gnss,
17 acres in new Timber Land, about 3 acres of Standing
Timber, and two acres of Orchard; a good Spring Well
on the place, a House, Barn, and Granary.

Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

Body .from the Grave." Paper covers, rn4 pages...... 35

HANSEN,, M.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Tile Lamoni Gazette,

Fa1•1n fol• Rent
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Wiil rent 90 acres, or the
whole, ':i'erms Oash; price made kno'wn on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni, Iowa.
9jantf

FARM

J. H.

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take- Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.

Gen 1I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
\Vest 2: 53

~·EUJS&NESS~~

The Davenport

Busii'iGSS

College

Jlrepares young people for useful and p:ro:fitableCmploy..
ment. The following branches a.re thoroughly taught~
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithl
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Vlriting ; Coffirl.
mercial Correspondence; Commercial r..aw; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Bus1ne~
:P1·actice. Jfor circulars addre'.:!S
DUNCAN&; HAWKS, llavenvort, Iowa.

--IT IS--

~IMPLE,

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Runs Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration.

Before you purchase, please examine the NE\V
HOWE at the office of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONI,

low A.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, To·.va, by the Iloarc1 or Publication of the Reorganized Ollurch of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 rwr year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Hegistered Letter, or by
Express on Lan1oni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box S2,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
DANCER; communications and articles to the lilDrroll.
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,, HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT JIB ONE WIFE; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·~WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CAS1' OF D1'ATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

Vol.

Lamoni, Iowa, February 27, 1886.

33.-Whole No. 668.

THE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorga11ized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Pu.blished at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
.Even• Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
•rraveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
<lents, arnl the Bishop's Agents, are requestq,d to solicit
new subscriliers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matte1· at Lamoni Post Oftice.
~"l'i1e

JOSEPHi'Jl\IITH

w .. w.

BLAIR

EDJTOR.AsHOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, February 27, 1886.
RETURN TO THE OLD PATHS.

WE preseilt the followin~ from the Salt
Lake Tribune of February I rth, 1886. ·
"AN EARLY REVELATION.
"T n the Book of Jacob, page r 29, in the original
Palmyra edition of the of the Mormon Bible,
printed fo 1830, will be found the foliowing:'"Behold, David and Solomon truly had many
wives and concuhin.es, whkh thing was abominable· before me, saith the Lord. Wherefore; thus
saith the Lord, I have led the people forth out of
the land of Jerusalem, by the power' of mine arm,
that·J mightraise up unto me a righteous branch
from the loins of Joseph: Wherefore, I, the
Lord God, will not suffer that this people shall
do like unto the.m of old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word of the
Lord; for there shall not any 1nan among you
have save it be one wife; and concubines he shall
hav! none: For, I, the Lord God, delighteth in
the chastity of women. And w.horedom is an
abomination before me; thus saith the Lord of
Hosts. Wherefore, this. people shall keep my
commandments, saith the Lord of Hosts, or cursed be the land.for their sake. For if I will, saith
the Lord of Hosts, raise up seed unto me, I will
command my people; otherwise, they shall hearken unto these things.'
"Probably not many of the younger gen~ration
of Mormons have ever been permitted to-see the
above, for it is apparent at a glance that it does
not cor.respond with what· they are being taught
now. But that was from the pen of Joseph Smith;
it was as much of a revelation as ary1~tliing he
ever wrote; it is far more sensiblecjlinan many
other things which he wrote, for ,tt,.speaks of progress, and marks out a path of justice. When it
was cast aside later, from that moment felf a
curse upon the whole structure of fraud; half the
then adherents apostatized, and the converts to
the doctrine since have been, as a f!'l\e, from out
the ranh of those who,. through harflships of one
kind or another, have lost 'the original sensitiveness of their natures. That stated, plainly tnat
the'. Lord would not suffer His people ·to. revive

the practices of old; that the having of many
wives and concubines was an abomination before
the Lord. The whole statement is very tough
when we compare it with what is preached now
by the followers of this same prophet .
'"l'rue, they claim a later prophecy, but in that
case, what kind of a Being do they make the
Creator out to he? If He is given to changing
His mind; if, in His infinite wisdom, the taking of
many wives was an abomination in 1830, and He
changed His mind and made it necessary to full
salvation ten or twelve years later, what may not
be expected in the future? Would it not he a
good time about now, considering the present
situation of the Saints, to make another petition
and see if He has not again changed his mind?
Surely the success of the experiment has not
been such as to encourage Saints to persevere.
"In a day or two the Tribmle will give the full
particulars of the effect of the systemJn one family, and if any one who reads it believes that it is
God's will to have such things going on, either
his faith will have to be very great or his heart
exceedingly small. If we are to believe John
Taylor and G_eorge Q. Cannon, only two per ce~t
of the Saints have availed themselves of this only
opportunity to obtain full salvation. Of course
we believe no such things, but the saints must,
for :have not the keepers of the keys so stated?
Well, look around and see th.e effects. We do
not refer to the . unrest and apprehension which
exists, or to the confusion and loss to ·business,
but to the polygamous homes of Utah. Is there
a happy one? How many first wives will admit
that it suits them? Go down to the remote settlements where Gentile influences have. made no
impression, and see how many children will acknowledge that their mother is not the legal wife
of their fathers? Mark the effect on the 'rising
generation; compare the condition of Utahwhich has been drawing steady tribute from Gentiles for thirty-seven years, and which is blessed
with sources of wealth more. full than every other
Territory-with all the Territories and States
about her; and see how·she is falling behind, and
then answer if there is any other cause except
this abuse of women which polygamy involves,
and the degradation which comes to rµan when
he, through the brutal law of might, stoops down
to commit a wrong upoh women?
"Young Utah should read that early revelation
to the Prophet and reflect that it is just as true as
any other revelation that he ever received.

It is not a little strange that those who
read the Book of Mormon, of those outside of the polygamic hosts, can see the
f.ull force of the declaration of Jacob where
the Lord through him forbids polygamy,
and gives the reason why.
.
.
In connection with this editorial, it may
be remembered t-hat George Q. Cannon,
one of the Fir.st Presdency of the Ufah
Church is under arrest for the practice of

No. 9.

polygamy and for unlawful co-habitation.
This is as it should l~e. ·when thi;; same
George Q. Cannon in connection with his
chief wrote last fall to the confiding people of their mutual flock that only a few
could be permitted to enter into the practice of plural marriage, and that 0111y at
the center stakes, or in Zion; and that the
worthiness of those few wa!'l carefully ascertained, he must have been aware that
the decision of such worthiness lay with
Pres. Taylor, now almost senile with age,
Joseph F. Slnith, and himself. If so, he
must have known that the view of the
matter then presented was unlike the one
first built up in defence of plurality, and one
widely at variance with tha.t which prevailed in the Church when the Book of
Mormon was revealed as containing .that
which was to put down false doctrine.
No such exclusiveness of principle has a
place in the gospel economy. And when
Mr. Cannon lent himself and his life to
such a cause it is fitting that he should be
visited with the penalty such absohifo divergence from God's law and the rules of
the country where he dwells deserves. It
is far more proper that a supposed leader
like Mr. Cannon, who has so persistently
urged his brethren into transgression, and
to dare the punishment, should be.caught
and made to take the benefit of the advice
he has so lavishly given to others, than
that a whole host of dupes innocent and
otherwise of lesser note should be made to
suffer. For the innocently transgressing,
one may be pardoned for feeling sympathy,
but for him who betrayed them into their
sinning it were folly to feel pity.
The Church in Utah have foolishly
charged the persistence of Government, to
bigoted sectarian influence brought to bear
hitherto upon corrupt Republican politi. cians. The measures now bearing so
· heavily upon their transgression may have
. been conceived and adopted under Republican state rule; but the Mormons should
have ·known that Democracy means a
·govnnment by the. people-the whol.e
people-and not a minor two, or ten ·per
cent of a population of a' rem()te' State or
Territoty. President Cleveland has sp far
shown remarkably good sense .in hrs: deal. ing with Utah affairs. He seems to have
realized taat one of the sure.~t :ways to
create stability for Democratic administration is to enforce the supremacy of the
laws which enable the common citizen to
spell the word Nation with a big N.
The HERALD can not and does not engage )n the political squabble; it is within
the province of its duty, however, to hold
the citizer:ship of the Sqi11ts. .free from
every species of double dealing. by which
their relations to the law of God and sal-
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vation are disturbed and broken. And,
while holding the duty of the citizen to be
an observance of the law of the land, it-is
gratifying to us, and should be to all the
Saints, that the revelations of God by virtue of which the church was organized in
-1830 and by which the same church was
nurtured and sustained for fourteen years
of successful labor, in no single command
_require a disregard of the laws of the
-U nitecl States Government, but to the contrary enjoin it as a duty entirely compatible with every hope of eternal life held
out in the gospel there authorized to be
taught to obey such law. Had it been
otherwise than this, then some sort of
excuse might reasonably be found for
suc.h men as President George Q. Cannon having become alienated from alle. giance fo the institutions pf the country.
If the Church had been founded before
the Revolution, and had it then had the
tenet of plural marriage in its confession
of faith, engaging in the propagation and
and practice of it, then it might have been
construed into proscription ...and governmental intolerance for Congress to have
passed any law restrictive of such practice,
or punishing those engaged in it. But,
when it is considered, as it must be by all
who will think seriously with the real
facts in their knowledge, that the Colonies
were planted, the bulwarks of political
liberty erected and strengthened, the declaration of principles made and the Government°established long before the revelation to Joseph Smith gave permission to
organize the chilrch founded in 1830, then
it must be conceded that it was the deliberate design of God, the Lord of Sabaoth
to build that church in accord with the
word and will revealed at its origination
and immediately subsequent to that organization.
That this word and will was monogamic
can not be denied, and the Tribune fitly
states, "Young Utah should read that early
revelation to the Prophet and reflect that
it is just as true as any other revelation that
he ever received."
Young Utah should do more than that.
It would be equally as productive of real
good to Young Utah to read the law specifically given to the church, after the
Lord had commanded the little gathering
at Kirtland, and reflect that the object for
giving the law was that the people might
be gathered unto the Lord, a righteous
people, "without spot and blametess." It
would then be in harmony to reflect that
for the long period of six thousand years,
whenever God has spoken concerning the
domestic relations of man, he gave monogamic commands, and repeated himself in
1831 in striking accord with the record of
those fateful six thousand years. Young
Utah would then discover that the "early
revelation" given by the Tribune is not
only as true as any other coming through
the Seer, but that the document claimed
hy the elder U tab, as a revelation from
God through the same man, is unlike any
and all the revelations given to him before
and bears unmistakeable marks of being
untrue, and not from God, no matter what
the source"through which it came.
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President George Q. Cannon has been'
long busy both by precept and example in
enmeshing the membership of the church
over which he now presides with his associates John Taylor and Joseph F. Smith,
in the toils of a theory not warranted in
anything known to the church as revelation, or commands of God before 1852, and
thus leading them into enmity against and
transgression of the laws of the country,
under the plea perpetually and plausibly
urged that whatever was commanded of
God became the highest law known to the
devotee, and the Government could not
rightfully interfere. The feelings of devotion which worshipful natures hold have
been played upon; the persecutions which
have been visited upon the Saints have
been constantly portrayed in a thousand
ways, to fire the feeling of resentment
againsfthe Government; and this has been
done to hold the people up to the conviction that the principle by which Messrs.
Taylor, Cannon, Smith and others exercised the peculiar rights and privileges of
plural marriage was legitimately a part of
the religion brought into being in these
last days by Joseph Smith.
If it once but finds its way into the consciommess of those who have honestly accepted the teaching of these polygamous
chiefs that the religion of the church as instituted by Joseph Smith was the opposite
of this plural dogma, enjoining the sacredness of the home as founded hy God in the
morn of creation, when he gave Adam and
Eve the Divine sanction of his approvaf in
marriage; and that there is not a line in the
legitimately received commands of God
that involves them in disobedience to national law, then will the bonds which hold
them to the support of the ruinous policies
now pursued by their leaders melt like the
frost before the sun. But once let the
people get the idea that the Son of the
Martyr has told them the truth, they will
turn from their allegiance to evil unto the
"Law of the Lord which
perfect, converting the soul."
It has been the policy of the leading
men to do what they could to keep the
people from becoming acquainted with
the views of the Reorganized Church as
represented by its own elders. Its positiori
has been misstated, its men misrepresented,
the teaching and policy of its leading men
distorted, and their motives impugned.
But time and the good providences of God
bring all things even, and the laws of
compensation and adjustment gather up
the scattered threads of the dispensation
and weave them into the completed design
of God's work; hence we feel assured that
many will hear and heed, who now indignantly spurn us from their doors as unworthy of respectful consideration.

ls

"FOR IF I WILL."

THE Salt Lake Tribune, Democrat, and
News, with hosts of polygamous Mormons, have wrestled fearfully over this
passage in Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6:
"For if I will, saith the Lord of Hosts,
raise up seed unto me, I will command my
people; otherwise they shall hearken unto

these things." They seem to overlook the
fact that this passage should be, and must
be construed and explained· in harmony
with what immediately precedes and follows it; also that the word "for" is here a
conjunction, and not a preposition, and is
used to introduce the reason, and explain
·why the Lord had commanded, did th('tt
command, or might in the future c9mmand
iii respect - to the matter of marriage.
The contexts con9emn polygamy and
whoredom in the severest terms, denounces
their practice by Israel and their eminent
leadt·r~, and the text in question simply
asserts the will, the right, and the purpose
of God to regulate the relation of the
sexes, and declares in effect that if he gave
no further or future commandment on the
matter, they should "hearken" to what he
had said already. The text is neither a
provision for a contrary commandment, as
foolishly claimed by polygamists, nor is it
a loophole fixed up by Smith and Rigdon
through which to introduce polygamy and
the like, as claimed by others. No denunciation can be clearer and stronger
against polygamy and its like than the
first and second chapters of the Book of
J acoh, and no portrayal of their evil results
plainer and more striking. Whoever. reads
t-hose chapters without previous hias in
favor ot polygamy, or prnjudice against
the divine claims of the Book of Mormon,
will not fail to see that they unqualifiedly
condemn pol yg-amy and its like, first, last,
and forever. And whoever can and will
analyze the text in question in a scholarly
and fair way, will_fin.1 neither a provi:sion
nor an excuse for polygamy, nor will they
find a "loophole" through which it can
possibly be forced. But on the other hand
they will find it stigmatized most thoroughly as vile, and that those who uphold it
are in danger of cursings in this life, and
"the pains of hell" and "the second death"
in the world to come.
And further; if it be claimed that the
text quoted is in any sense intended to be
a prophecy that God would, in the future
from the times of Jacob, give a "command"
in respect to the matter in question, there
is not the slightest ground for saying it
provides that He would, or might give
a contrary command, reversing or in
any way conflicting with the one then and
previously given, viz: "There shall not
any man among you have save it be one
wife and concubines he shall have none."
But, on the other hand, if it be a prophecy
of a future command, then we are bound
to expect it will be similar to that ·given
then, for God is unchangable-"I am God;
I change not." (Mal. 3: 6). "With whom
is no variableness, neither shadow of turning." (James I: 17).
"He never doth
vary from that which he hath said."
(Mosiah I: 8). "Wherefore, I speak the
same words unto one nation like unto another.. And when the two nations shall
run together, the testimony of the two
nations shall run together also. And I do
this that I may prove unto many that I am
the same yesterday, today and forever."
(2d. Nephi 12: 7). "Neither
doth He
1
vary from that which he hath said;
neither hath he a shadow of turning from
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the right to the left, or from that which is
right to that which is wrong." (Alma 6: 3).
"For do we not read that God is the same
yesterday, to-day, and for ever; and in him
there is no variableness neither shadow
of changing. And now, if ye have imagined up unto yourselves a God which doth
vary, and in him there is shadow of changing, then have ye imagined up unto yourselves a god who is not a g.:id of miracles."
(Book of Mormon 4: 6).
If the text in question is prophetic of a
future command in respect to marriage,
that command must he in harmony with
what God had in the past given, ai1d can
only refer to such as was given to the
Church through· Joseph the Seer, February 9th; 1831, Doc. and Cov. 42: 7: "Thou
shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, and
shall cleave unto her and none else; and
he that looketh upon a woman to lust after
her, shall de1zy the faith, and shall not
have the Spirit; anrl if he r, pents not he
shall he cast out."
0

THE telegraphic column of the Chicago
Tribune of February r5th, contained the
following statement of the an-est of Pres.
George Q .. Cannon, which we give as being confirmed by despatches in the Tribune of the 16th.
_"0cm1m, Utah, Feh. 14.-[Special.]-George
Q. Cannon, Chief-Apostle and the power behind
the throne of the Mormon hierarchy, yesterday, arrested by Sheriff Fellows at Humboldt, Nev., is
now in custody at Winnemucca, awaiting the arrival of ~he United States Man;hal of Utah.
Marshal Ireland and .thre~ deputies left here this
evening to escort the prisoner back to Utah to
answer to an indictment for polygamy. Cannon,
of all the other offenders in this Territory, was
most wanted, but he succeeded in eluding the
officers for nearly a year. It now transpires that
he was hiding at Logan, probably in the Mormon
Temple, as the wily apostle boarded the westbound overland train at a small station easily accessible from the mysterious precincts of this
temple. A reward of $soo was recently offered
by Marshal Ireland for any information leading
to Cannon's arrest. This no doubt alarmed the
high priest, and,_ fearing that some one might be
tempted by the offer to betray him, in sheer desperation he tried to make his escape to Mexico.
D. H-. Peery, Mayor of Ogden, arranged for a little pleasure-trip to California. Peery invited a
number of prominent Gentiles on this j;tunt,
none o;f whom accepted· and. it is now thought.
that this seeming generosity on the Mayor's part
was- Mormon diplomacy, as_ the fugitive was
iqund_ in his company when_ arrested.
"Cannon!s first salutation after hearing Sheriff
Fellows' summons was to offer $ r.ooo for his liberty. This handsome bribe being declined, another thousand was added, which was also
spurned;
· "Groups· of Mormons were- gathered in the
streets -to-day, discussing this latest sensation.
The Gentiles are elated .over the' fugitive's capture. · It is generally conceded that with Cannon
in the penitentiary the M_ormon Church domination in Utah will meet its Waterloo."
[Sp·ecial to the Chicago Tribune.]
"OGDEN, Utah, Feb. 16.-Geo. Q. Ca~non, the

Mormon apostle, who, in custody of United States
Marshal Ireland and three deputies, was being
brought back from Winnemucca, Nevada, where
he had been overtaken in his flight from the
country, this morning jumped from the overland
train, moving at a high speed, a few miles east of
Promontory, Utah~ Cannon was not seen leaving the sleeping car, but his absence was quickly
discovered by the officers, who pulled the bellcord and stopped the train. Two of the deputies
got off the train and Marshal Ireland made a
search through the cars while the train was mov·
ing to the next station--Blue Creek. Deputy
Greenman overhauled and recaptured the distinguished prisoner alongside the track, Cannon having sustained injui-ies which prevented any attempt to escape his pursuers-if, indeecl, his· terrible leap from the moving train was fraught '
with such intentions. He was taken to Promon- tory. His injuries are not considered dangerous,
and it is expected the officers will arrive here tomorrow morning with their sensational prisoner.
"Fully fifteen hundred sympathizing friends of
the fugitive gathered at the depot here this morning, expecting to catch a glimpse of their famous
leader while being transferred to the Salt Lake
train. \Vhen it was made known that Cannon
had jumped the train, excitement ran high, and
many wild rumors were industriously circulated
that the apostle had_ resorted to self-destruction
to end further 'persecution&,' &c.
"A special train with Deputy Marshal Vandercook and twenty-six soldiers left here at ten o'clock
for Promontory to take Cannon to Salt Lake to
night. Superintendent Sharp's (of the Utah Central Railroad) private car' is attached to the train
for the use of the injured prisoner."
[Special to the Chicago Tribune.]
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one of the last straws toward& breaking the back
of Mormonism. Certainly a harder blow could
not have been struck, His jumping from a train
running twenty miles per hour shows how desperate he considered his chances."
"Hyram Goff and W. J. Jenkins each testified
to unlawful cohabitation today. The verdict was
guilty. Isaac Langton was acquitted on the
same charge, ·the indictment covering 1883."
[.l!'rom' Chicago Tribune.]

Utah, Feb. 17.-The train with
George Q. Cannon on board reached here at 8
o'clock this morning. He was promptly taken
before Judge Zane and gave bonds in the sum of
$45,000. The escort of two military officers and
twenty-seven enlisted men accompanied the
special train. _ There was no demonstration in
the conrt roo:U, although the entrance was
densely packed. Marshal Ireland expresses an
opinion that there is no_ doubt of Cannon's attempt to escape, and that he probably had con·
federates, but missed them by not jumping off at
the right place. When recaptured Cannon was
some distance from the track and had two loaves
of bread and a bottle of water in his pocket. He
fell on his face and shou-lders.- His nose was
broken and he was considerably brnised, but not
seriously hurt. Marshal Ireland confirms the of·
fer of $1,000 made by Cannon to the Nevada
Sheriff to let him go. Arnold, who was with
Cannon, urged the Sheriff t6 accept, and offered
him a life position at a good salary to let Cannon
go.
"Thomas Birmingham was to-day sentenced to
six months' imprisonment and $300 fine. Abram
H. Cannon took the stand in his unlawful cohabition case. Whtm asked if two women were his
wives, and if he had lived with them, he replied:
"They .are, thank God. I have lived with them
as charged." Prompt conviction followed. Henry Dinwoody pleaded guilty withdrew his plea
of not guilty of unlawful cohabition, and promised obedience to law. Sentence was suspended:
John Bowen, convicted on his own evidence,
asked immediate sentence, and was given six
month's imprisonment and a $300 fine.
"SALT LAKE,

"Salt Lake, Utah, Feb.16th.-The day has been
full of excitement. Newspaper men and Mormon officials went to Ogden this morning to accompany George Q. Cannon to this city. Fifty
miles west of Ogden he went to the water-closet
and jumped off the train. He had given a pledge
of honor to Marshal Ireland that he would not
attempt to escape, and was not treated as if he
was a prJsoner, but was closely watched by the
Marshal and deputy. As soon as he had betrayCAUGHT NT LAST;
ed their confidence by jumping from the train
the fact was discovered, but the speed of the train
THE Salt Lake Democrat edited by Alhad carried the officers out of sight before the
fales Young, a son of the late President
train could be stopped. A party went back and
Brigham Young, has this_ to say in its
caught him by the side of the_ road, bruised so
issue of the 15th inst., on the arrest of Geo.
badly that he co_uld not ·get away. The news of
Q. Cannon.
"CAUGHT AT LAST!
this, telegraphed to this city, caused intense ex"What must have been the thoughts and feelcitement, but did not prevent thousands going to
ings of 'the great majority'of the people of this
the depot, expe<;ting his arrival.at noon. All day
community when yesterday morning they took
the streets were cr.owded with anxious people.
up the local newspapers. and there, in big black
Around the Tribune office crowds lingered to read
type staring them in the face, read the announce-·
the bulletins, while the rush to the Federal courtment that George Q. Cannon, one of the First
room of t_hose expecting to see Cannon there was
Presidency of the Church, had fallen into the
so great that the doors were closed to keep them
hands of the officers of the law, and been placed
out. The streets were full of all kinds of rumors.
in jail at Wiii:nem.ucca to await the arrival of
The officers, deeming it best not to bring.Cannon
officers from this· city. What dark forebodings
in on the regelartrain, sent a special this evening
~ust 1have rushed through - their nearly-turned
to Ogden, carrying a squad of soldiers and more
brains, what impressions must have been receivofficers to bring him in and prevent any attempt
at rescue. They will arrive here towards morn~ · ed and retained of a fast approaching crisis ·in
ing.
which they must soon play an important part.
"The Mormons are· much cast down over the ar"As we look at it, the arrest of George Q. Canrest. Women were seen wringing their hands
non, against whom indic-tments· for violation's
with grief for fear Cannon would be killed. The
V nited States laws are pending in. the Di~triCt
Gentiles look upon his arrest and convictioii: as
Coul't1 was a most de~irable thing to accom'plish 1
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and the steps taken to secure his arrest have met
with our unqualified approval. At every term
of the District Courts for eighteen months past,
punishment has been meted out to the credulous
creatures who, accepting the utterances of this
man Cannon as the word of the living God, and
acting in accordance therewith, have flown in
the face of a jm;t government and mocked at and
violated its faws. They were less guilty of crime
than the men who counseled them, but .while
punishment has been and is being visited upon
them, the more guilty ones, the men whose counsel and example have been such as 'to impress
upon others the monstrous idea that God could
best be served by violating the laws of the land
·,-these men, among whom George Q. Cannon
stands foremost in rank and influence, instead of
being vomited out of society as indulgers in and
teachers of absolute and unwashed license,'have
gone Ul}punished.
"Again, we say, these are the men· whom
society, for its own protection, most desires to
see restrained and punished, and all law-abiding
citfaens will give their hearty approval of the •
vigorous measures resorted to by the 0flicers to
secure their persons in order that they may be
arraigned at the bar of justice to answer for their
misdeeds.
"Let the good·'work proceed, and if necessary,
more rewards be offei·ed. The beginning of the
end. has come at last, and the sooner the crisis is
reached and passed, the sooner will dawn that
era of good feeling and confidence between man ·
and man in Utah which is absolutely necessary
to the advancement of our social and material
interests."

THE Territorial Enquirer of Provo,
Utah, for February 12th gives the following advice to its readers:
"We trust that the People of Utah-we mean
the Mormon people who number six to one as
against non-Mormons- will ·bear in mind who
the men are who sit on grand and petit jurors and
a·s such consign men to the penitentiary as criminals for acknowledging and supporting their
wives and children. Latter Day Saints, make a
note of every such occurrence and ever afterward
avoid and "boycott" them and all others who are
not wholly, solely and whole souledly attached
to the principles of true Christianity."

That's it, "Boycott" every man who
chooses to serve as a citizen should, under
the administration of the United States
Courts-Boycott them, of course.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C. P. Haskins of Dighton, Lane
Co., Kansas, subscribes for the Herald
and says:
"I have been isolated so long that I know but
little as to how the Saints are getting along, but
I hope by the blessing of God to be better posted
hereafter."

Bro. Wm.]. Vaughan writes from Moberly, Mo.:
"I am glad that Bro. Joseph has been to Salt
Lake and vicinity. I was for six months looking
to see him go. I hope he raised the vail from before their eyes-a people who once enjoyed the
blessings of heaven, but do not now. There is
wrath against them on all sides, all over the land.

The o,nly way for the Saints to prosper is to keep
the law of heaven and the Jaw of theJand. I
have been a member of the Church over forty
years, and am' determined to go on."

A writer signing himself 1'P. A." says:·
"The prophet Strang got a little ahead of the
times when he claimed t~ translate the "sealed"
part of the Nephite record. For the prophet Isai"
ah, [also 2 Nephi II: 17, 18; Book of Nephi 12: r;
and Ether: r: r r; Ed.] teach us that it shall not
be delivered in the:days of the unbelief and wickedness :of the people; and that when it should
come forth it would reveal all things from the
beginning to the end of the world."

Bro.] a mes Caffall writing from Hutchinson, Colorado, February 1 I th, says:
"l have traveled very extensively since last
April-what I could do I have done, I regret it
has been so trifling. I see no guarantee of success for good but by doing and remaining in the
good."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Two WERE baptized at Fanning, Kansas,•
February 14th, by Bro. C. St. Clait who
writes: "but thanks be to God who giveth
the victory; truth will and doth prevail."
Bro. D. S. Mills, .in a late letter from
Los Angeles, California, writes that :he is
reaching some of the· honest ·hearte<l ones
in that place. He also says he has had a talk
with some fresh arrivals from Utah who
are wedded to the doctrine of po.lygamy,
and who never met a "Josephite" before.
They seemed surprised to learn how close1y the "] osephites" stick to the sacred
books of the church, .and were quite non
plussed when questioned as to the authority by which they administered their pretended "temple ordinances," and as to the
legality of their "head of the church."
Just now there are many fleeing from
Utah to escape arrest from polygamy and
similiar crimes, or to avoid being subpoenaed as witnesses in that class of cases.
We devoutly wish t~at such parties may
hunt up the "Josephttes," read prayerfully
the sacred. books a.nd open their hearts to
the evidences of truth. If they will do
this, the scales will fall from their eyes
short! y, and they will learn that their
leaders have taught them the· very opposite of God's written word, and that they
have been made victims to that horrid
apostasy foretold in prophecy, ancient
and modern.
Those wishing. to locate at Independan:ce, Mo., and desiring to engage in milling business, may find a chance to purchase an interest in T. W. Chatbutn's
mill now offered for sale, if they apply
soon. It is said to be essentially new from
cellar to garret, well fitted up with the
most modern machinery, and capable of
making the best quality of flour. We
hear that several are talking of purchasing a half interest in it, and those wishing
to do so should "strike while the iron is
is hot."
Bro. S. L. Cooper writes from Buchanan, Tenn.: "l want my paper continued,
for it is like drink to the thirsty, and food
to the hungry."

Bro. George L. Matthews writes from
Knoxville Boro, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
February 13th, 1886, that Bro. Forscutt·'1
had been •preaching there in the Public
School Hall with increasing congregations
and apparent good interest.
Bro. Daniel Donovan writes from St.
Louis, Mo., sending a Clipping,L-"Lost
Rivers,":__which will be printed in due
time. It contains corroborative evidence
of the claims of the Book of Mormon.
Bro.]. W.Johnson of McFall, Iowa, testifres that he ha~ witnessed many manifestations of the power of God inthe"Joseph- •
ite" Church. Referring to the late letter
of Bro. Philander A. Page in the HERALD,
he says he, too, read many of the old letters
and papers in the hands of the Whitmers
and others. He bears a striking testimony·
to the evils. of using tobacco, how the
, Lord in a miraculous manner showed him
that fact, and how he was morally com·
. pelled to quit it.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun wrote from Lan"
sing, Miching, February rnth, that he left
Galien and went to Dimondale, where he
reports the prospects flattering", "more so
than ever bef<fre." He feels to be stirring
in the Maste1"s cause.
Bro.]. H. Peters, of Midland, Michigan,
visited Lamoni, on the I I th of this month,
and staiJ till the 15th.
Bro. Thomas W; Smith lately' sent 'to
the office some photographs of a large'
group of natives of the Island, himself
and wife, his dwelling and a ·fine· group of
what we suppose are officers of the church,
including himself. They are to be framed ·
and hung in the office for the benefit of
visitors;
Bro. J. F. Mintun writes from Magnolia,
Iowa, February 7th, that he is laboring
only locally, but is preaching as opportunity and circumstances permit. He says,
"My faith in God's work remains, and my
love for it increases. I feel jealous for the
good name of the church, and believe the
energies of God's servants should be spent
in the direction of redeeming Zion."
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, by card the roth
inst., writes that he and Brei. Morris have
just returned from McVey on the Jacksonville and South Eastern R. R. They
succeeded in removing much prejudice.
He requests that any Elder going that way·
should call on Bro. B. A. Morris, who
liveE.close by and will make them welcome;
and he thinks some good can be done there.
Bro. ]. A. Currie, Jr., of Stockdale,
Texas, says: "l had rather do without
my coat than the Herald:" and Sr. S. W.
Scoville, of Fremont, Nebraska, in a letter
tlie 15th instant, says, "l don't know how
to get along without it. I have taken it
for six years, and intend to take it as long
as I live."
Sr. A. Walmi;;ley, of Dayton, Nevada,
writes and says: "Can some good faithful
Elder be sent to Nevada on a mission. I
think some good could be done."
Bro.James W. Sacry,ofJefferson Island,
Montana, says: "Please send the HERALD
right along. I can not do without it very
well;" and Mrs. Clark Barzee writes
from Salem, Oregon, "We can not do
without the HERALD,"
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Bro. C. D. Carter, M. D., (son of the
late Jared Carter, who was among the
first members and elders of the church),
writes us the 16th inst., from De Kalb, Ills.,
saying '>The cause is in a prosperous con. dition in these parts, for which we all
praise the Lord, our Master."
Bro.]. W. Gillen and John Moore returned home from a missionary tour in
Missouri for a number of weeks, in which
they had good audiences and good liberty.
They visited Allendale for a week; thence
to Platte Branch; then Union Hill School
• 'House, near Valentine; the Freedom
School House, i>even times; Sweet Home
twice, and near Alanthus eight times;
houses crowded. They returned feeling
. well.
Bro. Briggs Alden, in his 89th . year,
writes from Fontanelle, Adair county,
Iowa, February 9th. He is quite anxious
that the city where he dwells should be
visited by the good ministers of the gospel
according to the Book of Mormon and
the light of the latter:day dispensation upon the Scriptures. He concludes one sentence of his letter: "Love and respect for
all. who stand up for the truth as we find
it in the books to be i1sed in this the last
dispensation."
Bro.. Dickinson of Plattsmouth, Neb.,
informs us that their branch is now enjoying a large me,asure of the Spirit of God,
and that he has within the last two .years
witnessed displays of the power of God.
He thinks the branch will make progress
fro~ this on, and profit by the bitter expe'rienc.es of the past. He expresses the
desire that all may put away all causes of
offense and strive earnestly to build. up the
work of God.
Bro. Stephen Stone of Stewartsville,
·,Mo,, writes the 16tb inst~, giving assurance
that he loves the work of God and desires
to see it pro~per.
Sr. M~ E. Taylor, of Saco, Me., says of
,the HERALD, "l would pay double the
price rather than do without it." She fur.
ther ,says, "The Lord has blessed me since
I obeyed the gospel."
Til:E snow fell heavily at Lamoni, during
January, and the drifts lay deep on field,
.. plain and road, waiting the melting rains
. ~nd .su.nshine of Spring. Fears were ent~rtained that heavy .rains would .,carry
off the ,snows in floods which would do
damage along the water courses. But at
present writing, (February 17th), the
wasted snow banks are rapidly disappearing. The plowed fields are showing their
warm surfaces; the hill sides have lost the
glare of the glistening snow; the grassy
meadows are losing the icy coating that
winte.r had spread over them; the genial
sun and balmy breeze have done their
work, and the snow has. passed into the
soil to replenish its wasted energies, for
ihe new and fast approaching summer
season. We who dwell at Lamoni have
put away our fears of floods from the
snows, unless the few days remaining of
the winter shall send a new su'pply.
floods may come, however; from the
rains which spring may bring, as Bostoni
f
'
i

Massachusetts; Buffalo, New York; Joliet and other places in Illinois are already
suffering from them. Vv e shall wait,
trusting for the best.
THE VOICE OF WARNING.

to have the Voice of Warning
circtilated as much as possible, and having
better facilities now for its publication than
ever before, we offer those in paper covers
for ten cents each, or one dollar per dozen,
and the cloth bound, for twenty-five cents
each, postage paid. This ·affords a splendid opportunity for circulating the doctrines
of the church, by those who are not
preachers, or where preachers have not
been able to go as yet. Please see our
price list.
DESIRING

THE following from the Utonian of the
5th inst., shows that "celestial marriage"
is driving many of its devotees into exile.
It is probable this list, long as it is, does
not cover the one-fiftieth part of this class
of offenders. All who go into hiding
from the wrath of .the nation's law do not
lessen their chances for punishment in the
future, if they are caught.
"'AT LARGE.'-In the criminal calendar of the
Third District Court, the 'at large' parties are as
follows:. John Taylor, impleaded with another,
stealing. public property. C. W. Penrose, unlawful cohabitation. George Teasdale, polygamy.
The following are for.unlawful. chabitation: J oseph F. Smith, Anson V. Call, George Dunford,
George Q. Cannon, Solomon .Edwards, John Tay"
!or, Helaman. Pratt, George Naylor, James H.
V.anNatta, Joseph Dean, Wi.lliam Asper, T. F.
H. Morton, James Eardley,.M. B. Shipp.''

EDI'l'ED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

•·God's.ways seem dark, but •oon or late ·
They touch the shinmg hills of day;
The. evil cannot brook delay;
The good can well afford to wait."
PLANO, Ills, Feb. 8th.
Sr ..F'rances:-I feel almost unworthy to contribute to the Mothers' Home Column, but have
felt impressed by the Spirit of God to do so .
How are we as mothers doing our duty by our
children, especially those that have been baptized into Christ? Are we teaching them their duty toward God, or are we teaching them to disregard the law of God by playing cards and.dominoes and all such games? I remember calling
on a sister at one time, and to my astonish~ent,
a deck of well worn cards lay on the center table.
Beside them lay a Bible that was not so well
worn. Now what did this tell me? Well when
I hear that sister bear her testimony, the silent
testimony of those cards will come to my mind
in spite of myself; for every member of that
family is a member of the Church of Jes us Christ
of Latter Day Saints. Now, when we as moth·
ers give 'an account of our stewardship, will we
not be accountable for the precepts we have
taugh't.and. the examples we have set before our
sorts and daughters:· ·
· '
" ::
Your sister in the one faith,
..
AMY DEMPSTER.
:
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WE are free to confess that after first reading the
above letter, we felt ashamed and humiliated.
Could it be possible that such a thing as card
playing, was for a day or an hour tolerated by any
mother within the church. This letter demands
a private answer, we said, for we never can
speak of such things in the Column or Herald, it
is a disgrace to the church.
The day after its receipt, by previous appointment, we were dining with a friend and indirectly referred to our difficulty. Our friend is a
Dane, an elder in the church, and for ten years
one of the most faithful laborers in the field. He
is one of a large family of children, every one of
whom is highly respected by people outside of
the church as well as within. We hop~ he will
pardon the liberty we take with a small portion
of his private history.
"The Bible was the text-book which my father
used when teaching his children to read, and oy
his knee I had read it through several times
while yet a boy. Every night we were gathered
around the family altar, and after reading a portion of the work of God each one in their turn
joined in prayer, beginning with the father, and
ending with the youngest member of. the family
old enough to call upon the name of 01tr Father."
We almost shut our eyes to picture to ourselves
the scene thus described in that far away Danish
home, and said to ourselves, no wonder these children are all walking uprightly before God and
man. They have been trained from their infancy and now they arc rising up io. call their parents blessed.
"We venture the assertion there was never a
deck of well worn cards lying beside the family
Bible on your father's table,'' we remarked to
him.
A quiet smile passed over his tace as he _an·
swered, "Yes; there was, and not only this, but
our father made them for us and taught us how
to play them."
My father never thought of harm in connection with those cards. His object was to amuse
and improve his children. ·Such games as . we·
played demanded thought and a considerable
amount of concentration of thought to play successfully, and it was not until we came to America, and were associated with a branch of the
church here, that we knew any harm was ever
attached to, or associated with a game of cards
for simple amusement. We invited others 'to
play with us, were reported to the branch and
each one required. to make confession before a
. branch meeting,. which we ·did, and banished
cards from our home forever."'
May we not hope that just such a case as this,
is .the one to which sister Dempster ref~rs?' The
manner of dealing with it and all such is in the ~
hands of branch officers, and their duty should
be discharged in the fear of their Master.
Just in this connection we want to call the attention of every parent who reads the Hemld to
one subject which has long been weighing upon
our thoughts, .and heart as well; It is this:
How shall we provide our children with the
necessary amount of innocent amusement, and
what shall such amusements be?
"To the pure all things are pure," wrote the
man of God. But it seems to us that since his
. day the 'devil has been studying human nature,
and is wiser than he was then. Supposing. now
ou~ Panish brother had said, "The~e is no,harm /
intended by this card playing; I can see no harm
'.
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they are reaping the fruits of our ;owing, charge
in it; my children 'love God and are obedient to
it to the roaring lion .
. me; I can not see why they should be called up(To be continued).
on to make confession." What then? Simply
this; that which before was pure to him, became
PLANO, Ills., Jan. 6th.
a sin and a snare of the devil. By his avoiding .
Dear Sister Frances:-! have just received our
"even the appearance of evil" he manifested that
Herald, and read the editorial in the sisters despirit of love and charity towards all men which
partment with great pleasure. l am sure the
caused the apostle to say, "Wherefore, if meat
field of labor is large, and its importance, to an
make my brother to offend, I will eat no flesh
observing mind, in this direction can not fail to
while the world standeth, lest I make my brothbe seen. The signs of the times seem to me to
er to offend. And again,
demand a wide spread awakening among the
"But if thy brother be grieved with thy meat,
mothers and daughters in the church. It is true
thou walkest not charitably if thou ea test. Therethe Elders are clothed with authority, and sent
fore destroy not him with thy meat jor wkotn
forth to the world crying repentance, and obeCkrist di,ed.
dience to God's will; but while our fathers and
We have seen the strong scoff at the weak; we
brothers are sacrificing home and comfoits to
have heard them say, "What do I care?" But
carry the gospel forth, shall we open the doors
while the apostle knew that there was not to him,
and let their children depart into the wilderness,
nor any one else, any wrong in eating meat, he
never more to ret1._!rn, and those children a part
being strong, was willing to "bear the infirmities
of our own body? Joshua says: "Asformeand
of the weak." Not to please himself, but Christ.
my house we will serve the Lord." He evidently
When this man of God arose, and confessing
saw the necessity, not only for him himself, but
his wrong forsook it, and not only this, but caushis family also, if they were to inherit "eternal
ed his children to confess and forsake it, he provlife," doing the same. I know there are many
ed himself a descendant of him of whom God
who will say it is not right to compel! our chilsaid; "I know him, that he will command his
dren to worship; let them have the privilege of
children and his household after him."
exercising their agency. This is true, but when
From infancy he brought them tip by his knee
your children are around your knee, will yot1 let
with the word of God open before them, therethem wander away at their own sweet will, into
fore even when grown they felt bound to honor
paths which you, with the wisdom given you,
him, and following his wise counsel confess
know will lead them away from home and
their wrong and forsake it. If it was ever
heaven? Will you let ideas spring up in their
pure to them why was it not always pure? We
tender hearts, and never make an attempt to
answer, it is one of the devil's amusements, a
teach them better, when those same ideas when
means by which he drags his thousands to defully developed will to your own actual knowstruction, and can have no· followers, no advoledge shut those loved children out from God's
cates among the Saints of God when they know
mercy, and send them out into darkness? Do
its character. This is one of the lessons he has
we love our little ones as we claim '.ve do, and
been learning since Paul's day.
fail in teaching them in youth in such a manner
"Look not upon the wine cup when it is red.''
that when they. reach the years of accountability
l\Iany of us can remember hearing our fathers
they will he sure to choose the right? I believe
and mothers say, "\Vhen we were young wine
in training little baby boys and girls to love and
and liquor always stood upon the side-board in
notice beautiful flowers. Bright sunbeams fill
our father's hou:;e, and such a thing as a drunken
their tender hearts with a love for nature, the
man was seldom seen."
In this day no one
handiwork of God, then point them lovingly to
needs to ht.;, told, it was one of the devil's traps.
tnc giver of all these things, and so keep pace
Now the "whole Christian world is awaking to
with their growing minds; holding before them
the fact, and this innocent little lamb, which used
the truth of the gospel in an earnest way; and
to fir!d shelter on their sideboards, they now _dislet them see by your conduct and life that you
cover, is every hour crushing more victims bebelieve, yourself what you are trying to impress
neath his iron feet, than ever bled beneath the car
on them. To sum it all up live with your chilof Juggernaut.
dren in "Spirit." Don't push them out to learn
"Who hath woe? \Vho hath sorrow? Who
as best they can, but lead them yourself to the
hath contentions? \Vho hath babbling? Who
well of everlasting waters, and teach them to
hath wounds without a cause? \Vho hath reddrink. The children that came up out of Egypt
ness of eyes?"
did not raze the walls of Jericho, but their children
<-They that tarry long at the wine; they that
did; also the old pioneers and veterans in
go to seek mixed wine."
this dispensation pass away without beholding,
except by faith, the walls of their beloved temple
Thus wrote the wise man, and had his warning
rise. Yet if the mothers in latter-day Isreal live
been heeded, the devil would never have been
true to their covenants, and train up their little
able to count the millions of followers brought to
ones in a right and acceptable manner before God,
him by his most faithful servant-The ·wine cup.
ju<t so sure will their children witness the comHow well his satanic majesty has learned this lespletion of that beloved temple, and also the comson since the days of Paul. Many a son, and
ing of Him whose right it is to reign therein. If
daughter too, first acquired the habit of tasting
we will not do this, God will raise up a people
strong drink from sipping the dregs left by faththat will do the work, and we will be shut out
er or mother in the cup from which they drank.
with the heathen. Let us arise then in the
There are other cups in our day just as surely
strength of Isreal's God, and work as well as
leading young and unsuspecting feet astray as
talk. Long winded testimonies and sighs will
ever the wine cup has done. Shall we stop to
never save the children. We must work for this
analyze them; shall we seek to know what their
ourselves. Live before your family in such
effect is to be, or shall we press them to the lips
a manner that they 'Vill desirv to serve 1our God 1
qf our innocent children, anq wlwn ~n after years

and when your work is done they wiU call you
blessed, and they will seek and love the old
paths, and say: "My mother walked here and I
love to keep my feet in the same narrow way."
Go·on dear sister and ~se the talents which have
been given you to the best interest of Zion'~
children. May God bless and strengthen y<m
·for the work before you, is the prayer. of -your
sister in bonds.
HATTIE WHITE.
We are in recipt of letters from sisters Atwell
and Lucy Lloyd, which will appear.next .week.
Will the aged ones, those mothers who are now
ga~hering around their .knees . their · children's
children come to our aid? Many a pearl of wisdom lies hid away. Dear mothers we sorely
need them ;-,-bring them to the light, and send
them to us. Don't fail to read Sister White's
letter carefully and prayerfully, we hope to get
many like it. Thanks to Sister Elvin for papers.
We feel encouraged in oui· work and the blessing
of the Spirit is with us.
LAMONI, Iowa; Feb'y 18th, 1886.

~ The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date towhich your subscription has been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

DEc1H:RvILLE, Mich., Feb. 8th.
Dear Herald:- January 25th, according to
agreement, I met with Mr. John Chisholm, a
Disciple preacher, at Ubly, Michigan, to diHcu.ss
the following proposition, viz.: "Resolved, that '·
the doctrine of the Saints, as taught and promulgated by Joseph Smith, is right, ai1d according to the teaching of Christ and his'aposf:les."
I affirmed.
Mr. D. McKeller, of Speaker, should have been
the one to discuss with me, but two or three d~ys
before the debate came off he got three of .his
rib; fractured, and was unable to attend. He
sent a Mr. Keffer, ano_f;her. minister ot their
faith, to take hh; place; but somehow Mr. John
Chisholm took the negative side .of the question.
The agreement was that it should last three evenings, two half-hour speeches each for each evening.
~-'
\ve met in Mr. Pierce's hall, and the crowd
·f.;,. '"
was so large that there. was not room to contain
them. Finally the proprietor gave orders for
some to leave the hall, as it was 8inkfog; . Some
said the floor had sunk four inches:. We then
retired to Mr. Sparling's hall. It was larger and
·a more solid building. We organized by choosing Mr. W. Coran moderator. Mr. Coran is an
infidel, or considered so by the other people. Mr.
Chisholm chose Mr.--, a member of the Disciples for his moderator. The two moderators
chose a lawyer, Mr. John Craten, as chairman.
Mr. Craten is a Catholic.
I made the first speech, showing forth the gospel of Christ and his apostles, and declared that
Joseph Smith taught the same.
Mr. Chisholm commenced by running down
Joseph, taking all the old worn out stories to
prove that he was a bad man, etc.
In the midst of this I arose to a point of order,
and when the chairman asked me to state my
point, I stated that we were not here to discuss as
to whethPr Joseph Smith was good or bad; but
"did Joseph Smith teach the doctrine of Christ"?
I al$O 5aid if qi y opponent wa11;ted tp ~\SC\.ISS th\)
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character of Joseph Smith we would draw up different propositions after we were through with
this.
The chairman saw it and kept him to the agreement; but in his second speech he declared that
if he were not allowed to bring in all the books he
pleased, he would go no further, and so it dropped
there. The next day we went five miles west of
Ubly, where the most of the Saints of that place
reside, and~ch of twenty members, A. Barr, J. J. Baily, and R. Davis assisting.
We ordained one priest and one teacher. We
were blessed by the Holy Spirit. Two more arose
and asked to be baptized. That evening I was
sent for to go to Ubly right away, that the opposite parties would discuss, the same points, and
take the Bible for it. I went back, met a large
crowd gathered, and we made arrangements to
discuss that night, two half-hours each. They
wanted the people to manifest by vote as to who,
in their judgment, proved their points. I agreed
to this, and we went at it again, I trying to uphold
the gospel of our.Master, Jesus Christ, and he
trying to tear it down. The four speeches over,
the vote was taken by the show of hands. They
were not satisfied when so few rnised their hands
for them, and they would not allow them to
raise their hands for me; but they would be satisfied to divide the house. This was done, and
the majority was on my side. Then my opponent gave out that he would de.liver a lecture the
next night on "Mormonism." I then announced
that I would reply to it the following night. He
lectured on (or rather ridiculed) Joseph Smith
and the ~:faints. I replied the following evening,
and I am fully satisfied much good was done.
February rst I went 'J. few miles from there to
Seagle, where I had done some preaching before,
but had baptized none there up to that date. A
sleigh load came of that same community who
were at the debate in Ubly; and on Monday, Feb.
3d, ten were baptized, and we had a good time.
There-'was a great gathering to witness the
haptism. We we~1t toa place.where there was a
large mill, plenty of water, and a farge boarding
house. \Ve put seats in the large room, and I
talked to them a good. while before liiaptism,
preaching to them the gospel.
I knew they
would not go away until after baptism; and .as
many of them would not come out to hear us
preach, I thought then was the time to tell the
good old story to them. I always make it a
point to catch them .in that way.
On the 4th I went to organize another branch
. of twenty members, s1i~$s south of Sand
Beach. We had a large gathering there. This
is where I did considerable labor a year ago. We
organized them, and ordained one priest, one
teacher, and one deacon, and spent the balance of
the afternoon in speaking and singing. During
that meeting another asked for baptism. The
next day we baptized two more. And thus the
great Latter Day work is rolling on here. Bro.
Baily has baptized one more near Fo1·estville.
This whole country is in an uproar. The press
and the preachers are at work crying '"Mormonism,'' "delusion," "Joe Smith," Brigham Young,''
etc., etc. I try to answer them all as best I can.
The people ought not to be afraid of me; for
I am only a little one. But, dear reader of the
Herald, it is not I; it is the power of the Master
that worketh in me! For truly. I have been
plessed abundantly by the Spirit of God 1 and by
that $piri(the work is don,e.

I · ·· ·

"

Brother Wm. H. Kelley, I read your "address"
in the Herald of January 30th with pleasure. I
try to ac~ in harmony with you, and with all
other officers above or below me. I am the onl)"'
elder in this district, sent out under general conference appointment, and you are president of
this mission. I feel to say that in matters of ruli.ng and governing, you are the one "to know
best" how matters should be governed. And I
also feel sure that, when you do not, then the
"powers" above you will remove you from that
office; and whilst I thus act, I feel free. I hope
the time will never come when I will say to the
head, "l have no need of you." Yes; I regret
there are not more elders in the field; and I shall
try to be more efficient and useful. I do, by the
help of the Master, try to "preach the word and
gifts." I try not to tattle or backbite. I keep up
the family altar, at home and ahroad, and encourage others to do the same.
I try to make my wife and family and every
one around me as comfortable as possible.
I do aid the cause by gifts and tithes, not by
paying my moneys into the hands of the bishop
or his agents, for I have none; but by giving myself to the good of my fellow-man, to the discomfort of home and family and self. God is open-,
ing the windows of heaven and pouring out
blessings upon me and my brethren, and we fe<l'l
that our cups are almost running over.
I try not to deal hastily with my brethren, but
to assist them to hold fast to "the rod of iron."
I have been pushing out into the new fields
ever since I was appointed in this mission. I
have spent but very little time in the branches,
but have made eight new openings, two of which
(forty have been baptized) are now organized
into branches of twenty members each, another
eleven, another nine, and still another five. Forty
have been baptized, and I hope to yet see the
fruits of my labors in other places.
I am not ashamed of the faith, nor its founders. The faith is of God. Christ taught it; his
apostles taught it; Joseph and Hyrum taught it;
and God ha.s called me to assist in teaching it.
I pray I may ever teach it in harmony with my
brethren while I live. I do not fear. It is of
God. Man ca1mot stop it. It will go on, and
triumph; and at the end of the race we will receive our crowns.
JOHN J. CORNISH.
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look to the Lord for help. I am in receipt of
several letters, from various directions, inviting
me to preach. One party, living eighty miles
south of here, asks me to come and dispense the
gospel, and he will send me means to pay my
way with: so I shall go there next week. The
name of the town is Ne~ Florence, Montgomery
county, Mo. I ask an interest in the prayers of
the Saints everywhere. Those wishing my services can address me at Renick, Mo.
I remaia yours,
W. H. BYBEE.

ELKO, Nev., Feb. 9th.
Brotlzer ':foseplz :-I have been here since Christmas, with my family and friends, reading the
Herald with more interest in each number. In
the number for February 6th the articles on the
ancient city in Mexico brings to mind what I saw
a few days since.
The sheriff and his deputies of this county being fully occupied in court, a heavy mining suit
going on. There were probably hundreds of
thousands of dollars involved in the suit, and as
a prisoner had plead guilty to manslaughter and
was sentenced to ten years in the state prison, he
was sent by me to the prison at Carson City.
We arrived there the 4th inst. The prisoner had,
while drinking, shot a fellow-man. As we were
well acquainted with the warden, Mr. Frank
,Bell, he kindly showed us through the works.
The pl'ison is built at a warm spring at the base
of a hill some forty feet high. This hill is principally of sandstone from the top to the level of
the base of the hill. At that point (which is
thirty-five or forty from the surface), there is, or
was at some period of .time, a stratum of clay or
sediment from a few inches to several feet thick.
Under this clay (now hard) is limestone .. In this
stratum of· once clay are tracks of men going in
every direction--some eighteen inches long, some
small. All seem to have worn sandals or moccasins; but as the tracks were made in soft mud,
no doubt they are much smaller than the foot indicates.
There are also tracks of the elephant, the horse
and colt, of the dog, and of birds; all as plain as
though they were only made a week or so ago.
The quarry has been worked back into the hill
about a hundred yards". The last fiftj• yard&
have been covered with most all ·the tracks. If
I could only read the rocks what satisfaction it
would be to know in what period of the world
RENICK, Mo., Feb. 12th.
these tracks were made .
Dear Herald:- I have been presenting the
There is one thing that I have noticed in reword of life to the people most of tJ-.e time since
gard to the hot and warm. springs. W.hile they
you heard from me last. Since I was appointed
are in active operation they form rock very fast,
district president of the northeast district of Mo.
where the water runs or stands.
·
I have preached fifty-three discourses in ninety
There are a hundred and . thirty-four or five
days, baptized six, administered to twenty-three
prisoners in the prison, most all of .whom comsick persons, a11d blessed two children, besides
mitted the crime for which they are confined
doing other ministerial labors. I was confined
while under the influence of strong drink. What
to the house three weeks with sickness, and was
a curse to weak morta18. While going through
just able to attend conference at Bevier on the
the pyison we were led to think of the great
6th and 7th of the present mo.nth. I preached
prison that we can picture in our mind. May we
six discourses while there to fair sized congregabe able to avoid or escape it.
tions, who paid good attention. We had a very
I had a pleasant chat with Bro. Thos. Millard,
good conference, harmonious throughout the enat Carson. He said all were well; but as we are
tire session, and I was unanimously chosen to
here, the Herald, Hope, Advocate, and Expositor
preside over the district for the next .three
keep life in .us.
months, and to labor as best l can.
Brother Stauts and wife and my family are the/
Times are very hard and money scarce, so I
only ones that are contented, or love to be known
can't say ho~ much I can labor, but pray the
and called Latter l)ay Saints; and yet, I must
Lord for his Spirit to guide and bless me in all
confess, I sometimes feel like the little boy wh<:!
my lab,ors. My health i~ ye? poor, bu~~ still
,;,,·
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would not eat when his father was away from
ate till they wanted no more at that time, got up
home, and after sulking and pouting, said he
and left, and riever. thanked me. The Spirit told
wished "daddy was here to make me eat."
, ,me when .they wer~ gone, that they represented
The people of this place care but little for religthe world. They partook of the blessings of God
but never asked nor thanked him for his blession. This winter has been very warm; has rained
considerable, but little suow faJJ. Health good.
ings. I hope this w.ill encourage the Saints to
pray in faith and faint not; for inasmuch as we
With love to all Saints, your brother for truth,
ask by the Spirit of God we will receive the deE. PENROD.
sired blessings, for we cannot ask amiss. My
DELOIT, Iowa, Feb. 12th.
Herald comes every week. Am glad to read its
Dear Herald:-! crave space in your columns
pages and hear from those I knew. I hope all
to express my f~elings on two points, 'while the" the Saints will strive and get the Herald. If one
shutting of the church doors to Brighamite elders
is not able to pay for it, two or three or more of
is an open question. I wish to place myself on reyou who live not far apart, put your money to·
cord that I am entirely opposed to such policy.
gether and get it. It is a pity presiding officers
I have preached in all parts of Utah Territory; of a Branch do not take the.Herald when able to
and when excluded from their houses have depay for it.
nounced them, and have publicly proclaimed
Love to all the household of the one faith.
wherever I have preached that I was proud to say
MITCHEL ARTHUR.
that I represented a church that opened its.doors
to all, even to their Elders, and hoped to see the
OXFORD, Idaho, Feb. roth.
time when they with their profession that they
Editors Herald-Dear Bretkren:-I have great
had the truth, would be as liberal as we, and that
pleasure in reporting the Oxford Branch. Bro. J.
if our doors were shut I should blush for shame.
Luff left us .this morning for Malad, his heart
I believed then that I was representing the
full of gratitude for the glorious success of his
Church. I yet hope that such is the case. But,
labors here of one week. Seven were buried in
whatever action the Church may see fit to take,
the liquid grave, and the holy influence of the
1 want.it known that my house will be open for Spirit was so great that, when he preached in the
any Brighamite Elder that conducts himself deevening he appeared tired. There are more who
cently, to set forth his views. And I do not fear
will follow, but the spirit that has closed .the
that he will hurt the Church. We have plenty
doors of places of worship is alike throughout
of boys able to refute all the heresy they can
Utah and here, yet the angel that knocked off the
preach, and hold their false doctrine up to the
fetters from Peter and opened the prison . doors is
light to their shame and contempt.
able to change the state of affairs, and when the
In bonds,
mighty work is accomplislied, when they cry,
E. c. BRAND.
"Babylon the great is fallen"! then will voices in
heaven sing, "Alleluia"! And again they will
LoTus, Cal., Feb. 6th.
say, "Alleluia." Rev., 19th chapter. vVho can
Brother Blair .:-I am glad to hear that Bro. A.
describe the darkness which bound us? The
Haws is about to start in the field. I believe he
same only can describe the unutterable joy that
will ·do much good. I have heai:d his good
"eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor heart conteaching i~ Austin, Nev., and heard him propheceived," to be ever with the Lord.
sy, and saw many of the prophecies fulfilled to
Messiah has set his hand a second time to gather
the letter. Please give one dollar toward paying
his people. Yes; he brought many from Europe
for the 2,000 tracts to,,,1 be sent him, and I will
and now we are in the tnw fold, gathered again.
send the same soon, \vhcn I send more money to
\Vho makes us to differ? Oh, we see the scales
the lierald office. I am living on. 160 acres of
falling from the eyes of our friends and neighland alone, and there is more land open for settlers
bors, and we gladly ascribe our conquests to the
here, government and railroad. The railroad
Lamb, and our triumphs to his death. Our
company sell their land for $3 per acre. It has
hearts are full of praise. I saw it in Brothers
plenty of wood on it, and some of it has running
Anthony and Luff; I felt it through the pen of
water. This climate is good for almost all kinds
Brother Joseph when he prayed for the good
of fruit and small grain. Garden stuff grows all
Spirit to be with me, when he was at Springville,
the year. We have not much frost here. Had
Utah. May the wisdom necessary to guide this
but.one small shower of snow since I came here,
great work be with you and all who labor in the
May, 1883. My place is six miles northwest of
field. Amen. And heaven says," Amen."
Shingle Springs, railroad station. Last summer
Yours,
W. E. GoocH.
was very dry here; crops of grain were small. I
fasted and prayed for rain, and to know why we
PoRT CARLING, Ont., Feb. 2.
did not have it. One morning I thought I would
water a piece of potatoes that was near the creek.
Brother Blair :-I held a debate some eight
I took my buckets and commenced. The Spirit
days ago with a merchant in this place on the
told me that I should have rain. I stopped, and
God-head. A Rev. of the Church of England
looking at a clear sky with not a cloud in it. In
and another of the Methodist fraternity, with a
a few hours a cloud appeared in the southwest,
giant called Wrenshall, took counsel against me
and in a short time the rain commenced to fall
to confound me in the debate. When I had got
heavy for about two hours. God warned th<0
our position cleared of rubbish and was beginpeople by the voice of thunders and lightning
ning to build a little, the English Rev. accosted
and at the same time to repent. That night,
me. I turned and began asking him questions
about twelve, I saw a vision that I had plenty of
which silenced him. Then the learned Wrenfood standing on my table ready to eat, and a lot
shall stood up, but becoming ashamed, soon sat
of people came and sat down at the table and
down. Then I invited the minister to take the
commenced eating the food, but did not ask for
stand in my opponent's place, but he would not
it. They were a dark and filthlyipeople. They
do jt. So I proceeded in peace, with enough

liberty to make one feel perfectly at home and
to give middling rapid delivery. Two of the
judges gave it against me and the third refused
to act. But I cared nothing for the judges; it
was the people I wished to get at. About three' fourths of the entire audience believed I wa,s
right. They made me speak first, and would not
give me five minutes review. After my opponent was through, the minister took his place.
But the ground was pretty good, so they .made· a
failure of it, and got out of the house as soon as
possible, leaving "the wolf with the sheep."
I dreamed the other night that the Lord said
to me the people would not be saved except they
:would receive the Book of Mormon;· "for''· said
he, "you know you received it from ·God and
not from man." And he said true, for so I did.
I'am growing stronger, and by God's help ,I
will never forsake Israel.
'
As ever youi- brother,

D. E. 1-Ioumr..
CONFERENCE NOTICE.
Conference of the North-west Kansas District
will be.held with the Goshen Branch, commenci~g March 13th, at ten o'clock. Let each branch
send theit' report early, to H. R. Harder, Clay
Center, Kansas. Bro. James Caffall will be with
us. Come one, come all, and let us have a gogd
spiritual time. Praying for the ultimate triu~ph
of Zion, I am yours in Christ,
A. H. PARSONS, Dist. Pres.
QUORUM NOTICES.
The members of the Third Quorum of Elders
are hereby req nested to report to the president,
John T. Kinnaman, Stewartsville, Missouri, by
March 31st. Every member is expected to furnish a written report, whether he expects to be at
the Annual Conference or not. Reports should
be brief and to the point, Suggestions, &c.,
should be on separate sheets.
E.T. DoB;;oN, Sec)'.
Dear Brother Laborers of the Fourth Quorum
of Elders :-I am pleased with the reports I get
from some of ) ou. [ have heard from quite a
number and all seem to feel well and to have the
Lord's work at heart. Lift up your heads, rejoice,
and press your way on, for the day of deliverance
is nigh af hand, We see by the signs of the
times that our Master will soon come. Then we
will receive our reward. Have a good report for
our next conference. I want all to report by letter or in person, and all who have not a license
report to me soon, send stamps, and I will send
them one. Write to me, and I will receive it
with pleasure. I am trying to do good; I love
the work of our Master, and I love to hear of its
prosperity.
Your brother,
. J. D. FLAKDERs, Pres.
,JOSEPH 'rHE SEER:
His Prophetic ~lbsion Vindicated, and the Divine
Origin of the Book of Mormon Defended and
l\Iaint.ained. Paper covers, 200 page~ ......... ·.... ·. 3:5
~This is a reply by Elder W.W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Adventist Society, and is an
important work to be in the handH of the minii;i;try of the
Chnrch, especially; and it is a most excellent 011e to he
circulated both in the Church and among those without.
abounding i;u proofs neyer before prci:rnn'ted in defen~e of
.Jo-eph Smith and the Book of 'Mormon.
REPLY TQ LIT'rLEFIELD.
We have for sale at this office, in J?amphlet form, containing 48 pages, the "Heply of President Joseph Smith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of pl nra;
marriage.~, Price, post paicl, single copies 10.cents;_ 7~
cen~s :per do;oer+ t? o;i~ add;ess,
,
, , ·'
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cept in case of persona desiring a change in P.O. address.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily .receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

WHAT SHALL WE TEACH?

1

THE above question will undoubtedly be
considered a cq_rious one, and the answer
will undoubtedly be "Tea_ch the doctrine
as found in the Bible, Book of Mormon
and Doctrine and Covenants." Yes, very
true; but what part? and how much?
A chance has been given for argument,
and thoughts which perhaps would not
have presented themselves will undoubtedly arise with' many now, since the claim
has been made that only a portion of the
revelations given are genuine, or for the
church. It is not for the sake of faultfinding that I write this, but because I am
interested in the latter dav work; and
while the thoughts I offer -may seem to
some to evince a want of liberality on my
part, or the fruit of a mind rather narrow,
it is nevertheless a subject to which I have
given much· thought, and one that I would
like to have some good and wholesome
light upon.
It may perhaps be believed that the difference of views held bv :oome ·and expressed through the }Jerald a few months
ago, are perfectly in order, and will do no
harm either to saint or sinner; that it is but
a difference of opinion commendable to
brethren, and one which all have liberty
to exercise. While I believe in freedon1
of thought, and to a t\~asonable degree,
freedom of speech, I can not but feel sorry
that these differences exist; because of the
claims and professions we make. It cer~~ta-inly proyes that the church is in an unh~althy condition. It hinders the prosperity of the work, no doubt. It checks the
interest of the honest investigator, who
can not help to observe the l~keness with
other churches in theories and differences
of opinion. It weakens the faith of .the
already weak saint, who observes that it is
not the church of"one faith," as is preached.
It obstructs the way of the Elder, so that
when heteaches that "God has set in the
church apostles, prophets," etc., for the
perfecting of the saints, and for the purpose of guiding them into unity of faith,
he does not know what moment some
observer or reader of our papers may confront him,. and poinfto articles, so different
in teaching; and the brother would have
to give in, and if consistent. must admit
that.those so co-called men of God differ
wideJy,and on important point_s too. That
contention between brethren, or views
that diffc:r so widely, especially with leading men in the church, will create discord,
division and:coldness in congr~gations and
families, seems to J;ne must appear clear to
every one. Branch officers, and indeed all
whose duty it is to labor among the Saints,
Dnd it a great obstacle, very much in the
way.· That God yalled men aqd .sytth~m

in his church in former- days for the perfecting of the saints, there is no doubt.
That he did the same in these latter days,
we all profess to believe. In facLthis is
one of our strong points against the churches of to-day. After having called their
attention to the many isms, we say, See the
difference of having men called of men, or
self-called men, and men called of God.
Really, brethren, the difference seems to
be so small that we can hardly observe it
ourselves. Men called of God in former
days did labor unitedly to guard against
the various winds of doctrine and the cunning craftiness of men, .and to tell the
saints the whole counsel of God, as Paul
said. And although· false. teachings and
theories would arise, and althoog·h they
foresaw the time would come after their
departure when men would arise.and teach
perverted things, yet they themselves were
faithful and of the same. mind and judgment. Is there any good reason why we
should not expect the same now? Is not
the gosnel restored with all. its former gifts
to men? Yes; and we sing, "Prophets
are restored again, in the.light," and blessings to the ancients given are .again received from heaven. That, according to my
understanding, means nothing short of the
privileges enjoyed by. the church in former
days. Again I ask, May we .not then expect and ask of these chosen messengers
of Goel t.o teach unitedly, sound words,
that can not be gainsaid, and to be of the
~ame mind, and of the same judgment, that
_ we may know they are led by the Spirit
of God? Certainly, if it is expected that
the Saints should be guided by them, (and
that to my m.ind is one of the great objects
of their calling), this ought not to be called
an unfair claim. But, if the church has
no such a right now to have such.expecta-.
tions, then let us know, so that we can
change our mode of preaching, and not
appear ridiculous before the world when
there is no need of it. But let no one expect
to find the Saints in a harmonious condition, or think that the laborer is not performing his duty, because he is unable to
put together and heal up what leading
men are pulling asunder. Let us have an
understanding. It is time the church
should _know what it believes, what is the
doctrine of the Church, and what is not.
If some claim the adoption by Conference of the books, Bible, Book of Mormon
and Doctrine and Covenant~ as. the standarc! books, in which are contained. the law
of the church, only. means a portion of
each of these books, then it is of importance
to know which part to discard, especially
of the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants. If there are spurious revelations in the Doctrine and Covenants they
should be pointed out-,-in fact they shouid
never have been published, and if we point
out certain of these revelations as not genuine, how much confidence do we expect
will be had in .any ofthe rest of them. If
a man would,. tell me something of importance to-day, claiming to have it from the
most reliable sources, and I should .find out
to-morrow that it was only·a made up
storv of his'own, and no truth in it, I doubt
v~ry rµuch wh~th~r l Wl?~ld, h!'Yr any
i
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confidence in anything else he might say.
How would it do to present the Book ot
Doctrine and Covenants to the world as a
hook partly true. and part false; and tell
them that they must not believe all that is
written in it?
Such claims remind me of
an item in what I think was called the
iW~ssenger, a paper published in Utah, by
Bro. J. W. Briggs.
In proving his point
he quotes the passage of scripture found
in the 24th chapter of Luke, 25th verse:
"0 fools, and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have spoken;" and in
alluding to these words of Christ.he makes
them to mean that the disciples were called
fools by the Lord for believing all that the
prophets had spoken, whereas every reasonable man who reads the chapter certainly
knows that the reverse was the case. Had
they believed all that the prophets had
spoken, they would have known their
Master was destined to die, as he did; but
being slow of heart to believe they were
disappointed and confus~d in mind. . I
thought then that was a willful perversion
of scripture, and I think so still.
Such brethren should remember that
when we are testifying before the world
that God has set in his church now, as of
old, apostles and prophets, their testimony
points to them, and really challenges the
world to examine for themselves and see
whether there is anything in the character
of these men that will justify them in saying "Our testimony is untrue." And as
conflicting doctrines certainly go very far
to disprove our position, something certainly ought to be done, and that soon. Here
are two important subjects, "tithing and
gathering," believed in and taught by
some, and dis.believed in and rejected by a
few. All should know the truth or falsitv
of these and other doctrines and be perfectly
joined together in the same mmd and the
same judgment; and yet either the one or
the other is surely in •the wrong, and those
in the wrong are doing great injury to the
cause, as rnu5t appear plain to every one.
I am familiar with the claim u~ually made,
that every man has a right to his opinion,
and that freedom of thought, as well as
of speech, belongs to every man. But that
does not help the matter any. I suppose
we might all branch out in theories and
factions till the whole church is divided into ma~y different isms.
We can take
that liberty, and at the same time .take the
consequences. I understand that perfectly
well; but the question of importance seems
to me to be now. What can be done, that
the watchmen·in Zion may see eye to eye,
and teach unity, so that the chunch may
have one faith? that the world may see
we have what we claim and that we believe what we teach? that there may be
no danger of one Elder coming along and
tearing down what others have preached
or built up?
We claim communication with heaven,
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit which
leadeth into all truth. Men called of God
and set in their respective places in the
church, who in accordance .with the Book ·
of Covenants, have the privilege to commune with God and angels, (which is n9
mw\? ~h~R th¥ §~tnlf 9~~§§ 9~ ~ffi~~rn \;njoy·
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·. ed in the primitive church), and yet here feel strengthened and edified; and there is
we;are 1 vear after year in the dark; every no doubt but that many who have grown
man groping his way as best he may, for cold and careless in the interest of the
all the world like any other men of the cause would waken up to duty, and with
world who have nothing but the natural joy perform their part, seeing, as they
reasoning ability allowed to man, more or would, that God is with his people. , The
less. It is true we come together in con- cry is now, "Let the Saints perform their
ference occasionally, and after much debate duties, that the hands of the ministry may
and much calling one another to order, we be loosened." Yes; that is right; but let
finally settle vexed points by vote-the · us at the same time ask that the officers,
majority sometimes being obtained from and especially those who are at the helm
children who have just become old enough do their duty, and pull together, so to
to be members, which entitles them to vote, speak, with sound words that can not be
not taking any notice of the command gainsaid. AH should speak the same
which says: "The Elders shall meet in things,·and be perfectly joined together in
conferences," etc. But after these decisions the same mind, aQd the same judgment.
in many cases, I .do not see we are any When this is done I will expect to see tenfold more peace and harmony in the
be~ter off. True, it is done by the majori. ty present, which is all right if that m,ajori- church. I will expect to see branch offi.
ty was in possession of authority and the cers labor with far more success, and cerHoly Spirit at the time; but if not, it would tainly with a great deal m.pre interest,
be as likely to be against the interest of the being stimulated and encouraged by those
Church, as for it. This is seemingly a rule above them. To me this seems as reasonwhich all assemblies have adopted. In able as it is to look for direction and guidthat our church is only equal with other ance to come from the head of the natural
religious bodies, and there is nothing body, and proceed down through all the
whatever in this that denotes that we have members and parts thereof. We could
any advantage, or are ruled any more on then truly say the church had grown in
the direction of God than they. We sing, favor with God, if not with man.
There has been a general rejoicing of
"We thank thee 0 God for a prophet, to
· guide us in these latter days." These late, over the fact that the church has
words were in order some forty years gained in favor with man. It is well it
ago; but the voice of the prophet or his that favor is not gained by sacrificing any
decision in matter of importance is seldom · part of the dignity of the gospel, or of the
heard now; not howe~er on account of church of Christ. If we take heed that
his inability (This is believed by the writer we are not drawn aside by philosophy
to be the case). The church seems now to and vain deceit, after the rudiments of the
·have become so fearful of what is called world, in order that we might become
the one-man-rule, that it is considered by somewhat popular among them. If that
many to be unsafe to have the president favor is gained by giving in to any of the
give his opinion or decision on points of doctrines or theories, or forms of man,
doctrine for fear of influencing the people; then I am sorry such is the case, for in
arid so to he consistent, we should leave off such case the friendship of the world is
singing that we have a prophet to guide enmity with God, and we would soon find
us, it being a thing of the past. And as that God would leave us to ourselves to
for some other leading men, their teaching share with the world in its sorrows as in
leads in different directions; so the church its joys, _which indeed we do not seem to
must grope its way along as best it may, be very far from now. Calamities visit
and make the best out of the written word the Saints as the sinners. All manner of
diseases visit us, and few and far between
the same as other denominations.
I am familiar with words so often used, are the cases where miraculous healings
to not put our trust in mfln; follow him no have been bestowed. In fact there are
further than the law and the testimony perhaps few Saints, comparatively speakwarrant. Very true; I agree in one sense ing, but what would sooner think of sendof the word in that, and at the same time ing for a physician than for an Elder in
I can not understand that if God intended case of a dangerous disease; but we still
the.written word to be sufficient for man's preach, "these signs shall follow them that
guidance, why he should call men to teach believe; they shall lay bands on the sick,
his people, and tell those men that they and they shall recover." They have to
should be taught from above. Can it be preach it, because it belongs to the gospel;
that they were only set as ornaments in and whenever we leave off, we take the
the church? It will hardly do to take this stand that the gospel is not what it was,
ground; and yet what are they for if not which is not in accordance with our faith.
It is when we reflect on these things
to instruct in sound doctrine? and feed the
flock of Christ? Then let us say nothing that we very naturally are left to think,
more about it, but do away with that part what is the matter? \Vhat has happened?
of our claim. That these men are orna- There must be a cause for this. And as
ments to the church I will cheerfully ad- it can not be believed that the cause is
mit when performing the duties of their with God, we must come to the conclusion
calling, and when God is confirming- their that it is with man; and one very n:>turally looks out over the work, especially if
words with signs following, as of old.
Oh for a return of the time to the church, he is interested therein; and if he finds
when God will be with his servants in that, instead of a Spirit of unity among
power; when signs and wonders shall the officers, there is strife, contention,
. again be wrought by the name of his and diversity of opinion, he certainly
¥;nows that it is not th~ Spirit qf qo<l th~~
~oly Child Jesus'. rhe S~ints woµlq then

leadeth; because it leadeth into all truth;
and it is therefore not strange if he should
think that· he had discovered one great
reason why the church itself is in a sickly
condition. I know that I am telling the
truth when I say there are sincere arid
honest men in the church, who would endure more hardships, labor more untiring,
and give more for the ·advance of the
cause, if they could but see a harmony and
oneness among the leading men of the
church, see a greater proof of God being
with them; but who, on account of the
different ·views held and taught by some
brethren feel discouraged in making any
effort. When we take up the Herald
and read an article by some responsible,
and talented Elder, we find it well written, for some men are naturally talented,
and like some men of the world, do not
necessarily need the Spirit of God to assist
them. Of course the article gains its admirers, as any views skillfully handled will
always seem plausible to some; but in the
next issue of the 7£erald we find another
article: on the same subject, written by
another brother, with an entirely different
view, also skitfully handled. 'Both, like
the learned Reverends of the day, prove
their position by Scripture.
Now what has been done? The subject, which perhaps so far had,created no
disturbance, and perhaps but very l~ttle
thought had been given it by any one, has
now been held up to the light and thorotighl y ventilated, which would be well if
done only in the same mind, and the same
judgment prompted by the Spirit of God;
but instead of that, the diversity of opinion
has created division in the church also, and
has raised confusion among the Saints, instead of guiding them into a oneness of
faith. These differences and contentions
seem to increast;., .instead of decreasing,
in the church; and still we mt1st preach
"one faith, one baptism," &c.,and proclaim
against the world for its "Lo heres and lo
. theres."
How shall we meet the people who notice these. things? The importance of
preaching the gospel, and making this latter day work known to our fellow men is
strongly urged; but what shall we preach?
When our attention. is· called to tithing,
shall we reject or defend? In regard to
gathering, which has always been a consoling thought to the Saints, ~hall we still
defend that doctrine? or shall we say the
Saints made themselves unworthy, at the
proper time, and it is now a doctrine of
the past? It will not do for an Elder to
say that he "dont know anything about
it," for it would be considered to be his
business to know. We are asked to circulate the Herald as a means of bringing the
doctrine of the church before the world; ·
but I fail to see how any one will ever learn
what the church believes in by reading the
Herald. And so far as I am concerned,
and so long as I have any interest in the
latter day work I will never place the
Herald in its present condition in the hands
of any one outside the church; neither
will I advise any weak brother or sister to
n;aq it until its teachings ha.rmoniie so that
•
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the mind may be edified, and not confused
thereby.
And now in conclusion, lest it should be
thought by some these lines are the production of .some one ready to apostatize, I
would say, and say it thoughtfully, that I
have most assuredly an earnest faith in
this latter day work. It does not seem
possible to me now that I could ever believe in anything else. But while I am
sure of the work being of God, and that
he has called and put in responsible places
men in his church; I am also sure that
there can be a straying away from God,
even to the extent that God may leave
them to themselves, and to their own wisdom, instead of the wisdom that cometh
from God, and I confess that I believe the
church is suffering to some extent from
that now
FRED. JOHNSON.
BuitLINGTON,

Iowa, April, 1885.

[IN answer to the question of the foregoing
article we reply: Teach the principles contained
in the accepted standards of the church-the Bi·, ulc, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. These have been accepted rt>peatedly by
its assemblies and conferences as auth~ritati\·e;
and whoever opposes their teachings as interpreted by the councils and conferences of the church,
are to be avoided and resisted. Men have arisen
in the church in various ages, and have sought
to "draw away disciples" to their unauthorized
!lotions, and as many as have yielded to them
have. suffered sorely. ":Mark them which cause
divisions and offenses contrary to the doctrine
which ye have learned, and avo.id them. For
they that are such serve not our Lord Jesns
Chrfat, but their own belly [desires]; and by good
words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the
simple."--Rom. 16: 17, rS.
The church is now well united in faith and
doctrine, is gaining rapidly iri many wayH, and is
enjoying largely of the gifts and graces of the
Holy Spirit. Vlhat is needed is greater persistence in building on the accepted foundations, laboring with soul and body and Spirit every one
in his proper place and position, and then the
good work will roll on "conquering and to con-

quer."--.Editor.]
SHALL WE CLOSE THE DOORS
AGAINST THEM?

"\VE have nothing to fear from error, so
l'mg a~ truth is left free to com bat it."
Great injustice is done to us who advocate open doors by making it to appear
that we permit the Utah Elders to use our
pulpits simply and solely that we may use
theirs. As I understand it, this is a very
meagre representation of the facts in the
case. We permit these men to be heard
in our midst because it is right in harmony
with the spirit and genius of our religion;
and because it is the best policy. The
greatest safety, in quantity and kind, always
results from doing right; and the only
true policy for the Saints of God to pursue
is to seek the greatest good to the greate&t
number concernedi
These men come to us with the Bible in
their hands, and claiming to be ministers
of the gospel. What right have we, from
a . Cbris~ian standpointi to. say 2 "yo11 shall

not be heard."
They come to us, not as
individuals alone, but as the representatives
of a large body of people; and although
the leaders of this people have become
desperately corrupt, every fair-minded person will admit that the masses are sincere
in their belief. By following corrupt and
blind teachers their minds have been darkened.
"For with what judgment ye judge, ye
shall be judged; and with what measure
ye mete, it shall be meai;ured to you again."
-Jesus. "God is judge, himself."-David.
What right have we to stand in the
place of the Almighty and say, "You teach
heresy, and therefore, by our consent, you
shall not be heard; but we teach the truth,
therefore, open your doors to us." Is it
not vastly better, and more consistent to
say to them, "Yes, you can speak in our
churches, but if you teach polygamy or
any other anti-Christian doctrine, we shall
feel it to be our duty to expose and put
down these heresies with the word of God.
Allow m; to preach in your houses of
worship, and then judge for yourselves.
If we do not preach the truth, expose Ol1r
doctrine to the people."
It is argued that if we allow the Elders
of Utah to preach in our churches, or teach
in our private dwellings, we become, "to
some extent, parties in teaching against
the law of God," and also "the laws of the
land." I think not. By parity of reasoning, when we allow or invite ministers of
other churches to teach their peculiar belief
with regard to conversion and baptism, we
·thereby hecome, "to some extent," parties
in teaching contrary to the word of God,
and 8hall have to answer to him for this
sin, in the day of judgment! To me, this
is a new and strange discovery. I had
supposed that we were in no way responsible for the false teachings of others, unless
we, "to some extent," accepted or practiced
them. We decide for ourselves, and act
for ourselves; but not for others. "Who
art thou that judgest another? To his
own master shall he stand or fall." We
have diligently sought, lo these many
years, to get these Utah people to cease
teaching and practicing polygamy and all
its kindred evils. When we give them to
understand that they can speak in our
churches, but we will expose their false
doctrine to the people, and do it with the
very books which they profess to believe,
it i8 safe to say that, in nineteen cases out
of everv twenty, they will not accept the
offer. This is my exoerience and observation.
'
Again; what better opportunity could
we have to show the difference between
the doctrine of the Utah Mormons and
that taught by the Reorganized Church,
than the one afforded by their preaching
in our churches? \ii/hat tribunal would
adjudge Dr. Newmrin a party to the practice of polygamv b,ecause he held a public
discussion with Orson Pratt on that subject? Did not this act give Mr. Pratt a
splendid opportunity to present and defend
that abomination before the people? Do
our Elders become accessory to the crime
when-they debate with the Utah Elders?
The fair inferenc;e ~s tha~ Vl[h~feyei;- we,
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own and control houses of worship, the
people have been made well acquainted
with our faith, and all who were willing
to learn have become thoroughly posted
on the peculiar and distinguishing doctrines
of the church as set forth in our sacred
books. It is impossible that the good, intelligent people of such localities, can confound "Adam-God worship," "Blood
Atonement," and polygamy, with the pure
principles of our faith as set forth in the
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Book of
Doctrine and Covenants.
If it be said, "These ingenious emissaries
will misapply and distort the word of God,"
we answer, this will only help the honest,
intelligent hearer to get at the exact truth.
Is error more potent and attractive than the
truth? But, you say, "People often love
darkness rather than light." Very well,
let them have their choice by all means.
When individuals "believe not the truth,
and have pleasure in unrighteousness"
God suffers them to believe "a lie" and "be
damned."
When our wives and children have been
proper! y taught by us; have heard the
preaching of our Elders; have read our
books a11d papers; have been benefitted
by the Sunday School, and last, but not
least, have beheld a wise and godly example by us, is there any danger of. their
being led into the meshes of Utah Mormonism, simply by hearing a few sermons
delivered by one or more of their Elders,
in which they may, or may not, have
mentioned the loathsome doctrines which
distinguish them from all true Latter Day
Saints? If there are any who believe
that such danger exists, "let them stand
up and be counted." The expressed fears
of wives and fair daughters being deceived
by the preaching of the Utah Elders, is
not very well founded as we gather from
the words of a writer who believes in
closing the doors against them.
After
giving us a glowing picture of the possibility of the household being deceived, he
finds another strong reason ( ?) why we
should not allow them to speak in our
churches. Here it is: "The cong-regations
in the several churches throughout the
country, as well as in our own, are made
up largely of females, many of whom are
young and tender in years, none of whom
want to hear polygamy preached, and to
admit it in o.ur places of worship would
not only drive them away from the same
when it was preached, but they would get
disgusted because of its being allowed, and
stay away altogether; and who could . blame
them." Not much danger of their being
deceived by such preaching, then, is there,
brother?
These Utah men, who are not permitted
the use of the churches frequently g-et
school houses in which to .preach, the same
as we do when a similar courtesy ( ?) is
extended to us. Do the females become
so disgusted at their doctrine that they
stay away from all meetings subFequently
held in these school houses? Do those
who hav~ children take them away from
school! Is not the following about the
truth of the matter? Those who do not
believe ill toleratin& itv;i\I: Vt;ih ~lqert:!
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will not go and hear them; while those
who are willing to allow them the privil;ege of speaking for themselves will go
,,and hear, whether they speak in our
churches or somewhere else.
Right here I call attention to a few
points which se.em to have been overlook;ed. They will serve as pointers to others
of a similar class. If we close our doors
against the Utah ministry, what will be
the effect upon that much . to be pitied
: people, who have been deceived and led
into darkness and sin? \V ould they not
. say, ~'Ah! I told you! Y oil see they are
afraid of the comparison. They are conscious of the weakness of their claims and
, the strength of ours." To them and thei.r
children this would be an established fact.
The Utah priesthood would hot miss this
(to them) grand opportunity of binding the
chains a little tighter. They have largely
. depended upon making their followers believe that all except Utah Mormonism is
. bad, weak ,and untenable, and tnis would
be worth far more to them thari the use of
out churches. ·We know of some persons
··who have renounced the abominations of
· :Utah and are now numbered with us, but
whose sympathies ).re so. strong for that
people, that this ostracism upon our part
would be very apt to drive them from the
fold. And although it is not probable that
they :would practice polygamy or any of
its kindred evils, it is more than likely that
numbers of them would cast their lot and
influence with the people of Utah. Thus
•'the gain would be theirs, the loss ours.
The probabilities are that where one indi.. vidual might be deceived by allowing their
· Elders to preach in our churches, ten or
more would be kept from the true fold,
and confirmed in the belief of these monstrous heresies which they have accepted
for truth! Is this charity? Are our wives
and children more precious in the sight of
God, than the wives and children of others?
What would be the effect upon other
churches, and their ministry? Those who
now say that we are one and the same,
would continue to say it; and as evidence
to , their credulous followers, they would
reason thus: "If polygamy, Adam God
. worship, Blood Atonement and rebellion
against the government, are not parts of
original Mormonism, why are the followers of Joe Smith afraid to let the Utah
Elders preach in their churches?" To my
mind, they would have much better
grounds for believing these false doctrines
to be part of the original faith than they
now have.
2 John 9-r I verses is made to do duty
on the other side. But the construction
put upon this scripture proves too much
for those who seek Bible support for this
ostracism; and "that which proves too
much, proves nothing." We are not permitted to say how much, how little, or
what kind of heresy may be taught, and
yet we be permitted to receive those who
teach it, and "bid them God speed." But
if they "bring not this doctrine," (the
doctrine of Christ) "receive him not into
your house," &c. Shall we close the
doors of our pdvate dwellings and church~s against the ministers of all other ~hurch·

es? Yes, we must, if we accept. the interpretation placed upon John's language as
correct. The Papal.church made. use of
a few such scriptures as this, put a similar
interpretation upon them, (only they went
a little further) and in order that they
might effectually guard the church against
heresy, they burned the heretics at the
stake! John evidently did not mean tnat
because persons are not sound· in the faith,
we shall refuse to feed them when they
are hungry; or that we shall refuse to
give them a bed upon which to rest, when
they need it; or that we shall refuse to
them the priv'ilege of giving the grounds
for their belief. The mistake occurs in
the construction placed upon the word
"receive." Jes us said to the Twelve, at
the time he sent them out to preach, (Matt.
IO: 40): "He that receiveth you receiveth
me; and he that receiveth me receiveth
him that sent me." Jn the light of this
scripture it is not difficult to understand
that when we receive any one who professes to be a minister for Christ, we accept
him with the understanding that Jesus
sent him to teach, that he is a properly
qualified messenger of the gospel; and,
therefore, we give full credence to the
things taught, and render' complete obedience thereunto. John simply taught
(and the text is a very valuable one) that
we are to try all who come to us as teachers for Christ by the doctrine they teach.
If they bring not the doctrine of Christ,
then receive them not as ministers ef the
gospel, neither bid them God speed.
When the devil came to Jesus in the
wildernesr:;, why did he not drive him away
at once, telling him that he was an arch
heretic and haCl no right to be heard? J es us afterwards ,taught that this same devil
was a Har and a murderer from the beginning! And yet he condescended to
hold a remarkable discussion with him,
and allowed it to be recorded for everybody to read! Is it not fair to infer that
some who read this 4th chapter of Matthew, will conclude that the devil sustained himself very well by the Bible? That
he is, indeed, a great Scriptorian and
preacher? Ingersol thinks this scripture
· a ridiculous mess of stuff. I wonder if
he would not have been a good Christian
if Jesus had never held that debate with
the dark Prince? "The watchmen upon
the walls of Zion" are to guard and protect the flock. Very true, but they are
not to do it by keeping darkness and sin
beyond their possible reach. They are to
teach the Saints to treasure up the word
of God in their minds, and "take the Holy
Spirit for their guide," that they might
not be deceived. The leading duty of
these watchmen is plainly set forth in the
following scripture: "Take heed unto
yourselves, and to the flock, over w,hich
the Holy Ghost hath made you oversee.rs,
to feed the church ef God, which he hath
purchased with his own blood."-Acts 20:
28.
In my opinion, there is but little danger
that our houses of worship will be desecrated by the heresy taught by strangers,
and those who are not of us; hut the pracHce of folly a!!d ~b9mina7ion by those who

own and control them, is more greatly to
qe feared. It is not the unholy thought,
nor a proper examination of .its character,
which defiles the body and soul; but,
rather, the_ giving to it a home within our
hearts, and submitting to it as though it
were a godly master, and greatly to be
desired.
Religion is a matter of conscience between us and God. It is our privilege
and duty to teach, but not to decide what
shall, or shall not be believed. The law
of the land does not interfere with our
opinions, but it deals with our acts. There
is a vast difference between an organization of "robbers," who have banded themselves together for the express purpose/ of
committing crime, and escaping detection,
a id a body of religious people, the most
of which embraced the peculiar faith in
the belief that it was God's truth, and for
the express purpose of obtaining salvation;
and of whom but a. ~mall portion. practice
the abominations refered to above. There
is more danger from other sources, more
cause for alai·m somewhere else. than from
these Utah Elders. It may be that some
will not discover this till it is too late; but
all that I can say now is, Keep your eyes
wide open, and your hearts right b(;)fore
God. Live so as to enjoy spiritual _sight
and spiritual hearing, else .you will be
deceived. Judge not afrer the sight of the
eye, nor the hearing of the ear; but judge
righteous judgment. "Watch and pray."
JOSEPH

R.

LAMBERT.

WE reproduce from the Expositor for
February, i886, the following account of
an effort made by Rev. George W. Sweeney, in Oakland, California.
REV. G, W. SWEENEY OF THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH ON THE 'MORMONS' AND .THE
'LATTER DAY SAINTS.'

On the afternoon of Sunday, January
10th, I886, we were handed the following
notice: "Rev. Geo. W. Sweeney, pastor of
Christian Church corner of Thirteenth
and :Market streets, will preach to morrow
night on 'The Right of the Government
to suppress polygamy.' The Mormon
doctrine will be reviewed-the orthodoxy
and heterodoxy, and it will without doubt
prove an interesting subject to his hearers."
And as we like to "prove all things and
hold fast to that which is good," we
we took our better half, and a couple of
sisters from San Francisco, and attended
the lecture of the Rev. Mr. Sweeney.
The president of our branch, W. Anderson, also attended.
As the doctrines of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints in its purity
have been hotly contested by the ministers
of the Christian (or Campbellite) church,
ever since it called from the ranks of that
church the celebrated Sidney Rigdon, we
were prepared for any kind of onslaught
that might be brought forth from a prejudiced person. But judge our surprise,
after singing, prayer U:n~ opening rema:rks~
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the speaker launched out upon his remarks
with such apparent honesty an<l fairness,
that we were indeed surprised. And when
he said he · held himself responsible for
what he had to say, we took our pencil
and• note book to take a synopsis of whatever that might be.
vV e will not undertake to state all he
said, or the manner in which he stated his
propositions, or the beautiful language he
used with which he richly embellished his
remarks.
Substantially he said: "The Mormons began with Joseph Smith. The church was
organized April 6th, 1830. The people
were called Mormons, not so much from
the fact that such was their name, as that
they adopted the Book of Mormon as the
Bible, they also use and admit the Jewish
and Christian Scriptures.
When the
church was organized, it was called the
Church of Christ, it was afterward changed to the Church of Jes us Christ of Latter
Day Saints. I will •now give you the
doctrine of the Mormons, but will state in
passing, that they are a better people than
many of you think they are.
"Fundamentally considered they are orthodox. They believe in the trinity, in
the:'divinity of Christ, in the fall of man,
in total depravity, in blood atonement, in
regeneration, in endless punishment, in the
resurrection of the hody, in baptism for
the·remission of sins, in the laying on of
the hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit,
in apostolic order, in apostles, prophets,
etc., etc., in a miraculous call to the ministry.
"My views of a call to the ministry,"
!'.aid· the speaker, "is common sense, a large
brain, not a miraculous call. They believe
in most of the orthodox doctrines.
"We should therefore be careful how we
speak about suppressing the Mormons,
because we might be the means of suppressing the orthodox as well.
"They have peculiar views in regard to
the coming of Christ to reign on the earth.
"In <;rushing out a religion perhaps we
should be careful.
"From 1830 to 1844 things with the
Mormons went· well. In 1844 Joseph
Smith was murdered in Carthage Jail, Ill.,
and Brigham Young assumed the leadership.
"Up to this time polygamy had not been
heard of as a fundamental doctrine. It
was not a fundamental doctrine of the
church.
"The Book of Mormon totally condemns
and denounces it, as well as the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants. In 1835 the
church pronounced polygamy a crime.
"Joseph and Hyrum Smith both to the
day of their death proclaimed against the
doctrine, as you will see in their publications in the Times andSeasons, published
at Nauvoo, Ills.
"ln 1844 John Taylor; who at that time
was the editor of the Mormon paper at
Nauvoo, Ills., called the Times and Seasons; denounced that doctrine as infamous.
In 1850, John Taylor, in his famous discussion in France, made the same statement: 'The whole church, from i830
JO 1844,. condemned it; it was therefore

not a fundamental part of their religion, manner of segregating us from the Utah
and no part of it.'
people and doctrines, and for g1vmg
"In 185z, Brigham Young proclaimed Joseph Smith, the founder, and his son,
that he had a revelation given through Jo- su'ch a truthful and honest representation
seph Smith in 1843, and had it published in regard to the work they were severally
in the Deseret News and the Millennial engaged in.
Star. Young said he did not have the
When we remembered the battles we
original, but had a copy.
fought with ministers of hiH church in
"This was his only authority for its years gone by, .ir.d how few of them, even •
coming through Joseph Smith.
up to the famous discussion between our
Mrs. Em ma Smith, Joseph's widow, de- Elder E. L. Kelley and Rev. Clark Branied to the day of her death its authentici- den, had ever given the founder of the
ty; said that Joseph never had such a rev- church or any of her ministers their due,
elation, or taught such a doctrine.
as regards their Christian character, learn"Brigham fathered it at first as Smith's; ing or ability, or honesty of purpose; and
but after a great many went into it, and it now in our old age, when our head is
began to be popular among the people, he whitening with the snows of sixty winters,
then claimed that he in 1839-40 had the where a man gives us at least a fair amount
revelation himself, and gave it to Joseph of credit, it is alas! too much for our sensiafter he came home from England.
tive nature. In the gratitude of our heart
"Polygamy, therefore, was not one of we arose, and addressing respectfully the
the original points of faith, nor a doctrine minister, after he closed his discourse, askof the church Joseph Smith organized.
ed him for the privilege of making a few
"Marriage being a civil as well as a reli- remarks. We have heard of a "thundergious institution, is subject to be regulated clap out of a clear sky," but we don't reby law.
member of ever hearing one before, and
"The government has a perfect right to we pray God we may never again. "Sit
legislate upon the subject; and when such down, sir!" came from the preacher; "sit
an institution as polygamy is introduced down, sir! I will allow no di~pute here,
and sought to be practiced within the juris- sir; I will see you at my room; I will not
diction of this government, the govern- allow any debate here, s~r." "My dear
ment had the right, and it is its duty, to sir," said we, "we wished simply to thank
suppress it; and in so doing they do not you fo-" "Sit clown, sir!" and then went
interfere with a single doctr_ine or princi- off in words we shall not reproduce.
ple of the Church of Jesus Christ of LatAfter the choir sang he commenced anter Day Saints .a~. ()rganized by Joseph other harangue about our interfering,
. Smith in 1830.
when we stated we wished to be properly
"The facts are; the original Mormons repre~ented. "Sit down, sir, or I will call
are not in Utah, but at Plano, Ills.,* where police!"
they have their publishing house and are
vV ell, the milk of human kindness bepublishing papers, tracts a.nd books, and gan to curdle in our mammals, and looking
are doing a real Christian missionary work. around saw many of our acquaintances in
"The leader of this movement is Joseph the audience, many of them who have been
Smith, the son of Joseph Smith, the found- friendly to us; we felt humiliated, ·and we'
er of the church. He was brought up in said: "God forgive you, you know not
the original faith, and has maintained a what you are doing. If that is Christianity,
consistent warfare against polygamy, blood we don't want any of it in our~. But we
atonement, and other kindred evils."
are aware it is no part of that blessed doctrine of Christ.
.
The speaker then drew from the foreIt was poor frail man. We pity him,
going three practical lessons, and closed
for we see that he has noble sentiments,
·his most excellent oration with an exhortaand we believe that he intends to be a
tion to be charitable, kind, seeking after
good Christian. But he let the old man,
truth, and ready to accord to others what
Adam get the better of him for once.
you would wish others to do for you.
And although we were not allowed, as a
"How our hearts burned within us." while
represetative Latter Day Saint, to thank
we sat spell-bound, to listen to such beauhim when he was fortified behind his pultiful Christian teaching. While the speakpit,
we take this opportunity of doing so
er stated points of faith we do not believe
in, such as total depravity, "blood atone- now; for we feel that in his lecture he
did us very much justice. And we feel
n:ient," etc., etc., yet, having drawn the
like forgiving him for his personal insult
line so completely between the original
to us.
doctrine of the church and the perverted
We should have felt a little better if he
doctrine under Young and Taylor, and
had, when he found out who we were,
showed to his congregation that the Reorganized Church was the original church, and why we asked the pdvilege of speakand that she repudiated polygamy, blood ing, came .over to our office an:d made
some apology, as he had but a few block&
atonement, Brigham Young and John
to travel to find us. He might at least have
Taylor, and was under the presidency of
said he took us for some religious crank, or
young Joseph Smith; we say when we
heard such teaching we felt constrained, lunatic, or something- else he considered
in behalf of the church and doctrine we dangerous. If we had worn long' hair,
had it parted in the. middle, or anything
had spent our lifetime and means .to build
up and promulgate, t<;> thank the speaker indicative of a crank, we certainly would
not have blamed him.. But we do •not
for his dear, lucid and impartial way and
have any of these peculiarities'. ; Our hair
is cut short, and having been raised a
* Moved to Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa. .
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Friend Quaker, we are not given to fighting, except with our tongue and ,pen.
We hope to become acquainted with
Bro. Sweeney, and when we get well over
the hill on the downward course of life,
look back to this little episode as one of
those incidents of life which better tries
our Christian characters, and forces us to
be better men and better Christians.
r:, May we all learn that to be a Christian
we must learn to subdue our passions and
improve ourselves in Christian examples,
to "deny ourselves, takefop,,our cross and
follow Jesus the Christ."

THE GOSPEL.-No. VIII.
KIRTLAND, 0., June 1835,

FROM reflection we have been forced into
the conclusion that the gospel was as well
known.among the ancients as among any
other people, not even the ante-deluviansthe. people _before the flood-excepted.
vV e are satisfied that, wherever the fruits
of the gospel are or were found,Jhere the
go,pel was also; for nothing else could
produce thr- effects of the gospel but the
gospel itself; or else the gospel was unnecessary; for otherwise men could have
enjoyed all the blessings which it confers
without its existence. And if anything
besides the gospel could produce the same
effects as the gospel, then it was vain, and
worse· than vain, for the Savior to say concerning it, "That he that believeth it not,
should be damned;" for they could have
been saved if it were admitted 'that something else could produce the same effect
as the gospel. For instance; if men could
have the spirit of prophecying, and prophegy without obeying the gospel, then it was
in vain for the Savior to say, "That he
that believeth not shall be damned;" for
who does not know that a prophet could
be saved. But the truth is, all the prophets
from righteous Abel down until the present
time had obeyed the gospel, and had their
communion with God by virtue of their
obedience to it.
\Ve have evidence, I think, extant in the
Scriptures, which is not easily set aside,
though cavilers may cavil at it, that Abraham had a perfect knowledge of the gospel.
We want it distinctly understood,
that when we speak of the gospel, we
mean the whole system, with all its ordinances and laws as proclaimed on "the day
of Pentecost;" for we know nothing of the
gospel distinct from baptism for the remission of sins, and the gift of the Holy
Spirit by the laying on of the hands of
those who are called and ordained unto
this power. Take these things away and
where is the gospel? ¥le answer, No
where-there is no such thing. For distinct from these things, there is no salvation. If there is salvation without baptism
for the remission of sins, and the gift of
the Holy Spirit, by the laying on of hands,
we know nothing of it; for God our heavenly Father does not work at random, but
by the strictest rule, even one established
by himself for the rule of his conduct in
relation to his creature man before the

world was. By that rule he has worked, ,
and will work, until time is no more.
In a former part of thi~ treatise we examined the ground on which our. opinion
was founded that Abraham had a
knowledge of the gospel. We shall now
notice some things said in the Scriptures
about Moses.
TheSavior,i.nJohn5: 46, says to the
Jews, "Had ye believed Moses, ye would
have believed me, for he wrote of me."
And in Hebrews 1 1: 26, Paul says that
Moses "esteemed the reproaches of Christ
greater riche8 than the trea~ures of Egypt."·
From both of these quotations we learn
this fact, that Moses had a knowledge of
Christ, to some extent at least; and we
think if examined a little it will be found
that bis knowledge was pretty extensive;
probably as much so as any other, man;
for the Savior says, "Re wrote of me." We
think it is not probable that Moses wrote
of Cnrist without underotanding what he
wrote; neither is it likely that he began to
write on a subject which he did not understand most perfectly, particularly when we
consider who Moses was, that he had both
seen and coversed with God and received
revelations from him, and was in a situation to have both correct and extensive
knowle<lge of all things which he desired
to know. It appears aho that in. consequence of the knowledge which he had of
Christ, he had to suffer reproach; for "he
esteemed the reproaches of Christ, greater
riches than the treasures of Egypt." But
why the reproaches of Christ? Because he
had knowltdge of him and wrote of him,
and for this knowledge, or for writing it,
he had to suffer reproach. This is sufficient
to show to any person who is willing to be
instructed, that Moses must have understood the nature of Christ's office as the Savior of the world, or why suffer reproach for
His sake?-Every man of any understanding must know,. that nothing could have
caused Moses to have suffered reproach
for Christ's sake, unless he had knowledge
of him; and all the knowledge that any
being can have of Christ, is, as the Savior of
the world; and if Moses suffered reproach
for Christ's sake, he must have done so
because he proclaimed him as the Savior
of the world, and must have known as did
Abraham, that it was in Christ that all the
families of the earth should be blessed.
For if he did not know this, he did not
knr>w anything about him; for it was in
consequence of this, that he was then
known to the world. Had it not been for
this the name of Christ would not have
been known in the world. And if Moses
knew any thing of Christ, he could have
known nothing of him but what was
known of him as the Savior of the world.
So that from all the light we can get on
this subject, Moses must have had the
same know ledge which Abraham had. Indeed there was no other knowledge to be
had of Christ, but this. Take this away
and the knowledge of Christ ceases; and
so far as the knowledge of Christ extended,
so far did the knowledge of the gospel
extend; and so far as the knowledge of
the gospel extended, so far did or does the
knowledge of Christ extend; for they go

together and neither of them is found
alone. But what settles this question in
the mind of every candid person forever is,
that the fruits .which are peculiar to the
gospel and are found no where but in obedience to it, were found with Moses. He
had the spirit of prophecy and of revelation; he also had visions, and the power
of miracles attended him. All these are
fruits of the gospel, and found among
those who are baptized for the remission of
sins who receive -the gift of the Holy Spirit
by the laying on of hand~. If any should
object, and say that the Scriptures never
mention the baptism of Moses, we reply,
Neither do they mention his writing- of
Christ-they only say he did write of Him;
and we have no doubt if these writings
were once obtained, we would in them
find the account of his baptism; for every
circumstance in relation to him tends to establish this fact in the mirid, that he openly acknowledged Christ, and this can only
be done by being baptized in his name for
the remission of sins, and by receiving the
Holy Spirit hy the laying on Of hands in
His name; and having thus openly acknowledged him, he had to suffer reproach
for His name; for it would be very singular indeed if Moses had to suffer the reproach of Christ when he had never acknowledged him. And let me repeat it
again, that no person did, or ever will acknowledge Christ, only those who do it
by being immersed in water for the remission of sins. This is the way and the only
way hy which any person ever has or
ever will acknowle::lge Christ.
They
may acknowledge men, or some ott1er beings in doing other things, hut they can
acknowledge Christ in no other way, and
that for the best of all reasons, because
there is no other way of acknowledging
Him; for do all other things that any human creature could do, and leave this ~un
done, and Christ would not be acknowledged. Seeing then, that Moses suffered
the reproach of Chri1-1·, it follows d necessity that he must have been baptized for
the remission of sins in his name, or he
could not have been reproached for his
sake.

DIED.
REEVE.-.At Mount Holly, New Jersey, September 22d, 1885, Elder Samuel M. Reeve. Bro.
Reeve was born September 9th, r 803; joined the
church in 1840, being baptized, a,; "e are informed, by Benjamin F. Winchester; and was received· into the Reorganized Church as an Elder,
August 2d, 1868, under the ministerial charge of
Elder John H. Lake, then presiding over the
String Prairie Conference District. He removed
from Keokuk, Iowa, to Mount Holly, some years
ago to the home of his son, !:Samuel A., where he
died strong in the faith of his life-time. He was
buried in Mt. Holly Cemetery, September 25th.
RECORDER'S NOTICE.
If District Clerks who have branch reports in
their hands not yet sent to me will send them in
I will be greatly obliged. Also if Branch Clerks
will take especial care to report, to their. comin~
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March conferences it will be an obligation both
to the district authorities and to me, in the effort
to make the records as complete as possible, then
the District Clerks can make out more satisfactory
Annual Reports to the General Conference.
H. A. STEBBINS,
General Church Recorder.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the Northern District of
California will be held at Stockton, California,
Friday, March the 19th, at ten o'clock.
THOMAS DALEY, Prf'sident.
The Southern Indiana District Conference
will convene with the Mount Eden Branch,
Floyd County, Saturday, M;arch 20th, at ten
o'clock.
S. RECTOR, Pres. Dist.
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM.
The attention of the members of the above
Quorum is called to the rule adopted by said
body that.each member should make a report in
writing and send it in on or before the first day
of March each year. The officers of the Quorum
hope that this rule will be generally observed, so
Ufat when we meet in April the labors, intentions
and purposes of each one in the Lord•s work may
he known, not only .of those who may be present,
hut also of those who may not be able to attend.
lIENR y A. STEBBINS,
Serretm:y o/ «::e.uo1·um.

all parties concerned reconciled. Preaching in
the afternoon by E. C. Brand, who continued the
subject of Saints' Duties. Collection for the ministry $10.25. Preaching by J. Caffall in the evening. Collection $3 20. Adjourned to Fremont,
Nebraska, the third Friday (19th) in March, 1886.
TAKE COUNSEL WITH YOURSELF.
Young men can not estimate too highly the advice of parents and friends. It affords them the
benefit of experience, and is given from ·sincere
solicitude for their welfare. It should be remembered, and weighed and acted upon. But,
after all, every man has his own individual existence; he has his own life to live, for which
he alone is accountable. He should derive
all the benefit he can from the counsel of
those older and wiser than himself. Then he
should sit down and meditate by himself, ahd
make up his own· mind as to the course he wishes to pursue in the world. Having done this he
should enter upon the execution of his plans with
a determination to accomplish what he undertakes without reference to the opinions of others.
No man is of any real account in the worlrl un-.
less he is something in and of himself. No man
possesses real strength if he can not, after having
heard all that others have to say, resolve, and resolve firmly, what to do, and carry his resolution
into effect. Take counsel of others; profit by
their experience and wisdom: but, above all, take
counsel with yourself; make up your mind what
to do in this world, and-do it.
MIND AND BODY.
body, healthy mind; or, healthy
mind, healthy body. Keep the body healthy,
the mind will be healthy; keep the mind healthy,
the body wili be healthy. A worried mind wearies a young body into an old one.
Old age often comes of rust, treadmill, living
in ruts, learning nothing new, insisting one is
too old to learn. A ·young man marries at
twenty-three; the woman ditto; they give up
recreation, get into the social treadmill, turn their
lives into business, housekeeping, calling and receiving calls. At forty they. are mere ~achines.
.Now they begin to lay up for old age; they begin to feel old-get old; think old, and they are
old. Ericsson is active with work and invention
at ·eighty-four: Gladstone, in his seventies, is
ruling England; DeLesseps, canalling at eighty.
To remain young we must act, feel and-hope like
the young.
·
HEALTHY

NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
This district conference convened at Omaha,
Nebraska, December 18th, 1885, W. M. Rumel,
president; I. Sylvester, secretary. Evening session devoted to prayer and testimony. A good
feeling prevailed. Eider's reports.-]. Caffall, E.
C. Brand, W. M. Rumel, G. W. Walters, and E.
Boulsen; Priests 0. H. Brown, and E. Rannie.
Financial report of district presi_dent received at
last conference $4 30, since $3, .total $1.30; paid
for traveling expenses and stationery .$6.75, on
hand 75c. Branch reports.-Omaha98; 3received by letter. Lake Shore 25; r removed. Platte
Valley 34; 1 expelled. W. M. Rumel was sustained as district president, and I. Sylvester as
secretary. J. Gilbert presented a petition to
abolish the rules of representation, which was
sustained. Resolved, that the petition .be not
granted. Evening session. Resolved, that each.
speaker be limited to ten minutes argument, and
O. H. Brown be allnwed twenty minutes. The
motion was carried.
Bishop's agent reports,
cash on hand last report $64 75, receiVed $16total $8o.75; paid]. Caffall $ro; on hand $70.75.
Resolved, that we sustain our present Bishop's
Agent. .A.II Elders and Priests whose labors are
not required in their branches to travel and
preach as circurpstances permit, under the direction of the district presid~nt: We appreciate the
labors of brethren Caffal! and Brand, and requPst
them.to spend as much time as possible in this dis'
ttict. Committee on 0. H. Brown's case reported
that. he be req nested to apologize to this conference, and be 9ebarred from preaching until restitution to all parties be made. J. Ca ff all delivered
a sermon· on "Duties of the Saints"; after which
Q, H. Brown apologized, whkh was accepted and

Wanted! At Once.
WANT a partner to go in '!Vlth. me in the Bee Keeping
Busmess, at once, as Sprmg is almost here, and it 1s
time to begin soon. I want a· brother in the church, with
some capital (fonr or five hundred doliars). I have lots of
Bees on hand, and am in a good location. Reference-J.
R. Lambert of Lamoni, Iowa.
· ·
J. W. JOHNSON, McFall,. Gentry Co., 111.o.
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~We have just recdved another edition of the

SAINTS'
HARP
from the binders, and are now prepared to furnish them as heretofore. Plain binding. $1.25;
Imitation Morocco, gilt, $r.50.
THE SAINTS' ADVOCATE.
Published monthly in the interest of the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints, and in the special interest
of the Utah Mission of said Church.
··
.Terms 50 cents per year in advance, nnless otherwlse
provided for. Subscriptions earnestly solicited; snbseribe for yourselves and fortrie12ds deceived by the latter day apo"sta.s;r.
·
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) BY O'HE ( - -

Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

co., row A,

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Spriukled Sheep, or Library ...................•••••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 00
THE SAI::\'l'S' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
imitation Morocco, marbled edges .......... : .......... 1 25
lmitBt.ion Morocco, gilt edges ........................ 1 50
HOLY SCRIP'.l'URES
Inspired Transli:tio.n by Joseph Smit h the Prophet
~!~~,ft.or LMbrary bm~ mg............. .. ............. i 5(1
Full M~r~ccgrorft°~J 1 ;sedges.···················· •••. 2 03
2
New Testam~n,, inRffir,,/i -~riiii~~:::::
~~
0

1

:: :::: ::::::::::

BOOK 01<' MOltJ\'lON.
Roan, sprinkled edges.. . . . . .......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .........................l 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 'iii
TRACTS.
N'O. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; 20c. a doz., per 100..... 1 ~O
No. 3.-Voice of the Good Shepherd; 5c. a doa .. 100.. 4.0
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church.
and the Kirtland Temple Suit; 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000 ..... _........... 1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel. ............. prtce the same as No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One .Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, PreRequisites, and .Desigu,-and Who Shall Administer; 16 pages; 25c. per doz, per 100· ............... 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., 100 ........ 1 75
No. 8.--Fulness of the Atonement; 25c. a doz., 100 ... 1 75
No: 9.-Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural St.andpoint; 20 pages; 30c. per dozen, per 100 ............. 2 25
No. 10.-'.l'he Narrow Way; 8 p.; 15c. a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No. 11.-The Plan of Salvation; 30c. a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible verrns Polygamy; 25c. a aoz., 100 1 75
No. 14,-Reply to Ore on Pratt; 25c. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brlghamite Idolatry; 5c. a dozen. per 100 .... ·40
No. lti.-Polygamy; Was 1t an Original Tenet of the
Church; 20c., a dozen, per 100 ....................... 1 40
No. 17.--'.l'he Successor in the Prophetic 011ice and
Presidency of the Church; 25c. a dozen, JOO for ...... 1 75
No. 18.-ReJection of tbe Church; 15c. a doz. 100 for 110
No. 20.-The "One Body;" or the Church of .Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy;
12pages; 20c. a dozen; lOOfor ......................• 140
No. 21.-Truths by Three Witnesses; 3c. a doz., 100:. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Rep·entance: 15c. a dozen, 100 ..... 110
No. 23.-Baptism; 10 pages; 20c; a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 21.-The Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 for. . . . 40.
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; 5c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 40
No. 26.-Monntain of the Lord's House; 4 pages; 5c:

N~.d27~'.:1..rg:rJ~i;a:i:i.; '<iii08iicin·;· 20<;. ·a ·cio~eii; ioo 'icir 1 i&·

No. 29.-A Vision of the Resurrection, from the Doctrine and Covenants; 5c. a dozen, 100 for........... 40
No. 30.-0rigln of the Book of Mormon; 15 centB' a·
1 10

N~~~~~W'h.12~8 ·Tr~tii? ·~ii.i. 'f~1ie · 0;ili.oii0x;.·i ·a.;.d'

an Evangelical Church! Also, the Kirtland Temple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 for 50c.,
500 for $1, l,000 for ............................. "' •• 1 75
No. 32:-Which is the Church! 5c. a dozen, 100.'..••..• 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story Re-Examined; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for .....·................................... 1 25
A Memorial to Coagress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 110
'.l'rial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection; 32 pages; 6c. each, per dozen.. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
Prouhecy on the Rebellion; per JOO................... 15
~An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • ••• • •• . 75
blINDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
t,undny School Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Prompt Att~nda~ce 'l'ickets ..... JOO for 15c., 1000 for 1 00
.Good B.ehav10r '1'1ckets . .. : . .. : .
SBme price
No. )4~.-l<'loml '.l'ickets for Infant Class; 96 for .. : ... 25
No. 496.-pack of 96 for.................. . . . . .. .. . 20
1".o. 106.-Fancy Borders, 2x2Yz; 10 for 5c .. 100 for .... · 40
No. 461.-Book Markers, 2x6; 10 for Sc., 100 for ....... 70
r:o. 281.--Book Markcr_s, 2Y,,x6: 10 for 25c., 100 for .... 2 25
!'o. a~t.--Flowers and verse•, 2)4x4; 10 for lOc., 100 .. 00
l\ o. :JS!).- Bronze Birds and Flowers, 3x5; pack of 10
for 20c .. 100 for.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ J 50
~o. :3~:3.-~lowers and ~ere:es, 8x4Y2; 10for15c., 100 .. 1 25

Nn. 4(,9.-Flowers and Verses, 2Yzx4; 10for12c., 100 .. 1 00

~o. :~R;.--A nt,1 mn

T,e: 1 vef:, :·Jxfi: lo to 25c., 100 for..

2 '?!i

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
We have for sale at this o1licc the notorious "Manuscript Found," written by Rev. Solomon Spauldmg, about
which so much has been said in connection with the. theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
·chief ground work and mat<lrial from which to wrlt.e the
Boolr of Mormon. Ha; 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in
cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one addre•s, 40 cents
e ch: iu ra~.er. 1::1iuti;le copie8 :.!5 cents; 10 copies oi: fuore,
to one ·1d(ber.8, ~ ceuts each.
'
.
PROPHETIC TRUTH.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israelitish Record of a Fallen People; paper
covers; five for $1 .............................-0ach 25
~Being the Subject of an Evening's Conver,;ntion Respecting its Origin. Its Divinity Proved by \he Sctlptnres and 0oll•t<'ral Evldmice. Prefaced wli.'J a Brief
Sketch of the Life of the Prophet showina the way aud
mam1.cr of tus becomiui possessed of the ltccvrd,
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CEH'l'IFICA'l'I<'S A.,t'<D REPORTS.
Branch Statistical Repmt•, per·dozen.......... .. . . . .
Annnal Statisticul Reports, two for...................
Branch·FtnandaFReports, per dozen,.............. .
Certificate of Baptism and Membership, per doz......
Certificate of Re111oval, per dozen......... . . . . . . . . . .
Marriage Certificates, per "dozen .•..•••.•..,........... ·

50
10

ao

1~

12
25

LJJ B'E OF ff US KPH 'l'HE PROPilE'J', .HIB'l'ORY OF

'l'HE l!RUlWANIZED CHUJWH, AND AU'l'O.
B!OURAPHY OF JO:>EPH SMITH.
In Cloth, fnll gilt finished, very handsome ............ 2 20
'!'his book contaius 827 pageB of lnrge, clear readill<I;
mutter·; also, three very fine-l'.3tee1 Engr~wings. and a,fnc
simile of the Autograph of ,Joseph the Prophet and Em·
mu, nnd of Joseph Smith; also, Steel .Engraving of Hyrum
~mith. A complety history of the Church uu to 1£':.'.

.BRANCH RECOlWS.
bucks and corners, muslin fl.ides;_ prin~ed
hen<l_ingt'!-;,and ruled-for Record of Names,.Ble8sing of Children, and for Marriages ................ 2 00

~ea th er

DIS l'IWc1' HECORDS.
Pnnte I nnd honnct similnr to 1lnrnch Records ........ 3 00
LH.:EN ioiEi:\, NOTICES. &c.
Eltler·s, Priest,s, "reacher,s, and Oeacon·H LiccnseR,
each, per dozen ........ :..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BlmikPrenching Notices. per hundred, 40c. and .•..
Bapti8n'.l nnd Conftrmation Certificate books,, with
bhmk :.-otnb. 35 for.....
...... .... ....... ..

12

no

25

HE SP ERIS.
:('ocms by David H. Smith, 20~ pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges ........ .,.......... . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . l 50

Oalie' o..- T\vt:•

160

F;\r111 for Reau

O

48 pf!g'OR, ••• , • , • , • • .. • ..

FARM

VOIU~ l1l' \r\- .d.. ii..:-l tNH,
And IlWtrnction to all p,,ople. on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work; 128 pages.
ln paper covers, twelve for $1. ................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each............................... 25

f
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Sa le.

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
~ash.
I d.elli•e to moveawtty.
feb6tf
E. H. OORLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

TEXA8 OR BURST.

For Sah! one Store-house & Goods,

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots._:For particulars, address

N.

M.

REEDER,

30jan2m

LAMONI, IOWA.

FOR

SURGEON,
IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

Fat·n1

fo1·

Sale.

ACRES, well improved; lawl in good condiEIGH'l'Y
tion; small Honse, and Barn, bearing Orchard; one
~

mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Applv on farm
or by letter to
0. ll. THOMAS,
20feb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

Farna for Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., I53

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR,
20feh6m
Tabor, Fremont Co"., Iowa.

J . H.

HANSEN,

D.,

M

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drng Store of Hansen & Walk&, Lamoni
MIDWlFERY and DJSEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
Resideuce one block.East Teal'• Store.

Tn~

14febly

11..uno selected by11he U.S. Cov•t
to carry tl"le fast Mail.

SALE.

Price: Sim Hnndred Dollars, Gash Down.
The land is situated north.of .Teffersonville, Wayne Co.,
Illinois.
Apply to

MRs. F. P. MOLLOY, Cleveland, Iowa.

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of ,John B: Alden's bookR
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry fnll line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Vatalogues sent on application.
~ Hooks sent by Mail, prepaid, at regnll\r pike.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of t_he R_oyal J?ental College of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry m all its branches in Lamorn, Iowa.

Offioe

on Main street, two ikxffs north of 'l'ilton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

-(HE HOWE MACHINE CO.
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~~b
rfi~~~ ~ D'E NVER,
ST. LOUIS

0

ILl..INOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
l\IEBRASM.A, KAl\ISAS, COLORADO,

With brnnch lines 10 their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through tra'rns over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago ancl Council Bluffs,
Chicago snd St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
st~ Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moin~~·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termm1 1t

connects in Grand Union Depo·ts with Through T~ains to

and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

'

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding

the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

<

Gen' I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO,

EASY - RUNNING-SEWING- MACHINE.

- - I T HAS--

The Most Room under the Arm.
The Best Self-Setting Needle.
The Largest Bobbin.
The Easiest Shuttle to Thread.
The Most Perfect Tension.
The Most Reliable Feed.
The Most Perfect Take-Up.
The Best Bobbin Winder.
--IT IS--

~IMPLE,

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,·

DENTISTRY.

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

W

~

Iowa.

.'J. W. De1'oou, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

'l'lle l.;unoni Gazett.e,
I.LL hereafter be published by S. F. Walker and J9hn
H. Hansen. Evervone interested in the Local News
of this place should subscribe for the Gazette. Terms: One
Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
27feb

I have Sixty Acres of Lm1d for sale: 37 acres 1n Grass,
17 acres in new Tim lier Land, abont 3 acre• of Standing·
Timber, and two acres of Orchard'; a good Spring Well
on the place, a House, ~aruj and Granary.

NEW
1~

MISCELLANEOUS ..
'The Problem of Humtm Life, Here and Here11fter, by
A. Wilford Hair; 544 pages, in cloth boards ....... l no
Univer.alism Against Itself, by A. Wilford Hall; in
cloth boards; :3:J6 pages. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 00
Josephus, complete iu oue vol., library leather ...... 3 50
Gibtion's Decline and Fall of the Homan Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... .4 Ol
M0sheim's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America. (illustrated), cloth ....... l EO
.Rollin'• Ancient Histo1'y, 2 vols. in one, leather ..... .4 00
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Brown'M Concordance of the Bible ................... 60
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MINNIE A. WICIOJS,
Lam-oni,

9jantf

HA-NDS

C.HANGED

PHrSICIAN AND

F J-10 Acres, adjoining J,amoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balltnC'e in Paoture and Plow land. Will 1 ent 90 acres, or the
whole, Termf\ C1tP.h; price made k11own on applicationo ,

VISIONS OF JOtlEPH SMI'l'H, 'l'H.E t>ltER
Di~Coverles, of Ancient Arnerir,an I~e~ordti and Helics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, aud of
othi'r,~: pflper COVPf8.

Farmr": for Sal'•'·

ACRES·; 90 to lOOAcres of Plough arid Mendow
'
Land, balance in .Brush Pn,t<~.uro. Bar.n 20 x 30.
Stabling for~, horses, Granary, two \Velis of Water. Oreb~
ard of 200 bearing Trees; two·miles from three,Grist and'
Saw Mills. two mil vs to the villa!!,e of Pleasanton and R.
R. Statio'n, in a Branch of 100 members ~'or fnrther particulars, address:
WILLIAM ALDEN,
2jan2m
Pleasautoui Decatur Co., Iowa.

STRONG, DURABLE AND HANDSOME.

Rnns Rapidly, Very Light, Very Still, and
Without Vibration. '

Before you purchase, please examine the ·NEW
HOWE at the office· of

N. M. REEDER,

LAMONI, IowA.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at I: 50 p. m .
Do.
do.
West 2:53 "

~·BUSINESS'*

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
rnent. The following branches are thoroughly tau~ht.:
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; :BusinessAr1tht
metic ; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Com.
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Pbonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. For circuJars address
DUNCAN & HAWKS, Davenporlt Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is pnhlished every Saturday,_ at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Pnblica·
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
l'ost Ofilce Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s~.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of bnsiness
connected with the ofilce should be addressed to DAVID
DANOlllR; communications and articles to the Em'ro:s:
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HE SAINTS;

." HEARKEN TO THE WoRD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG . YOU HAVE SA VE lT JIB ONE WIFB: AND CONCU1UNE8
HE SHALL HAvE NONE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WO>IAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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er he revealed the mind of the Lord or not."
"Who ordained me to be First President of this
Church on earth? I answer, it. is the choice of
this people, and that is sufficient."-MH!ennial
Star, vol. 16, page 442.

By what rule known to the church in its
published laws did Brigham Young become the man to lead the church in the
place of Joseph Smith, and who_ ordained
him?
we give an extract of an interview
had with Col. S. A. Merritt, not long
since a possible appointee to the office of
Governor of Utah, by a Salt Lake Herald
reporter, as appears in that paper for February 20th:

'BELOW
JOSEPH SMITH

w.

W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 6, 1886.
NuT for Utah Theologians to. crack just
now. August 8th, 1844, Brigham Young,
the president of the Quorum of Twelve,
said:
"You can not fi11 the office of a Prophet, Seer,
and Revelator. God must do this. You are like
children without a father and sheep without a
shepherd. You must not appoint any man at
your head; if you should, the Twelve must or·
dai.n him. You can not l\ppoint a man at your
head'; but if you do want any other man or men
to lead you, take them, and we will go our way
to build up the kingdom of God in all the world."
"You can not take any man and put him at the
head; you would scatter the Saints to the four
winds; .you would sever the priesthood. So long
as we remain as we are, the hea1.Jenly head is in constant co-operation with us; and ij you go out of that
cou'rse God will !1ave nothing to do with you."
"Ag\liil, i repeat, no man can stand at our head
except God reveal it from tho;: heavens."-History of B. Young, pages u3, 114.

. Op October 6th, 1844, this same man
said:

"8e was in intercepted by a Herald reporter
Thursday, who asked him what he thought of
the probability of Edmunds' bill passing the
House.
"! believe it will pass the House and become
law," he said. "You can say in. your paper that
I believe the government is tho~oughly aroused,
and determined that the people here must give
under. I profess to be a friend to the people of
Utah, and I should not be, were I to. tell t.hem
anything else than the truth. The feeling in
Congress is such that the Edmunds bill would
obtain a two-thirds-vote any day it were brought
up. All the Repµblicans would vote for· it, and
most of the Democrats. Old Edmunds is a great
power, and he says he will pas~ law after law
until polygamy is crushed out."
"Do you not think Edmunds' bill will be
amended before it passes?" ·
"In some degree, perhaps; not extensively.
They will-probably strike out the clause compelling the first wife to testify against hev husband;
but I look to see the bill pass '.in some such shape
as will render things much the same here as they
are in Idaho.

"Did Joseph ordain any man to take his place?
He did. Who.was it? It was Hyrum; but Hy·
rum fell a martyr before Joseph did . "-Times
and Seasons, vol. 5. page 683.

HE WILL GO TO THE PEN.

"The Chun;h whip has again been wield~<;!
with telling effect, this time 0.ver the shoulders
Again, Brigham· Young, in a discourse of one whom. the law.-abiding portiqn of the com~lelivered .. in the Tabernacle, Salt Lake
munity were inclined to believe had.manhood
City, April 7th, 1852, before a meeting of enough to withstand all the preS§.Jl.'l'e that might
Elde;rs and High Priests, said:
be brought to bear upon him by the wretches
. "A person was mentioned to-day who did not
whose aim seems .to be to fill the penitentiaries
believe thilt Brigham Young was a Prophet, Seer of the land to overflowing, and all "for Christ's
and'.Revelator. l wish to ask every member of
sake!" But, alas! for the good resolutions which
. this whole community, if they ev~r heard him
Henry Dinwoodey once indulged! The Church
profess to be a Prophet, Seer and Revelator, as
whip dissipated them at the first crack; and anJoseph Smith was? He professed to be an aposother name is added to the fast increasing martle of Jesus Christ, called and sent of God to
tyr,con vict list.
save Israel. If. you know what the calling of an
"What a beneficent· institution the Mormon
apost:le is, and if tqere were ten tnousarid of them
Church is, to be sure! Drawing men away from
On the earth at the same time, you must ·know their allegiance to the best,government on. ea:rth,
·;~ <··.
that the words of an. apostle who magnifies his. teaching them in tpe name of God Almighty to
calling, are the words of tl}e Almighty all thc;i
violate laws which ought to,,be held as sacred a.s
time. He nher need 'be calied in question wheth"- . . the decrees issueu °on Sinai, holding down their
<
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noses to the ever-revolving grind-stones of blind
hate and superstition, and finally sending them
to prison as common convicts! What an organ·
ization for civilized people to be proud of! What
a beneficent institution to tak.e root and flourish
in the soil of a free COl!ntry like America!
"Thank God, the Governme.nt has finally determined that it will no longer permit such outrages to be perpetrated. on Ameri.can soil, and
the process of wringing apart the head and body
of this politico-ecclesiastical monstrosity is only
delayed that the most effective means of accomplishing the work may be devised."

The foregoing is from the editorial department of the Salt Lake Democrat, of
Salt Lake City, Utah, for February 19th.
This paper is edited by Mr. Alfales Young,
a son of Pres. Brigham Young, which
fact gives peculiar force to what is contained in the editorial.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY letters from !'iisters Mary Bronson and
Ruth Turner, Montrose, Lee county, Iowa,
we learn that Bro. Hiram C. Bronson
commenced a series of meetings i';lt that
place February 7th, in which he was assisted by Bro. J . .S. Roth, of the DesMoines District, who came to his aid on
the 8th. These meetings resulted in the
baotism of eleven persons on Sunday,
February 21'st, eight of whom were hefids
of families. The sisters write that the
meetings were well attended from the
start. Bro. Roth has returned home, but
Bro. Bronson still keeps his meeetings
going. The feeling is that there are others
who are near to obedience.
·
The Galland's Grove District Conference convenes at Galland's Grove, Iowa,
March 5th, 1886, at had-past te~,. 'The
Little Sioux District Conference convenes
at Magnolia, I6wa, March 13th, 1886, at
eleven. Elder W. W. Blair now hopes to
attend both of these conferences, and also
to spend a few d,ays at H;arlan, Iowa. ·
Elder J. Luff writes from Malad, Idaho,
.the 14th ult.; that he baptized seven at
Oxford, completed the branch organization
there. H;e says: «•Others were ready for
baptism, but delayed in hope Of their families coming forward soon." He says further that ''Bro. Anthony made. an unusually fine impression upon all classes except
the bigoted Brighamites." "Of course,"
says Bro. Luff, "lw~s riot comparable with
Bro. Anthony there; and I felt proud of
him. and his. work. Would to God that
aU laborers would leave everything as '
clel(n and.clear as he did. I would gladly
be ~econd to any of them. I am billed for
here (Malad) twice to-day, also for next
SatUrday and Sunday. During the week
I am billed for Samaria." ·
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
The Kewanee Saints are proposing to
have a reunion conference on the second
Friday in March, and have kindly extended an invitation to the Editor's of HERALD
to be present on that occasion, which invitation is hereby acknowledged. May
God be with the Saints of that d~strict as
never before.
Bro. Edmund Ford writes of late from
Curlew, Palo Alto county, Iowa, that Brn.
Whiting and Salisbury have been there
with good success. Some people at Silver
Lake once threatened to throw the preacher out of the school house. This resulted
from false reports.
Two others were baptized near Iola
School~house, Kansas,,February 20th. It
is expected that others will unite soon.
Mr. Samuel Herring, and Bro. and Sr.
Gurwell, were doing all they could to aid
the work there.
Bro. H. C. Bronson wrote February
24th, that their meetings at Montrose, (opposite Nauvoo, Illinois), were largely attended, the interest intense, the sectarian
ministers greatly excited, the deyil raging,
and many believing. Eleven had just
been baptized, two more had given their
names, and more would come forward
soon. He says, "God is with us in power,
and the interest in our work gains."
Sr. Martha J. Bierly, long seeking the
perfect way of serving God, and sorely
persecuted by some who were once her
associates in church communion, was baptized at Seligman, Missouri, in January
last, by Elder M. T. Short. A press of
matter excludes her lengthy and interesting letter from the HERALD. We trust
she will find "rest," and full confirmation
in her new and heaven~provided home.
Eleven have been baptized at Fanning,
Kansas, since December. So writes Sr.
A. L. Gurwell.
Bro. J. W. Johnson writes of the visit of
Bro. J. R. Lambert to McFl'lll, Gentry
county, Missouri, which resulted in some
disappointment owing to the shortness of
his stay. Bro. Johnson reports property
cheap there, and plenty of chances to buy.
The country healthy, good for corn, vegetables, fruit, and water; not so good for
peaches.
One of our exchanges, the Lamoni
Gazette, has changed hands, being now
owned and published by Brn. John H.
Hansen and S. F. Walker, of Lamoni.
They propose to devote the paper to the
interests of the town and county, the promoting of their growth and development,
their wants and necessities. The Gazette
is not .a church paper in the sense of being
devoted to the advocacy and defense of a
church; but proposes to serve the people
as a newspaper for the welfare of all, without reference to partisan politics, or denominational religion. See advertisement.
Bro.John Pett writes from Dow City,
Iowa, the 20th inst., that the past winter
has been severe on them, and that "it has
taken a wonderful amount of corn to keep
the cattle alive and in good shape."
Some one sends us from Dakota fifteen
cents toward a fund to send ministers to
the Society Islands. This, with all funds
of similar character, go to the Bishop.

Sr. Laura Eaton, of Green's Landing,
Maine, asks the prayers of the Saints that
she may be restored to health.
Bro. A.J. Kenison writes from Eagle
Rapids, Kansas, asking that an Elder
come and labor in that place and vicinity
for a month or two. He says there are
many enquiring after the doctrines of the
Saints; but he thinks the work there will
require an able, efficient worker.
THE following clipping is from the Fergus Falls (Minn.) yournal:
«Rev."Hiram Holt, of California, a Latter Day
Saint, has been preaching in this section for the
past few weeks, and on Monday delivered a lecture at the Gorman School House, in district
18r, to a large audience. About a week ago a
Seven Day Adventist gave a lecture in the same
place, and the object of his lecture was to prove
that Sunday was the day of rest and religious
thought. He handled the subject well, but did
not change the ideas of the Seven Day Adventists. He is headed for Fergus Fall, and gave a
lecture at Battle Lake on Tuesday evening."

Bro. Holt, in a letter dated at Frieburg,
the 21st ult., says the Saints where he has
been laboring are "feeling well, and many
are doing all they can for the good cause.
There are plenty of opportunities for
preaching. I leave this district the first of
March. The cause is gaining ground."
Brotlzer Blair :-I would be pleased to see in
the Herald from your pen an explanation of Heb.
7: 12. "For the priesthood being changed, there
is made of necessity ·a change also of the law."
I am desirous to understand this matter, but it
seems dark as yet, as to why, when, and· where
the change.
Your brother in Christ,
L. R. DEVORE.

To this we reply, (1), That Israel, from
Sinai, had been und.er the law of carnal
commandments; (Gal. 4: 22-31) which
"was added because of transgressions;"
(Gal. 3: 19); and that it is evident it was
"added" to the gospel covenant had by
Melchizedeck, (Gen. 14: 18, with Heb.
7: 1-I 1, and 5: r-ro) and by Abraham
(John 8: 56; Gal. 3: 5-9; Rom. 4: 7-13;
Heb. 1 r: 6-16; etc., etc.) and by Moses.
(John 1:45; 5:46; Heb.u:24-26; ·I
Cor. 10: 1-4; with Exodus 18: 1-12).
These quotations will not fail to satisfy
everv intelligent, unbiased mind, that these
worthies knew of Christ, enjoyed the
knowledge of his redemption, were partakers of the blessings of his gospel covenant, and that Moses suffered bitter persecutions and reproaches because he
preached Christ and his redemptive work,
and administered in the ordinances thereof. And it should be noted that others
besides Israel had the knowledge of Christ
and knew how to glorify him. (Rom. I :
2-28; Gen. 14: 18; Exodus 18: 1-12; Job.
1: 1-6; 19: 24-27; with Rom. 8: 14-17;
Gal. 3: 26-29 and 4: 6, 7).
When Israel refused to be governed by
the gospel, they proved themselves unworthy of the ministrations pertaining
thereto, the law of carnal commandments
was given them from Sinai, and its minis-

trations were placed in the hands of that
"order" of priesthood commonly known
as the priesthood of Aaron, and so called
because it was conferred by God's appointment upon that family throughout its generations. It seems there was much that
properly pertains to the gospel which was
embodied in the laws and statutes known
as "the Law," yet there was no need that
the higher offices of the priesthood, (such
as are embraced under what is known as
the Melchizedeck "order"), should longer
remain, for Israel had refused the gospel.
Now, in "the beginning of the gospel
of Jes us Christ, the Son of God" (Mark
1: l) it was competent and proper that it
should be introduced, in the first of its
principles, by John the Baptist, a lineal
deFcendant of Aaron, and the son of an
officiating priest. (Luke I : 5-23). With
the further and more complete introduction
of the gospel, (which was in fact and in
effect a change from the law of carnal
commandments to that of "the law of the
spirit of life in Christ Jesus," "the peifect
law of liberty,") there was "a change" in
the authority to administer, by the introduction of that priesthood once held by
Melchisedeck, Jethro, Moses, and others
prior to the giving of the law from Sinai.
Paul teaches that Christ held and administered in the Melchisedeck "order" of
priesthood; and the Scriptures teach that
as he was called and sent forth to teach
and minister, so he called, ordained anJ
sent forth his ministers. (] ohn 13: 20;
15: 16; 20:21). In this wily "a change"
was then effected, both as respects the
priesthood and the doctrines and institutions
to be ministered. As some of the gospel .
principles were retained under that known
as "the law," so also, when "the law" (as
a code) was "abolished," and gave place to
the gospel "covena~t," many of the principles embodied in that "law" were retained
and carried over into the gospel order, and
under the ministrations of the higher, the
Melchisedeck .order of priesthood. In
proof of this fact see Matt. 19: 16-19;
22: 36-40; Rom. I 3: 9, etc., etc. The
Aaronic priesthood was that under which
farael received the ministrations of "the
law;" but when the gospel in its fulness,
and the Melchisedeck priesthood were
restored, a mighty "change" was effected
both in respect to doctrine and authority ..
The Aaronic "order" was never known
as the "royal," kingly, priesthood; but
that of Melchisedeck was. In proof of
this we quote "And Melchisedeck king of
Salem brought forth bread and wine; and
he was the priest of the Most High God."
Gen. 14: 18. Moses was both "priest"
(Ps. 99: 6) and "king." (Deut. 33: 5).
Christ, also, was both "priest" (Ps. IIO: 4,
with Heb. s:6, etc.) and king. (Ps. 2:6;
Luke 19: 38; John 18: 37). The apostle
Peter and his fellows held this kingly
priesthood, for he says, "But ye are a
chosen generation, a royal priesthood."
l Pet. 2: 9.
John, the apostle, and his
fellow ministers held the same. Hear
him: "Jesus Christ, who is the faithful
witness, and the first begotten of the dead,
and the prince of the kings of the earth.
Unto him that loved us1 and washed U$
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from our sins in his own blood, and hath
made us kings and priests unto God and
his Father; to him be glory and dominion
forever and ever. Amen." Rev. 1: 6.
When we consider the prophecies which
relate to Israel in their redeemed and restored condition, it is not at all surprising
that the "priesthood" is found with them
in its entirety and fulness. Isaiah says of
this,-"But ye shall be named the priests
of the Lord; men shall call you the ministers of our God; ye shall eat the riches
of the Gentiles, and in their glory shall ye
boast yourselves." Chap. 6 r: 6. Again:
"I will also take of them for priests and
for Levites, saith the Lord." 66: 2 I. And
still further:
"But who may abide the day of his coming?
and who shall stand when he appeareth? for he
is like a refiner's fire, and like fullers' soap: And
he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver: and
he shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge them
as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the.
Lord an offering in righteousness."-Mal. 3: 2, 3.

All these passages point out a great
"change" in the "law," and also a "change"
in priesthood ministrations. But none of
these passages point to the abolishment of
either the Aaronic or Melchisedeck priesthoods. And be it 1·emembered that, the
Scriptures mentions but two orders of
priesthood-that of Melchisedeck, ·and that
of Aaron. All other kinds, or orders, are
without the warrant of God's word, and
are simply and only the inventions of men.
In conclusion we have to say that, the
word "change," in the text quo~ed by Bro.
Devore, does not mean destroy, abolish, or
anything of the kind, neither in science n.or
revelation. The heart, the conscience, the
mind, the seasons, the moon, the wind, the
earth, etc., etc., all have many "a change,"
.Yet they continue to exist, though under
different conditions, states, or arrangement.
When the gospel law was introduced,
that was "a change" from the Mosaic law,
and therefore a higher priesthood than
that of Aaron was required to administer
in some of its principles; hence there was
"a change" in the priesthood when the
"order" of Melchisedeck was introduced
in Christ and his apostles and elders.'
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro.James B. Collier, writing from W aterbury, Conn., the 19th ult., says:
"This is the hardest place I have been in to try
to convince people of the true principles of the
doctrine ot Christ. To be sure, I work at the
anvil eYery day to maintain my family, and can
give none of my time to the cause, still I try to
let my light shine. There are none of our people here except my wife and myself."

A brother writes from down in Missouri:
"I can't rest;· there is much to be done; and
shall I be an idler.? No, I can not be. Work is
awaiting me; or it seems so to me according Jo
my testimony. The angel said t.ha~ I must pay
all before I could go, hence I am determined to
free ine from debt."

~ No Credit for moneys received on subsci'!ption will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. ttddress.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"The mystery dimly understood
That love of God is love of good,
That book and church and day are given
For man, not God,-for earth, not heaven,
The blessed means to holiest ends,
Not masters, but benignant friends."

AMUSEMENTS.
WE propose in this number to present a few
thoughts bearing directly upon the subject of
amusements for the young. Age can not transfer to youth the experience it has gained in the
hand to hand conflict of life; as the poet says:
"Each lip must learn the taste of truth,
Each foot must feel its way."

But while age can not transfer, it can follow the
example of the Father w!•o has all wisdom, and
whose love toward his children is represented by
the purest, holiest, most unselfish love known to
mortals, the love of a mother. "Precept upon
precept, here a little and there a little." The
character of God as revealed to man in his attributes is perfect, therefore both by precept and
example (if we are permitted so to speak) he goes
before us saying: 'This is the way, walk ye in
it." He bestows upon us blessings from day to
day, and yet when it becomes necessary, he chastises us; and why? "Whom the Lord loves he
chasteneth ;". and Paul assures us, that though
this chastening is not pleasant, yet it "yields the
peaceable fruits of righteousness unto such as are
exercised thereby." Here then is the object of
God's dealings with us, and should be the object
of which we should never lose sight, in our attempts to train. our children. All which we do
or attempt to do, whether it be to gratify the
child, or to cross his will and chastise him, but
one motive should actuate us-the good of the
child.
I remember reading, in .years .that are past, a
test to be applied to a book, if we were in doubt
as to whether it was really a good book or not.
If after reading it we felt awakened within us~
higher resolves for the future, stronger aspirations for good-in fact a determination to overcome evil by practieing gcod, we might safely
say the book we had been reading was a good
one; but if, on the contrary, all this was reversed, and we felt to look upon life as a theater of
action where the happiest were those who appropriated the most of its enjoyment to themselve~,,
we might be well assured the book was npt a good
one~ it was one we ought never to have read,
should never put into the hands of our children,
or recommend to any one. It ·has been m,any
years since I read this, but I have never forgotten it; and why should we not apply to every act
of our lives the same rule? .This however is not
our present object, but we do want to know how
far thi~ rule wi.11 do to apply to the amusements
;;.e call innocent, and which .we propose to give
our free consent to our children's enjoying. ·
From the time of the first conscious glance
which the babe gives its mother as i.t nestles ii;i
her arms, th.e mother becomes the teacher of her
child. If you doubt it mothers, just watch your
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infant children closely for a few days or weeks,
and you will not be doubtful long. How old
are they before they know your face, your voice,
and will smile when you smile, or purse up their
little lips to cry if you frown upon, or speak
sharply to them. 0, mothers, if you ar-e wise,
you will strive to overcome self, that the pure
soul looking into your eyes through the eyes of
your babe, may never learn from your face that
which your lips would not utter in its hearing
when it is older.
All day long the lamb frolics around its mother,
the young colt plays, and even animals grown
older have their seasons of joyous frolic, when
loosened from restraint. Man provides for domestic animals, or they would perish in nearly
all countries. The horse, cow and ox will feed
upon the grass in its season, but have no instinct
to tell them there is a season coming in which
there will be no food in the fields for them to eat.
God made them to serve man, and the obligation
to take care of them devolves upon him. The
birds make no provision for the season when
fierce storms are abroad, but their wings, guided
by a God-given inst\nct, bear them to sunnier
climes.
Not so however with a large class of animals
who depend entirely upon their own efforts for
support. Such animals begin when very young
to seek for a living, by using the faculties with
which God has endowed them. Let our observation extend as widely as it may, we find all
things answering perfectly the object for which
God made them, except man.
If this present existence was all of life, then to
obtain the greatest amount of present happiness
from day to day and year to year would seem to
be the path wisdom would mark out, in which to
encourage our children to tread; but, the Chris~
tian mother needs not to be told this is not ail of
life.
Life is solemn, because it is followed by eternity, and the pursuit of present happiness was.not
a part of the Master's teaching. The change
which we call death, is but the ushering of the
spirit into a higher state of existence, a broader
field of labor; and can have t~rror only because
of life. Life then is what we should fear, and
not death. To teach our children from the hour
the first conscious glance of the babe rests on
om: face, until they become men and women
fuliy competent to choose for themselves the
solemn responsibility of life, can alon.e free us
from the duty which came to us when our children came.
"The mystery dimly understood,
That love of God is love of good."

Can we apply the test to the amusements we
grant them, which we apply\to the reading mat~
ter put in thei.r hands? We believe we can, and
that any amusement which will not stand this
test is a pernicious one, and should not receive
our sanction. It is the dregs left in1he bottom of
the wine cup of dissipation, and if we ourselves
have ever tasted this cup, let us beware how we
offer the dregs to our children. If we have not
tasted it, then let the peacef~l flow of our own
lives give us assurance that for them it is well to
abstain even as we have done.
, God has so ordered it (and 0, how wisely) that
during the first years of life the child is under
the parents' control. Home, Sabbath School, and
the house of God, are all nurseries in which these
tender plants are to be can;cl for. There they are
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to receive such training as will enable them in
years to come to choose the good and reject the
evil. Our children have an agency, yes; but
mark you, parents, it will be time enough for us
to think we must subject them to temptation,
when the devil is bound. He who has "come
down in great wrath, knowing that his reign is
short," will do enough of this for you, guard
them as you will. What think you would be the
result if the nurseryman were to say, That limb
is growing crooked, but I will. not tie it up now.
·The weeds are becoming thick around these
young plants, but I know the seed was good; just
wait a bit, weeds will grow, and plants must know
how to master them. This sounds very absurd,
positively ridiculous, and yet is it more so than
to say of our human plants, during the tender
years of their growth, "they ·have an agency?"
"I know him, said God, that he will command
his children and his household after him, and
they shall keep the.way of the Lord." "Train
up a child," said the wise man, "in the way in
which he should go and when he is old he will
not depart from it."
It has frequently been asserted that if you
want to see bad boys, just hunt up the boys of
preachers, and those who have been brought up
in an especially pious manner, and you can find
them. Don't you believe this, mothers. It is a
pitfall of the adversary laid for your feet, and for
the soul of that innocent babe resting in your
arms, giving to you its first conscious glance, and
looking to you for the guidance and watchcare
God intended you should give it during those
trusting hours of infancy and childhood, while
you carry it, as it were, upon your heart, and it
knows no wish for any approval but that of
father and mother. Don't be afraid, mothers, of
tying your boys to your apron strings, if your
influence can so be called. Are they not better
than the fetters which Satan stands ready to tie
them with? The wise man said, "when he is old
he will not depart from it." Granting that some
children who have been trained by pious fathers
and mothers have been very wild as soon as the
parental control was withdrawn, does that prove
that restraint was the cause of it? Might they
not have been tenfold worse without restraint?
Again, every rule has its exceptions, and it is
very unfair to argue from exceptions. But we
are not willing to admit that these seeming
exceptions are always true ones. Have you not
known in your own experience more than one
prodigal who has grown weary of swine's food,
weary of the husks, and has come back to his
Father's house, where was always bread to spare?
How he remembered the sweet counsel of God
he had learned at his mother's knee? The prayers
his father had spoken around the family altar?
He knew the taste of the bread of life, for his
soul had been fed with it before he demanded his
portion of his father, and spent it in riotous
living. He was old, but through all those years
wherein he had sought pleasure in sin, he remembered the happy hours of his youth-his father's
house.
He had exercised his agency, and was able now
to know the bitter from the sweet, and he arose
and came back confessing his fault.
Let us suppose that in his father's house he had
been fed upon husks. Would his soul have remembered the ta~te of bread .which he had eaten
there? How many a man has repented of his
sins and turned from a course of sin and crime,
1

because the Spirit of God, in striving with his
heart, brbught to his memory the sweet lessons
learned at his mother's knee in the days of his
sunny boyhood, when his heart was pure. God
pity the man or woman in their struggle with the
cares and temptations of life, who have ~no such
memories. to anchor their souls upon.
Are .we willing to send our children out into
the world with no golden memories linking them
to the past? Memories which may prove the
strongest weapons of defense against temptation,
with the aid of God's Holy Spirit calling them to
mind!

and even more.than, the woman whose days are
passed in indolence and ease." It is not righ't
however to abitse the mental or physical strength
God has given us; let us try to be temperate in
all things.
In order that we may economize both strength
and time, may we not be greatly benefitted by
exchanging methods of doing work. Some of
the sisters have better ways, perhaps, of doing
the same thing than we have, and when sure
that our method is a good one, good may be done
by communicating.
The best methods of making bread ought to be
To be continued.
of general interest to us, and i6 worthy our atten·
tion, for this is a sore trial to some women while
WE are in receipt of letters from sisters Phelps
other& seem to understand the art so well that
and Eleanor, also clippings from sister Lloyd,
they seldom fail. May we hope to equalize in
which .will appear next week. Many of you are
culinary as well as greater things.
And our
rich, therefore, sisters, don't send us empty away.
girls should not neglect to drill themselves inthe
The Spirit of God is with us. We feel its calm
useful art of cooking and housekeeping, in. their
holy influence about us each h()ur that we give to
eager haste to acquire more fasionable accom·
laboring for the Home Column. Is it because
plishments, and waste valuable time trying to
you pray for its success? We believe. it is, and . paint, Ol" listlessly thrum some instrument withwe want you to work as well as pray. If it brings
out the requisite gift of talent for success.
a lesson for good into any home, 0, mothers, let
LUCY LLOYD.
it sink deep into your hearts, for tne time in
which we have to labor is now; of the future
THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE UNSEALE!).
who can say, It is mine?
IT is with delicacy that I undertake the task of
LAMONI, Iowa. Feb. 25th, 1886.
writing a piece for the Mothers' Home Column.
Are you waiting, waiting, waiting,
A few words from each sister will go a great way
With a patience ebbing low,
toward bringing us more in unison with each
For the fruit of many seedlings,
other, and developing more fully the resources
Planted fa the long ago?
of our o~vn minds. The fountain of life is a
Wait and hope a little longer,
Know how richer far and stronger,
spring within us, which should be kept. pure by
Those long hid 'neath winter's snowing,
our walk in life; like the magnificent fir-tree,
Come to fruit in beauty's prime,
standing upon the lofty and most rugged peak
When the fields are rich and glowing
of the Alps, with not a vestige of soil to support
In the golden harvest time.
it; yet there it stands, clinging to the rock in
Are you praying? Still be praying.
bold defiance, The grand old oak and her sisters
l!'ullest joy will come at last:
Maybe we shall find an answer
would wither were they in its place, when the
When the gates of death are past;
sun's piercing rays beat upon them. There it
When, with wings of faith no longer
grows, defying the barren soil and the howling
Mount we up on pinions stronger,
tempest, 'till its height and frame are worthy of
In eternal freedom flying
From the shadows here that are,
the mountains from whose blocks of bleak gray
From the working, waiting, sighing,
granite its tiny bud sprang into life, and grew a
To the goal that shines afar.-Sekcted.
giant tree. So the mind cai:i be cultivated until
it becomes like the fire tree, and like it may enWORK WHILE THE DAY LASTS.
joy its healthiest and highest life amidst the
SAYS George Eliot: "What sort of a heaven can
most rugged features of external existence. Like
there be for souls pauperized by inaction?" And
this noble tree it may find invisible elements of
we may ask, What sort of a present is .there for
support, not originating in its self, but springing
us if we recognize no responsibility in life. And
up within it as from a fountain of living waters.
vet how often we murmur, give our service half The mind if left wholly dependent upon itself,
hearted, and grieve that our burdens are so great,
could not find real enjoyment in an Eden of
when a meek submission, acknowledging the
beauty; for in fallen human nature happiness is
hand of the Lord in all things, \\Ould bring a
not an inborn spring. It is a living fountain,
brought into the heart by a power which, when
balm to all our woe's. Could we but mingle
dwelling in the temple of the soul, is yet not of
cheer and content with our occupations, there
would be more satisfaction through our toil, and
it, but infinitely above it; nor is it possible to attain real enjoyment without the presence of this
less worry. I know a woman who for comfort
sings "How firm a foundation" when ever. the
living fountain. Every soul which h::is trusted
cares of life weigh heavily, and everything seems
to itself alone since the world began, "has hewn
to go wrong in the house. Did any of you ever
to itself broken cisterns;" wretched, empty
things, which hold no water, a fair example of
try driving away clouds with song, while at
work? We may all.do_ something for the Master,
what the human mind is, when left to its own
resources. What is that which must be brought
and it is well if we find out what we can do best,
and then work cheerfully with mind,. might
into the mind to give genuine enjoyment? Sta.nd
and strength for a spiritual and temporal salvafor a brief space by the well of Jacob, and hear
tion. "The idler, &hall not eat the bread of the
the wonderful secret iµ words of divine wisdom
lab~rer." "The woman who works in some
from the lips of Jesus. He says: "Whosoever
drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall
honorable way to maintain herself, loses none of
the dignity or refinement of true womanhood,
never thirst; but the water that I shall give him
shall be in him a well of water springing up intQ
but is just as much an ornament to her sex as,
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everlasting life." "If a man love me he will
keep my words; and my Father will love him,
and we will come unto him and make our abode
with him." "! will see you again, and your
heart shall rejoice, and your joy no man taketh
from you." "My peace give I unto you." Here,
then, the great truth stands out before you. God
received into the soul by faith. He is that fountain of living water whose streams refresh the
weary spirit, and satisfy its immortal thirst.
'Vhere he dwells there abide peace, love, joy,
and hope in all their beauty. 0 ! desponding
sisters, let us always look on the bright side df
this visible world. It can be really and innocently enjoyed, because om: Creator brings the
internal faculties into harmony with external
things. The relations.of social life can be enjoyed, and our duties performed with efficiency and
pleasure. Then our future is invested with
grandeur and glory, and all the interests of life
are felt to be safe; for they are in the keeping of
God, not afar off in the clouds and darkness, but
of God abiding in perpetual spiritual manifestations within the soul.
"So pass our lives that every hour
Shall die as dies the wild-wood flower,
A self-reviving thing of power;
That every thought and every deed
May hold within itself the seed
Of future good and future need."

MARY A. ATWELL.
CABOOL,

Mo.
7il
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Park Ave.,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa,
February' 10th, 1886.
Brotlter ':fosef!z S111itk:-Again were the waters
of our convenient baptistry disturbed on last
Sunday afternoon by the burial of an estimable
lady-Madame Dr. Allison. This act united the
couple in a sense that non-previously existed. I
felt to say in the baptismal prayer: "Gracious
Father, whatever may have been the affection of
the past, however strong may have been the mutual ties of love, may this day's deed bind their
hearts together in that higher, .spiritual love, that
emanates from thee; and tpay the remaining,time
of their earthly sojourn be the brightest, happiest
. and the best, and may they enter into the bright.
beyond to know as they were known, to see as
they were seen." I feel there are yet others to
follow.
I dreamed during our revival meetings the
following: I was standing on an eminence from
which I had a commandillg view of a most beautiful landscape, o'er which a light of supernal
kind was reflected. The scene .filled me with
great joy and peace, and I desired that others
might see and feel ·what I saw and felt. I looked
toward my left and saw a few folk standing in
conversation.
I determined to go down and
·speak to them. I did so, and they went with me;
~hey, too, were filled with delight, and spoke of
friends of their& they should like might enjoy the
scene, and asked me if I would go with and help
them. I.consented, and upon our return we en~ountered many obstacles in the pathway. Hold'ing two .persons by the hand, I helped them on
·~pd over many difficult places, and .my first
'
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friends aided theirs. We reached the place, and
White now lives in our district. There is conall stood together and.viewed the scene that filled
siderable inquiry about our church. Prospects
us with perfect peace and joy.
for the coming summer are flattering for business
Last Sunday's services were blessed with the
of all kinds. We have had one month of cold
Holy Spirit's presence, and all had a good spiritweat~er; the weather has ·been pleasant for a
ual time.
while, our streets are dusty now. I see in the
Not one Sabbath since I have been in this city Journal, Cannon's capture. All will come out
have I stood at the "sacred desk" unblessed by
right yet.
Yours as ever,
the Spirit's power. This I say in humble acJ. W. BRACKENBURY.
knowledgement of a promise God made to me
MouNT VERNON, Ohio, Feb. 7th.
last March. Ever has the mantle ofhis kindness
B1-otker Blair :-I will try this Sabbath day
been upon me, and, 0 ! that these eyes may beto write a few words of cheer, as we are away
hold him in his glory, and these faltering feet
from
all church privileges, and in fact have never
pass through the portals into everlasting rest!
had any. In reading over the affairs of Utah I
No theme is so dear to me as that of the gospel. No name so sweet to this frail heart as that · see Lorenzo Snow is imprisoned for unlawful
cohabitation, and my mind is carried back some
of Jesus. No influence so gentle and guiding as
four or five years ago. One evening, about eight
that of the Holy Spirit. No word so filled with
months after I was baptized, as we were sitting
power and glory and tenderness as that of Father.
down
to supper there came to the door a little
No blessings so precious, pure and ennobling as
old man, with long, white hair and beard, and
those of the Spirit's bestowal. No joy so transasked if a family of MORMONS lived there. I
porting as that of the "joy of the Lord."
rose up and said, "Yes, sir. Come in." He
"I love thy kingdom, Lord,came in, and I said, "Will you .have some supThe house of thine abode,per?" He said he would, as he had walked quite
The church our blest Redeemer saved
a distance and was very tired. He sat down and
With his own precious blood.
ate, and we talked. He asked what faction of
Beyond my highest joy
the Mormons I held to. I said, "We are JosephI prize her heavenly ways;
ites." "Oh," he said, "You are all wrong." I
Her sweet communion, solemn vows,
Are you a Mormon?"
replied, "l guess not.
Her hymns of love and praise."
"Yes," he said, "but do you not know that
Yours in the work,
·
Brother Brigham held the authority?" "No,"
J. F. McDowELL.
said I, "not according to the teachings of the
books." So he affirmed and I denied, and the
No. 2, James Street,
discussion got pretty warm. I had asked him to
MIDDLESBRO, England,
stay all night, and he thought he would. But
February ISt, 1886.
. Dear Herald:-Seeing the account of that after a short talk he thought he had got himself
in a tight place. After supper I said:. "If you
beautiful vision given by sister Healey of Boshave the books of the church containing the law
tdn, Massachusetts, I have a great desire to learn
whether she might be related to my family, or if we will examine them, and if you will convince
me that we are wrong, then all right." I had no
she or any of the Saints can tell the whereabouts
books but the Bible, and a Book of Mormon that
of mY brothers. My elder brother, Jabez Healey,
had been loaned me, and at that time I was not
joined the Church of the Saints about the year
very well posted. But I put my trust in Him
1841 or 1842 in the Burslem Branch. He soon
afterwards got a free passage in one of the earli-· that is mighty, and in "the sword of the Spirit."
But he said he guessed he would move on, as he
est ships chartered to gather the Saints to Amerihad a work to do, and it would not do to tarry. I
ca. My dear mother and myself joined the Bursreplied that I thought he was going to stay all
lem Branch, since which time I do thank my
night, and that we would look into this work .
.Go<l that I have never. had cause to repent. My
He said he was sorry, but he could not stay that
brother Jabez was in. the Mexican war, after
night, as he wanted to get on as far as possible.
which he sent for my mother and brother,
I followed him out of the door and plied him
William in the year 1849. The last I heard from
with questions, and he said he had four wives.
them they were in Bunker Hill, Mangorpim, in
I told him he ought to be ashamed of himself to
the year 1858, since which time I have lost all
preach or practice, such a doctrine. Said he,
traces.of them. If by any means you can assist
"You are a. noble looking woman, and if you
in discovering their whereabouts you will confer
would just believe this that I tell you, what a
a great favor on your humble servant.
exaltation might be yours." I replied
glorious
JOHN HEALEY.
that I did not believe a word of it, for God conINDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 16th.
demns it as an ev:il in. the Book of Mormon in
Bro. 'Josepk :-Your kind letter received some strong terms, and I would rather be a doorkeeper
in the house of the Lord than a dweller in the
time ago. All are well at present. Our confertents of wickedness. So we bid him "good-by"
ence convened last Saturday. Brethren Lake,
but not "God speed" (with such a bundle of jiltk to
Anthony, Short, and I. N. White were with us,
spread over God's fair earth). He went his way,
and will be the rest of the week. Five were bapand we found out that he went only about a
tized yesterday. Preaching will continue every
hundred yards ·from our house and staid all night.
night this week We had some sharp shooting
He told our neighbors with whom he staid that
in conference; ·but every thing went off pleasantthe womai:i in the house back a ways was a
ly. Bro. I: N. White was elected district presi"good talker, and well posted," but that she was
dent. We extended the limits of our district,
on the wrong side. He said great calamities
south one hundred and twenty-five miles, or four
would fall on the people, and that when. they
counties; east to Coles county; west one county
came the people should flee to Utah, for there
in Kansas; south four, making about one hundred
W01,lld be "?- refu?e" for al). well, I hope he
l\nq twent;r-five nijl~s so\.\th aµd east. Bro. I. N.
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will find refuge under the strong arm of the law
of God and his country; for he was no other than
Lorenzo Snow. He carried a valise marked on
one side, "L. Snow." How are the mighty fallen!
This occurred when living in Pennsylvania.
Your sister in the Gospel,
AMANDA S. Yo1rn.
RATCLIFF, Tex., Jan. 28th.
Bro. Josepk:-1 am still alone, only Christ is
with me. I am laboring in the gospel all I can.
I have not been able to do much on the account
of my health; I am mending some at pre~ent. I
ask the Saints to pray for me that God will restore me to my health. Gospel peddlers are
about played out in this vicinity. I met with a
sanctified Methodist a few days since; he bounced
me on the subject of baptism, said that baptism
was not necessary; but before we separated he
gave it up that he was wrong; then I sold him
the Voice of Warning. There are a great many
people here that believe our preaching, and some
of them say they are going to read the Book of
Mormon, and if it does not teach polygamy that
they will join. Bro. Thompson can do more
good here than any other elder that has ever
preached in this vicinity; the people have confidence in him. I have been called on to marry
a couple of freedmen next Thursday, and then in
a few days to baptize them. I believe that when
1 baptize them, there. will several be baptized . . I
hope that I shall soon be able to report a branch
organized here. I ask the Saints to help me to
pray for it.
Your brother in the gosepel of Christ,
HENRY GRIM.
No. 86 Brunswick Road, Sparkbrook,
BIRMINGHAM, England,'
September 19th, 18S5.
To JosEPH SMITH, President of tke Reorganized
Ckurck ef Jesus Christo/ f,atter Day Saints, Greeting; Dear Brotker:-By the late Annual Conference of the English Mission held at Sheffield,
May 23d-25th, 1885, I was instructed to call your
attention to the fact that, no mention is made of
this mission, so far as reported in the Herald, in
the minutes of the late Annual Conference of
the church in America, and to ask if you will be
kind enough to explain why' it was not.
The fact was strongly commented upon at our
conference. Some of the brethren were inclined
to take it as a slight to the mission. I was also
instructed to assure you of our unbounded confidence in Bro. Thomas Taylor as a fit and proper
person to preside over this mission.
It is now eleven years since he was appointed
to take charge of this mission; and year by year
it has prospered and progressed under his care,
while the good will and respect of the Saints comprising the mission has increased towards him.
\Ve believe the Lord has blessed him in his calling, and therefore feel most keenly anything approaching slight on his services. No doubt you
will be able to throw such light on the matter as
will dispel our fears.
The work in this country is onward, with very
fair prospects of progress oeing made during the
present year. Your mission to Utah is regarded
by all here as a step in the right direction, and we
look for good results. We pray for you to that
end. We had an excellent time at our ·miosion
conference. We are looking forward to the time
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when you will pay us a visit. I assure you of a
hearty welcome, and feel su!"e that good would
result to the church therefrom. May God bless
you in the office arid calling in which we sustain
you by our faith and prayers.
Believe me your brother and fellow-servant in
the cause of truth, awaiting your reply.
c. H. CATON, E. M.

s.

We regret exceedingly that the English Mission, referred to in Bro. Caton's letter was omitted from the· action of conference last Spring.
We had not been aware that it was overlooked
until Bro. Eaton called our attention to it, and
assure Bro. Thomas Taylor, and the brethren of
the committee, represented by Bro. Caton, and
through them the Saints, that such omission was
entirely unintentional and without intention to
slight either the mission, or Bro. Taylor. For
our part in the negligence by which such omission occurred we crave pardon. In regard to
the conduct of the mission by Bro. Taylor we
have had and still have the utmost confidence.
JOSEPH SMITH,
W.W. BLAIR.
February 18th, 1886.

CuBA, Kansas, Feb. 4th.
Editors Herald:-! read the reports of brethren
and their labors at home and abroad, and am
pleased to realize that there are so many earnest
workers in the field doing all they can to spread
the truth and build up Zion's cause; and when I
read the expressed loneliness of those who are
far away from the assemblies of the brotherhood
of like faith, I yearn to witness the ushering in
of that auspicious day when the land shall be redeemed, the temple reared, the stakes set, the
curtains drawn, the quorums filled with tried and
approved servants, chosen by the Master, and the
school established, from which the watchmen
may be selected and stationed upon the walls,
seeing "eye to eye." The "hunters and fishers"
are doing their work-in part_.:among the Gentiles. But many, like the seeds from the mustard
stalk shaken by the mighty winds, scatte~ed
along the byways, lanes and stony places, are
crying out for nourishment and the comforting
influences of gospel truth, while Israel and
Ephraim are still in the mountains and barren
places of the earth. But while we desire and
pray for fhis desirable result, we must work, and
wait in patience the due time of Him who doeth
all things well. As one of the laborers I am
conscious that I have done all I cou'ld, giving
much of my time and using every facility within
my reach for the dissemination of the word: and
while I am thankful for what I have been enabled
to do, I am not ignorant of my own weak frailties,
nor free from the influenc~s that are wont to. rise
up, like lions in the way, to hinder and discourage.
\Vhen I last wrote to the Herald I stated that
I had been called to defend the "conscious rest of
the spirit between death and the resurrection,"
by a Rev. Wilkins; but as I have not heard anything more of it I presume the objection has been
abandoned. Since then I received a card from a
free thinker, asking if I would meet Mr. J.E.
Remsburg in debate on the differences between
free thonght, (infidelity) and christianity, but
neither question nor time of discussion was proposed. I made a conditional assent, and appointed Gomer T. Davies, Editor of Republic City
News! to represent me in perfe<_::ting arrange-

ments. In due time I received a communication
which contained: 'rst, Resolved that the Bible is
of human origin, and abounds with errors. 2d,
Resolved that the Christ of theology is a myth,
and the four gospels which purport to give a
record of his life and teachings are unworthy of
credit."
The first proposition being too indefinite for
critical investigation I could not accept without
placing myself in a false and ridiculous position;
because I believed the mechanical formation of
the work, and the historical parts, to have been
through the agency of human handiwork and
intelligence, through which many errors have
been interlarded throughout the work. In the
second proposition are exceptions equally potent,
for if the standard of defence were modern
theology, I apprehend some difficulty in identifying the Son as the veritable Father; and doubt
the possibility of nailing a personal) organic
struetnre "without body or parts" to the cross,
to be left to suffer the agonies of an ignominious
death, and yet be devoid of "passion." In view
of these considerations I amended, and in the
absence of any proposed time, suggested January
15th, 1886, as a suitable time, and forwarded as
follows: rst, Resolved that the accepted version
'.Of the English Bible is wholly of human origin
and abounds in errors. 2d, Resolved that the
four gospels, viz: Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John, of the New Testament, are unworthy of
confidence or credit; and the Christ whose life
and teachings are therein recorded is a myth."
Remsburg to affirm Bennett to deny, except in
last clause of first proposition which is partly
conceded. This seems to have cooked their
goose, as I have heard no more of it.
A "Rev." gentleman ( ?) .of the Alexander
Campbell order, took it upon himself to call me
"a lying hypocrite" from the stand at the close of
one of my meetings, because I had said that I
was not employed by, nor in any way affiliated
with the followers of Brigham Young. He
declared that I was employed by the Utah Church
and received a salary promptly paid each month,
that when I declared otherwise I knew that I
was lying, and wound up with a challenge to
meet his representative in debate as he intended
to prove that Mormonism was a fraud of the
blackest dye from the "Kirtland Bank ~windle"
to the "Mountain Meadow massacre." I gave
him my hand in presence of the audience, as a
pledge that I should be there. on September 19th,
to meet any objection that he might offer against
the doctrines held and advocated by the Reorgan.
ized Church of Jes us Christ, or Joseph Smith and
his associates as founders of the work. Agreeable to promise I was on hand, only to discover
that my valiant denouncer had hastily joined a
band of hunters and skipped to the mountains on
the double quick, just prior to my arrival; but
not until he had been notified that a second outburst of temper against an unoffending stranger
or citizen would not be tolerated. I still am
waiting his return.
At another place, same county, Thayer, Nebraska, after speaking a few times, the resident
pastor objected to his flock accepting noul"i,hment from strangers. The people were divided,
part denying our right of occupancy; others
favored a lock-out, while some declared in favor
of universal toleration toward all men. The
controversy waxed warm and the dear Christian
brethren withdrew from the cotmsel firm in tb,e
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conviction that "eggs" would be an excellent
remedy. This of course was frowned down by
cooler judgment, and we were not molested.
The minister healed the breach with the balm
of a protracted meeting, and I left them to their
fate. I visited Wilber, Nebraska, where I met
the brethren with R. M. Elvin, who was doing a
grand work in that hotbed of opposition. I spent
two days pleasantly with the brotherhood and rejoiced with them at the prospects of prevailing
truth, speaking twice for them. While there I
enjoyed a pleasant chat with Mr. Luse, of Braden-Kelley Debate notoriety, and was pleased to
see that he manifested only a kindly feeling toward the Saints. But I felt somewhat grieved to
realize that like all others who had lent aid and
sympathy in an endeavor to overturn the truth,
he was slowly but surely on the down grade of
social life and prosperity. God grant that he
may not sink below the level of redemption.
I visited brethren Stephen Butler, T. J. Smith
and others near Odell, where I spoke several
times. Bro. Smith leaves them in the spring for
western Nebraska.
Several times I worked the entire night, and
twice left home without breakfast to meet my
appointments. I have faced all kinds of weather,
and traveled all hours of the night in the discharge of duty; in spreading the work or attending on the sick. I do not mention :his by way of
boast, but to signify my willingness to serve the
Master and my brethren. In 1870, while contemplating a visit through western Illinois and Iowa,
I asked Bro. Joseph if he thought such a tour in
the ministry would "pay." He answered, "If pay
was a financial consideration, it would be a failure; but if the good of the cause was the desideratum, good results might be expected." Sixteen
years' observation and experience have proved
this remark to have been a truism. I love the
work and ·devote. all the time to it that I can; but
as it Is not a source of ducats, I can only recuperate my wardrobe by other means, which other
means being rather unprolific, I have not been
able to provide comfortable, much less respectable apparel proportioned to the season, and the
dignity of the church-therefore compelled to lay
up for repairs.
I have been at considerable expense in starting
and operating the "Cttba1i,'' which being devoted
to temperance, social reform, and the advocacy of
established law, has. not built as large a pyramid
of friends around me, as if I had drifted neutrally
on the tide of popular opinion, consequently my
list shows a large number of persons who have
received the paper from the beginning(and some
of them are brethren) but have not advanced a
penny toward' its support. But there are some
worthy exceptions even to this rule. To such I
say the Cuban has not failed, neither will it fail;
it may be retarded for want of financial 'means
occasionally, but success is the objective point of
determination. Hitherto it has been, indirectly a
· means of reaching several fields of .labor which
otherwise had been a failure.
I see by the report of last session of the Northwest District Conference, convened at Blue
~apids, that I am represented or representing
~hat my labors were outside the district. "past,
present, and future," and that I had been "blessed
there." And the church is further informed that
'my report was censured by .vote, as being "reprehensible." This is not the first time my brethren h,ave st:en fit ~o censure
MY report$
1

me.

.

have been ofttimes objected to, ,because they
see matters a little more clearly than she did.
were too long, or too short, too concise, or not
She says,-"If that is what you call christianity,
concise enough. No one, during my residence
I don't want any more of it." And to me she
in the district, has labored more earnestly for
said, "Ahl my boy, I must say you have behaved
the spread of the truth, nor contended more earyourself more like a Christian than any other
nestly for observance of the law of' the gospel
man in Kalo. To think that they would despise
than I have done, and am still willing to do. I
one of my bDys just because he believes a little
have traveled thousands of miles within the disdifferent from what they do!"
trict, in storm and calm; in the darkness and in
I have Jong wanted my mother and brothers to
light, oft sleeping on the open prairie as well as be as I am; and they are coming; thank God.
on the most comfortable beds. I have never
As for myself, I am determined to show the
asked, nor received one nickle in cash or value
people in Kalo who are the true followers of
from the district treasury; but furnished my own
Christ, and who are not. May God open their
conveyance and paid my own expenses,-dependeyes to see the light as it is in Christ.
ing on the good will of those among whom I
If any Elder comes this way let me know, as
labored for the rest. My brethren did not cenone is wanted in Lehigh.
sure for this? No, but my report was "reprehensiSaints, pray for me. Yours in Christ,
ble." Why? Inferentially, because it said my
JOSEPH KNOX.
"labors past, present and future are done outside
the limifs of this district, with plenty of calls for
No. 6 North Second St.,
preaching, and my labors blest." Surely, brethPITTSFIELD, Mass., Feb: 16th.
ren, you did not mean to censure those who askDear Herald:-Doubtless many of your readed for the bread of life; nor God, who bestows
er's would be pleased to learn of my whereabouts,
the blessing on his ministry for duty performed.
as they have requested me to write them individYet they are all rehearsed as they report, and unually, but not having means wherewith to comexceptionally voted "reprehensible." Surely the
ply with their desires, I take this opportunity of
brethren would not think to reprimand me for
reaching them. When I wrute last I was at
laboring outside the district, if the spirit so directGreenville, Pa. From thence I went to Wheeled, since the May term ordered that "J. D Bening, W. Va., found the little band of Saints
nett and the Elr:lers be requested to labor as the
there endeavoring to do their Master's will, yet
Spirit may direct;" (although the secretary failed
there is ample room for improvement. While
to give this order in full to the Herald); and the
there I resigned the presidency of the branch,
brethren arraflged for me to visit and labor in
Bro. R. S. Salyards succeeding me. The said
Nebraska, which is outside of the district, and
brother is being greatly favored of the Lord,
having com plied with this arrangement it become
and is much beloved by Saints and friends, and
~a part of my report.
Add to this the injunction
faithful and prayerful will become an efficient
of my office to "labor as circumstances and op- iflaborer
for the Master. I called next on the
portunity may offer," I am at a loss to appreciate
Saints of the Belmont Branch, 0., who had
the wisdom or justice in passing a vote of censure
been in a dormant condition for about two years;
on my report without assigning a reason therebut while there we were enabled by the aid of
for.
Brethren, let us "live together in 10\·e,''
the Spirit to affect a reconcilation between offendnot seeking "occasion one against another;" each
ed parties. We sincerely trust that the persons
learning his duty and magnifying the office
in question will strive to adorn themselves with
whereunto God hath called him, and avoid the
the mantle of charity, which will enable them in
penalties ·and examples recorded .in Covenants, .
the future to escape the sad exp!'riences of the
page 192, paragraps 2, 3; perfecting the law of
past. Our aged brother and sister Sheldon,
the Lord in ourselves, as per Covenants, page 136,
whose hospitality has been shared by the Saints,
paragraphs 5 and 6.
and especially the ministry, are on the declining
While I desire the fellowship and approbation
side of life, and it will not be many years before
of my brethren, I esteem it my duty to meditate
they, too, shall have passed the way of all the earth, ,
upon, and keep the law God hath given.
,and be permitted to enter upon their eternal rest.
Respectfully,
On the zd of January, 1886, I arrived in Glen
JOHN D. BENNETT.
Easton, W. Va., where I remained until the 5th,
and in the meantime enjoyed myself with the
Saints, and felt much blest in administering the
KALO, Iowa, Feb. 16th.
Bro. Blair:-Thanks be to God for the health word to them. On the 12th, in company with
Bro. D. M. Strachan I arrived at Washingtonand strength which I now enjoy. A revival
ville, Ohio, where we remained for some time,
meeting is going on here among the Methodists
and Congregationalists. My mother is a mem:· preaching and performing other ministerial labors. Prejudice, was at its height when it was
ber of.the latter. She tries to go every night, and
anno1mced that a Latter Day Saint Elder was to
sometimes I have to drive her there. When I
preach; and notwithstanding all that. was said
do there are about ten of the members gather
and done by the enemy, a large audience greet·
around and talk to me. Of course I defend "the
ed us; and he of whom the poet has said "Will
doctrine" to the best of my ability, and get called
never-no never, no never forsake!", was presall the hard names they can use. One young
ent by his Spirit to bless the word declared.
man said all Mormons were murderers, liars,
Bro. Strachan had previously baptized three in
thieves, swindlers, and all that is bad: Another,
this place. While there I had the pleasure of
a middle aged man, called me a fanatic. Some
baptizing thirteen more, whom with four Saints
say one thing and some another, but the most of
who came from other places, we organized a
them keep away from me, and say I am not worth
branch of twenty members; we are of the opintalking to. Oh how my heart goes out for them!
ion that others will unite in the future. On my
But, thanks be to God, what I have wished for is
way from hl"fe ~o fittsburg, I c:\l\ed at Youngs\:9ming aro)lnfl; for 'TIY 111qt~er ~s beginning to
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town, Ohio. Bro. Wm. Harris a,ccompanied me
from there to Sharon, Pa., where we met with
some "old time" Saints, who were much pleased
to see us, two of whom Bro. John Baldwin
and wife, attended the Pittsburg conference,
and they. were baptized during the confertmce
by the writer, with four of Bro. Wm. Garrett's
family.·
The Pittsburg conference, which convened on
the 30th, was a success in every particular, ahd I
think much good will result to the district from
it. :Brn. W. H. Kelley and M. H. Forscutt were
in attendance, and both did excellent preaching,
which was very interesting and edifying. There
were never brighter prospects for the church in
Pa., W. Va., and Ohio-'in fact through all the
Eastern States, than now. \Vide and effectual
doors are being thrown open for the preaching
of the gospel. Invitations both from Saints .and
friends are becoming so numerous that it is impossible to comply with all. The fact is, we need
more of the ministry in the east to help roll on
the grand work. Now is the time to '!strike
when the iron is hot," i. e., while prejudice is
abating, and the masses are moved upon by the
Spirit of God, to gojn quest of truth. We feel
that the time has come when we should pray
with fervency fgr the Lord to send more laborers
into his great vineyard. I expect to labor some
here, and to assist Bro. W. H. Kelley in New
York state before April conference.
'·
Yours in the one faith,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
ALBION, Idaho, Feb. r4th.
Dear IIerald:-Though your readers are scattered far and wide, your food is sweet to all.
Herald of truth, most welcome to our homes,
how Saints can do without your precious words
I fail to see. Harbinger of peace, breathe forth
your Jove to every Saint indeed. We all need
the bread of life; buy the truth and sell it not.
Golden age is this to us. How can too much be
done to usher in the reign of peace. Do we really
wish to have thy will be done on earth as it is
in heaven? Can we not cease from sin? Can we
bow humbly to the whole counsel of the Prince
of Peace? These are thoughts which must pre·
sent themselves .to every one who covenants
with God. Wide differences in thought have exhibited themselves through o·ur beloved Herald.
\Ve wish this were not the case, yet suppose so
long as there exists both young and old in the
fold, and in the life in Christ, so long will this
be the case. \\Thile [ favor T. W. Smith's concise !ogle of .entire obedience to every word of
God, to all the. wisdom of God, yet we do not
know ali the h.indering causes to which rnch
other are subject. But it seems evident that
what is left to our individual agency to decide,
should be quickly, and lovingly yielded in favor
of the law. No good can result to us by caviling with law, and especially is this true of that
which we have covenanted to accept and obey.
Every heart should respond, in one acclaim,
Father, thy will, not mine will be done! Do we
receive all the things of God? Oh, Saints of
latter days! are we the "remnant" whom the
Lord our God hath called? Do we "treat lightly
the things" we have received? Paul feared exceedingly lest, after having preached the gospel
to others, he himself should be "a castaway."
Are we safe in diluting the holy word of God?
While I accept the action of General Conference
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in not assuming the office work of the Spirit, as
true wisdom, none are thereby excused in the
least degree. God accepts no offering, or obedience which is not the free-will offering of a. loving earnest heart. He that hath the hope of
eternal life abiding in him, purifieth himself as God
is pure, and we are not crowned except we strive
lawfully. When will we learn what manner of
men we should be? Holy in all manner of conversation! Who does not tremble to-day lest he
fail of his reward? The pure in heart shall gather.
How shall a young man cleanse his ways, but
by taking heed thereto according to His word,
the holy will of God? Let us be wise to-day.
Yours in hope,
c. s. AI;BERTSON.
OLI-VET, Iowa, Feb. i5th.

Bro. Joseph: By letters from Sr. S. E. Laughlin to Bro. J. W ..Dumbauld of Rhodes, asking
that an Elder be sent, we were called from Davenport to administer to Sr. Corda, who had been
ill some two weeks. Among the items of the
Jetter, was this: "We have no choice of menwhoever is most convenient." The sentiment
was pleasant to us, a~ we believe approved by
heaven. We have been preferred when God did
not acknowledge it, we believe. We have also
been called upon when made to feel it was so
only because inevitable. Either of these saddened the heart, and the afflicted were left to bear
the misfortune of their mistake. That there are
times and places for preferences we folly believe;
but many more are made than warranted in fact
-to that we object. We give one to illustrate
the principle in alLdemands for ministerial work
and administration. During the stay in our field
of that excellent laborer, W. T. Bozarth, tidings
came that he was needed at a certain point-no
one else would do-and much to be lost if he
failed. The weeks sped on; our brother went
,home, and things must have spoiled!
Sr. Laughlin and family have dwelt alone, but
not without faith. Neighbors and relatives counseled them to get a physician; but the afflicted
sister Corda said "we preach faith in God, and
will practice it." At our departure, the funds we
had used were replaced, for which we think God
was pleased, as the church treasury was aided.
Many who would pay a doctor, are thoughtless
when God's favor is sought. We left the sister
improving.
On Sunday, February 7th, a party of tenClows, Dungees, Joh!lsons, and the writer-went
from Davenport by D. W. Clow's sleigh, to Buffalo, to attend to the baptism of Sr. Nettie Clow
and Bro. John B. Johnson. We had telephoned
the Buffalo folks, and all things were ready. The
baptism and confirmation afforded true pleasure
to all the Saints, as expressed by them, and they
entertained the Davenport and Rock Island delegation royally. Nettie had been sqmewhat skeptical, and her surroundings unfortunate. December 22d, when leaving that pleasant home, we .
bade her accept the work, and when going away
on the train we were prompted to return, which
we did on February 7th. We had reasoned with.
and prayed for our sister, and on the night
of the 5th, a messenger came to her with
"halo overhead," and told her that the Saints' was
the true church-which ended the conflict.
Bro.]. B.Johnson thought he had several good
reasqns why he ~hould not accept the work, but

they waned till all were gone. Kewanee.Saints
will remember him with pleasure, and can now
say "brother," instead of brother-in-law. We are
glad to receive these two excellent people.
We visited that old veteran, William 'Harson,
and were cheered by his .interesting rehearsals;
visited Mr. and Sr. Suman of Moliue, Illinois;
secured Mrs. Wetzel as a subscriber for Sandhedens Banner, and sowed some seed socially, as
we could not have places for speaking, in either
'Davenport, Rock Island, or Moline.
Still toiling on in bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
FANNING, Kan., Feb. 16th.
Dear Herald:-In justice to our friends we desire though the Herald to .make mention of and
acknowledge the kindness, and noble efforts of a
Mr. Samuel Herrin, a gentleman of more than
ordinary ability, who has with love for the truth,
risked the criticisms of the opposition element, a
man known in journalistic circles as Drumhiller,
a correspondent of the Weekly Kansas Ckief.
\Ve take this method of returning our thanks to
the worthy.
Yours in the One Faith,
CLARENCE STCLAIR.

¢nmmuni~afinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor·: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

BENEFITS OF THE FALL OF MAN.

A PRIME feature of this remarkable dispensation has been the "confounding of
false doctrines" which have blinded the
minds of many who sought so know the
truth. The Jewish record, prophetically
called the "Stick of Judah," has been supplemented by the Book of Mormon, (Stick
of Joseph), and the Doctrine and Covenants; the latter embracing many important revelations given to the church through
the presidency, all of which are in harmony with and confirmatory and explanatory of the former sacred volumes.
Modern divines-some of them, but not
all-have made claims for the Bible that
ai'e unwarranted in fact, and unauthorized
by the tenor of its own teaching, and
which when put to the test will necessitate
a recantation on their part.. Blatantly they
have said: "A Bible, a Bible, we have
got a Bible, and don't want any ·mote
Bible;" ostentatiously claiming personal
profundity in ecclesia~tical jurisprudence,
dispensing fine-spun theories, captivating
some, deluding others, and disgusting not
a few. With proper deference for the
good some have done, and sincere regret
for the mischief others have wrought, I
am led to remember and endorse a statement
made by by Bro. R. J. Anthony, at Eagle
Creek Chapel, Tennessee, to this effect:
"There is a great deal of preaching done
in the world, and but precious little gospel taught."
The Scriptures represent that "God so
loved the world (mankind) that he gave
his Only Begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth on him might not perish but
have ~verla5tin~ life." Yet how many
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teachers there are who have been and are
now regarded as profound exponents of
the divine economy who have blindly
taught that the wrath of God, incurred by
the transgression of our foreparents, was
visited upon the head of Jes us of Nazareth;
that God''s anger was appeased by the
cruel buffetings of his Son! Not only does
such a view do violence to the written
word, but the finer sensibilities and reasonable judgment of men are insulted by
such a dogma. The complicated sorrow,
misery and woe of a benighted world
have been charged as being the result of
the willful, malicious and intensely wicked
refraction of the first human creation,
Adam and Eve. Just how much or how
little (if any) blame attaches to this cele·
brated pair, remains not for me to saythe sequel will show.
I believe the fall of man was a contemplated feature in the design of God. To
cite passages of Holy \V rit in support of
the fact that, in the economy of God,
Christ was the foreordained Redeemer
and Mediator for fallen man, would be
superfluous. Why a foreordained Redeemer, if the fall was an after consideration or
casuality? It is impossible to attribute the
serious consequences incurred by the fall
to either mistake or lack of fore,ight.
Foreordination and foreknowledg-e are not
necessarily synonymom; but the fall being
foreknown and a Redeemer foreordained
and provided, in a sense at least, desig-n,
the design of God, is exhibited.
The
matter resolves itself into the ponderous
question (and who can answer?) "vVhy
did Adam fall?" Let bigotry stand abashed
and prejudice hide his ungainly head, and
let all men acknowledge their individual
weakness and the possibility of their mistake, and remember that there is but one
'standard in cases of religious controvei·sythe revealed will of God. It can not be
justly urged at this juncture that we are
delving into mysteries, nor seeking to
divulge the "secret things" which "belong
to the Lord," for "the things that are revealed belong to us and to our children
forever."-Deut. 29: 29. Let us record the
answer to the foregoing interrogation given- in the following words of inspiration:
"Adam fell that men might be_; and men
are that they might have joy."-2 Nephi
r :8. Now then, who was the originator
of the des-ig-n? Adam, who knew no evil?
or God, who knew all thing-s? To conclude that the magnanimity of Adam
prompted hini to the deed, in opposition to
the will or de5ign of God, places the
Creator and the creature in adverse_relation
to that usually accredited them. I prefer
to think that it was God's design and purpose that men, acting upon - the agency
given them, should "taste the bitter," that
they might know how to appreciate the
sweets of life, and all its enjoyme11;ts.
Why should our temporary suspension in
a probationary condition be a matter of
regret or repining? In fhe light of Scripture and gospel truth, it is the necessary
education, fitting the faithful for the joys
of eternity.
Associated with the last quotation, which
furnishes an answer to one of the great

problems of life,-"Adam fell that man
might be," is the following; "And men
are that they might have joy." Two facts,
then, are made prominent i1ere. The pos·
terity of Adam follow in their generations
as a result of the fall; and, second, their
earthly existence is brought ahout o.r effected "that they might have joy!" The aged
Lehi, who had walked with God for many
years, and who was the founder of a great
colony on "Jo~eph's land," a descendant of
the royal family of Abraham and a chosen
vessel of tne Lord, makes these concise,
definite, and pointed statements in his farewell address to his "first born in the wilderness." The inspired poet pens his verse
thus:
"Book of Mormon, hid for ages
On Cumorah 's lonely hill;
Written by those ancient sages,
Whom ,Jehovah taught his will.
Glad we hail it,
Fulness of the gospel still."

Allow me to quote the language of
Paul, (Rom. 8: r8-2 I Inspired Translation), touching the question now pending:
"For I reckon that the sufferings of this
present time are not worthy to be named
with the glory which. shall be revealed in
us. For the earnest'lli expectation of the
creature waiteth for the manifestation of
the sons of God. For the creature was
made subject to tribulation, not willingly,
but by reason of him who hath subjected
it in hope; because the creature itself also
shall be delivered from the bondage of
corruption into the glorious liberty of the
children of God."
Note the following points: first, our
present probationary condition is one of
trial and frequent suffering, while the future, reflected in the gospel, is to the faithful, one of g-lory and happiness, with which
the sufferings of this life are not worthy
to be compared. Second; our condition
is one of suspense-"waiting for the manifestation of the sons 0f God;" which
means evidently a glorious resurrection.
Third, humanity is subjected to these
present trying conditions, not willingly,
but are subjected, doubtless for a wise purpose, ''in hope."
Joseph Smith did not enunciate a new
theory, nor preach another gospel when
he presented in connection with other important facts the following: "And it must
needs be that the devil should tempt the
children of men, or they could not be
agents uQto themselves; for if they never
should have bitter they could not know
the $Weet."-Doc. and Cov. 28: ro.
What! temptation a neces~ary .factor fo
the development of the soul? Yes. James
pronounces his benediction upon the taithful thus: "blessed is the man that resisteth
temptation; for when he is tried he ~hall
receive the crown of life, which the Lord
_hath promised to them that love him."
Yet he exonorates the Father of lights
from being in any sense_the instigator of
temptation: "Let no man say when he is
tempted, I .am tempted of God; for God
can not be tempted with evil, neither
tempteth he any man. But every man is
tempted when he is drawn away of his
own lust and enticed."-James 1: 12-14Did you ever think of it? A little child
never kn,ows that fire will bttrn u11tii. this

IS3
faculty or consciousness is awakened by
actual contact with the element of heat.
It is our dnty to teach them this and many
other· things, but their understanding of
many precepts is reached only by experience. The moral condition of an infant
is that of negative simplicity. It does no
voluntary good, "because it knows no
evil."
Such I believe was the moral condition
of Adam and Eve in the bowers of Eden
before the fall. Read Book of Mormon,
pages 58, 59, 60, from which the preced"ing and succeeding extracts have been
taken. To be brief I epitomise thus: All
things must have an opposite; otherwise
there could be no development of either
good or evil, but would remain "a compound in one, having no life, corruption
or incorruption, happiness nor misery,"hence, worthless, exhibiting no purpose in
its creation: These opposites were first
presented to man in the form of the tree
of life "and the forbidden fruit, (the one
being sweet, the other bitter), he being allowed, upon his agency, to act and choose
for himself rather than to be acted upon,
so that he became responsible acc<;>rding to
the.degree of knowledge he possessed, and
also that his faith might be meritorious.
It follows that, the gospel being taug-ht, if
men are not redeemed and made glad and
free by its power, their inestimable loss is
the result of personal choice and unbelie£
God created the earth to be inhabited;
nevertheless, had it not been for the fall,
Adam and Eve would have had 'no posterity. You and I, dear reader, would -have
had no earthly existence. That solitary
couple would have remained eternally in
a negative state or condition, "having no
joy, for they knew no misery; doing- no
good, for they knew no . evil." Adam
tasted the bitter cup, felt the wretchedness
of his lost and fallen condition, heard and
obeyed the gospel, and gives expression to
the glad refrain, "Blessed be the name of
God, for because of my transgression my
eyes are opened, and in this life I shall
have joy, and again in the flesh I shall see
God." 0 what a luster is here given to
the words of , Lehi with reference to the
subject under consideration: "Behold, all
things have ]Jeen done. in the wisdom of
Him who knoweth all thing."
Mother Eve also, moved upon by,the
divine consciousness of her_ improved condition, and inspired witlii the Holy Spirit
of adoption, jo111s'her husband in the praise
of God, saying: "Were it not for· our
transgression we never should have had
seed, and never should have known good
and evil, and the joy of our redemption,
and the eternal life which God e-iveth to
all the obedient."-!. T .. Gen. 4: 1 r. Talk
about christian experience, and bearing
testimony! In my humble opinion the
experience and testimony of these two who
had cast their lot on the Lord's side," is
unexcelled, if not unequalled. The observer will notice that both of them thank the
Lord for the events that had served to
"open their eyes," enabling- them to knnw
"Good and evil," without which they could
not have apprei;i11tec:l th~ "joy of th~~r :r~~
demption 1'l
- ·
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In conclusion, I wi&h to say that, by should be in the singular number. To ilwhat our illustrious parents learned by lustrate: - - - should not be written or
choice, or a blunder of ignorance as you spoken in that way; it should be: any one
may chose to think, we gain by our invol- writing to the Herald Office should give
untary "suhjection to tribulation," which his name, his post office address, the
condition and our imperfect nature were county and state where he lives."
"usages" is plural, while the word
transmitted through the generations of
Adam as a result of the fall. And if we present (denoting tense) will require it
shall be so fortunate and happy as to singular, "good" is a repetition of the
"come out of great tribulation" to inherit same adjective, and should be omitted, as it
the moral atmosphere of God's presence, is understood "any" and "one" are adject. we shall be the better prepared for that ives, (not nouns) "proposes" does not
celestial abode. Further; if Adam, who al ways do a thing. All pronpuns are "repby reason of his faithfulness upon the dis- resentative," "his-see "good" postcovery of his fallen condition, and the office address-means the P. 0., county,
mercy offered thaough the Holy Messiah, and state, and written in this way is a repehas been exalted to the position of "Mich- tition, or else the words Co. and state
ael the archangel, the Ancient of Days,'' become a repetition "where he lives" is
why should we repine or think our lot is an unwise use of printer's ink. Our verhard? If we follow the example of "the sion: Any person writing to the Herald
Ancient of Days" and his worthy consort Office, should give his name, post-office,
x. x. x.
by obedience to the everlasting unchang- county, and state.
able gospel, why should we not b~ enabled
to re-echo their sentiments of praise to the
WONDERS OF ASTRONOMY.
Most High for the developmenent of his
marvelous purposes in us and all mankind?
BY ELDER F. R. iUBB, LONDON; ENG.
AnJ now, in this seventh and last dispensation the authoritative cry is made: "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; prepare ye, CHAP. III.-THE DURATION OF COMETS'
VISIBILITY.
0 prepare ye for the wondrous events of
the last time! Arise, 0 Zion, and put on THE duration of a comet's visibility varies
thy beautiful garments. Gird thee about from a few days to more than a year, but
with the righteousness of God, and clothe
thee with the spotless habilaments of truth. it most usually happens that it does not
For soon He that cometh will come and exceed two or three months. Much dewill not tarry; and who shall abide his pends on the apparent distance of a comet
coming?"
in reference to the sun's place; on its disAs one among many, who have obtained
tance from the earth; and particularly on
mercy, I bear my humble testimony to the
its
intrinsic brightness, or rather, we should
divinity of the latter day work, and I would
that all men might give place in their souls say, on it~ capability of reflecting the sun's
for the loving favor of God. For I know rays. Some of these bodies have been
he is merciful to all those who call upon observed at a far greater distance from the
him in sincerity and truth. We are but earth and sun than others. The remarkmen and our efforts are feeble; but God
able comet of I729 never approached
knoweth the hearts of all men, and will nearer to the sun ttrnn four times the earth's
meet out justice to every Bou!, mercy to
mean distance from that luminary,*
the merciful, and retribution to the unjust.
yet it was seen without any great optical
It is vain for men to excuse themselves on aid. for nearly six months (or about one
account of the weakness of their fellow- hundred and eighty-one days). The comet
men~
Those who will come, may come;
and none need hinder them. Every soul discovered by Colla, in May, I847, was
also followed by observers till its distance
that is willing to forsake evil and deny from the earth was three and a quarter
themselves of all unrighteousness, going
times the distance of our globe from the
to God with a pure desire to know the truth,
sun ;t and another found in the same year
will receive wisdom and be led in the path by Mauvais was visible in the large teleof life eternal.
G. s. HYDE.
scopes at several observatories in this coun-'
try, till it had receded to nearly three times
WE offer below a criticism upon the article that distance.! In both these bodies, the
comet's distance from the sun was equally
"Use good language."-Next.
great. Many of these bodies, on the conUSE GOOD LANGUAGE
trary, fade away even in the most powerIs THE advice given in an article in the ful instrument!'\ we possess, before they
editorial of a late number of the Herald, have attained a distance anything like equal
with a criticism, and then advice to to the diameter of the earth's orbit.
"begin at home." I am in foll sympathy
It would appear that out of the many
with the sentiment and therefore offer hundred comets recorded in history, only
criticism upon the language of s<iid article. six have been observed so long as eight
The words objected to are underlir.ed. months, and these six instances have all
"The present usages of good speaking occurred during the present century.
and good writing require that where any .Amongst those comets which have conone proposes to use the noun one, man,
fellow, or any other in the singular number
* The mean distance of our orb from the sun being
miles. the nearest approach of this comet to our
to be followed by references in the use of 95.000,000
earth was 380 000 000 miles (380 millions of miles).
t 308, 750,000 mile•.
representative pronouns, either in the post Nearly 926,250,00Q miles (926 millions 250 thousand of
sessive or objectiv{! c;ase, thqse pronouns IItiles !)
, · · · · ·
· ·
·
"

tinned longest in sight of the earth, I may
mention the following.
Anno Domini..

Duration of Visibility.

6o (in China).• ............. 135 days
64 (according to Seneca) .... 180 days or more
247 (in China) .•............. 156 days
1729 ............... ' .....•... 171 '"
1 773 ............. ............. 184
1807 ............. .·............ 188

,,
,,

1811 .•....••..• ·: ••.••.•.••• • 510

"

1815 ............. .............. 172

''

1825........ . ............... 358

"

1835
1844
1847
1847

,,
"
"
"

.......................... 286
(Mauvais' comet) ........ 246
(Colla's comet) ......... . 240
(Mauvais' comet) ....... . 285

The first' three comets in the above list
were of course observed without the assistance of a telescope; the others have all
been followed with optical aid. That of
1835, as your re.aders now know, was predicted, and therefore discovered much
sooner than it is probable it otherwise
would have been. In several cases the
comets have not remained visible during
the whole period, but after di<>appearing
for some days or weeks in the sun's rays,
have become conspicuous again on the
other side. In these instances, I have
given the interval between the earliest and
latest observations as sufficient for our
present purpose.
There are some few comets which have
only been seen once, unfavorable weather
precluding further observation, In these
cases we can not ascertain any particulars
respecting their distances, or real orbits in
space.
.
The lengths of the apparent tracks of
comets in the sky, during the time of their
visibility, varies greatly, being dependent
on the distance of the body from the earth,
and on the direction of its real movement,
in reference to that of our globe. The
comet of 1729, which, as already remarked,
was always very remote from us, traversed
an arc of only I 5° (fifteen degrees) during
the six months it continued in view, while
that of I 769 passed through an arc of 240°
in longitude; and another in 1825, which
moved extremely slow at first, (the change
of right ascension and declination in ten
days being little over two degrees), subsequently quickened its rate of progress, and
traversed an arc of 225° !
It is possible that a comet may be so
situated in reference to the earth, as to
appear to pass through no less than 140°
in the space of an hour, or 178° in a day;
but the combination of circumstances necessary to produce this enormous change in
the apparent positions, has never yet taken
place. The real motion of the comet in
such an event must be retrograde, or contrary to that of the earth in its orbit, it
must be in opposition to the sun, and in
perihelion, moving in the plane of the
ecliptic, and at a distance from us not exceeding that of the moon.
If a comet be moving in the same direction as the earth,-the distance of the two
bodies being small,-its apparent position
may scarcely change in the course of the
day; and if it be advancing towards the
earth, the same, or nearly the same place
in the heavens may be preserved fer many
weeks, as in the case of the comet of 1825,
to whic1J we 1Jave just made allusion.
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Thus, the apparent motion of a comet
in the heavens is by no means always its
real motion; as our earth is also in rapid
motion.
THE MAGNITUDE OF COMETS,

We now come to speak of the real
dimensions of comets as ascertained satisfactorily by the most eminent meteorologists and astronomers of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. When the distance of one of these bodies is known, and
we have observed the angular diameter
subtended by the nucleus or head, it becomes a very easy matter to ascertain the
true diameter in the same way that .we
find the dimensions of the sun, moon, and
planets. The actual length of the tail of
a comet may be computed by trigonometry,
when we know the distance of the nucleus
(or head) from the earth, and its position
in respect to the sun; always assuming
that the tail is projected from that luminary
in a line joining the sun and the head of
the comet.
The following are the real diameters in
English miles of the nuclei (heads) of some
of the more remnrkable comets,,.which
have been satisfactorily measured within
the last century:
iniles.

The comet of r8r5, discovered by Olbers ... 5,300
The great comet of 1835 ......... • ........ .5· roo
The great comet of March, 1843 ........... 5,000
The first comet of 1780 ................... 4 270
The first comet of 1847 ................... 3,500
The fine comet of July, 1819 .............. 3.280
The second comet of r8n ................ 2,640
The comet of 1807 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 538
The first comet of r81 r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428
The second of 1798 (according to Schroter). 125
The comet of 1805 (Biela's) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II2
The comet of 1835 ... · .... · .. · · · · · · · · ·... 974
The comet of 1882 ........ : .............. 4,391

The comet which was visible to the
naked eye in June, 1845, had a bright
planetary-looking nucleus, which must
have been nearly 8,ooo miles in diameter,
or about equal to that of the earth! On
the 24th of January, 1836, Mr. Machear,
at the Cape of Good Hope, saw a well defined disc within the head of the comet of
Halley, which, from the apparent diameter
assigned, could not have been less than
97,000 miles across; though in the previous
autumn the very same comet had exhibited
a brilliant kernel, or nude us, varying on
different dates from two hundred and fifty
to one. thousand miles in diameter. A
more striking proof of the variable dimensions of a comet could hardly be adduced'
The coma, or atmosphere of light enveloping the head of a comet is generally of
enormous diameter and subject to the same
variation, as the subjoined results will
show.
Diameter of the Head

The grand comet of 1881 ........ t,125.000 miles
Comet of Halley, 1836 . . . . . . . . . . 357,000 "
Comet of Enoke, 1838 ........... 312,000 "
The first comet of 1780 . . . . . . . . . . _269,000 "
The first comet of 1846.......... 248,000 "
The comet of Lexell. 1770 ....... 20+000
The third comet of 1846......... 130,000
The second comet of 1849....... 51,000 "
The first comet of ,1847 .... ... , . . 25,500 "
'fhe fifth __comet of 1847 ........ :. 18,000 "

During the autumn of 181 I, or while the
splendid comet of that year was visible to
the naked eye, the real diameter of the head
appears to have differed b1,1t little frotp. Ont'.

million miles; or more than four times the
difference· that separates the moon from
the.earth. No other record has surpassed
this. In most instances the visible atmosphere of a comet is less than 100,000 miles
in diameter, anJ but very rarely exceeds
200,000. It must be remembered, however,
that the nebulosity may extend much
further than we can trace it from the earth,
and, consequently, that our computations
of the true magnitudes are very likely to
be considerably below the actual facts of
the case.
THE AC,TION OF THE SUN ON COMETS,

It has been remarked in a former part
of this essay that comets are found to vary
greatly at different dates during the period
of their visibility. Contrary to what we
might have expected, there is no doubt
that many of these bodies contract as they
approach the sun, and dilate or expand on
receding from that luminary. We have
the strongest proofs of this in the case of
Encke's comet, which is one of short
periodic orbit, and has been repeatedly
observed, as we shall notice more presently.
This comet arrived at its perihelion, (or
least distance from the sun), on January
10th, 1829, and the following were its actual dimensions on the various dates of observation during its descent towards our
sun.
1828.

Diameter in miles.

Distance from sun

October 28 ....... 312,000 ............ r.46
November 7 ...... 257,000 ........•... r.32
November 30 ..... l r 9,000 ............ 0.97
December 7. . . . . . 79.000 ............ o.8 5
December . . . . . . . 46 ooo ............ o 72
December 24. . . . . 14,000 ............ o 54

The observations of the same comet ten
years later furnish another instance. It
was at its' least cli~tance from the sun on
December 19th, 1838, and found to have
the following diameters on different days
preceding its arrival at perihelion.
1838.

Diameter in miles.

Distance from sun

October 9 ........ 281,000 ............ l 42
October 25 ....... 120,500 ............ 1.19
November 6 ...... 79,000 ............ loo
November 13· .... 74000 ............ 088
November 16 ..... 63,000 ............ 083
November 20 ..... 55.500 ............ o 76
November 23 ..... 38,500 ............ 0.7 r
November 24 ..... 30,000 ............ 069
Decem.ber 12..... 6,600.; ......... o 39
December 14..... 5AOO ............ o 36
December 16..... 4,250 ............ 0.35 ·
December 17..... 3,000 .......... · .o 34
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Kepler first remarked this singular contraction and expansion of the nebulosity
surrounding the nucleus of a comet as it
approaches- and recedes from the sun respectively, in the case of the fire comet
which appeared in the year 1618.
LENGTH OF COMETS' TAILS.

vV e

now enter upon a most important
and interesting phase of our present cursory investigation into the form, nature,
and construc'"ion of the cometary bodies.
The tails of comets in some cases extend
only over a 'few hundred thousand miles
from the nucleus, w bile in others they are
projected to the astonishing distance of
one hundred, or one hundred and fifty
million miles, or even more.
The train of the first cornet of 1847 was
5,000,000 miles in length; of the beautiful
comet of 1744, 19,000,000; of the comet
of l 769, about 40,000,000.
The third
comet of 1618 had a tail more than 50,000,000 miles in length, when it crossed
the plane of the earth's orLit about the
25th ofNovember; and it was subsequently of still greater length.
The great
comets of 1680 and l8I I, had trains considerably more than 100,000,000 miles
long; and the second of the latter. year
was accompanied by a tail 130,000,000
miles in extent. Even these comets, however, were surpassed by the grand one
which attracted so much attention in I843,
and which exhibited a brilliant train that
on different dates was found to attain the
enormous distances of 150, 180 and 200
millions of miles from the head! If such
a comet had been seen in the plane of the
ecliptic, and close to the sun, the train
woukl. have extended far beyond the -orbits
of the earth and Mars, terminating
amongst those of the minor planets. Yet
this wonderful appendage was formed in
less than three weeks.
POSSIBILITY OF Tl-IE EARTH'S COL_·
LlSlON WITH COJYIETS.

In the case of bodies like comets, movtng in every conceivable direction through
the planetary spaces. it ca_n not be denied
·that there is a possibility of the earth's
coming into collision with one of them in
lapse of time; hut we are able to show
from legitimate reasoning, that the chance
of such a catastrophe is very small indeed.
(The decimal unit, I 42, &c. in above M. Arago has calculated that the. probaband following, also. in the preceding table, ility against it is greater than 250,000,000
represents or is based upon the earth's to one. Klinkerfues put it at 250,500,non
to one. We know that the earth has had
semi axis major taken as a unity).
The nebulosity surrounding the nucleus one or two very narrow e~capes withi_n
of the great comet of 1807 expanded as the the last two centuries; as in 1680 and 1832,
distance from the sun increased. The' when co.mets crossed the plane of the
measures of the Prussian astronomer ecliptic almost on the part of our glohe,
Schroter, give the following diameters of though at these times we were fortunately
the envelope surrounding the head of that removed many millfons of mil<'s from th.e
The comet
comet expressed as before, in English dangerous part of the orbit.
of I 770 has approached nearer to us than
miles.
The comet was nearest to the sun on · any of these bodies whose elements have
been sufficiently well determined. On the
September 19th
ISt of July it was distant on]v 363 terrf'S1807.
Diameter in miles.
Distance from sun
trial semi-diamf'ters, or r.438.000 miles.
October 20 ....... n7.900 ............ o 92
October 21 ....... 125.800 ............ o 93
The g-reat comets of 837, 1402, and· 1472,
October 22 ..•.••• 133.500 ............ 0.94
must have come within a verv short <lisOctober 23 ....... 138 400 ............ o 96
tance of our globe, and another small one,
October 25 ....... 156,200 ............ 099
which was observed hy Flauqerqnes in
October 31 ....... 159000 ............ 1.08
Nove111qer 3 .. ., .. 198,400.: ...... : ... I.I~
T8?61 seems ~o fH\Y~ ~ag~ a, clq~~ app~lse.
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Olbtrs mentions several which have crossed the ecliptic at points not far removed
from the annual track of the earth!
The comet of 1684 approached it within 216
terrestrital semi-diameters.
The ·comet of 1805 approached it within 261
terrestrial semi-diameters.
The comet of 1742 approached it within 331
terrestrial semi-diameters.
The co.met of 1770 approached it within 347
terrestrial semi-diameters.
(The term "terrestrial semi-diameters"
simply means semi-diameters of the earth.·
The earth's sem~-diameter, or haif diameter, is 3961 59-121 miles.)
We have thus far attempted to draw
forth the devout and attentive gaze of your
many readers to some of the most mysterious of all the celestial bodies.
In drawing this essay to a close, I am
deeply conscious of having failed to do
justice to so. vastly intricate and complicated a subject; but if I have only succeeded
in excititing in the minds of at least some
of your readers a thirst to know more of
this wonderful subject, as evinced by the.ir
interest in the few meagre details I have
now placed before them, I shall feel more
than amply repaid for my trouble in study,
research and calculation.
There is a voice that says in stentorian
tones to the anxious investigators of science
when seeking more light on these mysterious heavenly bodies, "thus far shalt thou
go, and no· farther."
I am therefore reluctantly compelled to
take my leave of your readers without
giving them a word of information concerning the abstract material of which
comets are composed, or of what is their
function and mission in the telestial (or
starry) world; but a kind voice whispers
in reply to all our anxious questions on
this and other great mysteries, "what thou
knowest not now, thou shalt know hereafter."-J ohn 13: 7·
CONTENTMENT.
"CONTENTMENT with godliness is great
gain." He that is contented is truly rich.
Not he who is contented to live in indolence, filth and poverty, but he who makes
wise use of every blessing within his rightful grasp, and is contented with the same.
Such a person is rich, whether his possessions are great or small. We often meet
people who profess godliness, yet are far
from being contented. Their surroundings
and influences are not pleasant; so in consequence they yield to discontent. They
let their desires go out after the pleasures
of others and sigh, "0 had I such a home,
such children, I should be perfectly cont~nted." It is decidedly wrong for one to
spend time and strength in reaching after
the blessings of others. They should be
devoted to the care and development of our
own blessings; and we should obtain the
jewel so much coveted-contentment. If
·we will not try to be satisfied with our
present blessings, we would not lwd we
those blessings which seem so flattering-.
St. Paul said, "l have learned, in whatsoever state I am therewith to be content."
O, what a great lesson, and how .few have
}earn~d_it!..,_'Tis Bot tq bt: lei1rned in a c\ay,

nor by those whose minds are feasted on
the pleasures of this life alone; but it is the
lesson of years, learned only by those who
cdme up through much tribulation. That
is the way brother Paul learned it, and that
is the way every Saint must learn it, if he
learns it at all.
We meet with those who have great advantages for an education, while· our own
has been limited, and we do not feel satisfied on foat point. But when we consider,
we feel that He whom we profess to love
knoweth what advantages are best adapted
to our individual case. Not to say that an ,
education is not desirable, but that we
should not indulge in over anxious desires ·
contrary to His will. It is our duty and
privilege however, to make wise use of
every available opportunity to add to our
little stock of learning,. We can profit
very much by associating with those whose
education is superior to our own, if we
carefully learn from them.
We meet many who have better and
more abundant earth! y goods than we have,
and we let this give us uneasiness and discontent; but that is all folly. If our possessions are small, our stewardship is small
consequently we have less labor, less anxiety, and more time to occupy and develop
the mind, That truly is life's greatest
work; .and we often find it very well done
among the poor and unfortunate. It is well
to have riches if they come by honest industry, and the blessing of God; and it may
be well if we do not have them-our Master had none.
We may not be satisfied because our talent is less than many others; but if there is
little given, there will be but little required. And if we rightly improve the
one, we shall meet our Master's approval
as well as he who improves his ten. There
truly is great gain in possessing contentment with godliness. And as it may be
acquired, dear Saints, let us strive for it.
It will give us more happiness in this present life, and tend to have a better influence
in the world, than the indulgence of di~
content. Let us earnestly try in every
proper way to make our homes pleasant
and attractive, and thereby sow the seed of
contentment in the heart of every member
of our family. It will not be lost. The
Father's blessing will rest upon every good
effort, and we like Paul will be able to say:
'Cont'entment with godliness is great gain."
"Of all the riches life may seek or measure;
A contented heart is the greatest treasure."

ALMIRA M. SNOW.
We have received a copy of a new march, by
the composer, John Wiegand. The title page
bears a fine portrait of the Commander-in-Chief
of the G. A. R., to whom it is dedicated. Young
musicians and teachers would do well to order a
copy at once. Price, 5oc.; Simplified, 4oc.; Duet,
75c.; Brass and Reed Band, 5oc. Mailed on receipt of price. Ign. Fischer, Publisher, Toledo,
Ohio.
PROPHETIC TRUTH.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israelitish Record of a Fallen People; paper
covers; five for $1. .....•........•.........•.•• each 25
~Being the Subject of an Evening's Conver•ation ReBpecting its Origin. Its Divinity Proved by the Scriptures and Collateral Evidence. Prefaced with a Brief
Sketch of the Life of the Prophe3 showing the way and
~a~~~r of ~i~ b~7?~in~ fO~s~s~e ?f ~e ~eco;d.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each.pap@r shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt;

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of Southern California District
will convene at San Bernardino, March 19th,
1886, at IO. a. m. Let all the Saints who desire
a blessing attend; and especially let all the officials be there; let every branch make full report,
anc) let all scattered members report or be reported, either in person or by letter. And again, I
call upon all the scattered of latter day Israel in
this district, whose faith may .have been shattered
in "the dark and cloudy day,'' by corrupt practices
or false teachings of assuming and. designing
men, not authorized of God to lead and teach.
Oh! come ye, and meet with us; return unto
God and he will return unto you. Remember
the day when you entered into covenant with
God, when he blessed you and filled your souls
with joy unalloyed; and remember the loss of
this,.w-lliich you have Jong felt. Let then the remaining spark qe kindled until you are again
filled. You can obtain it again and be filled with
unparalleled peace as in days of old. Hundreds
have returned and are happy. Zion is even now
being redeemed. Delay no longer. Frame no
excuses that must fail at the bar of God, when
each must answer for themselves. That covenant'
was an eternal truth when you made it, and it is
the same to-day. "Return unto me, and I will
return unto you, saith the Lord." Let every
Saint come praying for an outpouring of the
Spirit, that we may enjoy a time long to be remembered by all.
D. S. MILLS, Dist. Pres.
The conference of the Central California district, will meet at Saints'. Hall in Hollister, on
Friday, 26th of March, 1886, at ten o'clock, to
last o~er Sunday, 28th. Hope all the branches
will be well represented. Come all who can,
and let us have a glorious time. Come bringing
the Good Spirit with you, and success will be
ours.
J. H. LAWN, Pres. Dist.
BORN.
KIRKENDALL.-December 15th, I885, to Bro.
Asa L. and Sr. Blanche Kirkendall, a son, named
Aaron C; blessed December 20th, I885, by Elder
L. R. Devore.
MARRIED.
ADAMSON-BELL.-At Windsor, California,
November 8th, 1885, by Elder J. Price, of Oakland, Isaac Newton Adamson, of Santa Rosa, to
Lucinda Bell, of Windsor.
May their lives be long and happy,
As they journey along together,
And when this sphere of life is ended,
May they share a home forever.

DIED.
WrLL!AMS.-At Frederick, Monroe county,
Iowa, January 5th, 1886, of diphtheria-croup,
Jane, daughter and oldest child of Bro. and Sr.
Thomas D. Williams, aged 8 years, 6 months and
5 days. She had a good and obedient spirit, and
when she knew that she must die she asked her
parents not to weep, for she said that she was
going to the angel-world. The funeral sermon
was preached at Cleveland, Iowa, February 15th,
'
by Elder H. 4: ~tebbjns,
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P ARKER.-At Independence, Missouri, Octo1875, at Nebraska City. He leaves an aged comber 23d, 1885, Capitola Pearl, daughter of Bro.
panion and several grown up children. He was
John and Sr. Emma Parker, aged r year and 2
a consistent and devoted disciple of truth. The
months. Same place, October 26th, 1885, Sarepta,
funeral was in charge of Bro. John Everrett,
daughter of Bro. John and Sr. Emma Parker,
Sen., the attendance was large. The funeral seraged 2 years and 9 months. Thus the little buds
mon was preached February 14th, to a ·crowde,d
of promise have gone on before us into "the sweet
house by Elder Robt. M. Elvin, from Alma 8:
fields of Eden." Funeral services by Elder F. C.
IO.
Our brother passed away as peacefully as a
Warnky.
child going to sleep; and may his arising be
MARTIN.-John H. Martin born September
glorious.
xst, 1858, at Albany, Athens county, Ohio; bapSEARs.-At Elmira, Mitchell county, Kansas,
February 18th, 1886, sister Sarah M., daughter of
tized by Elder T. J. Beatty, August 10th,, 1885;
died of consumption January 3d, r886, near
Bro. Abram and Sr. Mary Sears. Born DecemVale's Mills, Vinton county, Ohio.
ber 4th, 1873; baptized May 22d, 1884, by Elder
A. H. Parsons. She was a faithful Saint, taking
WILLIAMS.-ln Pottawattamie county, Kanpart in all the prayer meetings. A few hours besas, March 19th, 1884, Sr. Susannah, wife of
fore death she said she was nofafraid to die. FHElder Charles Williams, formerly of Amboy,
neral discourse delivered by A. H. Parsons, at
Illinois, aged 66 years, 6 months and 24 days.
the United Brethren Church, to a full house.
CoTTRILL.-Andrew Cottrill, born January
May we all be as well prepared as she was when
20th, 1825, at Albany, Meigs county, Ohio l bapthe summons comes.
tized November 30th, 1885, by Elder T. J. Beatty;
"Dearest sister, thou hast left us,
died January 16th, 1886, near Radcliff, Vinton
Here thy Joss we deeply feel;
county, Ohio. Funeral discourse January 18th,
But 'tis God that hath bereft us,
1886, by Elder L. R. Devore.
He can all our sorrows heal."
WrLLIAMs.-Sarah Ann, daughter of Robert
Farewell, dear Sister, as we part to meet agam,
D. and Ann Williams, born October 10th, 1882;
In a land where death doth not enter;
In that fair Celestial city
died December 25th, 1885, at Cleveland, Iowa.
Where our God shall make his home.
A. H. P.
Blessed by Elder John R. Evans, who also preachTowNSEND.-At
St.
Louis,
Missouri,
January
ed the funeral sermon.
30th, of oiphtheria, Sarah Teresa, aged 6 years, 3
ALLEN.-At Cleveland, Iowa, January 17th,
months, and 8 days. February 7th, of diphtheria,
1886,'of inflammation of the bowels, Richard T.
Samuel Richard, aged 4 years, 2 month>, and 20
Allen, son of Bro. and Sr. Thomas R. Allen,
days. February I 5th, of diphtheria, Henry Eli,
i1ged 24 years, 3 months and r r days. He was
aged 7 years 8 months and Ir days. Children of
born in Kewanee, Illinois; was baptized at Alton,
Mr. H. and Sr. L. Townsend.
Illinois, July 14th, 1872, by his father. He left a
"Jesus, while our hearts are bleeding,
wife and child. The foneral services were conO'er the spoils that death hath won,
ducted by Elder J. R. Evans.
We would at this solemn meeting,
Calmly say,-Thyc will be done.
BAss.-In the town of Beloit, Rock county,
By thy hands the boon was given,
Wisconsin, February the 16th, 1886, of consumpThou hast taken but thine own;
tion, Sr. Eliizabeth Bass, aged 40 years, 2 months,
Lord of earth, and God of heaveu,
and 15 days. Deceased was born December rst,
Evermore,-Thy will be done."
1845, in Litchfield, Michigan; was baptized at
FIRST QUORUM OF PRIESTS.
Montrose, Iowa, September 21st, 1885, by Elder
]> Roth. Funeral sermon by F. M. Cooper of
I woulg like to have a report of the labors of
Plano, Illinois. Sister Bass was prepared to go.
each member of the Quorum. Tell us what you
After bidding each member of her family a tenhave done in the past year, and your desires and
'der farewell, she welcomed death as a sweet reintention to labor in .the future, before the
lease from all her suffering. She has gone on to
Annual Conference. Please sit down at once,
inherit the Saints' rest.
write out your report, and send it to J. B. GouldCALDERWOOD.- At Sacramento, California,
smith, Nebraska City, Nebraska, Pres.of Quorum.
September 22d, 1885, Job Calderwood, son of J.
ERRATA.
F. and Sr. Sarah T. Calderwood, aged 10 years,
I I months and 8, days.
Elders A. H. Smith and
In the Herald of February 2oth,.1886, page II8,
E. L. Kelley officiated at the funeral. We greatmy references to Zechariah should be to chapters
ly miss his smiling face in the Sunday School.
II and 12, not 13 and 14. How I come to make
He was a great lover of the hymn: "Jesus loves
that mistake, affords me sotne discomfort. That
me, this I know." We are sure he has gone to
"idol," "foolish shepherd," was what I meant to
Jesus;
SARAH HUNT.
refer unto; not "idle," but idol. One whom some
would make too much of. If that has not yet
HALL.-At Crescent City, Iowa, January 27th,
1886, brother Elijah Hall; aged 82 years, 2 _been done, I am again mistaken. Once I said I
was glad to find out my mistakes; but awful sormonths, 28 days. He has been a member of the
ry and ashamed that I make so ~any.
Reorganized Church 20 years, and died in full
J. S. C.; old age 85.
faith, with a hope of a glorious resurrection.
His Spirit has gone to meet his wife, who was
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
called home some years ago. Funeral services
811ud~1y School Engineer and Record Book . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Prom pt Att~ndm:ce Tickets ..... 100 for 15c., 1000 for 1 00
conducted by P. Harding.
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~o. 41>! .-Book Markers, 2x6; 10 for Sc .• JOO for,...... 7U
head, Bro. Levi D. Hoisington; his sojourn on
No, 281.-Buok Markers, 2Yzx6: 10for~5c., fOOfor .... 2 "''
eart,h was 61 years, I I months and 17 days. He
No, 3'.L--Flowers and Verse~ 2X(x4; 10 for lOc., 100.. 90
No. 3h!l.- Brouze Birds·aud .t<:lowers, 3x5; pack of 10
was religiously inclined, and of a quiet, peaceful
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0
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ENGLISH MISSION.
The annual conference of the English Mission
was held at Sheffield, England, May 23d-25th,
1885. Elder Thomas Taylor, president; and Bro.
C.H. Caton, secretary. Conference was called to
order in the evening in the Saints' meeting room,
Dun Lane, Shales Moor. After the usual preliminaries the president addressed the brethren
on the rise and progress of the'work in this country, dwelling chiefly upon its continued improvement. Delegates from branches and districts
were: Birmingham district, G. S. Greenwood;
Manchester district, J. Ramsey; Birmingham
branch, C. H. Caton; Stafford branch, J. R.
Greenwood. Report of the Birmingham district
showed that good work had been done in that district during the year 1884. A new branch had
been organized at Nottingham, and there were
prospects for an increase in that place. The Saints
composi~g the district are in the main alive in
the work of God, and show great earnestness in
advancing its principles. The district had suffered somewhat severely during the past through
the emigration of some of its most active ministers to America. Besides the general good that
is being wrought, there are auxilliary organizations in connection with some of the branches
which are ·doing good. The mite fund in connection with the Stafford and Birmingham (Temple Row) branches, are sending fair sums of money to the Bishop annually. Then the Temple
Row branch has its "Dorcas Society," established six years ago, which is still doing good service, by being ever ready to help the poqr and
sick, and in other ways assisting the branch.
There is also a Bible Class which is proving a
valuable help to the young brethren.
Report of the Manchester district showed that
much valuable work had been done in that part
of the vineyard during the year for which the
report is submitted. Out of door preaching had
been prosecuted considerably, and very good hearings had been· accorded the various brethren who
had taken part therein. Many had been led to
say that, if the Bible is true, we as a people are
the true Church of Christ. What the increase
will be remains for the future to tell'. A branch
has been organized in the town of Leeds, where
there is every prospect of a good work being
done. The district generally is in good condi~
tion.
Bro. C. H. Caton, mission secretary, reported
his labors in that office for the past year. As recorder of the English Mission he called special
attention to the late arrival of annual reports
from branches and districts; so late as to render
it impossible for him to forward to Bro. Stebbins
in time for the Annual Conference of the church
in America. For many years he had labored
with a view to get the records of the mission to
agree with those of the general Church Recorder; but, tip to now, without success. He hoped
that those whose duty it is, will do their best during the present year to send in full reports of all
changes and additions had in the branch.
Bto. Thomas Taylor,. Bishop's Agent, presented a balance sheet of receipts and. expenses, as
sent to the Bishop, and published in the Supplement to. Herald .. On motion, brethren James
Baty and William Shepherd were appointed t<;)
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audit the same and report thereon to this conference.
Preaching services was held on Sunday fore11oon in the new Vestry Hall, West Bar, in charge
of the president. Brethren J. R. Greenwood of
Stafford, and J. Ramsey of Bolton, addressed the
congreg~tion. Fellowship meeting in the afternoon, Bro. Joseph Dewsnup of Manchester, in
charge. A good time was had; the Spirit helping the Saints in their devotions. It was certainly a time of refreshing. Preaching in the evening by brethren G. S. Greenwood of Stafford and
C. H. Caton of Birmingham, to a large and attentive congregation. The services throughout
the day were fairly well attended, and many enquiries were made. The efforts of the speakers
were as much ipstructive to all.
Business session was called to order in the
usual manner on Monday morning. The auditors found the agent's accounts quite correct. Report was received and the committee discharged.
Bro. C. H. Caton, on behalf of himself and the
president, gave a resume of the year's work on
the "Vindicator of Truth," to the following effect: Much time and trouble had been devoted
by those having charge of it, in which they had
been nobly seconded by some of the brethren.
There had not, however, been that amount of
energy shown by the brethren in general that we
had a right to expect. This is perhaps more so
in regard to contributions for its columns. Then
the finances showed a balance due to the publishers; and unless, as was at first stated, the whole
of each i;;<ue were sold, it will be impossible to
pay our way at the present price. If thought
proper by this conference to continue the publi
cation, it would perhaps be wise 10 alter the arrangement in which the subject matter is set;
and it is suggested that about four columns be
set in smaller type. This would increase the cost,
but would add to the appearance of the paper, and
enable us to put more in.
On motion of brethren G. S. Greenwood and
J. R. Green wood, it was resolved, that the pub
lication of the "Vindicator of Truth" be continu·
eel, and that to meet the extra expense, seven
pence per dozen be charged for them from the
next issue. Carried. One voted against the
motion.
The following was offered by brethren C. H.
Caton and J. Dewsnup: Whereas, in the opinion
of this conference the time has arrived when
steps should be taken to make the English Mission self-sustaining; therefore, be it resolved, that
a committee of. four be appointed to draft a
scheme to effect that object, and that they report
at this conference. The committee appointed
consists of brethren T. Taylor, Joseph Dewsnup,
C.H. Caton and Henry Greenwood. Sµbsequently the committee reported that for want of time
they were unable to perform the work assigned
them, and asked for more time. On motion of
J. Baty and J. D. Davies, the committee were
continued and requested to report at next conference.
The following was presented by brethren G. S.
Greenwood and C. Tyler: Whereas, in the opinion of this conference, a visit of Bro. Joseph
Smith, the president of the church, to this country would be conducive of much good to the
work in these lands. Be it resolved, that a fund
be opened with the object of providing for the
expenses of such visit, and that as soon as practicable Bro. Joseph be invited to pay a visit to
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this country. That all subscription for this purpose be sent to Bro. T. Taylor, president of the
mission.
'
On motion of brethren J. Dewsnup and J. Baty,
the mission secretary was authorized· to write to
Bro. Joseph Smith to ascertain the reason why
no mention was made of the Engli'h Mission in
sustaining missions at the late Annual Conference of the church held in America, April 6th
and following days, 1885.
The spiritual authorities of the church in
America,_ as sustained hy the April Conference
of 1885, were sustained. Brethren Thomas Taylor and Bro. C. H. Caton were sustained presiden,t and secretary of the English Mh,,.,ion. The
authorities of .the Birmingham and Manchester
districts were sustained by vote. On motion, the
secretary was ordered to send an abstract of the
minutes of this conference to the Saints' Herald,
with request that the editor give as full report as
possible. A vote of thanks to the Saints and
friends of Sheffield for their kindness to visiting
brethren was carried by acclamation. On motion, adjourned sine die.
Thus closed a most happy and enjoyable conference; the weak ones were strengthened, and
the strong ones made stronger.

same, be also required to labor under the direction of the said presidency, unless they shali
come properly recommended by the district of
which they are members.
The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted by a rising vat~: vV hereas; the Rear-.
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints has from its rise in 1853 taken a decided
stand against polygamy, priestcraft, and all other
kindred evils; and Whereas, the church at a General Conference held at Plano, Illinois, in· the
year 1870, did memorialize Congress to take
some decided action against the above evils, they
being no part of the original faith of the church;
and Whereas, from the facts set forth in said
memorial, and from the further facts of said evils
being a reproach upon the good name of our
glorious Republic, Congress did, in the year 1882.
adopt what is known as the Edmunds Law,
Therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, the Little Sioux District
of sale! church, do hereby endorse the provisions
of said law, and heartily approve what has been
done by the Federal authorities towards the suppression of said evils; furthermore, we believe
that the Saints, everywhere, should encourage
in every proper way the complete enforcement
of aJ.1 just laws enacted for the government of
LITTLE SIOUX.
the people. We hereby re affirm our oft repeatConference of the above district met pursuant
ed expressions of opposition to the withering and
to adjJurnment in the public hall in Logan, Harsoul-destroying cnrse of .Priestcraft, as exemplirison county, Iowa, at eleven o'clock, on Saturfied in the apostate system in Utah, and would
day, December 19th, 1885. President of district,
hail with plearnre any action looking to a more
J.C. Crabb, in the chair. Prayer by Bro. Jo'rn
persistent effort in the direction of bringing the
Hawley. Organized by electing Bro.J. C. Crabb,
leaders of the Utah apostasy to justice; believing
president; and P. Cadwell and C. Derry associate
as we do, that they are to a large degree responpresidents of conference; and Wm. C. Cadwell
sible for the abominations practiced there. We
and J. F. Min tun secretaries. Visiting brethren
would also respectfully suggest, as giving expres-.
were invited to take part in the deliberations of
sion to our views on the needs of the present
conference. W. C. Cadwell and C. Butterworth
situation in Utah, that a commission should be
were appointed a committe12 on resolutions durappointt'd by the United States government, as
ing conference. Branch Reports.-Spring Creek,
suggested in the report of the late Utah Commis53; 2 added by baptism, 5 children blessed.
sion to the President, into whose hands should
Magnolia 243; 3 received by vote on certificates
be committed the general charge of the adminisof baptism, 3 received by vote on letter, l baptiztration of laws there, as being the best and most
ed, I cut off. Sioux City, 14; 2 baptized, 3 repractical means of solving the difficulties th.at
ceived on certificate of baptism, I received by
surround the situation.
vote on evidence of membership in first organizaResolved; That: we note with sorrow the death,·
tion, r marriage. Little Sioux, 200; l died, 6
on Oclober 25th, 1885, of our brother, C. E.
received by letter, l marriage. Union Center,
Cobb; and are reminded that his pleasant coun90; r expelled. Official Reports.-High Priests:
tenance and cheering voice will hereafter be forC. Derry, J. C. Crabb and P. Cadwell; J. F.
evt>r absent from our earthly councils.
Mintun and John B. Lytle, of the Seventy;
Resolved, that we heartily endorse the tribute
Elders: M. P. Berg aµd W. Chambers (by letter),
paid him over the signature of Bro. C. Derry in
J. W. Wight, J. Hawley, L. Merchant, E. R.
the Herald of November 14th, 1885.
Lanpher, C .. Butterworth, H. Garner, W. C. CadResolved, that we hereby extend to our beloved
weJJ, T. Chapman, R. Farmer, and J.M. Putney;
sister, the widow and children of the departed
Priests: J. Merchant, W. T. Fallon, J. Emmerson,
brother, our sincere expressions of condolence
J.C. Johnson, and J. Gunsolly; Teachers: E. A.
and sympathy in this their hour of bereavement,
Townsend and W. R. Davison, reported.
and recommend in all humility that they look in
President Crabb gave some wholesome inearnest prayer and full reliance to Him who is
struction with reference to the ministry. The
the stay and staff of the weak and downcast, as
district presidency acting as a committee appointwell as the Father of the fatherlt'ss, and the
ed by last conference to visit and labor with the
Provider for the desolate, for strength and comSix Mile Grove Branch, reported having perfort.
W. C. Cadwell, C. E. Butterworth, J.C. Crabb
formed the.work allotted to them, and by desire
and J. M. Putney, were appointed a committee to
of the members of said branch had disorganized
visit and decide as to the advisability of organthe same. Bro. C. Derry was by his own request
izing a branch at the Willow. David Chambers
released from any special missionary labor in the
and Colby Downs were continued in former
district. A motion prevailed to the effect that
mission and Lehi Ellison was associated with
Bro. Milton Daugherty be placed under the diColby Downs.
rection of the presidency of the district; and that
J.M. Putney, J. W. Wight and W.R. Davison,
in similar cases in the future, persons not memcommittee appoint\"d to audit Bishop's agent'!!
bers of the district who desire to labor in the
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report, submitted their report, recommending the
approval of the same, as follows :-Receipts from
July 1st to October 1st, 1885, total receipts $176.25, amount on hand July rst $87.55, total $z63.,.
So; total paid out $no; amount on hand Octobe~ r st $ r 53.80.
Preaching on Saturday evening by C. Derry.
Sunday morning by J.C. Crabb, in the afternoon
by C. E. Butterworth, and in the evening by C.
Derry. Adjourned to meet at Magnolia, Iowa,
at eleven o'dock, on the second Saturday in
March [13th], 1886.
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
Conference convened at Bevier, February 6th
and 7th, 1886, W. H. Bybee, president; J. T.
Williams, secretary pro. tem. Report of Branches.-Bevier, 133 members; 2 removed by letter,
1 received by letter, I died. J. T. Williams,
president. Resolved,; that all members of Bevier
Branch who are scattered, be so reported at next
conference. Hannibal Branch reported, 25 members; r received on original baptism, two died,
ro scattered. J. Taylor, president. Renick 33;
7 received by baptism, 3. received by letter. W.
H. Vincent, president. Salt River 25; 14 scattered. Robert Thrutchley, president. Elders R.
Thrutchley, C. Perry, J. T. Williamo, W. H.
Bybee, S. Reed; Priests: M. Surridge; Teacher,
J. T. Richards, reported. W. H. Bybee was
chosen district president' for the next three
months, and was sustained as Bishops's Agent.
Bishop's Agent's report was audited and found
correct. On hand last report $3.80, received
since $900, total $12.80; paid out $20.35; due
agent $7·55· Elder W. H. Bybee addressed a
large and attentive audience in the eveging. On
Sunday Bro. Bybee addressed a large audience.
In the afternoon held a sacrament and fellowship
meeting; a good time was enjoyed, God revealing his will to the joy of the Saints. In the
evening Bro. Bybee spoke in power to a large
audience who took deep interest in what was
spoken. A good time was had through the entire
conference; the spirit of peace being with us all
the time. Adjourned to meet the first Saturday
in May, 1886, at such place as the district president may choose.
.,
CENTRAL MISSOURI.
This conference met with the W akanda Branch,
in the Saints' Chapel, January 15th, at two
o'clock. The entire. afternoon was devoted to
asking and answering questions, discussing
points of doctrine, &c., all being edified and benefited thereby. January i:6th, met for business.
J. B. Belcher, presiding; M. A. Trotter, secretary. Branch Reports.-Wakanda, no change;
Carrollton; r baptized into another branch, r
died. No report from Alma. Elders present
and reporting: P. P. Powell, D .• Powell, sen., E.
·w. Cato, sen., J.B. Belcher, W. L. Booker, A.
H. Herke, and M.A. Trotter. Elders J. West-'
wood and F. M. Miller reported by letter. G.
W. Carter, Priest, and T. Curtis, Teacher, reported. On motion, Daniel Rodgers and Eli
Curtis, scattered members, were expelled from
tbe church. [They should be simply reported
scattered.-Ed.] Brn. J. B. Belcher, D. Powell,
sen., E. W. Cato,and M. A. Trotter, were ap;
pointed to look after the scattered members. E.
W. Cato; sen., was appointed delegate to General
Gonference April next. W. L. Booker was

'chosen Pres. 0£ this District for the next term,
and M. A. Trotter as clerk. Adjourned to meet
with the Wakanda Branch, in Ray c;ounty, Missouri, Friday, the 9th day of July, 1886.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
This district conference convened at Plano,
Illinois, 13th February, 1886, the time having
been changed by the president of said district, so
as to have more good from the light of the moon.
Brother E. C. Briggs was chosen president, Bro.
Patterson, Dis. Pres. being unable to be present,
and W. Vickery, clerk. After singing, prayer
was offered by Bro. I. L. Roger£. The president
then made encouraging remarks.
Visiting
brethren were invited to take part in the deliberations of conference. Branch reports.-Streator
fifteen members, present twenty-three, including
two Elders. one Priest, one Teacher, one Deacon;
six baptized in the branch; two received by vote,
one expelled; A. Tarling, president.
Plano,
last report 188 members, present 198, including r
Hi~h Priest, 9 Elders, 5 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2
Deacons, 19 baptized in branch, 9 removed by
letter, 2 marriages; W. Vickery president. Corf·
la.nd, (newly organized), 14 members, including
r Elder, r Priest, 4 received by certificate of baptism, 9 received by letter, I received by vote;
Wm. E. Cherry presid<;>nt. First Chicago, last
report 16, present 17, including 3 Elders, I Deacon, I received by letter; S. C. Good president.
Braidwood, reported by Jetter from Bro. J. S.
Keir as having I added by baptism, I removed
by letter, otherwise same as last report. John S.
Keir president. Burlington, Wis., no change.
Henry Southwick, president. Mission, last report rr2, present u5, including 2 Elders, 2
Priests, r Teacher, 3 baptized in the branch;
Thomas Hougas president. Sandwich, reported
as having made a temporary organization pending this conference. Amboy, reported by· Bro.
S. J. Stone-no meetings. A communication
from the Church Recorder was read, and.referred to the presidents of the mission and district.
Bro. John S. Patterson reported his labors as
district president for the past four mouths, had
baptized r, confirmed r, assisted to confirm 3 others, blessed 7 children, ordained r Elder, and r
Priest, also organized l branch with 14 members.
Officials reported.:_J. L. Rogers; J. C. Foss, had
preached 2 sermons at Chicago, 25 at Sandwich,
21 at Plano, 14 at Piper City, r 1 at Streator,
making 73 irt all, had baptized 19, blessed 2 children, solemnized I marriage; W. Vickery, had.
baptized 9, blessed 5 children,, solemnized l marriage; Odin Jacobs, S. C. Good, Jacob Sta~ley
reported. Priest A. Tarling reported as president of Streator Branch. Moved, that the presi-·
dent of the mission be appointed a com_mittee· to
investigate and set in order the' Sandwich Branch.
On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered Bro.
John S. Patterson for past servjces in the district.
On motion, Bro. F. M. Cooper was chosen president of .the district for the next four months.
Brn. I. L. Rogers, J S. Patterson, J.C. Foss, and
W. Vickery, were on motions chosen delegates
to General Conference, to be held at ' Lamoni,
Iowa, April 6th, 1886, and they were on motion
instructed to cast the vote of the district. W.
Vickery wa8 sustained clerk of the district.
Preaching Saturday evening by Bro. Thoipas
Hougas. Sunday morning Bishop G . A. Blakeslee occupied the stand and spoke to the Saints in
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regard to tithing, and was assisted by Bro. E.
Banta. At 2 30 p. m. held fellowship and sacra•
ment meeting, in charge of Bishop G. A. Blakeslee and his Agent, T. Hougas.. A very spiritual
time was enjoyed by the Saints. The Spirit's
presence was felt and testified of by many. At
7 o'clock p. m. a large audience listened to Bro.
F. M. Cooper as he presented the word. It was
a quiet, peaceful session all through, and all
seemed to feel strengthened in the faith. Adjourned to meet at Streator, June 12 and 13th
1886.
MOBILE.
This district conference convened at the Three
Rh·ers Branch, Jackson county, Mississippi, February 13th, 1886, F. P. Scarcliff, president, J.B.
Porter; clerk pro. tem. Elder F. P. Scarcliff (baptized 2), J.B. Porter; Priest G. W. Sherman, and
Teacher D. Goff, reported. General Conference
was requested to sustain Elder G. Montague, and
appoint Elder F. P. Scarcliff to labor, as missionaries in the South-Eastern Mission. F. P. Scarcliff was appointed delegate to next General
Conference, and the presidents of branches were
requested to collect money and forward to the
delegate in time for him to attend; and in case
sufficient means should not be raised to defray
his expenses, and he be not able to attend, it was
resolved that the money so obtained should be
given him for his private expenses. J. Robinson
secretary of the district, was released, and Sr. M.
E. Scarcliff appointed to succeed him. Prayer
meeting Sunday at ten o'clock, in charge of W.
Sherman. Preaching forenoon and evening by
F. P. Scarcliff. F. P. Scarcliff was sustained as
president of the district and Bishop's Agent.
The spiritual authorities of the church were _sustained. Adjourned subject to the call of the
president of the district.
INDEPENDENCE.
Conference convened in tbe Saints' Chapel,
Independence, Missouri, February 13th; 1886. F.
C. Warnky in the .chair, T. W. Chatburn, clerk.
Branch Reports.-,-Independence 434, 8 baptized,
20 received by Jetter, 7 removed by letter, 6 marriages. Armstrong, Kansas, 70, I baptized, 21
received by letter, 2 removed by letter, l died, 2
marriages. Kansas City referred back for correction. All visiting brethren were requested to
take part in the conference. Elders Reports.T. W. Chatburn, F. G. Pitt, S. Maloney, J. T.
Clark, J. H. Lee, Geo. Hayward, J. H. Lake,
Josiah Curtis, Wm. Newton .(baptized 4), .R.
Preator, R. J. Anthony, Geo. Pilgrim, F. C.
Warnky (baptized 5), T. Thomas, S. Hoag,J. W.
Brackenbury, Wm. M. Goreham, H. Faulk, A.
White, S. G. Mayo, B. Myers; E. Curtis, S. Crum,
M. T. Short, T. E. Lloyd, D. E. Norton, C. A.
Bishop, I. N. White by Jetter. Priests: J. F.
Clemenson, A. Austin, S. Farrow, J. Bullard, R.
May, A. Munn, 'Geo. D. Ross, John Allison, A.
Cox, Wm. Bradford, F. Dennis,'and J. H. Stratton, David E. Winn by letter. Teachers: W.
Barbee, F. Gerber, and J. Kennedy. Bishop's
Agent (White) received during the last quarter
$10085; expenditures $65.00; balance $35.85.
Committee on district boundary r;eported the
following territory as comprising the Independence District :-All the counties of Jackson,
Cass, Hickory, Camden, Miller, Cole, Lafayette,
Cooper, Saline, Pettis, Mor.gan1 Maniteim 1 Ben•
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toh, St. Clair, Henry and Johnson, in the State of
Missouri; also the countie& of Wyandotte, Johnson, Miami, and Linn, in the State of Kansas.
Delegates to the Annual Conference ate L N.
White, F. G. Pitt, W. Smith, F. C. Warnky and
T. W. Chatburn. Officers elected for the ensuing
.term, I. N. White, president, and T. W. Chatburn,
. clerk and treasurer. Preaching~during the seHsion
by John H. Lake, R. J. Anthony, M. T. Short
'and I. N. White. All the authorities were duly
sustained. Adjourned to meet in Independence,
June r2th, r886, ro a. m.

F a r m

f o 1·

S a le .

51

·Fa1·1n

for

Sale.

offers for Sale, in the town of LamotWo lots centrally located. On one Jot is a
THEni, undersigned
BLAUKSMITH AND WAGON SHOP, AND A
,
DWELLING .HOUSE;
On the other is a small S'I'ABLE and CORN CRIB. A
good·Well on each.lot. For price and particulars apply to
6mar 1ni
J. J. RABIDOU, Lamoni, Iowa.

GeneraJ .(;oufercuce.
UH!NG Getleral Conference the LAMONI GAZETTE
•
w1ll'l>e published Daily, and will contain reports of
l-Jonference proceedings. Any person sending $1 will receive the Gazette one yeur, and the daily extra. 'l'he daily
<luring conference 35 eta. For clubB of ten, one copy free to
ugent. Seud by money order, check, or registered letter.
6mar2t
WALKER & HANSEN, Lamoni, Iowa.

D

120 ACRES,

2~~ miles South-east of Lamoni and one

mile west of Bethany Junction.

J;.and all tilable an cl well

located, Large young Orchard, just beginning to bear.
Good FRA:ME HOUSE and BARN.
Terms easy.
Address: J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
6mar 4t
'ihX:lti

For Sah'

011rn

UH tlUHbl'.

~lort;•hon!!e &

toood"',

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots.

~·or

particulars, address

N. M. REEDER,
LAMONI, IOWA.

3ojan2m

J. \V. De~o.011, 1'rl. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

NEW

B

0

0

K

S !

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Uatalogues sent on application.
W"'· Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

mile west and 9ne mile south of Lamoni. Applv on farm
or by letter to
O. B. THOMAS,
20feb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

UENTI8TR.V.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

·s1x

miles south· east of Independence, Mo., r53

·
acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber .and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
Tabor, Fremont Co .. Iowa.
20feh6m

Farin fo1· Rent
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balO
ance in Pasture and Plow Janel. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
9jantf

MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni,

Licentiate. of the Royal Dental Colhege of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its bmncheo in Lamoni, Iowa.

Office

Iowa.

SUCCESSORS-IN BELLS-TO THE

CATALOGUE' WITH !500 TESTIMONIALS

II

H.

HAN8EN,

PHYSICIAN AND

M

D.,

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
honrs. Office in Drug-Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
1!2W'" Residtmce o_ne hlock .East Teal's Store. 14feb1y

.

. a ne ll.mo. selected by th~ y, S. Cov•t

to carr11 the Fast Mail. ·

on Main street, two d.oors north of Ti/ion's Store.

T!L.\CTS.
~Oc. a doz., per 100...... i.ro
No. 3.-Voice of the (food SIJ<•pherd; 5c. a doz. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Suit: 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1for51JO, per 1,00:J ... ,, ........... 1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel.. .... ., . , ., ., price the ea me as No. 4.
No {).~The '~One Baptism;"' it~ Mnde ~uhjccts. Pre~
H<·qn•eites. and Design,~and Wbo tihall Administer~ 16 pllges; 25c. per doz. per 100- ............... 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., 100 ....... 1 75
No. 8.--Fnlne•s of the Atonemeut; 25c. a cloz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint; 20 pages; 30C. per dozen. per 100..... , , ...... 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way: 8 p.; 1oc. a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No.11.-The'Plan of Salvation; 30c. a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No. 12.-'rhe Bible ver,ns Polygamy; 25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No. 14.-Renly to Oreon Pratt; 2Qc. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brigbamite Irlulatry; 5c. a dozen. per 100.... 40
No. 16.-Polygamy; ·was It an Original Tenet of the
Church; 20c .. a dozen, per 100 ...................... 1 40
No. 17.-'l'he Sncces"or in the Prophetic Office anil
Pre"idenc~ of the Chnrch; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ...... 1 75
No. l8.-Re3ection of the C.htirch ;.. 15c. a doz. 100 for 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body;" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostl< ship and nuder the Apostasy;
1~ puges; 20c. a dozi·n, 100 for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-Truths by Three Witnesses; Sc. a doz., 100.. 15
No. 22.~Fa1th and Repentance; 15c. a dozen, 100 ..... 110
No. 2:3.-Baptism; 10 pages; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 2•1.-The Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 for.... 40
No. 25.-Laying on of Hands; 5c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 40
No. 26.-Mountain of the Lord's House; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per 100 .... -........ .,........................ 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Question; 20c. a dozen, 100for1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of tile Rernrrect10n, from the Doctrine and Covenants; Ge. a dozen, 100 for ........... 40
No. :JO.-Origin of the, Book of Mormon; 15 cents .a
1 10

No. 2.-Truth Made Marnfe,t:

N~~~?':'..W~.1~8 ·,i,~·;1th i ·;.,;a.· ;.r1:,i~· 0;.ih.oii0;,j.·i ·~~a:

au Evangelical Church? ·Also, the Kirtland Temple .,nit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 for 50c.,
GOOfor$1, 1.000for ........... ····· ......... : .... .. 1
No. :J:l.-Which i• the Church? 5c. a dozen, 100 ......
No. 36.-'rhe Spaulding Story Re-Eirnmined; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for ...................................... 1
A Memorial to Cm1gress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 1
·J'rittl of the Witn~ssea to the Resurrection; 32 pages~ 6c. each, per dozen...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Pro:.Jwcy on the Rebellion; per 100......... .• .• •••• •.
~An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound m Limp Cloth tnrned in ..... ., . . .. .. . . ••••• •. .

75
40
25
10

60
15

The Only Through Line. with its own track, between

_

0

~~h
~2~~~DENVER
ST. LOUIS
EithGr by way of Omaha, ·Pacif,lc Junction; Atchison
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,
11.LINOIS, IOW.ili, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

e~

With branch lines to their important cities and towns.

It

runs every day in the year from one to three -elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Siouir City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis :and Omaha.
.
St. Louis and St. Paul,.
St. Louis and Rock lsiand,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine.s.

7o

At each of its sever:a! Eastern and Western termini 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

~p~mkled Sheep, or Library .......................... 1 25

San Fram:::isco, Portland and City of Mexico

.
. THE SAIXTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK. ·
lm!tat10n Morocco, maruleil edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. , ....................... 1 50

the Burlington Route, call on arly Ticket Agent in th&
United States or Canada, or addtess

.

DOCTHINE AND COVENANTS.

m1tat10n Morocco, g1lt edges ......................... 1 50

HOLY SCRIPTURES
Inspired Transli;tion by Joseph Smith the Prophet
Sh eep or Library bmdmg
·
Imitation Morocco gilt
1 5C
Full Morocco gilt edges e ges ... ·· .... ••·· .•••••• ., •.. 2 06
2
New Testam~nt, inspir(~~]· ·f;rliii·~~ ~:: ~: ~: ~: ~:: ::: ::·:: ~: ¥g
BOOK OF lVlUHMON.
Ro~n. ~prinkled edges ................................ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, g,11t edges ......................... 1 50
J!'ull Morocco, gilt e ges ............................... 1 75
JU:-JEPH SMl'l'H 'l'IIE PROFilEl', AND Hlb
.
PROGENI'l'UHS.
Muslin Boards, 312 pages, by Lucy Smith............. 75
Leather Binding.... . • . • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • . • ••• 1 25
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE
For all Deliberative Assemblies ol the Church; also,
a Chapter on Branch Rules. and one on Reports of
Branches and Districts; 128 pages, limp c~oth.....

4D

CONCORDANCE TO BOUK UF COVENAN'I'S.
All enlarged new edition; paper covers, 32 pages..... 10

EiLYMYER MANUFACTURING C:ll

W

Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
· south of Railroad.

a".......... .·'· ········.. ·

Farn1 fo1· Sale,

ILL hereafter he published by S. F. Walker and John
H. Hansen. Everyone Interested in the Local News
of this place shonld subscribe for the Gazelle.. Terms: One
Dollar per.year in advance. Samples free.
·
27feb

Orchard~

Dental Surgeon,

For Sale.

'll'he La1no11i Gazette,

ACRES, well improved; lanrlin good condiJ.
EIGH'l'Y
tion; .emnll Honse, and Barn, llearing
one

DR.

HANDS

CH::4.NGEIJ

ACRES •.quite well 'improved. and near· Lamoni.
Cost $2,4lJl); will take $~,150 ca•h, or the moet of it
c11°h.
I desire to moveA..wtlv.
feb6tf
E. H .. GURLEY, Lam9ni, Iowa.

FORSCUTT AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
J: Shinn affirms "The Bible Teaches the Coming of
Christ to Judge the World is now past." M. H. Forscutt
affirms "The Bible Teaches the Literal Resurrection of the
Body from tb() Grave." Paper coversL194 pages. . . . . . ·35

For Tickets, Rates 1 General Information, etc., regarding

HENRY B. STONE,

Gen'f Manager 1

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen 1 I Pass. Agent.

CHICAGO,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going Ea~t at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
W'.est 2: 53 "

~·BUSI

N ES$°*

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young peoPle 'for useful and profitable employ..
tnent. The follo,Ving branches are thoroughly taught.;
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithr
metic i Rapid Calculations ; Business "Vriting; Com
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type~writing ; and Actual Business
Practice•.'for circuJars addre8s
DUNCAN & JUWKS( Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday; at
Lamoni, Decatur Connty, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER; Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatnr County, Iowa. All matters of hnsiness
connected wii;h the office should be addressed to DAVID
DANOEll: commnnlcatlons and articles to the EDITOll,

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS' HERALi).
"HEARKEN TO THE WORD 01!' THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."~Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE 01!' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBEBTY To MABRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

Vol. 33. -Whole No. 670
THE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Pu.hlishetl at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
I~very

Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
•rraveling .Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as secoml class matter at La.moni Post Ollice.
~The

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 13, 1886.
THE LOYALTY OF THE SEER.

IN these times whe;i both the Brighamite
leaders and the hot-mouthed anti-Mormon
agitators are claiming that the present
state of affairs between the Utah Mormon
Church and the Federal government is
the legitimate outcome of the teachings of
Joseph Smith the Seer, it becomes essential for all to Honestly investigate such
claims and see whether they are true or
not. It is art easy thing to make assertions, but sometimes it is found very diffi. cult to maintain them by proper evidence.
We undertake to say that in all the
writings of Joseph Smith, there is not one
sentence that can fairly be construed into
favoring these claims; but that on the
other hand, all his authentic teachings
directly favor submission to civil law and
civil rulers. The fact that he suffered
forty-eight vexatious law-suits, when all
the authority was in the hands of his persecutors, and came through these fiery
trials unscathed; is exceedingly strong evidence that he only asked to be judged bv
the law, and to be tried before competent
civil tribunals,, The further fact that,
when pursued with malignant purpose by
his avowed enemies, he came forth and
gave himself into the custody of the civil
rulers of the State of Illino:s, chief of
whom was the. Governor-Ford-is irrefutable evidence that he, at his peril, would
honor the laws of his country and submit
to the authority of its magistrates. His
acts in the premises afford the highest
proof that what he asked, and all he asked,
was justice and equity acc9rding to the
laws of the land. His integrity as a citizen, his devotion to the gospel he taught,
and his love for (he Saints, are seen in the
fact that whert threatrtings and plottings
and dangers were thick on every hand, he
came meekly and boldly to the front, in
_order to respect the laws of the land and
to shield the Saints from impending .evil.
He was no "hireling," but, actuated by the

Lamoni, Iowa, March 13, 1886.
most loyal and the loftiest &entiments, he
voluntarily, and with ample forethought
imperilled and finally gave his life for the
Saints whom he loved. The revelations
he gave to the chtfrch say:"Let no man break the laws of the land, for he
that keepeth the laws of God hath no need to
break the laws of the land; wherefore be subject
to the powers that be [civil magistrates] until He
reigns whose right it is to reign, and subdues all
enemies under his feet."-Doc. and Cov., Rev.
• Aug. Ist, 183r.

One provision in the fundamental law
he gave to the church requires that the
church turn over all its criminals to the officers of the land for punishment; thus
making the church officers to be active
conservators of the civil law. It reads:-

No.

I I.

Christ, and the unanimity and good feeling which
pervaded the whole. Much instruction was given by President Smith and others, and the whole
confe1·ence was edified by an appropriate and interesting address from Elder Sidney Rigdon,
giving a history of the church from its first organization, and a sketch of the sufferings· and
privations of the first elders, and showing. that
Ike kingdom o/ God could be establisked in any country witkout i?ifringing upon any law, or interfering
with any government. That the saints of God
lived jar above all earthy laws; that the law of
God was far more righteous than the laws of the
land; that the king·d01n ef God does not tnterjere
with any ef Ike laws ef the land, but is sustained by
its own laws. He made many pleasiq.g references
to the manifestations of God at different times;
how they had been annoyed by certain men who
were wise in their own conceit, and opposed to
the principles of virtue and righteousness.

"And again, every person who belongeth to
this Church of Christ, shall observe to keep all
the commandments and covenants of the church.
Joseph the Seer said in respect to the
And it shall come to pass, that if any persons
relative position of civil rules to the people
among you shall kill, they shall be delivered up
they govern, that they "are nothing more
and dealt with according to the laws of the land;
or less than the servants of the people."
And of the source of civil authority, the
for remember that h.e hath no forgiveness; and
power of civil officers, and the extent of
it shall be proven according to the laws of the
national jurisdicdon, he said :-"In the
land.
United States the people are the govern"And if ~ny man or woman shall commit adulment; and their united voice is the only
try, he or she shall be tried before two elders of
sovereign that should rule; the only power
the c.hurch or more, and every word.shall be esthat
should be obeyed; and the only gentablished against him or her by .two witnesses of
tlemen that should be honored, at home
the church, and not of the enemy; but if there
and abroad, on the land and on the sea."are more than two witnesses it is better; but he
Times and Seasons, vol. 5: 528, 533. By
or she shall be condemned by the mouth of two
this
we see he held that ·no church, and no
witne,ses, and the elders shall lay the case)Jefore
priesthood, had any right to define or in .
the church, and the church shall lift up their
any way in.terfere with the laws of the
hands against him or her, that they may be dealt
land or its proper administrators, but that
with according to the law 0£ God. And if it can
as citizens they were bound to honor and
be, it is necessary that the Bishop is present also.
submit to them faithfully.
And thus ye shall do in. all cases which shall
In respect to the supreme power and the
come before you. And if a man or woman shall
duty of Congress toregulate all matters for
rob, he or she shall be delivered up unto the law . its citizens, he· has this to say:
of the land. Ang if he or she shall steal, he or
she shall be delivered "'lt'wnto the law of the
"Well may it be said that one man is not a
land. And if he or .she ~ha11 lie, he or she shall
state; nor one state the nation. In the ·days, of
be delivered up unto the law of the land. If he
GeneralJackson, when France refused the first
or she do any manner of iniquity, he or she shall
instalme.nt for spoliations, ther~ was powe~, force,
be delivered up unto the law, even that of _(iod."
and honor enough to resent injustice and irisuit,
.,-Doc. and Cov.. 42: 21, 22, Rev. Feb. 9th,.183r.
and the money came; and shall Missouri; filled
By these quotations it is seen that no with negro drivers, and white men stealers; go
one following the la:w of the church given <unwhipped of justice,' for ten fold greater sins
through the Seer can violate or disrespect than France? No! verily no!-While. I have
the civil law or its administrators, but that powers of body and mind; while water runs and
they are bound to be active supporters of grass grows; while virtue is lovely, and vice
both. That these s.entimertts were taught hateful; and while a stone points out a sacred
by the First Presiqeticy of th.e church up spot where a fragment of A,merican. liberty once
to 1844, the year in which the . Seer was was; I or my posterity will plead the cause of in. murdered. may be seen by the 'following jured inrtocern:;e, until Missouri makes atonement
from the Times atrd Seasons, vol. 5: p. for all her sins....:..or sinks disgraced, degraded _and
damned to hell-'where the worm dieth not and
51 9:
"lt was, indeed, a pleasing sight t~ see such a
the fire is not quenched.' Why sir, the power
vast concourse assembled to celebrate ~h~ f(!Nrnot delegated fo the United States; and the states,
teenth annual' conference of the.ChUirch of Jesus
belong to the people, and congre~s- sent to' do the
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people's business, have all power."
"And let me say, that all men who say that
Congress has no power to restore and defend
the rights of her citizens, have not the love
of the truth abiding in them. Congress has
power to protect the nation against foreign
Invasion and internal' broil, and whenever that
body passes an act to maintain right with
any power; or to restore right to any portion of
her citizens, # is Ike suprenie law of the land, and
should a state refuse submission, that state i8
guilty of insurrection or rebellion, and the presi·
dent has as much power to repel it as Washing·
ton had to march against the 'whiskey boys of
Pittsburg,' or General Jackson had to send an
armed force to suppress the rebellion of South
Carolina !"-Times and Seasons, v. 5, p. 395-6.

Certainly, if the nation, in its authority
over the citizen, is superior to an organized
state, it is also (and much more) superior
to a Territorv, and incomparably superior
to any church or priesthood in either a
Territory or a State. Nothing can be
clearer than that the Seer held and ever
taught that the National Government had
the right, and that it is its duty to regulate
all affairs with respect to its citizens when
it shall find it expedient so to do.
With these facts before us, let no Brig·
hamite leader, nor ignorant Mormon eater
assert that the antagonisim between the
Utah Mormons and the nation are the
practical and necessary results of- the
teachings of Joseph Smith the Seer. On
the contrary, they should honestly admit
that had the authentic teachings of the
Seer been faithfully carried out, no such
troubles as now vex the nation and curse
and crush the Utah Mormons would never
have arrisen.
The "refuge of lies" is passing away,
and the time is at hand when all will have
the opportunity of judging of these matters in the light of recorded facts rather
than from false teachings and traditions
on the one hand, and the blinding mists of
ignorance and malignant prejudice on the
other.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

SoME one sends us the Idaho Reporter of
the 12th and 19th ultimo, one containing
a fair report of the late labors of Elder J.
Luff at Oxford, Idaho, and the other some
correspondence from Eagle Rock; which
stupidly claims that "many of the identical
paragraphs found in the Book of Mormon
are exactly similar and evidently quotations
from this romance of Solomon Spalding."
(Found with Mr. L. L. Rice of Honolulu,
Sandwich Islands. Ed.) This writer flatly
contradicts Messrs. Rice, Fairchiid, and
many others who have examined both.
He is either an ignorant or a dishonest
scribbler who writes such false, flat trash,
and would do well to wash the alkali out
of his eyes and ears.
Bro. S. R. Berg writes from Haven,
Iowa, the 23d ult., saying,-"We could
not do without the HERALD. It is a great
comfort to us. Success to it."
Bro. Wm. Jacques of West Belleville,
Illinois, informs us by letter of 23d ult.,
that the branch in that place "is in good
condition."

By letter lately received from Bro. E.
B. Mullin, we learn that father David
Whitmer, of Richmond, Missouri, has so
far recovered from his recent extreme illness as to be up and walk about some.
We wish he may live and be happy and
prosperous for many years to come. It
seems evident that God has spared him
thus far as an especial witness of the truth
of the Book of Mormon and the divine
mission of Joseph Smith the Seer. His
testimony on these matters is of the very
highest class, for he saw, and, heard, and
felt in body and spirit, that which makes
his evidence incomparal?ly superior to all
that offered by the enemies of the latter
<lay work. He is a capable, competent,
reliahle witness.
Bro. R. M. Dungan of Santa Ana, California, sent us a notice for the HERALD of
a Reunion Meeting to be held Sunday the
7th inst., in the Newport Branch; but it
did .not .reach us till we had printed the
issue for the 6th. We regret the lateness
of its arrival, for we will most cheerfully
do what we can to make our church Reunions successful.
Bro. Richard Coburn, of Blenheim, Ontario, informs us that Bro. A. Leverton
had lately organized the Chatham Branch,
and that the Lord by his Spirit called a
Priest, Teacher, and Deacon as officers,
also that Bro. George W. Shaw was chosen
its presiding Elder.
S. Abbie A. Horton of Plano, Illinois,
says the late district conference at that
place was a very pleasant and profitable
one, that the words of counsel and cheer
by the Elders from abroad did much good.
By letter from Elder J. W. Stone dated
at Springerton, Illinois, the 23d ult., we
learn that our highly esteemed and aged
brother and fellow-laborer in Christ, T.
P. Green, had delivered four excellent discourses in that place of late. He further
says,-"He had large congregations and
good attention. He is in his seventy-fifth,
year, and his zeal for the Master's cause is
unabated. He is one of the old-time Saints
and stuck to his integrity during the dark
days of tribulations to the church. At the
conclusion of his labors here he complimented the young people for their good
conduct."
Eighteen have eeen added to the church
at Montrose, Iowa, since brethren Bronson
and Roth began their protracted services
there. The conference of the district convened on the 6th, when Bro. Bronson will
conduct a protracted service at Keokuk.
Sr. Cynthia Sparks of Los Alamos,
California, writes to Bro. David Dancer:
"Many thanks for your kindness in continuing the papers, as they are my only
preachers, and I should feel lost without
them. May the Lord prosper you all in
your labors for Christ's sake."
Bro. David M. Williams, writing from
Bevier, Missouri, February 27th, states
that things are very sl6w at that place, including church affairs. Bro. Williams advocates the holding of prayer meetings by
the young, apart from the elder portion of
the people, with the view that the young
would feel less embarrassment, and speak
and pray more unrestrainedly.

Bro. Hiram Rathbun, of Lansing, succeeded on February 24th, in organizing a
branch at Webberville, of about eighteen,
after receiving on~ old-time Saint on his
original haptism. See Bro. Hiram's letter.
Bro. Erastus Anway, of Adelphi, Iowa,
has been visiting his relatives in. Franklin
county, Iowa, and succeeded in getting
some to hear him talk of the law of life in
Christ Jesus; most however called him
"Mormon," and would not listen.
Sr. Nancy Davis writes from Siver Hill,
Arkansas, that she is anxious to learn that
the Elders may visit their country. There
would be a nearing given them, as there is
but little persecution there.
.
Bro. J.C. Clapp writes from Bozeman,
Montana, February 24th: "God is moving
in the work out here, for the work goes
on widening and deeping continually;
Sr. Harriet A. Bass, of New Florence,
Missouri, is of the opinion . that some
in their neighborhood would obey the
word if some Elder would come and
preach there.
Bro. John Earnshaw, formerly of Sandwich, lllinois, now of Key West, Coffey
county, Kansas, writes onlering tracts, and
says: "l still contend for the truth. The
people are not satisfied with the doctrines
of men."
Bro. F. M. Sheehy held a discussion at
Tenant's Harbor, Maine, with an Adventist, on conscious existence after death; in
which Bro. Seavey writes that Bro. Sheehy was quite successful.
Bro.John Eames writes from Cheyenne,
March 1st, that he attempted out of doors
preaching, but the wind blew too hard and
too cold for either himself or congregation;
so he abandoned it. He thinks Cheyenne
ought to be warned, but states that it is
doubtful if many will hear. Sr. Eames
fell from a wagon and was seriously hurt, .•
but was improving at the time Bro. Johffl
wrote.
Bro. J. B. Belcher of Knoxville, Ray
county, Missouri, wrote us February 28th,·
that the Saints of the Central Missouri
District, were trying to do well. Many
are inclined to keep the whole law, as they
understand it. The people round them
are willing to let them live in peace and
the enjoyment of their religion, except now
and then one among the older inhabitants
who fancy the Saints now are like what it
is said by their enimies the Saints were in
1834 to 1838 in Missouri. The Reorganization demands righteous and law-abiding
members in its ranks; Bro. Belcher may
be assured that we shall do all we can to
maintain the purity of the moral and social
character of home and the church.
"Prohibition does not prohibit," so say
the votaries of the whisky traffic; but see
what it does in Missouri. Surely the State
is redeeming itself. "Twenty-one counties
in Missouri have banished drinking saloons
from their borders."
1

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
We have for •ale at this ottlco the notorious "Manuscript Found," written by J;le"'.. Solomon: Spaulding, about
which so much has been said Ill connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Sn;iith and Sid;ney Rigdon the
chief ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in
cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to une address, 00 cents each.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

"WHA'l' OUGH'l' HE '1'0 no;"

Bro. Briggs Alden, of Fontanelle, Iowa,
ass;ires us _that \V~ erred in giving his age
as m the e1ghty-n111th year, for if he sees
March 4th, six months of his ninetieth
year will, be pa,;sed. Bro. Alden does not
approve of the efforts of some writer who
pesters him in trying to claim that Manassel_1 has a greater right than Ephraim; of
tlus he says: .

"FATHKRS provoke not your children to wrath."
Parents give their stubborn unyielding diRpodtions to their children, then unmercifully punish
them if they show half the temper they do, when
trying to correct it. Oh, they are enough to
make an angel weep! Many a cross child would
be good if father or mother would rock it, softly
sing, or tell a little story. Try it, weary m<;thers.
I once had a darling boy. Coming home from a
~isit he came quickly to my side, and leaning his
head lovingly on my shoulder he said, with his
eyes full of tears: "0 mother, you do not know
how mothers scold and fret their children. If
you should do so I would not stay here; I would
run away." This has been a comfort to me in
the many years past. That home was the pleasantest place he could find. My regret is that I
did not give more mother-love to my precious
child when with me.
RuTH CHES'n:R.

"Jacob said that Manasseh should be great, but
his younger brother should be greater than he.
Ezekiel saye;: 'The stick of Joseph was in the
hand of Ephraim.' Jeremiah says: 'Ephraim is
the Lord's first-born,' and yet there are some who
want to make it appear that the old Saints do not
know anything, or were poorly taught. I have
heard Joseph Young, Elijah Reed, Jonathan
Dtmham, Bro. A, M. Wilsey, James Blakeslee,
and some others preach, and slept two or three
nights with Brigham Young before the close of
1839, and I never heard ahy man of them trv to
make out that Manasseh owned any part or share
in the land that God gave to Ephraim. Will yon
say they are wiser now than then."

__ Bro. Henry Broadway wrote from
Beaumont, Australia, January I 2th 1886
l
,
'
.
re 1atm~ a <1ream of good signific<1nce, but
for wluch we had not room.
He also
states:
"We havs; great blessings in our meetings held
at, my house twice on Sabbath, and also prayer
and testimony meetings on \Vednesdays. We
received a letter from Sr. Burton, and they are
well and hadng good times, with some opposition. I had the pleasure of adding two to ~he
church by baptism; both have received the testimony of the truth; Bro. John Dickinson has been
ordained a priest, and Bro. J. Purvis a Teacher."'

_ B.ro. 0. E. Cleveland, of Annex West

~irgi~ia, has t:ied for a long time'to get
his. neighbors .mterested in. the word, by
t~ku~g a. number of the church papers and
d1stnbutmg them wherever an opportunity occurred to have them reacl. A great
1"?a~y sti.11 persist in classing every one behevmg m the latter day work with the
Utah people and polygamy. He says:
"The last time I did any preaching was about
three years ago, when I had a good congregation
of attentive and,;;ipparently interested listeners,
and spoke with fair liberty; I made several other
appointments afterwards, and had nothing but
benches to speak to. I believe, however, that if
conference could send an experienced Elder here
this summer, a small ingathering might be made.
I have so often asked for help in this portion of
the Master's vineyard and not received any, that
I am becoming somewhat discouraged in asking
any more. I do not know of any Saints in Virginia except our little branch; and one of our six
is over one hundred miles away, in West Virginia. The foregoing will give you some idea of
how matters are here."
BOOK OF MORMON.
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EDI'rED BY SIS'l'ER "FRANCES."

"The riches of the commonwealth
Are free, strong minds, and hearts of health·
And more to her than gold or grain
'
'!'he cunning hand and cultured brain.,,
Extract from n discourse by the Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage.
SUGGESTIONS ON 'l'HE PRESJ;;RVA'l'ION
OF DOMESTIC HARMONY.

"CAN two walk together except they be agreed? (Amos 3: 3). . . . I will speak to-day of
the natural duties of husband and wife. . . . A
church within a church, a republic within a republic, a world within a world, are all spelled by
four letters-Home. If things go right there,
they go right everywhere; if things go wrong
there they go wrong everywhere. The door sill
of the dwelling house is the foundation of church
and state . . . . Domestic life overarches and undergirds all other life . . . . ~he rocking chair in
the nursery is higher than a throne. Geo. Washington commanded the forces of the United
States, but Martha Washington commanded
George . . . . Our usefulness and the welfare of
society depend upon our staying in. just the place
that God has put us, or intended we should occupy . . . . The institution of marriage has been
defamed in our day, and influences are abroad
trying to turn this earth into a Turkish harem or
a Great Salt Lake City . . . . Wrong notions' on
the subject of Christian marriage are the cause
at this day of more moral outrage before God
and man than any other canse . . . . If the husband
be all impulse the wife must be all prudence . . . .
Why is it that in some .families they never get
along, and in others they always get along well?
I have watched such cases and have come to a
conclusion. In the first instance, nothing seemed
to go pleasantly, and after a VI hile came domestic disaster, or estrangement .. Why? They started wrong. ln the other case, although there
were hardships and trials, and some things that
had to be explained, still things went on pleasantly until the very last. Why? They started right. ·
My advice to you in your homes is to excercise
to the very last possibility of your nature, the law
of forebearance. Praying in the household· will
not make up for everything. Some of the best
people in the world are the hardest to get along
with. There are people who will stand up in
prayer meeting and pray like an angel, who at
home are uncompromising and cranky . . . .
Some time it will be the duty of the husband,
and sometimes of the wife, to yield . . . . Never
be ashamed to apologize when you have done
wrong in domestic affairs. Let· this be a Jaw of
your household . . . . Find out the weak points of
your companion, and then stand aloof from them.
Do not carry the fire of your temper too near the
gunpowder. If the wife is easily fretted by disorder, let the husband be careful where he throws
his slippers. If the husband comes home with
patience exhausted, do not let the wife unnecessarily cross his temper; but both stand up for your
rights, and I promise the everlasting sound of the
. war whoop . . . . Cowper said:
'The kindest and the happiept pair
Will.find occasion to foreb~ar,
And something every day they live
To pity and· perhaps forgive.'"

Lucy

LLOYD.

DOMESTIC TRAINING FOR GIRLS.

NOTHING is more significant of the social condition of a people than the training of its girls in
domestic life. In Germany the dl).ughter of a
nobleman, of the prince, and of the small shopkeeper, learns alike to cook, to sweep, and to
keep house. After the training in books is over,
Fraulein Lena and her Royal Highness, Princess
Sophie, both begun their home education. There
are establishments where they are taken by the
year, as in a boarding school. In one month
they wash dishes and polish glass and silver; in
another they cook meats; in another bake; in the
next "lay down" meat for Winter use, or preserve
fruit, make jellies and pickles, sweep and dust..
Plain sewing, darning, and the care of linen are
also taught, and taught thoroughly. The German "betrothed" is thus almost always a thor_.
ough housekeeper, and spends the time before
marriage in laying in enormous stores of provisions and napery for her future home. In France
a girl begins at twelve years of age to take part
in the household interest. Being her mother's
constant companion, she learns the syste~ of
close, rigid economy, which prevails in all French
families. If there be but two sticks of wood
burning on the hearth, they are pulled apart
when the family leaves the room, even for a half
hour, and the brands are saved. The nourishing
soup, the exquisite entrees, and the dainty dessert
are made out of fragments, which in many an
American kitchen would be thrown away. ·The
French girl thus inhales economy and skill with
the air she breathes, and the habits she acquires
last her through life. English girls of the educated classes seldom equal the German and
French _in culinary arts, but they are early taught
to share in the care of the poor around them.
They teach in the village school, or they have
industrial classes; they have some hobby, such
as drawing, riding, or animals, to occupy their
spare time with pleasure or profit. Hence the
English girl, though not usually as clever or as
well read as her American sister, has that certain
poise and aplomb which belong· to women, who
have engrossing occupations outside of society,
beaux and flirting.
.
LAMONI, Iowa.,

Dear Sisters :-I am willing to try and bear

a:

share of, the "burden," but my poor little rnsh
light has seemed so small and dim that I have
hesitated to offer it. It may be that others feel
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the same, but rather than our dear siSter should
when indulged in to any extent, unfits the child
lay down the burden so soon we must bestii- ouras well as the person to follow any useful emselves.
ployment with either zest or pleasure, and when
We are glad there are those among our sisterthis is done, the door is thrown open for every
hood who out 0£ their rich experience can speak other evil to follow. Parents shall we open this
comfort to the cheerless, hope to the hopeles·s,
door. There is·son'le excuse for thdse who burn
and instruction to all; but who ma)' speak for
the midnight oil in pursuit of knowledge, or who
those who have learned to suffer an'd be still,
find themselves so burdened with work and cares
those on whose lips the seal of silerice has been ·that they feel they must work while others sleep,
set by the very dejitk of their. e"perience, which
but there can be no excuse for parents who suffer·
makes it unu.tt'erable? Though the Son of God
their children to fall into such pitfalls of the devil.
walk with therri through the fiery furnace,
Who encourage them in such habits, by allowing
human language must fail to describe their
them to go to these places, and even helping
wonderful deliverance; they must leave it as did
them to give such entertainments in return, and
the three Israelites-unrecorded; as saith the
dignifying them with the name, amusement. We
Psalmist: "I was dumb with silence, I held my
should write on them/rather, dregs of the wine
peace, even from good." Some of us may be cup .of the. world's dissipation. What mother
able to comprehend the full meaning when we
then among us, would want to help her boy or
hear one of those silent o'nes say, "If I had the
girl to drink the mixture. Inriocent amusement?
gift of speech that I might tell that which I
There is the snare of which the wise will beware.
know and feel." And I have thought, 0, for
But our children must have amusement of
the histoi'ies unspoken, unwritten; but no, they
some kind. "All work and no play makes Jack
a:ie not "unwritten." God knows, and in his a dull boy." We grant you this cheerfully, but
eternal records on high, it is surely written: "I
let the amusement come in the light of day.
know thy works, and labor, and patience. CourLet it be innocent games in the open air, but
age, then, dear ones, in your silent labors of love, above all if it must be in the early evening, don't
unsee'n of men, ahd unknown in its results even
let the time extend beyond nine oclock, and at all
to yourselves. When He shall come.to make up
times let us endeavor to know what kind of comhis jewels there shlill appear, blazing like stars of
pany our children are in.
the first magnitude, many of the-here-unheedMothers, watch your little ones from this time
ed, unknown. I love to think of the surprise
forth, and then let the result of your observation
that our Father has in store for some in that day
be communicated to the Home Column. Watch,
when the histories, unwritten here,' are read in
we say, to see if almost the first disposition shown
by them is not to imitate. Do they see you
the hearing of all, and in answer to the surprised
inquiry, "Lord, when?" to hear Him answer:
busily employed, they' will want employment
"Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of also. If mother washes and dresses the baby, the
little daughter will want to do the same for her
these, ye did it unto me."
"Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
doll. All the garments made for baby brother or
Are sweeter, therefore ye soft pipes play on;
sister she will in turn try to manufacture for her
Not to the sensual ear, but more endeared
own baby, while her little brother will endeavor
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tones."
to imitate all he sees his father do.
Lovingly to all the sisterhood, greeting.
Keep the little hands busy. When they are
ELEANOR.
tired of one thing furnish them something else
"Not by the page word-painted
to do, and thus by what is really play to them,
Let life be banned or sainted;
the foundation of the best safe-guard you will
Deeper than written scroll
ever be able to give them against the temptations
The colors of the soul.
· of the devil will be laid. Habits of industry will
Sweeter than any sung
My songs that found no tongue;
be formed, and there will be no idle hands for
Nobler than any fact
Satan to invent mischief for.
My wish that failed to act."- Whittier.
Are you working with the laws of their being
in this respect? Working in harmony with the
AMUSEMENTS CONTINUED.
child as God has made it? Dear mothers, we
WE remarked in our last that all things except
leave you to watch, to try, and then to answer.
man answered perfectly the object for which God
Don't put the child off with excuses when they
created them. How much of this imperfection
offer their untried strength and inexperienced
in man is due to the fall who can say. The fall
help to you. We remember having done this to
affected all creation, even the earth itself. For
our after sorrow and regret. Now we encourage
every effect there is an adequate cause, and why
our grandchildren to help in every way their
is it that man in this respect falls short of the
strength will allow, and the result surprises even
brute creation?
ot\rsel ves.
To the dregs given our children in the wine
Winifred, our little four year old grandchild,
cups of amusement we are prepared .to<:1iarge
can sweep and dust a room, wipe the dishes for
some of this deficiency, and further we are preher mother, put each dish in its place in the panpared to say that in respect to amusement we
try, and will go about it as proud as a queen and
should exercise just as much control over our happy as .a lark. She often leaves her play and
children, and, perhaps more thought, than we do
asks for work. Tired mothers, how long before
in any other department of their training. Resuch a little one will be able to help to such an
laxation and exercise are just as needful as study extent as to lighten your labor, and to enliven
and work. Night follows day. A mantle of the time, and make lasting impressions upon
darkness is folded over the earth and all nature
their minds. Tell them the swee.t story of the
rests. Frost and snow bind the earth in fetters
shepherds and the heavenly host, and the stranthat she may yield the more when her season of gers who came from the East to bring gifts to
fruitage comes. But much of what we call
the babe in the manger at Bethlehem. When
amt\sement is simply nervous excitement, which
night comes they will be ready to asleep fall in your

arms or at your k'rree, and awake refreshed with
the sweet .sleep of innocence to begiri another
day, as busy and as happy as the last. As each
day develops their untried powers adapt their employments to their needs, both physical and
mental, and mark the result. You will be astonished at it, if you have not tried it before. All
will be harmo~y simply because you are working
in harmony with their nature_s.
"Not for earth and heaven
Can separate tables of the law be given.
No rule can bind which he himself denies;
The truths of time are not eterulll lies."

\Vhen Moses came down from the mount up·
on the table of stone was written "six days shalt
thou labor," and we believe when parents fllily
understand the wisdom of this commaridment,
and "train up a child in the way he should go"
in respect to this, not forgetting the other things
needful to be done, they will have joy and gladness in their children, when many times now
they have ~nly sorrow and tears. To our mind
it is the foundation without which any superstructure will be more or less a failure.
This same law of industry ap.plies to mind as
well as body. From the time the little tongues
can first form a question, how Incessant is their
prattle, they are constantly seeking to know the
meaning of all they see. When these little questioners come to you, 0 mothers, as you value
their souls, don't send them away empty, or what
is worse, "'hen they ask for bread don't give them
a stone; but give them all the food for thought
their young minds can digest, and don't let the
evil one have any chance to make a "workshop"
of their brain.
Let every mother, who reads this, and who
when the warm days of Spring shall .come will
go out into the sunshine and put seed into the
dark bosom of the earth, observe the feelings
with which she will care for and tend the plant
when the. gentle showers, dews and sunshine
shall have caused the seed to germinate, and it
lifts its head above the earth. Are those the
days and hours in which to neglect it, if you expect to enjoy either fragrance or fruit from it?
Are they!
"Six days shalt thou labor," and as a tree is
known by its fruits, so is the good of labor
known by the peace and content it bring·s.
Amusement as now so eagerly sought for, if
closely analyzed, will be found only a selfish desire to have a good time. To such an extent is
it carried in the world that health is undermined,
and in many cases life becomes a bur-den. Wife
and mother is entirely unfitted to discharge the
duties designed by God to rest upon her. Dearly
indeed do they pay ·for the feverish excitement
of a few brief months or years at most.
Shall we give to our children the dregs of such
a cup. Shall we allow them night after night to
be away from their homes, mingling in promiscous company, with no earthly object in view
than "having a good time?" Our life upon this
earth is the first part of existence, eternity is its
continuation, and with the poet we do not believe,
"that for earth and heaven separate tables of law
have been given. If such a way of spending
time is right for the young, it is right for the old.
If it is good to day it will be good for all time
and in eternity.
(To be continued).

WE had thought to have ended this subject with
this issue of the Hernld, but it opens up to us in
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a way which compels us to write at least one
other page. We are cheered in our labors, not
only by encouraging letters, but by the influence
of the Spirit, and as to do good, to cheer the dispondent; to speak a word of comfort to th.e sad
and lonely ones is all we labor for; we feei richly repaid when assurances come to us that· we
have been enabled to do this. A letter received
to-night from Moss Point, Miss., contains this
welcome assurance: "Prayers have gone up from
my heart for you and the Mothers' Home Column,
and the glad assurance has come to me that God
will bless you in your labors." Let the mothers
in their homes and the sentinels upon the lone
out posts of Zion, lift up their hearts and rejoice.
Let us be faithful in the discharge of every duty,
for we feel that by this means, and only this, can
we hope for the blessing of God upon our efforts.
We are in recept of letters and clippings from
A. P. Also from sisters Scott, Hyde, Simmons,
Horton, Lloyd and Almira, which will appear in
due time. We want to.ask each one who writes
us, to be very careful in the use of quotation
marks. Don't fail to put them in, if it is only IJ.
stanza you are quoting. Dress your own thoughts
in plain, simple English, and if the Spirit of God
m.~ves you to write, be sure it will be blesseg to
do the very thing God saw was needful to be
<lore. The voice of the Spirit, through one of
the sisters of this branch speaks to us thus:

LA]fONr,

Ther.e i~ a home of peace above,
There is a God of truth and love,
Who to his children sends tile light
Aud to salvation all invite.
There is a work for each to do,
The J,ord of Host will help us through,
.(\nd God will lead us with hi.s hand;
Let us be faithful to the end.
Iowa, Feb. 4th, 1886.

~ The printed name on the colored label on your

pa'.

per gives the date to which your subscription has been
paid. If it sj10\')'.s you are in arrears, please renew.

LAN$ING, Mich., Feb. 27th.
Bro. 'Jesejk S1nitk: Yours of the 13th instant
was received on the morning of the 16th. On
the eyening ot the 18~h I went to Webb~rville,
soml) si;r miles east of W'illiamston. I visited
and prl)ached from house to house until Sunday
the 21st, when we' had preaching meeting. . On
Monday the 22d, we baptized and confirmed four,
and up to this dat.e blessed three children, and
had sacrament of the Lord's supper in the evening. On Tuesd,ay the 23d, we all met
one ot
the famjlies of the Saints and had an excellen.t
repast. , I took occasion specially to talk the gospel to them. We met on \Vednesday evening,
had prayer and testimony meeting which kept up
until eleven o'clock at night. At this meeting,
by a unanimous vote, it was d.ecided to proceed
at once to organfae a b.ranch. Bro. Thomas Hortop, an old-time s.aint and well-to-do merchant
fro~ Wllliamston, having investigated th~ Reorganizatiop for two or three years, and being de.sirou.s of ).lniting with the same, was received by
a nnapimous vote on his original baptism, and
ordination to the office of an elder, at)d afterwards
;was el,ected president of the branch. It was decided by vote to c.all the brim ch the W eqberville
branch. We then proceeded to adminis.ter to a
~J~ter sorely afflicted wijh the rheumatism. ~is
ter Matilda Billinsky was sustained by vote as
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the Bishop's appointed clerk or agent of the
branch. On Thursday morning we went to.Williamston in company with Bro. Horton, who gave
me a book for a branch record. From their certificates of baptism and confirmation I re.cordeci
seventeen names. Previous to this organizatipn
there were some who had moved away whose
names were not recorded, except one whose certificate has been sent in to sister Brown for record, if such an occasion ever occurr.ed. This wa$
sister Lucy Elliott of Beach, Michigan. On Friday the 26th, we blessed Bro. Horton's little five
month's old son, and at one o'clock p. m. took
our leave for home, leaving all happy and hopeful. May God bless them all· in Jesus' great
name. Amen.
HIRAM RATHBUN.
WALLSEND, N. s. w., Jan'y 21st.
Bro. Blair: I organized the Hastings branch a
few weeks ago, and have been in Somerville a
week holding meetings every evening but one.
I got a letter to-day from a brother saying his
wife wishes baptism, and he thinks more will
soon follow. We have excellent liberty in preaching the word, and are all well. We will reorganize the Queensferry branch next week. I preach
in the Bass school-house this evening and Sunday, there and here. I have more calls than I
can attend to. Will try to get the branches here
reported to conference, if possible. The Heralds
come as regular as clock-work. The Advocate
misses occasionally, being small it is easily mislaid in transit. I hope you may have a good time
in conference, and we pray that God may bless
you with the spirit of revelation, and that Zion's
armies may be more united and efficient in conquering sin in every phase.
·
Your brother in Christ,
JOSEPH F. BURTON.
W ASHINETONVILLE, 0., Feb'y 24th.
De,ar Herald: I am much interested
reading
over your pages, especially .the correspondence.
I like to read the testimon.ies of my br~J:!Jers and
sisters in the various parts of tlw Lord's vineyard. I firld that their ~xperience is my own to
a great extent. The power of God has the same
efl:ect in stirring up Sata1)'s kingdom in one place
as it has in an.other. I lost my good name ii-I the
world, b4t I have had the pl~asure pf seeing over
twenty-three ·baptized into the kingdom of G.od
irl this place. Bro. G. T. Grjffiths ~as here and
bapti~ed thirteen, and organized a branch of twenty members and two officers, a Priest and a Deacon, and did some very good preaching. We had
to pay a dollar a night for the hall.
Last sU:nday, aHer sacrament meeting, I baptized three more, two of them promising young
men who may yet sb:ike old Satan's kingdom
some hard blqws. ·They are educating themselves
for the work. We have some very promising
young sisters and brothers in the church here.
V'{e hope they may yet help to make "the armies
of Israel very great.". I was the only one in my
family that belonged to the Latter Day Saints,
and had almost giveµ up in despair of ever winnir1g the~ into the kingdom; but ~m Sunday one
of my sops, aged eighteen, came forward for baptism, .and another is very near the kingdom·, I
think this will have a great influence over the
others.
The Canfield and Y ~rnngstown papers clas~ us
with
the Utah Morxnon§
saying
we are followers
' ' . ."
.
..
.

in

~

~

of "Old Joe Smith and Brigham Young," and
that Elder Griffiths was gathering a colony to go
to Salt L3;ke, and that if he had not left town
when he did they were thinking of treating him
to a coat of tar and feathers. Still for all this, we
find the words of our blessed Master true, (Matt.
11: 30), "For my yoke is easy, and my burden is
light." We desire an interest in the prayers of
all the Saints. The name of our branch is the
Washingtonville Branch.
Yours in the everlasting covenant,
JOHN MCMILLEN.
GRAND RAPIDS, Neb., Jan'y 5th.
Bro. Blair: There is a little branch of eleven
Saints here who are alive to the Lord's work.
We are blest with the manifestations of God's
Spirit. Dear Saints, let us be up and doing while
it is called to-day, for the Lord says he is soon·
coming to gather his children. The Lord l)as''
promised us that if we live Godly in Christ Jesus, he will raise up a large branch here. I am
trying to do what I can for the cause of Christ.
I desire to work for Jesus in my office aµd call:
ing, so that I may clear my skirts of the blooci of
my fellow men.
Yours in the l:>onds of the gospel,
JAMES M. MILLS.
QuEENSFERRY, Victoria, Australia,
Jan'y 20th, 1886.
Dear Saints: Another four weeks has rolled
around, bringing with it the ever welcome Herald.
It cheers and gladdens our hearts to hear of the
prosperity of the work in vario.us parts. And
while the Lord is blessing many in the land of
Zion, he is not unmindful of those in distant
lands. We have been refreshed, and blessed with
an outpouring of the Holy Spirit, in Hasting~.
Truly the power of God accompanied the preaching of the word. During our first and second
visit, the interest, was so .universal, I began to
think the arch-enemy had forgotten to make war
against. us. We had many excellent meetings,
ten had been baptized, but the enemy also had
got to work. (He was only a~ay after a supply
of "Beadle's works.) Since then it has been a
repetition of our South Rawdon experience,-not
quite so bad as that of Delhaven.
· The first Sunday in January the Hastings
Branch was organized, consisting of eleven members; Bro. Evan Jones, whom Bro. Gillen baptii.ed an.d ordained, was chosen presiding Eld.er,
Bro. Woolley was o.rdained Priest,, and . Bro.
McGurk Teacher. Several others are very near
the kin$cjom. A Mrs. Graden is anxious to be
baptized, but is waiting for her husband. May
she not have to wait long. Others who are now
of the Salvation Army are almost persuaded.
At one sacrament meeting there were three confirmed, nine chHdren blessed, and two administered to. Tli_en there was prayer, testimony,
tongues, interpretation, and prophecy. Those
wh.o were present, (though not of us), were deeply
impressed with the solemnity of the occasion,
while the ~aints rejoiced with a joy they could
not express. And .now the good worj<: is .st2.rte<l
in Somersville, a settlement aboilt seven miies
from Hastings, and at the "Bass," also, about five
miles from Queensferry; and the Saints at the
f~rry are renewing their h1tere.st in the .work.
All seem to be. interested, and the work is moving
~n in Victqria as fast as coµld be expected with
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only one missionary. Hastings is a flourishing
and tidy little fishing village in the western part,
twenty-five miles by water from Queensferry.
A small passenger steamer stops at the jetty
every day, from Phillip Isfand, bringing and taking more or less passengers. One and often two
coaches come in at eleven o'clock every day and go
out at twelve. Our mode of traveling between
Queensferry and Hastings is in a sail-boat, either
with Br~. Mcintosh or Bro. Jones. With a good
steady breeze we can make the trip in four or
five hours; but once we were all day and till
eleven o'clock at night.
Before closing I must say we rejoice with Bro.
Hiram Holt (our son in the gospel) in his blessings, and the success that crowns his efforts.
May he continue faithful. But while rejoicing
with those who are filled, we also sorrow for the
hungry ones in Nova Scotia. May God help
"them to "hold the fort" till reinforcements appear.
SrsTER EMMA.
McPAuL, Iowa, Feb'y 15th.
Bro. 'Josep!t: We attended conference yesterday and the day before, at the Gaylord schoolhouse in Plum Hollow' branch; had fair sized congregations considering the roads, and had good
meetings. We also enjoyed the comforting influence of the Holy Spirit. Yesterday the Elders were called to visit and administer to brethren John and William Leeka. They were too ill
to attend conference. I will close by wishing the
rlerald and its editors good success. The Herald
and Hope are welcome guests to our home. We
look for them every Thursday as much as we
would for a visit from any of our earthly friends.
Your sister in Christ,
M. E. BENEJJICT.
NEWPORT, Cal., Feb'y 21st.
Bro. Blair: At a business meeting the 14th
inst., Bro. Daniel Garner was chosen and ordained an Elder to preside over the Newport branch.
Bro. R. M. Phennegar was chosen an.d ordained
Priest; Bro. Stephen Penfold was sustained as
Teacher; Bro. Samuel Dungan was chosen and
ordiLined Deacon; and Bro. R. M. Dungan sustained as clerk.
R. M. DUNGAN.
MCVEY, Ill., Feb. 12th.
Editors l-Ierald:-Our hearts were indeed made
glad by the presence and labors of G. H. Hilliard
aud I. A. Morris, Latter Day !')aint Elders, from
\Vayne county, this state. Elder Hilliard is an
old neighbor of ours, and Morris is a brother of
my husband. According to previous arrangements, services had been announced for· them,
and they on the night after their arrival began a
series of meetings in McVey Hall, the use of
which was kindly tendered without money or
price, and an organ furnished aloo. Young lady
Mc Vey, whose real worth is beyond estimation,
came forward each night and greatly aided the
worship by the excellent music she gave us.
This being in a place where there are no Saints
nearer than fifty miles, sa,·e myself and husband,
was indeed highly appreciated. Prejudice for
the first few nights was very high. Many used
all their powers to prevent the Elders having a
hearing, for I. A. Morris had, three years ago,
preached several discourses here, and they fell
well assured that their craft was in danger; but
notwithstanding all this the hall was well filled
\;'1tcl1 eyening; with attentil'e ~istcners, who with
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one accord acknowledge they never heard more
Sunday evening. Yesterday two gentlemen
able preaching,. yet they say they can not believe
were present, strangers, who wished an interview
with the Elders.
in regard to our faith as a church. Accordingly
The Elders delivered seven discourses in the
I agreed to meet them at eleven o'clock on the 22d
McVey Hall, and two in Girard. Tr,e Campday of this month. The gentlemen were Dr. A.
bellite preacher of Girard, in a public discourse, J. Ar belly and his brother, of Damascus, in Syria.
made a challenge which Elder G. H. Hilliard
I furnished the Doctor with statements occupyaccepted, but the challenger immediately backed
ing sixteen pages of common note paper, setting
out.
forth the rise of the latter day work, from 1820
The last night Bro. Hilliard preached one and
up to the present time; showing the call of the
one half honrs, with such power as must have
prophet, the coming forth of the Book of Morsent conviction to many a heart. One man
mon; the message of the angel; the progress of
remarked that he was never before interested, but
the work during the fourteen years of the prophcould have listened all night. Another said,
et's lifetime; the martyrdom; the confusion and
"That was the best sermon I ever heard." And
, apostasy of the church; the Reorganization; and
still another, "I would not have missed it for ten
the differences between us and the Utah people;
dollars." Altogether we consider it a grand
a synopsis of our faith and church organization,
success. During services in Girard on Sunday
besides entering into considerable argument and
night last, the congregation was disturbed by an
explanations of points as they occurred. 1'he
occasional "Amen" from a drunken man in the
statements, as I presented them, he intends to
back part of the hall, who was by the city officials
translate into Syriac, and send them to Palestine
fined ten dollars. This is the second time this
for publication. He has ,a brother who is United
doctrine has been prpclaimed in this part. This
States Consul to Palestine, appointed by Presiplace being easy of access, we think quite strange
dent Cleveland. In conversing with him I took
that the traveling ministry do not call on us.
occasion to make some inquiry in regard to that
We would be highly pleased to have some one
part of the Old World. He stated that Damascus
call and water the seed sown by these Elders,
was a city of about one hundred and eighty thouthat their labor be not in vain. Call for B. A.
sand, of which from five to seven thousand were
Morris, one and one-half miles south-east of
Jews, the balance Mohammedans; and that there
McVey. McVey is on the Jacksonville and
were from twelve to fifteen thousand Jews at
South-eastern Railroad, between Jacksonville
Jerusalem. I regretted, very much, that our
and Litc!1field. 'Ne have been taking the Herald
interview was so short, the two hours having
four years and prize it highly. Remember us in
passed away so rapidly.
prayers.
HEPPIE MORRIS.
I am quite anxious to see the work placed on
a permanent basis here at Los Angeles, for I
Los ANGELES, Cal., Feb. 22cl.
don't believe there is a better point on this coast
Bro. W. W. Blair :-It has been some time
f•:>r the work to spread, as there a:re people here
since I have written to the Herald and thinking
from all parts of the world. A fine opportunity
that many of the Saints would be pleased to hear
presents itself for gospel laborers all over this
from me as I am to hear from them, I venture to
country.
write. Of course as far as climate is concerned
That the brethren and Saints will be greatly
we can not speak too highly of this country.
blessed in the coming Conference, is the prayer
Indeed, I do not know where we could go to
of your co-laborer,
make it better. I am very well satisfied in that
J. R. BADHAM.
regard, and constantly hope and pray for the
welfare of Zion, and trust that the time is not
GALENA, Ind., Feb. 20th.
far distant when God's people will enjoy the
Bro. 'Joseph :-Here is a specimen of some
promised "rest." I arrived at this place on the
questions used by those dissenting from the lat4th of May, 1883, and I have not been idle any
ter day work as an ofli;et to the faith, which might
from that time to this, although the lack of the
be of some benefit to the readers of the Hrrald.
Did Christ organize the church originally capacithings of this world which perish with the using,
tatecl for its o\vn continuance. If so, they say,
has prevented me from doing what I would like
when once set up and put in running order, its
to have clone. I have traveled over the principal
con ti nuance is certain. If not, the church is
part of this southern country, from San Diego to
Ventura, preached in all the branches, and many
chargeable.
new places; have held o,;er one hundred and
In reply to the first question we would say that,
God has made ample provision in the organic
fifty-five preaching meetings, baptized ten persons, blessed a number of children, and have prelaw of the church for her continuance, and if the
sided over the Los Angeles Branch since the
church had complied with it, she never would
have "transgressed the law, changed the ordi25th of February, 1884. Last year I received the
appointment of Bishop's Agent for this district.
nance, and broken the everfasting covenant,"
So you see I have not been altogether idle. And
divorced herself from Christ and married the
kings of the earth ·wm our querist take the
yet after we have done all we can, we can only
say "we are unprofitable servants." I feel as
conclusion of their own reasoning, that the capacthough I can not do too much for the cause, and
itated church must continue, and was so designed? Paul said to Timothy 2: 2, "And the
am willing to continue to contend for the faith.
At the b~ginning of this winter Brn. A. H.
things that thou has heard of me among many
witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men,
Smith and D.S. Mills commenced public services
who shall be able to teach others also." \Vhere
in this city. It took quite an effort to get an
opening, but we succeeded in procuring a neat
is their church as provided for in the constitulittle hall at ten dollars per month, where we
tional law, since the sixth century? Will they
meet regularly each Sabbath. I came home on
take the church of history, that which has continued since the sixth century as the original
the first of this month and have been occupying
church? If not by succession, their capacitat~(!
th\" sta.1'.<l ~a.ch S1;nday since; also each a,lter~ate
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church has not continued since it was organized,
and their reasoning is false. It follows then, that
if it exists at all according to the constitutional
law, it mi1st be by restoration; for reformation is
out of the question, since succession is what is
affirmed. Therefore, "\»e conclude that those who
"transgre&sed the laws" are chargeable, and not
God.
What may be affirmed of man originally, may
also be affirmed of the church. Man was capacitated to continue in the presence of God as a
free moral agent, and on his free agency rests his
accountability. And in the exercise of his agency
he transgressed and fell. So did the church.
2. If its continuation depended on the miraculous or physical power of God, then God is
chargeable if it does not continue. "Many other
signs truly did Jesus, which are not written.
But these are written that ye may believe; .and in
believing, you might have life through his name."
These miracles which was wrought by the Savior
as a basis of our faith in him as the Son of God,
was for all time to come. Men believe this, and
accept the gospel with all of its promised blessings. But not all are received as yet. "Tarry
ye at Jerusalem until you are endued with power
from on high." When he ascended up on high
"he gave gifts to men." Some the gift of an
apostle, others the gift of prophecy, and all these
were constitutionally provided for in the church,
and their continuance in their respective o~ce
depended not on the physical manifestation of
God's power to hold them there; but their continuance depended on the Saints keeping from
transgression; see Acts r : 2 5.
It was tJ-ie ministry and apostleship from which
Judas by transgression fell. Here, then, is a precedent in the constitutional law where Judas, in the
exercise of his agency, transgressed and fell from
the. office of ari apostle. God did not exercise his
physical power to hinder him from transgression.
Therefore, what is affirmed of the agency of Judas may'be affirmed of the entire twelve; and
hence an entire apostacy may occur, and yet God
not be chargeable as our querist affirms.
3. They claim that there is but one priesthood in
the chureh, and that it is not llneal. They further say the Aaronic priesthood was a type of the
Melchisedeck, and ceased· with the ceremonial
law.
In repiy I would say, the first thought that is
presented t() my mind from the reading of Heb.
3: 6, is that the priesthood is lineal (See also Heb.
4: 14). · "Jesus, the Son of God." . What is the
order of thfo priesthood? It is king! y (Heb. 7).
King of Sa\em, and priest of the Most High.
Priesthood is the name of a certain kind of office,
or authority. Is there but one grade of authority
in a kingdom? Do all the officers of a kingdom
hold the sa~e grade of office? Do all the officers
in the United States hold the same grade of office? Common sense teaches better. There are
no two office~ in the United States that are the
same, from the general government down to the
state government. If so I would say, better dispense with one and save expense. Do all the officers in the< church hold the same priesthood?
Yes, says our querist, for the priesthood being
changed, there is made of necessity a change
also of the. law. (Heb. 7: 12 ). .. The inference
drawn here by the querist is that the word
"change" means to go out of use, or cease to exist. Reconcile the following by that view when

the off side; does the horse cease to exist as a
useful animal? When I change my shoe from
one foot to the other, though changed, yet it remains in use. If there is but one grade of authority in the church, why could not Philip lay
on hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit. If the
word change means to cease, or go out of use,
how shall we reconcile the following, r Car. 15:
51: "Behold, I show you a mystery; we shall
not all sleep; but we shall ;tll be changed."
Cease to exist, or go out of use; wonderful logic!
Old theory of Campbellism, but newly varnished.
I should have not noticed these questions, had
they not been used against the Saints to paralyze
their energies in the work. May the erring ones
be reclaimed and the faithful blessed, is my
prayer.
In bonds,
M. R. SCUTT.

pel life that binds forevermore, we have been
given strength to abide the tempests of life, and
feel to-day our life is dedicated to the service of
the Master still. Through weary years and lonely wa~ches, ttie companion of my early manhood
has been a tower of strength to me. She has witnessed the little buds of promise given to us taken by the silent messenger before they bloomed
into man and womanhood; and in humble submission has said, 11 Thy will be done." And in
the long, &i!ent and weary watches of the night,
she has watch~d alone the jewels spared to us,
under burning fevers and the many ills that come;
a silent prayer has ascended to the God of love,
until some have been spared to enter the threshold of man and womanhood, and still the burden
is there. By and by, if by the Master spared,
they will like others enter upon the great arena
in the battle of life, We hope that their hearts
may be stayed on Christ, that when the glorious
day shall come, and the jewels gathered, we may
all dwell together in the land of the blessed.
R. J. ANTHONY.

ARMSTRONG, Kan., Feb'y 23d.
;fosepk: Since the conference at Independence the meetings have been kept up nightly by
J. H. Lake, M. T. Short and myself. The attention has been good; seven have been baptized,
and it is thought others will obey soon. From
BROCKTON, Mass., Feb. 27th.
what I have been able to see and hear, and as I
IJ,ro. Blair :-I know that the gospel that is
survey the situation, I see no reason why the
prtlched in our day& is the same that was tanght
Saints should not abide on the "goodly land."
by our Savior and his Apostles. We are quite a
Bro. Pitt seems to understand the situation, and
small band here, about twenty-eight souls; but
tries at least to di&charge his responsible duties
we are trying to raise the standard of truth highwith care and in good faith. I expect even Later, and I think the prospect is good for a number
ter Day Saints will always talk; even if they are
more being addP.d, I hope, such as shall be saved.
the favored ones to lay the foundation for the reOur brother, M. H. Bond, district missionary,
building of the "waste places." If I could have
has been with us the past week; preached some
any influence it would be for their eternal peace
six or seven times with good effect, and baptized
and rest in this the "goodly land," and do and
two, heads< of a family, and there are others asking
hope to continue to labor and pray until they see
after the right way; and may the time soon cotne
the "towers of Zion glitter like the sun in yondwhen all the honest in heart will hear. the glad
er sky;" yes, until the heavens st.all reveal the
message, which is to be preached in all the world
coming Lord, and "glory shall dwell in the land;"
for a witness,.that they may be gathered into the
but yet it is not all "peace in Zion." The weath·
fold. I believe that I state the sentiment of the
er Is lovely, the land and scenery fair to look upon
district when I say that Bro. Bond is the right
and the world moves: and we are glad it does.
man in the right place,. and I hope the Conference
Yesterday Bro. Short and your scribe left Indewill conti.nue him in the mis6iou. It also seems
pendence and came to this place-about twelve
· to me that It would be productive of much good
miles. We took a kind of a bird's eye squint at
if he could have some one to work with him.
Kansas City as we passed through. Last night
Ever praying for the prosperity .of the work, I
Bro. Short preached the everlasting gospel and
am your brother in the one faith,
the kingdom of God to the people here. He is
J. N, AMES.
an able minister and a kind-hearted man. He is
the son of his mother, and remains the same blue
BEVIER, Mo., Feb'y 22d.
eyed miss_ionary as I knew him in the "fat valBro. Blair: I like to read the Herald arid Advolies of Ephraim." May he continue to scatter cate. They are good to help one to be a Saint.
seeds of kindness, until the perfect day. I am
I hope that Bro. J. J. Cornish wont be long till he
billed to blow the trumpet here to-night. Bro.
~~11 have ~hat good book ready; I think such a
Short retur.ned this morning to Independence, to
book as he proposes will be worth much for every Saint to have. Yours in the one faith,
aid Bro. Lake.
On the 23d of December I arrived home, after
JOHN T. RICHARDS.
an absence of sixteen months; and was compelled to take up the the line of march on the 16th
ELMIRA, Kan., Feb'y 20th.
of January, and all along the line, the Saints
, . .pear Bretltren: We have had a blustering, cold
have made me glad with words of kindness and
winter, up io February 5th, when it began to
cheer, and with generous hands ministered unto
moderate some; very pleasant now.
Wagon
me, making my heart glad. I I.ave the Saints,
roads have been the worst and continued so lonand my soul. goes out in love to them; and I feel
ger than I have seen in ten years I have lived in
now that I can only dwell with them, that where
this state; they are almost impassable now. It
they live, I :will live also; and their God shall be
h.as been the poor.est winter to labor in the minismy God. In mourning I would mourn with
t~y: · Roads so bad people could not get out very
them, and in rejoicing I will rejoice with them.
rl1uc:h of the time. The work is onward slowly. '
My own dear ones, who have sacrificed much for
Some lack of a proper understanding of the law
Zion's weal, are the life of my soul; and when I .. 0,f. ~.i.~hing is not advantageous to the work. Some
say they are.· first in my affection, I mean our
few still pe,rsist in attending parties and dances,
lives are doubly"linked together; fraternal ties as
and neglect prayer meetings, which we hope will
famil7 ?rt. e11rth ~n? bofn to~etni;;
gosnot\;i~t \on~.. M:y labors~~~~ beep in the North$11{ 1 I 74an~e !fl{' hors~ t;o~ t~e n~~r sjde to
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west district the past year. I am confident we
are growing slowly in divine life. We have increased in numbers sixteen. I hope and pray that
we may grow faster in divine life the coming
year than we have in the past. Praying for the
ultimate triumph of Zion, I am your brother in
bonds,
A. H. p ARSONS.
BLENHEIM, Ont., Feb. 19th.
··Editors of the Herald:-l have been laboring in
West Tilbury for the last six weeks and I trust
have done a little work for the Master. When I
first went there the mud was very deep and it
was bad getting around, but before I was there
long it froze up and remained so till a day or two
before I left. The first meeting was held at Bro.
Walter Carless', and from there I felt impressed
to go to Mr. Henry Atkinson's, (where I held
four meeting last winter, and was obliged to quit
on account of diphtheria breaking out in the family), some three miles farther west, and commenced holding meetings with small numbers at
first, but as the interest bega.n to increase my
congregation got larger. After I had been laboring about three weeks I was joined by Bro. R,>
Coburn. One afternoon shortly after he came,
we went out to the Post Office, and calle~n to
see a family near there that were quite interested
who thought they believed in some church, but
when they heard the true gospel hardly knew
what their former belief was. While we were
there the Presbyterian Minister called to see
them for the first time, as he had only been a
short time in that locality. He made a few remarks about the weather, and what kind of
weather the weather prophets were predicting, he
then addressed the good lady of. the house, and
said, "How old is your boy?" She replied,
"About three years." He then went on to say
how wise little ones were and tried· to show that
theh· five senses were fully developed, and that
they were accountable for their actions even at
that age. Bro. Coburn said he did not consider
them accountable until eight or ten years old.
He then told h0w a child four ~r five years old,
that had been in a room alone, and said to its ma
that it had seen God in heaven, and the idea he
wished to convey was that it was necessary for
little children to be baptized, or sprinkled, which
we opposed. After talking a few .minutes, he
saw that we were running him into a corrn~r, and
said. he did not wish to enter into an argument,
and if the good lady of the house would hand
him the Bible he would read a chapter, and pray
with them and pass on, for he was in a hurry.
She told him that they had not been attending
his meetings, lately, and that these gentlemen
(alluding to us) were ministers and had been holding meetings at her son's, and herself and family
had been attending their meetings for th.e last
three weeks. Turning to us he asked what denomination we represented, I replied, the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latte,r Day
Saints. He said, "Oh, then, Jo Smith's your
leader then." I corrected him and said, "Joseph
Smith, if you please." He then commenced as
though he was going to tell something terrible
about him and the Saints, but I stopped him by
:'lsking him what he knew about Joseph Smith,
and he had to acknowledge.that he knew nothing
at all about him. We told him that we believed
in the same gospel as taught in the Bible and the
signs following as promised by Christ. 1Ie said,
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"You believe in present Revelation," and tried to
show that there was to be no more revelation
and that the canon of scripture was full, by reading with great pomp the last of John's revelation.
But we maintained that revelation from heaven
was necessary; also the same church organization.
He said "Prophesying did not mean foretelling
future events, but it was merely the ministers explaining the word of God from the pulpit." Bro.
Coburn cited J;iim to what he had said about the.
weather prophets when he first came in, and
wished to know if he did not mean us to understand they were foretelling something to take
place. This worked up his nerves, and he demand
ed to see our credentials, in order to find out if we
had any right to preach according to the laws of
the land, and we turned the rule and tried to examine him by the word of God to see whether he
was called of God or not. He said "he knew he
was called of God for he had God in his heart."
We replied that the good book teUs us that God
made man in his own image, and if he had God
in his heart he must have a very large heart. He
said further that the kingdom of heaven was in
his heart, and when asked what it took to constitute a kingdom, said that it took a king, officers,
laws, territory and subjects. We said that we
wished to get into the kingdom of heaven, but if
it was in his heart we did not see how we were
'going to get in. After he saw that he was beaten
on every point, he said he was floored three or
four times, .and finally after we had kept him at
it for two hours he read a chapter and asked me
to pray, which I did, and went away saying we
would agree to disagree.
After Bro. Coburn came we held meetings for
three weeks, each speaking night about as we
felt impressed, and enjoyed good liberty. Mr.
Milliken, a neighhor of Mr. Atkinson, opened his
house for us to preach in and we held six services
witl). good liberty and crowded house. We baptized six, Mr. Atkinson and wife and sister·inlaw, and three Misses McKewn, and blessed three
children. Those baptized are well versed in the
scriptures and able to defend the doctrine, and
we believe others will ooey in that part in the
near future. The weather got warm and the
roads thawed out, and got almost impassable so
we deemed it wise to leave for the present. I
find Bro. Coburn a genial brother to labor with,
and will eventually make a useful man in the
work if faithful/a~d that the Saints.of this (Kent
and Elgin) district should not fear to .entrust him
with their tithes and offerings, for he is a suitable
man for Bishop's Agent. I intend moving to
· St. Marys about the firnt of March to occupy
what the people call "the Mormon parsonage,"
beside the r~ormon church.
To the Sai;1ts of the London District greeting:
At the conference held October last at Corinth,
you as a body saw fit to choose me as president
of the district and that I should devote my whole
time to the work, and in counsel with Bro. Lake
and others deemed it wise for me to move to St.
Marys, as that was near the center of the district,
_so as to save expense in traveling to conference.
After co~ference I went to St. Marys and commenced to build me a house, my father furnishing the means to build with. I worked at it and
preathed eyery Sunday till the middle of December, when the weather became so cold that I
could not finish, ·so I returned to Blenheim for a
time. So the Saints of the district will see what

I have been doing. Asking an interest in your
faith and prayers, and hoping to be sustained in
righteousness, and praying for your welfare and
the promulgation of the gospel, I remain your
brother and co-laborer,
SAMUEL BROWN.
My address will be Box 329, St. Marys, Ontario.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Feb. 26th.
Brother· Blair:-We are rejoicing here, and of
course you wish to know the cause, that you may
rejoice with us. We have had the best series of
meetings here th(lt we ever had, General Conference not excepted. Our District Conference
convened on the 'i3th of this month. Brn. J. H.
Lake, R. J. Anthony, and M. T. Short were with
us. The confer~nce passed off well, had preach-·
ing every night until Wednesday, when the conference adjourned, but preaching continued every
night except last Saturday. · An excellent interest is awakened among the Saints and non-members. We all feel blessed, edified, and built up in
the holy faith. The preaching has not only been
in the wisdom of man, but in the power and demonstration of God's Holy Spirit. Bro. Lake
baptized five, Bro. Short one, Bro. Pitt one, and
more are standing at the door of the kingdom.
I was glad in my heart to read in the Herald
to-'day the lette1· from Bro. J. R. Lambert on
closing the doors of our churches.
Having
traveled much and preached wherever I could,
I believe I have learned to know what is right. I
once heard of an old lady, who of necessity borrowed a washtub, but after a time she was able
to buy one; after which she concluded she would
neither borrow nor lend.
Our new little church in Kansas City is finished, so that Bro. Lake and I held three meetings·in
it last Sunday. As a whole this district is in an
excellent condition. Branch m(letings are well
attended, and well presided over in all the branches. The Elders with but few exceptions reported
well. The Universalist Minister who tried to
devour me while preaching on the square in
Kansas City, but decided that I was too tough,
and a few days later got hold of Bro. E. L. Kelley,
and has now concluded that he is not hungry.
Well, truth is mighty and will prevail.
Your brother in Christ,
F. C WARNKY.
RrvER Sroux, Iowa, Feb. 19th.
Brit. ':fosrp!t and Blair :-I want to bear my testit~ony to the gospel of the Son of God. I am a
Jone widow,° and not alone either; for I know in
whom I trust. I am established in the fact, and
in him through whom all the kindred of the
earth is to be blessed. I got this testimony from
him who doeth all things well, and I hope he will
help me through. I want to live by every word
that proceeds from the mouth of God and walk
in the straight and narrow path that leads to
eternal life. I live a good ways from the Saints'
meetings, and feel sometimes that I could not
live without the Herald. I know it is something
from the true fountain. I hope you will excuse
my writing and inabilities. I feel it such a cross
to go to any business since my husband died. I
do desire to aid the work, and work for Zion, and
be found putting in my mite. I desire all the
Saints to pray for me, that I may merit all the
choice gifts.
Tn gospel bonds,
MARGARET HOAGLAND,
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SCOTTSVILLE, Ind., Feb. 26th.
Brother Blair :-l have just returned from a
short tour in the central part of district, held aloft
the "Royal ensign" fourteen nights successively
in New Marion, Ripley county, in opposition
to Baptist and Advent dogmas. The Advent
chieftain of Battle Creek, Michigan, was in attendance four nights, and the first night, I can't say
opposed us; but asked questions. This gentleman (Mr. Huffman by name) politely declined
our proposition last fall, after his challenging
t!te world, remarking that "the spirit of debate
was not in his church." The interest increased
at that point, and on the last Sunday night there
was not enough standing room in the Hall.
Many are investigating, and prejudice allayed.
Some Catholics were in attendance for over
seven nights. "\Ve hope much good was done
and feel like pressing on.
Yours in hope,
LEONARD Scorr.

education, within the reach pecuniarily of
nearly all who choose to read them. And
books containing the best literature of the
age may be obtained for a nominal sum as
compared with their worth and usefulness.
In seeking to become profici,ent in education, we shall do well to propnse to ourselves definite ends to be reacheJ, .so as to
adapt our studies to our evident wants.
Promiscuous, careless, or superficial reading may serve to amuse, but can not materially instruct. Moderate variety serves
to greet the mind with agreeable and
profitable change, but our studie.s should
be select. If we would be good men we
have need to read good books. Constant
contact with the purest minds that have
illumined the ages can not but serve to
highten our conception of the good and
true, to elevate us to a higher standard of
moral excellence, and to cast our character
in the mold fashioned by the Prince of
SINNETT's MILLS, W. Va., Feb'y 4th.
Life. Excessive reading is injurious to
Dear Jierald: 'Ve feel lonesome here as far as
the memory and tends to a confusion of
meeting is concerned. The Herald is our preachideas. Some are capable of greater and
er. I love to read it, for it is bread when hungry,
more constant mental exercise than others;
and drink when thirsty, to hear a gospel sermon.
hence, we must weigh our own ability and
I don't feel discouraged in the work; yet I think
avoid an excessive taxation of the brain.
if a gospel minister \vould come here and give u,s
Meditation is an auxilliary to mental rea few sermons, that with what has been done and
search. One selects, the other digests. It
what we are doing, there yet would some unite
is vain to tax the mind with subjects in a
with us and be company for us, and be a light to
moment to be forgotten. Hence, as a
those that are yet in darkness. It seems that the
rule, it is best to read only what we desire
light is breaking forth with some-work and
to remember.
words-are doing good. Your sister,
Practical education means far more than
REBECCA GIVENS.
is couched in the idea of passive acceptation and rehearsal of thoughts and theories
found in text books. We should make
sentiments and ideas our individual property before we rehearse. them as being true.
It has long ago passed into a proverb that,
A1vrICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are respousible for
"men never become too old to learn."
their own :views. Contributions solicited.
The gospel contemplates a continuous,
unceasing growth of character, which is
CULTIVATION OF THE MIND.
made a verity only as we gain increased
OBSERVATION teaches that a large per- knowledge of.the world,"its conditions, its
centage of mankind neglest this important history, and what is far more important,
duty. Not so much for want of opportu- the economy of life-the gospel. Paul
nity, as from failure to wisely improve the gave exhortation
Timothy to "study to
spare moments of each day in useful study. show himself approved unto God, a workMany who have, attained to positions of man that needeth not to be ashamed."
high honor and sacred trust in the econ- Evidently it was intended in this admoniomy of government and elsewhere, have tion to enjoin upon this evangelist dilligent
struggled up tl1rough adversity to the application in the acquirement of such
acme of their self-acquired ability.
Per- knowledge as would serve to qualify him
haps those who have shown as the bright- for the work committed to his charge;
est lights in the realm of literature have From the inception of the latter day work
been, as a rule, the favorites of fortune, the grave charge has been made by some
but I think it equally true that the men people of adverse belief that the Saints
who have honored the positions of politi- art: "superstitious and ignorantJ'.<)W e becal activity so essential in the jurispru- lieve that, with the scope intendC:d in this
dence of our country have as often risen assertion, the ,charge is false and malicious.
from conditions of comparative want. If in any case the statement should prove
Ability to meet successfully the stern re'. true, such development is not the legitialities of life, and to measure accurately mate outgrowth of our faith. In the e:;irly
the length, breadth, and feasibility of pro- history of the church the Lord gave revposed measures in the policy of state, is as elation authorizing tlie institution of "the
likely to be acquired through actu.al con- school oI the prophets." A similar plan
tact with pinching poverty as to be pur- is referred to in section 94, Doctrine and
chased at the price of inexhaustable wealth. Covenants, given August 1833. "Verily
The means of self-culture are within the I say untq. you my friends; I speak unto
reach of all classes. Institutions of benov- you with my voice, even the voice of my
olence have flooded the land with religious Spirit, tha_t I may show unto you foy will
literature. Gigantic enterprises in the in- concerning your brethren in the land of
terest of printing have brought the weekly Zion, many of whom are truly humbl~
journals, science of commerce, hist()ry and and are seeking dili~~~tlyJo l~arn wisdoin

¢nnunttni~afinus.
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and to find truth; verily, verily I say unto
you, blessed are such, for they shall obtain;
for I, the Lord, showeth mercy unto all
the meek, and upon all whomsoever I
will, that I may be justified when I shall
bring them into judgment. Behold, I say
unto you concerning the school in Zion, I
the Lord am well pleased that there should
be a school in Zion."
By this reference we learn, first, that in
the land of Zion there were many of the
brethren who were "truly humble," and
were seeking diligently to learn wisdom
and find truth. Second, that because of
this desire on the part of the brotherhood,
the Lonl was "well pleased that there
should be a school in Zion." And in view
of this they were commanded, or advised
to build a house in the land of Zion. The·
object of their joint enterprise under the
direction of God was, "that there may be
an house built unto me for the salvation
ef Zion; for a place of thanksgiving for
all Saints, and for a place of instruction
for all those who are called to the work
of the ministry, in all their several cailings
and offices, that they may be perfected in
the understanding of their ministry, in
theory, in principle, and in doctrine, in all
things pertaining to the kingdom of God
on the earth." ,
·
In this sacred edifice were to be found
the elements of education and purity.
The precious promise was made, ·'now behold, if Zion do these things she shall
prosper." These facts serve to show that
ignorance is no qualification for the ministry. Others may view the matter as they
will, I believe it required the education of
experience and diligent, thoughtful .and
prayerful application, to prepare the apostles of the Lamb for their subsequent
ministration to "every creature" in "all
nations."
I see no necessity for men in the church,
who are called to the itinerant work of
the ministry, tarrying to master Greek and
Latin, or to study elocution, with all the
attendant graces of excellent oratory. I
think that in the Inspired Translation of
the Holy Scriptures we have fully as correct a version a:; any might render, provided
they had access to the original manuscript
and had acquired some ability in this line.
Ability,. grace, and power of speech are
most likely to attend those who seek in
humility to fulfill their he.aven-ordained
appointrnent.
It is by the education of experience,
chiefly, that men of limited natural or acquired ability become a power in the land
for good. It will not, I trust be regarded
as a panegyric to revert to the fact that
men of modest worth in the church who,
a few years ago, would have blushed by
reason of the thought of standing before a
public audience to expatiate upon the word
of life, have, in some instances become
men of excellent wisdom and pursuasive
power in their calling as ministers· for
Chist. There is no tuition equal to that
of the Holy Spirit, given as a gracious
boon to all the faithful in Christ. If the
interrogation is made, "Do we need an
educated ministry," I think consistency, if
aH~wed tq ~peak, would answer "yes~·~
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Notlnecessarily college graduates (though
this kind of training will not disqualify
them) but men of thought, of principle, of
mental and physical activity. Men who
are loyal to their convictions and will stand
by the right in prosperity or adversity.
Men who are willing to cultivate self-denial, and make the sacrifice that wisdom
demands for the furtherance of the mandates of peace-men of righteousness, men
of God. The great issue of the work that
engages our profound attention, are now
pending; and the thought arises in many
anxious hearts, "Shall the cause of Zion
prosper?" Brethren, let us awake to the
responsibilities of our sacred trust. Let us
thrust in our sickles, and reap, girding on
the whole armor of God, and as watchmen
on the towers of Zion we shall see "when
good cometh."
In bonds,
GEO.

s.

HYDE.

A GENERATION.-WHAT IS IT?

WHEN We mean by a generation the average duration of the life of man, it is a
difficult thing to ascertain. It is admitted
. that ·thirty years is a generation; this is a
higher estimate than the facts known to
us will warrant. The writer has more
tha!l once visited a graveyard for· the pur. po:se of obtaining some data, to go by.
He has gone through those resting places
of the dead arid taken the ages of those
whose bodies have been laid away to rest,
as he has found them inscribed on their
tombstones, has then added the whole together and then divided by the number of
tombstones from which he got his sum
total, and has usually found his estimate
thus obtained fall short of thirty years;
and on one occasion it only footed up sixteen years; and here there were several
quite aged and one who was over ninety
years old. When we add. to this that there
is a greater percentage of children than of
adults whose resting place·s were not
marked by a tombtone, it only lessens the
average length of the life of man. Again.
When we read in Scripture that certain
blessings or curses shall be visited upon
man unto the third and fourth generation,
according to their merits or demerits, there
need not necessarily be any definite length
of time. The child, his parents, grandparents, and great grandparents may all be
living to-day and suffering the penalties of
some broken laws of God, or nature, and
hence "be cursed in those generations, or
they may be reaping the reward of a well
spent life, and thus four generations may
all be blessed or cursed at the same time.
We now approach the object that has
prompted to this task; a task that we have
long waited hoping that some abler and
more competent mind would have attempted. It is where any event, or events have
been predicted by the spirit of inspiration
to take p1ace, or to be accomplished within
a given generation, or any number of generations. Such predictions can not in justice be determined by either of the ahove
rules of defining a generation.
When a
prophet of Goel declares that a certain
event shall take place in "this generation,"
(the ger;er(itiqn in whkh the prediction
·'
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was uttered); as the prediction is supposed
to be by revelation from God, then all
who profess to believe that prophet to
have been the servant of God to bring
forth his words unto them if he either
brought forth, or translated by the power
of God any revelations later than the
Bible, defining what a generation is, then
all who endorse that prophet and what he
has brought forth; when he declares that
a certain event shall take place in any
given time, then we must measure his prediction by his definition of the time in
which it was to occur.
For example:
when a prophet has brought forth anything, either by revelation, or translation
defining a generation to be fifty years; and
then predicts that any event sh.all take
place in "this generation," it is equivalent
to saying that it shall take place in fifty
years. You may criticise his definition of
what a generation is, but you can not in
justice declare his prediction a failure for
the want of time, until the time that he
has stated was a generation has expired.
The latest estimate that we can find in the
Bible touching this question, is in Psalms
90: w; which places a generation at from
seventy to tighty years.
We have said that we have long felt
the need of some one canvassing this subject; and for. the reason as members of the
church of Jesus Christ, we believe that
God called Joseph Smith the founder of
said church under God, to be a prophet,
seer, revelator, and translator to this generation. We believe that he uttered many
prophecies, received and gave many revelations, and through the office of his seership by the power of God translated the
Book of Mormon. This book, with the
Bible, contains the fullness of the gospel,
and is designed for the confounding of
false doctrines and the laying down of contentions; hence to us is as much a text
book as is the Bible, and as such we intend
using it in examining this question.
Our first quotation, which is the occasion of this article, and which has been
the occasion of many attacks upon the
prophetic mission of Joseph Smith; is
from Doctrine and Covenants, 83: 2:
"Verily, this is the word of the Lord, that
the city New Jerusalem shall be built by
the gathering of tbe Saints, beginning at
this place, even the place of the temple,
which temple shall be reared in this generation; for verily, this generation shall
not all pass away until an house shall be
built unto the Lord, and a cloud shall rest
upon it, which cloud shall be even the
glory of the Lord which shall fill the
house."
The words "in this generation" are the
ones upon which great stress has been laid
by our opposers, who claim that the pre<liction has proved a failure for the want
of time; me;suring a generation by thirty
years; and therefore its author is a false
prophet. \Ve next quote from "Joseph
the Seer;" where the author replies to an
attack on our faith from the above stand
point; or that thirty years is a generation.
"Not exactly, Mr. S. The conclusion
to which you )ump with such eagerness is
nqt a, very t?ensible qnei anq does gre~t in·
'
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justice to the text. The text says 'this
generation shall not all pass away until an
house be built,' etc. This implies that
the most, or greater part of it would pass
aw.ay; i. e., that the house would not be
built until the closing times of this generation. The word 'generation,' as here
used, plainly signifies the life, or age of
man, and not the average ag-e of man, as
··is urged by Mr. S. The Lord said to
Abraham, concerning the deliverance of
his posterity from Egypt: 'In the fourth
generation they shall come hither agaiu."
-Gen. 15: i6.
"Now if Mr. S. had lived in the times
of Abraham, and had reasoned as he now
does, he doubtless would have said that
the above revelation to Abraham was
false, because Israel did not 'come hither
again' in just four of his generations of
thirty years each,-or one hundred and
twenty years. The 'fourth generation'
from the time of promise, measured, as we
see, four generations of almost one hundred and eight years each."-The Seer,

74·

The writer prefers the rule that he has
given above, to determine how long a
time the Lord had to fulfill his promise to
Abraham: viz. the latest Scriptural defination of what a generation is. The latest
that we can find in the Bible, till many
years after the promise of God to Abraham, and its fulfillment, is in 'Gen. 6: 3;
this would give the Lord four hundred
and eighty years to make good his promise to Abraham, instead of one hundred
and twenty years; or 4x30, or even four
hundred and thirty years. We have said
that if a prophet, either by revelation or
translation, should define a generation to
be fifty years; etc. We have found no
such rule given, and only gave it as a rule
governing us in our investigation of this
suhject.
We will now define what a generation
is, in length of time, and endeavor so to
'set our stakes tamping them well down
with truth, sound logic, and scriptural
evidence, that it will be no easy m.atter to
pull them up. We take the revelation
from which we have once quoted for a
starting point; "For, verily, this generation
shall not all pass away until an house shall
be built unto the Lord,'' etc. No one will
deny that all who now live are included
in and belong to the present generation,
"This generation." This being true, if in
A. D. 1896; there be one thousand persons
living of thof'e who now di;aw the breath
of life in the United States; will this generation have all passed away?
Certainly
not. For one thousand persons who are
living to-day will be living- then. If this
is true, it is equally so of those who were
living in September, 1832, the date of the
revelation under examination. So that if
in September, 1932, there shall be hundreds or thousands living who were living
when that revelation was given, then that
g-eneration will not ALL have passed away.
We emphasize the word "all," but a rev.elator has a rig-ht to the benefit of every
word that he professes to give by revelation
from God. And if God shall give a revelation tg-day 1 to any of the !>OPS ot qien

1
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have we the right to take from that revelation, one letter, or one word, without
laying ourselves liable to the penalty named
in Revelations 22: 18, 19? We do not
rest our arguments alone on those who
may live to be an hundred years old.
Webster defines a generation, referring to
time, to be "a century." So we have
Webster giving one hundred years for a
generation.
We will examine the Book
of Mormon on this subject, to see what we
can learn. We quote from the Plano
edition giving page and paragraph: "Behold, I perceive that this very people, the
Nephites, according to the spirit of revelation which is in me, in four hundred years
from the time that Jesus Christ shall manifest himself unto them, shall dwindle in
unbelief; yea, and then shall they see
wars and pestilences, yea famines and
bloodshed, even until the people of Nephi
shall become extinct'; yea, and this because
they dwindle in unbelief, and fall into the
works of darkness and lasciviousness, and
all manner of iniquities; yea, I say unto
you, that because they shall sin against so
great light and knowledge; yea, I say
unto you, that from that day, even the
fourth generation shall not all pass away
before this great iniquity shall come."
Book of Mormon 324: 2. Here we have
the same words that we D.ave in the revelation in Doctrine ~nd Covenants that we
are defending, viz: "Shall not all pass
away."
Our next are the words of Samuel the
Lamanite. He says: "Behold, I, Samuel
a Lamanite, do speak the. words of the
Lord which he doth pu' in my heart; and
he .said unto them behold he doth put it
into my heart to say unto this people, that
the sword of justice hangeth over this
people; and four hundred years pass~th
not away save the sword of justice falleth
upon this people; yea, heavy destruction
awaiteth this people, and it surely cometh
unto this people, and nothing can save
this people, save it be repentance and faith
on the LordJ esus Christ, who surely shall
come into the world, and suffer manv
things, and shall be slain for his peopl~.
And behold, an angel of the Lord hat.h
declared it unto me, and he did bring glad
tidings into my soul. And behold I was
sent unto you to declare it unto·you also,
that ye might have glad tidings; but be.hold ye would not receive me; therefore
thus saith the Lord, because of the hardness of the hearts of the people of the
Nephites; except they repent I will take
away my word from them, and will withdraw my Spirit from them, and will suffer
them no longer, and I will turn the hearts
of their brethren against them; and four
hundred years shall not pass away, before
I will cause that they shall be smitten;
vea, I will visit them with sword and with
famine, and with· pestilence; yea, I will
visit them in my fierce anger, and there
shall be those of tbe fourth generation,
who shall live of your enemies to behold
your utter destruction; .and this shall surely.
come except ye repent, saith the Lord:
and those of the fourth generation shall
visit your destruction."-Book of Mormon
•P ~ : i. We fjer(); also l~arn 1 tnat ~ ~ener-

,
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ation, and a hundred years are synony- particular length of time is necessarily remous; and are frequently used the one for quired.
4. Again, when a prediction is given,
the other.
We next quote the words of Jesus to his as: "For verily this generation shall not
disciples on this continent: "And now, all pass away until an house shall be built
behold, my joy is great, even unto fulness, unto the Lord." etc. When a prediction
beeause of you, and also this generation; is thus particularized, that the generation
yea, even the Father i:ejoiceth, and also all then existing must all pass away; become
the holy angels, because of you and this extinct, or nearly so before the prediction
generation; for none of them are lost. has proved a failure for want of time.
Behold, I would that ye should underst'and; Then let us wait that extinction.
5. We have shown by Gen. 6: 3, that
for I mean them who are now alive, of
this generation; and none of them are lost; the latest Bible estimate given of a generand in them I have fulness of joy. But ation, from the flood until the days of King
behold, it sorroweth me because of the David, or for about twelve hundred years,
fourth generation from this generation, for was one hundred and twenty years. The
they are led away captive of him, even as latest Bible estimate that we can find is
was the son of perdition; for they will sell Psalms, 90: IO, which gives from seventy
me for silver, and for gold, and for that to eighty years; which from the date
which doth corrupt and that which thieves (A. D. 1832) of the revelation we are decan break through and steal."-Book of fending will not expire till some twelve
Mormon 473: I. Again: "And how bless- years after this century is ended.
6. Again; we have shown that when a
ed were they, for the Lord did bless them
in all their doings; yea, even they were prophet shall define the length of a generblessed and prospered, until an hupdred ation, either by revelation or translation;
and ten years had all passed away; and (as in Book of Mormon) and then prophthe first generation from Christ had passed esy events to take place in "this generaaway." Again: "And it came to pass tion," that he is justly entitled to his own
that two hundred years had passed away, estimate of what a generation is, especially
and the second generation had all passed when he sha:ll agree with the highest (dicaway, save it were a few."-Book of Mor- tionary) authority that there is.
7. We have proved by his own translamon 479:3, 5·
We have consumed more space than we tion from the Book of Mormon that a
at first supposed that this article would re- generation is one hundred years; and that
quire, and our only excuse is that the na- the terms, generation. and hundred. years
ture of the case, and the seeming advan- are synonymous terms, and often used the
tage that has many times been taken of one for the other; then when we see how
the revelation under examination seemed the revelations and the translation of that
to demand a refutation of the arguments young man "who was not learned," (Isa.
that. have often been arrayed against the 29: 12), harmonizes with Webster, fa it not
Doctrine and Covenants; and that revela- another link in the unbroken chain of evition in particular, even by friends within dences in the divine mission of him that
and foes without. For strange as it may "one angel told another angel to go and
seem, there are many who profess to be- tell him, that Jerusalem shall again l:,e inhabited." -Zech. 2: 3-5.
For Joseph
lieve that Joseph Smith was called to usher in this latter day work, and to translate Smith was the first man in his generation
the Book of. Mormon and profess strong to proclaim that the Jews should again be
faith in that book, but are quite: shaky on gathered to their own land.
Then a generation, what is it? It is a
the Doctrine and Covenants. We will
w. R. CALHOON.
now sum up and see what we have proved. century.
1. That the length of
a generation,
when given in prophecy can not in justice
INTELLECTUAL HELL, AND .XHE WAY
be measured by the average length of the
TO GET THERE.
human life, nor yet by thirty years.
2. That the average length of life will THE Saints' Herald represents a religious
fall short of thirty y~ars (a) as can be body whose faith and teachings are .the
shown by visiting any grave yard of note very essence of all that is God-fearing;
where there is a large percentage of those nevertheless it is sufficiently liberal and in
graves with tomb stones, giving the ages keeping with the spirit of the times that it
of their occupants, especially when we fearless! y publishes scientific astronomical
take into account the fact, that there is articles which so plainly and forcibly por- ·
relatively- many more adults thus memor- tray the vastness of God's universe that
ized, than there are of children. Then they make my head swim, and cause me
add to this the statistical fact that ll)ore to stop occasionally while reading them to
than one half who are born into the world, ascertain whether I have not dwindled into
pass away before the age of five years,. and such extreme insignificance that I can not
find myself. I am constrained to ask, Am
it still lessons the average age of man.
3. We have shown that when severai I an entity or i's it only imaginary?, How
generations are spoken of, as that certain wide the contrast between the sentiment
hlessi1tgs, or curses are to be visited upon expressed by the authprs of this paper and
the third and fourth generations; that no that of the public three hundred years ago,
shown in the burning of Bruno;
(a) [It is now we believe stated by statisticians
What a wonderful science astronomy is;
that the average duration of life. is something
neverthless, something within me frequentover thirty years; there having been a marked
ly asks, Wherein has it enhanced my hapincrease in longevity during th,e last t!'1lrty to
fif\Y years.~Ed.J
·
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childhood's idea that the earth was a great
disc, ·that I was in the center, and that the
sun, moon and stars were siinply hung in
God's dome that overshadowed us, expressly for the benefit of the inhabitants of the
earth? To the researches of science, and
the making of books there is certainly no
end, yet if the health of the masses be not
improved, their happiness enhanced, nor
their hope of eternal life and well being
made more sure, must we not conclude
with Solomon of old, "All is vanity?" If
I knew all that is known by all the thinkers and thinkeresses of this world combined,
yet was not happy and did not possess a
well founded hope of eternal happiness,
were not my success a failure?
The ancients said, "Doubt is the portal
to truth." Now if Beecher, Swing & Co.·
have entered a .;ufficient distance within
thi!'> portal to be convinced there is no hell,
it is merely a question of time until some
of their crew possessing more intellectual
ballast and less gas shall have continued
his descent through the gate, until, 0 horror of horrors, he discovers that his heaven
is just as great a myth as was his hell. If
a man does not believe in hell and future
punishment, where is his fear of God? and
if he have no fear of God, where is his
wisdom? It has not yet begun; nay more,
those popular teachers have not yet reached
the end of their increasing folly; they are as
it were, flitting about in the atmosphere of
the intellectual world, but unlike the Grecian sages they float about in uncertainty,
lacking that specific gravity necessary to
bring them to intellectual terra firma.
But, supposing that like those ancient
heathen they should descend right through
this don't,know-stratum and arrive at a
clear conclusion that they did know just as
well as they knew that twice two are four,
that man is only an imaginary identity,
and consequently heaven with all its sugar
plums, and hell with its horrors are all a
farce. W oul<l their condition he bettered?
So far as the effect upon the moral is concerned I think a religion without any hell
in it has the worst possible, it is a downy
bed for iniquity.
If I am convinced there is no future
punishment what shall be the guide to my
conduct?
What use is the matrimonial
contrc1ct? \Vhat need I fear from committing adultery providing the ladies are
willing and I have confidence that they
will ke~p our secret. A popular religious
teacher who teaches that there is a heaven
but no hell, administers the identical mental
drug best calculated to lead a-;tray silly
women. And in case my iniquities should
become known, what is there to restrain
me from perjuring myself in order to
escape the consequent odium, &c. If I
believe there is no hell what good is my
oath on the Bible.
If the Bible does not teach that there is
a place of punishment for the wicked after
death, it does not teach that there is any
heaven, its evidence of the former affects
that of the latter, consequently the only
basis those heavenly christians can have
for a hope of eternal life, is an ardent desire that it should be so.
By denying the essei~tiality of the Chris-

tian plan of salvation we simply break
loose and fly our kite without a string and
very soon gravitate into the very depth of
doubt and darkness and if we be so constituted that we can stand the climate; we
may by the aid of the lights of hell, be enabled to see the elephant, which is "Man
is an imaginary identity." What do we
mean by that expression? We mean simply
this, that man is not responsible for either
thoughts, words, or actions; that he is
purely a creature of circumstances, a mere
machine, of nature and by nature. he is
made and by nature surrounded, consequently nature and nature only deserves
either credit or discredit for all he is, has
and does.
This, dear reader, is what is to be seen
at the circus to which Beecher, Swing and
company, are leading their armies just as
fast as the devil can show the way. You
may ask how I know. I in answer would
say, I've been there, have seen the whole
show, yet was not content hut. floundered
round like a fish out of water. I inquired
of those sages, who lived in the outskirts
of the place since before Christ, wherein. can I find comfort and happiness i' Confidence they tell me is the great boon; but
alas! in what shall I confide. I am nothing, or only an imaginary something, and
God is not. Is it surprising that Aristotle,
the keenest thinker of the crew should
exclaim when near his end: "l have lived
in anxiety."
A man may be reasoned to the conclusion that he is not a responsible being, yet
so long as there is a spark of manliness,
or sanity left within him he can not rid
himself of the feeling that he is responsible, that he is a free agent. Hence since
this feeling or Spirit is all that makes us
men, do we exercise good judgment by
trying to quench it, by endeavoring to "rid
our minds by reason of all the terror of
the unknown." Is it not wisdom to develop this feeling by our manliness, hy
cultivating a fear of God? What confidence ca·n I have in, or respect can I have
for a God whom I can not offend?
PIIILOS.

UPON WHOM DOES IT REST.
1

UPON a much discussed and to some an
unpopular doctrine, we wish at this time
to address you, dear Herald, and from
the brethren and sisters who peruse your
columns with such interest from week to
week we ask a prayerful consideration of
what we have to say. It may be we have
nothing new to say, but we are never tired
ourselves of hearing how the light of
truth dawned upon other minds, anrl perhaps we are not, in this respect, so very
different from our brothers and sisters.
We have no doubt that a friend of ours,
when reading this, will recall to mind an
occasion when we were led to say, "Without the doctrine of tithing, could that
stupendous iniquity in Utah ever have
been carried to the extent it has? I do
not know about tithing, but one thing is
certain, if it is not taught in the gospelwas not re-enacted by the Savior, I will
not believe it, neither obey it."
At the tim,e of speaking this, it Wl;[S p,ot

only the expression of our lips, but was
the sincere thol!ght of the heart; ~nd latt(r
than this we recall saying to Bishop
Blakeslee, "If we ever obey the law 9f
tithing (unless our present state of feeliqgs
change) it will be because we are well liS·
sured that it is right to return to the Lord
a portion of what he has blessed us with,
and not because we believe in tithing liS a
law; for the New Testament Scriptures
seem plainly to indicate a different plan 9f
giving." In the mean time, however, vy-e
have thought much about it, and relid the
Book of Mormon and the New Testament Scriptures with reference entirely
to this matter, and we may just as well
confess at once that we wanted it proven
by writings with which Joseph Smith hfld
had nothing to do. If it was so proven
in our mind the matter would be s.ettled
forever; it would henceforth become to us
as much a part of our faith as repentan~e
or baptism for the remission of sins; but if
not so proven, then there would ahvays
remain a doubt-a question open for the
devil to help us discuss-as to whether it
was not an addition to the gospel.
Thus reading and thus thinking, we
came to the third chapter of Paul's le,tter
to the Hebrew brethren, and in the first
verse we read: "\Vherefore holy brethren,
partakers of the heavenly calling, consider
the Apostle and High Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus."
In this consideration of our great High
Priest, we were first led to inquire: How
came he to be exalted to this office? "So
also Christ glorified not himself to be
made a high priest; but he that said unto
him, Thou art my Son, to-day have I begotten thee."-Heb. 5: 5. If then Christ
is our High Priest, to what order of the
priesthood does he belong?
"Called of God a high priest after the
order , of Melchisedec."-Heb. 5: 10.
Christ was made a hig-h priest after the
order of Melchisedic. \Ve came next to
ask what peculiar features especially distinguishes this priesthood from all others,
and we found, "But this ma,n, because he
continueth ever, hath an unchangeable
priesthood."-Heb. 7: 24.
Now, if Jesus Christ is the Apostle and
High Priest of our profession, his priesthood being after the order of Melchisedec,
which priesthood is trnchangeable, then it
follows as a conclusion from which we
can not escape, that whatever ordinances
pertained to this priesthood in the days of
Melchisedec, pertain to it in our day.
Like the gospel of which it forms a part,
it is everlasting. Like God whose order
it is, it is "the 'same yesterday, to-day and
forever." Supe6or to the law? Yes; far
superior; and the chief argument used by
Paul in proof of its sl.1periority is the fact
that Abraham, to whori:J the gospel had
been preached, "gave a tenth part of all,''
thereby confessing its superiority. And
not only from Abraham did this high
priest receive tithes, but receiving them of
Abraham was equivalent to receiving them
from Levi, or the Levitical priesthood,
for they were his descendents, and as Paul
expresses it, still in his (Abraham's) loins.
It has been said, and truly, that it was a
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tenth part of the spoils taken by Abraham
from the ten king$, which he gave to Melchisedec when he was returning from
their slaughter, as recorded in Gen. 14: 18.
But this does not invalidate the statement
made, "To whom also Abraham gave a
tenth part of all;" nor yet,--"And verily
they that are of the sons of Levi, who receive the office of the priesthood, have a
commandment to take tithes of the people
according to the law, that is of their brethren, though they come out of the loins of
Abraham. But he whose descent is not
counted from them, received tithes of
Abraham, and blessed him that had the
promises."-Heb. 7: 5, 6.
So far fr:om invalidating, it proves most
conclusively that, if tithing pertained to
the law of Moses, it also and first pertained to the gospel of the Son of God. We
have purposely used King James' translation of the Bible, and find it abundantly
strong upon this point.
· Once Paul says, "a tenth part of all;"
once he writes, "received tit hes;" and once,
"a tenth part of the spoils." Now, granting that at the time he met Melchisedec,
Abraham paid him a tenth of the spoils, it
is only in perfect harmony with the law of
tithing. After having paid "a tenth part
of all," he was faithful to give a tenth of
his increase,-the sp0ils he had just taken,
-and we would not have to draw very
largely upon our imagination to suppose
that he returned by the way of Salem for
that express purpose. Thus following
our great High Priest, it seems that the
way has been very short in reaching a
positive conclusion upon the matter. It
was short after the light of truth dawned
upon our pathway; but to this subject we
have given days and weeks of thought;
and the prayer of our soul before we sat
down to write this was, If we are going to
defend the wrong, 0 God, darken· our
minds; but if it is right, give us light, and
lead our thoughts!
To our minds this conclusion is unavoidable: Either we must deny all divine
authority as. connected with the call of
Christ's ministers, or we must acknowledge
that with that authority to preach the gospel, God has connected the means for supplying the temporal wants of his ambassadors, just as surely as their spiritual ones,
and we stand condemned as one who has
robbed God. Tithing we have never paid.
Now, in what we have further to say, we
do not want to be understood as wishing
to screen ourselves, but simply to state a
few facts, and leave those upon whom
they have a bearing to ponder upon them.
We are aware that from time to time
through the Herald and the medium of
co~ference reports, this· subject has been
discussed; but in all the conversations we
ever had with. the elders of the church, in
ell the sermons we ever heard, (with one
exception), in the church, never yet had it
been said to us, You are under obligation
to pay tithing, until Bishop Blakeslee,
some two months since, in a Christian
spirit, and yet in a plain and fearless manrter, as one who felt that he had a duty to.
discharge regardle~s of man or the face of
tnan, explained to us the law and our duty

in connection therewith. For this we
honor him, because he was not ashamed of
the gospel of Christ before a dying worm;
and it may be that in the judgment day, he
himself will be astonished to know the
influence resulting from his straightforward, fearless, christian talk with us. Go
on, Bro. Blakeslee; we entreat you, in the
name of the Master. Souls are perishing
all around us, who but for the neglect of
the execution of God's law might be gathered as sheaves into his garner. The work
before you is one of the most ungrateful
ones which could possibly be assigned to a
human being, especially in the present
condition of the church; but if God be for
you, what matter who is against you!
The command of God has come to the
Twelve and the bishopric of his church
upon this subject in a more solemn and
binding manner than any commandment
in this dispensation. "As I live,.saith the
Lord, in the manner ye execute this matter,
so shall ye be judged in the day of judgment."
Because there was none higher, God
hath sworn by himself. \Ve are firmly
persuaded that the people, as a rule are
willing to obey the law when they understand it, and therefore, if it is not executed,
the resposibility will rest upon the ministry
who fail to teach it, and the twelve and
bishops who fail to execute it.
We are almost persuaded that there are
those who are afraid to plainly assert and
teach this as a part of the gospel order.
They are afraid to demand from the children of the kingdom the small amount of
one tenth of their posessions towards carrying on the work of God. If any such
there be, to our mind the feeling they have
is all there is to be ashamed of. Earthly
institutions, earthly potentates, politicans,
kings and priest-craft have to stop and
consider these things; but the man of God
never. What is the will of God? should
be the only question ever in his mind.
Neither popularity with the world nor the
church, can come within the range of the
vision of that servant whose eye is single
to the glory of God. Fear of man can
have no place in the heart of one who truly fears God and desires to give to him all
the. honor and glory.
Before closing we wish to refer to a few
passages of scripture bearing upon free
will offerings, but which at one time seemed to our mind to be opposed to tithing:
"Take heed that ye do not your alms before men, to be seen of them; otherwise
ye have no reward of your Father which
is in heaven." The reason for this warning is very obvious-"io be seeneftliem"but apart from the vanity which 'in this
case would underlie the act, thus entirely
annulling its virtue, it has no bearing
whatever upon tithing. Tithes are not
alms, nor is God a beggar, that we shopld
think of bestowing alms upon him! "Render unto Ceasar the things .that are Ceasar's
and unto God the things that are God's."
It has never been once supposed that
we must not pray in public because the
Savior in the same connection says: "But
thou, when thou prayest enter- into thy
closet, and when thou hast shut thy door,
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pray to thy Father which is in secret.
By alms we understand a free-will offering-that which it is optional with us
bestow or withold, as circumstances may
govern us. But not thus with tithes;
"Render to God the things that are God's."
Again: "Now concerning the collection
for the Saints, as I have given order to
the churches of Galatia, even so do ye.
Upon the first day of the week let every
one of you lay by him in store, as God
hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings when I come. And when I come,
whomsoever ye approve by your letters,
them will I send to bring your liberality
unto Jernsalem."-1 Cor. 16; l-3.
This collection which the Saints were to
lay by in store against the time Pa.ul should
come, is called by him their liberality j
and if we turn to the 24th chapter of Acts
and l 7th verse we there find the specific
use to which it was put. Paul says: "Now
after many years I came to bring alms to
my nation and r:_(ferings."
Again let u.s remember that neither alms
nor offerings can take the place of tithing.
These apparently were contributions, sent
by the generous Saints of Corinth and
Galatia to their poor brethren at Jerusalem;
but were not a part of what Christ commanded to "Render unto God."
We know that earthly governments can
not carry out the object for which they
were instituted without money; therefore,
every one who has any taxable property
is taxed for the purpose of supporting the
Government. "Render unto Ceasar," sai<l
Jesus, "the things that are Ceasar's." That
it is often misused does not excuse us from
rendering. God's kingdom, even though
as yet set up only in the hearts of his people, requires money to enable his ministers
to preach the gospel; and those who are
so fond of quoting the Savior's injunction
to "take neither purse nor scrip," should
remember that afterwards he said unto
them: "But now he that hath a purse let
him take it, and likewise his scrip."
· Twenty-three years ago the Lord spake
to his servants through Joseph Smith in
regard to the law of tithing. To-day the
conference has thirty accredited elders in
the mission field whose average support
amounts tp two hundred and forty-five
dollars per annum. By accredited we
mean those who have taken appointments
from the Conference and draw upon the
Bishop for support.
There is a membership of twenty .thousand, (at a low estimate), and if each member gave the small sum of fifty cents a
month, the result would be one hundred and
twenty thousand yearly, which would SUS"
tain four hundred and ninety ministers of
the gospel of Christ in, the field, when now
there are only thirty. We merely state
facts,. but it is a solemn thought, and the
q ue§tion comes home to us: How many
souls might have been gathered in by these
four hundred and sixty elders in the space
of twenty-three years?
Of one thing we 'are firmly persuaded
in our own minds, which is this, that the
present condition of the chureh is largely
owing to the neglect ofthis one. revelation,
Think 0£ it, you who were called upon t~
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execute it, as you may; had not God foreseen the- trouble which was coming, he
wotild never have deemed it necessary to
give a charge in a manner so solemn, calling the especial attention of the Twelve
and Bishopric to their duties in connection
with his law. Thousands have had the
testimony of the Holy Spirit confirming to
them the truth and divine authority of it;
and although we have not had this, we believe it was given by the Holy Spirit, and
we should look upon any one as a very
bungling deceiver indee(.t, who upon his
first accession to the leadership ot a free
people, would pull so strongly upon their
pockets, as many esteem the law of tithing
pulls, and yet from that time until he has
grown gray in service of this same people,
labor with both hands and brain for the
support of himself and family, never i;triving to put that law into exec;ution. Does
this conduct savor of sel(interested policy?
Again we say, Think of it, not only you
who were called upon to execute it, but
you who are members of the body, and
consequently bound to obey it, and we
who have not obeyed it will see to it that
our conscience is made clear of longer continuing in the sin of disobedience, just as
i;oon as God will open the way before us.
LAMONI.

M.

w.

EXAMINE YOURSELVES.
yourselves, whether ye be in the faith.
Prove your own selves."

"EXAMINE

Now.to examine myself according to the
text, I must confeRs myself poor, sickly,
and, still worse, l am a little in debt.
Some time ago, in the dead ot the night,
as I was studying on the cause of my poverty, I thought l saw the Bishop's Agent
with satchel in hand coming right in the
house, and in the satchel he had a book,
and he wanted the names of every member
in the church in it, with some little change
(be it ever so little), opposite the name.
As quick as u10ugnt ic struck me with
sorrow that my name was not in his book,
and could not l)e put there just now for
want of means. 1 began to bl1ow him the
reason why. I showed him the large
family I had to maintain, and how ragged
they were, and showed him the four beds
we had to sleep in, and that they did not
have more than enough to keep the
occupants of two warm in cold weather.
Now when he saw the situation he changed
the topic of conversation. Still I felt sorry
that my name was not on his book, for I
wanted to see the progress of the good
work; means will help it.
I often think
what can be the true cause of my poverty
and sickness, and consulting my conscience
she thinks she can tell me the cause and
remedy. Hear her:
Conscience.-"] ust a few weeks ago, as
you were talking with a neighbor, you
told him that more than half of the preachers of the present day are rank infidels;
and you are an Elder, and in part, anyway,
an infidel. And I should think it wise for
those who live in glas$ houses to first see
who they throw stones at."
Elder.-Stop, Conscience, stop! If any
bo~y else's conscience put such a charge
,aiainst m'e I would put him out of the

house; but as it is my own conscience, I
beg for the proof of that charge."
Conscience.-" Turn to Doctrine and
Covenants 86, and read the "Word of
Wisdom." It says that tobacco is not for
the body, and is not good for man. Now
you must confess that twenty-five cents
worth of it is consumed with you every
week, and about the same amount in.coffee,
too. A man's deeds speak louder of wh:1t
he is than all his words can do. Now
leave off ui;ing tobacco, tea and coffee, and
it will raise you one little step from poverty,
and remember that the saying is that charity commences at home, and that the Lord
helps those who try to help themselves.
Now, if you had the twenty-eight dollars
you spent last year for tobacco and coffee,
you could go to the store to-day and buy
boots, shoes, clothing and stuff for bedding
that would cheer up your wife and children.
And consider that the coffee and tobacco
were not· food nor raiment; they did not
nourish anything but lust. I must say
with the good book, "They are not good
for man."
Elder.-"l must admit that I am guilty
of the charge. But I see others and more
prominent Elders than myself using it,
freely, too."
Conscience.-" Hold on! That will not
do. Examiue yourselves; not your brothers, sisters, nor neighbors; but every one
himself must give an account of the deeds
in the flesh, whether good or evil."
Elder.-"I am truly puzzled as to \Vhat
to do. There seems nothing for me to do
but to seek for repentance, and do better
from henceforth; and peradventure I may
be able to find it."
Conscience.-"The next thing in order
for you, if you want to help yourself out
of that muddle is to let two or three ot
your largest children ·be put out to the
neighbors to work. Remember the old
si1ying, 'A boy is a boy, two boys are half
a boy, and three boys are no boy at all.'
You have hardly anything for them to do
at home, and your oldest boy can be hired
out for fair wages next year, and be clothed
and schooled in winter in the bargain.
The girl will be good for her board and
clothing and winter schooling, too. The
next boy may find employment on the
same terms. Now, you need not go five
nor ten miles to find them good homes.
Would not that help you-three less to
feed and clothe? Yes; verily.
Elder.-"0 my Conscience! That is
something an American can't think of!
Let my children out as slaves .P If I do
this I will be out of fashion; and-and-I
think you are not right there, any how;
for I consider even a good conscience is
not a genuine criterion to go by; for I
consider Saul of Tarsus' case. He worshiped the Lord with all good conscience, even
when he persecuted the Saints. He called it good conscience.''
Conscience.-"Y ou are a slave to your
lusts, and tax yourself to be in bondage.
So I beg you to quit it, so the gospel can
make you free. You see it is contrary to
good reason and logic for a slave to offer
freedom to anybody. Offering something
you do not enjoy yourself, is absurd. 0

quit it, and your little ones will have cause
to rejoice and your wife to praise the
Lord.''
,
Elder-"W ell, my Conscience; I do not
dipute your word. To put my children
out may help me to get out of poverty;
hut it sounds strange and ridiculous to me.''
Conscience-"Y ou need not look at it
in thaf way at all; for circumstances create
necessities. You have nothing hardly for
them to do; and if you had, it would
change the case. In the old countries they
put the little birds out of the nest just as
soon as they are able to fly, and earn their
living, because it is a necessity. The old
birds have more on hand than they can attend to. So take a lesson from the fowls
of tl:e air.''
Elder.-W ell, well, my conscience, that
does sound so mew hat like good logic, sure;
and it puts me in a quandary what to do. I
pause and consider, but find nothing will
do but repent and do better in the future.
Therefore I kneel and pray :-'0 God, my
Heavenly Father, I have sinned by my
lusts and have deprived my family of the
needs of life thereby. ·Father, I pray for
the spirit of repentance. Bid me see and
consider well my case, an9 let me abhor
the weed for evennore. I confess that I
am not worthy to have what I ask thee,
but, Father, Jesus thy Son is worthy,the Lamb that was slain on Calvery for
me, and not for me only, but for the sins
of all this world. He said, whatsoever we
should ask in his name, it would be granted unto m', if we would come in faith, and
doubt nothing. And, Father, thou knowest that I have confidence 111 thy promises;
for I have found thee true and faithful to
all thy promises to me. Therefore I doubt
not. Grant me the desire of my heart, in
true repentance; and from henceforth
give neither povertv nor richt:s either; for
thou knowest that I desire to serve thee to
the end. Pass by all of my imperfections,
short comings and sins of mind, words and
deeds. Give thy Spirit to me, that I may
be led and guided into all truth and righteousness, and glorify thy name from henceforth and forever. Amen.'"
Reader, I have examined myself; proved myself; and found myself not in the
faith altogether. So pray for me, and I
will do the same.for you; for in unity: is
strength.
I remain yours humbly,
JOAN MONROY.

OUR WORDS.

OF all the gifts which the creator has bestowed upon his creatures, perhaps there
is none greater than the power of speech,
and it is certain that no blessing has been
more sadly perverted and abused.· "The
tongue is a little member, and boasteth
great things.''-James 3: 5. The wise
man informs us that life and death are in
the power of the tongue; and our Savior
says that by our words we shall be justified
or condemned. "If any man offend not
in word, the same is a perfect man, and
able also to bridle the whole body.''-J ames
3: 2. When we realize that "out of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.'' vV e see the need of a thorough
cleansing of the fountain 1 that the stre~lll
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issuing from it may be pure. Jesus has
left us an example that we should follow
in his steps. He "did not sin, neither was
guile found in his mouth." "As he which
hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in
all manner of conversation." Our precious Savior "was in all points tempted
like as we are, yet without sin." He endured trials and sufferings such as we can
never know; but no words of murmuring,
or impatience ever fell from his lips.
When he was reviled, he reviled not
again; when he suffered, he threatened
not; he was ever ready to speak words of
love and tenderness, to sympathize with
the afflicted, and to kindly reprove the
erring; and even in the agonies of death
he prayed for his murderers. Are we followers of this perfect example of holiness,
and do words of anger or impatience and
fretfulness ever pass our lips? Do we try
to inj:ure those who have injured us, instead of obeying the instruction of the
Master in Matt, I 8: r 5? Do we talk of
the faults ot others in their abs·ence, and
judge them harshly? Read James 4: ll,
r2: "Speak not evil one of another, brethren; He that speaketh evil of his brother,
and judgeth his brother, speaketh evil of
the law;, thou art not a doer of the law,
but a judge. There is one law giver, who
is able to save and to destroy; who art
thou that judgest another?" Do we indulge in foolish talking and jesting, forgetting that for every idle word we speak
we must give account in the day of judgment? Or if we have, through the grace
of God put away these things, are there
not still greater victories for us to attain?
ls our conversation in heaven from whence
we look for the appearing of our Savior?
"Seeing then," says the apostle, "that all
these things shall be dissolve,l, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy
co •.versation and godliness." We are not
our own; Jesus has bought us with his
own precious blood. All the talents
which he has given us belong to him and
he expects us to use them to his glory.
0, that we might realize this, that our
tongues might be sanctified to his service.
If we truly love the Lord with all our
heart; i.f he is to us "the chiefest among
ten thousand, and altogether lovely," we
shall. delight to speak to others of his
charms; we shall long to "tell to all around
what a dear Sav10r we have found." His
praises will flow spontaneously from our
lips. "Whoso offereth praise glorifieth
me; and to him that ordereth his conversation aright will I show the salvation of
God."-Ps. 50: 23.
If we realize fully the shortness of time,
and the greatness of the work before us,
we shall feel that we have no time for idle
or unprofitable conversation. If our treasure is laid up in heaven; if our hearts are
there, we shall love to talk of our heavenly home. The glories in reserve for the
people of God will so enr.apture our hearts
that it will be our greatest pleasure to
speak of them to others.
Oh! let us no longer talk about the
trials of the way. Let us not talk of darkness and discouragement; but let us talk
of the "bleissed hope," and inspire in our

own hearts, and in the hearts of those
around us, faith, hope, and courage. "Let
the words of my mouth, and the meditations of my heart be acceptable in thy sight,
0 Lord, my strength, and my redeemer."Ps. 19: 19· Let us as Latter Day Saints
think and talk more of that
''Happy day, when earth so bright
In Eden ro beB shall bloom again.,,

The Christian's hope is soon to be realized; our heavenly home is almost in sight,
and it is time that we learn to speak to one
another in regard to these things.
"The Lord ls coming I let this be
"'l'he herald note of jubilee;

uAnd when we meet and when we part,
"rl1he salutation from the heart.''

w·.

ExcELSIOR,

A. McDOWELL.

Wis., Feb. 1st.

DECATUR DISTRICT.
The March conference of the above diRtrict
will convene at Lamoni, on the 13th inst., at ten
o'clock, as previously appointed. It will be necessary that suitable arrangements be made about
caring for those attending the General Conference, April 6th, and that.delegates to that conff!r·
ence be then choRen.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
NOTICES.
Whereas the resol);ltion of general conference,
in reference to members of the church removing
to a distance requires that the parties so removing connect themselveji with the branch nearest
to where they reside, and as there are the following parties whose whereabouts are unknown to
the Eden branch, we hereby request them to report to us by the 24th day of June, 1886, or their
name will be transferredjto the scattered liHt on
the district record. The following are requested
to report: Wm. W. Scott, Tillman Hollis, Clarinda McCutchen. Report to James M. Scott, at
New Providence, Clark county, Indiana.
JAMES M. SCOTT, Pres.
LEONARD Scorr, Clerk.
The shock holders of the First United Order of
Enoch will meet at Lamoni, Iowa, April 12th, '86.
DAVID DANCER, Pres.
The branches and parts of branches of the
Kewanee district are her.eby earnestly requested
to report to our district conference, convening at
Kewanee, March 12th, at two o'clock. We wish
to transact such business as may come before us
on that day, and devote the other two to the
preaching of the word. Let us know your wish-.
es and desires in regard to the work in your respective localities. Let all who can accept the
cordial invitation of the Kewanee Saints, and be
present.
J. W. TERRY, Dist. Pres.
I feel impressed to request the Saints of the
Pittsburg district to fast and have a special
prayer service on Sunday, March 20th, 1886, for
the benefit of the sick in our midst, especially
Sr. Eve Smith and Bro. Parsons, of Pittsburg, Pa.
Bro. and Sr. Sheldon· of Warnock, Ohio, also for
the prosperity of the work in the district, that the
special blessing of God may attend the coming
session of General Conference.
G. T. GIUFFITHl!I.
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CHURCH SECRETARY'S NOTICE.
The attention of district presidents and clerks
is called to the resolution of the General Conference of September, 1875, which resolution waB
again affirmed in October, 1876, as follows:
"Rosolved, that each organized district of the
church, and each branch r{ot in an organized district, throughout the world, be requested to make
out an annual statistical report, covering and designating all changes up to the last day of each
year."
It is desirable, in fact quite necessary according to this rule, that district officials should see
to this matter in good season, and that they should
make an extra effort to obtain reports from delinquent branches, such as will cover the dates specified in the above resolution, and that they keep
such an account from year to year as will enable
them to make such annual reports correctly. It
requires some care and labor, but if the rule is
Jived to, the results will be very satisfactory to
the whole church, as well as to the districts themselves. And the earlier these reports are sent the
better it will be for me in my work before conference convenes. Send early in March, please.
The ministry would also confer a favor by send-·
ing their reports in good season; and those who
attend if they will make out and hand in at the
beginning of conference, or a day or two previous,
they will oblige.
H. /\.. STEBBINS.
MARRIED.
MIDDLETON-SALTER.-At the residence of
the father of the bride, Bro. John W. Salter, near
Harlan, Shelby county, Iowa, February 28th,
1886, by Elder J. W. Chatburn, Mr. Charles Mid·
dleton and Sr. Ida May Salter. May peace, contentment, and the Jove of God be theirs to enjoy
through life.
DIED.
Ro BER TSON .-At West Belleville, Illinois, Feb·
ruary 3d, 1886, Ellsworth, infant son of Andrew
E. and Elizabeth Robertson, aged 23 days. ' Fu•
neral services by brethren Thomas Angel and
William Jacques.
'
McGLAUGHLIN.-At Keokuk, Iowa, February
qth, i886, sister Katie, daughter of Bro. John G.
and Sr. Sarah McGlaughlin, aged 25 years and
7 days. She-was a member of the Keokuk branch,
a true Saint, 'waited patiently her Savior's call,
and passed peacefully away in hope of a glorious
resurrection.
"Another hand is beck'ning us,
Another call 1s given;
And glows once more with angel's steps,
The path that leads to heaven.
Unto onr Father's will alone,
One thought hath reconciledThat He whose love exceedeth ours,
Hath taken home his child."

CENTRAL KANSAS.
This district conference convened at Netawaka,
Kansas, February 20th and 21st, 1886. W. Hop·
kins, president; Griffith George, clerk. Branch
reports.-Centralia 25; 1 removed by letter. Neta waka 32. Good Intent 27. Scranton 23; 2 removed by letter, 6 expelled, 2 scattered. Fanning
31; I I baptized. Elders H. Parker, H. Greeri, J.
Buckley, D. Williams, D. Powell, G. George, W.
Hopkins, reported by letter. J.B. Jarvis, Wm,
Gurwell, D. Munn1; Priest]. McDou~l i 'f~ch·
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er W. Thatcher, reported. Bishop's agent's re- .
Ge11eral Colm feN~i1ct~.
URING General Conference tlie LAMONI GAZETTE
port for the last three months: sent to the Bishwill be published Daily, and will contain reports of
op $17.75, on hand $8.75. W. Hopkins was conConference. proceedings. Any person sending $1 will receive
the Gazette one year, ancl the daily extra. '!'he daily
tinued. A license was granted to Elder W. Gurcluringconference35 cts. For clubs of ten, one copy free to
agent. Send by money order, check, or registered Jetter.
well. Griffith George was appointed delegate to
6mar2t
WALKER & HANfl8N, Lamoni, Iowa.
General Conference, . his expenses to be paid by
the district. Preaching on Saturday evening by
Choice Farm for Sale.
Elder J. Buckley, assisted by G. George. SunACRES,
2\,f miles South-east of Lamoni and one
day forenoon preaching by D. Powell, assisted by
mtle
west
of
Bethany
Junction. Land all tilable ancl well
H. Parker. Prayer and testimony meeting in the
located, Large young Orchard, just beginiling to bear.
afternoon, conducted by W. Hopkins and D. WilGood FRAMM HOUSE ancl BARN.
Terms easy.
liams. Preaching in the evening by H. Green, assisted by D. Williams. The authorities of the
Ad<lress: J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
6mar 4t
church and district were sustained. Adjourned to
meet at Fanning, Kansas, May 15th and 16th,
.J. \'f. Del'Woou, l'li. D.,
1886.

D.
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PHrSICIAN AND

WESTERN wrncoNSIN.
This district conference convened at the Excelsior branch in Richland county, Wisconsin, January 9th, 1886, at ten o'clock. Bro. A. L. White11ker, president; vV. A. McDowell, clerk. Branch
reports.-Excelsior 12; l baptized, 3 received by
letter; A. V. Closson, president. Wheatville 13,
J. ·s. Whiteaker, president. Elders' reports.-A.
L. Whiteaker, W. A. McDowell (baptized 1), F.
M. Cooper, A. V. Closson, J. W. Whiteaker and
J. S. Whiteaker. Bishop's agent, A. V. Closson:
on hand last report $9·45> received$ r 50; paid out
for district expenses 55c, balance on hand $ro40.
A. L. Whiteaker and A. V. Closson, committee
appointed to visit delinquent memj:>ers of the dis·
trict, reported: In visiting those members we
found. the most of them quite firm in the faith.
Some are not letting their light shine before the
world, and think such lack faith and works. If
they iived up to duty, it would make them alive
in the work of God. Report received and com·
mittee discharged. A. V. Closson was appoini'ed
delegate to report thi& district in the next General Conference. A. L. Whiteaker was sustained
president, and W. A. McDowell clerk of this district. All the spiritual authorities of the church
were also sustained. Preaching in the evening
by J. W. Whiteakt rand A. V. Closson. On Sunday forenoon preachillg by F. M. Cooper. Sacrament and testimony meeting in the afternoon, in
charge of A. L. Whiteaker and W. A. McDowell.
Preaching in the ev<::ning by A. L. and J. W.
Whiteaker. Adjourned to meet at the Wheatville branch, Crawford county, Wisconsin, June
12th and 13th, 1886, at ten o'clock.

. For §ale at a

Ba1·~ain,

Hurn, Coal and Wood House, outside Cellar, good well of
water, well fenced, well set with Small Fruits; desirable
location. Also Material and Fixtures of WAGON SHOP,
tracle established six years. Call on or address
J. Ii. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
P. 0. Box 55, Lan1oni, Iowu

Fol' Sale.
HE undersigned offers for Sale, in the town of Lamoni, two Jots centrally located. On one lot is a
BLACKSMITH AND WAGON SHOP, AND A
DWELLING HOUSE;
On the other is a small STABLE and CORN CRIB. A
goocl Well on each lot. l!"or price and particulars apply to
6marlm
J. J. RABIDOU, Lamoni, Iowa.

T

TEXA8 OR BURST.

For Sale one Store-house & Goods,

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. For particulars, address

N.
30jan2m

M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, !OWA.

The Lamoni Gazette,
hereafter be published by S. F. Walker and John
Ii. Hansen. Evervone interested in the Local News
WILL
of this place should subscribe for the Gazette. 'l'erms: One
Dollar per year in advance. Samples free..

J.

H •

H

A~

N S E N ,

27feb

M . D .,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drng Store of Hansen & Walker, J,amoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
W- Residence one block East Teal's $tore: 14feb.1y

1nel..inesele1.')ted bythe u.s.Qov•t
to
.'l'J the Fast Mail.

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

Farnt for !§ale,
IX miles south.east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, '13 acres of timber and pasture lJtnd, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYJ,ORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

Faun for

Rena

F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; '10 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made kn.own on application.
.
MINNIE A~WICKES,
9jantf
J,amoni, Iowa.

O

F a r m

f or

S a Jc •

ACRES, quite wen improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I des1re to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

Farm for Sale.
IGHTY ACRES, well improved; land in good condition; small House, and Barn, bearing Orchard; one
mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Apply on farm
or by letter to
0. B. THOMAS,
20feb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

E

DENTISTRY.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate ol the Royal Dental Conei;e of Ontario, will
pracdce Dentistry in an its branches m Lamoni, Iowa.

Office on Main street, two tloiira nmh of Tif.ton's Store.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

NEW

My DWELLING HOUSE and two Lots, good small

HANDS

CHANGED

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stoek of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
0atalognes sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.
BRANCH RECORDS.
'Leather .backs and corners, muslin sides; prmtcd
hcadmgs, and ruled for Record of Nam es, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages . . . .
. 2 00
DISTRICT ItECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Recorrls ........ 3 00
LICENSES, NOTICES, &c.
Elder·s, Priest's, Teacher's, and Deacon's Licenses,
each, per dozen................................. . . 12
Blank Preaching; Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . . . 50
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books, with
blank •tnb. 35 for .................... '........ . . . . 25
HESPERIS.
Poems by David Ii. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 50
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient AmeriP.an Records and Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others; paper coYers, 48 puges .............. ., . . . . . . 15

The

~nly

Through Line, with its own track, between

CHBCACO
PEORIA.o~~
ST. LOUIS

DENVER
·. . .
·

Either by way of Omahai Pacific Junction, Afohiso:n or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great Stat~s,

ILl.INOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines 10 their important ·cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock •sland,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kans:os City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines~

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trai'ns to

and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Princir)al Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexicc
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,
·

Gen' I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO.

·Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West z: 53 "

~-BUSINESS·~

The Davenport lusiness College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught~
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithi
metic ; ltapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Co:m.
rnercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and .Actual Busine,ss
P1·actice. For circulars address
DUNCAN & HAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' flERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatnr Connty, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesns Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box !ii~,
Lamoni, Decatur Connty, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
DANOEB; commnnications and articles to the Em'ro~.
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"HEARKEN To THE WoRD oF THE LoRD: FoR THERE SHA~L NoT ANY MAN AlloNG you HAVE JSAVE 1T nll ONE W1FE, AND CoNcUBINEs
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE 1;HAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
is AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

Lamoni, Iowa, March

33.-Whole No. 67r.

THE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Otticial Paper of the :Reorganized Chmch of Jesus Christ
pf Latter Day Saints.

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
'l'he '!'raveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new snbscrihei's, and help make the weekly a success.
Entei'ed as second class matt.er at Lamoni Post Office.
~

20, I

886.

to Wilber and in an agreement with Braden to publish the Braden-Kelley debate.
Mr. Luse's statement to Bro. Bobert
M. Elvin and ourself was: "l gained
nothing out of the affair, but lost prestige
and money; you people gained both honor
and numbers. You have no need to complain." ·Comment is needless.
QUESTIONS AND. ANSWERS.
~ues.-Can

JOSEPH SMITH

w. w.

BLAIR

EDITOR.
AssOCIA'l'E EDITOR.

Lamoni. Iowa, March

20,

1886.

a person havmg withdrawn
his name from the church because of unbelief and dissatisfaction, be received again
without rebaptism, if he so desires?
Ans.-W e so understand. By vote of
the church that granted the withdrawal.

EXIT L. L. LUSE.

CAL.LS.

RE\-, L. L. LusE of Wilber, Nebraska,
the man who obtained the services of
Rev. Clark Braden to come to Wilber
and kill, lay out, bury, and ·preach the
funeral of Mormonism at that place, and
aided in the process, may be traced by
those who desired to know of his fate and
whereabouts by the following from the
Nebraska City, Nebraska, .L\Tews, of February 20th:

WE are constantly receiving .letters from
the various fields occupied by the Elders,
and the branches, stating the desires of the
writers, and others whom they represent,
that an Elder, or Ejders should be sent to
labor in the places whence they write.
Some of these letters are from ·brethren
and' sisters who are living remote from any
branch, and who have not heard a sermon
by the Elders of the church for months,
and even years; others are from those w;ho
live in branches, some of them for years,
and in which there are Elders.
Bro. 0. E. Cleveland writes from An"
nex, West Virginia, that the little branch
of six, to which he belongs is widely scattered. He has tried to interest the people
an.cl keep the work in motion, but apparently with little effect. He has repeatedly
asked for aid from the travelling ministry,
b.ut no help has been sent him. He feels
discouraged in asking further.
Bro. Clev.eland is only one of numbers
in similar condition; and the calls, are seemingly equally urgent every where. Not
long ago Bro.James Scott wrote from
Indiana; most earnestly pleading that some
one woi1ld be sent, b.pt especially that either Bro. W.W. Blair, or.the Senior Editor
would come. He deemed it important
that the work should be cared for ·~there,
and there is n<:idoubt he was cor~ect.
Thus' fr~m 'the north to the s~uth, the
east and the west, these letters calling for
help in the ministerial field come to us.
We read them anxiously; and are by no
means indifferent to them. But we are utterly powerless to respond fo them in accordance with the requests they make.
We rejoice that the people· are waking
up to the necessity of hearing the truth.
We are glad that the Saints, as a rule, are
doing what they can to adorn th.eir profession; .and thus to preach by example as
well as ·by precept. We are pleased that
the Elders and Saints are moved by anxiety
when,they perceive the willingness to hear.

"LIT OvT.-Will-er, Nebraska, Feb. I9th.-The
Rev. L. L. Luse, late ,pastor of the M. E.
Church, and the ''responsible" editor of the
Blade, quietly packed his grip and stole away
between two days, leaving numerous creditors to mourn. his loss. The First National
Bank is forclosing a chattel mortgage of about
$2,000 on $600 .worth of property. Hon. F. I.
Foss;of Crete, is reported a suffering creditor.
Since his.wife left him last summer he has .kept
"batch" in his office, cooking his. own "sow.-belly."
Of late he has circulated arnong our people, on
account of reports' about certaiii. nocturnal visits.
to his of1ice. So secluded had he become the
last two months that he was known as the "Wilber ground hog."

We waited until March rnth before
co11cludi11g that there might be truth in
the dispatch; .but on the rnth we received
a copy of the. Opposition, pqblished at
Wilber, for'February 25th, when the ru~
m.er was confirmed. The same paper contain,s the notice of a c.hattel mortg~ge sale
of the presses and material of the Blue
Valley Blade, Rev. L11se's paper, to be
made in April 21st, to pay the sum of one
.thousand nine hundred and ninety-one
dollars and twenty cents, in favor of Messrs. J. A. Paddock, 0. H. Smith, H. Cole,
C. W. Meeker, and J. N. Van Duin on
an assignment to the First National Bank,
Wilber.
vV e were assured by Mr. Luse when at
Wilberthat over twelve hundred dollars
of this amount was for money and expenses incurre{;l by him in getting Rev. Braden
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We are not pleased, however, when we reflect how unequal seems the means at our
command to supply the urgent calls for
preachers. We are not glad when we consider the lone condition of many of the
Saints who are so diligently striving for
good to come to their fellows, and we are
sad when we know that in the awakening
of the people, so few, comparatively, would
obey the truth, or even hear it complacently
when preached to them.
We sometimes think, (and we hope:( that
the Saints will pardon the thought), that
some of these urgent calls are made with~
out sufficient consideration of the matter
involved in them. The most of the HER~
ALD readers know about how many elders
;ire at the disposal of the conference, and
in the missionqry field. Many know who
the laborers are; and from the HERALD~
are informed from time to time where
they are laboring. To take any one of
these men from the field where he is at
work, to send him to another in which the
demand is no more urgent than in the
place where he is, requiers time and mon~
ey.
\i\Then established in the new field
another call is to be filled and anothet
change requires the same change, time
and expense. We can not personally con~
trol these c.hanges, and we sometimes feel
that the brethren who write us do not
consider the difficulfies we labor under, oi·
rightly appreciate our reasons for not complying with the calls they make, or they
would not feel that we neglected them or
ignored their requests. Gladly, too glad.ly, would we send the gospel messenger,;
from the rivers (Missouri and Mis~issippi)
to the ends of the earth, were mei;i and
money at our command. It ought to he .a
matter of congratulation to some who are
peculiady tenacious and fearful about the
danger of the exercise of the "one ma.n
power," that so far as w.e are concerned·,
we control neither their brains, nor their
pockets for gospel work. However much
anxiety we may have to force the army or
elders forward, it is only by slow degrees
and easy marching that the phalanx
moves.
But what a field does their enquiries
f& laborers open up to the younger por.tion of the men of the church; those
whose years are before them; those who
can put force and fire into their gospel
work. We would that the Lord's Spirit
might rest upon these by the score, that
they would enter and occupy. We hope
sincerely; and indeed, we have the right
to expect . that the local elders will use
every laudable effort to increase the army
of laborers, being careful only to avoid
choosi'ng whom the Lord. does not call.
One ·most effectual way for th<'.!. local
ministry to preach the gospel is for thei:n
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TH.E SAINTS' HERALD.
We have Welsh Hymn Books bound in
to stop quarrelling among themselves.
We can think of a branch being sadly de-' full leather with marbled edges, containing
ficient of Spiritual Jife, because that the 393 hymns in Welsh language and 30 in
Elders are at loggerheads about some- · English, for sale at the office, price 60 cents
thing, each side claiming that the other is postage paid.
Bro. R. M. Bradley writes from Webb
wrong, and so killing the influence of all.
City, Missouri, March 6th, that the Saints
9f that place were still worth persecution.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
WE received a long letter from Bro. F. Rev. Hacker, of the Baptists, had publicly
B. Moyer, Conejos, Colorado, highly com- stated that the Saints there were "all
mendatory of the HERALD, and expressing polygam'ous Mormons." Bro. Evan Davis
strong faith in the stand the church has had been preaching there. Two were
taken in accepting the three books .as baptized on February 28th.
Many evidences reach us of the visitation
standards. Bro. Moyer states that the
polygamists of Colorado are quite enraged of God's people by dream, by manifestabecause of the ru:i,:est of Pres. George Q. tion and by vision. Sr. M. Williams, of
Cannon, and the persistency of the Court Cheney, Washington Territory, reports a
in enforcing the Edmunds law. We manifestation in which she recognized the
Savior, which while it awed her, yet filled
have not room for the letter.
A great number of questions for the her heart with love, joy and peace.
Sr. Maggie Kelso, writes cheeringly
Query Column have been .sent in since
our return home, many of which require from Braidwood, Illinois. She says that
considerable time to answer, which we Elder .C. C. Frisbie of Streator, had been
.have not yet had to give to them. One, a over and spoken to them several times, as
series of questions of wide range, on she thought with good liberty of the Spirit.
church policy and government, from a It is evident that the labors of Bro. J. S.
good brother in the field would require Patterson in the N orfhern Illinois District
answers that we are not prepared to give, has wrought good to the Saints.
and have not the time to look up at pres~
Bro. J. W. Vernon, of Oakland, Calient. we hope none will be offended by fornia, sends us a copy of a letter said to
our failure to answer their questions as no have been written by the Savior, eighteen
years cifter the crucifixion; but as it is
offense is intended.
Sr. Hannah Huffman writes from Bain- rather catholic in its provisions we have
bridge, Ohio, March 8th, that she has not room for it. It may have been w_ritten
tried to get her neighbors interested in the by a man named J esuS) but as there were
work; but they are greatly prejudiced, . and are many of th.ese among the dwellers
even not permitting any reading matter . in Catholic countries, we are not safe in ·
she may offer them to have place in their • supposing it to have been Christ, or Jesus
the Christ.
houses.
Bro. George W. Ames writes from
The Expositor for March, came in
smiling this month, its pages glow mg with BrocktOn, Massachusetts, March 3d, that
thought and defensive warfare; We wel- the branch there numbering twenty-eight
come it as a co-worker, as from the start is doing what they can to keep together
and exemplyfying the word by example
we wished it to continue.
The Lamoni Gazette, Lamoni's secular as by precept. Bro.Ames stales that Bro.
newspaper, is much improved in its issue M. H. Bond has been doing an excellent
for March I I th. It really looks like it work as a missionary in the district; that
he is a discreet counsellor and an excellent
had come to stay.
The Weekly Censor, edited by Mrs. E. expoun\der of the Scriotures.
Bro. F. C. Warrtky writes from IndeA. Harriman, and published at Los Angeles, California, in continuation of the pendence, March 5th, that the labors of
Western Wave, was laid on our table this Brn. John H. Lake and R. J. Anthony
week by kindness of Uncle Samuel, and were productive of good to the Saints
our cousins of the Route Agencies. The there.
Bro. Columbus Scott was at St.Joseph,
copy sent us is the 23d number of volume
3; and, if we judge the purpose of the pa- Missouri, for a number of days, returned
per by this copy it is a red-hot temperance the week ending March 8th, and reports.
sheet, devoted to that cause in California. a pleasant time of labor in the city. Five
Good. Let the Golden State redeem it- were added to the Church during his stay
self; and at no more fitting place could there.
The minu"tes of the North-East Misthe work begin than at "the Angels;" and
woman as the most interested and affected siouri District should read·: "Bro. Robert
by the curse of drunkenne.s,s, is a trusty Thrntchley sustained as Bishop's Agent
for the ensuing three months" instead of
missionary for the work.
Bro. Austin Olson writes from the Mis- Bro. W. H. Bybee, as now found in said
sion Branch, Lasalle county, Illinois, that minutes. Correction is made by order of
Bro. Lull would he there during the week Bro. J. T. Williams, of Bevier, 'Missouri.
Bro. G. W. Carter, of Richmond, Ray
beginning March 7th, t6 give them a few
sermons. The winter has been hard at county, Missouri, sent us an extract from
the N. W. Christian Review, a scurrilous
the Mission.
Bro. Sherman I. Smith, writes from rehash of old-time scandals rewritten for
Hopkins, Allegan Co., Michigan, March this most religious Review. We do not
c;th: "We are still trying to keep the faith· wonder that Bro. Carter told them that
we know of no other that will save.-we such "stuff came from the evil powers,"
have not been looking for another. * * * and that the Scriptures state that "just
such men would arise in the last days."
We still rejoice in the truth."

Bro. John Shippy, Dental Surgeon, has
removed his office from the north side, to
two doors south of Bro. Wilson Hudson's
store, on east side of Linden street, where
he will take pleasure .in attending to all
calls in his profossion.
We have received from Bro.James A.
Mcintosh, Alliston, Ontario, a neat little
pamphlet of sixteen pages, entitled "Bap~
tism, or a view of the many objections
urged against Immersion," written by himself. It is good, argumentative article,
and well adopted to meet a class of men
everywhere met with. They may be obtained by addressing Bro. Mcintosh, Box
7, Alliston, Ontario; price five cents each,
or six for t-w:enty-five cents.
Rockland (Maine) Opinion, for
March 5th, has the following:

THE

"THEOLOGICAL EXCITEMENT IN ST. GEORGE.

"There is great excitement in~this town over a
four nights· debate between a Latter Day Saint
Elder by the name of Sheehy and a preacher for
the Advents by the name of Plummer, in the
free church at Martinsville. The ques~ion in dispute was whether people are unconscious between death an<l the resurrection. Pl um trier
affirmed, Sheehy denied. King James' translation
of the bible to be the standard of proof. Men
to fight to a finish. The debate. was instructive
and interesting and brought people out to hear
that had not been to meeting for years, and vowed
that they would not go. The Latter Day Saint
is a smart speaker, and the sailors say that
have been to hear the big guns in our large cities
that he is the smartest they ever heard, H. W.
Beecher not excepted. His doctrine is so much
different from that preached by the different sects
that the people are getting interested, and the
old bibles that have Jain on the shelves for years
all covered with dust come down riow with a
bang. This Latter Day Saint Elder has no connection with the polygamous Mormons of Salt
Lake, but the church that he represents stands
high with the Government and is cooperating
with it to put down polygamy by sending missionaries to preach to them to give up their evil
practices and be obedient to the laws of the land.
"OBSERVER.
"TENANT'S HARBOR, Febr~ary 28.''

EXTRACTS FROM LETTER_S.

Bro. Hiram Rathbun of Lansing, Michigan, wrote a card March 10th:
"I am in the depot expecting to start for Clear
Lake, Indiana, to administer to the sick, and to
baptize, having been sent for in haste. I have
just received a letter from Ann Arbor, that I am
wanted there last of next week. Two of the
M. Ds. want to hear me on the latter day work.
Monday·afternoon I baptized Bro. and Sr. White
and Bro. George McClintock, of Dimondale.
This will be good news, especially to brethren
Kelley, Scott and E. C. Briggs. We are busy
and hopeful, and, thank the Lord, strong in the
faith."

Bro. A. Guinand says:
"I do not know which it ls, whether the Herald
is progressing in interest, or that it is I that is
growing in appreciation of its cheering contents;
for each number received seems to be the best.
During' my stay in Nebraska, Missouri, a~d
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Kansas, my neighbors knew that l took the /frralrl, from the fact that I made it a point, prompted
by the pleasure derived therefrom, to circulate it

in their midst. All seemed to be pleased with it,
though they were all not of that profession. I
take much comfort in searching the sublime
truths of those sacred books; and feel that we
need not be afraid, or ashamed of such good
reading as the Herald."

Bro. Roderick May wrote from Independence, JV[issouri, March 8th:
"vVe are getting along very well here, considering the size of our branch. We have very good
meetings; the Lord is blessing us much with his
Spirit, and oft gives us counsel and consolation.
We have sickness and deaths among us; some of
the noble ones have left us and gone to rest.
Who next? Echo answers Wlto/ Several have
been baptized late] y; others are at the door. Our
preaching meetings are well attended by outsiders, and good interest is manifested. Our church
is too .small now. We need a church to hold
about fifteen hundred people; we will have to
come to it after awhile. There are a great many
Latter Day Saints in this country, but have not
got t/rnir names yet; the scales are getting loose
and I hope will soon fall off their eyes. We don't
want to buy out all the people, but we do want to
convert them. I don't believe that there was
ev.er a time when the 'Saints were more favored
than they are at this time in this country. The
consoling promise that the Lord made to the
church through the Prophet Joseph is felt here
very much; that is, that. the Saints should find
grace and favor in the eyes of the people, and
may the Lord help us to be still more worthy, is
my prayer."

condition of feefing and diplomacy
between the Prime Minister of the German empire, Prince Bismarck, and Pope
Leo XIII, may be seen from the following, which we reproduce from the Chicago Tribune of February 16th:
THE

"GOIN(,i PENITENTLY TO CANOSSA."
HAUGHTY BISMARCK BENDING TO THE POPETJ;IE MAY LAWS TO BE REVOKED.

London, Feb. I5.-0ne of the numbers of the
Fortnightly Review, published last September,
contained an article calling attention to the evident relaxing ,,of the strained reiations existing
bf\tween Prince Bismarck and the Pope, and predicting that the influence' of Baron von Schloez, er, Prussian representative at the Vatican, would
ulti~ately, bring about a complete rec:onciliation
and est.ablish an amicable understanding. This
prediction has found justification in the proceedings of the Prussian House of Lords to-day, where
a:billwas deposited providing for an almost complete revocation of the May laws. True, there
w.t:re a few r~servations, but they were so insignificant.that they c.an have no weight against the
conclusion that the Chancellor has capitulated to
the Pope. . The Liberals are frantic, and unanimously.de~lare that "Bismarck has gone to Canossa." The Clericals are complacent, outwardly
at least. They accept Prince Bismarck's Poµish
policy, and expect the restoration of silver in re.turn ... Their support is necessary to the suppression of .Socialism, and the recent London outbreak, whkh can not fail to encourage the German Socialists, will neces~rily tend to strength-
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Falk-Bismarck's Minister of Public Wortihip
the aliiance between the Chancellor and the Clerand Education-were four in number. The first
ical party, which was formed with a view to mutual assistance in legislation looking toward the
forbade. making of a punishment incurred for a
religious offense a civil and social stigma; the
establishment of a Government monopoly of the
second attacked the clergy in their stronghold by
traffic in spirits and a bi-metallic currency.
obliging a:ll candidates to ecclesiastical offices to
The bill enacts that young Catholics destined
for the ·priesthood shall be admitted to the Royal ·be graduates of a State gymnasium and university; the third prescribed the steps to be taken by
Gymnasia, where they will receive a gratuitous
a person wishing to leave the Roman Catholic
education and be provided with a residence free
Church; and the fourth established a royal court
of charge. Similar privileges shall be granted to
for the settlement of clerical difficulties. These
Catholic theological students in the universities
and ecclesiastical seminaries, but ·in the latter
laws were passed in the month of May, 1873whence they are frequently called the "May
cases the students will remain subject to the
Laws"-and their promulgation at once widened
State supervision. Meanwhile the ecclesiastical
the chasm between Berlin and Rome. A further
tribunal has been abolished, the Ministry of State
deciding dispute between the inferior and superstatute which was accepted by the Reichstag in
ior clergy when required.
··
the following year achieved the supremacy of
Berlin, Feb. r5.-There is great excitement in
the State. The clergy were forbidden to discharge
the Landtag over apparently well-authenticated
their functions without civil permission, and the
reports that Prince Bismarck is preparing to yield
Imperial Government assumed the power of
entirely to the Vatican in the religious dispute
imprisoning those ecclesiastics who having been
which has been waged by Prussia against the
removed from any office, persisted in performing
Papacy for the last fifteen years. A bill has been
its functions.
deposited by the Government with the Upper
Jan. 25, 1875, another law was passed making
House of the Landtag revoking, with a few
civil marriage obligatory and binding, and giving
trivial exception, all the features of the May laws
permission to the Romish clergy to marry civilly.
which have been so odious to the Catholics of
The arrest of numerous clerygmen who transGermany.
gressed the May Laws, and the stringent enforcll[The controversy between Bismarck apd the
ment of those laws, warned the Pope that he had
Vatican dates from the foundation of the German
nothing to hope from Prince Bismarck. Pius
Empire in. 187r. As soon as the new Empire was
was consistent in denouncing this anti-clericl\l
established it became necessary to take decisive
legislation, and he was consistent in refusing to
measures in dealing with the Vatican. If the inreopen any tentative diplomatic negotiations,
fallibility of the Pope .was accepted the independbecause to have done so would. have been to co11ence of the Empire must be forfeited. Catholic
tradict .his fovorit belief in his own infallibility,
Bishops and other clergy wt:re subsidized by the
For five or six years there were no official relaGovernment; the question then arose: Should
tions between the Vatican and Berlin. In the
they be amenable to it, or to the Roman Curia?
interval Pius IX died, being succeeded by Leo
Should the Church or should the Empire control
XIII. The situation in Prussia changed. Ali the
the school? The answer was first given July 8,
Empire grew more cohesive, the enemies qf
1871, when the Roman Catholic department of
Prince Bismarck became bolder, and the Chan. the Cult us Ministry was abolished, soon followed
cellor, who jlad laugjled at a Papal alliance; beby a law intrusting education to the State. The
gan to find that even'that might be necessary for
emissaries of Pius IX.-called Ultramontanes
him. In. 1873, to ..curb ,the power of clericals ha.d
because they came from beyond the mountains,
been purely a question of principle; in 1882 there
that is, from Rome-struggled to retain their inwas no talk of principle. It was expedient; an,d
fluence; but a "pulpit paragraph" was inserted in
with Bismarck expedience is the sole motive.
the existing law prohibiting ultramontane agitaJustice and truth he uses, just as he uses ir:ijustice
tion. The Pope was not long in retaliating.
and tricks, when be believes that they will serve
May 2, 1872, he refused to receive Cardinal
his purpose.
Hohenlo!1e as. German Ambassador, thereby
Therefore, during the last two or three years a
openly severing diplomatic relations between
gradual reconcilliation has been going on betw!len
himself and Kaiser Wilhelm. Twelve days later
him and the Vatican. At first, in 1881, a modus
Prince Bismarck openly declared in the Reichvivendi was established, and since that time the
stag: "Of this you may be'sure: we will not go
cordiality has grown, causing negotiations toward
to Canossa, either in our ecclesiastical or political
the resumption of diplomatic relations in 1882; tqe
relations.'~ Nothing could be more explicit than
introduction in 1883 of a new Prussian Church
this· allusion to that famous episode in the Middle
bill materially modifying the regulations imposAges when the Emperor Henry .IV., after years .ed upon the Catholic clergy; the selection of the
of stubborn warfare, went penitent and barefoot
Pope last year as the mediator in the Spanisjlto Canossa to ask pardon of haughty Hildebrand.
German dispute over the Carolines.; and in tl}e
Bismarck boasted that such h~miliation should
last few weeks by the decoration of Bismarck at
never come to him. He recked not of Pope Pius,
the h,ands of the Pope and a general interchange
for at that time he did not need Pope Pius' help.
of "taffy." The Iron Chancellor has at last gone
On the contray he could best serve his own ends
penitently t6 Canossa.]
and he could bind more firmly the imperial fetters
General Conrerence Notice..
upon.the not altogether willing German States
by openly warring with the Vatican. In order
GALIEN, Mich., 12th March; 1886;
to put his victory to a practical test, laws were
Bro .. 7osep!t Smitlt.-Th.e Chicago, Burlington
introduced into the Prussian Pl\rliament in whi\:h
and Quincy R. R.· Co., will re.turn for one-thit:d
specific measures were proposed for counteractc Cli) fare rates tliose l,lttending the qmference
over its line to the several stations at which the
ing .the past influence of the Romish clergy and
persons took train to 'go to the conference, paying
for cuttjng off .its opportunities for work in the
full fare there.
Hastily yours;
future. 'These laws, known by the name of Dr.
G. J\.. BLAKESLEE,.
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. EDITED llY SISTER "FRANCES."

"A life of beauty lends to all it sees
The beauty of its thought;
And fairest forms and sweetest harmonies
Make glad its way unsought."

AMUSEMENTS CONTINUED.
IN view of our own experiences, of the facts
which from day to day come under our observation, we are firmly persuaded that the only amusement we can innocently offer our children are
such as will help to develop upon this earth, the
talents and faculties which will fit them to be true
subjects and ornaments of the kingdom the Lord
will establish, when he comes to reign with his
Saints. All the vast realm of thought is open
before them, and the "cultured· brain" is
capable of boundless action. The earnest age in
which we live demands earnest action, and we do
feel that parents are much oftener to blame than
children, for the paths in which they walk. If
we begin by allowing the years of tender childhood to slip away without teaching our little ones
the beauty of industry (not by precept or homilies
which they can not understand) but simply by
helping them to obey the laws of the nature God
had given them, and as soon as they are old
eno.ugh to be contaminated by the influence of
others, yield to the unthinking reques\j; of other
parents no wiser than we are-dress up our children and send them out night after night, simply
to idle away the best hours of their existence and
learn to Jove the momentary excitement which
shatters their nerves and unfits them for the real
duties of life, sapping the foundation God himself has laid for their happiness here and hereafter-if we do this, what can we expect?
As we may guide the physical faculties of the
children, patiently assisting them to perform the
little acts of helping they are so anxious to do,
thus laying a firm foundation for habits of physical industry, so may we in like manner establish
mental habits which will follow them through all
time. Mothers, in the fear of God, we beseech
you, don't defer the hour of this training one moment beyond the time when the babe in your
arms looks up into your face, and by its conscious
glance appeals to you, silently asking "ls it
right."
This is the instinct God himself gave the child,
and it is as if from that time into your hands the
sacred trust had been committed, even as Jesus
upon the cross committed his mother to the care
of the disciple he loved.
If each parent in the church to-day were individually asked, "Don't you want your children to
be saved in the kingdom of God?" do you thihk
any one would answer, No! So far from it, we
believe there does not live the parent on earth
who would want to bear and bring up children
for the devil.
But say many, "Let them have a good time
while they are young, cares will come soon
enough! Let them sow their wild oats, they will
settle down in good time!"
·We claim that by following the way the Lord
has plainly indicated, they will have double the

.amount of unalloyed happiness, and when they
come to these cares they will not be the cares to
them that they would have been, for they will be
foll)· prepared to meet them, and as to the wild
oats, the devil will do enough of that kind of
sowing for ourselves and children too without
any help from us .
Shall we then have no social gatherings, where
the boys and girls may meet together, enjoying
mutual intercourse to the benefit of both? Assuredly, yes; but let them be of an-elevating
character, such as shall cultivate the talent God
has given them.
Music, reading, declamations, lectures, con·
certs, dialogues-what a boundless field for the
scope of the intellect; and at home, h.ow many
games, such as chess, dominoe•, authors, and
countless others will furnish them recreation
when alone and amusement when young friends
drop in. If birthdays, &c., must be honored by
social gatherings, at least let the hours be suited
to the age of our children.
We have written more than we intended upon
this subject, but have scarcely touched upon even
the most important points. May we not hope to
draw forth from many of our sisters, expressions
of their views upon it. If we differ in .opinion
we may gain light, by comparing our views.
The "Home Column" is for mutual benefit and
improvement, and in presenting its readers with
such letters as follow we feel that we are giving
them gems of Christian experience--jewels whieh
the aged have found as they passed, sorrowing
and suffering, along the journey of life. They
are not the trifling articles such as pass cnrren t·
in many departments of this kind, but. have been
baptized in prayer, and the spirit of prayer is following them. May God bless the writers, as well
as those for whose benefit they were written!
THE articles proffered us by "Almira" will be
very acceptable indeed. We hope to hear from
her often. We have been waiting for a letter
from "mother Landers," it will surely come, also
from a host of others who are coming up "to the
help of the Lord against the mighty." Some we
know by name, some we do not, but we shall
know them at no distant time. Those in the
church who have the ability, can not afford to
look forth with indifference "upon the fields
already whitening to the harvest." They will do
their share.
We are in receipt of letters from L. Lloyd,
Perla Wild, Aunt Ruth, and sister Margaret
Head.
. ONE word before we close, of the meeting from
which we have just come in (testimony meeting
at the chapel in the afternoon of March 7th) God
was pleased to meet with his people and poured
out such a blessing as there was scarcely room to
contain. ·In prophecy, tongues and Spirit of
prayerful humility, were the Saints baptized
anew and made to rejoice in the God and Rock
of their salvation. The scattered ones, the straying ones, were brought into remembrance before
God and his blessings promised richly to the
faithful.
Lift up your heads ye that are lonely and
bowed down, for as God liveth, your redemption
draweth nigh. Be faithful, for though none of
like faith may be near you, the Master is very
near unto those of his fold who call upon him in
faith, and he who numbers even the hairs of your
heads will never leave nor forsake you!
LAMONI, Iowa, l\iarch 11th, 1886.

RIGOR FOR YOUNG LIFE .

"How mtich the fond friends of young folks
need this horn'e word from Dr. Bellows:
"Lile is an earnest battle. It is no trifle to
have a nature fearfully and wonderfully madestrong desires that must be avoided, fatal pro'
clidties that must be resisted and overcome.
And therefore it is that we so much need that
early training, that early discipline which it is
hard to see whether parents and governors are
more slow to apply, or cJ?.ildren and youth more
reluctant to receive. Let the fault lie where it
will, it is a fatal fault; Success, usefulness, virtui, happiness, peace, salvation, heaven-all depend upon our entering life fitly armer! in suitable moral harness; with proper convictions as
to what the exposures, dangers and temptation
of body and soul are, and with such settled rules,
habits and principles, such a trained conscience,
such an established reverence for God and duty,
as must deprive the world of all its power to deceive and betray.
"Those of us who are parents, should remember that it is we who put the harnesss on our
children. They don't gird themselves. It is we
then who are mainly responsible for its want of
strength, its loose, ill-fitting character. In our
tenderness, we refuse to draw the buckles where
they will hold, and if the shoulder chafes or reddens ever so little with the strap, we are the first
to remove it. We are wrry to think that the
young bosom must contract its inspirations beneath so sturdy a coat. We lift the sandals and
plead for the feet that are to press their mugh
seams; but where are our recollections, that we
do not think of the sharpness of the spear that
that heavy eorselet is to resist, the weight of
the battle-axe that leathern head·piece is to annul, the roughness of the road those stout shoes
are to make smooth? Is it not because of the
tenderness of the flesh that we peed o.ur leathern
mail, and are we to dread our armor. more than
our enemy? That is the miscalculation of life;
the sacrifice of our life-long safety, to our immediate convenience; of our whole usefulness and
honor and triumph as men and women to our
short season, careless, self-indulgent, negligent
happiness, and freedom from self-imposed restraint as boys and girls, as young men and
maidens."
BEING a wife and-mother I ·feel especially interested in this portion of our much valued paper,
the Herald, and any thought or word of encouragement I might pen, I would gladly contribute.
But while in offering my help I feel my poverty
of ability, still I have the thought to encourage
me of the acceptance of the poor widow's mite,
and I realize if all who might by putting forth
an effort, would cry inability, that which would
be both interesting and beneficial we would fail
to get. I have this word of encouragement to
write this time. I have felt much benefitted in
reading this column already.
Many times as I have· been meditating over
the greatness of the duty of bringing up a family,
my heart has almost sank in despair. Truly
there is a great responsibility resting upon all
trlothers. Think of the different dispositions to
govern. The many positions we are fitting men
and women to fill. ., Are we as mothers giving
this most important· thought a prayerful consideration? Are we all putting our thoughts at
work to see what we,can do that
make them

will
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most useful in life? I hope this is our daily
thought and prayer. I see more and more as the
days pass by that the clothing and feeding our
children well is but a small part of the great duty
resting upon us; the parents develol' their mental and moral characters. To illustrate my idea,
If I have the watchcare of one of the little lambs
of God, and do not seek to understand its disposition, its capabilities to become useful, and seek
to nourish its God-given talents, I have sadly
neglected my duty, which will tell plainer as the
child advances toward manhood or womanhood.
If we have some choice evergreen or flower
root, we will use every means to preserve it from
the frost, from insects or anything we know
would do our treasure injury. To express how
much greater the care for our_dear little ones
should be than for our choice plants or flowers, I
will call your attention to the language of Christ
in SCMatthew roth chapter 26th and 27th verses;
and in connection with the foregoing let me say,
I have a passionate love for flowers, in fact for all
the lovely scenes of nature, and had it not been
for the good the gospel has been to me, such
things would have been the treasure of my heart,
which treasure would have been earthly and out
of place, for we are instructed to lay up treasures
in heaven where moth and rust do not corrupt or
thieves break in and steal.
In the country where we live, (Nebraska), the
prairie is a bea1!tiful picture to behold in the-.season of roses. Their beautiful tinge of pink of
every shade, and sweet scent, make the earth
seem most beautiful. But their life is short, and
it would seem to me that 'their purpose was only
to make usappreciate the Great Giver of an
good. And while he has told us what there is
for us to_ enjoy that is lasting and its joy ~eases
not, He has surrounded us with everything here
to make our lives pleasant and happy. Let us
as mothers try to draw a picture of the home
God has provided for his children, and try to
come as near making such a one for ours as our
best efforts will enable us to do:
Your sister in the one faith,
~1Rs. GEo. S. HYDE.
THE DUTY 01<' PARENTS.

IN the article on Home Go,·ernm.,,nt in the Herald of February 6th, the writer speaks of habits of
disobedience and giving away to temper becoming fixed. In the same manner I believe habits
of idleness will become fixed. We should bring
up our children to be useful, that they may be a
benefit to society and not a nui~ance to those·
around them. I believe ·it a Christian duty to
teach our children to work. If they are brought
up without it, it will be hard for them to learn it
when they get older. Habits of idleness like all
others habits are easier formed than br?ken. A
writer has said "as is the daughter, for a genei·al
rule (to which no doubt there may be exceptions)
so is the wife and the mother." I often wonder
how mothers can bring up their children in the
way many do. Instead of having the children
help them, they will wait on their children. Some
will say, "It is easier to do the wor·k themselves
than bother with children. Every one to their
own opm10n. For my part I prefer their help.
But, if it were as they say, we should te~ch them
no matter what the trouble may be. God has
given our children to us for a blessing. We
should try to do our duty by them in every re. spect. :)ome will make the excuse that their

girls are not healthy enough to work. We need
not give them heavier work than they are able to
do, and it will be far better to do some light work
than play all the tirne. If we do not bring up
our children to work, how can we teach them the
course of a Christian life? I once heard a man
say he did not believe there was such a thing as
a lazy Christian; I am of the same opinion. If
we bring our children up to be industrious; our
girls that they may make good wives and mothers, our boys that they may make good husbands
and fathers, then we will be· leading them a step
at least toward a Christian life.
A. P.
OVERCOME.
"The moated wall and battle-ship may fail,
Bnt safe shall justice prove;
Stronger than greaves of brass or iron mail
The panoply of love."

Dear Sister Frances:-! feel to rejoice in your
work, and am willing to cast in my mite, occasionally. Hope that others of the sisters feel it a
privilege as well as a duty to do likewise. Happy are we if we have learned wisdom by what
we have suffered in the things of the world; and
if such is the case, it is only reasonable duty to
counsel others. The household is unmistakably
our kingdom, and happy shall we be, as well as
our subjects, if we rule with a scepter of love.
Some may feel to repulse this idea, because their
husbands and children, to their view, are of a
cold unyielding nature. We would say to such,
you are laboring under a fearful mistake, and
one that will leave its impressions through time
and eternity. We believe that steady unflinching kindness, that springs from· love, will tame
the col& stern natiu-e of both man and beast.
Some may feel that this idea will work good in
all places except their own household; but it will
even there make ninety-five per cent difference
in the doings of husband and children, and more
than that in the happiness of the wife and mother.
"But," says one "perhaps you have not had
such trials as I have, so you can afford to talk."
Show me a person of mature years who never
had trials, and you will show something that
never did, and never will exist on this earth.
Our Creator designed that we should have trials
in this life, for he has said that he would have a
tried people. Those who do not marry have
their trials, and may wish to change situations;
but the married have their frials too. So in either situation, it is wisdom to discipline ourselves,
and the inmates of the household, byv~calm unflinching kindness in the performance of every
duty, no matter how menial or how trying to
one's rn1ture. We all have unpleasant /duties,
but when we compare them with what Christ
has done for us, how can we remain unyielding?
"A wise woman buildeth her own household,"
so of course an unwise oqe teareth down her
own h~msehold. No doubt the reader has seen
illustraFons of both kinds. May it be our joy to
illustrate the former. Our land is cursed with
many fearful wrecks of humanity, the fruit of
i\'1judicious building of the household-all caused by the parents neglecting to overcome the
evils that sprang up in their own hearts, and in
·their household. He that over cometh has the
promise of. the "white robes," and access to the
«tree of life."
How then about.those who do not overcome?
The reverse, of course. ·~Overcome, overcome
what?" enquires On\!: "0, some mighty obstacle

I8I
by which one may win a name," replies another
But we are inclined to think that the little trials,
such as we all meet each day are included, and
in the end are more weighty than those which
the world call mighty. "How can we overcome
them?" Meet each one as it presents itself, with
steady nerve am\ undaunted eye, and perform
every duty as though we saw the eye of God
fixed upon us. His grace is sufficient for every
emergency, and if by it we overcome that which
is placed before us, we shall surely be rewarded,
whether our trials are great or S!J1all.
He that is faithful in little would be faithful in
much. Then sisters, let us be mindful of the little things. May heaven's choicest blessings rest
upon the IIerald and its supporters, and also upon all the periodicals of the church. The light
seems to be shining more brightly on their pages,
and it will shine forth to the world through
them, breaking down prejudice and error, and
building up truth.
ALMIRA.

W- The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives. the date to which your subscription b.as been
µaid. If it shows you are in arrears, please re.new.
DE~NISPORT, Mass., Feb. 10th.
Editors Herald.:-I am still trying to hold up
the light of the gospelto the people according to
the measure of faith and intelligence that I possess. I can truly say that God has blessed me
with his Holy Spirit in many ways as I have
tried to dispel the darkness that covers the minds
of the people in relation to the truth as it has
been from before the foundation of the world, as
it dqes now, and eternally will exist in the mind
of "Him who inhabiteth eternity," and who hath
decreed according to the counsels of his 9wn will
that which has been, and is, and that which will
be, and to whom he revealeth his will and purposes through the law of faith in Christ his Son.
My last was written at Plymouth, Massachusetts._
Since then I have visited Little Compton, Rhode
Island, also with the assistance of Bro. Charles
Coombs and the visiting brethren from Attleboro,
Mass., opened a new place at Adamsville, R. I.,
concerning which I see by Herald, Bro. P~arce
has written. We continued the meetings after
these brethren left, until the following Monday,
with good audiences, excellent attention, and
liberty in presenting the word. The extreme
cold, exhaustion, etc., counseled and governed,
with the Spirit's warning voice, and we left them
hungry for the word, which may be sometimes
the better way than to exhaust and wear away a
congregation until but few are left. Have preached since in Attleboro and Provid.ence, also .;,isited
Newport, the great and fashionable waterlng
place of the east. While. viewing the stately
~rounds and palaces of the Bennetts and Lorillards of New York, and merchant princes of this
country, we might, had our faith been that of the
infidel, (that it is all of life to live in this imperfect and unsatisfactory state), have been a little
envious, and have mourned that the . ways
of men in this life are so unequal. But we' did
not, for we knew that we were in possession of a
hope well grounded in practical evidences, to
which, we had every reason to believe, the prince"'
of this world, with all their wealth, are strangers.
The grace and ••fashion of this world passeth
away," and the glory of man is "li)<e tl:ie flo~er
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of grass which withereth and falleth away, but the
word of the Lord endureth forever; and this is
the word, which by the gospel is preached unto" us.
, Happy is the man who believeth this word, and
, who has learned to put his trust in the living Goel.
One w,eek ago last Saturday our conference
convened at this place, closing on the Monday
following. Its sessions were marked by spiritual
power and evidence of God's favor. Ocean Hall
, was packed on Sunday while the word 'was
, preached. I am still here "holding the fort"
every night to good audiences, with excellent
attention and serious interest on the part of many.
Have baptized five since the conference, more
are almost and altogether persuaded of the truth
, of our, message, and we hope to trouble the
waters of the Atlantic ocean again ere we depart.
I am a firm believer in the gathering in "the
dispensation of the fulness of times." "Out of
Zion the perfection of beauty," God will shine,
sometime in the future. In Zion and Jerasalem
will yet be a people who shall honor and dignify,
by their wisdom and their holiness, the Creator
and their God. But it do~ not seem to be so
near for us, at least as a people. When I look
over the history of the past, even from the time
when God undertook under Moses to purify a
people through faith and trust in, Him who so oft
'had proved their Almighty Friend and Father in
the past, whose will it was to give them a land
filled with every delight, blessed with the counsels
of heaven and the surety of the possession of a
life of loftiest ambition and ideals, when they
turned their backs upon the counsel of Moses, the
servant of the Most High, who said, "I call
heaven and earth to witness against you this
day, that I have set before you life and death,
blessing ,and cursing, * * * for I know that after
my death ye will utterly corrupt yourselves," &c.
And why did he know. Because they had proved
themselves stiff necked, a rebellious and faithless
people. "How often would I have gathered you,"
said the Savior weeping. \Vhy is not my faith
so strong concerning ourselves as a people?
Because of our indifference i~ the sltt'dy of the
word of the Lord to us, our lack of diligence and
faith in ,the promises of God. "The word spoken
did ,not profit" the ancients, because "not mixed
with faith in those that heard it." How much
better, after the history of these long and bitter
experiences before us by which to profit, are the
saints and people of God in our day? "Man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth from the mouth of God."
After all, however, the work of salvation is an
individual ,one. Zion will be built, and her
scattered children gathered. Jerusalem shall be
inhabited according to the word of the Lord.
Bt\t the day of our trial will not have been accomplished, and the eternal reward secured, until we
shall have learned to conquer self! "He that
overcometh shall inherit all things, and I will be
his God and he shall be my son; but the fearful
and unbelieving," &c., shall be partakers of the
second death, and shall not know the glorious
quickening power of the first resurrection, nor
participate in the great millennial.
"Now the works of the flesh are manifest,
which are these: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred,
variance, emulations, wrath. strife, , seditions,
heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revelings, and such like, of the which I tell you before;
/IQ I ha Ve alsQ tok\ yoll in tin~es past1 t)lat they
\'

'

which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God."-Gal. 5: r9. "Know ye not that
the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of
God? Neither thieves, drunkards, nor extortioners."
"And such were some of you; but
ye are washed; but ye are sanctified," &c. Can
this be said of us, and that we are "justified by
the Spirit of God, in the name of the Lord Jes us,"
in all we do? We shall never reign until we
first learn to submit to discipline. He that is unfaithful in that which is least, can not be trusted
with true riches. "Have thou authority over ten
cities," will never be said of the individual that
can not control one person. "No covetous man,
who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the
kingdom of Christ and of God." The work of
God is languishing; souls are perishing; there is
a famine in the land-not of bread, nor of thirst
for water; but of hearing the words of the Lord."
Men are running to and fro, seeking the word of
the Lord, and are not able to find it; while the
servants of God are being forced from the field,
in many places, that they may not incur the
censure referred to by Paul in I Tim. 5: 8. "Now
the just shall live by faith,
we walk by
faith." We say our religious sectarian neighbor
is inconsistent because he does not believe nor
practice that which he accepts as the word of
God. How easy to

***

***

"Compouud for sins we are inclined to,
By damning those we have no mind to."

The treasury is empty of tithes because the
word spoken to us is not mixed with faith." We
dare not trust the word of the Almighty who
said "prove me." I seriously doubt whether a
present from outside sources of a million of
dollars would substantially benefit this church.
Faith in, and obedience to, the law of God, a conscientious and honest deal with our heavenly
Father concerning the law of increase, and of
giving without grudge or covetousness as God
has prospered us, would at once relieve the
Bishop, send every man who can intelligently
represent the kingdom of God in the field, and
feel that his home was protected from legitimate
want, while the blessings of God's Holy Spirit
would bless the cheerful giver of God's bounty to
him who thus proves himself a "worker together
with God" and his brethren in the field, and his
faith---not alone by his testimony in prayer meeting-but by his worj.s. "If any man build upon
this foundation, hay, wood," &c., "the day of God
will reveal" how and with what material he has
builded, for "the fire shall try every man's work."
\Ve ought, and it will be well for us if we have
the courage, to make the practical test of our faith
here, and eliminate from ourselves, by obedience
to God's coun<els, the dross and refuse before it
passes into the final crucible. "Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried." "For behold'
the day cometh that shall burn as an oven, and
all the proud," &c. How much more are we laying up treasures in heaven by helping to spread
the gospel of salvatton to an ignorant and sinful
world, than we are spending on superfluities of
dress? We may, and some of us will, gather to
Zion; but that's not all, -the eternal law of
cause' and effect will prevail there as elsewhere,
and the transition will not be sudden, nor eternal
bliss secured, save through obedience. "Moreover the Lord saith, because the daughters of
Zion are haughty, and walk with stretched forth
necks, and wanton eyes, (deceiving with their

eyes1 ttel~.) 1

inif),Cln~
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ig;o1 (tri,p:ping nicely,

Heb.) In that day the Lord will take away the
bravery of their tinkling ornaments, their changeable suits of apparel, their mantles and wimples,
and crisping pins, (or irons), the glasses and fine
linen, and hoods, and vails." Instead of health,
and sweet smell shall be offensive odor, "instead
of well set hair, baldness; sackcloth and burning
instead of beauty. Thy men shall fall by the
sword," &c. Zion shall not escape punishment
any more than Jerusalem. God will ha,•e a tried
and a pure people, and the final "rest" will not be
obtained until we learn obedience. And "ln
that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful
and glorious; and the fruit of the earth shall be
excellent and comely for them that are escaped
of Israel."' "And it shall come to pass that he
:that is lef~ in~"'.Zion, and he that remaineth in
Jerusalem, shall be called holy," etc., "when the
Lord shali have washed away the filth of the
daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the
blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the
spirit of judgment, and the spirit of burning.
And the Lord will create upon every dwelling
place of Mount Zoin, and upon her assemblies, a
cloud by day and the shining of a flaming fire by
night."-,-Isaiah 3d and 4th chapters.
God, throui?h Mo•es, undertook to sanctify his
chosen people through obedience, unto this glorious accomplishment, even in the wilderiiess at
Sinai; Moses was obedient, and sanctified bv faith,
meekness, and purity, unto the beholding the face
of God. Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and seventy of
the Elders coming-not near-yet saw the God of
Israel, and there was under his feet as it were a
paved work of sapphire stone, and as it were the
very body of heaven in his clearness. This,
through faith and obedience, I apprehend was
something of the glory which Peter says "the
angels desire to look into;" and which Paul says
"we rejoice in hope of." "Gather 'my saints together unto me"-all of them ?-those that have
made a covenant with me by sacrifice;'', for God
will judge his people. -Ps. 56. It i8 a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of the living God.
Out of Zion, the perfection oj beauty, God will
shine. The law of attraction---of like towanls
Ilke-will there prevail, as certafn and more clear
than ever before. Are we being perfected in the
beauty of holiness-so that we may endure the
brightne,;s of the glory to be revealed to the pure
in heart? celestitial law, anJ celestial glory? The
trial of our faith will bring upon us many sorrows, and cause many bitter tears to flow; but we
shall have never attained unto the ideal estate
portrayed in the Apocalypse, when the days of
sorrow and crying shall have been placed eternally
behind us, and tears shall be forever wiped away,
until we shall have overcome ourselves. our un-,
lawful appetites, our covetousness, our envy and
our pride. Zion can be perfected save through
the law which God has given her.
How little do rnme of us heed the wisdom of
God, or exercise living faith in his counsels, or
try to do that which he has said was "pleasing"
to him, that we may prove, still farther if need be
by experiment, that which is reasonably true upon
the face of its statement. Let us "search the
Scriptures," and be not deceived, for God is not
mocked. "Hear, ye that are afar off, what I have
done; and ye that are near, acknowledge my
might. The sinners in Zion are afraid; fearfulness hath surprised the hypocrites. Who among
us shall dwell with the devouring fire? Who
allion~ us shall (lwell "';"itl1 t;verlaoting bm'ning;~~
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He that walketh righteously." "Look upon Zion
the city of our solemnities. Thine eyes shall 8ee
Jerus,alem a quiet habitation; a tabernacle that
shall not be thrown down. Not one of the stakes
thereof shall ever be removed; neither shall any
of the cords thereof be li>roken; but there the glorious Lord will be."-Isa. 33: 15, 2r.
MYRON H. BOND.
FoRT NIOBRARA, Neb., March 8th.
Dear Herald:-I have been a member of the
church three years the twenty-fourth of next
October. And I can say that I have never regreted the step I have taken, for I know this to
be the work of God. I live eight miles from
Fort Niobrara, and twelve from Valentine. We
have no branch of the church here. There is
only our family that belong to the church; we
are seven in number; all belonging to the church
except two, and they are too small. We have
loaned the Herald to our neighbors, and some of
them like them very much, and some do not. I
think they have done some good and no harm.
Bro. G. S. Hyde is proaching here in the school
house; has a very good audience; has preached
five sermons. There seems to be a few very
much interested, and we think some will obey.
the truth. I ask an interest in all the Saints'
prayers.
I remain your sister in Christ,
ELLA DONALDSON.
DANWAY, Ills., March 2d.
Bret!tren aitd Sisfers:-If you will turn to the
second chapter of Genesis you will find that God
Almighty;'aftcr he had ~reatcd Adam in his own
image (that is, with a mind and a will, and moral
feeli~g, which; though finite, were like his own),
placed him in a beautiful garden. There, we are
told, was e·very tree that is pleasant to the sight,
and good for food; four rivers ran by it and the land
was rich with gold and precious stones. When
we think ofa garden we think of a place that
requires care and skill and attention to keep it in
order. Place an unskilled man or a savage in a
garden.and he will soon turn it by his carelesHness, or ignoram:e into a wilderness. \Ve are
not then to suppose tha,t Adam, in the early days
before he fell, had nothing to do in the Garden of
Eden. On the contrary, we are told that he was put
there to dre~s it and to keep it. Doubtless Atlam
had his tiin!'/ fully occupied, in order to keep the
garden as beautiful as it was when God gave it
into his care. He planted and watered, and weeded. and God gave· the increase; He was the first.
man who· labored to~ether witk God. There
was nothing between him and hi» maker, Master
and father. No jeal rnsy, no envy\ no fear, no
sin. But after a while, as you know, Adam fell.
And, thou'5h he wa'> still allowed. to labor together with God, he could not d9 his work with
the same delight, nor with the same success.
He no longer worked in the pleasant garden, but
toiled in a field which brought forth thorns and
thistles. His bread was earned by the sweat of
his brow, and eaten in sorrow.
Now brethren, as it was with Adam, so it has
been with all men since he was upon earth. We
are his sons, but· at the same time we are sons
of God, ai:id laborers together with God,
as St; Paul tells us. It is true that we are
fallen and sinful; There is no one here who has
not sinned against God. But our sin does not
~h\.\t \.ls 9;ut gqm t?e privilege of bein~ fellRW•

workers with God, but is the cause why our work,
like Adam's, is attended with toil and sorrow and
disappointment. The more we fall away from
God the more toilsome and meaningless does our
work become. The more we draw near to Him,
not only in church on Sunday, but in daily life,
the more will our work become like to that
blessed work which Adam was given to do in
the days of Paradise.
Yours in bonds,
AUSTIN OLSON.
HUTCHINSON, Colo., Mar. 3d.
Bro. Blair :-I am sorry to say that the advantages for preaching the gospel are not so good
here as in some other parts of the Lord's vineyard, Our congregations are small; but notwithstanding, I feel that the gospel must be
preached as long as there is one soul to hear.
For the Master has said, "Go ye into all the
world and preach the gospel to every creature.
He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall be damned."Mark 16: 17. Therefore the gospel will prove
a "savor of life unto life" to those that hear and
obey; and on the other hand it will prove a
"savor of .death unto death" to those that reject
it. For God will judge all men by Jesus Christ,
according to the gospel. Rom. 2: 16. We must
work while the day lasts, for as Christ has said,
the night will come when no man can work.
As we have opportunity let us do good unto all
men, especially unto them who are of the household of faith. We have a small church here in
which we hold services every Sunday, and prayer
meeting once in the week for the young folks.
\Ve have been blessed ,with a visit from our
worthy brother, James Caffall, which has done us
much good. His teaching was appreciated by
the Sah;ts and. those not members of the church.
We are in hopes that some were brought near
the kingdom; near enough any how, to send for
a Saints' Harp; and we trust the good work
begun by him will still go on; and ere long some
be added to the church. If there is any person,
or persons wishing preaching in the State of
Colorado, let them address me as above and I
will try and answer the call.
·
Ever praying; for the prosperity of Zion's cause,
JAMES KEMP.

ever dwell with them, that truly they may event•
ually become the pure in heart that shall inherit
Zion; that by and by the. pure and the good of
every land may rejoice to come and dwell with
th~m in Zion when she shall enlarge her borders.
Property is increasing in price very rapidly and
all the land that can be bought between here and
Kansas City is being bought at high prices. I
was shown twenty-nine lots lying near the corporation line of this town that have been sold for
fourteen thousand dollars, and they who bought
them have refused twenty-five thousand. As the
land of Zion is to be redeemed by purcha~e, and
as the time has passed when the Lord si;tid "here
is wisdom,'' that the Saints should purchase all
the land unto the line between Jew and Gentile,
it would take a great amount of money to. do so
now. There are a few chances where the Saints
that may wish to get a lot can do so at reasonable
prices. Bro. Stephen Maloney has about forty
lots in the south addition near the Chicago and
Alton and the Missouri Pacific stations. He told
me he could sell them readily if he would sell to
the land speculators of Kansas City. But he
wished the Saints to have the benefit, if they
were not too slow about buying, for he could not
hold them very long at the present prices. It is
for the Saints to think of the matter and do as
they may deeni best. He offers his lots from
$250 to $350; they are "heap in comparison to
what other lot& are selling for that are near them.
I have received good news from Canada, of
some baptisms, and one marked case of healing.
Hope the Lord will continue to bless the labors of
his servants in the mission.
Yours in bonds,
JOHN H. LAKE.

NETAWAKA, Kan., March 6th.
Bro. Blair:-Please give me room to say that
I fully endorse the article of brother F. Johnson
under this head, "What Shall We Teach.'' If
your answer is correct, then it is not safe to quibble or misconstrue the commandments to suit our
foolish notion, being fully persuaded that it hinders the prosperity of the work of God. It will
create discord, division and coldness; hence, the
sooner we stop the better. We ought to fear God
and learn wisdom, so that we become united together as Christ is in the Father. But some sing
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. March 2d.
that we have to be merciful. Yes, that is right;
whf!n mercy is forced to the extreme it is out of
Bro. 'J~sejh:,--I have. been at this !llace since
pla~e, and" ~hy; because it robs justice. The
the 4th of February and have tried to be useful.
word• of the Lord through the choice Seer,
I met with the brethren in district conference and
"H~arkPn a~d hear. 0 ye .my people, saith the
had a pleasant time. The spirit of peace seemed
Lord. and ~·our God, ye whom I delight to bless
to be enjoy<"d by all.
with the greatest blessings; ye that hear me, and
It was.thotight best by the officers of the disye,that hear me not will I curse, that have protrict and branch to continue the. meetings for a
fessed my name, with the heaviest cursings.
week; the preaching was done by brethren M. T.
Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church whom I have
Short, R. J: Anthony and your humble servant.
called; behold, I give unto you a commanoment,
Seven were. baptized. I trusfthe Saints were encouraged in the Christian warfare; as I presume,
that ye shall assemble yourselves together to
the Saints of this branch will admit the warfare
agree upon my word, and by the prayer of your
faith ye shall receive my law, that ye may know
is not ended, nor the crown given. But I can say
how to govern my church, and have all things
that nearly all seem to be trying to be faithful so
right before me. And I will be your Ruler when
that they may.be worthy to wear the crown when
I come; and behold I come quickly; and ye shall
it shall be given by him that rewardeth all.
see that my law is kept. He that receiveth my
There has been considerable sickness since I
law and doeth it the same is my disciple; and he
have been here. I have been called to assist to
that saith he receiveth it and doeth it not, the
administer to several and to some with marked
same is not my disciple, and shall be cast out
effect. So far as I am info;·med the branch is in
from among you; for it ls not meet th_at the
fair condition and enjoying the Spirit of the Lord
things which belong to the children of the kingin their meetings. I have enjoyed my visit with
d9n11 s~pJ-lfl,\ J;ie ~iv~p fR tpem ttrnt itr~ npr wprtpy,
~lie S!'h\tS ~nl-l nope t!J:at \9v~ and re"~e ~ay
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.. or to dogs, or the pearls to be cast before swin~."
-Book of Covenants, sec. 41, pars. one and two.
Surely this should p11t an end to all opinions of
men; we are not safe to trifle withthe things of
God. Neither will the Spirit trifle with man.
As for myself, I am satisfied with all the com. mandments God has given. I find no fault and
shall believe all that will be revealed in the fu. ture through the proper channel. In conclusion,
shall say, "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth
not in the doctrine of Christ hat.h not God; he
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ hath both
the Father and the Son. If there come any unto
you and bring not this doCtrine, receive him not
unto your hoiise, neither bid him God speed.
For he that biddeth him Godspt>ed is partaker of
his evil deeds."·-2 John r :· 9-II.
Your brother in the bonds of the gospel,
GRIFFITHS GEORGE.

WEST OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 21st.
Dear Herald:-! think you are rather slow in
lauding our beloved President's mission to Utah,
and how he has filled the bill in being mighty
and strong, controlling himself, a. fountain of
truth, tenaciously clinging to what is written,
uttering eternal words, holding the scept6ir of
power to make them honorable men and women,
&c. Oh, Utah, Utah! thou that killest the·
emigrants, and sendest across lots the poor, frostbitten Saints of 1856. How oft would we have
gathered you into honorable citizenship with God
and man, but ye would not. Now your houses
are being left desolate, and ye shall not see such
a good opportunity again.
J. W. V.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

STORY OF UTAH LIFE.
BY ONE WHO KN(,)WS.

OF the many tales told about the work.
ings of the polygamic theory illustrative
of the peculiar force brought to bear on
flrst wives that proved to be opposed to
the system, the following is given; of
which- ample proof may be pi:esented if
need be.
"Dear Herald:~ You are, as I am
aware, a welcome messenger to lovers of
truth; and your pages are scanned faithfully for news, light and truth. I herewith send you a brief recital of the experience of one woman of many, a mother in
Israel; told to me by herself not for publication, but to the sending of which to
you I gained her consent; she stipulating
only that the names of herself and others
more directly interested in the events as
they transpired should not be given; be•
cause the feelings of some would be
wounded if their names appeared. In
her recital of what is herein stated she
told me that she had never related the
matter to any outside of her own family.
For this reason the names of her family,
her husband, herself, and those connected
with them in the sceNes are not given; I
being contented to refer to her as a moth"er in Israel; for she is most worthily entit\ed.to that honorable distinction,

This now aged woman embraced the
gospel in the early days of Nauvoo; was
a witness to the trials and drivings of the
Saints from there. She was also a witness of the first introduction of polygamy,
with its heart-burnings and oppression.
It was forced upon scores with all manner
of "lying and deceiveableness of unrighteousness in them that perish." It came to
the people as a "strong delusion." It
came like the serpent that beguiled Eve in
the Garden of Eden, with fair words and
golden promises; and like the great anaconda he would first charm his victim,
then get him in his slimy coils; once there
he could compel submission, or crush at
his will. Like Satan tempting the Savior
of the world when he presented before
him the kingdom of the world and the
glory thereof, the Savior refused his generous offer with the words, "Get thee
hence, Satan!"
But when he presents himself to frail
humanity with the golden fruits of eternity of thrones, kingdoms, principalities
and powers, he finds willing minds.
The first gilded promise which dazzled
the eyes of the innocent at the introduction
of the theory, was to select here, on the
earth, a suitable companion for eternity,
not to be a wife and companion here; but
for holy companionship in the "sweet by
and by."
This was the first step, according to the
statement of this sister, taken toward the
fastening of the great abomination of the
last clays upon the people of God.
Prior to the death of Joseph and Hyrum, she went to her father's home in the
state of Missouri, to visit her people. During her stay there, Joseph and Hyrum
were killed; and the Saints at Nauvoo
were sorely pressed by the mob. Her
husband visited her there and returned to
Nauvoo, leaving her at her fathers. The
people were then making preparation to
leave. She finally returned to Nauvoo,
to share the joys and pleasures, or the distresses and sorrows of her husband and
her people, having no desire other than to
meet whatever fortune or fate might
await that people. \Vhen she reached Nauvoo she found the Saints pressed on every
hand; the only alternative seeming to be
to take departure for the wilderness of the
far west.
Ail was bustle, confusion, preparing for
an early exodus from the Beautiful City.
Work was being urged on upon the Temple, the design being to complete it with
the view to receive the endowment and
the keys, so -long talked of and hoped for.
All were anxious to pass "through thfr
Temple.'' before leaving the city and the
state. Rooms had been fitted up, and it
was currently reported that men and
women occupied those rooms as husbands
and wives. Unions were effected for eternity only, but those who had entered into
them could not wait until time had passed,
but desired and sought to enjoy those
pleasures here before eternity began, and
did so, using the Temple as the excuse
and the occasion. This condition of things
to this sister was a defiling of the temple
of th~ !ivini:; God, n10re heinous than wa.'\

the temple difiled at Jerusalem, when the
Savior said they had made it .a den of
thieves.
She learned that her husband had during her absence taken a second wife.
This to her was the severest and saddest
trial of her life. Her experience had been
sad enough without this; but this cruel
wrong; this invasion of the sacred precincts of her home; this wanton destruction of the peace, the pleasure, the joys of
a hitherto happy home; this blight of confidence; this dethroning of love and placing in its stead jealousy, sorrow, heartburnings; this, all this was too cruel to
believe. To realize that instead of the
hope and peace of the gospel of the crucified one, once the joy of the believing
household, there were offered to her thirsty soul the gall and wormwood of this
taunting cup. Under these changed, these
cruelly changed then trying conditions
she must make decision. Far from her
kindred. Four little children, born under
happier inAuences, to call her mother.
What could she do. vVhat should she do.
Her love for her husband was unbounded.
Was he not the husband of her youth, the
father of her children. To leave him was
to break her heart and die. 'l'o cling to
him, like the tender ivy to the sturdy oak,
was to suffer the torture of outraged affection. But she chose this rather than separation. She was his wife, he her husband; she could not, she would not relinquish her right, however keen the pangs
abiding with him brought her. ,She elected to stay with him still.
,
Together they became exiles with others, and took up the line of march toward
the setting sun. On the way, and before
the company reached Winter Quarters,
she was left with her four children to
struggle along· the best she .could. Her
husband had furnished her a team; but,
careless of her needs, he took the special
watchcare of his spiritual wife, leaving to
her the care and anxieties of the journey
with the four children. On the journey
her little girl was taken sick. In her anxiety she sent for her husband. She wanted aid, sympathy; and looked to him in
her need for both. He gave no heed to
her message. Like the tender plant, exposed to the hot sands and burning sun,
without the rain and the dew, must wither
and die; so her little darling, she grew
more and more ill. Her mother heart
yearn'ed over the fragile frame. She
watched over it as none but a mother
could. Slowly but surely the little life
went and came until wasted and worn the
frail body gave up the battle and died.
Who shall describe the pain, distress, the
anguish of this mother. No pen save that
of the recording angel has ever written
them. Years have passed since then, but
her heart bleeds afresh at the remembrance of that experience.
At the death of her child she again sent
for her husband. He came, his excuse
for not coming before, bemg that he
thought she was jealous of the woman
with -whom he was supplanting her. He
was touched with grief and he wept over
the body of his little girL To make th{)
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narrow house to which the little one was
to be consigned, a box belonging to the
"spiritua_l wife" was taken. To this the
owner objected; and a scene that pity
says- should not be depictured occurred.
Enough to write, that the husband, and
the objecting "spiritual wife" were rebuked by the authorities. In this box so
wrangled over, the body of the little girl
was laid away in a grave made at Garden
Grove, Iowa; a few miles, dear Herald,
from where your office now stands. From
the time of this occurrence until the family reached Winter Quarters, the husband
was more attentive to the mother and her
children.
Of the trials endured at Council Bluffs,
and other places; the strange events and
works occurring there, much might be
written;
The woman first chosen as a
"spiriti1al wife," to grace connubial life in
the cele&tial world-in eternity-grew
tired of the association on earth, and left
her spiritual husband. The people had
reached the valleys of the mountains; and
with them our sister and her husband and
family. The rules of uniting and separating had grown lax, and cha11ge was made
easy. The pleasure of her husband's association untrammeled by what she had
now learned to dread, yet bear as inevitable, was not permitted our sister long.
Another woman (spiritµal wife) in the
place of the one that had fled from him
was espoused. With her he settled in
Salt La.ke City. The wife, lawful, loving aml true, he placed on a "ranch," (a
farm) at Cottonwood; there to look after
her children, and the stock, as best she
could.
At' this time there occurred a circumstance not possible except under the system
then prevailing in Utah. The wife, stung
by neglect, and outraged by contumely
and scorn, had learned to hate polygamy,
a.nd became bitterly opposed to its practice
by her husband, as well as outspoken
against those who advocated it. The second woman by whom she had been supplanted in her husband's affections, known
as wife (plural number two) number three,
was a believer in the doctrine, in favor of
its practice, and a believer also in the
theory of "blood atonement." She believed, or. affected to believe, that it was a
great wrong for the first wife, with her
hatred of polygamy and opposition to its
practice by her husband, to have the
charge, care and culture of her own children. Accordin!{ly she and the husband
went to Pres. Brigham Young, laid the
case before him and asked for counsel.
What Pres, Y oi.mg told them the wife did
not know, but she does know· that her
husband was counselled to execute the
law of "blood atonement" upon her; or as
she stateq it, to "blood atone her." And if
he woulrl not, or felt that he could not, to
appoint some other one to do it. ·At this
the wife and mother revolted. She knew
of the counsel and was faithfolly guarded
by day and night. One man holding a
prominent position in the apostolic office,
told .her that she ought to be burned at the
stake, That she was a rebellious woman
~ytd her _proqd spirit rp~st be <;rµshed, ev~It

if it required the terror of blood atonement, or the fagot.
This now persecuted wife knew that
her husband had been set apart and ordained by the authorities of the chtfrch to
do work of the sort named and threatened.
That he acted under the direct counsel
and command of those authorities. She
had resolved to keep her own secrets and
distress, and the knowledge of the deeds
of her husband inviolate. This she had
done. By no word or. sign had she betrayed him; nor would she. There was
but one way apparent for her to escape
from the dellth she believed to be impending. That way she took acting upon the
presentiment.
She went to President
Young and stated her case to him. He
listened pleasantly and patiently, and when
her story was done, he told her that he
realized that her trials were great; that
he sympathized with her; that she should
go horne and keep her children; that it
would not be long until her husband
would find out the difference between the
pure gold and the dross. Not long after
this interview, President Young, H. C.
Kimball and J. M. Grant called at her
house to visit and talk with her. Her
trials and condition were again referred
to by her, and talked over by all. Again
Pres. Young spoke words of kindness and
cheer to her; and told her that she was
not the only one who had trials to undergo and endure in living according to the
order of plural marriage. That it was a
great trial to all who had entered into it.
That the Lord must have a tried people.
That they must be tried in all things, and
that this was the greatest of all. That it
was the greatest trial that Joseph had to
endure. He told her that .when Joseph
received the revelation commanding polygamy, he refused. Then an angel appeared to Joseph with a drawn sword, and
commal}ded him to teach and practice it.
Joseph was still loth to comply, when the
angel appeared the third time; and this
time like the tl;rnnders of Mount Sinai, he
commanded him. Joseph said that it was
enough. After some other talk, Pres.
Young and the others left her.
She knew the man and the men she had
to deal with. And from what she knew
of them and what she had learned concerning the counsel regarding herself, she saw
but one way to escape the dread consequences threatening her. That way was
to submit, as quiescently as she could, to
the conditions under which she· was placed. She resolved and acted according to
that decision.
At the place where she was living there
was a young woman, an orphan and
friendless, left alone to battle with adversity as she could, alone and unassisted.
Her husband wanted this woman, and perhaps only waited for the wife to cease opposing, or to be silenced, to take her as
wife number four.
To this orphan thus
placed at the mercy of these unfortunate
conditions, did this perplexed and environed wife turn; and with what good grace
she might she did talk wifo her and learned of her willingness to enter the family,
and to be sealed to tf1e husband. fr~ ma\<·

ing the compact with this young woman,
this wife of the husband's early manhood,
proffered to yield the queenly right supposed to attach to the first wife in eternity,
unto this later choice of her now exacting
husband. Could arrogant treachery demand, could helpless submissiveness give
more than this? The proffered queenly
right was accepted by husband and maid.
The wife submissive to the last excruciating measure of sacrifice, and in order to
comply with the forms prescribed, went
to Pres. Brigham Young, and asked of
him whether it would be right for her,
the wife, to give this young woman to her
husband, like as Sarah of old gave her
Hagar to Abraham. The,fresident was
pleased and told her: "Yes; come at your
pleasure with your husband and the woman, and she should have this desire. of
her heart." Could travesty on the affection of the heart of woman be more complete than this?
The wife returned to her husband, told
him of the arrangement she had made,
and the three went together to the place
where such sacrifices were made; and
there this faithful, wronged companion,
gave the selected victim to her husband as
a token of her submission. Great God!
If human hearts can feel liiiYmpathy for
devotion and fidelitv, and bleed at the recital of cruel wrongs inflicted on the innocent and helpless-weep now, for more
cruel wrong was never perpetrated; Here
on this altar of two-fold sacrifice this wife
gave up to the third favorite of her human lord, the title of first wife; and according to the rule of polygamic wjfehood
resigned into these younger hands the
queenly scepter, that she held by divine
right as being the wife first chosen. "This
was considered a sufficient sacrifice to atone
for her rebellion, a sufficient restitution to
avert the atonement of her blood." Forced
to submit lo a system that her soul abhored, unknown to any but the searcher of
hearts the anguish she endured, the. pain
of hec torn and bleeding heart.
This woman had loved the gospel of
the RedeeD)ei· in its purity. Her soul had
in her youth been filled with joy and gladness in the hope of the life lying beyond
the dark river. Light and peace he.re,
and the prospect of eternal happiness over
there, had made the world brighter and
l'Jetter. The principles of loving kindness
by w.hich a race were to be redeemed and
crowned gave zest to life and peace passing
under standing. How changed the condition.
That soul int.o whose life the principles
of eternal justice had been impressed by
the divine hand; upon the tablet of whose
heart the law of God had been written,
was subjected to the cruelest wrong. An
outrage so gross that the pen hesitates to
record it had been perpetrated upon that
trusting soul. The. sunlight of domestic
hope faded; the spirit of peace departed
from her hearthstone; her woman's regard for the holiness and purity of home
had been crushed. One spark of hope
and one only remained. She had been
true to her allegiance to Christ It was
her loye tor him and his :prornis~ of lifo
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that had been used as the means to compel
her sacrifice. In this she waited for relief.
It is not practicable to write the terrible
trials, sad and bitter experiences that our
sister passed through for years; until her
hu'sband had repeated his marriage experim.e:nt for the tenth time. Nine spiritual
wives called him husband. To all these
children were born; and in this family, as
in all others of a similar bond, there were
jealousies within and fightings without.
In place of union there were division and
constant strifes. What this sister tells in
relation to her own family and experience
.is true of all the polygamic families known
to her; and she was intimate with the
fa°i~1ilies of all the leading men of the
church.
Tears in copious showers fell
from overcharged hearts; until like clouds
driven by the wind, the fountains were
drie?, the well springs of affection were
sealed and failed, hearts and eyes grew
.hard and dry; bitterness only remained.
Each mother felt that she had rights, and
that these were not properly regarded;
and from the time her offspring began to
prattle it tried to stand in defense of its
mother against others; and as it was de. cre.ed in olden times, "his hand was against
every man, and every man's hand against
him."
et
_Amidst all these distracting scenes the
faith of our sister in the gospel remained
as the one spark of divine light and life in
her broken heart. The spirit which had
borne witness that Jesus was the Christ
wh_ispered patience and hope, and bade her
trust qn. .While her constant, earnest, and
fervent prayer was that the Day Star, now
almost below the horizon _of her hope,
might rise in glory again and banish the
mist and the darkness from the vallev of
her humility and despair.
By ~nd by President Brigham Young
and her husband became enemies. After
thirty years of service, in .which he had
come and gone at the bidding of Brigham,
he was turned over to the buffettings of
Satan. He became an exile and fled for
his life: For his faithful fidelity and service., and as a reward in recognition of the
devotion with which he had obeyed commands, President Young had sealed ten
women to him that his kingdom might be
great. in eternity. But Brigham turned
upon him, and 'revoking the favors conferred, takes the keys, enters the "holy of
holies," hreaks the seals binding these ten
virgins to the man he now strove to destroy, looses the women from their allegiance to him to whom they had been
sealed by his own sanction, approval and
direction, comes out and turns the key and
closes the kingdom of heaven against him.
His wives and his posterity were to be
conferred upon one more worthy-the
worthiness to be tried as his had been, and
bv the same man. The unsealed women
all left him. The only companion that
staid by him to comfort and cheer him,
and to bear with him the displeasure of
altered fortunes was his first, his onlv w:fe
in God's sight, the one he had cruelly
wronged in his day of mnd adherence to
sin and folly, she remained true to him,
fl,fl~l'
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misfortune. His property was scattered
and squandered . . When hunted and driven
from place to place, his wife, now his only
wife, the wife of his youth and her children
remained faithful and true to him. In his
hours of l!;mely watching they could and
did speak cheeringly and comfortingly to
him by word and deed.
In this exile signs of light came to the
afflicted family; ho)Je sprang into being in
their pathway; omens of the dawn of a
better day appeared. Through the years
of clouds and terror, she had retained her
faith in the latter day work. The mission
of Joseph the Seer was to her a reality •
The gospel without polygamy had once
been her stay and her staff. The hope
that Joseph, the son of the martyr, would
ultimately sound the recall to scattered
Israel, and take up the work of his father,
had buoyed her trust in many a dark hour.
And when she and her fan;iily heard the
news of the Reorganization, it was to them .
glad news indeed. Hope, th~ blessed hope
of restored confidence and trust in the
Christ as first received by her, lifted the
shadows from heart and brain. They received the message carried by the Elders
and are rejoicing in its truth, its majesty,
and its glory.
Our sister has lived to lay her husband,
restored to her undivided companionship,
away in the grave, commending the man
to the mercy of his God. And now she
waits the coming of Him who seeth and
taketh record, awarding rest to them who
are faithful and endure.
All that need to be said in concluding
this recital is, such devotion to an earthly
companion has seldom been found. Our
sister now in the close of three score and
ten years allotted to man, "has fought a
good fight, has kept the faith," and has
honorably won .the title, "a mother in
Israel.
R. J. ANTHONY.
PLEASANT GROVE.

Utah. Feb. 25th,

1885.

THE HABIT OF SCOLDING.

THE fact, universally admitted, that to
theorize is easier than to practice, should
not militate against a vindication of the
right, to the discouragement of whatever
mars the happiness and disturbs the tranquility of the peace-loving soul. My apology for writing this brief article is that I
love to enter protest against every phase
of evil, and hope to crucify its existence in
the members of my own body. Comparatively but few in this probationary life
are free from .the sin and moral weakness
of habitual "scolding." Many kind, affectionate, tender-hearte<l people give way to
the pressure of this temptation and allow
the organs of speech to become a scape
valve for the unwholesome effusions of a
troubled spirit. Unfortunately some seem
to think that the circumstances under
which they are placed are so trying as to
justify this course. This I think is a delusion and a snare. Yielding-to this habit
deepens trouble, distracts the elements of
peace and destroys domestic felicity. Every
one who comes within its influence feels
its blighting touch. It overshadows with
gloom where cheer and sunshine would
9th~rni~e ~weH:

~very hvl\rt
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and joy dies upon the threshold of our
hope as this deceptive phantom invades
the sacred realm of domestic relationship.
How shall we purge ourselves from this
besetting sin? · What evidence have we
that to-morrow will be more propitious
than to-day? Is the habit likely to become
less without an effort to overcome it? Or
is it not rather likely to increase with age
and prove itself to be a great hindrance to
our spiritual advance in life. Patience
and gentleness were traits of the meek and
low] y Jes us, and are of necessity features
in the economy of redemption through
Christ. The Holy Spirit will aid us .to
overcome. With those who are in Christ
"old things'' are to pass away and all things
"become new," habitual scolding included.
G.S.H.

WHAT SHALL WE TEACH.

"WHAT shall we teach" is suggestive in
this day of skepticism. But I had supposed
it a question pretty well settled in the
minds of professed Latter Day Saints, as to
the fundamental principles of the' gospel;
and that the specific details to accomplish
the desired end for which we seek, would
gradually evolve into a more perfect and
substantial unity. From our experience
we discover that some are not making progress in the direction anticipated; but have
lost faith in doctrines for which they were
once strong advocates; and now take offense if those doctrines are advocated by
others; which I regret. It is evident to
the wise that truth and right alone will
prevail in the great day. Truth properly
applied will give liberty. Jesus says:
"Abide in me and you shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free."-John
8: 31, 32.
.
In Book of Covenants sec. 42: 5, "And
again, the elders, priests and teachers of
this church shall teach the principles of my
gospel, which are in the Bible and Book
of Mormon, in the which is the fulness of
the gospel, and they shall observe the covenants and church articles to do them, and
these shall be their teachings as they shall
be directed by the Spirit."
The question arises, what are the covenants and church articles to be observed,
other than the Book of Covenants, and
such explanatory injunctions and details by
the conferences, to carry out the requirements of law.
Some ohject to the Book of Coveriants,
because of gathering, consecration and
tithing; on the grounds that the Bible and
Book of Mormon are a fulness; hence all
else is superfluous, and that tithing is not
mentioned In the New Testament, or the
Book of Mormon. And as these books
do not enter into details on these subjects
they reject them as not applicable, and
postponed indefinitely. To this class of
reasoners who profess to believe the Bible
and Book of Mormon, as they both tell us
that Christ's disciples on the Eastern and
also Western Continent had all things
common and equal, as recorded, Acts
4: ;p-37; Book of Mormon, Nephi, page
478; the last continuing for one hundred
and sixty-nine years; and as the details are
~ot ~iven~ Vl('ill soµie of these wi$e r.tle:P, tel~
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us the details of such co-operative societies,
from any source, to compete with the instructions in Book of Covenants, as the
history of those events was intended as an
example to us; as Paul informs us "All
scripture given by inspiration of God, is for
doctrine, and reproof, and correction, that
the man of God may be furnished unto
every good work." And will they tell us
any better way to exemplify the love of
God and neighbor?
The Bible and Book of Mormon are
the Constitution of God's people; but do
not enter into all the details of government. But, like the constitution of the
United States, gives landmarks to steer by,
to regulate our legislation on principles of
love and equity.
Some claim the right to <lance, play
cards, drink whisky, and play billiards,
as these things are not specifically forbidden in the law. But are these things
spiritual, and do they enticeJo do good,
or evil? If the latter, the church has the
undoubted right to regulate it by contingent ltllgislation. Who shall decide what
shall be the contingent leg-islation to meet
new cases as they arise. Reason and the
books decide that the body, or the voice
of the people have the right, and are less
likely to make mistakes than the minority.
Book of Covenants, sec. l 7: 4; 2 5: l ; 27: 4.
Book of Mormon, Mosiah, chapter 13: 4.
If the minority think the action illegal,
they must change the majority by an appeal to reason and experience; for, if the
individual .may set aside the action of the
body on .one point, others may on other
points; then where is our boasted unity of
faith.
Would we not be ori the high
road to a thousan<:l more creeds; and finally dissolve into our own individualities. It
is true that majorities may make mistakes,
and may become tyrannical; so our hope
rests in right motives and int_elligent action. Let love and prudence reign, and
all will be well.
LYMAN LITTLE.
--------~·--·--------·--

REPRESENTATION, AND THE
TWELVE.

THE necessity for rules of representation
results from the command given by revelation, "let all things be done by common
consent," and as it is impossible for all the
Saints to convene annually from Europe,
Canada', Society Islands and Australia, or
even from states contiguous to places of
· l;iolding· General Conference, there must
b_e'of.necessity some way by which their
yoices and votes may be heard, that such
consent may be obtained from all who are
governed by it. The General Conference
is the.highest legislative body in the church,
legislates for S:.iints in all the world, and
const(quently is, or ought to by a representative body in fact. To meet these conditions· the rules of representation were
formed and as amended provides for thr.ee
·orders of delegates; first, "perpetual official
delegates," con'>isting of the First Presidency, the Twelve, Seventie'>, High
Pries.ts, and Elders under Conference appointment, these being general church
officials are' appointed by the body, are

~r~~.ti~~b~~
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labors, are servants for the body, and reflect
honor upon the body if their acts are honerable, and discredit if dishonorable. Second; delegates appointed by the branches
or district conferences, who by them are
authorized to cast one vote for every six of
their membership, themselves being counted in this enumeration; they also have
voice and vote in their own right as delegates. Any member in fellowship with
the body may be such delegate. Allowing the full vote by these to be cast, it
would number about 4,000 including their
own, while the official vote would be
about 200, it would therefore seem that the
body is pretty fully repesented. But there
is yet another order, the third, which is
Elders other than those under conference
appointment. These are not servants for
the body, conference can not call upon
them for labor, or for explanation of their
acts direct, they are not fo report to conference, and are not amendable to it for
their acts or labor, and of all the delegates
are the only ones claiming a seat in the
body of representatives upon their personal or individual right, for they are not
representatives of the 1ody direct, as are
all the other delegates.
The necessity for rules of representation rests in the impossibility of convening
all. the Saints annually. The same impossibility lies with the Eldership. Then
why should Elders because of living near
the place of convening conference legislate
for Elders who by reason of residing afar
off have no voice or vote with them? vVhy
of all the church membership should they
have the privileg-e of voice and vote because of local official position. By the
present rules the Saints of Europe, Australia, etc., may be equally represented as
the Saints of Lamoni, 1Nith the single exception of the Elders, for those Elders who
can attend conference will legislate for
those who can not for reasons named attend, not only by delegate and one-sixth
vote,, but also by their individual voice and
vote, which those at a distance can not
have. This destroys the equality of representation, and annuls the aim of the
"rules" to. provide for obtaining the common consent of all members. And I as
an Elder request of my brethren in conference equality of representation for myself and brethren who can not attend the
annual\conference, by expunging the rule
allowing local Elders voice and vote. This
will per.mit Elders in all the world to be
equally represented. But if it is thought
that the Elders by reason of their office
should have voice and vote in Genna!
Conference; then amend the rules to read
in substance as follows: All Elders (except those under conference appointment)
may have vo.ice and vote in General Conference by proxy, who shall vote by their
instruction, be permitted to read any document from such Elders upon subjects under consideration, and may present to conference any motion for their acceptance.
Voice, to mean only documentary statements which they desire to present to conference. Vote, to be only such as shall
be stated in writing and presented by the

proxy, All of which m1;1st be written by'i
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the Elder represented, and signed by himself, the proxy to present proper credentials
of his 'appointment.
This may seem rather combersome at
first sight, but I think all Elders might be
allowed this privilege through their Quorums under proper restrictions. This rule
might be extended with benefit to all
quorums of representative officials of the
first order of delegates, who may be necessarily absent, also to delegates from foreign
lands. In reference to the resolutions of
the Twelve affirming their authority, I
wish to say, as it stands it see.ms to subvert
the authority of two orders of government,
the First Presidency and the branch and
district officers. Certainly a true order of
government can not exist if any officer
might at any time subvert the authority
of any other officer. A harmonious government exists where all members perform
the duties of their respective position uninterfered with by any other. The three
quorums of apostles are the governing
presiding officers of the church in all the
world. (D. & C., sec. 104-1 l l.) The first
quorum consisting of three presiding High
Priests, form a quorum of the presidency
of the church. The second quorum, the
Twelve, are .a traveling presiding Hhgh
Council to officiate under the direction ef
the presidency ef the church, to build up
the church and regulate the affairs of the
same in all nations. (par. 12). The third
quorum, the Seventy, are to act under the
direction ef the Twelve in building up the
church, and regulating all the affairs of the
same in all nations. (par. 13)· It certainly
seems clear enough if these quorums are
to regulate all the affairs of the church in
all nations, their authority to do so must
be recognized, and submitted to by the
church in all nations; and an officer without authority is an official nullity. But the
Twelve in affirming their authority, need
not have seemingly ignored the authority
of the first presidency under whose direction they are to regulate the affairs. of the
church. If they do so because of the law
which says thev are "to build up the
church and regulate the affairs of the same
in all nations," then the Seventy may present for acceptance a like affirmation, ignoring the authority of the Twelve, for
the same law precisely is given to them.
But ~e Seventy are to act "under the direction of the Twelve," and in the same
manner the Twelve are to act "under the
direction ef the presidency ef the church,''
which certainly places the authority to
build up the church and regulate its· aJfairs in all nations; first in the First Prei=<idencv, second in the Twelve, and third in
the Seventy; or rather in all these together, but each in its order, and neither without the other.
Neither is. it necessary
that they should subvert the authority of
the offices of branch or district. The first
quorum and an. other officers in the church
can perform their duties without ignoring
the authority of officers under them. why
not the Twelve also? And if a branch or
district will not listen tc the instruction of
these quorums designed to regulate the affain; of the church, would not it he better
far
tlm:n
t9 call
a special
rqeetin~ 1 ~ith{jf
,;
'
· · '''
\.. • • • •
\:
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in branch or district over which thev shall second or third handed mainly-of Joseph
preside, and the business so transaGted be Smith's "money-digging," etc., for I did
equally authoritative as though enacted in · not then know how much foundation there
regular branch or district conference, with might be to these reports, and therefore
the General Conference as an appellant could not meet them with denial. Of
court for either party.
course the ridicule that was sought to be
Obedience to authority is an eternal reaped upon my faith in the truth of what
,principle, and every member of the church was termed "Mormonism," had a tendency
including the officers, should assist in main- to aggravate, though done as I knew
taining the authority of every other mem- through ignorance and for groundless
ber and officer in the church, in the per- cause, and with the best of motives.
Jormance of their duties according to their
I knew that all men, of themselves, were
respective callings.
weak and liable to blunder and go wrong,
Jos. F. BURTON.
now as of old, and of old as now, for as
w ALLSEND, Australia.
the poet says, "We find unthought of
frailties in the wise." Those who lived in
"MORMONISM''-LETTER
the days of the ancient prophets found
TO RELATIVES.
many real or imaginary faults in them,
Dear Brother and Sister :-In the for they were mortal and were of "like
fourth paragraph of this letter I tried to passions" to others. And of Jesus and the
tell my experience in leaving the body, as former-day Saints "all manner of evil"
I suppose, for a few moments. I am not was spoken falsely. And every blunder
fully satisfied with the way I have told it. or misstep was taken advantage of to cast
One sentence is made long and diffuse by discredit on the principles that they propathe iutro\luction of many classes and sub- gated and advocated. They were made
jects. If I was to write it again I would offenders "for a word," and no charity was
be more brief and stick closer to the sub- found in their enemies or the enemies of
their faith, to "cover their sins."
ject in hand.
I asked myself, was it possible that Jos.
This reminds me of something that occurred while I was staying with you there Smith-the Lord's chosen Seer of these
at Chester Center (Poweshiek Co., Iowa), last days-had, by such pitiable weakness
a:ad of which I would not speak bµt with and disgusting conduct as related of him
seriousness. That my account may be in the "expose~" and accounts gathered up
better understood, a few preliminary words for my especial benefit from all available
sources and read aloud to me each day for
will be necessary.
I once said to a Royal Arch Mason who many weeks-was it possible that by
is a Mormon and who had insinuated that such acts as ''money-digging"-though
the exposures of Free Masonry, mention- no real crime of itself,-he had given an
ed in an anti-secrecy catalogue that I give excuse or occasion to the devil and the enehim, were similar in character to the would- mies of the truth to speak evil of it, and
be exposures of Mormonism.-"When an opportunity to poison with prejudice
they will show Mormonism to be evil and and blind the eyes and mislead the minds
a work of darkne~s by quoting from our of many who were honest in heart, conacknowledged standards, as we do (and cerning the great latter-day work? And
can do) in exposing Masonry, then all were they who were thus deceived and
misled to blame for doubting? vVhen thus
right, I say, and go ahead!"
No effort of any consequence was ever troubled over these things, I asked in all
made, as I have seen, by the enemies of the earnestness of my soul, "Lord, how is
"Mormonism," to expose and show up it!" and great] y desired some divine token
that work to be of evil tendency and of or communication touching these matters.
darkness, by quoting from its acknowledg- The next day, after going out from the
ed standards of faith and doctrine. And noon meal, I think it was, where I had
no one can successfully assail or refute the heard read from Tucker's Rise and Prodoctrines held by the Reorgainzed Church gress of Mormonism as usual some heavy
of Latter Day Saints, as laid down in its doses of "expose" touching the early days
authoritative and sacred text books-yBible, of Mormonism, and being much troubled
Book of Mormon, and Book of Boctrine but feeling only pity and charity for those
and Covenants, by an appeal to Scripture- who were thus zealously laboring4to rescue
the proper standard in such cases. Al- me from what they supposed to be a great
though I had received sufficient direct di- delusion, I looked up to God in Spirit,
vine testimony for myself concerning having no other source to turn to for symtrue Mormonism, in accordance with the pathy and consolation; and while thus expromise of Christ, to "know of the doc- ercising faith, as I stood by the well, I was
trine" that it was of God; and though the given these comforting words of revelavery opposition that it met with there was tion: "Ye know the doctrine is mine; be
a fulfillment of what bad been foretold,. not troubled." This divine communicaand was \therefore evidence of its truth, tion was accompanied by a deep spiritual
for I had been told by way of inspiration peace and joy that words will not describe,
in the one who confirmed me by the lay- and which I suppose was a foretaste of the
ing on of hands after baptism, among other joys of heaven,-the "rest" that remaineth
things that, "Men shall seek to ridicule for the people of God. My mind was
thy faith; yea brother, they shall assail no longer so troubled about these things.
thee even more than others." x' et for This was on the 30th day of June, 1877.
some time previous to the occurrence of After putting the horses in the stable
which I am about to speak, I had been again,--for I had them at the well to drink
much trou,bleq i11 mi11d over the accounts- vyhen I received the words recorded above,

- I went to the corn-crib to get corn . to
feed them, thinking over the blessed experience, when, as I got to the crib Joor,
it occurred to me to write down the words;
not that there seemed any possibility of my
ever forgetting them in this world or the
next, but I was then in the habit of writing considerable, as you know, and always
went prepared for taking n0tes. After
getting paper and pencil in, hand ready to
write, it seemed to me as I repeated the
short, sentence that it ought to have. the
word that inserted in it, to be' fully proper
an,d corn~ct, according to my notion of good
grammar-which was a branch I had never studied. I thought, why not write it
"Ye know that the doctrine is mine," etc.
This would not change the meaning any.
That instant I received a shock, from some
invisible presence, and though no words
were given as in the first experience, I was
given to understand that what I had
thought of doing was wrong, and that I
must neither add to nor diminish aught;
but must write the words of the Lard, if
at all, just as I received them. Atli(l this I
had ought to have known and thought of
b.efore. J.'hese things also proved another
promise that I had received tobe true and
divine-that of receiving knowledge "by
the Spirit of revelation." In all this there
is something for me to be thankful for, but
nothing for me to boast of. Though so
favored in my weakness and time of need,
I had brought myself under some condemnation at the last. But there is a lesson
also for others in all this; which lesson I
have hesitated to add because of its seeming severity to others, and self-justification.
While I was enabled by the marvelous
kindness and condescension of God to receive of the gifts of the gospel, promised
to "them that believe-even the gift of
revelation,-because I believed or had faith
that I could receive as well as they of old,
and had with them done the will of the
Father by obeying the gospel requirements; my faith being in the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and of the Saints of
former days,-a God of miracles and revelation, and who changes not, and travels
not in crooked paths, but is one eternal
round, the same yesterday, to-day and forever: You, who hold that these inspired
gifts and blessings were only intended for
the "apostolic times" and ceased many hundred years ago because no longer needed,
and that they are not for our time-in fact
that "the dav of miracles and revelation is
past,"-could not receive, or would not be
like! y to receive; for by your disbelief you
cut yourselves off from receiving that .in
which you did not believe. Your faith
was in your man-made (Congregational)
creed and traditions, and the precepts of
men, and in a God that is changeable and
is no longer a God of miracles an<l revela·
tion, and who is therefore not the God of
Abraham, and the saints and prophets of
old; for he was a God of miracles,_ and he
says, "l change not." vVas not your faith,
then, in some respects, at least, in th:;it
which is false and vain? And you were
very anxious that I should reject the true
and living God, and believe with you in
the du1:1b and changeable God that )'Ot.l
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had imagined up to yourselves. Yet I I
have heard you pray--quite inconsistent
with your professed faith it seems to me,"0 Lord, _answer us, we pray thee, as
though didst Daniel." Daniel worshiped
the God of Abraham and Moses, and received answers from him through inspired
gifts,--as visions, revelations, interpretations, ministering of angels, and miraculous
preservation,-which you say are not for
us, and ceased because no longer needed;
instead of having ceased because men
ceased to be worthy to receive them, because there had come a "falling away" and
many had waxed cold in their love and
ceased to exercise faith, without which it is
impossible to please God.
Your minister--educated for his profession and a returned missionary to Turkey,
and a kind, well-meaning and most estimable man, whom all must respect because
of his good qualities-came to me desiring
to convince me of my error in embracing
such a delusion as "Mormonism;" and he
brought with him as his strongest argument a bottle of strychnine. As I claimed
to believe the promise in the 16th chapter
of Mark, and that it extended to our day,
which says "if they [them that believeJ
shall drink any cleadily thing, it shall not
hurt them,'' he asked me if I could take
some of that strychnine without receiving
harm. I replied, "No, not presumptuously,
nor any other man." For that would be
tempting Goel, as much so, and in the same
way, as for Jesus to have cast himseif down
from the pinnacle of tne temple, at the
devil's suggestion, to prove to him the
truth and correctness of l]is faith and profession, or claim. The reverend gentleman was so blinded by prie!>tcraft, traditions; and the "commonly received" and
popular opinions -0f men, that he did not
know he was in the same rut with the
Jewish sign-seekers of old, and was aiding
or following the devil, by using the same
line of argument in opposing the faith and
doctrine taught in the New Testamentnow counted as a strange thing and called
Mormonism,-that the devil used in opposing the teacher and founder of that faith.
On the pinnacle of the temple the devil
said to Christ, "If thou be the Son of God
cast thyself down; for it· is written, He
shall give his angels charge concerning
thee; and in their panels they shall bear
thee up, lest th~u dash thy foot against a
stone. Jesus said unto him, it is written
again, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy
God."-Matt. 4: 6, 7. Although such was
the promise, in case of accident, and that
he might be preserved till his work for the
good of man was finished, he cli9 not propose to tempt Goel by any such presumption, as purposely and needlessly placing
himself in such danger, and then expecting
God or the angels to interfere to save him
from harm.
·
As Jes us clai1ue.cl to believe the Scriptures
promised, Satan askea him to prove it true
or that it applied to him, by recklessly and
presumptuously imperilling his life by casting himself down, because there was a
promise of being preserved froin harm,
written so and so. And as I claimed to believe a similar scripture promise, the Rev.

to

Mr. w. asked me
prove it t~ue or at hole cut in the crust, from w hica a shaft
least that it applied to me or to my time, descends fifteen feet to the bottom. Alongby purposely and presumptuously and with- side of the entrance shaft is a groove about
out the command or will of God, imperil- one foot in depth, which served as a chiming my life by taking deadly poison, be- ney. The dwellings were without wincause there was a promise written so and dows and the occupants must have learned
so of being preserved from harm, in case to grope their way through the dwelling
of accident, or evil design of enemies of the 'in the dark. In many i11stances there are
truth, that those sent of God might finish side shafts, which lead into connecting
the work and mission whereunto he had cham hers. The party also found many
sent them. Of course the promise will also small chambers excavated into the side of
bear a more extended application, especial- the dwelling, which were used to store
1y when taken in connection with the away corn and other food stuffs. '
"ln one cave, which was plastered, a
promise of healing by the laying on of
small niche was discovered which had been
hands and prayer.
In closing I will say that I have tried hermetically sealed up and which containhere to set forth these things in plainness, ed several small objects or clay stands, in
as I see them; and tell and testify to what which were stuck fragments of finely
I know to be true as to my experience woven cotton fabric so nicely twisted up
there; desiring not to needlessly give of- as to show that they were carefully arrang~
fense nor wound the feelings of any. And ed and placed in this niche and sealed up
I can meet these accounts and statements for some sacred purpose; quantities of
corn-cobs, charred beans and squash seeds
at the great and last clay.
CHAS. w. LAMB.
and other objects of vegetarian character,
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Jan ~0th, 1886.
also many stone implements of large and
small size, some weighing two hundred
pounds, all of which gave some idea of the
people who made and used them. There are
many of these cave villages situated on
PREHISTORIC.
these volcanic cones." Prot: Powell considers them the oldest and most primitive
DICOVERIES BY THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
"THE archaoologic and ethnologic research- habitations on this continent. Notwithes which have been prosecuted during the standing this fact, he feels confident from
past four or five years,'' says Captarn .Ste- the evidences presented by these caves that
venson, of the National Geological Survey the occupants were the direct ancestors of
Bureau, "in d1fferen,t localities on our con- some of the Mesa dwelling tribes now intinent, especially in our Southwestern Ter- habiting portions of Arizona and New
Mexico, and he also feels assured that
ritories, have thrown much light and information, not only upon the history of future researches will clearly reveal the
the present aboriginal mhabitants, but also history and relationship between these
upon their predecessors, or the prehistoric tribes that have passed away and those
races which inhabited that portion of our now living in that region.-Philadelphia
Times.
country. As each yeal''s explorations are
prosecuted, with the additional experience
of the previous year, the web of. information is broadened, and a more definite and
comprehensive knowledge of these people
is obtained. The bureau extended its reDECATUR DISTRICT.
searches into more remote and less known
The following resolutioµ was adopted by the
localities during the past season with most conference held March 13th, 1886, at Lamoni:
gratifying results. One locality visited and
Resolved that members of the branch and disexplored by a party under the direction of trict, residing in the country who are willing to
Prof. Powell last summer is worthy of assist in caring for visitors at General Conference
special mention.
be requested to put money, provisions and bedNear Flagstaff, in Arizona, is a moun- ding in the hands of the Committee of Arrange~
tain called San Francisco Mountam. This rnents, to be supplied to those In town who are
mountain is of volcanic origin, and around
willing but not able to care for many at their own
it, extending for many miles in all direcexpense.
tions, are prominent volcanic cinder cones,
The Committee of Arangernents and Recepranging from five hundred to two thousand feet in hight. The outer crusts of tion consists of Brn. S. V. Bailey, Wilson Hudthese cones are quite hard, while beneath. son, Moses McHarness, Frank Dillon, Jos. Upton,
the crust is a compact body of cinders or A. J. Moore, Valentine White, Wm. Hopkins,
tufa. The party visited a number of these Geo. Adams, and R. G. Clum.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
cones, on which they found a series of
ancient cave houses artificially excavated
GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
by a post of a rude character, which was
In consideration of the extra large attendance
evidenced by the impleni.ents and domestic
utensils left in these caves. One of the that is expected at the corning session, and the
most conspicuous of these villages was probable limited supply of such things compared
found to occupy a large area, from the top with the anticipated demand, even by our doing
far down the side of one of these moun- the very best we can; i am instructed by the Latains. The cave dwellii:igs are of an oval moni Branch to publish a notice saying thatit
shape, about twenty-fjve feet across the would be well for those who can do so, especially
base, and perhaps fifteen feet high. The. those living not too far away,· to bring quilts,
entrance or doorway consists of a square comforters and such other· covering or beddin~
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as may be convenient to put in trunk or bundle.
A committee wearing badges will be at the train
to meet and locate visitors.
HENRY A. STEBBINS,

Branch President.
NOTICES.
Two Days' Meeting will be held in the Hazel ,
Dell Branch Branch, Pottawattamie District,
commencing on Sunday, March 28th, at 10:30,
A. M. Also in North Star Branch, commencing
Sunday, April 25th, at 10:3oa. m.
'
H. N. HANSEN, Pres. oj Dist.

daaghter; blessed February 28th, i 886, by Elder
R. M. Elvin, and named Emma Elnora.
MEACHAM.-Near Benne~, Nebraska, December 3d, 1885, to M. L. and Susan J. Meacham, a
son. Blessed March 8th, 1886, by Elder Robt.
M. Elvin, and named Melvin Monroe Cleveland.
MARRIED.
DAv1s--PAGE.-Near Hollister, in San Benito
county, California, February -}th, 1886, Bro. Alroy
C. Davis to Sr. Emily W. Page; Elder J. M.
Range officiating.
DIED.
DAvrs.-At Mound Valley, Kansas, February
2d, 1886, of pneumonia, Sr. Charlotte, wife of
Richard H. Davis; aged 49 years, r month, 26
days. She embraced the latter day work in
Sweden, and emigrated to Utah; got dissatisfied
with their perversion of the work, and joined the
Reorganization at Goshen, Utah; baptized by her
husband, R. H., Davis, in 1868; and soon after
moved to Kansas, where the family has lived
ever since. Sr. Davis was an extraordinary
good mother in Israel, and her loss is mourned
by all who knew her. She was a consistent
Christian, a loving wife and tender mother.
Funeral sermon by Elder Ola Olson.

Hello! fellow laborers of the First Quorum of
Elders, permit me to put you in mind, that the
wheel of time brings the annual gathering riear,
and once more ha.s the time arrived that you
should "give an account of your stewardship," as
'to the use of the talent or talents that you each
possess, and I most earnestly trust and pray that
none have been so thoughtless, or negligent as
to attempt to hide the gift that has been given
by our Heavenly Father, in this the dispensation
of warning unto all people. Ne.ver in the history
of this Church of Christ, were there more favorDear sister, the race th.on.hast faithfully run,
able and inviting opportunities for preaching the
They crown with the Savior, lawfuily won;
word. God seems to be working among the
Methinks yon bid us from the mansions ";,hove,
people in preparing their hearts and minds to
Pray and continue in brotherly love.
receive the pure and sincere milk of the word.
We are left for a moment to mourn and to weep,
Bnt soon, one by one, in Jesus will sleep;
Fond hopes are entertained by many that the
Amt if we walk in the path she faithfully trod,
approaching General Conference will be of much
We'll meet again in the City of God.
importance to Zion's cause. And that we shall
OLA OLSON.
not be behind in any good work, and that we
OLsoN.-At Mound Valley, Kansas, February
may be party to, in sharing the good results and
14th, of lung fever, Fat~er Ola Olson; aged 76
victories of the gospel, therefore let all be preyears. He joined the church in 1878, and has
pared to submit a cheerful and encouraging report
been a very faithful member ever since. Funeral
of our eftorts in seeking to bring souls unto
sermon by R. H. Davis, to a large assemblage of
Christ.' Do not be offended with me when I state
neighbors and friends, that followed Father
that since you gave me the watchcare of the
Olson to his last resting place.
quorum, that I have found some who are faithful
Our dear aged father is gone to hisrest,
And in Jesus bas fallen asleep;
in reporting at every gathering of the bOdy,
His spirit now dwells with the pure and the blest,
while some only report occa8ionally, and some
Then why should we mournfully weep?
few have never made a report, that I am aware
Soon we'll meet again over on the other shore,
of. I therefore address you/ severally and indiAnd join the Saints-great happy throng;
Glory to the Lamb-we'll not part forevermore,
vidually, asking that immediately upon the readBut join their everlasting song.
ing of this, that you will prepare a report of your
JONES.-Near Eagleville, Harrison county,
doings for the advancement of the work in your
vicinity or charge. We prefer that all should · Missouri, February 16th, 1886, of pneumonia,
Addie Nellie, infant daughter of Bro. C. A. and
r~port in writing, and those. who send their
Sr.
Ada L. Jones; aged 3 .months and 29 days.
report by letter will please do so by sending the
Blessed by her grandpa, C. H. Jones. Funeral
same to me, on or before April 6th, to Lamoni,
service& at the house by Elder J. W. Gillen.
Iowa. Please be kind enough to give items in
Darllng Nellie thou hast left ns,
reporting, as it is from these that we make our
,o, thy loss is so hard to bear;
annual report to the general body. Trusting
But we feel thou art with the angels,
O Lord, help ns to meet her there.
that the Lord has bles~ed you in the year closing,
BuRNHAM.-At Independence, Mo., March
and that he may continue to let the light of his
4th, 1886, sister Caroline, wife of Bro. James
countenance shine upon you, until you shall
Burnham, aged 44 years, IO months and 14 days.
report acceptably before the great White Throne.
She was born in Santa 'Rosa county, Florida;
In priesthood covenant,
was baptized June, 1872, by Elder Thomas W.
ROBT. M. ELVIN,
Smith. She left a husband and six children to
President First ~tiorttm.
mourn her loss. During her six months' painful
sickness, she was patient and steafast in the faith.
The stockholders of the First United Order of
She had many remarkable manifestations of the
Enoch will meet at Lamoni, Iowa, April 12th,
Spirit to confirm her faith. Before she died she
1886.
D. DANCER.
was permitted to behold the beautiful c~ity of
BORN.
Zion. She fell asleep with a hope of a glorious
FLEMING.-At Amador City, Amador county,
resurrection. Funeral sermon by Elder H. C.
California, November roth, 1885, to Sr. Augusta
Smith.
EvANs.-Near Council Bluffs, Iowa, January
F., wife of Joseph Fleming, a daughter, named
12th, 1886, of diphtheria, Joseph, son of Mr. and
Eileen Davis.
DAv1s.-Near, Palmyra, Nebraska, October
Mrs. Joseph Evans. Joseph was born January
15th, x88r. Services by Elder H. N. Hansen.
t6th, 1885, to Mr. Frank and Sr. Ida Davis, a

PITKlN.-At Viola, Iowa, March 1st, 1886,
Helen Newlin, daughter of Wm. N. and Mary
Pitkin; born in Buchanan county, Iowa, July
31st, 1855. Married to John N. Newlin, December 21st, 1876; baptized by I. N. White, May 14th,
1884, confirmed by I. _N. White and W. C. Nirk,
same date. Sr. Helen's affliction had been long
and heavy; first spinal affection, subsequently a
terrible tumor. During a term of years she had
some relief from physicians, also some remarkable blessings by administrations, life being
extended beyond physicians' most sanguine hope
several times. She lived her faith; was extremely
patient in affliction; spent her last conscious
moments in devotion ·to God, and assured her
attendants she was 1'eady and willing to go. She
rests in the paradise of God, leaving a loving,
faithful and most worthy husband. The Methodist .friends proffered their church for funeral
service, which was accepted. Elder Jeroine Ruby
pronouncing the sermon to a full house frorh
Acts 3: 19-21, which was timely and well received; Mrs. Viola Crew in charge of music; very
appropriate selections being made.
RoB.ERTs.-Near Weston, Iowa, March 2d,
1886, Sr. Mary Roberts, born February 7th, 1804,
in Leeds county, Upper C.anada. She embraced
the latter day work at an early day, and together
with her husband, John Roberts, who also sleep~,
she passed through the trials which were the lot
of the early Saints.
RosERTs.-At Buchanan, Henry Co., Tennessee, January 24th, 1886, of membraneous croup,
Annie C., daughter of Bro. Frank and Sr. Lucy
Roberts. Deceased was born July 3d, 1883;
blessed by Elder F. P. Scarcliff. Funeral service
by Elder George Montague, assisted by Elder P.
B. Seaton.
McLAuGHLIN._:.At Hannibal, Missouri, February 14th, 1886, of consumption, Sr. Katie
McLaughlin. She was born in Hannibal, February 7th, 1861, and was baptized there by Elder
John H. Lake, December 6th, 1877. Hers was
one of those amiable and happy dispositions,
which win the love of all. An exemplary Saint,
she was of an age when life seems to hold forth
flattering prospects; nevertheless the summons
found her ready and willing to depart. She was
a member of the Montrose (Iowa) Branch.

TENJ:itESSEE.
This district conference convened at Foundry
Branch, on February 27th and 28th, 1886., Meeting was called to order by P. B. Seaton'. Geo.
Montague was chosen to preside and John F.
Roberts, clerk pro tem. Branch Reports: Foundry 16; otie Elder, one Deacon; received two by
baptism, one died. Eagle Creek 22, including
one Elder, one Teacher, one Deacon; baptized 2,
died 1. Elders P. :B. Seaton, W. H. Griffin and
Geo. Montague, reported. On motion Bro. Montague was appointed delegate to the General Conference, pr9vided the necessary means be raised
to pay railroad fare. Bro. Montague is recognized as a faithful laborer and an able expounder
of the faith, and we hereby request tthe General
Conference to return him to this mission. Resolved that when we adjourn we do so to meet
with the Eagle Creek Branch, second Saturday
and Sunday in May, 1886.
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SPRING RIVER.
This district conference convened at the Pleas·
ant View Branch, Kansas, December 18th, r885.
E. A. Davis, president; W. Peek, secretary.
Preaching in the evening by Bro. E. L. Kelley.
Elders W. S. Taylor, J. A. Davis, J. Thomas, R.
Davis, B. Davis, C. Ryan, E. L. Kelley, E. E.
Wheeler, J.M. Richards (baptized r), W. Peek
(baptized 2, confirmed 3), J. Hart, W. Westerbitt,
E. A. Davis, J. T. Davis; Priests W. Lee, C. M.
Fulks; Teachers R. Bird, 0. P. Sutherland;
Deacons C. Bird, D. Davis, and W. H. P. Q.
Smart, reported. Report of the Bishop's Agent.:
On hand last report $r.45; received since $34;
expended $40; balance due agent $5·45· Over
paid in former quarters $2.95. Total due agent
$7·45· Branch Reports.-Pleasant View, 95;
one baptized; J. A. Davis president, B. Peek,
clerk. Mound Valley 45; Jones Hart president,
D. M. Davis clerk. Columbus 43; W. S. Taylor
president, Mary Dutton clerk. Center Creek 21;
0. ,P. Sutherland president, E. E. Bradley, clerk.
Keighley 21; 3 baptized; Moses Turpin, president, M. M .. Turpin, clerk. The statistical re. port.of t,lie Arcadia Branch was referred back to
said braricliwith objections. ·The Bishop to give
an itemized account of his books each conference.
J. T. Davfo was sustained missionary of this district. Two.. days' meetings to be. held in each
branch, in charge of the president of the district.
E. A. Davis was sustained president of the district, and W. Peek as clerk for the coming term.
]. T. Davis was appointed delegate to the ;ext
Ge.neral Conference, to represent this district.
Wm. H. Smart and John T. Ross were referred
bac.k to the branch for ordination to the office of
Deacons. Preaching by E. L. Kelley on Sun·
d:,ty forenoon. Prayer and.testimony meeting in
tlie .afternoon, in tharge of J. A. Davis. Preaching in the evening by E ..A. Davis and E. L.
Kelley. Adjourned to meet at Mound Valley,
Kansas, June uth, 1886.
MALAD.
Malad District confe1'ence convened at Malad
City, Oneida county, Idaho Territory, February
20th, .1886, at 2 p. m. Elder Joseph Luff chosen
to preside; John Vanner.wood, clerk. N~merical
strength of the district was reported by John
Lewis, consisting of 93 members, including 13
Elders·, l Priest, r Teacher and 2 Deacons. Elders John Lewis,, William Richards, John Vanderwood, Henry John, Morgan Jones, and Owen
Thomas reported. John Lewis gave Bishop's
Agent's report having received and paid out
$76. John Lewis tendered resignation as Bishop's Agent, which was accepted. The following
resolutions were adopted: That Henry R. Evans
be recommended to Bishop George A. Blakeslee
for Bishop's Agent for Malad District. That
Henry R. Evans, Morgan Jones, and Ow'm
Thomas be our respresentative committee to the
Mission Conference. That our representative
committee are hereby instructed to intercede at
the Mission Conference for the retur.n. 9£ Joseph
Smith, Joseph Luff, R. J. Anthony, and also the
appointment of John T. Davies to this mission.
That R. J. Anthony be our delegate to the General Conference at Lamoni~ Iowa, and that in the
event of his being inellegible because of having
been chosen ,by some other district, that. he is
hereby authorized to make selectiqn of a delegitte
for us; and, we respectfully request the General
\:qnference to ratify and approve s.uch selection

as he may make. That the district president take
steps toward organizing the Elkhorn Branch as
speedily as possible. That John Lewis act as
president of the Malad District till next conference, and John Vanderwood as clerk. That the
District clerk procure a record book for the district.
That we sustain by our faith, prayers and means,
the spiritual and temporal authorities of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
That we sustain Joseph Luff as president p1'0 fem.
of the Rocky Mountain Mission. The preaching
was done during conference by Joseph Luff.
Adjourned to meet subject to call of the president.
FAR WEST.
Conference of the above district convened with
the St. Joseph branch, Saturday and Sunday,
February 27th and 28th, at ten and a half o'clock,
a.m. 1886, in the Saints' Hall. J. T. Kinneman
in the chair; C. P. Faul and W. Booth, secretaries.
Branch reports.-St. Joseph, 91; no change.
German Stewartsville, report 63; 3 baptized, one
removed by letter. Center Prairie, no change.
Stewartsville City, 89, no change. Far West, 34;
two removed, two received by letter, one by vote.
De Kalb, 73; 3 received by letter, l removed.
Delano, referred back to branch for correction.
Pleas.ant Grove, no change ... Ministerial reports.S. Butler, J. H. Merriam, G. Smith, D. E. Powell, ·
J. D. Flanders, E.T. Dobson by letter, W. Hawkins, J. T. Kinneman, M, T. Short, I. N. Roberts,
Columbus Scott being present reported, Wm.
Lewis. Pri.ests A. W. Head, W. H. Kelley, and
C. P. Faul. J. T. Kinneman, W. Lewis, J. D.
Flanders, W. T. Bozarth and S. Butler, were
elected delegates to Ge.neral Conference. All
statistical branch reports sent to the conference
of this district hereafter, if. lacking any items,
require the reasons, . therefore, such lack be for- .
warded to the branch secretary with the reports.,
Joseph R. Lambert was sustained, and a request
made to General Conference to return him to
this mission. Any mode of getting gain \lnjustly, and dancing as currently pr:acticed, is contrary to the ~ord and spirit of the gospel; and
that members of the church persisting in these
practices, may be dealt .with as transgressors of
the law of God. A committee of two Elders
were appointed to ;isit Mount Hope and Breckenridge branches, for the purpose of setting those
branches in order; and that funds be raised by
this conference to defray their expenses. Bro.
John Burlington, Jr., was appointed to collect
money for the above purpose. The district officers we~e. sustained for the next quarter. The
next conference will convene with the Stewartsville city branch, at ten a.m., on June 12th, 1886.
The delegates of St. Joseph branch, introduced a
statement to the effect that they, the Saints,
wish the co-operation of this conference to the
following: "Believing it to 'Qe to the be.st interest of the work, do reques!.the General Conference to send' a missionary to labor exclusively
in the city of Sf. Joseph." This conference.instructs its delegates to use their influence in accordance with the expressed desire of the St.
Joseph branch. W. H. Kelley preached on Saturday evening; M. T. Short Su.nday, at ten and
a half, a. m. Social meeting at two and it half
p. m. Columbus Scott preached at seven and
half p.m. The Saints were greatly blessed; the
good spirit prevailed throughout the conference.

a

Rev. Thomae W. Smith, Missionary, Papeete, Tahiti, via
.San Francisco, Cal.
·

WANTED.
Books, Pamphlets, and Newspapers, relating to the
Latter Da:v Saints, especially the following: "A Book of
Command.ments," Zion, lS:Ja; •'Latter Day Saints Messenger and Advocate~,, "The Book of Mormon,'' Kirtland.
1837; •'Elders' Journal of Church of L. D.S.;" "''l'imes
and Seasons;'' '""l'he Nauvoo Neighbor;'' "Davis Account
of the Massacre of Joseph Smith," 1844: "Daniels Correct
Account of the Massacre of Joseph Smith;" "Trial of
Persons for the Murder of Joseph 8mith at Carthage Jail;"
"The Ensign of Liberty;'' H1'he Ohve Branch;'' ••Joseph
Smith"s Ifoply to John C. Bennett;" "0. Hyde's Speech
Before the High Priest's Quorum," &c., for which good
prices will b" p11id hy
E. & J. B. YOUNG & CO.,
20mar3t
CooPER UNION. NEW YoRK.

FOR SALE.
160 acres of land, 4Y, miles from Lamoni and

the Ttrnkego Railroad Depot.

%i. mile from

S. FOHEY, LEON, low.A..

THE CITY OF LONDON
REV. Dr. Fish, in an interesting letter to the
Watchman and Reflector says of London: "The
city reminds me much of Berlin. It is certainly
like it in many particulars-solid rather thari
showy. Here is a dense mabS of humanity covering seven hundred square miles. Taking the
immediate suburbs, the city is about thirty miles
in diameter; it is therefore a distance of ninety
miles around it. The population in this area is
4,000,000. And there are more than lo,ooo
policemen to keep the inhabitants in order. The
streets are wider, cleaner, and smother than New
York. The general aspect must impress a fairminded person favorably of the city 9f London.
London consumes in one year 1,600 ooo, quarters of wheat, 300,000 bullocks, l,700,000 sheep,
28,000 calves, and 35,000 pigs. One market alone
(Leadenhall) supplies about 4,500,000 head of
game. This together with 3,000,()()() of salmon,
irrespective of other fish and flesh, is washed
dow'n by 43,000,000 gallons of porter and ale,
2,000,000 gallons of spirits, and 65,000 pipes 'Of
wine. To fill its milk and cream jugs 14,000
cows are kept. To light it at nights, 300,000 gas
lights fringe the streets, consuming every 24
hours 13,000,000 cubic feet of gas. Its water
sxsten} supplies 44,383,328 gallons of water daily;
whi~\! its sewer system carries off 9,502,720 cubic
feet of refuse. Here are 2,500 bakers, l,700 butchers, 3,000 tea dealers and gi·ocers, 1,260 coffe.e .
room.;, 1.500 dairy men, l,350 tobacco stores, and
2,400 licensed surgeons and physicians. W. S.
IS THIS SO?
No believer can read the New Testi:iment and
imagine it any part of the original plan of the
church that it should be split up into an almo,st
innumerable body of opposing sects. The idea
of a Holy Catholic church, though it has no
present realization, is neither narrow nor unscriptural. Followers of Christ were to be oneone in doctrine, one .in practice, one in fellow·
ship. There are many Christians who hold that
the existence of sects or denominations is a blessing to the world. We can not so believe. It is
an evil that followers of Christ should spend
more time and effort in strife among .themseives,
and in costly rivalry, th.an in the c.onversion of
the world. No doubt there are compensations
for this evil. This very rivalry that is to be de·
plored possibly stimulates the different denomina·
tions to give more money and to spend more effort in evangelizing work than would be forthcoming if they were united in a single .~hristian
body. Most evils are accompanied by· some
compensations, bu.t they do not cease'tq be evils
on that account. It is scarcely po~sible lqr anyone to dcli'.ibt that it would be a great gain to tht;
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cause of Christ and to the welfare of the world
if all Christian people were brethren in fact, as
well as in name, and were united in the worship
and service of God.
AN QLD PROPHECY.
SOMEBODY -has unearthed an- old prophecy for
the year 1886 of a decided! y uncomfortable nature,
writes a Rome correspondent of the London
Globe. It appears that in the church of Oberemmel, near the city of Treveri, in Germany, there
is a. stone tablet some centuries old, on which is
cut the prophetic verse-in prose it may be rendered: "When Mark shall bring us Easter, and
Anthony shall sing praises at Pentecost, and John
shall swing -the censer at the feast of Corpus
Domini, then shall the whole earth resound with
weepings and wailings." Now it so happens
that next year Easter falls on St. Mark's day,
Pentecost on that of St. Anthony of Padua, and
the Corpus Domini comes on St. John the Baptist's day, June 24th. Here, then, are the first
conditions of the prophecy falfilled, so that now
believers in prophecies and anxious-minded per- .
sons generally have only to sit down and think
of everything disagreeable that can possibly happen to this poor old planet and the dwellers
thereon between January and December, 1886.
A_nd really it the cyclones, and earthquakes, and
epidemics, and "wars and rumors of wars" of the
years 1882-3-4-5 are to be eclipsed, the prospect
is not an agreeable one.
Weekly Oregonian, October, 1885.

For Sale at a

Barn, Coal and Wood House, outside Cellar, good well of
water, well fenced, well set with Small Fruits; desirable
location. Als0 Material and Fixtures of WAGON SHOP,
trade established six years. Call on or address
J. H. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
P. 0. Box 55, Lamoni, Iowu

-JOHN

SHIPPY,

lloLY 8CRIP1'U}{B8.
_Inspired Translation by Joseph 8.mith the Prophet.
Sheep or Library bindrng ............................ l 5C
Imitation Morocco. gilt edges .................•••.•••. 2 00
FJill Morocco, gilt edges .............................. 2 50

~New

Testament, iH'-"Jdrt'<l ('<'lit1nn..... •.. . ........ •••••

75

FORSCUT'l' AND SlllNN DI8CUS8ION.
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible Teaches the Coming of
Christ to Judge the Worlt.l is now past." M. H. Forscutt
affirms "The Bible Teaches the Literal Resurrection of the
. Body from the Grave." Paper covers, lll4 pages... .. . 35
".MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
We have for •ale at this office the notorious "Mann·
script Found," written by:i:tey. 8olomo~ Spa~ldmg, about
whicb. so much has been said m connect10JI with the theo·
ry that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
chief ground work and material from which to writ.e the
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in
cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one addre•s, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to one address, 20 cents each.
:BRANCH RECORDS.
ieather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ................ 2 00
DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Records ........ 3 00
LICENSES, NOTICES, &c.
Elder'·s, Priest•s, Teacher's, and Deacon's Licenses,
each, per dozen..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Blank Preaching Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . . . 50
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books, with
hlonk •tnh ~r; for....
.. . . . .. . . . . 25
HESPERI8.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges .......................................... 1 50
VISIONS OF J08EPH SMITH, THE SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient Amerio.an.Records and Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others: paper covers. 48

prtQ'eB . . .
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BLYMYER MANUFACTURING
CATALOGUE WITHISOO TESTtMONIALS
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The Lamoni Gazette,
ILL hereafter be published by S. F. Walker and.John
H. Hansen. Evervone interested in the Local News
of this place should subscribe for the Gazette. 'l'erms: One
Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
27feb

W

J.

H .

H A N S -E N ,

M • D .,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

T

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
honrs. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWJ.FERY and DlSE.ASES of WOMEN 11 f!'peciaUy.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14febly

The l!..ine selected by the U.S. Cov•t
to carry the Fast Mail~

'l'EXA8 OR BURST.

For Sale one

Store-hoH~e

&

(Oood!!,

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. J!'or particulars, address.

N.

M.

REEDER,

30jan2m

LAMONI, TOWA.

General Co11 fe1·u11ce.
URING General Conference the LAMONI GAZETTE
will be published Daily, and will contain reports of
.Conference proceedings. Any person sending $1 wiil receive the G11'";,ette one year, and the daily extra. The daily

D

during conference 85 cts. ].,or club8 of ten, one copy free-to
u.gent. 8eud by money order, check, or registered letter.
6mar2t
WALKER & HANSEN, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

120 ACHES, 2;4 miles 8onth-oast of Lamoni and one

~~hcR~~~~
~DENVERST. LOUIS

mile west of Bethany Junction. Land all tilable and well
located, Large young Orchard, just beginning to IJear.
'l'erms eu~y.
Go/)d l!'RAME HOUSE and BAHN.
Address: J. A. HOPKIN8, Lamoni, Iowa.
6mar 4t

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
prac,ice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.
Office two doors south of Hndson·s store; up stairs.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

HANDS.

CHANGED

Fo1· Sale.
HE undersigned offers for 8ale, in the town of Lamoni, two lots centrally located. on one lot is a
BLACKSMITH AND WAGON SHOP, AND A
DWELLING HOU8E;
On the other is a small S'l'ABLE and CORN CRIB. A
good Well on each lot. l!'or price and particulars apply to
6mar lm
J. J. RABIDoU, Lamoni, Iowa.

DENTI8TRY.

D.R.

Bar~ain,

My DWELLING HOUSE and two Lots, good small

J. W. DeNoou, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnyslcian. All calls, day or night, answererl.
J,AMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence Ea@t end
of Main Street.
.fan30tJ

Farin for Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 7:3 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, addreos,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

Faun fo1· Rent
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse ancl
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and-Plow land. Will rnnt 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni, Iowa.
9jantf

O

F a

1·

m

f or

S a le •

ACRES, qnite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,4UO; will take $~,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway. _
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

Fa1.·m

for

Sale.

IGHTY ACRES, well improved; land in good condi'
tion; small House, and Barn, bearing Orchard; one
mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Apply on farm
or by letter to
0. B. THOMA8,

E

20feb2m

NEW

Lamoni, Inwri.

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
l)atalogues sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMON.I, Iowa.

•

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILl.llllOiS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
VVith branch !Ines to their important cities and towns. It
nms every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison~
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. l..ou is and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~•.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termm1 it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Cana~a.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland· and City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pasa. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I:
2:

50 p. m.
53

~·BUSINESS-*

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ.
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.;:
Boolreeping, by single and double entry; BusinessArithi
metic ; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing; CoIDli
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegrapby;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. For circulars address
DUNCAN 8; HAWKS, Davenport, !own.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 8:!,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVI])
DANOllll; commJinlcations and articles to the E:i>JTo!I,

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD 01' THE LORD: l'OR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN Al!IONG YOU HA.VE SAVE lT BE ONE Wll'E· AND CONCUBINES
HE S1J:,Ar.L HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIPE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE 01' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book.of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

33,-Whole No. 672.

THE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Pu.blished. at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.

W" The

Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as.second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W; BLAIR

EDITOR ..
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 27, 1886.
SAINTS east of Chicago, coming to conference, will come to Chicago, thence over
the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy road,
by way of Burlington, to Chariton, Iowa,
thence over the Albany Branch; C. B. &
Q., to Bethany Junction and Lamoni.
Those living on roads connecting with the
C. R & Q. should make the connection as
direct as possible•. From the station on
the CiB;~;>Q. ti~ket to .La~+•pni, changing
cars at Chariton for 'the Alhariy Branch,
nnd at Bethany Junction, three miles ~&st
of .Lamoni, for the latter place.
·
It will be. well to remember that there
is but one train a day e~ch' way at Lamo11i,
· ~oing east ,:lt 1·47 .and coming west .nt 3
m the afternoon.
Trains on the main
line coming west reach Chariton at noon
and midnight; corning .east rea~h Char.iton in the. afternoon. The train for La.. moni .leaves Chariton at noon, making
connection with trains on:-the main line
from the east; whoever. then reaches
Chari.ton after the train leaves. at· noon
will have to wait till the next day at noon.
lV,Iel) folks and wo.rnen who .are abl.e and
don't. mind a three mile walk can come
from Chariton · to Bethany Junction on· a
freight train wh:ch leaves Chariton in the
morning, reach the Junction. about ten
o'clock and walk from there to Lamoni.
Ot?er~ ~ill need t 0 .wait until the regufar
tram time.
THE associ~te editor has been at Dow
City, Galia11d's Grove, and Deloit, Iowa,
from the A th. to 12th inst., and. reports f~ir
progress and good prospects. Some .additi.ons to thy .church are being made iri these
places, :lnd the. general tone anc1 condition
of church ioterests at. these points are
steadily improving. The conference held
at Gal~a?d's Grove from thy 5th to 7th,
<was, sptptual, peacefol and profitable, ahd
was said to be the best held in the district
. for years past. A· disturbing ;element
whicfi' hitherto .annoyed their· assemblies

.

'

No. 13.

Lamoni, Iowa, March 27, 1886.

When the enemy of righteousness gets so wrathy,
more or less was conspicuously absent.
The Spirit of God was present, confirming I consider it good evidence that there is somethe word preached, and its gifts and mani- thing to be either lost or gained that is worthy of
festations gladdened the hearts of alt making an effort to secure. Who will. c,aµie to
The church was filled to its utmost capac- 'rescue the perishing? My daily prayer is that
ity, the Sunday evening congregation be- God will send some one soon. Alive in the lating the largest ever .held in it. The min- ter day work.
istry of the dis.trict are zealous, devoted,
and intend to do all in their power to forBro. I. N. White, writes from Clinton,
ward the work as best thev can. The Missouri, under late date:
times are bad financially, for crops were
"!.have been busily engaged in the field since
rather poor, prices for produce are low.,
and all this tends to make monev scarce our district conference at Independei;ice. Just
for church purposes. Wise and· faithful returned from Cedar county, near :El Dorado
work in this matter will enable the minis- · Springs, where I had an int~resting time-spe';:iktry to o;;c~py their time without hindrance, ing ten times and met with the few gooct-nt)arted
and the blessed work will roll on with in~ Saints, where we were blessed witn God;s Holy
creased power and rapidity. All should Spirit. Two men were baptized, arid o.ne old
help when and where they can, and to the brother received the Reorganized Churcn., I
best of their ability-minister and member I commence a series of meetings at Holden, on
.the 13th; thenye to Karisas City, St.J6siph, and.
-for it is an individual work ..
This district is making fair gains. The on to General Conference.
writer remembers when there was not one
Bro. H. C. Bronson, writing froll) M()nmember in it. But now it contains numerous branches, one of them numbering ovet trose, Lee Co., Iowa, March r7th, says:
two hundred. The Saints in this region
"Bro. Lake is now with us. Our meeti~gs
have influence ·with surrounding society still co.niihue. Two more were baptized yester.that is coi;nrnan.ding ~md full of promis~, day; and three more gave .t.heir names la,;t nfght
and open door,'!· invite them to cdme and for baptism to-day. And· so they comei. •This
occupy.
will ll)ake twenty-on~ baptislns in all sitice our
effort. began.

··

·

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. John Lewis, writing from Malad
City, Idaho, March 5th, says:
"The work is onward in this district Brother
Luff here from Oxford, baptized ..sl!ven at that·
place; went to Samaria; baptized three thi!re;
came to Malad City, baptized five here. I went
to Samaria last Sunday, arid found two more had
been added, man and wife, so we have five there.
When I go there next time, I have faith we will
organize a branch there. Many, mo.re are.believing in Samaria, ·and when we get them, there
will be rio brain left t\) 9pp6se us. WewantBro.
Smith back next Spring. There is no' use to
leave the work only just begun. Many will
come into the church in these parts, and we are
willing to help in.supporting a missfonary in the
fie.Id. B.ro. Ap.thony, Bro. Luff, J. T. Davis, and
PresidentJosephSmith; I hope to see the brethren here soon after .conference.. Reµiember me
kindly to Bro. Blair a,nd his good lady; Bro. ·and·
Sr.. Gaulter, ,not forgetting yo,ur,seJf and family."

B. H. Roberts, of the .Utah ·,polygamic church. delivered a discour.se in .the
Tabernacle, Salt .Lake City, Sunda_r afternoon of March 7th, in w.hich occurs the
following expressions;
ELDER

"•Whether it be right in the sight of God to
hearken unto you more than tin to God, judge ye.
We ought to obey God. rather than man .. ' ·These
words are recorded· in· the. Acts of the Apostles,
4th chap., 19th verse, and 5th chap,, 29th .verse.
This declaration holds good to-day, for the Saints
have. been commanded in the revelation of December 16th, 1833, that they should conduct themselves "A~cording to the laws and constitution of
the people which .J have suffered to be established and should be maintained for the rights. and
protection of all flesh, accor~ing to the just and
holy principles." And iri' another' revelation
given A,ugust 6th, 1.833, the Lord said, "And now
,verily I say unto. you concerning the laws of the
land, it is·my will tl).at my people should observe
to do all thirigs whatsoever I command them;
Sr.. Bell Pickle write.s from Antigo, and that law of she land which is constitt!tional,
Wisconsin:
·
·
supporting the pr~ncipfes of freedom of main.taining rights and privileges, belonging to all !llan"Can we have an Elder here? There ar.e t:wo
kind, and is justifiable· .before ~e. And as' perready for baptism .now, and we think .there will
be more soon. Antigo· has 3000 inhabitants;· . taining to law .of man, wha_tsoever is more or less
than·these cometh of evil.' These are f~e :words .
Surely God must have.some among th.at number,
but where. ar,e· the reapers to gather t!'lem ·in. of the Lord unto the Saints. Ii: .is true that the
law ~gain st plural mar~iage, ·whic~ :We .de.cla,re to
Sectarian· qivisions enraged :when the truth is
pointed out. I. interpret. their anger in this way; be unconstjtutional,. hf!s .been ded;le4 upon by
see the scriptures arrayed against themselves.· . the United States Suprerµe Court;to. be .c:;onsti·
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tutional. We have a right, however, as American citizens, to disagree with the decisions of the
Supreme Court, which are not infallible, and.
have been in other instances subsequently reversed and declared invalid. We are in .the power
of the United States government.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. Henry L. Benner wrote from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, date :not given, highly commendatory of the ministry of Bro.
M. H. Forscutt, at Pittsburg, the past winter. He reports fifty-one, or two, baptisms as the result of Bro. Mark's labors
in Pittsburg and vicinity. .Bro. Benner
addressed his letter to the Hope, but we
take the liberty of making this reference
to it which we hope will be satisfactory.
. Bro.John J. Cornish writes a card from
Sand Beach, Michigan, March 13th: "All
goes well here; Saints are alive to the
work; eight more were baptized by me
to-day. The weather has been severe
here this winter."
Bro. Joseph Luff is quite sick at the
house of Bro. Joseph Clark, Salt Lake
City. Bro. Clark's daughter wrote us at
Bro. Luff's request that it will be advisable
for his friends and correspondents to refrain from writing him until assured of
hi.s recovery, for letters worry hirn, as he
is unable to attend to them.
The statistics of the United States show
by the reports of the internal revenue, that
the receipts for spirits in 1885 fell off nine
million dollars as compared with 1884;
and that since 1883 there has been a steady
falling off in the number of persons engaged in the manufacture of liquors; And
yet "prohibition does not prohibit ( ?)"
The Supreme Court of the United States
has lately decided by a vote of five to four,
that the property of corporations can not
be exempted from taxation by legislative
authority. The ground taken is that no
preceding legislature can bind the action
of succeeding sessions, in this matter.
Bro. W. H. Smart wrote from Galesburg,] asper county, Missouri, March 14th:
"We are striving to do our duty here as
much as possible."
JOSEPH

T~

CHOICE SEER.

IN order to a proper understanding of the
latter day work, and to establish an intelligent unity among the Lord's people, the
relation of the Seer to that work needs to
be known and comprehended.
He gave revelation and prophecy from
1827 down to the time when he was led
away to his death in Carthage Jail, and
these revelations and prophecies set forth
the claim both directly and indirectly that
the church must hear and heed them as
the word of the Lord, and yet they provided that they were to be received and
accepted as authoritative by the voice of
the church through its ministry. (Doc. &
Cov., Rev. Feb. 4th, 1831, with Rev. Feb.
9th, 1831; Rev. Jan. 19th, 1841, in last
part; also the Church .History for 1829, on
the orJination of Joseph and Oliver, etc.)
And the action had by the organized quo:rnms in 1835 when they were presented

in a compiled form and formally endorsed
and accepted confirms this position.
Nothing can be plainer than that God
required the Saints to accept and observe
the revelations of the Seer when he presented them to the church in the way ordained, unless they, upon due examination,
were found to be defective and unreliable.
The quorums of the ministry, and the
body of the Church, were alone to be the
judges, as God should give them light and
knowledge as to what was or was i10t the
word of God to them; or, in other words,
as to what they would accept as the word
of God. In this the Lord reserves to man
his personal agency and the right of private
judgment, and holds him responsible as
to the manner in which he exercises it. If
he judges wisely and properly, all is well;
but if not, then he rejects the counsel of
God, suffers loss, and reaps the fruit of his
wrong-doing.
Israel when the law was read to them, '
acting upon their agency to ac;cept or reject it, entered into covenant to receive it
for themselves and their children; (Ex.
24: 3-8); and this law was binding upon
them throughout their generations.
No man; no faction; no priest, prophet,
or king, had the right to disobey, resist,
evade, or question it. They who did
· either, did it at their peril, and to their
damage, as the Bible fully proves. To
this we add the fact that all revelations and
prophecies of Moses and the prophets and
seers who were sent of God and accredited
by him were received as authoritative and
valid, and were endorsed, quoted and maintained bv all of God's faithful serveats in
after times. Vv e never read of any but
the wicked, aspiring, self-conceited, and
unfaithful ones, seeking to invalidate, nullify, or reject any portion of the work delivered by God's seers and prophets.
Jesus and his faithful ministry and people
never did anything of this kind. The
"Thus saith the Lord" of all God's chosen
and accepted prophets and seers, especially
after such was received by God's people
as his word, was always held to be true
and of full force and authority, and was
never resisted or dishonored by the wise
and faithful people of God. We never
find one of the L0rd's appointed servants,
nor· any considerable number of them,
questioning or rejecting a clause, sentence,
paragraph, or section of any of the authentic and commonly accepted revelations and
prophecies"' of heaven's duly accrdited
prophets and seers. God's people, when
blind and wicked, have done this great
evil; but upright and wise ones never
did.
Now that J O'leph the Seer comes to us
with the clearest, strongest credentials,
approved of God by prophecy, history, and
the mavellous testimony of the Holy Ghost,
why will individuals and factions claiming
to be Saints treat the word of God given
through him with neglect, contempt, and
resistance? No one excepting Jesus of
Nazareth has had such numerous and decided evidences of divine authority and
approval as Joseph the Seer. God has
borne witness by the gifts and manifestations of His Spirit to hundreds of thousands

of souls that the gospel work sent to the
world through him is of heaven, and that
the church and ministry established by
him is of divine authority. God has also
confirmed the revelations and prophecies
of the Seer in a most complete ancf conch1~ive manner.
He has likewise given . the
highest class of testimony, varied in kind
and great in extent, in proof of the divine
origin and character of the Book of Mormon. Ai;ul that book speaks in the clearest and most decisive terms of the divine
calling, inspired authority, and exalted
work of Joseph the Seer. And to those
who profess to believe that book we say,
Hearken and hear and heed its testimony
in respect to the Seer, his priestly appointment, and his work as ordained of God.
He:.ir and heed what the Lord testifies in
respect to the character, extent, and scope
of the "choice Seer's" work, and .then resist and reject every tale and theory, and
surmise that in any way opposes or conflicts with these divine promises. "Cursed
be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm;" but "blessed is the man
that trnsteth in the Lord, and wh.ose hofle
the Lord is," (J er. I 7: 5, 7); therefore
cease from the theories of men and hear
what the Lord ·says of the Seer, his authority and his work.
"For Joseph truly testified, saying: A seer shall
the Lord my God raise up, who shall be a choice
seer unto the fruit of my loins. Yea, Joseph
truly said, thus saith the Lord unto me: A choice
seer will I raise up out of the fruit of thy loins;
and he shall be e•teemed highly among the fruit
of thy loins. And unto him will ·I give commandment, that he shall do a work for the fruit
of thy loins, his brethren, which shall be of great
worth unto them, even to the bringing of them
to the k!lowledge of the covenants which I have
made with thy fathers. And I will give unto
him a commandment, that he shall do none
other work save the work which I shall command
him. And I will make him great in mine eyes:
for he shall do my work. And he shall be great
like unto Moses, whom I have said I would
raise up unto you, to deliver my people, 0 house
of Israel. And Moses will I raise up, to deliver
thy people out of the land of Egypt. But a seer
will I raise up out of the fruit of thy loins; and
unto him will I give power to bring forth my
word unto the seed of thy loins; and not to the
bringing forth my word only, saith the Lord,
but to the convincing them of my word, which
shall have already gone forth among them.
Wherefore, the fruit of thy loins shall write;
and the fruit of the loins of Judah shall write;
and that which shall be writte.n by the fruit of
thy loins, and also th•t which shall be written
by the fruit of the loins of Judah, shall grow together, unto the confounding of false dectrine,
and laying down of contentions, and establishing
peace among the fruit of thy loins, and bringing
the111 to the knowledge of their fathers in the
latter <lays; and also to the knowledge of my
covenants, 5aith ~he Lord. And out of weakness
he shall be made strong, in that day when my
work shall commence among all my people, unto
the restoring thee, 0 house of Israel, saith the
Lord.
"And thus prophesied Joseph, saying: Behold,
that seer will the Lord bless; and they that seek
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to destroy him, shall be confounded: for this
promise, of which I have obtained of the Lord,
of the fruit of thy loins, shall be fulfilled. Behold I am sure of the fulfilling of this promise.
And his name shall be called after me; and it
!>hall be- after the name of his father. And he
shall be like unto me; for the thing which the
Lord shall bring forth by his hand, by the power
of the Lord shall bring my people unto salvation;
yea, thus prophesied Joseph, I am sure of this
thing, even as J am sure of t:he promise of Moses:
for the Lord hath said unto me, I will preserve
thy seed forever. And the Lord hath said, T
will raise up a Moses; and T will gil·e power unto
him in a rod; aud I will give judgment unto hiin
in writing. Yet I will not loose his tongue, that
he shall speak much: for I will not make him
mighty in speaking. But I will write unto him
my law, by the finger,.of mine own hand; and I
will make a spokesman for him. And the Lord
said unto me also, I will raise up unto the fruit
of thy loins; and I will make for him a spokesman. And I,,behold, I will give unto him that
he shall write the writing of the fruit of thy loins,
unto the fruit of thy loins; and the spokesman of
thy loins shall declare it. And the words which
he shall write, shall be the words which are expedient in my wisdom, should go forth unto the
fruit of thy loins. And it shall be as if the fruit
of thy loins had cried unto them from the dust;
for I know their faith. And they shall cry from
the dust; yea, e_ven repentance unto their brethren, even after many generations have gone by
them. And it shall come to pass that their cry
shall go, even according to the simpleness of
their words. Because· of their faith, their words
shall proceed forth out of my mouth unto their
brethren, who are the fruit of thy loins; and the
weakne,ss of their words. will I make strong in
their faith, unto the remembering of my covenant
which I made unto thy fathers."-2 Nephi 2: 2, 3.

In this we find the Lord's opinion and
estimate of the Seer, also the commands
and promises of God as to.what the Seer
should and would do. In his authority
and work he was to be somewhat like both
Moses and Joseph the son of Jacob. He
would translate sacred records; he would
establish the "work" of the Lord in the
last dispensation; he and his spokesman
were to send forth the "work" committed
to the,ir trust, and this would make church
organization and church rules of government _necessities. They who would seek
to de,stroy him in his work as a prophet
and seer would be confounded. And the
Lord says of him, "I will make him great
in mine eyes; for he shall do my work."

has said "the fear of the Lord is the beginning
of wisdom."
The question has been ask~d us, "How is this?"
Asked, after certain well attested and remarkable
facts of what the world are pleased to denominate "Faith Cures" had been narrated to us.
"How is this?" Are they stealing our thunder?"
"And John answered him, saying, Master we
saw one casting out devils in thy name, and he
followeth not us; and we forbade him, because
he followeth not us. But Jesus said, Forbid him
not.; for there is no man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can lightly speak evil of
me. For he that is not against us is on our part."
"Stealing our thunder!" Would God then, there
were more thieves of that stamp in the world!
In the days when our Savior "came unto his
own" because God had made a covenant with
Abraham, and they were the descendants of
Abraham, according to the flesh, they were lifted
up in the pride of their hearts. They felt themselves the chosen people of God, and all not of
their nation were "Gentile dogs." It was true
that as a nation, they were the only ones professing a knowledge of the true God, and it was
equally true that God was not then, is not now
and never can be a respecter of persons. Justice
goes hand in hand with every act of Jehovah!
In his wisdom he chose them as a nation, to be
the guardia,ns of his truth. As a nation, to them
was the Redeemer sent; but when he himself
went down to his own country, what do we hear
stated? "And he could there do no mighty
work, save that he laid his hands upon a few
sick folk, and healed them. And he marvelled
because of their unbelief." The Son of Gqd was
not able to work among the sons of men, except
by faith, and the want of faith in these children
of Abraham was such as to cause even the Savior to wonder.
Change now the time and place. The Master
has just come down' from the Mount, and among
the multitude following him as he entered into
Capernaum was a certain Centurion, an officer in
the Roman army, commanding one hundred
men. Being a Roman he was a Gentile, and yet
he had a request to mak:e of the "King of the
Jews." "Lord, my servant Heth at home sick of
the palsy, grievously tormented." "And Jesus
saith unto him, I will come and heal him~"
"1'he Centurion answered and said, Lord, I am
not worthy that thou shouldest come under my
roof; but speak the word only, and my servant
shall be healed. For I am a mari under authority, having soldiers under me, and I say to this
man, Go, and he goeth; and to another, C~i;ne,
and he cometh; and to my servant, Do this, and
he doeth it." When Jesus heard it, he marvelled
and said to them that followed, "Verily, I say unto you, I have not found so gr:eat faith, no, not in
Israel"
"And Jesus said unto the Centurion, Go thy way, as tkou kast believed so be it
done unto thee." And his servant was healed in
the self-same hour."
"As thou hast believed," said Jesus, "so be it
done unto thee." Faith in this man was strong.
He evidently must have known the Savior, must
have witnessed his wonderful works upon other
occasionSj and have listened to his divine teachings. He was an officer of one of the most powerful governments the world ever has k:nown, and
he knew that no command issued in the name of
that government would be lightly regarded in
any part of the eafth whei·e its ;jurisdiction ex-
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EDITE1) BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"In the great mystery which around .us lies,
The wisest is a fool., the fool Heaven-helped is wise."
"HOW IS THIS?"

WE are placed in a world where from the first
moment of our entering into life, until we "gather up our feet to depart" we are surrounded by
mystery. To the living only one thing in this
world is certain, and that is death. "It is appointed unto man once to die." Man never yet found
out God by his un~ided, wisdom. The wise man
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tended. Therefore when he saw the humble
Nazarine going about among the children of men,
doing good unto all, and performing such works
as his eyes had never before witnessed, he said to
himself: "He must have authority and power
over agents unseen to me. Here are my agentsthese men whom I behold with my;eyes are they
who execute my orders; but this man works by
another power." "Speak the word only,'' was the
faith begotten in his heart, and the record is,
"his servant was healed in that self-same hour,"
and yet he was a Gentile and knew not the "one
living -and true God." The record assures us
upon two vital points in this narrative. The
Centurion believed Christ to be a good man"Lord l am not worthy that thou shouldest come
under my roof;" and he had implicit faith in his
power-"but speak the word only and my servant
shall be healed." But mark this,. while we are
assured upon these points there is one of a different character upon which it is silent as the grave.
The Savior marvelled at his faith, but his only
answer to him was, "As thou hast believed so
be it done unto thee." Thou hast believed in my
goodness and power, and therefore thy faith
shall have all the reward thou hast asked for;
thy servant shall be healed. This man came not
to him seeking the way of life an.d salvation.
His words were not "Rabbi we know thou art a
teacher come from God;" nor yet; "Good Ma~ter
what must I do to inherit eternal life?" It was a
temporal blessing he wanted, and he received
it according to ·his desire, and faith was the
medium through which it came. Not tpe faith
inherent in the Savior, for we have seen that
because of the unbelief of his kindred-those .of
his own country-"he could there do no. mighty
works,'' but the faith of the Centurion -himself.
Confirmation of this fact will be found. in. Acts
r4: 9.
Review the history of Cornelius. "A devout
man, and one that feared God with all his house;
which gave much alms to the people, and prayed
to God always." Turn to the roth of ,!\.cts and
read it, marking well the conclusion, "And now
send men t() Joppa and call for one Simon -whose
surname is Peter;
he shall tell thee what
thou oughtest to do." Here was a· good man,
one who attained unto the ministration of ;ingels,
and yet he was not in the kingdom of Go!L; tl;iere
was something to be done;
Upon another occasion when the Master was
at Capernaum, the friends of a sick man uncovered the roof of the house where he was teaching,
and let him down thn>ugh the roof with the bed
on which he was lying. -"When Jesus saw their
faith, he said unto the sick of the palsy, Son, thy
sins be forgiven thee." Was the .faith w];iich'
Jes us perceived in these men of a character different from that of the Centurion? We are certainly
constrained to believe it was mote comprehensive,
else he.would not have said, "Thy 'sins be forgiven thee."
'Let us say to our questioner, do not be troupled,
because the angel is moving. the waters and they
who first step into them are not following with
us; neither suffer this to lead you for one moment
to suppose that, in obeying the gospel, you have
done anything which you might have .Jefn.ltldone.
Of the ten: lepers who were cleansed. there:was
but one who returned to give God the glory,;and
that one a stranger. Wedo not read that N aaman
the Syrian ever found Qut the God of .Israel,
though he was cle.ansed of his leprosy, thrqugh
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obedience to' the prophet's command. For fifty
· years and better, the organized church of God
has been contending that God was as willing to
bless mankind in this day as ever he was. It is
time the leaven should begin to show itself, and
if the world has greater faith than the church,
their ~les.slvg will be according to their faith.
This.\vas oneofthe first declarations promulgated
in these last days. "God works among the children of men according to their faith." But let
us remember that while the Gentile centurion
had greater faith than Christ had found in Israel,
this fact did not change the relation in which the
covenant people stood to God. The Gentiles
could only become children of the kingdom
through obedience to the laws of adoption, even
if like Cornelius they were ministered to by the
angels.. Dear sisters of like precious fatth, what
we need is to be "Heaven-helped" in order to be
wise, and as our mind has been deeply drawn to
this one thought we will write of it next week.
Weare in receipt of letters from Sisters Gifford,
Bradly, Ruby and Charlotte. We wish to call
especial attention to Sister Jones' letter in this
issue, and to express a hope that we shall hear
from her often. We thank all who are remembering, and our determination is to labor accord'ing to the very best: of our ability while life
remains.
L.A.lllONI, !Owa, March 18th, 188ti.
WOMAN'S WORK.
"Consider first, that great
Or bright infers not excellence; the earth
Though in compat•ison of heaven, so small,
Nor glist'i'ing; may of solid good contain
More plenty than the sun that barren shines,
Whose virtue on itself works no effect,
But in the fruitful earth; there, first received,
His beams, nnactive else, their vigor find."
-Milton.

Ever since Sister Frances commenced her work
as Editress of the "Mother's Home Column," we
have been looking over the pages of the Herald·
for further expresRions of . gratitude for the
thought that. inspired and desire that prompted
her to undertake so worthy an object. That the
titne has fully come·for woman to make good
use of the privilege which are extending proportionately with the march of civilization, that
she ·is worthy to be an active participant in some
of the most advanced reformatory movements cf
this age, that she is endowed by her Creator with
special qualifications that render her fit to be engaged in the worthy effort of bringing before the
minds of those around her the necessity of a closer, more searching investigation of their highest
needs, and God-given responsibilities,-all this
and more has at length been conceded.
Sr. Frances says, "Do not let us wait for great
_things to do." This monition brings to us the
thought that in the humble home, in the schoolroom, in the prayer meeting, wherever her footsteps tend and her voice is heard, the little words
in kindness spoken, the soft answer that turneth
away wrath, the confirming testimony of the gospel, the heartfelt prayer that brings down blessing from above,-all shed their wide extending
influence upon the human heart.
We can not, if we would, live without exerting
an influence either for good or evil over those
around us; and when the fact presents itself in
all its dreadful reality that the arch enemy of
mankind is making desperate effort to thwart
~very good purpose, knowing full well how and

where our works can: be shaken, we ought to
make sure that we not only receive this gospel
in faith, but also work righteousness, for to such
only is the promise of eternal life.
Sometimes we feel that a spirit of peaceful
slothfulness, which is not peace, is within us; we
may be waiting for God's Spirit to impel us to do
some 'deed of love; if ~o, let· us wait with the
thought that He surely lives, and firmly trust in
him, knowing that in every effort for good,
though exer so feeble, he will keep us; and show
his divine appreciation by giving his Holy Spirit,
by whom is shed aproad in our hearts, the love
of God.
The same voice that uttered these words, "Behold the field is white already to harvest, arid it
is the eleventh hour, and for the last time that I
shall call laborers into my vineyard," spoke these,
like those in days of old, "Continue in the spirit
of meekness and beware of pride." "Let all thy
garments be plain, and their beauty, the beauty
of the work of thine own hands." "Keep my
commandments, and ye shall inherit the kingdom
of heaven." May we not by heeding these words
be enabled to .do more for the cause. We are
encouraged by words of cheer through the IIerald
and from the sacred desk, as with the voice of a
trump, telling how the gospel is wending its way;
how precious souls are awakening to a-consciousness of diviner needs; how some are waiting, almost persuaded, at the door; and that many have
been, through words mighty to save, stirred to
action, like troubled waters, until we begin to
hear from the salt land the mournful plea, "We
have sinned; we are all as an unclean thing, and
all our- righteousness is as filthy rags."
-~t "righteousness and truth are to sweep the
earth as with a flood," what a glorious incentive,
sisters, for our work in behalf of misguided woman in Utah, in all their affiictions·we being afflicted, lifting up our hearts unto Him in prayer for
their deliverance. We know not but that through
them the case of truth there might be advanced;
therefore we ought to do something, be it ever so
small an offering for them, and strive by every
means in our humble sphere, in good will, to do
service as to the Lord; knowing that whatsoever
good any man doeth, the same shall he receive
of the Lord, whether he be bond or free.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
PLANO,

Ill.

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb., 22d.
Dear Sister Frances:-In reading the Mother's
Home Column this evening, I felt pleased to
think we had a place in the Herald where we
could exchange thoughts with each other. I feel
pleased with the two letters from those sisters in
Plano. I quite agree with sister Hattie White in
regai·d to having our children baptized when they
are young. We can teach them as much as their
young minds can understand while they are
young. It also-acts as a check against their mixing with the world's people. If we let them mix
with the young people of other churches, they
will form ideas that it will be hard to break away
from. Now, sisters, let us see to it that we do
our duty by our children, for they are to take our
places when we are gone. And I also believe we
will have to give an account before God as to
how we have done our duty towards them. May
God bless and strengthen you for the work before you, is the prayer of your sister in bonds,
SISTER JOHN SCOTT.

[WE are sure sister Scott. did not mean to say
that she objected to her children going with those!
whose parents differed from her in religious
views, but simply such associations as would be
harmful to them. <•I pray not that thou shouldst
take them out of the world, but that thou shouldst
keep them from the evil." Let us earnestly endeavor to so instruct them; so walk before them
that when they go among their young companions, their light may shine. But in the Lord's
fear, let us restrain them from all evil associations,
no matter where found.-Ed.]
THE Mothers' Department is what we have long
·needed. Now are we equal to the task of .doing
our share in making it practically beneficial and
interesting? We're not going to sermonize.
That surely is not in our line. There is more in
life than theory. "Practice what we pteach," is
easily said, but not as readily accomplished.
"The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world,"
'tis said. Rather a small world, we think, and a
weak hand; nevertheless, a mother's influence
often continues through lift with her children.
Why may not the wife be called Madame, instead of Mrs.? How much more elegant and
appropriate. Did you all read that clipp{ng from
the Chicago Tri!>1111e in our llerald for January
30th. If not, turn back and read it now. And
did you, sisters, read Dewitt Talmadge's sermon
No. 2, on the Marriage Ring? If you didn't, you
ought to, old and young. There's a whole bunde
of truth in it, and a good deal of healthy, sensible
advice. Why couldn't our editor copy it, or a
part of it at least?
And why don't the sisters send us some hints
on household affairs, good practical recipes, &c.?
Bread is the staff of life; what better subject to
talk about? Perhaps all of us find difficulty
sometimes in making good bread. Dfd you ever
try leaven bread, when yeast failed to- produce
the desired result? Some flour will not make
gDod bread with yeast, by any ordinary method,
and yet rises white, sweet and feathery with
leaven. Flaky pie crust looks very nice, and
bakes beautifully, made of lard and water, equal
parts, (flour and salt, of course), but adding good
baking powders to the ingredients, and reducing
the quantity of lard surely mrekes the pastry
more healthful, and also very palatable. Omit
half the quantity of water, using sour milk and
soda instead, is· very good, and requires less
shortening than the old method. Take a ring
from old suspenders and sew to one corner of
·your ironing holder to hang it by. Freeze your
hulled corn before boiling. It is much nicer.
We never use it unless it has been frozen before
boiling.
Fearing we may be made acquainted with the
waste basket for expansiveness, we will conclude
with an extract from Gail Hamilton on Woman
Suffrage:
"Woman suffrage is an artificial cause, and is
just as hard to keep up as slavery was to put
down. Convention, discussion, legislation, fail
to arouse any enthusiasm for woman's rights, because there is no organized, insistent, radical
woman's wrongs. Individual women suffer, and
concrete laws are unjust, but men as a class are
not unjust to women as a class. As men increase
in refinement and virtue, women share in the
improvement-inevitably because man is compounded of men and women. Whatever women
suffer they suffer from the imperfection of human
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society, not from any combined intentional oppression by the stronger sex. Woman suffrage
languishes not because men will not grant it, but
because women do not wish it. \Vomen can not
be made to wish it, because they do not suffer
from the lack of it. Whenever tht.y want it they
will have it. There is more danger t.hat they
will have it without .wanting it than that they
will want it without havin15 it."
What do you think of it? Give us your opinion.
Yours devotedly,
PERLA 'WILD.
RELIGION IN THE HOME.

THF. home is the cradle and nursery where human immortals begin life which shall last forever; therefore, great preparation ought to be
made by parents to make home a haven of rest
and a place of Christian culture. Family piety
elevates the family relation here, and then when
we cultivate family pi.ety we have the assurance
of .a family united forever, and forever happy.
David says "l have never seen the righteous
forsaken, or his seed begging bread." This message of David we. believe, for we can see that it
is true. When we look out upon the world and
see the drunkard, and those that are on the verge
of pauperism, we find that they are those that
ignore religion, and in most cases have not been
under the influence of religion at home.
If there is no family religion, there is no religion
at all, for we can not be Saints abroad and devils
at home, and we can not be indifferent to the
spiritual condition of our families if we have
true piety. If we do not serve God at home he
will not say of us as he did to Abraham, "l know
that he will command his children and his
household after him."
.There is little hope for our children being religious if we allow them to seek their pleasures
away from their parents' guardianship. Being
out late nights is at the root of nine-tenths of all
family trouble. If children are to grow up godly
they must have the shelter which God prov.~ded
for them, HOME.
MRS. DANIEL Jol'<ES.

p-· The printed name on the colored label on your pa·per gives the date to which your subscription has been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

REESE. Mich., March 14th.
Mr.· TV. W. Blair; Dear bYofher in Christ :-I
have just returned home from where I have been
laboring. January r6th, myself and wife arrived
in Tawas, where we found a branch of the Saints:
We found them all well and enjoying the blessing of God. I commenced holding meetings,
and finding good interest I remained. there fivf'
weeks; preached eighteen times and baptized
nine. While there we had some little difficulty
with the Salvation Army, but nothing serious.
One of our sisters expressed her gratitude to God
in their meeting for sending one of the Saints
Elders into that place. They responded : «Yes,
and we hope.God will bring him out of darkness."
I spoke once on the Book of _Mormon, showed
what it was and proved its divine origin from the
Bibie. One lady, a school teacher, came five
miles to hear me, and gave me credit for being
fair and scriptural, but still she could not believe
if; I felt. to pity her. In two or three days she
ij\mt Jlle a statement concerning the three witnes.
,..

··-"

ses to the Book of Mormon, (a) l will send it with
this. Feeling that I had done my duty in that
place I left for Whitteniore and commenced
holding meetings. Before reaching Whittemore
I dreamed I saw a large snake, .probably six feet
in length,-! felt scared at first.
How.ever, I
picked up a scythe and started after him; he ran
till he came to a certain place and then darted
straight down into the ground. When I arrived
in Whittemore I found six of the Saints living
there. They got the school house and I commenced holding meetings. The M. E. minister
tried very hard to help me along; but some way
we did not work good together. I preached the
first on baptism, of course, it was a little too
strong; he did not believe only in two births;
one the natural birth, the other a •piritual. But
that was not all the difference, the next time I
preached I showed the necessity of laying on
hands. He said this laying on hands did not
amount to anything, it came out of the Roman
Catholic Church. I showed that through every
dispensation of time, that the laying.on of hands
was practiced by God's people for various purposed. vVhen I showed the organization he
went into the ground; the truth cut like a two
edged sword. However, I baptized one, and then
started for home.
I remember the Saints .there for their kindness
to me, and. pray that God will abundantly bless
them. I feel to say that God blessed me much
in presenting his word. Pray for me that I may
yet become useful in declaring God's eternal
truth. I remain your brother in Christ,
E. DELONG.
(a).-Neither of the three witnesses ever denied
his testimony. Oliver Cowdery died in 1850,
near Richmond, Missouri, where. David Whitmer still lives, and to his dying day continually
asserted the truthfulness of his testimony. .David Whitmer still makes the same statement he
djd· at the time. Martin Harris died in the valley
of Salt Lake, affirming the correctness of his testimony to the last hour of his life. What a persistent life the lie that these three witnesses denied their testimony has.
SANTA ANA, Cal., Feb. 24th.
Dear Herald:-I have just been conversing
with Elder B. F. Grouard (now resident of Santa
Ana), in regard to his Island missionary work;
and thinking a brief account as he tells it, might:
interest many, I give the following: October 15th,
1843, Elders B F. Grouard, Addison Pratt, Noah
Rodger and Henry Hanks sailed from New Bed:
ford, Massachusetts, for Tahiti, having been ordained and set apart by Joseph and Hyrum Smith,
at Nauvoo, for that mission, and also by special
conference appointment. They landed at Tahiti
April I 5th, 1844. Elder Hanks died of consumption
on the passage; Elder Rodger remained but two
years, doing no native preaching, then returned
home; Elder Pratt made one visit home and returned, while Elder Grouard remained in active
hard labor nine years, or till June, 1852. On his
arrival at Anaa there was a protracted and bloody
war raging between the French .and the Islanders,
and he often found himself in peril between the
contending.parties; and also saw many native conflicts, and freq)Jently acted as peace-maker, settling
violent. contentions, and preventing much bloodshed; until his word and counsel were regarded
as law by the most of them. He taught them
the·dufo;s of_every,da,r life;_helped them to es:
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tablish their boundary lines, make agreements
and contracts; taught the men how to do all
kinds of mechanical work in a simple way, and
farm work, making every thing. to work with;
the women how to cook, keep house, sew, cut
and. make their own clothes, and children.'s apparel; also how to read and write, and in his
many schools he had both old and young.
In going on foot from one settlement to another on some of the islands he had to wade, or swim
the many bayous, or sloughs, that run back from
the sea. Often the natives would follow along
with him, and keep gathering on the way. While
thus on the way he taught them, then upon
crossing a slough he would stop and baptize from
fifty to one hundred, then on to the next, a few
miles, and baptize as many more; so all day, and
when they arrived at the town all would be
there; he would then hold a great meeting and
confirm them all, organize them in the simplest
possible man.ner for them to improve; stay a week
and on again in like manner, working to the
next town.
For years he labored in this way, barefoot with
only drawers and shirt for clothing; cocoanuts
and fish for food, eating with fingers, no money
to buy any thing with. Finally he built a schooner of eighty tons burthen, on the Island of Tubuai; had not a cent to commence with; cut the
timber, whip sawed it, designed the vessel, got
natives to help do some of the roughest and
plainest work, and after overcoming. all kinds of
difficulties with eighteen months' hardlabor, com.pleted the vessel, and sailed from one island to
another, irr his missionary- work. Finally, in
1850, Addison Pratt returned to the Islands with
four Elders from Salt Lake, all in the faith of
polygamy, though they did not teach it to the
natives, but told Grouard for the first· time. that
the ~piritual wife business was in the church_
The statement made him al-most crazy, with other
things they told him; and at first he felt that he
would not have it so; but ere long he was made
painfully aware of the great change that had
taken place since he left Nauvoo in 1843, under
the appointment of Joseph the martyr, of whose
death he did not learn for over two years after
his assasination.
It now seemed to him as he scanned the field
of his long, arduous, self-sacrificing labors for
seven years, that his brightest hopes were blasted,
his glorious sun had set; and he must now surre~der his charge so well kept, and growing, into
the hands of false teachers and shearers of the
flock, instead of the feeding shepherds; said he
would rather have died, than continue in tha.t
condition.
So in June, 1852, he returned, or left the Islands
for home.-"Home did I say-Good heavens! I
had no home; I was alone in the world. Shipwrecked worse than when I was -once wrecked
upon an uninhabited island. But I lived aloof
from all forms of religion. Now am an old man,
with a grown up family, but to-day am not sorry
for the work I did on those Islands over thirty
years ago; for I taught them the truth, and
nothing else. I should like to visit them again,
and confirm to them that which I then taught
them; and hope that I may. I feel that I have done
my share, and that God does not require such
sacrifice at my hands again. If He does he will
have to tell. me so. Am now making a living
for iny family, and it is my duty; but hope to b.e
· able to take a rest ere long; then I will go dow1l
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there again·if all is well, visit and try and unite
. t}lem in the one faith again; but I would not take·
the charge of the mission. :iM:y standing, I claim
fs not changed, but is the same it was in 1843."
A schooner of fifty to one hundred tons burthen is much needed among those Islands, and
would pay well every way. Bro. Grouard also
says he would help take one down if the Saints
should send one; and would go from Island to
Island instructing in regard to the best routes to
be taken ~s he is well acquainted with that business there. He speaks native fluently, and although thirty years is ;i. Jong link to be broken
in the chain of a man's life; he is still hale and
well kept, for notwithstanding he was shipwrecked, he still preserved and maintained his nobility of manhood; and in conversation on this, his
eyes flash fire when he speaks of the Brighamite
departure and its dirty results.
My prayer is that the Spirit of God may richly
endow him and lead him into useful and happy
paths in the great latter day work in which he
has toiled and suffered so Jong and so well, for
assuredly he will reap the reward of that master-,.
Iv sowing in the Jong past. I feel deeply inter~sted in the welfare of Elder Grouard, and of all
such; and I believe that God does also, and that
his days have been prolonged, that he might
again be.hold the rising light of Zion's sun rising
to set no mote.
,
ShoµJd the cut rates continue, doubtless several of the Saints will attend coming conference,
from this district, as welJ as the northern distr~cts.
Yours in the field and labor of Jove,
D.S. MILLS.
RIDGETowN, Ont., March 14th.
Dear Readers oj Ike Herald:-I see good letters
.and pieces of good advice from the many brethren and sisters in the new covenant of these last
days;. so I thought tidings from this !Jlace would
not come amiss. The work here is still moving;
and the authorities of the land_ are giving us our
rights; for the town council here gave me a remittal of taxes last year for doing ministerial
labors. There was quite a share of talk over it,
some said our religion was not acknowledged by
I.aw; but when the town councn gave me the· remittal of taxes it changed the tide, showing we
are just as good as any one else, if we behave Olli"·
.selves. You can rest assured the above would
. not have been granted to me if I had taught plul·al ..
ity of wives. God has promised us favor in the
sight of men, and the above is a great evidence to
me. I feel encouraged to see the zeal of some in
sacrificing what they do, but think it better.if we
could all pull alike. If all were true to the gospel
harness the work would gain more ground.
Saints very often cripple the work by moving,
especially from a branch few in number. \Ve
ought to see if we have sufficiently warned our
neighbo~s; and whether by our going away we
would cripple the branch that we are connected
with. Saints seem to have so much move on the
brain. If we would hold the fort, try to push out,
laborers in the field and live consistant lives in
the places where we reside, more good could be·
done; not move to places where large branches
of the Saints are, there to get rid of battle. Large
branches can get along without us just now. Let.
the call come first. Brethren, let us step out in
the broad, open field, and wave the banners of the
everlasting gospel. We a,re liable to have tqe".

gathering to 'extremes, "There is a time for all .
things."'' I had the moving spfrit once; but a
good brother gave me quite a setting out, saying
the Saints here in Canada,. have nearly spoilt the
work· by moving. Forts abandoned have to be
retaken. I ~ould like to be with a large body of
Saints just as well as any person; but in a great
many large branches now, where there is a number of officers, the laity holds their money; keep
the officers at home; then each officer tries to pick
flaws in every others sermon, like a lot of little
children. If they would get out in the open
blaze of the battle, there would be enough to do
to fight the enemy without finding fault with our
brothers speech. Saints; give in your tithes and
offerings to keep the boys out, so when they come
back they will be as my dear old mother used to
say, "Hunger is good saul'e. Victuals very often
do not taste right, or suit the boys, ~hile around
home (I was a boy once), but while away they get
brought to their senses, so coming back, they find
home is the best place yet." And such will be
the case with those who wave the gospel banners.
Yours in the Everlasting Gospel,
JAMES H. TYRRELL.
TENAN,TS HARBOR, Me.; March 4th.
Bro. Blair:-The last from these parts you
had was from Bro. Kelley after our tour of
Maine last fall. When we separated I went to
Lisbon Falls where my family are residing for
the winter. While at home I was favored with
the privilege .of preaching twice in the Baptist
Church there, as "supply" for the pastor who was
ill. I was somewhat surprised at the invitation,
for [ told them distinctly what I was denominationally. It was the means of giving me a start
before the public there which I hope to improve
at some opportune time. Some have called for
and received reading matter relative to our faith.
January rst I left home for the east, my field
of labor. The stormy weather prevented the
steamer from making connection at Rockland,
which would delay me over Sunday. I thought
to improve the time by caliing to see Bro. Seavey
at Tenant's Harbor, some twelve miles away. I
came upon him rather unexpectedly, for he had
not seen an Elder for several years, is isolated
from church pdvileges, being the only one of the
faith in the town, is highly respected and esteemed as a citizen, and is town clerk. The Baptists
control the only church of the place. The minister being away, Bro. Seavey applied for the
chance for tiie fo preach, but was refused, notwithstanding I had just been adorning the pulpit
of a sister church. The people were anxious to
hear, but the stiff antiquated Deacon said "Nay,"
and I presume thought "he decejveth the people:"
·rn this case it turned out to be the best thing he
could have done for me. The liberal minded
people of the place, not wishing to have such a
reputation as to be called intolerant, opened the
school house, where I preached eleven discourses
to good audiences. An effort was made by some
of the poor creed-bound ones to even stop that,
. but to no purpose, only to agitate the subject of
building a church that will be free to all, which
may yet be done by them.
From there I was invited to Martinsville, two
miles off, where they have a Union Church.
The minister there for this winter is an Adventist.
I was allowed to occupy when he did not. Good
audiexwes greeted ~e th1<:e. The ~rnister alsp

publicly announcing that he knew of me' and the
people I represented, that they were good Christian folks. This favor was due to the kind treatment rendered him by Saints where he had
traveled; "Kindness makes friends." The Adventists have preached considerably around this
place, and as a consequence their hobby, the soul
question, was made prominent. After I had
preached a few times it became evident that it
would not do to let me go on unmolested, so of
course the hobby was presented to know how we
viewed the matter, which resulted in arrangements for a four nights' debate on the subject.
From there I went to New Harbor, where
resides our old heroine and veteran, Sister Poland,
who for over forty years has maintained her confidence in the final success of the great work of
this dispensation. How sublime the faith that
will hold fast so many years in the face of all
opposition and in isolation from those of like
faith. For upwards of thirty years she never beheld the face of a Latter Day Saint outside of her
own family, until a young sister, Ella M. Clough,
was traveling by team with her father through
that section, was led to ask if there were any
Latter Day Saints about there, (not for a moment
thinking there were), was directed to her. The
prophet's reference "How beautiful upon the
mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good
tidings," can be well accommodated to this case,
for'the old lady had not heard up to this time of
the work of the Reorganfaation. To say that
they talked all night is to put it mildly. Bro.
Foss subsequently visitrd her and preached there.
I occupied the Union Church dt;ring my stay,
and preached to attentive listeners who attended,
the weather part of the time being twenty degrees
below zero. While there the Methodist minister's turn came; he comes twice a month for
Sunday afternoon. I gave way for his benefit
and attended his meeting'. He was appreciative
of my act towards him and invited me into the
pulpit with him. The Methodists have a nice
new building there, the pulpit alone cost three
hundred dollar.:.
He preached a good discourse containing so
much truth held by us relative to the. literal gathering of Israel and restoration of the land of
Palestine, that I felt to shout amen in real Meth-·
odist fashion. The subject of Israel's favor is
becoming so apparent that many, other than us,
are taking notice of it. It is pleasing to think
that we stand at the head of the class, it being a
prominet feature of the "marvelous work and a
wonder." In attended a meeting in Rockland,
held by one Elder Cummings, who is engaged
_in getting upa colony to go to Pal.;stine .. and be
on hand for the advent of the Messiah, who he
says will come to Mt. Olivet. Ile hacl rather a
unique way of explaining the two sticks of Ezekiek 37; which he interprets to mean the uniting
of the Kingdom of Israel and Judah.
He takes a round stick about eighteen inches
long, one and a half inches thick, splits it into
two pieces, with one. half in each hand illustrative of the divided state of the two kingdoms;
then joins them together in one hand and exclaims
here they are united. He has a plaster of Paris
hand standing upon the pulpit i11to which he
thrusts the sticks, and there they remain in view
of the a11dience during the discourse.
Elder
Cummings claims he is a literal Israelite, his ~ol
lowers also make the same claim.
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In case it should be discovered that they are,
not of the literal seed after the kingdom is set up
there at Jerusalem, they will be better off there
' in the kingdom even if they have to be hewers
of wood and drawers of water, than to be outside. I preached one Sunday in Rockland in a
hall occupied by the Adventists, through the influence of Mr. George Mccomber. The Saints
of Little Deer Isle will notice the fruits of their
kind treatment while there among them.
Feb. 6th, I entered into a debate for four nights
with Elder Plummer, referred to above, on the
question: Resolved, That the Bible teaches there
is no conscious entity between death and the
resurrection. Elder Plummer maintained a fair
demeanor, generally, during the time, although
some of our friends thought otherwise. He
might ha\'.e been so much worse that I find no
fault. I was somewhat verdant on the topic to
start with, but by the help of the Spirit I was
enabled to keep down temper, thereby gaining
the good will of many of the audience for such
deportment. I was led to pray very earnestly
that the truth might be made clearly manifest
before the people, so that none need be deceived.
My opponent was quite jubilant at times and
confid~nt of victory, informing me at the close
of the third night that he would "fix me"·the next
night. The next night ca!1le; the house was full
to overflowing. The people wondered what was
the trouble with Elder Plummer, his ardor had
abated, and during his last speech when he,
ought to be doing his very best, he gave out
completely, and sat down ten minutes before his
time expired. Together with the chairman I
u'i'ged'him to go on, but to no purpose; he would
not. As my opponent's mouth was closed, mine
was opened w,ith all the liberty needful. The
debate was undoubtedly productive of much
goodc There were many that were inclined to
think favorable of the other side that now see
the true side of the question. After this_ I went
to Clark's Island a~d preached several times,
where an interest is being awakened. I returned
to the scene of the debate and preached again,
and was received by a large audience. Our
Advent friends being conspicuous by their absence, including the minister. I came here intending to stay a day or so and visit l:lro. Seavey,
,but instead have stayed over two months, and
opened up, six new points fo1· preaching, which
bid fair to prosper when attended tu, which we
hope to bl:! able to do.
Yours in hope,
'
YRhNK ?,1. Sl-1£EH"£.

spent from the 25th ult., till the 8th inst., and
mo~t of the time the house was crowded. Quite
a number manifested deep interest in the work,
and mad!! enquiry concerning our faith and doctrine. Three were added by baptism. I was the
spokesman, but was aided and encouraged by
Brn. Levi Anthony, Thos. Nutt and Robt. White.
The latter has been a successful "Sankey" for me
11lOre than once; and I earnestly pray that the
time is near at hand ,when the church will be able
to comply with the law, so that we may go "two
and two." I came here on the 8th inst., and
through the kindness of that good dfsposed man,
Rev. George E. Dye, pastor of Baptist Church,
we held six meettngs in said church. The attendance was fair, the condition of the roads considered. Bro. R. J. Anthony, having returned, he
pulled the laboring oar once, and yesterday we
divided labor at the school-house, two miles from
town.
Last May I was present at the Sheriff's sale,of
the books and clothing of Clark Braden, and last
Friday I was present when the Blue Valley.Blade
office, property of the Rey. ( ?) L. L. Luse, was
sold under the hammer. The execution was for
$ r,991,20, and the expense of the sale. The/office,
building, and the contents thereof, sold for $695.
Those who, are the sureties upon Luse's paper,
will have to meet the deficit. One of the spectators who wore a satisfied look upon his face,
was Clark Braden. Some three weeks ago Luse
turned up missing; and, 0, what a change, those
who once were his friends and ready to applaud,
are now cursing him. Once more are we led to
exclaim, "How are the mighty fallen?" All these
events but confirm me in. the belief, that no arm,
voice, or weapon raised against the truth can prosper. It is the Lord's work and he will care for it.
Desiring to _be worthy to stand and be crowned
in the Father's bright kingdom of glory, I pray
for patience, humility and faith, that I may abide,
keep the law in all ,its requirements, that in all)
shall- prove my willingness to be a true follo~ver
of the Prince of Life.
To-day the Saints here were made to rejoice
when I buried in baptism Wm. M. Preston. Let
me say to all the dear Saints and frien,ds, within
my exte11de.d mission, whom I have nofbeen per.mitted to visit, that I have done the best I could,
and have spent no idle time. Should the good
Lord and the church allow me to continue in this
glorious work, of a watchman on Zion's walls, I
shall seek to do the best I can to help those scattered, and bring others to the knowledge of ~av
ing truth. I have been greatly blessed and have
been fairly successful in adding to our numbers,
for all of which I give the honor and praise to
our Heavenly Father.

WIL,BER, Neb., March 15th.
Dear Herald:-Subsequent to my last writing
I left home and labored for a week in the vicinity
God bless and sustain sister "Frances" in her
,of,the,Moroni Branch. The outside people gave
noble work of teaching. Nothing cripples the
us. good attention, and a full house at nearly ~ good a~ Elder might do, as the unwise and fooievery meeting. Can not say as much for those
ish actions of the members of the church, and I
fell that there has been too great a.n an,..iety to
called Saints, they seem to be under a cloud
somewhat, or at least some of them do.
increase our membership, to the 'neglect of propSabbath, the 21st ult., I spent at home; spoke
erly instructing them in all their duties. A
ons;e and was permitted the privilege of hearing
weighty responsibility rests upon branch officers,
Bro. J.M. Te11ry give a, very practical discourse
in caring for the flock under their watchcare, for
upon the present and the hope of the future.
the evil 011e is ever upon the alert to caµse us
In the presence of a goodly and orderly company
troubl,e and sow the seeds of division.
I administered the ordinance .of baptism. My
Snow.is nearly all gone, and no floods. The
. next point of labor was ·in the Palmyra ·Branch.
farmers are getting ready for their spring work •
I went there by the request of our district presiin gospel bonds,
qent to aid him in some official business. We
RonT. M. ~Lv'ik,
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CHRISTIAN UNITY.
"Ye are all one in Christ Jesus."-Gal. 3: 28.

One God and one Father we own,
All sprung from the same common stock;
We acknowledge one Savior alone,
Who laid down his life for the flock.
No ties upon earth can be found
So tender, endearing and strong,
As those with which brethren are bound,
Who to their Redeemer belong.
His blood their full ransom has paid,
Their trust is alone in his name;
United in him as their head,
Their hopes and their joys are the same,
May we all of His Spirit partake,
That our interest in him w,e may prove,
And abound, for the Savior's dear sake,
In gentleness, meekness, and love!
Names, parties and sects, disappear,
Their schisms, their creeds, and their laws;
No name but of Christ would we hear,
No interest but that of his cause.

0 ! how do we long for the hour,
When each kindred, nation and tribe,
Salvation and glory and power,
Shall to their Redeemer ascribe!
These predictions, dear Jes us, fulfill;
Thy apostles, thy elders do own, ,
And through thy servants reveal that thy will
May on earth, as in heaven, be done.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
epdorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

SERMON AT LAMONI,
BY ELDER C. SCOTT,

ON SUNDAY, MARCH 7TH, 1,886.

THE Scripture that I will read for our
morning lesson will be found in the first
letter of Paul to the Thessalonians, chapter five:
"But of the times and seasons brethren,
you have no need that 'I write unto you.
For yourselves know perfectly, tbat the
day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the
night. For when they ,shall s~y peace
and safety; then sudden destruct10n .com"
eth upon them, as travail upon a woman
with child, and they shall not escape. But
ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that
day should overtake you as a thief. Ye
are all the children of light, and the children of the day; we are not ()f the
night, nor of darkness. Therefore, let us
not sleep as.do others; but let us. ,watch
and be sober. For they that sleep, sleep
ih the night, and they that be drunken,
are drunken in the night. But let us
who are of the day be sober, putting
on the breastplate of faith and love, and
for a helmet the hope of salvation. . For
God hath not appointed us to wrath, but
to obtain salvation by ·our Lord Jesus
Christ who died for us, that whether we
are awake or asleep, we should live together with him."
,
· .
·
We have read ten verses of the 5th chap~ "
('

•c'
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ter of. Thessalortians. You will readily
conclude frotn the very lesson itself, that
it is our intention totry to use it with reference :to the, hour of Christ's coming.
The lesson treats of that period of the
world, known in the Bible as the harvest
of the world, the end of the world, the
time of fhe end. There are to be times
and seasons, and there al'e to be .peculiar
times and seasons, in the days referred to
in the language of the text; and it is indicated that one qf the peculiar features of
the age will be a manifestation of wrath.
"God hath not appointed us to wrath, but
fo obtain salvation by our Lord Jesus
Christ."
I presume that there are none of you
who would differ touching the thought,
that in some sense, there are three salva,tions contemplated in the great grace of
God given to us through Christ. God
hath not appointed us to wrath, but to ob-.
tain salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ.
The salvation that is here referred to by
the Apostle Paul, is evidently that salvation, which we may for the sake of convenience term a temporal salvation.
In addition to this temporal salvation
there is what is known in the Scriptures as
the salvation from sin. The great object
of our Savior's mission to the world is that
he shall save his people from their sins. It
is evident that' this salvation is also referred to in the commission given by our
Savior to the apostles, as recorded in Mark
16 chapter. "He that believeth, and is baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth
not shall be damned," &c. Again in second chapter of Acts, 38 verse, in one of
the first gospel sermons that was preached
by the Holy Ghost after the glorification of
Christ, when the multitude cried out "Men
and brethren, what shall we d.o?" The
answer is, "Repent and be baptized every
.one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ,
for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." In the
third chapter of Titus, Paul writing, says,
"Not by works of righteousness which
we have done, but according to His mercy
'He saved us, by the washing of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Ghost."
, These Scriptures are sufficient, on this
point, we think. They teach that there is
salvation from sin, contemplated in the gospel.
While we may for the sake of convenience, and to a better comprehension of the
divine purposes and works of God, and
his dealings with the children of men by
the gospel, consider that there is in the gospel that salvation which is termed a salvation from sin; yet there is a temporal salvation spoken of in the text, even a salvation from the temporal judgments to be
manifested in the day of God's wrath, at
the time of the end.
It is evident that the great salvation from
sin is to be realized in this life by the
children of men; but in the world to come,
salvation from death and its stupendous
consequences, to some extent, may be
learned by reading Paul's letter to the Hebrews, 5 chap. As touching the mission
and service of Christ when he was upon
the er~rth, he says; "Wh,o in the days of his
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flesh, when he had offered up prayers and standing His disciples had obeyed the gossupplications, with strong crying and tea1~s, pel and had a claim on immortality, that
unto h'im who was able to save him from if they did not after the command to flee
death, was heatd in that he fear~d. Though to a place of safety separate themselves
he were a son,' yet learned he obedience from those children of men who were deby the things which he suffered; and be- voted to a temporal death, that the salvaing made perfect, he became the author of tion they had obtained from their past
eternal salvation unto all them that obey sins would not save t11em from this
him."
temporal death.
He foresaw that if
But in· the first chapter of the book of His disciples abode in Jerusalem they
Revelations, eighteenth verse, is announced must take the consequences of its desthe fact, "I am He that liveth and was truction; hence He says unto them:
dead; and, behold, I am alive forevermore, "When ye shall .see Jerusalem en com passAmen; and have the keys of hell and of ed with armies, let him that is in the city
death." Christ then is the one appointed depart out of it, let him that is in the field
to hold the keys of hell and of death, and not return to take anything out of his
hath the power to c;:Iose and no man opens; house," etc; as much as to say, Flee for
he opens and unlocks, and no man shuts; your lives. We see in these instances of
he is appointed to unlock the tomb by and divine interposition of the past, examples
by, and to bring forth all the children of of the circumstances in which the children
men from the grave .and save them from of Goel will be placed in . the latter-days.
death and its imposed power. The gospel Our text says, "Let us rtot sleep as do
is designed to bring about, not only this others. But let us who are of the day be
salvation from death, not only a salvation ,sober, putting on the breastplate of faith
from sin, but as we remarked a few mo- and love, and ,for a helmet, the hope of
moments ago, what might be termed a salvation," indicating to us that there
temporal salvation. God has discrimina- would be an· occasion for a special exercise
tion over all his people. And whatever of faith in God.
our views may be with regard to the fact
Now let me invite your attention to the
of his being a God of immediate interpo- twenty-first chapter of Luke, twenty-sixth
sition, the Bible in its historical account of verse. We deem it essential that every
God's dealings with his people, abounds one should be interested in the language I
with evidence establishing that fact; so also now am about to read. Jesus had been
do the teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ talking to them about the desolation that
demonstrate that our Heavenly Father does should come on the earth prior to his sec~
immediately interpose, and does send man- ond advent. He had been giving to thetfl
ifestations of his divine power to the sal- the signs of His second coming, when He
vation of his people who trust in him and should come in glory and in power. He
keep his commandments.
·
had been speaking to them about .men's
Whoever are in the mind to investigate hearts failing them for fear, ·and for lookthis question and know of its truthfulness, ing for these things which are coming on
can do so by turning to the seventeenth the earth.· He foresaw that men of the
chapter of Luke, where the Savior sp!')ak- earth will be able to see when the powers
ing of the days of his coming assured his 'of heaven begin to be shaken, and the redisciples that the time would come, when sults will be disastrous in their effects; He
they would desire to see one of the days savs that their hearts shall fail them for
of the coming of the Son of Man and fear, and for looking for these things that
would not have that desire gratified. And shall come on the earth, for the powers of
right here I desire to drop a thought for heaven shall be shaken. So far as my
our consideration. I look upon this event, honest conviction is concerned in the apor day of the coming of the Son of Man, plication of this text, I venture it as an
as comprehending a brief period, that shall opinion that the powers here styled the
be prior to the immediate removal of the powers of heaven are the governments of
veil cast over all people, when he shall the earth, but they are wielded by the
come to save his people with an immortal Savior whose powers are of heaven; and
salvation and bring to pa•s the resurrection they are to be shaken in consequence of
of the <lead. Hence, the Savior goes on to peculiar circumstances, the revolutionary
say that it shall be in this day of the com- state of things existing among the kinging of the Son of Man, as it was in the doms of the earth, and for other reasons
days. of Lot, and as it was in the days of that shall be in these days, and because of
Noah.
this, men's hearts shall fail them for fear
God visited the children of men with of the things coming on the earth. Do
special judgments, that then He provided' you not remember reading of a war in
a special temporal savation to His people, heaven when Michael and his angels
as in the case of Lot, pointing out a Zoar fought? Now there is not a sane mind
for his salvation; appointing an ark for present who believes that this war occurthe salvation of Noah and his house. So red where God is! But we may reasonably
the Heavenly Father would make special conclude that when the devil and his
appointments in the day of the coming of angels fight against Michael 1!he archangel
the Son of Man for the salvation of His (whom we believe to be Christ) and his
people w no believe and trust in him. J e- angels, Michael will lead his disciples on
sus foresaw the overthrow of Jerusalem, to victory.
the desolation of the house of Israel, or of
This was a war "against principalities,
Judah, and speaking of the time when the against powers, against the rules of the
wrath of God would be visited upon it to darkness of this world, agaimt spiritual
the uttermost. He knew that notwith- wickednes? if'. high places," The c\evi1~
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represented as the dragon, we are credibly
informed by competent historians, pressed
into his service Pagan Rome to destroy
the followers of Christ, for it is an historical fact that she waged ten general persecutions against them. In these persecutions the enemy made use of carnal weapons,
but the followers of Christ are not allowed to use carnal weapons, theirs are spiritual weapons, which are mighty to the pulling down of strongholds. "And He spake
unto them a parable. Behold the fig-tree
and all the trees. When thev now shoot
forth, ye see and know of yo~1r ownselves,
that summer is now nigh at hand. So
likewise ye, when ye see these things come
to pass, know that the kingdom of God is
nigh at hand. Verily I say unto you, this
generation shall not pass away until all be
fulfilled.
Heaven and earth ;;hall pass
away, but my word shall not pass away.
Take heed unto yourselves, lest at any
time your hearts be overcharged with
surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of
this life, so that day come upon you unawares. For as a &nare shall it come on all
them that dwell on the face of the whole
earth."
Now here comes the text that I wish to
call your attention to: "Wat ch and pray always, that you may be accounted worthy
to escape these things that shall come to
pass, and stand before the Son of l'vian."
You perceive then, that some of the conditions are here laid down through the observance of which the children of God, at
this time, shall be counted worthy to escape. vVhat is the object of this language
here recorded? Is it not for the purpose of
inspiring faith in those who shall be on the
earth at that time, with the thought that
the observance of the conditions would
bring peace and. safety? While a fair conclusion would be, if we fail to watch and
pray as here enjoined, we shall not escape,
neither shall we be counted worthy to
stand before the Son of Man when he shall
appear. This language then inspires man
with faith. This seems to be its intent
and purppse, to inspire him with faith in
the warning of the Savior of men, tp the
···end we might hail his coming with joy,
being worthy to stand. But "the Bible in
many places points out the fact that the
children ()f earth, and earth's leading cities
will be ·overthrown, being visited with
famines, plagues and earthquakes, and sad
distress of nations with perplexity, causing
the hearts of men to fail them with foar.
Think you, though we may, like the ancient disciples, obey the Savior, like .them
watch and pray, if we remain among the
people of the cities which shall be de. !'troyed, where the famine and plague were
reigning, that we shall· escape more than
those who chose to remain there? We
could no more do so, than the ancient disciples could. escape the ca1arriities coming
upon Jerusalem, after being warned to flee.
Let us look to this twenty-first chapter of
Luke once more, twenty-fourth ·verse.
Speaking- of Jerusalem and the J ews,J esus
says: "And they shall fall by the edge of
the sword; ar;id· shall be led away captive
among all nations, and Jerusalem shall be
tro,ldvn (iowq of tll.Y ~entiles 1 i,+~til the
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times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." You gather out from among the nations, sooner
will notice that Daniel, when he saw be- or later, and when they do, in the divine
forehand in vision the treading underfoot providence of God, they will gather in
the sanctuary, and the scattering of the their bosom, so to speak, the financial basis
holy people, was troubled as much as any- of the firms, or associations, banking inthing else, over the length of the vision. stitutions and societies of those nations. I
"How long shall be the vision concerning wonder if their gathering out from the nathe daily sacrifice? Row long shall they tions, and withdrawing their financial supbe trodden underfoot?" No wonder that port will not be one of the v~ry means why
the wrath of God upon the Jewish nation the powers of earth will be shaken?
had no parallel up to that time, neither is it
If the Jews should gather out of Iowa
possible to have a parallel hereafter. The and out of Illinois; in fact, out of the
punishment for their iniquity does not ter- United States, and from all the nations of
minate with the single destruction of their . the earth to Jerusalem, taking the basis of
city. No; it extends as long as Jerusalem all currency-their silver and their goldis trodden under foot of the Gentiles. It with them, I wonder if there would not be
extends to -the days of the fulfillment of a collapse in many affairs throughout the
the times of the Gentiles.
earth, and great perplexity among the inWhen the times of the Gentiles has been habitants, and men's hearts failing them
fulfilled, then what? Jerusalem is, to some for fear of what is coming on the earth?
extent, trodden down of the Gentiles now. I think we can readily see wh;it such a
Gentile power is exercised to some extent move would result in. The far seeing
it is true. Jerusalem is extending, being statesmen are contemplating such a move
built up by the Jews at this present time. with dismay. In connection with this, let
It is true they are gathering into, and pur- me invite your attention to the language of
chasing land in and around the city, so that Joel, one of Israel's prophets who spoke
they are buildjrig day and night. I am upon these days, and upon this very quesacquainted with some brethren who went tion. In the second chapter of his prophwith George J. Adams, when he went ecy, speaking of the period our Savior reto establish a colony in the land of Pales- fers to, in thosedavs after the times of the
tine at Joppa, near to Jerusalem. I was not Gentiles should expire, when there shall
knowing to the fact of their having been be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
there, till one evening when pr,eaching in in the stars, he says; "I will restore to you
the section of country where they reside, [Israel] the years that the locusts hath eatupon the same subject that is now occupy- en, the canker-worm, and the caterpillar,
ing our attention, they came forward and and the ·pahner-worm, my great army
st <ited that they could verify the facts that which I sent among you. And ye shall
I had advanced about Jerusalem, for they eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praise
were eye witnessess having been there. the name of the Lord your God, who hath
There are four of them, and they belong dealt wondrously among you, and ·my
to the Brocton, Massachusetts, Branch. people shall never be ashamed, and ye
You can write to them if you choose. One shall know that I am in the midst of Israel,
of them, Bro. Ames, built pretty much all and that I am the Lord your God and none
of the houses that were built in the colony. else, and my people shall never be ashamed.
It seems that the times of the Gentiles are And it shall co111e to pass afterward [after
not quite full, and Jerusalem is to be trod- this restoration J that I will pour out of my
den down, and the Jews scattered, until Spirit upon all flesh; and your sons, and
your daughters, shall prophecy, your old
those times are fulfilled.
Bringing our minds down to Gentile men shall dream dreams, your young men
times, or rather after their times have ex- shall see visions; and also upon the serpired, there are to be signs in the sun( and vants, and upon the handmaids, in those
in the moon, and in the stars, and upon the days, will I pour out of my Spirit." What
earth distress of nations with perplexity. can be more logical than this? That after
You will notice that Mark, thirteenth chap- the times of the' Gentiles are fulfilled, and
ter, in his rendering of the sermon of the when in .the language of Paul, after speak~
Savior brings our minds down to the ex- ing- of those times being come in, he says,
piration of the Gentile times, and that is "And then, all Israel shall be saved, as it is
after the days of the tribulations of the written There shall come out of Sion the
Jews has ceased, which time of fribulation Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness
is extended until now, to some extent, but from Jacob. For this is my covenant with
is greatly on the wane; very few of the them when I take away their sins." What
nations of the earth persecute them now. can be supposed to more logically follow,
Luke in the twenty-first chapter brings the than when they shall have their sins taken
minLls of the disciples down to the fulness away through obedience to the gospel, beof Gentile times, which fulness, he says, ing turned away from ungodliness by such
takes place when the Gentilrs shall cease obedience, that the same blessings should
to tread down, or rule inJ erusalem. Right follow the obedience to the same gospel,
immediate! y after that transaction, he states, !J.S were enjoyed by the ancient people of
"there shall be signs in the sun, and in the God, that Israel should enjoy the Spirit of·
moon, and in the stars, and upon the earth wisdom and revelation in the knowledge
distress of nations with perplexity,. men's of God? Hence, Joel says: . "I will pour
hearts failing them for fear of what is com- out my Spirit upon all fiesh, and your sons
ing on the earth," &c. If I am required and your daughters shall prophecy, your
to believe in the inspiration of prophets old men shall dream dreams, your young
that have spoken in the name of the Lord, men shall see visions," &c. And. in con! i;an not bµt belivve that the Jews will :ivcqo~ ':"'ith t~~s ht: says~ "~nq ~
sh'?'Y
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wonders in the heavens, and in the earth~
blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke. T.he
sun shall be turned into darkness, and the
moon into blood, before the great arid terrible day ofthe Lord come." What beautiful harmony! , How wondrously the
Savior seems to conned the time of the fulfillment of the thinzs predetermined, that
had been spoken by the prophets, that
should take place before he should come.
Joel says: "There shall be distress ()f
nations, and signs in the sun," &c. Luke
represents the Savior in speaking of the
l;atter days, as saying, "There shall be distress of nations with perplexity." Their
distress will be so great that it will be a
wondrous distress unto them. It will be
so great as to melt the hearts of men. \Ve
have before mentioned one particular
source of distress, the gathering of the
Jews out of the nations, leaving the different moneyed associations in a perplexing
condition. Ther.e is one perplexing question that seems to occupy the attention of
tpe powers of the earth. I refer to this
wondrous Eastern question.
The nations of necessity seem to be concerned· about it, and the Gentile governments are powerless in its solution; and
to-day, the Jews in the land of Palestine
are so closely connected with this question
that they are a material factor, or element
in the solution of the problem.
But in these days the sun is to be turned
foto darkness, and the moon into blood,
befqre the great and terrible day of the
Lordi come, "And it shall come to pass,
that whosoever shall call on the name of
the Lord shall be delivered." "Watch ye
therefore, and· pray always, that you may
be counted worthy to escape these things
that shall come to pass, and stand before
the Son o(Man." "And it shall come to
pass that whosoever calleth upon the name
of the Lord shall be delivered." Delivered from what? Whv from those things
that distress the nations, and that press
the souls out of men; from famines, pestilence, eathquakes, blood and fire, that shall
visit the children of men. Are we to look
upon this prophecy as I heard of one man .
looking upon the prophecy of Isaiah sec.ond chapter, first to fourth verses, as a
myth, because he could not see the philosophy of it? He entirely overlooked, and absolutely lost sight of faith, like many who
'have for a time been "looking unto and
hastening to the coming 01£ the Lord" have .
done. Jesus implies that there is a possibility of some becoming weary and faint,
'turning away, making shipwreck of their
faith; that some will actually be asleep
. 'when Jes us comes, and be found among
~he foolish virgim, unprepared.
Yes, only
those who call on the name of the Lord
shall be delivered. It seems to me that
the prophet's language would indicate
what they should be delivered from. And
it also seems, by the text referred to, that
there is a peculiar deliverance pointed out;
but it appears that it will be to some extent
by the peopl-e of the Lord coming out from
these influences spoken of. "And it shall
come to pass that whosoever shall call on
the name of the Lord shall be delivered,
for in Mount Zion, and in J en.isalem, sh;iH
'

.

'

~

.

be deliverarn;e, as the Lord hath said, and
in the remnant that the Lord our God
shall call."-Joel chap. 2.
.
It will not be our province to talk so
much of the state of Mount Zion, as to
establish the fact of its existence. It appears from the language of the prophet,
that it is not only in Jerusalem that there
shall be deliverance, but in Mount Zion
and Jerusalem, deliverance is .to be had.
The conjunction, and, would indicate that
the preceeding place pointed out, substantiated the fact of existence, and existed at
the same time as the other; and that affirming deliverance in Jerusalem, is just as true
a statement, as that there is to be deliverance in Mount Zion, one as well as the
other. I presume that this deliverance of
the people may be termed that temporal
salvation Paul speaks of, as having relation
to the times and seasons at the coming of
the Lord. All who gain this salvation
will have to have faith in the promises of
God, and in the requirements in which
this salvation is promised. Among the
many visions our Savior was pleased to
show unto his servant, John, as recorded
in· the book of Revelations, given to the
ministration of things which must shortly
come t6 pass, I read in the eighteenth
chapter that John saw, not only the revelation of a wondrous power that should
have particular influence for. a time, and
reign in glory; but he saw the time of its
failure, the time of its wane, when it had
become the hold of every foul spirit, and
the cage of every unclean and hateful bird,
and that this great power had accomplished great wickedness, and had been guilty
of every crime mentioned in the moral or
spiritual code, becoming very corrupt, so
that its corruption would be its downfall.
There is a people in the world, if they
only had an opportunity to know God,
would be willing to know him. There is
such a thing as the Lord having a people,
and yet they are not his people as yet by
obedience to the gospel. Do you not remember in Paul's travels he came to acertain city, and it seems he was rather in
doubt whether to speak there or not, but
the 'Lord spake to Paul in the night by a
v1s10n. "Be not afraid, but speak, and
hold not thy peace, for I am with thee,
and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee,
for I have much people in this· city." In
the vision seen by John, concerning the
judgments that will bring the visitations
of destruction upon the wicked, producing
the downfall of Babylon, he hears a voice
from heaven, saying: "Come out of her
my people, that ye be not partakers/of her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.
For her sins have reached unto heaven,
and God hath remembered her iniquities.
It seems to me that this prophecy would
imply more than a mere separation of the
people from communing with the various
religionists of Babylon. While that is implied, it seems to me that more than this is
required, in order that God's people may
not be partakers of these plagues, or to receive of the various judgments which are
to come upon her for her sins. For after
he had seen the earth lighted up with the
glory of the angel, who cried with a

mighty voice, "Babylon the great is fallen,
is fallen, and is become the hold of every
foul spirit, and the cage of every unclean
and hateful bird," &c., he heard the voice
to God's people commanding them to
come out of her, that they receive not of
her plagues. If we should ask the question what are her plagues?. The answer
is given-, "Therefore shall her plagues come
in one day; death and mourning, and famine, and she shall be utterly burned with
fire, for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her."
It seems to me, according to the revealed
word of God, that he has commanded his
people to come out of Babylon. Is there a
place prepared? The prophet Joel indicates,
that in Mount ~ion and Jerusalem shall be
deliverance, as the Lord hath said, and in the
remnant that the Lord our God shall call.
This is as far as we are able to follow this
subject now. We leave. these things for
you to think about. It sufficeth us to
know and understand that the Scriptures
hold forth the idea that there is such a salvation as a temporal one from the plagues
that are coming on the earth; and when
the time comes'for the Deliverer to make
known His will concnning this deliverance, He will be equal to the accasion; and
when the time comes for the people of God
to enter the ark, an ark will be ready.
When the command comes for the people
of God to come out of Babylon that they
may not se made partakers of this death
and mourning, God will appoint the place
where deliverance will be found. Let us
trust in the providence of God. "Watch
and pray always, that we may be counted
worffiylo stand" when the Son of Man
cometh;
Reported by E. Stafford.

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE.

THE learned have given birth to many
conjectures in t:heir endeavors to solve mystery. Skeptics who see no light and truth
in the accredited word of God, chase the
shadowy phantoms of vague hypotheses in
fruitless research for the "origin of all
things " The word of God is ridiculed
under the alleged claim of inconsistency;
but those who make this claim exhibit
their own folly, either in utterly refusing
to give through their .superior wisdom a
better version as to the genesis of earthly
things and conditions, or by the presentation of abstruse, conflictings and absurd
theories, which for one to believe would
necessitate a blind credulitv far in the advance of .what is charged s~rcastieally upon
the believing saint, or Christian.
G. P. Quackenbos in his text book of
composition and rhetoric, treating upon the
"origin of spokenlanguage" says, "It is a
question that has been much and ably discussed whether spoken language is a divine
or human institution; whether God gave
it to man, as he gave the mental faculties;
or man invented it for himself, stimulated
by the desire of communicating with his
kind. Those who think language is a
human institution believe, with the ancient
philosophers and poets, that men were
originally 'a dumb and low herd;' that they
were i~ all things rud~ and savage, totally

'
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ignorant of the arts, unable to communicate
with each other except in the imperfect
manner of beasts, and sensible of nothing
save hunger, pain, and similar emotions.
Cicero, alluding to the human race in primeval ages, says: 'There was a time when
men wandered every where through the
fields after the manner of .beasts, and supported life by eating the food of beasts.'
Diodorus, Lucretius, Horace, Pliny, Juve-·
nal, and other ancient writers agree with
Cicero in this opinion, and hold that it
was only after along and gradual improvement that men came to their present enlightened state.
"Lord Monboddo, who, in his work on
'The Origin and Progress of .Language,'
labors to prove that man is but a higher
species of the monkey, think that originally the human race had only a few monosyllables, such as ha, he, hi, ho, by which
as beasts, they expressed certain emotions.
Dr. Murry gives it as his opinion that all
language originated in nine monosyllables,
ag,bag,dwag,gwag, lag, mag, nag,ragl.
swag. 'Each of these,' says Dr. M., 'is
a verb, and indicates a species of action.
Power, motion, force, ideas united in every
untutored mind are implied in them all.
They were uttered at first, and probably
for several generations, in an insulated
manner. The circumstances of the action
were communicated by gestures and the
variable tones of the voice; but the actions
themselves were expressed by their suitables monosylables.' Rousseau represents
men as originally without la'nguage, as unsocial oy nature, and totally ignorant of
the ties of society. He does not, however,
seek to explain how language arose, being
disheartened at the outset by the difficulty
of deciding whethe.r language wa5 more
necessary for the institution. of society, or
society for the invention of language.
Maupertuis, however, overcome this difficulty by holding that 'language was formed by a session of learned societies assembled for that purpose.'"
·
It is but justice to Mr. Quackenbos to
~y that those absurd theories are not endorsed by him. He says "Language is,
beyond doubt, a divine institution, invented
by the Deity, and by him made known to
the human race.''
. This conclusion agrees with the word
of inspiration which represents t.hat the
first pair were .endowed with the faculty
of communicating . thought through the
medi,um of spoken language. We think,
though, that Mr. Q, is in, error on the
next point wherein he claim.s that "\V ritten
language was devised by man" originally.
The Inspired Translation of ·the Bible
shows that language both oral and written
was of divine origin, hence in its present
state bears the marks of early degeneracy
as well as modern improvement.
God revealed to Moses an. account of
the c,i;eation, the fall of man, the revelation
of the gospel, its acceptation by some and
rejection by others; also the following
facts in point: "And then began these men
to call upon the name of the Lord, and the
Lord blessed them; and a bo.ok of remembrance was kept in the which was recorded in language of AdHm, for it was given
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unto as many as called upon God, to write
by the spirit of inspiration. And by them
their children were taught to read and
write, having a language which was pure
and undefiled.''-Gen. 6: 5-6.
By transgression man has lost all knowledge of the perfect language of Adam.
We have no account of any change, or division in language until the attempt to
build the tower of Babel, which according
to chronological data, was about one hundred ·vears after the flood. There was a
concentration of means, talent and energy
for the accomplishment of an unholy purpose. The Lord, displeased with this
transgressive act, confounded their language, resulting in their dispersion to the
different parts of the earth to engage in
employments more praiseworthy.
The prophet Zephaniah forecasts a time
when "The earth shall be devoured with
the fire of my [God] jealousy.'' At that
particular time the promise is to be realized. "For then will I turn to the people a
pure language, that they may all call upon
the name of the Lord to serve him with
one consent."-Zeph. 3: 9·- A universal
and pure language is to facilitate the worship of God at that time by "all" people.

through its Elden; and its church publications, said that we were to be known as
the "Church of Jesus Christ," there would
have been no need of any distinction being
made at the present time. For the public
journals generally, in speaking of us, call
us by our proper name; and had it not
been for our own negligence, in this regard, we would have stood better to-day.
It is treating, too, with disrespect the
good name of Mormon, as a man; taking
into account the fact, that he was commanded to compile the records from which
the Book of Mormon was translated-and
that in that book it is particularly set forth
that the church-in order to be Christ's
Church must "needs be called after his
(Christ's) name." It would seem, therefore, proper that we, in order to show respect where respect is due, should be particular likewise; and neither acknowledge,
in word or deed, that the name of the
church is Mormon.
Neither does the writer think it proper,
in speaking of the Utah faction, to speak
of them as "Mormons of Utah," or names
to that effect, because if there be "Mormons of Utah" it suggests that there must
needs be "Mormons" elsewhere, and if
GEO. s. HYDE.
elsewhere, who are they? As the Reorganized Church is the only other organization extant, that amounts to anything for
OUGHT WE TO CALL OURSELVES
numbers. But, if said faction is known all
MORMONS?
IF that had been the name of the church over the world by such name, and we are
in the beginning then there would be reas- not responsible for the nick-name; so that
on why we should do so. But as it was whc:n the name is spoken the mind naturalnot-but was first called the "Church of ly centers in Salt Lake, it relieves us very
Christ" or the ''Church of Jesus Christ,'' materially, from a great deal of unnecesand afterwards was appended "Latter Day sary prejudice. And as this is quite essenSaints," (to which appendage :we have no tial to the spread of the gospel, we ought
serious objection, because it brings no re- to take advantage of the situation, and as
proach), we think it therefore quite out of we have made mistakes in this regard in
pl<ice, to drift into the habit of calling our- the past, let us correct up and begin anew.
I don't want any one to think that I am
selves "Mormons,'' and we ought to use
every endeavor to prevent others from do- finding fault, only so far as to enable us to
ing so; because the name "Mormon" to do better in the future.
J. c. CRABB.
those who have read nothing but exposes -· D,ELOIT, Dec. 26th, 1885.
and comments, and heard sermons on the
practices of the Utah faction of the church,
"FORGIVE AND .NOT FORGET."
means all manner of iniquities and very materially hinderE. the preaching of the word FORGIVING one another brings mankind
·.by the Elders of the church. And worst of back into the same relationshp the parties
all, our elders and church publications have were in before the offences were committed.
been materially to blame for the people not The same ties of friendship and love should
knowing the difference between us-as the exist after forgivness as there were before
church--and the Utah faction-because the trespass. But it is said by some, "I
they have allowed that we were "Mor- can forgive, but I will not be able to forget.''
mons" of the Reorg'anization. Elders Those that say this in a measuere deceive
would say "Latter Day· Saints, commonly themselves; they say with their mouth,
called Mormons," and. expressions of that "I forgive,'' and w.ith their hearts, "I
kind, which would lead the people to be- can't;" and nurse this feeling on account
lieve that we were all the same people. of the offence being so great, they say, "I
Wher~as at ~he present time, and under
never can love them again.'' 0 how cunthese conditions of circumstances, it makes ning the evil spirit, to place such argument
it more difficult for us to show the people in the minds of the Saints, with the mouth
that. we are not all the same.
to forgive, while the wound caused by the
The President in his late message, recom- offence is daily irritated by unholy thoughts
mends to Congress more stringent meas- in nursing the remembrance of the offence
ures against "the Mormons,;' without which had been given. Thus we see the
making any distinction between us and heart does not forgive, .and the enemy of
them; and should such recommendations our. souls· deceives.us when we are led to
be adopted, and no one makes the distinc- say, "l forgive, but I can not forget." ·
tion, the law will be sweeping in its charBut be assured, my dear friend, and more
acter, and will necessarily take with it all especially "Saint" of God, the healing
who are known by that name. While, if balm of the Holy Spirit can heal -every
the ~eorganb;ed Church had, frorp. i~s risfl!, wound !h~t h!t§ l:ieen cffqs~q. by ~harp ~u~", I
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THE SAINTS'' HERALD.
ting words of those we loved, and although
the wounds have been long standing, until
pus and proud flesh have entered, and the
enemy have assured us time and again of
th.e incurability of the wound; yea, God
by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in
this wounded heart can'heal and make it
whole. But remember that the Holy
Spirit does not dwell in unholy places, but
always seeketh holy temples for it-; habitation. Therefore if you do not properly
get down in humiliation, the Holy Spirit
can not enter, and therefore the wounds
remain sore and grievous.
Dear wounded, heart; let me occupy
your attention a short time to illustrate by
supposing. Many men during their busy
life let the cares, toils and troubles of this
world blunt their finer feelings; and their
deep love for the wife dies out to a certain
degree, the honey moon has set, the oft
presure of the hand, and close embrace
have ceased, and. the love expression of the
eye has died out; then comes oft, sharp
cutting words because of some slight offence on the part of the wife; words that
cut deep, that make deep wounds. (0 !
my Lord, wl:at an ugly weapon this tongue
is, what ugly wounds it makes. 0, that
more Saints of Gt>d would say, "l will
take heed to my ways, that I sin not with
my tongue.") And how often; yea, far to
often, instead of the husband trying to heal
those wounds by asking forgiveness and hy
acts of kindness, it will be but a few days
the unruly member will fling its stinging,
poisoning arrows into that already sore
heart; again it is made to bleed. And thus
it goes from year to year. Too long, 0 !
how often too long, until the wife's finer
feelings also are lost, anJ in some cases
(and we hope to God they be few) the
wife seeks the company of other men, and
offers her love to them. When this comes
to be known to the husband, ,he seeing the
state of affairs, his own "sins ever before
him," whereby he causeJ her to sin, in
mo~t of cases" there will be discovered an
undercurrent of deep love and affection~·
towards the wife to that degree that he
will forgive, not only by the mouth but
from the heart; he offers his forg-iveness
and acknowledges his wrongs. The wife
accepts and asks forgiveness. But habits
once formed are hard to break. 0, how
weak is mankind. 0 how oft the ;;pirit is
willing but the flesh is weak. Now if
either one of these two persons transgress
it is like that one who had "his house
swept and garnished. Then goeth the
evil spirit and taketh with him seven other
spirits more wicked than himself, and they
enter and dwell there." Now what is the
result. If this be on the part of the wife,
this one spirit will say I can't forget, the
seven spirits will magnify all the husband's
cutting words and wrong doings seven
fold for the purpose that she may have an
excuse not to love her husband. And the evil
will say, "If you can't love your husband
it is cruel to deny you the privilege of
loving; so if you keep yourself from
adultery, you may love others." Thus the
wife is deceived. Those ugly wounds the
husband caused hy his words are not healr,d1 but '1$ fon~~ig11 matter enter~, are mad~

seven fold worsei although the husband give but remember your infidelity and
is doing all he can by kindness, by love and adultery. Don't you see there could be no
tru'e affection to heal; but to· no purpose; love, and where there is no love there is no
all his healing perfections have no pow:er. Holy Spirit.
Remember that delay is
From the fact the evil leads her to look to dangerous. "Time and opportunities areothers for sympathy, to others to tell her unto all men." If your life has been an
grievances, even to all that will listen and unhappy one for many years, turn thaf it
sympathize. With the mouth, forgiveness may not continue in the life hereafter, for
is manifest, but the heart can't forget. And as we sow that we shall reap. Now, dear
because of the not forgetting and the mag- reader, you that have ignorantly and un-'
11ifying of the offences, she continues from thoughtfully given place to these spirits,
time to time according to opportunities to let me say to the husband, be ever so care-:
offer her love to others by way of embrac- ful not to wound the feelings of the loving,
ing and kissing, also in words of love: "l devoted wife. Be careful "when you speak
can't love my husband, and I want to love and how you speak" and in what manner
some one."
of spirit you speak. To the wounded, soreNow, dear .wounded woman, wife, how hearted wife. that has thus or in part so
do you think you can have that sore heart acted, let these thoughts lead you to imcured with all that foreign matter and with mediate action for the right, for salvation.
those spirits there, if your husband who I have written them for your good, for
knows of your waywardness and disloy- your salvation.· To your consideration I
alty to him, if his extended arms, his out- commend it, to your good I-dedicate it.
PERDU Du-CoEUR.
pouring entreaties and pleadings of love
ZoRA.~I, Jan. 1st, 1886.
will not heal, what will? In answer let
me assure you your case is not hopeless.
THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST.
Look unto the law. First resist the evil.
Pray for the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, Being a letter to a medical friend wko kas since
embraced the gospel, in which tke writer seeks
and in order that you may gain the Holy
to illustrate the principles <if the gospel throngk
Spirit, of necessity you must see your own
his pr<ifession.
sinfulness, and when you see that, the law
directs you to confess, and as you have BELOVED FRIEND :-I write thus often to
sinned against your husband, it is to him you, not through egotism or desire to be
you have to confess, and it will not do to heard; but to do. good. To instruct in the
say "If I have done wrong I want you to gospel of Christ; Of what value to me
forgive me," but say I have done wrong. are my time, pens, ink, or paper, if I can
Stating many of the times, places and cir- be the means of leading one soul to obey
cumstances, nor try to conceal anything; the gospel, to em brace the truth? .
also, you must feel there is nothing too
My thoughts dwell on this subject, not
humiliating for you to do, for the Spirit only much of my time when awake; but
seeks the penitent, contrite heart for its often when aleep I find myself contending
abode. This will give you a longing de- for the same. A few nights after receiv~
sire to do the will of God. You will have ing your letter asking me to explain cer-'
that yearning desire that will cause you to tain passages of Scripture, I awoke consay, "Wash me, 0 Lord, and I shall be tending with some one, for the New Teswhiter than snow." Quicken me accord- tament plan of gospel ethics. I was. reing to thy loving kindness; so shall I keep peating aloud, either I Cor. 12: 28-30, or
the testimonies of thy mouth. Then "with Eph. 4: 10-14; and had been repeating the
my whole heart have I sought thee, Oh other in my dream. I vvell remember
let me not wander from thy command- asking this question in my dream: If God
ment." Give thyself no rest until you feel had placed these things ( r Cor. I 2 : 28-30),
all those evil influences are gone far from in the church, who had the right to take.
you; and in their place that holy, peace- them out? Or, who had the right to reful lightness, joyous Spirit. Let me say, pmliate Christ's gifts to men? Eph. 4: IO
when you receive that Spirit that is able to -14. Those gifts being given for a certain
heal all those wounds, you will feel no purpose; until that purpose was accommore heaviness of heart and, 0, what peace- plished?"
ful, heavenly feeling and what pure love
Then, Doctor, let us search to find for
to all, and you will have that heavenly what purpose they were given before anbeaming expression of the eye, no animos- swering the question of my dream. In
ity to a living soul. You will feel there E ph. 4: 8, we read, "Wherefore, he saith,
could be nothing too great· for you to do when he ascended up on high, he led capfor the happiness of others, let the act be tivity captive, and gave gifts unto men.
ever so humble in a word the wounded, 1 r th, And he gave some, apostles; and
bruised and long unnatural feeling heart some, prophets; and some evangelists; and
would be made whole; and again you some, pastors and teachers." What for,
would be happy in the "desires of your Paul? 12th, "For the perfecting of the
husband," and your children and people Saints, for the work of the ministry, for
"would call you blessed," an,1 you would the edifying of the body of Christ.
thereby save yourself from a lost condition I 3th, Till we all come in the unity of the
in this world and the necessity of a work faith, and of the knowledge of the .Son of
of redemption in a world to come. w oulrl God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure
you dare to repeat the Lord's prayer with of the stature of the fullness of Christ."
your husband? "Forgive me as I forgive And further: 14th, "That we henceforth
those that trespass ag_ainst me." You for- be no more children, tossed to and fro,
give while you remember in bitterness his and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight o~ men 1 and c;unning
~respasses, \f{ oµld yo~ wish hi111 to fore
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craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive."
In this letter I do not design preaching
a sermon to prove that the gospel that I
have embraced is true, so much as I intend
stating and analyizing certain historical
facts concerning this latter day work. But
first, Doctor, let me ask you a few questions in connection with your calling as a
physician, and I want you to keep them in
view, till I have made my points.
First. Were you to conceive the idea
of starting a new medical school expressly
to build yourself up as a great medical man,
would you not retain in that school ·as
many of the most popular ideas as possible?
That is, if self-agrandizement and popularity were the main objects in view. Or
would you throw them all away and thus
rencler yourself as unpopular as possible.
Second. Would you do away with any
popular medicine until you had proved its
utter unreliability? Or would you substitute in its place, a decidedly unpopular
drug that you knew had no healing virtues whatever? e.g., calomel has been a
very popular medicine in its day, as the
old song of"Doubling and thribling the
dose of calomel,'' gives evidence; so was
bleeding popular in its time.
Then, if you would not renounce all the
popular ideas of the healing art, nor throw
away any popular medicine, if good, and
thus defeat the object you had in view,
viz.: your popularity; would an aspirant
to some new school of religion, whose only
object was similar to what we have supposed yours to be, to build himself up as
some great religious divine; would he, we
ask, throw away all •he popular ideas of
, religion, and thus defeat the object for
which he was striving?
Joseph Smith was either called of God
to do the work that he did do, or he was
not. This no sane man will deny. Were
his church government, officers, ordinances
and doctrines, a<; a whole, popular, or unpopular? If he was called of God, then
we will let the one who called him take
care of that p:irt. We will endeavor to
answer this question directly. We wish
now to introduce our second proposition
or query, but how to do it is the question.
We will suppose the gifts of the gospel
and the officers of the church as found described in the New Testament, to answer
for the calomel and bleeding referred to
llbove. The Church of Christ established.
near two thousand years ago, never repudiated their calomel till they found that it
had lost its virtue; never denied the gifts
of the gospel, till they by transgression had
lost them. No odds how popular any
medicine may have been in its day, when
it loses all its curative properties, there will
more unpopularity accrue in the continued
use of the same, than in. its disuse.
Just so, when the former day saints
found. ~hat the gifts of the gospel· did not
follow them, the wisest course for them t6
have pursued was to disclaim them; to say
that they were no longer necessary. Their
calomel and bleeding for every thing had
lost its virtue.
Go .back in your profession, Doctor, a
half a century.or move, bleed and give cal-
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Mormonism(?)
O! Ah!!
omel for every thing, and then deny water neighbors.
to patients burning up with fevers as they Windy, shaky and unreliable, because it
did then, and see how long you will retain lavs claim to all the unpopular items above
your popularity.
n;med. Then if we (the Latter Day Saints)
But when God says give calomel and are the shaky ones, is it because we lay
bleed; or as he told Joseph Smith, "Go claim to apostles and prophets, with all the
forth and preach my gospel, declaring that other officers and gifts that God, or Christ
the gifts shall follow as in days of old; has set in his church; for they were given
baptize for the remission of sins; lay on to set us right in the things of God. ·'Oh!
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost; lay They are no longer needed," you say.
on hands to heal the sick;, also, send for "VI e have outgrown them; like the little
the elders, as in J arnes 5: l 4, I 5; they shall boy's coat that he ha~ outgrown.". Yes,
speak with tongues, (that they have never yes, Doctor, I understand, we will dispense
learned), by the Spirit of God, as in Acts with the things that Chr:.ist has decreed
shall remain in his church and kingdom,
2: r-5. They shall interpret those tongues
by the same Spirit, as in l Cor. 12: 4-13. as long as, and wherever he has one on the
Together with all the other gifts men- earth, because they have become unpoputioned in the c;hapter last cited. Declare lar. Is that it? There is said to be twentythat you have seen angels; also, that they seven different denominations of Methgave you instructions in my gospel." (Rev. odists. Only think, twenty-seven different
14: 6). Nay more, "Declare that the canon bodies of the one Christ! We wonder if
of scripture is not full." "Tell them that some of them are not a little shaky, or
God has again spoken from the heavens, windy with not an apostle, nor a prophet
and with .an audible voice, has called men to set them right.
and sent them forth with authoritv to act
Here is anofoer big dose of calomel,
in his name, and to build up his church, as ipecac or bleeding, call it by what name
in former times." Declare that God has you chose, that we came near forgetting;
set in the church, first apostles, secondarily and it is so unpopular. As said above, the
prophets, thirdly teachers, then gifts, helps, augel told Joseph to declare that the canon
governments."-r Cor. 12: 28-30. Or, as of Scripture· was not full. That there
we have before cited, "He gave gifte to were other scriptures yet to come forth.
men." Such as apostles, prophets, evange- That there were sacred records to come
lists, pastors and teachers." In the Douay forth, one of which was hid. up in the
translation this text reads: "And some earth.; the words of which were to go. to
indeed he gave to be apostles, and some the learned for him to read; but upon his
prophets, and others evangelists, and otlt- declaring his inability to read it, an uneders pastors and teachers." The words ucated youth (called by his eni;mies an
italicised are those only which differ from ignorant vagabond) was to read 1t by the
the common version. Thus he gave gifts power of God. (See Isaiah 29: 9-16).
to men. He gave them to be these offiAh! This book, "the Book of Morcers, and then he set (plaeed) them irr his mon," contains another unpopular pill.
church. Tell them "That these gifts, or It declares that the Jews, God's ancient
officers were set there, •Till we all come in covenant people, shall again be gathered
the unity of the faith, and of the knowl- _to their promised land, the land of Palesedge of the Son of God, ·unto a perfect tine; that they should again build up their
man, unto the measure of the stature of the capital, the city of Jerusalem, more beautifullness of Christ.'"
ful than before. At the time that this
It seems necessary to diverge a moment hook came forth, none of the popular sects
from the main thread of .this subject, to held that the Tews would ever gather to
There may have been
learn why those officers were. given that Jerusalem again.
we might obtain this knowledge j and how individual exceptions. There was not a
we are to obtain the same. "And this is book of. any note published, at that date,
life eternal that we might know thee the (A. D. 1830), holding forth their gatheronly true God, and Jesus Christ whom ing. If there was, thewriter never saw it.
Here is another unpopular iterri that we
thou hast sent."-:John 17: 3. Again:
"And no man knoweth the Son, but the must not forget, because it touches a tender
Father; neithet knoweth any man the spot; it comes in contact with their bread
Father, save the Son, and he to whomso- and butter. When one angel told another
ever the Son will reveal him.''-Matt. l l : angel to "rnn and tell that young man
27: Now we will turn back to see for what [Joseph Smith] that Jerusalem shall again
further purpose those officers were placed be inhabited. (Zech. 2: 3, 4). That young
in the church. Verse 14, "That we hence- man was instructed in relation to his quesforth be no more children, tossed to and tion: "Which of all the churches is right?
fro, and carried. about with every wind of Which church is it my duty to join?" He
doctrine, by the sleight of men; and cun- was told: "None of them is right; join
ning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to none of them." He was told that if he
deceive." We ask; have the professed re- was faithful, that he with others should be
ligionists of our day all come in the unity the· means of building up the true church
of the faith ? A oneness of the faith? Is of Christ. Was this such a pill as a prethere but the one church?· The one body tender who only sought to build himself
of Christ? Not many bodies.
up as some great reiigious divine would
Let us see how
In the last ver,se quoted we learn some of think of dealing out?
the objects for: which those officers were many of these bitter unpopular pills we
given; is there no windy, shaky, unreliable have found. . See if they are such as a
doctrines in our day? O, yes, says my religious pretender, deceiver and impostor,
good Methodist, Baptist and Adventist if such he was, would tnink of ingraftin~
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into a new code of gospel ethics: 1st, Baptism by immersion for the remission of
sins. 2d, The laying on of han?s for confirmation and the gift of the Holy Ghost.
3d, The gospel gifts all restored as in days
of old.. 4th, They shall lay hands on the
sick and they shall recover. 5th, They
shall speak with unknown tongues, by the
power of the Holy Ghost. 6th, Shall by
the same Spirit interpret them. 7th, Let
the sick call for the Elders to pray over
them, anointing them with oil. 8th, They
shall see visions, and prophesy. 9th, Shall
see and converse with angels. 10th, They
claim to have seen the Father and the
Son, and talk with them. 11th, And to
have received revelations from them.
12th, Finding sacred records hid up in the
earth.
13th, Translat~ng them by the
power of God.
i4th, Translating the
Bible by the same power.
15th, They
claim to have apostles and prophets. 16th,
That the Jews should again gather back to
Jerusalem. i 7th, That they should rebuild it more beautiful than before. 18th,
·That there was no true Church of Christ
upon the earth at that time. 19th, That
there was no one on the earth at that time
(A. D. 1820 to 1830) called of God to
preach his gospel and administer the ordi1 nances of the same.
20th, But that he,
Joseph Smith, and others if faithful should
be instrumental in building up his church
on the earth.
The above"' dear friend, are some of the
unpalatable, unpopular religious pills that
Joseph Smith dealt out over fifty years.
ago, to those unto w horn he was called and
sent of God to preach His gospel, and to
minister in all the ordinances of the same.
And ·despite the apostacy of latter day
Israel and all the persecutions of him and
the Saints, the succ-ess that attended the
gospel during his life time, and the success
that has and is attending the Reorganized
Church of Christ, are proofs positive that
the work that ·he inaugurated is of God
and will stand.
As ever, yours in the faith of the gospel
of Christ,
w. R. CALHOON.

PUBLIC DEBATE AT LAMBTON.

ON Thursday and Friday evenings last,
the Music Hall was very fairly attended
by ladies and gentlemen to hear the debate
between Elder J. F. Burton, late of America, and Mr. Fred Mogg, of New Lambton, one of the Christadelphian persuasion.
The subject debated was "ls there a spirit
in man which is a conscious and intelligent
entity, and may exist apart from and indepeaaent of the body?" The chair was
occupied by Mr. R. Hughes, of Plattsburg. Mr. Burton opened the debate in
the affirmative, and spoke for half an hour.
Mr. Mogg then followed in the negative
for half an hour, after which the debaters
spoke for intervals of a quarter of an hour
each. Two hours were occupied each
evt:ning under the same rule. To give in
detail tht: numerous propositions of each
_gentleman would occupy to~ much space.

They were patiently listened to, and applauded whenever either made a particular
point. The chairman, however, asked the
audience not to indulge in any demonstrations of the kind, so as not to hurt the feelings of either i!i!de, but to weigh well and
judge in their own minds. Mr. Burton
laid down about seventy propositions in
favor of his opinions, and quoted extensively from the Scriptures in support
thereof, the gist of his contention being
that man had always an existence from
the beginning of all things, an existence
which, he argued, never would be exterminated, and was the conscious and intelligent entity apart from,. and independent
of the body. Man existed in this form
always, and the body was the mere clothing of this conscious entity. Spirit, he argued, could not come from mattt>r, but
matter from spirit; the greater could not
come from the lesser. One point he made
may be mentioned by way of illustrat10n.
He referred to an American senator who
was so weak and emaciated in body he
had to be wheeled in his chair to Congress,
at which place, notwithstanding his bodily
weakness, he fairly electrified his hearers
by his sound logic and powerful eloquence.
It was not the body that gave this man
the power, he argued, hut that which was
within him, and which was the conscious
entity apart from the body.
Mr. Mogg, in combating the arguments
of J\1r. Burton, quoted numerous passages
of Scripture. He contended that man had
no spiritual entity, but was a creature of
the dust, into whose nostrils God breathed
the breath of life, and who would return
again to the gust, being regenerated only
through tfie redeeming power of Christ;
those outside of, or who refused to accept
Christ, becoming extinct, his argument apparently being against a future punishmenr, and in favor of extinction only. The
Scripture had, he held, nothing in favor of
this conscious entitv, and if the wise, inspired writers of ali ages had any knowledge of it, they had led us a5tray by not
telling us of it. Moses .and the prophets
told us nothing of it, neither did St. Paul;
and he submitted that to accept such a doctrine would simply make them all false
teachers.
The chairman, at the close of the debate,
said be thought it best on such occasions
not to take a show of hands, but leave the
audience to judge in their own minds as to
who had used the best arguments. He
thanked them for the patient hearing and
fair play they had shown to each debater.
He also explained that the amount of the
collection was £2 I 5s, and that after the
expense of the hall and printing bad been
paid, the balance would be handed to the
Newcastle Hospital. The Old Hundreth
Psalm was then sung, and the proceedings
terminated.
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the Divine
Origin .of the Book of l\1o~mon Defeuded and
Mumtamcd. Paper covers, 200 pages............. . 35
!J3l;"" This is a reply by Elder W.W. Blair to Elder Wil·
liam Sheldon of the Secoud Adventist Society, and is an
important work to be m the hands of the ministry of the
Vhurch. especially; and it is a most excellent one to he
circulated both in the Church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense of
Joseph Smi~h aud the lluok of b19~m91,1,

LEON, Kan., March 9th.
Dear Herald.-! was baptized and confirmed a
member of the Church of Latter Day S;ints,
November 2d, 1885. Have never had any reason
to regret doing so, but can say, Praise God for the.
gospel in its purity, simplicity and fulness, as believed, taught and practiced by the Saints. Our
little branch is, endel\l.voring to live in accordance
to the will of the Master. We try to have our
preaching and prayer meetings regular. One
person not long since signified a willingness to be
baptized, whi_le there are ·others, I believe, are
almost persuaded. Ever praying for the success
o.f the principles of the gospel of Christ, and that
God will guide, comfort, and sustain each ,of us.
·
I remain yours in Christ,
GEO. w. HOBART.
RHODES, Iowa, March 16th.
Bro. '.foseph.-Conference. held here on the .I 3th
and 14th was a good o·ne, both in its immediate
sqlace to the Saints and precedents laid for future.
Bishop's Agent's receipts better than any previous
quarterly report. Some have misconstrued, unintentionally, my late letter to Herald. Bro. Bozarth's going home was imperative, because of
sickness, and fully justifiable. What J wanted to
convey was that unwarranted preferenq~s in favor of one and against all others had been thwarted, as it usually is. Bro. Bozarth filled all engagements and demands while with us; and all
say to him, Come again.
In bonds,
R. ET:.<!ENHOUSER.
EMERSON, Iowa; March 6th.
Dear Herald.~I joined the church October 2d,
1881, was baptized by Bro. G. T. Griffiths, and I
am not sorry for the step I have taken, for I know
it is the true work of God. \Ve know that the
blessings are for those who put their trust in him.
We have had sickness moved from our family by
the prayer of faith. I know nothing in this world
to entice me to turn away from this glorious work
which we are engaged in. I ask the prayers of
the. Saints that I may hold out faithful to the end,
and ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I remain your sister in the one faith,
SARAH L. CLITES.
DEFIANCE, Iowa, March 15th.
Dear Herald.- We are living a way one side of
the Galland's Grove branch, but circumstances
are such that we don't get there very often; so
you see that you are about all the preaching we
get. We hail your coming with delight. Bro.
Short was the last Elder that we heard. We did
not get over to Galland's Grove to the conference, on account of the weather. At the close
of the re-union, last fall, Bro. Short came out
here and preached four discourses; I wish he
could come again. While here he baptized our
last one into the church. About seven years ago
Bro. G. S. Hyde baptized our first one into the
church, which was L. Gunsolly. He was bap·
tized here at Defiance; in a little over a year, at
the same place, my husband, myself and oldest
daughter were baptized by Bro. Hyde, and at the
re-union at Garner's Grove, four more were baptized, three by Bro. J. S. Roth, one by Bro. P.
Cadwell, and last re-union at Galland's Grove,
three more were added to the church, ba.(>tized
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by Bro. P. Cadwell. May we all live as it is our
duty to live, and ever discharge the same whenever it is made known to us, is the prayer of your
sister. I hope when Bro. Hyde gets to Little
Sioux he will come out to Defiance, and spend a
few weeks with us. Any other Elder passing
aoywhere near, please give us a call.
Ever praying for the cause of Zion;
Yours in Christian love,
M. G. GuNsOLLY.

General Con:ference Notice.
GALIEN, Mich., 12th March, 1886.

Bro. Josefk Smitk.-The Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy R. R. Co. will return for one-third
(YJ) fare rates those attending the conference
over its line to the several stations at which the
persons took train to go to the conference, paying
full fare there.
Hastily yours,
G. A. BLAKESLEE.
MARRIED.
BrsHOP-CURTis.-At tb,e Saints' Chapel at
Independence, Missouri, on Sunday, February
7th, 1886, Elder F. G. Pitt officiating, Bro. Adolph
Bishop and Sr. Elizabeth Curtis. On Monday
evening a reception was given at the residence of
Bro. and Sr. Albert Bishop, the groom's parents,
and a splendid time was had by the many friends
who filled the home. Music and pleasure were
indeed the order of the hour. Eighty-five persons
graced the festal board and partook of the royal
feast prepared for the occasion. Quite a number
of nice and useful presents were made; Bro. Pitt
gracing the scene with a presentation speech,
neat and happy. The young couple enter upon
the voyage of life ·with the best wishes of their
many friends.
W ASHBURN-HowELL.-At Galien, Michigan,
March 23d, 1886, E. L. Kelley minister officiating
in ceremony, Bro. Cyrenius W. Washburn and
Sr. Laura A. Howell (formerly Miss Laura A.
Bronson), both of Galien, and among our best
and most faithful workers to establish the gospel
light in this part of Michigan. Their friends
wish them the utmost happiness and joy as they
make the journey together.
DIED.
.NEWENHAM.-Amma, wife of Sylvester Newenham, of Brown County Illinois, was born in
Brown County, Illinois, December 15th, 1851,
and died March 6th, 1886, being at the time of
her death thirty years, two months and fifteen
days old. In February, 1874, at the age of 17
years,she was united, in marriage to Sylvester
Newenham, in December, 1879, she united with
the church of the Latter Day Saiints. She belonged to the North Bend branch, and was a
faithful worker in the Lord's vineyard.
STILLWELL.-At Ashton, Osceola Co., Iowa,
February 4th, 1886, of rheumatism of the brain,
Bro. Payne Stillwell, aged seventy-five years.
Bro. Payne was sick some time, had the best of
medical treatment from Dr. 0. L. Gurney of
Sheldon, but his skill was unavailing. He was
"faithful unto death." His wife, Sr. Stillwell,
writes of him; "He passed through his last sick"
ness and out and beyond, without any expression
of fear,· and calmly, as when one lie~ down to
sleep, he closed his eyes in the last sleep, that to
mortal knows no waking-. He continued as Jong

as he lived to have faith in God, and in the
church. He read the Bible, and was always interested in the news of the church of his choice, as
he found it in our church paper-the Herald.
JoHNSoN.-At Galien, Michigan, March 5th,
1886, at half-past ten o'clock p. m., Sr. Luella
Christina, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Klasner, of Galien, and wife of Mr. A. C. Johnson.
Sr. Johnson was born November 12th, 1860, in
Berrien county, Michigan, and united with the
church May 8th, 1881, under the ministration of
Elder William H. Kelley. She was a diligent and
faithful member,, and much loved by the Saints
and her acquaintances. She Jeaves. an infant
daughter-Mabel Luella. Funeral services directed by Bishop Blakeslee, and discourse by E.
L. Kelley. She was "faithful unto the end."
SWIFT.-At St. Louis, Missouri, February 9th,
1886, Bro. Joseph Swift, aged 63 years, 8 months
and 1 r days. Deceased was born in Sheffield,
Yorkshire, England, May 29th, 1822; baptized at
Sheffield in 1847; came to this country in 1848,
and was C:ne of the earliest members of the Reorganized Church in St. Louis. He was a sufferer from epilepsy for many years; was patient in
his affliction, and lived a consistent Saint to the
last. Funeral services ~ere conducted, February 14, by Elder William Smith.
INDEPENDENCE LOCALS.
The spring time has come, and all nature is
putting on her beautiful garments.
We have been enjoying a feast of fat things in
the form of a protracted meeting, conducted by
brethren Lake, Anthony and Short; several have
been baptized in consequence.
Quite a number of the Saints here are making
arangements to visit your city during the coming
conference.
Brethren A. H. Smith and J. Luff are expected
home in a few days; loved ones are anxiously
waiting and watching.
The great railroad strike is on here, mills arid
all places of business are stopped; dissatisfaction is
generally felt in consequence.
T. W. Chatburn & Co. have sold one half interest in their mills to Sophus Holstein of Burlington, Iowa. They too also have sold to a
stock company, composed of T. W. Chatburn,
Sophus Holstein and Chas. A. Bishop, ·to be
known as "Chatburn and Holstein Milling Company," with a capital stock of ten thousand
dollars. Bro. Holstein will move his family
here in the near future.
Bro. A. White has resolved to labor in the
"vineyard" this summer, on his beautiful ten
acre residence lot just north of the city.

FREMONT.
This district conference convened at the Gaylord school-house, Fremont county, Iowa, February 13th, 1886. Henry Kemp, president, in the
chair.; J. B. Cline secretary pro. tern. Branch
reports.-Shenandoah 85; removed by Jetter x.
S.S. Wilcox president, Eva Redfield clerk. Union
55; received by vote on evidence o(~embership
in old church l; J. W. Calkins president, L. C.
Donaldson clerk. Keystone, referred back to
branch for correction. Memb.ership last report
54; E. S. Weed president, J.B. Cline clerk. Elm
Creek 37; H. Hershey president, J.M. Stubbard
clerk. Plum Creek 84; W. Leeka president, M.
W. Gaylord clerk. Farm Creek not reported.since
March 8th, 1884, ~hen it contained 30.. Ministry
reports.-Elder S. S. Wilcox reported 't>,r letter

that he had labored in the branch as presiding
elder, and is still desirous of working for the
cause of God. H. Hershey had presided over the
branch, but had not done much work on account
of moving their hall. Geo. Kemp had answered
many calls, and had done all he could for the
cause. J. Goode had done what he could under
the circumstances, being old and in poor health.
W. Gaylord, E. Benedict and S. Dyke, reported.
J. W. Waldsmith brought good news from Nebraska City; all felt well, and desired to help on
with the cause. Henry Kemp had preached· at
Keystone, Farm Creek, Shenandoah, Wheeler's
Grove, Hamburg, Bartlett and Glenwood, and
felt well in the cause, and desired to do all .he
could to help on the cause,
W. C. Mathews reported by le'tter that he had
completed the record of last corlference as best
he could; found the district record in bad shape,
and recomended that a new record book be procured. Whereupon he is hereby instructed to
procure said book at once, and report the cost of
same at next conference, which will be promptly
met. Teachers A. Hills and J. B. Cline, and
Priests E. Weed and J. F. Wolsey, reported. The
following members are to represent the district at
the next annual conference: Henry Kemp, John
·Goode, W. Gaylord, S.S. Wilcox and W. C. Matthews. Each branch to raise two dollars to defray the expenses of Henry Kemp to the annual
conference and back; said amou,nts to be placed
in the hands of each braneh pretiident to be sent
to George Kemp, Tabor; Iowa. Bro. H. Kemp
was sustained as district president and W.' C.
Mathews as secretary, for the next .three months.
Report of William Leeka, Bishop's agent, from
March 1st, 1885, to February 13th, 1886: receipts
$265.75, disbursements $222.88, balance on hand
$42.87. Preaching on Sunday forenoon by H.
Kemp, assisted by J. W. Waldsmith. Social
meeting in the aftei:noon in charge. of E. Weed
and J. Goode. Preaching in the evening by H.
Kemp, assisted by George Kemp. Adjourned to
meet at the Keystone branch, on the 15th day of
May at ten o'clock. Thus ended one of the best
· conferences the Fremont district ever enjoyed;
there was rot a dissenting voice, neither a nega·
tive vote, dl.ring the entire session. God's Spir·
it was manifested in the gifts of the gospel in
tongues, interpretations and prophecy.
GALLAND'S GROVE .
Conference convened at Galland's Grove, Iowa,
on the Sth, 6th, and 7th of March, 1886. W.W.,
Whiting, president; Charles E. Butterworth, as·
sistant president; John Pett and Charles E; Butterworth, secretaries. Branch Reports.-Galland's Grove 252;. 4 baptized, 2 received by letter,
19 by vote, 1 removed by letter, 1 died. Coal·
ville 21; 2 removed by letter. Camp Creek 19;
2 received by vote. Boyer Valley 57 > 12 bap·
tized, 2 removed by letter, .2 ordained': Mason's
Grove 125; 4 baptized, 2 received by vote, 2 or·
dained. North Coon 25; 4 baptized. Ministerial
Reports.-James Wedlock, James Turner,Benan
Salisbury, William Shirk, W.W. Blair, w: W.
Whiting, John Hawley, John Pett, E. C. Brand
(baptized 1), Charles E. Butterworth (baptized 8),
Ingvert Hansen, Channey ,Williamson, James
Pear.sall, John Cross and Robert Woodcock re·
ported in person, William A. Carroll by letter.
A request wa~ made by the Camp Creek Bri·nch,
for a camp meeting to be held there at ,.,,me time
during the summer. The reciuest was on mo\ion
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granted, the president to take charge and have
control of the meeting, the tiine to be determined
at the June conference. The Shelby Branch was
reported by Brn. Charles E. Butterworth and John
Hawley, who had lately visited it, to be in a bad
condition. It was resolved that a committee be
appointed to set in order the Shelby Branch, the
president to be one of the committee, and he to
select one or more Elders to assist him. Preaching in the evening by Bro. E. C. Brand, assisted
by Bro. Salisbury. Saturday morning. Bishop's
Agent, John Pett, reported cash on hand and re..ceived $158.86, ·paid out $6i.6o, balance $97.26.
It was resolved that the ministry in this district
be requested in the future to report that part of
their labor in writing that they wish to have put
on the record. The delegates appointed to General Conference were W. W. Whiting, John
Hawley, Benan Salisbury, Charles E. Butterworth and James T. Turner. The traveling expenses of Brn. C. E. Butterworth and J. T. Turner, and half the expenses of Bro. John Hawley
to be paid by the district. Bro. C. E. Butterworth to collect and hold the moneys for that purpose. It was Resolved, that we request the General Conference to appoint Bro. E. C. Brand to.
labor in this district. It was on motion adopted,
That this conference request the president of the
district to supply the different localities in the
dist~ict with a suitable ministry. The following
preamble and resolution was unanimously adopted, That inasmuch as Elder Eli Clothier has recently left this district for north-western Kansas;
and, Whereas he has labored in the Galland's
Grove District for the last twenty-five years, very
earnestly, carefully, and wisely'; therefore be it
Resolved; That we in conference assembled tender him our heartfelt thanks for hb labors, praying t_hat financial success may attend him in his
new home, and that the Spirit of the living God
may be with him to bless, strengthen and comfort him.in all his labors for the truth. Brn. W.
W. Whiting and Charles E. Butterworth were
sustained as president and a~sistant president of
tho; district till after the close of the next conference. The authorities of the church were sustained in righteousness. The Bishop's Agent a~d
secretaries were also sustained. Preaching in the
evening by Bro. W. W. Blair, also on Sunday
morning. and evening. If the afternoon an excellent prayer and testimony meeting w'as held
and the sacrament administered. The gifts of
the gospel were manifested and the hearts of the
Saints filled with holy joy. There were full
houses at all the preaching meetings, and a more
earnest and intense interest was seldom witnessed, resulting in further enquiry for the way of
life. Adjourned to meet at Deloit, Friday June
uth, at half-past two.

For Sale.
EASY TEEMS, a STORE and stock of AGRI1MPLEMENT8, in the busmess cenON CULTURAL
t.er of Lamoni. 'l'he trade is good, and offers inducements

to the purchaser.
selling. Address,
· 27mar2t

J!'ailing health is the only cause of
·
HOPKINS BitOS.,
La_moni, Iowa.

WANTED.
Books, Pamphlets, and Newspapers, relating to the
Latter Day 8mnts, especially the following: "A Book of
Commandments," Zion, 1833; "Latter Day Saints Messengerand Advocate~,, ""'rhe Book of Mormon,'' Kirtland,
1837; "Elders' Journal of Church of L. D. S.;" "Times
and Seasons;'' "'The Nauvoo Neighbor;'' "Davis Account
of the Massacre of Joseph Smith," 1844; "Daniels Correct
Account of the Massacre of Joseph Smith;" '"'l'rial of
persons for the Murder of Joseph Smith at Carthage J'ail ;"
hThe Ensign of Liberty;" "'l'he Ohve Branch;" ••Joseph
Smith's Reply to John C. Bennett;" "0. Hyde's 8peech
Before the, High Priest's Quorum," &c., for which good
prices will be paid by
E. & J. B. YOUNG & CO.,
11Qmar3~
COOPEB UNION, NEW YOBK.

DENTISTRY.

DR.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.
Office two doors south of Hudson's store; up stairs:
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

For i!'iaie at a Ha1·;.;-aha,

My DWELLING HOUSE and two Lots, good small
burn, Coal and Wood House, outside Cellar, good well of
water, well fenced, well set with Small Fruits; desiruble
locution. Also Material and Fixtures of WAG UN 8HO!',
trade established six year.. Call on or address
J. II. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
· P. u. Box 55, Lamoni, Iowu

HANDS.

ic'HANGED

The Lamoni Gazette,
ILL hereafter be published by S. F. Walker and John
H. Hansen. Everyone interested.in the Local News
of this place should subscribe for the Gazette. _Terms: One
Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
27feb

W

J.

H.

HANSEN,

M.

D.,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and. DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14feb1y

l"he Line selected by the U.S. Oov't
to carry .the Fast Mail.

:1''01· Sale.
HE undersigned offers for ::;ale, in the town of Lamoni, two lots centrnlly located. On one lot. is a
BLACKSMITH AND WAGON SHOP, AND A
DWELLING HOUSE;
On the other is a small S'l'ABLE and CORN CRIB. A
good Well on each lot. For price and particnlars apply to
6mar lm
J. J. RABIDUU, J.nmoni, low11.

T

'l'EXA::; OR BURt;'l'.

For Sale oue Store-hou!»e ·& t.Oood",

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,
With two good Lots. For particulars, address

N.

~-REEDER,

30jan2m

LAMON l, IOWA.

Ct101ce Farau for

~ale.

120 ACRES, 2Y. miles Sout)l-east of Lamoni and one
nule west of Bethany Junction. ·Land all tilable and well
located, X,arge young Orchard, just beginning to bear.
Good FRAME HOUSE and BARN.
'l'erms easy.
6mar 4t

Address: J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.

.J. W. Del'lloon, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main ::;trect.
JanoUtf

Farmn for §ale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., IS3

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture _land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, nddresti,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feh6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

Farin fen Rent
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a Honse and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres <n Meadow; balance rn Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf
Lamoni, Iowa.

O

F

a a·

AU

ti

0 1·

!!i

a le .

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $~,4UO; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

Faa·m

101•

§ale.

IGHTY ACRES, well improved; land in good condition; small House, and Barn, bearing Orchard; one
mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Apply on farm
or by letter to
0. B. THOMAS,
20feb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

E

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a fnll line of.John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry fnll line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS_.
Oatalogues sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

The Only Th,rough Line, with its Own track, between

~~~c~~~; ~DENVER.
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, ,Pacific Junction, _Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,
11.1.INO!S, IOWA, !MISSOURI,
lllll!:BRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to iheir important cities and t.owns. It

runs every day· in the ya~r from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
. Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi;>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and council Bluffs,,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Dsland,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City a:nd Des Moin~~·

At _each of Its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train~ to
and-from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

SanFor franci~co,
Portland and City of Mexi.co
Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
1

the Burlingto n Route, call on any Ticket Agent in th@
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B, STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'! Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at 1: 50 p. ma
Do.
do.
West 2: 53

~-BUSINESS~

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.;
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; Bus:inessAritbt
metic ; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writirtg ; Comi
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Tel.egraphy;
Pho.nography ; Type~writing ; and Actual Businesa
P1·actice. For circulars address
DUNCAN Ii;; HAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCEB, Box s~.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters ofbusineSB
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
D.i.NoEB; communications and articles to the E1m:o:11.
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INTS' HEit~LD.

"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE J,ORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Bll ONE WIFE.- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELillVE THAT ONE MAN SHOUJ,D HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCllPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHllN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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THE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of the .Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.

m'"" The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents,· are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered aR second cluss matter at Lamoni Post Ottice.

JOSEP)I SMITH
W.W. BLAIR

EDIT.OR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, April 3, 1886.
WE publish the following letter from Mr.
L; L. Rice who; in the providence of God,
unknowingly l:eld the notorious "Ma.nuscript Found" for nearly _fifty yea~s Jyst
as. it came into his hands with the pnntmg
office he purchased from the Mormoneater, E; D. Howe. ft will be seen he
endorses the printed copy as being correct,
"and well preserving the chiuacter of the
original." His views in respect to the
labors of Pres.Joseph Smith in Utah and
Idaho last year are just and sensible.
. HONOLULU, Feb, 21st, 1886.
Mr. iv. W. Blair :-I received from yourself,
or some one connected with your establishment,
as I suppose, ten copies of the "Manuscript
Found," printed in good sty le, and well preserving
the character of the original. I have disposed of
them all "where they would do the most good,"
as the phrase is, except a single copy I have preserved for my own use. I very much want
another copy, to send to a friend in New York.
You will further greatly oblige me, if you will
send ~ copy of it by Il1ail, addressed to Jam es A.
Briggs, E.sq., 177 Washington St., Brooklyn,
New York.
I nave read with great interest, in the Saints'
Herald, the accounts of President Smith's tour in
Utah, &c., to propagate Antl-Polygamic Mormonism. It seems to me his mission augurs the
way in which the polygamous Mormons are
bound to relieve themselves of their present difficulties.
Yours truly, &c.,
L. L. RICE.
GEORGE Q .. CANNON'S CASE.

THE following clipping from the Deseret
News ot the 17th inst. serves to show how
Mr. Cannon evades trial by the laws of
our nation. Comment is not needed-the
facts speak for themselves.
"To-day, March 17th, being the date on which
President George Q Cannon was to appear for
trial .in the Third District Court, on a charge of
unlawful cohabitatiQn with his wives, more inter-

No. 14.

est seemed awakened than by any occurrence
Mr. Dickson insisted that the bonds should be
declared forfeited, and the names of the bondssince the arrest was made, and everyone seemed
men, John Sharp and Feramorz Little, were each
to be on the alert for some unusual developments.
called three times, but no answer was made.
Shortly after the court room was opened, people
After some discussion, lasting about five min·
began to flock in through the doors, which were
utes, on the matter, by the attorneys, the Conrt
carefully and strongly guarded by a large force
granted the order asked for by Mr. Dickson, forof deputy marshals. At the inner door several
feiting the bond of $z5,ooo, with the provision
deputies were engaged in searching those who
that if President Cannon was in Court at 2 p. m.
entered, to find whether any of them were armed,
the forfeiture ~hould be set aside. The witnesses
and when inquiry was made as to the cause of
w~re then excused until 2 p. m., and the large_
such an unus'llal proceeding in a quiet and peaceaudience filed out of the court room.
able community, one replied that it had been conA few moments afterward Mr. Dickson enter_ed
sidered probable that something desperate might
the U. S. Marshal's office, and on getting inside
be attempted, and as it was not known what of the door exclaimed, viciously, "The cur! G-,.might occur, this precaution had been ordered
d--n him! He hasn't got the courage to stand
taken. The court room was soon jammed to
his trial!" Then suddenly discovering that John
overflowing, and ingress stopped.
Q. and Abram H, Cannon and a nu111ber of their
The first business before the ,Court was the
friends were in the room, he hastily retreated.
sentencing of A. H. Cannon, an accoun.t of
At 2 p. m. the court room was again crowded,
which will be found in another article.
and many were in the street, unable to gain ad\Vhen this was completed, District Attorney
mission. When the court was called to order,
Di~kson called out that the trial of the United
Mr. Dickson asked the attorneys for the defense;
States vs. George Q. Cannon, indicted for unlawwith a sneer, "ls your client .here?" To this Mr.
ful cohabitation, was set for to-day.
Sheeks replied, "Not that I know of; I haven't
The Court asked the attorneys for the defense,
seen or spoken to him."
F. S. Richards, LeGr~~d Young and Sheeks l!?The Court then instructed the bailiff to call the
Rawlins, if they were ready, and a few moments' ' defendant, and the arm of the court sho~ted,
delay was asked.
"George Q. Cannon! George Q. Cannon! Geerge
Mr. Rawlins reminded the Court that an argu- - " The Court, hastily iriterrupting-"That is
ment in a case continued from yesterday was to
·
all. I don't think he is here."
have been made, and asked whether he should
After a short pause, the Court remarked to Mr,
proceed, but this the Court was not disposed to
Dickson that there was no necessity for the witpermit.
nesses remaining, and the District Attorney
Mr. Dickson then impatiently demanded that replied, "No, I presume not. They may be ex'
the witnesses in the Cannon case. be called, and
cused for the term." Then he added, jeeringly,·
the following answered to their names: Martha
"He may, as the defense suggests, get here in a
Tellie Cannon, Emily Little, Mary Little, Sarah
day or two.
·
'
,
Jane Cannon, Ella Little, Georgiana Little, AbraJust then Marshal Ire~arid relieved himself of a
ham Little, Mary Alice Cannon, Hester Cannon
loud "guffaw," and larger portion of the audience
and Sarah Ann Butterworth.
departed, the Court taking up the usual routine
The Court then ordered that the name of tlie
of busiµess.
defendant be called, and "George Q. Cannon';
Whell' it became finally known that Pres_ident
was shouted three times by the bailiff, but there
Cannon had not appeared, the event was the subwas no response ..
ject of general comment. It has been. freely ·
Mr. Dickson then eagerly demanded, "Call the
rumored that the District Atterney boasted that
sureties."
he had enough against President Ca.nnon to keep
Mr. Rawlins arose, and stated that the counsel
him in prison for life, and in connection with
for the defendapt diJ not know where their
this it may be said that it is understood the.
client was, and that they had not seen him since
officers from Nevada are now here, prepared to
the bond was given.
swe~r that an attempt was made to bribe them."·.
Mr. Richards said he had last visited Mr. Cannon with the Commissioner, at his home, on
SPECIAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
Feb. 27th, when the last bonds. were given.
THOSE designing to attend Conference at
Mr. Young suggested that a. continuance be
Lamoni, April 6th, will do well to read
had until ~ p. m., as the defendant's residence
our -notice in regard to rates in this numwas out of town, and the weather and roads being
ber on the last page. It will save thein
very bad, he might have been delayed. This
some money, and aiiy amount of disap•
provoked a burst of laughter among the "officers ._ pointmeht and vexation.
The Railway
of the court," and a glance around the officials
Company is very kind, and also takes care
ai;id deputies present was enough to convince one
to avoid being imposed upon. We who
propose to avail'. ours~lves ·of their kindthat there was sufficient malice in the ring to
ness must not make mistakes and then find
make a "Mormon's" life of but little worth,
fault with the company,
should any opportunity arise.
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EDITORIAL ITEMS.
THE Associate Editor returned on the
23d inst., from a pleasant three w~ks' trip
to western: -Iowa conferences where he met
many old time Saints and friends. Time
and faithful effort have wrought great and
cheering changes· in the Galland's Grove
and .Little Sioux Districts &ince 1859when he first visited those localities-while
the pale reaper has gathered away "beyond
the rjver" many whose prized associations
and kindly greetings he once enjoyed.
Where, in I 860, there were but a very few
connected with the church, now there are
large branches and commodious chapels,
with fine prospects for large ingatherings
in the near future. We look to see the
work in western Iowa extend and increase
far beyond its present conditions. Faithful, patient, prayerful effort as the Lord
direc.:ts will secure this.
By letter and notice from Bro. Peter
Anderson, of western Iowa, we learn that
Bro. Peter N. Brix, our missionary minister to Denmark died March Ist. It is with
great sorrow that we chronicle this event.
Bro. Brix has shown himself to be a most
worthy and faithful laborer, so far as any
information has ever reached us. He was
most anxio'lts that the work shouhl prosper
in his native land and lahored unselfishly
to that end. His rest is peaceful and his
reward sure.
Bro. M. P. Berg of Sioux City, Iowa,
sends up $5 to aid the Banner; $4 for
himself and $1 for 0. E. Oafsen-and says
that paper is well liked where read. He
further says, "We are getting along pretty
well here, and the Lord is blessing us in
our endeavor to serve him."
Bro. D. F. Crane of Lake Crystal,
Minn., under date of the 19th inst., says,
,, Brn. Shaw, Holt, and Anderson have visited there and have done the work there
much good. He hopes for a good in gathering if judicious labor is continued.
He speaks very highly of these visiting
elders, and prays for their success everywhere they minister.
Bro. F. M. Cooper was at Streator,
Illinois, March 23d. He had held eight
meetings at Piper City, Ford county,
Illinois, and baptized two.
He was to
begin meetings at Streator in a church
controlled by the "Church of God," on
the 24th.
. Bro. M. H. Forscutt was at Kewanee,
Illinois, at last accounts, and would be
there over Sunday, March z 1st.
N. W. and H. C. Smith have town lots
for sale, ranging in size from one fourth
of an acre to seven acres. Those who
may wish to buy may do well to consult
them.
We cheerfully make the correction requested by Bro. C. D. Carter, of DeKalb,
Illinois, by imerting his letter rectifying
our mistake. Dr. Carter is the grand-son
of Elder Jared Carter, of Missouri and
Nauvoo record, with the church, and not
the son as stated in HERALD.
Bro. Geo. Matthews speaks in high
terms of the work did by Elder M. H.
Forscutt at Knoxvilleborough, near Pittsburg, Pa., and regrets his departure for
~ther fields of labor.

..

Bro. Joseph Clapp was at Deer Lodge
Valley, Montana, March 14th, he writes:
"I never before enjoyed so much of the
Spirit of God in my preaching."
THE Mite Society, of Lamoni, gave a
concert, on the evening of March 19th,
the proceeds of which, amounting to $33·
10, are to be appropriated by the society
with other sums raised by them, for the
building of a plank walk from the business
part of the town to the church, the walk
being badly needed.
Mr.John'"'· Ockerman, Station Agent,
a lover of music and a teacher of singing
volunteered to drill the corps of singers
and conduct the exercises. He was secondfld by Sr. Lucy L. Lyons, our post
mistress, a good musician and excellent aid
in an enterprise of the sort. A number
of i;.ingers, middle aged and young were
selected and volunteered, and drilled persistently for weeks, under the tuition and
care of Mr. Ockerman.
The. music and songs selected were excellent, and the presentation and rendition
of them were very creditable both to Mr.
Ockerman and the entire body of singers.
Eve~·y one strove to do the part assigned
well, and did so cheerfully. The weather
for a part of the time during the meetings
for practice was stormy and bad, which
resulted in some of those who began with
the corps taking cold and becoming wearied out before the evening for the concert
arrived; but those who were strong
enough to stand the drill were quite ready
when the hour came.for the opening of
the concert.
·
Mr. Ockerman is not a member of the
church, but is fond of musiC, vocal and instrumental, and is beside, a citizen who
wishes success to the community where
he dwells and is willing to help forward
every laudable enterprise to that end.
Those who were present at the concert
were unh;ersally well pleased, each portion of the exercises receiving commendation, according to the particular bias of the
hearer; the whole being spoken of as excellent. Of the efforts of the singers Mr.
Ockerman said: "l am pleased with them.
They did well both in their practice and
in the final performance. I have not fault
to find.
Considering the disadvantages
some labored under, I do not see how they
could have done better."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
THE report of sister Abbie Horton, secretary of the Rising Star Sunday School,
Plano, Illinois, and published in the Hope
for April rst, is quite sugge~tive. When
the Herald Office removed from ~lano, it
took fifty-seven, large and small out of the
branch, among them some Sunday School
workers. The branch has regained its
membership to more than quoted when
the Herald office left the place, and this
report of Sr. Horton shows that the
Christmas entertainments given by the
school still retains their hold on the people. Sr. Horton says in her report:
"On Christmas Eve we had an entertainment
which passe<l off very successfully. A fee of ten

cents was charged at the door, from which was
realized $t r.38. The Stone Church presented a
very pleasant appearance; the children's singing
and speaking were all that could be desired, and
all seemed satisfied and happy at its close."
Bro. George Montague, writing from
Garfand, Butler county, Alabama, March
18th, says:
11
1 arrived here on the 9th; have been preaching almost every night. Through the influence
and efforts of Bro. G. T. Chute an empty .store
room was procured in Garland for services. A
fair attendance has been present each night, and.
we have enjoyed excellent liberty as a rule. The
interest seem• good. My health is greatly im"
proved, and I feel encouraged in the work."
Bro. S. D. Hannah, writes:
"There used to be a branch here in Buchtel,
(Ohio), until the great coal mine strike of the
Hocking Valley. Since that time there ha,·e
been no meetings, as our branch was composed
of three families and one young Bro. Stratton.
Bro. Wiper and family and.Bro. Ray and family
moved away, so that all that were left were Bro..
Stratton and myself. There are three or four
people that used to belong to the church; I have
got them to come together and have praye~s, and
do the best we can. vVe would like if one of the
traveling ministry would come here. We will
bear the expense, and there is a good chance.
There is a strong desire for Bro. G. T. Griffiths."
Sr. Broadhead of Ellenville, New York,
renews for the HERALD ;ind says:
"l should feel lost without it, it keeps me in·
formed· of the progress of God's work. * * * I
am still waiting for an opportunity to join the
Latter Day Saints' Church."
Will Bro. W. H. Kelley please provide
the "opportunity" desired.
Bro. A. L. Soule of St. Joseph, Mo.,
writes us that he feels "like a new man"
since he obeyed the gospel, and that he
has "received many blessings from heaven." He further says:
"My desire is to go forward in the good work,
for I can say I know it is true. I have been filled with the Spirit of God, and I want to do all
I can for the upbuilding of Zion. Six have been
baptized since you were here, and there are many
·
inquirers about this work."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
it a Deacon's duty to visit the
Saints and keep harmony in the branch
when the teacher is absent?
Ans,__:Yes, if desired by the braneh.
~.-Can the branch lawfully authorize
a Deacon to visit Saints in an official capacity without electing him to the office of
teacher.
A.-Yes, by vote.
~.-Do you think, according to Doctrine
and Covenants, sec. 23, par. 6, that Joseph
and Oliver were to drink poison if it was
desired of them so to do?
A.-No. The revelation is to the whole
church, and for the guidance of all the
ministry, and real! y ex plains itself.
~ues.-Is

ADDRESSES.
Rev. Thomas W. Smith, Missionary, Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Francisco, Cal .
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EDJTl<iD BY STR'l'ER "FRANCBS."

"'.rhe joy that comee in sorrow,e. guise,
The sweet pains of self-sacrifice,
I would not have thorn otherwise.
And what were life and death if sin
Knew not the dread rebuke within,
The pang of merciful discipline?"

"HOW IS THIS?"
[ConcJuded.]

IN our last we remarked, that while the Gentile
centurion had greater fai.th than Christ had found
in Israel, this fact did not change the relation in
which the covenant people stood to God. To
Abraham God had said "In the fourth generation
thou shalt come hither again, for the iniquity of
the Amorites is not yet full," so to the covenant
people there remained yet a space of time to fill
up their cup. When Jesus sent torth the twelve
he commanded them, saying, Go not into the
way of the Gentiles, and into any city of the
Samaritans enter ye not_: but go rather to the
Jost sheep of the house of Israel. B'u t the time
came when the last drop had fallen into the cup,
and Paul and Barnabas waxed bold and said, "It
was necessary that the word of God should first
have been spoken to you: but seeing ye put it
from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of
everlasting life, Lo, we turn to the Gentiles."
"And when the Gentiles heard this they
were glad, and glorified the word of the Lord."
At first we see the Gentiles glorified God, but the
time came when they too grew vain of this
preference, became lifted up in the pride of their
hearts; appropriated to themselves all the promises made to the literal seed of Abraham, a11d
spoke of his descendants as Jewish dogs. Hum an
nature is much the same in all ages of the world.
There is yet one other cup to be filled, and this
Paul tells us is the "Gentile fulness ;" he says:
"Blindness in part is happened to Israel, until the
fulness of the Gentiles be come in." This is no
new idea to us, who are of the household of faith.,
but as it is a time in the near future, the question
s_hould come home to each one of us, if the
natural branches were broken off because of unbelief, and we were grafted in, what then? "If
God spared not the natural branches, take heed
lest he also spare not thee." Thou standest by
jaitlt. Be not high minded, but fear.
The knowledge which God has condescended
to give to us concerning his gospel and the divinity of his Son, while it should fill our souls with
gratitude for his mercy and goodness, should at
the same time cause us to feel how much greater
is our responsibility than the responsibility of
those who are walking in darkness. Having bestowed upon us the earnest of our inheritance,
how careful should we be to retain this from day
to day. His coming is not far distant. Some of
us may sleep in the dust of the earth, but it will
not be for Jong if so be we are faithful to the end.
"Thou standest by faith," said Paul; "Be not
high minde\i, but fear." Fear, lest "a promise
being left us of entering into his rest," any of us
should "come short of it."
There is a natural tendency to pride, in reflecting upon the fact that we have more light than
others-a tende,ncy to feel that in some way, we
are favorites of heaven, forgetting or overlooking
the solemn fact that so much stricter will be the
account we~must render at the last day. Instead

***

of being "high minded" because of this, we should
be htrn;ibled as in the dust with our sense of gratitude to God for his mercy towards us. Let our
lives be Jiving epistles, known and read of all
men, and if it is possible that in the ·world there
exists greater faith than can be fo~nd in the
church, Jet us awake to the fact that it is high
time for us to "contend earnestly for the faith
once delivered to the Saints." Do we realize
that the church is composed of individual members? That as individuals we must stand or fall
for ourselves. When we walk humbly and uprightly before our God, we are sure that one at
least is walking in the straight and narrow way,
and that one too, the only one whose faults we
, are called upon to correct or criticise. If then
each member is perfect, will not. the body be
perfect? But if we can not claim perfection for
one mem her, how can we demand it of the body?
The poet has most aptly expressed this idea as
follows:
"Search thine own heart. What paineth thee
In others, In thyself may be;
All dust is frail, all flesh is weak;
Be thou the true man thou dost seek!"

Paul was not a poet,.but the injunction, "Make
strait paths for your feet lest that which is lame
be turned out of the way," is in harmony.
After the expiration of the "fourth generation," the complete filling up of the cup of the
Amorites, God brought up from the land of
bondage the children of the covenant, guided
them with a pillar of cloud by day and fire by
night; cast out the wicked nations before them,
(not, mark you, in order to give Israel room, but
because he had borne with those nations until
justice to the groaning earth itself demanded of
him to bear no longer), llnd planted them in the
land of Palestine. Hurldreds of years God bore
with them there, sending prophets to warn them,
punishing them in various ways until they
humbled themselves before him, when he restored his blessings and favor again. In reflecting
upon this-God's long forbearance-we are often
led to wonder if we are not frequently hardened
by God's m<;rcy and forbearance towards us!
But there is another phase of this history,this
favoritism, if we are pleased to term it such.
Would it not be well for us to stop and reflect
upon it, if at any time we should feel disposed to
think ourselves favorites, because we have greater
light, more truth, and a better understanding of
God's plan of salvation than any other people
upon the face of the earth.
Go to Josephus and read his description of the
horrors of the seige of Jerusalem. Clasp your
smiling infants to your breast, let the mother
love swell up in your heart beneath. its soft
breathing, and then remember that in those terrible days-days which were only the beginning
of nearly two thousand years of dispersion, mis·
ery and calamity-the Jews knew in reality what
it meant to be favorites of heaven. "We have
Abraham to our father" they had mocki1115ly
said, but ·the Savior plainly answered them,
"God is able of these stones to raise up children
unto Abraham."
Turn backward upon the stream of time, this
morning, backward to the judgment hall of Pilate
and behold. one staggel"ing upon its threshhold,
bending beneath the· heavy timbers of the cross
to which his hands and feet are shortly to be
nailed. Through the Jong watches of the night
he has known no rest. From the Garden of
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Gethsemane from the terrible agony of wrestling
prayer, in which he sweat great drops of blood,
saying, "If it be possible let this cup pass from
me;" dragged like a thief or malefactor to the
judgment of this earth. Behold a murderer steeped in crime,. his hands.dripping with the blood of
his victim set at liberty; and one of whom the
governor said, "I find no evil in this man,'' condemned to die. See as he walks faint and staggering beneath his load, the blood dropping from
the wounds made by the cruel thorns with which
they have crowned him! Is he alone in this
terrible hour? Where are all those whose "infirmities he has borne, whose sickness he has
healed!" Where are his mother and the sisters
beneath whose roof sits the brother restored to
life by this bleeding one? Where are they?
"And there followed him a great company of
people." Yes; but these were not they who
loved him-they were only the rabble, with the
Jews who had cried "Away with him! Crucify
him, crucify him!" "And of women, who also
bewailed and lamented him." "But Jes us turned
unto the latter and said: Daughters of Jerusalem
weep not for me, but weep for yourselves .and
your children." Oh! the matchless tenderness
of such Jove! How can it but reach our hearts,.
through all the centuries during which those
daughters of Jer.usalem have been weeping for
themselves and their little ones! No thought
then of the agony he was suffering, no thought
of the fainting, bleeding body, shortly to endure
the agony of the cross, and to even feel that God
himself had forsaken him, but "weep for yo;r.
selves and your children."
Sisters in Christ-who have been baptized into
this death which he died for us, into this suffering which we •never bore, are we to-day .fully
alive to the height, length, and breadth of the
solemn covenant into which we have entered.
"l have trodden the wine press alone, and of the
people there was none with me." It was not
possible for "the cup to pass away," but he drank
it even to the bitter dregs. The work which the
father gave him to do was done by him and not
by another, and in the darkest hour he thought
not of what he was enduring, but his great heart
reached out after suffering humanity.
His
travail and sorrow he knew would soon be ended. "And now I am no more in the world but
these are in the world, and I come to thee. Holy
Father, keep through thine own name those
whom thou hast given me." This prayer was
for us, each one of us j\lst as much as if we were
the only one for whom it wa'4!11lttered. "For
th.eir sakes I sanctify myself that they also might
be sanctified through the truth."· All his work,
all his travail and agony, all his thought a.nd
prayer, were for "those who should believe on his
name." To perfect the plan of redemption was
his work, that he might say with authority, "this
is the way, walk ye in it;" to follow his footsteps
is ours.
"To him that overcometh will I. grant to sit
with me in my throne, even as I also o.vercame,
"and am set down with my Father in his throne."
Can we overcome without faith? Faith leads
to works, the two go hand in hand. To separate
them is death. As the body without the Spirit
is but a corruptible, decaying mass which we
bury out of sight, so is faith without works. Are
we overcoming by faith, then it is faith which
works by love, and self is the tyrant we are striv·
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ing to bind! Our own salvation is all we can
work out, but blessed are we if we forget our
own trials and sorrows in weeping· for ·those of
others. When the cup of the Gentne·s is filled,
the deliverer will come out of .Zion, and turn
away ungodliness from Jacob. Are we ready for
his coming?
WE are in receipt of letters from sisters Neal,
Jones, and Salisbury. Don't hesitate to direct
your letters simply "Frances," Lamoni, Decatur
Co., Iowa. If sent to the Herald Office they
have to be remailed. All directed as above will
reach me. Let each one cast in her mite; write
solely with an eye single to the glory of God
and fear not, God will take care of the result.
. LAMONI, Iowa, March 25th, 1886.

CAMERON, Mo., Feb. 23d.
Dear Sister Frances:-It is with feelings of
gratitude to my heavenly Father that I read the
"Mothers' Home Column" in the Herald, for I
truly believe it Was through the inspiration of
the Ho.ly Spirit that the idea of such a thing first
originated. I have often wished that we could
have something of that kind but did not thliik
my wishes would ever be 1'ealized, and it only
makes my faith stronger, and helps me to see the
gr~at necessity of putting our perfect trust in
Him, for it proves to us that he knows the earnest
desires of the hearts, and that he has heard the
petitions of the many tried mothers. I.Te alone
knows the great responsibilities resting upon
those mothers; being req uircd as they are to
train up those little ·ones that he has given them,
in the fear and admonition of him. He also
knows how weak we are and that it is impossible
for us to do this of om selves; and as he has
promised to give unto so!Ile the gift of wisdom,
and others do not receive this gift; those who do
receive it can write and instruct and explain
many things to the rest of us that will help to
make us wiser and better, and thereby be the
means of doing much good. I also believe that
there will be many who will write for this column
that will write by inspiration many things that
will prove great blessings to all who will read
and profit by them. Dear sisters let us all try
and help Sister Frances; there are many good
and instructive pieces that can be selected and
sent to her from different papers and books; and
let us not all wait too long before we try to do
something, bef!Jtuse we are sure there are so
many that are better qualified to write than we
are, for it is not always those that are qualified
that are willing; and although we may feel our
weakness and inability to do anything, we may
receive a little encouragement from Paul's words
to the Corinthians, first chapter 24th verse, "For
God chooseth the foolish things of this world to
confound the wise, and God chooseth the weak
things of this world to confound the things which
are mighty." I firmly believe that all who ~ill
try to help sustain this column, in meekness and.
humility, giving our heavenly Father the honor
for every blessing, will receive strength and wisdom from him, and will be instruments in his
hands of doing much good. And that our ki.nd
Father in heaven may bless every effort that is
put forth for the purpose of accomplishing good,
and for the prosperity of this latter day work, is
my earnest prayer,
Gun.ETA F. SIMMONS.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
·Dear Sisters:--lt iS not without some fear on
my part that I now write, as I have never before:
wdtten for our much l.oved paper. But I have
been reading Sisfer Fra.nces' appeal to us to have·
courage, so I thought I would have the courage
to pen a few lines for our Mothers' Home Column, as I wish to help make it attractive and
helpful to others. I am very much pleased to
have a place in the Herald expressly for ourselves. It may seem to a good many toiling
mothers that they have no time to sit down to
wi:ite anything, for their minds are often so worried with household cares, that they can not settle them to paper, pen and ink. But never forget,
dear sisters, that the humblest effort will be rewarded by our Father in heaven. I am a wife
and mother myself, and I know what it is to feel
tired and worn out at night; and sometimes it
seems when evening comes that I h~ave not accomplished much. But then if mothers did not
work, how would our homes look when husband.
and children come in at night? They would
soon lose their pleasure in home. I believe that"
we hold the reputation of the ~hurch i~ ~ur
hands, to a great extent, and I.et us see to it that
it loses nothing through us; but let us strive to
keep our lamp trimmed and burning all the time.
We are told to do good unto al.I men, and that
surely means saint and sinner; and the least
among us can do something for others. If we
see a neighbor in trouble over some household
affair, assist her if we can, if it is no more than
assisting to cut out some garment for one of the
children, which inexperience makes troublesome
to her. Or if we find her sick and tired and the
baby crying, and some particular· thing that
must be done, just help her do it if it is possible
fo.r us to do so. This may not happen often, but
let us watch for opportunities of doing good, and
we will find plenty, and in ways that will not
put us behind with our .own work. The feeling
that we will have of helping some one out of
difficulty and of doing right ourselves, will give
us a light heart and a quick step; for sure! y it is
not right to pass our fellow mortals heedlessly
by when they are in trouble, though it may seem
trifling things to fret about; yet our life is made
up of seemingly small things. But if we will not
minister in small things we are not fit to control
great things. Do every thing that comes to our
hand to do as if we did it unto the Lord. If we
are kind to others who are not of our faith, they
will appreciate it, and we can gain an entrance
into their affections thereby, and that will open
the way for presenting the gospel. They will
listen far more attentively to one they care for,
than to those to whom they feel indifferent. I
have heard it said of a si•ter I know, "Well if
she is a Mormon she is a Christian any way, for
she is always willing to smooth over rough places
for others." Don't let us be in too much of a
hm:ry to teach gospel truth. Be content with
"line upon line, precept upon precept; here a
little and there a little,'' and soon they will want
to hear more. (I speak of those who have never
heard the gospel). Let us be faithful in performing all our duties, and the God of peace and love
will give us his Spirit in"' abundance, and let us
also go to him in secret prayer; we can tell our
wants in plainer language when we are alone
with him. Secret prayer is the most powerful
weapon we have, or at least it gives us a powerful weapon, that of the Spirit, in whose strength

we can talk to the outside world infinitely better
than we can in our own strength. . Well sisters,
perhaps I shall write again if I have the opportunity. I am one of the scattered ones, but I do
not feel that that is any excuse for me not doing
my duty; on the contrary I feel more than ever
the necessity for righteous living. Ever praying
for the redemption of Zion, I remain your coworker in the gospel,
SISTER CHARLOTTE.
STEWARTSVILLE, Feb. 28th.
Dear Sister Frances:..c....I have read with intense·
interest the sisters' departme.nt in the Herald, and
I am thankful we are permitted a place within its
pages to communicate our thoughts to one another, that by so doing we may be enabled to
more fully discharge the duties that are resting
upon us,
"mothers and daughters." I believe
this will be for good to the glory and honor of
God, and a help toward the furtherance and final
triumph of the cause we love, the bringing to pass
of all thaf J,as been promised, and the final redemption of Zion.
A sister wisely asks the questions, How are
we as mothers doing our duty by our children?
and so forth. Are we teaching them their duty
toward God, or to disregard his law by playing
cards, and all such games? I have thought of
this a great many times; have prayed and labored
that wisdom might be given tiyme to bring up
my children in the fear, love, and admonition of
the Lord;" and I have always been impressed,
and arrived at the conclusion that such games
draw their minds away from that ~ hich is good,·
that they tend to evil; consequently, we should
use our influence against them. Yet how timely
ancl prudently our attention is called by our dear
editor, in the questions asked us as parents. How
shall we provide our children with the necessary
amount of innocent amusement, and what shall
such amusements be? This has been a solemn
question in my mind for years. All will agree
with me, I think, that such amusement should
be that which will satisfy the longings of the
mind in that respect, rest their minds from their
hourly duties and labors, and yet it should be of
that nature that would tend to brighten the intellect and enlighten the mind, and promote good
health. I believe it to be the duty of parents to
study the different amusements their children
shall partake of, and seek wisdom from our heavenly Parent, and select such as will be best adapted to their different temperaments and tastes, or
desires; always considering the circumstances
u.nder which both parents and children are placed.
The joy, consolation, and encouragement received by reading and contemplating Sr. Emerson's advice and words of comfort "To the weary
mothers," none can tell only those to whom that
consolation and advice is most fitly adapted.
Such heart-felt sympathy certainly merits our
thanks and esteem. I too hope to read many
such excellent letters as Sr. White has written,
and believe also in teaching the tender and loving minds of our dear little ones all the beauties
of the workmanship of God, that they may love
him the dearest of all, and learn to honor and
obey his commandments, as they grov;· in years
and wisdom, that when they arrive at the age of
accountability they may be willing to yield
obedience to the requirements of the law, and
learn to overcome evil by good. To this end is
my prayer, that the young and rising generation
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may grow in grace and in the knowledge of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ; that they may do
the work assigned them. That many of them
will live to see the ultimate triumph of the work
I have no doubt. May strength and wisdom be
given to us to perform every duty, is my prayer.
I do hope the aged mothers will write and give
us their advice and counsel on these important
matters. Your sister in the bonds of Christ,
MARGARET J. HEAD.

sweetness of his love. Dear sister, may I not
hope, with you, that after we have suffered a
little while He may make us more perfect, establish, strengthen and settle us, that by grace we
may don, like a beautiful garment, the bond of
perfectness-Charity.
Lucy LLOYD.

DECISION with children is of the utmost importance. Whatever you think best to consent
to, do cheerfully and as though it gave you pleasure to grant the request. Let it never be the result of teasing. School yourself into deciding
at once what is right and best. Give your decision firmly. but pleasantly, rn it be fully unde1'stood that when "mamma says no; it means no,''
and not a signal for a series of whines, frettings
and teasings. This decisive course will show
its result in more obedient, respectful, and in
every way, more agreeable children.

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., March 19th.
{lrotlzer Blair :-I desire to bear my testimony
to the readers of the Herald. I know that this
Reorganized Church is the Church of the Lord
Jesus Christ, by the gift of the Holy Ghost.
The most of the Saints who have come here are
striving to live faithful. There have been some
deaths here among the Saints, and several others
are sick at this time. Business is a little dull
on account of the railroad strike, but there are
better prospects fpr business here this summer.
Lands are very high now, and still rising. I had
the misfortune to lose my wife, which has been
the hardest trial I ever had to meet; but I hope
I will meet he1· again in the sweet by and by; for
she left as good a testimony as ever Wf!S given.
I am left alone with six boys. Yours. in the
faith and hope of the gospel bonds of Christ.
}AMES A. BURNHAM.

MoTHERs of sons, do you ever think lhat you
arc probably training just so many future husbands? Then carefully, and day by day, cultivate those qualities of thoughtful consideration
which make up a wife's happiness in her husband. Your sons are impatient of restraint,
think more Of play than their duty in lessening
your burdens and cares. You feel it easier to
"let them go" than restrain them, and think you
would rather do everything yourselves than fuss
to make them help, never thinking the while
that you are training them in aU kinds of selfindulgence and selfish ease, from which some
other women will some day suffer untold inconvenience and disappointment.
:MY NEEDS.

WHEN,I examine the pattern of our Savior, coritaining ,so much love and self-denial, I feel to
exclaim, Alas how needy I am! "Let no man
seek therefore his own but every man another's
good." How far short of this my selfish nature
leads me daily; 0 that I-could say like Paul, "l
know nothing against myself;" but I can not,
for I know that I 'lack much in brotherly love,
yet hope by a constant watch of self, and prayer,
to steadfastly work nearer the standard. I need
the exercise of more "practical living faith" in
every ,day life. I need patience when I am
falsely accused, and the little ones cry, and the
bread burns, the milk spills-right here I must
needs stop and courageously nurture the spirit of
peace. I need the spirit of meekness to help me
lay aside pride when I have done wrong, and
promptly ask the forgiveness of my sister; with
the simplicity of a child. I need charity at
home, and sisterly kindness and love for those
with whom I associate, that a lowly spirit may
characterize my conduct at all times. I need
faith to sustain me through sickness, sorrow and
tribulations. I do not need food or clothing, but
I do need tne spirit of liberality to help- me impart of my substance to the unfortunate, (although
it be their own fault, apparently, or otherwise),
there is no acceptable excuse for me to withhold.
Alas, I see i;ny needs, and how base and slow
my efforts in the race appear; and how oft doth
Satan buffet me, and harshly sift; for it is only
by suffering that my stiff neck can be humbled .
Through bitterness only could J appreciate the

TABOR, Iowa, March 20th.
IJrotker Blair :-Our last Conference held at
the Gaylord School house was a success. The
business was transacted without- a dissenting
voice; our meetings were well attended; we expected Bro. Anthony to meet with us, but cir·
cumstances prevented, so we had to do the best
we could without him. Bro. J. W. \Valdst)lith of
Nebraska City, was with us, and assisted us in
preaching the word of life. We had good meetings, all hearts were made to rejoice in the. goodness of God. The brethren in this part are,
mostly trying to do the bestthey can. We have'
had good audiences in every place that.we have
held meetings, and the best attention paid by
those not of our faith. And we never experienced more of the Spirit of God in presenting:
the word than during the past six months. May
God give an increase of souls for our hire, is our
earnest prayer. I have visited Wheeler's Grove
twice since our Camp meeting last fall. The
Saints and friends turn out well. The last time
I went Brn. George Kemp and William Gaylord
accompanied me. We had a splendid time, and
notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather
and bad roads, our meetings were well attended,
and we all felt spiritually renewed, and were
strengthened in faith. The people for miles
faroughout the country are very anxious for another Reunion. I honestly believe that if the
general reunion could be held at that place, it
would result in more good to the cause than it
would at any other point in the west. 'Phere are
the very best of facilities for camping, a great
abundance of well, and spring water; a superabundance of down timber free; and fifteen to.
twenty acres of room. A band of faithful brothers anxiously waiting to prepare the grounds, and
hundreds of ho'nest souls ready to hear the "word.
of life." There are several of .the brethren in
this branch unwell, and some are pa~sing away.
On the 17th, I preached the funeral of our highly
esteemed Sister .Ann fenney; 91: the 19th wa~
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called upon to otliciate in behalf of Rayly Hardy,
son of Bro. and Sister Hardy of this branch.
Both services were largely attended, by profossors of other denominations. May God comfort
the bereft is our prayer, and help the motherless
in their distress. Our old, worthy, and ever
faithful veteran of the cross, father John Leeka,
has been very ill of late, but through the mercy
of God has partially recovered, also Bro. William has been confined to his bed and the house
for some weeks past, but is on the mend. Our
earnest prayer with all the Saints is for their entire recovery. Old father Orton, an old time
Saint, eighty-four years old, was stricken by
paralysis causing him to lose the use of one side
of his body.
God be merciful to alt; and help us to stand the
trying day; give us patience to endure, and
strength to overcome that we may obtain the
victory through our Lord Jes us Christ, amen.
Your Btother in bonds,
HENRY KEMP.
NORTH ATTLEBORO, Mar, 13th.
Bro, ':Joseph Smitlz:-I believe the opportunities
for enlightening the people about the everlasting
gospel here are good. I took pleasure in reading
Bro. H. Grifllth's letter in your issue. of March
6th. The I-lerald is an ever welcome instructor
in the gospel truth to its readers here. I see by
the letters and extracts from cC"Jmmunications
that it is universally appreciated among the
Saints and their friends. The Mothers' Home
Column is quite an accession to the Herald. May
God's choicest blessings attend its editor. It is a
well acknowledged fact the Sisters are important
factors to the success of any well ordered organization. The ladies are assisting in sewing capacity to help build up the work here. I hope that
General Conference will be directed to return
Bro. M. H. Bond_ to the Massachusetts District,
as I pelieve he is better acquainted with the neecjs
of the work in this district than any laborer in
the field. The same conviction is universal
among the Saints in _this State. _ The prospects
of the work at Attleboro i.s' brighter,.and many.9f
the people are ready to lay aside prejudice.and
tradition and investigate our claims. Bro .•C. A.
Coombs preached last Wednesday evening_at the
residence of Mr. Thomas Shallcross to qnite a
large company, and was blessed w.ith liberty.
Hoping for the advance of the glorious. latter
day work and the ultimate redemption of Zion, I
remain,
Yours in the faith,
ARTHUR B. PlERCE.
DE KALB, Ill., March r8t.h.
Dear Herald,-In your issue of February 27th,
page 133, y<:iu state that I am the son of Jared
Carter; and I am in one way, but it is only.a
grandson. My father, Orlando Carter, was _the
oldest son of grandfather Jared Carter. Those
of the old church who knew all aboutJarecj Car~
ter and his family, may be at a lqss to know how
I came to be kis son; and they may think me an
impostor, or something else, and perhaps it would
be well for you if it is convenient, to make the
correction.
'Ii!!>
Our little branch,-consisting of fourteen members, which has lately been. organized at Cortland,-is in a very good .and healthy condition,
spiritually; and by the help of our Lord and Master, we hope to soon have a larger an·d more
.thrifty pranch.'.:_ And as there_ has bee11 se~q
,,.,
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sow.n here in former days which has not all died,
or withered away;• we are very hopeful, and pray
that our Father will yet continue to strive with
them by his Holy Spirit, and finally bring them
within the fold of Christ.
Yours in gospel bonds,
c. D. CARTER.
MONDAMIN, Iowa, Mar. 21st.
Dear Herald:-! See in your columns flattering 'P~pofts from different parts of the world, of
the progress of the great work, and the bless. ings enjoyed by the Saints in divers places.
At our quarterly Conference· the 13th and 14th
inst., at Magnolia, there was a goodly degree
of the Spirit present;- and especially at the
prayer service in the afternoon of the 14th.
· :Although there were no outward manifestations of the gifts, the peacful, gentle influence
of the Spirit was felt arid enjoyed by all. The
glistening eye and the tear stealing down the
cheek, spoke of hearts "too full for utterance.
Brethren Blair and Brand were in attendance,
and were the dispensers of the word of life.
In the branch of which I am a member, the
cause is languishing. There are a number of
causes for this state of affairs, the most prominent one, perhaps, is a lack of labor by the branch
officials, (of which I am one). Another cause is
the spirit of gpeculation, which has placed some
in a position which requires every effort of their
mind and body to keep from sinking financially.
These together with a neglect to assemble at the
house of worship on the Lord's day, agreeable to
the commandment found in the Doctrine and
Covenants. sec. S9: 2, 3, has brought about this
state of affairs. Some excuse themselves because
'of the conduct of others. Saints, this will never
do; it is a true saying, that "every tub must stand
on it own bottom." By our own works we stand
or fall. In the day of final accounts it will be
asked of us individually, Have you done your
duty? It will be too late then. to try to justify
ourselves because of the wrong doings of others.
An idea has obtained in the niinds of some, that
one may neglect duty here, and that, in the world
to come, after paying the utmost farthing, we
will be admitted into celestial glory, and receive
·as great a reward a.s those who have sacrificed
time, talent, money, home, friends and all that
is dear to them by earthly ties, to do the will
of the Master. This, I think, is a mistake, and
is calculated to deceive. Suppose I should believe this; it 1would give me license, or the privilege, to do nothing except that which is no
task for me to do. In other words, I need not
make any sacrifice whatever, and then in the·
sweet bye and hye, after having paid the penalty
of my sins of 0mission, I shall be permitted to
clasp hands and rejoice with those who have
come up through much tribulation.
"And again, we saw the terrestrial world,
and beheld and lo; these are they who are of
the terrestrial, whose glory differs from that of
the church of the first-born, who have rece.ived
the fullneso of the father, even as they of the
n'foon differ from the sun in the firmament.
Be.hold these are they who died without law;
and also they who are the spirits of men kept
in prison, whom the Son visited, and preached
the gospel unto them, that they might be judged according to men in the flesh who received
not the testimony of Jesus in the flesh, but
~~trrny~rc~~ p:~qeiveq it; t~e~e flf"' they vyly:i.~re
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honorable men of the earth, who are blinded
by the craftiness of men; these are they who
receive of His glory, but not of .His fullness;
these are they who receive of the presence of
the Son, but not of the fullness of the Father;
wherefore they are bodies terestrial, and not
bodies celestial, and differ in glory as the moon
differs from the sun; these are they who are not
valiant in tke testimony of Jesus; wherefore
they obtained not the crown over the kingdom
of our God. And now this is the end of the
vision which we saw of the terrestrial, that the
Lord commanded us to write while we were
yet in the Spirit."
In gospel bonds,
J. L. GUNSOLLEY.
KEWANEE, Illinois.
Fel[QW Saints,-one and all, especially those
who read the Herald, keeping posted in .Zion's
(now scattered) prosperity. Let me say to youthat you may rejoice with us in the Lord. Since
the coming of Bro. Mark among us some two
weeks before our conference and "re·union" as
seen in the minutes of same. We have had the
most soul cheering and instructive times, that
ever ere this we have been favored with.
A
great number of outsiders rallied at the call, and
paid great attention to what was said, while the
words of life flowed like a stream, making the
hearts of the Saints glad; while the inquiry aro~e
in the minds of others as yet alienated; "Can
these things be? What, are we living in a day
when God is speaking to man as in the days of
yore? They take their position from the Bible,
proving the truthfulness of their sayings from
the sayings of Christ and his apostles. Why! I
thought our ministers were the most able of any
to rightly devide the word of God, expounding
and showing to the people its truthfullness. But
alas, we hear more Bible truth from this man
Forscutt in one discourse than from our ministers in a month of Sundays-and when you get
into conversation with their male members, yes,
and may I say their women, whom I thought
generally speaking were ignorant, why they
know more of the Scriptures, I was going to say,
than our preachers-and I will sa,y it too. Why,
the Scriptures are to them like an old familiar
sonnet, 'The old oaken bucket that hung in the
well;' or our national air •The star spangled banner," &c.
So it goes, brother, what may finally be the result I can not say; but this I do know, that prejudice is yielding, and rising like some misty
fog, passbg away to some more congenial bigoted quarters. I should like to have been able to
have given synopses-of Bro. Mark's discourses;
I am sure they would have edified; and this is
what we want, so that we all may labor for the
master intelligently.
While listening to our brother as he seemed to
unravel some apparently knotty portions of
Seripture, within myself and to God I would say,
Father, 0 we do thank thee for raising up such
Pauls and Appoloses to spread far and wide thy
"eleventh hour" message. Two gave their
names for baptism, and we are hoping that the
good Spirit may fully incline others to obey.
Yea, those whose hearts are honest, men of
spiritual nerve, muscle, bone, and sinew; that
will by the power of Israel's God h!Olp batter
down the walls of bigotry, syperstitiori and priestcraft, that has for ages, and at present fetter and
l~ir:r.1 the ~cwl~ Pf ri~eri in ~in <W4 ctrrat~,
When

I think of the falsehood that has been published
broad cast in the world to hinder the eleventh
hour message, I feel often times sick at heart, to
think that so intelligent minds do not know the
things that tend for their peace. How truthful
the apostle's word-"Man through wisdom
knows not God." And certainly if they know
him not, how can they become versed in his law,
his will.
I must not be too tedious-but ever remain
yours f~r po~; ~~~ttered Zion,
J. D. JoNEs.
42 York Street, Cheetham,
MANCHESTER, England,
March 12th, 1886.
Dear Herald:-The Manchester .district (English Mission) bids fair to excel the progress of
.the past, if we may judge of the future from
present appearances. The spirit of enquiry
seems rife in several of the branches, resulting
in the attendance of numbers of strangers at the
ordinary services each Sabbath evening. Five
were added to the church by baptism on Friday
evening last, in the Manchester branch, still
leaving a number almost ready. Unity and consequently peace prevail in the church here; thus
efficiently aiding. There are several enquirers
who are about ready for baptism, residing at
Lyldsly, a town about ten miles from here, in
which a little labor has been done during the
past season. At Leeds in this district the work
is onward. The Brethren and Sisters are battling manfully for the faith once delivered to the
Saints, and are succeeding ·almost beyond their
most sanguine expectations. From advices recently received, [ am informed that four or five
are awaiting baptism.
I met with the Saints at Sheffield on Saturday
and Sunday the 27th and ;i8th, Febru,ary last,
Elder Armstrong and myself enjoying a very
pleasant time indeed with the brethren and sis·
ters and friends of the above named branch.
Sister Gell and her most kind and estimable husband adding every thing necessary for
comfort and happiness during
short stay amongst
them.
The work is onward in Sheffield, and the
Saints under the presidency of Elder John Austus and his faithful coadjutors, Elders Henry
Hoole and Priest Fredrick Beatimont, are indefatigable in their efforts to build up the .Church
of Christ. May God bless and prosper them.
On Saturday the 6th of March, I visited and
met in tea party with the President and Saints
of the Farnworth branch, spending a very pleasant time with them. ·The brethren and sisters
were all alive lo the interests of the Church and
I believe prospects are brighter than they have
been for some time past. The local ministry is
leading into sympathy with the church those
who are honestly searching after the truth. Experience teaches us that one of the chief characteristics of the people of God consists in dwelling
together in unity. We have had a decided revival of the Lord's work here in Manchester; 'and
our present condition is clearly traceable to the
self denying and praiseworth efforts of a band of
noble young men, chief amongst which may be
mentioned the name of Elder \Ym. Armstrong,
Jun'r. The efforts of these brethren have resulted in the bringing of quite a number of people
into sympathy with the Gospel; several of whom
have alrel\cty becorne uriite<:\ with the 1lm1~ehqlf,l
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of faith, and bid fair to become valuable as well
as. reputable members of the Church.
An<l
though "dark clouds of trouble," have just passed
over them, threatening to destroy the peace of
the church, Hope is now smiling brightly before
them, and the hour of their deliverance has come.
I visited the Saints at Wigan on the 17th of
January' last and found the few that are left
there fully alive to the importance of the work,
arid earnestly endeavoring to work for the Mas• ter.· The branch has suffered somewhat of late
owing to the removal of several of the brethren
and sisters to other towns a distance away.
They are becoming scattered about like the mustard seed, and I frust to the leavening of the
people am(!/ngst whom they are called to labor.
I may here say that we have flourishing Sunday Schools in connection with the churches in
Sheffield and Manchester, and in the latter place
we have also a "Band of Hope" society, which
with our Heavenly Father's blessing we trust
'will accomplish much good.
In the foregoing I have presented a brief outline of the condition of God's work in this part
of his vineyard, and may fitly conclude with a
stanza from one of our poets:
~·1'hc

Lord is extending the Saints uudcn::taudiugRestoring their judges and all as at first.
The knowledge and power of God arc expanding;
The veil o~er the earth is beginning to burst.
We call iti our solemn aseemblim1, in Spirit,
To spread forth the kingdom of Heaven aloud;
Tbat we through one faith may begin to iuherit,
The visions, and blessings. and glories of God.''

\V.ith love to the whole household of faith, I
remain. Yours in the Gospel covenant,
JosEPH DEWSNUP, Sen.
LOWER LAKE, Cal., March 16th.

Dear. Her.ald:-The Lower Lake Branch being
somewhat ,isolated we are consequently not encouraged lJy visits from travelling Elders so often as those on or near the main routes of trav~l.
/ Brn. A. H. Smith and Kelley cheered us by a visit
last Si:ptember, and preached several very interesting discourses, leaving a favorable impression.
But other fields of labor demanded their attention and they were compelled to leave before
much of an interest was created. Again we
have been cheered by a visit from Elders J. S.
Oman and Thomas Daly, who lectured fourteen
nights in a large, commodious hall, and although
there weri!''other services in two churches part of
the 'time, the hall was generally well filled. On
Su.nday, Feb. 20th, Bro. Daly preached the funeral sermon of Sister Hester Cobb, taking Rev.
14.: 13 a~ his text-" Blessed are the dead which
die in the Lord." The discourse was very impressive, and the audience listened to the doctrine of future reward and punJshment with almost bated breath. They apparently had never
uncier13;tood the different degrees of glory before.
Your humble correspondent lectured one
evening op Daniel's visions of the kingdoms, explaining the different kingdoms in their chronologicl!-1 order from Adams' synchronological
chart, which pictures out the history of the world
and vedfies the Scriptures. In the lecture I was
compelled to allud.e to the apostasy of the Catholic Church and the authority held by the Protes.ta,nt·Church in order to show the necessity of
setting up the kingdom, etc. The lecture came
very pearly costing me my position as principal
of Lower Lake P. S. But I never paid any ati~ntlqn t,i thl'ir talk, il.n(\ the resµlt wao a written

notice from the trustees to commence school
next Monday, March 16th. Rev. Mr. Taylor, a
good Baptist Brother dropped in just on the eve
of Elder Dalys' departure and engaged in a street
discussion which resulted i'n a challenge on the
part of Bro Daly, who ~aid he would remain one
week longer. Mr. Taylor would not meet him,
but finally agreed to debate some time in April.
I am now negotiating terms of debate. Don't
know whether Mr. Taylor will respond or not.
W. H. ADAMSON.
VALE'S MILL, 0., March 15th.
Dear. Herald:-'::Jince the 19th of December
last I have been telling the people what they
must do to be saved. Some believe the message
while many reject it. Often these words come
to my mind, "Why do the heathen rage, and the
people imagine vain things?" But after all it reminds us of the tribulation through which the
Saints of old passed. Up to the present I have
delivered fifty-eight discourses, baptized eleven
and blessed twenty-five children, and gained an entrance into some new places. Enjoyed excellent
liberty on most occasions. ' From the 27th of
January until the ISt of February, was permitted
to labor in company with Bro. Thoma& Matthews
from Syracuse. I appreciated his aid very much,
as also did' the Saints of the Vinton Branch.
Come again Bro. Matthews-you can find work
to do in this region. My wife traveled with me
until the 13th of February, at which time she retnrned home. The "United Brethren" and "Bible
Chdstians," (so called) have been proselyting
scores in this region, during this winter; but from
the hatred they manifest against the truth, they
seem to be "two fold more the children of hell
than they were before.'' Now and then they hint
about discnssing the faith, but Bro. W. H. Kelley's fame has reached these hills and vales, and
about all I have to say to them is "Get your
smartest man and we'll send for Bro. Kelley, and
lo! the music stops. The Saints of this branch
are erecting a church 26x36, which they need
very much. There ha• been upwards of siXty
baptized in this branch within the last year,
though a few have withdrawn. The work is onward, the Saints gaining strength, numbers believing, may their faith not waver is my prayer.
Yours in bonds,
L. R. DEVORE.
83-Dlggon Street, Stepney,
LONDON E., England,
March I!lh, 1886.
To Br.o. 'Josepli 8mitk:-I take up my pen once
more to give my testimony unto the world,
through the Saints' Herald; knowing that this is
the work of God and not man's invention. I ask
my readers to fancy that they are with me and
seeing the working of the hand of God with his
obedient children. About one yeir ago having
just got home from my daily toil, I was about to
sit down to my tea, when a still small voice came
unto me; "Hasten down to my servant Rooke he
requires thee.'' I rose up at once and started on
a four mile journey to his abode; and when I arrived found the dear aged brother had been given up by the doctors, whose verdict was that he
would not last many hours; and that he had
prayed that God would send his brethren unto
him. This was the report given me by his son
and daµghter. I hiistened up and found him very
lo'll', pot being ~ble \o speak, !lis. hand i:µ,11ght
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mine, and while his eyes lighted up with holy
faith, he placed my hands upon his head. I, in
answer to that earnest entreaty, administered unto
him; and the promise by the Holy Spirit to him
and them was that the Lord would raise him up
and renew his strength within him, and he should
be an instrument in His hands unto the convincing to some people the truth of His everlasting
gospel. In about a fortnight's time that brother
was able to attend the meetings, and with his
brethren and sisters in the one faith, return thanks
to Almighty God for his loving kindness and his
tender mercy; also for giving him strength to
follow his daily labor though eighty years of age.
Since that time I'have visited him with one ex·- ception once every week, and have seen the word
of the Lord fulfilled in him, for his words have
convinced some good people that GoC: liveth today and will speak to all that obey him. By their
invitation I went with him to their place of abode;
met with kindly treatment, atid can say they are
earnestly seeking the kingdom. I pray God to
soon choose them and call them in. Unto those
of his own household has God also through him
shown light. Our prayer is that he will cause it
to burn brighter within them, until they shall
have to cry like one of old, "Thy people shall be
my people, thy God my God." Being afflicted
myself last Christmas time I was unable to be
with him for the space of three, or four weeks;
then I received a message to come at once as he
was taken again very ill and . had been so for two
weeks. I went as soon as I could bear the journey and found him again laid down, and then knew
that he would not rise again, though wrestling in
prayer that if it was God's holy will that he
would let him tarry with us yet awhile longer,
that he might cheer and guide us on the .way .by
his wise council in the cause of our Lord Jesus
Christ. He had full faith in his God and Savior
that he was able to again raise him up even in a
twinkling of an eye, but leaving all things in His
hands his words were, "Abba Father, thy will.be
'done.'' He used to say often during the thirteen
weeks he laid, sometimes in_ great bodily pain,
that he thought it was our prayers that wer~ k:e~p
ing him here. He charged us to tell the bre!hren and sisters in the faith, to hold fast unto the
truth, because it was from God and not from inan,
and to prepare themselves to be strong in .their
faith because trying times. would soon be upon us,
and if we were not faithful we should fall. _But
if we were watchful and prayerful God would
h~lp and deliver us from all things, if we wci~ld
hold fast to the rod of iron, God's holy word, ·the
Bible, Book of Mormon, and the Book .of Doctrine and Commandments which God had given
unto his church in these last days. Myself and
Elder Thomas Bradshaw went down to see him
on Sunday, February 21st inst.,' and found him
very low. He wished to be anointed, and r,rayed
that God would make his mind and will known
unto him. We granted his request and so did the
Spirit of God likewise, for it made known to him
that the Lord had purified him through affiictfon,
and he would soon take him hence untO himself.
With the administering all pain ceased, and in
about twenty-two hours after he fell· asleep in
Jesus; in the full hope and assurance of coming
up at the resurrection of the just, made perfect at
the appearing of the Lord Jes us Christ i11 the
clouds of heaven tq live and reign forever wit!}
the Lord. He !ivec! and died a saint, and a true
~ervatit 9f. the M0st f-ligh, and ha5 gone to rccei v~1
.!
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his reward, a crown of immortality, the reward
and the spread of this glorious work in southern
Indiana. I hope that we may b.e benefitted by
of all those who endure with Christ Jesus our
our experience in the past, and see to it that our
Lord unto the end. I pray that God our Eternal
teaching is not repulsive and our religion, that
Father, and our loving merciful Savior will guide
and lead his church and people in.all things that
we draw the lines so tight that we drive all away
pertain unto his most holy will, and. guide our ·from us and the church; and we lose our influence, or salt, and the work stop under our care.
beloved president whom He has called to preside
May God bless all the Saints that we may renew
over His church, and pour out. upon him His
our energies in the divine life; and hold on to the
Holy Spirifs ,power from above. And that by
rod of iron until we are saved in the eternal state,
his Holy Spirit we. may be delivered from all
is my prayer.
temptation, that at our passing away we may, as
Paris, I8tft.--On my way to conference I tar·
our dear departed Bro. Rooke, have the same tesried at this place; held meetings last night at the
timony to leave and can say, "0 death where is
scho::>l-house with fair attendance and with good
thy sting, 0 grave, where.is thy victory." Ever
liberty, and many a request to stay longer, or
praying for the church and welfare of Zion, and
come again. All strangers to me here, but the
for the mighty endowment of her priesthood, I
Lord has led the way.
strive to obtain that faith that was once delivered
Yours in bonds,
to the Saints.
M. R. SCOTT.
your brother,
WILLIAM HENDRICK.
TABOR, Iowa, March 22d, r886.
Brotfter Blair :.:_I thought a :word from this
part of the vineyard would not be amiss. Not a
word has been said or written in favor of brother
Kemp's earnest three years' labor of love. He
has faithfully performed the labor that was assigned him, in the .fear of God. Wherever a
word of comfort and cheer were needed, they
were freely given. The work is onward. There
is nothing to hinder the work from moving .on
if the gospel labor is kept up. We desire that
brother Kemp be continued in this district, and I
believe I state th~ feelings of all this district.
Yours in bonds,
W. vV. GAYLORD.
WrRT, Ind., March 17th.
Bro. ':fosepfl :-On the 9th inst. I left home with
satchel in hand, and walked some twenty-one
miles, and arrived here on the rr th; found the
Saints as a rule with a desire to go ahead. Bro.
Rector had resigned and some of the rest of the
officers were under charges, therefore they did
not want to act. The branch called a meeting,
and by vote I presided. Bro. Burter, the priest,
made such acknowledgments as were acceptable
to the branch, and the charges were withdrawn
and he was reconciled to the branch, and has the
confidence of the Safnts, and will try to magnify
his calling, and act ati Priest of the branch.
I am sorry to see here many who are throwing
the responsibility off when the crisis is on the
church .. If there was ever a time when the work
demand'ed a determined effort on the part of all
concerned, it is now. Then be encouraged brothers, and let us come to the front, and as we unitedly march under the blood-stained banner of
life let us sing.
am coming Lord,
Coming now to Thee,

HJ

Wash me, cleanse me in Thy hlood,
That flowed on Calvary."

If these are the real sentiments of our hearts
there will not be much use of Elders' Courts, or
lording it over God's heritage. If we do not
preach ourselves, but Christ Jesus, and ourselveR
servants, not masters but servants in the same
state ot mind, in humility and meekness, like
Jesus said to his disciples when he took the child
and showed them how child-like they must be to
be His disciples; then let us work together tq
build up, and not try to tear down.. Tearing
down is not the work of a Saint. God knows
wh.at we have qqne is for the ~e:ier?,l good of all,

¢nmmuni~afinns.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor:. writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

SOME OBJECTCONS TO MORMONISM
ANSWERED.

As WE go out into the so called orthodox
world, and converse with them on this
latter day work, we meet with many objections to it. One that we come across
very often is this, this .work can not be of
God for Joseph Smith the founder of it was
an ignorant man and could neither read,
nor write; his parents walked in the lowest paths of life, and certainly the Great
Father of the universe would not chose
such a contemptible being to be the herald
of glad tidings of salvation, to a sin dying
world. For an answer to this objection
we can only turn with them to the Bible
and read in John, 7: I 5· "And the ews
marvelled, saying, How knoweth this man
letters, having never learned." 1st Cor.
I: 27, 28.
"But God hath chosen the
foolish things of the world to. confound
the wise; and God hath chosen the weak
things of the world to confound the things
which are mighty:" "And base things of
the world, and things which are despised,
hath God chosen, yea and things which
are not, to bring to naught things that are."
Acts 4: 13. "Now when they saw the
boldness of Peter and John, and perceived
that they were unlearned and ignorant
men, they marvelled; and they took knowledge of them that they had been with
Je.s. us."
·Taking the Bible for evidence, my
friends, we plainly see that God anciently
called men to do important work for him
that were uneducated. Of the twelve
auostles that Christ ordained for the ministry, all came from the lower walks of
life. The Apostle Paul was the only one
we read of in the Bible that was highly
educ<'!ted.
We think this is evidence
enough to show that it was not anything
marvelous that God called ignorant Joseph
Smith to present the gospel in its fullness
in this eighteenth century.
Again they say, if the religion you profess to follow is true you would have more
followers, apq the best minds of the age

r

would grasp after it eagerly. My friends,
what the world caH the wise have never
in a~y age of the world received a prophet
or a messenger of God. In ancient times
none received the mes_sage of· Noah; and
they had many plausible reasons for not
obeying his warning, and thus they were
led along in blindness and darkness to
destruction. Elijah, the prophet, the world
hated so much that. they sought .his life
an.d he was obliged to flee for safety' into
the wilderness, and was there fed by ·a
bird. That does not look as though his
religion was popular with the world.
Isaiah was sawn asunder. Jeremiah was
accused of being a traitor and flung into a
pit of mire and filth to die. Indeed, most
of the Lord's prophets have been opposed,
slandered, misrepresented, and lied about
until it has become a well known proverb
"that a prophet is not without honor, save
in his own country." So it is not strange
that Joseph Smith, the founder' of our religion, has also received the same treatment from the hands of the world. Even ·
Jesus Christ the Great Prophet was accused of being a glutton and wine bibber, of
being born of fornication, of being of low
, birth. He was so slandered and lied about
that at length they gathered into a mob
and demanded his life, and all on account
of lying lips. And the prominent leaders in this move against Him pretended to have great piety and were learned
and wise men, as the world called foem.
So my friends, it seems that Jesus himself
was not any more popular while upon
earth than Joseph Smith.
We read in Acts 2.): 5. "As concerning this sect we know it is every where
spoken against." So my friends, you can
not condemn our religion upon that ground
,for if you do you must condemn the religion
the ancient apostles taught. And if you
believe in the Bible you will have to admit this religion is right, because it compares so well with the religion that Christ
taught.
Again, another objection is that Joseph
Smith could not be a prophet of God and
do the wickedness that he did, s11ch as
Iving, practising polygamy, stealing; lire.
We do not admit that he did thef'e things.
But suppose he did, he did no worse than
Moses who killed an Egyptian and hid
him in the sand, and left his own country
through fear. Then there was Noah, who
got drunk soon after he touched dry land;
and still again there was David and Solo111on who had many wives and concubines;
and vet who of ·the so-called religious
world say they were not prophets of God.
Peter cursed and swore, and yet you. do
not discard his epistles as not being the
word of God, and why is it you will not
show any mercy to Joseph Smith the
founder of our church. No witnesses have
yet been found that personally saw Joseph
Smith commit the crimes you accuse him
of, and until you bnng them forward we
will say there is no proof. In relation to
proving them by such books as Beadle's,
Kidder's, or Ann Eliza Young's histories,
we will say they were not personally
acquainted with Joseph Smith, so their
evidence will ·not p~ accepted. If our
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religion is to be rejected because some one
has slandered the characters of those that
brought it _to light, then the teachings of
the Bible must be under the same hypothesis; that if Goel would only select pure
and holy characters, such as would at no
time of life do wrong, through whom to
reveal his will, then pretty much all of the
Bible is to be rejected.
Again it is said, "Your cburch teaches
· the laying on of hands for the spiritual
gifts is one of the ordinances of God's
house in the present clay. This we can
not believe, for the laying on of hands
ceased with the apostles, and we believe
none but the apostles laid on hands, Well,
my friends, _you must be mi8taken, for
Ananias laid hands upon Saul of Tarsus
and he received the Holy Ghost; and
Ananias was not an apostle. And now go
with me to church histories and see what
they have to say on the subject. Tertullian,
A. D. 200 de Bap. c. 6, writes that "After
baptism the hand is imposed by blessing,
and calling, and inviting of the Holy
Spirit, who willingly descends from the
Father on the bodies that are cleansed and
blessed." Eusebius Pamphilus (not the
pope of that name) who lived about three
hundred years after Christ, in his work,
book 7, chap. 2, says: "The ancient manner of receiving members into the church
was with prayer and the laying on of
hands." Augustine in the fourth century
writes: "Still we do what the apostles
did, when they laid hands on the Samaritans and called down the Holy Ghost upon
them."
This is evidence enough to prove that
it was the doctrine of the church down to
the fourth century. And now in Heb.
6: I Paul says that the laying on of hands
is one of the principles of the doctrine of
Christ, and as we can not find any where
within the lids of the Bible that God has
commanded it to be discontinueJ, we must
conclude that it •still remains. So, my
friends, we think your last objection is overthrown, and that you will be compelled to
saythat all of.them have been overthrown
by that grand old book the Bible.

"For I am the Lord, I change not; there- following;" that is, the "word of promise,"
fore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed." which he gave, namely, "These signs
-Mal. 3: 6. "Every good gift, a.nd every shall follow them that believe.''
perfect gift is from above, and cometh
These signs being the gift of the Holy
down from the Father of lights, with Ghost, it follows that when the apostles
whom is no variableness, neither shadow promised the Holy Spirit to the obedient
of turning.''-James r: 17.
believers, it was an endorsement of their
The same doctrine is taught in the Book word of promise, which they made in the
of Mormon, which it is said was translated name, i.
by the authority of Jesus
from Reformed Egpytian hieroglyphs by Christ, and an endorsement· of the claim
the aforesaid "impostor," Joseph Smith. that they were sent of Christ, or his true
It says: "God is the same yesterday, to-day apostles, and proved, we say, that Christ
and forever: and in him there is no varia- had sent them, and that they were acting.
bleness, neither shadow of changing.'' under his direct authority, when he gave
Again, "He changeth not; if so, he would the Holy Ghost, to those to whom it was
cease to be God.''-B. of M. 6: 6, 7.
promised. No one will be likely to dispute
Now having, we think, established the this. These apostles could not give the
doctrine that God is immutable, by these Holy Spirit as they could give a present
two witnesses, we find Joseph Smith giv- of a piece of money, or a garment, or anying a revelation in July, r 828, which reads thing that they possessed and controlled;
as follows: "The works, and the designs, but God gave it through them, they repreand the purposes of God, can not be frus- senting him and his Son Jesus Christ, as a
trated, neither can they come to nought, commercial traveler represents a firm
for God doth not walk in crooked paths; whose goods he is selling by sample, or as
neither doth he vary from that which he a Minister Plenipotentiary represents the
hath said; therefore his paths are straight, government of the United States at Lonand his course is one eternal round.''
don, or Paris, or Vienna, or St. Petersburg,
Now, out of his own mouth we propose or at the capital of any foreign government
to judge him. Remember he says, speak- to which he is sent. God gave the Spirit
ing as he claimed by the Spirit of God, in those days. through the "laying on of
that God "doth not vary frnm that which hands" of the apostles; and those who
he hath said.'' And also, that "his course received it knew by the very fact of their
is one eternal round.'' But there is another receiving it that Goel had truly sent these
rule by which we have the right to judge men, and that they truly spoke in the name
him, and test his claims, and that rule is of the Lord, when they said, "ye shall
given us by Paul, in Galatians I: 8. "But receive the Holy Ghost," or, "these signs
thoug·h we, or an angel from heaven shall follow them that believe.''
preach any other gospel unto you than
Now, Joseph Smith came forth, and
that which we have preached unto you, let preached, (so he claimed), "the gospel of
him be accursed.'' Now in Mark r6, we the_ kingdom" just as Paul did, and taught
read that Jesus said: "Go ye into all the as he did-faith in God, in Christ, in the
world, and preach the gospel to every things of the kingdom of God; and recrwture. He that believeth and is bap- pentance, and baptism for remission · of
tized, shall be saved: but he that believeth sins, and the llilying on of hands for the
not, shall be damned. And these signs gift of the Holy Ghost. He had the bo1dshall follow them that believe: in my ness to say to the people, that if they bename shall they cast out devils; they shall lieve the gospel and repented of their sins,
speak with new tongues; they shall take and were baptized for remission of sins;
up serpents; and if they drink any deadly that they should receive the gift of the
thing, it shall not hurt them: they shaU Holy.Ghost, and these "signs shall follow
lay hands on the sick, and they shall re- them that believe.'' \Vhat prernmption !
MRS. DANIEL JONES.
cover.'' And then Mark says: "And An illiterate, ignorant, darin.g "impostor·,"
they went forth, and preached every where, having the audacitv to pledge the Althe Lord working with them, and confirm- mighty to give his Spirit, his gifts, his diWAS JOSEPH SMITH AN IMPOSTOR?
ing the word with signs following.'' That vine power, to people who would believe
A CLEAR CASE.
is, that as Jesus said that the signs named his (Smith's) doctrine! Awful, truly awIN the Bible it is clearly affirmed that God should follow them that believed the gos- ful. And now notice how God resented
is. an unchangeable being, in the following pel, and that as, in the very beginning of the insult, how he ignored, and exposed
language: "I know that, whatsoever God their great mission, in Jerusalem, and on this impostor(?) to the world. Every honest
doeth, it shall be for ever; nothing can be the day of Pentecost, they declared "in the soul should know it throughout the world;
put to it, nor any thing taken from it; and name of Jes us Christ" that upon the ground all should understand it. And how did he
God d.oeth it, that· men should fear before of repentance and baptism for remissibn of do it? Ah, indeed how? Well, {bus:
him.''-Eccl. 3: 14. "God is not a man, sins, the people should "receive the gift of The Lord worked with him, "confirming
that he should lie; neither the son of man, the Holy Ghost.'' "And we are told by the word with signs following.'' As the
that he should repent: hath he said, and Paul in r Cor. I 2, that the "signs," or apostle Peter would have said had he witshall he not do it? or hath he spoken, and "gift of tongues," "healings," &c., were nessed what others have to-day, "the Holy
shall he not make it good ?"-N um. 23: t9. the manifestations or workings of the Ghost fell on them as on us at the begin"So shall my word be that goeth forth out Spirit; so we learn that when the apostles ning.'' The most incomprehensible feaof mv rnouth: it shall not return unto me preached the gospel, and baptized the. ture of this matter is, that as no man can
void;but it shall accomplisl1 that which I penitent believers therein, they did so in give the Holy Spirit only as an agent, an
please, and it shall prosper in the thing the name, or by the authority of Jesus instrument, a medium in the hand of God';
whereto I sent it."-Isa. 55: r r. "The . Christ, they being his ambassadors or and that it is God himself, or the Lord
counsel of the Lord stancleth forever, the representatives, or agents. On this ground Jesus Christ who gives, and they only can
thoughts of his heart to all generations.'' werepeat, they promised the holy Spirit give the Holy Spirit, the astourrding fea-Psa. 33: Ir. "Forever, 0 Lord, thy to these believers, when they obeyed; and ture of the case is, that they endorsed this
the Lord confl,rme<l :•the "Yl'.lrd with signs ~'impqstor's" claims by givjng 1 as thqn~aJ1c1~
Vl('C>rq j~ settled in he'\Yvl1·"-fs, n9; 89,
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to-day testify, the Holy Spirit, in "signs
and wonders," in "divers gifts," "opera. tions," "manifestations" of the Spirit, just
as they gave the believers eighteen hundred and fifty years :j;go.
How could
God and why did he confirm "the word"
of Joseph Smith, when he said what Martin Luther, John Calvin, John Wesley,
Alexander Campbell, William Miller, nor
any other founder of a church did not presume to say because they knew they had
.,no authority to say it, viz: "Ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." "These
. signs shall follow them that believe."
A receiver of stolen goods, who receives them knowingly, is as bad as the
thief who stole them it is said. If Joseph
Smith was an impostor in his claim that
angels from heaven visited and ministered
to him; and that through them he receiv. ed apostolic authority, and because of this
authority he promised the gift of the Holy
Spirit to those whom he preached to; baptized and confirmed by laying on of
hands, then did not the Almighty Fath. er, and Jesus his Son, do a very reprehens}ble act in sending in answer to this promise of an impostor, the Spirit of truth, and
· through it the various "gifts" that were
, promi~ed the ancient believers by fhe Sa. vior; and which were enjoyed by the
. early christians so bountifully?
· ·Joseph Smith did certainly predict, and
promise in Jesus Christ's name the baptism
of the Holy Ghost, and the "gifts of the
Spirit," and foe same were bestowed upon
all tru.e believers in the doctrine he preach. ed. And not only so, but others whom
. he ordained to the Eldership, also found
the "Lord working with them and confi.rming the word, with signs following."
And such was the case with others whom
these men ordained to the same office and
authority. The writer is a witness of
many evidences that the "signs" do follow
those who believe. A few cases will be
mentioned, not hy way of boasting, for to
God alone belongs the glory. In 1869 in
the month of August, in Little Kennebec,
Maine, (near Machias), a little child three
years and two or three months old, named
Mary Hooper-whose mother was in the
·church, but her father was not, at that
time; was so afflicted, that she could not
walk, stand alone, or even creep, nor had
she ever been able to speak, nor to cry,
only to utter when in pain a single sound,
like a single note in music. By request of
her mother she was anointed with Olive
Oil~ consecrated or set apart by prayer for
the purpose of anointing the afflicted, and
the sick. Her thro it and ankles were anointed, and hands were laid on these parts
and the blessing of God invoked. The
next day her fa.ther came home, having
been :away from home the morning of the
day before; and at the same hour that she
hail been administered to the chiy before,
he (being influenced he said "by some
· strange power)," spoke to the child who
was sitting on the floor some six to eight
feet, and said, "Mary, come to pa." She
instantly sprang to her feet without putting
her hands to the floor, and walked directly
to him, which so &tartled him that he came
fH:llr fa.Uin,g tq thr ftoor 1 ~q asto¥nr-kd
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he. The writer saw the child next morning walking about out doors; and she has
ever since been perfectly able to walk.
Her vocal organs were alsomade perfect,
and speech was given her. She was at
this time as before mentioned over three
years old. If this case had occurred eighteen hundred years ago, and been recorded in the Acts of the Apostles, it would
be considered by Bible readers to have
been a "miracle."
Another ca"Se illustrating the existence
to-day of another· and different "spiritual
gift." In the Spring of 1881, when the
writer was laboring in Chicago, he was
called by a stranger to go without delay
to the house of Mr. and Mrs. Gillette, as
she was as he said in an ."nwful condition."
He went, and upon entering .the room,
discovered the woman lying upon the
floor, evidently possessed by an evil spirit;
for she was beating her head on the floor
with astonishing rapidity, and with great
and unnatural force. She was also striking the floor with her arms in like manner,
and also with her feet; at the same time
she was speaking with great force in an
unknown torigue, which was evidently a
language and not mere gibberish. The
writer made.an effort to catch her hand,
but failed the first time, but in a moment
or two caught it, and then in the name of
Tesus Christ he commanded the unclean
Spirit to come out of her, and to trouble
her not.
Instantly she ceased her movements and her speaking, and lay on the
floor completely exhausted. We lifted
her upon a chair, and the writer prayed
that she might speedily regain her strength,
and in a few moments she opened her
eyes, and spoke to us in her natural manner, and soon was strong as ever. She is
probably the same one, whose case the
Chicago papers have been di8cussing recently.
The writer has been the instrument in
the hands of God of· bringing fully six
hundred per~ons into the church, by baptism and confirmation; he has 8een through
different ones, of this number, the m:mifestation of the gifts of faith, of wisdom, of
knowledge, of prophecy, of healings, of
working of miracles, of discerning of
spirits, of other or new tongues, and the
interpretation of tongues, in fact all the
gifts mentioned in the Ni\w Testament as
being given to the believer of the gospel
in the early days of the church-or eighteen
centuries ago. Having been an ordained
minister before he became attached to the
church organized by the "impostor" Smith,
in the year 1830; and had baptized scores
of good, honest and earnest people, he is
not aware of any of them receiving any
thing n1ore than joy and peace, in believing m Christ; that is, that no one received
what is called in the Scriptures, "spiritual
gifts," and "these signs" that Jesus speaks
of, did not "follow them that believed"
what he preached in all good conscience as
the gospel of Christ, but which was that
gospel only in part. And Jesus did not
say that these signs shall follow them that
believe a part of the gospel, but "that believe tha g;ospel~' 1 i, F?, 1 tpe !µ!n,1:i=;s of the
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The writer accepted the claims that
Joseph Smith made concerning the authority conferred on him by angels to reorganize the Church of Christ, and to preach
the gospel by the authority of heaven, and
in fulness and power, and in demonstration
of the Spirit, Lecause he had no alternative.
This statement will need explaining. On
the r3th day of March, 1866, the writer
had been discussing with Elder Jason W.
Briggs, at his home, iD. Hardin county,
Iowa, the various points of doctrine held
by the Church of Jesus Christ, commonly
called Latter. Day Saints, and sometimes
the Mormons; and after some six hours of
earnest, and honest discussion, he had not
an argument left to oppose to said Briggs'
position, and as he never believed in debate
for mere talk's sake, or to gain the mastery, he ceased to talk, but suddenly he became oblivious to his surroundings, and a
voice was head over his head quoting in
clear tones, these words, "Repent and be
baptized every one of you, in the name of
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost."
The voice said, "Have you received the
Holy Ghost?" He replied "Nay, the Holy
Ghost is not given in these days." The
voice said, "If not, the only reason is, that
there is no one called, for the promise of
the Spirit is to all them whom the Lord
shall call. Is there any one called to-day."
He answered, "Yes, God is calling a people
from among the Gentiles by the gospel."
The voice said, "If there are none who are
called, it is because the gospel is not
preached, and if the gospel is not preached,
there are no believers, and if no believers,
then no church, and if no church then no
salvation." It then said, "How was the
Holy Spirit given in former times?" He
answered, "By the laying on of hands of
tht~ ministry." The voice then said, "You
are an ordained minister, have vou authority to lay on hands for the g:ift ~f the Holy
Ghost?" He said. "No I have not." It
answered thus: "Your ordination is as
good and of as much worth, as that of any
other minister of the various churches of
the day, and if you have not this authority
to lay on hands for the gift of the Holv
Ghost, who has?" He replied, "No one."
"But," said the voice, "There must be this
authority on earth, or the Roly Ghost will
not be given, and if not given, it is because
there is nobody called, and if nobody is
called, then the only reason is, hecause the
gospel is not preached; and if that be so,
then there are' no believers, and therefore,
no church, and no salvation." And then
he realized his position, he heard no. more
of the voice, but turning to Bro. Briggs'
be said, "Have you authority to lay on
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost." He
replied "l have." Then came before him
the fact that his (Briggs') authoritv came
from or through Joseph Smith, and it was
asking him to concPde too much, to believe
that such important, and even divine authority, could come throug-h that channel.
But again, all things else passed from
before his vision, and there before him,
about ten feet away, and a little higher
than hi§ head, and a little to the left, was

c;1.:en in large and clear letters1 th~ \A(onh;
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"JOSEPH SMITH," and on a line-but wrote the Acts, they ask us? Nay, and dated for many years are being dissolved,
to right, the words "NO SALVATION." we have a vastly greater reason to believe and institutions of every kind are on the
And it seemed that he must then and there that his testimony is true, than you have, eve of destruction. . Let all who hear the
make the choice. He decided, and turn- we reply, and that reason is, that having name of Latter Day Saints be firm and
ing to Bro. Briggs he said, "You will bap- believed as the former-day saints believed, faithful according to the light God has
tize me to-morrow." Bro. Briggs said, and obeyed the same gospel, in the same given you is my prayer.
WM. STREET.
"If you believe, I will." He said, "I do." way and for the same object, and at the
And he was baptized, confirmed and or- hand of those who hold like authority as
dained an Elder on the morrow, on March Peter and Paul, we have received and- enAPOLOGY.
14th, 1866. It did not appear to him then joy what they and their followers did, and BRo. JosEPH, Dear Friend:-I thank
or since, that the vision of the words, therefore we are assured that Luke re- you for your kind letter of instruction. It
"] oseph Smith or No Salvation;" meant corded the truth.
has added more weight to my opinion
The same cause, under the same or sim- since you told me your "opinion." But
that there was no salvation for any one
who did not receive Joseph Smith's claims., ilar circumstances, will produce the same you did not "attach any grave in imporbut that if he did not accept them, now effect. Upon this grand promise we rely, tance to the matter." I don't attach so
being convinced that God had brought to and have proved it true. Says Jesus, "My much importance to opinions as I do to the
light the fulness of the gospel through him, doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. plain word of God as it is declared by the
and restored the priesthood that Peter, If any man will do his will, he shall know angel of God to Nephi in the third chapJames, and John possessed, that he would of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or ter Book of Mormon. I do"n't)1ear the
lose what light he had already possessed, whether I speak of myself." We know angel say anything about "organization,"
ff he would not accept and walk in this the doctrine to be of God, and the man nor reorganization. But instead of it, he
new and greater light' that he had seen, who brought it forth in these last days, to said the more important word "founda· and that he would not be saved if he re- have been sent of God.
tion." Yes, many times over. ··Notice or
T.W.S.
jected the light. It affected his case if no
look. It was the "foundation," not the orothers.
ganization which he noticed. And the
The application of the numerous texts, GLADSTONE AND THE APOCALYPSE. devil was the foundation of it. Of what?
quoted at the beginning of this article, on GLADSTONE, who is at the head of the Of the great and abominable church.
the immutability of God, and his word,. is English Cabinet, and who thousands of That church might have many branches
· seen in this, that the gospel must be men are watching to-day, according to an and .each branch a separate name, until
preached in fulness and power now as English clergyman is the man mentioned _she is full of°names protesting one: against
eighteen hundred years ago, and to preach in the book of Revelations who bears another. And thus she is spiritual Babyit and to administer its ordinances, similar "the number of the beast." The argument lon the great, or "the city of confusion."
officers, with similar authority must be on is conducted as follows: In the Greek If there be only two churches, they must
the earth; and if the same gospel is system of notation the numbers are repre- rest on but two foundations. As you say
preached, and people believe, and obey it, sented by the letters of. the alphabet, and and as God says, Jesus Christ is one and
they did in former times, an "itnclzange- the clergyman contends that if Gladstone's the other is the devil. Different organizaable" God must bless those who do thus name is transformed into Greek characters ticns may be mainly human.
We all
believe and obey, with the .same kind of it will, when added up, amouht to 666, ac- know who is the "true vine." But who
blessings, namely, forgiveness of sins, and cording to the text, "Let him that hath knows the branches.
tl~e gift of the Holy Ghost with its various
understanding count the number of the
"The seed is the church." Yes; so I
manifestations, operations, and gifts that beast, for it is the number of a man, and his think. And so it is defined by science.
he gave his people in former days, and if number is six hundred three score arid six." "The Clergy, or Ecclesiastics, aside from
he has ~ church. on earth to-day that it -Rev. 13: i8. The calculations are as the laity." But I don't see why }tis any
must have apostles, prophets, evangelists, follows:
less a church, or "the church," when in
pastors, teachers, bishops, elders, deacons,
an "organized condition." Neither can I
Gamma ..................... _. 3
Lambda ...................... 30
&c., because this unchangeabe God, placed
see how there can be a church' without a
them in the church in former times. If
priesthood in it, either true or false. And
~·~)~a.::::::::::::::::::::::: 4
God is unchangeabl~; Christ in whom
consequently there can be "save two
Sigma......................-.. 200
"dwelt all the fulness of the Gbdhead
churches only." In thii; gospel light,
Taw .......................... 300
bodily" must be immutable likewise, and
there never has been "save two churches
0. micron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
N w ....•.............•....... 50
his gospel be immutable, and his church,
only." But there may be many branches
Eta ........................... 8
with its gifts, ordinances, principles,"and"
belonging to the same vine, or. the same
Total
666
officers, must of necessity be the same. If
root. Hence the fountain head of all Pro"
not, why not? Who can prove that Joseph
But some critics say that the 0 in Glad- testantism finds its root, or priesthood de~
Smith did not preach all the gospel that stone's name should be Omega and that rived from what thev claim to be the
Paul preached, or that he preached a dif- the E should be episilon. In either case the "mother of harlots." - They belong ·to
fotent one? Who can prove his claim to sum .would be widely different.
their mother's family. And together with
be false, that angels visited him, confered
Bro.Joseph, for the benefit of the Her- her constitute the "vine of the earth, now
upon him authority to preach the gospel, ald readers, I would like your opinion on ripe for the harvest.
·
anJ to reorganize the church, and that he the subject.
These separate organizations and dishas not prophesied truly in the name of
At no period of the Christian era have tinctive "names of blasphemy" does not
the Lord, time and again? The Lord mankind ever stood on the threshold of by any means prove that they are not "one
worked with him, and has, as thou.sands more eventful changes and mightier revo- church," having only a man-made priestknow and bear witness; confirmed "the lutions than at the present time in social hood like unto that of the ten tribes of
word" declare_d by him, with "signs foland political circles. There is a visible Israel, which is said to be idolatrous or
lowing." And the Lord by so doing, en-. approach of distress of nations with per- after the nations of other lands. Yes, the
dorsed this "vile impostor." But "prove plexity. The hearts of brave and thought- king "made them to himself"' Of course
us,•( cry the rabble}, that these signs fol- ful and reflecting persons are failing them, they were popular and orthodox like unto
low you." Prove to us, we reply that whether for fear of those things that are those of Gentile Israel whom the world
they followed Peter or Paul. 0, '_'Luke coming to pass on the earth, or their own knew as Reverend Clergymen, and pay
said they did." But how can you ·prove wickedness remains to be seen. It seems them w~ll for their services, not knowing
that Luke ever wrote the "Acts of the that Kingdoms and Empires that have that "all nations ar~ deceived" by them.
·Apostles?'' Did any one now living ever long stood the test for years for their sta- And why should it be strange that "hissee him, or see his writings? Did they see bility, unshaken; are about to crumble to tory' shoutd repeat itself" in Gentile Israel
any one (now dead) who sa:vv Luke or his nothingness. Capital and labor are not in the .matter of their prie~thood .. But as
friepqs~ iincl firms thitt hav~ q~1m CQttfiQH"
wrWn~ll? ~µt *~ yqµ, ~oii"bt that i,-µki;;
tq th~ ffilltt~r qf .9ff;:;ap.izattOP,f>ly! }f
~h@f~
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and hand in the work. All this I have sion is the encouragement of unrestrained
'what propriety or use of the "voice, come clone, and that too at my cost; besides the expression of honest sentiment. But with
out of her my people," just before "the cost to some· who volunteered. I blame no all deference to Mr. Ingersoll as a man,
one; not even myself, in that I stand alone, a lawyer, and an orator; I must say that
vine of the earth is reaped."
Now as to the very charitable idea of so far.as organization is concerned. For I am he does not treat the Bible, or any of i,ts
saving some who belong to. no organiza- no schismatic Qor enemy to any man, .or precepts With any degree of fairness; and
tion, I must say a few words, hoping to company ofinen. My hope is in Him who I am positive his .influence is pushing
give no offense. You say of me, that no died for all men. But I love the society thousands of young men, who have heen
church organization has my name on record of the good. I love to read their writings, raised by praying mothers in prayerful
as in fellowship; That is a serious charge. and pray as the holy Spirit inspires with homes, i_nto the depths of vice and wickedEither myself or somebody else must ac- faith, for I know "whatsoever is· not of ness, by taking from them the only guide
and influence which would restrain themcount for this. This case reminds me of faith is sin."
In reference to the people of Salt Lake their Bibles; which their old mothers had
one on record in the Bible. A somewhat
similar one. When the Governor said who followed Brigham Young: I do not marked and prayerfully . turned down
that : Barzillai should be put from the count them :as a church, but as a branch leaves of, when they were leaving for
priesthood until one should stand up with cut off and withered as said the Lord him- some large city. They had said, "Yes,
Urim and Thummim. (See Neh. 7:65.) self. I have never had any communica- mother, I will read it and pray to God for
strength to live right every day." While
It appears at that time they had reorganized tion with, nor fellowship for them, for I
the church while as yet they had not one ,know as leadears they were usurpers, they kept the promise they were safe•.
who could tell of the honor one of the some of whom were guilty ot knavery in . The moment this orator shakes, or overpriesth~od justly claimed. This is now, in secreting that last revelation through Jo- throws their faith, they are lost and swal:
my case, as. it was then. Thus history seph, appointing his successor.· I hope lowed up in the maelstorm of temptation,
again "repeats itself." How could I know and pray that they may yet be made to through Robert's lawyer-like trick of
making them believe that white is black;
that my name was ever "recorded in confess that sin.
We all know that Moses was a lawgiver. and he has the power to thus persuade
heaven/' or how to rejoice on t.hat account;
if I never knew I had been made an heir And was not the "Moses-man" a lawgiver? the average young man, as he has the
by one holding the keys of power? I And was not "the law to go forth in the average jury; knowing it, he glories in it.
confess I have not got any of that kind of last days from Mount Zion?" Certain! y. I am well aware that lawvers claim the
charity, neither do I want any of it, which And where is the man, and who is he, that right to be retained by either plaintiff or
would lead me to believe that some will be can show by fair reasoning that the proph- defendant, according to the size of the fee.
saved in God's kingdom who never joined ecy has not been literally fulfilled in this In this case the devil appears to give the
largest retaining fee-frequently $300 a
the' Church of Jesus Christ, or any who generation.
And this "Book of the Law" is no less night will ease the gentleman's conscience
never were born of the water and of the
spirit, either in person or by proxy. Nei- a "strange act" and "marvellous 'work," in view of the wrecks he is making. His
ther do I want any more charity for a than was the translation of the Book of attacks on the Bible are much like those
man"made priesthood than the man of Mormon. Neither of them would have of a bird of prey hovering over a beautiGod had who gave sentence of condemna- been translated without U rim and Thum- ful valley fiiled with perfume of roses and
mignonette, wafted fragrantly · heavention upon the whole company of these m1m.
That rumor put afloat by one P. A., ward, and singing birds chirping sweetly
false divines. Indeed who can show a
false teacher now to be any better than whose residence is hid, is not worthy to be among- the blossoms; but the vulture looks
those were whom Elijah slew, or who put in any Ilerald, or of the least credit. not at these, but at a decaying body in the
It is a new lie just hatched out of a silly depths of yon ravine, resting not until .it
Queen Jezebel said Elijah had killed.
Let the wprld now be again divided. mind. This unfounded story reminds me has perched itself upon it. In like manner
Who is on the Lord's side? Who? I of a remark on the 64th page, 9th verse Robert passes by all the beautiful passages
believe with the angel and Nephi, there are Book of the Law, riamely, thus: "Super- of which the Bible is· full, hurrying to
only two churches on earth, and the time stitious prejudice pursues the friend cif man some remote passage, and holds up some
is near when a mark in the right hand, or as a shadow, artd not unfrequently wreaks supposed faulty verse or two for an evenin the forehead will be found upon all on the fanie of the dead the punishment ings entertainment. He dares not take 'it
with a penalty for refusing it. That time which a virtuous life has scarcely escaped." as a whole, as it would spoil his case •.
It would be equally as fair for Robert-to
will tell who is on the Lord's side. John, Note; by J. J. Strang.
J. s. c.
who wrote the remainder of the .future
sit down to a table laden with luxuries and
history beyond where Nephi left off, forethe fat of the land, and accepting of no
PEPPER-SAUCE.
told of a remarkable event yet to transpire
di:.h but the pepper bottle and then .sputwhen history will again repeat itself like DEAR HERALD :-After reading some of teringly tip over the whole table, so that
unto that where the king erected an imag-e Bob Ingersoll's worse than silly trash, I the '\:Jalance of the hungry mortals could
of gold in the plains of Dura and command- wish to say a word to those who think not get a bite of the good things. Or
ed all men to fall down and worship it or religion dry. I will dwell a moment or again, he might as well enter a warm
be put to death. Who then will know no two on the mistakes of the author of the pleasant room and rush to a red-hot stove
law above human? Few. What if the mistakes of Moses. He ruthlessly knocks and sit down upon it, making the complaint
mob power burn up our Church Record the Bible, which has been and is the helm that "the room is too hot." That might
and kill our prophets and scatter us among and rudder, guiding the frail barques of be all right if he was practicing lest. be
the ·heathen; and after a ti me the Lord young men arid women along the river of might be mistaken about that hell-fire busiinspires a few men to reorganize and do as time; their faith in its teachings enabling ness, and wanted to get his hands in; but
well as they know how, and by some them to avoid the ragged and jagged "honor bright" Robert, is such onesided
means a few of the fold are left out of the rocks of sin and vice which line its banks. reasoning fair? Mark, I do not object to
flock and one comes and tries to get in This he tears from their hands and hearts, his attacking the Bible as a whole; (that is
among the brethren and they won't own and with it the anchor of hope which it King James' version); but I do object to
him, nor suffer his name to be in fellowship has been to them, and gives them absolute- his ruthlessly knocking it from the hands
with them; all that would not prove him ly nothing in return; even beclouding of those whose faith is anchored in its betnot one of Christ's fold, or properly a their belief in God; and leaving but hope- ter teaching, by sticking to a few peppery
less, disturbed, unsettled unrest. Surely verses. I consider that sentiment that is
member of the body of Christ.
good, purifying, and ennobling. whether
The fact is a member will not cease to this is a terrible exchange.
I love the free, earnest, honest, and can- in the Bible or not as inspired; because. I
be a member until he is guilty of some
wrong for which he should be cut off and did thought in any direction, provided it am inspired by them. Any thing that is
disfellowshiped. It might he his duty to he perfectly fair; and I thank God that had is not inspired; so let us reject the bad
one of the fruits of our o~\,17:-m! progres- and retain the good. If I can not find this
prc~e11t )]is Joyal dai;ri; aricl offer his hca,;t

mete none of God's people in their folds
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gentleman thirty pure and ennobling verses
for every one that he finds pepper in, I will
become one of his followers; for he evidently only offers us himself to follow.
He says prayer will not increase any one's
bank account; therefore it is useless. I
want to say that no man can bend his knee
to God honestly, reverently and earnestly,
without arising a better, stronger and
purer man; and that strength is better far
then a bank account. But I see that I am
getting too lengthy, so I will be compelled
to stop.
c. S'I'.CLAIR.
ON WHOM DOES IT REST?

and consecrate of thy properties for their
support, that which thou hast to impart
unto them, with a covenant and a deed
which can not be broken."
Here is a chance for all to do a little for
the Lord, and to help the good work on.
I would say let all read the 42d section of
the Doctrine and Covenants all through,
and obey as lay in their power to do, and
God will bless all, and to all who want to
keep the law of tithing, and to do it in
God's way must first pay according to the
law of God and not man; and if any one
teach a law that is contrary to the law of
tithing given by Jesus Christ it is because
they have not that light that lighteth all
men. The Lord says in section rn6 of
Doctrine and Covenants• "Verily thus
saith the Lord: I require all your surplus
property to be put in the hands of the
Bishop of my Church of Zion, for the
building of mine house, and for the laying
the foundation of Zion; and for the priesthood; aqd for the debts of the Presidency
of my church. (Now notice). And this
shall be the beginning of the tithing of my
people; and after that those who have
thus been tithed shall pay one tenth of all
their interest annually; and this shall be a
standing law unto them for ever; for my
holy priesthood saith the Lord." There
is no mistaking in the language; the Lord
has said what the begining of tithing is,
but some will ask how will I who have
no sutplus, commence to pay tithing. I
would say, you may commence by paying
a tenth of your increase during the year,
or by consecrating some of your yearly
income, to commence with, and then pay
on.e tenth ·of your yearly increase, or gain.
And this is the law Abraham was obeying
without doubt. It is. the law spoken of in
the Bible thirty one times; and the only
tithing law that I have found; and the
only one that will answer the purpose of
the Lord, or he would not have given it.
I hope ere long that the work of the Lord
will be done in his own way. I have
learned that he will be mindful of all who
obey His g-iven laws. Praying for the
welfare of Zion's children.
s. T. M.

UPON whom does the resposibility rest to
show .the true meaning, the necessity and
the benefit of the knowledge, to the child
of God, of a law to govern the commencing and the paying of a tax, or tithe to the
church treasury. Though the law of tithing to the Saints is very plain, yet it is never shown up, and taught as Jesus taught to
the early church by Joseph the Seer. It
m 1y not he necessary, or is it on the part
of omniscience. T.he Holy Scriptures
tells us in thirty-one places of the will of
the Lord, that we should pay tithes. For
instance, Mal. 3: 8, the Lord says, "\Vil!
:i ma.n. rob God, yet ye have robbed me,
hutye say, wherein have we robbed thee,
fn tithes and offerings."
It will be seen tha-t the people of Israel
were under the law, hut had not fulfilled it
in bringing in their tithes into the storehouse of God; although he had promised
them a great blessing for so doing. Still
there is no mention of the law of tithing,
or the 'beginning thereof: But some one
may say, the Bible teaches that one tenth
is the beginning of tithing. In what place
does it teach so? In the 14th chapter of
Genesis and 20th verse. But I must say I
fail to see it in that light, for Abraham is
only fulfilling a law that he has commenced some years and is only now doing
his duty to the Lord, by giving one tenth
of the spoils of the battle with the five
kings. He continued his duty to the great
High Priest, by paying the tithes of the
rest of his property, his her_ds. But bear
in. mind, he had commenced to pay tithes
before this, for we must once forever know
that God never gave one law to Abram,
and another to Joseph Smith the seer of
MASSACHUSETTS MORMONS.
these last days. For hear him, Mal. 3: 6,
"Fpr I am the Lord, I change not." And
A GROWING COMMUNITY OF ANTI•POLYGAMOUS
yet some would think he had changed,
MORMONS.
[Fall Rive>' (Mass,) Correspondent, Boston Recordf.
but it is only man that has changed when
the Lord has said ye have robbed .me. It VERY man:Y yeople are unaware that the
is said by some, that Abram paid a tenth Mormon Church exists outside of Utah.
of all, but never say of what. But when But it is a fact that the Saints' commuwe consider it was the increase he had nity is havin~ a very rapid growth in
taken in battle, it is easy seen he was doing New England as well as othe_r parts of
his yearly~ duty to God; and let me say the country, and js particularly strong
right here, if all of the Saints would do here in Massachusetts. Not the Salt Lake
their duty to God, as did Abram, there polygamous kind, however. Our Massawould be rriore money in the church treas- chusetts Mormons are opposed to polyury to-day, and not so many calls for Elu- gamy in any form.
They· exist under
ers; and no means , to send t~em, Jes us the name of "The Reorganized Church
Christ says: "Hearken and hear and obey of Jesus Christ of Latter Saint," and base
the law which I shall give unto you, (D. their religious belief upo the Bible and the
& C. 42: 1-8), if thou love me, thou shalt Book of Mormon. The headquarters of
serve me and keep all my commandments. the church.is nowin Liu;noni, Iowa, .and.
And behold 1 thou wilt remember the poor, Joseph Smith1 the oldest son of Joseph
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Smith, the martyr as they style him, is
the oresdent of the whole church. Out
west these people are caled "J osephite"
Mormons to distinguish them from the
polygamists.
Their church has been
gradually spreading for a number of years
past until it has worshipers in every State
and Territory in the country, with one exception; also in England, Scotland, W ale_s,
Australia and in the South Sea Islands.
Recently one of its missionaries, Elder .T.
W. Smith, baptized nearly four hundred.
into the faith on the island of Tahiti alone.
Elder Smith was formerly an Adventist,
and at that time lived in Philadelphia. He
was quite eminent as an expounder of the
doctrine of the Second Advent.
It was in December, 1865, that the first
Mormon Church in New England was organized, in Fall River, with a membership
of eight persons. They were John Smith,
John Gilbert, Sarah Gilbert, Thomas Gilbert, William Cotton, Mary A. Smith,
Edward Rogerson and Ellen Rogerson.
In t.he following October the Massachusetts district was organized and the first .
conference was held in Fall River in a
business block in Main street. Since then
churches have been established in this vi. cinity, in New Bedford, Providence, R. I.,
Plainville, Brocton, Dennisport, Little
Compton, R. I., Boston, Douglas, ii,nd also
quite a large number ih Maine and Nova
Scotia. What was first the Massachusetts
district now comprises Massachusetts,
' Rhode Island and Connecticut. Cortnecti-.
cut, however, is a land of steadier religious
habits than the others, and there are very
few Saints there. These few, however,
hold a meeting quite in a: New Testament
sort of a way, and the apostles go about
among their homes in very apostolic fash~
' ion. Some- of their ministers are sel-fsupporting. Some pf them may be tentmakers, and they have to live where some
progress can be made with-sm~ll expense.
In Fall River the Mormons have a
chapel for worship and announce their
services in Lhc newspapers like otherwell"
regulated religious bodies. In New Bedford they meet in Waite's building, on
William street; in Providence in a building on High street; in Boston in Chickering Hall, on Washington street; in Little
Compton, Dennisport, Plainville and
Douglas thay have chapels. They also
have quite a large number of believers in
the faith in Attleborough and Mansfield,
and also in Georgiaville and Scituate, in
Rhode Island. In the district there are
about seven hundred members enrolled;
although they have a far greater attendance. Of these two hundred are enrolled
· in Providence and one -hundred and
twenty-eight in this city.
I visited their chapel in thi& city on Sun•
day last and found Elder Columbus Scott
in the pulpit preaching on the "Signs of
Times." He claimed that we are living
in the "latter days" spoken of by the Scrip•
tures, and talked learnedly and incompre~
hensibly about the prophecies that are be,,
ing fulfilled every day. . Two hundr~d
and fifty very respectable people wexe
listening with close and admiring atten-.
tion to his words. Their chapel is a neat
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one story structure, at the Flint Village, a
section of this city which our refractory
French . Canadian Catholics have done
·their best to make famous.
The house
will comfortably seat three hundred people.
It is very neatly furnished with settees,
and there is a large family organ at the
foot of the rostrum, which is raised several
feet abov<7 the main floor of the church.
T!:ie chapel is heated by a very latter-day
hot-air furnace. The aisles are neatly
carpeted and the windows curtained. The
people correspond in looks remarkably
well with their neat place of worship.
Alhough the church has a complicated
hierarchy of apostles, bishops, elders and
the like, and the church property belongs
to [is held by.-Ed] the bishops, the managtment of the individual church is quite
democratic. "We are thoroughly American," said Elder Scott to me; "we believe
in free government, free schools, a free
press and_ a free pulpit." Elder John Smith
is the "President" of the district, and Elder Thomas Whitney acts as his secretary.
The other preachers of the sect in this
district are Elders John Pott and John
Gilbert of Fall River; John A Potter,
William Bradbury, George Yerrington
and M. H. Bond (active missionary) of
Providence; Charles A Coombs of Plainville, U. W. Greene of Attleborough, E.
N. Webster and T. Chester of Boston,
Wellington Bearse of Dennisport, and
Isaiah L. Chase and Nathan C. Eldridge of
'Plymouth.
There are still others who
preach.
Etuer John Smith of New Bedford,
whom I saw in that city the other day,
told me that his church is growing more
rapidly at the present time than at any
previous time in the history of the church.
"We had great trouble in getting a start,"
he said, "because the papers were afraid of
us and wouldn't publish our notices.
They have got over that riow."
These
Mormons are all very intensely opposed
to polygamy, and have sent their prophet,
Joseph Smith, as a missionary to Salt
Lake.
The Elders of the Fall River church
have frequently invited ministers of other
denominations to enter their pulpit and
preach to them on the prophecies. Their
members here are largely of English extraction and are highly respected, as are
also their brethren elsewhere in the State.

***

WYOMING VALLEY.
Conference at Hyde Park, Pennsylvania. Statistical reports of the Nanticoke and Hyde Park
Branches of the \Vyoming Valley Diotrict of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints. Conference convened at Hyde
Park on the 6th of March, 1886, with Bro. W. H.
Kelley in the chair, and Bro. J. J. Morgan assisting him, J. D. Eckerd secretary of district. Nanticoke Branch reported 12 members; including 2
Elders, r Priest, r Teacher, r death. Hyde Park
33, including 4 Elders, 3 priests, l Teacher, 3
scattered members, 2 received by letter. Bishop's
,'\gent reported $10.10 in hand i paid Bro. Hiram

Robinson $s.oo, leaving $5.IO on hand. Elders
D. Griffith, Jenkins, J. J. Morgan, lL S. Gill
and J. Baldwin reported. Priests Thomas 0.
Davis, Frank A. Evens, J. D. Eckerd reported.
A resolution was passed to send delegates to
General Conference; Brn. W. H. Kelley, J. J.
Morgan, and H. S. Gi!L Officers were all sustained. Preaching at IO oclock, at 2 p. m., and
in the evening by Bro. W. H. Kelley. Conference adjourned to meet at Hyde Park the last
Saturday and Sunday in May, 1886. All business
was transacted in love and harmony. We thank
God also for his presence, for he is ever willing
to bless us whenever we call upon him. May
the blessing of God be upon us all in these latter
day's is my prayer in the worthy name of Jesus.
STRING PR4,IRIE AND NAUVOO.

Scriptures of truth. Sabbath at 9 ~. m. the Spirit
of the Lord was made 1nanifest in tongues and·
prophesy.
A -beautiful hymn was given in
tongt,tes by Bro.J. H. Lake, and the interpretation was su_ng by Bro. Jas. McKiernan. The
Spirit of the Lord was truly made manifest, and
we had a season· of rejoicing. The hour having
arrived for preaching, Bro. J .. H. Lake occupied
~he Stand, and delivered a powerful discourse.
At 2·30 p. m. had sacrament, prayer and testimony. The Spirit of the Lord was again made
manifest in tongues, and the Saints had a day of
rejoicing, a time long to be remembered, for we
were greatly blessed. At 7-30 p. m., Bro, H. C.
Bronson preached a povverful discourse on
the kingdom of God.
We were blessed all
through the conference with a large audience,
and harmony-prevailed. Adjourned to meet the
first Saturday and Sunday of June at Montrose,
Lee County, Iowa.

The district conference was held at Keokuk,
Iowa, March 6th, and 7th, 1886, in Saints' Church,
begining at ro a. m. Elder H. C. Bronson in the
EASTERN IOWA.
chair, assisted by Bro. J. H. Lake, and Bro. Sam
Conference convened at Amber, Jones county,
_Ferris clerk. Minutes of last conference were
Iowa, February 27th, 1886, Elder Jerome Ruby
read and approved. Branch reports: Burlington,
District President in the chair; R. Etzenhouser
Keokuk, Montrose, and Rock Creek branches
secretary pro tem. Branch reports.-Jackson 15
reporte.d. No report from Farmington branch.
members; Clinton 39; Butter Nut Grove; verbal
Bro. J. H. Lake spoke on the history of the Rereport by J. R. Johnston. No reports from
organized Church, and showed what it had acDavenport and Buffalo. Elders Jerome Ruby,
complished in twenty six years. When he emWarren Turner, J. S. Roth, and R. Etzenhouser
braced the work there were no church buildings · reported. Priests James Bradley and J. R. Johnbelonging to the church, but now t\1ey were scatston, reported. Sunday services at 1-30, Elder
tered all over this country, and Canada. At 1-30 J. S. Roth speaker; a practical sermon to the
p. m., the Bishop's agent reported a balance on
Saints on Christian life and duties. Adjourned
hand .last report $12.96; received since, $31.68,
to meet at Buffalo, Scott county, Iowa, first. Sattotal, $44.64; paid out $12.90. Balance now on
urday in June, 1886, at IO :30 a. m., pursuant to
hand, $r.74. John. H. Lambert agent. The comresolution.
mittee appointed December 5th, 1885 to audit the
ROCKY MOUNTAIN MISSION.
Bishop's agent's books reported that in consequence of certain complications existing in the
Conference convened in the chapel at IO a. m.
record, and the limited time given for examinaElder Peter Anderson was called to the chair
tion, they were unable to arrive. at a conclusion
and E. Barrows Sec. Prayer by Elder E. Barrows.
snfficient to report at the last session, therefore
After a few remarks by the president the reports
they presented the following: Money received
of branches were called for. Lehi City, 42; infrom January 20th, 1885, to December 5th, 1885,
cluding 4 Elders, l Priest, l Teacher; 3 added by
$16621; disbursed, $153.25; balance due the
baptism. Santa Quinn 9; l Elder, l Deacon, r
church $12.96. From the time that Bro. Jno. H.
died. Heber City 19; 3 Elders, l Teacher, l
Lambert came into office December 51h, 1881,
Deacon. Provo 21. Elsinore 17; l Priest I
up to the close of last year, 1884, the receipts
Teacher.
Beaver 27; l Priest r Teacher l
were $zor.93, and the disbursements 205.93, leavDeacon. Salt Lake Mission 95; 7 Elders, 4
ing a balance due the agent of $4.00, whic\1 is
Priests, l Teacher, l Deacon, 12 added by bapsettled in the above account. Jas. ·McKiernan
tism. Union Fort 31; 2 Elders, 2 Priests l Teac\1and M. T. Short, committee. The report was
er, 1 Deacon. Malad Sub-district 96; IO Elders.
received and the committee discharged. Bi:o.
Elders: Thos. Burt, H.B. Sterret, Ethan Barrows,
Babcock resigned as secretary of the distri~t.
W. E. Gooch, Peter Anderson, John Taylor,
Bro. H. C. Bronson was elected district president
Oliver Johnson, Jo\1n Brown, John Larsen, J.C.
for the next three months, and Bro. Samuel
Jensen, Ole Jensen, and H. Marriot, reported by
Ferris secretary. Brn. H. C. Bronson, Jas. Mcletter. A report was read from R. J. Anthony,
with whom was left the matter of Geo. E. Ward,
Kiernan, B. F. Durfee, Fred Johnson, and Sister
of Colorado, which was read; report adopted,
Newberry were chosen delegates to the annual
conference, and were instructed to cast the vote
case dismissed. R. Warnock's report, Bishops'
of the district for the next General Conference
agent, for the year ending March rst, 1886, was
presented. Thos. Burt, J. F. Weston, and Chas.
to be held at Kirtland, Ohio. Resolved: that
H. Barrows, were appointed auditing committee,
this district pay H. C. Bronson's expences to
to examine the report; they reported it correct,
annual conference. Reports of Elders: The foland the committee was discharged. Collected in
lowing Elders reported: H. C. Bronson, J as Mctithing, and donation $378.28, disbursed $169.70,
Kiernan, Samuel Ferris, Fred Johnson, JnoLamdue the church $70.28.
His resignation as
bert, H. Pitt, and B. F. Durfee. Officers present
Bishop's Agent was read and accepted. Moved
of the Twelve one, Seventy's one, Elders six.
and carried unanimously that Charles H. Barrows
At 7-30 p. m,, Bro. Jno. H. Lake took for his
be recomme~ded by this conference for appointtext: "Angels from heaven, and truth from earth
ment to that Office. It was unanimously adopthave met," and showed conclusively that it was
ed that Joseph Luff be appointed by the Utah
necessary that angels should minister to men in
district to represent them at the General Confer·
order to fulfill the prophecies laid down in the
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ence to conv<ene at Lamoni, April 6th, 1886. lt
was moved, seconded, and carried that we respectfully request the General Conference to return
to this mission R. J. Anthony, Joseph Luff, and
H. N. Hansen, and that we respectfully ask Pres.
Joseph Smith to return at )}is earliest convenience. It was moved and cahied that ·a vote of
thanks be.tendered to R. Warnock for his services while Bishop's agent. It was resolved that
the Elders labor as their circumstances will permit; and that< Peter Anderson take charge of the
mission for the time being. The minu~es were
read and accepted; when our business part of
conferenc.e adjourned sine die.
KEWANEE.
Conference convened at Kewanee,· Illinois,
March 12th, 1886. Pres. J. W. Terry in the
chair. Conference business commenced at 2 p. m.,
after the singing of hymn, "Let us shake off the
coals from our garments," and prayer by J. S.
Patterson. J. D. Jones was chosen secretary,
_pro. fem.. Reports of Kewanee, Millersburg and
Rock Island branches were read, and after correctiqn accepted. Kewan(!e 72; including 8
Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers, 3 Deacons, ·I re>'eived by vote. R. Holt president. Millersburg
+"; t!;\clud_ing r Seventy, 2 Elders, 2 Deacons,+
removed by letter. M. T. Short president. Rock
lslan<,l Jo; including 1 Elder, I Priest, r baptized.
l•'. 6. Dungee president. Resolved, That the
visit'ih~ Elders attending this conference be, and
are hereby invited to participate in the business
and other exercises ·of the same. Elders F. G.
Dungee and R. Etzenhouser by letter, as having
toiled earnestly for Zion's weal, and determined
to continue. M. T. Short reported in person, as
having been dutiful, not in this district, but in
one adjoinillg, having listened to the Macedonian
cry, "Come over and help us." Elders Robert
H~lt, John Chisnall, Lewis Jones, of" Canton,
J. W. Terry, John D. Jones and M. H. Forscutt,
reported. Resolved, That in the judgment of
this conference, all branches should make a full
and complete statistical report to each succeeding
district conference, whether there may have been
changes in their respective branches or not,-that
the too frequent reports, "No change," be discouraged, and treated as no report, as such report
conveys no information. The subject presented
of . local Elders' missions branching out two and
two, preaching the word in t.he several school
houses open to receive us. Several spoke in
favor of the seemingly attempted project, yet
there was nothing done by resolve in that way.
7: 30 p. m.-After:· opening· exercises Br9. j. S.
Patterson addressed the crowd that had gathered
on the subject of seeing God, who to mortals in
· their unregenerate state, is invisible. Text, Heb.
1 rth chapter 27th verse.
Mar. 13th, IO a. m.The committee appointed some time ago to visit
Bro. R. Riggs, getting him, if possible, to reform,
reported of not knowing anything of his whereabouts. Bro. L. Tryon said, th;it he had held an
interview with the brother, and that he promiled
to amen.d. Further consideration was deferred.
Bro .. D. S. Holmes reported his labors. He
thought that his_ secular labors as· the season
opened would somewhat interfere with his labors
for Christ's cause; yet intended to do all in his
power for the work; _Bro. L. Tryon, of Henderson Grove, thought if cpnference would render
them assistance, great good would result. Bisho,r's Agent's report was -read; and Resolved, th~t

a
of the same be deferred until
next conference. The following named brethren
were then elected delegates to the General Conference: M. T. Short, M. H. Forscutt, John Chisnall, B. Sumption and J. W. Terry. Motion
present<0d and passed: Whereas, The district
secretary (J. L. Terry) is absent, and it is absolutely essential that the delegates appointed to
General Conference have the proper documents
that shall qualify them to sit and vote in said
Conference as delegates, be it hereby resolved
that the secretary of the district be and is hereby
instructed that the General Conference ruling
make it incumbent on him to make out and hand
to each one of the appointed delegates to the
General Conference each year, a copy of the
names of all branches i.n the district, with the
number of members in each branch. Resolved,
That J. W. Terry continue to be our president
for the coming term of six months. Resolved,
That the several branches .of this district be re·
quired to contribute to the best of their ability to
the expenses of the presiding elder to General
Conference as _one of the delegates to the same,
and that such contribution be sent direct to him.
The president was requested to appoint a "twodavs'" meetings in the branches, as his wisdom
m~v decide. Officers present: I High Priest, 2
Se;enties, r r Elders, 2 Priests, . 3 Teachers, 2
Deacons. A motion was offered and carried,
reading as follows: Whereas, it is important that
this conference should have for its, secretary one
who can devote sufficient of his time to attend to
the duties of his office, and wherea&, Bro. J. L.
Terry has acted as district secretary to the.best of
his ability for some time, but that his engagements are such as to prevent him from regular
attendance on conference gatherings, Therefore,
be it resolved that a vote of thanks be and is
hereby tendered to him for his services, and that
he be honorably released. Resolved, That John
D. Jones succeed Bro. Terry in the secretaryship.
The following was adopted: Whereas there are
"doubts" as to the privileges of the district, in
raising and using funds for district purposes;
Therefore be it .Resolved, that our delegates be
instructed to ask from the Bishopric "direct" and
"definite" instruction as to whether districts may
raise funds for district purposes; and if so, under
what circumstances, for whom, to what extent
such funds may be raised, and who shall receive
and disburse them.· At 7: 30 p. m., Hi rail) C.
Bronson addressed the conference, all were
greatly edified; subject: The, 1-foly Spirit, our
"witness" of the truth. Sunday, March 14th,
preaching at ro: 30 a. m. by M. H. Forscutt to
near a full house. At 2: 30 p. m. sacrament and
testimony meeting, prophecy and administering
to the sick,-altogether cheered each and every
heart in divine presence. Preaching in the evening by M. H. Forscutt to a multitude present, and
to do justice in one part out of ten, we will say
that throughout the entire session of conference,
and the expounding of Christ's divine word by
his "sent" servants it was indeed cheering, consoling, comforting, and edifying to all in our
most holy faith. Prejudice, thank God, is giving
way by the penetrating light of Christ's gospel.
Let Zion, though scattered, praise and magnify
her God. A vote of thanks was tendered to the
Kewanee Saints for their hospitality during services to aH visiting brethren. A<,ljourned to
meet at Millersburg, second Saturday in June,
(the 12th), r8861 at ro a. m.
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~No

credit for money• received on oubacrlpt!on will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. address.

MANCHESTER DISTRICT.
The Annual Conference of the above district
will (D. V.) be held on Saturday and Sunday, the
24th and 25th of April, 1886, in the Saints' Chapel,
113 Clarendon street, Hulme, Manchester, Eng·
land. Business session will be convened on Saturday 24th, at four p. m. Officers reports of labor, with their licences, etc}and branch, Rpiritual,
statistical, anrl financilJ,f,"'reports, to be forwarded
to the district secretary~ Elder Jame• Baty, of
Embden street, Hulrne; ·'Manchester, not later
than Saturday, the 17th inst. All are invited to
attend. The Sunday services will be held as follows: Morning at ro: 30, prayer meeting; afternoon twq .p. m., fellowship and sacrament meeting; evenirl'g, six p, m., preaching.
:
'Yours for Christ's sake,
JosEPH DEWSNUP, Dist. Pres.
MARRIED.
CALYERT-EL1ASSON.-At Race Track, Deer
Lodge County, Montana, by Elder Galien Wood,
of the Christian Church, Mr. Edward E. Calvert,
to Sr. Caroline Eliasson.
DIED.
RooT.--At San Benito, Cal., August 7th, 1884,
Maud Etta, daughter of Bro. J. F. and Sr. Annie
M. Root, aged r8 years, 5 months and 17 days.
One of the most dutiful children while 'in this
life, she can not be otherwise than good in the
new home to which she was so suddenly called.
Funeral services by special request by Elder A.
H. Smith and E. L. Kelley, at Ho!ister, California, October 18th, 1885.
BRrx.-Another faithful one of the Lord's
servants has passed away . to the glorious be·
yond. Elder Peter N. Brix died, at Aalborg,
Denmark, March 1st, r886, while pn a mfasion in
Denmark.· He has always been a firm believer
and ready defender of the faith, as I can testify.
We miss him, but our loss is his gain; and calm-'
ly we say, "Thy will be done." The Saints of
Scandinavia feel that an exemplary and worthy
brother has fallen. He was a lover of right, and.
did all in his power to lead souls into the light,
not only by preaching the gospel, but by his daily
·walk and example, which were altogether praise·
worthy: and his trust iu God was unshaken.
With this hope and trust he has passed away to
the paradise of God.
REY. JosEPH CooK.-Joseph Cook has Gratiana's talent for saying an infinite deal of nothing;
In common with that other windy, quarrelsome
and nonsensical person, the Rev. Dr. Talmage,
he possesses an. unfortunate gift. for verbosity,
which he mistakes for both eloquence and argument, andjthis erroneous estimate leads' him into
no end· of trouble. He has, during the year
which he has poured forth unfathomable torrents·
of words, accomplished nothing more important
than talking himself into notoriety. • ..' The
potency of humbug when assisted bv invulner•
able egotism was rieyer moi;e felicit<msly 'exem·
plified than in the careers of. these Tuppers'of religious polemics, M:essrs. Tlllmage and Cook.
Ridicule, no hee.d how justly provoke<l 1 Of. hQW
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unerring its aim, hurls its shafts at them in vain.
Their hides are impervious, and the professors of
verbosity continue to poo,_r out words in an endless, wishy,:yvashy flood. Like neighbor Verges,
they will be talking.-.,-Boston Gazette.
CoNTENTMENT.-,--Oh, for the Spirit which is
content with nothing less nor lower than the
Highest HelpLTo turn in temptation directly to
the power of God; to cry out in sorrow for God's
co,mp;my; to be satisfied in doubt with nothing.
sh,ort .of the ,assurance that God gives; to know
there is no escape from sin except in being made
holy by God's holiness-these are what makes, a
man's complete .salvation. It is your privilege
and mine, as children of God, to be satisfied with
no help but the ·help of the Highest.

SPECIAL CONFERENCE NOTICE.
WE are informed by Mr:

J. W.

DENTI8TRY.

DR.

JOHNS.HIPPY
Dental Surgeon,

Licentiate of the Royal Dental College ot'"Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.
Office two doors south of l;Iudson's store; up stairs.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
south of Railroad.

For Sale at a Bargain,

My DWELLING HOUSE and two I.ots, good small
liurn, Coal and .Wood Honse, outside Uellar, good well of
water~,weH .fenced, well set with ·Sn1alJ Pruitt;; desirable
location. Also Material and Fixtures of WAUUN t:\HOP,
trade established six years. Uall on or addre•s
J. H. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
P. 0. Box 55, Lan1oni, Iow'R

T ni, two lotis centrally located.

W

T. H.

HANSEN,

M.

D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls 'made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & .Walker, Lamoni
/Spec~alty,

MlD_WlFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a

W- Residence o_ne block.East Te_a_l_'s Store. , 14febly

The Line selected bytlte:u~:s. Cov't
to carry the Fast MaU.; ,.

On oue lot is a

'l'EXAl::l OR BUl{t:l'l'.

Ockerman, Sta-

Fon·

Salt~

·oue l'ilore-holll!le & Gocuh,

And one Dwelling-house and Barn,

providing for return rates, substantially as follows:

3Ujan2m

N.

M.

REEDER,
LAMONI, IOWA.

The person buying a full fare ticket to Lamoni, to

Choice Farin 101· Sale.

attend Conference will be given a.certificate stat-

120 ACRES, 2Yz miles South--east of Lamoni and one

full fare ticket to La-

moni, which certificate the person attending Con-

mile west of Bethany Junction. Land all tilable and well
located, Large young Orchard, just beginning to bear.

ference will present to.the Secretary of Confer-

Good FRAME HOUSE and BARN.

ence to be by him filled out and signed,

certify~

ing that the holder has been in attendance at the
Conference; and is-entitled to return at OneBe sure when buying your tickets _to Lamoni

Address: J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.

.J. W. De1'10011, .LU.. D.,

Conference and ask him for the certificate entitling you to return at one-third fare.

Don't

If you do forget it, or fail to get the

certificate, it will subject you to pay full fare both
ways.
Be careful in this matter, as the Railroad Com-

LAMONI,

Farau foa· Sale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 78 acre• of timber and pasture land; which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any fnrther inform.atiou wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20fel16m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

For Sale.

O

WANTED.
Bo~ Pamphlets, and Newspapers, relating to the

Commandments," Zion 1833; "Latter Day Saints Messenger and Advocate;" 1'The Book of Mormon," Kirtland,

Aj:con.nt of tA.e M!lai!acoo of Jooeph :smith;" ''Trial of
PellE!O'll.S for the Mu1der of JO<!eph Smith at Carthage Jail;"
"The Ensign of Liberty"' "T-he Olive Branch;" "Joseph
Smith's Ren.ly to John b. Be:nnett·" "'O. Hyde's Spe·ech
Before the '.High Priest's Qtwrum,'• &c., for which good
prices will be p!1id by
- .
E. & J. B. YOUNG & CO ..
20mar3t
CooPER UNION. NEw YORK.

SUCCESSORS ·tN BELLS· \O,TH!5=

BLYMYER MANUFACTUl'.lJNG CO
n

ST. LOUIS

EN- v· ER
-_

-

Either by way of Omaha, P~cific Juncti,on, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the' six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
l\l!EBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in th~ year fr<;im one to three elegantly
equipped through trams over its own tracks 1 between

Chicago and Denver,
, Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Cou_ncil Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
_
Chicago and St. Paul,
·
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluff~.
Peoria and Ka_nsas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. l..ouis_ and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.

Far111 101.• Rent

For Tickets, Rates, General lnformat1on1 etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

MINNIE A. WICKES,
9jantf

F a r m

Ior

§

a le •

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni,
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

51

Faa·m for

Sale.

IGHTY ACRES, well improved; land in goocl conclition; small House, and· Barn, bearing Orchard; one
mile west and one mile south of Lamoni. Apply on farm
or by Jetter to
0. B. THOMAS,
'20fcb2m
Lamoni, Iowa.

E

NEW

B 0

0

KS!

.We have just add,ed a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock 6f Drugs-and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
Uatalognes sent on application.
W- Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,
Druggists and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

-

-

F l 40 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well wv,terec1; 70 acres in Meadow; balance in Pasture and Plow land. Will rent 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.

Latter JJRY Saints, especially the fuUowing: "A Book of

1837;· •'Elders' Journal of Uhurch of L. D. S. ;" "Times
anil Sessons;" ''The Nauvoo Nei~bor;" "Dav-ls Account
of the M!ltlSa<ll'e of Joseph Smith., '1844,; "Daniels C-Orrect

The Only Through' line, with itS! 'own 1:rack, between

CHICA.CO,
..,.,..Jo·
PEORIA or~

At each of its several Eastern and Western termmt It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canad~.
It' is the Principal Line tO and from

O

N EASY TERMS, a STORE and stock of AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, in the busmess center of Lamoni. The trade is good, and offers inducements
to the purchaser. Failing health is the only _cause of
selling. Address,
HOPKINS BROS.,
·21mar2t
Lamoni, Iowa.

o CATALOGUE WITH !SOO'TESTIMDMALS --_ '

IO.WA.

Office a-t Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main i::ltreet.
jan30tf

pany and its agents are not responsible for your
carelessness, or misunderstanding.

SURGEON,

'•Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.

Conference, to state to your ticket agent on the
C. B. & Q. Road, that you are coming to the

'l'erms easy.

6mar 4t

•PHYSICIAN AND

Third Fare to the place whence he started.

•

ILL hereafter be published by S. F. Waiki>r and John
H. Hansen. Everyone interested in the Local News
of this place should subscribe for the GQ,,zette. Terms: One_
Dollar per year in advance. Samples fl'ee.
l!'i'feb

BLAUKSMI'rH AND WAGON SHOP, AND A
DWELI,ING HOUSE;
On the other is a small STABLE and CORN CRIB. A
g'!od Well on each lot. J;'or price and particniar. apply to
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J. J. RABIDOU, Lamoni, luwa.
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Do.
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~BUSINESS'*

The Dammport Business College
Prepares young people for usCful and profitable employ•
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.;
l3ookeeping1 by single and double entry; Business Ari th
metic; Rapid Calculations; Business Writing; Co1.U'
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Lawi Telegraph Yi
Phonography ; ·Type.writing ; and Actual Business
Practice. F-0r circuJars address
.
DUNCAN & llAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALn_is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica,
tion of the Reorganized Church of-Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be· sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 8~,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVIX!
DA:NOJllR; communications and articles to the EillTQ~•
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... HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Loll'D: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU liAVJl 8.A.Vll lT Bll ONE Wl,/~AND CONCUBINES
HE SRA.LL HAVE. NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·•-!
"WE BKLIEVE THAT ONE M..1.N snouLD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE -HusBAND: Exc11PT IN CA1E oF DE.A.TH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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ELDER M. R. ScoTT writes us of late
from New Albany, India,na, and says:
"Our conference at Eden closed Monday,
with. prospects good tor the work. Bro.
Harbert attended.
We hope needed .attention may be devoted to the wo.rk in that .field. It was at
Eden and. in that region thl\t vi;e had a hot,
contest w1thc«the accuser o:l!thebrethren,"
and tl:.ere the Lord gave µ~, by -his grace,
decided victories for Christ and his "marvellous work and a wonder." we were
beset by the Campbellites, Methodists,
Adventists, etc., etc., with all the skill and
persiste.nce. that malicl'l and pharisaical bigotry could ,com.mand; but the. Lprd deliv:
ered.. us, as He by visio!J. and revelation
showed us He would <lo, truth triumphed,
the word was confirmed by signs following those who believed, many were bap.tized, prejudice was lesse.ned, brnnche.s
were. organized in due time, and a conference district established. But. by and by
"the hour oftemptatjon, which sha.11.come
upon· all the world, _to try tl:iem that dwell
upon the earth," (Rev. 3 :. 10), .came upon
the Eden Branch and other localities in the
district, and fierce trials were encountered
by many, causing som!'! to.. doubt and fear
and falter, so that' for a. season there has
been "darkness" in that land to those who'
have lagged in the. rear of God's "pillar,"
while those who have kept in the fore
front,- faithful to the work as they received
it in word and spirit and divine testimony,
have walked in the light and liberty of
Israel's God and are to-day rejoicing in his
goodness and saving. power.
We well remember that the Lord revealed to. us, when debating on the prophetic miss.ion of Joseph the Seer with the
chosen champion selected to oppose us,
that this opposer would become as weak
as;a child in our h:;inds; while we, through
rne.rcy to him, wo\1ld .smite him with the
si<l.e, instead .of the edge, of, the "keen two.:
eq~e.<l, .sword." We also. ren1.ember.th~t,
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1886.

when a messenger came for us to visit and
labor in Crawford county, fifty miles
away, where the people threatened to
mob us if we preached on the Seer and the
Book of Mormon, we made the matter a
subject of fervent secret prayer and was
taught by the Spirit to "fear them not;
but go humbly forward, labor faithfully,
meekly and be blessed." This we did,
and the Lord stood by us, delivering us
from enemies, and giving us many souls as
seals of our ministry; Neither have we
forgotten that the blessed Lord approved
the prayers of his Elders. and confirmed
the ordinances of His church in raising up
a bedridden woman, also healing the. little
daughter of Bro. Harbert Scott, and in
due time bringing retribution .upon those
who opposed arid resisted the Lo.r~'s work.
These, .and many other things wherein the
Lord, guided and confirmed the work of·
his ministry in that region we have not forgotten. ·~d we trust He will protect
and greatly,evive His work there•. For
this we shall earnestly and always pray.
The Saints there _should walk in the light
as they received. it and as God c,;onfit·me<l
it by his Spirit, i>aifd.n:ot,be,,gu1.ltr<,,;:'of the
folly of seekirrn to change, modify, or im~
prove the. work .as founded of the. Lord.
Paul declares, that when. the time should
come when "all. :Israel shall be save<;!,"
"the Deliverer," .his "covenant" fo them,
shall come$out of Zion." (Rom. I l : 25_;27).
Isaiah says: "And he shall set up, an .en.
sign for. th.~ nqiions ;" (Gentiles); while
Joe.I says of those. times: "ln Mount Zion
and Jerusalem shall be deliveraqce, as the
Lord hath.said, and in th.e remnant whom
the Lord shall call;'' and John the Revt:lator declares that an angel from heaven
shall bear "the everlasting gospel'' which
was. to be preached to "them that dwell
on the earth, and to every natioQ, and
kindred, and . tongue, and people," a.nd
this, too, bef0 re Babylon falls (verse 8)
and the "Son of man" returns (verse. 14),
and the end of the world comes. (verses 1519). Let no Saints .attempt to. change thi_s.
work as founded by the Seer, approved by
the church, and confirmed of. the Lord
from. 1827 to. 1844,. lest they be found
fighting against God. For the Lord has
decreed that, in carrying out his "marvelous work," the ,wisdom of those "wise
men" who are not in harmony with that
"work and a wonder'~ "shall perish;" •and
that ''their prudent men shall be hid." [Be'
found to be in the. d&rkness and· confu:sion
of error.-Ed].
From the times of N 0 ah . to those of
John on Patmos, thos.e who :have resjsted:
or treated lightly the al!t,horitative woxkot
God's prophets, have come ,to grief;. suf-,
fered loss,,.aijd been covered with shame
aifd confUsion. M,;:t)C hea'\l'en inspire the,
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Indiana Saints to be wise, patient and
faithful.
IN the following clipping, the writer expresses surprise that au the translators,
compilers, commentators, and controversialists of the Bible "should have in common overlooked an absurd blunder such
as" is found in the texts cited. Had he
read the Holy Scriptures as translated and
corrected by Joseph Smith the Seer, he
could have made an exception, for the
seer saw and corrected the said "blunder,"
besides hosts of others far more absurd and
hurtful, as all may see who will diligently
compare them.
OLDER THAN HIS FATHER.
"T. D." writes as follows to the editor of Tke
Aubn;n Adve;tiser: :~In allJhe translations of the,
Hebrew bible into English-;-viz., the version of
King Jam es, and the Oxford and American.
Bible society edition of the same, in the Douay
versions of the Roman Catholic church, as ,well
as in the new versions of t_he English and Amer·
ican divines, occurs the common oversight or
blunc1er of stating in. II. Chronicles that King,
Aha:ziah/was . cf~vtx, qnd two years old on his
accessfon lo the throne of Judea at the death of
his father, who died. at the age of forty, thus
maldng King Abaziab two years older than. his
father. See 2 Chronicles 21:20, and 22:.r. See.,
also 2 Kings 8: 26, where his age is correctly,
stated. It is certainly a literary curi9sitj;: that
. with .all the comparii;on, collation,·stu<ly;•.apd
controversy abo_utreadings and meanings.0£ tqe.
text, greater in regard. to the .Bible .than inregan;l
-to any other boo1t·, all its learned schol.ars, commentators, and controversialists shmild have in
common overlooked an absurd blunder such .as.
, this. Although in the original manuscript, and
a manifest blunder, it should not have been
allowed to pas~ without correction, it being the
word of God.';
'
EDITORIA:L ITEMS.

PER!:lONS. attending coµference over: •.the
North Western Road, will be returned.
from DesMoines; and over the RockJsland from Ottumwa an<:i Fairfield.Stations,.
will .be returned at one~thir:d rates.
Bro. Albert H~ws reached. Portland,
Oregon, January 25th, 1886. Since ,then·
he had up to February l 1th, visited ,$ome
and given out some tracts; _and had held
one or two. meetings, eighteen or twenty
in atterid;rnce. Bro. Haw~ feels yvell; his
addres.s is East. Portland.
Bro. and Sr. Adam See, of Adallls Center, A<larns county, Wisconsin_, held thei.r.
golden wedding. services, on Weqnesday,
Mar~h 24th past· For: fifty years _have
they walke<l in. the .yva.ys of wedl9c~, .and
on this fiftieth anniv~rs~ry of their wed-.
J.iJ:l~. l.la11;t~eir childreri, . relativrs 1 ::iei_gh\
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hors and friends, gathered around them
and congratulated them upon the integrity
and fidelity with which they had kept the
troth plighted between them so long ago.
Bro. See sent us an invitation to attend; but
time, distance and occupation did not permit. He sends us a copy of the Adams
County Press containing an account of
the gathering, for which we thank him.
May they live together to meet friends on
the seventy-fifth return of their anniversary just celebrated by them.
Elder J.C. Clapp writes us from Deer
Lodge City, Montana, the 27th ult., that
he intends to labor in that region and on
the Jefferson river the coming summer,
and feels confident of excellent results.
He also intends to labor at Blf!ckfoot City,
Wickes, Glendale, Phillipsburg and Missoula.
We call attention to two exceller.t articles in this number, namely, "Priesthood
Meetings," and "The Kingdom Transferred."
ERRATA.-In Bro. W. R. Calhoon's
article page 170 of HERALD, last column,
18th line from bottom, for 1896 read 1986,
the writer having intended to use the century in his argument and not the decade,
100 instead of IO.
Bro. J.B. Farr says:In my last article you had a few slight
errors, the principal of which was: "Its
evidences of the former 'affects' that of the
latter,'' should read "ofE;ets" instead of
"affects." In the marriage notice of Bro.
W ~sh burn and Sr. Howell, in a late HERALD, read Feb'y 23d instead of March 23d.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

_:eues.-Have Deacons or Teachers authority to assist in administering the sacrament?
Ans.-The law of the church says
"Neither Teachers nor Deacons have authority to baptize, administer the sacrament, or lay on hands; they are, however,
to warn, expound, exhort and teach, and
invite all to come unto Christ."-Doc. &
Cov. 17: 11.
_:e.-If a person is coaxed to join the
church, and then not having the Spirit as
he ought to have and keeps from the
church, becomes sinful, and after that desires to take up his cross and serve God, is
it necessary that he should be baptized
again for the remission of sins and have
hands laid on him for the gift of the Holy
Ghost?
A.-It is not necessary; but may be permitted if faithfully wished for.
_:e.-If the church is not honored by exhibiting evidence of a non-sanction of immoral conduct, by dealing with transgressors why not teach to sin, that grace may
abound?
A.- The failure to prosecute real, or supposed offenders may arise from several
causes, no one of which should be construed to be a sanction of sin. To teach
men to sin is to break positive command.
_:e.-Are we to understand that all the
evidence Christ gave _of a disapprobation
of the woman's act, was in saying, "Go
thy way and sin no more?" And that
the church is to do no more or less-with
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transgressors? If so, what of,-and how
shall we harmonize the instruction, laws,
and methods as contained in Matt. 18: l 5,
16, 19; the latter clause of par. 2, sec. 46;
par. 7, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, sec. 42; par. 2,
sec. 41; the latter clause of par. 2, sec. 64;
par. 2, sec. 59, Doctrine and Covenants;
2d par., 6 chapter of Moroni, Book of
Mormon; with what appears on page 82
of Herald for February 6th, 1882; "Elders are to see the law is kept," etc •., etc.?
A.-W e do not discover from the relation of the transaction that Christ visited
any other condemnation upon the woman
than is expressed in the words "Go thy
way and sin no more.'' He here acknowledged her act to be sinful. This
statement of Christ does not take the place
of other and positive direction to the
church; hence, we make no effort to harmonize, as questioned in the rest ot the
query; although we see nothing out of
harmony with the instruction in E:lerald
cited and the rules referred to.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C. C. Holcomb, of Oenaville, Tex.,
writes to Bro. Heman C. Smith under
date of 26th ult., and says:
"f can say that I have had more light than
ever before; have had testimony that would not
be lawful to tell to the outhide worlcj,, for they
would not believe me."

if

A MARRIED man, with a wife and three
or four children depending on his labor for
bread, clothing and shelter, visited a village
store holding forty cents in his hand. The
merchant waited upon his customer, and
the following articles (name and amount)
were purchased by him: sugar, 10 cents;
tea, 5 cents; tobacco, 25 cents; the sugar
and tea were for the family, himself included, the tobacco for himself alone. What
a comment on manhood; wife and children
starved and pinched, poorly fed and poorly
clad, the man himself poorly clothed; and
yet three eighths of the pitiful sum he
carried in his hand went to suffering family, five eighths to himself for what was
neither food nor clothing. If that man's
self did not need crucifying, could one be
found that did. Three eighths of the love
of this man was for wife and children, five
eighths for his depraved, vitiated, cursing
habit. Whatever may be said in- defence
of the use of tobacco for any one, it is
almost a moral certainty that to this man
and others like him, the habit has dwarfed,
stunted and shriveled his soul entirely out
of divine, or even human proportions.
WE take the following from the Chicago
Tribune of the 26th inst.
INDIANA-MORMONS REORGANIZING CHURCHES
IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE STATE.

Ye:!fersonvi?le, Ind., lYiarch 25-A conference of
Mormon Elders is progressing in Mount Eden
Church, a few miles from here. The object is to
reorganize work for the advancement of the
cause of the Latter Day Saints. The idea is to
make the church more aggressive by placing in the
field the ablest evangelists. The avowal is open1,y made that their faith will push more boldl,r

hereafter. New churches will be organized and
old ones strengthened. The believers hold to the
Book of Mormon but discard polygamy. They
will continue to believe Joseph ~mith, the founder of the faith, will hold the doctrine of healing
disease by anointing and laying on hands, and
will advocate baptism by immersion. The conference will continue several days. The faithful
look forward to grand results to be accomplished
in Southern Indiana.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Sure stands the promise, ever to the meek
A heritage is given;
Nor lose they earth who, single-hearted, seek
'.)'he righteousness of heaven!"
[I<'rom the Central Christian Advocate].

"DRAW ME NEARER."
BY MRS. C. F. WILDER.

TngflE are times when thoughts which we often
hear expressed make a .deeper impression upon
~s than at other times. The Scriptures are often
9tead in our hearing and passages that we have
heard from childhood seem suddenly to be filled
with new light and meaning. Hymns which we
have sung for years suddenly throw upon the
steps up to heaven new light and glory.
One evening at prayer-meeting we were singing a hymn which I often sing at home, and as
we commenced the second verse,
HConsecrate me now to thy service, Lord.
By the power of grace divine,"

there came t~ m¢ one of those sudden revelations which is al~ays such a help to the hungry
soul.
Fanny Crosby, when she wrote the hymn, had
in mind those verses in Hebrew where is written,
"Let us draw near," "Let us hold fast." I had
often, before that evening, as I sung the hymn,
thought of God's part and longed to have him answer that part of the prayer, but it had never before come to me with such force-my own part of
the work-the "holding fast" with "patience and
thanksgiving."
Am I unlike other Christians in that I have
"consecrated" my~elf to God, over and over again,
ever since I first gave my heart to Him in my
early youth, and immediately after it is done begin to wonder whether I really have given myself wholly to Him and whether He really accepted the offering? And the next time I thought
of what I'd tried to do, as I could perceive no difference in my feelings, came to the conclusion
that somehow it was all a mistake.
But that night came the thought of the holding
jast "without wavering." Who is it that would
argue the matter with me? Why am I asking
myself whether I have done this or not? I know
I have given myself to God. My will is fixed in
that matter. God knows my purpose, and my
feelings have nothing to do with the subject.
These doubts are only temptations with the aim
to hold me back.
The next day came again those thoughts, "l
wonder if I did 'consecrate' myself when I said I
did!"
How long might a Christian soul go on in this
way, feeling of his spiritual pulse and striving to
find out how "near" he is to the Lord and how
near the Lord is to him? Carryin~ his burdens
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to the Lord and carrying them away again? Burdened with· care, perplexed, restless, full of anxious thought, all the time knowing that the great
Burden-bearer longs to relieve him of his load
and yet going on the same old way, weary and
heavy-laden. I want freedom from such weariness. You want the perfect rest.
· That good Quaker lady, Hannah Smi'th, gives
an illustration of the perfect rest in something
like the following homely illustration:
The weary house.mother, at night, feels as
though she could.lie down, and without thought
or care, sl!!ep until morning. How delicious the
sense of repose. How perfectly charming the
sensation of relaxing every muscle, giving the
downy pillows an extra push under the head,
and resting in a perfect ecstacy of ease and quiet.
How tired was the back. How weary the brain.
How every limb ached and every nerve quivered.
Rest now-body and mind at perfect rest. She
trusts herself to the bed in confidence.
Let us go on farther and suppose she had felt
every minute as though the bed would give way
beneath her. Would not that very thought.
have wearied her more than not to have gone to
bed at all?
And this analogy she uses to teach us whdt it
is to trust in the Lord. ·Our souls are to lie upon His will. \Ve are to lay off every burden
and to rest in Him in perfect ease and comfort,
"sure that since he holds us up we are safe."
Our part is to trust him, and continue to trust.
His part-and he can not fail-is to sustain us.
The great trouble with the eager, earnest
Christian, with vigorous active powers, is, he is
unwilling to rest in God's '!fill, but wants to see
results which he himself has worked out.
When thoughtfully reading the Sermon on
the Mount have we not, as we passed along over
the verses one by one, thought, Is it possible for
me to think lowly of self? To possess my soul
with meekness and patience? To desire less instead of more? To take no anxious thought for
the morrow? To leave the gift before the altar
and search out the one who bas a grudge against
me? To love-actually love the enemy and
·speak well of and do good to those who have injured us? Not care to lay up for ourselves
treasures upon earth so that by and by, we shall
have a handsome home and a few more acres of
land? To do the good deed as secretly as I say
my little prayer? Do to all exactly as I would
be done by and never let my prejudices influence
me in my treatment of another? As we read,
do we never, with a sigh, think, Who is sufficient
for these thin!~S? ·.
How much easier to pass by all these passive
virtues and go on to where Christ tells us to
work.
But as we look at the life of Christ do we not
see that the prime distinction <;>f Christianity is
his meekness, his perfect unselfishness, his unworldliness, his patience? Are we his followers
, or are we n.ot?
If we are His and have not followed Him, like
St. John, "in his kingdom and patience," we
have lost much of the beauty and sweetness of
life. Luther says that our God is the God of the
humble learts which are· in need, "He can show
His power only when in weakness."
It seems as though . the cry of the Christian
heart everywhere is, "Draw me nearer." There
is dissatisfaction with our lives of penance, con11traint .and dreariness. We know that Christ

has forgiven our sins, but we are longing for
more than this-for the legacy, bequeathed in
His last words to His disciples, "My peace," "my
joy," "to remain in you that your joy might be
full." But we shall go on longing and sighing
and wishing, if we don't cut the matter short by
the use of our own will-power and the God-given
faith bestowed so freely upon every soul.
How it must grieve Christ, as he looks upon
us so full of worries, of restlessness, so weary
and heavy-laden with the cares of life and the
fears and doubts within.
It sometimes has
seemed as though if we had not a spark of
Christianity, but only sound common sense, we
would cease living in the way we are living.
Our restlessness does not help matters in the
least. Our impatience wi.11 neither hasten nor
hinder God's purpose. We are eager for results,
but God, with His infinite leisure, has set times
and will wait for them.
We have heard an old proverb, "There is a
clock with which Providence keepeth time and
pace and God himself setteth it." That clock
will not strike until· the hand is at the ho}ir.
And when the time comes it will strike. The
history of the world, of nations, and of individuals
for all time show this. There will be no exception in our case. We do not like our environment, but we can not alter circumstances. If we
could, would we? Do we want the Lord to act
according to our ignorance of his wisdom? Can
we, for 9ne minute, be so foolish as to desire to
become •1ike arbiter of God's will toward us?
Then, if we are so sure that He knows be.st what
plan of life to mark out for us, why don't we
trust . Him? Why do we stint or measure our
love and obedience to Him?
When we calmly deliberate over these things,'
we are certain that we do want all that Christ
has to give us. We do want to become all that
we are capable of. becoming. All other desires
besides these are common place. To draw near
to God and have him draw near to us shall be
the one great aim of our lives. And we will
draw near "\dth a true heart in full assurance of
faith," and we will "hold fast . . . without
wavering." Let us sing:
"Consecrate me now to thy service, Lord,
, By the power of grace divine,
Let my soul look up with a s~adfast hope
~nd my will be lost in Thine;"
For the above selection we bespeak a careful
reading. To us it seems replete with the good
we most need. The following is equally good,
but we could wish not equally needed.
HOME LIFE.
THE other day I chanced to enter a friend's house.
He did not know I was in the. parlor, and I overhea~d his conversation. He was very harsh in
his dealing with his child. He was "out of sorts"
that morning. "The wind was east" ·that morning, and the east wind blew into his lungs, and
Into his soul, and soured his mind, and soured his
heart, and so, like a base miscreant as he was, he
vented his bad temper on his ~ife and children.
It is a bad habit some men have
This man was talking in a hard, unchristian
manner-talking as no father should talk. He
had lost his temper. He . was saying what he
would be sorry for in a few moments. And then
the servant announced my presence. Mind you,
the man would have said, he could not help it, ,
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"The boy teased me! He did what I can net endure,
and on the impulse of the moment, I spoke my
anger. I could not control myself."
There was a frown on his face; but when I was
announced, being more or less of a stranger, demanding of him certain courtesies, he at once
smoothed his face as though nothing had happened-as though the sun was shining brightly
in the heavens, and the wind was in the south,
not east. He came into the room where I was,
and in the most cordial and courteous way possible gave me his hand and smilingly bade me welcome. He could not control himself, simply because he did not think enough of his boy, because
he did not sufficiently appreciate his family; .and
because he thought that his home was a den in
which he could roar with impunity, and not the
great temple of God, where he should walk as
priest and king.
And yet I, almost a stranger, was strong in my
presence, to cause him at once to cool down into
courtesy, into affability, into politeness!
I tell you that many and many a man and many and many"a woman in this strange world of
ours, in which many things seem to go wrong,
will be gentle, and kind, and charitable, and full
of smiles outside of their houses, with strangers
for whose opinion they do not care one jot, or one
tittle, and in their homes, when all the happiness
of years depends upon their sweetness of soul,
and where they are constantly shedding influences that will ripen into the good or bad life of a
boy or girl, will yield to a pettishness and peevishness unworthy of them as men and women,
and wholly unworthy of them as Christians.-

Hepwortk.
WE are in receipt of letters from Sisters Sheehy
and Atwell. We hope the letter published this
week from Sister Gifford will prove encouraging
to all such as may be separated from any large
branch of the church. "Where two or three are
met together in my name," is the only condition
specified, for the coming of the Master to meet
with and bless them. Texas is our old home.
Connected with its limpid streams and lovely
flowers of every hue are some of the happiest
memories of our life, and as we remember our
successful labors in San Antonio-the strong ties
of friendship and love there formed, we wonder
if God has no larger harvest to be gathered there!
Brave little band, we beseech you to continue
faithful. Y o'ur labor of love shall not be in vain;
but the crown is at the end of the race. May
you each one wear it, together with all who love
the appearing of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. Sister Ruby's letter carries us back to
the dark and cloudy days, when a small number
of us used to meet together in Pennsylvania, and
when my father left with them his last earthly
testimony to the truth of this work, and told his
weeping family that God would surely visit his
people again, and raise up one to lead them in
righteousness. "They shall come from the east,
and from the west, and from the north, and from
the south, and shall sit down in the ·kingdom of
God."
LAMONI, Iowa, April lat, 18&6.
"The day ia past and gone,
The shades of night appear"
BuT ere the sable curtain is closely drawn around .
us, I would like to spend a few minutes in pleasent chat with my sisters-sisters in Christ, those
of "like precious faith" with myself. Dear sis•
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ters, let us be thankful for the space allowed us
in the Home Column; and let us try and aid in
this work of faith and labor of love. It is l.ittle
I can do, being old and infirm; yet I realize it
was·Jittle that dear sister could do who came to
Jesus with the precious ointment; but she broke
the box, and anointed his feet. Some found
fault with her, but Jesus commended and said to
those penurious ones "Let her alone,"* * * "She
hath done what she could." May ·these precious
words be pronounced upon us; for rest assured,
they are very significant of good.
I consider it a noble cause in which we are engaged. Helps were set in· the church as well as
governments, and you are helping to disseminate
truth by your exchange of sentiment and thought.
I for one; feel to rejoice in your well begun work,
and earnestly desire and pray God will speed it.
Sister Frances tells us that in a pre-eminet degree .we are endowed with love, patience, hope,
courage and endurance. If we are, let us exercise these precious gifts; and while we work out
our own salvation, help to save others. Now, to
you I appeal my dear sisters, both old and young,
do not let your pens get rusty, but keep their
points sharp. Put your thoughts on paper, and
send them flashing through the Home Column,
and they will shine like "apples of gold . set in
pictures o.f silver;'' Your ideas may appear unto
you crude and of little worth; but they may be
blest to the good of some poor tried and tempted
soul who is struggling and toiling along the battle
field of life.
Words are little thinifs,
And a small drop ot ink
Falling like dew, upon a thought,
Produces, that which makes thousandsPerhaps millions think.-Byron.

To my aged sisters who have with me grown
old and grey in this work, those who have passed
through many trials, afflictions and persecutions
for Christ's sake, I would say, Be faithful a little
longer and your reward is sure; because the
promise of God is ever "yea., and "amen" to all
who are is Christ. 0, let us wait patiently, stand
firm; support the weak; pray always, and so
honor God's name.
And y.ou my dear young sisters, who have entered into covenant with God to strive and keep
holy his commandments, I greet you as a mother greets, as a sister in Christ; and we should all
realize that to be a member in this church of
Christ in these last days, is of no trifling importance. My dear girls, be true and faithful; do
not follow in the extreme the fashions of the
day; search the Scriptures; read· carefully the
Book of Mormon, and never be ashamed to be
called a Latter Day Saint. And sisters, give us
a lesson on house-keeping; philosophise a little
on dish-washing, sweeping, dusting, &c.
MARY RUBY.
BUFFALO, Iown.

OAK IsLAND, Texas, Feb. 23d.
Dear Sister Frances:-Perhaps it would interest some of the mothers of "The Home Column"
to hear what the mothers away down in Texas
are doing for their children, and the cause of
Christ in geperal. While we are trying to teach
our daughters, and our sons too, how to make
home comfortable and happy, we are also teaching them the way to eternal happiness in the
celestial kingdom of God. vVe keep up a Sunday
School and a prayer meeting, although there are
only four sisters engaged in the work; but we
are all mothern, and we feel the great importance

of the work in which we are engaged. Six years
ago this branch carried on a Sunday School and
prayer meeting, although we had no place to
meet but under a brush arbor. We kept up the
school for about two years, and it seemed that
the Lord favored us in a very wonderful manner,
for no matter how cold and wet the weather
during the week, almost always it cleared up before the Sabbath came and would be warm and
pleasant, so we kept up our school and prayer
meeting, both summer and winter. Then there
were ten or twelve workers among us, and two
of them brothers; but Satan. crept in and broke
up our little branch. We were organized again
two years ago, and commenced meeting at our
homes for prayer. One brother and six or eight
sisters,.with our elder, Bro. Waterman; occasionally meeting with us, though he lived in San
Antonio then. We know not where he is now;
as he left San Antonio last spring. We remember him and his good wife with kindly feelings
for the good \\'.9rk they did while here. Through
their persevering zeal and the help of Elder H.
L. Thompson and Mr. J. P. Neal, Bro. William·
Carruthers and a few others who gave small
donations, we now have a church to worship in,
though it is not yet finished. We have it 5eated
so that we can hold meetings and Sunday School.
Brn. H. C. Smith, H. L. Thompson and John
Currie vh;it us about twice a year and preach for
us. Bro. John came last Christmas and also his
father and brother. They all three very kindly.
assisted u~ in getting up a Christmas tree for our
Sunday· Schooi. We appreciated their help, not
only for the kindly feeling shown, but as there
are only four of us who carry on the school, we
really needed the help they afforded. Since Bro.
Waterman left, the other sisters and the brothers
it seems have grown weary of the Master's work
or forgotten the commandment, "Neglect not the
assembling of yourselves together." Our prayers
are that we may all be brought to a unity of the
faith, and work on faithfully until the Master
comes.
NANNIE A. GIFFORD.
WEBB CITY Missouri.
Dear Frances:-! will try to write a few lines,
and my subject shall be concerning the poor.
We often hear mention made of tramps, and true
there are many. 4The question is whose fault is
it? It may be their parents' fault. Is it our duty
to be their judges, or to turn them away without
giving them anything to eat? I have heard some
say: "They may starve .before I will give them
anything to eat;" but I hope there are none
calling themselves "Saints" who would wish to
set such an example before their children. I do
not remember ever seeing my parents turn
any one empty away, and I hope to be able to set
the same example before my children. I do not
wish them to be hard-hearted; neither do I think
it right to frown on a tramp, for we little know
what has brought him to ask for food; and if the
Lord has favored us with a home and enough
we ought to be willing to give one meal, if w~
have it, and if we have not we can say we have
not, or we would give. The Book of Mormon
Mosiah, chapter 2 page 151 teaches us this im:
portant lesson, and tells us we are all beggars
in one sense; then let us be very careful how we
judge the poor, and may God help us to live
worthy the great light and blessings we have
received.
"Think gently of the erring,
And do not thou forget,
However deeply stained in sin
He is thy brother yet.
"Heir of the selfsame heritage,
Child of the selfsame God,
He hath bnt stumbled f1·om the path
Thon hath so feebly trod."

R. M. BRADLEY.

1 ~

The printed name on the•colored label on your pa-·
per gives the date to which your snbscript1on has been·
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

LAKE CRYSTAL, Minn., Mar. 17th.
EditorlHerald.---I arrived here a few days ago;
found that Bro. Shaw had succeeded in working
up quite an inteRt here. I have spoken three
times to large and attentive congregations. The
old Jewish spirit is raising among the pious, they
sent for a big gun, fearing that those that are
here might be too small forthe work they wanted
them for. He came, fired a shot, and true to his
instinct, skipped out and sent a woman to take
his place; but the seed is being sown in spite of
opposition, and I trust it wil! give increase.
Here is where Bro. W. H. Kelley made a stand,
and started the work. He is held high in the estimation of many, both in and out of the church.
The seed that he planted has not been watered as it
should have been, and of course has not been as
productive as it otherwise would have been. The
few that are here are striving for the faith, and
have received a promise that if they continue·
more will be added to their numbers. It is with
feeling£ of sadness I leave the Saints of this dis,
trict. A nobler people it has never been my lot
to be among; their works prove them such.
They stand ahead of any district in the church
in point of works. The district numbers less
than one hundred and thirty; some twenty of
them have been baptized this summer, and they
have paid during t.he last year for building purposes and the work 9£ the ministry oyer $700.;
and nearly all of the~e Saints are quite poor in
this world's goods, but they will not be in the
next. I know five or six -men in some branches
that repre,ent as much wealth as the entire
membership of this district. I mention this in
honor to the people. and to show what a people
can do if they have the will. May God ble.ss
them abundantly, and lead them to the future
home of the Saints. Dear Saints, while I leave
you I bear pleasant memories of the past, which
time with its ever changing scenes will not obliterate. There are some things of the past we desire to forget, others we do not; my sojourn in
Minnesota and the children of God that are
there, are among those that I never wish, or will
forget. But what a strange life it is after all;
we make friends and learn to love them only to
leave, but the saying is good, knowing them more
than recompenses us for the sorrow we have in
leaving them. Let us pray that God will hasten
the day when parting will be no more.
HIRAM L. HOLT.
ARMSTRONG, Kansas, Mar. 29th.
Brother 'Josefh.:-On the 20th inst., I held a
debate at Tiblon, Kansab, with a Campbellite
preacher by the name of D. M. Ward, on the
following proposition. "Resolved that the Book
of Mormon is of human origin." The next evening Bro. F. C. Warnky reversed the proposition,
and debated the same with him for three hours.
We think there was good done. I send you the
Argentine Siftings containing a notice of the debate. I am also to discuss the following proposition with Mr. Ward, beginning the 14th of
April. "Resolved that the church that I, D. M.
Ward, am a member of, commonly called the
Disciple Church, is the Church of Christ." 2d,
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"Resolved that the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ, commonly called Latter Day Saints, is
the Church of Christ." We are to debate three
or more evenings, three hours each evening, on
each proposition, the Bible to be the standard of
evidence. We hope by the assistance of the
Master, to be. able. to establish truth, and expose
error; that those who desire to be saved may be
enabled to walk by the light of God's truth, and
eventually find an inheritance with the pure and
the good. l believe there are some noble hearted
people in Tiblon who will eventually embrace
the gospel of Christ. I expect to attend the
General Conference, if all is well.
Yours in gospel bonds,
WILJ,ARD J. SMITH.
SWEET HoME, Oregon, March 20th.
Bro. Dancer :-I have received one dozen Voice
.. of Warning, and two or three packages of tracts.
I could ·use more tracts on the first principles of
the gospel, also Voices of Warning to a good
advantage, as the people here are stirred up. I
am having crowded houses, good attention, and
·several new places are waiting where they have
invited me to come and preach, and several who
have been very much prejudiced have come out
to hear, and I have invitations all around to come
and· visit the people. I have .been blessed with
the best liberty that I ever had in my life. The
brethren here feel encouraged and think "the set
time to favor Zion has come." I wish you would
send me a copy of the Spaulding Story if you
have not, as 1 need it very much. I feel en~
couraged, and if the Lord blesses me with healti).
and grace, I believe there will be some obey the
gospel here. Send all o~ my mail to Sweet
Home, Linn Co., Oregori, for the present. .
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. HAWS.
Dow CITY, Ia., March 29th.
Bro .. Blair :-Since the conference at Galland's
Grove, Bro. J. F. McDowell has been with us the
greater part of three weeks, delivered two lectures, one entitled The Bible vs. Infidelity, and
the other on Prohibition, both of which were
well received. His preaching throughout has also been well received, his audiences being large
and very attentive. Y_esterday three were baptized, two of whom are school teachers, and all
three are young men of very excellent reputation, and they embrace the truth after a very
careful investigation of it. Twci more will be
baptized to-day, and next Wednesday brother
McDowell returns to baptize a young lady, at her
request, and I am sure others will follow soon.
I wish every city and village in the world had in
them af least one as consistent and earnest a
laborer, in Christ as our above mentioned brother.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Saints of this place at the close of the
services yesterday: Resolvt';d, That we, the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints at
Dow City, Iowa, hereby tender Elder J. F. McDowell our heart-felt thanks for his kind suggestions and labor in the repairing of our church,
and more especially for the earnest and unflinching manner in which he has presented the truth.
And Inasmuch as we contemplate l:\avfng said
church ·dedicated to the "\ervice. of God as s0 on
as. the repairs are completed; therefore be it Resolved, That we do 'hereby earnestly request
~ro. :McDowell to preach the dedication,djscgurse

if his General Conference appointment will admit

of his doing so.
God has given us a harvest of noble souls, and
we thank him for it. We have quite a number
of earnest, zealous, and energetic young men in
our branch, among the very best and most respected in the community, who, we believe, will
do a good work for the Master in preaching the
gospel of Christ at no very distant day.
Yours in bonds,
CHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH.
Dow CITY, Iowa, March 29th.
Bro. ;Josepk Smztk:-I have deliver.ed seventeen
discourses.here, Bro. Brand preceeding me with
several, and excellent interest seems to be manifest and some who were investigating moved to
obedience, and others recently converted. Three
were baptized on yesterday by Bro. Charles Butterworth, one to-day, and the writer will baptize
still others this week. The Lord has blessed
with excellent liberty the speaking of. his word,
and much prejudice removed; the largest audiences out yet had by our people here. I baptized
a young man at the Bluffs on the seventh inst.,
making fourteen at Council Bluffs since located
in that city.
J. F. McDowELL.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., March 29th.
Boo. Blair :-On last Saturday a week I was
requested by Bro. \V. J. Smith of Armstrong,
Kansas, to go with him to hold a debate with a
Campbe)lite minister at Tiblow, Kan. He had
preached there a few times by the invitation and
assistance of Bro. Cole, a memb_er of the Hed'
rickites. An exc.ellent defence was made by Bro.
Smith. He refuted all Ms. opponents .argument~
with marked .ability. The Campbe!Hte affirme<;l
that the Book of. Mormon was of human origin!,
used Clark Braden as authority that Rigdon stole.
the Spaulding Story and·. remodeled it into its
present form.
It was clear to be seen where the truth lay,.
On Sunday morning Bro. Smith went home and
left me to "hold the fort." We reversed th~
question. I affirmed that the Book of Mormon
was of divine origin, and the clipping I send yoil
gives the result.
·
"The Jong talked of debate between Rev. D. M.
Ward of the Christian 'Church, and Elder Smith
of the Mormon, or Josephite Church, took place
at the school-house on Saturday night. Rev. J.
M. Michael of the Christian Church, Elder
Warnky of the Jo.sephite Church, of Independence, Mo., and J. M: Wood, acted as moderators.
The house '"as packed full with respectable and
appreciative audience, many friends of both side's
being present, who seemed to manifest much interest in the debate. Resolved, "That the Book
of Mormon is of hum,.an origin," was the subject
for debate; Ward on the· affirmative and Smith
on the negative. The debate lasted four hours,
each speaker taking thirty minutes alternately.
Whether the Book of Mormon is of human or
divine origin we know not, but this fact impressed itself on the mind of your correspondent,
that Ward is no match for .Smith as a debater,
and if our Christian friends wish to win in the
race for church_ supremacy the sooner they trot
out another horse '.the better. Another debate
·was held on Sunday night between D. M. Ward
and Elder Warnky. Subject: Resolved, "That
the f}oo~ o~ M,ormon is of divjii~ origin." Tne
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house was packed to its utmost capacity by a very
orderly and respectable audience. J. H. Wood
occupied the chair. The discussion lasted three
hours and resulted in an early victory forWarnky
in our opinion, though others may think different.
Mr. Warnky has a ready force of knowledge, is
a pleasant speaker, and withal conducted himself
in a very gentlemanly manner. The end is not
-another.debate between Smith and.Ward is to
take place at the same place April 14th. Subject:
Resolved, That the Christian Church is the
Church of Christ." Ward affirms; King James'
translation of the Bible to be the standard of evidence."-Argentine (Kan.) Siftings.
We ;{_eel satisfied, and believe that a branch of
the church will be established there. Many
friends were made, and some were almost persuaded. May God bless the. effort there as well
, as elsewhere. Arrangement ,is. made for a renewal of the conflict, to begin April 14th and
will last a week, when I expect good results.
Yours in the field,
F. C. WARNKY.
INDEPENDENCE, Oregon, March 21st.
Dear Herald :-The above heading indicates
where we are located at preGent, strangers in a ·
strange land; but nevertheless, trying to keep
-peace with our Maker and God. We are surrounded with abundance of ungodliness and sin,
and it is only through the mercy of our Father
in heaven that we live, move. and ac_t. Our desire is to hold. fast to the rod that leadeth. to the
tree of life, and to this end we kindly ask an interest in the prayers of. the Saints.
Yours in the Gospel bonds,
BRo. and SR. JA$PERSON.
CHE&TER, Ill., March 26th.
Dear Herald:-Our branch numbers thirteen.
We seldom all come together, as we live a good
distance apart. 1 try to keep our. appointments
regular, but there is very little interest ma~ifest
ed in the cause of true religion here. Once in a
while one or two drop in to see what we are doing. We may be able to. gather a few heads of
"wheat" from among the ran,k growth of. "tares"
after awhile. We have been .blessed in our little
meetings., and feel to rejoice greatly in the latter
day work. The Herald we can not think of. doing without, although some seem to clash in
their writings for its pages. (We hope they will
be able to see eye to eye, when that which is perfect is come). It is high toned, and in every way
worthy of respect as the Herald of Truth. For
its long life and usefulness we shall ever pray.
JASPER M. TOUSLEY.
Elk Mills, ELKTON, Cecil Co., Md.
Mr. Editor :-I feel very thankful that we have
a good christian paper, the Saints Herald. We
have some of them here, and we find they are
very good. I belie¥e in the Latter Day Saints,
though I have always been going to the Methodist Church. But I thank God he has brought
me to the true light of the gospel. There are
three of us here, one of them has been baptized
in the.Saints' Church. I can be baptized here by
the Methodists, but I don't want. to be baptized
in their way. I do hope the time will come
when I can be baptized in the right way. I be·
lieve;. in faith, baptism, and the lay.Ing on of
hands fOr the gift of the Holy Ghost. We have
had one of tqe el~ers o~ the J,,atter Day Saints
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here, but the people would not listen to him. I
do hope the time will come when I can hear them
again. We have to take our Bible and go by
ourselves. If any of the elders come here I will
always make them welcome. If you have any
free tracts please send us some.
A friend of the Saints,
FREDERICK HOLLINGSWORTH.
AKRON, Iowa, Mar. 25th.
Dear Herald:-MesGenger of peace, love, light,
and truth: I never shall be able to tell you how
much I have-been benefited, how much good and
what a preacher of righteousness you have been
to me. I have been a reader of your columns
for over sixteen years, and most of the time you
have been my only preacher. It seems to me
that all who read for the love of the truths you
teach each week, ought to grow in grace and
knowledge. Although I can not help the long, 'ing to be associated with the Saints, and to be
fed with the crumbs as they fall from the master's table, yet I can content myself, thank God,
and say, Thy will be done; I will endeavor to do
Thy will wherever Thou dost lead me.
I have received so much good from Elder D.,
and Dr. Twinetext's conversation; also The
Stone cut out of the Mountain. I think both of
those articles ought to be put in tract form, to
distribute. Can it not be done. May God inspire your writers with such healthy food is
my prayer. I am desirous too that some able
pen would write on the two messengers of the
first and second,coming of the Messiah. Nearly
all the world claim that the third chapter of
Malachi predicts only his first coming. It was
stated in the Baptist and M. E. Sunday school
last Sunday that it was not at all likely that
Malachi was going to rise up there, over four
hundred years before Christ's first coming and
predict his second advent; that the Elijah spoken
of in the fourth chapter was John the Baptist,
and no other. I was pained to hear that beautiful lesson, so full of good instruction, so dreadfully mangled as it was. Oh! I do praise God
so much for his truth, and that I am counted
worthy to know his truth. I can not find fitting
words to praise God enough. I am still in great
need of the prayers of His Saints for wisdom and
grace to keep me to the end.
Your sister in Christ,
N. A. CHRISTY.
RADCLIFF STAR, Ohio, March 24th.
Bro. Blair :-Since I last wrote ha vc baptized
four more, making in all, to date, fifteen since I
left home. Doors are opening, and the Lord is
favoring me with marked liberty. May the good
work roll on.
Your brother as ever,
L. R. DEVORE.

"J. M. B.,'' Friendship, Mo., says he has a friend
troubled with catarrhal sore throat. He has consulted many medical men without relief, and he
asks what advice we can give. I advise his frienr!
to remember one thing: that diseases are never
local, but that every so-called local affection is
but the local <·xpression of a systemic condition.
To make applications to his nose or throat is a
silly blunder; just as silly as it would be to make
a local application to an ulcer on his ankle. In
both cases the local manifestation is only a flag
of distress which Nature hangs out to indicate
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the condition within. If a man who met a ship
at sea flying a flag of distress, were to cut down
the flag, ~'i:i'd chuckle because all signs of distress
had disappeared, he would be quite as wise as the
doctor who squirts things into a man's nose for
catarrh.
This Missouri gentlemen should,
through a wise regimen, make himself more
vital. Let hJm elevate his tone, and his nose
will soon behave itself.-Nuggets.

I'LL KNOW THEE THERE.
[G. D. Prentice said: "No living poem can
surpass in beauty, the following lines from the
muse of Amelia."]
Pale star that, with thy soft, sad light,
Comes out upon my bridal eve,
I have a song to sing to-night,
Before thou takest thy mournfult leave.
Since then so softly time has stirr'd
That months have almost seemed like hours,
And I am like a little bird
That slept too long among the flowers,
And, waking, sits with waveless wing,
Soft singing 'mid the shades of even;
But, oh! with sadder heart I singI sing of one who dwells in heaven.
The winds are soft, the clouds are few,
And te.nderest thought my. heart beguiles,
As, floating up through mist and dew,
The pale young moon comes out in smiles;
And to the green, resounding shore
In silvery troops the ripples crowd,
Ti!I all the ocean, dimpled o'er,
Lifts up its voice and laughs aloud;
And star on star, all soft and calm,
Floa.t up yon arch, serenely ])Jue;
And, Jost to earlh, and steepea in balm
My spirit floated in ether, too.
Loved one! though lost to human sight
I feel thy spirit lingering n•ar;
Ariel softly-as I feel the light
That trembles through the atmosphere,
As in some temple's holy shades,
Though mute the hymn and hushed the prayer,
A solemn awe the soul pervades,
Which tells that worship has been there;
A breath of incense, left alone;
Where many a censer swung around;
Which thrills the wanderer like to one
Who treads on consecrated ground.
I know thy soul, from worlds of bliss,
Yet stops awhile to dwell with me,
Hath caught the prayer I breathed in this,
That I at last might dwell with thee.
I hear a murmur from the seas
That thrills me like thy spirit's sighs;
I hear a voice on every breeze
~
That makes to mine its low repliesA voice a.l! low and sweet like thine;
It gives an answer to my prayer,
And brings my soul from heaven a sign
That I will know and meet thee there.
I'll know thee there by that sweet face
'Round which a tender halo plays,
Still touched with that expressive grace
That made thee lovely all thy days,
By that sweet smile that o'er it shed
A beauty like the light of even,
Whose soft expression never fled,
Even when its soul had fled to heaven;
I'll know thee by the starry crown
That glitter1' in thy raven hair;
Oh! by these blessed sights alone
I'll know thee there. I'll know thee there.
:!<'or ah! thine eye, within whose sphere
The sweetest youth and beauty met,
'l'hat swam in love and softness here,
Must swim in love and softness :ret.
For ah I .its dark and liquid beams,
Though saddened by a thousand sighs,

Were holier than the light that streams
Down from the gates of ParadiseWere bright and radiant like the morn,
Yet soft and dewy as the eye,
Too sad for eyes where smiles are born,
Too young for eyes to leam to grieve.
I wonder if this cold, sweet breeze
Hath touched thy lips and fanned thy brow,
For all thy spirit hears and sees
Recalls thee to my memory now;
For every hour we bre.athed apart
Will but increase, if that can be,
The love that fills this lonely heart,
Already filled so full of thee.
Yet many a tear these eyes must weep,
Aud many a sin must be forgiven,
Ere these pale lips shall sink to sleep,
And yon and I shall meet in heaven!

¢nmmunittafinns.
ABTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers. are responsible for
their own views., Contributions solicited.

PRIESTHOOD MEETINGS.

THE work that occupies our deepest
thought, constant attention and most careful consideration, is one of mutual interest,
labor, association and benefit. It has
pleased God to so constitute his kingdom
that no individual member of it should
feel himself independent of the help afforded through the divinely appointed
means of "two or three" or many, as the
case may be, meeting together in the name
or by the authority of Christ, having the
object in view of agreeing, as totiching
one thing, or in_ ?ther words agreeing- upon God's word. The very fact of God's
organizing a chur.ch upon the earth is conclusive evidence that it is not his will to
deal with men abstractly or promiscuously,
without order, sy&tem or concert of action.
Hence I shall never, I trust, allow my
spirit to be troubled or my faith to be
shaken by sundry claims to divine calling
and appointment to prophetic office outside the kingdom or Church of God. The
poet said
"God works in ft mysterious way,
His wonders to perform."

This is true in a modified sense. His
works are mysterious only so far as we
fail to comprehend them. I do not believe
it is the design of God to mistify his. work
.:_the result of which would be to mislead
rather than to save. The Lord revealed
his everlasting, urichangeable gospel, or
plan of life and salvation, to Joseph Smith,
and as soon as it became expedient or
practicable the church wa' organized.
From this date, April 6th, 1830, the authority of God was vested in this body,
and no where else.
Paul wrote to Timothy thus: "But if I
tarry long, that thou mayest know how
thou oughtest to behave thyself in the
house of God, which is the church of the
living God, the pillar and ground of the
truth."-1 Tim. 3: 15.
In Ephesians 4th chapter is an exhortation to unity, and the standard to which,
we are to look and approach is made clear
and definite: "l therefore, the prisoner of
the Lord, beseech you that ye walk
worthy of the vocation wherewith ye an~
caJled, with all Io;ylin~!.1'> ilG4 r:neeknfss~
.,
.. ,_ ,
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with longsuffering, forbearing one another in love; endeavoring to keep the unity
of the Spirit in the bond of peace. There
is one body, and one Spirit, even as ye are
called in one hope of your calling; one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God
and Father of all, who is above all, and
and through all, and in you all. But unto
every one of us is given grace according to
the measure of the gift of Christ. * * *
And he gave some, apostles; and some,
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some,
pastors and teachers; for the perfecting
of the saints, for the work of the ministry,
for the edifying of the body of Christ:
Till we all come in the unity of the faith,
and of the knowledge of the Son of God,
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fulness of Christ: That
we henceforth be no more children, tossed
to and fro, and carried about with every
wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie
in wait to deceive; but speaking the truth
in love, may grow up into him in all things,
which is the head, even Christ: From
whom the whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every
joint supplieth, according to the effectual
working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying
of itself in love."
I have burdened your patience with this
lengthy quotation because it is fitting and
full of points. The inspired apostle upon
whom rested the "burden of the church"
in Asia, addresses these Ephesian: brethren, who, like the .Roman saints and others, had "obeyed from the heart that form
of doctrine" delivered unto them; exhorting them to meekness and forbearance, as a
means of preserving the unity of the Spirit
in the bond of peace, assuring them that
there is but one body and one Spirit which
was in them all, with suitable officers to
admi;:tister and execute the law, for the perfecting of the Saints in their needful ministrations; with the design of spiritual
growth on the part of all. And as a safeguard against crafty men and false doctrine this system was inagurated. The
growth and spiritual condition of this body
was not to depend solely upon the faithfulness of one, or a few. The "whole
body" was "fitlv joined together" and "compacted, [see W ebsJer: To thrust or press
together, to league with, a<ljective, firm,
dense, condensed] by that [service] which
every joint supplieth." Increase of the
body was to be effected by "the edifying
of itself in love." It is plain to be seen
that the Saints were to receive their
strength and .comfort by virtue of their association with the mystical body of Christ.
Hence for one to say "I will take the
word of God for my guide, stay at home
and stand alone" is only permissable when
it can . be proved that the church has been
rejected of God. Moreover, this scripture
cites the important fact that the ministry
are to."feed the flock of God, over which
the Holy Ghost had made them overseers,''
(Acts 20: 28), and to so minist«r as to preserve the faith and peace of those whom
Christ hath purchased with his own blood."
9an this be d.ori~ ~hen~ inharmony and

harsh discord exist? "Now I beseech you,
brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ, that ye all speak the same thing,
and that there be no divisions among you;
but that ye be perfectly joined together
in the same mind and in the same judgment."-r Cor. I: 10. How can such a
unity be effected? Says one, "I consider
myself authorized to preach the word of
God as I find it in the books, and if others,
or even the whole Church differs from me
I can't help it." Indeed! Do you mean
by this that your interpretations and applications of scripture are infallible?
Please tell us at just what juncture in your
experience you arrived at this point, and
by what process your superior judgment
was effected. Candidly, is there no plan
outlined in scripture by which those who
accept the word of God as the standard of
life, and the end of controversy, may be
enabled to "speak the same thing?" In
the early history of the Christian Church
while Paul and Barnabas were at Antioch,
certain men which came down from Judea
taught the brethren and said, "Except ye
be circumcised after the manner of Moses,
ye can not be saved. When, therefore;
Paul and Barnabas had no small dissention
arid disputation with them, they determined
that Paul and Barnabas, and certain others
of them, should go up to Jerusalem unto
the apostles and elders about this question."
-Acts I 5. From this we learn that a
difference of opinion arose among the
brethren, upon the spiritual import of the
word of God touching an important question. That these "certain men which came
down from Judea,'' were members of the
church, is evident from the fact of their
agreeing that "Paul and Barnabas, and
certain of them, should go up to Jerusalem
unto the apostles and elders about this question." It is not to be supposed that because of the difference of opinion existing
among them, some believed the word and
others did not. It was a misunderstanding
on the part of some, as to the application
and meaning of the Scriptures, which Paul
said were ''able to make Timothy wise unto salvation." At that time "Moses and the
prophets" constituted their written word,
with the possible addition of epistles written by the authorities of the church, similar
to the one resulting from the controversy
mentioned, and subsequent appeal to a
counsel of "the apostles and· elders at
Jerusalem." There is a nice recognition
of church authority in the course pursued
by these officials. Doubtless they thought
it presumable that superior wisdom resided
in the body, and not in themselves as individuals.
Permit me to quote from Doctrine and
Covenants, sec. 85, language directed to
certain ones of the ministry in the year
1832, but which contains principles and admonitions applicable to the present priesthood of the church.
"Therefore, sanctify yourselv:es that your
minds become single to God, and the days
will come that you shall see him: for he
will unvail his face unto you, and it shall
be in his own time, and in his own way,
and according to his own will. Remcm ·
ber the great and last prorqise wh\ch I
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have made unto you: cast away your idle
thoughts and your excess of laughter far
from you; tarry ye, tarry ye in this place,
and call a solemn assembly, even of those
who are the first laborers in this last kingdom; and let those whom they have
warned in their traveling, call on the Lord,
and ponder the warning in their hearts
which they have received, for a little season. Behold, and Io, I will take care of
your flocks and will raise up elders and
send unto them.
"Behold, I will hasten my work in its
time; and I give unto you who are the
first laborers in this last kingdom, a commandment, that you assemble yourselves
together, and organize yourselves, and prepare yourselves; and sanctify yourselves;
yea, purify your hearts, and cleanse your
hands and your feet before me, that I may
make you clean; that I may testify unto
your Father, and your God, and my God,
that you are clean from the blood of this
wicked generation, that I may fulfill this
promise, this great and last promise, which
I have made unto you, when I will.
"Also, I give unto you a commandment,
that ye shall continue in prayer and fasting
from this time forth. And I give unto you
a commandmen.t, that you shall teach one
another the doctrine of the kingdom; teach
ye diligently and my grace shall attend
you, that ye may be instructed more perfectly in theory, in principle, in doctrine,
. in the law of the gospel, in all things that
pertain unto the kingdom of God, that ·is
expedient for you to understand; of things
both in heaven, and in earth, and under the
earth; things which have been; things
which are; things which must shortly come
to pass; things which are at home; things
which are abroad; the wars and the perplexities of the nations; and the judgments
which are on the land; and a knowledge
also of countries, and of kingdoms, that ye
may be prepared in all things when I shall
send you again, to magnify the calling
whereunto I have called you, and the mission with which I have commissioned you."
Attention is called to the following
facts of paramount interest:
(r) This language is addressed to the
"first laborers in this last kingdom." (2) It
was the purpose of God that they should
"sanctify themselves that their minds might
become single to the glory of God," casting away their idle thoughts and excessive
laughter. (3) They were commanded to
assemble, organize and prepare themselves
by prayer, fasting and faithfulness that
the Lord might make them clean. (4) ·
One factor in the design of God was that
they should "teach one another the doctrine
of the kingdom," and they were promised
that if they did so diligently, the grace of
God should attend them to the intent that
they "might ee instructed more perfectly
in theory, in principle, in doctrine, i.n the
law of the gospel, in all things that pertain
to the kingdom of God, that wa:s expedient
for them to understand." Also in 1831
the Elders were commanded to assemble
that they might agree upon Christ's word.
.. These facts of history I deem sufficient to show the sanction of God in the
appoint~ent 9f rneeti!j~S designe~ l?,y the
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title ·of this article; when circumstances
_suggest a necessity for greaterunity.ainong
the Elders of the church. The object of
primary 'priesthood meetings, as I· understand, is not to determine what iS the word
0£ God, but to agree by mutual . consulta. tion upon the real import and application
of the accepted word to points· of doctrine,
. or church policy, tipon which differences of
' opinion have existed. The authority to
'pass judgment upon and determine what
shall become the standard· of faith and rule
of action to the body resides only in a
-general assembly oft.he church at large.
It is my· understandmg further, 'that a
· primary priesthood meeting held with the
view to set in judgment upon any portion
of the word recognized by the body as
authoritative could be justly construed as
treason against the church. In view of
the high and holy calling of those appointed to "feed the flock of God," I deem it
their duty to avail themselves of every
God given means of approximating, and
if possible reaching a unity upon points of
doctrine and church government. Solomon said "there is nothing new under
the sun." The misfortune of some has
been the new and wonderful discovery of
some obscure or hidden meaning of certain
scriptures that no ·one else is able to understand. Sometimes the church is ar. raigned in its teachings and practice by
original and arbitrary interpretations. A
party spirit is created and contention ensues, resulting in a distrust of church of"
ficials, and the faith of _the Saints is
weakened. I would suggest that in case
we conceive something entirely original
with ourselves, and which we have reasori
believe our co-laborers in the work
will not heartily endorse, it would be
far better to give our newly inade theory
a good airing in a council of the brethren,
than to spread it abroad only to be controverted _by some one else. It is a sad
mistake to suppose that "the Spirit," of
which we may claim an abundance, is authority to justify us in roaming in fields
of speculation, seeking to divulge what we
ourselves do not understand, or climbing
·· the dizzy heights of vain imagination in
an effort to reach beyond the plainly revealed will and word of God. I do not
wish to burden the readers of the Herald
with a multiplicity of confessions or
apologies, but wherein I have overstepped
the bounds of wisdom in the past, I ·desire the charity and forbearance of my
brethren and all men.
Jesus said to the people in his day: "If
a kingdom be divided against itself, how
can that kingdom stand?" Internal diseases are usually most fatal. We have little
to fear from worldly opposition compared with the disastrous results of a divided
ministry. The holy Spirit is to guide us
into all truth, and we have an equal
claim upon its divine ministration upon
conditions that we are truly humble,
speaking the truth in our hearts; but
I'll tell you, I am suspicious of influences
that prompt and encourage men to ideas of
self-sufficiency, or to boast of superior
wisdom and knowledge unwarranted in
fact,

to

As citizens of the kingdom of God we
hold one common membership, and our
rights and privileges are equal so far as
relate to membership; nevertheless the
house of God being one of order, it· became necessary or expedient in the divine
economy to confer ·upon some certain
immunities or rather duties, from which
others are exempt, that there might be an
active . controling power, without which
every effort to prosecute the work imposed might be neutralized. In purview of
these and other pertinent facts, it becomes
· the responsible duty of presidents of mis'sions, districts, and branches to exercise
a careful, consistent watchcare over the
eldership and priesthood in general of these
respective limits; and in case there are
harmful disputations· atnong them upon
points of doctrine, one of the means by
which the difficulty may be overcome is
by mutual consultation effected by a call of
either of the above ntimed officers. The
object of an informal council can not be to
make law, but to~agree upon law-not to
' pass resolutions binding upon the church
or any portion:of it, but by an exchange
;of thought and ·opinion, arrive at a clear
conception of each other's views, and by a
careful perusal of the wo'rd, be better
enabled to fulfill the behest of Paul to
"speak the same thing."
Choice blessings are promised in the
latter days to those who "bear 'the vessels
of the Lord." Opportunities for ministerial work are· rapidly increasing in the broad
harvest field. Many are becoming dissatiS"
fied with the conflicting systems of men,
and there are those who are looking and
longing for the practical, saving truth of
the gospel. Then in consideration of our
sacred calling as ministers of the word,
should we not endeavor to present a united
testimony of the truth and power of a restored gospel? Difference of opinion held
with a proper deference fot the views of
others upon minor issues, may be entertained and discussed at proper times without
injury to the cause, but for Elders to controvert each others teaching publicly before
the ordinary assemblies of the Saints and
the world's people has the effect to lessen
in their estimation the counsel of the
ministry, to confuse them with reference to
the truth and to cast a shadow of doubt
and gloom upon the entire membership of
the church. I don't say it is wrong for
those of greater experience or higher official authority to correct publicly, errors
in the public teaching of those under their
charge; indeed I deem it to be right, if
wisdom so directs. It was authoritatively
enjoined upon some of the first Elders of
the church to "preach nothing but repentance to this generation." It can not be
that God intended in this restriction to
confine the priesthood to this one principle
as it stands related to the cause of redemption, else it were a violation to teach faith,
baptism, laying on of hands, sacrament
etc. Then why was such a revelation
given by the Lord of glory? Evidently
as an admonition to those called to preach
the gospel of repentance to confine their
efforts to the teaching of such precepts as
would best appeal to rnen 1 convicting them

of sin,·and arousing withiilthem a desire
to become righteous; and be made clean
through the blood of the crucified one.
Paul gave instructions to Timothy of a
similar character. "Flee also youthful
lusts, but follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace with them that call upon the
Lord out of a pure heart. But foolish
and. unlearned questions avoid, knowing
that they do gende'r strifes. Ahd the servant of the Lord must not strive; but be
gentle unto all men, apt to teach, patient;
in meekness instructing those that oppose
themselves; if God peradventure will give
them repentance to the acknowledging of
the truth; and that they may recover
themselves out of the 'snare of the devil,
who are taken captive by him at his will."
--2 Tim. 2: 22-26.
How tersely and comprehensively is the
ministerial calling represented in these few
sentences. Instruction suited to Timothy
I think is applicable to those of a similar
profession now. The points I wish to
notice is that the servant of the Lord must
not strive, but be gentle. In patience and
meekness he is to instruct those that oppose themselves, with the hope that God
might give them repentance. The people
when properly taught are if saved at all,
to "recover themselves out of the snare of
the devil." Hence undue urging, overpersuading and coercion are not the Godgiven means of grace to the poor sinner.
Their souls are to be awakened if possible
by the love of God through a proper vindication of his truth, then they must act
for themselves, foolish and unlearned (unsettled and unprofitable) questions we are
to "avoid."
On that wondrous day of pentecost
immortalized to the memory of Saints,
Peter, one of the Lord's anointed, said in
the course of his inspirational discourse,
"Repent and be baptized every one of you
in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost." 0 how divine,
and with what authority he speaks! The
closing of this grand dissertation is an
earnest appeal to the people to "save themselves from this untoward generation."
Compare this with the blasphemous ·effort
of Mr. Moody to detach from baptism its
authority as a saving ordinance. In my
judgment there is more virtue in these
words of Peter than in volumes ot the
trashy literature that has flooded the world
with ideas of an attenuated, perverted mutilated gospel, associated with thoughts of
infidelity and evolution that deny the very
existence of God the C1eator of all things.
In a sermon preached and published recentlv the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon of London, England, deals a scathing rebuke to
the ministry of the present age.
Hear
him: "The Sabbath is no longer a day of
worship with millions.
What continual
efforts are made to rob us of the Sabbath
day; to degrade it to a common work day,
and to make a slave of the vrorkingman.
To-day the revelation of God is treated
with indifference, or talked of as if it deserved no reverence or credit. Unbelief
has sapped the foundations of the social
~abric,
Wonst of all-I must nqt holcl
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back the charge, many of the avowed
' ministers of Christ are no ministers of
faith at all, but promoters of unbelief.
The experience of the unbelief of Germany is being repeated here. Among
those who are ordained to be the preachers of the gospel of Christ there are many
who preach not faith, but doubt; and
hence they are servants of the devil rather
than of the Lord. I know I shall stir a
hornets' nest by these honest rebu_kes, but
I can not help it. I am burdened and distressed with the f;tate of religion; a pest is
in the air; no truth is safe from its withering infection. No signs can be more
alarming than the growing infidelity and
worldliness which I see among those who
call themselves Christians."
This helps to prove the wisdom of the
command to declare nothing but repentance to this generation. I submit these
thoughts for the charitable consideration
of those of more extended experience and
greater ability, and to all. who may choose
to read, with the hope that others will cast
into the treasury of thought something
that shall further elucidate the subject of
unity among the priesthood. Laying no
claim to infallibility it would not, I trust,
' destroy my faith or hope in the gospel to
discover that I have only reflected a meager light, and have subjected myself to
correction. I may sow crudely, but I
strive to sow with a liberal hand, dear
readers of Saints' Herald, "such as I have
give I unto thee."

·

as well as saddened if I should tell you
their plans. But now they have all tried,
and as they have failed I have now got
the engine all cleaned except the further
end which is very dirty. But it will soon
be clean. and then we can get whatever
we want."
The engine and room were untidy looking, but brother Joseph was cheerful, and
I understood the engine and room would
be neat, clean, tidy, and in complete working order very soon, for he would be unhindered in his work.
W AJ,LSEND, J Uly 24th, 1885.

THE KINGDOM TRANSFERRED.
say I unto you, the kingdom of
God shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof."-Matt.

"THEREFORE

21:

45·

The above language was used by the
Savior to the Jews after speaking to them
the parable of the householder; beginning
at the 33d verse. I qnote from the Inspired Translation, because it throws much
additional light upon this parable, without
conflicting with the common versio·n. After referring them to Psalm n8: 22, in regard to the stone the builders rejected becoming the head of the corner, he then
used the lang'uage quoted above, and further says,-'· For whosoever shall fall on this
stone shall ,be broken; but on whomsoever
it shall fall, it will grind him to powder."
Verse 46. In the above translation he explains the parable to his disciples, saying,
GEO. s. HYDE.
"I am the stone, and those wicked ones re~
ject me. ~.I am the head of the corner.
These Jews shall fall upon me and shall
A DREAM.
be broken." Verses 51,·52. He said forth•
BY JOSEPH F. BURTON.,
ermore, that the kingdom shall be taken
I w AS in a room _gf a large house; in the from them and given to the Gentiles,
room was a small engine, on one side of and because of this the stone shall fall on
which a horizontal bar wa:s fastened, from them (the Gentiles) in the last days and
which three necks protruded, (like the destroy them, and the vineyard or kingneck of a vise in which the handle is dom again be let to others "Who shall renThese were different lengths, der him the fruits in their season." This
placed).
one being about five inches long, the other agrees withJer. 30: JO, and 46:28, where
four, and the other three; 'with a small be- "a full end" is to be made·of the Gentiles
laying• pin through each.
The lever in the last days, and the kingdom again be
which worked the engine was in front of given to Israel. From our first quotation
it all, and brother Joseph Smith standing we learn that, the kingdom was still with
by it. There were three tanks about six the Jews; that they-were not, bringing
feet square, lined inside with wnite enamel, forth its fruits, that for this reason it was
and though they seemed equal in size, they to be taken from them and given to anheld unequal quantities.
There were other nation, and that this other nation
three ropes leading from the engine-room would bring forth the fruits, which the
to the top of a very large building, which Jews had cea;;ed to do. This subject
was high up in the air on pillars. · From should be one
intense. interest to us as a
this building material was to be obtained Gentile nation; but space will only permit
to fill the tanks. I asked brother Joseph us to give a few outlines of history to show
how he worked the engine. He said, from whence the Jews had fallen, and
"\Ve belay one of those ropes from the what the fruits of the kingdom were that
other or upper building to one of these, they had ceased to produce, hence incurbelaying pins, and with the lever we set it ring destruction. Certainly the Gentiles to
all in motion; and thus connection being whom: the kingdom was given, will be
made with the top building we get all we judged by the same perfect law, by the
want; and although this engine looks same just, unchangeable Goel, and weighed
small, it can do as much work as the very in the same balances.
_
largest, and is equally as good for little
Over r ,950 years before God had called
work. And I would have had these tanks Abraham, to make of him the great nation
filled long ago, but just as I would get of Israel, (Gen. 12: I, 2), and over l,500
ready' to fill them, some of the brethren . years before had promised his seed, that if
would come in and suggest some plan of they would, obey h.im and keep his covetheir own, and I was so situated I had to nant, he would make them a "kingdom of
Hllte:q to them; and you woµlq be aq:nised, priests~ -aµ holy n::itic:m." (Ex 1 '~9: 5, 6.)
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Thus we learn, that the first peculiar and
precious fruit of that kingdom was an everlasting priesthood, to continue with them
to reveal the will of God and bless them
forever, if they would only continue faithful to God. Follow them from Egypt. to
Canaan, and behold the fruits and blessings
of that "Royal Priesthood" under Moses,
their passing through the sea, smiting "the
rock" for water, the manna from heaven,
healing of leprosy, deliverance from the
bite of serpents by faith,-simply looking
upon the brazen serpent-the forty years
without their garments waxing old, and
then trace them under Joshua who had received this great gift under the hands of
Moses; (Deut. 34: 9); the waters of Jordon dividing when the priests entered it
with "the ark of God," and Israel passing
over dry shod; Jericho's walls crumbling
at the sound of the rams horns; the sun
and moon obeying the voice of God's priesthood. Indeed, they had blessings and
brought forth fruits differing from all other
nations. They were all ·Under the same
law. Their worship was all the same;
one priest officiated for all and taught them
all the same things. In their great feasts
they all met together, enjoyed themselves
as one, having one leader, one prophet, one
altar, one church· or temple, in which the
glory of God shone forth. The 'order of
God amongst them, if adhered to, put an
end to all strife and contention, made them
see eye to eye, and in fact made them as
one man, one heart, and one mind. They
brought forth a .host of inspired men and
women. Their prophets could inquire of
God and learn how to overthrow all their
enemies. Indeed, they could tell what
they were doing in their secret chambers.
The angels of, God ministered unto them,
and fought for them even to the destroying the mighty host of Sennacherib. (See
Isa. 37: 36). The sick were healed, the
dead were raised, and the poor made to
rejoice in God. Such were some of the
fruits of God's kingdom amongst the
Israelites. But did they continue in his
covenant? Alas! no. · David in Psalms,
chapter 14 says they were all departed
from God. There were "none righteous;
no not one." Paul speaks of the same in
Rom. 3:9-18. In Jer. 31: 32, we learn
that they had broken God's covenant,
and were so utterly rejected of God that,
for near four hundred years before Christ,
God had sent them no prophet. Now,
who will not admit that all the blessings
referred to were the fruits of the kingdom
of God, and that if the Tews had continued
to bring forth these fruits that it would
never have been said to them, "The kingdom of . God shall be taken from you."
For God would have been with them,
his power would have remained with
them, and no combination' of kingdoms
could ever have prevailed against them.
But when they ceased to bring forth these
' fruits; utterly "denying the Lord that
bought them,'' by killing his servants the
prophets whilst standing stoutly for the
Scriptures and the former prophets as expounded by their rabbis, lawyers and doctors whom they had put in the place of
·· fqrm~T proplwts1,, priest~
an<t- <teitch~rs
~elt~
, .. '" .
'
'
''
. '
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by the Lord, and contending for their
private interpretation of the Scriptures,
thus dividing into a host of factions and
sects-as "scribes," "pharisees," "sadducees," &c., irn;tead of accepting the teachings of Christ, of the one faith, one kingdom &c. An inspired man they would
not hear-him they would put to deathcausing even the Son of God to weep over
them, telling them they were "witnesses
unto (or against) themselves that they
were the children of (or the same as) them
that killed the prophets." · "Fill ye up
then the measure of your fathers. Ye
serpents; ye generation of vipers. How
can ye escape the damnation of hell?"Matt. 23: 32, 33. And for this reason he
tells them that he would yet send his inspired servants to them, that they might
fill up their cup of iniquity by killing
them; that all the righteous blood, from
Abel down might come upon that generation. And now we ask of all, How should
.the Jews have been living in order to have
been gathered ·Or accepted by Christ and
retained in the kingdom? Who will deny
but what they should have had the same
faith, organization and blessings, as in the
days of old? We have seen that the kingdom was to be taken from the Jews and
given to a nation bringing forth the fruits
thereof, and we ask, Did the Gentiles,
after they received it, bring forth different fruits than formerly? If so, what
were their fruits? We have shown that
the Jews before their fall brought forth
different fruit from all other people-inspired priests, prophets, revelations, healings, •miracles, &c. When those ceased,
they ·were rejected of God for not producing the fruits of his Kingdom.
Now,
what kind of fruit did the Gentile converts
produce? "I thank my God always on
your behalf, for the grace of God which
is given you by Jesus Christ; that in every
thing.ye are enriched·by him in all utterance and all knowledge; even as the testimony of Christ was confined in you; so
that ye come behind in no gift; waiting
for the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ."
- I Cor. 1: 4-7.
Here we learn that the
Gentile converts at Corinth come behind
in no spiritual gift, hence brought forth
all the gifts or fruits that the Jews had
done. In 2 Peter I : 2, 3 we read: "Grace
and peace be multiplied unto you, through
the knowledge of God, and of Jesus our
Lord, according as his divine power hath
given unto us all things that pertain unto
life and godliness, through the knowledge
of him who hath called us to glory and
virtue."
All things pertaining to life and godliness being given them, they came behind
in no gift; for spiritual gifts in that age
certainly were among the things pertaining to life and godliness. Again; Paul
sa.vs to the Gentile Saints of Ephesus,
"Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jes us Christ, who hath blessed us
with all spiritual blessings, in heavenly
places in Christ."-Eph. I : 3. In Rom.
12: 4-8 we learn thit1: they also were blest
with all spiritual gifts; and in I Cor. 12th
chapter, we are told what these gifts or
~rnits of the ~ingdorµ were? the !lfost im
0

portant of which were those members holding the everla,,ting priesthood after the order of the Son of God, apostles, prophets,
&c.; for Jesus had both "chosen and ordained them," (John I 5: 16), and of course
he ordained them to the same priesthood
he held himself, for the apostleship is of
the "royal priesthood," Jes us himself being "the Great Apostle and High Priest
of our profession." Heb. 3: I. And, as
his Father sent him, so he sent his apostles,
with the same authority to bind on earth,
and through this priesthood all spiritual
blessings were given.
In Ephesians, chapter 4, we learn of the
gifts to the kingdom amongst the Gentiles
-or fruits brought forth by the Gentile
saints. The Gentiles for a season brought
forth the fruits of the kingdom the same
as did the Jews at the beginning when the
kingdom was first given to them, but which
they had ceased in part. to bring forth in
the time of Christ, and in consequence of
which the kingdom was taken from them.
The Gentiles brought forth all the fruits
or blessings as set for in I Cor. 12th chapter. So with the Israelites at first; they
brought forth prophets, priests, revelators,
seers, healings, gifts, miracles, &c. Who
can not see what "the fruits" of the kingdom were among both J t;ws and Gentiles?
for the fruits described are found nowhere
else but in the kingdom of God. How
then can either Jew .or Gentile claim favor
with God without producing the fruits of
his vineyard? (See Matt. 21: 33-45).
It matters not what else they may have,
how good, how zealous, hQw sincere.
They may give fortunes to convert the
heathen; or, as Christ said of the Jews,
"Compass sea and land to make one proselyte," yet if they have not these fruits it is
evidence positive they are not in favor with
God. For if God took the kingdom from
the Jews because they ceased to bring forth
these fruit's and doomed them to destruction, how can he now acknowledge and
save those who are as destitute of these
fruits and blessings as were the Jews when
he rejected them, and yet be God "without
a shadow of turning?" Impossible, unless
be is a partial God, and a respecter of persons, and then the favor would surely be
on the side of the children of his sworn
friend, Abraham. As well think of being
saved without the gospel of the kingdom,
as without the fruits of that kingdom; for
it would be a barren gospel without its
/
fruits.
Paul says in Romans, I I th chapter, that
the reason that the Jews ceased to bring
forth these fruits and were "broken oft~"
was because of unbelief. In speaking to
the Gentiles to whom the kingdom was
then given, and who seem to have been
boasting of their good fortune, he says," Boast not against the branches; [the JewsJ;
hut if thou boast, thou hearest not the root,
[Christ], but the root thee. Thou wilt say
then, The branches were broken off that
I might be graffed in. Well; because of
unbelief they were broken off, and thou
standest by faith. Be not high minded,
but fear."
Now what kind of faith should the
Jews hay~ had in order to have retaine~

the kingdom? All must admit it should
be the same as their faithful fathers had in
the beginning; the same as described in
Heb., II th chapter, namely, faith in all the
gifts and blessings mentioned under Moses
and the prophets, not only that Moses and
others had them, but that they too shall
have them. Christ tells them that if they
had believed Moses they would have believed him. But unbelief in an inspired
priesthood like unto Moses', caused them
to reject all prophets, all God's servants,
as referred to in the parable of the "householder," and finally when God sent his
Son, they cast him also out of the vineyard
and slew him.
Professed faith in the Scriptures given
by Moses and the prophets whilst denying
the necessity of men of like authority in
their day, was rank infidelity-unbelief in
God-for in these same scriptures was the
promise of an everlasting priesthood to
receive revelations from God to· bless his
people, and if they had kept the law of
Moses, the priesthood would have remained with them, and they would have
heen bringing forth the fruits of the kingdom when Christ came, as in the days of .
old.
And as they were broken off because of
this unbelief, and as Paul said to the gentiles, "Thou standest by faith," what Kind
of faith must the Gentiles stand by? Surely no one can deny but what it was the
faith that would enable them to continue
to bring forth the fruits of the kingdom
as they did when they first received it, for
because the Jews did not continue in this
kind of faith they fell, were "broken off,"
and lost the kingdom.
Continuing to
bring forth these fruits from Abraham
even to Malachi, 1500 years, did not save
them from overthrow when Christ came;
and who will say that God will not require
as much of the Gentiles as he did of seed of
Abraham, in whom all the families of the
earth were to be blessed? Will he save
them through a faith to-day which utterly
denies the exi&tence, or necessity, of such
a kingdom as God took from the Jews and
gave to the Gentiles? They say there is
no need of such a priesthood as "God set
in it as it pleased him"-"And God hath
set some in the church, [or kingdom l, first
Apostles, secondarily Prophets, thirdly
Teachers," etc.-rst Cor. 12: 28. They
say there is no need of the miracles,
gifts of tongues, interpretations, healings,
vsions, etc., as taught in the same chapter.
No need of any of the fruits of the kingdom now as in the times of Abraham,
Moses, Joshua, David, or any of the old
Testament prophets; no need of such frults
of the kingdom as were brought forth in
the first century among the Gentiles, and
recorded in the Scriptures for our instruction.
These same Scriptures tell us that although the Jews had brought forth these
fruits for over one thousand years, God rejected them because they did not continue
to bring them forth. For if they had kept
the law and the faith of Moses, all must admit they would have still had the priesthood
amongst them, with all its blessings. And
1 in like i:nanner, if the Gentiles had kept
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the law and faith of the "prophet like unto
Moses," [Christ. Acts, 3: 22], they would
still have had the royal priesthood among
them; for we read concerning them: "But
ye are a chosed generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people."rst Peter 1: 90. Compare this with Ex.
19: 5, 6, and we find the promise of priesthood as great to the Gentiles as to Israel.
And the same authority and priesthood at
least, that was in the kingdom of Israel,
which was the kingdom of God [1st Chron.
29: 23] was surely given to the Gentiles
when the same kingdom was given to
them; for the priesthood was part of the
kingdom. It was to be a kingdom of
priests-"And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation."-Ex.
19: 6.
The priesthood and kingdom of God
are inseperably connected. Just as well
speak of our nation, and then deny any
authorized officers in it. No kingdom of
God can exist without its priesthood,
which simply means its authorized officers.
As the Jews fell on "the stone," Christ, and
were broken because of their unbelief, and
the kingdom given to the Gentiles, who
brought forth its fruits for a season, and
then ceased for the same cause as did the
Jews, so in the last days this ""tone"
will fall on the Gentiles, and grind them
to powder, and again the kingdom be given
to Israel, as Paul reasons with the Gentiles:
"For if God spared not the natural
branches [Israel] take heed lest he also
spare not thee." "For ~. would not brethren, that, ye should be ig.norant of this
mystery, lest ye should be wise in your
own conceit, that blindness [ unbeliefl in
part is .happene.1 to Israel until· the fulness
of the Gentiles be come in, and then all
Israel shall be saved, (or have the kingdom
restored to them], as 1t is written: There
shall come out of Zion the deliverer and
shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob.
For this is my covenant unto· them when
I shall take away their sins."-Rom. 11:
21-27.'

D. S, CRAWLEY.

THE LAW.

until he has convinced us that we may
partake of all of the forbidden fruit and
we shall not surely die. Is not this where
he holds those who esteem themselves the
most intelligent Christians of our time.
He has convinced them that there is no
second death. It reminds me of the old
adage:
"Walk into my parlor,
Said the spider to the fly."

Well they have walked in, poor dupes.
Shall any of them ever return? Shall we
pity? or shall we laugh to see Satan close
his meshes about them? They have disobeyed God's plainest commands without
fear, where shall they find their hope of
escaping God's set penalty.
"The day that thou eatest thereof thou
shalt surely die."
It seems to me that most fair-minded
men and women whether blest with a
hope of eternal life or not, must admit
that the progress of civilization would be
very little if any without it. How is our
hooe of eternal life to benefit us here if
w~ do not believe in future rewards for
righteousness and punishments for transgressions. The hope of a home beyond
is the main stay of many thousand weary,
disappointed toilers.
I heartily thank God for christianity,
and for what it has done, and is doing for
humanity. "A good when lost is valued
most."
Among the many good things that God
has given to man, there is nothing more
desirable than a well established christian
hope. By faith you may acquire and
maintain this' hope, by too much doubt
and inquiry you may lose it,. as has been
the case with your humble servant.
Yes, dear readers, my pope is gone. I
know you pity me, and your pity is a
source of comfort to me; but lest your
case should become as bad or worse than
my own I would, as a brother, counsel
you to be not to clamourous for something
more to believe and teach. Methinks I
see breakers not far ahead through which
you will do well to hold fast what you
already have obtained.
PHI LOS.

WHAT is the use of law if there be no
penalty for the transgression thereof?
' Any sensible man will .admit that civil
law without a penalty for its transgression
would be the worst kind of· a farce. END OF THE SOUTH-WESTERN RAILROAD STRIKE.
Should it be any less so concerning moral
or ecdesiastical law? I think we may IN consenting to obey Powderly's agreesafely say that the principal object of every ment with Gould and order the strikers to
religion that is worthy the na¢e, is to es- return to work "Master Workman" Irons
tablish and develop within its adherents a stated that he regarded the conclusion as a
feeling of free agency, manhood, and re- victory "to some extent." It is riot easy to
sponsibility to God, hence the necessity see how Mr. Irons c:rn repeat this comfortfor our observing all things whatsoever ing assurance to those whom he ordered to
Christ has commanded us.
.strike nearly a month ago. What have
The tactics of Satan since the days of the strikers gained, and how has the Hct
our first parents have ever ·been to en- benefited the Knights of Labor? The
deavor to deprive man of his agency. He men are returning to their places conscious
commences his encroachments by tempt- that they have lost more than three weeks'
ing us to presume uppn the lenity' of God. wages' damaged thousands of their fellowHe whispers to us: "God will not hold workmen; and inflicted great injury on the
you accountable for thus and so; your innocent community, while in all 9ther recompliance with such and such portions spects they stand now precisely where
of the Christian plan of salvation is.not es- 'they were a month ago. Nothing has
sentiat,'' 'fh~s ~e aGivaqct;s step b! step been gaiQea; much ha~ be?n i 9 s~~ It is
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certain that the strikers who injured railroad property or committed acts of violence
will not regain their employment and will
be fortunate if th~y escape long terms in
the jails and penitentiaries. This extraordinary strike ends after causing irreparable
injury to some, serious loss to all, and benefit to none. The men go back under
terms that were open to them a month ago,
and under which they had in fact pledged
themselves to act in the settlement of all
grievances. They agree to return to their
places and submit their complaints to Mr.
Hoxie, who promises simply to meet any
committee representing men actually at
work in the employment of the company
and to consider candidly any grievances
presented.
In order to secure a hearing the men
have been forced to abandon the attitude
of strikers and resume that of employes.
It may be, as some of the Knights claim,
that this amounts to "a complete surrender,"but the situation was such that it admitted of nothing else. The strike was a
blunder from beginning to end, and it seems
that toward the close many of the strkers
began to realize that they had been misled
and grievously wronged by hot-headed,
incompetent leaders who had picked a
quarrel with the company without cause
and followed it up by making demands
too preposterous to be granted under any
circumstances. Powderly did his best to
rectify these blunders, but it was impossible for him to do so without making a
surrender of the foolish demands urged by
such unreflecting hot-heads as Irons.
As for the great majority of the strikers,
it is no doubt true that they simply obeyed
the orders of their chiefs, and qi.tit work
without any grievance of their own and
merely through deference to the commands of leaders who proved incapable of
guiding the storm they had provoked, and
ended by landing their followers in the
ditch. The failure of this causless strike
and the great loss infiicted on all who were
parties to it ought to teach the "Knights"
the importance of putting only trusty, cool,
di..,creet men at the head of labor unions.
vV orkmen have to~ much at stake to fol-.
low blind, intemperate. incompetent leaders who go off half-cocked.
There was no reason why the discharge
of Hall from the employ of the receiver of.
the bankrupt Texas & Pacific should have
affected the men on the Missouri Gould
lines1 The quarrel was none of theirs,
and the alleged personal grievance not one
which the managers of the Missouri Pacific
could correct. If there was any cause of
complaint on the Missouri Pacific it should
have been presented to Mr. Hoxie, who is
one of the most approachable and genial.
of railroad managers in the whole Nation,
and disposed at all times to treat employes
fairly and even generouslv. In fact, the '
employes of .the Missouri Pacific made an
agreement a year ago (and renewed it as
late as last August) under which they
were bound to present their grievances to
Mr. Hoxie and .have them con.sidered before inaugurating a strike. Yet the men
engaged in a strike without a grievance of
ihei:r owµ 1 wag:~g it in viol~tioil of their
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contract with the company, and finally, as
the only means of settling this unprecedented difficulty, demanded that the railroad should treat nor with its erriployes
but with the Knights of Labor as representing all the trades unions in the United
States and Canada! The local leaders of
the strike piled one blunder· on another
. until Powderly, able, adroit, and skillful
as he is, was unable to extricate the strikers
without making what some of them now
call "a complete surrender."
The strike
inflicted hardship on everybody connected
with it, but it may serve a good purpo8e
in proving the necessity of means to prevent reckless, fanatical labor leaders from
fanning an insignificant spark into a blaze
of social war, and bringing disaster on the
general public as well as on thousands of
innocent workmen. The hardship which
the late unprovoked strike caused the
working classes in the Southwest will
surely not be soon forgotten.

All that I cau say on this point is that they
must be used sparingly. A proper quantity should be portioned out and the rest
put away. Then it will be found that articles· may be bought both cheaper and
better in ·large quantities than in small
ones.
Another way to save expenses is to pay
for everything as you get it. If you do
this, you avoid overcharge, and will buy
for less.
If the money had to be paid at the moment, many an unnecessary purchase
would be avoided.
People who have limited incomes are
those who can least afford to Ii ve on credit;
and unfortunately they do it more than
any other.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
FROM

a sister we have the following:

"Dear Brother :-I would like to have
you explain, through the Gospel Jlfessen-

ger, the 8th, 9th and 10th verses of the

THE SCIENCE OF SAVING.
12th chapter of 1st Corinthians, in referA WRITER ::iddresses the following words . ence to spiritual gifts. What time does it
of wisdom to those whose pockets are relate to in your opinion? Please explain
made of such materials that money burns at your earliest convenience, etc."
All we have and enjoy in life are gifts
a hole in them. He advises them to keep
an account of every cent they spend, as from God, temporal and spiritual, but as
putting down in black and white checks such, they are not generally appreciated
though much desired. But the gifts here
extravagance:
They must be put down in detail, and referred to are spiritual ones, and intended
The Corinthian
not classed under the general head of for special purposes.
"sundries." The item "sundries" is never brethren shared largely of these gifts, yet
admitted into well kept household ac- they did not fully comprehend the intentions of them. It was this that the apostle
counts.
It is very difficult to realize fully the wished to teach them, and the same teachvalue of small sums. If the nickels and ing may be instructive to us.
The desire for spiritual gifts was named
dimes that lie loose in the pockets were
properly appreciated, there would not be as a commendable one, not to carry out any
so much pecuniary embarrassment in the selfish purposes on the part of those who
received them, but to accomplish a work
world as there is.
"Many a mickle makes a muckle.'' that could be done in no other way, The
This is true of nothing more than nickels great scheme of redemption is a wonderful work, including multitudinous departand dimes.
These little savings, as a rule, must be ments. All these departments are to be
made in personal expenditure more than carried out through human istrumentalities,
in anything else. What is spent over the and that the work may be successfully achousehold is generally needed, but the complished, special preparatiorls are needsmall personal luxuries which cost so little ed. These we do not have within ourselves, but receive them as gifts, and these
are not.
When any saving is made in this way, gifts come through the Spirit, and Paul
the money should be put aside as saved, says, "the same Spirit." While the Spirit
instead of being mixed with the spending is the same, the gifts are different, because
fund, and additions made to it as often as they are mtended for different purposes.
To fill some of the departments of life's
possible.
This will make you understand as soon work, we have gifts named, "The word of
as anything what small economies amount wisdom," "the word of knowledge," "the
gift of healing," "the gift of faith," "the
to.
When money is set aside to be saved, it working of miracles," "of prophecy,"
should be put in a place where it can not "discerning of spirits," "divers kinds of
directly be got at. I can not speak too tongues,'' and "the interpretation of
highly of the savings bank for this pur- tongues." All these, and many others
that might be named, are given to profit
pose.
The very fact that a little trouble and withal." They were given because they
formula have to be gone through with be- were especially needed to introduce and
fore it can be obtained prevents it being promote the work ofredemption as brought
spent many a time when it most certainly about by Christ our Lord.
Now, what our sister, and perhaps many
would be if it were close at hand.
There are two or there ways in which others wish to know, is: Are these gifts
money can be saver]. The first is by buy- still given? In our humble judgment,
ing in large q nantities.
Of course the they are to persons prepared to receive
danger is when there is a stock of things them, and· as far as needed to promote the
to_gq to they will be ~~travagantly used, yvorl\, of human salvation,
'
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As we are creatures that walk by sight
and can not have faith without tangible
evidences, the gift of miracles was necessary in establishing the truths of the gospel.
Through them, those truths have
been so fully established that we no more
need these tangible evidences. That which
was tangible to them, has becometangible
to us through responsible witnesses-inspired historv.
In the early days of Christianity the gift
of tongues was necessary, as is made evident from the Pentecostal meeting described in the Acts.~This same gospel can
now be declared to all nation without this
special . gift-therefore not given.--"Wisdom and knowledge are still given. The
promise is, that we can have them liberally
by asking for them. Many of thess gifts
are not received because of our lack of
faith, and a desire to have them. We do
not place ourselves in a position to receive
them, and then wonder about the "lost
power." There has been no lost power
on the part of God and salvation. The
loss is on our side. We have lost zeal and
faith. and therefore the "wonderful works"
nece~sary to salvation d~ not follow·. The
different essentipl gifts are still ready for
us if we are only willing to receive and
use them as God's purpsses require. To
receive these gifts, it is necessary, on our
part, to try to know just what we are to
do, and have a willingness to do it. The
trouble is, we want God to give us gifts to
do work that we are not fitted for, and because we can not do this, we Jonah-like,
determine to do nothing at all. God has
given each one of us ability to do a work
that is needful and will be pleasing to Him.
To do this, the gift will be given. Let us
all feel assured that we have this ability,
and then cheerfully desire to do what we
can, and we will be astonished to learn
how much can be accomplished, even
through the weakest instrumentalities. The
widow, with her mite, did more real service than those possessing their thousands,
just because she exercised the gift that was
given her. God measures not by what men
have, but by what they do. Occupy, and
when the evening comes, it will be well.
THE DARK AGES COME AGAIN.
FaycttevUle, Ark., Nov. 28th.-After a lengthy
session of more than three weeks, Circuit Court
has at length adjourned. Quite a foll docket was
disposed of, the principal interest being manifested in the test case of the Seventh-day Adventists
under the new Sunday law of this State. This
denomination, through the labors of several of
their ministers, sent here as missionaries from the
Northern States, have, within the last eighteen
months, succeeded in gaining quite a foothold in
Arkansas, having a fine church edifice and strong
membership at Springdale, a few miles from
here, as well as churches in other parts in the
State. They have been from the first apparently
an industrious and God-fearing people, the chief
difference between them and other Christian bodies being that they observe the seventh day as
the Sabbath, according to the commandment.
But it seems that sectionalism can not lay down
its arms, even when the sacred precincts of religion are entered; so among the first things per-
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formed by the Legislature as its session last winter, Jess than a year after these people had come
into the State, was the repeal of the clause which
gave them the liberty to keep the day of their
choice. This may be a part of the 'reform' connected with the new machine; but if so, it seems
to be directed by a very bigoted spirit.
As the. law now stands, all parties, irrespective
of their religious belief, are compelled to obsP.rve
the first day of the week as the Christian Sabbath; and under this law three indictments were
found a~ainst members of the above denomination-one of the cases being that of Elder Scoles,
·one of their ministers, whose case is to be made
the test in the Supreme Court as to the constitutionality of the recent act of the Legislature. It
is a little singular that no one else has been
troubled on account of the law, with perhaps one
minor exception, while members of the above
denomination are being arrested over the whole
State. It savors just a trifle of the religious persecution which characterized the dark ages. A
minister· of the gospel pleading in a court of j ustice with the open Bible in his hand for the liberty to keep God's commands is a strange sight
in this country; but, according to the rulings of
the court in this case, a man has no rights of
conscience outside of the dictation of law. If
this be the case, and if our lawmakers are to control the religious opinions of their constituents,
there is no telling what we may yet see in the
way of enforcing their peculiar creeds and dogmas. Much interest is manifested here over this
matter, and a decision from the higher court is
anxiol!oly looked for.-Globe-Democrat.
LATTER DAY SAINTS.
A CONFERENCE OF THE FAITHFUL IN
SESSION AT MT. EDEN CHURCH, IN
GREENVILLE TOWNSHIP, TO AD·
VANCE THE CAUSE.

Ml'. EDEN church of the Latter Day Saints is in
Greenville tow~ship, Floyd county, near the little
town of- Scottsville, and not in Clark county,
near Ne.w Providence, as has several times
recently been stated in sensational articles published .in the Louisville and Jeffersonville newspapers-articles, by the way, that have been
replete with erroneous statements in relation to
the tenets and religious methods of these people.
To hear one of the preachers of this faith expound his doctrine without a knowledge thll,t he
was a Latter Day Saint eva-ngelist, one would
suppose himself listening to a Methodist or Baptist sermon.. It is not the method of these evangelists to expound the real doctrines of their faith
from the pulpit, the indoctrinating process being
one of private conversation instead of public
exposition. There is great zeal manifested by
these evangelists, and their addresses are usually
in the form of earnest, stirring ex.hortation, much
after the primitive Methodist and Baptist style.
The secrets of the faith are secretly imparted and
oqly in conference assemblies of the professors of
the faith or in private conversation.
\
Just now there is in progress at. Mt. Eden
church an aggressive. movement of the leaders of
the church at large. They are holding a great
conference, which is being attended by the
preachers and leading members from all parts of
Indiana-,-.several of the ablest preachers of the
Latter Day Saints being ,in attendance. There
are delegations from Ripley, Harrison, Crawford

and other Southern Indiana counties present,
and much zeal is manifested.in the public meetings and business deliberations.
The prime object of this conference at Mt.
Eden church is to reorganize the work for the
advancement of the cause of the Latter Day
Saints in this part of Indiana. The purpose is to
make the church more aggressive by placing in
the field its ablest evangelists; and the avowal is
openly made that their faith is to be pushed more
boldly hereafter than heretofore; new churches
organized, old ones strengthened and the zeal of
believers fired.
The Latter Day Saints hold to the Book of
Mormon, but exclude polygamy from their tenets.
They are believers in the doctrines of young
Joseph Smith and repudiate the polygamic doctrines of Brigham Young. They believe Joseph
Smith, the founder of the faith, received revelations from God; they hold to the doctrine of
healing diseases by anointing, laying on of hands
and faith; they are advocates of baptism by immersion; lay great stress upon prayer and faith
for the supply of all wants, temporal as well as
spiritual, but for temporal supplies hold that a
man must put forth the effort of labor with his
prayer, leaving the answer with God, who they
maintain is pledged to supply whatever his believing children require.
The conference will continue in session for
several days, and the faithful look forward for
grand results to be accomplished in southern
Indiana through its agency.
Albany (lnd.) Ledger.

[WE thank the Ledger for rebuking those papers
which have publi_$hed so. many "erroneQus state.
ments" in regard to the Saints in that region,
and we trust it will permit us to correct its statement that "The secrets of the faith are secrectly
imparted and only in conference assemblies of
the professors of the faith or in private conversation." The facts are, the church has no doctrines
which may not be· publicly taught. But "there
is a time for everything under the sun," and
common sense would dictate that the Latter Day
Saints should teach the principles of their faith
in due season-everything in its place. But
there are no secret doctrines in the church, nor
duplicity in teaching.-ED.]
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KENT AND ELGIN.
At the last conference of the above district
Bro. James Robb resigned as Bishop's Agent,
and I was recommended to the Bishop for . appointment from the Bishop, and soon after
received the books, &c., from Bro.. Robb. As
some do not seem to rightly understand the
matter and have sent money to Bro. Robb, thereby causing him trouble and expense, please take
notice and send it to me in the future. Those
holding branch finance books will carefully
observe the instructions in them, also try . to
secure what means they can for the Master's
cause, and send the same to me according to
instructions.
RICHARD COBURN,
Bishop's Agent.
BI,ENHErn,

THANKS.
I wish to thank the ladies of the Mite Society
of Lamoni, through the columns of the Herald,
for the Music StaJ1d they presented me asa token•
of the appreciation of my assistance i9 the con. cert given March 19th. I feel honored to know
that my services as a conductor of the concert
were so highly appreciated.
J. W. OCKERMAN,
OUT OF TRUE RESPECT.
WHEREAS, our highly esteemed brother, Thos.
France and family are intending to leave us as a
branch, and go to Lamoni, Iowa, to mak!l it
their future home, regreting as we do to part
with such true, honest souls who l\ave in the past
twenty-one years not only helped to build up our
little branch, but with untiring feelings of Chris.
tian love, cheerfully toiled, spiritually and temporally to keep it in true gospel running order:
Therefore, be it resolved, that we as a branch,
on their departure, tender them our heart-felt and
sincere thanks, and for their future prosperity
the best oj wis/1es. Carried by a unanimous vote.
R .. HOLT1 Pres.,
J. D. JONES, Sec.
KEWANEE,

DANCING.
The Ckristian Advocate having .been asked for
advice.as to dancing, replies: "Those of you who
are ChristiaJ1s can not dance without breaking
the solemn vow you made at the altar, in the
presence of God, and his angels, and the Church,
to renounce the devil, and all his works, the vain
pomp and glory of the world. - And surely that
which has ruined thousands, soul and· body, is of
the devil. If there is any amusement which is
essentially worldly, it is the dance. Holy, consecrated, Christian ministers; faithful, devoted
Christian workers, never dance, This is the
favorite amusement of the wicked and. the world.
And many and many a man an,d woman can trace
their downfall to the day when they first indulged
in the dance; So, if you are not a Christian, if
no vow restrains you, let the desire to be pure
and true keep you from this evil. If you could
hear ~~~,remarks. made· by some of the young
men.~~ invite you to dance, after it is ·over,
you would indignantly refuse ever to Jet their
arms encircle you a~ain."

Ontario, March 80th, 1886.

Ills., March 28th, 1886.

DIED.
HAND.-At Helena, Iowa, March 9th, 1886,
Caroline C., daughter of brother and sister C. E.
and Frances Hand; aged 3 years, 4 .months, 18
days. Funeral.sen~ices conducted by Elder J. S.
Roth; sermon by Elder. W. C. Nirk.
DAHL.-Near Oaklal(<l, Nebraska, June 29th,
1885, Christian Dahl; . young~st son of sister
Karen Dahl, deceased, and brother of sister Anna
Nielson, Nebraska City, Nebraska.; aged 36 yean;
and 4 months.
RooKE.-At. the house of his son, Samuel, at
Stratford, E., London,. England, February 22q,
1886,brother. James Rooke, aged 81 years. He
was born. in Hampshire, North England, 1805;
baptized by Elder C. D. Norton, and con.firlned
by same June 23d, 1867; ordained an Elder July
15th, 1867, by Henry Thead.. Funeral service at
Hall, Bower street, C~mmercial Road, E., Lon,
don, England; sermon by Elder .William He.n,
drick, May we be found worthyof.meetiµgJ1im
in the first resurrection.
·
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EATON.-At Deer Isle, Hancock county,
Maine, March 19th, 1886, sister Louisa Eaton,
wife of brother Peter Eaton, Jr. Deceased was
born at Deer Isle, Me., September 13th, 1828;
was baptized May 17th, 1868, by T. W. Smith.
She was ever a faithful wife, a loving mother,
and a devoted Saint. Funeral services by W. G.
Pert.
HoDGKIN.-At Blenheim, Ontario, March 15th
1886, William Hodgkin, aged 54 years, 9 months
and 6 days. He leaves a widow, one daughter
and two sons, to mourn his loss here, but who
trust to meet him in the morn of the first resurrection. The funeral sermon was preached by
Bro. Arthur Leverton, in the Saints' Chapel,
Blenheim, to a large audience of neighbors and
friends.
SLocuM.-At Little Compton, R. I., March
22d, 1886, Solomon Slocum, aged So years, IO
months, and 22 days. Funeral services in the
Saints' Chapel, with sermon by Elder John Smith,
March 24th, 1886.
PENNY.-At Tabor, Iowa, of consumption,
sister Ann M. Penny, aged 41 years, 8 months,
and 19 days. She was an affectionate and loving
mother, a faithful wife, imd highly respected by
all who knew her. She leaves a devoted husband,
four dear children, and a host of warm-hearted
friends to mourn her loss. Funeral sermon by
Henry Kemp, to a large attentive audience.
HARDY.-At Tabor, Iowa, of consumption,
William B. Hardy, aged 24 years and 6 days.
He died in full faith .of the gospel, and greatly
regretted he had not been baptizt:d. Funeral
sermon by Henry Kemp, to a house full of
mourners and friends.
At Brownhills, England, June 21st, 1884, Eliza
Iles, wife of Bro. Samuel Charles. She was
born March 27th, 1817; baptized at Cannock
Chase by Elder George Hatt, on February 16th,
1867, and confirmed by Elder Thomas Whitehouse. Our sister's life of sixty-seven years
endeared her to many friends, and her fellowship
to many of the Saints. She passed away in peace,
without reaching the earthly Zion where her
husband since has come; she awaits his coming
in the peaceful Zion of rest beyond, or h<-r return
with the soon-coming Master in whom she rests.

SOUTHERN INDIANA.
Conference convened with the Saints of Eden
Branch, pursuant to appointment by distsict president, on March 2oth, 1886, M. R. Scott president,
J. M. Scott clerk, pro tem. Minutes of last conference read. Branch reports.-Union 35, including 1 Priest, r Teacher, r Deacon, r expelled.
Canaan 24, including r Priest, r Teacher. Eden
32, including 6 Elders, 2 Priests. Olive 21, including I Priest, I Teacher, 1 Deacon. Hope,
Pleasant Ridge, West Fork, New Trenton, and
Amanda Branches not reported. Eider's Reports.--James G. Scott, M. R. Scott, James M.
Scott in person. Priest's Reports.-William H.
Burton reported in person. Deacon John Fuel
reported in person. Bishop's Agent's Report.Total receipts $s2.61; expenditures $48.57. Balance due the church $4.04. Report of Auditing
committee :-We find the agent credits ~I less
than is transcribed to the report. Report reG~ived and committee discharged. The Bishop's

Agent's resignation was received, and Elder
James M. Scott recommended as agent. The
district president's resignation was received, and
Elder James G. Scott chosen to act as president
of the next twelve months. Adjourned to meet
with the Saints of the Canaan Branch, June 12th,
1886, at wYz a. m. Resolved that we sustain the
authorities of the church by our faith, prayers
and means. Thus passed a peaceful and profitable conference, though the district was not fair1y represented. Sunday morning, preaching by
Elder James G. Scott from Heb. IO: 38·
PITTSBURG.
Conference of the Pittsburg District convened
at Pittsburg, Pa., January 30th and 31st, 1886.
G. T. Griffiths president, W. H Kelley associate
president, and F. J. Reese secretary. Branch
Reports.-Pittsburg 128; 8 baptized, I received
by vote, z removed by letter, 3 expelled, 3 died,
r ordination, I marriage. Wheeling City 36; r
baptized, 6 received by letter. Fairview 33; 3
baptized. Church Hill 13; 2 baptized, 6 removed,
r expelled, r died. Mansfield 16; 3 baptized, 2
received by vote, r died. Washingtonville, lately
organized, 20; 13 baptized, 7 received by letter.
Blakes Mills 14; I expelled. Lamps ville 24.
Official Reports.-Apostle W. H. Kelley; High
Priest M. H. Forscutt (baptized 13); G. T. Griffith of the Seventy, organized a branch at Washingtonville of 20, (baptized 23). Elders Ephraim
Thomas, Jacob Reese (baptized 7), James Brown,
Wm. H. Garrett, David J. Jones, in person. Report of committee on boundary line of the Pittsburg District is as follows: \Ve hereby suggest
the following counties to comprise said district.Erie, Crawford, Mercer, Venango, Lawrence,
Butler, Beaver, Allegheny, Washington and
Green counties of Pennsylvania, with Marshall,
Hancock and Brook counties of West Virginia,
and Belmont, Guernsey, Jefferson, Harrison,
Tuscarawas, Carroll, Columbiana, Mahoning,
Stark, Portage, Trumbull, Ashtabula, Geauga,
and Lake counties of Ohio. Josiah Ells, deceased,
being one of the committee, assisted in laying out
the boundary line. Frank Criley, in behalf of
committee. On motion the report was accepted
and committee discharged. Resolved: That the
report of the committee be adopted, and the district as described shall be the Pittsburg and Kirtland District. Frank Criley, Bishop's Agent, re·
porteu.-Receipts $4IO 75, expenditures $369 58;
balance on hand $4r.17. Wheeling City Branch
recommended R. S. Salyards to district conference for ordination to the office of an Elder,
which was so ordered. Resolved; That this con·
ference appoint a co~mittee consisting of W. H.
Kelley, G. T. Griffiths and F. Criley, to draw up
an article in memory of Bro. Josiah Ells, which
is as follows.-Whereas our beloved brother and
faithful laborer In the gospel, Elder Josiah Ells,
has lately deceased and his place among us is
made vacant; Therefore, in order to to express
our desire to keep in memory his name and virtues, and appreciate his great service to the cause
of Christ while living; Resolved, That while we
greatly mourn the loss of our esteemed brother,
Josiah Ells, and miss his presence, he having so
long stood as one of strength and a wise- counselor among us, and while we feel to be resigned to
the will of our heavenly Father in ta~ing him
fro1-q our midst, believing that He dbeth all
things well; yet we do earnestly and feelingly
deplore and mourn his loss to us and the g'l"eat

latter day cause of Christ which he loved preeminently and devoted his life and energies to
maintain. That we appreciate his long, consistant and eminent service to the church of his
choice, whieh he so cheerfully served. That
while called upon, as others, to meet the inevitable, we rejoice that his faith did not falter and
his hope was constant, and, at the time of the extreme trial was stronger than deatb; in that he
was assured and made confident to the last of
passing to his reward into the hand of a loving
Father, whom he had striven to serve, to a tangible conscious continuance in the spirit realms of
rest, though the earth-life was dissolved until the
Lord would come with his Saints. That we
strive to emulate his many virtues and worthy
examples as a citizen and neighbor, brother and
father; Elder in the church, and Apostle of
Christ, to whom was committed one of the highest and most sacred charges that the Lord has
committed to his people, and which he carefully
guarded and honored and that we do cherish his
memory as our friend, one faithful to trust, diligent in service, and worthy our esteem. G. T.
Griffiths, Frank Criley and W. H. Kelley committee. Resolved, Tl\at the time and place of
next district conference be left to the district
president. Resolved, That the district secretary
confer with E. L. Kelley and get the names of
the members in Kirtland and thereabouts. Resolved, That Wm. H. Kelley, G. T. Griffiths and
E. L. Kelley be appointed delegate& to General
Conference, and ~hat they sustain the Quorum of
the Twelve in the position and resolution drawn
up by them and reportPd to the Stewartsville
General Conference assembled. Resolved, That
General Conference be petitioned to return our
worthy president, G. T. Griffiths to this district.
Resolved, That G. T. Griffiths be sustained as
president of the district for another term. F. J.
Reese secretary, A. M. Teagarden assistant, F.
Criley Bishop's Agent, were sustained. Resolved,
That we sustain M. H. Forscutt in his labors here,
and that we appreciate them . .:Resolved, That
we as a district of the church, sustain W. H. Kelley as president of this mission ·oy our faith and
prayers. R<Csol v~d, That we sustain the general
authorities of the church. Resolved, That the
presidents of the branches in the district open up
subscription lists to the members, to contribute
means to erect a tomb-stone to be placed on the
grave of Bro. Ells. Sunday, January 31st. Elder
Jacob Reese was continued in his mission at
Mansfield, Pa. Preaching at 10: 30 a. m. by W.
H. Kelley. After morning services the ordinance
of b:tptism was administered to six by G. T. Griffiths. Saints held social meeting at two p. m., W.
H. Kelley and G. T. Griffiths in charge. Preaching at 7: 30 p. m. by M. H. Forscu!t. Conference
adjourned as per resolution.
NEVADA.
The conference of the above district was held
in Jack's Valley, Nevada, at eleven o'clock a.m.,
Sunday, March 14th, r886. President of the district, D. I. Jones, in the chair; A. D. Johns was
appointed clerk pro tern. Elders present: A.-B.
Johns, D.R. Jones, W. Riddler, T. Millard and
D. I. Jones; Teachers: E. Wilmott and J. Walker. Carson and Mottsville branches represented by their presidents; Elko reported by letter
from E. Penrod, president; Dayton and Franktown, no reports. Bishop's agent, A. B. Johns,
rresented his books to the conference for exa~·
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ination. Found correct. Remarks by president
Jones and others on the duties and privileges of
the Saints. Testimony and sacrament meeting
in the afternoon. T. Millard was chosen president of the district for the next three months.
Adjourned to meet at the same place on the 12th
of June, 1SS6.
WELSH MISSION.
The conference of the above mission was held
at Aberaman, October 25th, 1SS5; T. E. Jen kins,
president, D. Lewis, clerk. A hymn was sung
and prayer was offered by T. E. Jenkins and J.
R. Gibbs. Address by the president. The
Western District was reported.-Branches 2,
Elders 14, Priests 3, Teachers 1, Deacons 3, died
1, blessed 2, baptized 2, members 52, total 74; D.
Lewis, president. Eastern District was reported.-Branches 5, Seventies r, Elders 19, Priests
4, Teachers r, died r, members 37, total 62; Wm.
Morris, president, T. E. Jen kins, secretary. Bishop's Agent's account was reported from April
26 to October 25, 1SS5; received from April 26,
1SS5, Ss., May 10, Aberaman Branch, 5s., June
22, Aberaman Branch 2s., July 19, £r r 6, Aug.
23, 3s., Sept 24, J. Jenkins 2s., 6d., Oct. 1, Carnarvon Branch 12s., 6d., Oct. 19, T. E. Jenkins, 12s.,
6d., total £3 7s. Paid out April 27, rs., April
27, to the poor, 2s., May 15, to the poor, rs., Aug.
23, to Elder Wm. Morris, 5s, Sept. 6, to the poor
Is., Oct. 4, to the poor rs., Oct. 22 sent to the
~ishop £1 is., total £i 9s. In hand 1Ss., total £3
7s., T. E. Jenkins. The book account was reported from April 26 to October 25, 1SS5 :-In
hahd wh.en last !"eported £IO 17 IO.
Received
from Juri~ 20, J. Stephens for Hymn Book 1s.,
6d., Sept.· ;o, E. T~~harne, for Heralds 10s , Oct.,
2, T. E. Jenkins,' for Heralds, rns, 5d., total £II
19 9. Paid out: Sept. 27, to T. E. Jen kins for
printing the tract "Pure Religion" £3:, Oct. 17,
for binding hymn books£5., total £S. In hand
£3 19 9 total £u 19 9 D. Lewis, secretary.
Prayer by J. Morgan, Dan Davis, and P. Price.
At 2 p. m. a hymn was sung, prayer by J. Lewis,
Preaching by J. Jenkins, D. Lewis and J. R.
Gibbs; prayer by T. E. Jenkins. At 6 p. m.
sang a hymn, prayer by J. Morgan; preaching
J. Lewis and I. J. Morgan. Adjourned to meet·
at Llanelly, the last Sunday in April, 1SS5.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Conference met as per call of President D.
S. Mills, at San Bernardino, California, March
19th; l8S6. D. S. Mills, president; W. M. Gibson, assistant; N. W. Best, clerk; J. R. Badham,
assistant. There being but few present the forenoon was de~oted to prayer and testimony. At
two o'clock p. m., High Priest D.S. Mills; Elders
Wm. Gibson, J. R. Badham, E. J. French, D. L.
Harris; Priests R. M. Phinegar: James Prothero,
and Wm. P. Pickering, reported. Laguna Branch,
reports 39 members, no change; Los Angeles 40,
4 baptized, 3 received by letter -i. San Bernardino.
206, 7 received by letter, 2 removed. r expelled,
2 died; New Port, i:eport incorrect, and laid on
the table; Covina Branch, clerk stated that nearly
all the members had moved away, and the branch
was virtually disorganized. Conference confirmed the same and ordered the district president
and clerk to issue letters to the mem hers th~reof.
Santa Maria, no report. Bishop's Agent's report
from June 10th, 1SS5, toMarch 19th, 18S6; total
amount received. $504.70; paid to ministry, poor
experice~ and the ·Bishop $353·35; balance on

hand $15r.35. J. R. Badham agent. Los Angeles
Branch financial report: On hand at last report
$S.90; collected up to March 14th, rS86, $40.10;
total $49i paid out $49· F. P. Schnell, branch
clerk. Resolved, That Elder D. S. Mills be
recommended to General Conference for appointment in the southern part of the Pacific Slope
Mission; That E. J. French be recommended for
a mission; That J. R. Badham be recommended
for appointment in Pacific Slope Mission; D. L.
Harris and A. W. Thomson for missionary'work
and Wm. Gibson for Southern California District; and that General Conference be requested
to return H. L. Holt to labor in Pacific Slope
Mission; That we request General Conference to
assist by way of financial aid and the appointment
of some Elder to labor in Los Angeles and vicin:
ity; That we sustain Elder D.S. Mills as president of Southern California District; N. W. Best
clerk, and J. R. Badham Bishop's Agent; That
Elders D.S. Mills, H. L. Holt, and Brn. Wm.
Howland, Charles Howland, and Samuel Dungan be appointed as delegates to represent Southern.California District in General Conference, at
Lamoni, April 6th, 1SS6; That we sustain all the
church authorities in righteousness.
Friday
night, March 19th, preaching by Elder J. R. Badhatn; Saturday night, the same; Sunday morning, preaching by Elder D. S. Mills; sacrament
and social meeting in the afternoon, a good time
was had; Sunday night, preaching by Elder D ..
S. Mills. Adjourned to meet at New Port, Los
Angeles county, California, October 8th, 1S86.
PHILADELPHIA.
This district conference convened on Saturday
evening, February 27th, 1SS6, at the house of
Bro. Jacob Peters, 1739 North Ninth street, Philadelphia, Bro. Wm. H. Kelley presiding, with the
president of the district, Bro.·· Hiram Robinson,
as associate, and H. H. Bacon secretary. The
following branches reported: Philadelphia 52; r
received by Jetter, 2 died. New Park 16. Brooklyn 34; 1 expelled. The following Elders were
present: Asa Copeland, Sr., John Stone, Wm.
Small, Joseph A Stewart, and Hiram Robinson.
Elders Joseph Squire and George Potts reported
by letter. Priests H. H. Bacon and W.'-H. Harrison, also Teachers A. Cameron and Jacob
Peters reported in person. Bishop's Agent, A.
Cameron, reported: Balance due church March
ISt, 1S85, $346.73; tithing and offerings to date
$66.75; total $413.4S; paid the Bishop and
Elders $41 r; balance due church $2.48. The report was referred to an auditing committee who
reported ,the above correct. District treasurer,
Jacob Peters, reported: Received as collections
$4·45; paid to presjdent of district $4·45· On
motion, the district treasurer was discontinued.
Bro. Hiram Robinson reported the result of the
committee on Hornerstown Branch and was discharge.ii. Bro. Cameron. brought up the question
of the right to preside in the branch. After
statements by the brethre.n the chairman decided
that the highest branch officer inay preside. Sunday morning,. February 28th, conference reassemb.led at IO: 30 a, m.; in the hall on south-west
corner Eleventh and Girard avenue. ·Bro. Kelley in the chair. A.fter. prelimiµary business,
Bro. W. H. Kelley, Joseph A Stewart, and Hiram
Robirison were appointed delegates to the General ·Conference. Bro. Copeland asked if that
was a regularly organized branch which had no
presidin$' Elder; also referred to difficulties that
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might arise in administering of some of the ordinances in such branch. Bro. Kelley replied
that it was a regular, but not a complete organiza·
tion, and Sl\id it was not wise to appoint an Elder
to meet an emergency. He then made some remarks on the 17th section of the Book of Covenants, showing that a branch has the right to
elect whom they will to preside. Bro. Robinson
spoke on the same subject. On motion the delegates to General Conference were instructed to
request the appointment of Bro. W. H. Kelley to
t~e Eastern Mission. Resolved, That we sustain
all the authorities of the church in righteousness.
Bro. Kelley, being taken quite ill, was not able to
meet with us in the evening. Bro. Hiram Robinson occupied the stand. Bro. Hiram Robinson
was sustained as president, and Hosea H. Bacon
as secretary. Adjourned to meet in Philadelphia
the fourth Saturday evening in August, rS86.
SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
This conference convened nt Springerton,
White county, Illinoi~, Saturd.ay, March 20th,
1886, at ten o'clock, a. m. In the absence of the
president, I. A. Morris, I. M. Smith was chosen
to pi:eside pro tem., and John F. Thomas clerk.
Opened with singing, and prayer by the president. Minutes of last conference read and
approved. Branch reports: Alma, IO members.
Dry Fork 31 members, on~ added sine~ last report,
(William G. Smith), received by letter from St.
Louis Branch. Brush Creek 92 members, one
added, (J. Benjamin G. Caudle, born in Wayne
county, Illinois, October 5th, 1855; baptized by
J. W. Stone, and confirmed by I. A. Morris, Eebruary 16th, 18S6). Spririgerton 69 members, I
added, r died. Tunnel Hill S1. (The report for
September, 1885, should read So instead .of Sr).
Elders report: E. Webb,]. W. Stone (baptized l),
J. F. Thomas, I. M. Smith, also Bro. Brewer.
Adjourned. At 3: 30 p. m., met pursuant to
adjournment. Prayer by J. W. Stone. Brn. I.
A. Morris, G. H. Hilliard, and M. R. Brown reported their labors. G. H. Hilliard, Bishop's
Agent reported: received since last rep(lrt, $s . 50.
On hand laRt report $ r I 50; paid Bishop Blakeslee $20: dne G. II. Hilliard $3. Elders J. W.
Stone ancl J. F. Henson were reqt1ested to hold
two days' meetings 11t Dry Fork; Brn. J. F.
Thomas and H. \\Talker to hold two days' meet·
ings at Slab Schoolhouse; Bro. E. Webb to
preach where he thinks he can do the greatest
good; Brn. G. H. Hilliard and I. A. Morris visit
Tunnel Hill. Resolved, That Bro. I. M. Smith
be our district president the ensuing quarter and
labor all that he cltn; and that Bro. M. R. Brown
visit Brush Creek. A vote of thank& was tender·
ed to Bro. I. A. Morris for his services as president. Resolved, That Bro. Brewer's license be
restored to him. Resolved, That Bro. Brewer
labor as his circumstances permit. Resolved,
That all the elders labor as their circumstances
permit. Brn. H. Walker and T. P. Green reported their labors !.Jy proxy. J. F. Thomas was
elected clerk. Preachfog in the evening by I.
A. Morris, assisted by E. Webb. Sunday, I I a.
m. preaching by I. M. Smith. At 4: 30 p. m.
sacrament meeting in charge of I. A. Morris and
M. R. Brown. Many testimonies were borne,
and peace prev~iled. Met for preaching Sunday
night. . Prayer was offered by E. Webb; preaching by G. H. Hilliard. Adjourned .to meet at
Brush Creek, Saturday, Jt1ne 12th, 1886, at ten
o'clock a. m. Resolved, That we -!l\lstajn all thi;:
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authorities of the church in righteousness. Resolved, That Pres. I. M. Smith represent this
district to the General Conference at Lamoni
Iowa, the 6th of April next.
HEALTH .OF WoMEN.-An old doctor says:
"Women do not eat, drink, or dress with reason.
They nibble. Their stomachs are always at
work. By this constant eating a rational appetite is spoiled; of course they fall into dyspepsia.
Then they have no adequate exercise, they loll.
Their brains and muscles become sluggish. The
need of American, women is not dress and medicine, 'Qut outdoor exercise and muscular employment in the house.
THE late Sir Moses Montefiore, whose liberality was so constantly manifest through his long
life, according to a rabbi who well knew him
had frequently on his lips during the day, and in
his dreams during .the night, the words of Melchizedek: "The most high God, the possessor of
heaven and earth, he is the possessor of all." He
had the words "Possessor of all" engraved in
Hebrew on a ring, which, like a signet, he wore
on his finger.

For Sale.
A HOUSE and acre lot in West Lamoni; well
stocked with small fruit; good well and small
Barn. For further particulars, address or call on
ROBT. O. BOOTH, Lamoni, Iowa.
10apr4t

SAINTS~'
F a r n1

f o 1·

HERALD.

51

BOOK OF JliURMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . .......................... 1 25Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 75

D,R.

JOHN

SHIPPY,

Dental l!!lurgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all its branches m Lamoni, Io" a.
Office two doors south of Hudson's store; up stairs.
.,i;tesidence: corner o'f First und Linden street,
· south of Railroad.

Foir Sale. al a Baa·i,;aha,

My DWELLING HOUSE and two Lot•, good •mall
.l:Surn, Coal and Wood Honse, outside Cellar, good well of
water, well fenced, well set with Small -Fruits; desiru ble
loctttion. Alw Material and Fixtures of WAGON SHOP,
trade established six years. Call on or address
J. H. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
l'. 0. Box 55, Lamoni, Iowu.

J. W. De1'ioou, .LU. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
IOWA.
LAMONI,
Office at Anderson's Dru11; Store. Residence East end
of Mam Street.
jan30tf

Faun for !!!ale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

DOC'l'RINE AND COVENANTtl.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ............ , ............. 1 25
Im.itution "Tu'Iorocco, gilt edges ...•........•....•...•... 1 50

Far111 for Reul

O

NEW

BOOKS!

We have just added a full line of John B. Alden's books
to our stock of Drugs and Notions.
We also carry full line of CHURCH PUBLICATIONS.
·
Catalogues sent on application.
~ Books sent by Mail, prepaid, at regular piice.

HANSEN & WALKER,

Druggi6ts and Booksellers, LAMONI, Iowa.

ILL hereafter ..be p. ublislled.by S. F. Walker. and. Jo.hn
H. Hans<m. Ev.eryone interested in the Local News,
of this place should subscribe for the Gazette. Terms: One
Dollar per year in advance. Samples free.
27feb

W
J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

M . D .,

JUtl:l!;l:'rl tll\'.llTH 'llfr,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
honrs. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, LamQni
ilflDWlFE.RY and DISEASES. of WOMEJY a Specialty.

THE SAn\TS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
lmitat10n Morocco., marbled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt e<lges ............ ·-· .. ··· .... 1 50
PR0PilET, ANJJ !ilb

PIWGENI'J'OHS.
Muslin Boards, 312 pages, by L11cy Smith............. 75
Leather Binding ..................................... 1 25
IWLES OE' OIWER ANO DEBATE
For all Deliberative Assemblies o1 l.lw Chnrch; also,
a Chapter on Branch Rnlee. and one on Heports of
Branclu~s and Districts; 128 page8, l hnp cloth

~Residence

one Qlock East Teal's Store.

14febly.

The Line selected by the U;8. Oov't
to carry the. FasUVlail.

40

CONCORDANCE TO BOOK OF' COVENANTS.
An enlarged new edition; paper covers, 32 pages..... 10
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspired Transl'!-tion by Joseph t:!mith the Prophet.
Sheep or L,ibrary bmdmg................ _........... 1 56
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 06
Ei'nll Morocco, gilt edges .. ,: ............................ 2 50
N~w

TeAta.ment. inAr1lrPd Nlition.......... .. ..... .. . .

75

FORSCUT'l' AND SHINN DISCUSSION.
J. Shinn affirms "The Bible 'l'enches the Coming of
Christ to Judge the World is now past." M. H. Forscutt
affirms "The.Bible Teaches the Literal Resurrection of the
Body from the Grave." Paper covers, Hl4 pages...... 35
BRANCH RECOIWS.
baCks, and corners, n1uslin s~des; printed
• headi.ngs, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages, ............... 2 00

:~@ather

Printed and bound sirn ilflr to Branch Records . . . .

g 00

LICENbE8, NOTICES, &c.
Elder·s, Priest'~, T·eacher,s, and Deacou·s Licenses,
each, per dozen.,. ... ,. .................... , , . . . . .
'llank Preaching Notices, per hnnrlred, 40c. and . . ..
llaptism and Confirmation Certificate books, with
blnuk •tnh. 35 for.....
. ,. . ,. .. ,. ... .,

12
50
25

HESPERIS.
f'oems by David H. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges ........... ., ..................... ., ...... 1 50
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER.
lliseoveries of Ancient Amerio.an Records and Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew,. and of
others: paper covers. 48 pa2'0B • .
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
We have for sale at this ofiice tile notorious "Manu>criPt Found," written by ~{e~. Solomon. Spau.ldmg, about
which so m11cll llas .been •aid iu co1rnect10n with the theory that it furnished ,Josepl1 Smith an<I Sid,ney Higd?n the
chief ground work nnd 111ate11al from which to wrne the
Book of,Mormon. llas ll4: p:1~cs 8 mo.; Rin2"1c copit·t-'l, in
doth, 45 cent~~ 10 copies or iuore to one addn.:1:-s, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to une address, 20 cents each.
PROPHETIC TRUTH.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israeli ti sh Record of a Fallen People; paper
covers; five for $1. ............................ each 25
~Being the Subject of an Evening's Conver;ation He·
'pecting its Origin. Its Divinity Proved by the Hcrip·
t1ues and Collateral Evidence. Prefaced wit,1 a Brief
Sketch of the Life of the Prophet, showing the way and
mannP-r of

hi~

hecoming

poi:.RP.F:Reil

of th.,. Herowl.

The Only Through Line, with its Own track, between

~~~cli~~~
~DENVER
ST. LOUDS

Either by way of -Omaha, Pacific Junction 1 Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILl.ll\IOIS,. IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their irliportant cities and towns.

It
runs every day in the year. from one to three elegaritly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and ToReka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St; Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At·each of its several Eastern and Western termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates 1 General Information, etc.,/eg~~ding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in tho
United 'States .or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,

Gen 1 I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West 2: 53

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.
20feb6m
F 140 Acres, adjoining Lamoni; with a House and
Orchard; is well watered; 70 acres in Meadow; bal·
ance in Pasture and Plow land. Wiil rnnt 90 acres, or the
whole, Terms Cash; price made known on application.
MINNIE A. WICKES,
Lamoni, Iowa.
9jantf

'l'he Lanioni Gazette,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,

DISTRICT RECORDS.

.DE.N'rJ.is'rRY.

HANDS·

CHANGED

S a le...

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $~,4UO;. will take $~,150 cash, or the most of it
caeh. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni, Iowa.

~-BUSINESS'*

ADVERTISERS
can: learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel" Advertising Bu:r-eau,
10 Spruce St., Nevv York.

liliend 10ois. for 100-Page Pamphlet,

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ.
ment~ The following branches are thorough~y tau~ht.:
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessAr1th
metic ; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing ; Com
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type·writing ; and Actual Businesa
Practice. For circulars address
DUNCAN & JU.\VKS. Davenport, 11lW&

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, D·ecatur County, Iowa, by tile Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus. Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s~.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of busineu
connected with the office should be addressed to DA.Vl:O

DANQlUI; commun!catlone tmd articles to the EPl'l:Ql!l,

www.LatterDayTruth.org

"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU IlAVE SAVE lT Bii ONE Wll!'.B- AND CONCUllINE8
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag• 116, Book ofMormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
· ·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE M.A.N SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE Woll!AN BUT ONE HusBAND: Exc11PT .rn CAaE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IB AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Comma,ndments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Official. Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of J:,atter Day Saints.

P11blished

~t

LaJP,onl, Decatur Clo., Iowa,

EV;ery S!!turday; price $2.50 per year.
SiW"' The Traveling Ministry, District and Brauch Prest·
.dents, aJJd .the. Bish 0p's Agents, . are requested .to solicit
ne\V subsc,rrt1ers,. and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOS]lJP~ S~ITH
W.W.

BLAIR

EDITOR.
A!;!<OCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni; Iowa, April 24, 1886.

FAIR ·DEALING IN.JURES NO ONE.
THOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE
WITNE~S.

· TR.E .controversy that is being urged b~

.tween the Reorgan_izecl Chµrch of Jesus
Ghrii;.t of, ,Latter . Day Saints, and the
.ch,urch i;ri · Utiih is of sµch a nature that
n,t;ith~r l?arty.,l}j!,Jl-1,afford _to res9rt to. d_OWJ.?qght lying to 1 ~o!?ter:.and qare ,for its own
i>id.e ,oqJ:\e.,cai;~; .. WP,o.ever may do this is
sµr~ Jo. be d.iscrov,e.n~d, s.o<;>n or Ia.te, and
. sure exposure and loss must ensue.
·.
Mr. I,.:ittl~neld is :ver.y solicitotJs that the
son .pf ~he. :M;artyr shpu!d "go b.efore the
L.oql" .that he m~g:i1t be.set right on this
gr:;ive q;uesti():n• Now be.it known to Mr.
µ,i.ttlefi~!ld d1at t)::ie son ·o.f the Martyr <lid
go .l;iefore t1'e; Lor\i i.n regard .to. this !ll:;ttt.er ai;i!11was d~re~ted .to oppqse .the doct_rine
and. prac;tii:;e of poly-gatl}y, plural marriage'
or patriarchal U:iarriage, just wqic)::iever
of t.\lese names.Mr. Littl,efield may choose
to ell1pJ0y. , W.e .are not. now fearfql to
meet the father who has preced.e\i us beyond the vait ~
·
EXTRACT FROM ".JJTAH JOURNAL."
"EDITOR JOVRNAL:-The following brief extract'is taken from 'The Saints' Herald of the 29th
instant:
·
"•We find iin article in the Daily Inter Ocean,
of ·the 2d •-instant, written by iBrb:O ·Thomas W;
Smith and coxer\11g. l(lpoµt• two,and •a half. c;;ol~
.. VmQ!S <;>f. _that,paper, in whi.chthe.writeqlissects
· ;l.11d refutes 'twin relic' in a masterly nwn11er.' •
. "lf mfo1>tatements; .false asser,tions, aiid a 19ng
std?g . of words-de~oi.d ofJruth or: good argu-

~e?t, an? t)'t~ ";4ol~)~~bl~~ t~~ether witµ'~

reckless and false splrtt.:_are capable of refuting
Hie 'twin relic,' tllen indeed are the days of that
doctrine numbered. .It is a surprise· th.at the
, Chicag<;> Infer "Ocean ,would a.dmit such a masS,
of twa9dle foto its ~olmpns; itcado!llY be_ac<;;Ol~nted for because of its· antagonism to the.
Morm<;>n church.
uit js n<;>t tiiy p)lrpbse to fonow this writerl
through -all the superabundant vei:biage whicl:l

«
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may continue obdurate and unyielding, but many
makes up his epistle. There is but on.e point upbesides them
read what I have now to offer,
on which [ feel to col) descend to offer exceptions.
and .in their he.arts and convictions a work, in
I cettflinly can not sto_pp to notice the general
time, may be wrought. to bring them to underflow of ribaldry and balderdash that rnn through
stand what are the real facts as to the belief and
his entire article.
practices of Jo.seph Smith, the martyr, with .refer"During the present embitten~d state of our
ence to celestial ma.r.ria.ge."
unhappy ,country, anything and everything di;famatory of the 'l\;tormons of Utah is scooped in:M;r. Li.ttlefiel~. proposes to offer addito the public prints, and read and pelieved by
tional proofs to what he gave in the Litthousands, while the truth is ignored al)d real
tlefield-Smith correspondence. As to what
facts are discar\'.led. At st;tch a time,--when the
these alleged proofs may do in minds bevoice of rell:son is stif!ep, and when justice is before which no examination of them may
ing crushed beneath tpe iron heel .of majorities
be made and no refutation of what is tmwhich are augmented.by the animadversions of true in .them be presented, we may riot
sectarian aggressions--,-,! certainly need noth<;>pe, state; but we are quite as confident that
to be heard through the )>road _an.d excited .areq.a.: ·sooner, or later«the "true inwardness" of
But by the Jew honest ,heartefl :who love truth I
this whole polygamic, plural wife, celesmay be heard, an_d :with s.uch ileariqg, shflll be tial marriage history and philosophy, will
content."
be made apparent. At present, there is

will

It would be far more consistent and in'
harmony with -common prudence and.
good sense, if Mr. Littlefield had taken
the article of Bro. T. W. Smith up item
by item.and shown wherein the parts were
faulty in statement and argument, than it
was to dispose of the whole as .he has by
a "pish, and a: p(>haw;~' ,umisstatements,"
'I false .· a:ssertlioQ.~,'' ·and· '"a long -stving ·,of\
words devoid of truth or argument;" ·Who;
are the "honest· hearted who love truth"
by whom Mr. I,..ittlefield will be heard?
We shall see.
REFERENCE TO T. W. SMITH'S
ARTiCLE.
"My chief aim; in this article, is to disprove.
the clamor of the writer,)Vho date~ fromPapeete,:
Tahiti_, and sets forth, in his rattling style,.tbat
plural mar~iage was not tau~p.i O,r prac~iced by
Joseph Smith, the Prbppet, no:-" deyeased. ··And
I realize, while doing this; •I may be disabusing
the. minds of some of the 11dheren_fs bf ~q~eph
Smith, of Lamoni, very many of. 'fhotn. ha in.
p<;>ssession. so.me of the evidences p~.w ·to be p~e
sented· But, by .the gentleman just .named those
testinwnies were set aside .with a da~h ,of ll?;nc_h.ll:l\lnce that woirld v.ery w_ell have· .co°'!ported
w_ith _the qon~mo11 prflytice of.an iittorney when"
·trying. to r,t;tle c9n~ I t;t1siv.e eyi<le1,1ce oµt of c9urt.?' :

ye

Mr. Littlefield's· evidences by w.hich:he
attempts•to ''disprove'' Hro:T. W . .Smith's
~'.clamor;'' are what . would .he. styled in
court, if allowed· to; go ·before a ~uriy at all
of very-doubtfuLch'aracter. It_ is nofthe
trick of an "attorney" to "rule. conclusive
evidence out.of court;'' that hurts iMr . .Littlefield and.his mates; put it is :the :refusal
of .sensible men to be co_ncluded by. evidence vague, second hand; unreliable,: and
unsatisfaCtory.
·
A ·FUTILE EFFORT,
.. '~Now I 9ffer addition~! ptciofs to those given
in _the Llttle.f!el,c~:~mith . col'resp~mdenc~; In cjoing so I atii but'<lischargipg a common duty;
Mr, Smith, of Lamoni, and Mr. ·Smith, .Of Tahiti,

but· little .opportunity for us to get. the
views we hold into the hands, and thence
into the brains of thousands .whom Mr.
Littl.efield and others .are intf)rest.ed in
keeping !JI the dark.
·
Mr. Smith of Lamoni,and Mr. Smith .
of Tahiti mi;ty possibly be ·''obdurate.;"
and t!Jey .,certainly will xemain "unyielding" so far,Jts ai:i.acceptai:ic.eof the c;e1tistifll
marriag.e tPeory. and practice oCU~ah
:M;q_rmoQism are cpl)cerned. Tl].t:y .tl1ay,
alsp, be up_y-ielqiqg as to the p11rPJ1.at Mr.
Littlefield claims that the Seer had in the
introduction of plural marriage; u~leiis
other arid quite different evidences sh'aII.be
•fotthcoming than have yet :been offered.
'Whatever may now be offered .b;Y Mr.
Littlefield on.behalf of ·himself and others
in regard to Joseph Smith's connedion
with plural marriage, the .controversy· has
·gone far enough to warrant the conclusion /
thatdfJ oseph Smith did teach tbat..a:m~
(whether holding a peculiar priesthood or
not) might have more 'th'ah one woman as
a wife' at the same time, in the _flesh, such
teaching was in:pr9posed absolute se.crecy
and_ known to very few. It is further
warranted that if he did so teach, he did it
in direct contravention of revelations. received from G_od and_ .accepted as such by
the church _and publicly published .in solemn conclave is such; ,and placed on .record in: the pl,lb1ic journals ,of the day, both
church publications, histories, and the sec•ular print. It is also on record that bQth
Joseph and Hyrum Smith publicly denounced the doctrine of polygamy as.being
~'fa:lse and corrupt."
·
If :Joseph Smith, himself, had any other
wo.!irian than Emma Hale, the mother bf
·Mr. Smith, of Lamoni, as a wife he did
so in violation of the pul>lished and accepted law. of God to the ·church, and in defiance of the law of the state bf Illinois,
"the law of the land" where he and the
chtirchi then were. If he did so have other
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wife, or wives it was done in secrecy, and
kept or sought to be kept from the knowledge of his neighbors, ti:le church and the
world. Why will not Mr. Littlefield,
John Taylor, George Q. Cannon,an_d all
others of the pol ygamic defenders see this,
and know that no amount of secret, round
about testimony will stand before the open
attacks of such men as Mr. Smith, of
Tahiti.
INSUPFGIENT. PROOF.
"The proofs immediately at hand are as follows:
..
"In the History of Joseph Smith, under date of
October 5th, 1843, can be found the following:
"'Gave instructions to try those persons who
were preaching, teaching or practicing the doctrine of plurality of wives; for according to the
law I hold the keys of this power in the last days;
for there is never but one on earth at a time on
whom the power and its keys are conferred; and
·I have constantly said that no man shalL have
but one wife at a time unless the Lord directs·
,ptherwise.'
"Froin the foregoing it is evident that the principle of plurality of wives was more or less understood in the church. at that time. Joseph said,
he "held the keys of this pow~§·" What power?
The power to give men plurality of wives, which
is plainly shown by the words with which the
sentence closes: 'I have constantly said that no
man shall have but one wife at a time unless the
Lord directs otherwise.' Here provision is made
. for the Lord directing otherwise, which He did in
tl).e case of Joseph himself, and many of his.
11rethren. You have been hunting for ignorance
and have found it. There is never any difficulty
in doing that. Millions of people can always be
found who are entirely ignorant of any matter
under consideration, whatever it may be. But I
am prepared to supply you with the affidavits of
. scores who resided in Nauvoo, who were not ignorant of this principle.-Littlefield-Smith Correspondence."

Mr. Littlefield's first additional proof is
old, one that he had already given in his
letters to Joseph Smith of Lamoni. But
what a comment on the rule of construing
evidence.
"From the foregoing it is evident that
the principle of plurality of wives was
more, or less understood in the church at
that time."
"Understood;" misunderstood is more
like the word Mr. Littlefield should have
written. And by whom was it so understood. Mr. Littlefield here makes the
prophet to state that he gave instruction to
try "those persons who were preaching,
teaching, or practicing plurality of wives."
To whom was this instruction given? And
who were these persons? This is said to
have occurred on· October 5th, I 843, long
after the date on which it is alleged that
Joseph Smith was himself a pluralist.
Was he one of the men to be so tried?
And what were they to be tried for?
"Preaching, teaching, or practicing" what
Mr. Littlefield claims was a meritorious
thing to Jo, and which he says Joseph
Smith was himself doing "teaching" and
"preaching." It is hardly possible for a
man in reasonably good health to think of
the absurd position which this alleged bit
of history from Joseph Smith's private
diary, and the claim made for it that it
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proves Joseph Smith's connection with dove-tailing in a ~tat~ment as glaring as it
plural marriage by act, places either Joseph may be fraudulent; "The power to give
Smith or L. 0, Littlefield in, without mak- men .plurality of wives." . The closing
ing him laugh. .The idea that Joseph wprds "µnless the Lord directs otherwise;"
Smith, himself engaged in teaching and Mr; Littlefield construes into a statement
practicing a pluraltty of wives, should in- that the Lord had already directed Joseph
struct somebody, (who it must be supposed Smith and some others that they might so
had authority to do it), to arraign and try have more than one. But the word "un"pers9ns who were teaching and practic~ less," conveys a different meaning from
ing the doctrine of plurality of wives;" this. It conveys the idea clearly and withand then cause an entry t9 be made in his out mistake that up to that time no such
diary for such solemn owls of wisdom as command had come; and taken with the
L. 0. Littlefield and others, to quote and other portion of the diary entry which asmouth as evidence that he was himself serts that instruction had been given to
guilty, is a very absurd one.
arraign and "try those" who were "preachDoes Mr. Littlefield know to whom ing, teaching, or practicing the doctrine of
such instruction was given? Does he know plurality of wives," it warrants the conwhether the man, or men, so instructed clusion that up to that time the word of
carried out the order, or attempted to car- the Lord to the prophet had been "no man
ry i.t out? And if they did so attempt to shall have but one wife at a time unless
carry out the instruction whether they the Lord directs otherwise."
From these considerat.ions nothing more
were prevented and by what, or whom?
Wm. Marks, then President of the stake ought in right to be claimed for this reat· Nauvoo and the High Council states puted quotation from Joseph Smith's h.isthat Joseph Smith gave him such instruc- tory, than that by some means it had come
tion; and stated that he would go on the to the ears of the Seer that some were
stand and proclaim against the doctrine teaching and practicing unlawful marriage.
arid those practicing it. He further states This he saw would eventuate in great
that Joseph Smith charged him to go in- wrong and he set about preventing that
to the High Council and that he (Joseph) wrong; in doing so he gave instruction to
would prefer charges against those per- the president of the High Council, William
sons and then he (Marks) was to "sever Marks, who was also president of the
Stake, to present charges against those
them from the church" if found guilty .
It is not reasonable to suppose Joseph men that they might be dealt with accordSmith to have been either so stupid, or so ing to their transgression, and the laws of
knavish as to have given such instruc- marriage given of God to the church be
tion seriously and be one of those irr guilt. honored. When he had done this he had
Can any man .whose mental and moral the entry made in his daily journal, if thi~
vision are not befogged by the mysteries quotation is correctly made. The stress
of plural marriage, read the so-called ex- which Mr. Littlefield places upon this
tract from Joseph Smith's history and in small bit of history shows what flimsy
considering the claim made for it, accept it straws these drowning polygamists are
as conclusive that Joseph Smith was one grasping at.
Mr. Littlefield states that we "have been
of the persons against whom proceedings
must be instituted if his instructions were hunting for ignorance and have found it."
obeyed. Besides this this bit of history is It will be fortunate for Mr. Littlefield at
from the diary of Joseph Smith, if from the end of the race, if it shall be discovany where, which diary was kept from the ered that it is only ignorance in him that
possession of the wife and family of Joseph causes him to so distort and twist languSmith, his legal representations under the age otherwise plain; but we believe that
law, by Brigham Young and his associ- we have found that Mr. L. 0. Littlefield
ates; and who under such circumstances, is not only ignorant, but that he has made
will vouch for the correctness of the entry; statements totally devoid of truth, for
whether this is all, or part of the entry which he can make no satisfactory excme
then made? We dislike to think, or be- in the great day.
lieve evil of any, but the advocates of
LETTER FROM MERCY R. THOMPplural marriage have '!O frequently and so
SON.
persistently charged upon us wilfull blind"SALT LAKE CITY, Sept. 5th, 1886.
ness, personal obduracy and lack of honest MR. JosEPH SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa;
intent and purpose in regard to the posiDear Sir:-After having asked my Father in
tion we have taken with reference to polyheaven to aid me, I sit down to writ@ a few lines
gamy, because we would not accept insufficient evidence and keep still, that we are as dictated by the Holy Spirit.
· "After reading the correspondence between you
forced to refuse to give credit to any thing
alleged by them without good reasons for and L. 0. Littlefield, I concluded it was the duty
of some one to bear a testimony which could not
accepting.
In Mr. Littlefield's comment on this ex- be disputed. Finding from your letters to Littletract he loses sight of the main point in field that no one of your father's friends had
the diary entry, that of ordering the ar- performed this duty while you were here, now I
raignment and trial of offenders for "teach- will begin at once and tell you my experience.
"My beloved husband, R. B. Thompson, your
ing and practicing" what was clearly contary to the law and rule of the church, father'~ private secretary to the end of his mortal
and picks up a glittering generality which life, died August 27th, i84r, (I presume you will
may, or may not have the reference Mr. remember him). Nearly two years after his
Littlefield gives it, by skilfully throwing death your father told me that my husband had
in a question "vVhat power?" and then appeared to him several times, telling him that
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he did not wish me to request your uncle Hyrum
to have me sealed to him for time. Hyrum communicated this to his wife (my sister) who, by
request, opened the subject to me, when everything within me rose in opposition to such a step,
but when your father called and explained the
subject to me, I dared not refuse to obey the
counsel, lest peradventure I should be found
fighting against God; and especially when he
told me the last time my husband appeared to
him he came with such power that it made him
tremble. I-le then enquired of the Lord what he
should do; the answer was, 'Go and do as my
servant hath required.' He then took all opportunity of communicating this to your uncle
Hyrum who told me that the Holy Spirit rested
upon him from the crown of his head to the soles
of his feet. The time was appointed, with the
consent of all parties, and your father sealed me
to your uncle Hyrum for time, in my sister's
room, with a· covenant to deliver me up in the
morning of the resurrection to Robert Blaske!
Thompson; with whatever offspring should be
the result of that union, at the same time counseling your unc1e to build a room for me and
move. me .over as soon as convenient, which he
did, and I remained th~re as a ·wife the same as
my sister to the day of his death. All this I am
ready .to testify to in the presence of God, angels
. anfl rrien.
"Now I assure you I have not been prompted
cir dictated by any mortal being in writing to
you.; neither does a living soul know it but my
i.nvalid daughter.
· "G~d hies~ you, is the sincere prayer of your
true friend.
·
"MERCY R. THOMPSON.
"P. S.-If you feel disposed to ask me any
question.s, I wHI be pleased to answer concernil:ig
blessings which I received under the hands of
your late mother by the dictation of your father.
'--'-M; R; T., in Deseret J'fews.''
·

. Mrs.. Mercy R. Thompson carefully
·signs her name Thompson instead of Smith.
Wa are thankful for that much any way.
What she says in. this letter is a curious
medley, if correctly printed. Notice, she
says that. her husband told Joseph that he
"did not wish" her to request to be sealed
to Hyrum for time. Truth is sometimes
told by accident, and it may be so in this
instance.
But suppose that the statement is correct that Mrs. Thompson was so sealed,
the date and manner of ceremony are not
given; and if she lived afterward as a wife
to Hyrum Smith, both he and she were
transgressors against both the law of the
land.and the law of God. There can be
no question about this.
HSALT LAKE CITY, Jan. 31st, 1886.
"A. M. M ussER; Dear Brotkar :-Having noticed ill the Deserf!t News an enquiry for testimony
· concerning the revelation on plural marriage,
and having read the testimony of Brother Grover,
it ca,me to my mind that perhaps it would be
right for rrie to add my testimony to his on the
subject of Bro. Hyrum reading it to the High
··Council. I well remember the circumstance. I
·remember he told me he had read it to the breth. xen in his office. He put it into my hands and
left' it with me for several days. l had been
sealed'td him by Brother Joseph a few weeks
previously1 and was well acquainted with almost
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every member of the High Council, and know
Brother Grover's testimony to be correct. Now
if this testimony would be of any use to such as
are weak in the faith or tempted to doubt, I
should be very thankful. Please make use of
this in any way you think best, as well as the
copy of the letter addressed to Joseph Smith, at
Lamoni. Your sister in the gospel,
"MERCY R. THOMPSON.''

Thomas Grover, David Fullmer, Phinehas Richards, James Alred and Leonard
Soby; of these Wm. Marks, A. Cowles
and Leonard Soby, did not accept the testimony of Hyrum Smith, or the revelation.
Mr. Fullmer does not say that Joseph
Smith was present, or that the revelation
was presented for action on the part of
that Council by Joseph the Seer.

This purports to be an extract from a
letter to A. Milton Musser, who has served a term in the Penitentiary for infringing the law of the the United States regardmg polygamy, which letter was pubfo.hed in the Deseret News for January
19th, 1886.
The testimony of Mrs. Thompson in
respect to the reading of the revelation 1s
secondary and not admissable.

"EXTRACT FROM THOMAS GROVER'S LETTER.
"The High Council of Nauvoo was called together by the Prophet Joseph Smith, to know
whether they would accept the revelation on celestial marriage or not.
"The Presidency of the Stake, \Vm. Marks,
Father Coles and the late Apostle Charles C.
Rich, were there present. The following are the
names of the High Council that were present, in
their order, viz: Samuel Bent, William Huntington, Alpheus Cutler, Thomas Grover, Lewis D.
Wilson, David Fullmer, Aaron Johnson, Newel
Knight, Leonard Sobey, Isaac Allred, Henry G.
Sherwood and, I think, Samuel Smith.
"Bro. Hyrum Smith was called upon to read the
revelation. He did so, and after the reading said:
"Now, you that believe this revelation and go
for.th and obey the. same shall be saved, a_nd you
that reject it shall.be damned.''
"We saw this prediction verified in less than one
week. Of the Presidency of the Stake, William
Marks and Father Coles rejected the revelation;
of the Council that were ·present Leonard Sobey
rejected it. From that time forward there was a
very strong division in the High Council. These
three men greatly diminished .in spirit day after
day, so that there was a great difference in the
line of their conduct, .which was perceivable to
every member. that kept the. faith.
."From that time forward we often received· instructions from the Prophet as to what was the
will of the Lord and how to proceed.''

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID FULLMER.
"TERRITORY OF UTAH 1 l
"County of Salt Lake
5 ss,
11 Be it remembered on this fifteenth day of
June, A. D., 1869, personally appeared before me;
James Jack, a Notary Public in and for said
county, David Fullmer, who was by me sworn in
due form of law, and upon his oath saith, that on
or about the· twelfth day of August, A. D. 1843,
while in meeting with the High Council, (he being a member thereof), in Hyrum Smith's brick
office, in the city of Nauvoo, county of Hancock,
state of Illinois, Dunbar Wilson made enquiry ii(.
relation to the subject of a plurality of wives, as
there were rumors about, respecting it, and he
was satisfied there was something in those remarks, and he wanted to know what it was, upon
which Hyrum Smith stepped across the road to
his residence, and soon returned bringing with
him a copy of the revelation on celestial marriage
given to Joseph Smith, Julv 12, A. D. 1843, and
~read the same to the High Council, and bore testimony to its truth. The said David Fullmer
further said that, to the best of his memory.and
belief, the following named persons were present:
Wm. Marks, Austin. A Cowles, Samuel Bent,
Geo. \V. H 1rris, Dunbar Wilson, Wm. Huntington, Levi Jackman, Aaron Johnson, Tho.mas
Grover, David Fullmer, Phinehas Richards,.
James Allred, and Leonard Soby: And the said
Davd Fullmer further saith that Wm. Marks,
Austin A. Cowles and Leonard Soby" were the·
only persons present who did not receive the
testimony of Hyrum Smith, and that all the oth. ers did receive it from the teaching and testimony
of the said Hyrum Smith. And further, that the
copy of said Revelation on Celestial Marriage,
published in the Deseret News extra of September fourteenth,. A. D., 1852, is a true copy of the
same.
DAVID FULLMER.
Sub.scribed and sworn to by the said David
Fullmer the day and year first above written.
JAMES JAcK, Notary Public.

In this extraCt Mr. Grover states that
the High Council was called together by
the prophet Joseph Smith, to know whether they would accept the revelation on
celestial marriage or not. No date is given when this meetihg was held, nor where.
Mr. Grover states that the Presidency of
the Stake, Wm. Marks, A. Cowles and C.
C. Rich, were present. He gives the
names of the High Council present in their
order; Samuel Bent, Wm. Huntington,
Alpheus Cutler, Thomas Grover, Lewis
D. Wilson, David Fullmer, Aaron Johnson, Newel Knight, Leonard Soby, Isaac
Alred, Henry G. Sherwood and Samuel
Smith. Mr. Grover states that two out
of three of the Presidency of the Stake
refused to accepted the revelation·. He
also gives the names of C .. C. Rich, Alpheus Cutler, Newell Knight, Isaac Alred,
Henry G. Sherwood and Samuel Smith,
as members of that council and present at
This affidavit of David Fuliner is not that time, whose names do not appear in
new. It .will be seen that Mr. Fullmer Mr. Fullmer's statement; and Mr. Fullstates th.at the occasion of the reading of mer gives the names of G. W. Harris, Levi
the revelation August 12th, 1843, was an Jackman, P~inehas Richards and James
inquiry started by one Dunbar Wilson, Alred, allowmg the names of L. D. Wilthat upon inquiry Hyrum Smith. stepped son and Dunbar Wilson....to be one and .the
across the road and returned with a copy same man.
of the revelation, and read it~ and bore
Mr. Grover states that Hyrum Smith
·testimony of its truth. He gives the n'1mes read the revelation and then said: "Now,
of Wm. Marks, A. Cowles, Samuel Bent, you that believe this revelation and go forth
· G. W. Harris, Dunbar Wilson, Wm. Hun~ and obey the same shall be saved, and you
tington, Levi Jackman, Aaron Johnson, that reject it shall be damned."
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There is here no pretence of a consideration having .been asked for, or had; just
the bald statement "You that reject it
shall be damned." But the statements of
these two men do not agree, either as to
the composition. of the council, br the
manner of the presentation of the docu- ·
ment.
Mr. Grover states that .he and others
saw the "prediction" of Hyrum Smith
that those who rejected the .revelation
"should be.damned,'; "verified in less than
one week." . What a travesty on truth
this is. Wm. Marks remained true to his
faith in the gospel he bad received up to.
his .death and died. in the midst of believ.ers ·
an.honored and revered man.•. Who can,
wpo q~r~s >.o S~J that .he . is Sl}ffering the
tortures of the damned? Alpheus Cu.tier
did 'not apostatiz~ .but remained true to the
prir{ciples of Mormonism the saine as
hundreds of otherswho could not and did
not ehdorse President B. Y mmg ~nd his;
pe>licy, nor yet th.e Rebrgahiied .Church ..
Mr, Grover states that .Leonard . So by
· apostatized also; but Mr. Littlefield qu0fes 1
this same Mr. Soby in respect to matters;
which will be .shown un~brthy of cred-.
ence; but whether the fault lies with Mr.
Soby or Mr. Littlefield remains to be determined.
"I, Lovina Walker, hereby certfy that while I
was living wfrh Aunt Emma Smith, in Fulton
City, Fulton County, Illinois, in the year 1849,
she told me that she Emma Smith, was pre·sent
arid witnessed the ·marrying or sealing of· Eliza
Partridge, Emily Partridge, Mafia Lawrence,
and Sarah Lawrence to her husband, Joseph
Smith, and that she gave her consent thereto.
"LOVIN A WALKER.
"We hereby 'witness that Lovina Walker'm:ide
and signed the above statement on this 16th day
of June, A. D. 1869, at Salt Lake City, Salt Lake
County, Utah Territory, of her own free wilrarid
accord.
"HYRUM s. WALKER,
"SARAH E. SMITH,
"Jos. F, SMITH."

The statement of Lbvina Walker in respect to what Emma, wife of Joseph
Smith should have told her, is proved incorrect by the statement of Emma herself
who stated that she never was present,
consented to, or knew of any such marriage.
"AFFIDAVIT OF EMILY D. P. YOUNG.
"TERRITORY OF UTAH. (
"County of Salt Lake. 5ss
"Be it remembered that on this first day of
May, A. D. 1869, personally appeared before me,
Elias Smith, Judge of probate for said county,
Emily Dow Partrtrige Young, who was by me
sworn in due form of law, and upon her oath,
saith that on the eleventh day of May, A. D.
I843, at the .city of Nauvoo, county of Hancock,
State of Illinois, she was married (or sealed) to
Joseph Smith, President of the chuach of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by James Adams,
a High Priest in said Church, according to the
laws of the same regulating marriage, in the
presence of Emma (Hale) Smith, and Eliza
Maria Partridge (Lyman).
"EMILY D. P. YOUNG.
"Subscribed and sworn to by the
said Emily D. P. Young, the day
and year first above written.
"E. SMITH, Probate Jud$'e."
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The affidavit of Mrs. Emily D. Young, tending for the faith once . delivered. to the
states that she was married to Joseph Saints,given by Jpseph in Nauvoo, of which I am
Smith in the state of Illinois, "according to a witness. * * * l pray for their wives and chil.the law of the cliurch regulating marriage." dren continually that they [the prisoners] may
This is shown to be false by .the fact be restored to them. * * * The facts as published
that the law of the state of Illinois per- in the [Ogden] Herald are true, referring to. tqe
mitted .no such marriage .under which law interview between Mr. Gurley and myself, and .I
the church was incorporated; and the law refer you to him for a copy of my affidavit. Mr.
of the church was entirely and solely Gurley is very much of a gentleman, and if you
monogamic at the time, May 11th? 1843. . ask for it in my name he will not refuse. *
I
The claim is that the revelation was given have received a number of letters which· I will
July 12th, 1,843 two month.s after this be unable to answer, on this subject. I refer
marriage is ·. said to have taken . place. them all to you.
~i;nmaSmith denies having any know"With great respect
ledge ohuch marriage.
"your humble servant,

**

"Our readers will remember that in the corres"LEONARD SoBY!'•
pondence which passed between Elder Littlefield
In regard to this point it is only necesand Jbseph Smith, Jr., of the Reorganfaed Church,
sary to state that there is no challenge in
some time since, Mr. Smith challenged Elder Litthe letters of Joseph Smith to L. 0 .. Littlefield to give .the names of parties who were
tlefield to give the names .of any .parties
p1;esent a:ilA h~ai::a hie reve1a:uon 'on cetestia1 marwho heard the revelation read before the
riage read before t1\e High .Council at Nauvoo. ·High Council, Mr. Littlefield has made.
A.mong thenames given by Elder Littlefield ,was
this ~tatement his by reproducing it over
that of Lt>.onard Soby. The prophet of the. Rehis own signature. J ostjph Smith did n<?t
organi!!ed Church kn.ew where Mr. Soby resided
so challenge Mr. Littlefield, therefore it
. and instructed a. member of his church in high
can not be so "remembered."
standing to. draw up an affidavit, stating that Mr.
The following letter· from Elder Z. H.
Soby .wa; n;t present at such meeting, a~d never
Gurley will most effectually give the lie to
heard the revelation read.
·
the statement of both Mr .Littlefield arid
,;The affld.avit was d;awn .up under the instrucMr. Soby in regard to the part Joseph
tion of Joseph Smith, Jr.; and Mr. G;urley, who
Smith, of Lamoni, had in the procuring
Mr. Soby's affidavit. It is not worthy of
. was something of a lawyer, called on Mr. Soby at
belief that Mr. Sobv should have so lied
'his hollle in Beverly, New Jersey, and requested
about the matter, apdstate as he may be
.him to sign it. The. affidavit stated that Mr.
called by Mr.. Grover and Mr. Lihlefield.
Soby was present at the High Coun.cil meeting
referred to, but did not hear the revelation read. Joseph Smith. had nothing whatever to
do with the visit of Elder Gurley to
W.hen Mr. Gurley requested Mr. Soby to sign the
Leonard Soby and the proct1rement of an
document, Soby objected, saying he was present
affidavit in any sense, or form whatever.
at the meeting, and heard therevelation read;
11nd could not sign an affidavit 'to the .contrary.
This is answered by Elder Gurley's
This. considerably disconcerted his interlocutor,
letter.
and Mr. Soby added.: "If you will draw up an
"Bro. ':foseph Smith:_;___Jn reply to yours of the
affidavit setting forth that I was there and did
5th inst. I submit the following statement.
hear the .revelation read, I will sign it for you."
"To whom it may concern. This is to certify
Mr. Gurley, however, did not want that kind of
that in the matter of visiting Elder Leonard
testimony, and retired rather crestfallen, but wisSoby, at Beverly N. J., and obtaining his affidae!'; and has since apostatized from the Reorganvit relative to the presenting and reading.before
iied Ch.urch.
the High ,Council at Nauvoo, Ill., of the Church
"]\fr. Soby, quite recently, had business in the
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints by Hyrum
state of Pennsylvania, and while there relate.d the
Smith the revelation on Polygamy, .of which the
occurrence to a gentleman named ·Samuel Harsaid Soby was a member; that Elder Joseph
rison.
Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, had no part nor lot in
"Lenord Soby is about the only person now
the matter whatsoever, that he did not .dictate
living who was present at the High Council
nor direct the wording of any affidavit to be premeeting at which the revelation.on celestial marsented by me to the said Soby, neither had he
riage was read. Hfa home is a~ Beverly, New
any knowledge of my visit to him nor of any inJersey. Ogden Herald, Jan. 5, 1886.
tention on my part so to do until.after it took
A few weeks ago I addressed a letter to Mr.
place. And be it remembered, that I did not preLeonard Soby, asking him to furnish what facts
sent to Mr. Soby any affidavit for his signature
he had in possession relative to the Revelation
other than the one which he signed, (and which
on Celestial Marriage having been read before
affidavit is still in my possession) hence the
the High Council at Nauvoo. To this letter Mr.
statement& of Mr. L. 0. Littlefield published in
Soby returned the following, which I give entire
Tke Utah ':foitrnal for the 27th ult. so far as they
with the exception of small portions which are
profess to give the account of my interview with
not of public interest:'
Mr. Soby are untrue and a misrepresentation of
the facts. Very truly yours for truth,
"LEONARD SOBY'S LETTER."
z. H. GURLEY.
"BEVERLY, N.J.,Jan. 21, 1886.
PLEASANTON, Iowa, March 10th, 1886.
"Dear Brother Littlefield:-I inclose you five
«Sometime last summer Mrs. Willis, of Lehi,
dollars for the benefit of. those who are in prison.
Although I am thousands of miles away and
Utah county, Utah, visited my home in company
have never seen them; yet I know the spirit with Mrs. Robert Bain and while there, in conversation upon Nauvoo matters, Mrs. Willis
they manifested in, going there was the true
spirit of sacrifice, and I rejoice over them and
stated, without any hesitation, and in the most
positive terms, that at the time she was mar·
so do the holy angels in heaven. You are con-
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ried to Bro. Ira Willis, she was, in fact, the
'Yi<lo'Y of Joseph Smith, the martyred prophet.
That she had bee.n sealed to him (Joseph Smith)
and became, in the full meaning of the term, his
wife, according to the sacred order of celestial
ma~riage. 'she stated that when Brother Wil.lis
rece.ived ·her in marriage he fully understood
that he was marrying a widow; that their. associatjon · together would end with this life, and
that in the morning of the resurrection she
would pass from him to the society of her deqeased husband. Mrs. Willis' maiden name was
Melissa Lott. She is the daughter of Cornelius
Lott, a man well kno:w.n in the church and rµust
be also by the President of the Reorganized
Church. That geµtleman can address and interrogate her if he wishes, as I have furnished her
~area

will

·

·

''I
brjefly allude to one more case iµ connection .~ith 'Yhich, l?y request, i shall withhold
nNnes: A lady in Nauvoo, with whom I was
we)! ~cquainted,. stated to me that. s.he had been
~.ealed to Joseph Smi.th by the law of celestial
rµarri,age. I have special evidence that this lady
~old m.e t.he tru1th. Aside from this, I knew it:i
Nauvoo, by report and circumstantial evidence,
ql s.ome eight or te,n, ladies who were his wi,ves,
atpoµg whom on a· former occasion, I g;we ~o
Jo5eph S11;1it,h, of Lamoni, the names of Eliza R.
S1w,w, Lucy W11)k,er.and Emily Partridge. Tlwse
ladies are highly respepted residents of Salt. Lake
Ci.ty, and can .be .addressed.
"Persons. d.esjrous. of being placed in correspondence with a reliable party who officiated in
the ordinance of celestial marriage, under .the
personal instructions of the Prophet Joseph
Smith, are respectfully referred to Mr;. Bates
Noble, Bountiful, Davis county, Utah."
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endeavoring to tear away this fa)se covering.
Their leader is a son of that great man, and hence
my solicitude for his good is easily awaken.ed.
Would to God he 'vould present himself before
the Lord and the church properly, that his abilities might be directed in building up the great
latter-day work. But he seems, thus far, 'to be
bent upon a course which wilf eventuat~·in disaster and bring him to regrets and heart pangs
during the great eternities 'Yhich lie bef~re Js
all. He may consieer my anxiety meddlesome
and officious but when he comes to know his
father's principles and practices as I know them,
T shall meet his approval. Jie will yet know
that the Lord revealed through Ms father the
doctrine of Celestial marriage, but that may not
be until, on the other side of the van; he meets,
face to face, hi~ honored parent
Mr. Editor, having now fille_d all the space you
can well spare, I .. will close by ~ubmitting. this,
the main portion of e~idence at my comm~rtci, tb
the careful and candid consideration of the' thousands who entertain fe~li~g~ ~f i~terest upon thi~
important question. Hoping that the friends of
the Reorganized Church will candidly consider
these facts with t.he s.a1ne kindly motives w!)ich
;i.~tuate me, I s~p~cribe myself.
,
..
'
£1:ien,d.to aH 'the,hl.1m.an race,
"L; 0. LITTLEFIELD."

'· · · · ·"i.

Mr. Littlefield echoes the seo,tir:µe.Q..t of
Mrs. Thompson in being ~x.erdsed by
solicitude for the spiritual welfare of
Joseph Smith, of Lamoni. This man of '
Lamoni, .has gone to the :Lord tir:µe an.d
,time,aga_in, vvith, ·_therp_atters of plural, celes.tial and polygamous mar:ri:;ige and· his
duty as the son of the Seer in reference to
those things; he haS invariably ii1>eri . from
. It is .not necessary to state anything at such devotio~al inqtJiry ~ith t,:h,e \ln~wer
present in regard to these statements about first given to him, ''It is u<;>f of nte."
celestial widows and turning wives over vVhat more could Mr, Littlefield, or other
to men in the resurrection. Time will .of those polygamous champions ask of a_ny
show mapy of these statements to be man; · If whet': the son of tl:w S~.ei goes
human and erroneous, Mr. Littlefield has to God with' petitiop.s and pfoadin,gs upon
trained in a school in which the statements questions of suc.h in;:iportance as· Mr. Lit.tieof the priesthood have gone unquestio,n,ed, field .claims. this. awful question of celestial
and these statements have passed current mar,riage to be, and God ch~o~es to answer
that· sori adversely ' to Mr. Littl.efield's
as facts.
"l would ngt, perhaps, direct my remarks so : .qpi_nion; is the son.. 9f Jb¢ Seer to b.e bla,m~d
for su.d1. divine direction. The .answer of
pointedly .to the Reorganized Church had not
God to the inquiry of the son of the Seer,
the Saints' Herald been so prompt to endorse the
as stated above' has been and isthe basis
scandalous and unprincipled letter published in
and reasbn for the' covrse. he' h:ll.~· been pu'rthe Inter:ob~a~. Furthermore, the leaders and
suing-. · It is because of this, that t.he son of
elc:Ier~ of ~hat orgiiµizati<>n .are an,d have been
the See.r refuses to' accept ofmy,thical, fartraversingthe coiv1:try 11nd the midn burthen of
fetched hearsay evidence.
tl~eir preachine is to, c:Ira,w a' line of distinction
ln conclusion, Whycdo,es nQt Mr.>Little.betwe,en themselves and the Church of Jesus
field,
or some <me of equal~ or superior frnChrist pf Latter-Day Saints, whos.e headquarters
portance in tJ:ie polygamic churchm~,et .the
a,re in Utah. They use this as a qobby, seemingissue made by Joseph Smith, o.f Lamoni;
ly to intensify the prejudice. which gover,nment
that.is, that the law of God; the revelations
officials and unprincipled politicians are working
to the church;' the ex\}11lple and commands
hard to create against us. We are willing this
of God to man for near s,ix thousand years,
line 9f demarkation ~hould be drawn if they
them condemn plural marriage; that
all
would draw it fairly. But when they assume to Joseph and Hyrum Smith; if practicing
be the true exponents of the doctrines of the
polygamy at .all did, so in direct divergence
Prophet Joseph and .that the Utah leaders are
from the rules aµd revelatigris of God to
i~p9sing upon the People by. setting forth that
the church, and in' violation of th.e law .of
the)and. · · · · · ..
· · · ..
the revelation on Celestial marriage '"·as reveale.i:l
through him, then the Utah Saints, who under· Again, Why does not Mr; Littlefield
stand thii; matter in its true ljght, cannot refraip.
show oy the records of the High Council
from corre.cting thei;n. I for one, .knowing that .what action was had befo,i;e it in regard to
their h;ader, in.this regard at least, oc.cupies an
the 'reading of the. ~eveiatiqn, anlf its conincdrr~ct pos~\ion, w;ulc:l be ~orally culpable by- si4erfitio.n by that ~ody: .· 1'he . record must
fqre Q:Qq,were. I not tg u~e ll;ly pen an\.\ v9icein ,h~Y:e, Pe::~m ·. ~ept, if f1C<:J,1fi\,Cy fl~cl cert~inty
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were aimed at, as in other things. It is
far more within the r.ealm of consistency
to believe that had such a revelation been
received by Joseph Smith from God, he
would have placed that document before
the proper tribunals, and the High Colmcil was not the first body to which it
should have been presented. The records
of those tribunals should have shown day
and d:;ite, and circumstance of the presentation, with an attested copy of the document itself and the fate which it met. Instead of Hyrum Smith's dogmatic "he that
rejects this shall be damned;" the prayerful inquiry should J:iave been, "0 Lord,
show thy servants of this Council whether
this be of Thee.'' The document should
have 'been examined clause by clause, and
compared with .the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. An
open, unbiased discussion of its merits
should have been had. A documeµt 'of
such a character, that it was to revolutionize the teaching of the Elders, and the
practice of the church; to disrupt the opinions and lifelong prejudices of the refined,
cultured, delicate, and sensitive men a.nd
women then ih the church arid afterward
to coll!e into it, t<;> .r~nd~r n1;1&:atory and i,noperabve the positive and direct commands
of God to the .. cfatrch. arid give the lie tO
the tocsin of the preficberi;;' of the new
faith; "God is an . unchangeable God;
therefore the go.spel is restored, as it was
i)l ~l}nst'~ day;" . spch \l d~cµmei;it S;h,ot,tli,l
riever' have come· in by stealth, or beet\
fastened upon the people by such a dogn;:iatic coµrse; a.s has b,een confessedly pµi;s,µe<;l '\"ith the so called revelatio.n on cefos~
tial ntarriage.
Besides this; supposing Mr. Grov.er's
statement to be correct that such a; docµt;nent was presented to the . Council; then
apply the test as given to. the .Twelve
by Toseph the Seer, and state.cl by Orson
Hyde in Septen;:iber,.. 1844, ;it the .trial of
Sidµey Rigdon; which is as follows:
"There. is a way by which all rfvelations
purporting to be from God through a,ny
man can be tested. Brother Joseph gave
u,s th.e plan; says .he, when all the quorums
a,re assembled and organized in order, let
the re".elation be presented to the quorums.;
if.it pass one let it go to an.other, and if it
pass that, to another, a.nd so on until it has
passed all the quorums; and if it pass the
whole without runn,ing against a snag,
you may know it is of God. But if it rrtns
against a snag, then says he, it wa.nts enquiring'iuto; you must see to it.''
H then the revelation :wa,s presented to
the Presidency of.the Sta~e and two thirds
of that body rejected it; and then it rztJ;Z
against a snag in the High Co.uncil, there
may be reasons why it was not presented
to any other quorum. Orson Hyde asked
of the people; "why was not the revelations
of Sidney presented to the Quorums?" This
questicm may be repeated. about this on.e
in coi;it:i:oversy-,-why was. it not presented
to the quorums? If .such a revelation bad
beeµ received.and pre~ented in good .faith
to the quorums in due course and .regula~
fqrm, Mr~ Littlefield and others wpuldJi,ever resort to the poor and secondary evig,eJ}ce
. fls
,is prei;;ente~
~n. th~.fl:r~ic;le to wl:lic;h
th~•
,; n-·
.
. . ,
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is a reply; but the record itself, day, date,
the fact of presentation, the circumstances
of defence and rejection, and the vote for
and against it would long since. have been
presented.
.
·
Mr. Littlefield, whether by counsel with
,
his brethren, or on his' own motion, has
ptit this effort forth to present the best evidences in his, or their possession that the
revelation was received and properly accredited.· The subject matter of the article
has been sent to a great number of the
brethren in pamphlet form, and any one
can see that Mr; Littlefield does not meet
the issue but dodges, and assumes to get
rid of the article of Bro. T. W • Smith by
styling it "the scandalous and unprincipled
letter published in the Inter- Ocean."
"Report and circumstantial evidence,"
which Mr. Littlefield relies on to prove
that there were "eight or ten ladies who
were wives to Joseph Smith," would, if
taken, damn every polygamic defender of
the faith, in the United States court and
out of it. But it shows the strait to which
these polygamists are reduced in defence
against the Reorganized Church, in its
promulgation of the original faith.
JOSEPH SMITH.
LAMONI,

Iowa, March 29th, 1886.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
APRIL 6TH TO 17TH, 1886.

THE forty-eighth annual conference of the
Church of Christ, being also the thirtyfourth since its reorganization, convened
at Lamoni, Iowa, at ten o'clock on Tuesday, April 6th, 1886.
Bro. W.W. Blair called the assembly to
order, and asked the will of the body as to
organization for the session. It was moved
that we proceed to organize permanently,
and by further motions the following named were chosen as the officers of the conference :-Bro.Joseph Smith as president,
Bro. W. W. Blair as assistant president,
Bro. H. A. Stebbins as secretary, and Bro.
John Scott as assistant secretary. Following this, brethren M. H. Forscutt and N.
W. Smith were appointed as choristers and
Sr. Lucy L. Lyons as organist; brethren
Frank Dillen, Frank Cochran,] oseph Upton, A. J. Moore and \Villiam Nichols as
ushers, and John Wahlstrom and Edward
Glassford as janitors. Bro. D. F. Lambert
was appointed as reporter, to take the full
text of sermons during the conference, and
of such other matter as may be desired
verbatim.
Brethren John Chisnall, W. J. Smith,
John Smith, Hiram Rathbun and R. J.
Anthony were appointed as committee on
credentials.
The formal service was opened by singing "The morning light is breaking," and
prayer was offered by Bro. Columbus Scott.
Questions were asked and answered concerning credentials, after which the committee in this matter retired to confer and
to prepare their report to present this aft~rnoon.

· Theµ fresillent Stllitfi s:po1';e 1;lpQn the

work and upori certain characteristics of it
and of the laborers therein, givi'ng some
wise admonition and insttuction. He then
called upon brethren I. L. Rogers, J. H.
Lake and G. A. Blakeslee, and they each
spoke in confirmation of the truth as it is
in Christ, and concerning the things necessary for us to do as ministers and as a people. After that the hymn "We thank thee,
Lord, for grace and gifts" was sung, a.nd
adjournment had till afternoon.

that W.W. Whiting, John Hawley, B. Salisbury,
C. E. Butterworth and J. T. Turner were appointed as delegates, with a representation of n9
members, but their credentials are reported· as
lost. We recommend that they be admitted as
delegates to this conference.
..
The appointment of Joseph. Smith by the Gallatin Branch not being according to the Rules
of Representation is hereby referred to the conference.
Your committee hereby call the attention pf
the conference .to the large numb~r of m.embers
left without representation, because of not befog
allowed to be counted.
·
·

J OIIN

At half-past one o'clock President Blair
requested the quorums to be seated in their
proper order on the right, left, and at the
front of the stand. The hymn beginning,
"Lord of the harvest hear," was sung, and
prayer was offered by Bro; H.iram Rathbun.
The report of the committee on credentials was .read and its adoption moved with
proviso that the committee be continued
till their work is finished.
COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS.
The committee on credentials find that the
various districts and isolated branches are entitled
to delegates and votes as follows:
Canada, Kent and Elgin: J. H. Lake ........ 11
California, Northern: A. H. Smith .......... 20
California, Southern: D.S. Mills, H. L. Holt,
Wm. Howland, S. Dungan, C. Howland... 18
Idaho, Malad: R. J. Anthony............... 3
Illinois, Kewariee: J. Chisnall, M. T. Short,
M. H. Forscutt, J. W. Terry, B. Sumption. 8
Illinois, Northern:. I. L. Rogers, J. S. Patterson, J.C. Foss ........................... 27
Nauvoo and String Prairie: H. C. Bronson,
Eliza Newberry,. ........................ 14
Iowa, Decatur: J. R. Evans, H. A. Stebbins,
. J. R. Lambert, A. Reese, J. Hammer ...... 44
Iowa, DesMoines: J. S. Roth, R. Etzenhouser, N. A. Baker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I6
Iowa, Fremont: S. S. Wilcox, H. Kemp, W.
Gaylord, John Goode, W. C. Matthews .... 13
Iowa, Galland's Grove: "1·. W. Whiting, John
Hawley, B. Salisbury, C. E. Butterworth,
J. T. Turner ............................. 28
Iowa, Little Sioux: J.C. Crabb, C. Derry, J.
W. Wight, W. C. Cadwell, Alice Cobb .... 26
Iowa, Pottawattamie: Hans Hansen, C. A.
Beebe. H. N. Hansen.... .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. I6
Kansas, Central: Griffith George . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Kans:is, North-Western: A. H. Parsons, W.
Cairns ................................. 10
Kansas, Spring River: J. T. Davies.... . . . . . IO
Maine, Eastern: F. M. Sheehy......... . . . . . 8
Massachusetts: Johri Smith, M. H. Bond, U.
W. Green, James Halsteao, J. N. Ames .... 25
Michigan, Southren: E. Whaley, W. Lockerby, John Shook, G. A. Blakeslee .......... I I
Minnesota. Northern: f. R. Anderson....... 5
Missouri, Far West: John T. Kinnaman, Wm.
Lewis, Wm. T. Bozarth, J. D. Flanders, S.
Butl1tr .................................. 2I
Missouri, Independence: F. G. Pitt, T. W.
Chatburn, F. C. \Varnky, \V. J. Smith, I.
N. White ............................... 2I
Missouri, Nodaway: James Thomas, R. K.
Ross, C. C. Nelson, Arthur Hailey........ 5
Missouri, St. Loufa: W. 0. Thomas ......... 20
N ebra~ka, Central: C. H. Derry . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Nebraska, Northern: W. M. Rumel. ........ I2
Nebraska, Southern:: R. White, R; M. Elvin,
J. W. Waldsmith, L. Anthony, J.B. Gouldsmith ................................... 15
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: W. H. Kelley.. 4
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh: E. L. Kelley, G.
T. Griffiths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Texas, Central: H. C. Smith, I. N. Roberts... 5
Wisconsin, Western; A. V. Closson......... 4
Lake Crystal (Minn.) Branch: E. A. Steadman r
Total ..................... 448
We find that by the minutes of the Galland's
Grove conference, held March 5th, 6th and 7th,
a.sappt;a;f~ in t4~ lf~rqld c\a\ed ¥'\n:n z7th~ rS861

CHISNALL.
W.J. SMI'fH.
JoHN SMITH.

Bro. E. L. Kelley objected to the South~
ern Michigan district having. a credit of
only 286 members, and asked that the report be corrected to read 300 members.
On his motion this was done. Bro..W:
H. Kelley moved that he be privileged to
represent the Philadelphia district, he hav~
ing been chosen by it, and that his name
be taken from among th~ delegates of the
Southern Michigan district. This motion
also prevailed, as did a mot.ion to correct
the error on the credentials of the delegates
from the Fremont district, whereby a representation for only 144 members was
mentioned, whereas it should be 344, as
the delegates and the Church Recorder
alike testified. A motion that Pres. Smith
represent the Gallatin branch, a:s chosen
by them to do, was defeated on the ground
that it is in an organized district. Bro, E.
L. Kelley questioned the correetness of the
report that there are so many members in
the Northern Illinois district, but the committee read the certificate and answ·ered
satisfactorily. Then the motion to adopt
prevailed.
The report of t.he Secretary and Recorder of the Church was read.
The fact of the reorganization of. the
First Chicage Branch was mentioned and
insertion of it made. Several brethren
made remarks or asked questioi;is concerning the report, and it stood approved.
The rest of the afternoon was spent in
reading the reports of the brethren.
President Smith suggested that the morn~
ing preaching during the conference be to
the Church, and that of the evenirg to the
people who are without. He then appoint~
eel Bro. W. W. Blair to preach this evening.
Secretary Stebbins called the roll ofthe
ex-officio members of Conference and added the names of those present which he
had not already, placing each quorum in
its order. .As still further added to later
the list is complete as follows, of those attending this session:
EX OFFICIO MEMBERS.
OF O'JIE Fm•T PRESIDENCY: Joseph Smith, W. W, Blair.
OF THE TwEINE: J. H. Lake, Jamee Cnffall, J. R. Lambert, E. C. Briggs, A. H. Smith, W. H. Kelley.
OF THE HIGH PRIESTS.

Charles Derry,
M. H. Forscutt,
I. L. Rogers.
G. A. Blakeslee,
R. C. Elvin,

David Dancer,
S.S. Wilcox,
W. H. Blair,
J.C. Crabb,
George Derry.

J. A. Mcintosh,
J. W. Chatburn,
E. Robinson.
Henry A. Stebbin.s.

OF THE SEVENTY.

E. C. Brand,

J. S. Patterson,
J. T. Davies,
J. W. Gillen,
Heman C. Smith,
Columbus Scott,
H. N. Hansen,
~- ~. ~o!t 1 ·

G. T. Griffiths,
R. J. Anthony,
M. T. Short,
J. L. Bear,
I. A. Bogue,
J. H. Hansen,
A.H. Parsons,
J, S· ftoth, ·

B. V. Springer,
J.C. Foss,

I. N. Roberts,
W. T. Bozarth,
C. II. Jones,
M. II. Bond,

W. J. Smith,
Joh~ Sm\t~
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Henry Kemp,
A. J. Moore,

W. M. Rumel,
F. M. Sheehy.

I. N. White.

FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Geo. Adams,
Wm. Anderson,
S. V. Bailey,
0. J. Bailey,
E. Banta,
H. Bartlett,
H. C. Bronson,
,John Chisnall,
J.P. Dillon,
R. M. Elvm,
E .•J. French,
Hans Hansen,

John Johnston,
E. L. Kelley,
Robert Lyle,
M. McHarness,
A. W. Moffett,
Wm. Newton,
Thomas Nutt,
F. G. Pitt.
J.M. Putney,
Henry C. Smith,
J. S. Snively,
J. W. Terry,

IL N. Snively,
Edwm Stafford,
James Thomas,
0 B. Thomas,
S. F. Walker,
Alfred White,
Valentine White,
Stephen Wood,
Joseph Boswell,
A. B. Moore,
M. H. Gregg,
A. S. Cochran.

SECOND QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Horace· Church,
Thomas },ranee,
Henry Hart,
Stephen Maloney,

]'. C. Warnkey,
Geo. Wilson,
D. F. Lambert,
W. C. Nirk.

J. W. Wight,
J. A. Davis,
J, H. Merriam,

THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Wm. N. Abbott,
Levi Anthony,
George B1rd,
T. W. Chatburn,
J. R. Evans,

J. T. Kinnaman,
Daniel Munns,
John Goode,
D. J. Powell,
John Hawley.

B. Salisbury,
J. W. Waldsmith,
R. L. Ware,
Robert Young,

!'OURTH QUORUM OF: ELDERS.
Samuel Crum,
J. D. Flanders,

C. W. Prettyman, J.P. Knox,
Hiram Rathbun, Wm. Hopkins.

F:IFTH QUORUM OF: ELDERS.
J. R. Anderson,
T. J. Bell,
A. V. Closson,
R. Etzenhouser,
N.Stamm.
Samuel Ackerley,
Marcus Shaw,
·

L. L. Babbitt,
A. N. Bishop,
Emsley Curtis,
Lewis Gaulter,

I. P. Bag-gerly,
N. A. Baker,
N. N. Hazelton,
John Pett,

IN NO QUORUM.
Levi Atkinson,
T. F. Stafford.

W. C. Matthews,

At half-past seven in the evening, while
the immense throng was gathering the
choir a.nd congregation joined in singing-,
"Hark, hark, the word to you is given"
with great earnestness. The regular exercises were opened by singing, "The
morning breaks, the shadows flee," and
prayer was offered by Bro. R. M. Elvin.
President Smith had charge of the services. "Soon may the last glad song arise,"
was sung. The sermon was by President
Blair.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7TH.

There was no morning prayer meeting
but at half-past ten o'clock Bro. Tohn A.
Mcintosh preached. "Come let us anew
our journey pursue," was sung and prayer
was offered by Bro. J. W. Chat burn. He
gave an encouraging testimony after Bro.
Mcintosh closed.
At half-past one o'clock Pres. Smith
called the assembly to order, and after singing, Bro. T. F. Stafford offered prayer.
The minutes of yesterday were read and
;ipproved.
The committee on credentials presented
an additional report. It was read and will
be found incorporated with the report of
yesterday.. . ,
The following report from the Apostles'
Quorum was read by the secretary:
QUORUM OF TWELVE REPORT.
The members of the Quorum of Twelve
present, met at the residence .of Bro. Wm: Hopkins. At this meeting the following request was
moved, and is hereby presented to conference,
desiring action upon the request, respectfully
submitted.
Whereas, at the last session of General Conference the body assembled, refused to sustain
"as membe.rs of the Quorum of Twelve," J. W.
Briggs and Z. H. Gurley; and whereas, no cause
was assigned, or charges perferred showing :why
they should not have .been sustained, and :whereas
it is a rule, in justice and law, that any person
accused is entitled to a hearing upon the allega~ion brought against him. And where there is.
. n,9 (;bi\r~e a~ainst a person, he js <;oµ~i\lered free,

and should not be held in jeopardy. Resolved
that we request again the General Conference to
show cause why the body refused to sustain those
members of the Quorum of Twelve or release
them from further embarassment.
Also, we respectfully report: Whereas, the
Quorum of Twelve for cause, passed a vote of
censure upon brethren J. W. Briggs, Z. H. Gurley and E. C. Briggs, at the last session of conference, for absenting themselves from the councils of the quorum, demanded an explanation
for such treatment of the quorum, and the church;
and whereas, Bro. E. C. Briggs has appeared before the quorum and made explanation, and assigned reasons why he was not present, which
show that there was no intention upon his part
to avoid duty or ignore the members of the quorum, or the claims of the conference; therefore,
resolved, that we accept .his explanation as a
proper. apology and release him from further
censure.
A. H. SMITH, Sec:

The clause in the report concerning
Bro. E. C. Briggs was considered and its
adoption moved. The matter was discussed
and the motion to adopt prevailed. It was
then moved that a committee of five be
appointed by the body to draft and present
the reasons why the two brethren mentioned were not sustained at the last General Conference. This prevailing, the following brethren were put in nomination to
act upon said committee, namely, W. W.
Blair, M. H. Forscutt, J. W. Chatburn, J.
C. Crabl;i, A. H. Smith, E. C. Brand, E.
L. Kelley and Charles Derry. The latter
peremptorily declined, and the vote being
taken concerning; the others the choice rested upon Brn. Forscutt, Crabb, Chatburn,
Brand and Kelley, and they were instructed to .report as early as practicable.
PRESIDENTS OF SEVENTY.

The following report from the preside
ents of Seventy was read, and it was resolved that it be made the special order
for Friday afternoon.
On April 2d, as per call by our senior president, and concurred in by the First Presidency of
of the church, six of us met for the purpose of
c·:>nsidering the choosing ot men to fill ·the office of Seventy, as provided in the law. We
have held six meetings, and carefully and prayerfully considered each name, which will be presented separately. Each one has received our
unanimous approval; and we pre•ent them to
the body, respectfully asking that they be ordained. They are.: r Myron H. Bond, 2 George H.
Hilliard, 3 Henry Kemp, 4 Joseph Luff, 5 Joseph
F. Burton, 6 John Alfred Davies, 7 Hiram L.
Holt, 8 Willard J. Smith, 9 Hans N. Hansen, ro
John Smith, I I Isaac .N. 'White, 12 Evan A.
Davies, I3 Alonzo H. Parsons, 14 Peter Anderson, 15 Arthur Leverton, 16 Thomas D.aily, 17
Thomas Taylor, (Eng)-, IS Luther R. Devore,
19 Richard S. Salyards, 20 John Arthur Davies,
21 Amos J. Moore, 22 Wm. M. Rumel, 23 John
S. Roth, 24 Frank M. Sheehy. These names
were read before the quorum. on the 7th inst.,
and were. unanimously approved by them, except in the case of one name, which received
only one negative vote.
We respectfully ask that this matter be considered as early as practicable, for the following
reasons: rst. We wish those of them present to
meet with us in our deliberations during . the
present session of conference. 2d. We. wish to
present them to the quorum of Twelve, when
missions are considered. 3d. If these ordinations
are ordered, it will interfere with the present organization of some of the Elders' quorums, and
we .wish· them to have sufficent time to fill vacan-.
cies in their. quorums occasioned by these ordinations.
For the information of the body, we will say
there are now in the quorum only thirty-nine
men, conseq1.1entl,r if these twent,r-tonr i\f\! 9f:
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dained the quorum will lack seven of being
complete.
E. C. BRAND, President.
HEMAN C. SMITH, Sec'y.

Secretary Stebbins read reports of the
ministry.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Pres. J. Smith read the following statement from the Bishop concerning the finances of the church:Herewith I submit to you the annual financial
statement of the church, embracing the business
transacted by my agents and myself, for the
church the past year.
At the beginning of the fiscal year, just closed,
the outlook was very discouraging. Certain
things that had occurred in the body the preceding year and over which this department had not
control, had influenced the minds of the Saints
so as to cause a check in their readiness to sustain the work. Through unwise counsel in many
parts they had been tempted to say, "we will stand
and see," forgetting that before one is justified
of the Master in taking such a position as this,
that he must have first exhausted every means of
righting the wrongs, if such there were, that the
laws and rules as established by the Master provid.es; and it was under this discouraging state
that the Bishopric set out upon their work.
The first half of the year we tried to meet,
wherever we could, the. Saints, and overcome the
false .ideas that had obtained, botk as relating to
tke position of tke ck.urck toucking tke matter <if titkes
and qfferiaigs, and tke manner and rt{les governing
in tke paying out ef tke jnnds received.
The Saints favored us wherever we were able
to meet them with a fair hearing, and to-day,
whatever of the many causes that have aided in
producing the result, I am thankful that,-both
from my report, the many lettersreceived almost
daily, and personal assurances to me by many
whom I have met,-I am justified in saying to
you that the future of my department is encouraging and hopeful.
To-day we should have in the treasury a reserve fund of at least one hundred thousand dollars; and from my observations in traveling
among the Saints, I am satisfied that if all make
an effort to comply with the law as Christ has
established it, the time is but short when this
will be realized. There is important work for us
to do, just as soon as we shall have placed ourselves in the position to accomplish it; and in
these times no Latter'Day Saint should hesitate
to do all in his power to help the work move for.ward. The gospel must. be preached. It requires
not only men, but means .to do this.
I desire to call the attention of the conference
to the fact that much injury has resulted to the
treasury the past year, and former years,. by reason of Elders leaving their fields of labor, as appointed by the church, and traveling in all parts
of the country.
This is done in some instances under the claim
that they can get funds by so doing, and they go·
expecting the brethren, or. my agents, to contribute to the expense of such travels. The result
has been two-fold for evil.
1. It has taken the means that otherwise would
have rema.ined in the treasury to supply those
who were appointed to the districts to labor and
to aid the work locally.
2. It has not benefitted the Elder who thus employed his time, materially, for the reason that
the means collected is paid out for traveling expenses. And it is very singular, that a person
who is representing a faith that holds out the direction of the ministry in its work by the Holy
Spirit, should permit such influences as that of
gathering up collections to turn hini from his
duties under the law.
It is the firm determination of the Bishopric of
this church to try to supply the families of all
Elders placed as laborers in the field, and we request that in the appointment of the ministry,
(except as to those who are compelled to have a
general eversight), t.hat their territory be limited
more than heretofore, and .that after reaching
their fields of labor they be direded to travel
without purse or scrip in: these fields and preach,
a,nq
tl!µ§.!eave
the
meaney heretofore µsed
iq
tni.v·
l ;1 ~;
''
I _;
i, ~ i); _,, I
l,
,
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•
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el,ing to s,upply t.he families o.f other Elders who
ruay tjlus be plflced in the field.
'
' '. .
Ap Elder, who i~ a true laborer, can do more
good in confining his laborst~ ,four cou~ties than
to four states; if not cumbered with the care of
the churches, and by the observance. of these
common ,rules, th~ ministry mig!it be greatly
augmented as to rrnrrlpers. . In ,years past, possibl;)"' s\rch a: restriction; from the circumsta:rtces
surrbunding, might have been impracticable; but
now I submit that it seems plausible to· ~his de:

pa.J.!he~~cf ~~e~~~et!s ffafelihg a:tilbng th'e Saints,
:i~d uiiwisely, if. Ii:ot for t~e purpose df ,ihj~~.f·

picturing out their great needs, and. tha.t of their
families, has t.hrown great distfost upon the wdrk.
Elde'rs ought to be instructed that such conduct
wHI be, reported. They have a right to rely upon
the treaspry fot' the s~pport of their fa~ilies,
and .if they perform their work, and the Bishop
does riot his, thefrremedy is easy to make a case
andpresent itto'the body for redress. But.I beHeve there. will be no cause, if the minis fry will
riot interfere with Hie. tteasury from whkh they
expect ,thiS sustenance.
Praying efe~ for. th.e good of the work, arid the
welfare of. tl\e ministry and Saints, I am, in
bonds, your fellow-laborer;
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
Bisltop ef tfze Cliuri:lt.

The financial report a'ccotnpanying it
was received and referred to a committee
of three to audit the same. The chair appointed brethren R. M. Elvin, J ohp Smith
and O. B. Thomas, as said committee.
The resignation of Bro~ Samuel Rector
as an Elder and. also as Bishop's ageht was
read, and on motion it was laid on the table
subject to call.
A petition from Bro. L. L. Babbitt for a
rehearing was pres-ented and ' on motion
referred to a committee. Brethren Chas;
Derry, H. L. Holt and J. W. Chatburn
were appointed to consider it.
A document from Bro. F. W. Curtis vs.
the PTea:saht Grove Branch, Missouri, was
presented and referred to the Presidency,
it being stated that the other papers in the
case were available for investigation in
connection with it.
President Smith read a letter from Bro.
W. Vickery, in .which he stated tha.t he
had been appointed by conference of 1866,
which appointment he refused and neglected to take, and for which disrespect he
asked pardon; and it was resolved that the
brother be released from the appointment,
and that pardon be granted as he requests,
The committee on "Sanheden's Banner"
reported:
We, the undersigned, being appointed ih connection with Bro. Peter Anderson a committee
for Sandltedans Banner, and having as we think,
served as far as practicable, and believing our
continuance will be of no benefit to the paper, we
therefore ask to be relieved, and suggest that the
Sa~dltedens Banner be issi1ed under the auspices
of the Board of Publication, and we heartly pray
for its success.
We ask indulgence, to further add to our report on the Banner. We think Bro. P. Anderson
should have what financial aid necessary, to enable him to prosecute the editorial work of the
Banner. Further; whereas, in our last appeal
for financial aid, we said that all moneys given,
whether for subscription or donations, would be
credited, which Bro. Anderson says has not been
done; we therefore suggest that a receipt for all
moneys be given in the Banner.
JAMES CAFl>ALL, H. N. HANSEN.

Discussion was had as to the best course
to pursue, but it was finally resolved to
adopt and to discharge the two of the
committee named.

A petition from Oregon for .laborers to
be sent there, also a· letter to Bro. A. H.
Smith, wer~ read and referred to the
Twelve. The following documents were
also referred to that quorum, nam~ly: A
request froip the Pembroke Branch,
Dakotah, that it' and the other Dakotah
branch be either organized into a. district
or el~e be attached to Orie ofthe Western
Iowa districts; a petition from the branch
at St.Josepl:ij Missouri, that a minister be
appointed by the conference and located
iii that city; a petition from Council
B,Iuffs, Iowa, Branch, that Bro. J. F. Mc, Dowell be appointed to labor there; a
· petition from the Central Texas District
for the rea:ppoi'ntment of Brn. Heman C.
Smith a:rid I. N~ Roberts to the South
Western Mission.
An appeal from the branch at Cameron,
Ontario, concerning certain ordinations
was referred to the Presidency.
Certain preambles and. a resolution on
the authority to ordain Elders .in organized districts were laid on the table for future consideration.
Bro; H. C; 1;3ronson presented the name
of Philip W~ Ferguson, a member of the
old organization, for acceptance in the Reorganized' Church, and on motion he was
accepted; as was also Franklil]. Allen;
whose name.and claims were presented by
Bro. R. Etzenhouser.
Announcements .were made, hymn 229
was sung and adjournment had.
At the evening service the sermon was
by Bro. John Smith of New Bedford,
Massachusetts. He wa:s assisted by Brn.
Robert Young of DesMoines, Iowa, and
I. N. White of Clinton, Missouri.
THURSDAY, APRIL 8th.

At nine o'clock a prayer nieeting was
held, Brn. J. M. Putney and T. F. Stafford being in charge. The sermon at half
past ten o'clock was preached by Bro.
Joseph Smith. His assistant was Bro.
Hiram :Rathbun.
The afternoon session was opened by
singing, "0 Lord, thy people bless'."
Prayer was offered by Bro. James Caffall,
after which the secretary read the minutes
of yesterday's session.
The committee on credentials made an
additional report which was received and
added to first report.
The following document from Bro. J.
W. Briggs, and Z. H. Gurley was read
by the secretary:
To the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints in General Conference assembled.
We the undersign(!d members of said church
feel impelled by the action of the last. Annual
Conference toward us to submit the following
facts for your consideration, and as reason for
that which we feel compelled to do.
It is known to the body whom you represent
that we do not believe in certain doctrines and
principles, or policy more or less accepted and
taught by the elders in the Church, among which
is-1st The literal gathering of the church into
Jackson and the adjoining counties in the state
of Missouri (or any other one or more places)
known as a local Zion. 2d Temple building and
ceremqnja1 <;n~owments therein. 3d :Sapti~~

for the .dead. 4th Tithings as a law applicable
to the church. 5th The<law of consecration:by
which individuals. are made ,Jegal heirs to the
kingdom of Zion.. 6th A. s<>.le mouthpiece of
God to the church. 7th The plenary inspiration
of; ahd con$equentabs()lute authority ot wliat
are called the sacreq books, .8th The doctrine
of "cursing ones enemies," and of "avenging God
upon them tb the third artd folirth generations."
(See sections 100 and 102 of the Dottrine a:nd
Covenants).
In the years gone by we have ~ought
to have the . action of t.he body . upon the
more important of these~.and preparatory to the
actioh sought have endeavored to sh6w from t.he
books themilelves that the church hll.'ve 1:\een, and
that many are still in error. ''we have :invoked
the General Conference, and the. General Assembly of the various qqorum,s, as also the quorum of the Twelve by Elder Briggs its President,
in the hope that these questions might be. set at
rest; and we were induced to believe.. that. they
were, and that the. church was disposed to drop
these doctrines as essen,tial to mefubership an,d
good standing, as seen by its acts ·of 18ji),. iii.
adopting the "Report o~ the Pre~idency," and in
r883, in adopting the paper. as pfes~ntedto the
Secretary of State of the.United States, and more
especially the adoption of a resolution by the
General Conference April 1884, declaring the local commandments i.n the Doctrine and Covenants
not binding &c. This was believe.d by. us a,s a
step in the right direction, but to our great surprise, this was followed by elaborate articles in
the official organ of the church tending to nullify
that resolution et al, and when the .P1'e$ident of
the Twelve sought to give a reason in accord
with said resolution, the church organ aforesaid
was denied him.
The action of the last General Conference relating to us personally, refusing its support to us
as ministers, and for which act the said conference declined to give a reason, and still declines
so far as we are informed, can: only mean one of
two things, viz-acq'uiesce in silence, in what we
do not believe (as stated above) or leav·e the
church-reason, self respect and conscience compels the latter, preferring the gospel of Christ. to
these things. 'We therefore do hereby withdraw
from the said church our membership and fellowship impugning the motives of none we appeal
to the judge of all for the rectitude o·f ours for
this act.
JASON w. BRIGGS,
ZENAS H. GURLEY.
This March 28th, 1886.
To the foregoing may be added the revelation
of 1841, section 107, D. & C., which enjoins upon
the cht1rch the building of a hotel, called the
"Lord's boarding house" for Joseph Smith and
posterity to dwell in from generation to generation, as also the promise contained therein viz.,
"And as I said unto Abraham concerning the
kindreds of the earth, even so I say unto my servant Jooeph, in thee and in thy seed shail the
kindred of the earth be blessed." This coupled
with the provision in section 43, that "none else"
should or could receive revelation for the church,
and the provision in section ,19, that the church
shall receive Joseph's words and commands the
same as if from God's own mouth,~established,
in our judgment a lineal descent of authority,
equivalent to an imperial dynasty, which is
foreign to the Spirit and genius of the gospel of
Christ.
J. W. B.
z.H.G.
Added by consent of Elder Briggs.-·Z. H.
Gurley.

Also another paper was read, as follows:
We the undersigned member~ of said church
endorsing the views set forth by Elders ]. W.
Briggs and Z. H. Gurley, in their paper of withdrawal from the church, and feeling that we can
not conscientiously accept and endorse the doctrines contained in Joseph .Smith's revelations as
a rule of faith and practice, and desiring to act
and live in all good conscience before God,
avoiding all hypocrisy in the profession of our
faith, recognizing the responsibility which we
owe to the race and to God, and knowing that
the church expects and requires belief or toleration of the qqc;trines contained in the reve\i;i.tiolls~
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as seen by the act of Decatur district of said
church, feel it our bounden duty to withdraw
from said church, we therefore do hereby withdraw our membership and fellowship from said
church, appealing to the Omnipotent for the uprightness of our intention and this act.
GRACIE GURLEY,
MARGARET GURLEY,
EDWIN H. GURLEY,
MIDA GURLEY.

April 7th, 1886.

It was moved to refer these documents
to a committee of three, and it was so ordered~ The chair appointed Brn. E. L.
Kelley,.l. L. Rogers and Heman C. Smith
as said committee, and it was asked that
they report to-morrow afternoon.
The special order of the day was taken
up, .namely, the resolution presented on
April 13th, 1885, consideration of which
was then set for the third day of this session. It reads as follows:
"Resolved, That the report and resolutions of the Quorum of the Twelve, as
printed 'on pages 285 and 286 of the Herald for 1884, General Conference proceedings, and acted upon as shown on page
299, be and the same are hereby repealed."
Bro. J. C. Crabb read the report referred to, and made an argument in favor
of repealing said report and the resolutions
contained therein. Bro. E. L. Kelley
spoke against repealing them, as also did
Brn. T. H. Lake and A H. Smith. Bro.
John ~Hawley favored repealing. Then
the previous question was moved and decided as affirmed; Division called for and
65 were found as voting for and :14 against
the question being now taken. The orig"
inal motion was put, the yeas. and nays being called for and the .followihg resulted,
upon the. secretary calling the roll.
FOR REPEAL.-EX OFFICIO.
W. W.Blair,
Charle• Derry,
M. H. Forscntt,
I. L. Rogers,
R.~. Elvin,
David Dancer,
S. S. Wilcox,
J. c. Crabb,
J. A. Mcintosh,
J. w, Chatburn, E. Robinson,
H. A. Stebbins,
E.C. Brand,
J. S. Patterson,
J. T. Davies,
J. H. Hansen,
E. Banta,
J. Johneton,
J.M. Putney,
Edwin Stafford,
James Thoma"s,
Wm. Anaerson,
Horace Church,
J. W. Wight,
J. w.·waldsmith, John Hawley,
'!'. W. Chatbnrn,
Wm: ·Hopkins,
J. R. Anderson,
.Tohn Pett;
Marcus Shaw,
J. W. Terry.
A;. ;B. cMO'!re,
~Total33.

DISTRICTS.
'1"fauvoo & String Prairie 14 Northern Minnesota 5
Little Sioux 26
Noda\vay 5
Central Kansas 6
Independence 15 4'5
Spring River 10
District vo'te Sl 4-5. Aggrega:te· 114 4-5.
AGAINST REPEAI,.-EX OFFICIO.
Jos~ph Smith,
.James Caffall,
J . H. Lake,
J. R. Lambert,
W. H. Kelley.
E.·C; Briggs;
A. H. Smith,
G. A. Blake•lee. George Derry,
J. W. Gillen,
HemaD"C. Smith, Columbus Scott,
_G.,T. Griffiths,
R J. Anthony,
M .. T. Short,
J. L: Be·a:r, ,
J.C. Fo•s.
I. N. Roberts,
W. T. Bozarth,
D. Campbell,
S. V. Bailey,
0. J. Bailey,
M. H. Bond,
Henry Kemp;
John Chisi:fall,
R. M. Elvin,
E. L. Kelley,
l!,9bert.Lyle,
M. l\foHarness,
.Wm. Newton,
W. J. Smith,
Alfred White,
H. N. Snively,
~ans Hansen,
F. G. Pitt,
J. A. Davis,
D.. F. Lambert,
J. S: Roth,
John Smith,
F. C. W>irnky,
I. N. White,
George Wilson,
S; Maloney.
J. H. Merriam,
W. C. Nirk,
D .. J. Powell,
R. L. Ware,
Levi Anthony,
J. R. Evans,
J. T. Kinnltfuan, A. IL Parson's,
B. Sali•hury,
John Goode,
Robert Yotmg,
W. N. Abbott,
Hirnm Rathbun; Samnel Crum,
H. N. Hansen,
J. D. Flanders,
J.P. Knox,
.Emsley Curtis,
A. N. Bi•~op,
T.·J. Bell,
A; V. Clo•son,
R. Etzenhouser, W. M. Rumel,
N. A. Baker,
I. P. Baggerly,
L. L. B.abbitt,
F. M. Sl)eehy,
E. A. Steadman, C. K. Ryan,
W. c. Matthews.~'fotal 73.
DISTRICTS.
Kent and Elgin 11
Southern Cal.ifon1ia 18
N orthefo California.20
Des Moines 16 '
-Pottawattamie 16
Malad, ldaho 3
North Western Kansas 10 Eastern Maine 8
l'l[ai!sacJrnse;ts 25
Southern Michigan 12
Northern Nebraska 12
Central Nebraska 7
Pittsuurg; 14
Philadelphia 4
Te.~as Central 5
Western Wisconsin 4
Iildep1>ndence 5 1-5
Far West;21
Jial\e Crystal Btanch 1

.
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The motion to repeal was declared lost.
Several of the brethren excused themselves
from voting. The fo\lowingdistricts were
prevented from voting by reason of those
present of their delegation being divided
on the subject: Kewanee, Northern Illinois, Decatur, Fremont, G-alland's Grove
and Southern Nebraska:. The vote of the
St. Louis District was not cast.
Adjournment was then had. After that
four persons were baptized by Bro. Columbus Scott.
The evening sermon was preached by
Bro. E. L. Kelley of Ohio. He was assisted by Bro. F. G. Pitt of Independence,
Missouri.FRIDAY, APRIL

9TH.

The morning prayer ·meeting was in
charge of brethren Stephen Maloney and
W. J. Smith. The preaching at half~past
ten o'clock was by Bro. F. M. Sheehy of
Maine. He was assisted by brethren E.
Banta, G. A. Blakeslee a.nd H. Rathbun.
At half-past one o'clock, "Lord of the
harvest hear,'' was sung; it was followed
by prayer from Bro. Charles Derry. The
minutes of yesterday were read and stood
approved. Pres. Blair in the chair.
The report of the Preside11cy of the Seventy, as found in the minutes of the 7th
inst, was again read by the secretary, and
it was moved and ordered that the names
proposed for .ordination into the Quorum
of Seventy be taken up separately.
The name of Myron H. Bond was taken
up. He expressed willingness to accept
the office and it was voted that he be
ordained.
The name of Geo. H. Hilliard was
read. He was not present, but his worth
was testified. of. The resolution that no
one be enrolled in a dttorum without his
consent, was mentioned, but the chair con:
sidered that this rule did not prevent ordination but only his enrollment. His ordination was then ordered.
The name of Henry Kemp was presented, and, he being willing, his nomination for ordination was approved.
. Bro. Joseph Luff's name was read, but
he being absent, and it being learned that
there were doubts in his mind concerning
11.Ccepting the office, the further consideration of the matte.i was deferred subject to
call.
The name of Joseph F. Burton (absent)
was presented and h,i:;; ordination was
ordered.
Bro~ John Alfred Davis, on his name
being read, declined to accept such ordination, as did also Bro. Hans N. Hansen,
when his naine was presented.
Bro. Hiram L. Holt said that he was
willing to labor in that calling if the min.istry were sent out two and two, especially
into new fields. The nomination to ordain
was endo~~ed by foe Conference.
Bro. Willard J. Smith. was willing to
acc~pt, and his. ordination was also ordered.
B.ro. John $mith spoke as though ,he
was not fulfy satisfied as to his duty in the
i:iatter. A vote being ~~~en the '\1omjn,a,t~o:µ, W~& enqorsed,
'
.,
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Bro. I. N. White expressed doubts
about being able to fill this calling, considering his circumstances, but has had
some indications by the Spirit concerning
the subject. His ordination was ordered.
The name of Bro. Evan A. Dav.is was
read. He was not present, but his intentions in the work were stated, and it was
voted that he be ordained.
Bro. Alonzo H. Parsons expressed his •
willingness, and the .conference approved
of his.ordination.
On presentation of the name of Bro.
Peter Anderson, (absent), his ordination
was ordered.
The ordination of· Bro. Arthur Leverton, (absent) was approved, and that of
Bro. Thomas Daily who was also not
present.
The testimonies concerning Bro. Thom~s
Taylor as a man were most excellent by
those who personally know him, but, on
account of his age, his nomination was
not endorsed by the conference.
Following this, the nominations of Brn.
Luther R. Devore, Rit::hard S. Salyards
and John Arthur Davis, all absent,
were successively presented, and the conference endorsed their ordination. Also
the ordination of Brn. Amos T. Moore,
vVilliam M. Rumel, John s. Roth and
Frank M. Sheehy, all present and consenting to it, was likewise ordered.
The report as amended was adopted.
The chair asked that two of the Twelve
should meet with the Presidents of Seventy and attend to the ordination of those
present who have been chosen to the
Seventy.
REQUEST TO WITHDRAW.

Report of the committee on request to
withdraw from the church as referred. to
them yesterday, was read as follows:
Your committee to whom was referred the application and reasons. therefor of . the brethren,
J. W. Briggs, Zenas H., & E. H. Gurley and
three sisters Gurley to withdraw all fellowship
with or from the body would.respectfully present
the following:
I. That the assigned rea~on that irppelled
them to take this step was action of the. la!lt General Conference of thi• bodv toward the two fir•t
brethren named, i.e.: J.
Briggs and Zena• H.
Gurley, and which conference action we find,
was the refusal of the body to sustain .them as
laborers in the office of an Apostle in tne Quorum of the Twelve; and further, that at the time
of the presentation of .the ap,plication to your
body by th,e brethren the case~ were in the hands
another committee appointed by you t.o con_s1d.e.r and. report upon the same.
2. It is further cited by them that for. years
they have not believed in certain doctrines an.d
principles more or less accepted and ta,ught by
the Elders of the chµrch-how maT1Y or hpw few
of the Elders does not appear...:.but it doe.s appear
as set forth in the last part of reason 8th. by
them, that they never hav.e. been affirmed. as doctrines held to by the churc::h here represepted.
And the committee are. of the opinion that the
matter of the presentation, of individ.ual ooinions
by elders, or others of the body, suc:h opinions
not having been affirmed by the. body as a rule
of faith or practice, does not make them a part
of the .faith or belief of the body;. but relate. to us
individually upon. the issue of toleration, which
toleration we believe as was manifested in the
action of Je~us while dealing with men here in
his ministry, sbou!d be so broad as to make no
occasion for persons to wish to withdraw from
the body by \e'.1;SO~ Of these jn~l!Vid\-11\1 ~ifferl:l1~~

w:

o!

of o.pinton,

-··- ·
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. 3'. Tlie ~ommittee noticing specifica1ly some of
tlie. alleged entertained views set forth in the
reasons given, state:
.
That as to the alleged '~trmrle building .and
ceremonial .endowments therein;'' that we know
of rtO .te.mpJe building, except as edifices wh_erein
to worship. God, and _no endowments except the
en:dowtn:en:t of the Holy Spirit of the kind· expel'ienced by the early Saints on Pentecost day.
4. "Baptism for the dead" refprred .to belongs
to those local questions of which _the body has
s~id by resolution: . .
.. .
.
•
· «That the commandments·of a!ocal character,
given t() the first organization of the church are
binding on the Reorganization only so far as they
are eitber reiterated or referred to as binding by
commandment to this church:" And that principle has nei.ther been reiterated nor referred to as
a commandment.
.
.
· 5. "Tithing as a law applicable to the _church"
is accepted in the sense set forth by the Savior in
the r6th chapter of the gospel recorded by Luke,
that we are stewards of our heavenly Father so
far as the i·iches of this world are concerned and
that as such w.e should render an account of our
stewardsl;tip here;. the rendition is . in all cases
however, 1iectissarily voluntary on: the part of the
member complying with the law;
6. We know of no "consecration" by which
individuals are made legal heirs to the kingdom
of God, or Church of Christ, when the rewards
are apportioned;. except, that of a life consecrated
to the service of the Master as ordained in his
word together with the consecration of properties
for the aid of the poor, preaching of the gospel
and establishment .of the said kingdom, as a
member of the same has to so impart.
7. "The sole mouth.piece to the church," is
Jesus Christ. We are to receive commandments
as a ckurck only as Christ communicates the
same; and we are entitled, as a church, to be first
satisfied that Christ did give any commandment
purporting to come from him, before accepting,
or receiving the same.
8. "Plenary inspiration" has never been affirmed
by the church; but we believe in the so named
"authorized" books of the church as true and
proper standards of evidence in the determination
of all controverted doctrines in theology.
9. The doctrine of "cursing" and "avenging
enemies," we accept only as explained in. paragraphs 3 and 4 of section ro2, Doctrine and Covenants, the section referred to by the brethren,
wherein the Lord is made the sole executor in
behalf of the children of Zion as follows:
"l speak not concerning those who are appointed to lead my people, who are the first elders of
my church, for they are not all under this condemnation; but I speak concerning my churches
abroad; there are many who will say, Where is
their God? Behold, he will deliver in time of
trouble; otherwise we will not go up unto Zion,
and will keep our moneys. Therefore, in consequence of the transgression of my people, it is
expedient in me that mine elders should wait for
a little season for the redemption of Zion, that
they themselves may be prepared, and that my
people may be taught more perfectly, and have
experience, and khow more perfectly, concerning
their duty, and the things which I require at
their hands; and this can not be brought to pass
until mine e1ders are endowed with power from
on high; for behold, I have prepared a great
endowment and blessing to be poured out upon
them, inasmuch as they are faithful, and continue
in humility before me; therefore, it is expedient
in me that mine elders should wait for a little
season, for the redemption of Zion; for behold, I
do not require at their hands to fight the battles
of Zion; for, as I said in a former commandment,
even so will I fulfill, I will fight your battles.
"Behold, the destroyer I have sent forth to
destroy and lay waste mine enemies; and not
many years hence, they shall not he left to pollute
mine herit<tge, and to blaspheme my name upon
the lands which I have consecrated for the gathering together of my saints."
ro. So far as the necessity and failure on the
part of _the chureh is concerned to convene tbe
quorums in General Assembly, the wisdom of
tli~,m?<j<n;~tJ' gf tile pody as to the practicabilit_y
' :

~

'

.

and necessity of such a step seems to have been.
adverse there.to in the past.
·
Ir. That part of .the reasons in the addenda to
the app1jcation referring to providing a place of
living for certain officers of the church is incorrect: and misleading; for said revelation provides
for the erection of a boarding house; a hotel for
strangers, in which house the president· of the
church as such, and his successors, were. to "h:lve
place;" but neither he nor they were to own said
house, neither were he or they to be its "governor," ·or keeper;· and further the commandment to
build is largely of a local character; has never
been reiterated -to this church and consequently
under the resolution of the body, before referred
to;not made binding upon us.
(2). We further believe in an "imperial dynasty"
only, wherein ChriSt is to be King, and the reigning of such of his servants who keep the faith
here, with him when he shall come with his
rewards.
(3). Your.committee therefore are of the opinion
that the reasons set forth in the application fail to
justify the parties in the step they have taken;
but believing in the recognized doctrine by the
church 0£, individual agency and freedom of conscience iri all matters pertaining to religion, we
recommend that this body appoint a suitable
committee of three of its members who shall be
instructed to wait upon the members asking a
release, and labor with them as the law provides;
and do they persist in pursuing the course outlined in the applications, that they be authorized
to report to the -church secretary and without
impugning the motives of the brethren, to authorize their names erased from the records. And to
carry out this provision we offer the following:
Resolved, That under the special circumstances
attending the application of withdrawal from this
body by the brethren named that the rule heretofore adopted by the body governing trials of
members, shall be waived in the cases named;
unless the said parties desire a trial, in which
case the said committee be empowered to appoint
the necessary court or courts which shall proceed
lj,t as early a time as practicable and hear the cases.
All of·which we submit for your consideration.
E: L. KELLEY,
I. L. ROGERS,
HEMAN

c. SMITH.

Elder Smith of the committee concurs in all
of the report except the matter of waiving a trial
of the parties, and thinks they should have a trial
before erasing. the names.

It was moved to adopt the rµajority
report. W. H. Kelley spoke against it,
and, with Bro. W. T. Bozarth, moved that
the word "majority" be struck out of the
motion to adopt and the word "minority"
be inserted in its place. Bro. E. L. Kelley
opposed this and favored the majority
report. Bro. Heman C .. Smith spoke for
the minority report, as also did Bro. W.
H. Kelley. Bro. A. W. Moffet mentioned
the views of Toseph the Seer concerning
withdrawals from the church. Bro.James
Thomas opposed allowing them to withdraw. On call the secretary again read
the report of the committee. Bro. ]. C.
Crabb asked what tribunal was competent
to try these brethren, but the chair declined
to answer. Brn. M. T. Short and H. L.
Holt favored the majority report, as also
did Bro.Joseph Smith. Bro. J. R. Lambert spoke for the minority report.
Adjournment being now desired, and
the end not having been reached, Bro. Z.
H. Gurley asked for the reading of the
report of committee appointed on the 7th
inst., to give the reasons for not sustaining
him and J. W. Briggs at the General
Conference, as he said that he could not
be here to-morrow. The s~cretary ryiid it
a~ toHQW~;
I

.

·

· · · ··,

We, your committee, appointed to"show cause
why the body refused to sustain" Jason: W. Biggs,
and Zenas FL Gurley, as "member~ of the Quo 7
rum of Twelve," beg leave to report that,· owing
to the reception of papers dt1ring. this session of
conference from these brethren, in which ·they
withdraw from fellowship with the body, the
following, in their judgment, are the only reasons now necessary to be given for the refusal
complained of:First, The report of the Quorum of the Twe}ve
to the Annual Conference·of 1885, as published
on page 290, vol. 2, Latter Day Saints Her:ald.
In that report, the Twelve censure J. W. Briggs
and Z. H. Gurley for "absenting themselve& from
conference" and quorum meetings i for failing to
report; and for "virtually ignoring" the other
members of the quorum, becoming. thereby "a:
hindrance and detriment to the -quorum, and to
[the] general good of the church," and on,these
complaints they not only base .a resolution in
which thev "deprecate such action, and req'uire
of them acknowledgment and confession for such
treatment," but in that resolution these brethren
of the Twelve themselves held the members complained of "under censure until such acknowledg'.
men ts are made;" and did "so report to the body."
Second, The body endorsed the action of the
TwP.!ve, and by the vote given affirmed the decision of the members of the Twelve present, as
against those absent; for the resolution of the
Twelve was before the body when the question of
sustaining the authorities came up for coi1sideration, and the body by its vote affirmed its approval of the censure the Twelve presented by refusing to sustain the brethren censured.
Respectfully submitted,
MARK H. FORSCUTT;

J. '\N. CHATBURN,
J. c. CRABB,
E.

C. BRAND,
KELLEY.

E. L.

Announcements were made and adjournment was had.
In the evening Bro. Heman C. Smith
preached, assisted. by Bro. H. C. Bronson.
SATURDAY, APRIL

IOTH.

At nine o'clock the Saints assembled for
prayers. Bro. F. G. Pitt was in charge,
assisted by Bro. H. A. Stebbins. Four
who were baptized on the 8th, were confirmed under the hands of brethren M. H.
Forscutt, H. A. Stebbins and F. G. Pitt,
and numbers of others were administered
to for their healing.
At half-past ten o'clock, the sermon was
delivered by Bro. I. N. White. He was
assisted by ·Bro.]. S. Roth.
At half-past one ·o'clock, the regular
session convened, and the hymn', "Stand
up, stand up for Jesus," was sung, and
prayer was offered by Bro.]. W. Chatburn.
The Secretary read the minutes of yeste:day, and by vote of the body, certain
thmgs were ordered expunged from the
record of proceedings, the rest standing
approved.
The striking out of certain portions of
the report of the committee on withdrawal
was moved, but, on consideration it was
decided as being out of order be~ause of
its effect upon the minority report that
question being still before the hous~. It
was then moved that this matter·be deferred till half-past one Monday afternoon.
Brother E. L. Kelley opposed this and
brother J. R. Lambert spoke in its defense.
'!'wo
mot~ons
a~
substitutes
entered
were
'
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were ruled out of order. It was then
moved to recommit, with instruction to
the committee to perfect their report
and return it at as early an hour this
afternoon as possible. A vote being taken
this was defeated. Then the question upon: deferring was called and prevailed, and
a vote being taken, the motion to defer
was lost. Division being called for, the
vote stood forty-five for and 68 against.
Then the following was moved as a substitute for the minority report:
Resolved, That in the case of the notice of
withdrawal of Brn. J. W. Briggs and Z. H. Gurley, the same be referred to the Quorum of the
Twelve for their action; and that in the cases of
the other parties mentioned in the same notice
of withdrawal, they be referred to their respective
branches.
W.W. BLAIR,
J. c. CRABB,
F. C. WARNKY.

This was opposed by erethren Heman
C. Smith and F. G. Pitt, and defended by
brethren W. W. Blair and J. C. Crabb.
It was then moved,
That the whole matter including papers
connected with the case now before the
house, be committed to a committee, consisting of the Quorum of the Twelve, for
their consideration and action, to report to
this conference.
Bro. E. L. Kelley said he was not particular upon· this matter. so did Bro. W. H.
Kelley. Brethren J. H. Lake, W. W.
Blair, M. T. Short, James Caffall, and E.
C. Brand opposed committing. Bro. E.
H. Gurley spoke by permission and said
that he and they who signed the paper
with him, declined to submit to the revelations of Joseph Smith as a rule of faith
and practice. Bro. John Smith favored
committing. Previous question was moved
and carried. The motion fo commit was
put to vote and lost. Division called for,
and vote stood 24 for and 79 against. The
following substitute was moved, under a
suspension of the rule.
Resolved, That we !!"rant the request of those
desiring to withdraw from the church, and that
/their names be stricken from the Church Records.

The previous question being 1called, was
ordered. Questions were asked bv brethren Banta, Patterson, Scott, W.
Kelley,
E. C. Briggs and Heman C. Smith. It
was then put to vote and declared as affirmed. Division called for, and substitute
prevailed by 76 for to 34 against. An
effort to have the yeas. and nays was decided against by a majority vote.
Under a suspension of the rµle the following was moved:

H:

That hereaHer when any five members shall
demand that the vote be taken by yeas anc,I nays
it shall be so taken.

Then the majority report of the committee on withdrawal was taken up and its
consideration by sections was ordered.
Clauses r and 2 were read and adopted.
It was moved to amend clause 3 by insert~
ing the words, "of the kind," in place of
the word, "as,"· so that it will read, "except the endowment of the Holy Spirit of
the kind experienced," etc. This was subsequently adopted. It was further sought
to amend by inserting after the word
"building," the necessary words to make
it read, "That we know of no temple building now commanded, and none to be built
in the future, except," etc. These amendments were opposed and were defeated.
Then the section as amended above prevailed. Clause 4 was adopted. A substitute was moved for clause 5, as follows:
"That we believe in the law of tithing."
This was opposed by·~ro. E. L. Kelley
and favored by Bro. M. T. Short, and was
then defeated by vote of the house, and
the original section was adopted.
It being time to adjourn the debate on
the report was brought to a close.
It was then ordered that to-morrow
(Sunday) be observed as a day of fasting
and prayer, that our Heavenly Father will
reveal whatever may be for the good of
this church and people and the direction
of the conference.
An expression of condolence with Pres.
Smith, because of the loss of his boy David
during the past Winter was adopted by a
unanimous standing vote.
It was announced that Bro. G. T. Griffith will take subscriptions to purchase a
tomb-stone for the grave of Bro. Josiah
Ells.
The chair was sustained in its action of
granting the use of the house during the
session for the giving of a concert, the
same to take place this evening.
SUNDAY APRIL

IITH.

Prayer meeting at nine.o'clock, in charge
of Bro. J. A. Robinson, assisted by Bro.
E. C. Briggs. Two prayers were offered
and. twenty-two testim~nies were given.
At half-past ten o'clock the choir and
congregation sung, "Hark, listen to the
trumpeters."
Prayer was . offered by
Bro. J. H. Lake. This was followed by
singing, "Hark, the herald angels sing."
The sermon was by Pres. Joseph Smith.
The iarge building was completely filled
with an attentive congregation. A special
trnin was run by the C. B. & Q. road and
many people came from. towns west of
Lamoni.

At half-past twelve o'clock a scond
Ame~dment was moved, . by adding:
"providing they shall not be demanded prayer service was held, presided over by
when a vote is· partially taken." It was Bro. J. H. Lake, assisted by .Bro. R. M.
moved to amend this amendment by ~trik Elvin. Seven offered prayer and twentying out all after the word "providing," and ' seven bore testimony. to the goodness of
inserting, "that the yeas and nay_s are called God and the truth of his work.
for before the negative vote is announced
The half-past two o'clock sermon was
by the chair. Bro. E. L. Kelley favored
this and brethren Brand, Short and Crabb preached by Bro. Charles Derry. The
opposed it. Vote being then taken the opening hymn was "The time is nigh,
· ameudment to the amendment was defeat- that happy time." Prayer was offered by
ed •.. F'ollowing, the amendment prevf!iled, Bro. R. J. Anthony. Sung, I')'~ lieH!:lds,
~gm~~ t.lw gospel tr\unp, 11 · '· ' : '' ;;. ·'
~~ 9iq th~°?'. motion
thus ~m<md.~d1
:
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In the evening the hymn, "From Greenland's icy Mountains," was sung. Bro.
W.W. Blair offered prayer. Bro. W. H.
Kelley was the speaker. The house was
again filled to repletion.
By the courtesy of the Methodist people
their chapel was placed at our service, and,
as there were enough people in attendance
to fill both houses, Bro. M. H. Bond
preached there in the morning, assisted by
Bro. H. C. Bronson; Bro. C~ Scott in
the afternoon, assisted by Bro.James. Caffall. In the evening Bro. Joseph Smith
preached there assisted by Bro. E. C. Brand.
The song service there was conducted by
Bro. J. T. Kinneman and his singers.
MONDAY, APRIL

12TH.

The morning prayer meeting was in
charge of Bro. J. A. Robinson.
At half-past ten o'clock the Bishopric,
brethren G. A. Blakeslee, E. L. Kelley
and E. Banta, spoke upon the law of tithing.
At half-past one o'clock, the business
session was opened by singing, "Redeemer
of Israel." Prayer by Pres.Joseph Smith.
The minutes were read and corrected as
regards a speech by W. H. Kelley and remarks by E .. H. Gurley. On motion the
ruling of the chair, declaring the majority
report out of order of the committee, on
answer to statement of Gurley, et al, was
expunged from the record. Pres. Blair
asked that, in justice to him, his rulings be
recorded, with his reasons and the causes
thereof. Upon this Bro. E. L. Kelley
asked that his objection be recorded. Each
promised to furnish the matter in writing.
On motion their requests were granted,
38 for, ~:; against.
.
Bro. E. L .• Kelley's reasons for appealing from the ruling. of the chair.
"r. Paragraph 3,page 285 Herald, 1884,
related to decisions made by the Twelve
in their various fields of labor when in pursuance of the work committed to theit care
and not to matters of opinion, which they
may collectively or individually express
themselves upon-when such are not duly
before them for decision.
2. The rule relating to the. trial of members referred to was not a decision of the
quorum or any member of it; but a recommendation to the conference expressing an
opinion upon a matter upon which there
was no claim. that they were called. upon,
either in a collective or individual capacity
to decide.
3. The provision in paragraph 3, applies
specifically to rulings of these persons in
their special fields of labor and not in their
general work as a q.uorum, and this to
guarantee order and dec.orum in the qody
and prevent anarchy; no provision is made
that such decision if collectively made must
be unanimous, whereas the law provides
that a decision of the Quorum to be final
must be unanimous.
4. To make .a decision of the quorum
binding, so that it can not be set aside it
must appear affirmatively tpat it is a judicial decision and made by the unanimous
voice of the quorum, and the ruling referred to does not ~~ af p~~r imq \\1 f~~t
w~~ rwt §Q made~
..
.
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5·. 'i'l:ie rule relating to th«';' trial ~f a
riun:ipe,rwas one.adopted by the body upon
a recommendalwn, ·not a dedsiOn 0£ the
Twelve, if does not require any peYious
notice to take l!J? and repeal, is hot of the
n,a:ttlre of doctrinal law, and conseqi1ently
can pe suspended by the body which
adopted .it, whiCh was the conference~ . '
6. When the chair ruled the majority
report out of order it was not before the
lioµse a:nd cons~quentiy pot subject to the
ruling of the chair. ··
·

we· herewith submh.:the report of. out labors
for the ;past.year. We ljave t<;> the best oj:;,our
ability. tried to, do thr .work. allot,tl!d '.to US,.··. T41'~
Th~is was opposed by brethren W. H.
is before yoH m the Hofe.from, Jl!ly, 1?~5;
Kelley,
R. Lambert, T. W. Chatburn, w;qr)<.
to tpe present. We, have '.a)~o m part preparea
Ei L. KeU~y and E. Banta, and explained the lessons for the balance of the year, that is up
by Bro. E. C.,Brandi Previous question to.July ISt; 1886. We would·suggest that each
annual. comt;nittee raiRed by the cJ?urcb be asfiign-.
moved and substitute defeated.
to ~he preparation o~. th!l ll!ssp1w.fpr th~ ,ni.\mThe amendment being before the house, ed
bers of tpe EfoJ:e necessary to. form,.one c9rµpfete
was opposed by brethren H. C. Bronson volume of the paper, cqmmencing 'with the first
and W. Gillen. Previous question mov- and en~ing· with the.last number of each volume,
,
·.
ed, but Bro. Charles Derry having tried respectively.
. Ho':" accept.able our ejforts h:ive• b()ep ip thf~
several times to speak·upon this subject,
the· movers withdrew the previous 'ques- d1rect10n, we of course are unable. to, determine.
:PRJ;l:S. BLAill'S ST ATE ME NT.
W~ ar\!.COnscious, howeter, of hi!"'i!Jg hoileS~ly
tion, and Bro. Deny spoke, fav.oring the striven to make tljose effort~ acceptable to God,
~'Pres.
W. Blair, inthe chair, in re- amendment; It was then put upon its pas" a,nd
beneficial fo the. schools of the .chiirch mid
ply to a question of order by Elder J.
sage and declared lost. Division called for: if we have succeeded in this, we feel assured' that
Crabb, ruled th.at. the majority report on
in the end those bf our fellow rpen whi;>fe¢1 tO
45 for, and 54 against.
the withdrawal of prother J. W. Briggs
u1!'justly cr.itic~se, if any such there be,
Bro. H.Hansen favored dismissing the wise approve.
and others was nofln order;. for the reason
matter contai.ned in clause 7. On 'motion
Thos.e wbo have been using the lessons are
that it contained. cJause providing that
Pres. Smith was invited to speak upon this prepared to estimate accurately the amount of
the said
W. Briggs and others be persubjeet, and he did so; The section was labor involved in thelr preparaJion: The: 'ohly
mitted to withdraw a.s e?Cpr.essed in their then adopted.
thing that the committee. h,ave to regret ~s that
.
·
they have npt hap tim,e an!l t:ilent, sufljc;ent
notice to this conference; whereas th.ere
Clause 8 was moved and adopted.
?ri!1g t.hem to a_ higher state of perfection: . As .it
was at the same time a by~Iaw' of the
Clause 9 was moved, and the numbers
1t will be noticed that several new and valuable
church which provides that, "no person's of sectiori and paragraph were ordered in- 1s,
features have been added, so'me as the natural
name should be stricken from the Church
result of added experience, while for others we
serted, and as amended was adopted.
Records unfil specific charges have been
indebteq to suggestions kindly offered. by
Clause IO was moved, .Bro.
Caffall are
pefferred against them, and lawful action asked if there was not a resolution on rec- ~riei;ds not members of the comh]ittee. It is. o,nly
had in the case." (See Herald for· 1884, ord providing for the calling for a General iusttce to also state tha.t owing to the members of
the committee residing so fat from each other~
page 299).
.
Assembly. It was answered that there the work has .all devolved upon one person.· We
"fhe chair understood. this "opinion of was, and the secretary read the same, as would suggest that in .the appointment of .a:new
this council" of the Twelve to be in the adopted April rnth, 1874. The clause co1?mittee, H should either bt0 comppsed. of, Saints
residing at or near the sa.me pl.ac1;\ pr confined t.o
na:ture of a decision, from the ·fact that
was adopted.
~me person .. This will centralize t:.be lapcir,' and
said council claimed, (and the conference
Clause I I was read, and it was moved m case of the appointment ·of. two or more, fitrendorsed it), that it was ''a judicial body," to amend by stating the facts.
It was nish all the facilities for a division of the work: .
and that it l:iad "the right, collectively or moved to recommit. This was adopted
It is a source of gratification to all .interested
individually, to render decisions involving and the committee retired to perfect their in this new depa,rture, th.at so miJ.ny of th.e chµrch
Sunday Schools are using these lessons. It is
the law and usages of the church, in their
·report. The following document from believed that notwithstanding the imperfect
various fields of labor, and when such de- the Twelve was read:
nature of the lessons, it would be well if all
cisions are made by individual me.mbers of
schools under the control of· the Saints would
Provisions made for ordination of the brethren
the quorum, said decisions are binding up- appointed for ordination to the office of Seventy, also adopt them. If there are any tbat ..do not
on the church, and should be respected un- who are not pre~ent at this session of General feel like using them because of some shortcoming, we submit that i,t would J;>e better. to either
til brought before .the quorum and its de- Conference is as follows:
end.eavor to adapt themselves to the lessons,· or
That A. H. Smith provide for the ordination of
cision had." (See Herald for 1884, page
to send their criticisms to the committee, so :that
George H. Hilliard; T. W. Smith for J. F. Bur285).
said committee could receive the benefit of their
ton, when practicable; J. H. Lake for Arthur
The "main question," then, before the Leverton, when practicable; James Caffall for observations, to the ultim,ate. benefit of all. In this
conference was the. majority report, and E. A. Davies; the missionary who shall be in manner we can eventually raise the standard of
this department to so high a grade, that instead
it was upon this that the ruling was as)<ed charge of Rocky Mounfain ~iss.ion, for Peter of being imitators, we will have become models.
Anderson;
missionary
in
charge
of
Pacific
Slope
and rendered, while the amendment then Mission for Thomas Daley; \V. H. Kelley for L.
It has been suggested by some, that we should
have some lessons peculiarly adapted to the. use
under consideration was merely subsidiary
R. Devore arn;I Richard Salyards; Bro. J. A.
to it. This direct conflict between the s.aid Davies' ordination provided for by missionary in of the pri~a'ry classes. ·To such )Ye wou:ld ~ay,
that there 1s not space to spare in the Hope at the
clause of the majority report, and the unre- charge of field where he resides.
present time, neither time that we have· found
Whereas, it has been requested by the Bishoppealed law of the church was the ground
any one disposed to give to the preparation of
ric that all Elders desiring appointment on a
a.n<l the reason for the expunged ruling.
such a department. \Ve have felt that any mod.mission should report the approximate amount
On motion, the speeches on principal that it will require to sustain their families for erately ingenim1s primary teacher c,an by a very
motions were limited to ten minutes, and the ensu\ng year; and whereas, but few have small amount of study, get up, by methods of
their own, some special interest among the primsent in such statements.
those. on subsidiary ones to five minutes.
Resolved, That we report to the conference i ary scholars in each lesson as they tome to it.
The matter before the house on Sat.urthat until such information is had, we can not · If the church was prepared for the expense we
day evening, at adjournmen·t, was taken up, make further recomm.endation for appointments. would suggest that it would be bet.ter to publish
a special primary primer for this department,
and clause 6 was moved and adopted. .
A. H. SMITH,. Sec'y.
than to t~ke up much space in our little paper,
Clause 7 was presented, and its adoption
A document from the Bishop was read and entail so much continuous labor on those
was moved. It was then moved to amend as follows:
charged with the preparation of these lessons.
by inserting after the word "same," the
ln conclusfon, we submit this report, praying
The work referred to the Bishopric at the last
words, "through the one appointed to pre- conference of organizing and setting in order the that whatever action may be taken with referside over the whole church on earth.'' Bro. lesser quorums of the church, has been duly con- ence to this matter, that God will bless and
M. T. Short said that he would like light sidered by us; and after an examination of the prosper the continuation of this department of
upon this matter. Bro. W.W. Blair spoke law, we are led to conclude that this is a duty the great latter day work. WM. c. CADWELL,
upon the Quorum of the Twelve.
in favor of the amendment, as did brethren enjoined
ALICE CoBB,
We therefore refer the matter back to the conD. F: LAMBERT.
E. C. Brand and H. L. Holt. On call, the ference, together with all applications for mem7th reason for withdrawal, to which the bership to the quorums, lest we should transcend
The resignation of Bro. W. C. Cadwell
clause under consideration is a reply, was our duties and interfere with that of our brethfrom said committee was read:
ren,
and
await
your
further
action
in
the
premises.
read. Bro.J. H. Lake opposer! the amendG. A. BLAKESLEE, Bishop.
I beg to ask that my name be not considered
ment; then the following substitute was
It
was
ordered
that the matter be refer- in connection with the Editorship of the Sunday
moved:
School lessons for the coming year.
red to the Twelve.
"That we believe that all laws to govern the
In gospel bonds,
Report
of
the
committee
on
Sunday
church collectively must come through the presWll'(. c. CADWEI,I,.
School
lessons
in
tQe
Hofe
was
read
i<!ent of the church, but that all may receive revLoGA¥~ ~owa, April 5t)l.
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, Bro. C. Derry said that he had a letter
from Bro. Cadwell in which he peremptorily resigns. It w.as moved that his res1gnati.on be accepted. Substitute was moved
that Br0 • Cadwell be reta5ned, and the
<:>ther. members be released. Bro. Derry
thought it would be unjust to Bro. Cadwell to continue him. Brethren Crabb
and Bmnd endorsed Bro. Derry's thought.
Substitute was lost and Bro.. Cadwell's
resignation was accepted, with a vote of
thanks for his faithful services. Bro. D.
R. Lambert also resigned, and his resignation was accepted. Sr. Alice Cobb was
released, owing to her ill health and inability to do 'the work.
The recommitted report was taken up,
and paragraph one of clause eleven, as
perfected by the committee and reading as
follows, was adopted:
"That part of the reasons in the addenda
to. the application referring to the provid- .
ing a'place of living for certain officers of
the church is incoi:reCt and misleading; for
said revelation provides for a boardinghouse,.· a hotel for strangers, in which
house the President of the church, as such,;
and his. successors, were to "have place;"
,but neither, he nor they were to own· said
l)ouse, neither were he ·or they to be· its
"'g<Wernor," or keeper; and; further, the 1
cofufuandmen:tto build is largelyof a local·
characte'r' ha,s never been reiterated' to this'
church, ,and, consequently, under the resolution of the body before referred to, not
made binding upon us."
Pa'tagtaph 2 of part I I was adopted, as
also pai:agn~ph 3 as far as the words, ''we
recqmmend." Then as amended and as\
far as adopted by clauses the doc~ment I
was endorsed by vote as a whole.
•
, , • :Brethren. H. N. Hai;isen and John Alfred'
Davis sent up notes of acceptai;1ce of nomination for ordination into Quorum of Seventy, and the former was ordained under
the hands of brethren Caffall, Lake and
Brand, brother Caffall being spokesman.
The chair announced that no new busi. 'tiess should be presented after to-morrow.
'Comfnittee to formolate rules concern'irlg 'trials and appetlls reported by the.
chairman, nothing dot1e.

In the evening Bro. Hiram Rathbun
preaclre<l, assisted by brethren J. T. Kinriatn'an'imd L. Anthony.
TUESDAY, APRIL I3TH.

At nine o'clock the Saints met for prayer, andthe meeting was in charge of brethren F. C. Warnkey and John Chisnall.
'.Five who were baptized yesterday were
now confirmed by brethren W arnkey;
Chisnall, John Hawley and R. M. Elvin.
The morning sermon was preached. by
Bro ..R. J. Anthony, assisted by Bro. T.
W. Chatburn.
At half-past one sung, "Come let us
anew," and prayer was offered by Bro. A ..
H, Smith. The minutes of yesterday
were read and corrected.
·
The committee on credentials asked to
be released, 1fheir work being done for this
session, and.their request was1granted.

25:3

20. H. L. Holt in Pacific Slope Mission, under
direction of missionary in charge.
2r. John C. Foss in Minnesota, under direction
'of missionary ih charge.
·
22. I. N. White in Missouri and South-Eastern
Kansas.
23. F. M. Sheehy in Maine, under direction of
Brethren Roth, W. H. Kelley,
T. missionary in charge.
24. Richard Salyards in Pittsburgh and KirtKinnaman and R. Etzenhouser favored land
district, under missionary in charge.
it, and brethren E. C. Brand, N. A. Baker
25. L. R. Devore in South-Eastern Ohio and
and J. A. Mcintosh opposed it. It was Virginia, under missionary in charge.
26. J. T. Davies in Spring River district, under
then moved to amend by striking out the
words, "missionary in charge," and insert- missionary in charge.
27. C. Scott in Michigan district, under mising the words "president of the district," sionary in charge.
therefot. This was opposed by brethren
28. J. L. Bear, referred to missionary in charge
Banta and Griffiths, and favored by Bro. of Missouri and Iowa.
29. John Smith of New Bedford, in MassachuBronson. It was then moved to strike out
District.
•
both these provisions, or all after the word setts
30. R. J. Anthony in charge of Rocky Mount"ordination," in the original'. , .~rethren
ain Mission.
R. Lambert, R. M. Elvin, John Pett and
3r. William Rumel in Nebra~ka, under mis,
R. Etzenhouser opposed both ar~1endments sionary in charge.
32. E. A. Davies and Warren Peek in Wyomand favored the original. Previous quesing District, Pennsylvania, under missionary iil
tion moved, and, following, both amend- charge.
ments were put before the house in their
34. Henry Kemp in Fremont District, Iowa.
order and both w.ere rejected. Then the
35. George S. Hyde, asso iated with I. N .. Roberts in South-Western Mission.
original was adopted. ·
36. J. S. Roth in DesMoines District, Iowa.
A motion was made by Bro. E. Banta,
J.C. Clapp 'in Montana, under missionary
and it was laid upon the table subject to in '37.·
charge of Rocky Mountain Mission, provided
call. Also, the . proposed amendment to arrangements can be made with the Bishop.
the Rules of Representation was likewise!
38. T. E. Jenkins in Welsh Mission.
39. B. V. Springer in'Michigan district, under
tabled till called up.
·
missionary in charge.
MISSION APPOINTMENTS.
40. George H. Billiards in Southern Illinois,
under missionary in charge.
Pres. Blair in the chair.
The following report of the Twelve
These appointments we present for your consideration. Also, there are names we are unable
was read:
to recommend, in consequence of having, no teMISSIONS.
port from them as to amount necessary to mainWe, your brethren, members of the Quorum of . tain them.
A. H. SMITH, Sec'y.
Apostles, J:>eg leav.e to report our action in appointments on missionary labor. From all the
It was moved that the report be taken
evidences in our hands of the nature of the work,
up and the names be acted ,upon separately.
necessities of the fields considered; the qualifications of the ministry, ahd ability of the church to. Moved to amend that it be adopted as a
whole unless objected to. Chair read
sustain her. dependencies by reason of these appointments, we advise and recommend the fol-· Nos, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. When No. 7 was
lowing assignments .to .the missionary fields of
read, Bro. A. H. Smitl:i made a statement
the church.
·
·

The following was moved:

Resolved, That in organized :districts, no qne
be ordained to the office of .an Elder, without the
voice of the district or conference be had ordering such ordination, or by sanction of the missionary in charge.

J.

J.

x. That Bro. William H. Kelley be continued
in his former field: Michigan, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, Eastern Mission, New
Jersey, and New England states,-in charge.
2. That Bro. E. C. Briggs be associated with .
W. H. Kelley, in his field.
·
3. ,That. J. R. Lambert be continued in his for-·
Iner field: Towa'and Mis&ouri.
·
. 4, J ;imes CaffaU in .'former field: Kansas, Nebtaska, Colorado and Wyoming Territory.
5. Th6i;. W. Smith in charge of A,ustralasian
mission. ·
'6: J. lL Lake in charge«>f Domini<>n of Cana-;
da: missfon.
7. A. H. Smi~h. be appointed a mission comprising Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Dakotah
and Manitoba.
9. E. C. Brand to Galland's Grove distriet, under missfonary in charge.
·
w: Heman C. Smith in charge of Pacific Slope
mission.
n. I. N. RobertS in charge of South~ Western
Missouri.
12. G. T. Griffiths in Pittsburgh and Kirtland
District, under.airection of mi'Ssfonary in charge.
13. A.H. ParscinS'in Kansas, under James Caffall.
14. William T. Bozarth in Miss0uri and Iowa,
under ,direction of J; R. Lambert..
,
15 ..W. J. Smith in Canada, under. direct.ion of
J. H. Lake.
16.. M. H. 'Bond in: Massachusetts•distrkt, un-·
der.direction of W. ffi. Kelley.
.
..
17. Peter Andersoµ in. present field,. under direction o.f missionary in cha~ge'.
18. J. W. Gill.en in 'Missouri, li):ld Iowa, un<;ler
direction of J. RO L'am bert. ·
19. ·M, T. Short fo·North-"Westetri' Illinois; under 4irection d ·missionary in· i;harse•

of his financial situation, and said that he
could not take the field till he had relief.
Brn. M. T. Short and E. L. Kelley spoke
upon the subject, and then a committee of
three, brethren D. Dancer, F. C. W arnky
and J. W. Chatburn, were appointed to ·
take the matter .into consideration. No.
8, missing. At No. 9, it was moved to
include "Eastern Nebraska," but it was
opposed by brethren E. L. and W. H.
Kelley, and effort to amend. was defeated.
No. 10 was read. No. I I was referred
back to the Twelve. :Nos. 12 to.40 were
read and passed without objection.
Bro. M. T. Short stated that there.were
some things that he did not understand, especially in' regard to· the extensive fields
given to some when, it ha.s been expressed
to limit the fields of missionaries instead of
to extend them.
,
Bro. H. C. Bronson asked a question ias
to the authority of a district, president in
case a missionary comes and labors in his
district. The chair said that the missionary should work in conjunction with the
district president ·while he is there;. but•he
may be ca.lied out of that. district at. aµy
time by the missionary in charge.
Then the report W<J.S adopted as a wbqle.
It was resolved .to take up the questfom
of adjournment, and fa, succession ,t};ie following places were nomina~ecifor ,holdii;ig
it in. ne_xt :year. Btethren W.R. Kelle,y 1
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John Smith, E. L. Kelley, G. T. Griffith,
.L. Holt and J. H. Lake
spoke in favor of Kirtland; E. Banta in
,favor of Plano; J. W. Gillen in favor of
Lamoni or Salt Lake City; J. H. Hansen
'and M. H. Bond in favor of some where
in New England. Brethren Brand and
Kinnaman also spoke upon the subject of
adjournment. The vote being taken, 52
were cast for Kirtland, 22 for Independence, 4 for Plano, 4 for Council Bluffs.
The. two highest being then presented resulted in 58 for Kirtland and 4 r for Inde· pendence. Following, Kirtlartd was made
the unanimous choice.
Thanks were -voted to the Saints and
friends of Lamoni for their kindness and
hospitality to the delegates and visitors;
also to the Methodist friends for the use of
their house on Sunday last; also to the
choir, and to tJ;ie railroads that gave us
special rates, and. to the newspapers in
which reports of the conference have appeared.

F'· M. Sheehy K

-The evening sermon was preached by
.Bro. H. C. Bronson, assisted by Bro. Duncar, Campbell.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL

14TH.

The morning prayer meeting lasted, by
previous appointment, from nine o'clock
till nocin, and was in ch,1rge of brethren
A-bram Reese and John Goode. Many
· testimouies were borne, and eight were
administered to.
·

Historian was'. moved by E. C. Brand and
Wight:

J:aw.

Whereas, in pa~t years Elder J. W. Briggs was
appointed ..Church Historian; and Whereas, by
action of church•in granting his withdrawal, such
appointment is cancelled. Therefore, be it Re~
solved, that a committee of three be appointed to
wait upon J. W. Briggs, authorized to request
and receive from him all or any books or papers
belonging to the said church in his hands as such
historian.

It was spoken to by brethren Short and
W. H. Kelley. It was then moved to
amend, that the committee be empowered
to arrange and compensate' the historian
for his past labor, as they may agree. It
was moved to amend, that it be referred to
the Bishopric. This was spoken upon by
brethren G. A. Blakeslee and Jos. Smith,
and it was moved to substitute the names
of "E. C. Briggs, W. H. Kelley and J. R.
Lambert," for "the Bishopric." This substitute prevailed, as did the original thus
amended.
The following was moved by Heman
C. Smith and E. L. Kelley:
Resolved, That provision four, of section three,
of the Articles of Representation, which reads:
"Provided 4th; That no one delegate shall rep·
resent in the same conference more than one district," be stricken out, and the following inserted
in lieu thereof: Provided 4th; That no one delegate shall be entitled to cast, as representative,
in the same conference, more than twenty votes.

This was favored by brethren Heman C.
Smith, E. L. Kelley and T. W. Chatburn,
and questions were asked by brethren Joseph Smith, A. S. Cochran, A. W, Moffett,
John Smith and H. C. Bronson, and was
adopted.
Then it was ordered that the Board of
Publication print and keep on sale copies
of the Rules of Representation.
Report of Bishopric on the books and
work of the Church Recorder was t:i.ken

At half-past one o'clock, the hymn,
'"'Midst scenes of confu~ion and creatlire
complaints." - Bro. M. H. Forscutt offered
prayer. · Minutes read and amended.
Pres. Blair in the chair. Pres. Smith
up.
.reth'ei:V
The sustaining of church officials was
The committee appointed at a previous confer·
now taken up. On motion, Joseph Smith . ence of the _body to examine and report upon the
was sustained as President of the Church. books and work performed by the Church Recorder, respectfully submit the following:A paper concerning his having a vacation
r. That the work of recording, or entering
from his cares and labors was referred to upon the record the names of members and prop· a committee to draft a resolution upon the er items connected therewith, is substantially
subject and present to conference. It was completed to the present time.
The work of indexing, as provided for by
spoken. upon by brethren W. H. Kelley the2. resolution
of conference in 1882, is completed
and R. C. Elvin, and was referred to breth- up to the year 1882; but the Recorder expresses
ren W.H.Kelley, M. H. ForscuttandJohn his readiness to bring up the index, and so far as Chisnall, as a committee to draft and pre- practicable, keep the same with the records withsent a paper embodying the views of con- out additional compensation.
3. The committee state further, that the sum
ference.
.of one hundred and fifty dollars a year allowed
On motion, President W.W. Blair was the recorder for the work in 1882, is deemed sufsustained.
ficient per year for the work still required.
G. A. BLAKESLEE,
The members of the Apostolic quorum
E. L. KELLEY,
were sustained, afterwards the Bishopric,
E. BANTA.
then the High Priests' Quorum, the QuoA call being made for the views of the
rum of Seventy; the First, Second, Third,
Fourth and Fifth Quorums of Elders, and Recorder, he gave them. Then the adopthe First Quorum of Priests. The Secre- tion of the report was moved. It was then
tary and Recorder of the Church was sus- moved to amend by striking out "$150"
and inserting "$300." This was discussed
tained, then the Church Librarian.
On the motion to sustain the Board of and questions asked. Being put to vote it
Publication, Bro. E. L. Kelley said that the was lost by 39 against to 32 for. Moved
Board had passed a resolution that was to amend by inserting: "$350 for labor as
contrary to the will expressed by this body, both Secretary and Recorder, and for
as expressed in a resolution a year ago, and office rent." It was moved to amend this
he moved that the sustaining of the Board by giving "$125 per year for work as Rebe deferred till half-past one o'clock to- corder, and $125 as Secretary." This was
spoken upon by several.
Then the
morrow, and it was so ordered.
The following concerning the Church amendment to the amendment was

put upon its passage and declared
lost, as was also the amendment; The
recommendation irt the report that "$150
be allowed for the work as Recorder," was
then . adopted. Then· it was moved to
give $150 for the Secretary's work and
office room. This was amended to read:
"$loo for the work as Secretary, and strike
out that about the office-room." This prevailed. The report was then adopted.
The statement of the Presidency, i.n relation to the Cameron branch, Orit.a:rio,
was read:
·
·
We find the paper sent to us.is but a notice of
an appeal from certain rulings of Bro. J. H. Lalce,
of which ruling we have no official no.tice and
which does not affect the standing of the parties
named ; We can not therefore make any decision
or give any directi:en in the case.
We think the district and mission authorities
quite competent to cons.ider and settle the matter
without interference by us in the way desired.
J osEPH SMnH,
W. BLAIR.
LA.MONI,

Iowa, April 14th, 1886.

w.

Also, the decision of the Presidency in
the case of the Far West district vs. F. W.
Curtis:
It appears that this case was placed for trial in
the hands of Elder J. R. Lambert, for his examination and decision, Bro. Curtice agreeing that
Bro. Lambert's decision should be final. Bro. J.
R. Lambert examined the case and rendered a
decision in the case. The agreement of su}Jmission by Bro. Curtice and the authorities of the
district, that the decision of Elder J. R. Lambert
should be final, we believe should bind the parties. The Presidency are of the opinion that. the
appeal asked for should not be entertained.
The papers should be returned to the custody
of the secretary of the Far West District.
.

JOSEPH SMITH,
W.W. BLAIR~

April session conference at
Lamoni, Iowa.

A resolution was presented that a committee of five be appointed to arrange for
holding the conference of I 887, at Kirtland,
Ohio. Bro. W. H. Kelley thought the district could arrange that matter.
Bro. M. H. Forscutt spoke of a petition
printed in the Nebraska City papers, concerning his being appointed by this conference. The Quorum of Twelve said that
it was in their hands.
The following concerning Pres. Smith
was adopted by a standing vote:
Whereas, The president of this body has
labored incessantly for a number of years to serve
the interests of the chureh, and
·
Whereas, he is no "exception to the rule that
rest and relaxation are essential to men of all
grades and ranks, in order to longevity and lifeusefulness; therefore, be it
Resolved, That this conference does hereby request him to take such a vacation, and for such
length of time, as will relieve him from the cares
and burdens incident to his position and duties,
and afford him requisite rest and serve to recuperate his forces, and
Further, This conference does also hereby authorize the payment of all legitimate expenses
from the general funds available to the Bishopric
of the church,
WM. H. KELLEY,
M. H. FoRscuTT,
JOHN CHISNALL.

He thanked the conference for the indulgence granted.
At the evening service, Pres. J. Smith
preached, assisted by Bro. M. T. Short,
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The Saints met at half-past eight o'clock
for prayer and testimony. The meeting
was in charge of Bro. R. M. Elvin, assisted by Bro. R. Etzenhouser.
Corference met at ten o'clock for business; sung hymn 679. Prayer by Pres.
Smith. Minutes of yesterday read and
amended.
A petition from Nebraska City, signed
by two hundred and eight names, that
Bro. M. H. Forscutt be appointed to labor
in the Southern Nebraska District, was
read.
It was moved t<>- grant the request and
so appoint. This was spoken upon, and it
was moved to amend by referring to the
Quorum of the Twelve. This was defeated, and on motion it was laid upon the
table subject to call.
The decision of the Bishopric in the
case of Bro. D. H. Bays and the Galland's
Grove Branch was reacl.
The Bishop's Court to which was referred the
matter pending between the Galland's Grove
Branch and D. H. Bays, after an examination of
the same find as follows:
1. That the only question brought before us
requiring a decision is upon the refusal of the
branch to grant to the said Bays a letter of !e·
moval and this refus.al is based almost wholly
upon the ground that certain things had been
said, and had taken place upon a trial in which
a.nother brother was defendant and D. H. Bays
plaintiff:
2. That the complaints urged against Bro.
Bays; as claimed to have appeared as cause in
the trial of said case, in which Bays was plain·
tiff, the said Bays has never been charged with in
a manner that would permit him to make defense
of the same if he was able to do so, and that there
are now no charges pending against him, as
shown by the parties to this Court.
It is therefore the judgment of the Court, that
unless charges are filed against the said D. H.
Aays, with. the secretary of his quorum by the
20th day of May, 1886, that the secretary of said
branch be authorized to issue a letter of removal
to the said Bays, and erase the name of the said
Bays from the records of the. said Galland's
Grove Branch;
G. A, BLAKESLEE,
E. L. KELLEY,
E. BANTA.

It was adopted.
On motion the proposed amendments to
the Rules of Order were taken' up, as deferred from the session of 1885, and on
further motion the matter was referred to
the committee• on rules concerning trials
and appeali;;.
Then it was.
Resolved, That the committee .on appeals be
requested to report through the Herald, as soon
·as practicable; said report to be subject to future
action of conference.

Another report of the . Quorum - of
Apostles was read and adopted as a whole:
MISSIONS.
. The Quorum of Twelve do further report on
missions, the following recommendations:41. Geo. T. Chute in South-Eastern Mission,
under direction of missionary in charge.
42. James A. Mcintosh in London District,
Canada Mission, under direction of missionary in
charge, when. satisfactory arrangements can be
made between himself, the missionary in charge,
and the Bishopric.
43. George Montague, in charge of the South·
Eastern Mission.
44. R. M. Elvin in former field, under mission:
ary in charge.
45. D. S. Mills in Pacific Slope Mission, under
a1rection of m.issionary in charge.

46. M. R. Scott in Southern Indiana District,
if arrangements with the Bishopric and mission-

Resolved, That this body request the members
of the Quorum of Twelve to state the reasons
why Bro. M. H. Forscutt was not assigned a mission, and that they be requested to report as early
as practicable this afternoon.

ary in charge can be made.
4.7. E. J. French in Southern District of California, under direction of missionary in charge;
self-sustaining.
It was then moved to take up the petition
48. E. A. Steadman in Southern Minnesota,
from
Nebraska City, in regard to Bro.
under direction of the missionary in charge; selfForscutt, and act upon it. This motion
sustaining.
was defeated. .
49. J. R. Badham, D. L. Harris, A. W. Thomson and Wm. Gibson, be referred to the missionReport of the committee in regard to
ary in charge of Pacific Slope Mission.
Bro. A. H. Smith· was read:
50. Oliver Johnson in Rocky Mountain MisYour committee appointed in the case of A.H.
sion, under direction of missionary in charge;
Smith, beg leave to report as follows: After reself-sustaining.
5r. John Larsen in Rocky Mountain Mission, ceiving information from the Bishop, we find that
it is impossible to recommend the payment of th.e
under directioq,,.of missionary in charge.
52. F. P. Scarcliff in South-Eastern Mission, amount Bro. A. A. Smith requires to liquidate
his indebtedness, owing to the depleted conunder direction of missionary in charge, if necesdition of the treastiry. We your committee'
sary arrangements can be made with the Bishthink it would work an injury to the church by
opric.
granting him his request.
53. Hiram H. Robinson in the Independence
j. W. CHATBURN,
District; Missouri, under direction of missionary
DAVID DANCER,
in charge.
F. c. WARNKY.
54· F. M. Cooper in Northern Illinois, under
direction of missionary in charge, if suitable arIt was moved that the report be adopted
rangements can be made with Bishopric.
and the committee be discharged. Then
55. Otis Foss in East Maine District, under
the
following was moved:
direction of they missionary in charge.
Moved to refer back to the committee for furThat .the petition for laborers from Oregon be
ther consideration, and that. they be asked to rereferred to the missionary in charge of Pacific
port to the body upon the question of the validity
Slope Mission, and he be.requested if possible to
of the claim, as they are able to obtain the facts;
supply its requirements.
also as to when the same can be paid, and in what
And we further beg leave to report the followmanner, if deemed a claim against the church:
ing explanation and statt;ment':-While under
existing circumstances, we feel the impracticaThis was discussed, but the hour of
bility of meeting every wish and affording entire
twelve
having arrived, adjournment was
satisfaction in this to us important duty, we ask
had, with the matter still pending.
your indulgence, for the presentation of the following explanation:tst. The Seventy have been assigned to distAt. half past one o'clock a hymn was
ricts or other localities under direction of missionsung
and Pres. W.W. Blair offered prayer.
ary in charge, that if necessity demands, which
The minutes of the forenoon session were
in some cases is probable, they may be directed
read and approved.
elsewhere without creating the thought of a desire to infringe or interfere with district arangeThe subject before the house at adjournments.
: ment was taken up. The question
2d. The centralizing of ministerial labors, to a.
recommitting was opposed by Bro. K. C.
greater extent, seems important.
Warnkv. lt was then moved as a substi3d. Some of the Seventy live in one State, and
in close proximity to another, and because of the
tute tha't the whole matter be rderred to
force of circumstances, it seems wisdom for the
the Bishopric. This was discussed, brethtime being, to appoint so they can labor in both
ren E. Banta, E. L. Kelley, Samuel Ci:um,
States, which has been so arranged, with no desire to contail the rights of one and prove extra: G. A. Blakeslee, M. T. Short; .Alfred
White spoke against, and br~thren C.
indulgent to another. In this work of appointment, however undesirable, the force of circum-' Scott, Hans Hansen,
T. Kinaman, E.
stances, necessitates the acceptation of the ineT. French and A. S. Cqchran in favor.
vitable.
·Bro. H. L. Holt also spoke -upon it. It
4th. The smallest of the ministerial -force, to:
wa:-.. then moved to amend by inserting the
meet the pressing demands, is the only apology
word, "Bishopric," the words, "and that
w.e can offer for a failure, to meet the request
for sending two and two.
they be instructed to settle it as soon as
5th. The appointment of the respective mempracticable." This was opposed by brethbers of this quorum, to extensive fields, in our
ren
H. C. Bronson and M. H; Bond, al}d
understanding, is in keping with .our calling, as
favored by Bro. R. C. Elvin. Previous
shown in .the organic law, and consonant with
instruction of the First Presideucy, not that it question was called and amendment was
is practicable t~ v~sit every point, but that it may
lost. Then the motion to refer to Bishopbe known who 1s m charge, that when a necesric was lost; also the motion to recommit.
sityarrises, all may know where or to whom to
Then the motion to adopt the report and
refer.
·
·
discharge the committee prevailed.
Further: The High Priest's Quorum, having
failed to report to the Quorum of Twelve for
The mission appointment of Bro. A. H.
missions, we therefore could not make any
Smith was then taken up and it ·was moyrecommendations for their appointment, except
ed that $700 be given to his familyfor the
one, who was reported .to us by his district, with
coming year. This was favored by bretha request that he be. appointed;
·
.

or

J,

1

•

A. H.

~MITH,

Sec.

Oregon was referred·to'.the president of
the .~acifk Slope Mission., .. .
·
A. further repoi:t of the same quorum
was read:
That part of the report concerning missionary appointments was adopted r and
also the recwnmendation of Bro. A. H.
S.mith concerning the appoii1tm'ent of Bro.
Thomas Dailey to the. Northern California ?istrict1 under missionary !n cliarge.

ren E. L. Kelley, F. C. Warnkey and M.
H. Bond and opposed by· brethren Alfred
White, and H. L. Holt. The previous
question being called for, the motion was
adopted, and following it Bro. Smith was
sustained in his appointme.nt, and in his
- charge over the same..
The sustaining of the Board of Publication was put before the house. Bro.-E. L.
Kelley spoke in opposition to a rule adopted· by the Board, as previously referred to1
and then moved the following:
.
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'

Tl:iat tbis b<l),!(iy d9es. not approve of the resolu.tion on restricting Herald articles of the Board of
.Publication, l\IS published .in the Herald of April
25th, 1885.

.

'

'

'

HAJVDS.

DOCTRINE.AND. COVENANT::!.
Sheep, or Library ........... : ...'. ., ....... ; 1 25
Im1tat.1on Morocco, g1lt edges ... ;;.;.... ; •.. , ........... 1. 50

CH, ANG ED

THE SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
lmltat1mi 'Morocco, marbled edges .•. _._.,.: ........... : ..1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ........••••.••••••••... ;1 50

ILL hereafter be: published by,S. F. Walker and John
·
;H. Hansen. 0 Ew~yone interested in the Local News
of this place should. snJ:\scribe for the Gatette. .Terms: One
Dollar per.year in.advance.' Samples fre'e:
• · '-27feb •

Sp~ink_led

The Lamoni G~zede, . . .

..

W

; This was oppose¢ by breth.ren W ••W.
,Blair, C. Derry, F. C. Warnkey and E.
"MANUSCHlP'.l' FOUND:"
,Banta, and favored by ,brethren E. L.
We have for sale at this ofiice the notorious "ManuH. HANS.EN, M. D;,
Kelley,]. R. L;.imbert and W. H. Kelley, script Found," written by Rev. SolC>mon Spauldmg, 11.hont' J .
which so much has been said i11 connection with. the theoPHTSICIAN AND SURGEON,
,The previous question .was moved and ry that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
ground work.·and material .fr11mwhich to write the ' Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; caJis ml\de ,at all
ordered, and the vote being, taken the resq- chief
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo. ; si'!lgle copies, in · ho~rs. Officein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker,<Lamoni
luti<m was declared lost. Division called cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
M_JDWIFERY an,d DlSE.AsES of WOMEN a: f3pecia!t1/•
m paper; ·single copies 25·cents; 10 copies or more,
for resulted in a count of 19 .for, and 34 i each;
to one addrese,·20 cents each.
W Residence one block East Te.al's .store; 14feh1y
•ag<ilimit. The yeas and nays being denied,
the Secretary called the roll· The result ,
The Line selected by the U.S. Oov~t
For Sale.
qarry the Fa~t P.11 I. · ·· .·
was as follows:
A HOUSE and acre lot in West Lamoni; well
FOR THE RRSOLUTION.____:EX OFFICIO.
Ja!Jles Caffall - J. R.:L~mbert
W. H. Kelley
E. C. Briggs
E. IMlJinson
J. W. Gillen
Columbus Scott B. \'. :>pring!!r
M. H;·Boud
I. N. White
.F. M. Sheehy
E. L. Kelley
S. V. Bailey
Henry C. Smith Edwin Stalford
0. J. Bailey
Alfred White
D. F. Lambert
Levi Anthony
ff; T. Kinnaman
W. N. Abbott
·Samuel Crum
R. Etzenhouser
' · DelegS:te Charles Howland.-Totai 24.
DISTRICTS.
Eastern Maine 8
Massachusetts 25
Pittsburg 14
Philadelphia 4
Far West21
Southern California 18
Total 90, aggregate 114.
AGAINST.THE RESOLUTION.-EX OFFIClO.
; Jose,pb Smith
ff~ H. Lake
Charles D.<·rry
,W.,W. }3lair
A. H .. Smith
M. II. Fo"cutt
· I.'L. Rogers
G. A. Blakeslee
U. C. Elvin
D.-Dancer •
,J..c. Crabb
Geo. Derry
·.II. A .. St~bins
J. S. Patterson
Heman c. Smith
'R. J.'J\i.thony,
E. c. Brand;
A.H. Par.ous

"

'~ii!in!9N~tt

i?1J~ ~~~~~~II

¥~~:1w~~t't

A. S. Cochran
M. '.l'. Short,
I. N. Roberti'
W. M. Rnmel
E. Banta
R. M. Elvin
Valentine White Stephen Wood
F C. Wmnky
,,John.llawley
'Maren• Sh'lw
Henry Kemp
· :a:·L. Holt
J. S. Roth
.Joseph Boswell
:jJ. Jol1nston
Wm ..Newtu11
Hans Hansen
, S. Mitloney ' .
Hiram Rathbun
" ' ' · '·' ·Delegate Eltza Newberry.-"-Tota:l 45«
DISTRICT.
··· \Kent.~1i'nd Elgin 11
Northern California 20
'';"Mitlnd, Idaho 3
, Kewanee 8
• N orl'hern' Ifnnois 27
Nauvoo and String Prairie 14
'.];.re rnont 13
(Jallund's Grove 28
' Little Sioux 2-0 .
Pottawattamie 16
· 1!\Torth~We•t Kansas 10
Southern Michigan 12
,,Nodaway5
North Nebraska 12
· Southern Nebraska 15
'rexas Central 5
Total 225, aggregate 270.

.The resolution was declared lost.
To be continued.
JOSEPH SMI'l'H '.l'HE PROPHET, AND Hli>
PROGENl'.l'ORS.
Muslin Boards, 312 pages, hy Lucy Smith............. 75
Leather•Binding .. ; .................................. 1 25

stocked with smaH fruit; .good well. and sinall.
Barn. For further particulars, address or call on
ROBT ... O. BOOT~) Lamoni,· Iowa.
10apr4t

•DENT.:I 8 T R Y .

D R .

WANTED.
A registered Pharmacist or Physician to take charge of
the Drug department in a Drug Store at Lamom. A
Physician preferred.

Address: ''Druggist,"

iffllMal'ro

HERALD OFFIOE.

S ·H I P P Y ,

· Dental Surgeon,
Licentiate of the Royal .Dental College of Ontario, will
practice Dentistry in all' its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.
Office two doors south of Hudson's store; up stair.a.
Residence: Cilrner ofFfrst,and Linden street;
· south of'Rai1road.

For Sale- at a Bart{aiu,

My })WELLING
4

.

·.

HOU~~·

'

'

'.

-

and two Lots, good small.•

liarn, Coal a.nd Wood H01tse, oµtside Cel)ar,,good well of:
.water, well .fenced, well set with. Small Fruits; de.sir11hle i

location. Also Material and FiXtures of WAtlON SHOP,,
trade established,liix<years. Call oil or·address
.
J. H. GUNNINGHAM,
.
.
13mar2m
l'. 0. Box 55, Lamoni, Iow11.

.'f. W •.De~oou, :Jn.; D.,

PHYSJCIAN ANIJ

SURGEON,

Also County Physfoian. All calls, day or night, ani!wered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

Farin for Sale,
IX .miles sotith-.east of Independence, Mo."153

S

·
acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tahor, Fremont Co .• Iowa.

HO.LY SCRIPTURES.
.
Inspire~ Tra.nslation by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
,Sheep or J,1brary bind mg............. • ......... , •••• 1 llG
Imitation Morocco. gilt edges ......................... 2 06
·~~ MTorocco, gil~ edg_es ..... : ·: .. ..................... 2 50
.
estament, mspired ecltt1on .....••...•. , .... • . . • 75

REDUCED RA TES FOR CONVENTIONS.
The railroads west of Chieago have adopted a
new plan for carrying out their policy of granting reduced rates; on certain occasions, to delegates attending large meetings and conventions.
l'his new plan makes it necessary for the person
who is a delegate to a meeting for' which reduced rates have been granted, to procure from the
ticket agent of whom he purchases his ticket for
the point at which such meeting is to be held, a
receipt for the amount of fare so paid. This
receipt, when filled out and countersigned by the
secretary of the convention, becomes a certificate,
which, when presented to ticket agent by the
person to whom it was originally issued, will entitle such person to a return ticket at one-third
the regular fare, provided reduced rates have
been granted beforehand by the railroads for this
,occasion.
As no benefit can he derived from such reduction in rates unless this plan is followed, our
readers will do well to bear this in mind.

] ·O H N

SUCCESSORS-IN BELLS- TO THE

BLYMYER MANUFACTURING CO
CATALOGUE WlTH 1500 TESTlMONl:A.LS

ti

F a r m

f

o r S a le •

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will.take $2,150 cash, or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E. H. GURLEY, Lamoni,.Iowa.
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The Only:Thrqugh Line, with its own track, b&tw..:en

<~~~cR~~~~a@O·E.NV
.·ER
ST •.. LOUIS~ ·. · . ·. ·

I

, Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, A1chison .or
Kansas City. It 1ravorses all of ttle six Great States,

ILLINOIS, !OW A, MISSGUIU, .. ,
N!8RASKA, .KANSAS,. COLORADO, . ,

With brar:ich Unes, to their ir;nporta11t ,citie~ .. anq ~ow,,ns~ It
runa:every day in the year from one to three eleg~ntly
equipp~d through· trains over· its .. own tracks, between,·

,

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
.Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chl.cago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and. To~eka,
Chica~o and .St. Pau.I,
Chicago and Sioux City,
'Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
KansasCity and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kan;Sas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At· each of its several Eastern and Weatetn termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all point~ in the United State• and Canada,
It ia the Principal Line to and from

San.Francisco, Portland. and .Gityof,Mexl.co
For Tickets, Rates, General lnformatior,, -~t?•1 r~gard1ng
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket· '/\gent in tho
United States or Canada, or address
- ,

PERCEVAL LOW~LL,

HENRY B. STON,E,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,

i ' , ...

Train Leaves Lamoni, ,Going East at

Do.

-do:

.

·Gen',! Pass.. ~gant,

West

l :

50 p.,m.

2 :

-53

":

~·BUSIN,ESS~

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressinK
Geo. P. Rowell.& Co.,
Newspapel" Advcl'tiaing ·J3ul"eau,
10,spruce St., ·New Yol'k.
ijen4 :101.lt@. fgr 100-Pago pamphlet,

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people f~r useful-and profltable~mplqy.
ruent. The foUOwing ~ran~hes are.thoroughly ta"Q.ght:
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; Business Arith
metic; Rapid Calculations ; ,Business Writing ; C_om.
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Busines:!
Practice. 1'"or circuJ ars addr~ss
DUNCAN & HAWKS, Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post OJfice Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box.j!!te,
Lamoni, Decatur Cou'!lty, Iowa.. All matters of business
connected with the office shq:ulll'be addre.ssed to DAVID
PAlKQll!ll; com.muuic11ti11u" ando 11rliicle$ to the ED1'1:QB.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OP' THE Lonn: P'OR THERE SRALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVll SAVE IT'<~· .;;;. WIPE; AND CONCUllINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
'\ ::••,q,\
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN RUT ONB HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN ci( \•il'o·DEATH, WREN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Bro. Hiram Rathbun in a card from
Lansing, Michigan, April 1st, states that
he had been at Dimondale for Sunday,
March 28th, and on Monday, 29th, bapPu.bllsbed at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
tized three, and organized a branch of
Every Saturday; price. $2.50 per year.
twelve; Bro. Franklin Spafford being
~ The. Traveling Ministry., District and Branch Presichosen to preside and ordained· a Priest.
dents, and the .Bishop's.Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Bro. Ratnbun closes with, "We had a
Entered as second class matter at La~oni _Post Office.
glorious meeting; all were joyfuf and
happy.
Bro.John Miller writes from Pittsfield,
Illinois, who states that there has been but
little done since the death of Bro. C. Mills.
JOSEPH SMITH
EDITOR.
Bro. Jackson Goodale was in too poor
W.W. BLAIR
Al'SOCIATE EDI'l'OR.
health to do much away from home, and
hence not much labor was done in the disLamoni; Iowa, May 1, 1886.
trict, although Bro. Goodale is more than
wilfing to do his part. They would be
BRO. JMvr.ii:s H. PETERS, of Manistee, pleased if some one would come in and
Michig:;rn, having· a desire to aid the active preach for them.
Bro. Wm. Newton, of Wyandotte,
ministry in. sowing the good seed, has decided upon having the Voice of W arni.ng Kansas, reports personally to us that withprin.ted jn quantity, to be issued by him as in the past six weeks he has baptized from
a circulatit,g library, .to agents appointed Armstrong and the vicinity of his home,
by him in branches a.nd districts, the books fourteen persons. He has opened the
to be loaned to those who will promise to work where he thinks the prospects are
read them. Bro. Pe.ters has an edition good for further increase in numbers.
of 3,000 copies, which will be known as· Some cures.have been wrought in connec,Peters' ·Circulating Library. He will tion with the efforts of himself and others
issue the books from his offke/ in East in the ministry, benefits accruing to those
Lake, Michigan, where he may be ad- ad ministered to in nearly every instance.
Sr. M. J. Bierly of Seligman, Mo., exdre~sed~ Those who may. be willing to
· ai.d· this enterprise of Bro. Peters, will do presses the· hope, in: a late letter to us, that
wellto'.helpthe agents who may be chosen the people of that vicinity will soon be
·by him in securing readers forthe Library. ready to hear the fulness ·of the gospel;
Mhisioriaries in charge, Presidents of dis- and she also hopes the time is· at hand
tricts and branches~ will please take the wh('n the truth will go forth triumphantmatter into consideration, and select some ly to all nations. "I fear no .evil," she
·one or more of the Saints who will be writes, "as I feel that the Spirit of the
suitable personsto be appointed agtmts for Lord is continuaUy with me."
Bro. W. Vickery, of Plano, IUinois,
Bro. Peters, and w.rite him at once; as he
is desirous to be at work. Select active, writes us on the fii:st instant that all goes•
. energet.ic, and capable men or women fairly there, and that one more had, on the;
·
who will iook after the· matter intrusted to previous Sunday, united by baptism.
Sr. Alice Strickland of Bell Prairie,
them faithfolly.
Nebraska, renewed· for the HERALD, and•
says,-" I can not dO'without it."
EJ:)ITORIAL ITEMS.
Bro. E. Carleton of Petrolia, Ontario,;
. WE issued no HERALD for the 17th inst., under date of April 5th, says of the church:.
for the reason that the Annual Conference 4'1 love this glorious work, and know it is
· began its session·· here on the 6th and con- of God and is the power of God unto· sal- ·
tinued. tili the 17th, requiring all co.nneet- vation.'' He thinks tea and coffee drinked with the office to either attend strictly ing are injurious, and says many of .the!
· upoJJH!Onference business, or to wait upoll' Saints. there. have quit. their use.
those in attendance. This expla11ation
A brother writes· from Detroit, Dakota,.
-shoutd have been made in the issue for the: that a friend to· w.hom he had loaned his
, 24th, and: our patrons will please pardon books acknowledged· he1 •had llleamed
, our. negligence. ,
more of God's truth than· he ·ever knew•
Conference so impeded the Herald Office· before, and I think he will ·join the!
·
·
·
work that. no· paper' was issued for the ·church."
17th of:A:'.pril; do.not write that you failed
Bro.J.C. Hardmanwr.ites us from.Oakto rea¢ive it, as none was printed.
ley, Kansas, and orders his maihent there.
Plano. still maintains its 'lno licence" We wish him joy and prosperity in hisi
reputation:· At th!:} late.municipal.election ·· new.home,
the no licence ticket was elected; Hurrah
Good news. from. E<ngla:n:d: see brother:
.for little Plano.!
. Jpseph Dewsnup'& letter of.April 18th.
THE SAINTS'

No. 17.

1886.

HERALD:

Official Paper of th.e Reorganized C.hurch of Jesus Christ
·
<;>f Latter Day Saints.

1

Bro. Moses Welch of Shell Creek, Neb.,
has many good words for the HERALD;
says he has taken it since 1865, has not
missed one number, and esteems it of great"
er worth than all other papers he ever
read. He testifies that the Lord, through
the administration of Bro. Hudson, raised
his wife from extreme sickness when physicians said she would die.
By letter from Bro. Frank Swann of
European Works, Birminghai.n, England,
we learn that the church is making steady
gains in that reglon,·and has good prospects ahead. He is a commercial traveller
for a lai:ge manufactory of steel pens, and
wishes to get into co.mmunication with
some good thorough business man who
will engage ·With him in introducing his
wares in America.
Mrs. L. E. Kelley writes from Delta
Michigan, the 30th ult., informing us that
a number pf e~cellent people n~ar Dimondale have recently "heard the voice of the
Good Shepherd aµd are willing to o]vey."
She adds, . "We are much interested· in
reading the HERALD, a'nd wish it· Godspeed. The Mothers' Home Coh1mn is a
gr~11t addition to the paper."
Elder J. C. Clapp wrote from Deer
L.odge, Montana,fhe 9th inst.,.a:nd expresses hopes of steady progn~ss of Church
interests in that region, and says,-"l will
do all I can for our dear HERALD and all
of .our church papers, for they are the
Lord's silent messengers of truth." .
Bro. H. A. Lord·, of Clear Lake, Ind."
speaks in high terms of the late visit of
Elder Hiram. Rathbun to their place and
vicinity, and says the blessings of the Lord
attended his administrations.
Bro. I. Hogaboom wfote from Bloom-·
ington, Chi~iles "Mix county, Dakota,
April 13th, thatthe people were turning
out fairly well to hear li\in;i. qrr the faith
and hope.of the latter days.
Bro. w, W. Hutchings· wrote from
. Beaveri Utah~ April 4th, that there was
. .not much: now said <ihout the Reorganization and its work in Beaver. People south
of Beaver were scirne of them disappointed
beoause. brethren Luft .and Smith did not
go beyond that J?I<tce"lai;t fall. fie th.inks
fur.tber, that ·ime who has not been mixed
up in. die theori.es of Brighamism will do
better in Byaver. than one of the so called
"apostates.') :, .
Bro. Albert Flaws wrote from Sweet
Home, Linn county, Oregon, March 28th,
that he hii.d large and attentive congregations; with invitations to visit the people,
and calls to preach in other places. Brn.
'J. W. Gillen and J. C, Clapp left good
· evidences of their work in that region.
Bro; Ha.ws thanks :all who have sent him
trads fm• Oregon. His addres will be
.. Sweet Home1..um.til fu.rther notice,
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Bro. C. A. Bishop, of Independence,
is contemplating visiting his native country, Switzerland, and is expecting:
to tell the gospel story while there. ' Bro.
John D. Jone, of Kewanee, Illinois, is also expecting to visit his '>home in Wales,
and will while there, occ;u'py upon the tal-.
ent entrusted to him as an Elder. We bid
these brethren 0oth "God speed."
We have numerous letters on file which
we intended to publish, but now find we
have no room for them, as our columns
,are crowded with other matter.
Bro. Wm. B. Smith, (uncle William)
writes from his home, Elkader, Iowa, that
he is recovering to such a degree that he
hopes to do some labor this summer.
A good sister wishes some one to write
upon the question whether the blood of
Christ was shed for original sin, or for
our own personal transgression.
A brother writes-,-"l have been with"
out the IlERALD .a year and a little over,
and can not stand it .any longer. Please ·
S((nd it."
Mi~souri,

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C.H. Prouty, of N ()rth Weymouth,
Massachusett, writes April 8th:
"I have never been able to say, 'that was a poor
discourse,' since I belonge'd to the church, and I
hope I never shall be heard ·to·~say .as much in
Weymouth. The gospel has been presented at
mi house twice, once by Bro. ·c1:i.ester and once
by Bro. Steffe, to but a few; «nd last of all by
Bro. :M. H. Bond, who spoke in a h:all to quite a
.number, with gbod liberty. lie Jnade a good impression, as some were heard to say they could
have sat and heard him an hour longer. May
God bless him and his family, and all that labor
for the Master."

Sister Sarah Phelps, of .Basco, Hancock
county, Illinois, writes us saying:
"l suppose conference will be in session ere
you receive this. I have not been to General
Conference since I was at N»,uvoo, and heard
brother Joseph, the Seer, preach King Follett's
funeral sermon."

Sister Annie Bachtol writes from Fremont, Indiana, the 4th ult., and says;
"We do have·some of the happit>st meetings,
because of the manifestations of the Holy
Spirit . . . . I truly thank my heavenly Father
that he has called me from darkness into light,
for I truly know that this is none other than the
work of God."

Bro. Thomas W. Smith writing from
Avatou, Rairoa, February 28th, says:
"Our friends who send us papers, will please
send direct to us, and not to Bro. Andrews at
SanFrancisco. Let everything be sent in time
to reach SanFrancisco by the last day of each
month or sooner. The mail leaves on the first
day of each month. If the mail does not get
there in time, it must remain in the Post Office
at San Francisco a whole month. Letters cost
five cents per one half ounce. When not paid
for in .full there, I have to pay here what is lacking. Our friends must look in the Herald and
Hope for descriptions of land, people, and manners and customs. We can not write only in

answer to direct questions to individuals. Do
not send American stamps. If any wish to help
us in postage expenses, they can send American
paper money. If they can not afford that, we
will be satisfied with the desire to help us."

If so, and a vote obtained, fifty for the repealing act, and forty-nine against it,
would the laving on of hands, or its
practice, be null and void? (4). If not,
what move of procedure would be proper?
Declaring the motion out of order, or a
reversal of the voting?
.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS;
A.-(1). Yes. (2). ·Yes. (3). Yes,
so far as the teaching of the Elders was
~ues.-(1) Whereas, the Conference
has decided that an expelled member can concerned. (4). Either·· method would
only be reinstated by baptism-is, or can effect the object.
~.-If neither of the above methods
he be reinstated, without; unless, by a
legitimate investigation with all parties would be proper, 1;1nd the one vote renders
concerned, proof shall be given of the null and void, would not legislation by
expelled member having been unjustly parliamentary rule in that case be superior
dealt with in his expulsion? (2) And if to the law of God?
A.--Yes, for the time being; and subby ex-parte testimony an official, branch
or district, says to the expelled; "You are ject to the penalties which God might
restored, go thy way, and live in all the choose to inflict on the church for disreprivileges of a bona fide church member;" garding his law.
. ~.-Is there a wrong a · member can
would it not be a deception, and who
would be responsible? (3) If not, then commit that denies him the· right of explawhat of the protestations against ex-parte nation, defense, or perchance recanting
testimony, and what significance or force from the wrong before a declaration is
has law? (4) vV ould not the clause, "That made of his guilt, and he held up to the
which is governed by law, is also preserved world as a transgressor?
A.-No, answering the question cate,
by law," appear flexible, purposeless-a
gorically.
But there are things which a
myth?
Ans.-(r) We presume not. (2) It man can do by which he ignores the body
would be a matter subject to inquiry. The and waives his right to be heard.
~.--If persistent and continuous innoparties in the wrong would be responsible.
(3) Objections to ex-parte testimony would vation finds a climax in apostacy, what is
.
not be affected, nor the significance or the preventive to apostacy?
A.-- That which would prevent innovaforce of law be changed-every case .is
tion, or avert it when attempted.
governed by its circumstances. (4) No.
~.-Is the clause in Sec. 59, Doctrine
and Covenants, "Thou shalt go to the WE have before us ·11- letter dated at San
house of prayer," etc., (circumstances of Bernardino, Cal., the 2d instant, giving an
course being considered) imperative? If account of "a lady ( ?) medium," wh.o of
not, why not? or by what rule of logic late in that place was "materializing spitit1>"
is the "Thou shalt not steal "binding?"
at Capt. John Brown's residence, "bringA.-Yes, all commands arejmperative ing her keepers much g'llin," (hundreds of
in a degree. "Thou shalt not steal,'' is a dollars per night, it is stated) and who
negative command and applies to all men, as was detected in a most substantial and
to steal interferes with the personal rights damaging manner. At one of these meetof others. "Thou shalt go to the house of ings, when the ghost was skirmishing
prayer" applies to those who profess belief around in full feather, the signal-cry
in Christ. To refrain from going does "water!" was made, and in an instant the
not interfere with others personal right, in would- be visitor from the dead was struga sense of injury; and belongs in the class, gling in the vise-like grip of those deterThou shalt "feed the hungry,'' "clo_the the mined to know who and what the goblin
naked,'' "relieve the distressed," "give to was, when, lo! the medium herself stood
him that asketh of thee, and from him that revealed in scanty, gauzy apparel through
would borrow turn thou not away," "love which shone a dim lurid light, the result
thine enemy,''. do good to them that de- of a thorough anointing of her person with
spitefully use you,'' &c., all requirements oil and phosphorus! Kicks and screams
of "pure and undefiled religion.
and scuffling only served to more fully
~.-Does not the method of common
reveal the fact that this "angel" was of a
consent impose the responsibility on every most veritable flesh-and-blood sort; and,
department of the church to, through leg- that she would not have her craft exposed
islation, labor to enact measures to carry without resisting to the uttermost. The
out duties existing which lflw imposes; next morning, it is stated, she folded her
and is it not intended ·as a preventive; tent and left for parts unknown, taking
rather than giving a license, to enter the with her many hundred dollars paid her
sacred precincts of the divine economy, by those whom she had deluded with her
with a view to modify, or change?
wretched wiles. One would think that
A.-W e so understand the matter.
the exposures of Eddy, Brittain, Young,
~.-(1). Are we to understand that
&c., &c., in their "materializing" tricks,
the repeated affirmations by conference to would have protected spiritualists and their
the effect that the Bible; Book of Mormon friends, from this last shameful imposition.
and Doctrine and Covenants, are the
On and after May rst, the. C. B. & q. R. R,.
standard books containing the word of the
Lord, is the end of controversy on doc- will put on sale round trip excursion tickets to
trine, church government, etc.? (2 ). If Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo. These
so, would a motion that the laying on of tickets are good going west for fifteen days from
hands be repealed be J?ermissible? (3). date ot sale, and to return until October 3xst1
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1886. Round trip tickets, limited as above, ar.e
also for sale at low rates, via this route, to Las
Vegas, Hot Springs and other prominent tourists' points. For tickets, rates and general information inquire of the agent at the C. B. & Q. R.
R. station.

delaying his coming; and testing the faith of all,
that he may prove the worthy. Who would not
go and preach if they were everywhere heard
with joy? Who would not gladly lay hands upon
the sick and affiicted if they were always healed?
It is a trial to lay on hands and the sick not be
healed, to stand and testify and none hear. It is
a trial to have to preach when the Spirit is withheld, but bye and bye when we are sufficiently
tried,
the Lord
call the worthy forth.
EDITED RY SISTER "FRANCES."
It is a cheering thought that the kingdom of
God is like unto a mustard seed. We are sow"In the dark we' cry like children: and no answer from
on high
ing the seed but.must wait ,wor results. We can
Breaks• the cry•tal spheres o.f silence, and no white
only sow; the Lord must water and give the inwin'gs downward fly;
crease. A ser~ant of God ca~ not go in the
But the heavenly help we pray for comes to faith, and
power of God, and the la_bor be in vain .• If he
not to sight,
And our prayers themselves drive backward, a11 the
speaks the word of the· Lord, the Lord has
spirits of;the night."
declared •it shall not return 'to me void, but it
shall accomplish that which I please, and it
ENCOURAGEMENT.
shall prosper in 'the thing whereunto I sent it.'
THIS is the 4th day of April. On Tuesday conWhen preaching without seeing results, the tired
ference will convene, and it may be before t.his
laborer feels discouraged. I want in this conissue of the Herald reaches you, will have closed
nection to tell you for your encouragement, a
its session. In due time the min_utes will reach
circumstance which has cheered and encouraged
you, but there will be many precious testimonies,
me. I believe it will do the same for you. The
many words of cheer and encouragement, which
brother who told it to me was an ·earnest, prayerwill never find their way into the Herald.
ful worker. Faithful in sowing the seed, but
A few of these (as many as we can) we propose seeing apparently no result from his labor, beto send through this column to the absent ones.
came discou.raged and very- much cast down in
As we write, the bell is sounding forth its sum~
spirit. In this frame-of ..ffifod he retired to the
mons for testimony meeting, and the sidewalk is
woods to pray. I will ·give the statement in his
crowded with eager groups hurrying to the house own words:
I had been feeling very bad to think my works
of God. Many Saints from a distance are already
availed so little, and had gone offby myselfto pray
here, and many more are expected to-morrow.
God speed them on their way! May they bring whe~ I received the following testimony: •Thy
words are being heard by many, are being nourwith them. the Spirit of the Master, and when
ished by the Spirit, and will give fruit unto the
they go hence, may they go with a two-fold renewal of the same. Thus far, peace and harmohonor and. glory of God. Thy name is known in
ny prevail; and one' thing, which to us appears
the councils of heaven.' I have preached when
remarkable; is the character of the sermons we
none have .seemed to hear, and the good I hoped
have thus far been permitted to hear. We all
for I've not seen; bu.t the promise is that the
love the doctrine because it is the doctrine of
Spirit will bring the.words to remembrance. The
Christ, the doctrine of which Paul said to Timo- Latter Day Saints are doing a g~eater work than
thy, "Take heed unto thyself, and unto the docthey know. The time will. come when this will
trine; continue in them: for in doing this-tnou
be plain. H ~ that keeps the .rec01-d will reward
shalt both save thyself and them that hear thee,"
justly. The work see'lns in good hands.and good
and we love to hear it well and ably .defended; condition. When we are .suftkiently tried, the
but while this is the case, we know that doctrine
Lord will call the worthy forth, and they will be
alone will not save us_ There is a spiritual food
clothed with power, to persuade men, to heal the
sick and cast out devils. we long for the powor
for which the children of the kingdom have gone
hungering; but thank God his ministry seem to
to persuade men, the power to reach the honest
be awaking to this fact, and_are preaching to the
hearted ones; the honorable ones .of the earth.
church! Like men of .God they .are giving to
Be diligent, J:>e prayerful, be faithfol, for the time
each .one a portion in due season, and the memis near when God. will ciothe . with this po,wer
bership are awaking to a sense of the solemn re•
those whose h~ve not failed .him in. the hotir of
sponsibilities resting upon. them_
"Awake,
trial-those who are wort.hy.
awake,~~ seems to be the cry upon every ·hand_
"I strive to preach to the world ,the things they
"Put on thy ~trength, 0 Zion;,· put on thy beau:
ought to do: Whe.n. I prel).ch to theSaints.I wish
tiful garments, 0 Jemsalem," . . . said one to tell them the things they need:to know, and I
Elder.,-(.Brother Holt.) '
wish to comfort them. Befaitliful, f_oi- it is a day
"ln.'the dark and cloudy day' there was per- of sacrifice, an.d 'th".Y '\\rho are· notwiljjng to make
secution and suffering, ,it is true, bu.t those who
the sacrifice need not think'! they .are'. going to
went out to ,preach the gospel _then, found the
wear the crown.'.'·;
world waiting to hear, and _many ready to believe.
weary inci~hers .and careworn . sisters, is there
There was .evil withthe good in' the experience
not encouragement for tis her~?· If it be· enof the laborers. They ~ere persecuted," but succouragement· for the poor, ~cir~, 11nd. disheartcessful and blessed. Now. the 'world. treats·- us ened Elder out in: the harvest ~el\! of the world,
with indifference. They admit the doctrine
it is encouragement for the wife: and mother at
good for those who_ want .it, .but they have no
home. "Home .is '.the earthly harbor where his
need of it. They are not ii'.) the market to select . heart turns for refuge when the clouds gather
what they do nqt care to 'possess. If ,you prove a
blackness and the fierce storhts of life .beat upon
point to th.em they will say: 'Th.at's well enough
his unsheltered head- .Let the light of love and
for you, but the next man that comes along will
patient endurance shine brightly from the .winprove his point( just the same." The Lord is dows of that home; and his heart ischeered, his

will
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spirit strengthened and 'he goes forth upon his
way reio1cmg. Do you think God is unmindful
of the patient, toiling, self-sacrificing wives and
mothers at home? Do they need less grace, less
encouragement to bear their part, than the husband in the field?
"God is not unrighteous to forget your work
and labor of love, which ye have showed towards
his name, in that ye have ministered to the Saints
and do minister." It' is a: day of sacrifice and if
we are the people 'who are to be gathered unto
him, our covenant must be made by sacrifice.
Perhaps it may be in the heart of some one to say
"If sacrifice is.good for ·one it is good for another-good for alb" It is good for all rest assured
of that, or God would not so hav.e ordered it, but
if we withhold ours because another is not willing to lay his upon the altar, we ·suffer loss, that
is all. It is our service, oui-. sacrifice ·which God
demands, not our neighbors' and "if the righteous
scarcely are saved,'' can we afford to be less than
righteous?
An Elder once. said tQ us, "Often when we
have been out on a misslo°' al'.)d have set down 'to
the bountiful tables provided 'fol' us, we have
thought of the scanty fare upon our. own board
at home and our hearts have been made. so heavy
that we could scarcely swallow the food, prepared
for us with such lo~ing care. Ho·w g1adly would
we have gone without our own portion, to have
sent it to the wife and little ones at home."
Perhaps some of you have known this scanty
fare, have had to do as we are knowing to this
Eider's wife. having done, breast the cold storms
of winter :attending to work which only a man
should (}o, living upon a pittance so small that we
doubt whether the sparrows would trust such. a
supply for their daily bread. If perchance you
have O, faithful ones, be patient just a little longer, put...)".pur trust in God for he. is ·not unrighteous.
Don't suffer the adversary of;,all ri§_h,teousness to
cheat you out of your ~d' . Oh.! .how much
better to go to riches, t~J:.Q: leave thetr1 ·behind
-how infinitely better to haye ti:easures iti. heaven than upon earth. "Wo1.n.mb:J. 'you- !:hat are
rich! for ye have received. your cons&ta.tion." Do
not let Satan have power to tempt yon to envy
or covet, but let "patience have her perfect work."
The reward is for those who endure to the·end'.
May God help us to endure unto the end..
'Ne are in receipt of letters and clippings from
sister.Alice Ryan, also articles from Almira and
Lucy Lloyd.
LAMONI,

Iowa, April 7th, 1886.

"CAST IN THY· MITE."
Dear Sisters of tke Motkers' -ilome Column:Being one among the many whom I trust nave
been benefitted and greatly blessed by your timely warning and admonitions, I thought to offer
my heart-felt thanks for' the many precious gems
I have culled from your column since its first introduction through the Herald. ·I pray God that
-they may sink deep into our· hearts and bring
forth fruit in the future. I deeply regret that
too much time has been los.t already- I confess
that I for one, am awakened to· a sense of the responsibility that is resting Off i?e as a mother,
and desire your prayers that' I may be enabled
with God's help to bring up my children in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord; Our ad•
vantages have been very limited away here in
western Texas, but as God is ·no respecter of per.
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sons, I thought by w_ay of encouragement I
would cast in my mite, and then give place to
;tbler writers. Praying that our Heavenly Father may bless and prosper you all in this great
and important work in which you are engaged,
I subscribe myself, your sister in the. one faith,
JULIA V. NEAL.
OAK ISLAND, Texas, March 10th, 1886.

Let God be the judge of ability. ·Do not by
"giving place to others" "put your candle under
a bushel.'' We need the prayerful, sanctified
effort of every mother and sister who love the
Lord Jesus Christ. "Let your light shine."-(Ed.]
FOUNTAU! GREEN Township,
Hancock Co., Ill., March 10th.

Dear Sisters :-Seeing the invitation in the
"Home Columl)" for both the aged and young to
contribute to sustaining it, and wishing to lend a
helping hand towards carrying on the great work
which has been commenced in these last days, I
desire before I pass away, tp place my testimony
on record. I have been a member of this church,
ever since its first organization <;>nAhe 6th day of
April;- I830. -I atn the only surviv-ing sister of
the martyrs Joseph and Hyrum Smith, and will
soon be 73 years old. I can testify to the fact
of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, and
also to its truth, and the truth of the everlasting
gospel as contained therein.
I well remember the trials my brother had, before he obtained the records. After he had the
vision, he went frequently to the hill, and upon
returning would tell us, "I have seen the records,
also the brass plates and the sword
Laban
with the breast plate and interpreters." He _
would ask father why he could not get them?
The time had not yet come, but when it did arrive he was commanded to go on the 22d day of
September I827 at 2 o'clock. We had supposed
that when he should_ bring them home, the whole
family would be allowed to see them, but he said
it was forbidden of the Lord. They could be
seen only by those who were chosen to bear
their testimony to the world. - We had therefore
to be content un,til they were translated and we
could have the book to read. Many times when
I have read its sacred pages, I have wept like a
child, while the Spirit has- borne witness with
my spidt to its truth. Brothers and Sisters, who
have obeyed the gospel and are members of the
church of Jesus Christ, you have greater reason
to be.thankful than all the test-of the world, because the Lord has given you the gospel in its
plainness, also revelations .for the government
of his church, and opened your eyes that you
could see the truth, and touched your hearts with
a desire to do his will and fi1led you with peace
and love one for another?
After the records were translated and the book
printed, we often_ met together and held prayer
meetings. Some of our neighbors would come
to these meetings and ask us mockingly, if we
expected with our little· band to convert the
world and make them to believe the golden bible? 1
Thank the Lord, the truth did go forth and the
g.ospel was preached in power and demonstration
of the Spirit, to the converting of hundreds and
thousands, who are today rejoicing in the liberty
wherewith Christ hath made them free, and of
the heavenly gifts of the gospel. I was one of
the number who met in the first conference held
in these last days, when the church was first
organized. We only numbered thirty, but we

of

were a happy little band. It was a great day of
rejoicing for us, and a number were added to the
fold by baptism. My brother William and myself are all who are left now, and we shall soon
pass away, but .while I can I will bear my testimony to the truth of the latter day work, both
spiritual and temporal. I know that it is true.
I saw its rise and saw its fall. Saw the sheep
scattered without a shepherd, but thank God,
after the dark. days I have seen it risP- again, and
the shepherd wpom the Lord has raised up calling
the sheep together, and may the work roll on till
the whole earth is filled with the knowledge of
the Lord, and all Israel is gathered home.
And now, dear sisters, go on in the good cause
you have begun. Train up your children in the
way tltey should go and when they are old they
will not/depart from it. Beware of pride. It was
pride and seeking after the vain things of the
world that caused the N ephites' fall. Be humble
and the Lord will bless you all. I may write
again, for I have only told in part what I wish
to say.
Your sister in the gospel,
KATHARINE SALISBURY.
[Please let us hear again. We earnestly desire
the testimonies of the aged, those who have
grown up with this work, and surely we need aid
from their wisdom-wisdom gained from experence and from the service of God.-Eo.]
LISBON FALLS, Me., March 22d.
Sister Frances:-! send these lines of poetry
for the "Mothers' Home Column," if you think
appropriate. I found them while walking along
by the road-side the other day, so obliterated I
had to study out some of it. I thought at once
of the "Home Column," so welcome to our home
circle, in its weekly visits, cheering our hearts
and making glad our pathway. Praying for its
success ahd prosperity, through our dear sisters
who have so kindly strengthened and enc;ouraged us with its contents. [ remain your sister,
0RILLA SHEEHY.
"LIVING STONES."
"My friend, are you growing discouraged
In flghting·the battle of life?
Does it seem in your weakness and darkness,
A hopelessly desperate stl'ife?
Do you fear that your study and labor
Are destined to bring no reward?
Is the goal of your ardent ambition
By numberless accidents harred?
Despair not! true, thprough self-culture,
-Is never unwisely bestowed:
The stone that is flt for the builder,
Will not always be left in the road.
Does it seem an injustice that others
Whose merits and fitness are less,
Through chancel!' of fortune 'or favor,
Rnsh forward to easy success?
Remember that fortune is fickle,
And friends will not always endure,
So to those who depend upon either,
The future ii. never secure.
The tide that is now in their favor,
At some time may ebb as it flowed;
And the stone that's unfit for the builder,
Will be ruthlessly flung in the road.
Be patient! life?s loftiest prizes,
Are not to be hastily won;
Expect not to gather the harvest
The moment the rseed has been sown;
A ravenous horde of pretenders,A pushing and clamorous crew,Will have to b_e tried and found wanting,
Ere you can be tried and found true.
The best by the side of the worthless,
'.l'ogetl;ier may lie i11 the load;

''But the stone that is flt for the builder,
Will not always be left in th_e road.
Go read the encouraging story,
Of eminent men in the past,
'\V ho, long in obscurity toiling,
Compelled recognition at last;
Of men, who, in art, or in science,
Or letters, have conquered a place,
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Or in the wide realm invention, .
Have left a rich boon to their race;
Their names upon history's pages, '
Like stars in the darkness, have glowed;
Like stones that were fit for the builder,
They were not-to be left in the road."

~

The pl'inted name on the colored label on your pa.per gives the date to which your subscription baa been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

KIRTLAND, Ohio, March 30th.
Editors of Herald:- Three services were held
in the church here yesterday. And an enjoyable
and comforting spirit prevailed. The old gospel
fire was in our midst. Among the number of
believers present were sisters Maggie Miller and
Marie E. Salyards of Pittsburg, Pa. It has been
very muddy and disagreeable in getting about
for a time, but the roads are drying off and a
pleasant spring-like atmosphere prevails. The
third term of school commenced to-day-Miss
Laura Bishop, of Malvern, Iowa, teacher. All
goes well in the village, and the villagers are 'enjoying a feast of maple sugar and syrup which
are made here in abunda1'lce.
I should ha;ve mentioned some time ago that
on January 23d last, I visited New PMladelphia,
Ohio, where reside an excellent little band of
Saints who are striving to maintain the honor
and success of the cause. A good interest· was
manifest in the meeting held while there which
increased. A good work can be done in that
community with some one to set forth the faith,
who can stay and answer the urgent calls. I
found a pleasant home with Bro. E; Steinbaug_h
whose companion is a good helper in the cause.
May unity and success attend the faithful there.
On the way I stopped at Wheeling a few days
and found the Saints doing well-all in the faith.
They miss Bro. and Sr. Griffiths since they moved
away. I was unwell while there but receh·ed
good care at Brn. Smith's and Salyards' and the
sisters Gill. There are some good witnesses
for the cause in Wheeling.
On the 26th I went to Pittsburg to attend the
conference announced for that place and found a
'home and good care at sister Smith's. Conference convened on the 27th and the business was
transacted with commendable unity. The good
Spirit prevailed in all of the meetings. It was
easily discerned however that there was at work
a counter leaven of some kind that disquieted
some, but the causes were not .so apparent. As
is usual, .perhaps the real causes may have been
in fancy and misapprehension. Quite a good
representation was had, and an increasing interest was reported from various parts of the district.
Six were baptized on Sunday by Bro. Grffiths.
They had been convinced by his preaching at
some point out of the city and arrangements were
made to unite with the church while at the conference. Bro. M. H. Forscutt was present and
preached a good. discourse on Sunday evening.
On the whole the prospects are quite encourag·
ing in the district.
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Saturday, February 27th, I attended the district
conference in, Philadelphia. The meeting was
not a large one, but the district was represented,
and those present interested. The meeting passed off satisfactorily, and was conducive of good.
I took a severe cold while on the way to the conference, and was not able to attend the meeting
on Sunday evening. Bro. H. Robinson was reported as having preached a good discourse, however. Thanks to Bro. A. Cameron and household for kind care while ill.
Friday, March 5th, I went to Plymouth, Pa.,
·where I was kindly received at the home of Mr.
David Isaacs, by himself, wife, and mother Jones.
The latter two Saints of long standing.
Saturdi,ty, 6th, in company with mother Jones,
I went to Scranton.and met with the Saints there
in conference in the afternoon. A commodious
. room had been secured, and there was quite an
interest taken in the meetings. There are some
exccellent Saints in this section, and are doing
· well considering thi,tt they have been greatly neglected by the general church appointees. This is
a good field of labor, and the breth.ren there are
ready to ·help all they can to sustain the cause.
Bro. J. W. Morgan is president of the district, and
is .a.n active and .en_ergetic wm·ker, and has the
good will of the Saints. He feels, as do others,
the need of-some O!le to help in the work. I.have
not met a people of warmer heart, or more generous and worthy in many ways, than here: and
withal, devoted to the faith. I had a real good
time at Scranton. Bro. Griffiths is pre~ident of
the branch, and Bro. Gill Bishop's agent. The
business of the conference was discharged with
satisfaction, and the preaching services were well
attended. ·Thanks to bi:ethren Jenkins, Morgan,
Thomas and. others, for horn.~ comforts. God
speed the work, and bless the Saints in the Scrantdn district.
Thursday, rrth, I met with Bro. C. G. Lanphear at the house of Mr. John DeRearper, in
Greenwood, New York. I tound the venerable:
soldier well and amusing himself by playing on
the organ. Bro. Lanphear looks much as he
did twenty years ago; and in his ministerfal and
social life has made many friends for the cause.
The weather was bad while here and the Salvavation Army had· just. captured the town. I
thought it best to wait until that joke had passed
by before putting forth much of an effort in that
neighborhood. We held two services in the
Universalist Church and visited with friends.
Thanks to Mr. DeReamer and family for kindnesses.
On the 16th we visited at Mr. Atkin~ and Updykes, friends of the·cause; The young man at
the latter place was quite unwell. May his:
health and faith increase.
The 17th, Mr. Updyke brought us on the way to
the railroad station and we went to Belmont and
stayed over night with sister Hyde an old time
Saint; living happily with son and daughter.
May her health improve.
The 18th, Bro. Lanphear and I went to Obi
and was kindly received at Mr. Amos C. Meritts
and Bruneli Childs. Mrs. Childs had been urgent
for. some year$ that some of the Elders visit that
neighborhood and despite the bad roads and
weather, we _were determined to reach the place,
and succeed¢d in reaching there, but found her
sick and her mind affected therefrom. There are
friends of the cause there.. This is in the oil dis. trict !l~d is romanti~ enough to please the most
I.
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fastidious. The work should be sustained here.
The meetings we held were attended by interested parties.
Monday, the 22d, I left Bro. Lanphear at Obi,
and started for home. It was too near time to
start to the General Conference to undertake to
do more, and the roads ·were fearful, and bad
weather. This trip gave me a better insight to
the needs in New York State, .and portions of
Pennsylvania, and the outlook is promising.
Bro. Lanphear wants to see a number enter the
fold ere he leaves the state. May the Lord sustain him in his efforts. He is a good companion
in sdldier life. At ~ome in due time, .to find
all well; and to-day have just shown seven
young ladies on a vacation from cgllege through
the temple,
Kentucky, Illinois, York State,
Pennsylvania and India being represented.
The ladies were intelligent and anxious to
learn the facts about the. faith and manifest a
willingness to do us justice and fairness as a
people
Tomorrow morning we start for the
General Conference, ·no preventing providence.
The wheels of time have turned around another year and we are anxious and hopeful.
·wM. H. KELr.:Ev.
OSHKOSH, Wis., April· 5th.
I think so much of the.Herard, Zion's Hope, and
Advocate, that I would not do without them for
any reasonable price. They have been our only
preacher, with but little exception, for over five
years. I also rate highly the Expositor, the Lamoni Gazette and many other papers. The paper
.Published by Peter Anderson is undoubtedly doing muchgood, as also aH.the Church books and
tracts that have been authorized to be. published
and sent broadcast by the: leading Church .authorities. Now, all these should be sustained
much
as possible as long ~s the most of the articles
therein'are written by the Spirit of God, for the
printed word is a· mighty lever for good to bring
souls to Christ. And just as much in order is it
to help as tnuch as possible to support the Elders'
famiHes so. they can be set at liberty to go out
and preach the gospel which we claim to prize so
highly; for how ca.n souls be gathered ;into the
kingdom if no one is sent to show the beauty and
greatriches in the present and future of the kingdom. How can the·.Elder go to preach unless he
is clear of debts and his family can see the way
clear for them not 'to suffer? Next.in order is to
see to it that there .are no poor among us, etc.
Now to see to all these things, it behoves us to
live as near as possible to the law and •the testimony, which teaches the bile-tenth. systemQ to
begin with and then one-tenth interest yearly,
and surplus and free-will offering, etc. Now,
while fashion and all kind of luxury rules the
day, it behoves us to liv.e strictly economical, and ,
to work six days wi,th our. hands and brains so as
to have something to.give for those purposes are
just as strict commandments as thGt on the
seventh day, Thou shalt rest. If all will strictly
ad.here to the commandments of God, and .also
do many things out of our. own .free will which,
we think is pleasing in His sight, as also the
Word of Wisdom, then there is no doubt but the
Church will s·oon flourish as it never has done
before. Let us therefore arise, brethren and sisters, and let us strive to go 'towards perfection;
for no unclean thing shall inherit the Kingdom of
God. I hope and pray that co4fetetj'Cewi)l b<! <t'
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success. Since I commenced more thoroughly
to keep the commandments of God, the windows
of heaven have been opened more unto me.
As ever in bonds;
JOSEPH LAMPERT.
No. 42, York St., Cheetham,
MANCHESTER, England,
5th April, 1886.
Dear Herald:-After a short interval the waters have again been troubled, souls naturalized,
and citizens received by covenant into the kingdom of our heavenly Father. Your humble servant had the pleasure of initiating three more into the church by baptism at Leeds, Yorkshire,
on §unday the 28th of last month; namely, Bro.
Thomas Paston, and sisters Lucy Heywood and
Eliza Roberts. Bro. Paston is a man of mature
age and deep thought, and has thoroughly investigated the doctrine of our church before giving
In his adhesion, and I believe he will make a
most faithful and useful member of the Church
of Chri&t. Sister Lucy Heywood ·is the widow
0£ Bro. John Heywood, (deceased) who was by
1
the . administration of the ordinances of the
church and our heavenly Father's blessing, healed of his abject ·lameness and made to walk, as
reported in your pages some nine or ten years
ago. I .believe that like ·Bro. Paston, she has
gi':en the claims of our church her b~st consideration, and has honestly concluded it to be her
duty to cast in her lot with-the children df the
kingdom. ·Si;;ter Roberts ·is the wife of brother
Tom Roberts, the secretary of the Leeds branch,
and is, I feel assured, a very worthy woman, one
who if faithful. will. be an ornament: to the church
and a mother in Israel. I spent. Saturday evening and Sunday with the Saints of the Leeds
branch, and felt gratified at the manner of ·my
reception, and the progress the work is making
in this part of the Master's vineyard.
'The president ·of the branch, Elder Joseph
Naylor, was (owing to home circumstances) unable to be with us on· the Sunday, but I am
pleased to say that his place was most admirably
filled by Elder Wm. Seeking, assisted by Priests
Martin Heywood, Tom. Roberts and Teacher
Henry Warren. A goodly portion of God's
Spirit was enjoyed during each service, and of
the strangers present many were deeply impres$ed and drawn into .sympathy wit.h our rendering
of God's faw as presented in ·the Holy Scriptures.
During my stay I was called upon to administer
the ordinance for the .sick to Mrs. and Miss
Roberts,. the mother and sister of the before
mention<td secretary of .the branch, with what
result r can not as yet state. Neither of them is
a member of.the church, but.I trust that the manifestations of God's power·in their ·behalf may be
such as to compel them to put away all prejudice
and humbly follow where the Savior leads. Mr.
Roberts, though not of us is, I feel sure, heartily
in accord with our work, and wili I trust, shortly
identify himself with us, and become a diligent
laborer in the cause or Christ.
The brethren and sisters at Leeds desire the
prayers. of the whole. church. They are young
and inexperienced in church government, and in
many ways feel their weakness; but they are
desirous of learning. ,more of the will of our
heavenly Father, ani:.i'be enabled always to prac_tice wha_t they know. And dear Hera}d readers,
.'pray at the s~me time for your humble servant,
the :v;itei· ?f these li~es 1 t~at he ~ay alwa¥~
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have God's Spirit with him to inspire him to feed
those over whom he has (in God's providence)
been, placed, as pastor, with ,t!ie true bread of life.
, -~ Much more rriigl1f be said ·about- the prospects of
the church in the Manchester District, but as
your time and space are limited, .it m:iy· be
summed up briefly· thus: -peace: and harmony
reign, with ·few e:x;ceptions, in each of the branches· ·of the .district; the Saints are united in .the
. work; enquiries are· increasing -from ·those ·out. side, baptisms are of frequent occu~rence, and the'
outlook brighter thap it has ever been before.
With an increased desJre· to .continue to take
. 'my part in the- labor· of ·love, I remain,- your sin. cere admirer and· hu111ble co)aberer in the gospel
oftl)eLord Jesus Christ.
JOSEPH DEWSNUP.
President o/ tlte Manclte$ler Dt~<fr_ict.

FRIDAY, APRIL r6TH.

and the.following. by letter: George. Montague,
A. Johns,]. M. Wait, T. E. Jenkins, J. F. Mintun,
Thomas Revel, S. J. Stone, J. C. Clapp, E. M.
Wildermuth, G. ::>. Hyde, Joseph Lakeman, D.
H. Bays and J. F. McDowell. From the following we have had no reports: Andrew Hall, Jesse
L. Adams, John B. Lytle, Robert Davis, J. McKiernan, John Thomas, A. McCord. and H. H.
Morgan .. ~
,
The following was adopted ,as the expression
of the feelings of the quorum concernig the death
of·Bro. Peter N. Brix, who died March 1st, 1886,
at Aalborg, Denmark:
Whereas, it hath pleased Almighty _God to release our beloved brother and co-laborer Peter N.
Bri:x;, from .the toils and cares of' fhis inconstant
life; and Whereas, this member of the Quorum
of Seventy was engaged in missionary labor, and
in charge of the Scandanavian Missfon, and at
his post; and Whereas, 'Ye recognize that his toil
and 'sacrifice have been very great;· therefore,
Resolved, .That while we miss his pre•ence, counsel and labor; we humbly bow to this dispensation
of providence, and commend the bereft to the
sweet ·and sure consolations' of the gospel of
Christ.
·
On the roth -inst:, by order of your body, two
of the Quorum of the Twel.ve, .E. C. Briggs and
J. Caffall, met with us, and in connection with
the presidents of quorum, ordained the following
brethren: I. N. White, Henry Kemp, W. J.
Smith, M. H. Bond, A.H. Parsons, J. S. Roth,
W. M, Rumel, John Smith, A. J. Moo!'e, F. M.
Sheehy and H. L. Hoit.
Upon evidence of .the inactivity of Bro. Henry
H. Morgan, who has not acted with the quorum
•for about twenty years, he was dropped from the
quorum.
The following resolution was also past: That
Bro.. John H. Hansen be dropped from the quorum,
in view of the statement made by him, that he
could make no promise of present or future labor.
Bro. D_uncan Campbell, whose resignatfon was
before your body. has made entire satisfaction to
the quorum, and is in full accord with the church .
We have therefore _restored him to his former
·standing, and exonerate him from all blame.
E C. BRAND, President,
HEMAN C. SMITH, Secretary.

Met at nine o'clock for business." Sung
hymn 182. Prayer was offered l1y Bro.
Chas. Derry. Minutes of yeste1'day read.
Bro. Alfred White said that he wished the
minutes to show that his reasons for voting
against allowing $700 to Bro. A.H. Smith
were not because he was opposed to granting the amount, but because it would not
relieve the brother of his liabilities. Bro.
E. L. Kelley wished the minutes to show
that his reason for not sustaining the Board
of Publication was based upon his objection
to the resolution of the Board referred to
in discussion yesterday 1 :and that Bro; Lam-·
bert's reason for not ·sustaining was the
same as his.
HIGH PRiEsT:s 9u·oRuM.

.

The report of the 'High Priest's Quorum was read as follows:

GENERAL CONFERENCE MIN,UTES.
APRIL 6TH TQ 17TH, 1886.

Continued.

BOARD OF. PUBLICATION REPORT.

The report of the Board of Publication
for the y~ar ending March 15th, I886, was·
read:
.
RECEIPTS,'

Cash on hand and-in Banks at last report.-.......... , ; .. , ... .-.•..... ·.. , . $ g,o66- 89
Cash receipts of Publishing Depart. .
.ment .............................. 8,089 76
Money borrowed ............ ; . . . . . . . ' 400 oo
Interest and rent. ............. .' .... : - - 61 95
On accounts and deposits ... : .. ; ..... 168,629 44
$r:82,248 04
EXPE.NDiTURES:

E:x;penses ........................... $7-497 75.
Pmd for Paper.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,7 56 12
Paid for Book Binding ........... : .• ,_
892 l 7
Paid for Books and Merchandise. . . . .
309 2 l
Bills Pa:yable.. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . • 4,500
Interest paid ..•.... ;'. ...... : ..... .'..
462 38
Paid for Type, &c .... ~ ... : ... : . . . . . .
u4 71
On ·accounts; ....... : ........... : .. ; 164.573. 32
Cash on hand. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
2;142 38
$!182,248 04

oo

-··--·

---,

SUMMARY.

Inventory .......................... $22,878 52
Accounts Receivable ........... .- . . . . 2,572 68
Cash ........ ,· ..... , ................ · 2,f42 38

J§~~
LIABILITIES.

Accoun'ts Payable ........ $8,116 6'z
Bills Payable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,6o8 ~1
$12,725 24
Net.Capital ................ ~ ........ $14--;-868 3{
Capital last Report.... . . . . . .. .. . . . . 14,433· 89
Net gain ............... · .......... : - $434-45
AsA S. CocHRAN, §ec_'y
The _Board of _Publication ,respectfully- as:kS:
that this conference request the ministry of _the
church to use careful and pei:sisteI!t efforts .to'
procure subscribers for the church papers and
publicatio:ls, with the view of cheapening the
same, and extending the knowledge of the latter
day work, and of discharging the debts of Raid
Board.
G. A. BLAKESLEE;·Pres't.
AsA S. COCHRAN, Sec'y.

The Board of Publication was sustained
by a rising vote 46 for and ? against.
.
The .~vening sermon was by Br~. R. "Et;;;eqho1.1ser1 assisted by Bro. M. 1\ §hqrt1 ·

The quorum reports that fourteen of its members were present during this· coriference. The
meetings were presided ov'er by its· presidency,
Brn. Charles Derry and M. H. Forscutt; Henry
A. Stebbing secretary.
.
. .
The following brethren reported by letter:
C. G. Lanphear writes of his labors in the state
of New York. Joseph Parsons (of Pittsburg,
Pa.,) and W. D. Morton· and O. P. Dunham (of
Burlington, Iowa), report having done what their
age and health permitted. George Sweet" presides over the Salem Branch, Iowa .. H.P. Brown
has presided over the Oakland Branch, California,
and preached in that city and SanFranCisco. T.
P. Green continues to labor in Southern Illinois.
H.J. Hudson presides at Columbus, Nebraska.
Phineas Cadwell presides .over the Magnolia,'
Iowa, Branch; is also superintendent of the Sabbath-school, and Bishop's Agent; has baptized
. ten or twelve persons.
Those present reporting in writing :-R. C.
Elvin has preached in several places in Nebraska.
.S. S. Wilcox presides over the Shenandoah, Iowa,
Branch. Bro. J. W. Chatburn presides at Harlan,
Iowa, keeping up the work there. .E. -.Robinson
has presided at Davis City, Iowa, part of the
time. H. A. Stebbins presides over the Lamoni
Branch and over the Deeatur District; has traveled considerable and baptized twenty-one ·persons during the year past; also been superintendent of Sunday school. M. H. Forscutl has filled the mission appointed to. hini . by last April·
Conference, laboring in Pittsburg and other reizions. Verbal reports were given by W. H. Blair,
G.: A. Blakeslee, Geo. Derry, J. C. Craqb, J. A.
Mcintosh, I. L Rogers and David Dancer, Bro.;
·Blakeslee having been actively engaged in his
duties as Bishop of the church, Bro. Crabb as
president of the Little Sioux District,' and Bro.
Dancer as Business Manager of the Herald Office ..
Pres. Derry reported his labors in Jowa and:
Nebraska. The Secretary stated that Brn. Zenas.
Whitcomb and Edwin Cadwell hitd died, and
.copies of the "ln Memoriam" were ordered'to be
issued to their families. The old fo1'm of license'
was .amended and restored to use, and. $z.25
raised to have the same printed,
The names of those who are situated so as to
take appointments from the Confere.nce, were'
,given in and sent to the Quorum of Twebre. for
tf]eir action, namely Brn. Charles Derry, M." H.
Forscutt and R. C. Elvin.
·
CHARLES DERRY, Pres., .
H. A. STEBBINS, Sec.

ADDITIONAL REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTS OF SEVENTY.

· We have unanimously agreed to present before you the name of Richard C. Evans of London, Canada, for your consideration, and ask you
to approve of his ordination to .the office of Seventy. The name of Bro. Evans was presented to
the Quorum of Seventy, at their meeting of
April 14th, r886, and was approved by thern.
Respectfully submitted,
·
E. C. BRAND,. President.
HEMAN- C. SMITH, Secretary.

. It was moved that we approve of the
recommendation concerning Bro. R. C.
Evans and that he he so .or(lained by the
missionary in charge. The situation of
the brother and his merits were spoken to
by Bro. T. H. Lake, and the ord1nation
was ordered;
i
'
Bro. A.H. Smith asked what the action
had been concerning him and his mission
and was informed.· He then said that he
·again ·appealed to the body to loose his
hands. The question was asked as to
how much he -owed and he st<lted the approximate amount. Bro. W. H. Kelley
thought that the brother should be relieved
in one way or another.
It was then
moved.

QUORUM OF SEVENTY'S REPORT ..

Report of Quorum of Seventy was read:
This quorum. has held six meetings, in which
we have been blest in a measure, and are encouraged with. the prospects of our quorum and
the work ·in general. The following members
reported in person: E. C. Brand, Duncan Campbell, J. S. Patterson, J. T. Davies, J. W. Gillen,
Heman C. Smith, Columbus Scott, R. J. Anthony,
J.C. Foss, B. V. Springer, I. N. Roberts, J. L.
Bear, G. T. Griffiths, J. H. Hansen, W. T. Bozarth, I. A. Bo~ue, C.H. Jones and M. '.!'. Slwrt;

Resolved, That the Bishopric be instructed to
provide for the releasing of th_e hands of Bro. A.
H. Smith, so that he may prosecute.his mission.

This method of relief was opposed by
several who wished to see Bro. Smith's
hands made free, but who thought it
should be done in another way than by
taking it ov.t <;>f the treasury, because of
•
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the precedent which might be_ thus established. Several offered to subscribe towards liquidating the debts without calling it out of the treasury. This method
was also spoken upon and opposed by
some who favored its being taken directly
from the treasury. The resolution was
favored by Bro. I. L. Rogers, J.C. Crabb,
S. V. Bailey and E. L. Kelley, and opposed by Brn. G. A. Blakeslee, W. W.
Blair, H. L. Holt and F. C. Warnky.
Bro. E. Banta spoke upon it. Previous
question moved and the main question being put was declared as adopted. Division
being called for the resolution 'was found
to be defeated· by a vote of 27 to 25.
The following was then moved:
That this conference recommend the Bishopric to examine the claim of Bro. A. H. Smith,
that the church should pay hi~ present debts,
and if they find the claim to be just and proper,
that they take steps to settle them at as early a
time as practicable.

This was favored by Brn. J. S. Patterson,]. W. Gillen and E. C. Brand, and
opposed by brethren Alfred White and M.
T. Short. Previous question was moved
and ordered, and the resolution was
adopted.
A note from Bro.Joseph Luff was read:
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April, 1886.
Bro. Henry A. Stebbins:-It is too.late now for
Bro. J. Luff to hope to be with you. He has been
very poorly with an affection of the brain. He
reqvests me to state that he has baptized twentyfive during the conference year; thinks that
Utah ought to be considered, and well supplied
with missionaries for the coming year, as the
time is opportune. Brp. Anthony is in good demand, also J. T. Davies. Thinks that Bro.
Joseph Smith should return, as his labor there is
telling wondrously for good. Hope there is a
good spirit with _xou. Regrets inability to attend.
C. M. CLARK.

The following from the Twelve, concerning brother M. H. Forscutt, was read:
Whereas, Bro. M. H. Forscutt has tendered
his resignation of every official position held in
the church, . except that of an Elder, since our
reasons were requested; and whereas, we have
no disposition to urge our reasons upon the body;
therefore, if in your judgment it is better for us
to forego an expression of those reasons demanded, we will readily comply; otherwise, we
have no disposition to shun the grave responsibility that rests upon us.
A. H. SMITH, Sec'y.

The resignation of Bro. M. H. Forscutt,
and his reasons therefor, were read:
While unchanged in my views respecting the
w6rk of the Ill.st day.s, I am unable to any longer
labor as a travelling minister, in connection with
the Reorgan.ized Church, and having tendered
my resignation as a High Priest to my Quorum,
I herewith tender my resignation as a public officer of the church. I would like to labor locally,
if you will permit, by dropping my name froin
the High Pl"iest's Quorum, and enrolling me as
an Elder.
·
I am compelled under the accumulated pressure of secret infhiences for years operating, and
by the public action of to-day, either to sacrifice
the independence of my manhood, or my standing as a minister in the church.
The best years of my life have been given to
the church, and my baptismal registry shows
upwards of five hundred baptized converts. For
their comfort, a.nd·as due to them and to you, I
will say that I do not regret what I have done in
the past for a conscientious devotion to the work
justified my labor; but.I do regret that the past
and present combined compel the step which
severs .me from. the pul:llic ministry and work I
love;:,
•
, ,

If I can be accepted as an Elder, I am willing
to labor locally, but not as a dependent on the
church coffers.
Respectfully,
MARK H. FoRSCUTT.

It was moved that his resignation as a
general laborer in the ministry be accepted, and that he be requested to retain his
Eldership. It was spoken upon and previous question being ordered the resignation was declared as accepted. Division
being called for the vote stood 29 for acceptance and 20 against.
Report of Firt Quorum of Elders was
read:

ued silence; or show innocence upon investigation. (4.) Quorum action is for quorum membership only. Persons expelled for cause should
be reported to proper officers for further and final
action.
JosEPH SMITH,
w. w. BLAIR.
April 13th, 1886.

Thirty-seven met with their quorum during
our sittings. Elder V. White was elected Secretary. The President and his two counsellors
were sustained upon separate votes. Harmony,
unity and peace were the character of all our
meetings.
Submitted in gospel bonds,
RoB'T M. ELVIN, President.

Report of Second Quorum of Elders

We beg to report that during the present seswas read:
sion of the general Conference, we have held five
The Second Quorum of Elders have held six
meetings. We have received reports as follows.
meetings; the following members reported in
Verbal.-George Adams, William Anderson,
person and by letter: I. N. White (baptized 4), J.
Elijah Banta, C. A. Beebe, Joseph Boswell, M.
S. Roth (baptized 29), F. C. Warnky (baptized
H. Bond, H. C: Bronson, S. V. Bailey, J. Chisnall,
IO), E. A. Davis (baptized ,4), W. Vickery (bapJ. P. Dillon, Enos J. French, Hans Hansen, H.
tized I2), S. Maloney, John Smith, H. Church, J.
L. Holt, J.P. Johnson, E. L. Kelley, Rob't Lyle,
W. :Wight, D. F. Lambert, Wm, C. Nirk, J. H.
A. W. Moffett, Moses McHarness, Wm. Newton,
Merriam, F. M. Cooper, J. A. Davis, T. E. Loyd,
J.M. Putney, F. G. Pitt, J. S. Snively, E. StafSamuel Ferris, W. C. Cadwell J. W. Newberry,
ford, Henry C. Smith, H. N. Snively, James
Frederick Hansen, Thos. Thomas, Jacob Reese,
Thomas, O. B. Thomas, V. White, A. White, S.
W. Owen, J. X. Davis, J. Morrill, Levi Gamet,
Wood and S. F. Walker.
Solomon Thomas, James Brown, •J. Armstrong,
By Proxy.-Horace Bartlett and Wm. Powell.
A. W. Lockling, 0. N. Dutton, W. Chambers,
By Letter.-T. J. Andrews, J. R. Badham, J.
C. Downs, B. F. Durfee, D. Chambers, J. H.
W. Brackenbury, S. Butler, Jno. Beaird, Jobe
Condit, Chas. E. Butterworth (baptized 12), Wm.
Brown, J. F. Burton, G:E. Deuel, D. K. Dodson,
Thompson, Henry Gardner, L. Merchant, Eber
L. Ellison, Wm. W. Gaylord, G. H. Hilliard, D.
Benedict, J. Gilbert, G. W Shute.
Hougas, D. L. Harris, G. Hicklin, J. D. Jones,
And we further report, that by reason of our
J. Kemp, W. A. Moore, J. Ruby, F. P. Scarcliff,
president, I. N. White and his councilor J. S.
L M. Smith, J.M. Stubbart, M. Smith, George
Roth, being selected and taken out of onr quorum
Walker, D. Williams, T. Whiting and Geo. S.
by and to fill a place in the Quorum of Seventy,
Yerrington.
we present to you as our unanimous chbice S.
Present and in writing.-0. J. Bailey, R. M.
Maloney as president, and F. C. Warnky and W.
Elvin, H. Kemp, T. Nutt and W. J. Smith.
C. Cadwell as his councilors; and we desire that
Total number of reports received are 65. Bapyou will approve and set apart those brethren
tisms reported 152. Many of the members of
to the office as set forth in this report.
this Quorum are acting as branch and district
By reason of vacancies we have taken into oµr
pre&idents, secretaries and Bisop's agents, and in
quorum: Richard Coburn, Peter Adamson, Chas.
other positions of trust and responsibility in the
K. Ryan, George W. Harlow, M. P. Bei:g, Edchurch. -During the year we have had but one
ward Wheeler and Warren Peak. Upon the redeath and a loss of four by ordination into the
quest of Bro. George Wilson, he was released
Seventy's Quorum, one adjudged of unministefrom the quorum.
rial conduct, but he having filed notice of an appeal, we let the case rest for the present. ComThe request for ordination of brethren
mittee on "Circular letter" reported, and so chang- . Maloney, Warnky and Cadwell was granted as to read the President and his two Counseled, and the missionary in charge of Iowa
lors. President and Secretary be authorized to
was instructed to ordain Bro. Cadwell.
prepare a roll book. Communication of Elder
The ordination of the other two was reJoseph R. Lambert, containing license, received.
A bill of 70 cts. ordered paid. The following
ferred to the Twelve to attend to.
Elders were enroliecl as members: R. R. Dana,
Bro. J.J. Cornish was appointed to labor
Asa S. Cochran, A. B. Moore, M. H. Gregg and
in his present field, under the missionary
J. W. Terry.
We include in our report the following letters, -in charge.
His report was read':
which explain themselves, viz.;
LAMONI, Iowa, April 12th, 1886.
My report since last April Conference is as
follows :-I have labored mostlv in new places,
Brn. ':fosepk Smith and Wm. W. Blair :-I am
spent most of my time in North Michigan; only
under instruction. by my quorum to present to
you, and obtain your decisidn on the following
spent about five weeks in all, in Canada. Held
four or five discussions with representatives of
questi_ons, viz.: (r•t) Inas.much as it has been
other faith's, which has resulted in bringing
decided that an Elder loses his right to act in his
many to the light, who would otherwise not
office as an Elder when he is expelled from his
Quorum, is it lawful to expel an Elder from his
hear. I have baptized and confirmed seventy
people into the church, and have assisted my
quorum without being tried by his Quorum.
brethren, and fellowmen as best I could for their
(2d.) When an Elder has been expelled, what
good, and the advancement of this great latter
co.urse has he to pursue in order for him to have
the right to act as an Elder.
day work. Brethren, I am at your disposal,
should you consider me worthy to continue me
I am requested to return your reply to the
_in this same field of liibor, or some other one; or
quorum. I therefore respectfully await your reto drop me from the list, and placing others more
ply.
In gospel bonds,
RoB'T M. ELVIN, President.
able and competent in the field. I hope to. be
satisfied with your descision. May the God of all
Reply: (r.) It is not proper to expel an Elder
comfort bless you in the conference for good.
from his quorum without cause, to be decided on
investigation and enquiry. (2.) An Elder ex·
Resolved, That Nova Scotia be attached to the
pelle"1 from quorum without c-ause, is simply simission of brethren Wm. H7 Kelley and- E._C.
lenced pending investigation. If inquiry and inBriggs.
.
vestigation do not follow within .reasonable time,
Report
of
Third
Quorum
of
Elders
was
he should be released from censure and restored."
read:
If for cause, he can not act in the name of the
church, but must answer to God for his priestHave held four sessjons. Elders reported: C.
hood. (3.) An Elder expelled from quorum
A. Bishop, B. Salisbury, E. T. Dobson, _B. S.
must seek by appeal to those In charge of dis·
Parker, B. Myers, J.M. Terry, S. Butler, Levi
trict or mission to be restored; proving his fitAnthony, J. Goode, G. Kemp, R. Farmer, Geo.
ness and moral free!iom for relea~!l from j:Ontin,
Hay"farsJi
D. F. Po'\\'·7p, C. f· forter, G. W.
'
'
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Galley, J.Hawley,J. R. Rudd, .0. Madison, D ..
Munns, J. W. Waldsmith, ].Roberts, D. Brown,
G. W. Beebe, T. R. Hawkins, F .. Calkins, M.
Rasmussen, T. W. Chatburn, J. T. Kinnaman,
Wm. Lew.is, A .. Parsons, R. Ware; Geo. Birdand
W. N. Abbott.
The resignation of E. H. Gurley, together with
his. reasons for so doing, weJ:e presented, referred. to a committee composed ·of Thos. W ..Chatburn, J. W. Waldsmith and .B. Salisbury. Resignation of E. T. Dobson as secretary of .quorum
presente\f and accepted, vo.te of .thanks tendered
for past services. On motion J. M. Terry was
chosen as secretary of quorum. Request of John
A .. Taylor read.and referred to committee of T.
W. Chatburn,J. W. Waldsmith and L. Anthony.
The Taylor committee reported ·that John A.
Taylor did not belong to the Third Quorum.
. Committee on E., H. Gurley's request reported
as follows: Whereas,. on the 20th day of June,
1885, at the ~onference of .the Decatur District
Bro. E. H .. Gurley, presented causes and reasons.
for, and asking the conference .to grant 'him an
honorable release from the church arid its obligations; and Whereas, .a motion obtained that
the papers and the turther action thereon be referred to his quorum; therefore, be it Resolved,
That we the Third Quorum of Elders, Jn council
assembled, accept Bro. Gurley's resignation,. fo.
gether with pis license, and for causes set forth
hereby drop his name from our quor:um. Report
received and committee dischat;geq.
A vacancy now appearing in the quorum, it
was moved that Bro. H. Parker be received into
the quorum.
Committee of three were chosen, composed of
T. W. Chatburn,John Hawley, and L. Anthony,
to formulate' blank report, to be used by the
Elders in reporting to this quorum; also, to ..ascertain cost of printing circular letter, with ,list of
nameR and residences of each member of quorum.
A collection of $3 was taken up to defray expenses, and put into .the hands, of th.e president,
subject to call.
A general discussion prevailed, resulting in the
unanimous adoption of the following resolution:
That we re-affirm our belle£ and faith in the'
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Book of Covenants.
The following, after thorough discussion, was
unanimously adopted: Whereas, brother C. A.
Bishop contemplates a visit to Switzerland the
coming year, on business, and feeling that he
would like to preach the word while there to his
countrymen and relaUves; and whereas, Bro.
Bishop does not ask any aid from the churcJl,
but will bear his own expenses on the contem- ·
plated visit; therefore, be it resolved, that we recommend Bro. C. A. Bishop to the Quorum of
the Twelve for their endorsement as a missionary
to that country, that he may go with the sanction
and authority of the church.
Moved that the secretary urge all members of
the quorum to report' within the next year, also
to forward their yearly assessment to.him al once.
J. T. Kinnaman was, by motion, sustained as
president of quorum, and T. W. Chatburn and J.
l\1 1·Terry as counselors.
.
· '
, J. T, KINN.AMAN, President.
J. W. WALDSMITH, Secretary.

The portion concerning-' Bro. C. A.
Bi!;hop laboring in Switzerland was spoken
of, and Bro. A. H. Smith, in behalf of his
quorum, stated that by advice of the First
President, they did not feel to establish a
foreign mission, hence they made no recommendation. Bro. W. H. Kelley said
that the brother was at liberty to labor in
Switzerland in case he went there. On
motion, the matter was referred to the
First Pre~idency. Also, the matter of Bro.
John D. Jones laboring in Wales while
there Ol!l his anticipated visit was referred
to the Presidency.
The report of the committee on reasons
for not sustaining brethren J. W. Briggs
and Z. H. Gurley was taken up, (found in
minutes .of the 9th). It wa;; moved to
adopt the report, It was opposi;q by ~rn,

]. R. Lambert and A.H. Sn:iith, and then
being put to vote was declared lost.
At half-past one o;clock the hymn,
"Arise my ·soul, arise" was sung and
prayer was offered by brother R. M.
Elvin. Minutes of :the forenoon session
were read.
Rep,ort .
Fourth Quorum of Elders
was read:

of

The Fourth Quorum of Elders· held· four s.es·
sions. Members present nine. '.·Members repotted by letter fifty~all encouraging,. and. all feel
that the work is prospering in their localities.
The qµorum .loses one by ordination, Bro. H. N.
Hansen, to Seventy, arid one'.added to the qµorum,
Bro ..Thomas Horton. The followtng. brethren,
Hyrum Rathbun .an.d S. Crum; be'.giV:en an appointment by .Conference; Bro.· C. Prettyman
was. recommended for a )pissiOn un\}er the missionary in chai;ge of Nor,thetn Missouri, next
fall and wiriter. S. Crum· was elected again as
secretary of .the. quorum. The ptesident and his
counselors were sustained.
·
J. D. FLANDERS, President.

On motion .the recomme.ndation concerning .Brn. Crum and, P:iettyman a.s to
missions was referred to the Quorum of
Twelve.
Report·of the Fifth Quorum of Elders
was reacl.
The Fifth Quorum of Elders have held five
meetings; peace and unity prevailed. Reports
have been received from ·sixty-four members:
W. Aird,.Peter Anderson, J. Allen, A. N. Bishop,
W. S. Barbee, T. Bradshaw, T. J. Bell. N. A.
Baker, J. A. Currie, N. M. Cook, E. Curtis, A. V.
Closson, J. Drown, A. S. Davison, Thos. Dailey,
John Eames, J.B. Eaton, L. H. Ezzell,. Hyrum
Falk, T. N. Fields, Louis Gaulter, G. Gould, C.
G. G6tild, W. H. Garrett, T. H, Hume, Charles
Herzing, C. H. Hassall, H. Jones, J. R. Anderson, W. Hendrick, W. D. Kelley' Jos. Lampert,
G. A. Lincoln., J. H. Lee, J. H. Long; J. A. McIntosh, W. A; McDowell, C. D. Norton, Robert
Oehring, John Pett, W. G. Pert, Levi Phelps,
David Powell, P. C. Petersen, P. P. Powell, John
E. Reese, W. N. Ray, W. M. Rumel, Gomer
Reese, Stephen Stone, E. A. 1?helly, N. Stamm,
J.M. Tousley, W. O. Thomas, W. B. Tignor, T.
Venable, W. Williams, J. J. Watkins, R. H.
Wight, A. L. Whittaker, W. Waterman, J. A.
Robinson, R. Etzenhouser and J. Gerrard.
·
The whole number baptized as reported, are
sixty-eight. Ordinations.: Elders r, Priests 3,
Teachers r, Deacons 1; marriages performed r;
presidents of districts four, presidents of branches riine, Bishops' Agents four, clerks of districts
two, .clerks of branches two.
The following names: James Bamber, Robert
Fuller, Niel Hammer, Ekin Lovell, Chas. Perry,
J. V. L. Sherwood, and B. T. St. John were dropped from the quoi-um; having failed to comply
within the time limited for securing licens.e.
The following names were added: Oliver
Johnson, John Larsen, J.M. Tousley, H. Southwick, F. R. Tubb, E. A. Steadman; F. E. Anderrnn. Should brethren Anderson and Daly not
accept ordination into the Quorum of Seventy,
the last two names remain as applicants for·first
vacancies.
·
Bro.W. M. Rumel having been ordained into the
Quorum of Seventy, resigned as first counselor.
J. A. Robinson was chosen by the president, ratified by the quorum and his ordination is hereby
asked by the general body. J. A. Robinson resigned as secretary and treasurer; R. Etzenhouser was appointed for the time being, and to recommend as early as possible a proper name.
The fJllowing names were recommended for
General Conference appointment: Oliver Johnson and John Larsen (asked by Peter Anderson
for the Utah Mission), E. Curtis, R. Etzenhouser
and J. A. Mcintosh.
The following preamble and resolution was
adopted, and sanction asked of the body: Whereas, a member of this Fifth Quorum of Elders
<;luring silence. !las so laboreq, tl\<1t. qe claiQ'\s ll;

result of fi.ve baptism·s, and therefore of necessity
having presented the claims.of the church;. and
whereas,, silence .is to mean a cessatidh of all
public labor affecting the church in its interests;
Therefore, be it Resolved, that no one of this · ·
quorum in the future who has·been placed .under
silence, appear as an Elder in any sense in,p~b
'lic, presenting in any shape the claims 9£ the
Church.
·
A committee, whose report was adopteo,··pre~ ·•
•sented the following in condolence upbn the.de. cease of four brethren. (members of the.quorum):
Thos. N. Hudson, C. A. Sherman, Edward Benett and Johh Carmichael. Whereas, our quorum
has met with the loss by death of the above na·med members of the quorum; and whereas, sorrow
and mourning has of necessity filled the hearts
and homes of the bereaved .ones, we hereby oft~r
to such our heart-felt sympathy, and words
condolence, praying that He, into whmie. hands
the spirits of all men fall at death, may in' connection with the.berea.vement, thus caused, c-omfort, ·Console and strengthen, those .wI:io are thus
called upon to mourn their dead, and enable them
to say with one of old, "The Lord giveth and the
Lord taketh away, blessed be the name :.of the
Lord." We also hereby express:our.i;egret, as·a
body, of the loss of those brethren, realizing that
we not only lose their association, but their labor
and assistance in the great latter day work,
which we so much lo·ve, and 'therefore most
earnestly desire to ~ee carried rapidly forward,
hoping to meet those loved ones in the fair haven
of eternal rest.
'
Forty-eight responded on yearly dues, amounting to $ ro.31; balance on hand over all expenses,:
$6.3r. We consider our quorum in fair working
order, with a tendeµcy for improvement.'
Emsley Curtis was chosen by president. as
second councilor, ratified by quorum, and ordination asked by gen~ral body. Resolution passed
that the president prepare and send out a circular
letter.
E. ETZE:NHOUSER, President ..

of.

It was moved that we endorse the nomination of Brn. J. A. Robinson and Emsley Curtis as counselors, and that they ·be
so ordained, further that their ordination
be referred to the Quorum of Twelve. ·
The following was moved:
That the body sanction the resolution of the
Fifth Quorum of Elders in·regard to the.labors·of
those silenced.

Amended by inserting the words "as. an
elder" after the word, "appear'~ and as
amended was adopted.
Report of First Quorum of Priest~ w~s
reaJ.
The First Quorum of Priests have held three
meetingR. The following brethren were admitted
as memb<>rs· C. K. Preston, A. W. Head, W. H.
Kelley, Peter Peterson, to fill vacandes caused
by deatli. and ordinations. C. P. Faul was chosen
as .perm anent secretary. The following reported
by letter: G. F. Weston, l3. M. Green, L. C
Donalson, R. May, G. M. Jemison, E. Rannie,'
O. H. Brown and J. B. Gouldsmith. A .. W.
H<";ad, P. Peters 0 n, C. P. Faul, C. tJ .. Defry.,. 1-·
Fowler, E. Sparks, W. H. Kellev. C. K. Presto.ii,
were. present and reported. w.: H .. l(eJfe.y was
chosen as second counselor to preside, and we ask
the conference that he be ordained anc;I missionary
in charge of the Southern Nebraska District be
instructed to ordain R. White. We request nil
to apply for Liceme, to secretary Charles P.
Faul, Stewartsville, Missouri.

The ordination of brethren White and
Kelley was ordered and was also referred
to the Twelve.
Report of committee in case of brethren
Brand and Babbitt was read-:
We, your committee, to whom was referred
the case of Elders Brand and Babbitt, would report that after due examination and consideration
of all papers presented, we recommend that
further action on the case is unnecessary.
.
HIRAM L. HOLT,
J. w. CHA\fBURN1

c.
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It was moved to adopt, and that the
committee be discharged.
Substitute
adopted that the case be referred to the
missionary in charge for trial.
Committ~. on Bishop's books reported:
We, your committee duly appointed to audit
books and report of the Bishop, herewith report,
that we find both books and report to be correct.
ROBT. M. ELVIN,
JoHN SMITH.

The report was adopted and the committee was discharged.
Letter from Bro.Joseph Lampert concerning ministerial work in Wisconsin was
read ·and the matter was referred to the
missionary in charge and the Bishop to
supply the necessity, if found practicable.
The report of the committi>e on compiling General Conference resolutions was
read:
We, the committee appointed to perform the
above work, hereby report that we have done as
we were ordered to do, and we submit it to the
body, together with certain recommendations,
and suggest that the work be submitted to a committee for examination and report. There 'are
two hundred and fourteen of the resolutions
copied herein.
We found it an actual necessity in some cases,
as in the presentation of committee reports,
petitions etc., to give the substance of the matter,.
but, we think, have preserved the exact sense in
each instance. We cite Nos. 140 and r47 as examples. We have also changed the grammar in
a few instances, to make them read with sense,
in view of.their republication
Our recommendations are as follows:
I.-That the work be published, and in cheap·
form, octavo size, so that future editions, whenever there have been large addHions to the rules,
may be published at slight expense; and in case·
few additions are made at any Conference they
may be printed on a leaf and pasted in the book,
at the end of either division, which division is
hereinafter provided for.
2.--That the work be dividec:I into two sections,
the first part to be a business manual, containing
those rules that are still binding upon the body;
the second part to be supplementary, containing
those resolutions that are simply historical but
which are valuable for reference.
3.-Thateach part be separately nu'.nbered, and
that in future legislation upon them they be des·
ignated by their numbers, all future acts to be
likewise numbered.
4.-That of the number now submitted the
following be compiled as the historical part,
namely: Nos. r, 2, 3, 8,9l-2.14, 16, 18, 20.22,
23, 25, 35, 36, 37, 38, 44, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 62, 63,
64, 69, 81, 82, 87, 93, ro3, ro7.. Iz2, 124, 126, I3o,
l3I, 134, 135, 143, 152, 159· 161, 173, 21.2, 213.
5.---,That·No. 29 be amended bv the insertion
of the w:ord "Seventies,'' after the Word "High
Priests."
6.-That Nos. 12, 45 and 46 be repealed as being·
contrary to the more recent rulings_of the Church,
And we cite Nos. 58, 91 and 94 as needing to be
amended in order to harmonize with the present
rules of the body. These last are given as samples of repeal and amendment that we consider
should be made.
·
HENRY A. STEBBINS,
> R. ETZENHOUSER,
D. F. LAMBERT.

as an Elder was read, and was referred to likely to lead their minds from Christ and his
gospel.
the missionary in charge.
This was opposed by Bro. M. T. Short
A letter from brother Joseph S. Lee was
and
favored by Bro. E. L. Kelley. Vote
read, and was referred to the missionary
. in charge, for inquiry. Following this, being taken, resulted in 26 for and 26
Bro. Stephen Maloney was ordained as against. Pres. Smith cast the deciding
president and F. C. W arnky as first coun- vote in favor of the substitute, and it preselor in the Second· Quorum of Elders, vailed.
MINISTRY REPORTS.
under the hands of brethren E. C. Briggs
Elder J. F. il£cDowell, of the Seventy,
and Wm. H. Kelley, the former being
spokesman in ordaining Bro. Maloney, . writes from Council Bluffs, Iowa:
During the past conference year I have laborand the latter in ordaining Bro. W arnky.
A petition from the Clarksburg Branch ed continuously in the ministry. Although
located at Council Bluffs, I have labored in
Va., concerning the organization of a dis- several other places. At the above named place
trict in that region was read and referred the general features of the work are improved;
Eleven were received by baptism; the young
to the missionaries in charge.·
people were brought in religious acth·ity, and
It was moved and adopted,
Resolved, That all that part of Wyoming west
of Cheyenne, be annexed to the Rocky Mountain
Mission.

Resolution on: tracts for free distribution
was presented:
Resolved; That the Bishop of the Chm·ch be
authorizedw,to transfer ·to the Busine.ss Manager
of the Board of Publication the sum of $500
from moneys now due the Church by the Board,
for the purpose of furnishing tracts (including
the Voice of Warning), for free distribution,
such as the Bishop and Business Manager may
direct.

It was moved to amend by striking out
the words, Voice of Warning." This was
discussed, and moti.on to strike out prevailed. The original was discussed, being
opposed by brethren I. N. White and E.
L. Kelley, and favored by brethren E.
Banta and G. A. Blakeslee. The previous
question was ordered and the main. question being put, it prevailed by a vote of
30 for and 16 against.
The following concerning the itemized
reports of the ministry being published,
was moved:
Resolved, That all Elders laboring under General Conference appointment, shall report to the
Bishop all moneys received by them, and the
names of who from, .and that said reports shall
be published in the body of the Herald, without
expense to the Bishop.

lt was defeated.
Resolution on the enrollment of Elders
was moved and adopted.:
Whereas: much confu~ion and disappointment are experienced ·by .the present method of
enrolling Elders in the several quqrums of the
eldership; therefore, be it Resolved, That all applications for enrollment. be made to the Secretary of the Chu.rch.

Resolution on dancing was moved :
, "Whereas, the practice ·of. dancing as now currently practised, is to some.extent affecting many
of the young men and .women.of thi-s church, and
diverting their minds· from the spirit of the gos"
pel, and is detrimental to the cause; Therefore;
we move that it be considered unchristianlike,
and if persisted in after proper labor is performed,
that such members be dealt with according to
law as any other transgression.

It was Resolved to refer to a committee
It was moved to indefirtately postpone.
to examine and to recommend action at as This was favored by brethren J. H. Hanearly a day as·practicable.
sen, John Hawley, R. C. Elvin and C. C.
Brethren H. A. Stebbins, J. H. Hansen Nelson; and opposed by brethren A. H,
and A. S. Cochran were appointed as said Parsons and E. C. Brand. Previous quesco1']m1ttee.
tion was. or;:lered and· motion to postpone
An appeal from brother 0. H. Brown was lost by 15 for and 28 against. Then
was presented, and on motion the matter a substitute was offered:
was referred· to the missionary in charge
Resolved, That the practice of dancing shoµld
. for adjudication.
be ·di~couraged, and that members of 'the church
· .· ~esi~11~~iQ!l of broth~r Sat11~~1 Rector ..sh,o\.lld •bt; u.r.geq tq a voitl ~he- pr4cti~e, as' ~I!~

the public notice of the press regarding our doctrine and church has excelled all the past. Twice
I did ministerial labor at St. Joseph, Mo., with
good results. Delivered thirteen review lectures
at Boonsboro, on prominent adventist doctrines,
by special request; held one debate of eight
sessions, during which I was much blessed.
Have labored at Salisbury, Wheeler arid Galland's Groves, at their public meetings; as also
at Cresent, Quick, and Dow City, Iowa. At the
last named place I closed my labors of twenty
discounes, on the 3d of April; nine were received by baptism; an excellent interest manifest,
best known here, and the Lord blessed his word
with power; o.thers are in serious. thought.
Solemnized four marriages and attended to
several funerals.

Elder J. T. Kin:naman, President ·0£
the Third Quorum of Elders, present,
reports:
Having received an appointment from the
General conference, held ·at Independence, ·Mo.,
one year ago, to labor in the interest of the
church, I deem it to be my duty to report to you.
Being president of the Far West District,· Missouri, I have been engaged in the labors. to· considerable extent; have been hindered very rriuch
.on account of sickness, and after recovering my
health, death called me to Illinois; and pre.vented me from going to Kansas fo labor. I preached some while in Illinois, and last winter have
done ali' I could consistently. Have labored in
Grundy county, Mo., arid in Spickardville the
Disdples gave us the use .of their house. I .hope
to ever be able to work in harmony with the
church authorities.·.

Elder E. L. Kelley, Counselor to the
Bishop, prsent, reported:
.
Since my last report to the body, my time.has
been continuously occupied, either· in trying to
: aid the work directly as a member of the Bi_shopric by counsel; or presenting to the Saints )Vhere
I could that part of the goopel relating tb almsgiving; namely, the Jaw of tithes and offerings.
This work necessarily too; the past .Year, has
been in fields widely apart from.each other; but
together with the Bishop's counsel in this matter,
I have tried to labor as directed by the Master, in
no case permitti'ng my personal interests or desires to move me from visiting those fields where
l was thtii; called to go.
I have visited ·Eastern
Ohio, western parts of Pennsylyania and. West
Virginia, Southern· Michigan, a few points in
Iowa, all principal points in California, and upon
my return from that field such places in the
missfon of Bro. Heman C. Smith in Texas, and
of Bro. John T. Davies in Kansas, as I. could
·with little extra expense to the church.
In all of these fields I have met with much
kindness from the ministry in charge ard the
Saints, aside from the especial' aid from brethren
Alex. H. Smith in California, as he was able to
render, and Heman C. Smith in Texas. Other
laborers in all of these 'fields, either in i local
way or general, were doing good· work; but cir~
cumstances were such that I was less with them.
It was easy t6 see, however, the marked appreciation by the Saints and world of the labors Qf
brother' J. T. Davies and his two excellent sdns,
· ;i.nd ot!wr youn~ ~i~ist~r~ i11 ·
~prin~ ~i~er~
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Kansas, District; of L N. Roberts, H. L. Thompson, A. J. Cato, and others in the Texas Mission,
and of that honored soldier for Christ, D.S. Mills,
and J. R. Badham, Thoma~ Dalev; H.P. Brnwn,
'Vm. Ahdersori, Geo. S. 'L'nrnln. T. J !\ ndr~ws,
J. H. Lawn; Daniel Brown and ma.ny others who
were laboring as they could in lhe California
Mission, some of them giving their. time almost
wholly to the work. To know that su.ch true and
devoted men are standing for the work in those
distant fields is greatly encouraging and hopeful,
. although the odds in numbers are so greatly
against them.
The Expositor, published by Elder Brown, had
done great· good for the Pacific Mission, and
ought to ~ aided by all Saints ":ho can, both
east and west of the mountains.
To-day, I am glad to, be able to state, that
without exception, in places where I have been
able to learri the attitud~ and feeling of the Saints
generally· toward the financial working of the
church, that it is in harmony with the law, whereas per contrary one year ago-it was greatly
divided., or against.
This is encouraging, and I can say truly that
what I have seen, heard and experienced, has
more confirmed me in ~he faith. ·

J.

Elder A.
Cato.· writes from Manchester, T~xas:
Since your last sitting I have spent all of my
. time in preaching in the South-western Mission.
I have found the people in a restless condition
in regard to spiritual things, and they are (seemingly) more anxious to hear us than I have ever
seen. I have had better liberty in speaking·
than ever before, in fact I have felt better every
,. way, so far as the Master's wo.rk is.concerned. I
have baptized ten. Am at your dispoRal to go
where you may say, and do the best I can for the
good work; but if I am not sent, my best wishes
will be for those who are.
·
Elder D. H. Bays, of the Seventy,
writes from Pratt, Kansas:
Since my last report I have endeavored to perform the labors assigned me in the South-West~
ern Mission, under the. supervisory ·care of Bro.
H. C. Smith. I labored as best I could till some
time.in July, when I was prostrated by an attack
of malarial fever; when sufficiently recovered, I
began to work again for the Master. Leaving
Bro. Smith in Bell County, I proceeded to the
mountainous region in Bandera County, hoping
the pure atmosphere would somewhat improve
my health; b1,1t greatly to my regret, I constantly grew worse, till I was confined to my room
and bed the greater portion of the time, thus
rendering me unable to perform any labor whatever. After waiting in this condition for several
weeks and all the time growing worse, my
friends thought it unsafe for me to remain longe1·,
and so I returned home in October,· 1884. I left
the field with great reluctance, for I saw there
was great need of labor in that inviting field,
as my departure left brethren Smith and Cato
practically alone.
By. February, 1885, I so far recovered that I
began work again . .In March, I concluded a
public discussion at Oakland, Iowa, with a
Methodist minister, on the "mode" arid "proper
subjects for Christian Baptism;" my opponent
affirming infant baptism, and sprinkllng, and
pouring. In this work I was assisted by Bro. E.
C. Briggs, of Carson, Iowa. Soon aher my return hcime, mv wife was taken sick, and died
March 23d, which prevented me from atte11ding
Conference at Independence, Mo., last year.
Since my removal to this state, I have held aloft
the banner of truth, and am now holding services regularly every Sabbath with increasing
interest. I am glad to say Tam still in the faith,
and have a desire to labor and sacrifice for the
work. I regret that I can not do more. With a
praye1· that God may be with you in your deliberations, and for the final triumph of the Latter
Day work, I am, as ever, your co-labort'r in
bonds...
Elder 'Jolzn Gilbert writes from Burlington, Vermont.

~~i~~ I\~ ~PP<l~~~e~ of \~~t G:1111rnl i;::on~erenp;:

to labor in Philadelphia District under direction
of Bro. Wm. H. Kelley, of the Twelve, I herewith submit my report:-! labored in P~ilad~l
phia, Allentown, Horner&town, and Brooklyn;
also in Massachusetts District. I visited and
preached in New Bedford, Providence, Attleboro,
Little Compton, Fall River, Boston, Plymouth,
and other places, as circumstances permitted and
the way was opened. The rupture which had
occurred in Philadelphia Djstrict previous to my
appoin.tment, greatly hindered my doing for the
cause what I wished to do, and what I might
have done, had it been otherwise. In the Fall by
the consent of Bro. Kelley, I retired from the
field, at least for .the present.
I have the kindest feelings towards the brethren, and also towards the good cause. And I
trust to see the time when those who are called
upon to hold responsible positions in the church,
will see more nearly "eye to eye"-so that no
schism may occur in the body of Christ. May
the blessing of God atte.nd the deliberations of
this General Conference, and His Spirit guide in
wisdom, peace and love, to His name's glory.
Certain resolutions in one of the reports
of the Quorum of Twelve were mentioned, but wer.e laid over till tomorrow.
The evening sermon was preached by
Bro. M. T. Short.
He was assisted by
Bro.Joseph Smith.
SATURDAY, APRIL 17TH.
The conference assembled at nine
o'clock. A hymn was sung, and prayer
was offered by Bro. I. L. Rogers. The
minutes of yesterday afternoon were read
and approved.
QUORUM OF TWELVE REPORT.
After due deliberation, it was decided to reaffirm the appointment of Bro. I. N. Roberts in
charge of South-Eastern Mission.
56. That Bro. A. J. Moore labor in Missouri
and Iowa, under the direction of the missionary
in cliarge.
57. J. F. Burton sustained in Australian mission.
58. Thomas Taylor in charge of English mission.
59. Duncan Campbell in southern Iowa, under
direction of missionary in charge.
60. H. N. Hansen in Pottawattamie district,
under direction· of the missionary in charge;
self-sustaining.
61. Hiram Rathbun ii:i Michigan, under direction of missionary in charge.
62. J. T. Kinnaman in Far West district, under
direction of missionary in charge.
63. A. White in Independence district, under
direction of missionary in charge.
64. Charles Ryan in southern Kansas; selfsustaining.
.
65. J. H. Merriam in Canada mission, under
direction of missionar.v in charge; self-sustaining.
66. J. W. Wight in Little Sioux district, under
direction of missionary in charge; self-&ustaining.
67. Hiram C. Bronson in St. Joseph, Mo, under direction of missionary in charge.
68. F. C. Warnky in Missouri, under direction
of missionary in charge; self-sustaining.
69. R. Etzenhouser' in Eastern Iowa, under direction of missionary in charge.
70. Charles Derry in Little Sioux district, under direction of missionary in charge.
Whereas, the Quorum of Seventy refuse to
recommend Bro. J. F. McDowell for missionary
work; therefore, be it reRolved, that we can not
assign him a field of labor.
71. A. J. Cato in South-Western mission, under direction of missionary in charge, if necessary arrangements can be made with the Bishopric.
No. r.-We also present for your considera;
tion the following preamble and resolution:
·
Whereas. inequality and loss to the church result from the practice of taking up collections for
the support of the ministry; and whereas, such
prac.tlce is in opposition to the recommendation

9£ 'the Twelve
a,nc\' tjle
~ishopric 1 with the en·
I: '
:i,
~
•
: l . '"
'

'

dorsement of the General Conference thereon.
(See minutes of September conference, 1882).
Therefore, be it Resolved by this council, that
we call the special attention of all General Conference appointees, branch presidents and all
whom it may concern, to this matter, and we declare in harmony with the expressed views of the
Twelve, Bishopric, and church, that none but the
Bisopric, their agents, or some one either authorized by them, or holding an ex ijftcio right are
authorized to take up collections for the ministry.
No. 2.-Whereas, there have been, from time
to time, numbers of Elders in the field, in addition to General Conference appointees, some with
and some-without the permi~sion of the missionarl in charge; and whereas, many, if not all, of
said Elders have received money, but failed to
report the same to the Bishop, as required by him;
therefore, be it
Resolved, th11t while we look with favor upon
and shall ever seek to encourare the efforts made
by the Elders to preach the gospel as their circumstances will permit, we deprecate their faiJc
ure to properly account for all moneys r~eived
and advise that all Elders receiving help while
laboring in the Master's vineyard be required to
report the same in full to the Bishop of the
Church.
72. A. Haws in Oregon, under direction of the
missionary in charge .
.-73. Resolved, that we look with favor upon the
efforts of Bro. H.P. Brown as editor of Expositor,
and pray for its success.
74. William Anderson in Pacific Slope mission,
under the direction of missionary in charge, if
necessary arrangements be had with the Bishop.
75. Samuel Brown in London district, Ontario,
Canada mission, under direction of missionary in
charge, if arrangements can be made with Bishopric.
76. R. C. Elvin in South-Western Nebraska,
under direction of missionary in charge; he asks
nothing but some clothing when needed.
77. We have no recommendation for appointment of Bro. M. H. Forscutt for missionary labor.
That the secretary of this quorum be authorized to give notice through the Herald in due time,
that all Elders and General Conference appointees report their approximate demands needed to
continue them in the ministry at the next session
of General Conference.
Committee on memorial on the death of Bro.
Josiah Ells reported and read their tribute, as follows:"Whereas, since our last session of conference,
death has entered our ranks, and stricken down
our venerable brother and fellow-laborer, Josiah
Ell8, as a tribute of respect we offer the following:
While with profound reverence and respect to
God, and a desire to exhibit a becoming resignation to the disperrsation of his providence, we
nevertheless are made to feel sad at the loss of so
able and worthy an exponent of the faith, who
through long and tedious years, and life's chang•
ing scenes, stood unyielding to opposing powers
brought to bear against the latter day work.
"During his earthly career he bore the cross as
a noble soldier, evincing by precept and by exam·
pie .a virtue and love for equity and truth equalled by few and surpassed by none. In his death
we lose a wise and able counselor, and the church
a faithful, competent, and war.thy representative.
Let his name be kept in memory as one of earth's
noblest men."
The name of Bro. Thomas Daley having been
overlooked in our appointments, I as secretary of
the Quorum of the Twelve, recommend his name
for appointment to labor in the Northern District
of California, under direction of the missionary
in charge.
A. H. SMITH, Sec'y.
The following concerning collections
for the ministry, as presented by the Quorum of Twelve was moved: (See resolution number two in report of Twelve).
It was favored by brethren E. L. Kelley,
I. L. Rogers, and J. R. Lambert. It was
opposed by Bro. John Hawley.
It -was
favored in part and opposed in part by
brethren F. C. Warnkey, C. Derry, Henry
E;ei::pp a.p.-;.l fJ; 1 A 1 Stebbins. It was moved
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to strike out the words "or holding exof- W- No Credit for moneys received on ·subscription will taught them the gospel which is fraught
on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
ficio right." It was moved to further appear
with that power of discernment that peoHope for this issue, as no changes have .been made, ex·
amend by inserting aftel' the word "agent," cept, in case of persono desiring a ch.ange in P.O. uddress. ple who accept.of the same need not be
deceived oy false and delu&ive spirits.
the words "and presidents of missions disBut even the Church in that time had troutricts, and branches." It was opposed by
ble, fo,r the angel said to John that some ~f
Bro. E. L. Kelley. The previous ques·God's servants had been lead astray by
tion being ordered, both of the motions to
amend failed of suppOl't. The original 'ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the that woman Jezebel who caused them to
being before the house, it was moved that endorsement of the .Editor: writers are responsible for commit fornication and to. practice the
·doctrine of Nicolaitans, which without
the Twelve be requested to give a clear their own views. Contributions solicited.
'doubt, is about the same as modern freeand definate statement of the meaning of
love, and was. connected with the spirit"ex-officio." It was moved to amend by
ANOTHER MATERIALIZING MEualism of that time as it is connected with
striking out the word "clear" from this reDIUM . EXPOSED..
it in our times. The counterfeiting of the
quest. After discussion upon it, the vote
being taken, the motion to strike out failed. THE world is full of frau<l and spiritual truth in these last days commenced very
Afterwards the motion of request was powers of darkness, people deceiving and soon after the restoration of the fullness of
being deceived, and the unwary seem to the gospel by the angel. And from the
adopted.
The original was further discussed, be- be easily duped by any machination that Fox girls of Rochester, N. Y., with their
ing favored by brother W. H. Kelley. It the servants of Satan see fit to introduce. weak efforts in producing rappings to the
later gigantic materialization scheme the
·was then moved that the chair be directed
to request the Quorum of the Twelve to The greater the fraud, and the more people of the world have been taken by
answer as to the term "Ex-officio" now. strange and debasing the stratagem, the. storm, aµd the ,whole world is wondering
On motion they were granted thirty min- more the people wonder and marvel at' the after these strange manifestations of, power.
utes to confer and answer.
strange manifestations which are present-. Houses are crowded.with. eager listeners
Number two from the Twelve was ore- ed to them, and money is freely expended who spend their money freely and exclaim
"Great is the .Goddess Diana, (Lucifer)
sented and moved.
•
It was favored by brethren C. Derry, for the gratification of the restless curious of the Ephesians"-of the world. And,
M. T. Short and I. N. White, and op- appetite. Well might the apostl.e say strange to say, history is only repeating
posed by brother H. C. Bronson. Pre- that the power of the evil one was to be itself, for in ancient times a few of the
vious question ordered, and motion to so great in the last days as to even call people of the Saints were thus deceive<;!,
and in modern times they have given wi!y
adopt prevailed.
fire down from the heavens, and deceive to the .same deceptive power: But this
Reply ofthe Quorum of Twelve as to.
the very elect if possible. We need only state of affairs with such is bi:ought about
the word "Ex-officio:"
look back to the time of Moses;· and the by. their departure from. the the truth.
In reply to your reque&t to give a "clear and
days of Saul, and follow the counteracting Those who have "tasted of the good word
definite. definition to the word ex-officio," we answer as follows: lst.-The word means "by virinfluences of the prophets arid apostles, of God .and of the powers of the world to
tue of office." (See Revelation of 1861) .. 2d.arid even the exeerience of Jesus himself, come," and have thus turned away, folThe word, as used by us, refers: (1) to the
to find the key· to modern spiritualism. lowing after such evil doctrines, thus "deTwelve; (2) to Missionaries in charge. (See
Epistle of Twelve and Bishopric in Conference
The witch of Endor was one of those re- nying the Lord that bought them," to reMinutes for 1878.)
. nowed in her time for her mediumistic new such to repentance is impossible. No
A. H. SMITH, Sec'y.
power. They. had their wizards then, wonder that those who once knew the
Then number one as presented by that and those that had familiar spirits, and truth so rapidly descend the scale of their
quorum was adopted.
spirits that peep and mutter, much of. being and adopt freelove, congenial spirits
It was then resolved that Bro. Forscutt which was without question produced. by etc., and follow off the numerous lewd
be permitted to copy the petition from a power not wholly under the control of persons that come among them as med.iNebraska City. concerning his appoint- man. By strict comparison we can easily ums.
I suppose there is no part of earth 'that
see that it was his satanic majesty, workment.
Thanks were voted to the committee of ing like himself, operating upon those is more filled up with-spiritualistic frauds
reception and arrangement for their labors who are willing to give themselves up to and wonders than this c·oast. For some
· in caring for the conference.
his power. And not only so, but those. time past Los Angeles has been seemingly
Presidents Smith and Blair each made spirit entities who were cast out into the: the center of his Satanic Majes.ty's power.
brief remarks after the close of business. earth with him, are ever ready to do his A lady medium here, who professes ·the
Then the conference sung the hymn, bidding and personify any one de.sired to: power to call back the departed ones and
· "Lord, let thy blessing rest in peace," and be represented. They are perfectly willing cause them to materialize,' so that their
adjournment was had, to meet at Kirtland, to take possession of any one w.ho will dear friends may talk with and embrace
give up their will and agency to act in them, shake their hands, &c., is one of
Ohio, on April 6th, 1887.
. .
.
JOSEPH SMITH, President,
their seductive work; for we read" of Sa- his· ·em misaries. Of course, many. tears
W. W. BLAIR, AssoC'iate Pres.
tan, that he is permitted to transform him- are shed over.· these meetings. ·The ·meH. A.· STEBBINS, Secretary.
dium 'goes from house to house, and
.self
"nigh unto an angel of light." ·
JOHN SCOTT,
l
.
A. S. COCHRAN, 5Assistants.
In this way he is able to deceive many, calls up· the special friends of the house~
and more especially those who are not wil-, hold. On one occasion the prophet Joseph
ling
to accept of Jesus as the Savior of the, Smith, like Samuel, was called from his
"Looking backward, we see clearly. where and
world and the gospel which he introduced resting place, and conversed ( ?) with by
when we made mistakes. 'Vhile such retrospecfor the exaltatiori of all those who would one who once knew him, for two or more
tion is painful,. we should· rejoice that light is
ohey it. We find by examina_tiou 'of the' . hours, and was made to say in answer to
shining upon us, enabling us to see our mist~kes.
New Testament t.hat people possessed of the question: Why did you introduce p<;>It is evidence that the Spirit of God is adding to
evil
spirits annoyed the apostles as well as lygamy? "Because. I found it written on
our spiritual vision."
whole communities, as in the case of the 'the plates~ but I found it to be wrong, and
"We admit that God sometimes honors the
young woman which followed Paul and my sons are now putting it down, and it is
truth uttered by unworthy persons, but after all
Silas, whom they rebuked, and for which right that they should do so."
they were psrsecuted and cast into prison; · E.very one who ev.er read- the Book of
there is nothing that gives weight to good wor.ds
like a godly life." · ·
· '
The people of Samaria accepted the teach-: Mormon knows that no such sta.tement is
ings of Simon Magus, thinking tha.t he made either on the inside or the' out~ide of
"The de\•il always either comes himself, or
that record. The medium, in this . case,
sends someone, when you call for him."
· was some great one and had the power ?f
God; but those who were honestly deceived was not well posted. From night to night '
_ People seldom improve when they have no
~qdel b!lt therqst:lves to i;opy11ftef,
gave heed, to the teachings pf Philip w!fq they would m,e~~
th_~ ~o~'rns, freel! ~a.y
.
~

~

.
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their dollar admission fee; spirits would
appear and materialize, .converse, and retire, all in rapid succe~~ion; persons who
were· not believers were surprised to t :1ke
hold of real hands and to hear the voices
of those who had long since passed away.
These would mysteriously disappear, only
to he replaced by others; sometimes it
would be a German, and of course the Indian would act a conspicnous part in the
programme.
There is a time for all things, so says the
wise man; and there are time" when frauds
are and sbould be expo.,ed, so that the truly honest may .have space for repentance,
and be placed upon their guard.
_
It is well knowri in this part of this
.coast, that for many years San Bernardino,
has been a special center for this dark business, and that many there who foster this
work have been once associated in. some
way or other" with the latter day work.
·A building has been erected here"which is
. known as Spiritual Hall, where Spiritualists :hold their "seances," feasts, lectures,
&c, It is presided over by one who was
once a prominent Elder in the Brighamite
faction .of the church. It is said he is quite
eloquent at times. *l'his movement is large· 1y sustained by members of the old church.
Oh, how vividly the words of Jesus comes
to mind when we contemplate this awful
state of darkness into which these benight. ed souls have plunged themselves. "When
that light which is in you becomes darkness, how g:i:,eat is that darkness."
This work of darkness received quite a
. stimulus a little over two weeks since by
the appearance of Madam Elsie Reynolds,
a noted clairvoyant and materializing medium. She displayed such wonderful power
that many who had previously been dou~t
ful, became perfectly satisfied. When
they could now see their dead companions (?)and embrace them, anJ talk with
them, it seemed enough. The audiences
rapiclly"increased, both night and day, and
the Madam's income was estimated at
from twenty to thirty dollars per day.
. The whole region round Hbout was wild
with excitement, and moved with af'tonishment at the manifestations made through
this wonderful woman. She had taken
quarters at the residence of Mr. John
Brown, Sr., and was giving daily seances,
as well a<; at night, Mr. Brown being a very
strong Spiritualist himself. But the most
of his tamily were opposers. He plead
with his sons to come and be satisfiecl~see
for themselves-which of course they did;
and not neihg quite so creilulous as the old
gentleman they concluded to arrange for
an expose. So on the evening of MHrch
30th they met as usual at the house, and
there were about forty spectators present,
the lights being down.
A Mr. Allen, who was affiicted with
sore eyes, had come thither to receive the
healing influence of some spirit who had
"gone on before." At once a spirit ( ?)
appeared in the form of an Indian doctress.
A bright spirit carpet was spread, which
sparkled and shone like streHks of fire, on
which the invalid was commanded to
kneel. While in this position the medium,
pla}nly visible, invok~d the unseen powt!r
l.

'

l
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'
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for healing aid. As the Indian Princess
stepped back she fell into the iron grasp
of Newton Brown, who was watching for
an opportunity to unveil the spirit-fraud.
As he held her. she exclaimed, "My God!
I'm eaught! let me gu!" . At that moment
some of the faithful ones, being ready to
·assist, dealt ·g.evere ·blows on 'the person of
Mr. Brown, knocking him down. At the
same time the lady(?) struggling for release; and as _the lights were being turned
up she escaped, leaving her mask in the
possession of her captor, fleeing to her
room with only her under garment
(chemise) on, making a free exhibition to
all. The exposure was complete; and
upon examination of her paraphernalia it
was found to be well saturated with turpentine and p'hosphorus-the·clothing being reversible-there was also a dummy
fixed up, so that two spirits could appear
at once, with horn and harmonica .concealed, all of which have since been on exhibition, and is now in tQ,e hands of the
marshal.
The Madam next morning
drew cash from the Bank which amounted
to some four hundred dollars, and took
the first train for parts unknown. Quite
a number who have been following the
matter up for some time, and who were
almost persuaded, say now they never did
believe in spiritualism! It was too bad
that the expose came quite so soon, as
their annual feast took place the day
following; It was quit17 a deadener on
.these festivities. Of course, the old ones
still say that she immediately immaterialized, and So left her clothes in the hands
of her captor. But the fraud was so completely exposed that there is no room for
doubt among the sane minded people of
the place. While this is a base fraud
perpetrated upon the spiritualists themselves, yet it is plain to be seen that many
of them are parties concerned, and would
like to cover it up and smooth it over.
There is no question but what there is
a power, as we have before staJecl, that
emanates from Satan's inspiration and produces phenomena that we cannnot account
for; but a great portion of it is of human
origin, and is the result of trickery. And
yet we find many persons from all classes,
(not excusing those who have had the
name of Latter Day Saint);are duped and
led into the meshes of that evil which the
true servants of God have notified them
of, for .these many years past. The truth
they seem willingly ignorant of; and instead of meeting with the people of God,
and calling upon the Master to protect
them from this Evil Power, they fall
right into the net and are taken. What a
condition of affairs it will be when God
shall send forth his angels and sever "from
his kingdom every thing that doth offend,
and cast them out into the world, where
will be weeping and wailing and gnashing
of teeth." Also when "the children of
the wicked one shall be cast into outer
darkness."
Therefore, let us as Saints of God beware that we be not deceived, neither
"neglect the assembling ourselves together, as the manner of some is;" for this is a
day of spiritual darkness; a day of "per.

dition of migodly men1" a day when .the
world is full of deception and of delusive
spirits; and we can say with propriety,
"Blessed is he that is not deceived thereby."
J. R. BADHAM.
SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., April 1st, 1886.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

is a promise, made by Jesus Christ
when he gave the great commission tothe
apostles to "Go into all the world ·and
"preach the gospel to every creature," that
these signs shall follow them that believe;
in my name shall they [the believers~ ,cast
out devils, they shall speak with new
tongues, they shall take up serpents and if
they drink any deadly thing it shall not
hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick and thev shall recover."-Mark 1-6:
THERE

17, 18.

-

This promise was made by him who
said that, "All power is given unto me in
heaven and in eath." Therefore., .according to this saying, his power was not and
is not limited, and his word can not fail.
Heaven and earth may pass away, but his
word shall stand forever and ever; therefore, we can depend on his word.
But some will say, How is it that we do
not enjoy those spiritual manifestations
now as the Saints did years ago? ' There
must be a cause, if indeep we are the true
believers in Christ, for then we are entitled
to those spiritual blessings of the gospel.
The question then is, Whose fault is it,
ours or the Lord's? We can not say that
the fault lies with him, because he has said
that he is more ready to give then we are
to receive. And again, we learn that he
delights in blessing his Saints when they
are worthy;' but we must not expect to enjoy the blessings of God without we live
for them, and pray for them; "Ask and
you shall receive." This is the way the
Saints used to do in the beginning, no matter how busy, or how hard they had to
work for the bread that perisheth they
could find time to serve God around the
family altar morning and night, and they
would pray in faith, believing, nothing
doubting, that God would hear them.
I can remember the time when the
Saints would not think of going toa meeting before they went into their closets to
pray that the Spirit of God might be in
the meeting, and that they might enjoy
some of the spiritual blessings of the gospel; and they never went away empty, no
matter what the order of the meeting was,
whether preaching or prayer meeting. If
an Elder was going to preach, they would
pray for him, that the Spirit of God might
rest upon him, so that he could speak to
the convincing of the honest in heart, and
God heard their prayers, and many were
brought to a knowledge of the truth.
But how is it to-day with the Saints? Do
they think about praying for an Elder, or
for themselves, before going to church?
Oh no. A great many say that they
have not time to pray; and some do not
even have time to go to meeting on Sunday or the Lord's clay. And even some
of those that do attend never think of
praying before they start, for they have
11ot tirne b~cai.ise if is getting late. They

'
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look at the clock and. say, "hurry, boys; it ter than kingdom to come-we ·are lookis about meeting time." And so it is, ing for governments under which the peohurry, hurry, and after all they find them- ple shall have their rights, under which
selves too late, and this is about all they the laws shall be just, and shall be admincan think of while going to the house of istered for the good of all.
We look for a society in which manhood
God. Instead of having prayerful hearts
they are all in confusion, and. then after and womanhood shall be respected, in
the meeting is over they say, "We did not which common sense shall direct human
have a very good meeting to-day, did we?" thought, and love of right shall direct
And sometimes they are ready to ask: human action.· The emancipation proclam"What was the matter that brother So- ation was itself a proof that man's sense of
and-so could not preach better to-day," or justice was higher than that of Christians.
"Why did we not have some of the gifts To free the negro we had to ignore the
of the gospel," if it was a prayer meeting. 25th verse of the 9th chapter of' Genesis.
Oh, dear Saints, if we want to enjoy the 'The fetters that are eating into the lives of
spiritual gifts of the gospel, we must live thousands are Bible texts, such as: "Serfor them and pray for them in faith be- vants, obey your masters; wives, submit
lieving, not,hing doubting; then we shall yourselves to your husbands." The world
receive them, for Paul says, "Covet ear- has outgrown, materially and intellectually,
nestly the best gifts." . Therefore, this is the Christian dogmas, and the church
enough to show us that we have to seek recognizes the fact. There is a constant
earnestly to God in prayer, or we shall attempt on the part of Christian ministers
never obtain those blessings that He has to suppre>.s the unpleasant parts of the
promised to the believer.
doctrines, like a continual shutting of lips
}AMES KEMP.
over bad teeth. Half the sermons· one
hears are apologies for the foolish'ness of
Christian doctrine. The Apostles' creed
is to-day no more religious than an Indian's
war whoop is music. Let words he no
longer sent on fool's errands. Prayer is a
WHAT AILS THE CHURCH?
coward's cry. A man's duty is to bear as
AT the Paine Memorial Hall in Boston, long as he can, and to submit when he can
Mr. L. K. Wash burn delivered a lecture bear no longer. The universe is deaf and
on "What Ails the Church?" Christian- dumb; it does not speak to us when we
ity, he said, is dead six days in the week, speak. All worship is the service of superand it is not believed in on the Sunday. stition, and is inspired by fear. Idolatry
The Christian religion is reduced to a is the common vice of all religions. There
musicial and literary entertainment, an is no worship that is worthy. Reverhour or two every week, and Christian ence .can go no higher than knowledge.
piety consists in furnishing the means for We do not know whether the unknown is
those who. provide the entertainment. to be reverenced, or to be hated and feared.
The church has.endeavored to cover up Let us, then, stop serving God until we
part of its theological body, and has ex- know what service is needed. The averhibited its more attractive features to the age Christian believer feels: "If the Chrispeople. But .we have not forgotten the tian faith is true, I am safe; if it is not, I
priest of, the inquisition and the thumb- am no worse off than others." This is all
sc,rew. To-day we have, a priest who that can be said for Christianity. The
holds out his hands in benediction over all Christian would have the advanta,ge of
the world.
wonderful transformation! drowning with a life-preserver . arbund
It is a wolf turned into a lamb. Let us him. That is all the advantage it would
not be deceived. The transformation is have for an unbeliever. Take the selfishonly sheepskin deep. The Chri::.tian wolf ness out of Christianity and there will be
1s. but covered with the skin of the mur- very little left.
'd~red lamb. The claws may be concealed
What Christianity is worth to the world
beneath the grasp of friendship, but they is shown by the general indifference to its
arestilT there. We .must not forget what precepts. Christianity pays to preach be.different shapes the devil may assume. .cause it is not practised;. it is not practised
.We may eat; drink and treat with the because it does not pay to practise. The
church, but: we can not trust it in this church in the country. is a mere Dorcas so.country with the power of the majority. ciety, run. by the women and minis tern.
It has changed its form, but not its pur: .. -Not more· than 20 per cent. of all the
pose. America did not fight for political church members: in the United States are
liberty that religious bigots might have males. It will.not be surprising if in the
. room to carry on ecclesiastical oppression. next fifty ye\lrs every pulpit in this counIt is not the will of the God of Isaac and try is filled .by a woman. If everything
'Jae.ob that we want done here, but the will that does not belong to Christianity were
of the people of the United States. We left out and preachers relied on the Bible
do not want .God in the constitution, but 'alone, the pulpit would at at once become
equality .and human rights. We do not vacant. The only services conducted by
'want the Bible in our laws, but justice the priest would be the funeral of his own
and righteousness. . Our liberties are for faith, for the church would be the coffin
the. purpose 'of helping the nation, and not of' Christianity. "This Christianity is
for buiHling up a .church. The kingdom without cheer, has no gleam of sunshine.
to come that Christianity has been preach- n is the religion of deepest despair; its
ing for thousands of years had gone for- creed is grief, its litany is lamentation, its
ever. We are looking for something bet- song is sorrow? its consolation is a tear.

Christianity came into the world when
men were plunged, into superstition, and
when hope for better things had died
away. It might suit that age of the
world, but it is unsuitable for this.
The world is now full of light and
energy. It is impossible to unite the religious faith of another age with the brain
and li.fe of this. The whole message of
the gospel is contrary to the spirit of our
civilizat10n. The burden of New Testament teaching is that earthly things are to
be despised. What is death to the church
is life to the world. . .Thus, every man
who loves his race is under the obligation
to help to remove Christianity from the
earth. The world will be a better place
to live in when good philosophy is merely
good sense, and good religion is merely
good action. We shall not touch real religion by sweeping away the church.
Christians may make attempts to sustain
their creed, like that, for example, to get
a bill passed Aor the decoration of the
national capitol wifh painting of scenes
from the life of Christ. Let us fancy, if
we can, pictures of the ride into Jerusalem
on a donkey, of the camel going through
the eye of a needle, of the rooster that
crowed thrice; of the furnace of fire, where
there shall be (over the left) wailing and
gnashing of teeth, of the outer darkness
reserved for those unhappy spirits who
have had the misfortune to be damned for
the offence of enjoying themselves while
on earth. Christianity is none the less
doomed. The church that has been reared
with so much labor must perish from the
earth. And the time is rapidly coming in
which man will be honest and true, and
will act only to help his brother man.
The lecturer was frequently applauded
during the de'livery of his address, the
humorous parts of which were promptly
and fully appreciated.-Boston Herald.
THE MOUND BUILDERS.
BEYOND the relics of the Mound Builders
themselves, no traces qf the former existence of such a people have been discovered in any part of North America, save
Mexico and Central America, and districts
immediately connected with them. A
very long period, far more than 2,000
years must have elapsed since 'the Mound
Builders left the valley of the Ohio. The
supposition that the Toltecs of Mexico and
the Mound Buil.ders were the same people seems not improbable; still it is mere
conjecture. There is evidence that the
Mound Builders·. had the art of spinning
and weaving, for cloth has· been found in
their mounds. Most of the mounds are
terraced · and truncated pyramids.
In
shape they are usually square .or rectangular, but sometimes hexagonal or octagonal, and the higher mounds ·appear to
have been constructed with winding stair·
ways on the outf\ide leading, to their summits. Many of.. these struc.tures have. a
close resemblance to the teocallis of Mexico. . They .differ considerably in size.
The great mound at Grave Creek,.West
Virgmia, is 70 feethigh and ·1,000 feet iii
circumference at the base, A mound

in
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Miamisburg, Ohio, is 68 fe~t high and 852
feet in circumference. The great truncated ypramid at Cahokia, Illinois, is 700
feet long, 500 feet wide, and 90 in height.
Generally, however, these mounds range
from 6 to 30 feet high.
In .the lower valley of the Missip.pi they
are usually larger m horizonal extent, with
less elevation. There have been a great
many conjectures .in regard to the purposes
for which these mounds were built, some
of them rather fanciful.
It is most reasonable to believe that the mounds in this
part of the continent" were used precisely
as similiar structures were used in Mexico
and Central America. The lower mounds,
or most of them, must have been constructed as foundations of the more important edifices of the mound-building
people. Many of the great buildings
erected en such pyramidal foundations, at
Palenque, Uxmal, and elsewhere in that
region, have not disappeared, because they
were built of hewn stone laid in mortar.
For reasons not difficult to understand,
the. Mound Builders, beginning their
works on the lower Mississippi, constructed such edifices of wood and some other
perishable material; therefore not a trace
of them remains.
The higher mounds,
with broad, flat summits, reached by flights
of steps on the out~ide, are like the Mexican teocall1s, or tempks. In Mexico and
Central America tti- ~e structures were
very numerous. They are descrihed as
solid py iamidal masses. of earth, cased
with bnck or stone, level at the top, and
furnished with ascending ranges of steps
pn the outside. The resemblance is striking, and the most reasonable explanation
seems to. be that m both regions mounds
of this class were intended for the same
uses.
Another class of these antiquties comists
of inclosures formed by heavy embankments of earth and stone. There is nothing to explain these constructions so clearly
as to leave no room for conjecture and
speculation. It has been suggested that
some of them may have been intended for
defense, others for religious purposes. A
portion of them, it may be, encircled villages or towns. In some cases the ditches
or fosses were on the inside, in others on
the outside. But no one can fully explain
why they were made. We only know
that they were prepared intelligently, with
great labor, for human uses. "Lines of
embankment varying from 5 to 30 feet in
height, and inclosing from I to 50 acres,
are very common, while incloirnres containing from 100 to 200 acres are not infrequent, and occasional works are found
inclosing as many as 400 acres." Combinations of the square and circle are
common in these ancient works, and the
figures are always perfect. This perfection
of the figures proves, as Squier and Davis
remark, that "the builders possessed a
standard of measurement, and had a means
of determining angles." About 100 inclosures and 500 mounds have been examined in..Ross county, Ohio. The number
of mounds in the whole state is estimated
at over 10,000 and the number of inclos. µres at more than 1 1500.

The great number of t!"iese ancient re- '
mains in the regions occupied by the
Mound Builders is really surprising.
They are more numerous in the regions
on the Lower Mississippi and the Gulf of
Mexico than anywhere else; and here, in
some cases, sun-dried brick was used in the
em.bankments. One peculiarity at the
South is,• that while the inclosures are
generall smaller and· comparatively less
numerous, there is a greater proportion of
fow mounds, and .these are often larger
in extent. Harrison .Mound, in South
Carolina, is 480 feet in circumference and
15 feet high.
Another is described as 500 feet in circumference at the base, 225 at the summit,
and 34 feet high. . In a small rriound near
this, which was opened, there was found,
"an urn holding 46 quarts," and also a considerable deposit of beads and shell ornaments very much decomposed. Broad
traces of various heights, mounds with
several stages, elevated passages, and long
avenues, and aguadas or artificial ponds,
are common at the South. At Seltzertown,
Mississippi, there is a mound 600.feet long,
400 wide, and 40 feet high. The area of
its level summit measure& four acres.
There was a ditch around it, and near it
are smaller mounds. Mr. J. R. Bartlett
says, on the authority of Dr. 1\1. W. Dickeson, "The north side of this mound is supported by a wall of sun-dried brick two
feet thick, filled with grass, rushes, and
leaves." Dr. Dickeson mentions angular
tumuli, with corners "still quite perfect,"
and "formed of large bricks bearing
the impression of .human hands." In
Louisiana, near the Ti·inity, there is
a great inclosure partially faced with
sun-dried bricks of large size; and in this
neighborhood ditches and artificial ponds
have been examined. In the Southern
states these works appear to assume a
closer resemblance to the mound-work of
Central America. "Ancient .America,"
by John D. Baldwin, A. M., from which
we gather the above facts, is an interesting
little hook of 300 pages, which can be ordered.
CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE.

J usT so far as

Christiapity has accustomed
the world to its radical doctrine of a
cha11gelss and Omnipotent personal God,
it has given to science an undecaying basis
and impulse. If miracles are accepted as
having been wrought for this religion,
they show a power as unsearchable as any
which the astronomer needs for the support of furthest suns or the confjguration
of remotest and vastest nebular systems.
If they are denied, it can not, be denied
that such an impression was made of God's
power, by the faith which Christianity exalted to completeness, and by Jesus himself, that miracle3 seemed to men not improbable. And he o:fiwhom the Nazarene
taught that he cares for the sparrow, and
clothes the lily by his delicate touch with
its daintiest grace, only shows therein the
constructive skill, of which science searches the manifestations in shells or insects,

in the analysis of fibre or in the secret
chemistry of plants. Whatever E>he discovers, by lens oi: drill, by experiment or
induction, only gives the light of further
illustration to that doctrine of God which
has been incessantly widening in the world
since Christianity drove from the thought
of mankind, the. gross or fanciful schemes
of divinity with which the old world reeked or rang. She must be a witness,
whether joyfully or not; to .the grandeur
ofthe religion which has given to her larger freedom and finer inspiration.
The discovery of the eternity of God,
which came also to the world through the
religion unfolded in part in the Old Testament but fully in the New, has the same
relation to man's highest powers, and
especially to his studies in science. It
anticipates the largest demands of these,
and gives to them unbounded scope. To
get the amplitude needed here, unbroken
by barriers of time, Aristotle had affirmed
unmeasured duration as the sphere of
primal energy; while Plato seems to have
conceived the universe as an unwasting
living thing, compounded by the creator
of the whole of each of its four elements,
not liable to old age or decay, with a soul
of its own at once centered and diffused-itself a God, alone in its kind, and sufficient
to itself. There was no philosopher among
the Hebrews, and none among the followers of Jesus, who could measure himself
with that illustrious teacher of the Academy whose genius has at once mastered
and inspired so many greatest thinkers of
the world.
But it may certainly be said
that in the doctrine of God's eternity,
which they with such an emphasis taught,
they gave a basis which he himself could
never parallel for all conceivable cosmical
processes.
If the astronomer counts five hundred
millions of years since the fire-mist began
to be condensed to make the earth, if the
evolutionist hotds it probable that an equal
interval of ages has elapsed since the first
life-germ appeared upon the planet-I am
not committed, in either case, to their calculations; but I match the periods demanded by them against the eternity represented in the Bible as the sphere of God's life,.
and they do not exhaust or even diminish
it. "ln the beginning,'' that is the majesJic and interminable expression, "God
created the heavens and the earth,'' and "in
the beginng," that is the response from the
century which saw Christianity complete,
"the Word was with God and the Word
was God." The longest conceivable periods of time are here surpassed, as the
drop by the ocean or the reach of the
hand by the bend of the heavens, and they
who never saw telescope or microscope,
and who had learned nothing in any school
of the impalpable majesties of creation, in
declaring to the world a personal God,
sole and sovereign, of unsearchable wisdom
and a power eternal, not only surpassed
all previous teachings, not only conveyed
to human souls the· grandest thoughts
which these can receive, but they gave to
the largest discoveries of science, or its remotest and subtlest hypotheses warrant
and liberty.
·
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PACIFIC MISSION.
To the Saints o/ the Pacific Slope Mission, Gred. ing :-Having at the conference just closed, been
appointed as missionary in charge of the Pacific
Slope Mission, I wish to hear from any one who
may be in possession of information concerning
that field and -its needs. I especially wish to
hear from the ministry about the condition and
wants of the fields where they labor, and of their
own. expectations and prospects for future labor.
It will not be practicable for me to reach my
field before June. For the present, address me
at ()akdale, Antelope County, Nebraska.
Earnestly soliciting your hearty co-operation
and prayers, in behalf of the work, I am, in
bonds,
HEMAN. c. SMITH.

DIED.
BuRCH.-At St. Louis, Mo., March 7th, 1886,
of meningitis, Mary Maud, only daughter of
Henry and Mary Burch, aged 5 months and 2
days. Services by brother Wm. Anderson.
Fare thee well, thou fondly cherished,
Dear, dear spirit fare thee well;
He who lent thee hath recalled thee,
Back with him and his to dwell.

REESE.-R. Reese, was born- at Carmarthenshire, South Wales, Nov. 2d, 1816; baptized 1847,
and united with the Reorganization in 1863, at
Kewanee, Illinois; moved to Lucas, Iowa, March
10th, 1883; and died March 25th, 1886. Aged 70
years, 4 months, and 23 days. Funeral sermon
by Elder J. S. Patterson, March 26th, 1886.
CASSELMAN.-Zylpha Casselman was born in
Orleans county, N. Y,, May 2d, ~.82;;i; was married in the year· 1849, and died· February 21st,
1885, strong in the faith of the latter day work.
Funeral sermon by Elder Jacob H. Snider.
JuDY.-At Mackinaw, Illinois, April 14th,
1886, of dropsy of the heart, father David Judy,
aged 84 year_f). Father Judy was baptized by
Elder Drake, in May, 1832, and was with the
J,AMONI, Iowa, April 18th.
church at the death of Joseph and Hyrum; after
NOTICES.
that event he became identified with the HedTo the Saints of Oregon.-There will be a conrickites, with whom he was connected at his deference held at Crawfordsville, Linn county,
parture. He was a good man, and had the reOregon, on 28th, 29th and 30th of May, 1886.
spect of all.
The ..Saints from a distance desiring to attend
BRoNSON.-At Plano,. Illinois, April 2d, 1886,
may come by rail to Haley, at which place the
at 8: 45, a. m., William Bronson, aged 55 yean,
Saints of Crawfordsville, will meet them with
I I months, and 7 days.
The fune!al was held in
teams, to convey them to the place of meeting.
the Saints' meeting house, in Plano. The serThe above conference will be held in a nice grove
mon preached by W. Vickery, Elder in charge
prepared for the purpose. Great palns will be
of the branch, to a large and attentive congrega,
taken to make all comfortable who attend-all
tion; after which the remains:.were laid away. to
m_ay consider that they are heartily welcome.
rest in the Plano cemetry, beside his son who
The>se coming by rail will please drop a card, or
preceded him some three years. Bro. Bronson
note to C. E. Aldrich, at the above place, in order
died as he had lived, firm in the faith and pf the
that teams may be prepared to meet them on the
triumph of the latter day work. A short time
27th, the day· before conference.
before he passed away, he noticed the sorrowful
. c. E. ALDRICH, Priest and Clerk.
·look on his wife's face, and asked her what the
matter was; and when told by her that he had
The Freemont District Conference will conbut a few hours to be with them, his reply was,
vene at the Keystone Branch, May 15th, 1886, a( "lt is well."
ten o'clock. We trust as many as can possibly
EGGLESTON.-At her hom·e; Alkali Lake,
make it convenient will attend.
Scott county, Kansas, at 12 m., April 15th, 1886,
.
HENRY KEMP, Pres. o/ Dist.
sister Caroline Eggleston. She was born in
Claremont, Cheshire county, New Hampshire,
The Texas Central District Conference will
April 22d, 1803, and at her demise lacked seven
meet at Cqo]s's Point, Burleson county, Texas,
days of being 83 years old. She joined the
ten. o'.clock. Saturday the 19th day of June, 1886.
church at a very early day, and has lived and
\V~ desire a full and complete report from all the
died ;;trong in belief and h_ope. Her children
·br~nches..
H. L. THOMPSON, President.
say:
"While we mourn het loss, it is a comfort
ELIAS LAND) Secretary.
.to know that if there was ever a Christian woman,
Wanted, the address of Samantha Woodstock,
mother was one"'
formerly of Springfield, Ohio, and of Joseph
FuRNEss.-'--At Manchester, Englmid, ·March
Hawkins, formerly of Dayton, Ohio. A. E De28th, 1886, Bro, Joseph Furnessj aged seventyLong, Box 1, Fairfield, Green county, Ohio.
five years. Deceased was baptized into the old
organization over forty years ago, and was
BORN.
received by baptism . in theReorganized Church
BENJAMIN.-To Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Benjamin,
soon after the orgafliz.ation of , the Manchester
Danville, Illinois, Sunday, April uth, 1886, .a
Branch, some nine and a half years ago, and condaughter, weight, 1o}i lbs. Ruby Adeona is a
tinued in fellowship therewith up to the date of
nice name. Can you suggest a better?
his death. The interment took place in the
MARRIED.
Manchester Southern Cemetery, April 1st, serPoPE__.:MoNROE,-At Lamoni, Iowa, April
mon by Elder Joseph Dewsnup. "He that bethe 3d, 1886, Mr. George Pope of California, and
lieveth and is baptized shall be saved."
Sister Edith Monroe of Lamoni. Marriage cer;I'1P1;__.:At Ziona, punauia District, Tahiti, .Febemony performed at the residence of Bro .. Isaac
ruary 26th, 1886, sister Pipi, wife of Elder Leipo.
Monroe, by Elder George Adams. May their
Sister Pipi was born at Anaa ill 1837, and was
home upon the sunny shores of California,
baptized by Bro. Glaud Rodger in !873.. It was
whither they have gone, be peaceful and as full
in the house of Leipo and Pipi that Brn. Wandell
of"sunshine as the land in which they dwell.
and Rod~er maqe · th~ir h9;Jill( while the,y re·

mained here. Sister Pipi was the leader in the
sisters' meetings which are held on Thursday
afternoons. She ha4 !;?een. troubled with asthmatic affiiction' for a long time·. When we left
in December to go to Anaa, she seemed to feel
that we would not see her again, and she cried
greatly at our departure. We reached home just
a week after her burial. She was the foremost
in learning to read in Helen's school, and even
taught the rest after we went away. Poor Leipo
is very lonely and disconsolate, .and we feel the
loss of Pipi, for she was in our house so ·much,
and seemed to learn so fast, and was so much interested in becoming acqµainted with our ways,
for she hoped to go to America some day. She
is gone, and we miss her much. Metuaore conducted the funeral services.
T. W. SMITH.
HAND.-At Helena, Iowa, April 16th, 1886,
Alma, son Bro. Charles and Sr. Frances Hand,
aged 1 year, 3 months, and 10 days. Funeral
services at parents' residence by Elder George
Shi me I.
I take their little ones, eaid Christ,
And iay them in my bi ea1:1t;
Protection they •hall JLd in me-

ln me be ever ble•t.

SP1CER.-At Keokuk, Iowa, March 26th, r886,
Sr. Martha Spicer. Sr. Spicer was born at Phil~
adelphia, October 5th, 1833; .baptized October
31st, 1869. Funeral services by Elder H. C.
Bronson.
A NEW BOOK JUST PUBLISHED
ENTITLED

THE JUDGMENT PERIOD.
A book of the above title has just been pub.
lished by Z. B. Chase, at Bangor, Me. It will
not meet the views of modern theologians but
they may safely look it over.
The author has spent a long life-study on the
subject, being now about ninety years of age.
The Book is a valuable production and will meet
with a large sale.
The .Judgment Period of which this Book
treats are events soon to occur, geographically
located on the terrifory of the original Four
Great Empires-Babylon, originally located on
the .River Euphrates in Asia, and Media-Persia,
Greecia and Rome.
T.he Book is Illustrated by a cluster of Sym,
bols, Maps, etc., at a great expense to the publisher.
Central and Western Europe, Turkey, Asiaminor, Central and Western Asia are Countries
very prominent in the. great drama of coming
events.
Russia lies outside of this Map, but will, however, have a hand in the Great Struggle among
the nations.
Egypt also will not escape. the Storm. England will rank among the Islands of the Sea.
America it is, hoped will carry the Neutral
Flag, [at least we devoutly hope so.] Of course
there is now a greater extent of country than formerly, and an immense population that will .be
affected by the Wars, Famines, and Plagues of
these terrible Judgment Days as recorded in the
Apocalypse, and of which this Book treats.
The Book contains. twelve chapters on the
Apocalypse with an Appendix on the five lines
of Daniel's Prophecy.
The Book is neatly arid durably bound in cl,gth,
and will be sent, post-paid, to any address f<;>r
$1.50.
Agents wanted.an ov~r the world to whom the
Book will be sent for $1.00 each, or $10.00 per
dozen.
'·
In sending orders, care must' be taken to give
the full address.
ZENAS B. CHASE,
Publisher 1 Ban~or 1Maine •.;
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HANSE.N,

M. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DJSE.ASES of WOMEN a Specialty,
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14feb1y

The Line selected·bythe U~S. Qov't
to carry the Fast: Mail.
I

WANTED.
A registered Phannacist or Physician to take charge of
the :Prug department in a Drug Store at Lamoi:n. A
Physician preferred.
.
Address: "'Draggif~t, , i HERAI~D OFFICE.
w24apr

N~~~1~&n;I~s.Ti-iiili?.iiiici. ;1\,;~· 0;.1i;o~i<ix;.·? ·~ii<i

11,n Evangelical Church? Also, the Kirtland Tem,--ple: Suit. Per doze.n 5c.,-100 for 25c., 25:.l fo-r 50c.,
· 500 for $1, 1,000 for........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75
No. 3'2.-Which is the Church? 5c. a dozen, 100 . . . . .. 40
NO. 31}.-·'.l'he _span4.(ing Stpry Re-Ei;.amined; 20c. a .
dozen, 100 for : . ..... :. ; .... : ... : ................... 1 25
A.llfom01'J.al to.Cm;gress; 8 pages; l5c. a.dozen, 100 .. I .10
Tri1il of the Witnesses to tile Hesm•rection; 3~ pa·
g~B; 6c. each, per dozen......
. ................. ·' 60
Pro1•heey on the Hebellion; per 100 ............. ···' •. 15
~An assortment of Tracts, 35 cents.
' ' COMPLETE SET OF TRAC'l'S.
·Bound in Ump Cloth t1irned.h
. . . .. . . ... .... ... . 75

Fo1• Sale.
A HOUSE and acre lot in West Lamofif; well
stocked .with small fruit; good well and small
Barn. For further particulars, address or call o.n
ROBT. 0. BOOTH, Lamoni, Iowa.

DEN'J.'ISTI~Y.

DR

JO.RN

SHIPPY,

Dental l!!lurgeon,
f,icentiat~·

of the Royal Dental College of Ontario, will
JJmc,ice Dentistry in all its branches in Lamoni, Iowa.
Office two doors south of Hudson's store; up stncirs.
Residence: corner of First and Linden street,
soath of Railroad.

For Sale at a Bari{ain,

MY. DWELLING HOUSE and two Lots, good small
Barn, Coal.aml Wood Honse, outside Cellar, good well of
w;;t).,ter, well fenced, well set with 8mall Fruits; dc-.Bnuble
loeation. Also Material urnl Fixtures of WAGON SHOP,
t.rade. established Si-!' year•. Call on or addreHS
.
J. H. CUNNINGHAM,
famar2m
P. 0. Box 55, Lamoni, low".

.J,

w.

De1'oou, M. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan80tf

Far111 for Sale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow .land, '18 acres of timber nnd pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any· further information wanted, address,
.W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

Fa r m

f «> r

s

a le •

ACRES, quite well improved, and near Lamoni.
Cost $2,400; will take $2,150 cash; or the most of it
cash. I desire to moveaway.
feb6tf
E, H. GURLEY,·Lamoni, Iowa.

51

The

On!~ Through

Une, with its own track, between

~~~cR~~~~~DENVER
ST. LOUIS
.
. ·

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific . Junetion, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the 1ix Great States.

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines 10,their important cities and towns. It
runa every day i~ the year from one to thretr elegantly
equipped through train$ .over its own tracks1 between

Chicago and D.enver,
·
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council BlufrS11
Chicago and St. Jos~ph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Ohicago and Kansas City,
Chica~o and ToP-eka,
Oh1ca~o an.d St •. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and K.ansas; City,
St. Louis and Omaha,.
St. Louis.and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City a:nd St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Mol.ne~.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Th{ough Tra~nl to
end from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco1 Po.rtlan.d. and City of Ma~.l~o

For Tickets. Rate1;, G.e,ne-ral .Jnformation, etc.1 reg~r01.r:i1t
the Burlington Route, call o'n-any·Ticket Agent"' tho
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B, STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen') Pas1. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
· West 2: 53 "

~BUSINESS~

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers . by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newsp .. pel' Advel"tising Bul"eau,
10 Spruce St., New Yol"k. ·
$end 1-0otu. fo!I' 100-Pas;io Pamphlet.

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profita.bleemploY•
ment. The following bran.ches are thoroughly tau~ht.;
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinessAr1thl
tnetic; Rapid, Calculations ; Busi.ness Writing; Com
mercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type·wl'iting ; and Actual Businesa
Practice. For circuJars address
DUNIJAN & HAWK!!, Da•onport, Iowa.

THE S.A.INTs' HER.A.LD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Ofilce Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addres;ied DA. YID D.A.NCER, Box 811J
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the ofilce should be addressed to DA.YID
l).A.NOBll; cQmmunleatlons 1md articles to t~e E:Dl'lrQI\,
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'<,<~~L_ __________,,
AN~("~ONCUBINlllS

"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD! FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVlli SAVlli IT Biii 0Nlli WIFlli,HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."--Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WTI'E, AND ONE Wo>IAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CA.8lli OF DEATH, WHBN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

33.-Whole No. 677.

otnuununittafions.
ARTICLES under this head clo not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the .E<Htor: writers are responsible tor
their own views. Contributions solicited.

HISTORY OF THE REORGANIZATION OF THE CHURCH,
By ZENAS H. GuRJ,EY, SEN,
Duted

at

Blanchardville, J,a Fayette Connty; Wi•consin,
October 23d, 1859.
·

BROTHER SnEEN : - You recollect that
at our last Conference it was suggested
that a brief history of the commencement
of this work of reformation in the church
should be given to the world in the first
number of our periodical. That duty
seems to devolve upon me.
I would say, that in order that those
who read may have a clear understanding
of the subject, it will be necessary for me
to go back a few years and commence
with my first labors in this place.
In the spring of 1850 I was appointed
by. a Conference held at V oree to visit a
tribe of Indians in. the north part of this
State. On my way I was overtaken by a
brother and requested to accompany him
to this section of country. Immediately
after our arrival I comrnen'ced preaching
_ about fifteen miles south of this place, and
continued my· labors for some weeks. I
came here about the middle of summer.
The second day after my arrival I was
requested to preach a funeral sermon. At
the close, several persons requested me to
preach to them again. Accordingly I
made an appointment for the next Sabbath,
~ friend having offered me his house for
the occasion. On my arrival at the place
appointed for worship, I· was agreeably
surprised in finding a large and respectable
congregation, of courteous manners and
solemn deportment, instead of the refuse
of society as I had expected t_o see in this
mining region. Our exercises were unusually solemn and interesting. I felt
truly that God had a people even in this
place. So deep were my convictions of
this fact, that contrary to my instructions I
continued my labors, and after a few weeks
I had the pleasure of inducting seven into
the kingdom of God. Fron1 this time the
way seemed to open before me. Calls for
preaching came in from various places
which I gladly responded to, as far as it
was in my power, and with the help of
H.P. Brown who came to my assistance
some time in the winter following, we succeeded in building up a church of twentythree or twenty•four members, which we
called the Yell ow Stone Branch. A few
months afterwards r moved my family
into this section, and continued my lab0rs
with the church, teaching them the princi' ples of the gospel as revealed from heaven

Lamoni, Iowa, May 8, 1886.

No. 18.

to us through Joseph the Seer. During point. I examined the books carefully,
this time several strange things came to and saw at once that the teachings of the
my knowledge that fully satisfied me that, day were contrary to the law, and resolved
unless good and evil, bitter and sweet, that although I had but one talent, yet in
could proceed from the same fountain, the name of Israel's God I would go forneither J. J. Strang, B. Young, William ward and leave the result with Him. At
Smith, nor any that had claimed to be this time I was laboring with Bro. Reuben
prophets since Joseph's death, were the Newkirk, a yotmg and worthy brother.
[such.-Ed.] servants of God. The in- I explained my visions to him, and he
quiry arose in my mind, "What shall we endorsed them at once. The Spirit of
do? Here are a few honest Saints who God was with us, and day after day was
have obeyed the gospel and are looking spent in holding council about the matter,
to me for instruction. What can I say?" until one day (being at work together in a
What can I teach them?" Thus I medi- lone place) we joined hands, and in a most
tated for months. God, and God only, solemn manner entered into a covenant,
knows what the anguish of my mind was. calling God to witness, that we would
I resolved that I would preach the word; from that hour renounce all that claimed
and thank God, preaching brought me out to be prophets, and take the Bible, Book
of 1VIormon, Book ef Covenants and the
right.
It was after preaching on a Sunday Holy Spirit for our guide. This was a
evening in the fall of 1851, while sitting new era in my existence. In Joseph's
i_n my chair at Bro. Wildermuth's house, time I had stood with thousands of the
m:y mind was drawn to Isaiah 2: ;z, 3. At servants-of God, and counted it an honor
that moment the great work of the last to call them brethren; but alas, how
days, as it is spoken of by the prophet in changed the scene! One, only one remainthat chapter, seemed to pass -before me in ed of my associates that I could call brother.
all its majesty and glory. It appeared At times how dark, how dark was the
that I could see all nations in motion, com- future!
,0, Brother Sheen; could I at that time
ing to "the mountain of the Lord's house
in the top of the mountains." At this time have been permitted to realize what I have
Strang's Beaver Island operation appeared enjoyed with you and other dear saints
before me. It looked mean and contempt- within a few weeks past, how gladly would
ible beyond description. A voice-the I have stemmed the torrent, and said with
Spirit of God, the Holy Gho'st..:._then said" the apostle, "l count all things but loss for
to me, "Can this (alluding to Strang's the excellency .of the knowledge of Christ
work) ever_ effect this great work?" I Jes us our Lord." Well, thank God, he
answered, "No, Loiid." I felt ashamed to who commenced this work will carry it
think that I had ever thought so. The forward and I rejoice. My past experience
voice then said, "Rise up, cast off all that strengthens me for the future. Then we
claim to be proph~ts, · and go forth and were alone; our brethren around us having
preach the gospel, and say that God will been taught that Strang was Joseph's
raise up a prophet to complete his work." successor, could only look upon us as
I said, "Yea Lord."
apostates when they became acquainted
As I left the house my mind was dwell- with our position. We seemed to be
ing upon what had just transpired. hedged in. Darkness. :was all around us
Although the Spirit had told me that God on every side. Light was only abov_e us.
would raise up a prophet to complete His Well, thank God, we proved Him to be a
work, it did not enter my mind at that present.helper. A few days after we had
time that I would realize the work in. its entered into this covenant, while Brother
present form. My whole desires were Newkirk was in secret prayer, the Holy
that those dear souls around me might Spirit rested upon him. He arose and
enjoy the gifts and blessiugs of the gospel spoke in tongues, and started homewards
as. the saints did in Joseph's time, and be speaking in tongues and praising God.
saved from those meshes of iniquity which His wife heard him and met him, and
thousands had run into.
shortly afterward she received, the same
Afow weeks afterwards while reading gift and blessing. These gifts were the
a paragraph in the Book of Covenant"s, .firstfruits ef the Reformation. (a)
which says, "If thine eye be single, thy
·whole. body shall be full of light," the·
'd
·
R"
ft
(a) Here is a very notable fact set forth, namely,
Spirit sat to me agam, 1' ise up, cast O
that when these Saints put themselves into right rela.all that claim to be prophets, and go forth tions with God, by ca~ting off all pretenders to the
and preach the gospel, and say that God prophetic office, and when they had also covenanted
will raise up a prophet to complete His solemnly before God to take.the Bible; Book of Morwork.'' I answered, "I will do it, God mon and Book.of Covenants, with the Holy Spirit for
their guide, the Lord approved of their work and conbein g my helper." From that time I be- . _firmed it by divine testimonies; and by signs followh%
gan to lbok !}bout in ear~est for a s~arting · as Jesus promised those "whQ believe."
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he would come from, I did not know.
About ten or fifteen days after I had heard
of this revelation, while sitting by my
evening fire, my boys came running into
my room declaring with great earnestness
that their little sister was up to Brother
Newkirk's, speaking and singing in
tongues. For a moment I was overpowered with joy. I exclaimed, "ls it possible
that Goel has remembered my family."
Immediately I went up, and when I was
within one or two steps of the house I
paused; I listened; and 0 the thrill of joy
that went through my soul! I knew that
it was of God; my child, my dear child
was born of the Holy Spirit. I opened
the door and went in. It appeared to me
that the entire room was filled with the
Holy Spirit. Shortly after I requested
(b) The leading points in this revelation can be found
them all to join with me in asking the
in the "Life of Joseph the Prophet," page 578, and
Lord to tell us who the successor of Joseph
reads as follows :
Smith was. I felt anxious to know that I
(b) "'Verily, verily, saith the Lord, even might bear a faithful testimony. We spent
Jesus Christ, unto his servant, Jason W. a few moments in prayer, when the Holy
Briggs, concerning the Church :-Behold Spirit declared "The successor of Joseph
I have not cast off my people; neither Smith is Joseph Smith, the son of Joseph
have I changed in regard to Zion. Yea, Smith the Prophet. ·It is his right by
verily, my people shall be redeemed, and lineage, saith the Lord your God.''
It is proper here to state that the main
my law shall be kept which I revealed
unto my servant Joseph Smith, Jr., for I body of the church lived from four to eight
am God and not man, and who is he that miles from us, and having learned that we
shall turn me from my purpose, or destroy had left Strang they regarded us as aposwhom I would preserve? Wolves have tates. However, it was not long after the
entered into the flock, and who shall de- gifts were manifested when they came to
liver them? Where is he that giveth his know that these blessings were indeed
life for the flock? Behold I will judge with us, they then admitted that they were
those who call them;;elves shepherds, and of God, and gradually one after another
have preyed upon the flock of my pas- united with us, until the whole church
were made to know the truth of our positures. * * *
"Therefore, let the Elders whom I have tion and rejoice with unspeakable, joy.
ordained by the hand of my servant Jo- Although the church [branch] had been
seph, or by the hand of those ordained by organized more than a year, and striving
him, resist not this authority, nor faint in to live right before God, yet no visible
the discharge of duty, which is to preach gifts had been manifested among us.
It was now necessary that we should
my gospel as revealed in the record of the
Tews, and the Book of Mormon, and the change our organization and position in
·Book of Doctrine and Covenants; and cry relation to the Presidency of the Priestrepentance and remission of sins through hood. The branch had been organized unobedience to the gospel, and I will sustain der Strang. The Lord had taught us that
them and give them my Spirit; and in my this was wrong, consequently we appointown due time will I call upon the seed of ed a day for the purpose of acknowledging
Joseph Smith, and I will bring one forth, the legal heir. The day arrived, and it
and he shall be mighty and strong, and he will be long remembered by many that
shall preside over the High Priesthood of were present. While we were singing the
my Church; and then shall the quorums opening hymn, the Holy Spirit was sensiassemble, and the pure in heart shall gath- bly felt. Several sung in tongues. A
er, and Zion 8hall be re-inhabited, as I halo of glory seemed to be spread over the
said unto my servant Joseph Smith ;-after cengregation, and when we bowed before
many days shall all these things be ac- Almighty God in solemn prayer, all felt
complished, saith the Spirit. Behold, that and all knew that what we were about to
which ye received as my celestial law is do was approbated of God. After singing,
not of me, but is the doctrine of Baalam. I stated to the church what was the object
And I command you to denounce it and of our meeting, and requested all who
proclaim against it; and I will give you wished to renounce J. J. Strang as prophet
power, that none ~hall be able to withstand seer and revelator to the church, and
your words, if you rely upon me; for my acknowledge the seed of Joseph Smith in
his stead, to come forth in the own due
Spirit shall attend you.
'"And the Spirit said unto me, Write, time of the Lord, to manifest it by rising
write, write, write the revelation and send up. In a moment the entire congregation
it unto the Saints at Palestine, and at stood up, and one simultaneous shout of
Voree, and at Waukesha, and to all places joy and praise went up to God for our dewhere this doctrine is taught as my law; liverance. Nearly all the congregation
and whomsoever will humble themselves were under the influence of the Spirit of
before me, and ask of me, shall receive of prophecy, and many important truths relatmy Spirit a testimony that these words ing to the triumphant accomplishment of
this great work was then declared. I will
are of me. Even so7 Amen.'"

About this time Brother David Powell
came from Beloit, (about fifty miles distant)
bringing with him a revelation which had
been given to Jason W. Briggs some time
in the previous November, declaring that
the Lord would in his own due time call
upon the seed of Joseph Smith fo come
forth and set in order the quorums; in a
word, to fill his father's place. He was
commanded to write it and send it to all
the churches. (b)
There were some ideas in_ the revelation that I could not [then] receive. I
was entirely unacquainted with the order
of the priesthood as it really is, nevertheless I knew that God would raise up
a prophet, but who he was, or where

now close for the present. So far I have
written from memory. Before I get
through with my next communication I
shall bring the History up to our Church
Record which will enable us to give precise dates, &c.
Your respectfully,
ZENAS

H.

GURLEY.

SERMON BY PRES. W.W. BLAIR,
In the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 6th, 1886.

lNTRODUCTOR Y to the remarks we may
offer this evening we read as our lesson a
portion of fifth of Acts, beginning at the
twelfth verse:
"And by the hands of the Apostles were
many signs and wonders wrought among
the people; (and they were all with one
accord in Solomon's porch. And of the
rest durst no man join himself to them:
but the people magnified them. And believers were the more added to the Lord,
multitudes both of men and women); insomuch that they brought forth the sick into
the streets, and laid them on beds and
couches, that at the least the shadow of
Peter passing- by might overshadow some
of them. There came also a multitude
out of the cities round about unto Jerusalem, bringing sick folks, and them which
were vexed with unclean spirits: and they
were healed every one. Then the High
Priest rose up and all they that were with
him, (which is the sect of the Sadducees),
and were filled with indignation, and laid
their hands on the Apostles and put them
in the common prison. But the angel of
the Lord Ly night opened the prison doors
and brought them forth and said, Go, stand
and speak in the temple to the people all
the words of this life. And when they
heard that, they entered into the temple
early in the morning and taught. But the
High Priest came, and they that were
with him, and called the council together,
and all the senate of the children of Israel,
and sent to the prison to have them
brought. But when the officers came and
found them not in the prison, they returned and told, saying, The prison truly found
we shut with all safety, and the keepers
standing without before the 1loors; but
when we had opened we found no man
within. Now when the High Priest
and the c:;iptain of the temple and the
chief priests heard these things, they
doubted of them whereunto this would
grow. Then came one and told them,
saying, Behold, the men whom ye put in
prison are standing in the temple and
teac;hing the people. Then went the captain with the officers, and brought them
withouth violence: for they feared the
people, lest they should have been stoned.
And when they had brought them, they
set them before the council: and the High
Priest asked them, saying, Did not we
straitly command you that ye should not
teach in this name? and, behold, ye have
filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and
intend to bring this man's blood upon us.
Then Peter and the other Apostles answered and said, We ought to obey God
rather than men. The God of our Fathers raised up Jesus, whom ye slew an~
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hanged on. a tree. Him hath God exalted
with his right hand to be a Prince and a
Savior, for to give repentance to Israel
and forgiveness of sins. And we are his
witnesses of these things; and so is also
the Holy Ghost, whom God hath given
to them that obey him. ·when they heard
that, they were cut to the heart, and took
counsel to slay them. Then stood there
up one in the council, a Pharisee, named
Gamaliel, a doctor of the law, had in reputation among all the people, and commanded to put the apostles forth a little
space; and said unto them, Ye men of
Israel, take heed to yourselves what ye intend to do as touching these men. For
before these days rose up Theudas, boasting himself to be somebody; to whom a
number of men, about four ·hundred, joined themselves: who was slain, and a·ll, as
many as obeyed him, were scattered, and
brought to nought. After this man rose
up Judas of Galilee in the days of the taxing, and drew away much people · after
him: he also perished; and all, even as
many as oLeyed him, were dispersed.
And now I say unto you, Refrain from
these men, and let them alone; for if this
counsel, or this work be of men, it will
come to nought. But if it be of God, ve
can not overthrow it,. lest haply ye he
found to fight against God. And to him
they agreed: and when they had called
the Apostles an~ beaten them, they commanded that they should not speak in the
name of Jesus, and let them go."
The sentiment contained in these verses
more than once, we think to make the
leading thought of the remarks that we
may offer !Onight, and that is in regard to
God's giving witnesses in every age of the
world in respect to his work.
We think we are quite safe in saying,
that God never began and carried forward
a work among the sons of men without
giving them an abundant amount of testimony, so that their judgment might be.
enlightened and their understanding instructed and they have an amount of evidence that would establish them, and confirm them in the truth, that their faith
should not stand iu the wisdom of men,
nor in the theories of men, but in the
power of the living God. Of course f
need not relate to this congregation how
God confirmed his word in the days of
Ch:i:ist and the apostles; for the history we
have r~ad, and indeed all the history of
the New Testament is confirmatory of
this fact. And we may not perhaps have
occasion to say .that God confirmed his
word in the days of the patriarchs and
prophets; for any one at all conversant
with the Old Testament Scriptures must
accede to that fact-must recognize that
fact.
·
It is also important thaf we should bear
in mind that when God works ampng the
sons of men, means are used suited to the
case, just such as will establish them in the
truth and thus enable them to walk steadfast and faitnful before Him, that they
may receive the objett and end of their
labors, namely, serve God aright and-attain salvation. Ofcourse there is a great
variety of witnesses and testimonies, which

may- be graded, first, second, third, and
other classes, in respect to rank, or in respect to importance. There is likewise
the testimony of men whom God uses;
there is the testimony of prophecy going
before, which becomes as the Apostle says,
a light that shineth in a dark place, until
the day dawn, and the day-star arise in our
hearts. There is the testimony of history-divine history, or any other authenticated record of events-and this is of
value in its place.
And then there is that grand testimony
that stands superior to all others, so far as
the individual is concerned, and that is the
testimony of God's spirit bearing witness
with the individual's spirit, enlightening
his mind, informing his judgment, and
taking of the things of God and revealing
them to the individual. This glorious
testimony is in some sense superior to
prophecy. In some sense, and in more
than one, it is superior to history-the
history of divine things. In fact it comes
right to the heart; direct! y to the judgment, and convinces and confirms the
nobler faculties of the soul. It has been
God's good pleasure in every age of the
world to give these various classes of testimony. I may mention in this connection,
likewise, that there is the testimony derived from angelic ministrations, peculiar in
in its character, but valuable in its kind
when used by God according to his
wisdom.
In viewing the history of the past, we
find that God conversed with man in the
morning of time and outlined man's future
history, and his own designs in some respects. We have every reason to believe
that a record was then kept, and that this
record was handed dowq along the stream
of time and placed in the custody of the
people of God, and thereby, relying upon
these divine prophecies, they could see the
pathway, foreknown of God, in which the
sons of men would walk in after times.
We come down to the days of the Patriarchs and Noah. Of course all conversant
with the Bible will concede that .God revealed himself· in regard to the race of
man, and in regard to man's history, and
to ~hings pertaining to the. physical
world-the natural world.
When one
takes the Bible in his hand and examines
these divine promises of God, and then
looks a.t the history of the world and sees
that these pr,omises have had a most literal
and exact accomplishment, then these
promises· with their fulfillment become
very important factors in the testimonyvery important factors indeed.
WJ1en we com.e to the days of Abraham
we find that God revealed himself again
in regard to different events t<;> transpire,
important in the history of that people.
Then all along at different periods clear
down to the ushering in of that all-important event, the ministry of Jesus Christ,
when we take history and consult it we
find these promises, these divine utterances,
have their most literal accomplishment.
The prophecies and psalms, the prophecies
of Samuel and of Moses and of the Psalmist David, of Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel,
and all the lesser prophets were more or

less accomplished, having a most literal
accomplishment along at different periods
of the world, as in Abraham's case. And
when Jesus came there were remarkable
angelic ministrations. And beside this,
they cited prophecies which had been
accomplished. When Jesus Christ entered
upon his wondrous mission he pointed to
the fulfillment of prophecy, and set forth
the fact that, from Moses all along down
the prophets had prophecied things that
pertained to him; and as there was a class
that seemed to be oblivious to some of these
important witnesses, Jesus sai¢ to them,
"0 fools and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have written concerning
me." Jesus came upon his mission of life
at a time when men's minds had become
darkened through the traditions of the
Elders, when they lacked the understanding to see the fulfillment of prophecies in
the person and work of Jesus Christ. I
' remark that they were cited by Jesus to
the prophecies God had given time after
time in respect to him and his work.
After the days of Jes us we find that the
apostles uttered many prophecies, and
many of them reach clear down to our
own days. Of. course many will say that
the revelations of Saint John relate to some
things that have transpired in the past.
And some refer to events to transpire in
the latter days. Yes; I believe many of
the utterances of Paul, and some of the
utterances of Peter, were to have their
fulfillment in these latter times. And
these things are standing witnesses for
God. This class of testimony can not be
easily passed by. God requires men everywhere, whenever these things appear, to
search the word, to search these divine
utterances, to. think, reflect, become familiar with these things, and thus have in
their possession a light by which to be
steadfast, immovable, abounding in the
work of the Lord.
Again; God always, in every age of the
world when he has had a dispensation
among the sons of men, has commissioned
men to perform that specific work which
he would have accomplished. He did this
by revelation-direct revelation from himself. We have every reason to know that
God communed with Noah, Abraham,
Moses, and with Jesus Christ, and also
with other worthies who are mentioned in
the Old TestameHt Scriptures. God commui1ed with them directly by the power
of his Spirit, or by the ministration of
angels and gave them line upon line, that
they might accomplish the work whereunto, he had called them. Some we,re
called to warn Israel of impending calamities; some were called to bring them
back again and point them to' the old paths,
wherein they might walk and find rest;
some were called to reveal things that
were in the hidden future,-not especially
to benefit those to whom these things were
first given, but to bless their children after
theIT!, especially those living in the times
of the fulfillment of those prophecies and
promises. But God, I remark, called these
men, com.missioned them, and prepared
them for the. work that devolved upon
. them, and gave them divine .power i he
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gave them power by which they could idea of new revelation-revelation directly
accomplish the work entrusted to. their .to the individual, by which the individual
care. We have the testimony of God's shall know that he is called, also by which
blessed word, the Bible, that in these latter he shall know who it is that calls him, and
times God will reveal himself to man, in a by which he shall know the character of
the message he is to bear, so that when he
similar way.
It is more especially with reference to comes to the world he will not bear uncerthis latter day message, this "eleventh tain tidings, but will be fully qualified and
hour" message, as many of my brethren fully established for the work whereunto
call it, that I shall now call your attention. God has called him! Now, Hie Latter
We read here in the Scriptures of truth, Day Saints make this claim; but it is obthat when God would "set his hand the jected to by the world. Why? Because
second time" to gather Israel, when he· the long night of apostasy began to settle
would restore them, when he would bring down upon the world soori after the days
them to salvation, to rest, as f} nation more of the Apostles, and it seems to have obparticularly speaking, He says, "I will literated all this light which once was
send for many fishers, and they shall fish possessed touching the Holy Scriptures,
for them; and after will I send for many and"the calling of men by direct revelahunters, and they shall hunt them." And tion from God. We are looked upon as
he says he will hunt them from every being extremists, and as fanatics, because
mountain and from every hill, and out of we advocate the principle of divine revelathe holes of the rocks, and will bring them tion from God, given to mankind in these
again into their own land, and establish latter days! Tell me why it is that, if
them and bless them. But mark you the man ever had revelation from God-why
sentiment given by the prophet; it is that it is that he shall not now in these latter
God will take the matter in hand; God days have it, as well as irt any other period
will communicate; God will call; and of the world's history. We read the
God will send. Again we read in the prophecies, and from them we learn that
word of the Lord as given by the mouth the latter days are to be remarkable for a
of Isaiah, especially in the eleventh chap- great variety of reasons. ] esus, for. inter of that work, that the Lord in the last stance, declares that the latter days are to
days, when he will do good to Israel and be like the days of Noah, and like the
to ] udah, when he shall call them from days of Lot, also that iniquity shall abound
the four corners of the earth--God him- and the love of man shall wax cold, and
self, mark you, will "lift up a standard to that men's hearts shall fail them for fear
the nations," and will "assemble the out- of the things that are coming. upon the
casts of Israel,'' and bless them; and that earth. Pray, tell me to-night if there is
after this there is to come a time of peace, not a God in the latter days who manifests
a time of gladness among the sons of men, himself as in former times? Why not?
and not only among them, but all enmity These are to be troublous times, and why
everywhere is to cease; for we read that should not the world be pointed to the
in that blessed period God has said "the Most High as the wisest and best counlamb and the lion shall lie down together, selor-why not now as well as at any oththe bear and the fatling, and a little child er period in the past! More important and
shall lead them ; the sucking child shall stupendous events. are to transpire in this
play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned than in any other period of the world's
child shall put his hand on the cockatrice's history.
den. They shall not hurt nor dc;!stroy in
When this latter day message began to
all my holy mountain: for the earth shall be introduced, the claim was made of dibe full of the knowledge of the Lord as rect revelation from God to a young man,
the waters cover the sea." Notice the but a mere boy. He says, "I sought unto
fact that this is to be God's work; he is to God in prayer, in order that I might know
begin it, and he is to carry it on to its what to do, and how to serve him aright.
final consummation.
God has communicated to me; I have
Again; some of my brethren have men- seen the angel of the Lord ; I have heard
tioned since conference opened that we are his wondrous voice; I saw the radiance
living in that period of the world called that surrounded that sacred person;" and
"supper time." vV e read in one of those he gives a minute description of that perparables given by the Savior, that, at the sonage, and proceeds to tell us of the visperiod of the world called supper time, ion that occurred, and of the ministering
God would call, and God would send his of that angel, and that he thus spent the
servants. Thus it was from the com- entire night; and that when it passed
mencement to the close of Bible history; away, and the last vision closed and the
God himself called, and he fully blessed angelic minister passed away into the
and qualified his faithful servants for the eternal worlds, he heard the cock crow
work entrusted to their care. Besides and then knew that it was morning. The
that, as we have before seen from the entire night had been spent with this anprophets, God has promised that in the · gelic personage. The angel had been
latter times, the times in which we live, communicating to him for the entire night
he will call, and he will send ;-he will concerning the character of the work becall for ministers by which to accomplish fore him. He gave him much instruction
his wondrous, his stupendous work, the regarding it, and cited him back to the
most stupendous indeed, in some respects, days of the Jews and the disciples--right
that the world will ever know.
back to the revealed word of God-and
Again; if God calls in the latter days said to him, "The time is at hand when
and sends his ministers, it involves the the eleventh chapter of Isaiah is to be ful-

filled; the time is at hand when the third
chapter of the Book of ] oel shall be fulfilled;" and thus he gave him line upon
line and precept upon -precept in regard to
the great work that God was then planting, or beginning to plant upon the face
of the earth. When 'we turn to the scriptures we learn that just such a work as
this was to be begun i
We learn it from a number of Bible
writers, one in particular. Daniels tell us
that, in the latter days God will establish
his kingdom, never to be broken down or
given to another people, but that it shall
stand forever; and he describes it, and tells
about its characteristics-that it is to be
like the things of God in its. kind. God is
to lead it onward and forward until he establishes it in all its wondrous magnitude
and it fills the whole earth. This you will
find described at length by the prophet
Daniel. When we pass still further along
the historical page, we come to the testimony of the great apostle Paul in regard
to this same work-and I believe him to
be on.e of the greatest apostles that ever
lived upon the earth-he tells us that he
was an Israelite, and raised after the manner of the strictest sect, a Pharisee. He
says the Israelites would be broken off,
and would be succeeded by the Gentiles;
and then he proceeds to tell the Gentiles,
lest thev should be blind in their own conceits, that "blindness in part has happened
to Israel until the fulness of the Gentiles
be come in,'' and that then all Israel shall
be saved. He proceeds to show unto
them a "mystery,'' and then explains this
mystery lest they should be blind in their
own conceits. "Blindness in part,'' he
say~, "has happened to Israel, until the
fulness of the Gentiles be come in." As
much as to say that that blindness was not
always to remain upon Israel-there was
to be a termination to it, they would not
always remain in folly and blindness, the
condition in which they were then-but
only until the fulness of the Gentiles be
come in, and then he says "All Israel shall
be saved." A "deliverer" he says "shall
come out of Zion, and turn ungodliness
from ] acob ;" for this is God's "covenant
unto them when he shall take away their
sins."
Speaking of this wonderful "deliverer"
which shall turn them from sin to righteousness, he says, "This is my covenant
unto them." This I understand to be that
blessed covenant that was pro,mised by
] eremiah and Ezekiel and by various
others of the prophets, .even the New
Covenant in ] esus Christ our Lord, the
covenant introduced by God's dear son,
mentioned by Paul in Hebrews, chapters
eight and nine. But few of Israel received it in the days of Jesus and the
Apostles. But Paul by the inspiration of
God, and by the testimony of the prophets
that went before him, saw the time when
the dark curtain should be lifted, and when
Israel should see light in the light of God,
and when they should be brought into the,
bonds of that new and everlasting covenant, be the children of that covenant and
partake of its blessings likewise.
Well; here you discover the testimony,
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clear and definite, with regard to God's
beginning a work, a wonderful work, in
the latter days. It is declared plainly by
the prophets that it should be done; and
Paul in Romans tells where that work
is to begin; it is to go forth "out of Zion."
Bear in mind, my brethren and sisters,
this important fact, that God had ordained
that in the days of Jes us salvation should
go to the world "from Jerusalem." Jesus
tells the Samaritan woman that "salvation
is of the Jews." Christ instructed his disciples to tarry at Jerusalem, until they
were "endowed with power from on
high." It was ordaiµed of God that then
frot? Jerusalem should go out the gospel
testimony to all the world, to every part
of the habitable earth. All the rnving
power that the Gentile world had for
eighteen centuries, was from that light
communicated by Jesus to his disciples and
by them 'to the world over eighteen hundred years ago. It began right there at
Jerusalem-it was a Jewish work.
·
The Apostle Paul says in the eleventh
of Romans that the salvation· which is to
reach. Israe.l in the latter times, and by
which they are to be saved, was to "come
out of Zion." You must bear in mind
this distinctioa. You are all farniliar with
the testimony (at least most of you are)
given by the revelator Saint John in regard to the revelation of the gospel, the
New Covenant if you please, for they
are synonymous terms, meaning the same
thing-rye says he saw an angel bearing
that gospel: "I saw another angel fly in
the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach to them that dwell
on the earth, and to every nation, and
kindred, and tongue, and people, saying
with a loud voice, Fear God, and give
glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is come; and worship Him that
made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and
the fountaips of waters." Now as to the
time when this was to transpire, there is a
statement just following this that throws
light upon the matter. It was just preceding. the doom that was to be p·assed upon Babylon; for after the goRpel is restored by .angelic ministration, then the angel
·proclaims, "Babylon is fallen, is fallen."
What do we leaan after this. Why, that
the Lord comes to the earth in wonderful
power, a fulfillment of what all the prophets of both the. Old Testsment and the
New had written. Of this John says: "I
saw one like unto the Son of Man, and he
had a crown upon his head, and a sharp
sickle in his hand. And another angel
came out from the altar which had power
over fire, and cried to him that had the
sharp sickle, Thrust in thy sickle and reap.''
Jesus tells us (Matt. 13: 40.) that "the
harvest of the earth" is "the end of the
world,'' so that you discover here, that ,~ll
these events are to take place prior to the
second coming of Jesus Christ, when he
comes to reign as "Kiqg of King's and
Lord of Lord's." And just preceding that,
mark you, is the destruction of Mystery
Babylon, spoken of by the angel of God.
And just preceding that event was the
revelation of the gospel, because that is
Q be preached! ';~ ~ea.rn! "as a ".Yitr:iess to
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all nations,'' preparing them for the events When we find it thus in harmony with the
that are to follow, if they heed the in- revealed word of God, such harmony is constructions.
firmatory evidence of the divinity of the
Now, in the testimony heretofore men- commission of him who brings it to us.
tioned, we discover that of a young man God has ordained in every age that every
who claims to be sent by direct revelation thing should be done in accord with the
from God concerning t11is whole matter. divine mind, the divine pattern; hence the
He testifies that. the angel appeared and Apostles were instructed, and they in turn
taught him the gospel. We turn to the instructed the ministry, to be very careful
Bible and find that just such an event to teach just in accordance with the divine
as this was to transpire,-an angel should patterns, to be perfecty joined together, of
appear. Again; how shall we know be- the same mind and the same judgment.
yond the young man's claim, in regard to P'aul in teaching Timothy how to labor
the work being of God that he represent- acceptably, exhorts him to "commit the
ed. We answer, In a variety of ways. same words" unto faithful men, they teachOne is by taking the New Testament and ing others also. If the church had been
by it judging the doctrine which this true to this charge all along from the day!'\
young man taught. And when we ex- of the apostles down to the nineteenth
amine that; and see that it in every .way century, it would have had the same kind
agrees with what stands revealed in the of a church and the same kind of doctrines
word of God, it becomes a powerful con- as Jes us and the apostles had then, and
firmation of his claim. And there is still hence it would have been needless for
another. Go to the New Testament and Jesus to have restored the gospel to earth
read about the divine call of ministers, and by the angel, or to re-establish his work
about the organization of the church in all in the latter days in order that His work
its various departments; take the Bible and might be accomplished in accordance with
make an examination of his claim by the His divine purpose.
divine pattern in respect to the organiza,
But when we read that in every dispention of the church, and when the young sation and age that is past that in the
man is found directly in harmony with the founding of His church God himself has
pattern in that book, that becomes another first wrought, has first revealed himself
wondrously strong confirmation of his unto the sons of men, pray tell me why
claim.
we may not expect that God will do the
The world at large object to the Latter same in the latter days? Why shall we
Day Saints. Let me ask you, Have not not expect it when the church comes forth
the Latter Day Saints just as much right in accordance with the divine pattern conto build a church as any one else? Have tained in God's word? Does not this
you ever thought of that? Here is Martin claim become strong confirmatory evidence
Luther building a church, John Huss of the divine nature of this work? To my
founded a church, John and Charles Wes- mind it <loes. In this respect these. witley and their fellow laborers founded a nesses become of high importance-I will
church; the King of England and Cardinal not say the highest, but a very high and
\N olsey and Bishop Cranmer, they built a important. and indispensable work is perchurch; and so we might enumerate scores formed by them. But passing on we
and hundreds of churches that have had a notice another department of the subject
beginnil)g in times past, and some of them .which, to my mind, as already noticed, is
have had very obscure beginnings, and one of the most important of all classes of
some of them were aided by royalty. evidence that pertain to the work of God,
Pray tell me, if one man, or one body of and that is that which pertains directly to
men, has a right to build a church, why the indvidual, so that the individual shall
not all have the same right? If there is know for himself, (he or she as the case
to be no God at the bottom of it, no God may be), that their faith shall not stand in
to authorize it and make the .call, if it is an the wisdom of men but in the power of
inherent right in one individual, and he is God. This was always the case in olden
learned somewhat in this Bible, why shall times. The Bible teaches the fact very
not other men, or hundreds of them, have clearly. If there was one promise more
equal rights in regard to churcil building, prominent than another under the Chrisone just as. well as another? If we must tian dispensation, it was the endowment
respect a church because some individual ot God's Spirit upon all those that should
who built it gained some prominence, receive the gospel.
while yet it does not accord with the divine
You remem her John baptized when he
pattern, pray tell me if we are not entitled came "preparing the way" before Christ;
to respect when our church is founded and he says "I indeed baptize you with
upon and harmonizes with the di".ine pat- water unto repentance, but there is anothtern in its doctrines and organization, and er that cometh after me, the latc::het of
in all its ceremonies? Have we not just whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop
as much right to ask the sons of men to down1 and unloose, he shall baptize you
endorse . that which does so accord, as they with the Holy Ghost and with fire, whose
have to. ask us to endorse their man-made fan is in his hand, and he will thoroughly
systems? But when a church comes forth purge his floor, and gather the wheat into
and its beginnings are 5een to be in har- the garner, and burn up the chaff 'vith
mony with prophecy; when it is organized unquenchable fire." Here came the
according to the distinct pattern that stands . promise when this covenant was firs,t inin God's word; when its organization and troducyd, of the Holy Ghost to be given
ordinances harmonize perfectly with all of God to confirm the work by the bap1 H<;ing power 9f tl~e :ftoly Spirit upon thos~
thi5, c11rtaipJy it demq~1,l~
our ~tt1tPcti<m;
«,-,..
•
,I
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that should receive that baptism of watei",
the authoritative baptism of water administered by John. Jesus also had promised
this, as you will remember. Speaking to
his disciples, as recorded in the fourteenth,
fifteenth, and sixteenth chapters of Saint
John's gospel, Christ promises it-prom·
ises it to his disciples, and through them to
the entire church. Peter on the day of
Pentecost, when he had declared that the
Jews had crucified the Lord of Glory,
says, "Repent, and be baptized every one
of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for
the remission of sins, and you shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost; for the promise (of the Holy Ghost), is unto you, and
to your children, and unto all that are afar
eff, even as many as the Lord our God
shall call." So that whenever the gospel
is preached, wherever Christ and Christ's
power in the gospel are preached, the
promise of the gift of the Holy Ghost to
the believer is made likewise. They are
'co-extensive in the recognized faith of the
gospel of God's dear Son.
What will the Spirit do? What will the
Holy Spirit do? Christ Jes us says it shall
become a witness. "It shall take of the
things of the Father and show them unto
you." He says, "It shall testify of me."
These disciples were to go and testify
what they knew in regard to Jesus Christ.
There was also to be this confirmatory
evidence to follow the believer. God was
to give the confirmation of the Holy
Spirit, which is "the seal" of those who
receive the gospel-the new covenantand live strictly in harmony with its requirements. We hear the Apostle in
after times reasoning with his Roman
brethren, and telling them that "the Spirit
beareth witness with our spirits." That
is, it bears witness to our spirits, so that
the Spirit of God becomes a witness-becomes a testifier. And this class of evidence is the highest kind' that the human
soul can receive. I may be deceived; you
may be deceived in various way; in almost
all kinds of ministrations there is danger
of deception in some sense. But in this
there is none. It is the Holy Spirit of
God; it is the mind and will of G-od.
\Vhen that comes it reaches the heart; it
reaches the spirit of man; it lights up "the
candle of the Lord" within the soul. This
testimony is yea, and amen. This testimony places the 'individual beyond the
power of deception, if he lives in conformity with the requirements of the gospel.
This is that of which John speaks when
he says, "Ye have an unction from on
high, and ye know all things. (Ye can by
that know all things). Ye have no need
that any man should teach you. It shall
teach you all things; it is truth and no lie."
Here then, I remark, is the highest class
of testimony that the human soul can receive. When the Saints-the disciplesfaithfully preached the gospel in ancient
times, the record tells us that "the Lord
confirmed the word." "Go and preach
the gospel to every creature; he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and
he that believeth not shall be damned; and
these signs shall follow them that believe;
in rqy µame they shaU ~a(!t out devils i

they shall speak with new tongues; they
shall take up serpents, and if they drit'1k
any deadly thing it shall not hurl them;
they :,;hall lay hands on the sick and they
shall recover." And the historian tells us
th~t these disciples went forth and preached the word everywhere, and God confirmed their testimony with signs following them that believed. So that every
one of these different signs was a witness
from God; it was a confirmation from on
high to the individual, so that he knew
that the doctrine he had em braced was
indeed divine, that God was its author,
and eternal life would be its result.
But says one, "You do not think that
such a dispensation has been ushered in in
these latter days, do you? Why this unlettered lad, when he first started out into
the world preaching and teaching, he says,
"The gospel after its ancient order has
been restored; wherever an individual receives that order and lives in harmony
with it and faithfully devotes his life to
God, God will confirm it to his soul and
to his understanding, the same as he did
to his disciples and his believing children
in ancient times." Now herein was a
means placed right in the hands of the
people by which they could test the divinity of that young man's calling :-they
could test whether he was sent of God, or
whether the message he was giving to the
world was divine in its origin. vVhat has
been the history in regard to this matter?
Why, that they faithfully preached the
word, beginning very lowly in life. They
went forth and preached the word everywhere, and the Lord confirmed the word
with signs following them that believe.
You know in the chapter that I read in'
your hearing, Peter says, "We are his
witnesses of these things, and so also is the
Holy Ghost, which God has given to them
that obey him." Row has it been in these
latter days? This young man before
mentioned, came to the world testifying
of this restored gospel, and said to them,
"Whoever embraces this gospel out of a
pure heart, it shall be confirmed to them,
and they shall know that the work is
divine;" they should have confirmatory
evidence until their hearts are satisfied.
All these things have occurred.
I may now tell you some things I have
heard; and perhaps some things I myself
have experienced. I feel thankful before
God that I see so many here to-night that
I have met in days gone by, some of them
away back twenty-five and twenty-eight,
and some of them even thirty years ao-o.
They can bear me witness to some of tbe
things that I may mention in this connection-confirmatory testimonies of God,
given by the power of his Holy Spirit. I
remember talking with Ezra Thayer.
His name is recorded in the Book of Covenants. He was one of the early members
of the church; and probably joined in
1830-I am confident it was that year.
He was a stalwart man, a large powerfully built man, and a man of mind, too.
He was a man besides that, of good habits
in life, and was a man of some education.
Besides that he had a good deal of experieµce in qis way, in tf!e affairs o~ life.

He used to be what was known as a
bridge and mill builder. In those early
days they ran their mills by water, and not
by steam, and there was a great deal of
mill building with damidn those days, and
it required a great deal ~·of scientific work
and a good deal of knowledge of the
mechanical arts to build mills after that
style with dams that would stand. I met
Bro. Thayer at the house of Bishop Blakeslee in Michigan. He came to our church;
we held services in a little frame building,
simply built-I guess it was designed for
a school house. The country was very
new. This stranger came there, and he
seemed to be perfectly at ease; indeed, he
appeared rather stupid, and as though be
did not care much about the service-'-had
just "dropped in." Pretty soon after service had. begun, he began to look around
and listen; and before the sermon was
half through, his soul was all ablaze with
the light of God. Great tears coursed
down the old man's face, and he was a
child again, and fairly trembled under the
power of God, as I remember him now.
But who he was I did not then know.
Brother Blakeslee did not know him, or
knew but little about him. He came out
and looked as a man naturally would to
see whether he was really deceived or not.
Brother Blakeslee invited him to go to his
house to dinner. He said he wanted to
have a talk with me. There I learned for
the first time that his name wa~ Ezra
Thayer; that he had been one of the early
members of the church, and was with Joseph the Seer and Oliver Cowdery and
many of those early men in the first history of the church. This, mark you, was
in r86o, about thirty years from the time
that he first became identified with the
work. Now the result was, that before
the next Sabbath had passed I baptized
him and some of his kindred, also some
others there. Then he gave a history of
his former connection with the church,
and told I rernember-~(I am not going to
tell you all)-told us among other things,
that when he was living near Canandaigua,
New York, his brother came to see him
on business from Auburn. His brother
said to him "Ezra, the Smiths are going'
to hold services up here at a place abotlt
two miles away, and I want to go up and
hear them; hitch up your carriage and go
up." "No, indeed," said he; "I will not
be found going after such delusion."
"Well you used to know old father Smith
yourself." "Ye~ he used to work for me."
"You hired him?" "Yes, he has worked
for me." "You knew Jo<eph ?" "Yes, I
knew him well enough." "\V ell, you
know \Vho they are, it is all right enough;
let us go up and see what there is of it."
"No," he said~ '·I will not go near them;
but I will furnish a carriage to take the
whole lot of them and out them in Auburn prison."
But the brother would not yield, but.
said, "We will go up and hear them; ~
want to hear them; I used to know Olive1'
Cowdery when he was a school teacher;'
hitch up and let us go together." Throt1gh:
the continued importunity of his t-Jrother,
E;zra at last yielded, and so they went,
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And when they got there, they found a
double . log house, and quite a company.
He said that Joseph and his father and
Hyrum and Oliver Cowdery were there,
and that he knew them all; and that when
he got there he felt a wonderful desire to
hear, and to get right up close to them,
where he could see and hear all that could
be seen and heard. So he shouldered his
way though the crowd as best he could,
up in front of them. After they l)ad
opened service by prayer, father Smith
got up and talked a few minutes on some
bible idea. Then Hyrum talked a 'Tew
moments; next Oliver Cowdery rose and
talked; and when he sat down, Joseph
rose in his place and spoke. He had a
book in his hand, which afterwards proved to be the Book of Mormon; and he in
his boyish and uncultured way told how
it was brought forth, giving a plain, sincere, sober statement in regard to it. Says
he, "Brother Blair, there was such a power seized upon ine as enabled me to know
that every word that that lad said was
true." He said he knew just as well that
that was the work of God when he was
telling of it, as he ever did afterwards·
and he claimed he had an abundant
amount of evidence afterwards. He was
so anxious in regard to the matter, that as
soon as Joseph was through bearing his
testimony he asked for that book, and
when he had purchased it of him, he would
~ot have taken any ~mount of money for
1t-he would not let 1t go out of his hands.
I mention this to show how it was that a
man by the power of God knew the truth
of the testimony of that young lad. He
ha<l been acquainted with this lad; the lad
had once been in his employ. Finally he
entered the church, and God afterwards
confirmed to him the truth of the work in
a marvelous degree; and the work received a great impetus in that part of the
land, and gathered in a great many people-gathered in a large number of people
who afterwards moved to the west-down
to Kirtland and afterwards to Missouri.
You take it right forward from this
period of time, and the testimony of those
who embraced the gospel is to the effect
that God confirmed the word with signs
·following them just in accordance with
the promises contained in the New Testa- ·
ment Scriptures. And we read similar
testimonies coming to us from Wales, from
England, from Canada, from Nova Scotia
and the islands of the sea, a]50 from the
various parts of the United &ates-testi- monies have been borne all along down
since the vear 1827 until our own times
and it is all to the one fact, namely, that
God has confirmed the word with signs
following them that believe. And these
men, mark you, are not the only witnesses
for God; but the Holy Ghost likewise, as
in ancient times, bears witness to the divinity of the work. I undertake to say
that no man can be a witness-no man
can Stand forth as a minister of Jesus
Christ, or should stand before the sons of
inen and preach the gospel of Christ, unless he has received that measure ·of the
Holy Ghost by which he can bear testifDOny that he li:nowil the message he bears
I

'

is indeed divine. God never sent a man,
and never will send a man to represent
Him, unless; he quallifies him by the endowment of that Spirit, if he lives as he
should. God never sent his servants without it, and never will. It is the testimony
of God; the testimony that cometh from
God on high; the wondrnus, eternal testimony that was given to the apostles, by
which they told to Jew and Gentile how
that Jes us was taken and with wicked
hands was crucified and slain; that God
raised him from the dead; that they saw
him afterwards and ate and drank with
him, and that he went in among them for
forty days; that he after that was received
up into heaven. They bore this testimony
wherever they went; theirs was a .wondrous testimony indeed; but this would
have come far short had it not been confirmed by a corresponding, and indeed, a
greater testimony than that. Theirs was
the testimony of man. They had the
knowledge, the evidence themselves. But
still they could not have given the higher
evidence to others; that must be given by
the powe'r of God, the same as God had
confirmed it to them. As we have read,
"We :u-e his witnesses of these things; so
also is the Holy Ghost, which God hath
given to them that obey him."
I know there are a great mauy who say
that no one can be a witness for Jesus
Christ-no one can testify of Jesus Christ
that he has indeed risen from the dead and
that he is what he claimed to be (the Messiah), unless he has seen him, or heard his
kingly voice, or has witnessed the wonderful displays of his power, such as the apostles did in ancient times. This is a wonderful mistake. My friends, the fact is the
Holy Spirit was that power by which they
had, in ancient times, a prophetic knowledge in regard to Jesus Christ, that he
should come, and they bore witness to all
nations, kindreds and tongues, of the coming of the Messiah, and of his wondrous
work upon earth. It was the Holy Spirit,
also the angelic ministrations, that enabled
the ancient prophets to accomplish their
wondrous work. So after Tesus came to
earth, God confirmed to man the truth of
his mission, and gave them testimony by
the power of his Holy Spirit.
A few words in regard to the Reorganized Church, and they must be very few,
for the moments have not waited. In regard to the divinity of the work we a;e
associated with, the Reorganized Church,
I have not time to tell you what I want to
tell you, what I shotild love to tell you.
I see faces I have met in other places
a long way from this; hundreds of miles
away. Brother John Smith here before
me, I met when he was a boy, at Fall
River, Massachusetts; Bro. James Gillen
had preceded me there. I organized a
conference there in 1865. (A voice '66).
So it was. Bro. Gillen found a little band
of Saints, perhaps but two or three. I
found afterwards a little band of perhaps
a dozen or fifteen there, but God's blessing
by the gift of his Holy Spirit was among
them, giving witness in prophecy, and the
gifts of tongues and of healing aboun.ded
in hat' little branch. Yes, l remember
i
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very well when I was there a very singular
incident occurred. A little sister about
nine or ten years of age, (perhaps not as
old as that), after various ones in the sacrament meeting on Sunday had been bearing their testimony by the gift of the Spirit,
this little girl told how she had come into
the church and been blesserl of God; how
God had poured out his Spirit upon her,
and that she knew the work was divine.
All at once her frame trembled like a leaf;
tears coursed down her cheeks; she raised
her hands, and looking upward, prayed in
another tongue. I guess brother John remembers this; I never shall forget it. It
seemed that the whole house for the time
was filled with the Spirit and power of
God. It was like a pentecost to us; and it
seemed that there was scarcely an eye in
that assembly (and the hall was completely filled), but what was moist with tears.
Again, ih other places, and all over the
land where it has been our lot to travel and
minister in the things of God, He has confirmed the work with signs following them
that believe. God has not only confirmed
the work to ourselves, but likewise confirmed the labor done by others. Why, I
remember seeing this little church, (yes it
is little yet compared with what it is to be),
I remember seeing it-and Brother Rogers and brother and sister Blakeslee here,
will remember seeing it-when we could
get into a small school house all the members of it. we saw it in this lowly condition, but we had the gift and power of
God with us. I remember going up to
Zarahemla, in 1857, where I found a little
band of Saints upon the bleak hills of Wisconsin. It was one of t$1e poorest, inost
God-for-saken regions I ever did go to, I
think. I had a very dreary time in getting
there; a very cold time. But I found God
among the Saints; the love of God was
there, and the power of God was there;
and the doctrines of eternal life were there
in all their power. God gave the bless·
in gs of the Holy Spirit to that people. The
gift of tongues in prayer, in singing, and
in speaking were there. In various other
ways was Christ among them; the gift of
prophecy and vision was among them;
and it was like a heaven on earth among
thatlittle band of Saints at Zarahemla.
At Beaverto~, Wis., there were !'ome
whom God bore witness to, and the gift and
power of God w.as with that people. Young
men and young women came into the
church, lived upright lives before God,
and the power of the Highest was upon
them. God confirmed his word just in accordance with what he had promised in the
New Testament Scriptures. I speak of
these things here to-night because there
are witnesses here who can bear me witness to the truth of what I tell you. Persons confirmed into the church there under
the hands of the ministry, received an endowment and gift of the same kind as they
,did in the days of Paul when· he came to
Ephesus, or when the apostles went down
to S11maria; and from that time right along
similar experiences have occurred in every
part of my mission work. On my left
here is father John A. Mcintosh, one of
thy q}q membef!:\ of the church,; 'OP;e V'(hQ
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had considerable experience in the days of
the Martyred Seer. When Bro. E. C.
Briggs and myself went to western Iowa,
in 1859, and preached the gospel there,
God's Spirit took hold of these old, veterans, such as Brother John arid others, and
showed them that this was God's work, the
same as it witnessed to them in the days of
the Seer. The same gifts and blessings were
bestowed as were bestowed then; the same
as are described in the New Testament
Scriptures. All through the country, when
I first went up into that region, there was
quite a disposition to disbelieve the work,
and some stood out quite awhile; but,
thank God, wherever the confirming power
of God's Spirit witnessed to them they
were enabled to know that the work we
represented was divine, and they were led
to honor and praise the Lord. So I can
select them out here by the dozens, Saints
that I have met in other places and times,
who can stand as witnesses before God,
and· if it were necessary could rest their
soul's salvation upon the testimony that
God has given to them by the power of
His Holy Spirit, to the divinity of the
work of these last days, which work is
now being preached among the sons of
men.
In conclusion, 1ny brother ministers,
What a wondrous work is this! And 0 ye
saints of God! what a wondrous responsibility rests upon you! And mark you, it
does not all rest upon the ministers; the
minister is important in his place, but all
Saints have a responsibility to bear. What
a wondrous work! a work planted in the
wisdom of God, and by the power of God.
It is the ministeP's work to go out with
this message of life and peace to all nations;
to carry the gospel to all the sons of men
that they may be received into fellowship
with God, and be reconciled to God through
His Son Jesus Christ; and the Lord has
given them this charge, that they shall
show themselves worthy to stand, and having done all be enabled to stand.
In regad to your present president of
the church-one remark, and only oneand that is to say that his calling was one
of the leading features of the Reorganized
Church. The testimony came to me in
1856, in the month of November; but I
have not time to tell you about it now, only
to say that it was one of the leading features of the work then that the present
representative of Joseph the Seer was to
stand in his father's place at the head of
the church. Here are scores under the
sound of my voice who will bear me witness that those were the tidings borne then
as given through prophecy, tongues and
visions, that the time was near at hand
when God would call and establish Joseph
at the head of the church.
This is the testimony that was borne
when we first visited Western Iowa, in
I859. T~ere is Bro. Wilcox, (and so I
might select quite a number of them), who
know the kind of testimony that was borne
to them; and its fulfillment has enabled
them to know that the prophet Amos was
a very acceptable and a very truthful
teacher when he said, "The Lord God
will do nothing until Be reveals ftis sec;r~t

unto His servants the prophets." God,
beforehand reveals His will, gives item by
item, and the witness of prophecy gives
light unto the world. Then, forward and
onward should be our watchwords. We
have nothing to fear but ourselves-our
follies and weaknesses and shortcomingsthat is all we have to fear. It remains
for us to still press onward and forward,
keeping our eyes fixed upon the mark of
the prize of our high calling in Christ
Jesus, fully keeping the law of God, and
working according to the divine pattern
God has given to us, and victory and honor
and glory and eternal redemption will be
our happy lot. That we may attain this
is my prayer in Tesus name, amen.

THE following, from Bro. Heman · C.
Smith, is inserted for the reason that the
_minutes referred to were read and properly corrected to read as follows:
"Under a suspension of the rules, resolved, that we grant the request of those
desiring to withdraw from the church, and
that their names be stricken from the
church records," the whole being in one.
But in the hurry and confusion attegdant
u12on the Herald Office after conference
adjourned, in the endeavor to get caught
up with the work, the transposition from
the' body of the resolution to the minutes
was not noticed in proof reading. In the
original corrected minutes o.f the secretary
it reads as stated by us above.
·

[Reported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor.]

Dow CITY, Iowa, April 24th, 1886.
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IN this issue we begin the republication of
the history of the origin of the Reorganization, the causes that led to that movement, the methods of procedure adopted,
the doctrines taught, the wonderful manifestations had, the foundations upon which
the work was builded, and the personneJ
of the builders.
This history was written by one of its
principal actors, a, man whose devotion to
the work of God stands unchallenged, one
whose moral character was not only above
reproach, .but above suspicion, and who
wrote of things as he saw them and knew
them and believed them. He wrote this
history in 1860, when there were many
still living who were witnesses touching
the facts which he sets forth in his
,narrative.
We bespeak for it a candid, careful
reading. And let all who read bear in
mind that brother Zenas H. Gurley Sen.
in and "by it, he being dead, yet speaketh."
A brother remarked to us of late that he
never read that history without receiving
the Spirit of God, witnessing that it was
true. Such has been our experience; and
we therefore are confident in saying to all
who will read with an earnest, sincere desire that truth and right shall prevail, that
they too, may have the Spirit of God to
bear witness with their Spirit that Father
Gurley's testimony was and is correct
and reliable. And inasmuch as it is true
and trustworthy, it will be found to clear1y indicate the foundations, methods, and
means, upon which and by which the
Church of Christ nn:ist be built,

volume of Herald there occurs a mistake in the
conference minutes. ii· is there stated: "The
following substitute was moved, under a suspension of the rule." "Resolved, that we grant the
request of those desiring to withdraw from the
church, and that their names be stricken from
the church records." Now as all will remember,
and as the original resolution will show, this motion was not made under a suspention of the rule,
but the motion to suspend, and the inotion to
erase the names were included in one and the
same motion. I seriously object to this and ask
that it be corrected. The substitute was out of
order, and is consequently inoperative as will be
seen by page 52 of Rules of Order, but let ___ us
have the facts in the case. I am willing to yield
to the will of the majority when in harmony
with law, but I insist that the action of the majority shall appear on the record correctly. If
the minutes are not corrected, I ask for the publication of this protest.
Respectfully,
HEMAN

c. SMq'H.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

B1toTJtER F. B. Moyers of Conejos, Colorado, writes us on the 24th ult., saying:"It has hee11 a very tight squeeze for many
of us in thi~ vailey to pass through the
past severe winter. . . . Business is very
dull for this season of the year . . • . Brighamisrn here still holds out a defiant front,
by preaching and teaching their abominations, nlthoug·h such are gradually losing·
prestige with the intelligent and honest
among their late converts."
Sr. N. W. Empey renews for the
HERALD and says :-"I am an old Latter
Day Saint. The Herald is all the preacher I have, therefore please continue sending it."
BORN.
PARR.-Born in Detroit City, Minn., to Bro.
Tho M. and Sr. Eliza J. Parr, January 23d,
r886, a daughter named Perla Margaret Zimenna.
Blessed by Brn. J. Martin and Henry Way,
April +th, 1886.
0 •

DIED.

RooT.-Near ~nay wards, Alameda County,
California, March 18th, 1886, Mrs. Marcia A.
Root, wife of Erastus Root. Deceased was born
in Livingston·county, New York, February 14th,
1816. She was in full faith of the gospel, but
had not been baptized yet. It was her determination to obey all of God's commands; but before another opportunity offered the summons of
death called her away, and he who doeth all
things we\l "(ill ~ive t~e rewant
..
'
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Give human nature reverence for the sake
Of one who bore 1t, making it divine
With the ineffable tenderness of God!
Let common need, the brotherhood of prayer,
The heirship of au unknown destiny,
'l'be uusolVed mystery 'round about us, make
A man more precious than the Gold of Ophir."

DANGER.
"AGAIN the word of the Lord came unto me,
saying: Son of man, speak to the children of
thy people and say unto them, When I bring the
sword upon a land, if the people of the land take
a man of their coasts, and set him for their watchman: If when he seeth the sword come upon the
land, he blow the trumpet and warn the people;
then whosoever heareth the sound of the trumpet
and taketh not warning, if the sword come and
take him away, his blood &hall be upon his own
head. He heard the sound of the trumpet and
took not warning; his blood shall be upon him.
But he. that taketh warning shall deliver his soul.
But if the watchman see the sword come, and
blow not the trumpet, and the people. be not
warned; if the sword come and take any person
from among them, he is taken away in his iniquity; but his blood will I require at the watchman's hands."
We promised in our last to endeavor to send to
you through this "coltnnn" whatevei· words of
cheer and encouragement we might be able to
gather up during the session of Conference. That
which we shall endeavor. to glance at in• this
number we gleaned from a recent sermon of Bro.
Joseph's, delivered just before eonference convened. \Ve believe that arrangements have been
made for most of the sermons preached during
conference to be repru:ted, but ns no report was
taken of this one, we cannot free our minds from
the. feeling that we ought to "assist" and place
upon record a few of the thoughts co.ntained
therein; ;md of one thing we feel assured, if the
Spirit brings them home to your hearts as it
brought them to ours, _you will thank us. Many
times when we have been reflecting upon the
solemn responsibilities of life, we have thought
that of all responsible positions in which one
could be placed, the ministery was the most responsible one. To stand as an ambassador of
Christ; to proclaim His terms -of salvation to men
and women unreconciled to Him! To "make
straight paths for your feet, lest that which is
lame be turned out of the way." To sound the
trumpet, and that too with notes of c'ertainty and
clearness; for "If the trumpet give an uncertain
sound, who shall prepare himself for the battle?"
We are still impressed with this same feeling;
but while we regard these· responsibilities as great
as we ever regarded them, we are very strongly
impressed with the individual responsibility.
When the watchman has blown the trumpet his
duty towards us .has been performed; he is guiltless of our blood. We may not be able to give
you all the points of danger of which we were
_warned, but will (in our own words) . endeavor to
give a few.
When the first elders of this church went forth
~ dectarn t4e l?Qspel, in c;Qnnectiqn with the f¥l:l

and free salvation which they offered to all who
through obedience to the laws of adoption were
willing to become citizens of the Kingdom, they
also taught that for all the good men do in this
world they shall receive a reward in the next.
Because of this, some have folded their arms,
saying by acts if not by words, we will enjoy all
of this world we can possibly get to enjoy, just
so we do enough of good to escape condemnation
hearafter. Let us warn such that they stand on
dangerous ground. This doctrine, which when
rightly understood, is a correct one, a part of the
gospel of Christ; is a dangerous one. Yet another
declaration they made in those early days of the
church. 1'hey did not ask men or women to accept them, upon their own Credentials, but they
promised that God himself would ·endorse them.
If m~n and women would obey the truth God
would give them a positive knowledge of the
same. This too, is a dangerous doctrine. Many
after having received the witness, and by the aid
of the Spirit prear.hed the word in power,. began
to take to themselves the honor and glory which
belong only to God, and so made shipwreck of
faith.
They taught also that the gospel is either a
savior of life unto life, or of death unto death.
The word preached in the demonstration of the
Spirit and in power, cannot be rejected with impunity. In this there is danger.
In his concluding remarks, dear sisters, is
found the precious lesson which we need to learn.
We as subjects of the Kingdom of the Son of God,
are not permitted to love the world, as those may
love it who are subjects onlyof the moral government of God. The upright, noble and moral
men of the world may seek for place, position
and power; they may justly pride themselves in
all this, as well as in their lineage, their spotless
family name, and all things which are held in
honor and esteem among honorable men. They
are nol under the government of the Son-of the
meek and lowly Jesus-the Man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief.
Written above the
entrance-way to his kingdom, in letters of living
light is this: "If any man will come after me,
let him deny himself, and take up his cross daily~
and follow me."
As citizens of this kingdom we are commanded
to "Resist not evil;" to "Render good for evil;"
to "Love not the world, neither the things that
are in the- world." "l have chosen you out of
the world."
We have glanced very briefly indeed, at one of
the best sermons we ever heard Bro. Joseph
preach. We have done this because we found
comfort in it, and we know if the Spirit blesses
it to you, it will comfort you also.
At a future time we propose to search out from
God's .word a few more of those things which as
citizens of the Kingdom of Christ we are not
permitted to do.,-things which pertain to ms
especially, as daughters of Zion. Pray for us
that wisdom be given us sufficiently for the purpose. We thank the sisters who have so kindly
expressed their confidence in us, and our ability
to fill the place we occupy. To know thaJ we
have your confidence is cheering and strengthening; but more, even than this, we want your
prayers~ If God qualifies us, we shall indeed be
qualified. We have no strength of our own, but
He is willing to give. Let each one feel that the
very best effort we can .put forth must be put
tQrth ill Qrder t0 ~l\;~~ :te~·µ{!,! life, a.~~ t~e '.'i~~gr,r
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will be ours, through our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ.
We are in receipt of letters and articles from
Sisters Almira, Merrill, E. Elliot, Augusta D.
Berg, and Sister Daniel Jones.
LAMONI, Iowa, April 14th, 1886.

HOME.
DEAR SISTERS :-Let us continue to encourage
and strengthen each other through the dreary
watches of the night, and pray earnestly that a
host of our "poor little rush lights" may be burning when the "midnight cry" shali sound through
the camp of the faithful. We, wives and mothers, have no need to step out of our sphere to do
a great and good work for the Master.
Home is our field of labor, and I believe it to
be our imperative duty to strive in every possible
way to establish peace in our homes and hearts.
This is one of the somethings we may all do by
divine help. At times it may require a great
sacrifice of those self-righteous ideas so natural
to us. We will surely be blessed, however, if we
make faithful efforts to overcome. Home is like
a «Domestic Ship," and according to Paul we
must not infringe upon, but honor our captains.
Neither must we shirk our duty as chief engineers,
but unite in keeping down friction by a judicious ,
application of. oil to the various parts of the
machinery of our ship. Much depends upon the
way in which we manage our houses, and, home
is very much what a woman makes it. If we
diligently seek for the leaven of peace and love
in our.households, it will extend further. If a
good influence surrounds our place of abode, it
will tend to bring righteous works into the kingdom of our King, and joy and gladness to every
heart that has overcome. May "peace" be the
motto of our "Home Column." Where the. Spirit
of God abides there will peace and love be; it is
quite as natural as for the lark to sing merrily in
spring-time, or for water to flow down hill. Home
is a school of training for eternity!
Then awake! Awake, ye fair daughters of
Zion! Put on the beautiful garments of the
"gospel of peace," and let an impartial spirit
en.ter and abide, that we may do as kindly for the
poor God-fearing wash-woman in the kitchen as
for the wife of the church dignitary in the parlor.
"For whosoever shall do the will of God the same
is my brother, and my sister and mother."
The foUowing is from T. DeWiit Talmage:
"There are a great many people longing for some
grand sphere in which to serve God.
They admire Paul, making Felix tremble, and
they only wish that they liad some such grand
occasion in which to preach righteousness, temperance and judgment to come. All they want
is only an opportunity to exhibit their Christian
heroism. Now, the apostle comes to us and he
practic:rlly says, I will show you a place where
you can exhibit all that is grand and beautiful,
and glorious in Christian character, and that is
in the domestic circle.
.* Home is a type of
heaven. * * * Let us learn to show pity at
home; if we have it not there we have it not any
where. If we have no genuine grace in the family circle, all our outward and public responsibility may spring from a fear of the world, or from
the putrid pool of our own selfishness. I tell you
home is a mighty test of character. What you
are at home you are everywhere, ·whether you
demonstrate it or not.
Home is a field.
Qlq ground Wl;l:~.t b,e tu~nr? 1;1.p '\\'.~* 5µg-s9\\

* * *

*

* * *
.
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plows, and it must be harrowed and re-harrowed,
and ~hen the crop will not be as large as that of new
ground, with less culture. Now youth and childhood are new ground, and all the inHuences
thrown over the heart and life of the young will
come up in after life luxuriantly. * * Words,
deeds and examples are the seed of character and
children are very apt to be the second editions of
their parents.
What vast responsibillty
comes upon parents in view of this subject. 0
make your homes the brightest place on earth if
you would charm your children to the high path
of virtue and rectitude and religion.
Do
not expect the little feet to keep step to a dead
march.
God has strewn the earth and
heavens with beauty and with gladness, l<"t us
take into our home circle all innocent hilarity, aH
brightness and all good cheer. A dark home
makes bad boys and bad girls, in preparation for
bad men and bad women."

* *

* * *

* * *

Lucy

LLOYD.

call daught<:;r, for she is a model housekeeper,
mother and companion.
I write this, not to boast, but that I may be able
to aid a little in doing some good in my day and
generation. I am thankful that we are sisters of
one faith. \Ve may be able to assist each other
in many ways if we so desire. Dear sisters, let
us put this desire into effect, and help to build up
and do that which is pleasing in the sight of the
Master.
I desire to live faithful and add my mite to the
"Home Column." Ever praying for the redemption of Zion, I remain, your sister and co-worker
in the great work,
SISTER ELLA.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
APRIL 6TH TO 17TH, 1886.
Continued.

Mo., April 4th.
Sister Frances:-In reading the Herald this
morning my mind was drawn to the "Mother's
Column." It carries me back several years to
the time when myself and little ones were left
alone. When the messenger of death took away
, the father and companion, leaving only me, a
young mother, to care for the loved ones in my
home-nest.
Oh! the anguish of mind upon realizing my
position. My first thought was, "how shall I commence?" And this, dear sister, should be to all
the first thought. First, decision with children is
of the utmost importance. Secondly, whatever
you think is best for their good, do cheerfully and
pleasantly. 'Vhen decided, give your decision
firmly, that you may be fully understood. Be
very careful how you make rash promises. Never
tell children you will punish them if they do thus
and so, and then withhold it, for in this way many
children learn to tell falsehoods by hearing their
mother promise them something and fail in performing. Never punish a child in auger. It is
a habit with many mothers, to a great extent, to
· tell their little ones, "I certainly will punish (or
whip) you" if you do this or that, and doubtless
the next moment the child does the very thing
forbidden, and the parent forgets her promise;
and then the child knows you have told a story,
or a little lie, as bome would term it. "So you
see," says the child, "I can do as I have a mind
to and not be punished."
How soon they learn those little trifles, as some
call them, and by this the little ones are led to
think that it is no harm for them to tell a little
story, or do as mamma does; therefore, it behoveth us, as parents, to be very careful to teach
our little ones to be truthful, and to bring them
up in the admonitions of the Master, that they
may not depart from Hirn when they come to
years of accountability. This has always been
my method, and I am frank to say I have succeeded far, very far, beyond 111y expectation, and
to-day I can say I never received a har>h word
f•·om one of my children; and my eldest, and the
only one I have living, out of four, is twenty-eight
years of age, and is an ornament to her home and
to society.
Dear sisters, it was a great lesson to me, and I
hope and pray that I have been made the wiser
for this lesson. Many have been Jed to take pat~ern by this x,.oble wqrrian, wltom I am proud to
INDEPENDENCE,

REPORT OF CHURCH SECRET ARY AND
RECORDER.
In making my annual report of the numerical
standing of the church throughout the world I have
the pleasure of being able to say-that there have been
more baptized into the kingdom of God during the
past year than have been in any previous year during
the history of the Reorganized Church of Christ.
And this fact is indeed satisfactory, especially if those
uniting have been well instructed as to the things of
tqe kingdom and as to their own duties and responsibilities in their fellowship with the church and in
their new relationship with God and towards their fellow men. The united and diligent work of the ministry and the Spirit together can so instruct and prepare them to be the true sheep of the great Shepherd,
aud thus our membership shall increase in righteousness and usefulness as well as in numbers.
The work of Elder T. W. Smith and wife in the
Society Islands has itself made an addition to the records of '115 members, contained in seventeen branches
now recorded, and others yet to come. The work of
Bro. and Sr. J. F. Burton in Australia has resulted in
a growth, but only a partial aecouut has been received
for record, namelp the copy of one new branch (the
Hastings) and some additions to one old one, but full
corrections are expected in due time. From England
have come the records of three new branches: Emmanuel, Leeds and Nottingham; from Wales one, Cardiff; from Canada two, Chatham and St. Marys -and
the reorganization of the Saint Thomas; from Alabama
one, the New Hope; from California two, Covina and
Lone; from Dakota (the first in that territory) two,
Highmore and Pembroke; from Idaho two, Oxford and
Malta; from Illinois two, Birkner and C.ortland; from
Iowa one, Sioux City; from Kanst;s two, Deer Creek
and Twin Creek; from Michigan three: Iosco, Lexington and Riehland; from Minnesota one, Monitor
Falls; from Nebraska one, Gmnd Rapids; from Ohio
two, Blakes :Mills and Yinton; making a total of fortythree new branches placed on reeord containing 1,146
names. Of course many of these in America have
been taken from other branches, whi.ch losses from old
branches greatly counteracts the large gains that have
oc<;<~irred in many other old branches, hence the net
gain over and above this 1,146, after all losses by
death, expulsion and removal, are taken out, does not
seem so great as it would to compare the old branches
as I reported their numbers last year and as I report
them this year.
Tu thir connection I notice that a larger number
have .been.expelled from the brllJnches ~han during any

previous year, also many have been,"dropped" from
records because of their absence, though not as many
as during previous years. Yet this illegal way of get·
ting rid of members continues to reduce the aggregate
more or less.
:My correspondence has continued large, in my efforts
to secure the proper corrections; but I think that the
number of careful branch and district clerks, in making out reports, is increasing somewhat. But too ma·
ny are careless and do not seem to think it is worth
while to do well what they are appointed to do, and
too many branches pass reports to send to their conferences that are grossly incorrect in numbers, names,
and in items, which branch presidents ought to see
when presenting the reports for acceptance, and have
them corrected to agree with the previous report and
with themselves, as well as having names spelled correctly, and with items and dates therewith.
The follow,ing is the list of branches and fragments:
AUSTRALIA.-Bungwall 19, Hastings 11, Naml:mccra
39, Queen's Ferry 23, Sydney 19, Wallsend 27, total 138.
DENMARK.-Aalborg 21.
ENGLAND.-Birmingham 89, Burton-on-Trent 23, Clay
Cross 29, Derby 10, Devonport 11, Emmanuel 11, Enfield
8, ]'arnworth 36, Hackney 27, Hanley 55, Leeds 13, Limehouse 62, Mau chester '19, Nottingham 18, Sheffiield 39,
Stafford 17, Summerfield 29, Walsall 17, Wigan 21, total
594.
SCOTLAND.-Penston 15.
SOCIETY JSLANDS.-Apatai 41, Avatorn 36, Maatea
82, Manihi 52, Matahoa 27, }'lotura 20, Niau 39, Panau 43,
Rotoava 16, Tari 13. Tapoto 41, Tarona 101, Temarie 27,
Tikahau 49, 'l'iputa 34, Tuuhora 41, Ziona 33, total 715.
SWITZERLAND.-Zurich 28
\VALES.-Aberaman 17, Carna.rvon 6, Cardiff 7, Llanelly
43, Llansamlet 29, Merthyr 15, Nantyglo, 6, Ogmore 11,
Rhondda 13, 147. Fragments: Beaufort 5, Cwmavon 2,
New Tredegar 13, Ystradgynlais &, 28; total 175.
CANADA.·-Alliston 17, Augurman 13, Baddertown 25,
HJcnhein1 38, Ca1neron 55, Chatham 17, Corinth 34, Eae:t
Dover 13, Egremont 49, Howard 16, J,iudsey 9, London 125,
McKillop 11, Olive 25, Petrolia 28, Puce Rivei· 8, Ridgetown
21, Riverview 11, Saint Marys :n, Saint 'rl1omas 14, Usborne 28, Walsingham 15, \Vellin~ton 15i Wilkesport 35,
Zone 43 69H. Pragmcnts: Bo tony 5, Buxton a, Carlingford 15, Norton Creek 12, Picton 22, Saint 'l'homas 8,
rroron to 11, 76; total 772.
MANI'l'OBA.-Greeu Ridge 8.
NOVA SCOTIA.-Coruwailis rn, Newport 13, total 26.
ALABAMA . ...,-Butler 34, Lone Star 77, Salem 37, Saint
Joseph 16, Macedonia 14, New Hope 15, Pleasant Hill 68,
Pleaeant View 15, Perseverance 7'4, 850. Fragmcnta:
Brewer's Creek 5, ]'lat Rock 18, 18, total :J68.
ARKANSAS.-Silvet· Hill 13.
CALIJl'ORNIA.-Alameda Creek 5:l, Covina 12, Humboldt 18, Jefferson 18, Laguua 39, Lone 13, Long Valley
15, Los Angeles 40, Newport 125, N ortonvill 13, Oakland
110., SacrameHto 95, Sau Benito 32, San Bernardino 203,
San F'raucisco 41, Santa :Maria. H, Santa Rosa 65, Stockton 61, Uniontown 16. Watsonville 32, 1015. Fragments:
Davisville 9, Healdsburg 15, Lodi 8, Pine Mountain 9,
Visalia 2, 43; total 1058.
COLORADO-Freedom 19, Rocky ~lountain 33, 52.
ragments: Coal Creek 5, Denver 4, 9; total 61.
CONNECTICU'l'.-F'ragmcuts: Brooklyn 5, Fairhaven
3; total 8.
DAKOTA.--Highmorc 8, Pembroke 12; total 20 .
.B'LORTDA ..-Coldwater 50, Eureka :w, Hinote 17, Mill
View 9, Mount Olive 44, Santa Rosa 38, Unity 15. Fragments: Evening Star 38, Gainesville 11; total 259.
IDAHO.-Blalad 36, Malta 7, Oxford 18, Soda Springs 17;
total 78.
ILLINOIS.-Alma (St. Clair Co.) :J9, Alma (Marion Co.)
14, Amboy 32, Belleville 63, Birkner 13, Braidwood 57,
Brush Creek 85, Buffalo Prairie 60, Caseyville 31, Chester
13, Chicage 17, Cortland 14, Dry Fork 30, Elvaston 23,
Henderson Grove 39, Kewanee 71, Leland 8. Marengo 13,
Millersburg 46, Mission 118, North Bend 25, Pecatonica 9,
Peoria 17, Pilot Grove 29, Piper Cityrn, Pittsfield 46, Plano
198, Princeville 14, Rock Creek 44, Rock Island 10, Sandwich 66, Streator 23, Springerton 66, 'l'ruro 12, Tunnel
Hill 84. Fragments: Alma 18, A!ton 24, Barry 8, Batavia
8, Boone County 6 Bryant 14, Canton 42, Chicago 46, Deer
Creek 8, Elm Riyei 6, Fox River 27, Saint Davids 8,
Streator 15, Victoria 9, Wabash 16, White Eagle 5; total
1703.
INDIANA.-Canaan 23, Clear Lake 63, Eden31, Low
1
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RHODE ISLAND.-Little Compton 26, Providence 172.
Gap 19, Mount Pleasant 8, New Trenton 15, Olive 15,
PleasantR1dge29, Union 3:l. Fragments: Hope4, Yellow
Fragments: Pawtucket 7; total 205.
TENNESSEE.--Eagle Creek 20, Foundry 14; total 34.
River 8; tota 348.
TEXAS.--Bandera 2!l, Central 28, Cheesland 11, Elkhart
INDIAN TERRITORY. -Delaware 25.
18, Elmwood 54. Live Oak 15, N'ew Hope 9, Red River 17.
IOWA,-Boomer 13, Boonsborough 68, Boyer Valley 57,
Fragments: Lone Star 6, Oak Island 15, Shawnee 7,
Buffalo 18, Burlington 65, B11tternut Grove 34, Camp Creek
Stockdale 11; total 217. (Besides these there are many
19, Clinton 40, Coalville 21, Council Bluffs 145, Crescent
throughout 'l'exa.s who are not numbered in the branches,
City 68, Davis City 62, Des Moines 86, Des Moines Valley
having been baptized by those labormg in that State, in
59, Edenville 84, Elm Creek 37, Farm Creek 31, Farmingisolated parts of it, and thus not upon record, as they
ton 54, Galland's Grove 251, Greenville 33, Hazel Dell 29,
should be, with all others scattered abroad; whenever the
Jackson 16,.Keokuk 48, Keystone 53, Lam.(mi 544, Little
church gets ready to have such recording done).
Sioux 198, Lucas 22'.', Mason's' Grove 123, Magnolia 241,
U'I·AH.-Beaver 21, Elsinore 17, Ephraim 34, Heber 19,
Montrose 92, Newton 47, North Coon 21, North Star 59,
Kaysville 6, Lehi 48, Plain City 29, Provo 20, Richfield 26,
Pilot Creek 17, Pilot Rock 26, Little River 102, Pleasant
Salt Lake 111.ission 63, Santa Quin 8, Springville 26, Union
View 7, Plum Creek 87, Salem 87, Shelby 13, Shenandoah
Fort 30, Wanship 29. Fragments: Providence 4, Salt
85, Sheridan 52, Sioux City 14, Six Mile Grove 21, Spring
Lake City 89; total 469. (No effort has been made to send
Creek 53, Union (Harlan) 54. Union IHambnrg) 54, Unionadditions and other corrections to the Utah records since
bnrg 21, Union Center 88, Wheeler's Grove 80, Wirt 18.
Bro. Brand left there, consequently the Utah branches
F.ragments: Buena Vista 2, Burlmgton (German) 5, Charshow a net loss instead of a gain as they should, had reiton 6, Creston 13, Croton 5, Davenport 2H, Earling 14,
ports been sent me).
Evening Star 4. Fontanelle 4, Franklin 7, Fremont 10,
WEST VIRGIN fA.--Cabin Run 11, Clarksburg 23,
Glenwood 17, Ilarlan 7, Hazel Dell 3, Inland 9, Lmuars 8,
Fairview 33, Sugar Creek 36, Union Grove 19, Wayne 30,
Nephi 4, Plea.ant Grove 3, Pleasant Ridge 2, PleasantWheeling 29; total 181.
ville 6, Redding 6, String Prairie 19, Union Grove 15, VinWISCONSIN.-Binghamton 34, Burlington (2d) 27, Excennes 17, What Cheer 3, Yell 7; total 4041.
celsior 12, Freedom 36, Janesville 25, Webster 12, WheatKANSAS.-Arcadia 21, Armstrong 66, Blue Rapids 58,
ville 13. Fragments: Burlington (1st) 11, Dariington 7,
Centralia 26, Columbus 41, Elmira 33, Deer Creek 7, FanViola 16, Willow 24; total 217.
ning 18, Good Intent 29, Goshen 56, Indian Creek 17,
Keighley 21, Minersville 7, Mound Valley45, Netawaka32,
The following table shows the net increase in those
Pleasant View 95, Prairie Home 21, Scranton 33, South
states that have gained over the previous year, and the
Logan 10, Twin Creek 46. Fragments: Armstrong Acadnet decrease iu those states that have fallen behind
amy 21, Atchison 5, Gaylord 5, Jacksonville 8, Leavenduring the year,. so that all who are interested can see
worth 13, Nobletown 18, Pleasant Ridge 3, White Cloud 8,
where the gain and loss have been. The results in
Wolf Creek 6, Wyandotte 33; total 802.
the Society 'Islands have never been on record till the
KENTUCKY.-Farmington 29.
past winter, and is peculiar by itself. Of the countries
MAINE.-Bray's Mountain 25, Brooksville 43, Deer IBie
and states, previously on record, iL will be seen that
25, Green's Landing 32, Kennebeck 38, Mason's Bay 32,
the order of most gain is first Iowa, then Missouri,
May 31, Olive 44, Pleasant River 18, Pleasant View 21,
Michigan, California, England, Ohio, Kansas, MinneSaco 6, Sllaside 23, Union 9. Fragments: Bear Isle 5,
sota, Canada and Nebraska, in their order, as the ones
Rockland 10: total 362.
showing the greatest gains:MASSACHUSETTS.-Bo•ton 82, Brockton 20, Douglas
Total
Net
Net
Total
20, Dennisport 48, Fall River 126, New Bedford 31, Plain1885.
Gain. Loss.
1886.
ville, 55, Nor,th Plymouth 24. Fragments: N. Dartmouth
Australia ......... . 127 .. . II.' ..
138
1, S. Yarmouth 14; total 421.
,
Denmark ..••......
22 .. .
I . .•
21
MICHIGAN. -Black River 12, Coldwater 67, Delaware
England . , ...... .. 52 7· .. 67 ...
594
17, Forester 21, Galien 'O!;, Hersey 105, Hopkins 17, lo•co
Scotland ......... .
15 ...
15
25, Lawrence 42, Lebanon 40, Lexington 9. Maple Valley
Society Islands ... .
715 ...
715
46, Mill Creek 35, Reese 22, Richland 16, Sherman 22, St.
Switzerland ...... .
l ...
29 ...
28
Clair 9, St. Johns 47, Vassar 18. Fragments: Genesee 15•
Wales ........... . 178 ..•
3 ... 175
Union 11; total 671.
Canada ......•.... 712 ... 57. '.
769
MINNESOTA.-Hope of Zion •51, Crystal Lake 13,
Manitoba ........•
8 ...
8
Monitor Fall• 8, Oak Lake 40, Silver Lake 26. Fragments: ·Nova Scotia ...... .
23 ..•
26
3 ...
Grand Prairie 36; Little Cannon 12; total, 186.
Alabama ..•••••••• 370 ...
2 ... 368
MISSISSIPPI.-Blnff Creek 19, Three Rivers 36; total
Arkansas .......•.
13 ...
13
55.
California •..•...•• 975 ... 83 ...
1058
MISSOURI.-Allendale 37, Alma 34, Bevier 1B3, Boon
Colorado ... , ..••.
58 ...
61
3· ..
Creek 15, Breckenridge 7, Carrollton 36, Center Creek 21,
Connecticut. ....•.
8 ...
8
_ Center Prairie 28, Cheltenham 30, Clintonville 18. DeKalb
Dakota .......•••.
20 ...
20
70, Delana 76, Eureka 21, Far West 36,-Gravois 55, HanniFlorida .......... . 259 ...
... 2 59
bal 26, Holden 5, Independence 433, Kansas City 20, Lone
Idaho ........... .
54· .. 24 ...
78
Rock 58, Moselle 8, Mount Hope 12, Platte 74. Pleasant
Illinois ......•..... 1686 ... 17 ...
1703
Grove 48, Renick 25, Ross Grove 21. St. Joseph 90. St.
Indiana .......... . 249 ...
I. ..
248
Louis 189, Salt River 25, Sturfield 29, Stewartsville City 89;
Indian Territorv ..
25 ...
25
Stewartsville German 64, Waconda 39, Whearso ~1. FmgIowa •........ •.••. 3868 ... 173· ..
4041
men ts: Bi gel ow 3, Belton 1, Clear Fork 5, Coon Creek 4,
Kansas ..........• 738 ... 64 ...
80.J
Galesburg 31. Grand River 3, Guilford 2, Hazel Dell 2, J opKentucky ........ .
29 ...
29
lin 9, Knoxville 6, Oregon 19, Valley 16; total 1994.
Maine ........... . 358 ...
4 ...
362
MONTANA.-Bntte 22 Gallatin 4:>, Willowll. FragMassachusetts .... . 41r. .. IO •••
421
ments: Dry Creek 1; total 77.
Michiga1}_......... . 572 ... 99· ..
NEBRASKA.-Blair 29, Blue Ri.ver 104, Cedar Creek lP,
Minnesota ........ . 125 ... 61 ...
186
Clearwater 66, Columbus 40. Deer Crrk 33, Glen Alpine 19,
Mississippi ....... .
45 .... IO ..•
'55
Grand Rapids 11, Lake Shore 2:5, MoronL28, Ne.b1·aska
Missouri ••.•.•.... 1869 ... 125 ...
1994
City 140, Omaha (English) 98, ·Palmyra 34, Platt.smonth
Montana .•.•.....
3 ...
74· ..
77
34, Platte Riyer29, Platte Valley 34, Union 30. Fragments:
Nebraska ....... ,. 826 ... 45· ..
871
Bell Creek 8, Clear Creek 9, DeSoto 7, Elkhorn 3, Douglas
Nevada .......... . .107 ..•
3 ... J04
23, Omaha (Scandanavian) 14, Plattford 14, Pleasant Grove
New Jersey ........ .
24 ...
I . ..
23
20; total 871.
New York ....... .
36 ...
6 ...
42
NEVADA.-Carson 32,.Elko 10, Franktown 17, MottsOhio ..••.......... 296 •.• 64 ...
36o
ville 40. Fragments: Dayton 5; total 104.
Oregon ...•.... .' •.
79 ...
5 ...
74
NEW JERSEY.-Hornerstown 23.
Pennsylvania .... . 269 ... 20 ...
289
NEW YORK-Brooklyn 34, Savannah 8; total 4~.
Rhode Island .... . 202 ...
3 ...
205
OHIO.-Amanda 28, Belmont 20, Blake's Mills 14,
Tennessee~ ....... .
34 ...
34
Buchtel 10, Byesville 6, Church Hill 20, Jackson 9, LampsTexas ......•... ,, 192... 25 ...
217
viUe 24, Lc1Janon 28, Liberty 59, Morgan 5~ Syracuse 50,
Utah ... , ........• 473 ...
4·
..
469
Vinton 3~. Fragmets: Brookfield 6, Kirtland 17, Monroe
West Virginia ..... 156... 2.~ .. .
181
9, West Wheeling 16; total 360.
Wisconsin ..•.••.• 209...
8 .. .
217
OREGON.-Linn 12. Fragments.-Coos County 12,
--:Myrtle Creek 11, Praiaie City 7, Sweet Home 32; total 74.
TOTALS,.,· .I63,3?· · .1745. • • 21 ... 18054
PENNSYLV ANIA.-Danville 19, Hyde Park 30, MansLoss •...........•..... 21
field19, Nanticook 7, New Park 16, Philadelphia52, PittsNet gain for year .. •.. 1724
burg 127, Plymouth 11. Fragments.-Bethel Star 5, BethNow on record .... 18054
ft;hem 1, Olive 2; total ~9.
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This shows a gain over all losses during the past
year of 17 24; even not counting the Society Islands,
there is a gain in the rest of the church of 1009 over
all losses, which in itselr is excellent; but the total
net increase makes nearly eleven per cent gain over
the previous year's total.
I ha".e the following documents in my hands for
presentation to the conference for its action, namely:The Southern California District nominates the following Elders for appointment by the church to fields
of labor, as specified: D.S. Mills and J. R Badham to
the Pacific Slope Mission; E. J. French, D. L. Harris
and .A. W. Thompson, to general missionary work;
Wm. Gibson to Southern California District; and they
also request the return of H. L. Holt to California.
The .Alabama District presents the name of Elder
G T Chute for appointment to that region, sayin11:
that the demands of the work require that one or more
be engaged in its prosecution, but' that they are not
able to support the families by offerings, without tne
means in the hands of the Bishop's .Agent are also
available for the work there.
Bro. E. M. Wildermuth offers himself for appointment in the field.
Bro. Wm • .A. Moore of Franklin comity, Nebraska,
re.quests that that region be seen to by appointment
or direction of some one to labor there.
The Mobile District (Alabama) Petitions that this
conference re-appoint Bro. G. Montague to labor in
the South-Eastern Mission, and also ..appoint Bro. F.
Scarcliff to that field.
DISTRICT REPORTS.
I give a synopsis of the reports sent in by those districts whose officials have regarded the rule of the
church that districts should report to each annual session of the General Conference:Welsh Mission.-Reports 9 branches, 151 members. Last year 149; 8 baptized, 3 received, 4 expel·
led, 5 died; 2 net gain. Besides these there.are four
fragments of branches on the Church Record, which
bring the total in Wales up to H5 members. T. E
Jenkins, president; David Lewis, clerk. Bro. Jenkins
writes: "The report from Wales is a little better than
it was last year, there being two increase instead of
eleven decrease, and our hopes are brighter for the
future. Several Elders have been very faithful, espepially Bro J. R. Gibbs, who manfully opposed those
who were· lecturing against "rnormonism," and caused
them to publicly acknowledge I.hat the Reorganized
Church differed from Utah doctrines He also replied
to one of them through the 'Swa1Jsea Daily Leader.'
We are verv anxious to see the work prosp~ring here
and elsewhere."
Canada, Kent and Elgin Dist1·ict-Bro. Richard
Coburn, district clerk, reports tha~ there arc 13 branches and 1 ~ scattering members, in all 309 members, a
net increase of 9 over the report of last year; but no
account of the condition of the work is given by any
one.
Illinois, I{ewanee-Ten branches, and scattering
ones enough to make 34~ rnem bers in the district.
Nothing said about the loss or gain, or about the slate
of the work there.
Illinois, N01·thern.-Seventeen branches and frag·
ments, 693 members. There have been 30 baptized
during the year, 17 received; 10 removed, 1 expelled,
leaving 36 as a net gain. F. M. Oooper, president;
W. Vickery, clerk. The work seems to be moving
along fairly well.
Iowa, Decatur.-Seven branches and 4 fragments,
aggregating 1106 members. During the year there
were 43 baptized, ~3 received, 45 removed, 11 died,
and 5 expelled, leaving a net increase of 55 members.
There has .been cons~derable l0<;ial w9rk.,done .bY a
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numbElr or the Elders and Priests, and_there are likely
to be gMd efforts made the coming season. The president spent much time in varionA parts of the rhstrict,
and the results were good. If health permits he intends to do likewise in the year before us. Peace and
harmony generally characterize the work everywhere,
except perhaps in one branch, an·d atf11irs are.improving there. H. A. Stebbins, president, A. S. Cochran,
clerk.
Iowa, Des Moines,-Six branches and 2 fragments,
411 members; 32 persons baptized, 18 received, 27
removed, 3 expelled, 6 died, giving a net gain of 14
for the year, Wm. C. Nirk, president; N. A B~ker,
clerk Bro. Nirk reports his labors, yet says that
brethren Etzenhouser and Roth have been the only
constant laborers; but they are now in hopes of more
help, two brethren having been ordained Elders who
are likely to he useful.
Iou1a, Fremont.-Six branches with 344 members.
Besides these the Chul·ch Record shows 4 fragments
of branches, and that in all the district there are thus
382 members. There have been 3 baptized, 1 received, 5 removed, net loss one. Henry Kemp, president;
W. C. Matthews, clerk. They write that the district
is in a very good condition
Iowa, Galland's Gro'()e -Twelve branches, aggregating (with 15 scattering ones) 747 members. Dur·f~g the year 49 were baptized, 33 received, 10 removed, 2 died, leaving a net gain of 70 members. W.W.
Whiting, president; John Pett, clerk.
Iowa., Pottawattamie.-Six branches and 49 scattering oues, total 439 members; 12 baptized, 4 received, 6 removed, 5 died; 5 net gain. Among those not
numbered in branches are one Apostle, one High
Priest,·two of the Seventy, nine Elders, one Teacher
and one Deacon. R. N. Hansen, president; Frederick
Hansen, clerk.
Kansas, North. W e§t.-Six braoches, with 224
members, besides 40 who are not numbered in brancheS now existing. During the year 14 were baptized,
6 received, 1 removed, 1 died, leaving a net increase
of 18 members. There is said to be opportunity
enough to keep ten men busy preaching, but there is
very little being done compared w:ith the demand.
A. H. Parsons, president; II. R. Harder, clerk.
Kansas, Spring Ri'()er.-Six branches containing
245 members, besides about 70 members on the records of fragments of branches. E. A. Davis, president; Warren Peek, clerk.
Maine. Western.-Five branches, 143 members;
4 bap1ized, 1 diecl; net gain 3 members. W. G. Pert,
president; E. H. Pert, clerk. Bm Pert says that the
condition of the work is rather low; only two of the
branches hold regular meetings, the others occasionally. A regular laborer sent by the General Conference is asked for. Bro. Sheehy was in the district
twice, about a week or ten days each time. and Bro.
W. R. Kelley was there for ten days in November,
the only labor bestowed by the general appointees
over that region. Bro. Pert thi!l ks that if some one
was sent there as a steady laborer they could without
doubt pay enough into the agent's hands to support
him. He says later that Bro. Sheehy has also preached at Tennant's Harbor this winter, besides what he
referred to as related above.
Massachusetts.-This district includes Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Oonnecticutt, and has 10
branches, with a total of 631 members, presided over
by John Smith, Thomas Whiting, clerk. Besides the
local laborers there is one rein1lar missionary in that
field, M H. Bond The oullook for the work there is
said to be good, so writes Bro Whiting.
Minne.wtn, Nortliern.-Ponr branches, 125 memmira; during t;ile yew: 29 baptized, l expejjed, i died1
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leaving a net gain of 27 for the year. T. J. Martin,
president; Marcus Shaw, c:ilerk. They report that missionary labor has been done the past year by brethren
J. C. Foss and H. L. Holt, and new place of preaching
have been opened. The Saints have built one meeting house in the district.
Missouri, Oentral.-Three branches, which, with
26 members on the record of fragmentary branches,
makes a total of 135 membership. The spiritual condition of the district is said to be declining, and very little
effort is being made. - The district authorities earnestly
request that help be sent them to renew the work and
carry it on. W. L. Booker, president; M.A. Trotter,
clerk.
Missouri, Far West.-Eleven branches, 532 members. J. T. Kinnaman, president; C. P Faul, clerk.
They report that the condition of the work was never
better, and the Saints, as a rule, are trying to live ac..cording to their profession, and peace and unity prevail.
Missouri, St. Louis -Nine organized branches
and several fragments, with a total of 512 members;
5 baptized, 29 received, 15 removed, 5 died, and 5 loss
unaccounted for, leaving a net gain of 9 for the year.
C. J. Peat, president; J. G. Smith, clerk.
Nebraska, Oent1•al.-Six branches, 182 members;
8 baptiZed, 9 received, 2 removed, 1 expelled, 1 died,
or 13 net gain for the year. Levi Gamet, president;
W S. Barbee, clerk. They say that comparatively
little work has been done in the district; brethren
Hyde, Catfall and Barbee, having done the most or it
outside the branches. Some of the branches are in
'c an improved condition, but two are not.
At Chelsea
and Fort Niobrara are several members each, but as
yet unorganized. The interest at those places is good,
and evidently growing.
Nebraska; Southern-Six branches, 369 members;
30 baptized, 17 received, 6 removed, 1 expelled, 5 died,
giving a net increase of 34 for the year. Levi Anthony, president; J. B. Gouldsmith, clerk. The officers
say that the branches are not as full of lffe as is desired, but that s·ome are striving to honor the law of God._
There is a large field, 'and many people are anxious to
hear .the gospel Brethren Forscutt, Derry, Catfall,
Kemp; Bennett, Rumel, Elvin and President Smith,
have labored iu the district
Ne'()ada.--:Four branches and one fragment, total
99 members; 2 received, 4 removed, 3 died. T. R.
Hawkins, clerk, says that the condition of the work is
poor, no meetings being held in the branches, and no
preaching being done. No General Conference ministry visit them.
Illinois, South-Eastern.-Five branches, 314 members, including 30 n_ames on records of disorganized
branches. I. F. Smith, president; J, F . Thomas, clerk.
Bro. Smith writes that he has no data from which to
tell what the gain and loss has been. The calls for
preaching are rnany, and three or four Elders who are
able to get out from home occasianally are not able to
answer one-half of these demands. In some places
the Saints seem to be waking from slumber; in others
the indifference of the Saints is the greatest drawback;
but he says- that they need in that region one or
more constant laborers to keep up the work.

Illinois and Iowa, Nnuvoo a,ndString Prairie.Five organized branches, with 313 membership, besides parts of branches, and r,cattering members about
47, in all 360 memb.ers. About 30 gain during the
year, and the work is in a fair condition, though there
is a Jack of efficient ministers.
Alabama, Mobile.-Five branches, with about 200
members, but widely separated. There has been some
gain in numbers, and the work is making some progress The district includes parts of Alabama, Floridv, a,nQ, ~sippi. F • S,Cllf".lilr, pvesiqent.
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Of branches not In districts, the Red River of Texas
reports having 22 members, after a loss of one during
the year. A. J. Cato, acting president; A. G. Heineman, clerk. Troubles are said to have retarded the
progress of the cause, but affairs are getting better.
Bro. D. S. Condit of Malta, Cassia county, Idaho,
reports the organization of a branch there of 7 members.
MINISTRY REPORTS.

Elder T. W. Smith, of the Twelve,
writes from Papeete, Society Islands, as
follows:
We have been here a year last November 6th.
We stayed on the ~sland of Tahiti from that date
till March 12th last, and then went to the island
of Koukura, where I reorganized the branch,
baptizing and ordaining a number. I should say
that I reorganized two branche.s, one at Panau
and one at Moturaa, two different settlements on
Koukura. From there we went to Maatea, about
the rst of April, where I baptized many who belonged to Tikahau and Rairoa, as well as those
who belonged to Maatea. I reorganized a branch
at Maate~ ;' and from there went to Tikahau,
where I baptized a number more, and reorganized the branch there. From there we went to
Rairoa, where I baptized a number and re01'ganized two branches, one at A vatoru and one at Tiputa.
From there we went to Kouk1ira, where I baptized
a number from Aratua, Apatai and Manihi, and
some more belonging to Koukura. Those at
Apatai, including those at Aratua (a few in number) were reorganized iti September by Tehopea
and Pofatu. From Koukura, in June, we went
to Manihi, whtre more were baptized and the
branch reorganized. From there we went to
Taroa, in t.he latter part of June, and established
branch there. Here I found a class who claimed
that Anaa was the headquarters of the church
in these parts, and who while believing as we do,
affirmed that they could not receive me until the
churches on An~a did. A number, however,
who were not connected with them desired baptism, and I had to organize them into a branch,
although I knew that after a while should the
others come in, it would be difficult to make one
branch out of both, as these people are passionately fond of office or authority. From Taroa
we went, on July 4th, to Tapoto, and found the
two parties there, but succeeded in baptizing them
all, and organized them into one branch. From
Tapoto we went to Anaa, where we arrived on
the 19th of July, calling on the way at several
islands, where there were branches of the Anaa
people, but had no chance to preach to any
except at Hikuari, wher'e I baptized several, but
organized them not, as most of them belonged to
Hao, Tauere and Amann.
At Anaa we found six branches, in as many
settlements. Here is where Benjamin Grouard
began his labors in 1841, and he was very successful, and preached only the gospel. He was there
when Joseph Smith was,,.killed, and knowing no
different, he acknowledged Brigham as the president of the ch1,1rch, some years after; but he
never preached nor practiced polygamy in this
country. His memory is cherished by hundreds
of the church in that seetion of this mission, and
he would do a great deal of good should he receive the Reorganization, and come here again,
But this people will not receive the emissaries of
the Utah Church. This country is like France,
~o which. it belongs, that while all religions are
tolerat~d, the la".Vs are frame<;\ i,u;1\!er ~at\19\ic
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influence, and polygamy is not allowed. Marriage·
can only be performed by civil authority, and
divorces can not be obtained on any ground.
At Anaa they de&ired me to wait till October 6th,
when the presidents of various branches would be
there, and they could arrange to come in under
my control; but having appointed a conference
here at the same date, in ignorance of their
arrangements, I could not neglect the appoiTitment, so came on as an opportunity offered.
Tahiti and Anaa being the two chief islands in
this group, Grouard went to Anaa, while Addison
Pra<tt occupied Tahiti. There were probably
five times as many people on Anaa then as now,
the majority have gone to various of the Paumotus. But these people insist that "Anaa is the
head." If I had a couple of Elders here, and
could station one at Tahiti for his headquarters,
and another at Anaa, the work could be carried
on successfully; but otherwise it can not. It
will be impossible to keep the work going with
but one missionary. They can support two
missionaries as easily as one, or even three or
bur, as easily as one, for this reason: each
branch will take care of the missionary and his
wife while among them, but little or nothing
when he is with another; and as the Elder goes
from branch to branch, as he· of necessity must
do, he will be provided for. The islands n~turally
form three divisions, and there should be a head- quarters in each division· one at Tahiti, one at
Anaa, and one at Tubuai. The Elder stationed
at Tahiti, however, might manage Tubuai. But
if this mission is worth sustaining at all, it should
be by at least two young, energetic men, who
can pick up the language readily.
While at Anaa I baptized some who had been
baptized by Tehopea a few years ago, when he
was not in good fellowship, and teaching some
erroneous doctrine, and I desired them to unite
with the branch at Tuuhora under old Tehavini,
whom Grouard- baptized. I have proposed to
receive such as he baptized, and those baptized
by such Elders as he ordained, without rebaptism,
just as we do with those who belonged .to the
first organization in America, for they were baptized_ and ordained prior to the death of Joseph.
Somewhere about 1851 or 52 several Brighamite
Elders came to this country. They deceived
Grouard as to Brigham's right to the presidency
of the church. They wanted to go to Anaa
(being then at Tubuai) and reconstruct the work
there, but Grouard opposed it strongly, and they
never went there. But some of them went to
Tapoto and Taroa and elsewhere, and that is
why I would not receive those of Tapoto and
Taroa without. baptism.
Grouard's personal
work I am ready to recognize. One of Brigham's
disciples, an apt one in lying, by the name of
Jacobs, (Yancey, I suppose), told the people that
Joseph was stolen by the Indians when a mere
child, and had never been heard of since, that he
would be the right man to lead the church; but
alas.! he c..iuld not be found, so Brigham had to
take the presidency, and being president of the
Twelve, it was his right, &c.
Lean not in a dozen pages: explain the various
complications and differences of faith and practice tf:tat I found here. There were at least three
distinct parties: rst, Those who understood quite
·well the faith and practice of the Reorganization
through the teaching of Brn. Rodger and Wandell, and by Nelson; this class was found mainly

in Tahiti. 2d, The people who claimed Grouard
ing. It is merely a form, and a habit, or custom,
as their founder, and who did not believe in be(a peu) of theirs. I shall try to get them to moding "Reorganized," who, while holding to what
ify it, a little, at least to let once a day suffice;
they could remember of Grouard's teaching, yet but they would fall back into the old track after
were not as well instructed in the faith and orI should go away.
In some of the Islands where trading vessels
der of the church as the former class. 3d, Those
do not go only once in a while, perhaps once in
who understood the history of the church quite
three months, and they run out of fl.our, they
well, indeed as well as the first.class, but had got
have to use the "uto," or the cocoa-'nut milk when
some erroneous notions mixed with the faith.
turned- to a spongy substance in the process of
They had, through many Scriptures that seem to
vegetation, which is very nutritious, and perhaps
make Abraham a very conspicuous personage,
is as pure a substitute for bread as can be had-a
come to venerate him more than .either Scripmuch better emble_m of the body of Christ than
ture or reason will warrant; they had got an idea
the fermented bread used by some branches in
that they were Israelites, and because Brn. WanAmerica. The cocoa-nut water, sweet and transdell and Rodger had called some "Elders of Isparent, is used altogether here instead of winerael" in their certificates of appointment to fields
none but fermented wine is obtaii:iable. Here,
of labor, they considered that the name "Israel"
and on most of the Paumotus, flour is obtained,
must be attached to the name of the church.
and Helen taught them to make a cake out of
. Among an enlightened people, or among our
fl.our, water, and a little salt.
churches at home, the matters that these people
There are sume thirty-eight to forty branches
would contend for and divide upon, would be
in all in these parts. Those distinctively conconsidered very trifling and unimportant.
nected with the Reorganization are on the followThe only matter of difference in Grouard's
ing Islands :-Tahiti, three-named Ziona·, Taroteaching or practice and ours, that I have discovna and Teiri; one at Maatea; one at Tikahau;
ered, is that of Deacons carrying the bread and
two at Rairoa: Avatoru and Tiputa; two on
wine (or their substitutes) to the members on
Koukura: Panau and Moturaa; one at Apatai,
sacramental occasions; but Grouard's brother-in(a few belonging to it·live on an adjoining island
law, (the brother of a native wife who is now
named Aratua); one at Manihi, one at Taroa, one
dead), who travelled with him a great deal, says
at Tapoto, one at Hao, one at Tauere, one at Amahe never taught them that. I know that he
nn, two on Tubuai, and l suppose by this time
never taught them another practice of theirs, and
ono has been established by Elder Tapuni at Rai·
they do not claim that he did, namely, giving the
atea ;-in all eighteen. The six branches on Anaa,
emblems to little children who .have been blessed
one each at Farava, Faite, Aeau, Apataki, Makebut not baptized. This was practiced by all the
mo, Marakau, Tanga, Roroua, Raraka, Katiu,
branches till Nelson stopped it, among those who
Takuma, Matia, Hikuari, and perhaps three or
received him. These people are great sticklers
four more, we m11y justly claim, for they hold the
for form and ceremony, and that is one reason
faith as taught by Grouard. I am confident that
why the Catholic Church -attracts so many of
if I can get to Anaa by January 1st, they w111
them. I have found it necessary to prepare a
unite with us; what is lacking is a formal action,
form of prayer in confirmation, and in blessing
which Anaa must take first, then all the rest will
children; also the proper order of observing the
follow. Now here are some forty branches, loSacrament of the Lord's Supper. Every rule or
cated on some thirty islands, and no one man can
order, or wish of mine, they want written down;
visit them 1111 in a year, and give a couple of weeks
_and so in sending word to me they always write
to each one, which would be too little time in
it. When we go into a branch for the first time
most every case, and he could not possibly go
after we are there a few hours, the members wni
from one island to another just when he pleased,
come into the house, Indian file, and grasp our
or was ready; depending on vessels belonging to
hand and say "la ora na;" which means "we
out>idei·s, and some of them not frienaly; he
greet you," or ·'we wish you health," or "how do
might have to leave in a few days, or might have
you do," ·or "thank you,'' or "you are we!Come,''
to stay two or. three months in one place. The
according to circumstances; and after this salutaonly places where there is any regularity in travtion, they put in our hand a "raila," (ten cent
el is between Tahiti and Tubuai, and Tahiti and
piece), or a "tuata"- (twenty cent piece), or a two
Raiatea. What is greatly needed here is a small
franc piece (forty cents), or a fifty cent piece. If
schooner owned by the church; but I have no
a collection is taken up for any purpose, or when
hope of receiving gifts from America for that purthey give their. free-will offerings on the sacrapose. There are a number of boats-large sail
ment day, the clerk records the names of all who
boats-owned by different members of the church,
give; but no record is kept of the money given
but they are not large enough to go only where
in the above manner to us personally, and we can
they can reach in daylight. say twenty or thirty
only ~eport the sum total given, in that offering
miles, or forty with a good fair wind.
they do.not want the left hand to know what the
I ·hope that at least two Elders will. be sent here
right hand gives. In< preaching meetings, the
to relieve me. I feel that I ought to be getting
Elder who goes into the stand does not desire
on toward Australia before long, and there should
any help(he sel~cts the hymp.s, reads the Scripbe at least two men here; The field is entirely
ture, prays, preaches, and dismisses the meeting,
too large, and the burden and care too great for
without wishing any one to take part; and after
one. man. I hope to have the prayers of the
he is done his work, he comes down out of the
church continually. We are not idle, but as in
stand and greets all the Elders on the platform
America, we are continually at work. We have
with the shaking of the iiand in token of fellowno time to sleep for hours ..at a time, during the
ship, and ea~h one so salutes the other, and the
day, like the natives do. When. the mail ship
Elders, Priests, Teachers and Deacons in the
comes in, which is once a month, we of course
congregation, come forward and go through tb.e
have to answer the letters, and' to read the pitper~,
same form, and they will do it, if there are five
sermons in a day, or at the close of every meetand we do not get much sleep at nigbti for a .f~w
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nights. While we are grateful for what papers
have been sent, it appears to me that it would not
cost much, when anything important or interesting is found in some of the multitudinous papers
thatthe Saints take, to wrap up a copy and send
us. Illustrated papers please the native Saints
greatly, and they will look at the pictures for
hours. They know nothing of scenes in America, nor of events happening, for there is nothing
printed in their language giving them any information outside of their own little Islands. A little sacrifice on the part of those who are surrounded by nearly every comfort and. convenience of
life, would afford pleasure and happiness to others who are not so favorably circumstanced. But
I suppose that it is not because of indifference,
but for lack of thought that .has prevented many
from administering to our desires in these small
matters. Many cheap prints of animals, and
birds, and scenery, which can be had in America
for a trifle, would keep children in the house for
hours, whereas they would have been running
on the road, or into some mischief. The children here, because of a lack of subjects to interest
them, spend hours at a time in and around the
Chinese restaurants and gambling houses. They
must huve amusement, and they find some in
watching older people play cards and other games.
Helen tries to keep them employed for two to
three hours each day in a school. Several kind
iriends have sent us school books, and all that
will be needed for the school. Now what I would
like is a lot of pictures-sU<:h as illm.trated newspapers, advertibing cards, "nd any attractive illustrations of art or nature, to put up in their houses,
to amuse and instruct the children and older people. The surroundings of children here are so
vastly different to those in the States, that they
can not be properly trained; we can only fight
the devil with few and simple weapons here. If
there was some genial part of the United States
found, where these people could find work and a
home, their circumstances could be greatly bettered; but little can be done here for their moral,
social, and religious training. There is nothing
to attract a child to its home here, except something to eat, and not that at certain seasons, for
they obtain it from the trees or brush. There is
no employment uor proper amu;;eme.nt for them,
so the.r are growing up in idleness and sin.
I wish that there could be a settlement formed
in Southern California, where the industriously
disposed, and those who desire to improve the
condition of their children would go. There is
no earthly prospect of any improvement in their
condition and opportunities here. I do not think
that the church as a body need do anything, but
the First Presidency and Bishopric could take
the matter under advisement, and If a settlement
near the seashore. in Southern California could
be made, where they could raiSe cocoanuts, bananas, and the vii, which I believe would all
grow there, and where they could be employed
in cultivating cotton, grapes, etc., it would be an
excellent thing. A preliminary step of this kind
is necessary for those who are raised ih a warm
climate, and accustomed to the kind of diet they
are here. A change as great as would be from
here to Independence, Mo., would be disastrous
11nless of course there should be a Providential
interference. If there is to be a gathering out of
every nation to a central place named, it would
appear that, judging from a human stand-point;
a preliminary gathering to a climate more near·ly approximating in geniality their own would
be necessary for the :South Sea Islands people.
I hope this matte1· will not be lost sight of.

My plans for a short time as co~cern this mission, is to go to Anaa for a month or two, and
then go to one .or two points near there, and return here by the 1st of March, preparatory to gomg to Tubnai by 1st of April. I do most earnestly wish that some one could reach here by
the last of February, but if not by the last of May
when we may return here from Tubuai. Perhaps no one feels the loss of Bro. Ells more deeply than your brother. May God call as good a
man to take his place. There are not less than
1200 people prof!,)ssing our faith in these islands.
The harvest is great, but the laborers are very
few indeed. May the Lord send us more.

Elder J. E-I. Lake, of the Twelve, present, reports:
Since the last Conference I have labored in the
Canada Mission, having charge; and have been
blessed in discharge of my duties in preaching
the word and caring for the Saints. The work is
gaining favor with the people and prejudice is
giving away before the power of the gospel.
I have been assisted by the local Elders. I assisted in organizing a branch at St. Mary's, Bro.
Samuel Brown, presiding Elder; Arthur Mortimer, Priest; Robert Brown, Teacher, John
Rainey, Deacon. Baptized eleven, blessed eight
children, ordained one Priest, one Teacher, one
Deacon, administered to the sick whenever. requested to do so, in some instances with marked
effect. By circumstances over which I had no
control I was obliged to leave the Mission on
the 3d of February, but since I left I have
preacned at Independence and Kansas City, Mo.,
and Keokuk, Montrose and Farmington, Iowa,
as I was requested by those in charge; hope
good will result therefrom. I don't feel to weary,
nor to give up the battle, nor faint by the way,
but am endeavoring to keep my eye fixed on the
mark of the high calling which is in Christ Jes us,
who is the author and finisher of our faith. To
this end I hope to be sustained by your faith and
prayers.

Elder James Caffall, of the Twelve,
present, reports:
As evidence of my acceptation of my appointment at your last session, I have devoted my
entire time in bringing into requisition what
ability I possessed to acquit myself of what I
conceived my duty. In response to requests
from branches and districts, I have traveled five
thousand miles within the limits of my appointed
field.; and with the officials and members of said
organizations my efforts to co-operate have been
generally pleasant. I have cherished no desire
to transcend, or stop short of what I considered
my duty. On several occasions much time has
been ~pent in a thorough examination of our
recognized church policy or discipline; for if I
err not, its advocacy and proper enforcement is a
part of my own work as well as that of other
representatives. As a servant of the body can at
proper times be questioned thereon with corresponding efforts to teach, as my ability will permit. I am aware of the possibility of two motives
prnmpting dissension, one leading to the exhibition of dogmatism, and a striving for the mastery,
or to "rule or ruin;" and one, leading to efforts
to get and impart good. And as no saving good
can come to us but by God's divine economy, the
latter motive should prompt all Latter Day
Saints. I am glad to be able to report to your
honorable body that generally evidence of the
latter method has existed in my jurisdiction.
I believe the gospel economy wa§ not an experiment with God; I therefore see no license for

me to seek to enter its sacred precincts with a
view to modify or change its decrees. But learn
and live to its decrees, rather than becoming
presumptuous, leading to an exlilibition of wisdom
above what is written.
The moral status of the Saints in some localities is below gospel requirements; and I know
that the gentle hint in Herald for March· 29th, 'in
regard to urgent call being made, very opportune.
It is not possibie that permanent good can come
to the cause by enthusiastic or exaggerated reports. We ought to know that our church organ
is abroad in the land, and read by many far-seeing and discriminating people, who watch narrowly for evidence of consistency among ourselves, and who readily discover a lack if it exists. I do not mean by this that we should cater
to public sentiment, or useless forms.
I find evils resulting from hasty ordinations,
and a failure to be governed by instruction as to
receiving members into the-church, and the duty
ef members aftcir being received-as contained in
section 17, paragraphs 7-18, Doctrine and Cov.
enants; while the caution, care and inquiry imposed in section 42, paragraph ~o, is almost overlooked, or entirely forgotten. There is too little
labor to show the terribleness of divorce, or violating the marriage covenant. Nor has trouble
attendant upon coaxing people to be baptized ere
they have a full realization of the responsibility
been wanting. A failure to thoroughly discriminate between natural impulses and Spirit impression has contributed to trouble and the retarding the work. I find a great need for more
proficiency in branch and district officials,-for
work where unto they are called; leaving the
traveling ministry more free to penetrate and
spread the gospel in new fields, and I have thus
taught. I would be slow to advocate haste in
abandoning partially tried fields; but think due
efforts should be made to know that labor is not
spent in vain; and though it may not always be
the case, it sometimes may be good policy to
leave a field for a time, after a certain amount of
labor has been done, to give time for reflectiongoing elsewhere and returning again to renew
the battle. The gathering of the twos of fami·
lies and ones of the cities requires much labor
with patience. Nor is the work attendant in caring for and watching over them, subsequently tO
their adoption less important. Power and authority to do this comes from God, with qualifying grace to effectively work in the several positions in the mystical body; and though gifts and
calling with duties and responsibilities differ, the
author and giver thereof designs that one end is
thereby to be reached. And it were as inconsistent for the feet to dispute the rights of the head
as for the head to reject the feet. So I learned,
so I have, and so I still believe; and that to all
laws there are bounds and also conditions, and
that more or less than this is to bring distress,
whether by individual, quorum, or body. God's
economy is one thing, our individual preferences
another, and our love for the former is only
evinced as we subjugate the latter to carry out
the designs said economy reflects. Zeal, leading
to a disregard for recognized order, will be as
sure to bring trouble for some to meet, as is the
destructive cyclone to leave its effects in its onward flight.
Beside other. labors I have administered the
rite of baptism to nine adults, assisted to confirm
sixteen others; and in some localities I have vis"
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ited and spent time in an endeavor to introduce
the gospel; found some favorably impressedbut no guarantee of success appears without continuous and well directed effort. Spasmodic efforts are like a vapor, and prove injurious rather
than good to the cause. Many good openings
are found in Nebraska and Kansas, but laborers
are few. The effects of a too high conception of
liberty is quite visible, presenting to the sober
thinker a vivid contrast to a Godly persistency
leading to the observance of law and order; the
former often gallops, the latter is slow, but its
final triumph is ~ure. I would be pleased if I
could report greater results of the past years labor, but feel thankful for what has been done.
Between myself and local authority there has
been no antagonism, but to the reverse of this.
Subversion of authority is not permissable, or
warranted by the gospel economy. Nor is any
method that condemns before efforts have been
made to arrest the erring one, offering an opportunity to explain, defend, and per chance repent
by individual quorum or body warranted either.
For substantial aid from Saints and friends I feel
thankful, of which I have made a ·report to the
Bishop as the law directs. I think it proper that
he should know what I ·receive outside of that
allowed my family, and its disposition, but think
there the matter should rest; for more or less
than the law requires leads to evil. I have organized one branch in Holt county, Nebraska,
with prospect of one being organized in Wisner
in the same state, where I, during the fall preached twenty discourses-two being added, others
,investigating.

Elder Joseph R. Lambert, of" the
Twelve, present, reports:
Since last reporting through the Herald I have
labored some at McFall, Renick and Bevier,
Missouri. At Renick, J. A. Crawford and W.
H. Bybee were expelled from the church, having
been found guilty of lying; misrepresentation;
dishonesty in business transactions; denying and
denouncing the faith and doctrine of the church,
etc. So far as my knowledge extends lam able
to report a degree of progress in the mission
entrusted to my charge. Some branches and
districts have passed difficult and dangerous turning points. To such there are excellent opportunities for doing good with the promi'e of a brighter foture. ln other localities there is much room
for improvement, though it is difficult to determine what the outcome will be. "Every plant
which my heavenly Father hath. not planted
skall be rooted up," are the words "of God1s Son,
and they apply to-day with peculiar force.
In many localities there are good opportunities
for reaching the people with the gospel. Some
of these opportunities have been improved by the
traveling and local ministry, with good results;
but the supply has not been equal to the demand.
Much more might be done if the Saints"would
live together in peace, and by godly example
honor their profession. Can it be pos;;ible that
these contentious spirits and transgressors ot
God's holy law, are aware of the turpitude of
their wrong? For some years it seems to have
been my fate to stand in' the breach and cope
with difficulties in their culminated forms. In
this work the good Master has stood by m_e, and
given to me some bright testimonies in favor of
the truth as we have received it. But my physical strengJh appears to be nearly gone, and I

have had comparatively little time to think about
preaching the word. I have tried to stand fj.rm
for the right, without regard to popular sentiment
within or without, and have kept constantly in
view (and taught others to do likewise) ist, the
greatest good of the common cause; and 2d, that
ere long I shall have to meet my record. I call
attention to what I regard as ·a pressing and
growing demand for standing ministers in some
of the cities. St. Louis and St. Joseph, Missouri,
and Burlington, Iowa, will serve as illustrations.
We can not afford to ignore this peculiar demand,
though we may not be able to supply it, at present.
We ought to lay all prejudice aside and seriously
consider the facts.
Amidst.the ravages of time, the changeableness
and uncertainty of men, and the varied trials
through which we are called to pass, that which
has always cheered and blessed God's people
still stands out in bold relief. ·wherever and
whenever the Saints live in harmony with the
principles of their faith, they develop very rapidly
in all that is good; receive evidences directly
from God, of the divinity of the doctrine, and
their hopes for life and immortality are made
bright by the light of God's Spirit. Thus it is
that men can never lose their faith in this work,
no matter h@w they may have been treated, or
what their peculiar surroundings may have been,
until they.. violate the conditions upon which
these divine testimonies are received. May the
God of heaven continue to direct the affairs of
his work, and bless his people.

Elder W. H. Kelley, of the Twelve,
present, reports:

and York state; Pennsylvania and Southern
Indiana and Ohio more than any other place;
We are gratified to report that throughout this
extensive territory unity and good will exist be·
tween the laborers in the field. There does not
exist to my knowledge a single conflict or grievance between church officials, involving the
relations of general and other church appointees.
We are more than ever convinced that conflicts
in this re&pect arise from mischievous intent or
ignorance of law and duty and not from the impracticability of the law itself. "God's ways"
are.still "equal."
Bro. J. J. Cornish has labored mainly in Michigan, G. T. Griffiths in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
H. Rathbun in Michigan, M. H. Forscutt in
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, H. Robinson in Philadelphia District, M. H. Bond in the Massachusetts
District, and F. M. Sheehy in Maine; not forgetting that E. L. Kelley has aided in Ohio and
Michigan, and C. Scott in the latter field and
Massachusetts. They will doubtless send in
individual reports from their respective fields of
labor better presenting the condition of the work
than we are able to do in this general statement.
1·take pleasure in stating that good will, fellowship and friendship exist with these brethren and
the writer, and that whatever number of pecadil~
loes may attach. to each in other regards, in this
respect they have been exemplary and worthy of
imitation.
I.find Saints disposed to do their part towards
aiding the financial department of the church.
Many of them keep the law "wholly" as understood. With increased years, experience and
responsibility, I am still in the faith. I see no
consistent way but to go on. The Reorganization has nothing to fear in view of a complete
success but the working of an unsavory l'eaven
within itself. The chief of saints said, "Clean
the inside of the !>latter that the outside may be
clean." This is as true now as of old, and relates
as much to institutions as to individuals. Let us
go on in the great work and be strong. May
God guide, give ~uccess and victory to the right.

During the last year I have labored in .the mission field assigned me at your last session. Have
tried ti;> do what appeared to be for. the best at
the time, endeavoring to meet the most urgent
demands of the work. During the year I have
bet!n in the districts and met with the most of
the Saints in Michigan, Northern Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Maine. In all of these places there
is an increasing demand for laborers, and a
Elder Edmund C.Briggs, of the Quogrowing interest among the people to learn of
rum
of Twelve, preh~nt, reports:
the merits of the faith. It is true that "the calls
Since
my last rt>port. I have done all I c9uld in
are many." The Saints, in the main, are doing
the ministry in justice to my self and circumwell and gaining. Taking into account that
stances. I have labored a part of the time in
many brethren have been necessarily left to care
Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois. The call for
for themselves, with no one to encourage and
preaching is incessant everywhere I have been,
remind them of duty, so far as human aid is
and in some places the people seem to be literally
concerned; with a constant opposing world to
meet-and it can riot be questioned but that they - starving to hear the word. of God, and know not
where to look for it. Especially is it so in the
have done exceedingly well-seemingly kept in
great metropolis of the west, Chicago. If there
the faith and way by him that knows all of the
is any place especially that needs a strong minisconditions of men. In other churches members
try, it is th~re, for many reasons. While the eyes
left without a constant minister at hand, and
of the Government are upon us in contrast to
sometimes then, have repeated seasons of "wa:rmthose horrible ,mysteries in the cursed Salt Land
ing over," in order to keep them even in the
that should not know when good cometh, the
faith. Ours at most are to be but stimulated to
Pharisees, whose head center of the world is Chiactivity and increased devotion, their faith recago, ought not to be allowed to have it all their
main&. There needs an army of helpers in this
own way unrebuked, while they are trying so
vast field to sow the good seed of the kingdom.
wickedly to fasten the crimes of the latter day
Men -of faith and workers. Men who will go
apostacy upon the fair nai:ne of the Church of
any place or any where; with the high or low,
Christ. Chicago is the half way house on the
with the few or many, and tell the good news;
great American Continent, and in the midst of
an.d there is no question but good results will
the. grandest republic the world ever knew; and
follow. We have been encouraged in the work.
it is but justice in the sight of Almighty God an<l
We are encouraged n<;>w. The voice of the peoto the world that the gospel should be thorougl]ple and the inspiration of Gqd, East, is forward
1y published in that populous city of over sevell
and ·onward, and not backward. Nova Scotia
an,d Maine need help; so does Massachu~etts -hundred -thousand starving souls; and I predi.\:t
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that the hardest fought .battles the. church has
ever known will ere long rage there, if the Saints
will .but take in the situation and put on the whole
armor of King EmanueL
1 am established in Christ, settlerl and grounded, having no fears as to the result of the conflict.
Yet as individuals our agency is invulnerable,
and rewards are secured only for work done in
the Master's cause.

Elder Alex. H. Smith, of the Quorum
of the Twelve, present, reports:
At your last annual session my mission was reafjirmed, and I sustained and returned ·to the
"Pacific Slope Mission." As circumstances over
which I had no control prevented my return to
my field, until the middle of June, I labored up
to the 12th of that month in Independence and
vicinity. Upon that date I left home for my distant field, in company with Bro. Joseph Luff; en
route I met .Bro. Joseph Smith at Council Bluffs.
In their company I journeyed and was permitted
to aid in opening the campaign made by them in
Utah, remaining with them until the 28th, doing
what I could. it was theh thought best by Pres.
Smith that I hasten on to my own field. July
1st I arrived in Nevada. I labored in Carson
City, Genoa and Sherman, and at the Mott
School-house. The interest did not warrant my
remaining there longer. There are but few of
the Saints once living in that section who remain
there, and it is difficult to do much there now,
thougn there are wme noble Saints still battling
for the right in Nevada. What is needed thei·e.
is two or. more energetic Elders, who can do a
good dealof walking and r~main, making a.continued persistent effort, going from house to
house. The month of J U•j 1 spent in Nevada.
From thence I went to California. I did expect .to have help in the field, but found the local
ministry so tied up, that I had no one I could
call on and say, Come with me. I labored in
Sacramento, Oakland and San Francisco, until
the com,ing of Bishop Blakeslee and counselor E.
L. Kelley into my field; and with lhese brethren
I labored in Oakland, San Francisco, Stockton,
Sacramento, Lower Lake, Hollister, San Benito,
Santa Ana, Laguna and San Bernardino; after
they returned east, l lauored in San Bernardino,
Tustin, Gospel Swamp, Los Angeles, Oakland,
San Francisco, Sacramento, Sto'ckton, Irvington,
Santa Rosa, Windsor, and other places. I have
baptized but two, assisted in the Confirmation of
nuinbers of others; assisted in ordaining two,
one an Elder, one a Priest; admmislered to the
sick and attended to my ministry generally with
the Spirit confirming my work.
1 did not visit Oregon, but received repeated
calls from there; am convinced that Oregon is
now one of the best fields for labor in the west.
I earnestly urge the sending some energetic
ministers there. The work in my mission is
looking up, but it is a hard field in which to labor
alone. Elder Thomas Daly has done good and
efficient work in the Northern District as president. Elder J. H. Lawn is deserving of credit in~
the Central District Elders D. S. Mills, J. R.
Badham and others in the Southern District of
California. All have labored as their circumstances would permit; but all have been so placed
that only a small portion of their time could be
given. High Priest H. P. Brown has labored
and is still doing, but is a practicing lawyer, a
real estate agen•, and the Editor of the Expositor,
and can not give the time he desires; he is doing
a good work with his paper. Elder William
Anderson, an able man, is w tied by circumstances, his labor is oniy local,. has been acting
for the past six months as president of the OakBranch. l mention these men as it is generally
supposed they are in the field, and because they
are worthy men and willing men if they were
freed so they could take the field. The work
needs ten or a dozen active Elders on the Pacific
coast. There is room and plenty of calls. Elders
George S. Lincoln, T. J. Andrews and Charles
P~rk\·,0 , ar'.; k~1"ping tho :work moving in San
;f'rancisco; but these men are all engaged in bus-

iness and can only give their time of Sundays to
the work. I have no complaint.to rnake, but do
earnestly request of yo\lr honorable body, that
you consider. the. necessities of the Pacific Slope
Mission, and if it ·is possible send at least two
Elders fo each State in the Mission. In case this
can not be done, I would urge sending two associate in the mission. Elder Albert Haws is now
faboring in Oregon, and reports the field a good
one. He should have a helper. I expect he will
report by letter. In this Mission I find the hard-.
est element to deal with, of any place I have
ever labored. Those who have fled from Utah
in disgust with all religion; their hopes blasted
by the apostacy there, they have turned to Spiritualism and Infidelity, and want no more of any
of it. Talk about"Satan's strongholds in the
east." I am inclined to think his headquarters
are in the west not far from California or Utah.
Though it may seem out of place in my report
for me to counseLor advise this body, yet once
more I feel like urging it upon your notice; In
sending out your missionaries do not send them
alone, but two by two, as God has cornman<led.
Do this, and greater success will follow the la-·
hors of the Elders, and many temptations and
failures will be avoided. I am still in the field,
to be used as God and the church may appoint.
I have enlisted for life, or until the war is 0\ er;
and shaill labor and watch and pray for Zion's
redemption till I see her walls erected, her temple' built and sheltered by the cloud by day and
pillar of··fire by night, showing that our God is
there.
·

Fol· Sale.
A HOUSE and acre lot in West Lamoni; well
stocked with small fruit; good well· and. small
Barn. For flkthet particulars, address or call on
ROBT. 6. BOCYT:H, Lainoni, Iowa.
10apr4t

J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

M •

D .,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of !Jansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN 11 8pecialt'/I.
~Residence one block Ens.t Teal's Store.
14feb1y

The Line selected by the U.S. Qov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

0

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We wi11 eend you the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Con ... 0 rdanee or Smith's
Bible Dictionary post-paid for $1,50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

he OnlY Through Line, with i'ts own 1rsck, between

CHICACO,
~)DENVER
PEORIA or~
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch linea to their important cities and towns.

It

runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly

For Sale at

a

Bar~aiu,

MY DWELLING HOUSE' and two· Lots, good small

Harn, Coal and Wood House, outside Cellar, good well of
water, well fenced, well set with Small Fruits; desirable
location. Also Material and Fixtures of WAGON SHOP,
Lrade established six years. Call on or address
J. H. CUNNINGHAM,
13mar2m
P. 0. Box 55, Lamoni, Iow11.

.J. W. DeNoon, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All call•, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson ~s Drng Store. Re•idence Eaot end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

Farin for Sale,

SIX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., r53

acres of Land, BO acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

eqi;iipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chica~o and To~eka,
.
·
Ch1caf$0 and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux city,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St, Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
·
Kansas City anc!l Denver,
Kansas City and St•.Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moln~~·

At each of its several Eastern and Western term1n1 1t

connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to

1.nd from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the· Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., reg,rding

the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent tn tha
United States or Canada, or address
_

HENRY B, STONE,

Gen'I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Paso. Agent,

CHICAGO.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "

~BUSINESS'*

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapet" Advoll'tising Bureau,
· 10 Spruce St., New Yoll'k.
Send 10ctli. fol' 100.Page Parnphlei,

·The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ.
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught,;
Bookeeping, by single and double entry; BusinesaAritbr
metic; Rapid Calculations,; Business Writing; Colllt
mercial Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegrapbys
Phonography ; Type#writing ;, and Actual :Bus1ne83
Practice, For circul ar·s address
DUNCAN I< HAWKS, Davon.port, IDwa.
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THE LATE CONFERENCE.
(::~F~SIDJJ:RABLE cii,;appointment seems to
h~ve. been experienced by some by reason
of'
session of conference just past.
\.Vhereih ·.that disappointment lies we are
· ; ·ilf!t t~~etller informed, 01.1ly as we hear
?I'} :al'1,~~ttf~ tpurmur thjtt give~. a. cl't1e t9
•; •:~h <, · ··Of th9ught. "We were expect"
fok 'that the Lol·d would speak and fill up
' • rHe quorums at this conference," one is
heard. to say. . "'Ne expected a feast of
fat things," says another. "We did n.ot
have the gifts at any of our meetings for
testiwony a11d prayer; what i.s the mat~
tet?., s#)"s still another·
'
.
•
We will be pardoned, we trust, if we
expre,Ss some thotights concerning the late
conference, and state some co.nvictions respecting the matters before it an'cl the ac·
ti<Jn thereon. There are in the lifetime of
.all organized bodies,. small or great, crises
of .greater or less importance during the
passing of which doubt, uncertainty, fear
an,d . apprehensio.n are ·.felt by all. The
Reorganfaed Fhurc;h has passed through
seve.ral severe diffic;ulties,, .in which the
permanency .. (;)~ 't~~ institution seemed to
be in great lilatiger; but. we apprehend
that 11? se11siol1 of. conferei;ice has been held
. sincei.867 in which the situation.was more
or, the, d'.lnger more serious and threatening than in the oue. we h'.lve just closed.
Theguestion whether the.church should
consent to formulate a creed in which
items of disbelit!f should find ~ pr,omi11ent
place, imwlvi11g serious concessions to the
views. of hro, three,or mor,e pron1inent
· men in the body 'for the. s.a1ce .of the personal wo~th th'ese tllen rnig~t be to that
body,has b~enfaced 'for several years, and
the best. that either moral cowardice oi
conservative wisdom c<)uld do, was to, put
pn the appearance .of putting, off.the, evil
day. Tnose who .have attended the con-.
fere11ces since 1867 can not fail to reinember that efforts. have from time to. time
1
heel} made. to bring about the making of
.specifkoeclarations touching certainideas,

:rue
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or theories of doctrine in the form of "we be none, not one, which they might not be
believe" thus and so, rather t.han to le.ave called on to give up. It would be but a
those matters couched in .the more com- question of time as to whe.n the church
prehensive, "we believe in the Bible, Book would be indeed not only without a creed
of Mormon, a.nd Doctrine and Covenants." but without a faith.
This question assumed definite shape at
It can then be seen that the crisis was a
this last session when three Elders of the grave one. Personally we confess that we
church said to the assembled. representa- never entered in .upon the work of a contives of the body: "You hold to certain ference session more bowed down with the
things of belief which we disbelieve. We weight of responsibility, more impressed
had thought you had abandoned the things with .a sense of danger, more certainly
referred to, but find you have not, we aware of possible consequences of dis.aster
therefore withdraw from fellowship with than we did the work of this last session.
you. You have preferred not to accede To us it was not a session to "have a good
to our views, we therefore relieve .ourselves time," to enjoy the "preached word;" to
of the things you believe,''
"feast" upon the "fats" of prophecy and
These are not the words in which the tongut~s, to spend the pleasant hours of rewithdrawal is framed, bttt the statement cess in chat and visit.·. It was a crisis in.
contains the moral aspect of the affair. which the welfare of the whole work was
The substance, the shadow of which the at stake; it was .a season for faithful devochurch .has seen and felt for .years, was tion to trnth, for fervent prayer, for the exprecipitated upon us at an early hour of ercise of the "best gifts," for wise .counsel,
this last session, and the consideration of wiser action and patient endurance. Those
it .and its consequences, its. causes and. its who came for a spiritual "holiday," may
~ffe.cts,, .eq .cred largely in,to the thg11ghts,
have.gone away disapp~nted; those 1who.se
conversati'ons and ministrations ef.the en" anticipations.·were high:'.may. have gone
tire session, Its gravity was enough, its away sad and discouraged; putthose who.se
surrounding of such .a nature .that we prescience and wisdori1 enabled .them . to
should have been less than human if we foresee and estimate the gravity. of ~he ~S·
had.not fdt its somgre.infLuen,ce.
s.ues have gone away settled.and. gro1mded.
The question t~rsely stated was this, Those who have been wqrriedand fretted,
should the church. recede fro~ positions fearful fosf. there was not sufficient certain·
assumed by it in .the days of its ()p~ming ty of belief with the mass of the leading
struggles, accepting .in the stead thereof men to act decisively when, the. emergency
views held by. the few adver!,lely to those came, are. gratified to discqyer solidity . of
positions, for the sake of harmony with purpose and ability and disposition todethat few. If this cpuld .be done, a com- cide and tace the consequences ofdecis.ion.
promise thus effected,. and peace be .estab- Those who. held th,e banners neitherwaver·
lished upon that basis, where and whence. ed .in. the crisis, nor suffered the standards to
the next crisis. of a similar cha.racter. The be lowered.
None regret the action of Elders J. W.
entering wedge driven home, the preced•
ent established and it seemed as if iLwere Br1iggs .and Z.J:I. Gurley .more than we
easy to foresee that it could be but a fe:w do.. We think no.ne would have been willyears, possibly a few .mcmths.at }Jest, when ing to concede more to have healed. the
a few ot.her men. might be led to make a breach between them and the rest of the
similar demand for si.milar reasons, and t 1he ·Elders than w.e. But when they publicly
church again be caUed upon to make. con- stated their withdrawal from their associcessions for the sake of .oneness and unjty ation with the body; we believe that self.
of belief. If to the demands just made respect and respect for the church itselfreupon u.s we could yield, and as a body quired that they should not be held to an
abandon a belief in the .revelations unwilling affiliation with the church in any
of Joseph Smith, .. contained in the sense whatever. These men are not
13,ook of Doctrine .anp Covenaµt11; which children, nor men of common ability only.
belief has so often and so persistently.be.en Each is above the mediocre in talent and
avowed by the church since 1 ~5~' it ir\ust should. know what they wished to say and
inevitable follow that 11pop. a like derr:i~l}p, do. Hence, on the self-chosen ground
the same body should i,lba11don a belief in upon whieh they based .their action of
the Book of Mormon, and as a sequence witpdrawici:I, we are contented to let it rest,
there could be no declaration Of belief>SO That they made a grav:e mistake we cersound or so well grounded but that it must tainly believe; they claim to think that we
be put into the same Ii.st and be abandoned (the church) is in the error. Whatever
ll.t.the,demp;nd of disconten.ted disbelievers. the. positions they have held in the church,
If'Hie .~~rcti ·could consistently yield and to which they were called by divine
one well accredited and commonly rece;ved authority and grace, they have voluntarily
teaching, or tenet, of which the majority resigned. The wisdom of their having
were satisfied .as to its validity, there coutd bee.n chosen for the work they have done
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should not be questioned •.> H~'who ~allecl' · ·
them knew them it!ld th.e wqrk he designecl
them to do iµ .the church. When they
abandon that work by .severing the connection uniting them. with others called in
a similar way, and under circumstances
w:hich indicate beyoncl .do.u.bt that God
took cognizance both of the men, the
work, and the circumstances, we can not
follow them into the consequences of such
abandonment, but must stay withthe work
itself-such are out convictions.
We trust that none of the eldership
permit themselves to be betrayed into a~y
acrimonious denunciation of Elders Briggs
and Gurley; or be guilty of circulating
disparaging sfories, or tales concerning
them. It is beneath the dignity of men who
may be devoid of claim .to the Spirit of
truth; . and is totally unbecoming . those
claiming to be moved by the Christian
grace, to revi.le and belittle former brethren who have. gone out from their midst.
We may be, and we are satisfied they have
made a mistake and we may say so, but an
acrimonious tirade in so saying is uncalled
for.
In respect to the filling up the quorums.
We had no direction.s looking towards this;
except as was made known iri the choos"
ing a nu.mber into the Severity. This. was
important and timely. A number of men
of excellent spirit, who h~".e been striving
to approve th€.m~elves as workmen were
chosen and orda\ned, and will doubtless
magnify the callh~g. We were somewhat
i.n hopes that the) High Council might be
more perfectly completed, but the absence
of positiv:e direction and the extreme diffi. culties attending calling the members of
the High Priesthood together, made it unwise, as we regarded it. Had there been
a command the ways would have been
clear.
In regard to the gifts being had during
the prayer meetings. 'One of the gifts,
the principal gift of the Spirit to the members, or officers of the church, and the ot1e
most needed by the delegates and other
members of the last session of conference,
were the gifts of wisdom, and of faith.
No more trying season of the same duration of days has ever occurred to a body of
Elders. No crisis in which better judgment, nobler self-control, wiser thought
and speech, more deliberate and cooler
reason were demanded has been met and
passed than the one impending at theses"
sion of which we write. We think decidedly that the verdict of succeeding events
will show that the gifts of wisdom, knowledge and faith were with the people of
God during our entire session; and if so,
we shall be content though no "cloven
tongue, as of fire," was seen or heard.
"A feast of fat things." Those, who
are fed upon dainties foster spoiled appetites; and whoso desires only the outward
manifestations of tongues and prophesy
may lack when the feast is prepared. He
who sits at table discontented because some
cherished tid- bit is missing will need to go
hungry. We do not write this because
we do not believe in the gifts named, because we do, as all must know. But if the
enjoyment of few or many who attended

will

th~ late co~for~nce :Was spoiledbe~~u;~
these.two.gifts were notably absent, and
those noting the absence of them conclude
that the Spirito£ .Goa was not present,
and not with the ~Elders, we remind them
that there are nine gifts mentioned by
Paul in 1. Corinthi1tns 12, and. though two
may not have been seen, the others may
have been present operating for.the good
of the body. Wisdom, knowledge, faith,
discerrtirtg of spirits, ·•helps; goVermnents;
areas completely gifts of the Spirit and
essential to supply the needs of the church
(the body of Christ) as is either of the ofh~
er gifts nanied. We are not to require
miracles; nor do we expect them except
the emergency demands them; there rriay
have been no event of which the Spirit
had need to prophesy; there may have
been no warning to be given in tongues
and interpretation; there were some sick
who were administered to, of the several
thus administered to one only died, tlie
child of Bro. I. N. Roberts. Other sicknesses than tho~e of the body need the
power of faith, or the gift of healing to remove,-:-shall we say that none were so
healed of distress of brain and heart during the conference. Was there not great
~eeq for the ·presence artd exercise of the
discerning of spirits, and can any one say
that such gift was not so held and exercised. There being no tongues there was
no need of interpretation. Was there a
man that attempted to speak; or write in
considera~io'n of the questi~r present~d
and pendmg before the sess10n who did
not need help, and that from the Spirit;·
was there one who preached during the
session that was not helped to a great or
less degree. Was not the whole membership of the conference in !ltrong need of
the govetninent which is the gift of the
Spirit. "0 fool<; and slow of heart to bee
lieve all that the prophets have written,"
was said of some who lived away back
yonder in time; and shall we deny that it
might be spoken now of a people who
should be wiserthan they were in that Jay.
We by no means endorse the supposed
charge of want of spirituality in the question "What is the matter."
Another thing; the delegates and members of conference proper came from their
various fields of labor to "do what business
was necessary to be done at the time."
This business engrossed their attention!
Their prayers were for light and Wisdom.
This wisdom they had a right to expect
the Spirit to give them in the absence of
express direction; and' in the carrying out
of the object for which they came together, with wisdom· her ancient and best be-.
loved hand maidens charity and patience
to do well what was to be done. Let us
praise God for what we had and cease to
find fault with God or each other over
what we had not.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Elder Peter Anderson, writing from
Salt Lake City, April 26th, says:
"Am going south in the morning; had several
good meetings in Ogden, and preached here
yesterday."

c.

B;o. 'p.
baii'ey of Visalia,' Cal.,
writes saying:
"I.call not get along withol!t the Herald and
Hope, because. they are .both food and drink to
the hungry soul. I find great consolation in
reading them, and shed many a tear of joy."

QUESTIONS AND. ANSWER.S.
~ues.-Is

it right and proper for Elders
of •our church to give temperance lectures
outside of gospel sermons?
Ans.--,- Yes.
~.--Is it wrong for members of our
.chm;ch to go and listen to ,aJady lecture
on temperance?

A.-No.
~.-Should the Saints allow a lady to
lecture in their churches on temperance?
A.-Yes.

"PREACH THE WORD/1 .

SucH was fhe wise. c~unsef of St. Paul,
one of the most eminent gospel teachers
the. church ever knew. Having had a
very marvelous conversion, devoting his
entire time and powers to the gospel ministry, and having enjoyed such varied and
peculiar experiences as enabled him to advise most intelligently, he.solemnly charges
T~mothy, his "beloved son in the gospel,"
to "Preach. the _word; be instant in season,
.who are out of season; reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all long-suffering and doctrine."-2 Tim. 4: _2. .
. ,
Paul knew that souls were too precious
and time too short for Christ's ministers to
trifle away their hours. preaching their
own . thoughts and. private speculations.
He knew. that Christ never sent . his servants to theorize and spend the golden
moments on human philosophies. and human conceptions of science. He taught
that their time ahd opportunities-,-aB of
them-should be_devoted in teaching "the
things pertaining to the kingdom of God,"
in reasoning of "righteousness, temperance, and a judgment to come." Ile knew
their message was urgent; perishing souls
were awaiting their saving ministrations;
their every effort.. should be humbly, faithfully directed in showing forth the light
and life in Christ; theirs was the Lord's
time and not their own; they must follow
the Great Captain of their salvation and
strictly heed his saving word and his guiding and enlightening Spirit. They must
not teach their own thoughts, but his;
they must not preach themselves, but
Christ Jes us the Lord, and themselves
simply his servants. When they would
do this, then the Lord would stand by
them and bless the word preached by the
convincing, convicting and testifying power of the Spirit, enabling the willing hearer to "see the kingdom of God,'' to feel
its gospel power, be "drawn" to Christ our
glorious and glorified Redeemer, get a
view of his duty to God and man and have
a sweet foretaste of the joys and "powers
of the world to come."
This kind of preaching might be ''foolishness" to some, but to others it would be
~'the wisdom of God and the power of
God." To some it might prove "a stumbling-block," but to the sincere and truth-
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loving soul it would be heavenly manna in their own conceits,'' "wise above what
and "the power of God unto. salvation."
· is written,'' and these will fail to have the
Paul knew it required all the powers of light and liberty of the Spirit; they will
the human soul, aided and sustained by fail to "convert sinners,'' or "teach transthe light of the Holy Ghost, to enable the gressors the law of the Lord,'' and, if they
minister for Christ to clearly understand are not aware the love of God will quite
God's word .and works so as to rightly . leave the heart, the light .of God will deand fully minister before the Lord; hence part from their souls, the Holy Spirit,
he counsels Timothy, saying,-,-"Study to grieved and dishonored, will withdraw and
show thyself approved unto God, a work- forsake him who has thus treated lightly
man that needeth not. to be· ashamed, the matchless and incomparable word of
rightly dividing the .word of truth." The the Lord. Such will be spiritless and
study of God's precious "word of truth" powerless; all their efforts, though they
was all-important for the Lord's servant; please the "itching ears," will be worthfor without a proper and an ample under- less in converting souls to. God.and "buildstanding of it he could not show himself ing them up in the most holy faith."
~'appoved unto God."
He must "hide
For the last thirty-five years we have
away the Lord's word in his heart;" store observed that those ministers who were
his mind richly with "every word which humble, prayerful and djJligent, who were
· proceedeth out of the mouth of God,'' so full of.the word of the Lord and who used
as ·to he ready to "give unto every one a it wisely .and with t.he inspiration of the
portion .in due season." He must know Holy Spirit,-they have been the successthe exad meaning of the word, know ful soul-winners; they are those who have
when and how and where to apply it; built up the church solidly and permanentand to do this 'wisely and well he must ly; they are .those .not "carried about by
not only "know the things that are freely every wind of doctrine,'' and are such as
given to us of God," but, "comparing the Lord honors, 1.1pholds, sustains and
spiritual things with spiritual,'' he must gives success; while those who ape the
study fitness and appropriateness in pre- wisdom of the world, theorize in respect
senting and· applying that word. The to human philosophies and scientific
minister said of old,-"The Lord God subtleties, fall far short in practical, edify.hath given me the tongue of the learned, ing and saving results.
·
that I should know how to speak a word
we have heard of popular ministers
in season to him that is wearv." And the preaching such fin:~-spun, wordy, spiritless
wisdom of God has said,-"A word fitly sermons as to fill the minds of their hear"
spok.en is .like apples of gold in pictur~s of ers (wJien they could keep awake) with
silve.r."
wonde'r and astonishment only at the thin"·
Therefore the. minister should not only ness of their arguments, the top-loftiness
· know "the word" of the Lord, but if he of their theories, and the paltryness in genev~r ~ucceed.s as a soul~~inn.erhe must uneral of what should have been a. sermon
¢erstanc{it / and he must have both skill full .of heavenly light and saving power.
an,d \\Tisdorn'ig. :faithfu(ly using it.
.
"Preach the word;" ye ministers of
Christ! Let the world look after and
.· > What pre~ewinentl y rparks the opening
oft}?.is last dispensation .is'the fact of the propagate its own ever~shifting. theories;
'revela,t~on of God's word, "li.ne .upon, line, ·butdor y.ou it remains to teach God's word
line upon liqe ;.precept upon prec~pt, pre- of truth.under the guidance of the "stili
•cept upon prec.ept; here alittle and there small .voice" of the Spirit of. truth. Be
a .little:" . This was true, not. only iii giv- careful and be patient in this, and. hea.ven
ing the.Book of Mormon, but also in giv- will give you great success. "Preach the
ing ti;J.e .Doctrine and Covenants; likewise word;" .and again we say, "Preach,.. the
the Bible, translated, corrected and revis~ word." Th.e world .is perishing .for the
ed in a,U essential points'. Add to this the pure ·word. •of •the• Lord,• and •w.hoever
fact that the angel who appeared to Joseph brings . them .that will . have success, for
the Seer, Sept; 2 tst, 1823, and taught him God wiH ever honor and bless· his word,
all the . n,ight from. evening until etirly The success ofthe great protestant reformdawn, quoting largelyfrom both the Old ers, and of such men as Messrs'. Moody,
·Testament and the New, and we see how J ories, Spurgeon, ,etc;, may be tra.ced large"
·important is the knowledge of God's word, ly, not so much to tl;ieir doctri[lal teachingsj
and how essen~ial it is to have divihe skill but. rather to the words of righteousness__:
and wisdom in its use... Well might the personal righteousness which they quote
Psalmist say, "I rejoice at thy word, as and illustrate from the Bible-the Old
•one that findeth great spoil;".· and, "give Testament and the New. · Here is wis~
· "'. · · ·
. · · ·
·
me understunding according to thyword.'' dam. ·
The man who has God's word and under"
The ministers among• the Saints who
stands it well, is armed with sword and have the greatest success in gathering
shield and buckler. If faithful; patient, souls toChrist are those who give then1~
and. persevering, he will prove "a good selves faithfully "to the word of God and
soldier" for Christ, and will go forward to prayer" like the Apostle Peter•·and his
'.'con.q11ering, and to conquer;" But those fellows·. Nothing is so much needed now
who !(itudy other things .instead of God's as plain, pure, and well chosen scriptural
word and works and undertake to teach teachings, sustained and illustrated by both
h1.un~n. wisdom., ..their own .speculations, ecclesiastical and profane history, applied
"my opinion,'' .and what "I beli.eve ;" or under the meek, gentle, and loving spirit
thosewho propose to teach something high- of Christ. A,11 need the Christianity. of
er and different than the authentic and ac.- Christ, and they.should •be made to hear
• ceptef} word ofGod,-suc.hare simply"wise and see and feel. bi~, as he. walked and

talked anJ ministered, when tried and
persecuted and slain; when buried, rising
and ascending to heaven, also when .revealing himself in vision, by voice and by
spiritual gifts and graces to those who
served him. Christ should be made the
central idea with all. His wondrous work
"from of old, even from everlasting"
should be the theme of every minister,
and it should be their chief and constant
effort to "preach the word" as found in all
the Scriptures of truth, being careful to
"give to every one a portion in due season." And in conclusion: we again exhort the ministry to faithfully and wisely
"preach the word."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

A BROTHER came to Decatur county. in
1872 with a little over two thousand dollars, which he put into a (arn::>- of one. hundred and sixty acres of land. He ·has .today the farm, stock, and machinery.to take
care of ii: and $6,500 in cash. He .says:
"When I first came to this country, I was
up early and late. I was . interested in
making my crop, I worked over it, watehed over it, cared for it thi::ough rain as well
as shine. I made myself ·acquainted
with my crops of every sort, I paused not
nor delayed by reason of heat or ~old, I
had no business to town when I coµld · .be
at work; the result was, I had goodcrops.
Now, I, like many others cari sleep till
after the sun is long.risen, I can not plow
nor work on the lfod when it is too wet
or too dry, I am always iii a hurry, a:nd
have not time to get ac(fuainted witli:tny
crops, my errands totowq. are many, and
frequently when the weather and soil a:re
together favorable to working with my
crop, I am glad of any excuse to put off
my labor;' the result is the earth does not
yield her increase ;:-is nature in the fault,
or is the fault in me; I dare. not say it is
nature, and I hate to say it is I."
The Associate Editor spent Sunday the
2d inst. with the Saints in St.Joseph, M().,
and there found Elder H. C. Bronson
armed arid equipped for ser:Vice in the.
army of the Lord. Bro. Bronson preached an excellent discourse to an attentive
congregation at ro: 30 a;m., on the' work
of the Holy Spirit in qualifying the ·minister for Christ to testify of•him and teach
the gospel of eternal life with enlightnitig,
convincing, and binding power. . It was a
timely sermon on an all-important subject.
At 7: 45 p.m. a full congregation listened
earnestly to our effort in· regard to the
things of the kingdom, including some of
our experiences in the Master's.· service.
The Saints at St.Joseph are willing workers, and prospects then~ are promising. .
Brother Austin Olson is now numbered
among the Lamoni Saints; has a high appreciation of being called to be a Latter
Day Saint, and expresses a determination
to press on to the "continuing city" to
reign with Jesus and the redeemed,
.
Brother·· Hans Bayer and .family are
now located at Sheridan, Illinois; but he
intends to locate at Lamoni, where he has
bought and is improving a. beautiful lot
for a home.
·
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Th.e delegates and vis.ito:rs to conference
have passed from among the dwellers of
Lamoni by ones, twos, and bevies, until
but few are cleft at present writing, April
2~h; Br.o. M. T. Short and family being
.among the few, theit stay· being enforced
by an attack of the measles,-that peculiar
iU .to which human flesh is an heir, having
been scattered during conference by some
unforeseen chance. ··Sr. Short and herbabe
have ·been ill at Bro. S. V. Bailey's, for
some days, but are. recovering rnpirlly, and
the family will soon return to their home
and 1abor. The stay.of Bro; I. N. Roberts
and wife was .made very sad by the death
of their little girl who.died .just after .conference adjourned, .and they returned to
their home in Stewartsville, bearing the
beautiful remains to he buried by the side
pf .others .whom they had lo&t~ Death
w,aits upon the footsteps of .the fairest and
blessed, as µpon the aged and th.e worn.
Bro. J\f. H. Forii.cutt preached the funeral sermon over the remains of Sr. Caroline Eggleston, one of the old time Saints,
at She,nanqoah, Jowa, Monday, April 19th,
~n the. Saints' Meeting-house, to a hom,e
f1.1ll pf listeners. He also ,preached .several
tin:ies at Shenandoah, besides . th.is f1.1neral
ser:vi¢e, during Saturday and Sunday.
¥any ,still complain that they did. not
genhe HEnALD for April 17th. We re·
miqq. all again th,a.t vve printed no HERALD
.(or lhl.lt date owing to press o.£ affairs during the late Annual Conference.
Brother J. .R. A,nderson writes fro111
.Clitherall, Minn., April 26th, that when·
.he and brother Steadman reached Lake
Cr'.f~tal, they found .there :were two or
more then ready for baptism. He says:"When Bro. Foss comes up here if he will
stop there. a few days he can baptize. these
and probably others." On reaching home,
Bro. Anderson found his family and other
Saints well, and he had ·baptized since
then an aged lady, while others are near•
ly ready to comply with the gospel call.
Sr. Mary E. Clifford, of Burwood, San
Joaquin Co,, California, says that about
six months prior to last April she came to
reside with Sr. Copeland, an old member
of the church, and that previous to that
she knew nothing of the Reorganized
Church, and only knew of the outrageous
stories circulated commonly about Joseph
Smith and the Mormons. But Sr. Copeland soon taught her the doctrines of the
church, and the further fact that it had no
affiliation with Brighamism. She attended
the conference at Stockton and on the 22d
of March was baptized and confirmed, and
now feels confident she will never regret
the steps thus taken.
Many letters are received which we can
not possibly print; so that those .whose
letters are left out must not think it was
done out of disrespect or disregard for
them, for it is not, it is simply a necessity.
The conference minutes and ministerial reports have crowded num hers of letters out,
the dates of which will make them old
when space is afforded again further along
in the year.
Bro. Robert Davis, writing frotnJ uniata,
Michigan, reports quite an interest following the labors of Bro.J. J. Cornish. Bro.

Davis wrote March 24th, and Bro; Cornish
had lately organized two branches of about
twenty members each.
Bto'.Joseph Lampert of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, writes .us undet date of April 27th,
that he was sorely disappointed in not getting the HERALD for the r7th of that
month. we have chad "bushels of letters,''
'(to use a strong figure), expressive of the
same feeling, within the past t.wo weeks
or more. We are glad to know the HERALD is read and apprecia'ted. He says
further, that all goes well with him "with
but little exception;" and that he is "glad
the .church is •not going to be duped with
something outside the standard books, by
no one;"
w.e regret to learn by the Highmore
(Dakota) Herald of April 24th, that a
prairie. fire had 'of late. damaged Bro.
Gomer Reese, burning his barn, corn, hay,
etc. He has the sympathy of all, and has
gone to '.'work with all his might to retrieve his loss."
SrncE COJ;lferencf,'! Bro. Willard J. Smith,
Independence, Missouri, met Rev.
Ward tit Tiblow, Kansas; of the success
ofwpic;h the following .from the. Ar:gen.tine Siftings, will give an idea:
"The six nights debate between Elder vV. J.
Smith. oJ th.e Re~organized Church of Latter Day
Saints, and D. M. Ward .of the Christian Church
was brought to a peaceful ·close on Monday night.
From this time forth we believe Elder ~mith will
be able to preach here in peace un mol~sted, and
that for all future time his Christian friends here
will give him a severe "letting alone." Mr.
Smith sought no discussion here, but when it
was forced upon him he met the issue manfully
and fought it to a victory, and Mr. Ward has
shown himself in this debate to be very much
lacking in those qualities that go to make up a
public debate!'., and if he can find any comfort in
preserving those "pansy blossoms and withered
flowers" that were cast at his feet; we shall be
glad, for it is about all the consolation he will
ever get out of his debate with Elder Smith."

,of

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"0, Thou, who rn the garden's shade
Did'st .wake thy weary ones again,
Who slumbered at that fearful hour
Forgetful of thy pain;
Bend o~er us now, as over them,
And set our sleep-bound spirits free;
Nor leave us slumbering in the watch.
Our souls should keep with Thee I"

••COULD YE NOT WATCH WITH ME
ONE HOUR."
WHO that has ever read this most touching episode in the life of Christ, has not felt the unbidden moisture spring to their eyes, and their
heart tremble with emotion as they thought of
Him alone in those hours of terrible agony! If
there were any upon earth who should have been
with Him, should have comforted Him, surely
they were those sleeping ones. Among the first
called into the ministry, they had been with Him
since they left their father:s nets.
When Jesus restored to life the daughter of

Jairus, He had put £orth uem the chamber aUbut
tlie ·parents of the damsel· and these three of. the
twelve, Peter, James and John. Again when He
ascended the Mount of Transfiguration,· :accompanying him as witnesses of His power and glory
were the same three, and now when the cup ·of
bitterness was to pass his lips in· the terrll'ile
agony of Gethsemane, he took with Him these
same ones who had ·witnessed the glot'ious vision,
and thev heard those who had come from beyond
the shadowy land called Death, talk with: Him
concerning that whkh He was now enduring and
and shortly must pass through. Did .the great, ·
heart of the Redeemer need human syfup~thy in
that ho~r? If not, why had. He taken th~m, .and
why did.He awake them when. He fou~d them
sleeping? Believe us, dear sisters, there is npt a
heart, a human heart, whi.ch do.es not need sympathy. ·"Could ye not watch with ine onehou~?"
One little hour! The time. is very ~ear. when
this privilege will not be yours. "Ye shall seek
me and shall not find me." But there was a
greater reason than .want of sympathy prompting
the act of the Savior when He awoke them and
said unto Peter: "Watch and pray, that ye enter
not into temptation." In·this moment they had
needed no admonition, but in the joy of his soul
the impulsive Peter had exclaimed, "Lord it is
good for us to be here; if t)lou wilt, let .us make
here three tabernacles; one for Thee, and one for
Moses, and one for Elias." But in the hour .of
sorrow and darkness-the hour of trial and gloom
-"they slept."
Among the "selections" in the HERALD,· of
May rst, is one, "What Ails the Church}" We
are glad we were not the compositor doomed to
put into type such. a batch of falsehood and' sacrilege. Let Christianity be wounded fo the house
of her friends for as niany centuries in'thefuture
as she has in the past, let her beautiful garments
be assumed by those who put them on only for
outward show, and let the world become as corrupt as the cities of the plains; .if still there· be
found one true follower of Christ, one Christian
in it, the light of trutli in such an one shall outshine ten thousand such philosophers as Mr. L.
H. Washburn and his infidel compeers. Even
the devil can speak the truth when it suit.s his
purpose. and unwittingly Mr. W. paid the highest compliment in his power to women, when ,he
says: "It will not be surprising if in the next fifty
years every pulpit in this country is filled by a
woman." Of course we need not say to you that
we do not believe this, but we do believe that nqw,
just now, is a time of trials a~d darknes~.:..-,a time
when the will of the Spirit .comes to .us com-.
mantling us to «Watch and pray lest ye (we)
enter into temptation," and we are pleased ·that
even Infidelity has faith in woman.
Can we, will we, watch and pray one little hour
longer? The sorrow of Gethsemane, the agony
of the cross was but for a day. The glorious
morning of the resurrection came, the angels
rolled away the stone and from the sepulchre;
Christ the Conqueror came forth, leading captivity captive, holding the keys of death and hell;
and because of the matchless triumph of the meek
and lowly Jesus even such infidels as L. H. Washburn may hope for possible pardon in the world
to come,if he does not repent and seek it here.
"Every man who loves his race is under the
obligation to help remove Christianity from the
earth."
"Why do the heathen ra15e?" Why do
0
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they "take counsel together against the Lorcl and
against His Anointed,'' saying "Let us break
their bandf! asunder, .and cast their cords from
ui>." Why? The.devil has come down in great
wrath, knowing that his time is short. Soon the
opening heavens will again reveal Him who
made His entry intq Jerusalem "on a donkey."
He will not come as the babe of Bethlem, but as
He ascended into heaven, surrounded by the
angels.of God; so shall the heavens reveal him.
"In flaming. fire, taking vengeance on them that
know not God, and that obey not the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ."
If Infidelity recognizes the power of woman,
shall we not recognize our own? We do not feel
that it is boasting to say, woman as a rule has
more abiding faith, is richer in patient endurance
than men. Last at the cross, first at the sepul:
chre, and ever fuund ministering to the wants of
the workers. Home is our sphere. Let the pulpits ofthe' land be occupied by women; we know
that the priestly garments of the kingdom of God
were never .worn by women. "Husbands love
y<iul' wives!" Is not that the crown of giory
.ev'ery true woman seeks to wear? Place or preferment', wealth or power conferred, can never
take the place of the crown of a husband's love.
But while our husbands are officiating iri' their
office abroad, let us see to it that we do our parf
at hom.e. They have the world to contend with,
and."wrestle not ag!J.inst principalities of flesh
and blood, but against powers, against the r.ulers
of.the darknes~ of this world,., against spiritual
wickedness in high places." · ·
Wheri the_ women of Sparta sent their husbands and' sons forth to battle for their country,
in giving them their shield, they would say,
"With it,
on it " Ntriotism was the highest
vii-fue1,kri9wn tQ them, and with unwavering fidelitJtheyinstllled info their children this love of
country. Can_ ·we as Christian wives and mothers be as faithful to our trust as the Sparfan women of olderi, times wete to theirs? Can we remain at home while we send our loved ones forth
and yet more "watch arid_ pray?" Can we say
unto them in the words of Paul, "Take unto you
tl1e whole armor of God, that ye may be able to
with_stand in the ..evil day aud ha_virig done all, i:o
stand.
Having your loin.s girt about with
truth, and' having on the breastplate of righteousness; and your feet shod with the preparation of
the gospel of peace; above all taking the shield
of faith wherewith ye shall be able to quench all
the fiery darts of the .wick.ed~ And take the he!mit of salvation~ arid. the word of the Spirit,
which is the word of God·"
Yes; we believe and know that hundreds. of
mothers arid. wives1 iri. this latter day work are
purely and unselfishly devoted to it. For it they
live, for it they litbor, and for its triumph they
will watch and wait. They are praying the Lord
of the harvest to send forth laborers into the vineya.rd. Let every Elder who has gone. forth from
the late .conference rest assured of this, and moreover let. every one now laboring remember. that
anxious prayers are going up hourly for them,·
tha.t God may so endow them with .his Spirit that
they may fight a good fight. and keep the faith.
We are waiting for news. from the battle•field.
Witlt God for your helper .ther.e .is .no such
word as defeat. It has been .de.dared by the
Sµ,,~it·,, that. no "'ord spoken by the Spirit .sh;;tll
fail to bi;ing,forth:fmit. Vainis all labor if 6od
eo~s ?~1 Pi!~s~ ~t~the inc;:r.ease is ~rom hi~-m~~

?r.

***

blessed is the man or woman who labors in his
strength, and takes him as their exceeding great
reward. For times of trial, love and friendship
were given. If we love the cause of God-if we
love truth and desire its triumph,_ let- us stand by
our colors when the battle is fiercest, and in the
silent watches of the night if He come let him
not find us sleeping!
We are in receipt of letters and articles from
sisters Lloyd, Terry, Lettie A. Dunn, M. A.
Christy, M. A. Kuykendall, "A Sister,'' M. Hoagland, S. E. Bouton and sister C. Ackerly.
THE conferenc.e has closed and before this its
minutes have reached you. Some were disappointed in its results, but very•many who were in
attendance went away feeling more firmly rooted and grounded in the work .than ever. We
were one of the Martha's and consequeptly attended few of the sessions; but we thank God for
. the· instruction we gained from those who were
our guests, and not only do we feel the riches in
our own life, but in due time we shall endeavor
to impart unto others. Do riot fear that.the "salt
has lost its savor." God is at. the helm, and
aboard the good ship he has thousands of tried
and trusted ones. Man is just now the best
agent into whose hands he can put his work and
man .is imperfect, therefore we must not expect
him to be always perfect in his work, but "hold
fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope
firm unto _the end," remembering that "an unf:tithful Mend in time of trouble is like a broken
tooth, a foot out of joint." "Christ is a Son over
his own house" and .if we .walk blamel.ss before
him, all will be well with us, arid as for: the affairs of his house he is yet abundatit1y able to
manage them himself. The work is: his and he
will care for it, but let us not forget thatthere is
a work we are called upon to do; with fear and
trembling. "Work out your own salvation!"
May He help each one!
LAMONI,

Iowa, May 7th, 1886.

HURTFUL READING.
A BAD book, magazine or newspaper is as dangerous to your t.;hilc!; anc! will as surely corrupt
his morals, ;tnd lead him away from· the path of
safety, as an. immoral associate. All mothers in
the latter day work .should ponder 0 ver this subject, and see if they are keeping• their homes free
fr:im the vile. trash that is: published and sown
broadcast througho,ut this free land. Look to your
children and see what they read, and especially
to the kinds of. papers that get into their hands;
for there are now published scores of weekly
pa,pers, with attractive and s_ensuous iHustrations,
such as the "Police Gazette,'' "Boys'. Own,"
''New Variety,'' &c., that are. as.hurtful to young
and innocent children and young• men and wo"
tnen as poison to healthy body. Many of these
papers have. a wide:circulation; and are. sowing
the seed. of vice and crime. 'Trenching on the
borders. of indecency; they corrupt the morals;
taint the imagination. with evil, and allure the
! weak from paths of innocence. The dangers fo
1 young people from this cause were never so great
Ii as at the present time, arid every mo.ther in Zion
. should be on their guard· against an enemy that
is sure to meettheir chHd. ·Look then mothers
that ;your .c:hildren. are kept as. free .as· possible
· from this taint. Never bring. into nor allow in
, your hou~e a papev or book that is not :pure\ ·See

a
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to it mothers that your children have air abundance of the purest and healthiest reading.
Hungry l:tmbs will eat poison; but if well.fed on
good food, they will let the poison alone. If ·
you wish to save your children, and the children
of others, .do all you can to sustain and circulate
healthy, moral literature.
MRS. DANIEL JONES.

PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH.
Parents if your tender offspring
You would lead in ways of truth;
Shielding them from the tempta'tions
That surround the paths of· youth,
Count.as void your time-worn maxims·
And to make your teachings sure
For a shelter from the tempests
Sins dark cloud would'cast round each
Tender flower of your protection1
You must-practice '\\'hat you preach.
Teachers if throughout your d.uties
Ever faithful you .would be,
Not by words, but by your actions
Teach in all sincerity.
youthful eyes' are on you gazing,
Youthful hearts your thoughts receive;
Eagerly th_ey·catch yoµr·accents;
Eagerly your words believe;
Then beware! lest by your actions,
. Untrue'principles·you teach,
And forget' not you mus·t ever
Striye to p~actice what yon preach.
Selected by AUGUSTA D. BERG.

HEALTH
AND
HOME.
.
.
.
WHAf' a world of meaning lies hidden in these
two words. Reversing them, we.place the founc!ation beneath, and then place upon it the super..
structure or castle wh.erein dwellsearth~s.choicest
li>lessings-"Home an.d Health." Mothers, do
·you realize· the greatness of the vast empires over·
which yoµ reign as queens? Do•you realize that·
from your respective domains. go forth the sta:tesinan, the orator, the philanthropist, the explorer,·
the astronomer, the missionary-and, too; the
demagogµe, the blood-thirsty warrior, the scheming politician, the votary of folly and fashion, the
defaulter, the reckless murderer; and all the
higher and lower grades of hum:tnity? All at
the same time pass through the crucible of home,.
of which you are the controlling power: Truly.
you occupy honorary places in the galaxy of.
ear.tply sovereigns!
But do you realize in what a great degree the
health or sickness of. the world may be laid 1 to
your charge? If the ihfant·constitution, mind as
wel.l as body, be duly attended to, the result will.
surely be shown in all the coming years. Give
the little ones. plenty of .fresh air, wholesome·
food, all the exercise their young hearts desire,
with bodies. untramelled by tight bands and belts.
Let every child's muscles hi\Ve free; fu!l play .at
times. Don?t dress your childr:en .so tight
that .it is a relief, like opening a prison · door, to
undress them.for the night. We know by early
experience what that is, for we have felt it, and.
all through our. lif.e havefeltitseftects .. The cost
is far too great, for the motive is only vanity and
the reward disease. Give the. little ones wholesome food. and plenty of it; at regular periods.
Disobey these rules, then disease will be engendered, arrd resort had to.all the poisonous nostrum.s
of the <lay, which.serve only to allay the uneasi•
riess,fqr the time being, and leave. thei.r direfUl
, effects' in the terider·systeml to be maniiested in·
some.other '}'ay in the' coining year$r· Keepthe'
qlood 1:pqre; pot b;Yloti6fWr soaps' and .pgw~e~sl

all
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but by air; exercise, proper food and drink. Ventilate your sleeping as well as your living rooms.
Let in pure afr,.and, if at all practicable, let the
surl every day penetrate every article of bedding
and clotning, It is astonishing to read what a
great difference there is in the per cent of mortality in large cities on different sides of the same
street, entirely owing to' the different degrees of
exposure to the sun. Let the little.ones tpinkfor
themselves. Let them ask ever so many questions. Don't bluff them off in either anger or
impatience. Endeavor, early to subdue and correct every semblance of dh;simulaiion, revenge,
hatred and passion. Observation teaches us that
children are· just what·they are made, and the
rule is that "ju~t as a 'twig is bent the tree is inclined;" then how an· important ,it is. that the
tender, precious little twigs should have all their
.faculties bent in the right direction.
Selected by Alice Ryan.

TO MOTHERS.
WE feel thankful to the Editor of the Herald for
giving us a chance to exhange our views through
its columns. We believe it will beneft all the
sisterhood, and if they are benefitted, the brothers
surely muRt be. I'm glad I belong in the household of faith, and am trying to live by faith in
my temporal household. I feel impressed to
say a word to mothers, and feel that I am directed :-Mothers, dear mothers, I address you in
tones of love and sympatny. Mothers, listen:To you. is consigned the greatest work given to
mortals. To clothe immortal spirits in the flesh,
according .to the laws given, to properly supply
the external and internal wants of that flesh, and
instruct, discipline and develope the spirit in a
waywhich shall meetthe requirements of him who
created them. How great, how stupendous the
work! What mother ever fully realized the greatness? Awake, arouse, ye stupid wives who would
exempt yourselves from the work, and ye pleasure seeking mothers, who try to cover your unfaithfulness without one proper excuse. Know
ye not that every secret devise shall be brought
into judgment, and every secret virtue shall
have its reward? May every mother in Latter
Day Israe'l, and especially the young mothers,
study well and strive to follow the example of
Hannah and Eunice; for we need more men like
Samuel and Timothy. We think that several
grandmothers like Lois have been represented
in the "Home column," and hope to see many
more. If mothers govern themselves by the
laws of their being, and trust in God, they will
be safely carried through all their sufferings;
and if they commence in the earliest infancy of
their olfapring, to govern them by a pure example, and continue till the end of life, both
mother an.d children must come up in the great
day with their robes washed white in the blood
of the Lamb. Gently, 0 gently lead. them, as
the good Shepherd readeth his fl0ck.
Teach
them to sip early at the foundation of life.
Teach them the word of wisdom, and by example
cause them to obey it. Verily great shall be the
reward of all who do so, even in this life. Peace,
health and happiness, whether they live in a
cot or a mansion. "Obedience is better than
sacrifice." God delights in the chaste obedience
of his Sain ts, and he will fill the hearts of all
such with love and joy to overflowing. One
after another of our worthy laborers in the mini.nstry are called home, ~n~ others are callep to

fill the vacancy; and the question arises: ,Who
will take the place of the latter, unless our' boys
are brought up for that purpose.. People in all
vocations are chosen, ot elected, because they
are fitted for the office ..Then tnothers do not censure me for being so pointed in my hints in re:
·gard to your ponderous work.
ALMIRA.

North Brooksville, Maine.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
APRIL 6TH TO 17TH, 1886.

Contlnued.

MINISTRY RERORTS.

Elder Charles Derry, President of the
High Priests' Quorum, present, reports:
Since the April Conference, at Independence,
Missouri, 1885, I have labored in the western
portion of Iowa. This winter sickness in my
family, and i.nclement weather, with bad roads,
have prevented me from laboring away from
home. I have generally been favored .with fair
audiences, respectful attention; and with the
blessing of God, I have tried to perform all the
duties of an Elder in Christ's Church.
My
faith in the work strengthens, my hope brightens,
and my zeal for it increases with my years. My
love for it is manifest in the consecration of my
life to it. Come life or death, poverty or prosperity, I expect to labor for God and his truth,
until he. tells me, ''It is enough;" and that I
never expect to hear, so long as I have a power
to exert. May God defend the right and bless
his own, is my humble prayer.

Elder C. G. Lanphear, of the High
Priests, writes from Belmont, New York:
May the blessings of the Lord and the communion and guidance of the Holy Spirit be and
abide richly in all your sessions and assemb!ings
throughout the Conference, is my earnest prayer
and desire to God. Since your last session I
have done but little public preaching, not being
able to. perform the traveling on foot necessary
to arrange appointments and fill them. I was in
Allegheny county in the neighborhood of Obi, a
while last fall, where there were several schoolhouses quite handy to be had for meeting, and I
preached some eight or nine times, most of them
to very good effect and interest expressed with
those present. I have visited quite a number of
families and conversed with them on the subject
of the gospel and latter day work during the past
year, and have been very kindly received with
those I associated with. There are excellent
openings for extended gospel labor\; in a good
many places of my acquaintance here in the
east. I had the great pleasure of meeting our
esteemed brother, William H. Kelley, two or
three weeks ago, and heard him dispense the
words of life to a few of the people upon four
different occasions. I also rendered him what
assistance I could in arranging appointments and
and opening the services. I have by request,
prayed and administered to two of the afflicted
of those outside of the church who received some
benefit and blessings for the time being by the
administrations. Have obtained one new subscriber for the Herald and one renewal for
subscription, and two subs.:ribers for Zion's
Hof€ al\ outside of the clliirch 1 A)so sent

for others' to' the Herald Office, mostly 'renewal
of subscription' for.former subscribers; 'I desire
the confidence and prayers of the Saints that I
may ever be found striving in· behalf of the
glorious and ever abiding gospel of 'God's dear
son, who has so wondrously wrought out and
made th~ plan complete for the salvation of the
'world. My age and circumstances neces~arily
make my efforts in the gospel cause quite'limited in iny movements in relation thereto; nevertheless I desire to do what I can and ever to be
ready to give an answer for the reason of our
hope with meekness and fear: May the blessings of peac'e be with you all. Amen.

Elder William B. Smith, of the High
Priests, writes fro!ll Elkader,Iowa:
I am still a believer in this latter day.work;.
but on account of poor he.alth I hav.e not qeen
able to do any missionary work for· the .last. two ,
years, or nearly so, having been confined the most·
of the time by a severe .affliction of t.he lungs.
At present writing my health is slowly improving, a'nd I therefore have strong hopes that I
shall be able to do some labor in the mission field
this season, the church and the Lord willing.
I am sorry, brethren, that I am not able to meet
with you during the present ses.sion of Conference.

Elder E. C Brand, President of Seventy, present, reports:
During the last twelve months I have traveled
2726 miles; have baptized 13; confirmed 16;
blessed 15 children; ordained by direction of
Conference 4; married r couple; administered
to many of the sick with blessed results; attended several district conferences, and preached 134
times in the following places: Independence 6,
Stewartsville 1, Pleasant. Grove 1, and German
Church, Missouri 2, Jones' Grove 2, Ridgley
School House 5, Web.ster.School House 1, Jamestown 12, Fremont 9, Kennard Station 2, Lake
Shore 5, Island 2, and Omaha, Nebraska 6, Plum
Creek 9, Plum Hollow 4, Tabor 6, Davis School
House 3, Galland's Grove 21, McCord School
House 1, Ross School House 7, Deloit 15, Dow
City 5, North Coon 8, and Magnolia, Iowa r.
I have n~ver in my thirty-five years' experience
seen the time when there was such a.demand for
preaching in all directions, nor the time when
such strict attention was paid even by the young
to the miniHtration of the word. I feel that I
have in common with my brethren. been more
endowed by the blessing of God's assisting aid,
That a large number of the Saints are also feeling
the promptings of awakening, and taking interest
that they have never so fully done before; but on
the other hand I find in many places a low spiritual condition,' especially where the local ministry,
priests and teachers, have failed to visit and
magnify their calling.

Elder
Seventy,

'J.

S. Patterson, President of
reports:

pre~ent,

Although not under General Conference appointment, I have given my whole time to the
ministry, and until recently have presided over
the Northern Illinois District, where, according
to instructions given me at last Spring's Conference, with the assistance of Bro. Israel L. Rogers,
reorganized the first Chicago Branch, with fifteen
members. I also organized a branch at Cortland,
Illinois, with fourteen members. Have baptized
ten, blessed eleven children, ordained two Elders,
;md one Pri~st; havi; 0ssisted, i~ ~~mjnisterin~
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frequently to the sick with good results; have
preached every opportunity in Northern Illinois,
and Southern Wisconsin, receiving encouraging
hearings in new places. The outlook in my late
field to me appears reasonably good. My earnest
desires are for the future prosperity of the cause.

Elder J· T. Davies, President of Seventy, present, reports:
Since my appointment last Conference, I have
labored in the field assigned me, namely Missouri
and Kansas, with a good degree of 8atisfaction
that my efforts in preaching and other ministerial
labors are approved of God, and beneficial .to the
S~ints, a.s well as widening out the limits. of our
opera~ion. The field is good, and worthy of a
continued effort. with all avai.lable help. The demand for preaching is ample and increasing; the
majority of the local Elders are faithful, and some
of them are thinking of entering the field altogether; two or three of them young men. There
have been some additions and more in prospect;
of the work all are hopeful. I pray the Master
to bless all in our deliberations.

Elder Heman C. Smith, President of
Seventy, present, reports:
Before entering my field oflabor I visited and
preached a few times each, at the following
places :-Good Intent, Netawaka, and Pleasant
View, Kansas; Independence, Webb City, and
Seligman, Missouri. At all the8e places I was
kindly received, and much blessed. .L\bo.ut the.
first.of June in connection with my colaborer,
Br(). I.~ .. ~oberts, I. entered ll)Y field of labor,
an~ opened t.he ."·ork at E.ureka Springs, Arkansas. We held forth .here for about two weeks.
One addition was the immediate result, and I
think mu.ch more good was d.one. This being a
popular health resort, there were people attended
our me.etings from many parts of the world, and
prob3;bly a harvest will be reaped from the seed
sown in distant fields: Our nex.t point ~;is at
Hearne, Texf!s.; and after this our labors were
confined to the Texas part of the mission.
To he.re give an accopnt of all our labors and
travels would b.e tedious and tmprofitable; suffice
it to say, we labored continuously until March
the first, .since which we have been visiting different points on our way .to conference. The
work as a whole in Texas is in.much better conditicm than ever before. Some young and
zealous met1 pave come into the church, who are
doing good and efficent branch work, and. will
if f;iithful do a greater work. The field is a.n
important one, and will. need the special c~re pf
some wise, imwavering man of good executive
ability in charge, assisted by seven or eight
helpers. If this can be done great good will be
the result for the field is ripe, alr€ady for the
harvest, but if ohe or two only are to be sent the
work as heretofore will of necessity move slowly.
I have . traveled and preached extensively
through Texas, held two debates in which I was·
blest, and the cause of Christ received benefit.
Bro. I. N. Roberts has labored with zeal, has won
the confidence· of the people, and accomplished
great good. I think he wishes to continue in
that field, and should be reappointed.
Bro.A. ·J. Cato, though receiving no appointment from conference has continued in the field·
continuously,- and his labor has bore · fruit.
Aside from this the labor done has been but little. With this small force in so Jai'ge a fit>ld, but
Htt~~ ~9µ1cj ~e e~yected; .P¥1: tnrou!th the bles~,.

ings of God we have put the work upon a firm
and surer basis. I am now ready to deliver up
the work to my successor who ever he thay be,
with an earnest prayer that he may .be more
successful than I have been. I would be pleased if one of the Twelve could take the oversight
of the mission for a time. I think it important
that they should know the condition and demands of the mission. We have much more to
contend against than the Elders in the north.
Prejudice is much stronger, and it can only be
broken down by preaching, and consistent living
w.ith t.he aid of chur.ch publications, as the local
press grants us but few favors; but instead feed
.the popular prejudice with· vituperation, misrep.resentation and slang. Should anything favorable to us appear in their northern exchanges it
is seldom noticed. The sects. however are becoming alarmed, and and will soon be forced to
meet the issue in some way. Let wise, faithful,
humble men who are able to stand in defence of
the cause be sent there, and victory is ours.
I am at the dispos!ll of conference, subject only
to conditions which will be explained to those
having oversight.
·

Elder Columbus Scott, President of Seventy, present, reports:
By you at the session of Conference of April,
]885, I was continued in the eastern mission,
under the.direction of Elder W. H. Kelley. After
having visited briefly at Cameron, Missouri, and
"Lamoni, Iowa, and preaching twice at either
place, I passed directly on to my field of labor,
and entered upon the duties required of me at
.once. From May 15th to June 25th I' labored
continuously in the vicinity of Lansing, Michigan, occupying at three or four different points.
Through the labor done there then .the. work
received renewed impetus, and good resulted;
and by labor done since by others the work there
has continued to move onward until n<;>w a great
and effectual door is opened to the gospel, and a
number have embraced the faith, and others are
believing. After having attended.the Southern
Michigan and Northern Indiana district conference, held at Coldwater, Michigan, June 27th to
29th, I labored for a season .in the Coldwater,
Michigan, and Clear Lake, Indiana, branches and
their vicinities, having the company, counsel and
encouragement ot President W. H. Kelley.
About the middle of Augi.lst l held a fiveeven.
ings' discussion ·at Ray, Indiana, with the Rev.
W:vlie, of the Reformed Presbyterian church,
to~chirig the faith and claims of the Church <;>£
Christ of Latter Day Saints, and some who
attended the debate have since obeyed the gospel
as renewed. By direction of Elder Kelley, on
the i5th of September I left Michigan for the
New England States, to respond in part to the
numerous calls for labor there. What labor I
was able to. do while east, was confined to a few
points in Massachusetts and. Rhode Island. I
like the eas.t as a field for missionary work very
much. I felt at home with the Saints there, and
feel confident that a great work can be done there
:with proper labor. But to the intense regret 0 :£
the Saints, and a sad disappointment to myself,
the dedine of my health compelled me to vacate
the' field some months prior .to the time·. I had
expected . fo return west. The cause is gaining
in influence and fa.vor with the people in New
England, thi·ough the earnest efforts of .th.e ministry anq the 11ve'.1 <::if tlw
11µ~
~~all ge
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glad when wisdom directs my return to labor in
the vineyard there. After coming to Iowa in
December, and resting up slightly, with the consent of President J. R. Lambert and the request
of Saints of St. Joseph, Missouri, I labored there
for a short time; also at. two other points in
.Missouri.
I have been blessed with the liberty of the Spirit
of God in declaring the word, and the administration of the gospel ordinances; have baptized
fourteen, and confirmed ten, blessed a number of
children, and administered to the sick with God's
blessing attending in many instances. I believe
I have done the best I could under the circum.stances. I desire as intensely as ever the prosperity of the great cause, and as strongly hope in
:its ultimate triumph. I trust the "Spirit of wisdom and revelation" may direct your investiga;
tions, councils and deliberations relative to the
work.

Elder R. J· Anthony, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since your last session there has been some
'notable changes in affairs, The United States
;courts. have waged a relentless warfare upon the
polygamists, and still continue. Many have been
'convicted, arid it is reported .that there is now
over fifty serving out sentences for unlawful cohabitation and polygamy, in the penitentiary in
Utah.
The churchmen in Utah look upon it as perse·cution, and in consequence the bitterest feeling
prevails against the Government officials and all
who favor the execution of the laws .
No one of late has met with so much opposition there as the representatives of the Reorganized church. They (the .Utah church) charge -us
directly with being responsible for much of the
difficulties they are passing through.
Joseph Smith and Joseph Luff arrived in Utah
Jast June, and immedia~ely began an effective
work by preaching a number of discourses in
Salt Lake City. ·From there .they traveled in
Utah, Idaho ;md Montana, in every pla~e creating
great interest. Bro. Joseph was the center of
attraction and the target of the church party.
Every paper controlled by it literally teemed. with
:warnings to the people to beware of him and the
church he represented, with -all manner of false
accusatfons and representations. Everything
that could possibly be used to prejudice the people against him and the church was employed.
The letters of Ephraim Peterson, and \V. W:, of
Michigan, were. made to do service, as well as one
from the pen of Zerias H. Gurley; published .in
the Deseret News. As an individual I very much
regretted, knowing that the writer had labored in
the same difficult field, representing the same
church,· f11ith and order we were, .and stood
pledged.together with J. W. Briggs as apostfes,
in that body to defend. See their challenge· to
O. Prattand D. M. Wells, December ISt, 1874.
In the fourth proposition they agreed to "show
·that Joseph Smith is the rightful successor of his
father ih the presidency of the church." And in
the fifth proposition they propose to prove "That
the Reorganization over which Joseph Smith, (son
of Joseph Smith). presides, is t.he true and only
Churc.h of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints," ·
;ind in evidence they were to take the Bible, Book
ofMormon and Doctrine Covenants, and Chµrcq
hist9ry from 1830 to 1844, President Joseph
~m!th w~s 0111y i· 7presentinf th~. body in Vt~n
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that Br(). Gurley oncesaid he. had. the right by
the law of ·God tci do. We felt sad when. we.
re~d his letter. iri, the News'., All these things
were used agah1stjosephan4 h!s co-work~rs: By
the blessing of GodJoseph's visit to Utah did
gr~at good. It establish~d in the mind,s of many
that the Reorganized Church was a fact and
vv:ould ultimately triuinph.
. .
.
Helaid an evedasting founciation, and made
many.friends for the cause. No one. can estimate the work that has been done in the few .
month~. Many are pledged to. the cause whe~
the crisis. fully comes. To my mind this is. the
most favorable time for the Reorganized .church
to make a manly stand there. To weaken now
wo.uld be sulddal. A goodly number hav.e been
baptised', and I. am confiden(we should as a body
be prepar~d to take advantage of developments
that wiH surely come.
Brd. Jos. C. Clapp has done ancl is now doing
a splendid wotkin Montana. Bro. Joseph Luff
and Petet Anderson have done' Nst splendid
work in Utah and Idaho. I would earnestly
recommend that.all these @rethren be retained
in the Rocky Mountain Mission, and that Brother
Joseph spend .as much time in that field as wisdom and the work may demand. In my judgment his presence wm be required there; if .not
now, in .the near future.
·r would further recommend that western Wyoming, from Cheyenne or Laramie City west,. be
included in the Rocky Mountain Mission. JY[y
reason for thus rec()mmending, is that up to the
last April Conference it.was so included, besides,
there is a large body of l?eople living immediately
on the borders of Idaho' and Utah, part of Bear
Lake Valley, Rock Spriiigs, Carbon, Green River
City, and Evanstcm, on the line of the Union
Pacific and Oregon Short Line railroads; all points
easy of access to those that labor in the Rocky
Mountain Mission. We have some members in
all those places, e-;:cept Evanston. In Lander
City there are several members. At the last
April session Wyoming was included in Brother
James. Caffall's field. I don't ·ask this because
the field is not large enough, but believe. it to be
··a matter of economy, as it is a long distance from
Cheyenne to Rock Springs, or Evanston, and
these points are easy of access and almost directly
connected with our work in. Utah.
In my travels from September until I left Salt
Lake City, the 21st of December, I found in
many places a kindly feeling towards the church,
and especially in [daho. We now have many
calls in Idaho and all along the line of the Utah
and Northern R. R., from Ogden, Utah, to Montana. We have members in most all the settlements, besides friends in all the places of note on
the line where openings can be made. In the
last year I have done the best I could under the
circumstances; have baptised twenty-three and
organized the Oxford Branch (or partly did so)
with.eighteen members. Since then Bro. Luffhas
fully organized it.
The prospects in the Rocky Mountain Mission
now are fine; and I believe it more firmly planted
than ever. I feel confident that the better day
has dawned upon the Reorganized Church. The
.golden opportunity is now at hand when we may
be clearly recognized by our Nation as loyal
citizens and the conservators of a pure and apostolic faith. "l will visit and soften their hearts,
many of them,. for your good, that ye may find
grace in their eyes; that they may <;:otn,e to t!w

light of fn1th, and the Gentiles to. th,e exal tatio,n
lifting up of Zion." ThiS .is the promise rn.ade;
arid agaip, "That men i;nay discern between the
righteous ancl the wicked; sai.th your God.''
Whether I remain
or not I want
. . . in that field
.
. . to
'
see the church make a strong defence .in that
la.nd for the right. I am at your service. Praying.for the good Spirit to direct you, and th(! redemption of Zlon.

·6r
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Elder B. V. Springer, of the Seventy,
,p:resent,. reports:
. By, the advice and consent of the Flrst Presi-'
.dency, f have labored for the last five months.
'As to the good that may have .resulted I leave
for. others fo state. I · feel at peace with my
brethren· and• all mankind; am assured'. bf the
divinity of tlie work; and of triy calling, and' have
l!S great a deiifre fo magnify it us ever before.
Am willing to' labor anywhere asking only that
my companion be eared for. For myself I ask
nothing but the .confidence and prayers of iny
·brethren in Christ.

Elaer .I. N. Roberts, of the Seventy, .
present, reports:
I have labored. in, the Sout.h-Western Mission,
under the direction of our worthy brother, Heman
C. Smith, as per action of last Conference. Have
·been blessed• the greater part of the time in
preaching the word; have opened up some new
places that will soon prove an ingathering of
souls to the kingdom of. God. The Sou the Western Mission is large and needs more laborers. I
have many' ca!ls;-can not fill half of ·them and
keep up the places that are now opened and are
ready to join in with the people of God. I have
baptized sixteen during the past year, blessed
seven children, administered to the sick with
God's blessing attending the administration.
My heart is in this work and I am ready to Jabot
to the honor and glory of God. l have in my
possession letters from the south wanting me to
return soon after Conference; saying they want to
join the church. May God bless his servants
with power from above that they may all go
forth crying repentance to this generation, is my
prayer. I am still ready for the battle.

EIOer G. T. Grijfiths, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
Since the.April Conference of 1885, I have endeavored to discharge the duties of my office and
calling a.s a representative of your honorable
body, Have been greatly aided by the divine
Spirit in all of my administrations, for which
blessing .I feel very grateful to the giver of all
good., There were never brighter prospects for
the church than now, in the parts where I have
been privileged to raise the standard of the gospel. I think it would be good policy for this conference to send twenty-five or thirty of the ministry to the Eastern Mission; the great multitudes
of people, their intelligence, the power that the
press wields should all bE' considered at this junc. ture. It should be borne in mind that Satan has
a stronger hold in the East than in any other
part of United States; as infidelity, spiritualism,
and various forms of religion have their main
forces centered here; hence, where ·the greatest
amount of sin abounds we should have the greatest number of the ministry, as the object of the
gospel is to call sinners to repentance, not the
righteous. If it is the object of Christ and his
church to tear dOW!J. the stron9holds Of thea\iver-

sary, wisdom suggests thafwl! strike a_tthe very .
fou:ndiition.
I .have liaptized .. forty-three, con.fir,med thirty,
blest njneteen.ehildren, orda.ined ~wo .Prie.sts.and
one Teacher, raised up and ()rga.ni~ed two.branches. '!'here has been upwards.of seventy-five additions by baytism to the Pittsburg District the
last year, over which I still preside; I have
opened up a number of new pfaces.wfth fair prospeets of branches being raised up. pro:Viding
preachfog is continued within the ensuing year.
The Saints of the East are anxious. that' Bro.
W: H. Kelley be continued in charge of hisforni.er mission. Bro; M. H. Forscutt's labor in the
city of Pittsburg; Pa., resulted in ip.uch good.
I am still willing to·continue in'the field providing you consider me worthy to be sl!stained.

Elder J. L. Bear, of the Seventy,
present, reports:

Having had no conference appointment, and
my .time being occupied to labor for the daily
neces.sities of life, I have very little .or no report
to make, except that I tried my best through the
medium of the pen to instruct. and strengthen
the few scattered Saints in Switzerland, Europe.
Several of the little flock have passed away into
the life beyond, a few live faithful to the covenants they have made; while others are in a
weak condition, and from some I have never
heard since I left there. As a whole, lthe work
is iri a languishing condition, especially so, as the
one who was appointed to have the oversight
over them for the time being, gave w.ay under
the pressure of trials and persecutions' and ton,
sequentty betrayed his trust a~d. lost the faith ...
believing also the story, which is circulated there,
that David Whitmer, the lilst witness to the
Book of Mormon has. denied his testimony. So
you see how the devil is busy in carrying falsehood all over the earth, while the spreading of
the truth goes so slow and is so seldom believed.
I hope and trust the church will take all this
into consideration and see that the news of the
mission field inay be supplied, to reclaim if possible those who have gone astray, and to waken
up the sleepy ones, yea to carry on the work
which was commenced there.
·
The apostate church in Utah still keeps that
country supplied with their emissaries, notwithstanding their troubles with the governme!lt, as
much as I have learned from the\·e at the
present time, with some of them I am personally
acquainted.
My faith in the latter day work is as strong as
it ever was, and I shall consider no sacrifice to
great for me, (that is in accordance with the will
of God), to labor for the cause of Christ wherever it may be.

EIOer J. C. Foss, of the Seventy, present, reports:
At your last ses5ion I was appointed to labor
under E. C. Briggs in Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Northern Illinois. I could not reach my, field of
labor until June 20th, I arrived at Detroit City,
Minnesota. While there I preached in eleven
places, baptized six. From there I went to Chicago, Illinois. Preached two Sundays there.
Being a stranger in that part of the country, and
not knowing where the most good could be done,
as I felt that I had no time to waste, as I lay in
my bed, asking my Master where. I should go,
the Spirit said to me, Go to Plano. I answered,
They have had the heads of tlw cti~rch, there for
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years, and the people must have a good understanding of the gospel, and why should I. spend
my time there and accomplish nothing. The
Spirit said again,. "Go to Plano." Knowing the
voice of the Good Shepherd, I went. Preached
twenty-eight sermons; the result was twenty-one
were. baptized. Preached twenty-five times in
Sandwich, baptized three; Spoke at Streator
several· times and baptized one. Visited the
Mission Branch and Piper City. Had good
liberty and freedom of spirit in all of those places.
Was kindly looked after and cared for by all of
the Safa ts and friends. Baptized in all thirty-six;
blessed seven children, solemnized one marriage.
In my travels have found a good class of Saints
whose faith is strong in the unfailing word. If
the missionaries that labor among them will live
a godly life and set a good example, good can be
done, and I am satisfied that God will give a
good harvest. 0 how essential it is for the servants of Christ to adorn their profession with a
well ordered life; show to the world and the
people of God that they are the generals under
th.e directibn of God to lead Israel aright, and to
show the world of manking how to follow Jesus
our loved Master. We ask the world to obey the
law of God, should we not be the first to observe
it. Our .cause is a just one from the fact it. is of
God, and we as representatives should be just, and
walk: by faith. My desire to. see the glorious
gospel win its way in the earth is stronger now
·than .ever before. I pray God that he will call
and se11d those that will make the sacrifice, and
care pot for the darts of the. foe.

Elder W. T. Bozarth, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
At your last spring's session I was appointed
to labor. in N ()rthern Iowa. and Minnesota. After
makingthe necessary preparations, started on
my mission, stopping first in Iowa in the.String
Prairie and Nauvoo District, where I labored until in July. Bro. J. C. Foss and othe.rs in Minnesota thought that for the p~esent I had better stay
in Iowa, which I did as advised by the president
·of the mission. I have labored in Montrose,
Keokuk, Farmington in eastern Iowa, with good
liberty and satisfaction to myself; being greatly
blessed ·of the Lord. I found· many excellent
Saints there who were trying to liveth.eir profession. I went into the Des Moines .District and
labored in connection with Bro. W. C. Nirk,
president of district, and also· Brn'. J. S. Roth and
R. Etzenhouser, whotri Ifound diligently striving
to buHd up the cause of Christ. I labored at. Des- '
Moines, Runnels,, Rhod,es, Collins, Newton,
Olivet and other places. I found in this district
many splendid Saints; and those that ate willing
to triake any reasor:iab)e sacrifice for the cause
they !Ove. I found some fine openings in this
district for· the preaching of the word. By th.e
request of. . the president of the district I spent
considerable of my time in laboring .in branch~s,
assisting to adjust difficulties, and I feel that by
the. aid and the counsel of the .president of the
missio!l·, a better fee)ing prevails and the .district
is in abetter condition than before. Have baptjzeq one, confirmed' two, and blessed .a number
of childre.n. . I can say that. I ha:ve never e~joyed
better Uberty since I h.ave 'been in the field than
I have this .year. My health has hinderec1 me
some, but not like last .year, I .feel better now
antj.thinklam on the ga.in steadily, and.that by
prope~ C;\re i;tncj. t.hebl~ssip:g; of God> I: .:will b,e• ~R~
, !t
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tirely restored to health as promised. I have not
done the amount of labor I desired to do on account of financial depression, but suppose that
the Bishop aided allhe.could under the circum·
stances. I still love t.he great work an<l desire to
do all I can for its advancement.

Elder AI. T. Short, of the Seventy,
present, reports:
In taking a retrospect of the outgoing mission"
ary cycle we discover that we have ranged over
an extensive field. Several states have been the
broad arena of our action, and baptisms have
been administered by your humble servanfin the
following, viz· Iowa twenty-four, IHillois. nine,
Missouri four, and Arkansas two. Knowing the
·depleted condition of· the treasury at our last sittings, I have got along this ·year without appeal"
ing to that quarter for aid. My financial .succor
has come frQm qist.r\cts, !:>ranch funds, and.: private dona~ions. Privategivinganctreceiving, as
also aliowing collections, have been discouraged
by some high in authority; The last timelgot
help from the worthy bishop the amo\lnt w'as adc
vanced from his private purse.
If any are inclined to think strange of our
rambling far and near, the explanation is-I had
to do so or cease to labor altogether. .It is not
my custom to "pass roun.d the hat,~' but I never
interfere where it is the c.ustoin. I would refuse
a gift if it would beggar the giver or. his dependencies. The ones .that are firstto say uwhy do
you not go for th.e church coffers," are the last to
place the "nimble nickel" there. The domestic
amina1s knoweth "his master's crib,!' but what
good is the. crib. without the cribbing? This, my
home district, has not placed an average of thirty
cents per day,in the hands of our agent withit1 a
decade.· of years, and some of the adjacent dis- ..
tricts are little. or no better. J, l;lere, as a !>Oldier,
a herdsman, or an husbandman .was. forced. to go
elsewhere, or inc:ur indebtedness while preaching. We will not murmur or complain, but hope
our rights will be more accurately defined.·
To illustl'ate the dilemma. Complaints were
made of a missfonary that would hint around, or
make his wants known. They informed me that
such was not the•way to do business, and· gave
me some quite unnecessary intimations. My
heart has been ma.de glad in the pleasing service,
and my tongue has been unloos:d in proclaim.Ing
the good news' Through all my miriistratipns it
has been my steadfast aiITi to strengthen the
weak:, encourage the disconsolate, comfort the
feeble minded arid maintain good win and right
rule. Many are too sensitive for their own hap:
piiiess, or .even usefulness; Official jealousy bas
not hinde.red as hitherto.
Prejudice, h:i the main, is on the wane, and effectual doors stand ajar, throughout the land.
Cities and large tpwns should be fairly besieged
to affect the best good .. Villag~s and the cout1fry
reward our labor more readily. The. opulent
centers. of comnierce and trade are seats of. learn- .
ing and refinement. .The devotee.s of .sectarian.
Babylon, and the pleasure loving world congregate there. The highways of fashionable society
glittei: in .facinating splendor. 'J'he doctrine of
the Jo\Vly Na~arene is greatly retard,ed 'or co;m.
pletely hindered by pride, pomp ang power.
The large majority of .those immersed by ·my
hands were instru.cted. by pious parents, or by
fellow se.rvat1ts;, We Mve scrwl) w1ith a,• liberal
· hand, and fonc1ly• tr~S:Ufie)fl:\lit will• appew
,,
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due season. We attended the Park Bluff 111eeting, and the reunion at Galland's Grove, where
we heard some of the best, if not the very best,
pi;eaching that ever saluted the ears or thrilled
happy hearts. Our "mite" was cast in at quarterly conferences, held at Buffalo Prairie, Rock
Creek, Millersburg, Burlington, Independence,
St. Joseph and Kewanee. The· local. ministry
have cheerfully co-operated when they could,
for which we make honorable mention, and give
heart felt thanks. The Saints have not magnified my weaknesses, neither have we others imperfections. Help is needed in this great rich
field, and we ask for a traveling companion in
the person of C. Scott according to the spirit anc1
letter of the law. Two witnesses· can establish
the truth, but more is preferred by both God and
man. The onward march of our dear Redeemer's kingdom is gladdening. We hope, and veri.ly believe it will .widen and deepen until the
great consummation, and wish .to contribute our
strength and life to said truth and righteousness
through all the glad earth.

Elder Thomas Taylor, President of the
English Mission, writes from Birmingham, England:
It affords me l!"reat pleasure to report to you
the condition .of the work in this the English
:Mission. It is still onward and prospering.
The outlook for the future is good. Our meet-.
ings are well attended, and the more intelligent
and thinking class seem more willing to investigate, although we have not added as many by
.baptism as we could have wished. The past
year political movements have been so rampant
that it has t~ken the attention of all classes so
thatthey have had no time to think of.religion.
We. have some men. in England who have
shown the .white feather and left Utah to evade
the law. I went to their meeting one evening
and herd Daniel H. Wells and c:;. H. Penrose.
They were telling their dupes the same old story
of persecution. They shun us of the Reorganization as if we were adders. There is· no chance
of approaching them. It is only time and the
downfall of Utah ism that will convince them. We
believe that the mission of. brother Joseph to
Utah was a step in the right direction, 'the fruit
of which will be seen after marry days. _We
,deeply regretted the death of our aged and
worthy brother, J. Ells. He was much l'espected
in this country by all who knew him, and we
9ften think how he and others who opened this
;mission would, have rejoiced could they see it as
it now stands. I think they would f,eel well repaid for the sacrifices they then made.
We are now. anxiously looking forward to the
time .when Bro. Joseph Stnith will pa:y us'.a ~isit.
I am sure he would be a welcome visitor, and
it would <lo us all good. We held our District
.Conference in Birmingham two weeks ago; and
it was really gratifying to see the zeal and good
desires, together with the good spiritual u.nderstanding oft.he brethren; and I believe that one
and all have a desire ,to do all possible to help
roll on the work they all value so well. We
have some noble young· men .in this mission who
s.tand ,shoulder to shoulder with the old ones,
';Ind although there is not much seen through
th.e Herald about England; we are· not dead. ·
Want of time is the reason you do not see more.
Times·are very bad in Engiland, o.Wipgi tCY the
lgw ~tate of trade, b\\t l am thankfuPto say tltl\t
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the Saints generally have riot suffer'ed materially
from it.
Elder C; H. Catrm, Secreta~y of· the
English Mission, writes from Birmingham,
England:
At the annual conference of this Mission, held
at Sheffield, May 23d to·25th, 188:S, I was instructed to present.the views of the Saints• generally in
this country on the condition of the work here;
also that·should Elder Thomas Taylor consent to
remain in charge of this mission, to· request your
honorable body to sustain .him.
With regard to the condition of the church in
this country; it is in a very good ·condition: During the p;tst year ·two new branche·s' have been
organized,· viz,: Nottingham and Leecls, while
iff Wales, ·through the. efforts .of Saints
removed from Nottingham, a branch has been
organized at Cardiff. We progress· slowly; but
we hope, ·surely. The best of feeling exists
among us, and we feel determined to continue in
doing our best to spread· the gospel of peace.
The unanimous opinion of our conference was,·
that. so long as Bro .. Taylor has the confide.nee of
the Saints comprising the mission, and as he is
willing to retain the charge, the General Conference be requested to sustain him iiJ. charge.
It is now twelve years since Bro~ T. Taylor
was appointed, for· the seconcl time, in charge of
this mission, during which time it has macle a'
continuous forward march. Only those who
know anything of its conclition then can form
any adequate opinion of the importance of the
work in this country to-day in comparison to
what it was then. As one who has been associatecl with him about fifteen years in the work, I
have no hesitation in saying that no on_e with less
patience and integrity could have borne the
charge so well. By his patience and integrity he
has been able to command and retain the respect
of all the Saints who know him. He has the
full confidence o_f the pritsthood in this country,
ancl is nobly and ably assisted by as powerful
company of preachers as could be desired. I
could name thirty or more inen ranging in age
from twenty to fifty years who would be a credit
to any society in the world for intelligence,
prudence, uprightness and respectability, who
are also able exponents of the faith of Jesus
Christ. \Ve have no lack of able preachers; wha~
we lack is opportunity for preaching. \Ve make
as many as we can, and always· embrace those
that present themselves. When we g11t rich
enough to hire more halls we do not doubt but
we shall be able to present the gospel of Christ
more effectively. There is no burning question
on in the mission that shoulcl require your advising the church to sencl some one to take the oversight of the same; therefore we respectfully submit that the best interest of the church at large,
and of this the English Mission in particular, in
our opinion, would be best promotecl by sustaining Bro. Thomas Taylor in charge.
As no doubt you have obscrvecl from the published minutes of our last conference, there was
set on foot a move to get the President, Joseph
Smith, over in this country. We are of the
opinion that a visit from him after the manner
of his visit to Utah would accomplish more good
to the cause in this mission than sustaining any
missionary in the field for two or three years
would do. If your honorable body will give this
5uggestion your consicleration we shall esteem it
11 favor.

'

Elder• J. C. Cldpp; of the Seventy, ;tempor~ry reconciliation and peace; but.
writes fiom Deer J... odge, Montana:
· bel.ieve that the wrong doer should be ··
At your !~st assembly I was appoi~ted to labor · 'made to take the consequence of his act;
in Montana and Iclaho, which I have triecl to do ,and we are united in. the purpose, as we
.to the best ofmy ability. My labors have been ;have ever been, that neither flattery, nor
confinecl to Montana, but I have the assurance fear shall divert us from this course. Some
rigid discipline is needed in order to raise
that most of my labors have·been well spent. I
our moral tone as a people.
·
:have preached in this valley an.cl vicinity and. in
T
· he reaffirming of the declaration of
the Gallatin valley, over one hundred cliscourses. rules passed at Stewartsville .in i88 , bodes
4
I have baptizecl six and bl.essed se,•eral children, good to the, work.
Though containing ·
and have officiate<! in o.ther orclinances agreeable only that which may be read .in the law of
to my calling as an Elder, whenever calle.cl. npon. the churchi they have been received, by
I have enjoyed my mission work very m~ch ,of
some, with suspicion and distrust; mainly
late, haying btren assurecl tl;iat a glorious victory from the fear, as expressed, of an abuse of
is ours if we faint not: I am in the hancls of the power• by those to whom they relate; btit
M~ster, and am willingtowork.for the glory of .abuses are liable to arise in any depart~
bis nam~.
.
ment, and none can he more easily corrected than this one.
·
In order to bring them to mind anew,
:we quote as follows, zd paragraph:
"Resolved that by virtue of their office
ARTIOLJ!lS under .this head do not necessarily receive the
and calling, as declarrd by the organic law
endorsement of .the Editor: writers are responsible for
of the .church, the members of the quorum
their own views. Contributions solicited.
.
of the Twelve are the lawful presidents of
the church, abroad in all · the world, to
EPISTLE OF THE TWELVE.
preside over, regulate and set in order the
same, and. that in all the bran<; hes of the
LAMONI, Iowa, April 19th, 1886.
church, and districts, this presiding author- .
To the Saints in all the world/ Greet- ityshould be acknowledged and acquiesced
ing :-:-The Annual General Conforence, in by the presidents of branches and disfor the year 1886, has just dosed, which triets. And when one.ofthem is present,
was fruitful . in accomplished resuHs that at a district conference or branch meeting,
portend good to the Reorganized Church it should be left discretionary with him as
of Christ. The church has awakened to to whether it would best serve the cause
·
the reali.zation that, in. order. to succeed, she by presiding."
must work in harmony with the text books
3d.-"Resolved that the quorum of the
,---.:not only in profession, but in fact, giving Twelve, as a judicial bodv, have the right,
·credence and recognition to the authority collectively or individually, to render deupon which rests the watchcare and super- cisions involving the law and usages of the
,vir;i<m of the work abroad. For the want church, in their various fields of labor, and
of this recognition, and a proper unity so when such decisions are made by individu.al
;clearly set forth in the law (concerning members of the quorum, said decisions are
'which a special admonition was given in binding .upon the church, and should be
;the revelation of 1882) the work of the respected until brought before the quorum
Reorganization has been greatly retarded. and its decision had.".
:The proper recognition of each quonim in
The President of the Church discerned
its place, with the rights, duties and priv- at once that in these resolutions were found
ileges of the members belonging thereto, a proper rendering of the law relating to
should long since have been conceded by this question, and called the attention of
all; but unfortunately, this has not been the church to them in one of the ablest
:the case. Each one has held his or her editorials that ever appeared in the Herald,
private construction of the law .and its found on page 305, No. 20, Vol. 31, from
meaning, to please an aspiring mind, flatter which the following is an extract:
a vain disposition, or gratify an envious
"But the history of the. reorganization
and jealous feeling, which has worked as shows that there was a wide rebound from
sour leaven for years, neutralizing, in some the rule of priestcraft to one of entire disrespects, the efforts of the best workers in regard of all authority. Nor was it until
the cause. It is cheering, however, to every representative sent out by the church
know that light has dawned upon the was made to feel how utterly fallacious his
majority, and a better course is being pur- efforts to bring to pass unity and respect
sued. Judging from the spirit, temper and for the law of the church were, did those
accomplished results of the Conference, it representative men feel the importance of
is the settled purpose of the workers to the Master's word, 'He who beareth vou
eliminate this unsavory leaven from the heareth me.' There is no meaning attached
body, discourage and discontinue the sow- to the conferring the calling of an apostle
ing of the seeds of discord, jealousy, envy, upon a man to the office (of an apostle)
and mistrust, foat have done their work so and sent out by the church, unless that
effectually, in some respects, in the past, man is so invested with the authority of
and move straight forward in the right, the church that he may speak for the
and as the law direct. Reform is certainly church, and carry with him the dignity
needed in order to place us where we be- and honor of the body which he represents.
long.
And much mischief has re~ulted in the
We deprecate any policy that makes the past, and may result again if there be not
innocent bear half of the blame of the somewhere the right of immediate and
positive decision. The Twelve are essen,
guilty in or?7r
~onciliate and effect
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tiaUy a traveling ministry, a presiding
ministry at that ; and are so because of
their calling to travel, looking after Hie
spread of the gospel and interests of the
church. · This includes the welfare of both
the districts and branches in their respective
fields; and while no member of the qourum
may w:antonly enter in upon the privileges
of either qistrict or branch presidents; yet
he may, and must by virtue of his calling
and appointment by t.he church, exercise
that authority if necessity warrants, and
this is because of a two-fold reason. First,
because the organic law of the church invests him with such prerogative~ Second,
because he is by his appointment a part of
each and every organizf)d district and
branch· in his charge, and has his place at
the lead by virtue of such appointment."
The decisions made by individuals of the
quorum relate to the law, rules and usages
of the church, rather than to cases had before Elders' Courts, which rp.ay be appeal·ed for firial settlement. The Quorum of
the Twelve acting under the direction of
the First Presidency, as the law defines, is
the presiding authority in all the world;
and this does not in the least interfere with
the high prerogative and presiding authority of the First Presidency,who by a single
tap of the bell may call home one or all of
the Traveling High Councilors at a wor.d !
The chq~ches'abroad shOuld not .wait for
members of this· council, when traveling,
to irisis't upcm a recognition of their rights;
but should cheerfully tender a recpgnition
from courtesy and respect for the office, if
nothing more, in order that they m'ly administer. st1ccessfully and aid the work
wherever they may be sent. Having been
appointed bJdivine comll1andment and the
corrimon consent of the church to these
positions, the keys of authority and the
First' Presidency are represented through
them, more than any others, to all the
world.
Why this was ever questiom,d and necessity laid upon us to defend our rights
before antagonizing accusations, is passing
strange;. and it is only with a view that
unity may be attained, and the best interest of the .c;wse subserved. that we.dwell
upon .it now.
The Quorum ·has been weakened .in
numbers by tJ:ie death of Bro. Josiah Ells,
and the w:ithdrawal of brethren J. W.
Briggs and Z. H. Gurley. The withdrawal .was. for reasons assigned, which,
wiU appear in fullin the m~nutes, with the
ans_\yers. made by,.the. eonfereµce, which
are able an.d to.the point, and may be read
witJ:i profit by the thoughtful. . W(;) sadly
regret these losses to our number, for ~he
work's sake, but do notfeel like s.lackening our efforts and support to th(;). work'.
At no time hav(;). we had pleasanter sessions,
or acted more in unity, thari ~t the sessions
just.passed, th(;) Spirit's p~esence encouniging us and giving e.vide.nce of God's approval. However well or poorly others
succeeded, there was nots_o .much :is a ripple of bad feeling occurred among .the
m:e_mbers of the quorum at th.e recent cone
ferefice; and we go out in amity a'nd one
accord to ariotheryear's labor, •confident
th<i:t Qoq is yet fl,t the;; lwlm, ¥ay ~ra'l;e
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and peace be with his Saints every where:
A large number of Elders were called
into the Quorum· of Seventy at . the past
session of conference,; which will augment
the working force in the ministerial field.
This is as it ·should be; but we must wait
for further direction, perhaps another year,
for -instruction to go on with organization
of quorums until complete. Though some
may be anxious, we must wait God's time,
which will be our opportunity' and not
faint by the. way. The appointment of
these Seventy, together with others, as
they now go to their several fields oflabor,
suggests that there is work for all.·• They
must preach, the church must meet some
of the expense. We can not do: better,
perhaps, than to quote from Saints' Herald,
May 13th, 1883, page 209. "The question·
of tithing, in its practical sense, may be
considered settled. so far as· a'pplicable to
the present condition. One impediment
(perhaps the chief one) to the effectual execution of this law, is found in the want
of that confidence that ought to exist
among Saints. This is due to the fact that
imposition has beert, and still is in practice
under the .name and profession of Latter
Day Saints; this being one of the iniquities
com prised in the "flood" against w: hich the
Spirit of the Lord raised a staridarl:l in the
reorganization of his people, will the Saints
withhold the sustaining -of this standard
because of former misrule, against which
this is a standing rebuke? If too confident
then shall we go to the other extreme now .P
To you, brethren, belong a full share of
every legitimate burden, and also the full
reward of well doirig." As a means governing in this duty we refer you to the action of the Twelve and Bishopric, as found
in Herald for May rst, 1878, part of which
we give below.
4'PRINCL\>LES AND R'(JLES

OF

A(:TIO.N.

i. "We believe the dtii:y of the Twelve
to be to teach tlie law oftithing, viz; Explaining to the church the necessity, arid
the. mode of complying therewith, in 0 r~
derthat the financial interest~ of the church
shallbe properly supported, and that they
mayreceive. tithing·arid forward the s11i:ne
to the Bishop, w:ho is the acknowledged·
treasurer of the church, or to his appoint.
.
•
ed agents.
2. "That it is devolvent upon the Bish·
opric and their authorized agents, (such
agents to be E;lders), to travel among the
churches from time to time, to teach·the
law: of, and collect tithing and. free-will
offerings, and see.that the financial inter.ests of the church are dul:Y cared for, and
the wants. of the. poor dt11J administered
to,. and use their best and. earne1<t endeavc
ors to keep the ministry in the field, as appointed by General Conference, especially
the members of the Quorum oftheTwelve 1
and of, the 'Sever'.tty, and to ,see to it that
.the f:lrµilies o.f s.uch r~c;eive proper support.
3. "That officers iµ .charge 9f missiofjs
appointed by Ge1:1.eral Conference, receive ·
necessary su p?ort in the. prosecutionthereof, from the. agents of the. Bishop in, said.
missions; ari(,l ~hat said :;i;gents in the. disbursing of mon:eys be no.t subject
the
qirection pf distriy~ £9!1f<;r~fi<yes!Qf qranc.h·
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es, (yet said conferences may advise or
recommend), but should make itemized
reports to said conferences, who may audit
and approve the same, and said reports as
certified to, be forwarded to the Bishop.
4. "And that in all missions where there
is no agent to represent the Bishop, the·
officer in charge of said mission may receive tithing and free-will offerings, and
use such sums as shall be considered necessary for said· mission, keeping an account .
thereof, together with the names of persons
from whom received, and forward a quarterly account thereof, together with what~
ever moneys· may remain in his hands as
a residue, and not needed by him, to the
Bishop; and upon receipt thereof, the
Bishop should enter the same upon iiis
books, crediting and debiting the church
with said amounts, received and paid out,
together with the names of those from
whom received, and to whom paid; and
that all such itemized reports be published
by the Bishop from time to time with his
regular reports.
5. "In all missions where the offi:cer in
f:harge can not consult with the agent,
(though one· may have been appointed
thereto), he may receive tithing and freewill offerings and use the same, (as herein
before provided for in Article 5, of Basis
of Adjustment), or only part. thereof for
said mission, accounting therefor to the
agent and to the Bishop in his quarterly
reports."
In the appointment of missions, as in all
other work which. h,a~ been required at
our hands, yve have acte.d :according to the
best wisdom received. We have had none
to favor and none to oppose; and nothing,
save a deep sense of the grave responsibil;
ities which. rest upon us, and oitr love for
God's work, could have induced us .to reject any from the missionary list.
Each year; each day, brings its anxieties,
duties arid sacrifices. .The Saints. are. to
be tried. To be a Saint is to 'Yage a warfare. until the end. Soon the Master will
come with the reward of merit~ · May we
be ready to meet him. Go on and be
comforted, and may the blessings of Goel
·
·
attend. yoti.
E.

Yf.

c.

BRIGGS,

H .. KELLEY,

.!),LEX.

H.

SMITH,

JoHN H .. LAJ.rn,
}AMES CAFFALL,
R. LAMBERT,
Of. tke ~tt01•ttm ·l!f tke. T1))elve,

J.

HISTORY OF THE REORGANTZA TION
OF THE CHURCH.
BY ZENAS

H.

GURLEY, SEN.,

Dated at Blanchardville, r,a Fayette County, Wiacouain,
··
October 23d, 18~9.
[Coutil).ned from l1Jcst Herald.]

THE Church_ here having publicly re" .
nounced Strang and acknowleged the
HLineal rights" of the Seed of. Joseph,
thought best, as several of our. brethren .
wereliving at Beloit and in it5 v.ici:nity, to ·
appoint a. conference at. that place;.· A.ccoi;diµgly, the first cdnferen.ce held by us.
wa,~.at .the. Newark BrancJ:i., on the rzth.
,and 13th ofJune, A. D. 1852. I was ai:ipointe~ py the ~h\lrc;h ht<te; <1,qylegiM to.·'
f
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that conference. Just before leaving this
plface,.I called on a brother whose whole:
household had embvaced ! the 'gospel, and
who was mitgihty in. faith before God, A
circmnstanee o<.:curred· that I will now re•
late, ..to show the faith was tlreni among U!\.
The weather had turned extremely cold,
andaU realized that.the crops, especially
Hie corn, must inevitably be destroyed, unless divine aid interposed; therefore1 when
we-gathered around the family altar for
evening prayer, an unitedly asked God to
prntect the crops, and. ere we closed we
felt assured that our prayers were heard,
and the next day proved that indeed; they
were not only heard but ,answered; for
though the weeds alongside were frozen
stiff; yet the crops were preserved. This
was the degree of faith that God was
pleased to give this church at its· coin~
mencement. The next day I proceeded
on to the Newark Branch. Conference
was organized on the 12th of June, agreeable to previous appointment, choosing
Jason W. Briggs to preside.
A good
share of the first day was occupied in dis. cussing the subject of the priesthood. A
series of resoultions; those· that are found
in the beginning of our first pamphiet entitled "A word of consolation to the scat·
tered Saints" (c) were· then and there
(c) "Resolved, That this conference regard the
pretentions of·Brighain Young, James J. Strang,
James C. Brewster, and William Smith and
Joseph ·wood's joint claims to the leadership of
the Church of Jesus Christ of La.tter Day Saints,
as an as~umption of power, in violation of the
law of God, and consequently we disclaim all
conneetion and fellowship with them.··
"Resolved, That the successor of Joseph
Smith, Junior, as the Presiding High Priest in
the Melchisedec Priesthood, must of necessity be
of the seed of Joseph Smith, junior, in fulfillment
of the law and promises of God.
"Resolved, That, as the office of First President
of the Church grows out of the authority of the
Presiding High Priest in the high· priesthood, no
person can legall.v lay claim to the office of First
President of the Church without a previous ordination to the presidency of the high priesthood.
"Resolved, That we recognize the validi~y of
all legal ordinations in this Church, and will fellowship all such as have thus been ordained
while acting within the purview of such authority.
"Resolved, That we believe that the Church of
Christ, organized on the 6th day of April A. D.,
1830, exists as on that day wherever six or more
Saints are organized according to the pattern of
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
"Resolved, That the whole law of the Church
of Jesus Christ is contained in the Bible, Book of
Mormon, and Doctrine an<l Covenants.
"Resolved, That, in the opinion of this conference, there is no Stake to which the Saints on
this contirient are commanded to gather at the
present time, but that the Saints on ail other
lands are commanded to gather to this land preparatory to the re· establishment of the Church in
Zion, when the scattered Saints on this land will
also be commanded to gather and return to Zion,
and "to their inheritances, in fulfillment of the
promises of God; and it is the duty of the Saints
to turn their hearts and their faces towards Zion,
and supplicate the Lord for such deliverance.
"Resolved, That we will, to the extet\t of our
ability and means, communicate to all the scattered Saints the sentiments contained in the foregoing rewlutions.
"Resolved, That this conference believe it the
duty of the Elders of this Church, (who have
been '1egally ordained), to cry repentance and
remission of sins to this generation, through
p]:iedience to the gospel, as revealed in the record
t.1"-
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adopted,
There, .:w;as a ve:ry good attendance from .diiil(ei'e)lt parts• of Narthern
IUin0,is: and Southern-. Wisconsin. Conference; adj@t)rned to meet at the Yellow
Stone Branch, Wis,, the sixth of the next
October folla.wing.
. From the clo~rof •.this· conference until
the next, in October,. nothing occurved unusqat to Saints~ They almost invariably
en.toyed the' gifts andr blessings of the gospel, arid were bound together in the bonds
of; lov:e and.peaee. :u>'uring the summer
!ieveral were added to the church. On the
sixtn•of October conforeace met pursuant
to· adjourn:merit, and was ovganiized by.
cho()s1ng Jason.W. Briggs to preside, and
Samuel' :Stair as Clerk.
·On· the third: day the following resolution wit}1. the an.1.1ex.ed amendment, was
uri..a.t1imeusly adopted:
Resolved, That, in the opinion of this
conference, the one holding. the highest
priesthood inthe Chl!lrch of God is to preside· and rept:esent the rightful heir to the
presidency of; the high priesthood:
AMENDMENT, Resolved, Thatthe high!'!St autharity among the priesthood represents the legitimate authority in a presiding capacity•
. 'Fhe copy of the pamphlet entitled: "A
Word of Consolation to the Scattered
Saints~' was then read, and .on motion the
conference ordered two thousand. copies
of the same to be printed. On motion
conference adjourned to meet April 6th,

1853.

•

The resolution, with its amendment,
may be considered by some as of little consequence. Yet . by careful examination .it
will be seen that h.e who represents the
"rightful heir" does so in a presiding capacity, and not-as "Seer, Revelator, Translator and Prophet." While the resolution
and amendment we.re bdng prepared by
the Council, and before the conference
knew anything concerning the mat\er, the
Spirit said that the resolution which the
Council were then preparing should remain a law until the prophet came.
As it now had become a law to the
church that the one holding the highest
priesthood should represent the "legal
heir" in a presiding capacity, it became
of the Jews, the Book of Mormon, and Book of
Doctrine and Covenant, and not .faint in the
discharge of duty."
Of this the first conference of the Reorganized
Church, Elder Jason W. Briggs wrote as follows:
"At this conference, the gifts were abundantly
enjoyed, and the Saints were greatly strengthened
and assured of the triumph of the work of restoration to the old paths. Also, during these meetings, we were forewarned of the war between the
South and the North, its sanguinary character
and its extent; also, the success of the North was
portrayed in all the vivid exactness of the subseq 1ent history of the civil war."
"From this conference the Elders returned to
their homes and fields of labor with a· deeper
sense of responsibility and a more determined
purpose to hold up the standard of Christ, raised
anew by the Spirit's power, which manifested
from time to time that we should organize in
preparation for the re-establishment of the Quo·
rums and First Presidency of the Church, according to the pattern in the Book of Covenants.
But how this was to be brought about no one
"
pr.esumed to know:''

necessarythat we should know. w hq ainong
us held the highest priesthood.
This was a difficult. task. Some had.
been· ordained Apostles, and some Seven~ies under Wm •. Smith. Some had been
?rda:ine.d by Strang and.other pretenders.
One 0£ the brethre.n presented himself. before. the Council as ,an Apostle,· having
been ordained .to that office .under Wm.
Smith. The question arose at 'once, Is
that ordination legal? It was discussed at
length, and until all became satisfied that,
th.eir own. ·wisdom was not. very valuable
and concluded to dismiss the subject, hoping that by the next conference they would
be better prepared to decide the matter.
The reader will recollect that the con,
ference had ordered 2,000 copies of our
pamphletto be published. While making
the arrangements for publication, s·eve:ra:l
among us became satisfied that our views
on polygamy had not been set forth as
cleariy as they ought to have been. We
thought as we had come together for
prayer meeting we would bring the matter
before the church and ask the Lord for
instruction, knowing that the voice of the
Spirit is the voice.of God, and that whatsoever the Spirit testifies to any individual
is the law of God to him.
To be Continued.

ALLISTON, Ont., ApriL1st.
Dear Herald :-As I read of the appreciation

of others who read your s.oul cheering columns,
I too, wish to express a word not being lacking
in due appreciation of your value. The Herald
is indeed improving steadily in selection of matter
and in matter itself, which to me betokens the
growing in grace of the managers and of the
work itself so as to furnish constant material. I
am striving to keep the word before the people
all the time; for since last January I have preached every night, except on Saturday, in two new
places; and the result is that from the country
round comes the constant cry, "Corne to Reddickville, Shelborne, Honeywood, and other places
where I .have not been able to reach, because of
the continued interest in the places where I have
peen. I can not begin to fill the invitation•s, and
I am thankful that along with the good interest
manifested, I have been very much blessed in
preaching the word and have had lucid views
given me by the guiding Spirit to a better understanding on some things. As a sample, when
controverted lately by ah individual as to the
apostacy of the pri.mitive church, I was given
the following view: Jes us, as a man, was born of
woman and lived for a time, and by persecution
his living body was put to death; .after three days
an angel came and rolled away the rock from the
door of the sepulcher and the body of Jesus rose
from the dead. And as the church is called the
body of Christ, that body came into existence as
an exact type or ante-type of his literal body, and
after being organized the body of Christ (the
church) died too, like the Lord himself; and
John, in Revelations 14: 6, saw. another angel
come down from heaven and virtually rolled
away the rock from the door and let the body
come forth, by having the everlasting gobpel to
preach to the!ll that \}well on the earth; so that

'
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the body of Christ (the church) is again with
cause the rrian in the moon is not made of green
cheese, therefore the church of which W. J.
men; and as even his own disciples do11bted his
Smith is a member is not the Church of Christ.
being alive; yet they were convinced on seeing
Bro. Smith preseated the church in its order as
the sign in his hands and feet and side. So to-day
it existed 1830 years ago, and affirmed that the
many professed disciples may; if they will, see
church should be .and was after that pattern, and
by the signs in the body having the identical
· defied a discrepency to be shown by Mr. Ward.
organization, the same doctrine as before it died,
I stopped over until the debate was finished, feel(by apostasy)the same spirit that was in the body
ing that the Lord will bless me in my business,
(church) before death is the same spirit that
equivalent to time lost. I could not leave Bro.
quickened the body and brought about the
Smith alone. The town is all torn up religiously.
restoration (or resurrection). Another view I
W AMEGo, Kan., April 20th ..
The people, especially the young men, are all on
had sometime ago on baptism when it had been
D(!ar I/erald:-I have just come fresh from
our side. As I left on the midnight .train, the
questioned, and I challenged to prove that· Jesus
the.field of conflict, the field of Bro, W. J. Smith; depot was full with young men to bid me goodwas buried in baptism. By referring to Matthew
famed, fresh with glory, On Thursday I hurried
bye, and gave me pressing invitations to return.
3: t6, Mark 1: 10, "Jes us came up straightway out
up my business in. Kansas City. Just got to the
We could not be treated kinder. When the
of the water,"&c., although it .does not use the
train, and i.n. a s.lw.i:t .time was shaking Bro.
meeting closed, there went up three cheers for
the words buried in baptism in the two texts
Willard's hand in Tiblo. He seemed as tickled
Bro. Smith which could be heard over the hills.
referred to, yet in Rom. 6: 1.:6, and in Col. 2: 12,
as ;;t }>oy with his first new pants with hip pockets
As long as he is humble, the interests of the
it does say emphatkally, "we are buried with hini
in. them. Alone t 0 fight the. prejudice of the
church are safe in Bro. Smith's hands. Glory
in baptism;'' which we could not be if he was
not buried in baptism. For it c;ioes not say we .Ca!Ilpbellite Ch\lr~h, e1mipt :Bro .. Cole of the
enough for one debate; many are investigating.
Hedrickite branch to help. him. I learned that
J. A. ROBINSON.
are buried in baptism .·because he was buried iq
he had .been abused th.e night before, the. speaker
·the tomb, but because he was buried in baptism·;
therefore we that are baptized into Jes us Christ1 learning his..road :and takir~g his cue from ..that
4 2 York Street, Cheetham,
MANCHESTER,· England,
i. e. the church, are buried with him in baptism; prince of blackguards, Cl;trk, Bracjen. I promiseq
April 21st, 1886.
not in sorrow, nor afflictioni;, but in the same .W. J. that if he (Ward) attempted ;inything of
DearHerald:-Havingbeeninvitedbymyfathkind of baptism in which he was baptized so as .the kind, it wpuld beUvely for alitUe while at
least. Before go~ng to pieding the. Spirit saJd to· er to write and express my feelings through the
occasion "his coming up straightway out •of the
.me, "Fear not; for I·will bless my servant." Sq
medium of your pages in regard to this gl.orious
water;
r hope and pray for a peacefu1 and blessed con, we took courage. l\:lr.: Wa,rd had not progressed latter day work, ~ith which I have the honor of befar vvhe,n "lm.postorJo" was n;ientioned. I gues$
ing associated, although one of the weakest, I am
vention at ·Conference; and my further hope is·,
Ward thought I vva~ Shot out. of a gun, I ha~
striving to do .the Master's will and keep his comth:at 1the time has or may have arrived when tha~
mandments. I have many trials and temptations
Unity of faith and better understanding on points . him. stqpped so,q!1Jck,and ordei:ed him .to try an~
not u.se that language again, neither mention .the
in my everyday life; but thanks be to God, he
of doctrine may have come in which the first
name oJ Saint, Mormon, or Joseph Smith, as it
has helped me to overcome them to. a great exquorurrtk may be more fully filled. I am absent
was .his (t/ie Cam.Pb.elite) church that was on trial,
tent, and I always feel there is some one to whom
in body,·but my prayers, and the desires of my
I can look up when danger is near, one who. is
spiritare with you. ·while absent with my wife , an.d no.other. He tµ~necl pale, .told the. people
that he was not going to be "scared by Iha.it
ever wilJing to help me in the hour of need.
frorri home since December last, some evil dis~
fellow." Quicker than flash I was after him
I thank my Father in heaven that he has enposed petsons took the liberty of burglarizing my
again, gave him to understand I was a gentJec
listed me in the ranks·of his army, also that it
house, taking everything· of the best value away,
man and not a "fellow;" ·and would compel hi~
has pleased him to promote me to the office of a
l~aving uJalmos't destitute of bedding and nearly
to ·be a gentleman. If he had not yet learne~
Priest, so that I can preach, teach, and expound
ev.erything except the furniture and wall pictures.
how, I would teach' him. By this time the·crowd
his gospel to those who have not yet obeyed.
This is going to tell very hard against me
financially, and I fear will cripple my usefulness was on our side; and from thaMime on whenever ·Dear Herald, I ask for the prayers of your readers,
in the field; but the good Lord has ever opened he would try to read anything out of any othet that our heavenly Father will strengthen me and
work, the crowd would call"Bible, Bible;" unt(I · make me worthy of the office I hold, and that I
·a door heretofore; and I trust him still; and conI finally brought him to understand ·he had g~t
may never bring di$credit on the name of "Saint"
sole m:>;seH with foe example of good old Job,
. who lost everythin!l" he had but hope, and life, ·hold of the wrong passenger f9r once. Afte}· . by any actions of mine, but that I may go on
this the debate ran smoothly until the end; but
striving to do His will unto the end;.so that ii:
and Gcid. I also realize. thafI am better off ye.t
for 'the '.life d£ me I could not tell from what he
may please him to number me amongst his host
in temporal possessions than our dear Lordi whp
presented what were 'the distinctive features. of in 'the grand review, if not in a high position; at
had nowhere to lay his head; One thing tha:t
.
.
least· as an armor bearer.
makes me'bear up under it is the resignation and · the'Disciple Church.
After meeting we blessed ·a bottle of oil, adminWith love to ·all who are striving for the repatience my wife manifests, ·for I feared · she
istered to Br9. ;Cole; blessed his six children, anil
demption of Zion, I humbly remain yours in th.e
would take it verihard, as we have a nice little
cottage; so I am patient. No clue as yet to th~ adm!pistered:to•.his w.ife, took the train west; an!) . gospel of Chri~t,
J: DEWSNUP,JUN.partfos nor th,e go'ods. r ask an foterest in yodr' at l :30 retired in the Topeka Hotel; worked the ·
road untH 'Saturday.afternoon, when I could not
. prayers, and remain your brother in bonds,
CANAAN, Indiana:, April 18th.
resist. the temptation to go· back to Bro. Smith.
·
· · J. A~ Mch1Tos:H.
Bro. :fosepk:-Bro. M. R.Scptt has been at this
Bro.ii. N. White was to be there, but I thought,
place; held three or tour meetings. The.oposlGARL;\ND, Ala., March 27th.
I rriust goiback, so I went, .and ·found .that Mr.
Bro. Jos#k:-On March 9th Bro. Montague. Ward. had thought I was gone for good, and so. tion is stronger here than it has ever been bef9re.
arrived at this place from Tennessee and Kenhe went at his slander again the night I was
When he was here before, they threatened to give
tucky. We were glad to see him. He is look·
gone, and attempted •it· .the second night, when I
him rotten eggs, but instead of giving him rotten
Ing a Jlttle worse from the wear of a hard winter.
again brought him to .time. From.our argument
eggs this time they gave him a key-hole full of
His health is not soc good as it was when he was J I showed. that if he had any objections to offer to
shot. I got permission of a school house in a
here eighteen months ago. I )\·ent to work at
what Bro. Smith presen,ted ·he must show them
new place, east of here a mile. or so; we he!\}
once to· procure a house for. him to preach in in
from our own wcirk.s arid mot from an. enemy'.S .. meetiI)!l" one night and left an appointmentifor
this. place: I was denied the use of ttje M, E.
The Campbelites strongly objected to this, ;b~t the next night, and when.~ went to open the door
Church. l wasteride.red the use of a vacantstor,e
we downed them. From ;this it seemed that the key-hole was foll of· shot.. It caused,a diyisroom by the kindness of Dr. Peacock, to use as
Bro"Smith, just.beatthem ;: and.aUthe argument
iorr, and £Orne went.in and took the latch off!lnd
long as i.t was vacant. Commenced meetings <that Mr.,War<l,could present was .that because opened the door~ It has thrown seyeralin fa.~or
there on tH'e night.of the IIth. He. had deHver- . there was. n'otthename :pr$ident of the·<lhurch. with,us .. I .think tqat.the w.ork wHI boom,.up in.
ed four discourses here arid four at Pleasant Hilltt ·in.the New Testament,:therefore W. J. Smith's: the Southern lndi!lna District.. 'Tlie prospe<:.t is
up(b::I zthe 11ight of the 21st. On the 22d he left.. church was not;the Church of. q1rist 7 and' ibe, , · better at.tb,i1> ,pla!'.7 thimit has ,beenf9r s9me~ti~e,
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We were challenged the other day by an Advent _ion•and·the·ministering of.ang.els,:when the very
heard ]3ro'. Lambert say a rail road town_ is the
· fol: a discussion on the organizatfon and doctrine ··written words of irispirationtouch:usintorespoil-. hardest. place to preach in. he ever fo~nd, The
of.the Churcn. We accepted the proposition and
sive acknowledgment of their divine source!
Saints at Coalville are alive in the work, and behe backed out. My whole desire' is. that .every
lieve in administering .to the outside wants of
"The.Mothers' Horne Column"~may heaven's
Saint will put his shoulder to the.wheel and help
humanity as proven by two presents made to my
choicest blessings fall to the noble souls who, in
push this work along.
wife. It was her first visit there. With love to
the power of Israel's God; make it an .engine of
JAMES D. PORTER.
all,
E. C. BROWN and WIFE.
godliness, light and encouragement to all the
household of faith. Was· glad to. see Sr. SalisTIPTON, Iowa,· May 2d.
XENIA, Ills., April 19th.
bury's testimony. Each number ought to con-.
.Dear Herald:-In number nine, volume thirty·
Dear Herald:-:7"We have. l:>een blessed .with the
tain at least two testimonies. Will Bro. Edwin
three, under the caption, "If I will," I find referpresence and Jabors of Bro. I. M. Smith among
Lowe please testify of the circumstances of his
ence made to a .passage from t.he Book of Morconversion and baptism aF Maquoketa, and the • us for the. two weeks. past. He. has had great
mon, Jacob.2: 6 ... '«For if. I will, saith the Lord
liberty of .th.e Spirit in his preaching, and a deep
connection· the writer• had therewith? Hoping
of Hosts, raise up seed unto me, I. Y1ill command
interest is n;ianifest among. the.people. To-day
fot and believing in the consolation< of Israel.
my people; otherwise they shall. hearken µnto
eight were born. into the .kingdom of our Lord,
I am yours,
these things."
This passage has apparently
and .several . more almost persuaded; also. seven·
W.T.·MAiTLAND.
been not only an instrument of subt.le deceit in
teen children blessed. Bro. Smith left for Kinthe hands of the wilful perverter of truth, . but a
mundy to-day. The Saints here are greatly enMiL1'oN; Fla., Aptil 27th.
stone of stumbling to many honest minded peo•
couraged over the visit of .Bro. Smith among us,
Brotker' <Jose.pk;'-In love td the truth I am
pie outside and inside the Reorganized Church.
and express strong desires to try to live up to the
called here. l have beeri idle for some time;
The writer must confess to having been greatly
requirements of God's law in the future. We
Through the love I have for the cause of the
puzzled and at a Joss to find an explanation,
are. taking steps to complete our church, ,which
latter d•ay work 1 have left my home in Alabarita,
without. wresting the language . out of its legiti·
h.as been stan<ling in an unfinished con<;Ution for
and have come to this place to try and build up
mate chanµels. Although I n.ever could have
oyer a year. We have been struggling along.in
the Saints here, for they ate badly scattered
seen any sanction in. jt.of polygamy, for the gist
a week way for a long time, and some ha.ve gone
throiigh this district, though they are willing to
of Jacob:s prophetic utterances at that time were
back from following the lowly Savior, but our
respond to the call of the gospel. I nave been
directed against this sin, which. he denominates
hopes are brightened and the way seems clearer
here some time, and some are coming into the
"y,our groseer crimes," "whoredoms, abomina: . the· church. The· Saints are doing very 'vell
than before. And our desires are.still to. walk
.Hons," etc. StiHHseemed obscure, ambiguous,
with him that "hath the words of eternal life."
co~sideririg the chance they have had~ Thos~
and altogether unsatisfactory, until one day ii:
who have the oversight 'of them are doing but . lllly constant prayer is that the Saints everywhere
all deared up-unraveled as it were, (any Saint
may become humble at heart, for. the brother. or
little at the present; and this causes all to cotne
having a strong testimony of tpe truth of this
sister
that humbles themselves are bound. to
shOrt of whatthey should do. They want me to
. glorious work, can realize how these things
realize their imperfections and w.i.11 try to overstay with 'th'em· this summer, ·arid I will stay till
comej, after this manner ol interpretation. "Jf I
come.
In .the bonds of the gospel,
the last of .May, then I shall go to the conference
will ..... raiSe up seed unto tl)e, I will command
ARTHUR H. BURROUGHS.
in Alabama ih July, stay awhile, then return
.my people." The Ancient Israel. were not raised
here. Since October 1885, I have been trying tb
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., ~Iay 1st.
up, but fell through transgression of God's laws,
build \Jp the cause in Alabama and Florida, and
the one commanding marital purity, especially.
Dear
Herald:-Since
my last writing I spent
will continue on;
The.Nephites fell also for the.same causes; the
.two weeks at Lamoni attending the conference;
Yours truly,
G. R. SCOGIN.
Saints after Christ's time certainly fell away
and I am of the opinion that in ye!\rs to come
through lust and pride, else why "the res to.ration?
those who will abide in the faith and .hold fast to
the i_ron rod, will consider that the late. conferThe Latt~r Day Saints nearly made shipwreck
FoNDA, Iowa, May 1st.
ence was among the most important, apd thereof faith through similar causes, and if
Dear Herald:-Your. familiar countenance has
the Reorganized Church is part of the
fore one of the best ever held by the Reorganizaonce more come before me, and in the last con.tion. History and experience both unite in testiference reports my na.me does not appear coupled
"righteous branch" it will · be because she
fying that most all great and good events that
with the Second quorutn reports; (a good reason,
s~1bmits to be "commanded" of Him who
I did not report). ·1 am really ashamed to say .come to the human family .are evolved from
"wills." to raise up seed that shall be spotless and
much pain and suffering .. The struggles of the
that I have preached but two public discourses
undefiled before the Father, instead of trusting in
past should teach us patience and confidence,
man, making flesh their arm, or as the foolish
since I left here for California, a year ago last
February-one discourse near Lindon, Dallas
and drive away the clouds of mistrust and evil
Nephites, making the example .of David or Solsurm1smg. One thing seems very clear to me,
omon an excuse for an interpretation of the
county, Iowa, where sister Mary Dawson and
that as the church increases in numbers and
husband had done some excellent work in the
scriptures that shall conform to the will of the
spreads 8broad among the people, the responsL
fl<"!sh and the lusts thereof, in which case they
way of chimney-corner talk. Bro. Dawson is
bility and trials will proportionately augment,
may expect "hearken unto these things," viz, the
some like Apollos; his wife, Mary; has acted the
but all these. should only make stronger .the men
thundering denunciation and rebuke of an offendpart of Priscilla, and taught him the baptism of
ed and sin-abhorring God, who will show to all
John, and he being a member of the Christiarf of God, ministers for Christ, more faithful and
wise in their trust and mission of good unto sufnations that he is against the false shepherds of
Chur.ch has been mighty in expounding the Scripfering humanity; so that when they make their
Israel" who, though they may esteem it a small
tures to his brethren, insomuch that I think if Ms
final report to the Eternal at the day of rewards,
thing to have drunk of the deep waters (power
father and their family had not moved to Kansas,
we should be found approved and worthy. Afand knowledge of God) "must foul the residue
some one would have had the happiness of leadter my return home went to the Palmyra branch
ing three of the family into the waters of baptism
(written word) with their (lecherou8) feet."-Ezk.
to attend the quarterly conference of this district.
in June next. I think that others in the neigh34: 18.
To me this seemed lucid, and so satisfactory,
borhood would soon follow, out of the Christian .The busy season of the year prevented a large
gathering. I continued for several days, and as •
that I am constrained to ofter it to the Saints
(Disciple) Church.
a seal to the work administered baptism· to two
I was at Coalville, Webster Co., Iowa, the first
through your blessed columns, in hope that some
substantial men who have been investigating the
of April, preached once, and had the pleasure of
weak one may be made more firm whP,rein they
work for some time. Farmers are very busy,
may have felt perplexed and troubled. I derive
leading a true sister in Christ into the waters of
and the prospect for a good fruit crop is promismuch light and strength from the articles in the
baptism. She has been a true believer for the
inging. Bro. J.M. Terry leaves us to-day. We
Herald, and often while reading some truth in
last three years, and was only waiting for the
very much regret the departure of this faithful
consent of her husband. She was awakened
few, or many words, there will flash out in beauand humble servant of Christ. May God bless
tious light, where before had been darkness Imthrough the instrumentality of Bro. James Allen
him where ever his lot is cast.
penetrable, accompanied by thrilling warmth, as
and others, with the help of the ·Lord. And so
In gospel bonds,
waves of surging yet not consuming fire. What
it is, one of a town, two of a city, and three in
R. M. ELVIN,
the country, where there is no rail road. I once
joymust be theirs who are gifted with open vis-
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NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
The above district will meet in conference at
Bevier, Missouri, on June 20th, 1886, at 1: 30
p. m. A good attendance .and full representatio.n
are desired and needed. The district is weak,
numerically and otherwise, and, since the sudden
retreat of Crawford and Bybee, is left without a
president. The missionary in charge will try to
be there. Come brethren, one and all,, who love
the work of God; and let us see what can be .done:
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT,
Missionary in Charge.
DES MOINES DISTRICT.
The ab.ove conference will convene at the
Richland .Cr.eek School-house in the. Sheridan
Branch, Poweshiek county, ori the 29th of May 0
1886, atw: 30 a~.m. Nearest Railway Station is
Chelsea, on Chicago and North Western, whicli
is four miles from place of meeting. Brooklyrt
(ten miles distant) is the nearest .station on the
Rock Island. Parties desiring to be met by team
should address Charles Hand, at Chelsea, Iowa;
or ·Alexander Shimmel, at Haven, Iowa. Bro;
Wm. T. Bozarth is expeeted to .be pres('mt, and
possibly others from abroad.
JosEPH R. LAMBERT,
Missionary in Charge.
EASTERN IOWA DISTRICT.
Bro. R. Etzenhouser, who was appointed to
lab()r in .the above district, has dropped out of th~
fielO for time. His reasoris for so doing seem
·to., be good and sufficient, Let me say. to the
Saints of Eastern Iowa, ,Do not be discouraged.
Every man, woman and child in the Church of
Jesus Christ should be a diligentand consistent
worker. We will furnish you all U!e help we
can. I am infoi·med that your next conference
is to be neld at. Buffa!d, on the 6th and 7th of
June, 1886; and that a full attenda.nce is requir'
ed.· Brn. W. T. Bozarth and J. S. Roth, .one or
both o.f them, wjll probably be pn;sent.
JosEPH R. l.AimEwr,
Missionary in charge.

a

•NOTICE.
To tlie Saints ojEastern Iowa:-S.ince my appointment .to that field an inviting door has been
opened fo me to enhance my temporal interests,
a demand also accompanying it I felt called upon
to heed. I asked of the First. Presidency and
Bro; Lambert privilege to retire, '(temporarily),
which has beeri grarite,drne, by WY assuming the
responsibility of .dedding. In retiring, I do so
with freedo1~ and clearnes~ of·. rhind', a~··also in
hope of accomplishing. by it .the best good in the
years allotted to me. I also .have much'. regret,
whHe clear in the decision made; because of th\!
check th.at will come i~ progress made by activity,
and disappointment that may ensue by some of
of your number; I knew hething of thi.s at conference, and hence theappointment. I hope to
maintain a full interest in the :work, also .devote
what time my pursuits ~ill allow c!uring thejnterval of iny retiring, aµd at no c!.istant day to re:
turn to the. ranks; assisting in. heralding the mes:
· sag~ of everlasting peace.

HuNT.-At his residence, 580 Princess Avenue
London,.<;:anada,: brothei; William Henry Hunt,
aged 49 years. Bro. I-lun't was a riative of London, England, and came to Canada about sixteen
years ago. He heard the gospel preached by
Elder J. J. Cornish in London, ()ntario, and was
CHURCH LIBRARY.
baptized by him on May 8th, 1876. The Saints
We thank Bro. ·R ... M .. Elvin for a present of a
of London deeply regret the loss o.f one whom to
large volume of .the "Revised Statutes of Jhe
know was to love. He. was ever ready to bear a.
United States, passed at the First Session of the
noble testimony to the truth of the latter day
Fqrty-third Congress, 1873-74.''
work. Amongst those who will miss him when
· JOHN ScoTT, Librarian.
duty 'calls them to London, wi.! .be Brn. J. H.
Lake, Joseph Luff, J. A. Mcintosh, and many
DIED.
others. His doors were always opened wide to
HouGHTON.-At her homejnst north of Davthe servants of God who were ever welcome to
enport on th.e Harrison. street road, April 15th, shar.e his hospitality. He lived the life of a tr.ue
sister Eliza Houghton; in the 68th year of heiSaint, and he died the death of the righteous,
age. She was the widow of the late Bro. James
in the sure and cerJain hope of a glorious resurHoughton- Sis.ter Houghton was born i.n FHnt- · rection. His end was peace. F'uneral services
shire, England, January 12th, 1819. She came coriducted by Elders R. C. Evans and G. Mottato America with her father:-.Mr. Thomas-in
shed.
· 1842. She united with the church in 1865 and
WmTEHEAD.-,A( her residence in Lucas,
·lived a consistent l)lember of .the same. until h(!r
Iowa, March 31st; 1886, Sr .. Charlotte.Whitehead,
death. The cause of .death was cancerous.affec'
aged 29 years, 9 months,. and 15 days. SheJeavecl
tion of the stomach. Three sisters, two sons
a husband .to 1llOurn her. loss. Funeral &ervices
and .a daughter survive ·her. During sl~ter
at Saints'.. Chapel April 1st, 1886.
Houghton's long residence in Davenport she
BmcE,_:__At CouncH Bluffs, Iowa, April 4th, at
gained many friends, and a large circle of acf
six o'clock, a. m., Sr. Elizabeth, wife of Jacob
quaintances. The funeral was from per homei
Boice, aged 74 years, 9 months, 6 days. She was
and was largely attended. Elder Jerome Ruby
born in Montgomery county, New York; baptizpreached the sermon. Text, Job 14: 14.
ed Novembe.r 11th, 1868, at Buffalo, Scott county,
.Motller, yo.u have gone and left us,
Iowa, by A_ •. Gold, confirme,d by A. Gold and R.
We, your children \Veep for thee;
Groom. Funeral services from Saints' Chapel,
But death. has not .of hope bereft us,
:We i;gain your face may see;
conducted by Ehler L. Davis. .She was a devotLife eternal. has been promised_,.
ed sister to the cause of Christ and was not
You have g11ined it,.so may we.
afraid to die.
Sister, farewell 'til the morning
HEss,..,--At Independence, Mo., April · 22d,
Of the iesurrection da;y;
For ,th,~,e no_w ~e,re ~eep_ing-'moui:nlng,
1886, of paralysis, sister Anna M. Hess,, aged 67
Then our grief will pass. 11way;
years. The. departed one. belonged to the old
Jesus Christ, the Lqrd-our Savior,
church,
then united with the Hedrickites, and a
Conquered death; 1t isthe way,
few months ago she was baptized by Elder
J.R.
FENTON.-Sr. Anna s. Feriton, of Navuoo,
Warnky in the Reorganization, and died in the
Illinois, died April 17th, 1886. Sr. Fenton wa~
faith and hope of. a glorious resurrection . .at the
born in Staffordshire, England, about the year
appearing of Jesus our. Lord. Funeral sermon
18n. She became identified with the church i~
by Eldt>r T• C. Foss.
the. Spring of 1864. Sr. Fenton was a good faithi
· LANE._:__Matilc!a Lane .was born in.Wilson Co.,
ful Saint to the last, and was beloved by all whb
Tennessee, April 8th, 181 r; was baptized into the
knew .her. Funeral sermon at. the house, conL
Church of Jesus Christ. prior. to 1844; died ,in
ducted by Elder.H. C. Bronson'. .. .• ·. .·.
Chase county, Nebraska, March 30th, 1886. She
RonmNs.~'.In. Cox Creek Tqwns!J.ip, Clayto~ . lived a consistent Christian, and. had hope of
county, Iowa, March 16th, 1886, .Mrs. Relief,· coming forth in the first resurrection.
widow of. the r,te I;foJftJ·. Ro]?bi.ris, flg~fJ.74. y~ars.
BRoOKS.-At.Farnworth; Lancashire, England,
She wii:sMrn iil Laiiga, Cafriida W,:est,\:ame to
March 30th, 1884, sister Alice Brooks, aged 76
this country in 1S35: She Ieaves~j:it. ~liiidren tb
years, 5 months, and 26 days. Sister Brooks remourn her J()ss. .She was a relative· .of Eldt'r ceived the.word pf God as.presented by the ReJohn E. P~ge;s last wifo. · The parties named organized Church late .in life,. having been bapwere ·at·a:n eatly•titne• Whited: with the• churcl;i
tized on N.ovember 6th, 1882. Towards. the latthrough the labors of John E. Page in Canadd,
ter part of her connection with the cause she had
and remained in tile faith up the time of theif espoused; her testimony appeared to grow brightdeath.
er, and before her death she saw a light which
l\1:ADS¥N·-;-:-At 9mah~,. ~~bras~~' April 1st, satisfied her of the truth .of the latter day work~
hinfan4, ~[aib f<:v~r, Fr~d~ 4'1J?ert Mad1886,
telling two sisters present to go and be faithful
sen, son of Jacob anq sister Haµhor Madsen.
to the work, and that she was right.
Services at ;the:hou.se.it>y \f;. l\;I: Rnrtiel, 'assisted
THE HOUSEKEEPER.
by Edward R~nnie.
;wILLlI wMs,_:__At her :re!ii\:te!hce! iri. r. ucas, Iowa,
BURNED 0.uT.-,"The Housekeeper;" Minneapolis, Minn., was burned oµt for t!ie secpnd. time
April .rSth? 1886 0 Ma~yAnn 1 wife of B~o.paniel
in six years, April 12th, and a part of its large subT .. WIIHairis; •aged 3:! yearsf ~he wa$ born al: scription
list destroyed. Several of the. ladies
Dudley,• Worcestershire, Engla,Qd; .· She lc;aves a
employed barely escaping with their lives. Such
husb'an<l .and·. two :childreit to.: hiour~;
loss:
of our readers. as do not receive the May number
Sht: diecJ iµ .the :hope.of a :.glori!?us rfistlri;ection .promptly,: should write tocthe pubHshers, giving
full address, time when subscription.was· •made,
with the spfri\,,.•of the' fust; ·Funerai sermon bv
. arid length.of time paid for. The May number
Elder G: T. Griffiths in· Saints'Chapel, Aprll
wi!Lthen be forwarded and the name restcii;.eq ti;,
19th, .1886.
tl:ie. list.
Indulging in the hope that y.ou will believe I
have acted in good faith, and for the best gopd,
in view of a life work, I am yours for truth,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo.
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.'J. 'W. 'DeNoon, IU; :D;.
P.HrsICIAN ANJJ SURGEON,

1·

H .

fl A N S E N ,

M ; D .,

A\so C~unty Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.

DES MOINES.
The above district quarterly conferehce held at
Rhodes, Marshall Co., Iowa, March 12th:...14th,
18861 Pres. W. C.· Nlrk in the chair. On motion
N. A.·Bakerwas chosen Sec'y.pro tem. Branch
·Reports.-"Boonsboro 66 members;· including 4
Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; I re:
ceived by letter. Edenville 80 members, 32 being scattered; 6 :EJders,·(2:of whkh are scattered),
1 Priest, 2 Teachers; received on •evidence of first
organization 4, removed 4. Slieridan 53 members; 1 Elder, 2 Priests, I Teacher, 1 Deacon, 1
received by letter. Newton 49 •members;' 4
Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers; 2 Deacons;· I re~
received by vote on evidence of m'embership:in
Reorganization. DesMoines Valley 54 members; 2 Elders, 3 Priests, I Teacher, I Deacon:;
received by letter 5. _, Report of DesMoines
Branch returned for correction. Elders W. C.
Nirk, :R. Etzenhouser, N. Stamm, J. S. Roth,
John Sayer, Samuel Longbottom, and J.M. Lane
reported. Priests George:Shimmel, John Dumbald, John Clark, A.· Freels, and J. T. Roberts re~
potled. Teachers John Coiner, A. Sbimmej, and
E. Merri.IJ reported. On recommendations from
from :Newton and Sheridan branches the ordination of N; A. Baker and George Shimmel to the
office of Elders was ordered and administered ..
On motion the following dlicials were chosen
for the ensuing quarter, W. C. Nirk president,
N. A .. Baker secrelary. J. S. Roth Bishop's
Agent and Book Agent. Preaching was 'had
during the conference by George Shimmel, R.
Etzenhouser, J. S. Roth, and N. A. Baker. On
motion a vote of thanks was tend.ered to John
Sayer for his past services as district secretary,
and to A. White and brothers for the use of
building in which conference was held. Bishop's
Agents Report:-Total receipts, $16o.13; paid
owt $105; on hand $s5.13. The. auditing com'
mittee reported having found the Agent's books
correct. Confere~ce adjourned to meet in Sherdan branch, subject to call of the president. A
good feeling prevailed throughout, and a more
perfect unity of feeling prevailed (as we believe)
between officials and members than ever before
in the history of the district. An able ·paper,
contained in his report, was read by R. Etzenhouser on the injury resulting from official insubordination to the powers that be. The preaching was e~cellent, the Saints were filled with joy,
and we believe were nerved anew for the conflict
and will be prepared to achieve fresh victories for
the truth by a holier and happier life.
.FOR SALE.
Four building lots with good bearing· fruit
trees, and a good asparagus bed; house with
four rooms, cellar, a good well of water and small
fruits of all kinds. Price, one thousand dollars,
part cash down, or all if desired. A good locality
north of town. Address, Thomas Cornor, Independence, Jackson Co., Mo ..

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the Lamoni Gazette for one year
{price $1) and Crnden's Con..,ordanee or Smith's
BibJe Dictionary post-paid for $1,50.
W- Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
qther $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

LAMONI;
LOWA.
Olfice at Anderson:s..Dr.ag.Srore. Residence East end
1>f Maiu Street.
jan30tf

Farm. for 'Sale,

S

IX miles south. east ,of 1ndepehdehce/Mo., r53

acres·of Land; 80 acres of plow land; 73 acres df tlm'
her and pasture land, whieh can be parchased on easy
terms. Any farther.information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.
LIFE O.F JOSEPH THE PROPHET, HISTORY OF
TH;EJ t~~8Jk~AfJ~EJ>:FCJii~~~· ~1.?f.UTOln {;:lo;tb, falLgiJt, fulished, veryihandl!ome ............ 2 20
'l'hisb!>Ok c11ntains 821 pages of .large, .clear reading
ma1iter; also,··three 'very il::iie' Steel Engro'.vings; and a'fac
simile •of the Autoimi,phtof .fl>.SePh tlle:Proph,et and.Emma; and of Joseph Siinth; also, Steel Engraving of Hyrum
S~ith. -'A co!Dll'letvch:istory,ofthe 'Church un:to .1880.
'

JOSEPH THE SEER:
His rProphetie ·Misaien Viindicated, 'and the .Divine
Origin ,of the ,Bopk of Morm<)U Defeudecl and
l\[.amtamed. Pape.r covers, 200 page. L , , , , "...... 35.
ar'° Th.is ,.is a reply .bY Elder W. W.· Blai.r. to Elder.William Slieldou of the Second Ailvenust Society, and is. an
important work:to be in the hands •Of .the ·minis•try of.;the
Chnrch, especially; .and it. is .a most excellen. t one to he
'Circalated both in ·'the Chhrch and among those without,
abonndil:tg.Jn ,proofs never. before p,res,epted in defense of
.roseph Smith ancl the Book of lllormon,
, . ,· .VOICE OF •WARNING,
Ancl Il)Struction to. all ..People, on the Doctrine and
History Of the .Latter.Day Work; rns:pages.
In paper covers, twelve fer $1. .• ·:·.··············each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each ..... :.: ..... : ••• : .••••........ 25
PlWPRETrC TRUTH.
Confirmed In the appearing the Book of Mormon,
an Israelitish Recorcl·of a J<'alleilPeople; pajler
covers; five .for·$1. ..........................•• e11ch 25
~ Being the Subject of. an Evening's Convel".lation Re•pecting its· Origin. Its· Divinity Proved' bY the l:lcriptures and Collateral Ji~videuce. Prel'ace<l with a Bril'f
Sketch of the Life of the Prophet showing the way and
manner of his bec 0~ing,p 0 ssesse,u of the. Recore!.

of

BRANCH R.ECOHDS.
r,Qather .backs and· cor.hers.i.:·mtislin •.ides; •printed
headmgs, and tJtl<1cl :for. itecord.of Names, Blessing of Children, ancl for Marriages: .. , ......... , .. 2 00
DIS'l'RICT RECORDS.
Printed ancl bound simil11r.to.J:lranch Records ........ 3 00
.

. LICEN;SES, NOTICES, &c.

Eider's, Prie.sVs, Teacher,s, Jmd I>eacou 's Licenses,

each, per dozen................. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . 12
13lank Preaching Notices. per h nndred, '40c. and . . . . r,o
llaptism ancl Doufirmation Certificate books, with
blank •tub. 35 f()r .... , .. .. . . . .. .. . .. • . . . . . .. .
25

.

JOSEPH SMITH THE PROPHET, A'NlJ .1111>
PROGENITORS.
Muslin Board~, 312 pages, by Lucy Smith............. 75
'Leather Binding.... . . • •••••••••••... ·: • • • • • • .. • • · ••• ,1 26

5Ur'.CESSORS-.:.IN BELLS-Tb THE

BLYMYER M;ANUFACTURlNG
CATALOGUE WITH 1500 TESTIMONIALS

Tho:Only.Through Line, with itsown·trao'k,;lletwoon

CH.•c.ACO,
.....,..d
PEO.Rl".or~
ST. LOUIS

·o··E'
: .; N. ··v·
. E'R
. .,·

....·.·. > :. . ··...

Either by .way of .Omaha,, Pacific' Junc,tiori,' litchison or.
Kan••• City. It traverses all of the,•« Great States,

JLLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRA$KA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines ,10 their important cities and town,1.- It
runs evary .d~y .in the_,ye~r :fr~m one ~o tbr?e ·:elegantly
equipped through trains _over hs own tracks, 'betweer:i

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,:
.
Chicago al'1d council Bluff''~
Chicago and St. Jos~ph,
Chicago and ,Atchison,
Chl~ag() and Kansas C,ity,
Chicago a.nd ToP-eka,
Chica~o and St.,P;aul,. ·
.
... Chicago ~nd:,SIO;l.IX O,lty,
Peoria and Cou.nc1l $luff's,,
Peoria and Kansas· City,
· St/L.ou1s .and Om·aha, ·.
.
St. Louis.and St. Paul,
St. Lbuis and ~oc'k Island,
Kansas 'City and Denver,
.
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and '.Omaha,
Kansas City and Oe.s Moines•
At each of its several £astern. and' Weatern · ternli~l it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train1 to
and from all points in the United .States and Canada;
.' It is tile Principal.. Line ..to and from

San Francisco; PorUand and

ca

II

~ity of lllXl~o

, F~r Tickets, ~a~e~ 1 G;~n~ral ln,for~at1.on, etc. 1 . r~~ard!OI
the·Burlingtoh 'Route, call on any .Ticket Agent in the
United States ·or Canada, .or a!idre;ss

HENRY B. STONE, .

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'IMana'ger,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pass..Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at I: 50 p. m
Do.
clo.
West 2: 53 "

~BUS 1INESS~

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any . proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by · addressing

Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper· Advertisil:l{J .Bui'eau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10ct11. tor 100-PaQ"o Pam.phlet.

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profltab~ee.mploy.
ment. - The following branches are thoroughly ta.ught.;
Bookeeping, by single and double ento/; Busi,nessAritJ;lt
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing; Cotllll
mercialCorrespondence; Commercial Law; Tele~&.yhYt
Phonography ; Type.writing ; a.nd Actua.1 Business
Practice., For circulars address
DUNCAN /iii HAWKS, Daven}lOrt, Inwa.

THE SAINTS' HERA.LD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s~
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the omce should be addressed to DAVlD
D.u10111R; commnnic11tl11ns 11ncl articles to the lll»m:>Bi·

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR 'l'RERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoN:ii:."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE·•BELIEVE THAT O_NE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WREN EITnEB
IS AT LIBERTY TO MABRY AGAIN.''-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

33.-Whole No. 679

Lamoni, Iowa, May

22,

1886.

says, "They that have used the office of a
deacon well, purchase to themselves a good
degree, and great boldness in the faith
which is in Christ Jesus."-1 Tim. 3: 13.
Published at Lamoni, neeatnr Co., Iowa,
But how shall we, from the Bible alone,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
be
able to know when a deacon uses his
!al'"" The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presioffice "well" or otherwise, when that same
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request~d to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Bible does not inform us as to the authorEntered as second cla•s matter at Lamoni Po•t Oilice.
ity, powers, duties and privileges of a deacon? And, if the deacon has nothing
further than the Bible to guide him, how
shall he know how to use "the cjfice of a
deacon well?"
EDITOU.
JOSEPH .S~U'l'H
The Bible alone does not contain anyW.W. BLAIR
AssOCIATE EDITOR.
thing like a clear and definipe statement in
respect to the authority, jurisdiction, rights,
Lamoni. Iowa, May 22, 1886.
privileges, callings and powers of the various officers of the church. Neither does
THE DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
it give us, fully, the distinctive rank and
SOME who profess to believe tl~e Bible,
grade of all its officers. And any one acand others who profess to believe the Bi- quainted with the history of the _church
ble and Book of Mormon, say in word or for the past fifteen hundred years is well
in effect,. that tJO further revelation from aware that, a want of fulness, clearness,
and definiteness on the part of the New
God is needed.
Th~t this positibn is faulty and false is
Testament on these matters has involved
seeri .in the fact, firts,t, that the Book of the' widest degree and/the most bitter kind
¥9rmon is but an· ''abridgement'' of· very of discussion in councils, conferences; and
extensive scriptures which God ih his wis- through the pulpit and the press. And
dom and love gave to supply the actual hence, from the Church of Rome through
needs of J aredite and N ephite Saints; all the lesser organizations, there is wide
for it is said that it does not contain dissimilarity in church organization and
"a hundreth part" of those scriptures. church government, to say nothing of
And, second, the Bible does nut now coh- church doctrines and ceremonies.
tain all the scriptm·es once possessed by the
"God is not the author of confusion, but
Israelites, and the Christians after Christ; of peace, as in .all churches of the Saints."
for there are near or quite thirty other It is therefore but little short of blasphemy
books m'entioned in it besides those now ih to say that God is the author, even inthe Bible, and still there may have been . directly, of such diversity, division, arid
others; And, third, neither the Bible nor the disorder, as results from the manifest want
Book of Mormon give full, complete, and of plainness, fulness, and definiteness on
clearly defined rules for the government o,£ the part of the New Testament in the
the Church and the work of the ministry. matters under consideration. "The law of
The' New Testament informs us that God the Lord is perfect." "His word is light;"
gave to the church apostles, prophets, sev~ And yet the church for the past fifteen
enty, evangelists, pastors, teachers, bishops, centuries or more have failed to attain anyelders, deacons, helps, governments," etc., thing like unity and concord from the
etc., but it does not define fully the powers, teachings of the New Testament in respect
authorities;· rights, · privileges, and pre- to church law, church organization and
rogatives pertaining to these officers. N ei- church government. All this is an unther does it contain anything like a well answerable argument in favor of the need
defined system of church law and, church of forther revelation on these points; for
government. But it treats, mainly, ip a the Church of God is designed to be estabc
historical way, of what was taught and lished and builded in perfect unity, in hardid by Christ and some of his ministry, mony, and in love. The needed means, so
and this, too, _in a brief and somewhat far as the organization and government of
broken and incidental manner. From the the church is conGerned, is found in some
epistles we learn something of both the degree, it is true, in bo_th the Bible and
doctrine and government of the church, Book of Mormon; but they, as we have
and yet this is very meagre and unsatisfac- seen, are not sufficiently foll and definite.
tory. For instance, Paul instructsTimo- Now this deficiency is well supplied by the
thy in respect to a.n order of things then Book of Doctrine and Covenants; for its
existing in the church,~"Let not a widow • provisions are specific, full, not in conflict
be taken into the number under three score 'with the New Testament or Book of Moryears old, having been the wif_(! of one mon, but supplementary and anxilliary to
mart."---1 Tim. 5: 9. This is Holy Sc;rip- . tliem, explanatory of,. ahd harmonizibg
titre; but' whit''·dot)s it mean? Again, he with them~ These provisions are so definite
THE SAINTS'
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and comprelwnsive that there are no
grounds for conflict or confusion in respect
to church government. And we here assert, that the heresies and differences existing in the past or present with Latter
Day Saints have resulted from treating
li~htly, or with contempt or neglect, the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants. There
is not, nor has there been one essential,
matter in church government, organization, doctrine, or general church polity,
but could have been and should have been
regulated and properly settled by an appeal
to that book--,_and all this harmonizing
with and rendering available and effective
the teachings of both the Bible and Book
of Mormon.
We repeat it, The Bible, also the Book·
of Mormon, lack in fulness and, definiteness with respect to church law, church
organization, and church government; and
that these important needs are supplied by
the further revelations in the Doctrine and
Covenants.
Men of high rank in scholarship and intellectual ability pronounce the_ system of
organization and church. government of
the Latter Day Saints a marvel of wisdom,
effectiveness, and perfection. It is capable
of enduring the most searching criticism,
whether from a moral, social, political,
scientific or religious standpoint.
When the Doctrine and Covenants is
compared with the New Testament, we
find it contains all the excellencies found
therein, and then goes further and supplies
those needs suggested by the New Testament, fills up an_d rounds out into perfect
symmetry and fulness all the parts and details that go to make up the "one body" of
Christ-the Church. With it, church
building is made plain and concordant.
Without it, there is a manifest lack of essential means to both build and rightly
govern the Church of Christ.
WHEN a minister or member of the
Church seeks to belittle a fellow minister
or member, or in any way speak evil of
them, they should be stopped on the spot'
and be told to go to the party they thus
secretly.slander and say what they have to
s11y, directly to them. No higher, clearer
evidence is needed of a person's spiritual
blindness and moral poverty than their attempts to .slur, bemean, and defame. the
absent. It is cowardly, dastardly and devilish. And when a minister will stoop to
the low, level of an intermeddler with other
people's affairs, or''with other officers' labors and duties, and play the part of a
sneaking defamer, he should be resisted,
avoided, and reported to his superiors.
There are some people who_ are never so.
happy as when they are prying into and
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finding fault with other people's affairs.
Their swinish propensities impel them to
thrust their noses into affairs which do not
pertain to them, and to criticise the efforts
of those whose position in life and whose
duties also are distinct and different from
their own. It is a great virtue for persons
to mind their own business, attend to their
own duties, keep their gossip and their
scandal within their own lips, and learn
that, if they can not speak well of absent
ones to not play the assassin and stab them
in the dark.
We have heard of a good sister who,
when a certain officer in the Church was
speaking slightingly of an absent fellowofficer, rebuked him to his face and bade
him never be guilty again of such a gross
insult to her, and such a breach of Christian conduct toward others. And, we are
grieved to have it to say that this is not the
only case which has come to our attention.
Any minister who will engage in unfriendly criticism upon any other minister's
work, manner's and methods, secretly, or
in the absence of said minister, is guilty of
base and shameful conduct. And any
minister or member who will intermeddle,
and criticise with the view and in a way to
damage the work and reputation of an
officer of the Church, or any person, is
unworthy the confidence and support of
the Church, or any one el5e. Paul said,
"Beware of dogs; beware of evil workers,"
and this admonition applies well to those
who in these times act the part of dogs,
sneaking and smelling around, watching
for an opportunity to either steal or defile
the good reputation of others, or t.respass
upon the rights of their fellows. Dogs of
this kind should be chained and muzzled;
and if that does not reform them, then they
should be put "where they will do the most
good."
"0, mischief! thou art swift
'l'o enter iu the thoughts of desperate men."

And, be it remembered,·
"He that may hinder mischief,

And yet permits it, is an accessory."

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
"King Alcohol," and when the whole
earth shall be at rest from his woeful ravages.
The Secretary, A. S. Cochran, wishes
to say that, owing to continued sickness in
his familv there are some items of business
he has ~10t been able to attend to as
promptly as would have been done under
other circumstances. But he will reach
them as soon as possible.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

wrhy nature, which, through fire and tlood,

To place or gain finds out its way,
Hath power to seek the highest good,
And duty's holiest call obey."
"I HAVE FINISHED THE WORK WHICH 'fHOU
GAYEST ME TO DO."

THE nineteenth century i.s drawing near to its
close. A little more than fourteen years remain
to close the record of one of the most remarkable
periods of time this world has F:Ver counted
by days and years. Were we to undertake to
enumerate a tithe of that wbich has been wrought
out by tlte ever busy, active brain of man, for the
simplifying and perfecting of works of art ,and
usefulness, the very hopelessness of the task
would impel us to silence. The world has be_
come an arena of strife, and he who demands
any portion of its emoluments must be skilled
and trained. Not only this, but he must bring to
the contest all the powers of his will and a
purpose as unwavering as the fixed stars of
heaven. There is no place for the weak or halting-while they pause for breath they are passed
in the race by eager hundreds with their eyes
fixed steadily on the goal. It would sometimes
seem that poor human nature would never have,
inherent in it, enough courage to start ont in the
race. Not so, however, as the poet has so aptly
said:
"Thy nature, which, through fire and flood,"
To place or gain finds out its

way.~'

"Place or gain!" What place or gain, we ask?
Is man alone in this race, this struggle? No,
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
truly, there is not a day but adds to the list of
Pres.Joseph Smith left here the 3d in- such enterprises as find women side by side in
stant for Council Bluffs, Crescent City and close competition with man. But, sisters, this is
Hazel Dell, Iowa. By letter from him not the work which occupies our thoughts todated the J rth inst., at Council Bluffs, we night. With what a sense of relief and gratitude
learn that he has preached at Omaha and we turn from even a brief contemplation of this
Council Bluffs, and that he had appoint- sea of turmoil, this "maddening crowd," to the
ments ahead for a number of days, and one consideration of another and a better work.
for a temperance lecture at Crescent City
"I have finished the work which thou gavest
and another at Hazel Dell. He is not ex- me to do." Can we, do we realize that this compected home till the 18th inst. He reports
. pleted work of the Son of God, was undertaken
encouragingly.
We were made sad by a telegram from and finished in order that we might be enabled
Bro. Daniel Hougas, of Henderson, Iowa, to finish ours? "These are in the world." Ah!
announcing the death of his son Almon. when the body is weary, when cares possess and
A noble, promising young man has fallen afflictions come, then we realize that we are in
in the springtime of life, his surroundings the world, and we cry out with the smart and
happy and his future full of promise. We pain of its disappointing, with the deceitfulness
of the promises it never fulfils. Then we quesawait particulars.
In another column will be found a "Pro- tion, Shall we be able to stand, to endure unto
clamation" of the Governor of Iowa. We the end, to finish our work?
"Keep through thine own name those whom
most cheerfully give it place in the HERthou hast given me." Oh! the depth of tenderALD, and confidently hope it may greatly
aid in destroying the abomination of in- ness conveyed in these words. The love reachtemperance in Iowa. We anxiously and ing beyond the cruel agony of the cross-beyond
hopefully look for the time when a fitting the glories of the resurrection down through the
requiem shall be sung at the grave ot stream pf time, until we raise our eyes to his, we

bend our listening ears until we hear him say,
"Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world."
"Be of good cheer," the Spirit is whispering us.
From the beginning even to the end, it was all
before him. He knew the· cares of the worldthe cares to which all flesh is heir.
He was made like unto his brethren; "that he
might be a merciful and faithful high priest in
things pertaining to God.
For in that he
himself hath suffered, being tempted, he is able
to succour them that are tempted."
Horace Mann says, "Do nothing for others is
the undoing of one's self. We must be purposely
kind and generous, or we miss the best part of
existence. The heart that goes out of itself gets
large and full of joy. This is the great secret of
the inner life. We do ourselves the most good
when doing something for others."
"I have meat to eat that ye know not of.
My meat is to do the will of Him who sent me,
and to finish his work." How sublime the lesson
here conveyed, and yet so simple in its sublimity
that it may be understood by a child. So engrossed was all his being in the performance of
his Father's will that he forgot the demands of
the natural man, and rejoicest only in the good
he was conferring upon others. Oh! for the
Spirit of the Master to rest upon our spirits. To
awake us from our long sleep of selfishness, and
help us to see ourselves, in the light of truth.
Sisters of this Elder Brother, are we striving to
be like him. Are we praying (and laboring while
we pray) to be baptized anew into his life and
labors of Jove, or are we by "doing nothing for
others, undoing ourselves?" "Say not ye there
are yet four months, then cometh the harvest?
Behold I say unto you, Lift up your eyes, and
look on the fields; for they are white already to
harvest."
"Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields."
Let us cease to plead so earnestly for self, cease
to look with so much of tender concern upon our
grievances and cares, and with God as our helper,
let us fix our eyes upon the "fields already white,"
and strive earnestly to do all in our power for
the good of others. The good we can accomplish
may be small. The field itself is vast and the
tares planted by sin are many. Who is equal to
bearing the heat and burden of the day? Will
they who can not labor with their eyes fixed
steadily upon the "'wize ot the high calling of
God in Christ Jes us," wear the victor's crown?
"Lift up your eyes." The approval of man is
pleasant, but is a dangerous thing when the servant of God turns to man for his or her reward.
It is Christ we are striving to serve, and if we
value the salvation we are seeking, we must never
lose sight of this fact. If we ever wear the
crown it will be because through his Spirit
stregthening us we kept steadily on towards the
prize. If we are laboring for the approval of our
fellow workers and faint by the way when it is
withheld, what then? We suffer loss, and if we
do not lift up our eyes and fix our hearts upon a
higher aim, we shall never know happiness here
nor in the hereafter.
Let us read oft and meditate much upon the
words of Paul. In writing to Timothy he says:
"l have fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith." To the Corinthian
brethren he enumerates some of the trials through
which he had passed: "Of the Jews five times
received I forty stripes save one. Thrice was I
beaten with rods, once was I stoned, thric;e I suf-

***

***
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fered shipwreck, a night and a day I have been
in the deep; in journeyings often, in perils of
robbers, in perils of mine own countrymen, in
perils by th·e heathen, in perils in the city, in
perils in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in
perils among false brethren; in weariness and
painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and
thrist, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness."
Can we for a moment imagine that Paul could
have endured all this, if praise of men and their
approval had been the goal he sought, or the
manna which he looked to daily to renew his
vital forces? Mark now the triumphal end of
these buffettings and trials through all of which
he had fought his way, and while fighting
had "kept the faith." "Henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of righteousness, which the
Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me at that
day; and not to me only, but unto all them also
that love his appearing."
Will any who are ..not Christ's friends, love his
appearing? Let each one pause and answer this
question before they read another line; for he
will surely appear, and if only his friends will
love his appearing, then it will be his friends and
only his friends to whom shall be given this
"crown of righteousness." "Ye are my friends
if ye do whatsoever I command you."
Our work is not finished. We can not say with
Paul, "I am now ready to be offered, and the
time of my departure is at hand." Glorious old
veteran! How his soul still yearned over the
workers he was leaving behind. Even the glory
upon which he knew he was soon to enter,
and for which he had contended so long and
faithfully, could not prevent his earnestly
desiring that they too should complete their
work. "Watch thou in all things, endure
afflictions, do the work of an evangelist,
make full proof of thy ministry." Are we
doing our work? Are we walking bravely out
of ourseives, seeking to do the good which comes
to the hand of eve1·y one to do, or are we undoing
ourselves, by doing nothing for others.
We are in receipt of letter from Sister Sarah
Hawley and clippings from Sister Lockhart. Sisters, "be not weary in well doing."
LAMONI,

Iowa, May 14th, 1886.

BRIEF TI-IOUGHTS.-THE SEA OF LIFE.
LIFE is a sea; and every soul that is born is a'
frail bark which has to push its way to the port
of rest and peace. When we launch a ship, we
know not whether it will reach its port or not,
and so with the soul. It may not reach its home;
it may go down at sea; it may strike on the rock;
or the foe may seize it and make it his prize. It
is a fine sight to see the launch of a good ship.
They cut the ropes and move the blocks, and off
she glides with an air of grace down the slides,
and dips her bows deep; then rights and floats
like a swan on the wave. And, is it not a lovely
sight to gaze at a dear babe hushed to rest on its
mother's bosom? Watch the mild peace and
sweet calm of its brow, and then think that a
soul is enshrined within that tender form which
must live when thrones are cast down, and
crowns are no more; is it not comforting to think
that dear babe knows none of the pains and toils
of a world which groans night and day with the
sins of men? No throb of pain, no pang of woe
is felt. The eye knows no flash of pride, the
cheek no blush of shame. But, go your way and

when years have past, come back and seek that
child. It . may be dead; the jaws of the cold
grave may have shut it in, and its bones may be
now all that is left of its form of sweet grace and
its pure charms; but if it lives, what a change!
As you gaze ·once more on the face, how sad the
sight; care has dug deep lines on his brow and
vice has written its name there. He is a thorn
in that fond breast on which he hung when a
child; and the heart that yearns for him now as
warmly as at first, feels that it would have been
well if he had not been born, or if the day of his
birth had been the day of his death. Oh, what a
curse is sin when it makes a child a plague to
sting the heart that loves it most. May _we all,
as mothers who have children given into our care,
ever seek by God's _aid to rear them up as plants
of righteousness, that we may yet see them trees
of God's own planting, by helping them to walk
in the footsteps God has marked out for them,
by our good precept and example, that they may
be a blessing to us while in this life, and stars that
will shine bright in the crown of life.
E. ELLIOTT.
EAST DES MorNES, Iowa, April 3d.
Dear Sister "Frances" :-,-I come, wishing to add
my mite to the "Mothers' Home Column." You
invite all. I have long wished the Sisters could
have a space in the Herald, to exchange thoughts,
desires and hopes. I do not expect to advance
any very wise idea to you who have much more
wisdom than I have. I come hoping to learn
lessons of wisdom. I feel the need of more wisdom, knowledge and understanding. I do so
hunger and thirst after righteousness. I feel my
need of more holiness, more patience to teach my
children the right way. Pray for me that I by
my example and precept may be a light to the
world; that no one can see cause to stumble over
my imperfections. I am very thankful that
Sister Lloyd expressed the wish that was so desirable to us all. M~y God bless our editor with
much wisdom; and each writer be filled with the
Spirit of God to edify and build up the work. I
have many times thought to write for the
"Mothers' Home Column," but I hesitated, not
knowing how to send it to you; the answer came
in the last Herald: you said, "Don't hesitate to
direct your letter simply, •Frances' Lamoni,
Decatur Co. Iowa." When I read that the
Spirit said; "Now you can send your letter." I
have been edified by reading the various letters
from the sisters. I am trusting and hoping for
brighter days to come, when we as the chosen
ones of the Lord may all be united as one; and
the honest in heart throughout the land be gathered in, before it is too late.
Mothers, and Sisters, each and a11;
May we improve our talent if small;
Asking our Father, in earnest prayer,
Of his Holy Spirit to give us a share;
Fill us with patience, and holy zeal,
For the fallen, cause our hearts to feel.
May our example and precept be,
Pure and holy, for all to see.

Your Sister,
Lucy B. MERRILL.
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS.
WE think it very essential for every housekeeper
to keep an account of articles purchased for
household expenditures, if her companion does
not. And even if he does, she will be wise to
keep her own accounts. One can better realize
the cost of living, and by comparing it with the

income, know if the bills can be met at the close
of the year. Some wives by a slack, expensive
way of living, keep their husbands involved in
debt, which must be very nnpleasant as well as a
great di sad vantage; but no more so than if the
leak was on the other side of the house. Saints
should try and live within their means, even if it
must be by the most rigid economy. "Owe no
man anything, but to Jove one another," is as good
a motto as can be placed on the wall. A model
housekeeper will have "a place for everything,
and everything in its place;" but we are sorry to
say that many have the things and the places, but
never know where either are. Order is heaven's
first law," and without it there would be no heaven, so without it no house can be a home-merely
a place to stay. We know by observation that
there is more happiness in a little cot where order reigns than in a mansion where all is disorder. \Ve have also seen housekeepers who were
so rigid and exacting in their order that no one
could be at ease in their presence. That was the
other extreme. We prefer the mean, and think
the stronger sex do, invariably.
Meals should be at regular periods, properly
and tastily prepared, to make them profitable and·
enjoyable. That is one great object that man
labors for, and he. should not be disappointed by
her with whom he places the effects of his labors.
The truehearted are made happy by faithfully
discharging their duty, and especially in their
own household. Every home should have its
time for amusement, recreation, etc.; all work
and no play makes Jack and Jen dull folks. Regular hours for sleep should be observed, and right
preparation should be made that is healthful-of
which we wiH speak in some future time. If the
foregoing suggestions are observed, money "will
be saved, happiness promoted and life length·
ened. Try it.
ALMIRA.

EAST LAKE, Mich., May rnth.
Bro. <.Josep!z Smitk:-It seems to me that a lit·
tie more ought to be said to the Saints about the
Voice of Warning I have to Joan, as I think the
matter is not fully understood by them. I desire
to have every Branch of the Church in the
United States and Canada, select one or more of
their numli.>er to write to me for the books and
lean them out to any one that would read and
return them. I will also send books to any of
the ministry who desire to use them in their
work, and I will pay the postage on the books.
Hoping to hear from every Branch or Elder who
may desire the books to loan, I remain as ever,
Your brother in Christ,
J. H. PETERS.
MANCHESTER, England, April, I886.
Dear Herald:-Our district conference has
been a great success, and the Saints of the Manchester District have had a foretaste of that time
when the "feast of fat things" shall bave been
prepared for the righteous. On the 24th of the
present month (April) the Elders met together in
conference at Manchester,· for the purpose of
transacting the business of the church in this part
of the vineyard, and succeeded I believe in doing
it according to the will of the Lord, therefore for
the best interests of his work. Peace and harmony prevailed throughout the whole session 1
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brought about by the spirit of conciliation displayed by the brethren one towards the other.
Three young brethren, (members) Mathar,
Tower, and Owen, were .called to the Aaronic
priesthood, and ordained at the services of the
following day. These young men are, I believe,.
both called and qualified of God for the office of
Priest, to which they have each been ordained,
and if faithful will yet become mighty men, and
of renown in Israel.
Sunday the 25th at ro: 30 a. m., the Saints of
the district-representing each branch-met together in the Saints' Chapel for prayer meeting,
and such a prayer meeting we had; the blessing
of the Lord did indeed attend us, causing o;ir
hearts to burn towards each other in the love of
the gospel of our blessed Master, and we did not
forget that we were met together upon the day
set apart as the anniversary of his resurrection,
when he triumphed over death and hell, thus becoming "the first fruits" of the resurrection from
the dead. And we realized in this our spiritual
feast that Christ had "risen indeed."
At 2 p. m. we again met together for fellowship,
and to partake of the sacrament of the Lord's
supper. After the opening services two noble
sisters (Tower and Pickering))who had been baptized upon the previous Friday, were confirmed
by Elders Ramsey, and Armstrong, Sen., and I
need only say that in attending to this part of the
duty of the Eldership, the Spirit and power of
their office and calling rested upon them. Throughout the whole of the service the Spirit and blessings' of God were manifested in abundance, to the
confirming of the Saints, and the strengthening
of the ministry.
At six o'clock in the evening we were again
prepared for further droppings from the sanctuary,
and after the usual preliminary services, Elder
Joseph Ramsey addressed us for about three quarters of an hour, taking as a basis the rst chapter
of the 1st epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthian
church, from which, with further illustrations, he
showed the necessity of a living, acting faith,
born of obedience to the gospel of the Lord Jes us
Christ, and demonstrated fron;i the "law and the
testimony" that only such a faith could save
saint or sinner in the kingdom of God. This he
beautifully illustrated from the experiences of
the children of Israel under Moses, six hundred
thousand of whom were led forth into the wilderness after they had been baptized in the cloud
and in the sea, who through their unbelief and
disobedience were not (save Caleb and Joshua)
permitted to enter into the promised land, and
thus to-day are men righteously excluded from
the promised rest, not because they have not
known, but because having known, they have
wilfully neglected and disobeyed the message
sent of God for their salvation. The sermon was
a powerful one, and was listened to by a full audience, with wrapt interest from opening to close,
after which, as a fit accompaniment, the congregation sang the ro84 hymn from the Saints'
Harp, "The Spirit of God like a fire is burning."
And, dear Herald, the singing and playing were
such that it would seem impossible to hear anything better. One good brother said it rang out
as though "propelled by machinery," .while a
faithful sister exclaimed, "It has just transplanted
me back again thirty years, to the time when the
same grand old hymn was sung in Sheffield Conference," by men and women endowed by the
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active, moving power of the gospel of the latter
days.
Elder Henry Greenwood then delivered a.
short address upon the beauty and harmony of
the gospel of Christ, as now taught by the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of .Latter Day
Saints; and also as commanded to the ancient
churches of the Corinthians, Romans, Ephesians,
and others by the then Apostles and followers of
the Lord Jes us.
The services of the day were then brought to a
close by singing the 9o+th hymn in the Saints'
Harp-"A few more years shall roll." Benediction by Elder Robert Baty.
Thus .ended the best, and most influential conference, both as regards numbers and spiritual
power present, that has yet been held .in the
Manchester district, a conference in which harmony prevailed, strength given to all and we believe an impetus given to the work that will
make it felt throughout the whole of the branches
in the district.
The authorities of the church, both general
mission and district, were each sustained in their
several callings, and we parted from each other
breathing a fervent prayer of devout thankfulness to God for the confirming power of his gospel vouchsafed to us.
Yours in the gospel of Christ,
JOSEPH DEWSNUP,

PrPsident

'!f the Manchester District.

CLINTON, Mo., May 12th.
Bro. ·w. W. Blair :-I got home on the 4th
inst. After leaving Lamoni, went to Spickardville, where I commenced meetings in the
Christian Church on Friday night, April 23d,
and continued every night and over two Sabbaths. The interest was grand to the very last.
In the meantime Bro. A. held three meetings
at the Farview school-house, in Bro. Morrison's
neighborhood. He had but few out--time too
short for circulating appointment. Our visit
would have been a pleasant one in every way
had it not been for Sr. Mc Vay, who felt much
indisposed during the last few days of our stay.
This life might be too much of a heaven, and our
disposition to "stay always" might make us covetous, especially for "local Zions," were it not for
some of these clouds of disappointments. We
are glad to say that in many things our hearts
were made glad, and we trust and hope all will
think well of our motives to cheer and comfort
Zion's children, though we do not all see "eye
to eye."
After arriving at Spickardville we were not
long in observing that there were a number who
desired a light more than to embrace truth. We
tried to be wise and cautious, preached in an
affirmative way, but it brought the fire from opposing elements, and the consequences are we
have a six days' debate on hand, which is to commence on the 9th day of August. I live near
two hundred miles from the place of battle, and
thought it impracticable, under existing circumstances, to meet the issue. myself, and so have
arranged with our·opponent to introduce any
man the Church feels to support.
The propositions are: rst.-Is the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints of
which I (I. N. White) am a member, in harmony
with the New Testament scripture in doctrine
and church organization?
2d.-Is the Church of Christ, of which I (J.

Padget) am a member, in harmony with the New
Testament scripture in doctrine and church organization?
King James' translation of the Bible and standard church histories shall be the standards of evidence. All other evidence to be received upon
its merit, subject to the rules governing such testimony before our civil court~.
The Christian minister (J. Padget) was out to
hear us five times, and busied himself in writing
up each sermon. The following questions were
laid on the stand, and an answer requested, viz.:
"Do you believe your organization to be 'The
Church?' If so, Is it the Kingdom of God? Is
it necessary to be in the Kingdom of God in order to be saved?" (No name signed.)
We thought this foreshadowed a discussion.
Bro. A. answered :-rst, Yes. 2d, The church is
called the Kingdom of God, net, household,
sheepfold, &c. 3d, Yes; but many people get
into the visible part of the church through baptism, and are not recognized by God, because
they fail to enter the in visible part, and are as
the foolish virgins without oil in thair lamps; or
like the net cast into the water, which gathers
both good and the bad-the good are those that
are born of water and the Spirit, as it is written:
"For what man knoweth the things of man,
save the spirit of man which is in him? even so
the things of God knoweth no man, except he has
the Spirit of Goel. But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God;. neither
can he know them, because they are spiritually
discerned. For the kingdom of God is not meat
and drink; but righteousness, arid peace, and joy
in the Holy Ghost." Hence man can't get religion, no more than you can character. It is a
practical work, bringing man to perfection by
using the means that God has ordained for the
"perfecting of the Saints."-Eph., 4th chapter.
God had promised a "new covenant," which
was to be introduced when the seed should come
to whom th~ promise was made. Christ was that
seed, and he introduced a "new and living way,
which he hath consecrated for us, through the
veil, that is to say, his -flesh." "For this is the
covenant that I will make with the house of Israel. . . . I will put my laws into their mind, and
write them in their heart, . . . for all shall know
me, f1om the least to the greatest." The ministry under the old covenant went into the holy of
holies, and thus the people knew God as revealed
through these priests. But under this "new
covenant" all would have a privilege to know
him if they would accept of the terms. For our
gospel came not unto you in word only, but also
in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much
assurance." And as long as we live under this
covenant we will not be saved· by works of
righteousness which we have done, (under the
old covenant), but according to his mercy he
saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost. And thus God
makes his mit1istry "able ministers of the new
Testament; not ·of the letter, but of the Spirit;
for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life"confirming the testimony of Christ in them-"So
that ye come behind in no gift; waiting for the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The answer was argumentative. The Christian brethren were kind in giving us the use of
their house. The brethren in charge of that field
would do well to early supply its wants. Patience and careful labor will bring happy fruits.
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There are kind and noble Saints there, who have
had their trials. The devil will try to do his
work as at other times, and the Saints will do
well to remember that charity is a gift most desirable. I commence meetings in Cedar c.ounty
on the 15th, and return to attend conference at
Independence, June 12th. In bonds,
I. N. WHITE.
63 Pigot St., Greenheys,
MANCHESTER, Eng.,
April 21st, 1886.
Dear Herald:-If I may be allowed to encroach
on your valuable space a little I shall deem myself deeply obliged, and thank you very much for
the privilege accorded. I have one great object
in making this request, viz., the encouragement
and upbuilding of my brethren and sisters, and
at the same time of attributing all honor and
glory to God for his great and manifold mercies
to me and mine. After no small amount of inducement.and sound argument, I was prevailed
upon nearly two years.ago to become a member
of the Reorganized Church. I had often listened
attentively to the doctrines taught by it, and
not only that, but I had in no small degree seen
the practical application of the same amongst. the
brethren and sisters, whom I closely watched,
and found (much to my satisfaction) in common
love and fellowship, fervently and devoutly striving to serve the Lord.
"This, more than all else, seemed to bind me
to them, and gave me the appetite to be amongst
them; and after attending the meetings with my
wife and little on~ for a short time, we were both
constrained to follow Christ as directed by him,
and advanced our names for baptism. \Ve both
bless God that we took that step, knowing that
God's blessing has rested upon us ever since.
We are both convinced that the work is true; for
only recently that has been .most vividly and
clearly depicted by dreams. The Sunday services, the testimony meetings, the Herald, and the
association of the brethren and sisters, are among
the strongest fascinations we allow ourselves to
be attracted by and engaged in, and I trust this
may continue so until our lives end. \Ve love
all our brethren and sisters, and I know we are
beloved by them. This one evidence of loving
reciprocity itself proves that we are the people
of God. Life, which previously was to us intolerably miserable, is now lit up with the everlasting radiance of the gospel which disperses all the
black clouds of sorrow and trouble, and opens out
to us the everlasting glories which lie beyond,
which we see and know are worth contending
for. Language will not adequately describe the
comfort and hope which this gospel brings to
those who· will embrace it. 0, that more may
see it!
Our greatest concern and desire is, that we may
not be unfaithful, but may endure to the end;
and for this purpose we pray continually that we
and the' whole household of faith may ever be
kept close to God, daily and hourly striving to
serve him aright, accomplishing everything to his
honor and glory, whether spiritual or temporal,
so that at the last we may enjoy that everlasting
joy and felicity which is the future inheritance
of the true Saints of God,
Everything in our Manchester District here
bespeaks progress and prosperity. I am sure I
can truly endorse the report that om beloved
president, Elder J. Dewsnup, made to yqµ, in
.
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which he showed you how everything is most
encouraging.
Next Sunday we hold onr Annual Conference,
and we are hoping to have a most blessed and
happy time. Three of the brethren, including
myself, are nominated to be ordained as Priests.
As I have requested my brethren here, so do I
request all the Saints to pray that our Heavenly
will look graciously upon us, and so endow us
with the light of his Holy Spirit that we may be
enabled to discharge the duties of the offices we
are about to undertake, in such a manner as will
convince multitudes of honest hearts, and redound to the honor and glory of Him whose we
are, and whom we are resolved to serve. Pray
for us, as St. Paul asked the Ephesians to pray
for him. Ephesians 6: 19, 20.
Two sisters (that will be) are to be baptized tomorrow evening, and will (D. V.) be confirmed
on Sunday at the conference. May God bless
them both, as I am confident He will. You will
see by this that we have every reason to look
forward for a happy day. In fact, our EasterSunday presents every prospect of being~I was
going to say-beyond all conjectures most happy. I trust I have not trespassed too long on
your valuable time and space, but I know and
feel my attempts will not be fruitless in cheering
the hearts of my brethren and sisters.
May God continue His blessings upon us, and
the whole household of faith, is the earnest prayer of your humble brother and servant in Christ.
SAMUEL FREDER1(::K MATHER.

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
'ro 17TH, 1886.
Continued.
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MINISTRY RERORTS.

Elder jlf. H. Forscutt, of the High
Priests, present, reports:
Since receiving a renewal of my appointment
by General Conference of 1885, I have labored
as continuously and as earnestly as health and
circumstances would permit, and submit this as
the abbreviated report of my larors. By the
seeming decree of Providence I was prevented
from entering upon my duties proper, according
to appointment, through sickness in my own person, from which I am not even yet fully recovered. My appointment was to the field in charge
of Elder Wm. H. Kelley. I informed him and
the First Presidency of my inability to at once
enter upon the duties of· that appointment, and
with his concurrence, I was by them kj.ndly permitted to labor in the regions round about my
home. When able, and indeed before yet fully
able, I left my home mission and went eastward,
contributing my feeble mite at the Reunions held
at Wheeler's Grove and Montrose, Iowa," speaking also at other places en route, and, by appointmen~ and in one ,;ense permission of Elder J. R.
Lambert, president of that mission, in St. Louis
and vicinity.
Reaching my field of labor, and in answer to
very urgent requests, I confined my labors to
Pittsburgh and .vicinity. I am not able to state
that I al ways felt the Spirit, or that the power
thereof was always attendant on my administrations, or ministrations. Yet for a period of a
tew w~,eks during this ~onference ,year1 I am
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thankful to be able to say, the Lord was pleased
to manifest himself to me in so direct a manner,
and with such marked power as to justify my
highest hopes of the distant past, when with the
glowings of an ardent temperament, and the zeal
of youthfulness, I anticipated what in later years
hope deferred had caused me to despair of ever
attaining to. For, to the glory of God, I meekly
state it, never in my ministerial work had the
Lord so signally owned me, never had he drawn
so preciously near to me and with his divine
Spirit enclothed me with such power, as during
my mission in the east. I needed it too, or circumstances; reflections, obstacles and trials would
otherwise have been greater than I could have
borne.
Since I went east I have done but a tithe of
what I wished to do, and have been made to experience my weakness, my incompetency for so
grand a work as priesthood-bearing seemed to
demand of me. Yet God has been pleased
through my poor efforts to rescue from sin and
error a few precious souls, some forty-eight having been buried with Christ in baptism by me
since first I received my appointment there, and
quite a number have been baptized by others
whose hearts God mercifully reached through
my humble testimony. So they have testified.
I do not apologize for giving distances of travels; but as a reason for expenditure of Church
and private funds, as the sums set opposite the
names of ministers often leads to comment, I
have thought that missions involving excessive
travels should be as distinctly recognized in reference to the means necessarily expended in
reaching them, as are the sums so expended often
complained of as being large in comparison' with
those expended by others whose appointments involve little or no traveling expenses. During this conference year, I have
traveled 4,426 miles, have attended ministerially
340 services, have married four couple, preached
four funeral sermons, baptized 19, confirmed 23,
administered in the precious healing ordinances
102 times, and blessed l l children. I therefore
feel thankful, for every ordinance administered
in the name of Jesus and in the Spirit, contains
within itself one of the elements of union with
the Lord. I am willing to labor on the other
side the ocean, or on this side; to join the army
gone before, or humbly, and though it must be
weakly, work for, or fight with the army of the
Lord here, as he wills. I am conscious of my
own unworthiness, and feel often unfitted, unqualified for so grand a work as is His; yet if He
wills it, and. yo'11 so appoint, I will do the best one
so weak as I can. I am on the altar, if He will;
or in the field, if He so direct. I only a~k His
divine guidance, and your confidence.

Elder R. M. Elvin, President of the
First Quorum of Elders, present, reports:
In presenting this the annual report of my
stewardship, as a servant of Christ, and a representative of his church, I desire to state that my
heavenly Father has been very kind in the bestowal of the Holy Spirit while I have taught the
people the principles of the gospel as restored by
angelic visitations to the "choice seer." And
more especially do I wish to confess the power
of God in freeing me from pain and sickness 1
thereby permitting me to fill appointtnents that
otherwise would have been a disappointment
the people, and more so to me. l will praise. Goel
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for all his blessings, and will seek for faith, that
I may abide, and be worthy to stand with the
true ministers of Christ when he comes to accept
and 'crown all who have been faithful. Have
preached the word agreeable to my appointment,
and by mutual understanding with the missionary
in charge, and for what I considered to be prudential reasons, I devoted nearly my whole time
south of the Platte River. At the request of my
district I took the active oversight of a campmeeting, which lasted for a week and gave general satisfaction, both to the Saints and the people.
Brn. Caffall, Derry, and Forscutt severally spoke
the word of the Lord with divine power. The
meeting was a success, spiritually, socially, and
financially. At the urgent request of Bro. D.
Bowen and several outsiders, held a grove-meeting in Seward county; the attendance was good,
and quite a spirit of enquiry was manifested.
Brn. Caffall and Forscutt were present, and their
sermons were timely and instructive. Those in
attendance met the expense of the meeting. I
wish to make special mention of some of the
many kindnesses, that have been extended to me
as a minister of the Church of Christ. George E.
Dye, pastor of the Baptist Church of Wilber, has
been very kind in permitting us the use of his
church, and in speaking wor.ds of cheer and truth
in the behalf of our work. The Christians of
both Greenwood and Elmwood kindly let us have
their house of worship in which to speak the
word of the Lord. Held a funeral service in the
M. E. Church of Avoca, Nebraska. We are
indebted to "Harker Post, No. 51, G. A. R.," for
the use of their large tent, in which we held a
number of meetings. One school-house was
closed by vote against us, and that by those who
had never heard a sermon preached. I therefore
feel to excuse them. In all places where I have
preached there are urgent calls for my return,
and new calls are made from a number of places.
Outside of my appointed field, with the consent
of those in charge, I spoke once at Independence,
Missouri, and in Iowa at Armour Hall, Wheeler's
Grove camp-meeting, and at Shenandoah. Have
worked in season and out of season, in both heat
and cold, sunshine and storm, and have never let
an opportunity pass to advance the cause of truth,
have con tended earnestly for the right, and
whenever it became necessary for rne to yield, I
did so, seeking lo occupy the vantage ground for
the cause, believing that when no principle of
truth is compromised, it is our duty to make
friends with all men, provided the truth is advanced and we are not censur6lble. Have been
blest in administering baptism to thirty-seven
persons, the most of whom were married people,
confirmed a few, blessed some children, and
administered to the sick a number of times, and
to some who were not members of the church,
and God was not unmindful of the prayers offered
in behalf of the ail1icted. I have spoken words
of comfort, consolation and cheer, as also words
of admonition and reproof, in all of which I have
faithfnlly sought the guidance of the Holv Spirit.
I have studied and tried to practice financial
economy. God has blest me with a help-meet
that is willing to sacrifice for the spread of the
gospel. I feel that my first duty is to my family,
after which my whole desire is to be found useful in bringing souls to Christ. Like one of old
I can say, "Woe is me, if I preach not the gospel."
My pen has not been i<;lle during the past year.
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I atn still willing to devote myself in the ministry, for establishing the good name of Zion.
May unity, peace, and the light of God's Spirit
be with this Conference.

Elder I. N. White, President of the
Second Quorum of Elders, present, reports:
Since my appointment to the "Western Missouri Mission" I have moved my family to Clinton, Henry county, Missouri, where I arranged
my affairs for the work, and took my field of
labor in November. Since that time I have laborered in Henry, St. Clair, Cedar, Johnson and
Jackson counties. I have been acting as President of the Independence, (Mo.) District since
the last district conference held there. This field
is fast opening, calls are numerous, and our
cause is arresting the attention of good, thinking
people. There has been but few baptisms under
my special care, yet I think there is an early
harvest ahead. I am ready to continue my work
should it be thought wisdom by this body.

Elder R. Etzenhouser, President of the
Fifth Quorum of Elders, present, reports:
After the last General Conference I was detained some weeks. Doing labor by the way,
reached my field early in June, since which time
I have been busily engaged. My labor being
mostly in Des Moines and Eastern Iowa districts.
The former is in fair condition, but needs care
and hf'ip other than its own force. The Eastern
Iowa is on the decline, and its surviving is dependent upon what help it gets from this body.
Under special direction of Bro. Lambert, and by
appointment of district conference, together with
brthren D. S. Holmes and J. S. Roth, a matter of
serious harm and long standing was tried by us
as a court and settled we think; which in its time
had damaged the work much in Davenport, and
all but destroyed it at Clinton, as also the entire
district, more or less. In this peculiar and unpleasant task, I .had unqualified peace of mind.
I attended the Park Bluff and Galland's Grove
Reunions, furnished reports of the first to Burlington and Keokuk papers; and of the latter to
Des Moines and Council Bluffs papers. At the
request of Bro. McDowell, and with the consent
of Brn. Lambert and Blair, assisted Bro. McDowell a week at Council Bluffs. Have labored
at many points, old and new; baptized 7, ordained one Elder, have been richly blessed in much
of my work. Late in the year there seemed to
be a necessity for me to quit the field; but, as I
tried to so arrange, a complete reversal took
place. I am ready for work if the body see fit to
so order. The twenty-six counties of the Des
Moines District still affords ample room for me;
and I am provided so that there I can travel for
one half as much as in any other place. I hope
to be placed where the work can be best served.

Elder 'J. F. Burton writes
Queensferry, Australia:

from

Since my last report I have labored in the colonies of New South \Vales and Vktoria, the
greatest distance between places visited being
about Soo mile.s. All the branches organized by
my predecessors in the mission have been revived, and are now in fair working order, except
the Ilungwall branc:h, the members of which
have removed to Nambucca, and now form that
branch and the Sydney branch. There has been
one new qraricp organized-the f!astings Branch.

I have held over 200 services, (some of them being prayer and testimony meetings, the others
preaching), either on the streets, in private houses
or public halls, as circumstances would permit.
There have been 32 persons baptized, some by
the Elders here, and nineteen by myself. I have
also ordained 4 Priests, r Teacher, and attended
to the ordinances of confirmation, blessing children and administering to the sick. I also held a
discussion two evenings with a Christadelphian.
The present outlook is favorable for a steady increase slowly to the church, only limited by the
labor to be done by "the reapers of life's harvest,"
and may be much aided by the pious Christ-like
life of the Saints. It is gratifying to me to be
ahle to report to you that God has confirmed his
word spoken, by the tokens following the believer here as well as elsewhere, and that I have
been blest with the Divine Spirit in all my ministerial duties more than ever before. Praying
that God will bless you with the Spirit of wisdom
and revelation in reference to the things of the
kingdom, and being still at your disposal, I am
your fellow iaborer and brother in Christ.

Elder F . .JVJ; Sheehy, present, reports:
Since my appointment by you at last General
Conference to the Eastern Mission, I have
labored constantly in the field, attending to such
duties as fall to the lot of a missionary. I have
opened up new points in Maine, at Epping, Blue
Hill, Sargentsville, Tenant's Harbor, Martinsville, Clark's Island, Hart's Neck, New .Harbor
and Lisbon Falls. Have also preached at Jonesport, Indian River, Jonesboro, Look's Point,
Addison, Green's Landing, Brooksville, Bray's
Mountain. As a rule have been blessed with the
Holy Spirit, and in an especial manner in the
presentation of the word in preaching. Have
labored some in different parts of the Massachusetts District. The prospects for the work in
Maine are encouraging. A disposition on the
part of the Saints of more spiritual devotion and
zeal is quite clearly manifest. At Green's Landing they are building a new chapel. I wish to
call your attention to the fact that we need more
laborers in the east. The opportunities for new
openings are very abundant, the people are
anxious to hear. Prejudice consequent upon a
misunderstanding of the difference between us
and the Utah abominations is fast receding. The
public are becoming informed relative to these
features, so that it hardly requires an explanation
from us. The public press in many instances are
are kindly disposed towa_rds us. Now seems to
0e the opportune time for the church to work in
th~ east with a large missionary force, and we are
anxiously looking towards you for help in this
direction. The labors of Bro. \V. H. Kelley
were appreciated, and his return is earnestly
requested by the people of Maine.

Elder F. C. //Varnky, present, reports:
My labors the past year have been as pff appointment in Miswuri and in Wyandotte County,
Kansas, with little exception. The greater part
of my labors have been in the Independence
District, over which I presided most of the time.
I rejoice in the onward march of the church, the
redemption of Zion-the people by righteousness and the land by puchase. In my effort
scattering the· bread of life broad cast, I have
been greatly blessed, and my soul made to rejoice in the glorions truths of the message that
wi; bear, \Vfien we see God ~o~fi~!ni11,!S 01.ir ef•.
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forts with signs following. I have let no opportunity pass by, but have labored as best I could;
as my circumstances would peit:nit.
Have
preached thirty-nine times, assisted Bro. W. J.
Smith in one discussion, baptized ten, blessed
several children, solemnized one marriage, and
administered to many that were sick. I desire
to labor until the victory is won, and the crown
obtained.

Elder Henry Kemp, present, reports:
Having been appointed by your honorable
body convened at Independence, Mo., on the 6th of
April, 1885 to labor in Southwestern Iowa, I labored to the best of my ability in the field assigned me. My labors have been chiefly in the Fremont District. I have devoted my entire time
for the year; have sought to build up and
strengthen the Saints; have discharged the duties
of district president as best I could; have admin:
istered to the sick and the affiicted, and on some
occasions with marked rebults; have also blessed
children, and solemnized marriages. I can truly
say I have been greatly blessed in preaching the
word, had good congregations in almost every
place, and the best of attention paid by those not
of our faith. Quite a number have moved west
from the district in search of new homes, and
some have passed away to await "the resurrection of the just." We have not added many to
our m;imbers, but the Saints generally feel well.
I have only baptized one, but many are believing, and I think ere 1ong will obey. We sow the
seed, and another may water, but it is God that
gives the increase. I am still desirous to do
what I can for the work of our God, and desire
to do the will of the Master in all things. I love
the work, and shall pray and labor for its interest
to the best of my ability, and hope with you to
stand the test and endure while life shall last.

Elder E-Iiram Rathbun, present, reports:
Having received an appointment (as self-supporting) from the General Conference to labor
under Bro. W. H. Kelley in Michigan and Northern Indiana, I have, under the circumstances,
endeavored to labor to the best of my ability. It
has been a great comfort to me, after a providential absence for many years, to find myself again
at home with those of like precious faith,
and in unity together labor for the successful triumph of the Master's work, whose
great mission . into the world was "That
He might destroy the works of the devil,"
and to prepare a people for his coming.
During the past year my labors have mostly
been in ju...:taposition with others, and perhaps I
recieved much more good than I was able to
communicate to others. For nearly the last two
months I have been alone, only that I have felt
that God was with me. In this time I have
blessed five children, administered to eight sick
persons with satisfactory results, have baptized
and confirmed ten, organized a branch at W ehberville with seventeen members, received Elder
Thomas Horton, of Williamston, upon his original
baptism and ordination, who was elected president of the branch at Webberville. We also
organized another .branch at Dimondale with
twelve members, and at that place ordained
George McClintock to the office of a Priest, and
he was elected president of the branch, and Bro.
Franklin Spafford clerk. We would further say
that we have a branch at Lansing of ten members.
ifhis tm\nt:h was organized on C::hristma~ last by
~I

Bro. E. C. Briggs, whose excellent labors were
very much appreciated by the Saints. Brn.
Kelleys, Scott and Deuel have each labored at
these places, and will never be forgotten by the
Saints. In behalf of the Saints in these places
we say, God bless them all. The Saints in these
branches are in good spirits, hopeful and cheerful.
The outlook is indeed quite auspicious. In God
we hope and trust. Amen.

Elder H. L. Holt, present, reports:
Have labored as appointed, in Northern Iowa,
Dakota, and Minnesota. Have held meetings in
thir'fy-two places, sixteen of them new ones;
baptized twelve, and organganized one branch.
I consider the work in Minnesota in a good condition. The Saints, with few exceptions, are
favorably disposed to the financial law. I think
it highly important that an Elder be sent there.

Elder A. H. Parsons, present, reports:
My labors the past year have been in the
Northwest Kansas District, have presided over
the same the last year.
Have baptized ten,
blessed a number of children, administered to the
sick,.and most every time the Lord bestowed instant relief; solemnized one marriage ceremony;
preached one funeral, have opened several new
places with good results, and have been blessed
in presenting the truth and meeting opposition.
My faith grows stronger and firmer as I grow
older in years.

Elder Peter Anderson writes from Salt
Lake City, Utah:
I labored in Western Iowa and Eastern
Nebraska till in the latter part of July, when
according to call from the First Presidency, I
went to Utah to labor in the Rocky Mountain
Mission. Since my arrival here I have visited
and labored in five counties, and in fourteen
different settlements, at the same time attending
to the editorial work of Saiul!iedens Banner. Have
delivered about one hundred discourses, baptized
six and performed such other duties as pertain
to my calling.
With few exceptions my labor has been among
the Scandinavians. It is claimed that there ·are
about 40,000 of those people in this Territory, so
you may know that the field is large enough for
one man at least. H your honorable body should
deem it wisdom to appoint any Scandinavian
Elders, I hope you will send. them to this mission.
Some have u.nited with us, and more are with us
in faith. Many read the Danish paper with
great interest" and while their, big, as well as
small guns and Cannons flee from justice, we
propose presenting this glorious latter day work
to this people in its true light. It is sufficient
for me to say that I believe a solid foundation
has been laid, and it is now our duty to wisely
build thereon. To this end I am your fellow
laborer."

Elder M. EI. Bond, present, reports:
I have been laboring in the Eastern Mission,
as per appointment. I have been blessed in my
endeavors to preach the gospel of Christ; and
the result of my experience has been to settle
and ground me in the faith which we as an organization are called to represent. There is no
relationship between the demands of the work in
the east and the present supply of 1laborers. The
calls are many, and the opportunities for an in ...
telligent presentation of our faith never so numerous a8 now. At present, as you are awar.e, I
ii.m tlw onl,y laborer continuousl,y in the fi~!d, l
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understand that the hangs of the district president are partly loosed, and that more preaching
may be expected of him in the future. He is a
man of faith and works-an able gospel exponent,
and has the confidence of the Saints of the district. Local laborers are doing what they can in
many places for the success of the work, and
there are signs of encouragement in and out of
the church. One of the most serious causes of
hindrance in some places, in my opinion, is the
lack of enforcement of the law of the church
against persistent and long continued offenders. I
have endeavored to work in the interests of the
church, with a view of securing a permanent and
reliable constituency rather than that of adding
mames to the church record.
There are many noble and God-fearing people
in that country, whose love of truth seems paramount to selfish interests. God is blessing such
in many and wonderful ways. Our faith in God
is strong, artd in the ultimate triumph of the Redeemer's kingdom; and the fact that the Master
has so faithfully redeemed all the promises made
to us that relate to the present-encourages us to
press forward toward the prize that lies at the
end of the race.

Elder F. P. Scarcl{!f writes from Lamberta, Baldwin county, Alabama:
For the past six months I have been laboring
under the appointment of Elder Geo. Montague,
president of the South-Eastern Mission, and have
been for the most part self.sustaining. I love the
work and desire to devote myself to the service
of God and his truth. I have labored mostly in
the Mobile District, making only a short visit to
the Florida District. No local preaching is being
done in the latter district, no meetings of any
kind so far as I could learn have been held since
Bro. Montague was there about a year ago, excepting some services held in a few of the branches by Elder G. R. Scoggin of the Alabama District, last winter. He returned to the district
again about March !St at the request of brethren
there, and with the intention of preaching in that
district for a while. I went to Santa Rosa in
March to attend conference. No business was
transacted. There are upwards of two hundred
members in this district, but they are almost entirely without faithful, living shepherds. I have
warm feeling for the Saints in that district; many acts of kindness h~ve they shown me in the
past. For five years I visited them from time to
time, I was with them in fasting and prayer, and
in pain and with tears I tried to sen·e them.
While there is room for great improvement in
the Mobile District, is is not in so bad a condition as the Florida District. Some local preaching is being done. There are many calls for
preaching, and some promising openings have
been made. I desire to labor in this mission, and
will devote all or part of my time as circumstances may permit. During the past year I have
carried .a pack on my back, tracts in pockets, and
gospel love in my heart, selling goods to pay my
expenses, care for my family, and pay off indebtedness contracted whilst engaged in the service
of the church. I have taken my pack off my
back, conducted baptismal services, and had the
sure witness from abov.e that my labor was accepted of God. Have administered to the sick
with good results. My crosses and trials havt:
been severe, but I feel cheerful, determined to
battle on for, the right, feeling S!ltjstled that I must
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work out my salvatio1.;.1 with the gospel armor on.
I am still in an embarrassed condition financially, and have given a statement of my affairs in
my report to the Bishopric and Twelve.

Priest A. J. Jv.foore, present, reports:
I have labored to the best of my ability in the
field assigned me, spent three months in Nodaway District, the most of the time assisting experienced Elders. The Saints there desire this
co~ference to send an Elder to help them, but as
there are so many calls, and believing the president of this mission has done all he could, and
no doubt will, if possible send an Elder, I do not
think it necessa1·y to urge the request. Have assisted' others in the Decatur District, and baptized six. I would prder assisting in the branch
or district this year, so I can have access to the
church library, but should I be assigned a field
of labor, I do not think I will murmur.

Elder Charles Herzing, .writes from
Severance, Kansas:
When I asked an appointment of last conference, I had no doubt but I should be able to fill
the same, that is, to devote most of my time to
the ministry; but it is with much regret that I
report to you not having been able to do so. Being sorely disappointed in some of my expectations and some of my seemingly well laid plans,
I consequently had to remain at home. ·It caused
me a good deal of uneasiness and fretting, but we
can not overcome impossibilities, and we are all
more or less controlled by circumstances. I can
assure you that my heart is in this work, for I
know it is of God; and to take an active part in
the same is the uppermost thought of my heart.
It is only a question of a little more time with
me, and till then, with the help of the Lord, I will
study and learn and prepare myself for the work
which I know is the Lord's will for me to do.

Elder Clarence StClair, writes from
Independence, Missouri:
Since last December I have been laboring incessantly, having preached seventy-eight times,
baptized twelve, and ministered to some few
sick with good results following. My desires are
to be faithful in the work of the latter days, and
to be in, unity with all the church authorities, believing as I do that unless we are one we shall
fail in accomplishing the work demanded of ns
by our calling in Christ, if we have one head we
must also have one body, and that each member
must be in unison with each other, or we will be
found guilty of warring with each other, an
thereby destroy ourselves and the work. As for
myself, I shall ever hold myself in readiness to
do the Master's will at all times.

Elder L. R. Devore, writes from Vale's
Mills, Ohio:
Since December, 1885, have !aborted at Downardville,Jackson county, Creola, Mt. Zion, Eagle
Furnace, and Vale's Mills in Vinton county, and
at the "school iot" in Meigs. Have delivered
fifty-eight discourses, baptized eleven, blessed
twenty-five children, had excellent liberty in declaring the "word," for which I humbly thank
Him who is the author of this grand work. I
have tried to "make friends to the cause," being
admonished by Bro. W. H. Kelley so to do. I
have endeavored to build wisely, and trust the~
work may stand. We ask to be remembered by
your honorable body as a district, (Son th Eastern
Ohio and West Virginia)- J3ro. W. I-I. Kelley is

somewhat acquainted with our wants, and to him
we shall look for a consideration by the body a~
sembled. The district does not feel able to send
a delegate at this time. My desire is to be present with you during the session, but with me it
is a financial impossibility. Temporal circumst:;mces will ere long admonish me to return
home, but my heart is in the work, and for its ultimate triumph I shall pray.

Elder James Jl:foler writes from Jackson County, Ohio:
Having been chosen to travel and preach in
this district the past winter, I have been actively
engaged in preaching and traveling seventy one
days, besides doing lobor in the branch and vicinity, have preached in all sixty-five times, baptized nineteen, administered to many sick folk, blessed some children, have opened up the work in four
new places: one in Ohio and three in West
Virginia. It seems necessary that those in West
Virginia be looked after. There have been a "few
gathered in at two of the places, and I think
that in Summers County there can be a branch
established near the county seat, as SOQ,n as it
can be visited by one who is wise, and able to
represent the church in all of its doctrines; but
none need not go unless they are competent to
defend the truth. I spent the means that was
furnished me by the Bishop, in traveling to
spread the truth; have given my time, except a
little aid from the Saints, (for which I am thankful). I desire lo do all that I can in this great
work, and to go forth in to new fields as much
as I can. If I can get means to bear expenses of
travel, (which are not very great, as I travel a
great deal on foot), I could go and labor in the
Master's vineyard each winter.

Elder Albert Haws, writes from Sweet
Home, Oregon:
Agreeable to appointment of the General Conference and arrangments made with the First
Presidency, I started for Oregon on the 23d day
of January, 1886, on board the steamer Oregon,
just after the worst storm that ever was known
on this coast; the waves were running mountains high, and all broken up, or what is called a
"chopped sea," dashing against the steamer with
terrible force, and it was but a short time before
nearly all on board were in their births paying
tribute to Neptune, and with the rest I began to
feel very much affected. But putting my trust
in God, whom I try to serve, I went to my room,
laid down in my berth, (for I could not stand up
nor kneel without something to hold to), and
prayed to my Father to remove the sickness, and
it was done, and I enjoyed the balance of the
voyage with the exception of having to sleep
standing on my head half of the time. I arrived
in Portland on the 25th and found friends in waiting for me; rested a day or two, then commenced
hunting for some Saints who live in Portland;
secured a hall, preached three times with good
liberty, fair attendance and good attention; but on
accmmt of the great revival meetings and the excitement over the Chinese, etc., I concluded to
wail until circumstances were more favorable. I
visited several families, and distributed quite a
number of tracts; made some friends and removed some prejudice.
Visited Milwaukee,
stayed several days, gave out tracts, and talked
with the people, but failed to get a place to speak
in. On the 26th of February, took train for
Brawfordsville, Linn county, and on Sunday I

1

preached in a school-house, had a fine turn out,
good attention, and an invitation to come again.
On the second of March, Bro. Alney brought me
up here, and I commenced preaching on Friday
evening to a full house, and have preached eight
times; five at Sweet Home, and three at the Moss
School-house, the people coming for miles
through the mud, rain, and dark nights, paying
the best of attention, many enviting me to their
houses. Several new places were opened to
preach in, and those who have been very much
pr,ejudiced in the past have attended meetings.
I have been blessed with the best liberty I ever
had in presenting the word, and the few brethren
here feel quite encouraged, and think "the set
time to favor Zion has come.'' I have not heen
able to get the Saints together yet, but expect to
on Sunday next. They are scattered .some distance apart, and hold meetings once a month. It
has been raining very hard, and we could not fill
our appointment last night; have two appointments out now, and I can say that the out-look is
very favorable for the future. I am willing to
do all I can, and to remain in this field if the conference so orders.

Elder Thomas Dailey writes from
Brighton, California:
I have labored in the Northern District of
California during this last year, have baptized
nineteen, and have been greatly blessed in preaching the word and administering to the sick. I
was elected last fall at our semi-annual conference, held at San Francisco, to preside over the
district. I served faithfully, giving good satisfaction as far as I can learn, and was re-elected
at our last conference held at Stockton, March
19th, 1886. It is my intention to labor in the
district, God being my helper.

Elder John JlfcKenzie, writes from
Jefferson City, Missouri:
My faith was never so strong, nor my view so
clear of what has to be done to fit ourselves to enter into that rest which is appointed for the people
of. God. When I look over the field of labor, we
have made great progress the last year. 0, may
God send his Spirit upon the Elders and officers
of the church, that there may be unity and harmony in their councils, that they may realize his
presence in their midst to comfort and sustain
them in the work to be done for the salvation of
men. And I trust the sa1t land will not be forgotten in this their time of trouble. They have
sinned heavily against light and knowledge, but
God is merciful, and many will come back _to
their first love. I am in good health and ready
to do what I can for the work.

.Fon

SALE.

Four building lots with good bearing fruit
trees, and a good asparagus bed; house with
four rooms, cellar, a good well of water and small
fruits of all kinds. Price, one thousand dollars,
part cash down, or all if desired. A good loality
north of town. Address, Thomas Cornor, Independence, Jackson Co., Mo.

GREAT

BOOK
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We will send you the Lan1oni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Crutlen's Con.,ordanee or Smith's
JUbJe Uietionary post-paid for $1,50.
W- Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books <lll same tern1 s.
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Fa1·1n ·for Sale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iowa.
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w.

Del'llloo11, lll. D.,

PHYSICIAN

AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,
row A.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf
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ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

HISTORY OF THE REORGANIZATION
OF THE CHURCH.
BY ZENAS

H.

GURLEY, SEN.,

Dated at Blanch&rdville, La T!'ayette County, Wiscorn:iin,
October 23d, 1859.

[Continued from lust Hernld.]

AccoRDINGLY the subject was presented
as follows:-ISt. Is polygamy of God?
2d. Is any additi.on necessary to the pamphlet before its publication?
Before opening- the meeting, we made
the church acquainted with our design, and
while singing the opening hymn the Holy
Spirit was sensibly felt. Several sung in
tongues, and while engaged in prayer the
veil was at least part! y rent, at1d the manifestation of the Spirit was such as was seldom witnessed by mortals on earth. I
have been a member of the church some
twenty-three years, and in the course. of
my ministry have witnessed the manifestation of the Spirit in many of the branches,
but never had witnessed what I did that
evening. God was truly with us, and many felt to say with the poet, "Angels now
are hovering o'er us." This was on the
·eve of the 9th of January, 185'.), ever memorable with the Saints of God. About
half an hour afterwards we received
through the Spirit the following, as nearly
as we could write it:
"Polygamy is an abomination in the
sight of the Lord God: it is not of me; I
abhor it. I abhor it, as also the doctrines
of the Nicolaitans, and the men or set of
men who practice it. I judge them not,
I judge not those who practice it. Their
works shall judge them at the last day.
Be ye strong; ye shall contend against
this doctrine; many will be led into it honestly, for the devil will seek to establish it
· and roll it forth to deceive. (d)
,
"They seek to build up their own kingdoms, to suit their own pleasures, but I
countenance it not, saith God. I have giv(d) This prophecy is significant from the fact
it was delivered only four months and, ten days
after the polygamy revelation was first publicly
proclaimed. And it is highly probable that none
at this conference knew of that fact, for the reason that th,e news could not have reached the
public prints, for this was before telegraph or railway lines had reached Utah, and it took a long
time to transmit news to the S_tates, especially in
the fall and winter.
·

en my law: I shrink not from my word.
My law is given in the Book of Doctrine
and Covenants, but they have disregarded
my law and trampled upon it, and counted
it a light thing, and obeyed it not; but my
word is the same yesterday as to-day, and
forever. (e)
"As you have desired to know of me
concern-ing the pamphlet, it is written in
part, but not in plainness. It requires three
more pages to be written, for it shall go
forth in great plainness, combatting this
doctrine, and all who receive it not, it
shall judge at the last day. Let this be
the voice of the Lord in the pamphlet, for
it shall go forth in great plainness, and
many will obey it and turn unto me, saith
the Lord."
This accounts for the last three pages in
our first pamphlet, and we most earnestly
commend that article to the careful reading of all that have ever known the latter
day work, and pray God our Heavenly
Father, in the name of Jesus Christ His
Son, to break every band that binds them,
that they may be enabled to turn to the
law from which they have strayed. Shortly after this communication was given, it
was intimated by the Spirit that we must
organize. This was strange teaching to
me. I replied, It is impossible for us to organize farther than we have. I knew
that we could not create a priesthood. I
conversed with several of the brethren on
the subject, and we set it down as a mistake.
It was now March. Our April Conference was near at hand, and we were unable to decicide on the validity of the ordimltions of our brethren, who were
present at the Fall Conference, and as we
all felt satisfied with the answer of our
inqniry concerning polygamy, we thought
tbe most proper course for us was to make
this also fl subject of prayer. Accordingly
we presented a question something like
this: "were those ordained apostles by
Wm. Smith, recognized of God?"
The manifestation of the Spirit was fully
equal to any on former occasions, and perhaps it is well to say that this was the first
time that the angels ef God were seen
present in our meetings. I did not see
them, but before they were seen, the Spirit
declared through me that they were near,
and immediately after several were transfixed as it were, by the power of God, as
were many in the days of King Benjamin.
Some little time elapsed, nearly an hour
I judge, before we received an answer to
our inquiry.
We were then told that
those ordinations were not acceptable,were not of God, and near the close of the
communication we were told expressly to
organize ourselves, "for ere long, saith the
(e) Here, for the third time at least, the Spirit
of God approves and enjoins the authority of the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants in the instruc-.
tion and government of the church. And here
the Spirit also rebukes the sin of those who had
"disregarded" God's "law" written therein and
had "trampled upon it, and counted it a light
thing, [as foreshown, March 8th, 1833, Doc. and
Cov. 87: 2], and obeyed it not." The church
should now profit by the divine admonitions, and
thus avoid falling under similar condemnation
for similar unbeli\!f~
' · ··
,' - ' ·
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Lord, I will require the Prophet at your
hand." Such was the manifestation .of the
power of God, that not a doubt was left on
our minds concerning the source from
which the commandment came. We all
knew it was from God, but how to organize was the question. We knew we could
not create priesthood, we had two High
Priests, and one Seignior President of the
Seventies, but how could these men organize the church?
It was impossible,
utter! y impossible. We counselled upon
it and concluded that possibly under the
present circumstances it might be right for
High Priests to ordain High Priests and
for the Segnior President of Seventies to
ordain Seventies, but when done what
would it accomplish ?-nothing-just nothing. We were in trouble-deep trouble
-to refuse to organize was dcisobedienceto go forward in the attempt was darkness.
There was but one alternative, and that
was to seek wisdom from above.
\\' e sought the Lord, and in answer
were told to appoint a day and come together fasting and praying, and the Lord
would show us how to organize. Vl e
therefore appointed· the day, di$missed
the meeting and went home rejoicing.
Immediately after our meeting we discovered that the "prince of darkness" was
fully bent on preventing us from receiving
the communication. We came together
on the day appointed, and found that some
had not fasted as commanded, and as several were present who did not belong to
the church, it was thought best to omit
our prayer meeting till evening, and spend
the day in preaching. Before evening
the way was made clear, and at night all
came together in good faith, rl"joicing that
we had the opportunity of seeking for the
information we needed, viz: how to organize the church.
We then presented the following question:
1st. Will the Lord please to tell us how
to organize, that what we do may be acceptable unto Him, and who among us
will He acknowledge as the representative
of the "legal heir" to the Presidency of
church?
There was not so much of the manifestation of the Spirit at this time as upon
former occasions, nevertheless a good feeling and influence prevailed. After the
meeting had continued about one hour, a
man belonging to the Brighamites, about
half drunk, came in and took a seat among
us. Shortly after this a brother (f) came
to me and asked if I had received any
answer to our question. I said "No." He
said, "I have." At my request he sat
down and wrote it. It read as follows:
"Verily thus saith the Lord, as I said
unto my servant 1\1oses, 'see thou do all
things according to the pattern,' so I say
unto you. Behold the pattern is before
you. It is my will that you respect authority in my church, therefore let the
greatest among you preside at your con(f) This "brother" was H. H. Deam. HP had
been ordained a High Priest under the hande of
Pres. Hyrum Smith, and therefore held the highest priesthood irnthority of any present on that
occasion.
·
·
· ·
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In reply to the inquiry as to whether the
ference. Let three Jn en be appointed by tress-our great anxiety. I considered all
the conference to select (g) seven men was lost-lost-lost. We;. could not or- ·revelation was of God, the Spirit through
from among you, who shall compose the ganize. 0, the bitterness of that moment! a number answered that it was. We were
then told that the Lord had withheld his
majorty of the Twelve, for it is my will
that that quorum should not be filled up We could not see "eye to eye." God had Spirit from his Elders to show them that
at present. Let the president ot the con- commanded us to do what we absolutely thev had not sufficient wisdom in and of
ference, assisted by two others, ordain could not do. To my mind, and to the' the~selves to organize. He said, "If I
them. The senior of them shall stand as mind of others, our effort was a failure. had shown you· at first, all would apostathe representative. Let them select twelve Kind reader, when your eye falls upon tize, as it is many of you will apostatize,
but some will remain, and they shall be a
men from among you, and ordain them to
compose my high Council. Behold ye these lines, know that at that time the one means in my hands of bringing back
understand the order of the Bishoprick, who is now penning this, asked God to re- others.
We were then commanded to organize
the Seventies, the Elders, the Priests, move him from the earth.
Men who
Teachers and Deacons.
Therefore or- hitherto had been united-had seen "eye according to the revelation given the 20th
of March, with the assurance that the Lord
ganize according to the pattern, [In Doc.
to ~ye"-had labored together as one man
would be with us to the end. The con& Cov.-Ed.J, behold I will be with you
for the cause of truth, were now opposed gregation that evening was large. The
unto the end, even so. Amen."
We did riot think it advisable to bring to each other, and after a discussion of two school-house was filled literally full of
this communication before the church at days learned to their mortification and Saints, and I believe that every one was
that time to get the testimony of the Spirit sorrow that they, to all human appearances, satisfied that the revelation was from God,
and that the angel that keeps the record
concerning it, for, as I said, one was with
were forever separate. The Spirit the of the Lord's work in every dispensation
us of the Salt Lake order. So we concluded to wait until the Saints were alone. night before had told a few in a prayer was in our midst.
meeting that "To-morrow they shall see
This was on the 20th of March, 1853. I
The next morning the conference met
folded it up and put it in my pocket, re- eye to eye." But the day closed and we and proceeded to organize as instructed.
solving that we would have the testimony were farther apart than on the former Jason W. Briggs was chosen to preside.
of the Spirit through the entire church beOn motion Ethan Griffith, Wm. Cline
fore I would receive it, and I furthermore evening. Our attempts were a failure". I and Cyrus Newkirk were appointed a
resolved that if the revelation was ever repeat, 0, the bitterness of that moment, committee to select seven men to be orbrought to the knowledge of the church, never, never shall I forget it. Although dained into the Quoum of Apostles. On
it should be done by the power of God, since that time darkness, like Egytian motion Bro. Samuel Blair was sustained in
and not of man.
night has at times seemed to shut out all the office of general Church Recorder.
The 6th of April finally came, and near- light apd exclude all hope, yet the recol- On motion Jason W. Briggs was chosen
ly all the church came together. On the lection of that event has enabled me to Church Historian.
The committee of
5th, as we had been commanded to or- rest satisfied that He who delivered us three to select seven to be ordained A post I es
ganize, we thought it advisable to seek for then still holds the reins in His own hands, chose the following named persons, viz:
instructions. We accordingly called a and will bring His work to a glorious Zenos H. Gurley, Henrv H. Deam,Jason
prayer meeting, and as we did not get the consummation, in his own way, and in his W. Briggs, Daniel B. Razv, John Cundesired instruction, we continued it on the own time. The conference adjourned for ningham, George White, Reuben Newsixth. We were then told to organize by prayer meeting in the evening. We ac- kirk, who were accordingly ordained.
what was written. We supposed this re- cordingly came together at early candle
On motion a stake of Zion was estabferred to the books, of course. Our next light, and commenced the meeting as is lished in the town of Argyle, Lafayette
step was to organize the conference. usual on such occasions. For a short county, Wisconsin.
This was now a difficult matter. As I
time it seemed as though the "prince of
On motion Wm. Cline was chosen and
have said, it had become a law to us that darkness" triumphed. After a little, one ordained president of the stake. On mothe one holding the highest priesthood of the brethren arose and rebuked the tion Brn. Cyrus Newkirk and Isaac Butshould pre~ide. There were present two Devil. Shortly after some sprang to their terfield were chosen and ordained his counHigh Priests, and one senior President of feet saying, "Angels, angels, brethren, are sellors.
the Seventies. The question now arose, near us"-and in a moment our darkness
On motion the following persons were
whose priesthood is the highest? The was turned into light, The transition was ordained into the Quorum of the Seventies,
subject was discussed at length, and what instantaneous. The glory of God, such viz: David Newkirk, Wm. Cline, Jun.,
was strange to us all, a good deal of ill as I never witnessed before, was manifest. vVm. Newkirk, Ira Guilford, George Godfeeling was manifested.
The Spirit seemed to rest upon all in the frey, vVm. Smith, Wm. Hartshorn, Wm.
I have often thought of it. It seemed house. Three were in vision, the Spirit White, Benj. R. Tatem, Ethan Griffith,
as though each one thought that the sal- testifying through others at the same time Samuel Blai.r, George W. Harlow, Horace
vation of the church depended on the de- that the Recording Angel ipas present. \N, Ovitt, Edwin Wildermuth, Major
cision being made according to their respec- And as we afterwards learned, two of the Godfrey, Wm. Griffith, John Butterfield
tive views; so we argued-so we debated, three who were in vision saw the Roll, and Wm. Harlow.
till the dose of the second day, when we be- while the third saw the Angel and the
Conference adjour'ned to meet at Zaragan to think the work was lost. And I
hemla, vVisconsin, on the 6th of October,
Roll.
would to God that all Latter Day Saints
Just before this manifestation the broth- 185:)·
could know the situation of the church at er through whom the revelation had come
The next evening after tbe close of this
this time-our feelings-our deep dison the 20th of March, directing us how to conference, we had a joyful time. The
organize, arose to his feet and said, "Breth- Lord told us the acts of this conference
(g) This was after "the pattern" given in selren, some kind of a spirit tells me that I were recorded in heaven, and to the seven
ecting the Twelve, February 14th, 1835: ''Presihave the commandment written that we Apostles he said:.
dent Joseph Smith, jun., said that the first busi"I give unto you the care of my flock on
ueos of the meeting was for the three witnesses
need." He then said, "I will read it, and
of the Book of Mormon lo pray, each one, and
I wish the church to pray that we may earth, take the oversight of them as you
then proceed to choose twelve men from the
know whether it is from God or not." He shall give an account unto me in the day
church, as Apostles, to go to all nations, kindthen took out and read the revelation which of judgment."
reds, tonvuet-, and people. 'rhe thn"e witnesse::;,
I will here add a word for the benefit of
was given us on the 20th of 1\Iarch, renamely, Oliver Cowdery, David \Vhitrner and
Martin Harris, united in prayer. These three
marking that he was not positive that the others. When the commandment to orwitnesses were 1lwn blessed by the laying on of
"senior" should preside. It was then sub- ganize first came we thought it impossible
the hands of the Pr~sid ·ncy. The wit csses
mitted to the church. I was not aware for us to obey, not having authority to
then, according to a former commandment prountil then that any one but myself had this ordain Apostles, etc.; but we learned
ceeded to make choice of the Twelve." See also
revelation,
what every Latter Day Saint µrnst learl1 1
;Doctrine and Covenants 16; 6,
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that a command from Qod is authority to
do all that he requires, be it more or
less. (h).
This part of the history will be accompanied with some instruction to the cnurch
from Bro. Newkirk and myself, in relation
to our present dutie5 in preparing the way
for the coming of the Prophet.
(k) This transaction was similar to that of the
calling and ordination of Joseph and Oliver to
the Melchisedek priesthood at the first, of which
Joseph the Seer wrote as follows:-"We now became anxious to have that promise realized to us,
which the an.gel that conferred upon us the Aaronic priesthood had given us, namely, that provided we continued faithful, we should also have
the Melchisedek priesthood, which holds the
authority of the laying on of hands for the gift
of the Holy Ghost. We had for some time made
this matter a subject of kumble prayer, and at
length we got together in the chamber of Mr.
Whitmer's house, in order more particularly to
seek ef the Lord what we now so earnestly desired; and here, to our unspeakable satisfaction
did we realize the truth of the Savior's promise:
•Ask, and you shall receive; seek, and you shall
find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you;"
for we had not long been engaged in solemn and
fervent prayer, when tke word ef tlze Lord came
unto us in the chambe.r, commanding us that I
should ordain Oliver Cowdery to be an Elder in
the Church of Jesus Christ, and that he also should
ordain me to the same office, and then to ordain
others as it should be made known unto us from
time to time. We were, however, commanded to
defer this our ordination uritil such times as it
should be practicable to have our brethren, who
had been and who should be baptized, assembled
together, when we must kave tlzeir sanction to our
thus proceeding to ordain each other, and have
them decide by vote whether they were willing to
accept us as spiritual teachers or not; when also
we were commanded to bless bread and break it
with them, and to take wine, bless it, and drink
it with them; afterward proceed to ordain each
other according to commandment; then C'.1.ll out
such men as the Spirit should dictate and ordain
them; and then attend to the laying on of hands
for the gift of the Holy Ghost, upon all those
whom we had previously baptized, doing all things
in the name of the Lord." * * * "Whilst the
Book of Mormon was in the hands ~f the printer,
we still continued to bear testimony and give information, as far as we had an opportunity; and
also made known to our brethren that we had received commandment to organize tke ckurck: and
accordingly we met together for that purpose, at
the house of the above mentioned Mr. P. Whitmer, being six in number, on Tuesday, the sixth
da.v of April, A. D. one thousand eight hundred
and thirty. Having opened the meeting by solemn prayer to our heavenly ;Father, we proceeded, according to previous commandment, to call on
our br,ethren to know whether they accepted us
as their teachers in the things of the kingdom of
God, and whether they were satisfied that we
should proceed and be on~anized as a church according to said commandment which we had received. To these tkey consented by an unanimous
vote. I then laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery and ordained him an Elder of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints: after which
he ordained me also to the office of an Elder of
•aid church. We then took bread, blessed it, and
brake it with them; also wine, blessed it, and
drank it with them. We then laid our hands on
each ind.ividual member of the church present,
that they might receive the gitt of the Holy
Ghost, and be confirmed members of the Church
of Christ. The Holy Ghost was poured out upon
us to a very great degree-some phrophesied,
whilst we all prnised the Lord, and rejoiced exceedingly. Whilst yet together, I received the
following commandment." f April 6th, 1830, Doc.
and Cov.]-Millennial Star Supplement, vol. I4, p.

mand of God directing it. When the priesthood
and all its offices were established and the church
organized, there was no need of such procedure;
for a law was provided which governs the calling
and ordination of all the ministry. But when
there was no legal organization of the priesthood
and church having authority under the law, in a
regular way, to set apart and ordain said officers,
then the extraordinary methods commanded by
the Spirit of God was the proper alternative.
At the time of which father Gurley writes, the
church wa• in a "rejected," scattered and disorganized state, having departed very largely from
the written law and order and doctrine given of
God to govern it. And now when these Saints
had sought unto God, covenanting that they
would take the sacred books of the church and
the Holy Spirit for their guide, the work of building up the church necessarily began, and the
work of reorganizing as necessarily began to follow, and in the absence of the visible head, the
regular President over the whole church, it was
proper and right for God to reveal his will through
the highest authority then present, [H. H. Deam,
a High Priest], as stated by father Gurley.

SERMON BY ELDER JOHN T. DA VIES,
OF PITT8BURG, KANSAS.

In the Samts' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 4th, 1886.
[Reported for the Herald and prepared hy the Editor.]

transgresseth, and abideth
not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God;
he that abideth in the doctrine of Christ,
he hath both the Father and the Son."
Brothers and Sisters: Although the congregation is to a certain degree, I suppose,
a mixed congregation, not all probably
who would come in strictly under the
head of brothers and sisters. But when
we come back to the beginning we find
that we are of but one family. We all
have one original pair of parents, and we
find ourselves all derived from the same
family. Under that consideration I think
the term brothers and sisters is proper.
Since our first parents, there has been
quite a change going on among the human
family, dividing and subdividing into families, tribes and nations. We are divided
religiously and politically. The world is
in a divided state, and we have got to take
the world as we find it. I would not
venture to say that any individual in particular is accountable for the divided state of
the world. It did not come to what it is
to-day in an age, or in two or three ages;
but it has taken all the ages of the past to
form the present character of the world.
We are not individually responsible for the
present character of the world.. We are
not .individually responsible for the condition of the world, but we are responsible
for one thing, and that is the part that we
take in human destiny; and this part we
wish to con,ider this morning, under the
head of the doctrine of Christ. I could
find you I suppose, a score of passages
allu<ling to the doctrine of Christ, and the
opinions of men in different ages concerning this doctrine; but I do not think
I will take that course. I will try and
have a little mutual conven;ation with you
about what relates to you and me, and
about the salvation that we are airi'iing at.
I am glad to see so many faces of the
old veterans who have assembled them20. 26.
.
·•·····
In both of these cases, persons by direct comselves here; and there are .also many fas;es
·mand of God ordained others to offices in the
that
are not familiar to me. But as we
priesthood which themselves did not hold. Their
saiq ?e;qr~~ we prysuill:e~ ~µd W<f tqfrk
sole ii,4thqrity tor going this wii.s th!'l special cqm"
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with good reason, that we are all of one
family____:all of the same family. I address
you this morning, not from choice, but the
church has a claim upon me; and further,
I have a claim upon my God.
This is in
the very nature of the covenant that I
made with God. I was not there when
you made this covenant, you were. not
along when I made my covenant with
God; but in that covenant there is a good
deal of responsibility assumed upon our
part, that is, if your covenant is something
similar to mine. When a man says, "l am
determined to work out my salvation," he
assumes a great deal; and that is the principal reason why I am found engaged in
addressing you; for when I assumed to
work out .my own individual salvation, and
do it acceptably, I engaged that I would
put forth all my endeavors to assist in the
salvation of all others. Is that the case
with you, brethren and sisters? Verily,
then, it makes us co-workers in the same
great cause for the salvation of the race.
There is a principle that leads us to press
on and leave everybody else behind.
There is a principle in the world, if it is
worthy of the name, (but I do not think it
is worthy of the name), I put my hands on
the person next to me and try to lift myself
up. But all do not get up that try that
way. It is too much like the negro and
the basket-getting in and taking hold of
the handles to lift himself up! But it
would not go up. This principle I speak
of amounts to the same thing. If we are
really living up to our covenants ~e will
love and try to lift up one another, and
not pull one another down. Now the
question is this: Do we do this under all
circumstances? If we do it, we must not
be selfish. Now I wish to try this according_ to the text from the epistle of John,
which I have read. That Christ hath a
doctrine our text proves. This was for
some purpose. A doctrine is a composition, like unto a nation. A nation is composed of families, and families are composed
of individuals. So in regard to doctrine.
I claim one privilege, and always have,
and I suppose always will, that when I
present the gospel of Jesus Christ, I present it as I find it originally delivered to
the human family, and for these reasons:
there was just su.fficient delivered at that
time, nothing wanting, and nothing to
spare; just sufficient to save the human
family; and for that reason, and being
·human, I claim that we need just the same
amount and none less; and we claim the
privilege to introduce the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the original plan as it was delivered
to the ancient saints.
Now to proceed with this matter. Of
course we will have to treat with the
second element to a certain extent, but not
with the intention of injuring anybody
nor marring the feelings of any. I for
one have feelings, and my feelings are
very delicate. Perhaps you know that.
Everybody else has feelings just as delicate
as yours. Well; for this reason it devolves
upon all of us t() be verv careful in this
respect, that we deal justly with one :mother; Now in regard to the motive of the
qo~trin~
Christ, 'fher~ ~$ or 9ui?h~ t~
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be a motive in all things.,' and the principal
motive in the doctrine of Christ is life;
and that life is of such a nature that it will
always continue-that is the motivP. In
order to substantiate this I will refer you
to the language of Christ in his prayer to
his Father as recorded in the seventeenth
chapter of john and third verse, "This is
life eternal, that they might know thee
the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." That is the final motive.
And to arrive at that end we have to
make preparatioi:.i, we have got to have
true religion. This question of religion is
now a great thing in the world. But I
say in regard to that matter, that religion
is not a kind of attachment that you can
pin it on to anybody; it is rather the other
way. Now I do not suppose that I could
more properly illustrate this matter, than
by bringing up the character of man. I
think religion is pretty much the same as
the character of an individual. We can
not send east to New York or over to
Europe and get a good religion or character manufactured there, and pin it on as an
attachment to the individual; I do not
think WP can. Character is of a different
nature altogether; it is home-made; it is
made right at home.
I will tell you
another thing. Your neig·hbor, (it makes
no ,lifference whether he is your• friend or
your enemy), can not under any circumstances form a character for you or me,
and just put it on and tell us we have got
to wear that.
Character, as you are
aware, has got to be made at home, and
we should not be ashamed of it.
Well, brothers and ~isters, you are all
fond of good character; and if you have
not a good one, it is your own fault and
nobody elses. You are supposed to set a
true value upon all men. Now I estimate
myself, and it will probably be high; but
the question is really whether my estimation is true or not.
This is the point for
all; whether we have our real value or
merely our supposed value. Whether we
suppose that we are all more valuable than
we really are or not, is a question for us to
decide. There is no benefit from the supposed value; but there is actual benefit
from the real value. Now in regard to
the matter of religion, I look at it just in
this way; we ought to have religion, and
the more we have of it the better, provided that religion is of the right quality.
Now if we had a mind to take the time
we coul<l prove from the Scriptures that
there is danger in the world. Danger of
what? Danger of deception.
In a conversation away back yonder some eighteen
hundred years ago or a little over, on the
mount between Christ and his disciples,
they asked him among different que~tions,
"Tell us ~hat signs there shall be of thy
coming, and of the end of the world."
Now mark you, these two evPnts are to
occur after certain signs. "vVhat signs
shall there be of thy coming, and of the
end of the world." Of coursP, .the Savior
naturally would look over the future, and
the first i111pre~'i'm that he had was to tell
them, "Take heed that no man d,ceive
you" Well, there is nothing in that, says
w1e, we are on the lookout for you L;atter
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Day Saints; we are· kind of suspicious of
you, we think that you are capable of deceiving. Well; is this the case with
all men?
Some take for granted all
that is said, that it is true. But we ought
not to do it. No man can do that safely
in anything. We ought to take heed that
no man deceive us. It makes no difference
who the man, or who are the men. Now
in regard to the matter of religion, I look
at it this way: If it is of the right quality,
the more we have of it the better off we
are; and if it is not the right quality, the
more of it we have the poorer we are. It
is just like poor land, the less you have the
better off you are; you save a great amount
of taxes.
But now there is a question,
whether our strivings are always wise,
and whether they will end beneficially;
and this we all should consider. But says
one, "l have something in my mind just
now." What is it? "l can think, and I
am just as right as anybody else around
me." That is not the point that you should
consider. "What is it then?" You should
consider whether you are right or wrong.
"Well, if I am wrong, that m_an there is
also wrong." That does not make your
account straight. The question for you to
determine is, whether you are right yourself.
There is a great deal more in this
subject under our consideration this morning than I can convey. As we have noticed, religion becomes rather a part of the
individual, than an attachment to the individual. vV e will look at it again in this
way. If you will turn to the eighth of
Luke you will find there a parable of a
sower going forth to sow, and in the eleventh verse the Savior says the seed is the
word of God. Now that is the starting
point, and the ending point of this parable
is the eternal life. Now between the seed
point, and the life point, there is considerable of a struggle; considerable of a fight
to be fought, and if we are right in that,
we have got to look to what we arc doing;
and to what we should do.
"In regard to this matter of life,'' says
one, "we have life." Yes, but what does
it amount to? The title to your land is of
longer duration than your life. We :;ill
concede that that is true, and the question
comes up with some men, \Vil! the cradle
begin and the grave end all? That is the
question with some. Others are doing
what conscience dictates, and
thev
think if they do that, the matter will
come out all· right, and that they will inhetit eternal life. Now if you can do it
that way I have no objections-no objections at all. I am perfectly willing for
you to go right into heaven in any kind
of a way that you can go; but here let me
declare that I am a preacher of the rule,
and not of the exception to the rule. If
you have any exceptions that will do, I
have no fault to find. If I have adhered
to the rule and have invited you to act in
accordance with the rule, I do not see that
you can find any fault with me.
Now then in regard to the matter under
consideration, the doctrine of Christ. The
doctrine of Christ is a composition having
shape, and the principles are compounds
of truth? and in this a~e of controversy

we have to resolve the composition into
its principles, and the principles into their
separate truths, and thereby be benefitted.
Now in regard to the matter of truth, and
then with regard to the principles of the
doctrine of Christ. I do not know whether you want much scripture or not upon
these matters; but I could give you some.
In the ;;ixth of Hebrews we have six principles, namely: faith, repentance, baptism,
laying on of hands, resurrection of the
dead and eternal judgment. Is that al'l?
No; I do not suppose it is. "Now," says
one, "you have a beginning to the thing,
I would like to bring in my principles."
Perhaps you are not the standard of proof
in the discussion. It is very good to have
a standard of proof you know, and in all
religious matters ministers claim this standard to be the Scriptures-the Bible. But
there are those who will not acknowledge
this as a proper standard; then we have to
do something else .. , "We have another
rule for them," says one. What is that
rule?
"Not to talk to them at all."
Where did that rule orig-inate, and where
will it lead you? My duty as a minister
of the gospel of Jes us Christ says that I
have got to deal with all men according to
the amount of reason that is given to them,
or that God has endowed them and me
with. ,.We learn from the word of the
Lord the importance of truth.
Christ
says, "Sanctify them through thy truth,
thy word is truth." Here we have the
importance of truth before us. The word
of God is truth, and it is the means of
sanctification. Now you have some people, (or have the word of some people, I
suppose), who claim they are sanctified in
this life. I am glad of it, in this case.
But I venture here to take a position, and
that is, if there is anvbodv that is sanctified at all, he is sanctified hy truth, and in
no other way. I believe that if sanctification is not reached by that means, there is
no other way to get at it. I wonder if it
would be out of the way to illustrate our
understanding of truth. Telling truth is
simply telling things as they are; and that
ends the matter. The reverse of thafis
telling things as they are not. Truth may
be uttered by inspiration; and that is very
necessary to keep it pure and apart, or from
being mixed up with error.
But the
school boys can tell splendid truths.
vVatch them play marbles outside the
school house. They will get into an argument. They will say, "Now, their is
five." "No,'' says the other one, "I dispute
it; I demand proof of that." "There are
two there." Admit it. "And three there."
Admit it. "And two and three make five."
Never was there a better truth.
Now in regard to truth's surroundings.
At home we have a family of six, and
when that is told you, mark now, there
can not be any more told about that affair
and it be the· truth. If anybody goes to
work guessing at it, he will be liable to
error. We will illustrate that matter in
this way: You know that we have rules
of weight and measurement, and it is supposed that we understand them. When
we go to the store to get anything by
measurement, the measure is put to it, ap.q
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we understand the terms upon which we
get the article. And one thing about
these scales is, that they tell the same
story, for the reason that they tell the
truth. Now we will take one more view
of it in this way: This room is just so long
and just so wide; and we will suppose that
I do not know how much the room does
measure, and that I go to guessing at it.
Well, I do not know, for it is a matter for
proof; I am not in the propper condition
to decide that matter, until I put the rule
to it, and it comes to trial. vVhen that is
clone correctly there is no more guessing
about this affair; it is the truth, and it is
the only account of that matter that can be
the truth. I suppose you can see that
point without my going any further.
Another wonderful thing, a1out truth is
this: It is susceptible of . demonstration.
You can demonstrate it as such. When
you bring error to the test you can not demonstrate it as truth. Here I will relate
you an argument, and be very brief with
it, that I had with an infidel neighbor of
mine. Says he to me, "You believe there
is a God." Yes, sir, I believe there is a
God. "Now, I do not believe a bit of it."
You believe there is rio God? "Yes; I
believe there is no God." Very well; I
will ask you one question, my friend: Are
all truths susceptible of demonstration, if
their conditions are honored? "Oh certainly, certainly, thy are all susceptible of demonstration." You say there is no God.
I will ask you for the condition, now that
you suppose this to be true; (you know
they claim to be very fair in argument,
and they are always willing to accept the
truth if they can find it, and can get any
proof of it); now my friend I will ask you
for the conditions, the evidence, that I may
know there is no God." "But," says he,
"I can not do that." If you can not do
that, that of itself is a demonstration that
your assertion is not true; for the very
law that governs truth is capable of demonstrating it to the individual who will
'"follow and honor the conditions of that
truth. Will you accept it? "I can not
honor whom I do not know."
Now I will leave that line of my argument, and go forward with the doctrine
of Christ. We find the doctrine of Christ
comes to u.;; in principles, and these principles are composed of certain truths, and
these certain truths are capable of demonstration when the conditions are properly
honored. Now this is safe ground for an
individual to get religion upon. We do
not place before the people anything to
excite the mind and the feelings; but
truth is like a mathematical problem;
every factor should Le sought; and we
then could make correct deductions. The
school child knows that in any mathematical problem, if one of the figures are
misplaced, the whole sum will be wrong.
The child knows that the, e is .something
wrong somewhere, but .the thing is to
know where the wrong is. But wherever it is, it must be founa out, and the
error righted, then the result will be
right and satisfactory.
Now we are seeking the result of the
principles of the doctrine of Christ; this

is the main object in our discourse. To
get at this properly we will bring up one
of the things that commonly occnr, and
that is this:
You know well enough
that I am connected with such and such
a denomination. Yes. You know that
my neighbor is connected with it. You
are with that peculiar people. Yes that
is all fact. Now I believe in regard to
this, that our forefathers were very pious
and did well, and that some of them
were great reformers; they lived and
died by their religions, and built up a
character according to the greatest light
that they had. Some say after all this,
after they have lived and died by such
religion, would it not be bringing reproach upon them and the means of light
which they had for me to change around
and adopt something else? ls that a
true position? If it is, it will destroy all
the school books and religious systems
that we have had. At one time our forefathers believed that this earth was a flat
plain, and that the sun set, or went down
underneath, and rose up on the other side.
This was believed for many generations.
But to-day we do not believe a word of
it. That error was in our forefathers'
time. And when Galileo first discovered
the truth, (he did not make the truth, he
simply discovered it), that the sun was a
center of a system of planets, and did
not revolve around the e'.lrth, the church
told him he had better not say that, he
must not teach such heresy, he had better
retract that. Galileo said that if he did
retract, the sun wont go down for all that.
He had discovered a truth, and it would
remain just the same truth if he would
deny it. So it is in regard to all the
truths connected with man. Our belief
and our unbelief does not affect the matter at all.
Divine truth remains all the
same; we are capable of discovering some
of it, and others are capable of discovering other truths.
Now, then, we will come nearer to the
point. In regard to one of the princi, ples of the doctrine of Christ, I will give
· you some of my thoughts, and hope you
may be benefited. I never heard a man
: speak yet but what I could gather something of benefit to.me. In regard to the
first principle set forth in the Christian
religion, the principle of faith, we read
that if a man comes of God "he must l:lelieve that He is,"-and that ends the
, matter? No;-"And that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him." "I
thought," says one, "fhat it said he may;
. I thought that must was not connected
' with religion; I thought that human
, agency was respected." So it is.
In this matter it must be, it is in the im' perative mode. Now I will illustrate that
matter of must. Some years ago Bro.
Mark and myself were appointed to go to
England and Wales on a mission. Of
course, if we calculated to fulfill that mission, mark you, we must cross the Atlantic ocean; but if we did not want to fulfill
that English mission, the must could be
taken out. If you want to gain life:-life
eternal-you must in the first place, believe that there is a God 1 and in the next
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place you must believe that God is a
rewarder of those who diligently seek
him; these are two things that must be
done provided you want to go to that good
place; but if you <lo not want to go there,
and are satisfied with some other place,
that word, must may be taken out of there.
T,!Jere is another thought that l wish to
present. Of course, it is necessary to ·examine the nature of the faith that was
once delivered to the Saints, but I have
not time to do so now, you know all about
it, or near! y so. There is one thing that I
want you to notice, and it is this: The
faith that was once delivered-it was no
doubt free; it was a gift to the human
family. But it has not always remained
with the human family.
In the next
place we are told that "faith comes by
hearing." Well, that is corroborrative of
the statement that it is not always with the
human family. It comes; is delivered; it
did not always dwell here with the human
family. It c.omes, and it is delivered. We
read that "faith is the gift of God."
"Well," says one, "that ends the matter;
that just satisfies me exactly." Satisfies
you in what? "I can sit at home until I
have that gift of God; for it is tl1e gift of
Goel."
One trouble in regard to this
scripture in the minds of many is this:
One party will say, "well now, God predetermined, and predestinatecl, all things,
how they should happen, and they come
out according to that predetermination.
Others will say, "No, no,-on conditions.
Now the trouble comes in here; The one
that will believe predestinaton will deny
the other truth; and the one who will
accept of conditional salvation will reject
predestination. But the true manner to
proceed on is this; we should be able to
work out perfect harmony between the
two, for one is just as true as the other,
and we should bring out their perfect harmony. So it is with regard to this matter
of faith. Faith is the gift of Goel, and
without faith we can not please God.
Now the question there is to work out
perfect harmony in these truths, and in
order to do this I will probably have to
tell something about a preacher, and being a preacher myself, l will have some
right to talk about preachers, and to examine them. And for fear somebody else
might get hurt, I will examine myselfof course you can not find any fault with
that.
Now then, in regard to the matter of
faith, I will ask one qnestion: Can they
believe in God and not believe in the word
of God? There is another point here,
"How can they bear without. a preacher?"
In this connection it will he necessary to
offer a remark or two in regard to the
true and proper position of a preacher.
In the first place we will refer you to the
commission of Mark 16, ''Go ye therefore,
and preach the gospel to every creature;
he that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved;" In the first place we here have
two parties. The first party, Jes us Christ,
and he is th~ commissioner; and the second
parties, mark you, were the apostles. A
preacher to be a proper preacher, mark
you, is always a second party in the affair~
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and there are certain qualifications that are
necessary for all parties. Now the first
party sends the second party to a third
party, "every creature." Now, there are
certain conditions that entitle a· man to a
po~ition in· one or either of these parties.
If you have to be a third party, you must
be a. big old sinJ?er-that is what qualifias
you to be a third party-I speak of myself
too. If we are to be a second party, we
must be sent of the first party ordered and
sent of the first party. And we must,
like the sower, have the seed; God furnishes the seed-that is the ideas. "Faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God ;"-the seed is the word of
God. Now the point here is this. The
seed contains the germ of life, like all
other seeds. I will leave that just now;
I want to continue with that preacher
affair.
Now the first party, of course, is God,
and he has certain qualificatiom, and upon
Christ was laid certain qualifications. "The
truth I teach," says he, "is not mine."
Whose is it? His that sent me." Who is
that? "God, my Father." But after the
resurrection from the dead, he says, "All
the power that my Father used to hold
when I was a missionary in the field-all
power in heaven and in earth-is given
unto me, "Go ye, therefore, and teach all
nations." Now here nre the qualifications
of the sender. You c:m not be the sender
unless you have the qualifications; and th~
qualifications are "all power in earth and
in heaven." Well now, but suppose a
man goes to college, or supposing I go to
college; I go there and shut myself up in
a room, in a study, and I get a wagon load
of books around me, and I make up lots
of sermons, and after a while I start out to
the world.
Now I do not think that
would be a God-sent affair.
I do not see
where the first party is sending me at all.
I am not satisfied that he was one of the
faculty in the college.
He did not ~rite
your books, and that fact comes right home
in the case of every preacher. If I had
gone out in that way, T would not be any
better than anybody else. Now in regard
to the preacher, we see that God commends
the preacher in this way: "I called you
and ordained you," the same as my Father
did with me when be held the power that
I now hold; I do just the same as he did;
I called you and ordained you, and I give
you the seed, the word of God, the message.
So Paul under these circumstances said,
"Woe unto me if I preach not the gospel."
Paul, suppose you do not get your pay?
"Pay or no pay, Woe unto me if I preach
not the gospel." That is the experience
of preachers that have been sent by the
first party. We grumble a great deal
sometimes, but this is the true theory in
the matter. The.seed has to be sown, and
you or that man over there, or whoever
has the seed, is called upon to scatter that
broadcast, for the reason that it has the
germ of life in it, and life-eternal life-is
to grow out of that germ. No wonder
that Paul said, "Woe unto me if I preach
not the gospel." Now this is one of the
reasons that I am engaged in preaching
the gospel.

In regard to this matter I will refer you
again to this preacher affair; we are not
quite done with that yet. God calls the
preacher, "the seed is the word," and the
word is broken to them in this life-or
preached to them. I do not know of any
better presentation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ than is found in the following
language of Paul: "Our gospel came not
unto you in word only." It was not "in
word only;" then it must have been "in
word," but "not in word only." It must
have been in word-in the words of life.
The presentation of the fact must be "in
word,'' and that word must be "the word
of God," in order that there may be life in
it, and that which germinates and is productive of faith; and faith is productive of
power. And this is the truth as demonstrated to every individual. This is the
way, I apprehend, that salvation and true
religion came to the human family.
Now in regard to the matter of faith
when it is produced by the presentation of
the word of God. I have no time to go
into particulars about this. I will now
present faith, real or supposed. Of course
if we have any faith at all, we are all very
apt to think it is very good. But now we
understand there are proofs by which to
look upon this matter and test it. vV e
will take the matter of faith, its being produced. The question :irises here, Was it
produced by the word of God, or by the
word of man? Here is a question. Can
· the word of man produce true faith? Can
a theory that is not really true, give 'consolation? I think it can. We will suppose
a case. Just before Christmas a couple of
men met a friend, and the friend knew
they wer~ poor men, and he says, "Here,
gent le men, I will give you twenty dollars
-· ach of you ten." As it happened, one
of the ten was a counterfeit; but the man
did not know it. It was a deception, and
he did not know it. Now he went home;
and the other that got the genuine bill he
too went home. They now were going
to have some good things for the coming
Christmas. Th~ one that had the genuine
bill made calculations over the matter, and
had a good deal of consolation over it; but
he did not have any more than the other
did who had the counterfeit.
The other
made his calculations, and had as much
consolation as the one with the genuine
bill. But when the matter came to the
test, when the goods were bought and the
bills were put into the storekeeper's hands,
be took them to" the detector, and the
detector showed that this bill was a counterfeit. "But," says the man, "it can not
be; I could not possibly have realized the
amount of consolation out of that bill that
I have if it had been a counterfeit."
"Well, for all that," the merchant says,
"consolation or no consolation, that is not
a genuine bill."
Now again we follow the principle, in
that case there is nothing asked of one man
but what is asked of another. Of course
it is all useless for us to attempt to do the
sending. It is not a matter between man
and man; but it is a matter between man
and God. We go back to the illustration
in regard to the effect of a deceptive affair

and find God has, under certain circumstances, a certain care of souls. The disciples that Paul met at Ephesus were not
properly instructed, nor properly baptized,
yet they had a certain degree and kind of
consolation. Paul detected this matter,
and stated that it was not genuine; and
after, when they "obeyed the word of the
Lord,'' they obtained the real consolation
that was found in the truth.
Now in regard to the possession of faith,
if you have faith, or if I have faith, it must
(according to the epistle of ] a mes), be in
one of two conditions; it must be either
alive or dead. You can not find a man in
neither condition, can you? No, sir; he
is either a live man or a dead man. That
is the way with faith. If there is faith in
the world, it must be in either one or the
other of these conditions; it must be either
alive or dead. Now what would be your
condition in the case of your own faith?
"Well, sir, I think yours is dead; but mine
is alive." That is the natural conclusion
of the human family. We will try this
matter, and see how it will &tand the test.
In regard to the nature of faith, we have
what the apostle James says; that "faith
without works is dead."
Now that is
what we are to go by. "Faith without
works is dead,'' just the same as the body
is dead without the Spirit. Now have
you had any experience in regard to bodies
without the spirit? "Yes." What do
they look like? "Very pale." What can
they do? "They can not do anything at
all." What is the reason? "Thev are
dead."
What do you mean by 'that?
"They can not talk, can not see, can not
walk, can not do anything, the only remedy we have is to just dig a grave and put
them in there. That is the way they do
with dead bodies. Faith without works
is dead, as the body without the spirit is
dead." \tV ell, sir, if this is the case now
with your faith and mine, we must come
up to this standard, we must prove ourselves anrl see to it in this case that we
come up to the standard set up by the
Apostle James. Many a time it is like
the case of a peddler going around
with his bundle. He has some gilt articles
that look very fine.
If they were the
genuine kind there would be no danger
of rubbing them. Another has the genuine; "See, sir, no danger of rubbing these."
But when the one who has the gilt articles presents them, and they begin to rub
them, and put them to the test, "Hands
off please!" You commence like that to
try the faith of some, "Hands off please."
But this is not the genuine; this kind of
faith will not benefit the individual in this
life, nor in the life to come. Faith is intended to benefit the human family in this
life and also in the life that is to come, and
finally to result in life eternal. And this
"life eternal" is guaranteed to man by actual demonstration in this world. Well,
if you are faithful now, if your faith is
genuine, what are its works?
Will they
take us to Sunday School? Does not the
man without faith go to? Now where
are your works of faith that a corrupt
man, a sinner can not do? This I want
you to understand, that works of faith are
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something that a corrupt man, a sinner,
can not do. There are two classes of
blessings that come to the human family;
one class conditioned on faith, and the other class unconditional to the whole human
family. You p1ss a good field of wheat
somewhere; it is fine and a good crop;
you hunt up the owner of the field, and
you say he must be a righteous man because he has such a good field of wheat.
But wait; there is ju&t the same in the
next field; God "rains on the just and the
unjust alike. This class of blessings is for
the whole human family; they are all
heirs to them without conditions. But the
class of blessings that are of faith, they are
conditional; and the man that has no faith
is not entitled to them, and can not do the
works of faith.
Now "faith without
works is dead;" it is dead!
Well, sir,
what kind of faith is yours? "Well it can
go to preaching meeting." The sinner
goes too. "Well, but I have so much faith
that I can pray." The sinner can do that,
too. Take the case put by Jes us Christ.
Two went into the temple, and the one
had great faith, and he made a great big
pr;1yer, and the other sinner was discouraged, and says, "0, Lord, have mercy upon
m<> a sinner;" and Christ came to this conclusion, that he went out of the temple
more justified than the other. So now,
praying is not proof of faith; it is a work
of man. "Well I can give liberallv; I am
a man that helps the poor; that is surely a
work of faith." This is a work of man
also; the sinner can do that; it is done
every day. I refer you for a description
of works of faith to the eleventh of Hebrews; there you will find it. If you will
go back with me a little while, it won't
take us long, I will find a stopping place
pretty soon. We will go back to Egypt,
and there you find Moses; the children of
God are in bondage, and this man urges
them to get out of Egypt, and get out of
bondage; and they did get out of that, and
they traveled to the borders of the Red
Sea. What was that? That was a work
of man; and as proof of it, the next day
or two the Egpytian army did the same
thing. Now they were in a bad state;
they found that the sea was ahead of them,
and the armies of Egypt behind them;
and they turnerl around to Moses, and
a~ked, What shall we do?
"Stand still;
you can not do any more.
You have
done all that sinners can do." What? do
they th~n stand still! You see the Scriptures say they were brought by works of
faith through that sea; that was a work of
faith. If you do just what is required of
you, says Christ, you can do something;
and uuless you do that much, you can not
do a thing. Now then we do not expect
any one merely commencing in the matter
of obeying Jesus, or following Jesus in the
way of life, to have any great degree of
that faith; but I tell you that any man that
makes a claim to it is expected to have
something. If I find the field entirely
barren and destitute of any growth at all,
there is something wrong. I want to find
something; for wherever there is true
.faith, it is productive of some Of the works
of true faith; and there is a demonstration

of the power of God to some extent, and
in some way.
Now then, my friends, regarding these
matters, they are worthy of our consideration-of our serious consideration; we
can not consider them too well, and apply
them too much to ourselves. Some will
make this claim: "We can go to Jesus."
Aye, so you can; I have no objection; but
can you go and have the demonstration of
the power of God? How is that? What
will that theory benefit you in this life, or
in that which is to come, if it is not exact
truth? We will ask a question or two:
When you kneel from the effects of faith,
in your secret chamber, you petition that
God whom you made a covenant with.
Does that God send his Spirit into your
heart to bear testimony with your spirit
that you are a child of God? That is a
question for you to answer, and for me to
answer, also.
"Well,'' says one, "my
spirit testifies that I am a child of God."
Perhaps there is where the mistake is
made. It takes more than one spirit to do
that testifying business; the Spirit of God
testifies with our spirits, that we are his
children. When the. sick apply for the
ordinance of the laying on of hands, how
does your faith work there? Has it got
any works at all?
Can it heal the sick?
"No; my faith does not pretend to heal
the sick." Is there anything that your
faith can do but what a sinner can do as
well as you can? That is the question.
I want the difference between the godly
man, the religious man, the man that
claims to be a child of God-I want the
difference between him and the ungodly
man; this is the point that we want to
arrive at. This is the point that .we are
battling with the human family about, and
the human family are faithless; and for
that reason we are regarded as enemies,
while in fact we are their friends, and their
best friends. I think I have got to a stopping place, and I will avail myself of it.
May God bless you all.

hope the Eastern Mission will not forget us, and
that some Elder will come and meet with us and
do preaching. Strangers coming from a distance
by railroad will come to ij:lerhouse Station.
JoHN C. BuRGEss, Dist. Pres.
There will be a conference of the Massachusetts District held in Fall River, Massachusetts,
at the Saints' Chapel, Claflin street, on Saturday,
June 5th, 1886, at half-past two o'clock in the
afternoon. Bro. E. C. Briggs, of the Twelve, is
expected to be present.
JoHN SMITH, Dist. Pres.
A coriference of the Kent and Elgin District
will be held in the Zone Branch, June r 2th, I886,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon. Presidents and
clerks of branches please take notice, and report
the standing of your several branches. It is
hoped Bis.hop Blakeslee will be there.
RICHARD Con URN, Dist. SPC.
MARRIED.
BEST-SMART.-At the residence of Elder W.
Vickery, near Plano, Illinois, May 4th, I886, Mr.
William A. Best, of Earlville, Illinois, and sister
Charity Ann Smart, of Zone, Ontario,-Elder
W. Vickery officiating. In the ~vening a reception was given to the newly married couple at the
residence of Bro.. John Keil, in Plano. Quite a
number of presents, such as hanging lamp, silver
caster, cake dishes, etc., (not forgetting the broom)
were presented to them in an appropriate speech
by Hector Bacon, Esq., of Plano, ..:oncludingwith,
"May your lives be long, your life's jonrney
pleasant, your end peace, and your heaven glorious.
SHIELDs-W ARD.-At Council Bluffs, Iowa,
by Elder James Caffall, April 27th, 1886, Mr.
Francis M. Shields to Sr. Nancy C. Ward ..
May these two hearts neve'r divide,
As over life,8 tempestuous sea they glide,
And as each day succeeds a night,
May no day come to bring a blight.
In happmess·they may contemplate,
And for joys beyond may they watch and wait.

DIED.
BARTHOLOMEW.-At Coldwater, Michigan, on
March rrth, 1886, in the ~eventy-third year of her
age, Sr. Lucy C. Bartholomew. She was born in
Chautauqua ccunty, New York, where on the
6th day of November, 1830, she was married to
Carlton B. WiHiams. Prior to the death of Mr.
NOTICE.
Williams two children were born to them: a son,
This is to certify that Bro. Geo. W. Shute has Cordello 0. Williams, now living at Teft, Jasper
been appointed Bishop's Agent for the North- county, Indiana, and a daughtfr, sister Ann E.
West Kansa~ District, in place of Bro. Mahlon Corless, wife of Bro. Bradford Corless, who for a
Smith, resigned.
number of years has presided over the church at
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Biskop.
Coldwater, Michigan. Sr. Bartholomew united
with the church February 26th, 1864, under the
BRANCH NOTICE.
ministrations
of Elder Oliver Bailey, and from
Notice to th@ Little Sioux Branch. There will
be a business meeting at the church in Little that time remained firm in the faith of gospel's
Sioux, Iowa, Saturday, May 29th, at two o'clock promise. On June 4th, I879, she was married to
Isaac Bartholomew, who now survives lier. The
p. m., at which time the.re will be a president
funeral
was largely a_ttended by those who knew
elected and such other business done as may
come before it. Also those who have moved the deceased. Elder E. L. Kelley conducting the
away and are permanently located, please apply services.
Du:soNIA.-Elnora Bell, infant daughter of Mr.
for letters at once.
and Mrs. Augustus anc:f Mary Desonia, aged 8
J. L. GpNSOLLY 1 in ckarge.
months and 4 days. This was a sweet little child,
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
and was taken home on Sunday evening at eight
The conference of the. Nova Scotia District· o'clock, March 21st, I886. Its parents were greatwill convence at South Rawdon, Saturday, June ly bereaved, but may so live as to have great joy
19th, r886, at ten o'clock. We ask the Saints in with "ba'::Jy" yet. Funeral discourse by Bro. E .
the district to m@et with us, hoping the Spirit of L. Kelley, in. the Methodist Church, .Galien 1
the Master may be there, and we be blessed. We Michigan.
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PROCLAMATION.
STATE OF IOWA-EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

To Whom These Presents May Oome,-Greeting:
Now, therefore, I, William Larrabee, Governor of
the State of Iowa, relying with confidence upon
the loyalty and true Christian spirit of our people to sustain all measures adopted for the general welfare, do, und_er the pains and penalties of
the law, warn all persons engaged in the illegal
sale of intoxicating liquors to desist from such
unlawful practice, and I .. do hereby give notice
that wilful violators will hereafter have no claim
on executive clemency. And I call most earnestly upon all the good people of the State to
aid, to the best of their ability, in the enforcement of the law.
Especially do I call upon all temperance societies, and other bodies organized for kindred
purposes, to realize the necessity for new energy
in their labors.
Let the priests, ministers, teachers and the
press use their best efforts .to enlist tbe moral
forces of the State in this cause. Let the judges,
attorneys and other officers of the courts be
painstaking and persistent in enforcing the law,
both in letter and in spirit. Let the sheriffs and
peace omcers be fearless and vigilant, and let the
mayors and all other municipal omcers awaken
to new zeal in their efforts to secure its observe
ance.
1 exhort all citizens to lay aside all partisan
differences, and by uniled a1JJ determined efforts
banish the dram-shop from lowa.
.

WILLIAM LARRABEE.

MASSACHlJSErrs.
The conference of the above dbtrict convened
at Dcnnisport, Massachusetts, January 30th, r886.
John Smith president and Thomas Whiting and
F. A. Potter clerks. Elders M. H. Bond, John
Gilbert, N. C. Eldredge, G. Linnell, N. Eldredge,
W. Bearse, H. H. Thompson, F. A. Potter, Thos.
Whiting, John Smith, and T. F. Eldredge reported in person; C. E. Brown, J. Potts, C. A.
Coombs, R. Farnsworth, G. S. Yerrington, E.W.
Webster, N. R. Nickerson, F. M. Sheehy by letter; Priests James Halstead, J. Long, A. 0.
Tripp, J. Pearce in person, and U. W. Green by
letter; Teachers William Leland, D. Doane, N.
F. Joy in person, and W. l:I. Moore by letter;
Deacons Danittl Joy, and G. Ames in person. A.
B. Pearce by letter. Brn. N. C. Eldredge, M. H.
Bond, were appointed committee on branch reports, and Wellington Bearse and James Halstead
auditing committee. Branch reports: Plainville
60; New Bedford 31; North Plymouth 26; Boston 82; Brockton 26; Providence r8r; Fall River
124, Dennisport 48, Little Compton J.7.. Preaching at six o'clock Saturday evening. Committee
on revising the rules of order reported that they
did not deem it advisable t.o revise the rules, as
the Book of Rules is the standard of the church,
and they would recommend the district to do
away with these rules and adopt the Book of
Rules instead. Resolved, That the report of the
committee be accepted, and its recommendation
adopted. Moved to amend by striking out all
after the word accepted. Carried. The motion
jlS amended was adopted. F. A. Potter and M.

H. Bond were appointed a committee to revise
the rules of order of business and report at the
next conference. C . .A. Coombs and 1-:i. H. Thompson were sustained in their respective missions.
F. M. Sheehy, M. H. Bond, John Strnth, U.
W. Green, and J. Halstead, were appointed delegates to the General Conference, and were instructed to vote for the next Conference to be
held at Kirttand, Ohio.
Preaching on the
Sabbath by Elders J. Gilbert, M. H. Bond and
F. A. Potter. Committee on Branch reports
found all the Branch reports correct. Auditing
committee reported having examined all the
books and papers of the Bishop's Agent and
District treasurer, and found them correct. The
next c mference was ordered to ·be held at Fall
River, June 5th, 1886, at 2: 30, p. m. The President and clerk of the district were by vote
sustained.
~------

--·------·------·---
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H A N S E N ,

PHYSICIAN AND

M .

D .,

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

".MAJ.'<UMJlUYI fOUND."

We have for sale at this office the notorious "Manuscript Fonud," written by~~\'· 8olomoD; Spall;lding, about
which so much has been said rn connect10n with the theory that it furnished Joseph StJ?-ith and Sid_ney Rigd?n the
chief ground work and material from wh10h to wrn.e the
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in'
clot.h, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to one address, 20 cents each.

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov•t
to carry the F.ast Mail.

---· · · - - · - - · - - - - - - - - - --~-----··-~~--

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Trnth Made Manife•t; 20c. a do?.., per 100..... 1 '0
No. 3.-Voicc of the Good Shepherd; 5c. 11 doz .. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of J;'aith and Doctriue of the Church
and the K1rtland •remple Suit; 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $:t""for 500, per 1,000 ................ 1 75
No. 5.-'l'he Gospel .............. price the same as No. 4.
No. 6.~The hQne Baptit•nn;,, its Mode, Subjects. PreUrqnieites, and Design,-and Who Shall Administer; 16 pa_<ree; 2oc. per doz, per 1OU·. . . • . . • . . . . • . . .1 75
No. 7-Who '!'hen Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., 100 ....•.. 1 75
No. 8.--Frtlnese of the Atonement; 25c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptural Standpoint; 20 pages; aoc. per dozeu, per 100............. 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; 8 p.; loc. a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No. 11.-Thc Plan of Sal vat.ion; 30c, a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No. 12.-'l'he Bible vercus Polygamy; 25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No. 14.-Reply to Orson Prntt; 25c. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No.15.-Brigbamite Irlulalry; 5c. a dozen. perlOO .... 40
No. 16.--Polygamy; Was It an Original Tenet of the
Chnrch; 20c .. a dozen, per 100 ...................... 1 40
No. 17.-'l'he Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; 25c. a dozen, 100 for ...... 1 75
No. 18.-ReJeCtion of the Church; 15c. a doz. 100 for 1 10
No. 20.-'l'he "One Body;" or the Church of Christ
under the Apostleship and under the Apostasy;
12 pages; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-Truths by 'l'hree Witnesses; 3c. a doz., 100.. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; 15c. a dozen, 100 ..... 110
No. 2:1.-Baptism; 10 pages; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 21.-'l'he Kingdom of God: 5c. u dozen, 100 for.... 40
Nt>. 25.-Luying on of Hands; 5c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 40
No. 26.-Monntain of the Lord's House; 4 pages; 5c.
n dozen, per 100 ........ ')".... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Qtf~•tion; 20c. a dozen, 100for1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the Resnrrectton, from the Doctrine and Covenants; 5c. a dozcu, 100 for ........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon; 15 cents a
0
1 10

N~~~~~W~~~ is .T.ruth ?. ~iiil. 'T;,;;,· ·o~iiidci~i;.·i ·a~d

an Evangelical Church? Also, the Kirtland Temple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 for 50c.,
500 for $1, 1.000 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.1 75
No. 32.-Which is the Church? f>C. a dozen, 100 . . • • • . 40
No. 36.~-The Spauldrng Story Re-Eis.amiued; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A Memorial to Co>1gress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 110
!'rial of the Witnessr:s to the Resurrection; 32 pages~ 6c. each, per ct( ,zen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . fiO
Prnohecy on the Rebellion; per 100 ................... 15
~Au assortment. of Trncts, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF 'l'RAC'rS.
Bonnd in Ump Cloth turned in....................... 75
J08EP11 8Ml'l'II 'l'HE PROPHET, A:NlJ l:l!b
PROGENITORS.
:11uslin Boards, 312 pages, by Lucy Smith............. 75
l,eather Binding ...................................... 1 2li

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

~~~CR~~~~~
DEN
ST. LOUIS

vER

. Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas· City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, !OWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through traini over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To13eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas CUy and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the

United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

.

Gen' I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent1

CHICAGO.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I:

2:

50 p. m
53 "

~BUSINESS~

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel' Aclvel"tising Bul'eau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send lOct&. !or 100-Pago Pamphlet,

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young peopie for useful and profitable employ.
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taught.:
Bookeeping. by single a.nd double entry; BusinessArith
metic; Rapid Calculations ; Business Writing; Com.
mercia!Correspondence; Commercial Law; Telegraphy;
Phonography ; Type-writing ; and Actual Businesa
Practice. For circulars address
DUNCAN & HAWKS. Davenport, Iowa.

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may he sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DA vm DANCER, Box !'i2,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID·
D.i.Ra:m11; communications and 11rticlas tQ the EDl'lOll,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAYE BAYE IT BE ONE WIFE; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book ofl\formon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAYE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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TJ;;IE SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
<>f Latter Day Saints.

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
~The

Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, a.nd the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
n·ew subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Oflice.

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
AssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, May 29, 1886.
THE following telegram from Washington, D. C., in respect to what lawyer
Richards (son of a Utah apostle) said of
late before the Judiciary Committee of the
House, will be read with interest.
"He denied that the Book of Mormon was
their guide, stating that the King James vernion
was their Bible; he denied the Mountain Meadow
Massacre and told the same old, old story of
persecution for co:n~cience' sake."

We are heartily glad the Utah leaders
now confess puolicly that the Book of
Mormon is not "their guide," and that
King James' version of the Bible is. The
Reorganization has known, and persist~.,.
ently urged the fact from the first, that the
Brignamites had practically cast aside the
Book of Mormon-professing to believe
it, while in their works· they deny it, violating its plainest precepts. We hope
these admissions may become matters of
record in our National Archives for future
reference. M·av we not expect to hear
next that the Utah leaders deny that the
· Doctrine and Covenants is their guide?
They have equal reason to do so, for they
violate its teachings the same as they do
those of the Book of Mormon.
THE Woman's Christian Temperance
Union are circulating blank petitions ':lnd
obtaining signatures asking the International committee of the Evangelical
Alliance, that one entire day of the week
of prayer be devoted to prayer for the
.abolishment of the liquor traffic. Should
any of these petitions reach our people,
let those who wish sign them and send
them to Mrs. Ellen M. Watson, Superintendent, No. 508, Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, Pa. . She will see that they are
collated with others and filed with the
International committee.
We would suppo~e that so important a
measure as the devotion of one entire day
of the week of prayer to the praying for
the object named might have occurred to
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Brother A. H. Parsons writes of late
that he has been preaching with good
liberty and fair prospects at a place where
he formerly resided, and thinks "the ice is
broken," and hopes the opening will prove
effectual.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
A person signing himself "E. B.,"
THE senior Editor visited Council Bluffs, writing from Swan Creek, Mich., says:Omaha and Crescent City, from the 4th of "I can not get along without the HERALD,
May to the 18th, preaching at Omaha once, When I can not pay for it, I will beg for
at Council Bluffs three times, at Crescent it. All the hope I have in this world or
City four times, with a lecture on temper- the next, is in the gospel of our Lord
ance. thrown in for good measure, and Jesus Christ. I, like Abraham my father,
once at what is called Hazel Dell Church, am a pilgrim and a stranger in the earth."
Bro. F. R. Tubb wrote from 75 Lefea building owned by the M. E. Church.
We were permitted the use of. the latter vere Road, North Bow, London, England,
place through the. solicitation of a temper- May 7th, that he was preparing for the
ance worker by the name. of 0. H. Bar- HERALD, an article on volcanoes which
rett, assisted by Bro. John Evans. At all he would send in due time. If the article
these meetings we had a .large attendance is as good ·as the one on comets, we
heartily .commend it to the HERALD
and !'nost c;xcellentJ;(qerty i~ the gospel.
We hav~ ·mii · , ·· s .seht us for pu bli- readers. 'There are a few who think that
cation in theJ~ .. ·.. ·. . ome of which are such articles are not · suitable for the
very strikin~~:l\"n:d ~~~!rii
significant; HERALD, but we deem it highly proper
others are not/ \;y{~1c'an>· . ndertake to that our younger people should read up in
publish these-any~of thefn· ~1ri¢pt,to a all the departments of learning open to
.
very limi.ted 1degree, \or,J'.J'.~at 'are, good their investigation.
and sufllcientJc:ias-~~t~l:is:~ li,,m:ie.,.has.
VI e learn by card from old Bro. J9se1)h
the right to have his dream published, all Younger that he is located at Green Ridge,
others have an equal right to have theirs, Manitoba.
Bro.Joseph Luff writes from his home,
and then when all get their rights in this
direction, the HERALD readers would Independence, Mo., the 9th inst., that in
have dreams and dreams and dreams, bodily health he is improving rapidly, but
ad nauscam. Please patiently permit us that any considerable mental effort prosto judge as to which, i.f any of the dreams trates him some for a time. He feels consent LIS we shall publish.
vVe believe in fident the Lord will open his way and
inspirational dreams and night visions, bless him.
By letter received from Bro. Robert
and believ.e that. persons receiving them
should seek unt\) God for their meaning. Eyers; Lilly Dale, Ind., we learn that his
Deal very carefully with them. Don't heart is full of love toward the work of
jump to conclusions as to their meaning. God.
Bro. I. M. Lane, of Boonsboro, Iowa,
Deal wisely and carefully in the matter;
and above all, trust in God's revealed urges a more perfect compliance with the
law of the Lord as the best means to preword-"what is the chaff to the wheat?"
Elder C. St. Clair writes from Holden, vent strife and contention, and to prornote
Mo., the 17th inst., saying he has been unity, peace and brotherly love; thinks
called by District President, I. N. \Vhite, none can be justified in excusing themselves
to labor with Bro. A. White at Holden. on the grounds of adverse circumstances
He expects to "continue. the fight, and to and unhappy surroundings, and holds that
be subject to the powers that be, and so those who transgress the law of the Lord
should confess and forsake such sin. He
battle on for the victory in Christ."
Phillip Housman, of Fremont, Indiana, thinks also that all the contentions among
Saints arise from neglect of duty, and
says:-"The HERALD is a welcome visitor, and we could in no way do without because those with a beam in their own
it." Mrs. E. Culp of Hayward's Cal., eye are too busy striving to show the
s<J_ys of it :-"I feel as though I could not mote in the eye of another. He recomdo without it, for it is food to my ever mends charity-pure charity-as the best
and happiest remedy for this latter evil,
hungry soul."
Sister Sarah A. Rose, of Graysville, 0., and avo'Ys his intention to profit in these
thinks the church publications "are getting things for the future, knowing the work
is of the Lord.
better all the time."
Bro. F. C. Warnky writes us under date
The Saints at Sheridan, Ills., will please
take notice that Sr.Jemima M. Califf will of May 6th, that the name of Bro. George
spend some time in th.eir vicinity with Wilson was dropped from his quorum
relatives. We bespeak for her the cordial through mistake; and that it should have
read "Thom:as France" instead,
fellowship of all.
the Evangelical Alliance before this.
Public opinion is advancing, however, and
prayers and petitions must finally crystalize into laws and the enforcement of them.
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Bro. F. M. Fuller writes the 11th inst.
Phoenix, Yazoo County, Miss, and is
anxious some faithful Elder will call and
labor in that region. He says:-" I have
begged for an Elder to come here, and
have offered some money, but none has
come. There are some persons. here who
desire to hear the doctrine."
Bro. J. R. Lambert says that "In the
Epistle· of the Twelve in HERALD for
May 15th, inst., page 299, middle column,
where reference is made to a former epistle
of the quorum, it should read," May 17th,
1873, instead of 1883.
"The Vindicator has suspended publication for the present, but we hope it may
soon awake from its rest, rise up and go
forth like a young giant refreshed with the
new wine of God's Spirit.
The Book of Mormon foretells the
"secret com bi nations to get power and
gain" which are now so common and so
violent in all, or nearly all Gentile nations.
Please read 2 Nephi 7:2; 11:14; 15:16;
Alma17:10; Mormon4:3,4; Ether3:13.
The Saints should shun everything of the
kind and be wise.
Bro. L. C. Donaldson, of Riverton,
Iowa, says, "I can't do without the HERALD; I would as soon do without my
meals. It is the best paper in the world."
We are almost daily receiving similar kind
words of appreciation, encouragement and
approval, and we shall endeavor by patient
effort to so edit the HERALD as to make it
(r) truthful, (2) instructive, and (3) entertaining. To effect this we ask the hearty
co-operation of all the Saints and friends;
first, to secure· for it suitable matter; and,
second, to furnish it abundant support in
the way of prompt paying subscribers.
· Please let none lose sight of the fact that
all are expected to pay in advance, yet
arrangements may be made with those
who may desire time to pay. Get us more
subscribers, and as soon as practicable the
price for it will be reduced.
Bro. C.H. Porter, of Wilber, Nebraska,
says: "I consider the Saints' Advocate a
great help as a defender of the truth, and
I sincerely hope it will receive the hearty
support its merits deserve."
Elder A. Haws, writing from Sweet
Home, Oregon, the 5th inst., says those
attending their conference, coming by railroad, should stop at Haley, instead of
Haley.
F. N. Lang, Seedsman, of Baraboo,
Wis., sends us a packet of seeds, and from
the credentials accompanying, we conclude
he is reliable, and that those desiring
anything in his line will find him well
stocked, and a fair dealer.
Sister E. Lowrie, of Decoto, Cal.,
writes that she received the administration
for the sick under the hands of Bros. A.
H., and "father" Smith, and that the Lord
has blessed her with much improved health.
She speaks in high terms of the "Mothers
Home Column."
Bro. R. R. Gaither feels assured the
Lord has answered his prayers for the sick
of late, and feels strong in the faith as delivered to the Saints in these days.
Bro. P. Pelton of Persia, Iowa, says, "l
was baptized two years ago the first day
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of last February, and have tried to live as ing citizens. About 1830 he began the publicabecomes a Saint; and the future will tion of an anti·Masonic paper. A few years later
reveal how well I have succeeded. One he removed to Cleveland where for many years
thing I know, if I miss entering the gate . he was the editor and publisher of a paper which
into the heavenly city, no one will be to was the predecessor of the Cleveland Leader and
blame but myself, for the gospel as taught was dedicated to the agitation of anti-slavery
by the Latter Day Saints is true. I speak principles.
from knowledge I have received through
"In 1848 he went to Columbus, the capital of
the Holy Ghost."
the state, and began the publication of a paper in
MR. L. L. RrcE is dead. For forty-four
years he had the original "Manuscript
Story" ["Manuscript Found"] of Solomon
Spaulding in his possession without having examined it or in any way knowing
what it was. It seems a wise dispensation
of an overruling Providence that he should
be made, unwittingly, the custodian of
that document which has been made a
means by cunning and unscrupulous men
with which to oppose the Book of Mormon; but which now becomes·effectual in
unmasking the villainy of those men and
in covering their reputation with richly
merited shame and confusion.
Mr. Rice acted honestly and wisely in
this matter, and we trust that his noble
spirit, returning to God who gave it, now
rests in the Divine favor with the great
and the good. The following dippings
we take from the "Daily Honolulu (Sandwich Islands) Press," of April I 5th, 1886.
"The death of the venerable L. L. Rice recalls
his connection with the celebrated ( ?) Spaulding's
"Manuscript Found." The Mormon Church or
more properly the "Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints," was founded by Joseph
Smith. Smith, it is claimed, discovered some
metallic plates buried at Mount Cumorah, on
which were engraved the Book of Mormon, purporting to be a history of the Jost ten tribes of Israel, and tracing their, wanderings to America.
From this account it appears that the American
Indian traces his ancestry to Moses, Abraham
and Isaac. The Book of Mormon has nothing
whatever to do with the faith or creed of the
Mormon Church, which derives its inspiration
from a work called "Doctrine and Covenants"
and subsequent revelations to Brigham Young
and others. The Book of Mormon was merely a
"starter." An effort was made to prove that the
Book of Mormon was either a copy of Spaulding's "Manuscript Found,'' or was suggested by it.
The "Manuscript Found,'' by a variety of circumstances, came into the possession of Mr. Rice,
who subsequently deposited it with President
Fairc,hild of Oberlin College, A copy was furnished to the Josephites an offshoot of the church,
and by them published in Iowa. The discovery
and publication of the manuscript, has demonstrated beyond a doubt that it never inspired or
suggested the publication of the Book of Mor1non."
L. L. RICE.

"He was born in Otsego county, New York.,
in 18or. As a young man he went to New York
City where he learned the printing business early
in this century. While living there he was led
to take the total abstinence pledge, and enrolled
himself upon that platform, and has done much
for the cause of temperance during a long life
the most of which found him identified with the
newspapers of Ohio. He went to that state before 1830, and for fifty years was one of her lead-

that city.
"For more than. twenty-five years he was identified with the public life of Columbu~, at first as
an editor, then as State Printer, and in other
positions.
·'He was well known and greatly beloved. He
had for his friends and associates such men as
Garrison, Giddings, Jas. G. Birney, Salmon P.
Chase, and men of that stamp.
·
"Father ,Rice, as he was affectionately called
during his residence in ColHmbus, was a man of
strong intellectual power, and was thoroughly
consecrated to the highest purposes of life. He
was permitted to see the triumph of some of the
principles he so vigorously and ardently espoused,
and to see the banners of other principles rapidly
advancing to victory.
"ln 1875 he removed to Oberlin, where he resided till 1879, when he came to Honolulu, making his home here with his daughter, Mrs. J. M.
Whitney. During the summer of 1884 Rev. W.
H. Rice of New York, his only son, visited him
here, making, as each felt at the time, a final visit.
Father Rice kept his intellectual vigor up to the
very last. His very presence, during the years of
his stay here, has been felt to be a benediction.
Yesterday morning he rose as usual and was
about the house and grounds until a few moments
after ten. He then went to his room and lay
down on his bed for a littl~ rest, before dressing
to go out to the lunch at Bethel Church, as he
was planning to do. At this time Dr. Gray
dropped in for a friendly call, and sat chatting
with him some minutes. The Doctor remarked
that father Rice carried on his conversation with
all of his usual animation.
"About IO: 30 o'clock he observed that he must
get ready to go down town, but at the suggestion
of the Doctor, that there was an abundance of
time, he remained quiet. Suddenly and without
warning he fell back upon the pillow, gave a
single, slight clutch at the region of his heart,
and lay still in death. Not a word or cry of pain;
«he was not, for God took him." We shall miss
the noble form, and the saintly face; but every
life that touched his, is the richer and fuller for it.

"W. C.

MERRITT."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~es.-Does

the co-operation reflected in
Rev. 22: 17, with the Spirit and the bride
presuppose that the Spirit will lead, or dictate persons to do what the bride (church)
has not authorized, or forbidden?
Ans.-No.
~.-Did Christ's denunciations against
the girl evidence of non-charity?
A.-N o. Neither did his telling her to
go her "way and sin no more," give evidence that he sanctioned her sin, or warr~nt any one believing that he excused her
8111,

~.-When law makes the work which
begins and culminates in the expulsion of
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a member, can justification follow a halt
under the pretext of charity?
A.-Yes, if circumstances waq·ant.
~.--For as much as Christ has said that
he that repenteth not shall be cast out, is
it proper to say the be cast out is cruel?
A.-If we understand this question, we
say No, but we think the writer has not
stated the question fully.
~.-Why was the camp meeting held
at Galland's Grove, October, 1885, published as the Annual Reunion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints?
A.-Because it was composed of members of said Reorganized Church.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

''The dear Christ dwells not afar,
The king of some remoter star,
Bnt here amidst the poor and blind,
The bound and suffering of our kind,
In works we do, in prayers we pray,
Life of our life, he lives to-day."

"OPEN HIS EYES THAT HE MAY SEE."
Night, dewy night, her mantle of repose,
Folded above Judea's plains and hill,
.And wandering zephyrs from their sunny homes,
Whispered their tales of love to sparkling rills.
Above the sleeping city hung the moon,
By silvery stars attended on her way;
Now through a rift revealed and now the clouds
Again obscure the brightness of her way.
Night, peaceful night, still holds her gentle sway,
.And every sound of life has sunk to rest.
The slumbering city, cradled mid the hills,
Lies as an infant at its mother's breast.
There is a stilness such as holds the air
When storms are naar to break, and thunders crashAn unheard moaning, such as spirits feel,
E'er sorrows come like the swift lightning's flash.
Still wanes the night, and still the prophet sleeps;
No sentry guards his unbarred door from harm;
To ward the sleeping city none are there
To sound through the still night a wide alarm;
But hark I a sound breaks on the brooding air,
As of approaching danger-nearer still;
While in the East the crimson light of morn
Shades into purple on the ditant hill.
And now, ten thousand echoes swiftly start,
Winding through vallies, breaking on the gloom,
Thrown back from mountain crags-in distance lost,
Searching the depths of many a lonely tomb;
I<J<\hoes or"chariots, and a mighty host .
Of horsemen, armed and panoplied for war;
The city with swift tread they compass ronnd,
And see the morning's light streams near and far.
Yet, still the prophet sleeps, unwarnea of harm,
Dreaming perhaps of Israel's conqnered foes;
No vision of the wrathful host, so near,
Breaks on the stilness of his night's repose.
But see, with breathless haste, and lips apart,
With cheeks all flushing like the morning's glow,
Paling anon, a youth before him stands,
Crying, .Awake! behold, the foe, the foe!
See, master, they have compassed us around
With horsemen swift, and chariots of war;
There is no place of refuge, they have spread
Their vaunting hosts around us near and far.

Also, there is no hope,-they compass ns.'
Master, what shall we do,-where shall we Hee?
The proud Assyrian-thou hast wrought them harm!
They'll show no mercy, master, nnto thee.
Calmly the prophet heard, as calmly spoke:
"Fear not, for they that be with us are more
Than all which be against us," even all
Which forth from proud Assyria can pour.
Look not so strangely, an unnumbered host
They camp about us. "Lord, open, I pray,
The eyes of this young man," that he may see
The marshalled hosts of Israel's God to-day.
He looked, and lo I then flashed upon his sight
Covering the mountain's side, the prophet round,
Horses and gleaming chariots of fire,
Whose presence gave to mortal ear no sound.
Warriors with drawn and fiery waving· swords,
Swift moving ranks, with light and glory crowned;
Host of the living God of Sabaoth,
Guardians of those who guard the holy gr-0und.
It is enough-put back again the veil

The cloud of living witnesses obscure.
Faith is the guiding star of all who shall
In God's pure love unto the end endure
By faith, not sight, the victory must he worn,
Faith in his mighty arm who never sleeps,
The General of the unnumbered hosts
Who watch and ward about his people keeps.
Put back the veil-Faith is the guiding star,
But when the storm-cloud gathers in its might,
Veiling in its chill mist faith's guiding ray,
Obscuring every gleam of heaven's pure light,
'I'hen God will hear this prayer, "Open his eyes,"
The glory of His face He will reveal;
So shall we know that our Redeemer lives,
And f'or the tried and tempted still can feel.
We wish to ask the faith and p~ayers of every
reader of this "column" in _behalf of a young man,
son of Bro. William Franklin, who has been afflicted for many years. He says: "My apology
for this request is, my jaitk leads me in this direction. I feel sure the mothers in Zion will sympathize with me." Let each one of us remember
this request, as if it was our own brother who was
afflicted. "Bear ye one another's burdens, and so
fulfill the perfect law."
Brother Joseph has mentioned the names of
many sisters abundantly qualified by nature and
training t-0 assist in carrying on this work, and
"still they come not." The less is mutual; we
miss their aid, and they fail of the good they
might do.
We still hope to hear from
them. We want an army of trained workers
in our church. Who will volunteer for service?
Let those who are working, no matter in what
part of the field, or what duty discharging, just
turn to the sixth chapter of second Kings, and renew their strength by reading it. We are servin~he same God as the prophet of old, and "The
Lord thy God walketh in the midst of thy camp
to deliver thee; . . . therefore shall thy camp be
holy, that he see no lJnclean thing in thee, and
turn away from thee." Don't fail to read it.
WE .are in receipt of letter from "a sister," and
article from Lucy Lloyd.
LAMONI, Iowa, May 22d, 1886.
THE UNUSED UMBRELLA.
A YOUTH was lately leaving his aunt's house
after a visit, when finding it beginning to rain,
he caught up an umbrella that was snugly placed
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in a cornet-, and was proceeding to open it, when
the old lady, who for fhe first time observed his
movement, sprang towards him, exclaiming,
"No, no; that you never shall! I've had that
umbrella twenty-three years, and it has never
been wet yet; and I'm sure it shan't be wetted
now."
Some folks' religion is of the same quality. It
is none the worse for wear. It is a respectable
article, to be looked at, but it must not -be dampened in the showers of daily life. It stands in a
corner, to be used in case of serious illness or
death, but it is not meant for common occasions.
We are suspicious that the twenty-three years'
old gingham was gone at the seams, and if it had
been unfurled it would have leaked like a sieve.
At any rate, we are sure that this is the case with
the hoarded up religion which has answered no
useful turn in a man's life.
C. H. Spurgeon.

Dear Sisters of the "Ho!lle Column," our
Editoress of course not excepted :-1 hesitate at
entering your department, fearing I shall betray
my ignorance, therefore just allow me to stand
upon your threshhold and speak what I have to
say. Accept of my thanks for your advice, and
instructions already received through our columns, and I bid you God speed. I have often
wondered why we could not have a column or
two devoted to the sisters, wives and mothers,
for their special benefit, enabling them to impart
each to each, the light and knowledge God has
blessed them with, whether it be little or much?
I feel that. God has had a hand in bringing about
this important work .. Knowing my own incompetency to aid in anything of the kind, and .feeling a delicacy in asking others to do what I was
not able to do myself, I forbore to speak; but I
do rejoice that its birth-day has come; and how
well we shall watch, wait and aid in its developement, depends on each one of us. Surely our
united efforts will make it a success. I used to
think the £-Jerald was all that could be desired,
but since the "Home Column" has been opened
to our view, I am astonished to know how we
ever got along without it. It adds new impetus
to the already well governed machinery. So
Eleanor compares herself to a rush light, which
I consider is far superior to my little night light,
such as are used in England in the, sick chamber,
and are just sufficient to enable one to discern
that all is not total darkness, nevertheless, the
night light, the rush light, and so on up to the
electric light, all have a mission to ph:form.
Let our lights dear sisters, (no matter how dim
they may at first appear), be fed by the oil of our
c-0nstan t efforts, patience and perseverance, with
a prayerful heart to God for his assistance in this
noble work. I beg leave to differ somewhat
(with all due respect however) from Sr. Sarah,
in regard to keeping our children from the society of our neighbors and friends because they are
not of our fa}th; (but we trust, with our Editor,
that we are mistaken when we so construe her
meaning). Are we not all one flesh and blo~d?
Do we not emanate from the one Father? Have
we not all souls to be saved? Is it from any
good management of mine that I am not black
instead of white? I know of one child that went
to a Sunday ~chool, not of our faith, and the
minister came arond asking all the children
questions; at length be came to her, not knowing
that she was not one of his flock, and asked her a
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few questions, which she answered, with ail the
dignity of the minister himself. To his astonishment she in turn asked him questions that he
could not answer. He was confounded. Herein
is where our light is seen to shine, in teaching
our children at home, that which is necessary
for them to know, the right from the wrong;
then when they are thrown in contact with the
world, their light will shine. We can not let
our light shine wqen we seclude ourselves entirely from the world. It is hiding it under a
bushel. Truly it is written, keep yourselves unspotted from she world-that is, the sins and
follies thereof. This calls forth from us as parents, our very best judgment and wisdom, and
a prayerful heart for the Holy Spirit to help us
discern, who our children shall, or shall not associate with, and select for them their companions. ff:>w well I remember in my younger
days the many good lessons I have learned, and.
the good examples I have been led to imitate,
from those not of our faith, and I profit by
them to this day. As all good cometh from
God, I trust we shall all be able to learn to select
the good from the evil, and learn to teach our
children to do likewise.
There was a demand some time ago from Sr.
Lucy for recipes for light bread, &c.,-having
seen none as yet, I begin to think that our sisters
havn't got any, and if not, it is time they had, for
the benefit of their health; so I will give mine.
I do not know, of course, if any one can excel
this receipe; but there is one thing I do know,
that is, a prominent good brother, living not
more than seven hundred miles from us, often in
travels, and communications to us, expresses a
wish for a slice of our good light bread. In the
first place I must give the recipe for yeast: Peel
and boil potatoes enough to fill a medium-sized
kettle; boil rather longer than for eating, as they
mash better and finer. Cover them with plenty
of water, so there will be plenty of liquid. While
boiling put a large handful of hops in a tin vessel
with water to boil, (some put their hops in a salt
sack, and boil them in with the potatoes, but this
has a tendency to turn it dark colored, if boiled
in an iron kettle, and makes the yeast look black.
I prefer a tin or porcelain vessel for hops). When
potatoes are thoroughly done, and yom' hops, of
course, drain, and save the liquid. Now add one
cup of sugar, not quite a cup of salt (very little'
difference) to your potatoes, and mash to a cream;
strain in your hop liquid; add the potato water;
stir well together; put in a tin pan or bucket to
cool. When reduced to the right temperature,
which is milk warm, add a pint of good yeast to
start it, most any kind will do to begin with if
it is light, but always remember to keep a pint of
the same yeast that you have made, over for your
next making. This quantity when made, will
last two weeks for a family of ten or twelve. Of
course every cook must be her own judge as to
the quantity of ingredients required according to
the number in family. This yeast never sours
when kept in a cool place. I have not had a bit
of sour bread for six or seven years.

into your pan of flour; add one and a half pif)tS
of yeast, (a little more or less according to the
size of family you are baking for); mix well,
then knead; set to raise. It can be made night
or morning, as it does not sour. When 1-ight
make out into your pans; set it to rise again,
then bake. I always think the more the bread is
kneaded the better it is. Trv it, sisters; then
report. 'If any of our good sist~rs can excel these
recipes, so much the better for the bread and consumers. Well, I presume I have kept the doors
open long enough, and there may be danger of
your getting sick, so will close and take my departure, with my earnest desire, good wif,hes, and
prayers, for your success.
Come my welcome sisters, come
To the help of Zion's home;
Dig your talent from its grave
If you wish your soul to save,
Rub and rub, you'll be surpri7'ed
When the lustre greets your eyes.
God will help you, He'll inspire
Hearts, and thoughts with holy fire;
Heavenborn inspiration bring
To the lips and to the pen;
Wield it then for good to me
While I wield the same for thee.
Do not wait for more to r,ome
Lest angels shout the harvest home.

Ever true to Zion's welfare,
AUNT PATIENCE.

DEFIANC!i:, Iowa, April 25th.
Sister Frances:-As your "Column" is open
for the mothers and sisters of Zion to cheer and
encourage each other as we journey along; also
for the aged mothers to offer advice and instruction to those just beginning the journey their
feet have trod, in weakness and feebleness it may
be, but ever with reliance upon the help of God;
therefore I w:ish to give them an aged mother's
advice, and to leave with you a testimony of
what I know in regard to the work of God in the
last days. The 3d of next June, if I live so long,
I will be 86 years old. I was baptized in the
year 1835, and went through much of the trouble
in Missouri. I can assure you, dear sisters, there
is great respon_sibility resting upon you in training and teaching your children and using every
inducement to lead them to walk according to
the light and truth as it is in Christ. History
tells us that some of the first elders of the church
were severely rebuked by the Lord for failing to
do this, and came under condemnation before
him. Now if they came under condemnation
for neglect of this duty, how shall you escape if
you follow their example in this? I am a living
witness that many sons and daughters of prominent elders have gone astray beyond the hope of
reclaiming, caused undoubtedly, by the failure
of their parents to discharge their duty. Therefore I feel the need of raising a warning voice,
lest the enemy of all righteousness lead you to
esteem lightly this first and most sacred c\irlty of
every man and woman who has assumed ·the responsibility of raising a family.
I have raised a large family and am thankful
to God that all of them who have died, have died
in the faith of the gospel of the Son of God, and
RECIPE FOR BREAD.
Deal out the required quantity of flour; take a
the assurance of a glorious :resurrection; and my
good tablespoonful of shortening; put into the
prayer is that those still living may fight the
good fight of faith, and hold out faithful to the
hot water you make your bread with, to dissolve
the shortening; (I use the water saved from my
end. This I feel is not for me to know. I have
last boiling of potatoes when I am going to make . seen many fall by the way side, and Jesus adbread; I think it keeps more moist); cool off the
monishes the sanctified: "Take heed lest ye fall."
water to the right heat, which is lukewarm; pour
Paul speaks also of the danger of some not en-

tering upon the rest which remains for the people of God, because of "an evil lteart ef unbelief,"
therefore my warning to you is that you study
God's word. Treasure it up in your hearts,
praying for his holy Spirit to enlighten your
minds and guide you into all truth. If you do
this, relying upon God, you will be able to defend the faith of the church, and like the house
built upon a rock., stand, though amid the storm
thousands around you are swept away in wreck
and ruin. Dig, "I say unto you, dig deep and
built your house upon the Rock of Ages." Plant
your feet firm upon the foundation where the
apostles and prophets will keep you company,
and the Stone rejected by the builders is the
head of the corner. Many have stepped off this
foundation, but this need not try your faith.
Ever since the days of Adam this has been the
case, and if you are ever able to stand, you must
hide the word in your heart-make it the "man
of your counsel," and then putting your trust in
God, no .man or woman can read you astray, not
even a prophet.
And now because my age prevents me from
attending Conference, I wish to bear my testimony through the "Home Column." I know the
foundation upon which I stand will endure forever and as long as I "abide in the vine" I am in
favor with God and have no fears of the hereafter. The duty of a Saint is very plainly marked
out, and if we discharge our own duty, it is all
God requires of us. I want to tell the church, I
am not built upon false doctrine, let it be presented by whom it may, but my foundation is truth,
let it come through whom it may. We can not
be the chui·ch of God unless we put our trust in
God, for it is written, "Cursed is he that trusteth
in man,'' but God never yet accomplished a work
in the world without human agents. I am thankful God has placed a prohhet as the earthly head
of his church, that further revelations may
come to us through him; but while thankful for
this, I am not built upon him, for though a
prophet of God he is only a man, and at best can
only stand upon ·the same foundation laid for me,
and that is truth. In the days long past I thought
because a man was a prophet he could do no
wrong. There is but one who ever lived upon
the earth without sinning, and because he was
perfect we are to follow him. When I grew
older and wiser I learned from the word of God
that many men after God had chgsen them and
ordained them to be prophets to his people, turned
away from the Lord and sinned grievously in his
sight. They were men, and when the people
blinclly followed their teachings without seeking
to know if it corre•ponded with the "law and the
testimony" already given, they suffer.eel for it.
In looking back over my past life I can" see
that many Saints in my day have trusted in an
"arm of flesh." Let me say to you, This will not
do. I saw this spirit manifested in Nauvoo, and
heard Joseph the Seer warn the people in regard
to this. He told them that he saw the time of
their tmsting in man was fast approaching. He
told them he could lead them to hell and then
added: "I want the Saints to know they must
stand upon the gospel of Christ, and follow me
no farther than I follow Christ." This language
sounds abrupt, but because they heeded not the
warning in time, and continued to trust in man,
did they not after his death fulfill the words of
Isaiah: "A wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the land: The prophets prophecy
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falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means;
and my people love to have it so: and what will
ye do in the end thereof?"
I myself did not profit by the counsel given to
the extent I should have done, but by giving heed
to bad counsel have brought upon myself much
trouble. This is all in the past, a~d by the help
of the Lord I hope to gain the prize. I know
our good works will speak in our favor, but our
bad works will be burned; not being profitable.
Therefore, dear sisters, let us make a record that
will stand fire.
Your sister in Christ,
SARAH_ HAWLEY.

KIRTLAND, Ohio, May 19th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Yours with letter in closed
was duly received. Bro. G. T. Griffiths started
for New Philadelphia yesterday. Bro. M. H.
Bond goes east to.day. He gave a very able presentation of the word here last Sunday, rather
surprising his old friends and associates at his
growth as a minister. With dilligence, faith aud
humility, all things are possible with the minister when sustained by the Divine hand. Two
meetings were held in the village here last Sunday and one nine miles away in the country, with
good audiences in attendance. I am booked for
Conneautville, Pa., for next Sunday. The weathis fine and all goes well here.
On last Thursday evening, the 13th inst., at a
meeting called for that purpose, a branch organization was effected here, Bro. E. L. Kelley being
chosen president, Bro. John Gillespie deacon
and sister Hattie Griffiths secretary. A good
spirit prevailed and we are encouraged in the
thought that we are moving in the right way.
W. H. KELLEY.
CORNING; Iowa, April 30th.
Beloved Editors '!f the Herald:-I am now far
advanced in my ninety-second year, and of course
have failed greatly in body and mind; yet I feel
as deeply interested in this glorious work as ever,
and wish to say something to the Saints to stimulate them to action in this the best of causes.
My text is found in Doc. and Cov. 6: 2. The
Saints are set to be a light unto the world, and to
be saviors of men. Beloved Saints, is there any
. calling to any earthly thing that can· compare
with this in magnitude? You answer, No. Then
it is the greatest of all callings. Did God call us
to do a work that he would not qualify us to perform if we keep his commandments? If we keep
his c_ommandments we shall be qualified to perform every duty he requires at our hands. I call
your atte-ntion to the 15th chapter of John's gospel, commencing with the fourth verse. "Abide
in me, and I in you; as the branch can not bear
fruit of itself except it abide in the vine, no more
can ye except ye abide in me."
Precious Saint•, do you want to know how
you can abide in Christ? See verse IO: "If you
keep· my commandments, you shall abide in my
love, even as I have kept my Father's commandments and abide in his love." Jesus possessed
the power, because he kept the commandm·ents;
and the same cause in us will produce the same
effect, if we walk with God by strictly adhering
to every word he has given us as a rule to live
by. So Ion~ as we live we shall enjoy :His Spirjt.

And if the Spirit of Christ dwell in us, we will
not be barren nor unfruitful, but will bring forth
much fruit. Jesus says, "Herein is my Father
glorified, that ye bear (not little but) much fruit."
Beloved Saints, God has intrusted us with the
salvation of man, and all that will be saved in the
celestial kingdom must be saved by the labors
and sacrifices of foe Saints. The harvest is great,
and the laborers few. There never was a time
that called for diligence and exertion more than
now. The reward for our labors is at hand. We
are "!he eleventh hour" laborers, and must be
first paid. The reward is great and sure. Put
your all into this work. It will pay you the best
interest; and shortly you will receive the principal with the interest, and eternal life besides. It
is the fiftieth year with me since I began to
preach this gospel of the kingdom, and if I had a
thousand Ii ves I would devote them all to this
work. The Saints are called to be "saviors of
men." How wonderful the calling! There has
been some men on earth who have devoted their
lives to the relief of suffering humanity, whose
names are embalmed in the hearts of the good,
such as a Washington, Howard, Raikes and Wilberforce; but Christ outshines them all as far as
the sun does the the dimmest star. All Saints
who live in Him are a part of Him, and are His
representatives on the earth. And as Christ is
the greatest blessing by far that could come to
man, so are his Saints sent from God to be a
blessing to the world. Therefore ·see to it that
you fill the measure of your creation.
Yours in Christ,
JOHN LANDERS.
FORT WARREN, Mass., April zd.
Dear readers of that much loved paper,. the
Saints' Herald.Permit your unworthy brother to add a testimony to truth, for I know this is the trne work
of God. In it I have nothing to regret or fear.
I am forty-one years of age, and have passed
through many trials and hardships thus far, and
do not feel that they are all ended yet. But with
the light and knowledge given me through the
gospel, and with the feelings I have concerning
the blessed promises made therein, I feel not .to
complain. or find fault, but fight on until the
battle is won.
I am at present writing a soldier in the service
of the United States, and perhaps the only Latter
Day Saint in the service as an enlisted man. I
served during the war, from 1862 until the close,
as a private in the 134th New York Volunteers;
and again in Battery I, First United States
Artillery from 1874 until 1879, enlisting again in
the 4th United States Artillery, March, 1883. I
have many trials here, but none but what I can
endure by trusting in God's strength, which I try
to do. I embraced the gospel some five years
ago through the wishes and implorings of my departed companion, although not baptized herself,
but being a true believer of the work. I have received many blessings and encouragements, unworthy as I have been. I have listened to many
blessed truths expounded by our worthy ministers,
but none more eai·nestly than those of our worthy
brother, E. N. Webster, president of the Boston
Branch, in which I am a member. Should any
of our Elders pass through New York State
they will find many honest hearts awaiting them
along the line of the New York Central, through.
the vallies of the M;o!iiicwk, among itherµ Mrs.

Chas. Davidson, No. 519 Clinton Ave., Albany,
N. Y., also my sisters-Mrs. Wm. VanDermore,
Union Street, Schenectedy, N. Y., and at \Vli!st
Glenville, Schenectedy county, Mrs. Albert
Weaver, an·d Mr. Garret Bradt and Abraham
Bradt, my brothers. I wish to be kindly remembered in the prayers of all God's children that
I may be kept and guided into all truth by God's
Spirit, that I may be able to set a good example
before my comrades here, and also before my
brothers and sisters in the church. This is the
prayer of your brother in the one hope and faith.
JOHN H. BRADT.
PAPEETE, Tahiti, March 8th.
Brethren ':foseph and William.-W e reached home
last Saturday afternoon. We came on the schooner Glronde, captain Wells, a Monmouthshire, Englishman. It is a large, comfortable vessel, but
a slow sailer with a light wind. It takes about a
half gale to put her through at her best. Several
Elders with their wives came along, in order to
go to Tubuai to attend the April conference. We
had to pay five dollars apiece for fare, that is,
Helen and I; the natives had to pay three dollars
for the men and two dollars for the women. We
had cabin fare, while they slept on deck, and in
the hold if it rained. We preferred to sleep on
the quarter deck, but the rain drove us below
every night.
There are several vessels here
which carry us free: the Punau, captain Mapuhi;
the Poe, captain Wohler; the Teva, captain Trichett. On the Anaa, the Gironde, and the Ina,
we have had to pay. There are others that we
have not been on as yet, and can not tell what
would he our experience in that matter. Captain
Mapuhi has carried our brethren and sisters from
place to place for a number of years free. ..(\nd
the effect of his liberality is seen in the fact, that
he always returns to Papeete with a full, and frequently an overflowing cargo. He finds that it
pays. I can not complain of the captains of the
vessels, for they have to observe the rules of the
firm or company who own the vessels. Mapuhi
owns his vessel, and of course is his own boss.
We left Avatoru, Island of Raira, on Wednesday morning about nine o'clock, and on Thursday morning we reached Maatea, south-west of
Rairoa, some sixty miles. We ought to have
reached there by eight o'clock on Wednesday
night, but the wind was very light. We could
have made Maatea in the Punau, or Poe, or Papeete, by nine o'clock at night with the little wind
we had.· We did not go on shore at Maatea, as
the captain said he would not stay two minutes
if there was no kopera or bufa; but he stayed
over an hour, and got no kopera. I was vexed at
this, for I wanted to see the brethren at Maatea,
particularly the president, Wairaaroa, who was
quite sick. As it was they did not forget our
necessities, and sent us six dollars by the hand of
Tehau, an Elder from Rairoa, and president of
the district of Rairoa and Tikahau. They also
sent us some oranges (but they were not ripe yet)
and some limes. The six dollars came in good
season to help pay our fare.
Maatea is unfortunate in not having any harbor, and vessels have to lay "off and on," and can
not come to an anchor. The water is fully sixty
to eighty fathoms deep close up to the reef. There
is a place on the opposite side of the Island to
where the settlement is, where a vessel could
anchor, and be quite safe, if there was no wind
plqwing on shore; but the mosquitoes are so e~,
;
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ceedingly numerous there that the people can
not live there; and on the side where they are
located the wind blows on shore. An.cf while it
is better on account of mosquitoes, it is worse for
vessels. They would be visited more frequently
if they had a harbor;. but it may be a blessed
thing for the inhabitants that the traders <lo not
go there more frequently than they do, for they
carry rum, gin, absinthe, wine and brandy, and
sell it by the bottle, demijohn and case; and, as
they say, they make more money in selling the
accursed stuff than they do at anything else, or
more than they do in all other branches of their
business, they do all that they can to sell as
much of the liquid da~nation as possible. They
will sell it to the natives when they are already
half crazed or more with the infernal poison; and
then if the poor fellows do any damage, the same
men are ready to bring them to punishment;
while they who cause the natives to behave like
demons and insane people, rejoice over the jingle
of the dollars that they have in their pockets,
gotten from the natives in exchange for what
they make five hundred per cent. upon.
If there is no hell there ought to be one created purposely for rum-makers and rum-sellers.
I would no more fellowship a rum-seller in the
church than I would a libertine, a horse thief, or
highway robber. If a drunkard can not enter
the kingdom of heaven, can a rum-seller have
any chance for a part therein? Nay; there is no
room in the kingdom of Christ for such enemies
of God and their fellow-men. The devil will
claim his own, and rejoice in the work of his
hands.
ff any Elder is dubious on the prohibition
question, send him out here for six months, and
if he don't favor by that time the most absolute
prohibition, I will miss my guess. He will feel
like calling upon God to blot the whole race of
rum-sellers out of existence. The introduction
of missionary work opened the way for the establishment of traffic of various kinds, and prominently the sale of rum. And while some have
turned from the worship of idols to that of the
true God, yet many of them have since become
the worshippers of Bacchus, and are ready to
sell their souls for a case of gin. They have
become civilized, and have learned the multitudinous deviltries found among so called civilized people. The que&tion with me is, whether
the so-called civilization is not more of a curse
than a benefit.
I believe that if the heathen nations were left
alone till the Millenium arrives, when the devil
will be bound and his agents left without employment in the meantime, or while their head or lord
and master is in prison, it might be better.
Then, neither a bogus Christianity will be
preached, nor rum-sellers be allowed to follow
their pernicious practice. And then they can
hear, believe and obey the pure gospel of Christ
without the interference of Satan or his emissaries. But as the way has been opened for the
heathen to hear a little gospel truth, and much
error, it seemed necessary to show them the way
of the Lord more perfectly, so that they might
receive the fulness of salvation. That is, if they
are to hear anything at all about Christianity,
they should hear the whole truth. But if all
other religions called Christian would keep away,
I would be in favor of the heathen remaining
such till the coming of Christ; for I believe that
they would all be s:w~~ then; wh,ile as it is 11:ow,
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there will scarcely be one-tenth who will be
saved. They learn enough truth, and understand
sufficient of the law of right and wrong to make
them responsible before God; and as the opportunities to sin and the inducements to do it, are
increased a hundred-fold, and lacking the moral
force or strength of character which the white
race as a general rule possess, they are found
more criminal in the sight of God, ten times over,
than they were when heathen. Those that receive
the gospel in its fullness will hardly stand firm and
faithful to the end. I do not believe that more
than one in ten will maintain a moral foothold
till the end; or, in other words, such are the
number and kinds and the strength of their temptations surrounding the people of these islands,
incident to the advent of white people with their
covetous and avaricious spirit, that nine-tenths
of the natives will fall into sin's delusive ways
and fail to keep the laws of God, which are essential to their salvation.
In a few short years, when the older people
die off, our Church and the Protestant faiths will
cease to exist here, because the generation now
growing up will not keep the principles of morality inculcated by them and us; nor will they submit to the restraint put upon their appetites and
passions by these respective bodies. And as a
much looser rein is. given them in this direction
by the Church of Rome in these parts, that organization will absorb them all. There is but
one remedy that can be applied which can save
the Church and the rising generation, and that is
a change of location to where their surroundings
will be different. I do not paint the picture in
colors half so vivid as I might. It is hot wise
for me to particularize or illustrate my meaning
by examples I might give of the influences at
work here to demoralize and destroy the spiritual
, and physical nature of the people. There are a
few here who can understand and talk enough
English so as to get along in business matters.
If such could be invited by some farmers in
Southern California to come and locate there,
and form a nucleus for the gathering of a number of those who are anxious to better their condition and save their children from moral and
physical ruin-I say, if there could be a nucleus
thus started it would be a wise, beneficent and
righteous movement. It would be obeying the
golden rule. The benefiting of the Saints temporally and physically, as well as spiritually, is
abundantly manifested to be the design of our
faith, and sustains our claim for the superlative
glory of the latter day work. If not so, why did
God give the revelations on gathering, on tithing,
and the Word of 'Wisdom? The gospel here can
only serve the inte1'.ests of the spiritual man. It
could do more if counter influences were not so
many and so powerful. Enough on this point
just now.
We reached our home, as I said, last Saturday,
to feel grieved and even shocked to hear of the
death a week before of sister Pipi (pee-pee), wife
of Bro. Leipo. This brother and sister were the
ones that Bro. Rodger wrote about, who followed them to the vessel and showed so much affection for them, and in whose house they lived the
few days they were here. She ~as a good woman, and the leader of the sisters' meetings.
I learn that the French have been negotiating
with the British authorities for the exchange of
Raiatea, Borabora, Huahine, and some smaller
islands, some seventy-five or one hundred miles

west of here, in exchange for some possessions
belonging to the.British elsewhere. The missionaries (Wesleyan) will do their utmost to prevent
this, and may incite the kings and people to resist the attempts of the French ~o hoist that flag
on the Islands; for they know that if it is done
it will open the way for the Catholics to get foothold there, and our Church also, and that means
the loss of members and many hundreds of dollars. It will be madness to attempt to prevent
the French taking possession, for it would take
but a few minutes for their warships to ·blow their
villages to pieces and kill hundreds of men,
women and children. And even if they flee to
the mountains, and fight there, it will only be a
question of time before they will be forced to submit. It is not as if they would be forced to give
up their religion· or be banished; for they would
have full liberty to exercise their faith and to
keep up their worship; but to give up their power
over the native kings and chiefs, and to lose many
of their members and much revenue collected in
various ways, is a bitter dose for them to swallow,
and they may be foolish enough to encourage
the natives to fight. I have no doubt that the
Catholic Church is working the wires in this
matter; but it it will be better for us, for as it is
we can get no chance to preach there; or at least
can not baptize any. But with the change of
rulers will come a change of laws, and prohibition of rum-selling and drinking and gambling
and Sabbath-breaking and nightly carousals will
be abolished, and these evils will be allowed as
they are elsewhere, where the French flag floats.
Liberty to preach the gospel is followed here by
license to practice sin. Of course murder, arson,
and such like crimes are punished here as elsewhere. This matter will shortly be decided, and
if without war, I will send some missionaries at
the earliest opportunity. We expect to go to
Tubuai (some 330 miles south) in a week or two,
and may be gone a month or more. If any one
is sent here, I hope they will leave San Francisco
on the rst of June.
Your brother in Christ,
T. w. SMITH.
DELHAVEN, Nova Scotia, May 9th.
Brother Blair :--I have often thought of writing to you since I joined the church, which was
over two years ago under the preaching of Bro.
J. F. Burton. I am young in the faith of tlie
church, yet I am thankful that at this late period
of life the light came to this country, that I was
enabled to see it and also to embrace it, and I
trust, by the help of God's Spirit to continue
steadfast to the end.
The Saints in this part of the vineyard seem
to be steadfast in the faith, and, as opportunity
offers, they let their light shine. In looking
over the Herald I was glad to •ee Nova Scotia
was not forgotten in conference. Any of the
Elders coming this way will find a welcome
home at our house, and with any of the Saints
in Nova Scotia. I have been trying to do some
fireside preaching this winter. Some would
like to hear an Elder. The Herald is our only
preacher at present. We get it regular and it
always comes with good news. 'vVe could not
well get along without it. Our prayer is that
God may bless his own church, with air its officers and members.
Your brother in the faith,
RQBERT NEWCOMB,
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BURCHARD, Neb., March 29th.
Dear Herald:-! hope a few lines from this
part of the Lord'.s vin7,ard will not be out of
place. I came here pe year ago last August.
There has been no preaching here by the Latter
Dav Saints for nearly one year. The people
wo~ld not give me a chance 1.o preach in their
school house. Prejudice ran high, they classing
us with the Salt Lake Mormons. After telling
them the difference they finally consented to let
me preach. I have done so, and have baptized
two-a man and wife. The man is well posted
in Scripture. More are believing. I think there
are a good many honest hearted people in these
parts, and I calculate to do what I can in the
way of preaching. I was called upon to administer to a child that the doctors had given up.
The child is now getting well. The child's
parents don't belong to the church. I think the
signs of the times betoken that the coming of
Christ is close at hand. God's arm is being
made.bare in the eyes of all nations, in sending
all manner of plagues upon them, and their
hearts begin to fear, looking after those things
which are coming on the earth. I calculate to
preach in other places next summer.
Yours in gospel bonds,
CHANCY LOOJ\US.
MIDLAND CITY, Mich., April 12th.
Editors Herald:-Please inform me where
Elder J. J. Cornish is. As I am seeking for the
kingdom of God, I wish to find him or some one
who has the right to administer the ordinances
of the church. We have five other churches
here, and about three-fourths of our town don't
belong to any of them. I think great good might
be done here if we could have the gospel preached to this people. Mr. J. H. Peters has sowed
seed here that is going to grow if it is taken care
of in time. I am your friend, hunting for the
church of God,
S. T. VASHELL.

after poor Israel in the barren and salt land, that
have so unmercifully been duped by these aspiring leaders; but thank God their day is near
to an exit, when the meel~ among them will rejoice again with us in the liberties of the gospel.
While they, their leaders, will be called upon,
not only to stand in his august presence, but to
answer to their Jording it over God's heritage.
I am thinking ofttimes, that their punishment
will be almost unbearable; while after a little
deeper insight in myself, I say, Thou alone, 0
God, knowest; Jet thy will and thine only be
done.
No one with the true spirit of the gospel can
in any way take the slightest of pleasure in the
suffering of his fellows, deservingly or not; but
when mercy has played her part, stern justice
must rule. To my brethren in Wales I desire to
say that if providence favors me I shall start
back some time in June next, and would like
dearly that my beloved brother, Thomas E. Jen·
kins, will once more break the spell of silence
that has so Jong existed between us, and "write
me"; that by knowing of things bearing upon
them, in the gospel working, I may be enabled to
proceed wisely in my loving intentions; for God
only knows the heart, and will in the ultimate
bring all things to a full completion of his rightous designs. What, I say, can then be more
cheering than this to the soul of Zion's truehearted toiler.
On Cambrias pleasing soil,
Across the raging sea,
Again I'll cheerful toil
My fellow man to free
From sin-old Satan's band,
Whose final end is woe.
Back to my father-land,
Dear Savior, let me go,
'l'o chant the saving lay
As oft I've done before,
'l'he old marked gospel way
The angel did restore,
In this the latter day
With all its saving power.

JOHN D. JONES.
KEWANEE, Ill., April 12th.
Dear Bro. Joseph:-Inasmuch as I desireGod willing-to return to the home of my forefathers and the dear old spot that gave me birth;
yea, in this the chiefest of all the dispensations
of God's mercies to man excepting the one when
our dear Redeemer appeared, and so nobly fulfilled his mission of atonement for sins. I desire, if your superior wisdom should think it prudent, to insert this letter in the Herald; not with
the intent of making some great promise of what
I may, or may not do in the cause we all so
dearly love, but to inform my brethren across
the raging deep of my intentions in visiting them
again and uniting my testimony with theirs;evidencing somewhat more the truths of the
eleventh hour message, that first through angels came to our now martyred and beloved
prophet Joseph, and is still confirmed by tQ.e divine operations of God's Holy Spirit with "signs
following believers." It is already known to
some in our Reorganized church ranks, that, I
took a ·mission there before in the summer'of
1866 and returned in 1867; having toiled in my
simple way for one year, with a true and devoted love for Zion's welfare; not boasting, for I
have nothing to boast of in puny self anyhow;
but I have and do and will, not only saint like
boast, but rejoice in the mercies of Christ our
divine Master, who is as ever feeling with undying sympathy after rebellious inan, 11nd espe9ia)ly
.-..... ,'

University P. 0., Los ANGELES,
California, April r 7th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-I have been to San Bernardino for some time. I have written an article
on our faith expressly for the Mexicans and
Spanish, as there are some who are getting somewhat skeptical on Catholicism, and I will have
it translated into Spanish. If you can publish it
in pamphlet or tract form, let me know, and I
will send it up. I baptized six lately, three of
whom are Lamanites. J think it only needs an
effort in that direction and many more_ would
come in. The way I am situated I can not do
much any where. I am much needed at Los
Angeles, but I have to be on the go to make a
living. Hope you may have a good time at
Conference.
J. R. BADHAM.
GRAoYSVILLE, Ohio, May 12th.
Dem' l'Ierald:-What cheer you herald forth to
your readers, especially to those who are standing alone, contending for the true faith of the
gospel~ When I read Bro. W. H. Kelley's report,
O what a thrill of joy I felt to hear him say Ohio
needed more help than any other place. I have
Jong known it and have been shown a great work
was to be done in Ohio. There has been much
good seed sown in these parts, in the past eleven
years, and I am persuaded it did not all fall on
stony ~rgimd.[_ When Ero, G. T, Griffiths was
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here, near two years ago, he said he was sent here
by the Lord. He had good liberty, preached
during the month of September, had good congregations and interest to the last. He baptized
some and others were near. Since he left we
find Satan's influence was hard at work at the
time, and hindered our being organized to hold
meetings. When Satan works so hard, it is a
sure sign he is fearful, and that God has a work
in close proximity. Yet sure it is the work of
the Lord will be accomplished, even if he chooses
instruments again and again. This branch has
been sadly neglected of late years, and if the
members are at fault, let the officers in charge
hold them to account. While I listened to a very
good sermon last Sabbath at the M. E. Church, I
felt so sad to think the true and beautiful banner
of Christ, that once floated at full mast. here, is
trailing to the ground. While I love it truly, I
am weak, with no power to hoist it. May the
Lord send one able to unfurl it at full mast to
float forever. Your sister,
SARAH A. ROSE.
FONTANELLE, Iowa, April 5th.
Bro. Joseph Smith:-I see among the learned,
great efforts are yet made against the Book of
Mormon; yet I indulge the belief that there is
not a man learned, or unlearned, in one of the
nations of earth that can tell why or when Ephraim's blessing was to be greater or better than
Manasseh's without the Book of Mormon. You
can see what He says shall come to pass in our
own land. If we reject the Book Qf Mormon,
Christ, and his gospel, he will permit the Remnant of Jacob to go through our land, or country.
Your fine horses and fine carriages, fine houses;
your idols of gold and silver and some other
grand things-t@ be plain-all devilism, witchcraft, I guess, also, protestantism will go overboard with it also, and God and Christ the Lord,
will reign over all who have not been ashamed
to ·confess him while here on earth, as he requires
us to do, will find a home forever and ever.
Amen, amen,
BRIGGS ALDEN.
April I rth, 1886.
I must write a few lines concerning sister N.
A. Christy's letter in Hernld no. r5, about the
second coming of the Lord. We read in Isaiah,
"For, behold, I create new heavens and a new
earth; and the former shall not be remembered nor
come int0 mind. But be ye glad and rejoice for
ever in that which I creale; for behold, I create
Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her people a joy."
I can not see that this is a part, nor is it on re"
cord. The Lord said to his servant, "Behold me,
look upon me; I will send you unto a nation that
is not called aftei· my name, for I spread out my
hands all the day to a people who walketh not in
my ways, and their works are evil and not good,
and they walk after their own thoughts; which
say, Stand by thyself, come not near me, for I
am holier than thou." Further, "And I will
bring forth a seed out of Jacob, and out of Judah an inheritor of my mountains; and mine
elect sball inherit it, and my servants dwell
there. We read further, "For as the new heavens and the new earth which I will make, shall
remain before me, saith the Lord, so shall your
seed. And again we read in Isaiah, "And the
Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all
kings thy glory; and thou shall be called by a
flifl'Y 1u1ni~ wjlich the mouth of tp'? :r.ord shall
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name." And again, "For as a young man marrieth a virgin, so shall thy God marry thee; and
as a bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall
thy God rejoice over thee." Further, "Behold,
the Lord had proclaimed unto the end of the
world, say ye to the daughter of Zion, Behold,
thy salvation cometh; behold his reward is with
him, and his work before him. And they shall
call them The holy people, the redeemed of the
Lord; and thou shalt be called, sought out, a
city not forsaken." And again; "And he shall
suddenly come to his temple. Now I will ask,
Has he come yet with his kingdom, that which
he is to give to his Saints to possess forever and
ever? Has he come yet to give the kingdom to
his Saints? I, for one, believe that before many
years we shall see his second coming. I believe
that these are the very last days. I may well
say that I believe in the Latter Day church; but
what will it help me if I don't do anything?
As faith without works is dead, what joy can I
have when I am dead already? Thanks be to
God for the blessings he bestowed upon me, and
for what I do know; yea, thanks and glory ans!
honor be to him forever and ever.
ARGUS.
BROWN CrTY, Mich., May 16th.
Dear Herald:-I am laboring the best I can
under my circumstances. Am preaching every
Sunday, and sometimes of nights during the
week, in Lapeer and Sanilac counties. I have
baptized a number, blessed a number of children,
and administered to a good many sick, since our
last fall conference. The Lord has blessed me
much in my labors. I held one debate with an
Adventist on the Sabbath question, with good results. I am a member of the Maple Valley
Branch, and the branch I consider is in good
working order. We number some sixty, including four Elders, two Priests, one Teacher. Elder
John Most is president, Elder J. J. Bailey is
Bishop's Agent of Northern Michigan Distri<;t,
and myself clerk. I believe we are all trying to
do our duty as officers and Elders in the church.
We are hoping and praying for a good time at
our conference in June, and we hope to see visiting brethren from other districts.
Yours in bonds of peace,
J. A. CARPENTER.
PAINESVILLE, Ohio, May 18th.
Bnt. Smith and Blair :-The l:!erald of the I 5th
inst., is at hand, and has been perused with interest by me. Bro. Scribner, (who was my fatherin-law), let me read his Heralds. Since his death
I have often longed for it. I went to Kirtland
with the intention of signing forit; was informed
by Elder E. L. Kelley that Sr. Scribner had
transferred it to my address, for which I return
heartfelt thanks. [ have been a member of the
church since the 12th of October, 1884, and have
never regretted the steps then taken. I often
heard of the Latter Day Saints (maliciomly called
Mormons) and had not a very good opinion of
them on account of false representations. I will
never forget the first sermon I heard preached
by them, which was by the son of the prophet,
Joseph, at Kirtland Conference. He said he was
going to tell them something new, and something
they would remember. I for one heard something new, which was the glad tidings of the
everlasting gospel in all of its fullness; not
~ccording to the dQ\b.·ines of men, but declared
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in demonstration and with power which the
honest hearted could not resist.
Brother Kelley preached father Scribner's
memorial sermon last Sunday to quite a large
and appreciative audience at the Methodist
Church in North Mentor. Some of the members
of that church said to me they "never heard such
a good sermon, no, not even among the Methodists." In conclusion I will say, as for myself I
am fully convinced that the doctrine is of God,,
and not of man.
I. P. TITUS.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., May 14th.
Dear Bro. ;Tose_p!t:-While I was reading the
letter of Bro. Zenas H. Gurley, Sen., written October 23rd, 1859, and came to that part where he
says they called upon God in prayer to tell them
who was to be the successor of Joseph Smith the
Seer, and that the Holy Spirit declared that you
wereto be his successor, it was your right by lineage, I had testimony that it was of God, and that
it was true. I can not find words to express my
feelings at the time, or how the testimony came,
so that others could understand it, but it has confirmed my belief. I always believed it, and can
now bear testimony to its truth. I do not see
how others that have had the testimony they say
they have, can now go back. I think it wise
to republish the history of the origin of the Reorganization at this time, for I can say for myself, I. have read it before, but without testimony
from any higher source than man. I hope others
may also have a testimony ltke that I have had
in reading it. The sermon by Bro. Blair in same
Herald is also very appropriate at this time.
Yours in the true faith,
JOSEPH A. STEWART.
GALENA, Ind.,·May 18th.
Bro. ')'osep!t:-We are sti.11 striving to do what
we can in the Master's cause. Spoke at Paris
one Saturday and Sunday. A Mr. Weaver of
Vevay, an infidel, and the leading spirit of tha_
place, asked some questions as to Joseph's calling, and said it was generally understood we
were the saine as the Brighamites. The audience seemed eager to learn the facts, so I cited
him to the current news, and to the fact of the
decision of the District Court for Northern Ohio
giving to the Reorganized Church the temple at
Kirtland, and asked him why this suit for that
property if we were one with the Utah Mormons.
At Union held six or eight meetings with an increasing audience. It was reported that parties
sent for a Mr. Green, a well known debater
among the Adventists, but he did not come to
the rescue. I then went to Canaan, found the
Saints, as a rule, strong for the right. Held six
or seven meetings in private houses, and opened
a new place of which Bro. Porter speaks. Eggs
shot I felt not, but whisky I did smell. I hope
the Saints will use their powers to overcome the
evils 6£ intemperance. Threats were made
freely. Bro. James and I went of late to the
Outlet School-house where we met from 500 to
800 people. The meeting had been advertized
in the New Albany Ledger, and it was ru'Fnored
there was to be a discussion. Does this iook as
though the work here waq dead? One, Rev. T.
M. Brock, a Campbel!ite, asked some questions
at the night meeting in the school-house, in relation to the Cov:enant, and the mission of the
Book of Mormon. The audience perceived his
questions di.cl not relate to matters then under

consideration, and this made against him. Bro·
C. Scott knows him. I expect we will have
some one to meet out there, as it is a stronghold
of Campbellism. The interest in our work here
was never greater than now.
'When I read father z. H. Gurley\; account of
the rise of the Reorganization, I could not read
it all at once for the thrilling influence of God's
Spirit given me. I am assured Bro. Gurley's
testimony is true. May we all live so as to.have
God's special blessings, and finally be saved in
celestial glory.
M. R. ScoTT.
BLENHEIM, Ont., May roth.
Bro. ')'osep!t :-This seems to be an age when
there are a great many frauds, and religion has its
share. The Salvation Army are here in full
blast, with their blood and fire religion, beating
their drums, shaking their tambourines and saying, "Believe you are saved, and you are saved,"
and much more such foolishness. Thank God
for the gospel and the light and knowledge it reveals.
Yours in Christ,
RICHARD COBURN.

MEXICO AND ITS POPULATION.
The people of Mexico by some are said h> number 10,000,000, by othe~s 8,000,000. Of these
probably seven-eights are of Aztec and the others
of Spanish and other foreign origin. The Spanish are still the controlling race. They are mainly intelliget and wealthy, and manage to hold
the reigns of government. The franchise is restricted to a comparatively small number of the
ruling classes, and hence the emeutes and revolutions which have been a frequent occurrence
. in Mexican history. The descendants·of the Indians are a quiet, peace-loving people, and do
nearly all the manual labor of the country. The
climate is so genial that they do not need many
dry goods, and apparently their mode of life has
not changed much since the days of the Montezumas. Sandals, with a single blouse and trousers, satisfy the men; and a calico slip and perhaps a blanket about the loins, with bare feet, constitute the dress of the women. They are all fond
of gay colors, and when at a distance and not too
closely scanned, look picturesque-perhaps some
would say beautiful. They have adobe huts for
their homes, but these are mainly valuable in
storms, for they live mostly out of doors. A
visit to the Indian market, where thousands assemble daily, and to the fair at Ameccameca,
where there were tens of thousands of people,
mainly in the street, chatting and elbowing their
way, gave ample opportunity to observe their
habits.
ARTIFICIAL BUTTER.
According to Commissioner Colman, of the
United States Agricultural Department, the following substances are used in the manufacture
of "oleomargarine," "butterine," and the other
compounds passed off on the credulom public for
butter; namely, animal fat, lactic acid, peanut-oil,
almond-oil, olive-oil, soda ash, bi-carbonate of
soda, pepsin, lard, tallow, beef-suet, ground slippery-elm bark, salt-petre, borax, boracic, salicylic,
and benzoic acids, butyric ether, sugar, and glycerine. The laws protecting the people against
such frauds have been placed on the statute·
books none too soon.
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AN APPEAL.

WE can truly say that we rejoice in the
results achieved by the conference recently
in session here. To-day we feel that we
stand up0n a firmer basis than ever before,
and the soldiers enlisted under the banner
of King Emanuel are better equipped and
fitted for duty, than at any previoqs period
of the church's history. The banner of
King Emanuel is a blood stained one, and
the wine-press was trodden alone. For
these stains of blood, for the agony of
Gethsemane, the cruel death of the cross,
there must have been an adequate reason:
"Who hath abolished death, and hath
brought life and immortality to light
through the gospel." "Life and immortality,"-gives the reason. In it there is
more than any human soul ever dreamed
of. "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man,
the things which God hath prepared for
them that love him." These things are
prepared, they are waiting, Christ has
finished his work. Do we want to possess
thi~ life, this immortality which is brought
to light through the gospel plan-not only
to possess it ourselves; but our children
also? Do we?
It is storming to-day while we write;
the wind is beating the rain fiercely against
the windows and doors and occasionally
the very house seems to shake. vV e look
from the window and we see the foundation of rock beneath the superstructure,
and recall our saying to the masons employed to do the work; "See that you
select only the best rock and do good work,
being careful in regard to your mortar."
Why did we do this? Why, because we
knew that if our life was spared to see the
completion.of the house, it was our intention to gather our loved ones -beneath its
roof and within its walls to make a home.
In this country the winds are fierce, and
sudden storms frequently arise, and we
have seen houses tied by strong cables to
heavy posts of timber driven in the ground.
If this building was to shelter our loved
ones, we wanted it to have a good foundation. And now we let the storm howl
without while we resume the thread of our
thought.
Do we want this life and immortality
for ourselves and our children?
"Therefore whosoever hea~e.th these
sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will
liken him unto a wise man, which built his
house upon a rock: and the rain descended,
and the floods came, and the winds blew
and beat upon that house; and it fell not:
for it was founded upon a rock." Are we
founcl.ed upon this rock? Have we dug
deep until we came to it, and do we know
for ourselves that we are in the church 9f

Christ, that we "have obeyed from the
heart that form of doctrine which was delivered us?" If we do not know this for
ourselves, we are living beneath our privilege, for God is pledged to give the
knowledge to those who obey. Thousands
and tens of thousands of us do know this.
Hundreds of thousands since the coming
forth of this work have had the testimony
"confirmed in them" and have borne witness to the truth.
Now the question
which we wish to bring home to the conscience and heart of each parent, each
father and mother who reads this is, "If
we know it, why Jo we not act as though
we believed it?" Why do we not train
our children from the very earliest period
in which their minds are able to receive
impressions, in the truth? "Rooted and
grounded in the truth."
This is their
right. It is what God expects of us, and
what he will require at our hands. The
truth is their native soil,-the soil in which
every fiber of their lives should find nourishment, and in which they should be rooted and grounded. "Therefore shall ye
lay up these my words in your hearts and
in your souls, and ye shall teach them to
your children, speaking of them when
thou sittest in thine house, and when thou
walkest by the ways, when thou liest down,
when thou risest up." Saints of, God, do
you think in a field cultivated like this,
weeds will have it all their own way?
Don't let us say this was under the law.
A risen Redeemer said to Peter, "Feed
my lambs." To Frederick G. Williams
he said:
"The glory of God is intellii;ence, or, in
other words light and truth j light and
truth forsaketh that evil one. Every spirit
of man was innocent in the beginning, and
God having redeemed man from the fall,
men became again in their infant .state,
innocent before God. And that wicked
one cometh and taketh away light and
truth, through disobedience, from the
children of men, and because of the tradition ·of their fathers. But I have commanded you to bring up your children in
light and truth). but verily I say unto you
my servant Frederick G. Williams, you
h!'lve continued under this condemnation;
you have not taught your children light
and truth, according to the commandment;
and that wicked one hath power as yet,
over you, and this is the cause of your
affliction. And now a commandment I
give unto you, if you will be delivered:
you shall set in order your own house, for
there are many things that are not right
in vour house." * * *
To Sidney Rigdon, Joseph Smith, Jr.,
and Bishop Whitney came the same divine
command "set in order your house."
"What I say unto one I say unto all)· pray
always, lest that wicked one have power
in you, and remove yol! out of your place."
Can instruction be plainer than this?
If we are in possession of light and truth,
and do not bring up our children in that
light, and teach them that truth,.then are
we under condemnation before God and
are every day in danger of being rnoved
out of our pl:we.
J\.pplication has h~en
made
to
u~ to take
~
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charge of the Hope. We thought that we
could not do this, were not willing to do
it, unless it was enlarged to at least twice
its present size. A recent call to responsibility in connection with our Sunday
School in this place would make it desirable to occupy as much as half the space of
the Hope (in its present size) with matter
entirely connected with Sunday School
interest, which while originally prepared
for this school, would be intended for the
use and benefit of every school connected
with the church. Upon application to the
President of the Board of Publication he
feared that the condition of the finances
would not warrant such enlargement just
at this time; but while this is the case, all
who have thought about the matter agree
that it ought to be enlarged. The growth
of the work demands it, the vital interests
of the church demand it.
The action of the late conference is satisfactory because the trumpet is beginning
to give a "certain sound" and it is time we
prepare ourselves for the battle. ·with
whom is this battle to be waged? "That
wicked one cometh and taketh away light
and truth through disobedience." We are
commanded to bring up our children in
light and truth, but many of us have only
"daubed with untempered mortar." Because undenominational publications have
been cheap and our church have had none
of their own suited to the young, we have
daubed with them the foundation which
should have received our strictest oversight, and as a consequence not being rooted and grounded in the truth, the faith
imperfectly taught and still more imperfectly understood in childhood, has ,not
been able to withstand the storms which
have assailed it in after life as a legitimate
result, like the buiLling upon the sand it
has been swept away.
Where are the sons and daughters who
are to take the places of those now laboring for Zion's weal? Thank God we
know of many noble ex-amples, but they
are the exceptions not the rule.
During
the conference we were permitted to read
a card which came to one of our guests
from his son who wrote, "Dear Father: I
baptized two yesterday.
Had a great
measure of the Spirit at confirmation. I
shall baptize two more two weeks from
to-day." When we read this, we felt that
we would rather be the mother of such a
son, than wear the crown of Victoria herself. Thi$ young mah was one called into the quorum of the Seventies, and we
predict the banner of our King will never
be lowered in his hands. Rooted and
grounded in the truth of God, the devious
ways in which man may see fit to walk;
will not cause such ones to forsake the
cause of truth. But among us there are
lame ones, such as have not been built up
with good mortar in their foundations,
and for the sake of such we are commanded to "make straight paths for our feet."
Now fathers and mothers in Zion, we
are going to make an appeal to you in
behalf of the children God has given you:
to you first, because you are most interested, and have more responsibility in the
tna.H@f thal1 thO!>() ¥(hQ hl-1,Ve 110 c}lilqren~
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but we shall _by no means limit the appeal
to you, but we ask a united effort upon the
part of every one who is interested in the
• work of the Lord in these last days. We
want moo new subscribers to Hie !£ope.
Don't let this cause you any astonishment,
and don't for one moment think that it
can not be accomplished. $ 500 is all it
will take, and when that is divided among
20,000 how much of a tax will it be?
Brothers and sisters, you who have the
means, send in your free will offerings
and let the numbers you do not want yourself be sent to the poor children of the
church whose parents can barely afford to
subscribe for the Herald. Sisters, we appeal especially to you. Who will lay upon this altar some small sacrifice of self?
\Vho will do with one less yard of costly
lace, one less ornament for her person,
that she may do an unselfish act? Would
to God that you might come forward with
your gift consecrated to his service, for the
consecrated ones are all we want. If any
would give to be seen of men, better retain the gift; for God is able to open the
way and he will open it. If we do not
respond it may be whe11 we and our own
children shall have suffered loss; but he is
God, it is his work and he will carry it on.
"The sweet persuasion or his voice
Respects thy sanctity of will.
He giveth day: thou hast thy choice
To walk in darkness still."

We do not ask this from any one without offering an equivalent. With the blessing of God upon our efforts and the sustaining prayers and help of the church,
we will rende1: for every dollar an equivalent in the good done for your little ones.
It will be our constant aim to advance the
cause and build up the kingdom, by feeding the youth of our church with "food
convenient for them" and suited to their
tender years. If you are not prepared to
send the money now, but think you will
have it ready by the rst of September,
write Bro. Dancer"to that effect and pledge
yourself to forward at that time. We are
going to give our young people a chance
to aid in this work, :.md through the Hope
will suggest ways and means. We have
such faith in their energy and good will
that we just as surely expect to see the
Hope enlarged, as we expect to see Autumn come. We not only need a larger
paper, but we also need Sunday School
literature. The plain teachings of the
Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants should be simplified and made
attractive to the yonng. There is not, to
our knowledge, a single volume now pub.
lished by the church intended exclusively
for the young, and suited to their capacity.
We intend to plead with the church, like
the widow with the unjust judge, until we
attract attention to this very great oversight. The church in 1832 were told that
condemnation rested upon them, "even
all" and it should remain upon them until
they repented and remembered the new
covenant, even the Book of Mormon
and the former commandments given them,
not only to say but to do according to that
which was written.
We have referred

tg sqme of these commandments

re~ating

to our children, can we say that we are lightened the minds of publicans and sininnocent in regard to them to-day?
. riers concerning the dispensation of grace·
soon to be ushered in by the anointed of
"To be saved is only this.Salvation from our selfishness;
God. As wise stewards they should have
From more than elemental fire,said, '"How much owest thou unto my
The soul's unsanetified desire;Lord?" The reply is, "One hundred measFrom sin itself, and not the pain
ures of oil." "Sit clown quickly and write
That warns us of its chafing chain."
"]<'RANCES."
fifty," and to the steward, "How much do
LAMONI, Iowa, May 22d, 1886.
you owe?" "One hundred measures of
wheat." "Write fourscore."
The substance of the illustration is simply this,-THE UNRIGHTEOUS MAMMON.
"And I say unto you, make to your- although you are deeply indebted to God
selves friends of [or with] the mammon of (or great sinners) according to the moral
unrighteousness; that when ye fail, they law, the dispensation of grace is at hand,
may receive you into everlasting habita- and it shall no more lie "an eye for an eye,
and a tooth for a tooth;" for the dispensations [ abodes]."-Luke 16: 9.
tion of grace says, "Let him that is without
The language used above proceeds from
the mouth of our divine tutor, Jesus sin cast the first stone." "A bruised reed
Christ, and is not without signification. shall he (lOt break, and smoking flax shall
It is one of a series of parables and ill us- he not quench till he send forth judgment
·
trations showing the condition of the in- to victory."
Such doctrine would have been "balm
dividuals whom he addresses past, present
and future, commencing with Luke 13: l, in Gilead" indeed to poor deluded, straying
Thus they would have made
and ending Luke 16: 31. The individuals sinners.
whom he addresses are the publicans, sin- themselves friends with "the unrighteous
ners, Pharisees, and scribes mentioned in mammon," (moral law, or rather the promLuke I 5: l, 2. It seems the clergy, ises of Goel), and gladly would they have
(scribes and_ Pharisees), were offended, been received "into everlasting habitation"
and murmured at the deportment of Jesus -the Church of Christ, or kingdom of
for receiving and eating with publicans heaven-when they "failed," or the moral
But alas for these
and sinners. Jesus at once perceiving their law vanished away.
envy, began to teach them the high value stewards (priests). It was just the conof precious souls, and the happiness pro- trary; they did seemingly all they could
duced in heaven and earth by their con- to discourage the weary sinners, calling
version; first by the sheep, one being lost them ''dogs," and reviling those who bad
and found again. Second, by the loss of compassion on them. Oh, ye stewards!
one piece of silver out of ten; third, by well might] esus call you to give an account
the prodigal's return to his father's house. of your stewardships; well might he say,
In the latter part of the same chapter is "The harlots go into the kingdom of
also illustrated the unwillingness of the heaven before you;" well might he say,
scribes and Pharisees to let the publicans "They shall come from east, west, north,
and sinners participate in the joys of God's and south to sit with Abraham in the kingkingdom; and fourth the position the dom, but you, the children of the kingdom,
clergy, [Pharisees and scribes which were be cast out." Well might God refrain from
in possession at that time of the oracles of giving you that which is your own, when
Goel] were occupying, and what their you have not been faithful in that which is
standing was before God, and that they another man's. How could Goel entrust
would soon be removed from their office with you the true riches? vVhy took ye
Why
as teachers because of their negligence and away "the key of knowledge?"
disobedience in the things pertaining to would you prevent those who were entering into the kingdom?
Ye encompass
the kingdom of God. "The kingdom
shall be taken from you and given to a land and sea to make one proselyte, ye
nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.?' will surely fall into the pit with those you
lead. Jesus does not speak to you of
-Luke 16: r, 2.
And further on he teaches them the money, but of spiritual things. Why did
course they should have taken as wise ser- not you make yourselves friends with the
vants to avoid having their stewardships mammon of unrighteousness, (the things
taken from them, and thus be prepared in your possession) so you would have had
for a change in the law and aclmini,fra- friends in time of trouble? But, "behold
tion, and so find favor in the eyes of those your house is left unto you desolate,"who should administer the law that they poor wandering Jew, how sad is your
· might be received into everlasting habita- error. Well might the prophet say, "The
summer is ended, the harvest is past :md
tions-the church or kingdom.
We now come to the critical language. we are not saved." In conclusion I would
Webster says the term Mammon means yet say that I believe the circumstance of
riches, wealth, possessions. I accept the the unrighteous mammon should be directlatter definition as throwing the most light ly applied to the ministry of the moral law,
upon the subject. These possessions I be- and not to us. But we can certainly learn
lieve to be the riches or wealth of spiritual a great lesson therefrom to do our duty at
things entrusted to the stewards (minis- all times.
Let the servants of God of this Christers) of the moral, or inferior law; and as
this law l•was a school-master to bring us tian dispensation take heed lest they fall
to Christ," and although "unrighteous" in into the lot of the rich man. Let them
one sense, that is, fading away, "waxed not be drunken and beat their men serold," "ready to vanish away," yet wise serv- vants and maid servants lest their lord will
ants of that law could and shoµld have en, come in an hour '{\'hen, they look not for
<; . .
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him and appoint them their portion with
hypocrites and unbelievers, where there
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.
I realize that this article is roughly hewn,
but I hope some one will take it up and
perfect it, trusting that it will remove
some errors, do good to man kind at large,
and strengthen our mutual faith in Jesus
Christ.
Yours in Christ,
D.

w. SHIRK.

[We think the parable of "the mammon
of unrighteousness" relates to the use of
worldly wealth. "The earth is the Lord's
and the fulness thereof." Those who
possess it hold stewardships therein and
the Lord holds them responsible for the
use they make of it. Those who use it
unwisely and unjustly will be condemned,
while those who use it righteously will be
commended and rewarded of God, and be
received "into everlasting habitations" by
our God and his Christ. See Matt. 25: 3146; Isa. 58: 6-II; Ezek. 18: 5-9; James
I : 27, etc., etc.
Only God and Christ can
receive any one "into everlasting habitations." We make them our "friends," by
doing their commands.-ED.l
CONSECRATION.

THE Herald of April 5th under the heading "On whom does it rest," takes up the
subject of tithing and discusses it from the
Scriptures and present revelation, pressing
upon the Saints the necessity of obeying
it. That and the Word of Wisdom have
been subjects for extremists to bring to the
front ever since the revelations were given. And what has been accomplished by
it? It is still a matter for discussion.
But when, 0 when will we get past it!
It is possible, when we all see eye to eye.
I was present when the law of July 8th,
1838 was first read publicly, and I heard
it explained by Pres. Joseph Smith and
Sidney Rigdon in Far West, Missouri. I
well recollect the urgency of the occasion.
It occurred directly after the breaking up
of the church in Kirtland, Ohio, when
they were emigrating in large companies
as was usual in our break ups. The Saints
were poor, and some arriving destitute.
The Bishop was powerless to settle them.
He could do nothing. The land was all
entered by individuals, some who were
wealthy owned large tracts of the best
land, while others owned merely a home.
Something had to be done. In the mean
time there was a revelation given on the
26th of April prior, commanding the
Saints to build a house in the city of Far
West to the name of the Lord; that the
·corner stone thereof should be laid on the
fourth of July following, and that on the
26th of April, one year from the date of
the revelation, they should recommence
to build, and continue until the house was
completed; also gave a commandment establishing a stake of Zion in Far West,
and in the regions round about. "Verily
I say unto you all; arise and shine forth,
that thy light may be a standard for the
nation, and that the gathering together
upon the land of Zion and upon her stakes,
~ay be for ~ defensel and ~or a refug~

from the storm and from the wrath which
shall be poured out without mixture upon
the whole earth. Let the citv Far West
be a holy and consecrated la~d unto me,
and it shall be called most holy.
Therefore I command you to build a house unto
me, for the gathering together of my
Saints, that they may worship me." etc.
We see the heavy responsibility upon the
people at Far West at this particular
time; and the question how to work out
of this difficulty was what agitated the
authorities of the church just then. The
pressure of the times was what brought
out that revelation of July 8th, 183~ in answer to the question, "0 Lord, show unto
thy servants how much thou requirest of
the properties of thy people for a tithing."
The answer was broad and sweeping, g0ing right to the point-"I require all their
surplus property to be put into the hands
of the Bishop of my church of Zion, for
the building of mine house, and for the
laying the foundation of Zion," etc. This
was for a beginning of tithing. After
that, one tenth of their interest annually.
Again: "Verily I say unto you; it shall
come to pass that all those who gather
unto the land ef Zion, shall observe this
law." On the same date there was an
addenda making known the disposition of
the property thus obtained, to wit, "Thus
saith the Lord: the time has now come
that it shall be disposed of by the council
composed of the First Presidency of my
church, the Bishop and his council, the
High Council, and by mine own voice unto them saith the Lord." Thus, to carry
out this law in full, it requires an organized stake of Zion, a house to. build, and a
commencement of building up ef Zion" And I say unto you, if my people observe
not this law to keep it holy, and by this
law sanctify the land ef Zion unto me,
that my statutes and judgments may be
kept thereon, that it may be most holy;
behold, I say unto you, it shall not be a
land of Zion unto you. This shall be an
ensample unto all the stakes of Zion."
Now I look upon this law as having been
a necessity when it was given. It will
be a necessity again when the Saints are
gathered to build up Zion. But, in our
scattered condition, I can not see how it
'can operate in all its provisions for the
peoples' good.
There is a law in Doc. and Cov., sec.
42: 8, 9, 10, which is and has been in force
since it was given, and which I think is
sufficient in the scattered condition of the
Saints, until God moves upon the people
and opens up the way for the redemption
of Zion, which the old Saints have been
looking for since they were driven out.
The time is nearing when the promises
will be fulfilled. Then the laws of Zion·
must needs be kept,-"my laws shall be
kept on that land, saith the Lord." And
with regard to preaching the gospel to the
world, the Elders were instructed in sec.
83, Doc. Cov., that they should travel and
preach as the disciples of old, two.and two.
The laborer is worthy of his hire; and if
men go and preach in this way, filled with
the Spirit of God they will do good to
tpeir fel!ow-.tnen, a,µq so long as th~y are
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faithful they will not lack for anything
needful; but when they lose the Spirit
of their calling, then they have cause to
fear, and will want something in their
pockets. Joseph al ways adhered to the
instructions therein given, that to send
them out to play the gentlemen they did
no good, and they had better stay at home.
If paying tithing, being often baptized,
preaching the gospel without purse or
scrip, (or at their own expense), counts
for anything, then the Elders of the Utah
church will take the praise, for they have
prided themselves in carrying out those
instructions. But we believe in more than
dead works. It is the Spirit that gives
life to the servant of God and makes his
services acceptable to God and beneficial
to the children of men; for without it we
can not be the servants of God, and our
labors will not count for good unto us
when we are called to give an account before the judge of all the earth.
E. B.
[Continued from last Herald.]

HISTORY OF THE REORGANIZATION
OF THE CHURCH.

IN the last number of the HERALD was
given the last that father Gurley furnished
on the history of the Reorganized Church;
but the two articles we now present, signed by Bro. Z. H. Gurley, senior, and R.
Newkirk, very properly come next in order, showing the fulfillment of the testimonies of the Spirit in respect to the coming of the "seed," the "posterity" of the
Seer to preside over the church according
to the provisions of the law and the promises of God, and in harmony with the traditions of the church from 1832 and thereafter. The coming of "young J osph" to
the Amboy (Illinois) Conference, April
6th, 1860, the press of church cares and responsibilities, also the fact of the then more
perfect organization of the church, and the
hope that the appointed historian of the
church would write up the church's history at an early time, probably deterred
father Gurley from continuing his narrative to a greater length.
DUTIES OF THE SAINTS.
BROTHER SHEEN :-As ~ome of the brethren are anxious to know what is to be done
to prepare the way for the coming of the
Prophet, we have thought that we would
answer this inquiry in the HERALD, that
all might be instructed and prepared to
act understandingly. As was stated in
our history, some years since we were
commanded to organize, "for ere long,
saith the Lord, I will require the prophet
at your hands." And as we are satisfied
from the manifestations of the Spirit to us
that this requisition will soon be made, we
would say that the preparation necessary
for that event is simply to do what we
were commanded,some years ago, viz:to organize. By reference to our history
ygµ, vyill sel'. that, tlw Saints C0\11111~nced

.,,'!
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the organization of the church as they
were commanded, but for various reasons
they have not been able to complete it,
hence it is our duty at our next Conference,
first to cut off all dead branches, as we
have been commanded, an<! then examine
closely the character, faith and standing of
those belonging to the quorum of the
Twelve", and if there are any vacancies,
let the Conference appoint three men to
choose others in their place3, and when
their selection is sanctioned by the conference, place at their head the -oldest man
among them, who will then be the representative of the legal heir, in a presiding
capacity, according to the word of the
Lord unto us. Then let them proceed to
organize the High Council and lesser quorums according to the pattern. We are
aware that our scattered condition is somewhat against us, nevertheless let the different branches send some of their best
men to the conference with the names of
all their official members who can all be
placed in their respective quorums ready
for action when called out by the word of
the Lord. In this way the church can be
organized to come together when the
prophet shall take his place among us.
We are well aware that within a few
years, there has been a great deal of puffing and blowing about priesthood. Many
honest souls, through fear of disobedience,
have been led into darkness, and thereby
brought on themselves greater evils than
they , sought to avoid.
To remove all
doubts on this subject we inquire, How
can we know that we have authority from
God, and that what we do in the name of
the Lord Jesus, is acceptable unto Him?
This inquiry is answered in the revelation to Enoch.-The Lord said to him,
"When you do what I command you,
then I am bound, otherwise [mark] ye have
no promise." The teachings of Jesus to
His apostles were similar to this, as Matthew has it, thus: (28: 20), "teaching them
to observe all things whatsoever I have
commanded you, and lo, I am with you,"
as much as to say, otherwise I am not
with you. The retaining of their authority depended upon their teaching just what
Jes us had commanded them; otherwise
they acted upon their own responsibility.
Here then is the secret of power in the
priesthood: It is simply in doing just
what God commands. Then he is "bound,"
otherwise priesthood is a nullity.
No
matter what office in the priesthood men
have been ordained to, if they turn aside,
and neglect to work according to the commandments of the Lord, they and their
acts are as sounding brass and tinkling
cymbal. Heed them not. In the l1ay of
the Lord Tes us thev will be as the chaff of
the sumn1er thresh-ing floor. We would
say then to all the Saints of this dispensation, As you sought and obtained from
God an evidence thatJ oscph was a prophet
of God, so do in relation to this work.
Then and not until then, can you act in
faith and help us to advance the work.
The Savior has said that "those who take
the Holy Spint for their guide," arc the
"wise virgins." They, and they only
hf!-Y<; "oil in their lamps," They 11re the
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"pure in heart" who "shall see God."
They are they who have a celestial spirit.
"They are they who have kept a celestial
law, therefore they shall come fort in the
first resurrection, and reign with Christ on
the earth."
We can not close without calling your
attention to Doc. & Cov. 85: 5, where the
Lord says, (speaking of the church), except ye are sanctified by the law that ye
have received, ye can not receive a celestial glory.-Rev., Dec. 27th, 1832. Brethren, is this true? Is it true that the law
given as far back as February, 1831, will
enable us to obtain a celestial glory? If so,
what about the law that Brigham got in
1844, claiming to be the celestial law, contradicting this in every point? Which is
right? All those who enjoy the Holy
Spirit know which is right and thank God
for it. The Lord does not say that a law
should be given so many years afterwards
that should enable them to obtain celestial
glory, but that they had already received
it. They had it then, and with the same
we are satisfied. Let us obey it to the
letter, and eternal life is ours, for the
Lord has said that those who are "not
sanctified" by this law, (which the church
had received as far back as Feb., 1831),
"can not receive a celestial glory." This is
our faith, and we say to all, Let no man
deceive you, or divert you from it.
For the encouragement of the brethren,
we will-- say that the great work of reformation is going on. We have just
heard from the churches at Sandwicb,
Batavia, Marengo and Boone. Nearly
all are enjoying the gifts and blessings in
a remarkable manner. It has pleased
God to revive His work again in this place.
Last evening we had one of our old-fashioned prayer meetings. The gifts were
abundantly manifest, and the assurance
given that all the promised blessings shall
come in the own due time of the Lord.
Affectionately yours,
\ ZEANOS H. GURLEY,
REUBEN NEWKIRK.
ZARAHEMLA, Wis., Dec 6thi 1859.

I

THE GREAT WORK OF THE CONFERENCE,
BROTHER SHEEN :-Since our last communication we have been commanded to
write again, again, and again upon the
necessitv of our immediate obedience to
the corri'mandment given us nearly seven
years since, to organize, (that the way may
be prepared for the coming forth of the
legitimate heir to the Presidency of the
Melchisedek Priesthood), and cause the
same to be published and forwarded to all
who are with us in the faith~calling upon
them in the name of the Lord Jesus to
give heed to, and obey the same.
Brethren, by reference to the Doc. &
Cov., sec. 100: ( 101) you will see that as
far back as February, 1834, the calamity
that has since come upon the church was
plainly foreseen, and the means by and
through which our redemption and the redemption of our brethren should come is
there plainly spoken of; and had we understood what was written none of us need
to have been in darkness in relation to
this all important matter, for tpt;: J--1ord
'

'

said, "After much tribulation and the
tribulation o~your brethren cometh your
redemption and the redemption of your
brethren." He also said, "I will raise up
unto my people a man, who shall lead
them like as Moses led the children of
Israel." You are aware that at the time
this revelation was given, brother Joseph
was raised up and was the Lord's mouthpiece to the church, as Moses was in his
day to the church in the wilderness. See
Doc. & Cov., 104: 42. Hence if the Lord
did not design to take Joseph from the
church-that they might go into darkness,
that they might learn obedience by the
things they should suffer-why did he tell
us so many years since that this event
should happen, and show us the means
through which our deliverance and the
deliverance of our brethren will come?
The Lord foresaw it all, and has virtually
told us of it, yet we knew it not until it
pleased Him to open our understanding
that we with you might go forward and
prepare the way for that deliverance that
was promised us so many years ago.
Our duty at the next conference is to
organize and set in order all the quorums
in the church under the First Presidency.
With that quorum we have nothing to
do. God will, in His own time, raise up
the, man like unto Moses.
The church
can easily give him his counsellors, and
then the organization will be completed.
To organize acceptably it will require all
the faith, talent and experience amongst us.
We want twelve of the best men, (men of
sound minds that will not turn either to
the right or left, but will in the fear of
God discharge their duty), to fill the High
Council. In a word, we want the best
men among us to fill important offices in
the priesthood, that from henceforth this
work may be under the guidance of men
of experience, those who fear God and
will work righteousness.
This can be
done as we have proposed in a former
letter, viz: by each branch sending up
delegates. It will require the presence at
conference of as many Elders of the church
as can possibly get there, hence thus hath
the Lord God of Israel said to us by the
voice of His Spirit. "I command you to
call upon all the Elders of my church to
assemble themselves together at the next
April Conference, to be held at Amboy,
commencing on the 6th of April, 1860,
that you may organize yourselves even
as I have told yon in a former command
ment, and inasmuch as circumstances prevent, send up your names and places of
abode. Delay not the work, for my people are crying unto me day and night •
for deliverance, therefore organize yourselves that deliverance may come." Brethren, will you obey the call? If you say
yes, then put yourselves in readiness, and
if you have to preach your way up to conference, then start in time. You know
· how to tavel without purse or script. You
have often done it. You can do it again.
Are we the blood of Ephraim? If we are
let us show our blood by works. Is there any
sacrifice too great for us to make for this
work? "From Ephraim was my fruit
fqundi" saith the Lord by the proph~t~
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Come on, brethren, and you shall realize
far more than you anticipate. Our time
to do this work is limited. We knew it
not, until recently. If we fail through
neglect, "seven men must perish," saith
the Lord our God. We are aware that
our position and declarations to the church,
has caused many of the wise ones of the
church to smile at our (supposed) folly.
Brethren, heed them not:
"We know that we know,
For the spirit of Christ, ·
Tells hi~ servants they can not be wrong."

Their laughter will soon be turned to
mourning. While they mourn you will
rejoice, not in their calamity, but in the fulfillment of all the promises of God to us.
You are aware, brethren, that the rejection
of the church produced an effect on the
dead as well as the living; so will its reorganization. In the Book of Covenants,
section eighteen, you will read about a feast
provided for all nations. The first invitation was to the learned and noble, etc.
That has already been. Now comes the
day of the Lord's power. This is the work
that lies before you. Shall we not go forward? As Bro. Joseph said, "On, on, to
victory." If the Elders, as a body, will
give heed to the commandment to assemble, and by their faith, wisdom and patience, help to accomplish the · organization as commanded, they shall know ere
long why the figures 1860 were seen inscribed upon the heavens, several years
ago, as testified to by many creditable witnesses living in Washington county, Indi~
ana. (i) This work, brethren, is of vast
importance. Suffer us to exhort you to
seek the Lord by fasting and prayer. Rest
not until you receive the Holy Spirit,
which leadeth into all truth, and from this
time forward, until you reach the conference, make it a special subject of prayer,
that you may know the mind and will of
God concerning this matter, that you may
act in faith, nothing doubting, and ere we
close we say again to all the Elders of the
church, Come, come, meet us at conference, that you may take your places in
your respective quorums. Farewell.
ZENOS H. GURLEY,
REUBEN NEWKIRK.
ZARAHEMLA,

Wis., Feb. 8, 1886.

(i) The occurrence referred to by father Gurley
waR described as follows in the Times and Seasgns,
vol. 5, p. 413-14:
WASHINGTON, Wayne Co., Ind.,
Dec. 22d, 1843.
Mr. ':fohn Hatfield, Sir:But I must
·hasten to give you an account of a singular phenomenon which was seen, in this neighborhood on
the night of the 19th inst. It was reported that
a panther had been seen at the Logan deadening
(you know the place), and on the evening of the
19th, Jesse Fox, William and Lorenzo Fox, David
Bale, James Wilson and William Cole, with some
others, repaired to the place to see if they could
discover and kill the monster; but failing in this,
they retired to the house of Solomon Mendenhall, at which place they stayed a short time,
while there they discovered a ball rising from the
east, in an oblique line, and as it ascended it
moved towards the west with great rapidity, until it was high in the heavens, leaving a· streak of
light behind it, which, to the natural eye, had the
appearance of being thirty or forty feet in length.
This light remained stationary for about one
minute; both ends then coming round formed a
pgure of S, which figure also retained its.position

* * *

for the same space of time; it was then transformed into a figure of 6, which also remained
for about a minute; it then was formed into a
cipher or 0; which remained for about three
minutes. The figures put together made 1860 in
large figures, in the heavens. The phenomenon
was indeed singular, and has been a matter of
great speculation with us.
Respectfully yours, &c.,
\VILLIAM MARTINDALE.
Very many momentous events occurred in 1860,
some of which have had a most important influence upon the work and general interests of the
Church of Christ; among them the rebellion of
the Southern States, and the subsequent doom of
slavery and its adjuncts, the scourging of the
land of Zion and the beginning of those fearful
times embraced in the prophecy of the Seer on
the rebellion. But Elder Gurley seemed to think
that at least one of the important events indicated
for that year was the coming forth of the "seed"
-the "posterity"-of Joseph Smith the Seer to
take the presidency of the church. This is ~een
in the manner he refers to it, ana besides this,
the writer heard him say as much.

~ 'l'he printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscription has been
paid. If it shows yon are in arrears, please renew.

LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT.
Met at the Saints' meeting house in Magnolia,
at I I o'clock a. m., Saturday, March 13th, 1886,
associate president of district, P. Cadwell in
charge. Sang hymn 4. A portion of Scripture
was read and prayer was offered by J.C. Crabb.
Sang hymn 19. Proceeded to organize by electing J.C. Crabb president, P. Cadwell and Charles
Derry associate presidents, and Wm. Cadwell"rmd
E. F. Shupe clerks. On motion all brethren
who should visit this conference were invited to
take part in its deliberations. The minutes of
last conference were read and no objection being
offered they were declared approved. The balance of the forenoon was occupied by Pres. W.
W. Blair in giving some very interesting reminiscenses of the early history of the church in
this vicinity, his experience in and testimony of
the work. In the afternoon branch reports were
read and approved as follows: Little Sioux at
last report 200. Present number 199, including
I High Priest, 2 of the Seventy, 3 Elders, 3
Priests, 3 TeaGhers, and 2 Deacons. Changes: 1
received by letter, I removed by liftter, 1 died,
also 1 marriage. Spring Creek at last report 53;
present number 53, including 6 Elders, 2 Priests,
1 Teacher, and I Deacon. No changes. Magnolia at last report 243; present number 242, inclurling 2 High Priests, I Seventy, 10 Elders, 7
Priests, 3 Teachers, and 2 Deac:;ons. Changes:
2 received by letter, 2 removed by letter, and 1
dropped from record by error in previous reports.
Sioux City at last report 14; present number 14,
including I Elder, 1 Teacher and I Deacon. No
changes. Bishop's Agent reported as follows:
[Summarized, W. W: C.] On hand at last report
$153.80; .received since $94.05; total $247.85;
Paid out $100; on hand December 31st, 1885,
$147.85. P. Cadwell, Bishop's Agent. Committee consisting of Brn. J. M. Putney, E. C.
Brand and Wm. R. Davison were appointed to
audit the Bishop's Agent's report. The spiritual
condition.of the Little Sioux Branch was reported
by J. L. Gunsoll y; of Magnolia Branch by Phineas
Cadwell; Siou.x City by M.P.Berg(by letter);
Union Center by J.M. Putney, and Spring.Creek
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by Wm. Chambers. Official Reports. W. W.
Blair of the first presidency, C. Derry, J. C. Crabb
and P. Cadwell of the High Priests' Quorum, E.
C. Brand, B. V. Springer (by letter) and J. F.
Mintun of the Seventy, Elders John Pett, A. W.
Lockling, Isaac Shupe, David Chambers (by
letter)', Richard Farmer, Wm. Chambers, Henry
Garner, Martin P. Berg \by letter), J.M. Putney,
Andrew Joneson, E. R. Lanpher, J. W. Wight,
W. C. Cadwell, and Donald Maule; Priests J. L.
Gunsolly, James Emerson, W. T. Fallon and B.
M.·Green; and TeachersW. R. Davison and Enoch
1-I unt reported. On separate motions the following were elected as delegates to General Conference: Brn. J. C. Crabb, C. Derry, J. W. Wight,
and W. C. Cadwell and Sr. Alice Cobb. Bishop's
AgeHt reported having received an answer to
the enquiry directed to be made by this conference of the Bishop with reference to meeting
houses and other church property. Committee
in case of the organization of a branch on Willow
reported no action on account of weather. Recommended that matter be left to Magnolia Branch.
On motion committee was released and recommendation adopted. E. R. Lanpher was released
from his mission on Willow and Brn. D. Chambers, Colby Downs and Lehi Ellison were continued in former missions. Some remarks were
also made by Brn. Blair and Derry with reference
to the need of labor at Kingsley. On motion it
was decided that a standing committee should be
appointed consisting of the presidency of the
district, Brn. J. C. Crabb, P. Cadwell and C.
Derry to consider the subject of missions and
report thereon. On motion Bro. E. C. Brand was
requested to labor as much as possible in the
Little Sioux District. Statistical report of the
Little Sioux District for the year ending March
13th, 1886, was read as follows: Enrolled mem•
bers at last report 577. Present number enrolled
598, including 3 High Priests, 4 of the Seventy,
34 Elders, 13 Priests, 8 Teachers, and 6 Deacons.
Since last report 12 have been baptized, and 51
received by letter or vote. There have been 8
removals by letter or vote, r expelled, 9 died, and
1 lost by error. Our branch has been disorganized, by which disorganization there was a loss to
the enrolled membership of 23. Total gain to
the enrolled membership during the year 63.
Total loss to the enrolled membership during the
year 42. Net gain to the enrolled membership
clurlng the year 2I. Estimated scattered membership 94. Total membersliip 692. To this was
added a short summary of the spiritual condition
of the district. On motion the above reports
were adopted. A scattered member being reported in transgression, a motion prevailed that
said member be requested to appear before the
Magnolia Branch to answer to. the charge. Magnolia Sabbath School reported for quarter ending
March 14th, 1886. Number of Sundays met 13;
total attendance of scholars 276; average 21;
number of officers 4; number of teachers 4:.
Money collected *+·18; paid out 9octs; on hand
$3.28. P. Cadwell, superintendent, W. T. Fallon,
assistant superintendent, A. M. Fyrando, treasurer, Sarah E. Mahoney, secretary. Committee on
Bishop's Agent's report submitted their report
showing one error which was corre.cted and
report as corrected adopted. [The report as
shown above is the corrected report.-Clerk.]
The committee appointed at the Reunion to see
about purchasing a tent reported having purc\las•
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ed a tent to accommodate about one thousand
people at a probable cost of about $250, the
money to pay for which ha<l mostly been subscribed. Preaching was had during conference
by Bro. E. C. Brand, Saturday evening, and Bro.
W. W. Blair Sunday morning and evening.
Sacrament and prayer service Sunday afternoon
in charge of Brn. Wm. Chambers and J. M.
Putney, assisted by Priests J.C. Johnson and W.
T. Fallon. On motion adjourned to meet at
Little Sioux, at I I o'clock a. m., Saturday, June
5th, 1886.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
The above district conference was held at Fre·
mont, Nebraska, March 19th, i886. Wm. M.
Rumel, president, Isaac Sylvester, secretary.
The opening session was devoted to prayer and
testimony, and an excellent feeling prevailed.
Branch Reports: Omaha, 1 IO members, 2 received by letter. Lake Shore, ·27, 2 received.
Union branch report was referred back for correction. Elders reports :-E. C. Brand, baptized
2, Wm. M. Rumel and Geo. W. Walters reported.
Bii;hop's Agent Report :-Cash on hand at last
report $70.50. Received since, $ 15 oo. Paid
out, $65.00. Balance on hand, $20.50. Wm. M.
Rumel Agent. The legality of Joseph Gilbert's
ordination to the office of an Elder, upon motion
was referred to a committee of three, and he
was requested to cease acting in said office until
his case was settled. In view of the fact that
nearly all the members of the Blair Branch had
moved away, it was deemed advisable by the
District President that the branch be declared
dissolved, and it was so ordered. A communication was received from the Columbus branch of
the Central Nebraska District, asking that said
branch be attached to this district, and it was
referred lo the President of this mission for advice, to report to next conference. The action of
the District President in silencing Oscar H
Brown was sustained. Oscar H. Brown gave
notice that he would appeal his case to the General Conference to be held at Lamoni, Iowa,
April 6th, 1886. Wm. M. Rumel was elected
delegate to General Conference.
Bishop's
Agent was sustained, also Wm. M. Rumel, as
District President, and I. Sylvester as secretary.
All Elders and Priests in the district were requested to labor under direction of the District
President. Preaching at IO: 30, a. m., by'E. C.
Brand; at 2: 30, p. m. by vV. M. Rumel, and
at 7: 30 p. m., by E. C. Brand. Owing to the
severe storms and high water, many were prevented from attending. Adjourne<l to meet at
Platte Valley, Nebraska, June 18th, 1886.
DECATUR.
The above dist·rict conference was held at Lamoni, Ia., March 13th and 14th, 1886. H. A. Stebbins president, A. S. Cochran secretary. Bxanch reports.-Lamoni 544, a gain of 9. Davis City 60,
Joss of 2. Lucas 227, gain of 6. Little River 102,
gain of 2. Allendale 37, same as last report.
Lone Rock 56, gain of 2. Greenville 33, gain of
5. Reports.-Joseph Smith spoke of his labors
in Utah, Idaho and Montana, also at various places in the district; J. R. Lambert, Columbus
Scott, J. W. Gillen, E. Banta, M. McHarness, J.
P. Dillen, L. Gaulter, E. Lovell, S. V. Bailey, 0.
J. Bailey, R. Lyle, H. N. Snively, J. S. Snively,
V. White, Joseph Boswell, H. Bartlett, H. Church,
S. A~l;.erly and Levi Atkinson, reported; al>o
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Priests A. J. Moore, N. Lovell, J. Traxler, J. A.
Upton and J. Wahlstrom. Bishop's agent reported cash on hand at last report $s.61, received $69r.79, paid out $375.78, balance on hand
$32r.6z. Report audited by Asa S. Cochran, 0.
J. Baily and John Johnston. J. R. Evans, H. A.
Stebbins, J. R. Lambert, A. W. Reese and Joseph
Hammer, were appointed delegates to General
Conference. Moved that hereafter the District
Conference be held but threi> times a year. Carried. Brq. J. V. L. Sherwood surrendered his
license, which was accepted, and referred to his
quorum. Two were baptized by A. J. Moore on
Sunday. Preaching_ on Saturday evening by Bro.
John Johnston; on Sunday forenoon by Bro. Joseph Smith; social meeting in the afternoon, and
preaching by Columbus Scott in the evening.
Adjom:ned t? meet at Lucas, Iowa, June 12th,
1886, at ten o'clock.
NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
The above district conference met with Goshen
branch, Clay county, Kansas, March 13th and
14th, 1886. Elder A. H. Parsons president, H.
R. Harder clerk, Branch reports.-Elmira 34; 1
died. Prairie Home 2i. Twin Creek 46. Goshen 56; 2 received by certificate, 2 by letter.
Blue Rapids 62. Deer Creek 7. Bishop's agent's
report: on hand last report $6 40, received $30,
total $36.40, paid out $36 40. Reports.--Elders
John Landers, James Caffall, R. Hoyer, G. W.
Shute, A. Kent, H. R. Harder, M. Smith, A. H.
Parsons (baptized l), G. W. Beebe and Joseph
Morrell, reported by letter. Priests Z. Decker
and B. H. Case, by letter. Teachers S. C. Andes
and T. Cochron, reported. M. Smith's resignation as Bishop's agent was read, and a vote of
thanks tendered. A.H. Parsons was elected district president, H. R. Harder clerk, G. W. Shute
was chosen Bishop's agent, and recommended
to the Bishop of the church for appointment.
Whereas the motion of last conference, referring
to the Bishop's agent appears to censure him;
therefore, be it resolved, that said motion be rescinded, and he be considered honorably released.
Ministry were requested to labor as much as
practicable, under the direction of cl istrict president. A.H. Parsons and J. Cairnes were chosen
delegates to the Annual Conference. Adjournedto meet with the Elmira branch, June nth, 1886.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA.
Conference met at Hollister, California, March
26th, 1886, J. H. Lawn in the chair, I. F. Kingsbury secreta~y. All visiting brethren were invit·
ed to take part in confrrence. Elders J. H.
Lawn,]. M. Range, Wm. Anderson (of Oakland),
C. W. Hawkins (of Santa Rosa), also Priests I.
F. Kingsbury, J. Twitchel, J.B. Carmichael, E.
Holt, and Deacon A. B. Page, reported. I. F.
Kingsbury was elected president of the district,
and ordered by conference to be ordained to the
oJt!ce of an Elder. The chair appointed Wm.
Anderscrn, J.M. Range, and D. Brown to perform said ordination. Branch Reports.-Jefferson Branch 17, including 2 Priests, 1 Teacher, 1
Deacon; 1 died, 2 ordinations, 1 marriage. San
Benito Branch 31, including 2 Elders, 1 Priest;
1 removed by letter, 1 died. Watsonville Branch
33, including 1 Elder, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers; 1
died. Long Valley and Lone branches no report. Resolved that this conference endorse the
action of the Federal Com t~ of Utah in supi:ress·

ing the practice of polygamy and pray that wisdom may be given to those in charge that justice
may speedily be meted out to all offenders of the
law. Resolved: That we uphold and sustain the
spiritual authorities of the church in righteousness by our faith, prayers and means. I. F,
Kingsbury resigned as secretary and J. B. Carmichael was eltlcted in his stead. Preaching by
Wm. Anderson Friday, Saturday and Sunday
evenings, also Sunday I I a. m. Sacrament and
testimony Sunday at 2 p. m. Adjourned to meet
at Watsonville, October 8th, 1886.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
The conference of the above district convened
in the Morgan School-house, Otoe Co., Neb., on
the 25th and 26th of April, 1886. The following
officials were present and reported; Elders Levi
Anthony, R. M. Elvin, (baptized 6), J. Armstrong, H. Fields, J. E. Malcom. Priests F. L.
Tucker and J. B. Gouldsmith. Teacher John
Young, and Deacons A.G. Young, Alan Carpenter, and.Samuel Swank. The following reported by letter: M. H. Forscutt, R. C. Elvin,
Charles H. Porter, P. C. Peterson and J. M.
Terry. Preaching Saturday night by Rob't M.
Elvin, Sunday at eleven a. m. by Joshua Armstrong. The rest of the time by R. M, Elvin. J.
W. Waldsmith reported having received $212.82;
paid out 220.46. Bm. M. F. Forscutt, R. C.
Elvin, Chas. H. Porter, and J. Armstrong were
req nested to labor as their circumstances will
permit during the next. quarter in the district.
The Blue River, Plattsmouth, Nebraska City,
and Palmyra branches reported. R. J. Anthony
reported by letter (baptized 3). The present district officers were sustained for the next three
months. Adjourned to meet at the Morgan
School-house, Otoe Co., Neb., July r8th, 1886, at
eleven o'clock. Levi Anthony, president, J.B.
Gouldsmith, secretary.

BISHOP'S AGENT.
Upon recommendation I hereby appoint Bro.
William Sherrill as Bishop's agent for the Central Texas district, in place of Bro. H. C. Smith,
resigned; and we recommend him to the Saints,
praying that the Spirit of the Master may be with
.him in the discharge of his duty.
In accordance with the recommendation of the
Malad District Conference, held at Malad City,
Oneida county, Idaho, February 20th, 1886, I
hereby appoint Henry R. Evans as Bishop's
Agent for said district, and would recommen.d
him to the Saints as such.
G. A. BLAKESLmE, Bis!top,
GROVE MEETING.
The North-West Kansas district will hold a
grove meeting nine miles south-east of Glen Elder, in Mr. Ga':iler's Grove, commencing June
the 5th, at eight o'clock in the evening, to continue over the 13th.· On the 12th will meet for
business at ten o'clock. All coming to the meeting by railroad should come to Glen Elder on
Friday the 4th, and it would be well for those
coming to write to Abraham Sears or Samuel C.
Andes, Elmira, Mitchell county, Kansas. We
have a partial promise of two of the Stewartsville brethren to be with us, and Bro. James Ca~.
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fall is expected. Come all ye that thirst after
righteousness, and be ye filled.
Yours in bond of the everlasting covenant,
A. JI. PARSONS, disf.pres.

S. Roth, also Elders and members of adjoining
districts, and traveling Elders who may be in
our vicinity to attend.
JEROME RUBY, Dist. Pres.

NOTICE.
To the clerks of the branches of Northern
Michigan district: Please be sure and send in
your branch reports to District Conference in
June. If you can not come, or send them by
person, send by mail to Brown City, Sanilac
county, Michigan, to
]. A. CARPENTER, dist. clerk.

DIED.
BuRGEss.-At San Jose, California, May 4th,
1886, Sr. Sarah Jane Burgess, aged 41 years.
Our sister, with her husband, Elder Henry Burgess, were amongst the first who united with the
Reorganization in San Francisco, and for many
years lived and labored assiduously for it in that
city, standing firm for the truth amidst all the
discouraging influences that at various times
threatened its progress. Our sister has been
a· great sufferer for several months. All that
could possibly be done by her family and kind
friends was cheerfully done in the effort to lessen
her sufferings. A few days before passing away
to her new home, she was visited by the Elders,
who, at her request, administered the ordinance,
and the sacrament, with such happy results that
inspired a further hope of recovery. But such
was not to be. Shortly before passing away she
expressed an earnest desire to be released, requesting that no more prayers be offered for her detention, and very soon she passed away from
earth as pleasantly and calm as a sweet summer's
morning, in full faith of immortality to come.
The services were conducted by Elder H. P.
Brown; a large gathering of friends were present, and their contribution of floral offerings for
the occasion were profuse, even for this land of
flowers. Conspicuous by their kind attention
and attendance were the officers and members of
the Magnolia Lodge of United Workmen and
supplementary lodge-Degree of Honor-of the
sisters, of which our departed sister was a member.
DRAKE.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, on Sunday
morning, May 16th, 1886, of consumption, Bro.
Isaac T., son of Bro. Benj. F. and Sr. Sarah A.
Drake, aged 25 years, 3 months and 22 days.
He was ill about eight months and failed rapidly
during the last few weeks, but was patient and
willing to go, and when his time came he sunk
to rest in hope of eternal life. He was baptized
by Elder S. W. Hogue, February 16th, 1877, in
Pleasants county, West Virginia. His funeral
sermon was preached by Elder H. A. Stebbins,
assisted by Elder J. P, Dillon.
HouGAS.-At Dexter, Iowa, May 9th, 1886, of
rheumatism of the heart, Bro. Almon D.
Hougas, eldest son of Bro. Daniel and Sr. Mary
E. Hougas, aged twenty-five years and one month,
the day of his death. He had been a member of
the church from his early youth, was baptized
by Elder J. R. Badham. He will beremembered
by those who knew him as a young man of great
musical ability, high moral character, and one
imbued with great love for the Church of Chr.i,st,
being guided by the love of God throughout· his
life. He was of a bright, happy and genial
disposition, with always a cheerful, loving word
for all, and greatly loved by all' who knew him.
He died as he had lived, strong in the faith of
the gospel of Christ. A few·· minutes before his
death, the watchers about him heard strains of
the sweetest music above his head. He looked
up with a smile of heavenly sweetness, and without again speaking, he passed away. He was
brought to his home at Henderson for interment.
His death leaves a void among his sorrow-stricken
r~latives and friends that .noth.ing can ever fill,

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The next conference of the Decatur District
will be held at Lucas, Iowa, beginning at ten
o'clock on Saturday,] une 12th, 1886. The branch
officers will please make out and send reports by
some one corning, or by mail to me at Lucas,
Iowa. All officials and members who can attend, please do so.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
The district conference for Michigan and
Northern Indiana is appointed to be held at Galien, Michigan, on the 5th of June next, at ten
o'clock.
Gali.;;n is on the Michigan Central
Railway. The Saints should show their interest
in the work by being present at that meeting, if
at all practicable. We anticipate a pleasant, spiritual, cheering meeting.
WM. H. KELLEY, Dist. Pres.
The Far West District Conference will convene
on Saturday, June 12th, 1886, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, with the Stewartsville Branch.
We hope Bro.]. R. Lambert will meet with us.
CHAS. P. FAUL; Dist. SPC.
The Wes tern Wisconsin District Conference
will c"onvene June 12th and 13th, 1886, with the
Wheatville Branch. We hope to see a good attendance. We would say to the officials if thE:y
can not come, or think it doubtful, please send
your report to A. L. Whiteaker, or W. A. McDowell, and oblige us.
A. L. WHITEAKER, Dist. Pres.
Little Sioux conference wJH convene at Little
Sioux, on Saturday, June 5th, 1886, at eleven
o'clock. Good speakers from abroad are expected. It is hoped however that members of the
district and others who may have business matters to present, or which need to be presented,
will be on hand. Conferences are for business,
not pleasure, nor altogether for preaching. They
furnish good occasions for preaching and socia I
meetings,, but these are only secondary. However, if all come with their business well in hand,
and get there promptly and attend diligently, the
business can soon be dispatched and a spiritual
feast enjoyed afterwards.
]. C. CRABB, President,
WM. C. CADWELL, Secretary.
The quarterly conference for the Eastern Iowa
district will convene at Buffalo, Iowa, on Saturday, June 5th, at ten o'clock. It is hoped that
there will be a general attendance by members
resident in the district, as matters of importance
will be passed upon. Late advices from Elder
Etzenhouser indicate his probable attendance,
and a cordial invitation· i~ extended to Elder J.
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He had left us only a few short weeks before,
full of life and strength, and the sudden and unexpected blow fell with crushing force. A dutiful, loving son, a tender and devoted husband,
has gone to rest. He is not lost, but gone
before..
D. HOUGAS.
CLA YTON.-At Alma, St. Clair county Illinois,
March 19th, 1886, Bro Robert Clayton, aged 52
years; deceased was born at Burley, Lancashire,
England; baptized September 14,th, 1879, hy Elder George Hicklin. A wife and nine children
are left to mourn his loss.
WEST.-"-ln the town of Colt, Crawford Co., Wis.,
Bro. Geo. \'Vest, April 26th, 1886, aged 78 years, 3
months and 23 days. The deceased was born in
England, January 12th, 1808; he was a believer
in the latter day work, and was a member and
Elder in the old church; he was ordained about
the year 1840 or '42, when James Sloan was clerk
and Joseph Smith was president; his license was
granted him at a conference held at Nauvoo, Illinois; he maintained the faith to the last, and
has gone to await the resurrection. He married
Alice Sunter, November 8th, 1843, who died
August 25th, 1884, aged 70 years, 2 months and
23 days. He was the father of three sons: Sunier, George and James; Sunter died in the late
war, April 1st, 1863, 19 years and 8 days; George
died March 2d, 1876, in his 291.h year; James is
still left to mourn his loss, and is strong in the
faith. May the blessings of God ever be with
him, is my prayer. Funeral sermon by A. L.
Whitaker; text, Job 14: ro.
STRAWBERRIES AND ICE
CREAM.
The ladies of the Latter Day Saints' Sabbath
School will give a Strawberry Festival in the
building. south of \'V. Hudson's store, Saturday,
the 29th inst, from four till eight o'clock in the
eve~ing.
Ice Cream and Strawberries ten cents
a dish, substantial food free. The object is to
provide a library for the school. We hope for
liberal patronage.
KATIE DANCER, Sec.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND l'OR SALE
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Board of Publication of the Reotganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

co., row A,

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
THE SAIN'fS' ADVOCATE.
Published monthly in the interest of the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints, and in the special interest
of the Utah Mission of said Church.
·
Terms 50 cents per year in advance, unless otherwise
provicled for. Subscriptions earnestly solicited; subscribe for yourselves and for friends deceived by the lat•
ter day apostasy.
HOLY SCRIPTUR!~S.
Inspired Transh•tio.n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sheep or Ltbrary bmdmg...... . . . . . . . . ...•..•....... l lill
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 Otl
~'nll Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2 50
NP-W

rrm~tament.

inri11irerl prlitimL........ ......... .. . .

75

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . ......................... . 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...................... ... 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges .............................. . 1 715
REPLY '1'0 Ll'l"l'LEF'IELD.
We hav'e for sale at this office, in pamphlet form, containing 48 pages, the "Reply of President Joseph Smith
to L. o. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of plural
marriage." Price, post paid, single copies 10 cents; 75
cents per dozen to one address.
'l'RACTS IN GERMAN.
~Tracts in the German Language may be. had of Bro.
Ad. Richter, Bnrlington, Iowa: 'l'he Baptism, 6 cts.; the
Hepentance, 5 cts; the Principles of the Gospel, 6 cents;
the Epitome of Faith, 2c; the Sixth Trumpet, a fifty·fourpage pamphlet, 25c. These prices include postage.
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TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifest; 20c. a doz., per 100..... 1 50
No. 3.-Voice of the Good Shepherd; 5c. a doz., 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of l!'aith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland 'l'emple Suit; 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000. . . . . . .......... 1 75
No. 5.-T.he Gospel. ............. price the same as No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, PreRequisites, and Design,-and Who Shall Ad!llinister; 16 pages; 25c. per doz, per 100· ............... 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., 100 ...•... 1 75
No. 8.--Fulness of the Atonement; 25c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewed from a Scriptmal Standpoint; 20 pages; .30c. per dozen. per JOO ............. 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; 8 p.; lr>c. a dozen, 100for110
No.11.-The Plan of Salvation; 30c. a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible verrns Polygamy; 25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No.14.-Reply to Orson Pratt; 25c. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite I<lolntry; 5c. 11 dozen, per 100.... 40
No. 10.-Polygamy; Wits u, an Original 'l'enet of the
Church; 20c .• a dozen, per 100 ....................... 1 40
No. 17.-'l'he Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; 25c. a dozen 1 100 for ...... 1 75
No. 18.-ReJcction of the Chnrch; l5c. a doz. 100 for 110
No. 20.-'l'he "One Body;" or the Chnrch of Christ
under the Apostleship and under tile Apostasy;
12 pages; 20c. a do.z:en, jQO for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-'l'ruths by Three Witness<,s; 3c. a doz., JOO .. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; 15c. a dozen, 100 ..... 1 10
No. 23.-Baptism; 10 pages; 20c. a dozen, 100for ..... 1 25
No. 24.-The Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 for..... 40
N<J. 25.-Laying on of !Iands; 5c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 40
No. 26.-Monntain of the Lord's Honse; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per 100.............. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . .. 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Qncstion; 20c. 11.dozen, 100for1 40
No. 2U.-A Vision of the Hcsurrcct1on;. from the Doctrine and Covenants; 5c. a dozen, JOO for ........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon; 15 cents a
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an Evangelical Church? Also, t.he Kirtlnnil 'l'emple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 for 50c.,
500 for $1, 1.000 for......... . . . . . . . . ..... , . . . . .. . ..1 75
No. 32.-Which is the Church? fie. a dozen, 100....... 40
No. 86.-The Spaul<ling Sto1y Re-Examined; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for ....................................... 1 25
A Memorial to CoHgress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 110
'l'rial of the Witnesses to the Resurrection; 32 pages~ 6c. each~ per dozen...... . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. f;O
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100 .......... , .• • .• . • . 15
~Au assortment of Trnnt1, 85 cents.
COMPLWl'E SET OF 'l'RAC'l'S.
Bound in Ump Cloth turned in .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .• . . . • . 75
DOCTJUN 1£ AND COVENAN'J'ti.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .................. , .•..... 1 25
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50

nm SAli\TS' IL\l{P-HYMN BOOK.
lmitut1ou Morocco, nrnrblctl edges ............•....... 1 2;)
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
HESPERIS.
Poems by David H. Smith, 202 pages fancy cloth
gilt edges ......... ,, ...............•. .'..... , ....... ', 1 50
. . VI8WNS 01<'. JOSEPH SMI'l'H, TH.!£ SEER
Dtscoveries of Anc1ent Amerir.an Records and Helics
with the statement of a Convei;ted Jew and of
others; paper covers, 48 pages .....•.•.... '.• "·•····

1!1

VOICE OF WARNING
And ~nstrnction to all People. on the Doctrine and
History of the J,atter Day Work; 128 pages.
II! papcer C<h>vce,rs, twelve for $1. .............·..... ,each 10
L imp 1ot
over, each............................... 25
.
PROPHETIC TRUTH.
.
Confirmed m the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israel!tish Hccord of a Fallen People· papl\r
cove.rs~ fivcfor$1. ........................ : .•. each 25
~ pern_g the ~t:bject Of an Evening 1s Conver,;ation nl~8VCCtrng Its Or1gm. ~ts Divinity Proved by the Scrip
tures and Collut<•rnl I~vid<Jnce. Prefaced with a Brid
Sketch of the Life of the I>rophet, showing the way and
manner of bis becommg possessed of the Record.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life, Here and Hereafter, by
A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages, in cloth boards ....... 1 50
Universalism Against Itself, by A. Wilford Hall; in
cloth boards; :336 pages.. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . , ....... 1 00
Joseph\IB, complete in ouevol., llbrary !eat.her ...... 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... .4 OC
Mosheim 's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America, (illustrated), cloth ....... 1 80
Rollin'6 Ancient History, 2 vols. in one, leather ..••. .4 00
The Koran, library leather............................ 2 00
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D.1 till 1854,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The Eccliastic.al History of Eusebins Pamphilus,
Bishop of Cresarea, to Palestine, cloth boards .... 2 00
Crnden's Complete Concordance of tbe Bible ......... 1 75
The Bible Text Book .................................. 1 00
Apocryphal New Testament..... ·"·.···
.•..• 1 65
Brown's CO)lCOrdance of the Bible ... ' ... '............ oO
Emerson's Heady Binder, Herald size................. 8>
En1erson s Reudy Binder, Hope size.................. 6(
Emerson's Heady Binder, Advocate size.............. 50
Five Quires of Note Paper, 120 sheets................ 50
]'ive Quires of Note Paper, better quality ............ · 60
1

00

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE
For all Deliberative Assemblies oi I.he Church; also,
a Chapter on Branch Rules, and one on Reports of
Branches and Districts; 128 pages, limp cloth.....

LU'E OE' JOSEPH THE PROPHET, HISTORY OJ!'
THE ltE(tRGANIZED CHURCH, AND AU'fOBIOGRAPHY OF JOSEPJI SMI'l'H.
In Cloth, full gilt finished, ver·y handsome ............ 2 20
This book contains 827 pa~es of large, clear reading
matter; also, three very fine Steel Engrnvings, and a fnc
simile of the Autograph of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph Smith; also, Steel Engraving of Hyrum
Smith. A completv history of the Church nu to 1880.
Cl<JRTIFICA'l'ES AND REPORTS.
Branch S t.atistical Heports, per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Annual Statistical Reports, two for...................
Branch Flt1anaial Reports, per dozen.................
Certificate of Baptism and Membership, per doz.,....
Certificate of Removal, per dozen........... . • . • • . .. ..
M11uii;g_e Cextili()at~~. p@~ ~{1:1.""c···. ~· ••_••:_:!_'.-.'.'.-.'.'.'"..

50
10
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Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Qilicein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MlDWlFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a .Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14feb1y
··.l.HA1'1Li;:o,tJltl1'1 l'UUNlJ."

We !).ave for sale at this o!lice the notorious "Mann·
script Found," written _by Hev. Solomon Spaulding, about
which so much has been said iu connection with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rig<,lon the
chief ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in
cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to one address, 20 cents each.

The L.i ne selE)cted by t.he U. s. Oov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

~~~crli~~;
~DENVER
ST. LOUIS

We will send yon the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and C1•uden's Con"o1•(l1tnee or Sntitll's
Bible Dietionary post-paid for $1,50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on. same terms.

With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

BOOK

WALKER & HANSEN.

Faa·au .for Sale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, '13 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feh6m
Tabor, Fremont Co .• Iowa.

J. W. De.Noon, M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30t.f

SUCCESSORS-IN BELLS-TO THE

II

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison o·r
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLll\IOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Ohicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi;>eka,
Chicago .and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t
Connect~ in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in'the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico

For Tickets 1 Rates, General Information, etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent tn the·
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager 1
CHICAGO.

Gen'l,Pass. Agent,
,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

20

~!:·1

D.

0 FF ER!

GREAT

40
70

on
')'.)

40

CONCORDANCE TO BOOK OF' COVENAN'l'S.
An enlarged new edition; paper covers, 32 pages..... 10

25

;,o

M.

LICENSJ<~S, NOTICE8, &c.
Elder·sh Pr_iest's, Teacher's, and Deacon,s Licenses,
eac , per dozen ................. , , ............... , 12
Blank Preai:;hing Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . . . 50
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate' books, with
blank •tnh, 35 for ................................ , 25

~o. 2~1. .. -~uok l\inrkcrs, 2Y2xti; 10 for 25c., 100 for .... 2 '.25
No. :3'~l.---Iqower8 H!ld Verses, 2~x4; 10for10c., 100 .. 90
No . .J8~J. ·-Bronze Bmls and Flowers, Bx5 · pack of 10

for20c .. 100 for...... .. .. .. . .. . . ... '.......... .. l
~o. ;3\iL--~:lower8 aud Verses, 8x4Yz; 10 for 15c., 100 .. 1
No. ,4un.--11 lowcrs und Verses, 2%X4j 10 for 12c.~ 100 .. 1
No ..~R"i.--Anl11mn T,enveR. axfi: 10 tn 2'.lr: .. 100 for
.•

HANSEN,

DISTRICT RECORDS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Hecords ........ 3 00

CAT ALOGUE W!TH 1s·oo TESTIMONIALS

:if>

H.

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,

BRANCH RECOlWS.
L@ather backs and .corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Nam es, Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ... , , ........... 2 00

BLYMYER MANUFACTURING CO
SlJNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Sunday School Eugincer and H,ecord Book .. ."........
J'.rompt Alt\nda~ce 'l'ir.lrnte ..... JOO for 15c., 1000 for J
Good Behavior rr1ckets. . . . . . . . .
Same price
~o. J.f\.--l~'!oral rriC'kets for Infant Cltt1:-1s; 96 for ..'~
No. 4f!6.--puck of f!6 for ............ ,...
.
J'!o. 100.-Faucy Borders, 2x2Yz; 10 for 5c .. iiJo i'or.:::
Nu. 4fH.-Book Mm·kerA} 2x0; 10 for Be., JOO for......

J.

I :

50 p. m

2;
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~BUSINESS~

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel" Advel'tising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., Ne'W' York.
Send 10ctlil. for> 100-Pago Pam.phlet,

The Davenport Business College
Prepares young people for useful and profitable employ..
ment. The following branches are thoroughly taufS".ht.;
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Lamoni, Iowa, June 5, 1886.
NAME OF THE CHURCH.

WE listened on the evenings of May 24th
and 26th to an Elder W. P. Brown, who
was for some years associated with the
Bickertonites, and after that with the Reorganized Church for a short time. His
effort on the first night seemed to be twofold; first, to establish the idea that the
word of God was of value only in leading
people into the .11ew covenant, claiming
that so long as they had tha.t written in
their hearts they had no need of nor use
for the word; .and second, that the Saints
of the Reorganization were very blind and
ignorant in respect to spiritual things, were
very much dLviclecl, were contentious
among themselves, and that he, Brown,
had been sent, directly by the Holy Ghost
to waxl;J;, them, and to help them out of
their errors and perils. He bore special
testimony to having been greatly blessed
of God in the Reorganization, but had
doubted the revelations of Joseph in the
Doctrine and Covenants.
The second night his topic was "the
name of the church;" and he sought to
prove that it must (if it be the true church)
be called in: just so many words-no more
and no less-The Church ef Christ. In
harmony with this theory he claimed that
if any .church was called by any other
name,-in word-that church was not, and
could ·not be Christ's church, and that
therefore all and every church not having
this denominational title was not and is not
the true Church of Christ. His chief
text was, Book of Nephi 12: 2,3, where
Christ instructed the disciples of that time
_to call that church-"the Church of
Christ." He furthermore stated that the
word "saints" could not be and must not
be any part of the name of the church,
[yet it was, is, and is to be the denominative title of God's peoole,]-imd that
when anything was added 01; taken from·
the specific title-"the Church of Christ"
-it indicated blindness, apostasy, ~ritual
perver.,;ity and deadness.
'
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22.

To change from one of these titles to
As we listened, . we wondered if the
the other is merely technical, and not a
Elder ever had one gleam of light from
the Bible or Book of Mormon on the sub- change in element, intent and essence, unject he had in hand-wondered why he less there be also a change of essential
did not perceive that his bad logic made doctTine. Hence, to adJ to the title "The
Paul an apostate and a blind guide when Church of Christ,'' the words "] esus,'' "of
he said to the Elders at Ephesus, "Feed Latter Day Saints," and "Reorganized,''
the church of Goel," (Acts 20: 28), and to does not radically and in element and
the Corinthian Saints,_:"Or despise ye the essence change the name of the church;
Church of Goel?" (1 Cor. II: 22); or for these added words merely and only
when he said to the Crinthiam,-"God is qualify and explain the name more clearly.
not the author of confusion, but of peace, As, for instance, the word "president" preas in au churches ef the Saints" .P (I Cor. fixed, and the words "of Lamoni, Iowa,"
14: 33). Was Nephi an apostate, blind, affixed to t:be name "] oseph Smith" would
and spiritually dead when he by prophey not change Mr. Smith's name; hut they
called Christ's church in these last days, would simply explain that he was a presi- "the church of the Lainb of God"? dent, and that he resided in Lamoni, Iowa.
(1 Nephi 3: 46-51). In paraprath 50 he This is all. They merely explain and desays,-"I, Nephi, beheld the power of the fine.
While- it is true that the written, techniLamb of Goel, that it descended upon the
Saints of the church o,f the Lamb." Here cal title of the church in. I 830 was "The
he calls the church by another title (in let- Church of Christ,'' vet because.there was
ter) than "The Church of Christ." If another society whose recorded title was
the Latter Day Saints are blind sinners be- "The Church of Christ,'' it was found excause they call their church, "The Church pedient, and lawful too, to change the
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints," why wording of the name hy adding, in a qualis not Nephi in the same condemnation ifying and explanative way, the words
when hP calls it "the church of the Lamh "] esus,'' and "of Latter Day Saints,'' makof Goel"? The logic of Elder Brown con- ing the name to mean that the church is
the Church of 'Jesus Christ, composed of
demns both alike.
Again; the ·prophet Moroni, six hun- Latter Day Saints. This and nothing
dred years after Christ, speaking of the more. And when Mr. Brown and his
prevalence of iniquity both in and out of like assert that to.change the wording of
the church in these last days says,-"0 ye the name of the church by adding the
pollutions, ye hypocrites, ye teachers, who words "] esus,'' and "Latter D;1y Saints,''
sell yourselves for that which will canker, is evidence of unbelief, apostasy, and
why have ye polluted the holy Church of spiritual deadness, they need to be remindGod?" (Book of Mormon 4: 4). If the ed that they thereby condemn Paul and
Saints are apostates and servants of the Nephi and Alma and Moroni, and Jes us
devil because they call tht! church, (in its Christ also, for they all have used other
mere wording), by another· denominative titles for the church than merely and tech-·
title than "The church of Christ," what nically, "The Church of Christ." The
shall be said of Moroni? Is not he under names "Church of Goel," '"Church of the
similar condemnation? He calls it "the Lamb,'' "Churches of the Saints,'' "Church
church of Goel." It is called "the church and fold of Goel," "Church of the First.
Born,'' "Church of the Living God,"
~J God" in the New Testament far more
frequently than· "the church of Christ." "Body of Christ," etc., etc., are all used
It is called in the. Book of N(oi·mon by either in the Bible and Book of Mormon
that title more than five times oftener than interchangeably as meaning one and the
"the church of Christ;" and this occurs, as same thing-a boJy of true believers, the
already seen, as well after as before the Chu!;ch of Christ. - For proof of this see
resurrection of Christ. Alma says, (2r: M.att. 16: 18; Col. 1: 18, 24; Heb. 12: 2;i;
6. 7), "All the true believers of Christ * * Actii 20:28; I Cor. 1:2; 10:32; u:22;
belonged to the church ef .God." Alma 15:6; Gal. l: 13; 1Tim.3:5; Rom. 16: 16;
then calls the church composed of "the 1 Cor. rr:16; 14:33; 1 Thes. 2:r4; 1
true believers of Christ," "the Church of Nephi 3:46-50; 2 Nephi 6:1; lr:3;
God." Was he blind? vVas he spiritually Mosiah 11:12, 17,18,20; Alma3:r; 21;
dead? Mr. Brown's methods of interpre- 3, 4, 7; Book of Nephi ~:II; 12:2, 3;
tation makes him so. - All Saints should Book of Mormon 4:4; Mosiah 11: 15; and
recognize the fact, patent in all the sacred Book of Nephi son of Nephi I: r, 7, 8. books of the-church, that in cs~ence and in In this last paragraph we· are told that
intention, "the Church of God,'' "Churches "the true believers in Christ, and the true
of the ~hints," "Church of the Lamb," worshipers of Christ, (among whon1 were
etc., etc., are 1;eally and truly "The church the three disciples of Jei;;us who should
of Christ;" for Goel., the .Lamb of Goel, tarry), were called N ephites, and J ncohites,
:arid· J osephites, and _Zoramites." These
Jes us Christ, etc., etc., are one e.ssentbll y.
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were not denounced as heretics nor said to
be on the highway to ruin because they
bore these several names. Neither were
they tJnchurched because of it.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
LAW-BREAKERS.

THE Deserei News for the I 4th ult., heads
an article with, "Who are the law-breakers ?"-and then proceeds to say, "The
•Mormon'
doctrine in relation to the powAnother fact in this connection is this:
In no place does the Book of Mormon or · ers of government is very plainly set forth
Bible promise, or foretell, that the church in the standard works of the church. The
in these latter days would bear the definite Saints are commanded in the revelations
title, "The Church of Christ," neither is of God to the church to obey the constituthere any requirement in these books to tional laws of the land, and to be subje.ct to
that effect. But on the other hand it was the powers that be, until he whose right it
foretold that "The church of the Lamb," is to reign shall come as King of Kings,
"The Church of God," and, we may add, and Lord of Lords."
This statement is a fact, and at this junct"The kingdom of God," would exist in
ure
in Utah affairs it is a fact of very. great
these times, and that by the will and power of God. Please mark this well.
As importance. If the News in this connection.
we have stated, the church may bear any had stated the further facts bearing on this
of the titles herein mentioned, and still be matter, namely, that Goel ordained and
the Church of Christ in doctrine, worship, inspired the Constitution of our Nation,
and in all the other essentials thereof. We and that the said Constitution itself prohave far greater reasons for calling the vides that only the Supreme Court has
church "The holy Church of God,'' if the authority to say what is and what is not
mere matter of phaseology must govern, "constitutional law," it then should go one
than we have to call it, in exact words step further :mcl tell its reaclei:s that this
"The Church of Christ." For we see the tribunal bas already decided that the laws
first is predicted in the Book of :J'viormon prohibiting and punishing polygamy and
4: 4. And as much may be said of "The the like were and are "tbe constitutional
Church of the Lamb of God," ([ Nephi laws of the land. This done, they then
3: 46-50 ;) for the same reasons, and for could see the "open door" leading away
the still further reason that in the latter from their tribdations and back to "the
place it is stated that there would be then old paths;" back to "old Mormonism" as
"save two churches," one of the Lamb, it existed when and where polygamy and
its fellow heresies were not known, and
the other of the devil.
when God endorsed and approved by the
We have been thus explicit and lengthy, gifts and graces of his Spirit the woi1derfor the reason that certain parties, l::Jy ful work of the ministry wherever they
placing a forced and unscriptural construc- labored in faithfulness and wisdom. No
tion on one p9rtion of the sacred books, tribunal under heaven, except the Supreme
have made and mounted a hobby, and de- Court, has authority to hear and decid~
mand that all others must follow with controversies in respect to the constitutionthem or be reckoned with the blind and ality of law, and the News should know
disobedient.
That such parties. really
this and state it fairly and frankly to its
(though doubtless not intended) make oth- perplexed and humiliated readers.
ers "an offender for a word"-a mere
Th: Lord said, August 6th, 1833, "It is
word--is quite clear. Such parties "strain my will that my people should observe to
at a gnat," and seek to pull the "mote" do all things whatsoever I command them,
out of others' eyes, when, in fact, they and that law of the land which is constihave such a "beam" in their own that they tutional." Doctrine and Covenants 95: 2.
only have misleading and narrow inter- And December 16th, 1833, he further said:
pretations, and so f,1il to explore and har- "Importune for rndress and redemption by
moni7,.e all the broad field of Scriptural the hands of those who are placed as rulers,
evidence relating to the subject of which and are in authority over you, according
they treat. It is· th:<t cramped, over-nice, to the laws and constitution of the people
pharasaical style, which sternly exacts the which I have suffered to be established,
"mint, and rue, and anise, and cummin," and should he maiiltained for the rights
but neglects "the weighter matters of the and protection of all flesh, according to
law,'' fails to reconcile and make consis- just and holy principles, that every man
tent the entire word of God, and thus tends may act in doctrine and principle pertainto contention, division, and sectism. We ing to futurity according to the moral
like the title, "The Church of Christ," agency which I have given unto them,
as we do all the other titles mentioned, that every man may be accountable for
and if practicable, would be glad to see their own sins in the day of judgment.
that its recorded, legal, title. But as Christ Therefore it is not right that any man
himself has various titles, and is yet the should be in bondage one to another. And
same blessed person; so the church has for th;s purpose have I established the convarious titles, and is still the same divinely stitution ef this land by the hands of wise
appointed church.
We have equal men whom I raised up unto this very purgrounds for cavil over the various titles of pose, and redeemed the land by the shedChrist, that we have over the various titles ding of blood."-Doc. and Cov. 98: 10.
of his church. The Scriptures say "His This Constitution, thus ordained and estabname shall be called Emmanuel;". (Matt. lished of God, provides that the judicial
I: 23); "?on of God," (Luke r: 35); etc.,
power of the Supreme Court shall extend
and yet 1t were a folly and worse to say "to controversies to which the United
He must not be called byany other title. States shall be a party. [As in the case of
And this as we have seen is equally true the polyg-amists and the laws of the United
of .the church,
States.-Ed.]
* The Supreme Court

* *

shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to
law and fact, with such exceptions, and
under such regulations as the Congress
shall make."-Art. 3, Sec. r, 2.
. Let the News group these facts together,
m a fair, common sense way, and they
then must conclude that whatever the
Supreme Court decides to be law, the same
must be received and obeyed as the "constitutional law of the land," and that those
who resist and violate it, they are the law
breakers.
God has ordaineLl and established the
Constitution; the Constitution provides
that the Supreme Court, and that only,
shall say what is constitutional law; and
it therefore follows that its decisions are to
be received as the end of controversy, and
they must be honored and obeyed as the
ordinance of God to the citizen, otherwise
both the law of God and of the Na ti on
are resisted. Of those who resist St. Paul
says, "And they that resist shall receive
to themselves damnation."
The Utah
Mormons, while claiming to honor and
revere Joseph the Seer, should ponder well
this saying of his, "In the United States
the people are the government, and their
united voice is the only sovereign that
should rule; the only power that should
be obeyed; and the only gentlemen that
should be honored; at home and abroad;
on the land and on the sea."-Tinzes and
Seasons, vol. 5, p. 533. And again: "Congress sent to do the people's business, has
all powcr."-Ibid 395.
And· further:
"Congress has power to protect the Nation
against foreign invasion and internal broil,
and whenever that body passes an act to
maintain right with any power, or to
restore right to any portion of her citizens,
IT IS THE SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND,

and should a State refuse submission, that
State is guilty of insurrection or rebellion,
[and this holds equally true of a city, a
church, or an.y other bocly of people.-Ed.l,
and the president has as much power to
repel it as Washington had to march
against the 'whisky boys of Pittsburg,' or
General Jackson had to send an armed
force to suppress the rebellion of South
Carolina!"-Ibid 396. These are some of
the well digested views of the Seer in re:
spect to the binding force of national law,
the authority of its officers, and the duties
of the citizen thereunder. According to
this, any law passed by Congress is "the
supreme law of the land;" and should a
state, city, church or individual "refuse
submission," they are "the law-breakers."
In conclusion; the revelations of ·God
to the church, the Constitution and laws
of our nation, and the authentic teachings
of Joseph Smith the· Seer,-all and each
of them-make them who "refuse submission" to our Nation's laws, "the lawbreakers."
WE have received fr~ Zenas B. Chase,
~f Bangor, Maine, a: c©py of a book entitled "The Judgment Period," preparatory
to the establishment of the Kingdom of
Heaven, a work compiled from the writings of Rev. David Campbell, by Mr.
Chase, and copyrighted in 1886. - The
publisher proposes, as stated in HERALD
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for May 1st, to send this work to any of \ these heated furnaces of affliction without ple to that evil. It is painful to sec a m:m,
the HERALD subscribers for one dollar even "the smell of fire" upon his garments. comparatively young in years, in fair
and ten cents, post paid. The postage ten
The Book of Mormon is not "a continu- health, with wife and children dependent
cents may be sent in one or two cent ation of the Bible" :is charged by the upon his labor, spending· the precious
stamps; the dollar in a bill in a common <<!2,uiver; but is an "abridgment" of sacred hours in idling about a common drinking
envelope properly directed.
Those in- records had by the ancient inhabitants of booth; now and then drinking beer, wine
terested in the study of prophecy may do ·America. Neither was there "a nair of or whisky at his own expense or that 0f
well bv availing themselves of this offer. wonderful spectacles" found .with the another, when we know that his wife :md
Addre~s Zenas B. Chase, Bangor, Maine.
Book of Mormon; but there were "two children are poorly clad and poor! y fed,
Mention the HERALD when you write stones set in t>ilver bows," and the"e stones, and that he himself is also poorly housed
him.
fastened to a breastplate, constitut:ccl what when at home, for lack of energ·y anll
is called the urim and Thummim." ["Shin- common gumption to labor :rnd fix things
IN another column will be found a com- ing Stones"- Josephus. "Revelation and about the house, and when in this connection the thought is presented that children
munication from the South l\1anchester truth"-Septuagint.-Ed.]
Joseph the Seer did not sit "behiml a born of such a parent has the. cursed taint
(Eng.) Gazette, which exhibits the mendacity of an English journal, (the f2uivcr) blanket" when translating. Aml as to of laziness and dissipation sown in his very
towards Mormonism, and the fairness of his establishing a printing- office, a news- blood to break out in their lives in idleness
the Gazette. That portion taken from the paper, and a hank, at KirtLmd, it is partly and possibly viciousne~s, v\'e make. it our
!{!__uiver, is in the main, a tissue of half- true, and partly not true. He and others business to enter our protest against it.
Fully one half the pnuperism and two
1ruths and direct and downright falsehood. did these things, and they had a perfect
There is a little truth in it, (as with the right to do them, only they should have thirds of the crime of the state of Iowa
lie told by Satan to mother Eve), but this first secured a charter for the bank, and are the results, either directly or indirectly
little is used in such a way as to make it thus have saved themselves from being of the liquor habit. Our poor houses,
serve to mystify and mislead. vVhen the "squeezed," through the influence of rival jails, asylums and penitentiaries are largewriter states that "all the Smiths were institutions, exerted both in aqd outside of ]y made necessary for the purpose of carbad," and that "Joseph was the wo_rst," he the Ohio Legislature the following session. ing for the victims of vicious habits having
reiterates a base slander, and one which It was never claimed by Joseph or the their origin in whisky, or its equivalent.
has been ref'uted scores of times within Saints that at Kirtland "was to be the The sober brain and sober muscle of the
the past fifty-six years by the reliable tes- seat of the New Jerusalem." And when community are taxed to maintain these
timony of very many non-mormons who the f2.uiver states that Nauvoo is "built in houses of refuge to which the dram cursed
knew them well, besides that of many the terrritory of Utah," the reader may flee, or are taken. Those who care to pay
Latter Day Saints who knew them inti- see at once how utterly incompetent is the this tax without protest may; but we promately, and whose word was and is per- writer to tre:it of the matters he has in test, and that persistently. The fathers of
hand. For the information of the f2.uiver the Republic protested and fought against
fectly good with their neighbors.
Such vile and unfounded charges, like we may state that Nauvoo is over 1,000 taxation without representation; and some
those hurled at Jesus, the early Christians, miles east of the nearest point in Utah. In drops of that old blood runs in us, and as
the reformers in all ages, and the progres- con cl us ion; when the Quiver states that these idle vicious dram tipplers and desive minds everywhere in every depart- Joseph Smith originated polygamy, it votees of the whi:sky habit in any and .all
ment of society, originate with those whose states what it can not prove. Joseph its forms do not represent us, we object to
"craft is in danger, and with others who Smith in all his public writings, denounc- being taxed to maintain them in their
follow the leadings of their own blind and ed everything of the character of poly- folly. A Saint, a drunkard; an :ingel, a
depraved hearts. The sons and daughters gamy from the first to the last What he drunkard; w bat a spectacle; a Saint an
of Britian have not forgotten the malig- may have done secretly, it is not compet- idler and a vagabond-horrible.
nant abuse and the vile persecutions with ent for. either the Quiver nor ourselves to
which the Covenanters, Presbyterians, say. We have to deal with well authenti.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Independents, Methodists, Quakers, etc., cated public documents, aboutwhich there
were beset in their beginnings ir:f that na- can be no reasonable doubt concerning BRO. Jmrn J. CORNISH writes from Ubly,
tion. But these are now strong in num- . their being genuine and competent.
Michigan the 22d ult. He baptized two
The Gazette acquitted itself well in its more at Seigel, west of Sand Beach, the
bers and wealth, and mighty in their popularity; and some of them are only too report of the Manchester coioference, and day before, and that there are there about
ready to heap upon others what.their own exhibited its honest and honorable purpose twenty-five members, though not yet or·
founders suffered and for similar reasons. of getting at facts .and then stating them g;inized into a branch. The Baptists were
History in this is repeating itself for the fairly. All honor to such journalism.
pretty bitter against the work there, one
thousandth time. The enemies of Jesus,
of their preachers had lectured twice on
of the early Christians, the reformers, and
Mormonism, bt!t good came of it to tbe
of progressive spirits everywhere and in IT was sugg-ested by some one of the church, for the Saints bad gathered. in
every age, charged worldly ambition, un- brethren at Cresent City, that Bro.Joseph their deacon and all their leading memholy lust, treason, and every imaginable Smith and others of the preachers ought bers. The "Salvation Armv" and Free
crime, upon the victims of their vengeful to let the temperance question alone, that Methodists united against th~ Saints, but
malice and relentless hate. \V'hy do· not they had no business with it; fh:it they they soon quarrelled among themselves,
these blatant villifiers prove their charges ought to leave the subject of temperance . until they broke "lip their own meetings,
by competent witnesses! Joseph Smith, it to the efforts of lectures.
• and the Saints are now the only ones
is claimed,. endured forty-eight vexatious
It may be that we do go outside of the holding regular ni.eetings there. He says:
lawsuits, and came forth from them all bounds of our legitimate province when "Prospects are s;;ood for an increase there
unscathed; and all this when the whole we enter into the temperance lecture fielrl. anrl elsewhere."
machinery of justice was in the··hands of But we began so long ago and ba;'e grown
Bro. Joseph C. Clapp has removed
non-mormons.
so into the way of thinking that it was with his family to Deer .Lodge Vallev,
The besmirched officials of the state of legitimate for the preacher to urge the Montana. His post office address will be
Missouri, bent upon destroying Joseph claims of sobriety upon men, that we can Deer Lodge City, Deer Lodg-e Cnuntv,
Smith and the Mormons, intending to not easily comprehend that we are med- Montana. Please remember his address.
thereby cover up the manifest evidences dling. Besides this, when we see what
Bro. Henry G. Cole, of Boston, Mass.,
of their own folly and guilt, were twice· baneful hurt is being done to men who are ~n a letter elated the 19th tilt., has this to
put to rout before the courts of Illinois, professedly Latter Day Saints by the say among other things:-"My testimony
once before Judge Pope at Sprinfield, and habit of hanging round the doors and is the same as all lovers of truth, that the
once before Judge Stephen A. Douglas, at counters of the saloons, we feel as if we HERALD is an able exponent of the light
Monmoutb,Joseph Smith coming through had a right to call the attention of the peo- • that shineth in darkness,"
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Bro. E. T. Dawson requests Bro. Dancer
to say for him through the HERALD that
his "faith in the latter day work was built
up by reading the arguments of Bro; W.
W. Blair on "Tithing, Gathering and Revenge," as printed in the HERALD. He
further says: .. ,It never did weaken my
faith to see others falling away, leaving
the church, or doing wrong in any way.
The kingdom of God is like unto ten virgins-five wise and five foolish. All must
stand or fall by their own conduct.
Bro. P. B. Seaton writes from Paris,
Henry Co., Tenn., the 9th ult., that the
evidence increases constantly in favor of
his being in the Church of Christ, and that
he is more and more inclineq to press forward in the good work, and to magnify
his calling as an Elder. He says Bro.
Henry Griffin has aided him well.
Bro T. J. Pollard writing from Denver,·
Colorado, the 22cl ult., says he intends to
locate there with his family; thinks there
are eight or ten of the Saints in that city,
hut thinks much good may yet he clone
there, and intends to help on the work as
best he can, and hopes a branch will be
organized there soon.
Bro. I. N. Roberts wrote us from the
Union Depot, }Cansas Citv, Missouri, en:route to bis field, the ·south Western
Mission. His address will be Cooke's
Point, Burleson County, Texas.
Bro. E. Delong has moved to Tawas
City, Michigan, has baptized two of late,
and 'is holding meeting in that neighborhood every Sunday, and sometimes during the week. He turther says, "Two
weeks ago we organized :fSunday School,
and feel it will be a success. I hope the
Lord will bless my efforts in spre;1ding the
truth."
Bro. T. vV. Smith again asks that all
persons writing to him at Papeete, Tahiti,
should also mark their letters "via San
Francisco," and be sure to have postage

whether they have too few or too' many
to answer the demand in their branch.
Wake up brethren and take hold of the
work offered you.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

foundation has Z. I-I. Gurley
for the statement which he makes in his
leaflet of May 12th, 1886, that marrying
for eternity and being sealed to.two wives
for eternity was taught in the church in
1841, thus, as he says, establishing polygamy for eternity? He quotes from the
Times and Seasons, vol. 5, page 71 S·
A.-He cites a passage in the Times
and Seasons for Nov. r5th, 1844, (three
years and ten months after Jan. 19th, 1841,
and near! v five months after the death of
Joseph Hie Seer), and that passage reads
as follows: "The law of the land and the
rules of the church do not allow one man
to have more than one wife alive at once,
but if any man's wife die; he has a right
to marry another, and to be sealed to both
for eternity; J:o the living and the dead!
there is no law of God or man against it!
This is all the spiritual wife syst.em that
ever. was tolerated in the church, and they
know it.-Times and Seasons, vol. 5. p.
~.-What

71 5·
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Elder M. T. Short writes the 24th ult.,
from Rock Island, Illinois as follows:
"I came here near a fortnight since and have
kindled a fire. Some have given their names for
baptism, while others are almost persuaded lo yield
obedience.
The patronage of our services is
largely from the students. of the Rock Jsland
Auguslena College, which is a Swede institution.
I feel well in body and courageous in spirit, for
God seems to be my helpe·r. I love to tell the
pleasing story while under the divine Spirit."

fully paid.

EDITED BY SJs•rER "FRANCES."

Bro. St. Clair writes from Holden, Mo.,
the 26th ult., had baptized one, prospects
were favorable, and it was probable there
would be further additions soon. Saints
aided him well.

Bnonrnn JAMES I-I. PETERS, of Lake
City, Michigan, is fearful 'that the Saints
do not understand what he proposes to do
in his circulating library scheme. It seems
plain enough. He has had a special
edition of the Voice of Vv arning prepared
for the purpose, and proposes to place
copies in the hands of some one or more
competent and willing persons in each
hranch, who may be recornmended to him
hy the district president or branch president, or both, to be loaned to persons who
· may be inquiring for information, or who
may be induced to read them. The brethren who take these agencies will be expected to take care of the books, and to
loan them as often and to as many as will
promise to read them. They will make
returns to Bro. Peters, once in three
months, on blanks furnished by him, of
the number of books loaned, how. many
are on h:ind at the time of report and

"The tissue of the 1ife Lo he
\Ve weave with colors all onr own,
And ln.the field of destiny
VV c reap as we have sown.,~

OUR COVENANT.
WoRns, whether written or spoken, possess in
their results little of value to any one, unless the
mind is arrested by them, and they find a lodgment in the heart. Like the seed which fell from
the hand of the sower, only that which falls on
good ground will bring forth fruit. Believing,
however, that these written words will find their
way into many homes where hearts are prepared
receive them, and realizing the solemnity of
the theme, we shall endeavor to write with the
solemnities of eternity before our eyes and resting
upon our heart. Some of the thoughts were uttered in and others suggested by a sermon from
Bro. Joseph, to which we recently listened. \Ve
frequently make use of the expression, and hear
it used by others, "we who are baptized into
Christ." In thus referring to our baptism,_ do we
·realize that by that act we entered into a solemn
covenant with God, binding upon us so long as
life endures, and from which we can be freed
only at the judgment bar of God? We did this
voluntarily, independent of th.e constraint of any

to

one, and at the bar of God Jesus will witness for
or against us according to the way in which our
covenant has been .kept. If thought can be more
solemn than this, then we know not what the
nature of that thought can b(l. In that covenant
we took upon us the name of Jesus Christ, and
expressed our determination to serve him to the
end. The prophet in speaking of the great work
of Christ, says: "As for thee, by the blood of thy
covenant I have sent forth thy prisoners out of
the pit wherein is no water." By this we learn
that the Son had entered into a covenant with
the Father-a covenant to do a work for fallen
man, and we hear him saying: "I have finished
tht; work which thou gavest me to do." Paul
entered into this covenant when Ananias led him
into waters of baptism, and he likewise testifies
of himself: "I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith." In relation to this covenant
Bro. Joseph remarked that he had sometimes.
been tenipted to think it might have been a wise
arrangement had God so ordered it, that any infringemt;nt of it should have been followed by "'
punishment as speedily as the breaking of the
laws governing our physical nature is. The hand
burnt in the fire is quickly withdrawn, and if we
are burnt again, it is by an accident we can not
control. But while God fo his wisdom has not
so ordered it, there is a time coming when every
infringement of this covenant (unrepented of and
unforgiven?) shall be punished. "lt is a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of the living God."
Whence comes the binding nature of this covenant? It is made with God, through agents whom
he has authorized to act in his name, and the seal
of the Spirit has ratified it. "There are three
that bear witness in earth, the spirit, the water,
and the blood; . . . . there are three that bear
record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the
Holy Ghost . . . . . If we receive the witness of
men the witness of God is greater." Can we
who have entered into this solemn covenant to
serve him to the end enlist in the service of any
other and be held guiltless? "No man can serve
two masters~ for either he will hate the one and
love the other; or else lie will hold to the one and
~despise the other. Ye can not serve God and
mammon." Mammon is not the only master we
can enlist under. They whose hearts are set upon riches shall enter very hardly into the kingdom of heaven; buf there are other masters than
riches, whose service we will be compelled to
forsake before we can follow in the footsteps of
the meek and lowly Jesus. The very first thing
required of the child adopted into the family of
God is self-denial. No other master of whom the
world has ever heard requires this "Take up thy
cross daily and follow me." Ten thousand self-denials may be made, ten thousand crosses taken up,
and yet if those denials of self are not for Him, if it
is not His cross which we lift to our shoulders; vain
is the denial, vain the lifting, we are only "sounding brass and tinkling cymbal." Many a woman
of society, yes, whole families, are daily martyrs,
and hourly suffer more harassing thought than
the most tried and tempted Christian ought to
know in a life-time. Every thing with them
must bend to the position they occupy in society:
No matter what torments they suffer, what cross- .
es they bear, their position must be maintained. '
Their dress, equipages, surroundings,, and all
belonging to them, must be au fait, even if they
sell their souls to gain the means for keeping up
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the sham. But, strangest part of this strange
drama, there must not be overlooked the pew in
some grand edifice where they may sit, upon the
Sabbath day, to be admired of others running the
same race as themselves, yet never suspecting
that those whose happi~r lot they envy, bear
about with them daily this cross of the world,
which will eventually drown both soul and body
in perdition.
"J'ake my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for
I am meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find
rest unto your souls; for my yoke ·is easy and
my burden light.
I will give you rest."
Rest! yes; there "remaineth a rest for the people
of God," but it has never been promised us here.
"Work while the day lasts," «\Vhatsoever thy
hand findeth to do, do with thy might," "Be diligent in season," are all admonftions to help us on
the way, but the beacon light, shining from the
watch tower, which should draw and fix the
attention of every one whose covenant is recordin heaven, is "Take up thy cross daily and follow
me.n

overcome and keep their covenant with God.
The world has nothing to ofter us, and if we fail
to win the prize we seek, it will be through the
weakness of the flesh, and we will be left beggars.
Truly we can say with one of old, "A day in thy
courts is better than a thousand. I had rather be
a doorkeeper in the house of my Goel, than to
dwell in the tents of wickedness.
For the Lord
God is a sun and shield : The Lord will give
grace and glory; no good thing will he withhold
from them that walk uprightly."
LAMONI, Iowa, May 2\Jth, 1886.

** *

WHERE SHALL OUR TRAINING
BEGIN?
ANY lesson we have learned by experience, or
may be enabled to set forth, that shall aid in
bringing the gospel teachings of our Elders into
our individual temporal or domestic lives, will
not, I feel, over-reach woman's boundary line;
the silver cord of love in the hand of woman
has led man to good or evil deeds, through all
ages. Moses came near destruction at one time
through disobedience, by the influence of his
"0 Lord and M:ister of n& all!
'\Vhate'er our nmnc 01· sign,
wife; how careful we ought to be that our inWe own thy sway, we hear thy call,
fluence worketh peace and righteousness. Sarah
We test our lives by thine.
was justified in telling Abraham to cast out the
Apart from thee all gain is loss,
,bondwoman, "For in Isaac shall thy seed be
All Ju bor vainly done;
The sol cmn shmlow of thy cross
call," "And in thy seed shall all the nations of
Is better than the sun."
the earth be blessed, because thou hast obeyed
It may interest some to know that Bro. Joseph
my voice." His works had proved him to be
regards the responsibility of the priesthood which
willing and obedient. Was this evidence that
men have voluntarily consented to take upon
his children would be obedient? To command
themselves (not having been ordained thereto,
children is one thing, but to secure willing and
even when called of God, without their own free
obedient children is another, (for how often after
consent) alike binding as the covenant of baptism,
all our commands and chastening they are disand to be answered for at the judgment bar of
obedient still). The very seed of this man beGod by the individual upon whom it was concame righteous and blessed through his ouperior
ferred; and. that it may not be assumed and then
faith ar~cl obedience to the Lord, and this disporemoved at the pleasure of any man, and that
sition descends generations after him, while unwhen an individual, by withdrawing from the
righteous seed would have been.,clis<?bedient, had
body, places himself in a position where he can
the Lord himself commanded them; yet see the
no longer act for the body, he takes with him the
difference when this seed was nourished by
priesthood to carry it to the judgment bar of
Hagar the rebellious woman, and by Sarah the
Goel. He is "another man's servant, and to his
faithful. "And Abraham said unto God; Oh
own master must stand or fall." \Ve are comthat Ishmuel might live uprightly before thee."
manded "not to judge." If indeed it happen they
And the Lord blessed Ishmael because he was
have withdrawn from the body of Christ and
Abraham's seed."
What does this teach us?
have no longer power to act for that body, the
Abraham was not a hard hearted or a stiff neckcredentials wilt be valueless to enable them to
ed man; he had regard for the wishes of Sarah,
act for any other. \Ve refer to this merely beand was willing to make sacrifice for the sake of
cause it was an impressive part of the sermon,
peace in his household. Being very obedient to
for we recognize the fact that questions of this
the Lord it is little wonder· that his children
k,ind are foreign to the object of the "Column,"
should partake of the characteristic of this faithand. not to be discussed by either editor or conful old tree, wLose fruit or branches they were;
tributor. Not so however our covenant; and we
and through their willingness and obedience obtell you that while listening to the discourse
tain favor of the Lord through all time. Let us
referred to, we felt that within that re,;ted all the
make of ourselves just such persons as we wonlcl
responsibility we wanted to assume, and if we did
have our children become, lest that which we
not know that God will ever bend a listening ear
fear for our children fall upon our own heads, as
to our cry, and extend a helping hand to onr
it did the children of Israel: "And your children
need, we would faint by the way. But; sisters,
shall wander in this wilderness forty years, and
he will help us. We have only to tru,;t him, and
bear your sins." Lessons of obedience with the
even though we are sinking the extended hand
rod rnay do with some children at certain ages;
will save us.
but it is far better to gain the confidence of our
The voice of the tempter is whispering us at
children and reason with, and lead them by good
times, saying: "What an easy matter for you to
examples in' little and great things, that our
sit here and write all this. Stop your writing,
works may stand an imperishable testimony of
get up and try yourseif, and see if you can do as
our faith in behalf of our children. Undue zeal
or mistaken duty leads to severe restrictions, thus
you.say." We will try ourselves, and expect that
robbing children of their rightful freedom. «We
many times we will fail, but w.ith his help we will
try again. We will not stop our writing howcan force no soul to heaven." He leacleth his
ever, so long as we feel that we have it in our' sheep, but never driveth them. Mothers do not
pow\:r
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arise in the strength of the Goel of Abraham, and
walk upright. "Be ye perfect," that the Lord
may have mercy upon them for the sake of your
own obedience, and by his Spirit lead them back
to the fold. Although Satan may have sown
germs of evil, and they bE:come as giants of
strength within us, and like an armed man may
overpower the will of the flesh, yet have we salvation and deliverance through our willing
obedience, and faith in the redeeming power of
the Son of Goel. Let us purify our hearts in the
fear of the Lord, and be careful what kind of
seed we sow; for "self is the tyrant we are trying
to bind." I regret that this lesson had not been
impressed upon me earlier in life, for by an examination of my branches I find a peculiar resemblance to the tree, and I therefore conclude
that the training must begin with myself.
Our methods and rescipes should be given
with an aim to benefit-'--to prepare our plain essential food with an eye to health, that we may
learn to fortify our systems against the dread destroyer, disease. I would like to know how to
make or use leaven; will Perla tell us?
Lucy LLOYD.
A FEW WORDS ON SOME OF THE
VICES OF THE DAY.
THE body is the dwelling place of the spirit, the
home of the soul, and it should be a clean and
a pure home. Now there are two things .that
enter in at the lips and defile the whole man,
strong drink and tobacco. They defile the body,
(the temple of God), of any man or boy that uses
them. These stains can i10t be removed by soap
or water. The first vice we wish to speak about
is the use of intoxicating liquors. This fs the
monster that all mothers should fight against.
It is a monster of uncleanness, that touches body,
brain and soul, and reduces a noble manhood to
the condition of a brute quicker than any other
thing will do. [Don'tcompare a depraved man to a
brute. It is injustice to the dumb animals, and
as they can not speak to resent it, we enter this
protest for them.-Ed.J Think what it' has clone
to the bodies of some drunkards whom we know.
vVoulcl it not pea trial for you to touch them?
You would have the same fear that the people
did with the lephs that begged by the gate~ of
Jerusalem. Your own feelings when you see a
drunkard approach you, will show you better
than any words what effect a filthy and disgusting
human body ·will produce on those with whom it
comes in contact. Look, boys, at the bleared
and watery eyes, the pimpled, misshapen nose,
the swollen lips, the matted, filthy beard, the
idiotic and vile expression to his face. Boys, stop
before you take the first glass, before the whisky
taint is detected in your breath. The beginning
of a boy's wreck is in the cup, and as surely as he
goes forward the road will take him to the end.
Money may for a time conceal it, good clothes
hide it, but underneath the poison is slowly doing
its work. So of ail the vices; set your face like
a flint against the vice of drink. ·Hasten from it
as you would hasten from the infection of smallpox or yellow fever. Turn away from saloons;
the death dealt over the counters is slower, but
equally sure; let nothing tempt you to go into one.
Next to the whisky stain comes the filth of
tobacco-whi!:;h is a dirty tyrant. I have often
noticed in street cars, decent women trying in

vai11 tG cscapt: th\l voile~ e~ tglj{l(.;\;9 juice 't!1at
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would be spit on the floor. Once in a while a
man would aim his expectorations wrong antl
some poor woman would catch it·on her shoes.
Some say, I only smoke. Yes, my friends, you
may only smoke, but yet you are a slave to
tobacco, for afterdinner you are uneasy al'l.d have
to leave wife, mother or friend and have a smoke.
'When you can not get your cigar you become
cross, nervous and uneasy. If you wish to be a
gentleman you must not cultivate any habit that
can not be laid aside, if the happiness and comfort
of others demand it; and no gentleman but prides
himself on holding the reins of personal control.
When he can not resist tobacco, he falls to the
position of a servant to a very poor master indeed.
The only way to keep free from this enemy of
mankind is to let it utterly alone. It stunts the
growth of boys, takes away the energy from the
nerves, the vigor. from the limbs, the brightness
from the eye and the sweetness from the breath.
Now these two things, strong drink and tobacco, defile the whole man. One word by way of
warning, as to something that coming forth from
the lips, show the degree of inward defilement
that the soul has already reached. Guard your
speech, that it be pure. Banish from your memory, if possible, every vile or profane utterance
you have ever heard; and never, under any provocation, reveal an impure stream within,,,by letting impure words flow from your lips. Think
.what a promise of. glorious manhood there is in
a life as high and pure as must grow out of bodily conditions like those we have considered.
MRs. DANIEL Jmrns.
WEBS'l'E1t 1 Ncbraskn.

P Al'EETE, Tahiti, April rst.
Dear Bro. Blair :-I wish you would ask once
more for me in the l'Icrald, that all persons who
write to us should put on the envelope "via San
Francisco." Letters frequently go to New York,
and then lo San Francisco, and thus lose from
two to four days, and so perhaps miss the mail
from San Francisco lo Papeete. Another item,
we· frequently have to pay double postage here
on letters not suflicienlly pr~Jaid in postage.
This mail we had to pay thirty-six cents for such
lel_lers. One letter came witf1 a two cent stamp.
For the three cents lacking there, I had to pay
;ix cents here.
Another should have been fifteen there, but only th·e was prepaid, and I had
to pay twenty cents on it here. One good sister
sent us a ten cent silver piece, as she knew
United States stamps were no good here; but I
had to pay ten cents extra postage on the ten
cents inside. Five cents for every half ounce, or
fraction thereof, is the postage from there.
Every letter that should have two stamps on
there, if carrying but one will ·cost us double
rates, or ten cents instead of the five which
should be paid there. When a two cent stamp
is put on, we have to pay six cents additional
here, and every mail such letters come, and generally from some one who writes to have us answer a lot of questions about the country, requesting us to send some leaves, or seeds, or something
as a souvenier. Our regular correspondents understand the matter, and we have no trouble with
them. Please say also that we have had a number of requests for photographs of our house and
rmrselves; but as we hqye to pay six dollars per
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dozen for them, we can not afford to give very
many away. If any want them, send us a dollar
greenback for two and we will gladly send them.
Your brother in the ca use,
TIIOS.

w.

SMITH.

ATTLEBORO, Mass., April r4th.
Bro. 'Joseph Smith.-The Lord's work as it
moves forward in this part of his vineyard, especially in Attleboro, is really encouraging. A
number have expressed an honest desire to unite
with us; but I hope those who administer in the
ordinance of baptism will wait till they have
made a thorough investigalion. Some of the
Saints are desirous of seeing this glorious cause
adv:;tnce, and they are working and praying to
that end. Others, I am sorry to say, are injuring
the work, and turning away to the "beggarly elements of the world" again, to live on "husks"
and stand in slippery places instead of on the sure
foundation, even the rock, Jesus Christ. It seems
strange to me that people who call themselves
Saints can see no difference between "the household of God," with the foundation of the apostles
and prophets, Jes us Christ himself being the chief
comer stone; in whom the whole building fitly
framed together groweth unto an holy temple in
the Lord," and the sectarian churches representing modern Babylon. The poet expresses these
thoughts that
"A church without apostles,
Or prophet.El~ or the.giiftE\
Is like a ship at ocean,
That with the currcn t drifts.
Without a chart or compass,
Or rudder to direct,
Soon on the shoa.ls and brcakcl's
She hopelessly is wrecked.

A church without cornn1union
In Christ her living head,
le likened to a hotly,
Without the Spirit-denc1;
It can not ask Jor wisdom,
Or kuowledge of his ways
If he rcvcnlcth nothing
In these the latter duys."

Bro. C. A. Coombs gave a discourse here last
\Vedncsday evening by the power of God aod
with his blessing. Elder H. H. Thompson preached last Sunday evening with great power and
unusual liberty. He comforted !hose in the faith
who were present, and proclaimed the "way of
life" nnto the people. Bro. U. \V. Greene relurned from Brockton last \Vcdnesday. That branch
is in good spiritual condition, and· on fire with
the latter day work. He preached there on the
Sunday evening previous. The Attleboro Advocate, which I now have the pleasure lo represent, pnblishes gratuitous notices of· our meetings here and also in Plainville. They have also
published a number of articles illustrating our
position. I had a pleasant interview with the
popular lecturer, Mr. W. I. Marshall, last evening. He stated that he had heard Elder Columbus Scott preach, and had met Elder E. L. Kelley, and that these were the only representative
men of the Reorganized Church he had ever
met. He lectures in the \Vamsulta Opera House
next Tuesday evening, on Utah and the Mormon
Question. I hope thP. leading men of this church
will interview him whenever they have opportunity, and they wili find him as I have,-a very
pleasant and social gentleman.
May the blessing and goodness of our heavenly Father rest upon those who wiil try to endure
as good soldiers until the end, is my prayer.
Yours in love for truth,
ARTHUR B. PIF.RCE.

OXFORD, Idaho, May 20th.
ORIGINAL SIN AND ATONEMENT.

There is only one place in the Bible (Revised)
that I remember to have seen. "There went
out a saying that Christ had atoned for original
sin." Because Adan!' had repented, and obeyed
the gospel, he was forgiven through faith in
Christ. "It is written and thus may all become
the sons of God." Nowhere that I have read in
Scripture is the sin of Adam separated from the
"sins" of the world. "All we like sheep have
gone astray, and the Lord hath laid on Him the
iniquity of us all."-Isa. 53. "By his stripes we
are ht>aled." "He bore our sins in his own body
on the tree," &c. The Scriptures abound with
such like portions as "Jes us Christ tasted death
for every man." Nephi said it required an in-.
finite sacrifice to satisfy justice. I know it is
written, "As in Adam all die;" it is added, "even
so in Christ shall all be made alive."
A man about twenty years ago in a
high position (so high that he fell out of a train
as it moved along) said the death of Christ was
vicarious, he died for Adam's sin, and we had to
save ourselves. I noticed it then, and endured
the long half hour when angels ceased their songs
in heaven; but 0, my heart leaps for joy, the
awful silence is over. Again our lamps have oil,
are burning, whilst other lamps are gone out, and
the bridegroom is preparing to come. May the
true sheep hear the announcement in time, before
the door is shut.
Yours in gospel bonds,
WM. E. GoocH.
INDEP~~XDENCE, Mo., April 26th.
'.foseph:-About the middle of March I
wrote Bro. J. T. Davis of Spring River, Missouri,
District, for permission to do some ministerial
labor in his District. Up lo the time I was ready
to start had received no reply. On March 26th,
by request of Indian Creek Branch, I went by
way of Kansas City lo Langton. I spent an
hour talking to old friends while wailing for conveyance. I met with a pleasant reception by all.
Please let me say I object tocalling my brethren,
or having them or any one else call me a "Mormon." ·I have two reasons for not liking the
name; the principal one is that it is not my name;
an other is, that what is understood by the world
to be a Mormon makes il too disagreeable an appellation. Bro. Lansing came in after me, aud I
filled the appointment made by the brethren for
the evening. Next day, Sunday, spoke twice and
rested Monday night, (house occupied by Railroad meeting), spoke every night through the
week, on Sunday twice, and closed Monday
night, eleven times in ali, to good congregations,
the "Christian" people leading in singing and
sometimes opening by prayer. Although the
weather was the greater part of the time very
disagreeable, the congregations were good and
attentive. Quite an interest was manifested by
some. From here I went to Indian Creek to
Bro. Otto Baumgartle's neighborhood; he is
president of the branch, the right man in the
right place. I may be a little selfish toward this
branch on account of it being the fruits of my
labors while there, but I think they are all whole
sonled brethren and sisters. I spoke here Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights; Sunday
and Sunday night.
One was baptized Bro.
Baumgartle officiating, Bro. Joseph Staly's wife,
and I think she will be a credit to the branch.
B1'0.
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We had a good old fashioned testimony rrieeting
in the afternoon, Sunday. Monday noon Bro.
Baumgartle took me to the train al Fall River,
but not until the brethren had smoothed the way
for me by proper means. I arrived at my mother's, in Bourbon County near Fort Scott Tuesday; visited through the week, and on Sunday
night spoke in a new church, belonging to the
Methodists. Could have baptized some here,
Mrs. Robert Forbes and son. She is well informed on some things, but I thought they had
better wait until some Elder could see them and
have more talk. Will the president of Spring
River district please look after them. You will
·be well cared for. My mother, one brother,
(members of the Church), and a sister live there,
twelve miles north-west from Fort Scott on the
new Rail-road, (not complete yet). Enquire for
Loar or Commons. Your brother,
N. s. LOAR.
PoRT CARLING, Ont., May r6th.
Bro. 'Josejlt Smitlt:-Bro. J. Mcintosh of Alliston, Ontario, wrote asking me the question, Why
is it necessary to be confirmed, seeing that it is
written in Luke rb: 16, that he that believeth and
is baptized shall be saved. And thinking that a
copy of my answer might be interesting to the
Herald readers I extract the answer from my
letter to him.
St.Joht13: 17.-"For God so loved the world
that he gave his Only Begotten Son that whosoever believelh on him might not perish, but have
everlasting life." Or Acts r6: 31, would I thiuk
be fully as hard to answer because that faith and
faith only is mentioned in those citations. No
ordinance or principle besides faith is found as
being necessary for its possessor to fully unders.tand and be clothed with in order to entitle him
or her to the gift of eternal life. If it can be
shown that the ci1ristian faith must have works,
or else that it is not the faith of primitive christianity at all, then we will be able to see not only
the necessity of baptism and confirmation, but for
many other things; and that such is the case see
James 2: 17: "For as the body without the spirit
is dead, so faith if it has not works is dead also."
Also 3d John 9: "Whosoever transgresscth and
abideth not in the doctrine of Christ hath not
God; but he that abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son."
He adds in tenth verse, that if they, the church,
received any man bearing any other testimony
than this they woul.d be condemned of God for
so doing.
The Savior in Matth. 7: 21, C)mports with the
above. He says, "Not every one that sayeth unto
me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Fathe!·
who is in heaven."
You will notice that in the seventeenth verse
of this same seventh chapter, the Savior has
likened or compared men, good and bad, by a
symbol of 'trees. According to my views, men
who have not been born again are like dead trees.
First the sap of life from God, which is faith,
must enter them, and this will be sure to produce
buds. See Heb. 6: r, 2: "Therefore, leaving the
principles of the doctrine of Christ let us go on
unto perfection, not laying again the foundation
of dead works unto repentance and of faith
towards God; of the doctrine of baptisms, of laying on of hands, of resurrection from the dead,
i\ncl Qf 'eternal· judgment," A, l?eljef in \Ind
l~ :)

l

obedience of those things are the buds; and now
let us find the flowers. Mattb. 7: 12: "Therefore
all things whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do ye even so to them; for this is the
law and the prophets." And now for the fruils;
or "let us go· on unto perfection." zd Pet. r: 5:
"And besides this, giving all diligence, add to
your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge, and
to knowledge temperance, and to temperance
patience, and to patience godliness, and to g"odliness brother] y kindness, and to brotherly kindness
charity. For if these those things be in you and
abound, they make you that ye shall be neither
barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh these
things is blind and can not see afar off, and has
forgotten that he was purged from his old sins,"
(by repentance, baptisms, and the blood of
Christ). "Wherefore the rather brethren give
diligence to make your calling and election sure,
(by producing those fruits), for if you do those
things ye shall never fall." This is the way of
faith, or
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etc." In paragraph three the /-Jerald reads: "The
apostate church in Utah still keeps that country
supplied with their emissaries, notwithstanding
their troubles willt the government, as much as
I have learned from there at the present time,
with some of them I am personally acquainted."
But my report reads thus: "The apostate church
in Utah still keeps that country supplied with
their emissaries, notwithstanding their troubles
with the Government, as much as I have learned, are from there at the present time, with some
of them I am personally acquainted."
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. L. BEAR.

PEMBROKE, Dak., May 20th.
Dear Hcrald:-Most welcome of all papers
that enters this humble abode, your columns full
of instruction to the meek and lowly of heart.
Those sermons delivered at Conference are indeed meat in due season, and encouraging to us
who live in these out-of-the-way places, and who
never have a chance to hear leading Elders.
.'!'his is the heavenly
The writer passed six years in Methodism, and
Up to onr Father's home;
while laboring in the office of class-leader, I ofAnd all who tread it faithfully,
ten felt in doubt and uncertainty about points of
Will not be left alone.
doctrine, and more especially about authority,
D. E. HouGn.
when I used to read such passages as Matt. 16:
19. But now, thanks be to God, when I read in
MISSION CREEK, Neb., Feb. 5th.
the I£erald the history of the Reorganization, my
Dear Saints:-Although we m:iy stand in hard
heart leaps for joy. Bro. Richelson wishes me
places, and have bitter trials, let us al ways keep
in mind our God who is more true and tender . to say through the Herald that God raised his
child from the point of death in answer to pray.
than a loving mother, watching over us to bless
er, after trying medicine to no avail. Praying
us for our good works and trusting faith. No
for the welfare of Zion, and that her stakes may
matter what we are called to endure, let us be
be strengthened and her cords lengthened.
faithful in keeping his commandments, for only
Yours in Bonds,
\VM. SPARLIN((.
the true and faithful can claim the blessed
'"·%
promises of God. It cheers my heart to read in
SWEET HOME, Oreg,, May r4th.
the Herald the good news of the progress of the
Brotltcrs :Joscplt and Blair.-My health has itn·
'Lord's cause, and to sec the reports of the faithproved some since I came to Oregon, yet I am
ful shepherds and the testimonies of the blessings
but a poor excuse yet. I thank the Lord all the
of the Lord to his children. We haven't any
day long for his mercy to unworthy me. My
branch. There are only two other families here
faith grows stronger in the great latter day work
besides us that belong to t_he church, but I am
and
in its ultimate triumph over all enemies every
in hopes that we will yet have a branch here.
day. The evidences are largely on the increase
vVhen we moved here the people seemed to be
everywhere we look, so may God help us all 10
very prejudiced; but we showed them the difstand is my prayer. Things here are on the inference between us and the Salt Lake Mormons,
crease. l have opened some new places; good
and they became more docile, and willing to ininterest is manifest with some; plenty of prejuvestigate. We iive forty miles from any branch,
dice, ignorance ·and lies to meet; J:;ut thank the
but we have our meetings regularly every SabLord some of these are giving way. I have t>een
bath when the weather is favorable. My mothinvited to speak upon the evolution theory verrns
er has very poor health. I ask the prayers of
the Bible, in the Liberal Hall at Brownsville.
the Saints in her behalf.
They have furnished the hall two nights free for
"I count these things to be grandly true;
us, and ofter it to us whenever we want it free of
That a noble cleed is a step toward God,
all charge. It is a new place, and the Lord so
Lifting the soul from the conunon sod
willing, I will continue meetings there.
To a purer air and a broader view.
A. HAWS.
Heaven is not reached at a single hound;
But we build the 1m1dcr by which we rise
Pron1 the lower earth to the vaulted skies,
And We ino~nt to. its summit round by round.,,

'Your sister ir) bonds,
MAY LOIS.
AGENCY, Mo., May 17th.
Brotlter ':fosejlt:--In reading my report in the
Eierald of May 15th, I see two mistakes which I
would like to have corrected. In the Herald it
reads: "l hope and trust the church will take all
this into consideration and see that the news of
the mission field may be supplied;" but my report
reads thus: "I hope and trust that the church
will take all this into consideration and see that
t1'e nee\]s o~ miss1Qnfield f'.laJ'. s9911 be ~upplied 1

A TEN-LINE SERMON FOR SUNDAY.
You picture to yourself the .beauty of bravery
and steadfastness.
You let your imagination
wander in delight over the memory of martyrs
who have died for truth. And then some little
disagreeable duty comes, which is your martyrdom, the lamp for your oil-and if you will not
do it, how your oil is spilt-'-how flal and thin and
unilluminated your sentiment about the martyrs
runs out over your self-indulging life. ·
The business of the whole country is practically
paralyzed by the events of the past month and
especially the past week. Buildings are stopped
in the midst of construction, or never begun because of the threatenedttrikes; factories refuse
contracts for goods, merchants find trade dull
and great suftering m\l~t result from the~e ~trikes
it!ld l:)o;rcqtts.
', · ,, " , ,
'
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~ The printed name on the colored lab~! on your paper gives the date to which your subscript10n hus been
µaid. If it shows you arc in arrears, please renew.

in the early days of what is known as the corroborated has found lodgement in their"
Latter Day Ghurch-was that the Spirit minds, and to use a common expression,
of Goel would be given the believer. The they have dealt unto me the same kind of
Latter Day Saints were then charged to sauce that I gave them. I never have
tell the people, that if they obeyed the complained of this where ·the individual
word as they taught it, they should receive gave evidence of the honesty of his intent
the Holy Spirit, or the gift of the Holy and purpose, because every man has the
AnTICLES under this heud do not necessarily receive the
Spirit; and it was stated to them that the same right to act f6r himself.
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
Holy Spirit would guide them into all
In the contemplation of this subject I
their own views. Contributions solicited.
t:ruth; that it would bear testimony of have discovered (and I take it to myself at
Jesus, that he was the Christ; and that it least) that this statement, that the person
SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMITH,
would put them into such a condition that who should yield obedience unto the comOF LAMONI, IOWA.
if
they lived faithfoll y in accordance with mandments should receive the Spirit; and
In the Samts' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
its teachings they should be fitted and pre- . that it should be a guide unto that individApril 8th, 188G.
pared to enter into celestial life; and finally ual, that it should form a guard, or a safelHeported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor.]
I IIA VE been unable to fix my thought with all the redeemed of earth, the sancti- guard to him, an enlightening and continupon any brother to address you this fied and the holy ones, they should be per- uing principle, by which each should be
mitted an eternal dwelling with Christ and governed, guided and directed in his inmorning, and as is usual in such cases, I
will be under the necessity of attempting all those whom he should have created dividual action, has been been an element
the task myself. What I may say will unto himself a kingdom, over which be of great danger, if I mav use the word in
have either direct, or indirect relation to might reign as king of kings and Lord of that sense. One thing -certainly will be
done by this st:itement, and that is this:
what you may find in the eighth chapter Lords.
of Paul's letter to the Hebrews:
As an individual I have been interested that individuals who hear it, and who are
"Now of the things which we 'have very seriously in looking over wh:it is not exercising proper care have a chance
spoken this is the sum: We have such a known as the latter day work in all its to make a mistake in this matter. I have
High Priest, who is set on the rig-ht hand phases; and ·not only because I had a per- discovere? that among .a class of people
of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens; sonal ambition and interest in it; but from representmg so wide diversities of opinions,
a minister of the sanctuary, and of the true two other causes. One of which is, I was coming from such varied localities there is
tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, and born into a kind of dispensation under it, a disposition to very closely criticise what
not man. For every High Priest is ord:iin- and the other that I have in common with may be said and done; and some individuals have gone so far in criticism, as to
ed to offer gifts and sacrifices; wherefore all other men, a desire to be saved from
it is of necessity that this man have some- what we recognize as the evils of this state, hold that I as a servant of the body poliwhat also to o.ffer. For if he were on and the consequences of those evils. Since tic, ought to be very careful how I express
earth, he should not be a priest, seeing I have been under the necessity of fightinO' opinions about certain things, because that
that there are priests that offer gifts accord- this great gospel work in my own way-2 those opinions would have a tendency to
ing to the law: who serve unto the ·ex- I do not use the words fight it as fighting bias either properly or improperly the
ample and shadow of heavenly things, as against, but as in some sense the work too minds of the individuals who might hear
:Moses was admonished of God when he and me under it-I have found myself them. I confess that I have heard with a
was about to make the tabernacle: for, burdened with the peculiar circumstances good deal of shame, and a good deal of
See, saith he, that you make all things of my birth, and the consequences that confusion also; 0 yes, this man will vote
according to the pattern showed to thee in have ensued to me by reason of that con- just because brother Joseph said so and so.
the mount. But now hath he obtained a dition; and have always been made con- That is, their minds have been biased in
more excellent ministry, by how much scious, whether I would or not, that I was their opinions because of the opinion of the
also he is the mediator of a better covenant, responsible in a sense unto the work, and leader of the church. And as a consewhich was established upon better prom- to those whom my father had been inter- quence, one at least of these individuals
ises. For if that first covenant had been ested in teaching, for some of the errors has often been obliged to withhold his
faultless, then should no place have been which he may have committed; and that opinion until after the opinion of his brethsought for the second. For finding fault they should be visited upon my head accord- ren has been obtained, lest he might prejuwith them, he saith, Behold the days come, ing to the idea that the grapes the fathers dice, or improperly bias others' opinions.
saith the Lord, when I will make a new have eaten should set the children's teeth One of the difficulties that has been in the
covenant with the house of Israel, and on edge. A great many are now laboring way right here is this: This charge comes
with the house of Judah: Not according under these clifiiculties. I may say that no most frequently from the men who pride
to the covenant that I made with their single individual, no matter whence he themselves upon having minds of their
fathe.rs, in the day when I took them by comes, or what may be his name, or what own. How in the name of common sense
the hand to le:1d them out of the land of may he the circumstances of his life, has ever these men can charge other men with beEgypt; because they continued not in my been called upon to work out his salvation ing biased, or improperly led, and claim
co.venant, and I regarded them not, saith with fear and trembling, under just such themselves to he the only ones who are inthe Lord. For this is the covenant that I conditions as your speaker. Tbere has dependent enough to have an opinfon :ind
will make with the house of Israel after heen another difficulty in the way, but that express it fearlessly, is and always has been
tho~e clays, saith the Lord; I will put mv
I do not propose to discuss verv largely, a mystery to me. I take it that whenever
laws into their mind, and write them in and that is this: I have not been cfoposed to a man jumps out into the street :ind yells,
their hearts; and I will be to them a God, take things which men have said, simply "I am honest,'' it will do to watch him.
:md they ~hall be to me a people: And upon the statement which they have made, If an individual proposes to charge a whole
they shali not teach every man his neigh- without to my mind there was strong body of men indiscriminately, that they,
bor, and every man his brother, saying, collateral evidences concerning the matter, because their leader holds an opinion, are
Know the Lord; for all shall know me, or unless there was circumstantial evidence, improperly biased, I believe that that man
from the least to the greatest. For I will or what we might call co-related evidences, wili do to watch too, because he has made
be merciful to their unrighteousness, and which were so stronglv corroborative that a charge against his brethren that he would
their sins anJ their iniquities wiil I remem- I was of necessity, compelled to accept resent if made against himself.
ber no more. In that he saith a new cov- them. This natural scepticism has placed
In reference to the statement as to whethenant, he hath made the first old. Now me frequentl_v in the condition of being er this idea is a dangerous one or not, let
that which decayeth and waxeth old is misunderstood in regard to a great many us inquire. It is commonly claimed, and
ready to vanish away."
points ·considered by m:iny individuals the Scriptures bear me out in it, that this
One of the first~roclamations that was plain; and as a natural consequence, the gospel that is to be represented by this latmade after the ice-committing of the gos- very same principle by which I refused to ter day church, is to be a s:ivor of life unto
. l-l5 W!': hnve believed and now believ~ fJelieve th<t 5tateP;1ent~ of inqividqal\1 ~inles;:i life 1 or of de(ttl1 1.mto death~ ls r;ot the

otninntuni~afinns.
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pel a dangerous element then? If it is to
be a savor of death unto death of course it
is a dangerous clement; and yet it can be
faithfully and fearless] y presented to the
children of men upon the evidences which
Christ himself established, that the gospel
contained both the elements of life and
death. In other words, that in obedience
to it there is life; and in a failure to render
such obedience to its requirements, there is
death. Not the death of the body, but a
spiritual death. You may philosophise
just as much as you please about our condition, and about the garden of Eden, and
it does not help us one single particle simply because we were not born in the g:irden of Eden, but out of it and the conditions of our birth out of the garden of Eden
very largely control us,, and must necessarily control very large! y the issues of our
lives. Had we been born in the garden of
Eden, we might not have been handed
over to the troubles and distresses that a
great many are heirs to in the flesh; but
we are born out of the garden of Eden,
and are subject to the conditions of such
birth, subject to the peculiar conditions
that attach to a life out of the garden of
Eden. And it was for the purpose of
overcoming, so far as it could be done in
the flesh, by all those who were to be called unto repentance, those conditions of
bondage and death that might ensue, that
the gospel was presented to them; and
provided that persons did not yield obedience to the requirements of the gospel, the
law of redemption, they must necessarily
remain in their former condition, and partake of the consequences that ensue from
that condition. That is the whole story,
they remain in condemn,ation.
There is another point in this that presses upon the attention. I wish only to refer to this suggestion in this sense: If the
man to whom this gospel dispensation has
come, is by nature endowed with an organization which is an humble one, naturally meek and humble, or when the element of self-esteem is eliminated to a great
degree, it takes from this element a great
deal of its danger. When that seed which
we have heard is the word since we have
assembled here, has been sown upon soil
in wl1ich there is a strong element of self.
esteem, in direct opposition to that Spirit
by which the individual is to be directed
into all truth, there is an element of danger, and that individual is liable to deceive
himself, whether he is liable to deception
by others or not. His estimate of himself
may perhaps keep him from being deceived bv others; but he is as liable to be imposed upon by himself as to be imposed
upon by Joseph Smith; and if be is imposed upon by himself, he is no less decei,ved than if imposed upon by another
man, and the consequences so far as the
falling into sin and the way of death are
concerned, are just the same.
I would
just as leave be deceived by myself as to be
deceived by ] oseph Smith; and I would
as leave be deceived by Jo5eph Smith as
to be deceived by myself; either results in
error a,nd goes down to death, it does not
make any difference in the final outcome.

deceived man will receive greater pumsl1ment than those deceived by other men.
The gospel is to be an element of safety.
Some can sav in excuse the blame is to
fall upon soni'e body beside me. If I can
stand behind some stalwart brother in the
gospel, and point to him when condemnation is visited upon me, and say, This man
told me to do it, or I did it because he did
it; this man led me out of the way, you
must put the whip upon him, I am not to
blame, I make an excuse that will not
avail me in the day of accounting.
Now some one will say, do you believe
that element of danger is in the church.
Yes I do. I have only to point to the
west to prove it. Now if that element
was an element of danger in the old
church, so called, it is likewise an element
of danger in the Reorganized church; and
it is one of the things to be guarded
against by all these elders, high or low ..
Any man that is blessed with the principle
of self-esteem larger than his fellows, is in
more danger than his less endowed brethren. You may make inquiry of me, In
what sense is that a dangerous principle?
I will tell you. I will tell you so far a'S
my opinion is concerned, and you can
think of it, and form your own conclusions
after that. The individual who receives
this Spirit becomes conscious of having
received it, and he is liable to drift into the
supposition that the truth which he has
received, and that which has been testified
to him, is all the truth there is; and as a
consequence, he not only fixes upon that
for the direction of his. own will and purpose, but he very naturally proposes to
drive his fellow men into line with his
conclusions and thoughts. That is what
we have been accused ot: I am not going
to say that I am not going to plead guilty
to it. It comes home to us right here.
You can all see that.
Now we know
that there is such a thing in the world as
color blindness. ·1 know that there are
some men who affect to laugh at this, and
say it is ~i queer idea that any person
should not be able to distinguish colors.
Now if a person has the faculty and has
gone through the steps of what is known
as the recognized harmony of colors, he
knows blue in all its shades, and he has
learned to tell red in all its shades, and he
very naturally laughs at poor me because
I can not distinguish them. These persons are naturally endowed with the ability to detect these things, and seeing them
clearly themselves. or supposing that they
see them clearly, laugh at me because I
can not see them so clearly. Because they
have a supposed clear conception of these
various shades of color, they are very naturally inclin~d to think that I ought to
have, and they laugh at me because I have
not. Then don't you blame me if I laugh
if you do not see things as clearly in some
other n~spects as I do. Now is not this
an element of danger, I wish to ask you?
I wish to just ask yo·u to think it oYer,
think it over carefully and well, and ever
bear in mind the things surrounding you,
foe acquaintances that you have formed,
both in the church and out of it, consider
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tion of individuals within your knowledge,
and form your own conclusion, and I will
be content with the verdict in regard to
this matter.
Now further.
When Jesus Christ
came he evidently came e~dowed with
power from God. He says so himself.
He said that he did nothing except what
he had seen his Father do. He came to
do the work which the Father had given
him command to do; and he makes one
of the most excellent tributes of praise to
the Almighty which can be found in the
New Testament Scriptures, when in the
Twelfth chapter of Joh n's gospel he makes
the declaration, Christ himself makes the
statement, "I know that his commandment is life everlasting." It is the acknowledgement of the organization for
the blessing of the children of men, which
he came to institute, and which we find he
intended to perpetuate by a restoration in
the times in which we might live, or in
which we do live.
That particular vein
of scepticism which is in me, would have
made me reject the Book of Mormon, if I
had had full faith and credit in the New
Testament Scriptures as being the word
of God, provided that the Book of Mormon had taught a different system of redemption than was taught in the New
Testament Scriptures. Hence, when the
objection is urged against the Book of
Mormon, because forsooth it agrees with
the New Testament, and because quotations in it are found at large from the
prophet Isaiah agreeing word for word,
and almost letter for letter, therefore it is
a plagiarism and not of God; but if it had
been different from that; that is, if the
Book of Mormon had come forth and
claimed to be a revelation from God as it
did come forth, and that revelation !fad
been different from the teachings of the
New Testament Scriptures, there is not a
man that believes in the New Testament
as the word of God, that would have ever
given the . Book of Mormon a second
thought; I don't think it ever would hav~
been in the controversy. It would have
been an easy thing for the world to have
eliminated it from the controversy entirely. All that would have been necessary
for them to do, was to get right up before
the people and say they were plainly different in their teachings of the gospel, that
they described the church differently, that
they taught different principles of faith,
.and were different in all that was required
for salvation. You would thus have
damned the work with all its possibilities,
without a chance for escape. It is because
the teachings of the Book of Mormon
stand in line with the principles of. the gospel economy in Christ as revealed in the
New Testament Scriptures that we have
had to fight our way in maintaining its
claims against the opposition; and it was
not until the Reorganized Church had·
been permitted in the str~ng'e fortunes
that have accompanied its history, to find
that document made to do duty as the original manuscript, the Spaulding Storyit was not until that time that we got
heads and shoulders above that accursed
lie, J"Jow ~orn~
th~ ~trgn~ ()ppo1wnt~
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that we have had are shame-faced.
In pursuit of t.he thought that we uttered now. In the sixth to the eighth chapters of Hebrews we discover that Christ
was made a High Priest for them. That
is the teaching of the New Testamant
Scriptures. That he was a minister of
the sanctuary. But that which we more
particularly desire to place before you is,
that he was made a minister of the true
tabernacle. Tabernacle to my mind is
significant in this sense, using it for the
purpose of the argument. It may be
a worshipping place, and it may be worship if you so use the term. The word
tabernacle may be applied to the devotees who worshipped in a grove.
By
and bv God commanded Moses to build
a tabernacle, and it should be so made
that it might be set up and taken down.
We have thought that in these latter
days we also have worshipped in taber~
nacles, it may be in places where we
have pitched our tents for a day and a
_ night, expecting the word of the Lord
to bid us go onward into the posession
and establishment of that great place
called Zion, wherever that might be, the
dwelling place of the honest in heart,
the Zion of the Lord.
Well now I call attention again to
the statement in Hebrews, that Christ
was a minister of the true tabernacle,
that which God pitched and not man.
vV e have a promise made there in regard to a change which shall take place
in the circumstances which pertain to
worship; and this temporal tabernacle
should continue until the accomplishment
of that change which is promis~d; until
from the nations of the earth, which we
caII the wicked, shall have been gathered out all the honest in heart; until God
shall have gathered all things in him in
one; until the time shall have come when
this prophecy shall have been fulfiIIed,
when men will no longer neetl to say to
their fellow men, Know ye the Lord, because aII shaII know him from the least
unto the greatest. I heard Bro. Jason
\V. Briggs at one time, referring to this
peculiar phase of this question say, that
the time must come according to that
which had been prophesied, that every
man must be made to recognize that
Jesus was the Lord; and the point seemed
to me to be well taken at the time. The
idea seemed to be, that those who will not
bear the Lord, or become acquainted with
him while we are here under these present
circumstances, would have to be compel!~
ed to recognize him as the Lord; and be'cause they had gone contrary to his word,
should feel the rod of his power in the tirne
when he shoull1 visit condemnation upon
them and make them feel his displeasure.
The idea being that it was better (or us to
recognize Jes us as the Lord now and enter
into covenant with Him, and serve him·,
than it was to feel the condemnation of
the Lord,· when he should come taking
vengeance on them that know him not.
I thought at the time that it was one of
the most just conclusions that I had ever
heard a man reach concerning anything.
:;30 qqe of the tr}Ost .potent reasono; why

Jesus should be preached, and preached discourse by one of the brethren, in which
now, is that people might be enabled to he made the statement, that if an individuenter into covenant with God now, rather al is in a different organization from that
than to wait till such a condition of things which he was representing, and had faith
should cause them to call upon the rocks to the extent that he gave five dollars;
to fall upon them and to hide them from and an individual of the organization
the face of him whom they did not know. which he was representing paid but one,
In contemplating this subject some curi- the Father, judging these two men by
ous thoughts have arisen. The experience their works would give to the man in the
of the past few months, now almost a year, other organization a salvation or a reward,
have forced some things upon my recog- which should be as disproportionate as
nition; and as it is said concerning a man one dollar is to five. The one that paid
in great jeopardy, that he thinks and thinks the five dollars would get the larger rerapidly, and sometimes in just a moment .. ward; and the one that paid the one dolthe whole of a man's life will pass in re- lar would get the one dollar's worth of
view b.e.fore him; and under certain cir- reward. Now whether this is applicable
cumstances, he will see not only his or not does not matter to me. All I want
present condition, but a vast amount of to get at is this: that so far as the rewards
his surroundings. He becomes conscious are concerned which will be given at the
of these things, by what we may call end of the race, while we recognize the
ratiocination, or uuconscious cerebration. fact that God will reward evei-y individual
Some of these professors and doctors of ·. according to his deeds, it follows as a just
the law, please take that under advisement conclusion, that the individual that walks
if you please. The idea is, the brain will the way unto the Lord, or the way unto
take cognizance of facts and work out heaven, which Jesus Christ himself pointconclusions of wh,ich · the individual will ed out, must come the nearest to reaching
be unconscious, and I think that is what the heavenly place sooner or later. One
is called unconscious cerebration. An ac- conclusion follows just as sure! y as the
tion of the brain of which the individual other. And if those persons who are
is not conscious.
These experiences walking the ways of life with a view to
through which I have passed in the last the rewards which are to be beyond, walk
year, some of them have forced me to- only in the ways of men, they must expect
think and to think very close! y too; and to be rewarded simply according to that
as I said before, there is an element of judgment which is to be upon all nations,
danger in the church. Now the conchi- individuals and nations without respect to
sion that I have come to is this: That that which shall be found in Tesus Christ
somewhere there is to be found a true in the true tabernacle which God pitched
tabernacle of the Lord, a place where and not man. All others will fall under
worshippers may go and worship Him in the general law outside of Christ, and
spirit and in truth. And if I can not find they may take it for granted that they
it here, I must find it somewhere else; will just get the reward which is in the
but so far as my conclusions are concerned, hand of the Father; but in case they ask
this is a neccessary part of them; th~t for the reward which has been offered by
wherever I shall find this true tabernacle, Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ will say no, and
I shall find Jesus Christ recognized as the say it justly too. Therein is the danger of
great High Priest of it, and under him an this gospel of Jes us Christ. It is a savor
array of High Priests and Priests. The of life unto life, or of death unto death;
Jewish ministry under the law were not of life unto them that receive and obey it,
concerned with this true tabernacle or and of death unto them that reject and reworshipping place as they should have fuse to obey it.
·
been. But if this work could not have
That covenant which was to be made
been wrought for them under the old with the children of men, ~hich we have
covenant, it may be wrought for them learned about here in the eighth. of Heunder a new and a better covenant, which brews, is to be of a peculiar character. It
takes the place of the old.
is not a covenant made before the altar by
So I have reached this conclusion, that two individuals, one of them being a nowe have to rem em her that the Lord pitch- vitiate, and the other a member in the full
ed that tabernacle and not man. Now let acceptation of the term. I have forgotten
us see. One of the ablest preachers of the the term that they use, and it doe.snot matUnited states hitherto, has said concern- ter, I do not like to use big terms anyway.
ing the organization in which he worships, That covenant which is to be entered into
and of all the churches and associ:itions is not a covenant between the preacher
with which it was connected, that they upon the one hand and the mourner at the
were all in the same relation to each other bench upon the other and the association
that a township or school organization or which the preacher may represent comorganizations were to each other. That posed of men and called a church organizthey were but the associations of men, and ation. This covenant is not to be between
had originated with men. Now if he rep- man and his fellow men. A covenant beresented correct! y the idea and teachings . tween a church organization represented
of the organizations that claim to be the by a preacher and an individual is not a
churches of Christ in these last days, it covenant between God and man, it is betakes them out of the category altogether. tween man and man, unless there shall
The true tabernacle the Lord pitched and have been some delegated power by which
not man. If these churches were man- God may be brought into the matter.
pitched, they certainly were not God- God himself is to be the party of the first
pits:hed1 W,e l\sten~d tl;~ other ~ight tq a parti in gni,nting life iinto the party of the
'
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second part through that covenant which I do not know as I comprehend it fully with the man of God in this life, and to
is to be established here. That covenant myself, but I am afraid somebody else does remain with him until his development
is to be established with the Lord. "And not see this principle of danger.
The and final glorification. It is to be the
the days will come when I will make a Spirit it seems is only to be given in con- means of light and power of development
new covenant." I believe the Lorcl is in sideration of entering into the new cove- . for good here, and of final salvation in the
nant.
But when that Spirit has come, time when there shall no longer be any
th.is covenant. I may be mistaken, but I
believe that the Lord proposes to make a when that covenant has been fully entered division, any strife, when God's people
covenant with the house of Israel; and I into, and the individual has become a par- shall have been cleansed and purified and
believe that when the Lord proposes to taker of it by virtue of that new covenant' sanctified and saved with all those who
make a covenant and be the party of the which was to be made with the House of everywhere have entered into this new
first part, that he doe'\ not propose that man Israel and with the House of Judah, and covenant which God was to make with
shall be a party upon the second part, only that comprehends both adopted Israel and the house of Israel and the house of Juwhen this covenant is to be made in Christ, literal Israel, there was to be a continuation dah.
or in the new tabernacle, or in the tru.e of this worship. True it might be under
My idea has been to work this people
tabernacle. According to this new cov- this great High Priest, Jesus Christ. And up to the consideration of what they themenant it must be made between God and when I find that the united teaching of the selves could be; to get them to put aside
the individuals. I do not see how it is Bible, Book of Mormon, and the Book of those things which Jam es says arise from
possible for us to escape from this conclu- Doctrine and Covenants is to the effect your lusts, to put aside all bitterness one
sion. It must be made between the par- that Christ was first, last, and aU the time against another, and these divisions and
ties and God, because eternal life is to be the minister of this redemption, the one sub-divisions, that they might become one
the final reward. The sending of the under whom the work of redemption is while here. I think there has been a misSpirit must be. recognized on the entering to· be carried on, I accept the three as one. take made with reference to the declarainto that covenant. The covenant must One thing is reckoned to be absolutely tion, "When the watchmen upon the walls
be of that character, that the conditions certain, when the ministers of Christ, and of Zion shall see eye to eye," and I . think
which are precedent which have to be whoever have been called according to the from that mistake a great deal of harm
complied with upon the part of the indi- pattern in this organization, both the old has come. It has been one of the things
vidual seeking for eternal life shall be rec- and what we call the Reorganized Church, which has ministered to the danger that is
ognized of God; and this recognition is have gone out preaching Jesus Christ as in the preaching of the gospel and the tesgiven in the sending of this Spirit by he is revealed in the accredited harmony timony of the Spirit. I can illustrate my
which they shall become acquainted with of these three books, the Bible, Book of view now so I think you will understand
the fact that Jesus is the Christ, the Lord. lVformon, and the Book of Doctrine and it. From the head of the street up here
Now says the writer, "In that he saith a Coven<ints, they have been crowned with where the principal street of the town runs
Where these Elders north and south and crosses the one runnew covenant he hath made the first old. souls for their hire.
That which decayeth and waxeth old is of the Reorganized Church have gone to ning east and west you can see the chimready to vanish away,'' when that which those who first heard the gospel under the . neys of my house, but you can not see the
is new is fully prepared to enter iµ then preaching in former days, they have re- base of it. Now suppose all along this
that which is old must vanish away. When ceived the testimony of the Spirit, the line there is a line of sentinels of the smallthis covenant is fully entered into, and the Spirit which bore witness with them at est and the tallest men we have got here,
individuals with whom it is to be made the first has borne testimony to them again, some of whom measure one-third of nineparties of the second part, God being the and they have been obliged to say, This is teen feet; there is another that measures
party of the first part, when it is made thus the sound of the voice of the Good Shep- four feet eight, and another five feet ten,
herd, I can understand that voice, the and you may make up your line of sentiit takes the place of the old covenant.
vVhat is that old covenant? Thou shalt other voices I have not heard. Here is a nels of these men of different heights,
man by my side whose father's family from the street at Dr. DeN oon's corner,
not steal, lie, bear false witness. Thou
shalt keep tbe Sabbath day; reverenci; was brought into the faith when he was up to my house; and you may place those
father and mother.
Thou shalt wor- small, and he was baptized when he was men forty rods apart, there is not two of
ship God, and do all those coinmand- a boy like I was, he was baptized before I these men that can see the surrounding
ments found in the old covenant. And was, down there not far away from Inde- landscape alike, and are you going to supthe new covenant was to take its place. pendence; when he heard this voice away pose that they will all see it alike. How
vVhy, the point is here. Why is the church off yonder in Michigan he recognized it in the name of common sense do you suptalking about the moral law. Here the and hastened to obey it; and now is sent pose that all these men, having different
moral law was rejected by Christ when out to others who heard the voice in those points of view, and being of different
he came teaching the people under the early days. Did they recognize his voice heights, can. see the landscape all alike?
old covenant. When he sent those dis- when they heard him? Let him answer. Can you do it? No. How then can you
ciples of hi~, he sent them, preaching The Spirit that he had testified to him and suppose that people having different spirthe new covenant, and the character of testified to them that it was the voice of itual sfand points, and being of diverse
that is such that it takes the place of the the Good Shepherd, that it was the accept- spiritual heights, can see all things of a
old, and the whole category of things in able work, the work of God. That was spiritual nature just alike? One side of
the tnoral law. It is to take the place of the underlying principle by which Christ the shield to the man that looks at it is
it; and I have tried two or three times to became a High Priest; it was through this silver. To him that looks on the other
teach the people here concerning the things principle that the power of God reached side it is gold. The difficulty is to place
of this covenant that are to take the place the hearts of the people, it was writing the him· where he can see both sides. One
of the old law. The effort I have been word of the Lord in the heai:ts of the peo- side is silver and the other is gold. If
making has been this: That we might get ple by the power of his Spirit. This you you have two men so agreed in spirit, that
into a condition when such things as will remember was to be a better covenant; one can stand upon the silver side, and
Elders' courts, when such things as Bish- I might say it is the surest covenant; it is the other upon the golden side, each acops' courts, when such things as trials · the putting of the law of God in the heart cepting the other's testimony, can you not
before the high council and appeals to the of the individual, it is putting it into their testify that these· men see eye to eye; just
presidency might become things of the minds, writing it in their hearts. The the same as one sentinel standing here uppast. Why? For the reason that the days have gone by when our statutes on the street; and another up by the school
Spirit which was to be shed upon the; dis- should be wtitten on tables of stone; they house, and another on the hill close to
ciples should be so great upon the party are to be written by God's own hand in where brother Lambert lives, and i;o on,
making the covenant, that he should do the plastic element of the human heart.· can c_ommunicate to each other from time
the things requi1;ed of him under the new It is to build up the character;-it is to be a to time, each with his next neighbor, and
covenant; that that covenant which is unto light and a guide unto the human soul, they see as they are seen. Brethren this
~11d tq end in life1 life et~qrnl1
is tq be is what i'I myapt by this de\;laration, '"fh~
condenm~tion might not pass upon him,
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watchmen upon the walls of Zion shall
see eye to eye."
While we are striving for this unity of
the spirit, striving for this unity of the
faith, and keeping- in the Spirit, we cah
labor'together. But where we are all the
time expecting something to transpire of·
a sudden that may rlisr~pt and destroy our·
faith, and we stand and wait for it to come,
without making an effort to get this unity
for which we wait, there is great danger,
and loss must ensue.
When this covenant is to be fully established, there is going to be not only some
great power in Is_rael, but there is going
to be an army in Israel. And it must become very great, not in the sense of an
army with artillery and wagons and horses
and muskets and swords, and all the other
accoutrements of war; for the time is to
come in Israel when all these things are
to be done away; nevertheless the army
is to be very great, and be as terrible as an
army with banners. In that clay it shall
be an army with banners, and shall be terrible in the sense that it is for the pulling
down of the strongholds of iniquity. Let
me ask you, If that time must come wh_en
every man that will not take up his sword
against his neighbor must flee to Zion for
safetv, where will Zion be? Where the
pure.in heart are, where there is no fighting? Now get your swords out if you
have them, and let us see them flash, and
then bury them please, and show unto the
world that you have received a token of
acceptance in this new covenant; that the
pure word has found lodgment in your
hearts; that the influence of his Spirit has
entered into your mind. When you have
done that you will find something more in
this gospel economy than some people are
willing to give it credit for. I thank you
you for your attention.

MORMONISM IN HULME.
EASTER

SUN DA y

·wrTH

THE "SAINTS."

THE ~uiver for the month which commences to-day has for its first article one
entitled "False Prophets of the Past," in
which the founder of Mormonism is the
la~t but the most 'invidiously noticed in the
category. "Perhaps," it states, "the most
extraordinary of all false prophets, and the
most repulsive of all false religions, are
Joseph Smith and Mormonism, which he
founded." After reference to the "prophet's" birthplace and parentage, and the
statement that, whilst all the Smiths were
bad, Joseph W(LS the worst of the family,
the article proceeds :-"He was not much
above twenty years of age when he professed to have discovered a treasure, a continuation of the Bible, especially revealed
by an angel to America. This 'Golden
13o6k' was written on plates of precious
metal in the Reformed Egyptian language
not understood on earth, With them was
a pair of wonderful spectacles, which

w91Jld ena,b\<; their wearer to (ledplwr

the

hieroglyphics of this new and sacred writing. Of course Joseph Smith himself was
the person most capable of interpreting the
plates. He sat behind a blanket, which
served to keep profane eyes from gazing
on the holy text, and read off the contents
· of it to Oliver Cowdery, who wrote them
down as they flowed from the lips of
Smith. In 1830, this marvelous composition was printed in a volume of several
hundred pages; and now Smith assumed
the part of a prophet, preaching and admitting converts into the church of Mormon, or Latter Day Saints. He began
with five disciples. In the course of a
year he enrolled thousands, He established
a printing office, a newspaper, a bank, and
a colony. of dupes, whom he led to' Kirtland, Ohio, which was to be the seat of the
New Jerusalem. Apostles were sent out,
one of the most successful of whom.was
Brigham Young, the future head of the
sect. The Mormons encountered persecution, and Smith feigned to be commanded
from on high to establish the new church
at a city called Nauvoo, which he and his
followers built in the territory of _Utah.
Here an army was organized, of which
Smith was commander-in-chief; he was
also mayor of the city, and chief pastor of
the church. This second Mahomet now
received a revelation, which enabled him
to have as many wives as he chose. More
liberal than the founder of Islamism, he
allowed his followers the same privilege
as himself, and polygamy became the
most salient characteristic of Mormonism.
But it was not until 1852 that a plurality
of wives was openly advocated by the
Mormon community.
Several leading
disciples renounced the faith when this
tenet was first declared, and started a paper
called the Expositor for the purpose of
denouncing Smith and his pretended revelations. The office of this paper was
attacked and wrecked by Smith and
his followers on May 6th, r8H. Smith
was sent to prison at Carthage, Illinois.
The furious mob broke -into prison and
shot him and his brother Hyrum, on June
24th. Brigham Young then took command of the sect, and migrated to Salt
Lake City, where it_ still exists." One
word of praise this unfriendly writer (F.
Rayford Harrison) has for the Latter Day
Saints. He says, "Their signal good qualities are patience, perseverance, courage
and industry."
No one outside the community of Latter
Day Saints who was induced (by an advertisement which appeared in the South
Manclzester Gazette of Saturday last) to
attend the special services of the "Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of (Antipolygamic) Latter Day Saints" on Easter
Sunday, in "Saints' Chapel," at the corner
of W elcombe and Clarendon-streets,
Hulme, could have discovered anything in
connection with these services of the suggested repulsiveness of Mormonism, as
originally founded. and developed by
Joseph Smith, and described in the foregoing quG'l:ation from tb~,,~ztiver.
On
the contrary, they would have found congregations typical, primarily, of the family rel<1tjon8hip 1 antl deyoµt 1 earnest 1 aqtj en,•

thusiastic in worship; but no trace of the
eccentric and of the ludicrous. At two
o'clock there was what was termed a "fel.1
lowship meeting," and in the very fullest
sense of the designation it was what it was
described to be. Mr. J. Dewsnup, president of the Manchester District, was chief
of the gathering, and the community of
"Saints included every degree of family'
relationship, from the babe at the breast
to the hoary-headed Elders of the church,
all, even to the discernment of a superfiCial
observer, met not as the separate units of
a strait-laced "respectablej' congregation,
but as a united family come together to
worship the Lord. And very homely,
not to say rude, is the meeting place of
this happy family. An "upper chamber"
over a coal yard, the rough brick walls of
which are simply whitewashed, with a
very full "open timbered" roof, and nothing in the w:1y of decoration but familiar
Scripture texts of everlasting meaning, in
big letters on grimy cardboard. It would
be cheerless enough but for the warmth
which radiates from the hearts to the
countenances of all, and which might lend
something of animation to the most disconsolate of wanderers who happen to loiter
in. If there is nothing of the art of the
architect to elevate, nothing of the painter's
skill to refine, and little of anything, in
fact, of that which is supposed to teach by
symbolism, it certainly can not be said of
the "Saints' Chapel,'' when filled as on
Sunday last-the chief Sunday of the
Christian year-that "soul is wanting
there."
The proceedings of the conference commenced with the singing of the well-known
hymn "Tell me the old, old story,'' after
which prayer was offered up by one of the
brethren, whose pronunciation and grammatical expression were not unexceptionable, but who was earnest and fluent. The
interesting ceremony of the confirmation
of a young woman followed, and was very
simple, prayer and the laying on of hands
by two Elders, for the gift of the Holy
Ghost. Then, with hymns between, taken
either from The Harp or the Moody and
Sankey collection, came addresses from the
Saints, as the Spirit moved them. In all,
about a dozen were so moved to speak, and
their utterances were necessarily brief.
The tenor of all was nearly the same, and
confined to statements of the personal advantage and comfort which the speakers
had found since they had been members
of the Church of Christ of Latter Day
Saints. Quietly and earnestly, without
any of the hysteria of a Salvation Army
or a "revival" meeting, or even the rapture of a Primitive Methodist assembly,
each speaker made his statement of experience, and the congregation simply Joined
in the Amen with which he concluded.
One speaker, the head of a household, expressed the satisfaction which he had in
being present, not only himself, but accompanied by his wife and children. Another pointed out that not only were the
young there, but they had present among
them those who had maintained the cause
for thirty or forty years. He prophesied
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God was working mightily for his church.
Might the Lorcl keep them in the straight
and narrow way, so that they might be
prepared for the coming of the Master.
A young man bore testimony that he had
been a professing Christian before he
joined the Reorganized Church of Latter
Day Saints, but he had never felt comfort,
joy, and peace in believing until then. An
old man said that that day reminded him
of the old clays of the prophet. When he,
(Joseph Smith) was martyred, the Church
was seized by avaricious men, who made
laws which to good men were repungant,
hut he, (the speaker) stuck to the church
because the testimony which he had in the
life of the prophet proved to him 1hat it
was the church of God. Wherever else
he went he could find no peace, therefore
he had to stick to the Church until the
son came forward and took up -the work
when the Church was reorganized. One
of the brethren had said to him "Are you
not proud, John, that Joseph has taken up
the work of his father?" and his reply
was that it was everything to him, for by
Joseph and his ':seed" was the world to be
blessed. With reference to this last remark, the president, subsequently, to prevent misapprehension, said they were not
dependent on Joseph Smith for their salvation, and they accepted his words only
so far as they were in accordance with
the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. That
was what their brother doubtless meant to
say. Holy Communion followed, prior
to the administering of which the president expressed the hope that none outside
their church would partake. He pointed
out the obvious reasons for the restriction.
The elements having been blessed were
carried around to the congregation, the
vessels containing the wine being of glass,
this simple community boasting vessels
neither of silver nor gold. After the singing of another hymn and prayer the meeting separated until the evening.
At six o'clock the room was again filled.
The president read the 1st chapter of 1st
Corinthians, aml..,,then called upon Elder
Ramsay for an address. After remarking
that he recognized the fact that the teeming millions of the earth were ignorant of
the grand and glorious principles which
they advocated, he said that in view of
such a state of matters, they might well
pause and ask themselves who was sufficient for these things? Certain! y neither
of them of themselves-their sufficiency
came.of God, who alone could makt'. them
able ministers of the New Testament.
He was glad that he could present to them
not a doubtful gospel, but the only gospel
that God had promulgated on the face of
the earth. As. he had heard a friend say
who knew a little of the truth, and who
was accustomed to preach in the open air,
they wanted the genuine article. If they
wanted to know what the gospel was, they
must realize it for themselves. Passing on
to consideration of the preaching of Christ,
the speaker said there were three· direct
things necessary in order to the preaching
of Christ. In the first place-who was
He? They were told that he was one of
the seed of David, but declared to be the

Son of God; and one of the first things
that Paul did after his conversion was to
begin to preach that he was the Son of
God. Then they had the God-man to
preach about. The next thing they had
to take into consideration was the atoning
work of Christ. Some, when they got so
far, thought they were done. He used to
think so; but since he had become connected with the work of that church he had
reached aspects of truth such as never had
presented themselves to him before. There
was another point,-the doctrine of Christ.
Christ was a great teacher. He (the
preacher) had heard some people say,
"Never mind doctrine; let us have Christ."
How could they have Christ without having his doctrine? Man was not to live by
bread alone, but by every word which
proceeded out of the mouth of God. In
speaking the wonderful words of life, he
sometimes thought that if they could forget all that had been taught about theology, and see what was said 1800 years ago,
just as it was then said, that the way would
be prepared for the reception of the truth,
for when they were trained up in particular
principles of theology, there was apt to be
a tendency in their minds to try to reconcile
the Word of God to the' doctrines which
they had been taught, rather than to reconcile those doctrines to the Word of God.
Touching on faith, the preacher said that
they went a great deal farther than those
people who taught only faith in Jesus
Christ. Unless they had a faith which
would lead them to obey Jes us Christ and
make the necessary sacrifices for salvation,
faith would not do. That was a testing
point. If those whom he was addressing
were priviJe·ged to be received into the
kiPJgdom of heaven after this life here befow, they would find no brother or sister
there who had not shown the truth of their
faith by the obedience and the sacrifices
)Vhich they had shown and exemplified on
earth. Then came repentance. Repentance was necessary to salvation. One of
the great things they had to do was to
preach repentance, and they must not be
ashamed to preach the whole testimony
pf God, and if ever there was a time for
preaching repentance now was that time.
After reference to the ordinance of bap~ism, the preacher came to that of the laying on of hands. In the chapter which
their brother had read they found the
words "Even as the testimony of Christ
yvas confirmed in you;" That was the
confirmation that was desired. In conclusion, the preacher exhorted his audience to
press on, regardless of the scoffs and frowns
of the world, to the prize of the high calling which is by God in Christ Jesus.Other addresses, singing and prayer followed.
: As the faith and doctrines of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints are not well known, µnd that
they may not be confounded with those so
unsparingly condemned by the writer in
the ~uiver, we
. - give the epitome of. faith.
_ THERE is an unfortunate disposition in ::i man
to attend much more to the faults of his companions which offend him, than to their perfec·
~ions which please him,
-

~
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TENNESSEE DISTRICT.
The above conference convened at Eagle
Creek, Saturday, May 9th, 1886. Bro. W. H.
Griffin was chosen to preside and S. L. Cooper
Secretary. Preaching on Sunday by P. B. Seaton, assisted by \V. H. Griffin. Branch Reports:
Foundry 16, including one Elder and one Deacon.
Eagle Creek 21, one Elder, one Teacher and one
Deacon. Farmington 17, no change since last
report. Elder P. B. Seaton reported in person;
had preached once a month to the brances in the
district. W. H. Griffin reported in person; had
labored where circumstances would permit; had
opened up a new place for preaching, by the as·
sistance of P. B. Seaton, near Crohlin, Ky. His
health is better, and he is greatly renewed in
spirit. Teacher S. L. Cooper, in person; Deacon,
John F. Robards, in person. Brother Columbus
Robards and family called for letters of removal
which was granted them. They are faithful in
the work of the Master. We had a peaceful session. The good Spirit was with us, which made
us rejoice in the work of the Lord. Adjourned
to meet at the call of the President.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
The semi annual conference of the above district convened 'at Stockton, Cal., in Mozart's
Hall, March 19th, 1886, at 10 a. m. Apostle A.
H. Smith, pres., C. A. Parkins, clerk, pro fem, C.
W. Hawkins assistant. Branch Reports.-San
Francisco total memt;ers 53, including 5 Elders,
r Priest, I Teacher, 2 Deacons, r received by letter; Elder Geo. S. Lincoln president, Thomas J.
Andrews clerk. Oakland 108 members including r High Priest, r2 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons; r received by Jetter, r removed,
r died; Elder \Vm. Anderson pres.,.Elder Richard Ferris sec. Stockton 61 members, including
3 Elders, 2 Priests, r Deacon, I Teacher, I re·
moved; Elder John Nightingale pres., M. B.
Darrow clerk. Sprnce Grove 22 members, I
Elder, r baptized, 1 died; Elder John Cobb pres.,
J.M. Adamson clerR. Union Town 18 members,
1 Priest, r Teacher, 1 Deacon; Priest John
Grube pres. Sacramento ro2 members, includ·
ing r High Priest, 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Deacons;
6 baptized, I received by letter; Elder. G. W.
Harlow pres., C. W. Blair clerk. Santa Rosa 62
members, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers, r removed; Elder C. W. Hawkins pres. and
clerk.
Report of Apostle A. H. Smith. He, as president of the Pacifj_c Slope Mission had labored in
the various_ districts in the State of California;
had not dqne as much on this coast as he had
wished, but still there had been fair progress
made. In Sacramento there was quite a revival
the last time he was there; in San Francisco and
Windsor there .was much interest manifested; in
Santa Rosa he found an enthusiastic little branch.
But Oakland seemed Jagging behind. He discovered in cities a seeming desire to seek after
pleasure. They wanted revivals and excitements
to· lead them in channels of devotion; but the
Latter Day Saints having no e:-citement to offer1
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could not of course compete, they appealing only
ministering of an angel. God is at the head of
the church. The twelve apostles next, then
to their reason and sound judgment. He also
prophets, pastors, and this is the true basis of the
delivered an instructh·e address upon the law of
organization of God's church. It is identical
tithing, stating that the financial affairs of the
with his church established 1800 years ago. No
church are under the control of the Bishop and his
man had authority to preach the word of God
agents in the different parts of the world who
unless called by revelation. Jes us Christ did not
were to receive moneys and remit to the Bishop
send the Bible to preach his word-that is his
for the benefit of the chun:h. The money for the
law, but he sends men and gives them gifts
support of the church is raised by tithing, as
through the ministering of angels. The Jews
mentioned in the Bible. Members of the church
had been scattered and broken, as a nation, beare expected to tithe themselves one tenth of
cause of breaking the covenant they had made
their property as soon as they become communiwith God. The Lord had said in the Bible that
cants of the church, and after paying this first
a new covenant would be made with them sometit.he to then pay into the church treasury one
time, when those who rf'pented would be saved,
tenth of their increase, annually. ~Iany had
and those who repented not would be damned.
erroneous ideas of the law of tithing. A great
The Lord said Let the wheat and tares grow todeal had been said against the church because of
gether till they are ripe, then will I send mine
this law of consecration; and many have feared
angels to gather my wheat into the garner, and
to enter the church because they thought they
bind the tares to be burned. In 1820 the Lord
would have to consecrate themselves and their
sent unto Joseph Smith an angel. Revelations
property to the church. But every man or
were g}ven to him. The angel John with his
woman is expected to tithe himself or herself.
right hand upon the prophet's head gave him
They act as their own stewards, and make their
the key for the remission of sin and said it should
own estimates. It is between themselves and
never be taken from the earth again. But it is
their God whether they make a truthful estimate
not enough for us to receive the Holy Ghost, for
or not. Ministers of the church of Jes us Christ
the Lord has said, "Except a man be born of
have no salaries; and those who devote their
water and of the Spirit, he can not enter into the
whole time to the work make a careful estimate
kingdom of God." In conclusion, the people
what will support their families, and that estimate
were exhorted to lay aside their prejudices and
is given to the Bishop whose duty it ls to see
give the Latter Day Saints an opportunity to be
that they are provided foi·. Elders are expected
hearrl.
to labor without purse or scrip; so it must be a
At morning session, Saturday, the 20th, an
labor of love to our fellow men, and a desire to
itemized report from the Bishop's Agent, Elder
do God.'s will that we preach the gospel, and not ·T. J. Andrews of the Northern District was
for the love of gain. High Priest II. P. Brown
read and accepted. Receipts since last reported
reported; was laboring in Oakland and San Fran$1122.82; expenditures $862 50, balance Man;h
cisco branches. His time is mostly occupied in
19th, 1886, $260.32. Elder Thomas Daley was
editing the Expositor, and through this means he
unanimously re-elected president of- the district,
is sending the gospel to the different nations of
and Priest J. S. Oman secretary. The afternool;l
the earth. He exhorted the Saints to make
session was devoted to prayer and testimony.
sacrifices that the gospel may be preached to all
The Spirit was plainly and visibly manifested;
people. Baptized one. Elders Reported.-Elder
the testimonies were of a marked character.
Thomas Daley, president of the district had
Two arose for baptism. In the evening Elder
labored through the district; found good interest
A.H. Sm.ith preached on the words '•Beware of
manifested by· the people generally. Baptized
false prophets who come to you in sheep's clothone. Elders Johµ Nightingale, Owen Dinsdale,
ing." The following are the chief features of the
G. W. Harlow, G. S. Lincoln, C. A. Parkins, C.
address: Christ warned his followers to beware
W. Hawkins, reported labors in their various
of false prophets. Does not this imply that there
branches, and were desirous of doing all they
are true ones? There must always be a genuine
could for the advancement of.the work. Elder
before there can be a counterfeit. In every age
W. M. Potter had labored in San Francisco, had
there have been spiritual influences. The true
baptized two. Elder A. Haws of the Oregon
prophet wai·ns the people of their danger and
Mission, reported by letter. Labored in Stockton,
tells them of their sins. False prophets lull the
California, and vicinity for three weeks; had fair
people into a false security. Sixty years ago no
attendance and good liberty; then went to Portchurch believed in living prophets. They believed in dead prophets and thought the age of
land, Oregon; had preached three times with
great liberty and had good attendance. Elders
prophecy was passed, and that prophets were no
J. R. Cook and \Villiam Hart wrote that they had
longer needed. We had been edurnted for centuries to believe that there were no such things.
labored, doing all they could in their branches.
There is a test by which prophets can be judged.
Priest J. S. Oman had labored throughout the
The Lord has said «If a prophet prophecy in the
northern part of the district in connection with
name of the Lord and his prophecy come not to
Elder Thomas Daley and found great interest
pass, be not afraid of that prophet; for I the
manifested, and a general desire to hear the
Lord have not spoken by that prophet." - The
word of God. Priest J. Davis had labored in
prophets of the Lord are wHling to be judged by
Stockton with Elder John J'i,ightingale. Priest
J. A. Stromberg of Oakland Branch reported that test. A prophet must be judged by his principles and teachings, for the Lord has said "by
labor in Sonoma.
their fruits [teachings] shall ye know them."
The evening session was devoted to preaching
Apostle Smith spoke for some time in defense
the word of God by H.P. Brown, who delivered
of his fathei:'s mission, and many manifested
an interesting discourse upon the doctrines and
surprise that so many of his prophecies had come
beliefs of the church. The speaker said God re·
to pass. Sunday morning session was in charge
veals himself to those who had authority and
of High Priest H. P. Brown who delivered an
were ordained to preach the gospel, through the

instructive address upon The gospel, \Vhat is it?
In a clear, concise and logical manner he demonstrated to the satisfaction of his audience that
the gospel of Christ is indeed the power of God
unto salvation. In the afternoon session under
the management of Bro. G. W. Harlow, assisted
by Elder Thomas Daley, the sacrament was administered and many strong testimonies from
both old and young members were given under
the power and influence of the Spirit of God.
In the evening Elder A. H. Smith delivered the
closing address upon "Eternal judgment," ably
showing that there is a wide dift(•rence in the
gospel of God's eternal justice, and the doctrines
of men. Rc<olutions were passed appointing
Apostle A. I I. Smith our delegate to represent
us in the ·General conference to be held in Lamoni, April 6th, 1886, and that it is our wish
that he be reappointed president of the Pacific
Coast mission. After passing resolutions to sustain the spiritual authoriti't!s by our prayers,
faith and means, resolutions were passed thanking the papers of the city of Stockton for representing us so faithfully in their columns. The
conference adjourned to meet in Oakland, Cal.,
October 6th, 1886.
J. S. OMAN, Sec.
NODAWAY DISTRICT.
Conference convened at the Reiss Grove School
house, Holt county, Missouri, February 13th,
1886. Joseph Flory, president pro. fem.; and R.
K. Ross, jun., secretary pro. te111. The minutes
of last conference as published in the Herald were
read, and corrected so as to read that the Ross
<;rove branch has 21 members instead of 22 as
published. Elders J. Flory and R. K. Ross, jun.,
reported their labors; also Teachers R. K. Ross,
sen., C. C. Nelson, and Deacon L. C. Smith, reported. Branch reports: Ross Grove 21, no
changes; Platte branch 74; Eureka branch not
1'eported. Bishop's agent reported on hand last
report $45• received since $20, total $65; paid to
Bishop $so, to the poor $15. The Bishop's agent's
sub-age.nt for the Platte branch (C. C. Nelson)
received $332.50, ·and as having sent that amount
to the Bishop, and presented his accounts, verifying his report. The following preamble and
resolution was presented: Whereas, the Nodaway district of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints is in a very inconvenient shape
for the holding of conferences, from the fact that
the most of the Saints are located in either the
one or the other extreme Ii m its of the district,
thus necessitating the holding of conferences at
the extreme limits of the district; and, whereas,
many of the Saints of the district are located so
that it is more convenient for them to attend the
places of the holding of conferences of the adjacent districts either as to distance or manner of
conveyance; and, whereas, there are no Elders
in the district so circumstanced that: they can take
the oversight of the district and devote any con-·
siderable port.ion of thefl.· time to traveling and
preaching in the district as it is desirable a district president should do. Therefore, be it resolved, that in the opinion of this conference it
would be better if this district were disorganized,
and it is hereby declared to be disorganized; and
further, it is hereby recommended that the Saints
residing in the several portions of the territory of
the organized district should make application to
the district most convenient to the·m for annexation to such district, namely, that the Saints re·
siding in Atchison county, ahd all of that portion
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of Nodaway county lying west of the Nodaway
river, should thus apply to the Fremont, Iowa,
district; and the Saints residing in the territory
lying north of the Wabash railroad make application to the Decatur district; and that the Saints
residing in the balance of the territory' make application to the Far West district.
On motion, the above was laid on the table, to
be made a par·t of the business of the next session
of the district conference, with the req nest that
the clerk incorporate the preamble and resolution
in full in the minutes of this conference to be
published in the Herald, sci that all in the district would be fairly notified of its existence.
The delegate from the Platte branch presented
the following· Resolved, that this, the Platte
branch, request the district to adopt the Rules of
Representation as adopted by the General Conference. Resolved, also, that we, the Platte
branch, are opposed to any division of the district. On motion, the two resolutions from the
Platte branch were laid on the tabie for consideration at the next district conference.
President James Thomas having now arrived,
reported his labors since last conference. The
following brethren were chosen as delegates to
represent the district at the coming General Conference, nalnely, C. C. Nelson, James Thomas,
Robert K. Koss, jun., and Arthur Hailey, with
instruction to use their best judgment in advancing the interests of the church in harmony with
the law of God. James Thomas was sustained
as the president, Joseph Flory as secretary, and
Robert K. Ross, jun., as Bishop's agent for the
district. Preaching on Saturday evening and on
Sunday morning and evening by Elder James
Thomas. Sacrament and social mee\ing in the
afternoon.. Adjourned to meet at the Freedom
School-house, in Nodaway county, Missouri, on
Saturday, the 21st day of August, 1886, a.t ten
o'clock a. m.
ST. LOUIS.
The above district conference convened at
Cheltenham, Mo.,-March 27th, rB86, C. J. Peat,
president, N. N. Cooke, vice president, J. G.
Smith, clerk. Branch Reports.-St. Louis 186
members; 2 received by letter, 3 removed by
letter I expelled, and r ·died. Cash on hand
December 13lh, r885, $19 78; received since
$z6.35; expended $3r.50; balance on hand March
2 rnt, 1886, $14.63. Belleville 63 members; income
since last report $1.30; paid out $6.65; balance
on hand March 28th, 1886, 65 cents. Birkner
12 mem)Jers; Boon Creek 15 t~ embers. Chester
13 members. The other branches in this district
failed tci report. The annual report of the St.
Louis District to the General Conference was
read and approved. The quarterly report of the
Bishop's Agent was ·read, also. his annual report,
and an auditing committee was appointed who
examined and found them correct. The following Elders reported: C. J. Peat, N. N. Cooke, J.
G. Smith; Wm. Smith, John Beaird, W. \Villiams,
Frank Izatt, W. 0. Thomas, and J. Tousley.
Priests John S. Parrish, J. G. Cole, D. Donovan,
J. Buxton, and \V. Jacques. Teacher F. Wiley.
The recommendation .of the Belleville Branch
that Bro. Wm.Jaques be ordained an.Elder was
adopted by the conference; ·and on Sunday,
March 28th, 1886, he was ordained an Elder by
Elder Wm. Smith. Sunday, March 28th, 1886,
morning session, preaching by Brn. D: Dono.yan,
f, Izatt, and N. N. Cooke. Afternoon session,
0

sacrament and testimony service. W. 0. Thomas
was elected delegate to General Conference.
Officers p'resent: r r Elders, 5 Priests, and 3
Teachers. On motion all the authorities of the
church were sustained in righteousness. Evening session, preaching by Brn. J. S, Parrish and
C. J. Peat. Adjourned to meet in St. Louis,
Mo., on Saturday afternoon, June 26th, 1886, for
the transaction of business, and on the following
Sunday for worship.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Wyoming Valley District conference will
be held at Hyde Park, Pa., June 26th and 27th,
1886. Brn. Wm. H. Kelley or E. L. Kelley, with
others from the West of the travelling ministry,
will be present. Come one and all; there is a
hea~ty welcome.
JoHN MORGAN, Pres.
The conference of the North Michigan District will be held at Brown City on the second
Saturday and Sun~ay in June, 12th and 13th.
We hope to have a large gathering of the Saints
of this district. We expect Brn. E. L. Kelley, C.
Scott and Bishop G.· A. Blakeslee; and we will
also look for Bro. Wm. H. Kelley, president of
the mission and others. Presidents and clerks
of branches please make out full reports of additions and changes made in your branches since
last report.
J. J. CoRN1im, Dist. Pres.
BORN.
SEATON.-To Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Seaton, Paris,
Henry county, Tennessee, Monday, April 18th,
1886, a daughter; named Ader Bell.
MARRIED.
BRATTON-STREET.-At the i·esidence of the
bride's mother, in Denver, Colorado, May 20th,
1886, Mr. William J. Bratton and Sr. Ellen J.
Street, both of Denver, Elder T. J. Pollard
officiating.
DIED.
W1LTsrn.-At Whittemore, Michigan, March
20th, 1886, Miss Ada M. Wiltsie, aged 8 years 1
10 months and 23 days.
Hymri 836 was sung at
her request.
"Dear sister, thou art gone to rest,
We will not weep fOr thee,
For thou art now where oft on earth,
Thy spirit longed to be."

W1LTSrn.-March 27th, 1886, Delbert J. Wiltsie, aged 2 years and 5 months.
-HNo p~in, nor grief, nor anxious fear,
Invade thy silent bounds, .
No mortal woes can reach the peaceful sleeper here,
While angels watch the soft repose."

W1LTSIE.-April 21st, 1886, Ida
years, 5 months, and ro days.

z.,

aged 15

"Unconscious now in mother earth,
This body lies at. rest;
Remember mourners while ye weep,
Her spirit's with the blest."

All children of Bro. and Sr. Alfred H., and
Elizabeth Wiltsie, and all dying of diphtheria.
Funeral services by Elder E. Delong.
MooRE.-At his home, Lockfo~d, San Joaquin
county, Califomia, April 4th, 1886, Elder Henry
V. Moore, a native of Wales, aged 73 years, 7
months, and 22 days. The deceased joined the
·church and came to Utah in his early days, and
from there went to Nortonville, California, where
he settled, an\1 was baptizt;d by Elder Orrin
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Smith, January 15th, 1867. He died strong in
the faith, with the hope of a glorious resurrection.
B,\1LEY.-At Lamoni, Iowa, May 25th, 1886,
of whooping cough, Ava Earl, son of Bro. Earl
D. and Katie Bailey, aged 4 years, 2 months and
27 days. Funeral services by Bro. W.W. Blair,
assisted by Bro. Joseph Smith.
Our darling Ava's gone to rest,
IIe,s lcaning on the angcPs breast;
No more with us he here could stay,
But he'll watch forns nll till we're cnllcd awny.
We do not weep, we do 11ot sigh,
W c could not wish that he was nigh,
And we only hope that when we die,
Our spirit, with his, will rest on high.
Lovingly inscribed hy AUNT EvA.

HAND.-In the Sheridan Branch, Iowa, May
17th, 18.86, of membraneous croup, sister Mary E.,
daug'hter of brother Charles and sister Frances
Hand, aged 1 r years. Sister Mary was baptized
on the IIth of May, 1884, by J. S. Roth, and
since her baptism, though very young, has lived
a most devoted and faithful Christian life, and
all who knew her, knew her only to love her.
The Holy Spirit was with her in her waking and
in her sleeping hour&, for He showed her many
things, and in her sickness, (though it only lasted
four days), she bore her intense suffering patiently, knew from the first that she would die, and
expressed her willingness to go. She said she
wanted to go where her little brother and sister
were, (who died within the last t~o months).
She told her mother not to weep for her, for she
was going to that better world where s.~e would
suffer no more. She called her brothers and
others, and bade them an affectionate good bye.
Some hours before she died, she selected the
854th hymn in the Harp, to be sung at her funeral.
Funeral services by Bro. G. Shimel, and the
. sermon by Elder J. S. Roth, from text Job 14: 14:
ye mourners, cease to languish
O'er the graves of those ye love;
Far removed from pain and anguish,
'l'hey are chanting hymns above."

uNow~

TO THE SAINTS.
You are interested in furthering the repairs
upon the "House of the Lord" in Kirtland, Ohio.
Through the providence of God, after being neglected for many years, it has fallen to your direct
care and keeping. There is no other building in
the world like unto this one, having been· built
by divine commandment. Around it cluster
sacred memories, and it stands a monument to
the faith, energy, and zeal of a devoted and sacrificing people. They labored industriously to
erect this as a sanctuary in which to worship the
God of Jacob, and he accepted their offerings,
and manifested his glory in approval of their
work and piety. The house has been left desolate.and become marred by the changes of time,
neglect and pillage. It is valuable and of historic note, and thousands come to behold it, to
find that it has been despoiled of much of its former splendor a·nd beauty of finish. It is but
partially restored. For the credit of the church
the repairing should be continued upon it.
Children should be willing to preserve the heritage built by their fathers. The "Temple" is
owned by the Saints, not by one or two, but all.
Each should share in the glory and praise-worthy
effort of aiding in its restoration. It shol!ld be
fitted for the use of the next Annual Conference; and it is essential that some of the repaii·s
be made during the warm and dry weather of
summer.
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It is the intention of the committee to prosecute the work as early as practicable; but means,
much more than is now on hand, will be required
to make the necessary repairs f~r use and ·convenience at our next session of conference. It
can not.be properly heated by stoves, and it will
be necessary to heat by the use of a furnace, or
drums, after the original intention. It is not safe
to build fires in the stoves that are in use now,
and none have been built for rnme length of
time:--a .year or more.
Will the Saints give this thought, and_ put
forth a further effort to aid in this most essential
and commendable work in which we are all mutually interested? Will not God bless the effort
to restore his sanctuary, that it may be a pleasant and delightful place of worship, an'd .an
honor to His Saints? And will He not cause His
face to shine with approval towards them at
their next meeting, if faithful, to encourage and
direct them in the work before them? We think
so; and earnestly make this appeal believing it
to be right, for further aid in order to go on with
the work-confident that the sacrifice and effort
will tell in the interest of the great cause.
Those willing to aid in this work can do so by
remitting what they may be able to contribute to
George A. Blakeslee, at Galien Berrien, County,
Michigan; or to vVm. H. Kelley, at Kirtland,
Lake County, Ohio. In sending by postal order,
orpostal note to \Vm. II. Kelley, make them
payable at Cleveland, Ohio, as Kirtland is not an
order office: but direct all letters to Kirtland.
Yours in faith and inte1 est.

WM. H. KELLEY,
G. A. BLAKESLEE.

1.

I

Committee.

SIGNS OF PROGRESS.
"ARE there any hopeful signs of reform in
society and government?" This question, in
substance, is propounded by a correspondent and
a few suggestions in reply may be profitable.
There is one very hopeful fact. There is no
great evil prevailing which has not a counter
movement. For instance, intemperance is appalling, but there is a magnificent temperance movement to destroy it. Practical infidelity has
alarmed the people, but a great revival epoch isupon us counteracting the influence of infidelity.
Sabbath desecration has become a great curse,
but a great movement is inaugurated to oppose
it. A horde of secret lodges are exerting their
baneful influences but a powerful stand has been
made against them. Political corruption is a
stench in the nation, but independent political
action is gainiffg in popularity -and promises to
correct abuses. Co-equal with the growth of the
movement for secularizing public education is
the increase of Christian schools and colleges
where religious instruction is pure and pronounced.
Indeed this may ~e called a reform epoch.
Evil was never attacked with more boldness and
courage than now. The earth fairly trembles
under the mighty tread of the armies of heaven
as they go forth to meet the Goths and Vandals
of the world. There is more territory under the
law of prohibition of the liquor traffic than ever
before; there arc more churches, Sunday schools,
and colleges; there is less of sectional strife;
there are more hospitals and asy !urns to relieve
suffering; there is more aggressive reform work
and there are more newspapers to oppose evil
1;tnd maintain the right. Dark and foreboding

as are the signs of the time, there are stifl encouraging facts to keep the heart from fainting.
The gospel was never so much studied as at the
present and, it never e.xerted so marked an influence among men. This one fact alone furnishes boundless encouragement.-American.
A SELF-CONTROLLED WOMAN.
-'SPEECH is silver; silence is golden." How
true this is when our nerves are unstrung, and
we are irritable and inclined to say sharp things&
to the children, to the servants, or to "John." If
we can only keep silent then, and go out into the
fresh air and sunshine, and get our degenerated
blood toned up with a good supply of oxygen,
and our refractory nerves in "hands" again-how
thankful we shall be that we did not "boil over"
and say the heated things we had in mind. Undoubtedly three-fourths of the quarrels and estrangements of this world happen through a temporary loss of self-control-and what a pity! Of
course, it is sometimes necessary to correct a
child, admonish a senant or even tell "John"
what one thinks about something which has gone
wrong; but it is never safe to do it when one
feels irritated or unnerved. I should al wa)' s be
postponed till one feels sure that she is proof
against the temptation to lose her self-control.
Anger, uncontrolled, is like a cyclone, increasing and destructive; while the same quality under
calm and perfect control gives force to character
and composedly works out.beneficent results like
steam harnessed to a locomotive. vVhen one is
irritated by some unkind or unjust remark, it is
natural to want to_ say something as bad or a
little worse; if you yield to the impulse, you will
suffer from remorse of con>cience and the coldness of your friend----,if you resist it and remain
silent, you will have the peace of an approving
conscience within, and ten to one, your friend
will feel ashamed of himself and tell you he is
sorry. In any kind of diffaence or difficulty, t)1e
self controlled one always come out' top o' the
heap," and gets the better of the. contest. And
above all things a selfcontrollrd woman is a joy
and an administration.
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THE Chicago Tribune of May 27th, 1886,
has the following dispatch from Washing-

ton, D. C., in reference to the report of the
House· Committee on the Judiciary respecting Utah:
\.VASHINGTON, D. C., May 24th.-The report
of the House Committee on Judiciary accompanying the joint resolution proposing a constitutional
amendment on the subject of polygamy, is a long
document which deals in de!ail with all the
branches of the subject, and tnters into an
elaborate discussion as to the powers of Congress
in the premises. It says :
"The amendment of the fundamental law of
the United States should not be undertaken unless the evil for which a remedy is sought should
be so great and paramount, and should so involve
the essential principles on which the Union is
based as to be incurable by ordinary legislation.
For it may be laid down as an axiom of political
science that it is impossible for human wisdom
to forecast all the consequences of any change in
the ordinary or fundamental law. The proposed
amendments referred to the committe~ relate to
a regulation of the subject of marriage and divorce,
and to the extirpation of polygamy within the
Union. It may fairly be asked why should the
Union or the General Gdvernment take charge
of and control the domestic relation of marriage
or its suspension or dissolution by divorce? \Vhy
should not each State and Territory have exclusive power over this subject, and why should
not polygamy be allowed in each locality if the
locality wishes it? These are fair inquiries, and
strike at the root of these propositions to amend
the Constitution."
The ·report then quotes from numerous decisions of the Supreme Court to show the power
Congress possesses in legislating for the government of the Territories· and the District of Columbia, and continues:
«The right of a people inhabiting a Territory
to mold its policy, to frame its laws, and to construct its Government has never been sanctioned
by the Supreme Court, and is not based on sound
reason. The Territorial Government has no
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original powers, but only derivative authority
nncler the act of Congress organizing it. To
hold otherwise would divest Congress of its constitutional authority to make rules and regulations for it, and to determine its bounds, and
would give a few settlers the right to decide for
the people of the United States, who arc joint
owners in the whole domain, the destiny of the
new States to be associated in union with them.
The regulation of the marriage relation in ·each
State, the process by which it may be formed, the
rights and duties arising from it, and the method
of its dissolution, never having been delegated to
the United States, are reserved to the States
respectively; but as to the District of Columbia
and t.he Territories, these powers are in express
terms delegated to the United States.
"The duties of Congress incident to its powers
are to fit the community in the Territory in its
formative process to become a State and then to
admit it into the Union. In the contemplation
of these high duties your committee have carefully inquired into the condition of the Territory
of Utah. In this community there has appeared
a religion, and the practice under it of polygamy,
which has long called for judicious action on the
part of Congress. A clear understanding of this
condition of things may be had from a historical
view of this singular people and of their religion
and practices."
The report then gives a history of the inception
of the Mormon religion under Joseph Smith, and
reviews its growth and the efforts made from
time to time to suppre~s it. The report then
continues:
"After this summary statement of the condition
of the Mormon question, from which a diagnosis
of the disease may be made, the important inquiry confronts us, What is the remedy? Your
comniitt~e deeply deplore with all good citizens
the existence of the evil, and deem it to be of the
first importance that, while the remedy
shall be radical, it shall be in entire consistence with
the constitutional principle
of our system of Government and shall
commend itself to the judgment of the country
and mankind as in harmony with the sacred
rights of conscience and the cardinal doctrines' of
our free institutions, and be tempered by a spirit
of clemency, moderation, and magnanimous
charity. The .evils of the Mormon system are
deeper than can be cured by ordinary legislation.
T~ punish the offender may he accomplished by
law, but to extirpate the system, to eradicate it
from this Union of free civilized Commonwealths
will require a' change in the Constitution. The
American Union is a Government of the people
of the States by the representatives of the States
·and of the people of the States. To govern permanently the outlying people of our Territories
by a Congress in which they have no ''oice is
contrary to the genius of our Constitution. The
government of our colonies mtjst b.e temporary
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and in aid of their maturity as States to becon1e
partners in the Go"ernrnent of our Union. This
is the power vested in and this the duty devoh·ed upon Congress. A gover.nment of them as
provinces has in it the gerrn of imperialism and
ultimate despotism. The strilin on the Consfi.
tution is too great for the policy to be permanent.
But what is the alternative?
•iit is to admit a polygamous State into the
Union, or one from which polygamy was excluded as a Territory but is restored by the new State
-to band polygamy with monogamy, to unite in
one incli%oluble hond States whose type of civilized life is based on the polygamous family with
those whose type is the dualized unit of humanity-the one man and the one woman, the twain
making one flesh-to nurture offspring for the
d_uties of life in the peace and harmony of
Christian marriage. Such union between the
Asiatic type and the European.American type of
civilized life would be incompatible and fatal to
our peace and progress. Polygamy must be
exorcised by the compact of our Union. It must
be excluded from our family of States. The si'terhood of commonwealths must not permit the
intrusion of a polygamist member.
"Two difficulties at once present themselves.
First-\.Vould not ~uch a provision in the Constitution be a departure from the genius of our
Union, which leaves the control of domestic relations to each State and denies it to the Federal
Government? Second-Can this be done witl"iout violating the sacred right of religious freedom? \.Vho shall associate in union? Who
shall be members of the political family? What
character of commonwealth shall be admitted
into partnership? are essential questions, and
proper only for the decision of the parties to the
Union. Who else should decide them but the
parties themselves? Not Congress, nor any del·
egated authority, but the members wi~h whom
the association is proposed. This does not touch
the authority of any State after it is in the Union,
but it defines the character which is a prerequisite
to admhsion into the Union at all. Should Congress admit a polygamous member of the Union?
The answer should be in the Constitution itself,
by which Congress is bound, and which it must
obey. Nor is such a provision out of harmony
with the existing Constitution.
·
"If now, as a foundation principle of our constitutional Union, each State has agreed to deny
fcre.ver its own power to create any form of
government for itself than one which is republican, can there be any departure from the p~inci
ples of the constitution in declaring, further, that
their government shall not only be republican in
form, but that their civilization shall not be based
on the polygamous family? The amendm~nt
will only validate by express contract what !~as
always been law by the tacit consent of each
State and all the States. Thus the Union by
clear compact will be constituted of States, in
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political form republican, in_ social polity monogamous.,,
In respect to the 'econd question the committee
express their views fully but concbely, because
they a1:e important in their bearing on the proposed amendment. Reports of proceedings in
the Constitutional Convention and in the Assembly which drew the Bill of Rights in Virginia
are cited at some length. The report continues:
"The question whether the punishment of polygamy prohibits the full exercise. of religion, or
whether an amendment to the Constitution forbidding it would do so, has been mooted, and any
doubt respecting it should be dispelled. It is a
q\lestion whether the Mormon creed commands
or permits polygamy. The best opinion expressed before the committee by Mormons was that
it was not commanded, but was allowed by God.
If God p~rmits, but does not enjoin, polygamy
upon all !he men in the Mormon Church, there
can be no invasion of conscience in restraining
a man from doing what his relation does not require or in 1·equiring him to do what his God
does not forbid.
"Unless, then, the "Mormon Church commands
thi,s man to disobey the civil law by plural marriage when God does not command it, there can
be no constraint on his conscience. But if he
does this the church is a foe of civilized society
by making its members violators of human law
and dangerous citizens of the State. It makes
divine permission justify the willful violation of
law by men in doing what it forbids and in failing fo do what it commands. This position is
fatal to the claim on this ground."
"But suppose polygamy is commanded by the
religion. Then if, because it is commanded, it
must be obeyed or respected by all and by
the civil Government itself, tlte result would be
that no Jaw against polygamy would be valid, because contrary to Mormon revelation of the Divine will. This claim, if allowed, would establish
the Mormon Church as a theocracy over men
and governments. If the fact that the Mormon
belief .in polygamy is commanded by God could
prevent the Government from punishing the
Mormons for it, while it punished anti-Mormons,
it would be preferring that religion to all others,
and by shielding its adherents from the penalty
inflicted without mercy on all who would not
profess its creed. But, if to prevent this preference the law was annulled entirely as to all, it
would create the supremacy of this one system
of religion over the civil authority of the Government; polygamy could not be made a crime by
theGovernment because forbidden by the Mormon
religion. What better example of an established
religion could be given then this would be? A
union of Church and State in which the church
would be supreme and the State subordinate. It
has been the settled opinion of the best defenders of religious conscience that when religious
faith commits crime its alleged sincerity can not
shield it from the penalty of the civil law. As
Jong as it is a question of faith between the man
and his God the civil law can not interfere; but
when faith breaks out into acts again&t the law
of society it can not give immunity to the criminal. If this were not so guilt would be quick to
put on the cloak of religion to screen itself from
justice.
uy our committee feel satisfied that nothing
proposed by them to the House will in the

slightest degree trench upon·the sacred canons of
religious liberty."
After a long discussion of the form that an
amendment proposed as a remedy for the disease
of polygamy should assume, the committee say
of the measure to be reported to the House :
"It seems to the committee that these provisions secure to the Union, the courts, and the
Congress of the Union complete authority to
extirpate the system of polygamy and its kindred offense of polygamous association of
'cohabitation between the sexes.' The crimes
are fixed by constitutional definition, the punishment is prescribed by Congress, and the judicial
power of the United States will enforce the Constitution against all oftenders."

We call the attention of the Saints to
this report, for the reason that the principles presented in it are worth thought and
consideration. There were two continge~cies upon which the leading men of
the Utah Church rested their hope for the
legal continuance of polygamy. One was
that the right of the people of a territory
to regulate their own affairs would be
either recognized as, a thing of course, or
Congress be forced to recognize it by dint
of political necessity. The other was that
Utah might be admitted into the family of
States, the provisional constitution silent
in regard to polygamy, and then when
fully within the union as a State, polygamy might be legalized by statutory _enactment. The first of these two contmgencies has failed. There is no disposition
upon the part of the larger majority of the
joint owners of the public domain included
in the territories to accept the "squatter sovereignty" theory in regard to polygamy in
Utah, either as a "matter of course," or as
being compelled to do so. The trial is
now upon the second proposition. vVhat
will be its fate?
We have from the first believed, and
have so written, that the practice of polygamy could not be permitted to exist as a
religious tenet or otherwise, on territory
belonging to the union of States, for the
reason that it was contrary to the organic
institutions of the country and opposed to
the genius of American civilization. For
this reason, also, we have believed that
polygamy was not commanded of God,
nor authoritatively permitted by him; because having begun a scheme of political
government for the enfranchisement of
men from the thralldom of political tyranny and despotism, he would not endanger that government by suffering, or commanding what was opposed to it or the
genius of its institutions. Hence we have
had no fears concerning the final fate of
the first hope of the Utah Mormons, that
of territorial right.
Of the second hope we have had no
fear, except that which had for its base..
the shortsightedn~ss or venality of political parties; the one overreaching by tricks
and partizan desire for conquest the weakness of the other. This danger is now
pretty well passed. The hurt which the
principle and practice of polygamy (plural
marriage) would do American institutions,
if such practice becomes a recognized and
fixed part of. governmental polity, is now

too well understood among all classes of
political parties to be put aside as of no
weight, or to leave such a contingency to
probable chances. For any political party
to secure the admission of Utah to statehood while there is a probability that po1ygamy would be legalized by legislative
enactment when statehood was secured,
would be most disreputable suicide, and
no political party now existing cares to do
that.
The Commission rightly conclude that
for the Government to persist in refusing
to permit Utah to become a State and continuing it as a Territory, governing it as a
province, it must in time partake of imperialism and despotism, which is not consistent with the national idea. To avoid
this and yet to so act as to put the matter
to rest, the Commission deem it advisable
that it be made a subject of an amendment
to the Constitution, the intent being to
place a perpetual bar against the introduction of polygamy, or plural marriage, into
any and all of the territories belonging to
the United States; whether as states or
territories, the lands devoted by nature and
designed of God for the development of
the American idea shall be forever free
from the fact, or the apprehension of a
practice so foreign to that idea.
What must be the thoughts of those in
Utah who have been so frequently and
seriously told that the present prosecution
of polygamy was but a slight tbing and
would end in making the laws obnoxious
to even the law makers and the general
people of the U nitecl States, when now it is
being made thoroughly apparent that the
fixed intention of the people of the United
States as expressed by J udgc Hays, of
Idaho, is that the practice of polygamy
must he stopped, or those who propose to
practice it must leave the United States.
If such determination is persisted in, wh£1t
excuse for further disregard of the will of
the Republic can the Utah Saints urge.
And if Congress should now conclude that
legislation by it in the way of suppressi~m
by punishment of offenders who practice
polygamy is inadequate, and order a vote
of the States upon an amendment to the
Constitution forever prohibiting it in the
Union'of States, what will be, what must
be the condition of those who will be adversely affected thereby.
As for us, we are upon the record having long since elected the course we should
pursue, and as prosecution of polygamists
under Congressional supervision of the
Territories has not hurt nor delayed the
preaching of the gospel by the Reorganized Church, neither would the adoption
of such an amendment to the Constitution
prevent the spread of the truth of Christ
under the ministration of those who do not
fear to denounce as evil what God has
plainly called an "abomination in his
sight."
We do not rejoice in the sorrow and affliction of those who are now suffering the
penalty of the broken laws of the country,
but from our knowledge of the work of
the last days we can but commend the
measure that will settle politically in the
Government of the United, States what
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Monnon times; for th_at church had High Priests
of the high priesthood after the order of Melchisedec in it, "being after the order of the Son of
God."-Alma 9:6; also ro: r, 2. Elder Brown
stated once publicly that he had been a Latter
Day Saint for eighteen years, and once that it
was twenty years. His answer to question i r
states that he was with the Bickertonites, (who
did not claim to be Latter Day Saints, and who
disbelieved the Book of Covenants), but three
years, then with the Reorganiza lion three years,
and now less than two years with the Church of
Christ. Where was he during the other ten or
twelve years of the twenty 0 r the eighteen years
of experiei1ce with the Latter Day Saints?
The spirit of discernment by which Elder
Brown determined whether questions were for
contention or information failed to discern why
I asked the question, Whether the church to
which he belonged believed the Bible and Book
of Mormon. I certainly think some will sec
why? Elder Brown states in answer lo question
15 that David \Vhitmer is an Elder, "which
office belongs to the priesthood of the Son of
God." This "priesthood of the Son of God is
the High P;iesthood, or Melchisedcc priesthood,
as shown by Paul's letter to the Hebrews in
which this priesthood is discussed. See Heb.
7th and 8th chapters; Alma 9:5, 6; and ro:r and
2.
In answer to question 20 Elder Brown states
that "all members of the body of Christ are of
this order of priesthood,' to offer up spiritual sacrifices."
If this is true, of what eflicacy is an ordination
from an apostle, or elder? Alma says that "the
Lord God ordained priests after his holy order,
ELDER BROWN REVIEWED.
which was after the order of his Son, to teach
IN the answer to the third question asked by me,
these things unto the people; and those priests
Elder W. P. Brown evades the inquiry respectwere ordained after the order of his Son."
ing the prophetic evidences of Elder D. "Whit"And thus being called by this holy calling, and
mer's calling, by referring to what I at the time
ordained unto the high priesthood 'of the Holy .
of reading supposed to be a blessing, the truth of
Order of God,to teach his commandments unto
which I did not affirm nor deny; and to which
the children of men, that they also might enter
I had not then, nor have I now the least objectinto his rest, this high priesthood being after the
tion in its place and proper meaning; but it is
order of His Son, which order was from the
straining it to make it do duty as given here by
foundation of the world; or in other words, beElder Brown. Elder Brown presumed when he
ing without beginning of days or end of years,
states that_ I have knowledge of "many evidences"
being prepared from eternity to all eternity, acof Elder D. Whitmer's calling. I know of none
cording to his foreknowledge of all things."that warrant the claim made for him by Elder
Alma 9: 6. •
Brown and others. The answers to questions 4
This order does not appertain to the members
to 7 inclusive are evasive. For Elder W. P.
of the body unless called and ordained unto this
Brown knew that the church to which reference
priesthood. Thus Elder Brown contradicts Alma.
was had in the queries, was the specific organiIf Jesus Chirst were the only High Priest in
zation at the present composed of David Whitthe Church as claimed in answer 17, how does it
mer, Sen., John C. "Whitmer, Philander Page,
happen that Melchizedek, and "many, exceeding
W. P. Brown, J. J. Snyder and others at Richgreat many," (Alma ro: r) were called and ormond, Mo., and which Elder J. C. Whitmer told
dained to be High Priests in the Church as repW.W. Blair and myself had been incorporated
resented both in the Book of Mormon and Bible?
in Missouri under its laws. That he did not
For it is evident that the Bible recognizes many
mentally refer to Christ'.~ Church, organized at
priests of the order of Melchizedek. See Ex. 24:
Jerusalem in the year "one" is clear from his
4-8,withPs.99:6; Gen.4:3-5; 8:20,21; 22:13;
answer, "on the Earth." He could have said
31: 54; 46: I; Job I: 5; 42: 8; Ex. 18: I2, 19, 24;
"at Jerusalem" or "Far \Vest" as easy as "on the
r Sam. 7:9; 2 Sam. 6: 18; r Kings r8: 30-38;
Earth."
Judges 6: 24, 26; 13: 19; r Chron. 21: 26-28; Rev.
If the answer to question 7 is to be taken as
5: ro. And it should be noticed that those
sincere and correct, then the statement that the
"priests" mentioned in this last quotation are rechurch to which Elder Brown belongs has no
deemed by Christ's blood "out of every kindred,
and tongue, and people, and nation," and hence
High Priests in it, marks that specific church as
not being closely related to the Church of the
are not alone of the house of Aaron.
The answer in 22 makes every person their
Lamb, Church of Christ, Church of God; the
own judge as to what is and what is not revelaone organized after the order of the Son of God
tion from God. Hiram Page tried this, (Doc. &
of which Alma was the High Pri~st, of Book of

we believe has been settled in the expression of God's will respecting his church
and people, "there shall no man among
you have save it be one wife."
The matter as it now stands is about like
this; if by any chance polygamy shall be
legalized in Utah as a territory, or a state
of the United States, it virtually places the
laws of the entire union of states in subordination to the Utah idea, or makes the belief and practices of I 50,000 to dominate
the will and laws of 55,000,000 of people,
or permits one of a band of three hundred
and sixty-six common stockholders to disregard and set at defiance the interest of
thrre hundred and sixty-five.
vVe admit that if it be pleasing to God
so to do, he can so determine human affairs
as to overturn all tbat the United States
may do in the direction referred to, but it
is our settled conviction that he will not so
interfere, and for the reason so frequent;,ly
stated, that having designed America as
the land on which a church should be established, in which monogamy was to be
the rule in. the domestic relation, he will
now stand by the Governme11t instituted
by him under which that church was to
flourish in its effort to keep the land free
to the purpose named; and thus prevent
that church from being overcome and destroyed by a departure from God's expressed intentioQ. We believe that in this
case as in one hypothetically stated once by
a leading general: "Providence will be
upon the side of the heaviest battalions."
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Cov. 27: 4), so did Sidney Rigdon at Kirlland
when he claimed that the Holy Ghost told him
the Saints must bnild h'im a hou<e, (Joseph s·mith
the Prophet, page 205-0). Joseph, the appointed
Seer, exposed and rcproYed both. The bigoted
Jews adopted this poiicy; (John 5: 46, 47); so
did Korab and his company; (Num. r(i: 1-w);
and so have the various faclionists of !he church
in ancient times and also in these latter days,
while those chosen and approved of God ha,·e
been governed in these matters by the faithful
regular decisions of a eornpetent, spiritual ministry. (Acts 15: 6-22; Doctrine&C0Yenants4r: r;
with 4.2: I ; Jlfilleimial Star 15: 299). l f matters
of such vital importance were left to each
person's faulty judgment as to what are
the teachings of the Holy Ghost and the correct
interpretation of the word, if would result in confusion confused, with contentions and divisions
without number or end. All the Sectarian world,
including the various factions of those claiming
to belieYc in lhe Book of Mormon, ask us to 1lelieve that thrv are guided and governed by the
Holy Ghost. This we respectfully decline lo do,
for "God is not the author of confusion" and dis
order.
Elder Brown's answer to 33 exhibits his ignor·
ance of the history of the Reorganized Church;
for we who know that history undertake to say
that, as for the elements brought into it out of
every faction of the Church, and out of every
sect of Christendom, as well as from the world of
scepticism, it is not a proof of apostacy or spirit·
ual deadness when some degree of· division and
heresy is found in it. St. Paul said of the Church
in his time: "For there must be also heresies
among you, that they which are approved may
be made manifest."-r Cor. I I : 19. When the
Church repels heretics and cleans itself of ,false
teachers and dead branches, it is a sure indication
of inherent life and of innate pow(!r to throw
off its dross and impurities. \Vhen persons
continue in the Church and ) ct repudiate
the very revelations which gave it being, upon
which it is l)ased, and by which it is builded, it is not surprising at all that there
should be exhibitions of unrest and dio;quiet.
But when Elder Brown states or intimates that
there are many in the Reorganization who are
disaffected 'with it, he misleads and deceives
those who follow him. The church has never
gained in all ways so rapidly and extensively as
for the past conference year, neither have its
membership and ministry been so united and
harmonious as during that time. On the other'
hand, we perceive a large lack of unity between
himself and his fellows-J. C. Whitmer and J. J.
Snyder-in both sentiment and doctrine.
If Elder Brown is "thankful for investigation,"
why do<"s he publicly refuse to be questioned?
He utterly refused to answer the plain, simple
question put by Elder Gillen at his first service
in Lamoni, "\Vhat must we do to be saved."

Jmrn RusKIN pays the following tribtite
to the Bible:
'
"From Mr. Ruskin's latest article: Let me
tell yoµr readers who care to know, in the fewest
possible words, what it is.' 'rt is the grandest
group of writings existent in the rational world,
put into the grandest language of the rational
world in the first strength of the Christian fa(th,
by an entirely wise and kinq saint, St.. Jerome;
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translated afterwards with beauty and felicity
into.every language of the Christian world; and
the guide, since so translated, of all the arts and
acts of that world which have been noble, fortunate, and happy."

Tirn Salt Lake, Utah, I-ferald, of May
I 7th, contains an edito1:ial, the sum and
substance of which may be seen from the
last two paragraphs which we give below:
"If the law had said of what the offense of unlawful cohabitation must consist, we believe there
would have been a very general compliance
with !he statute; if Congress were now to define
the meaning of unlawful cohabitation, we believe
there would follow \l very general conformity to
the law. But there can be no compliance, no
conformity, when to comply or conform is impossible; there can· be no compliance, when what
is not unlawful cohabitation to-day, will be the
offense to-morrow and send the man to the Penitentiary; there can be no conformity, when the
District Attorney finds that the rule which will
serve to convict in the case on trial to -day, will
acquit in the case to-morrow, and he asks and
obtains a different interpretation."
"\Vhen the statute has been deprived of its
vagueness and people can understand what is necessary for them to do to comply with the law, there
will be some reason in propositions looking to
a settlement of the annoying troubles which prevail in Utah; but until people are shown how they
can comply with the law without being cowardly, brutal and inhuman, all talk of an adjustment
will oe idle."

The pith of the foregoing, as we read
it, is this-if Congress had proceeded to
downright verbiage in describing the. numberless acts and words which a plurally
married might say and do, or might not
do and say and be safe, or be subject to
prosecution, then there would have been a
conformity to the law. "The fault is with
the statute," says the .lierald.
"No rogue e'er felt the halter draw,
With a just conception of the law."

The Herald should know quite well
that the constitutional right to define the
enactments of Congress and interpret the
provisions of the laws is with the Supreme
Court. It would be largely a wo'rk of
supererogation for Congress to attempt
the role of the supreme court. Had Congress defined "unlawful cohabitation" as
this learned pundit of the .Eierald seems
to think it should have done, then the same
man would have indulged in an editorial
laugh at the absurd position of Congress
in the seat of the Supreme Court.
We propose to tell the IIerald that if
the common sense of the average American
citizen ruled in the camp of the Saints
where the Herald is printed, the act of
Congress known as the Edmunds Bill
would be understood to mean that every
married man should be the husband of but
one living woman at the same time, "at
home, or abroad, on the land or the sea;"
and that one woman to be the one he first
married and her only, and none other until
she was dead, or divorced for scriptural
cause; and that no man should in any
sense whatever comport himself as a husband toward any woman other than the

one legal (according tothe law of the land)
wife to whom he had been properly married as provided in the law. Under the
closing sentence, "but until people are
shown how they can comply with the law
without being cowardly, brutal and inhuman, all talk of an adjustment will be
idle;" there lies lurking the intention to disregard the law as it now is construed by the
courts, Judges Zane, Powers, Boreman, of
Utah, and Hays of Idaho, on the bench,
or as it may be defined by Congress; unless
such definition and construction shall be
so modified as to permit the continuance of
plural marriage and Utah usages under
them; for what is "cowardly, brutal and
inhuman'' will be defined by tfie I-ferald
to mean a disrupting of plural families and
an abandonment of the relations existing
between polygamous husbands and wives.
It is simply a plea to be permitted to
dictate to the Courts and to Congress the
terms of adjustment in the interest of
polygamy and its adherents.
UNTIL such time as the High Priests'
Quorum shall be sufficient! y full to provide
for all the contingencies of presidency
occurring in districts and missions, the
chui·ch will appoint such men and officers
as are best adapted to the work demanded;
and will expect the local ministry and
membership to acquiesce in such appointments and cordially sustain the men appointed.
The rule of law upon which such appointments are made is found in section
104, paragraph 43, and reads: "And these
seventy are to be traveling ministers unto
the Gentiles, first, and also unto the Jews,
whereas other officers of the church, who
belong not unto the twelve neither to the
seventy, are not under the responsibility to
travel among all nations, but are to travel
as their circumstances shall allow, notwithstanding they may. hold 'as high and
responsible <!!Jices in the church."
Those appointed in charge of missions
are traveling ministers, and are not appointed in the sense of local presidents.
They represent the dignity and authority
of the church, and in that should be honored, and not simply for the office in the
priesthood that they hold. A Deacon is
entitled to the courtesy and support of the
entire church, the highest officers more
especially, when he, the Deacon, is entrusted with a work by the church; not because
he is a Deacon but because he is the embodiment of the dignity and power of the
church for the purpose of the work designated to be done. So with every other
officer called and appointed.
In all assemblies of the church where
there is ho organization, the highest in
authority present should be chosen to preside. If there are more than one of the
same grade of authority, other things being
equal, the oldest man should be selected.
Organization when perfected permits the
selection of the one thought to be best
qualified, or that should be designated in
any way recognized by the church as
proper, and the one thus selected should
be honored and respected as the representative of the church.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

LAMONI is in a stage of improvement at
the present. The Trustees and Mayor
are improving the streets to quite a good
extent and are doing it well. On the west
side there arc five houses in process of
erection. Brethren E. J. Robinson and J.
W. Gillen are each putting up a fair residence, the first named on the main road
west from town on a very pleasant and
corri_mand!ng site; Bro. Charles Butler is
building a very neat little, one story cottage near to the meeting-house, and opposite Bro. Stebbins, Cochran and Church.
Mr. Lewis Mitchell is building a small
one story cottage on the road west, and
Sr. Monroe, formerly from Californfa is
building quite near to the church. Altogether, that part of town is putting 01i.
quite a town-like appearance. Brethren
Jesse Lewis and Austin Olson are fitting
lfp a business house south and near to the
post office, and thinking of going into the
furniture business. Bro. B. L. Merritt is
also building on the east side. Brother
Farmer and wife, late from Australia, have bought a three acre tract, and
will build also on the west side. There is
a fair spirit of progress among the business
men and other citizens; a disposition being shown to make the place look tidy and
progressive· May it continue.
Bro. S. Reed of Lone Elm, Henderson
Co., Tenn., is anxious to correspond with
Elder 'George Montague, for he thinks
there will be a fair opening for preaching
the word in his locality. Bro. Montague
. will please note these facts.
Sr. Henrietta A. Dunn, of Box Elder,
Utah, when subscribing of late for the
HERALD takes occasion to say: "I must
say that I am pleased with the Herald,
and always feel greatly benefitted after
reading it. May it continue to do good,
is my prayer."
By papers sent us, we see Elder I. N.
White is to hold a four days' discussion
with a Elder H.P. Price of the "Christian Church," near Le Beck, Mo., beginning next August zd. Elder Price affirms
that the church he represents possesses all
the doctrine which should entitle it to be
regarded as the Church of Jesus Christ;
and Elder White affirms that "the Scriptures teach that all baptized believers shall
receive the miraculous gift of the Holy
Spirit." It is said a deep interest is felt in
this discussion, and that it is likely there
be a very large attendance.
Bro. R. J. Anthony reached Salt Lake
City, May 27th, all safe. Bro. Peter
Anderson met him at the depot, and they
went to Bro.Joseph W. Wilson's, where
Bro. Anthony usuaJly stays when in the
city. Bro. Anthony baptized one at Carbon City, on the way out.
As we write to-day mechanics are engaged at work on four neat, commodious
residences, also on one small one, in West
Lamoni. Improvements are being made
likewise in the eastern and central part of
town. Hard as are the times, yet Lamoni
and its surroundings are developing solidly
and steadily.
Bro. Hiram Robinson baptized two at
Harrisonville, Missouri,

will
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Brn. John Farmer and John Morris and
their wives, reached this place from Sydney, New South \V?les, from whence they
started April 22d. Bro. Farmer has bought
land for a home adjoining town, and will
begin its improvement in a neat substantial
way at once. It Bro. Morris can find
business at his trade as a tailor, he, too, will
locate here.
Bro. Arthur Leverton, of Bothwell,
Ontario, goes for a Rev. T. W. McCann
(of the Disciple Church) in the Bothwell
Times of May 6th. It appears that Rev.
McCann desired that an Elder should
speak at or near Longwood, on March
16th, 17th, which Bro. Leverton essayed
to do, but was prevented from going.
Rev. McCann mistook the cause of Bro.
Leverton's absence, and indulged in a little
boasting. In reply to this, Bro. Leverton
challenged him to a discussion, but failed
to get a private arrangement, and so challenged him in the Times of the 6th, concluding in the following: "So Mr. McCann can tune up his jewsharp, or his
mouth organ and we will be there to face
his music, providing he plays his tune
west of London and east of Wind°-!J.. sind
we are informed of the time and place
when and where his tune· will be played."
Bro. P. W. Premo, in a letter dated at
Grand Rapids, Neb., May 24th, assures us
that the Spirit attends their ministrations
in preaching the word in that region, and
that the Saints are trying to set a worthy
example before all, also that he continues
to have evidence of God's work.
Letters from a number for which we
have not space; among- them are, Bro.
Joseph Chester, Detroit, Minn.; Bro.John
S. Lawton, Chelsea, Mass.; George Masters, Delray, Ohio; B. A. Atwell, Cabool,
Missouri.
Bro. Joseph F. Burton, writing from
Queen's Ferry, Victoria, Australia, April
18th, says: "I have baptized nineteen since
I wrote for the HERALD last, four of them
to-day. The work is in good condition
here now. J\.!Iany are seeking."
Brn. Jam es and Monroe Scott, of New
Providence, Indiana, have been bboring
with fair success in Washington county.
Some have been disfellowshiped, having
denied the work; but the Lord is standing
by the church. The work is in fairer
prospects there; or as Bro. Jam cs writes,
"is looking up." ·
Elder H. C. Bronson's addres& is 1222
North 13th street, St.Joseph, Mo.
Elder John C. Whitmer and J. ]. Snyder, visited the office on June rst.
'
\i\T e gave Bro. James Peters' resi·clencc
as Lake City, Michigan, when it shoulcl
have been East Lake, Michigan. It was
our mistake confounding the two names.
Bro. T. J Martin writes from Detroit,
Minfl., May 27th, "God is blessing us. I
baptized a noble young man three weeks
ago, and some more will be baptized next
Sunday. \Ve are much encouraged, and
arc trying to live so as to enjoy the Spirit
of God."
Bro. Geo. A. Forbes, of St.. Louis, Mo.,
says, May 27th, "God bless all connected
with the Herald. It is one of our best
~kle~·st
· ··
·
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encl of a reaping and harvest-time, acceptit as .great a sin not to labor able to God, had then terminated-whensix days each week as it is to break the ever and wherever that may occur. The
language endorses the "reaping," and '·the
Sabbath?
Ans.-Idleness is sin; but it may not be harvest" done, instead of repudiating
reckoned equally so great as Sabbath them.
But, as the Elder seems willing to be
breaking.
guided and governed by Bro. White's
~.-Is the Bishop's agent "a common
judge in Israel," as set forth in sec. 104, instructions through dreams, here is one
we commend to his careful notice and
pars. 32 and 33, Doctrine and Covenants?
A.-No. The Bishop is that "common hope he may profit thereby, and learn
of the work being done and yet to be
judge."
done under the presidency of the Reor~.-If an Elder should move away to
a strange place and there be induced to be ganized Church, and also learn the fate of
baptized by a sectarian elder, can he after- ·all the others claiming to be leaders of the
Church of God. Here is the dream:
ward come back without rebaptism?
"On September rst, 1880, I was at home in
A.-Yes; if in the matter and manner
of his going away from the branch there Eden \'ille; was getting things fixed for my
was no wilful denying of the faith, or a family, financially. I felt tried in spirit, thinkwicked abandonment of the truth. His ing what an uphill business it was for an Elder
baptism by the sectarian "confers nothing to leave his family and go into the cold hearted
and takes nothing away."
world to present the word to them, and at the
~.-( 1) Do branch officials evince haste
same time often receiving from them nothing
and uncharitableness in moving cautious- but jeers-.:and a turning away in contempt
1yin dealing with a wrong with a view to from our faithful testimony. 0, how trying.
its adjudication on evidence of its exist- My wife prepared supper; but my heart was
ence? ( 2) If so, how long must they wait too full of grief to partake. I went to. God in
after the evidence of wrong appears before prayer, and smothered my grief in tears; removing against it?
tired and dreamed the following :-I saw you,
A.-(r) No. (2) This must be deter- brother Joseph, and many others standing; at
mined by the nature of the wrong, wheth- their back was a large tract of land, a plain.
er it is abstract, positive, or constructive,
Before them a dark mountain, the side toward
personal or against the body.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

~ues.-Is

Col\IPETENT parties inform us that Elder
\V. P. Brown, at the M. E. Church Friday evening, the 28th of May, assured his
hearers that the Reorganized Church was
shaking and would soon fall to pieces;
and as one of his conclusive evidences he
read a dream had by Bro. I. N. White
when about to enter upon a discussion
with a Rev. A. F. Russel at Adell, Dallas
County, Iowa, but which did not come off,
as we understand it. The dream reads as
follows:
"I dreamed a few nights ago that I was on a
large ship. It was slightly moving to and fro, on
a troubled sea. All ou a sudden it hove to land;
I, with others, was silting in small boats in the
stern. The captain in the cabin came to the
front, and cried, "All on shore." Wifa a little
reluctance we obeyed, as we thought the time
early to quit the ship, when we had so much to
do. \Vith some difficulty we ascended the perpendicular stone wharf. \Vhen on shore I perceived I was on the very grounds where shipwrights· had been laboring, as there were timbers
of nearly every description scattered around.
Aqove me, I heard people singing ,with a loud
voice, a hymn commencing: 'The harvest is
oYer,' etc. After every verse was a chorus commencing: 'The reaping time is past,' etc. I felt
some peculiar power that caused me to 'readily
join in the music, and the singing awoke me. I
feel anxious and would like the interpretation.
I am yours in bonds,
I. N. \VHITE."

Granting that this dream was inspired
of God, it can not be tortured into meaning the downfall of the Reorganized
Church. The language used-"The harvest is over," "The reaping time is past"llf!\11 9n.1l b\f <;qn~tnw<J (ls m11flnin9 tn1\t thi:

us was perpendicular, On the top and very
brink stood people. I could see leaders among
them who kept up the cry, •I am the leader and
I have the authority.' One by one of these
men would pitch forward and fall at your feet in
an expiring condition. Some would leap headlong after falling and die; others would sink
gradually into the ground, while all kept up the
cry, •I am the man, I have on the martyr's
clothes.' (They were dressed in dark clothes).
I looked at you, you turned half way around and
looked upon them sorrowfully,-smiled and said
nothing. I looked! and a window opened into
this dark mountain; a room was there as high
as the mountain and deep and wide, I saw one
of our Elders enter, sent on a mission for six
months. He warned the people of the judgments
to come. I could see people all astir in e~ery
part of the immense building. Ere the Elder
reached the, further end I heard the cry from
every quarter, '\Ve are the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints and are >eventy·five
thousand strong.' Before the Elder returned, the
building, which now seemed to be nothing but a
shell, commenced to vanish and entirely disappeared; and the inhabitants learned for the first
time that they were homeless. The great dark
mountain commenced to give way and turned into a cloud of light. The clouds in heaven seemed lit up with a halo that I never before witnessed. \Vhat was surprising, all of this change
took place without any nois.e perceptibly. All
of this lime we had been facing this dark scene,
but now we turned to walk out on this plain that
had been to our back, and I felt a breeze like a
rushing wind and it passed over the true Latter
Day Saints, and the Elders felt renewed in Spirit,
.and started on their missions with light heart;
and I heard it said: 'Now is the day when thousands will come into the Church.'' I saw large
congregations standing and looking at the Lat-
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ed. \Ve seemed to be walking in a different element. With joy did I resume my mission of
charity to the world. I awoke and arose from
·bed and praised God in Spirit. May God as~ist
you, 13ro. Joseph, to fill your great mission in
connection \\ith others of the 'called,' is my
prayer.-Herald for Dec. r5th, r88r.
I. N. \VHITE."

EDIT.ED BY SISTEH "FHANCJcS."

''But life shall on ancl upward go;
Th' eternal step of progress heats
To that great anthem, calm and slow,
Which God repeats."

Would God that some active member in each
branch of the church would organize a "Hope
band" and by concert of action devise ways and
means to forward the work. If we only gather
the lambs into the fold and guard them while
there, feeding them with the sincere milk of the
word, discharging our whole duty to them, God
will take care of the rest. They will never forget the taste of the bread they ate in their
Father's house and will hunger for it in years to
come. Who will aid this good work? Shall we
not hear from some of our California friends?
What has become of sister Emma R--?
WE are in receipt of letters and clippings from
sister Sarah Rose, also article from Lucy Lloyd.
LAMONI,

~-~----·

Iowa, June 5th, 1886.

WHAT TO BELIEVE.
"ls t.here anylhing in these days of change nnd doubt
that one can believe?" (A Letter).

He has no joy who has no trust !
The greatest faith brings greatest pleasure.
And I believe because I must;
And would believe in perfect measure.
Therefore l send
'l'o you, my friend,
This key to open mines of lreasure·whatever else your hands restrain,
Let faith be free, and trust remain.
Believe in stimmet"s snn and shade,
Although to-day the snow be falling ;
Bxpect glad voices in the glade,
'l'hough now the winds alone are calling,
Have eyes to sec
How fail' things be;
I.et hope, not fear, prove most enthrnlling,
And skies that shine will oftenest be
Stretched lovingly o'er thine and thee.
Have loyal faith in all thy kin,
Believe the best of one another;
One Father's heart takes all men in,
Be not suspicious of thy brother.
Jf one deceive
Why disbelieve
The rest. and so all kindness smother?
Who the rnost looks for love will find
Most certainly that hearts are kind.
Iiegard tho age with hopeful thought,
Net it, but thou thyself art debtor;
Behold what wonders have been wrought,
Believe tho world is get;ting better.
Oh, be thou brave
To help, and save,
And free men's hands from every fetter,
Yet know that cheery hopeflllness
ls the great factor in snccoss.
Above all things in G,1d believe,
And in His love that lasts forever ;
No changeful friend tl1y heart to grieve,
Js He who will forsake thee never.
In shine or shower,
His blessings dower
Tho sollls that trust with strong endeavor,
lleliovc, believe, for faith is best,
Believe, and find unbroken rest.
.MAUIANNE FARNIKGHAl>!.

To KACH mother and sister who reads the column,
w<0 want to make a direct and earnest appeal in
behalf of the Hope. Could we be assured that
you, sisters, would cac!t one put forth ·an effort
(faithful, prayerful and working thereto) we
would not entertain a single doubt in the matter.
vVe have faith to believe that you will. Faith to
believe that each one who reads this will feel
that in this field they can labor. Is it too
much to ask of you that you strive to lay aside
fifty cents, or even one dollar to forward this
greatly neglected work of the church? The IIope
ls too small arid its drcnlatirm i<1r too limjtc>l.

PARENTS AND CHILDREN.
THERE is a tendency on the part of some mothers
to do so m.uch for their children that virtually a
premium is placed upon selfishnesi;;. The child
whose every wish is anticipated, and for
whom nothing is too good, is apt to grow up an
exceedingly unpleasant person, unless, indeed,
there be an extraordinary amount of natural
good in him to counterbalance the undue indulgence. Shielding children from every chilling
breath of life's air begets a love of ease and selfish enjoyment which becomes fixed when childhlilod is past. A mother, for example, had denied
herself every comfort. She had risen early, and
had taken rest late in order that her daughters
might have a "perfectly happy happy girlhood."
No duty was exacted of them. If they were
minded to help they might do so, if not, there
was no one to .ease the weary mother of her burden. Small wonder is it that after these girls
grew up their sole thought was for self. The
mother was ignored by them ; disrespectfully
spoken of as "old-fashioned," and "without
taste." Indeed, she was only regarded as one
who could bake, brew, and was even "ordered"no other word can be used-to wait upon them
while they lolled in their easy chairs. Never
having been taught to spend and be spent in doing good, these young women were not the
helpers of those in need, and never carried sunshine into darkened homes. Even their best
friends tired of them, and their lives were unlovely and discontented. There can he no unhappiness in life unless the straight line of duty,
which leads to "beauty's curve,'' be conscientiously followed. Let every mother inculcate in
her children's minds that it is more blessed to
give than to receive. The opposite to this unpleasant picture is seen in a family of seven
daughters, reared in wealth and luxury. There
was no absolute need of their doing any household work, as there were "men servants and maid
servants" enough lo perform every duty. Although her first desire was to make her children
happy, the mother of these girls knew there
could be no happiness without work; so each
child had her special duty and was held to strict
accou~t for its performance. The mother was
the central sun around which all revolved; her
slightest wish was as the command of an empress,
so perfectly was it obeyed. The one thought
was "to help to please mother." And the family
was devoted to good works. In latter years,
when the elder daughters are grown up, the
whirligig of time brought severe reverses-so
severe that the beantifnl home, replete with all

that culture and wealth could command, had to
be given up and a new home found among
strangers. Was a word of repining heard? No,
although the new home was small, commonplace,
and without a trace of those comforts to which
the family had been accustomed. But the girls
immediately set to work to alter the dead level
of disagreeableness, and make "the desert blossom as the rose." The united endeavor of
their trained and willing hands, under the supervision of the mother, soon made a bower of
beauty of the habitation. It became a place of
refreshment to all whd had the privilege of visiting it. These girls bring sunshine into every
place; and the desire to help every one with
whom they come in contact is as natural to
them as it is for them to breathe.-New rork
Commercial Advertiser.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa, April 27th.
Dear Sisters:-I feel like writing a few lines to
thank you all for the good your letters have done
me. I am one of the lone ones. There are.no
Saints here and I feel lonely many times, and
long to talk with some one of my own faith.
The I£erald is a great comfort to me, for it meets
my wants many times, and gives me courage to
persevere, though I have many battles to fight
with self. One of my trials is impatience and
self-will. Through it I have suffered much, but
the Lord has shown me by his Spirit that I must
be brought low. When I yield to impatience
then come fears and doubts. I struggle in prayer
and go away feeling disappointed. I long to enjoy more of the Spirit. I have made many sad
mistakes since I started out, but God has showed
me the way many times, for which I thank his
name. The Spirit has shown me that I could
not be perfected all at once. In a vision I saw a
book, and on one side there was a perfected house,
and on the other side it was all in small pieces,
and the Spirit said, one piece at a time until it
becomes perfect. So the Spirit has led me from
time to lime, and so it will do if we try to do the
best we can and leave the rest with God. 'Vhen
I look at myself to-day I feel lo cry out for the
Lord to come. I feel such a longing in my heart.
vVhen I read the letters, how foll of love and
trust you all are, I am glad, and I long to feel so
too. Pray for me that I may have that ·peace.
I know I should not be discouraged when I think
of what the Lord has done for me. He is leading my husband to the light, and we have family
prayers, which I have prayed for for years. The
Lord healed my little girl when no doctor could.
Thus you see he has blessed me. I long to serve
him, and. I am trying to, in my weak way. I
often think of those that can not hear any preaching and who can not afford to take the Herald.
I would like to send mine to them if I knew of
any such, and if any who read this know of such
and will tell me I will be glad.
LETTIK A. DUNN.
Dc,\R SISTER FRANCES: Since I with wet lashes and an overflowing heart read your first editorial for the "Home Column," I have felt it a
duty to add my mite to your efforts in this good
begun work. Often when weary and tired with
the duties of life, I have for a few moments let
my needle fall from my fingers while I take up
the Elerald from· the table, thinking it must be
but for a moment, I become so deeply interested
in the blessed words of cheer ;mrl comfort which
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be very careful what those teachings are. See to
comes from the pens of my sisters, that the moit that we give the young no reasons to occasion
ments slip by and I see no place to stop until the
doubt in after years. Should there be any thing
last article in the "Column" is read; then as I
again resume my work, it is to meditate upon the . we do not fully understand, is it not better to say
so than to put upon it our own interpretation? For
great influence of the Spirit of the Ma&ter upon
as the heaven& is high above the earth, so far are
the human ht'art, with its promptings for good,
the thoughts of our Heavenly Father above our
and then when I realize how very small a mite
thoughts, and his ways above our ways. The
mine must be, I ask myself shall I cast it in?
time will come when all mysteries will be revealDear sisters let us not wait to be able to do
ed, all hearts will be open, all desires known.
some great thing ere we extend our hand, but let
Now we only know in part and can only see in
us begin now, and forget self, and see how many
part. We sometimes feel we have but a glimmeraching hearts we can cheer, how many weary,
ing light to what we might have if we lived actired ones we can relieve, how many lonely,
cording to our privileges; we are however thankneglected, uncared for ones we can comfort. Oh
ful for that glimmer which is left, for by keeping
what a world '!f littles we can do! are they worth
it trimmed it will grow brighter and brighter unour notice, or shall we carelessly, unthoughtedly
til we arrive at home. Happy home! There will
pass them by, in looking for sorr:e great thing to
be the realization of all our hopes beyond our
do? Which do you think will receive the greatgreatest anticipation, for it can not enter into the
est reward? As one who has passed through
heart the things which God hath prepared for
severe trials, whose heart has been bleeding and
those that love him, only what he has revealed
torn, ·who has felt at times alone as it were, I
through his Spirit.
know the value of the least act of kindness. A
The path leading to that desirable home is very
word, a smile, or the reassuring pressure of the
narrow, sometimes rough and thorny, and to the
hand, little acts coming from the heart God has,
natural eye appear many insu~mountable hills.
and will bless them to our fellow creatures far
\Ve can not walk in golden slippers, nor Jet be
more than we are able to know at the time; and
carried in chariots, but it requires the exertion of
while he blesses them to their good, we are
all our powers. vVe may occasionally meet a
strengthened ourselves thereby. Let us begin
lion in his fierce anger, but being armed with the
to-day, for to-morrow may not be ours. Neglect
weapons of truth, standing upright, and moving
not duty when prompted to perform it, lest at the
straight forward, he will soon turn aside. \Ve
end of the race we shall have to mourn a wasted
need not fear, no not even in the darkest night,
life; if it has been so in the past, shall it be in
the lamp is brightly shining all along the paththe future? Let us, dear sisters, see to it that we
way, and will never be extinguished; therefore,
do our part, and trust the results with "Him who
as long as we remain therein, we can walk in the
doeth all things well." May God bless every eflight. It is the road our Savior trod, it is the road
fort for the accomplishing of good, is the prayer
bright seraphs have trod, and the only path we
of sister
FAY.
can tread to reach that heavenly home. May
BELOVED SISTERS: Gazing upon the title of these
we ever be prayerful and humble, desiring the
first columns, I was struck with admiration, and
welfare of each other, trying in our weakness to
exclaimed, How beautiful! What mind could
strengthen, comfort and encourage; and may
sufficiently comprehend its depth, or pen could
you, sister Frances, be greatly blest in your labor,
picture intelligibly these small words, "Mother's
and when your work is done, may you with all
Home." I thought of the home of my childhood
the rest receive a joyous welcome to that endless
with fond remembrance, and took a retrospective
home, and rest for evermore.
view of our first mother's home. Every thing
C. ACKERLEY.
which was pleasant to the sight and good for
Thank God for the love and fellowship of his
food was there. What a delightful spot! Peace
people, is what our soul responds to this. Reand love reigned; no jars, no contentions, no
member, dear sisters, as sister' Ackerly has said,
strife; until the tempter with his cunning arts
"The lamp is brightly shining all along the pathdeceived and brought sorrow and woe. So it is
way, and will never be extinguished."
That
to-day, if he is permitted to enter our home and
lamp is the word of God; the law and the testihave power over the hearts of its inmates, happimony. Jes us commanded those he :was teaching
ness is gone, our fond hopes blasted, the joys of
to "Search the Scriptures." Take Christ as your
association fled, perhaps ne\·er in life to return.
pattern and the man of your counsel, and be able
There is great need of being watchful, keeping
to meet every temptation of the devil as the Saour doors shut against every foe, seeing that they
vior did, with the written word of God. Let ns
are well mad,e with the wood of patience, nailed
study God's word and pray for light and guidance
together with peace, hung on the hinges of long
that our feet may be kept in the narrow way,
suffering, barred with the iron of love, locked
which is illuminated by the lamp of truth. [Ed].
with the key of faith, bolted with temperance,
painted with meekness, furnished with the oil of
ROSSVILLE, Texas, April 12th.
gentleness, mixed with charity. If each one will
Dear Sister Frances:-It is with feelings of
do this there is no danger; the enemy knowing
deep gratitude towards God, that I undertake in
my weak way to pen a few thoughts for "The
the fortifications will pass by, leaving us unharm·
Column-." I, like all other mothers. who are
ed. Once in conversation with a gentleman acstriving to train up their children for God and
quaintance, he said, "wherever mother is, I call
it home." These words sank deep in my heart,
immortal glory, was rejoiced 'while reading in our
ever welcome Herald to find there had been a
and caused much reflection. It was not the shelter, it was not the country, but mother seemed to
space set apart for the benefit and use of the
be the mainspring of everything pertaining to
sisters. I had long felt the need of it, and pondered over and over again in my mind, how it could
hoine. It behoves us then as mothers and grandmothers in Zion to let our light shine while we
be accomplished? Again would banish it from
my min\l b7 tlW tho11ght, 01{ ! yon i\fe too we(tk
iourne;r here; t~y to practice wt)n;t we ten;chl anq
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a vessel to think of such a responsibility, i.e., to
write or help in a way, to suggest the best means
for training children. You have three little ones
of your own who have claims upon you, and
enough to do in your own family, without going
outside of it; but I feel again to rejoice that there
has been a means provided; that we can exchange
our views, suggest methods, and write letters of
encouragement to the weary and oft discouraged
mother in her labors of love. Ah! mothers do
we rightly weigh the responsibilities resting upon
us? Who has a greater or nobler work to perform than we? If we only perform our duties
faithfully, what great and lasting good we can
do. I have long realized that the greater portion
of training the minds and instilling good principles in our children rests upon us. Think of the
places they may be called upon to fill with great
usefulness and good to their fellow creatures, if
we but do our duty faithfully, looking to our kind
father for help, and praying that he will give us
wisdom, and judgment to control our children
aright, and that we may know at all times just
what is best to do, and under all circumstances
just how to govern them, remembering that if we
would govern our children we must govern ourselves; I think sometimes that it is almost or
quite as much a task to govern our own lives as
it is that of our children. Then dear sisters, let
us watch as well as pray, that we may control
the dear little ones that God has placed in our
keeping, with all meekness and gentleness as
well as firmness, not forgetting the promise that
our Father has given us, if we train up a child in
the way it shobld go that when it is old it will
not depart from it. I for one, verily believe this
promise. Though we may have thought we were
doing our duty, yet if our children fail to fulfill
this promise, we as parents have failed in some
way. We were too short-sighted to see, aMd did
not rely enough upon God. Our children when
they grow older may wander from the old beaten
path, yes, even for years, but if we have performed our duties faithfully before God they will
return again, yea though it be after their better
life is spent, for I feel and I know that his promises are sure and steadfast. Oh! dear sisters, let
us strive with renewed vigor in the fear of the
Lord for our families, and we will be greatly
blessed in seeing them filling places of usefulness
here, and gaining a rich inheritance hereafter.
I had not thought to write so lengthily, but
seemed as if I could not say less while thinking
on such an important subject. Hoping you will
excuse me for having so much to say on so short
acquaintance I will close, ever praying for the
sisterhood, and asking them to pray for a scattered member cf their band who was once a happy
member of the Oak Island Branch.
MARY DELL KUYKENDALL.

LITTLE Sroux, Iowa, May 29th.
Bro. TV. TV. Blair:--I-Iaving located my family in this quiet, pleasant town, I shall soon be
ready to start upon my missionary tour in the
South West. During the months of February
and March I visited the Saints at Fort Niobrara,
and Ainsworth, Nebraska. At the first named
place two were baptized, making seven in. all,
good solid members. Brother John A. Taylor is
;m Elder among t1v;m 1 :i1;d ~ :;(1bje, c".nscie~t.ion~
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man. vVith a few more additions, either by baptism or by letters from other localities, a branch
organizati0n might be effected I think with profit.
·The interest to hear preaching was not intense,
though fail' siz~d and a~tentive congregations
greeted us several times during our stay, and I
·feel confident that a good impression was made
upon the minds of some. By the 1irgent request of Bro. Taylor's family I went there, arriving on Saturday evening, expecting to hear on
the Sabbath following our "funeral sermon" by
one Rev. Skinner, of the M. E. Church. We repaired to the School-house; but lo, no Skinner
·was there. The angry waters of the Niobrara
forbade his crossing, and the toll-bridge was out.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Hutchinson, a minister of the Baptist Church who had waived his
appointment in favor of said Mr. S., I was permitted to present our claims with reference to
ministerial calling, authority, privilege and duty.
At the close of this service a heavenly peace and
joy pervaded my being as the congregation sang
"He leadeth me," from "Gospel Hymns." Some
of the Saints who wish to secure cheap homes
mi~ht do well to go there and buy. The soil is
good. There and at Ainsworth the work needs
·the attention of the missionary in charge, or some
one whom he or the District President shall recommend. vVe left a good interest at Ainsworth.
Four were to ha\•e been baptized, three of whom
have previomly held membership, but are dissatisfied with their first works. Causes, the particulars of which we do not care to present,
halted them for the present, however. Missionaries i~ search of these good people should enquire for "Travellers Home," ten miles north of
Ainsworth. Here at Little Sioux the work has
languished somewhat, from different causes,
prominent among which is the decease of Bro.
D. M. Gamet and others, together with the removal of some who seek a better country in the
"regions' prepared. To-clay Bro. J.C. Crabb accepted the presidency of the branch, so the sheep
now are not without a shepherd, and are encouraged to press on. Brother Gunsolly is Priest,
and a zealous corn;istent worker, for whom I
think the future portends much usefulness. Bro.
F. Thompson is Teacher, Elias Vredenburg is
Deacon, and vVilliam Stuart cleric
In Bonds,
G1w. S. HYDE.
BELLArn, Ill., May 12th.
Dear lferald :-As we are so often made to rejoice in reading your pages, I write to let you
know that I appreciate your efforts for good,
feel thankful for the light and strength I receive
from vour visits, and bid you God speed on your
missi~n of love and truth. I will say also that I
am casting in my mite to further on the same
glorious cause which you have done so much
to advance and build up. Have been preaching
here in Crawford county for the past ten days,
and I think many are interested in the gospel as
presented by our people. Some will unite with
116 , they say, while others say that the preaching is all right and according to the scriptures,
but that they have been building up their prejudices against this church for years and that it
h; hard for them to lay aside their former training. May the blessed Master give them light to
ead them out of darkness into the marvelous
ight of the gospel of Christ!
· "iight before last, while we vve;e preqcl+ing in

Bellair, rain began to fall and continued nearly
all night. We stayed at the school-house until
three o'clock next morning, getting what solid
comfort we could from hard benches and uncom-.
fortable positions. When v/e had gotten nearly
half way home we found the creek so swollen
that we could not cross, and were compelled to
face about, retrace our steps, and make a
circuit of eight or nine miles in order to cross
on a bridge. \Ve arrived at home-Bro. \Vickizer's -between seven and eight o'clock, a. m.,
tired, hungry and sleepy, and almost disheartened.
But I took up the Herald of the 8th inst., brought
us by Bro. Goodin a short time after we got home,
and as I read the sermon of Bro. Blair-the
glorious testimonies related by him of this latter
day work-the Spirit rested upon me bearing
witness to the truth of his statement, and filling
my mind with light and joy, my heart with love
and hope, and my eyes with tears of gratitude to
our Heavenly Father for the gospel in its power
and purity, and also for His giving· me a testimony of its truthfulness, and counting me
worthy to suffer some things for the gospel's
sake. I am weak and full of i-mperfections, but
I love the cause of the Savior and am willing to
make any sacrifice and suffer any privation that
he may require of me, if I can only .know, and
have the comforting assurance of his Spirit that
my work is acceptable and pleasing unto Him.
I can bear for the world to point the finger of
scorn, can bear to have my name cast out as
evil, could willingly bear to go hungry, tired, and
footsore, can also bear, in connection with these,
all my bodily infirmities and still be happy and
rejoice in them all so long as I know that God
confirms my work.
Oh, how dark! bow unutterable the despair
and anguish of heart when the Spirit is withdrawn! Yes, brethren, I am sometimes left
alone, my heart seems of adamantine hardness,
my prayers reach, apparently, no higher than my
head, and I am made to cry out in the littleness
of my mu!: "0, my God! my God! why hast
thou forsaken me?" I can bear for friends or
even brethren to forsake me, but to be forsaken
of my heavenly Father is a chastisement unequalled by anything I have ever had the misfortune to pass through. I sometimes wonder if
all my brethren in the ministry have to pass
through these hours of darkness and gloom, and
suffer the anguish of heart that I do? Or is it
because I am more disobedient and self-willed,
and therefore require more chastb;ement to keep
me hnrnble at heart? But then I read in my
Bible that after Elijah had called fire down from
heaven to dev.our bis sacrifice and had slain the
four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal; that
when Jezebel sent word to him that she would
make his life like one of them, he "arose and fled
for his life," seemingly left to take care of himself in the hour of danger, although he was faithfully doing what his God had required of him.
I also read that while the Savior of the world
hung upon the cross between the heavens and the·
earth, the very time, according to human judgment, he most needed the sympathy of friends
and the approval of his Father, that friends stood
afar oft~ and even the Father, whose work he had
finh;hed and whom he had glorified on earth
seemed to have forsaken him. And as we are to
receive "patience and comfort of the scriptures,"
I take courage and try lo think it not strange.
concernin&" tJ;e jicry trials" I have to pass

through, feeling sure that if I continue "faithful
to the end," holding fast to the "rod of iron,"
that my "light afflictions here" will only serve to
teach me "obedience by the things which I
suffer,'' and "work out for me a more eternal
weight of glory in the world to'come." I have a
great desire to see the Lord's work prosper, and
hope to be always willing to do my part of the
labor, that I may receive the "crown of righteousness" in the great day when men's·works shall
all be tried by the words of the Master.
May God bless the efforts of his servants and
hasten the time when "Zion's watchmen shall
see eye to eye," is the prayer of your brother.
ISAAC

M.

SMITH.

May IJih.-Since writing the above I have
preached at Round Prairie School-house, near
Bellair, three times, and have appointments for
to-nlght and to-moh-ow. Think there is not a
great deal of interest, but can not be positive as
yet. Night before last we were treated to a volley of eggs as we started home, but luckily no
one was hit. Bro. \Vickizer gave chase to the
r'.lffians, but they fled and made good their escape. Have not found out yet who did it.
Think it is generally condemned by the community. Two will be baptized Monday, and perhaps some others.
I. M. S.

\VE received the following from Bro. Cadwell, and as it serves to announce Bro.
Cadwell's retirement from connection with
the Lesson Leaves in the HoPE, we give
it place cheerfully. Bro. Cadwell has certainly been most faithful and efficient in the
place he occupied in the Sunday School
work. vVe regret the retirement of Bro.
Cadwell, but trust all will go well.
LuGAN, Iowa, May 8th.
JOSEPH Sl\IITH, Lamoni, Iowa;
Dear Brother.-! enclose my last installment
of Lessons. Thanking you and Bro. Blair and
the office hands, one and all, for kindness shown,
I remain yours in bonds,
vVM. C. CADWELL.

.DENMAHK is making -an effort in the
right direction to solve the question of labor and pauperism, we think. We give
below an extract taken from the Chicago
Tribune of May 20th, i886, which indicates the course taken evident! y as an experiment. \Ve hope it will prove a success. If the English goverment would try
a similar orie with the poor of Ireland and
Scotland, breaking up some of those iarge
landed estates which cumber the fand as
the debris of the "long ago," it might be a
good way out of the present difficulty.
"The Ag~icultural Bank of Copenhagen has
been empowered by the Minis'.er of Finance to ailvance to the peasants on their own security sums
varying from 200 to 8,ooo kroner, to be applied to
the improvement of their property, the total
amount of such advances not to exceed 5,000,000
kroner. The loans are to be granted at the rate
of 5 per cent interest, and to be repaid by Oc tober 1887."
HESPERIS.
Poems by David Il. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges ..................... ..................... .. 1 50

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient Amerir.nn Records und Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others; paper covere, 48 pageij . • .. • .. • • • .. • .. . .. .. .. 15
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REMARKS BY BISH. G. A. BLAKESLEE,
OF GAI.. lEN, J'tIICIIIGAN,

In the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 12th, 1886.
[Revortcd for the IIcmld and prepared by the Editor.]

E. BANTA said :-Brothers and sisters, our brother has been appointed to talk
to us, and we trust that you will listen
prayerfully, with interest, and without any
prejudice in your minds, as I believe he
will give you the word of the Lord as it
has been given unto us; and you know we
have been' told in the Book of Mormon,
. that if we hold fast to the rod of iron, which
is the word of God, it will lead us to life
everlasting, and we shall partake of that
fruit, that beautiful fruit upon the tree of
life. And whatever he may say, if he says
that which is the word of the Lord, it is
binding upon us as much as any part of
the gospel.
BISHOP BLAKESLEE said:- Brothers
and sisters, I am glad to appear before you
in this glorious couse in which we are engaged. I will not detain you long. I want
to bring up a few points for your consideration, and then shall give way to brother
Kelley. It is with me a little as it was
with another man; he was slow of speech,
and God gave unto him Aaron, who could
talk for him. I am a little in that condition to-day. I am not a preacher, but at
the same time I like to talk about the gospel of Jesus Christ because it is the power
of God unto salvation.
In observing the law tbat he has laid
down for us-as our brother referred to
hanging to the rod of iron-we will attain.
unto that rest that we are expecting. It
has been understood by some in the past
that this law pertaining to temporal things
was temporal. We do not understand
that God ever gave at any time a temporal
law. His law is spiritual. But he gave a
law pertaining to temporal things, and
tells us how to observe that law. And in
observing that law, and in keeping it, he
promises unto us certain blessings. I never
found any pe;-son yet that has been able to
separate the law pertaining to temporal
things from that law which has reference
to, and that pertains to spiritual things.
They are so closely connected that I have
never been able to find any separation.
Without one the other can not move. If
the law pertaining to tempord things is
not kept by God's people, I ask you how
can the gospel be preached unto the inhabitants of the earth. \Vhy, it was one
of the first things that Jesus established;
and it was established before the days of
Jesus, (this law was), and was kent. You
will remember away back yonder that
Abraham observed this law by paying tithes
to Melchisedec, the priest of God. That
law bas been handed down from generation
to generation. It was practiced by the
Jews, and Jesus ga.ve the same commandments without any change, and without
any variableness. The same law has been
taught us. We read here in this book
how long Jesus Cnrist says through the
;;eer he requires· his people to be tithed.
vV e believe that this emanated from Jesus
Christ'for the good of his people. You
will find it in poctrine and Covenants!
ELDER

page I 93. It reads something like this: Does he want this paid in for nothing?
"It is now called to-day until the coming To be of no use? No, verily no. But
of the son of man. And it is a day for the what for? Why, "for the poor of my
tithing of my people," "Until the coming people," and for the preaching of the gosof the son of man." And he says that pel, that it may be promulgated among
those who are tithed shall not be burned men on earth, and that when this is being
at his coming. This is positive language. done by the ministry there may be plenty
What is the converse of that? He that is in the storehouse to administer to their
not tithed shall be burned at the coming wants from time to time, for Jes us said
of the son of man.
·
they should be administered to. Do you
Tithing is one of the commandments of not remember that Jesus established a
God unto this people, and just as impera- treasury when he was here upon earth, and
tive to-day that we should observe it as it that Judas carried the bag? He told his
is that we should repent of our sins or be- disciples to go forth and take no thought
lieve in God, and go forth and be baptized for the. morrow; for in the day and hour
for the remission of our sins and come in when they had need, it shall be given unto
at the door. It is just as binding upon us them. Do you suppose that Jesus made
as a people as that is, because it is one of that declaration without first establishing
the commandments of Jesus Christ taught a treasury and seeing that means were first
unto the Saints in the day and age in which placed in the treasury by which they could
we live. God has taught it, and has made be administered to when they stood in
it plain to our understanding as a part of need? Verily no. When we examine
this gospel system, which is taught in the this work we find that it is one of the
dispensation of the fulness of times. That grandest systems ever taught in any age
same gospel has been referred to here or dispensation. There is principle; there
from time .to time during this Conference is system; there is unity. What did God
-that same gospel spoken of by John upon say to the Jews? Please read the third
the Isle of Patmos. In observing this law, chapter of Malachi commencing with the
God promises to bless his people. Now eighth verse. In referring to the Jews
he never asks you to give &omething for there he says: "Ye have robbed me, even
nothing. I have searched the Bible from this whole nation." They ingui1'ed whereGenesis to Revelations, and I have exam- in. "In tithes and offerings." You have
ined this book (the Book of Doctrine and not complied with the commandment that
Covenants) by day and by night, and I can was given; you have not replenished my
not find a place in it where God requires store-house, you have not paid the tithes
anything of his people but what he is and offerings I required of you, conseready to remunerate them for the same; quently you have robbed me; and for this
and he promises them greater rewards than reason you are cursed with a curse. It is
that which we receive for our labors here; emphatic language; it is the language of
he promises to remunerate us far above Jesus; yet he makes unto them a promise
that in many respects if we put forth our if they will try him there. He says,
best endeavors. Is this not worth labor- "Bring your tithes and your offerings into
ing for? It is now a clay of sacrifice. He my store-house that there may be meat in
calls upon us to make sacrifice in order my house, and see now, and try me." I
that we may carry the message of the own the earth and the cattle upon a thougospel to the nations.of the earth. Now sand hills are mine, and all things are
we are only stewards before our Master. mine, and you are my stewards. Try me;
Jes us tells us that all things were made by bring your tithes and offerings and put
him, and without him was not anything them into my store-house, and see if I will
made; and he tells us that even the cattle not open the windows of heaven and pour
upon a thousand hills are his. Now the you out a blessing that there ~hall not be
claim made upon us is this: we are to use room eliough to contain it. That ngrees
that which is given unto us, as stewards, with the 5aying that if you will do the
in accordance with the Master's will. And will of the Master you shall know of the
we must remember that we are stewards, doctrine, whtther it is of God. The prinand that we shall be required to answer to ciple agrees all the way through. But he
him in the clay of jucl~ment for our stew- does not stop there. He say$, "I will
ardship here. He will come and reckon rebuke tbe devourer for your sake, that he
with us in accordance with the talents he -shall not destroy the fruits of your ground.
has given us. To some are given one, two, Neither shall your vine cast.its fruit before
or three; to some five, and to some ten. its time.1' What a promise that is, my
In proportion to these will he require of brethren! The earth shall yield her fulus when we stand before him in that clay ness for his people. Is not that what we
when we shall render an account of our believe in? Is there not ,a time coming
stewardship. In proportion as God has spoken of in the scriptures when the earth
blessed every man, he requires every man shall yield her fulness? For what? That
to pay unto him. He says he requires of his people may be blessed.
every man, it matters not who he is,
Surely we ought to comply with this
(whether he is a representative of this law; for as elsewhere stated, "He that
latter day work, or whatever place he may will not forsake father and mother, wife
occupy, wherein God has blessed him), he and children, houses and lands for my
says I want you to pay one tenth into the sake, is not worthy of me." Do you supstore-house, that there may be meat in my pose, for 'a moment, that Jesus requires
house. Well now, if that means anything these Elders to go forth and forsake their
it means just what it says,-"that there homes and little ones without first proviclqiay be ~crat in my hoµ~~~" for w,nat? ~ng-· for them? No, verily, noi He sends
'} ~
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them out on the same conditions that he
sent out his disciples when he was upon ·
earth. "Take no thought for the morrow; for in the day and in the hour that
ye shall stand in need it shall be given unto you." Why shall it be given unto
. them? Because means are put into the
treasury.
That is what God asks this
people to do, my friends.
Well, now, you ask, What is my duty
in these premises?
Your duty is this
as I understand it. Whatever God has
blessed you with, whatever you have been
blessed with that you have not paid tithes
on, he requires that you shall pay one
tenth of that into his store-house, into his
treasury; and after you have thus tithed
yourself of one tenth of what he has blesc
sed you with, then one tenth of your increase anually thereafter is required, in
order that his treasury may be replenished, in order that these men whom he has
called may go forth and take no thought
for the morrow, that foeir families and little ones may be cared for while they are
admini5tering to others the bread of life.
Don't you see that there is system and order in this? Not only that, but he says that
it is not he that soweth the seed that shall
be rewarded altogether; but he that furnishes the seed shall be rewarded in like
manner with those who sow the seed.
That is a system no man could have gotten up. It"is just; it is right. He promises to reward to every one. You remember where the widow came and threw her
mite into the treasury, it being all that she
had? \Vhy did Jesus say unto her, "This
widow has done more than ye all."
Another thing let me call your attention
to, :md that is this: when you pay your
tithes and offerings into the store-house,
do you pay grudgingly? Jesus says he
loves a cheerful giver.
You will be rewarded, if you give, not grudgingly, but
with a desire to assist in the advancement
of his work and the promulgation of the
gospel; with a desire to build up his cause
and kingdom upon the earth. If you can
not give in this manner, never give.
Never give until you can do so "'!ith a desire to aid his work, for the building of his
kingdom, for the more perfect establishment of his work among men upon earth,
and for the redemption of Zion.
Some say, We read in this book that
the commencement of tithing. is to give
our surplus. I find that this is misunderstood by many. They think the surplus
is required because it says "this shall be
the beginning of the tithing of my people."
Let us see. \Vhere does this stand as the
law? To all those vvho have gathered to
the land ef Zio11, and who are going to
come up to the land of Zion.
We are
told in the commandment given through
the Seer, that none are to gather to the
land of Zion only the pure in heart. \Ve
are told also that we are not to gather to
the land of Zion to-day.
There is no
place now were the people are allowed to
gather, only "in the regions round about."
All those who gather to the land of Zion
shall be tithed of their surplus properties,
and they be put into the hands of the Bishop of my church of 0ion, for the builrling

of mine house, and for the laying the
foundation of Zion, and for the priesthood,
and for the debts of the presidency of my
church, for the purchase of inheritances
for the purchase of lands. It means inheritances. Brethren have come to me
and said, "Here; we want to commence
tithing ourselves, and we war.t to hand
over to you our surplus property, and we
want a receipt for it." Do you suppose I
dare take it? Verily, no. The church is
not in a condition, and the time has not
yet come, to give inheritances to his people; and the surplus is means for inheritances, not only under the law of God,
but under the laws of men. That is what
it means. Consequently that part of the
law is not binding upon us to-day; has no
force to-day. I do not say it won't be tomorrow. I believe that the time is not far
distant, if we keep his commandments that
God has required of us to do-the time is
not far distant when the surplus will be
required; because I believe it is the law of
God.
Now, in order that the gospel may be
carried unto the nations of the earth, and
unto our nation, it behooves us to comply
with this law that we refer to here. Bring
forth your tithes and your offerings and
pay them to aid this work. Be your own
stewards. This is in keeping with the
commandments of God. Do you suppose
for a moment that those who have been
made acquainted with the. first principles
of the gospel of Christ, that we must be
born of the water and of the Spirit or we
could in no wise enter into the kingdom
of God,-do you think for a moment that
if we were sprinkled with a little water it
would answer every purpose? No, verily
no. We all know better than that. vV c
must be buried with him in baptism.
Well, says one, vVhy are you so particular
that these tithes and offerings shall be paid
into the store-house? I will tell you why.
Because it is a commandment of God.
And he has made us responsible for the
manner in which we shall observe that
law. What did he say through the present seer, the present presiding officer of the
church? What did he say ta the people?
What did he say to the twelve in connection with the bishopric? That they should
see that the means so obtained were used
for the poor of his people, and for the promulgation of the gospel, and not for the
aggrandizement of any man, let him be
whomsoever he may be; "As ye do thi~,
so ye shall answer in the day of judgment."
These are serious things. He has made
us responsible to him in that day when
every knee shall bow, when every tongue
shall confess Jesus Christ to the glory of
God the Father. It is not only in what
are deemed spiritual things that we shall
give an account, but in temporal things
also. Now will we rob God?
The last year I have been very much
encouraged. The Saints have put forth a
greater effort to stand for this work; and
as they do put forth that effort-as they
cling to the rod of iron, and keep the commandments of God, as laid down in this
hook and the Book of Mormon, God will.
blcs~ them by his Spiriti and not pnly
'
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blesss them by his Spirit, but in thCir
basket and in their store and in their
lands. I know that by experience. For
this reason I am teaching this law. For
this reason I am presenting it before you
as a people and as individuals, that this
work may roll forth, that the hands of the
ministry may be loosed that they may go
forth and gather out the honest in heart
and spread the word, and that we may be
in a condition to take care of their families
and little ones. The first duty of these
men is to take care of their families and
little ones; for it is written, that he that
neglecteth his own house and household
is worse than an infidel, and has already
denied the faith. Calls there are for laborers in every part; not only in our own
land, but in foreign lands. I remember
meeting this morning with the quorum of
the Twelve, and find there is an urgent
call for missionaries to be sent to foreign
lands. We can not now do it. Why?
Because we have not yet replenished the
treasury. That we may understand these
things it is my duty to set them before you
in plainness; and we are speaking in plainness, upon facts, and facts are stubborn
things. It is not the commandment of
men, it is the commandment of God to his
people; and he requires and seeks that his
people shall conform to his commandment,
if they expect to enter with joy into that
life which is to come. Show me a man
that has complied with this law, and I will
show you a man that God has blessed.
You can not fin(! a single instance where
there is an exception. I challenge investigation. He not only blesses by the outpouring of his Spirit, but he greatly blesses them in temporal things, when they
come before him and comply with this
law with an eye single to his glory. As I
heard a brother remark since I have beeh
here. He says, "I have tried it, I have
proved it; and were it for this life onlyif there was nothing in the. beyond, if it
was only for this life-I would pay my
tithes and offerings into the store-house
for the blessings that I have received thus
far since I have embraced the gospel."
There was for a long time, when I first
came into the church, that I did not understand this law. I speak of this because
there are others that arc in the same condition. I supposed that a man could go to
an Elder and make himself his own bishop, and that it was all right-it would be
accepted with G01;1. I pursued this course
for some years, and when I looked over
my accounts I found that I had paid out
some two thousand dollars.
Where was
it? I had no credit for it. It occurred to
me that such was not the proper course to
pursue, especially as the house of God is a
house of order, and his laws are perfect
laws; and that there certainly was a system somewhere to guide us in these things.
When I began to search I found one, the
most complete in its kind that ever I found
in my life. I began to observe it, and
since that I have endeavored to keep it. I
find a great many of my friends did the
same. They make themselves their own
bishops.
Now let us, if we want to res;eive the blessings-if we want to receive
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the reward promised here-let us comply
with the law that God has given us, and
then we will receive the reward promised
here; we will have claim upon him who
doeth all things well, because we have
kept the commandments, not being like
the young man referred to in Luke, "All
these have I kept from my youth up."
Jesus said, "If thou wilt be perfect, go and
sell all that thou hast, and give to the
poor." There is an idea in that which
many do not realize. He was very rich,
and it was grievous to obey Jesus without
"unloading." Jes us does not ask that of
us to-day; but he asks us to come and pay
as he has blessed us. Now if he has not
blessed us, he does not require us to do
anything. Wherein he has blessed us, he
requires us to pay one tenth (as a commencement of the tithing of his people)
into his store-houses to-day, for the support of the ministry and the poor of his
people, that his work may go forth, that
the hands of the brethren who take missions may be loosed, that their little ones
and their wives may be cared for while
they are out sowing the seed, and giving
the bread of life to a dying world, in order
that our garments may be dean of their
blood in the dav when we shall stand before him. It .~ill then be inquired of us,
Have you kept my commandments? have
you imparted of your substance that you
have been blessed with? Have you sustained and furnished seed to the sowers
that have gone forth? What will be said
of us if we answer in the negative? We
will be our own witnesses when we stand
before him. I have occupied ·more time
than I intended, and still not a quarter of
what I desire to; but as I desire mv brother to make some remarks upon these points
I therefore leave the question with you.
ELDER E. L. KELLEY said :-I want to
express some thoughts upon one or two
principles this morning, and then I shall
have finished. I do not want to talk very
much. It occurred to me this morning, as
we will not have the opportunity to meet
with the elders of the different quorums
and canvass these matters as fully as we
had hoped to. \Ve do not wish to be impertinent and force ourselves upon any
quorum; but if there is any quorum of
Elders or Priests, or any quorum of the
church that has any questions that they
want to present to the Bishopric we will
hear them. If they wish any instructions
from the Bishopric upon anything, we are
willing that they shall appoint a time for
us to meet them in their different quorums
and talk there. That is what I understand quorums are for to a great extent,
that we may receive instructions in these
quorums, and instruct each other on things
that can not always be brought up in a
body. We want to go if possible from
this Conference in harmony with every
elder who goes out to preach. If we are
wrong we will be willing to meet you in
your own quorum; and if we are wrong
you can certainly handle us there. So you
may remember that; and if there are any
of you that have anything specialagainst
the order of the Bishopric, we think we
will be ableto rn~et yon, ttp~ we may go

in harmony from this Conference. If we
arc in the wrong wc are ready to concede
it; if others have ideas that are not in
accord with the law, they ought to stand
in the same position, and as a body I
believe we can see alike upon these questions.
There is one question that the Bishop
has referred to that I will touch, lest the
brethren get a wrong understanding in
regard to it. He said in the beginning of
his remarks that this was not a temporal
law, it was a spiritual law. It is so declared in the word of God. What significance has that if it is not a temporal law?
It is not a law simply relating to this
world. If it is a spiritual law it is a law
that relates to the beyond., If it is a law
that relates to the beyond, it is a law that
you and I should understand and conform
to in this world if we wish to be acceptable
in all things to our heavenly Father when
the time shall come that rewards shall be
made up. We say so far as many of those
religions in this world are concerned, that
they are wrong because they are too short,
and have not emanated from the divine
nature.
Conseq~ently their votaries will
not enter in to the beyond in that spiritual
life, they will not stand there, consequently
the question does not come here if we
should embrace them. But in that system
of religion that came to the world by Jes us
Christ is a spiritual law that not only
relates to the human family here, but has
relation to us in all the changes that we
will be brought under in the life that is to
come.
Hence it is that the apostle Peter
says, "The word of the Lord endureth
forever." Not on! y in this life, but in the
life beyond, refers to the law of temporal
things, and says it is as binding in the life
to come as it is here. Unless this is true,
we will have to get more than one revelation out of the book, or more than two
or a half dozen. Then we will have to
begin to clip from the New Testament
and Book of Mormon. and after we have
clipped all around, we will stand just about
where our friends stand who differ from
µs in the idea that we must conform to the
law of God in every whit, and claim that
it is not essential in this life what we believe, or. what we teach, simply if we are
honest.
The other evening I called your attention
to the fact that I thought that one of the
troubles, and one of the causes of the differences that exist upon the part of the
people in all parts of the United States
and the Canadas upon this question was,
that the elders in going forth from time to
time had not complied with the law as
was directed in the Book of Covenants,
and not having complied with the law
themselves, they did not understand it
alike and teach it alike. If we should
come to an understanding as required in
the law in· the seventy-second section of
the Book of Covenants, then there would
be unity of understanding.
Some ask with regard to laying all
things at the feet of the Bishop, whether
that means just the elders, or whether it
relates to the members also. It has been
taught iµ different par~s- 9f t!w co1;1ntr;v

that it relates to the members of the church
rather than to the elders. If you will turn
to the seventy-second section of the Book
Doctrine and Covenants, you will find that
the Lord as he was sending out these elders
gives them to understand that they should
render an account to the Bishop, and that
unless they did this they would never be
accepted. It was necessary that they lay
all things at the feet of the Bishop. What
was laying all things at the feet of the
Bishop? That you shall deed to him your
properties, go and give him·your personal
properties?
We do not so understand it;
but that you shall go and manifest to the
Bi~hop your circumstances and your condition, and show whether you have complied with the law as it is binding upon
every member of his church. If you have
not complied with the law, what right
have you to go out and teach others to
comply with the law? Hence it has been
said in the past that not many elders seem
to be called upon to teach the law of temporal things in the church. Not many of
them have come before the Bishop and
shown their circumstances whether they
had complied with the law or not themselves.
This is the understanding of the
Bishopric, that they should show their
circumstances, what they need, so far as
their relationship to the Bishop is concerned, or the relationship of the elders to the
freasury of the church. It is in this way
that God has promised that those who go
torth shall receive for their necessities, or
that of their farµilies, from time to time.
And if they go out into the world without
purse or scrip to reprove the world, and
they are compelled to condemn them or
say the world has been unkind to them,
then they are to return and receive for
their wants from the treasury as it is provided on the one hundred and tenth page
of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants;
that they shall go forth, and if they need,
in the very hour they need the church
shall give them. But irf reproving the
world we understand, that is preaching the
gospel of Christ to them, if they found
out that the reproof was in favor of the
world instead of against them, they would
not need to call hack and a~k from the
bishop or the bishop's agent. It is just the
same thing.
When an individual is once
appointed bishop's agent in this church he
has a right to call upon the treasury, he is
connected with the treasury. Hence it is
that when you pay your moneys in the
Decatur District, or in any other district of
the church, the Far West or the Southern
California, or any that you may, pay your
moneys in, it is a payment into the church
treasury in the same sense as if you should
pay it to or send it to the bishop of the
church. These brethren are agents of the
bishop. The bishop may write unto him
to order funds out of bis hands, or to place
more in, as he may direct if required.
When you pay into the cburch treasury
you should pay in that manner that will
bring the blessings .of God upon you.
It has been asked also if we can pay into the treasursy with the understanding
that we shall have it applied here and follpw the law of UtheR f\\1d qfferings ~n ~in
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acceptable sense. We say those that do
the duties of this matter, that have the
oversight of these matters, of this law, are
to pay the moneys as God may direct
where it will best build up his cause. You
can not build up in all places alike. This
place may be in a condition to build in today, and another to-morrow. And it is
thus that in the wisdom of God he has
laid the responsibility of paying out these
moneys upon certain individuals in the
church. He has laid the responsbility of
teaching upon the Elders, upon certain
ones of his church. The individual that
wants to do his duty under a certain law
can not say he will be his own Elder.
This is what I understand the bishop
meant when he said that a man can be his
own steward. He is his own steward in
the sense that he is to answer to Christ for
his deeds; but he can not be his own
bishop in paying out, and thus fulfill the
law.
That is the idea of the bishop.
That a man can not say that he will be
his own bishop any more than he can say
he will be his own Elder, or Priest, or his
own teacher. Then he is a steward of
Christ, and will answer for his stewardship to Christ; and if he has complied
with the law, he himself shall have put it
where the judge of the earth said it
should go.
Then comes up the question, and this
has caused some trouble in the minds of
some of the Elders because they have not
understood the position of the bishopric.
Some say we need not .comply with the
law as laid down in the Book of Doctrine
and Covenants, that tithes and offerings
should be brought into his storehouse.
Can any of you point me to a section in
the Book of Covenants that says that tithes
and offerings should not be rhced in the
store-house? You will fail whether in
the Bible, Book of Mormon, or the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants. It should be
placed in the. store-house, and then the
law has been complied with; and the
brethren should observe this. But then
they say, "should not we he permitted to
hand something to ;m Elder, or a Priest,
or whosoever is admiEistering to us
from time to time, if we see that he needs
clothing or anything of that kind?" Yes;
you may do so; but that is not complying
with the law ns it is here in regard to
bringing tithes into the store-house of
God. It is under a different law and
principle.
It is under that law and
principle that binds you to break your
bread to the hungry, whether it is a
brother in the church or not; yon will not
turn him away because you know that he
is hungry if you have that wherewith you
may feed him. It is the law that binds
the human family together in society, it is
the general law that condemns those outside of the church if they turn away a
minister who is travelling from place to
place and do not mmister unto him. It is
under that general law. Hence it is that
when an Elder goes out, and you see fit
over and ahove what is required of you
11ncler this law, to relieve his necessities,
God will bless you in so doing; but your
!Joing so does not relieve you under th<:
4

law. If you have complied with the law,
and then you see a brother or a sister in
necessity, you stand in this condition: If
you do not desire, if you have the means
and could make an additional sacrifice,
but if you think you ought not to do that,
and you see a brother or a sister in distress
you have a right to go to the bishop or
his agent, and if you do not happen to
live where they are you can write to them,
and call the attention of the bishop to the
distress of this poor individual or that one,
or this Elder or that one-call their attention to it, and say, "Here, I have done my
duty under the law; I see they are in distress, and I can not help them because I
do not feel that it is my duty to make an
additional sacrifice;" or, "l can not help
them because I have not wherewith."
You do not have to see them remain in
distress, but you have a right to call upon
the proper officers of the church and ask
that that distress be removed. The law is
complete; it is a perfect system, and it
will reach every case when it is carried
out, and carried out properly. Hear what
Jesus says when he is giving instructions
to the Elders in the day and age in which
you and I are trying to preach the gospel.
"As I said unto my servants of old, so I
say unto you; you shall go forth without
purse or scrip."
Take thought only of
those things that is necessary for the time
is the idea. I send you out to prove the
world, to prove the people, is the idea;
and I believe it is necesarv for everv Elder
'to go out in that way. I ~lo not believe in
the Elders when they come i11to their districts of labor, every time that they feel
for instance that they need a new handkerchief, or a new coat or anything like that,
to write up to the bishop or his agent to
get them. I believe in their pursuing
their course in their districts of labor, and
asking God to judge between them :md
the people, until they see that they can go
no further; and when they can go no
further, but are ready to return, and have
complied with the law, they can call back,
and say to the bishop here, I have done
my duty, I have done my part, and then
present his necessities; and the bishop will
say, Well brother you shall be relieved,
because the law provides for you. We do
not want the Elders to think that because
they have a claim upon the church treasury
that they are not to make the proof of the
_world before they turn around and call
upon the treasury. There are two principles here, and both of them have to be
kept in view; both of them have to be
brought out. 'Vhen you are sent out to
prove the world, and when you have provided those to whom you are sent, and
found that they are unqualified to receive
the gospel of the Savior by reason of wickedness of heart, call back and you will
find out that the church will stand by you,
because I believe in the word and testimony of Jesus Christ upon this, rather
than the experiences of any individual upon this.
I believe that you
will find that there will be means in the
treasury then. Hence it is, that if we are
more careful about these things, and wait
ii:t a\l times t111t~l w,e h~ve d~alt fairly wi\h

the people so far as our Heavenly Father
is concerned, we will get along better in
the world than we have ever done in the
past.
There is. one more thought that is expressed here that I wish to call attention
to, because it was brought out in one sense
the other day. I mean that in this church
we do not under all circumstances stand
in the same position relative to what we
may do in this life. You remember here
it is said in one of the sections, "Behold it
has been said unto you, you shall not get
into debt to your enemies, (194th page),
but behold it is not said at any time that
the Lord should not take when he pleases
and pay when it seemeth him good."
What were the circumstances under which
this was given, and to whom was the
language applicable at the time? Prior
to this it had been said to the people of
God, that as individuals in the world, and
as members of the church, it was not wise
to get into debt to our enemies, the Lord
even commanded them that they should
not do so. But in talking to the church
in 1831, the bishop was commanded to do
certain things for the establishment of the
church and the support of the work; and
in making provisions for the necessities of
the work at that time they were compelled to go into debt a little, and certain
brethren brought up the idea, that they
could not do it, because the Lord had said,
"Ye shall not get into debt to your ene• mies." Now let us see how it comes.
"vVherefore," he saith, "ye are agents."
Who? Newel K. Whitney and Sidney
Gilbert. "Wherefore, as ye are agents,
and ye are on the Lord's business, whatever ye do according to the will of the
Lord, is the Lord's business, and he hath
set you to p1:ovide for his Saints in these
last days, tliat they may obtain an inheritance in the land of Zion, and behold I, the
Lord, declare unto you, and my words are
sure and slrnll not fail, that they shall obtain it." These men were commanded to'
provide for His Saints in these last days
and the Loni gave them commandment
and made air exception to the general rule
about going into debt. They were permitted to go into debt at that time. It
was not pleasing to the Lord that in this
particular case they should act under the
general law about debt; but if it was
necessary for the work, and to carry on
the work, that as they were agents of the
Lord for a special purpose, and as it was
not said that the Lord could nol get into
debt, they were permitted for the work's
sake to get into debt at this time. The
Lord knew how it would be; that}£ they
did according- to his commandments and
counsels in the matter that it w-ould bring
no disgrace upon his work for them to go
into debt at that time.
The same thing occured when I went
to Kirtland, Ohio. I went there as many
of you know, and did not expect to remain there three months; but it so turned
out in the wisdom of providence I believe
as much as I believe that I ever did anything in his wisdom, that I should remain
there. And it so turned out that if I reqrnined ther~ i must go into c1ebt to my
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enemies, and I did so. I do not expect to not agree with me; I would fight it-becheat my enemies. I do not expect to cause I was unwise. Finally, I came to
come under condemnation for simply get- the vision, and I read it. I thought that
ting into debt to my enemies while there that was one of the most glorious things
maintaining the standard of truth and pro- that I ever read. What was the ·reason
viding a home for the Saints and Elders that it was glorious to me? Because of
from time to time. We must look upon this: when I was in my right mind--was
things as. they are, and not get scare<l at not angry or contrary, which I get to be
something in the books merely because once in a while, I admit that-that vision
we do not understand it. Brother Banta agreed with me as being the justice of
wishes to make a few remzirks.
God-and justice to all men-such as
ELDER BANTA said :-I do not want to ought to be meted out. I believed that.
talk much; but there i:> a little of my ex- There were many things, and revelations
perience that came into my mind especial- through the book that I could not believe;
ly while brother Kelley was talking. I and as I read them I would fight them.
have learned in my time I think a good That was not wise. We can not underdeal of wisdom, but I have not much yet. stand all things at once. Now if the Lord
Now I am talking plain, but it is just the gave one revelation that I thought was
truth. When I united with the latter clay true, he was able to give another, though
work, as I understood it, I was a poor I was not then fitted and prepared to unignorant boy, and did not know the dif- derstand it. But the good feeling came in
ference between the Jews and the Gentiles. preey quick when I read the vision-I
I did not know that there were four Evan- tell you it came right off. I would read
gelists that were writing the history of the that revelation which say~ the time would
doings of Christ; and it was a wonder to come when every man that would not
me that every book of the four I got into take up his sword against his neighbor
I was reading the same thing again. Bnt must needs flee to Zion, and I would say
I had received the gospel, had also receiv- "That never c!ln be fulfilled." Well, I
ed the testimony of the truth of the gos- went all against that revelation for a long
pel, and I was willing and ready at all time. But I agreed to let it alone; and
times to bear testimony that the gospel was finally I began to believe it. What do
true. But I had received this gospel you all think in relation to that revelation
without knowing anything about the Book now? Look at the monopolies; look at
of Mormon or the Book of Covenants. the labor difficulties; look at the great
Finally the Book of Mormon was pre- contention that is springing up all over
sented to me. I will tell you that it was the United States and in Europe. Why
a trial and a stumbling block to me. I it is the plainest thing to me in the world,
did not know anything about it. I be- I believe that revelation now; it is of God.
lieved the Bible, and had received a testi- God knew this time would come; I did
mony of its truth that I could bear any~ not know it. That puts me a little in
where. But when the Book of Mormon mind of a man who once said to me that
was presented to me I did not know what he was never going out to preach until he
to do. I knew the Bible was true so far could tell all about God, where he was,
as I understood it. I knew the gospel what he was, and the beginning and the
was true, and I had received the Holy . end. Well, says I, whenever you get that
Spirit, and had borne testimony t~at Jesus high you will want to take God's place.
was the Christ; but I did not know anv- I thought, (in those times when I was
thing about the Book of Mormon. Ali I fighting the revelations of God, when I
could find in the Book of Mormon was, I did not believe them because I could not
"it came to pass,'' "it came to pass." Says understand them), I presumed that God's
I, "I do not want to read anything that revelations were not true, because I did
has about everything in it "it came to pass." not understand them. I want to ask one
But I was not going to deny what I had question.
Don't you think when this
received. I went to the Lord, and I re-· time comes, (which will come), that all
ceived a testimony from the crown of my over the United States, those men who
head to the soles of my feet that the Book are outside of Zion-,-Zion is to be built up,
of Mormon was what it was represented you know what the promise is that has
to be. I have believed the Book of Mor- been made, there will be safety there-if
mon ever since. It made no difference there is a man in the country, in the world
was condition I was in, I could testify that who sees that the only safety for him is to
the Book of Mormon was true. After a flee to Zion, don't you think he will be
while everything as it were went by the willing to give his surplus property? We
way, and I went into the world and went can all see he will. If he won't it will be
to making money. I had a good old because he is crazy.
mother-in-law; and while she· would
I say these things for this purpose: I
preach to me the Book of Covenants, I have learned that when I can not underwould fight it. I did not do like I did stand things to let them alone-let them
before-I did not go to the Lord to know alone and don't denounce them. It will
of these things. I commenced reading be manifested after a while whether they
· the Book Of Covenants; and I come to are of God or not. This is according to
these free will offerings, and these tithes; my own experience. I do not say that it
and when I got down to that part about is so in all cases, but it is ~ccording to my
paying the surplus properties, I rebelled. own experience. And according to that
I would read on and rebel; and read on experience, all these differences that we
and rebel at everything that did not come have in regard to many of these things,
Just accordin? to what I thought, or did ,are caused either by ignorance, bigotry, or

willfulness. I don't believe there is any
bigotry in me, because I never was smart
enough. But there was much of ignorance. I thought then that I was a good
deal smarter than I think I am now. I
must not get too smart when we get to
knowing anything, for there is where we
get into trouble. When we get into difficulties, don't kick against the pricks, but
just stand still and pray to God. It will
come around all right. I want to tell a
little story on myself. I was talking with
brother Blair a good many years ago, about these parties who were building upon
the foundation that the apostle Paul speaks
of, with hay, wood, stubble, silver, gold
and precious stones. I took the position
that the ignorant Sectarian Churches were
building of wood, hay and stubble; and
that the C,hurch of Christ was building of
silver, gold and precious stones. Well, he
and I had it a long time. He could not
say anything-could not bring any argument to bear upon me at all-to convince
me that it did not mean the sectarian
churches. Finally he got disgusted. I
was contrary and impudent. So be stopped, and says he, Brother Banta, who is
Paul writing to. Well; I scratched my
head, and got mad. I saw the point in a
minute, was convinced in a minute, but I
had to wait a while before I would acknowledge. I finally acknowledged it
was the Saints; but it was ten or fifteen
minutes first. I have told of my meanness that I might give some ignorant, obstinate man like I was a little experience,
that he might learn.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS BY
THE BISHOPRIC.

Question: In regard to tithing, I understand you to say that it was a tenth of the
increase, not a tenth of the interest. A
tenth of the increase of our crops if I
understand you.
Answer: Increase and interest are both
the same thing. It is all increase. All
we have is increase. W·hen a person commences to pay his tithing, he should pay
one tenth of all that he has into the storehouse; and one tenth of his increase or
interest thereafter, annually. · All you
have is increase to you. When a man
comes into the world he does not bring
anything in with him, and he is not going
to take anything out. First, what you
have over and above what you have used
for a living is increase, and when you pay
on that you never have to pay on it any
more, because it is not increase any more,
and a tithing is a tenth of the increase.
First, all you have over and above what
you have used for a living is increase; and,
second, what you get after that you pay
on that is increasc,-so you pay on everything.
Question: If I raise ten bushels of corn,
does the tenth bushel belong to God?
Answer: Every tenth bushel over and
above expenses, and such as that. A tenth
of the increase. But suppose now that
you raise ten bushels of corn, and yon
have land that you raise that upon that is
worth a hundred dollars, and you never
pay upon that land. You ought first to
pa~' upon that land, and theI). a tenth of
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the increase. The land is increase to begin with; that is the idea.
Question: Suppose it takes the ten bushels of corn to keep his family?
Answer: He would not have any increase then.
Question.: Suppose a brother has five
hundred dollars, and he invests in a house
and lot worth fifteen hundred dollars, giving a mortgage for a thousand dollars,
which is the amount over the cash which
he has. What course must he pursue to
bring himself under the law of tithing?
Answer: First, he must pay one tenth
of the five hundred dollars, which is increase to him. Then he must pay one
tenth of the payments which he makes in
discharging the mortgage, which are also ,
increase to him.
For instance, if he
makes a payment the first year of two
hundred dollars, he should pay one tenth
of that two hundred dollars as tithing, and
so on until the indebtedness is discharged.
E. L. Kelley: A man we will say is in
debt a thousand dollars. It is to be paid
in three annual payments. Tie has five
hundred dollars. Should he pay anything
until he gets out of debt? Let us see. It
is admitted to begin with that he owes
really to the Lord fifty dollars. vV e say
that he will liquidate that indebtedness
better by paying the Lord, because the
Lord is rnore able to bless him than the
fifty dollars is to do him good. If he prefers to keep the fifty dollars rather than
trust the promise of the Lord, then he has
more faith in fifty dollars than he has in
God. That is the plain fact of it. I believe a man will pay his debt of a thousand dollars quicker and easier by taking
the Lord at his promise and start with his
four hundred and fifty dollars. That is
My faith in God's word. I believe if the
saints will work up to this, then the Lord
will verify his promise, "I will pour you
out a blessing that there shall not be room
enough to contain it." I believe in that.
Hence it is that a man should pay and
render an account here in time as well as
in eternity. It don't make any difference
about his indebtedness. If he is in debt
the Lord God is able to bless him with
means to pay his indebtedness, if he complies with his law in all respects. The
Lord is not an unreasonable creator. He
will give you time to make a turn if you
make up your minds to be obedient to him.
I have a man's circumstances in mind now.
The Bishop received a letter about two
weeks ago from a brother in Michigan,
who went up there some five years ago
and invested his money and was likely to
lose all that he had. He kept on thinking
that he would come out after a while of
his own wisdom; and final! y a few weeks
ago he laid the matter before the Lord,
and he says, "Lord, If I come out of this
with anything, it will be because thy mercy leads me. If you will aid me I will do
my duty under the law and to the church."
He said it was but a few days before he
was able to make a turn with his property,
and he says,. "I will save out of what I
expected to lose entirely, twenty-five thousand dollars." And he says, "Here is a
check for five hundred dollars. I am go'

ing to do my duty before the Lord, and . Doctrine and Covenants, also 'many errors
just as soon as my circumstances will ad- in doctrine which were added by the wismit I will pay up on the balance." That dom of man and not of God; and for this
is the kind of faith I believe in. So it is cause we can not receive it as a law to the
that a man who is in debt can get the ben- Church of Christ. vVe believe the law of
efit, too.
God to be fully contained in .the Bible and
Bo-Ok of Mormon.
15· \,Yhat priesthood, if any, does David
IS IT THE CHURCH OF CHRIST?
Whitmer hold?
·
David vVhitmer is an Elder, which office
QUESTIONS asked of Elder W. P. Brown
belongs to the priesthood of the Son of
by Pres.Joseph Smith, May 27th, 1886.
God.
.
~ues. 1. To what church do you be16. What priesthood do you hold?
long?
The same priesthood as David vVhitmer.
Ans. The Church of Christ.
17. Does the church you represent, have
2. Is it an organized body?
or believe it right to have in it, apostles,
As far as we have material at present.
3. Is David Whitmer of Richmond, Mo., bigh priests, seventy, bishops, elders,
connected with it? If so, in what relation priests, teachers and deacons?
We believe it right to have all the above
a~ an officer?
What is his · authority?
Where did he get his commission? What' offices in the church of Christ, except high
are the evidences of his calling, from pro- priests; Jesus Christ being our only high
priest.
phecy if any?
18. Does it believe in the Melchisedec
Y t:'S. An Elder and an Apostle. His
authority is to administer in all the ordi- priesthood?
Answered in question below.
nances of the Church of Christ. Like
19. Does it believe in the Aaronic priestunto Paul he was called and chosen of God.
hood?
The evidences of his calling from propheAnswered in question 20.
cy are many, as you know! We will men20. vVhat priesthood if any, do your
tion one revelation he now holds, given
through your father in 1834, which revela- npostles hold?
vV e be! ieve in the priesthood of the Son
tion you have read in tears, and said it was
true. This revelation savs that David of God; that all mem hers of the body of
Whitmer would be a ruler· in Zion when Christ are of this order of priesthood, to
he was old and well stricken in years; offer up spiritual sacrifices. l Peter 2: 5.
21. Does the church you claim to reprethat he should say to the faithful, "Go
forth and build up the waste places of sent, ac,~ept and believe in the doctrine of
Zion. We believe Zion to be spiri~ually present revelation?
Yes.
wasted to-day.
22. Is there any among you who re4. When was the said church organizceives revelations for the church?
ed?
Any one of the Church of Christ may
In the year one of our Lord.
receive a revelation for himself, or for the
5. By whom?
church. But every member discerns for
By Christ.
himself by the Holy Ghost which is in
6. Where?
him, whether revelations received arc from
On this earth.
God, or not. All revelations are to be
7. What are its officer.,?
We refer you to the Bible and Book of tried b'y the Holy Ghost and the word of
God.
Mormon.
23. Whoisit?
8. Are you an officer?
Answered in 22.
I am.
24. \,Yhen revelations are received by
9. What office do you hold?
him, or are given by him to the church,
The office of an Elder.
are they at once authoritative and binding
JO. When were vou ordained, and by
whom?
·
upon the church, or are they to be tested
On September 11th, 1884, by Elder or examined by any others before they are
declared to the church? If so who are
John C. Whitmer.
they who test or examine them?
II. How long were you a member of
Answered in 22.
the Bickertonites? How long were you
25. By what standards of reference are
with the Reorganized Church? When
did you become a member of the church revelations given to the church, purporting
to come from God, to he examined and
you are now with?
I was a member of the Bickertonites tested, that the church may not be deceived?
Answered in 22.
about three years, and a mcm ber of the
26. What officers do you refer to, when
Reorganized Church about three years ..
Become a member of the Church of Christ you say that it is not the people of the
Reorganized Church who are in the
September nth, 1884.
12. Does the church ydu now claim to wrong, but the officers?
Those who are teaching more or less
represent believe the Bible?
for the doctrine of Christ, than is in the
Yes.
13. Does it believe in the Book of Mor- word of God.
27. By what rule do you determine that
mon?
Yes. \Ve can not see why you ask such fhe officers of the Reorganized Church
are in error and leading the people astray?
questions.
We did not say that all people in the
1+ J),oes it believe in the Doctrine and
Reorganized Church have gone astray.
Covenants?
We .believe ther.e are many truths in the I believe there ar'e honest hearts in it. But
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their teachers cause them to err. The
Holy Ghost is the rule by which we determine all spiritual things.
28. Are you willing to state in writing
what the church you represe11t holds, in
regard to the date of the period at which
the church went astray?
Not at the present time.
29. What were the acts done by the
church at that date, by which they forfeited
the right to preach, baptize, and confirm
members into the church of Christ?
This question involves too much to be
answered here at this time.
30. Where is now the Church of Christ?
Wherever there is a people named "The
Church of Christ," no more and no less,
built upon the gospel of Christ, as recorded
in the Bible and Book of Mormon.
31. How many does it number?
Can not answer at present, as I have not
the church record here.
32. If yon do not want contention, why
did you come to Lamoni when you supposed there were those there who were
dissatisfied and wanted a change?
The Holy Ghost sent me to Lamoni to
say unto you, "Lay down your contentions
and come into the Church of Christ."
33. vVhy did not you come when all
seemed to be in harmony and without
contention?
I never knew the time when the Reorganized Church was in harmony, and
without contention.
34. If the "signs following the believer" does not furnish evidence that a person baptized and confirmed is received
into the Clrnrch of Christ, how will such
reception into the church be determined?
How shall any one be able to know that
he is in the Church of Christ?
We believe that signs follow true believers; that signs may be produced through
individuals by their faith; that such individuals may be in a church which is under
transgression and leaching some errors for
doctrine. The signs follow some of the
Utah people. Any one may know that
he is in the Church of Christ by the baptism of the Holy Ghost an<l of .fire.
35. You say that persons who ask questions for contention need not apply to you.
How will you determine whether questions are asked for contention, or for information?
By the gift of discernment.
36. Did you expect that the Reorganized Church at Lamoni would consent to
listen to you and your associate laborers,
and not attempt to reply to, or refute what
you might present that was in their opinion
erroneous?
I did not. And I am thankful for investigation.
37. What is the meaning of the scripture, "contend earnestly
the faith once
delivered to the Saints-?"
The words themselves explain the meaning.
W. P. BROWN.

for

A MAN'S greatest ornament is bis work, and
he always consults his dignity-by doing it.
William Penn: God is better served in resisting temptation to do evil than in many formal
prayers.
Your elbo\v is near, but you can not bite it.

~

The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your suhscript1on ha@ been
. paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

;n the early Spring of 1862, and was a faithful,
earnest and humble believer to the end of his
life. He bore his sickness with patience. A few
days before his death in answer to a question respecting his faith he said "All is quiet and peaceful. I have no doubts nor fears." His last
words a few minutes before death were- "Up,
up, up."
HuTCHINSON.-At Deer Isle, Hancock Co.,
Maine, April 1st, 1886, sister Mary Abbie, wife
of George Hutchinson, aged 18 years, 7 months
and 26 days. Sister Abbie was baptized September 9th, i88r, by Elder J.C. Foss; has ever lived
a consistent Saint, and died strong in the faith.
Shortly before her death she repeated the following lines:

EXPLANATORY.
Inasmuch as the impression has been conveyed
that the use of the Saints' Chapel has been re·
fused to Elder W. P. Brown and others, I wish to
state that the said Elder Brown only asked for
the use of the house when not occupied, and that
he was told he could have it. I then told him
also that we used it three nights in .the week,
namely Wednesday evening, for prayer mee~
ings; Thursday evening, by Sunday-school
Jesus! only he can give
teachers, and Friday evening for choir practice.
Peace and comfort while we live;
On Sunday morning the leader of the band
,Jesus only can supply
Peace and comfort when we die.
claimed the use of the upper room on a previous
J esns shall our treasure be,
promise by the Building Committee, for band
Through his own eternity;
practice Monday and Thursday evenings. I then
He is now our dea;est friend,
told the band leader he would have to get some
And his love will never end.
CASE.-Near Clairville, Sonoma county, Caliother place for Monday evening, as Elder Brown
fornia, Edward Franklin, infant son of sister Trywould occupy the lower room that night. The
phena and Mr. William Case, aged 1 year and
Sunday-school superintendent made an appoint20 days.
ment on Sunday for Tuesday evening, and I so
BAss.-Near Beloit, Wisconsin, May 17th,
announced on Sunday evening. Monday fore1886, of meningitis, Alice M. Bass, aged 5 years,
noon Elder Brown asked if Monday evening was
the only time he could have the house and I
2 months, and 2 _days. Funeral services by Elder F. M. Cooper.
told him, "Yes, until Saturday evening, or that
EATON.-At his home on Bear !Isle, Maine,
it would be occupied until then."
May 18th, 1886, of drop•y, Elder Jonathan H.
On Tuesday I told him that if the band boys
would give way he could have the house on
Eaton, aged 64 years and 7 months. He was
brought into the faith by the preaching of Elder
Thursday evening. The basement is in the
John Landers, was baptized March 2d, 18~6, by
hands of the branch, and the upper room in the
George W. Eaton; was confirmed, and soon after
hands &lf Building Committee; and this gave rise
to misunderstanding in adjusting appointments. · ordained an Elder by Elder John Landers. The
Saints of Western Maine district will greatly
There was no intention to purposely exclude Elmiss his encouraging words and .strong testider Brown and his co-laborers, nor was. the buildmonies of the gospel.
ing refused them except as stated above.
AsA S. COCHRAN, President qf Branch.
LAMONI, Iowa, May 27th, 1886.
DECATUR DISTRICT.
In consequence of contagious diseases at East
NORTHERN MINNESOTA DISTRICT.
Cleveland, near Lucas, and also there being no
There will be a conference of this district at the
business except the routine order, the June conSaints' Chapel, Girard, Ottertail Co., Minnesota,
ference is postponed. Due notice of time and
commencing Saturday, June i2th, at ten o'clock.
place of the next session will be given.
It is expected that Bro. J. C. Foss will be present
A grove meeting will be held at Allendale,
at that time. We extend a cordial invitation to
Worth county, Missouri, June i9th and 20th.
all friends to meet with us. Our house is large
Also it is expected that one will be held at Wirt,
and we will gladly welcome you. Dear Saints;
Ringgold county, Iowa, June 26th and 27th.
The ministry in the district are invited to make
God has blessed us in the past, and if we come
praying for his blessing, we surely will receive
it a point to attend and give us the necessary help.
·
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
it.
THOMAS J. MARTIN,

Dist. Pres.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The London District Conference will be held
at the Usborne Branch, Ontario, June 19th and
20th, 1886. Saints and friends are cordially invited to attend. Bring reports of changes in
branches, &c.
S. BROWN, Dist. Pres.
BORN.
CADWELL.-May 27th, 1886, to Bro. and Sister
"William C. Cadwell, at Logan, Harrison J;,Ounty,
Iowa, a daughter; named, Camilla.
Weight
II~ pounds;
DIED.
MooRE.-At Osceola, Polk county, Nebraska,
May 14th, i886, after a lingering sickness of several years, Eri James Moore. He' was born in
Ridgeway, Oneida county, New York, January
21st, 1817; he :was baptized at Nauvoo, Illinois;

BISHOP'S AGENT.
To all whom this may concern: I have this day
appointed Bro. R. J. Anthony as my agent, instead of Bro. R. Warnock, resigned, for the Utah
District, and Rocky Mountain Mission where ·
there are no agents, empowering him with the
right to collect tithes and offerings, and pay out
the same for the· use and benefit of the church·
G. A. BLAKESLEE, Bishop.
GALIEN, Mich., June 1st.

NOTICE.
Wanted to know the whereabouts of William
or Evert May, by Ellen May, their mother, who
now .lives with her eldest son, John May, Cherokee City, Benton county, Arkansas. She was
formerly from North Carolina.
Rev. 'l'homaa W. Smith, Missionary, Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Francisco, Cal,
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FREMONT.
The above district conference convened at the
Key Stone branch, Iowa, May I5th, I886, at
eleven oclock. Henry Kemp in the chair; W.
C. Matthews, secretary. The following branches
reported :-Shenandoah 85 members IS of
which are scattered. Married one. S. S. Wilcox, president; Eva Redfield, clerk. Elm Creek,
37. Two marriages. Henry Hershey, president,
Samuel Orton, clerk.
Plum Creek 85, one
baptized. Wm. Leeka, president; M. H. Gaylord, clerk. Keystone branch having been :·eferred back from F~bruary conference for correction, was referred to a committee by motion
J. Goode, for adjustment, and who reported as
the result of their deliberations, 53 members in
the branch, 28 of which are scattered, including
the only two Elder~, leaving one Priest, one
Teacher, one Deacon; one died, one marriage.
Ed S. Weed, president; J. B. Cline, Clerk.
Unio11 Branch presented a report signed by the
clerk only, the president refusing to sign on the
ground that the clerk had given a letter of removal illegally which question was submitted to
a committee, who returned a verdict in favor
of the president, the branch not reported.
Fai·m Creek Branch, not repor'ted since NovenJ,-)
ber 29th, 1884, when it contained 31 members.'
Daniel Hougas, president, A. Badham, clerk.
Elders reports :-Henry Kemp, George Kemp,
W.W. Gaylord, J. Goode, S. S. \Vilcox, E. S.
Weed, J. W. Calkins, and M. \V. Gaylord.
Priests :-L C. Donalson and A. Hills. Teacher :--J. B. Cline. Deacon :-H. \V. Shick, all
reported in person. \V. C. Matthews, secretary,,
reports his labors on the records, which llre far
from being complete; it will require an abstract
of all the branchd before a perfect record can be
had, then much of the past will ever be lost. S.
S. Wilcox and H. W. Gaylord were associated
with Bro. Henry Kemp in settling a difficulty
existing in the Union Branch. When this conference adjourns it does so to meet at Shenandoah, Iowa, August 14th, 1886 at ten oclock.
Bro. Henry Kemp was sustained as district president° for the next three months, and W. C.
Mathews as secretary. Social meeting in the
evening, after which a committee of branch
clerks were chosen to examine the condition of
the branch records, which were found to be very
imperfect, a report of which was offered by the
committee the next morning, which was ruled
out ot order. W. C. Mathews, finding that it
was impractical to keep a perfect record under
the present and past rule, tendered his resignation
as secretary. Balance of time was spent in
preaching and social meetings.

rriore satisfactorywill be the results of Otir undertakings. It is poor economy to take care of our
bodies all day, selecting what is best to eat, and
wisest to wear, and then neutralize all by weakening our systems by breathing air in our bed
rooms poisoned by our own exhalations. There
is no danger in pure air, on! y those who have
slept "in camp,'' absolutely bathed in pure air,
realiz~ to the full the expression, "refreshing
sleep." You arise hungry from your couch,
exhilarated, elastic, ready for anything, and feel
that life is worth living, for itself alone. Every
one in good health should leave the room where
the night has been passed rested and refreshed
if the hygienic condition of the room is as it
should be. Perchance few can produce in the
bedchamber all the purity of atmosphere that is
the prequisite of the dweller in tents, bnt at least
we can strive £or it, and the nearer we approach
the greater the rewards.
REPLY '1'0 l.ITTl.I::l'I ELD.
We have for Bale at this ottl t~. 111 pnrn phlt~t form rontaining 48. pages, t}fe "Bc11!y. of t'ret-1<le11t <JoHeph ~mith
to L. 0. Littlefield Ill refutation ol tlw <loctrinc of plnrnl
1narriage." ·Price, post paid, 1::iiugle ropiea 10 cents; 75
cents per dozen to one address.

H.

H A N S E N,

M.

D

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Oflicein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni

MIDWIPRRY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

The l..ino selected by the U.S. Oov't
to cai;ry the Fast M.ail.

PROPHE1'IC TRUTH.
Confirmed In. t~e appearing of the Uook of Mormon,
~n Israellt1sh Record of u Fallen Pcop1e; pnper
covers; five for $1. ...................... ·" •. _.each 2~>
~Being the Subject of an Evening's Conver.rntion IleBpecting its Origin. Its.Divinity Prov,:<! by the Scriptures and Collateral Ev1de11ce. Prefoct~cl wit.1 a Bl'it·f
Sketch of the Life of the l'rophct, •howi11~ the way and
manner of b1s becom111g po1-1~eH~cd of th'' H~;eord.
HOLY SCRIP'l'URES.
Inspired Translatio,n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sheep or fo'tlrary bindmg.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . l
Imitation Moro~co. gilt edg<:s ............ _....• _•.•••. 2
l•'ull ~orocco, g1\~ edg!'S-'.," ...........•• --···-·· •••••. 2
,'New 'I estament, inspired edil.1011............. .•. . .. . •
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We will send you the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Con,.0Nl1tnee or Smitll's
Bible Dietionary post-paid for $1,50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

Farn1.for Sale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, SO acres of plow land, '13 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchased on eaAy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feh6m
'Tabor, I1,remont Co., Iowa.

.J". W. Del'ioou, lU. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND
LAMONI,

~~hcrt.2~~
~DE NV
ER
ST. LOUIS
.

El't,her by· way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

Rundny School Euginccr and Hocor,.: Hool\: . . . . . . . . . . .
Prompt Attendance 'rickets ..... 10:) fol' t:>c., 1000 for 1
Good Behnvior Tickets. . . . . . . . .
H11me price.
No. 541'.-I?lorul 'l'ickets for l111"iwt Clnse; ~m for ......
:r-< o. 4Hti.-pnck of 96 for........ . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .
No. 10fi.-l?nncy :Borclei·s, 2x2~:2: W fo.T ;,c,. 1(10 fur....
No.461.-UookMarkers, 2xti; 10 for8c .. J(~lf·•r,. ....
No. 281.--Book Markers, 2~Xli: 10 ror ~f)(',, JOO f11z- ... -~
No. :371.--Flower&~fii;icl VerHet-1; ;!)4.x<-1; J:l for lOc., 100..
No. H80.-Bronze Hirds and 1"10wer:.-:. :·}x:;; pack of lil
for 20c .. 100 for...... . . . . . . .. . . ..
l
No, 37':J.--Flowers and Verses, 8x1Y.: 10for1:;c, JOO, ,l
No. 469.-Flowers and Ver.,,s, 2Y,x4: 10 !or 12c .• lUo .. I

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.

PROPER CARE OF OUR SLEEPING
ROOMS.
No oNre can deny the need of proper care of
the place where we pass at least one third of the
twenty-four hourn of each day, while we are
seeking the rest that shall best fit us for the labor and cares of the working hours; and the
freshet and better prepared we arie, so much

J.

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
j Hn30tf

ILLINO!S, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three eleg·antly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicag-:> and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St, Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and .Des Moine~.·

At each of its sever~I Eastern and West~rn termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trai.n& to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is tho Principal Line to and from
.

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Rau-le, call on any Ticket Agent in 'the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going Ea$t at 1: 50 p. m
Do.
do.
\Vest 2: 53 "
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Bonrd or Publica·
tion of the Reorganiv.ecl Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered J,etter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box Sle,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
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D.u101rn; communications and articles to the EU1'.l'Olh
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE lT Bll ONE WIFll- AND CONCUBINES
RE SHALL HAVE NONE. "-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CABE OF DEATH, WIIEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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W.W. BLAIR

EDI'l'OR.
AssOCIATRl EDITOR.

·Lamoni, Iowa, June 19, 1886.
GOD'S ESTIMATE OF JOSEPH
TI-IE SEER.

Lamoni, Iowa, June I9., 1886.
What some know, as compared with what
they profess to know, is but as the drop
to the bucket. These facts apply largely
to the ordinary affairs of life, and all would
do well to be governed by them in making up their estimate of the moral and
ministerial character of Joseph the Seer.
The Book of Mormon being divine,
and therefore reliable in its testimony, we
may safely rely on what it says of the
character and ministerial work of the Seer,
and also of the estimation in which he is
and will be held both hy the Lord and the
true Israel of God. The prophet Moroni,
when speaking of the work of the Seer,
says:
"Behold, I make an end of speaking concerning this people. I am the son of Mormon, and
my-father was a descendant of Nephi; and I am
the same who hideth up this record unto the
Lord; the plates thereof are of no worth, because
of the commandment of the Lord. For he truly
saith, that no one shall have them to get gain;
but ·the record thereof is of great worth; and
whoso shall bring it to light, him will the Lord
bless. For nohe can have power to bring it to
light, save it be given him of God; for God will
that it shall be done with an eye single to his
glory, or the welfare of the ancient and long dispersed covenan_t people of the Lord. And blessed be him that shall bring lhis thing to light; for
it shall be brought out of darkness unto light,
according to the will of God; yea; it shall
brought out of the earth, and it shall shine forth.
out of darkness, and come unto the knowledge of.
the people: and it shall be done by the power of
God; and if there be faults, they be the faults of
a man. But behold, we know no fault; nevertheless, God knoweth all things; therefore he
that condemneth, let him be aware lest he shall
in danger of hell fire."-Mormon 4: 2.

No. 24.
to him power that he shall bring them forth unto
the Gentiles, (it shall be done even as Moses
said), they shall be cut off from among my peo·
pie who are of the covenant."

In the foregoing we see the importance
and the binding force of the words which
Jes us Christ would cause the Seer to bring
"forth unto the Gentiles," alluding, clearly,
to the authentic revelations regularly and
properly brought forth as the words of
Jesus Christ to the church and the world,
as is set forth in the Doctrine and Covenants, section I: 1-8. In this connection
the testimony of Lehi, quoting the prophecy of Joseph in Egypt, is very plain and
very pertinent; for it sets forth with definiteness the calling and work of the "choice ·
Seer," the manner in which God would
bless him, hi's being comparable in some
respects with both Moses and the- patriarch Joseph, the further fact that he should
both bring forth the Book of Mormon and
also preach and send forth the Lord's
work to Israel, also that he would he
"great" in the estimation of God an.1 His
Israel, and further, that they who seek to
"destroy him" in his ministerial work,
"shall be confounded;" Please read and
ponder well.-2 Nephi 2: 2, 3, as follows:

THERE are a few who profess to be good
and consistent Saints and are loud in their
professions of faith in the l3ook of Mormon and the prophetic mission of Joseph
the Seer, who nevertheless assume to sit
in judgment on his moral and ministerial
charac'l:er, set aside and loudly repudiate
some of the revelations which be gave to
the church and which the Genernl Assemblies of the church authorized and endorsed
"For Joseph truly testified, saying: A seer
as a rule of faith and practice. And,
shalUhe Lord my God raise up, who shall be a
strange t,? say, the mpst of that class arc
choice seer unto the fruit of my loins. Yea
those who never saw the seer, never had
be. Jqseph truly said, thus saith the Lord unto me:
large and trying experiences in the church,
4- choice seer will· I .raise up out of the fruit of
but are chief-I y such as are inexpel'ienced
thy loins; and he shail be esteemed highly
and know little or nothing of the history
of the church, either _in ancient or modern
among the fruit of thy loins. And unto him
times.
will I give commandment, that he shall do a
Granted the fact, that the Lord called,
work for the fruit of thy loins, his brethren,
appointed and qualified Joseph the Seer to
which shall be of great worth unto them, even
translate the Book of Mormon and estabto the bringing of them to the knowledge of the
lish His "marvelous work" for the salvacovenants which I have made with thy fathers.
tion of both Israel and the Gentiles, it
This passage shows the promises of . And I will give unto him a commandment that
follows that his mission as God's servant God to the Seer in respect to his ministerial he shall do none other work save the work which
was of a most irriportant and extraordinary work, and the esteem in which he is held I shall command him. And I will make him
character; and it also follows that those by the Lord. In Book of Nephi 9: II, great in mine eyes: for he shall du my wor)'.
who profess to believe in his divine calling 12, it is &aid of him by our Lo1:d:
And he shall be great like unto Moses, whom I
and mission as God's seer, should be most
have said I would raise up unto you, to deliver
"And when that day shall come, it shall come
careful and forbearing when judging and
my people, 0 house of Israel. * * *
. to pass that kings shall shut their mouths; for
criticising either his moral conduct or his
"And thus prophesied Joseph, saying: Behold,
that which had not been told them shall they see;
ministerial labors, and be sure that they
that se_er will the Lord bless; and they that seek
have solid facts and perfect methods with and that which they had not heard shall they
to destroy him, shall be confounded: for this
which to proceed in forming their opinions. consider. For in that day, for my sake shall the
promise, of which I have obtained of the Lord,
Relevant law and reliable testimony, Father work a work, which shall be a great and
of the fruit of thy loins, shalt be fulfilled. Bea
marvellous
work
among
them;
and
there
shall
justly and equitably weighed and p!'operly applied, are indispensably necessary in be among them those who will not~be!feve it, al- hold I am sure of the fulfillment of this promise.
reaching righteous verdicts. The testi- though a man shall declare it unto them But And his name shall be called after me; and it
mony of man is, at best, very liable to be behold, the life of my servant shall be in my shall be after the name c1f his father. And he
defective, and therefore should be received hand; therefore they shall not hurt him, although shall be like unto me; for the thing which the
with great caution. We not unfrequently he shall be marred because of them. Yet I will Lord shall bring forth by his hand, by the power
find that officions, over-ardent, and badly- heal him, for I will show unto them that my wis- of the Lord shall bring my people unto salYa·
balanced persons "know all about mat- dom is greater than the cunning of the devil. tion; yea, thus prophesied Joseph, I am sure of
ters," when in fact they really know noth- Therefore it shall come to pass, that whosoever this thing, even as I am sure of the promise of
ing, but simply surmise, speculate, imagine, will not believe in my words, who am Jesus Moses: fol· the Lord hath said unto me, I will
and then jump to conclusions which in the Christ, whom the Father shall cause him to preserve thy seed forever. And the Lord hath
end prove false, mischievous, and hurtful. bring forth unto the Gentiles, and shall. giye un- said, I will raise up a Moses; and I will give
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power unto him in a rod; an<l I will give judgment unto him in writing. Yet I will not loose
his tongue, that he shall speak much; for I will
not make him mighty in speaking. But I will
write unto him my law, by the finger of mine
own hand; and I will make a spokesman for him ..
And the Lord said unto me also, I will raise up
unto the fruit of thy loins; and I will make for
him a spokesman. And I, behold, I will give
unto him, that he shall write the writing of the
fruit of thy loins, unto the fruit of thy loins; and
the spokesman of thy loins shall declare it." *
--2 Nephi 2: 2, 3.

**

To the foregoing we now add the testimony of Oliver Cowdery, the "spokesman" whom the Lord raised up to aid the
Seer, as is seen in the quotation from 2
Nephi. Oliver says the angel who appeared to the Seer at the first, said to him
m respect to the coming forth of the Book
of Mormon and the work which should
follow,"Ilehold, notwithstanding you have seen this
great display of power, by which you may ever
be able to detect the evil one, yet I give unto you
another sign, and when it comes to pass then
know that the Lord is God and that he willfulfill his purposes, and that the knowledge which
this record contains will go to every nation, and
kindred, and tongue, and people under the whole
heaven.-This is the sign: When these things
begin to be known, that is, when it is known that
the; Lord has shown you these things, the workers of iniquity will seek your overthrow: they
will circulate falsehoods to destroy your reputation, and also will seek to take your life; out remember this, if you are faithful, and shall hereafter continue to keep the commandments of the
Lord, you shall be preserved to bring these
things forth; for .in due time he will again give
you a commandment to come and take them.
When they are interpreted the Lord will give the
holy priesthood to some, and they shall begin to
proclaim this gospel and baptize by water, and
after that they shall have power to give the Holy
Ghost by the laying on of their hands. Then
will persecution rage more and more; for the
iniquities of men shall be revealed, and those
who are not built upon the Rock will seek to
overthrow this church; but it will increase the
more opposed, and spread farther and farther,
increasing in knowledge till they shall be sanctified and receive an inheritance where the glory
of God will rest upon them; and when this takes
place, and all things are prepared, the ten tribes
of Israel will be revealed in the north country,
whither they have been for a long season; and
when this is fulfilled will be brought to pass that
saying of the prophet-' And the Redeemer shall
come to Zion, and unto them that turn from
transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord'-But, notwithstanJing the workers of iniquity shall seek
your destruction the arm of the Lord will be extended, and you will be borne off conqueror, if
you keep all his commandments. Your name
shall be known arnong the nations, for the work
which the Lord will perform by your hands shall
cause the righteous to rejoice and the wicked to
rage: with the one it shall be had in honor, and
with the other in reproach; yet, with these it
shall be a terror because of the great and marvelous work which shall follow the coming forth of
the gospel. Now, go thy way, remembering
what the Lord has done for thee, and be diligent
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in keeping h.is commandments, and he will deliver thee from temptations and all the arts and
devices of the wicked one.-Forget not to pray,
that thy mind may become strong, that when he
shall manifest unto thee, thou mayest have power to escape the. evil, and obtain these precious
things."-Messe11ger and Ad1!ocate, October, 1835.

In this we see the nature and extent of
the Seer's· calling and work, the manner
in which that work would be opposed by
the ungodly, the progress it would make
over all opposition, and the estimate and
repute in which the Seer would be held
by both the wicked and the righteous;
with the righteous he would be held in
honor, but with the wicked, in dishonor.
Dear reader; whose estimate of the
Seer is to be received? that of Goel and
his people, or that of his op posers? vVhich
is safest? vVhich is - most reliable? ls it
not far the most consistent to accept that
endorsement of the Seer which is so clear! y and fully set forth in these recorded 'testimonies? Is it safe to trust those who
seek to invalidate the authentic and authoritative work of the Seer as set forth in
the promises given of him?
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

preached there. That country is very
thinly settled.
By card from Bro. W. W. Wallis of
Hearne, Texas, the 2d inst., we learn of
the death of Teacher J. L. Dotson. He
also says Bro. Hay has baptized some of
late.
Elder F. C. Warnky writes the 3d inst.,
that in company with Elders W. Newton,
A. Bishop, W. J. Smith, and others, they
had held some some excellent meetings at
.the junction in Kansas City, and that a
good impression was made.
Elder J.C. Foss writes from Cormorant,
Minnesota, the 2d instant, that owing to
poor health he did not reach his field of
labor until May 28th, when he and wife
arrived at Detroit, Minn., where he baptized two, and left "others, near the kingdom." His address until changed, will be
Cormorant, Becker county, Minnesota.
SR. JENNIE B. SMITH, writing from
Armstrong, Kansas, the 8th inst., says:"The sisters of the Armstrong Branch
organized a Sisters Sewing Society on the
29th of last January, and in three months
collected thirty dollars."
This serves to show what enterprise,
industry, and timely effort can do in aid
of a good cause. We know of not a few
similar movements which have resulted
largely in helping forward the interests of
the Church of Goel, both locally and in
building them up abroad.
The "Sisters Union Mite Society," of
Lamoni, has aided largely in furnishing
our new chapel, in purchasing its sweettoned bell, also in building side-walks, etc.,
besides making glad the heart of the poor
and needy many times, and in aiding the
active ministry. May heaven richly bless
all such worthy workers. Surely these
are laying up treasures in heaven, thus
making to themselves friends by the wise
and helpful use of the mammon of unrighteousness. Such works makes God
and Christ and all "the holy ones," their
"friends."

A nROTHER wishes to know if it is proper
to allow members to dance or play cards,
to which we answer No; emphatically,
No! To a further question we answer,The three witnesses in earth are "the Spirit,
and the water, and the blood," while the
"three that bear record in heaven," are
"the Father, the word, and the Holy
Ghost." (See 2 John 5: 7, 8). To another
questioner we reply: A Priest has equally
good authority to celebrate a marriage as
an Elder or High Priest; also that marriage may be celebrated in any public
meeting of the church, just as well as in a
feast prepared for that purpose. (See Doc.
and Cov ., I I 1 : I). And further: It is
quite lawful for a man to marry a sister to
his brother's wife.
By letter from Elder R. J. Anthony,
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 5th, we learn
that Bro. and Sr. Heman C. Smith reached
there the evening of the 4th, and would
remain there a few days and then g() on to WE have before us some fine bunches of
California.
· '
large, luscious strawberries, of the GlenBro. \Villiam Deam has to-day (June dale and other varieties, raised by Bro.
1st) placed on our desk a stalk of sweet Norman vV. Smith of this place.
corn measuring three feet six inches from
Last night we called on Bro. Henry C.
root to tip. How is that for corn!·
Smith for strawberry items and were told
Pres.Joseph Smith started for St.Joseph that he had picked some a few hours beand Independence, Mo.,the 4th inst., to be fore, which for size and flavor were of the
gone a week, and after that will likely highest order. They were of the Sharpvisit Allendale and other points, in the in- . less variety, and the largest ones ranged
terests of the church.
from three and a quarter to six inches in
Bro. F. M. Babs writes us from New circumference.
Florence, Missouri, June 6th, that he has
Bro. H. A. Stebbins has just presented
not heat-cl the Saints preach for two years, the printers with a pan of the scarlet
and is anxious for an Elder to come there beauties, of the Glendale variety, and we
and labor some, when going to or from can bear witness that for flavor, size and
St. Louis. He lives in town. He would form, they are superb. Brn. J.P. Dillon,
like for Bro.John Taylor of Hannibal to S. P. Bass, S. F. Walker, and others, have
labor there. He says, "l still love the an abundance of this profitable and healthwork, for I know it is of God."
ful fruit.
Sr. Diantha Carter wrote us from Bird
All kind of small and large fruits give
City, Kansas, the 1st, inst., that there are promise of abundant crops this year in
three mern be rs of the church at that place, this region, if the weather should be favand they arc anxious to have the gospel orable from this time forward.
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IN this issue will be foµnd an article by "a
subscriber," on the cost of the HERALD as
compared with other papers. To aid our
readers to grasp some of the leading facts
touching the matter, we give the following, taken from "The American Newspaper Directory" for 1886:
Name of Paper. Circulation. Price. No. Size
Pa.gee. Pap;es.

Interior, Presbyterian ..... 26,000 .. $2.50 .. 8 .. 18x24
Religio-Philosophieal
.Journal, Spii-itualist .... 20,000 .. $2 50 .. 8 .. 14x21
Advance, Congregational.15,500 .. $2.50 .. 16 .. 12xl 7
Standard, Baptist........ 15,500 .. $2.50 .. 8 .. 17x24
Christian Advocate ..... 10,000 .. $2 50 .. 8 .. 1Gx~2
Christian Evangelist, Disciple ................ 20,000 .. $2.00 .. 16 .. llxl 6
Hebrew, Jewish ........ 6,000 .. $3.00 .. 16 .. l1xl5
Catholic Review ........ 16,000 .. $3.20 .. 16 .. l lxlG
Police Gazette.. . ..... 125,000 .. $4.00 .. 16 .. 16x23
The Saints' Herald ....... 3,800 .. $2.50 .. 16 .. 9x!3

Tbe HEnALD takes very few advertisements, while the others occupy from onethird to two-thirds of their entire space
with paying advertisements. From the
foregoing it must be seen at once that the
HERALD furnishes very much the largest
amount of reading matter for the same
money, and that it needs to be promptly
sustained by paying subscribers. If we
had five thousand reliable, paying subscribers, we could reduce the price to two dollars. Shall we have them? This can be
answered only by the friends of the HERALD. We ask that every patron of the
paper make an immediate, active, and persistent effort to increase its circulation; and
we especially request the traveling ministry, with all the officers of the church, including the book agents, to push this matter early and thoroughly, until success is
obtained.
THE Presbyterian Church, South, has been
holding a General Assembly at Augusta,
Georgia, lately. The sixth day was devoted to the discussion of the question ot
evolution. The majority report of the
committee asserts th~t the Scriptures teach
that Adam was made by an act of the
Creator out of matter previously made out
of nothing. The minority report took
cognizance of the evolution theory. The
majority report was adopted by !In overwhelming vote-:-137 to 13.
The Chicago Tribune, from which we
gather the above item, heads it "The Evolution Theory sat down upon." The affirmation of the old-time idea that the
world was made out of nothing has advanced a step; . it is now "made out of
matter previously made out of nothing."
How made?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
it wrong for the Saints to eat meat at
any other time only winter, or times of famine,
as the word of .wisdom states?
Ans.-The Lord says of the use of meats: "Yea,
flesh, also of beasts a.nd.of the fowls of the air, I,
the Lord, hath ordained for the use of man, with
thanksgiving. Nevertheless, they are to be used
sparingly; and it is pleasing unto. me that they
should not be used only in times of winter, or of
cold, or famine." In this we learn what is pleasing to the Lord in respect to these·matters.
~ues.-Is

~.-If the body deny the courtesy which it expects from ils representatives, where is the evidence of reciprocity and consequent union?
A.-It is wanting. It is not usual for bodies to
show discourtesy to its members. If discourtesy
is shown it is nsually between members of the
body themselves.
~.-Did the body ever legislate or authorize
it? If so, when?
A.-Yes; April' 13th, 1883, at Kirtland, Ohio.
~.-Whence the authority for voting to, or not
to sustain officials?
A.-See Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 27: 4;
25:1;99:6; ro4:11; 105:44; ro7:46.
~.-Since all are liable to be biased for or
against, is there not a probability of injustice being done by the practice?
A.-There is a possibility. vVe can not say
there is a probability.
.~.-Are the decisions of a General Conference
binding without regard to law or precedent?
A.-No; no more than the decisions of ministers in charge of missions or districts. They
should be heeded until reversed upon inqniry.
~.-If a member is clisatisfied with the decisions of a General Conference, is he justified in
complaining ;11nong members and non-members
in his ministerial career, and thereby causing distress and suspicion?
A.-No; such action would partake of the nature of rebellion, which is as tne sin of witchcraft.
It would be unmanly, un-ofticial, and in cases
contemptible.

LAMONI has lately been visited by Elders
W. P. Brown, of Newton, Kansas; John
C. \Vhitmer, son of Jacob Whitmer and
nephew of father David Whitmer, of
Richmond, Missouri; and J. J. Snyder, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, representing
themselves to be of the Church of Christ.
In the presentation of their claims they
either failed to be explicit, or their hearers
failed to gather the exact positions claimed
by them. So to secure a proper understanding, a list of questions was presented
to them through Elder Brown, by Joseph
Smith, who for himself and others desired
to know whether father David Whitmer
was the originator of the movement, or
whether each of the three acted simply
upon his own notion. This list of questions was answered in our last issue.
Others have asked these Elders questions more or less important, and considered to be vital if answered wisely and well;
among them, those that will be found elsewhere in our columns over the signature
of James J. Stafford. One thing is certain: if the Church of Christ represented
by these Elders is the coming church in
which the New Evangel which will redeem the Saints, (all so called), is to be
preached, it is due to all whom it is expected to effect, that a pre~entation of the
real facts ::nd positions relied upon shall
be fairly stated.
·
TO MESSRS. WHITMER, BROWN AND
SNYDER, ELDERS OF 'J'.HE
CHURCH OF CHRIST.
Gentlemen:-As an American citizen claiming
the God given right to "think for myself and express my thoughts," I have since hearing your
claims to be the "true Church of Christ," been
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led to think very seriously upon the matter; and
as the result of a prayerful and careful examination of your claims, I would submit to your
notice the following episode in the history of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
You may eliminate all of the above title except
the words "Church of Christ," if yon wish, for
the laying of such stress upon the mere name is
simply a case of tweedledum and tweedledee, an
absolute non·essential; and to my mind appears
from the stand which you take, like straining at
a gnat and bolting the Rocky Mountains. And
now to the episode. JJfillemzial Star, vol. 14, page
38, article, History of Joseph Smith; written,
please observe, by himself:
"Brother Hiram Page had gQt in his possession
a certain stone by which he had obtained certain
revelations concerning the npbuilding of Zion,
the order of the church, &c., &c., all of which
were entirely at variance with the order of God's
house, as laid down in the New Testament, as
well as our late revelations. As a conference
meeting had been appointed for the first day of
September, I thought it wisdom not to do much
more than to converse with the brethren on the
subject until the conference should meet. Finding, however, that many, especially the Whitmer
family and Oliver Cowdery, believing much in
the things set forth by this stone, we thought it
best to inquire of th"! Lord concerning so important a matter; and before conference convened
we received the following." (See Revelation
given at Fayette, New York, September, 1830).
We find this account corroborated in "Joseph
Smith the prophet, and his progenitors,'' written
by Lucy Smith, his mother, in the following
words:
"At this time a certai.n young woman, who
was living at David vVhitmer's, uttered a prophecy, which she said was given her by looking
through a black stone that she had found. This
prophecy gave some altogether a new idea of
things. She said, ·the reason why one-third of
the church would turn away from Joseph was
because that he ':"as in transgression himself;
that he wou~d falt from his office on account of
the same; that David Whitmer or Martin Harris
wonld fill Joseph's place; and that the one who
did not succeed -him would be the counselor to
the one that did. This girl soon became an
object of great attention among those who were
disaffected.
They held their secret meetings at David Whitmer's, and when the young
woman, who was their instructrcss, was through
giving what revelations she intended for the
evening, she would jump out of her chair and
dance over the floor boasting of her power, nntil
she was perfectly exhausted. Her proselytes
would also, in the most vehement manner, proclaim their purity and holiness and the mighty
power which they were going to have."
Verily, "history repeats itself;". something
"very like this whale" came from the stand
occupied by you last week.
Again, "They made a standing appointment
for meetings to be held every Thursday by the
pure church, in the house of the Lord. Jn this
spirit they went to Missouri, and contaminated
.the minds of many of the brethren against Joseph
in order to destroy his influence. This made it
more necessary than ever to keep a strict guard
at the houses of those who were the chief objects
of their ve?geance."-,-Joseph Smith the Prophet,
pages 221-224.

***
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Gentlemen, is this the source from whence
David Whitmer derives his authority. Martin
Harris having failed to obtain the presidency,
does David Whitmer still hold to the ravings, or
revelations, as the "pure church" called them, of
this second edition of "A certain damsel possessed
with a spirit of divination," (see Acts 16: I6),
or does he claim his otllce and presidency from
·the revelations coming through the stone which
"Brother Hiram Page had got in his possession?"
Let us suppose you to say, "I-le claims his right
through none of these,'' the fact still remains that
he did believe in and uphold the girl ooothsayer.
Moreover, as he was in the church for sometime
after the revelation of September, 1830, was given, did he acknowledge that he was deceived by
the girl soothsayer and her revelations through
the "peep stone?" Evidently he must have done
so or he would have been removed from office if
not from membership in the original church.
Having done that, whence then does he derive
his authority? If he does still hold to the revelations, so called, which were given through the
"peep-stone" in the hands of the girl soothsayer,
or from those given through the stone which
"Brother Hiram Page had," which bye the bye
appears to be one and the same with that of the
girl soothsayer, is he not in direct opposition to
the revelation of September, 1830. And if he
does not hold to, but has abjured them, whence,
again I ask, is his authority derived?
If yon reply that he has received revelations
from God of late years authorizing him to occupy
the position he has assumed, what guarantee
can he give that those revelations are of God?
Having been.once-perhaps twice-deceived, is it
not ve1·y probable that he is again in error. You
may reply that we niust seek verification from
the Lord. But did not David vVhitmer himself
do so concerning the revelation from the girl
soothsayer and her "peep·stone?" and what was
the result? failure full and complete, and well
it deserved to be. Only fancy a girl soothsayer
· and her "peep-stone" recognized as the fountain
and head of the "Pure Church of Christ,"-a
plain usurpation and one through which David
Whitmer et al attempted to el.evate themselves to
the chief rule of the church, and it does seem as
if the leaven was stlll working after laying forty
years dormant, and David vVhitmer is still under
the bondage of the girl soothsayer.
Moreover, at the inception of the latter day
work the word was given that all possible speed
and energy was to be manifested in the promulgation of the truth; nevertheless, it would appear
-by David Whitmer's account-as if the Al·
mighty had been on a journey, or had fallen
asleep, or had given up this world as a great "lost
cause" for over forty years, and all at once had
w:lkcned up and told David Whitmer to com1nence de 1W'VO.
Moreover, you exclaim much against secrecy
and secret meetings, yet here we have an account
of "secret meetings" being held at David Whitmcr's house, and David himself taking advantage
of them for his own aggrandisement. Again,
how comes it that when David and his "pure
church" went down to Missouri it "became necessary to keep a strict guard over the houses of
those who were the chief objects-Joseph and
Hyrum Smith-of their vengeance!" Does it
not seem as if the adder in the path that biteth
the horses heels" had reared its hateful head in
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the midst of the "pure church" of the girl soothsayer and her following.
Gentlemen, all of this is respectfully sub,mittecl
to your most serious consideration by
JAMES J. STAFFORD.

ANOTHER TRIBUTE.

WE publish the following from the Kan"
sas Citv, Missouri, Daily· Star of May
25th, 1886. It adds another testimony to
the causes which led to the expulsion of
the Saints from Missouri.
THE MORMON LAND TITLES.

Their History Related by One lVho Knows the
]!'acts-An Interesting Talk wtth Mr. John G.
McCoy conceming the 11form,pn Occupation and
Original Real Estate Prices-a Relation of our
City's Early Progress.
To MANY a newcomer in Kansas City when he
has begun looking up questions concerning real
estate, it has been a matter of surprise and mystery that he has so often been confronted with
the warning from well posted and experienced
friends, "Look out that you do not get bitten by
these Mormon titles." Just why this particular
class of real estate titles should be regarded with
such especial suspicion has certainly not been
generally unclerstobd, and doubtless many who
have lived here long enough to be regarded as
old citizens would be at a loss to explain why it
is they share in the anxiety to fight shy of property whose history of ownership in any way
dates back to the possession of the "saints" in the
years when Joe Smith and his associates made
the fight for supremacy over the early settlers of
Jackson county. Probably there are very few
who knows so much in regard to this matter
that their stock of information is not capable of
receiving additions.
A Star reporter had this subject in mind in a
recent conversation with Mr. John C. McCoy, of
this city, whose retentive memory affords about
as nearly as can be imagined a complete compendium of all that is valuable concerning the
affairs of the county from its earliest history.
The talk was accordingly after a while steered in
the direction of the Mormon occupation of .Jackson county, and M. McCoy was asked to give his
explanation of the reason for the supposed in val·
iclity of Mormon real estate titles.
"To do that," he replied, "I shall have to recall
something of the history of the Mormons acquiring a residence in this county, and of the
circumstances under which they were displaced.
It was in 1830 that Joe Smith and four or five
others, I think, came to these parts. They were
either wholly ignorant of the laws then governing settlers, or they chose to think that they
could disregard them with impunity. So they
first went across the Missouri state line into what
was then Indian Territory, and determined to
take possession of land which formed a part of
the reservation of the Delaware Indians. The
laws at that time as to intercourse between white
people and the Indians in the tenitory were very
stringent, and were very strictly enforced; and
no one was permitted to live with the Indians or
occupy their lands without a special license from
the Indian agents, and that conk] only be granted
to government employes.
Joe Smith and his brethren professed to have

had a revelation, which they said was higher
authority than that of the government, and expressed their determination of proselyting the
Lamanites, as all the Indians were styled in the
Mormon Bible.
Pretty soon, however, they
realized theii" mistake, when after two or three
warnings, they were notified by Major Cummings, acting under orders of. the Indian 31gent
that if they did not quit the territory in twentyfour hours they would be taken as United States
prisoners to Fort Leavenworth. Under these
circumstances Smith found it convenient to get
another revelation. This was to the efiect that
they were to locate Zion on the east of the state
line, and the next day found them at Independence, as settlers in Jackson County. Their numbers then increased very rapidly and it was not
long before they had acquired large tracts of land
along Ilrnsh Creek and in the vicinity of Westport as well as at Independence and in other
parts of the county. They were not then polygamists; that revelation had not then been received. They were, however a class of people
who >Vere not only very poor, but very ignorant,
although some of them were doubtless good,
honest folks; and they were so intensely fanatical and arrogant in their assumption that there
was almost from the first a pronounced hostility
between them and the original leaders and settlers.
During the two years that followed they printed
a weekly paper called the Star of tlte West, in
which Joe Smith's "revelations" were published
in weekly installments; and they lost no opportunity of claiming in their paper and the speeches of their leaders that the land had been given
them by the Lord; that they had come to claim
it; that it was only a question of time when all
who opposed the Lord's purposes and His Saints
would be cut off from the land of the living;
and demanding that no one should oppose the
wishes of the church. All this naturally exasperated the people of Independence and the en·
tire county; and there was a continual state of.war
between the rougher element of the citizens and
the Mormons all of 1833 until November of that
year, when the latter were driven out. They
had by this time increased from 500 to 600 men,
and by numerical strength would soon have had
complete control of the' county.
"After some bloodshed, the demolishing of the
Mormon printing office, and the tarring and
feathering of one of the bishops and another
man, the followers of Joseph Smith were compelled to leave Independence, and they crossed
the river to Liberty, in Clay county. That
brings me clown to the question of the validity of
Mormon land titles.
"The titles to the larger part of the land settled
by the Mormons were held by the church authorities. There were a few exceptions to this rule of
individuals who refused to allow the church absolute control of their property, and had the titles
in their own name; but for the most part the land
appeared from the face of the records to belong to
Bishop Edward Partridge (one of the men, by
the way, who was tarred and feathered) who in
this matter represented the church.
"When they were driven over to Liberty it was
generally recognized that the Mormons had been
treated illegally, and it was anticipated complications would follow.
A good many people
sympathized with them and several attempts
were made to compromise the difficulty. A committee was finally sent over from Independence
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to Libery to confer in regard to the matter, but
nothing resulted from this move except further
bitterness, for the reason that at the instigation
of the Mormons, as was believed, the boat
on which the committee \Vas returning, was
sunk just after leaving the landing, and
three of the committee, with the ferryman
who connived
at the plot, were
dr9wned. Then the Mormons commenced suit
against certain parties in this county, and employed David R. Atchison and General Doniphan, who were then the most prominent attorneys in this section of the state. To these gentlemen as security for their fees a large quantity
of the land of which the Mormon church had become possessed was conveyed; but a great deal
of the land was not first-class and had never
been regarded as of much value. During its
ownership by the _Mormons, and subsequently
by the gentlemen to whom it was transferred, it
was thought of so little account that year after
year the taxes on it were not paid, and hence the
possession of it subsequently had rested entirely
upon the tax titles. This is also true of a gopd
deal of the land which was held. by individual
Mormons. Hence the difl1culties that have
arisen, and the objections that have frequently
been urged to the Mormon titles.
A SIXTY-FOOT LOT FOR A RIFLE.

"You spoke just n0w of the Mormon land being of little value. How was property in this
vicinity generally valued at that time?" inquired
the reporter.
"Not very high, I assure you," replied Mr. McCoy. "I once sold, in those early days in the
history of Jackson county, a sixty-foot lot, located at what we should now call Main and Second
streets, for a rifle which was certainly not worth
more than $5· That was one of the first lots
sold on the bluff, and it was considered then a
great experiment to go up there, as all the houses
and buiidings were along the river to be ha.ndy
for the landings. One of the lots fronting on the
city square I sold to a man for $37 on time. He
built a shanty on it, but failed to complete his
payments, and years afterward I hunted him up
and bought the lot back from him for $+50. Later on I was offered $9,000 for the same lot, but
did not take it, and then during the panic of
1857, having in. the meantime put a large house
on it, I sold the whole property for $s,ooo. A
good deal of the land originally held by Judge
Smart, now in the heart of the city _was bought
originally for $4 an acre, and I re1-i:{ember very
well how I tried to sell to a man named Gill,
from Kentucky, a large piece of ground at $15,
but he thought that was a very high price, as he
was very doubtful, he said, as to whether the
soU was good enough to grow potatoes. Many
curious things could be told about the history of
real estate in Kansas City, if it were not for the
fact that the living relatives of the original owners might object to having them published. In
most instances of course property has changed
hands many times. But some have refused to
sell, and have even up to the present time refused to reap any advantage from the marvelous
advance in the value of their property. One
man died not long ago who has left his family
about 250 acres of land in the city limits, oh
which he had lived since 1828 in the same cottage that he built when he first entered it, at
$1.25 an acre, ~ don't kqow but wpat hf! usec,l
1i

.

the same furniture all those years. And now
the land would easily bring $z,500 an acre. It
was ten years after the town was located and its
site purchased by a sort of joint stock company
before there was a dozen houses on the hill, and
the very choicest 60 foot lots upon it could have
been bought for $roo."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Our toll is sweet with thankfulness,
Our burden is our boou;

The curse of earth's gray morning is
The blessing of its noon."

BY permission of sister Stebbins we furnish the
"Column" this week with portions of a letter
from sister Burton, now with her husband in
Australia. We are sure that our readers will
thank us, and believe each one will be benefitted
by reading. It is. also timely, for when the
church begins toi·ealize the importance of feeding
the "sheep," they will not forget that first in order are the lambs. Sister Burton must pardon
us for the liberty, and the only way we know
how to prevent future occurrel\ces of a· like
character is, for her to write for the "Column."
The mission of the "Column" is an earnest one.
It was brought into existence by the direction of
the Spirit of God. Its purpose is to cheer, to encourage, and to build us up in our most holy
faith. That it is doing a good work for the Master, we have many confirmatory testimonies. But
while we are assured of this, we desire that ~e
ourselves, together with each one who contributes to sustain it, may have that spirit of humility which while we put forlh every effort in
our power to accomplish the end in view, will
give to the Father praise, honor and glory, that
he permits us to help in auy measure to forward
his work. Helps were placed in the church, and
woman was ·called a help· meet for man. We have
spoken before of those qualities which we believed woman to be poso;essed of in a pre-eminent
degree, because from first to last she had greater
need for such qualities than man. On the other
hand man has many qualities in a greater degree
than she has, because the different part he has to
act in life, renders those qualities more necessary
for him, and in addition to this, the constant use
strengthens them, whether it be in man or woman. We believe that in every respect, except
in the priesthood, God intended woman as the
co'equal of man. Home is her kingdom, but
from the multitude of homes go forth the subjects of a kingdom or nation, and while the father is the head of the home, don't forget it mothers, you are the heart, the life; therefore, to a
great extent, the future church is in the hands
of the mothers of to-day. We commend to
mothers to read again the article by Almira ih
the "Column" of the issue for May 15th; in it
occurs this passage: May every mother in .Latter
Day Israel, and especially the young mothers,
study well and strive to, follow the example of
Hannah and Eunice: for we need more men
like Samuel and Timothy." Please read the let-'
ter again, for there is in it a most solemn exhortation of the Spirit to every woman who ·places
herself in a position to become a mother; Do
not let us.deceive ourselves by supposing that
~od is 9oing tc;i ~!9 t9r

:is tlw '!V9J"* lw

lw~ l:i~-
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stowed upon us faculties to do for ourselve>, nor
yet practice upon ourselves the greater self-deception of supposing that we are going to inherit
the reward of the righteous unless we work the
works of the righteous. Zion shall be redeemed
with judgment and her converts with righteousness. In this connection we wish to say that we
endorse fully the opinion of "A Sister," ln regard
to the plan persu.ed by "Sister Ella,'' (see her letter in Herald, May 8th), and fully believe that if
the mother has first conquered self and exercises
faith in God, the following out of the few simple
rules there given, will almost invariably lead to
success. Mothers, let us, relying upon the help
of God, do a!! in our power to do; and then if it
happens that in our extremity we stand, like the
Israelites of old, with the sea before us and a pursuing host of enemies at our back, "Let us stand
still;" but mark you, not until we have done all
that we could do, need we expect God to take up
the work and command the waters to be smitten
that we may pass over dry shod. Had there
been a ford to that sea God would have caused
the people to find it, even if their feet had been
wet in passing over. He is wiser in instructing
his children than we are ours. Mothers let us
learn of him!
The letter published from sister Garrett this
week is encouragement in the right direction.
First upon the roll of 1000-who will be next.
Sisters, just as surely as you take this matter in
hand, you will carry it to a successful issue. We
feel strengthened by such encouragement, and
the blessing of the Lord will follow every righteous effort put forth. The angel is troubling the
waters. Who will be first to step in and be healed? · The church is awaking to the need of more
vital piety-of a faith which manifests itself by
works.
,
foe bccon1cs n1ore daring,
Knowing well the latter day,
~Ti8 the strength of his dcepuiring'-'Lct
work as well as pray.

~'The

ns

vVho will be the one to organize a "Hope
Band" in each branch they may be connected
with, for the purpose of getting each boy and
girl interested to see what they can do between
this and the first of September. Don't be afraid
of work-honorable work of any kind for the
building up of the kingdom of God, and the
spread of truth will be followed by the blessing
of God. When the Savior was upon earth he
was among us "as he that serveth,'' and he said
if any would be great "let him be the servant of
all. This is reversing the honors of the world,
and we are well aware of the fact. Sisters,
which do we value most, the love of God or the
love of the world!!
WE are in receipt of letters from sisters Salisberry, Merrill, Lulu and Aunt Patience. Our
circle is widening and still there is room. We
wish every mother, whose children can not attend Sunday School would adopt sister Garrett's
plan. In the next Herald a letter from her will
give you some of the results of such faithfulness
to God. Has "E.ttie vVight," whose letter is in
the last Hope a mother living? If so, cl.ear Ettie,
tell her to gather you near to her and when the
bell rings for the Baptist Sunday School take the
word of God and instruct you in it. You won't
feel badly then, for if you are trying to serve
God, the Comforter will meet with you and guide
you into all truth. Then when you have learned the Wf?.j' oftrµtni S,triv~ ~2 h£11? qt!w'.·s t?: ':V\ll\s
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in it. If others are unkind don't mind it, especially don't find fault with them, but set tkem a better example. Let your light (of example) shine.
LA>rnNr, Iowa, June 12th, 1886.

LAST THINGS.
"BE YE ALSO READY"-A WARNING WHICH
SHOULD IlE REGARDED BY ALL.
THERE is a last time to all things of an earthly
nature. There will be a last time when the farmer will cultivate his fields and gather in his
crops; when the merchant shall visit his store,
and the lawyer his office. Daily many arc doing
their last things. Daily the eyes of multitudes
are forever closed upon all earthly scenes. They
pass away from the world, and the places that
have known them, know them no more forever.
As regards religious matters and the things
that pertain to our everlasting interests, there
will be a last time. There will be a last time
when we shall open the Bible, when we shall
bow the knee in prayer and when we shall visit
the house of God. There will be to us a last
Sabbath. Every Sabbath there are large numbers upon whom its holy light shines for the last
time. Before another Sabbath returns to shed
upon the world its cheering beams, they are gone
from it no more to return; when again the church
going bell summons the worshippers to the house
of prayer, their eyes will be closed in the silence
of the grave.
We know not when the last time to us with
respect to any of these things shall be. In many
instances it will be much sooner than people
think. Whilst they may be counting on future
days and years, the solemn summons may come
to them, and prepared or unprepared, they must
go and render up their account to God. We
should, therefore, live as though each day might
be our last. We should live each day as though
we might be enjoying our last privileges and doing our last things. We should duly heed that
solemn admonition: "Be ye also ready, for in
such an hour as ye think not, the Son of Man
cometh."
He comes to large numbers, each day, who
had no thought of his coming. Nothing is
gained by disregarding the warning, but much
may be lost. \Vhilst necessarily busied about
the affairs of this life, it should not be with a
worldly spirit. Whilst we are diligent in business, we should be "fervent in spirit, serving the
Lord." Then it will not matter how soon or
how suddenly we may be called away. We shall
be ready, and all will be well.-Golden Rule.
QuEENSFERRY, Victoria,
February zd, 1886.
Dear Sisler Stebbins:-! have just finished
reading Bro. Stebbins' letter in the Herald of
December 26th. I feel the force of every word
of his letter, and that it was dictated by the wisdom which comes from above. Not wishing to
lose the chain of thought it has awakened, I have
laid the llerald down and taken up pen and paper to voice a response to the words, "Feed my
sheep." Yes; how many there are that not only
need continual feeding and watching, but, as
your husband says, "They have to be carried."
First it is a labor to get them into the church;
and they are indeed like sheep, unused to the
new surroundings, and easily frightened. They
)1ave not yet become fully acquainted with the
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to be led "by still waters in green pastures,'' so
of necessity they must be carried; (He shall feed
his flock like a shepherd: he shall gather the
lambs with his arm, and carry tqem in his bosom,
and shall gehtly lead those that are with young.
Isa. 4.0: IL) I see this so often, in my constant
association with my husband in his ministerial
labors, and my endeavors to assist him all I can.
I sometimes think, "what a weary toil it is to
labor for the sdvation of souls;" but this is only
when the way is hedged up, and when the sus. taining influence of the Holy Spirit is in a measure withheld; but when the influence of God's
Spirit is felt, then I can realize what a glorious
work it is, and how eY\nobling to every one engaged in it. When the mind dwells on its reality, and the fact th~t men are so closely allied to
God and connected with him in this gospel work
-this work of redemption, it brings heaven and
earth nearer together, and we realize more fully
the surrounding of the "cloud of witnesses."
How inspiring the fact, that the great lawgiver
makes known his will to his people, and sets his
seal to what is clone in accordance therewith.
We were made to rejoice in this fact last Sunday, during the reorganization of the Queensferry
Branch. This branch had not been in working
order for a long time. After all the difficulties
had been settled, and the officer.s appointed, my
husband, assisted by brothers Reed, Mcintosh
and Stewart, was ordaining Bro. Robert Eden as
branch Priest, the Spirit was poured out in a
marvelous manner, and he received for the third
time the baptism of fire. Those present bore
witness that his face shone, while he spoke in
tongues and gave the interpretation; also prophesied, and seemed as though he could not cease.
The Spirit filled the whole house, and was felt
by all who were present. The Holy Ghost indeed bore witness that what they had done that
day had been recorded in the heavens, and the
father sent his sanction to the earth.
To;day has been with me one of the days when
the veil which intervenes between the .church
militant and the church triumphant has been
very thin indeed. A time when the spiritual
vision can almost pierce through and see the
glory of God, and that which awaits his faithful
Saints in the world beyond; although I have
been occupied in the ordinary work of canning
fruit, (to show sister Fleming how it is done.)
On first waking, and during the early hours of
morning, I was filled with the spirit of prophecy
concerning Nova Scotia, and the calamities
which would vi;;it that place unless the people
repented and ceased to fight against what they
knew to be truth. I seemed to feel the presence
of the Lord Jesus, or the Comforter that leads into all t1·uth, and shows things to come, and causes the soul to expand, to reach out and grasp and
understand more of the :hings of God-things
which all Saints must learn before we can inherit
or become fit subjects for the heavenly kingdom.
What a blessed teacher! and while learning from
such a tencher the long suffering and tender
mercy of God towards the erring and rebellious,
my heart fairly trembles with love and adoration
for his goodness, that he does not punish at once,
but gives time for repentance. · How great the
love must be which causes him to resist the cry
of his children and allow them to rnffer, knowing they will not be destroyed, in order to spare
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sympathy for the Saints, and while hearing of
their troubles, I have said: Oh! that the Lord
would rend the heavens and come down or acknowledge his people in power, that the mouths
of their enemies inight be stopped; but now
when a glimpse is given me of the terrible effects
of hi_s wrath towards those who reject his words,
his servants, and the pleadings of his Spirit-who
have spurned his children and trampled their
rights and their feelings beneath their feet, a
solemn awe fills my soul, and I feel to plead for
mercy in their behalf. "It is a fearful thing to
fall into the hands of the living God." Oh!
how happy are they whose peace is made with
God. No sacrifice, no suftering is too great to
purchase that peace. May it ever abide with us.
The work here in Victoria is all alive, ,that is
the four places where Mr. Burton has been laboring. The little branch at Hastings that was
built up in less than three· "months, using three
weeks of the time in that place, is rejoicing in
the gifts and blessings of the. gospel. Not
tongues and prophecy only; but light, knowledge, faith, love and healing. To God be the
glory.
Your sister in Christ,
EMMA BURTON.

***

GREENVILLE, Pa., June Ist.
Dear Sister Frances : - l have read your appeal
and hasten to tell you that I rejoice in the spirit
of it, becanse it breathes a spirit of unselfishness,
a far-reaching love and solicitude for the lambs
of Christ's kingdom upon earth, those who will
after a while have to carry on the work and fight
for the truth. \Vill they not need all the help
that can be given to -th,em to flt them for the
highest, holiest calling that will ever be given to
man? Surely what is worth doing at' all is worth
doing well; and I feel that this is a right step
and must prosper with the help of the Lord. I
feel that it is a blessing to be permitted to take
some humble part in this great latter day work,
and as mothers, wives and sisters, be sowing
good seed in the hearts of our children, while our
dear companions are preaching abroad the words
of eternal life to a world that is in darkness and
sin. Let us guard with a jealous eye our little
ones, striving to set before them an example that
is blameless in the sight of the Lord, and ever
keeping them very 'near to us_ in the bonds of
mother love. Not keeping them aloof from
other children not in the fold, but striving to so
bring them up that they may be instruments for
good among their playmates, even as we should
be the salt of the earth.
We have five children, with no Sabbath-school
to go to. We are the only family of Saints in
this town, but when my husband is not at home
on the Sabbath day, as he often goes out of town
to. preach, I gather the children together on
Sabbath afternoon and have Sabbath-school the
best way we can. \Ve sing, and pray, and have
Scripture lesson, just the same as if there was a
house full. We also take up a collection, that is,,
the childrerl put their pennies into a tin money
bank. They have now a dollar and thirty-seven
cents collected. Out of this we will send a dollar for two Hopes to be sent to brother T. ,V.
Smith at Papatee. We do not need them for our
own family, as we have subscribed for two Hopes
for several years back. I would like to hear of
ten or twenty Hojes being £ent there. I ~hould
iwt haye thollght ()~ 1,f1ls Pll1n 1 h1;t 1:1y r*r~f 0J&,
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ry suggested it to me. She is going to subscribe
for two copies for that purpose, as .soon as she
can, which will not be very long. I did not
mean to write so much, but it is a little like
talking with the Saints, when one gets started
they never know when to quit. May the Lord
prosper and bless you in your good work, is our
prayer.
EMMA GARRETT.
"ONE SHALL BE TAKEN AND THE
OTHER LEFT.
\VITH the eyes of my mind I beheld the armies
of Israel, a mixed multitude of people, under the
banner of King Emanuel. I saw men and women
in various pursuit.s of life, some hurrying, worrying, and restless for wealth; some merry, some
sad, some idle, and some careless. Many had on
different parts of the armor of spiritual warfare
described by Paul, and some had on the whole
armor. Some wore it at all times, and some put
on parts when convenient, every seventh day, or
when calamity overtook them. I saw the Purifier
at work separating the dross. I saw some stand
whose eyes were dim from weeping, whose bodies
were bruised and hearts were broken from the
awful thrusts of the Adversary, who at 'times
would gnash his teeth upon them in fury, and
they would sink from exhaustion, with a distressed cry for deliverance; and again they would
struggle to their feet and try to adjust the armor;
again and again I saw this repeated, until it seemed. a voice from on high said, Enough; and immediately an angel touched their foreheads, and
lo, they became "very great" in spirit11al strength,
righteous works and the knowledge of the-Lord;
their feet being fixed upon the rock"; and their
armors were bright and securely fastened, became
as it were a part of themselves. By these the
weapons were constantly worn and used, whether
in the field or kitchen. I saw this angel ministering throughout the earth. Two women were
busy with their daily toil, one was touched and
the other left; two men were in the field, one
was touched and the other left; two messengers
went forth, ont1.,was touched and the other left;
two women were speaking in tongues and prophesying, one was touched, and the other left. A
husband and wife were walking side by side, one
was touched and the other left; and some vainly
sought the ,midst of the multitude to escape the
Tempter, and some with a sigh of relief and
folded arms, softly murmured, "Peace and safety,
all is well; are we not in the kingdom?" And I
saw those armed, moving onward, and confusion
among the unarmed. Hark! a small stiH voice
through the lines, saying: Upt up! wrestle for
the whole armor lest unhappily ye fall asleep
without it and be caught sleeping unarmed.
"Make bright the arrows, gather the shields, and
make the watch strong.'' Thus I saw "one taken
and the other left;" and while my eyes stream
down with tears for the sorely afllicted, tempted
and tried, yet in my soul there is joy and thanksgiving, and honor and praise to God and the
,.Lamb, who will redeem his people and give salvation to his Saints.
Lucy LLOYD.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
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CAMERON, Ontario, June rst.
Bro. W. W. Blair:- ·when I first returned to'
my mission, I stopped at London for a short
time, and while there I received a letter requesting me to come to this place, as there was a gentleman here from New York City, a Mr. L.B.
Tupper, Evangelist, and he was very_anxious to
discuss some points of the doctrine of Latter Day
Saints, which he had publicly stated in the Saints'
meeting were errors. So when I came here he
had it published in two papers that he would lecture on the errors of the Latter Day Saints on the
evening of the 19th of May. I waited on the
reverend gentleman to learn the special points,
and I found one was, that the Saints believed in
a visible kingdom or church set up on the earth,
and that he was going to show it was set up in
men's hearts. He was willing to meet me on that
proposition, and instead of the lecture it was to
be a discussion on, Resolved, That the Bible
teaches tliat the kingdom, church, or body of
Christ, is not a visible organization, but is a spiritual kingdom set up in men's hearts. The Bible
the only rule of evidence. L. B. Tupper affirms,
J. H. Lake denies.
\Ve met in a place prepared for the occasion,
chose each a moderator, and were to have two
speeches, each a half hour. In my second speech
they beat me out of twenty one minutes of my
time. This created confmion. When the vote
was taken twenty-two for Tupper, and one hundred and twenty-two for Lake. So it closed.
He then stated he was going to meet me on the
question of the Book of Mormon; Resolved that
the Book of Mormon did not come forth in accordance with the prophecies of the Bible; therefore it is not true. \Ve met on the evening of the
24th of May and had one hour each. But he did
not occupy all of his time. At the close, when
the vote was taken, it was said there were only
six for him; and it seemed that every hand nearly
was up for the truth of God as I had presented it
to them. He is still here, holding some meetings, and has baptized five since he has been
here. But I fail to see why they are baptized;
for he teaches that they are saved by faith alone,
and don't believe in a visible church. The facts
are, he is a religious crank. I did not expect to
do !zim any good, but the people that came to
hear. To the Saints, the truth shone brighter
than ever before, and their faith is strengthened
in the latter day work. I have been holding
meetings here in accordance with the appointments of the branch, and yesterday (Monday, 31st
of May) I baptized five, four of them heads of
families, and one a young lady. One of the
four was my brother, Abram Lake. At the confirmation there was an occasion that is not often
seen, three brothers of us,-Amos Lake and my:
self, Elders, confirming the other brother a member of the church. How thankful I am to my
heavenly Father for his loving kindness in bringing my friends to see the light of his gospel! For
years I struggled alone for the truth, not one of
my relatives in the work. I now say, "Praise
God from whom all blessings flows."
I hear good news from London. Since I left1
three were baptized. So the leaven is working.
May God bless the labors of hh; servant& who are
at work in the different mis:;;iong, It •eemed sad
when
conference
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some things that had J,)ecn done by conference;
but who was to blame? Men must have their
agency, and if they don't want to work for the
Lord and be with the church, they must go as
they may choose and suffer the consequences. I
expect to remain in this part of the mission a
month or six weeks.
In gospel bonds,
J. H. LAKE.
KEWANEE, Ills., June 4th.
Dear Herald:-As you have for years past so
wisely instructed me as well as others in gospel
duties assigned by the Divine master, for the full
and complete preparing of ourselves for his service, I desire publicly not only to thank you for
your words of comfort and cheer, but also to entreat you to put upon record my "testimony"
and some little of my experience in the great
latter day work which you so wisely advocate
and defend. Experience tells me that my mortal life is nearing its close, whatever may have
been my manner of life, this thought gives me
comfort, that Israel's God, who is my God, will
render not only a just, but an impartial judgment
according to his infinite goodness and mercy, so
lovingly procured by and through the atoning
merits of his clear Son Jes us.
Many years have passed since first, with thankfulness, I hailed the "eleventh-hour" call, and
cheerfully toiled in my father-land, (England) to
spread the gospel tidings and that knowingly,
from the witness of God's Spirit. But, alas t like
many others I became somewhat cieceivcd by
false leaders under Brigham. In this state of
mind the ''Reorganization" found me in the year
1866, and by the instrumentality of brother
Joseph Boswell, and the Holy Spirit guiding, I
was led to unite with it heart and soul. He11ce I
say, understandingly, I know the cause is true,
and that God in his wisdom will eventually
bring about his righteous designs for poor scattered Zion. Since my coming to this country in
in 1869, I have met with trying scenes, first in the
death of my youngest son by an accident, second,
in the loss of my dear companion. Language is
inadequate to describe what I passed through.
But I have had other trials, and only desire to
know and do the right. Yours,
THOMAS CHARLES.
OAK IsLAND, Texas, June 2d.
Bro. TV. TV. Blair:-My love for this work increases daily. I am unworthy, unfaithful, and
ignorant. I feel unworthy to be called a member d'f the church, much less an Elder; but I
have a work to do. The Saints here, and at
Stockdale, seem to be arousing to a sense of their
duty. A few of us are doing all we can in our
weakness, to keep the "camp-fire blazing" in this
wild western country. The work at this place
has been, since brother \Vaterman left, solely in
the bands of four sisters, so far as local labor iS
concerned; and here let me say, if there ever
was a faithful little band of workers, it is to be
found here. All you who have b~Iieving husbands to join you, and march hand in hand with
you through the trials accompanying this glorious work, send up one united prayer to Goel in
behalf of these sisters in the church who have
unbelieving companions. Those who keep up
the work here are Srs. Bennett, Gif':ord, Currey,
1md Neal. :May Gad b!es• their labors. I am
1 h~fG !111lt
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at the New Hupe Branch alternately. I had the
pleasure of leading two into the waters of baptism a few days ago. I think others will follow
soon. l\Iy father also baptized two a short time
ago. God speed the work.
\Ve are sorry to hear that Dro. H. C. Smith
has been sent to another field of labor. Bro.
Heman will never be forgotten here. \Ve are
glad to hear, thqugh, that Bro. I. N. Roberts is
sent back. (Write to me at Stockdale, brother I.
N., please.) Pray for me, dear Saints, that I
may be with the conquerors in the great day of
the Lord. Yofars in gospel bonds,
J. A. CURRIE, JR.
\VEBn CITY, Mo., May 5th.
Dear Brot!zer Blair :--I have been engaged in
the ministry a little over two years. Have been
over the greater part of Spring River District
since I was called to the ministry; have met
with many noble hearted Saints who are laboring"'
to build up the cause of truth in this part of the
Master's vineyard. We have a united little band
of Saints here in Webb City,. who have been
making a determined effort to let their light shine
to the world; and the result is, quite a number
have been admitted into the kingdom, and others
are expected soon to follow.
I took a trip last month to Benton county,
Arkansas, in company with brother and sister
Bradley, of \Vebb. They were visiting their old
friends whom they had not seen for eleven years.
Got acquainted with many of the Christian
brethren there. They let me have their church
to speak in, gave me a good audience, and marked
attention. Spoke to them five times. \Vas
greatly aided by the Spirit, and believe some seed
fell on good ground. I never h_ave been treated
better by any people, other than my brethren,
than I was by the Cnristian people of Cherokee
City, Arkansas. I extend my grateful thanks to
their ministers, Brn. Johnson and May for the
noble spirit they manifested toward me while I
was there. May God help them to receive the
gospel not in word only but in power and much
assurance. Your brother in Christ,
E. E. WHEELER.
\VmTE RocK, Mich., June 2d.
Bro. TV. TV. Blair :-I have been reading the
lierald for the last three months, and not seeing
anything in it about our branch I thought I would
write and let you know of the great work God
has done here; for truly the work is of God.
\Ve have had preachers of nearly every denomination to preach here, but they never got· a convert. It has been told us that if Jes us Christ
himself were to come among us, he could not
convert us. But I feel lo praiEe God, that when
he sent one of his servants (J. J. Cornish) lo
preach lhe everlasting gospel to us, quite a number have embraced it, and all feel to say, "Praise
God for his glorious gospel." It will soon be a
year since we embraced the truth, and it has
been a year of rejoicing for us all. \Ve have
prayer meeting twice a week, Sunday mornings
and Thursday evenings. It is about eighteen
months ago since Bro. Cornish first preached
here. \Vhen he first came we all thought we
would hear a Mormon, as we called them then.
But when he had spoken once, nearly every one
changed their minds and said, Truly the gospel
irns come. But some yet call us Mormons.
pur bJf!I1~h numqers sjxt~cn, all"d 1ye still hope

for more: \Ve were organized on the second of
February, 1886. There is one Priest, one Teacher, and one Deacon in the branch.
Yours,
Tuos. RAwsoN.
GARLAND, Ala., May 30th.
Bro. ')ose.p!z Smit!z:-I received certificate of
appointment to labor in this mission under missionary in charge, but it will be July before I
shall be able to leave home to enter upon missionary work, though I am as heretofore keeping up monthly appointments in different places.
The South-Eastern Mission-field is a large one,
with but very few laborers. The work has
scarcely been opened up in this field yet, though
there are a few branches and districts widely
separated.
An Elder in this part of the mission needs a
private conveyance in order to get about from
place to place. The brethren can not always
convey you about when you want to go,. and
ought to go, and then you can not go when you
ought to. All the brethren who have been in
this mission have felt this need, we believe. I
think I shall soon be able to get up one.
I love the doctrine of Christ, and shall, with
the help of God, enter heartily into the work.
There are some good openings for preaching
outside the branches where I think good will be
done among good prominent citizens, and from
these, other doors will be opened;
Yours,
G. T. CHUTE.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

"CHRIST AND HIM CRUCIFIED."
"FOR I determined not to know anythin~ among
you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified."-Cor.
2: 2.

There is probably not an Elder in the
church who has gone out into the world
and preached the faith held by us, who
ha<> not been ad vised to "preach Christ,
and not so much doctrine."
"Preach
Christ and him crucified; that is all we
need to know in order to be saved. It is
not doctrine that the people need, but
Christ, the Savior of the world." At any
rate, the writer has been frequently so exhorted and admonished bv ministers and
members of other churches; and the answer g·iven has been in substance like
this: '~The exhortation would come with
more grace, and in better taste, and with
more pertinency, from us to you all; for
it is we who preach Christ and not you."
Of com'se they are both astonished and
offended.
But is our statement a just
one? Do we indeed preach Christ, and
that they do not?
WHO IS CHRIST?

And we n1ight ask wlwt is Christ, as
well as who is he? The Savior asked the
Pharisees at one time, "What think ye of
Christ? Whose son is he?"-Matt. 22: 42.
And he is answered "The Son of David."
But the Pharisees who made that answer
thought that, but they did not know that
the one who asked the questions was the
Chri~t.
Nor could they know it, while
unbelievi.ng, unrepentant, and disobedient
to the. gospeli as they were, And why

not? Because they could no~ receive the
Spirit of God, and without that, they
could not know that Jes us was the Christ.
It is a subject of divine revelation to the
person who knows. "No man can say
that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy
Ghost."-1 Cor. 12: 3. Does P'\!;11 mean
that no man can open his mouth and say
the words, "] esus is the Lord?" Nay;· for
men who do not believe the fact, (and
devils who do), can utter those words without the aid of the Spirit. But he evidently means that no man can say he knows
it to be the truth, that "] esus is the Lord,"
except the Holy Ghost has revealed it to
him.
Men can believe· any thing told
them by others whether true or false, and
thousands have believed, and do believe
to-clay with all their hearts, statements that
are positively false and absurd.
Many of us have believed, in time past,
and have taught earnestly and confidently
what we believed to be truth then, but
have discovered to be error or falsehood
since. VI e may believe some things now
which mav he discovered to be erroneous
after a whi1e. But that which a man knows
to be true, he ever knows it, for it remains
a truth forever, if a truth once. And there
are many things that are truth to a man
or woman that thev can not demonstrate
to another. They may state what they
know, and it may produce faith in the
hearts of many, but not knowledge to any.
I do not know thousands of facts that others
do; and some things I know which thousands of other people do not.
But I can
believe what they know when they tell
me the facts and circumstances of what
they know; and they may believe what I
know, and when they hear my testimony
concerning what I know. \!Vhen Paul
preached Christ he did not,_as the clergy of
the present time, preach him as somebody
else had explained to him, or as be learned it at the feet of Gamaliel, or in the
schools of divinity among the Jews. ·He
preached what he knew, and he readily
showed from the Scriptures acknowledged
by his hearers to· be the rule of faith and
practice among them, that what he knew
to be the truth, tbe prophets before him
also knew to he the truth; and they believed his testimony, and that of the prophets before them that Jesus was the
Christ; but this produced only faith in
their minds, the knowledge of the truth
was to come in an altogether different
way, namely, by revelation to ihemselves
direct; or by the operation of the Holy
Ghost given them by the laying on of the
hands of the ministry, after they h<1d heard
the preaching of the gospel, repented, and
were baptized for remission of their sins.
They could not "say that Jesus is the
Lord, but by the Holy Ghost." Antl that
divine instructor was· not promised them
until they were obedient to the gospel.
The natural or unregenerated man, that is,
the man who has not received the washing of regeneration, (baptism in water),
and renewing of the Holy Ghost, (baptism
of the Holy Spirit), can not receive the
things or revelations of the Spirit of God,
"for they are spiritually discerned, and he
can not know thcm,"=c-~ Cor. '.(): r4. But
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in me, that I might preach him among the and guileless as w"i"ts his conversation, yet
heathen; immediately I conferred not with they did not know by these tokens that he
flesh and blood," &c.-Gal. I: 15, 16. was "the Christ, the Son of the living
"But I certify you, brethren, that the gos- God," for they said he was John the Bappel which was preached of me is not after tist, or else Elias, or Jeremias, or some one
man. For I neither received it of man, of the prophets. Some said he was this,
neither was. I taught it, but by revelation and some said he was that, but none knew.
And how could they know? for they
of Jesus Christ."-Gal. 1:11, 12. Now
as Paul knew only "Christ and him cruci- had not the Spirit of revelation in the
fied," he received his knowledge of Christ knowledge of him. So if Jesus were on
by revelation. It does not make any dif- earth to-day, and taught, and wrought as
ference whether it was by a personal -man- he did eighteen centuries ago, the people
ifestation of Christ, or by the revelation would not, without revelation,know he
and teaching of the Holy Spirit; he was was the Christ, any more now than the
revealed as the Christ to Paul. I know people did then. They would say, at least
that some, even many, assume that no one some of them, "He is a good man," while
could be an apostle of Christ unless he others would say, "Nay, but he deceiveth
should ~ee him personally, as did Peter, the.people." And, indeed, the majority
James, John, and Paul, after his resurrec- would say the latter, because they would
tion. And there be some in the church say that the true Christ said that false
who believe that it is necessary to see Christs would arise and show great signs
Christ personally in order to be an apostle and wonders to deceive, and would, if posto-day. But we have no account of Bar- sible, deceive the very elect, who are the
nabas seeing Christ personally, nor of elect according to the covenant. No;
Timothy, nor of Silas, who were apostles. they would not believe any more to-day in
There were over five hundred brethren Christ, even if attested by signs and wonwho saw Christ after his resurrection, and ders of the most marvelous and stupendous
surely they were not all apostles. Peter character. Some would follow him, of
saw Jesus day after day, as did also the course, especially if he would turn water
other apostles: yet they knew Christ only into wine every little while, or feed them
when God revealed it unto them. (Matt. on bread and fish, miraculously provided.
16: l 7). If the ground be taken that no But if he would require them to deny
one can know Christ, except by a personal themselves of ungodliness and worldly
revelation of himself, as in the case of Paul, lusts, or to seJl their worldly possessions
then very few indeed in this age of the and give the proceeds to the poor, they
world know him; and how many who would cease following him; for if they
take this ground will testify that they thus think that the "surplus" is too much to
know him? And if that is the only way give, and "after that one tenth of their
to know him, and God the Father, then interest annually, what would they do if
very few can hope for . eternal life, for Christ would tell them to follow the exthat cometh through knowing God, and ample of the early Christians, as recorded
Christ whom he hath sent. (John 18: 3)~ in Acts 4: 32-35. But, I repeat, that
And if Christ can be known otherwise, although Christ should visit the earth tothen it is not necessary to personally be- day, and prove the divinity of his mission
hold him, in o.rder to know him. ·Now and his divine sonship by the evidences he
how are we to know God and the things formerly gave, and the people should hear
of God? "God hath revealed them unto and see what those did when he was on
us by his Spirit." "No man can say that earth before, they would not know him
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost." now, any more than they did then. And
"That the God of. our Lord Jesus Christ, · if they all would not set him clown as an
the Father of glory, may give you the impostor, (as multitudes would) they would
spirit of wisdom and revelation in the say he was a good m:m, a prophet, perknowledge ef him: the c:yes ef your under- haps, but they would not know that he
standing being enlightened; that ye rpay was "the Christ, the Son of the livinv
J" and for these plain, and divinely<.>
know what is the hope of his calling, and G oo,
what the riches 9£ the glory of his inheri- given reasons: ( 1) that "None can say that
tance in the Saints."-Eph. I: 17, 18. Jes us is the Lord but by the Holy.Ghost,"
"All things are delivered unto me of my (2), that no man has the promise of the
Father; and no man knowcth the Son, but Holy Ghost unless he believes the gospel,
the Father; neither knoweth any man the. repents, and is baptized for remission of
Father, save the Son, and he to whomso- his sins. .And as not more than one in
ever the Son will reveal him."-Matt. five hundred of professed Christians have
l l : 27. 'How then shall men know who
done this, they would not have the Spirit,
lS.
How did Peter know him? and therefore could not know that Jesus is
Now how did Paul preach Christ? the Son is?
"And I, brethren, when I came among "Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed the Christ, the Son of the living God."
you, came not with exceliency of speech; art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh and They do not believe in present revelation
or of wisdom, declaring unto you the testi- biood hath not revealed it unto thee, but from God through the Holy Ghost; and
mony ef God."-r Cor. 2: r. vVhat was my Father which is in he.aven."-Matt. not believing, they do not possess, and
16: 17. The people did not know him, can not expect to know, what can only be
this "testimony of God?" "For I deterl)1ined not to know anything among you although they heard his preaching, saw his known by revelation. So if they preach
save Jes us Christ and him crucified." Did miracles, and witnessed his daily walk and Christ, it is not the Christ they know, but
the Christ they have read of, or heard
God reveal to him, therefore, what he conversation.
Divine as his docfrine evidently was; somebody else preach about, who in turn
knew concerning Christ?
Hear what he
says: "But when it pleased God, who sep- marvelous as were his miracles; wonder- may not know, but believe only. And yet
arated me from my mother's womb, and ful as was his power over unclean spirits these people who are ignorant of the mati;:alled n;.e by his grace, t,o rew;al his Son ~nd djsea?\)Si imrna<;u\ate 1\tl' ¥fas hi~ Hfei · ter thei:nselyesl who MlfOW no more than a

Paul says: "Goel hath revealed them unto
us by His Spirit; for the spirit searcheth
all things, yea the deep things of God."
vVho are the "us" that he is writing to?
The "Church of God," to them that are
sanctified in Christ Jesus, called to be
"Saints." In other words, to the baptized
believers of the gospel at Corinth, and ""in
every place."
Paul declares that as the spirit of man
knows the things of man, or, as the spirit
of a man, understands all that pertains to
the man, so does the Spirit of God know
what belongs to the characters, attributes,
powers, surroundings, knowledge, and
purposes of God; and that "things of God"
are subjects of revelation, for "God hath
revealed them unto us by his Spirit,"
said he. Revelation is therefore the foundation of my lrnowlege. vVhat revelation
though, I would inquire? That given to
Moses, to Abraham, to David, to Isaiah,
to Peter, to Paul; or to any apostle or
prophet or Saint in these days? Nay; for
what has been revealed to another can
only produce faith in me, when I am informed of what has been revealed. What
revelation then brings me knowledge?
That which comes to me personally. I
can know the things of God when they
are revealed to me by the Spirit of God;
and not otherwise. And I can not receive
them while a "natural" or an unregenerated man, or in other words "unless I am
begotten" "by the w.ord of truth"-"the
gospel of the kingdom," .and "born of
water and of the Spirit." Now, if I am
not thus begotten, and thus "born again,"
I "can not see (i. e. perceive or tmderstand)
the kingdom of God," or "the things which
concerned the Lord Jesus Christ." If I
preach Christ at all, and am not thus "born
again," and have not received the Holy
Ghost in God's appointed way, I preach
'.Him as I have heard of him, not as I
know Hirn; and therefore I do not preach
Christ and him crucified as Paul did. If
ou·r advisers who tell us to preacb Christ
have not believed and obeyed the gospel,
and received of the Holy Spirit as the
ministry die~ eighteen hundred years ago,
they preach only what somebody has
told them, or what they have read, and as
they can not discern the things of God except they have the Spirit of God, or the
gift or power to discern, they preach
Christ various] y and in contention, or
I should say they do not preach understandingly, and therefore preach opinions
of Christ; and not their knowledge of
Christ; and this will appear more clearly
when we discover who and what Christ
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babe about the suhject, presume to admonish us, (who claim to know by revelation
the divine truth, that, Jes us Christ is the
Lord, and the Son of the living God) to
"preach Christ.'.'
Paul who preached Christ, preac_hed a
Christ whom he knew, not orie that he
believed in merely. He says, "For I
know whom I have believed (or trusted).''
John also knew; hear =him: "And we
know that we are of God, and the whole
world lieth in wickedness. And we know
that the Son of God is come, and hath
given us an understanding, (and what is
the 'understanding?') that we may know
Him that is true, and we are in Him that
is true, even in His Son J cs us Christ.
This is the true God, and eternal lifr.''I John 5: 19, 20.
And John knew these
things by the Holy Spirit: "But ye have
an unction from the Holy One, and ye
know all things. I have not written unto
you because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it, and that no lie is of the
truth.
But the anointing which ye
have received of Him, abideth in you, and
ye have no need that any man teach you,
(and why not?), but as the same anointing
teacheth you all things, and is truth, and
is no lie, and even as it hath taught you,
ye shall abide in him."-1 John 2: 20, 21,
27. The Saints of old did not say, "I
think that I believe, that I have a knowledge of the things of God; or I trust that I
have a hope in Christ;" but rather "I know
whom I have trusted." "Beloved, now
are we the Sons of God, and it doth not
yet appear [the time had not yet come]
what we shall be; but we know this much,
that when he shall appear we shall be like
him, for we shall see him as he is. And
every man that hath this hope in Him
purifieth himself, even as he is pure."-1
John 3: 2, 3.
If we are ever saved, it will be by
knowledge, and not by faith only. "And
this is life eternal, that they might know
thee, the on! y true God, and Jes us Christ
whom he hath sent.''-John 17: 3. And
as no one can know either the Father or
the Son unless each reveal the other, so
unless revelation be a truth, a fact, an experience to-day, no one can have eternal
life, or be saved. It will not do to say
that God has revealed his Son though
former prophets and apostles, and we are
to believe their testimony, for this can only
produce faith; it can not bring knowledge.
But did God reveal his Son, and did the
Son reveal the Father to ancient prophets?
0 yes, certainly, say our friends. But
why not one tell the other, commencing
with Adam, or with Abraham if you
please, and thus hand down the story from
one age to another, instead of every
prophet receiving the revelations of God
to himself? The old Testament taught
fully concerning Christ. Jes us commanded the Jews to "Search the Scriptures,"
for they testified of him; and he.declared
that Moses and the prophets wrote of him,
and he showed his disciples after his resurrection, both from :Moses and the prophets
and the Psalms, the things concerning himself, even his death, buric11 and resurrection,
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the apostles could not know who Christ
was by reading of him, or hearing him
read in the synagogues on the Sabbath
day.
Nobody could give Peter the knowledge
that he so emphatically expressed, viz,
"Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God.'' Did Jesus say "Blessed art
thou Peter, because thou hast properly understood the Scriptures concerning me?
.Nay; because that would have been pertinent if Peter had said, "I believe that thou
art Jesus, the Christ, the Son of God;" for
he would then have expressed what his
laith was, which faith would come by
hearing the word of God preached. But
Jesus did not ask the apostle "whom do
men say that they believe me to be?" nor
did he say, "Whom do you think I am?"
but, "Whom do men say, that I, the Son
of Man am?" and, "VVhom do ye say that
I am?" And the answer is in harmony
with the question,-"Thou are the Christ,
the Son of the living God.'' It is not that,
I think, or imagine, or guess, or hope, or
believe; but a positive statement,-"Thou
art the Christ." And Jesus well knowing
that this could only be said because of
knowledge, and that- said knowledge must
come from God, declared that Peter was
blessed, because he received the knowledge
from God the Father. And upon the
principle of revelation and facts revealed,
and the knowledge obtained in that way,
Jesus declared that he would build his
church.
The reason why Jesus said, "Thou art
Peter," when speaking of the "rock" to
found his church upon, and in contemplating the building as made of "lively stones,"
was because his name, both in Hebrew and
Greek, signified a "stone.'' Thou art
"Petros," and upon this "Petra," said Jesus,
I will build my church. But if he meant
Peter as the rock, was it Peter as a man,
or Peter as an Apostle? Upon the man,
or upon the office? If upon the man, then
it has a mere human, earth! y foundation.
If upon the office, then as the foundation
of the church is the "apostles and prophets," it would not be amiss, inasmuch as
the office is a matter of revelation and operation of the Holy Spirit. But I understand that Jesus merely mentioned the fact
of his name being Petros, (or Cephas, rather, as he spake in the Hebrew tong-ue
doubtless. See John r: 42) and then ;aid
upon this rock,-that solid, substantial, and
eternal rock or principle of revelation or
truth revealed by the Holy Spirit,-he
would build his church.
Peter knew the Christ by direct revelation from God, the only way that any man
can know him. Do those who tell us to
''.preach Christ," know him? Do they receive revelation from God to-clay? "Oh
no," they reply, "there has been no revelation since John finished bis book called the
Apocalypse, or Revelation.'' Then, of
coun;e, tney do not kno'"ll' Christ, but believe in him only. But do they really believe in him? I. repeat,-if they do not
know him,do they truly believe in Christ?
If I should deny it, what then? Why,
give a good reason for dcnylng It, or ad,
~r:it ~ha,t
;ire
nn µnJ,ust

tion," yon say. It is a serious charge to
make, to say that thousands who profess to
believe in and preach Christ, do not believe in him. But let us see how much
they believe.
Some things concerning him they doubtless believe. I mean they believe some
truths concerning the person of Christ;
. but do they believe in "the Christ?" Now
what T mean is simply this; the term
Christ is official. It is an office, and not
a mere name given as a patronymic, or to
please some friend, or because it was euphonious; but it signifies the official character of the person holding it. The term
in Greek is "Christos," and means "anointed," but as applied to Jesus it is generally
"o Christos," the Anoint~d. It is a Greek
translation of the Hebrew word "Messias,"
the Messiah. It is said that Matthew
wrote in the Hebrew; and if so, the word
used by- Peter was not Greek, Christos,
but the Hebrew, J}fessias.
He would
therefore say, (in our language), "Thou
art the Messiah, the Son of the living
God.'' The answer to our question, vVho
is. Christ? is therefore this," He is the Messiah, the Anointed One. The term Messiah is just as much an official one-as
much a title-as that of president, queen,
king, emperor, czar, &c. Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ, the Messiah, as Cleveland is the President of the United States,
or Victoria is Queen of Great Britain, or
William is Emperor of Germany. And
. when we speak of Jes us the Christ, we
mean his official character, just as we do
when we speak of Cleveland the President, or Victoria the Queen.
Now, who is Christ? 'iVho is the Messiah?
Peter answers, that he is "the Son
of the living God.'' Right here we are
told by those who say to us "preach
Christ," Yes, and he is "the very Eternal
Father," by which they mean that he was
composed of "two whole :ind perfect
natures, divine and human;" the divine
nature was the Father, and the human
nature was the Son.'' Now if this is true,
then if there was a time when the human
nature of Christ did not exist, then there
was a time when there was not any Son
of God, and the Fat her alone existed.
That time was previous to the birth of the
child Jesus in Bethlehem of the Virgin
Mary.
Now what does Jesus mean by
such statements as the following, "Before
Abraham was, I am." "Abraham rejoiced
to see my day, and he saw it and was glad.''
"And now, 0 Father, glorify thou me
v~ith thine own self with the glory that I
had with thee before the world was.''
Did he mean this: "0 thou Divine nature,
glorify thou me, the human nature, that I,
the human nature had with thee, the
Divine nature · before the world was?"
"He was in the world, and the world was
made by him, and the world knew him
not." "God * * * hath sooken unto us
by his Son, whom he hath ·appointed heir
of all things, by whom also he made the
worlds." vVho being in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with
God; but made himself of no reputation,
and took upon him the form of a servant,
[.
W\lS nwde ~n the Ul>;eness 9~ me!! i and,
,,,.,
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being found in fashion as a man, he humbled
himselt, and became obedient unto death,
even the death of the cross. Wherefore
God also hath highly exalted him, and
given him a name which is above every
name."-John8:56,58; 17:5; 1:10; Heb.
1: 1, 2; Phil. 2: 6-9.
What did Jesus
· mean by such an expression as this, "What
and if ye shall see the Son of Man ascend
up where he was before?"-John 6:6z.
These and many more quotations clearly
prove the existence of Christ, separate and
distinct from the Father, before the body,
or human nature, was born. When Goel
said "Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness," &c., he surely spoke to some
one, and that that person (or those persons,
if more than one), should take part in the
creation of man. We have seen that
Christ was with the Father before the
world was. Paul affirms that "By him
were all things created that _are in heaven,
and that are in the earth. * * * All things
were created by him, and for him; and he
is before all things, and by him all things
consist." And he "the image of the invisible God, the first born of every creat.ure."
--Col. l: 15, 16, r7. Now, if the Divine
nature was the Father, and the human nature was the Son, and the Son was born 1886
years ago, there must have been two Sons
of God, the pre-existent Son, and the one
born some eighteen hundred years ago of
the Virgin Mary, or else it is one Son with
two natures, and not the Father as the
Divine nature and the son of l'vfary as the
human nature. It was not the Father
who took on him the seed of Abraham, or
the form of a servant, but it was the Son,
the pre-existent Son of God. The body
born of Mary was not the "first born of
every creature;" but this being the "image
of the invisible God," who "was in the
form of God," "the first born of every
creature," was not other than Christ, the
Son of the living God. He was the Son
of God unknown ages before he was born
of Mary, or before he "took upon him the
form of a servant." Forasmuch then as
the children are partakers of flesh ana
blood, he also hiimelf likewise took part
of the same;" for verily he took not on
him the nature of angels, but he took on
him the seed of Abrabam."--Heh. z: ltj-, 16.
If this does not show that Christ preexisted, it proves nothing at all, and that
the divine nature, or pre-existent nature
was not the Father, is evident; for that
while the two natures were blended on the
earth, the Father was in heaven, as Jesus
so abundantly taught; for in5tance in the
"Lord's prayer,'' "Our Father who art in
heaven;" also his address to Mary after
hi5 resurrection, "I am not yet ascended
to my Father, but go to my brethren and
say tQ them, I a.scend unto my Father, and
to your Father, and to my God and to
your God,''-John 20: 17. Stephen saw
two personages in heaven after Christ's
resurrection · and ascension into heaven:
"Behold I see the heavens opened, and the
Son of man standing: on the right hand of
God." And from the beginning of Genesis to the last of Revelations, the separate, distinct, yet harmonious, personality of
fat her in1(l ~on i~ mairitajne1l1 They i\T~

"one," it is true; but not one being, one
person, or one entity; Jesus prayed that
his disciples might be ';one" in the same
sense as he and the Father were one, and
that they might be "one" with the Father
and himself. John I 7 : 21-2 3. Does this
mean that all the disciples of Christ, then
and now are "one God?" No one will be
so silly as to claim that; yet Jesus prayed,
"that they be one, even as we are one."
Now what is the doctrine taught by the
words of Pcter-"The Son of the living
God?" This, that he is "the first born of
every creature." The creator of heaven
and earth. The Only Begotten Son of
God. The heir of all things." The possessor of "all power and authority;" therefore "the author and finisher of our faith,"
"The Judge of the quick and the dead,"
"King of Kings and Lord of Lords." The
"Alpha and Omega; the beginning and
the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and
which was, and which is to come, the
Almighty."
Is He not called "the Everlasting
Father?" Yes, but at the same time there
is a being· who is the Father of this "Everlasting Father." fa he not called "God?"
Yes, but there is a being who is His God,
and who is called the "God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ"-called so by Paul,
Peter, and by the Lord Jesus himself.
l Cor. l ! 3; 11: 3r.
l Peter l : 3. John
20: 17.
See also Heb. I: 8, 9.
What think ye of Christ? Whose son
is He? The Son of Man, the Son of
-Adam, of Abraham, of David, because of
being born of Mary; but the Son of the
living God, in the spiritual body, :md also
in the physical body, the one born of
Mary, being begotten by the Holy Ghost,
or the Spirit of the living God. And
while the Son of Man because of the
nature received from his mother, yet that
nature was not purely human; it was partly human and partly divine, being begotten of God, while born of a woman.
[To be continued.]

THE FALL.
"Adam fell that men might be."-z Nephi

1:

8,

No text, we think, in the entire scriptures has been so badly misapplied at this.
So far as our comprehension reaches, we
can see but two facts set forth by the writer; first, Adam's fall; second, the reason
why he fell, namely, transgressed. Concerning the first fact, namely, that "Adam
fell,'' we are not aware that any difference
of opinion exists among professed Christians. But in reference to the second, it
seems that, not only a wide difference of
opinion exists, -;is to the bearing of the text
on the relation the fall sustained to the
Divine plan, but also as to the fact actually
set forth in the words-"that man might
be." Some tell us that this text teaches
that man (the race, I suppose) could not
have existed except by the fall, and that
the fall was therefore a part of God's preadanged plan, as he evidently intended
that the earth should be peopled, and the
fall was the only means by .which this
could be accomplished in keeping with his
plan,
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comprehension to see that the text warants
the conclusion that God had anything to
do with pre-arranging the matter referred
to in the least. The reason is given why
Adam fell-not why God caused him to
fall. Indeed, no reference is made to Deity
whatever.
Suppose I should say that "Brighati1
Young fell (into polygamy) that Mormons
might be." Would any one be so inconsistent as to say that my remark taught
that the polygamous mode of propagating
Mormons (instead of converting Gentiles)
was the only way to make or secure adaerents to the original teachings of the
Seer? It is no doubt true that Brigham
Young did fall, (go into polygamy), transgress that he might by more rapid propagation (as he taught) the more speedily
increase the number of Saints. But this
was not the way God had commanded his
people to seek to build up the kingdom.
It was B. Young's way, however. So with
Adam; if it could be shown that the verb
"be" in the text meant "that man may exist, (which we do not believe), even then it
would only show that Adam adopted a
plan, (which God had forbidden), that he
might, by his own wisdom, excell the plans
of Deity by breaking his law and following the council of his wife when: under
Satanic influence. How unlike the devil,
to help man to fulfill God's high behest;
and how unlike our God to punish his children with death, and curse for. their sakes
the whole earth, for doing his will! It
will not do to say that they were not doing
his will in taking the forbidden fruit and
still claim that the fall was a part of his
plan; for if his plan is not in harmony
with his will, then is God arrayed against
himself. Inconsistency always attaches to
an effort to defend an· inconsistency; hence
those glaring incongruities. It will perhaps be urged that Eve so understood the
relation her act of disobedience sustained
toward God's plan through the fall, as indicated in her words in the Inspired Translation, Gen. 4: II, when she says in effect
that, her disobedience was the means by
which it was made possible for them
(Adam and Eve) to have "seed." To this
I reply that Adam, on whom the "Holy
Ghost" fell that clay, would ha·ve Leen
good authority had he uttered those words;
but he did not, neither did he intimate anything like it. If God desired to inform
mankind in this matter so difficult of belief, and so robbed (apparently at least) of
every element of consistency, why has it
not been reiterated by some one who had
authority to teach and receive revelations
as a "rule of faith and practice?" Adam
had such authority,~ why did he not so
speak, or at least say Amen when Eve had
finished her saying? "Two or three witnesses" are not found to this view as set
forth by Eve; but a great many may be
found who assert the evil, sin, sorrow,
curse, and death resulted therefrom.
Though Eve may have rejoiced over the
fall, it can not be shown that God, angels,
(except fallen angels), or good men ever
did; nor can it be shown that Eve was in1;pirlld when !!he made the above citeq
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disciples were when in company with
Jesus at his transllguralion and wished to
"build three tabernacles," one for Chri&t,
one for Moses, and one for Elias. It is not
to be supposed tlnt Jes us' iuspir:;ition presu poses the disciples inspiration simply be.cause they were in his company; neither
that Eve was inspired when she uttered
the above simply because she was in company with her husband who was inspired;
nor yet because the worris uttered were
recorded. The disciples referred to, were
perhaps nervous; and withall a little enthused at the honor conferred upon their
Lord by the visitation ot those heavenly
guests, and spoke under their over-excited
zeal. Eve was similarly situated and circumstanced. They (Adam and Eve) had
received a heavenly messenger; the Holy
Ghost had fallen on her husband; and she,
overjoyed, and no doubt enthused at God's
kindly notice of them. As the hungry
man rejoices to see a table spread with
choice food, so she rejoiced exceedingly at
the return of God's favor. But we are no
more bound to accept what she said as a
revealed truth than we are to accept the
doctrine of building tabernacles for every
noted angel that appears, simply because it
is recorded that certain disciples under certain exciting circumstances thought it
would be a good thing. But the sentiment
expressed by Eve, as above referred to,
lacks the elements of authority, lacks corroboration, and is wholly wanting in even
the slightest degree of evidence pointing
to it as an inspired statement or truth.
Hence it is not competent as testimony, or
valid as proof, in any controversy whatever
on matters of fact.
We will now return to the text used at
the outset and sec what it teaches, namely,
"Adam fell that men might be." We call
special notice to the words "might be."
The verb "be" is, according to some
authors, indefinite and uncertain as to its
meaning, &c., more especially would it be
so when connected with the word "might"
as its (grammatical) auxiliary, which here
implies perhaps, permissive power or force.
But as the verb "be" does not mean here
simply to exist or to have an existence, but
as defined by vVebster, (and as evident
from the surroundings at the time of the
fall) "to exist in certain relations." This
is surely the meaning of the word here,
for as a spiritual entity man already existed; as a physical being he existed as represented in Adam and Eve; hence in the
absolute sense man already existed, but
relatively, "in certain (in fact many) relations," he did not exist. Now, what one
of those many, as yet unoccupied rdations,
did Adam hope to occupy by his act of
transgressing?
This is. the real question.
If "Adam fell that men might be" (might
exist in certain relations); if he concluded
that he could afford to violate the express"
ed will of God in order to obtain, or attain
unto certain relations, it would seem that
if we can find what considerations induced
him to partake, what he expected to gain,
what "relationship" he expected to enter
into by the act, then we would have a key
to the whole mystery.
vVe are not informedi it is true, that Adan1 had any
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independent views about it; but according
to Genesis 3: 23, he "hearkened unto the
voice of his wife." Her reasons, her arguments, whatever they may have been, were
then the considerations under which Adam
acted. What then, were her reasons for
partaking of the "forbidden fruit?" See
Genesis 3: I r. "And when the woman
saw that the tree was * * * to be desired
to make her wise, she took and gave also
unto her husband, * * * and he did eat."
So she desired to be wise, and took of the
fruit, Adam hearkening to her voice,
(reasonings no doubt), also took and did
eat. What for?
Evidently "that men
might be" (wise). The "certain relations"
into which he then hoped to "be" and was
inducted, was an aclvance,l relation as to
wisdom-to "become as gods," knowing
"good" from "evil." Still farther, by it
(the fall) he was subjected to "misery,
woe," and "death." That our existence
as now situated, and that the activity of
propagation may have been greatly increased by the fall, (which brought carnality and gave carnal, sexual appetites, and
resulted in excess in this direction, also
resulting in changes in the organizations
of men, largely affecting propagation), we
freely admit.
That we "exist in (the)
certain relations" we now do because of
the fall, we also believe, as found in Genesis
6: 49, "Because that Adam fell we are"
here. Are as the "present indicative plural
of the substantive verb "to be" is used, and
means, as before shown in reference
to the phrase "might be," "to exist
in certain relations," namely, in our present
relations, which are wholly dependent
upon the fall.
Hence it is eminently
proper to say, "Adam fell that man might
be;" or that "because Adam fell, we are."
But this does not argue that it was either
God's will or plan that man should fall by
transgression. It is, we think, self-evident
that Goel foreknew that man would fall,
and that he would be overcome by Satanic
influence; and that he pre-arranged for the
conditions by which a remedy for sin and
death might be made available unto man.
As a wise and good parent would prepare
a remedy in adva;1ce for use in his family
whom he knew were exposed to, and
would be bitten by a serpent, so did God
prepare the remedy for the "fall of man."
But as it was not the de:;ire of the parenC
that his children should be bitten by the
serpent, so it certainly was not the cle3ire
or will of God that man should transgress
and fall into satanic captivity and death,
requiring the anguish and death of his Son
and a universal curse upon all men and the
earth also. (Criticism invited).
T.

RUTH.

!Both the Bible and Book of Mormon
locate Adam and Eve in the garden of
Eden. They represent that Satan deceived
the woman, and she transgressed the command of God in partaking of the forbidden
fruit.
For this sin she must leave the
garden. Adam knowing this would nee- .
essarily separate them and thus end their
companionship and prevent them from
multiplying and replenishing the earth, he
therefore "fell that men might be;" and
lw qid so knowingly ~:nd purposely 1 it

seems, for St. Paul states, "And Adam
was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived was in the transgression."--r Tim.
2: 14. The reader should bear in mind the
important fact, that "if Adam had not·
transgressed, he would not have fallen;
but he would have remained in the garden
of Eden," and thus have been separated
from his wife. But all this we now mention does not decide the question as to
whether God designed that Adam and
Eve should sin, nor as to whether they
would not have had children had they
remained in the garden of Eden. We
shall hear further, likely, on these points.
-Ed].
·
IN DEFENSE.

As I REVEHE the memory of my father,
Elder H. H. Deam, it has been annoying
to me to see the disposition of some in the
past to disregard and put him in the dark,
so to speak, and :ilso to speak disrespectfully of him in church relationship, as well
as otherwise. And considering what I
have lately heard, I think it due my father
that something be said in his defense in a
public manner, and will try and do so if
permitted.
My father was a High Priest in the
church during the days of the Martyr, was
one of the Twelve at the start of the Reganization, and was the one through whom
came the revelation to reorganize the
church. He became somewhat dissatisfied
with what he thought to be undue priestly
domination, and consequently was indifferent and cold in the church, and possibly
did not claim a connection with the organization at the time of his death. But he
al ways believed and taught the gospel as
restored in these last days. Now, I gather
my knowledge from those who were per"
sonally acquainted with him, several of
whom I have conversed and corresponded
with.
What has caused my attempt at defending my father is that it has lately been
. told that he never believed in the successorship as is taught by the Reorganization;
that he denied the faith entirely, and finally
"died cursin/5 God with his last breath."
I defy any one to prove especially the last
statement. It is positively known that he
died very quietly and peacefully-so much
so that they hardly knew that he had died.
I have some letters from. Bro. David Powell, in answer to inquiries of mine. I quote
from his letters, as follows:
"I don't believe a word of it that he died
cursing God. It is the first time I ever
heard such. a thing intimated. As to his
not believing in the successorship and saying God called him to preside over the
church, is not true.
He did write to
Joseph, and we were sitting at the table
for dinner when one of the boys came in
with a letter from Bro.Joseph Smith, and
it was then and there opened and read. I
can not repeat the contents of the letter,
but it was concerning the successorship.
That proves he wanted Joseph to come,his mind and my own '\>Vere the same on
that subject."
Again, in another letter Bro. Powell
wrote;
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"I was very intimately acquainted with
your father from 1846 to 1859; worked
with him a good deal of the time, and
stand ready to defend him as a truthful,
. honest, upright, industrious, fair-dealing
man, a devout believer in the latter day
work, until, as I told you, he became discouraged."
I have much more testimony concerning
my father, but lest I occupy too much
space and am not allowed in the columns
of the IIerald, will let this sufiice for the
present. And in conclusion I wish to say
that I have understood from my mother or
some one, that father was intending to
attend the Ambov Conference of 1860,
but was taken sick" and could not. If he
had attended he would undoubtedly have
united, with all his former zeal.
·

w.

H.DF.AM.

COST OF THE HERALD.

EDITORS OF THE HERALD: - Having
heard complaints from time to time in regard to the price of the Herald, I have
been· at some trouble to examine into the
matter, and send you herewith figures to
substantiate the fact that, considering the
size and circulation of our church paper, it
is one of the cheapest religious journals in
the United States, if not the very cheapest.
The circulation of the IIerald is, I believe,
not over 4,000 paying subscribers, and
many of these names are retainerl upon the
list long after the subscription has expired.
There are papers with a circulation of from
15,000 to 26,000 paying subscribers, at the
same price the Herald is furnished to us,
and some of these furnish f~r less reading
matter, because the type is larger; and in
addition to this they are largely supported
by a long list of well paid advertisements.
Now brethren and sisters, I am fully persuaded in ·my own mind that it is high
time for us to cease fault finding and go to
work to build up a larger circulation for
the Herald, not only as a means of spreading the truth and building up the kingdom
of God, but that its price may be reduced.
Many of the Saints are poor, and the
Herald is not only the one paper which
they can afford to take, eut many times
they can barely afford that. A larger list
of subscribers would enable the "Board of
Publication" to reduce the price and tl;us
good be done to all interested in the work.
We listened to a sermon last night, which
to every one who loves the work of God
would be worth far more than one year's
subscription to the Herald, and yet there
is no money to pay for reporting, and consequently it is lost to all except those who
heard it, and even they will soon forget
large portions of it, whereas if it was
reported and printed it would belong to
the church and be handed down to help
those young in the cause of truth to know
the foundation upon which the church
rests. Let us think of it who testify that
we are willing to do all we can for the
cause, and instead of tearing down by fault
finding, strive to build up in righteousness.
A

SUBSCRIBER.

Tru~t in God, but mind your own business.
. When money speaks, the truth keeps silent.

~ Th~ printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscription has be<lll
\)aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

WHY NOT?
To soar on eagle's wings away,
And leave this world behind,
Wonlr1 ne'er avert the final day
Thi1t comes to all 1nankind.
-i'lrc nrc the lrnnc1iwo1·Ji: of God,
Made frmu the potter,s clay~
And all arc doomed, beneath the roe!
riio lay, so1ne future dn,y.
Then, let us all with willing hands,
rrhe l\'lastcr,s work roll on,
Thnt we may sec that better land,
V\l'hcn tin1c with us is gone.

0 sinner, turn fron1 evil 's way,
And seek a home above.
Why will yon throw your soul away
When Clmst the Lord is love?
J,ife's path is but 11 stormy track,
And leads but to the grave
And sinner, yon win fain come back,
Yon, for your God to save.
So then, prepare while yet yon may,
The Savior's yoke is light.
And he will aid yon on your way,
rro e.hnn eternal night.
CoLE MoxAN.
VALPARAISO, Indiana.

~ No Credit for moneys received Oil subscription will
appear on the Colored Address J,abel of the Herald and
Hope for this issue,· as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of persons desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

THE JEWS OF JERUSALEM.

THE following is from a letter written by
H. G. Spafford, a Chicago gentleman, now
in J crusalem, under date of April I 3th, to
Mr. Chandler, of Chicago, and is taken
from the Inter- Ocean:
Palestine has now a very different appearance from the one worn when you
were here. I have never seen the country looking so beautifully. The rains
have been abundant (the rainfall about
thirty inches up to the present, and the
crops are all in most promising condition.
The wild flowers, too, surpass, this year,
anything we have seen before in variety
and beauty. In a two hours walk yesterday afternoon, through fields north of the
city, I gathered a boquet of cyclamen,
ranunculus, blooddrops, flax, wild pea,
and clover blooms, etc., etc., which was
simply glorious. I never saw a more
beautiful collection of flowers in my life.
It would seem that a sight of it, without
other proofs, would be sufficient to suggest to one whether the curse which had
so long lain upon this land had not begun to
pass away, and whether the set time to
favor Zion had not come.
Shortly after you left, the tourist season
set in, in full vigor, and since that time all
the hotels and hospices have been uncomfortabl v full. Our friend Lloyd has
had several parties; he left here last week
with a company of nine for Damascus and
Beirut.
Mr. Arbeely is still here. I understand
that he was officially informed several

weeks ago, through Mr. Merrill, that his
nomination had been finally rejected by
the Turkish Government. The report
may or may not be correct.
During the past week-the weather
having become more settled-building has
been resumed in every direction. We
hear of many new buildin·g enterprises·
afoot, most of them by Jews or for the
accommodation of Jews.
The present
season, I doubt not, will be one of unequalled activity in this direction.
A few weeks since I visited some of
the new Jewish agricultural colonies in
Central and Northern Palestine, and was
surprised to find how much had been
already done. The moneyed Jews of
Europe, among whom have been raised
heretofore the "baluka" funds which have
been distributed among their brethren in
Jerusalem, Safed, ect., have latterly, and
it would seem very wisely, changed their
policy, and now c~irect their be_nefactions
in aid of these agncultural colomes and of
certain other enterprises having in view
the promotion of industrious habits among
the Jews. Heretofore thousands have
hung about the cities here, relying upon
these baluka charities for their support,
and it has been one of the causes which
have prejudiced the people of the land
against them.
At one of these colonies, Samoin, near
Haifa, extensive preparations were making
for the cultivation of eucalyptus trees;
and at Nazareth we ·met a gentleman who
had been sent out by the Sultan to plant
a large tract in the valley of the Jordan,
south of the Sea of Tiberias (and which
belongs to the Sultan personally) with
the same tree. To-day a gentleman from
the Jordan told us that the culture of
bananas, which as you know, was only
begun there a year or two ago, was this
spring being greatly extended.
In the light of the sure promises of
prophesy that this land is yet to rise £:om
its desolation, such facts as tho::e given
above are of exceeding interest. A few
years ago Jews were constantly liable to
be treated with indignity whenever they
appeared on the streets of Jerusalem.
They were very few in number; owned
none of the land, were .a little community of despised outcasts. Now, as you
know, they constitute considerably more
than one-half of the population of the c!tY.
They control its trade and own much
land. On the Cl1ristian Sabbath the fact
that Christian shops are shut produces
scarcely a di~cernible diifcreµce in the
tide of business sweeping along the
streets. But, as ycu doubtless noticed,
on the Jewish Sabbath the streets arc well
nigh deserted. The fellaheen marketmen
. and women do not find it worth while to
come to the city with their produce on
the Jewish Sabbath, but take no account
of the Mohammedan's Friday or the
Christian Sunday. And so we find that
suddenly, without warning, Jerusalem
has become, in fact, again a Jewish city!
·It is a change which has come like a thief.
The busy worlp has taken little notice of
it-but it has come. Does it not look as
if that time of the treading down of J eru·
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salem by the Gentiles-upon which so
many of God's purposes respecting the
Jews and the whole world arc in the
Scriptures made to depend-was about
fulfilled? Sincerely yours,
H. G.

SPAFFORD.

THE ONE-TENTH DEMANDED OF US.
BY A CONVERTED JEWESS.

"And this stone, which I have set for a pillar,
shall be God's house: and of all that thou shalt
give me I will surely give the tenth unto thee."
-Gen. 28: 22.
"And concerning the tithe of the herd, or of
the flock, even of whatsoever passeth undel- the
rod, the tenth shall be holy unto the Lord."-Leviticus 27: 32.
"To whom also Abraham gave a tenth part of
all; first being by internretation King of righteousness, and after that also King of Salem,
which is, King of peace."-Heb. 7: 2.
A solemn question for us to consider, more so,
at the Advent of this Glorious Easter. "The
Lord is risen indeed;' will be the salutation of
many, Clm we say: Here is the tenth of the
income of the sum Thou hast lent me during
the year, or the remainder of it? Have I been
regularly, as I make my other investments, first
laying by the tenth in that bank which never
faileth, and from which calls innumerable demand its being emptiecl ont yearly, monthly, aye
daily. Can we enter the Holy Church militant
on earth, and say, "This house is free of debt,
or do we owe Hirn from whom cometh our
gold and silver this sacred debt?
Let each one answer this to our God, and give
regularly the tenth of His own, Jent us. To one
He gives one talent, another ten, etc.; so will we
we be judged. Our Heavenly Father has given
us a little blank book, called Time, and on each
leaflet, composed of seven, is written all that we
do, think or say; help us Blessed Jesus and Holy
Spirit to say no evil of our fellow-creatures, but
to endeavor to walk in His footsteps, who calls
all penitent sinners to the Cross that his light
may shine around us, and His Peace dwell around and within us all. Amen.-Tfie Hebrew
Christian.
THE "LATTER RAIN" RESTORED
TO JUDEA.
REV. HuGn STOWELL wrote in the Scotislt Presbyterian .lklagazine, in the fall of
1853, the following interesting letter in respect to the then condition ot Palestine,
the restoration of the "latter rain" in 1852,
and the relation which this had to the
coming fertility of the Holy land and the
restoration of Israel. If the reader will
now turn to 2 Nephi, eleventli chapter
and especially the 19th paragraph, he will
see how plainly and definitely the present condition of "Lebanon"-T udea-was
pointed out by the Book of lviormon in
1829. The eleventh and twelfth chapters
also delineate with clearness and fullness
the condition of the world from 1829 forward to the end. These facts taken in
connection with the letter of Mr. Spafford
in this issue make very interesting reading
for the Saints, and for all who rejoice in
the wonderful works of God as set forth
by promise in the Holy Scriptures. Truly,

God is speaking from Jerusalem in the fulfillment of His word as recorded in the
Bible, Book of Mormon, and in the Doctrine and Covenants.-Ecl.
I see manifest signs and tokens that the
Holy Land is preparing for the people,
and that the people are preparing for 1he
Holy Land. If I turn to Pa'.estine, I
perceive indications the most distinct that
God is returning to water its desolate
places, and clothe its mountains once more
with beauty and fragrance. The clouds
are again dropping fatness upon its desert
places, and many of its wildernesses arc
beginning to blossom in promise that they
shall bloom in due time like the rose. I
know not whether you are aware of the
fact, but it is one that is fully authenticated, that the "latter rain" returned last
year to Mount Zion-a rain that had
been withheld, so far as our information
goes, ever since the dispersion of the
people. And He who has brought hack
the latter rain in its sea'.on, will also give
the "former rain" in its season; and the~e
returning showers of earthly blessings are
the harbingers of returning showers of
spiritual benediction from on high.
There is another fact which, though
small in itself, is net a less ·striking onethe well of En-rogel, or Job's well, supplies the little stream tbat waters the
once blooming vale of Jehosaphat. That
well, in Israel's palmy days of plenty and
of peace, used to overflow every year, and
its overflow fed the streams that, diverted
into various channels and gathered into reservoirs prepared for the purpose, provided a supply of water for each season,
and so the valley was made to bloom as
the garden of the Lord. But on account
of the wickedness of the people, the supply of water from th:it well was long
diminished. For centuries the well of
En-rogel has, it is supposed, overflowed
but once in four or five years; but during
the last four years, since Christianity has
been shedding its light on Mount Zion,
and the first-fruits of Israel have been
gathering in, the well has overflowed year
by year again. The little stream has
trickled along its course annually, with its
sweet silvery music; the various reservoirs
and tanks have been replenished; and the
vale of Jehosaphat is beginning again to
blush with the vine and to wave with the
cedar. There are other incidents of an
equally interesting character in connection
with the preparation of the land for the
people. You recollect the remarkable circumstance mentioned in the prophecy of
Jeremiah, when Israel was about to be
carried captive into Baby Ion, how at the
bidding of God, it is said, that the prophet
took witnesses and purchased a field from
his kinsman~ and had the writings of conveyance duly signed and sealed, one open
and the other folded. He then ga\·e them
to Baruch to put them into an earthen
vessel, and that earthen vessel, was to be
carefully kept, and I believe it is still in
existence, and will come forth in latter
times. God declared by these figurative
translations, that again houses, fields, and
vineyards should be bought and sold, and
writings sealed and signed in the Holy

Land. Now I can not conceive that this
could be fulfilled, if these fields 'were to
be new fields, and if .other lines of demarkation were to constitute the groundwork of the future transactions which are
to take place when fields are to be bought
and sold by those who alone are the rightful proprietors; I can not but believe that
the old landmarks will be discovered in
like manner as the buried ruins ~f Babylon and Nineveh are being brought
forth by the mighty hand of God. So I
belieye the landmarks and boundaries in
Tudea will come forth; and indeed thus
has it actually come to pass.·· A large
portion of soil has been cleared up for cultivation by the returned Israelites, and
after removing one or two foet in depth
of sand from the surface, they have co.me
to a rich alluvial soil; they have also <lisco\·end the ancient landmark~-thc stones
standing at the corners of the fields, which
had been huried there, perhaps every since
the carrying away of Israel into captivity.
Thus the fields may now be traced, and
may be bought and sold in the Holy
Land. And there too are the ancient
wells, only waiting for the showers of rain
in order to be filled again. But this is not
all.
It is delightful to find that once more
, the shepherd is tending his flocks on the
mountains around about Jerusalem. I
was recently in the company of some gentlemen in Leeds, and among them was a
wool merchant, to whom a clergyman addressed himself and said: "Are you prepared to purchase some excellent wool?"
'''t" es,'' was the reply, "there is no article
more in demand at the present moment."
"Then," said the clergyman, "a cousin of
mine, who is gone to Judea, for the. purpose of promoting agricultural and pastoral life there, bas written to me, requesting that I would negotiate with the
wool-staple1 s of Leeds for the sale of 4,000
lbs. weight of wool." "0 !" was the response of the wool-stapler, "it will be
most welcome to me, and will realize the
highest price that the market of Leeds
will command, for wool grown on the
mountains of J crusalem." Now, circumstances like these indicate emphatically
that the land is preparing· for the people. But there is more than this. Mark
how the attention of Europe is, at 'the
present moment, concentrating and being
fixed upon Turkey and the affairs of the
East.
Behold what liberty is now given to
the Jews at Jerusalem! I befieve that our
nation is more jealous, in some of her possessions, of the progress of Christianity,
than the disciples of the false prophet arc
of the spread of Chris~ianity in J erusalem. It is a most wonderful fact, that
there is more religious liberty enjoyed at
this moment in Jerusalem than in almost
any other country of the globe. Surely
this is the Lord's doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes.
REV. HUGH STOWELL.

REPLY TO I,I'l'TLl!:l~IELD.
We have for sale at this oftlcc, in pamphlet form, containing 48. pages, the "Heply, of President Joseph Smith
to L. O. L1t'tlefield m refutation or the doctrme of plural
1narriage.H Price, post paid1 single copies 10 c~nts; 70
cents per dozen to one address.
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colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. 'When payments are made
the d_ate is changed, which answers for a receipt.

bearance and prayers. Humbly bowing to the
providence of Him that drn<th all things well;
my desires and zeal are unabated.
Hopefully,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
NEBnASKA C1TYi

Neb., Jnne 8th.

MARRIED.
SMITH.-SMITI-r.-At the residence of the
bride's father, Independence, Missouri, June 2d,
r886, by Elder Joseph Luft~ Elder Heman C.
Smith, to ViLla E., daughter of Ehler A. H.
Smith. One hour after the ceremony, the happy
couple were on hoard the train, speeding away
towards California, the bridegroom's field of
missionary labor, bearing with them the good
wishes and prayers of all. May their lives be
long, their \•oyage safe, and their happiness
complete.
CLossoN.-BRoWN.--In the Saints' Chapel,
Lamoni, Iowa, at the close of the service on
Sunday evening, April 4th, 1886, Bro. Andrew
V. Closson and Sr. Mary A. Brown were united
in marriage by Elder H. A. Stebbins. The bride
is the daughter of Sister Valentine White. The
home of the couple will be in Richland county,
\Visconsin, and their· friends wish for them a
happy life and the blessing of God.
DIED.
ANDERSON.-Sister Huldah, daughter of Bro.
Charles J. and Sr. Anna Anderson, died at their
home near ·wirt, Ringgold county, Iowa, at midnight on May 13th, I886, of measles. Her age
was 25'years, 6 months and I8 days, and she had
been a member of the Church of Christ since her
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
, tenth year, having been baptized at Ogden, Utah,
The conference of the Alabama District will
in 1870, by Bro. Brand. She lived a faithul life
convene at the New Hope Branch, Monroe Co.,
as a daughter, sister and friend, being always
Alabama, Saturday, July roth, 1886, at ten a. rn.
ready to do good and to sacrifice herself for those
There will be meeting on Friday night before.· who needed help. Hence she is greatly missed
We hope to have a good representation from the
at home and in the meetings of the Saints, also
different branches, and shall be glad to have any
among the people of the world, for they honored
of the brethren and sisters from the Florida and
and respected her. She was brought to Lamoni
Mobile Districts meet with us on that occasion.
for burial and laid to rest among the Saints. The
Elder Montague is expected to be with us. I
funeral sermon was preached in the Evangelist's
suggest to the brethren and sisters of this district
meeting-house at Wirt by Elder H. A. Stebbins,
to fast and pray on the first Sunday in July, that
the minister and members of that society having
the good Lord may bless the conference, and the
kindly given us the use of their house for the
work in this part of the vineyard.
occasion.
G. T. CHUTE.
Wanted lo know the whereabouts of George
W. Davidson, by John A. Davidson, of Carnerio;
NOTICES.
Ellsworth county, Kansas.
As I am _now situated it will be impossible for
me to visit all our district for some time; and as
the church needs financial aid, and needs it badly,
I hereby appeal to the members of the Southern
Nebraska District for tithes and offerings, that
we may be able to sustain the families of the
POTTAWATTAMIE.
Elders who are actively engaged in the ministry.
The above district conference was held at CresThe gospel must be preached and the Elders will
cent City, Iowa, May 29th; H. N. Hansen presihave the message to bear, but who will sustain
dent, Robert Kirkwood secretary fro. tem. Crestheir families while they are in the field? Brethcent City and Council Bluffs branches reported.
ren, pl.ease come forward and lend a helping hand.
Bishop's agent's report was read as follows: on
Means call be sent me by post oITce order by
hand last report $7·75, received $53, paid out $r,
mail, and I will receipt for the same ..
balance on hand $59·75; approved; Andrew Hall,
Respectfully,
agent. He also reported receiving from the CounJ. w. w ALLSMITH, Bislwf's Agent.
cil Bluffs branch as district treasurer the sum of
NEBRASKA CITY, Nebraska.
$1.50. Brethren I-I. Hansen, Harding, Hall, and
Dear Herald:---Allow me to say to !_he Saints, , H. N. Hansen, each reported that they had labored to the·best of their ability. The resignation
and more especially to those residing in my field
of labor as appointed by the last General Conof Bro. F. Hansen as district secretary was accepted, for the reason that he has moved out of
ference, that on account of the severe and prothe district. Under suspension o.f rules Hans N.
tracted illness of my wife, I have been detained
at home. I therefore aok for their patience, forHansen was elected president for the ensuing

TO THE SAINTS.
LAMONI, Iowa, May 29!.h.
I have felt for a long time that the Herald has
been neglected by the church. The office has
been badly in debt. for years, and the press stun.ding still two-thirds of the time. This had not
ought to be. If the Saints would take hold of it
with a will and furnish us with t.wo thousand
new subscribers, we could pay off the office debt,
and place the weekly rierald before them for
threefourths of one cent per day for each working day in the year. Some may say they have
not the money to spare. Take a few less of the
things that are not necessary for this life and you
will have. You farmers take five minutes more
each day in the care of your horses, cows, and to
all the live stock you have around you; keep the
weeds out of your farm and garden; read the
I-Tercild and the books of the church, and I will
insure you that you will have more money at
the end of the year, and feel happier. I am surprised to see that some of our members who own
farms are no.t taking the I-Ierald, and at the same
time men not members of the church v,ho are
Ii ving on rented farms are taking it.
D. DANCER, Business Manager.

quarter. On motion the Elders and· Priests of
this district were requested to labor under the direction of the president, as circumstances may
permit. Bro. A. Hall preached in an able and
instructive manner. On motion, and by request
of North Star branch, Bro. John ·Carlisle was ordained to the office of an Elder, Eidem H. N. Hansen and A. Hall olliciating. On motion Bro. R.
Kirkwood was chosen sec1·etary for the ensuing
quarter. The president made some timely remarks, and gave good instruction to the Saints.
One person was baptized by Elder H. N. Hansen.
On motion, adjourned in the Hazel Dell branch,
August 28th, r886.
CENTRAL KANSAS DISTRICT.
The above district conference convened at
Fanning, Kansas, on the r5th and r6th of May,
1886. Minutes of last conference were read and
approved. Elders Reports: D. Munns, D. Williams, Hiram Parker, \V. Gurwell, G. George,
W. Hopkins. By letter Elders J.B. Jarvis, H.
Green. Priest Josiah Price; Teacher Watson
Thatcher; Deacon Abram Gurwell, reported.
Hiram Parker, Bishop's Agent, at last report
had $8.75; at present, $ro.40. Elder Griffith
George reported his expenses to and from General Conference $8.64, received from the district
$8.65. Report of Branches: Good Intent 27
members, including 2 Elders, r Teacher; Fanning 30, including 2 Elders, I Priest, r Deacon;
Netawaka 30, including 4 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 removed by letter; Scranton 26, including 7 Elders,
r Teacher, r Deacon. Moved, That all the Elders
in the district labor as circumstances may permit. The present officers in the district were
sustained, also all the anthorities of the church.
Resolved that when this conference adjoµrns it
does so to meet at Good Intent on the 14th and
15th of August, r886, atten o'clock. All the Elders
are requested to send in their reports in time.
Saturday evening preaching by Elder G. George,
assisted by II. Parker. Sunday, preaching by
Elder David \Villiams, assisted by D. Munns.
At two o'clock held prayer and testimony meeting, conducted by Elder D. Williams and Priest
Josiah Price. Sunday evening, preaching by D.
Williams, assisted by Elder W. Gurwell.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
This district conference convened with the
Clearwater branch, March 27th. L. Garnet president, G. S. Hyde secretary. Branch reports.Deer Creek 32: r added by letter. Columbus 39.
No reports from Clearwater, Glen Alpine, Cedar
Creek and Grand Rapids. Reports.-High Priests
G. W. Gally and H.J. Hudson, by letter; Seventy, G. S. Hyde, in person; Elders John A. Taylor, P. W. Premo, J.B. Williams, R.H. Wight
andC. L. Stephenson, by letter; L. Garnet in person; Priests C. H. Derry ·by letter, Martin Cain
and J. H. Smith in person. W. H. Blaylock,
Teacher, and John Holland, Deacon, reported.
Committee appointed at th.e December session to
visit Glen Alpine branch to consider the advisability of cm1tinuing its organization reported, and
committee continued, with the change of elirnin_
ating the naine of Benjamin Kester and substituting that of Martin Cain. Resolved, that in
the opinion of this conference Bro. Kester has
treated with contempt the action of conference
in the case of Bro. R. H' Wight, and that we sustain the action of the president in sill!ncing him
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for the same; and be it further resolved; That
he remain under said disability until he shall
acknowledge his error to said conference. Provided further; That in case Bro. Kester shall
come before the Clearwater Branch in its public meeting and there acknowledge his wrong in
thus treating with contempt the conference of
Central Nebraska District, and further; shall
ac'knowledge his wrong to the president of the
district, then the president of the district shall, at
his discretion remove said disabilities. Report
of Charles Brindly, Bishop's Agent was accepted,
and his book audited and found correct. Voted
to issue to Bro. C.H. Derry a Priests' lisence. C.
H. Derry was chosen as delegate to General
Conference.
L. Garnet sustained as district
president, and ,V. S. Barbee, secretary. On account of a protracted snow storm the attendance
on Saturday was small and no meetings were
held on Sunday. Adjourned to meet with Deer
Creek branch on the 19th and 20th of June, r886,
at ten o'clock a. m.
WESTERN MAINE.
The above district conference convened at
Deer Isle, Maine, May 15th and 16th, 1886. W.
G. Pert, president, John ,V. Blaster, clerk, protern. Branch reports :--Bray's Mountain, referred
back for correction. Green's Landing, 30 members, including one Elder, one Priest, two Teachers and one Deacon. Brooksville and Deer Isle,
not reported. Elders G. W. Eaton, J.B. Eaton,
S.S. Ealon,John W. Blaster, \V. G. Pert; also
Priest, L. C. Gray, and Teacher, Peter Eaton
reported. Elders G. \V. Gaton, J.J. Billings, \V.
G. Pert were chosen as a special committee to
settle difficulties in the Bray's Mountain Branch.
W. G. Pert was sustained as district president.
Report of Bishop's Agent :--Received $1 rAf,
paid out $rr.12, on hand 52 cents. Saturday
evening prayer and testimony meeting. Sunday,
forenoon and afternoon preaching by G. W.
Eaton. Testimony meeting in the evening in
which the Spirit was enjoyed, and many good
testimonies were borne. On motion the time
and place of the next conference were left with
the district president.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.
This district conference was held at Galien,
Michigan, June 5th and 6th, 1886. G. A. Blakeslee, president pro. tem.; E. Whaley, secretary
pro. tern., and C. Scott assio;tanl. Branch Reports.~I-Iartford, organized September 6th, 188,S;
r baptism; present number 16; Francis Robertson was ordained a Teacher in the branch by W.
I-I. Kelley, September 6th, i885; Henry Manea
president, George Conolly clerk. Marcellus, organized September 6th, 1885; 2 added by baptism,
1 by certificate; present mimber l 3; C. M. !footman president, C. E. Goodenough secretary.
Coldwater reports 66 members, including I Apostle, 3 Elders, 1 Priest, r Teacher; 1 added by certificate, 1 died; B. Coi-less president, F. Granger
clerk. Galien, present number 71, including r
Bishop, 1 Seventy, 1 Elder, r Priest, 1 Deacon;
3 removed by certificate, 1 died; C. Scott president, Flora L. Scott clerk. The Clear Lake,
Hopkins, Dimondale and Webberville branches
did not'report. Elders C. Scott, C. M. Bootman
(baptized three) reported. B. V. Springer, of the
Seventy, reported being in his field. Elder C.
Thurston also reported. Priest J. Shook had

done all he could to move the work along in the
village of Buchanan. Deacon Alcott reported.
Bishop Blakeslee gave a very interesting account
of his visit to Utah and California since last reporting to this district conference one year since,
showing the outlook for the work in those
regions to be encouraging. Had done all in his
power to promote the interests of the good work.
Bishop's Agent, W. Lockerby, reported havir.g
received $120.r3. Paid out $w840. On hand
$1 r.73. C. Scott was chosen president of the
district till next conference, 0. I3 Teters was
sustained secretary, and Wm. Lockerby, Bishop's
Agent. Bro. C. Bootman preached Saturday
evening, B. V. Springer Sunday morning. At
2: 30 p. rn. sacrament and social meeting was
held, during which Robert Alcott, by recommendation of the Galien Branch, was ordained
an Elder, and Reuben D. \Vhea.ton a Teacher, by
B. V. Springer and C. Scott. The good Spirit
certified the acceptance of the work tlone. A 11
felt strengthened and renewed for the conflict.
The authorities .of the church were sustained.
C. Scott preached Sunday evening, after which
the conference adjourned to meet with the Coldwater Branch, the time tffbe designated by the
district president.
WE have received from reliable authority, H.
L. Hastings, of Boston, Mass. "Atheism and
Arithmetic," one of the Anti-Infidel series.
"The alarming increase of Skepticism and_ Atheism in the land, as illustrated by the fact
that in the United States, the nnmber ·of
homicides was more than twice as large
in 1884 as in 1883, indicates the importance of
dealing promptly and vigorously with these important questions. The fact that cheap atheistic
publications are being scattered by hundreds of
thousands, not only through this land, but also in
heathen countries where Christianity is just
beginning to take root, fnrnhhes anol h< r reason
for prompt and energetic aclion on the part of
Christians." The price of "Atheism and Arithmetic," in strong manilla covrrs, is 15 cents;
cloth, 35 cents. \Ve heartily commend this
book to our readers.-Sel.
DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Beel Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. \Vritc for terms at once.
19jnuft.

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We wi11 send yon the IJa1no11i f;tazf':tte for one yc•ar
(price $1) and C1·aulen's ()Ot1<'.01·dance or Smith's
Bible :Dictionary post-paid for $1,00.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & IIANSEN.

Fa1·1u fo1· Sal<),
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, SO acres of plow land, '{:l acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purchused on easy
terms. Any further information \'\'Untcd, address,
W. W. GA YLOIW, SR.,
20feb6m
Tnhor, Fremont Co., Jowa.

.T. W. De1'0011, In. D.,

PHTSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All culls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drng Store. Re•idence Enst ernl
of Main Street.
jan30tf

J.

H

H A N S E N ,

M . D .,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
ll8W"' Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14fchty

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., Nevv York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphl<;t.

Ti1a Linc selected by the U.S. Oov't
to carry the Fast Mail.
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The O,nly Through Line, with its own track, between

. . . -JD EN ER
-

CHICA.CO,
PEORIA.or~
ST. LOUIS

.

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

IL.1.INOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With brench lines 1o their important cities and towns. 11
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
-C::hicago and Atchison,
Chica.go and Kansas City,
Chicago and Tor>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St, Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.

At oach o~ its sevcr3.I Eastern and Western termm1 It

connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train& ~o

and from all point::. in the United States and Canada.
It is tho Piincipul Linc to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Ratos, General Information, etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

Gen'J Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at 1: 50 p. rn
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "
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DOES THE CASE SO STAND?

THERE will be found elsewhere in this
i>sue an article with the caption, "How
the case stands,'' from the pen of Elder
Jason W. Briggs.
In publishing this article the HERALD
is desirous that some things stated in it
may be more properly understood than
they would be from the terms of the article itself.
I. The paper of withdrawal states specifically that the parties had sought to have
certain alleged points of belief and church
policy modified or corrected; and further
states that the parties had hoped that such
obnoxious features had been "set at rest;
and we were induced to believe that they
were, and that the church was disposed to
drop these doctrines as essential to membership and good standing."
The language quoted above is from the
article of withdrawal itself, and warrants
the idea said by Elder Briggs to have been
conveyed by the editorial referred to. It
was the intention to "convey" just that
"idea," for it is certainly conveyed. In
the article of withdrawal, it is stated, "In
the years gone by we have sought to have
the action of the body upon the more important of these, (doctrines), and preparatory to the action sought have endeavored
to show from the books themselves that
the church have been, and that many are
still in error." No juster inference can be
·drawn than that these men sought to have
the church "recede" from, or "drop" 5ome
of its doctrines.
2. The conclusion is also equally just
that if the church were to drop a doctrine,
te~1et, or policy to accommodate itself to
the opinions, or beliefs of tho>e withdrawing, the same ones, or others might ask for
other concessions, and so the church be asked to recede from all, if demanded, and for
similar reasons.
3. There was no congratulation upon
the representatives of the church standing
firm, in the editorial referred to; but the

plain ft .tement that they did stand firm.
There was no effort to overstate the matter, or to underrate the men or distort the
motives of those who withdrew.
4. The reasons given in the paper of
withdrawal are not the assault upon the
faith of the church.
That assault was
made before those reasons were formulated
and presented; and the article by Elder
Briggs itself states that those presenting
their letter of withdrawal had "controverted certain doctrines, etc." It is not left to
inference that because "certain doctrines
and principles or policy are more or less
accepted and taught by the Elders in the
church;" these men withdrew from it;
this is their own allegation. What conclusion can be be fairer than the one that
as the church had not, or would not drop
the things complained of, and the Elders
who accepted and believed them enjoined
by the church from teaching them, these
men withdrew from the fellowship of the
church; thus making the belief of a few
or the many of the Elders in those things
which they did not believe the cause and
the occasion of their withdrawal.
5. The report of committee to whom
the article of withdrawal was referred, is
not in sul3stantial agreement with that
article of withdrawal. It is a reaffirmation
of the position the church has occupied
and now occupies upon the points named
in that report. If the things affirmed in
the report are a correct statement of the
positions of the church, and in agreemeut
with the men withdrawing,then should they
not have withdrawn·. If Elder Briggs is
in substantial agreement with that report,
then was there no occasion for withdrawal.
6. There was no necessity for the
church to affirm belief in what the parties
withdrawing objected to.
The church
had never affirmed some of them at all,
and some of them in nothing like the
sense in which those withdrawing presented them.
Some of the objections are
without point, as far as the belief of the
church is concerned; and no one should
expect an elaborated answer in such a
case.
7. The gagging by the Board of Publication could apply to but one of the
parties who withdrew, if to any, and was
a matter solely within the control of the
Board, &ubject to an enquiry before the
Conference. No complaint was made to
Conference of refusal to publish, and the
Board asked to state why such refusal was
given, or explanation asked from the Board
before the Conference.
8. The actiori of withdrawal by the
parties named in it was presented at an
early moment in the conference, and made
the giving a reason for refusing to sustain
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at the preceding session unnecessary; hence
the inference that the Conference could
not have formulated a reason is a wrongone. No complaint of the action of the
previous conference in failing to sustain
w:is formally made; nor was there an
effort made upon the part of those withdrawing to obtain a reason for not sustaining; the reasons for such relusal to sustain
were asked for by others than the ones
who withdrew, and they urged at. the
former session that such reasons should be
given.
9. The substance of the Committee's
Teport has been affirmed at repeated sessions of the Conferences of the church,
and its essence and spirit may be found in
several of the actions of Conferences held
prior to 1885. The prin~iple of toleration
found in it, is found in the report of the
Presidency in ,the fall of 1879; and has
ever been recognized on all necessary
occasions.
The principle of toleration
formulated by Jesus: "He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved; and he that
believeth not shall be damned;" permits
no latitude to individual opinion; and
though human privilege may exist to refuse credence without coercion, the "word
spoken shall judge men in the last day."
10. If the report of the committe is in
substantial agreement with those who
withdrew; and if such report correctly
states the positions of the church; and if
Elder Briggs' ~tatement is correct that had
these things been "incorporated in the proceedings of the conference of 1885,'' "it is
probable" that "no withdrawal would
have occurred;" the fault of misunderstanding dof?s not rest upon the church,
and we can all the more readily acquie>ce
in the statement of Elder Briggs, "we
are willing to let the responsibility of the
causes and the occasion for the 'grave mistake' rest where the record places it."
Ir. It almost seems that from the first
to the last the church as a body has been
placed as if individual rights were the
only ones to be regarded; that rules of
association, obligations of membership,
courtesy to co-workers were. all to be made
subservient to individual rights and dignities; that the church was in duty bound
to respect and regard individual rights and
the sanctity of individual conscience and
opinion whether she was heard and listened to or not. We do not say that such
has been the intention or purpose, and
trust that we mistake appearance.
THERE is vet fear of the influence of the
royalist fee-'.ing in France, as m lJ be seen
from the following- which is from the
Chicago Tri/June of June 3d:
"The Committee of the French Chamber of
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Deputies having in charge the Expulsion bill has
decided that the measure shall be compulsory,
not permissive,· and that it be applied to all members of all families which at any time reigned. In
France."
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The facts are, taking 1he testimony only
of. the leading non-Mormons immediately
connected therewith, the mobbings and
driving of the Saints which occurred at
and near Independence, Missouri, in i833,
~'
ii rose ( 1) from the fact that these Saints
claimed the same system of religion in
FALSE AND VENOMOUS.
T1rn Indianapolis (Ind.) News of April form and spiritual power that is recorded
21st, sent us by Bro. D. 0. Trout, of in the New Testament; and (2), because
Whitestown, Ind., contains an article from they were eastern people chiefly, and were
its Washington correspondent, "Murray," anti-slavery in sentiment; and, (3), because
which is an attack upon Mormonism in the Missourians were afraid they would
general, and in particular upon Brigham- interfere with them politically. These
ism. There are at least two evil principles were the reasons, substantially, which were
that thread their two weary, wriggling set forth in the published addresses of those
columns from beginning to end; first, its who persecuted and drove out the Morgall; and, second, its downright falsity. mons, not only at and about Independence,
We do not say but what some of its state- but of those who expelled them from
ments are true; but what we do say is, Clay and adjoining counties afterwards.
that many of them are absolutely untrue. In proof of this we not only have the published testimonies of these persecutors
Here is a specimen excerpt:
themselves, published in their own papers,
."The English language is not rich enough in
but we have likewise the testimonies of
terms to express the horror and indignation of
the late Col. Pitcher, of Independence, a
the good people of this country as to polygamy.
confessed mobber, and that of General
All men of all parties have joined months from Doniphan, a noble man and chief citizen
the earliest days of Mormonism to the present in
of Richmond, Mo., both of which were
common cause of denunciation. Against it year published in the Kansas City 'Journal in
after year have bt:!en hurled the weekly thunder 1881. Especially is this true of the stateof a thousand pulpits of the church. Political ments of General Doniphan, now living in
parties have fulminqted platforms against it. Richmond, Mo., honored and beloved by
Laws of the most stringent character concocted all who know him. He says of the Morby the shrewdest lawyers and congressional mons of those times:
experts for the express purpose of leaving no
"They were northern people, who, on account
loop-hole for escape, have been passed. Armies of their declining to own &laves and their denunhave been sent against it. From State to State ciation of the system of slavery, were termed
it has been driven-all in these fifty years."
•free-soilers.' The majority of them were intelReplying to the above we assert that, ligent, industrious and law-abiding citizens, but
from "the earliest days of Mormonism" up there were some ignorant, simple minded fanatics
to 1844, polygamy was not only no part of among them, whom that people said would steal."
its doctrine, but, on the other hand, that * * * "! think the real objections to the Morthe church denounced it in the plainest and mons were their denunciations of slavery, and
severest terms, both by means of the Book the objections slave holders had to having so
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, large a settlement of anti-slavery people in their
;md also through its papers and periodicals. midst, and also to their acquiring such a large
The apostate Utah leaders did not teach amount of land, which then belonged to the govpolygamy publicly till August 29th, 1852. ernment, and was subject to pre-emption."
It is true that "armies have been sent
He further says:
against "Mormonism;" also that "from
"While
the Mormons resided in Clay county,
State to State it has been driven-all in
these fifty years." But this fact is not they were a peaceable, sober, industrious and law·
now, nor will it ever be, to the honor of abiding people, and during their stay with us [in
those who inspired or did the driving. Clay county.-Ed.] not one was ever accused of a
When the history of these drivings by crime of any kind."
The very worst (and much of that was
mobs and armies are weighed in the cool,
dispassionate judgment of worthy men and untrue) that the Jackson county mobbers
women, the very evidences furnished by could find to say of the Mormons up to
those who incited and did the driving will the middle of July, 1833, and the very best
overwhelm them with deep and damning reasons they could and did give up to that
time for persecuting· and driving them
disgrace.
Very many of the errors and evils forced were as follows, taken from their own
in among the Mormons, very much of the paper, the Western llfonitor: "They
bitter, retaliatory, and vengeful spirit ex- openly blaspheme the most high G'od, and
hibited by some of them, are traceable di- cast contempt on his holy religion, by prerectly to the inhuman, brutal, fiendish treat- tending to receive revelations direct from
ment the Saints received all along from heaven, by pretending to speak unknown
1 830 to l 846 and later.
The genius of tongues by direct inspiration, and by divers
American institutions forbids and frowns pretenses derogatory of God and religion,
down both mobs and military interference and to the utter subversion of human reasin correcting religious or domestic evils, on. They declare openly that their God
whether real or imaginary. But this cor- hath given them this county of land, and
respondent cites such treatment of the that sooner or later they must and will
Saints with evident gusto, and without have possession of our land for an inheritdoubt fully endorses it, and is therefore ance.
These, with the charge (which was
not fitly qualified to write up so grave a
afterwards proved false) that some of the
matter.

Mormons had "tampered with the slaves,"
were their publicly avowed and published
reasons for persecuting the Mormons, destroying their printing press, store and other -property, and for expelling these
American citizens from their own lands
and homes!
These mobbers were the
men who professed to defend morality and
the religion of the lowly Nazarene! These
men sat in judgment and executed wrath
upon those whose religious notions happened to differ from theirs, though precisely in harmony with that of Christ and
his apostles as set forth in the New Testament. These self-constituted conservators
of law and religion were the very ones
who first openly and with force ruthlessly
violated both, and then raised the hue and
cry that the Mormons were unparalelled
and unendurable sinners, and then used
every means in their power to s~ead and
fasten their statements upon the public
mind in order to excuse, or palliate their
evil doing.
And when "Subsequently, Governor
Bogg·s, in a special message to the Missouri
legislature in 1840, i-eferring to the Mormons, used this language: •These people
had violated the laws of the land by open
force and avowed resistance to them. They
had undertaken, without the aid of the
civil authority, to redress their real or fancied grievances.
They had instituted
among themselves a government of their
own, independent of and in opposition to
the government of the state. They had
at an inclement season of the year driven
the inhabitants of an entire county from
their homes, ravaged their crops and destroyed their dwellings. Under these circumstances it became the imperative duty
of the executive to interfere and exercise
the powers with which he was invested, to
protect the lives and property of our citizens, to restore order and tranquility to the
country, and maintain the supremacy of
the laws,"' he evidently did so to excuse
his own wrong doing towards the Mormons, and to palliate his own offenses in
that matter against the very commonwealth of which he was then Governor.
When this man in an order to General A.
W. Doniphan and other officers said that
"the Mormons must leave the state or be
exterminated," he exhibited the real animus
of the persecutions that followed the Mormons in New York, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois and elsewhere. It was the same
spirit that moved and marked the persecutions of the early Christians, of the Reformers in Europe, and of the Baptists,
Quakers, etc., in the United States.
General Doniphan pronounced the Governor's order "illegal;" and in his report
to him he stated that "the age of extermination was over," and that if he "attempted to remove them to some other
State it would cause additional trouble."
This governor Boggs from that time on
sank rapidly into merited political and social oblivion and contempt, and his name
will probably be known to future generations only in connection with the Mormon persecutions in Missouri, in which
he took such an active and ingloriom part.
General Doniphan's testimony is that of
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an intelligent, conscientious officer and citizen, one well acquainted with the facts of
which he speaks; while that of Governor
Boggs and his fellows is that of bigoted
persecutors who seek to conceal, disguise,
or excuse their own misdeeds. "Murray"
and his like ha<l better study all sides -of
"Mormonism" before they undertake to
write it up.
THE senior editor was away from the
office from the 4th to the 14th of June inclusive, on a visit to Independence, 1'vlissouri. vVhile there he preached three discourses and attended service when others
spoke.
The branch seems to be doing fairly
well. It is already quite large and addi~
tions are constantly being made by arrivals
from other places and by baptism. A
good' feeling seems to prevail, and if they
can on 1y bear the irritation of daily business
intercourse in the struggle for the bread
,that perishes with the using, they will continue to do well. It is a trying ordeal.
A temperance revival was in progress
when we arrived there, under the labor
and direction of Capt. Dan. K. Shields, of
Virginia, an enthusiastic and able lecturer.
Sixteen hundred and thirty-one had signed
the pledge and donned the red ribbon of
promise; It was quite apparent that much
good was done. The editor attended
several of the services, but took no part
other than to listen. Brn. F. G. Pitt and
Joseph Luff had been assisting in the
meetings to some extent.
ON the way down to Independence we
were most agreeably surprised with the
coming on board the train at Bethany of
Bro. Hiram Rathbun and his wife, on
their way to Kansas. He had heen stopping at Avery, Iowa, since conference and
had preached there and at Cuba, with
good effect. He is now at Dover, Shawnee county, Kansas, has spoken twice;
once in the Congregational and once in
the Baptist church. What.the re,~ult may
be he does not know. Bro. Rathbun sent
us, a long, breezy letter, dated June rnth
about his trip, but some of it being of a
personal flattering nature to us, we omit
it and give the closing pages of it. We
found Bro. Rathbun and vvife pleasant
companions, and derived much pleasure
from a sketch of some of the interesting
scenes in Bro. Rathbun's life, connected
with the latter day work. He writes:

/

"We arrived here about noon last Saturday.
Dover is a small village on Mission Creek. The
houses are all good and nice. It is surrounded
in every direction to a great distance with a splendid farming country. We have been known in
this country for a number of years 'by some of
the oldest and best citizens of the country, and
especially for our anti-sectarian sentiments. We
preached here 1'0me sixteen years ago. There
are three churches here now-the Baptist, the
Congregationalist and the Methodist Episcopal.
Our coming here was totally unknown, and so it
was a surprise; but it soon went abroad, everywhere. Unbeknown to me, or even my brother-inlaw-Square \Valdo, arrangements were made

and the Congregationalist minister, as a committee, waited upon me Sabbath morning, to preach
in the Congregationalist church in the forenoon
and in the Baptist church in the evening. I accepted the invitation and tha,nked them for the
courtesy. We had a full house in the forenoon
and a larger house packed full in the evening.
We had excellent attention and good liberty.
After the meeting in the evening the Baptist
clergyman was quite anxious to take up a collection for me, but I appreciated his goodness,
thanked him for his kindness and respectfully
declined his taking up any collection for me until
he was better acquinted with me and what I
taught. \Vhat is now before me I do not know.
My wife's health is improving so fast and she is
enjoying the country and her visit so very much
that she is quite anxious to stay quite awhile;
while I am equally anxious to return to Michigan
and take part in the Christian war there. I have
not seen a /Jerald for three weeks. I do not
know but what ev..,ry thing is just ready to go
off in a chariot of fire and leave me over here in
drouthy, bleeding Kansas. Well, I shall try to
do right, ever trusting in Him who doeth all
things well, hoping to be remembered in love
and lcnity especially at the Galien conference,
Michigan.
June 10th, 1886.
Bro. Blair :-Since my acquaintance with the
Saints' llerald (about three years), I have been a
careful reader of the question and answer column,
and have I trust, gained some knowledge from
what has from time to time been given therein.
In the llerald of June 5th, is an answer to a
question relative to a statement made by Z. H.
Gurley, that "marrying fo1• eternity, and being
sealed to two wives for eternity, was taught in
the church in 184r." In said answer a question
taken from the Times and Seasons for November
15th, i844, containing the following: "If any
man's wife die, he has a right to marry another,
and to be sealed to both for eternity; to the living
and the dead;" is used as being the foundation
for said statement. .As the article from which
this passage was taken was published after the
death of Joseph the Seer, will you please state:
rst, Who was the author of said article? 2d,
What authority, if any, had he for stating, that
"if a man's wife die he had a right to marry another, and to be sealed to both for eternity; to
the living and the dead?" 3d, Was the statement thus made accepted as authoritative? 4th,
Has the principle of being sealed t~ wives for
eternity at any time been taught in the church?
5th, If such a principle has ever been taught in
the church, has it subsequently oeen denied, and
if so, why?

Replying to the foregoing questions, we
have to say:
r. The author of the article mentioned
in question r, is "An old man of Israel."
2. vV e know of no authority for marrying or sealing wives for eternity. The
Sadducees argued that if the resurrection
were true, then marrjages performed in
time would be binding in eternity. But
Jesus refuted them, saying: "The children
of this world marry and are given in
marriage; but they which shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world, and the
resurrection f<£om the dead, neither marry

nor are given in marriage."-Lukc zo: 34,
35. Paul, following .Jes us, teaches that
the marriage bond is of force only in and
for this life, "For the woman which hath
a husband is bound hy the law of her husband so long as he liveth; but if the husband be dead, she is loosed from the law
of her husband."-Rom. 7: 2. See also
1Cor.7:39.
Joseph the Seer in his "History" for
Dec. 13th, 1835, J1fill. Star, says,-"l
sealed the matrimonial engagements between Mr. E. vV ebb and Miss E. A.
McWithy, in the name of God, and pronouncing the blessings of heaven upon
their heads, closed by returning thanks."
In his "History" for Jan. 14th, 1836, ht~
says he joined "in matrimony," "Mr. John
Webb and lVIrs. Catharine vVilcox," "also
Mr. Thomas Carrico an'd Miss Elizabeth
Baker, at the same place; all which I performed in my usual style, in the midst of
a large assembly. vVe then partook of
some refreshment, and our hearts were
made glad with the fruit of the vine. This
is according to the pattern set by our
Savior himself, and we feel disposed to
patronize all the institutions of heaven."
This is the kind, and the manner, of the
"sealing" and marriage practiced by the
Seer, as recorded in his authentic history,
and the only kind we have any knowledge
of as being authorized by the church up
to 1844.
It has been rumored that there were
secret sealings and secret marriages, not
in the church ptrbper, but among some of
its members, as early as 1843. But nothing of this kind appears .in any of the
genuine authentic records of the church,
until the statement made by "An old man
in Israel, Nov. r 5th, 1844, near five months
after the death of Joseph the Seer. John
Taylor was then Editor of tbe Times and
Seasons.
This last answer covers the
ground of questions 3, 4, and 5, and points
to the fact that there is no recorded evidence of and no claim by command or
precedent for plural sealings of any kind
for eternity up to Nov. 15th, 1844.
EDITORIAL ITEMS ...

"A NEIGHBOR" writes from Fall River,
Mass., of late, that he attended a conference of the Saints at New Bedford, Mass.,
the 5th, 6th and 7th inst., which he says
was "one of the most solid conferences we
ever witnessed. The preaching was by
Brn. Charles Coombs, E. N. Webster,
M. H. Bond, and F. M. Sheehy, .and in
great power. The gifts of tongues, interpretation, etc., were enjoyed. Two were
baptized by Elder John Smith. And the
writer assures us that "such order, such inte'rest, an<l such power, are marvelous."
Bro.Joseph Gilbert, of Omaha, N ebraska, called on us June 14th and r 5th on his
way to England, his native land, where
he thinks to do some i!ood hv telling the
gospel story, as revealed in th~se last 'days.
Bro. Thomas Connors of Independence
will also go to England on a visit to his
relatives and friends.
While there he
expects to tell them what he has seen 9f
the goodness of God.
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In the HERALD for June 19th, on page
371, there is a question and answer that
will hardly be understood in the connection
in which they appear. The third question
is, "Did the body ever legislate or authorize
it? If so, when?" Answer, "Yes; April
13th, 1883, at Kirtland." This question
was one of a number asked consecutively,
and should have followed the one on page
323 in the HERALD of May 29th, having
reference to the Reunion Meeting held at
Galland's Grove, October, 188s, and not
to the question in regard to discourtesy to
members which it follows.
Bro.John S. Lawton of 1220, Tremont
street, Boston, Massachusetts, sent us
copies of the Boston Globe, containing a
good notice of the late conference for the
Massachusetts district, and a short article
by Bro. Lawton, objecting to the use of.
the word "Mormon" as an appellation applied to the church.
\Ve thank Bro.
Lawton for his remembrance of our work
in sending the papers.
Papers from Bro. Wm. Street, also, and
others of the brethren abroad, are thankfully received.
Brethren R. J. Anthony and Peter
Anderson were at Pleasant Grove, Utah,
June 9th, doing what they could.
Bro. Vlilliam Newton has baptized
three near his home at \Vyandotte, Kansas, since the last conference.
Until further notice the address of Bro.
B. V. Springer will be Box 835 Coldwater, Branch county, Michigan. Those
corresponding with Bro. Springer please
bear this in mind.
Letters from Sr. Mary S. Gill, Wheeling, vVest Virginia, May 23d; Lizzie Wiper, of Forman, Sargent county, Dakota,
herself and family all the Saints there, are
anxious to have an Elder vi~it them and
preach there; Samuel Shaw, Beatrice,
Nebraslrn, June 6th, containing a dream.

EDITED BY SISTER "~'RANGES."
11

Thc healing of his seamless dress
Is by our beds of pain;
We touch him in life's throng and press,
And we arc whole again.
'l'hrough him the first fond prayers are said,
Our lips of childhood frame,
The last low whispers of our dead
Arc burdened with his name."

WHEN God made choice of men and women in
any age of the world to do a work for him, he
chose those who were rich-n"ch in faith-and we
have not the slightest idea that the same qualification is not just as necessary to-day. ·A living
faith is requisite, and if we have it, works will
follow it. It has been our intention for some
time to give a brief account of what the sisters
have been doing (by their own labor) for the
branch in Lamoni. We have not time just now,
but promise to do so in a future number. We
want just now to tell you what they contemplate
doing for the "HoPE," together with the Sabbath
School cause. The citizens intend celebrating
the Fourth of July in this place, and they (the
friends of the Sabbath School) intend to have a
stand, sell refreshments, and appropriate the
money to the advancement of the work. We speak

and train them for God, is a labor which yields
of this in the hope that the suggestions may be
timely to others who may be located where they
a much more abundant har.J°est-the former not
can do the same. September is not very far in
being left undone of course. Then it is our duty
the future. If we are going to work, or encourto train our own children in the principles of
age our children to work,. we have no time to
purity and moral rectitude; and blessed be those
spare. We heard two sisters conversing yesterparents who lay for the future of those children
day, and one said, "Why, I would be willing to
broad and strong foundations, (I say parents bedo a day's washing and give the money I earncause I am talking to the fathers as well as the
ed." "I would do so cheerfully," was the .remothers). Here let me ask one question, Shall
sponse of the other; and we are of the same
we reach out and beyond our own homesteads to
mind, and think it a small thing (for us we mean)
convert others to Christ, and leave our own
to do. If the Psalmist David esteemed it far
households to wander in sin and the follies of the
better to stand even at the door of the house of
world, and not make an effort to guide and conGod, than to dwell in the tents of ease and luxutrol them? To my mind this is like faith withry, is there anything we ought to esteem menial
out works, precept without example; then let us
which is to be consecrated to the good of our felsee to it that our children's as well as our own
low beings. Let us do nothing which we can
not and do not ask the blessing of God upon, and "lives; are characterized by the gospel truths we
are striving and endeavoring to impart to our
having an approving conscience, Jet our faith and
neighbors. Fathers; when your authority to
works go hand in hand-let us not testify that we
your children is needed, show it, do not always
are willing to do all in our power for the spread
wait for mother to· do all the reproving, rebuking,
of the work and then fold our hands and do nothetc., etc. Be not unconcerned as to your chiling. If it is a worthy object to enlarge the Hope
dren's outgoings and incomings. Keep a watch.in order that the church may have such a paper
fol eye over them, as God watches over you,
for the home and the Sabbath School as shall
with patient forbearance and kindness. Do not
supply fully the needs of both, then let us work
!el your angry passions blind your judgment, it
for that object; if it is not worthy, then work for
often provokes bad feeling in return, and leads to
one which is.
many evils. Extreme severity on the part of
We are fully persuaded in our own minds of
parents is not wise. Be firm, but be kind; bear
the great need of the work, and have committed
and forbear, as our heavenly Father bears with
ourscl ves fully to it, and we believe that we shall
us. Overcome evil with good, if possible, and
make a success of it, and if the church sustain
live peaceably with all. Greater is he that ruleth
us we know that we shall. Read what Bro. Danhis own spirit than he that taketh. a city."
cer says in regard to "the idle presses and an
Order is heaven's first law, and how beautiful
office burdened with debt." There must be need
is home where order reigns. It makes our duties
of effort in some direction, and for some one to
easy and agreeable. To my mind the chief point
put forth. Turn to the news from Jerusalem in
of order is the right state of our own mind. Betyour last Iferald and read again: "And so we
ter is the lowliest fare where love, order, and goodfind that suddenly, without warning; Jerusalem
will prevail, than the greatest dainties with dishas become, in fact, again a Jewish city! Is is
cord and contention. Then, husbands and wives,
a change which has come like a thief. The busy
combine yonr efforts. Will not a better result
world has taken little notice of it-but it has
be obtained. I think so. God will help you, He
come. Does it not look as if that time of the
must. when you rely on him for strength and suptreading down of Jerusalem by the Gcntilesport. He has promised, and who can say nay.
upon which so many of God's purposes respectWives and mothers, when your husbands are
ing the Jews and the whole world are in the scripcalled from home to minister the word of life and
tures made to depend-was about fulfilled?"
salvation, do not neglect your duties at home.
Shall the day of the Lord overtake us as a
Keep up the family worship; do not let the altar
thief in the night, or will we be of the number of
crumble: Prune the little vineyard while yotir
whom the Master has said: "Blessed is that servhusbands are pruning the vineyard abroad. Dig
ant whom his Lord when he cometh shall find
about the little plants; clear away all unnecessary
so doing?"
rubbish, that they may grow morally healthful.
LAMONI, Iowa, June 19th, 1886.
God by his grace will give necessary moisture.
Dear Sisters:-Permit me to make you anothIt requires much patience and skill, lest by plucker visit. I believe in n:iy last I just stood upon the
ing out the bad we pluck out some of the good
also. Husbands and fathers who are called to
threshold, but allow me this time to enter just a
the ministry to convert ·souls to Christ, look well
little way, and perhaps by a gradual advance I
that no effort on your part is wanting to set your
may lose my timidity, and once landed thoroughly
own house in order firs~, for God will hold you
in your midst, I shall not be afoaid to talk. If I
should digress a little, and turn face about to the
responsible, and I doubt if your labors in the field
will meet with success if this is ··left undone.
brethren, now and then, I trust my sisters will be
charitable and forgiving. Having meditated
Convert your own household to Christ, as near
somewhat upon the subject in hand, I have pleadas possible, then can you go forth with a clear
ed with God for his aid and assistance, that my
conscience, and better results as to your labors in
thought5 and pen may be directed aright. Surely
inviting souls to Christ; and when absent from
your home circle, do not forget to send home,
he will give his servants and handmaids wisdom
when they seek it, for he has promised, and who
occasionally, a word of cheer, comfort, counsel
of all God's creatures need wisdom more than
and advice to your loved ones. They will cherish
parents, in rearing the young! We must care
it, in your absence, read and re-read it, until it is
so thoroughly stamped upon their hearts that
for, not only the little lambs, but the half grown
ones. It has been said, It is a grand work to resthey will never forget nor weary of it. They
may lay it away as a treasure among other relics,
cue from sin those whose lives have been spent
in wickedness; but to take the 'little sinless ones
only to be brought out in after years, (when ~he
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every thing else will be added. I hope we will
heart that indited, and the hand that wrote it,
all go on from grace to grace and from knowledge
will be still forever), to do duty again, not only
to knowledge, until the perfect day.
to your grandchildren, but your great grandI remain your sister in gospel bone.ls,
children. When you have converted men and
M. HOAGLAND.
women to the gospel of Christ, do not leave them
to perish. If its not practicable to stay with
them till they can walk alone, you can at least
LOVE.
send them an epistle, once in a while-a good
DEAR SrsTERS.-Do we all understand the full
spiritual letter, such as good old Paul did in his
meaning of the term "Love?" I foar not: for
time. Loving and caring for and praying for the
although a small word, yet there is not a word
Saints, giving cheering words, good· counsel and
in the English language that conveys a deeper
instruction, your labors will not be lost,-"Cast
meaning. Many may think they understand its
thy bread upon the waters," New converts are
meaning, but I fear they do not, for I hear many
like new born babes, they mnst be nourished and
wives and mothers say, "From the time our hotaken care of until they have developed sufficientney moon went down he began to grow cold and
ly to take care of themselves.
distant." Should we let the love of our companTruly, we as mothers have great responsibilions wander from us by any failure upon our part,
ities; have not the fathers also? 0 fathers,
God forbid. \Vb en we stand at the altar we covawake to your duties to your wives, your chilenant before God and the angels, and other witdren, yourself, and your God; do not shoulder all
nesses, that we will love and cherish each other
the burden upon the weary, worried, and heavily
while life shall last. Have we kept the coventaxed mother. You who labor around home,
ant, or have we broken it? The record is in heavcan do much toward relieving her burden. Truly . en, and if we have failed, will stand against us.
she may do her part, and do it well and nobly,
I fear many will have much to regret, if not in
• but have you not considered the strain upon her
this life, they will in the life hereafter. I have
mental as well as her physical powers, having
thought of this subject much, and .this has caused
borne from six to twelve children, perhaps upme to be observing. I have seen many mothers
wards, as the case may be, and of course is the
let their love for their children rob their husbands
weaker vessel; and in nine cases out of ten, has
of the love they had promised him. Of my own
poverty to cope with, which makes her task more
married life I can say truthfully our honey moon
arduous, and very trying to her patience. (0,
never set till my companion was taken from me
patience! thou art a virtue I covet).
by death. I seemingly did all I could for my
Husbands, help your wives; share her burdens
companion; yet had I my life to live over, I
in rearing the young; rule well and wisely.
would try harder to please him than I did. SisThey who would guide or govern well should
ters: let not love grow cold; if we do we must
have their own minds well governed; goodness
expect to lose as much love from our companincites to goodness, and where the law of kindions.
A SISTER.
ness rules, there is the greatest power in ruling.
I HAVE felt glad ever since our kind Editors have
\Vives, help your husbands; study their comfort;
granted
us space in their valuable paper to conlet your homes be neat, and clean, and inviting,
verse with each other of things which are of the
when he returns from his daily labor, do not go
most importance, that by so doing we may been deskabzlle all the day through; be cleanly in
come better acquainted, and be enabled to do each
your habits, neat in your person, adorning yourother good. I have always believed there was a
selves, not with jewelry, finery, for his home comgreat work for the sisters and mothers in Zion
ing, a clean calico dress, neat little apron, collar
to do. When we contemplate the fact that mothand pin, or small bow of ribbon; and above all
ers and sisters .were last at the cross and first at
do not let the smile from a good natured soul be
the sepulcher, and from that day to this have been
wanting; let it beam right up from 'the bottom
zealous workers whenever there was a great
of your heart, and grace your countenance. It
work. I feel that we, who of all ages are the
adds a wonderful charm to your features, better
most favored, who are permitted to live in the
than any paint or powder, and costs nothing.
day when the gospel is restored in its fulness,
Try it wives, mothers; it acts like magic, and he
ought to strive to do the work assigned us, and
is a bear, and his heart is as adamant, whose
do it well, before the Savior makes up his jewels.
admiration and love is not awakened by such
I hope some of the mothers will tell me the right
pure, simple, yet graceful adornments. I am
course to pursue in entertaining the young who
sorry to say there are some such; but I thank
do not wish to study all the time. It is a quesGod they are exceptions. May we live and imtion I have for years worried over, prayed over,
prove, and profit by all that is good, with God for
and wept over. I know it is written, if we lack
our guide, and his Spirit for our companion, I
wisdom let us ask of God, yet I confess I am yet
bid you all adieu.
AUNT PATIENCE.
at a loss to know just how to lay down rules in
RrvER Srnux, Iowa, April 2rst.
tj1is direction. As a mother wrote: "I gave the
Dear Sister Frances.-A few lines to the "Home
best I had to my children. I never could do jusColumn." I feel impressed to write. I do feelthe
tice to my house, because I bestowed so much of
great importance of the "Column," and I would
my time upon my children. I did not give them
like to drop in my mite. I want to put forth my
fine clothes nor things of the world; but I read,
hand to aid in all good things. I get a great deal
talked, sang and prayed with them, until now my
of instruction and light from the "Column." We
sons are ministers of .the gospel, and my daughsisters can do a great deal towards lifting up the
ters are workers for the Master." Would that
boweil down and strengthening the feeble, the
all mothers could say as much; but I can not say
aged, and the frail. I can do nothing without
it. Although I have read, talked, sang and praythe good Spirit is with me. I am astonished at
ed, lo these many years with mine, aB yet none
the greatness and goodness of the Lord. When
of them (neither my husband) have obeyed the
wi;i ~ee~ his kingdom and his riljl"hteousne~j then gospel. Xoften asl• myM~lf and my God, ~vhere
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or what the trouble is. ·whose fault is it? Am
I to blame? I have prayed that whatever may
hinder that God in his great mercy might remove
the hindering ca~se. I do· want all the dear
Saints who may read this very imperfect letter,
to pray for me and mine and the cause here.
Before I close I wish to bear my testimony to
this work; uot that I have anything miraculous
to tell, for I have not; but I have a constant, living, growing, and abiding faith. Not that I have
not seen the outward manifestations of God's
love; I have seen the sick healed, as well as many other gifts of the Spirit, 1.rnt none are to me
such a testimony a-;; this increasing faith each
day, notwithstanding my loneliness, and the
great need of associates in the faith. Not one
day passes but I can say I rejoice in the truth.
I wonder often if us lonely ones are not a great
help to those who go out to gather in the sheaves,
"for if I judge others by myself, we do a great
deal of praying for them, and God hears effectual
fervent prayer. May his choicest blessing ~est
upon all his earnest workers, is the prayer of
your sister in Christian bonds,
M. A. CHRISTY.
GREENVILLE, Pa., May 24th.
Dear Sister Frances:-May I come in and be
nu!nbered among the dear sisters, wives and
mothers, who help to make up our "Home Column," and which has helped to make our beloved
I-Icrald even more complete than it was before.
Every piece and every letter that has appeared
since its commencement I have read, and some I
have re-read; and I must confess that I have
been greatly strengthened for my duties, that of
caring for my five children-the oldest only fourteen, four girls and one boy, all active and sprightly; needing much patience, firmness, and some
forbearance, in order to bend their young, active
minds in the right direction, both mentally and
spiritually, to say nothing about the care of their
mortal bodies. \Ve want, by the help of our dear
Father above, to so train them up thay they may
be fit converts for Zion; and although Zion's
children are scattered, we have much to do before we are pure in heart, as we shall have to be
in order to dwell and remain there; therefore I
feel that there is no time to waste; but, thanks
be unto God, he through his beloved Son has
promised us rest by and by.
Somewhere about eighteen years ago I read in
the I-Ierald "The Plea for the Little Ones." At
that time I was not married, but yet my heart
was made to thrill with joy and thankfulness that
a great want was about to be supplied-a want
that I had felt ever since joining the church, two
years before; and now, after twenty years have
rolled away with all their wondrous changes, I
am permitted to see from the same pen, a Plea
for Home and Home Culture. Ah! that .is indeed the grandest key-note of all; it should be
sounded by every true-hearted Latter Day Saint.
Let us, little by little, be making our homes and
all their inmates pure; then indeed will we come
off more than conquerors, through Him that hath
loved us, and who died to redeem us from sin.
Then will the church put on all her beautiful
garments, and her excellence be known over all
the earth. But oh, how much there is to be clone!
Sometimes I feel weary by the wayside, and almost discouraged with the thought of my own
weakness, and my Inability to meet the trials and
!late~ ef l!fg With th~t pat!enG!;! !\rtd sh11rity Wh!!Jh
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is demanded of every true follower of the meek
and lowly one; but when I go to him in humble
prayer, his gracious words come to me with much
force, giving new strength to go on: "Come unto me all ye that are weary and heavy laden, and
I will give you rest.''-Maft. rr: 28.
How often I am led to praise God for the gift
of his dear Son, and for the blessed example
which he has set before us.
Yesterday, four of our children were baptized
into Christ's kingdom. They had been taught at
home (there being no branch here) by their father, in the first principles of the gospel, and they
well understood the importance of entering into
the kingdom, and were to be baptized sometime
before they were. After that was done they were
confirmed, and also the sacrament was administered. "I felt very much of the power of the Holy Spirit there, and I did ask the Lord if it was
his will to give some outward manifestation of
his Spirit, that should be a source of strength to
our children. Just before the close of the meeting a brother sang in tongues the following hymn,
and also gave the interpretation, to the tune of
"Webb:"
Ifojoice ye Saints assembleil;
Lift np your hearts and pray;
'rhe Lord has taken cognizance
or all your works this day,
For eomc have been inducted
Into the Church of Goa,
Who shall be instrumental
To spread this work abroad.
'l'he days are fast approaching
When yon shall be at rest,
And perfect peace and comfort
Shall enter every breast,
And yon shall be united
With bonds of perfect love,
A life thuCs everlasting
Awai ts yon frmn above.

\Vhat more could I ask? My prayer was answered, our dear children's faith strengthened in
the truth, as well as that of inany others. My
heart felt full to overflowing of thankfulness to
our kind Father because he had so blessed us, all
unworthy as we are. Blessed be his holy name
fur all his tender mercies unto us.
Your sister in the gospel,
EMMA GARRETT.

PHILADELPHIA SAINTS.

Dear !£erald:-Having missed Nahum's chariot this morning to take me to the beautiful city
of the Quakers, I thought a few lines would be
deemed worthy a place in your columns. You
are one of the most faithful (harbingers) messengers of peace to the_ people of God this enlightened age ever saw or ever will see. I often read
in your.columns about obedience and disobedience, and the too much use of that little member
hdwixt our teeth called "the tongue." "Mine
own way," has led thousands into the broad way
of folly and shame, and thousands more to the
gallows and to an untimely end. But God's way
--the narrow way of truth, and light, and life,
has led millions to joy, peace, and happiness here,
and life everlasting hereafter. Who are the
Philadelphia Saints? What are they like? They
are composed of the same material-made in the
same mysterious manner, as liable to err, as willing to forgive, as all the rest of God's people
nlled Saints. lt is a well known fact that the
Holy Scripture.s, Ilook of Mannon, nnd the Book

of Doctrine and Covenants, after the strictest researches of an enlightened and enquiring age,
are still allowed by the wi~e, judicious, and thinking part of mankind, who· are acquainted with
them, to be the only' books in the world which
truly fit and fully show the way of salvation to
all those who take any serious thought about it.
The books, from the solid principles of truth contained in them, have the strongest testimony and
tendency to improve and perfect frnrnan nature
in every branch of personal and social duty, and
to make mankind wiser and better in ever situation, station, and relation in life. This effect
they have produced and will still produce wherever they are duly attended to. An attempt, if
well executed, to promote the knowledge and
practice of the truths they contain, must therefore be of real benefit and service to society; and
·though the attempt should fail, the undertaker
may, nevertheless, enjoy the pleasure of a heart
ready and disposed to do good, while the candid
part of mankind will, on account of the goodness
of the design make the most favorable allowances.
Bro. Hosea Beacon is a Priest and presides over
the branch at present, also preaches every Sabbath morning, except, when there is an Elder
present, and of course the latter is given the opportunity. There are three Elders who can expound the word, viz, Brn. Stone, Copeland, and
Stewart. The latter seems to have a mission in
Elkton, Maryland. There are within a radius of
twelve miles upwards of fifty members who could
attend the Philadelphia Branch (but for some
reason or other) they don't. \Vhatever is the
cause the writer is unable to say. But every man
and woman, saint or otherwise will have to give
an account of their stewardship. The Scotch
phisosopher, Beattie, had a bright intelligent wn
betwixt five and six years of age, once he taught
him the existence of a Supreme being and a lesson on religion which he never forgot. "l went
one day, says Beattie, into the child's garden and
sowed some mustard and cress seed, so that when
it came up it would exhibit the three initial letters
of the child's name. About ten days after the
child came running to me all amazed that his
name had grown into the garden. I smiled, yet
appearing not to attach rn uch importance to the
matter. But the little fellow insisted that I
should go and see what had h;ippened. Of course
I went, and coming to the place, Yes, said I, see
it so; but there is nothing strange in this, it is
merely an accident aint it? and went away. He
quickly followed me and walking very seriously
he said; "That can not be. Some one must have
prepared the seed." These ·was the substance of
his thoughts. Then said I; You think it can
not be by chance? Ile replied firmly, "I think so.''
Then I said; "\Vho made your little hands, toes,
legs, and arms and all the members of your body?
Aint they by chance? "No," he replied, "That
can not be. Some one must have made them."
I then made known to him the existence of a
Ruler of the universe, (adapting it to his own
age), the acts of obedience and disobedience, the
fruits of sowing and reaping good and bad seeds,
&c., and he never has forgotten the occasion, nor
the circumstances of it."
By the time this is in press, it will be \Vhitsuntide, and thousands of mothers in Europe will be
managing to dress their children in holiday attire. I thank God that the "Mothers' Home
Column," has made the Herald a little brighter,

so that the mothers in Israel can exchange their
views and teach their little ones the path of duty
and of safety.
Respectfully yours in bonds,
\VM. STREET.
No. ill, Wylie St., Falls of Schuylkill,
PmLADELI'IIIA, ra., Muy 23d, 1586.

TEXAS, Mich., June 14th.
Bro. Blair:-Our meetings at and near Hartford, Van Buren county, during the latter half
of the month of May were well attended, and
much interest was manifested by quite a number. I believe a number there will embrace the
faith at no distant day, if proper labor be done
there soon. I was blessed at times while ther~
with unusual liberty. By request of Custer Post,
G. A. R., I devlivered on May 30th, the memorial discourse in the M. E. Church, at Galien,
where the Post and their friends attended services in a body. The next day by invitation, I
pronounced the Decoration Oration in Bro.
Blakeslee's Grove, in the presence of a large
audience. These services were for some reason
very impressive.
Our district conference was held at Galien the
5th and 6th inst., and although not very largely
attended by Saints from a distance, owing to the
very busy season of the year and the near approach of harvest, was a spiritual and profitable
meeting. Unity of feeling and sentiment was a
prominent feature of the business ,and deliberations. One noticable thing was, there was not
one of the district officers present; Bishop Blakeslee presided pro tem, Bro. E. Whaley was chosen
clerk pro fem; Bro. B. V. Springer was preser;t
and aided. His sermon on Sunday morning was
timely and encouraging. The social meeting in
the afternoon was a time of refreshing; only, I
fear that some, the glow of whose faces indicated
that they were burdened in heart with the unction from the holy one, perhaps failed to do their
duty in full, by not revealing to their friends
present the joy they have in believing the gospel
in fulness. Those who do lhe work enjoined in
"the perfect law of liberty shall he blessed in
their deed."-(Jas. r: 25). During this meeting
Brn. Robert Alcott and Reuben B. \Vheaton, of
the Galien branch were ordained; the former to
the office of Elder, the latter to the office of
Teacher, by Elders Springer and Scott, the former being spokesman in both ordinations. Bro.
C. M. Boatman is still zealous in the cause, and
gave us an able discourse on Saturday evening.
The Saints present thought it better to have a
change in the district presidency now that Bro.
\V. H. Kelley has removed from the district, and
so seldom gets to labor therein. \Ve felt sad to
give up the president who had ministered among
us w long and with so uni versai acceptance; b!'t
we are glad to remember that he still presides
over us in charge. J unc 10th I preached the
funeral" of little Willie, son of Bro. and Sr. J. D.
\Vhite, who died the 8th, of dropsy, after lingering seyeral months. A large audience was present, and in the midst of our sadness we felt
cheered, as the loving care of our heaveniy Father for the little ones was reviewed, as illustrated in sending his angel to care for Ishmael, in
raising the widow's son, in Christ's blessing them,
and the promised resurrection of them, (Jer. 31:
15, r6), and their enjoyment of the world to come,
(Isa. I I : 6-10). In some of the Sunday School
libraries an~ books written by learned men, ilhrn-
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trating how grievous sinners some children are,
say from four to seven and nine years of age.
All their little poutings are represented as terrible
sins! That children from birth are sinners. So
we must all be converted, and become as these
little sinners, or forever be shut out of the kingdom! Let Saints examine books before putting
them into their Sunday Schools.
I came to this place Friday uth inst., and held
two services yesterday, and have an appointment
out for Tuesday evening, and thence on in the
good cause as the way opens. I hope to be remembered in the prayers of all Saints.
Your brother,
C. SCOTT.
BELMONT, N. Y., June Ist.
Bro. ':fosejk:-Yesterday was observed by the
people of Belmont as Decoration Day. It was
a grand day for Belmont. There was not a
drunkard to be seen through the day or night.
Never before on such an occasion do I remember
seeing so much order. Belmont appears to be
trying to do something for temperance. For
years some of us have toiled on from year to
year trying to have men elected that would do
the temperance cause justice. We have almost
got the cup to our lips when it would be dashed
from us. Then again we would see the young
men and boys of our friends sipping the poison
cup and we be powerless; but we have faith that
we shall conquer. We can do nothing only by
God's help. Last evening the Good Templars
bad a Festival; bad ice cream and cake; cleared
tweaty-five dollars for the temperance cause.
Yesterday the G. A. R. made a dinner for the
benefit of Ephraim Rigdon, son of Sidney Rigdon. He lived in this place a few years. \Vhile
here he joined the Baptist Church. He was a
soldier in the Union Army. He now lives in Carlton, Cattaruagus, N. Y., instead of Jamestown,
as I wrote you. I am anxiously looking for
some of the Elders this summer that I may once
more hear the gospel preached to this people.
Firm as the rock of ages, I remain in the latter
day work, yours,
P. L. HYDE.
DIMONDALE, Michigan.
Dear Saints :-Are we living up to our privileges? Are we growing stronger in the Lord
daily, and doing his will in all things? ,,,If so the
favor of God will rest upon us; we will deny ourselves and take up our cross and follow the Lord
Jesus. We should seek for much of the presence
of God and his power in our souls. "Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God." 'Ve
must be pure in heart. The Holy Ghost is the
purifier and the refiner to cleanse us from al.
dross. In the Revelations we are counseled to
buy of that "gold tried in the fire that we may be
rich, and white raiment that we may be clothed."
We should seek for such riches with all our
hearts, and have our "eyes anointed with eyesal ve that we may see" clearly what God requires
us to do, that we also may help to save some poor
wanderer by bringing them to Christ If we live
in Christ, and Christ in us, we will he up and
doing something for the Master. It means something to be a Saint in these latter days, when iniquity is so abounding and the love of many is
waxing cold. The love of the world instead of the
love of Jes us is filling so many hearts. What good
is it to profess to be Christians and not be? We
may join the chur(:h, and be
at ltrnt, if we qq
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not follow the teachings of our Lord and live up
to all his teachings. I have just finished reading
the Book of Mormon through the second time
since the 6th of February, and how it stirs my
soul to redouble my diligence in living near the
Lord, and to be a Bible Christian in every sense
of the word. My dear sisters; let us see to it that
we adorn ourselves in modest apparel like the
holy women of olden time. Then we will have
more means to do good with, and the Lord would
be better pleased with us. Alma said to the
church, "Behold, are ye stripped of pride? I say
unto you, if ye are not, ye are not prepared to
meet God." Again he asks: "Have ye been spiritually born of God? Have ye received his image
in your countenance?''
Let us live up to what we believe. If we believe in the Bible and Book of Mormon, in the
name of God let us live up to them. I would
give more to see one that lived up to the teachings of God's word than a thousand that say they
believe in the books and don't take a decided
stand and live up to them.
If the ministry
would come up to the high privileges, "cry aloud
and spare not, show the people there transgressions, and the house of Jacob there sins,'' what a
reformation there might be. We can't be true to
God and mingle with the evil doings of the world,
and dress in all its hideous styles and fashions.
Oh, what a shame for us to profess to be Saints
of the Most High, and not reform in these things.
vVe except the drunkard to reform, also the thief
and liar. But some men and women can be as
vain as ever, and the church must keep still.
MALINDA A. WHITE.
TULARE, Cal., June 6th.
Bro. W. W. Btair:-We are few in numbers,
and although on the main line of the Southern
Pacific R. R., we feel that we have been overlooked by the traveling ministry, excepting our
worthy district president, Bro. J. H. Lawn. The
work here needs looking after, and we need reviving again. I feel the responsibility resting on
me and desire to see my confirmation prophecy
fulfilled: that is, "Thou shalt turn many unto
the Lord thy God," but obstacles are in the way.
vVe have faith and hopes of better days. I have
done what I could (fire-side preaching). Near
my home I have some interested, and one who
never heard our claims till he met me says that
he likes the doctrine and will obey ere long.
The Scripture which he could never understand
before, now seems to be plain. And I hope to
see at Alila, my home, a live, wide awake branch
ere long. My heart would rejoice to know that
I had been the instument in God's bands of directing some to the kingdom of God's dear Son.
I too have felt the thrill of God's Spirit bearing
witness with my own to the truth of what Bro.
Z. H. Gurley, Sen., wrote on the rise of the Reorgan'ization; indeed it is very timely and appropriate to now print it; it is meat in due season.
The l:lerald is more appreciated by me as the
years pass by.
Elder Henry S. Green, my father-in-law, is
sick; will the Saints please pray for his recovery.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
vVM. N. DAwsoN.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspire~ Transl~tio.n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
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ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

[Concluded from last Herald.]

«CHRIST AND HIM CRUCIFIED."
WHAT IS CHRIST?

NoT only is Jesus "The Son of the living
God," but he is the Messiah. As this is
a Hebraic term, what was the Hebrew idea
of it? What did it signify to them? We
answer, The Restorer of the Throne of David; The Redeemer of Israel; The Rebuilder of Jerusalem as the Capital of the
restored kingdom of Israel; The Redeemer of the land of Palestine, from the yoke
of the Gentile oppressor.
Were the Jews wrong in these ideas?
shall their hopes prove futile? Nay; for
the Scriptures can not be broken, and most
clearly and abundantly do they teach that
the throne and kingdom of David shall be
restored, that the children of Israel shall
be gathered to their own land from all
quarters of the earth, even the dispersed of
l udah, aml the outcasts of Israel; that the
iand shall be restored to its ancient fertility and productiveness; and that J esuralem
shall be rebuilt and re-inhabited, and that
Tesus shall do this grand work. And do0ing this will constitute him "the Christ."
And if he does not do it, he will not, and
can not be Christ. I shall quote but little
Scripture on this head, for I should not
have space in a half ream of paper for all
the Scripture bearing on this subject; but
I will refer to some under different heads,
and ask the reader to find and carefully
read them.
l. The restoration of the throne and
kingdom of David. l Chron. 17: 11-15;
Psalms 89: 34-37; Isaiah I I : 6, 7; Ezek.
21: 2~-27; Amos 9: 11; Luke l: 30-33.
2. The Restoration of Terusalem.
Isa.
4: 3, 4; 52: 9, 10; 6o: l-Z2j 62: 1~7; 65:
18-25; 66: 10-zo; Zech. J: 16, 17; l l: 12;
8: 3-8; 12: 6-8; 14: 9-21.
3. The restoratio'n of the land of Israel
to its former fertility. Isaiah 29: l7i 41:
17-20: 61: 4-6; 65: 21, 22 · Ezek. 34: 26,
27; 36: 8-n, 33-36; Joel 2: 21-27; Zech.
8: 12.
4. The restoration of the people of Israel
to their own land. Isaiah l 1: 11-16; 14:
l; 49: 13-26; 54: l-17; Jeremiah 23: 7,8;
30: 3, IO, l 1, 18-21 j 31: 7-14, 27, 28, 3t34; 33: 7-26; Ezek. 1 l : 16-20; 19: 33-44;
34: II-31; 36: 22-38; 38: 21-28; 39: 2329; Hosea 14: 4-8; Joel 3: 16-21; Amos
9: 11-15; Obad. 17-21; Micah 4: l-13;
Zeph. 3: 14-20; Zech. 8: 7,8, 13-15; Luke
20: 28-30.
5. The Jews are to be saved, and indeed
the whole house of Israel. The angel told
Joseph, that the child of Mary should be
called "Jesus, for he shall save his people
from their sins."-Matt. l: 21. "His
people" are the Jews; for he was a descendant of Judah. He is to save them
from th~ir ~in®. Thill tll ·?. futm·~ w~rl~! ~~
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will be accomplished by his personal appearance. They will believe on hirnafter the "pattern of Paul," who says,
"Howbeit, for this cause I obtained mercy,
that in me first Jesus Cht:ist might shew
forth all longsuffering for a pattern to them
which should hereafter believe on him to
life everlasting."-r Tim. I :16. Paul believed on Christ by seeing him personally.
He did not hear the gospel preached by
man, and so obtained faith in this ordinary
way; but he obtained his faith by seeing
and hearing Christ.
·
"
Jesus gave the Jews to under~tand that
they would receive him when he came
again. Matt. 23: 39. Zechariah shows
that the Lord will save Judah, or the Jews,
first, and that they will see Christ personally, will mourn on account of him, because they (as a nation) crucified him, and
after this repentance, they will be baptized
for remission of their sins in the fountain
which shall be opened at that day in J erusalem, (which "fountain" is not that
which the hymn says-"filled with blood,
drawn from Immanuel's veins.")
See
Zechariah, chapter 12, entire; and particularly 7, 8, 9, 10 verses, and first verse of
chapter 13· Also see what Paul saysRomans Ir: 25, 26, 27. Ezek. 37: 21-28;
36: 23-29. This work has not yet been
clone, but it surely will be; and because he
shall do it was the name of the Son of
God, and the son of Mary called Jesus.
Now, do the majority of the clergy of
the present day believe and preach this
doctrine? Nay, they do not; and yet they
profess to believe in Jesus.
Do they believe in the literal gathering
of Israel, in the flesh, to the land that God
gave to their fathers, to Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob? They do not. Do they believe, that the throne of David and his
kingdom shall be restored, and that Christ
shall reign upon that throne, and that the
first apostles shall reign also upon thrones
and judge the twelve tribes of Israel?
They do not. Do they believe that J erusalem is to be rebuilt and be the Capital of
that restored kingdom of Israel? They
do not. And yet they say they believe in
Christ, and that they preach Christ. And
t bey want us to pre;1c1! Christ, and not so
much "doctrine,"-just as if any one could
preach Christ and not the "doctrine of
Christ." What did Paul preach?
He
"testified the kingdom of God, persuading
them concerning Jesus, both out of the law
of 1VIose8, and out of the prophets, from
morning till evening." "And Paul dwelt
two wh.ole years in his own hired house,
an.l received all that come unto him, preaching the kingdom of God, and teaching
those things which concern the Son, Tes us
Christ, with all confidence, no man f~rbid
ding him."-Acts 28: 23, 30, 3r. In plain
words he preached the fulness of the gospel. Philip preached to the Samaritans
the same doctrine;-"But when they believed Philip preaching the kingdom of
God, and the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, they were baptized, both men ancl
women."-Acts 8: I 2. Now, in preaching the kingdom of God, everything concerning the church, the coming, and reign
of Christ, his millennial gkiryi 1nduding th(;)
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resurrection of the dead and eternal judgment, must necessarily be preached-. In
preaching "the things concerning the name
of the Lord Jesus Christ," everything concerning the promises made to Abraham,
Jes us' birth, life, sufferings, death, burial,
resurrection, ascension into heaven, his
mediatorial work, the salvation of the Jews,
and also the salvation of the world-all
this is preaching Jes us. In preaching
Christ, the history of the rise, fall, and restoration of the kingdom of Israel must be
preached. No man can preach Jes us who
does not preach the conversion and salvation of the Jews and the whole house of
Israel. Yet some think that if they preach
his death, burial, and resurrection, they
preach the gospel in full. But how many
of them understand one great purpose of
his resurrection? And what was that?
you inquire. Why, to sit on David's
throne. Now hear what Peter preached
in "his great Pentecost sermon." Speaking of David he says,-"Therefore being
a prophet, and knowing that God had
sworn with an oath to him, that of the
fruit of his loins, according to the flesh, he

would raise up Christ to sit on his throne;
He seeing this before spake of t~1e resurrection ef Christ, that his soul should not
be left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption." What does he mean, unless it
was that David understood, that in order
for God to fulfil his oath to him, Christ
must be raised from the dead? For it was
not a throne in the spirit-world, or in heaven, that David sat upon, but on earth, in
Jerusalem, in Palestine; and Christ must
reign on that throne, now indeed overthrown and even destroyed, but to be restored, at Christ's second coming. Do
these parties who prate so much about
Christ's death, burial, and resurrection,
understand this, that his resurrection was
necessary to fulfil .the covenant that God
made wf th David? Do they preach that
he was raised from the dead for this purpose?
Do they comprehend that the
promise could not be fulfilled if Christ was
not raised from the dead with the body
which was David's seed? and that it was
to be "in the flesh" that Jesus must reign
on David's throne? With very little grace,
indeed, do those who do not believe in the
salvation of the Jews, and in the restoration of the throne ar.d kingdom of David
literally, admonish us to "preach Jesus
Christ and him crucified." If we do not
do that, who under the whole heaven,
does? Peter understood his calling thoroughly; for when preaching to the Jews
it was not needful to explnin concerning
the work of the Messiah; for the Jews understood what that work was to be. But
his efforts were directed to the convincingof the Tews that Tesm was the Christ,-the
Messiah. Paul -labored to that encl; "For
he mightily convinced the Jews, and that
publicly, showing by the Scriptures (the
law and the prophets) that Jesus was
Christ." (Margin "the Christ.")-Acts
r 8: 28. But ~vhen preaching to Samaritans, Philip preached "the things concerning the kingdom of God, and the name of
the Lord Jesus Christ;" and Paul when
preaching to tlrn Roman5 and others,

preached the same things, because the
Gentiles understood nothing-, and the
Samaritans but little of the Messiah, as to
who he was, nor what he was to do, while
the Jews understood the work of the
Christ,-but did not believe that "Jesus
was the Christ."
Now, we may discover right here why
the sectarian world, which has ·spent its
millions of dollars, in vain efforts to convert the Jews, have so signally failed; for
while they undertake to tell the Jews that
Jesus is the Messiah, they undertake to
show, by misconstruing the Scriptures,
that the Messiah is not to do the work that
Moses and the prophets so clearly, and so
abundantly declared that he shall do. These
people need first that the Jews teach and
convert them to the "doctrine of Christ;"
and then when converted, they in turn
may convince the Jews, from the Scriptures which they accept, that Jesus is the
Christ, of whom their Scriptures teach.
Yet these self-conceited, ignoramuses (on
this point, at least) tell us to preach Christ.
Well, that is what we want to do, and to
preach him to them, too, if they will only
come out to hear us. But that, on! v a few
of them will do. They condemn H~e Jews
for their blindness in not understanding
the Scriptures, and say that they were just!y rejected of God for that blindness; and
yet they are equally as blind. For instance;
they say that the Jews are not excusable
for not taking the sixth verse of the ninth
chapter of Isaiah in a literal sense. "Can't
they see," say they, "that Christ should be
a child born, and a Son given?" &c.,
"Can't the Jews understand that he should
be born in Bethlehem, according to
Micah?" But why can not they, who
condemn the Jews, understand that the
seventh verse of the ninth of Isaiah, is also
to be literally fulfilled? That this very
"child,'' and "Son," who was literally
"born," and "given" and in Bethlehem,
too, was to sit on Davi<l's throne, and "upon his kingdom to order it, and to establish it, with judgments and justice henceforth and forever." Do they know that
the "zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform
this?" No; for they say that this throne
of David, and his kingdom, is in the church,
and that Christ is to reign in the hearts of
his disciples, and his kingdom is "within
us." Do they understand the Scriptures
any better than the Jews? Nay; the Jew
spiritualizes the sixth verse, and gives a
fiteral interpretation to the seventh; while
the so-called Christian spiritualizes the
seventh verse and interprets, in a literal
sense, the sixth! How can a just God reject the Jews for their blindn.ess, and not
also reject the Christians ( ?) for their equallv inexcusable blindness? Well, we will
~ait till the Messiah appears in judgment,
to ascertain the result of their not under5tanding the Scriptures.
I conclusion I would say, I understand,
that in preaching "the things concerning
the kingdom of God and the name of the
Lord J esns Christ," or "Jes us Christ and
him Crucified,'' that the gospel in its fullness is preached; and that in this pteaching revelation as a principle, and the truth
revealed thereby ii,i dem·ly discovered;
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and that the· fulness of the gospel or the
"gospel of the kingdom of God; or, to express the idea more fully, "the things concerning the kingdom of God and the name
of the Lord Jesus Christ, is the "rock" upon which Christ's Church is builded. We
may call it "truth revealed by the Holy
Spirit," or the principle :md fact of revelation; but "the things concerning the kingdom of God, and the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ," covers the whole ground,
There is nothing in the fulness of the
gospel that is not covered and included in
the testimonv of Peter,-"Thou art the
Christ; the' Son of the living God."
Every item of gospertruth is expressed in
that short sentence. If "the Christ," then
he is the "Redeemer of Israel;" the heir
of, and the restorer of the throne of David.
And in this thought is included the idea of
His second coming and reign. If the Son
of Goel, then his pre-existence must be
conceded, his birth in the flesh, the
character of that birth; His purpose in
coming into the world in this manner, His
teachings, His work, His atonement, His
death, burial,· resurrection, ascension into
heaven, His mediatorship-everything connected with his mission on earth is included in the truth or fact that he is "the Son of
the living God." His .divinity, power,
authoritv to teach all things, to command
all things, to perform all things necessary
to save mankind, is understood by the fact
that he is God's Only Begotten Son. I
am willing to concede that upon this
declaration the Church of Christ stands.
But it does not follow because that is true
that every Chuvch professing to believe
that declaration does in truth believe it;
or that it is the sort of church that Christ
established. Paul said he laid a "foundation,'' which the Saints could build upon,
and that they cot\ld build with "gold,
silver, precious stones,", and also "hay,
wood, stubble."
The foundation of every true Saint's
faith and hope and spiritual experience, is
Christ-the Lord Jesus Christ. But men
can build error, and delusion, and dead
works upon this foundation; or they can
build truth, and confidence, and righteousness or good works. The right foundation was laid by a master-builder; but the
house built thereon which is every man's
own personal bnsiness or work, may be
altogether an unworthy edifice, or unskillfully built, or of destructible material.
But the building that Christ reared upon
the rock of "truth revealed by the Holy
Spirit,'' even the "fullness of the gospel,''
and the knowledge," of the truth resulting
therefrom-that building is but one j and
it is perfect in all its parh). It has nothing superfluous, and it lacks nothing. It
is but one "building," one "temple,'' one
"house," one "church,'' and "one body."
God, through the Holy Spirit, established the "rock." Christ laid the foundation .of the apostles and prophets, and
himself the chief corner stone, the rock.
And upon this "foundation" he built his
Evangelists, Pastors, Teachers, Bishops,
Elders, Priests, and Deacons, and various
gifts of the Spirit. Men may claim to
b1,!il~ on that "ro~kt but they qo not fl9

build, because they do not comprehend it;
they do not know where it lies, nor how
deep they have to dig to find it. And beside, they lack both the wisdom, the power,'and the authority to build on the "rock"
if they ever understood its locality and position. And they even refuse to copy '.lfter
the original building which they admit
Christ did establish eighteen hundred
years ago. Ignoring the pattern without
authority to re-build the old one, or without revelation to build a new one. On a
foundation of their own construction they
build houses of various forms, of different
materials, for various uses, and wit.bout
seeking help or counsel from God, who
they say will not answer if they did call
for help and instruction they have thus
built, and still continue to build edifices
which they suppose Christ wi.11 acknowledge as his own workmanship. Yes;
"Preach Christ and him crucified." What
was he crucified for?" "The sins of the
whole world," we are answered,--"He is
the Savior of the world." Will he save
the "whole world" from their sins? "0,
no; only a small part will be saved; all
the rest will be eternally damned." Why?
Would they not believe, and repent? "0,
they could not, it was foreordained of God
that they should not." They must be
damned whether they want to be or not.
Yes; Jes us was crucified for the sins of
the whole world, however, only the elect
will receive any benefit therefrom. Do
these elect ones believe in the Christ, and
in the name of Jesus, the Savior of Israel
in the flesh? 0 yes; Israel are the elect
among the Gentiles; for God has cast
away Israel in the flesh, and Christ is the
MeS'siah of these elect Gentiles; 0 yes; we
believe, and "we preach Jesus Christ and
him crucified''-as we understand it. Ah!
there is where the trouble is. Their understanding of "Christ and him crucified"
is a misunderstanding of the whole matter.
Paul was willing that Christ should be
preached, even in contention;" and so are
we. We want to have Christ preached,
hut not the mistaken and decidedly erroneous notions of men concerning Christ.
Yes, we say to one and all, "Preach Christ,''
but be sure that you do preach Christ,
while professing to preach him. .We will
all do well, if we are "determined to know
nothing among the world and each other
"Save Jesus Christ and him crucified."
We will then know a vast amount of truth
when we know that.
T.

w.

SMITH.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

A TREATISE upon the culinary arts would
properly- belong to the 1Wothers' IIome
Column to which the masculine gender
are not to contribute. The object of this
brief article is to consider according to the
best light we have, the sacred relationship
of husband, wife, children, and associates.
These ties are human-earthly it may be
said-yet they are tinged with the golden
luster of divinity. Violation of them is
sure to entail consequences more serious
and far-reaching than casual observation
will recognize. "How many Latter Day
Saint5 an~ trne in every 1:1'.l.spect to theil•
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family allegiance,'' is a serious interrogatory that each should seek to answer for
himself after close and careful self-examination. Can the work of God prosper in
our hands if we are untrue to those of
kindred tie? Is it not our duty and privilege to reflect a better light at home than
others of less profession? So it seems
to lne.
The family allian~e is ordained of God
for the mutual benefit, safety and protection of its members. Each owes to the
other, or others, the love, sympathy, confidence, and heartfelt assistance of which
they are rendered capable by age, capacity,
or experience. For one to be devoid of
love, bereft of sympathy, or negligent of
duty that they so justly owe to those with
whom they sustain this reciprocal relationship, is disastrous to domestic felicity, and
blighting in its every tendency. It is intended that home should be a place of
peace, a refuge of safety from the evils of
a sinful world, a blessed resort where rest
to the soul and body can be found when
all other things earthly shall seem to fail.
When unitedly the domestic oar is plied,
how smoothly sails the home-craft o'er
the tempestuous sea of life! In vain the
angry waves of adversity dash with
threatening violence. This tiny bark is
guided by an unfaltering hand.
The
motto is-"ln God we trust." The &torms
may be fierce, and high the billowy tide,
but within the genial sunshine of conjugal,
parental and filial love casts its rudy glow
upon every face. Blessed source of hope,
of comfort, and of heavenly strength!
Angels look upon no fairer scene, me
thinks, than the home where dwells the
healing influence of peace and love. Each
courts an opportunity to make others happy, while patience and forbearance help
to overcome many difficulties otherwise
incurable.
Shall we turn this fair page and gaze
for a mmnent upon the sadder scene,
where neglect, distrust and division have
cast their shadow of deep gloom? No
member of the household escape the withering infection, and just to the extent that
these evils prevail, the work of grace in
the human heart is retarded; the light of
God is not exemplified; others are not led
by "good works" to "glorify our Father in
heaven." A rehearsal of troubles peculiar
to the domestic relation would not edify.
Sufficient, perhaps, to say that the husband
is legally and morally bound to "love his
wife, ev.en as Christ loves the church;"
while a corresponding obligation is imposed upon the -wife to "reverence her hnsband." Those whom we love we will
cherish, protect and help in every possible
way. By such a course the husband
proves himself worthy of "reverence."
True affection is seldom lost or misplaced;
but in almost every instance will bring its
reward. Generally we "reap as we sow;"
and with what measure we mete the same
will be measured to us again.
Children are to "obey their parents in.
the Lord," which fact strengthens the
obligation of parents to "provoke not their
children to wrath." The moral obligation
0£ patenta to .:hildret.:1 15 <l!l gre<it tit g!"eak;:
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than that of children their parents. Our
capabilities are developed, while theirs are
not. We must set the example of righteousness, truthfulness, patience, forbearance,
charity, diligence, perseverance, economy,
neatness, etc., which give force and nwaning to the commands we give them. We
must also adapt ourselves to their limited
understanding. It is a true saying that
"old heads can not be put on young
shoulders." A "patient continuance in
well doing" in their behalf-in short, genuine parental love and Christian sympathy
manifested toward them-will serve to
gain their confidence, develop their affections, and call to the front all the good
there is in them. Harsh arbitrary measures may excite fear of punishment and
effect a temporary subjection to the domestic rule, but nothing short of winning the
affections and gaining the confidence of
our children will enable us to stamp upon
thei1: minds favorable impressions that
shall continue with them as they pass
from beneath the parental roof into con-.
tact with the evils of a sinful world, and
shield them from the snares and temptations to which the tender youth is subjected. The fragnince of a mother's love
-will linger with her darling child so long
as life shall last.
How often has. the
memory of a saintly mother restrained an
erring child from following the paths of
vice and sin! By reason of his peculiar
calling, the missionary becomes a student
of human nature, and an observer of the
various and varied phases of life. He
comes in contact with every kind of religious, social and domestic element. Having
his likes and dislikes, he is led to compare
as well as observe the different phases of
home discipline.
Sometimes his lot is cast among those
whose profession and duty are of the highest type-those called to be Saints--and
to reflect the luminous light of the Holy
Spirit. If in the discharge of duty his
spirit is sensitive to the influences that surround .him, where there is peace, his
soul is at rest. But where discord reigns,
he feels the harsh vibrations of incongrouous elements upon the tension of his being,
and in the burden and sorrow of his soul
he is led to cry, "0, God! Can these be
saved who fail to cultivate the work of
grace in their own hearts? vVill a nominal assent to the truths of the gospel, but
a failure to adopt the course by which the
soul becomes regenerate, entitle them to
the tree of life?" The strength of the
gospel is its righteousness. and purity.
Our weapons are not carnal, but sp~ritual;
nevertheless they are mighty to the tearing down of strongholds of sin. Gospel
conquest is chiefly effected by example.
As all have sinned and come short of the
glory of God, the way of life contemplates
a reformation of character. Baptism, laying on of hands, tongues, prophecy, miracles, gifts of healing, the understanding
of all mysteries, 8rc., will avail us nothing
unless they are the result of the work of
grace within the heart. Abstractly, signs
and wonders prove nothing, so far as the
truth of the gospel is concerned; while a
rdonpation of ch::iracter, a change of heart
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or purpose in living, demonstrates to all
the regenerative powers of the plan God
has given, and which he has promised to
confirm with signs following.
The work of God is designed to teach
men the art of right living; hence, when
permitted to exercise its rightful dominion
it will build up and preserve the institutions of home and good society.
Better
citizens, truer husbands and wives, kinder
fathers and mothers, happier and more intelligent and obedient children, are results
to follow the preachil).g and acceptance of
the plan of salvation. Charity enjoins a
mutual forbearance upon the part of all.
Kind words, and acts of sympathy and
true regard, best demonstrate our love for
each other. Solitude makes one miserable.
We musf'com'mune with man, or
beast, or flowers-with something. Without some resource of communication the
soul, it almost seems, would perish and
die. The mind must be occupied, and the
affections center upon some object or being which creates a desire to live and act,
without which existence would be torture.
The loving and merciful Father has ordained that human beings should bless
each other, and in turn receive benefit by
this voluntary association. Loving parents
care tenderly for the innocent and helpless
babe upon whom they look with fond delight and hopeful anticipation, while within their hearts, softened by the presence
of this holy being, burns and glows the
deep and infinite love they are powerless
to fully express. It is the messenger of
God to them to gladden their days. 0
God! what would our lives be if deprived
of the comforts, affection, and influences
of home. Sometimes death makes its inroads, and our darlings are severed from
us; but, thank God, the hour of restitution will come, and our loved ones meet us
again i
In fellowship,
GEO.
FoRT NIOBRARA,

s.

alleged were not necessarily applicable to,
or binding upon the Reorganized Church.
For this the Herald was closed against us,
and the next Conference promptly placed
us under a ban. We then submitted our
reasons for withdrawing, which were a
disbelief in those things that we had controverted, and these reasons constituted
our assault upon the doctrine or faifo of the
church, if we assailed it at all. Now in
what manner did the church's representatives stand firm and resist this assault?
The committee to whom was referred the
same reported substantial agreement with
us in every particular and affirmed nothing
that we had objected to; omitting to notice
one specific reason and tbe climax of them
all, to wit: that we were bound, (by the
preceding Conference), and gagged, (by
the Board of Pt!blication), and this report
was adopted by the Conference!
No wonder that this conference could
not formulate a reason for the act of the
previous one complained of. It is probable that if the substance of that committee
report had been incorporated in the proceeding-s of the conference of 1885, instead
of 1886, and shedding- its spirit influence
upon. the Board of Publication, the result
would have most likely been, as stated in
that report concerning individual opinion,
that the principle of toleration as taught
and practiced by Jes us, "should be so broad
as to make no occasion for persons to wish
to withdraw,"-and no withdrawal would
have occurred. vV e are willing to let the
responsibility of the causes and "occasion"
for the "grave mistake" rest where the
record places it, and with the declaration
that at no period of my life have I valued
the truth more than at the present moment, :rnd the love of it-all truth-has,
so far as I am consciou3, the chief seat in
my heart of hearts; and hoping it will
prevail.
I am, respectfully, yours, &c.,

J.

HYDE.

March 1:Jth, 1886.

HOW THE CASE STANDS.
EDITOR OF THE HERALD,

Lamoni, Iowa :-In a late issue
you take occasion to express the opinion
that those who withdrew from the church,
at the late conference "made a grave mistake;" and in connection therewith you
convey the idea that those who withdrew
had sought to "get the church to recede"
from, or drop some of 1ts doctrines, which
if complied with, others, or the same ones
might object to still other tenets calling
for further concession, the thin "end of
the wedge" being inserted would do its
cleaving work until there would be no
faith to stand by, etc. You then congratulate the church upon the assumed fact that
her representatives in the late conference
stood firm-would not yield an iota of the
faith so ruthlessly assai-led (by these withdrawing members). Now what are the
facts upon record in the case?
1st. We, Z. H. Gurley and myself, controverted certain doctrines and dogmas,
usages and policies of the rejected church,
as contained and taught in the Book of
Doctrine and Cqverrnp.ts 1 a~1d wh\ch we

W.

BRIGGS.

WnEELJ<Jn, Pottawatt3me Co., Iowa,
]\fay >l7th, 1886.

P.S.-If it seems to you presumptuous
in my asking a place in the Elerald for this
communication, I am nevertheless impressed with its justice and its propriety.

J. w.

B.

MEXICO ClTY.

"THE presence in Mexico of two leading
:Mormons, Dr. Pratt, son of the great leader Orson Pratt, one of the original quartette of impostors, and the brains and scholarship of the new faith for its first fifty
years, as Brigham Young was its great
executive head, and Mr. Percele, a relative
of Bishop Percele, so published in Mexican papers, creates considerable comment.
That they are here to provide land for a
large colony in Chihuahua, seems to he
well understood. To the credit of Mexico,
there appears to be no eagerness to gain
such neighbors, though it is not improbable that they may find a foothold in some
part of the Republic. There is so mucl1
of plural marriage in Mexico, or its equivalent, that the polygamous teachings and
practices of Mormonism might seem to he
no objection, but despite the lewd practices
cbarac~erif'ing

peoples wher~ the :R,orni~li
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Church has been dominant, it should be
acknowledged that no church has been
more absolutely loyal to the divine teaching on the subject of marriage and divorce,
so far as theory is concerned. What hostility might arise, and how far it would
take the form of active resistance, to a
polygamous sect is not certain. I do not
hear that Mexico has been a better field
for converts to the new faith, than Georgia
or Scandinavia. The history of the delusion for the first fifty years, beginning
with its birth in New York, and following the line of its success among civilized
and Christian nations, is a sad comment on
the gullibility of mankind. That it should
have been permitted in the middle of the
nineteenth century of the Christian era, in
the very heart of the empire State of the
great Republic, and the faces of the most
advanced culture, for such a bare-faced
and shameless imposture to arise, under a
vicious, ignorant and knavish leader, and
that it should be able to take root, and in
less than sixty years count its converts by
the hundred thousand, and not from benighted pagan tribes, but from Christian
altars, and that it should in that time have
founded a State in the center of the Republic, which is able to defy and hold at
bay the Government itself, and show signs
of permanence and growth of unparalleled
rapidity and strength, is one of the most
amazing and discouraging facts in the history of the race. The resort to force to
exterminate so vile a blot, is at the same
time contrary to modern thought and of
doubtful efficacy. It is not amenable to
the common laws of reason. The prospect is that it will take its place among- the
great constructive forces of the future.
How shall the hideous viper be scotched?
"It ought to be possible to enforce the
law against polygamy in the case of
1'.[ormons as against all other citizens.
Doubtless this will be done; hut were
it done effectually, that by no means
settles the 1'.fonnon question.
There is
nothing more that law can do, but this
onlv shows that the evil transce'nds the
po~er of Government. The deadly virus
•is in the imposture itself, polyg-amous
marriage is but an incident, and by no
means the core of the trouble. Were it
abandoned at once and forever, and were
the sect converted to the straig-htest sect
of rnonogamists, the evil would lose none
of its deadliness. So much the Government is bound to arrest and extinguish,
but what or who shall grapple with the
tarJo-root of the mischief, and who shall
measure the enormitv of the evil that
will grow from it? 'In open day it has
been planted and sprung up, and produced
a gre;it tree. In the very generation in
which the lie was born it has laughed at
exposure. It has spread itself over the
earth. It has its missionaries in all lands.
It seeks no concealment. It travels on
steamships and forces its loathsomeness into all places, and with brazen front defies
rebuke. It has a·lready appeared and
claimed recognition in the Government
itself. Exposure is vain. The time has
already come when it laughs at the imJ.·wtency of the press 1 and sd'.o()l ~nd pul·

pit. It goes abroad and deceives the very
elect. Multitudes come from distant lands,
to be followed by still greater multitudes,
to find in the great American wilderness
the "Mount Zion of the Latter Day
Saints." Christians send missionaries to
convert the heathen. The Mormons convert more Christians to the new faith than
are won from heathenism. We sleep or
mutter merely; they batter and flourish at
the very doors of our temples. We rub
our eyes, exclaim, wonder, turn over and
sleep again; awake and find a vampire has
fastened on the vitals of the world. What
can we do? Nothing. Our hands are
nerveless, our brains dull, our Mormonized
souls dead. The woe fastens on the ages,
and generations unborn must undo or suffer the result of our imbecility. It will
destroy itself, we fondly imagined. What
deception ever gave up its hold of the mind
of the ignorant, without the dissemination
of knowledge? "While men sleep the
tares are sown." They grow a harvest
afterward, until men awake, pull them up
1md clear the choked and obst.ructecl grain.
We are too busy to pluck up the sapling,
our children must pay the price, and
grub the forest of rank and poisonous
growth."-Bishop R. S. Foster.
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the fact, that what they are pleased to
realize the fact that what they are pleased
to term "Mormonism" and had thought
existed there and there only, h;ts been
growing and flourishing here in their
midst, and will continue to grow and flourish until "the kingdoms of this world become the king"doms of our Lord and his
Christ."
M. w.
SERMON BY ELDER

J.

A. McINTOSH,

OF GALI,AND,S GROVE, IOWA,

In the Saints' Ch11pcl, Lumoni, Iow11,
April 7th, 1886.
[Reported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor.]

IN introducing Elder Mcintosh, Elder
Jon as Chatburn said :-In introducing our
brother to you, I ask that you will give
him your undivided attention. The condition of his eyes requires that he keep his
hat on, he can see much better when his
eyes are shaded, so he will speak to you
with his hat on, I suppose. Our brother,
if he lives until next Wednesday, a week
from to-day, will be eighty years old, so
you discover that he is along way in the
Lord's time. Three score years and ten
are allotted to man, but the brother will
soon be four score, so we must not expect that he will be able to make us hear
very plainly-those that are far back in
For one we feel very thankful to "Bish- the room; but nevertheless we must all
op Foster" for the unwitting witness he try and pray for him, that the Lord may
has borne to the vitality of the seed Sf!Wn. bless him.
Uncle John Mcintosh, of
Comfort yourself, brother Foster, with the Galland's Grove, Iowa will address you.
fact that Jes us knew all this. It was be- We call him uncle; he is uncle to us all.
fore him when he said, "And this gospel
Bno. McINTOSH said :-Brothers and
of the kir.gdom shall be preached in all sisters, I am glad to he with you. My
the world for a witness unto all nations, mind this morning has been running Qver
and then shall the end come;" and again my past life, and the scenes that I have
he testified of the fact when he showed gone through; and when I meet so many
unto John upon Patmos "Another angel intelligent servants of God who seem to
flying in the midst of heaven, having the have stamped upon them the Spirit of our
everlasting gospel to preach to every kin- Master, it docs my heart good. Why it
dred, nation, tongue and people." No is that I was called upon to talk to you
wonder this people have been so persist- this morning, I am not able to say. I am
ent; and it should not astonish you, when an old man, and have gone through a
the word of God assures you that the an- great deal in my lifetime, and a great
gels are bearing their part in it.
many people have heard of me, and perWe sincerely hope the law against haps many here have never seen me, and
polygamy will be enforced, with every I suppose that they wanted me to be preother rig-hteous law of the government we sented so that the brethren and sisters
live under; but let us assure you that could all see me . . . . I have but little to
when that is done, and if it were possible say to you this morning about the doctrine
you could crush out forever and complete- of Christ, for those in this house all know
ly this vampire which has its head and it we!!; but I might say something about
heart at Salt Lake, you would not have the blessings of God to those who have
made a beginning towards uncovering the embraced the gospel; but I will only be
soil where the tap-roof is buried. Have rehearsing that which you all have reyou any recollection of a parable put forth ceived, if you have kept the commandby the Savior in which he compares the ments of God and the covenant that you
kingdom of heaven to leaven which a made with Goel when you went into the
woman took and hid in three measures of waters of baptism. It is something over
meal? If you have, you will remember forty-six years since I first embraced this
that it remained there "till the whole was work; and though there was a while that I
leavened." It is now doing its work was in the sloughs of despondency, when I
rapidly, and if the process is a painful one thought all was gone, yet I have never
to you, comfort yourself with the assurance thought that there was any other way;
that the Lord has promised to cut it "short but I bear record that all the enjoyment I
in righteousness." Already your systems ever did have was in t bis work;
and man-made creeds are tumbling to all the happiness I ever did have was
ruins before the glorious light of the gos- when I, in my weakness was traveling
pel of the Son of God; and when the and preaching the doctrine of Christ to
polygamous church of Utah shall have dying men and women, and pointing them
found a more congenial soil f"or her insti· to the Lamb of God. That is all the hao·
t11tio~s 1 then will the wodcl begin to rei,.Hr;e
piness, all thi:/ i;_eal enjoy1-nent I ey~r h,~d.
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Although I have passed through many much about a great deal of it; but some of
trying scenes, yet I thank that God whom it I, regard as very good. I had begun to
I have tried to serve all my life long that be a preacher; I had learned "the tone"
he has been with me, and has sustained and could do pretty well, and I thought I
would meet these Latter Day Saints and
me though them all.
\Vhile the brother was talking last send them out of the country by argument.
night, I thought I would try and study I never did believe in mob law. But when
up when I first began to love the Lord. I would go and talk with them, the texts
I had been raised a Baptist, and I will that I quoted they took and used for themsay that I had a good old mother who selves, and I thought that they might hunt
taught me the character of Christ in such up their own scriptures without any help
vivid characters, that I loved him, and from me. I went out into the woods and
thought I would love to be His child. I told the Lord if they were his servants I
thoqght I would like to have lived and did not care what people said about them,
been with Him when He was tabernacl- or what they might say about me, or what
ing upon the earth. I thought how bless- they had said about the beloved prophet;
ed it would have been been to have lived if it was his will,if they were his servants,
upon the earth and been one of that num- I was willing to be associated with them
ber who followed him from place to place and willing to be persecuted for the docand heard his blessed voice, and been trine of Christ. I had no idea of being
worthy to have been one of that company. baptized the day that I was. I want to
Of course I did not expect that I would tell you some of my experience for to-day.
ever be with Christ's Church organized I do not know as I can tell you anything
as it was then; I was not looking for such else. A day or two after I was baptized. I
a thing as being with the church organiz- had forbid my wife being baptized; there
ed with Apostles and prophets, evangei- was considerable of Scotch in me, and I told
ists, pastors and teachers inspired of God, her she had better stay away, I did not
and so forth. I thank God that my life want her to go; I was strong and they
has been cast in a time when I live to see could not do anything with me. But in
Christ's Church assembled, and that I __am the morning when I gave her my consent
talking to brethren this morning on my to be baptized, she took her clothes that
right and my left, and can feel that I am morning and mine too. She went and
talking to so many servants of God ready prayed, (she was a praying woman), and
to go through anything whatever for the that morning as she prayed she had a pretestimony of Jesus, I feel to thank God, sentiment that I would be baptized too
I say, from my inmost soul, and I have no that day. She believed this so strong,
fears as to the future; for the servant that that when she went and got her own
goes forth and lives his religion will receive clothes she took mine too. I had no more
help in every time of need. No matter idea then of being baptized than I have of
what the trials or circumstances I might w:ilking home this evening. When I went
be thrown in, He has ever been a present down to the water I began to want to be
help in every time of need. In the days baptized; I wanted to be associated with
when I traveled first in this work, it was that people; I did not want to part with
not like it is now. I went as I was com- rny wife-I was a little like Adam, you
manded to go; I went wherever the pro- know. I said to my wife, You go now
phet or the conference sent me; I was and dress yourself and I will go home and
ready to go anywhere.
One circum- get my clothes. She says I have your
stance I will relate. When I was a little clothes with me, I brought them along.
boy, my mother talked so much to me about Says I, What did you do that for? Says
Christ, and his goodness especially, that I site, I knew you was going to be baptized
once went into the woods some place there, too. I said to the man officiating, If you
and I kneeled before God; why I did it I consider me worthy I would like to be
can not tell, unless it was because of the baptized. Of course, I went into the water
teachings of my mother, and there I told and was baptized with her. When I came
the Lord I did not care how much I was out of the water I met my old uncle-my
persecuted, nor in what way; if I knew uncle was a great Baptist preacher-and
anything that he wanted me to do I would the old man was crying like his heart
do it if I could; and I had faith to believe would break and my wife was talking to
that if he ever called me to do anything I him. Well, he said I had made a great
could do it. I have been looking back mistake, I was gone forever. I told him
over my life, and I am ,nearly fourscore, I thought I had not; that I loved the peoand I can say that when anything has been ple, and I did not think I had made a mismade known to me, and I believed it was take, and so got away from him as quick
of God, I had faith to accept it as of God. as I could. She guessed it pretty straight,
I have never gone back on that promise, and she was no yankec either-she was
though I made it when I was but a iittle from Tennessee.
boy.
vV ell I soon began to preach the gospel
To he sure I was prejudiced at first everywhere. The Elders when they
against the Latter Day Saints. The work confirmed me ordained me before they
was first presented to me in 1838. Previ- took their hands off my head. Elders
Clapp, Wilson and Hunter ordained me;
ous to that time I was prejudiced against
it, as many persons have been; for I was and from that time until to-day I fhave
raised hy an old Baptist-one of those old been called a Latter Day Saint, or MorHard Shell Baptists. I do not know as mon. I began preaching the gospel at
you know anything about it, and it won't once, starte<l right off into the ministry
hurt you a great. de8J if you never d<J know i:1nd preach~d over that whole country=

clown in Tennessee, Kentucky and Illinois. I found God to be a present help in
every time that I needed him. Brothers
and sisters, I did not know the ground
rules of arithmetic. I went in the name
of the Lord, arid preached to them as a
servant of God, and pointed them to the
Lamb of God by whom they might attain unto eternal life, if they would obey
him. I went in faith, though in weakness. God sustained and supported me.
I thank God to-day that I see so many
of my brethren and sisters, (or could see
them if my eyesight was good enough,)
that I have brought into the church, and
some are able men of God. It does me
good to think that there are so many
young men here as I see to-day, who are
men of mind, men of talent and power,
and who compare favorably with any in
world in intelligence. I say to them, that
if they are faithful God will be with them,
and he will sustain them in every trying
hour, and will never forsake them. I say
I thank God to-day that I see so many of
these young men who are engaged in the
service of God; and I say to them, that
God will be with them, no matter where
they go, in prisons or any other place,- he
will ever be with them, it they keep his
commandments. Love God and keep his
commandments, and he will dwell in your
hearts, you will know the joys of Christ. I
have to 8ay that I have proved this all the
way down my life, and have had God
with me in every trial; and in every place
he has been with me. I have proved his
goodness, and in my weakness he has made
me strong. I feel to love the people. I
feel to go and point them to the Lamb of
God if I had the strength to do so. God
has ever been true to his promises to me.
This has ever been my experience, and I
am old now. From those reports read
yesterday, the people want life; they want
to know the way of life; they want Elders
sent to them to preach to them. I felt in
my heart to say that if God intends me to
live any longer in this world, if it was so I
could be made strong, I was ready to go
wherever they wanted me to go and tell.
the people about-Christ. My brothers and
sisters; I have waded through tribulations;
I have waded through mud and traveled
thousands of miles on foot, and very often
alone, my brethren that were sent with
me very often concluding that they could
not stand it, and would go back. My intention was always to go, and to do that
that I was sent to do. I recollect that I
was once called upon to go and take a
mission to Texas and Arkansas. I had a
muddy road to go, but I stopped for nothing; and let me tell you more than that, I
went and did not have a dollar I could pay.
No; I would tell the story, "I am a preacher, but I am hungry if I am a preacher, and
I want something to live upon." I never
was turned away but once, and that was
1
pretty rough; I understood him exactly.
He pointed to the gate, and told me if I
did not start he would shoot me-and I
started. But God promised me through
the Prophet Joseph Smith, that if I lived
faithfully I never should lie out of doors
becausi:; I could not get a place to sleep in;
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and I found that promise sure and steadfast everywhere I went. And let me say
to you, that I traveled all the way from
Illinois into Arkansas, Missouri, and Kentucky. To be sure Kentucky was my birthplace·; but I found many just as ready to
kick me out of my birthplace, that is if I
had been afraid of them, but I was not
afraid of them. In all cases and places,
though I was a young man, and though I
was weak I went in the name of the Lord,
and many have been brought into the
kingdom of God through my instrumentality. And I can only exhort you, brothers and sisters, to trust in God; there is no
need to fear. When we do our duty there
is nothing to fear. To be sure I have passed through mud and climbed mountains,
tied my clothes on my head and swam rivers to get across to places where I. was
called on to preach. I recollect one time I
was crossing Black River, Arkansas. I
called the ferryman across, and when he
got across, before I got into his boat, says
I, I am a preacher and have no inoney for
you. He cursed the preachers, and said
he did not want to see me traveling any
more in that country. But .when I got
over he told the peo1'>le that I was a preacher, a Mormon preacher, and it created an
anxiety to hear me preach. I preached,
and had a large congregation. They
brought a gentleman to refute me, but
after I closed he did not: say anything, only
he bore his testimonv that if I had not
preached the truth he" could not see it; he
believed it was God's word, and that I was
a good man.
·
I waited in poverty from the time Joseph
was killed until the Reorganized Church
came to me in 1859, brothers Briggs and
Blair brought it to me. And when I heard
brother Briggs, (the first or second time he
ever preached alone by himself, I do not
know which, but brother Blair told me he
was a young man, and I heard him preach
I think the first sermon he ever did preach),
it had the same sound, if he did not preach
a5 well as he has done since that time. I
think it was the best sermo.n I ever heard
him preach in my life. I says, That is
God's servant, and I am going to begin
again to love that God. I desired, when I
was passing through that dark and cloudy
day, to break loose from my condition, and
I desired to be preaching again the gospel
of Christ. I desired to tell the people
about the goodness of God, but I could not
do it. I tried to be an infidel and everything else. But I want to say to-day, that
the testimony of last night given to you
by brother Blair I was a good witness to it.
God blessed me everywhere. Not only
has he blessed me with his Spirit, but he
gave me strength so that I have been able
to reach the hearts of many others, and I
have been able to bring many others to
Christ. I have seen the sky beclouded
many times. When I sav I tried to be an
infidel, I wanted to know the reason of
these things; I tried to be wise. I want to
say to you this morning that I have received special blessings that I could not get
around.· I was raised from death once,
and I will tell that story if the devil killer
is behind me. I thou~ht I talked with

him-the dragon. I was down sick, and
I got so that I could not turn myself in
bed, and I had to be lifted from place to
place; they had to move me to make my
bed. One night I remember I saw that
old man and talked with him.' He said I
would be well again, that he was king of
kings, or something similar, that he was
the master, the son of the morning, and all
flesh was in his hands. I talked with him,
but I want to say that my wife did not
hear me talking with him, nor my mother
nor my brother, although they sat by me.
My wife was sitting on the bed while I
was talking with him, and I saw another
crowd that attracted me a great deal more
than he did, all dressed in white at my
right hand. I .concluded at last to go with
them, and I thought that I started to go;
I think so yet, I may be mistaken, but I
think so yet, my brethren. My wife
raised me up and they commenced to talk
with. me, and that I think stopped me. I
have lived this long since, and I still think
they stopped me. I told them I wanted to
see what would become of the Latter Day
Saints' theory. I thank God to-day that I
was stopped, and did not go with that company; and many happy times since I have
thanked him that I did not go with that
company, although I wanted to go. Well,
my brother laid hands on me, and administered to me, and before he took his hands
off my head I was as well as ever I was in
my life. I had been lying there for several days-or several - weeks. The next
morning I put on my clothes, and went out
and came in again. If I imagined that I
was healed, I will state that that imagination continues to this day-it continues yet.
Since that time I have been telling people
a great deal about the goodness of God,
and the love of God; and if we love him
and keep his commandm·ents, he will bless
us. I could not get around this, it was too
plain a thing; and when brethren Briggs
and Blair came in 1859 and brought the
gospel again to me, it was easy, when .the
same Spirit that used to be with me came
upon me again, to get right up and tell
them that I was going to live for God
while· I did liYe. To be sure I have made
many crooked steps since; but if I do
wrong it is my motto to try again, and if I
do it again I will try again, and I will
have to keep trying until I pass from these
shores. Perhaps I will never see you-I
do not expect to see you all here again;
but it is just as I told the conductor as I
was coming down. There was a lot of us
Latter Day Saints in there, giving our
tickets to him, and he was punching them,
and at last says he, You are all going to
one place. Says I, That is what we are
trying to do. vVe all should keep on trying till we get to that one place. It will
be enough for me to get to that one place.
I want to say to you many things; I think
we will then hav~ a time of rejoicing, and
it may be that we will laugh over some
things that we have passed through here.
I see that we are all just as fond of laughing now as ever, and I think we will be
just as happy then as we are now. I can
not talk much, but I am a witnes<; of the
goodness of God. I have passed through
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a great many trying things in my life, and
I have found God a present helper in every
time of need.
I have a great mind to tell you another
yarn. When I first began preaching for
this church, it was soon after I was baptized. I had been a Baptist, and a kind of
a Baptist preacher. Well, the unbelievers
said they did not know whether they could
get me into stealing or not; lmt if my
mother would send for me to come and
preach, it would be no disgrace to her, because I was her son, and they would get a
chance to hear me preach. People had
begun to tell that I was quite a preacher,
although I was very young in the gospel.
I took a text, and I think through that
week I preached my sermon over fifteen
or twenty times, and it may be more; that
is, I studied to show myself a workman
approved. And I had my text laid out,
firstly, secondly, thirdly and lastly, and I
think it was a first rate one too. I went
to my mother's the next Sunday, and when
I got to the end of the lane I looked, and
it was full of horses. That scared my
preach clear out of me, and I do not think
I ever thought of it from that day to this.
I do not know what my text was; neither
my firstly, lastly, nor fourthly. It is gone,
and I sometimes wish I could think what
that text was. Well now, I went down
into a deep valley; it was a ravine on the
banks of the river. I kneeled down there,
and I told the Lord that I had been studying all week to show myself a workman
approved, "And, Lord," says I, "it is gone
from me. If you don't bring it back to
me, I can not preach. I kind of concluded
that he would bring it back to me. I went
back and got up and tried to preach, and I
was scared a heap worse than I am to-day.
My mother was there and some others of
my folks, and I thought it would not do to
go back on them then; I at least must make
some apology to them. They sang for
me, and I got up to make an apology, and
the first thing that I knew, half of that
congregation was in tears. I guess it was
the best sermon that I ever preached in my
life. My mother wanted to hear me again,
and pretty soon I baptized her and my sisters and my brothers, and then I did not
mind getting scared a little; for I was glad
that my mother and my sisters had come
info the church. As I stated to you before,
there was no mistake about it when I went
down into that valley to tell the Lord all
about it; I was not joking one bit. I
thank God he was with me there, and has
been with me all the time.
God bless you my brethren and sisters;
may the Lord ever be with you and give
you light in his light and strength in his
strength is my prayer. May his love be
in your hearts, so that in the presence of
devils you can sing of the love of God. I
can not talk any longer.
REMARKS BY ELDER

J.

W. CHATBURN.

There are a· few moments left, and I do
not know as I will be able to occupy even
what is left. Uncle John has given you
some of his experiences, and I have been
amused while he has been relating those
experiences; and no doubt they were reali·
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ties to him, and at the time some occurred
no doubt they tried him. But as he says,
if we have the love of God in our hearts,
and we go forth with a determination to
do the will of God, we shall overcome, and
we shall be able to perform whatever is
right for us. I have been acquainted with
the brother for many years, and I can testify that he has always had a love for the
work that he has espoused, and I think
that love still burns bright on the altar of
his heart to-day, and he feels an interest
and care for that work, the same he did
in the days of his youth, when he went
forth manfully to proclaim the gospel to a
dying world. I speak from an acquaintance with him for many years.
He speaks of a dark and cloudy d:;iy. I
have passed through the dark days along
with him. I was acquainted with him in
those times, and I like him thought all was
lost. It was of no use to drift off into those
factions that we had been so deceived with;
and we, as the old apostles when Jes us
Christ was taken and crucified, they
thought that they would return back to
their former occupations, they thought all
was lost, and I was like them. I knew
Joseph had been taken and slain; and after
Brigharn had set up "the mystery of iniquity," I began to think that all we bad
suffered and passed through was in vain,
and like my brother I began to think there
was nothing left for me but infidelity; and
I undertook to be an infidel. But often
with these tl1ings in my mind, and when I
wo"uld lie down at night upon my pillow,
my thoughts would be about the work of
the last days; and my first thoughts in the
morning would be about this work in the
former clays-that is in the days of Joseph.
I could not, with all my infidelity, lay off
this work; I could not say that it was not
of God in the days of Joseph. I could not
say but what it was true; for I had seen
too much, I h::id known too much for me
to say that there was no God in it. Consequently, when I was determined to be
an infidel, I was then hankering after
something else. There was no satisfaction
to me in infidelity.
When the good sound came againwhen brother Blair came to western Iowa,
with brother Briggs, I heard brother
Briggs preach his first sermon there, but
I was a little afraid; I thought that it was
something bad, and like what had gone to
the west to Utah; I was a little afraid; for
as the old saying is, "A burned child dreads
the fire;" so that I did not take hold of the
work as quick as my bt:other. But nevertheless it was still with me. I remember
brother Illair and brother Silas Conditt
came to my house for the special purpose
of seeing me about the Reorganized
Church. When they came to the house,
I invited them in, and they stayed and
talked for about half a day; and as I took
down my Book of Covenants, I had made
a great many marks in tqe book, that is,
marks that I might use in my infidelity,
and brother Illair and brother Conditt
talked with me upon the Reorganization.
I told them plainly that I could not endorse
it. I objected to their views at that time
from the fact 1 as I told them, that I did not

believe they were sent of God; that is they
were running before they were sent.
When the two brethren ro~e to leave, I
stepped with them to the door, and brother Blair, aft.er I had talked with him-well,
I might say after I had abused him about
as badly as I knew how, so far as trying
to destroy the truth he was presenting to
me-when we got to the door he laid his
hand upon my head and asked Goel to
bless me. vV ell, now, after they had left
me I thought a good deal about that; and
afterwards when I was trying to establish myself in infidelity, this would come
to me, that these servants of God, after I
had clone all that I could to destroy or
overthrow what they had presented to
me, they had even asked God to bless me.
I tell you it is with me from that day to
this; and I believe that God w:is with him,
and that he was dictated by the good
Spirit.
_
When I embraced the gospel, I embniced it for life. When I came into the Reorganization I did so because I believed
that it was true; am! from the time that I
associated myself with the Reorganization,
I have never had a thought but what it
was of God; so that I can say, as my
aged brother says, Go forth and rely upon the promise God has given, and he
will never forsake you, but be with you
in all your trials and troubles. Though
you have to surmount difficulties he will
be with you and assist you in doing so.
For we are all well aware of this, those of
us that have waded through trials and
difficulties in former days. I am like my
brother here. He is old and is not able to
travel any longer; but he still feels a desire to go forth and proclaim salvation to
the world. He says he can not expect to
meet you again in this life. But whether
he meets you in this life or in the life to
come, yet I can say that the brother has
done a great work in the work that we are
engaged in. I can vouch for that, for I
am well acquainted with him.
He said he did not know why he should
be called upon to preach or talk to the
people here, and I feel the same; I do
not know why he wa5 called upon nor
why I was chosen to assist him, from the
simple fact that I am no preacher. My
days of preaching are over. I am getting
away along down the stream, and I can
not travel as I used to. I used to take my
valise upon my back and wade through
the mud. I can not do that now; I am
not physically ablt(, to do it. But while· I
live, let me tell you that I hope God will
he with me to enable me to bear my testimony, wherever my lot may be cast, to
my fellow men. Let me say that I never
shun the duty of bearing my' testimony to
my fellow men, no matter where I am, I
will state it to all, no matter whether high
or low, that I have a faithful testimony to
bear to the latter day work, that when the
time comes that I have to give an account
of the deeds of this life, it may be such an
account as I can give with pleasure and
not with grief. There are but a few days
allotted to us old vetrans to stay with you;
but while we are with you we hope to be
of some comfort to you, There is an old

saying, "Old men for counsel, and young
men for war." I believe that is a very
good saying. At any rate, after we have
sown our wild oats, and traveled a while
on the down hill of time, we begin to
take things into consideration more clearly, and have more reflection on needful
things. I believe the old men are necessary as well as the young . . . • Not only
that, but I am glad to see the young stand
up and proclaim the gospel with all the
vehemence of their youth, because the object is to have the gospel proclaimed to all
men. And I can say to those young men
in the ministry to-day, they will make
their mnrk in the world. This work must
march on until it accomplishes the objects
for which is was established.
I feel to say to my brethren and sisters
that, I am glad I am with you to-day. I
had no idea that I could be with you; but
circumstances occurred so that I could
leave my home, and I am glad I am with
von. As I said before, I can not preach,
I can not talk much to you. We have
passed through a great deal-those of us
who are old Saints-We have passed
through the bitter times of trial and
trouble, while to-day we are comparatively
at peace, as it were. vV e have places we
can meet in and call our own; but when
the brother and I first began sounding the
gospel trump we had to preach out of
doors, or anywhere where we could; we
preached in private houses, or anvwhere
we could to tell the good story. Even in
that day the Lord worked a marvelous
work. And it was npt onl v "a marvelous
work," hut "a wonder." All I can say to
you, my brethren and sisters, is to be faith·
fol; be faithful in the work we have engaged in and the Lord will perform his
part; I have no doubt of this at all. He
will never forsake us, nor turn us empty
away, when we come unto him in faith,
believing.

KEWANEE.
The conference of the Kewanee district was
held at Millersburg, Mercer county, Illinois,
June 12th, with devotional exercises on Sunday
June 13th, 1886. J. W. Terry president, and J.
D. Jones secratary. The president presented in
brief the business to be transacted, cautioning all
to remember that all that comes before the body
should be done in the spirit of the gospel, making
the natural man. subserviant. Kewanee Branch
reported present number 7r, baptized 3, removed
4; R. Holt president, J. D. Jones secretary.
Rock Island r6, baptized 6; F. G. Dungee president and clerk. A committee of three was appointed to audit the Bishop's Agent's accounts,
and during other sessions reported "correct,"
having a balance on hand of $14,93. The trouble
existing between father J- L Adams and the district-it having been referred back to the district
by his quorum for further legislation was again
taken up, and resulted in the presenting and un·
animously passing of the following motion, to
wit: Resolved-That president Terry be cons id·
ered a committee, by the taking of others as he
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thinks wise and visit father Adams, with the intent of bringing about a reconciliation and reporting results at our neX't conference. The following brethren reported as having been dutiful,
and intending to continue: M. T. Short, D. S.
Holmes, E.T. Bryant', John Chisnall, J. D. Jones
and president J. W. Terry. A question sprung
as to the advisability of changing our conference
to "semi-annually in place of quarterly, which resulted in the passing of the following: Resolved
That at our next conference session we take the
matter into further consideration, and there render our final decision. Resolved, That when
this conference adj0m·n it does so to meet at
Buffalo Prairie, Mercer county, Illinois, September II th, at IO a. m. sharp. It having previously
been resolved that all visiting Elders participate
in all of this conference'exercises-unity of feeling prevailed through our entire deliberations.
Sunday services were conducted in the following
cheering and edifying manner. First, prayer
and testimony at 9 o'clock, a. m. conducted by J.
D. Jones and I. B. Larew; preaching at 10·30 a.
m. by D.S. Holmes. The baptism of two promising young men between the hours of one and
three p. m.; preaching by M. T. Short commencing at 3·30 p. m., after which the two in question
were confirmed by Elders Bryant, Jones, and
Chisna11. Preaching again as 8 o'clock p. m. by
John D. Jones. The entire business and sacred
devotion throughout were satisfactory, edifying
and consoling to all; for the word was declared
in power by the brethren.
STRING PRAIRIE AND NAUVOO.
Conference held at Montrose, Lee cemnty,
Iowa, June 5th and 6th. Convened by calling
Bro. James W. Gillen to preside, Samuel Ferris
to act as clerk. Elders}. W. Gillen and A.J. Moore,
from Lamoni, were invited to take part in the
deli':ieratiort's. Opened by singing; prayer Joy
Bro. J. W. Gillen. Reports from Montrose,
Rock Creek, and Farmington branches were
read and approved. Burlington and Keokuk re·
ports read and sent back for correction. A letter
was read from Elder H. C. Bronson, tendering
his resignation as president of the district.
High Priest 0. P. Dunham said the Lord was
ble_ssing him in his labors, had administered to
the sick with good resuls. Bro. Revell, of the
Seventy, said, when he had a chance he officiated
in the work, and was trying to do the best he
could, as he loved the work and hoped to continue. Bro. McKeirnan's labors had been confined to the Farmington Branch, but hoped that
they might be greater in the future. Elder A. J.
Moore, was pleased to meet with the people of
God, and felt good in their assemblies. B. F.
Durfee had labored some in the district, but not
as much as he should like to have done. H. T.
Pitt was striving to present the truth when opportunity offered. John Lambert's determinations
were to spread the work of truth. Samuel Ferris
had labored in the Keokuk Branch, as he was its
presiding officer. Priest, A. Hall, had labored irt
the Montrose Branch; was holding meetings
regularly. Afternoon session. Bishop's Agent's
Report: Balance on hand last report $r.74., received since $36:50, total $38.24; paid out since
last report $28.40, balance on hand $~4; in
hands of solicitors, subject to my orders $12.00.
John Lambert agent. A committee consisting of
)3rn. Ferris, Pitt and Durfee was appointed to

audit the Bishop's Agent's book. It was resolved,
that Bro. James McKeirnan be elected to the
office of district president for the next six months.
The above resolution was carried. It was Resolved, that when this conference adjourns it does
so lo meet at Rock Creek Branch, the first Saturday and Sunday in September. Carried. Bro.
Samuel Ferris was sustained as district clerk, for
the next six montl1s. The license of Bro. ·McClintock was renewed by resolution of conference.
Evening session. The committee appointed to
audit the Bishop's Agent's book, reported: Money collected from December 5th, 1885, to June
5th, 1886, $8r 04. Paid out for same period $71.30.
Balance due church $9-74· Samuel Ferris, H. T.
Pitt, B. F. Durfee, committee. Report received
and committee discharged. Bro. A. J. Moore
occupied the stand on Saturday evening, takil,!g
for his text, the roth verse of 1st chapter of
Ephesians. He clearly showed that Christ, and
the apostles and prophets predicted that the.
church established by Christ would fall away;
and that a new dispensation would take place in
the last clays; and that God would reveal his will
to his children as in former days. The discourse
was clear and forcible. At its conclusion two
were administered to by Elders J. W. Gillen and
James McKeirnan. At eight o'clock Sabbath
morning the Saints met for prayer. Elder I-I. T.
Pitt in charge of meeting; the Saints enjoyed
themselves and had a time of rejoicing. - Met at
half-past ten. Hymn 36! was sung and prayer
by Bro. McKiernan; Elder J. W. Gillen read a
morning lesson from first Epistle of John and
first chapter; and preached a lengthy and powerful discourse, to a large audience. Closed by
singing the 232 hymn. Met at half-past two in
the afternoon and s.pent a short seaspn in prayer
and testimony; two sisters that were baptized before meeting were confirmed and then the sacrament was administered. A glorious time was
had. Met at half-past seven for preaching, when
Elder J. W. Gillen finished the subject that he
took up in the mor.ning, to the satisfaction of a
large audience. We had a good time all through
1
the sessicms of conference and the Spirit of the
Lord was poured out, the Saints rejoicet!.

NOTICE.
There will be a two days' meeting held in Little Compton, Rhode Island, on Saturday and
Sunday, June 26th and 27th, 1886; those desiring
to be met with teams, will please correspond with
Joseph B. Pearce, Adamsville, Rhode Island.
Our late conference just closed at Fall River,
is conceded by those who 'vere present, to have
been the very best in the history of the district;
peace flowed like a river through all the. meetings.
Yours in the faith,
JOHN SMITH.

FOURTH OF JULY EXCURSION
. TICKETS.
On Saturday, Sunday and Monday, July 3d,
4th and 5th, the "Burlington Route,''. C. B. & Q.
R. R., will sell Round Trip Ticket.s between all
local station.s at one fare for the round trip.
Tickets will be good to return up to and. including
Tuesday, July 6th, and may be obtained of Ticket
Agents on the line.
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CAMP MEETING.
A camp meeting will be held at Camp Creek,
Calhoun county, Iowa, commencing on July 8th,
and to hold over the following Sunday. Parties
coming by rail from the west and south-west will
be met at Carroll City, Carroil county, on the
7th by teams to convey them to the place of
meeting. Those coming from the north, east,
and south-east will be met at Lake City, Calhoun
county, on the same day. Teamsters· will be
known by their wearing a blue ribbon. If those
desirous to attend will send a postal card to Wm.
A. Carroll, Grant City, Sac county, Iowa, a week
before the time for holding sairl meeting, they
will confer a favor, and thus enable him to provide sufficient teams to accomodate all coming.
W.W. WHITING, Dist. Pres.
DIED.
TANNER.-At Lucas, Iowa, J1me 9th, 1886,
Naomi, daughter of James and Elizabeth Tanner,
aged 2 years, S months and 7 days. Funeral
service by Elder John R. Evans.
WmTE.-At Galien, Michigan, June 8th, rS86,
of dropsy, after lingering in suffering several
months, little Willie, son of Bro. and Sr.Jesse D.
White; aged r year, 10 months and 27 days. So
young, tender and so pure, he has gone on to
mingle with the pure, in the sphere of the holy.
Funeral remarks by Elder C. Scott, on the roth
June.

FRUIT AS A MEDICINE.
OF all fruit with which we are blessed, the peach
is the most delicious and digestible. There is
nothing more palatable, wholesome and medicinal than good ripe peaches. It is a mistaken
idea that no fruit should be eaten at breakfast.
It would be far better if people would -eat less
bacon and grease at breakfast and more fruit.
In the morning there is an acrid state of the secretions, and nothing is so well calculated to correct this as cooling sub-acid fruits; such as peaches, apples, etc. The apple is one of the best of
fruits.
Baked or stewed apples will generally
agree with the most delicate stomach, and are an
excellent medicine in many cases. Green or
half ripe apples stewed and sweetened are pleasant to the taste, coolini;, nourishing, laxative,
far superior in many cases to the abominable
doses of salts and oil usually given in fever and
other diseases. Raw apples and dried apples
stewed are better for constipation than some
pills. Oranges are very acceptable to most
stomachs, having av the advantages of the acid
alluded to; but the orange juice alone should be
taken, rejecting the pulp. The same may be
said of lemons, pomegranates, and all that class.
Lemonade is the best drink in fevers, and when
thickened with sugar it is better. than syrup of
squills _ and other nauseants in many cases of
cough. Tomatoes act on the liver and bowels,
and are much more pleasant and safe than blue
mass. The juice should be used alone, rejecting the skins. The small seeded fruits, such as
blackberries, figs, raspberries, currants and strawberries, may be classed among the best foods
and medi~ines. The sugar in them is nutritious,
the. acid is cooling and purifying, and the seeds
are laxative.
We would be much the gainers if we would
look more to our orchards and gardens for our
medicines and less to the drug stores. To cure
feyer or act on the kidneys, no febrifuge qr diuretic;
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is superior to watermelon, which may, with very
few exceptions, be taken in sickness and health
in almost unlimite<l quantities wilh positive benefit. But in using them, juice should be taken,
excluding the pulp; and then the melon should
be fresh and ripe.
BE TRUE.
THERE are persons whom you can always believe; "Qecause you know they have the habit of
telling the truth. They do not "color'' a story
or enlarge a bit of news in order to make it
sound fine or remarkable. There are others
whom you hardly know whether to believe or
not, because they stretch things so. A trifling
incident grows in size, but not in quality, by
passing through their mouth. They take a
small fact or slender bit of news and pad it with
added. words, and paint it with high-colored adjectives, until it is largely unreal and gives a
false impression. And one does not like to listen
to folks when so much must be "allowed for
shrinkage." Cultivate the habit of telling the
truth in little things as well as in great ones.
Pick your words wisely, and use only such as
rightly mean what you have to say. Never
"stretch" a story or fact to make it seem bigger
or funnier. Do thi and people will learn to
trust and respect you. This will be better than
having a name for telling wonderful stories or
making foolish and falsely "funny remarks."
There are enough true funny things happening
in the world, and they are most entertaining
when told just exactly as they came to pass.
One has well said, "Never deceive for the sake
of a foolish jest, or to excite the laughter of a few
companions at the expense of a friend." Dear
young friends, be true. Tell the truth. There
are many false tongues. Let yours speak the
things that are pure, lovely and true.
0 ,

DIPHTHERIA.
THE season of the year is upon us when that
dread disorder known as ·diphtheria is liable to
break out and become epidemic. Some years ago
the English government offered a reward of
$z5,ooo to any one who would discover and make
public a sure remedy for this disease. A certain
Dr. Greathead had used a remedy which was
almost infallible, and it is so very simple that
the only wonder is it was not thought of before.
The doctor cured thousands of cases with its use,
and he is authority for the statement that if the
disease is taken in time the remedy never fails.
Four drops of sulphuric acid in three-fourths
of a tumbler of water, given by the teaspoonful
as the case may demand for adults and a proportionately less quantity for children. This
mixture coagulates the diphtheric membrane
which becoq1es loosened and is readily removed
by coughing or vomiting.-Natwoo Independent.

Fa1·1n and. Business fo1• Sale.
A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
and an interest in a g<)Od paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if sold before October 1st, r 886.
Address:
J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
26jun4t

DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
:More agents wanted. 'vi/rite for terms at once.
19juntf..

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Crnden's Coneo1•danee or Sn1ith's
Bible Dietfonary post-paid for $1,50.
W"' Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

Fa1·111 for Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be purch11sed on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
'l'abor, Fremont Co., Iowa.

-J. \V. DcNoon, JJI. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jnn30tf
TTL·\CTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifo>t; ~Oc. a doz., per 100..... l ro
No. 3.-Voice of the Good Slwpherd; 5c. a duz .. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epiton\.e of Faith and J)octrine of the Chmcb
and the Kirtland 'rem pie Snit.; 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1for500, per 1,000 ................ l 75
No. 5.-'fhe Gospel. ............. price the e.nme as No. 4.
No. 6.-The '~One Baptism;'' its .Mode, Suhjcct,i;. PreRcqnieites, and Design,-nnd Who Shall Administer; 16 pages; 25c. per Un:;;, per 100- ...........•.•. 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can he Snved; 5c. n doz., 100 ....•.. 1 75
No. 8.--FuJness of the AtorH•uwnt; 25c. a cloz, 100 ... l 75
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewer! from a Scriptnrnl Stundpoint; 20 P'!ges; :3Uc. per dozen. per 100.........••. :2 25
No. 10.-'l'he 1~arrow Way; 8 p.; l:ie. u dozen, lOll for 1 10
No. 11.-The Plan of Salvatiou; 3Uc. a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No.12.-'rhe Bible versus Polygamy; :.?5c. a do?.., 100 1 7r1
No.14.-Reply to Orson Pratt; 23c. n dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No'. 15.-Brigbamite Idolatry; 5c. a dozen. per 100 .... 40
No. 16.-Polygamy; Was it nu Original Tenet of the
Cbnreh; 20c., a do?.en, per 100 ...................... 1 40
No. 1'"/.-'l1he Successor 1n the Prophetic Oflicc nnd
Presidency of the Church; 23c. a doxe11, lO'J for ...... 1 75
No. 18.--HeJeCtion of the Chnrch; 1:ic. !I doz. 100 for 1 10
No. 20.-'l'he "One Body;n or t.lie Church of Christ
under the Apostleslup anrl !11H1er the Aposta"y;
12 pages; 20c. a dov.en, 100 for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-Trnths by 'l'hree \Vituc&~cs; 8c. a doz., 100 .. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; me. 11 dozen, 100 ..... 110
No. 23.-Baptism; 10 pages; 2.0c. 11dozen,100 for ..... 1 25
No. 2!.-'fhe Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 for.... 40
N<>. 25.-Laying on of Hands; flc. n clnv.cn, 100 for..... 40
No. 26.-Mountaiu of the IJord's House; 4 pnµ;e~; 5c.
a dozen, per 100.. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath Qnef1 ion; ~Oc. a dozen, 100 for 1 40
No. 2n.-A Vision of the H.e~u rn:cl wn, from the Doctrine nnd Covenants; 5c. n. doz<•u, 1110 for........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of Mormon; 1[} cents n
dozen, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... I 10
No. 31.-What is Truth? ancl '1'111" 01thodoxy? nnd
an Evangelical Church? Ali:-o, 1lw l\.irtlnnil Temple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 2:,c., 2:,u fur 50c.,
mo for $1, 1,000 for ................................ 1 75
No. 32.~Which is the Cbnrcb 1 fie. n dozen, 100 . . . . .. 40
No. 36.-'rhc Spaulding Sto1y He-Eirnmincd; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A Memorial to CoHgress; 8 png~R; 15c. n dozen, 100 .. 1 10
'!'rial of the Witnesses to t11e UeHmTection; 32 pages; 6c. each, per dozen...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 60
Prophecy on the Re hellion; 1wr JOO................... 15
'f.rAn assort1ncnt ofTrnct.~, B~> ce1ils.
COMPLETE SE'l' Oli' 'l'l1ACTS.
J!ound in J,imp Cloth turned in....................... 75
MISCELLA :"! EOT.:8.
The Problem of Human Life, Here UJH! Hereafter, by
A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages, in cloth hoarrls ....... 1 W
Universalism Against Itself, by A. II ilford Hull; in
cloth boards; :336 pages.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 00
Josephps, cmnplcte in ouc vol., 11brury leather ...... 3 50
Gibson,s Decline and Fall of the H.omu.u Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... .4 Ol
Mosheim'• Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... A 00
Baldwin's Ancient America, (illnstrnt.ed1. cloth ....... 1 eo
Rollin's Ancient History, 2 vols. iu oue, Jenther ..... .4 00
'1 he Koran, library leather............................ 2 00
Giescler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D.1 till 1854,
cloth boards\ 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The Eccliastir.a History of EuH<'hius Pamphilus,
Bishop of Cresarea, to Palestilw, cloth hoards .... 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of the Bible ......... 1 75
'!'be Bible Text Book ....................•............. 1 00
Apocryphal New 'l'estamcnt ................•.•..... 1 Hf>
Brown's Co.nconlance of the Bihlc ........ -···. .•. •••. 60
Emerson's Ready Binder, Herald BlZC...... •• • •• • • • • • . s;,
Emerson's Ready Binder, Hope size.................. 6C
EmersOn's Ready Binder, Advocate size.............. 50
Five Quires of Note Paper, 120 sheets................ 50
Five Quires of Note Paper, better quality............ 60
1

SUCCESSORS-IN BELLS-TO THE

..

LYMYER MANUFACTURING CO
CATALOGUE WITH 1500 TESTIMONIALS

J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

PHYSICIAN AND

M • D .,

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni 'llnd vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWJFERY and DJSEASES of WOJ;fEN a Specialty.
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel" Advertising Bul"eau,
10 Spruce St., New Yol"k.
Send 10cts. fol" 100-Page Pamphlet.

The Line selected by the U.S. Qov't
to carry the Fast ff1a.il.

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

~~~c~~~~~DENVER
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six. Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines 10 their important cities nnd towns. It
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"HEARKEN To THE Wonn OF THE Lonn: FOR TnEnE SnALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAvB SAVB IT JIB ONE W1l!'B- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-Pag@116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN RUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AoAIN."-Pagc 330, B?ok of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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3. The officer presiding should be brief
rememrer onee hearing an Elder use the
words, "and the great God of heaven,'' in his opening address, or omit it altogethtwenty-fl ve times in a sermon thirtv-five er. He should be wide awake and cheerminutes in length. vVe heard anoth~r use ful, prayerful and watchful. He should
Published at Lamoni, Deeatur Co., Iowa,
the terms "this age of the world," "that set a good example of decorum, respecting
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
age of the world," fifty-eight times in an the rights of all, and avoid scolding; esfW' 'I'he Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presihour's discourse. Another the sentence, pecially should he not scold the absent
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requestgd to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
"the children of men" fifty-three times in over the shoulders of those present, thus
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
as many minutes. All such repetitions spoiling the pleasure of those who have
injure the effect of the Eider's speech, and come to the house of prayer for needed
thus hurt his efficiencv. Do not use the help and cheer.
terms "admit the fact,'' "considering the
4. Every one present should remember
fact;" unless the Elder really understands that "words fitly spoken are like apples
JQSEPII SMI'l'IT
EDITOR.
what is stated as a fact and knows it to be of gold in pictures of silver,'' and avoid
W. W. BT,AIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOU.
such and is willing to stand by his admis- preaching a sermon when bearing testision if it be observed by an opponent. mony. No one should take occasion to
Lamoni, Iowa, July 3, I 886.
The words "and we find," "we see then," air any pet theory, or to relate any trouble
"my dear friends," "my Christian friends," between himself and another. Strive to
PULPIT APOLOGIES.
"my dear hearers," "bless you/' "bless impart good as well as to receive good,
APOLOGIES made by an Elder before he your souls," and all such expressions are Do not mar the good that a judicious siaddresses the congregation before which burdens unnecessarily placed upon the lence may do by an improper or an unhe stands to speak are always regarded thought the speaker is expressing and are timely speech. There are times where
with more or less suspicion. It has hap- only "filling" at the best.
.
"speech is silver, silence golden."
pened that an Elder has said at the outset
Vv e are charged to help each other in
5. No one should resent what another
of his effort that he ba:d "nothing of my- becoming useful in our work; and these may say in prayer meeting. It is not the
self to say, unless the Lord has something suggestions are not intended to hurt the time, nor the place for personal altercation~
to say through me, I shall not speak to feelings of any rising Elder, but as needful either on conduet or doctrine. The preyou;" and has then rambled on in such an · instruction which will be beneficial to all, siding offieer is the one to rebuke an offendincoherent and careless way that every if heeded.
er in doctrine; let him attend to that duty.
one could see that he had not received the
It is understood that the Elder is to
6. When one rises to speak or kneels
Spirit to teach at the time. An instance minister as the Spirit may direct; but it is
or two of this kind happening to the same not ,proper to understand that the Spirit to pray, he should not be interrupted til_l
man, will greatly injure the efforts such a supervises the utterances of words that done, either by officer or member; .except
man might attempt·. 'vV c advise the Elders convey no meaning in keeping with the in case too mueh time is being occupied,
that they take thought on this, and when harmony of the subject upon which the or the person speaking is using improper
they are called upon to preaeh, make no Elder is speaking. A man may cultivate language. If two or more rise to speak
apologies, put up a silent prayer for direction both the manner and matter of his delivery. at once, the brother in charge should name
or designate the one first ris_ing, and after,
and help, and do the best they can. If
the others in their order if time permits.
they have no liberty it is better to stop
If one begins to sing or pray, he should
PRAYlm :MEETING ETIQUETTE, AND TESthan _to bore the people and ruin their own
not be eheeked for another to,. speak. Th,e
TIUONY
:MEETING
COURTESIES.
reputation. When one has exhausted the
thoughts' given - for utterance, stop and ALL "meetings are to be conducted" by same in regard to one speaking in tongues
close the effort, no matter whether it be the Elders, as "they may be led by the &c. The decision, or eall of. the brother
presiding should be taken as. final, and no
five minutes or an hour. Sorne, otherwise Spirit."-D. of C.
.
one
should insist on his rjght to speak if
While we fully believe the rule as statsplendid speakers are noted for not knowing
when to stop. It is far better.to leave much ed above we should be much pleased to another is recognized by. the brother in
unsaid than. to _risk. losing a good impres- see a better degree of order and propriety chatge.
7. When praying avoid the repetition
sion already made by protracting the speech observed in prayer and testimony meetings
until the listeners are worn out. Two than is now and then manifested-evident- of the name of the Deity in any form. It
sermons of fifty minutes each, are much ly in the absenee of the Spirit. It may is always understood' that those who pray
better than one of ninety or one hundred n<;>t be permissable to prescribe a set 6£ are praying to God the Father; and for a
and five. · It is better to avoid the habit of rules to be _observed at each and every person to be constantly using the name of
saying."in conclusion" and _then beginning meeting for prayer and testimony; but we the father is to weaken the spirit by which
a new topic. vV e once listened to an may make a few suggestions, which if others enter into the prayer. We have
Elqer who said, "in eonclusion," and occu- heeded may help sometimes in having a heard the name and appellations of God
repeated as- many as one hundred and
pied thirty minutes in a new direction that "good meeting."
twenty-five times in a prayer teri minutes
r. All who attenct the meeting should
fcll,f}at on tired ears.
in length. Avoid repeating the name of
Elders should try diligently to avoid the be at_ the place of meeting on time.
:2. The officer whose prerogative it is to Jesus Christ in either of its forms. It,is
Tepc6tion of use_less phrasys, .and. pct expresi;ipns. No matter how fine such ex- preside should call the meeting ''to order und~rstood by all who hear a Saint pray,
pressions r:nay sound .at the first hearing of promptly, either presiding him!'elf, or in- that he is asking in the name of Jesus
them,. they wear upon the t:.ar, and if viting some brother to take charge. If Christ, for they are charged to so ask; fo
repel).ted often they jar on sensitive nerves no recognized braneh officer is ptesent, constantly repeat the name is to injure the
to such a . degree that a fear of their then the one highest. in office should be sentiment of respect in which all should
·
repetition incapacitates the._ hearer from called by vote, or himself. take charge and listen to prayer.
8. The Spirit of God is not an accusing
rightly judging of what else is said. \Ve call the meeting to order.
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spirit, and for this reason if one finds himself indulging in accusations he should at
once stop, and sit down to serious self examination.
9. Avoid telling long stories, especially
if all who are present haveJ1Car<l you before tell the same story. No matter how
interesting it may be to you, it may be
tiring to others.
rn. Be hearty, speak quietly, pray fervently, sing cheerily and in time and tune
with others who may be singing; in short
do what you can to be glad and cheerful
and make others feel so too.
ERRATUM.

ELDER L. 0. LrTTLEFIEr,D, of Logan,
Utah, writes under <late of May 22<l, 1886,
stating that there was an error in the letter of Mrs. Mercy R. Thompson, as published by him; and which we reproduced
in HERALD of April 24th, and asking us
to reprint the letter as corrected by him.
We reproduced the lettei: as published
by Mr. Littlefield, and do not feel that we
should do more than give the words
claimed to have been omitted by the "type
setter" in the Journal office. In the first
line of the first column on page 243, of
HERALD for April 24th, after the words
"wish me," Mr. Littlefield states that it
should read, "to live such a lonely life and
wished him." In the letter thus corrected
the line would read "telling him that he
did not wish me to live such a lonely life
and wished him to request,'' &c.
WE are again beset with questions respecting secret societies, whether or not it is
right for members of the church to belong
to them. All we have to say in regard to
them is that the Book of Mormon warns
its readers against secret societies, the object of which is to get "power and gain."
The question whether the societies existing in and near to the immediate neighborhood of each man's place of abode is an
organization to get "power and gain,'' is a
question that each man must determine for
himself; we do not know, and will not pretend to decide.
If upon examination any one of the
secret societies claiming attention for memhership therein is found to be an organization to "get power and gain,'' it would be
better and safer for Saints to let it alone.
Personally, we have neither time, money,
nor inclination to join any of them. It
does not necessarily follow that a society
because its meetings are not open to th"e
public, is for that reason a wicked society.
Every society has the right to protect itself from intrusion and disturbance by any
and all lawful means. If the object of organization is a good one, the secrecy of its
meetings does not necessarily make the
order a wicked one. "For God will bring
every work into judgment, with every secret thing." All that is secret will be discovered in that day. The object and intent of every secret, oath-bound order will
then be made bare. Saints ought not, for
consistency's sake, to engage in anything
of which they should feel ashamed in that
day, when these secrets should be made

known. We should think that no difficulty should be encountered by any one in
determining what he should do in regard
to joining a secret society. We should
ask: First, is it right in itself? Second,
is it necessary? Third, what is to be
gained by me in belonging to it? Fourth,
have I the means to spare from other demands to spend in such connection? Fifth,
have I the time to spend away from other
duties and pleasures, my home duties, wife
and children? and Sixth, have I the inclination to spend both the time and money,
union with such society will require.
To these questions may be added one,
What are the objects of the society: protective, beneficiary, social, or for getting
power and gain. If these questions are
settled, it ought to determine the matter,
or furnish every one the key to the situation so that he could determine it for himself.
Jesus, the Master, said: "I spake openly
to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue, and in the temple, whether the
Jews always resort; and in secret have I
said nothing."-St. John r8: 20.

Bro. E. L. Kelley wrote us a line from
Detroit, Michigan, where he was making
a brief stop, on his way to the . Wyoming
(Pa.) District. He reports finding a colored member of the church, holding a certificate given by an eastern branch in 1842,
duly signed, and commending to fellowship. Bro. Kelley also reports that the
Michigan District is improved and improving.
Bro. L. F. West, of Milton, Santa .Rose
County, Florida, wishes brother George
Montague to correspond with him as he
does not know Bro. Montague's address.
The Saints of the district are anxious for
brother Montague to visit and labor among
them. Bro. West says, "Tell him to come,
and come soon."
Brother Enoch Ledsworth, of Port
Crescent, Michigan, writes us June 6th,
saying, "My wife and I are the only Saints
in this place. I feel thankful to God that
I know Joseph Smith the Seer was a
prophet of God, that the Book of Mormon. is true, and also that the Doctrine
and Covenants is true."·
Bro. E. L. Kelly, writing from Brown
City, Michigan, June ·15th, informs us
that the late conference in the North
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Michigan District was well attended; the
A Two days' meeting was held at Allen- Saints felt well, and altogether it was a
dale, Worth County, Missouri, June r 9th good one.
and 20th, at which Bro. H. A. Stebbins
Bro. W. R. Calhoon writes Bro. D.
presided, and which was well attended. Dancer,June 21st: "My faith inthisgreat
Brn. Stebbins, Banta, John Johnson, C. and glorious latter day work was never
Jones, and the Editor were the preachers. stronger than now. Our branch numbers
There was a fair attendance and good . fourteen, and each mem her of the same
order, as a rule. The exception was on claims that Jes us has verified his promise
Sunday evening, when a bevy of half a in John 7: 17 to them. They all testify
dozen girls each attended by a youth as that they do know that the work is true.
cavalier, gathered in a group not far
Bro. C. M. Fulks writes from Arcadia,
from the stand and busied themselves in Kan., requesting Elders passing Spencer
conversation. Uncle Jack Carr, Justice Station, Medina County, Ohio, to call and
of the Peace, finally noticed them and re- preach at his brother vVilliam's. He lives
quested order, which they apparently re- ten miles south of the county seat, W elluctantly gave. It was not a disturbance lington.
traceable to antagonism to us as a people,
Bro. William Clow of Wyandotte Kan.,
but simply an exhibition of bad manners. a city now numbering about 12,000 inBrother R. J. Anthony baptized two at habitants, was re-elected to the city counCarbon, instead of one as reported by us cil last Spring by a majority of near fivein HERALD of June r 2th. He also bap- hundred over the next highest candidate,
tized eight at Salem, or Pondtown, Utah, and was then made president of the council
by vote of seven to three. And when it
June 13th.
Bro. Oliver Johnson has been appointed is noted that he is not a professional polia Deputy United States Marshal, by Mar- tician, but a business man, (a foreman of
shal Ireland, of Utah.
one of the principal departments of the
Sister Alice Strickland is at Strang, U. P.R. R. Co's. works), his official poFillmore County, Nebraska, and thinks sition is so much the more significant and
that if an Elder will come there to preach, complimentary.
We wish him full
she could succeed in securing a place for success.
the meeting to be held in. Will brothet
Bro. Stephen Butler, of Odell. Neb., in
Levi Anthony please inform sister Strick- bis letter of June 21st, says :-"To say the
land by card when the next session of 'Mothers' Home Column' is good, is not
district conference will be held at Wilber. enough. It is evident that the fire that
Uncle Wm. B. Smith was at Clinton, refines and purifies, burns within the hearts
Iowa, June r 8th. He had been there near- of the mothers of latter day Israel."
1y two weeks, had spoken on several ocBy card from Bro. F. G. Pitt, president
casions. There seems to be local trouble of the Independence Branch, we learn
there, although there is some interest to that Elder W. P. Brown is in Zion, roushear the Elders.
ing the dormant, &c. When he came to
Bro. I-L N. Hansen, under date of June Lamoni he told the people that the Holy
19th, says: "We appreciate the proposed Ghost told him to come, and he should
enlargement of the Hope, and in order stay until the same spirit told him to go
to assist will double our subscription . . . • hence. He left Lamoni June 15th, whether
We now take fifteen copies, and will then directed or not, and went to Independence.
take thirty."
Bro. Pitt states that Elder Brown was to
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occupy the chapel there for four nights,
beginning June 21st, with an agreement
that one of the brethren was to be permitted to follow him in reply after each discourse. Brethren] oseph Luff and Thomas
E. Lloyd were chosen to answer for the
branch, as should be agreed between them.
Bro. Pitt's card was ·dated the 22d, after
the first evening.
·
Bro. J. W. Brnckenbury reviewed the
Hcdrickite position presented by Elder
Hill, 11t Independence, Missouri, Sunday,
June 20th, at their request. Bro. Brackenburv so informed us in a letter dated
June ~Tst.
The Associate Editor preached three
sermons to small congregations in the
Lutheran Church at West Burlington, and
three sermons in the Saints' Hall, ·Burlington, Iowa, from the 13th to the 18th
inclusive. vVe found pleasant homes with
Brn. W.R. Scllon and Alexander McFarland. The weather was for the most part
very dry and hot, yet we enjoyed the company of the Saints and hope they will be
revived with refreshings from the presence
of the Lord. There are some excellent
members in those places, and they should
live in pe11ce and love, and serve God in
the unity of the Holy Spirit.
Bro. Heman C. Smith has re11ched his
California field of labor.
WE clip the following from the Stewartsville, (Mo.,) Independent, for June 12th:
"Rev. L. L. Luse, who was loose in this part
of the country some time ago, lately had his picture in the Police Gazette, a member of the
Christian Church in this community showing us
'a copy of the paper containing it."
We take no pleasure in the disgrace of
Mr. Luse, notwithstanding he did about
all he could, in connection with "Rev.
Clark Braden," to worry and outrage the
Saints by attacking them and their religion with base misrepresentation, falsehood,
and beastly slander. By the way, "Rev.
Braden" and his he! per at StewartsvilleRiedel-have fallen with Luse into the
very pit they digged for the Saints.
"Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the
Lord."
WE clip the following from the editorial
notes of i:he daily Sentinel of Independence, Mo., for June 21st. All our readers
will be pleased to see that Bro. Luff is
again actively engaged in the Master's
work; also that Bro. I. N. White is blowing "the trumpet in Zion;"
"The pulpit of the Latter Day Saints' church
was occupied at eleven a. rp. by Elder Joseph
Luff, and in the evening at eight by E\der I. N.
White, of Clinton, Mo. Elder Luff's text was
from John 14 i. 15, and the force of his argument
was einployed in showing the folly of mere form
or ceremony in religion regardless of the impelling motive refefred to by Christ. Neither the
hope of heaven nor the fear of hell should· constitute the incentive to service, but love for God
and Christ, approximating as nearly as· possibl~
to the standard or model furnished in the world's
exemplar, Jesus Christ. If christianity does
nothing, it is nothing, and all its doctrines, cere:

monies and promises might safely be measured
as to their worth by the amount of good resulting to the race from their legitimate operation
among men. An earnest appeal was made to all
present to study Christ in his perfect charactP.r
as revealed in the word, and make him alone
their pattern. Elder vVhitc took his text from
Isa, 29, and following in the line marked out at
the. morning service, spoke of the results reaped
by mankind from service to God. His remarks
were calcnlatecl to stimnlate men to faithfulness
and devotion in their christian career by showing the good reaped even here, thns perfecting
the hope of what was in store beyond.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Is

it necessary to nse the words "I seal
the gift of the Holy Ghost on thee," "Receive
thou the Holy Spirit," to confirm individuals as
members into the church?
Ans.-No.
~.-Is there any particular form of words to
use in confirming members into the church, if
so please state it?
A.-There is no form given.
~.-If there be no form nor particular words
to use, other than I (or) we confirm you a member of the Church of Jesns Christ of Latter Day
Saints, why is it that often when two Elders, or
more take part in confirming, they rehearse what
the first has said principally, and claim a mistake
was made.
A.-We do not know why Elders have so repeated. They who have so repeated the words
of another could best tell why they did so.
Elders are sometimes led to do things not given
in any formula. The substance of what shonld
be said in confirmation is the recognition of the
rite for confirming into the church, the praying
for and conferring the Holy Spirit.
FROM the

clipping

from

the

Chicago

Tribuue,,of Jun~ 22<l, which we give below, it mav be seen what abstinence from
intoxicants can do for a town.
Let the
good work go on.
.
BEEVlLLE, Tex., June 21.-The telegraph station at this place was opened this morning, and
the Beevillites are busy telegraphing their friends
and watching the dispatcher. The following is
a copy of the first telegram sent over the line:
BEEVILLE, Tex., June 2r.-Col. Swain, Controller, Austin, Texas: I take plea~ure in sending you
the first telegram ever sent from Beeville, to let
you know that we. are now connected both by
rail and wire with the balance of the world, and
to say that we are solid for local optton.
D. T. A. w ALTON,
Sheriff of. Bee County.
In this connection it may be said that Bee
County has allowed no whisky or other liquor
within its borders for nine years past. A localoption election was recently held there, and after
nine years of trial, the vote for prohibition was
unanimous. "Court does not sit in our town
long enough to warm the benches," said a Bee:
County official to-day. "We have absolutely no
crime. The constable.'s office is a sinecure and
our jail an architectural vacuity. I don't suppose
that it holds three prisoners a year, unless they
are criminals sent here from another county and
on change of venue, or something o_f that sort .."
Beeville is the latest town reached by the Arkansas Pass Road.
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WHEN reading the letter sent us by si,ter S.
Bourguoin which appears in the "Column" this
week, we felt to exclaim with the Apostle James,
"Hath not God chosen the poor of th!s world, rich
in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he hath
promised to them that love him!" Can any
cause fail which has support like this? Never,
while God endures! When J esns sent back the
messengers of John, commanding them to tell
John the things which they had seen him do, ::is
if it was not enough 1.hat he enumerated the
works of mt'rcy he was doing, such as cleansing
the lepers, giving sight to the blind and hearing
to the deaf, he added yet tbis other and perchance
greater confirmation of the divinity of His calling, "And Ille poor hmJc tl!c gospel prencl!cd unto
tl!mn." It was·the gospel light shining upon the
offering of the poor widow, which enlarged it until it outshone and outweighed all the gifts of the
rich. Oiferings like these will bring with them
the prayers by which they have been consecrated,
and if used in the same spirit in which they have
been given, no power on earth can resist the influence which they will carry with them. We
know of many such and have now iri our mind
one who was our guest at conference time.
Many of the readers of the ~Herald know the ter·
rib!e afflictions through which sister Slocum of
Nebraska City has been called to pass. She
came to us a stranger, but we felt when she left
us that truly we had entertained a sister o(the
Master. Every year she pays into the storehouse
of the Lo.rd.. 1.11ore than many who are worth their
thousands and yet she earns her living by peddling apples and candy on the streets. "I have
been blest in doing this," she said, "my basket
has never been empty and the Lord will never
let it be." Rich in faith! Lift .. up your heads
and rejoice ye sorely afflicted, tried and tempted
ones, for the hour of your redemption draweth
nigh. He who could multiply the loaves and
fishes; who said of her offering, it is more than
all, has promised to return and the signs of his
coming already appear. His reward will be with
him and his work before him. If perchance like
John when cast into prison, any of us should be
doubting by the way-should think the work
moving slowly, let us banish our doubts, lift up
our heads and strengthen our hands for the work
before us, for his chariot wheels will not linger
and his judgment not wait.
We are in receipt of letters from sister Emma,
Aunt Ruth and M.A. Mathews also selection by
"A Sister."
ST. JOSEPH, Mo., June 12th.

Dear Sister Frances:-! can- not write much,
because I am German, but I read in the '.'Sister's
Column" that you want help to. enlarge the Ii'ope,
and I think it ought to be eniarged, so I send
you a dollar for that purpose, and pray the Lord
to bless your effort. I have no children,. but I
take the Hope, for I think it a cl uty to sustain. the
paper. I have nothing irt this world but my
hands, y.et I am rich in the Lord. I never have:;
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a doubt of this glorious gospel; I know it is of
God, and I wish I could write well, I would tell
you of God's mercies to me. May the Lord bless
your effort, and help. you in 'all your work by his
Spirit, is my prayer.
Your sister in Christ,
S. BouRGUOIN.
May rrth.
Dear Sister of the Gospel of Christ :-I have been
thinking for some time that I would write a few
lines for the "Mothers Home Column." Then I
would almost-give it up, knowing my weakness
and inability for such a task-as I am no scholar,
and have had no experience of this kind. If we
never make an effort to do that which we desire to do, we will never acomplish what we
might if we do make an effort. Then sisters,
let ~s try and see what we can do for the Master, and the good of our children. I receive
the Herald each week; I could not do without
it. I am so thankful that I can take the Eicrald
and sit clown and read such good sermons as
brother Blair's on the sixth of April. It does
my soul good.
And such good advice
in the "Home Column." I do appreciate
the good counsel given by the sisters. I
think it is a great help, especially to the
young mothers.
Let each one of us who
have small children read sister Ella's letter of
April the fou;·th, and try her way of teaching
our little ones, for she has said that which
1-.;any mothers can not say, and tell that which
lo true. I am sure if we follow her advice we
will lose nothing. We should strive to teach
our children to be obedient and truthful. I
don't believe there is any surer way than sister
Ella's. We are to apt to say to ourselves:"0h the dear children, they will outgrow their
bad ways. It is no use to be correcting them
so much. They will be old enough some day
to be ashamed of their condtlct. They will
naturally grow out of their bad ways." Now
this in not always the case. Some ,children will
go from bad to worse, If they are allowed to
have t,heir own way. I think it is every parent's
duty to set a good example before their children, and be sure never to do anything or say
anything that they would correct one of them
for. I have been a member of the restored
church for nine years; have only had the privilege of hearing a few sermons preached in that
time. Have lived away from the church and
away from any of the Saints; have been adrift
in the world. Not tossed about by every wind
of doctrine. I have heard a great many kinds
preached. I have felt a great many times as if
the tares had almost choked out the good seed
that was sown. I thank God that the seed is
still there, and all it needs is to be well watered. I do hope that we may not always be left
without,a shepherd. I will close, praying for
the welfare of all God's people.
A Sister in the one faith.
GRAYSVILLE, Ohio, May uth.
Dear Sister Frances:-May the Lord sustain
you in your work for good. I have been a reader of the "Home Column" since its first introdnction in the Herald, and I must say I have been
edified by the productions of every sister, and I
have been impressed many times to east in, my
"mite." I believe when impressed by the Spirit
to do anything we should act. If we have only
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one talent, let UJl improve it. I feel confident
the good Father is helping those who write to
cheer and do good through the "Home Column."
We should not be ambitious to do the greatest
and grandest work, but let us do just the work
God gives us to do. When the Spirit guides us
all the work will be beautiful and for a purpose.
Then let us remember every part assigned us by
God is a good part. vVe should not strive to do
too many and great things,l1ut patiently improve
on what talent God has bestowed upon us, and
He will increase it as we are dutiful and worthy.
"Ye have need of patience," is an inspired
teaching, sisters, let us patiently (with whatever
talent God has given us) strive to be found "living stones," remembering the beautiful sisterhood of the graces is marred wherever a divine
patience is wanting. I think those verses sent in
by sister Orilla Sheehy, were beautiful and timely. May they encourage many to patiently
strive to be "living stones." Here are some similar ones I selected for the "Home Column." Since
the commencement of the sisters department. I
have been gathering selections, and will send as
I have opportunity. Sisters let us rally lo the
assistance of the editoress of the "Home
Column," and with divine assistance, let it be
interesting and for good to all people.
Your sister,
SARAH A. Rmm.
"AS THY DAY.'
'When the tale of bricks is doubled,
lVIoses comcs,H the Hebrews say:
When the night has grown the blackest
Cornes the long-expected day;
When our en.res have grown so heavy
That we ecarce can bear the load,
'£hen a hand is stretched to help us
On our weary mud.
When the tale of bricks is doubled,
As our cares and wants increase,
Comes a double share of comage,
'l'hongh the battle may not cease.
Though the fight may rage the fiercer,
And the fiery darts be hurled,
If we will hut call for succor,
We may face the world.
When the talc of bricks is doubled,
When opprce.sion bows us low,
Comes a Moses who will free usBreak our fetters at a blow;
And if we will truly follow
From the black Egyptian night,
He will guide us, He will lead us,
To eternal light.-Selected.

EAST DEsMOINES, Iowa, May 3rst.
Dear Sister Fra11as :-I am encouraged that
my last did not find a place in yonr waste basket.
Although I can not write with the same ability
many of my sisters can; yet I kno" ·- ~ would
let my light shine (even though it be a "poor little rushlight" as one sister expressed herself); I
must not hide it und<"r a bushel, but let it be a
light to the world. The "Mother's Home Column" has lead me into better and higher thoughts
and aspirations, or rather it has quickened and
strengthened me into a firmer determination to
fulfill those thoughts and aspirations which I
have ever had; and by ~he grace of God assisting me I am determined to strive with all my
powers fo do the will of God. I feel my weakness, and often feel fearful I may be overcome by
the temptations and trials I meet; I find God's
grace is all sufficient, and I shall he tried only
sufficiently to test and prove me. I often think
how loving our Heavenly Father is toward us,
his children. With what gentle, tender compassion he chides us when we go astray; how we
must grieve his Holy Spirit by our oft disobedience; how long will he bear with 'Us when we
value Ms love so little! \Vhen I read and hear

of the terrible destruction of life and property
throughout the world, I thank God that he is a
prayer hearing and prayer answering God. I
can ask him to care for us his people, and trust
him that his arm will be stretched forth to protect and keep all who are worthy of his care and
protection.
Dear Sisters, how ca!1' we make our home the
most desirable place for our sons and daughters?
They will soon be men and women, they will no
longer cheer our hearts with their childish glee,
or as many a weary mother has felt the noisy
mirth that they would wish to check. Let us
not speak the harsh word that would give us
cause to regret in the future when they have left
home. Mothers, we do not wish to drive our
children out into the streets by our fretting at
their noise, we were children once and we could
not always restrain ourselves; we often wished
our mothers would let us make all the noise we
could. Let us not be over troubled that our boy
leaves the print of, his boot in mud on our clean
floors; soon, ah too soon thoseJeet will be out in
the world, we may wish that they will come
even though they left a little dirt for us to clean
after them.
May our lives be pure and holy,
Like the Savior's, meek and lowly.
Aml when this life hae passed away,
May we dwell with him in euclless day.

Your sister,
Lucy B. MERRILL.
BOUTON, Iowa, April 15th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Since the beginning of
the "Mothers' Home Column" I have often felt
impressed to write a few lines for it, yet I greatly
feel my inatlility. Yet still I can say a word of
encouragement, if nothing more. To-day while
reading the sisters' letters my heart rejoices, for
I can trnly say I have been edified, and must say
with sister Lloyd, Alas, how needy I am! Pray
for me dear sisters, that I may be blessed with
the spirit of meekness, and with charity, that I
may keep the commandments of God, with an
eye single to his glory. As a wife and a mother
I too have a responsibility resting upon me. I
want to raise my daughter in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord, and I realize that the
"Mothers' Home Column" has already been a
great benefit to me. I am isolated from the
Saints and only occasionally get to meet wilh
them, yet I am not always alone, for the Father
often blesses me with his Spirit. Wlll Sister
Perla please tell us how or where to get the
leaven that is better than yeast?
S. E. BOUTON.
FouNTAIN GREEN, Ill., May 16th.
Dear Sisters of the "Home Column."-Living remote as I do from any branch of the church, I
feel the more drawn out to communicate with
you through the Herald. The time allotted me
for my sojourn here in all probability is ,near an
end, therefore while I live I want to do all that I
can for God and the truth. I am living with my
son and his family and we seldom have any
preaching here. The Herald is the only messenger of glad tidings which visits us and it gladens
my heart to see the interest my sisters take in
helping on this great and glorious work of the
last days. When I wrote before I did not know
that David Whitmer was still living; for I had
heard he was dead. David Whitmer and his wife
were both of them present when the first conference of the church was held. They were mem·
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hers of the church at that time and I have often
heard him about seeing the angel and also the
records and say "Tongue never can express my
feelings, while talking to the heavenly messenger." This testimony he still bears.
The persecutioq we suffered, after the church
was organized, was so great that we left our hon;ie
and moved into the house with my brother Hyrum's family. The Lord warned Hyrum in a
vision when he was out preaching to return ai:id
take his famlly to a place of safety, for his enemies were in search of him. A few days after he
was gone, a: number of men, came and searched
our house for him, Mother, myself and younger
sister were the only ones at home;· but the meh
insisted that they knew he was there and they
meant to have him. ·when we insisted that he
was not there, their anger turned upon us and
they commenced to rob the house. While they
were plundering us, my brother, William, came.
He had been warned that we were in trouble, and
upon coming in he asked mother, "What were
those men doing?" She told him they had come
for Hyrum and were now plundering the house.
Arming himself with a stout club, he soon drove
them from the house. They had come in carriages with dark lanterns, and if they had found
Hyrum it was their intention to have him put to
death. His work was not done, therefore the
Lord spared him. In the fall our family moved
to Waterloo, in La Fayette county, near old
father Whitmer's. My brothers and the \Vhitmer brothers, held meetings, first at one house
and then at the other, for preaching and prayer,
and this continued until near spring, first one
preaching and then the other, wherever they
could get a hearing. As spring approached they
were commanded to go to Kirtland, Ohio, and
the rest of the church were to go in the spring.
\Vhen the members of the church .had all assembled, ready for the journey, my mother took
charge of the company, and with the aid of J3ro.
Humphry and my brother \Villiam, we accomplished the journey as far as Buffalo. Mother
then sent brethren to the wharf Jo inquire for
a Capt. Blake. When they found him, and mother had spoken for our passage across the lake he
told her that the lake was so blocked with ice he
did not think it would be possible for us to sail
for two weeks. She tried to rent a room, but
could not get one. The captain then gave us
permission to go on the boat and stay until we
could sail. The ice, he said, was four miles out
in the lake, and four feet thick.
The outlook was anything but pleasant. Children were crying, sisters complaining, wishing
they had stayed at home where they could enjoy
their comfortable rocking chairs, much as the
children of Israel longed for the flesh pots of
Egypt. Mother bore all their complainings
patiently, and had great charity for and sympathy with them. Her faith was strong in the Lord,
for she believed that he had commanded'"us to
go and would carry us safely through. \Ve held
a prayer meeting and prayed that the Lord would
open the way for us to pass out and reach our
destination. Vie also sung praises to our God
for the blessings he had bestowed upon us in
restoring the gospel in these last days. The
captain .came to mother and begged her to have
her company quit singing, for his men were so
.attracted by the music that it was impossible to
get them; to oF.iey order~, and tlu1. ke was liallli1
>
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to break now at any time and then sail must be
hoisted. Shortly afterwards we heard a great
noise and cracking in the ice. The captain
called all hands and set them to work, for the
crack had widened and a channel had opened in
the ice wide enough for our boat to pass out.
The ice then closed up.behind us, and not another
boat passed out for two weeks. The first night
we laid over on the Canadian side and made
some repairs on the wheels. The captain said he
had been on the lake for thirty years, and that it
was the roughest time he had ever had, and he
believed nothing had saved us but Mother
Smith's faith and prayers. When we sailed into
F.airport we found my brothers waiting for us.
They had come to get news of us, as the word
had reached them that we were all drowned.
Our joy was great in seeing them again after
passing through such trials. We took breakfast
at Bro. Partridge's, the first regular meal we had
eaten since we started on our journey. I do not
remember how many there were in our company,
but of our own family there were eight. Mother,
my oldest sister, her husband and one child,
brother William and Don Carlos, myself and
sister Lucy. My brothers took us to Kirtland
where we met father. I can tell you it was a
day of rejoicing, and when memory brings these
things afresh to my mind I can not help weeping. Then we were a united, happy family; now
all but two have passed over the dark river.
With Job I feel to say, "All the days of my
appointed time will I wait until my cJ;iange
come." The church prospered greatly, and members were added unto us daily.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
KATHARINE SALISBURY.
MEDINA, Texas, May 27th.
Dear 5'isters:-In reading the instructive pages
of the "Mothers' Home Column" I have been
blessed and strengthened many times, and therefore write at this time, hoping it may do good to
some on~· who like myself is on the outskirts of
the Lord's vineyard. I am one of the scattered
ones, but I know the arm of the Lord can reach
me here. I was tossed about for years on the
sea of doubt and uncertainty, but through his
mercies I have been made to see the errors of
my ways. I was aroused to the sense of my
duty by the preaching of J3ro. A. J. Cato and my
nephew, Heman C.: Smith. After many mighty
prayers and supplications to God I received the
following: One night as I was r_iding home from
preaching, (it was a clear night with the stars
shining brightly over us), I bowed my head in
prayer to know what to do. These word.s came
before me as if written with cl).alk: "Obey the
law," written with small letters, as you see. I
was astonished, after all my asking, to think the
Lord was mindful of me, and I so indifferent to
my soul's salvation. With this continually before me, I went into the waters of baptism on
the 28th of December, I885, and was baptized by
Heman C. Smith. I have received that peace
of mind that is promised to all who obey. Oh,
that my loved ones that are yet in darkness could
see as I do! Daily do my prayers go up in their
behalf, for their dP.liverance from darkness, and
placing their feet upon a more sure foundation.
I too am
mother, and also have two orphan
children under my car,e. Pray for me, dear sis•
ters, that I !nay have wisdom to guide my house•
pold !R th~ p!!th Qf peae\l 11n!il riShteo\lan.:~s. A$

a
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one of the sisters has said, "Let peace be our motto," and let love and peace be in our homes, and
there will the Spirit of the Master abide. Let us
also adorn our homes with the workmanship of
our own hands, and let cleanliness be ever present, that when our weary husbands and sons
come in from their toil they will find home an
inviting place in which to rest. I believe if more
mothers would spend their time in this way, there
would be fewer husbands and sons found at the
groceries. Let us therefore do all we can, and
leave the result with the Master. My desire is to
live faithful to the end. Ever praying for the
good of the cause, I am your sister in the one
faith,
SoPHIA WIGHT.
[Dear Sister: Follow the example of sister
Garrett, with your children. No teacher can be
like a mother. The Hope lessons will be intended as a help, and God will be your strength.--Ed.]

CORMORANT, Minn., fune 16th.
Brethren "Joseph and TVilliam:-Our conference
is over. Had a very good one; much of the
Spirit was present. Brother B. B. Anderson; a
member of the old church, and one that did
much work on the temple at Nauvoo was present.
His memory is good, and he bore a good testimony before those ih and out of the church that
he knew that old Joseph was a prophet of God,
for he had heard him many a time speak in the
Spirit of prophecy, and saw his words come to
pass; and also that he knew "young Joseph"
was the successor of his father, and that he did not
doubt it any more than he doubted his own existence. Brother Anderson has several sons grown
to manhood, who belong to the church. I heard
them bear their testimony in the Spirit
God.
Brother T. J. Martin, H. Way, W.W. McLeod,
J. Chester, M. Powell, H. Tabbut, B. E. Emmons,
Farrow C. Griffith, also sister Way and daughter
Nellie, H. Tabbut, sister McLeod, M. Chester,
my wife and iittle Mamie went to the conference.
Our ride by carriage was one hundred and twenty
miles. On our way we called at Frazee and took
a lady along with us, and at the conference I had
the pleasure of baptizing her-sister Ellen
Albertson. On my way, in Luce I preached two
sermons. \Viii hold a series of lectures there
soon. The people are very interested. They
heard brother Holt last winter and liked him very
much. Brother Holt left a good feeling here
among the people, and he did the people good.
God bless the preacher.
Brother W. W. McLeod is building a new
house for us to live in, and brother Joseph Chester is the bo>s carpenter on it. He charges nothing for his labor, but says he will stick to the
house until it is done.
Yours,
J.C. Foss.

of

\V ALLSEND, N. S. W., May 19th.
Bro. ".Joseph:- You see by this address I am
back from Victoria. While there I was much
blessed of the Master in all ways needed. Generally I had excellent liberty in presenting to the
people the truths of the gospel. Many are investigating our faith, and while there thirty-six
united with the church, and others are near the
kingdom. May our Father bleas them wjth power to obey, and not wander back Into darkness, is
.rnt 11armrnt tl"1sfr@, The m!nigtry l\l'e sapalll!il
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and able, and if they are faithful will keep the
Saints together, edifying them, and also adding
to their number. There are some excellent
Saints there, and some young men who may be
a great he] p yet to the work in Atistralia. I expect to· remain in this region for a few weeks and
then go on to Nambucca, and the district about
there. I am engaging the "Hall of Science," (a
Freethinker's hall) in Newcastle, for a week's
services. I have not tried that town yet, and the
brethren thought I had better try' it now. Ex'
pcct to begin a week from Monday, and continue
as Jong as the interest will warrant. Our address
is always "Wallsend, New South \Vales," and not
Sydney-and it will be so until we go again to
Victoria, which wili not be for some.time probably.
The conference, with its cares, anxieties and sorrows; its pleasures, joys and peace has passed.
Many earnest prayers were offered by the Saints
here that God would bless you with the wisdom
and power of your holy office and calling. 'We felt
peculiarly anxious during all the time of conference, but, now feel quiet, yet very anxious to
learn of the results of the assembly. I hope the
Lord will continue his blessings to the Australians the coming year as he has in the past. I
feel.quite old, and have not so much ambition as
formerly, but my anxiety for the redemption
and salvation of men is increasing. I hope to be
able to do as much work ·this year as last, and
more if possible. I am quite well, and retain my
interest in the great latter day work. I certainly
think the church will soon be on better working
grounds than ever, according to my dream in
Herald, April roth. The church will be cleansed;
then the first: three quorurns-"tanks"-filled.
Then the work, unhindered by schismatics or
doubters, will surely go forth, bright, clear and
strong as it ought, for the salvation of our fellow
men. I would like to know whether the thoughts
in the last part ot the first paragraph of the dream
are correct ;-I mean in reference to your filling
the "tanks,'' or reasons for not filling them.
Yours,
J. F. BURTON.
CANAAN, Ind., June 15th:
Brother Blair :-Our District Conference has
just closed, and the session was one of rejoicing. The gentle Spirit, in its calm and peaceful
operations was manifest, and the Saints were
greatly edified and strengthened. Owing to a
rain-fall during the session there were no multitudes in attendance, yet we believe good was
clone, and in S'.)ite of apparently hindering causes
the meetings were graced with fair audiences,
and very strict attention. The main point of
regret was the absence of so many of the Saints
throughout the district whose presence was much
needed in the deliberations.
It seems almost an age since our district has
been visited by the traveling ministry. Our
local ones are working in proportion to their
temporal means, and consequently the work is
not extended as the Lord would have it. Many
are thirsting for "iiving waters." vVe have been
laboring as much as we could consistently. Before visiting this point we presented the claims
of the church to the best of our ability two Sunday evenings successively at Moorsville, four
miles distant from New Albany, Ind. Bro. J. G.
Scott had labored at that point a few yearn since
and left a good impression; consequently we
were encouraged by lar~c c!·owds=house wa~

the Master's vineyard with pure hearts and propfilled to overflowing. vVe were teaching vocal
a.nd instrumental music at that point, and adverer motives, sacrificing for Him and His cause,
will obtain His approbation, blessings and peace
tized our meetings as "a lecture."
in this life, and eternal happiness in that to come.
On Saturday eve of conference we endeavorOur names will then be emblazened in immortal
ed to present the word of truth in the. grove
registry before the throne of God, never to be
which the Saints had prepared for service, taking
erased. This word I wouJd,give to all engaged
as a basis the latter clause of the third verse of
in the latter day work. All have a work to perJude's letter. Monday evening following, we
convened at the house of Bro. Winscott, where
form; all have a proper sphere; and they
we were greeted with a fair audience, .and we
should be active and not slothful servants, but
realizing their responsibilities.
greeted the audience with that principle in the
Let us as Saints centralize our faith-not in
divine economy which unfolds truth as the
church demands it-Revelation:-"He that folman-but Jes us Christ, and be encouraged even
loweth me shall not walk in darkness, but
though some drop from our ranks through
various motives. If our regiments appear thin,
shall have the light of life"-"Jesus." Maintaining that this. promise was not confined to the · it only requires more energy on our part to confirst age of Christianity and that the personal
quer the enemy. God will seperintehd his
pronoun "He," was used generically "he," "who,''
work and carry it on in spite of all opposition.
or any one who follows "the Shepherd of the
The object of the establishing of the "stone
sheep" could claim this "light of life," which is
kingdom" was to smite; and Jesus, the Christ,
divine revelation, we held tha~ our eternal salvabeing the embodiment thereof, is called the
tion is suspended on the reception of personal
stone, even that which the builders rejected; and
revelations, for "this is life eternal, to know thee,
"on whomsoever this stone shall fall, it will
the true God;" and "no man knoweth the Father
grind him to powder." Cling to the "rod of iron"
except the son, and he to whomsoever the son
that Jeadeth to the city of bliss. Ever looking
reveals him."-Jesus.
for the prosperity of the work, I am yours in the
'\Ve believe that some good seed was sown. In
one faith."
LEONARD SCOTT.
taking- a retrospective, cursory view of .the men
EAST LAKE, Mrcu. June 12th, 1886.
that were chosen and ordained by Christ after
Bro. '.foscp!t:-From the many questions that
they received a knowledge of Christ and his
are asked me concerning the Voice of Warning,
doctrine through the medium of· the divine
it is evident that many of the Saints do not yet
Comforter, the advocate of Messiah's cause and
fully understand what is meant by the proposikingdom, we noticed the labors put forth for the
tion in the Herald. So with your permission I
accomplishment of his will ;-they were not dewill explain more fully. I do not expect any of
ceived; but they counted "all things but loss for
the Saints to be responsible for the wear, tear, or
the excellency of the knowledge," etc. Brethren,
loss of any of the books, but hope they will be
did they wait for their temporal supplies? If
loaned until they are worn out by being often
they had, would they have counted all things
read, losing as few as possible. I cannot give
but loss? Would they be sacrificing, houses,
directions for loaning them; each one will have
lands, etc.? Did they not fling themselves galto use his own judgment. The way that I do is
lantly and unreservedly into. the arena, defendto keep a memorandum of the date, name, and
ing the claims of the Son of God, against all
location of the persons to whom I loan them,
the peculiar dogmas and doctrines of that age?
and ask them to hand the book to me, or leave it
Yes, where even the very fire brands of perat some place where I can get it, when they have
secution were being hurled against them. Can
read it. I do not leave a book over two weeks
we believe those men labored in the face of
in one place unless there is a reason for it. If I
these disadvantages on mere belief? No! They
have an opportunity I ask them how they like
had a knowledge of God and his Christ. Now
the book, and many times I can dispose of their
what is the responsibility and duty of those in
objections in a few minutes. Those who seem to
our day whom God has blessed with this special
be pleased with the book I ask them to loan one
knowledge? If we wish to oblain life, what
or more to their friends, and in this wity they
should we do? Stay in our tents? "Yes,'' says
are read by many who could not be 1'eached by
one, "until we accumulate the riches and luxurme. The object of asking for the reports fo
ies of this life sufficiently to keep us on the
that I may be able to judge of the amount of
war path." \Vhen will that be? Echo says
good they are doing, whether it is best to con"vvhen ?''
Gather my Saints together unto me; those
tinue this work, and whether it is best to put out
who -have made a covenant '\Yith rne by sac~
other church publications in the same way.
rifice." But \vould that be "sacrifice," to wait
There is no question as to what the books will
for a suaident accumulation? Brethren, let us
do properly handled. The result wi!l largely
see if we are not offering the Lord a lame lamb.
depend upon those who rceive the books to loan.
vVe think Cain was guilty of a similar offering.
I see no reason why ro,ooo, copies of the Voice
Let us then obey God rather than man. "Seek
of Warning may not be constantly kept in the
first to build up the kingdom of God, and these
hands of interested readers if the Saints will
things will be added,'' is the command of our
make the effort. The only objection to selling
Great Captain. Let us disrobe ourselves of
them is that I wish to increase instead of cutting
stupidity, sloth and fear, and bear the victorious
off the sales from the Herald office. I hop\"l
banner of Jesus Christ into mighty Rome, and
every Elder, Branch President, or traveling El.,
the enthroned opinions of immemorial generader, will assist in getting the books started in the,
tions will sink beneath the divinity of our misBranches, also send for books for their own use,·
sion, and then will crumle the temples of hoary
if in position to use them. Isolated members·
superstition; then will the "ensign" wave in
can often loan books to as good advantage as·
glory and secure immortal honors for us, even
those in Branches. There is no objection to any'
eternal b!is6 ?,nd pe<1ce in C:hrlst. Qnr ja):iorn lq • member of the r:h1Fch !'!Ssisting in this >:yor\j;·
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who has a suflicient interest to do so. I will send
books to any part of the United States, or Canada. Please write the name and address plainly
in ordering books. Post Office Cards often get
so defaced that tJ:iey are not readable. Hoping
that I have made all po'ints plain I remain
Your brother in Christ.
J. H. PETERS.
PLEASANT GROVE, Utah, June 16th.
Bro. 'Josepk Smitk:-Since I last wrote you,
brother Peter Anderson and mvself took a little
run south, as far as Salem. W~ called at Pleasant Grove, Provo and Springville on the way.
We found the Saints usually well except at
brother Goff's; their daughters a Mrs. Ewing,
was sick as we thought unto death; with this one
exception, all seemed aboutas we left them last
D.ecember. All enquired about you and when
you were coming back to Utah. At Springville
we met Bro. Thomas Burt, and went with him
to our old and tried friend Proctor Humphrey's,
where we we!"e made happy. But in the midst
of our surroundings we were made sad on hearing of the death of sister Lapworth of _Salem;
you will remember her; she come to Springville
with brother an<l sister Hennings that stormy
day to see you and have a talk with you before
you left. She was a member of the Female Relief Society for fifteen years; but when she heard
the message from the true Shepherd calling misguided, erring, wandering Israel back to the old
paths whence they had strayed, she at once rec·
ognized the voice, and with the sacred books in
her hand, the law in her heart, and the Holy
Spirit giving her cheer and gladness, she placed
herself on the rock of eternal truth. I preached
her funeral sermon in the school house in Salem
on last Sunday evening to a goodly and orderly
congregation. Brother Burt had taken us over
op the Saturday before. At two p. m., on Sunday, I preached in brother Killian's house in Salem, to a fair turnout. On Monday I baptized
eight at that place, immediately in front of the
Bishop's house, in a beautiful lake or pond. Salem used to be known as Pondtown. Those I
baptized were the fruits of others' labors. We
had a most excellent spirit in our confirmation
meeting.
·
On our return here we. called on brother Morgan Davie!,' Wm. Bona and others at Spanish
Fork, taking the evening meal with Bro. Thomas, son-in-law of Bro. Morgan David; you will
remember them, you stopped with them when
yon blew the trumpet in Spanish Fork. You
have many warm and true friends in this land
and if I was to guess I would say in the near future you will have more. The people in the
mountains are sorely pressed and distressed.· To
all outward appearance they are a)most driven to
desperation. While I know they are wrong, I
am pleased to see the degree of patience and forbearance exhibited by them. There is no rest or
peace for this poor misguided people now. The
Marshals are raiding the settlements daily, and
taking the polygamists wherever they find
them, with their families, and placing them
under bonds. Many of the polygamists are fleeing after their false and fleeing Shepherds.
Brigham used to say that the day w9uld come
when "Judgment would be laid to the line and
righteousness to the plummet;" and when Johnston's army was on the way here, he said t!rny
~h,oi,)19 J:?e h~;f~~Se~ U!'lt\l !her ~ff9~!? ~at !VW~
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is almost entirely neglected. And this statement
"sleep to their eyes nor slumber to their eyelids."
This surely is the time; only it comes the other
is too true even among the people of God. Our
heavenly Father has manifested his care for the
way. Perhaps there never has been a day like
little ones, and has shown the vast importance of
unto this in these mountains. There has been a
shielding them from the influence of the world;
time here when no man could safely speak
by instituting the ordinance of blessing; and he
against the "Priesthood," or fairly oppose their
measures without being denounced in public and
has made it a duty for parents to have them
private as an apostate, or a vile wretch. And beblessed, as Jesus blessed them when on earth.
cause of the fear and complete isolation many
"Every member of_ the Church of Christ having
were compelled to submit to a state of cruel opchildren, is to bring them unto the Elders before
pression. Scores of women have been forced to
the church, who are to lay their hands upon them
submit as wives to men that were loathsome to
in the name of Jesus Christ, and bless them in
them. They forced upon them oaths and penalhis name."-D. C. 17: 19.
ties that have been as a forged chain around their
Thus the parents are taught the necessity of
necks. But the tables are turned. "The measdedicating their offspring to the Lord; and surely
ure that you mete out to others shall be meted
when thus dedicated, it is the duty of such parunto you again," is a truth whether it is good or
ents to see that they train these sweet pledges of
evil. Surely in this case it is being heaped up,
love to the service of him to whom they have
and the end is not yet. I feel splendid, hopeful
dedicated them, so that when they shall arrive at
and encouraged to stand in the truth. Yours for .. the age of accountability they may be prepared
Zion's triumph.
to make a wise choice as to the service in which
R.J. ANTHONY.
their lives shall be spent. He has not only instituted the ordinance of blessing, He has furthRICHLAND, Dakota, June 16th.
er decreed as follows: "And again, inasmuch as
Dear Sister Walker :-With respect to your
parents have children in Zion, or in any of her
"Appeal" I heartily endorse it, and have long
stakes which are organized, that teach them not
since felt the necessity of making more ample
to understand the doctrine of repentance, faith in
provision for the feeding of the Lambs of the
Christ the Son of the living Goel, and of baptism,
flock with such food as will be adapted to their
and the gift of the Holy Ghost by the laying on
mental and spiritual growth, and at the same
of the hands, when eight years old, the sin be
time afford amusement and pleasure to their
upon the head of the parents; for this shall be a
youthful minds.
law unto the inhabitants of Zion, or in any of
I am aware of the fact that my pen is too
her stakes which are organized; and their chilclumsy, and my mind too gross, to furnish such
dren shall be baptized for the remission of their
mental pabulum as they need, and hence I have
sins when eight years old, and receive the laying
tried but little in that direction. But I would be
on of hands: And they shall also teach their chi!glad to see the Hope enlarged, and the truth , clren to pray, and to walk uprightly before the
simplified in such a manner as to attract the
Lord."
attention of the young and create a desire in
I once thought the childish mind could not, at
their minds for a knowledge of the things per.
such a tender age, comprehend the principles of
taining to life and salvation. I am satisfied if
the gospel sufficiently to obey them intelligently;
we do not educate the rising generation the
but experience and observation have taught me
world will; and the terrible consequences of a
that Goel was wiser than I. Many have fallen
into this error of supposing that their children at
false educatiof! will be traced to our doors, and
we shall be held responsible. I have been pained
eight years were too young to undertake such a
to see the neglect of parents, and my soul has
responsibilty as the dedication of themselves to
been grieved to see the results of such neglect.
the service of the Most High; but observation
and their individual experience should teach
I have in my mind's eye, a loving father and
them that children at that age are capable of inmother, the father an honored Elder in the
telligently breaking a law, and hence have the
church. Their family have, I believe, all been
power to intelligently obey. Moreover, we forborn within the pale of the church, have g.rown
get that it is our bounden duty to instruct them
up to maturity, and nearly all have beco_me
in these duties, so that when they are eight years
parents, yet not a member of that family, except
old they may have sufficient understanding to
the father and mother referred to, ever placed
their names on the church record; nor do they
obey the gospel.
Last Sabbath I was called upon to preach the
appear to have any desire to do so: Yet I am
funeral of one of the sweetest and brightest little
satisfied those aged parents love the Church of
flowers of our Sabbath School. She was eleven
Christ, and have suffered much for the same; but
years of age. Her parents are devoted members
they have neglected something-it has either
of the church, nor had they neglected the duty of
been the setting before their children a proper
teaching this little darling the principles of the
example, or the wise teaching of the precepts of
gospel; but when she had requested permission
the gospel. One or both of these all-important
to ooey, they were afraid she was too young, and
duties have been neglected, and the immediate
requested her to wait a little while, to which she
result, as it now promises to be, will be the
reluctantly consented. But "the dread messenmournful fact that when their earth-life is closed,
ger" did not wait! He laid this little flower prosnot one of their posterity will stand ready to
trate upon her bed, then snatched her from the
take their places in the ranks and do battle for
bosoms of her loving and sorrow· stricken parents.
the cause of truth; and I am sorry to say that
They regretted this delay in tears of deep sorrow
this case is by no means a rare one. Almost
and repentance; but it was too late. The little
every parent makes laudable efforts to have their
one called for the Elders; they administered in
children fitted for positions of trust and honor in
faith and were blessed. The little one was also
this world, but the purpose for which their exblessed; for it was transplanted from earth to
istence here is given, 'seems tq pe lost sight of,
glgqm in the paradisfJ o~ God, P,~cau,§e 9f '1vr jlT!~
i1ncl their ~hle§~ fqr ~bl! ~t~t~ th~t )n;J~t bl' ~tl'+fl~l
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plicit faith in Christ, and her desire to obey his
gospel. I trust those parents have learned a Jes·
son, and that many more will profit by the same.
I have wandered from my subject. I desire to
see every proper means .used for the .training of
, the children for the service of God, that they
may-affa.iJ1 to the celestial glory.
I have not written this for publication, or I
would have only written on one side of these
sheets. I have written to encourage you in your
noble efforts,-"in your work of faith, and labor
of love."
In gospel bonds, I remain your brother,
CHARLES DERRY.
LBro. Derry must pardon us for sending this to
the Herald, as we esteem it far too important to
belong to. ourselves. Thank God for every indication of the spirit of awaking' to a sense of the
duty tke ckurck owes to the young.
M.·w.
CORNING, Iowa, June 16th.
Beloved Saints :-It is long since we have met,
but if no preventing cause transpires we will come
to you on the train Monday afternoon, the 21st
of this month. It se(!ms strange to ourselves
that we have lived to such an advanced age.
How many days we have yet to number is to ES
unknown; but we have decreed that be they
many or few, they shall be spent to the best of
our knowledge to promote this cause. We are
not our own; we are bought with a price that no
human b.eing can tell the amount of. We owe
our lives and all we have and are to Him who had
bong.ht our pardon at the expense of his own life.
We have not the smallest thing by which we can
make return for the wonderful favors we have
received. \Ve are debters to Him for the dust of
which we are made, and for the continuance of
our lives on the earth. Gratitude should move
.us. to be strict in keeping all his commandments,
which if we do, it greatly enhances our happiness
here, and secures to us eternal life at the end of
our probation in this state of existence. We are
now very feeble, and can not 'valk but a short
distance, and would be glad to be met by some
one that you may appoint. It is easier for me to
talk than to write, and as we hope to see you
shortly, I will close, joined by my wife and daughter in love to all.
As ever, your brother in the Lord,
JOHN LANDERS.
[Brother Landers arrived at Lamoni on Friday, June 18th, and "'·as received at the station as
requested. He· preached an excellent serinon
Sunday forenoon, June 20th, to a most interested
congregation. He will be ninety-two years old
next August, is healthy, vigorous minclecl, and
very happy in Spirit.-En J
A FARMER writes: "I always manage to have
sod tor corn on which manure has been spread
the fall before. After corn I sow in wheat, then
in clover, and pasture one year. I always try to
plow my corn six times. I am raising fifty bushels of corn where, four years ago, they could not
raise ten. Clover, manure, and deep plowing is
the secret of my business.
A man should never be ashamed to own he
has been in the wrong, which is but saying in
other words that he is wiser to-clay than he was
yesterday.
Ideas generate ideas; like a potatoe, which, cut
in pieces, reproducee:haelf in '1 inultiplied form,

~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Ilerald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of persono.desiring a change in P.O. address.

I LOVE THY CHURCH AND KINGDOM, LORD.
Old Tune-Dennis, (F). Laban, (a).
I Jove thy kingdom, LordThe house of thine abode'fh e ch nrch our bleat Redeemer saved,
With his own precious blood.
I Jove thy church, 0 God!
Her walls before thee stand,
Dear as the apple of thine eye,
And graven on thy hand.
·For her my tears shall fall;
;For hCr my prayers ascend;

To her my cares and toils be given,
Till cares and toils shall end.
Sure as thy truth shall last,
To Zion shall be given
The brightest glories earth can yield,
And brighter bliss of heaven.
C. STCr,AIR.

~nmmuni~afinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

SERMON BY ELDER E. L. KELLEY.
OF

KIRTLAND~ OHIO.

In the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April Sth, 1886.
[Heported for the Herald and prepared by himself.]

IN the fifth chapter of the gospel ;.is recorded by Matthew, we find these sayings:
"Ye have heard that it hath been said,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate
thine enemy. But I say unto you, love
your enemies, bless them that curse you,
do good to them that hate you, and pray
for them which despitefully use you, and
persecute you; That ye may be the children
of your Father which is in heaven: for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on
the good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the unjust. For if ye love them which
love you, what reward have ye? do not
even the publicans the.same? And if ye
salute your brethren only, what do ye
more than others? do not even the publicans so? Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father which is in heaven is perfect."
At the time that our Savior visited the
earth, he seems to have found society in a
condition in which the people were not
doing like their Father who was in heaven
was doing. They were not doing such
deeds as would give them title of beina
called the children of our Father who i~
in heaven; they were doing many things
contrary to the wish and will of our heavenly Father; and they were also,)eaving
many things undone that were particularly
bindmg upon those who wished to be
called the children of our Father who is in
heaven
do. And the Savior introduces
his work, as an element to remedy this
evil in the language of my text this evening. He seems to draw a distinction between what the people were doing in the
world, in order !!S they thought to havg

to

life and salvation, and what was required
of them to do by the Father.
He seems
to make cle:'.lr a distinction that he wished
always to exist, and places the things that
they were not doing properly before them,
that the people might understand more
perfectly what his faith was, and what it
was for; that the children of men might
not be -deceived or mistaken as to what
constituted true religion.
At the announcement of his birth, which you have
read, recorded in this language, "This is
good news, glad tidings, which is to be to
all people," as was the proclamation of the
heavenly ones. They no doubt referred
to the grand plan of the gospel-indirectly the message he should bring, as well as
his special work; and it was thus brought
in as we read from the New Testament
Scriptures,· in such manner as to call the
attention of the people to it. In reference
to the disciples of true religion he makes
a comparison for instance between those
who kept the old law as it is outlined in
the first verse of my text this evening,
and those who should walk in accordance
with the new faith that was to be revealed. He says, "Ye have heard it hath been
said, thou shalt love thy neighbor, and
hate thine enemy; but I say unto you,
love your enemies, bless them that curse
you, do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them that despitefully use you
and persecute you;" and the great object
was this: "that ye may be the children
of your Father who is in heaven." That
they might arrive at a condition and standing before him, higher than that they
were in at the time he was addressing
them. That it was not only necessary
for them to live religious lives, but it was
necessary for them to live proper religious
lives. It was not only necessary for them
in this ,world to do good, but it was particularly binding upon them to do all the
good that came within their power to perform. That it was not only nece~sary for
them to live in accordance with the rules
and regulations governing affairs here, to
act in accordance with the laws of society,
but it was absolutely necessary for them
to live a higher rule than ·this.
This
higher life, and these big her rules were to
enable them to attain better things than
was possible for those who simply lived
in accordance with the rules and regulations of this world; and they were req nired to observe them that they might be
the children of our Father who is in heaven. Hence he makes the apt illustration:
"God makes the sun to shine on the evil
and on the good; he sendeth his rain on
the just and on the unjust." So Jesus says
that his children in their habits and their
desires should conform to this manner of
life and work.
They should conform in
that way and manner in their lives, that
would make them in their devotion, in
their desires, in their works, in all thing&
that they might undertake in this world
more like their Father who is in heaven.
Those who simply lived in accordance
with the rules and requirements of this
world, he points out in the reverse sense.
Referring to these he says to his disciples,
"If ye simply 1'.oye them that kn'w
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what reward have you? Do not even the John was put into prison, he came to the "Therein is the order of righteousness,
publicans so?" Individuals whom you coast of Galilee, preaching the gospel of (right doing) revealed." When an indicount unworthy of sitting at the tables the Kingdom· of God, saying, repent ye, vidual has the principles, and all that perwith you, those individuals whom you do and believe the goi;pel." The disciples tains to the gospel of our Heavenly Father,
not permit in your synagogues, (unless it is were afterwards instructed to carry out he has those things that pertain to his conby a mental reservation); you are not any in their preaching and teaching these duct, right doing in this world. If he
better than those individuals wh1>m you same principles, as he sent them forth; would be a son or daughter of our Heavlook down upon. They can love each and they were afterwards endowed with enly Father indeed, he must conform to
other. There is no true religion in the power from on high, that they might these principles. He must conform not
fact that individuals can merely love them- teach this gospel, these principles of life simply to one or two things known as first
selves. Such a religion is not different and manner of living about Jerusalem, principles; but there may be many that
from the religions ot this world. There and to the uttermost parts of the earth. have issued from the mouth of God; not
is no feature in that to distinguish it from
In the "commission" which he gave to only known as the first principles but in
the religion you may find in the lodge them after his resurrection, this is the un- the Epistle of Paul it is said: "Therefore
room, in the society simply organized in derstanding conveyed; this message that leaving (or not leaving if you please) the
this world for beneficiary purposes; in was to be carried to the world, was the principles of the Doctrine of Christ, (termthese they salute each other as brethren. plan of salvation, and was under the title ed fundamental) let us go on to perfection."
Religion must set up a higher standard, or head of "the gospel"--and these practical The gospel was given as the power of
and point to acts more noble than these, if things come under the head of this same God unto salvation; but not simply just
we expect by its practice to become the gospel. This plan was evidently devised the doing of the first principles is the powchildren of our Father who is in heaven. in the econom \ or wisdom of our Heaven- er unto salvation. There is something
Then Jesus brings the very apt illustra- 1y Father before the worlds were, or else connected of works, just as binding as
tion, wherein he says: "If ye salute your "from the foundation of the world," as is these first principles; and so it is, that
brethren only, what do ye more than oth- the language of the apostle; for Jesus be- when the time shall have come wherein
ers?" This can be done by those not of ing the central figure of the gospel, and a we are to be judged by our works under
our faith. It can be done by those pro- "lamb slain from the foundation of the the law, they will be tried under the law
fessing no religion at all. It is done in world," the gospel must have existed then according to the pattern, which is Jesus
every union and society. They salute and there or the "lamb," the type, could Christ; and we shall find that our works
their brethren. But can they rise to the not have existed. Hence it is that when will be honored before our Heavenly
grand plane of saluting those who differ he comes and presents this plan, we under- Father if we shall have conformed to the
from them, and feeling tolerant to those stand that it is a plan not simply of a few works of Christ. We must not only have
who speak evil of them, and praying for principles, but of many to govern in our lived according to the gospel law, so far
those who despitefully use them, doing lives and work. We have what are term- as obeying the first principles are concernthem good, and when they shall come in ed first principles of the gospel, but these ed, but we must have carried out the goscontact with the evil of the world over- first principles are not "the gospel." The pel as it is revealed here in all the works
coming it with good instead of resisting first principles, if you will permit me to of righteousness that are required. It
evil by evil?
This distinctive difference use an illustration in mathematics, or ari- does not consist only of repentance and
Jes us sets forth, and wishes his disc1 pl es to thmetic, would only introduce you to the baptism, but also in those things pointing
take notice of it. I know that the ques- science of arithmetic or mathematics. out the duties that we owe to the church
tion is liable to arise, and some will say, They would not be arithmetic or mathe- in attendance upon church worship, upon
"It is very difficult for us to act in that mati-cs, but would only be those principles the worship o.f our Heavenly Father; and
spirit towards those who speak evil of us; upon which the system is build. We can those other principles whereby we are to
I can not feel well enough towards my not become mathematicians without the govern our acts <ind conduct. So far as
enemies so that I can pray for them; I use and the recognition of these first prin- wotks are concerned, they are connected
can not afford to turn the other cheek ciples; but a world of first principles with the doctrine of repentance. When
when I am smitten; I can not rise to the would never give us a knowledge of the Jes us was talking with regard to this docheight where, when I meet evil I can re- system, unless we did other things con- trine of repentance he gave an illustration
turn good for it." If you can not, then nected with them. So it is with the gos- as to whaf it· consisted of. It is found in
why do you claim to be the children of pel of our~Savior. The Savior came into the parable of the two boys who were told
your Father who is in heaven? This is the coasts of Galilee, preaching the gospel to go and work in the vineyard. The
the question for us to answer as a people. of the kingdom of God, preaching and father told them to go and work in his
vV c must either live according to the law teaching those things that you and I vineyard, and said unto the one "Go
given us, to be entitled to the considera- preach when we are presenting the princi- work," and he said, "I won't do it;" but
tion that lawfully comes under it, or we ples known as first, fundamental or foun- he afterwards repented and went and did
must say that we are lacking, and do not dation principles of the gospel, together the work. And he said unto the other,
come up Jo the standard that is provided with other rules and duties connected there- "Go work," and he said, "Yes, father, I
in the law, and fail of the blessings of our with, as I understand by the Epistle of am ready to do anything yqu tell me to, I
own selves. Hence it i~, that we have Paul in his definition of it being a system love my father, I want to be a very good
been making failures in the past. vVe of faith, wherein the righteousness of God boy, I am always ready to do anything."
have not felt in our hearts to live up to is revealed from faith to faith, "as it is As soon as the father goes and leaves him
this high st:.tndarcl before our Father who written the just shall live by faith." And to himself, however, he seems to have
is in heaven.
We have not felt to pray so far as righteousness is connected with · skipped out and did not do the work at
for those who despitefully use us, and the gospel, 1t comes about by reason of all. He was all right while his father was
bless those that persecute us; to ask God's conformity with the law-doing right there, but his good promises soon were
mercy upon those who are out of the things-as we are to become right doers forgotten.
way; and return blessings for cursings. in this world, either from the things we
We purpose to make the application a
\Ve have riot arrived to this position :yet. have to deal with in the world, comply- little nearer if you please. While the
There is room to go up a little higher, ing with the principles and customs that preacher was there, and good discours.es
according to the instructions of the Savior are right. But in the gospel from obedi- were being presented, teaching that we
upon the mount, when he was teaching ence to the principles of the law given by must not only conform to the first princihis disciples. This was a proper part of our Heavenly Father. As we deal with ples of the gospel, in order that we might
preaching the gospel; or, it was in the these and keep them, they being enjoined become initiated into Jes us' kingdom, but
line of preaching the gospel as I under- upon us to be kept, as just principles, so we must also perform the works required
stand the Savior.
we perform acts of righteousness; do of us as citizens of the kingdom after
It is in keeping with that record where- works of righteousness. The gospel is initiation, one is all right. As soo11 as the
in it is v,vritten 1 "'iNhett J esu:;; heard that the power of God imto !!alvatjon, · \Vhy? preacher goe!l away howevei- hlil fo:q~ct~
1
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these things and does not perform the
works; and so it is that Pi.is profession only
will not amount to anything. A profession
of a belief in our Heavenly Father, of a
belief in the Holy Spirit, unconnected
with the works that were required under
the law, and the testimony of Jes us as it is
revealed here in his word, with obedience
to the faith and principles of the doctrine
of Christ, will be unconnected with life in
the day of salvation, when we expect to
enter into the kingdom of our Heavenly
Father, according to the grand illustration
of Christ to which I have referred you.
You will find in that beautiful vision that
we have here in the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants, where it is shown to the Seer
tht: final destiny of all the human family,
and this class of sayers and not doers belongs to w"hat is termed the Telestial
region. "These are they who deny not
the Holy Spirit." There ate many people
in this world wlfo do not do that but do
deny the necessity of Christ's doctrine.
Have you ever thought of it? Have you
ever thought of where they are going to
be placed? They make claim to the Holy
Spirit; that it is necessary to salvation, and
urge that they have it all the time, but
deny the word. Instead of such being
permitted to come into the. glory of God
we have it pointed out that they are to
go down and suffer the penalty of the unrighteous. I will read: "These are they
that deny not the Holy Spirit.
These
are they who receive not the gospel of
Christ, neither the testimony of Jesus.
These are they who are thrust down to
hell?" It is not only necessary in this
world for us to make a profession and
claim of a belief in the Holy Spirit; but if
we believe in that Holy Spirit we must
receive the testimony, the doctrine of Jesus;
the grand point of distinction is this: The
Holy Spirit is for the purpose of guiding
us. into all truth, not for the purpose of
guiding us into error. If we have that
Holy Spirit, it guides us in the ways of
truth; it does not lead into false ways or
by paths, or into strang-e doctrines, that are
not becoming to our Father and our God.
The individual who has this Holy Spirit
will be guided in accordance with the
teachings of the Master. If he has not
lived by them, if he has lived in disobedience to them, he can not have had the
Holy Spirit to guide him into all truth.
There is an absolute merit to be attained
in the gospel of Jesus Christ that is found
in no other sy'item of religion. Therefore
Paul says to Timothy, "l besought thee
to abide still at Ephesus, when I went into
J\facedonia, that thou mightest charge some
that they teach no other doctrine." There
is a necessity evident! y for all the things
found in the principle;; of the doctrine of
our Heavenly Father. And there is no
mistaking the fact that we must obey all
the requirements if we wish to be entitled
to make the claim of being the children of
of our Father who is in heaven. Hence
it is, that the Savior in his teachings laid
before his disciples in great plainnes3 the
fact, that they should not only live by a
few things that had been given of God,
or the few thingl'\ that were in thy t:crip-
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tures that they then had, but as he said to
the tempter, "by every word that proceedeth from the mouth of God." That was
the position of the Savior, when he entered upon the life-work of a minister,
eighteen hundred years ago. And when
I have looked over the pages of the writings herein recorded by the evangelists
and the other writers of the New Testament Scriptures, I have looked in vain to
find where any of these different individuals ever taught the people that they were
authorized to disregard anything of His
revealed will in the past. But in the instruction given by Jesus, by Peter, by
Paul, add by John, they were to search
the scriptures and take comfort from them,
and gain ·wisdom and all this: for the
prophecy came not in old time by the will
of man, (not as man desired in his heart),·
to have it simply, hut it was a revelation
of our heavenly Father; he granted it because of himself and his w::iys. Peter
says: "Holy men of old spake as they
were moved upon by the Holy Ghost."
Therefore take heed to their testimony;
if you can gain light from it, do so, it will
guide you into the way of truth. If an
individual tries to break away from this in
any sense, in the day in which we live, as
it was the fact in the first century, he will
be like a man in a ship.on the broad ocean,
without compass, he will have no possible
way of finding out where he is religiously;
having shut up the record, he is without a
guide. If it is a guide to our feet and a
lamp to our pathway, let us make it such
a guide.
When the Holy Spirit, the
Spirit of truth comes, the Spirit that will
lead into all truth, it will guide us in the
way of truth, which is tbe way of this
record; it will not guide us away from it.
If you find yoursdves at any time guided
away from it, it does not make any difference how you feel, how good you may
feel, or anything about this, if :rway it is
not the Spirit of truth that is guiding· yon.
It is a fact that sometimes when an individual feels the best, he has not done the
best. You will find it so in all the ways
of life, so far as religion is concerned.
Now, what I wish to call your attention
to particularly in connection with this gospel, is: That with the church since its
organization in 1 S30, where the gospel
has been represented by the church, there
has been connected with it certain duties
known as duties under the law touching
temporal things, or God's law with relation
to individuals, and their duties with respect
to obligations to use proper] v temporal
things in their possession. There have
been various ideas with reference to this
law, as to the purpooe for which it was
given, and the force of it to-day, if it be
binding upon us as a people. I wish to
call your attention to this as being a law
connected with the gospel; for I regard
this as a necessary part of the gospel of
Christ.
It has been the understimding of some,
that the law, so far as tithes and offerings
are concerned, as held out by the Bible, is
the law that was instituted under Moses,
and carried out under the ceremonial orfler sirnply in the vrildernt;ss: But <1 ~eyv

quotations this evening will be sufficient to
give you an understanding that the position
is untrue. The law existed, so far as that
is concerned, before it was referred to by
Moses in the 27th chapter of Leviticus, as
you may turn and see. This is the first
reference to be found, I believe, to the law
of tithes under the Mosaic economy. The
law is not here instituted; the people were
in the wilderness, it was injoined but not
instituted then. But by reason of the
false premise taken by some in the past
that it had its origin under the Mosaic
regime, some have been led to believe that
it did not have reference to our day and
generation. They have forgotten, that so
far as this is concerned, that in the wilderness there were a great many things added
to the system before in existence, because
of the transgression of the people. There
was not only some things that pertained to
their duties as to the Sabbath day and sacrifices, and all this, whereby they must
live, added, but there were other things
added, as you will find from reading the
fifth chapter of Matthew, the gospel presented by the Savior to his disciples on the
mount, in this language: "Ye have heard
that it hath been said bv them of old time,
Thou shalt not kill." Who said this? Turn
and read the ten commandments. That
was the law under :JVIoses was it not? 0
yes, it will be said it was the law under
Moses. But before Moses gave the law
known as the carnal commandments, was
there not any law binding upon 1the children of men with reference to the taking
of life? And if there was a law with reference to this, what was it? We may gain
a knowledge of what it was by turning to
the instruction of Jes us that he gave to the
people. He say~, "I say unto you,"-it is
a little different, not that I expect to let
you kill your fellow men, no, no, that is
not the idea--"I say unto you, whosoever
is angry with his brother without cause,
shall be in danger of the judgment." Such
a one will be out of the way. I came to
bring a higher law than was brought before. This law given before relates simply
to your actions; I bring a law that relates
to subduing and correcting the purposes
and desires of your hearts, which will re$train the feelit{g and keep down or in subjection those things that are wicked.
·There is no necessity for the law to be
made in the way it was before, because
this higher law will restrain the thoughts
of your hearts as well as your actions, and
relates to the actions of the children of
men, before the law has been broken.
And so there is a difference in manv other
things; for instance, with regard to the law
touching blasphemy, or extreme vows.
Ag-ain, "Ye have heard that it hath been
said by them of old time thou shalt not forswear thyself, but perform unto the Loni
thine oaths. But I say unto you, Swear
not at all, neither by heaven nor by earth."
It is a fact my brethren, that Jes us when
he was here, recognized a difference between the application of the law as contained in his teachings, and the law given
in the wilderness.
There is in the seventh chapter of John
'an apt illustration o~ this principle ma9«,'! iµ
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reference to the rule governing the Sabbath day. The Jews marveled at Jes us·
because he had performed a good work
upon the Sabbath day, having healed a
man. He said to them: "Moses gave unto you circumcision, not because it is of
Moses, but of the fathers." Moses gave
it to them simply, it was instituted before
Moses' time. But Jesus in referring to it
presented the issue that has been just recognized, the thought that there was a difference between the law that the Jews were
under at that time, and his law. "Moses
gave unto you circumcision, not because it
was of Moses, but of the fathers, and ye
on the Sabbath day circumcise a man. If
a man on the Sabbath day receive circumcision, that the Law of Moses should not
be broken; (he calls it the law of Moses,
but says it was not instituted of Moses, but
was of the Fathers); if ye on the Sabbath
break the law pertaining to the Sabbath,
that the law of Moses, (or that that belonged to .the fathers should lae kept), am
ye angry at me because I have made a man
every whit whole on the Sabbath day?"
The rule governing with reference to
the Sabbath day as it existed under the law
of Moses, was such that it could not for
every cause be set aside. But as the rule
relating to circumcision was preeminent
the rule relating to the Sabbath day, had
to be set aside when in conflict. It was a
law of God, and had to be recognized in
preference to the rule that was given to
the Jews in relation to the Sabhath day.
Now this is not onlv true in relation to
these two, but in relation to all other !aws.
The Apostle Paul makes this very plain in
his letter to the Hebrews about the law of
tithes and offerings that related to the children of God i.n the time of Abraham, as
you will find recorded in the seventh chapter of the Hebrew letter. I do not read
this because I want to bring you proof that
our Savior now is receiving tithes and offerings; but for the purpose of showing
that Paul recognized the law relating to
tithes and offerings, as a law existing in a
gospel dispensation, and hence permanent
and above the laws that are known as carnal commandments.
He says: "Now consider how great
this man was, unto whom the patriarch
Abraham gave the tenth of the spoils.
And verily they that are of the sons of
Levi, who receive the ofike of the priesthood, have a comman<lment to take tithes
of the people according to the law, that is,
of their brethren, though they come out of
the loins of Abraham: But he whose descent is not counted from them received
tithes of Abraham, and blessed him that
had the promises." Under what law? Under that law under which there is a portion of the Jews permitted to exercise the
right of receiving tithes. \,Vhcn the law
was given to the Jews it was ordained that
the sons of Levi might take tithes under
it, and they were to be a standing- ministry
to the church in the wilderness. They
were permitted to take tithes of the people;
and if you will turn to. the 27th of Leviticus, you can learn the reason of taking
these things, as it is laid down by Moses,
l'j\11d f!H tlw titqe2 gf th() l~nd! yyhi;:thvr Q~

the seed of the land, or the fruit of the
tree, is the Lord's; it is holy unto the Lord."
Had he made it holy then when he instituted the law, and made it binding upon
the people? I wish you to consider this
point; it was made holy unto the Lord.
Was it holy in the time of Abraham also,
and belonging of right to the Lord? Then
it speaks concerning the tithe of the herd,
and says that a tenth shall be holy unto the
Lord. vVhy? The Lord had ordained
that those whom he had called to be min•isters shoul.d have some part under this law.
Here is the thought, many principles of
the gospel law were not set aside by Moses
in the wilderness; many principles connected with the gospel to-day, were taught
also in the wilderness. But there were
many things there that are not binding today. The true discriminator will not say,
that just because it was done in the wilderness; that therefore it is bad. That has
been the logic of the criticisms on this in
the past. The true discriminator will say,
if it was bad in the wilderness, and was
not allowed, or was not recognized under
the gospel dispensation, that it does not belong to us; and is ,not applicable to us, and
therefore is not binding upon us; and that
will prove it bad; but not merely because
it was done by this man or that man, in
this age of the world, or that age of the
world.
And it is written, that so far as these
people are concerned, "they did all pass
through the sea, and were all baptized
unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;
and did all drink of that spiritual rock,
which rock was Christ." It was "the
Spirit of Christ which was in them" that
made them look forward on testimony to
the time of glory and redemption; and
this caused them to drink of that spiritual
rock which was Christ," that was as a
"well of water springing up unto eternal
life." There were many things connected
with the gospel that were had among the
children of Israel in the wilderness. The·
next verse following the language of my
text, the first of the sixth chapter of
Matthew, referring to the law -of the
church relative to the duties of its members, is one. Here Jes us refers to the law
of almsgiving and states it as a part of the
gosf)el. Certainly theh it did not come
outside of the gospel.
When he was
teaching the disciples what to do, and
what they should teach to the people, as
touching these things, be brings it under
the law, as here set forth of giving of alms;
and teaches them how they should do.
The very fact that he teaches them to conform to the law, shows that the law existed,
and that it was necessary for the people
under the circumstances then existing to
comply with it if they were to be perfect.
He says, "Take heed that ye do not your
alms before men to be seen of them"
"Therefore, when thou doest thine alms,
do not sound a trumpet before you." He
is not teaching the people that they
must not comply with the law of almsgiving, as it was there presented by him;, or
as it existed under the Jewish economy,
and contained in the Jewish' law; but he
teachvs the111 th;i,t they ~ho4lq obey it 1 ang
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conform to it. It is not, that law does not
have anything to do with it, as some have
supposed in the past; not that it has nothing
to do with it, except that we are just merely
to give from the abundance of the heart if
we wish to do anything, and if we do not
wish to, it is all right. Where is the place
where the law of righteousness would
then come in? Righteousness is right
doing as provided by the law and comes
by reason of our doing the things required
of us in the law; and there is a law of the
church relating to our duty with reference
to these things in the church, and there is
no way that I can see of getting righteous,
except through the law; that is, by a performance of the things written in the law.
Why Paul says that he was all right until
the commandment came, sin revived, and
I died; died because the commandment
came. Why did the commandment kill
him? If you will turn and read the explanation given in the Inspired Translation,
and you must accept it on the account of
its being common sense, if you do not upon
any other ground, you will find that he
died because he did not believe it. He
believed not the commandment; .that is the
reason he died.
And was brought under
sin and under condemnation; but if he had
believed and kept the commandments,
then, instead of being under death and
bondage, he would have been in the light
and liberty of the children of God. If
under the law here we are transgressors,
we are liable to be arrested and brought
before the courts, and have punishment
inflicted. But when we have complied
with it we are free from it. If we have
obeyed the law, complied with the. law of
Christ, we are free men and women in
Christ Jes us.
We are not under the
bondage of the law, but in the liberty of
the law.
And if we come before our
heavenly Father we do not have to stand
before him and say, I think I ought to be
condemned and all that, send me to that
bad place. We can stand before him and
say, with those w horn John saw that had
gone to him, "0 Lord how long shall we
wait," until the promise of God to us for
keeping thy word, thy law shall be fol filled.
We want to be free men and women in
Christ Tesus, so that when we come before
our heavenly Father we.can stand 1'1p and
say within our hearts, we have tried to do
thy will and keep thy commandments;
not that we have simply said, "Lord,
Lord,'' we believe in thy Holy Spirit, but
did not care anything about thy commandments. .,-.\s a friend said to me not a great
while ago, when I wa." talking with him
about religion, he was religious as well as
I was, very religious. I wanted to find
out what ideas he had with reference to
Christ and his word; what principles he
believed in? "l do not care anything about
that. I do not believe in any doctri.ne or
anything of the kind. I believe in the
Holy Spirit, an.I that Jesus loves me.
That is all that is necessary. If a man
has Christ within him, that is all that is
necessary." But what is it to have Christ
within us? Jesus says, "If ye abide in me,
and my words abide in you." It is by the
trial of qµ,~· fi\ith \h\\t w~ QYtif<:;<nne,
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grace are ye savec1; bnt you are not saved
by doing nothing. You are saved if at
all by making use of the grace that is
handed clown to you. It is a necessary
part of the gospel work to teach the doctrine of works as well as of faith. It is
one of the principles of the gospel referred
to in the following: "Moreover, brethren,
I declare unto you the gospel, (doctrine of
Christ), which I preached unto you, wherein ye stand, and by which ye are saved if '
ye keep in memory that which I delivered
unto you." Why one says, I thought we
were to be saved simply because we believed in Jesus. It is one thing to say we
believe in Jesus, and it is another thing to
believe in him so as to keep his commandments. Hence it is, that if we have this
Holy Spirit, we will not forget the commandment; for this Holy Spirit will guide
us into all truth. In the language of the
Apostle John, If ye have this Spirit, that
is represented to be an unction from on
high, "ye need not that any man teach
you, for he teacheth you all things."
The Savior, when teaching the people
as referred to in Matt. 6th, taught them to
conform to the law relating to almsgiving
in the church. That law relating to almsgiving we believe to be in force to-day.
What is the law? The church has taken
the position that the law generally is a
law of almsgiving; specifically it is a law
of tithes and offerings as certified to in the
Bible and the Book of Covenants. I invite your attention as touching this to
what I find recorded in the eleventh chapter of the gospel by Saint Luke, Jesus'
words again. He had been to dine with
one of the Pharisees. One of these individuals had taken considerable pains to
have Jesus dine with him and to enquire
about his teaching; and after he had come
and sat down to dine the Pharisees made
certain foolish objections because he did
not wash his hand's, and do this thing and
that thing, relating to no grand duties
under the law, but relating to some things
preserved in the superstitions and traditions of the Pharisees.
He says to them
in language like this: "Ye fools, did not
he that made that which is without, make
that which is within also? But rather
give alms of such things as ye have, and
behold all things are clean unto you." He
is talking about the law of :ilmsgiving.
What kind of a law of almsgiving is he
talking about? He is talking about the
law of almsgiving it seems to me, that is
like that law that they h:id 111 the time
spoken of here bv the last writer of the
Old Testament, "Malachi, wherein they
were to bring their tithes and offerings into the storehouse of the things that they
had. That law of tithes referred to in the
books here, wherein it was permitted to
pay in kind. Men were permitted to g·ive
in kind of what they had, if they wanted
to give in that way.
It was the law of
tithes and offerings under which Abrah:im
w:is blessed that Jesus seems to refer to
here.
"But rather give alms of i:;uch
things as ye have, and behold all things
are clean unto you,'' Just think of this?
All you have to do in order to be clean,
'"verythi:ns will b~ dean t.:1 you now 1 H

you give alms of,such things as you have.
Bring of the fruits of the ground now,
and of your cattle, and of everything that
you have, and everything will be clean to
you.
Only do that :ind all will be right
with you. But there is another idea here
that I call your attention to. You can observe from the history of the conversation
that there was something else said. Jes us
could not have taught that if the Scribes
and Pharisees gave only alms, that that
alone would take them into the kingdom
of God, or make all things clean to them.
In the Inspired Translation there is light
upon this matter, and that light given by
a young man, Joseph Smith, who at the
time of his death was but a boy, not as old
as I am to-day by two years. This is a
production by him, and I find so many
things in it of like wisdom that I know,
so far as my reason is concerned if I do
not know any other way, that they must
have been brought about by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit; and so it is, that
if there is any one book, if there is any
one thing that gives me strength in my
faith, so far :is his work is concerned,
above every other it is the wisdom I find
displayed in the translation of the Scriptures "by this young man.
I remember
talking with President Fairchilds last summer at Oberlin College, I called his attention to the fact that the world had long
tried to lay upon Spaulding the 'Durden of
writing the Book of Mormon. It is very
str:mge to me indeed, that they should
seek to make Spaulding to do this in order
that they may have an excuse when it is
not denied th:it Joseph Smith produced
what we have denominated the Inspired
Translation of the Scriptures. He that
could produce such a work as that, would
have no need to get sorne one to write the
Book of Mor:non for him. I think the
professor took the hint. He is lecturing
upon the Book of Mormon, but think you
will find that he does not take the ground
that Sidney Rigdon wrote the book. He
is taking new and rndica! grounds; :iltogether these old lies on the young Seer
are one by one going to the wall.
In the inspired translation it reads: "0
fools, did not he which m:ide that which
is without m:ikc that which is within also?
But if ye would rather give alms of such
things as ye have, and observe to do all
things which I have comm:inded you, then
would your inward parts be clean also."
This shows that he had commanded these
individuals before.
That they were to
give alms of such things as they had, observe and conform to the la_w which had
been given; and thns recognized the law
under the gospel dispensation. So that
the doctrine is clearly placed before us by
Jesus himself, tlrnt when an individual
desires to be cle<;n everywhit, if he does
belong to the body of Christ, he must not
only conform to the commandments which
Christ has given of almsgiving, hut the
gospel too; it is by an observance of the
whole lavv that we are to come out clean
and with pure robes, and be permitted to
adorn ourselves with the robes that will
admit us, and that wiil keep us in the wedf.,arat.
forth@r ~ays: "But wo@

unto you Pharisees for ye tithe mint and rue
and all manner of herbs, and pass over
judgment and the love of God; these ought
ye to have done, and not to leave the other
undone." Now notice carefully the words
which he uses. He first spe~ks of the law
·under the head of almsgiving. In this
43d verse of the eleventh chapter of Saint
Luke's gospel, he refers to the same law
un.der the heading of tithes. Almsgiving
and tithes in the mind of the Savior seem
to have referred to the same thing; and it
ought .not to be thought remarkable, that
Jesus when he refers to this law. recognizes
itas good and binding. He teaches these
individuals, who he had been teaching to
conform to the commandments of God, to
conform to this law also. He did not say
to them as he did with reference to the
law which said an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth, "but I say· unto you"
differently. · He did not communicate a
new rule of action as in the case where he
savs: "Ye have heard that it hath been
said by them of old time thou shalt not kill,
and whosoever shall kill shall be in danger
of the-judgment,'' but I say unto you different! y, &c. Jes us had been referring to the
law of almsgiving, and he here refers to
it as the law of tithes; and if they would
be clean every whit they must conform to
it too.
Not one of these things only
which he had commanded them; but all
these things ye ought to have done, that
is all the things that are referred to, as
judgment, mercy, and truth, ye ought to
have done, and not left the law of alms or
tithes undone; and teaches as plainly as
can be, that in order to be clean every
whit, they must not neglect mercy and
truth and judg-ment; nor must they neglect
the law of alm~giving, nor anything else
found in the law of God; but must observe
the whole law.
So it is that we find this law of alms
here in the beginning of the New Testament, and I have not been able to go outside, and it conforms with the law as presented by the prophet Malachi in the old.
If there was no such thing connected with
the gospel touching tithes as was originally
revealed to our father Abraham, who was
the father of the faithful in Christ, the
revel:ition of the rule to govern in relation
to our tithes and offerings would never
have been made to the prophet' Mal:ichi.
1
"Ye have robbed me;" (God is talking
now); "but wherein have we robbed thee?"
Ye have neglected to give alms to the
poor of the land in an indefinite, promiscuous way. Is that the idea? No. Bring
your tithes into my store house. The
:ilmsgiving under the law of Christ then
was as it is now. There is a specific manner under the law of Christ to-day, as was
taught by Jesus, as was taught by Paul,
and as was taught by the seer in this Book
of Covenants; it was giving in a particular
manner. That is the way Abraham complied with the law. Abraham did not
comply with the law of almsgiving by
scattering wherever he pleased. Paul did
not ask them to comply with the law of
almsgiving by <>cattering wherever they
pleased, . As you will read in the sixteenth
gf thlil Codnthla:u letter 1 hi. told them tg
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take their collections in a certain way.
"As I have given order concerning the
churches of Galatia, even so do ye." There
is one rule in the church. You do just the
same as they do down at Galatia. Don't
have two different .systems, but one law.
"As I have given order down there,"
there is a law to be obeyed, "so do ye."
Then he begins to tell them what to do.
To lay by in store, and so forth. "And
when I come, whomsoever ye shall approve by your letters, them will I send to
bring your liberality unto Jerusalem. And
if it be meet that I go also, they shall go
with me." Paul understood then that
these alms were to go into the storehouse,
as represented by the prophet Malachi;
Go into the storehouse of the church; the
church treasury was the proper place for
them. I now further call your attention
to this robbing of God as spoken of by the
prophet Malachi. "Yet ye have robbed
me. Ye say wherein have we robbed
thee? In tithes and offerings."
There was never a time in the history
of the Jewish nation when the priests were
better maintained than they were at this
time. A few priests had controL The
priests were in high living; it was not
keeping from the priests so far as their living was concerned. The priests wanted
to get their living in a different way than
had been communicated in the law. They
did not bring it into the storehouse that
proper measure might be had for a distribution of it. "Y c arc cursed with a curse.
Ye have robbed me, even this whole nation. Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat in my house,
nnd prove me now herewith, saith the
Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the
windows of heaven, and pour you out a
blessing, .that there shall not be room
enough to receive it." Bring it into the
storehouse. This was the teaching concerning it in 1830. On the 147th page of
the Book of Covenants, we find a communication that is in harmony with the
law, and this was given before the young
man had any particular knowledge concerning what was taught in the law and
the prophets. "If thou lovest me, thou
shalt serve me, and keep all my commandments. And behold, thou wilt remember
the poor, and consecrate of thy properties
for their support, that which thou hast to
impart unto them. (Not all your properties, but of them). And inasmuch as ye
impart of your s~bstance unto the poor, ye
will do it unto me, and they shall be laid
before the Bishop of my church and his
counselors, two of the Elders, or High
Priests, such as he shall or has appointed
and set apart for that purpose." It was to
be brought into the churah treasury, just
the same as described by Malachi; just the
same as described by Paul. And in the
time of the Savior, when ·the treasury was
instituted among them, I could refer you
to passages where they placed their .tithes
and offering~ in the treasury, or their alms
if you please. They put them in the treasury, they did not give them wherever they
pleased. · They had a rule of order. So it
is when we come down to our own day,
we find this same orde1' .in the church. It

is not a law that we have instituted; it is
not a law that Moses instituted; it is a law
that was in existence before the time of
Moses, and that existed after his time, and
was recognized by Christ in his personal
ministry on earth; and was recognized by
him after his resurrection from the dead
on the continent on which you and I live,
in order that it mig·ht be of service to "after generations." But says one, did they
always conform to it? They always did a
great many things, so far as the history of
the church in the past is concerned, contrary to the law of Christ and they still do
the same in our own generation. That is
no reason that we should not stand by the
law. It is not what they undertook to do
in the first century; it is not what they unpertook to do, or what they did do; but it
is what the law requires. That is what
you and I should try to obey.
There is another matter that I wish to
call your attention to. It has been said
that the law has been misunderstood in
the past. That it has been taught differently by the Elders, because they have understood it differently. So it has. No
doubt the Bishop himself will be able to
talk to you in regard to this, or his other
counselor; I hope he will in private if he
does not in public. It is written in the law
here as a brother presented it -to me in
California, that those who come up to
Zion "shall lay all things at, the feet of the
Bishop;" and he said it had been quoted to
him by a certain minister, and he was a
little alarmed. He understood if he paid
his tithing and received his receipt, and
then came up to Zion, that he must lay all
things at the feet of the Bishop; and then
if the Bishop wanted to give anything
back, all well and good; if he did nol: he
would be left out in the world a second
time. That was a very hard picture of
the law. I called his attention to this part
of the law relating to laying all things at
the feet of the Bishop as referring first, to
the Elders of the church. When they go
out upon their missions, they are to lay all
things at the feet of the Bishop; make
known to the Bishop their circumstances,
their wants, their necessities; and they
were to conform to the law first themselves. They will be apt to teach alike
just as soon as they have done that. This
was enjoined upon the early Elders before
they started out in the world to preach the
gospel at all. Before they went out to the•
world to preach the gospel, they were to
conform to the law themselves, free themselves from the law; lay all their matters
before the Bishop. If they do not have
anything let them go out and have t_heir
wants supplied. This is placing themselves under the law. Not that they should
give every thing that they had to the Bishop; that is. not, .the idea. If our Elders
conform to this, and make known their
circumstances, and do this before leaving
to go and preach the gospel in their fields
of labor, then, when they go 9ut to the
world they :will have no trouble; all will
und_erstand it alike, and we will go for,ward in conformity with the law; having
conformed tQ it ourselves as we go out,
and we will be acknowledged servants of
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the Most High, the children of our Father who is in heaven whom the law recognizes, and we will have that abundance of
the Spit:it of peace and power, that has
been before spoken of in this conference.
But says one, is not this rather tough
upon the Elders, placing great burdens
upon them. It is not and never was an
idle thing to undertake to be an Elder
in Israel. It means something. You
are not called upon to exercise the functions of an Elder, simply because it is a
fine thing. It means sacrifice; sacrifice
not only of the means that you have in
this world, but it means a sacrifice of
your time; your means; separation from
your families; and a sacrifice of many
things that you hold dear to you and
very near to you. This is the reason
Jesus could say to his disciples, those who
had been called to this ministry, "If you
love father, mother, brothers and sisters,
wife and children, houses and lands, more
than me, you are not worthy of me."
But again he says to his disciples, "You
who have forsaken all," who have complied with this law, not only relating to
your duties in the kingdom of God as
relates to spiritual things, but as relates
to the temporal also, you that have
done this, "I will give unto you a hundred fold, not only in this world, butjn
the world to come." It is upon and by
this grand sacrifice that the children of
God in this age of the world are to overcome. We must not expect our brethren
to sacrifice when we do not sacrifice our•
selves. \Ve should accept the promise,
and have faith in the efficacy of the law
of the kingdom of God.
I hope you will examine these things,
and see if it is not only binding upon us
who go out to preach the gospel, that
we shall conform to the law relating to
temporal things. And as we conform to
it, we will go out preaching alike, observing alike; and there will not be this
inhannony on the part of many in the
body that has appeared in the past.

ARCH/EOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES IN
YUCATAN.
A FEW years ago Mr. Ignatius Donnelly of
Minnesota, startled the religious world by the
publication of a work which seemed to conclusively prove that thousands of years ago a
vast island, or continent, situated in the bosom
of the Atlantic Ocean, between Europe and
America,. and that was inhabited by a highly
civilized people, suddenly sunk forever beneath
the deep waters. No sooner had Mr. Donneily's
work. made its appearance than it was bitterly
assailed by religious bigots of all denominations.
One critic styled it "the. vagaries of a Grecian
tramp, clothed in a beautiful literary garb by an
Irish crank." Solon's narrative was stigmatized
as a traveler's romance, while the dreamy and
speculative character of Plato's writings .were
cited to prove that the story of the lost Atlantis
must have originated in his superlatively imaginative brain. The orthodox triumphantly pointed
to th\! Hebrew record, stoutly demanded, that It~
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literal interpretation should be received, and
asserted that as but 6, ooo years had elapsed
since the creation of the world and the appearance o~ Adam and Eve, and as the Bible says
nothing of the previous existence of Atlantis,
Solon's, Plato's, and Donnelly's accounts of the
lost island must be received cum grano salis, or
indulgently regarded as the vagaries of superimaginative minds.
About three years ago the celebrated archreologist, Dr. Plongeon, found inscribed on the
temple walls of Uxmal and Chichen Jtza, in
Yucatan, the old story of Adam and Eve and of
Cain and Abel. But the Maya mother of the
human race was composed of sterner material
than the Hebrew Eve. She rejected the orange
offered her by the serpent and drove him from
her presence. Cay, or Cain, the so-called first
murderer, appears in an altogether different light.
Instead of his being a sullen and jealous agriculturist, he was an intelligent and pious priest.
Instead of killing his brother, Chaakmol (Abel),
he tried to save him, but the worthless brother,
Ake, prevailed, Chaakmol (Abel), in spite of
Cay's heroic efforts, was treacherously slain.
In prosecuting his inquiries among the sculptured obelisks and stones of the ruined cities of
Yucatan Dr. Plongeon several times came across
undoubted hieroglyphical records of the previous
existence and the subsequent destruction of a
vast Atlantian island or continent. Upon the
publication of his discoveries the doctor naturally
encot;ntered storms of opposition and adverse
criticism. Again the orthollox pointed to the
Hebraic "Genesis," and again demanded its
literal interpretation. So the innovating doctor
and his accomplished wife and assistant were
immediatly ranked among that illustrious society of scientific cranks headed by Solon, Plato,
Donnelly, Darwin, Draper, and Spencer.
But, unfortunately for the position assumed
by the literal interpreters of the Hebrew "Genesis," recent arch;:eological researches in Nicaragua
seem to vouch for the truth of the narrative of
Solon, the "fragment" of Plato, and the bold
theories of Donnelly. Late Central American
newspapers teem with accounts of the discovery
of two large stones and a huge rock that are
covered with hieroglyphics and Phrenician inscriptions. One of the stones presents a map of
the world with the lost Atlantis, situated in that
vast space now covered by the North Atlantic;
the other furnishes astronomical representations,
which from the position of the constellations
thus depicted certainly argue extreme antiquity.
These stones were found forty feet below the
surface of the Island of Zapateca by the celebrated archreologist, Prof. Mayer.
Of course the discoverer must expeet to meet
with the same opposition and the same orthodox
contempt and scorn that have recently pursued
Donnelly and Plongeon, but it is fairly safe to
assume that he will manage to survive this terrible infliction, and will console himself with the
reflection that his enraged antagonists will never
be able to explain away the inscriptions found
on the temple walls of Uxmal, Chichen Itza, and
Papaulta, and will rejoice in the thought that as
the world grows older its inhabitants become
wiser and less credulous, and that a great many
superstitions now believed by the vast "manyheaded" will in the near future be relegated to
the company of exploded ancient myths.
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IF WE WORK WE MUST SLEEP.
restoration of energy which sleep alone
can afford, is necessary fo~ the rnaintenance of
nervous vigor, and whereas the muscular system,
if overtaxed, at last refuses to work, t.he brain
under similar circumstances too frequently refuses to rest. The "sufferer, iQstead of trying to
remove or lessen the cause of his sleeplessness,
comforts himself with the hope that it will soon
disappear, or else has resort to alchol, morphia,
the bromi_des, chloral, etc. Valuable and. necessary as these remedies often are (I refer especially to the drugs), thffe can be ·no question as to
the mischief which attends '.heir frequent use,
and there is much reason to fear that their employment, in the absence of any medical authority, is largely on the increase. Many of the
·'proprietary articles" sold by druggists and in
great demand at the present day owe their efficacy to one or more of these powerful drugs.
Not a few deaths have been caused by their use,
and in a still larger number of cases they have
helped to produce the fatal result. Sleeplessness
is almost always accompanied by indigestion in
some one or other of its protean form><, and the
two conditions react upon and aggranit.c each
other. If rest cannot be obtained, and if the
vital machine cannot be supplied, mental and
bodily collapse cannot be far distant. The details
of the downward course vary, but the result is
much the same in all cases. Sleeplessness and
loss of appetite are followecl by loss of flesh and
strength, nervous irritability, alternation with
depression, palpitation and other derangements
of the heart, especially at night; and many of
these symptoms are grouped together under the
old term hypochondriasis. \Vhen this stage has
been reached, "the border lands of insanity" are
within measurable distance, even if they have
not already been reached ..
TIIE

·mtfts.
DES MOINES.
The above district conference convened at
Richland Creek School-house, Tama County,
Iowa, on Sunday, May 29th. President vV. C.
Nirk, in the chair; H. A. McCoy secretary pro.
tem. It was resolved that in the future all
resolutions becoming laws of the district and the
repeal acts of the same, be forwarded with the
conference minutes, with req ucst for their publication. Resolved, that all games of chance are
improper, and should be prohibited by the
church; from the fact that the Supreme Court of
Iowa has decided that they are violators of the
law; and the church should discourage all violations of the law; this resolution only in force for
future violation of the same. Branch reports:Newton, 49 members; John X. Davis president,
Wm. Coiner clerk. Doonsborough, 66; Wm.
McBumey president; S. L. Ades clerk. Sheridan, 54; G. Shimel president; I-I. A. McCoy
clerk. DesMoines Valley, 53; Geo. M. Jamison,
president; Clara Brockett, clerk. Edenville, So;
Wm. C. Nirk, president; J. F. Roberts, clerk.
Des Monies 87; J.P. Knox, president; Willis
Chandler, clerk. Elder R. Etzenhouser reported
by letter; J. S. Roth, Wm. Bozarth, N. A. Baker,
George Shimel and W. C. Nirk reported in person. Bishop's Agent's report :-On hand last report ~s5.13, received since $21.50, total $7663;

paid out $75.85, on hand 78 cents. W. C. Nirk
was sustained as president; J. S. Roth as Bishop's
and.book Agent. J. S". Roth was elected vice
presideiit of district and secretary pro. tern. was
chosen to be district s~cretary:·· The spiritual
authorities of the church were sustained in righteousness. Preaching Saturday evening by W.
C. Nirk, assisted by G. Shimel. Saints' meeting
Sunday morning, conducted by J. S. Roth, and
George Shimel. Preaching in the forenoon in
the grove by vVm. Dozarth, assisted by J. S. Roth.
Preaching in the after~oon by J. S. Roth, assisted
by \V. C. Nirk. After this service the rite of baptism was administered, Bro. Dozarth baptizing
two. Preaching in the evening by Wm. Bozarth,
assisted by J S. Roth. Adjourned to meet at
Boonsborough, Iowa, Friday, September 10th,
1886, at half-past seven in the evening.
SOUTHERN INDIANA DISTRICT.
Conference convened with the Saints at
Canaan, Indiana, June 12th to 14th, 1886, James
G. Scott in the chair, L. Scott, secretary. The
minutes of last conference were read, and reports
were called for. Branch Reports. Eden report'
ed 32 members, including 6 Elders and 2 Priests.
No change since last report. Union 35, including I Elder, r Priest, r Teacher, r. Deacon.
Canaan 24, including r Priest, I Teacher. Olive
2o; including r Priest, 1 Teacher, r Deacon.
'Nest Fork, Hope, Pleasant Ridge, New Trenton,
and Amanda branches not reported. Elders
Reports.-James G. Scott had preached at a
point in Washington county, the last time to between four hundred and six hundred persons.
James M. Scott had assisted Elder James G.
Scott. David Scott, by letter, had done nothing
further than by practical exemplification of his
faith among his neighbors and acquait1tances.
Priests Wm. Foster and vVm. I-I. Burton had
labored in their branches. L. Scott had presented the faith two evenings at a new opening.
Teacher James Porter and Deacon John Freel
also reported in person. Their labors were confined lo branches. All seemed to have done
something for the cause. Saturday night, preaching in grove by L. Scott from f ude r : 3. Sunday
night preaching by James G. Scott at the house
of Bro. Winscott, from rst Thes. r: 5. Monday,
r4th.-Resolved that the difficulties existing in
Eden Branch be referred to president of mission.
Resolved, That after every energy be put forth
by the officers of the Olive Branch to satisfy the
law to the letter, a full compliance -to every
item, and If no reconciliation was effected to
withdraw communion or fellowship, until the
offeAding parties brought forth the proper fruits
of reformation. . That from henceforth the
branches in this district, in sending requests to
the conference for aid to settle branch difficulties
see first that the law has been satisfied and complied with in every item. The authorities of this
district and the church were sustained~in righteousness.
Resolved, That we extend heartfelt
thanks to the Saints of the Canaan Branch for cour·
tesy and kindness during this conference. Three
children were blessed, and six of the afflicted ones
administered to, Elders James G. and James M.
Scott ofl:iciating, and the influence of the Spirit
was shed abroad in the hearts of many of the
Saints to the glory of God and to the honor of
his cause. Preaching at 7: 30 by L. Scott from
Matt. 16: 17 1 18. Thus passed a profitable, in·
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structive, peaceful, and pleasant conference. All
in attendance were strengthened and edified, and
we trust, more determined to make a practical
exemplification of every item of the religion
which they revere and dearly love. Adjourned
to meet at the call of district pre:>ident.

~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each paper shows the time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments are made
the date is changed, which answers for a receipt.

SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
The South-Eastern Jllinois district conference
convened at Brush Creek, Wayne county, Illinois,
June 12th, 1886; I. M. Smith president in the
chair, John F. Thomas clerk. Brush Creek
branch 102 members; including 2 Elders, 2
Priests, 3 Teachers, and r Deacon. Nine of the
above number were baptized since last report.
Dryfork 31 members; including r High Priest,
4 Elders, 2 Teachers, and 2 Deacons. Bro. John
F. Simms was recommended by this branch for
ordination to the ofrlce of Priest. Alma 10 members; including 2 Elders and r Deacon. No reports from Tunnel Hill and Springerton1 Elders
I. A. Morris, H. Walker, John F. Henson, I. M.
Smith, G. H. Hilliard, John F. Thomas, M. R.
Brown, T. P. Green present, reported. The reports were encouraging. Priest.craft and prejudice seem to be giving way, as the calls for
preaching the word are many. Teachers present 2, Deacons 2, John F. Simms Priest reported.
Bro, David Hoover, Deacon, reported. Afternoon session; the Elders labors were appointed
as follows: J. F. Henson visit Alma_ Branch;
Brn. I. A. Morris and J. F. Henson to visit Rich·
land; G. H. Hilliard to visit Franklin county,
Illinois, J F. Thomas and H. Walker to visit
Jacob's Chapel, T. P. Green to visit Brush Creek,
M. R. Brown to visit T. P. Green's house and
preach there; J. F. Henson and H. Walker to
visit the Green School-house, in Marion county,
Illinois, M. R. Brown to visit Hazel Dell. A
motion prevailed that all the Elders, Priests,
Teachers and Deacons do all they can during
this quarter. Bro. I. M. Smith was sustained as
president, and J. F. Thomas clerk for the next
quarter. It was moved that when this conference adjourns, it does so to meet at the Dryfork
School-house in the Dryfork Branch, Wayne
county, Illinois, Saturday September 4th, at ten
o'clock a. m. It was resolved that we sustain
Bro. A. H. Smith as missionary in charge this
quarter, and request him to visit us. Motion to
sustain all the authorities of the church in righteousness was adopted. Preaching at night by
H. Walker, assisted by J. F. Thomas. Sunday,
II .a. m., preaching by I. M. Smith, subject The
Atonement of Christ. At 2 p. m. preaching by
T. P. Green assisted by I. M. Smith. Preaching
in the eveuing by G. H. Hilliard. At the close
of the exercises Bro. John F. Simms was ordained to the office of Priest, and six children were
blessed. The attendance was reasonably good,
especially on Sunday; there was a resonable degree of the. Spirit, and we had a fair time all
things considered.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MISSION.
In the Ilernld for June 12th it will be seen that
the Bishop has authorized me to act as his agent
for the Utah District and the Rocky Mountain
Mission where he has no agents appointed. By
the last April Conference 1 was appointed to take
charge of the Rocky ]\fountain Mission, embrac_
ing \Vestern vVyo1~ing, Utah, Idaho, Montana,
and Eastern Nevada. In order that we may
successfully proseCLtte the work assigned us, I
ask all residing in the Mission to come directly
to our support with such means as they can.
There are now three brethren besides myself in
the field, Bro. J.C. Clapp in Montana, and Peter
Anderson and John Larson in Utah and Idaho.
'We are all ready and willing, but without financial aid we can not do the work you expect us to
do. Let all the presidents of branches lay this
matter before the Saints, and let all do what they
can. Don't wait until you are better prepared,
but do what you can now, and the Lord will bless
you so you can do more by and by. Remember
that a little from all will aid us much. All the
Saints who are isolated from branches, who love
the cause of God should also send us their tithes
or offerings as the Lord has blessed them. Owing
to the unsettled condition of affairs in Utah and
portions of Idaho, times are hard and money
scarce. But surely the Saints can see that the
better days are near at hand. You have aided
the Mission liberally in the past, and we confidently trust you will not fail us now. Remember, dear Saints, we are making sacrifice because
we have been called to this ministry; and for this
reason we call on you for a little sacrifice on your
part, so we may all labor together for the advancement of the church and the glory of God. Send
what you can, and. when you can, much or little,.
and the Lord will bless you.
R. J. ANTHONY.
Box 112~, Salt Lake City, Utah.

A MIXTURE of rain water, cologne and glycer· 1ne should be kept by those who are troubled with
roughness of the skin. Apply to the face and
hands after washing. Bean water is also good
for rough skin. Put a handful in a bag and dip
it in warm water and wash with it.
To DRIVE away rats: Get from the drug store
some bi-sulphide of carbon and pour down their
ho.Jes. Every mt will leave the premises within
twenty-four hours.

CONFERENCE NOTICE.
Conference of the Pittsburg and Kirtland
District will convene at half-past ten o'clock,
July 24th, 1886, at Wheeling, W. Va. It is hoped
ed that all the Elders and. clerks of branches will
be prompt in sending in their reports to F. J.
Reese, No. 65, Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., or
A, M. Teagard.en, No. 4,728, Jacob street, Wheeling W. Va. There will be some of the traveling
ministry in attendance. We trust there will be
a large representation from_ the different branches.
It is expected there will be a change of district
oll1cials. Visitors will be amply provided for.
G. T. GRIFFITH, Dist.. Pres.
BISHOP'S AGENT.
At a late conference held at Sweet Home,
Lynn County, Oregon, Bro. J. F. Morris was
recommended to me as my agent for Oregon.
I therefore appoint him as my agent, and recommend him to all the Saints in receiving tithes
and offerin.gs for the church treasury, and paying
out the same as directed by me.
·
G: A. BLAKESLEE,
· .
Presiding Bishop.
GAtililN, Michigan, Jnne 15th, 1886.

·
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DECATUR DISTRICT.
A conference of the above district will be
held at Lucas, Iowa, on July roth and 1 rth, 1886,
beginniug at ten o'clock on Saturday. The
ministry and members throughout the district
are urged to try and be present; and it is hoped
that the various branches will make out and
send the regular statistical reports, by the hand
of some one if they can, if not then by mail to
me at Lucas.
H. A. STEBBINS, District P1'es.
MARRIED.
McMrLLEN-ROBSON.-At the residence of
the bride's parents, Washingtonville, Ohio, June
13th, 1886, Mr. William McMillen and sister
Isabella J. Robson were united in marriage
by Elder David M. Strachan. The bride is the
daughter of brother and sister Robson, and the
bridegroom is the son of brother John McMillen. The couple went that same night to their
home in West Austintown. The Saints of Washingtonville wish them a happy life and the
blessing of God.
DIED.
Ev ANS.-At Houtzdale, Clearfield county,
Pennsylvania, October 20th, 1884, Bro. David
Evans, of paralysis. He was born at Pontypwl,
Monmouthshire, South Wales, September 15th,
1815. He was re-baptized by Bro. John T.
Phillips at Y stradgynlais, Braconshire, South
Wales, came to America May IIth, 1882. Died
strong in the faith, putting his trust in God.
He leaves two sons and two daughters to mourn
his loss.
GRIFFITHs.-At Scranton, Lackawanna Co.,
Pennsylvania, May 28th, 1886, after a lingering
sickness of several months, Mary Griffiths. .She
was born in Montgomeryshire, North Wales,
October 28th, 1824, was baptized at Dowlais,
South Wales, in the summer of 1854. She was
faithful, and when she heard the Elders of the
Reorganization teaching the same as was taught
to her at first, she was re-baptized, in the spring
of 1864, by Bro. Evan James, at Aberaman, South
Wales. She came to this county, January 17th,
1882, with her husband, Elder David Griffiths,
who with her two sons and one daughter are left
to mourn her loss. She was faithful through
life, and will long be remembered by all who
knew her, especially by the missionaries of
\Vales, whom she aided so much by making a
home for them. By her faithful and generous
works she might well be termed "a mother in
Israel." She met death "calm as a summer's
morning," knowing in whom she trusted. Funeral
services by Bro. J. J. Morgan.
SMALL.-Near Portsmouth, Iowa, March 2d,
1886, Sr. Selina E., wife of Bro. Judson Small,
and daughter Gf John E. and Mary Page. She
was born near Burlington, Wisconsin, in 1848;
was baptized September 24th, 1873, by Elder
Jason W. Briggs, and confirmed by Elder Joseph
Smith; she was a faithful Saint, an active.worker, and did much good in her short life. Many
will remember her as a kind and efficient school
teacher. As a neighbor she did all in her power
to comfort the needy and aftlicted. A short time
before her death she saw in vision her six little
children who were dead, and was. surprised to see
the youngest, (who died a feeble little babe), looking as bright and noble as the rest. She much
admired their happy appearance. Her friends
are comforted in believing she is as happy in th~
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Spirit's Zion, as her little ones whom she saw
there. Sermon was preached by Elder T. W.
Lloyd.
DAVISON.-Lizze B. Davison, born October
17th, 1874, near Grinnell, Powesheik Co., Iowa,
died June 12th, 1886, near Magnolia, Iowa, being
I I years, 7 months, and 25 days old.
Lizzie was
an intelligent child, and a member of the Magnolia Sabbath School; believed the gospel; had
requested the privilege to obey it, but her parents
fearing she did not sufficiently understand, requested her to wait; she consented, but the
"reapers" waited not, and she was gathered into
the garner of God. . She desired the Elders to
administer to her the ordinance for the healing
of the sick. The elders cheerfully complied; she
was comforted and resigned, assuring her parents they had done all in their power for her recovery. Her fnneral took place at Magnolia;
the sermon was preached by Elder C. Derry,
assisted by P. and W. C. Cadwell, also by J. F.
Mintun.

Farm and Business fo1• Sale.
A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
and an interest in a W>Od paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if sold before October rst, 1886.
Address:
J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
26jun4t

DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. 'Write for terms at once.
19juutf.
IIESPERIS.
Poems by David.II. Smith, 202 pnges, fancy cloth,
gilt edges ....... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 50
VI810NS OF JOSEPH SMITH, 'l'HE SK!Ut
Discoveries of Ancient Amerir.an Hecords and Helics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others i paper covcre, 48 pages . • . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . • • 15
lrnANCII RECOIWS.
L~9.thcr. backs and corners] 1nns1in sides; printed
hcaflingH, and ruled for {ecord of NumeH, Bless·
ing of <Jhildren, nud for l'taniuges .. ~· ............. 2 00
DIS'L'IUC'l' HECORDS.
Printed and bound 8imilnr to Brauch Records ....... 3 00
LICENS118, NOrrICJ1S, &.o.
Priest,s, 'reacher's, and Deacon's Licenses,
each) per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Bln11k Preaching Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . .. 50
llaptitm1 and Confirmation Uertitlcate books, with
bluu k •tn h, ~5 for. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . 25
Elder~s,

BOOK OF .MOJUfON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ...... : ......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ................ -····· •••1 50
I~ull Morocco, gilt edges •...•••••••.••••.....•••••••••• 1 76
PROPHlfi'IC 'l'RU'rII.
Confirmed In the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israelitish Record of a F'allen People; paper
covers· fi vc for $1. ............................ each 25
~ Being the Subject of an Evening's Convel";ation Ue•pecting its Origin. Its Diviuity Proved by the Scr~p
tures and Collateral Evidence. Prefaced wi\11 a Brief
Sketch of the Life of the Prophet, showing the way and
manner of his becomin!l; possessed of the Itecord.
REPLY '1'0 Ll'r'l'LEl!'IELD.
'rVe have for sale at this oflicc, ln pamphlet form, contaiuing 48 pages, the "Heply of !'resident Joseph Smith
to L. O. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of plural
marriage.,, I•rice, post paid, single copies 10 cents; 75
cents per dozen to one address.
SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Sunday School Engineer and Uecord Book . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Prom pt Attendance 'l'iclrnts , .... 100 for 15c., 1000 for 1 00
Good Behavior 'l'ickets . . . . . . . . .
S.mne price.
No. 547.-I~'loral 'l'ickets for Infant Class; 96 for...... 25
No. 496.-pack of 96 for.................. . . . . . . .. .. 20
No. 106.-·l<'aney Borders, 2x2Y,,; 10 for 5c .. 100 for....
40
No. 461.-Book Markers, 2x(J; 10 for 8c., 100 for....... 70
No. 281.--Book Markers, 2Y,xfl; 10 for 25c., HXl for .... 2 25
No. 371.--l<'lowers and VerseA, 2)4x4; 10 for lOc., 100.. 90
No. :JS9.-Bronze Birds and Flowers, 3x5; p11ck of 10
for 20c .. 100 for...... . . . . . .. . .. . . ................. 1 50
No. 37:3.-Flowers und Verses, 8x4Y,,; 10for15c., 100 .. 1 25
No. 4ii9.-l<'lowers and Ver"es, 2Y,,x4; 10 for 12c., lOtl. .1 UO
)So. 365,-Ant~•mn Leaves, 3x6; 10 to 25c., 100 for.
2 ~5

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the J,a,ntoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and CJ.•nden's ·con.,ordnncc or Smith's
Bible Dictionary post-paid for $1,50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow Jnnd, 1'3 acres 9f timber and pasture land, which can be pnrcbased on eaRy
terms. Any further infor1nation wanted, iiddrcss,
W. W. GAYJ,OJW, SR.,
20fell6m
Tabor, Fremont Co., Iown.

;J.

W. DeNoou, JU. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All callA, dny or niglit, answered.
LAMONI,

H A N S E N ,

M .

D .,

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and viciuity; calls. made at
hours. Office in Drng Store of Hausen & Walker, Lamoni

MlDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOl>lEN a Specialty,
~

Uesidcnce one hlock East Teal's Store.

14fcbly

'l'RACTS.
No. 2.-Trnth Made Manil'c'>t ;.,.~Oc. a clo?.., per 100..... 1
No. 3.-Voicc of the Good i:ih<'plienl; Ge. n doz .. 10:).. 40
No. 4.-Epltome of li.,aith nncl Doctri 11e of the Church
nnd the Kirtland rrempl1~ SniL; fie. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000 ................ 1 75
No. 5.-'l'he Gospel. ............. price the •nme :tH No. 4.
No. 6.-'rhe '\One Baptism;,' its Mode, SubjeeLe, PrcRequisites, and Design,- antl \Vho Shall Adminis·
ter; 1~ pages; 25c. per tlo-z, per 100- ............... 1 75
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ministering and those administered to."
Or, "In the name of Tesus Christ we >et
this oil apart to be used for right and holy
purposes; asking that God may bless and
sanctify it to those to whom it shall be
ministered." Do not suppose that we give
these as the precise words to he used; but
as suggestive of what the object is that is
desired to be reached, by blessing the oil.
MANNER OF ADMINISTERING.

JOSEPH S:t\HTii:

EDITOR.

W.W. Br.AIR

ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, July
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LA YING ON OF HANDS.

ALL Saints believe in the laying on of
hands, for all the purposes for which the
ordinance was instituted. No one would
be justified in attempting to formulate set
rules to govern the Elders in administering' the ordinarice, including the form of
words to be used, as there must be liberty
to follow the direction of the Spirit, if any
be given. We may, however, offei- a few
thoughts that may assist some in the discharge of the duty.
The statement in Habakuk, "God came
from Teman and the Holy One from
Mount Paran. His glory covered the
heavens, and the earth was full of his
praise. And his brightness was as the
light; he had horm coming out of his
hands: a~d the~e .was the hidin,g of .his
power," 1s descnpbve and may be applied
unto Christ without doubt, or hesitancy.
Our Lord when he came illustrated the
beauty of the figure "horns coming out of
his hands," by adopting the laying on of
hands to ordain his disciples; and to confer the Holy Ghost both by himself and
by commandment by his disciples; and for
the healing of the sick by both Jesus and
his disciples.
THE OIL,

The oil used should be the purest olive,
or "sweet oil" that can be procured. It is
a custom in the church that oil is set apart
by consecration in prayer for the purpose
of being used in the ordinance. No form
of words is presented, and indeed none is
necessary; but is must be evident that who.
ever officiates in setting the oil apart tor
the use intended, should do so in terms that
are understood by those around him, if the
ceremony takes place in a meeting of the
S,aints, or in a private dwelling where witnesses are present. Words in import like
these should be used. "Our Father, we
ask thee in the name of Jesus Christ to
bless this oil to its intended use; Grant
that faith may be exercised by those ad-
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"Is any sick among you? let him call
for the Elders of the church, and let them
pray over him, anointing him with oil in
the name of the Lord." This is in accord
with the commandment in Mark 16. It is
evident that oil is to be used in cases of
sickness. It is not here said how the oil
shall be applied, but from usages, traditionally more or less prevalent, it is the
custom to pour it upon the head, or using
it from a spoon or other vessel, or the
hand to dip the fingers into the oil and rub
it upon the head or forehead, saying, "I do
this in Jesus' name;" or "l anoint you in
the name of,the Lord J esns Christ." Some
Elders make this quite a lengthy part of
the service, often offering a long prayer
while the other one, or two as the case may
be stand by waiting to lay their hands on
the person's head. Others give a portion
of the oil to be swallowed by the patient.
Some in offering prayer direct a pat t of
their speech to the person being administered to, and part to the Lord, &c.
We suggest: That when oil is used in
anointing that the Elder take the oil bottle,
or cruse in his hand and pour some of its
contents upon the crown of the head of
the sick person, enough to wet through
the hair, saying, "I anoint you with this
oil in the name of the Lord ] esus Christ,
that you may receive blessing from God
and be healed of your infirmity." If one
desires to take of the oil inwardly, give it
in the name of the Lord. Then, laying
on the hands, if prayer bas not been offered
before, let a prayer be said asking the
Father for such portion of his Spirit as
will enable the Elders to administer acceptably. The prayer, or prayers offered for
the sick should not be boisterous and loud,
but fervent, full of sympathy and hope.
\Ve dislike to hear the words "by virtue
of the holy priesthood," ,used by some ..
We think it decidedly more appropriate to
pray, offering the requests made of God in
a spirit of humility and resignation, and in
a calm, quiet and firm tone of voice ;-blessings are not to be commanded hy human
strength, but asked for in faith. Some
seem to think that the powers of health
arc subject to the demand and ord.er of the
priesthood; we do not think rn, bpt that
they are th~ gift of God subject to the direction and <;ontrol of his power and wis-

dom,-we should ask for them in this sense
and with this understanding.
\Ve advise that administrations to the
~ick be as quietly conducted as practicable.
A void administrations in public preaching
services before the mixed congregations
usually attending service. Also avoid, ns
much as practicable administering at the
close of a long service of testimony, prayer and song, after all are weary with the
long sitting. In both cases it is better to
either wait till the crowd has dispersed, or
to go to a brother, or sister's house close by,
and there in quiet attend the ordinance.
In cases where Elders are called to the
house of the sick they should go in full
reliance upon God and his promises. They
should avoid anything of a boastful, selfreliant nature in either word or act. They
should remember that the power is that of
God; the will is of God; the wisdom of
recovery is of God; and the frame of mind
that can most truly say, "Thy will be
done," is the safest and most successful
one to be in.
Avoid assuming that the affliction is the
result of personal transgression of the afflicted; Do not officiously seek for a cause
of the sickness, or for a testimony whether
the issue shall be life or death. Many
have erred in this and have mistaken the
evidence, and so done much mischief by
unwise prophesying contrary to the meaning of the manifestation. Do not "blow
a trumpet" before you in this, any more
than you would in the "doing of alms."
FOR ORDINATION.

The one ordained is so ordained "according to th~ gifts and callings of God
unto him, and by virtue of the power of
the Holy Ghost which is in the one who
ordains him."
This is only the statement that the act
of ordination is but the recognition on the
part of the church of the "gifts and callings" of God unto the one ordained,
through the formal laying on of hands,
and setting the individual apart to the particular office in the priesthood unto which
he is called.
THE FORM.

The manner of ordination should be
simple, but solemn. The Book of Mormon, book of Moroni, chapter three, gives
the following: "After they had prayed
unto the Father in the name of Christ,
they laid their hands upon them, and said,
..in the name of Jesus Christ I ordain you
to be a - - - , to preach repentance .and
remission of sins through] esus Christ, by
the endurance of faith on his name to the
end. Amen."
vVhile no set form of prayer is prescribed, and we think none is necessary, 'we
are of the opinion that carefulness ·should
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be used on all occasions to prevent the
repetition of vain and useless expressions,
the too often use of the names of the
Father and Christ.
FOR RECEIVING LITTLE CHILDREN.

This rite of receiving and blessing children is one of the most beautiful known
to the church. It is in keeping and harmony with the Savior's command and
usage. In blessing of children we suggest
that if it is done in the sacrament or prayer meeting that it be done at the opening
of the service before the child is worn out
and fretful. Be careful not to speak in a
loud, harsh tone. Take the little one upon the extended arms if practicable, and
the child is not fearful and shy, and in a
quiet, pleasant tone, ask and pronounce a
blessing upon it, calling it by the given
name, or names that are given it. Ask
that the blessings of God may attend the
child; bless it if the spirit so points out,
but be careful of being led into declarations that may raise false hopes about the
child.
Children are not necessarily made members of the Church by the rite of blessing;
it is but the recognition of Christ's statement "Of such is the kingdom of heaven."
They are in the hands of the Father.
The blessing by the laying on of hands,
while it does not confer membership in
the church, places them under the special
watch-care of the spiritual forces attendant
upon the children of the covenant, and
undoubtedly does convey power by which
they may be led into such ways of life
and thought that they will more readily
receive the truth when of proper 11ge.
We suggest that the substance of the
words used in receiving the child be "We
receive this child in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and pray that the care, protection, and blessings of the Spirit may
attend it. And the name of---having
been given unto it, we pray that in this
name this child may grow unto manhood,
(or womanhood) and being blessed of God
to rightly perform all the duties of its
sphere in life, may be crowned with eternal life with the redeemed and sanctified."
In what we have here written we do
not intend to limit, restrict, or prescribe
any form of words that may be suggested
at the time to the Elder, or Elders officiating in any of the rites named; but we
should much love to see all loose, rambling,
incoherent and unmeaning speech avoided;
and a purer, pleasanter manner cultivated
in all of them.
FALSE REVELATORS.

SoME people talk of false revelations coming through prophets and seers sent of
God as though they were nothing at all
strange, but rather to be expected. And
such also claim that each individual should
sit in private judgment on all matters of
revelation and accept of none except it
agrees with his personal knowledge of the
matters set forth, or with his construction
of what he had previously accepted as
divine. Such people seem to think that
God ordains and sends forth such prophets
and seers, giving them the highest creden-

tials both by prophecies and inspired promises given concerning them and their work
prior to their mission work, and also by
confirming their work by divine testimonies great in number and measure, and yet
that he suffers them· to give false revelations to his people, mislead and ruin them,
and that this may continue on indefinite! y
at the will of the prophet.
This position assumes, in effect, that
parts of the revelation which an authorized prophet gives to God's children may
be true, and parts may be false and harmful, and that the power to know of the
truth or falsity of them rests alone with
each iridividual and must be determined by
him by virtue of what he already knows
aside .from such revelations, or by such
knowledge as he may obtain without them.
If the individual is already possessed of
whatever knowldege there I!lay be contained in any revelation, then such revelation can be of little or no use to him; or if
he can of himself obtain such knowledge
without and aside from such revelation,
then also it i!'. of little or no worth to him.
But it is manifest that the revelations
coming through duly ordained and accredited prophets are not alternately of God
and the devil; neither are they alternately
true and false. Besides this, God has not
appointed that each and every individual
must or may sit in judgment upon wh.at is
given to his people in a regular way by
his prophet. Whoever undertakes to judge
as to what is and what is not the word of
the Lord, should first be divinely wthorized, and then they should be fully and
efficiently qualified for that high and important work.
The Lord in ancient times usually foreshowed the coming and work of his prophets and seers, as in the case of Moses. (See
Acts 7: 23-36; with Gen.50: 29, in Inspired
Translation, and 2 Nephi 2: 2, 3); and of
John the Baptist; (Isa. 40: 3, with Luke
3: 4; also Luke l: r l-24); and of Jesus;
(Gen. 49: 10; Deut. 18: 18; Ps. no: 4;
Isa.7:14; 9:6,7; 53:1-12; Dan.9:24-27;
Micah 5:1-4; Zech. 9:9-rr; Luke r:
26-35; and 2: 6-38; Matt. 2: I - I 5; etc.,
etc.); and of Joseph the Seer; (Isa. 29: r 218; Dan. 2:4; Rev. 14:6, 7; 16:6; 18:4;
2 Nephi 2:2, 3; Book of Nephi 9:n, 12;
B. Mormon 4: 2). To these prophecie~ he
has added, in greater or lesser degree, the
confirmatory evidences of "signs and wonders and divers gifts of the Holy Ghost,"
thus confirming to the willing and obedient
the divinity of his word, and the certainty
of his wonderful promises. Who were
they who anciently assumed, ahd who do
now assume to pass judgment upon the
"thus saith the Lord" given to the church
in a regular way by any of these chief servants of the Lord! Let history answer.
Whatever, in the providence of Goel, came
to the saints in a regular authentic manner
as "thus saith the Lord,'' by duly accredited
prophets, was accepted for just what it
claimed. When the authority of the individual to deliver the word of the Lord to
the people was properly established, then
that word, when delivered with a "thus
saith saith the Lord,'' was held to be
divine,

'Joshua and his faithful colleagues never
called in question the divinity 'of the "thus
saith the Lord" delivered by the prophet
Moses, notwithstanding· its many peculiar
requirements, and its many strange and
improbable predictions. This word was
given openly by Moses to the people,
(Deut. 5: l-22; 29: 1,29; 24: 3); and they
as publicly covenanted to keep it. (Deut.
5: 27; 6: 20-25; 24: 12-15; Heb. 9: 19;
Ex. 24: 3, 7). The prophets and apostles
never engaged in the discreditable work
of rejecting, questioning, or treating lightly the professedly inspired utterances of
their predecessors. What they sought to
know was, as to whether such utterances
came through men divinely ordained to
that calling.
That was a matter of first importance.
Rightful authority in the premises was
the chief thing. If devils may question
persons authority to officiate in 1he name
of Deity-"] esus I know, and Paul I
know; but who are ye?"-then may the
Saints know the authority of those professing to receive the word of God for
them. But when God has demonstrated
to his people and approved those to whom
he has delegated such authority, it is a presumptuous and a dangerous thing to either reject or treat lightly a "thus saith the
Lord" given regularly to the people
through them. It is preposterous to hold
that he calls, qualifies, endorses, and confirms men as his prophets and seers, and
then suffers them by repeated and numerous false revehtions to mislead and corrupt his people. That he will not suffer it
is seen clearly in his promise in Deuteronomy.
"But the prophet, which shall presume to speak
a word in my name, which I have not commanded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name
of other gods, even that prophet shall die. And
if thou say in thine heart, How shall we know
the word which the Lord hath not spoken?
When a prophet speaketh in the name of the
Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass,
that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken,
but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously;
thou shalt not ~e afraid of him."--Dent. rS: 20-23.

From this we learn that, if his prophet
speak only "a word" in the "name" of the
Lord falsely, speak that which he has "not
commanded him to speak,'' * * * "even
that prophet shall die." If God will remove a prophet from this life for so grave
a sin, will he not do so speedily? or will
he permit him to repeatedly give false
revelations, blind am! corrupt the people
of God, multiply his own mortal sins and
bring reproach and ruin upon all! vVill
he not rather cause that such an one shall
die immediately after the one false "thus
saith the Lord" is uttered? Will not God
shield his faithful people against any false
"thus saith the Lord" given, (possibly), by
his accredited prophets and seers? What
are the dictates of common sense on the
point! Inasmuch as God denounces death
on such transgressors, shall that fate come
speedily after the transgression., or shall
the false revelator live on, giving more
and more false revelations, and thereby
deceive and mislei!d those over whom Goel
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ha placed him! Certainly, this language
-"that prophet shall die"-implies that
he shall die quickly after such transgression. In respect to a sornewhat similar
transaction it is said in Ezekiel:
"Then came certain of the Elders of Israel unto me, and sat before me. And the word of the
Lord came unto me, saying: Son of man, these
men have set up their idols in their heart, and
put the stumblingblock of their iniquity before
their face; should I be inquired of at all by them?
Therefore speak unto them, and say unto them,
Thus saith the Lord God; Every man of the
house of Israel that setleth up his idols in his
heart, and pulteth the stumblingblock of his
iniquity before his face, and cometh to the
prophet; I the Lord will answer him that cometh
according to the multitude of his idols; that I may
_ take the house of Israel in their own heart, beca11se they are all entranged from me through
their idols. Therefore say unto the house of
Israel, Thus saith the Lord God: Repent, and
turn yourselves from your idols; and turn away
your faces from all your abominations. For
every one of the house of Israel, or of the stranger that sojourned in Israel, which separateth
himself from me, and setteth up Ms idols in his
heart, and putteth the stumblingblock of his
iniquity before his face, and cometh to a prophet to inquire of him concerning me; I the Lord
will answer him by myself; and I will set my
face against that man, and will make him a sign
and a proverb, and I will cut him off from the
midst of my people; and ye shall know that I am
the Lord. And if the prophet be deceived when
he hath spoken a thing, I the Lord have [not] deceived that prophet, and I will stretch out my hand
upon him, and will destroy him from the midst
of my people Israel. And they shall bear the
punishment of their iniquity; the punishment of
the prophet shall be even as the punishment of
him that seeketh unto him; That the house of
Israel may go no more astray from me, neither
be polluted any more with all their transgressions; but that they may be my people, and I
may be their God, saith the Lord God."--Ezek.
14: l - l !.-Inspired Translation.

This quotation shows that a prophet
ought not to inquire of the Lord for wicked
persons who had "set up their idols in their
heart, and put the stumbling block of their
iniquity before their face," and it teaches
also that his prophets must not inquire at
his hands in behalf of what he had previously denounced as "idols," and "iniquity."
To this agrees the word of the Lord to
Nephi: "Thou shalt not ask that which is
ccmtrary to my will."-Helaman 3: r ii·
And so of 0. Cowdery, through Joseph
the Seer:," Do not ask for that which you
ought not."-Doc. and Cov. 7: 3. vVhen
God has revealed in plainness as to what
is idolatry, iniquity, abomination, and the
like, if persons, especial! y ministers, seek
to he justified of God in such evils, and
come before a prophet and request him
to ask the Lord to permit such evil~,
or justify them, then the prophet as well
as he who seeks unto him should know
hetter than to do so; for God having once
denounced such sins in his revealed word,
that should be an end of all controversy
aqd inquiry. And when persons seek for
justification by revelation through a proph-

et in matters already condemned by God's
word, that is a heinous sin and indicates
want of faith in God's written word, and
exhibits a belief that God may vary and
ch:mge from what he has already said.
Such an exhibition of disbelief in God and
his word, such infidelity to high oflicial
trust, merits and brings down j·ust and
swift punishment. Of those who seek to
be tolerated or justified in "iniquity," or in
serving any of the "idols" they may have
"set up" in "their heart,'' the Lord indignantly says to the prophet, "should I he
inquired of at all by them?" This can
only mean that he expects his prophets
to know better than inquire of him for
answer., favoring idolatry of any kind,
or iniquity under any form.
It is a grave matter . to inquire of the
Lord at the hands of his prophet, and
more especially in regard to matters already revealed and plainly, amply written.
Of this Joseph the Seer wrote in his
history:

longer serving God, hut has departed from
him. And if the prophet does that evil
thing, the Lord declares he will "destroy
him from the midst" of his Israel, and he
will also destroy the man who sought unto
him for these evil things.
The Lord gives us the reason for his
doing thus: First, to punish these presumptuous, unfaithful servants; and in the
next place, to prevent Israel from going
"aRtray" and becoming transgressors.

"We never enquire at the hand of God for
special revelation only in case of there being no
previous revelation to suit the case."-Times and
Seasons, 5: 753. Mill Star, 14: 413.

Inasmuch, then, as these parties must be
punished, why not suffer at once, and immediately? And inasmuch as they were to
be destroyed from the midst of the people
of God so "that the house of Israel may go
no more astray, neither he polluted any
more with all their transgressions," but
that they may he kept a pure people unto
God, why, 0 why shall not the false revelator and his confederate be destroyed
speedily after their sin! To cut them off,
and that quickly would be the very means
of protecting the people from the evils of
a false revelator and his fellow. To suffer such a revelator to live and continue to
give false revelation, would be an unmixed
evil. No one can justify by reason or
Scripture the idea that God would suffer
such transgressors to live on and repeat
their deceptive and ruinous doings. And
while the Scriptures teach that it is possible
for a prophet of God to speak in the name
of the Lord falsely, they also teach that
such "shall die" for that sin, and that they
shall be destroyed suddenly, and this to save
God's people frotp error and evil. Hananiah, qne of the minor prophets, said,
"Thus speaketh the Lord of hosts," when
the Lord had not commanded him; and
for his sin he was smitten, and died in less
than two months after his false prophecy
was uttered. (See Jer. 28: 1-17). This
serves to show that God will quickly rid
his people of bis prophets when they utter
a false prophecy. This treatment, (mark
it well) pertains to God's prophets who
violate their prophetic calling, and it does
not refer to those claiming to be prophets,
but w horn God has not called, chosen, and
accredited.
vVe conclude then, that if a prophet of
Goel speaks "a word" in the name of the
Lord, which the Lord has "not commanded him to speak," * * * "even that prophet shall die," and that quickly; for the
reason first, that God will not suffer him to
mislead his people by false revelations;
and, second, that he shall suffer such just
punishment to deter others from sinning in
like manner; and, lastly, that God may
vindicate and protect his word and work
in the eyes of his people.
,

This is in exact harmony with the law
of the church in Doctrine and Covenants,

99:

10:

"In cases of difficulty respecting doctrine or
principle, (if there is not a sufficiency written to
make the case clear to the mind of the council),
the president [the prophet-Ed.] may inquire and
obtain the mind of tl;e Lord by revelation."

This means that when God has once
revealed and caused to be written to hi'\
people his will upon doctrine, fact, or
principle, that forever remains his will on
such matters, and can not be changed.
And when his prophet and people have
his revealed will given them, there can be
no need for further revelation. on such
matters as are embraced in that revealed
will, and when prophet or people seek for
it, they greatly err, and exhibit both
folly and unbelief. And when they seek
for God's endorsement,. justification or
permission of what he has aiready denounced as evil, they exhibit a trifling, conupt,
disbelieving and rebellious heaat. And it
is in this last case that he declares to
Ezekiel that he 'will set his face against
such and will cut them off from the midst
of his people. Of this matter Joseph the
Se«r further wrote:
"It is a great thing to enquire at the hand of
God, or to come into his presence; and we feel
fearful to approach him with subjects that are of
little or no importance, to satisfy the queries of
individuals, especially about things the knowledge of which men ought to obtain in all sincerity before God, for themselves, in humility by
the prayer of faith, and more especially a Teacher or a High Priest in the church."--Times and
Seasons, 5: 753, and Jl,fill. Star, 14: 413.

And when a prophet presumptuously
seeks answers favoring what God's word
already shows to be "iniquity,'' "idols,"
"abominations,'' and the like, it is possible
be may then get a false and deceptive revelation, for he has already gone aside from
the true service of Goel and placed himself
on the grounds of the adversary, he is no

. . . .-..

"And if the prophet be deceived when he hath
spoken a thing, I the Lord have [not] deceived that
prophet, and I will stret<'h out my hand upon
him, and will destroy him from the midst of my
people Israel. And they shall bear the punish·
ment of their iniquity; the punishment of the
prophet shall be even as the punishment of him
that seeketh unto him. That the house of Israel
may go no more astray from me, neither be pol1uted any more with all their transgressions; but
that they may be my people, and I may be their
God, saith the Lord God."
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God will al ways protect his people from
all kinds of deception if they serve him
aright and use the means he graciously
provides. And in these "perilous .times"
he has provided 'ample precautionary
means, and among them he authorized and
qualified the duly organized General Assembly, August 17th, 1835, composed of
the various quorums of priesthood set in
regular order to.,f'agree" upon his word.
(See Jlfill. Star, I 5: 299, with Doc. Cov.
4r: 1, Times and Seasons 5: 649, 650).
The "Great Shepherd of the Sheep"
guards and guides the faithful, and will
not suffer His accredited Seers and reve1ators to multiply false revelations and
thereby mislead the faithful, trustful,
truth-loving flock of God.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Stebbins. Three were baptized. Meetings were well attended; .weather fine and
sermons good.
The Senior Editor was at St. Joseph,
Missouri, on June 27th. He found the
branch in good condition.
Bro. E. T.
Dobson is presiding, with good and efficient assistant officers. Bro. H. C. Bronson is acting missionary there and is doing
a good work. He is in active and pleasant co-operation with the branch officers
and is well liked so far.
He will attend
two days, meetings in the district as agreed
upon.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. C. Scott writes us from Galien,
Michigan, June 28th:
·
"I baptized three at Texas, Kalamazoo county,
Michigan, the 24th inst. One of them, Mother
Hiscock, was eighty-three years oh! the nth of
June. Sister Julia Clum will rejoice with us to
learn that her life-long, intimate friend, Sisler
Minerva J. Hiscock, has at length become one
with her and all Saints in the bonds of the
gospel."

A TERRIBLE scourge called "black diphtheria, is ravaging the towns of Ecorse,
Springwells, Royal Oak, and their vicinities, near Detroit, Michigan, numbers
having already died from its at.tack. The
throats of those attacked swell, and in a
few hours they die in great agony. It
attacks children and adults alike. George
Sister Ruth H Dennis writes from
Campbell, of Royal Oak, lost five out of Sandwich, Ills., June 27th:
a family of seven. All of Moses Reno's
"I am about to take a journey, but am not gofamily are attacked, two have died and , ing to renounce my faith in the Reorganized
the rest are low. Efforts are being made Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
to prevent the plague reaching Detroit.
neither am I going to give up the Herald or
Sr. K. C. Creese writes us from Red Hope. Continue sending them to Sandwkh,
,Cl.oud, Neb., under date of June 24th, and and when I reach the place of my sojourn, I will
assures us of her pleasure in reading the inform you of my whereabouts. I am trying lo
H RRALDS. We trust that this young sis- live that when the Lord calls my lamp may be
ter may be greatly blessed of God, and trimmed and burning."
m~y find abundant success in her new
home.
·
'When at Burlington, Iowa, June 17th, THE French Republic has issued a decree
met Bro. M, B. Williams on his way expelling the French Princes from the
to Aspen, Colorado. We wish him sue- country. This is in pursuance of a policy
intended to prevent a possible war in favor
cess.
Elder W. P. Brown of the "Church of _of any branch of the hitherto reigning
Christ,'' was at Independence, Missouri, families of the Kingdom and Empire of
and occupied the Saints' meeting house France, with the intent to reinstate a kingfrom the 21st to 24th, inclusive, Bro. Luff dom, or the Empire.
This measure seems to be extreme. The
reviewing his efforts each night after the
discourse, with Elder Brown's consent. administration of the affairs of the RepubBro. T. E. Lloyd's letter will further in- lic should have been managed in such a
way that any attempt to re-establish a
form our readers of the affair.
Rains have fallen lately all round La- kingly dynasty, either kingdom or empire,
moni it would seem, but here none has would have been met by the people with
come for several weeks now. Crops need sudden and positive disapproval. Whether
it badly. \Vells and cisterns hold out yet, there yet remains in France a sufficiently
pronounced sentiment in favor of royalty
and corn looks well.
Some one has sent to Z. B. Chase, Ban- and its trappings, to warrant such a wholegor, Maine, an order for a copy of his sale expulsion from that country of numhook, and failed to give name or post of- bers of its citizens whose worst crime may
fice address. If any one of the Saints has be that of birth, may not be known to the
ordered a book and fails to get it, he will political economists of this western world,
probably know the reason why, when he but it must strike many very strangely,
and to the readers of the HERALD it will
secs this.
Brethren Thomas France and John T. be but one of the tokens significant of the
Farmer, and Uncle Ross, are building at great changes that God proposes to work
Lamoni; the first on the west side, south; in these last days to accomplish his designs.
vVhile we favor the continuance of the
the latter on the west side, north.
This number of the H1m.ALD will be French Republic, and believe that a restorfound to he an unusually good one. Arti- ation of the Bourbon Empire, or the kingly
cles hy Brn. Short, Crabb, Kelley, Jones house of Orleans would be a backvvard
step in the progress of th.e world, we feel
and X X X will 8e read with interest.
The two days' meeting at 'Wirt, Ring- sympathy for those thus banished from
gold County, Iowa, attended by brethren their homes and their country. They
Stebbins, Landers, Dillen, Tohnson and must seek homes in other lands; and if
Snively, was a good one; so· reports Bro. those already in England and Ireland are

we

a purden to the land, how can the influx
of a host of abandoned royalists fail to add
to the already heavy burden.
What a trouble. the world is in, to be
sure. England with her starving and impoverished Ireland and Scotland, and her
rebellious subjects in India, and her interests in Turkey and Egypt; Spain with her
ruined reigning family, and the rising of
other claimants to the throne; Germany
with [\er failing Emperor and capricious
Prime Minister, and her nihilists; Russia
with her desires for conquest to the south,
her Balkan war and her nihilists; France
with her wavering republicanism, and her
now exiled royalty; Canada with its
threatened fisheries and its troubled inter
colonial trade, and the United States with
its labor troubles and strikes, its Utah
problem, itsanarchist strife, and its cyclones,-surely these are troublous timeswhat will the result be?
THE Kirtland (0.) correspondent of the
Willoughby Independent, says of late:
"Temple visitors are numerous."
"Elder W. H. Kelley expects to leave for
Southern Indiana the latter part of the week."
"Eider G. T. Griffiths spoke in Conneautville,
Pa., last Sabbath, a·nd will speak in the M. E.
Church here next Sabbath morning and at Maple
Grove School-house at 2 p. m."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Drop thy still dews of quietness,
Till all our strivings cease;
Take from our souls the strain and stress,
And let our ordered Jives confess
The beauty of thy peace."

"LET YOUR LIGHT SHINE."
DEAR SrsTERs.-As we take up our pen this
morning, we feel the quiet inspiration of the lines
just quoted, until it becomes a prayer upon our
lips to which the seal of the heart is setuAnd let our ordered li'ves confess
The beauty of thy peace."

"Peace," said Jesus, "l leave with you, my
peace I give unto you; not as the world giveth,
give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled."
The peace which the Savior intended us to enjoy,
is that peace which comes of perfect trust, of reliance so implicit upon the divine will and guidance, that we can rest undi&turbed amid the wildest storm of opposition or even persecution,
knowing that God is over and above all and that
if he is our friend, in him we shall have peace.
Sisters, we tell you to-day that the triumph of the
gospel is to be largely brought about by the
home life 0£ its followers. "That others seeing
your good works, may glorify your Father in
heaven." This is not true of the gospel alone,
but is equally true of every noble enterprise
springing up beneath the shadow of the gospel.
No matter where it originated if it is not nursed
and fostered at home, it will soon wither and die
for want of its natural food. The example set at
home, the family altar there erected, from which
ascends the incense of morning and evening
prayer are weapons more powerful, means more
productive of good to the cause of Christ, than all
the controversies ever entered into, for the pur·
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pose of maintaining truth. We like to hear the
truth ably defended before the people. It is right
in its place and the blessing of God will rest upon it, but if we are brave soldiers only when our
colors a1·e flying and martial music thrills our
nerves, upon whom shall the.Lord depend in the
watches of the night, in hours when to all human
appearance the battle is turning against us, and
we find ourselves beset by foes, both from without and within.
"Drop thy still dews of quietness!" Through
the prayer of faith, Jet us prevail with God that
our vessel may be filled with oil and when the
lamp is trimmed and burning let it be as a light
"in the window," that the feet of the weary, wandering ones of earth may be led by its guiding ray
to gforify the Giver of all light and all truth.
The majestic Ohio and Mississippi sweep
through our land, bearing its commerce to the
ocean upon their placid bosoms, but at times they
rush with resistless force, overflowing their banks
and spreading their waters to the detriment of all
in their way, thus becoming a scourge instead of
a blessing. The heat of summer comes on, the
earth is parched and opens her surface in furrowed seams ready to take deep draughts of the
rain or dews of heaven, which come not at her
signals of distress. How gladly now would she
welcome the cooling waves which deluged her so
short a time since, but the rivers arc shrunken
within their banks and only the smallest craft can
ply upon them. But hark, what greets the ear
with its rippling murmur from the distant plain.
It is the brooklet winding its way now amorig
woodland pastures and now through verdant
meadows, quietly cheering and enlivening all in
its course. Here the children are qiienching their
thirst and there the cattle stoop to drink of its
sparkling water. It has traveled far upon its
way, from the distant hills but has blessed both
man and beast through the length of its journey.
Hundreds and thousand~ of such rivulets bless
the land, bearing joy and gladness with them in
their flow. Like these rivulets to the land, so
ought our homes to be. From them should go
forth the life giving influence of the spirit dwelling within, and if it be the spirit of peace, its
mission shall be more blessed than that of Noah's
dove,
"All hearts confess the Saints elect
Who twain in faith, in love agree
And melt not in an acid sect
The Christian pearl of charity."

"Fret not thyself upon any wise to do evil."
Let us strive from day to day to overcome, remembering that if we .do, we shall inherit all
things. Let us plead with God from day to day,
until we feel the heavenly influence of that peace
Christ leH as a heritage for us, that love which
goes out to all hurhan kind and embraces in its
tender pity every creature upon the earth. Born
into a world of sin and trial; heirs of an unknown
destiny; beset by sin and snares upon every hand
-have we no pitying sympathy to extend-we
who have fled for refuge to lay hold upon the
hope of (;:ternal life? Nay more; who have the
assurance of the law and the testimony that we
have only to prove faithful to our covenant until
the Master shall s~, "It is enough, come up high·
er," when for us the conflict will be ended, and
we shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
in the,. kingdom of our God. The Jove of the
Father embraces all mankind, and if such is the
Father's love it is also the Son's and must be
ours, if we love the Savior.
"Heaven's gate is shnt to him who comes alone·
§tw9 teo~ a s?ul, line:! i~ s~all sa~: t~ii:ie o~r. !" :

WE are in receipts of letters from sisters Bradly
and Russell, also articles from sisters Ackerly
and Bradly. In our next we will be able to tell
those interested what we have been doing towards the Sunday School cause in Lamoni, and
we are hoping to hear a good report from various
other places.
Iowa, July 3d, 1886.

LAMONI,

WALLSEND, N. S. W. May 17th.
Dear Sister Frances:-In reading the "Mothers' Home Department"• of the Herald, I see
much has already been said on the subject of
training children, urging and encouraging obedience as a principle set forth in the Scriptures of
divine truth. This is a subject I believe that
should be brought before the minds of parents,
and especially Saints, more frequently than it
has been, and one on which there can not be
too much said, if saying will incite to doing; for
truly much needs to be done in that direction.
The Apostle Paul foresaw these days of "disobedience to parents," and called them "perilous
tim~s.'' It is perilous to reverse, or set aside any
of God's laws or commandments; but how often
now-a-days do we see the reverse of what God
so highly approved of in Abraham; viz., his government over his household. Are we the children of Abraham, and heirs according to the
promise? If so we will do the works of Abraham, and command our children also. But why
need there be so much said concerning obedience; is it really necessary? What is its great
importance? ls it simply for the comfort and
happiness of the family circle, and that children
might be more amiable, more lovable? Or is
there something beyond all of this that commends obedience? Truly the happiness in this
life of both parents and children would seem
sufficient to justify one in urging its necessity.
J3ut it is the.effect of obedience or disobedience
that I wish to show. If that ceased with this
life, it would not be of such grave importance.
Yes, there is ind~ed something beyond. There
is both happiness and misery. Obedience as
principle, will place people in the former, di8obedience in the latter. Obedience is a principle
that must be indwelling and perfected in the
heart and being of every creature that would
dwell with God. We see how disobedience
caused our first parents to go out from the presence of God. And also caused toil, sorrow,
and death; and because of it they .lost their
right to the tree of life; neither could they come
any more into the presence of God in that state.
Let us remember that previous to Adam's fall,
dominion. had been given him over all that was
created under the heavens. He stood at their
head. It was a gift from God and could not be
withdrawn. For the gifts and callings of God
are without repentance; consequently all must
suffer with him; death was passed upon all; and
since then, all that has been written concerning
God and Jesus Christ has been in connection
with, and concerning the purposes, ways, and
meahs, he has devised to regain his lost and
erring children. First he gave his son, who free! y came and opened up the way; gave certain
laws, rules, whereby all might be saved. But,
one positive condition was enjoined upon all;
namely, obedience to his plan. God has said in his
word that his' work w.as to bring to pass the im;nortality am1 etern~l life 9; :B!\il: fle ell~ p9t
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say how early in the morn of creation that work
began. When we contemplate the works of God
we can not fail to see design in all things. This
world, we learn is the probationary state of mankind-a place of training or preparing for a better state; and we see also how all things are ordained of God (if properly carried out) for the
benefit of mankind, and evidently in a way that
the greatest benefit might be derived. So I ask
was there not design also in placing the human
race on the earth as helpless babes; that they
might be in the very best condition to be taught
that one great principle that is needful to salvation, "obedience?" but through the darkness or
short-sightedness of his creatures, they have
failed to see the great design of our Heavenly
Father. If Jehovah has not said in words, he
has in works, that since man had disobeyed his
counsel or his command he (man) should become in part responsible for the body and soul
of all that is now called the race of man, (see
Genesis 4: to, r I of I. T.), making parents in one
sense creators, that there might be a tie of love
between parents and children stronger than
death. Neither disobedience, nor the death that
followed separated the love of God from his
children; and he has endowed earthly parents
with the same attribute, that like unto himself
they might never weary in seeking their children's benefit, and that which will be for their
greatest good. Being of their own flesh and
blood they will nourish and care for them, for no
man hateth his own flesh. I ask again, can any
one think of so great a work being done without
a purpose? or could more have been done on the
part of our great first parent, for the accomplishing of the great work of redemption, or recovering what was lost through the fall. Obedience, we find, is one of God's Jaws, and one that·
must be learned by all who would dwell with
him. Think what disaster would befall the inhabitants of this world if the planets or the ocean
heeded not his voice when he said "Thus far and
no farther shalt thou go;" and think you that if
it were possible for God to receive one in heaven
in a stale of rebellion and disobedience that that
one could remain there? Verily, no; Lucifer,
though a son of the morning, was thrust down,
and a third part of the heavenly hosts, because of
rebellion; and we read how dreadful their condition is. So let us thank God that he will not
now receive any until they have first learned
qbedience in all things; and will not parents, especially those who have received the light of the
gospel in its fulness, seek more diligently to
train their children in a proper way.
Truly the little child in the hands of its parents
is as clay in the hands of the potter, susceptible
to every impression; and let every mother ask
herself what are the impressions that she is mak·
ing on those wliom God has given her; and for
which she will surely have to give an account to
Him. Is she teaching her children to be submissive, to exercise patiencP, to be truthful in the
fear of God, (for whosoever maketh or loveth a
lie can not enter into the beautiful city), teaching
them obedience as a principle, that the acts may
spring from the heart, and not through fear of
punishment only. If so, she is doing a good·
work in the sight of the Master, and forming a·
character, whether male or female, that will be·
prepared to go forth into the world to meet and
with§t!\ml
trial~ fill<l tempt~t,lo.n~ 9£ life1 1111\J
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one that can walk uprightly, and will not be
overthrown· by adverse circumstances, but will
make the world better for their having lived in
it; and more than that, she has placed their Jeet
in the path that leads to everlasting life. 0, what
years of ministerial labor, toil and sacrifice would
be saved if all mothers were careful to instil
those good principles into the minds of their
children! But, on the other hand, parents of the
household of faith, who fail to teach their children
those principles--fail to bring them into subjection
they fail also to place their feet in the'way of life
and happiness; and will they not fail also in a
great measure at the day of reward? If God in
his word has instructed his people to train up
their children In the nurture and admonition of
the Lord, and children to be. obedient to their
parents; and in making choice of men for offict:rs
chooses those who rule well their own household.
I ask if in the face of all this, those who profess
to be Saints shall allow their children to grow up
wayward and disobedient, are not they also disobedient children of their heavenly Father?
SISTER EMMA.
May 26th, 1886.

Sister Frances.-As I have been benefitted by
the "Mothers' Column," I thought I would add
my mite to the testimonies given, knowing the
importance and greatness of the work we are engaged in. I would like much to see you face to
face, but am here alone in the faith, and deprived
of the privilige of worshiping God in the sanctuary with my brothers and sisters. I would be
truly thankful for that privilege, and also the
ordinance af the Lord's supper, which I have had
no opportunity of partaking of for the last four
years. I wish some of the Elders would come
_this way and teach the way of life to souls that
will surely perish without it. I was thankful to
see the names of Brn. Lanphear and Stone in
Conference Minutes, as they were the instruments,
under God, of leading me into the Church of
Christ. I may not know the hardships that
some of the Elders' wives endure, but I would
entreat them to be faithful to the Lord, and in
due time he will crown them with glory and
honor and salvation in His Kingdom.
Oftentimes our lland" arc weary
Battling witll tile world und sin,
But we know, when all is ended,
Heuvcn 's gates will close us in.

Asking an interest in the prayers of the Saiots,
I remain your sister in Christ,
ELLA l\I. FUHR.
SOMONAUK, Ills., June 14th.
Drar Friend Fn111ces:-You ask me to write
for the "Home Column." I would willingly
comply with your request were I capable of giving- instruction. There has been much written
and the world is full of instruction from able
pens, from those having wisdom and understanding, and I can say nothing new, but repeat that
wliich has already been said.
As the Scripture
f'aith, "line upon !me, precept upon precept, here
a little and there a little.'' I feel the need of an
education, but am thankful for what I've got
which I think is needful, in this confu•ed world,
to take me to that better land where the pure
language will be restored in all its lovlincss and
beauty-a second Eden, which I think is not in
the far distant future. I feel that I am a stranger
and a pilgrim, but to J esns I will cling; He is
l:n,y onl,y friend, m.y h9pe, 111,y all in thi~ Efo i;ml

the life beyond the grave. I believe it is through
much sorrow and affliction we are to triumph.
Yes; to be tried as gold in the furnace, that the
dross may be consumed. I think I have tasted
of the gall of bitterness. I have been sore! y
tried from my youth to the present time, and it
is as written, "afflictions though they seem severe,
in mercy oft are sent" for an all wise purpose.
Many times in grief and oppression my soul
cried out with the psalmist, "Why art thou cast
down, O, my soul? and why art thou disquieted
within me? hope thou in God; for I shall yet
praise Him for the help of His countenance."
To you my dear friends of the Herald I give the
word of consolation as i(written. "Beloved,
think it not strange concerning the fiery trial
which is to try you, as though some strange
thing happened unto you; but rejoice inasmuch
as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that
when his glory shall be revealed, ye may be
glad also with exceeding joy. If ye be reproached for the name of Christ, happy are ye; for the
spirit of -glory and of God resteth upon you; on
their part he is evil spoken of, but on your part
he is glorified."-r Peter 4: 12, 13, 14. Dear
friends, let 'us not grow weary in well doing, but
continue on, and in due time we shall reap the
harvest if we faint not by the way. I am edified
in reading the IIerald, .and I feel more like
pressing toward the mark for the prize of the
high calling of God in Christ Jes us. Amen.
AUNT RUTH.
VICTORIA, Ills., June 19th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Feeling my inabilitv to
write anything worthy the "Home Column" I
have hitherto kept silent, but I feel it would be
little short ot ingratitude not to attempt to thank
you for the words of encouragement and cheer
that we look forward to so anxiously each week
in the Ilerald. When I read your words of encouragement to the scattered and lonely ones it
strengthens and encourages me to persevere in
striving for the faith enjoyed by the saints in the
days of our Savior. Do we not have to contend
with as much opposition as the disciples did in
those days? If I had not possessed abundant
testimony of the truth and divinity of this work,
I am sure I should not have been able to bear the
many trials I lrnYe been called to endure through
prejudice and unbelief. 0 that I could tell every
living soul the danger of resisting the truth until
the adversary gels entfre possession of our body.
I can not write more at present as my time is
limited, and three grand children are romping
o'·er the floor--twin boys in their sixth year, with
a baby eighteen months old, who were left to my
care when b~by was two months old, by their
parents having to be taken to the insane asylum
at Jacksonville; the father only partially controlled by the evil spirits, the mother stricken
down suddenly, in a night, to be what the world
calls crazy; and when one feels sure in their own
mind that could they have h?,d the privilege of
calling in the Elders they might have been released from the power of the adversary, it becomes
doubly hard to bear. l3ut, praise be to God who
gives us the victory if we are faithful, I expect
to see them restored yet. Vvill you add your
faith to mine and pray the Father that my faith
may be equal to my needs, and that the power
of the adversary of souls may be overcome in
this family, that the honest in heart may see and
undc:rst11nd th~;:e is a G0d of pow~r i.n this rla,y

as well as anciently? Believe me a sincere Jover
of this latter day work, and one who, notwithstanding her many trials, has abundant cause to
love and praise God for his many blessings.
SusAN E. CooK.
P. S.-A sister who has never identified herself with the Reorganization, but whose heart is
in the work sends a dollar with mine to place in
the Hope fund.
S. E. C.
[May the dear Master whom we strive to serve,
cheer, comfort and bless you. Those who stood
nearest the throne, came there through great
tribulation. There is more joy in trusting him,
even when he hides his face, than all the world
has to give at it& best.-En].
HINTS FOR THE SICK-ROOM.
A SrcK-ROOM should be equally as pleasant,
and as well ventilated as a sitting-room. The
best remedy for nervousness is a quiet spirit.
Every patient should exercise patience fo~ his
own good, as well as the good of his attendants.
Much more is depending on the state of the mind,
in regard to the state of the pody than people
generally suppose. Patients should take their
food at regular periods, neither to9 short nor too
long. Too often, gives the digestive organs too
much work, and a long time leaves them inactive, and the stomach is liable to be filled with
gas. The food should be of such a nature as to
counteract the disease, and the preparation accordingly. Imprudence in eating will make the
well sick, and it will also counteract the remedies
of the best physicians, and even nature itself.
Convalescent patients should exercise all they
can without becoming much fatigued, and especiafiy in the open air. If one cannot go out, let a
room be well aired from without, and the patient
sit and walk in it, having it closed from a draft.
vVear suitable clothes for the occasion, and inflate
the lungs as much as possible. Make it a practice. Strength like stock in trade gains if used
wisely. vVe will give the readers of the Home
Column other hygienic ideas if agreeable.
ALJ\IIRA.
[They wiil be very acceptable.-Ed.]
SAN BERNANDrno, Cal., June 7th.
Dear Sister Frances :-I have just been reading:
our precious "liome Column.' I don'.t know
how we got aiong without it so long. I caimot
~express the good it has done me. There Is an ..
other subject that I want to put before its readers,
a subject that none of our Sisters lulve touched on
yet. A great deal bas been said about the duty
of Parents to their children, and especially the
duty of the mother. The question that trouble~
me is, How can a mother perform her duty a~ a
Christian mother when her husbar.d and the:
father of her children opposes her in every thlng
that pertains to a Christian iife? Ought she to
have her children baptized if she may at the
proper age, when she has no hope that she will
be able to keep them at Sunday School or Church as there is generally some piece of work set
for that day; not only work but many.other pians
such as hunting, playing cards and the like?
This subject has caused me, and not only me but
a great many sisters that I know, many tears and
sad hours. I would be glad if some of our sisters·
with age and experience, would giye us the'
benefit of their years of experience.
I -also want to say a word of comfort to any:
tha~ ma,r; b_:o situated a~ I have d<!sr.l"il;ect,;
'-
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During all my trials God has never forsaken me.
If we humble ourselves and ask his assistance
he never fails to comfort. It is the only way
out of our troubles that I have been able to find.
Your sister in the one hope,
M. A. MATTHEWS.
[If the father is willing that they should be
baptized and they have been fully instructed in
the principles of life and salvation, and themselves wish to obey the gospel; by all means
they should be encouraged to do so and then if
through obeying the commands of their earthly
father, they are compelled to break the commands
of God, th~ Lord will hold the father accountable for their sins. As proof of which we refer
you to Doc. and Cov., page 330, par. 4, which
reads: "All children are bound by law to obey
their parents; and to influence them to embrace
any religious faith, or be baptized, or leave their
parents without their consent, is unlawful and
unjust. We believe that husbands, parents and
masters who exercise control over their wives,
children and servants and prevent them from embracing the truth, will have to answer for that sin."
Dear sister, we have unlimited faith in the
power of example and prayer. Such circumstances must be very trying, but to all things God
has set a limit and the time will come when the
prayer of faith ascending to him will be answered.
\Ve are to pray in perfect submission to his will,
but we know that it is his will that all should repent and come to a knowledge of the truth. Let
your whole soul be staid on God and "Trust him
where you can not trace him,'' and if you btiHeve
in your soul that he will withhold no good thing
from those who walk uprightly, his word is
pledged that it shall be unto you "ac.cording to
your faith."-Ed.]

MARMATON, Kans., June 27th.
Bro. Blair :-I send you money in this to pay
on the Herald; wish I could send more, for I
prize it very highly. Hope you will continue it;
will try and send more as soon as I can.
I went to Mound Valley, Labette county, Kansas, to attend our district conference last Friday
week, but was one week late, which was quite a
disappointment, yet I trust it was not in vain; for
I met with the Saints on Sunday at II o'clock
and listened to Bro. Richard Davies preach a
funeral ·discourse. At three p. m. we met in
Saints' meeting, which was a pleasant one, in
which several bore testimony, and in which I
testified to the truth, exhorting them to arouse
from their lethargy, and put on the whole armor
by giving heed to the teaching of the Bishopric;
not only to believe and talk about the law on
temporal things, but put it in practice and do the
work. I told them I felt that the Holy Spirit
had directed r!1e lo go there and stir them up by
putting them in remembrance of our duty to
God. 0, Bro. Blair, the Spirit rests on me in
such power when I speak on this temporal law.
They announced an appointment for·me at night,·
and I had a good audie11ce and good attention;
dealt out to them the best I could, both to Saint
and sinner, exhorting all to give themselves
wholly to God; not quite so much as Jesus asked
of the rich young man, but inasmuch as Jesus
was o!JJy asking at this present tim•J otle"tenth of

r,Jl W\!i. p@~~e<lffli and there!lft1~r
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the increase annually. What a loving Savior to
give us such a holy law by which we can build
up the kingdom, that by obeying it the church
will soon be as a city set on a hill. Oh, Lord,
how long will thy Saints keep back that which is
thine! We all teach and profess to believe that
the Lord will bless all who love him and keep
his~commandments.
I for one have covenanted
to do this, giving my report to Bro. Davies,
Bishop's Agent, and will pay the tenth of all, the
Lord being my helper; for my heart and soul are
in the work, and I desire to honor my Savior
with the means he has given me. May the Lord
bless us all, and put it into our hearts not only lo
say but to do his holy will.
L. H. EZZELL.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 25th.

Bro. '.foseplz.-The old ship of Zion still floats,
with her banners unfurled to the breeze.
Some ten days ago Elder W. P. Brown, a reputed Whitmerite, who so recently bestowed his
attentions upon the Saints at Lamoni, came to
this place as he alleged by direction of the Holy
Ghost to raise his banner and reclaim the wayward Latter Day Saints to their allegiance to the
"Church of Christ." The use of our church was
given him for four consecutive nights, beginning
with June zrst. It was agreed that there should
be a reply to his discourse each night, if the party or parties representing the branch so desired.
It would seem that Elder Brown is very courageous in his zeal to propagate his ideas of faith
and church polity. He came to the front each
of the four nights bold and aggressive, especially
so in his onslaught upon the Reorganization.
His efforts consisted of a tirade against the Reorganization, bumcombe, a great deal of talk
about the Holy Ghost, accusations concerning
sinners· in our midst, the name of the church,
and an attack upon the Doctrine and Covenants,
all of which were weak and simple, and not in
any way creditable either to himself or to those
whom he is supposed to represent.
He was met on each occasion by Bro. Joseph
Luff as the representative of the branch. It is
no compliment to Bro. Luff's splendid ability to
be pitted in forensic encounter against a man so
weak as Mr. Brown. But the "powers that be"
had so req nested, and loyal to the cause we all
love he joyfully responded, aHke to the pleasure
and instruction of all interested. Indeed, Bro.
Luff proved himself to be a veritable "Gattling
gun,'' raking.Elder Brown's mistakes and errors,
scarcely leaving a decent sized grease spot of his
pretensions. Many were heard to express sympathy with Mrs. Brown, who was present and
witnessed on each of the four evenings the terrible castigation given her husband in so able and
masterly a manner. His arguments were met
everywhere, and he was simply crushed. The
wonder is that he continued for four nights to
endure the racks to which he was sqbjected.
Elder Brown professed to be very spiritual, and
assumed himself ahundantly qualified to judge in
all spiritual affairs. He asserted again and again,
that the man who had the Spirit did not need the
law [written word] and that the Spirit only was
his guide; tha~ if the church had the Holy Ghost
there woqld be no conterttidh, nor any difference
of oplnlort as to doctrine or chui'.ch policy; that
the mote of law we had the wo1·13e we wot1ld b<J
oft'\ thv.t J.w was led by th!l Spil'H tti hie preseht
r.:1:;i,u\mo.!lilP !n th~ lilhurlilh. AH
Mi!>\ 1;1£ t11llf.

and assumption might have had a more grateful
reception accorded it any where else than in Independence. The fact is, he has lived here before,
and his peculiar kind of spiritual knowledge and
experience are simply not in demand in this market. Elder Luff gave to the audience several of
Elder Brown's revelations, as testified unto himself by Elder Brown years ago, and as also stated
by Brown to many others in this place. One of
these spiritual facts ( ?) was a prophecy or prediction which he made some years ago, that this
town (Independence) was to be soon destroyed;
and moved by fear of the predicted calamity he
removed from this place to another of supposed
greater safety. This destruction was to be within
two years from the time of its prediction; and
after it should come to pass, he (Brown) would
return here and assist in building up "the waste
places of Zion." This is a fair sample of the evidence presented by Bro. Luff to show Elder
Brown's epecial qualifications in spiritual matters!
No doubt these facts were painful to Elder
Brown; for he lacked the moral courage to confess that l)e was mixed on spiritual things and
sometimes deceived. Although fully known by
at least twenty competent witnesses, many of
whom were present, Elder Brown had the hardihood to deny that he had uttered or stated such
predictions. But his mere denial, so overwhelmingly confronted, was of no avail with the audience, who were fully satisfied that as a.prophet
he had at least been measured by the standard of
fact and proved to be false. Very naturally this
has caused many to question Elder Brown's Yeracity-people find it hard to believe that his mistake ( ?) arises from a bad memory.
The Saints here were strengthened by the issue
made, and we could not but rejoice in the Spirit
and power of Israel's God, which at times rested
in a marked degree upon Bro. Luff. May God
bless and preserve Bro. Luff; for indeed he' is a
master workman, and a most excellent defender
of the faith.
THOMAS E. LLOYD.
MANSFIELD VALLEY, Penn.,
June 27th, r886.
Dear Brother Blair :-The Saints here are still
striving to do the will of God. My heart rejoices
to read in the Herald the letters of my brethren
and sisters. It gives me strength to press on·
ward, for all bear the same testimony to this
work. I love to bear my testimony to the truth
of this latter day work, for I can say it is God's
work. In it I find peace and joy. I desire lo
ever live faithful to God and keep the commandments he bas given.· Bro. Jacob Reese has baptized two in this place since I wrote last, and we
<;!Xpect more to follow soon. I long to see a
large branch of Saints in this place.
Your ·sister in the gospel,
LYDIA JoNES.
BEATRICE, Neb., March 24th.
Dear Jierald:-I love to read the Herald, and
I do not know how I could get along without
it·; for it cheers, comforts, and strengthens me,
and I wish the pure in heart every where could
be pe!"mitted to hear the gospel preached. I am
the only one in Mt. Olive school district who
belongs to the church of Christ, and Bro. R. M.
Elvin ls the only Elder that h1rn preached here in
the last ~ix yell<rn• He pn:ached one 5ermon the
ii ht l11•bi l.>1:1~. 1th·>,;;,u1,ey\<1n!!!l~ \'1'1n1!ii\ ll,ot &!!ll~m~~
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him to stay longer. With regret we bade him
adieu, for we felt he. was needed here. But I
hope he will soon return to us. We have Jots of
preaching here, but to my mind it does not compare with the powedul preaching of Bro. Elvin.
To me he is a minister rightly dividing the word
of truth; a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed. I Jove this latter day work so far• as I
understand it; but I am aware I need much
teaching yet. Dear Saints, pray for me that my
faith in the works of righteousness may be
strong.
'ii· Yours in the one faith,
ADALINE GRAF.

W- No Credit for moneys received on subscription will

spread throughout the zones and all over
the old earth. To refer simply to element~
ary and physical blessing, and ring out the
changes in dame nature woukl hardly produce a change in any one's theology. To
announce that we have a holy book would
evidently be met wifo a similar statement.
To proclaim its authority and superiority
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
would solicit and secure an ,investigation. '
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
The glad missionary leads out on the
their own views. Contributions solicited.
fall of man, and the consequent depravity,
WHO ARE THE HEATHEN?
the deluge and the confounding of IanTHE popular way to answer the above guages prior to the dispersion, Egyptian
interrogation is to apply the term heathen, bondage, the fiery law of Sinai, the justice
HELENA, Iowa, June 28th.
pagan or idolator to all the denizens out- of God, the atonement of Christ, the presDear Herald:-You are always anxiously lookside the pale of Christendom. Those forent cross and the future glorious crown,
ed for, and are a welcome visitor. It seems that tunate enough to be born in, or move amid and finally, a home in heaven, and an
$2.50 is a high price, but we would not do with- the clans, tribes and nations where exists a eternity of superlative bliss.
The hearer will concede that the human
out it in the family. It is food to the hungry tacit and passive consent that Jes us is the
soul. It is worth double the money. You will Christ are graciously styled Christians. family is far from being pure, but when,
find enclosed in this letter a ·postal note for !ji2.50 In that wholesale manner a difficult prob- how, or if ever it came about, he is at a
for Herald. It is hard times with us. We have lem is seemingly easily solved. In addition loss. A universal flood is acknowledged
been "hailed out" two years in succession, losing to simply believing, devils have trembled, on account of the finny and shell fossils
our crops, and it makes money hard for us to get. confessed the holy sonship, proclaimed his found on mountain heights, but the story
I am much pleased with the instructions and ex· power, and acknowledged past acquaint- of the ark is not so readily granted.
He beholds mankind all over the globe,
planations of the Bishopric in the Herald of June ance, present authority and the forthcom12th. It fo what I have wanted to hear explain- ing judgment. If faith alone will prevent with different tongues and languages, but
ed by the Bishop. I am determined to try to the odium of heathen, and rank its possess- how this come to be is a mystery. He
or among the Christians, then Mr. D--1 does not need to go back to ancient Egypt
keep all of God's commandments.
will surely come along and demand recog- for slavery, and the prophetic calling of
I am hoping and praying that God will give
nition. Let us imagine an orthodox mis- Moses is, to him an open question. In reme knowledge and wisdom in his work of these
sionary, all polished and drilled, armed and gard to the justice of God, the divinitv of
latter days. \Ve only started in this cause about
equipped, endorsed, and transported to the the Messiah, the forgiveness of sins; the
two years ago; we thank God to-day that he ever heart of the Celestial Empire where the redemption of the faithful, and all kindred
gave us the true light. We have had some hard colossal pagodas glitter in oriental splendor. topics, his little lordship demands plain
trials of faith, and much persecution. By the Their forms of devotion are crowned with and positive proof. At this juncture the
assisting grace of God we will try to stand for the laurels of remote antiquitv, and their poor Christian quibbles, begs the question,
the truth. I ever hope and pray that all of the _unity of thought and concurrence of action jumps to conclusions, exhorts to pray, reSaints may take the stand to do the Lord's will ~re m_ac~e sacred by the memory of sleep- !ates a few deathbed scenes, narrates a
let come what may. We can not serve God and mg b1ll1ons and heralded forth and sustain- number of sickly sanctified anecdotes, gets
Mammon.
Yours for the truth,
ed by living millions. vVhat new evangel happy, shouts and subsides. "Is this all,"
c. E. HAND.
is this that seeks to assail, undermine and says the wondering Mongolian!
'
supplant this time honored institution?
vVith a dignified and pompous air he
GLENDALE, Oreg., June r8th.
In Europe and America it is called Chris- rallies, and offers on sale the Bible.
Dear Herald:-! attended the Oregon Confertianity ! The little brown man has the Thirty-nine articles of faith, Commentary,
ence held at Crawfordsville. \Ve met in a beau- instinct of the race at large. H(; would Prayer books, discipline, liturgies, creeds,
tiful grove, the equal of which is seldom found not wish or knowingly do himself any pamphlets, tracts, etc. He takes the first
in the east. The best of accommodation was had harm, or suffer his would be instructor to on the list, learns from its pages, and gladfor those that came from a distance. Our num- abridge his prospects of happiness here or ly discovers that the Lord's people are
bers were small when compared with the camp henceforth.
As he takes a meditative "baptized by one Spirit into one body,"
meetings I have seen in the east. \Ve had a survey of the past he thinks kindly on the and "that the members should have the
pleasant time, and I think the work done will shrines of his ancestrv, and hallows tbe same care one for another." How deprove of lasting benefit to this fair western land. memory of the pale'~leepers, in the land lightfol ! how soul thrilling! how superHe
I traveled one hundred and fifty miles over moun- of the sun. His keen, almond eyes will natural! says the heathen Chi nee.
tains and through valleys lo get there, but can say not look away from the national altars and continues :-"I revere the sermon on the
I am not rnrry that I went. There are some no- domestic deities unless you challenge and mount; the golden rule fascinates; the orble Saints at Crawfordsville and Sweet Home, secure his admiration. Politicd economists ganization is perfect; the doctrine is elewhose kindness I hope never to forget. I have have said that governments should not be vating; the ordinances are purifying; the
seldom enjoyed myself as I did in those meetings. changed, revolutionized or abolished for ~igns; gifts and blessings are copious; the
The desired heavenly canaan looms up in the distance,
Our worthy Elder liaw&, who is in this mis- transient or trivial causes.
panacea
would
be
added
afHiction.
That and the portals stand ajar.
sion, is, I think the right man in the right place,
Adversity is a mutual burden, and prosand I wish Oregon had more such men. I have theory that holds good in state will fi~ure
largely
on
the
religious
barometer
of
the
perity
exalts the entire fraternity, for "dinot grown weary of this great latter day work.
The more I see of it, the firmer my faith is world. The ardent evangelist confronts visions" are not countenanced or tolerated;
grounded. I am satisfied if I live up to the re- the Sublime Buddha with the great Author for "vv·hether one member suffer, ;ill the
quirements of the gospel of Christ, my future of nature; but his friendly auditor claims members suffer with it; or one member
the same Almighty power as revealed in be honored, all the members rejoice with
destiny will be one of endlern bliss.
the majestic rivers, or the sparkling stream- it." vVe have a unity of faith, but our
Ever pra.ying for the welfare of God's people,
let; the hoary forest, or the tiny flower· 1 church rites are repugnant, deep, dark and
I remain your brother in the gospel of Christ.
the alarming tempest, or the merry sun~ all shrouded in mystery.
·
OLIVER HANSEN".
shine; the universe, the solar system, the
Those "miracles," :mcl "gifts of healrevolving earth, or the shifting sand. The 1 ing-," and other "pearls of great price,"
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library ....................•..... 1 25
physical
creation, in enJless variety, is 1 tokens of divine favor, come not in the
Imitation :Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
common
property.
Seed time.and harvest range of our systern. An inspired minisTHE SAD:TS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
are revolving like an endless chain. Pas- try of living apostles and prophets is forl m itntlon :Morocco, nrnrblctl edges .................... 1 2;)
)mitation l\lorqcrn, gil~ edges ... ::::, .. :·,.: ..... :• ... ~ 50
sio~ and pride? as (!!SQ deqt!1 <tpd decay . eign to our order of things, Dear sir, J
appear ou ·the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of person" desiring a ·change in P.O. address.
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had the good fortune to receive from Lonaccord with his sacred text books; but
don, and New York, catalogues of books. those foreign emic,saries are at war with
I find advertized some works that causes one another, the Bible, and common sense.
me to wonder; and especially and pre- The idolator, in a given section of country,
eminently so when reflecting that these has a standard Deity; but these missionare the centers of commerce, of the arts aries have their Gods variously defined.
and sciences; of temporal wealth and One of the novelties of modern times is to
spiritual refinement, hence authorative. get up a Supreme Being, both bodiless
What means this history of "The Great and passionless, whose center is everyReformation?" and "The History of all where and circumference nowhere. As to
Denominations?" And what aboi.1t those signs following the numerous votaries of
other books you wished to sell me? vVell, sectarian Babylon, they not only disclaim
my pagan friend, to tell you the unvar- it in toto, but actually claim it is sacrilege,
nished truth, the holy kingdom that was and blasphemy to "contend earnestly for
established, owned and blest by Christ the the faith once delivered to the Saints" by
living head, was succeeded and supplanted Jesus the Christ. Their organisms, either
hy the great Romish apostasy. Many singly or combined, do not correspond or
hundred years of gross intolerance and even approximate a counterfeit when comblind superstition rolled away before the pared to the New Testament Church.
When you find two .hills without an intergreat light of reform burst upon the
European states, and illumined the civil- vening depression, or when two parallel
lines form a right angle, then you may
ized world.
Catholicism "ls the mother of us all;" begin to imagine that there is a faint simbut we grew weary of her domination and ilarity between the orthodox way of adopttyranny, and threw off our allegiance, pro- ing aliens, and the scriptural modus operclaimed our independence, reconstructed andi. As to "obeying from the heart that
the disordered fragments, maligned "The form of doctrine," we say instead, "salvaMother Church," and denominate our tion by faith alone is a wholesome doctrine
numerous c~ations "The Great Reforma- and full of comfort."
These heretical forms of devotion are
tion!"
Those organizations that have
been the most successful in securing talent- spreading their influence over the land,
ed clergymen, and in commanding wealth, like the frogs and lice upon accursed
and in proselyting those of eltegant tastes Egypt. His Satanic majesty accepts their
and astute refinement we call the orthodox prayers as sweet incense, so long as they
do not obey the truth. These messengers
or e~angelical churches. As there are
make the Brahmin two fold more a child
many railroad routes across the American
continent, in like manner we have scores of hell than before, like unto themselves.
of heavenly roads all to suit the conven- Far better let the tribes of men follow the
light of nature, or look up through an
ience and disposition of the sojourner.
We do not wish to be thought narrow- idol, than to degrade them with a pervertminded,' selfish, or at all bigoted; there- ed gospel, and set them to climbing "up
fore we recognize all standard religions; some other way." If, as in olden times,
but, of course, individually prefer our own, "The Gentiles, which have not the law,
as a representative employee. Because of do by nature the things contained in the
its prestige and ability, myfees,benefitsor law, * * * their own conscience bearing
pay is a periodical certainty; and in adwitness," &c., do not, for pity's sake, push
dition I have received many valuable pres- them out of the frying pan into the fire •.
ents; and my darling wife and children are Elijah's cloud, though compared to a
great favorites. Our teachers are not called man's hand for size, brought rain. Good
direct, as in olden time, neither are they in- came out of Nazareth, and who knows
spired as former! y; for, dear sir, things have but what, under the spirit of all grace, the
Latter D:iy Saints will save the world
changed. We behold the law of fitness,
and give the candidate for holy orders the from downright infidelity, the whirlpool
benefit of the theological seminary. As of atheism, or an insatiate hell.
\Voe unto you, hireling priests_! Woe
for miracles, they have subserved their use,
and, long since, given away to intellectual unto you, blind guides! Woe unto all
development, and the achievements of pious frauds! You call yourselves the
harbingers of light, and, forsooth, you are
science. Anointing, praying for, and laying hands on the sick have become absolete, the minions of darkness. You will not
and the medical fraternitv has kindly enter into the kingdom of God's dear Son,
neither will you suffer those that 'ivould to
taken that responsibility from off the
obtain the precious boon. You calmly
shoulders of the eldership. Those "divers
kinds of tongues" are readily mastered in sm·vey the blighted field, and even smile
the college halls, while lexicons give "the at the general havoc, if so be that the
interpretation of tongues." "Now abideth change and good name are forth coming. ,
Fetihism, or the most depraived and
faith, hope, and charity; but the greatest
brutish superstition, still survives in cenof these is charity."
\tVe will not extend the supposed inter~ tral Africa. The Juggernaut is only review further at this time. \Ve wish to strained by the presence of the British lion.
look at the situation and draw some legit- The mosques occupy the Zion of David;
imate inferen.ces. The eastern empire has and the minarets cast their fitful shadows
"one faith,'' and their combined energies across the .ancient retreat of Salem's great
.
flow in one well beaten channel.
The , King.
nations of the occident have a contrariety
The devotees of error still bow down to
of faith, while their efforts are adverse. stocks i:tnd stones.
Unbridled passion,
laid, <;ruelty
! stfllk ~,bfQ<td in we·
The pqor J.w~thfin'~ ~med ?BC! b1;lief i:tre iB ~nd qeep
•
r
f,
•
,,,, • . .-

tropolitan courts, and the common avenues
of man. When we look at what ought
to be done, am! see how little has been
accornplished, we feel the spirit of regret
and the visitation of sadness invade the
recesses of the tender heart. When will
the tables turn; thy people rejoice, and
saving truth go forth?
The wonder
working God will surely and speedily arise
in jealousy, wage fury upon the evil doers,
endow his servants with superhuman energy and wisdom, and magnify his glorious
holy name in isles afar. In order that the
glad era will soon dawn over the mountains, and shine in the deep dells, the
Saints of the Most High ought to arise
simultaneously.
United faith, profound reverence, unfeigned humility, unreserved piety, praiseworthy sacrifice, judicious living, conscientious and unceasing labor, the co-operation
of God, and the omnipotent power of the
Holy Ghost will evidently ultimately gain
and maintain the ascendency. Protestantism found its zenith when political freedom
and religious toleration were evolved from
the family quarrel.
Thank heaven no
rival sect, in all this moqern embroilment,
seized the reins of this republic. Their
present pride, arrogance, and intolerance
demonstrate that might would have been
the measure of right if these orthodox ( ?)
churches were not restrained and circumscribed by the constitutional law of the
realm.
The Lord is withdrawing his Spirit
from them now. The leprosy .is spreading over souls, and the gangrene is visible,
therefore come out, oh! come out and be
ye clean!
The fashionable pulpits, Hle
popular press, the various mechanical inventions, the working mens' union, the
railro;ci pools, and all such cliques can not
usher in a millenium, or save the world
from present disaster, or final perdition.
Dear reader; do not procrastinate till the
armies ·Of farael are greatly augmented,
but take a fearless stand with the "little
flock," and "be a hero in the strife."
There is plenty of room for your ardent
zeal, and missionary predilection, all in
"the narrow way." Peace of mind unknown to the unregenerate, will be like a
mighty stream.
.
Your sphere of usefulness will be enlarged ad infinitum.. Let laggard~, busybodies, backbiters, chronic fault finders,
and jealous persons sow the seeds of discontent; but, as for the faithful in Christ,
they will keep their even tenor. And now
may the good Lord energize, direct,
preserve, and save His is the prayer of
M. T.

SHORT.

SPIRITUAL GIFTS.

"Now concerning Spiritual Gifts brethren I would not have you ignorant." I
presume that there is the same necessity
for a knowledge of Spiritual Gifts now,
as there was in Paul's days. As we witness all the spiritual manifestations and
influences that they had in those days;
from divine to satanic, including that of
the human, that there is danger of being
deceived:
flHd ~µ£-fering
fos~ by
f\l:lfi\;:
!1HH1•
. . ''
.'
,_'
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· ifestations there is no doubt to the thinking mind. So the more we understand of
these powers, or manifeshttions the better
it may prove to be for us.
God in his vvisdom has provided a special gift of "discernment of spirits" that
may be had by some and especially presidents of branches. But in the absence of
this we will offer some thoughts that we
have upon this subject. When God bestows the gifts of his spirit, he does so for
our benefit, and to suppose that benefit
does not follow, is to doubt the wisdom of
God. Her.ce when I witness in church
the gifts of prophecy, tongues etc. that
does not edify, enlighten, renew, and build
up, I put it down in my mind that such
manifestation is not of God, though it is
by power that will shake the person
speaking and thrill the audience. The
"thrilling touch" is no evidence of the
divinity of such gift. The feeling, or
sensation attend the other powers also that
produce gifts, so may the feeling of sympathy. But there is accompanying the
manifestation of the Holy Ghost, a deep
feeling of contrition, and humility that
does powerfully yet gently take hold of
the deepest sympathies of our spiritual
nature, and melts as it were the stern and
proud heart.
I believe there are three powers that
produce gifts, namely the divine, satanic, ·
and human. This last is the one of which
I will now write as I believe it to be
much more deceptive in its character than
the satanic, as it is always sympathetic and
congenial. This may by some be termed
satanic as it often proves adverse to that
of God. But yet it is as distinct from the
satanic as it is from the divine. It has
manifested powerfully within the last few
hundred years, in some of the churches;
through their hand-shaking and circles it
was most prominent; prostrating .some
persons and causing others to act in very
unbecoming ways. In their prayers they
characterize it thus. "l'v1ay the spirit run
from heart to heart as oil from vessel to
vessel." What strange conceptions of tbe
manifestations of God's Spirit, for a person
to have who ever read the Holy Scriptures.
In what way does oil run from vessel to
vessel? One vessel has to be holden over
an other, (and tipped up a little of course),
or some kind of an air pump used. But
we as "children of the light" should pray
for the "Holy Ghost sent down from God
out of heaven;" "the spirit of truth
whom the world can not receive," "that
will take the things of the father and
show them to you." This spirit that
"runs from heart to hca\t" is nothing
more than animal magnetism, and is as
likely to deceive the Saints as any other
people; for they desire and expect the
Spirit, and many of them throw thrnselves
wide out to spiritual influences. That this
is a real power and in its vibrating sensation much resembles the Spirit of God, no
one of experience will deny. And that it
also affords a degree of pleasure to those
influenced tberchy I do not question, but
it never reaches higher than a man's head,
Jt does not elevate morally tho§e vd10 are
'1l"ef'3isRd 01' J.nl'J.uen1;;1,1d
.\UA\1 WHl lA1

my judgment, sooner or later bring evil.
There are some persons who in church
will work themselves up to a melting heat
of enthusiasm, then of their own impulses
will break out in prophecy or tongues and
it be purely human. There is an other
class who are always on hand at such
meeting whose enthusiasm runs higher
than their knowledge: so much so that
many go away disgusted, and perhaps
some of them were those without who
were seeking truth.
I believe it would
be much better if the presiding officer
would at the proper time and place instruct such ones to think more and talk
less in meeting. My only reason for this
writing is my love for the truth.

x.x. x.

BRANCH TROUBLES.

this heading I desir.e to suggest a
few thoughts that pass through the mind,
unrefined as they may appear to the better
informed, believing that their superior
wisdom will exhibit a degree of leniency
towards the writer, as they are not offered
to criticise what other wiser oens may
have sent broadcast through th~ Herald.
Truth may be presented in attire to suit
some, and to others quite different. What
is wanted, I think, is a full and complete
understanding, and adherance to the gospel
"law" given by infinite wisdom for our
rule and practice. A branch of the church
may be compared to a family-parents and
children. If right and proper information
in regard to order and true family discipline
be had first by the parents, and by them
lovingly infused into the minds and hearts
of the children, they conducting themselves
accordjngly, they become a beacon light
in that particular. If contrary to this, they
are considered deficient and are not only
pitied by the wise, but are shunned by
society. So with branches. Officers appointed hy divine calling to such praiseworthy positions to care for, watch over,
and teach the ways of life, must not only
possess knowledge and wisdom to instruct,
but when reason demands that Christ's
law must be honored, bring it to bear upon
the willful transgressor, not with a view
to retaliate, but with a godly desire to save.
If such is not the rule to be guided by,
how can we be considered the true representatives of Jesus?
Christ seeks to save
souls an·.! his servants are expected to do
their duty. But if duty is neglected let us
become silent in regard to priesthood, or
authoritative position, and step down from
office aud confess that we are not trustworthy.
Broiher A. is informed that brother B.
lrns transgress<xl against him, and upon
inquiry
soon discovers that the sin is an
intentional one, and at tbe time he happens
to be off his guard, ;1\tbough fully versed
in the law.-"If thy brother sin against
thee, go and tell him his fault between
him and thee alone, and if he hear thee,
thou hast gained thy brother; hut if he
hear thee not, take with thee one or two
more, so that in the mouth of two or three
witn~~ses every. word ma.y be establisl;~d,
s.nd 1t he hear tnee: not, then
11ntl
UNDER

he

\_~} th~

h\~tJ.neh

good Spirit would say "Inasmuch as it
wounds you so, go not only for your own
benefit, but his, and nip the evil in the
bud." Bro. A. concludes to do as impressed, but before an opportunity presents itself old 1'viadam Rumor, ever on the alert,
brings brother A. some more of her unsavory meat. A. gets up upon his false
dignity, and declares that he will not humiliate himself to visit the offender. "l
am as good as fie, and will shew him so."
The holy Spirit by this time has left for
some more peaceful quarters, and brother
A. is left to himself and the evil power.
In this miserable state of mind he remains
nursing hate, poisoning his once saved, undying soul, while the devil smiles and
says,-"N ow I have got you!" Finally
brother A. will attend church services no
more until the branch officers bring
brother B. to time, and makes a public example of him, by having him confess before all. And to make matters still worse,
several of the members have become more
or less tainted with the disease, and all
through lack of honoring Christ's law.
Brother B., mark you, has continued to
keep himself posted during .all this, himself being perhaps truthfully the originater but in the midst of it all he goes to
meeting, sings, prays, takes the sacrament,
bears his testimony of the gospel restored
and the law given to govern, knowing his
own duty as well as the duty of brother
A., which brother A. has so foolishly
neglected, which reads as follows: "If ye
come unto me, [Christ is speaking to the
N ephites], or de_sire to come unto me, and
remembereth that thy brother (A.) has
aught against thee, go thy way unto thy
brother, and first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come unto me with full
purpose of heart, and I will receive you."
-B. of M., pag~ 447.
I think I hear some good meaning
brother saying-"If you, Mr. Scribler,
succeed in getting this clause of law to
govern us, why, nearly every member
will be burdened with going to fault finders, ancl we will have but little time to attend to duties more important. And indeed, by catering to their whimsical notions, such fault finders will rule the
branch in place of those appointed." Hold
on, my brother, it is not expected or intended that you shall pander to his views,
if they are discovered to be wrong, but
rather to show him that he is mistaken,
and must, if he wants to do right change
his tactics. But if he be found right, why
yield to him without a mental reservation.
We now see that brothers A. and B. have
become injured or wounded, both havin(Y
broken the gospel ruling by getting u);
upon their false dignity and losing the
Snirit of our lovinsr Niaster. Each of these
t~o transgressing brothers, mark you,
has his sympathisers, "A ites" and
"Bites" two parties dividing and tearing
asunder a branch of Christ's Church which
once bloomed and prospered like the rose,
when under God's favor through the keeping of bis law.
My inquiring reader bv this time is
to ask, vVhcit, in the 11ame of consis·
,,;re th@ h•'a1rnh
deli.Hg ,\lJ
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this time? Are they asleep? Yes; but
not in the land of nod, but in the land of
"carelessness," and no alarm seems to wake
them. But sometimes officers have not
been sustained in their duties when trying
to perform their duties, and that by a
spirit of indifference on the part of other
officials. At other times it occurs that
some of the Teachers have neglected to
inform themselves properly in right branch
ruling, and are not prepared to teach in
such an important sphere, for they are
not in any way adapted to fill it.
Other
officers are sometimes indifferent to their
duties. What is wanted is that true, noble,
righteous, independence of character, which
which will never sacrafice principle for
friendship with any in executing branch
duties.
Then, and not until then will
branches become free from Satan's gin
traps and spring guns, that he so oft lays
to catch ~nd subdue Christ's loved ones.
If a true and lasting impression could
only be made upon careless officials by
inserting their duties in this article contained in sections l 7 and 42, Doc. Cov., I
would do so; but let me say to such in the
fear of God, Go take the book of J uclab,
the book of Joseph, and the revelations of
Goel to the church in these clays in Dnctrine
and Covenants, and not only read there your
duties, but, better than all, "put them into
practice." If not, what in the name of
common sense is there of good derived
from our testimonies?
We are told that we must bear with the
transgressor. V cry good; but I ask candidly, Are there not any limits or bounds
for thus "bearing?" "No!" says old Merciful, "yoµ must continue, awl after you
have continued--:-you must still continue to
bear with them and forgive." What a loving old soul! much like the fallen angel,
Lucifer, who was so merciful and proposed
to save all, law or no law, if the righteous,
just, and merciful God would only give his
lordship His glory! To these "leave alone
the transgressors," let me further say--,-In
order to evade troubles and perplexing
difficulties, what if we send over the lines
some one bearing the flag of truce, and enter into a compromise with Satan and his
army now fighting the cause of right, end
the conflict, and have peace proclaimed!
Nonsense! This half-way business I hate;
for if we are on Satan's side, let us shew it
by acts that are noble, or may be called so
by him, at any rate. But, if we have enlisted upon King Emanual's side, let us
shew it· in deeds to God and angels and
the spirits of just men made perfect, that
we will not only defend his word, but
honor it from the heart by seeing that his
law is kept. \Vhat is more cheering than
that to the soul of one trying to become a
good man when he goes to the meetings
of a well conducted branch. Thousands
can ai{d will bear evidence. The Spirit
of the Almighty is not only felt in its savin.g influence there, but the soul is refreshed and made strong for the conflict before
us. While upon the other hand, when
members are left to the impulses of erring
nature, the law allowed to be trampled
upon, why it is equivalent to going to a
i;:him;;h .made and founded by man 1 whi~h

denies in emphatic terms the ancient gospel working of God's Holy Spirit.
But some good brother will say, "I will
stay at home and serve God, for in place
of feeling better by goi11g to meeting, I
am made to feel worse." To such let me
say Battle on, my good brothe1·, although
your soul may be wounded, not with carnal weapons-but with the word coupled
with the Spirits' power, until every foe is
vanquished and Christ's law reigns supreme.
JOHN D. JONES.
REPENTANCE.

Tnrs second principle of the gospel we
deem of vital importance, not only to the
Bible reader, but also to those who desire
to know and obey the truth. Upon this
principle of the gospel rests the whole
spiritual structure called the church, and
we are forced to the conclusion at once
that upon a strict adherance to the demands of genuine repentance, depends the
hope of the seeker's acceptance with God.
It seems to be the underlying principle of
all the sacred writers' teaching. Upon it
they hinge the hope of the Saints. He
who knew every principle of the kingdom
of God sets forth repentance in strong
terms, and from that rule no one is privileged to vary. It embraces both restoration and reformation. And under those
two heads seem to cluster all that this
principle demands ot mankind. Restoration is demanded of every one who has
obtained anything unlawfully, even to the
last copper, if it is in their power to restore. This must be strictly observed, for
it would be impossible for any one to have
the true spirit of holiness, and retain knowingly one copper that was unlawfully obtained.
If it is not in their power to restore at
once, they must do it at the earliest opportunity.
Restoration is the act of returning, or making good something a person
has been deprived of. See Luke 19: 8.
Notice carefully how Jes us answers the
determination of Zachens to restore: "Lord
if I have taken anything from any man
hv false accusation, I restore him four fold."
Then said Jesus: "This day is salvation
come to this house." This prohibited him
from retaining one cent in his possession
that was not obtained lawfully. This being true in this case, it is ttue in every
case. This nart of reoentance is so strict
that no one ~an enter '"the straight gate"
and not ohserve it.
That which is true of restoration, is
equally true of retonnation. Hea.r the
counsel of Daniel to the king·, Dan 4: 27:
"Wherefore, 0 king, let my counsel be
acceptable unto thee, and break f>f thy
sins by righteousness, and thine iniquities
by s':Jewing mercy to the poor, if it may
be a leng-thening.of thy tranquility." To
break off from sin and shew mercy, was a
work demanded of the King if he would repent. Notice in connection with this the exhortation of the apostle Paul, to Timothy
2: r 9; "Nevertheless, the foundation of
God is sure, having this seal, the Lord
knoweth them that are his. And let even~
on" that tui.meth th~ nam~ i?!R (;h!'hit1 de•

part from iniquity." Again he says; "Flee
youthful lusts, but follow righteousness,
faith, charity, peace with them that call
on the Lord out of a pure heart. But
foolish and unlearned questions avoid;
knowing that they do gender strife." He
further says, "Shun profane and vain babblings, for they do increase unto ungodliness."
Thus we see how those sacred
writers laid the foundation, that they who
hear may build up the christian hope and
a christian character. It was by restoring
and reforming, turning away from all
manner of sin.
Paul says, 2d Cor. 7: 9, "Now I rejoice,
not that ye were made sorry, but that ye
sorrowed to repentance; for ye were made
sorry after a godly manner. For godly
sorrow worketh repentance to salvation,
not to be repented of." Repentance as it
is taught in the scripture, comes in direct
conflict with the world. This divine rule
is almost entirely ignored by the religious
sects of to-clay. In fact, it would touch
that which is dearer to them than their
religion, that is-their pocketbook and
other property. The law of repentance
as is set forth by the Master by these
words in Matt. 18: 15: "If thy brother
offend thee, go and tell him of his fault
between thee and him alone."
This can
not be set aside for the convenience of any
one. If one offends his brother, this
br:other must go to the offender, and tell
him his fault alone. But ifthe one offended
does not regard this, the offender must
then go to the one he has offended and
become reconciled. Matthew 5: 23, 24.
"Therefore if thou bring thy gift before
the altar, and there rememberest that thy
brother hath aught against thee; leave thy
gift before the altar, and go thy wav; first
be reconciled to thy brother, and then
come and offer thy gift." Thus we see
that the work of reconciliation reaches
both sides, so that both are left without
excuse. ·one need not think for a moment
that he can transgress against a brother
and go to his secret chamber and obtain
from God a forgiveness of that sin until
he has first (as far as in his power), made
the wrong right.
This is what John
meant when he told those wicked sinnen;
to "bring forth fruit meet for repentance;"
so we see the neces~ity of restoration.
\VILLIAM KELLEY.

CHRISTIAN SABBATH.

~

HA. VING recently delivered a course of

lectures in Little Sioux by request, on the
question of the Christian Sabbath, and
having necessarily given the matter considerable thought, because of its being a
question of some importance, and one that
ought to be well understood by the membership. and especially by the Eidem, I
thought a synopsis of the positions taken •
might be of some benefit to those who
have not given the matter much attention.
The first position taken was, that the
ten commandments came in a negative
form; that is, "Thou shalt not do" &c.,
and are not, therefore, calculated within
themselves to exalt man, but only to con·
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there was a higher, or an :iffirmative law
not contained in the ten com111'!1.,1dments,
had among the fathers, from Al5el down,
that was exalting in its character. For
proof of this the following Scriptures
were cited: Deut. 6 :. 5; Lev. I 9: l 8; Matt.
22: 36-40. It will be seen that this was
not drawn from the ten commandments.
Ps. 19:7; Jas. 1:25; Gal. 3:8, 9; Rom.
1: 15, 16, 17; Heb. 3: 16, 19; 4: r, 2; l
Cor. 10: l, 4; Rom. 4:9, 14; Heb. l I.
So that the law referred to by Christ in
Matt. 22: 36, 40, is not the first of the ten
corn.mandments, but a higher law, to which
the law of Moses (which included the ten
commandments) was added because of
transgression; Gal. 2 : l 5, 16 : 3 : 1 7, 2 5;
and was only to serve until Christ came.
The second position was: That the
Sabbath commandment could not have
existed before Moses, because time, previous to his day was reckoned by days,
months, and years; that weeks were not
known in the keeping of time, and therefore, the idea of a seventh day Sabbath
could not have been prevalent.
By referring to the ten commandments
as they appear in Deut. 5: 45, it will be
noticed that there is no reference made to
the creation, but the fact that the Lord
had delivered Israel from Egypt, was given
as the reason why they were commanded
to keep the Sabbath. And, as the latter
was evidently spoken by Moses after the
commandments were written upon stone;
while the former as recorded in Ex. 20
were spoken from Mount Sin;·;i before
thev were written; (I think that the record
in Deuteronomy is most likely the correct
one); and if so, there is not a shadow of
proof that the Sabbath was given before
J\foses' day. And when we consider that
the "Sabbath was made for man," and
that prior to Moses' day the vitality of
man was such that he did not need to rest
every seventh day, we see no good reason
for its being· given prior to that time.
Third.-That the law given through
J\.foses was given to Israel, and to Israel
only. See Ex. 31: 13, 18; Ezek. 20: rr,
20.
That the law of the Sabbath was not
intended for Israel, even in a scattered condition, where they would be subject to extreme changes in northern climates; and
that it could not be binding in the Christian dispensation as we are commanded to
assemble together; (Heb. 10: z 5); because
of travel being restricte<l to less than one
mile on that day. See \Vebster; also Ex.
35: 2, 3; 16: 29.
The duration of the law "throughout all
your generations," simply meant until the
coming of Christ; (Matt. rst.); at which
time the law of circumcision should end;
which designated Israel as a "peculiar
people," in their generations. The Sabbath Jaw went with' it likewise, as they
were both equally binding, and were to
continue the same length of time. So also
was the passover to continue the same time.
See Ex. 12: 14; 31: 16; Gen. 17: 9.
Fourth.-That the law throug·h Moses,
as a whole, was abrogated in Christ, and
would ever have remained so, had not
Christ restored a part; and that the part
%9 rnstored i~ the only part bindin~ in the
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Christian dispensation. The objection
raised here by Sabbatarians is that the Ten
Commandment& is po part of the law of
J\.1oses, but that they stand pre-eminently
hig·her/than what is termed "the law."
To refute this fallacy, because I deem it as
such, if not a downright quibble, (see Heb.
IO: 28), which refers direct! y to four if not
five of the ten commandments to which
the death penalty was attached, and that
too, "without mercy," as there was no
chance given for repentance that the offender might be forgiven. See Deut. 17: 1,8.
Ex. 35: 2; Lev. 24: l7i 20: 9, IO. That
written upon stone is called com man cl men ts,
laws, and covenant. Ex. 16: 26, 28; 34:
28.
To prove that what was written upon
stone as well as the rest of the law of Moses
was done away in Christ, and that too in
the fullest sense, when the Savior was
nailed to the cross. See Heb. 8: 6, I 3; 9:
1,4; Gal. 3: l-19; 4; Col. 2: 8, 17; 2 Cor.
3: l-16; Heb. 7: 19; Acts 15: 5, IO, 24;
Rom. 10: 4.
Fifth.-That Christ taught a Superior
law to that contained in the ten commandments; that is, in the sense that it is exalting in its character, instead of being condemnatory. But first to prove that past
laws to be binding in the present dispensation, must be renewed~ See St.John 7:
22, 23. Then by referring to Matt. 22:
36, 40; 5; as a whole r9: 16, 19; Rom.
r3: 9, IO, and Matt. 28: 18, 20, and other
passages that might be referred to, it not
not only shows what rule of action is intended to make man perfect; but we discover, eight out of the ten commandments
restored, and that the first and great commandrnent-"Thou ~halt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, all!l with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind," necessarily carries with it the two first commandnients in the Decalogue, and therefore
leaves but one (the Sabbath) out.
It is quite evident that the Gentiles did
not keep the Mosaic Sabbath prior to the
days of Christ, and that the Sabbath law,
together with circumcision, was that
which caused so much enmity between
the two nationalities. It would seem
therefore, that if the Sabbath had been
restored it would have been especially
taught to the Gentile branches of the
church. But instead, we find no mention
made of it in the Scriptures after the Acts
of the Apostles, only in Col. 2: 16, and it
is there spoken of as being nailed to the
cross; 14th verse. And seeing that Paul
"shunned" not to declare unto the Ephesian
brethren (who were Gentiles) "all the
council of God;" Acts 20: 27; it seems to
me conclusive that the Sabbath above referred to was not, and is not now, under
the christian dispensation binding. And
also, from the further fact that it can no
where be found that either Christ or the
Apostles taught it as a commandment.
My position on the first day of the week
being the Christian Sabbath or rest day,
was something- similar to tl;iat taken by
Bro. Bays in his series of articles published
in the I-Jerald, that is, taking for texts
Heb. 1 : IO; 7: l 2; 10: r, connected vvith
l,ev. 23, as tbe types af1cl ~had9ws referr~d

to, which represent the death, resurrection, sacrament, and pentecost.
See St. John 18: 28; 19: 30, 31; Luke
24: 1-9. "Met with his disciples after he
arose;" Luke 24: "on first day of week,"
St John 20: 24' 27. Pentecost when the
endowment was given, was on the first
day of the week; Acts 2: l, 4; Lev. 23:
l 5, 16, Josephus, old edition, page 452.
These were very important events, all of
which happened on the "first day of the
week," and speaks volumes for that day
as a day of rest, which is the primary
meaning of the word Sabbath.
·
The last, and to my mind the most conclusive evidence was, that it was and is the
only day in which the former Saints, or
we, could or can commemorate the death
and suffering of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Acts :m: 7; Luke 24: 30; 1 Cor. I I : 2326. Shows that Christ when administering the sacrament before his death, did so
as near the da\ of the week on which he
arose as it w~s possible for him to do.
And further, that the day should behonor-ed, see Ps. II8: 21-24; Rev. l : 9, 10.
We closed by reading extracts from history in Bro. Bays' article in Herald, August numbers, which places the matter beyond doubt. I will say that I was blessed
in the effort; had good attendance and attention all the way through.
I think there ought to be a tract. published, entering into the above subject in
detail, as the country is flooded with books
and tracts, setting forth claims for the Jewish Sabbath, and even some of our own
brethren do not seem to comprehend the
situation.
J.C. CRABB.
GOD'S WAYS UNIFORM.

Suou LD the readers of your cheering
columns be inclined to regard our silence
toward you as indicative of a lack of interest on our part in the divine cause you
so nobly advocate, be this misapprehension hereby removed.
Passing events,
related to the work, bring confirmation of
its divinity in such a manner as to intensify our interest in its fortunes, and confirm our faith in its triumph.
vVe care not to appear in print simply
to be seen, nor desire to burden you with ·
words void of benefit to those who take
the time to read them.
As the "mustard" plant grows unperceived, so the Lord's "marvelous work" is
enlarging in the earth, whether by the
world recognized or not. "The kingdom
cometh not with observation," but it develops nevertheless. Little was it thought
by the religious "wise" of the world, fifty
years ago, when God set his hand to reinstitute his gospel and kingdom, that the
soul of their varied institutions was "in the
likeness of the world, and whose substance
is that of an idol, which waxeth old and
shall perish." But where, to-day, is the
leading church tenet of that time that has
not been changed in some respect, or entirely abandoned? What are the opinions
now of leading minds in relation to calvinistic predestination, reprobation, and
infant condemnation in the future? What
qf the "persev~rance" of the Saints? Wh~t
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of the policy now, of converting sinners by
horrid mental pictures of their being eternally tormented, or by death-bed s.:enes?
This latter being germain to modern
Spiritualism as they picture to the mind
the spirit of the good dead relative looking
down from the battlements of the beautiful with such intense interest upon 3r'ou,
or drawing near enough to you to influence you in some way-possibly to whisper in your ear-thus aiding you to be
religious! But alas! these devices to excite people have about lost their attractiveness to the minds of thinking men. While
the street parade, drum, fiddle, banjo and
tumble-down-toot-horn device is being
adopted as the means of attracting sinners
to the place of the "mercy seat."
The leading religious attractions to sinners, with the more refined and orthodox,
and the most successful methods of procuring means to convert the heathen, is the
"church festival," "post office," "fish
pond," or the cake cut into twenty pieces,
on which the young man bets the church
five dollars to a piece of cake he can get
the piece with the gold ring in it. This
is all done under religious pretence, but
who, or what, is the Goel of this devotion?
It is an easy thing now-a-days for the
churches' faith to compass the "charity
ball." Religious sustenance and the conversion of the heathen are ends which are
supposed to justify such methods of getting
means. A leading Michigan divine said
recently in a ministers' meeting, that many
of the methods now m;ed by the church
are dishonest, that the prayers offered in
behalf of those methods :ire dishonest
prayers, that they will not be answered,
also that eighty per cent of all who come
forward in the revival excitements go back
into the world and are worse than before
they came forward. This was a cool voluntary passage read from his paper. It
was not _questioned by his brethren in that
meeting.
Religious doctrines are constantly
changing, and to the extent that, should
we avow as our honest conYictions what
was taught as the gospel in the days of
the \Vesleys, orthodoxy would say we, if
persistent, would be damned. The warp
. and woof of popular religion is so changed that the world can belong to the church
without materially changing either in belief or practice.
Note the following from one of the
leading newspapers of our country :-"Increase in church membership does not
necessarily show that Christianity is increasing. There, have been established
durind the past few years a large number
of organizations, nominally called churches, that ht1ve no creed, and which do not
require persons to subscribe to cardinal
doctrines in order to become members in
good standing~ There are institutions
called churches that almost any person
can join.
The members of modern
churches art seldom disciplined. The
qualifications are hardly higher than in the
case of a fishing club or debating society.
It is nq longer necessary to narrate. a 'religious experience' or to testify to a
'change of heart' in order to be admitted

into most orthodox churches. The social
and secret societies are more careful about
who they admit ~o membership than some
churches are. Nearly every church presents social and society advant:iges that
many persons desire to avail themselves of,
and to thousands of persons the church is
the ;;;tepping stone to society. Many find
the church very usefulin a business way.
A lawyer, doctor, or denfo,t may :idd
greatly to hi~ list of patrons by joining a
lm-ge and influential church. Many traders and artisans are benefited in the s:ime
w:iy. vVhat a fashionable church is to a
woman who desires to go into society, that
the christian association is to a young man
who desires to procure a situation. They
both offer many advantages, while their
requirements and restrictions are very few.
In view of these things, it is not wonderful that the membership of these organizations increase every year." Of this membership, the same editor remarks :-"They
greatly differ from the early disciples in
the extent or quality of their faith, and
they can not be relied on to fill up the
ranks of martyrs."
"The masses do not attend chuach," was
the subject of discussion at the National
Association of local preachers, held at
Washington, D. C., not long since, and
many supposed reasons why, presented
and considered. One reason among others, presented by Mr. C. C. Leigh, was,
"It the first place, it is known among them
that a mean aristocracy holds control there.
That many of self-importance sail into
their pews with ribbons and feathers Hying, and in silks and furs of the most expensive kind, who at once form a society
of their own in which the poor man's family is not wanted. Indeed they look coldly on them, and seldom give them a nod of
recognition. Such snobbi.shness they can
not endure, and so they leave the church."
Another was: "Nor can any logic you
may present convince the mechanics, day
laborers and clerks, who constitute the
masses, and whose earnings do not average
$1 or $1.50 a day for a full week's work,
that it is their duty to give of their scanty
earnings for the support of a preacher
whose salary is from $5 to $10 a day." I
cite these passages to enable readers of
the Herald to see how the condition of
things appears to those both on the inside
and out of the institutions referred to, and
whose prejudices, if they have any, are
favorable to those associations. Their testimony is gratuitous, voluntary.
But this sad state of affairs, as now seen
and confessed by these aged investigators
and actors in the &cene, was foreseen and
predicted by the boy Joseph, the Seer, fifty
ye:irs ago. As we view the rise of so
many distinct organizations, under as many
separate leaderships, can we fail to see that
"they seek not the Lord to establish his
righteousness, but every man walketh in
his own w~y, and after the image of his
own God ( ?)." The "substance of the idol"
is indic:ited by the 1notive prompting .the
devotees as above cited, and its "image"
reveals its chara~ter,--'-worldly glory. The
question that rushes so forcibly through
the mind as it contemplates this peculiar

state of things is, Can that be the kingdom of God in rcalitv where this "mean
aristocracy" freezes out the poor and repels
them from communion?
When the young Seer uttered the Ian~
guage of Doc .Cov. I: 3, the popular idea
was, that the great Reformation would
move right along till old :ipostolic teaching, doctrine and practice would be reached, and :ill humanisms be banished entirely
from the religious realm, and the moral
millenium be fully inaugurated. But alas,
what a disappointment h:is come! And the
end is not yet. The expression of astonishment from many, as they view the failure of their efforts to accomplish their desires is, "\Vhy is it that our congregations
are composed mostly of women?" "Why!
the masses do not attend the churches!"
"Our dear beliefs :ire not accomplishing
what we expected."
The situation is truly alarming, intensely
so to those who know of, and can see nothing better to offer to the perishing ones. A
large number of people are separating
themselves from the variom\ religious associations, popular and unpopular, in a
number of vicinities of our country, particularly in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, Kansas, Illinois and Texas. By
some they are called "Come-Outers," or
"Comer-Outs." Their reasons for thus
coming out, as assigned by them~elves are,
there are so many separately existing and
differing church organizations, or forms of
church government, that they become disgusted with all visible organization, and
believe in none but the invisible. That
there are so many religious rites and ceremonies that they feel fully justified in rejecting all formal rites and outward cere·
monies. And thus attempting to retire
from one extreme, they rush on to the opposite one, and justify themselves in so doing by prefering the charge that, organic
differences and ceremonious conflict, produce divisions in sentiment and. faith, which
are contrary in their very nature to the
gospel unity prayed for by the Savior, and
the result is, enmity, strife, contention, bitterness of feeling, hatred, emulations, and
the development of "the works of the
flesh," carnality; and the means supposed
to propagate the gospel, becomes · the
agency of its defeat. But in this connection it may be proper to ask: What will
be the result of occupying the extreme
they choose to stand in, as opposed to the
one they have left? To them, law is absolutely useless. Law is a rule of. :iction.
They do not propose to act, either.organically or ceremonially. No definite, visible line of action can be :idopted or pursued by them. All the religious actions
they can perform consistently with their
assumed position, must necessarily be invisible, hence, mental and emotional. But
a standard of action or adjudication is abs_olutely useless to them, each one must be
left to think, believe, and be invisibly devotional in his heart, as each one sees fit.
But since no visible religious organization,
or ceremony is. to be performed, the invisible religious performances must nofbe allowed to appear visible in their results, at
all, and hence the fervency of the heart'~
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prayer must never be heard by the ears of
another, nor the melody of the song of the
soul. Visible singing, praying or preaching, or visibly congregating together to
visibly worship would be just as inconsistent as to visibly baptize, lay on hands or
administer the bread and wine. And although such are supposed to be "the light
of the world," each one thus separated
from all visible organization must resolve
himself into "a bushel," and shade his
light, and his "profiting appear to" none;
no one be constrained by seeing their good
works, to glorify God; just desire the
needy "to be wanned and fed," but show
no outward evidence of it. Such are evidently the resuJt5 of this latter extreme as
compared with the other. This can not do
any good; the former, they say, does not!
An over abundance of organizations and
ceremonies will not, does not bring about
the desired results, the occupying of the
opposite extreme to this, as we see, will
not. Then, what are these extremists of
both sides to do? It is said this new
movement numbers fifty thousand. Now
refer back to their assigned reasons for so
coming out of the sects, and after diligently
considering those reasons, you will conclude that the amount of testimony to the
carnality, corruption and worldiness of sectarianism, is of some weight touching this
subject, and is a confession to the truth of
the prophecy under consideration.
We would ask the sincere attention of
those· occupying these opposite extreme
pasitions, to "the golden mean" set forth
in the will of God as revealed through
Christ, both on the eastern continent and
western, as contained in the Bible and the
Book of Mormon, in regard to the doctrine, ceremonies, and organization of the
church of God. The foundation, or first
principles of the doctrine of Christ, as by
him revealed are six in number, and by inspiration are called faith, repentance, baptisms, (of water and the Spirit), and of laying on of hands, resurrection of the dead,
and eternal judgment. Heb. 6: 1, 2; Gal.
l: 6-9; John 3: 3, 4, 5; 2 John 9. The
divine rites or ceremonies, ordained of God
relating to his house or church are four,
namely, baptism, which, in connection
with faith and repentance, is the only gospel law for the remission, to sinners, for
sins that are past. The laying on of.hands
for the gift of the Holy Ghost, the blessing of little children, administering to the
sick, and ordaining ministers, administering the sacrament of the Lord's supper,
and washing of feet of, or among, the ministry. See Mark l: 4; John 20: 19-2;~;
Matt. 28: 19, 20; Acts 2: 37, 38; rn: 48;
Acts 8: 14-19; 9: 16-18; 19: 1-6; 20: 26,
27; Acts 13: r-5; 2 Tim. l: 6; Jllmes 5:
I 2-I8.
The church org-anized by Christ, in
illustration of his Father's will, is thus described by his apostles: "Ye also, as lively
stones, are built up a spiritual house, a holy
priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices,
acceptable to God by Jesus Christ." "And
are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself
being the chief corner stone, in whom all
the building fitly framed together groweth
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unto an holy temple in the Lord: in whom
ye also are builded for a habitation of Goel
through the Spirit." ''And he gave some,
apostles; and some, prophets; and some,
evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, for
the work of the ministry, for the edifying
of the body of Christ; till we all come in
the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge
of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
unto the measure of the :-.tature of the fulness of Christ. * * * From whom the
whole body fitly joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth,
according to the effectual working in the
measure of every part, maketh increase of
the body unto the edifying ofit5elfin love."
"For the body is not one mem her, but
but many. If the foot shall say, llccause
I am not the hand, I am not of the body;
is it therefore not of the body? And if
the ear shall say, Because I am not the eye,
I am not of the body; is it therefore not of
the body; * * * but now hath God set the
members every one of them in the body,
as it hath pleased him. And if they were
all one member, where were the body?
* * * Now ye are the body of Christ, and
members in partiaular. And God hath
set some in the church, first apostles,
secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after
that miracles, then gifts of hcaling·s, helps,
governments, diversities of tongues."-1
Peter 2:5; Eph. 2:20, 21; 4:11-16; l
Cor. 12: 14-28.
Now if our interest in this inflnitely important subject is sufficient to lead us to
the scriptural evidences here referred to,
and diligently consid,cr them, we will learn
the following facts. First: the church
described in these scriptures is that promised by Christ in J\1att. 16: 18, when he
said, "On this rock I w:ll build my church;"
and of which he, in all things, is the head,
(Eph. r: 21, 22), and that this church is a
grand unity in itself, the "one body," "fitly
framed together" of "many members, yet
one body." Secondly: some of these
members are official, yet all do not have
the same office, but receive "gifts differing;" (Rom. 12: 4-6); ancl yet all are
equally necessary to the very existence of
the body on earth,-as much so as are the
members of the human body to its existence.
For as "the eye can not say to the hand, I
have no need of thee; nor again the head
to the feet, I have no need of thee," so the
teacher or elder can not say to the prophet
or apostle I have no need of thee. For if
the more feeble members are necessary,
how much more necessarv are those members not so feeble? l Co~·. r 2: 2 r, 22. As
it is the peculiar shape or form of man, and
the position of his rnem be rs in his body,
with his endowments, that distinguish him
from all other grades of creation, and as
it is the perpetuity of thi5 form that perpetuates his distinction from all other
creatures, so the peculiar organic form or
shape of this "one body," the church, with
its peculiarly arrang·cd and endowed official
members, contradistingnish it from all
other organization~ called churches, and
it is only by the perpetuity of this organic
form, that its distinctiveness a~ the Church
of Christ can be perpetuated. It is an

axiom in all science, whether natural,
political or religious, that a change in
organic form implies a change in the
organic law-the constitutional law. \Vho
is prepared, in order to apologize for the
many differing forms of church organizations that now exist, to ndmit that the
orga,nic law of the church of the Bible, of
which Christ was the embodiment, has
changed? If the great law of redemption
has changed or been changed in any of its
relations to the end designed to be brought
about by it, or in any of its incidental
effects where it has been submitted to,
wherein did its original perfections consist?
Please answer, who will. See Mal. 3: 6;
Ps:i. r9:7; Jas. r :25; Acts w:34.
Another thing we learn from these
scriptures is, that the church organized as
here set forth was designed to "grow unto
an holy temple in the Lord," and not to
disorganize and divide. But then it must
abide the law of its creation. The apostle
and prophet are found to be necessary just
as long as the Elder and Teacher, and no
longer. (Eph. 4: 13)· Please consider the
adverb "till," of this verse," with reference
to the continuation of officers, and see if
you can determine how much longer one
of the five classes here referred to, is considered to be essential for the duties indicated, th.111 another. Now, from foe foregoing considerations, we can not for a
moment admit or believe that God designed that a~ a result of the establishment
of the plan of salvation, a multitude of
divided, contending sects, with widely differing organizations and contradictory
faiths should intrude themselves upon the
world of mankind, and say to the very
christianity God authorized and established, Get thee hence, cease thou to he, thou
art no longer necessary, because no longer needed! The christianity exhibited
in the foregoing scripture is, when in
the world, visible, hence we can not go to
the other extreme and believe that the
kingdom of God is altogether an invisibility. However great "the mystery of godliness," it is, nevertheless, manifest, that
"a city that is set on a hill can not be hid."
A very inconsiderate, and, as it appears
to me, weak objection urged by some
against the perpetuity of the New Testament organization as refered to in the passages cited, and therefore against the position of the. young latter day seer, is the
ofl!cers set in the church, (apostles, prophets &c)., are of an extraordinary character,
and their duties required them to be extraonlinarily endowed with the Holy
Ghost, their superior duties being to establish christianity, and when that was accomplished, their especial mission was accomplished, they arc no longer needed,
and hence, give wav to the ordinary officers. Now, in the first place, the idea that
the first ofllcers in the church anciently,
were set there to establish christianity 'in
anv other sense than their successors should
is "an assumption for which there is no
Bible proof. And in the next place, there
is no Ilihle authority for designating these
ancient oflleers extraordinary as contradistinguished from others said to be ordinary,
and is but another assumption. Nor must
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we forget that the authority and offices of
the so-called extraordinary officers, are a,
part of the christianity ·itself, which Christ
established. In order to establish christianity, it i<> essential to preach the gospel.
Their primary, of.ficial duty, was to baptize, to minister in the word, doctrine, and
ordinances of the gospel, Luke 24: 46, 47;
Mark 3: 13, l4j 2 Tim. l: 6, 7. To officiate in tbe "ministry of reconciliation" of
man to God, in orcler to his salvation, 2
Cor. 5: 18, 19, 20.
And from all we can
learn from the New Testament, only those
are ministers of Christ to whom he gives
the ministrv and word of reconciliation.
God deem~d all this essential to man's
salvation anciently. How much less than
this will save the sinner now! How much
less than this does it take to constitute a
man a minister of Christ to-day, a minister of the laws of remission of sins that
are past.-J ohn 3: 5; 20: 22, 23. Acts 2:
28; 22:12-16. Rom.6:17.
The gospel-"the power of God unto
salvation"-is just as powerful to-day as
anciently.
It never did, does not now,
and will not in time to come, in the very
nature of things, come to us "in word
only." r Thes. l: 5. For it does not consist in word only, but is of power, authority, word, Holy Ghost, and much assurance.
The gospel consists no more of
"word only," than the "hreath of life"
consists of oxygen only. The gospel system, like breath, is a compound. An authorized inspired ministry, a perfect law,
and the Holy Ghost, (the guiding, assuring Spirit), were the three instrumentalities used of God anciently to convert and
save poor sinners. Ps • .)l: 10--13; 19: 7;
Matt. q: 18-23; Luke 24: 49; Acts 26:
16-18; Rom. ro: 14, . 15· And we conclude that, unless God or the system of
salvation originally ordained has changed,
he now uses the same agencies and means
to convert sinners to him and save them.
Has God inaugurated a new will, and nullified the tormer? or has he restored into
actual, living operation the original?
It
was the refusal of the Jews to believe in
the special revelation incidental to the establishment of this will anciently, that
blinded them, and not disbelief in the
coming of the Mesiab.
Acts 13: 27.
Will the like consideration overthrow the
Gentiles in this dispensation.
C. ScoT'r.
GARDENS.
"THE GARDEN is a source of health in the varied exercise it gives, the pleasant hopeful interest
it excites, the fresh air and sunshine we get in it,
and, perhaps, in a certain sympathy between the
life of man and the life of plants and flowers.
Plants purify the air by absorbing carbonic acid,
and they enliven it by giving out oxygen. Certain odorous flowers are said to make ozone. Life
elements are attracted by the trees 'and plants.
Every pointed leaf is a conductor of electricity.
As man was placed in the garden that he might
tend to k.eep it, and live upon its fruils, it is his
most healthful and delightfnl occupation. The
healthful and delightful go together. Whatever
promotes happiness p.romotes health, and m"ce
versa. People say 'Be good ahd you will be happy;' we say, 'Be healthy, and you will be happy

-be happy and you.will he healthy.' Obey the
simple, natural law of your being and you will
be ooth. Every deviation from health or happiness comes of some wrong doing, our own, or that
of our progenitors. It is as simple as two and two
makes four. Every effect has its canse."
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SOUTH

EASTERN OHIO AND WEST
VIRGINIA.
A conference of the above district was held
April 24th and 25th, I886, at Limeric, Ohio.
T. J. Beatty in the chair. A. B. Kirkendall clerk.
Branch Reports.-Syracuse 48; 2 expelled. Union Grove, Referred back for correction. Morgan, No change. Vinton, 60; 25 added by baptism, 2 expelled, 2 tleaths. Milton, (new) 8.
Liberty, 72; 9 baptisms, 5 received by letter, 1
expelled. Wayne and Lebanon, no report.
Offical Reports.-Elder L. R. Devore (baptized
23), J. Moler (baptized 20), Thos. Matthews, D.
Thomas, A. B. Ervin, L. W. Torrence, T. J.
Beatty (baptized 18), in person. Joel Allen and
J. L. 'Williams, by letter. Priest H. E. Moler, in
person. Teacher, R. H. Kirkendall, Joseph
Kribel,J. F. Williams, 0. Wildman and J. Spann,
in person. Whereas, as the Lebanon branch has
not reported for some time, and has been repeatedly exhorted to send in a report, Therefore, be it
resolved, that if the branch does not report to
next conference that it will he disorganized.
Resolved, that our decision relative to the Cabin
Run branch he deferred until we hear the decision of the missionary in charge. T. J. Beatty reelected President. A. B. Kirkendall continued
Clerk; J. Moler elected vice-president and Thos.
Matthews sustained Bishop's Agent. Saturday
night, preaching by D. Thomas, assisted by
Thomas Matthews. Sunday morning, preaching by Thomas Matthews, assisted by James
Moler. Sunday afternoon, testimony and Sacrament meeting in charge of T. J. Beatty. Sunday
night, preaching by Thomas Matthews, assisted
by L. vV. Torrence. Adjourned subject to call of
the President, to meet at Vale's Mills, Vinton
County, Ohio. Due notice to be given through
the Herald.

OREGON.
The above conference convened at Crawfordville, Linn County, Oregon, May 28th, 1886, at
two o'clock p. m. Brother C. E. Aldrich, was
chosen temporary chairman, and brother A.
Haws was chosen president of the conference,
and Oliver Hansen secretary. Linn branch reported by C. E. Aldrich is in favorable condition.
Elder T. N. Fields, president of Linn Branch,
reported in person; had labored as best he could,
preached some, administered to the sick with
good results; felt strong in the faith; would do
the best he could. Elder C. E. Aldrich reported
in person. Within the last year or two he had
labored as best he could; had preached in company with T. N. Fields; had administered to the
sick, and in some cases with good results; had
solemnized one marriage; acted as Priest and
clerk of Linn Branch. Brother E. C. Dobson
reported in person as Teacher; said he belonged
to the Lamoni branch; he had done no work in
the field; felt strong in the work. Elder A. P.
Morris reported in person; had done no work;
had not felt able to; would try and do better;
his heart was in the work. Brother J. F. Morris,
Deacon of Linn Branch reported in person; had
done no work being inexperienced; did not
know as he could. Elder A. Haws reported in
person; had done as best he could; had not
KENT AND ELGIN.
been able to do what he would like to have done.
The conference of the above district convened
There were many calls that he had not been afole
with the Zone Branch in the Zone Town Hall,
to fill; was willing to do all that he could, and
June 12th and 13th, 1886, Arthur Leverton preswished to continue in the field; thought good
ident, and R. Coburn cletk. Minutes of last
would result. On motion there be a committee
session read and approved. Branch Reports.appointed to provide a vehicle for missionary
Zone 42; 2 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 removed by letter.
work in this mission, said vehicle shall belong to
the Oregon Mission. On motion the president
Petrolia 29; r Elder, 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon, 1 bapappointed A. P. Morris, C. E. Aldrich, James
tized. Wellington 15; 5 removed by letter.
Ridgetown, no changes. Chatham, organized
Butler, Oliver Hansen, and E. C. Dobson,
to provide a vehicle and harness for missionary
February 21st with 17 members, l Elder, r Priest,
work. Bro.Jasen Butler promised the use of a
r Teacher, 1 Deacon. Baddertown 19; 2 Elders,
horse free of charge. On motion brother J. F.
6 removed by letter. Blenheim 36; r Elder, I
Morris was recommended to the bishop as his
Priest, 2 Teachers, 2 baptized, I removed by letter,
agent. May 29th, prayer and testimony meeting, r died, 2 expelled. Elders' Reports.-Arthur ·
at nine a. m; preaching at ioleven a. m. by Elder
Leverton baptized 6, organized r branch, ordained
A. Haws. At two p. m. business meeting. A.
Priest, assisted in ordaining 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon,
P. Morris chairman of committee, advises that
and solemnized 1 marriage. R. C. Evans had
we purchase a vehicle for about $so, (cost of
baptized 30. Benjamin Blackemore baptized 3.
harness not known). The committee invite the
Asa Vickery, Thomas Badder, Charles Badder,
N-. L. Blakely and R. Coburn reported, also
Oregon Saints to meet the above expence. On
motion, A. P. Morris will receive funds and purPriests Peter McBrayne, John Taylor, Jame~ H.
chase above said vehicle and harness. On moTyrrell, and Thomas Miller, Teachers William
tion the president of this conference is instructed
Lively,. and E. Coburn, and Deacon Thomas
to investigate the case of brother J. L. Adams .. Vince. R. Coburn, Bishop's Agent, reported
On motion we sustain the authorities of the
balance on hand last report, $22.79, received since
church in righteousness. At five o'clock, p. m.,
$133.32, total receipts $156 1I. Expended since
preaching by Elder C. E. Aldrich, followed by
$101.55. Balance on hand June IIth, 1886,
$54.56. Charles Badder and Robert Burr audited
.Elder T. N. Fields. May 30th, at nine a. m.,
,prayer and testimony meeting; at eleven u. m.
the above report and found it correct according
preaching by Elder A. Haws; at two p. m.,
to the book of the Bishop's Agent. A communisacrament meeting; at five p.m., preaching by
cation was presented from the London District
Elder. A. Haws. Adjourned to meet at call of
stating that they accepted of the boundary a5
the president of this mission.
proposed by the Kent and Elgin District, namely1
i
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that the coun.ties of Essex,. Kent and Lambton
W1LI.IAMS.-Mrs. Anne Williams, of old age,
constitute the Kent and Elgin District. Samuel
at Malad City, Idaho, April 17th, 1886. Deceased
Brown and R. Cobi1rn, committee on Howard
was the widow of the late Thomas Williams.
They emigrated .to Utah from Cap Coch, AberBranch, were released. Peter McBrayne, William
Lively, and Thomas Miller were appointed to
dare, Wales, in 1863. Funeral services was conascertain the cost of a lot and building material
ducted at the residence, by Elder John Lewis, on·
the 19th. Deceased leaves two daughters and
for a house of worship suitable for the town of
two sons all living in Malad.
Chatham, and to report to the next conference.
Arthur Leverton was sustained as district presiSALT.
dent, and R. Coburn clerk and Bishop's Agent.
DR. N1cH0Ls says: "The excessive use of salt
Preaching by R. C. Evans at 7:30 Saturday
causes scurvy, salt rheum, irritation, and inflamevening. After preaching a collection was taken
ation of the venal system; and other diwrders. too
up, amounting lo $5.IO of which $3·55 went to
numerous to 1nention arc caused, or aggravated,
pay off the indebtedness on the Lindsley meeting
by salt. Many persons suppose that life cannot
house, and $r.,s5 to the district clerk to defray
he sustained without salt. This is a mistake, as
his expe!J.ses for stationery, postage, &c. Sunday,
far as adding salt to our food is concerned. Salt
9 a. m., prayer and testimony meeting; ro:30
is found in combination with our food. One who
preaching by James H. Tyrrell; 2: 30 p. m. preachhas not taken salt comes soon to find an egg quite
ing by R. C. Evans; 6: 30 preaching by Arthur
salt enough for his taste. I once had a patient
Leverton. After preaching three who had been
who was affiicted with salt rheum. The skin
baptized during the intermission were confirmed,
and the sacrament was administered to all the · was covered with white scales, and it cracked
and bled in a very distressing manner. .I saidSaints present. Adjourned to meet in the Blentake a daily bath and entirely disuse salt. This
heim Branch on the second Saturday and Sunimplied living on Graham bread, fruits and vegeday (9th and roth) in October next. We had a
tables. In three moriths her salt rheum was
splendid conference; the Spirit of the Master
cured. I have had patients with renal irritations,
being- present to bless and strengthen the Saints.
and also inflammation of the bladder and urethra,
from the excessive use of salt, which was cured
by its disuse. It provokes thi1·st, and many a
drunkard has been made by eating salt, an<l some
NOTICE.
cured by disusing it."
Wanted, the address of James M. II ughell.
Fzu·1n and Bn... ine!ols fo1· Sa le.
When last heard from was at Oakdale, Stanislaus
county, California. Lewis Ilughell, Lamoni,
A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
Decatur county, Iowa.
and an interest in a good paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if rnld before OcCONFERENCE NOTICE.
tober rst, 1886.
Address:
The conference of the Southern Nebraska DisJ. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
trict will be held in the Palmyra Branch, Otoe
26jnn4t
county, the 18th of July, commencing.at eleven
DON'T FORGET
o'clock. As there is a matter of business pendto address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
ing that is of interest to all, I hope we can have
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
a good representation from all the branches. Let
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
as many come as can. Bring the Spirit of the
19juutf.
Master in your hearts and the report of the
0 FF ER!
GREAT
BOOK
branch in your pocket, and let us have a good
We will send you the Lainoni Gazette for one year
conference.
(price $1) and Cruden's Con,..O.l'(lauce or Sn1itlt's
J. B. GouLDSMITH, Dist. Sec.
BORN.
At Davis City, Iowa, June 29th, 1886, to Sister
Mattie, wife of Elder Ebenezer Robinson, Sen., a
daughter; mother and child doing well. "Children's children are the crown of old men; and
the glory of children are their fathers."
MARRIED.
WEAllSCRAFT-TANNER.-At the residence of
the bride's parents, in Cleveland, Iowa, June 7th,
1886, by Elder John R. Evans, Bro. James H.
Weabscraft and Sr. Mary E. Tanner, both of
Cleveland.
BATTON-PO\VELL.-At the residence of the
bride's mother, in Cleveland, Iowa, June 24th,
1886, by Elder John R. Evans, Bro. Parley Batton to Sr. Elizabeth Powell, both of Cleveland.
DIED.
REES.-At, or near Krumroy, Ohio, March,
1886, Teacher David Rees, aged sixty-seven.
He was from New Tredegar, South Wales, and
was a faithful man to the end.
SMITH.-At Copicut, near Fall Ri\·er, Mass.,
June 16th, 1886, of old age, sister Maria Smith,
aged 84 years. She was interred in Dartmouth
Cemetery. Funeral service by Elder John Smith.

Bible Dictionary post-paid for $1.50.
1W'"" Seud for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALK ER & HANSEN.

Fa1·1n fo1• Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, 73 acres of timber and pasture land, which can be pmTllased on easy
terms. Any further information w.anted, address,
W.W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20feb6m
Tabor, Fremont Co .• Iowa.
;J. \V. De:Aloou, 1'lll.

PHYSICIAN AND

D,

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, d11y or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Hesidcnce East. end
of Main Street.
jun30tf
BOOK OF NOU~ION.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . .......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 7a

J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

M . D .,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hoirrs. Otliceirr .Drng Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWJFERY an<l DISE.ASES .of WOMEN a Specialty.
;w-- 'Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14fehly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo, P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspape,. Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., Nevv York.
Send 10cts. fo,. 100-Page Pamphlet.

The !..inc selected by the U.S. Oov't
to carry the Fast Mall.

The Only Through Line, with its owri track 1 between

vER

~~~CR~~~~
;ifd DE N
ST. LOlHS ~

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILl.INOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegan,ly
equ:pped through tro:ins over its own tracks 1 between '

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago ai'!d Council Bluffs,

Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chica~o and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toj>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t
conneCts in Grand Union Depots wi1h Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Linc to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, Genoral Information, etc., reg~rdmg
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent In the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,
1

PERCEVAL ,LOWELL,

Gen I Manager, .
CHICAGO,

Gen I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

l:
2:

50 P·. m
53

"
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVE IT BE ONE WIFE; AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WrFE, AND ONE WmrAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHBN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, July 17, 1886.

No. 28.

as such act had heen !)redicted in prophecy. cm be disloyal in word or deed to the land
He who }Vil! trace the history of the and Government chosen of God for the
·several forms of Government, under which accomplishment of so much that is dear to
the several colonies and settlements from the believer, is something strikingly sin·
Published at Lamoni, Deeatu.r Co., Iowa,
which the United States finally grew, will gular to us.
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
discover that from the settling of Virginia
Utah is occupying an anomalous posi~The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presihy colonists sent out by the London com- tion. Her religious element claims to be
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
pany in 1607, to the latest proprietary grant the church established in pursuance of the
Entered as second class matter at Lnmoni Post Oflicc.
;ind chartered corn panics of settlers, from divine will upon the land of America, the
New Hampshire to Georgia, all of them precursor to that reign of Infinite love to
finally crystalized into the representative, begin at Christ's comin.g and his kingdom.
or republican form, typified by the House Her men must know, if they are worthy
of Burgesses, of Virginia, and the General the claim for intelligence they make for
Assembly of Massachusetts. These gave themselves, that the political government
JOSEPH SMITH
EDI'l'OR.
place to the State forms and the Congress of the United States must continue to exW. W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
now characterizing the government of the ist as God suffered or directed it to be established until the day hoped for by them
United States.
Lamoni, Iowa, July 17, 1886.
From this, and from the prophecies yet shall come. If they do so know, how
can they expect that so strange an antagT1rn following we find in the St.Joseph to be fulfilled, it is not hard to conclude onism as that now existing between them
that a republican form of government, of
(Missouri)' Dairy J'ournal, of June 20th, some sort, similar to that·/ now existing, and the government can result, except in
which explai9s itself.
will continue until the coming of Christ disaster to them and the frustrating or de"MoRMONISM.-Elder Joseph Smith, of LamoJes us to establish the throne of his father laying their hope. It seems to us that the
ni, Iowa, editor of the Saints' Elerald, President
David, no more to be thrown down forev- only safe and consistent course for the eleof the Reorganized Church of Lauer Day Saints,
er. Until the establishing of that kingdom ment in Utah, upon which the immediate
nnd son of Joseph Smith, the founder of that
"wherein dwelleth righteousness" the peo- political burden of the government of the
ple of God are assured; they "shall have territory must rest can pursue, is to take
church, preached yesterday morning and evening
no king in time." No kingly rule or do- such steps as will bring the people of tl~e
a:t the hall of the Saints in this city, corner of
minion was to hold the reins of govern- territory and the government into harmoFourth and Felix streets. The hall is a ·comfortnious relations, in order that the general
able and well furnished room, where the Saints· mental power over the soil of the New
and grand design so fairly shown in.. the
World,
the
land
"choice
above
all
other
of this city, and there are quite a- good number,
lands" from the time the dominion of the bringing in of the latter day work ma,y be
hold services every Sunday, under Elder Bronson.
British Lion over the Colonies of America accomplished. Joseph the seer said · in
This the pure and original Mormon church, sepwas broken, until the King of kings and 1844. "God hath set a flaming sword to
arated from the Utah Mormons by polygamy,
Lord of lords assumes righteous control guard the Tree of Liberty."
which these do not practice. The hall was well
and rules in equity "for the meek of the
filled last evening by the Saints and a good many
earth."
AMONG the many friendly press notices
visitors. The Saints are mostly elderly and
No surer guarantee for the perpetuity we are receiving, we give our readers the
middle aged people and are plain and honest
of the republican idea in government, us- following from the June number of Health
looking, noted for plain dress and manners and
ing the term republican to mean the gov- and .Home, published in Washington, D.
cordial hospitality and would commonly be called
ernment of the United States as a whole C., and Chicago, Illinois. We appreciate
"Old fashioned." Elder Smith took no text, but
and not a political party, could be asked such kindnesses and shall seek to merit
devoted his two discourses to the subject: "Morthan is given in the promises made to the them by a faithful a,dvocacy of the right
monism, and What It Is." He said tilat in all
Saints in the statement that they ar.e to and the.true. The church has long been
ages men had investigated and established new
have no king "in time." The success of under clouds of reproach because of the
churches, whence sprung all the. branches of the
the experiment that God is making in es- heresies and evil practices which have
Christian church, and claimed the same right for
tablishing the church as a forerunner ''of found place among professed Latter Day
foseph Smith, founder of the Mormon Church.
and preparatory to the ushering in of that Saints. But these clouds are lifting, the
He denounced polygamy, and stated 1he tenkingdom must depend largely upon the dawn: has broken upon the church, those
ets of the Mormon Church and quoted a good
character. and perpetuity of the political acquainted with the true Saints and their
deal of Scripture to establish them, principally
government under which it was to be es- doctrine perceive it and are giving expresthe 16th chapter of Matthew and the 6th chaptablished and to flourish.
s.ion to words of cheer and favor. Truly,
ter of Hebrews. Mi". Smith is a pleasant and
God is giving "grace and favor" to liis
Whether
the
angel
that
delivered
the
fluent speaker and evidently a deep &tudent."
message of restoration knew of the ·de- people wherever they 'serve him in purity
sign, or not; he certainl.y must have been and faith, as he promised, June 22d, 1834,
POLITICAL UTAH.
sent by Hiip. who did,. and an opportune .in Doctrine and Covenants I02: 7.
"The Saints' Herald, published weekly at LaHE is a dull and faithless Latter Dav time w:;is seleded; and if the message was
not prematurely declared, then must the inoni, Iowa, sets forth the doctrines of the Latter
Saint, who is not in the belief that one
the purposes lud in view by God in per- political conditions have been favorable to Day Saints in a manner that is both agreeable
mitting the discovery of America. its peo- the execution of the design. Will the con- and acceptable. The opposition that has been
pling and subsequent successful revolt ditions be favorable to the continuing of offered to this sect has certainly been prompted
by either ignorance or hypocrisy. The Heraltl
from the rule of England, was that in this the work. We think so.
land he would c.ause to be established a
How any Saint, whether he live isolated has been coming to our desk for the last several
political government under which "his act, from the church or any considerable num- years, and we have perused each issue with both
his strange act," might be consummated; ber, or in the midst of many of like faith pleasure and profit. Did we have any advice to
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give to those political reformers, who seek the
annihila~ion of this church, it would be to sub5Cribe for the Herald. This. paper io the official
organ of the Reorganized Church, and its every
C:Jlumn breathes a puri'.y of expression, and a
candor that is sadly lacking in the Christian
press."
THE following clipping sent us of late
contains some truths, much speculation,
with not a little of detraction. Brigham
Young left many millions in real estate,
bonds, stocks, and personal values, about
one million of which his heirs, on demand
of their church authorities paid back to the
church as tithings, etc., found in the hands
of Brigham at his death and unaccounted
for.
Some of the sons and daughters of Brigham Young are very excellent and intelligent people. It is true Utah "contains
some of the best land in the United State,"
and yet it is a fact that the Mormons have
made "the desert blossom like the rose."
They had the soil, the climate, and the
mountain streams, and with these t'1ey had
.the indt1stry, skill, frugality, and indomitable will to accomplish it. No land can
hoast a more industrious, orderly, economical, persevering people than were and are
the Utah Mormons. Their accomplished
facts, beginning in poverty in 1847 in a
wilderness one thousand miles away from
civilization, speak for themselves. And
had the millions of Brigham Young and
other wealthy Utah Mormons been used
by those who earned them by honest toil,
instead of going into the hands of those
who "fleeced the flock," the rank and file
of that people would to.day compare well
w:th any like number in the United States.
M:my of these toilers may well say: "The
zeal of thine house hath eaten me up."
We believe with Judge Baskin that
:~any of the Utah people are being purged
of their polygamic notions, and that they
':1i!l return to "Old Mormonism" as it was
taught and practiced from 1830 to 1844, in
the times of Jm.eph the Seer, when great
lo'. race and power and success attended the
work everywhere the gospel was preached
in purity. Joseph, the son of Joseph the
Seer, has sought diligently ai.1d faithfully,
especially since April 6th, 1860, to expose
the heresy of polygamy and its kindred
evils, and also the evils growing out of
priestly dictation and intermeddling iri civil
and political affairs. Give all their just
dues.
BRIGHAM YOUNG'S FORTUNE.

"Judge Baskin tells me that'though Brigham
Young left over a million, his children are fast
going through it. M~ny of the girls have not
turned out well, and in his opinion, none of the
children have the ability of their father. I came
across a curious fact in connection with Brigham·
Young the other day, and that is that his children acte<l in the Salt Lake theater when it first
started. The Mormons are not proud of this,
and when I asked Mr. Caine about it one day he
evaded answering the question.
"Judge Baskin tells me that Utah would be a
thousand per cent better off if it had never seen
a Mormon. He says the territory contains some
of the best land in the United States-land whjch
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will produce four hundred or five hundred bushels of potatoes to the acre, and other things in
proportion. He says this talk of the Mormons
making the desert blossom like the rose has been
originated by the Mormons, and there is nothing
in it. He says all the land needed was irrigation, and the streams of Utah are such that this
could be easily gotten. Irrigation is better than
rain, and any other class of Americans would
have brought forth better products and a larger
population than the Mormons. Had the Mormons kept out of Utah it would now have a
thriving Gentile population. Salt Lake City
would be larger than Denver, and the territory
would be a state filled with some of the most enterprising men of the west.
"I asked Judge Baskin what was to be the future of the Mormons. He replied: "I believe
that the Mormons will have Joe Smith's son as
the head of their church within five years, and
that they will accept his doctrine. This man is
now in Illinois, and he teaches Mormonism as it
was taught by his father before polygamy and
temporal government by the church was mixed
up with it. The Mormons of Utah are being
converted to this doctrine; and if the government
continues to legislate against polygamy, I think
they will adopt it. The only thing that keeps
the Mormon Church together now in a political
way is the desire 1,'1;,uphold polygamy. This being taken· away, the management of temporal
affairs will pass out of the hands of the church,
and it will become like any other religious denomination. Then Utah will grow, and it will
take its rank among the western states as one of
the most fertile and wealthy among them."'
SIGNS OF THE LAST DAYS.
JESUS said:
"And there shall be signs in the sun, and in
the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and
the waves roaring; men's hearts failing them for
fear, and for looking after those things which are
coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven
shall be shaken. And then shall they see the
Son of man coming in a cloud, with power and
great glory. And when these things begin to
come to pass, then look up, and lift up your
heads; for your redemption draweth nigh."Luke '2I: 25-28.
Scientists are occasionally pointing out
strange appearances in connection with the
sun, moon, and stars.
Here is one in
regpect to the stars:
THE NOVEL APPEARANCES ON MARS.

'"If we are to accept the theory just broached
by a French ast:·onome1·, JlvI. Maurice Lespiault,
on the subject of the novel and unaccountable
appearances discovered by Sig. Schiaparelli on
the surface of the planet Mars, they read a lesson
to ourselves,' says the St. :fames' Gazette. 'The
discoverer took them for canals; but M. Lespiault
refuses to believe in 'canals a thousand miles long
and fifty broad in Mars or any other planet. The
mathematical regularity of the outlines forbids
us regarding them as natural phenomena, however; and his conjecture is that they are vast
strips of forest created to remedy the inconveniences to which the people of the planet
found themselves exposed after having denuded
the surface of their globe of the provision made
by nature for their defense against the fury of

the elements, as we are on the high road to doing
ourselves.'"
Whether the above astronomer be correct or wild in his theory, the fact remains,
that peculiar and phenomenal conditions
are seen in the planet Mars. Jesus foresaw that the planetary world would take
on such conditions in the times prior to his
second advent, and he gives them as
"signs." All persons professing the Christian name should be instructed and comforted by these harbingers of the Bridegroom's <fpming.

"
THERE are a few Latter Day Saints in tbe
Reorganized Church who are inclined to
believe that the absolute prohibition of the
sale of intoxicants is a bad thing, for reasons
which seem to be good to them. During
the strikes, broils and riots in St. Louis,
Chicago and elsewhere this last spring, the
following appeared in the Chicago Tribune, was read by many and has passed out
of mind-it is full of significance, and we
commend it to the careful perusal and consideration of those of our readers who are
opposed to prohibition.
One of our reasons for thus commending
it-- to our readers is that we are persuaded
that however innocent a drink of beer may
be, there is an expenditure of time and loss
of muscle in haunting the places where it
is sold and in drinking it that should appall
the man of common brain and heart who
stops to think of it.
Laboring men who are constant tipplers
when disease and disaster overtake them,
ought to have the decency to lay the charge
at the door of the proper caw;,e, instead of
charging it upon the thrift and increase of
the industrious and sober man and his
methods,-read, read:
"THE ROOT OF THE EVIL.

"When a cm11mittee of the International Beer
Brewers' and Malsters' Union, No. r, of Chicago,
called on the brewers last Saturday and submitted the terms upon which a strike might be averted for the time being, one prnvision was that
«=very employe should have his free beer daily.'
The brewers did not agree to this, but substituted
an amendment to the effect that 'times for beer
shall be 6, 9, r r, 2, and 4 o'clock, not to exceed
three glasses at a time,' or fifteen glasses during
the hours of labor. How much free beer the
men have consumed heretofore is not stated, but
the Philadelphia Times says this in regard to the
same matter among the brewers of that city:
'"vVhat,' was asked of a prominent beer-brewer yesterday, 'is the meaning of the 'one hour
daily in the tap room' to which the brewery em·
ployes are to confine themselves under the agreement last week with the master brewers?"
'"It means that two !tours only shall be allowed during each day for visiting the tap-room for
beer and for meals. In all the large breweries
there is a room to which the men are permitted
to go for beer and drink as much and as often as
they please without charge. Before this agreement was made the men could go to this taproom when they pleased and as often as they
pleased, without limit, and the result was an
enormous waste of time, as many, if not most of
them, would work a few minutes, then go for
their beer, go back to work, go back to beer, and
keep it up so all day, taking frequently a third of
their day in going and coming from the taproom. Now the time thus taken from their
work is to be watched, and if it exceeds the
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agreed upon two hours the men's wages will be
docked accordingly."
'"The quantity of beer they drink must be very
large,' was remarked.
'"Enormous,' was the answer. 'Then, too. the
drivers are apt to do an enormous amount of
drinking. It is their business to put the beer in
the cellars of customers, in the ice-box, or wherever required, and naturally, the customer asks
the driver to take a drink or a cigar. The driver
generally takes a drink and that generally whisky. He can get all the beer he wants in the
brewery, but no whisky. Therefore when on his
route he prefers the harder stuff. Drunkenness
is therefo1e far more prevalent among the drivers
than among the inside men. A good many drivers habitually return to the breweries soaked,
and once in a while one of them falls off his
wagon, sometimes with a load on, and the first
that we know of it is by the police informing us
that the team is standing on the street, and that
-the man is either in the station-house or the hospital.'"

agitators, and what will be the total! Put this
enormous sum into the pockets of the workingmen, whence it all came, and put there also the
many millions yearly supporting the expense of
strikes, and is not the root of the present labor
troubles found?"
BRO. BROWN, of the Expositor, is a little
inclined to be facetious at our expense. In
the July number of his paper he says:
"Under the head of •Communications,' in the
June 5th number of the Saints' Herald, a standing notice that 'articles under this head do not
necessarily receive the indorsement of the editor;'
is followed by •Sermon by President Joseph
Smith." The Herald would not have us understand that the 'Editor does not necessarily Jmdorse his own sermon,' would it? By the way,
we like the sermon first rate, and in view of the
modesty shown above, we endorse it, and commend it to the careful consideration of all the
Saints, and say give us some more of the same

"So much for the Philadelphia practice. The
members of the Chicago Maltsters' Union are
nearly all red-flag Comm1:1nists, who may accept
the fifteen drinks a day or they may not. If they
accept, it will be to receive daily what is evidentsort."
ly considered the minimum supply of beer for
Had Bro. Brown quoted the rest of the
men doing their work. They will get but a begheading to our communication column
garly fifteen glasses each during the working
there would have been no place for the
)tours. For the remainder of the arid day their
laugh, "writers are· responsible for their
lips must remain parched and their tongues must
own views." This holds good against sercleave to the roofs of their mouths unless they
monizers, as against writers. The HERpay for the beer. It must be borne in mind,
ALD as a church organ is no more responthough, that the fifteen glasses alluded to are
sible for a sermon by President Smith than
for other Elders-the matter in all must
generous ones. In breweries the glasses used
stand upon its own merit.
are of the 'schoner' pattern, and in breweries
there is no palming off upon consumers belonging to the craft glasses of alleged beer made up
A SAN FRANCISCO, California, Chronicle
one-half of froth. About three of these brewery
for June 2Ist, has the following 11otice of
glasses, it may be estimated, will make a full
Bro. ·Heman C. Smith.
quart, and so the hands it is proposed to limit in
"THE 'CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST,'
their consumption during working hours will
get, at most, only a gallon and a quart apiece each
"ANTI-POLYGAMOUS BELIEVERS IN THE BOOK
day. This beer, obtained at a saloon, would CObt
OF MORMON.
them 75 cents each. Of course it is not to be
"Heman C. Smith, a missionary of the Reorpresumed that the Communist who drinks fifteen
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
glasses of free beer within ten working hours
SaintR, from Lamoni, Iowa, preached in Drew's
will do without the bev<'rage for the remaining
Hall last night on 'What T know about Mormonfourteen hours of the day. He will still have on
ism.'
The doctrines which the missionary
his hands six evening hours, aside from those
preached are founded upon the teachings in the
devoted to sleep, and in these six hours spent in
Book of Mormon as originally written, according
saloons and theatres he will drink, at a very modto the revelations claimed to have been made to
erate average, six glasses more, which will cost Joseph Smith. Unlike the Utah Mormons, the
him 30 cents. \Vere he compelled to pay for all
followers of the Church of Jesus Christ are not
his beer, as men outside of breweries are, the cost
polygamists. They, of course, believe, however,
would be $r.05 a day, or $6.30 a week. The avin the doctrine of continued revelations. The
erage Socialist, so far. as the records go, appears
evangelist read a number of quotations from the
as thirsty 11s the brewery Socialist. In fact, the
Book of Mormon and the Book of Covenants,
average 'Knight' of any occupation must be last. night, to show that the true doctrines as rethirsty, in Chicago, for statistics stand out glarvealed by Joseph Smith are not responsible for
ing with the deduction. Figures compiled with
the abominations p_racticed by the men of Utah.
greatest care, say that, in this. city, the s_um of
'The hook declares,' said the preacher, 'Thou shall
over $100,000 daily is spent on beer and other
not kill, and he who kills shall not he forgi vrn in
drinks and on tobacco. The to_hacco is a heavy · this life, nor in the life to come.' If the follow
tax, but far less heavy than the drinks. Of this
ers of the faith believe thus, can 1.he doctrine of
enormous sum of over $36,oco,ooo yearly twocontinued revelatio~s be said to he responsible
thirds is probably expended by the workingmen
for the' Mountain Meadow massacre? I do not
-over $66,ooo daily, over $24,000,000 anually !
say who is responsible for that affaiq· I do not
Three~fourths of this, it may he fairly judged,
know. But our doctrines are not responsible for
goes for whisk.y, beer, and other drinks consumit. Again, the book says, 'Thou _shalt not steal,
ed_.. Fifty cents a day for only roo,ooo workingand he who steals shall be cast out.' Can the
men would make $50.000 daily. Make another
doctrine of continued revelations he said then to
computation. To the huge sum expended on
be responsible for theft? In the Book of Mor.whisky, beer, and tobacco, add the cost of halls,
mon we read, 'Thou ~hqlt love thy wife with thy
the expense of lodges and of unions, of meetings
whole heart, and shait cleave unto her and none
and processions, of 'walking delegates' and labor
else.' Antl, again, the ·book says, 'Thou shalt
..,.,,_
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have but one wife, and of concubines none.° Can
the doctrine of continued revelations be said to be
responsible then for polygamy? That doctrine
did not lead to polygamy, hut it was different inflt1ences which were brought to bear that did it.
I have met men who have said to me: •I would
not preach the doctrines contained in those
books.' Why, I ask? Because those men in the
mountains have practiced abominations, should
we cast off the whole system? \Ve would do so
if the doctrine is responsible for the abomination.
But that has not and will not be shown. Men
have stool on the platform on which I now
stand, and after stepping down have practiced
abominations and transgressed the laws of God
and of the land. And because they have done
these things are we to be asked to stop preaching
and also to step down? I know as a fact that
where men have espoused our doctrines they have
become better, and those who have said that they
had e~poused them, and have not become better,
are hypocrites. Do not condemn the creed and
the Church on account of the acts of certain men,
but read and judge for yourselves. As a church,
we desire to be called the Church of Jesus Christ.
0Lir teachings from the Book of Mormon may as
well he called Mormonistl), as teachings from the
Bible may be Biblicism.''
'•Mr. Smith will preach at the same place next
Sunday evening."

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
THE Board of Publication has secured the
services of Sr. M. Walker, of Lamoni, to
hike charge of the editing of the lfope;
anfil it will be conducted by her, Sunclay
School lesson leaves and all, ur.til other
arrangements are made. Sr. Walker is a
Sunday School worker, a teacher of some
experience, a mother and lo_ver of children,
and anxious to see the cause flourish.
Elder Heman C. Smith's address is No.
i801, Polk Street, S:m Francisco, California.
Bro. F. C. Warnkey baptized two at
Independence, Missouri, June 27th, and
Bro. Luff one at the same place a fow clays
before that. Bro. \V. J. Smith, one at
Armstrong, Kansas, June 30th, and Bro.
Luff one at Independence, July 4th.
Bro. E. L. Kelley wrote us from Scranton, Pa., the zcl inst. He says Drn. Davis
and Peak are engaged in missionary efforts
in that region, but that present indications
f01:. success are not very flattering. Bro.
Kelley will render such aid to that district
as he can, and we hope he may reap as we
once did in that field, for at that time there
were many gathered to ·the church at
Hyde Park, Continental, Pittston, Plymouth, Danville, Shenandoah City, St.
Clair, Bottsville, Philadelphia, etc. May
God revive his work mightily in all that
region, and greatly bless his "fishers" and
"hunters" for Israel.
Bro. George E. Harrington, wife ancl
two children, of Armstrong, Kansas, spent
a few days, including the Fourth, with
Bro. Wm. Crick and family of this place.
He is pleased with Lamoni and its people.
Bro. Thomas R. Allen, now residing at
North Alton, Illinois, asks that the Saints
pray _for them, as they are full of sorrow
and grief._
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A certain sister writes us that herself
and other sisters in the same locality have
to suffer opposition and ridicule from their
unbelieving husbands. We pity such wives.
Mav heaven help them.
Bro. E. A. Steadman, of Lake Crystal,
Minnesota, made his first effort in the
rpinistry in Dodge County, Minnesota,
where he had good audiences,, and good
liberty for beginning.
And now comes the Rev. Clark Braden,
Minister of the Christian Church, and files
his bill in the United States court against
Leonard L. Luse for damages received
and endured by the said Clark Braden, in
a matter originating in and growing out
of a debate on Mormonism with one Elder
E. L. Kelley, in which debate said Braden
sustained loss of money, reputation and
feelings to the amount of $20.000 From
the Wilber Nebraska Opposition,for June
24th, which vuotes from the Omah
Fierald, date not known.
Letter from Sr. Fidelia Calhoon, Cortland, Dekalb County, Illinois, June 28th,
informs us that Bro. W. E. Cherry, o.n
Tune 27th, preached a most exellent ser'mon to the branch, of which he is president, upon the subject: "Our duty to God."
The effort v•as Bro. Cherry's first one and
was well received.
Bro. Omer G. Lytle, who has lately
located at Neil, Dundy County, Nebraska,
writes m that he hopes a capable efficient
minister may visit them and preach for the
people.
Bro. George Montague, whose. letter
appears in the letter department wntes us
that his address for the present will 'be
Soldier, Monona County, Iowa.
Bro. George S. Hyde emphasizes his
advent into Temple, Texas, by an. article a
column and a half long in the Temple
Times, published at Temple, Bell County,
Texas, in its issue for July 3d, the receipt
of which copy we thankfully acknowledge.
May Bro. Hyde's "shadow never grow
less."
Bro. W. \V. Blair will spend a few
weeks preaching in Western Iowa, dating
from the 9th instant.
A COPY of the \Veekly News Democrat,
Belleville, Illinois, July 2d, is sent us, w<:
presume by Bro. J.E. Betts, from which
we cull the following:
"MORMON LITERATURE,

"Elder J. E. Betts, of the Mormon Church, has
recently donated three books to the Belleville
public library, and more than a passing notice
should be given of the fact.
"Mr. Betts, who lives in the \Vest End, has
charge of a congregation which believes in the
doctrines of Mormonism, but i; entirely opposed
to polygamy, and claims that such a doctrine is
not taught by the 'Book of Mormon' or consistent with the spirit of the truths as proclaimed
by the conservative element of the church of the
Latter Day Saints.
"The ·volumes presented to the library are
worthy of examination, inasmuch as that while
the general public have opinions about Mormonism, very few people have a conception of either
its history or doctrines taught, and Mr. Betts'

donation to the library will enable those who
may be curious or willing to inform themselves
on matters relative to its origin, development and
doctrines, to do so by reading the books now
placed therein for their perusal.
"The most important of the volumes is the
Book of Mormon, which the title-page says, was
translated by Joseph Smith, Jr., and which, it is
claimed, was written by the hand of Mormon as
inscribed on the plates of Nephi. Attached to
the manuscript as first shown to the early disciples of the church are the signatures of eight witne•ses, who certify to 11aving seen the original
plates said to be discoved by Joseph Smith, who
is supposed to have had a revelation as to where
they were secreted.
"The construction of the books, some sixteen
in number, are ingenious, and present a strange
mingling of the mysterious with the plausible,
calculated to impress such as are willing to accept
the theory of divine revelation in modern times.
It should, however, be borne In mind that wellsubstantiated claims are made that the entire
work was written by a Presbyterian preacher of
the name of Spaulding, after he had retired from
the ministry, and that his original copy was
stolen. For further information the student of
this subject should consult the American Cyclopedia.
'"The Life of Joseph Smith, the Prophet,'
written by Edward Tullidge, and publitihed by
the publication board of Latter Day Saints, is
the second of the volumes pre&ented, and is well
worth reading. It contains a full biography of
the 'prophet' and a detailed history of the inception and early development of the church, with
its vicissitudes, and some rom3ntic episodes,
which really form a part of American history.
"The third volume is entitled 'Doctrines' and
Covenants,' a series of lectures on faith, and the
commandments.
"The fact that this church, since its existence
of about fifty years, should have secured a membership of 250,000, is in itself a marvel, and to
those who have leisure the subject is really an
interesting one to study'."

followi1ig the late wonderful revival of
Messrs. Sam Jones and Sam Small. An
editorial in the Chicago Tribune, of July
7th is given below:
THE SOUTHERN EVANGELISTS.
When Sam Jones left Chicago there were a
number of projects looking ~to his return next
fall. The most important was that of the West
Side pastors, who held a general meeting and
went so far as to select the Boulevard Skating
Rink as the proper place for holding a series of
meetings rivaling those at the Casino Rink, on
Twenty-fourth street, under the auspices of the
South Side preachers. A committee was selected
which was empowered to call the West Side
divines together in case it was thought advisable
to call Mr. Jones back to the city, and also to
have general supervision of the preliminary
arrangements. This committee consisted, among
others, of Dr. Goodwfo, Dr. Davis, and Dr.
Lawrence. Since the departure of the Georgia
revivalist the preachers have apparently changed
their opinions of his work as they have observed
the permanent results in their respective charges,
for at a recent meeting of the committee a resolution reading that the members did not "see
their way clear to suggest any action iu the
premises" was adopted. This practically ends
the matter, as it was understood when the committee was appointed that its decision would be
final.
One of the causes leading to this result was the
course pursued by the two Sams regarding tobacco, or, in the words of a member of the committee:
"No one asked them to stop the use of tobacco.
They did so of their own free will, but after all
they said here they ought to have held.out, and
their course, to put it in the mildest way, was
decidedly objectionable. Be~ides, ob close examination of the church rolls, I do not see any
great beneficial results to the church resulting
from their work."
DRLJGS UNNECESSARY.
THE celebrated Dr. Gregory declares that
"more than ninty-nine parts in a hundred of all
that has been written on the theory and practice
of medicine for more than one thousand years is
absolutely useless and worthy to be known but
as a matter of curiosity, or a miserable warning
and example of the worst errors to which we are
prone." Authorities might be multiplied as to
the mischief of medicine, and those physicans
are wisest who use it least, and make physic "the
art of amnsing the patient, while nature cures
the disease." The celebrated Sydenham is reported to have said, when on his death-bed, and
surrounded by physicans who were lamenting
his loss to the world: "Never mind; I leave
three good physicans behind me." They crowded over him with eager looks, each hoping his
name would be pronounced. He remained for
some time silent, then said: "Yes, I shall leave
three very good physicans-air, exercise, and
diet."

\VHEN Messrs. Moody and Sanky were
opening their revival campaign in England in the place where the justly celebrated Rev. Spurgeon was located and
preaching, he refused to lend them any
aid, or countenance, much to the chagrin
and discomforture of his friends and congregation. The reason assigned by him
for refusing was that he had no confidence
in their revival methods. At the expiration of a year from the closing of Mr.
Moody's services, Mr. Spurgeon, referring to the matter, called the attention of
the people to the fact of his opposition to
the revival, and then challenged them to
point to the disciples resulting to the church
from the effort of Mr. Moody the year before: "Where are the disciples made from
the conversions then had?
His congregation were startled by his
Farm. and Bu.!iiness for Sale.
question, and upon further reflection adA
choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
mitted that their pastor had some reason
for his opposition to popular revival and an interest in a good paying Business in the
methods.
town, will be sold at a bargain if sold before Oc·
And now come reverends Goodwin, tober rst, 1886.
Address:
Davis and Lawrence, of Chicago, and file
J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa,
a report of a similar condition of things • 26jun4t
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EDITED BY srs·rER "FRANCES."

"The healing of his seamless dress
Is by our beds of pain;
We touch him in life's throng and press,
And we are whole again.
Through him the first fond prayers are said
Our llps of childhood frame,
The last low whispers of our dead
Are burdened with his name."

do not feel it, it is useless for any one or even
dozens of individuals to feel it for them, consequently we shall cease to agitate the subject and
quietly rest our faith in God's good timP. The
harvest is plenteous and surely there is always
work for willing hands to do. If the Board of
Publication decide adversely to th~ Hope being
enlarged, we will return or transfer such money
as has been paid in to us, as the parties interested
may direct, using the net proceeds of the refreshment stand for enlarging the Sunday School
library.
We are in receipt of letters from Sisters Ettie
Gulenbe, H. E. Birchell and Emma W. Simpson.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 10th, 1886.

A THOUGHT FOR MOTHERS.

Only a tired woman, pausing when day was done,
To think of the many duties which, from dawn till set of
sun,
Had filled up the flying moments, taxing the hand and
heart,Hand and heart which so simply and bravely had done
their part.
Above, in the quiet chambers, five little sleepers lay,
Whose needs and joys and sorrows had filled up all
her day;
Little wants had been tended, little griefs made light,
Little rights defended, and little wrongs set right.
Crowding oue on another, the constant claims had pressed,
Till, musing now in the twilight, a thought, but half confessed,
Arose and stirred in her spirit-"Everything seems so
small;
I had meant to do so mucll for the Master; surely this
can not be all!"
When, in the deepening twilight, fragrant with evening
balms,
Over ller drooping eyelids sleep laid caressing palms,
Into the land of shadows her spirit.wandered free,Land where sometimes earth's children meet heavenly
ministry.
The sound of low, questioning voices fell first on her
.spirit-ear,

'l'hen a pause of hushed expectation, and following, soft
and clear,
The silvery tinkle of water, as from a vessel poured;
And then, througll a breathless rapture, floated the voice
of the Lord,
Falling in tender cadence,. "Know ye what I have done?
Among you as he that serveth a.m I, the beloved Son.
Not being ministered unto lifts to the highest estate,
But in rendering lowliest service souls grow divinely
great."
Slowly her eyelids lifted; the twilight had deepened
to night,
But the thought that had dimmed her spirit had !led
before the Light;
She arose, and ever unfalterlng, uplifted by His word,
She walked in Jowly service, strong in the "joy of the
Lord."
-Evangelical Magazine.

THE birthday of our nation has passed, but not
without due celebration and rejoicing, through·
out the land. In Lamoni all passed off quietly
and pleasantly. The stand in which the ladies
of the Sunday School were interested was a success, but not to such an extent financially as we
had hoped, owing probably to the fact that stands
were so numerous. Still we do not feel at all
like despising the day of small things and return
just as sincere thanks to our friends for the gen·erous efforts put forth, as though we had· realized
dollars in place of pennies. The net profit from
the refreshment stand and that obtained by private subscription amounts to nearly ~So oo. We
are not prepared to give exact figures as some
bills have not yet been settled. We ourselves
feel the great need of the enlargement of the
"Hope," but are far from wishing to press others
jnt<;> 91.!r y~e'Ys, Jf the l1Jf-l11qephip of the church
~ "'' ~ '
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enly love more precious than diamonds filled her
bosom; and the tranquiiity of mind, through the
knowledge that a Savior was born, softened the
racks and made them a bed of ease. Let us
trace the infant's footsteps until he was nailed to
the cross. All along his pathway thorns and
thistles were strewn, and the agony of his soul,
caused through the sins of the world, often led
him to weep. Tribulation and temptation were
pressed to the uttermost; scorn and contempt
surrounded him on every hand, and to his followers he said, "The foxes have holes, the birds
of the air have nests, but the Son of Man hath
no where to lay his head." Pride, bow down thy
head with shame; think, Oh! Think of the humility of the Master's "I seek not to do my own
will, but the will of the Father which hath sent
me;" the simplicity and submission of these few
words; the humble condition of his life; his
purity of heart and purpose; his sufferings and
death, that the world through him might have,
everlasting life. Mothers may mourn for the
wrongs of their children, but their knowledge
being so limited, they can not feel the depth of
sorrow our Savior felt, who was one with the
Father, knew the joys prepared for the righteous
in the mansions above, and being filled with
compassion which passeth all understanding, was
willing to take upon himself our nature, setting
us an example that we might follow in his footsteps. Take courage, examine yourselves, strive
to faithfully eradicate all pride in whatsoever
form it may be found, and blessings will be
realized in this life and that which is to come.
If we do not, shall we stand guiltless at the judgment day? 0, pride, thou poisonous monster!
thou wilt canker the very soul, if permitted to
take deep root. Would thou couldst be cast.into
the lowermost pit from whence thou earnest,
bound with chains which could not be broken;
having no more power over the hearts of the fair
daughters of earth!
C. ACKERLEY.

PRIDE.
PRIDE is one of the great evils that is sinking
humanity in the pit of sorrow and misery. It is
of the world, and the world loves its own with
all its pomp and vanity. Every one that is
proud in heart is an abomination to the Lord.
Proberbs r6: 5. The fear of the Lord is to hate
evil, pride and arrogancy.
Proverbs 8: r6.
Then can it be possible it may be found within
the walls of the church, even within ourselves?
Let each one answer. Entering into covenant
with God, did we put oft the old man with his
deeds, and b~co!.ne new through that spirit the
gospel brings, which-is antagonism to the spirit
of the world; therefore can not be in the enjoy·
ment of both at the same time, for no one can
serve two masters? The result of pride is seen
in various ways to the close observer, in· almost
every occupation and condition in life, more or
less; with the servant as well as her mistress;
the daughter as well as the mother; often times
in costly, fashionable apparel. See D. C., page
125. "And again: Thou shalt not be proud in
thy heart; let all thy garments be plain, and
their beauty the beauty of the work of thy own
hands." Here can be learned two great lessons,
plainness and industry, which accord with other
TRoY, Illinois.
commandments. Read also the word of the
Dear Sister Fra11ces:-I ha~e often thought I
Lord through Jacob to the people of Nephi,
would like to write to the "Home Column," but
Book of Mormon, page 115. A proud haughty
felt my inability to write anything of interest;
spirit may be seen in poor attire. We sometimes
look upon the qualifications and gifts of others
but· you have so kindly urged us to make the
as far more desirable thai;:i our own, and are led
effort and leave the result with God, that I will
try and write a few thoughts. The "Mothers'
to say, If I could do so and so as well as A. or B.,
I would gladly dq it. I well remember making
Home Column" has been a great comfort to me,
the same remark and feeling condem·ned while
and like Sister Fay, when I begin to read it I can
yet speaking. I entered into a careful consideranot stop till the last word is read. I feel very
tion, and afer a calm meditation could arrive at
thankful that we have a place in the Herald that
no other conclusion but the root was pride, vaniwe can make known our desires; and I can not
ty of the flesh. Are we ashamed of the one
help thinking, 0 that we had had such words of
talent and want to hide it in the earth? It is a
cheer and comfort in the years that are past and
gift from God, whatever it may be, and will
gone. I feel, dear Sister Frances, to bid you God
certainly become more polished by using, and is ·speed in your noble work and I pray that the
as needful as those to whom are given five or
Lord will raise up many such earnest workers.
ten, for where much is given much will be re~ have often thought that we did not realize the
quired. The Lord created all mankind, Jew and
great responsibility that rests upon us, and have
Gen tile, bond and free. He is no respecter of
been content to receive al!, and think there was
persons inasmuch as they fear him and keep his
nothing that we could do. I hope that every
commandments. It mattereth not whether they
sister will do all she can to aid you in your labor
were,born at the earth's extremities, or the equafor the Sunday School. The harvest is large,
but the laborers for the young are very few; We
tor, in a stately mansion or a humble cot, in
riches or poverty; all are alike to Him. What
need more earnest workers for the young, more
an exalted character of justice and love; How
books and papers. If we expect our children to
worthy of the closest imitation!·
love the gospel we must make it attractive to
them; let them feel the church needs them. I
Turn your eyes and look fn the manger at
Bethlehem and behold Mary with her sweet
have been in the church many years, and have,
babe. Could not even have room in· an Inn.
heard but one sermon preached for the young,
J'here V(?,s nQ ,prkle (\1er~. ~o; a, s.p\(rl~ of he;i.v. &J;l<:l, where they are found attending churcp anq
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Sunday School it is the exception, not the fole.
Too many of them are careless and indifferent.
What is wanted is a greater effort on our part to
gather the Jambs that they may not wander.
Look at the different churches, how they labor
to keep the young intexcsted. The best talent
they have is et'nployed in the Sunday School.
Dear sisters, if fi ,.e hundred dollars is needed
Jet us go to work with a will, and be determined
that it shall be forthcoming. We can all make
some sacrifice, and by a united effort it can be
raised very easily. 0, that we could all say with
Frances Havergal:
"Take my lips and let them be
Filled with messages from thee;
Take my silver and my gold,
Not a mite wonld I withhold."

I fear I have said too much for the first time.
I pray that the Lord will help us to labor for the
good of each other, and for the spread of his
glorious gospel.
MRS. JOSEPH MANTLE.

WE HA VE A WORK TO DO.
WE often hear the complaint that if it was not
for misfortune, bad luck, and so forth, that many
who are now useless in this world would advance
in life; as if we were the victims of chance, and
helpless waifs of destiny. \Ve are all in a certain
degree the artificers of our own fortunes, whatever may be their character. \Ve can enjoy ourselves and make others happy, or entail misery
upon ourselves and those that are around us.
We all have a work to do for the good Master,
for he does not wish any idle hands in his vineyard, and if we do not put fol-th our energies, but
allow them to lie dormant, we will sink in lo poverty and obscurity. If a man be intemperate he
will suffer disease, while the temperate man enjoys health; if he be vicious he will undergo the
pains and penalties of his misdeeds; while the
man of integrity experiences the pleasures of liberty and a clear conscience. One may be intemperate, another indolent, another dishonest; but
the will in either.'case is sufficiently powerful, if
put into exercise, lo impel to a different course of
conduct, leading to entirely different results. \Ve
are all endowed with a knowledge of what is
right and wrong, by which to direct our desires
and inclinations, and with a will by which they
may be controlled and kept within bounds. If
people were truly impressed with the belief of
their abilities and respomibilities, there would be
far less complaining on the score of ill luck,
poverty and unhappiness .. Instead then, of relapsing- into helplessness, and waiting for Providence to come to their rescue, or for "something
to turn up" for their benefit, many would be led
to put faith in God and put forth their own energies and cultivate the talents the Creator has
given them.
Doys can not become the slaves of tobacco and
strong drink and ]>e free and independent men.
The Creator placed them upon this earth for a
different purpose than to spend their time drinking, chewing ga1nbling, etc. It is a mistaken
idea, boys, that you can not be men unless you are
acldicted to those habits. The men that are slaves
to these vile habits will tell you that they are a
hindrance in,;tead of a help to manhood. Here
is what one young man says on the subject: ''l
feel that some of the best years of my life have
been wasted. I thought when I was a boy that
being a man was t9 lenxn to §moke and drjnls;
1

and unknown to my parents I acquired these
habits, which soon took strong hold of me. I
tell you that smoking and drinking never made
a man, but have made many fools among men."
If you give to a healthy young man, who has
never drank either fermented or distilled liquors,
a glass of beer, wine, or whisky, it will make him
more or Jess dizzy, and perhaps give him the
headache. If you persuade one who has never
smoked to try a cigar it will probably nauseate
him, and for a .time make him sick. Now what
is the conclusion from these facts? Simply that
tobacco and liquors are in their nature medicinal;
are, in brief, drugs; and that at least while the
body is growing, while it has a superabundance
of vital force, it does not need tobacco, wine, tea
or coffee to keep it in health or well being. What
a terrible responsibility then rests on us mothers
when we allow our children to r!rink tea and
coffee before the little ones would think of asking
for it; tempting the little ones to sip it out of
our cups. Mothers stop and consider if you are
not doing wrong in this matter. We have no
language vigorous enough with which to denounce the infamous traffic in intoxicating
beverages, in this civilized and enlightened age.
\Ve see from Bro. T. W. Smith's letter that this
serpent has found it way to "isles of the sea" to
do its deadly work. No words in human speech
are adequate to depict the burning shame of
official authorities that license their sale, and of
the vast multitudes of persons of both &exes and
all classes who boldly persist in the sin of drunkenness. He who is the architect of his own good
fortune, character and destiny, is always a man
that amounts to something; and if we examine
we will find that ninty-nine out of every hundred
of such men begun life without any other aid
than sound physical, moral and intellectual constitution, and have been through almost all the
phases of life, tasting poverty, struggling with
disappointments, living in obscurity, and undergoing all the kicks and cuffs of "outrageous
fortune; and finally, by the development of their
inherent energies in such a rough, hard school,
rising triumphantly over all obstacles at last.
Such ones, my boys, were not drunkards, nor
tobacco users. Give your child a sound education
in book learning, and morality, and then he will
commence life with a greater wealth than a
Rothchild or a Vanderbilt.
MRS. DAKIEL JONES.
DECEIVE NOT YOURSELVES.
WHEN the midnight cry shall sound; oh foolish
self to have written thus, for was not the cry sent
forth in 1831? "Prepare ye, prepare ye, 0 my
people; sanctify yourselves. Awake, arise, and
go forth to meet the bridegroom." And there
cometh a voice as of one crying in the wilderness
saying, Hear ye, 0 my people and repent! As a
father goeth out for the wandering children of
his household, so also have I looked with compassion upon thee, and mine arm is stretched
out; yea, by the power of mine arm '"'ill I deliver thee, that thou mayest know thy God; therefore return from the husks where on thou feedest,
for behold thy substance is consumed upon thy
lust•. 0 thou who hast borne my chastening
hand, look! lift up thine eyes and behold thy
king; ye whom I have digged from the rocks
and. holes, and have carried forth from among
the nations return, put from off thee the yoke of
thy captivity where Utlto thou has.\ sold thyself!

0 ye prodigal of my people, remember ye how I
begat thee and brought thee forth from obscurity;
how long have I looked in mercy upon thee,
and plead with thee that I might gather in my
bosom and bless thee, 0 house of Israel. Return that I may prepare- a feast, and bind upon
thee the goodly garments of my kingdom. Pu·t
away thine abominations from before my face,
and come thou low in the dust that I may pour
out my spirit upon thee. Behold whom servest
thou? Why come ye to my house with mincing
steps, with hearts upon thine idols, and eyes lifted up to the praise of the heathen; behold mine
eyes are upon thee, I am in your midst and ye
know me not from the hardness of your hearts,
and see me not from the blindness of your eyes,
but behold the day cometh when the meek shall
rejoice, and the lowly shall be exalted and they
shall cl well in safety and tn y peace shall be their
reward, for 1 am a wall of defense to the righteous forever
LUCY LLOYD.

VoRrs, Mo., April.
Dear Brother J'osejh :-\Vhile reading your
comments and reply to L. 0. Littlefield's last effort, my whole so•JI went out in sympathy for
you in your trying position. You stand as a
mark, a.t which all opponents of truth exercise
their skill. It is true that the Reorganization,
as a whole, have to receive some of the shot;
but you are. made the central object, as your
father was before you, and I presume it will always remain so until the Master shall come himself and put all enemies under his feet. I pray
that you may ever he shielded with the breastplate of faith, that all the shafts of the enemy
may be turned harmless away.
It appears to me now strange, that men who
have from their youth up been acquainted with
the history and usages of the church in its earlier
years, should be so blind as to allow a pretended
or real revelation to carry them with it without
its first passing the thorough scrutiny of the
quorums of the church assen~bled for the purpose;
and especially one that purports to be of such
vital importance in the salvation, exaltation, and
eternal lives of those to whom it assumes to
have been sent. I refer now especially to the
revelation on polygamy. I am now satisfied
that if it had been so presented it would have
run against so many snags, the bottom would
have been knocked clean out, and it would have
sunk to rise no more. But instead of such a
course, it was forced upon the people, with the
declaration that they must receive it, or be
damned.
So far as the affidavits produced are concerned,
to me they amount to nothing. More especially from tho>e who have entered its meshes; as I
well remember the time when it was taught that
there was no harm in lying about it, to deceive
the Gentiles. And in support of the theory, the
quotation was made claiming in the King James'
translation to be the words of the Apostle Paul:
"For if the truth of God hath more abounded
through my lie, unto his glory; why yet am I
also judged as a sinner."-Rom. 3: 7.
The aboYe is fully established by the strenuous assertions of denial of the existence of polygamy in Uta~ by John Taylor, in France, i.n
1850 . The ?Pdeavor so strenuouslY, wa,d_f'. to
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fasten the authorship of that infernal revelation
upon Joseph the Seer, and it to be swallowed as
from God, by men and women, who in their
earlier days have certainly been blessed with the
powers and spirit of the gospel, and still clai\fl
polygamy as an essential principle of their salvation, after its having proved itself, upon its
face, one of the greatest of living frauds, is one
of the curiosities of the age. It, however, only
proves the truth of the words of Jesus:-"If the
light that is in you become darkness, how great
shall that darkness be."
If it were possible for them, by the strongest
proofs of evidence to establish that Joseph dia
produce the purported revelation upon what is
called celestial marriage, and practiced it, such
evidence would be its own destruction without
further proof; or ought to.be in the mind.s of all
honest men and women, from the fact, Joseph
Smith was a true prophet of God, as evidenced
by the fulfillment of many of his predictions; by
the restoration of the true gospel of Christ
through·him, as proved by the blessings of God
confirming its truth as promised, and as enjoyed
in former dispensations; and if he, as a prophet,
no matter under what influence he produced that
bundle of absurdities, he did so presumptiously,
and suffered the penalty of his presumption by
losing his life within one year after its assumed
date of reception, fully establishing the test as
given through Moses, and the falsity of the pretended revelation, and therefore we need not be
afraid of it. (See Deu. 18: 2a-.22).
The prophet here referred to, certainly means
one who is and has been recognized as a prophet
of God; and notwithstanding his presuming that
in the name of the Lord, which may have been
according to the desires of his own heart, and not
that which the Lord had commanded him, it would
not invalidate that which he had spoken before,
which the Lord had commanded; but for this
presumption he must pay the penalty, which is
"that prophet shall die."
If then, those in Utah could produce such testimony as would be legally received in a court of
law, and prove that Joseph Smith did give that
polygamous revelatin11, can they not see that such
a proof would completely overthrow their system,
and. be one of the strongest evidences of its falsity. But, sir, there is another strong test mentioned in the above reference: "When a prophet
speaketh in the name o,f the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which
the Lord hath not spoken." That polygamous
revelation proves itself doubly false under this
rule. I read in that pretended revelation, as published in the Sea, paragraph' z r, speaking of
Joseph, it says: "I will bless him and multiply
him an hundred fold in t!zis lije of fathers and
mothers, [in-law, O. Pratt], brothers and sisters,
houses and lands, wives and clzildren." Par. 23:
"Let no one, therefore, set on my servant Joseph,
for I will justify him." Par. 19: "Go, therefore,
and I will make a way for your escape." Par. 22:
"And behold, and lo, I am with hitu as I was
wilh Abraham thy father." Par. zr. _.Says of
sisters Emma: "But if she will not abide this
commandment, she ska!! be destroyed, saith the
Lord. I am the Lord thy God, and will destroy
her if she abide not in my law." Here then are
five straight forward promises nev.er fulfilled, and
never can be, because. those made to Joseph were
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dered in a little over ten months after the promises are said to have been made; and the curse
pronounced against sister Emma, if she rejected
this plurality lilusiness, was never realized by her;
but instead, she lived beyond the alloted time of
man, in fulfillment of the promise of the Lord to
her, as found in Doc. and Cov., sec. 24, par. I:
"If though art faithful, and walk in the paths of
virtue before me, I will preserve thy life." There
was no requirement to abide any polygamous
law in that promise, yet it was fully realized by
her, while the other proved false. Therefore, it is
not the thing which the Lord hath spoken, it has
been spoken presumptiously, and we need n'ot
fear any of the damnation threatened in it for
noncompliance. I could go through the whole
thing, and show up its bundle of lies and absurdities, but any one can detect its foolery if they
will only examine the thing for themselves, and
compare it with the teachings of the books the
Lord has given us for our instruction and learning.
I fully indorse the sentiment contained in the
first paragraph of your answer: "The controversy
that is being urged between the Reorganized
Church of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints and
the church in Utah is of such a nature _that
neither party can afford to resort to downright
lying to foster and care for its own side of the
case." No sir; there is no use dodging, if they
can prove by legal evidence Josepff presumptiously fathered it, let them do it, and at the same
time prove the overthrow of the accursed thing.
If Brigham was its parent, as he said it was "revealed to himself and for himself," long before
he states that he revealed it himself to Joseph,
(See Deseret News, July rst, 1874), why let him
have the honor. And the only reason why he,
for this presumption, did not die, must have been
this, that neither God nor himself ever recognized him as a prophet to the church; and he was
therefore allowed to remain and bring abouf the
fulfillment of the prophecy of Paul to Timothy:
"Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the
latter fimes some shall depart from the faith,
giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of
devils."
Fearing that I trespass too much upon your
time and patience, I will withdraw myself, and
remain your brother in the full hope of Zion's
redemption, and thorough vindication of the
honored name of Joseph Smith, the prophet of
this the latter day dispensation.
WILLIAM HAWKINS.

AunuBoN, Minn., May 28th.
Bro. Blair :-I promised to let the Saints hear
.about Bro. Holt's labor done at Frazee City. The
seed sown has brought one into the fold, and we
are looking for more. Bro. Foss and I held some
meetings there first of June, and a good interest
is manifested by all. Our conference was a good
one. Bro. Foss was down to-day. I could not.
go, but hope to return about the 8th of July and
hold meetings for ten or twelve days, then pass
on to our two days' meeting at Silver Lake, with
the Silver Lake Branch, Ottertail county, Minnesota. The work up here is in good condition, all
trying to do their duty, and the calls for preaching are on the increase. God is confirming his
promises, "ye shall find favor in the eyes of the
people." Bro. Foss has baptized four since he
came up. :(oui·s in. the gospel,
'

.

'
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Most Worthy Editors :-In the 1-Iei·ald for the
19th of June, your explanation of that remarkable
saying of father Lehi, that "Adam fell that man
might be," was to me new and satisfactory. Bn!
as the editor said that the text did not establish
the nature of the fall, I was pleased to entertain
the hope that inspiration may give our worthy
editors a comprehensive solution of 2 Nephi 1: 8.
Lehi afilrms that if they had continued in that
state of innocency, they would have had no joy.
Bro. "Ruth" will, in that book find that it was
not only mother Eve that said that they would
not have had children. This subject has long
bafflled my efforts to reconcile it to my comprehension.
I send you a clipping from the Eclectic Review,
which seems to present an aspect of interest and
encouragement in the prophetic truth of the
Christian hope If then the Jews as a people·do,
in the year 1900, fourteen years more, transfer their
Sabbath (equivalent to the Mosaic dispensation)
to the Christian Sabbath or dispensation, this
would be a great acknowledgment. The Savior
informed them that they should see him no more
and their houses (or country) should be desolate
until they honored him. When that acknowledgment shall by their general authority be ratified,
then will the Savior's footsteps be approaching,
and more ominous signs in the heavens above
and in the earth beneath will be seen.

"The Jews are talking about transferring theit
Sabbath to our Sunday, beginning with the year
1900. The matter is exciting much attention in
England!'-Plziladelp!zia Ledger.

I also send you a clipping in which we learn
of the formation of a committee in \Vashinglon
City to take steps for the celebration of the four
h•mdredth aniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus. The committee receiyed a
hearty assurance by the President of his approval, and the pleasure he would take in it, and
that in his next annual message to Congress f>.:would call attention to it. The event will tai<e
place in 1892. During these next six years' pre·
paration, the entire civilized world will have
ample notice of the celebration. Now, a,; '.:1
America is gathered people from all nations,
therefore an nations must feel deep interest in
celebrating this great event. Will the intelli;,;ent
orator, who on that memorable <lay shall trumpet
the eulogy of such disc·overy, speak of a iike
previous discovery, and rejoice in the previous
occupancy of the country by intelligent and
civilized nations? \Vill not the Saints, in common with the nations, rejoice in the Columbian
discovery, with ad<liti<mal rejoicing in their
knowledge of whom and from whence the pn~
historic nations came, paying them a tribute of
respect and love for the ineffable riches they left
behind to the nations now living.
\Ve may
reasonably expect one of the grandest celebrations ever seen on earth. \Vill the intelligent
orator on that memoriable occasion ignore the
pre-historic diEcovery 'of this same land which
has made her teeming nations happy? As the
Saints will doubtless join in this happy event,
will not they, like the guest at the wedding frast,
enjoy the best at the last, in remembering fathers
Lehi, Nephi, Alma, Jared, Moroni and others.
A.G.
"THE DISCOVERY PF AMERICA,

April 28.-The com.mittee appointed yesterday to wait upon President Cleveand ii;ncl request his co-operation in securin? tl'.e
vVAsiuNGTON)
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commemoration in 1892 of the four hundredth
anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus, reported that the President assured the
conlmittee that he felt a deep interest in the matter, and intimated that he would take pleasure in
bringing it to the attention of Congress in his
next annual message. He did not think Congress
at its present session would be able to give the
subject the consideration it deserved."
TEMPLE, Texas, July zd.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-:After a journey of about
sixty-five miles by rail and on foot, I find rest
aml refreshment at the home of our esteemed
friend, S. B. Adair and his amiable companion
who is a member of our church. At this early
date I am greeted with the Saints' Herald for
July 3d, containing letters from Brn. Derry,
Anthony and others. As I read those communications my heart became full to overflowing. I
can not tell you of the Jove that floods my soul.
Sufficient to· say that it compensates for the
afflictions and scorn through which we have to
pass as we plod on our way to bear the message
of love to our fellowmen. I am so glad Bro.
Derry has written what he has concerning the
education of our children. I received a Jetter
from my wife to-day from which I venture to
copy this. extract.-" As I lay the tender forms,
the offspring of our union, to rest, my heart goes
out in thankfulness to Him who has given me so
much to love. We have a family to be proud of.
The dear, honest hearted little souls all seem to
possess such a noble trait of character in the
abhorrence of wickedness in all the forms their
young minds comprehend it. Even dear little
Charlie has his idea of what is right, and what is
not right."
I thank my heavenly ·Father for the light of
his gospel. To this Divine message I owe my
all. What would my life have been without it!
It seems that I can not be thankful enough for
the manifold blessings of God to me and mine.
If I can leave to my posterity no other legacy
than that of righteousness and the Jove of God, I
deem these to be of more worth to them than the
wealth of the Rothchilds or the world combined.
The love and joy that thrills my being as I think
of the dear little buds of promise is worth more
to me tr.an ten thousand worlds like this, and I
can truly say,
''Nearer my God, to thee,
N carer to thee,
E cn though it be a cross
That raiscth me. 1 '
1

0, that all my dear relatives and friends could
know the love of God shed abroad in the contrite
heart by the Holy Spirit of promise.
May the Lord prosper his work.
. Yours,
GEO. s. HYDE.
WHEELERS GROVE, Iowa,
July 2d, 1886.
Bro. ')osejh:-\Ve have not denied the faith
yet, although the Saints have been tried some
what in the last three months on account of the
loss of our church. I suppose you have heard it
was destroyed in April last, by one of the whirlwinds that Jeremiah says should be considered
more perfectly in the latter days. The storm
passed across the corner of our farm, but done us
no harm. It gave some of the rest of the Saints
a close call, but done them no harm. I want to
say to the IIerald readers that there are a few
God fearing, loving Saints flt Wheeler's Grove

yet, who are tr) ing to keep the commandments
of God, and hold fast to that rod of iron that
Ne11hi saw, that will lead them to the tree of
life.
Yours,
s. c. SMITH.
BLANDFORD, Ont.
Dear Brothers:-\Vhile I renew my subscription for the church papers, I feel to thank God
that his ch.urch has such able defenders of the
truth; and may. their luster never grow Jess, and
may God's choicest blessings be with you, and
all in connexion with the publishing department.
The Herald I could not do without, and it is a
mystery to me how so many Latter Day Saints'
fail to take the papers.
Your brother in Christ,
JOHN McKENZIE.
0ENAVILLE, Texas, June 27th.
Dear Herald of light, peace, comfort and good
will to men. It may be my duty to impart some
information with regard to my labors, having
just begun a missionary tour in this land where
gospel truth has been spread by the noble brethren who have preceded me in the good work.
I sought no half-fare permits before coming, as
I was informed that none could be obtained.
However·, at Council Bluffs I purchased a second
class ticket to Hearne, Texas, for twenty dollars
and eighty.five cents, thus saving nine dollars
and thirty cents, which would have been added
for first class; but was out a 'few dollars ·extra
hotel charges, by being sent a round-about way.
During my week's stay at Hearne the weather
was intensely hot, giving me an unfavorable
introduction to .the climate; but I found a congenial element in the Saints of the Texas Central
Branch. The brethren extended to me the courtesy of presiding over the business meeting, Saturday afternoon, and I felt that God was with
me. Bro. John \V. Vvallace was chosen Teacher
by the branch and ordained to that office. Bro.
Nunley was confimed, having been previously
baptized by Bro. S. R. Hay, and the branch voted
to recommend his ordination to Eldership to the
conference which convened at Cook's Point,
Burleson county, on the 16th and 20th. Arriving
at the home of Bro. \Vm. Sher!'ill on the evening
before conference, after a journey of about
twenty-three miles, the joys and sorrows of
which were shared by several of the brothers and
sisters from Hearne, we were greeted by Saints
from different parts of the mission, and a better
unity is seldom manifested than characterized
the sessions of our conference. The Lord was
with us, and our hearts were comforted. On
Saturday night there was a splendid rain fall,
which was very nrnch needed. Now the prospect for corn and cotton, the chief articles of
production in this state, is good everywhere that
I have been. Bro. John Currie and myself held
three meetings in Temple, at private dwellings,
with fair results. One lady residing there came
out with others from that place, and was baptized to-day at the close of our preaching service.
The Lord is with us in our ministry, and we
shall strive to extol his excellent name. Encouraging news from home inspires me with hope
and courage to press onward as wisdom from
above shall direct. I feel at home with the gospd harness on.
As ever your.>,
GEO. s. HYD!<;.

SCRANTON, Miss., June 30th.
Bro. :fosejh:-It has been several months since
I wrote to you, during this time I have been trying to discharge the responsibility resting upon
me as a missionary, presiding elder and Bishop's
Agent, at the same time burdened with temporal
cares.
I have recei~ed calls for preaching from many
places which I can not attend too, as my hands
are tied and the good Bishop is unable at present
to materiaily unloose them. Pray for me, my
dear brethren, that I may bear up under all my
trials and patiently and faithfully serve the God
we love.
The Herald is a great comfort to me, its mission is a glorious and· good one. I believe that
the "Mothers' Home Column," is doing much
good. I think I can read many signs that portend good to us as a people; surely God will bless
his church.
The Saints in this district are striving to keep
the faith, though there are some exceptions. The
general desire is to become pure in heart. The
times are very hard and many of the, Saints are
struggling with poverty. This is said by some
to be a good poor man's country, and it certainly
seems to be difticult down here for a poor man to
get better off. Saints in the "regions round"
about," be thankful for your pleasant surroundings, your rich soil and invigorating climate, and
best of all your church and school privileges.
Outside of the cities down here, the education of
the children is neglected. The country is but
thinly settled, the land poor, the money raised by
taxes for school purposes is therefore necessarily
small. Free schools are let out for three and
four months in the year, but on account of scarcity of funds and sometimes partial! y with neglect of patrons and trustees some di'stricts go two
or three years without a school. There are counties down in this coast region where seventy-five
per cent of the people can not read or write.
A loose sentiment prevails, more or less, among
the people with regards to the social relations,
and ofticers o:I: the law neglect to do their duty.
Constant pilfering upon the public domain, the
cutting of timber off from government lands has
lowered, or keeps down the moral standing of
whole communities; one wrong act leading ta
others; thus sometimes trespasses upon the public domain do not confine their operations to the
property of Uncle Sam. In communities where
such things are winked at, the wise distinction
between right and wrong is lost sight of, the
moral sense is blunted and the tendency is not
towards purity of thought or nobility of action.
All of these and others have hindered the
progress of the work in this part of the mission .
Several good starts have been made by different
missionaries as well as local brethren, but the
influences, the surroundings have been unfavorable. An impulsive and emotional people will
start out well, but they are very apt when the
missionaries and Elder who have aroused their
feelings and emotions, are gone, to relapse into
a state of lifelessness, and feel sensibly the influences that surrount them. This is true of any
locality, but the tendency in this direction is
stronger in all southern climes. I do not say
that such relapses are inevitable. I believe that
even here under discouraging circumstances,
with the blessing of God the work could have'
gone, can and will go forward. I only state the
facts as I have found them. Brother Lambert
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said to me after I had been chosen president of
the Florida District: "lt will require a great
deal of faith to labor here." Yes, that is it. "All
things are possible to them that believe."
In view of these facts, is it to be wondered at
that some of the Saints should look with longing eyes towards a better land, of which they
have heard and sometimes sing.
The timber which has been the means of support to many in the past is about gone. The land
is very poor and markets not good; prov1s10ns
that must be bought are high, cattle compelled
to graze upon unnutritious grasstts, are small;
from a dozen cows generally but a bucket of
milk is obtained; but little attention is given
them in the winter, and many of them starve to
~eath, or die in the bogs where they have been
vainly searching after something green, not
having strength enough remaining in their attenuated forms to extract themselves from the
mire. This is the dark side to the picture; but
it is the view that presents itself to most of the
Saints in the Gulf region.
As you go farther up in the states towards the
north, the scene changes; the inhabitants are
more of an agricultural people and better off, but
they are a people of strong prejudices, and in
new localities up there the work. meets with
great opposition-the missionaries must often
make.new openings with danger to their lives.
Notwithstanding all these discouraging circumstances, I believe a great work will yet be done
in the South, and the power of God will be greatly manifestested during its accomplishment.
I have been anxiously looking forward to the
organizing of the company talked of by you in
the Herald. (I believe you said one brother had
$s.ooo .he was willjng to put in to it), the object
of which is to be the locating of brethren upon
lands in the "regions round about." It would be
a noble undertaking and those engaged in it
would be blessed b.ecanse "they would bless
o· hers who are of the household of faith."
Trusting in God and loving the work, I remain
your brother in Christ.
FRANK P. SCARCLIFF
SOLDIER, Iowa, July 5th.
Dear Herald:-I wish to say to the Saints of
the South.Eastern Mission that circumstances
rendered it necessary that I sho.uld return home
for a short time; and that, on arriving home I
was taken sick and have not been able to write
or do any labor. As soon as my health will permit, I expect to return to the field. My present
address is Soldier, Monona county, Iowa. lYl:a:y
God bless the faithful Saints, I pray.
Desiring to be remembered, I remain, yours in
bonds,
GEO. MONTAGUE.
TIPTON, Iowa,june 28th.
Dear Herald:-Crows and daws, jays and
cracaws, with all the rest of the tribe, from linnet
to v~11lure have piped, "histled, sang, and screamed their various notes and calls among the cedars
.of this (Cedar) county for years without the
power t.o charm. Till the sweet, inspired, soulful melody of the "speckled bird" broke the spell
of discordant nightmare that long enthralled us!
awakening glad answering songs from the hearts
of Zion's few, who wear the "purple" be.neath the
guise of fustian (the world calls poverty) and
recognize the overture notes of the glad gospel
song, whose fo.11 text anq volume will .ring tr\'

umphant, long and joyously through the Royal
Garden when the "glorious work is done."
The Friday following the Buffalo Conference,
brethren \Vm. T. Dozarth and J. S. Roth arrived
at Bro. L. P. Russell's house, near Bennett; a
church was secured; (\Vesley an Methodist);
preaching announced for Sabbath at ten o'clock,
and the evening also. The morning service was
fairly attended considering it was Children's
Day, and most other churches had made preparations for special services. The M. E. pastor, Bro.
McCormack, took particular pains to advise his
congregation to remain away, and not encourage
the Mormons by their presence at the evening
service. The pastor being a very affable goodnatured gentleman, the people took the advice
contrarywise as a joke, and gave Bro. J. S. Roth
a nearly full house and close attention; and
several expressed themselves as agreeably disappointed in hearing such sound Bible doctrine
from the terrible "Mormon preachers;" adding a
kindly hand shake and an earnest invitation to
come again. We were made glad by the counsel,
instruction, and social warmth of these worthy
and able brethren, one of whom the writer met
over thirteen yea,rs ago in Delana Banch, :Missouri. May God bless their ministrations to all
their honest hearers, as He has. to us and others
here, and continue unto them the use of their
gitts and talents a long season is our heartfelt
wish and prayer. We of the faith here, hope the
church will send some one to follow up the attack, until Lucifer unfurls a flag of truce above
his demolished ramparts. There is a harvest
here; myself and family will do all in our power
to aid an Elder, or Elders at this place (Tipton).
We have a population of two thousand. The
Court House can be secured for preaching and ~e
can entertain an Elder; would like to have one
come who could stay some time. There are
some believing already "ho may ere long need
the services of an Elder.
By the kindness of Bro. Peters, of Michigan, I
have been able to circulate a large number of
copies of Voice of Warning, one of the quietest,
most effective preachers I know of; (now none
vi you Columbiads, and Gatling Guns must take
offense). The book don't talk back, and people
read it who would.not (at first) hear an Elder.
Saints, take advantage of Bro. Peters' offer;
pray for good results and you will realize what
the term '·helps" mean.
Bro. Hinderks, please notice, I have received
the tracts in German ; and Bro. Bozarth will accept thanks for rectifying error in address, Can
not some brother who belongs to a Grand Army
Republic Post get a little space in the National
Tribune, in which to explain the case of the Reorganization and its claims. They have a large
post here to whom the New Translation is an
oracle profundis.
The Savior said to Peter "I will make you a
fisher of men." Fishermen, bait adroitly, angle
craftily, take prey "by guile," &c. So let the
ministry do now as hunters and fishers. I was
painting at a place this week where a clock mender was at work. I quizzed and pumped him till
I found out he had' been in Buffalo, knew Brn.
Ladner, Ruby, Reynolds, &c., had heard one sermon when he was a boy, said it seemed as a
dream, did.'not know but we believed in polygamy, was a member of Disc;iple or Christian
CfhurcJ,1. · I<ived \n Muscatine, I preached hi!Yl
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a hop skip and jump sermon in five mint\tes
time, interested him and he promised to go and
hear the first chance he got. I had rather be
snubbed a dozen times than let one honest-hearted truth seeker go untaught. I have been greatly blessed in this kind of work, rarely failing to
interest tee person addressed when I have baited
the hook in faith, the fish generally "nibbles"
enough to condemn it if it turns away. I consider it is our business to bear the testimony in
faith, humility and love, and the rest of the battle is between themselves and God. The gospel
is to be preached for a witness. This act goes on
record, and if they reject it we at least are at
"quits" with them; if they accept, "how beautiful" &c. Love to all Saints and prosper Zion's
cause.
WM. T. MAITLAND.
CHESTER, Ills, June 28th.
Dear l£erald:-Our little branch away down
here in Egypt (Southern Illinois) is trying to
hold on to the "rod of iron." \Ve are poor in
this world's goods, but we are trying in our feeble
way to "keep our shoulder to the wheel." I
baptized one on the 30th ult., C. P. Hurst. I
think he will become known for good in the
kingdom. Expect more in the near future. \Ve
can not think of doing without the l£erald.
Your brother in the one faith.
JASPER M. TOUSLEY.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement '" the Editor: wrlters are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

RISE OF THE REORGANIZA'J:ION.
BY H. P. BROWN.

IN the Expositor for July, the editor when making comments on the leaflets sent him of late by
Z. I-I. Gurley, gives some valuable reminiscences
in respect to important facts preceding and connected with the rise of the Reorganization. We
think they should be known and preserved,
therefore we present them to our readers.
Z. H. GURLEY.

We have received a number of leaflets
from Z. H. Gurley, the younger. \Ve
knew his fathtr intimately, and although
he was full of faults and \Neakncsses like
the most of his fellow men, vet he was a
devoted, praying man, and his "gift of
faith" would humble and bring hitp out.
He was a man who believed God was a
rewarder of those who diligently sought
Him, and acting on that belief, we and he,
when darkness was on every hand, sought
God for light; and God gave ourself, in
the winter of 1849, a vision of the "lineal
priesthood'' under the symbol of a "gold
chain," reaching from Adam to the celestialized earth.
Brother Gurley had his trials and temptations, but bis "gift of faith" led him to
pray much, and whenever you saw him
alone, whether in the house, or in the
woods, or on the prairie, or leaning against
the house or fence, you found him praying the Father of lights for light and
truth. Thus he and ourself went out
to Yellowstone in November, 1850, to
preach tl1e gospel. We slww~cl him 01,u;
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v1s10n of the "lineal priesthood," and
we talked over the probable coming of
"young] osepb." vVe had in our hearts
rejected Strang, (and all other pretenders),
but had not withdrawn from the fellowship of his organization. Ourself was one
of "The Twelve," and he was one of the
"Seventies." We commenced to preach
the gospel of Christ, and awaited developments; and we agreed that if any converts
should inquire of us who the prophet was,
we would do as we did in the days of the
Martyr; tell tliem to inquire of God, and
when they got a testimony they would
know for themselves.
We commenced to preach, and the
Spirit of God was poured out wonderfully.
Sister Reuben Newkirk was baptized,
confirmed, and anointed and administered
to for ganulated sore eyes, which had afflicted her for a long time. And, thank
God, she was healed; although Bro. Gurley says nothing about it in his History of
the Reorganization. Also old Sister Cline,
when baptized, inquired who was our
prophet, and she ;was told' to go and ask
the Lord, which she did off in the grove
by herself alone, when she heard an audible voice say in substance if not in exact
words, "Little Joseph, the son of Joseph,
the Lord will bring in his own due time
to set in order the Church." Bro. Gurley
forgets to put this little piece of history in
his work, but represents that little Julia had
the first revelation on lineal priesthood.
Whv did Bro. Gurley leave V oree, the
gat11ering place, and go to ··.:,:•gllewstone?
Because he had got light that Joseph was
coming; and yet he could not quite sever
himself from the Strang organization.
Sister Cline had the foregoing revelation
about December I st, I 850. Julia had hers
some months afterwards.
How came your father during what you
call "the formation period" to have for his
topic "Lineal priesthood, rights of its lineage, and little Joseph?" How was it that
when Julia said, "It is bis right by lineage,'' that she only gave expression to
what your father had talked and what he
had previously believed? \Ve answer, it
was because he believed our vision on lineal priesthood, and in the revelation of
Sister Cline. * * *
His son should "fell it all," and then
people will learn that the work of reformation did not commence with, nor rest
upon the foundation of little Julia Gurley;
but that there were a cloud of witnesses
besides what she said and did. Of course,
Brother Gurley and all of us were poor,
very poor, and we sometimes un<ler the
stress of poverty might have asked the
Lord for things we ought not, to consume
upon our lusts. It might have been with
Brother Gurley like the hov cifter the
woodchuck-h~ was out of {11eat. And
Julia might have rccei\'Cd a false spirit, and
it might have taken her up and carried
her, as tradition says it did Simon Magus,
through the air, and planted her feet down,
saying, "the great lerid lode is there;" and
Brethren Gurley and Newkirk might have
been deceived in that regard by a false
spirit. But how is } oung Zenas to prove
that a ]ode of lead is P,Ot now Cli;aCtJ J
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where Julia said it was? Of· course we
never believed in any such manifestation. * * *
We would like young Zenas to account
for our vision of the lineal priesthood which
we told to hundreds in r849-50; also account for sister Cline's information, when
she.did not know that] oseph the martyr,
ever had a son in his life; also to account
for twelve or thirteen all coming to their
feet at once and singing in tongues, extemporaneously, and immediately singing in
English the interpretation. Please account
for the prophecy. of brother Gurley to
Daniel Razey and G. W. Harlow on one
evening in October, 1853, telling them that
that night they would receive a testimony
of this work that they would never forget;
and on traveling home as they did that
night, about twenty-one miles, have an
open vision passing before them like a
panorama in .seven divisions, and lasting
them until after sunrise. Then please tell
us how to account for brother Newkirk's
boy being healed of a deadly rattle-snake
bite in th.e hot weather of August, 1853,
almost instantly under our hands, if we
were all under a delusion. Please tell us
what gave Liz;zie Cline the vision, after
we aked the Lord to tell us where brother
S. H. Gurley was who went to California
in 1850, and your people had not heard
from him since 1851, when she, (sister
Cline), was wrapt in vision on the first of
May, 1853, and was carried in the spirit to
California, from there to Australia, and
there at Sydney saw your brother take a
vessel the name of which was given, and
sail thence to Chili in South America,
where he remained a week, and thence
sailed for Panama, thence to .Aspinwall,
then to New York, then to Niagara Falls,
thence to Zarahemla in Wisconsin; and it
was fulfilled in Julyfollowing to the letter.
Don't you remember how he came into
meeting at father Cline's one Sunday in
July, 18 53 1 and before he sat clown we -prev ailed on him to relate his adventures?
And did be not corroborate sister Lizzie
to the letter? "vV hence this knowledge if
we were all deceived and duped in the rising of the Reorganization? vVhat about
that corn field? I Preserved from frost.
-Ed.] \Vas that ·-a hallucination of your
father's wonderful gift cf faith?
How came it that little Joseph, ten years
and more after sister Cline had her revelation,-that be left his law office and found
the little insignificant Reorganization, numbering about three hundred souls, poor and
ooverty stricken, just as it had been foretold, when he might have gone to Utah
and been lionized by their thousands?
How came it that we, who never had a
description of Joseph Smith, except the
one given in v-ision by Elizabeth Cline in
October, 1853, in April, I86,1- went into
Golden's Hall, Am hoy, Illinois, where were
congregated six hundred souls, including
the officers of the church, walk up to
Joseph Smith and call him by name and
introduced ourself to him, as he \vill very
well remember.
If we were all wrong, how do you know
you are right now? Please inform us how
you came by ker superior to ail of us?

* * * Try and cover his [father Gurley's.
-Ed.] faults and emulate his virtues. He
was not perfect; but he strove hard to be
right; He clung to the Bible, Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and the
Holy Spirit.
SER.MON BY ELDER HEMAN C. SMITH.
OF OAKDALE, NEBRAS.KA.

In the Sarnts' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 9th, 1886.
[Heported for tho Herald and prepared by the Editor].
WILL invite your attention to-night to a

I
statement made by the Psalm!st David,
contained in the seventh verse of the nineteenth Psalm. "The law of the Lord is
perfect, converting the soul; the testimony
of the Lord is sure, making wise f'he
sin·1ple."
I may mention that this text is a very
peculiar one, especially when looking
from a popular stand-point. It seems to
me that we have not thought in regard to
this subject as this text ought to lead us to
think. We have not taken into consideration as much as we ought, that to convert
the souls of men we must of necessity convert them according to law. I presume
there are exceptions in the world~ but the
rule is that ministers desire to convert the
souls of men. I do not care whM Jheir
religious convictions are, or what may be
the tenets of their faith, they have a strong
desire, a commanding desire to see men
and women converted to God. That seems
to be the leading object of all religious denominations of people. They not only
use persuasion with them to gain them to
their will, but many of them use their
meam, and some have subscribed thousands for the purpose of converting the
souls of men, and especially sending the
go<;pel into the heathen lands, where they
have not heard the truth as it is in Christ
Tesus. But while we are seeking to con"vert the souls of men, it would be well for
us to keep in mind, that if we ever convert
them according to the statement made
here, they must be converted in harmony
with some law; that this work is not a
promiscuous work; in other words it is not
done by chance. We need not resort to
this me-ans or that for the purpose of converting them; for there is an established
law whereby men must be converted. I
~m of the opinion to-night, and have been
for sometime, th<lt the reason why some
conversions are not more permanent, is because the persons have not been converted
according to the law of God. \Ve have
been satisfied often when we have succeeded in making an impression upon the mind,
when we have succeeded in causing individuals to be sorry for their sins; when we
have succeeded in causing them to believe
that God had pardoned their sins, and have
called this conversion. But whether such
persons are converted or not, is a matter of
serious doubt in the mind of your speaker.
Many of them may have been reformed
merely, and ma:y have ceased from their
evil doings and lived better lives; hut
whether they have been converted in the
Christian sense of the word is a serious
question. And if they have not bten converted '1ccording to the law of Qod, l fea~"
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n regard to the ultimate condition that
they shall arrive at. I fear they will not
obtain all that is in store for those who
serve God, unless the conversion is a
proper one. Consequently I think it is a
matter of serious consideration how we receive the gospel of Jesus Christ, and how
we present it. If we shall present the
doctrine of Christ according to the law of
God, and men are converted according to
that law, I believe that the conversion in a
general sense will remain with them. But
if we simply create an impression upon
their minds, simply cause them to have
some feeling in regard to the matter, work
up their sympathies and convert them in
that \vay, when they go out from the influence under which they had that conversion, and meet the same trials and the same
minds and the same influences they met
before their conversion, their conversion
will most likely vanish away, and the impression that they have received will be
succeeded by those that they received before their conversion.
·
The only question for us to decide then
in regard to this matter, is, What law is
referred to here? There are a. great many
laws that might be called the law of God.
What law was spoken of here that will
convert the souls of men, cause men to
come into relationship with God, and make
them subject to him?
What law does that? What testimony
is it that maketh wise the simple? I have
been told by some well meaning persons
that this law is the law of conscience; that
that is the· 1aw of God; and that God has
given to every man a law, and has written
it upon the tablet of the heart; and, that
whenever he transgresses that law he is
condemned; and whenever he lives in harmony with it, God justifies him; he feels
that he is justified, and that they need no
higher or better law than the law of conscience, their conscience approving of that
which is right, and disapproving of that
which is wrong. After serious consideration and reflection I am inclined to reject
that law as being an infallible law. i do
not believe that that law will convert the
souls ~f men. I believe it is a good thing
ju its place; a good thing if rightly understood; but I can not iiccept it as a perfect
law, and this law, mark you, tlrnt will
convert the souls of men, is said to be perfect. I have .no doubt in my mind that a
great many people who are in error,
spiritually in error, are living in harmony
with the dictates of their conscience,their conscience not reproving them for
the erroneous acts of their lives. In fact
we read here in the word of God, that the
apostle Paul said, after he had been called
to persecute the saints of God-after he
had commenced that wqrk and had persecuted them, and delivered them up to he
beaten with stripes, and had done all he
could do to injure the cause of Christ and
his people-he says "l lived with a good
conscience towards God all my life." To
Paul, then, this law of conscience dictating to him every moment of his life whether he was right or whether he was wrong,
was a mi(>take. At least he came to the
c9qc,:lµs{o11 tl,1a~ his ~Qn,s~ien,c~ hag led hin1

to do many wrongs when it dictated him
to do many things against Jesus of Nazareth; that it caused him to do those acts
which he would not do in the gospel. I
well recollect how it was in my own case.
I am not willing to risk my conscience to
dictate to me at all times and under all circumstances the acts that I shall perform;
or to restrain me from doing those things
I ought not to do. I presume those who
never heard of Christ, the heathen nations,
are living in harmony with the dictates of
their conscience. I will tell you what I
believe conscience will do; it will prove
true to its education every time. You can
depend upon that. If it has been educated
rightly, it will be true to that education; it
will lead you rightly: but if your education has been faulty, your conscience will
approve of what you have been taught,
and disapprove of those things that you
have been taught to believe were wrong.
I want right here to use an illustration
that I have used several times; it is not
one of my own, I borrowed it. Take for
instance that clock. Turn those hands
around to the hour of twelve o'clock, and
the clock will continue to run, perform
its functions exactly as it was created to
do, yet it will never get right, it may have
just the proper speed all the time, yet it will
be just that much out of the way all the
time, and will never get any nearer right
if it was placed in a wrong position.
What does it need then? It needs a hand
from without to regulate it. It needs to
have a hand from without to move those
hands around to the right point. Then if
it moves along according to its mechanism,
it will point rightly all the time. That is
the way wilb your conscience. If it has
been educated rightly, if you are sure
your teachings have been infallible, then
you may depend upon it that your conscience will continue to point you rightly.
But if you have been taught wrongly, if
you have imbibed errors in the beginning,
your conscience may iipprove of those
errors. It needs a hand from without, it
needs a power divine to regulate that conscience. Y cu want to be taught in such
a manner that you will be sure you are
right, whenever you take the teachings of
your conscience as a guide, unless your
conscience has been dictated by the law of
God. If you depend upon your conscience
as a perfect law of liberty, you will find
that it will not be liberty to you, but will
lead you into bondage as often as into
liberty; it will lead you into many errors,
and lead you to do things against vour
own interest. That will have the effect
not only to darken your mind for the
present, but you bt;come dark morally, until you shall reap the fruits of your mistake in after years in following that guide.
\Vhat law does the text refer to? Is it
the law of Moses? From the language
used, no doubt he was living under the
law of Moses at the time he uttered these
words. He said that the law of the Lord
was perfect converting the soul. Did he
have reference to the law of types and
shadows that was then in force? If he
did he is not in accord with PauL Paul
' ty1)~ \li;l thiit ~h?t law, '!f~S, µot rer~ec;t.
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That it was merely a schoolmaster to
bring us to Christ. I want, in connection
with this, to call vour attention to a statement made by the' apostle James. He says
in the first chapter of his epistle and
twenty-fifth verse," Whoso looketh into the
perfect law of liberty, he being not a forgetful hearer, but a doer ot the word, that
man shall be blessed in his deeds." You
will mark that there is one thought that
they are in harmony upon. Speaking of
the perfect law the Psalmist says: '"fhe
law of the Lord is perfect," and the apostle
James says: "Who so looketh into the
perfect law of liberty." I submit that they
must have had reference to the same law.
If one law is perfect, there can be no perfect law that is different from that; there
can not be another perfect law. It is impossible for two laws to be perfect and be
unlike each other.
The Psalmist then
must have had reference to the same law
that James was talking about-the "law of
the gospel. He must have been enabled
by the Spirit of God to lift the vail of
futurity, and read upon its pages of coming
events-the fact that Christ would come
in the meridian of time and teach the perfect law of liberty that would convert the
souls of men. I believe that if men were
educated in regard to that law, they could
not trust their conscience for a divine
guide. They could not trust spiritual influences alone; but they would see that
harmony, beauty, grandeur and exce!Jency
in the law that would engage their attention, and they would rejoice in it under all
circumstances. We would not need to
have revivals, would not need to be among
those of like faith with ourselves to .enjoy
our religion. I care nothing about religion
that I can simply feel when under the
spirit begotten by association with kindred
minds; I want something that I can depend upon under adverse circumstances;
I want something that I can feel just as
sensibly, and that I can enjoyjnst as much
out and beyond the associations of others,
when I bow before my God in secret
prayer, as I can in associations with others.
I want something that produc~s that kind
of faith; that which is a conversion according to-law; that our minds mav be
fixed upon it, and we may sec the gra1i'denr
of it-see the perfection of it, f:ce the effect
of it, and feel the effect of it in our live~.
Mark these things; for no doubt they are
proof of a true character.
·
There is another thought here. that some
have advanced, and that is this: They say
that notwithstanding you can not trust
your conscience, you can trust the influences of the Spirit; that you may be governed, and you should be governed directly by the influences of that spirit in all
that you do, should take that as a sufficient
guide, and not question where it leads
you, and not question what it permits you
to do; that if you feel the influence
a
spirit, go ahead and never mind law; never mind the outward ordinances or anvthing of that kind, do simply as the Spi{it
dictates. I am afraid of that, too. I am
told here in the word of God by one of
the apostles of the Lamb, that thete are
manr fa\s(f sririts l-?o~e, 91;'\~ i,1~tq ~~;e, world~
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and I am afraid that I may get into possession of one of these false spirits if I am
satisfied with spiritual influences alone.
\Vhile I make that remark, I do not want
you to understand that I. do not believe in
spiritual influences.
I believe that every
individuiil who has followed Christ has a
right to be governed by the Spirit of God,
in its proper 1md legitimate way.
I do
not believe that all men will derive the influences of that spirit. I however think
that all men that are religiously inclined
are governed by spiritual influences to
some extent. I believe that the man who
throws himself before the· car of J uggernaut to be crushed to pieces to satisfy the
demands of his imaginary idol god,· may
have some supernatural power in him, or
spirit, call it what you please. I believe
he is dictated by a spiritual influence. And
the mother that sacrifices her child for the
purpose of satisfying her god and throws
her child into the river to be devoured or
drowned is governed by some spirit. Some
power prompts her. If I had been reared
in heathen lands, if I had been taught that
Mahomet was a prophet of God, or that
Crishna was the Savior of the world, and
bad been educated in all these doctrines, I
probably would have felt the spirit governing me in that worship, and I would
have been worshipping God in spirit, and
would have been true to the spirit influences which I had received.
But would
this prove that I was r1ght? Not by any
means.
Tesus tells us, that "God is a
spirit, and they that worship him must
worship him in spirit."
But what else?
"and in truth." That is just the position.
You may worship him in spirit and not in
truth. You may feel that you are doing a
kind of service, that you are worshipping
acceptably without worshipping in truth;
but I can not depend so far as I am concerned upon spiritual influences alone.
That is not the law to convert the souls of
men. That method has led men to commit some of the darkest crimes that have
ever been committed. It has led men to
commit murder, as in the case of the assassin who murdered our beloved president. He was actuated by some power,
by some influence, and he believed it was
the power of God. If he had tried that
spirit, tried the works of that spirit by the
word of God, he would have seen that no
murderer can inherit eternal life.
He
could not have thought that because he
was prompted by a spirit, that he ought
to go and take the life of that man.
If
you depend upon spiritual influences only,
you are liable to be wrong. I am not
much interested in knowing just how a
man feels in regard to his religion.
I do
not care whether he is happy or unhappy.
He may be very happy and be wrong.
He may be, (it is possible to be), unhappy
and be right. His religion may he just
exactly according to the law of God, it
may be in harmony with the truth as revealed from heaven, and the circumstances
surrounding him may make him unhappy.
Do you not remember that the apostle
Paul said, that if in this life only he had
hope he would be of all men the most
miserable, Happiness does jlOt prove that
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a man is right. Feeling well does not unless it is in harmony with the word of
prove that a man is in the right, or that he God.
We can not tell either one way or
is converted thoroughly and righteously · the other. The word is not the gospel of
according to the way that God designed Christ, it is a component part of the goshe should be converted. . I would rather pel, but it needs the power of God with it.
follow out the teachings that I read here If I get a power without the word, I have
in the sayings of Isaiah, when he is speak- only a part of the gospel, and it may not
ing in regard to this very subject, in re- .be that. I may have a wrong spirit, I
gard to spiritual influences "that peep and have not sense enough to tell, L have not
mutter," and so forth. He says, "To the intelligence enough to tell whether it is
law and to the testimony; if they speak right or wrong. When I get in possession
not according to this word, it is because of a spirit that teaches me to love this
there is no light in them."
word, and to love it well enough to love
I am told, however, by some of our the duties enjoined in it, I think it will be
friends, who are as honest as we are, that safe enough to follow it, that is, the law of
those things taught in the word of God God contained therein; it is not all the
were only for a time; that these command- Spirit of God. The word and the Spirit
ments given by] esus Christ and the apos- must agree. If that is not the correct
tles in the primitive times were done away, position, I do not know where it is. As I
and that the Spirit of God now leads us to said befort>, if that word does not .correctly
look upon them with no faith, simply be- . represent God now, and represent him as
cause they are not for us.
We are led he was eighteen hundred years ago, I do
now by the, influence of the Spirit; this not want it. But it represents God as just
leads us to do what is proper to do under now, and the same as he was then. Then
the circumstances, and not what was proper I am perfect! y satisfied to take it, read it,
to do under the circumstances that they were and pray God's Spirit to confirm the things
living under in that day. I am not going that are therein. When the Spirit rests
to argue that point to-night, but just simply upon me, it makes me feel that this word,
say that, if this is to be the rule as applied and the things that are therein, are true;
to that law referred to in the text, then and I believe that it is the Spirit of God;
take it away from me. Why? Because I do not believe that a false spirit would
I have not sense enough to tell what is testily to anything that is right. It may
right and what is wrong. If there are once in a while for the purpose of deceivthings that do not apply to me, things of ing testify to a little of the. truth; but it
benefit, parts of the gospel, I can not tell . will never teach vou to love the whole of
by reading the book any more than I can the gospel story; ,·it will never teach you
without it what is right. If I am left to to live a life of practical religion that will
my own judgment, after reading the word include the thing-s that are contained in the
of God, I might as well trust to my own word of God. Religion that is not practical
judgment without any word of God. is not worth much to me, it may be to you.
There may be some things that I would Religion that does not crop out in a man's
A man
take, some things placed there that I think actions, I h~:ve no confidence in.
I ought to accept. Now I am told that that professes to have faith in the gospel
that was for that people. The more I of Jesus Christ, and does not work in harread the more I am in doubt regarding mony with that faith-that is a profession
what I shall do. I read the word of God that I have no confidence in. I have no
and I say, Is this for me? Is this com- confidence in his faith. He may be sincere,
mandment laid down in .the word of God he mav be honest, but his faith is not of
for me to perform?
vV ell, I am told the right character; it is not of the kind
that some of them are and some of them that God will justify; it is not the kind
are not. But which one is? The Spirit that God will accept. Now let me say
will lead vou . . But how am I to detect further, if you go out into the world, be
God is in the
that spirit? I am to detect the Spirit by careful to teach the truth.
the word of God. If the word of God work, and he will confirm the word by
can not be relied upon as a test of the the power of his Spirit. Then men will
spirits, now what am I to do in regard to learn to love the gospel of Jesus Christ,
the matter, how can I tell \vhat to do? and love the word. One of the reasons
The Spirit tells me that this part is for rne, that I have more confidence in this latter
and that part for the Jews.
I do not day \vork and in the doctrines taught by
know whether this is a right spirit or a this people than in any other, is because
wrong one. I have no guide, and no way there are less backsliders among the conto detect it. If I can not rely upon that verts. There seems to be something in
text of the book, if the book represents the nature of it that sticks better. Men do
God as different now from what he was not lose the impressions they have received
in the times of Christ, I do not want the as readily as they do in any other I have been
book at all. I am very well satisfied how- acquainted with. Yet there are exceptions
ever with that book, for it represents God to that rule. I am speaking of the rule.
as just the same now as he was then; and But it seems that these impressions remain
tha't there has been no change in regard with them. vVhen they have been faithto this law of the Lord that converts the ful; when they have been humble; when
souls of men; and that we can not depend they have been diligent in keeping the
upon the wod of God alone; for the commandments of God, notwithstanding
apostie says, "Our gospel came not in word that circumstances ma.v be adverse in every
only, but in power, and in the Holy Ghost, other respect, these impressions· remain.
and iri much assurance." And we do not I have had a little experience in regard to
know whether we have that Holy Gb,ost, thi'l niatter; and I find '.lltfU and WQI!len,
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everywhere that I have traveled, who have
been isolated from the church for years,
and they are not in any other, they say that
they feel that they can not accept anything
else than that which they had heard years
ago. The sound of the gospel has not
saluted their ears for perhaps forty or fifty
years, yet they can not believe anything
else. The impression has been made so
indelibly upon their minds that it is fixed
for time and for eternity also. \Vhen I
see individuals everywhere saying, "There
is nobody of our faith here, we will go
somewhere else and have a home," I think
the doctrine they have received has not
taken very deep hold upon them. They
could not endorse anything else if it had.
Then I am of the opinion as remarked
before, that if the world had adopted this
plan of converting men, instead of by telling them some exciting stories, instead of
by telling them wmething that is calculated to excite their feelings-if they had
taught them the law of God, they would
have learnec'l to love that law, and would
have been obedient to it. Infidelity would
not have had the hold anywhere that it
has now. Some of the best minds of this
generation, some of the brightest intellects
are skeptical in regard to the religion of
Jesus Christ. And why? They are not
easily excited. , They could sit under the
sound of that which is called gospel, and
there is nothing there to attract them,
nothing to feed their logical minds. They
go away disgusted, and take what they
bear as representative of the gospel of
Jes us Christ. That is their mistake. If
men had taught the law of God, if they
had been taught its beauty, men would
have been led step by step to see how it
would go onward and upward, by accepting fast one principle and then another,
until it would take them where nature
found them, and lead them to higher, and
grander,<and better spheres of action than
they could reach-in any other way.
The
law of God would have been delightful to
their hearts then, and infidelity would not
have had the hold it has now.
Do you not know that a feeling can be
produced by a lie just as well as by the
truth. It does not take the truth to create
an impression. We will suppose that
some individual should go to the door tonight and cry with a loud voice that there
had.been a tragedy committed in the town;
that some one whom the most of you knew,
some respected fellow citizen, had been
murdered on the street? It would cause
a thrill to go through every heart. The
individual might come here presently, and
we would find that there was nothing of
it, but the excitement would be produced
all the same. Then it may be possible,
that if we have friends that have gone and
passed away from this worJd, jf, they are
pictured out to us as being in glory, and
surrounded with all desirable things, and
in the presence of. God .and angels, it may
cause a feeling of happiness, and we may
shout with joy. And it is possible that
they are not there, notwithstanding that
that picture has been drawn. But on the
other hand, if the terrors of hell beneath
are pictured out to us in as stron~ colors

as some ministers of the gospel can picture
them in, it may cause us to look upon it
with dread and horror. \Ve are afraid of
getting there if we do not do just as we
are directed to do. It may cause a feeling
to be produced, and yet hell may not be
anything like what they have pictured it
out to be. If we get scared and do something, that is not conversion. Vie call it
religion sometimes, but that will not do.
There must be some other way. That
way is for the Spirit of God to act conjointly with the word of God. The word of
God and the Spirit of God, the one testifying to the other. The Spirit of God testifying to the word, and the word of God
testifying to the Spirit. If the spirit is
contrary to that word, condemn it, let it
go. I have felt spirits that I knew were
not of God. I found it out afterwards in
the case of some, and some I knew at the
time. The feeling it produces will not always do to depend upon-that is, whether
it makes us happy or unhappy. I have
felt the Spirit of God when it has rendered
me unhappy, from the fact that it pointed
out things to me, and showed me that they
existed, which caused me to he very unhappy. I have had some impressions I
believe that were from a wrong source t11at
that have made me very happy. They
deceived me when they did this. I can
not depend upon that. I must live by
every word that proceeds out of the mouth
of Goel. \Vhen we live devoted to the
principles of the gospel as stated in that
book, and this spirit brings a feeling of
joy, peace and satisfaction, then welcome
it. Ttiat is all you need. That you can
depend upon. "The law of the Lord is
perfect converting the soul." When you
are converted by the law of God, you will
stay converted. You may pa~s through
trials; you may in the hour of temptation
fall from your steadfastness; that power to
some extent will remain with you. It will
be with you here, it will be with you in
eternity, because it is the power of God;
and as has been expressed before you here,
it will be a savor of life unto life, or of
death unto death.. It is a fearful thing. It
makes me tremble sometirnes when I think:
about it, when I think of the great responsibility resting upon us in this matter. I
believe that every important action of life
leaves its effect upon the mind, and will
leave it there forever. I do not believe
that the thoughts that pass through your
minds to-night can leave you as you were
before they came. They will have an effect and leave it there, though you may
not perceive it. If they are good ones,
they will leave you better for having had
them; if they are evil ones, they will leave
you worse. Every action of your life will
leave its effect, and you can not erase it.
Say some, do you not believe in the doctrine of forgiveness? It one does wrong,
can not he repent? Yes, God will forgive
you for the wrong done if you repent
thoroughly, but will not put you where
you might have been if you had not done
that wrong; in my opinion. If you have
done something to be recorded in the book
of life. up yonder, while you was doing
that wrong, it would have been tJ:lUCh bet-
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ter for you than it will be if you have done
the wrong. To hold that after the commission of the wrong, simply because it is
forgiven, we are just as well off as if it had
never been done, is to put a premium on
wrong doing. It seems to me that men
make a mistake, when they think that by
ancl by they will do better. They make a
mistake when they think that by and by
they will repent of their sins and serve
God; when they think that they will perform some other duties that they are now
neglecting in the time that is to come.
You will find that when that day comes it
will have duties enough, it will have cares
and responsibilities enough. The things
that you are leaving undone now, and the
things that you are doing that are wrong
will lean their effect forever. If I get
as high in the celestial world as other men,
notwithstanding the sins that I have committed, it will be because they have sinned
too, aqd tarried by the way.
If they
have done better than I have in life, they
will be in advance of m.e in eternity.
I do not desire to weary you to-night.
I just simply wanted to lead you to these
facts. I did not want to much either, but
I ha(l to do something. I ask you to take
these things into consideration, and be sure
when you are converted you are converted
by the law of God and by the word of
God and the Spirit of God working in
harmony with each other, and you will be
happy here so far as your general lives
are concerned (there may be trouLles and
trials and grievous things to meet)-and
you will be holy and happy in eternity
and feel the full fruition of your hope ~hen.
May God bless you, and help you to walk
in accorJance with his law, is my prayer.
WHAT AILS MR. L. K. WASHBURN.

MR. WASHBURN :-I agree with you that
there is hut _little of that good old ship,
Christianity, remaining visible above the
surface of the great sea of metaphysics
save her rigging and some loose planks
which have been torn from her during
the past few centuries, to all of which
thousands arc clinging for dear life, many
in despair. One thing you have overlooked, which is, that there is a new ship fully
manned with a goodly crew fast taking
passengers abroad. You no doubt think you
have made some progress towards the solution of man's greatest problern-"man."
I presume you regard him as a creature of
circumstances. I agree with you thus far;
but I do not agree with you as to what
those circumstances are. Whilst you are
a hero possessed of much more bombast
than discretion; I am a cowardly cur
possessing sufficient courage to fearlessly
own that I fear God, and even have the
temerity to pray to Hirn, and can give
good reasons why.
The first circumstance that causes man
to differ from the beast is his innate fear
of God; the next is his hope of immortality, and the rewards and punishmeIJt connected therewith and dependent' upon his·
conduct here.
You talk about selfishness. With all
your learning are you so thick as to pre•
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sume that you can perform one premeditated act, either in business, ~peaking, or
writing, that is not intended for the special
benefit of L. K. 'Vashburn. Self is the
propeller of us all, our nearest approach
to the performance of a wholly unselfish
act, is to perform it expecting our reward
in the kingdom come.
You boast about manhood and womanhood. Take the God-fearing element out
of our nation, and if possible remove all
superstition from those who are left, and
give you the ruling of what is left, what
would you know? What would become
of you? You would not even know when
you were naked. All you would have to
live for would be to eat, drink, sleep, and
reproduce your species; consequently you
would have no incentive but that which
would naturally cause you to seek some
genial clime, divest yourselves of your
clothing, and pick up your living like the
balance of the apes and monkeys.
"V.l e are shadows, in pursuit of shad.ows."
We live in air castles, and oft when our
little individual air castles fail, we find
shelter in that great castle, "the immortality of our souls." You laugh at "kingdom come," and pursue a much more ridiculous shadow vourself.
You would
remodel the world. without at all considering the material you have to work with.
I hope you have sense enough to know
that happiness is what we all are in pursuit of. Such being the case, you are
compelled to admit that he is in reality
most successful who obtains most true
happiness, even though he be a fool.
Doubtless the wise man was exploring
those. regions of thought, when he concluded that "He w:w increaseth knowledo-e
increaseth. sorrow."
Likewise, Bun~s,
when he was constrained to exclaim; "0
dullness! portion of the truly blest."
To every sane man life is sweet, consequently the thought of being :rnnihilated
is bitter. Your road to happiness is as
reasonable as is the old prescription for
curing toothache, by the patients filling
his mouth with cold water and then sitting
upon a hot stove until it boils.
You cast a slur at the fair sex, because
they are more faithful than we. "Women
without religion is like a ship at sea without an anchor."
Take from our dear
mothers and l'>isters that sacred a we with
which they regard the violation of their
chastity-leave nothing but the virtue and
chastity of man to sustain our present high
state of civilization, and, if I can sec through
a ladder, our nation would very soon become a most unenviable monkeydom.
You seem to think it is not rig-ht for
servants to obey their masters. You appear to believe in universal insubordination,
anarchy if you please. Your kind of religion is what led to the late bomb business in Chicago. Yon and I may have
made shipwreck of religious faith, and
lost the sweet hope of eternal life; please
don't try to convince the people that all
who have been thus unfortunate are such
consummate asses as to think that in consequence thereof, they are better and happier men and women.

History repeats itself, and for aught you
or I know, that memorable ride may be
re-enacted, and since you have so plainly
shown your hitching place, it might be that
you would have conferred upon yourself
the honor of playing the donkey's part.
PHILOS.

"COMFORT YE, COMFORT Yrn MY pgorLE."
Though now we roam as wanderers,
And arc scattered far tmd wide,
Yet we cherish still the hope to Saints so dear,
Tlrnt the time is fast approaching
When will all be gathered home,
To prepare for the great Sabbatic year.
Sore, sore we have been tried
Since the church was led astray,
To sojourn in the wilderness so drear;
But we cherish still the hope,
And we know it will not fml,
T'will return for the great Sabbatic year.
The Jews will gather home,
And the tribes will gather in
':Po the regions round abont-from far nncl near;
For the prophets have fOretold it,
And we know it will not fail,
They'll return for the great Sabbatic year.
Then spread ye the tidings glad,
To the earth's ren1otcst bound,
Froru India's sunny i~lcs to Greenland drenr;
That Jesus Christ is coming,
And we know they will not fail,
For to reign through the great S;bbatic year.
LAMONI.

JAMES J.

CRITICISM ONT. RUTH.
In second column, page 380, of lferald, •·to be"
is referred to as "the substantive verb." There
are no substantive verbs. And further, "to be"
is not a verb, but an infinitive phra~e.
PEDAGOGUE.

BORN.
WEBER.-In San Francisco, Californin, April
9th, 1886, to Bro. and Sr. Richard J-I \Veber, a
daughter, named Alma Pearl; weight 1 I .)4, lbs;
was blessed by Elder H.P. Brown, June 20th,
1886.
DIED.
LuFF.-At Armstrong, Kansas, June 27th,
1886, of cholera lnfantum, Clara Louise, daughter
of Bro. John and Sr. Amelia Luff, aged 9 months
and 13 days. Funeral service al the house, by
Elder W. J. Smith. Remains interred in the
cemetery at Independence, Mi,sonri.
GREEN.-At Cleveland, Iowa, May 8th, 1886,
of Inftamation of the bowels, Emeline Green,
grand-daughter of Thomas R. Allen, aged 7
years and 1 r months.
FAR WEST (MO) DISTRICT.
To t1te Brandt Presidents and Saints, Greeting:
-Not being able to see you personally, having
lately been put in charge of the affairs of the
district, and having a few thoughts to communicate which I think of importance, I take this
method of reaching you, and address this to you.
In this day of strong battle between good and
evil, light and darkness, faith and infidelity, wisdom and blind zeal, activity and slothfulness, it
behooves every Saint to be awake to his best
interest and that of the cause of God. The wise

man says "wisdom is the principal thing." Coup·
ling this with the great lesson "activity," taught
both in nature and revelation,- and it makes up
that good saying, "ge sure yo~ are right, then go
ahead." Equal stress should be placed upon
each part of this double injynction-"be sure you
are right," and "go al)ead." Inactivity is a detriment to any enterprise, the work of God not
excepted. I would most strenuously urge upon
each branch president to be very diligent and
careful in caring for the flock. "The perfecting
of the saints" is a work as necessary as "the work
.of the ministry." Be not harsh, but long-suffering and charitable, always striving to be prompt~d
by the spirit of love in every official act. Help
the Priest, Teacher and Deacon each to stand in
his place. and thus in unity and wisdom labor for
the upbuilding of the work. The great dragon
that is strongly trying the Saints at the present
time is "indifference," a spirit of "being at ease
in Zion." Let each be -U St. George and kill
this enemy.
A few thoughts in regard to business. It is a
difficult matter for a delegate to represent by vote
in conference the wish of his constituents without knowing what their wish may be. To obviate,
in a measure, this difficulty I propose the-following: Let each member of the district take some
thought as to the bnsiness they wish to have presented to the next conference-any business that
may aff.:i;:t the district as such-and let them
report the same to me at any time, and of this I
will make a note. And jnst prior to the time of
holding the business meetings of the branches I
will write a second epistle to you, stating the
nature of the business, giving the branches an
opportunity to instruct their delegates; and by
this means get the "common consent." This
evidently will not reach all cases, but may be
made to reach a gr<>at many.
To the Elders and Priests who are not confined
by branch labor, I would counsel them to move
out and do all they can to spread the work. Do
something, say something, and above all act
something for the truth. Shakespeare says, 11 He
is a good preacher who follows his own advice.
It were easiP.r to tell twenty what is right, than
to be one of the twenty to do it." The most
effectual preaching can be done by setting a
good example. The world, though wicked, will
notice the righteous walk of the wise. I can not
in person visit all the branches, but shall do all
my circumstances may admit. I would encourage
the idea of holding grove meetings through the
district, and any help I can give will be cheerfully
accorded. This truly is a work of sacrifice, and
we may have many things to endure for Christ's
sake. But let us so walk that every accusation,
and act of persecution will be for "righteousness'
sake." Too often accusations against the Saints
have some foundation in truth. "I will give you
favor" was a promise to the Saints, and is being
realized where the Saints live for it. But this
can not be construed to mean an entire cessation
of conflict between the world and the Saints.
The principles by which each are governed are
irreconcilable. Let each elder find something to
do, and then do it, and let all labor, praying
much, and come up to the next conference bring·
ing the Spirit of the Master, with a good report,
that we may have a great outpouring of the
· Spirit of God. Bro.]. R. Lambert is solicited to
lalior all he can in our district. We will be will.
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ing, however, to submit to his wisdom and circumstances in this matter. We thank him for
past labor, and the wholesome words of counsel
he gave us when in our midr.t.
With a prayer for your welfare, I am your
brother in Christ,
J.M. TERRY.
ST1nVARTSVILLE,

J\ilo., June 26th, 1886.

SPECIAL NOTICE!
When those whose ordination to the office of
Seventy were ordered last conference are ordained, will either these brethren, or those officiating, please send me, as soon after as possible,
the date of birth and baptism; also the date and
place of ordination, as well as the names of officers officiating? I need these items for quorum
record, and will issue license to those ordained
as soon as items are received. My address, until
further notice, will be 1801 Polk street, San
Francisco, California. Respectfully,
HEMAN

C.

SMITH,

Sec. of Seventy .!i!_uorum.

SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS MISSION.

members. Purchasing food on the Lord's day
was disapproved, as it encouraged unbelievers to
keep open their stores on that day, and was not
a necessity on the part of the Saints. It was resolved, to withhold the sacrament from every
member who used tobacco, and to withhold
licenses from official members, who indulged in
the habit. Elder Merere of Tikahau was appointed to labor in Raiatea, Borabora, and Huahine,
with Tapuni who is there now. Elder H. Jansen, called by the natives Anatoni, was appointed
to visit various islands where the church was not
yet established, and that a Priest of Niau should
help him. The mission of Teahi and Toaupu to
Marekau, Makemo, Takuma, and Rororia continued. Also Tehopea and Metuaore to Tubuai.
Wairaaroa, president of Maatea Branch arrived
just as conference closed, no opportunity to come
sooner was found. Preaching Tuesday night by
Putaa of Tuuhora, Anaa, and on Wednesday
morning Puaiva of Maatea. A vote was taken
as to the place to hold the October conference,
and 25 votes were given for Panau, Koukura, and
22 for Temaria Anaa, and I for Maatea.
So it
was appointed to be held at Koukura October 6th.
It was intended to hold the April conference in
Tubuai, but there was no chance to get there except by chartering a vessel for fifteen dollars per
day, and the trip would have taken from thirty to
forty days. The brethren could not afford the
money, so it was held at Papeete instead. There
is no certainty about reaching any appointment
on time here. Many have been here since the
first of March on expense, and may have to stay
a week or two yet before they can get a chance
to retnrn home. Some Elders could not get here
at all, no vessels coming from their islands. It
is a bad thing that some of the brethren here do
not own a small schooner, so we could get around
with it. There are plenty of large sail boats, but
they are not suited to be out in at nights.
T. W. SMITH, Pres. of Conference.
TEHU and TElHINA,Clerks.

The report of the General Conference of the
above mission. Convened on Sunday, April 4th,
1886, with the Tarona Branch, Papeete, Tahiti.
No business however was done till Tuesday, 6th
inst. Preaching on the Lord's day at seven a. m.
by Tehan of Avatoru Branch, Rairoa, P. E. of
Pairoa and .Tikahau District; at ten a. m. by Tehopea of Panau, Koukura, missionary; at two p.
m. by Metuaore, president· of Ziona Branch.
Sacrament meeting followed. At seven p. m.
preaching by Tutereihia, president of Tikahau
Branch. Preaching on Monday, April 5th, at
seven a. m., by Putoa of Moturna, Koukura,
president of Kou_kura, Aputai and Niau District.
At ten a. m. by Taotu, president of Temaria
Branch,.Anaa. At seven#p. m. by Tamaru, presNORTH-EAST MISSOTRI.
ident of Avatoru Branch. Preaching on TuesThe above district conference convened at
day morning, April 6th, by Terohia, president of
Bevier, Mo., June 20th, 1886.
Elder J. R.
Tahiti and Maatea District, after which a season
Lambert presiding, and J. T. Williams clerk.
of prayer was had in which many took part. At
The Saints met the day previous to arrange the
ten a. m. the conference business began, Thomas
order of proceedings preparatory for the conferW. Smith, president of the mission, presided
ence session. Elder D. J. Powell, of Stewartsvilld,
over the conference. Tehu of Tarona Branch,
preached in the evening assisted by J. R. Lamand Teihina of Temaria Branch, (Elders) were
bert. Sabbath morning b:other Lambert preachchosen to record the transactions. Elders presed with fair liberty to a small congregation. At
ent.-Tuturu, Terohi:i, Tehati, Putoa, Tehopea,
two p. m., had a good social gathering, Brn. J.
Metuaore, D. Brown, Leipo, Faito, Tariirii, Tehu,
Taylor and D. J. Powell conducting the meeting.
Puaiva, Tamn, Pana, Manava, Tamaru, Tainana,
The will of God was revealed in prophecy. Al}
Matanui, Poeitu, Turi!!, Taotu, Teihina Putaa,
felt strengthened and encouraged to fight the
Mahana, Tuteirehia, Merere, Taruhia, Tavahahi,
Teau, H. Jonsen, T. W. Smith. Priests: Nono; . good fight of faith. At 6: 30, p. m., a good and
lengthy sermon was delivered by Elder J. R.
Teiviu, Tare, Taihia, Teririha, Tahua. Deaco~s:
Lambert to a fair sized congregation, and much
Teahu, Faraturu. Reports were read from Zion a,
interest was manifested' in hearing the word of
Tarona, Tikahau, Avatoru, Tiputa, Panau,·MoGod when Bro. Lambert was producing such
turaa, Aput:ii, Tuuhora, Temariaand Teire; none
sfrong evidence and arguments in favor of
from Tubuai, Maatea, Manihi, Taroa, Tapoto,
Joseph Smith belng a true prophet of God.
Niau, Faarava, Faaite, Matahoa, Marekau, MaMonday morning at nine o'clock,.business. The
kemo, Tanga, Hau, Hikuera, Amann, Tauerc,
following branches reported :-Hannibal, 25 memand others. Tehopea had baptized 7, Teihina
bers, including two Elders ahd one Priest, with
·Puaiva 2, T. vV. Smith 84, Teahi had baptized
on,e' Teacher whose whereabouts is. not. known,
about 59; so he informed the president of the misand one Elder of whom a separate report will be
sion some time ago; but was not present, nor had
made. Ten of the members are scattered abroad.
his report got in.
Renick 28 meml;lers, including four Elders, one
It was resolved that fasting on the sacrament
Priest, one Teacher; and one Deacon; four exday should be left to the choice or wish of the
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pelled. Bevier 129 members, including 48 scattered abroad, six Elders, four Teachers, and three
Deacons; four removetl by letter. Renick report rejected and sent back for correction. The
following Elders reported :-J. R. Lambert of
Twelve, John Taylor, Richard R. Jones, Evan
Griffith, J. T. Williams, Samuel Reed, and D. J.
Powell of Stewartsville. Priests :-Frank Mussell and N. M. Ridings. Bishop's Agent's report
was read and accepted. Had received $2+-37;
paid out $z4.60; due agent 23 cents. Elder
John Taylor of Hannibal was elected District
President, and Richard R. Jones Vice-president;
J. T. \Villiams was sustained as District Clerk.
Resolved that we hold our conference twice a
year or semi-annually. The place of holding
our next conference was left to the discretion of
the president. All the officers of the church
Resolved;
were sustained in righteousness.
that the Elders and Priests within this district
labor as their circumstances permit. Adjourned
subject to call of the president.
FAR WEST.
This district conference convened in the Saints'
Chapel, Stewartsville, Mo., Saturday and Sunday, June f2th and 13th, at half-past ten o'clock.
John T. Kinneman in the chair, Chas. P. Faul
secretary. Bro. Joseph R. Lambert on invitation
offered a few appropriate remarks; said he was
with us in the work; felt thankful for the courtesy shown him. Among other things he said
let every one learn his or her duty, let them
work. Branch reports.-St. Joseph, 103 members, five received by baptism, and. 8 by 1.etter
from other branches.. St¢'wartsville 85 members,
7 removed by letter, 4 received by letter, one
marriage. Pleasant Grove"49 members, one received by let~er,_ Center Prairie 29 members,
one received by order of president of district.
Delano 75 members, 3 expelled, one ordination.
DeKalb 72 members, 2 removed, I gain by error
in former report. German Stewartsvitle 59 members, 4 removed by letter. Elders reports.-Wm.
Lewis, D. E. Powell, J.·M. Terry, J. R. Lambert
and E. T. Dobson (by letter), Simon Smith, Samuel Alcott, James Drown, J. D. Craven, R. L.
Ware (by proxy), Wm. Summerfield, D. J. Pow·
ell, A. J. Seely, John T. Kinneman, D.S. Crawly (held one discussion with an Adventist), J. D.
Flanders, S. Butler. These all gave a good report, were not discouraged, but wished to continue in the vineyard of the Lord. Priests Reports.-Walter Head, Peter Peterson, John
Hardacre, Fredric Uphoff, Jay C. Elvert and C.
P. Faul. These have all labored in their respective branches. Teacher Willard Wells reported.
Bro. J.M. Terry and Walter Head were appointed a committee on credentials. Bro. William
Lewis, Bishop's Agent reports total receipts,
with cash on hand, $226,31, disbursements $170.·
23. Balance due the church of $55,98. Breth·
ren J.M. Terry and J. S. Constance were appointed a committee to audit the Bishop's Agent's
book, and reported it corrc<;t. Bro. William
Lewis said the Starfield branch has not met together for worship for months, and its prosperi·
ty is decaying and ought to be set in order. On
motion the Starfield Branch was disorganized,
and the Bishop's Agent was instructed to sell the
property, (chapel and lots), as soon as possible,
and that Bro. Summerfield be authorized to give
letters of removal to the remaining m<::mbers o I
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said branch. Resolved, That this and all other
conferences of this district elect their otr\cers by
ballot. Whereas; The business interests of this
district do not necessitate the holding of the conferences quarterly; and whereas, considerable of
time is used and quite large expense incurred
every time the conference convenes, which might
otherwise be used for the greater benefit of the
cause; and whereas it is our duty to use our time
and means, all in the best interests of God's
works; therefore be it resolved; that hereafter
we hold our conferences semi-annually instead
of quarterly. Resolved, That the district hold
two-days' meeting as it may be deemed wise.
Conference declared the Mount Hope branch
disorganized for the present, the members to receive lefters of removal from the district secretary. Conference requested district authorities to
visit the Breckenridge Branch and learn its condition between now and next conference. Bro.
Kinneman in connection with Bro. I. N. Roberts,
had visited the Saints in Grundy county and
found rumors concerning certain members to be
false. Had preached five times in that neighborhood. The following were sustained as officers
for fhe next quarter: Bro.J. M. Terry, president;
Bro. Wm. Lewis vice president; Chas P. Faul
secretary; Bro. Wm. Lewis Bishop's Agent. A
vote of thanks was tendered Bro. John T. Kinneman for his long service as president of district.
Bro. Joseph R. Lambert preached Sunday morning and evening two excellent discourses. At
two p. m. held social meeting. Thus ended another peaceful conference. Adjourned to meet
with the German Stewartsville Branch, Friday,
September 10th, 1886, at 2. p. m.
NORTHERN l\IlCllIGAN.
This di~trict conference met with Maple Valley
Branch, at Brown City, Michigan, June 12lh,
1886. Bro. J. ]. Cornish was chosen president
and J. A. Carpenter and .E. DeLong secretaries.
Branch Reports: Sherman 32 members, including 1 Elder, r Priest, 1 Deacon. St.John Branch
43 members, including r Priest, 2 Teachers, 1
Deacon, 7 added by baptism since last report.
Iosco Branch 36 members, including 1 Elder, r
Priest, r Teacher, 2 Deacons, nine baptized.
Hersey Branch ro3 members, including 3 Elders,
2 Priests, r Teacher, four baptized, eight removed
by letter. Mill Creek Branch 31 members, including 2 Priests, I Teacher, 1 Deacon, r died.
Vassar Branch 21 members, including 1 Elder, 2
Priests, r Teacher, 1 baptized, 1 received by certificate 2 by letter, r died, r expelled. Delaware
Branch 20 members, including r Priest, 3 baptized. Forester Branch 23 members, including
r Elder, 1 Priest, r Teacher, r Deacon, 1 baptized.
First report of Saint Gideon Branch 23 members,
including r Priest, r Teacher. Maple Valley 62
members, including 4 Elders, 2 Priests, r Teacher,
r Deacon, r baptized, 6 received by letter, r removed. Elders Reports: A. Barr, E. A. Shelly,
John Most, had done what they could. J.J. Cornish had baptized 53, J. A. Carpenter baptized 3;
Levi Phelps baptized 3, Johu J. Bailey baptized
3, E. Delong baptized 13, since last report. Elder
Thomas Cheney had done what he could since
he was ordained, of late. Priests Hugh Havey,
James Birch, Hugh Campbell, Charles Wolven,
William Davis, and Saleda D. Shippy (baptized
one) and C. E. Pearson reported. Teachers
Thomas Obimc, A. P. De Wolf, and W. H. Smith

reported. Bro. J. J. Cornish was sustained president; and J. A. Carpenter, clerk of district.
Bishop's Agent received $86.75, and paid out
$38.65; balance $48.10. Resoived, That when
this conference adjourns it does so to meet the
third Saturday and Sunday in October, 1886.
Resolved, That we observe the action of the
General Conference respecting the ordination of
Elders. Resolved, That we sustain all the
officers in righteousness. Resolved, That we as
Saints believe it to be our d,uty, with all Saints,
to aid in repairing the temple at Kirtland, Ohio.
Bro. J. J. Cornish preached with good liberty at
8 o'clock p. m. Met Sunday morning at nine
o'clock for prayer and testimony; the Lord met
with us. At eleven o'clock E. L. Kdley preached
on the temporal law, building up and encouraging
the Saints. In the afternoon held sacrament
meeting. Love and unity prevailed. At eight
oclock p. m. Bro. E. L. Kelley preached with
good liberty.
EASTERN IOWA.
This district conference con vcned at Buffa Jo,
Iowa, on Saturday, June 5th, 1886. Eider W. T.
Bozarth presiding, Elder J. S. Roth secretary.
Branch Reports.-] ackson 15; Buffalo 2 c; Clinton 4r. Elders Jerome Ruby and R. Etzenhouser
reported. Elders present: vV. T. Bozarth, Wm.
B. Smith, James Johnson, C. C. Reynolds, \Vm.
I-Iarson, D. S. Holmes, I. B. Lame and J. S.
Roth; Priest James Bradky. Bishop's Agent
reports $7.65 on hand to June 4th. P.-caclling
Saturday evening by M. T. Short, Sunday forenoon by J. S. Roth, and in the aflernoon by W.
T. Bozarth, and in the evening by J. S. Roth.
The Elders' Court took up cases of the Clinton
B;·anch, and on motion was put and carried, that
speakers be limited to five minute "peechcs. On
the first case remarks were made by Elders Short,
Holmes, Turner, Reynolds, Roth and Larue.
After the several cases were duly considered,
Elder Turner gave notice that he would appeal
the several cases under consideration lo a higher
court. W. T. Bozarth was elected dist1 ict president, and I. B. Larue vice president, until next
conference. Resolved to sustain all the authorities in righteousness. Adjourned to meet at
Amber, Jones county, Iowa, October 9th, 1886.
DON'T FORG~T
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. \Vrite for terms at once.
rnJ1111tf.

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the :a:,anumi Gll•zet.te for one year
(price $1) and Crude:n:'s Cou ... o .. dance or Smitl~'s
Bible Dictionary post-paid for $1,50.
W- Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & IIANSEN.
J~arn1 fen· Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., r53

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of p1ow }and, ~·~3 acres of timber and pasture lnnd, which can be pnrchne:ed on easy
terms. Any further information wantcil, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
'fnhor. Fremont, Co .• Iowa.
20feb6m

,J,

W. Del'lloon, JU. D.,

PHrSICIAN

AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug St.ore. Residence East end
of Main Street.
··
ja1i30tf

J.

H.

HANSEN,

M.D,.

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of ·woMEN a Specialty.

W- Residence one block East Teal's Store.

14feli1y

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers .by addressing
Geo. P,. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel'" Advertising Bu:reau,

Send

10 Spruce St., Nevv York.
10cts. for 100-Page. Pamphlet.

T"he Line selected byth.e U.S. Cov't
~o carry the Fast Mail.

The Only ThrOugh Line;-with its own track, between

~~:,cR~~~~
~DENVER
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific' Junction, ,Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

IL.LINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities end towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks 1 between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To;:>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At eitch of its several Eastern and Western termmt 1t
connects in Grand Union DepotS with 1hrough Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates 1 General Information, etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at I: 50 p. m
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "
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EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE are informed bv card from Bro.
_Oliver Johnson, that we errerlin our statement that he was appointed a Deputy
United States Marshal .iri U tab, by Marsn·al ·Ireland, as he had not been. so appointed. We were so informed,- and beg
pardon for ~,aving made so g-reat a mistake.
It might have been true without reflecting
any discredit upon btotherJ ohnson.
The city of Plano, from which the
Herald Office was removed in 1881, celebrated the 4th of July, -imd it was estimated that fifteen thousand people were
present. There was no di·unkenness, and
no accident. The Plano newspaper commenting on the fact says :-"Does any one
suppose that so large a crowd could have
been entertained with so much pleasure,
and so little of dangtt and injury, if there
had been saloons in our little town?" We
an:swer certainly not. Hurrah for Plano.
Lamoni also celebrated-music, song,
reauing, oration and fireworks. It was.
dry and dusty; everybody seemed happy
and no one was hurt or lnjured. We heard
just one man swear, and he was a young
.chap with a small 4th of July flag stuck in
hat-band. If a man can not swear on the
4th, when~· can he swear? It sounded
strange, however, considering.
Bro. J. A. Stewart baptized one at New
Park, Pennsylvania, July 4th, blessed a
number of children and administered to
three that were sick.
Bro. W. H. Barrett, Box Elder, Lamar
County, Colorado, wrote July 8th, stating
th.at Bro. James Kemp was coming to
preach there, and desiring that the Saints
would pray that his coming. might he
blessed of God to' the good of the cause.
Brn. ]3:li Clothier is at N aoce, Kansas,
and w.rites that he has focated there; that
the country is a good one; people sociable,
~nd he thinks willing to hear.
.He proposes td "thrust in his sickle;" if he can do
so in harmony with local and general authorities. Bro. Clo.thier is a good man,

and we presume the brethren in charge
will be pleased to give him a laborer's welcome. His address i~, Nauce, Phillips
County, Kansas; and he wishes to correspond with brethren A~ II. Parsons,
H. R. Harder, E. M. Reynolds and G.
W. Beebe.
Bro. vVm. Culbntson wrote from Chelsea, Nebraska, July 6th, of the organization of the Chelsea Branch, June 13th, by
Bro. P. vV. Premo. Meetings were held
every $unday.
ONE of the most difficult things that general .church oJ~icers meet with in their ministry. is the attempting to reconcile and
set right questions of dispute and quarrel
in branches; strifes between brethren.
And indeed it is not only most difficult,
but it is also one of the most unthankful.
Elders pass into :i neighborhood, begin
to preach, create an interest, persons are
won to the idea and obey by baptism, recei\'e the Holy Spirit through the laying
on of hands, and a branch is organized.
The .Elder moves on, anxious to do all he
can, and thinking the branch can get along
without him. He has labored as a man of
God. He deems all to have been sincere
and honestly converted to Christ, and feels
assured that they should live in peace and
progress in the knowledge of the things of
God. Soon, or late there is something
said or done bv some one, to which another takes exception as being contrary (o the
law of the gospel, ~nd. for which the offender should be arraigned before his
brethren. of like faith.
The objecting
party talks about the offender and the offence and a war of words ensues, until bad
blood is engendered, and the power of
Elders courts is invoked. Both parties
deem themselves in the right, and both
want justice-only justice-and that they
will have.
Decisions can not please both parties.
The usual sentiment is that ene or the other is in the· wrong; the other as a consequence is in the right. Each is confident
that he i.s the one. When the matter is
tried the Elders decide; one is much displeased with thefinding. He knows that
he was right, and now. he is injured by
false brethren, who have found contrary to
law, evidence, right and even decency. He
appeals to the Elder in charge, for he is_ a
man of God and will do hini justice. The
Elder hears the case, and reaffirms the decision of the other Elders. And now our
objecting brother is absolutely outraged.
The Elder in charge has jurlged.from outside and hearsay evid,ence, &c, And so it
goes.
All are striving to preach that it is better to suffer wrong than to do it. .. But
whrn we are brought into trial, we declare
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vehemently, we will not sufler such imposition-never.
How strange this is. Christ was reviled, but he reviled not again. He was
spit upon, but was not made angry by it.
He was struck, but did not resent it. Ile
wa~ spoken evil of, but reproach was not
offered by him. He was arraigned before
the court but took no appeal. Our opinion is, and on this we think we have a portion of inspiration, that if we were as willing to follow the advice and submit to the
fir1cling of the judges to whom we appeal
for the settlement of our grievances, as we
are anxious, willing and certain that others should be, the settlement of troubles
would be made much easier than they now
are. We certainly should be as ready to
pay the "poun\} of flesh;" as to exact it of
others.
Personally the Editor thinks that continued wrangling on the. part of church
members in respect to their rights, is unbecoming, and indicates clear! y that those
. who do so are lacking in the charity that
"covereth a multitude of sins." \Vhile
the right of appeal is granted, we think
that in six cases out of every ten the better
way of procedure, if brethren go to· law
before the brethren, is for them both to
submit to the decision first had if both sides
have been fairly heard and there let the
matter drop. If a brother should say,
"Well, that may be your notion Mr. Editor; but as for me, I am not made of such
soft stuff. The brother wronged me, and
if the church can not compel him to make
it right, I want nothing more of the
church." We answer; the church can
not compel either of you to do any thing,
he to make amends, or you to forgive him.It is a question of Christian qualities, that
is all. He who is the better follower of
Christ will choose the wiser, and ·more
noble part.
Many of the troubles in branches between bre,thren are of small importance in
themselves; and are only important as
they are improperly magnified by self-esteem and undue zeal. If pennitted to pass
at the time they occur, the parties.would
not be hurt, and the church would he
saved much trouble and reproach. Brethren when will we become "wise servants,
hanvless as doves."
·
QUESTIONS. AND ANSWERS.
~ues.'-May

a prh·ate member teach the prin·
ciples of the faith to· those outside in private con·
versa ti on?
Azts.-Yes; decidedly.
·~.-Has Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, ever
investigated the claims of Joseph Morris with a
view of uniting with his .followers?
A -He has not.
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~.-Is there any reason for hoping that in the
near future Joseph Smith of Lamoni, Iowa, will
unite with the followers of Joseph Morris, and if
so, what particular faction will he unite with?
.A.-None whatever, so far as Joseph Smith, of
L~moni, Iowa, is informed. He does not answer
for the hope of others.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bno.J. W.Johnson writes from McFall,
Gentry county, Missouri, July 8th:
"Celebration here on the 3d ; little boy was
accidentally shot; yesterday (7th) a rain and
hall storm, <luring which lightning struck the
Presbyterian church, damaging it greatly from
belfry clown. The church was owned mostly
by the man who opposed Bros. Lambert and
Johnson last winter; lands are cheap around
Mc Fall. Bro. Johnson thinks settlers could do
well settiing there.

Bro. Columbus Scott writes from Michigan.
"Weather very dry in this section of the state;
corn, oats and potatoes suffering from the drouth;
these crops will be cut shoi•t unless rain comes
soon; hay harvest dry; heat 95-8 in the shade;
wheat harvest at high tide."

By letter from Bro. B. V. Springer to
his wife at Lamoni, dated July 2d, we
learn that Bro. B. V. was preaching at
and in the vicinity of Coldwater, Michigan
three and four times a week, to good
audiences, and in excellent spirits. He
says:
"l have regular appointments every other
Sunday at the Fowler School House, at eleven
and eight o'clock, and every other Sunday at the
Ball School~House at eleven and eight o'cleck;
and at the latter school house every Thursday
night; and at the Brick School House, on the
Pike every Tuesday night. I have awakened
quite an interest, and shall try and 'hold the fort'
until I see results."

THE Salt Lake Herald for July 4th, has
the following resolutions. Whether they
are suggestive of the wishes of the I:lerald,
or are to be the rallying cry of a popular
sentiment to get into the Union of States
must be determined further on.
Whereas, a colonial or Territorial form of
government in the United States was never intended to be only temporary government-to
continue until the people of the respe,eth•e Territories were sutlicienlly numerous and capable of
sustaining a State government; and
1Vhereas; To continue a Territorial form of
government after the people are capable and willing to assume the resposibilities thereof is cruel,
and moreover a breach of faith with American
citizens of the Territories, and contrary to American principles; and
TVhereas, Utah has a population sufficient, and
is capable of sustaining a State government, and
is anxious to assume the resposibility; and
TVhereas, Her people are loyal to the American
syRtem of goveroment, being devoted to republiccan: and,
TVhereas, The general government has no
reasonable excuse for keeping Utah out of the
Union; therefore,
Be it Resolved, That Utah throw off the gar·
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ments of Territorial vassala.ge, and that she is
and of right ought to be a foverign co-ordinate
State in the American Union, on an equal footing with the original States in all respects whatever.

HERE is an item for Temperance reformers, the Drink Bill of England. Not
Jong since we gave the aggregate Drink
Bill of the United St1Jtes. No wonder
there is a "dearth for bread/'
New York Tribune: Once a year the London T11nes makes room for a detailed statement
ot England's drink bill. That statement has jus.t
appeared. It shows a reduction. from 1884 for
last year, but not a reduction of a character to
encourage the friends of temperance. For many
years the stateipent has been made by Mr.
William Hoyle, F. S. S., but this time another
member of the statistical society, Mr. Dawson
Burns, D. D., signs his name to the report. The
British expenditure upon drink in 1885 was $616,
343, 800; a decrease of about $ r 5, ooo, ooo from
the preceding year. But Mr. Burns says: "In
regard to the causes of diminution we mus, It
fear, look to the continued~ancl in some quarters
increasing-depression of trade rather than the
growth of thrift and temperance in the country. With the removal of this depression we
should most probably find the drink bill become
heavier, and its social sequences become darker." This is a reasonable inference from the statistics of preceding years. The state of trade in
England always reflects itself in the drink bill.
Mr. Burns gives the footings from 1860 to 1885,
inclusive, and they show this very plainly.
In that quarter of a century the drink bill has
mounted from $425,000,000 to $616,000,000.
Mr. Burns says: "The years of commercial
prosperity brought wHh them a vastly augmented
expenditure upon strong drink, and even when
that prosperity began to decline the special impetus that had been given to drinking habits
resisted for a time, and yielded but slowly to the
stress of diminishing resources." That is to say
that people began by economizing in other directions, and only cut down the drink expenditure
when they were compelled to do so; even then
continuing to consume largely. Of course the
increase between 1860 and 1885 is partly accounted
for by growth of population, but Mr. Burns holds
that allowing for this, the increase in the drink
bill shows a decline rather than progress in temperance. "It is clear," he says, "that the amount
of the national drink bill is still enormous, being
equal to the nation's expenditure for bread, butter, and cheese; is not far short of the rents paid
for farms and houses in the Untted Kingdom;
is three times the amount spen! for tea, sugar,
coffee, and cocoa; and is six times the amount of
our expenditure on linen and cotton goo.ds."
Taking the families of the United Kingdom at
6, ooo, ooo, the gross expenditure for drink in
1885 gives an average expenditure per family of
$w2, 5q; or reckoning five persons to a family,
$zo,50 per head. Of course, if those who do not
drink at all are subtracted, the average is very
much greater, rising in fact to $170 per family
of five persons.
A FAVORITE project with Peter the Great
seems likely to be carried out at last, the Russian
authorities having resolved to commence work
this year on a canal between the White Sea and
the Baltic Sea.

W" No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear OU the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of person• desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Art builds on sand; the works of pride
And human passions change and fall;
But that whi.ch shares the life of.Goel
With him snrviveth all."

\'iTE think the "Column" may. be safely congratulated upon the hearty response which is being
made by the sisters from every quarter towards
sustaining it by works as well as faith. The range
of its subject matter becomes more varied with
each humber; and it seems winning its way to
the hearls and confidence of Zion's daughters.
The Savior said, "Come unto me all ye that are
weary and heavy ladenecl,and I will give you rest."
Who these uncheered and burdened ones were, it
was possible for the Master to know, even before
they came; but for us it is not possible. We realize to the fullest extent that to no one, two or
three, does the space in the "Column" belong.
To the wives, mothers and daughters of Zion it
has been g1antecl, and while responses in the past
encourage us, we still trust the unreapecl fields
of the present will yield richer harvests in the
future. We would be glad to have the young sisters contribute, as well as the middle aged and the
old. There has never yet been a want expressed
through the "Column;" but the answer to the
same has come from some source (often an unexpected one) "complete and rounded out in its
fullness, and we now wish to say to the sisters, as
we have said in the past, Lead the way-if there
is any subject any interest to which you wish to
call attention, do so and if it be within the sphere
of the "Home Column," do not fear that it will
not be welcome.
WE are in receipt of letters from Sisters Donaldson, V. V. Short, and S. A. Russell.
LAMONI,

Iowa, July 12th, 1886.

HOLDEN, July 3d.
Dear SL<ters o/ the "Efome Column" :-I have
for several weeks thought that I would send
greeting and thanks to you for your good and
efficient work, already flourishing though so
young; and something would always transpire to
1
prevent until to-day when a nation is rejoicing
over victories won, and liberties enjoyed-independence sustained, in short, celebrating the
glorious fourth of July. Our town is still as on
the Sabbath of our Lord; every one, nearly,
having gone out of town, and I am left quite
alone with my thoughts. I feel to offer my
heartfelt thanks to you all for the good this department has done me; and though I love the
dear Herald, and feel how good it was before, yet
to-day how many rejoice that it is so rounded out
and perfect in its fulness with the "Home Column" added. I am a mother as many of you
are, and feel my inefficiency as many mothers
do, to guide and lead my boy. He is all I have
on earth, the good Father having taken my only
daughter a sweet bud, to himself, "before the evil
clays came." She was the light of our since
darkened household, the joy of her mother; the
pride of her father, the pet of her brother. Sfoce
her death the mother has accepted and obeyed
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the gospel of Jesus Christ, and come into the
light to walk no more in darkness. Oh how I
look back to-day with tears' of regret when I
think of her dear little prattling talk during her
last days. She said, "mamma, I know it will be
nice up there where God is for, he takes good
care of little children, and I 'cl be so glad if you'd
be there." Mothers, what think you would I
have been willing to give to be able to say to her
"Lilly darling, mamma will come, she will be
there." But though I had been a member of the
Episcopal Church for years, I could not open my
mouth. I could not say one word to her, and so
she left me, and for years I was almost wild
with grief. My child's last words were tugging
at my heart, "Mamma, I'd be so glad if you'd be
there." But thank God! the Comforter came,
the spirit of truth; and now I am able to say that
if I am faithful and keep God's commandments
to do them, I shall not fear. Lilly and I will
embrace each other in one of those mansions
prepared for those who Jove him and keep his
commandments. Dear sisters, excuse this wail
of a mother's almost broken heart. I said yoll
had done me good, so yoti have,. more than I
could tell you. You have made many dark passages of life brighter. You have solved for ine
many knotty problems; you have made m;my
home duties more plain to me, and in short, you
have made a path that has not hitherto been
strewn witl1 roses, very pleasant. I am a young
Saint. I have not been in the church very Jong,
· not a year until the fourth of this month, so you
see I have hardly come into the work; yet how
I love it! Pray for me, dear sisters, that I may
get great strength from on high, and be fitted to
do a work for the Master that he .will approve.
There is a little band of Saints just started in
Holden, seven in all, I think; very weak, very
feeble; but all very earnest, I believe. Pray for
us one and all, who read this, that we may grow
and multiply and .become a power in the midst
of a sinful community for doing good. In gospel bonds, your Sister,
EMMA W. SIMPSON.
NORBORNE, Mo.

Dear Sister Frances:-With great interest have
I read the "Mothers' Home Column." I felt impressed to write sooner, but hesitated because I
don't know the American language well· enough
to express my thoughts in it, but since I read
"The Appeal" I can rest.rain my desires no longer. It is to me very impressive, particularly the
verse:
"To be saved is only this,Salvation from our selfishness;l!'rom more than elemental fire; The ~oul's nnsanctified desire;From sin jtself, and.not the pain
That warns us of its chafing chain."

Would to God that all engaged in the latter
day work were thus saved! How beautifully
would it roll 06, all pushing a_nd laboring to that
effect; we would not only bL1y one yard,, less of
costly lace or costly ornaments, but we would
live strictly after the Doctrine and Covenants,
where it says that ~)Ur garments should be plain.
How many dollars could be saved in that direction to help meet the demands of the ·church. It
is necessary' to be saved from om selfisl-ness and
from unsanctified desires of our souls. Truly if
we are saved from selfishness, and if the desires
of our souls are sanctified, then we are saved from
sin·, and ready to. d~ the work thatfefod wants us

to do, keeping our eyes single that we have no
inclination to keep up with the fashions of the
world; for it takes all our time and talents to
learn (study) the will of the Lord, and then to do
it-in e\'ery respect to bt>come fit subjects, adorned with all the Chr'.slian graces complete, with
all manner of good works, so that at last we may
enter into our Lord's joy.
I am glad the Sunday School is mentioned in
the "Home Col limn." I have seen no Hope yet.
I Jove to learn myself, so in answer to your request I will subscribe for two. May God bless
you in your effort, a:1d grant you succes,;.
Now, in regard to raising children, I would
like to make a few remarks. I have raised seven
to maturity. One of them died an obedient son
of fifteen years and a half; was initiated into the
kingdom during his sickness. He stretched forth
both of his arms when the messenger came, and
his end was peace. In raising them I have had
many trials, for it was my sincere object to raise
them for the Lord. It would be too lengthy to
tell my experience, but it has taught me that a
mother must be herself what she wants her children to be.
She must have ~elf-knowledge,
which she must ask and obtain from God. Then
she will have to train and conquer he1self, and
this she can only do by Jetting God take full
possession of her heart, so that the love of God
is always burning in 1'er .soul. Thus prepared,
she will study her children; for there is a differencJ, even in the same family of children. Some
can be guided with words of love alone, while
others of necessity at times have to be chastised.
In most cases the mother will see her own nature'
in her children, and having experienced such an
awful struggle to train and conquer herself, she
is ready to use and exercise more patience. Love
and patience work together. The first thing in
the morning after rising by her bedside she will
approach the throne of God and have herself
well supplied with strength. If she neglects this,
she will be wanting before night. There ought'
to be some rules. If the children ·shall be raised
for the Lord they must hear something' about
him. My rule was, after breakfast, to have them
all seated around to listen to the word of God
when read, making some remarks to have them
interested; after father's pr'ayer the oldest one
would say the Lord's prayer. Next time the
next oldest-, and so on till all had said it in turn.
For the baby at the time I would say it, and have
\ts little hands folded in mine. It soon understood what it meant, and its bright eyes would
glisten. Now with an easy heart and clear conscience I leave the result with God.

45I
ion dining off sweet. potaioes, ming the bark of a,
tree for a plate. ' Such tnen,n they said, "can
never be conquered." \\Then all om· homes arc
consecrated to God, then will this cause move on,
"Clear as the sun, fair as the moon, and terrible
as an army 'with banners."-En.
1

CLEVELAND, Iowa.
Sister Frances:- \Vhen at conference last
spring, I promised to write for the "Mother's
Home Column." At that time I intended to ·put
forth an effort to do so, but since then I have let
household cares occupy my time and attention.
When I read your appeal in the llerald of May
29th, I said, "Thank God there is some one interested in the Sunday School work and willing to
take charge of the Lesson Leaves, and if there
were more such interested in the Sunday Scl~ool,
how great and useful a work could he done with
the rising generation." Oh, if I could live my
days over, with the experience of the past, I
would teach my children very differently; but
with the experience of the past I will try to improve the future. It is never too late to do better.
The Sllnday School is something I have taken
a great interest in ever since I came into the
church, and have frequently ispd:,!<en to some of
our Elders about the church or those connected
with the Board of Publication trying to get up a
catechism or paper of our faith and belief-something to teach the young and rising generation,
e<pecially children whose parents are connected
with the church, Let it commence with such
questions as, Who was the first man? .first worn·
an? Who made you? and go from one question
to another until finally it should drift into our
faith and belief.
Some people tell me when I speak of such a
work, "You are drifting into sectarianism."
Well sectarians sing and pray; because they sing
and pray shall we forbea~ to do so? Shall we
cease to sing and pray because others do? The
Bible tells us to prove all things, and hold fast to
that which is good. If. they have any good
should we refilse it?
A short time ago I went to a Catholic !Tieeting. At the close of the service the priest told
his memb~rs he intended to bring out some Catechisms at the next time for service and he wanted them taught to lhe children. He told them he
intended to come around after a time and see if
they were taught to the childr~n. Now if we
have greater light and more truth than others,
and love the work as we ought to, and testify of
its truthfulness from time to time, should we not
put forth as great efforls to bring up our children
in the principles and doctrine of our faith as othMRS.JACOB KNIPSCHILD.
er people do in their faith and belief?
Dear mothers who read this letter, let us be
A great portion of the Bible is entirely a mysseech you not to pass it by with one hasty readtery, and not understood by Sunday School chiling. Bro. Butler said, "H is evident that' the fire
dren, while if there was a catechism of questions
that refines and purifies, burns in the hearts of the
and answers on the Bible, an impre$sion would
mothers of latter day Israel.'' This letter in its
be made. The Book of Mormon and Doctrine of
quaint wording, its beautiful, to'uching simplicity,
Covenants are very. little spoken about in our
should be precious ,beyond measure to the heart
Sunday School. Bro. Cadwell did well, and a
of every mother who is striving for an inheritgreat deal of good for our school, and ff"e appreance "incorruptible, pure and undefiled,'' notionly
ciate it, but with the Hope being so small, he did
for herself, but for the children God has given
not have a very good charice to do much; but it
her. We have read much upon the subject of
is not the great things we will be rewarded for,
home influence and home training, hut here is
but the amo1mt of good we do. I had intended
the· pen picture of a hotne, worthy to be set for. ' when the lessons prepared by Bro. Cadwell were
ever in our hearts and imitated in our lives.
through in the Hope to use a catechism prepared
When such letters come to us we feel much like
by the "American .Tract Society," coupled with
the British officers felt when they sil\v Gen. Mara catechism that I have th~t teaches the belief of

a
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our faith; but as you have taken this matter in
hand l·}Vill gladly use what you see fit to perpare; and will pray God he will bless your efforts.
I will do my best, individually and in a financial
way, to help you make this a success. Our Sunday School Superintendent appointed a committee to solicit aid, and I learn they are succeeding
well. Your appeal in the Hope to the children is
good. I hear several talking about how they
will try to· raise their fifty cent_s by the September month.
Now, sister Frances, I did not intend when I
commenced to write any thing .for publication,
but if this will help the cause in any way I am
willing my feeble efforts shall be used. Trusting
you will be able to accomplish the good you desire, and that your appeal may bring about the
desired result, I remain your sister in Christian
bonds,
H. E. BIRCHELL.
[Such a work_ as sister Burchell speaks of was
carefully prepared for the church and published
by them some twenty years ago. The edition
was exhausted and has not been reprinted. Sister
Birchell is not the only one feeling the need of
such a work. vVe believe we may safely say that
if we except the Bible and infant classi>s, there
are very few classes in our Sunday Schools,
whose teachers do not need such a book. When
the Board of Publication were appealed to this
spring to republish it, the answer was, "We are
not able." We can not help feeling that the
time will come when the church (the entire membership) will feel themselves able to meet greater
demands than this. God says his people shall
be a willing people in the day of his power, and
mark you beloved Saints, that day is not far distant. We would answer those who object to instructing by questions and answers, Is there a
better way? if. so give it to us, for "Hear, 0,
Israel; the Lord our God is one Lord
And
these words which I command thee this day,
shall be in thine heart; and thou shalt teaclt tltem
dt?igently unto tlty clt17dren, and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thine house and when thou
walkest by the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risest up."-Deut. 6: 7-9. vVe
commend to the careful consideration of those
holding on with a tenacious grip to that which
belongs to the Lord, while the lambs of the fold
are unfed and uncared for, the following extract
from one of Sam Jones' sermons in Baltimore.
It can not be called sectarian.-Ed.]
"Get all the duties and privileges of life into
harmony with your soul, and that's religion. I'm
tired of hearing men talk about sacrifices they have
made for religion. It's a lie. A man never sacrificed anything f;)r religion. Thirteen years ago
I got down into my pockets and pulled the dirt
out and turned the pockets inside out, and before
I could get them turned back God had filled them
with diamonds. The cross part of my life is
gone with me. The hardest work I ever did
for the church made me the happiest when it
was done. Virtue carries with it its own reward.
It pays } ou as you go. I want to see a crowd
religious while they are giving. Take God into
partnersliip with you. He can make ears of corn
grow fourteen inches long on sandy hiJl,ides,
and I've seen men gather nubbins on bottom land.
This is all God's land, and you've got to pay rent.
If you don't do it, he'll take ten bales of cotton
out of your field.
"Just pass the hat around and see how quick
the shouting will stop. The kind of religion
some people have is spurious."

***

·WEBB CITY, Mo., June 16th.
·Dear Sisters :-When I think of the many who
have the ali>ility to write for our column, I almost
shrink from the task, but I have learned that all
have a work to do, and as my greatest desire. is
to see this work advance I will try to do all I can,
and leave the results in the hands of the Lord.
I know if I have his spirit to guide my thoughts
while penning these few Jines, I shall be amply
repaid. I have been meditating all day on this
great latter day work, and especially on tithing.
I know if one principle of the doctrine is true,
they are all true, and when we obeyed the gospel we were promised to receive a knowledge.
and many testify they did receive that knowledge.
Do not those who have obeyed the law of tithing
testify they have been blessed, and if we expect
the world to receive our testimony, how rnuch
more should we receive the testimony of our
brethren? I have long felt the need of paying
tithing. I have heard some say, "Such a one
does not pay tithing, and why should I?" We
can not receive 'blessings from the works of
others sufficient to save us, nor can we clear our
selves by not doing our duty and setting a good
example for others; for if the weakest of God's
children teach a truth it is as much of a truth as
if it came from one in the highest office. I have
often learned _lessons from little children; so
sisters, let us try to forward this work, and if we
feel to write on any .subject that concerns the
welfare of the work or our welfare, let us write,
and in so doing we may cause some to stop' and
think, and perhaps obey the laws of God more
fully. I greatly desire to raise my children to be
shining jewels in the kingdom of God. Two are
already in; three are out, but I hope the time is
near that W€ will be all a united family in Christ.
Ever praying for the prosperity of Zion, I am
your sister in the one faith.
R. M. BRADLEY.
Nov A SCOTIA, June 24th.
Dear Sister Frances:-! have often thought of
W"riting a few words to thank you and other sisters for your kind encouraging words in the
"Home Column." Many times have I received
timely advice and comfort from reading the different letters, being inexperienced and having a
great desire io do right by my three boys. I
used to think it a responsibility that I was not
capable of undertaking, my own imperfections
seem to shine out so bright, impatience being my
besetting sin; but I think I am learning wisdom
from your pages, and trust by the help of the allwise One to overcome more and more. I would
I had talent to write for the "Home Column." I
think it is so nice to talk to each other. Although so far apart and comparative strangers,
yet how strong is the bond that unites us in this
glorious work, and we feel that we are really and
truly sisters. Hoping and praying for your advancement in the good cause, I remain your
affectionate sister,
KATE.
SHERMAN, Mich., June 25th.
Dear Sisters:-Although I do not feel worthy
I would like a place in your "Home Column."
It is something 1.hat was needed and it is splendid. I can say for one that It has done me a
great deal of good. I have seven children to
look after, and our branch is not in a very flourishing condition, and we live so far apart that it
is almost impossible to have a Sabbath School,

and when we have had one, the Methodists
would not join in, or· have anything to do with
us. I want to tell you how good the Lord has
been· to me, and my tr:ust is in him. The last
time Elder E. C. Briggs was here two years ago
this summer, our little Ethel was very sick
and had never been very well.
He came
and administered to her, and from that time to
this she has been well and hearty, and I took her
to meeting that same evening. He spared my
life through a great danger last spring, for which
I am truly thankful. I have a great many trials
to go through, but with him to help me I shall
conquer. I tell you these Latter Day Saints are
a good people, and I like them all so much.
There is something that draws them together
that other churches know nothing of. Your sister.
ETTIE GULEMBE.
How MANY children would it be possible for you
to gather together on the Sabbath day? If other
duties permit and you were only able to interest
'and instruct your own family in the gospel plan
of salvation, you will be doing a work o,ver
which the angels will rejoice. Use the lessons
now being pul;>lished in the Hope, but read in and
constantly refer to the word of God. Sing the
sweet hymns of Zion with the children and the
blessing of God will be with you and his Holy
Spirit will help you. We earnestly wish every
parent in the Church of Christ would try .the
words of the wise man and see whether they are
not true. How glad the devil must be when he
sees the training of innocent children committed
to him, for he well knows what lasting impressions can be made upon the wax of their unformed minds. "Wax to receive, but marble to
retain." Let us beseech the scattered ones, to
gather their children together upon the Lord's
day, and instruct them in his ways. Not only
upon the Lord's day, but by the silent preaching
of their example, upon every day of the week,
and so surely as all the mothers in the church
will do this, soon a mighty host of warriors will
arise, fully eq nipped for the conflict of truth with
error, of right with wrong, and there is no question upon whose banner victory will be inscribed._:(Ed)
June 30th.
Dear Sister Frances:-I thought I would write
a few lines for the "Home Column,'' to thank
you all for the good your letters have done me.
I have learned great lessons from them, as how
to bring up my children right, which is a great
care on my mind. As God h.as given them to
me I want to bring them up as would be pleasing to him. I am trying, in my weak way, to
serve the Lord. I try to take Christ for my
pattern, and study the gospel, and pray for
knowledge and wisdom that_ I m ay be abie to
meet every temptation of the devil with the
written word of God. I pray for light and
guidance to keep my feet in the narrow way.
Dear sisters, let us put on the gospel armor and
work while the day lasts. May we let our light
shine before the world, that they may see that
we have the true gospel find have his holy Spirit to guide us into all truth. Let us be meek
and humble, and try in our weakness to strengthen and comfort each other; and may you, sister
Frances, be blest in your labor, and have his
Spirit always to be with you is the prayer of
your sister in ChriBt,
JENNIE TERl'[ER.
0
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GRAND RAPIDS, July 8th.
Bro. W. W. Blair :-The people are getting
quite interested in the work here. I was called
to visit the Saints at Chelsea, about twenty-five
miles distant; met with them May the 30th,
preached twice; baptized one. Met with them
again June 13th, spoke twice, and organized a
branch to be known as the Chelsea Branch;
ordained one Priest and one Teacher. Met with
them again July 3d and 4th; spoke four times,
baptized two; blessed. five children. Those baptized were. all adults, and are noble hearted
Saints. If an Elder will visit them he will find
a pleasant home. While the Spirit of God is
with his children the devil rages without. While
we were attending to the ordinance of baptism,
after I had stepped into the water, a few yol!ng
men who stood on the bank threw a dog into the
water a few feet from me; and when they saw
that it did not disturb us, they felt ashamed and
left us. The Spirit is with me when I am trying
to preach hiS word and I feel a strong desire to
be in the work continually. May his blessing
rest upon every effort in this glorious cause is
my prayer. Yours in the one faith,
P. W. PREMO.

to go with them, and trust they will be greatly
blessed in tlieir distant field of labor, and that
their absence from us will only give room to those
of us that are left to grow more vigorously, an<l
expand to greater proportions for the work before
us.
Allow me to set brother W. S. Loar of Independence, Missouri, to rights on the "permission"
question; for he must think we are selfish an<l
uncharitable, if we judge from what appeared in
his letter in the Herald a while back, in not taking notice of his letter asking permission to labor
some in the district, &c. We inform Bro. Loar
that we never received his letter, or we would
gladly have given our permission, and invited
Bro ..Loar to help us. We than_k him "for his visit to Elk county. It was much needed, and Bro.
Loar has left a good record there of many years
of toil in early days under trying circumstances.
Come again, Bro. Loar, any time, and all the
time if it suits you, and we will be glad. The
string of the district door "hangs on the outside"
to all that love the cause of the Master. Would
to God that all the Elders, like a great Salvation
Army, as they are, could come and help us. An
arrangement was made at our conference for
every branch in the district to appoint an agent
to communicate with Bro. Peters of Michigan,
concerning the distribution of the Voice of
Warning and other books from the Office. We
think this a good way to help in the good work.
In bonds,
J. T. DAVIS.

Box 240, PITTSBURG, Kan., July 8th.
LAMONI, Iowa, July 14th.
Brn. 'Joseph and Blair :-The conference of
Editors Herald.-Since the General Conference
Spring River District was held on the uth 12th
I have preached a few times at home, and have
and 13th ult., with the Mound Valley branch;
spent about six weeks in the field, preaching an<l
the attendance was not so large as on similar ocbestowing labor at Davis City and Lucas, Iowa;
casions, owing to "busy times." Still we had
and at Stewartsville (city and country), Cameron
good refreshing times by the presence of the
(city and country), and Bevier, Missouri. While
Spirit. All the business sessions were peaceful
at Stewartsville, the case of E. C. Brand vs. L.
and harmonious, and the preaching was good;
L. Babbitt was heard; brethren Hawkins, Meritwo were added by baptism. One of the princiam and myself being the court. I trust that a
pal features was the ordering by the dictation of
finality to this unpleasant affair has been reachthe. Spirit the ordination of several good brethed, and that all concerned have been made wiser
ren to different offices of the Priesthood, in the
by a peculiar and trying experience.
,
different branches for the more complete organI spoke twice (Sunday morning and evening)
ization of the same, which we think will result in
in the South Methodist Church in Cameron. We
great good to those branches; as also it will add
felt grateful for the privilege, so kindly permitto our strength in presenting the gospel by the
ted by the trustees of the church.
additions to the offices of Priests and Elders of
As a rule it requires a vast amount of careful
good worthy men. Our next conference is to be
labor in order to secure any permanent good lo
held at "Webb City, Missottri, and the intentions ·the cause. ·\Ve, as a people, are partially responof the Saints are to try tci get one, or both of Ye. sible for this state of affairs. I am glad, howevEditors to attend if possible. You will get good
er, to witness a growing disposition upon the
crowds, and we believe you can do great good to
part of many of the Saints, at most places where
the cause here. Our prospects are promising,
I have labored of late, to be more prayerful and
only just now the hot season, ,and harvest intercareful; and this conclusion leads to a,more full
feres some. Bro. Charles Ragan is constanlly
compliance with God's laws, including the payin the field. Ilro. Ed. Wheeler partly. Brn. J.
ing of ti th.es and offerings into, the Lord's storeArthur Davis and J.M. Richar.ds are talking of
house. Tithing, as taught in the Doctrine and
entering the field altogether this fall and winter,
Covenants, is in harmony with the teachings of
very probably J. Alfred Davis and others-the
the New Testament. Additional law; revelation
Spirit of willingness and self-sacrificing for to
or instruction, does not neces,sarily make a conpreach the gospel, seems to rest on these brethflict. If it does, then the Bible is in terribk con°
ren, and others. May the Lord bless them for
flict with itself.
the work. We at.tended to the ordination of
On account of ill health, it is with great diffithose among us, called to the Seventies, accordc~lty that I am able to.do duty In the field. How
ing to provision of General Conference with evlong I shall be able to continue, without a radi.ident approval of the Spirit of the Master. We
change, God only knows. Hovever, so long a~
miss Brn. E. A. Davis and \Varren Peak very
I am able to do 5omething for the ndvnncement
of the cause, ! hnow wlH!.t my duty la. 1 would
.much. We gave tlle.m as good a "send·off'' ao
WI> 1:ot1ld 1and theyhav~ ~!l>i 1m1.re1·~ ~~ >1110£ tie mu.:h r~thf.!l'
to t~~ ~i~~loti>\fl~a ~nt1 llllll1tt'® 1
~
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in my field, "Come," than to say "Go," but I can
not always do it.
\\Till those who are not spending their tim~ in
the ministry, when they write letters which need
to be answered, be so kind as to enclose a stamp?
Yours in the hope and love of the gospel,
JOSEPH R. LAMBERT.
STARVATION CREEK, Kan., June 2d.
Bro. 7osepk:-Brother. G. W. Shute and I have
labored doing what we could to induce the people to embrace the truth. \Ve have held two
basket meetings, baptized four; and others are
n,ear the kingdom. Bro. Shute leaves me in E
few days to return home to take care of his family. I am sorry such is the case, for we need his
help. All the Saints in the district who want to
assist in getting a tent will please send money to
G. W. Shute, Blue Rapids, Kansas. We want
to make a purchase by August first. We want
to hold a camp-meeting in September, when all
the Saints can .come and take part. May God
bless. the work is the prayer of your brother in
Christ,
A. H. PARSONS.
LIMERICK, Ohio, July 6th.
Dear Herald:-!n your weekly rounds you
bring tidings of truth and great joy to a few
needy creatures nestling among the hills at Limerick, Ohio. You bring us food for thought.
You strengthen us in our already formed resolutions. You cause us to reflect, examine, exper-·
iment; yes, in many ways have we been benefitted by perusing your pages. We have striven to
imprint upon our mind those lessons that have
been most striking and far reaching to us as an
individual. This morning, while sitting down a
few moments to rest, I read a portion of· Elder
E. L. Kelley's sermon, of April 8th. I could not
stop at, or with a portion, but read on to the end;
but while doing so, would often pause and think.
Grander, nobler and higher thoughts forced
themselves upon our mind; even above that we
J-.ave yet attained unto. The deepest feeling of
my heart, my mind, my spirit, yea., all that is life
within my being, is united with this expression.
"To do my Father's holy will, by keeping all his
commandments; observing the whole Jaw; that
his Spirit may abide with me, to lead and guide
into aU truth, and away from all error.}' Trials
of various kinds arise in our pathway and we
must learn to act wisely and well, according to
the nature of the same. I realize that I have
been very unw.orthy and have tailed many times,
even in that that I desired not tor yet I can perceh·e I have made some advancement in the
right direction. We often think it is good for us
to fail sometimes; it brings us to that point to
know that of ourselves we can not overcome.
\Vith divine assistance. we can overcome all
things and endure all things. The work in this
region has an outlook for good. The Elders, the
main working force, (aided and unaided by the
Bishop), are going forth as best they can to save
their fellow man, to help build up the great
work of .God. Souls are being added, and we
hope such as will endure to the end. The Spirit
of Tithing is making a deep impression upon the
minds of many, if not all in this region, desiring
to comply with the law. But how to begin,
where and when fa the question. We read, orie
individual said In answer to a que~tlon "How
can 1 (undet:itand) i:xcept ~mne man ~hould

S\11"1'11 (or t!l!Hlh) me. .And iw ~~a\re~ '\he· ilitl;l~•
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tioner that he would "come up and sit with him,"
no doubt that he mighT be instructed fully. So
also is our de~ire. And more, we cordially invite one or more of the Bishopric to visit us that
we may learn in both public and private our duties in this direction; so that we may not come
behind in a good work or word. To the one that
comes, sooner or later, we would suggest, to have
quite a stock of patience and long forbearance on
hand. For we are an inquisitive people. I
write this from observation and trust it is not
without weight. We read in the Book, "To everything there is a season and a time to every
purpose under heaven." We are very much interested in the "Home Column," gather some noble ideas, and often my heart rejoices. Yet we do
not feel to contrihute to that Column. I have
no children therefore do not feel competent for
such an important duty. As ever a helper in
our glorious cause.
ELLA

R.

DEVORE.

BIRD CITY, Kan., July !st.
Dear Hernld:-We have been honored with a
visit from brother '.l'homas J. Smith, who was
returning from his timber claim in Sherman
county to his homestead in Dundee county, Nebraska. He reports good crops and seems elated
over this part of the. globe. \Ve welcome all
Saints who will come with the intention of letting their light shine; for the way sometimes
gets pretty dark. Not wishing to complain, I am
as ever your sbter,
MRs._DrAN CARTER.
ST. Lours, Mo., July 12th.
Bro. Blair.-J\t our late quarterly conference
we had a time of peace. The Spirit of the Master was present and gave his children words of
comfort; a lime long to be remembered-to him
be the glory. I am still striving to keep the banner of King Emanuel flying, and am glad to say
his spirit is with me in presenting the word, and
in the duties pertaining to the Eldership; by his
Spirit and grace I hope to win the prize.
Yours in the true light, ·
NOAH NEPHI COOK,

No. 2723 Rutger Street.

(~ntntnutti~afinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

TROUBLE AMONG THE SAINTS.

much rdlection we have concluded
that we have observed a very prolific cause
of trouble, discord and hardne$s among the
Saints, which might be easily avoided if
the members at large were more fully
aware of the extent and ·seriousness of the
evil we desire to call attention to.
'vV e first call attention to the words of
Jesus, "J uclge not that ye be not judged."
Those words when properly understood,
we think, are very full of meaning and
counsel; and yet it must be evident that
the injunction °''judg·e not" can not he made
to apply to those who are divinely appointed to act as "judges" "in Israel,'' as they
are required to sit in judgment upon the
transgressor; and from the further remark ,of the Savior where he points out
AFTER

the nature of that kind of judging that he
forbids. The mote in the brother's eye
was seen, but the beam in the observer's,
or self appointed judge's eye, had not been
observed. No reference was made to a
legally seated tribunal, but to a common
fault finder who could behold and magnify
even a mote in his brother's eye; but was
at the same time wholly unconcious of ·a
more serious wrong in his own life and
conduct-a beam in his own.
That the mote referred to could not have
been sin, or "transgression of written law,''
is evident from the use of the term mote,
a diminutive term .and certainly Jesus
would not so speak of violations of his law
while acting as a public teacher, for he
neither knew nor taught any compromise
with sin; nor spoke of it as a diminutive
or unimportant matter, but always arraigned it as such. A mote observed by
us in any article, or on the face of any article, which in order to be perfect should be
free from.motes, would not be a very serious objection to it, as the term mote offers to us at once the idea of a very
small particle of foreign matter, or ohjectionable substance; in fact, the smallest
possible speck or particle would exactly
meet .our idea of a mote; and should our
~yes be in any way clouded we might see
an imaginary mote, or fail to see clearly a
real mote, and injure the delicate tissues of
the eye from which we as self appointed
operators desired to remove it; and so
the case would be made worse; hence the
necessity of first being sure that our own
eyes are perfect, that we may be able to
act with certainty in removing the mote
from the hrother's eye, I.est we injure rather than,benefit the brother for whom we
assume the right to correct his sight.
Now, it is evident to us that the eye was
used by Jesus figuratively, and symbolized
the mental, or spiritual, and the moral perception. That mote in that eye (moral
perception) was a small, though real defect
in such perception; and the beam a real
and greater defect. It would be well to
remember that the greater defect was not
found in the eye of the one that was judged,
but in the eye of the one who had beheld
the mote in his brother's eye, and who in
his over officious zeal had made himself a
remover of motes; while he was himself a
retainer of beams. May this not usually
be found to be true, that the one who sees
s) many motes, which by his assumed superior wisdom he proposes to cast out is in
possession of·faults. which, as compared to
the faults of those he accuses as a beam
compared with a mote. Is not this the
moral of the parable, or the inference set
forth.
That there are many defects (motes) to
be found on the lens of .our moral eyes,
(or perception) is self-evident to us; and
that it would be a great blessing that they
were removed is certain, but who is it
tint is competent to do this exceeding
delicate job. The answer comes clearly
from the parable, and with force, "He
alone, out of whose eye (moral perception)
the beam of imperfection has been cast;
He alone whose own eye is sing-le to the
glory of God. Cast the beam first out of

thine own eye, and then shalt thou be
more competent to cast' the mote out of
of thy brother's eye~" But what i1' it to
have an eye single to the glory of God, or
to have a single.· eye, in a gospel sense.
The book of Doctrine and Covenants says:
"If your eye be single
then are ye
sanctified; and your whole body shall be
full of light." Such, and those alone are
qualified to cast out motes or correct the
defects in the moral perceptions of erring
Israel. (I use the word err, not as of sin,
but error in judgment, as to real and perfect propriety). But what is usually the
spiritual status of the one who has and
would fain cast the mote out of his
brother's eye? Is he usually a ho! y man
(or woman)? jis his body usually full of
light? Is he usually one of those who is
described on the last page of the Book of
Mormon, who is blameless and without
spot, or is he as declared in the parable under consideration, one that has a beam in
his own eye? One who is more faulty
tqan those whose motes he would erase?
Let each Saint reflect and see that no s~tch
fault-finder has any influence over them
against the brother.whose mote they would
gladly and eagerly point out, while their
own light is dimmed by a more serious
and hurtful fault, or beam. ,
'
There are those who seek to cast out
motes who are not as honorable as the one
Jesus described; for he went to the brother and said, "Hold and let me pull the
mote out."
But we have sometimes
known of people who saw a real or supposed mote in a btother's eye, and then
went away from him, saying nothing to
him about it; but when they got from
one to fifty miles away from him, they
undertook to cast it out at long range, by
telling the brethren and sisters, and possibly others also, that brother B. had a
great mote in his eye; and they kept describing its proportions as viewed by an eye
dimmed by the presence of a beam, and
how at such terrible long range too, from
the object described, that those brethren
and friends concluded that the poor brother's eye must be very large, and the mote
a veritable mountain (of fault~). (Those
beams are great magnifiers, especially at
long range).
Finally, however, the brother who possessed the eye of motes, met those brethren who had been so kindly advised of his
misfortunes in vision, (moral perception),
and they, of course, feeling very sorry for
him, watched very closely,-they wanted
to see that mote. They are not quite so
goocl, however, at long range observation
as their illustrious informer who had described the mote to them; his eye, (moral
attitude) seems about as clear as that of
their informer's or their own. They don't
find the mote, but the mote castei· says:
"Ah, but these motes can't be seen in full
sunlight." The poor brother with the
mote had the Spirit of love, and so had the
brethren that day; the sky was clear, and
stranqe as it may seem, we never see any
motes those bright days when "charity never faileth." "But," says the mote-finder,
"just wait till brother B. is seen in a
cloudy day; t(~11J', you can see~ a' grea'.~ ~pot

**
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on his eye. I know him, I tell you. His
eyes are bad when a storm comes. When
trial overtakes him, poor soul, he shows
weakness. \Vhen weary and care-worn
he is nervous." But brother Mote-seeer
has no such faults, or at least thinks so,
though he has been known to get terrible
mad; and it 'was not a very cloudy day
either, when he showed the beam in his
eye.
Another time, sister mote-seer and her
husband went to visit brother X and wife.
Brother X went down to the market, got
the best he could find; tried to make them
comfortable and welcome. His busy wife
flew around and busied and over-heated
herself in cooking for her guests. After
breakfast they took a cab for the park;
they went to an ice cream parlor and
feasted; then they went to church; sung,
prayed and sta~ted home, each to their
own house. Sister mote-seer was verv
quiet; looked as grave as an owl; had but
little to say, and her husband knowing
what he would hear when the silence
broke, cautiously evaded giving her any
cause, or chance to commence photographing motes. But finally the wondrous heat caused on her brain by the
focalizing power of her mote-.seeing lens,
burst into terrific flames, and from her
vivid pictures of• motes, specks and spots
seen during her visit, you would suppose she had not eaten a meal, occupied
a bed, or been the object of the least hospitality whatever. In fact, any one hearing her disparaging description of the
brethren she had met, would suppose they
were veritable dupes, or ignoramuses.
It was not a part,of her business to see
good things done, but see and cast out
motes, large ones they were too, for motes;
and they were also being blown out at
long range. Well the photographs of the
faults and defects are finally all taken; the
"long range" effort to blow out the motes
however was a failure, and the relief obtained was that sister mote-seer had relieved herself of all the suppressed faultfinding she had hoarded up during her
visit; cooly and quietly she resumes her
domestic duties; takes long breaths for a
day or two, and offers up the prayer, "For"
give us our trespa>.ses as we forgive those
that trespass against us. Be merciful to
us wherein we have erred, as we are merciful to those we see err from straight
paths."
And after so praying, arises,
takes another long breath and concludes
she is a pretty good saint after all; while
all around her breathe more freely with
great sense of relief that the storm is
now over, and a day at least of rest is at
hand.
vV e do not claim that these identical cir-·
cumstances have ever occurred, which we.
described; but we are assured that a very
similar train ·of occurrences frequently
transpires. we only aim to show how it
is that we often find discord and trouble,_
division, contention and strife among the
Saints, by some setting themselves up as judges over the acts of others in domestic affairs. One will find fault that brother
Johns is npt strict enough with his children,
11noth(;!r. that brother Smith js ~99 ~trjcF

with his. Another, that sister so and so is
too precise, is proud and dons too much
sty le; while another is too careless in her
personal habits; that this one and that one
does not do this and that; while of course
the only standard of right thought is the
personal habits of the fault-finder, the busy-body in other men and women's business. A fine standard this,-too.
Now what standard have we as to propriety in domestic government, in reference to cooking, general house-keeping,
correcting and training children, &c. I
know of none, only as it is found in the
judgment and tastes of persons having
charge of such matters. In fact there
could be no code of laws to govern children by in early youth, as different modes
of government must be adopted for differently constituted children; and for each
of such, a separate code would be required. The matter must be left either to a
special command in special cases, or to the
judgment of persons in control, being restrained only from cruelty by statutory
provisions; but for one professed Saint to
interfere with, or reproachfully speak of
another who differs from them in matters
oftaste,judgment, and so on, where no written law exists, is an unwarranted and hurtful assumption, wholly unworthy of a true
Saint of God. It is in these matters that
we may expect differences of opinion and
taste, and from an indiscreet urging of
personal opinion in such matters upon
others, and censuring such as will not submit to our dictum arises a very large per
cent. of branch troubles. Gossip of an unfavorable character, light and depreciating
remarks, unkind comments upon the domestic habits of brethren and sisters, are
all alike unchristian, unholy and unbecoming of Saints; and when we shall
cease to be cursed with such things, a very
hurtful enemy to our progress and happiness will have been vanquished. Why
arrogate to ourselves the right to dictate
to others in matters left wholly to individual discretions, judgment and taste?
Why assume that our judgment is so far
superior to that of our brethren as to allow
ourselves to condemn them and speak
unkindly of them, because they think and
consequently act differently from us.
The only remedy it seems to us for such
differences, is tbe highest possible culture
as to taste, judgment, habit, etc. Our advantages,environments, early training, and
teaching have been different; and from
hence arises diferences of taste, of sentiment and of .fudgment. But notwithstanding all this, the command has been giv~n.
"Cease to find fault one with another,
cease to be idle, cease to be unclean."
Above all, we should say, "cease to find
fault one with another;" obey the written
word, closely adhere to the "perfect law of
li_berty ." Thus secure, the Spirit which will
aid you to form proper conception of proper domestic rules, habits and government~
and also to attend to your own business,
whil.e you treat with kindness and love all
such as differ from you in' judgment, taste
or opinion. "Cast first the beam out of
thine own eye," and you will then be able
tq k~ep the command, '!~el.jse to find fault
•" ·'
"
.
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on::: with another;" to bear each other's
burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ,
then would there be no more cause for
trouble among the Saints.
C.

HARITY.

THE FALL.
(Continued from page

~80).

Tms article was followed by a very concise statement by the editor.on page 380,
giving some very rare views (to us) in reference to the fall, among which we mention 1, That Eve, when she transgressed,
must be cast out of the garden.
2, That Adam knew this before he partook of the forbidden fruit.
3, That he, because of this knowledge,
and to avoid being robbed of Eve's companionship, did partake, knowing what
would follow.
4, That the reason why he so elected,
was that he could not keep the command
to "multiply" if Eve should be cast out of
the garden, (which was certain after she
had sinned), and he by obedience should
remain in the garden.
.5• That he therefore violated the command "thou shalt not eat," in order to
keep the command to "multiply."
6, That notwithstanding all this, Adam,
though acting independently in the premises, was not deceived.
Now, as the above propositions cover
some of the ground we had expected to
canvas, we hope the editor will not think
us impertinent if we should be bold enough
to ask him some questions relative thereto,
or should differ from him in some respects
in the matter under consideration. ·
(1) Where may we find the proof that
it was rendered certain that Eve must
leave the garden in case of transgression,
(or as a part of the penalty attached thereto?) (2) Where is proof found that Adam
knew that Eve would be c'lst out in case
of violation of the commandments given?
(3) Where is the evidence that he, (Adam)
acted under the considerations indicated?
(4) This shows that Adam supposed that
the command to "multiply" would be 8inding on him if he should remain in the garden through obedienct>, and be hindered
from multiplying by Eve being cast out.
\Ve claim this course of reasoning by
Adam was false if he so reasoned, and find
our justification for the conclusion in the
principal as revealed in Doctrine and Covenants, where the,Lord says concerning
such cases, viz., where men arc hindered
from doing a work which he had commanded, that he will not require that work
anv more at their hands. Hence if Eve
had sinned, and Adam had not, and God
had cast Eve out and allowed Adam to remain in the garden, then because of Eve's
sin, would Adam have been hindered from
doing. the work as indicated in the command to multiJ?ly, and therefore he not
being the guilty narty, would not have
been held responsible for the non-fulfillment of the said command, it being no
longer binding on him, could not be justly
required at his hands. Now, in the light
of the claim that Adam thought that he
would be held responsible for the non-fulfillment of the command to multi_pli 'when
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inavoidably hindered by others, and the
further fact that he according to proposition (5) thought it necessary to violate one
command in order to keep another, how,
in reason's name can it be claimed (if he so
reasoned) that he was in 110 way deceiYed
as found in proposition (6), provided the
conclusions referred to be accepted as matters of fac'. Such reasoning (if true) arrays
God's laws against God's laws, and placed
man where he had no choice but to violate
one or the other of the two commands.
Either he must violate the command "not"
to "eat" or the one to "multiply." The
idea of God placing man where he must
sin, and then because of sin victimizing him
to death, misery, and woe, is a monstrosity.
Nay, verily; God never placed man in-a
position to destroy his agency and held
him responsible for the exercise thereof.
It was Satan who placed Eve where the
accrued conditions made it look like man's
agency was at an end, that he must sin
and could not avoid it. (And such deception by Satan caused his primary humiliation and d_epravity). God has however
revealed the truth, that he holds none responsible when obedience is inavoidably
hindered. And that Adam would not
therefore have been held responsible for
the non-fulfillment of the command to
multiply.
As to the text cited from 2d Timothy,
2: 14-"And Adam was; not deceived,
but the woman being deceived was in the
transgression." This text if made to do
service in the premises that Adam knew
perfectly tbe results and was in no way
deceived in the matter, would prove too
much. For if the absoluteness of the text
he claimed, it would also prove logically
that Adam did not transgress, just as surely as it would from that he was not deceived. Now let u~ analyze it and see
what such rules of interpretation would
prove.
rst, We have the following"Adam was not deceived." 2d. But the
woman was. And 3Ll, that she, because of
being deceived, was therefore in the transgression.
Here the fact of the woman
being deceived is made the basis of the
argument that she was in the transgression.
If therefore the being deceived was the
foundation and proof of her being in the
transgression, the ahience of. such foundation aml proof would prove the conven;e
nf the conclusion, viz., that A clam not being deceived, was therefore not in the
tran"gression, ancl this is what the text
proves; and the closing remark-" but the
wotrnm being deceived was in the trnnsgression"-shows that Paul so used it.
Adam is in no way, not even by the slightest inference, connected with the deception
or transgression. Was he therefore in no
way and in no sense connected with the
~in or deception? Did he not sin? He surely did, and was cursed for it.
But the
text quoted does not permit of such fact
under the rules of interpretation now under consideration, but if we take the text
a-; being used rel~tively, then does it become harmonious with the hist9ry of the
fall in Genises, viz., that Adam was not
(rrimarily) deceived (by Satan), and was

not therefore (first or primarily) in th!i'

trnnsgression. This interpretation certainly
agrees with the Genesis account, for it is
shown that Eve was the one who was first
to f'>in, and the only one who Satan deceived, beguiled. And further, that Adam
hearkened to her voice, (she must have
said something), and tpe word hearkened
certainly means more than to simply listen
with the ear. We are to hearken to the
voice of the Lord, and this certainly includes belief and obedience thereto, and it
seems reasonable to us that it was in this
sense· that Adam hearkened to the voice
of his wife. If so, and she being deceived,
was not Adam a partaker in the deception?
Paul uses the fact of Eve being first deceived by Satan, and hence first in transgression, as a reason why she should be in
silence and subjection to the man; and~not
teach or usurp authority. He had found
by the-record that women had once. taught
man, (in Eden), and taught him bad principles. That by her teaching she exercised
power (authorthy) over him, and that
while she was under satanic control as she.
was first and easiest overcome, and it was
natural to suppose that she was less competent to be a ruler, therefore Paul said,
"r suffer not a woman to teach nor usurp
authority over the man," giving bis reasans in verse 14, that the woman led in the
transgression, and taking it for granted
(it seems) that this fact was a suffiCient
reason why she should be in subjection
and silence as to teaching and usurping
authority over the man, still perpetuating
the decree in Eden-"he shaJl rule over
thee"-and for the same reasons given in
Genesis, that is, that woman, and not man,
was primarily deceived and in the transgression. But to claim that man was in
no way deceived in the matter, and in
no sense in the transgression, would be to
array Paul against Paul, for he says in a
certain place "as by one man's offense death
passed upon all men to condemnation,
even so by the righteousness of one shall
the free gift pass upon all to the justification of life." Again: "By one man, sin
entered the world, and death by sin."
Again he speaks of Adam's transgression.·
(See Romans 5th chapter).
Now I insist that the text from Timothy proves just as imrely, and in the same
sen~e, that Adam did not "transg-ress," as
it does that "he was not deceived," and if
one part is to be understood absolutely,
then also should the other. Hence the
text if received as it was introduced, proves
too much; but if received relati,·eiy, that
is, that Adorn was neither "deceived" nor
yet "transgressed" primarily, we have barmtiny with all previous revelation, and
with the author's more extensive writing
on the same subject in Romans 5th chapter and elsewhere, and with all recent revelation thereon as well. \Ve still, therefore, insist that Adam had no independent
view, but acted under the persuasion of
his wife-hearkened to her voice. I don't
say that Adam may not have acted under
the conclusions claimed by the editor, but
that Adam knew all about the matter in a
way and to an extent that Eve did not,and that this difference was that in which
she wi:1s Hdeceivedi" and in which Adam

was not deceived-I have not the least evidence. Not only this, it is in our judgment a qualified denial of the statement
that he hearkened to her voice if he knew
these things would follow and she did not,
and he acted under such knowledge, then
he did not act under a hearkening to ·her
voice. But it was Deity who s-aid, "because thou hast hearkened to the voice pf
thy wife." We therefore repeat, and shall
maintain till proof is shown to the contrary, that Eve's reasons were Adam's
reasons for partaking of the forbidden
fruit, and that it was not in this sense that
the one was deceived and the other not;
for their reasons were evidently identical,
he accepting her reasons and acting under
them, (hearkening thereto). As for me, I
am prone to accept an interpretation that
harmonizes the written word, in preference
to one that array~ writers against each
other, and even agamst themselves. That
Adam may have been persuaded by Eve
that it Was necessary for him to sin in order for them to "multiply," we do not deny;
and that Eve held such view after the fall
is evident from Genesis 4: l I. But as to
where she got such a notion is another
question entirely. If it was God's will
that they should "not eat" the forbidden
fruit, it was as evidently his will they
should "multipry." A.nd as both commands were in force from the very first in
Eden, it must be evident that both could
have been obeyed, and that o.ne was per
fectly compatible with the other, otherwise
God willed in opposite directions, and required man to act in opposite directions at
the same time, thus requiring an impossible
thing of man, and arraying comnrnndment
against commandment, law against itself,
and making God "double minded."
\Vas it God's plan, and therefore his
will, that man should fall or sin? And
was it therefore rendered inavoidable that
he must sin? If so, then was the whole
matter of God, the Devil, and Eve, hisservants doing his will. Can this be, that
God by virtue of an unavoidable, imposed
condition, became the author and finisher
of our sins as well as "our faith?" Is this
the sublime sense in which "all things are
of him and by him." Shame on such reflection upon the great, beneficent, and
loving Father of us all." John says "nil
sin is of the devil." And we say, "Let all
the people say amen." The devil is the
author of sin, first, last and all the time;"
as much so as God_ is the loving, grand,
noble and infinite author of all good-of
all blessings and mercie$. The devil was
the author of sin, of the fall, of death, sorrow and mourning. But "Life and truth
came through Jesus Christ." "Praise ve
. the Lord." The remedy was God's wo1:k;
the disease the devil's work. The commandments were of God; the sin of the
devil. The fall was of Satan, the "raising
of many sons to glory" was of Christ. It
will avail nothing to those who believe
that the fall was a part of the plan of Deity
to ask why propagation did not begin in
Eden. If we could be sure of the length
of time that Adam and Eve occupied Eden,
then might such inquiry · be legitimate.
But until su.-.:h knowledge ls Qb.tained 1 ~uch
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inquiry is not pertinent. There are, however, some inquiries which may be legitimately made as to sin being necessary to
the fulfilling of the command to "multiply," some of which we will here enumerate.
1.-Why could not propagation have
taken place in Eden, since it is written that
God "created them male and female?
(complete and perfect was that work of
creating-it was "very good)." What further was necessary in order to propagation.
2.-Are the prerequsites to propagation
so low in the scale of purity that it required
the presence and priesthood of Satan in
order to the celebration of the first sacrifice
made at the hymeneal altar? \!Vas the inspirations of the Prince of Darkness the
vital flame by which the reproductive
powers must be fanned into activity and
life? Are the marriage relations, as pertains to reproduction, the gift of his Satanic
cunning?
Jesus was born of a woman, and his
purity was not tarnished. How came it
that Jesus came through a channel made
by Satan and born of sin!
3.-How could Eve's "conception" be
"multiplied" by Deity as a part of t.he penalty for his sin, unless her power of conception existed as a matter of fact before
the fall? Could nothing be "multiplied?"
If so, how? God said to her, "l will
greatly multiply thy conception."
As carnality increased, conception would
naturally be "multiplied;" and so it was
doubtless by and through the fall; but
that conception depended on sin for its existence to the degree God inten<led .it to
be exercised, -we are not assured of, and
would like to hear the _defense of such
position. That Goel at the proper time
may have instructed Adam and Eve of his
intention to people- the earth by them, and
how, and so ordered the comingling of
sex, (if he had not already done so) is to
us reasonable. \iVhy could not God, who
intended and _ordered propogation, have
caused his command to have been obeyed,
thus holding it in honor as a divine institution with a greater show of propriety
than to have called on the devil to officiate as the honored dedicator of the reproductive system to the use of man and
the final use of "the power of the hig-hest"
in beg-etting the Lord Jesus Christ?
"Oh consistency, thou art a Jewel."
T. Runr.
[Referring to the foregoing we have to say, we
fully endorse Paul when he says,-"And Adam
was not deceived, but the woman beirig deceived
was in the transgression." We also believe the
Scriptures which say that for transgression, both
Adam and. Eve were driven out of the garden of
Eden, (Gen. 3: 22-24), and hold that Adam had
he not transgressed, would have remained in the
garden and thus becq separated ... from Eve,
·making it impossible for them to fulfill the comm.and to "multiply and replenish the earth."
\Ve further believe that Adam sinned knowingly
and intentionally. «Adam sinned that men
might be.''
And we believe that God, foreknowing man's fall, provided the plan· of redemption in Christ to just. suit the case, that
!'lan by r.ompllance therewith may be edm:ated

by precept and experience in perfect obedience to
al! the laws of his being-physical, intellectual,
and spiritual-so that he may rightfully and
righteously possess ·all "principalities, powers,
things present and things to come, life or death,"
with every other thing possessed by Jesus Christ
our Lord; thus making "all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who
are the called according to his purpose;" for God
is able to "make the wrath of man to praise
him," and to overrule the cunning craftiness of
Satan, and cause it to promote the glory of God
and the salvation and happiness of redeemed
man. It is easy to ask questions and suggest
theories. What we need to hold to faithfully
are facts-genuine facts.-ED].
THE REASON WHY.

BRO. J OSEPH.-The question has often
been and still is asked me, How do you
account for the rapid increase of the Mormon Church in Europe in the early years
of its existence, and how could educated
and intelligent men go forth and preach
Mormonism? In reply I would state once
for all, That it was due to the non-existence of a church professing and teaching
the doctrines of Christ in their fulness.
Had there been such an one there would
have been no necessity for another to arise.
When the early Mormon missionaries
went forth it was on the apostolic plan, ordained by Christ, without purse or scrip.
This of itself was calculated to set men
thinking, and when they contrasted the
teachings of Saints with those of the different sects, and then compared them with
those of Christ and the apostles, the balance was altogeth~r in favor of the Saints
up to the time when the abominable was
publicly taught as a tenet of the church.
Moreover, when the bickerings, jealousies, and conduct of the sects were observed,
the dissensions prevalent among them, both
in spiritual and temporal affairs, taken into
consideration, the oneness of spirit exhibited in the Mormon Church was greatly,
overwhelmingly in its favor. Again; the
sects were divided on almost every point
of doctrine, and it was simply impossible
for the learned one~, let alone the unlearned, to find proof for much of their teachings in Scripture. And the mini5ters of
those sects did not, and could not, appeal
to the Scripture for confirmation of them,
but went to their man-made creeds and
dogmas; and at the same time they were
then, as now, intent on getting the largest
amount of salary they could. "No pay no
preach," being the motto.
The Elders came along preaching in the
streets, lanes and fields, under a tree, in the
city parks. Or perhaps some cottager
would open his one-roomed cottage, calling on people everywhere to repent and
believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and appealing to the Scriptures upon every point,
a.nd daring the ministers of the sects to refute them, and after the sermon they would
ask, if there was any who would give
them a supper and a night's lodging; for
they were sent forth as the apostles of old,
without purse or scrip. _And oh, to the
educated, sensitive man, it was hard? fear.
fully hard. Fancy preaching an obno:i:•
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ious doctrine in a street corner, or under a
tree on the village green, faint, weai·y, illclad, reviled, abused, contemned, and at the
close of your sermon telling the people,
"Friends I go forth without purse or scrip,
as the Lord commanded. I am tired,
hungry, and have no place to go to, would
any of you have the kindn<?ss to take me
home with you and give me a mouthful to
eat, and a night's lodging?" And then to
be left hungry, tired and homeless by the
people who had heard you. Ah me, I
have known many instances of this kind.
Think of it, 0, ye ministers receiving your
salaries, great or small, and ask yourselves
the question, "ls my faith sufficiently strong
in what I preach to bear all this."
Verily, the Elders had a cross to bear
in those days. What wonder then that
men possessed of such a grand, enduring
faith would ultimately convert the masses
and bring thousands into their ch4rch,
where the ministers of the sects did' not
bring dozens into theirs. And not that
alone, but they actually took away large
numbers from those very ministers' congregations. Again; in every debate (and
they were numerous) the Elders were victorious. They proved from Scripture that
faith, repentance, baptism for remission of
sins and the laying on of hands for the imparting of the Holy Ghost, together with
the signs following, were permanent doctrines in the Church of Christ, and they
confirmed their words by healing the &ick
and affiicted in numberle;;s instances.
This mode of preaching and teaching
was calculated to stir up a spirit of opposition and persecution against them; just as
it did in the days of the Apostles, arid' the
leaders of the different sects banded against
them, as of old, and "False prophets, false
teachers, heresy, bewary of them," was the
cry in public; but the cry in private was
"Great is Diana, ye know that by our
teaching we make our living. Our craft is
in danger."
Neverthelss the Mormons
gained ground fast, and would have continued to do so had not the abomination
which made the church desolate been proclaimed as a leading doctrine, and from
that dav to this the church has been suffering and pining, and the burthen ha' been
hard, heavy, and grievous to he borne.
Well may ihe old time Elders who passed
through these trials exclaim in the bitterne&s of their souls, "How long, 0 Lord,
how long?"
Taken as a whole, there never was a
more <levoted set of men than were these
early Elders of the old country; men who
lived conscientious, Christian lives up to
the time polygamy wa' proclaimed. They
were counted as the off<icourings of earth,
scorned, despised, maltreated, yet they
went on doing their duty, and living in the
spirit and genius of Christianity-and this
is the key to the whole-the veritable
"reason why." True, they were finally
deceived by Young, Taylor & Co., for
thousands of them preached and labored
for years in Europe ere they went to the
cesspool in the mountains; but when once
there,-faith, religion, joy soon went by the
board. Their sturdy soul§ refused the dead
i;;ea fruit, and they either fell away alto·
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gether, or else remained passive and careless, never hnving the old time faith and
spirit again. Some wandered away and
joined other 'churches and sects; but, like
Noah's dove they find no rest for the soles
of their feet, and are roaming, restless,
aimless, lifeless, in the world to this day.
Some of them may perchance read these
lines, and reading them will once again
feel a flash of the old time soirit come over
them; and their minds will .go back to the
days of the "Long, long ago," when with
hearts burning within us, eyes dimmed
with tears of joy and gladness, and "peace
on earth and good will to all men," Jesus
lives and I know it, the expression of our
whole being we used .to raise the glorious
battle cry of victory and with heart and
soul sing,
"The Spirit of God like a fire is burning;
'l'he latter day glory begins to come forth;
The visions .an cl blessings of old are returning;
/ And angels are Comi11g to ,visit the earth.'"

These are the "reasons why" the church
increased so rapidly in the early days. It
preached nothing but a pure Christianity.
And now praying God to bless you all,
you dear old soldiers,
I remain yours,
LAMONI.

JAMES J.

A LEAFLET.

IN epochs of ancient renown, busy hands
stamped thought on leaves and bark,
papyrus and parchment, brick and bronze,
hasalt and rock, banner and shield, also on
the munitions of war and the implements
of domestic tranquility. We wish to
simply jot down a very few fragments
upon the olive leaf of peace .. My consort
was stricken down with measles while at
General Conference, my son took the
malady also, but rallied rapidly, and regained his wonted health. Brother Samuel V. Bailey and family \ntertained us
cheerfully, and bore the annoyance and
contagion with sympathy, fortitude and
Christian resignation. Our dear old home
amid the maple arhor, was made vocal
with sweet content on our glad return.
vVhile at home a few days caring for rny
enfeebled companion, I tried to advance
the interest of the work in a series of
meetings. Some few of the Saints attended regularly, but many were too busy, too
poor, or too indifferent to attend.
"Honor and fame from no condition rise;
Act well thy part, there all true honor lies."

On the fifteenth of May I came to Rock
Island, Illinois, and began meetings in the
African" Baptist church, situated on the
line between this city and Moline. I delivered thirteen consecutive discourses
there, the colored pastor and deacon in
charge.
The Swedish students from
Augustena College, near by, attended and
made a feeble attempt to antagonize the
work. I challenged them to an honorable
investigation, but they failed to pick up
the gauntiet. Some white sectarian bigot
asked the minister, Rev. Brown, if he was
not afraid to Jet me occupy his stand, and
threatened to inform on him. He gets a
good portion of his salary from the Missionary Board, hence the dilemma. The
organizatio11 tool{ up and absorbed all col-

lections, for incidental expenses and to
liquidate church indebtedness on their
house. The. audience contributed freely
along at the first, but the frequency of the
affair became ineffectual. The Rev. seeing his bread and butter at stake, and observing the light contents of the hat, objected to my further use of the house,
professedly on the ground that I was not
orthodox on 11 The final destiny of all mankind!" Private houses were in waiting
for me in that neighborhood, therefore the
meeting is flourishing still, but withal on
another basis. On Sunday the brethren,
Larew and Reynolds, came from Buffalo,
Iowa, a distance of ten miles or more.
We were preaching the forenoon discourse
as they appeared in our midst. At two
p. m., the gentleman of the house, George
W. Ranbarger, his wife and grown
daughter were buried with Christ in the
"Father of waters." An hour later we
were again convened at his house, for confirmation and sacrament. Bro. Larew
gave us a timely sermon on the necessity
of obedience, in order that our temples,
tabernacles or bodies may be purified for
the confirmation of the Spirit. He proved conclusively that the reception of the
Holy Ghost, throug-h ordinances, was
essential to the new life, and that the ernblematical body and blood of Christ as
shown forth in the broken bread and flowing wine were a means of grace and
growth.
After the Lord's supper Elder C. C.
Reynolds bore a thrilling testimony and
exhorted to faithfulness, diligence and
watchfulness. Since we have been here
we have been refused t1ie churches <;>f the
two cities, and the rooms of the Young
Jlvlen's Christian Association, and now the
negroes have turned us out. I think now
we have struck bottom, or are at the foot of
the hill, and if we go farther we will get
up higher and fa1-e better.
H is contrary to my principle to stall at the hot tom,
or foot, hence something is to be done.
The Saints of Davenport are rallying
with their sympathy, and warm hearted
friends are corning to the front here and
there. A number more seem to be halting, and so you have a bird's eye view of
matters and things. I attended the obsequies of John Deere, the great plow manufacturer; and also that of Mr. P. L. Cable,
the greilt Railroad magnate and millionaire. Their am bi ti on, energy, achievements and unrivaled success were the current topics, but if there were tears shed, I
failed to see them flow.
vVe also took in Deco~·ation Day in the
citv and around the floral enwreathed
monument in the forenoon, and repaired
to the Government Island in the afternoon.
In a sequestered retreat, overshadowed by
great trees, and carpeted with luxuriant
grasses was the resting place of many of
the late brave "Bovs in Blue." An eloquent, thrilling tribt1te to the illustrious
heroic dead was tendered bv one Miss
Mitchell, of Davenport, Iowa:
The refined, serene and gifted speaker
took a cursory view of the rise of the nation; its military prowess; its benign institutions; its intellectual advancement and

its temporal wealth. She observed that
the Revolutionary war gave us a free land,
and the war of 1812 gave us the liberty of
the high seas~ The Rebellion went down
amid fire, arid carnage, and the lash and
manacles are things that. lie buried with
the "Lost Cause."
The earnestness of
the speaker, and the loyal fire of her soul
took right hold of the heartstrings.
The next and last orator was the honorable Clark. Carr, of Galesburg, Illinois.
He referred touchingly to LaFayette's last
visit to America. The aged marquis told
a passenger on ship that Washington was
dead, and the humble part he had taken
was sleeping in forgetfulness with the old
veterans. When the gallant ship, with
its precious freight, hove into New York
Harbor, a thousand cannons boomed a
welcome, and swarming myriads of devoted people vied in horn age and deep heartfelt
respect. This American benefactor was
not forgotten; neither will we forget those
who perished in the great modern conflict.
Our material wealth has increased four
fold since slavery was abolished, and our
population has nearly doubled within a
score of years.
The Saints should understand in the
light of revelation, why the nations of the
world are so fully represented in our borders, and some of the causes that contribute to all elementary and physical
hlessings, that crown the prophetic land of
Joseph. Ye are the salt of the earth, for
"that nation and kingdom that will not
serve the Lord will be utterly wasted,"
saith the prophet. Improve the golden
moments ere the evil days come and you
have no pleasure in them. Convert and
ordain the foreigners and send them back
as fa,;;t as the Lord wills it, so that the
gospel will belt and permeate the globe.
M. T.

SHORT.

May 31st, 1886.

UNFATHOMABLE ATTRIBUTES
OF GOD.

MATERIALISTS frequently imagine that
they make a point against Bible believers
by holding up to ridicule the idea of God
making matter out of nothiug. Many
believers try to justify themselves by arguing that the Bible does not claim creative
power for God.
To my mind it does not seem necessary,
in the face of the most profound reasoning, to admit that it is absurd to think that
God may possess the ability to make
something out of nothing. All admit the
eternity of either God or matter. Yet so
far as human interest is capable of judging
it is just as absurd to think of anything
having no beginning as it is to imagine
how to make it out of nothing.
For
instance:
No times :

I

year : :

I

year : eternity.

Let any smart aleck tell us exactly how
many times no time is contained in twelve
months and I will admit that it is absurd
to think that God may be able to create,
otherwise let them forever more hold their
peace respecting those things of which
they nor we k11ow 110 more thfln the dullest
in the world,
PHILOS,
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THE Unitarians are at serious difficulty
with themselves, the nature of which difficulty will be seen by the following extracts from the July number of '.'The
Unitarian," kindly sent us by Bro.Joseph
·Luff.
THE REAL STORY OF OUR WESTERN
DIFFICULTY.

More than a month has passed since the
meeting of the Western U nitli'rian Conference,-time enough to dissipate any
merely local or temporary irritation. Still,
our conviction is unchanged that a serious
wrong and mischief was wrought to our
. churches by the one-sided and sectional
action then taken.
·
In order to understand the full significance of what was done, and to locate the
real responsibility, it is necessary to recall
something of the history of the conference.
Up to 1875 our Western Conference had
been workmg simplv under the original
d~claration of objects drawn up in r852,
VIZ,:

"r.-The promotion of the Christian spirit in
the several churches which compose it, and the
increase of vital practical relif!iOn.
"2.-The diffusion of gospel truth and the accomplishment of such works of Christian benev·
olence as may be ag.reed. upon.
"3.-The support of Domestic or Home Missionaries, the publication of tracts, the distribution of religious books, the promotion of theological education, and extending aid to such societies
as may need it."

In 1875 a desire was felt by many to
widen this basis. It was shortly after the
"Year Book controversy," and the \Vestern Unitarians felt that, whether by the
fault of one side or the misunderstanding
of the other, some men had felt themselves
ruled out of our bodv froin a scruple about
taking the name ''Christian," whom the
West at least would gladly fellowship.
The writer was present at that conference
for the first time, and well remembers how
this feeling ca.me out. It resulted in the
adoption of the resolution, which from that
time became the "platform" of the conference. This was:" Resolried, That the \Vesten'L Unitarian Conference conditions its fellowship on no· dogmatic
tests. but welcomes all thereto who de~ire to work
with it in advancing the kingdom of God."

There were some in the conference who
did not like the old word "Christian" heing ldt out. But it was pleaded that this
resolution expressed the essence of Christianity, and they did not press their objection. They desired not to insist upon the
expression which they themselves preferred, but to find one upon which all
might be able to work together. and so
this resolution passed una11imoi1sly.
Rev. W. C. Gannett, though· not then
in the west, was one of those to. whom the
Western Conference wished
indicate
that its doors were freely open. , It was in
1877 that he came west, to St Paul, Minn.
And it was perhaps a year later that one
of his ministerial neighbors told me that
Mr. Gannett was dissatisfied even with that
extended platform, insisting that the use
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of the word "God" in its second clause, self publicly claimed that business-basis as
was really one of the very "dogmatic tests" one of his illustrations of the tendency of
disclaimed in the first. My impression is western unitarianism towards purely ethithat my informant, who had been one of . cal principles.
the most earnest movers for this resolution,
When Mr. Sunderland became vVestthought the objection groundless, but I ern Secretary, a year's experience of the
.well remember his adding that Mr. Gan- actual field convinced him that our work
nett having once taken up the idea would throughout the West was greatly suffernever rest till he got that word "God" out. ing from this misapprehension of our
He never has rested, and at last he has position, and at the St. Louis conference
succeeded.
last year he urged that the misapprehenUnity was started. Its motto was "Free- sion urgently needed clearing away. This
dom, fellowship and character in religion." appeal was denounced in Unity as inconBy and by its friend~ began to press this sistent with Unitarian freedom and develas the proper watchword for all Western opment, and ever since that paper has inUnitarianism. In i882, when the Western sisted more and more distinct! y that UniConference was to be for the first time "in- tarianism ought to base itself on ethical
corporated" (at Cleveland) this pressure principles alone. Again, at the recent concame to a head in a great effort made by ference, Mr. Sunderland urged the same
the Uni~v men to have their phrase adopted thing as before. He expressly disclaimed
as the official description in the articles of any desire to limit fellowship. Declare
incorporation. This was resisted by many our ofy"ect, he said, and let the fellowship
of us. The phrase, harmless enough in it- "regulate itselt on principles of rational
self, had become identified with the extreme and natural co-operation." Nor did he
radical section among us. We pleaded ask for any sudden action; but distinctly
that the old basis, of "working for the and repeatedly, in his report and otherwise
kingdom of Goel," not what we would he warned against haste, and more tha~
have preferred, but agreed to as a com- once expressed it as his judgment, not that
mon ground, ought to be sufficient, that it the matter should be forced to a sudden
was not right for one party to try to sub- vote or any vote at all :at the present meetstitute its own special formula. We plead- ings, but only that steps should be taken
. ed in vain; and, after long discussion, asit preparing the way for its adequate settlebecame evident that there were no words m~nt. by and by-pr~ferably by thy apdescriptive of any religious object on which pomtmg of a committee of careful and
we could unite, it was agreed to give up trusted men to consider the matter thotwhtthe attempt; to let that religious object full y for a year in the interest of all ~on
which nearly or quite all in one sense or cernecl, and report the best plan then.
The Uni~y men, however, were not only
another really affirmed, be taken for granted, and confine the terms of incorporation set against any such course, but resolved to
to the mere matter of fact phrase that the push the matter at once to a decision, and
object was "the transaction of business" another step in their own direction. They
pertaining to the societies connected with had a secure majority, for they were
the conference. I believe I was myself thoroughly iu earnest and had brought up
the mover of this proposal. I soon found full delegations, while on the other side no
that it was a mistake. It had been pro- effort whi1te.ver had been made, and forty
posed as a sincere endeavor to stave of sec- out of the Sl::}:ty-one churches of the West
tional action by falling back upon common were not represented at all. Even after it
neutral ground. But it failed almost from had become evident that the matter must
the beginning. It is important to remem- be decided then and there, Mr. Sunderland,
ber this, because the Christian Register Mr. Snyder and their friends did not ask
persists in representing this "business basis" for any favorite declaration of their own.
as a sort of original solid ground which They sought, as they had clone in 187::; and
Mr. Sunderland is charged with disturb- again in 1882, for s01ne ground that n1ight
PenonalIJ', as in
ing. The fact it that that "business basis" be common for all.
was only a temporary stage in the move- those previous years, 1heir choice would
ment which Mr. Gannett and his friends have been some distinctively Christian
had been persistently urging for years. Its statement; but they asked only for some
failure appeared almost immediately. In- religious statement, even of the most genstead of being recognized as a tacit main- eral kind. In vain. The majority voted
tenance of the old religious purpose of the down every attempt to declare any religconference, it was at once widely quoted ious object or purpose at all for the Conas a tacit dropping of any religious purpose ference, and then carried a resolution, all
as essential. I had certainly expected-I the more offensive because modeled on that
think others had-that with this mere busi- of 1875, only with the marked and signifiness expression in the legal article, the old cant omission of the word "Goel," reading
invitation of 1875 (welcoming to fellowship thus:
"Resolved, That the Western Unitarian Conall who desired "to work for the kingdom
ference conditions fellowship on no dogmatic
of God") would still be used in public an~ tests, but welcomes all who' wish to join it to esnouncements. But this was' at once en- tablish truth, righteousness and love in the
·.
tii·ely dropped, on the ground, Mr. Jones world."tells me, that the.incorporation made a clean
I have given this narrative in order to
sweep of all that had gone before. This link in these recent events with the origimay have been correct, but none the less it nal movement which explains them, a'nd
helped the general feeling that the confer- of which I had .intimate knowledge dur~nce had abdicated its distinctively religing my seven years in Chicago. For that
ious character, and Mr. Gannett has him- whole movement Mr. Gannett and his.
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friends are responsible. It is they who insisted on unsettling the broad platform of
1875, choEen by their own· party, and
would not rest until it was re-enacted with
the word "God" left out. It is they who
have persisted at each step in trying to
force their own sectional policy, and who
have at last succeeded in a way which a
large proportion of their fellow U nitariatis
feel to be so misrepresenting and mjurious
as to make co-operation no longer possible.
Some people say, "what does it practically matter after all? \IV e all know that
these men (Messrs. Gannett, Jones and
others) are really working for religion, and
what does it signify whether we definitely
say so or consent to work as they prefer,
under a few brnad watchwords of "righteousness" and "truth."
Well, in the east it might not so much
matter. There Unitarianism is known.
Our great leading names are household
words, and perhaps more significant of
what we want to do in planting Unitarian
churches than any terms we might place
ort our banner. But in the new and scattered West it is very different. There, to
thousands and tens of thousands, unitarianism comes as a new thing. They want to
know what it means, what it stands for.
"Righteousness, truth and love." Is that to
be our missionary's answer? "Nonsense,"
the reply would be; "all churches stand for
those; Ingersoll means those things; what
do you Unitarians really mean?" Practical
ly, the missionary has to explain that he
religion, and a church, and such ideas means
of broad Christianity as are constantly put
forth in our various tracts. But what do
these avail against the objection that our
own Western Conference has distinctly
disclaimed any specially religious object,
and has expunged the very word "God"
from its platform by deliberate 'and intentional action?
We speak what we do know. This
very difficulty is being widely felt. Unitarianism is coming to be regarded in many
parts of the west-and this not by orthodox people, but by liberal Christian people,
who would naturally have many points of
sympathy with us-:is a destructive system
of negations which is fond of flourishing
big words, but really stands tor nothing-.
T <le lead in C lzristian liberalism is already
passing out of our hands in the west, ex,
cept in a few of the great centers where
our name has got rooted, as Dr. Eliot rooted it in St. Louis, and Robert Collyer in
Chicago. There are plenty of people who
are sick of orthodoxy, but they point to
the more recent nctio11's of our \Vestern
Conference and will have. nothing to do
with u~. We know of ministers who have
longed to come out from orthodoxy for a
freer home, but they want to know what
they are joining, and pointing to this action of the Western Conference they say,
"We can't join that!" We show them Ga11nett's book-s and Hosrner's poems,-full of
the tenderest piety-and try to make them
see that "the thought of God" is what they
mean, but it is seldom of any use. These
are individuals, and no individual word can
weigh much against such action on tho

part of

>l

large ;;;orporatc bod;,

'l'be £:\ct

is, that for one person who knows what
Messrs. Gannett and Hosmer and Jones
really say, there arc a thousand who read
what the Western Conference, at their instance, has deliberately imsaid.
It is not the least pa.rt of the trouble that
this Conference action misrepresents the
real work of those who have urged it,
quite as much as it misrepresents the work
of the rest of us. They are, personally,
among our earnestly religious men, and
are working in that spirit all the time.
Yet they have expunged religion from the
published objects of"the Conference. No
personal admiration and respect, and no
certainty that their own personal work is
safe enough, can blind us to the fact that
that they are seriously injuring and pulling back the work of our churches at large.
What is to be done? Of course it would
be possible to re-open the struggle next
year, and we believe that the recent action
would be easily reversed. But to what
good? It would only be to have the
wrangle perpetually renewed. The Western Conference as something to wrangle
over is not worth keeping. It was settled
once, by common consent, on a broad basis,
omitting the word "Christian" so as to in- ·
elude all, and after a few years they would
not rest in that because it contained the
word "God." No settlement that could
be made, but would be liable to be unsettled again on the first scruple of this sensitive word-scrutinv. No. These friends
have captured the Western Conference for
their own sectional work. Let them keep
it and make the best of it, for that. Better
for those who feel that they can not accept
that position to fall back on our national
organization, the American Unitarian Association, and work on its broad and hitherto never questioned basis-"to diffuse the
knowledge and promote the interests· of
pure Christianity.
£;,If.
vVhat others say of this may be seen by
the following from the same paper.
OUTSIDE COMMENTS ON THE WESTERN ACTION.

Sreaking of
Conference to
Free Religion,
"inclusive," the

the vote of the Western
make its platform that of
so as to be "broad" and
Christian Leader says:

"The rule, to which there io scarcely any exceptions, is that platforms made broad and indefinite, in order not to exclude anybody, exclude
nearly every body. Only the very small numbn
of persons in any community ·whose opinions
have no cohesive center will cross the street to
get on such a platform."

The Independent says of the Cincinnati
vote:
"There· is ccrainl v some excuse for the inference
of one of the mini~ters, that the 'Conference put
itself on a basis not only extra-Christian and
extra-theistic, but extra-religious', notwitbstanditfg the Christian Register's strong expression of
dissent. * * A body that hesitates at 'pure Christianity', and regards the name of God as 'too dogmatic', may be ethical, but not much more."

Col. Bundy, the editor of the ReligioPhilosophical 'Journal, of Chicago, comments on the action of the Conference as
follows:
"It must be looked at

'13

the ruling out of any

statement of belief In Deltv Oi' ln future !He by a
l;lgdy callinli\ !t~eH Cbd~tliln, and \lgin~ thJ.~' ~9

broadly that Robert Ingersoll as well as Rowland
Conner, the atbiest, the materialist and the agnostic, can become Unitarian clergymen any
time they please.
"It is a singular position for such a body of
men to occupy, and it looks as though consistency requires them to say they are not Christians.
There is a shadowy lack of definite aim, a want of
something clear to stand for and uphold. Do
they think it useless to affirm great spiritual realities, as underlying principles, needed to help to.
the highest 'freedom, fellowship and character?'
Will not their dim and aimless statement weake~n
l: nitarianism?

\Ve quote briefly from Prof. Swing's
sermon on "The "Unitarian Controversy."
11Quite a nurriber of the Unitarian clergy [in the
West] deem it an intellectual servitude to be required to believe in Christ at all, or in a future
life, or in a God as a personal, conscious soul.
In the opinion of these men Unitarianism may,
if the individual wishes, be a Christianity, but it·
need not to be any thing more than an ethical organization similar to that founded by Dr. Felix
Adler.
The early Unitarians wished to be
nearer God and Jes us; this latest U nitarianthought
wishes to draw nearer to simply the human
part of the universe, and make optional a God, a
Jesus, an immortality. The departure is so great
that it is amazing any part of a Christian church
could have traveled over this vast space in only
a few years.
* Answer as we may the inquiry,
•What was Christ?' be is the most powerful leader of morals and religion we possess. 'Vith
him as a central figure, religion has never been
a cold philosophy, but a thrilling sentiment, an
enthusiasm. To throw aside this. long tried and
most powerful impulse, so as to have a· religion
broad enough for the skeptic and the aimless,
must be reckoned only an absurdity. It is as though
our musicians should agree to throw away all art,
all time, all harmony, so that everybody could
sing."
•
,
•

**

*

NATURE AND GOD.

THERE are infidels who do not believe in
a God who judges and punishes and afThey believe in nature, and in
flicts.
nature's laws.
But what do they gain by the change?
Are not the "laws of nature" as they term
them, as immutable as those inscribed on
stone? Do not fires burn, floods overwhelm, waters drown, earthquakes swallow up, lightnings blast, tornadoes desolate, tempests destroy, sunbeams scorch,
frosts congeal, disease waste, pains rack,
sorrows pierce, and calamities afflict mankind? Are not toil, and labor, and hunger,
and famine, and pestilence, and all the
nameless agonies of dying men in accordance with ''the laws of nature?" Does
not "the god of nature" do all this? Pray
then, what do men gain by throwing away
their Bibles which they will not believe,
when they must find the same facts and
worse ones, in the Book of Nature where
they can neither doubt them nor deny
them. The facts will stand. Skeptics
may deny man's fall, but they can not escape its consequences. They may deny
that God has curs.eel the ground, but they
can not rid themselves of thorns and thistles, with all their arguing and with all
their unbelief.
And sorrow, and guilt,
and condemation, will follow them in spite
of all their doubts and objections. What
then do they gain by their efforts to get
rid of God.
They gain just this: they put away the
chastisement of a Father, and fling themselves amid the revolving gearing!! of an
Alml~hty MaQh\ni;i th!.\t i;:i:mh~~ thlilm in
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the dust, and then grinds them to powder.
They have the same facts they had before,
with no possible relief from them. They
retain every trouble, and reject every consolation. They have the same realties of
sin, and sorrow, and penalty; they have
only blotted out mercy, made penitence
vain, and forgiveness and peace impossible.
They have kept the disease, and flung
away the remedy. Let the Christian rejoice that he possesses every real blessing
of which the ungodly man can boast, and,
added to them all, he has the presence of a
Divine Father, and the sympathy of an
Almighty friend, who, while he reproves
in righteousness and punishes in justice,
yet pardons with such infinite and compassionate love, that the heart of the penk.
tent turns with tears to Him as the only
Savior, saying, "There is forgivness with
thee, that thou mayest be fearecl."-H. L.

Hastings.

-

AMERICAN PYRAMIDS.

most of the human family perished, Able
writers have labored to prove that the two
continents have been joined together and
rent asunder by earthquakes, and that at
some remote period the inhabitants of
either could have cr?ssed over dry-shod;
that the sea and land have changed places,
and that Atlantis, the great island which
Plato says was the ancient cradle of civilization, has been swallowed in mid-ocean.
Yet after ages of speculation and theory,
the world is no wiser than before, so far
as positive knowledge is concerned.
"The Papantla pyramid is remarkable,
not so much for its size as for perfect symmetry, the polish of its stones,_ and the
exact regularity of their cut. In his work
on New Spain, Humboldt refers to
the analogy of the brick monuments of
Mexico to the temple of Belus, in Bahylon, and the pyramids near Sakarhaf in
Egypt. He says :-'There are in Anahuac
pyramids, of several stages found in the
forests of Papantla, at a small elevation
at.ove the sea; in the plains of Cholula,
and at Teotihuacan, at elevations surpassing those of our passes in the Alps. We
are astonished to see in regions n10st remote from one another, and under climates
of the greatest diversity, man following
-the same models in his edifices, his habits,
his ornaments, and even his political institutions.' The whole state of Vera Cruz
is rich in ruins, and doubtless others remain . to be discovered in the depths
of unexplored forests, or covered by
lakes, like that submerged city of unknown
antiquity which has recently been found
at the bottom of the Laguna Tamiahuac,
There are the great pyramid of Tusapan,
forty-five miles westward trom Papantla;
the wonderful teocalli, called El Tajin;
the extensive ruins of Coyutla, near the
river Tecolutla; crumbling cities hidden in
the hills of Tamlica; the colossal remains
0£ Taillo; ancient towers and temples on
the Rio Panuco; the pyramid ofMisantla;
thirty miles north of Jalapa, and another
of surpassing interest at Mapilca."

district, and that a portion of the ablest be assigned to neighborhoods in the district where the
the gospel has not been heretofore preached, and
where there are no branches. Also resolved that
the remainder of the priesthood labor under the
president of these respective branches in visiting the Saints, and other duties required of
them. Also resolved that each person who desires to preach, desigate to the president of the
district where he so desires to labor.
N. N. COOKE, Dist. Pres.
Wanted, the address of Jesse and Almer Hobson. When last heard from they were at Malad,
Idaho. Information will be thankfully received
by Joseph Hobson, their brother, at Plattsburgh,
Clinton County, Missouri.
·
Conference of the South-Eastern Ohio and
West Virginia District, will be held at Vale's
Mills, Vinton County, Ohio, September IIth,
and 12th, 1886, beginning Saturday at ten a. m.
T. J. BEATTY, Dist. Pres.
MARRIED.

·A TRAVELER in Mexico, writing to the
WooLLISCROFT-TANNER.-At the residence
New York Sun, describes some pyramids
of the bride's parents, in Cleveland, Iowa, June
whose origin and age are unknown:
6th, i886, by Elder Jolin R. Evans, Bro. James
"This pyramid of Rapantla is built of im. H. Woolliscroft and Sr. Mary E. Tanner, both of
mense blocks of porphyry, in the seams of
Cleveland.
wh'.ch mortar may still be distinguished.
DIED.
The base of the pyramid is an exact
W1LLIAMs.-In Lucas, Iowa, July 8th, 1886,
square, each. side eighty-two feet long,
of cholera infantum, infant daughter of Daniel T.
with a perpendicu!or height of sixty feet.
and Mary A. Williams, aged 3 months within 3
Like all Mexican places of human sacrifice,
days. Less than three months ago the mother
it is composed of six successive stages,
passed within the veil, whither her sweet infant
with a great stair-way leading to 'the
has gone to join her. Bro. Williams, with his
truncated summit.
Hieroglyphics and
seven year old daughter, is IeH lonely and sad;
strange figures, such as serpents, frogs and
but the bright hope of the gospel remains. Funcrocodiles-are carved in bas-relief on the
eral services by J. R. Lambert and Henry Jones,
faced stones of each story, while a :!"lultion July roth, 1886.
tude of square inches (366 in number) have
PETERSON.-In Hazel Dell, Pottawattamie
given rise to the conjecture that they had
county, Iowa, June 18th, 1886, of diphtheria, Ansome religious connection with the anton M., oldest son of Bro. and Sr. Christen Pecient Toltec Calendar.
·
tersen. Anton. was born December 15th, 1868,
"For centuries after the Spaniards had
making his earthly career r7 years, 6 months and
possessed themselves of this country, the
Indians jealously concealed from them all
3 days.· Funeral service by Elder H. N. Hansen.
knowledge of these monuments, and they
SPICER.-Nathan Spicer was born April 18th,
were accidently discovered by a party of
1828; in the town of Brezetha, Trumbull county,
hunters as late as 1780. What manner of
Ohio; united with the church August 1st, 1869;
people built them and lavished the work
died July 8th, 1886. He leaves six children, four
of a lifetime upon their adornment, none
boys and two girls to mourn his loss. His comcan say with certainty, since they passed
panion pas~ed on before him on the 26th of
away in the morning of time, leaving no
SAINTS' REUNION.
March of the present year.·
records except in undecipherable hieroThe Saints' Reunion, to he held at Wheeler's
REESE.-At the residence of John and Sarah
glyphics. The most learned savants; after Grove, Pottawattamie connty, Iowa, will com- Evans, Garner township, Pottawattamie county,
wrangling for years over the. early peopl- mence on Saturday, September 4th, 1886, at ten Iowa, June 18th, 1886, sister Mary, wife of John
ing of America, have given up the point 'a.m. -Judging from our eminent success of last Reese, deceased, after a brief illness (old age acas an unguessable coundrum,. and there- fall, together with the expectation of the pres- companied by dropsy of the heart), at the age of
fore we will not be so presumptuous as to ence of Bro. Joseph Smith and many other able 72 years, 5 months, 25 days. Deceased was born
hazard an opinion. Many wiseacres, seekspeakers, the splendid accomodtions, fine grove,
in Cardiff, \Vales, December 25th, 1813; was weding to find the roof of the human tree in
boarding-house, &c., and the promise of many
ded to John Reese in 1838, joined the church soon
the Bible, have ascribed the mighty monuments which are scattered all over Mex- to attend who could not come last fall, we wil1· thereafter, emigrated to Amedca in 1859, and
ico and Central America to the sons of have one of those real "old faspioned times," long __ came as far as· Trumbull county, Ohio i' stayed
Noah, the Jews, Egyptia~s, Canannites, to be remembered. The full particulars will be there some time and then moved to Florence,
Phcenicians, and Carthagenians; others to given forther on. Come one and all, prepared to Nebraska, with the intention of going to Utah;
stay the whole nine days.
but upon perceiving the wickedness going on
the ancient Greeks, Scythians or Chinese.
there, concluded to remove to and remain in the
D. HOUGAS, Pres. ij Committee.
"Some equally good authorities believe
vicinity of Council Bluffs, Iowa. Their union
the aborigines of this continent to have
NOTICES.
was blessed with nine children, of whom only
beeri a separate race, not descended from
three are living; two daughters, Sarah and Jane
To the Elders of the .St. Louis District of the
the same father Adam as the rest of mankind, but created or 'evoluted' on the spot, Reorganized Chnrch of Latter Day Saints,-At the residing here, wives of John and Joseph Evatis
while others are certain that they sprang quarterly conference held at St. Louis, in June, respectively; and one daughter Anna, wife of
from ante-diluvian races which somehow the_ following resolutions were passed :-Resolv- James Bryant, living in Lehi, Utah; one son-in·
, escaped the great jn~mdation by which ed that the Elders be assis-ned missions. in th,e law and grand-children are residing in Trumbull
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county, Ohio. Jacob Davis, her husband, preceded her on the journey to eternity in 1877. In
May, 1883, she was united with the Reorganized
Church, baptized by her son-in-law, John Evans,
Crescent City branch, and has remained true to
the faith until her very end. The funeral took
place at the family burial ground, on Sunday,
June 20th, the ceremonies being conducted by
Bro. H. N. Hansen. "Blessed are they that die
in the Lord."

MASSACHUSETTS.
Massachusetts district conference convened at
Fall River, June 5th, 1886, at z: 30 p.m. Elder
John Smith was chosen to preside; F. M. Sheehy
and J. Woodward clerks; Orin Granger, organist; brethren Pucell and Boyd as Deacons. Minutes of last conference read and approved. Brn.
Bond, Woodward and C. E. Brown, ,were·chosen
as a committee on bra11ch reports. F. A. Potter
and John Ames as auditors. The body voted
that all the Elders of conference constilutea committee on appeals. Brethi·en J. Smith, F. lYL
Sheehy.and M. II. Bond, as committee on memorials and resolutions. Brethren Bond, Smith
and John Ames, reported as delegates to General
Conference that they had attended and fulfilled
such duties as were imposed upon them. Their
report was accepted. Elders present and reporting .were:-A. Nickerson, F. A. Potter, M. H.
Bond, C. A. Co0mhs, A. N. I-Ioxie, E. N. \Vebster, N. C. Eldrich, H. H Thompson, C. E. Brown,
F. M. Sheehy, J. Wood ward and J. Smith;
Priests: J. B. Pierce, J. Halstead, A. 0. Tripp,
T. W. B. Shaw, U. \V. Green and Wm. Moore.
Teachers: D. T. Shaw and Geo. Robley. Deacons: W. Puce!!, Thomas Boyd and Geo. Ames.
Elders R. Farnsworth, U. R. Nickerson, W.
Bearse and E. C. Briggs, by letter. Priests A.
\V. Glover and T. H. Moore; Teacher W. B. Leland, by letter. Branch reports from Providence,
Fall River, Boston, Brockton, North Plymouth,
New Bedford, Plainville, Dennisport, Douglas
and Little Compton, were received and referred
to the eommittee. Bishop's agent and District
Treasurer reports were read and referred to auditors; also bill of the district clerk. Evening session at 6: 45. Report of Priest T. Andrews and
Teacher J. F. McKenna, present, received. Elders
J. Gilbert and G. S. Yerrington, by letter. Report of committee on rules was read, and by vole
ordered to lie on the table. A request from Little Compton that Bro. J. B. Pierce be ordained to
the office of Elder was referred to committee on
appeals. Elder I-I. H. Thompson was granted a
mission to Artie, Rhode Island, in addition to
other places held by him as mission fields. Bro.
C. A. Coombs was continued fo his mission to
Attleboro. A vote was taken as to where next
conference would be held, which resulted in fa.
vor of Boston, the last Saturday in September,
1886, at 2: 30 p.m. A letter from Elder John
Potts, including his license, was read and refer·
red to committee on appeal. Bro. John Smith
was sustained as president of the district, and T.
Whiting as clerk. It was voted to have a two
days' meeting at Little Compton, commencing
the last Saturday in June, 1886. The meeting
then voted to devote the remainder of the session
to preaching by Bro. John Smith, Bishop's agent,

on the subject -of finance. Sunday services.Prayer meeting at 8: 30, in charge of brethren
Pierce and Halstead. At ro: 30, preaching by
Elders Coombs and Webster; at 2: 30 by Elder
M. H. Bond, and at 7: 30 by Elder F. M. Sheehy.
The meetings during the day were well attended;
peace and Jove prevailed in the hearts of the
Saints, and all felt cheered to go on to victory.
Monday's sessiot1 convened at 8: 30 a.m. The
committee on branch reports reported everything
correct. A question was asked by C ..E. Brown
as to what would be.the eftect \\here.a man who
held the office of a Deacon was silenced or his
license revoked. The chair answered that the
effect would be to place him back as a member
only. A vote of thanks \\US tendered to the Fall
River folks for hospitality during conference.
Auditors reported as having found Bishop's
Agent and District Treasurer and Clerk's report
correct and recommended hills ordered paid.
The following report of committee on appeals
was adopted. "The committee on appeals beg
leave to report that the recommendation of the
Little Compton branch, for J. B. Pierce to be or·
dained to the office of an Elder, be endoreed and
that he be so ordained. On the case of Elder
John Potts, we recommend that the pre~ident of
Conference appoint a committee to labor with
Bro. Potts with a view to reclaim him and that,
they report to the District President." The chair
appointed Brn. C. E. Brown, A. N. Hoxie and E.
0. Toombs as such committee. A vote of
thanks was tendered to Mr. Fernal for rovor of
playing organ during Conference. Bro. J. B.
Pierce was ordained by Elders M. H. Bond and
F. M. Sheehy. Child of F. M. and Orilla Shee·
hy was blessed under the hands of Elders Brown
and Thompson. Two were baptized by Elder J.
Smith. Adjourn'€d as per orde1·.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
Conference of the above district convened June
19th, 1886, with Deer Creek Branch, at IO o'clock.
Elder Levi Gamet in the c:hair; W. S. Barbee
secretary. Moved that we expunge from the
record that part of March conf,,rence minutes relating to Bro. Kester, concerning act of December conference in which it is claimed that he
showed contempt and treated, lightly the same.
Adopted. Branch Report-;.-Grand Rapids Ir
members. Clear Water, 68; 3 received by letter,
I by baptism, 2 removed by letter.. Elders' Reports: R.H. Wight by letter, J.B. Williams, W.
S. Barbee and Levi Gamet in person; Priest C.
H. Hutchins in person. Report of committee
concering the disorganizing of the Glen Alpine
Branch, favored its being disorganized. On motion report was accepted and committee discharged. On motion the Glen Alpine Branch was declared disorganized. On motion the secretary of
the district was authorized to give letters of removal lo members of Glen Alpine Branch, if
found worthy by committee; committee to be
appointed by the president of the district; Wm.
S. Barbee and J. B. \Villiams were appointed
said committee. On motion \Vm. S. Barbee was
chosen district president for the next three
months. On motion Levi Gamet was chosen
secretary. Bro. B. Kester was appointed to
preach a funeral discourse of Jesse Valgamore's
son at half past two on Sunday. Minutes of
March conference corrected so as to show that
letter was read appointing Levi Gamet Bishop's

Agent for Ce~traJ Nebra!.ka District, and further
corrected to show that a petition of Columbus
Branch was granted. Whereas it has been claimed by some of the brethren that Benj. Kester treated lightly and with contempt the action of December conference, J885, which was brought before the March conference of 1886, which tried B.
Kester in his absence, and without sustaining the
charges by proper proGedings, which present con·
ference declares to be illegal and ordered to be
expunged from the record for the reason of such
illegal proceedings; therefore be it resolved by
this conference that parties making said charges
drop this matter referred to, and from this forward never mention the matter of contempt for
the sake of reproach, and also !hat the disability
-J)faced upon B. K6'ster be declared null and void.
Adopted. Adjourned to meet at Clear Water,
25th and 26 h of September, 1886.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA.
Conference of the above district met at the
Saints' chapel, in the town of Girard, Otter Tail
County, June 12th, 1886, at IO a. m. Meeting
called to order by the president, T. J. Martin.
H. \Vay was chosen Secretary. Minutes of last
conference were read and approved after correcting the date of adjournment from June 14th
to June 12th: 1886. Branch reports read as ap·
pro,·ed; Hope of Zion 52 members; Silver Lake
25 members; Monitor Falls, 9 members; Oak
Lake, 43 members. Presidents of branches reported. J. R. Anderson, president of Hope of
Zion branch reports it in good order. William
Barnhard, president of Monitor Falls branch reports it in good order.
Andrew Tabbutt reports
Oak Lake branch by letter as being in the best
order it has been since he was a member of it.
George Gould, president of Silver Lake Branch,
reports that he had done all he could in teaching
the law, and that the branch was doing pretty
well. Drstrict President, pro. fem., B. B. Anderson, said :-"I have not preached, but have ever
defended the faith." Elders reports :-Freeman
E. Anderson, Clayton G. Gould, Henry Way,
Thomas J. Martin, J. R. Anderson, B. B. Anderson, George Gould, William Barnhard, J. C.
Foss, and Andrew Tabbut by letter. Priests,
Barnard Moshier and Wm. W. McLeod reported.
Teachers, Wm. W. Anderson, H. L. Ferris, and
T. f. Martin, reported. Deacons, C. G. Gould
and F. E. Anderson, reported. Bishop's Agent
roported $62.02 received since last report. Paid
out $43 50. Balance on hand $18.52. Approved.
George Gould was then chosen District President,
and H. Way, secretary. T. J. Martin, president,
pro. tem. The chair then appointed a committee
of three, B. B. Anderson, W. W. McLeod, and
Wm. Rai~nard, to appoint speakers during con·
ference, who reported as follows :-H. Way to
preach at 7: 30 p. rn, June 12th; J.C. Foss at IO
a. m. on the 13th; prayer !Ind testimony meeting
at two p. m. on the r3th, and T. J. Martin to
preach at e\ght p. m, on the 13th. Moved that
when this conference adjourns, it does so to meet
at the Saints' chapel in the town of Gerard, Otter
Tail County, Minnesota, on the 11th day of
December, 1886, at ro o'clock a. m. Moved that
Wm. Barnhard, B. B. Anderson, Clayton G.
Gould, and Henry Way be chosen to arrange for
some two days' meetings, who reported one to be
held at the Silver Lake branch the 24th, and
25th of next July, commencing at ro a. m., anq
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that meeting to arrange for the next. Thus
cioses one of the best of conferenc~s, and some
say the best of preaching. One was baptized
during conference. All are req nested to attend
the two days' meeting.

Lloyd assistant president, and T. \V. Chatburn,
clerk, were elected district officers by acclamation for the ensuing term. All the otlicers of
the church were sustained in righteousness.
The statistical report of the district for the last
quarter, as far as reported, shows a total gain of
49, 5 removed, and 6 died, giving a net gain of 38.
Sunday morning, preaching by Bro. Joseph
Smith assisted by F. C. \Varnkey. This sermon
was full of instruction, cheering to the Saints,
and well received by saint and sinner. At two p.
m. had prayer and sacrament meeting, in charge
of brother J. A. Robinson. At 8 p. m., preaching by Willard Smith. Adjourned to meet at
this place the r rth day of September, 1886, at IO
o'clock a. m. Benediction by Joseph Smith.
T. W. CHATBURN, Clerk.

1

INDEPENDENCE.
This district conference met at the Saints'
chapel in Independence, Mo., June 12th, 1886, I.
N. White president of district in the chair, T. W.
Chatburn clerk. All visiting brethren were invited to take part in the deliberations of conference. On motion, minutes of last conference
read and corrected by adding the county of
Cedar, state of Mo., to the territory of the Independence district as reported by committee.
Elders reported, C. St Clair, (baptized 2), J. W.
Brackenbury, A. White, F. G. Pitt, J. H. Lee,
B. Myers, John Mc Kinzie, G. Hayward, Wm.
ST. LOUIS.
Newton, (baptized r7), E. Curtis, J. T. Clark,
The St. Louis District Conference convened
Josiah Curtis, R. Preator, S. G. Mayo, J. Faulk,
in the Saints' Hall, No. 1447 North Broadway,
J.B. Tignor and T. W .. Chatburn, also Brn. I. N.
White, (baptized 2), F. C. Warnky, H Robinson, · St. Louis, Missouri, on Saturday afternoon, June
26th, 1886; C. J. Peat president, Noah N. Cooke
(baptized 6), Wm. Thompson, T. E. Lloyd, and
vice-president, J. G. Smith clerk. Branch ReWillard Smith by letter. Priests R. May, J. F.
ports.-St. Louis 185 members; I received, r reClemenson and D. F. Winn reported. Teachers
moved, and r died. Cash on hand March 2rst,
reported, John Kennedy, and Burhnam. Branch
1886, $14.63, received since $+2.97, total $57.6o;
reports. Independence branch 445 members, inexpended $32; balance, June 27th, 1886, $z5.6o.
cluding 1 Apostle, 1 High Priest, 2 Seventies, 32
Belleville (Illinois) 63 members. Cash balance,
Elders, 18 Priests IO Teachers and l 1 Deacons.
last report, 65 cents; income since $3 65; total
5 baptized into the branch, 3 receiv.e<J by certifi·
$+.30; paid out $z.20, balance, June 20th, 1886,
cate of baptism, ro received by letter, 3 removed,
$z.ro. ·Belleville Sunday School reports 63 mem4 died and l marriage. Armstrong bn:mch rebers, including 8 officers and teachers; rr 2 books
ports 90 members, including 4 Elders, 5 Priests,
for use in the school, 95 books in the library; in
2 Teachers and 2 Deacons, 19 baptized into
the treasury last report ~18.43, income since
branch, 3 received by letter, r removed and r
$18.60; expended $r8; balance, June 20th, 1886,
died. First Kansas City reports 25 members, in$19.03; William Jaques, superintendeht; M. M.
cluding r Elder, r Priest and r Teacher, r received by letter. Holden branch, after laying Jaques, secretary. Chester branch 14 members;
l baptized.
Cheltenham branch 31 members; r
dormant for some time has became revived.
removed, 2 rece~ved. Birkner branch 13 mem~
There has been added to it 4 new members,
bers. The other branches in this district failed
making the present number of the branch 8, into report. Elders C. J. Peat, N. N. Cooke, J.
cluding r Priest, l Teacher, and l Deacon, Sr.
Beaird and J. G. Smith, reported; Priest J. S.
Emma Simpson ,clerk. Moved, that the presiParrish reported. Tract agent's report.-Cash
deht and secretary be a committee to arrange the
on hand, December 3rst, 1885, $1.90; received
names and the report in harmony with the recsince $r.8o, total $9.70; paid out for tracts $6.65;
ords. Clintonville branch reports· 17 members,
balance, June 26th, 1886, $3-05; J. G. Cole agent.
including 3 Elders, and l Priest, 2 baptized into
Bishop's agent's report for four months, ending
branch, 2 removed by letter, and l died At 2.
p. m. ses£ion a petition from the Clinton Saints, June 13th, 1886.-Cash on hand February 28th,
1886, $s7.20, received since $6o 35; total $r 17-55;
23 in number, asking to be organized into a
paid out $66.50; balance on hand June 13th, 1886,
br.anch was read, and on motion it was ordered
$5r.05; N. N. Cooke agent. The report was
that the president take immediate steps-to organaudited and found correct. Resolved, that the
ize a branch at Clinton. The president he:re
Elders be assigned missions to neighborhoods
spoke of a house belonging to the M. E. Church
where the gospel has not been preached heretowhich could be purchased or rented for the use
fore, and where there are no branches; and that'
of the Clinton Saints, and asked the district to
the remainder of the priesthood labor under the
take snch action as they thought best in regard
presidents of their respective branches in visiting
to it. On motion a committee of three, consisting
the families of the Saints, or in other duties
of I. N. White, A. H. Smith, and F. G. Pitt were
which may be required of them. Election of
chosen with full powers delegated .to act in the
officers.--Noah N. Cooke was elected president
preinises as in their judgment would be best.
of the district, Wm. H. Jemmett vice-president,
The.appeal'case of brother Wm. Lintel was read
and referred to a committee composed of Joseph John G. Smith, secretary, and Daniel. Donovan
tract agent. These officers were elected to serve
Luff, J. A. Robinson and H. Robinson who rethe ensuing six months. An evening session was
ported, recommending a new trial of the case, the
held at the house of Bro.-Davis, and was spent
time and place to be agreed upon by the parties inip prayer and testimony. JI.. prophecy was given
terested. President I. N. White appointed a court
·.to try and determine the case, Brn. R. Etzenhouby Bro. Edward Davis. Sunday morning session was occupied in preaching by Elders Henry
ser, W. J. Smith and H. Rob;n~on. Bishop;s
Agent A. White reported on hand at last report,
Roberts and John G. Smith. Sacrament and testimony meeting was held in the afternoon, in
$35 85', received during the quarter, $108 92;
which .the Holy Spirit was freely enjoyed. Bro.
total, $444 77. Paid out, $192.00; balance. on
hand, $z52:77 ... I. N. WhJte president, T. E.
R. D. Cottam spoke in an unknown tongue, and

Bro. William Smith gave the interpretation, as
follows: "Thus saith the Lord, in this place are
many this evening that I will redeem and save,
my good faithful children; many that I will redeem and save through their faith and good
works. And all men upon the face of the earth
that reverence my name, and bear testimony to
the same, shall be redeemed throughout the
countless ages of eternity.-Amen." Officers
present: 12 Elders, 4 Priests, 5 Teachers, and l
Deacon. All the authorities of the church were
sustained in righteousness. Evening session:
Preaching by ElderW.H.Jemmett. Adjourned
to meet in Cheltenham, Missouri, Saturday afternoon, October 2d, 1886, for the transaction of
business, and on the following Sunday for worship. John G. Smith clerk, 2416 Dekalb street,
St. Louis, Missouri.
TEXAS CENTRAL.
Conference convened at Cook's Point, at ten
o'clock a.m ., the 19th ·of June, 1886. On motion
Bro. Geo. S. Hyde was chosen president pro. tem.
Elias Land, secretary. By request Bro. I. N.
Roberts was upon motion, chosen to assist the
President in the chair. Minutes of last conference were read and approvacl. Branch reports:Texas Central, 35 members, including three
Priests, and one Teacher; eight received by
baptism, and one ordained to the office of Teacher, l died since last report. Elmwood, present 56
members, including five Elders, two Priests, one
Teacher, and one Deacon; four re.ceived by baptism, two expelled, and three ordinations since
last report. Elkhart, 17 members, including one
Elder and one Priest; two received by baptism,
and threee lost by death, since last report.
Live Oak, 14 members, including one Elder, one
Priest, and one Teacher, one removed by letter
since last report. Elders I. N. Roberts, George
S. Hyde, Elias Land, W. G. Allen, and John A.
Currie, Jr. (baptized two), reports in person, and
J. A. Currie, sen., (baptized 2), reports by proxy,
and J. W. Bryan by Jetter. Priests :-S. R. Hay,
(baptize_d 8), and C. C. Holcombe in person and
John C. Wilson by proxy; Teachers J. L. Wil"son, C. A. Norwood, and William Wallies in
person. Deacon, B. F. Renfroe in person. A
petition from the Central branch was read, requesting that Dro. Emery W. Nunley be ordained to the office of an Elder, and upon motion it
was decided that he be so ordained. At two p.
m., .Bishop's Agent made a verbal report; had
$+-so on hand. The committee appointed at
last conference to solicit means to assist Bro.
Whitehead reports that means had been raised,
and that he was placed in as good, if not better
condition than before his house was burned. On
motion a collection of $r.49 was placed in the
hands of the secretary for stationery purposes,
etc. On motion Bro. Sherrill was sustained as
Bishop"s Agent. On motion the general church
authorities weFe sustained in righteousness. Bro.
I. N. Roberts was chosen to preside over the
district for the next three months, and Elias
Land was sustained as secretary. At sev~n p.
m., prayer meeting in charge of Bro. Elias Land.
Sunday morning at nine o'clock prayer meeting
in charge of Bro. G. S. Hyde, assisted by Bro. J.
A. Currie, Jr. Preaching at rr a.m., by Bro. I.
N. Roberts assisted by Bros. Hyde and Allen.
Preaching at 2: 30 p.m. by Bro. J. A. Currie, Jr.,
assisted by Bro. G. S. Hyde. Preaching at seveq
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p. m. by Br. Elias Land, assisted by Bro. I. N.
Roberts.
After an interesting talk by Bros.
Roberts and Hyde, conference adjourned to meet
with the Texas Central Branch, September I I th,
1886.
PHYSICAL EXERCISE.
ON the subject of physical exercise most people
are fools. As man without muscle is as badly
off in this rough and tumble world as a man without a prain. Parents take pride in their children
when :their heads are packed like a pawnbroker's
shop with all sorts of odds and ends of information; but they do too little to encourage the symmetrical developement of their bodies. They
forget that robuts health constitutes about threequarters of the problem of human happiness,
and that it is criminal neglect of the boy and girl
to keep them at their books until they lose all
appetite for out of door sports.
Half the men in the world are broken down
with dyspepsia and the other half are broken up
with rheumatism. The women, who are not
supposed to have any muscles, indulge in the luxuries of sick headache and neuralgia. A half
hour's vigorous exercise in the morning before
the business of the day begins, a brisk walk of a
dozen miles would svteeten the temper and make
life worth living. Such is our physical condition,
however, that it you should turn the gentlemen
of Wall street into a gymnasium for an hour's
torture with the parallel bars and fifty pound
dumb bells and the inspiring trapeze, you would
have to pick them up from the floor like chestnuts' under, a tree after a gale of wind. Our
clerks, and their employers also, after a three
hours' trot on a hard road, with a leap here and
there over fence or ditch, would have to be
brought home in furniture wagons and a large
proportion of them deposited at the undertakers.
We have not yet learned the secret of right living. No man lives well who. does not spend
hours every day ontof doors. We are asthmatic,
rheumatic, spleeny and hard to get along with at
home because we believe in brains and not in
bodies.-New 'York Herald.
The early Methodist ministers went forth to
sacrifice and suffer for Christ. They sought not
to places of e:1se and atl1uence, but of privation
and suffering. They gloried not in their big salaries, fine parsonages, and refined congregations,
but in the souls that had been won for Jesus. 0,
how changed! A hireling ministry will be a
feeble, a timid, a truckling, a time serving ministry, without faith, endurance and holy power.
Methodism formerly dealt in the great central
truth. Now the pulpits deal largely in generalities, and in popular lectures. The glorious doctrine of entire sanctification is rare! v heard and
seldom witnes,sed in the pulpiL-Bishop R. S.
Foster.
'
THE Euphrates River, once a mighty stream,
seems likely to disappear altogether. For some
years the river banks below Dabylon have been
giving way, so that the 'slream spread out into a
marsh, until steamers could not pass, and only a
narrow channel remained for the native boats.
Now the passage is being filled up, and the p!'OS·
peel is that the towns on the banks will be ruined
and the famous river itself will be swallowed up
by the desert.
OVER one hundred works written within the
past century have placed the time for the beginning of the millennium between 1885 and 1890.

THACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manife~t; 20c. a doz,, per 100,. ... 1 ro
No. 3.-Voice of the Goorl Shepherd; 5c. a doz., 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Snit; Ge, per do:<., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000"... . " .. ., "., 1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel.. ............ price the eumc us No. 4.
No, 6.-'I'he "On,e Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects, l'rcHcquisites, and Design,-nud Who Shall Administer; JG p::tges; 25c. per dnx, per 10J- .............•. 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Cnn be Sa\'l'd; Ge. a do~., JOO ....... l 75
No. 8.--FnJncss of the Ato1H'mt>ut; 25c. a doz., 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritnalism Viewed from 11 Seriptnral 8tundpoiut; 20 pngei-:; HOc. per dozc11. per JOU ............. 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow W:iy: 8 p.; lGc. n. doJ::cn, 100for1 10
No. 11.-Thc Plan of Snlv1uion; :1Ue. n dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No.12.--Thc Bible verr-Ufl Pol.~gnmy; ~?>c. a doz., 100 1 7·5
No.14.-Hcply to Or!:'lon Prn!t; 2:;e. n doz;e11, lCO fo1· .. J 75
No.15.-13righamite Ido1u1ry; 5c. a dozen, per 100 .... 40
No.16.-Polygnmy; \Vas It Hll Original rre1wt of the
Church; 20,~ .• a dozen, per 100 ... .-.. ~······ ......... 1 40
No, 17.-'l'he Surceseor in the Prophetic OJlice aurl
Prcsidmwy of the Cl111rch; ~5c. u dozen, 100 Jor ...... 1 75
,No, 18.,-Hejecti,nu oft he Chnrch; l:ic. n doz. 100 for I 10
No. 20.~The "One Body ;n or the Uhnrch of Chri~t
muter the Aposth ship iHHi uuclcr the ApoBtas.y;
1~ p11geB; 20c. a <lozc·11, 1on for ....................... 1 40
No.21.-'rrnths by'rhrec\VitueF-i;;:efl; 3c.uclnz"'100 .. 15
No. 22.-li,n,ith and Hepcutance; Hie. a dozen, 100 ..... 110
No. 2:3.-Buptism; 10 pa.geg:; 20c. n. dor.en, 100 for ..... 1 ~5
No.21.-TheKiugdomofGod: r,c,udozen,lO!fTor, .. , 40
Ne.25.-I.nyingouof Hurni~; !)c. n dnxcn l!J01'or ..... _40
No. 26.-1\lonntniu of the Lord's House; 4 pugcM; 5c.
a dozen, per 100 .•••.......••.... ",, ... ".... .• .. . . . • 40
No, 27.-The Sabbath Qn<»I ion; ~Ile, 1t dozc11, 100 for I 40
No. 29,-A Vision of the ltcrntrcct wn, from the Doctrine and Covenants; tic. a dozen, 100 for ........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of 'the nook of :Mormon; "15 CClllt! It
dozen, per 100 ........... ,. , ,. .. , , "" ., ...... , ... I 10
No. 31.~What is Truth? and 'l'rnc Orthodoxv? nnd
au Evangelical Church? Al•o, the J(irlhrnil 'l'<'mple Snit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 23c., 2~>0 fur f>Oc.,
500for$1,1,000for ..... ,..,,, , .... "'•···"''"" .. 175
No. 32,-Which is the Chnrch? Ge. 11 dozen, 100 ".... 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story He-E:,'1miucd; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for ... ,. ..... ,. " .. , " . , , " .... , . . . ....... 1 25
A Memorial to Cm'Igrcss; 8 pngPs; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 1 10
'rrial of the \\Titncsses to the JV.·J:'UITecliou; !J:.! pages; 6c. cach per dozen...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r.o
Prophecy ou the Hebel lion; per lW",,, •.•.•••••.• .'.. 15
~An assortment of rrruct8, :15 cell ts.
COMPLETE SET Ol' THAC'I'S.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in .. ". ,. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 7o
1

J.

H.

HANSEN,

Will practiee in'Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDIVIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN,a Specialty.
~Residence

one block East Teal's St-0re.

rm 77'

.-

7
'"

14feb1y

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by .addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
NevvspapeI' Advertising BuI'eau,
10 Spruce St., New YoPk.
Send 1bcts. for 100:-Page Pamphlet.

The Linc pelccted by the .U.S. Cov't
to carry the ;:-ast Mall.

1

llRANCH RECOHDS.
Leather hacks and corners, muslin Pides ~ printed
headings, and ruled for Hecord o.f Names, Blessing of Children, and for :M.arriagcs ................ 2 00
DISTRICT. HECOims.
.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Hecords ....... ,3 00
LlCI{NSES, NO'l'ICE8, &c.
Priest's, I1eacher s, and Deacon's Licenses,
each, per dozeu................................. .. 12
"Blank Preuching Notices. per hnndrc,l, 40c. nnd .... 50
Baptis1n nud Confirmation Certi1icate lJOoks, with
Elder~s,

1

1

hhrnk ii!h1h. H!'i for..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25

DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Ded Springs or Portrnits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, l\Iissouri.
More agents wanted. \Vrite for terms at once.
19juutf.

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the Lan1oni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Concor•innce or Smith's
BibJe Dictionary post,paid for $L50.
W- Send for specimen copy, contniuing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

Farin for Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo" I 53

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, '/;l ncres of tim,
ber and pasture land, which can be purchased on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. \V. GAYLORD, SR.,
Tabor. Fremont Co.~ Iowa.
20feb6m

.J. \V. Del'oon, JU. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All call•, day or night, answered.
LAllfONI,

IOWA.

Oftlce at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of llfain Street.
jan30tf

Fa1•1n au(i business for Sale.
A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
and an interest: in a g:)()cl paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if mid before October rnt, 1886.
Address:
J. A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.
26jnn4t

· Th9 OntY..thfough

·un·e", with its own· t'raCk; be~W&~n

~~~CR~~~~ a@' o··E N
v E·R
, . · ,
ST~ LOUIS~

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Aichison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOiS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
VVith branch lines 10 their important cities and towns. It
rum~ every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through_ trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and ·Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
, Chicago and To~eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
,Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and K.ansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is tho Principal Linc to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Maxi.co
For Tickets 1 Rates, General lnformat1on, etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
UnHed States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

Gen' I Manager,_

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agontl

CHICAGO.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

1 :

2:

50 p. m
53 "

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, hy the Board or Publics·
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Hegistered Letter, or by
Express on La1noni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 8fe,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID

J).6.NCllll; couununicatlons and artlclj:e tq the EI>lTOB.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE OUE WIFE,· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN sIIoULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE ·woMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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flF" The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requestQcl to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class mutter at Lamoni Post Oftice.

,)OSRPII SMITH

EDITOH.

W.W. Br.Am

ASSOCIATE EDITOH.

Lamoni, Iowa, July 3 I, 1886.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Bro; James H. Peters, of East Lake,
Michigan, writes July wth, about his venture in Voice of vVarning:
"I have about fourteen hundred copies out. I
get a shower of orders every time they are mentioned in the Herald. Some hold back, thinking
they must be al) gone. Others were afraid they
would have to pay for the books, as they could
see that they would all be either lost or worn out
after a time. I receive some very encouraging
letters from those who have the books.
·Bro. I. N. Roberts, drops a note from'
Caldwell, Texas, July 14th, in which he
says:
"There have been eleven additions by baptism,
since General Conference; one, a Baptist preacher, a man of note and great prominence; he is
now preaching what he once tried to destroy.
The local ministry are doing a good work. It
makes my heart rejoice to see the prosperity of
the cause we love. Bro. Hyde and I are working separately; which enables us to fill the many
calls we have. It also gives us more help from
the loeal ministry. The weather is very hot,
said to be the hottest season ever known,·in
Texas."

.I

Bro. W.W. Blair writing from Harlan,
Iowa, July 19th, says:
"Notwithstanding the almost intolerable hot
and dry weather, we have had fair and attentive
congregations during the eight meetings we have
held here. We trust the fruit of gospel work
will follow both members and non-members.
There are a number investigating the work we
preach, who seem very interested and well nigh
convinced of its divinity. The Saints are strong
in the faith and full of hope.
You will be glad to know that Bro. Aleck McCord is much improved in his health. He and
Sr. McCord seem faithful and hopeful. I go to
Persia and vicinity to-morrow, and by request
will hold services at Lelan.d's Grove next Sun-.
day, 25th in.st. _Brn. J. W. Chatburn and J.B.

Swain intend to open meeting places for Sunday
afternoons at points outside of Harlan. We hope
others may adopt that policy, and thus f>pread
the gospel to all both near and far. God is blessing his word and his work.
Bro. J\.L T. Short, writir.g from Maquoketa, Iowa, July 16th, says:
"I ca111e here by special invitation and have
large audiences in a well lighted, beautiful grove,
two miles north of town. I am stopping with
Hurst brothers, the lime men, who are the sons
of Sr. Stein, of Deavenport. I am to hold forth
all week and three times Sunday, anct then by
urgent request repair to the city. Penetration of
mind, liberty of spirit, and utterance of words
have been forthcoming. I love this glorious
cause and hope to abide faithful to its entire
interests."
&

Bro.John Smith, of New Bedford, Massachusetts, has been duly commissioned by
the Governor of that State, to the office
of Justice of the Peace, upon a petition of
the citizens of the town, no one ot whom
isa member of the church; the commission
runs seven years. Bro. Smith writes,] uly

i7th:
«The calls for preaching are more than I can
fill. Once and twice every.Sabbath I am trying
to hold up the gospel banner, and I can truly
say I have the help of the Master. I have already visited Fall River, Boston, Attleboro,
Providence, Little Compton, and we are growing
impatient at waiting the arrival of Bro. E. C.
Briggs. lf he is any where within your reach,
send a whirl wind after him, which, without harm,
will land him in Massachusetts.
Bro.Joseph F. Burton wrote June r r th:
"I have just got through a week's meeting in
Newcastle; very few out to hear, but we hav~
good hearing in the 'reserves,' and on the streets;
and brethren Haworth, Lew'is, Gregory, Broad:way, Dickenson and Purvis, ·have made some
stir by this mode of warfare. I will enclose
some slips from the Newcastle papers that will
give you an idea of the work for. this last fortnight. After next mail I expect to leave for
Nambucca for a while.
Bro.Joseph Lampert, of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, wrote July 13th:
"I would just whisper to you that the Hernld;
Zio1t's Hofe, Advocate, Expositor, &c., are just
splendid. 0, what a change in the church for
the better since 1870. Now is a time of sacrifice,
while the nations are being convinced that we
are on a higher platform than the Utah Mormom,
and that we are trying to win honest souls tp
Christ. The better I lh'e before Goel and man,
the better success I have in business, and in receiving spiritual graces; so you see I can not
afford t.o be only a half Latter Day Saint."

No. 30.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
BY notice in the Hamilton, Australia, correspondence of the Newcastle Herald and
Mrner's Advocate, we learn that Ilro. Joseph F. Burton has baptized fifty-two since
January. Good.
Bro. John Dickinson wrote from Newcastle, New South \!Vales, Australia, June
r 1th, expressing jo_v and trust in the latter
day work.
The I-I armorial colony of .f)neida communists, located at Ancor:i, New Jersey,
and founded ten y,ars ago by Dr. J. Madison Allen, is broken up and scattered by
"misgovernment and starvation." Another misconception of the all things common
idea gone wrong.
Joseph F. Burton's address is Wallsend,
N. S. \V., Australia.
Bro. \V. W. Blair was at Harlan, Iowa,
July 16th. He had preached there several times, and was to attend a two days'
meeting at Leland's grove, on the 25th.
He would remain at Harlan over Sunday,
July 18th.
Three were baptized at Galien, Michigan, July 17th, by Bro. G. A. Blakeslee.
Bro. E. L. Kelley returned to Kirtland
on July 12th, and will remain there for a
few days.
Bro.John A. Robinson will spend two
months in Texas, on business for the firm
with whom he is engaged, with his headquarters at Dallas. Bro. John is a wide
awake Elder, full of faith and love for the
cause, and any of the Saints whom he
meets will be pleased to see him, and he
them. He may be addressed at Dallas.
Bro. I. N. Roberts, of Cook's-Point, minister in charge, please take notice.
Bro. M. T. Short is having a hot time
at Moline. Some injudicious chap wrote
a scurrilous attack on him in the Moline
Republic, to which Me~srs. Suman and
Quick replied; but Bro. Short was for the
time being under the necessity to quit laboring there. He sent us clippings showing the situation. He would hold forth,
Sunday 25th, at Maquoketa, Iowa, in a
grove north of town.
Sr. Sarah A. Rose of Graysville, Ol:iio,
was thrown from a horse some three weeks
since, rnsulting in a broken hip bone. She
is in great pain, and desires the prayers of
the Saints in her behalf. Please remember her; and also Sr. Lizzie E. McConnell, of Mt. Ayr, Iowa.
Bro. R. J. Anthony baptized three at
Richmond, Utah, lately. He is at M 1lad,
Idaho, present writing, (July 23d).
THE LAST OF THE ICARIANS.
THE Icarian community, founded in Texas,
in 1848, by M. Cabet, and which remoyed
from Texas to Nauvoo, in 18_50-1, and
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from thence a subdivision settled in Adams
county, Iowa, has finally met the fate of
other common stock arrangements, as will
be seen from the following dispatch from
the Chicago Tibune, of July 17th:
"A case involving the dissolution of a singular'
social corporation founded on the communistic
idel;l is before Judge Chaney in Adams county,
Iowa. The corporation was one of those beautiful utopian dreams of the Socialist which may
succeed when the millenium. comes, but never
can while humanity remains what it is. The
story is the usual one in such cases of a party of
men and women who had imbibsd the attractive
but wholly impracticable ideas of Owen, St.
Simon, Fourier, and Cabet, and had founded a
colony in the belief that they could live and labor
together with all property in common. For a
brief time in the first flush of their enthusiasm all
went well, and Icaria was a sort of terrestial paradise. Labo;rwas a sweet name for the activity
of sane minds in liealthful bodies, and all enjoyed
and were content to enjoy in common the bounteous harvest produced and gathered by the common effort. After a time, however, jealousies,
suspicions, bickerings, selfishness of all sorts, and
human passions of various descriptions made
their appearance, and stories of the quarrels
which divided the brethren began to noised
abroad in the outside world.
"About ten years ago the younger men of the
community accused the trustees of the organization, who were old men, of pntting the funds in
California lands for their own benefit, and other
misappropriations; and, after a number of lawsuits, the colony split up into old and new Icaria.
Things went from bad to worse; their differences
of various kinds were constantly before the courts,
and now the young members apply for a winding
up of the whole concern and an equitable division
of the whole property, which aggregates several
hundred thousand dollars in lands and chattels.
"The settlement of the colony was commenced
on the East Nodaway in 1853. The organization
on the basis of a community of interest was the
result of a social movement promulgated. in
France by M. Cabet and others about forty-nine
years ago. In 1842, E. Cabet, one of the leaders
of the proposed social revolution, published in Paris a book, the title of which may be translated as
the '·Voyage and Adventures of Lord Carisdal in
Icaria." It was a fiction illustrating the organization of a great nation on the principle of community of interest. From "lcaria,'' M. Cabet's
ideal utopia, comes the name of the community
he subsequently founded in America.

THE Newcastle, Australia, Evening
Call for June 7th reaches us, sent by Bro.
Joseph F. Burton, or soine other of the
Saints in Australia, and contains a half
column <lefensive statement of doctrinal
subjects, a goo<l idea of which may be obtaine<l from the following:
The series of discourses delivered during the
week by Elder Burton in the Hall of Science
being somewhat peculiar, your many readers
might be interested in seeing an epitome of them.
The first evening the speaker designed to show
the validity of the Bible as a true standard of evidence in questions of theology, and referred to
2nd Tim., 3, 16; Ps., r9, 6; Isa., 8, 20; Dent., 4, 2;
Prov., 30, 5; ReY., 22, 18 and 2, 25, to establish
that prorosition, and that all commands of God

of a general nature should be obeyed without
changing them by.adding to or taking from'them;
also that all promises, not local, made to mankind,
may be received now as when first made. Consequently, by obedience to the Gospel commands,
we should receive the Gospel promises. So to
"believe and be baptized" is also to expect "the
signs to follow the believer." He quoted Mark,
16, 16, and Mat., 28, 19, etc.
The second evening his theme was, "Christ's
work in man's redemption,'' and he quoted John
.1-29. "Behold the Lamb of God who taketh away
the sin of the world," which, he stated, was the
original sin which brought death into the world.
Christ died and conquered death, and will give
to all men their bodies again in the resurrection.
Therefore, to baptize infants to take away the
original sin which is supposed to attach to them,
is in effect to deny the efficacy of Christ's atonement and virtually to say: He did not "take
away the sin of the world." Man is responsible
for his own sins and not for Adam!~;!'JJd tq get
remission for them he must ol;Jey the gospel.
Christ's mission was not only for this, but to preach
the Gospel to men on earth and in the prison also.
He referred to Isa. 6I, 1; 42, 6; Zec'lf. 9, 1r; 1st
Peter 3, 18, 4, 6, as shewing the extent of Christ's
mission.
"Seek first the, kingdom of God," Matt. 6, 33,
was the speakers theme the third evening. A
kingdom means a king, officers, laws, and subjects. The New Testament gives Christ as king,
and apostles, prophets, pastors, bishops, elders,
teachen, deacons, priests, evangelists, as officers;
the law of adoption into the kingdom, faith, repentance, baptism; by these remission of &ins
was received. The privileges of citizenship were
the gift of the Holy Spirit by laying on of hands,
and consequently the receiving the spiritual gifts,
such as miracles, healing, prophecy, visions, etc.
There is no other church organization, laws, or
privileges provided for in the New Testament.
Therefore to seek for the kingeom of God means
_to seek for such an organization, etc., Rev., r 5, 3,
r Cor., 12, 28; Eph., 4, rr; Heb., 6, r; 1 Cm-., 12,
etc.
The fourth evening he used the parable in Matt.
20, as showing the different dispensations of the
Gospel to earth. The "early in the morning"
labourers meaning Adam and his co-labourers.
The third hour being Noah, the 6Lh hour Moses,
the 9th hour Christ, the eleventh the Angel as
stated in Rev. 14, 6. The necessity for each dispensation arose because men in these periods had
by transgression lost the privilege of communing with God. Adam transgressed, was thrust·
out from God's presence. In Noah's day it was
the same. In Moses's time Isreal had been 400
years in bondage. In Christ's time, no communion had been enjJyed from Malachi's time, 400
years. And until this generation there had been
no l)eople receiving communications as formeriy
for many years. Therefore the necessity for restoration. Gen. 4, 4; 6, 12; Ex. 3; Nu. 1 and 1 r;
Matt. IO; Luke IO; Matt, 24,· 14; Luke 21, 14;
Rom. II, 25: Ep. 1, IO; Rev. r4, 6.
Faith was the speakers theme the next evening.
Rom. IO, 17 shows how faith is first received
sufficient to enable one to obey the Gospel, by
which faith as a special gift is received, 1 Cor. 12,
9. The Bible shews that by faith God's power
had been manifested in almost every conceivable
way for man's good, In the first century the deaf,

dumb, blind, lame and sick were healed, the hun·
gry fed, devils cast out, tempests stilled, the
widow's son and ruler's daughter raised from the
dead, all by the mighty power of God through
faith, which in the Bible is promised to us now,
as then, to all who will comply with the conditions upon which it is promised, viz., faith,.repentance, baptism, laying on of hands for the
gift of the Holy Spirit, then living upright, pure
lives, bringing forth the fruits of the Spirit, love,
joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, meekness,
temperance. But the greatest of all gifts is
eternal life through Christ. God is unchangeable, his commands and promises are still unchanged and are true and sure.

WE clip the following from the Provo
(Utah) Enterprise of the I 5th ult., the
following· extracts from a lecture by Dr.
M. H. Hardy on "School Sanitation."
They contain some valuable facts essential
to be observed by all who would enjoy
life and health.
"PUBLIC health means more than public wealth,
it means public honesty and public morality; on
the principle that' physical culture is the basis of
moral strength.
The fundamental principle of our government
is to secure to the citizen life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. Life can not be enjoyed
without health, and liberty is only desirable as it
permits one to employ life in the persuit of happiness.
Sanitary regulations should be established and
thoroughly enforced when there seems to be the
least need for them.
The maintenance of cleanliness is the root of
all sanitary action,-clean air, clean water, clean
premises, clean diet and clean habits, being about
the beginning.and the end of it.
The sickness-rate is of far greater import than
the death-rate.
The study of water-supply is one of the most
important topics the sanitarian and public officers
have to consider.
The relationship, if any, existing between vaults,
cesspools, surface-washing or seepage, and the
soure of the water for drinking should be careful·
ly noted and the contamination rendered innocuous by condemning such supply.
It is a common and dangerous idea that contaminated water percolating through the soil becomes thus purified; while as a matter of fact,
ordinarily, it is simply strained of the coarser
portions, holding the dangerous, deadly contaminations in a state of perfect solution, prepared,
therefore, for its readiest possible entrance in to
the interstitial circulation.
The great majority of our dug-wells in this
locality are imupre, nay poison at best from surface
contaminations; if they have a special poison as
the virus of typhoid through seepage added, the
result is crimminally fatal so long as such wells
are used indiscriminately.
Uncleanliness must be reckoned as the deadliest of all removable cases of disease.
Vice and disease are merely different expressions of the same thing manifested in different
degrees.
If it will pay to have steady nerves and firin
muscles, to have an erect form and elastic step,
good digestion, refreshing sleep, be able to do
life's work ea.qiJy without the danger of breaking

***

***

***
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down before the middle period of life-to have a
attributed to our actions. What then! Shall we
good temper and buoyant spirit which attend
because of this cease to strive? Shall we lose
upon a vigorous, rnund body, as naturally as •sight of that which we started out with a full dewarmth comes from sunshine, then will attenttermination of obtaining? We have heard such
ion to school sanitation-to physical culture, pay.
whisperings in the ear, and the voice of the
"Elegance of form in the human figure, marks
tempter has been very plausible; but thanks be
some excellence of structure "
to God, we did not listen, and the wayside blos"Any real increase of fitness to its end, in any
soms of courage and patience seem very lovely
organism, is an increase of beauty."
as they glance upon our sight, blossoming beAs a race is made up of many indiviuals, the
neath the shadow of some trial or disappointeffect of any measure on a race can be determinment which has met us on our way. In many
an hour of darkness, trial and temptation, have
ed by the effect on the unit of the race, the inwe found this reserve fo"ce of the son! come to
dividual.
A child should not attend public or "national"
our rescue. The mind and body weary, the
schools until about its eighth year, unless the
soul weighed down with doubts and questionings
"New Education'' be adopted, for the reason that
because the angel wings were only Jimly seen,
the brain grows extremely rapidly up to this time,
we must walk by faith. Yes; we must summons
attaining about the adult size. This epoch also
all our courage 'to our aid, and reaching forth our
marks second dentition and important dietetic
hand lay firm hold upon faith and seek to do
changes that naturally supervene. And before
God's will. Believe me, dear sisters, we shall not
this time the old '-Educational cramming," perseek in vain, if the thoughts of our hearts are
nicious at any period,-simply destructive at this,
right in his sight. Perchance like to those of
-must be absolutely avoided.
old, the election may obtain for us that which
Privy vaults and cesspools should be abolished
we vainly sought through other channels, on the
forever.
good we sought may come under another name;
"Dry disinfection" and a licensed scavenger
but it will come, and it will come to us, if we
should keep our public yards, grounds and cononly have patience to wait for it. If we being
veniences in a wholeso~e condition.
evil know how to give good gifts to our children,
Typhoid fever has been called the "type of filth
will our heavenly Fat.her give us a stone, when
diseases"-and yet its virus is constantly allowed
we cry to him for bread? Never, never! Hea v to percolate into the crystal depths of the nighbor's
en and earth shall pass away, bnt his word shall
and the children's wells.
not pass aw,ay. Be of good cheer then and laAs with cell-life, so with the virus of contagibor on, putting all your trust in him. In his
ous diseases-every case of contagious disease
grand and glorious sphere he is moving on, still
has an antecedent cause.
seeking the good of all he has created. Let us too
Strictly speaking, contagious disases are infecbe seeking-seeking to become perfect in our
tious; infectious diseases are communicable;
sphere, even as God is perfect in his, and never
communicable diseases are prev.entable.
forget that it is written, "He that seeketh findeth."
The old idea was that whooping cough, measles, and other diseases pecular to childhood must
WE are in receipt of letters from sisters Foreman,
be had by children, and that the sooner they had
Amanda \Vood, and H. A,, also selections from
them and (apparently) recovered the better.
Almira.
Nothing could be wider from the truth. These
LAMONI, Iowa, July 24th, 1886.
diseases are not a necessity with infants and children; and it is our plain and imparative duty to
AN EXHORTATION.
protect our children from them as we would from
Dear Sisters:
any other form of accident.
Like Martha of old we're oft troubled,
Every tree planted-every convenience estabAnd our cares like a burden seem,
lished-every improvment made is ten hoodlum
Till we scarcely dare look beyond them,
acts a_voided; a hundred noble, divine impulses
To catch of that land a gleam.
Where with wearying cares no longer
given to our children, a thousand protective proviShall the dwellers be oppressed;
dences that find totality in the useful, happy life
Where the sunlight of peace is dwelling,
of the pupil-man and woman.
In that home of rest, sweet rest.

EDITED BY SIS'l.'ER "FRANCES."

"What matter though we seek with pain
The garden of the gods in vain,
If lured thereby we climb to greet
Some wayside blossom Eden-sweet?"

SEEKING.
matter, says the poet, if we do not find
that which we seek, if so be we find the good we
sought not? Perchance it is a hard lesson to
learn, as some of us may have proven, but nevertheless it is a valuable lesson, when rightly
learned. It may be we have sought to do others
good and have even sacrificed to that end, but
anon we discover that we have failed of accomplishing that we desired, .because we have not
been understood, and wrong m.otives have been
WHAT

Yet Martha's part doubtless is needful,
For where would the repast be
If she too all the while had loitered,
Like Mary at Jesus' knee?
Still let us at all time• remember,
And each keep the words in heart,
For the dear Master said that Mary
Had chosen the better part.
So let us His blessed peace seeking,
To reign in our hearts each day,
Ere we to our daily toil going,
For this let us meekly pray.
Occasions of good Df ed no seeking;
Around our path way they lie;
With watchful eyes let us endeavor,
'!'hat none are passed heedlessly by.
There~s

a preciom;, memory back yonder,

'fhe day of our second birth;
'l'he covenant was then entered into,
To walk in hi'J footsteps henceforth.
If we have of this been forgetful,
Let's renew without further delay;
Then life will be fairer and sweet.er,
And joy will illumine our way.

Then fl.mid all of life's cares nnd dnticl"l,
Hem em her well this iR the chwf,
They !:'hall come home with RbcnveR rejoicing,

\Vho went to the reupiug iu grief.

And while we rejoice lil the blessings
·which duily npou nH mny Jn11,
Let. us see thut we love not the gifts
More than the Great c+iver of ull.
SISTER

v. v.

Sl!OR"l',

WE find the following words in a revelation gil·en in 1873.
"Behold, if my servants and my handmaidens
of the dif!ercnt organizations for good among my
people shall continue in righteousness, they shall
be blessed, even a• they bless others of the homehold of faith. Let contentions and quarreling
cease. Snstain each other in peace, and ye t<hall
be blessed with my Spirit in comforting and
strengthenit;g you for my work."
We believe that "Mothers' Home Column"
may be classed among the "organizations for
good," and we hope to see the work established
in a firm and sure way, by the Spirit moving upon the hearts of the women in Israel, and gradually bring together a large body of willing and
energetic worlrnrs, for this organization requires
many instruments to fulfill the design for which
this work was brought ab.?l1t; and the ends can
not be reached but by the faithful, zealous and
continued efforts of the laborers, together with
the requisite aid from the Author of the same.
It therefore behooves every woman that is impressed with the need of this work, and feels to
lay hold upon it, to lose no time in lending a
hand to help execute the mission of the "Column," by getting up, as it were, Divine threads,
and carrying them across the sacred threshold into "Mother's Home" and there forming a net
work, by patiently weaving together our faith
and works as the warp and woof of a beautiful
and everlasting fabric, reaching to life eternal;
ever seeking to harmonize the elevating principles of the gospel with our lives, practically,
daily-nay hourly, and thus augmenting saintly
conduct within the seclusion of home life, in
view of that peace, equality and perfection that
was sought and attained by Enoch's people;
striving earnestly f9r that feeling of family relationship that will !earl us to withhold nci good
from each other, ,but will help us bear and forbear and. cheerfully impart of whatever we are
blessed with, whether it be spiritual or temporal
blessing. The Lord blessed former-day Israel
with instruction in hnme-life, through Moses;
and we fi:nd instruction in the Book of Covenants to latter day Israel, through Jmepb, for
home-life; and much of this may be taught by
women to women through !his department;
and this includes valuable recipes, methods and
all instruction that will serve to equalize and
bring God's people upon a common plain, and
thus cheer, encourage and stimulate to action in
good works the citizens of the kingdom. When
we can bring ourselves to live the gospel, we
shall occupy a lowly, unselfish and at the same
time the most exalted plane of existence; for this
reaches Ol,lt, gathering all good.
Now sisters, ask yourselves, Have we no responsibility ?-no duties to perform at home save
the work of Martha; is there no spiritual household to help keep in order within the four walls
of our dwel!Tngs? Yea, let u~ awake to our duties
and "privileges in connection with the great
work, of the last days."
Lucy LLOYD.
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BENNETT, Iowa, July 3d.
Dear Sister Frances:-As the door is ajar and
all mothers are invited, please may I step in and
contribute my mite to this interesting part of the
Herald, which is ever a welcome visitor? Il1ave
bee.n a reader of its pages almost from the first,
and many of its contributors are old acquaintances. Perhaps a few leaves from memory's
di:iry might be interesting.
To begin with, on the 6th of June sister Julia
Maitland and little son, husband and myself
started with horses and carriage a distane of
twenty-eight miles over a beautiful country, with
a bracing breeze. 'Ve all enjoyed it very much.
Stopped at a friends at noon to rest and after par:
taking of dinner, started on the last half of our
journey in good spirits, and arriving in Buffalo
about three o'clock; drove to the church where
the Latter Day Saints were ass~mbled in conference of eastern Iowa. When the afternoon session closed there came happy greetings, and for
the first time I met brothers Bozarth and Roth.
As we could accept of but one invitation, we became the guests of Sister Pauline Buby, and we
enjoyed a sumptuous supper (I think we could
almost call it a strawberry sociable). Brother
Jerome would have enjoyed it. He is pilot on a
boat, and was not at home. How good it is to
enjoy the company of Saints, those we have
known for many years. Our esteemed friend,
Ma Ruby, who is hale and hearty and strong in
the good faith, giving such a cheering testimony
in prayer meeting Sunday morning, certainly
should strengthen our desires to be faithful; and
such soul-cheering sermons as we heard will not
soon be forgotten. We stopped of nights and
a part of the time at Bro. E. Ladner's. Sister
Ladner's health is very poor. I do sincerely hope
she is much better ere this.
Sunday noon took dinner at Bro. Charles
Reynolds' where we had a pleasant time.
Thanks to all for their hospitality. This was
the first surprise-our privilege of attending
conference.
Our second was .the promise of
Brn. Bozath and Roth to call and preach for us
the following Sabbath. According to promise,
my husband met them at the station of Bennett,
and after a dusty ride of two and a half
mHes stopped at our home. We were all glad
to see them and it was quite a treat, for our aged
mother, who seldom has the privilege of hearing
a sermon. Husband had secured the use of the
Bennett Church, which was dedicated by two
rousing sermons, morning and evening, attended
by large and attentive congregations. The good
Methodist pastor warned his flock not to go
near, as it was a dangerous place, but only a
pious few heeded the warning. Several have
said they were the best sermons ever preached
in that house, and they want two more, so the
brethren will give us another call and stay longer
next time. Grandma's sister, Mrs. Kaufman,
eighty-one years of age, never heard a Latter
Day Saint sermon before. She is visiting us
this summer. Brother Maitland's wife came
Saturday evening and stayed until Monday
evening, so we had a day of rest on Monday,
visiting, eating strawberries, and other good fare.
Had a good indoor sermon on the prophecies by
brother Roth; could not call it fireside preaching
as it was so very warm ; so you see, we had a
picnic, as the children say. As .we were sitting
on the porch talking, we made the remark, we
hardly knew why we stayed here, we were so

isolated, with no church privileges, when brother
for the truth. May Bro. Hyde find peace and
Bozarth remarked, "It makes a good stopping
satisfaction in his new field. Bro. H. L. Thompplace for the Elders." Perhaps that is what we
son and the local brethren who have stood for the
are here for. All good Elders are welcome."
cause in the dark hour of trial, my heart goes out
Another surprise was in store for us. Our
to them for I know their devotion and integrity,
neighbors had planned a surprise on. grandma's
and the sacrifices and contumely they have sufbirthday, June 29th. About forty in number, old
fered for the Master. Then I think how nobly
and young, gathered at our home, bringing with
some of our young brethren have come to the
them a sumptuous dinner, and an upholstered
rescue, and made the burden lighter upon those
rocker for grandma, as a present on her 89th
.
who were overcharged with care; and then with
birthday; smaller presents were given. Lemonwhat unselfish devotion the membership have
ade and candy, besides other refreshments, were
sustained them in their labor of love. May God
served in the afternoon. 'Ve had such a nice
bless them all. But, dear Saints, some of you
time, Jong to be remembered. The surprise was
have been too careless and negligent at times;
partly in honor of aunt, Mrs. Kaufman. Now this
let me, as one who loves you, exhort you to be
does not speak very badly for the Latter Day
more faithful, and to renew your diligencr1 in
Saints. We have been known here for twenty-two
serving God. We can not afford to sleep in a
years. Who will say this has not been a month
cause where our souls' interest is at stake.
of surprises to us? The Elders left Tuesday
On March Ist I bid adieu to the Saints at Elmmorning for Center Junction. Hope they will
wood, to turn my face toward Lamoni, to be at
have a pleasent time, with God's Spirit to help
the annual gathering of Gpd's people. On my
them.
way I stopped and preached at Independence and
The "Mothers' Home Column" is a grand adRidgeway, Missouri; Armstrong and Good Indition to the llerald. How many useful ideas
tent, Kansas.
and hints can be given through its pages. The
After adjournment of conference I called at
mother's task is a hard one. With many tears,
Galland's Grove, the branch of which I am a
prayers and heartaches, it is performed. If the
member. I enjoyed rqyself a few days, preachfathers would put their shoulders to the domestic
ing for them during the time. Visited my two
wheel and help to bear the burdens of life, how
brothers and families at Logan and Missouri Valmuch it would lighten the .mothers' burdens.
ley. My next stopping place was at hon.;e, in
The men take their naps, hug themselves conNebraska, to visit home folks, after an absence
tentedly and say, "Your ma will see to it."
of nearly two years, and to attend to som.e busiWe do believe the husband is as a pilot to steer
ness in which I was interested. My work and
the domestic boat by his sound advice and remy short visit over, I again visited my brothers
proof, and his good example, always rememberin Iowa, and made. a short call at Galland's
ing his is as great a responsibility as the mothGrove. Then to Independence, Missouri, where,
er's. I think the mother should be equal, and
on
June 2d, I was united in marriage to Vida E.
the two should be united in serving God, and
Smith, daughter of Bro. Alexander H. Smith.
always keep the family altar sacred.
The same day we started for my field of laborDear children, honor your parents; be kind to
the Pacific Slope Mission. The 4th, we arrived
them and a staff for them in their declining years.
in
Salt Lake City, Utah, where we spent four.
My prayer is that we may all be worthy a part
days sight-seeing; during which time we were
in the first resurrection.
the guests of ·Sr. Robert Warnock-Bro. WarA nice way to keep jellies without covers is to
nock being absent. Here we met brethren Ancut a piece of brown paper the size of the glass,
thony
and Anderson, faithful men battling for
butter well, pierce the center and press closely
the right against powers of darkness. The night
the buttered side down.
of the 6th I had the pleasure of meeting and adAs ever your sister,
dressing a little band of Saints and friends in the
s. A. RUSSELL.
neat little chapel belonging to the Saints. At
the same time assisted Bro. Anthony in ordaining Bro. Anderson to the office of Seventy, according to the order of the last General ConferSTOCKTON, Cal., July i2th.
ence. w·e were much b'Iessed in the ordination,
Dear lferald.-My mind often wanders back to
and were more than ever satisfied that the Lord
Texas, and the familiar faces there, grown dear
approved of the selection of Bro. Anderson for
by years of mutual joy and suffering, pass before
this sacred office.
me, and I heartily pray, "God bless them."
On the 8th we left the city, and after a weary
Though my mission there was beset with many
ride over the deserts of Nevada we entered Calitrials and privations, yet I recall many scenes of
fornia. Thursday the roth, about eleven o'clock
joy, many times of peacefully quiet enjoyment
a.m., we approached Oakland pier, and while
spent with those who love the Master. With
cogitating upon how we should be able to recogmany whom I met there I fully expect to rejoice
nize the brethren expecting us there, a voice
in the kingdom of God. Let me exhort you once
rang through the car, enquiring if Heman C.
more, dear Saints, to be faithful to the end. Soon
Smith was on board. We responded, and soon
the clouds will burst asunder and reveal him for
found th<! voice was that of Bro. H.P. Brown, of
whom we wait. Oh then let us be prepared to
Oakland, editor of that spicy little sheet, Tke
meet him in peace. May God bless my successor
Expositor. Bro. Brown went right into converin that field, Bro. I. N. Boberts, and endow him
sation with us as familiarly as though he had
with wisdom and patience to perform the work
known us for years. We soon felt as though we
committed to him. I shall rejoice to hear of his
were not among strangers. Bro. Brown went
success. The Lord loves that man for his integwith us across the bay to San Francisco, where
rity and devotion. And Bro. A. J. Cato, God
we met and were made acquainted with Bro. G.
bless him, for his only desire is to spend his life
S. Lincoln and T. J. Andrews. Soon we wen;
%
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shown rooms at Sr. Potter's, where we made our
home while in the city. We were treated so kindly, it was with regret we left our comfortable
quarters .when we felt that duty called us elsewhere. We remained in San Francisco and
Oakland nearly three weeks visiting and preaching. Were much pleased with the Saints; and
especially-with those who are entrusted with the
responsibility of leading in measures for the advancement of the cause. On June 15th, assisted
by Bro. H. P. Brown, I ordained Bro. Thomas
Daley to the office of Seventy. May he become
an especial witness, indeed; and like the Seventy
of old, return saying "even the devils are subject
to us in thy name."
We left the city on June 30th on board the
steamer, T. C. Walker, and the morning of July
rst found us at the wharf in Stockton, where we
were met by Bro. John Nightingale, president of
the branch, and taken to his pleasant home,
where we have been guests ever since. We have
felt welcome and enjoyed ourselves finely. We
have held twelve meetings, two for testimony
and preached ten discourses. The attendance
has been small, yet we have some new faces present each time. The branch here have a neat little chapel in which to worship, and the most of
them are devoted to the cause. We have been
treated very kindly by all. Bro. Nightingale is
a man of sterling integrity and of great zeal.
He will keep the work moving here if in his
power to do so. Circumstances and the direction
of the Spirit will govern my future movements.
My address permanently will be No. 1801, PoJk
street, San Francisco, California. I wish those
writing to me would be careful to write my first
name in full. I find so many H. C. Smith's, but
no Heman C.
In bonds of gospel love,
HEMAN c. SMITH.
TABOR, Iowa, July 18th.
Brother Blair :-Since conference held at
Lamoni, I have labored in all the branches of
the district, and visited all the Saints, and talked
and prayed with them; also visited many who
are not members, some of whom I think are
very near the kingdom. I have baptized three,
and earnestly pray that others who are already
convinced of the truth may soon follow in the
good way. I am not by any means discouraged;
for I thought in consequc>nce of the busy time
among the farmers, and short nights, that it
would be almost impossible to hold meetings·
more than Sunday, but to my surprise I held
thirty meetings in six weeks, and had good fair
audiences. Many express themselves satisfied
that we have the truth. Our branches are somewhat diminished in consequence of brethren
moving west, to find them homes; but notwithstanding all, I think we can compare favorably
with other districts that are similarly sibated.
The Elders are trying to do the best they can,
according to their circumstances. Our host of
preachers is not not very large, and some of our
branches are crippled for want of help. We are
deficient for material from which .to select efficient officers to labor in the different branches,
which makes it burdensome for the few; but we
do not feel like slacking our-energies, nor shrinking from duty, but are determined to press on to
the victory; and if possible, obtain the crown
through the grace of our God. We have a small
band ©f Ellders who are ever readf to do i'l·hat

they can for the work, both in p::eaching the
gospel and administering in~ its sacred ordinances; and in taking myself to any place if
needs be, for the good of the work, or the benefit
of the sick.
Dear Herald, we are strong in the faith of this
great latter day work, and believe that it will
move on, and in spit<! of all opposition accomplish all that the Master designed. Had we the
same assurance of our own ultimate triumph, as
we have of the work in which we are engaged,
we should be happy indeed. All seem to be well
pleased with the Herald. I hear of no complaint;
the sisters colu!lln is read with stirring interest
by nearly all the Saints. God bless sister Frances, and her coadjutors, in the laudable work
they have undertaken. We have several Sabbath Schools, and I trust they will all try their
·best to patronize the Hofe, and thus give impetus
to the good work.
I hope as many of the Saints as can possibly
make it convenient to attend our camp meeting,
to be held at Wheeler's Grove, commencing September 4th, will do so. Let us take hold of the
enterpris~ with heart and soul, and make it a success; and show to the world that we mean what
we say when we testify to the truth of thio great
work. Yea, let us be valiant in the testimony of
Christ, that we may obtain the "crown of his
glory, to.sit on the throne of his power, to reign
forever and ever." May the Spirit of the Master
be with all who Jove the truth, is the earnest
prayer of your co-worker and brother,
HENRY KEMP.

the founding of this Church of Ch.rist in 1830, by
special revelation from God, and the renewing of
the gospel dispensation as taught by Christ and
his Apostles. These tidings, to listening ears,
seemed to waken a spirit of interest in. the hearts
of these relatives of former Saints, to the extent
the following day an application of some five
persons was reported at Bro. Dungee's, for baptism. And, as Elder Short, who has been laboring in this vicinity, and in-and about Moline and
Rock Island for some time previous, a line was
sent to him at Millersburg by Bro. Dungee to return to Rock Island and gather in the sheaves
that were waiting for their baptisms. While at
Rock Island I had a pleasant visit with a brother
Harson, an old Latter Day Saint, some 77 years of
age. I stayed with him over night. It was quite
interesting to listen to this brother's recital of his
experience; how he obtained a knowledge of this
latter day work; and I am glad to see this aged
brother still blessed with the Spirit, and battling
for the canse. On leaving Rock Island the last
of June for Montrose, Iowa, I would not be justified in not making mention of the kind treatment I received at Bro. Dungee's, by both himself
and wife. May love and blessings crown their
days with much good.
My arrival at Montrose happened at midnight.
In the morning I called at Sr. Eliza Newberry's,
where I was received with a hearty welcome, and
refreshed with a warm breakfast and a few hours'
sleep. Sr. Newberry's health appears quite good;
and at the prayer mee~ing on the Thursday evening following my arrival, her testimony in favor
LA CROSSE, Ill., July 17th.
of this latter day work, together with many othDear Nefhew:-I am housed at your cousin's,
ers at Montrose, gave me to understand that the
Solomon Salisbury, for a few days of rest. I left
Spirit of the Master was still in the hearts of the
Saints in that place. This branch of the church
home May 29th. Did not get the means sent me
keeps up regular prayer meetings every Thursday
by the Bishop in time to get to the June conferevening, and regular services on Sunday, presidence at Montrose; but while stopping at Cljnton,
Iowa, I found plenty of work to do-on account
ed over by a Bro. Hall, a Priest, who appears
of some local troubles existing in that branch of
very spiritual and earnest. I held two services
the church. I am in hopes that ere this reaches
in the chapel on the 4th, preached in the forenoon and evening. The weather being very
you, that a more settled condition of unity may
warm in the evening, it was rather slow work to
prevail in that place. It was in Clinton that I
get up a good discourse. I here met with Bro.
met with Brn. Roth and Bozarth, who were e.nand Sr. Thomson, of Plano origin; they now regaged in mission work-setting in order the affairs
side at Fort Madison. I was much pleased with
of the church in the Eastern Iowa District; their
this visit with them. Bro. Thomson presided
labors were much needed in this district. I deover the sacrament administration in the aftervoted my labors while at Clinton to preaching
noon service, and gave a good exhortation exseveral discourses on the doctrine of love and
planatory of the purposes and design of the Lord's
unity; which I believe had a good effect among
supper. On Monday, July 5th, called on Major
Saints and friends of the cause. By special reBidamon, in Nauvoo, Illinois, -and took tea with
quest of some enquirers, I gave two lectures on
him and wife. The Major showed me ever the
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, and
grounds where so.me of our relatives were laid
some brief events connected with your father's
away for their final resting place. Nauvoo is
mission and the finding of the so-called golden
now a city of vineyards, with many houses -still
plates .. These lectures were given at the house
empty. The sad reminiscences that crowded my
of a family who were members of the Methodist
memory did not create in me a very strong deChurch, and who expressed themselves well
sire to remain long in the city, so in company
pleased with the evidences in favor of the prophwith Bro. John Lambert, I rode with him the
et's mission and this latter day work. These
same evening out into the Rock Creek branch of
friends with some others I labored with, while at
the church, where I remained during the week.
Clinton, will undoubtedly ere long unite with the
The weather being very hot, I visited around
church. I did not have _the privilege of preachamong the Saints, and on Sunday preached in
ing but once in the Saints' chapel at Clinton, as
their chapel; and in the afternoon Bro. George
some matter.s about the building of the chapel
Lambert with horses and buggy brought me over
had not been settled. I left Clinton in June for
Rock Island, and l!trived at Bro. Dungee's in. to Burnside, where cousin Don Salisbury resides. Don was gone out to Aunt Katharine's,
time to hold forth on the Sunday following, to
helping Fred about harvesting i so I procured
quite .a full house j meeting at Bro. Dungee's;
a conveyance and eairte out to l:'lolomon's, where
some relatives of old time Saints came In; and
llst!i:ned ~ttentivelf tlll if heital bf the histbrf tJf ~ 1 itm rt0w 'Writing: i e:!!reet tlol. l!§et otit td !fgut
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aunt Katharine's in a few days. Every body is
hard at work in the harvest field, gathering in
wheat, oats and hay. The crop is good of small
grain in this part of the country; but there are
bad omens for the com crop. A drought has
been raging for the last two months, corn fields
all drying up, and no prospects of rain yet.
\Vhen and where there is a door open, and a
people willing to hear that good may be donein the proclamation of the gospel, so excellently
fraught with the knowledge of light and truth in
this latter day work, I do not fail to improve the
opportunity to put a clincher upon every idea
that goes to str'engthen the cause of the church
of which we both mutually have enlisted in life
to sustain.
My nephew, Solomon Salisbury, is heart and
Spirit in the work, and has by his influence and
labors through portions of this country, been the
means of putting down much of the prejudice existing against the doctrines as taught by the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saint. He is a
good talker, and possesses a natural genius to
put the frame work of the gospel together as a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed. I
may give you a more full history of the state of
things in this part of the Lord's vineyard after I
have visited the church at Colchester. I subscribe, in gospel bonds,
Your uncle,
\VILLIAM B. SMITH.
GALENA, Indiana, July 17th.
Bro. 'Josej;h:-To the Saints of Southern Indiana District. Some inquiry has been made why
I have not been in the field. First, my financial
condition was such that I was compelled to stay
at home for a time to care for my family. (z)
The Bishop wrote me that he could not sustain
me at present; a!Id as there is no one acting as
Bishop's agent at present in the district, if it is in
keeping with the usages of the church under the
present condition of the district, all the Saints
who have a desire to assist me in the duties of
my calling, they can do so at least enough to pay
my traveling expenses, and I will at the proper
time report to the Bishop. It is hoped that Bro.
Kelley will be in this district ere long, and the
work will be in a ~Jetter condition. To the Saints
let me say, don't be dbcouraged; remember that
"man's extremity is God's opportunity." And it
seems that God will have us to understand this:
what we can not do for ourseh·es God will do
for us, if it is according to his will. This great
latter day work is a work of destiny and will be
a success, and blessed is he who does not oppose
it. 0 how can men 0£ talent ancl experience in
thls work doubt it for one moment. \Vhere is
the comistency in them. Have they any thing
better to offer to the world. If not where is the
principle on which they jnslify their acts; can
men reject a greater light and accept a less and
be justified? If not, then comes the question,
where is the churcc. that is more in keeping with
the laws of God, as reYealed in nature and reveltions than the L'.ttter Day Saints' church, in
point of doctrine and organization. Answer ye
wise men. Take the wings of your imagination
and fly over the wide fields of your fancy, and if
yon can not find a church that i.s more in ·r.eeping- with the laws of God, are you justified? Remember that motive gives color to actions. If
\voridly honor, or fame and riches be our motive
as then;! is an unseparnble Gonneetkm between

action and condition, hence as a man "thinketh
so is he;" and such will our future condition be.
As the truthfulness of onr system does not depend on the actions of men; therefore, this latter day work, or the principles on which it is
suspended can not be judged by the actions of
any of those who believe in them, unless the
acts be the legitimate outgrowth of the system.
Shall I condemn the statute of Indiana that
condemns theft, because people steal? Nay,
verily, nay. The law is right and the transgressor wrong; so is it in this latter day work .. If
men have run without tidings and testified to
this latter day work, and are now stopping in the
fogs of Babylon to investigate, let them see to
that. If they made mistakes then the probabilities
are they may again-and who can follow then.
May God be merciful to them and ns all. With
a greater desire to spread the truth.
As ever, yours in bonds,
M. R. SCOTT.
\V,\LLSEND, N. S. W. June 12th.

Dear Herald:-Again we find ourselves at
Wallsend; and my heart fills with gratitude to
God for His protecting care over us during our
six months of traveling to and fro. Many times
on the angry waters, which seems_ more beset
with danger than the land since the Lord has
said, "The destroyer had gone out on the waters,
and the servants of God could only go in safety
by faith." \Ve felt to reallze the fulfillment of
those words during our trip from Melbourne to
Sydney.
This life is indeed made up of changes. We
form acquaintances and make friends only to part
with them and seek others. During our visit in
Victoria, we became acquainted with many excellent people. We are strengthened and refreshed by their love and good works, and hope
we in our turn did them good also. The knowledge of being instrumental in the hands of God,
in leading •ome to a knowledge of the truth, and
seeing them rejoice in· it, was joy and gladness
to us; and gratifying also to know we had many
warm ,friends among those who did not call
themselves Latter Day Saints; and that all the
places where my husband had preached are still
open for more. And I believe there are many
hearts in those places open to receive the truth.
All seemed loth to have us leave them, and we
also were sorry to leave; especially the Queensferry Saints. I never met a better people. There
was no chance there for feeling ones self burdensome, or in the way. Each family not only willing but anxious to contribute to our comfort and
happiness. vVe made prolonged visits, while at
the Ferry, at Bros. Mcintosh, Fleming and
George and Robert Edens; but our home was at
Bro. Stewarts. He is an exceptionally kind man,
and much interested in the work. Five were
added to the Queensferry branch while we were
there; one a ,·ery promising young man, who,
I think will be a lielp to the branch there, and
also to the work at large. Before leaving we
were made the recipients of many nice presents;
especially from Bro. Stewart who gave us all
three a new suit-Joseph's of black cloth, Addk's
and mine of Irish poplin. A nice Winter hat for
Addie, from Bro. Robert Eden, and a becoming
little bonnet for myself from his wife-Bro.
Stewart's daughter.
\Ve reluctantly bid them good bye one bright
morning, And stepped intg Bro. Mdntosh's boat

on our way to Hastings. There was scarcely a
breath of wind, we were all day getting to Cowes,
Phillip Island, where Mr. Burton had baptized
four a few weeks previously.
We were made
welcome and spent the night at Bro. Morrison's.
Intended to call at Mr. West's, and look about
the island a little during the fore part of the next
day, it being my first visit on the island; but a
northerly' gale was springing up, and we were
obliged, to hurry-.;~:ff in the morning, and it was
with much difficulty we reached the jetty at
Hastings. Had a strong tide in our favor, but
were five hours and more, beating our way
against a head wind and heavy sea, that threatened at times to bury us up. However, we received no farther injury than an occasional
shower-bath from the sea, and our clothes somewhat spoiled with the salt water. vVere met on
the jetty by Brn. Jones and Grayden. The latter giving us a welcome home at his house during our two weeks' stay, and Addie at Sr. Anderson's. The Saints there and at Somerville are
endeavoring to live their n~ligion, and rejoicing
in the blessings received; especially the gift of
faith to be healed. Two more were baptized,
one being the Mrs. Unthank I spoke of in my
last letter, who received us in her house in Somerville. On account of having bapti_sm on the
day we were to leave for New South VI ales we
were too late for the coach. So Mr. Prosser-the
principal merchant of the village-kindly gave
us a passage on his market wagon to Frankston,
where we took the cars to Melbourne; got into
town at ten o'clock in the evening.
Had some
difficulty in finding a place to stay all night.
The hotels were all crowded. Next day at noon
we took passage on the steam ship Bunningyong,
for Sydney. Had a splendid run, the best the
captain said, that he had had for a long time.
During one day and night the wind blew nearly
a gale, covering the ocean as far as the eye could
see, with white foam from the breaking sea. But
it was from exactly the right point of the compass to be the most benefit to us; so besides the
steam all sail was set which kept the ship steady
and also ahead of the sea. But it was terrible
for the steamer we met; the >ea was breaking
over her like a half sunken rock. As fast as she
would rise up out of one she would dip down
and plunge ihrough another. I have wondered
if it just happened that we were the favored
ones, or if it was the kind care of a loving Father that guarded us from r arm and filled our
hearts with peace ai:id enjoyment, while others
were tempest tossed and quaking with fear of
being ship-wrecked. I accepted it as an especial
blessing from his hand given in answer to prayer, and with my whole heart thanked Him for
the sam.-•.
The ship stopped twenty-four hours in Sydney,
so we had time to visit Bro. and Sr. Ellis; found
them well, but quite lonely in the absence of
their daughter who had been married· and '''as
then, in company with her husband, Bro. Morris,
on their way to Lamoni, to make a home among
the Saints. I hope they will find kind friends
there, for such are appreciated by strangers in a
strange land. Another night's steaming brought
us to Newcastle. Spent a pleasant day with Sr.
Webster, then came on to Wallsend. Couid not
get a house to rent, so Bro. Amram Lewis kindly
gave us a home at his house, which is quite small
for twe famill€s, only four rQ(lnrn. W<: h;:;ve tq
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stow close and be good natured. We expect to
go either to Foster, or Nambucra in two weeks.
Mr. Burton organized a branch at Hamilton,
where there seems to be quite an interest, two
weeks ago, and also held a week of meetings in
Newcastle. Hope the seed sown will in time
bring forth fruits to the honor and glory of the
Master.
SISTER EMMA.
[Newsy letters from far off laborers are eagerly
n.flflf'by all. Sr. Emma is welcome.-Ed.]
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praise God for the latter day work. I have baptized three this summer, and others seem to be
near the kingdom. Next Sunday, if all is well I
will hold meeting on the green in our village;
and the next Sunday I will meet with the friends
on the Market Square in Petrolia, Lord willing.
Yours in the one faith,
JAMES N. SIMMONS.

fruitful in the knowledge of our Lord
Jes us Christ. Ilut he that lacketh these
things is blind and can not see afar off,
and hath forgotten that he was purged
from his old sins. Wherefore the rather,
brethren, give diligence to make your
calling and election sure; for if ye do
these things ye shall never fall; for so an
entrance shall be ministered unto you
abundantly into the everlasting kingdom
CORMORANT, Minn., July 15th.
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-In company with T. J.
Wherefore I will not be negligent to put
Martin, Joseph Chester and Charles Shepherd,
KINSLEY, Kansas, July 18th.
you always in remembrance of these
we arrived at Luce School House, Ottertail
Dear Herald:-Some weeks ago we wrote a
things, though ye know them, and be escounty, Sunday morning, July rrth, where we
tablished in the present truth. Yea, I
letter to Bro. D. H. Bays, Pratt County, Kansas,
met Bro. and Sr. John C. Foss, and many others.
think it meet, as long as I am in this
and as we have received no answer we conclude
Bro. Foss has been laboring there for some time
~abernacle, to stir you up by putting you
it did not find him, and I am taking this means
with good results. T. J. Martin addressed the
m remem berance; knowing that shortly
of writing in your columns, hoping it wlll meet
congregation; afterwards four were baptized.
I must put off this my tabernacle, even as
the eye of Bro. Bays, or some other Elder who
Bro. Foss held forth in afternoon; at close of serour Lord Jes us Christ hath shewed me.
can come and preach here. There are some peo·
vice one more offered himself for baptism, a man
Moreover I will endeavor that ye may be
pJe here who are acquainted with Latter Day
of
much promise and a former Elder of some
able after my decease to have these things
Saintism, and one lawyer who is acquainted
church. Quite a number more are said to be
always in remembrance. For we have
with Bro. Joseph Smith. We have had the
nearly
ready.
On
our
way
home
we
called
on
not followed cunningly devised fables,
promise of the use .of a church for an Elder to
sister Albertson, at Frazee City, the only memwhen we made known unto you the
preach in, and we two families are earnestly
power
and coming of our Lord Jesus
ber;
being
recently
baptized;
found
her
sitting
and prayerfully seeking for a branch of the church
Christ; but were eye witnesses of· his
by a table, Saints' Herald and Bible in hand, feelto be raised up here to the honor and glory of
majesty. For he received from God the
ing well satisfied. There are four Brighamite
God. Bro. Anway and family live a short disFather honor and glory, when there came
Elders preaching at, or near Clitherall, who have
tance from us, and we have been ll)eeting every
such a voice to him from the excellent
made some converts. Arrangements are now
Sunday for an hour's Bible reading and at the
glory, this is my beloved Son, in whom I
being
made
for
a
discussion
to
take
place
July
close prayer and testimony; and though we are
am well pleased. And this voice which
2 rst, as to who should be the leader of the church.
all just lay members, we have taken vote each
came from heaven we heard when we
Bro. Foss will meet them, and may good be done.
Sunday who should lead the next, and we have
were with him in the holy mount. We
There will be a two days' meeting commencing
been made to rejoice, and it has been a source of
have also a more sure word of prophecy;
strength to us. But how we long and hunger July 24th at Silver Lake Branch. Ever praying
whereunto ye do well that ye take heed, as
for
the
welfare
of
Zion,
after the privilege's of Ii ving where there is a
unto a light that shineth in a dark place,
W. W. McLEOD.
communitx of Saints, for
until the day dawn, and the day-star arise
"The friends that most cheer me
in your hearts: knowing this first, that no
On life's rugged road;
prophecy of the Scripture is of any private
."Are the friends of my Master;
interpretation. For the prophecy came
The children of God."
not in old time by the will of man; but
If we can be used as instruments in a branch
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
holy men of God spake as they were movbeing raised up here, or wherever we may be, we
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
ed by the Holy Ghost. According as His
their own views. Contributions solicited.
shall be thankful. How little one can see they
divine power has given unto us all things
have accomplished in looking back over the time
pertaining unto life and godliness."
SERMON BY ELDER F. M. SHEEHY,
we have spent in the church, and we feel and reThe knowledge that we gather from
013'
LISBON
FALLS,
:MAINE,
solve that we will try to accomplish more i.n the
the language of the apostle here in this
In the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
time still alloted to us. vVe love the gospel of
April 9th, 1886.
epistle, calls us to the exercise and culJesus Christ, and thank God we have been perLReported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor].
tivation of genuine virtue in this life.
mitted to hear and embrace it. \Ve have re·
And we hold that in the gospel econWE
will
read
for
our
consideration
a
part
ceived some of the blessings promised by obediof the Scripture found in the second epistle omy the Almighty has prepared and arence to the gospel. We wrote to Bro. Silas
of Peter:-"Simon Peter a servant and au ranged for us all things that pertain
Madden, received no answer, but would like to
apostle of Jes us Christ, to them that have unto life and godliness; and we think that
hear from him. vVe ask the Saints to pray for
obtained like precious faith with us this life referred to here, has refei;ence to
us, especially those who are acquainted with us,
through the righteousness of God and our this life, as well as that which is to come.
hoping this call will be responded to, and promSavior J es4s Christ: Grace and peaC'e be \Ve have heard it often spoken of when
ising to make an Elder or Elders as comfortable
multiplied unto you through the know- treating upon a question of religion, that
as we can, with love to all Saints, ever praying
ledge of God, and of] es us our Lord, accord- it related only to the great hereafter; that
for the welfare and prosperity of the gospel of
ing as his divine power has given unto us everything that related to religion, and the
Christ, we are,
all things that pertain unto life and godli- great power of redemption, was to be postGEORGE M. & HATTIE WYMAN.
ness, through the knowledge of him that poned till .after death. Now we feel that
hath called us to glory and virtue: Where- this text justifies us in the thought that reOIL CrTY, Ontario, fuly 12th.
by are given unto us exceeding great and ligion is adapted to the present life, and to
Dear Herald:-I love this latter day work, and
precious promises; that by these ye enable us to appreciate this present life.
know it is of God. I live in Oil City and the
might be partakers of the divine nature~ Inasmuch as this is a life unto life, and is
branch that t am president of is in Petrolia,
having escaped the corruption that is in closely connected with, and is a part and
which makes it eight miles for me to walk to
the worldthrough lust. And besides this, parcel ot the life that is to come, and that
meet with them. Yesterday I was there, and led
giving all diligence, add to your faith the life that is to come is to be eternal, and
two into the waters of baptism; one, a fine young,
virtue; and to virtue knowledge; and to all that relates to it is to be composed of
illan the husband of Sister Campbell, the other
knowledge temperance; and to temper- things that are to be incorruptible and
a daughter of Bro. Carnagie. At the confirmaance patience; and to patience godliness; eternal, so the reference is made in the
tion we were made to rejoice, for the portion of
and to godliness brotherly kindness; and chapter this morning to the divine nature
the Spirit present. After they were confirmed
to brotherly kindless charity. For i£ these that we are to be made partakers of
we partook of the Lord'$ Supper, and had a testhings be in you and abound, they make through th.e promises, We are to partake
timeny meetinj; and a~ain Wf!; w1m~ all made te f Otl that ye shall neither b€ Darren 1191' Hn• . of ·a natm'~ that iltl inGorruptible j it will

~nmmuni~afinn:s.
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endure this life, and whatever the future
life may develop. The fact is, there is no
uncertainty connected with a character, or
structure built up with the material referred to in this chapter. It is certain to endure in time and in eternity. "vVhereby
are given unto us exceeding great am!
precious promises; that by these ye might
be partakers of the divine nature, having
escaped the corruption that is in the world
through lust." Now we are not to be deprived of that pleasure that is good; I am
not deprived of anything that is calculated
to benefit me, or that is calculated to benefit my fellows, my associates, and is calculated to enable us to do good; but if I inculcate such qualities as are referred to
here, I am ready for any and every event
in life, no matter what it may be. It is
true that a man is made up largely of his
surroundings; that is, he partakes of the
nature of his surroundings, and these determine largely the kind of a man he is.
The apostle says: "Evil communications
corrupt good manners." Good influences
have also their effect in making the incli•
viclual good according to his surroundings.
We may take the most excellent young
man in the community, or young lady,
brought up under very favorable surroundings. Let them leave their homes where
they are guarded from many things that
are pernicious in life; let them go out and
meet life with all its stern realities, and become surrounded with evil, and with
things that are unfavorable to righteousness, and they will sooner or later, if not
very careful, partake of the nature of their
surroundmgs. It is natural for them to
assimilate with that with which they are
brought in contact, and to finally partake
of that nature. A man does this by first
associating, and then assimilating.
At first the sound of blasphemy, the first
sound of profane words, the tender ear of
youth feels is repulsive, it grates harshly;
hnt by constant hearing, by constantly being surrounded by associates from whom
he is comtantly hearing this language, it
soon loses that harsh grating, and becomes
not unpleasant to bear. So it is with regard
to all other things. If we onlv become
passive, we partake of them. Tbis is according to the mind of man in regard to
all things. \Ve partake of evil things when
we associate with them, and afterwards
assimilnte them. A similar principal is
bronght into requisition by which we partake of good things, of hol_v things, of pure
ihings. A;; we partake of evil things and
become evil, so we partake of good things
and become good; we partake of tbe divine nature in the same manner as we partake of an evil nature upon the same principles, namely, association and then a~sim
ilation. \Vith this •:1e can become like the
divine nature. ·By reading good books
nnd learning good works we receive good.
vV c are associating with good, and g-et
good principles into our minds. Also by
nssociating with good people we receive
good and become good. But tbe thought
that our attention is called to from a gospel stand-point, is this: Every man and
every worn an has to become good by. as·
'\o'i:i·ntion. with th" 11o•m:>e Q~ aH'

good1,an<;l.

that directly; .so that each one by associat- the same as honesty and sincerity out side
ing with the center of good and receiving of them, no matter whether it is narrow or
from this source of good, the good or di- broad. The surroundings invariably go~
vine nature, may become correspondingly ern the mind of the individual in this regood. If we associate with the good, we spect, the effect is just the same; he parpartake of that and receive that. Man takes of the nature of them and goes no
can go no higher than his surrounding; a higher. So that it seems to me that it is
man can partake of tJ;ie nature of his sur- consistent for a man in the first place to go
roundings, but he can get no higher. · to the fountain-source of all good, and
When we read over the good things in the there partake of that good, and receive that
Bible, we get our faith, and we get our good. And- as he goes there he certainly
thoughts and our minds adjusted to their must expect to develop gradually, each
thoughts; by associating with them in this step taken successively, as in any other deway, we get the good that they had, and partment of life. No man will develop all
receive their good, by first associating with at once. We read that man "must be born
that good and then assimilating it. Hence again." This signifies that he must comwe are directed here to start our associamence upon the fundamentals of life, the
tions with the Almighty, the source of all foundation principles, and there grow step
good; and by association with him, and hy step, and each step taken in its proper
by assimilating the divine nature, we par- time and in its proper place, neither of
take of the divine nature; and so far as we them to be skipped, neither of them to he.
do this we become good.
taken aside, but every one of them in its
So then the way is opened up clear! y place.
and distinctly for every one to follow; and
Now the apostle is addressing himself
the individual is responsible here, and will here to those who are in the faith; and
be held accountable for his actions. Cer- while he says that we are "called to glory
tainly the proclamation is broad enough: and virtue," he does not say that we have
"If any man will come he shall receive; glory and virtue. He says .that there are
knock and it shall be opened." If there certain "precious promises" that we are
is a promise within the lids of that Bible called to, that pertain unto life and godlimore emphatic than another, it is that one ness; and that by these things we are
found in James: "If any man, [all], if any "made partakers of the divine nature, havman lack wisdom, let him ask of God, who ing escaped the corruption that is in the
giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth world through lust." Every man of reasnot." So there is an opportunity for all on who brings his judgment to bear upon
men to come; they need not ask from any these things would readily agree, that
other source, but they may ask directly of those things that are required there to be
God, and it shall be given them. And the subjected, namely, the corruptible things,
mL're a man asks, or the more he associates ought to be subjected, ought to be
with and, assimilates good, the more he kept clown; so that in obeying the
becomes like that good, whatever that may injunction here, in trying to associate
be. So we see the characteristics of the with these things enjoined in the New
deities that different nations have worshipTestament, we are not to be deprived of
ed correspond with the conceptions of the the present life, with its enjoyments, and
Almighty held by these different nations, those things in nature that are pleasurable.
and these conceptions are based upon the There are a great n:rnny things that are
characteristics of the nations themselves. bright and pleasurable to some men, that
If they are narrow and contracted, He will are satisfying to them, but that neverthepartake of the nature of them, and as a less have the nature of disruption, disinteconsequence will be narrow and contract- gration and decay; have the nature of cored. If a man's conceptions of the Almighruptibility, are not lasting, are only tranty are narrow and contracted, as a conse- sient, only remain for the moment, and
quence we find him narrow and contract- last no longer than while under the special
ed; we find him getting no higher than surroundings that gave them birth. These
the object of his worship and that which he are opposite from what the Apostle Peter
has associated with. To me one of the directs our attention to here, for the things
grand things of the latter clay work is ·the relating to life are not the things relating
broad, grand and eternal truth connected to death, but the very opposite of it. Now
with it, representative of Goel. And the notice the language used here; "Giving all
children of men from the standpoint we diligence, add to your faith virtue." The
represent may learn that he is a God of starting point there is adding to your faith
mercy, justice, equity and love; and when virtue. Now the nature of virtue is good,
we view him from this standpoint, and and this nature is incorruptible.
That
contrast this in our experience with the which is not Yirtuous is corruptible; it concreeds of men, we see that these creeds tain~ the seeds of disintegration and death.
'have their effects upon the children of It makes no difference how much of it we
men, and make them pernicious in their may accumulate, how much we may surhabits; make them narrow minded and round ourselves with, it is destined to death.
presumptuous with their fellow men, who But virtue has in its nature incorruptibility.
do a great many things obnoxious and no It will stand throughout the present life
doubt wrong; but they are doing the best and give us all that that life can give, and
they can, they are honest and sincere in will endure as well in the great hereafter.
these things; but honesty and sincerity So that if we add to our faith virtue, we
do not determine the truth or falsity of add to it an element of life, a quality that
anvthing. Honesty under and within the will endure. forever; for there certainly
pPJ.0s o~ i;rf.leds wlJI produce ltl'l efte.cte Ju~~ ~an be no pleasur!il with the Alml.ghty 1 o~'
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with Jesus Christ, only with that that will
attain the highest eminence of virtue. Only
virtue will qualify a man to inherit the
great hereafter,.the heaven spoken of by
God's people all through the ages.
"Add to your faith virtue; and to virtue
knowledge." The nature of knowledge is
inviting. A wise individual enjoys the
pursuit of knowledge. No one is satisfied
without knowledge as a rule; and we are
so constituted, that just as soon as we take
one step upward to get knowledge, we
then want to take another step in advance,
and seek more knowledge. Just as soon
as we obtain knowledge upon one topic,
upon one point, we naturally take pleasure
in advancing up and up and up, getting
knowledge from every source and upon
every topic; but especially is this so iii relation to the spiritual part of man. Add
to your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge. Now if a man will exercise himself
in this wise, he may expect to stand, and
he will certainly endure. He will escape
that that is of the nature of corruption in
us through lust.
"To knowledge temperance, and totemperance patience." After a man has included in his make uo here that which is
virtuous, that which i~ good, and builds up
by adding to it knowledge, it includes
another quality, and that is temperance.
Now you will discover that just preceding the grand acme of the Christian
life, the things preceding the grand
keystone in the arch of Christian experience, or Christian life, that a man
is to develop upward in that which is
calculated to make him fit for the presence
of Jesus Christ. He certainly must have
so much of that referred to here. For a
man can not attain unto much from a gospel stand-point, if he neglects these things
that precede this acme of Christian life.
It seems to me to be very inconsistent for
us to neglect developing and including
these things. Temperance mu't be included, because temperance will qualify.
Temoerance is an element that fits us and
prep~res us for higher and greater and
grander conditions. So to develop here,
temperance must be heeded in the best
expression of the term.
It should be·
observed in all things.
Not only as it
may relate to alcoholic liquors, but. in
everything,-temperance in all things.
Let your moderation be known unto all
men. All our habits and customs, everything to which the rule may apply, must
be temperate.
"And to temperance patience." After
a man has added these former things, he
must add the quality of patience. Who is
there this morning but what will concede
very readily that patience is a very desirable quality; that it is necessary in the
grand make up, that it is a part
the divine nature, and that as we assimilate with
the divine nature, these are the expressions of it? When we have not patience,
we have certainly been giving wav to impatience. Im patience has certainly produced a great deal of trouble and destruction. Every time it is manifested it is perniciou§ in its effect; it is always corrupt;
f!xd in no sen!le favon1 Hfe="thli!l life or that

of

which is to come. The apostle is teaching
us here the things that pertain unto life
present and future. Now in impatience
tl:ere is no true life, but there is corruption-everything that is despicable. Adel
to temperance patience, and to patience
godliness, or the quality of goodness. We
should exercise godliness, that we may become like God. This is partaking of the
divine nature: and this excludes everything that ci'Pn not be harmonized with
him. Our highest and grandest conceptions of love and patience, godliness and
virtue-all things that the mind of man
can conceive of the Almighty-are comprehended in the term godliness. It is one
of the things that we are to partake of;
the nature we are to assimilate; that we
are to become like; so it is included among
those qualities that we are to add to our
faith.
And we are to add to godliness brother1y kindness, and to brotherly kindness
charity; and if all these things be in you,
they shall make you that ye shall neither
be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge
of our Lord Tes us Christ. Now the fact
of these quaiities being laid out here in
this way, sugge~ts that we avoid the opposite of these. It suggests labor also; it
suggests continual work on the part of the
individual in these things; "giving all
diligence," that is we must be diligent in
these things. Diligence always signifies
labor and care. We are to be made like
God through knowledge. God has "given
unto us all things pertaining unto life and
godliness through the knowledge of Him."
We must obtain these things upon the
principle of knowledge, no! by an exercise
of faith alone. \Ve must not rely on faith
alone; something greater is required. We
learn in the Bible that faith alone will not
save a man. We mav have faith and confidence from now tintil doomsday that
these qualities spoken of in this chapter
are high and grand enough to produce all
that is necessary, but if we remain the.re,
no benefit will be derived from them.
Faith alone upon these principles is not
beneficial; there must be something else.
Salvation is constituted of a "know ledge
of the truth." As the apostle says, God
calls all men to be 1;aved by the knowledge
of the truth. This knowledge is obtained
only by obedience. Faith comes by hearing, and knowledge by obedience; so that
a man can not become patient, he can not
become virtuous, he can not exercise
brother] y kindness, only by obeying.
And now touching brotherly kindness:
Unless circumstances are brought to bear
by which man is brought into contact with
the opposite and he overcomes by obedience to this injunction, he does not know
what it is to b·ave brotherlv kindness. So
with reg-ard to patience. ·unless there is
something to arise likely to produce impatience, we will never know whether we
have patience or not, We see man has
knowledge only as he exercises it. These
are evidences of his having partaken of
the. divine nature.
So it is in regard to
any arid all of these other qualities-tern·
perance, patience, g-odli!lens 1 brotherly
kinthiei.H3j
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by proper obedience, and faith alone will
not produce the desired effect.
Herein
is the righteousness of God revealed in
the gospel. The brother referred us last
night to the fundamentals of the gospel in
an alphabetical arrangement of principles-faith, repentance, baptism, laying on
of hands, resurrection of the dead, and
eternal judgment. But we are aware that
while a man may be a believer in these
things, unless he continues on as Peter
says, he has forgotten that he V"as purged
from bis old sins; has forgotten the
grandeur of these first principles. If a
man builds a foundation upon just princiciples, and there ends, and does not go on
to perfection as is provided for in the
architecture of this structure, he is like a
man that is blind and can not see afar
off,-"he that lacketh these things is blind,
and can not see afar off, and has forgotten
that he was purged from his old sins.
Wherefore the rather, brethren, give
diligence to make your calling and election
sure; for if ye do these things ye shall
never fall." The whole building seems
to be constituted and made np of these
things. The opposite of these leads to
death and certain banishment from the
presence of the redeemed. The apostle
refers to this in Corinthians, where he
says: "l have laid a foundation as a
wise master builder; let another take
heed how he builds thereupon." Now if
we build upon that~these fundamental
principles, these same principles which
he tells us about in the sixth of Hebrews,
as the principles of the doctrine of Christ,
w~1ich he also laid there among the Corinthians-now take heed, says he, how we
build there upon, for if vve build upon
this foundation with things like wood,
hay, or stubble, these things that are corruptable rnatter, that can be destroyed,
our structure will amount to nothing. It
amounts to nothing here, and certainly
will amount to nothing in the great hereafter. If we build upon that foundation
with material of which the types are gold,
silver and precious stones, it will abide.
Now the apostle Paul here is nearly parallel with the apostle Peter, anrl no doubt
refers to the same things. He m;es a
figure of speech to express his meaning;
and cert:1inly these qualities that were referred to by Pcter,-knowledge, temperance, patience, brotherly kindness, charity,-might well be symbolized by the best
materials known from a physical standpoint, and these are gold, silver and
precious stones, while the elements of corruptibility are wood, hay ;111cl stubble.
The most effective physical agent capable
of being brought to bear upon these things
is fire, but fire will not effect or destrov
gold, silver, and precious stones.
"
This is also brought out in the proclamation, "He that believeth and is baptized
shail be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned." A very simple act is
referred to here, and some people have .the
idea that if we are baptized, have had our
sins remitted, our soul's salvatiol'I is then
guaranteed; and sometimes this thought
arises when the brethren are. preaching:
Up~n thJ.s i1rindple, 11.nd urglt1g 1t
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strenuously as they sometimes do, it being is a thought that is very damaging to us,
a gran{i po'.nt, a central idea in the grand as well as very discouraging. As we
system they are presenting. But not so. struggle along our spiritual life, we find
It is a principle that fills its own place in our way hedged up at times, and we fing
this great work. "He that believeth and obstacles. Like the child we find it diffiis baptized shall be saved." In this are cult to learn to creep at first; we have to
brought out the same principles already re- learn to stand ·alone, and then creep, and
ferred to, which is faith, knowledge, etc. then walk. So it is in our spiritual life.
"He that believeth," is already exercising We begin and start out in our spiritual life
faith, and when he "is baptized," the prin- as little babes; and we have to add to our
ciple of obedience is there. In this act of knowledge, "here and there a little, line
baptism a contract is entered into between upon line and precept upon precept."
the individual and his Creator, that he will While it is so with us it is also a work for
keep the conditions of that baptism, and our brother and our sister, it is a sacred
keeping these conditions, he will add to duty binding upon each, that they work,
his faith the things that are like God. He and that they work for each other's good,
covenants that he will keep the command- having charity. Hence the need of brothments of God; puts off the old man with erly kindness; hence the need of our desirhis deeds, and puts on the new man. ing their welfare as much as we do our
Now, being "translated from darkness in- own. In our experience with those asto the kingdom" of light, he is now to sociated with us in this spiritual developbuild up in his character the divine virtues. . ment, the development of these divine qualHe is to build up with different things ities, we are aided and strengthened, so we
from what he had been building with pre- may go out into the world and battle with
viously; they were transient, things that its ills and not shrink from the contest.
were corrupt, that will not endure, things There is no virtue developed by shrinking
that have in them the element of death. from the contest of life; there is no real
He must now include in his work the virtue but by coming in actual contact with
things that are divine, forsaking the things life and all its realities. Those who comthat are in the world through lust. And menced active life very young commenced
the Almighty will help him and strength- battling with obstacles, not shunning duty,
en him, and make him secure and certain, not shrinking· from responsibility-they
and give him the spirit of light and knowl- make the responsible men and women in
edge, as he bas guaranteed to do. He all communities. So it is when we come
sends the Comforter, to lead and guide us into actual contact in the spiritual warfare;
into all truth. There a great many who we ride above these inferior qualities, and
misunderstand this. They get the idea develop the higher and the nobler ones.
that the Spirit of truth is to produce a litvVhile it may be impossible for us to do
tle feeling of happiness and pleasure, and this work alone, while it may seem that
when feeling pretty good they then receive men have not done it outside of the gosthe Spirit of truth. There seems to be pel, yet we are warranted in believing that
something deeper, more grand and noble the Lord will help us in this work. Now
than simply a little transient experience; it is true that this gospel system is so high
there is something there to lead and guide that it seems at times to be irnpos~ible to
into all truth. Now we are to be sancti- conform to it. The habits that we have
fied by truth; we are to worship God in established that are not right, it seems imSpirit and in truth; and "this is the truth, possible to overcome. These are the rewhich by the gospel is preached unto us" sults of bad associations and surroundings.
in the church of God, the grand conserva- But we are responsible for the nature of
tor of truth. To people who have obeyed some of these surroundings. It seems to
the first principles, to those who know by me it is a fixed fact for Latter Day Saints,
experience what it is to baptized for the that there is never going to be anything ir(
remission of their sins, to them there can life that is destructive to our spiritual well
come no salvation unless they keep up the being that we can not overcome, that
conditions implied in that baptism. We we can not subdue, no matter what
can not neglect our practical every day it may be. Unless the gospel can do
living. Our works we can not hide. for us all these things it. falls short of the
They show our every thought and motive main objective point, which is, to sanctify
for every act in life. And if these divine us and help us to worship God in spirit
qnalities are not found developed in us, if and in truth, partake of the divine nature.
in our experience these things are not Anything that is oppqsite to these qualbrought out, if our structure does not in- ities mentioned by the apostle, is not of the
cl nde these qualities, there is one thing cer- divine nature. So our relation to life is
tain, we shall come under the condemna- one of work; it is a struggle, a constant
tion referred to there, and shall be like trial, a constant effort. The forces of life,
those who build with wood, hay or stub- and the regulations by which we develop
ble; and unless we attain the possession of in life, are to be simply turned and apthese things so indispensable to us, the plied towards development in spiritual
apostle says we "are blind and can not see things. \IV e partake of the nature of these
afar off, and have forgotten that we were spiritual things by association, and thenwe
purged from our old sins."
assimilate them. It is true that we form
are not to come into possession of our habits by our surroundings when we
qualities suddenly by transposition are passive to them; so of all the evil indarkness to light. That they are in- fluences in life. There has to be a. startin our nature all at once, is a mis- ing point. The divergence of the line is
It is m.orn than a slight mi>Jtake, it not always abrupt; it daer; not depart al•

ways in an abrupt manner, but runs for a
while parallel with the straight way. So
with evil, and so with good. Evil men do
not go into evil instant! y; they go gradually, step by step; and before they are
aware they are far from the straight line.
They have a starting point; in error it is
of gradual development; a gradual work.
So it is in spiritual and noble things. All
have to make a start. We continue to
grow, and grow; and as we grow we get
stronger and stronger. It is like a man
ascending heights. As he ascends step by
step, he reaches a higher site, the scene
'becomes more beautiful, and the surroundings more desirable; and so he is incited
on, and up, and up, and up; and every step
upward, and every step forward requires
labor and diligence. So it is with the
human family in every department of the
struggle upward. 1t is with work that
we get away onward. Now the question
simply is, Are we in that line? Are we
partaking of the divine character? As we
partake of his nature, so we build it into the
structure of our characters and become like
him; and these divine qualities that we are
to assimilate are patience, godliness, brotherly kindness and charity; and as we gradually develop these, our whole being will
become permeated with them.
BRANCHES-MEMBERS, AND DUTY.

TuouGII busily engaged since the April
conference, I have been unable to respond
to all calls made. The necessity for greater proficency in branch officials to afford
the traveling ministry greater opportunity to extend into new fields is very urgent.
The conferment of authority for the consummation of requisite work among
branches, an<lthe preaching of the gospel is
necessary; yet a proper discretion in onlination should not be overlooked; or necessity
for ordination fail to be considered, nor
should adaptability he overlooked. To ordain for a compliment would be resprehensible. The fact of Goel calling the weak of
the earth does not justify the thought, that
ordination is to be done at random, or congratulation be offered because of illiteracy,
nor should it raise the expectation of a
premium for ignorance. There is a pos"
sibility of Latter Day Saints becoming only surface readers, or thinkers, or looking
far enough to find proof of some pet
theory or hobb:v, and thtn stop.
So a
claim has often been made to ordination,
because of the following clause :-"Yea,
wnosoever will thrust in his sickle and
reap, the same is called of God." If a
sickle is figurative representation of authority, it follows that the invitation to
reap was to those, who had or were to receive a sickle. But let us look a little further.-See sec. 10, par. 8, D. & C. "Behold I command you, that you need not
suppose that you are called to preach until you are called." How sensible? For
man is an' excitable being and being intent
on accomplishing a cherished purpose,
may mistake natural impulse for Spirit
impression; and so for a time being, at
least, make his claim appear valid. While
§ome may do this unwittingly, others mi\y
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do it designedly, hence the wisdom of haps forever preventing a restoration of
friendship. If a neglect of duty brings
such instruction.
Further. "Wait a little longer, until you litigation, a study and performance of duty
shall have my word, my rock, my church, would do much to prevent it. A needed
and my gospel, that you may know of a and required proficiency in branch officisurety my doctrine; and then bel10ld, ac- als is greatly helped in a frequent counselcording to your desire; yea, according .to ing and conferring together to get each
your faith, shall it be done unto you." others' confidence, and striving to underStill further. In par. 10, we read: "Be- stand and teach one another, that all may
hold this is your work, to keep my com- have a realizing sense and thorough knowmandm@nts; yea, with all your might and ledge of duties and responsibility, with the
strength; seek to declare my word, but needed courage to perform them; for it
first seek to obtain my word, and then shall often needs more courage to contend and
your tongue be loosed; then, if you desire, stand for the right than to do wrong. The
you shall have my Spirit, and my word; determination to be governed by principle
yea, the power of God unto the convinc- rather than policy may be a cause for a
ing of men; but now hold your peace, failure to get and retain the good-will of
study my . word which has gone forth all. But the practice of right now will
among the children of men," etc. In con- bring might in the by and by. Nor need
sideration of the fact that the kingdom of we be blatant in words of right, for our
.,
heaven is as a net cast into ·the sea, gather- works decide that.
ing of all kinds, good and bad; and the
If the number of the members of a
fact of the best of men being liable to be branch of their scattered condition render
carried away by vain ambition, what wis- it impracticable for· one Priest and Teachdom such instruction reflects. And if er to visit,-the branch might be districted
nothing else is conclusive, Hie fact of men and a Priest and Teacher have charge of
seeking justification to declare the word each district. The combined wisdom of
by seeking an understanding of that word
the officers should determine as to the freby study, is most conclusive, and ought to quency of visitation. For the thought that
serve as a pre.ventive to too great anxiety to every official in his appointed place in dilassume the power to preach. If any have igently striving to apply himself has a betthought a necessity existed to ordain any ter conception of his duties than others is
and every one, as a seemingly devoted sis- quite compatible with the genius of the
ter of brother might sugg-est, by prophecy latter day wor-k. No work requires closer
or otherwise, a calm reflection and study sturly and diligence than that of dealing
of the rzth par, of se9. 17, might cause with the souls of men,-and that is what
them to pause.
every official in the church to a greater or
A branch is an integral part of the body, lesser extent has to do. In view of this
with power to regulate ite own affairs, and important fact--the necessity to discrimshould have life in itself; and while this inate between ofliciousness and a godly
spiritual life is primarily from Goel, its re- zeal leading to the performance of prescribed duties should not be lost sight of.
tention is a result of individual and official
. perseverance in carrying out prescribed To avoid extremes and always pursue an
duties, and to argue the uselessness of the even tenor, requires a studiousness and dishelps, gifts, and governments God has cretion that many of us fail to give eviplaced in the church is tantamount toques- dence of.
The necessity for such extioning the wisdom of Goel.
hibition exists nevert~eless, and with opVisiting, and so far as possible caring portunities to acquire knowledge we shall
and providing for the needy, and the visi- not be excused if we fail. With the retation being so thorough and systematic, vealment of God's will comes a guarantee
that the moral status of everv member is for wisdom to guide, inspiration ·or light
known, keeping a record W'orthy of all to understand, strength to strengthen, and
acceptation, constitute some of the labors grace to refresh when a thirsting for these
of branch officials, and where this godly qualifications which God alone can give,
work is cheerfully and continuously done, exist~. A constant care to evidence a
the effects are visible; as is also the result harmony between precept and example
of negligence. The fact of adjudicating should be had. The work of .a presiding
power being committed to the church does Elder of a branch is important, because of
not justify a standing still Ul)til trouble its necessity. And with himself, after becomes. So far from this, that official~ are ing dul.v appointed, rests the power to obrather appointed to prevent than adjudicate tain and' retain the respect and confidence
trouble; and yet it is a significant fact that of those over whom he presides, to a very
And yet, though wise
thbse who are most efficient in .preventing great extent.
trouble, will prove most .¢:ffective in its ad- enough to g-ive reasonable evidence of havjudication, when a necessity' exists. Tri- ing the welfare of all at heart, he may not
als among Latter Day Saint~ shoi'rld never escape being an object of spite to some, or
be thought of, until every other method of a target at which they may hurl their poisreconciliation has heen brought into requi- onous darts. But to labor so as to evince
sition and failed. Wise and <liligent branch an interest in all, is a solemn duty imposed
upon everv official. That power given of
official~, by timely and legitimate interfeGod ~should be prostituted for unholy purrenc~ could settle many little squabbles
and prevent litigation, which squabbles poses is lamentable; and yet the past is
often are left to fester, and grow from a too pregnant with proof of it having been
mole hiJl. to a mountain, involving bitter done, for any having even a limited conlitigation, which sometimes proves effect- ception of right and lovfi for the truth to
ave in !levering the ties o! union, and pero deny. But suspicion gt isim:nising- 1 or prob'
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abilities presented in glowing terms of
what may be, by those who have the good
or misfortune to be placed in positioqs of
trust, is not the preventive to such abuses.
Indeed there exists no power to suppress
this or other evils, but there is a possibility of regulating evil and inflicting punishment for its perpetration. Hence we
are taught that those holding power use it
at their own peril How compatible with
the thought of man's moral agency! which
must have entered largely into his fall, as
it mrn:,t in the vital question of his redemption. To exhort, reprove and teach, are
among the duties of a presiding Elder of
a branch; and to know when to speak,
when not to speak, what to speak, and
what not to speak,-is a proficiency we
should all seek for, and give greater evidence of its possession than we do.
The time of social meetings should be
given to the Saints; and while exigencies
may arise justifying the presiding officer
in occupying time, a general practice of
consuming time would be incompatible
and injurious. A brief prayer, and few,
very few remarks by a presiding officer,
should be the order. There is no order
making it binding to sing two long hymns
at the opening of a prayer meeting. In
this, proper discretion should be used.
Dismissal of a meeting after due time is
allowed, and no disposition being exhibited
to use the time, would often prove more
effective for good, than a lengthy harangue
by the president. The importance of social or prayer meetings should be hetter
understood and appreciated; and as a lively
interest therein speaks for the spirituali.ty
of a branch, so a want of or but a partial interest speaks against it. Large and fashionable Sunday night gatherings may do
to judge of modern orthodox growth, but
the growth of Latter Day Saintism can
not l)e thus determined. We are told that
an agreement upon Christ's word by the
prayer of faith, that we may know how to
govern the church and have all things
right before God is necessary; and, as before intimated, frequent conferment by
branch officials, not only to teach each
other, but to know the moral sh1tus of the
Saints, as well as to cfo,cuss and agree on
measures in the event of t rouhle or misunderstanding, reporting- the moral standing of Saints and cleb1iling measures used
by which troubles may have been adjusted
in a business meeting, is not wise; ·when
trouble arises, due efforts should be made
to keep it within legitimate limits. And
inconsistency would never he more glaring
and wrong more palpable than for visiting
officials to peddle, or make known to one
family what they may hear or see in another.
One of the evil practices of the age is idle
gossip. Saints, especially officials, should
avoid it-"being wise servants, and harmless as doves." It is not expected that
however wise and godly branch officials
may be, they will please all, or sail along
without criticism. But they should make
it a study to give no just cause for complaint, for usurpation, or approaching and
dealing harshly with the Saints. And
Saint!! in turn (lhould nrnke alkiwan>:.i for
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them, and not expect too much; and never ous, or intrusive; but may and should keep
forget that the power of a visiting officer the Saints in lively remembrance of their
is as sacred as that of the presidents, and to duties and obligations. It would be usewilfully reject it, would bring condemna- less to use time and space to show the great
tion. To facilitate the wodc Qf keeping a
necessity of the printed word, or that the
correct record, it would be well to hold press is a power, for this is apparent. Nelthose in charge of stated meetings respon- son said at the battle of Trafalgar, "Engsible for reporting any changes that occur land expects every man this day to do his
to the branch secretary, (if he be absent), duty." And this is expected of every
so that the burdens of the district, and the member of the church, and the "to-day"
general church secretaries may not inmay be construed to mean while we live.
crease through the negligence of branch
The appeal of the Editor of the "Mother's
secretaries. There is very much more for
Home Column," should ring on the ears,
a branch president and his fellow officers and move all officials to action to formuto do and think of than having charge of late measures that the Hope may be ena meeting once or twice on Sunday. And larged and its subscribers increased. Can
in trying to reach it, system and order not'the church for once get credit for reachshould be adopted and carried out, with a ing a grand object through the mite sysview to encourage and build up the Saints. ,tem? I think it can. Ten thousand memSaints should never forget the promise bers paying or giving ten ceats, would agthat "where two or three are gathered gregate a thousand dollars. Let officials
in Christ's name," etc.; nor the injuncof the respective branches in the United
tion in sec. 59, D. & C. "And that thou States and Canada, and all others who
mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted choose, go to with their might, legitimatefrom the world, thou shalt go to the house 1y striving to induce every member to give
of prayer and offer up thy sacrament upon ten cents or five cents if unable to give ten
my holy day," etc. The continuous drip- cents, ::rnd let the officials of each branch
p:ng of the tiny drops of water wear the ascertain the exact number of scattered
solid rgck; and so a continuous observance members reported, and for every one not
of what to rnme appears simple duties, comeatablc, contribute ten cents too. This
wears upon the carnal, subjugating it to burden, in addition to giving ten cents a ·
the divine nature, making Saints appear piece, can be equally divided among themconsistent before the world, and brings selves. It is quite possible when this matthem nearer heaven; and thus they con- ter is properly presented and kept before
tribute their part towards building up the the members and friends, that many will
cause so far as their moral conduct is con- want to give more than ten cents, which
cerned; presenting quite a contrast to privilege can be granted of course. This
those foremost at conference or camp ten cent arrangement may appear a small
meeting, but who seldom show themselves business, and the seeing and laboring with
at branch meetings, unless some gooJ, or ten thousand people may look a big thing;
strange Elder is expected;
these are but the much and thc_big things are reachdrone,, the others arc working bees; or ed by the littles, while the visiting of ten
occasionals, and the other regulars; which thousand when the work is divi(led beinvolves a necessity for officials to buckle tween four or five hundred is trifling, very.
on the whole armor and continuously The will power is wanting, and when
brought into lively requisition, it is astonstrive to make all working bees, or reguishing what a dwindling of that which belars.
The gospel economy was not an exper- fore appeared big takes place. In days of
iment with God, hence there is no room yore, when Latter Day Saints after mafor saying that a mistake is made in man, ture consideration decided to unite for the
amid life's cares, being required to evidence consummation of a given purpose it meant
fidelity to that economy; and thereby, in success, and why not now?
If the Board of Publication shall deem
the light of God's love and justice be worthy of reward for a weH spent life. Nor five hundred dollnrs enough to enlarge the
can it follow that an indifference in the I-Iope to the dimensions suggested-with
performance of duties under the pretext of the subscription, (for of course it is not to
their becoming monotonous because of be thought that this donation of ten cents
their sameness is justifiable. The din and is to prevent subscription by no means,
noise of the world to-day can only be at- this is extra, a sort of endowment). the baltributed to a repetition of that done yes- ance can be used for other laudable purterday, and thus it will be as long as time poses; a sort of, or a small cnrlowrnent
shall last-to get rid of the sameness is to would not hurt, but give the needed, and
stop entirely and suffer loss.
merited help to the Expositor. Let us
Branch officials should not turn a deaf have the thousand dollars. Yes, Sr. Franear to appeals for additional help for the ces. made a plea for the little ones years
Herald. Some members are imbued with ago in the Herald and was not turned
the thought th::it if they can borr'ow and away; and we can not afford to manifest
read the Herald, it is enough. This is an indifference to her late appeal. Let the
error. The weekly issue of the church Hope be enlarged, and who can tell what
organ ought not to ·be less than five thousgood shall accrue to the rising generation
and, and with the interest that ought to by her infusions; who, who would want
exist, it might reach six thousand; whv to confine her abilitv to the present narnot. Nor nt:ecl the liope, Advocate, Sand- row limits of the Hope? Every Latter
lzedens Banner, or the spicy Expositor Day Saint oughtto feel a tinge of shame
languish, as they ought not. Visiting rise to his cheek as he look5 at the dimin,
~lli<>ials

nfi.'o:d not make themselves offl<:i'•

utivenesfil of the

despise the day of small things, or rest satisfied with the small, when the bigger is
comeatable. There are few if any, I think,
but will acknowledge that the "Mothers'
Home Column" is a great acquisition to
the Herald. How cheering in these days
of debauchery to see the Editor bringing
into lively requisition her more lhan ordinary ability to point woman to her legitimate sphere. Other noble wives and
mothers are pausing amid their domestic
cares-making luminous the "Mothers'
Home Column;" and others will doubtless follow their example; so that a light
shall radiate to guide the young maiden,
and encourage those essaying to fill the
God appointed poEitions of wives and
mothers, as well as proving beneficial to
the sterner sex. Of course our Editors
will keep a gentle restraint on Sr. Frances, so that such free-thinkers as Washburn, etc., are not annihilated by her pen
-when attacking God's economy. Believe me, kind readers of the Herald, vain
as I may seem; my vanity does not prompt.
me to think that the above reference will
impart to you aqy thing like an adequate
idea of the ability and good that have in all
the years come to the church from the pen
of Sr. Frances. Nor do I apprehend that
mortals can tell it. But we may all pray
that her clays and years may be lengthened
out, that the church may still be benefited
through her instrumentality. , Let us have
an enlarged .Fiopc by all means.
I need scarcely si.1ggest the necessity of
co-operative efforts by branch officials to
aid the Bishopric in carrying out the financal policy of the church; for, on reflection,
the necessity will be apparent, which asks
the one having a hundred dollars for .ten,
and a hundred from him having a thousand doEars, which is a plague to some
and a puzzle to others; while a few are
sad because of their inability to render
more temporal aid.
\Vhat a wonderful
crucible is the ~·ospel. Who shall enter
and be perfected?
It.were difficult to conceive of a more
equitable S) stem than tithing. And when
we think that the law contemplates that
the orphan and needy shall be cared for,
through this financial policy, it seems
strange that any well to do Latter Day
Saint should keep so tight a grip upon his
worldly possessions, as not to allow his
portion to find its way into the coffers of
the church, and yet say, "l love the latter
day work." The caring for the widow
and .orphan is considered benevolent, hence.
beneficiaries.
So thoroughly imbued
with this thought are some Latter Day
Saints as to give time and money to said
·beneficiaries to help the above objects of
charity, and leave the widows and orphans
in the church of God they claim to love
above all things on earth to suffer and
die, so far as their special efforts are concerned. "vVhere the treasure is, there
will the heart be," said the Great lVIaster.
And then, consistency what a jewel ·thou
art! How ridiculous we seem when with
thee we part.
One of the first sounds
heard in the contemplated financial system
by Joseph Smith, was that certain men
that 1 wot11€! , slw,11 be appointied t© look to the poi3t
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and needy, and administer to their relief,
that they sh~ll not suffer.-page 137, D.
& C. And then the following appears:
"Behold I say unto you, that ye must visit
the poor and needy, and administer to
their relief, that they may be kept until all
things may be done according to my
law."-page 151. Again, "All children
have claim upon their parents for their
maintenence until they are of age, and
after that they have claim upon the church,
or in other words on the Lord's storehouse, if their parents have not wherewith
to give them inheritances. And the storehouse shall be keot by the consecration of
the church, and widows and orphans shall
be provided for as also the poor. Amen."
page 223.
This only shows that the financial system was but in its incipiency; yet its object was made manifest. How strange
that the name with the least signs of caring for the widow brings applause to all
others; yet to Joseph Smith sinister motives are imputed; though giving such
evidence of the introduction of a system
by which the widow, the orphan, the
"' needy and poor, were to be cared for. It
is a little singular if J oscph Smith· was
one-tenth the rascal his c~lumniators would
have him be, that he sou:;ht the estahlishment of a svstem that was to be of such
benefit to th~ needy. But I do not intend
a lengthy investigation on the financial
system of the church, hut wish to suggest,
that to some the method of caring for the
dependents of those sent to represent the
church, is proof of drifting towards the
orthodox system of preaching for hire, and
divining for money. Let us see; from
one to twenty thousand dollars annually
paid to orthodox ministers, according to
grade of talents or culture. When the
church appoints an Elder, a statement is
made of the needs of his dependents; if
just, it is granted; if doubt exists as to the
justness of the demand, inquiry is made;
if proof is developed of its unjustness, it is
denied. It may take from fifteen to fifty
dollars per month to supply; and the less
cultured may receive for his dependents
more than the more cultured. It is well
known that great proficiency is attained to
torture language, to favor theories, but I
think it would be difficult, with all the
proficiency, to prove by the above method
a drifting toward the orthodox method.
The persistency of Latter Day Saints to
carry a point is sometimes remarkable.
It would seem that the Bishopric are
moving cautiously-and it is very proper
that they should; for that which finds its
way into the church coffers is from the
sons of toil, and eve!). widows' toil and sacrifice, and it were a sin to squander such
sacred gifts. The Latter Day Saints, especially Elders, should study economy.
Yet with all the caution, they fail to please
all ; hence I hear com plain ts; and it is possible that there may be just cause for the
same. But I wish respedfully to suggest
to branch officials and conference appointees, ~specially where the church grants me
spiritual jurisdiction, that a practice of
complaint against the Bishopric where and
when they can not be present to defend

themselves, is far beneath the dignity of
manhood, much more the dignity of a representative of· the church; all of which
theJeast member of the church ought to
know. Those men are approachable, and
if any are suffering,--through a partial or
unjust distribution of means coming into
their hands, those suffering should go to or
write the Bishopric and tell them of the
matter, and thus move legitimately for the
adjudication of snpposed trouble, or get
convinced that their complaint is groundless. This is a right belonging to every
member of the body, and in thus moving
to enjoy rights none are injured. While
the miserable, dispicable practice of surmising ancl suspicioning officials of wrong
and unjust doings, may make wounds
whose cure may be hopeless; and while
the perpetrators of such work may have
pleasure therein for the time being, the
fact that retributive justice is not slumbering, though it may sometimes appear tardy,
together with the fiat of the great 1\1 aster,
"VVith what measure ye mete to others it
shall be measured to you again," should
cause us to pause, remembering the Scripture which saith, "If :my man seem to be
religious, and bridleth not his tongue, but
cleceiveth his own heart, this man's religion is vain." Nor should we forget "That
the fruit of righteousness is sown in peace
in them that make peace." "And blessed
are the peace makern," etc. In view o.f
these facts, though it is much easier to remind each other of this practical religion
than to practice it; yet it can not be expected that a procedure which tends to
prevent rather than to make peace can be
tolerated.
In well regulated branches, the necessity for frequent business meetings will not
exist; but they should be held when a necessity does exi3t. And when held, there
is no reason why they should be otherwise
than orderly, peaceful and mteresting.
The common consent order is not to change
or modify given or recognized laws, but
to effect an understanding and a unity of
purpose on the adoption of measures to
carry them out. In the very nature of the
case it follows that branch officials have
some discretionary power, between which
and the rights and prerogatives of the
branch members a proper discrimination
should be made. There may be exceptions, but as a general rule the acceptation
of the gospel is a result of a thirst for
righteousness, and a more thorough understanding of duty owed to God and man.
And subsequently to enterance into the
church, the forty days' temptation comes;
which by additional thirst for righteousness we overcome, or are overcome, and
flounder among the rock'l instead of giving evidence of a knowledge of our spiritual latitude and longitude, by sailing over
the tempestuous sea of time without colliding with others.
There is a possibility I believe in discriminating between gospel liberty and
absolute rule; and .one evidence of this
discrimination is seen in a proper appreciation of the former, and a thankfulness
when 119 evidence of· the latter is seen.
But it sometimes crops out that the most
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blatant against absolute rule are those who
confound liberty with license, especially
when bent on reaching some point, or carrying out some cherished plan. Ungodly
slothfulness is condemnable-so is ungodly haste to gain place or power; hence the
saying, "make haste to go slow." Nothing would spoil the peace of a branch more
effectually than for somebody to use undue efforts to influence absentees from all
other meetings, to attend business meeting
and correspondingly strive to create a party spirit, and exhibit an unholy boldness
in insisting on children voting, from the
simple fact of their being members. All
.should rather teach children to refrain
from voting until they can vote understandingly, than insist on their voting to
gain or reach an end. Gospel modesty
would shudder at :;nch outraves. Frequent calls involving time and money to
adjust, furnishes evidence that however
gratifying it might be to know the densitv of the earth and the distances of the
stars, attention to the above suggestions
are more essential, for the unraveling of
these mysteries can be deferred without
loss, while a negligence in present and
law-imposed duties incurs a loss of spiritual prestige, and injures the work, which
ought he benefitted by an intelligent obedience to the recognized laws of the church.
And though I have far exceeded anticipated limits, the all !ms not been noticed.
But if it is thonght this effusion will not
dim the light of the IIerald, I will come
j AMES CAFF ALL.
again.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
Conference of the above district convened at
Streator, LaSalle county, Illinois, June 12th and
13th, r8~6. F. M. Cooper, president, and W.
Vickery, clerk. After the usual opening exercises the president made some very timely remarks on unity, our duties and dependence on
God. The following Elders reported: Jacob
Stanley; J. S. I(icr, had kept up the- Braid wood
Branch, had the Spirit of the Lord with them;
W. Vickery; Thomas Hougas; F. M. Cooper, as
district president, had baptized 5, blessed z children, preached r funeral sermon, held in all
forty-six services, had visited the following
branches: Streator, Piper City, Braidwood, Mission, Sandwich, Cortland and Plano, also Beloit,
Delavan, and Lyons; Richard Woolliscraft had
been confined to his bed two years and over, and
consequently unable to do any official labor, yet
his heart and so_ul were in the work, for he knows
it is true. Priest A. Tarling; Teachers, John
Wonders and Hans Hayer. Branch Reports:
Plano 201, including r High Priest, 8 Elders, 6
Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized, 3 received by lett<:r, I removed, I died, I marriage.
Mis-sion r 14, including 2 Elders, z Priests, I
Teacher; r died, r marriage. Streator 24, incl uding, 2 Elders, r Priest, r Teacher, I Deacon; 2
received by vote, I removed by letter. Braidwood 6r (by dropping the name of C. C. Frisby),
including 3 Elders, I Priest, I Deacon; 2 baptized,
I received from other branches.
Objections
were raised to this report,_ and it was acceptei;J
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by resolution of the conference, dropping the one
name, (C. C. Frisby), and requesting the branch
at Braidwood to also drop the same. Upon the
request of W. Vickery to be released as Financial
Agent of the district, he.was on motion sustained
and instructed to write to the several branches
and in the district for aid to defray the expenses
of the district. Brethren F. M. Cooper and T.
Hougas were appointed a committee to set the
time and place of two days' meetings in the district and its branches. Thomas Hougas, Bishop's
Agent, reported having received $ro since March
rst, 1886; and having paid out $'f- F. M. Cooper
was chosen president of the district for the next
four months, and vV. Vickery secretary for the
same time. There was no report from the following branches: Piper City, Leland, Amboy,
Pecatonica, Burlington, Janesville, Sandwich, or
Chicago; nor from the deleg11tes to General Conference. The preaching during conference was
by W. Vickery on Saturday· evening; Sunday
morning by Bro. T. Hougas; fellowship and sacrament meeting in the afternoon, in charge of
Brn. T. Hougas and J. S. Kier; evening preaching, Bro. F. M. Cooper addressed the Saints on
the law of the flesh that wars against the law of
the mind. Adjourned to meet at the Mission
Branch, LaSalle county, Illinois, October 9th and
roth, 1886.
SPRING RIVER.
This district conference convened at the Mound
Valley branch, Kansas, June uth, l8f35, at seven
p.m.; l3ro. John T. Davies was chosen to preside, Bro. Charles II. Ryan was chosen secretary
pro. tern. Prayer was offered by the president,
hymn No. 124 was sung, after 'Nhich a sermon
was delivered by Bro. Wheeler. June 12th, 9 a.
m. Branch reports.-Columbus, since last report no change. Mound Valley, number at last
report 45, present 44, including 6 Elders, r Teacher, and I Deacon; I baptized, 2 died. Center and
Indian Creek reports were referred back for correction, with instructions to return to the district
secretary. Spiritual condition of the branches
was next reported. l3ro. James Harat reported
Mound Valley; Bro. Taylor, Columbus; Bro. J.
M. Richards, Cow Creek; and 0. P. Sutherland,
Center Greek, in fair condition. Bro. J. T. Davies, of the Seventy, reported; Elders W. S. Taylor, J.M. Richards, E. Wheeler, R. H. Davies,
Ole Olson, Charles K. Ryan, Wm. France and
James L. Hart, reported; Priest 0. P. Sutherland
reported. Bishop's agent's report.-Balance due
agent last report $4·45, received since $6r.75;
paid out $.58-45; balance in agent's hand $3.30.
Bro. Wm. Pender was recommended to the conference by the Columbus branch for ordination
to the office of an Elder, and the Columbus
branch was authorized to so ordain Bro. Pender.
Bro. 0. P. Sutherland was ordained to the office
of an Elder, upon a recommendation from his
branch. A motion authc-rizing the following ordinations in the ,Center Creek branch, upon the
consent of the br.anch was carried. Thomas Hayton, Elder; Bro. Duncan, Prif!st; Bro. Fuller,
Teacher. A motion authorizing the following
ordinations in the Mound Valley branch was carried, upon the consent of the branch: Bro. Conrad Severine, Elder; Bro. Peter Simpson, Priest;
Bro. David W. Davis, Priest; Bro. J. J. Davis,
Teacher; Bro. B. J. Davis, Deacon. A motion
that Bro. Harvoil Barmour of Columbus branch
)Je ordained to the office of an Elder, was carried.
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A motion recommending that each branch in the
district appoint a man to distribute books for Bro.
Peters and solicit subscriptions for the 1-Ierald
and Hope, and do a general book agent business,
was carried unanimously. The church authorities w.ere sustained. Bro. J. T. Davies was chosen district president, and Charles K. Ryan as secc
retary. Adjourned to meet at Webb City, Missouri, October 8th, 1886.
ALABAMA.
This district conference was held at New
Hope Branch, Monroe county, Alabama, July
roth and IJth, r886. Met at ro a. m. G. R.
Scogin was called to preside; G. T. Chute, secretary. Butler Branch reported a membership of
33, l had died, Bro. \Varren Allen, in December,
1885. Pleasant Hill, present membership 71;
three had been added by baptism, and three had
died, 70 on district book. Ofllcial reports.-J. G.
Vickery held regular meeling' in his branch, had
preached some at New Hope Branch. \V. J.
Booker had done bu~ little, but loved the work.
G. T. Chute had labored as opportunity offered,
had baptized two recently; expected now to be
constantly engaged in the work. G. R. Scogin
had preached in five counties in Alabama and
Florida, baptized rr, others ready. (No names
or items of those baptized). Priests: M. K. Harp,
had held regular meetings in his brnnch. J. M.
Patrick, had not done much but desired to press
on. Teacher W. S. McPherson, had exerted his
influence for the good of the cause. G. T. Chute
upon his request was released from the office of
secretary of the district. L. G. Parker was appointed secretary. G. T. Chute was appointed
president ofthe district. J. G. Vickery, Bishop's
Agent, reported on hand last report $16, received
$z5.50, paid to Bro. G. Montague $40, on hand
$ L50. The general authorities were sustained.
A series of meeting were appointed at the Butler
Branch,. August 5th, to contbue over Sunday;
also at the Lone Star Branch, to 1Jegin Augwst
rzth and continue over Sunday. Adjourned to
meet at Pleasant Hill Brnnch, October 9th, 1886,
at ro a. m. An enjoyable time was had, congregations very large and orderly; good was done.
WYO::VIING VALLEY.
This district conference was held at Hyde Park,
Scranton, Lackawanna county, Pennsylvania,
June 26th and 27th, 1886. Bro. E. L. Kelley was
called to preside; Warren E. Peak, to act as.
clerk; Elders E. A. Davis and W. E. P-eak, of ..
Pittsburg, Kansas, were invited, to take part in
the deliberation. Opened by singing, assisted by
Sr. Mary Morgan, who gave great aid to the choir
by leading with the organ; prayer by Bro. W.
E. Peak. Branches not reported. Elders reports.
J. J. Morgan said he had done all he could by
talking to the Saints and trying to encourage
them in their duties. David Griffiths, pn;sided
over the branch, preaches as much as circumstances would permit. I-I. S. Gill feels encouraged to go on. E. A. Davis, of the Seventy, had
labored in this district for about three weeks and
finds the Saints generally wanting to do right.
vV. E. Peak arrived in IIyde Park the sixth inst.,
had preached a few times, baptized one and
hoped to be .able to do more. \Vm. Crumb had
done no preaching but presented the doctrine by
talking. Priests F. Evans, and John R. Williams reported. Teacher Wm. Harris reported.
The llishop's Agent, H. S. Gill, gave hisreason

for resigning as such. Moved that we sustain
Brn. E. A. Davis and \V. E. Pea~ as 1nissionaries
in this district. Motion prevailed. E. A. Davis,
W. E. Peak and E. L. Kelley were appointed a
committee to examine the Bishop's Agent's
books, to report as soon as possible. Moved that
Bro. W. I-I. Kelley have the privilege of appointing the time-for the next conference. Carried.
Moved that confe1·ence convene every three
months. Substitute by W. E. Peak; That conference have the right to adjourn to meet where
and when they think best. Substitute carried.
Bro. E. L. Kelley was by motion invited to
preach to this conf,"rence. E. A. Davis was
chosen to act as district president for the coming
term. \V. E. Peak was chosen secretary for the
coming term. Preaching on Saturda'y evening
by Bro. E. L. Kelley. Sunday, ten a. m. Bro. E.
L. Kelley in the chair. Hymn 240 was sung,
prayer offered by Bro. E. A. Davis; preaching by
Bro. E. L. Kelley. At two p. m, called to order
by Bro. E. L. Kelley; prayer by Bro. H. S. Gill_;
Brn. E. A. Davis and W. E. Peak were asked fo
make a few remarks, after which the meeting
was ·gh·en to the Saints. Bro. J. Morgan was
confirmed by E. L. Kelley, E. A. Davis and W ... ,
E. Peale E. L. Kelley in the chair. The committee to examine the Bishop's Agent's book, reported "We have examined them and found them
balanced; received and paid out $5. H. S. Gill
was on motion sustained as Bishop's Agent.
Preaching by E. L. Kelley. Adjourned to meet,
as per resolution, with the Nanticoke Branch,
November 26th, 1886.
LONDON DISTRICT.
The conference of the above district was held
June 19th and 20th, 1886, at Usborne, Ontario;
Arthur Leverton president, L. Brown secretary,
and Sr. Sarah Brown assistant secretary. Branch
reports.-Corinth, number at last report 32, present number 34; r Elder, r Priest; 5 baptized, 2
died, r married. Egremont, number at last report 49, present number 46; I Elder, r Priest, 2
Teachers; 3 removed by letter. St. Thomas,
number at last report 14; present number r6, including r Priest, l Teacher, r Deacon; 2 baptized. McKillop, number at last report r r, present
number 13; r Priest, r Deacon; r baptized, I received by letter. CamPron, 5 baptized since last
· report, 3 expelled. Alliston, number at last report 17, present number 20; l baptized, 2 receiv·
ed by letter. London, St. Mary's, Riverview,
\Valsingham and Usborne, there were no reports.
Bishop's Agent's balance on .hand at last report
$12.50, received since $80.85, total receipts $93··
3.5; expended since $4.5 45; balance on hand June
19th, $47.90. Geo. Tomlinson and Sarah Brown
audited the above report and found it correct according to the book of the Bishop's agent. Eider's reports.-S. Brown baptized 9, ordained one
Teacher, assisted in ordaining 2 Priests and 2
Deacons; made one new opening. R. C. Evans
baptized 30. J. A. Mcintosh baptized a number,
ordained ohe Teacher, organized one branch,
also made two new openings. \Villiam Jenkins
labored in Corinth and Houghton. W. Morrison
reports local labors. Priests: A. Mortimer, G.
Brown, L. Moore, reported; also Teachers Robt.
Brown and \Villiam Corbett. L. l3rown was sustained as district president, Bishop's agent and
district secretary. R. C. Evans was sustained as
vice-president of the district. At seven o'clock,
Saturday evening, Saints met ~or prayer and le~·
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timony meeting. Sunday, 9 a.m., prayei· and testimony meeting, also the sacrament was administered to all the Saints present. Preaching in
the forenoon and evening by Arthur Leverton,
and in the afternoon by R. C. Evans. Adjournto meet in St. Mary's, the first Saturday and Sunday in October, 1886.

~- No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Lube! of the Hernlll and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, exq
rept in case of persona desiring a change in P.O. address.

TENT NOTICE.
The committee appointed to procure a tent for
the use of the Saints of the Little Sioux and Galland.'s Grove districts of the church, desire to say
that the tent has been purchased, and is now ready for delivery. It is therefore requested that
all who subscribed will as soon as convenient
forward the amount of their subscription to either Bro. Wm. C. Cadwell, Logan, Harrison county, Iowa, or Bro. John Pett, Dow City, Crawford
county, Iowa~ If more convenient, the money
may be handed to either one of the members of
the committee in person. Let the br9thers and
sisters be prompt in this matter, so that there
may be as little delay as possible in closing the
matter up.
(WM. C. CADWELL,
Committee: ~ JoHN PETT,
J. \V. CHATBURN,
1
M. PUTNEY.
[There should be no delay in this matter.-Ed.J

u.

SOUTH-WESTERN MISSION.·

Dear Saints:-As the responsibility of looking
after the interests of the work in thi§_field has
been placed upon me, I wish to say to one and
all, march to the front and let us put forth a
united effort to build up the kingdom of God
in thi.s large field. I appeal to your faith and
the love manifested by you in the past, that you
fail not in assisting to roll on the work of Christ.
Let us now prove our faith by our works. I trust
that the local ministry will give us all the aid
they possibly can in preaching outside of branches; we have so many calls for preaching, and
laborers are so few. Come, come, let us put our
mites together and agree as touching tpis one
thing, and we are sure to accomplish great and
lasting good. Any one wishing to write to me,
will please direct to Cook's Point, Burleson
county, Texas. Ever praying for the advancement of truth, I remain yours in bonds,
I. N. ROBERTS,

Missionary in Charge.
SAINTS' REUNION.
The Saints' Reunion, to be held at Wheeier's
Grove, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, will commence on Saturday, September 4th, r886, at ten
a.m. Judging from our eminent success of last
fall, together with the expectation of the presence of Bro.Joseph Smith. and many other able
speakers, the splendid accomodtions, fine grove,
boarding-house, &c., and the promise of many
to attend who could not come last fall, we will
have one of those real "old fashioned times,'' long
to be rememl;>ered. The full particulars will be
given further on. Come one and all, prepared to
stay the whole nine days.
D. HouGAS 1 Pres.. oj Committee.

REUNION MEETING.
The committee appointed to make arrangements for the Re- union meeting have decided to
hold it at Garner's Grove, in the Little Sioux district, commencing on Saturday, October 2d, 1886.
Negotiations are in progress to complete the arrangements in detail, of which due notice will be
given. This is the same place at which the meeting was held two years ago, but has been made
more accessible, and improved in various ways,
so that every thing considered, the committee
think they have. made the best selection that
could have been made.
P. CADWELL,
DAVID HALL,
J. c. CRABB.
DIED.
THoMAS.-Sister Ann Thomas was horn November 14th, 1827, at Swansea, Wales. She was
baptized in 1853 with her husband and family
emigrated to Utah. Becoming dissatisfied with
polygamy and priestly rule in Utah, she left
Spanish Fork, and located at Camp Floyd, now
Fairfield. Wben the Elde'rs of the Reorganized
Church entered the vallies calling wandering
Israel to return, she heard the voice of the true
Shepherd and in r866 she was baptized by Jos.
S. Lee, and from that time nntil her death, §he
has lived a devoted, trusting child of God. On
July 19th she peacefully passed away, leaving
three sons and a husband, with many sorrowing
friends. Her good deeds and Christian example
endeared her to all that knew her. May God
sanctify the aft1iction to her bereaved family and
friends.
DoTsoN.-At Hearne, Robertson county, Texas, May 28th, r886, from congestion of the liver,
Bro. James L. Dotson. Funeral preached by I.
N. Roberts, June 27th; text, Job 14: 14. Another of our faithful ones has gone t'.:l rest. He left
a wife and seven children to mourn his loss.
May God bless them.
LEwrs.-At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, July
13th, r886,. William H., infant son of Bro. Elias
and Sr. Mary Jane Lewis, aged 8 months and r3
days. Funeral service by Joseph A. Stewat.
ATTENTION COMRADES.
At a meeting of comrades called and held in
Independence, Missouri, on the 16th day of July,
r886, the following preamble and resolution was
adopted; to wit,
Whereas, The opinion has obtained in consequence of the actions and attitude of the Brighamites towards the United States Government,
that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints are traitors and rebellious to the Government; and Whereas, we wish to be properly recorded in this matter; tperefore be it
Resolved, That we the members of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints who were mustered into the armies of the
Union, during the late Rebellion, to fight for its
supremecy and the perpetuation of its laws-enroll ourselves upon a church muster roll; and
when completed lo be published in the Herald,
that it may go down to future generations as a
matter of church history;
Resolved, That we call on every Soldier who
served in the Army of the Union, and the relatives, or friends of all deceased soldiers, to.forward the name, company and regiment, and rank
(if a commissioned officer) upon a postal card 1
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plainly written to T. \V. Chatburn, Independence, Missouri, on or before the first day of January, 1887.
s. CRUM,
T. W. CHATBURN,
Com.
J. F. CLEMENSON,
"BoYs."-Assist us all you can to get a complete list-please.
T. W. C.
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THE LAWS OF LIFE.
"DocTOR !" said an enquiring man, "will you
please explain to me what is meant by the Laws
of Life or Health?"
I will most gladly. A law is an inflexible rule.
For example: fire will always burn; air we must
have to live. The laws of life are really only
four, and relate to air, food, clothing and rest.
We can survive if we obey these laws: breathe,
eat, sleep, and have protection; but you see this
is only child life. The laws of health for civilized adults arc ten in number, and include the
above with exercise, habitation, unconstrained
employment, cleanliness and social relations
--intermarriage, etc.
To be healthy, we must ha,•e pure air, especially
at: night. Wholsome food and drink we must
also have, and they should be taken at proper intervals. The two heartiest meals should be breakfast and dinnder. A light supper aids to ensure
sound sleep. We must be properly cloathed,
especially in our cold climate, and have protecting dwellings both in winter and summer.
Exercise and employment, active bodies and
minds, we should have. These must be adequate
and uninjurious in kind or amount. Cleanliness
is necessary to keep the body well ventilated and
sweet, to prevent decay before our time. The
social relations are surrounded by limits that
must be observed to ensure health.
Sunlight is also essential to health. The laws
of health may be violated, but the laws of life
must be obeyed.
"Sickness then arises from our violation of the
laws of health. We are responsible for our own
health?"
Yes and that of our children, although we are
of course often the creatures of circumstances.
Epidemic diseases, calamities, weather and season changes, over v;·hich we have little control,
affect us. Children's ailments, not hereditary,
arise chiefly from exposure, overwork and excitement, to which might be added foul air and deficient nutrition.
MEDICAL USE OF SALT.
A POULTICE of salt and the white of an egg is
a most powerful resolvent, and if applied in time
will disperse a felon. Salt and cider vinegar
will cure;obstinate cases of diarrhcea. A solution
of salt will relieve pain in bruises. Equal parts
of strong salt water and spirits of camphor applied to the teeth is a cure for toothache. Salt
will check bleeding of the lungs when other
remedies fail. Salt is a remedy in catarrah.
EARRINGS, according t? Biblical record, were
worn by women from the earliest times, hut by
men more rarely. Hebrew slaves, indeed, suffered their ears to be bored as a figure. of their optional servitude, but no ornament was worn in
the holes thus made. Xenophon informs us the
males of Lybia were often subject to reproach
on account of their earrings, and that in Greece
females alone wore ornament~.
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to Bro. B. F ..Ordway, Independence, l\Iissouri.
More agents wanted. \Vrite for terms at once.
l!ljuutf.

~~~cR~~~~~DENVER
ST. LOUIS
· ··
' · ·
Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINO!S, IOWA, MISSOURI,
Nll!:BRASKA, . KANSAS, COLORADO,
\'\fith branch lines to their important cities nnd towns. It
runs every d'.3-Y in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chica~o

GREAT

BOOK
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We will send you the J..iuniu,-; Gazette for one yc"r
(price $1) and Crnden's Con<'.o•·<l:uiee or Smith's
Bible Uietiona~·y post-paid for $1,5'.l.
~ Scnc1 for speci1nen copy') containing list of t\venty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

Farin fen· Sale,
IX miles south-east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

acres of Land, 80 aeres of plow land, 7:3 acres of timber and pasture land, which can he purchased on eaey
terms. Any further information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR,
20febGm
Tabor, Premont Co .. Iowa.

.J". W. DeJll!oon, Jn. D.,

PHYSICIAN

AND

SURGEON,

and St. Paul,

Chicago and Sioux City,
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Peoria and K.ar:isas City,
'St. Louis ·and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and .Rock Island,
Kansas City a.nd Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines•

At each of its several ~astern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,~
CHICAGO,

Gen'I Pass. Agent.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I:

2:

50 p. m
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Also County Pllysician. All calls, day or night., answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main t:ltrect.
jan30tf
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALT, NOT ANY Jd,AN -AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT llE ONE WIFE_- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHAI,L HAvE NoNE."-PagQ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SllOUI,D HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT .LIBEI<TY TO MAI<RY A<urn. "--Page 330, Book of C~venants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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LAW-BREAKERS.-No. 2.

REVIEWING our article on "Law-Breakers" published in the HERALD June 5th,
the Deser_et News of July 6th devotes
nearly two columns in an attempt to justify
violations of such civil Jaws as some qiay
think to be un-constitutional. Why can
. not the News see that if one person has
the right to violate one law which he may
think unconstitutional, all others similarly
situated may do the same thing. And thus
trample down every law on the statute
books and thereby reduce civil government
to a state of anarchy and throw society
into confusion.
Laws may be really unconstitutional,
unjust, and oppressive, but until that is so
decided by the proper tribunals and those
laws legally annulled, no state, church, or
individual has the right to resist or violate
them. When individuals or societies, civil
or teligious, assume that the laws of the
land are wrong, and that therefore they
will not obey, but resist and disobey them,
they subvert the very foundations of society
and destroy its safeguards.
All laws enacted by Congress are the supreme law of "
the land so long as they remain on the
nation's statute books unrepe1,1led and are
not invalidated by the decisions of the
Supreme Court.
, _._,
The right to question the rightfulness
and the constitutionality of our nation's
laws is reserved to the individual; but the
right to resist and violate such laws is
denied. As before said, if one person has
the right to resist and violate such laws as
he may deem improper and tmconstitutional, then all others have the same right;
and this if tolerated would soon put an end
to all government. Every claim to this
effect is hurtful wherever it obtains; and
there is not one passage in the three stand- ard books of tbe church which can be
made to justify it. God commands the

I

886.

Saints to "be suhject to the powers that
be," and Jesus both taught and exemplified
it as did also his apostles, and this without
reserve. Hear them: "Render to C::e-;ar
the things that arc C:i:~sar's, and unto God
the things that are God's."
"Having your conversation honest among the
Gentiles; that, whereas they speak against you
as evil-doers, they may by your good works,
which they shall behold, glorify God in the day
of vioitation. Submit yourselves to every onlinance of man for the Lord's sake: whether it be,
to ·the king, as supreme; or unto governors, as
unto them that are sent by him for the punishment of evil-doers, and for the praise of them
that do well. For so is the will of God, that with
well-doing ye may put to silence the ignorance
of foolish men: as free, and not using your liberty
for a cloak of maliciousness, but as the servants
God. Honor all men. Love the brotherhood.
Fear God. Honor the King."-1 Peter 2: 12-17.
"Let every soul be subject unto the higher
powers: For there is no power but of God: the
powers that be, are ordained of God. Whosoever
therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they that resist shall receive
to themselves damnation. For rulers are not a
terror to good works, _but to the evil. Wilt thou
then not be afraid of the power? Do that which
is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same:
For he is the minister of God to thee for good.
But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid; for
he beareth not the sword in vain: for he is the
minister of God, a revenger to execute wr_ath
uppn him that doeth evil. Wherefore ye must
needs be ~ubject, not only for wrath, but also for
conscience' sake."-Rom. 13: l_-5.

This duty was enjoined upon the Saints
by the revelation through Joseph the Seer,
August 1st, 183r.
"Let no man break the laws of the land, for he
that keepeth the faws of God hath no need to
break the laws.of the land; wherefore be subject
to the powers that be, until He reigns whose
right it is to reign, and ,subdues all enemies under
his feet. Behold, the laws which ye have received
from my hand are the laws of the cJ:iurch, and in
this light ye shitll hold them forth. Behold, here
is wisdom."-Doc. and Cov. 43: 5.

, In none of these commandments are
found the rights claimed by the Deseret
News to resist and violate laws which the
individual may think improper and unjust.
The laws providing for slavery were not
in harmony witq the genius of our nation,
the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution, yet they were of force and
were respected. Joseph t_he Seer, while
he knew that slavery was a_ sin agninst
God and man and in direct violation of the
will of God given io him, yet he nevertheless submitted to the laws providing for it,
and counselled the Saints to do the same
thing and leave results with God, -

_No. 3I.
The Lord harl said through hin-i in the
Revelation of Dec. 16th, 1833, "lt is not
right that any rnan should be in bondage
one to another;" but the laws of the land
had provided otherwise-had provided for
slavery-and the Saints must not resist
those laws.
These laws were supreme,
and though contrary ~o the very foundations upon which the nation was founded
as expressed in the Declaration of lnclependence, and though utterly contrary to
the revelations given to the church thtough
the Seer, yet the Saints must submit to
them, and must not resist them whether
for the reason that they were morally
wrong, or were contrary to the revelations
of God given to govern the Church. God
required the Saints to "be subject to the
powers that be." He never called them
to regulate the affairs of civil governments.
That was not their work. Thev were
called to build up the kingdom of -God in
the midst of the nations in truth and righteousness, according to the gospel as contained in the accepted sacred books of the
Church; and they were required to obey
the laws of those nations, let_ them be republican, monarchical, or despotic. The
Lord had not called them to make or unmake civil laws, nor to sif in judgm_ent on
what w::is or was not unconstitutional law.
Th es~ prerogatives pertained sole! y to
civil rulers, and not to the priesthood of
God as such. In view of this, Joseph the
Seer said in 1844, "Congress, sent to do
the people's business, has all power. * * *
Congress, with the President as Executive,
is as almighty in its sphere as Jehovah is
in his."-Times -and Seasons, vol. 5: 395.
Again he said: "Iµ the United States
the people are the government-, and their
unite~l voice is the only sovereign that
should rule; the only power that should
be obeyed; and the only gentlemen that
should be honored."-Ibid 533. And still
further, he with the church said; "To the
laws all men owe respect and deference,
as without them peace and harmony would
he supplanted by anarchy and terror."Doc. anrl Cov. I r 2: 6. And in no place
in the authentic teachings of the Seer can
it be found that he taught directly or indirectly that the Saints singly or as a body
had the right to set aside, resist or violate
the laws. of the land; nor did_ he in any
- way teach that they would have the right
to assume that any law of the land was
unconstitutiOnal and there"fore void. But
on the contrary bis teachings required submi-;~ion to civil rulers and the laws of the
land, and .this he exemplified by submitting
to forty-eight vexatious law _suits in the
midst of his enemies, fro~ all of which he
was Q.elivere'd, and then, obed~ent to this
principle to the last, he maintained it in
his tyagic de.io1th at Carthage, June 27th,
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1844. He knew the charges against him and fix its powers and authority. And
were unjust; he knew his life would be when churches or priesthood undertake to
imperriled by surrendering to the officers perform its functions, or resist its decisions,
of the law; but they demanded his sub- they in fact resist the- ordinance of God
mission, and true to the high purpose of and stand condemned of him.
his teaching as a servant of Goel, he obeyed "the powers that be" and met his cruel
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
fate, obedient to the laws ~d rulers of his
Bro. George A. Illakeslee wrote J dy
country. And if this lofty example of
fidelity to civil government ruled the Utah 24th:
"There has been an addition to the ch11rr.11 in
Mormon leaders, they could then cla·m
the symp:ithy of all right-minded people, this section of seven of late. I learn that De:·. B.
and might reasonably expect the interpo- V. Springer is doing a good work in and a1»: und
sition of divine aid. But, until they and Coldwater. We have just got through tnn esttheir followers "return to the old piths" ing in this section; so far as I can learn the wheat
from which they have strayed, and until is averaging twenty-five bushels per acre. One
they live in harmony with the plain teach- piece of rny wheat yielded 43'.}( bushels per ay-re.
ings of the sacred books endorsed by the We have a splendid prospect for a good corn .crcp,
Church in the days of Jo3eph th~ Seer, also potatoes; have had plenty of rain up till
they have no reasonable grounds to ex- within the last two weeks; it is now quite d1:y,
pect their tribulations to cease. The cure but nothing suffering for rain, materially."
for the evils which encompasses them is
found in the very books whicla the Seer
Bro. John T. D<'lvies, of Pitt~burg, Kmand the Church taught. Let every doc- . sas, under date of July' 19th, writes:
trine and every principle and theory which
"The weather is very hot and dry here, no rain
are found to be contrary to them be put for nearly five weeks, with a hundred and ten in
away, and let the principles, prephecies
the shade. Our hope for corn is nearly gone.
a,nd promises in them be made the rule of
faith and practice, and then the evils which Surely it is the hour of God's judgment, and our
now beset and threaten the Utah Mor- temporal blessings are becoming conditional like
mons will pass away, and grace and favor the spiritual-and who will abide?"
will be given them.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
The Herald does not necessarily contemplate "a Congress and a Supreme llno. I. N. WmTE of Clintonville, MisCourt animated by strict justice, equity, souri, sends us by Bro. J. R. Lambert a
and the spirit and letter of the Constitu- slip from the Clinton Eye of July 10th,
tion," when it pleads with the Saints to 1886, in which Bro. vVhite has over a half
honor the laws of the land; but it does column of interesting matter concerning
contemplate the fact, that the S1ints, the church and its doctrine. The1 Saints
whether singly or collectively, are not of Clinton have rented the old South Methauthorized to regulate the national govern- odist Church in that place and will occupy,
ment, rectify its mistakes, resist its laws, there being a branch there now of nearly
revile its rulers, nor revolt again~. the twenty-five members. Bro. I. N. is pushdecisions of its courts of last appeal. ')\nd ing the war all along the line in his disfurthermore, the HERALD does not believe trict.
"the people of God" can "read and underMr. Henry Ward Beecher lately preachstand" the Constitution and laws of our ed to the congregation of Dr. Parker, in
nation and decide whether said laws are in the London City Temple, London, Engharmony with or in antagonism to the land. In doing so it appears that he caused
Constitution. That authority is, by the to be erected in the near proximity of the
Constitution, reserved solely to the Su- pulpit, a platform from which he addressed
preme Court; and the citizen has no right the people. This platform did not please
to "suppose" to the contrary.
some of his hearers, for when he mounted
And when God gives a command to his it to begin his sermon they shouted, "Pulpeoole to "be subject to the powers that pit! Pulpit!" Mr. Beecher, however,
be," he will see to it that no "Divine com- stuck to his platform, and delivered his
mand" is given to his people requiring discourse. To speak plainly about it, Mr.
them to resist those "powers." Goii is Henry Ward Beecher asked an entire con"not the author of confusion," neither docs gregation to forego their preferences and
.. )1e "vary" or "change" from what he has prejudices, to gratify the caprice or prejusaid. The HERALD does not hold that dice of one man, that one the great Amereither Congress or the Supreme Court is ican preacher. To us it is very doubtful
always morally or legally right in their if Mnder such circumstances Mr. Beecher
doings; but it does hold that the citizen- could have said anything that would serisaint or sinner-must submit to them, and ously affect the mass of his hearers.
that if they will have seeming or real
Bro.J. C. Fo:'s wrote from Silver Lake,
wrongs set rig;ht they must use such legnl Minnesota, i uly 20th, a.cl informs us that
remedies as are provided under the Con- the Saints 1i,e1e had built a small house
stitution and laws. Congress may etwct for his ocC'up:111cy while in the field there,
unconstitutional laws; hut the Supre1rn~ and a Mr. Ry Ingles has loaned him a
Court is the only legal tribunal to decide: horse, Bro. Wm. Herring a buggy and
that fact, and it is fair to conclude that the Bro. McL•:od a harness, for use in the dissaid court is also the only tribunal capable trict. Brl). Foss was feeling well and deof deciding it. Such seems to have bcrn sired to tb n1' the bretl ~en and friends for
the mind of God when inspiring tlie 1heir kin :lness. He ' ;d baptized six at
framers of t~e Constitution to provide it Lµce and one at Cor 1.1r>rant; lrnd ordained

Bro. Florence Omans a Priest, his brother
a Deacon, and Bro. Dineheart a Teacher,
and would organize a branch there soon.
Bro. Foss was called to Clitherall to meet
Elder F. P. Peterson, of the Utah Church,
in debate, in reference to the question of
organization and legal authority to lead
the church. They met and discussed on
the 19th at two p. m. llro. Foss reports
a good feeling and interest !n tl:e- district.
May it continue.
. We printed in last issue ~ call from
comrades Crum, Chatburn ~111:i Clemenson
of Independence to the sohli(fs among the
Saints who served during tJ-,,, late rebellion,
to report and form a roster for publication
in HERALD. In every bn nch where any
of these soldiers are, let th ·m move at once
in the matter; get all the names of those
living and those dead, thei1 term of service,
when and where, etc., and forward to
comrade T. W. Chatburn, Independence,
Missouri, as requested.
Bro. J. H. Peters writes us that he has
over one thousand copies of the Voice of
Warning yet on his hands unloaned. He
wonders that the Saints are so slow in
getting them loaned out. vV e are in receipt of information where one of these
little preachers has started two men in one
neighborhood to enquiry. It seems to us
that Bro. Peters should not long be left
to complain oflukewarmness in this work,
when he labors so generously himself.
There was no Advocate printed for
July, Bro. Joseph Luff's illness having
prevented its issue.
1

THE Jackson Sentinal, published at Maquoketa, Iowa, in its issue for Thursday,
July 22d, noticing the labors of Bro. M.
T. Short, thus:
Sunday.-A cool delightful night for rest and
a pleasant morning.-A good many people went
to Hurst's Grove to-day to hear Elder Short
preach. Deacon ·wm. Hurst, they say, keeps
excellent order.-Morning church services in the
city were held at the several edifices as usual.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
the General Conference appoint
Elders to preside over branches; and if so, do the
said Elders receive pay from the Bishop for such
labor?
Ans.-In extrem'e cases conferences have appointed Elders to preside over branches; but
this is quite unusual, and out of the regular
order.
The principle governing in respect
to all presiding officers is, that such officers
shall 'be elected by those over whom they preside. It is not usual that those selected to preside over branches are paid for such labor by the
Bishop, yet it may sometimes be found necessary. Wisdom should direct.
~.-Can Elders get missions and not belong
to a branch?
A.-They may; but they should have none if
they live where it is practicable for them to be
enrolletl in a branch, and they refuse to be. The
rules of the church require all its members to
unite with the nearest, most convenient, branch.
And if an Elder refuses to comply therewith he
is not exemplary, and is not worthy of representing the church. The church can not afford to
~ues.-Does
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honor and sustain any minister who purposely
dishonors its doctrines, rules, and regulations.
Conferences may, through ignorance of facts,
give missions to Elders who do not belong to
branches. But this is not likely lo occur, for the
reason that all faithful and devoted ministers
will be found enrolled in branches as the church
requires.
~.-Is God a personage of spirit or a personage of tabernacle?
A.-God is a personage of spirit, having identity, and possessing attributes, a habitation and a
place. Christ Jesus was the express image of
his person ..,

TnE following extract is from a Frank
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, for June,

1885:
"It seems queer, to say the least, that in this
year of the Christian era any ecclesiastical body
should be convulsed by a question relating to
baptism, or any other external rite. Nevertheless,
it is that staid and sober body, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, that has
been having a fierce discussion of the subject.
Anticipating an appeal and complaint against
the action of the Synod of New York, that was
to be brought before the Assembly in due order
of business, Judge Drake, of 'Washington, underto::ik to carry through the Assembly, by a sort of
moral coup d'etat, a· couple of resolutions affirming that the Roman Catholic Church has essentially apostatized, and, therefore, that Presbyterians can not consistently recognize the validity
of baptism as administered by the priests of that
church. The Judge avowed his purpose to commit the Assembly to this doctrine, in advance of
the consideration of the complaint and appeal to
be brought forward at a later stage of the proceedings. As was natural, this movement created a good deal of excitement, many members of
the body holding it to be irregular, as well as
premature. But the Judge supported his resolutbns in a speech well stocked with those oppro;
brious phrases which a certain class of protestants are wont to use :i,s applicable to the Roman
Catholic Church, but which are far less popular
now than they used to be. Sensible Protestants
now are generally willing to admit that the Roman Catholic denomination, though fostering
some errors, is yet a branch of the true Church
of Christ, and that the rite of baptism as she administers it is valid, and ought to be so treated.
"Before Judge Drake's resoultions were disposed of, the appeal and complaint from New
York came up, and was laid upon the table by an
almo;t unanimous vote. When the discussion
of the resolution ,was resumed, however, it became evident that there were two parties in the
Assembly, each determined to win, in victory.
Am_endments in the nature of a compromise
were groposed, and the Assembly was getting into an unpleasant tangle, when a motion to lay the
whole subject on the table was carried by a nearly unanimous vote, both sides thus finding,relief
from an embarrassing position. The effect of
this is to leave each church session free to decide
the question for. itself whenever it arises in the
reception of Roman Catholic converts.
"It is a pity that the time of such an Assembly,
having before it so many question of vital importance to the growth of the church and the
moral eleyatjon of society, should be wasted upon

an issue having no relation whatever either to
piety or morals. It seems like the "washing of
cups," or the "tithing of mint, anise and cummin," when the moral and social condition of the
world demand:; absorbing thought and vigilant
action."

\i\Then the M. E. Church lo&t Rev. H.
\V. Thomas from its ministry by expulsion
for apostacy, the secular press claimed that
while the M. E. Church had lost a good
gospeler the cause of Christ had gained a
minister. The same was held when :Rev.
David
Swing, after staying in the PresbyThe main question, it's1:;ems to us, in the
foregoing, is whether the Catholic Church terian Church just as long as the rules of
as well as her protesting daughters is a enforcing their discipline would pC'rmit
him, took off his thC'ological cap, and bidbranch of the true Christi:m Church; (assuming, of course, that the <laughters are); ding his co-workers "Good- by," went out
and if it is, are the baptisms into the Cath- to "plead the cause of christianity ." The
olic Church to be accepted as valid, and churches from which these two men ·were
membership conferred by them to be ac- '.arced out, agreed that if they should stay
ci-edited by the Protestant churches as en- m they ought to conform to churchly distitling persons to fellowship as in the true cipline, a,nd if they went out they did not
Church of Christ. If this were settled af- take with them the authority of the church
firmatively, what a world of controversy to which they had belonged. The men
would be removed. The long effort to who went out evidently agreed that they
prove the Romish Church to be apostate had received authority to act .in the name
and cast off of Ghrist; the constant itera- of Christ while they were in fhe church
tion of its identity with the woman on the and received it from those in~ the church,
"scarlet colored beast" of the apocal ypf e and that when they went out they took
with the cup of wrath in her hand, would with them the same authority to act, as
be averted, and the search fot' traces be- both immediately began iµdivi<lual labor
yond Rome into Jerusalem for apostolic on his own responsibility. Many in other
succession and power would be at an end. churches than the ones they went out from,
Besides this, the claim made by Catholi- and the secular branch of the same churches
cism that the church is the universal church evidently agreed that whatever right the
as the word catholic means must be con- men had in the church they had out of it,
ceded, and the spirit of this followed up and then agreed in sustaining the men in
would soon bring to pass a unity and that their individualized work. The principle
involved in this seems to be that the right
unitv be Catholic.
T.he questio~ of authority is a grave one to speak and act in the name of Christ and
and we conceive that those Protestants to build up his church is an unknown, unwho are willing to concede that the Cath- recognizable and imperishable quality that
olic Church should be considered as a when once attaching to an individual, no
branch of the Church of Christ, are much matter what the channel of its transmission,
more consistent than those not willing, or manner of its infusion, may never he
judging, from the common stand-point of taken from the person; whether he cbntinues to acknowledge the body from'
both parties.
Latter Day 'Saints have a simil;ir prop- which he derived it as the church of
Christ, accepted and owned by Him, or
osition before them for solution; and many
1f all Cathohave taken the shorter way out of the dif- denies it and its authority.
lic
and
Protestant
men
are
alike
called of
ficulty, by claiming the sole authority to
rest in them, and denying the right to its God, or act only on authority derived from
exercise to all others,-reason assigned, human institutions, then such reasoning
others have departed from the faith, hence would be good. But if Christ personally
the authority, (right to act in Christ's supervises his work, by personal and divine
name), has b~n withdrawn. Practically, direction, did in primitive church times and
it is "stan_d aside, we are holier than ye does now, such reasoning must he at fault:
We acknowledge the right of reformaare."
We are not prepared to say how many tion within the church, using the word to
err in this, or who are the entirely obnox- mean a purifying and cleansing of the
ious ones, inasmuch as "many are called, body, not in the sense of selt-destruction
but few chosen;" and though certain of and self-resun"ection, but can see no conthe people of God are to judge the ~oriel, sistency in men ch.timing to take what
judgment belongs alone to. God and Christ. they obtained in a body to be used and
The spirit of the conclusions reached by honored only while in the body, and going
the elders in all the controversies hitherto with it out of that body with power to
had on the subject has been, whoever the cfo,,1>Upt and rebuild that same body. Still
Spirit receives, the church may safely less consiste.11"9Y do we see in men leaving
accept.
, a b9dy ecClesiastic, openly acknowledged
In the perilous ti.mes foreseen by Paul by them as the Church of Christ, and deand his contemporaries, and to be realized nouncing that body as not of Christ, hut
in the latter days, from the church "men themselves only to be of Christ, and that
of perverse minds" were to rise up "lead- too with nothing of more value in authing away disciples after them." · The ority than what they received while in that
apostle said, "of your own selves" would body.
\VhatevC'1" of authority Luther had was
these men be. These men who were to
go away leading disciples after them,. were of Catholic origin; wha.tever Henry VIII
to be of the church; when therefore they had was of .the Catholic; whatever John
should go out from among the disciples Wesley had', was of the Church of Engwould they take with them the qelegMed land; whatever, attached to John Rogers
right to act in Christ's name and for. the came of the Puritan revolt from the ruling
Church of Christ.
·
church in England, anc;l whatever wa&
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held by Alexander Campbell came from
Presbyterianism and the Baptist; and
whatever right to act other men who have
gone out from these have held they derived from those from· whom they went
out. If the various sources whence these
men all derived authority are now of the
true church and are accepted of God, they
must have been so accepted when these
men went out of them and they are reprehensible for going out, for. what could
they gain in denying what God accepted.
If baptisms now performed by the Catholic Church constitute men members of
the "True Church of Christ," then the
supposed great apostasy was a failure, and
all claims for righteousness predicated upon
the great departure from the faith of the
original church, and the return to original
commands and paths on the part of the reformers are a great mistake. There was
no need of a reconferment of authority
and the direct delegation of authority from
Christ is a delusion. The saying of the
apostle is being of emine'nt application"all things are indeed lawful, but all things
are not expedient;" only the principle is
reversed-wiiatever is expedient to men's
theories in regard to Christ, is necessarily
lawful.
TnE following clipping from the London

Vai{y News, may serve to show how this
passage in the Apocalypse is having its
fulfillment. "And I saw three unclean
spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of
the dragon, and out of the mouth of the
beast, and ·out of the mouth of the false
prophet. For they are the spirits of devils
working miracles, which go forth unto the
kings of the earth, and of the whole world,
to gather them to the battle of that great
day of God Almighty."-Rev. 16: 13, 14.
A FAMOUS SPIRITUALIST,

"Mr. Home, when I first saw him, was at the
zenith of his notoriety. He had married into one
of the richest families in Russia, was a favorite
of the Tuileries, and courted by the most brilliant
society of every capital perhaps in Europe. He
had raised tables to ceilings without touching
them, sent sofas dancing around rooms, made
hands which were not apparently attached to
bodies play pianos, and evoked the visages of the
dead in the palaces of Naples, Rome and Florence, and then scared the emperior and empress
of the French with his spirit manife•tations at
the Tuileries. The crown prince of Prussia and
General Moltke were present at some of the latter, but the shrewd old warrior was not satisfied
with all that took place when he was by and said
he ought to have more to go upon, when the empress tried to persuade him into accepting Mr.
Home's claims, if the spirits loved light rather
l:han darkness. The Empress insisted on adopting the medium's sister and placed her in a convent school. Mr. Home told me that his mother
was an eerie Scotch woman, and had, before he
was born, a vision, in which she saw him seated
with as many sovereigns as those who paid court
to Napoleon at Erfurth. He said he had inherited her gift, which, he affirmed, showed itself
when he was a child in a remarkable way in
Scotland, and displayed itself in a greater degree
after a vision in which she saw him seated at

table with an emperor and empress, a grand duke
EXTRACTS PROM PRIVATE LETTERS.
and grand duchess, and two angels, whom she
SISTER CLARA C. SMITH writes under date of
thought must ha'l(e symbolized his future wives.
July 19th :-"When I read the •Plea for the Hope'
She had, he also said, the gift of second sight,
I felt that I would like to do something for. it, if it ·
which he inherited. Be this as it may, he was
was but a trifle it would still help some; so I askadmitted to associate with the emperor and emed Manly and Kate how much they would give,
press of the French, King Louis I. and King
and they said they would pay for an extra copy
Maxmilian of Bavaria, the Duchess of Hamilton,
to be sent to their niece. So I asked Elbert [Dathe king and Queen of Wurtemburg, the Duke
vid's only son.-Ed.] how much he would give
of Nassau, etc. M. Sardou believed in him, and
to help the cause. •All the money I have,' he
I think Professor Crooks went to the trouble of
said. I look back upon my visit at Lamoni as
studying the phenomena he produced, and
one of the bright spots in my lonely life, and the
thought they were not the effect of jugglery.
happiest time I have seen since leaving San.dHome had a tall, slight figure, a fair and freckled
wich. As I read your writing and the sermons
face before disease made it the color of yellow
in the Eierald I can close my eyes and imagine I
wax, keen blue eyes, which, however, looked
am in the Saints' Chapel, listening to your voicsometimes dreamy, a rather snub nose, and curly
es. I hope I may be again. Although I do not
auburn hair. He spoke with a Scotch accent. ·write for the •Mothers' Column,' I pray for its
His manners, though forward, were agreeable,_ success and am glad there are so many having
and he recited poetry with strong emphasis and
the ability to write for it."
striking effect."
Dear Clara, we hope you will write, for we
know that it would do you good. Many in the
church who knew and loved David, would be
glad to hear from you. \Ve shall surly expect a
EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
letter soon, and one from Elbert for the E-Iope.Ed.
'

Wherever through the ages rise
The altars of self-sacrifice,
Where love iis arms has opened wide,
Or man for man has calmly died,
I see the same white wings outspread
That hovered o'er the Master's head!"

1

OVERCOMETH.
To him that overcometh,
0 word divinely strmJg,
The victor's palm, the fadeless wreath,
The grand immortal song,
And his the hidden manna,
And his the polished stone,
·within whose whiteness shines the name
Revealed to him alone.
To him that overcomethAh, what of bitter strife,
Before he win the battle's gage
And snatch the crown of life!
What whirl of crossing weapons,
What gleam of flashing eyes,
What stern debate with haughty foes
Must be before the prize.
To him that overcometh
Shall trials aye befall.
'!'he World, the Flesh, the Devil
He needs m nst face them all.
Sweet sirens of temptation
May lnre with silver strain,
And cope he must with subtle foes,
And blanch,'neath fiery pain.
To him that overcometh
A mighty help is pledged;
He wields a sword of purest mould,
By use of cycles edged.
And prophets and confessors,
A matchless valiant band,
Have vanquished earth, and stormed the skies,
With that triumphant brand.
To him that overcometh,
0 promise dearest dear!
The Lord himself who died 'for him
Will evermore be near.
Here, dust upon his garments,
There, robes that royal be,
For "On my throne," the King hath said,
"lliine own shall sit with me."
'l'o him that overcometh,
0 word divinely strong!
It weaves itself through weary hours
Like .some rejoicing song.
For his the hidden manna,
And his the name unknown,
"Which Christ the Lord one day of days
Will tell to him alone.
Selected by .Almira,

.. AUNT PATIENCE writes:-"How.often have I
expressed the wish that I could do something
more for the cause of Christ, that I could spend
more time in his service, and were not so cumbered with the cares of life. How gladly would
I do so because of the love I have for the Savior
and his cause, and to return some measure of
remuneration for the labor of love and sacrifice
performed in behalf of one so weak as I am.
Not only this, but that I might be an instrument
in bringing back the erring, strengthening the
weak, confirming the strong, and brightening the
hope of those who are striving to gain the same
rest, peace, and glory that I am striving for. I
love this work; my whole soul is in it, and I
would that all men and women could be brought
to see its truth! Oh, could they but know and
feel the joy and comfort that a knowledge of this
work brings to the soul! Many are the testimonies that God has given me-testimonies which
can never be erased from my soul. Though I
should make shipwreck of faith, yet are those
testimonies rooted and grounded; stamped never
to be effaced; and though death should stare !ne
in the face to make me deny the work, yet could
I never do it. Man did not give me this knowledge, man can not take it from me; and unworthy as I am, he ha.s chosen me out of the world,
and has verified his promise, and given me the
unquestionable knowledge of the One in whom I
trust and whom I serve, and I hope to serve him
to the end of my days, and make such a record
as I shall not be ashamed to face. I have many
trials and temptations to meet, but I trust to
overcome them all and enter into rest."
Just in this connection we wish to say to the
sisters, that highly as we prize, and dearly as we
love the private letters which come to us, yet
rather than the interest of the "Column" should
suffer, we would do without our share .. There
are joys of time which can be postponed to the
great hereafter. For our sakes the Savior became poor and homeless. Let us forget onrseJ'ves,
and find our reward in that which we may do to
cheer and comfort others; and while we confess
that every word of encouragement helps and
cheers us, if you will only only seek to improve
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THE
the talents given by the Master in sustaining that
which we know is his cause, we will abide our
time until here or in the mansion he has gone to
prepare, we shall see you face to face. Let the
"Column" be first, and then if you have still a
portion, none will be more grateful than we to
share it.
Yesterday's mail brought us a card, saying:
"Do not be discouraged in regard to the Hope.
We will send in our contribution just as soon as
our grain is thrashed, and many others are just
waiting a bit as we are."
To that tender-hearted, thoughtful one, we give
our thanks, and we earnestly pray God to bless
all such. If only half who have named the name
of Christ were like the few, the cause would never languish. In turn we say to all who are interested, Don't be discouraged, but persevere, and
that which we are striving for we shall most
surely accomplish. Step by step our children
will ascend, until the paths of Zion shall bloom
with flowers of their planting, and they by the
help of the Lord shall bear off the kingdom in
triumph.
To those interested in the Sabbath School
cause we wish to announce that we have secured
an excellent likeness of the three special witnesses to the Book of Mormon. We will mail single copies of these (the three on one plate) for
thirty-five cents each, or four copies for $r.10the net profit to be used in aid of the Sabbath
School cause. It will b.e a pleasant souvenir to
have in our homes--a correct iikeness of men
whom God chose to be his special witnesses in
the last days, and at the same time you will be
aiding the work you love.
Who will order a specimen copy, and by using
that sell others?

SAIN~S'

HERALD.

Dear Sisters .--While it is given to some to sit
at the feet of the Master, others must serve and
labor exclusively, with scarce a moment of respite. Still the Marthas are necessary, since the
cuisine forms a most important part of the household economy. Some one asks about leaven
bread, how it is made, and were to get the leaven. Cumbered with much serving, we have
been unable to respond sooner. Leaven consists
of a piece of dough saved at the last kneading of
bread before baking. Keep it in an earthen or
china dish; in a cool place. Soak with water or
milk and make batter yeast when you wish to
bake again. This leaven will keep good three
days in hot weather, if properly cared for; a week
in cold, or cool weather, if necessary. Where
are all the receipts, household hints and so forth,
that we expected to find in our "Column?" Can't
any of the sisters give us advice on some useful
subject? Your way of doing a washing, mixing
bread, cooking a chicken, or making butter or
cheese, might differ from ours, and be both interesting and instructive. "The bread that perisheth" we must be mindful of, however much
we prefer to engage in more congenial topics.
Yours for progress in all good words and works.
PERLA WILD.

DEFIANCE, Iowa, July 9th.
Dear Sisters:-As I read the "Home Column"
it inspires me with a desire to say something too.
It is over fifty years since I accepted this work.
I accepted it when persecution ran high, and I
clung to it when angry mobs threatened our lives,
took from us our possessions, watched for the approach of our husbands that they might slay
them, and threatened our children; but the
_Divine Power preserved us. My husband has
long since gone to the Paradise of God, so I now
live among my children and grand children; but
Our thanks are due to Bro. William Street and
I have this to comfort me. They, save a very
others for books and papers.
few, belong to the church. Thinking that I am
LAMONI, Iowa, July 30th, 1886.
nearing the end of the race, as I am now eighty
PoRT GREVILLE, N. S., July 18th.
six years old, I desire to tell you a little of my
Dear Sister Frances :-I have often thought experier:ice with regard to an affiiction which I
when reading the letters from the sisters in the
once had. My suffering was intense. I felt in
"Home Column," that I should like to write you- my heart that I wanted to die unless I could live
. a letter; not for publication, but mereiy as a word
to do good, and help build up the kingdom of
of encouragement from one of the scattered ones,
God, and also be a comfort to my little ones.
letting you know how much we prize those-words
While I lay tl]inking thus, a heavenly messenger
of council and cheer. I think we who have not
appeared at my bedside and spoke these words,
the privilige of meeting with the Saints, or hear"Woman, fret not thyself, for thou shalt live, and
ing the word preached bylhose sent of God, know
not die." I then knew that I should live to do
how to appreciate the contents of the Herald
some good. I am patiently waiting for the time
perhaps more than those who have such privilito come when I shall leave this life to meet with
ges. For my own part I feel .that I could not be
those gone betore. Oh that our young people
without it; and since the "Home Column" has
would seek to do the will of God, ynd keep all
been started I enjoy it still more, you have unworldly pride and vanity from their young hearts.;
dertaken a greaL work, and I believe you have
this is my one great desire. I .often think of the
the prayers and sympathies of all true Saints
words of Moses the servant of God. "Oh that
that you may have strength and wisdom to carry
there were such a heart in:them that they would
on the work so· that it may be the means in God's
keep the commandments of God always, that it
hand of doing great and lasting good. Your apmight be well with them and their f:hildren."
peal in behalf of the Hope I felt to be a just oue,
Hoping you will remember me ip. your humJ;>le
and it was my intention to have responded to it
devotion, I remain a sister in the church,
ere this, but owing to circumstances have neglecMRS. SARAH HAWLEY.
ted it. I am gl::id that some are coming to your
aid, and hope that you may have no dificulty in
CHELSEA, Neb., July 13th.
raising the required amount. Enclosed please
Dear Sister Frances:-I have been reading the
find one dollar; subscription for two Hopes.
Saints! letters in the "Home Column" and I
Hoping and praying that God will bless you with
thought I wo.uld write a few words. l love to
;111 needed blessings,
read the letters. It has not been long since I enI T<;':llJitin your sister in the one faith~
listed. in this good and glorious cause. When
.
~P~ A. J.,A¥1:9:N.
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hers of us, my mother, my sister and myself;
but thank God he sent his servants out here to
preach to us, and we are now eleven in number,
and the Lord.has promised us great blessings if
we are faithful.
Your sister in Christ,
AMANDA LEACH.
ESCANABA, Mich., July 12th.
Dear Sister Frances.-The Lord knows my
heart, and how willingly .I would give to help
this blessed cause we are engaged in, if I could_
I am so much helped by the "Mothers' Home
Column," and it is very cheering to me. I am a
mother, have two little ones, a girl and a boy. I
am a widow and live with my father and mother.
Mother and I are the only ones living here that
belong to the church, and so we could not get
along without the Herald, Hope, and Expositor.
We are poor in worldly goods, but in health we
are blessed, and are thankful for that. All I have
is what I earn at hard work, and what is given me,
and so I am by God's help going to try and give
in my mite. I will send in this one dollar and
you can send two of the I:lopes for a year to who
ever you feel is worthy of them. I trust to see
the Hope prosper and be enlarged. May God's
richest blessings rest on you, and may you be an
instrument in God's hands in doing much good,
is my prayer. I would like to live where I could
go to church, and would like to have my little
children.baptized. I trust the way will be op~n·
ed for me to go where there is a branch of the
church, or else I would like to have an Elder
come here. Remember me as a sister who is
trying hard to live right, but all alone in this cold
and selfish world; but God is 0, so good to me!
I give him the praise for all I have. With Jove
to you, from a sister in the same faith,
VIOLA M. FORMAN.
CHELSEA, Neb., July r3th.
Dear Sister Frances:-! have been reading the
Herald; it is a pleasure to us to read the letters
from the brothers and sisters. \Ve lived here for
nearly one year without meetings, but thank the
Lord we have meetings now. I would like to
know where Bro. \Villiam H . Bradford i,s. He is
my father.,
I remain your sister in bonds,
LAURA LEACH.
CHELSEA, Neb., July 13th.
Dear Si.1ters :-\Vould it not iiie better to hear
our children say our parents are very strict; pa
asks a blessing every meal, and he has order; he
will have order, and he calls us all together for
family worship. We are not allowed to swear
around the. house, for he says we shall mind as
long as we are at home. \Vhen you see such
children as these you will see children who will
love their parents, while on the other hand you
will speak to some Eider's children about the
church and how the Saints are getling along,
and they will say "l don't go to meeting." And.
when asked Why don't you?
"Oh, I don't believe there is much in the Saints; not as n:iuch as
they claim." I a•k, Why do you not believe
what your father teaches? "Well he swears and
gets angry and isn't a11y better than I am, so far
as·I can see. He don't have family worship, and
he never comes home 'from meeting without
something has gone wrong, and he gives some
QR~ {lJ fegl,\\~r ~~g\c}jpg, Qf ~Vl[li\ 'f/9!'S()i SQ ! doq'~ .
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see what's the use of any one belonging to the
church if they are no better for it. The son says
the father is no better than he is. I am afraid of
such stumbling blocks; the blood of the children
will rest on the heads of their parents.
H.A ...
\Ve have inserted a part only of this lettEor, and
we now wish to say. that we do not propose to
marr the fair pages of our "Column" with slang
expressions, let them come from the lip or pen
of whomsoever they may come. If such things
can truthfully be said of any one professing to
be a Saint, to say nothing of an Elder, they
ought to be reported to th_e authorities of the
Church, and the children should read Ex. 20: 7;
and to the earnest consideration of the fathers
we would recommend Matt, 7: 22, 23.-'-Ed.
GREEN'S LANDING, Me,, July 16th.
Dear Sisters in Christ:-Please allow me to
come in with you and introduce myself to the
"Mothers' Home Column," for I do esteem it a
·great privilege to converse with my dear sisters
by the use of the pen. I do feel more than thankful for the space we have in the columns of the
Herald. We can feel to make the acquaintance
of the dear old mothers and sisters that are far
away. I have read all of your letters, and they
truly give us strength and courage to persevere
in this glorfous work !n whicb we are engaged;
and to let our light always shine before the
world; and that we may occupy our talents,
whether one or more, that we may gain more by
our good works, that when the good Master
comes we can all 1·eceive the welcome plaudit,
"Well done good and faithful servant." I am a
sister in the Church of Christ. I am trying to
keep the law of the Lord as much as I possibly
can. I am a widow fifty-nine years old. It has
b<'en about nineteen years since I obeyed this
latter day gospel. I do know this is the true
gospel of Christ, and do feel to trust in the Lord.
I do know that the Lord has been a widow's
God to me, and a Father to my fatherless children. I have had seven in all,.but have none that
is small to care for now, only to keep on praying
for them. Three of my children were baptized
int.o the church at one time. One of them the
good Father saw fit to call to his home to live
among the shining ones. I have the promise
from tlh~ Lord that if I live faithful I &hall live
with all of my family in the kingdom of God.
Oh that I may have grace and strength to live
faithful until I reach home, where all will be
well. I will say a word to the young mothers.
Keep on praying, and teaching your little ones;
you will reap if you faint not, for the Lord will
answer youc prayers in his own time; never fear.
I will bid you all good bye, requesting your prayers. Will call again if deoired.
Your sister in Christ,
HANNAH Ronmxs.
The invitation has been to all, and we are glad
to welcome eacli one who wishes to come.-Ed.
FoR'r NIOBRARA, Neb., July ISt.
Dear Sister Frances.--I think the Home Column very beneficial to the fierald readers. I believe if we would all try and obey the instructions
anLl good principles set forth in the "Column,"
we would be much happier, wiser, and better prepared for the Holy Spirit to guide us into truth
and righteousness. U n]e~s we prepare ourselves
tJ:f- l!0ly Spirit1 ~s C}od
c~1~n;~'.\ded 14~ tq
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do, we need -not expeCt to receive it. I have
learned a great _deal from the Home Column,
which pertains to make me a wiser and better
mother. I have only one child, a daughter, which
I intend with God's help to raise in that way
which leads to life eternal. What is more beautiful or pleasant than a home that is ruled by
love, patiance, and kind words? How_ cheerful
and bright it is to the husband when he comes
home from a hard day's work and finds the house
in good order, the children clean and neatly
dressed, his supper prepared and. ready for him,
and every countenance beaming with happiness,
and kind words for all. Is not this dear sisters a
pleasant home? How thankful the man ought to
be that has such a home; and how watchful he
should be over his family, that wolves did not
enter in among the lambs and lead them estray.
He should not leave all the care on his wife, for
as we are t!Je,weaker ones, we need the help of
the stronger ones. I love the Herald, for we
have no other preacher. The nearest branch is
Clearwater Nebraska. I ask an interest in all
your prayers, that I may be faithful, and at last
meet you all in the celestial kingdom, where
there will be no more parting.
I remain your sister in the one faith,
ELLA DuNALDSON.
\VHEELER, Iowa, July 9th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Having heard your call
for help to enlarge the Hope, and feeling that it
is a rri uch needed call, I herewith enclose a dollar, the children's mite and my own, for that purpose; praying that God will aid you in your good
miss10n. The "Mother's Column!" How it
gladdens my heart when I read such words of
hope and comfort as the sisters express. It helps
and strengthens me to go on with the duties of a
mother, with renewed vigor. We have much to
contend with in raising a family, and trying to
keep them free from the vices of the world. We
hear so many say, "\Vhen they grow older they
will do better," but I think as the twig is bent the
tree is inclined; therefore I shall strive to keep
them from as many of the vices as I can; and
think by so doing to save them a great many
heartaches in the future; for I know that Saints
can not look back upon a life of folly without
many regrets. May the Lord bless every effort
for the advancement of his cause, is the prayer
of your sister,
AMANDA W DOD.
Dear Sister: You are right. Leave no known
duty undone and then, but not before, may you
safely entrust the result lo God. Guard your
children from every evil, and the time will come
when they will rise up and call you blessed.-Ed.

PERSIA, Iowa, July 26th.
')oseph:-I have held five· meetings here,
had fair and attentive congregations, and am to
hold service at Leland's Grove and Union Grove
this week. ,Have met withirnany of the old-time
Saints and their children, and find that here is a
wide and inviting field for ministerial labor
which should be occupied without delay. Whenever it becomes practicable, I shall take pleasure
in preaching the word throughout \Vestern Iowa
and Eastern Nebraska, where I had such interp,nq ;.;pr:c:e~sfpl e~perience~ !ro'.1'. ~8,5~ tq
B1'0.

1864, and afterwards. I meet with many of the
children of the old-time Saints, and with friends
also whom I knew in thos~ times, and I feel a
deep interest in their present and future welfare,"''
and for that reason have earnest desires to see
them all safe in the fold of Christ.
I expect to reach Council Bluffs and Omaha
this week, and to ,reach Lamoni the first days of
- August.
Yours ever,
W.W. BLAIR.
No. 8, Warden St., NEW WORTLEY,
Leeds, Eng., July 24th.
Dear Herald:-I was baptized on the 28th day
of February, 1885, and the day following brothers
Joseph Dewsnup and Baty of Manchester, organized a branch here in Leeds. Peace and harmony
prevailed throughout our brothers' stay, and the
Spirit of God was richly felt. I shall never regret the step that I took, for I have felt her since
to walk in the newness of life, having been born,
first, of water; secondly the Spirit. , Now I can
say that I am a child of God, and heir to the
promise of eternal life if I continue faithful to
the end of this probation. I thank God because
he has cleansed me from all sin through the
precious blood of his only begotten Son,· Jes us
Christ, and daily upholds me with his. free Spirit.
' Dear fierald, my desire is to encourage all our
brethren and sisters to keep faithful and hold up
the light of the gospel, and give all honor and
glory to God who is the author and finisher of
our faith. I can now bear testimony to the truth
of this great latter clay work and its principles as
taught by Joseph the Seer. It is a glorious work
to me and to all who will embrace it; because it
is the power of God unto salvation. I feel there
is a work for me to do and I must do it. I mean
to be a true follower of the Lamb. I pray that I
may have the divine guidance of the Most High
God to enable me to carry out the work I have
been called to do, that is pertaining to the Aaronic
Priesthood. I am conscious of my unworthiness
aud often feel unfitted for such a grand work as
lies before us. By God's help I will study and
learn to serve him faithfully to_ the end of the
race.
May God continue to pour out his blessings
upon the whole household of faith, is the humble
prayer of yours in the go;;pel of Christ,
ToM RoBERTs.
AMITY, :Mo., July 19th.
Dear Brother Blair:--'-Although having ta
labor very hard this summer, fanning, I have
still done what i: could in the mjnislry. In April
oue of the leading ministers of the Seventh day
faith, of the Marion, Iowa, division of that church
preached two weeks in our vicinity, challenging
every one to disprove his theory. I accepted and
we were to debate in two places where the people
wished to hear, six miles apart. But after a
week's time upon the Sabbath question at the
first place, he refused to debate at the other place,
(which was to be a month afterwards), stating
that he had not the time to spare from his preaching, causing much dissatisfaction. He afterwards sent me a challenge, to affirm I.hat Dan. 2 :·
44, referred to events that transpired in 1830, and,
to also deny the unconscious theory and annihilation of the wicked, and that he then would
also debate the S,flbbath question <1t the place
agreed upon be~,\'fe, three miles sou,t1\J. <:if here,

son;'! time thi~ fommer,
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siticn,. I have preached at different places since
upon 1: at question by request. Went eight miles'
norf .cast into the Advent settlement, three
wee sago and heard my opponent, Elder Bunch
who preached at eleven a. m. I preached at
thiee p. m. \Vent there again last Sunday and
p1 cached twice, had a good congregation, al·
though not an advent out, yet I was to preach in
regard to the Sabbath, and their Elder was to be
there to correct me if I made mistakes. I post·
poned that subject by request until next Sunday
evening, which is their day to preach at eleven
a. m., and four p. m., which meetings I expect to
attend. And in the meantime their neighbors
are going to visit them and ask what they are
afraid of, as they have challenged every one for
years to deny their Sabbath theory. I also want
to have the tirr.e set to meet Elder Bunch on his
challenge.
Yesterday I preached at brother
Myers' farm. in a grove. He lives two miles
from me, :rn.cl ten miles north of Stewartsville.
Had a good aadience, and some of his neighbors
seem much interested. Brother Bronson of St.
Joseph, is to preach next Sunday (July 25th) at
the scho>l !10use, three miles south of here,
where the r"cbate is to be.. held, and I will try
and contim: · the work there through the fall. I
expect to visit a large Advent settlement thirty
miles north oi this, soon, and present the truth to
them.
Your unworthy brother,
D. s. CRAWLEY.
NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., July zrnt.
Dear Hcrald.-On the evening of the 10th inst.,
I began meetings in tbs Morgan school house,
the meeting place of the Palmyra branch; con.
tin .1cd for a week, with quite an interest, for notwilh;.tanding the farmers were very busy finishing c-irn plowing, and were in the midst of the
small grain harvest, at no meeting· did all the
peop." get .into the house. Fo~ our conference
we fi <eel up a grove, where we held five preach·
ing scr vices and the business session. The attenda11ce of officials was limited, but that of the
Saints was fair, while that of the people was large,
and th; order was good. vVe are .hopeful that
good was accomplished for the cause of peace on
earth :;11d good wi,ll to man. There was no jar
or unpkasantness during the transacting of the
business ; therefoxe there wa~ neither troubled
mind nor aching heart. The waters were disturded, and two of Bro. E. R. Hillman's daughters were added to the household of faith. No
rain for almost a month, and crops will soon begin to suffer, unless we get rain. The demand
for gospel work is upon the increase.
In gospel bonds,
ROBT. l\I, ELVIN ..
GLE:N ELDER, Kan., July 15th.
Dear Herald:--It bas been about six years
since I last wrote to you. \Ve belong to the
Elmira Branch (N. W. Kansas District). There
are no Sainte within twelve miles of us, except
sister William~ and her daughter and two sons.
We do not hc~ar much preaching, only as some
Elder stops "ith us occasionally. Bro. A~. H.
Parsons opened up the work here, and the people like to hear him preach very much. We attended the quarterly conference of this district
in June. TLe meetings were held in brother
Gabler's grove. The preaching was done by
Elders G. W. Shute, A.H. Parsons and
Jemi·
~~9D,. There Wi\!l \\goodly m11i;ih11: 9t th!! people
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of the neighborhood in attendance, also of the
Saints. The best of order prevailed. We still
love the latter day work as when we first heard
it, for we know for our selves that it is of God;
and, while there may be some things taught by
some, that we can not endorse; yet we know we
have the law and the testimony to appeal to in
those matters. The weather is very dry now,
the people fear a dearth.
Your sister in the gospel,
CASANDER WARREN.
EAST DES MOINES, Iowa, July 29th.
Editors Herald:-Bro. N. A. Baker has been in
our midst with his earnest, God-fearing spirit,
and has taught us to see our slothfulness in the
work of the Lord. I thank God th~ he came
here. I have been healed of a disease that from
time to time for years I have been afflicted with.
To my Father in heaven be all the glory. A sis·
ter cDme in through the door of baptism during
Bro. Baker's stay. They had a little Pentecost
at the confirmation. The "Holiness" people are
not pleased to have any of our preachers come
among them; altho'.lgh they gathered en masse
at the river to witness the baptismal rite.
In gospel bonds,
L. B. MERRILL.

pages giy" new impetus and seems to lessen life's
burde1~.
Clinst has ~'aiJ, "My yoke is easy and
my bur,len {,light;" an.I I have indeed proved it
to be the uoe many tiir,c' in my daily toil. Were
it not for lhe hope of the gospel I fear I should
fa.int by the: way. Life w·Juld indeed be hopeless.
As it is, I st'.li feel to rn:ss on, praying God for
strength to aiJ me while life shall last. I pray
God to bless his Saints everywhere, that they
not only bear_ the name bt:. t be saints in the fuJl.
est se•se of the term.
':fuf:y I 4tk.-Since writing the above I continued
to ask God to help my husband comprehend the
law of tithing, and also read to him the remarks
by the bishopric, and am rejoiced to say that he
now understands more perfectly and thinks it the
duty of Saints to comply with said law. We
have made an estimate and as soon as possible
shall pay our due. Money is a scarce article
with m;, but we make it a subject of pi'ayer that
we may be enabled to make a turn in the right
direction and hope and fully expect in the future
to be more blessed of the Lord inasmuch as we
do our part faithfully and well.
Ever hoping to be found on the Lord'.s side, I
remain your sister in Christ,
SARAH J. Ross.

ASPEN, Colo., July 2Zd.
MOORHEAD, Iowa, June 19th.
Dear Herald:-It does my heart good to read
D.:ar Herald:-As I was perusing your pages
the testimony of the Saints in various parts of
th'& afternoon, the influence of God's Holy Spirit
the land. My e,.;perienSJ) in the past is sufficient
r·:i vaded my whole being, filling my mind with
to justify me in corroborating the testimony borne
a holy calm, and that peace and joy which a child
by Saints <Iii to their knowledge of the latter day
uf God alone can feel; and I thank and praise
work. The Lord has truly blessed me many
!.is holy name for his loving kindness bestowed
times and in various ways, by which I know the
t pon poor unworthy me from day to day. I do
work is true. I ca41rn here on the 19th of June,
'o desire to do what is right at all times to be a
thinking to better my condition financially. I
living epistle before my friends and neighbors;
think I could accomplish this, but fear the alti'mt alas! the weakness of the flesh causes me to
tude is too great. I find great difficulty in breath·
err many times, and I fear I am too often a stum·
ing, and m~y have to give it up.
bling· block to others.
On my way here I had the loneliness of the
I have just finished reading brethren Blakeslee,
journey very much relieved by meeting with Bro.
Kelley and Banta's remarks on tithing and my
W. vV. Blair and other Saints at Burlington,
heart responds a glad amen. 0 ! could we f s
Iowa. It did me good after years of separation,
Saints realize the all important duty of taking
to take the good old standard-bearer by the hand
God at his word and of tithing ourselves as
once more. There are no Saints here, and I feel
he has commanded, the consummation of this
the loneliness of the situation very muclt, being
glorious work would soon be accomplished, and
away from my family and the society of Saints,
Christ come in the clouds of heaven, and his
and not feeling free lo speak my sentiments, on
saints b~ caught up to meet him in glory to reign
account of the existing prejudice against the
with him forever and ever. I am sorry to say
Saints and 'my financial embarrassment. Could
that my husbaral has not yet been made to realize
it be so arranged I would like to get my family
the importance •Jf the tithing law--he like many
into Iowa, where I could enjoy the society of
others not corr prehending it; but I pray to God
Saints. Tllis place i~ a silver mining camp of
he may be brcught to a full realization of the
about 3,000 or 4,000 inhabitants. There are four
same that we lllay receive the promised blessings
churches here: Methodist, Catholic, Chdstian,
for time a1:d c1 ernity. I tithe myself of poultry,
and Presbyt~rian; a great many saloons and some
butter, eggs, &c., such as a farmer's wife is bless·
other places 0<f a soul-destroying nature. Very
ed with, as best I can; but it is very seldom I can
few people go to church. The snow-capped
get cash for stH;h-generally have to sell it at the
mountains are plainly visible from this place;
stores and tak<: trade, but I keep a strict account
some I passed over in getting here. The mission
and when I chance to get money I pay it as tithhere of most people of this country is to get the
ing. As it is, I am indebted to the Lord. Is
prepious metal, which is being takoo from the
there no way out of this difficulity i If there was
"everlasting hills."
a storehouse for receiving produce as tithing I
My wife sends me the Heralds as she gets
feel sure a great many would tithe themselves
t°1em, which is my only preacher, and a welcome
who do not now for_ the reason that cash is so · visitor from time to tim~. May the Lord bless
difficult to get hold of. But I trust the way will
you in ycur effort to do gcod, is my prayer.
be opened in God's own time.
Yours in love,
I consider the Herald meat and drink to the
M. B. WILLIAMS.
soul hungering and thirsting after righteousness.
As man gpws in wisdom ht;: 11rarn$ ,il<;JI\' in\11
I could not think of doing without it. Often
P~l'\':ltnt th~ worh~ \~ 9{ ll\l~1
'
'>Vhen w1-ary
c&r~fi of li~~ tqe pen1~~l qf tt~
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[not gates], and narrow is the way [not thoug-ht, so shall it come to pass; and as I
ways] that leadeth unto life, and few tnere have purposed so shall it stand. * * * For
be that find it." "I am the way, the truth, the Lord of Ho_sts hath purposed, and who
and the life; no man cometh to the Father shall disannul it? and his hand is stretched
but by me."-John 14:6. The Savior out, and who shall turn it back?" That is
declares in John 3d chapter, "God so loved a vital question with mortal man! Can
LO HERE, LO THERE!
the world [when in a perishable stateJ that we disannul what God has purposed; can
BY B. y. SPRINGER.
he gave his only begotten Son, that who- we mark out ways of our own whereby
soever believeth on him should not perish, we can obtain eternal life?
Amidst wild confusion, Lo heres, and.Lo theres!
but have_ everlasting life." Now, dear
Of dogmas prolific, traditional snares,
God hath purposed that we should gain
Led· and controled by the powers of evil,
Savior, we are waiting to hear what you eternal life in his way; can we disannul it?
\Vhich some will attribute to his honor, the devil,
have to say that we may believe in your It is said of the Savior that he went about
And by their own inward cussedness show
words and not perish. "I came forth from preaching the things of the kingdom of
That through him, as a scape-goat, to heaven they'll go;
the Father and am come into the world." God. That was his great theme. We
But I have quite serions donbts, as yon know,
And don't take much stock in that fellow below,
-John 16:28. vVhat was your object in hear him saying, "The kingdom of God is
As a Jadcler on which up to neaven. to ascend;
thus coming from the Father into the likened unto a sower going forth to sow;
If I did, I should like them, make him my friend;
world? "I caine .down from heaven,· not is likened to a man finding a treasure in a
But I leave jarring sects to divert from the truth
to do mine own will, but the will of him field; unto a merchant hunting goodly
The minds of the people, the aged and youth,
that sent me."-John 6:38. Of course pearls; unto a net cast into the sea; unto a
With dark superstition, tradition and slush,
Their reason dethroned with sensational gush.
then, that will of the Father was made woman putting leaven in three measures
Alas, for humanity! wayward and weak;
known unto you in order that you might of meal," &c. He on one occasion at least
Ears turned from the truth, only fables they seek.
perform it? "The Father, which sent me, spoke of it as the church; and upon the
May God stay the tide, and cause them to see
he
gave me a commandment what I should occasion we have been noticing, he repre'!'hat Christ is their refuge; in him they arc free
say, and what I should speak, and I know sented the kingdom by the parable of the
From the bond11ge of death and the shackles of sin;
With the Spirit to guide, they'll eternal life win.
that his commandment is life everlasting; sheepfold. And it is wohby ot remark
One who is observant may easily discern
whatsoever I speak therefore, even as the here, that he always spoke, in either in'l'hat there is more to forget than really to lc11rn.
Father said unto me, so I speak." You stance, in the singular number, using the
To find the old path, and walk in the way;
came
to do the will of the Father, and definite article, the sheepfold, the kingdom,
Emerge from the d11rk io the broad light of day,
how did you commence to do that will? the church, I am the way, &c., thus acTrue conceptions of God and the S11vior to know.
All our systems and schisms and notions must go,
"By going to a man sent from God whose knowledging Himself to be the author. of
And give place to truth, the glorious plan
name was John [John 1st chapter] who but one way, one church, or kingdom, or
Of hum1rn redemption vouchsafed uuto man.
was the one to prepare the way [not ways] sheepfold, &c. The sheepfold must have
Enter in at the gate, walk the one narrow ·way
before me, who was the "porter" to open had ah existence on the earth at that time,
And rise with the dawn of celestial day.
the door [not doors] into the sheepfold, or He could not have sought to enter it.
And I, in my weakness, as well as I can,
Am pointing the way to my poor fellow man,
(John IO: 3), which door I, the Good Shep- It certainly had, for Jesus on one occasion·
By calling attention to ,Jesus the Lord,
herd, entered; and "he that entereth not said, "From the clays of John the Baptist
As recorded in Scripture, his own prcdous word.
by the door into the sheepfold, but clim beth until now, the kingdom of heaven sufferAnd while I my time and weak talents eri1ploy,
up some other way, the same is a thief, and eth violence," &c. We have seen that
The Spirit's sweet guidance I greatly enjoy;
a robber."-] ohn IOth chapter. Did John .Jesus went to the porter, John, who bap\Vhich urges me on to be faithfnl ancl lrne
To the trust; and the labor that was given to do;
offer any objections to open the door to tized Him, opening tl-ie door for Him to
And when it is done, aud I lie down to rest,
you? Yes, he refused, saying, "I have enter. We have seen that the act pleased
I hope to arise with the pure and the blcst,
need to be baptized of thee and why com- the Father, who sent forth His Spirit upon
And be with the Savior our great living I-iead;
est thou to me?
But when I told him to Jesus, and acknowledged Him vocally
Who will reign king of kings when the d~l rn deud.
"Suffer it to be so now, for thus it becom- from the heavens, a sure prnof that he war.;
QUINCY, Mich., July 20th, 1886.
eth us to fulflll all righteousness," (Matt. doing· the Father's will. Query, If it was
3: 43), he consented. After you were bap- the Father's will that his Son. should be
tized and came up out of the water, was baptized, and that he should fulfill all
there any particular r.unifestation of your righteousness, could he have pleased the
Father's acknowledgment of the act? Father in rejecting to do so, even in the
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
Yes, J obn "saw, and lo the heavens were least measure? vVe think, dear reader,
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
opened unto him, and he saw the Spirit of your answer will he, no he could not. If
God descending like a do-ve, and lighting the only begotten Son of Goel, who was
THE ONE WAY.
upon me, and heard my Father's voice de-- without sin, and guile was not found in
daring me to be his beloved Son, in whom
His mouth, could not please the Father,
DEAR HEHALD :-A s<tying that 1s frequently brought up as argument against he was well pleased, as declared by JY1at- not doing His will, without entering the
the latter day work, which to those who thew in his 3d chapter and 45th ai1d 4.6th sheepfold, how do you think we poor sin. utter it appear~ to be reasonable, occupies verses.
ful creatures can if we refuse to enter by
my mind this Sabbath morning.
It is as
We have presented the subject thus far the door?
follows: "It matters not by which road I
in the form of questions and answers, in
But hold my dear sir, you make out
take my wheat to market, it will not be order to adapt it to the weakest capacity quite a different door, to what Christ said
asked of me by the purchaser, by" what of understanding.
vVe perceive that the was the door. He said, "I am the door,
road I brought it, so long- as it is wheat; Father was very strict in requiring the hy me if any man enter he shall be saved,"
that is all that is required."
Son to do his will, so much so, that he &c., you see by this that baptism is not the
This assertion is made on the strength commanded the Son what to say, and door. V!ell, and how was He the door?
of the assumption, that carrying wheat to what he should speak. vV e see. that the It is said in Philippians 2: 9, IO, "God hath
a market approached by. several roads, Son was very strict in performing that hig-hly exalted him, and given him a name
which wheat is received by the purchaser will. He came down from heaven purposely which is above every other name: That at
without respect to the road by which it to do it, and cine reason why he was so thename ofJ dsus every knee shall bow," &c ..
came, is analagous to a soul being accepted , strict was, he knew that what was com- Acts 4: 7, reads, "Neither is there salvation
of God as worthy of eternal lite, without manded him to say an,l do were the terms in any other, for there is none other name
regard to the road it traveled to get there. of "life everlasting."
vVe may gather under heaven given among men, whereby
That it is only an assumption ort the part from this that God is not slack in his way we must be s.a ved." In .Hebrews 5: 9, it
of those who assert it, is evidenced in the of doing business. Isaiah declares by the reads, "And being made perfect, he became
fact that there is not anything in the reveal- Holy Spirit as recorded in 14th chapter, the author of eternal salvation, unto all
ed word of God that will sustain them in 2+th and 27th verses: "The Lord of Hosts them that obey him." If God highly ex;t, Tl1<: Snvior ~ays! "Strait 10 the gatei j1a,q~ S\YOrn~ saying1 SurG!y p,~ ~ havG altecj himi a\1(\' gave; him a :nan:e ;z1boy~
.
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every other, and the only name under was not in existence on earth at that time,
heaven whereby ma11 should be saved, and or otherwise John's mission to prepare it
made him the author of eternal salvation, would have been superfluous; second, that
he certainly was the door, or only mode of there was no one on earth having authorientrance into rebtionship with God.
ty to prepare that way, is evidenced in the
But it does not follow that He did not act of sending one from God to prepare it.
have to enter through the door, which he John preached the baptism of repentance
calls the door of the sheepfold, which door for the remission of sins. That repentance
was something of his Father's appointing, was requisite before baptism is evidenced
for the Father had given commandment in John's demanding it before he would
what he should do and he came to do what baptize. That faith in John's declaration
the Father commanded, and that command of the word, was requisite before repentwas relating to eternal life; hence, we hear ance, is also reasonable, as well as scripturhim proclaiming, "Thus it beco!neth us to al, which faith in John's word implied
fulfill all righteousness." "Except a man faith in Jesus Christ, for John declared he
be born of water, and of the Spirit he can- was sent to prepare His way, that He
not enter into the kingdom of God." John should come after him, that He should bapcame before Christ to prepare His way. tize with fire and the Holy Ghost those
Both came from God, and as Jes us was whom John had baptized with water.
commanded what to say, and what he Faith in Christ implied faith in God the
should speak, so, we naturally conclude Father, for Tesus said that his Father had
that John would receive his instructions sent him with these terms of salvation.
how to proceed in preparing Christ's way
Did ·the disciples that Jesus ordained,
before Him. It was called Christ's way, and sent out to preach His way, teach the
because the Father had given him for the same as John did? This is an important
salvation of the world, had placed all au- question, and in answering it we shall see
thority in his hands to secure that salva- that there is not the least allowance of
tion.
'
many ways, not the least allowance for
men to mark out ways of their own, that
He it was that redeemed mankind from
the effects of the fall, by the .atonernent God bas only appointed one way; Jesus
made in their behalf, through which atone- says in his memorable prayer as recorded
ment the plan of mercy or of salvation in John 17: 8, "For I have given them
could be made available unto mankind, the words which thou gavest me, and they
Christ having removed all barriers to the have received them, and have known
accomplishment of that object;' hence we surely that I came out from thee, and they
hear Him saying-, "I lay down my life for have believed that thou didst send me:"
the sheep . . . Therefore doth mv Father 'vV e see here how particular Jes us was to
do the will of His Father, as well as how
love me because I lay down my life that I
might. take it again . . . . This command- particuiar the Fa th er was that Jes us should
ment have I received of my Father"- do so.
J ohn w: 17, i8. Inviewoftheforegoing
Query.-W ou ld the father allow more
He could well exclaim, "I am the door, license to any of the human family to do
by me if any man enter he shall be saved. contrary to }1is will, than he would to
I am the way, the truth, and the life, no Jesus, who never had broken any of his
man cometh to the Father but by me." commandments? Would the Father be so
We might ask the question here, "If any particular with his only begotten, as to
man enter, what?"
And answer in the command· him what he should say, and
Savior's language "Except a 1rnm be born what he should speak~.as the conditions of
of water and of the Spirit he can not enter life and salvation, and then allow men to
the kingdom of God."
Yes, no man say respecting- those conditions "This is
could have access to the plan of mercy, as nonessential, I can be saved without obeycontained in the gospel, for the barrier ing it, that is done away and no longer
erected was insurmountable by man, but needed," and then permit those rebels to
Christ having removed that barrier could dwell with Him? Preposterous! But to
place before mankind that plan of salva- the question. vVe have seen that John
tion, of "everlasting life," which he was preached faith, repentapce, and baptism
f•:>r the·remission of sins, and the haptism
commanded of the Father to do. John
came to prepare this way of Christ, as of the Holy Ghost. Peter preached faith,
made known by the ministering of an repentance, and baptism for the remission
angel sent from God to the father of John. of sins, and the baptism of tbe Holy Ghost.
How did John proceed to prepare that But says one, Peter said, when they enway? Let us examine the history of his quired of him what they should do, Reproceedings. Mark in the first chapter of pent and be baptized, &c. True, but what
his book, records it thus: "The voice of caused the question? Peter had convinced
one crying in the wilderness, Prepare them that Jes us was both Lord and Christ;
ye the way of the Lonl, make Hts paths thev believed Peter and thus had faith in
straight. John did baptize in the wilder- Chi·ist, and hence enquired what they
\Ve take Peter's discourse
ness, P.reaching the baptism of repentance should do.
for the remission of sins. . . . There here a~ a sample of what all the rest of the
cometh one :!lightier than I after me, the eleven would preach, for they were preslatchet of whose shoes, I am ·unworthy to ent with him, and if he had so far forgotstoop down and i,.mloose, I indeed have ten himself, as to preach 'contrary to what
baptized you with water, but He shall bap- they had all been commanded to preach,
tize you with fire and with the Holy Ghost." they would have corrected him, especially
In this history of John's mission is when the sound of their Master's voice,
inforr11d; ftrst 1 ttrnt this,
9f Ghri&~ G9!Tiffi<!;P<l,in~ th<:tm tg tea~lj tt1in13s wha,ti

war

aH

soever He had commanded them, had
scarcely died away, and that command so
strict, that 1he condition of His being with
them always depended upon its being
obeyed.
We perceive that John and
Christ's disciples preached the same gospel, Christ's way, or plan of salvation; and
all agreed with what the Master had
taught. He preached faith in his Father,
God, as well as in himself as his Son. He
preached saying, "Repent ye and believe
the gospel."-Mark I: 13· He told Nicodemus, "Except a man be born of water
and of the Spirit he can not enter the kingdom of God."-J ohn 3: 3.
Here js a
positive declaration that baptism is the
mode of entrance into the kingdom of
God; which is synonymous with sheepfold;
and if the mode of entrance, must be the
door. And this does not militate against
the idea of Christ being the door, for if
Christ commanded it he is the author, and
consequently is the door; the same is the
way, the truth and the life, and that is, he
is the author of the way, &c., and hence
there must be a way authorized by him.
A way suggests a mode of entrance or
commencement, and also suggests a travel
in that way, as also an end, or place where
the road leads to. This way of Christ
leads to "eternal life;" and if we desire
. eternal life, if our feet are not treading that
way, it is to our everlasting welfare that
we seek the entrance, and after entering
see that we keep in that way, and not follow by-paths which lead to destruction,
but live by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of God. Jesus set the
example of entrance and said, "If any man
will be my disciple, let him deny himself,
and take up his cross and follow me." He
has gone on before, and if we follow in His
footsteps we shall certain] y arrive at the
place where He has gone.
The historian, in recording Peter's
preaching- on the day of Pentecost, did not
specify the mode by which the Holy Ghost
was received.
But in tbe 8th and 19th
chapters of Acts he did. In the Stb chapter· be tells of Philip e;oing down to
Samaria and preaching Christ unto them,
and the things concerninQ" the kingdom of
God, and they believed Philip's preaching,
and were baptized b••tb men and women.
And he then says, "Now \Vhen the apostles which were at Tcrn'<alem beanl that
Samaria had receiv~d the word of God,
they sent unto them Peter and John. Who
when they were come dovvn prayed for
them that they might receive the Holy
Ghost, for as yet he was fallen upon none
of them; only they were baptized in the
name of the Lord Jesus.
Then laid they
their hands on them, and they received the
gift of the Holy Ghost."
This ordinance is entirely ignored by
professing Christians in our day. But the
fact of the apostles sending Peter and John
to admimster in the ordinance of the laying
on of hands to those who had been baptized by Philip, shows that it was a genenil practice in the church of God anciently, and the fact that these people had not
received the .Holy Ghost before, and did
receive it after Peter and John had laid
their
qn, \lwm 11;~t~h{i!i{\~B i~~ J!tf~v~~
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in man or held down by the power or cun~ the grace and goodness of God. But I
ning of priestcraft, will be always ready think they should cause you to question
to receive more light and truth when the correctness of .some articles, precepts,
shown to them, otherwise they would or doctrines in the modern, popular church
thenceforth be under some condemnation. creeds and the commonly received opin~
Rev. John Robinson of Holland, "the ions or beliefs.
father of modern Congregationalism," and
Charles G. Finney, of Oberlin, a man
pastor of the Pilgrim Fathers, instructed of much light and faith, says in his "Memthem thus in his farewell sermon:
oirs" that he was blest with a heavenly
"I charge you before God and his blessed vision and a divine revelation. And I do
angels . . . If God reveal anything to you · not doubt his words.. But he was thus
by any other instrument of his, be as ready favored because of his faith in God and his
to receive it as you were to receive any word, and not because of faith in any mere
truth from my ministry; for I am folly
human creed, dogma, or tradition that says
persuaded, I am very confident, that the these miraculous, divinely inspired gifts of
Lord has more truth to break forth out of the gospel are done away and not for us;
his holy word. . . I beseech you to re- but rather in spite of it, if he held to such
member that it is an article in your church views.
covenant, that you shall be ready to reJohn Wesley held that the spiritual gifts
ceive whatever truths shall be made known in the early Christian church were for us,
to you from the written word of God." and only ceased because of apostacy; and
This has been termed "John Robinson's evidently believed that the promise that
imperial message."
"these signs shall follow them tliat believe"
extended to our day.
Prof. Austin Phelps, D. D., of Andover,
This saying of modern christendom that
writing in the Congrcgationlist about the
"Rights of Believers in Ancient Creeds," these things wete onlv intended to follow
the apostles of that [ige, was the plea of
says of their reverend authors:
"They evidently believed more tlrnn a backslidden and apostate church, in the
they have recorded for our instruction . . . day of her "falling away," to excuse herHad they lived to our times, they would self in her faithless, worldly and God-forJrnve received more truth, and proclaimed saken condition.
it authoritatively . . . The drift of their
The adhe.rents of the modern, popular
teaching necessita.tes the admission of more religious beliefs so far forget themselves.
sometimes as to write, or sing, or pray in
truth."
It was not my intention I believe in the following strain:
"Speak with u., Lord, ae to thy Saints of old;
speaking of Rev. Mr. W., in my other letOh! tell us of thy kmgdom yet to come,
ter, to "heap ridicule" on him, as you seem
Its hcautics to our longing eyes 1tnfold..
rrhc peace, the glory of our future home.,,
to regard it; unless telling the truth concerning him can be so construed. I admit
These words and aspirations are beautithat the facts as I stated them make him
ful and good. But their realization would
appear in rather a ridiculous light, or necessitate a return of the anciently enjoysomething worse. But I am no:t respon- ed miraculous or supernatural gifts of revsihle for that. Ridicule, sophistry, and elation and vision; which can not be acmisrepresentation, are the '\.veapons or ar- cording to the popular belief. For "the
guments commonly resorted to and relied canon of scripture is foll," we are told,
E. STAFFORD.
on by the advocates and defenders of works and miracles and revelation ceased, since
LAMONI, .March 18th, 1881).
of e~il and darkness, or of a bad cause.
Tohn wrote his book of Revelation, at the
And though ridicule carefully used may 'end of which he forbids any one to "add
ACCORDING TO THEIR FAITH.
sometimes be an allowable, effectual or just unto" the scriptures then in existence, or to
LETTER TO RELATIVES.
means of showing an erroneous position the bible, at the end of which it stand, ac-or a false or pernicious claim or doctrine, cording to the commonly received views
DEAR S±sTER - - AND ALL.-I feel that
your minister, Rev. Mr. W., i~ a good and those in the right, may usually find better on the subject. But notwithstanding the
~ealous man, as you claim and believe him
weapons to use, or arguments to advance curse pronounced by John upon any man
to be; but this may not be evidence that in the defense of truth; while sophistry that "shall add unto these things," he wrote
he can "see ahr off," or that as a ~piritual and misrepresentation, can only dishonor a his epistles afterwards, and if this view is
guide he is doctrinally correct on all points; good cause. And I hope l.mav never he correct, he must therefore himself have
nor that he has 'proved all things' pertainfound advocating any other. Sophistry is fallen under the curse that he pronounces
ing to the "principles of the doctrine of sometimes, so deceiving that some may upon those who should take away or add
Christ," and is not in some thing·s followeven use it without knowing it, from lack to-what? The Bible? No; for that as
of deep thinking and logical reasoning. we have it was not then collected and in
ing the "tradition of the elders," and teaching for doctrine the precepts and comSo prejudice, if allowed to prevent impar- existence. The New Testament Scriptures
mandments of men, and thus making the tial investigation, often blinds us to our have since been gathered up and compiled.
wor.l of God of none effect. The Jews own best interests, or leads us to misj udg·e And if the books and epistles in the New
had zeal enough to "ern::ompa"s land and persons or cases. And if any allow prejuTestament were placed in the order of the
sea" to make a prosolyte, and though some dice or self interest to take the place of times in which they were written, the
reRson, they will sometimes he led into book of Revelation would not be the last
of thern were hypocrites, many of them
probably were good men, and honest in evil surmisings, misunderstanding, envy, book or writing in the.Bible. John alludes
their convictiom. and in their desire to save malice and hatred toward those who have only to adding to, or meddling with his
souls as Paul, before hi~. conversion "verily been actuated only by desire to do good or own book or writing, and means just what
believed he was doing the will of God." to counteract evil. There are times and he says, "the words of the prophecy of
occasions when truths Rnd facts may and this book," that he was then writing-the
But those who followed them were followshould be c,tated in plainness and things book he was commanded at the first to
ing deceived and blind guides, neverthelern. and the result was liable to be disao;- cRlled by their right names. I am glad write. (Rev. 1: II), Or as he words it
trous, unless their eyes w.ere onenel1 to that you have received the religious ex- in the third verse of the first chapter, "the
their error later on. °'The honest in heart p~riences and testimonies that vou have. words of this prophecy." Thus leaving
~hiiH
MY
eviderir:e
vo~tr foith,
9f o~her inspirer'! men whq rqi,(!')1t ?,ris~ aft~r
.,, be say~(V' R\lt snG!1,

f,ily, :md also shows that it was approbated
of and must have been e.stablished by God
for that purpose.
Paul practiced this ordinance for the
very same purpose as recorded in the 19th
chapter of Acts; which .proves .as before
Raid the general practice. We have briefly alluded to this ordinance, because our
:irticle has extended now, farther than at
first anticipated, yet we wish to notice
briefly, in the assertion we have been considering, the assumption of those who
utter it that they are wheat, and though
going to· market by any of the different
ways that men have set up, God will accept them as wheat.
The writer can not find recorded in
sacred writ but one way to become the
wheat of God, which· he will gather in his
garner. In the parable concerning the
kingdom of God, in which he likened it to
a man who sowed good seed in his field,
but while men slept an enemy came and
!'owed tares, as recorded Matt. 13. He in
his interpretation of the parable, says, "He
that soweth the good seed is the Son of
Man.
The field is the world, the good
seed are the children of the kingdom, but
the tares are the children of the wicked
one." According to the parable the good
seed is represented to be wheat, which he
will gather into bis barn, but the tares are
gathered in bundles to be burned. This
good seed of wheat, being the children of
the kingdom, were born of water and of
the Spirit before they could enter the
kingdom, or be born children thereof, so
that the wheat God will accept, becomes
wheat in his own way an<l none other.
That you and I, dear reader, may be good
sound wheat, carried to our heaven] y
father's market or granary, on the roa·d
that he ha& established, being accepted of
him, and not found among the tares is the
prayer of

f
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him at liberty to write the words of prophecy or revelation they might receive; just
as those did who lived before him. And
this would not be adding to John's words,
or to the book of his prophecy, any more
than he in writing the words given him by
inspiration added to the words of Moses;
who also said: "Ye shall not add unto the
word which I command you, neither shall
ye diminish aught from it."-Deut. 4: 2.
See also Deut. I 2: 32; Prov. 30: 6. None
will say that the New Te~tament Scriptures are not needed by us; yet Tirnothy
had known enough scripture from hi1;
childhood, before the New Testament was
written, to make him "wise unto salvation."
And Paul says, "All scripture is given by
inspiration of God, and is profitable for
doctrine," etc., as King James' translation
words it.
In fac.t, John foretells of "two prophets"
to arise after him, to prophesy and work
miracles in the winding up scenes of the
last days, who will have and exercise similar miraculous power to that had by Moses
and Elijah.-Rev. 1I:6. And speaking of
the closing events of the wicked world as
they passed before him in vision, John says
he heard an angel say of the wicked:
"They have shed the blood of Saints and
prophets, and thou hast given them blood
to drink; for they are worthy."-Rev. 16:
6. He also says of "Mystery Babylon,"
"that great city which reigneth over the
kings of the earth,'' when. it shall "come
to naught" and be "made desolate." "In
her was found the blood of prophets and
Saints, and of all that were slain upon the
earth."-Rev. 18: 24. John also prophecies of miracles yet to be wrought by
"spirits of devils," and hy a "false prophet."
Rev. 16: i4; 19: 20. In fact according to
prophecy the.age that will be emphatically
the age of miracles, is yet in the future,
but is now very near at hand.
..
That these miraclons gifts of the Holy
Spirit were intended only for the purpose
of establishing the Christian church at the
first and then to cease because no longer
needed, is the teaching of the precepts and
traditions of priestcraft, but .not of the
Bible. For the teaching of the Scriptures
of the east are subsfantially the same as
that worded in the Book of Mormon, b,y
the prophet Moroni, who thus addresses
those of the present day and age of the
world:
"Beh0ld, I would exhort you that when
ye shall read thl::se things (in tl1e Book of
Mormon), if it be wisdom in God that ye
should read them, that ye would remember how merciful the Lord hath been unto
the children of men, from the creation of
Adam, even down until the time that ye
shall receive these things, and ponder it.in
your hearts. And when ye shall receive
these things, I would exhort von that ye
would ask God, the eternal Father, in the
name of Chri;;t, if these things are not true;
and if ye· shall ask with a sincere heart,
with ,real intent, having faith in Chri.st, he
will manifest the truth of it unto you, by
the power of the Holy Ghost; and by the
power of the Holy Ghost ye may know
the truth of all things. And whatsoever
~hin~ !s §Q9d? is just ~ml ~f\!ei )VhFytore!
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nothing that is good denieth the Christ, the magnanimous results which grow out
but acknowledgetb that he is. And ye from them when they are blended together
may know that he is, by the power of the in the gospel economy, have never been
Holy Ghost; wherefore I would exhort produced by any other cause. They have
you, that ye deny not the power of God; been the admiration of all christendom for
for he worketh by power, according to • ages past.
And in their union alone is it
the faith of the children of men, the possible for the aspiring mind of humanity
same to-day and to.morrow, and for- to find perfect satisfaction. Under their
ever. And again I exhort you, my be- united influence men have been given the
loved brethren, that ye deny not the gifts sagacity to see for a time as God sees, the
of God, for they are many . . . . And I encl from the beginning, in consequence of
would exhort you my beloved brethren, which have escaped the most direful misthat ye remember that every good .gift fortunes. In short, there is no grand and
cometh of Christ. And I would exhort good result that can benefit humanity but
you, my beloved brethren, that ye remem- has been and may yet be brought about by
ber that all these gifts of which I have a proper union of these three elements,
spoken, which are spiritual, never will be "faith, hope, charity, these three, but the
done away, even so Jong as the world greatest of these is charity." If while sepshall stand, only according to the unbelief arated from each other they have the
of the children of men . . . . And now I
ability to give rise to and sustain every
speak unto all the ends of the earth, that inf.titution on earth, who can calculate their
if the day cometh that the power and gifts stupendous strength when harmoniously
of God shall be done away among you, it blended together by the great author of
shall be because ef unbelief. _And wo be their existence.
unto the children of men, if this be the
Taking them by course, faith claims our
case; for there shall be none that doeth first attention. And to view it wholly degood among you, no not one. For if tached from the other two, we will have
there be one among you that doeth good, to present it as the principle of belief,
be shall work by the power and gifts of not in error, but in the truth. Belief in
God."-Book of Mormon, _Moroni, 10: error is a simple negation of the truth.
I, 2.
CHAS. W. LAMB.
They are diametrically opposed to each
MAGNOLIA, Iowa, March 1st, 1886.
other.
A belief in the truth always
tends to elevate, while the tendency of a
IS IT TRUE?
belief in error is squarely the opposite.
IF SO, IN WHAT SENSE?
It clogs the wheels of progression; and
"AND now abideth faith, hope, charity, we find no consistency in the idea of calling
these three; but the greatest of these is two principles so squarely opposed to each
other by the same name, "faith." vVho
charity."-1 Cor. 13: 13·
There is something peculiar couched in ever heard of two armies being drawn up
these words, and we think it will he profit- in battle array being dubbed by the. same
able for us to closely examine the -state- title. Again we find no record in the
ment and ascertain in what sense charity Bible of any one ever having bad faith in
is the "greatest." There are statements an error. Faith is susceptible of developwhich are true in one sense, with certain ment, but as soon as an error is comfortably
surroundings; but in another sense, with seated in the mind in the place where an
other surroundings the same words are important truth should occupy, developfalse; and upon these grounds some accept ment in that line is very much hinder.ed.
many statements which they can not un- Faith is a title of a certain element in the
derstand. They say, It does not appear Christian religibn whose place can be filled
credible to my understanding, but I will by nothing else; and without which the
give it the assent of my mind, because it gospel must fall far short of the object of
may in some sense be true. This is a fair its in~titution; and as a belief in error has
manner of dealing-, especially when they no lot, place, or part in that heavenly syshave no positive evidence of its error. But tem, hut is oppo,;ed to it, we hold up both
our text is one that should not be permitted bands in oppo>it1on to it sharing the honors
to pass in this way; there is so much im- of being called by the same sacred title.
portance attached to it that it should receive It is not enough that we just believe that
more than a passive endorsement. Where- God exists; buJ we must have a correct
as, the text speaks of them as three separate idea of "his character, perfection and attrielements, it is seemingly needful that we butes." See 3cl Lecture on Faith, D. and
examine each one by itself; and that we C. The author claims that more than this
analyze each one so far as may be needful is "necessary in order that any rational and
to get at the genius and full truth of their intelligent being may exercise faith in God
reiation to each other. They possess great unto life and salvation," ( 2d_ verse). Hence,
vitality and are of great importance even a misconception of his attributes, no matter
in this detached condition; insomuch ,that how firmly believed, comes so far from
without them every organization under being faith that it would actually hinder,
heaven of either church, state, or society nay prevent faith from being exercised.
Having learned that belief is the first
would immediately crumble to atoms and
become things of the past. Dispair in its ingredient of faith and that )t must be
blackest form would lay hold upon every predicated in the truth to become such, we
individunl, and all action would forever are at liberty to proceed with our examincease. It is not until we consider these ation. We have however no antipathy.
facts that we have any just appreciation of against there being denominated false and
these principles.
But the wondrous true faith, proper and improper faith, etc,,
;yet w<:; fl~\,~
1n
~tr~ngtn wbl.\:h Hwy i?~the,r
•.·_,; '; · ' , · tq th,!'!tmeiv~s1'J
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false, improper, badly b;;sed, or defective
faith.
We can go no farther with this principle
by itselt~ for the next move blends faith
with her sister hope, nothing can be more
natural for any one having a proper conception of the great Deity than to desire
his favor and protection; and just the minute a desire is mingled with belief that soon
it becomes hope. At this juncture, if not
before, faith be'comes "the moving cause
of all action in every intelligent being."
When we believe certain ends can be
reached and imbibe a desire to reach them,
we naturally bend our energies in that
direction. But we are strongly inclined to
think the hidden forces of faith, those out
of our reach to demonstrate, give rise to
every motion, whether voluntary, or otherwise. Who can tell by what power they
exercise their mind, if not by faith? We
would lay the burden of proof upon the
shoulder of the one who protests the lecture above referred to.
The importance of these principles and
which is the greatest, is the problem we
must not lose sight of; and to see the importance of faith is hut to look at it as the
"principle of action,'' or "moving cause;"
the first principle of the gospel; and to
consider the importance of starting right
in every enterprise. If you have a whole
day's journey to make and but one day to
make it in, it will not do for you to start in
a wrong direction. Again, it is not only
the first principle of the gospel and to be
exercised just in the start, for it figures
conspicuously all through life; it i~ just as
much the moving cause in tbe most devout
Saint as it is in one who is just prompted
- to obedience: Our text places it as a ~ep
arate principle from hope, "these three."
You can not get the num her three without first one and two. And when the
writer considers that the term hope includes all of belief together with desire, he
is driven to the conclusion that faith comprises vastly more than a mere belief.
That in it is coud1ed a power to produce
an effect as well as to believe it will take
place.
Is there any difference in the elements
brought into use by two men; one believes
a certain rock will he raised from its bed,
and the other bows himself down and by
mu<;cular force tmn the rock up? It is no
more so in visible things than in the invisible; for there mm•t be just the same difference in a belief that sight will be restored to the blind and the power of faith
which removes the obstacles that obscure
the vision. It requires apowcr to unite a
broken bonf:', to reduce a burning fever, or
to perform any surgical operation, and a
pov'er that does not exist in belief hy itself.
Some of our number have sickened; the
Elders have been called to anoint them
and pray, we have at times believed that
such ones would be healed, but to our sore
disappointment they were not. Query.
Does such experiences prove this language
of Jes us false? "If ye have faith as a grain
of mustard seed ye shall say unto this
n1ountain, Remove hence to yonder place
and it shall remove, and nothing shall be
hnnos~ib!e
• i!
f•.

unto yov.''
,1

I

How arc we
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solve this problem? Who has abil\ty to
say we did not believe .P Such things rise
up within the thinking mind and dema9d
some explanation. And on a careful examination we discover that belief is faith
in its incipient state; and when it is more
fully developed it becomes the demonstratic:m, or proof, or "assurance of things" already believed, or "hoped for." Heb 11: I.
The remainder of the chapter presents
faith as the principle of power, and claims
that whe'iiever any of the divine manifestations, or miraculous power was manifest
from the days of Adam to that time it was
done by faith. The scripture which reads
"God works among the children of men
only according to their faith;" and again,
"For if there be no faith among the children of men God can do no miracle among
them."-Ether 5: 1, refers to both spiritual
and temporal things; hence if ever a man
has been or will be saved, it is brought
about by and through faith. The blind,
the lame, the leper, the afflicted of every
description; the dead as well as the sinsick
soul who have been, or will be restored by
Divine interposition; faith is what has and
will produce the effect. It was by faith
that Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham,] oseph,
Moses, Gid~on, Barak, J epthah, David,
Samuel and all the prophets performed all
the miraculous deeds recorded of them.
Such are the claims of the record respecting the power and importance of faith.
And with these statements before us some
have been puzzled; while others d_gubt the
claim of the text thnt charitv is greater.
But as such, we shall examine it with an
effort to learn how it excels the magnitude
o[ both faith ancl hope.
We have made a g-reat leap in presenting faith as the principle of nower giving
rise to such wonc!rous·results, previous to
seeing by what means it became such.
V'{e have already seen that belief, the emhryo of faith, can produce no such results.
It is like the body of man without the
spirit; for James z: 26 says, "as the hod y
without the spirit is dead, so faith without
works is dead also."
What "works?"
The works of love certainly, for faith
"worketh by love." Gal. 5: 6. Love and
charity are synonymous terms. "Charity
is the pure love of Christ," Mormon 7: 4,
"filled with charity which is everlasting
love." 8: 2. Right in this connection we
present [John 4: 18, "There is no fear in
love, hut perfect love casteth ont fear."
In these few quotations there are two
important facts which stand out in bold
relief.
First, that charity is anothei: and
very important ingredient of faith, even
iL; life principle.
It requires no great
stretch of mind to see that where fear
reigns faith is not perfect. Oh, what an
arch enemy is fear. \Vitness hi~> dire effects in a thousand different ways. He
had power to drive the last apostle from
the presence of his Lord; he drove Peter
to deny him with curses; he surrounds
dead bodies, and appears in dark corners
with frightful apparitions; until some
having not charity could not he hired to
approach them. But what is fear? He
can not be found bv one clad in the mantle
~harityi 1'he1" enter an th~ <,lark l)\V~~

sages and see nothing of him; he vanishes
like the darkness when the sun appears.
vVhat is darkness but the absence of light?
And what is fear but the absence of
charity? Fear is as foreign to faith as
doubt is to belief. There is not room
enough for full grown faith in the mental
caliber which is occupied by a particle of
fear.
While these three principles exist in the
world separated from each pt her; and
though we have tried to view them as
such, yet it is not so in the gospel. Their
union is what elevates the children of God
above tLose of the world. , If we ignore
one we destroy all the superior force and
vitality of ,the others; we render them barren and unfruitful so far as miraculous
power is concerned. The other truth
~hich is developed by the foregoing quotations is our first argument in favor of the
superiority of charity. They show that
charity is to faith what the spirit is to the
body, or the electric force to the wire, or
battery.
,
There is still, one more element which
must come in somewhere, before either
faith or charity can be perfect.
Some
argue that this new element substitutes
faith. Others that it only absorbs it. But
it being.,a necessary appendage to faith,
without which she must ever remain cripled, neither position can he correct.
We
speak of knowledge; and all the argument
needed upon this point is that no one can
exercise "perfect love" for any object until
they have an actual knowledge of the existence of that object.
Hence a knowledge of the Deity and of his character is
necessary before "perfect love" can exist;
and "perfect love" is indispensable in order that perfect faith may exist. It is not
until aE these principles are united in the
gospel that faith can be relied upon as a
principle of miraculous power. Hence, it
is easily seen that it reaches far beyond a
mere ,belief, for every move we make in
the direction of developing it, but blends
with it some other element.
Our second argument in favor of charity
being the greatest, is hinged upon the
Scripture presenting faith as "the gift of
God." vVhich ls the greatest, a "gift,"
or the source whence the "gift" comes.
If one of us were to be reduced to poverty
and dependence, and some kind heart from
time to time shoulcl by certain gifts alleviate our necessities; which would we revere the most, the gifts or the benevolent
soul who bestowed them? "God is love."
He is so in the sense thatlove is the predominant attribute of his being; because
every act towards his creatures savors
more strongly of that principle than of any
other. Humanity. As a crew of seafarers were wrecked upon the shoals with
a troubled sea lashing madly about them,
Jes us prompted by the motive of every
beneficiary act secured a life boat (faith)
and at the peril of his own life saves the
perishing. A!Sain, man was in a lost and
isolated condition. God being moved by
the most noble principle in existence,
opened up an highway a "strait and narrow way," making it possible for them
to retllrn to his presenc;e. Along tl1i:;;J
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highway he had placed certain numerous
helps called "gifts," faith being one of
them. And while it is indispensable as a
principle of power, as much so as the steam
in the engine, or the electric force upon
the battery, yet the important query at
hand is, \Vhich is the greater, the boat,
the gift, the steam, or that principle in the
mind of the Master Mechanic which moved him to devise the means and bestow the
gifts. \Ve deplore the fact, but we frequently see the gifts and beneficary acts of
a loving father extolled away ahove the
perfect fountain of goodness which caused
him to bestow those gifts, That perfect
fountain is charity, as it exists with God.
What! have we committed ourself by quoting that "faith is the moving cause of all
action in every intelligent being;" and
then claiming that charity moved the Lord
to give faith to man? Let us see; faith
must have something on which to rest.
No one can have faith in something
they have never heard of. "Faith cometh
[to man J by hearing, and hearing by the
word of God." No one can exercise it to
the salvation of their souls unless they see
the need of salvation, or believe themselves
lost. No one could exercise it fo the healing of the sick, the casting out of devils,
etc., where the necessity for such things
did not exist. God could not be moved
by faith to prepare the means of redemption, unless he had before seen there would
be those in a fallen condition to redeem.
So it is riot necessary for faith to exist before necessity in order to be the means by
which said necessity is alleviated.
Nor
is it necessary that it should lose any of its
power or prestige in order that the Deity
may be moved by cornpassi0n to the saving of the race. - And though it be "the
moving cause of all action in man;" that
fact does not prohibit us from cultivating
in every lawful manner another principle
which will figure conspicuously in the perfection of faith itself.
Thirdly .-We present charity as a never
failing safeguard against false and delusive
manifestations of which so many are fe::irful. Observation, as also the Scripture,
warns us that everv manifestation of
superhuman power is "not from the Father
of light; but that the Devil is, an expert
counterfeiter who can "speak in tongues,"
or "appear as an angel of light." "Beloved, believe not every. spirit, but try the
Spirits, whether they are of God.'.'-rst
John 4: r. "For false Christs and false
prophets shall rise and shall show signs
and wonders, to deceive if it were possible
tven the elect."--Matt. 2"'j.: 24. God placed the gifts in the church for a wise purpose, to accomplish an end that cau be
reached in no other way.
But it is a
serious fact, and deplorable as it is true,
that very many quench the Spirit and
come under condemnation, wholly through
fear of being deceived. This should not
be, since it is an uncontrovertable fact that
where charity reigns, Satan has no dominion. All that any one who feels the
workings of the Spirit prompting them to
action need do, is to "try the spirits," try
them by the law of love; and if it be found
that charity exists iri the boson, that which

is kind, and envieth not, which "seeketh
not her own," and "thinketh no evil,'' it is
the most indubitable evidence that the
Spirit is from God, and no farther fear
need be had. Indeed, if charity ~xisted to
any marked degree no fear would be
known, for "perfect love casteth out fear."
Again, "He that feareth is not made perfect in love. There i-. a love which does
not come under this head. It is neither
pure nor perfect, but a selfish, arrogant love.
By this love the Devil was prompted to
offer his service in saving the world, but
he wanted all the glory to himself. This
was what he ioved, but it is no part of
charity, for she "seeketh not her own."
The question naturally arises, How doe&
love cast out fear? vVhich will bring us
to a fourth consideration of the magnitude
of charity. All things are governed by
law, and all laws have their penalties attached, without which they would cease to
be law. There are the laws of the land,
and iaws governing every society in existence.
There are the laws of nature,
which are divided into numerous classes.
But all these are partial laws, that is, they
affect, or include a part only. Then there
is a "perfect law," perfect in the sense
that it is without fault, or flaw; and that
it is not partial, but em braces and makes
provisions for all these minor, or partial
laws. If you are acquainted with the law
ot the land and know that you have lived
above that law, you can have no fear of a
single penalty attached. And so it is with
the perfect law which embraces all things.
If you know you have lived above that
lay, prav tell us, is it possible for you to
fear anything? We affirm that no fear can
exist under such ·circumstances.
Well,
"love is the fulfilling of the law ."-Rom.,
I 3: 10.
Again, "On these two commandments [oflove] hang all the law and the
prophets." "And this is love, that we
walk after His commandments."-2 John
6. "And above all things have fervent
charity among yourselves."-r Peter 4: 8.
Let the reader remember that we have
shown that charitv is but another name
for love. Now as" we have learned that
the works of love is the fulfilling of the
perfect law; and as man can do no more
than to fill full or fulfill that law, or he
would be more than perfect-would transcend his bounds and become imperfectit is a clear case that an observance of th;:i
law of love will elevate· humanity to the
highest excellency possible to reach. This
places it beyond question away above the
magnitude of both faith and hope. We
will just suggest one more thought by
way of a solution of the problem found in
John 14: I 2-"He that believeth on me,
the works that I do shall he do 1also; and
greater works than these shall he do because I go to the Father." "The works
that I do" were evidently the works of
faith, such as healing the sick, etc.. , for he
usually attributed it to the faith of the ir;divid ual restored; while the greater works
must have been the works of love, for
"love is the fulfilling of the la_w." To
fulfill is to complete, and if you add ought
to a complete thing you render it incomplete, so no greater thing can be done by
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man than to complete his service to the
perfect law.
And John 15: 13, shqws
what the ~reatcst act of love is:-"Grcater love hath no man than this, that a man
law down his life for his friends."
A
work He (Christ) had not yet done, but
which he soon after did do, and not only
he but those same apostles to whom be was
speaking.
We would like to follow these thoughts
farther, hut have grown too lengthy now.
Soliciting friend] y criticism, we are
yours, etc.
D. R. BALDWIN.
SALVATION AND ORGANIZATION.

Trrn great desire of the race is salvation
from sin, its guilt and consequences. To
obtain this, man must become subservient
to the principles governing salvation, even
the gospel of Christ, which is "the power
of God unto salvation." Thus when he
can realize that Jesus loves him, and that
his love was so great that he left his Father's glory, and passing through Gethsemane's sorrow, gave his life on Calvary's
cross that he might live, he may hope that
such an one might indeed prove a sufficient
Savior. How shall the weary, sorrowful,
sin tossed one receive the assurance that
when lifo's storm is ended, the dark river
passed, he may emerge upon the other side
in the brig·ht and beautiful paradise of God.
Is it a reality that the matchless Redeemer
said:" "Come unto me, all ye that labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest."
Y cs, and how shall he go to him? He
must believe the story of his life, death and
resurrection, and determine not to do
wrong; and presenting himself to the servant of Christ, be baptized in Christ's all
potent name, that :~11 his sins may be buried
and blotted out by infinite power, then he
may receive the great and wonderful gift
of the Holy Ghost, and by the tender mercies of God through Christ, have the word
of God confirmed to him by the Holy
Spirit; then he is a child of God, an heir
ot heaven, and Christ has said if he "Endures unto the end he shall be saved."
In all this .there is nothing necessarily
apparent of organization, or laws governing organization; but he finds himself under new conditions-salvation w~s brought
to him-and he is saved; but is he the last
wearying, sorrowing, sinner needing salvation? Alas no, there are thousands, yes,
millions on earth just as sin-weary as. he
was; shall they hear the glorious message?
0 yes, for whoev~r obeys Christ's message
receives his Spirit, which causes him to
desire the salvation of others even to leaving their homes, and going into all the
world, as Christ left his Father's glory to
come here to save man. And how shall
this be best done ?-without consultation?
No, for then we might expect confusion,
and order is the rule in our Father's house.
There must be some harmony of action
between all those who desire to help on
the great work of salvation; so we find
that there must of necessity be put in order and motion some machinery by which
this work shall be best accomplished. The
work of salvation is not man's. "God
gave his Sol1 to be the Savior of th4i
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world;" therefore· the great work of rede!'hption is Christ's and he is the King of
Saints. But as he is rtot present in person
he must have a representative on earth, an
ambassador, who shall receive and dispense
his word and l=>lessings as he desires them
to be. But why have an ambassador?
\Vhy not speak to the body of the Saints
by any one of them? Because that would
destroy harmony and organization, and
create confusion. A king wishing to send
a message to a foreign nation, sends it to
his ambassador; not to any other of his
loyal subjects who may be there. A government sending dispatches to its armies
in the field or battle, does not sent! them to
the soldiers, or captains, but to the commander-in-chief. A ship-owner, desiring
his ship to charter for a certain port sends
his orders to the captain; not to the mate
or sailors. And this princ'.ple is recognized in millions of ways, in all the world,
in every walk of life; and where it is not
observed mohs create anarchy, and dire
confusion is the result.
God's government on earth is a kingdom; Christ is the King. He either has
an ambassador and order of government,
or he has not. If he has, he will speak to
his people by and through such ambassador. Admitting his governrnent to be on
earth, who should that ambassador be?
Whoever holds the highest authority in
that government on earth-be it an humble soul desiring salvation as in the case of
the farmer hoy, the Seer of Palmyra, or
any one through all the officers up to the
President of the High Priesthood. There
is but one President of the United States
at once, one Queen of E•1gland, one Czar
of Russia, one Ambassador from \Vashington to the Court of St. James; one
Ambassador from the government of
Great Britain to the United States; and in
the very nature of the case these orders
could not be different. So of Christ's
government-one Ambassador with his
Council, one Quorum of Twelve, orders
of Seventies, Elders, etc. And these could
not be duplicated without causing confusion in the world. Therefore I profess my
belief in revelations being received fr,9m
the king, for the body-through one of
the body; for I can not conceive how it
could possibly be otherwise and order be
maintained.
But what are all-these orders for? Is it
that men may he elevated to positions
where they may exercise lordship over
their fellows. Not by any means. But
for the better carrying on of the work of
salvation that every nation, kindred,
tongue and people may hear the same glad
sound-the glad tidings.
But whoever
goes forth, must leave some of those who
were relying upon him for support, to be
provided for by the brethren. Such providing should be as volnntary as the going
forth is, and we all know that method in
everything is best.
But what method
shall we adopt? All governments collect
funds from their subjects at the rate of a
certain proportion of the value of their
property, the government valuing the
property, and compelling payment of this
rate 1 whether the subject has incre;lsed in
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wealth or diminished,:; whether they have
interest or not; and if the subject does not
increase or diminish in wealth, he is compelled to pay the same rate on tl-re value of
the same property over and over again.
All the fixed societies in the world collect
from their members a regular fixed rate
called dues--which is an equal amount frorn
rich and poor alike; whether they are increasing or diminishing in wealth; and it
is also collected under compulsion-membership being forfeited if not paid. Neither
.of these would do, for both methods are
unfair.
I am now prepared to say that the
method of tithing, as given t'f God to his
people, is the only fair, just, true, and
equal principle of collecting means that is
known to man on earth. In that it calls
for a certain proportion of annual interest,
after giving that proportion of what is on
hand as tithes as a beginning. If this is
done by all, no one will have dollar in his
possession which has not paid tithes, and
he will not have a dollar which ha'> been
tithed twice. Therefore the burden falls
on the prosperous who are most able to
bear it, and is only paid by those who
increase in wealth and in the Church of
Christ is necessarily voluntary.
In reference to temple building, endowments of the Holy Spirit, and the gathering of the Saints.
These may not :iffect
my future destiny if I do not believe them,
but if they are true principles I mciy lose
in this life many blessings by rejecting
them, and when I state that I believe the
Prophet Malachi, that Christ will suddenlv
come to his temple, I must believe that h[s
temple will be built before he can come to
it; and that the counsel of the Psalmis't
David was good and applicable to the
same time: "Gather my saints together
unto me, those that have mmle a covenant
with me by sacrifice." And if I am inclined to give a tenth of all my possession~,
as faithful Abraham did, :rnd one tenth of
all my interest afterward~, as the Lord
intimated would be correct, "paying tithe
of mint and rue, not forgetting the weightier matters of the law ;-I say, if I believe
all- this, and act in accordance with such
belief, would it be so wrong in its nat11re
as to nullify the power of the gospel of
Christ? Supposing all this machinery was
not ordained of God, does the belief in it
constitute such a transgression as to destrov
the validity of the gospel promises? I
think not. If it is ordained of Gotl and I
reject it, I certainly will suffer loss. I may
be saved if doing no evil, but so as by fire,
suffering loss because of works undone
which I might or ought to have done;
whereas if it is not ordained of God I have
this consolation, that it is the very best
order of working known to man, tbe most
complete and beautiful on earth, the grandest machinery among men.
J\nd this
church speaking through all this machin. ery says, whoso repents and is baptized
shall receive the Holy Spirit, and after-;if doing no evil--shall he saved in the
kingdom of Goel.
In the fall of I 873, l first heard and
obeyed the gospel. I knew nothing comparatively of all the machinery of the
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church. I became a Latter,Day Saint because I believed tbe gospel, and loved
Christ. I am a Latter Day Saint to-day
for the same reason; and I can not help
realizing the distinction. between the gospel of salvation and the necessary paraphernalia for promulgating it in all the
world, and for the edifying and instruction of the Saints. But I also recognize
the difference in my condition, then and
now, and that then I was made glad in receiving the joyous sound from those who
were a part of that organization, and it
was made possible for me to rejoice in the
fulness of the gospel because of that very
machinery which had been ordained beIt brought to
fore I knew ought of it.
me eternal life; and now if after I have
crossed the bridge from death to life I
should turn and destroy the bridge behind
me, I would be ungreatful indeed.
If I remember rightly, a resolution prevailed in the General Conference, held
about i88o, the substance of which was,
"that any persun believing in Christ, repenting, being baptized for remission of
sins, receiving the laying on of hands for
the gift of the Holy Spirit, then living an
upright life, should he accounted in full
fellowship in the Church."
Therefore,
those who do and those who do not believe in all the order of the organization,
might so walk together in harmony with
the first principles, livin~ upright and true
to those covenants as to receive rest in the
Paradise of God, after the cares and turmoils of life, though those who do believe
in the fundamental principles of the organization must teach in accordance with
· thern. And those who do not should not
so present their disbelief as to be harmful,
or distres&ing to that body by which they
receive the blessings they delight in. The
terms "dogmatic" "fanatic," "enthusiast,"
"dynasty," "hierarchy," etc., have noterrors for me. I have long since ceased to
be frightened at words and freely avow
my belief in the organization of the church
with all its ni.achinery as shown in the
books; also in its laws, gifts and blessings;
and although some smoke may have clouded the sight of some, can we not arise and
"shake off the coals from our garments,"
and sing clearly, "vVe thank thee, 0 God,
for a prophet,'' and "Let Zion in her
beauty rise,'' and "The Saints shall wear
robes as the lilies,'' and many more of
those soul-inspiriting hymns. Can we not
rest safely on the promises of God, so that
the body mav receive divine counsel, our
sick be healecl, and we r«:'joice in prophecy
and the wor<,l of exhortation, wisdom and
encouragement by tongues unknown, or
known; and live in the halo of brotherly
love imluced by the Holy Spirit, as er.joyed in no other way; thus receiving the
glorious gifts of the gospel in this life, and
,eternal lifein the world to come? I think
so. Thus I judge that every legitimate
means should be used for the salvation of
our fellows, and that the design of God in
organizing the church, and placing certain
officers in it, with certain rules to govern
them, was th.at they might teach and administer the certain and sure laws of salvation and redemption which came from
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Christ the king, and altogether is ordered
for man's salvation, and is the best possible means to that end that could be devised.

wAI,LSEND,

J. F. BURTON.
Juue 11th, 1886.

T1rn following from the pen of Bro. M.
T. Short, appears in the Jackson (Maquoketa, Iowa) Sentinel for July zzd, T8tl6.

It is pithy and pungent, and we commend
it to the thoughtful readers of the HERALD.
PSEUDO CHRISTIANITY.
A christian profession without a Christ in it, is
charity gone to seed. When these popular churches, with a stall-fed clergy and gullible laity turn
away a weak servant of the lowly Nazarene they
reject the divine appointments, and thereby array
themselves against Divinity. A hireling priesthood careth for the flock in order to gather in the
golden fleece. Should they let the engines of
gospel truth play upon their false and c_orrupt
systems they would waver and fall to rise no
more forever.
Like the ancient shrine makers, by their craft
they have their wealth; hence great is this hydra
headed nondescript, presumptuously, impiously,
and blaspemously self-named orthodoxy.
Like the Pharisees of old, they have "stole
away the kev of knowledge."
They beg for sympathy and support, but give
worse than nothing in return. Their forms of
devotion do not at all resemble the ancient order
of things, or the true church, neither in the organization, ordinances, doctrine, experience, gifts,
graces nor blessing.
Under their christian (?) influence men band
together in bundles and rings to protect themselves. Infidelity, anarchy, comm'lmism, nihilism, oppression, theft, arson, murder and every
noxious weed grows and flourishes in Christendom. Is this long train of evils the result of
living the golden rule? Nay, verily. · Is it because the religious people have one Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one common interest, and one
spirit by which they are all baptized into the one
only, solely and true body?
Sixteen ounces make a pound avoirdupois, and
twelve inches make a foot. In like manner there
is a proper standard to regulate our moral or
1
spiritual nature.
It is not prueent, wise, or true to aver that clashing- theories, creeds, rul~s, and forms of church
government emanated from, and are perpetuated
, by the God of order. Season, seed time and
harvest, night and day, are periodical fixtures.
The "signs," "spiritual gifts," supernatural
blessings, and _".divers miracles," are as sure to
accompany the chilc!.ren of God 1 as dampness
will attend a rainfall. When you can gather
plenty of fruit without the harbinger of blossoms
and buds, th.an you can begin to tell me you are
saved with no token or sign of acceptance. The
babel of "l am saved" is piped forth on every
hand, with the accompanying "Come to Jes us!"
The facts in the case are that a well defined
institution, or church, was founded by the sweet
child of Mai;y, with an inspired staff of officers, a
wholesoµrn code of laws, and a body of intelligent, willing, devoted, humble subjects. When
one of the compact was honored all grew jubilant,
and adversity, amid the £eeblest1 was a mutual
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tion has kept a missionary force in and around
burden. They rejoiced together, under the paraUtah since Col. Connor made it tolerable for us
clete, and wept over the suffering and dying. The
in 1863. I was a missionary to that thorny alHl
co-operative power of the Lord Jehovah attended
dangerous field in 188r and 1882; my life was
their meek ministrations, and deadly diseases
threatened, "etc. Some say we are feeders to
stood rebuked by the authority of a heavenly
the polygamous curse, but that unfriendly thrust
commission('d ministry. This glad era was sucis false, Our headquarters are in this state, and
ceeded largely by pagan Rome and supplanted
we have no fellowship with the lecherous hierby popery. The night of human woe was of long
archy of the far west, and "don't you forget it."
continuance, and the result was a wholesale aposWe honor and pray for all temporal authorities,
tasy from the experience and practice, the faith
and stand willing, and ready, and even desirous
and doctrine of a chosen flock. Protestantism
to give a reason for our hope, either in public
came o·ut of the mother church like blind bats
debate, or private chat, on land or sea, through
out of a dark cave. The mother called her inthe press or from the stand, anywhere and everysubordinate children "heretics," while harlot
where.
daughters vent their spleen against their manima.
Our services will convene each evening of
In this family quarrel governments severed the
this week in the Spiritualist's Hall, and Sunday,
vinculttm a matnmonia that bound church and state
the 25th 'at I-I urstville Grove, at ele\'en a. m., and
together, and thank fortune, nations arose withthree p. m., and lamplight in the evening. We
out patron creed. This God appointed union
seek the sympathy of all noble, virtuous and
was evolved from the spirit and shadow of moncourageous people, and bear malace, hate and
archies, and that too, without a national religion.
jealousy toward no one. 'vVc wish to put you
Open competition in the world of thought, with
into possession of saving truth, not stupid fanatica free press and a pulpit, are the key notes to
happiness and progress. Some people seem to - ism; give you liberty, not chains; and happify
you here and hereafter. The panacea for the
be so narrow-minded, self-conceited and bigoted
leprosy of the soul is the ever old and the evEr
that they want to force everyone into their mazy
new gospel, which we have. May the spirit of
lines of thonght. These abnormal cranks too
all prudence enable you to doff your prejudice
often stand behind the sacred desk, and live in a
and receive the message on its merrits. Let us
well furnished parsonage.
be charitable ~,nd compare, learn to live and let
If we can ever dig down through priestcraft
live; and may God Almighty bless and save the
and sectarian bigotry and orthodox rubbish, to
people. Should any one wish to open a corresthe clear and refreshing water of life, in the
pondence "dth me, my resident address is
name of candor and reason let us adventure.
Millersburg, Mercer County, Illinois.
The Bible makes provision for something more
ELDER M. T. SHORT.
than the modern reformation. It provides for the
restoration of the gospel by angelic administration; its sprefld throughout sectarian Babylon;
the redemption of Israel; the second appearing,
and finally the restitution of all things. These
so called evangelical churches, either singly or
BORN.
combined, woi,ld not make even a clumsy counBosTROM.-At No. 2009, R. Street, Lincoln,
terfeit to the one delineated and set forth in the
Nebraska, February 19th, 1886, to Mr. F. W.,
New Testament. Joseph Smith, the martyred
and Sister Martha Bostro~, a son; blessed at
prophet, did receive the original and pure gospel
Nebraska City, Nebraska, July 25th, 1886, by
by the disposition of angels, and was authorized,
Robt. M. Elvin, and named Fritz Walfred.
empowered and commanded to preach the same,
CATO.--At Manchester, Texas, July 20th, 1886,
administer the law of adoption to aliens, and build
to A. J. and S. -s:·C3to, a daughter; named Sarah
up the kingdom in all the world. Time nor space
Amanda. Mother' and child doing well. Mr.
in the secular press would be expected to argue
Editor, will you please whisper in Bro. Wiiliam
in points of our. holy religion. Suffice it to say
Leeka's ear and tell him, "Papa is very proud."
that we believe .in an all wise, all powerful, per
It has_ been seventeen years since the last child
sonal God, theMesiahship, the omnipsenee of the
was born.
DIED.
Holy Spirit, the fall and the consequent atonement.
TnoMAS.-Mr. John F. Thomas was born at
The laws of adoption are first of an intellectNeath, Glamorganshire, Wales, March 8th, 1842;
ual faith; 2d, a godly sorrow that produceth
came to America with his parents in the year
penitence; 3d, immersion by an authorized ad1854; died at Syracuse, Ohio, of dropsy, June
ministrator for the remission -of past sins; and
26th, 1886. Mr. Thomas was not a member of
4th, the laying on.of hands for the confirmation
any church; was a man that had many charitaof the spirit. The resurrection of the just or
ble qualities about him; he belonged to the ordei;
righteous wiil occur fast; but eventually all will
of Odd-Fellows, and was buried by them; the atbe summond to judgment to receive in proper
tendance at the funeral was large. Funeral serproportion. The "one body" is to have each ::ind
mon by Elder Thomas Matthews, in the Presbyevery officer in his proper lot and calling, as laid
terian church, to a crowded house; text, J oq 19:
out in holy writ, while all the communicants.are
23 to 27 inclusive.
to be confirmed by God .himself. The Book of
CoINER.-At Newton, Iowa, July 17th, 1886,
Mormon and the revelations given to the great
little Harlie, the two and a half year old son of
seer of the new world are the true weapons to
A. J. and Sr. Laurinda Coiner. Funeral services
subdue polygamy. We regard the Utah people
were cot'ducted by J. X. Davis, Sunday, July 18th, as being dead in sin, transgression, apostacy and
He suffered and died with inflammation of the
adultery. .They are living in violation to the' brain. He bore his suffering gallantly and died
laws of both God and man, while our society,
seemingly '.Yithout pain. "Suffer little children
with Joseph, the noble son of an illustrious sire at
to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of
its hea~1_fa loyal, chaste and pure, Our organizasucl::l is the kingdom of heaven."-Jesu$,
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ScoTT:-\Villiam Scott was born. in Reading,
Penn., September 29th, 1814; and brouirht up in
Pottsvflle; went to Missouri in 1852, married
there in 18,q; came 1o California in 1856; and
settled in Amador county. For the past fi.fteen
years he has resided with hL; family in San
Joaquin county, near Lockford; where, after ten
days' illness, he died June 7th at the age of 71
years. He was in poor health three or four years
before his death. He united with the church
called Latter Day Saints (the Joseph Smith
branch) in Missouri before his wife knew him.
She thinks he also united with them here at
Woodbridge, or Stockton. He was said to be a
consistent, devoted man to his church, and was
respected by all who knew him for his moral life,
and his liberality towards all the people of God
of every name; he attended with his family the
means of grace under my ministry and loved to
be in the house of God. It was my privilege to
preach a funeral discourse upon his life and death
from Psalms 23: 4, to a large congregation in the
neighborhood where he lived. He died June 7th
and was buried in the church·yard at .Elliott. He
leaves a wife and five grown children to mourn
his loss; but if he could talk with them now he
would say, \Veep not for me, but for yourselves,
until you are saved and ready to meet me; for
my departure is gain. For to me to live was
Christ and to die is gain.
M. J. Goucn, Pastor rj llI. E. Clmrclt Soullt.
CONFERENCE NOTICE.
I hereby giYe notice that a conference of the
Florida District will convenene at Cold Water
branch, Santa .Roosa County, Florida, at ten a.
m., August 2rst, 1886. I shall propose to this
conference to inaugrate steps to effect a union of
this and the Alabama district, and I invite all
concerned to give the matter timely consideration. A cordial invitation is tendered to missionaries and brelr.rcn of adjacent districts to be
present.
L. F. WEST.
WELSH MISSION.
The annual conference of the above mission
was held at Llanelly, April 25th, 1886. Convened
at IO: 30., .Elder J. R. Gibbs pr;:-siding; B. Davies
clerk, pro. tem. After singing a hymn, a prayer
was offered by president T . .E. Jenkens. Opening address by J. R. Gibbs. The Western District was reported by !.he president, D. Lewis.Branches 2; Elders r4, Priests 3, Teachers 1,
Deacons 3, members 52, total 74. The Eastern
District was reported by the president, W. Morris.-Branches 6; Seventies 1, Elders 2r, Priests
5, Teachers 2, Deacons 2, members 4r, baptized
l r, received by letter 3, died r, total 70.
Bishop's
Agent's report.-Cash received: On hand at last
report r8 s. Dec. 12th, r88s, Ogmore Branch,
r2s, Dec. 13th, John Jenkins 4s,Jan; 21st, 1886,
Ogmore Branch 4. s, Mar. 9th, T. E. Jen kins 14. s,
April 2, Carnarven Branch 5 s, April 4, Aberaman
Branch 2 s. 6d., total £2 19s. ·6d. Cash paid Oct. 25th, 1885, Elder J. Lewis for traveling
expenses 7 s; Dec. 6th, Elder W. Morris ditto IO s;
Jan. 9th, 1886, Elder J . .E. Hughes 5 s; March
roth, sent to Bishop Blakeslee £1 ro s; April 19th,
to the poor 2 s; on hand 5 s 6 cl. Elde1· D. Lewis
reported the account of money received for the
l-Ieralds and Hymn books: On hand at last report
$3 19 s 3 d. Received since, for Heralds, October
25th, 1885, J. Lewis, 5 s 2 Yz cl, Philip Price 2 s,
Dec. 26th, Rachel \Villiams, IOS. 5cl., D. Williams,
~os. 5d., Dec. 31st, B. Davies 10s. 5d., April 4th,

1886, T. E.Jenkins 5s. 2Yzd., Dan Th vies _ss. 2Yzd.,
DI. Meredith 3s. For hymn books::_Oct. 25th,
1885, J. Lewis 2s. 6d., DI. Meredith zs. 6, J. Jenkins 2s. 6d., \V. Morris rs. 6d., J. R. Gibbs 2s. 6cl.
Cash paid: for postage, 5 d, for sending hymn
books 1o America, 3s. 7d. In hnnc\ £6 18s. 7'Yzd.
Elders \V. Morris, D. \Villiams, R. Treharne, T.
.E. Jenkins, J. R. Gibbs, B. Davies, and J . .E.
Hugh es Jjy letter; also J. Ed wards, Priest, J.
Collins, Deacon, and J. Stephens, member, reported. Prayer by '.Elder D. Williams, which
brought the morning meeting to a close.. Met at
2. p. m., T . .E. Jenkins presiding.
Prayer by
Elder W. Morris. An address by the president.
Then the meeting was given free for testimony,
and to desire the s1'iiritual gift>, which were given
at this meeting for our edification and con>olation.
The sacrament was administered by Elders J. R.
Gibbs and D. Lewis. A brother and ,a sister
called for the .Elders to iay on hands for the gift
of healing; who also testified that they received
a benefit by the ministratkn. Rem! vcd, that, a
mission fund be established· in the chmch fo
Wales, that we may be able to pay the expenses
of getting President Joseph Smith O\·er here, if
he shall come over to England; as our English
brethren has established a fund among them, for
the purpose of defraying his expenses over there;
(and we would be very glad of that visit). Resolved that B. Daviespbe chosen a treasurer of
said fund. 'The authorities of the church in
America were sustained. Also T. Taylor as
president over the .English Mission, T. E Jenkins
and J. R. Gibbs over the \Vebh Mission, W.
Morris over the .Eastern District, and D. Lewis
over the Western District. Elder J . .E. Hughes
to labor in North Wales, T . .E. Jenkins as Bishop's
Agent, with all the household of faith by our
faith and. prayers. :\Iet a: 6 p. m. P• caching
by Elders D. Lewis, W. Morris, and J. R. Gibbs.
Adjourned to meet at Aberamnn, Oct. 31st, 1886.

Fa1·1n :uul

Bu~iuci>s

for §ah•.

A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
and an interest in a gJocl pa) ing Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if fold before October rst, 1886.
Address:
2fijnn4t

J.

A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.

DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Beel Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, l ndependence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
l9j1111tf.

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you t.he La1nonil G'Jazette for one yrnr
(price $1) and Criulen's Con••.01·1l:i11ce or Smith's
Bible Dictionary post-pai<l for $1,50.
~ Send for spcci1nen copy, cpntuiuing list o.f twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

Fa1·1u fon· §ale,
IX miles south· east of Independence, l'vfo., 153

S

l.. acres of Land, 80 acres of plow land, ~·~3 acres of tin1ber and pasture land, which can be pnrchnsed on ettt'ly
terms. Any further information \\'anted, addrrs.e,
W. W. GA YLOTID, SR,
20fehflm

S. \V.

Dc~oou,

PHrSICIAN

AND

l'IJ. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County-Physician. All cal\s, day or night, answered.

LAMONI,
!OW A.
Office at Anderson ,s DrnQ' Store. Heflldence Eaet end
of lliain ::ltreet.
jan30tf

J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

M . D .,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in T..iamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
.MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOJfEN a Specialty.
~

Reeidence one hlock East Teal's Store.

14feb1y

ADVER'rISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertisingin American
papers by addressing

Geo. P. RoweU& Co.,
Newspaper Advertisirig Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

a rm 11.ine selected by the U.S. Oov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

The Only Through Line, with' its own track, between

~~~cli~~~
~DE N'V ER
ST. LOUIS
Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
\Nith branch lines 10 their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped thro•Jgh trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago und Kansas City,
Chicago and Tof>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. L.ouis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City anti Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
o.nd from all points in tho United States and Canada.
It is th0 Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General lnforniation, etc., reg~rding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent m th_e
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

Gen'! Mapager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

- CHICAGO,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at 1: 50 p. m
Do.
do.
\Vest 2: 53 "
TuE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Satur<lay, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of tltc Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. llioney may be sent by
Post Otlice Order, Postal Note, Registered J,etter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s~.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All mntters of businese
connected with the office shoulc\ be addressed to DAVID
D~Nollll; communications and articles to the .lllill'lO;ll;,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVE IT BE ONE WIFE· AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pago 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, pur. 6.
·
.
"WE BELIEVE ·~HAT ONE MAN SHOULD IIAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WoMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LrnEnTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, August 14 1 1886.

33,-Whole No. 691.

Em1•on.
ASSOCIATE J!jDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, August 14, 1886.
Bn.o. SAMUEL SHAW, from way down in
Kansas, hits the tobacco habit a terrible
rap in
letter which will be found else
where. Read it. Some of the conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church
have passed resolutions in their annual
conference not to permit a man who uses
tobacco in any form to have charge of a
congregation, as it was considered that
such a man was not fit to represent the
Church, or to break the bread of life to
man. What can we say of ourselves,
brethren, if men whom some ot us have
called "hireling priests" account themselves
unfit to represent the cause of Christ when
lips and breath are tainted with the filth
of tobacco, how shall we ·justify our habit
before the angels, Christ and God. ;Not
more than two years ago the Editor was
called to administer to a sister who was
ill, and the elder who was chosen to assist
him in the rite was in the habit of using
tobacco, and when bowing in prayer over
the sick woman the Eider's clothes, beard,
hair and breath reeked with the strong
effluvia of stale tobacco spittle and smoke.
The. incense of prayer arnl the praise of
grateful, hum.ble hearts may have overpleaded with God, but the Editor could
no.t help the untimely thought-"surely
such a stench as this can not be an acceptable offering to him who has commanded
"Be ye clean who bear the vessels of the
Lord." We repented of the thought, for
aside from the habit the elder was a good
man, so far as the Ed-itor knows.

a

No RAIN at Lamoni in sufficient quantity
to wet the dust through since June 14th.
Pas.tures begin to· look brown and sere.
Wells, cisterns are failings, pools and
ponds are going dry, a most unprecented
drouth. A slight rain fell the las.t day of
July, but not enough to fill the accumulated dust in the road.
Notwithstanding
this long contigued dry spell cattle are do-ing well, the hay and oats are harvested,

the former good in quality though short in
amount, the oats of excellent quality and a
fairly good yield. La5t year the weather
during harvest was "catchy" and wet, oats
were set up and set out to dry three and
four times before being stacked, grain was
wet in swath, stook and stack, plenty of it
becoming musty and almost unfit to use.
People complained then, and they are
complaining now-some folks are hard to
please, anyway. Corn is doing well, and
it is being remarked how well the land
stands the drouth; .corn on well worked
land is suffering but little; on poorly worked land it will be poor unless rain helps it
out. Potatoes have been nearly destroyed
by bugs, not the striped Colorado fellow,
but a longer larger bug; their ravages
have left some fields stripped of the leaves;
in other places they have quit and the vine
is reclothing its stalks with their leaves.
Rain has fallen all round nearly at distances varying from twenty to sixty miles.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

WE give space this issue to a lettet from
E. H. Gurley, in partial reply to an extract
from the Expositor, published by us in
which some possible strictures were ·passed upon Mr. Gurley. We dislike personalities, and partisan warfare, and fairness demands that attack when made may
be replied to; hence we give this letter of
Mr. Gurley's insertion; by no means endorsing its statements or its spirit.
vVe print in this issue a peculiarly good
letter from Bro. Robert M. Elvin, which,
as its inscription will show wal') written for
the "Mother's Home Column,'' but Sr.
"Frances," thinking it more suitable for
the general HERALD has kindly turned it
over to us.
Craving pardon of Bro.
Elvin if we are trespassing, we commend
the perusal of the letter to all.
The Advocate will be suspended, reason
for. which is given in Bro. Joseph Luff's
notice. We call attention to this because
it is our opinion that the Advocate has
been fighting a good fight, and filled a
needful place in our work. We regret
the necessity for its cessation, but acquiesce
in it. Those who are in arrears should
pay up so that Bro. Luff can refund to
those who have overpaid.
Sr. Lucy L. Lyons, Post Mi~tress at
Lamoni, is visiting relatiyes and friends in
Detroit, Michigan.
·
Bro. Columbus Scott wrote from Galien,
August zcl_, 1886, that four had been baptized into the branch there of late.
Bro. G. M. Jamison wrote from his
home that a young man, son of a Reverend clergyman, living,near Palmyra, Iowf],
g,rew very angry at him in religious controversy, and was going to strike him be-

cause Bro. Jamison insi,ted that persons
could not inherit the celestial kingdom unless obedient to God's law, administered
by authority in it.
Bro.Joseph Luff, of Independence, Mo.,
visited Lamoni, August 3d to 6th. His
health is being slowly reinstated. He reports that three have been added to tbe
branch there lately.
·Bro. T.J. Martin wrote us from Detroit,
Minnesota, August zd, noting the organization of the branch at Luce, of which
Bro. J. C. Foss has given the HERALD
readers items heret,:>fore. Bro. 1\!Iartin reports excellent prospects for the work in
that region.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Bro. I. N. White writes from Clinton,
Missouri, July 29th:
"vVe organized a branch at Clinton on the 24th
inst. Will make a hard effo1 t to open the work
here. Prejudice and superstition, :with much
ignorance is to be met right on the start. We
have gone through the fire once, and hope we
can stand the racket once more. The work can
not be made popular, but may be made honorable. I leave to-morrow for Cedar county, to hold
a four days' discussion, commencing on the 2d."

Bro. John Pett writes from Dow City,
Crawford County, Iowa:
"We finished harvesting just a week ago, and
have commenced threshing-.
The yield will
average about ten bushels (Wheat?-En.) to the
acre; the quality is good, except in places where
the chinch bugs worked, the damage with us is
but trifling. Our long dry spell is at last broken;
we had a nice rain last night, about I Ys inches of
rain fell, and this afternoon it rained again,
about three inches of rain fell then. I never saw
the pastures so bare and brown before, and vege·
tation generally suffer so much from drought;
but now everything looks fresher and greener.
The early planted corn was doing well anyhow.
Our hearts are again made glad and we feel
thankful to the giver of all good."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
an Elder fit to represent this church
as an officer, who at the close of a discourse, when
asked to bless a bottle of oil, after the custom followed in the church, declines to do so; also refuses to administer to the sick by the laying on
of hands. Reasons for refusing, that "he has no
faith in the method?" Should such a person
continue to be sustained as an Elder?
Ans.-Such an Elder certainly lacks one essential qualification for a successful Elder, that of
faith in the promise concerning healing; yet he
may be of those mentioned in the Doctrine and
Covenants, who have not faith to be healed by
the anointin& of oil and the laying on of hands;·
~ues.-Is
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and who are yet permitted to be nursed ,·ind doctored with "mild herbs," &c. Such an Elder may
believe that others have been healed, and that
other Elders may be blessed in administering,
but that he is not; in other words he may lack
faith, and if so, it would be idle for him to administer, and so it would in a sense. I-Ie may be a
good representative otherwise. We dislike to
pass judgment on such a question. We know
nothing of the causes that may underlie such a
case. All we could do would be to say such a
man would hardly labor successfully among
Latter Day Saints, for they would as a rule have
no confidence in his standing with God. Such a
man could not trnly say that he represented the
church, for the church does have "faith in the
method," as stated in the word.
_z.-Has the Priest a right to bless the breael
and wine for sacrament?

·A.-No.
_z.-Has the Priest a right to lay on hands for
the healing of the sick?
A.-No ..
_z.-When a member of the church joins
another church (or denomination) .and requests
his name to be removed from the records, should
we refuse to grant his request on the grounds
that there must be charges preferred first against
him?
A.-There is a resolution of Conference which
states that no person shall be cut off, unless they
ha\·e been properly labored with, charges made
arid trial had; and that a persistent request to
have the name dropped from the church record
shall be taken as przma Jacia evidence of a postacy.
~-Is it wrong for a teacher when visiting the
members, (if he finds some that say that they
can not be christians, they don't want to belong
to the church, &c:,) to advise them to send in
their names and have them removed from the
record in preference to having them cut off?
A.--It must depend upon circumstances and
every case be decided on its merit, where it
occurs. In the case referred to the Teacher
should report to the presiding elder, and not give
arldce in the premises.
_z.-Sec. 3-4 of Lectures on Faith says we
must have a correct idea of God, &c., in order to
serve aright. Do the Scriptures and the doctrine
of the church teach that God has a body like
Christ's body? And will our bodies be like his
when we become perfect?
A.-The general understanding of the elders is
that God is a personage of spirit having form,
occupying a habitation and having attributes.
Paul, in Hebrews 1 : 3, states that Christ was
"the express image" of God's person. And the
same apostle in Col. 1: 15 says that Jesus Christ
is the "image of the invisible God." 1John3:2,
states that when Christ shall appear "we shall be
like him." Paul, also, in Phil. 3:21, stales that
our "vile body may be fashioned like his most
glorious body." See Genesis r: 26, 27.
'NE give the following notice of the June nmnber of the Ladies' :Home 'Journal contains the
opening chapters of a new domestic story, written for its columns by Harriett Prescott Spofford.
Among other articles this number contains,
"The Tea Table, and How to Make it Attractive,"
by Christine Terhune Herrick. Mrs. Louisa
Knapp, as editor of the Philadelphia Ladies'
Home :fournal, has met with most remarkable
i;;uccess in building up that paper to a circulation

of over two hundred thousaµd paid subscribers
in less than two years, by her rare tact and genius in catering to the home instincts of her sex,
in the rich feast of good things set before her
readers every month. The 'Journal is a perfect
gem, handsomely printed and illustrated, and
employs 9nly the best writers, such as Harriet
Prescott Spofford, Markn Harlan, Rose Terry
Cooke, Mrs. Christine Terhune Herrick, (Marion
Harland's daughter), Mrs J. H. Lambert, of
Philadelphia, Mary Abbott Rand, Helen Winslow, John's Wife, Clarissa Potter, Helen Ayer,
Charity Snow, and others.

THE Chronicle, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, for
Sunday, August 1st, I886, is laid on our
table by a visitor, and from it we extract
the following:
LATTER DAY SAINTS.
A CORRESPONDENT TELLS SOMETHING OF LAMONI, IowA, THE HEADQUARTERS OF THESE
PEOPLE -THE

POPULATION

WEALTHY

INTELLIGENT-AN

AND

WIDEAWAKE,
INTER·

VIEW WITH JOSEPH SMITH.

To the Editor of the Chronicle:

LAMONI, Decatur county, Ia., July 3 r st.
-Decatur county is located midway between the Mississippi and Missouri riverF,
on the line between Iowa and Missouri.
The Des Moines' & Kansas City branch of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroad
passes from the north-east to the southwest through the county. Near its exit,
from Bethany Junction a branch leads
westerly. Three miles from the junction
stands the bright little prairie city of Lamoni, the headquarters of the "Latter Day
Saints." A business sojourn here of a few
days has revealed much of interest to me.
In 187I at Council Bluffs, under the laws
ofiowa, a company was incorporated under
the name of "The First United Order of
Enoch." In the autumn and winter of
that year their agents, Elijah Banta, I. L.
Rogers and David Dancer purchased 3300
acres ofland in the southwest of this county.
Soon after these lands commenced being
occupied and improved, forming the nucleus of a colony which has made the prairie
blossom with wealth, and to be regarded
as one of the most prosperous districts of
southern Iowa. In the midst of the colony, after the branch from Bethany Junction had been extended west in 1879, was
platted Lamoni. It growth has not been
marvelous but steady, numbering now
500. The city is new and crisp, like a
carpet just from the loom, and it needs
putting together and bordering. Shade
trees, grades, more and better sidewalks
will come with time, for in enterprise, intelligence and liberality the business men
of Lamoni are excelled by none known to
me. Petty jealousies, slander, etc., seem
to find no harboring place among them.
All are connected wilh the Saints' church
by membership, or marriage, and to an
outsider, seem to dwell together in harmony. I must add, the city seems to be
noticeably free from idlers; it would
appear that there are no drones.
CJ-IUllCII DIG NIT ARIES.

Lamoni is the home of Joseph Smith,
the president of the Reorg:mized Church 1

and also the home of many of the high officials of the church. All appointments to
missions to different parts of the world issue with seal of the president from here.
There is so much of "matter of course"ness about it, that the deoarture or return
of a missionary to or f;om the opposite
side of the globe, causes less of a ripple
here than the leaving of a La Crosse citizen for a winter's sojourn in Florida.
SAINTS' HERALD PUBLISHING OFFICE.

Calling upon] oseph Smith. at the Herald building,. I found him busy at his desk.
His cheery welcome and hearty grasp of
the .hand caused me at once to feel at
home. His age I judge to be about fiftythree years; · his countenance is clear, betokening health; his eyes, the windows of
the soul, express as near as I can express
my impression, mainly honesty. He is a
worker-has no hours of idleness and but
little time exclusively his own, but always
enough to courteously receive and make
welcome a stranger. Be is assisted in his
editorial duties by VI. W. Blair, associate
editor.
The Saints' Herald, a sixteen page
quarto weekly, numbers a circulation of
4000. Zion's I-£ope, a Sabbath School
weekly publication has a circulation of
3000. The Saints~ Advocate (monthly)
2800. The Sandhedens Banner, (Danish)
has a monthly circulation of 1000. Occasional publications for the Society Islands,
are printed in the "Tahita" language.
THE BUILDING.

President Smith kindly invited me to
look over the building, the walls of which
arc brick. The main building is 3ox65,
two stories in height, with an engine room
one story added 16x16. A force of fifteen
men are employed in the mechanical and
compositors rooms. A twelve horse power engine furnishes the motive power.
Two cylinder presses are used, one Taylor
and one Campbell. Most of the compositors have been with the office from printer's devil up. John Scott, the genial
foreman, though he learned the art in old
England, has been on the Eierald for
eighteen ye~rs. William H. Deam, pressman and stereotyper, fourteen years, and
compositor William Crick twelve years.
All denominational literature is turned
from this office, which was established at
Plano, Illinois, in 1862, and removed to
this place in December, I88r.
BUSINESS OFFICE,

I met in the business office Asa S.
Cochran, cashier and secretary of the
Board of Publication For the accommodation of the business men of Lamoni, this
office draws exchange on Chicago. The
business cleared at the office for the year
ending March, 1886, exceeding $182,000.
No place of the size in Southern Iowa,
if in the state, equals Lamoni for wealth.
David Dancer, who commenced life a poor
boy in Will County, Illinois, about 1875,
sold his property of 900 acres. Ti:ansferring his means to this county, he invested largely in lands and owns 1,900 acres
of Southern Iowa's best improved farms.
Hon. E. Banta, who came in 1877 to
the colony, was elected to the Indiana
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general assembly from Johnson county, in
186.:J-, the first Republican from bis county.
Now a Democrat, he was elected in 1883
to the Iowa legislature, by a vote leading
the state ticket 274. He is a man of large
means.
"BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL
KNOW

THEM."

A liberal in religion, I recognize the
power of all creeds for good, and while
licving that religious faith helps, I do n<;>t
believe it makes a m:m.
1\fen by their
lives make the religion they profess beautiful or hateful, in 'the same way that a
man ennobles or degrades his calling in
life, as one of God's agencies, for hastening the coming of the "fullness of time"
when all shall be "gathered in," I am
impelled to say, God speed and upbuild
"the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of the Latter Day Saints."

EDITED BY STSTEU "FUANOES."

•·Prayf'r is made and praise i.b given
By all things near and far.
The ocean looketh up to heaven~
And mirrors every star:
Its waves are kneeling on the strand,
Their white locks bowrng to the Eund,
The priesthood of the sea!"

TI-IE GRACE OF SILENCE; OR, WHEN
TO KEEP STILL.
SILENCE is often a most commendable grace.
There is a time to speak out, a time to be heard
-when muzzled lips would betray cowardice and
treason to the truth. At such times "speech is
silver;" but th~re are other occasions when
"silence is golden." Let me indicate, in this
article, some occasions in which it is wise to
keep still before our fellow.men. Next week we
will discuss the still higher grace of silence before
God-such as the Psalmist esercised when he
said, «I opened not my mouth because Thou
didst it."
(r.) It is our privilege, in the first place, to hold
our tongues when we are assailed by inquisitiveness. Some people have a chronic.itch uf curiosity; their very eyes are interrogation points.
Instead of minding their own business they are
"bnsv bodies in other men's matters..'' Now such
people ought not to be encouraged by being
gratified, There are many things which we have
a right to keep to ourselves, and with which
"that great brute beast the public" (as Cobbett
called it) has no concern. My neighbor has no
more right to peep into my pocket-book than he
has to steal it; he may no more spy through my
windows th:m break open my door. Every
man's house is his castle;· and a self respecting
family will keep to themselves all these matters
about which the outsiders have no right to intermeddle. There are sore spots in almost every
household, that delicacy ought to conceal; a
thousand domestic difficulties would never get
-..yind, if people were wise enough to padlock
their own tongues in regard to their own family
infirmities.
Let us be careful not to have too many confidants; a. tale-bearer revealeth secrets, but. he
that is of a trusty spirit concealelh the matter.
As for the crime of divul?ing what is entrusted

to us in sacred confidence, it is a crime compounded of falsehood and treachery. Upon this
whole subject two sound rules ought to be observed; one is never to ask what yon have no
right to know; the other rule is never to tell
what your neighbor has no right to know. Abraham Lincoln was famed for his shrewd, sagacious
speeches; he deserves equal credit for his taient
of holding his tongue.
( z ) A second occasion for Christian silence is
when you are strongly tempted to disparage
others. Remember that the tongue is a keeu
instrument; it cuts deep, and often draws blood;
you may commit murder with it as truly as with
a dirk or a pistol. Alas! how many limp along
wounded, or else carry the ugly scars which
cruel slander has inflicted! Malicious slander
we may all detest; but a peculiar temptation to
detraction often comes in this wise. We hear
somebody greatly extolled; perhaps the pra'.se
seems to us extravagant. Envy-that hateful
spirit which often wears the mask of Justicewhispers to us, "that person is set up entirely too
high, he or she ought to be taken down." So
we bring out some deformities of character or
some evil things that we happen to know about
them. Grant that we do know that these things are
true; why speak to them thus and fling a nasty fly
into a box of fragrant ointment? Why thrust a
daub of detraction over a fair portrait of character? In the name of generosity let us hold our
peace. If we can not sincerely join in the chorus
of praise, let not our envious tongues croak their
discord; if we can not help to set another up, let
us not help to pull him down. Silence is often
as magnanimous as outspoken vindication. If
we can not conscientiously say anything good
about other people, is it not generally better to
say nothing at all? Throwing mud is always
dirty work; if you do not defile the individual
you aim at, you are pretty sure to soil your own
finr;;crs. If we would all remember how we have
smarted ourselves, and suffered ourselves from
the razor-tongue of defamation, we would be
more careful to bridle our own tongues. Of the
man who keeps no such bridle the Apostle James
says "that his religion is vain."
(3.) If silence be golden under these beforementioned conditions, then does it shine with a
peculiar lustre when it is maintained under
sharp provocation. If our house takes fire, the
first impulse is to run for a bucket of water. But
if our temper take.s fire, the impulse, too often, is
to throw on more fuel. Now the best waterbucket for aroused temper is absolute silence.
Just seal your lips tightly for ten minutes, and
you will save yourself many a quarrel, many a
heart·burn, many a mortification, and many a
disgrace to your religious profession. Speech is
often dynarriite; it shatte1 s friendships in a
moment that are not repairnd in a life~time.
Silence is cooling. It cools us off; and it is often
a more eloquent vindication than words. One of
the calmest· men I ever knew, told me that he
used to be violently passio'nate, but that he broke
his temper by resolutely bridling his tongue
until he cooled down.
What answer that can be given to irritating
words, or even to a just provocation, is as effective
as dig~ified silence? How eloquent are sealed
lips! What sublimity there is in silence, when
innocence reviled, reviles not again? Marvelously beautiful was the mute patience of our
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Divine Lord when under all the insults anil the
buffetings of his brutal enemies, he opened not
his holy lips. Those lips might hav·e summoned
legions of angels to his rescue. That tongue
might have shot the lightnings of heaven into
the cruel crowd of his murderers. "Answerest
thou nothing?" exclaims the enraged High
Priest. "But Jesus held his peace." Other men
have died for what they have said. But, as 'Dr.
Bushnell beautifully remarked, "here was a personage who died for what he would not say, and
was silent." Wonderful silence of conscious
inn0cence; truly this was the Son of God? He
was brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a
sheep before her shearers is dumb, he opened not
his mouth.-Selerted.
\VE are in receipt of letters from Sisters Ackerly
and Emma Pa:yne.
LAlIONI, Iowa, August 7th, 1886.

MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS.
THERE is much force and truth, says the Jl.Iiclt·
ig-an Fai·mer, in the remarks made by "One of the
Girls," in a late issue of the Household, to the effect that mothers were many times responsible
for the improper behavior of the daughters in the
company of young men, inasmuch as they had
failed to give them instruction, or enlighten their
experience by proper counsel and warning. The
mother by sad experience knows many pitfalls
and snares hidden in the pathway youth must
travel, and both love and duty should inspire her
to point out the dangers and provide safeguards
for her child's innocent feet; and it is only by
iteration and re-iteration, line upon line, and precept upon precept, in season and out of season,
that the youthful mind can be impressed. On
the other hand it is sadly true that many girls give
very little heed to the admonitions of the mother,
no matter how wisely or kindly given, and with a
perversity born of self.conceit, pride themselves
upon following their own headstrong will, careles$ of the wounded heart of the mother, and the
bitter consequences that too often follow to themselves. Happy indeed is the mother who is able
to hold the confidence, and sympathy of her
daughter, so that her kind and loving control
may be willingly acknowledged, and her counsel
sought through the years when most neededthe years when self-assertion is awakened and
aggressive self-conceit the most prominent factor,
unawed as yet by the humiliation of defeat, and
with all the boldness of inexperience. How
carefully must we move to save them froin the
perils they will not see and the dangers they can
not comprehend, and yet not lighten to a strain
that may break the bounds of control so necessary
to preserve! How much we have to forbear,
how much to forgive, how much to endure, only
the conscientious mother can realize. While we
are. carefully avoiding the Scylla of governing too
much, trying to tPach the unfledged mind to try
its own pinions that it may learn strength and
feel responsibility, we may strike the other side,
the Charybdis of too little control, and the weak
but precious child of our affection falls wounded
and broken at our feet. How often, too, at such
a moment when overwhelmed with suffering,
perhaps filled with undeserved self-accusings,
comes the bitter sneers of self.constituted judg~s
rasping the heart-wounds to supreme agony,
asking, "Why did you do this?" "Why not <'o
the other?" In the serf-complacence of thdr
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arrogant arraignment no mistake could have occurred had they been at the helm. l\fother~,7ou
who have d~ughters reared to true womanhood,
settled in happy homes or armored. in matured
experience and solid sense, taking up life's responsibilities, do not arrogate to yourselves superior wisdom or judgment, but reverently thank
God who has led you and yours in the way of
trut\1 and virtue, and blessed your endeavors for
the right. If yourdarlings, carefully as you have
instructed and matured them, had been beset by
the same temptations that have fallen to the lot
oI some others, they might not now have been so
happy and blessed. It is only the sorely tried and
tempted who have triumphed that are proved,
and even these might have had an hour of weakness that found, might have caused their fall.
L"!t us cultivate charity for faults, sympathy for
the unfortunate, even the sinner, and, even while
we sternly reprobate the sin: and while we gather
our treasures around us, thank the giver of all
good gifts that they have been kept and preserved from temptation, rather than sit in merciless
judgment on some poor unfortunate who perhaps
deserves more our pity than our censure. I think
too, that mothers often arraign themselves and
each ot)ler for sins of omission or commission,
unjustly. If with the light we have, we each
day do the best we may, we should recognize the
fact that it is all that could be required of us;
nud we have no right or cause to make ourselves
unhappy over what might have been. We should
do our duty day by day, honestly, fearlessly, trustingly, and, whatever the result, knc'w that we
are ·blameless in the sight of him who searcheth
the heart, and who will often bring light out of
apparent darkness and good out of seeming evil.
There will always be unwise mothers and disobedient daughters; but, happy thought, we don't
find them in the majority, and Jet us hope their
numbers may grow less.
Selected by n Sister.

NEBRASKA City, Neb., July 26th.
Sister Frances:-Since reading your appeal, I
have meditated much thereon, and mentally resolved more than once to attempt the writing of
so nething commendatory or auxiliary. But the
grave responsibility of being a minister of the
everlasting covenant of peace, with the perplexity and anxiety caused by the continued indisposition of my wife, has divided my thinking powers to such an extent, ·that I have not felt myself
adequate to the task. Your conclusions upon
the results of the General Conference of 1886 are,
or I believe to be, both intelligent and truthful.
For one I think l perceive more clearly than at
any former period of my life, the near and true
relationship of the ministry of the church with
Christ their Jiving head; that the dignity, virtue,
purity and character "altogether lovely," that
was exemplified by the great Teacher should be
emulated by every minister and follower of the
"Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the
world."
And just so far as we accept and
practice the commandments of Christ are we the
children of light, and all relapses therefrom are
what Peter describes: "spots they are, and blemishes;" or as Jude puts it, "these are spots in
your feasts of charity." These ancient teachers
had their patience severely tried; and experience

seems to confirm the statement that "history
repeats itself," so that when we discover the task,
trials and duties of the people of God, we may be
quite sure of like or similar events developing
subsequently to distract .those who are willing
and desirous to be ready, so that they "come behind in no gift, waiting for the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ." I trust you gain my meaning; namely, that those who undertake to teach
and direct the lives of others, themselves should
make the effort to square their own conduct and
life by the rules prescribed for the pupils. As a
father with the responsible care of three of Zion's
Hopes, I have sought to be consistent with the
law that I teach unto others, and to plant in their
tender minds respect for God's requirements; to
teach prayer, faith, repentance, baptism and laying on of hands; so that all these were complied
with before their ninth year. This was a much
easier task than to enforc.e upon their minds the
everyday duties of a saintly life, the hindrances
to which are, first, a deficiency on our part, and
the endless temptations and invitations for our
children to enter into wrong doing. Nine months
of the year are our little ones in the school room,
and we are· very desirous for them to make· head··
way in obtaining an ediication, but the public
school seems to be a hot-bed, in which to hatch
all manner of mischief and wrong, and even
crime in its incipiency; how to guard against all
that our children are exposed to has greatly perplexed us. Paul's advice seems to be the only
reliable safeguard: "Be not overcome of evil, but
overcome evil with good."
Let me give you a true account of a successful
victory wrought by faith. Some years ago a
family came into the church; the youngest of
this family ..:vas a daughter, who drank deep from
the fountain of truth in her childhood. About
the period that young ladies fall in Jove, this girl
went and did likewise. This caused a cloud to
rest not only upon the family, but upon all
Saints who knew of the event; for the object of
her love was a saloon-keeper, and bitter opposer
of her religion. Before the nuptial day arrived
this saintly girl fell sick, nigh unto death, and
when it was supposed that she was about to depart for the world of spirits, her betrothed urged
upon her that before she passed over the river of
death, that she renounce her religion, (or as he
then termed it, delusion and foolery). But in the
presence and shadow of death was this one firm
to her faith in I he gospel. After her recovery
they were united -in the bonds of wedlock; and
notwithstanding the unpopular business of her
husband, this young saint, under these adverse
circumstances, kept up her supplications unto
God for guidance and strength under her peculiar
trials. The first fruits of st1ccess, was the abandoning the occupatiorl\of her husband and a removal to.a farm. The husband now was at home
at eventide, and ·he noticed that every night
before their retirement the wife would withdraw
for a few minutes. The continuation of this
practice in all kinds of weather, aroused the
curiosity of the husband and he sought for the
cause. The discovery that it was to offer up her
evening prayer, in· which the grace of God was
invoked in his behalf, was the beginning of the
second stage of success; for when she next
started out, he informed her she need not go out
to <loner praying. A new trial now was upon
this struggling saint, tor with the altar set up in

the light of the lamp, and the head of the house
sitting looking an, it was an additional task thus
to pray in the presence of him who should take
the lead in such worship. One more surreµder
was made by the husband, when he humbled
himself to kneel with . his praying wife, and
shortly afterwards he took one more step in the
right direction, when he proposed to his wife that
he would read a chapter in the Bible, and she
being a church member could do the praying.
But this state of things did not long endure, for
he was soon chosen the superintendent of a Union
Sabbath School, and he conceived the idea that a
man holding said position should be a praying
man; that a praying wife was not sufficient, and
home was a first class place to commence; therefore he informed his wife that he would do half ot
the praying. For something like a year this family worship was kept up, and well do I remember
that at the closing of a series of meetings held in
that vicinity, the Holy Spirit rested richly upon
me as I urged the necessity of accepting the gospel of salvation; and as we sang that grarid old
hymn
"Hark! listen to the trumpeters I
'fhey so11nd for volunteers. 1 '

with a· zest that made the very house tremble,
and as we reached the second line of the last
vc:rse, this man arose, trembling as an aspen,· advanced to the stand and extended his hand,
signifying his desire to unite with the church.
A thrill of joy went through many hearts, and
the unbidden tear moistened many cheeks. The
next day we buried him with Christ in baptism,
and the Spirit of God was felt in power at the
confirmation.
Permit a divergence, to say that the branch in
which this took place had for some time prior to
this baptism been in a languislting condition; but
new life dated from this event, and better order
obtained; renewed efforts were made, and a little
while after his uniting with the church he was
ordained a Teacher, and he went to work with a
zeal that infused new life into many. After a
time the branch saw proper to recommend to the
district conference this brother for ordination as
an Elder, which was duly done, and now that
··man stands as the presiding Elder of that branch;
and so far as I know, peace and unity are within
their borders; and a· united effort for the cause of
truth among the people, with a bright outlook for
the ingathering of honest souls.
This we believe to be a positive demonstration
of the rule "overcome evil with good." I might
giv·e other evidences of a like nature, but perhaps
this will suffice from one so feeble. If it was
permissable I would exhort ALL parents and
Saints not to be so wrapt up in money-getting
and selfish ends, that they have no time to devote
to the personal education of their children; for
the parent should understand better than any one
else their dispositions. Let us devote more time
for the good and happiness of others, than we
hitherto have don,e, and may the God of peace
and the protector of all Saints bless one and all,
RoBT. M. ELVIN.
is the prayer of
OTTAWA, Kansas, Aug. 2d.
Bro. Dancer:-I wish to say a few words
through the Herald to the Saints everywhere:
'Would it not be better during conference to dis·
pense with Sunday School services, and have in
its place prayer and testimony meetings, for the
benefit of visting brothers and sisters who come
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from a distance. I have twice attended conferenc.:, going each time over one hundred miles,
anJ have had to go home disappointed by not
having the privilege of partaking of the sacrament. As there is no branch here I am practically isolated from the church, only at such times
as I can attend conference. Yours in the truth,
R. R. GAITHER.
p AINES VILLE, Ohio, July 29th.
Brn. Smith and Blair :-As week by week comes
and goes, I am greeted by the Herald which brings
with it comfort, joy and encouragement. It
brings comfort and joy to every Saint in knowing
the restored gospel is being preached in nearly
every habitation of the globe. It is encouraging
for us to know through its columns that malice,
envy and prejudice are giving way before the
mighty preaching of the true followers of the
meek and lowly Jesus. I live nine miles from
Kirtland (the branch to which I belong). I do
not get to church as often as I like; and if I was
without the Herald I would be blessed with but
few sermons during the y<-'ar. I have lived
where I could hear the word pr.eached from my
infancy up to the present time (that of a man in
the middle walks of life) and must confess I have
been blessed more abundantly with spiritual light
during the last three years, since hearing the restored gospel which is preacheil by my brothers,
than during the former period of my life. I used to
have doubts and fears as regarded my acceptance
with Him who is judge of all flesh. To-night, I
am "sweetly trusting in him," realizing that my
name is recorded in heaven; and that I also have
a title to one of those mansions which are prepared for those who love him. If any should ask
why I am so confident now in my hope of heaven,
I answer, I am not saved by the will of man, nor
of the flesh, but by the law of God; which is
"perfect, converting the soul."
I remain your brother in the one faith,
I. P. TITUS.

BEATRICE, Nebraska, July 30th.
Dear Brother Herald, Preacher :-I appreciate
your sermons very much. I have been in your
rJ'lnks about one year. I eqlf~ted at Blue Rapids,
Kansas, being enrolled by brothers Smith and
Landers. I was keeping the faith and gospel
about two and a half years before I enlisted in
this glorious cavse. I did not know at that time
that any such society was in existence. I
thought Latter Day Saint people were all Mormons, and I did not want "any of that in mine."
I have been practicing the gift of healing the
sick for three and a half years. God has blessed
me in all my efforts. I have not had a failure
yet. I have consecrated my life, soul and body
to do God's will-to do his work. I have been
sp'ending some time with the brethren--the Latter Day Saints, but my feelings are often hurt to
see how prevalent is the use elf tobacco among
our people. .When God commands us to purify
ourselves-for he says, uj am pure." I am·
praying and teaching, to the best of my ability
to have this filthy habit thrown aside. ·when ,ye
desire purity, and ask God to cleanse us individually and as a people, we should not expect him
to do it unless we, each one for himself, first
make the effort and cast aside the habits th.at are
wrong and a sin in his ~ight; and when we thus
determine to be and to do, then will Goq reach
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know that some of our Elders, preachers, &c., are
slaves to their appetite in this respect, and I do
not understand how tl{ey can reconcile this p!"actice with purity of heart, and preach, or teach
consecration of self, and at the same time indulge in this filthiness. As we are a different
class of people from all others, and profess to
have the power that God in his word gives to
his people, let us therefore, live up to our professions, throwing aside all that is unclean and unnecessary, and become pure and holy as he
would have us to be. I want to see the church
have more power than is yet made manifest, and
in order that this high object be gained, we must
deny ourselves an indulgence that is degrading
both physically and morally, and for my part I
hope that at n·o distant day to see this pernicious
habit of "chewing the weed" entirely done away
with, especially among God's people. When
my brother tells me he can not quit this habit I
would like to ask him how much faith he has in
God. Fearing that I may weary you I will
bring my letter to a close, begging the prayers of
the Saints that I may be faithful to the end.
Your brother in Christ,
SAMUEL SHAW.

Friend Herald:-As there are so many knotty
problems solved in your columns from time to
time, I send this, hoping some wise-acre may be
able to throw some light on a sealed chapter-of
consistency, e'en though it should be through a
brick-or should raise the dead. In the year i:S43
Elders Horace K. Whitney and Joseph C. Kings.bury were sent from Nauvoo on a mission to the
New England States, visited Canaan, Conn.,
where Elder Gibson Smith lived, the grandfather
of Horace K. Whitney and Sarah Ann Whitney,
eldest children of Bishop N. K. Whitney by his
first wife (then only one), Elizabeth Ann being
the eldest daughter of Elder Gibson Smith, of
Conn; upon their arrival, Elder Kingsburg was
introduced to the old folks as the husband of
Sarah Ann nee Whitney, and Elder Horace
\Vhitney his declared brother-in-law, introduced
him as such to two aunts and their families, Mrs.
Polly S. Mills of Norfolk, Conn., and Mrs. Sarah
S. Foot of Sheffield, Berkshire Co., Mass., by all
of whon:\ the twp cousins were welcomed; and
while there they received letters from Mrs. Sarah
Ann Kingsbury, and they showed them; also
wrote her, addressing her as Mrs. Sarah Ann
Kingsbury, and letters from Mrs. Elizabeth A.
_\Vhitney, her own mother, stated the same fact
that they were married shortly before the two
brothers-in-law left home on their mission; also
at New Haven, Conn., where they visited some
more cousins, named Bishop. They stated the·
same, and were known and recognized by all
their friends and relatives as stated. They both
remained on that mission till the martyrdom of
Joseph and Hyrum in June, 1844, upon receiving
the news of which they left for Nauvoo in haste
and in alarm, expecting very serious trouble
there. They, the Whitney's, finally all joined in
the exodus to Salt Lake, where Sarah Ann became. the second wife of Pres. Heber C. Kiniball,
to whom she bore several children, having none
before. Elder Horace K. Whitney married his
first wife, Helen Bellate, eldest daughter of Pres.
H. C. Kimball-and a noble woman. They had
a family and lived happily together, while Sarah
Ann was quite unhappy, thoµgh well provided
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several years. This is well substantiated by living witnesses.
And now, so here comes Joseph F. Smith in a
very tremulous voice from the tooms (tombs) and
in an affidavit makes this veritable Joseph C.
Kingsbury come to the rack saying, that at the
self-same time Sarah Ann Whitney was his reputed wife, that he knew she was the wife of
Joseph Smith. Shades of Lucifer; here is a gem
of consistency; but probably this handy witness
may be patented for Fuch cases, if not we must
conclude this little episode in his early life had
escaped his memory; yes, the champion witness
doubtless had amid the muchly married, forgotten he had ever married this much abused Sarah
Ann Whitney-Kingsbury-Smith-Kimball. Of
course such little. things are liable to be overlooked in making such an affidavit as his; but
likely Joseph F. can fix up the n~xt affidavit for
him so as to make it clear as mud, and with his
ingenuity can make it quite amusing. Although
the bottom has all been knocked out of this
polygamy business time and time again, in vainly attempting to fasten it on the martyrs as its
founders still, as we gaze on its death throes, we
are prone to hit again; like the Irishman who
had killed a snake and broken it all to pieces,
and the headless, trunkless tail still squirmed as
he struck earnestly at it, a passing friend remarks
to him '"Why, Pat, he is dead, and all broke up."
"Sure an I know it, yer honor," says Pat, "but
dye see the craythur is not sinsible of it." N either is Joseph F. sinsible of it seemingly. But it is
an easier work for him to raise his dead than to
bolster up his origin of Utah polygamy with such
affidavits.
By one who knows and has seen the parties,
and read their letters at the time.
Yours for truth,
CONN.

CHELSEA, Neb., July 28th.
Brother '.foseph :-The true gospel has been
preached in this part of the world. \Ve have a
branch of eleven members; and we enjoy the
Spirit very much, although we are persecuted
some, which makes me stronger. Our blessed
book says, "Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all
manner of evil against you, falsely, for my sake."
Then we should rejoice and be exceeding glad,
for great shall be our reward in heaven if we
stand these temptations. Bro. Parley Premo
has been here and preached for us several times.
We think he is a worthy brother, and bid him
"God speed." If any other brother who can,
would come and preach for us, we will give him
a. welcome. \Ve need some one to preach all
the time. I prize the Herald very much.
Your sister in Christ,
PATIENCE M. LEACH.
SWEET HoME, Oregon.
Bro. ')oseph:-I am doing the best I can, under
the circumstances;' Up to the present, my labors
have been limited to Sundays,-as I had no conveyance; but I have now a horse and cart, and
shall commence work in a new place on Saturday
next, and shall move on to others that are waiting for me. I baptized five, all but one heads of
families; and there ar~ more investigating. I
have been blessed vlith the Spirit's power in
presenting the word. My health has improved
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other visions, etc., proves nothing. How do you
account for the visions, spiritua~ manifestations,
powers, healings, etc., etc., that are testified of as
being in almost every faction of Mormonism;
and also various Christian Churches, and a host
of signs and wonders in Spiritualism? 'Vhen I
read Elder Brown's essay, and his appeal to his
vision, I could. not help thinking of Isaiah, 8: 19,
20; for, let it be understood, that H. P. Brown
GRAHAM, Texas, July 23d.
was in Strangism at the time he had this vision
Dear 1-Ierald:-We are in the midst of a famof the "gold chain." Who, (except himself posine or drouth, which has caused an entire failure
sibly) could accept it as a guide? More than this,
in crops of every kind; and when I say failure, I
a very few years after the date given by him of
mean what I say. We had rain the 9th of April;
this vision, and during the early work of the
no more to do any good until yesterday, (July
"New Organ}zation." Who was it that went
22d), we had a very nice little shower, too late to
from Yellowstone fo Mineral Point, Wisconsin,
do any kind of grain good. Scarcely any one
and upon returning, was a "writing.medium" and
made any wheat, and I am satisfied there will
undertook to perform some of his writing antics
not be one hundred bushels of corn raised in the
in my father's house, and my father forbade him?
whole county .. Pvople in this country are all
H.P. Brown. I would not refer to this, as I very
poor. They made splendid crops last year, but
much dislike to be personal, but Elder Brown
being in debt they were compelled to sell all
invites special attention to his vision; and he
their grain, except scarcely enough to do them
must learn, though he be far older than me, that
until harvest, which did not come, and the consea man's record must be spotless in spiritful phequence is, that hundreds of people have gone to
nomenon at least, before his vision should be
other parts, and hundreds can't get away that
accepted as a rule of faith and practice. Furtherare actually on the verge of stan·ation. What
more, he carries the idea, that the calling of "Litwe are all to do, God only knows. We can only
tle Joseph," at Yellowstone, was not corrected
trust him for help to cori-ie from some source. I
with the '!Rock Shaft" manifestations. Be it
have been afflicted so that I could not do a day's., understood that in June last I heard a letter read
work this year, having to depend on my two
from Bro. J. W. Briggs, in which he bears testilittle boys to make a crop. The little fellows
mony that the same manifestations sent the Eldhave worked manfully, and cultivated the crop
ers to Joseph. And I had in my possession then,
well, but made nothing. So we will have nothand have now, a letter from sister Elizabeth
ing to live upon and no money to buy anything
Bowser (formerly Cline, and one of the older
with. For one time in life I have run aground,
ones, I belie,•e about the third daughter) writteri
and I can only look to the Giver of all good
last May 25th, in the which she in commenting
good gifts; but people say he is gone on a visit
upon our withdrawal from the church and the
and don't care anything about us. I have never
history of the past says: "The spirit of the Rock
lost confidence in him since I have been a Saint,
Shaft, and the same manifestation sent those
and though he allow me and my family to starve,
Elders fo wake up the prophet Joseph to a sense
yet will I trust him. Om country is not the
of his duty." Here now, without collusion, was
only sufferer; there are eighteen others as bad
corroborating testimony, coming from different
as Young. This is a sad picture of things but it
quarters, and it was fair to conclude should be
is an honest statement, and if we. don't get help,
accepted as the truth. After reading in the Herand that soon, we are ail oouncl to suffer. Hopald H.P. Brown's essay, I wrote to Sr. Bowser
ing, dear Herald, you may live to preach to the
asking for information with regard to her ipothSaints, I bid you adieu.
er's revelation, referred to by Bro. Brown in HerW. A. BENNET.
ald, also sent her. She wrote me uncl~r date of
July 14th and says: "We were' Strangltes, all of
LA~IONI, Iowa, August 2cl.
us; that is, those of the Saints living at ZarahemEditor !Ierald:-In your i&stte of July 17th,
la at this time, and our faith was being quite
pages 441 and 442, is a reprint of a part of an arshaken in the prophet Strang, on account of rnme
ticle from the Expositor by IL P. Brown, touching
things being taught by him. Your father came
the rise of the Reorganization. The original essay
to our house, and wanted us to make this a subas published in the Expositor I have not seen.
ject of prayer. TalkE'd of lineal descent, etc., etc.
Having a few items of history in my possession
Talk about mother's not knowing anything about
I concluded to give them to lhe public; provided
there being a young Jrn,eph" (as Elder Brown
you will permit these lines to appear in your
says she did not; see Herald page 442, near top
paper. But first. I wish to say that it is clearly
of second column) "now this was a common conseen in said article by H. P. Brown, that the
versation concerning Joseph's successor, and
golden time had come for him to put in his great
whose right it was, and we all knew this, both
claim of being guided and inspired by the right
young and old, and as fast as they talked Strang
spirit, and that my father was taught and inspirdown they talked Smith up."
ed by the teaching and visions of H. P. Brown.
Now touching the so-called re1 elation of old
Yon will please excnse me, Bro. Brown; for alSr. Cline, it appears by her daughter's further
though my father, like the rest of us erred, I
testi.mony to have been only a "dream," and this
apprehend he was not quite so foolish as to be
after father had talked "lineal descent" and they
guided by your visions; but he was somewhat
ail had more or less "talked Strang down and
acqtfaintecl with the Doctrine and Covenants,
Jose1 h up," (which no doubt was the least of the
and having fair education and intelligence could
two evils). I defy any one to show from New
weli understand the principle of lineal rights
Testament "lineal descent" of the ,priesthood
from that boook. Bro. Brown invites especial
called Melchis.edec. Christ "hath an unchang~tt.eptjon to his yi~io~ of a "golg <;h11in." It, with
abl1; prjesthoog," . a~<;\ this ''!l\§ after ttw 9rqer of

being confirmed; I am still fighting that same
old fellow, Haws, and thank the Lord I can see
that I am getting a liLtle the better of him in
some respects, and this encourages me to renew
the fight.
Ever praying for the welfare and redemption of Zion,
Your brother in the gospel,
A.HAWS.

M~lchisedec, and "passeth not from one to another." No doubt some good manifestations were
had at Yellowstone, but I think it is evident to
an unbiased.mind, that the foundation stones upon which they sought to build at that time, as
viewed from the manifestations had, partook of
the color of which the place was called "Yellowstone."
But be it remembered, that pionier
members testify that H.P. Brown had nothing
to do with the Reorganization, except to oppose
it until the lineal heir came; and evidently from
the stand-point of Christianity this lineal heirship is one of the yellow streaks .together with a
Moses man mouth piece.
Yours for truth,
E. H. GURLEY.

McFALL, Mo., August 2d.
Editors Herald:-On July 31st, I told some of
my neighbors and friends, that if they would
come to niy house on Sunday evening, August
first, I would preach to them. I supposed a few
would come out of course, but to my surprise
when dark came the house was full, and many
were in the yard out doors. \Ve gave them the
best we had. One man and his lady stayed q.uite
a while after meeting and said he was very much_
surprised to hear what he did; he did not think
I could preach; said "its no use to talk, you can't
tell what is in a man by looking at him. One
old lady gave us the hand when she left. We
think it possible that there is some show for a
good work here yet; if they <lid kick at Bro.
Lambert and me last winter.
We are quite
anxious for a branch here; and we want you all
to pray for us that the Lord will open up the
work here in power and demonstration of his
Spirit.
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. W.JOHNSON.
MAQUOKETA, Iowa, August 2d.
To the Editorial Sta_jf, and the 7Wr!!ty patrons,
salttting:-A male person that was born the day
I was twenty-one could celebrate his. aniversary
majority to-day. If I ever double up to four
score and four I will do quite well; but whether
many or few clays are added I hope to abide,
rejoice and do good. The weather is intensely
and alarmingly dry, all through this section, but
the corn looks fairly well. The north-west breeze
rustles amid wavi~g boughs, while clouds of
dust arise from whirling vehicles. I am jotting
down these thoughts in the former home of the
late brother Edward and sister Nancy Larky, of
life· long usefulness, and blessed memory.
They passed away almost simultaneously, and
repose adjacent to each other on the "warm hill
side." A Corinthian shaft of alabasfer whiteness
marks their lowly bed, while sentinel columns
are near. I came into this vicinity three weeks
since, at the earnest solicitation of Sr. Stine, of
Davenport.
Her sons, Alfred and William
Hurst, had each a child to bless, although neitlwr
belongs to the church as yet; but they and wives.
are favorable.
I delivered ten discourses, first and last, in
Hurstville Grove, to large and sometimes immense concourses; and also spoke five times in
the city. I am and have been holding forth at
Nash ville, seven miles west of the place, as
above dated. Yesterday, in the afternoon, an
orderly assembly convened on the river side,
while we happily Jed Peter Larkey, and Dora
his con~ort into the ~wjft, clear sp~rklin15 foun°
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tain of Maquoketa River. I first thought to
write to Ruby, Bozarth, Roth, Etzenhouser,
Larew, Lambert, etc., about the happy affair and
the more I thought the more came into my mind.
Pete and Dore, as they are familiarly called are
widely known all.over the district, as elsewhere,
and especially by the traveling eldership.
They have been drilled by the illustrious dead;
and inspired by the living God to take firm hold
of the great latter day work. Brother Peter can
not tell what an infernal rascal he used to be,
Sam Jones like, because he was always a chaste,
temperate, moral, model man, who tended strictly to his own business. Sr. Eliza and Dora talked about me, and. wished I would come just before I came, and while I was near by, but my
whereabouts was then all unknown to them. It
has been said, "If you talk about the angels you
will presently hear their wings flutter," but my
big, fat body was transported on Nahum's fiery
chariot.
My candid opinion is that our ministry ought
to work 'twelve months in a year, or go lean and
hungry. We can not afford to rusticate during
excessive heat, or extreme cold, as do the heathen
priests of Mystery Babylon; for people think,
act and die all seasons of the year. If the toiler
regards the clouds he can not reap, hence I have
baptized six others in Rock Island since "the busy
season began." I have not even heard from our
missionary in charge since he went home, in
April; and now I am in Bro. Joseph Lambert's
jurisdiction. Sectarianism is fast waning and
ebbing away in purity, prestige and power, for
low lawn festivals, and the pious card table, and
the fascinating dance, and an endless round of
revelry draw the outside element and the giddy
votaries together. Bands, and rings, and bundles
in the forms of railroad pools, merchants unions,
insurance companies, Free Masons; labor organizations, etc., etc., are all arrayed against each
other and for the devil. The priest.hood must
stand on this troubled sea and say "peace be
still." Let them work, with might and main,
while the day lasts, and prove the world. Great
penetration of mind, and refined decision are
given to the studious watchman; while laggards,
faultfinders and grumblers play out. May God
Almighty bfess the honest hearted, move the
cause of Zion, confirm His word and work and
redeem the contrite ones.
M. T. SHORT.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, August 3d.

Bro, J'osrpli Smiili:--Our district conference
held at \Vheeling, \V. Va., on the 24th ult., was
said to be one of the best ever held in lhe district.
E. C. Briggs was present and preached some very
excellent sermons, which were very highly appreciated by the Saints and friends. I am sure
that the spirit of his high and holy calling
was upon him; for his entire labors while with
us were blest by that spirit that evinced to all the
Saints that he was one of God's true servants.
\Vould to God that we had 1000 such noble men
in the ministry. Come again Bro. Briggs, when
you can, we shall be glad to see you. I baptized
two at New Philadelphia, Ohio, not long since;
also two at Wheeling on the 25th of July. All tlie
Saints here are enjoying excellent health. Bro.
E. L. Kelley is at home at present. Expect \V.
H. soon. I leave the latter part of this week,
anticipate to be gone for six or eight weeks. My
permanent address is Kirtland, Lake Co., Ohio,
~ox
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er that they would aid with their means to purchase a tomb stone for Bro. and Sr. Ells, please
send the same immediately to the above address
and oblige.
Yours in gosrel bonds,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.

'l'he printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscript10n has been
pO:id. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

TIME.

BENWOOD, West Va:, July 30th.
Dear Herald:-We had our conference the
.24th and 25th, and had an enjoyable time: Bro.
E. C. Briggs was with us and preached twice,
which was very strengthening. Our social meeting was also good. Bro. Griffiths, and Bro.
Reese, from Pittsburg, presiding. Before meeting Bro. Griffiths baptized two. My desire is to
live faithful and to overcome every failing and
do the will of the Lord. I have been united
with the work only three years, and it has been
sweet to my soul. Many testimonies have I
received of its truthfulness. Saints should remember the law of tithing, for it is grand. I
never understood it till last year when Bro. E. L.
Kelley was here; since then I have had better
luck than ever, and when I have thought over
the blessings I have received, I have realized the
passage in Malachi where it reads about the law
of tithing and offering: Prove me now, herewith,
saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the
windows of heaven and pour you out a blessing
that there shall not be room enough to receive
it." When I think of the blessings of the Lord
it don't seem to me natural; it seems like I have
passed through a dream; I can hardly realize it.
It seems to me that the language of the Lord
used here, ought to be engraven on every Latter
Day Saint's heart. Just read the third chapter
of Malachi; Saints need not be in the dark, for
we have the truth; then let us abide in it. Our
branch is getting along splendidly, and our conference was good. Pittsburg was well represented at the Wheeling City branch.
Your sister in the faith,
MARY s. GlLL.

One by one the years go hy,
Days, weeks, and months do fade
Merged into night of the eternal past;
A stnpendons record of these is made
By which man's destiny is cast.
Could men recall the days misspent,
And monld them unto useful time
So to correct the follies of misguided zeal,
How much of soi-row and sad repine
To avert would heaven reveal?
~Tis not so; the . Q.ie is cast,
Nor n1oments gone Can we recall;
'l~he fleeting years relentlm;s march along.
Our tears can not time's face appal.
Nor will he hear the giddy throng.
Sad refrain, "It might have been,
Had I improved my time on earth;
Death's icy hand could not have chilled my h0pc,
Nor robbed me of the second birth;
Alas! with death's embrace I can not cope."
Awake my soul, while life still lasts,
Aud gird thee on Christ~s armor bright;
Nor wait until death's summons shall have come,
And pall and bier and dirge shall mark thy flight,
Ere God a,1d Christ and Jove have made with thee
home.
GEO. S. HYDE.

¢nmmuui~afinus.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

SERMON BY ELDER W. H. KELLEY,
Ol!' KIHTLAND, OHIO.

Delivered at the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 11th, 1886.
[Reported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor].

WE find the following reading in the fiftythird chapter of the book of Isaiah:

PICTURED ROCKS.
THE famous pictured rocks on the Evansville
pike, Virginia, have been a source of wonder and
speculation for more than a century, and have
attracted much attention among the learned men
of this country and Europe. The cliffupo11 which
these drawings exist is of considerable size and
within a short distance of the highways above
mentioned. The.rock is a white sandstone which
wears little from exposure to the weath_er, and
up-'.)n its SIT) 10th surface are delineated the outlines of at least fifty species of animals, birds,
reptiles, and fish, embracing in the number panthers, de~r, buffalo, otters, beavers, wildcats,
foxes, wo'ves, raccoons, opossums, -bea1s, elk,
crows, eigles, turkeys, eels, various sorts of fish,
large and small snakes, etc. In the midst of
this silent menagerie of the specimens of the
animal kingdom is the full length outline of a
female form beautiful and perfect in every respect. Interspersed among the drawings cf animal&, etc., are imitations_ of the footprints of
each sort, the whole space occupied being 150 '
feet long by 50 wide. To what race the artist
belonged, or what his purpose was in making
these rude portraits must ever remain a mystery,
but the work was evidently done ages ago.
ADDRESSES.
Rev. Thomas W. Smith, Missionary, Papeete, Tahiti, via
San Francisco, Cal. J, if, Cor~jsl-\ 1 i!l4 l\!ercH St., l_lay ~jty, .Mi~Jl\!\&11 1
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"\Vho hath believed our report? and to whom
is the arm of the Lord revealed? For he sha 11
grow up before him as a tender_ plant, and as a
root out of a dry ground: he hath no form nor,
comeliness; and when we shall see him, there h;
no beautv that we should desire him. He is de-·
spised and rejected of men; a man of sorrow~,
and acquainted with grief: and we hid_ as it were
our faces from him; he was despised, and we e>'·
teemed him not.
Surely he hath borne our
griefs, and carried our sorrows; yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted.
But he w'as wounded for our transgression<', he
was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement
of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes
we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his own way;
and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us
all. He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yft
he opened not his mouth: he is brought as a
lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her
shearers is dumb, so he· opened not his mouth.
He was taken from prison and from judgment:
and who shall declare his generation? for he was
cut off out of the land of the living: for the
transgression of my people was he stricken. And
he made his grave with the wicked, and with the
rich in his death; because he had clone no vioJenee, neither was any deceit in his mouth."

We have read to the close of the ninth
verse of this chapter. In the second letter
and first chapter of the apostle Peter, commencing at the twelfth verse we read as
follows:

"Wherefore I will not be negligent to put yon
always in remembrance of these things, though
, ye know tliem, and be !jeyt!!:\lli~heq in the presen~
"
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truth. Yea I think it meet, as long a& I am in
this tabernacle, to stir yon up by putting you in
remembrance; knowing that shortly I must put
off this my tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus
Ctuist hath showed me. Moreover I will endeavor that ye may be able after my decease to
have these things always in remembrance. For
we have not followed cunningly devised fables,
when we made known unto you the power and
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were eye
witnesses of his majesty."

The sixteenth verse of this first chapter
of the second epistie of Peter reads:
"We have not followed cunningly' devised fables!'
·

There is no one thing that enters into
religious thought, that people demand as
an essential element in that belief, more
than that it is true, that it is right; and the
apostle Peter in this last letter addressed
to the believers, said he thought it needful
to remind them that they had not followed
cunningly devised fables. The thought
as we gather from the reading, is with
reference to the mission of Christ into the
world in thzit age. That was the burden
of the mission of Peter and his associates
to present to the world the eviden~e that
Christ had indeed come. That this character born in the land of Palestine. and
that grew up among the Jewish p~ople,
and was so well known among them, was
indeed the Christ. Notwithstanding the
disposition to worship was found everywhere, the desire to worship was not only
among the Jews but the rest of mankind,
yet they were divided with reference to·
their methods of wor~hip then as now.
And it would seem from the history that
we have, that it was just as difficult to get
the people to believe in the mission of the
Savior then, as it is in this age of the
world to get those who have not been traditionated to receive him, to believe indeed
that he was the Christ, or to get people to
believe and receive as religious truth something that they have not been familiar with
in the early experiences of life. Now in
this age of the world we have some peculiar characte.ristics in human society, different from what we find in that age to
any great extent among the worshipping
class of people; and that is a class inclined
to disbelieve not only in the mission of
Jesus Christ in the world, but in the existence of Goel also; so that men's faith in
the Creator of all things is being examined, and the evidences upon which they
base such faith are being questioned; the
evidences upon which they base their belief in Christ that has come are being
questioned, and individuals deny that he
lrns come, or that he will come ao·ain.
And by reason of this research, this i;vestigation, this controversy a great manv
people's faith grows cold, or weakens; and
were it not for their early experiences perhaps, they would scarcel_v have faith and
belief in the exi&tence of God and the mission of Jesus Christ into the world. Their
experiences have been such.
A great
many ministers have withdrawn from the
ministerial associations, and have done w
by reason of having become unsettled in
their religious belief, or having questioned
whether the evirlence were strong enough
to maintain a belief in the existence of
G0rl' ~nr1 the rrii~sjon
qf (~brht, Tt to~k. (l.
' ' , , ,.
·.-;.
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good deal in the times that the apostles
whom Christ selected to represent his
cause among men. I say it took a great deal
of care and labor and sac~ifices, and they
passed through a great deal in order to
present the truth of the gospel t6 the
world. It was not an easy position then.
Stripes and difficulties met them in the
way wherever they went.
The people
did not desire to hear their message. They
did not desire to become familiar with it.
The people demanded the evidences at the
hands of these messengers that they were
in possession of in order to sustain their
mission or their faith; so that we have this
declaration, that in a certain place they
entertained a belief in the Scriptures, becau.se they searched the Scriptures daily to.
see whether these things were so. Then
there was evidently among that class, individuals who ·recognized the Scriptures
as containing- the will of God to man.
Now: our faith in Christ as a matter of religious belief is in proportion to the evi-.
dences adduced in order to sustain that belief; and when we begin to examine the
·evidences upon which our faith rests, if
we find by strict scrutiny that they are
weak, our faith becomes weak in pronortion. Such was the condition or nature of
men in the days of the Savior, and in the
time when Peter ministered among the
people; so that he thought it was necessary to remind them after long years of
experience to refresh their minds, that
they had not followed cunningly devised
fables, in order that they might be settled
in their minds; that every man might be
settled in his mind, and ready to go on,
and make the different sacrifices needful
in order to accomplish the purposes for
which they had set out in the Christian
race. They did not differ in that particular from the world to-day, and from you
and me.
In the chapter which I read in your
hearing to-night, it is specifically stated,
as we believe under the direction of the
Spirit of truth which came down from
God, we find clearly delineated, almost as
clearly presented, the peculiar characteristics of our Savior as a minister, as we find
narrated in the gospels of those individuals
associated with him during his ministry
here; and this account was written by an
individual who lived some six or seven
hundred years or more, previous to his
coming.
He brought out the peculiar
characteristics of his life, the nature of his
m1ss1011 among men. Now we know that
there is nothing in mankind, we have
learned this by our experience, that will
enable them to forecast the life and character and the mission of one of their fellow
men in the world by the wisdom within
themselves. Hence we see why it was
that the apostle Peter said that it was necessary for the people in his day to fake
heed, give consideration to ibe prophecies
that had gone before. "\Ve have a more
sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye do
well that ye take heed." meanino- them
that had received the gospel under the
ministration of those men who were divinely inspired; that they had sometl~ing to
support
their
fa,ith 1' >1omething
to,; ~treni:;th"
' '"
.
' . .
\
<'
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en their faith, and he refers them to the
prophecies of the past. \Vhen a man
speaks in· the name of the Lord, and it
follow and come to pass, no man believes
it was otherwise than the Lord made it;
unless the circumstances were such that
the individual was enabled to forecast it
by reason of the circumstances surrounding
it, and by these surroundings it was suggested to his mind. Should you and I desire to grow skeptic.al here to-night, and
disbelieve in the existence of a God, that
he had sent a message to the world of
mankind for their benefit, there is not an
individual in this audience that could
answer the claims of this fifty-third chapter
of Isaiah. It has a demand upon the consideration of mankind. We could show
no philosophy that would reach the case;
and there is something in the general
make-up of m:mkind that concedes it is
right; that it is consistent and reasonab~e;
that it addresses itself to the intellect and
the conscience of the individual, or in the
very nature of things admits that it is
right, or rather a man can not help himself. He may deny it for effect's sake
upon somebody else, but in his heart and
in his very being he is impressed that it is
right, that it is true. It was necessary
then that the saints of old be kept constantly in mind that their faith was based
upon facts, that it was the truth, that God
had authorized it, and if they could be
convinced that it was not true, then it
would be right to break away and go elsewhere. The full sense of the reading
probably is, that it is something to base a
faith and hope upon, something that would
give comfort and salvation after their earth
experiences.here.
And when the Savior
came fulfilling this prophecy and other
prophecies here, he kept constantly urging
before the attention of the people whom
he ministered before, that he came' in fulfillment of them, and that thev spake of
him. "Moses wrote of me. If you had
believed l\foses and the prophets ye had
believed in me.
wrote of me." He
insisted that this was true according to
their record and their claims. You and I
have the privilege of taking up these
histories and examining- them; and when
we make an examination we find this is
true. He made the claim before the people that he was the messenger and exponent of thaf law conceived in the divine
mind for the salvation of men; that he
came to reveal it, to make it plain to them,
and it was made plain to them, at least to
many of them. When he was administering to them, they had not the disposition
to become educated into these things which
he had to present to them. They manifested that peculiarity that belongs to mankind, to hear anything and everything
that would come in harmony with their
views and their ideas; but anything that
would not sustain their preconceived notions, their peculiar views, they were willing to reject.
They had not educated
themselved into the habit and manner of
proving all things and holding fast to that
which is good.
God had created man and placed him in
~hi~. work\i <l.nd ont:, rf the ptypo~y.S
\his,
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creation was that he should develop intellectually, spiritual! y and morally; and in
order to do this he must improve every opportunity to gain light and knowledge,
and get an understanding of things so far
as he may he able to comprehend, and if
he r~fused to do that he would necessarily
fall short of attaining to that plane of life
that he would otherwise attain unto.
We heard something this forenoon, or
afternoon, or both, something about everything being governed by law, sustained by
law. This character presented here in the
prophecies, and that we now allude to,
came in the interest of mankind. Our
scars were laid upon him, by his stripes
we are healed. He proposed to save the
race. Then the great question naturally
comes to the mind of man, how does he
propose to save them? He had a disposition upon his part to do it. vVhen he
undertook to save them they resisted his
invitation; so that we have that declaration made by him after some of his ministerial labor, "You will not come unto me
that ,ye might have life." This suggests
to mv mind that the Savior of the world
could no more hind outside of given law,
than any individual could as a minister unto this world; that he came to bind bv the
powers that were given unto him of his
Father in the redemption of the human
family. Hence he says, "l came not to do
mine own will, but the will of him that
sent me. He gave me commandment
what I should say and what I should
speak." If men would not enter into that
commandment, embrace that commandment, but stood on the outside, it was impossible for the Savior to reach them in
this world. If this was not true, why the
declaration made, "0 Jerusalem,] erusalem,
how oft would I have gathered thee as a
hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings, but ye would not.'? How in striking contrast is that idea with the prevalent
one we have in the world to-day, that all
an individual has to':.do in order to enter
into life, be saved, is, simply to recognize
the fact that Christ c~me into the world to
save sinners.
Lord, I Rive myself away,
'Tis all that I can clo."
"'

~ 1 Here

He told them in view of the law which
he came to teach, and of the nature and
character of men in the world, "It is not
every one that saith unto me Lord, Lord,
that shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my father who is in heaven." He came to reveal
his will. If an individual standing outside
of that law which he came to represent
does not embrace that law, he is outside of
the pale of that redemption made by
Christ. Then we 'can understand what
was meant by the angel/'•I bring you
glad tidings of great joy which is to be to
all people." Wherever the sqns of men
dwelt upon the earth, from the continents
to the islands of the sea, fhis message was
to do good. Outside of this message there
is no absolute promise of. an inheritance
with the Saints. The thought then is nresented that if the people of that day 'and
that time paid attention to their best inter~~t~ ~nq tlwir hi~h~s;t good 1 theef' wo1J.lq

give particular attention to the teachings
great ch:uacter that was ready to
minister to them. But they had no ears
to hear, and bec<luse they would not embrace the truth, they necessarily stood condemned. Their condemnation was in this
fact. "This is your condemnation, that
light has entered into the world, and men
love darkness rather than light." This
shows that individ·uals ought never to allow themselves to be so biased as not to
be willing to recognize any fact come from
wherever it may, and wherever they may
be in the world; but give it consideration,
and let it have place in their affections because it is right.
Belief in the existence of God, and that
he has sent his Son into the world to save
the world, was not understood as thorough! y then perhaps as it is now; at ]east the
majority of the people would not listen to
the Savior. This is a strange feature in
the work of the Savior of the world, that
his influence was no greater over the minds
of men than it was, when it is considered
that in him dwelt all the fulness of the
God-head bod]y. He was a central figure
too. Everywhere he went his majesty
and power are made to appear, _the more
to call attention to what he had to say.
But the people follnd a way not to believe,
to reject and to disown; and by and by
grew so bad, that they were willing to
unite in the cry, "Let his blood be upon us
and our children."
During his ministry he seemed to teach
in a simple way. Let me call your attention to one short sentence, found I believe,
in the eighteenth of Matthew, sixteenth
or eighteenth. "Upon this rock I will
build my church." He came here to effect, or not only to present principles by
which individuals might work out their
salvation by building up a character, but
he proposed to build a church. He commenced to preach round about Jerusalem
and other places, "Repent for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand." By and by a little
few was gathered out. Then he takes out
of this little few that was gathered out,
and commences to organize a society. He
began to put responsibility upon certain individuals that they might help him in this
ministerial work, so that many might be
enabled to do more than the few. And
while he sojourned among men here he
called quite a number to his assistance and
put this responsibility upon them, to say
"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand." And this organization continued
right along during his mission in the world,
and afterwards, until the same has been
completed. We have it set out in other
places, that apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors and teachers were set in the church
for the work of the ministry. A class of
individutrls selected by the Almighty to go
out into the world, and represent the interests of this organization, the interests
that Christ came to the world to present,.
the glad tidings of great joy. vVherever
men became convinced that God rules
above, and that he nad sent his Son into
the world Jo save the world, and believed
the gospel, they gathered with them a few;
i:tncl
by an\;l byv Wf'J,· j1nq
f:\ great tnl.lltitud~
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at Jerusalem, down in Asia, and in other
parts of the world, that were denominated
Christians. We find the Christian churches all belonging to one body, to one association, one great association. They were
not many because there were persons down
at Laodicea and at Ephesus, and so on;
but they were all one body, all one church.
In order to see this, we have but to.follow
out the history of the ministry of Paul,
and Peter and so forth. Paul when in the
ministry, and a controversy arose, a difference of opinion down among these churches that in their ministerial labors they were
not prepared to settle, he could not settle
these questions in any one of these churches at Ephesus or Laodicea, because the
great body of people east and west and
north and south that had embraced the
Christian religion had an interest in them;
so they went up to Jerusalem, and in that
representation gathered there of delegates
these questions were brought up and canvassed because the whole bodv was affectThis body had a disti~ction from
ed.
every other body of people in the world.
It could not be united with any Jewish faction; it could not be dove-tailed on to the
Pharisaical religion, nor on to that of the
Sadducees. It could not be united with
any other belief that was in existence
among the Jews at that time. It could not
unite with the heathens anv more than vou
could unite oil with wate1:; it r;tood alone,
having Christ as its head; and with the inspiration that came from him. All that
gathered with that, gathered right; all that
gathered from it, went out any other way,
as we believe,·went in the wrong.
So far as we have the history of those
times, they preached conversion and the
building up of this church organization;
and.one of the purposes of this organizatio
was the preparing of a people for the coming of the· Savior; for they believed that
he would come again. Peter reminded
them of this fact In this admonition. He
tells them, "Ye have not followed cunningly devised fables." It stimulated belief in
them, that after their sojourn and conflicts
in this life, that there would he a grand
reunion on the other side. That Christ
had just gone behind the v<iil; that the
blessings and the light, and \he in,piration
attendant upon them here were hut the
evidence that he live$. And if he Jived
they should also Ii ve, and by and by he
would come in his own time, and give to
every man the reward of his work,, Now
if that thought can be substantiated, that this
hope is not cunningly devised, then that
greatest of all hoons that can come to the
human heart, that cheer and comfort demanded by every individual, to make him
in his experiences :md conflicts feel indeed
that this world's experiences are not a loss
to him; that after this conflict he may be
privileged to join in that great reunion beyoud; if Christ lives beyond the vail; if
he came in the interests of humanity
eighteen hundred years ago; that when
our life in this world-which is simply for
to-day or to-mosrow-that when· it is
drawn to a close that does not end all, does
not end our existence, that death does not
~!1cl/!ll! 1 tlJ\\t Wt; -moy~ akm~ 1 an~ 11s 'fl'~
'..(;'
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have to be governed by law here however
much we may talk about liberty and freedom, there are ;a great many things that
bind men. vVe are bound to each other in
the family association, in the association as
neighbors, and in our church association,
and in our national association. There are
a great many kinds of associtions that we
have to respect. Everything is governed
and maintained by law here; and where
there is no rule, no law, there seems to be
no order. And if we are so governed here
by right rule, we make progress according
to our effort to have our works aceording
to truth, according to that which is right,
if we make progress in this reg_ard, it
stands to reason, that if we prepare ourselves for that great association by and by,
there ought to be something to bring out
and develop the moral character and the
spiritual nature of man, to accomplish not
only broad conceptions by the intellectual powers of what righteousness is, but
the disposition upon our part to carry out
the reality, to have a predominating interest in whatever is right, to manifest this in
our lives, under whatever circumstances
we are placed. We are then preparing
for a higher (kgree of righteousness,
whether in this world or sin any other
world. vVe take it then, that when the
question is settled that Christ came into
the world and fulfilled these promises, that
he came down from the world above and
we are to believe that declaration that "In
the beginning God created the heavens and
the earth," it is a fact; and that there are
heing·s in the realms above, ·as truly and as
literal!y aml really as there are beings in
this world. \Vhen we pass out of this
world we pass out with the very character
we make for ourselves; and if we can not
rise any hig-11er in that realm than we Iiave
risen here by a conception of truth and
right and our compliance therewith, having been strengthened, encouraged, and
developed by the influence of some power
that lives, we can not rise at all. This
was contemplated in the rnessa;!"e; this was
tbe intention of the gospei of Christ. But
men found means to reject thi:'., not take
hold of it, not em brace it and believe that
the power and effect was to benefit mankind. So in this organization, in this institution, men had to come into contact
therewith or they could not reap the benefit of the same. Now in this first admini~tration it was said, "Reoent for the kin<Ydom of heaven is at ha;,d," In the pr~
paring of an element to enter into this
ac;sociation, they h1;d to get ready. It was
cJnceded that they were not ready, not
prepared, hence the declaration, ·'Repent
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
Dy and by when that became so perfected,
when it was properly authorized with the
gifts and powers to go and present this
truth to the worlrl of mankind, and when
m n desired to enter into it, this peculiarity_
appeared, that they could only enter in by
rule, by law, by order, by a proper order.
To this your attention was called this
;ifternoon, :cmcl we refresh it now. \Vhe11
this as'iociation was presented to the world
by its proper officers just after the resurrec;tioq of the Savior 1 the people believed
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that the great captain had been crucified,
and that he had risen again;.. they believed
these things by reason of the exhortation
and preaching upon that occasion, and
they desired to become identified with this
association. When they were convinced
that Jesus was the, Christ, they cried out,
"Men and brethren, what shall we do?"
They believed that he was the Christ.
They believed that there was a God before
Peter preached that sermon, It is said
that they were Jews; and wherever the
Jews were they believed in the Bible, they
believed in Moses and in Moses' law.
They believed in the one that created the
heavens and the earth. And now after
this discourse they believed that Jesus was
the Christ. They wanted to enter_ into
this fellowship, this new association, this
spiritual compact. Could they enter in
any other way only by law, by rule. Peter
gives them the rule. "Repent, and be
baptized every one of you, in the name of
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins."
·He had no right to give them any other
rule; for the Savior said to them, "As my
Father, sent me, so send I you." "I came
not to do my wi'.l, but the ·will of him that
sent me.
He gave me commandment
what I should say and what I should
speak." "As he sent me so send I you."
They were sent to observe all things
whatsoever Christ had commanded them;
and they had no right to go outside of that
rule. He gave them commandment; hence
when men asked what they should do to
be saved, they said, "Repent and be baptized every one of you in the name ofJe:;;us
Christ for the remission of sins." Now
we are urging upon the attention of the
people in this age and dispensation of the
world, the consideration of this practice, of
this duty and practice among the Christians
in olden times. And why? Because the
idea has become prevalent in the world
that it is not necessary. That an individual can enter into proper spiritual relation
with the great head of the church and
ignore the rule, outside of the rule. To
illustrate: Down here in York State where
I was a while ago, a place where I bad
been intending to go some two or three
vears. A few weeks before I arrived
there what is known in the country as the
Salvation Army arrived witl1 their
drums and their musical instruments,
and had all the people drummed together hy the time I got there; and
their theme was, all that thev ilesired the
people to do was to get religion and be
saved, to he religious, to come and g.et
religion, and get other sinners to come and
join the army; and it was said that thev
bad men and turned them loose to go and
hunt the church of God; and when they
had found it, or when they had made up
their minds that they had found it, they
.were to identify themselves with it. They
were not sent where it was; they only
wanted them to he saved, to he religious.
Did you ever hear tell of anything like this?
In conversation with a certain party I asked
him what was their belief. Did not have
any special belief.
All that they wanted
was for the people to be saved, to get salyation, Now tha,t is a goocl thought w\1t;n

it is first presented to the mind.
We are
not divided upon the exercismg of faith in
God and in the Savior Jesus Christ; but
we are divided upon the duties of the law
by which our s~lvatio.n may be effected.
They did not tell them on the day of fentecost, Believe in the Savior and your sins
shall be forgiven you; you come and do
according to your own notion, any way
you please, it does not make any difference,
churches are nothing, the Savior does not
regard what organization you belong to or
anything of this kind.
But Jes us says,
"Upon this rock I will build my church."
It is independent and distinct from every
other in the world; and the thought occurs
that if the church is in the world to-day,
that too is distinct and disunited from
everything else in the world. It wont·do
to say that all are the churches of God.
There may be good in all of them. There
were such in th~ Savior's time. But he
says a house divided against itself can not
stand, it must fall. If the church of God
is divided against itself it must fall. If one
part of the church of Christ in the world
will not allow another part to come in and
worship in its place dedicated to the service
of God, and be united with it, there is a
division, and all must go down because
divided against itself.
As to this popular idea that seems to be
held out in the world to-day, that we need
to do nothing to be saved: We present
Christian truth and get people to enter
this spiritual union, this great spiritual
com pact, and by obedience to law. All
we have to do with in the Jucrgment day,
are our act,. For instance, it is said that
by and by the Savior will come and sit
u))on tl1e throne of his glory; and you and
I and all mankind will be brought there
to answer for our deeds. He says, "My
words will judge you." The law he gave
will judge you then. If we have kept
that law, by that law we can plead our
cause before the Judge. If we have not
kept it it will stand against us. It will
not do to have the thought in our minds
that some people away out in the mountains same time ago had.
There was a
class of people who said that they had a
right to make the law and interpret the
law, and they said that they would go on
and do certain things. :Men who had a
right to say what the law was and what it
is, said that their practice was contrary to
the law; and they issued warrants for
those individuals in transgression, who did
not live within the pale of the law, and
they brought them before the judge, and
being outside of the law, the law acused
them and thev were condemned, and some
of them are ~ow working out their time.
Their view did not stand by them, they
were judged by law. f esus says, "I will
not jticlge you in that day, but my words
will judge you.", \Ve are to appear before "the judgment seat of Christ. It was
necessary then for men, if they wished to
be saved hv the salvation which Christ
had prepare~l, to seek that salvation within
the pale of the law. What is that? "He
that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; and he that believeth not (and is
11ot baptized) shall h~ dai-rm~~," That ii'\
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the declaration of the law. Now suppose some man guide me." I do not under- thing recognized by them. VVhen in the
we say that we do not intend to yield stand whether the prophet is speaking of presentation of the gospel among men toobedience to that law, we will deny it, we himself or some other man. Philip com- day, a spirit manifests itself, and it is claimwill accept simply the idea that we must menced at the same scripture, he took a ed to be Spirit of God, the claim and its
believe in Chirist, and we will not yield text, he commenced at the same scripture presentation must be in harmony with the
obedience to ordinances, in the judgment and preached unto him Jesus. Then he law according to the declaration, "He that
day, when Christ will sit upon his throne knew about Jesus, knew about his life, abideth not in the doctrine of Christ hath
by and by, will the law plead our cause? his character, the object of his mission not God." Now the apostle Paul having
It does not make any difference whether into the world. That did not save him. a forecast of that condition of things in
we are much learned in the law or little; He did not tell him that just as soon as the world to which we refer to-night, says,
whether we can really understand it in all he believed in Jesus that· his sins were "The time will come when they will not
its bearings or not. "My doctrine is not forgiven, make a prayer and tell him to endure sound doctrine." They will reject,
mine, but his that sent me; he gave me go and join somebody else. It is neces- if you please, this true doctrine, and say
commandment what I should say and sary to bring this up in conversation and that they do not want anything to do
what I should speak." What did he say preaching, to get people to see and to with it. If truth and right are essential
and speak? "He that believeth and is think about it, this is the object of preach- elements in a religious body in order to
baptized shall be saved." It does not say ing to the people to get them to think give comfort and encouragement, it is
anywhere from Genesis to Revelations, and get the right and the truth. And necessary to make an examination of the
facts given in the law. And if it be true,
"He that believeth and is not baptized just as soon as he had done preaching unshall be saved." Hence you see, being in to him Jes us; just like the people on that "Whosoever abideth not in the docharmony with himself he makes the de- Pentecost clay when Peter got done trine of Christ hath not God," when men
claration, "It is not every one that saith un- preaching Christ to them he told them pretend to be governed and influenced by
me, Lord, Lord, that shall enter the king- what to do, this man says, "Why here is the Spirit of God on high, and ignore this
dom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of water, what does hinder me from being rule, it ought to be satisfactory evidence
my Father who is in heaven." Down there baptized?" "If thou believest with all to every one that they may mistake. They
in York State when that people seemed to thine heart thou mayest." And he com- may be sincere, but seriously mistake. It is
cry out, "Men and brethren what shall we manded the chariot to stand still. You our privilege to call the attention of the
do." "Come right here and we will pray for remember what occurred, he was baptized ·people to belief in God and in the Savior,
you, and the Lord will forgive your sins; and went on his way rejoicing. He enter- to repentance, baptism, laying on of hands,
you just come and get religion, and you ed into to the compact through obedience resurrection of the cleaLl, and eternal judgcan join, any church you please. All 'to the law given by Christ through which ment, as the principles of the doctrine of
Strange that everybody and
churches are the church. All we want is he should enter the compact, the Christian Christ.
your salvation." Now we can see the association, so that we find this to have every society in the land does not recognecessity of the angel coming as signified been the rule wherever this Christian ad- nize this. These are facts beautifully set
in the revelations of Saint John, having ministration was had in ';my place in the out here. Clearly and beautifully set out
here in the New Testament that an indithe everlasting gospel to preach to the in- world in that age and dispensation.
Well thus we see here in the examina- vidual may take up and read, and it is a
habitants of the earth, and to every nation,
kindred, tongue and people, because some- tion of our faith to-night, from what has pleasure to ·find that they are commandthing else was being preached that was been wggcsted by the thought, "we have ments given by these inspired men of old.
leading men's minds away from the con- not followed cunningly devised fables." In
VV e can now see the necessity fo1: the
the examination of our faith we have not revelation fll1d the establishment of that
sideration of the real facts of the law. I
thought of this when I was down there tried to build by fancy, or a freak of the institution known as the Church of God
and those instruments playing had such a imagination, but in strict harmony with in this age of the world. VV e can see the
charm upon the minds of the people, that the law as we find it contained in the evidence of it in the revelations of God.
it was impossible to get them to give con- scriptures of divine truth; and notwith- We have not time to show that there was
sideration to the' facts of the law. Among standing the people in olden times or in a turning away from this order or things
other things the Savior said to the apostles, the time of our Savior and in the adminis- which existed in olden times; but we find
"Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations, tration of the apostles, believed in God, an organization here, and it has been here
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and worked with the ministry and with for over fifty years, and what I desire to
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, the people, they worked in harmony with say-I see that I have deviated somewhat
teaching them to observe all thinf!s what- the law, and belief alone was not sufficient. from my purpose when I set out-is that
so ever I have commanded you." This Philip preached from the same scripture; we, as in olden times have not followed
injunction was laid upon them after they showing indeed that the manifestations of cunningly devised fahle~, hut the facts of
b ·lieved ln Christ. Now see how beauti- the Spirit to the people then were not the law as contained in the New Testafully this is carried out by one of the contrary to the law, were not contrary to ment, ancl the facts of the L1w as contained
ministers of that tlme. He was going to what God had given, but in harmony with in the Old Testament. The fact stands in
a certain place and the Spirit said tp him, it, and with that statement made by J 0:111, all that is recognized by us as being inDo and join yourself to a certain chariot "Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not spired, going to support or susta.in the
that there was, and in that chariot sat a in the doctrine of Christ, hath not Goel; thought that we have not followed cunman reading the same passage of scripture but whosoever ahideth in the doctrine of ning] y devised fables; hut that God in the
that I have read in your hearing to.night, Christ, he hath both q1e Father and the reinstating of bis work in this age and disthat "he was led as a lamb to the slaugh- Son."
pensation has acted in harmony with himter, and he opened not his mouth, and in
Now in regard to this revival that I was self, in ,authorizing men to represent the
his humiliation his juQgment was taken telling yon about-you have heard of their same truth that was presented to the
awav. and who shall declare his genera- claim that they make about spint and people in olden times, and to revive in the
tion?" He says to him, Is the prophet spiritual manifestations. It is my privilege minds of the peoplt) the thought that the
speaking of himoelf oi· some other man? right here to-night to say whether I will law that governed in ancient times shoulrl
He did not understand it. He was a pious be controled by a spiritual. influence that govern now; and if they are to be saved
man, and had come up from Jerusalem to presents itself or not. We have a right they must be saved by living within the
wor~hip after the manner of the Jews, and
to try these spirits for ourselves, and say ,, pale of that law that saved men in olden
was returning home, and peradventure when carried away with that influence, times, and prepared them for the joy and
he had a new Bible, and being very much controlled by the influence of what those peace of God's presence here, and the reencouraged from his worship atthe appoint- people believe to be the spirit. You can ward to be given in the great hereafter~
ed place, he was perusing it "Understand- try it. But they had no means of trying
What the world wants to-day is some
est. thou what thou readest," says this man it because they ignored the law. They tangible evidence, some means of support
of God! "How <;al\ l uqder§t;rnd except pav~ µ() meaps ?i tr~ine tht;rn b?' a??'· fc:>r ~h{) th,oJJ?jl:!t that, \lno,erHr,!'l the,ir ~i*h~
1
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some evidence with reference to the reality
of the world. above. This claim comes to
us in the thought that the gospel is instituted among the race of mankind, and that
iri the establishment of God's covenant in
this state of existence that these facts shall
be preached to every nation, kindred,
tongue and people. "This gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in all the world
as a witness." We make the same claim
upon the attention of the people, make the
same promises to men, so far as peace and
comfort here are concerned, as were made
in olden times; and the same assurances
not only with reference to the lifo which
is now, but the life which is to be revealed.
The thought that we have in connection
with this is that it is so difficult for individuals to believe ·in. You know in the
Savior's time they objected to the chief
char:icter. They object to-day in some regards to the best evidence that we have that
there is a material and real world bevond.
There is something from the mouth ~f the
8ame individual that I read from that I inteflded to say more about, but I have not
time, but wiil just allude to it in this connection. It says that the ti me would come'
when the "Vision of all would come unto
you as the words of a hook which is sealed,
\vhich men deliver to one that is learned,
saying, Read this I pray thee." Isaiah
makes the prediction that something of
this kind would take place in the history
of the world. It is a prediction just like
the prediction concerning· the Savior that
is made in the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah's
prophecies; it was not to be fulfilled until
long after its utterance. It is addressed to
our notice, 'and the claim is made by wjtnesses that have been tried and tested, and
that arc as good as any that have ever testified, that they saw with their eyes, and
heard with their ears the facts of this
prophecy fulfilled as declared
a being
who descended from the midst of the
ang-elic hosts above, who had this material
thing. This being came before men and
handled it with bis hands anrl when
through with it went back to the realms
from which he came. Now it is a fact
that the angels of God came down and
handled this material record. That realm
then exists, it is a reality; and these men
testify to the fact, testify to what they saw,
and heard uttered, that it is true; and their
testimony never has heen successfully assailed .any place or anywhere. No man
we have seen has been ahle to successfully
contradict it. It is the gteatest boon today, so far a'> evidence is concerned, direct
ev1dence, ~oncerning· thi.; spiritual realm
that it is a reality; that it is a fact that our
remaining in this world is but short, and
when we go out of this world we recognize each other beyond, we still belong to
this great compact, this spiritual union,
and that we will have experiences there as
truly real as we have now. And this subject tells us that this spiritual being awaits"
us on the other side; tells us of Christ, of
his mission in the world; and when the
angel said that that mission was for all the
world, all mankind, every kindred, it was
a material 101anifestation, an absolute thing·
ln' . mir
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fortify our faith. We have seen it tried in
many regards and no one should object to
this. For a good many years the people
of this country have gathered around circles and places in order to get something
from the realms above; they have inquired
of their dea,l friends, ancl their grandmothers and their grandfathers because they
were in doubt about the future. They
were in doubt as to whether they woulcl
have an existence beyond the grave; and.
therefore it seems that this evidence comes
in a time when it is most needed; and the
evidence that clusters around us to-day is
of such a character, that it fortifies our faith
beyond question. That connectec1 with the
experiences of the Christian in this great
spiritual compact makes all sure and confident that by and by we will be associated
with the friends that have passed on; and
we will he permitted to live in that great
association with the moral character that
we have made for ourselves here, and
with nothing better. We will be just the
kind of beings we have sought to be in
our lives and in our. experiences here.
I was struck forcibly by the conduct of
our co-laborer, Josiah E !ls. The old man
before bis death marked out and told them
what to do, how to dress him and where
to lay him. He says, "I am not afraid to
die, it is all right. I am going home."
Old soldier, just as confident, just as sure,
just as positive, by reason of his faith and
the evidences that clustered around his
faith, that his hope was not built upon
cunningly devised fables. No, when this
life and his life work were drawing to a
close, when the }\;faster called him home,
"I am not afraid to die, brother Griffiths.
I am ready to go. My work is done."
He awaited the future ju8t as though it
was but the work of to-morrow; because
be knew that he had not followed cunningly devised fables. This is what we
want. When we are sure of the facts of
our faith, that they are true, then are we
firm in our hope. Men arc trying these
things. I have been in a great many
States since I met with you before, and
they are trying them everywhere; and
every now and then they try one of our
representatives, and try to get hold of
something that is feeble, something that
thev can show is not true, is not a fact with
the' skeptical world. They push on and
try to get something of this kind to demonstrate that it is not true. But they have
not been able to overcome a single fact
yet. I want to encourage you with the
great thought in this latter day work, we
have not followed cunning! y devised fables,
hnt can sustain in an examination before
the world the position we hold, and show
that it is true, that it is all that we claim
for it. If these things are true, my brethren, then it seems to me that our course so
far as the future is concerned is clear.
Every man and every woman has a work
to do, a work that will do to think about,
to stand still and look back upon, to the
triumph of this great cause.
It has triumphs, and the Saints associated in this
great work have looked and may look for
the salvation that is to come with confidence
fi,\ith 1 being bi1ilt µpon so sure 11 f911µ·

elation. Let us-he encouraged, let us be
comforted to go on, and work and labor
in the interests of the work and in our
own interests, that we may partake of his
Spirit and assimilate his character, and
enter into his rest.
I thank you for your
kind attention.

HETERODOX ORTHODOXY.
A LETTER TO R. G. INGERSOLL IN C.HICAGO·
TRIBUNE.

I HAVE been a constant reader of your public utterances from the Cincinnati Conventiun to the
present time. As most of them have· been upon
religious questions, I have diligently compared
them with the teachings of the Bible and the current theories of existing orthodoxy, and in some
instances found them eminently satisfactory. As
a young ma;, seeking after the truth, only unfettered by strong orthodox ties and predisposed to
the theories of the school of free thought, I think
I studied your lectures with a moderate degree of
favor.
It is but proper to say that in connection with
"Mistakes of l\1oses,'' "Sculls," "\Vhat Must I
Do to Be Saved" ect.,_ I read the Bible, Butler·s
"Analogy," "Horne's Introduction," Hopkins'
"Evidences of Christianity," \Vilfords' "Problem
of Human Life," Mr. Darwin's and Prof. Haechel's works on "Evolution" and "Spontaneous
Generation," with several other effusions of less
scholarship and merit, including Paine's "Age of
Reason." The "replies" to your lectures by the
clergy are most of the.m unworthy of special
mention, more than they hoisted the orthodox
flag, shouldered their shotguns, blazed away, and
-provect themselves only a little less infidel than
yourself.
I made up my mind on reading your first lecture that if the Bible doctrin.e was true, it was
my privilege to know it; if there was no heaven,
hell, devil, or future, it was my religious duty to
investigate the subject and deny it.
After fully tracing the various channels of
evidence, I was forced to the very unwelcome
but candid conclusion that your lecture contained
more self.negations, contradictions, and intellectual aberrations and absurdities, than were to be
found in the Old and New Testaments together.
You are a public man lecturing upon subjects
of vital interest to the public, and as such I deem
it but ji.1st that I should publicly address you.
I THEREFORE INVITE YOUR ATTENTI0:'-1 TO THE
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

I.£ self-contradictions or interpolations
are of sufficient force to invalidate the Bible
claims to authenticity and authority, will not contradictions, slanders and falsehoods do the same
for your lectures?
SECOND. If I were to deliver a lecture on
"The Mistakes of Moses" in the City of Chicago,
and in the close of that lecture assert that Christianity puts men in Hell whose characters are
pure and others in Heaven who are polluted
and mean, when the Bible teaches the exact opposite, what would you consider me? A libeler,
a slanderer, a heartless caricaturist, or a pestiferous ass? which?
Would you not consider that I had failed to
distjngu)sh hetween infi<,lel orthodoi>y and 11n,
FIRST.
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adulterated Christianity? Or would you define
me as a ranting ignoramus unworthy of confidence? Suppose a church-or the church for
that matter-teaches a doctrine. directly adverse
to that taught in the New Testament, would not
that church, in point of fact, be infidel to the author or authors of the Christian Scriptures, and
should not attack be made, if made at all, upon
the church for apostasy instead of upon the system it stultifies?
THIRD. If the Author of Christianity teaches
that "faith without works is dead, being alone,"
and that condemnation follows as a consequen.ce of immoral and perverse dealing, and salvation is the ultimate of a just and merciful life,
and in the face of this "the church" should teach
salvation upon the basis of "faith only,'' would
not such te.achings and such church be infidel to
Him and His doctrine? By critical investigation
I found that the Christian Scriptures teach that
faith, independent of a pure, upright life, will not
save a solitary soul of the race, and that salvation
comes only to the pure in heart, the just, the
merciful, and the upright in life. On the other
hand, I found much of the orthodoxy of the <lay
based upon the doctrine of "faith aione." I· also
found that you were charging this "faith alone"
theology upon the genius of Christianity, instead
of branding the doctrine and its advocates as legitimate and approved members of the sch'.>ol of
infidelity to Jesus Christ.
Men who preach that "falt.h only" is the correct doctrine of salvation, are not disciples of
Christ, and the man who cha.rges their aberrations
upon Christianity ifself is "orthodox" with them,
ignorant of Gospel teaching and correct rules of
logic or a willful perverter of the truth.
FOURTH. Can you show positive evidence in
the New Testament of "infant damnation," baptismal regeneration, or Hell as the final habitation
of a single man, woman, or child whose life has
been or will be devoted to the happiness and ·welfare of others? I can not find such doctrine
taught. To the contrary, I find salvation for unbaptized children and eternal life promised every
soul of the race grand enough to fill life with
sunshine and peace.
Are not the men, then, who teach these monstrous perversions as parts of the Christian re·
ligion, infidels and apostates?
FIFTH. During what is known as the "Dark
Ages" wasn't the persecuted party always a professed follower of Christ~a member of some
small church which held tenaciously to the New
Testament as its only creed-and were not such
persons tortured for antagonizing the doctrine of
infant damnation or some other infamous innovation of the Church of Rome? And are not men
who as individuals or churches, to-day or any
time, past or future, preach for doctrines the commandments of men, and enforce them upon
others, either by unjust legislation, forcible
means, or instruments of torture, in open violation
of the very spirit of the Christian Lawgiver?
SIXTH. In your lecture on "What Shall We
Do to Be Saved," I find you in one paragraph
subscribing to the doctrine, "If ye forgive men
their trespasses," by pronouncing it "good." In
an°other paragraph you declare your doctrine to
be "No forgiveness. Eternal, inexorable iustice."
Now the question in tolerable English is, What
am I to believe? Must I believe that you lied
when .rou subscribed to the doctrine of forgive-

ness, or that you told the truth then and lied
edict that men must cease to think and investigate
further on when you threw forgiveness aside and
or be damned, and the probabilities are that most
of them were damned that did. To-day when its
declared for eternal, inexorable justice? Or am
old tactics of binding the consciences and minds
I to believe that you lied both times, or that you
of the populace to the leadership of the few, have
did not lie at all, or yet you were so full of
oratorical twaddle that you forgot the last time
been paralyzed it changes base, and sets up the
what yoli had said the first time, or that you
rabble-inspiring howl of liberty.
re:i.lly believed what you said both times, or just
Do you know, Mr. Ingersoll, that your vocifersaid it all for fun?
ous twaddle upon "liberty and development" is
worse than a misnomer? Do you know that
SEVKNTH. Since Christ taught that bloodtheoretically your plea for liberty is one for that
shed and murder belong to the catlaogue of
which no sensible man denies, and your decrimes, and that cruelty is inhuman and impious,
nouncement of oppression is that for which no
was not John Calvin an infidel-denying Chrisman pieads? Practically the liberty of the gostianity in his practice-instead of a Christian bepel of the infidelity of the day is social ostracism
liever when he caused the burning of Servetus?
and coercion for the Christian clergy and comE1GHTH. Were not the authors of the Spanish
munity. Stephen Girard, an infidel of PhiladelInquisition enemies to Him who said, "My kingphia, founded the Girard College, and by the
dom is not of this world, else would my servants
fight,'' "Love your enemies, do good to them that
terms of the bequest there are a class of American citizens who can not enter its gates forever.
hate you, despitefully use you, and speak all
\Vhy? Are they outlaws? No. Are they covmanner of evil against .you." Every shriek, and
ered with the leprosy of crime? No. Got the
groan, and wail that went up from the rack and
stake was from the lips of men or women who
small-pox? No. What have they done? Why
became martyrs and suffered death rather than
they have committed the heinous sin of preachbow to the superstitious traditions and innovaing the Gospel of Jesus Christ. And besides
tions of an apostate church; and did not this
this, it has been heralded through the public
church do for lhe Bible and legitimate cause of
press, that America is to have one free town.
Christ, with fire, and sword, and rack, and stake,
Its name is Liberal, situated in the State of
and t.hnmb-screw, that which you are seeking to
Missouri. Tf1e basis of its freedom is liberty
do to-day by sarcasm, slander and abuse-viz.:
from the clergy and. churches. No church or
supercede them with human productions and
minister of Christ is to he granted a hQ~se withspeculations?
in its corporate limits.
Adopt your familiar
Is not this about the only difference? They
phrase, stop now and "Think of it." Yes, think
burned Bibles wrested from the hands of Chrisof this in free America, and that too under the
tian believers and replaced them with catechisms
oratorical balderdash of "free thougbt" "liberty"
and h nm an enactments. You destroy confidence
and "humanity." Then, too, you will find a
in the Bible by falsely attributing the corruptions
twang of this from your own lips in your "Misof hypocritical priests to its teachings, and by takes of Moses," where you urge that not anothridiculing the Gospel through theories and doger dollar shall be given to the missionary cause
mas for which it is in no way responsible.
or to erection of a Christian church. You will
I am not a defender of "the church." I believe
find the practical liberty of infidelity in homes
it was infidel to the spirit, purpose, and teachings
in this free land, where infidel lrnsbands made a
of the Author of Christianity, and that instead
hell on earth for their wives and children because
of loyalty to Him its whole history has been one
of their relations to the church and Sabbath
of apostasy, and fraud. And further, that 1he
School. If this is not enough, ti'1'n your eyes
liberty that you enjoy is the product of Christianover the history of France, find the "Godess of
ity, and every va.ssal and instrument of intellectReason," a nude harlot-a fitting emblem-carual slavery was born of the devil, with the exried through the etreets of Paris, the land filled
press purpose of crushing fr~edom of thought and
with terror and human gore, 1.he white scared
action; and more, it was the spirit of Christianity
face of the !rem bling child wailing over the
rigid form of the Christian dead and none to hear
that turned the starless night of doubt and fear
the wailing cry; mothers torn from their homes,
into the assurance of belief by the thrilling declarand husbands from their wives, all in the name
ation, "Prove all things; hold fast that which is
of"Liberty." Do you want anything more? Go
good." This was the watchword and the guidingto the infidel school of free love and hear its destar of the early Christians, and it has been the
nunciations of the sanctity of marriage, and its
Christian Gibraltar all through the ages of the
plea to make man and woman as the unmated
past. Shakespeare, Newton, Leibnitz, Copernisavage beasts; go down still lower, to the foul
cus, Herschel, Milton, Morse, and all the inventand licentious literature that appeals to all the
ors and discoverers who have enriched science,
baser passions of passionate men, and heat the
and art, and literature, persisted, toiled and wrote
Liberal League plead for its transmission through
under its sheltering wings. Until the. infidelity
the United States mails until it loses the name of
of the past, which in the shape of "the church,''
decency and is compelled to disband.,
bullied, cursed, and denied thinkers and unfetterGO"to Voltaire and Diderot, the infidel aposed believers the right of life and liberty and the
tles of France; contemplate one as a chronic
pursuit of happiness, was lashed into impotency
adulterer, the other as having discarded a noble
by the ponderous strokes of mind and reason.
self· sacrificing wife for two successive mistresses.
Christianity said at the first, and it says to-day,
If this is not enough, come home once more to
"Prove all things and hold fast to the good."
our own land, follow into the saloons and slums
Infidelity by hypocrisy first entered the church,
of any city the young profligates and hoodlums
slowly gained power, and when strong. enough,
who denounce Christianity; and from decks of
under the name of Christianity made unholy degreasy cards, over glasses of bitter beer, and
crees, obedience to which would destroy Christian
amid fumes of sickening smoke eulogize .rom;
vitality, and then "capped the climax., with the
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lectures as t'he light of the nineteenth century.
I do not believe that you have seen this in its
ti'ue light. If not, stop and considcr-"think of
it;" "think of il."
If the Bible is the foul and obscene book you
would fain make men believe, how does it come
that the most immoral, and grossly indecent people despi.se, abhor, and turn from it, while the
' moral, refined, and -pious read and revere? and
how does it come that the Christian church and
clergy are in the front ranks of every moral reform, while free-thinkers, so far, have been the
last to fall in line, and then only a few of the
more noble of them at that? How does it come
that nearly aH drunkards, adulterers, murderers,
thieves, liars, and harlots, when facing death,
admit their lives as having been infidel to the
teachings of the New Testament of Jesus Christ.
And how does it come that the happiest homes
are those wh~re Christian gentleness dwells
supreme? And how does it come that you invariably tum to the moral code of the Gospel
when you utter anything substantial and good?
Can you show a solitary moral truth you ever
uttered that has not its life germ in the moral
code framed by Christ? I wiH now, before I
close, show you a Christian home. "Husbands,
love your wives as Christ loved the church, and
gave himself for it." "\Viv,'s, obey your husbands." (No trouble to obey such a husband as
that. He'll do all the hard work himself).
"Children; obey your parents, for this is right."
"Parents, provoke not your children to wrath."
See if you "Be affectionate one toward another."
The most thrillingly happy place this side the
perfumed garden of God is such a home-happy
laughter, happy song, happy childhood there;
no fear of the DeYil, and not the thinne;;t shadow
of Hell.
In one of your lectures you declare it to be
inhuman to be happy in Heaven, with others
away off in IIelL If this is true, don't you think,
honor bright, that it is almost crimin<>l and
brutish for you to be so boisterously happy with
the pinched lips of wo, the thln fjngers of famine, and the human misery that are every where
so close around you unrelieved and unloved in
this life?
Now, three more questions, and then I am
done for the present.
You affirm that all our conceptions are dependent upon external objects; that we can only conceive of things as we see them in the external
world. Can yon tell me from what external object or objects comes our conception of truth?
You deny the immaculate conception of Christ.
Does not the history of his life in its purity, per•
fection, and doctrines comport with the idea of
immaculate conception? Can you explain the
immaculate purity of his life npon any other hypothesis?
Would you consider my remark
specially personal if, after reading your lectures
and comparing them with the Bible and evidences of Christianity, I should say that your dogma
may be cream and butter for you at $soo per
night, bnt for me at 50 cents a lecture it is mighty
thinly-skimmed milk made into a tremendously
poor quality of green cheese?
EBENEZEfl TWIST.

HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspired Transl~tio.n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sheep or J,1 brary bmclrng. __ ...... .- . . . ........ ". . . . 1
~mif1tion Moro~co, gilt edges ................... " •... 2
u l'iorocco, g1l~edg~~s ..... :·:····•u ... G~
bH_,~
2
;New Testiimeut, mspu·ed ecltt10u. __ ........ , ....... "
....

....

56
OG

50
71)

~

No Credit for moneys reeeived on subscription will
appear on the Colored Address Label of tlle Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, ex·
cept in case of person" desiring a change in P.O. uddress.

MALAD.
Conference convened at Malad City, Oneida
county, Ida'.-io, June 17th, 1886, at two p. m. John
Lewis, presiding; J. Vanderwood, clerk. Branch
Reports: Malad City 33, including 3 Elders, r
acting Priest; 4 added by baptism, I removed by
letter. Samaria 7 members; 4 Elders, 1 acting
Priest, r acting Teacher; 1 received by letter.
Oxford 25; 2 Elders, 2 Teachers, r Deacon.
Elkhorn, not reported. Elders \Villiam Richards,
Morgan Jones, John Vanderwood, Owen Thomas,
James Thomas, Henry John, Thomas Jenkins,
John Lewis and William E. Gooch reported in
person; and John I-I.Condit by letter. R.J.Anthony reported having baptized three in Richmond, and in speaking of God's work saw golden
opportunites open up to the Elders. The following resolutions then passed: That we sustain by
our faith, means and prayers all the spiritual and
temporal authorities of the Church of Jes us Christ
of Latter Day Saints. That we sustain R. J. Anthony as president of the Rocky Mountain Mission. That we elect John Vanderwood as district
treasurer, to recei\'e such donations as the Saints
and friends feel disposed to give for the spread of
trnth, to be disbursed for the good of the mission.
That John Lewis act as district president for the
ensuing three months: That John Vanderwood
act as permanent secretary for the district. The
preaching during conference was done by R. J.
Anthony. Adjourned to meet at Oxford, Idaho,
on October 9th, r886, at eleven a. m.
GALLAND'S GROVE DISTRICT.
The conference of the above district convened
at Deloit, June rrth, \V. \V. \Vhiting, president,
John Pett, and Charles E. Dutterworlh, secretaries. Branch Reports :-Galland's Gro\·e 253;
r baptized, 2 received by vote, 2 died. Boyer
Valley 64; 9 baptized, r removed by letter, I expelled. Mason's Grove 125. Salem 86; r died.
North Coon 25. Coalville 22; I baptized. Ministerial Reports.-Ira A. Goff, Robert Montgomery, 13. F. Wicks, William A. Carroll, John
Rounds (baptized 2), E. C. Brand, William Jordan, John Rudd (baptized 3), John A. Mcintosh,
Daniel Shirk, W. Whiting, John Pett, James
Turner, C. E. Butterworth, John Hawley, Benan
Salisbury, J. F. McDowell (baptized 9), Thomas
C. Dobson, Wm. McKim, David Brewster, John
Dobson and Newton Bro15den. All had labored
as circumstances permitted, and expressed a
willingness to continue to do what they could for
the good of the work. Preaching in the evening
by Bro.John A. Mcintosh, assisted by Bro. C. E.
Butterworth. Saturday, 12th, nine a. m., a good
spiritual prayer and testimony meeting was held.
It was resolved that we ratify the action of the
Re.,union Meeting held at Galland's Grove in
October last, for the purchase of a tent by the
Little Sioux and Ga!land's Gro\'e Districts, for
the purpose of holding reunion and camp meetings, and we hereby authorize and request the
district 'secretary to write the several presidents
of branches to take up collections to pay their
snare of the cost of the satl}e. A two days'

meeting was appointed to be held at the Salem
Branch, commencing July 17th, Bro. C. E.
Butterworth in charge, with Bro. Robert Montgomery to assist him. Bishop's Agent's Report.
-Cash on hand at last report, March 5th, $17.26.
Received since, $48.85; paid out $22 85 ;_balance
on !)and $43.26. John Pett, Agent. Bro. W.
Whiling was sustained as president of the district and Bro. C. E. Butterworth assistant president, till after the close of the next district conference. The spiritual and temporal authorities
of the church were sustained by vole. Preaching
in the evening by Bro. Daniel Shirk. Sunday
morning a prayer and testimony meeting was
held, the gifts of the gospel were manifested, the
Saints were blessed and encouraged, the faith of
all strengthened, and eyery heart made to rejoice.
After the prayer meeting Bro. E. C. Brand
preached. The afternoon was occupied in preaching by Dro, Charles Butterworth, and lhe evening by Bro. James Turner. Adjourned to meet
at Dow City, on Friday, November 5th, at 2: 30
p. m.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
The conference of the above district convened
in Henderson Fields' Grove, July 18th and 19th,
1886, at eleven o'clock, a. m. President Levi Anthony in the chair; Bro. R. M. Elvin, as secretary
jro. f'7n. Present High Priest R. C. Elvin; Elder
Levi Anthony, R. M. Eivin (baptized 2), J. W.
Waldsmith, C. I-I. Porter, J. Armstrong, - Malcom, I-I. Fields, Sr., James Ervin, and Samuel C.
Grass; Priest Fred. L. Tucker; Teachers James
Furguson and John Young,; Deacons A. Carpenter, Samuel Swank, Alex. Young, reported.
The preaching was done by R. C. Elvin, C. H.
Porter and R. M. Elv!n. Report of Bishop's
Agent: Free will offering, received $12.15; paid
O'.lt, $5 65; on tithing, received $49 6o; paid out
$z5. Branch Reports: Blue River, last report
w8, present number 109; gained 2 by baptism, and
].Jss one by withdrawal at their own reques•.
Palmyra, last report 37, present 39; 2 baptized.
Platte River 28. Mi~sions were granted brethren R. C. Elvin, and J. Armstrong. The present
district officers were sustained. Adjourned to
meet at Wilber, Saline county, October wth, at
eleven a. m.

ADVOCATE NOTICE.
The eighth volume of the Saints' Advocate
closed with the June number, and with its issue
the publication of the paper ceased. Severe ill·
ness compelled us lo leave the Utah mission in
April, and our recovery up to the present does
not justify the hope of retllrn there in the near
future. We regret this 'for various reasons, but
must submit to the inevitable.
A number of subscriptions have not yet expired, and all who have thus overpaid we request
to notify the undersigned by card at once as to
how they desire settlement-whether a return of
the amount overpaid to them in cash or stamps,
or whether by credit on the Herald. We desire
to close the list immediately.
There are also a very large number who are
delinquent, some for months and many for
years. In order that we may settle promptly
with those who have overpaid we must have
prompt returns from those in arrears. To all
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such we earnestly offer a request that they immediately upon reading this notice, look at the yellow label on their June AdzJocate, learn the
amount of their indebtedness, and forward the
same to the address given below. We appeal for
prompt action in this matter that our credit may
be kept good with all.
The A<fooca!e ha> not been published with a
view to making money, but for benefit of benighted Israel in the west. It has done good. Hundreds of copies have been circulated gratis monthly. On account of our illness we have been dependent upon the kindness of the }Jerald editors
in preparing the last three numbers, and our
thanks are hereby tendered them for their generous help, also to all who have aided us in any
way in our labor of love.
' As the A<foocate is the private property of the
undersigned, he has taken the lists into his personal charge, from the basis of which to settle
with .all indebted to him, or to whom he is indebted. If, however, it will prove more convenient for any to send money to the .Herald office,
they can address David Dancer, Box 82, Lamoni,
Iowa, as before; but to "save .the Herald office all
the trouble we can, we advise that all business
possible be done direct with the undersigned at
Box 372, Independence, Jackson Co., Missouri.
JOSEPH LUFF.
TWO DAYS' MEETING.
Arrangements having been made by the brethren of the Southern Michigan District, I am authorized to announce a Two Days' meeting to be
held at the Fowler School-house, in Quincy
township, Branch county, Michigan, on the I 4th
and r5th of August, convening on the 14th at
IO: 30 a. tn.
If the weather i~ favorable, our Sunday service will be held in Mr. Archer's Grove.
Elder C. Scott and Bishop Blakeslee, of Galien,
are expected to be with us. Come brethren,
rally! Come with the Spirit and a desire to have
a good time, and we will ha ye it.
B. V. SPRINGER, Missionary.
RAY, Ind., July 28th, 1886.

Two days' meetings for the Northern Illinois
District, will be held at Plano, August 28th and
29th; and at Piper City, Ford county, September
IIth and 12th. Local brethren are expected to
be present and assist in the services. The traveling ministry are cordially invited. Any of the
brethren of the General Ministry who can attend one, or both of these meetings, will be welcome, and their services appreciated.
F. M. COOPER,
Pres. of Northern Ill. Dist.
NORTH-EAST MISSOURI.
To the Saints in the North-East Missouri District.-As I can not leave home at the present,
owing to sickness, and the church needs means
for the poor and other things, I tak~ this method
of asking you to try and help by obeying the
Lord. Section 42, paragraph 8, Doc. and Cov.:
"If thou lovest me thou shalt serve me and keep
all my commandments; and, behold, thou wilt
remember the poor and consecrate of thy properties for their support that which thou hast to
impart unto them."
Brethren, I hope that each
one will do what he can, and God wm bless you
for the same. Hoping to hear from you soon, as
I need help. Yours truly,
ROBERT THRUTCI-ILEY, Bishop's Agent.
,l)!AQO!j: Cr~Y, Macon Co., Mo., Box 474.

FREMONT.
Please give notice that the Fremont District
conference that was set for August 15th, has been
continued until October r6th, at Shenandoah. Respectfully yours,
W. C. MATTHEWS,
Sccrelm~y '!I Dist.
BORN.
\Vn.LIAMS.--1\Iay 23d, i886, to Bro. and Sr.
Thomas \Villiarm,'a daughter; blessed July 18th,
by El1ler W. 0. Thomas, and named Girlie.
MARRIED.
SORENSON-MOLDRUP.-At the residence of
Bro. J. H. Hansen\" Lamoni, Iowa, August 2d,
1886, by Elder Joseph Smith, Bro. Soren K.
Sorenson, of Kearney county, Nebraska_, and Sr.
Trena M. Moldrup, of Lamoni, formerly of Plano,
Illinois. The young people started for a home
in Nebraska the same day, with the good wishes
of the Saints to follow them.
DIED.
W1LMOTT.-In Carson City, Nevada, April
24th, 1886, of pneumonia, Edward Wilmott, a
native of England, aged 65 years.
W1LMOTT.-In Fairview, New Mexico, April
22d, 1886, of rheumatism of the heart, Fanny
Willmott, wife of Edward 'Willmott. Bro. and
Sr. \Vilmott were fa.ithful members of the church;
he was a Teacher in it. They were baptized at
Gravois, St. Louis Co., J\1issouri, February 23d,
1867, by Elder \Vm. Hazzledine. Bro. Wilmott
was born June 30th, 1821, Si'. Wilmott February
19th, 18z7. The funeral was conducted from the
Presbyterian Church, by its Pastor, at the request of Bro. Wilmott's son, April 29th, 1886.
So pass the aged and the good.
DR1SCOL.-At Fremont, Nebraska, July 24th,
1886, Sister Polly Driscol, aged 63. Deceased
at the time of her death was visiting her daughter,
Sr. James Huff. On the nd, while assisting in
household duties, she complained of feeling ill;
her 'daughter requested her to quit; she then
attempted to walk across the floor, staggered and
sank into a chair. It was a very warm day, and
she was overcome with the heat; on the above
date she quietly passed away. Her remains were
conveyed to Springfield, Nebraska, near which
place she was laid to rest, lvesi.dc her husband.
She was greatly loved by all who knew her.
The great number that followed her remains to
her resting place was a better eulogy than the
most gifted. orator could have given her. Funeral sermon by Edward Rannie," Jr., from Acts
26:6-8.
'
\V1LSON.-At Max; Dundy County, Nebraska,
June 26th, 1886, Mary M., wife of Charles Wilson,
aged 26 years and six months, lacking five days.
Deceased was a daughter of the late Samuel
Badham; was baptized at Galland's Grove, September ZISt, 1877, by her brother, of J. R. Badham.
She removed with. her husband to Max in
January last, but was brought home for interment in the Farm Creek Cemetery. She leaves
two daughters, the youngest four weeks old.
Funeral services by D. Hougas. Another faithful friend and sister gone.to rest.
SnARPE.-At her home, near Eagleville, Missouri, after a lingering illness of fifteen months,
Mn: .. Elizabeth, wife of Mr. Preston Sharpe.
Mrs. Sharpe was born at Pontefract, England,
January 15th, 1830; was married to Preston
Sharpe, February 4th, 1853; to whom she bore
two sons a~d two daughters, all of whom survive

SII
her; at her death she was 56 years and S months
old. She was a consistent and worthy member
of the Christian Church, of eighteen years' experience. Funeral serrnon by Elder James \V.
Gillen, assisted by Elder George Adams.
IfoPKINs.-David Hopkins, Jr., son of Bro. Da·
vid and Ann Hopkins, was born at Syracuse,
Ohio, October 13th, T864; was baptized by Elder
T. \V. Smith, March 24th, 1875; died June 20th,
r886. Bro. Hopkins was a young man of promise
in business. At the time he was taken sick he
was clerking in the store of the Winefried Coal
Company, on Kanawha river, West Virginia;
was taken sick coming from the funeral of a fellow clerk. He took the same fever that his partner had died (typhoid), and in a couple of days
started home; when reaching home the fever
was on him; he suffered much. He was the very picture of health; but when this monster, fever, took hold of him, he was buried in less than
two weeks after he arrived home. The funeral
was held in the Presbyterian Church, it being
larger than the Saints' Church; notwithstanding
this, a great many failed to get in. Mr. John \V.
Vaughan of the Presbyterian, and Thomas J.
Lawrence of ·the Methodist church, conducted
the singing. The sermon was preached from St.
John 5: 24., by Elder Thomas Matthews.
W ALKER.--At Newton, Iowa, July 22d, 1886,
George \\Talker; born in Heronthorp, Yorkshire,
England, July 2d, 11317, being sixty-nine years and
twenty days old at his death. He united with
the first organization r843; .came to Newton,
Iowa, in 1859, and subsequently united with the
Reorganized Church; was an Elder of more than
usual ability in expounding the first principles of
th.,; gospel, a clear, distinct, forcible speaker, at
once impressing the hearer with a sense of his
qeep conviction of the truths he presented af\d of
his unswerving faith in the cause he had espoused.
He declared on his death-bed, "There is no fear."
The brethren who knew him will feel thats ense of
regret which must accompany the loss of a tried
and true Elder and Saint of God. He leaves an
aged wife to mourn his loss. Funeral services
by J. X. Davis. A consolation meeting to be
held next Sunday afternoon, August 1st, at
Saints' Hall.
BENNET.-At Bevier, Macon county, Missouri,
August 23d, r885, from billions fever, Bro. Edward Bennet, at the age of 73 years. Funeral
service by Ephraim Rowlands. Bro. Bennet
united with the Brighamite faction in Wales, in
the year 1848 or 49, and continued with them a
good man un ti! the year 1863; when he was baptized into the Reorganized Church, at Nantyglo,
Wales, by Elder John \Vatkins, Sen.; from which
time he continued to be a faithful witness for the
tr\.tth, until his death. He left a daughter and
son-in-law to mourn his loss. May they emulate
him in life, that when they die they may have a
hope to "meet him again at the resurrection of the
just.
SHUMATE.-At Gal!and's Grove, Shelby Co.,
Iowa, June 12th, 1886, sister Julia M. Shumate.
Deceased was born in Adams county, Illinois,
November 4th, 1845, was baptized in April,
1866, by Wm. Anderson; was firm in the faith,
and died in hope of corning forth in the resurrection of the just. Funeral services by Bro. I.
Hansen.'
SATTERFIELD.-Near Xenia, Sarpy county,
Nebraska, July 28th; 1886, from the kick of a
horse, Henry J., son of Mr. William and Sister
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Rachel A. Satterfield. His suffering was only
_about twenty-four hours; he was 18 years, 7
months, and 28 days old at time of his departure;
was an excellent young man and a faithful,
dutiful son, favorable to the faith, but not obedient
thereto. Funeral sermon by Robert M. Elvin,
from Job r4: 14, to a large gathering. Many
followed the remains in the rain, four miles to
the grave.
TENT NOTICE.
The committee appointed to procure a tent for
the use of the Saints of the Little Sioux and Gal!and's Grove districts of the church, desire to say
that the tent has been purchased, and is now ready for delivery. It is therefore requested that
all who subscribed will as soon as convenient
forward the amount of their subscription to either Bro. Wm. C. Cadwell, Logan, Harrison county, Iowa, or Bro. John Pett, Dow City, Crawtord
county, Iowa. If more convenient, the moriey
may be handed to either one of the members of
the committee in person. Let the brothers and
sisters be prompt in this matter, so that there
may be iis little delay as possible in closing the
matter·up.
(WM. C. CADWELq·
C
"tc
j JOHN PETT,
omtm Lee: l J. \V. CnATBURN,
LJ. M. PUTNEY.
[There should be no delay in this matter.-Ed.]
SAINTS' REUNION.
The Saints' Rem1ion, to be held at ·wheeler's
Grore, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, will commence on Saturday, Septernber 4.th, 18S6, at ten
a.111. Judging '.frrur. our etrdnent st~cces~ of 'last
fall, together with the expectation of the presence of 13co. Joseph Smith anti many other able
speakers, the splendid accornodtions, fine grove,
boarding-house, &c., and the promise of many
to attend who could not come last fall, we will
have one of those real "old fashioned ti mes," long
to be remembered. The full particulars will be
given further on. Come one and all, prepared to
stay the whole nine days.
D. Houc;As, Prrs. of Committee.
REUNION MEETING.
The committee appointed to make arrange. men ts for the Re· union meeting have decided to
hold it at Garner's Grove, in the Little Sioux dis-·
trict, commencing on Saturday, October 2d, l88(i.
Negotiations are in progress to complete the arrangements in detail, of which due notice will be
given. This is the same place at which the meeting was held two yea\'s ago, but has been made
more accessible, and improved in various ways,
so that every thing comidered, the committee
think they have made the best ~election that
could have been made.
P. CADWELL,
DAVID HALL,

]. c.

CRABB.

IIESPERIS.
Po~ms by David II. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges .........................••............... 1 50

VISIONS OF JOSEPII SMI'l'H, ·ruE SEER
Discoveries of Ancient Arnerir.an Records and Relics
wlth the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others; paper covers. 48 pag-es . . . • • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • • 15
LIFE OF JOSEPH THE PROPHET, HIS1'0HY OF
'l'HE HEORGANIZED CHURCH, AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JOSEPH SilII'rH.
In Cloth, full gilt finished, very handsome ............ 2 20
'!'his book contains 827 paf?eS of large, clear reading
matter; also, three very fine Steel Engravin;.;s, and a fac
simile of the Autograph of Joseph the Propnet and Emma, and of Joseph Smith; also, Steel Engraving of Hyrum

1$m.itll. A complety lli~tvry of tile Cll..111·c11 uu w lSSO.

~RACTS.

No. 2.-Trnth Made Mamfe•t; 20c. a doz., rn 100..... 1 ro
No. 3.-Voice of the Hood Sl1epher<l; 5c. u tlnz .. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
ond the Kirtland rremple S,nit: 5c. per doz.-, 2:.lc. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,003.... . . .......... 1 75
No. 5.-'rhe Gospel. ............. prtce the eame ae No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One-Bar>tiem:n its Mode, 8ubjncti:3. PreReqnlt<ites, and Desigu,-and \i\7ho Shall Administer; 16 pages; 2:Sc. per doz pP.r 1OJ- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can be SaVf'd; 5c. n doz., JOO .••••.. 1 75
No. 8.--Fuiness of the At.ouemt~ut; 25c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9,-Spiritnnlism Viewed from 11 8criptnr11l Standpoint; 20 page'; 30c. per dozen. per 100 ............. 2 25
No. 10.-Thc Narrow Way; 8 p.; Jo;c, a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No. 11.-rrhe Plan of Salvation; :~Oc. i1clozeu.100 .... 2 25
No.12.-':rhe Bible verrUFl Poljgnmy; ;25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No. 14.-Reply to Oreon Pratt; ~5c. a dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brigliamite lriolu1ry; 5c. "dozen. per 100.... 40
No. 1ti.-Polygumy; \VaEi It all Urjginal 'rcnet of the
Church; 2Jc., a dozen, per 100 ...................... 1 40
No. 17.-The SuccesRor in the I'411Jphctic Ofticc ancl
Presidency of the Church; 25c. u dozen, 100 for ...... 1 75
No. 18.-Rejcction of the Chmch; 15c. 11 doz. 100 for 1 10
N9. 20.-'rhe "'One Urnly-; or the~ 0h1irch of Chrii:_;;.t
under the Apostlesl11p a1HI nuder tile. Aposta•y;
1\l pages; 20c. ti dozen, JO:J for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-Trnths by 'l'hree Wi tncsecs; 3c. t1 dnz., JOO.. 15
N.o. ~2.-I1 aith an<l Repentance: 1Gc. u. dozen, 100 ..... 1 10
No. 2:3.-Baptisn1; 10 pages; }~Oc. a dozeu, 1GO for ..... 1 25
No. 21.-The Kingdom of God: 5c. Jt dozen, 100 for.... 40
NC:>. 25.-Laying on of Hunch'; 5c. n dnzeu, 1UO for ..... 40
No. 20.-l\touutuiu of the Lord'is Uou.::ie; 4 pagei;; f1c.
a dozen, per JOO. • • . . • . . • • • • .. • • .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . • 40
No. 27.-'l'he Sabbath Ctn<>Hiun; ~lie. a dnY.en, mo for l 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the H.e1:<11rrcct1011, from the Doctrine and Covenants; 5c. u. dozen, 100 for........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Ilook of Mormon; 15 cents n
doY.en, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 1 10.
No. 31.-Wllat is 'l'ruth? and Tiile 01tho<loxv? !llHl
an Evangelical Church? AIFO, the KirtltllH'l 1 l'{·Jll~
ple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for ~5c., 2;)0 fv1· 50c.,
500 fOr $1, 1,000 for. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . , 1 75
No. 82.-Which i.e. tho Church? tic. n dozen, 100 . . .. .. 40
No. 36.-The Spankting Story J~e~ Exami ne(l; ;JOc. a
dozen, 100 for. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A ~Temorial to CoBgress; 8 pngcN;"'lGc. a dozen, 100 .. 110
Tnal of the \VitnesBes to the Hl'~urrec1 ioJJ; ;j~ pll·
geri; fie. each~ per dozen..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CO
Pro11hecy ou the Hebellion; pe1 1110..... .. .. ...••... .. 15
~An assortment 01' rrract.~, !)J ceuts.
COMPLE1'E SE'!' 0l' 'l'HACTS.
Round in I.imp Cloth turned in ........... ·······~···· ~'5

J.

H.

HANSEN,

M.D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice i.n Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Oflicc m Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty,
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

1

11

1

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing

Geo. P.

~owell

& Co.,

Newspaper Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., Nevv York.
Send 10cts; for 100-Page Pamphlet.

·rn<'l i..ine selected b)'ti1e U.S. Oov•t
to ,carry·the·FastMail.

..

llOOK 01' ~lO!CrlON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................................ 1 25
Imitation :Morocco, ~ilt edges ..............•.••••..... l 50
Full Morocco, giltenges .............................•. 1 75
The o'nly Through Une 1 with its own tr~ck, between

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the Lan1oni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cr1ulen's CmH•.01·d:tuee or Smith's
Ui.bJe Dictionary post-paid for $LS:J.
~ Send for .specimen copy 1 containrng liRt of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.
DON'T FORl>ET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. Write for' terms nt once.
19.innt.f.

Fai•mn fot· Sale,
IX miles south.east of Independence, Mo., 153

S

t1cres of Land, SO acres of plow J111Hl, 1'3 acres of timber ancl pasture land, which can be pnrchnfled on caPy
terms. Any farther information wanted, address,
W. W. GAYLORD, SR.,
20fcb6m

.J. \V. DeNoou, M. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, clay or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Ander:son's Drug Store. Hcsidence East end
of Main S t.reet.
j Hn~Ot.f

Fa1·n1 and. Business fo11· §ale.
A choice Farm within two miies of Lamoni,
and an interest in a g:>0d paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if sold before October rst, I 886.
Address:

J.

A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.

CHDCACO"

.·.· -·· .. • · •

PEORIAo~~DENVER

ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omah11, Pacific Jundion, Atchison or
Kans:'.:ls City. It traverses all of the six Gre~at States,

ILLINOIS, !OWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, betweon

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and _Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha, ·
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termm1 It
connects in Grand Union Depots with. Through Trains to
and from all points in the United Sta1:es and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Fram::isco, Portland and City of Mexl~o

For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Route, call on an-y Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONF,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager1
CHICAGO.

Gen'l Pass. Agent.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

l:

2:

50 p. m
53 "

'l'HE SAINTS' HER.<LD is published every St1tnrday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publication of the lteorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box Si!,
Lamoni, Decatnr County, Iowa. All matters ofbnsiness
connected with the otllce should be addressed to DA VIll
' DAliGllll; communlcatiou~ and articles tQ the Jl:Dl'J'OM.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT .ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE lT llE ONE WIFE,- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN C.ASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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CORRECTION, PLEASE READ.

IN· answering the question "Can a Priest
bless the bread and wine?" we inadvertently wrote, No. This was a mistake on our
part, for which we crave our readers' pardon. We were burdened at the time, not
like Martha with "much serving," but
with many thoughts.
The law provides
that it is the Priest's duty to "preach, teach,
expound, exhort and baptize, and administer the sacrament." We therefore answer,
Yes; the Priest has the right in administering the sacrament, to bless the bread
and wine. It is usual when any of the
Elders are nresent for them to ask the
blessing upon the emblems. When an
Elder is in charge he may request the
assistance of the Priest in the duties of the
meeting. In the absence of the Elder, the
Priest being in charge, he should perform
the service of the occasion without any
hesitancy.
ON the 9th inst. we reached home, after
an active preaching tour in Shelby, Harrison, and Lucas counties, Iowa, averaging nearly one meeting per day for the
thirty days we were out. These meetings
were well attended, and some of them
very largely. Estimating the interest of
the people by these gatherings in such
times ,of hurry in business, short nights
and hot weather, we are led to think prospects are very excellent for building up
the Church of Christ in those regions.
At Harlan, Persia, Leland's Grove, Union
Grove, Little Sioux and Lucas, the Saints
and friends manifest deep interest in the
prosperity of the marvelous latter day
work. Labor, wisely and persistcmtly
done there can not fail of much precious
fruit, and we were glad indeed to find
that the lociil ministry were determined to
seek and make opportunities for preaching
the gospel of the kingdom.
It was .most gratifying to hear from
many how God had in wonderful ways

2 I, I 886.

blessed them in healings, visions and many
other heavenly manifestations, confirming
their souls. One sister at Little Sioux relates how she was healed of chronic liver
disease in 1861, which had sorely afflicted
her for many years previous, and said that
while the Elders' hands were yet upon
her head, she felt the thrilling power of
God's Spirit throughout her body, relieving her entirely, nnd that from that time
till now she had been wholly free from
that affiiction. We stopped one night at
Council Bluffs and attended a blackberry
festival at the Saints' Chapel, given in the
interest of the Sabbath School. The
brothers and sisters and friends in charge,
vied with each other in making the hours
delightful to the houseful of Sabbath
School children and the numerous guests
in attendance. Ilro. J. F. McDowell and
his able helpers spared no effort to make
the occasion enjoyable to all, and they
seemed happy in making others happy.
The Spirit constrained us to stop off at
Lucas, and it 'Yas not long before it was
perceived best for us to tarry over the
next four days, which we did, and had
five p'rofitable meetings. One man was
baptizer!, and others there are almost persuaded to be. At no very distant day we
shall, if the Lord so wills, seek to labor
in these localities again.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THERE is a liability for some to mistake
the Reunion at Wheeler's Grove, September 4th, with the Annual Reunion at Garner, to convene. October 2d. The latter is
the continuation of the first Reunion, held
after the Fall Conferences ceased. We
have no desire to write what might prevent any one attending either, or eoth of
the reunions, but we discover from the
way the notices are, worded that there is
a possibility that some who might wish to
he at the annual meeting mistaking the
vVheeler's Grove meeting to be that one.
A brother writes us strongly protesting
against the idea of the sacrament, being
withheld from persons using tobacco, as
adopted by the brethren in Tahiti. The
brother, we believe, does not himself use
tobacco in any form, but he is of the opinion that to exclude. persons .from the fellowship of the sacrament because they are
in the habit, is making the test too rigid;
and that such a rule should be first agreed
upon and enforced among the. leading
membership before being put into exclusive operation. We are decidedly opposed to the use of tobacco, but we feel no
hesitancy in partaking of the emblems
with a brother who uses it. If he receives
the testimony that Jesus is the Christ, and
the fellowship of the Spirit in token of
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peace, we can eat and drink with him; because if the Lord do not reject him, neith·
er will we. We hope none will mistake
us now and say that we are in favor of the
use of tobacco, because we arc not; we dislike it in any form, think its use damaging to mind and body, but we do not pro·
pose to put straight jackets on weak people, or impose burdens of restraint, when
it may he avoided.
Bro.James Kent of Hutchinson, Colorado, was to preach at Brighton, twenty
miles from Denver, August 7th, no preventing providence.
Bro. J. A. Burnham wrote from Independence, August 6th, that he believes
that Zion, (so far as the land is concerned),
is so far redeemed that any who may
choose to come into the "regions round
about," bringing righteousness and the
spirit of correct living. with them, may
live in peace and prosper there. He reports that crops are injured by the drouth,
hut that provisions are as cheap as elsewhere, and are plenty.
Bro. E. C. Brand had created some excitement at Rolfe, Pocahontas countv, and
was going to Des Moines on the 10th to
assist Bro. N. A. Baker in an effort there.
May God bless them.
·
Bro. T. \\T. Chatburn is getting along
well in securing the names of those serving in the war. We suggest that some
one in each locality secure the names of
those they can reach, at once and send
them in to Bro. Chatburn.
Bro. W. E. Gooch writes from Oxford,
Idaho, that Bro. R. ]. Anthony had been
there, and good· had resulted; six were
baptized and from the conditions surrounding the parties the influence must inevitably spread.
Bro. Olsen, of St. Louis, Mo., sends us
a letter received from Bro. Mads Anderson, of Aalbo'"g, Denmark, relating to the
loss of Bro. Peter N. Ilrix. Bro. Brix had
been unwell all winter, but was confined
to his bed only five days, and fell ;lSleep
March first passing peacefully, and qui~tly
away.
In September, from the 3d to the 10th
the state fair of Iowa will be held at DesMoines~ the capital of the state.
The
Premium List has been sent us by the
secretary, and makes an excellent showing for the advancement of the industries
in the state. The fare on the lines of railway running into Des:J'vfoines is "one fare
for the round trip,"which includes all points
on Iowa lines. The roads named in the list
are the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific;
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Chicago
& North-Wes tern; Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul; Illinois Central; DesMoines
& Ft. Dodge; Burlington, Cedar Rapids
and Northern; Wabash, St. Louis &
I
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Pacific; Wisconsin, Iowa & Nebraska;
Central Iowa; Minneapolis & St.Louis;
St. Louis, DesMoines & Northern; and
Desmoines, Osceola & Southern. Articles
for exhibition at the fair will be carried
for full rates to the fair, return free, on
certificate of secretary of the fair, that the
articles have been on exhibition.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. J. J. Gould writes from Vassar,
Michigan, August zd:
"I am still striving to keep my feet in the nar·
row way, though I have made mistakes since I
started to do the Master's will. I feel many times
lonely without the Herald, it is such a strength.
I mean never to be without it while I am able to
work. In our branch only one takes it and we
can not all have it. I rejoice in this latter day
work."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
it the duty of the Priest of the branch
to visit the houses of the members exhorting
them to pray vocally and in secret, and to attend
to all family dutie_s, when there is a presiding
Elder in the branch? Or is he only to assist
when occasion requires?
Ans.-lt is the Priest's duty to visit, whether
there is a presiding Elder in the branch or not.
He may visit with the presiding elder, or without
him. It is his duty to assist in any matter in
which the presiding elder may need, or ask for
his assistance, pertaining to church work.
~ues.-Is

THERE has been a sort of "tent revival" at
Council Bluffs, Iowa, in the course of
which the minister in charge one evening,
a Rev. Mr. Bell, extended an invitation
for "all accredited ministers" to be present
at a meeting in the enquiry room to talk
to the penitents. Bro. Joseph F. McDowell was present and had reason to believe
that Rev. Bell knew that he was there,
and presented himself at the door of the
inquiry room accor<ling to the request, but
was politely excluded-the invitation did
not include him. Of course he stayed out.
This is latterly contradicted by the Bee.
A writer in the Nonpariel, Council
Bluffs paper, for the 10th, gives the following graphic account of it. The Omaha
Bee of the 10th notices one of Bro. McDowell's efforts quite favorably.
NO ADMITTANCE.
HE KNOCKED AT THE DOOR, BUT IT DID NoT
OPEN UNTO HIM.

']:'o the N onparcil.

CouNCIL BLUFFS, Ia., Aug. 9.-I would like
to use a little space in your columns to make mention of a slight mistake, or if you please, a seeming lack of courtesy on the part of the management of the pavilion. I am not going to find
fault with religion because Sam Jones wanted
something like $5 a minute for his recent talks ln
Maryville. But my complaint is one that relates
to man as an entity, and not to money. I learn
that when the ministers at the tent were invited
to go back into the inquiry room at the rear, to
talk with penitents, an exception was made, and
the invitation was worded so as to exclude a certain pastor who was present. The pastor refened
to is a popular and rather brilliant young man,

but his sect or denom.ination is not of the strictly
regulation pattern of orthodoxy. So the young
pastor, although he preaches the Bible and revealed religion and morality with a vim that re·
minds the hearer of Johnathan Edwards, if not
Chrysostom, is not a "creditable minister." Now,
according to the founder of Chrfatianity, a man
who is not against Christianity, is for it. But
here is a young man of blameless character and
fine ministerial ability and success, who everywhere proclaims the Savior, and yet he don't suit
some of the cloth.
Really I am almost
reac~y to question the religious sincerity of
believers who are more wrapt up in the
form than in the simple spirit and humanity of our religion. I at least question their intelligence. "All ye are brethren." When doctors
meet in convention, all doctors are equal in privilege in the meeting. The fellow who runs his
dispensary over the country in a pair of saddle
bags, with all his talents loaded up on a long-eared mule, if his diploma is written out in ink and
manufactured in the proper medical college, has
equal privileges with the doctors who run around
in a two· horse carriage and feed their brains with
electricity. I don't expect to be called out again
during the revival. Don't wake me up again.
NERO.

THE learned Dr. Buckley, editor of The
Methodist Christian Advocate, gets off the
following in a late number of the Century
at the clo5e of a long article called an "exhaustive" one, on "Faith-healing."
"The faith-healers represent God as interfering
constantly, not by cause and effect in the order
of nature, but affecting the result directly. Their
want of superiority to those who were not Christians, but use either false pretenses or natural
laws, and their inferiority to Christ and the
apostles, condemn their pretensions. Nor does
it avail them to say, 'Christ would not come down
from the cross when taunted by unbelievers.'
They might, perhaps with propriety, refuse a
test for the test's sake, though Elijah forced one.
But in a close observation of their works the radical difference between them and those who they
say have no divine help should be manifest.
Some of them affirm that the Mormons, Newton,
and others do their mighty works by the aid of
devils. If so, since casting out devils was a miracle-working power of a very low grade, it is
wonderful that none of these persons have been
able to cast out the devils from any of the great
number who are working in this way, and thus
demonstrate their superiority as the apostles vin<licated their claims against Simon the sorcerer
and others.
"Faith-cure, technically so called, as now held
by many Protestants, is a pitiable superstition,
dangerous in its final effects.
"It may be asked, what harm can result from
allowing persons to believe in 'faith-healing?'
Very great, indeed. Its tendency is to produce
an effeminate type of. character, which shrinks
from any pain, and to concentrate attention upon
self and its sensations. It sets up false grounds
for determining whether a person is or is not in
the favor of God. It opens the door to every
superstition, rnch as attaching importance to
dreams, signs, opening the Bible at random, expecting the Lord to make it open so that they

can gather His wilJ from the first passage they
see, 'impressions,' 'assurances,' etc. Practically
it gives great support to other delusions which
claim a super-natural element. It greatly in·
jures Christianity, by subjecting it to a test which
it can not endure. It directs attention from the
moral and spiritual transformation which Christianity professes to work, a transformation which
wherever made, manifests its divinity, so that
none who behold it need any other ·proof that it
is of God. It destroys the ascendency of reason
in the soul, and thus, like similar delusions, it is
self-perpetuating; and its natural, and in some
minds, its irresistible tendency, is to mental derangement.
"Little hope exists of freeing those already entangled, but it is highly important to prevent
others from faJling into so plausible and luxurious a snare, and to show that Christianity is not
to be held responsible for aberrations of the imagination which belong exclusively to no party,
creed, race, clime, or age."

It is almost certain that Rev. Dr. Buckley, if he is half radical Methodistical in
his faith, has seldom passed a day in which
he has not in thought or word presented
God as "a very present helper in everv
time of need;" and he can not have preached as other Methodist preachers have done,
unless he shall have presented the subject
of, and a belief in "special providences," in
which interferences in human affairs have
been presented in such a way as showed
God to be engaged in active supervision
and careful, loving watchcare over his
people. The very principle of prayer,
one of the pillars of the Methodist cause,
is based upon the cognizance of human
affairs by the Deity and his answering the
cries of those who faithfully pray.
We presume that Dr. Buckley would
adm:t that the apostles and earlier disciples
following the Christ and immediately succeeding the days of his departure, were
stalwart christians, and by no means effeminate in their faith; and yet these men, all
of them, not only believed in divine interposition in human affairs, but accepted the
philosophy and the fact as matters of
course in every clay's experience. The
walls of the Phillipian jailor might have
stood intact till long after the death of the
. disciples once incarcerated there, had not
there been a divine interposition of power,
by which they were sent. The man at
the gate to whom came the saying, "Silver
and gold have I none; but 5uch as I have
give I unto thee," would not have been
healed had the philosopy of Dr. Buckley
been true.
The Doctor, learned though he be, forgets that while he is asking men to believe
on the Christ, and placing the Bible in
their hands as a good Methodist parson
should do, he is inviting men to accept the
ministration of Christ, who said directly
and positively, "these signs shall follow,"
"they shall lay hands on the sick and they
shall recover." And it can not be possible
that he would say that it was not by faith
that men were healed in Christ's time
when it is distinctly affirmed, "thy faith
hath made thee whole." "I have not
found so great faith; no, not in Israel,"
was the comment of the Master, upon an
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occasion of one man's healing by faith.
And how can this man, Reverend Doctor
though he may be, so confidently state
that casting out of devils was of a low
order of miracles. The Savior said of one
such occasion, "This kind goeth not out
save by fasting and prayer." Prayer was
then and is now an invocation of divine
aid, a putting oneself into the hands of a
wonder working God. If the Doctor is
right it is better not to pray. If to be
humble and dependent upon God; to depend upon the Spirit promised by Christ
to the believer in the words, "Lo I am
with you until the end of the world,'' is to
be in "danger" of producing "an effeminate type of character," it is better that the
Doctor quit trying to induce men to become
praying christians.
No, the Doctor has certainly forgotten
himself, and his desire to throw discredit
upon the faith of those differing from him
has caused him to lose sight of the claims
of primitive christianity and its acknowledged force and power to create stalwart
lives and character.
THE State fair for Iowa, will be held at
Des Moines, September 3d to 10th, inclusive. We give the Secretary's circular
below:
DES MOINES, Jply, 1886.
To the Editor:-:-Recognizing the power of the press
to disseminate information that the mass of the general public are interested in, we take this occasion to
present you wi"th the following items relative to the
Iowa State Fair. We respectfully request that you
publish, or give such notice as you deem proper, that
· will interest your people.
This Society has now a permanent home at capital
of State-Des Moines. The first fair on the new
grounds, which contain 266 acres of fine timber and
prairie lands, will be held September 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 1O. Magnificent buildings have been erected to
meet the increasing demands of exhibitors. Every arrangement has been made to meet the wants, comfort
and convenience of all who come to visit this great
fair of the west. A brief outline of these buildings
may interest the reader.
The main Exposition Hall is built in the form of a
Greek cross, beautiful in dESign, and lighted with
4,000 lights of ground glass. The extreme lengths of
building, are 166x230 feet; the four wings each 64 feet
wide; hight llO feet; the towers fl4 feet in diameter;
amount of floor space in the hall 20,864 feet.
Agricultural Hall is 62xl60 feet, with side projections 31 feet wide; to top of roof 38 feet, and of tower
64 feet. This building covers 10,000 foet of floor space.
Fruit and "Floral Hall is 50xl 10 feet with. side and
end projections of 16 feet ·To top of roof 46 feet,
and of tower 68 feet. The building is well lighted,
a beauty in design, and covers 5,800 feet of floor
space.
Dairy Hall is 40x7 5 feet, built on the most approved
plan, with power to run machinery, cold storage room,
glass case for butter exhibit, that will be a novel attraction to all, offices, etc.
Power Hall is 64xl50 feet, substantially built, with
two lines of shafting, and covers 9,600 square feet of
floor space.
In addition to this 17 lots, with a frontage of from
50 to 100 feet, and 100 feet deep, have been engaged
by private firms, on which to erect buildings to show
their exhibits of machinery, etc.
The Amphitheatre is 320 feet in length, two stories
high; 29 tiers of seats with a seating capacity for
6,000 people. It is built with reference to safety and
··comfort; there are five entrances and exits; its construction consumed over 300,000 feet of lumber.
Poultry House is 36x60 feet with a capacity for 200
coops.
There are ten horse barns, each 44x96 feet, built in a
semi-circle with exhibition r.ing in the center. These
will accommodate 320 head. Three speed horse barns
24xl00 feet.

Ten cattle barns, each 32x96 feet, capacity 480 head,
and built on same plan as horse barns
Ten hog barns, each 22x96 feet, capacity 1,000 head,
and built on same plan as horse and cattle barns.
Three sheep barns, each 26x96 feet, capacity 300
head. In addition to these are numerous other lrnildings for the accommodation of officers of the Society,
visitors and exhibitors.
The trnck, half mile, is 70 feet wide on the home
stretch, 40 feet on the back with 60 foot circular turns.
Is heavily coated with black sandy soil, and will make
one of the finest, and fastest tracks in the West.
There are forty wells on the grounds, and with the
addition of a system of water works built, there is every
assurance that water will be plentiful.
The Premium List has been much revised, and the
offerings largely exceed those of any former fair. clssified as follows: Horses, $2, 763; Speed Horses, $8,200;
Cattle, $4,850; Swine, $1,234; Sheep, $74G; Sweepstakes Stock, seventy silver medals; Poultry, $837;
Coal and Stone, $30; Grain, Seed and Vegetables,
$1,091; Pantry and Kitchen, $790; Butter and Cheese,
$821; Fruits, $409; Flowers, $233; Mechanical and
Fine Arts, $3,067.
Sunday afternoon, divine services upon the grounds.
Monday morning, opening exorcises of the Fair.
Tuesday dedication of new grounds, in which many
prominent men of the State will take part. This day
has also beeu set apart for the time-honored custom of
Soldier's Day. Friday, the day for all children under
12 years, admitted free.
,
Chariot races und speed trials each afternoon of the
Fair, commencing Monday.
Fine camping grounds for those who wish to bring
their tents and enjoy camping life. No charge for
space to pitch your tents.
Iowa railways will carry passengers for one fare the
round trip-,-in other words, half rates. Freight, full
rates goiug to Fair, returning free on certificate of
Secretary.
Arrangements will be made at private residences in
the city !'or entertaining both visitors and exhibitors,
assuring those who come pleasent quarters at resonable prices.
Three grand avenues load to the grounds. A depot
GOO feet long is built for the comfort and accommodation of those who come by rail. Stock and machinery
coming by rail can be unloaded at the grounds, for
which ample provisions are made.
Everything is being done by the management to
make the lowa State Fair Grounds the finest and best,
and not to be excelled by any.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to come and see
this grand exhibition, to see the finest stock that can be
produced on this continent, and it is hoped that your
coming will result in a season of pleasure and profit.
For premium lists and information, address
JOlIN R SHAFFER, Secretary.
DES MOINES, row A

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Wisely and well said the Eastern bard:
I~ear is easy, hut love is hard;
Easy to glow with the Santon's rage,
And walk on the Meccan pilgrimage;
But he is greatest and best who can
·worship Allah by loving man."

I AM going to say a word to-night, Mr. Editor, to
discouraged women, wherever this letter of mine
may find them between the two seas; to the army
bf women who every Monday morning fall to at
work. which no Saturday night shall ever see
completed; to the army of dish·washers and
floor-scrubbers and haby·tenders; the army
whose backs are bent and whose limbs are weary
in the ceaseless burden-bearing that life imposes
upon them. For these discouraged one~, these
troubled, yearning "Marthas," I have a word of
comfort in my heart. It is as useless to preach
and advise sometimes as it would be to read a
manual of etiquette in the ward of a fever hospital;, or distribute tracts among the Imai med and
vyrecked in a railway disaster. Comfort comes

only in the word of love, the close li"and-clasp,
the unchecked tear of sympathizing comprehension. You are troubled, dear heart, because you
are often irritable and impatient; you doubt
much whether you will ever go singing through
heaven's gates with such a brood of angry moods
and rebeilious thoughts-quick words of impatience and fiery-winged tempers-in your heart.
If "the captain" here, has the ear-ache, do I stand
over her and exhort her to laugh and sing songs?
Do you think the Tender Heart ·up yonder asks
more of us than we in our imperfection demand
of our children? If, for some good reason of his
own, he lays sorrowful burdens on our life, think
you he will expect us al ways to be songful and
serene and sw< et? Where, think you, the tender
thought of God hovers nearest, like a white cloud
brooding above the earth? \Vhere, think you,
the angels poise oftenest their pure wings, as
they go flying to and fro, watching the sin-sick
old earth groping its heavenward way through
the mist of tears? Not where the graves lie,
white-stoned and silent, under the tender new
moons; not where the watchers bertd above their
dead; but ri~ht here above your heads, ye host
of toilers and weary ones, for whom, years since,
hope passed into long eclipse, and the crushing
presses of disappointment and regret yield, drop
by drop, their red wine of heart·sick misery. Not
with Saints, at rest, nor yet with the quiet dead,
does the Infinite Heart dwell nearest. It is to
those who are called upon to live, and not to die;
for those who are called to labor thanklessly, enduring hidden sorrows bravely, and wearing ever
the thorn of an unavailing regret turned inward
to their heart, that He draws nearest. And I
wonder that we ever forget that, watching closely and knowing all, he understands completely.
What is a cross word now and then, or a frown,
or a flash of temper? Merely the dust by the
way; it can not hinder the onward march. Only
a little cloud that slips across the sun a moment
now and then, but never affects its shining.
Why, bless your poor, tired, discouraged hearts,
God doesn't look at what we do, but rather, at
what made us do it. If behind the cross word
lies a faithful, struggling heart, that is striving
hard to be sunshiny and sweet, the word will be
forgotten like the shadow of a crow's wing across
a summer meadow.
,
Rest assured, although we stumble on the way,
like barefooted children walking over stony roads,
if we but keep our faces turned to the shining of
love, who will remember that we stumbled, when
the gates have once closed behind us that swing
between our hearts and heaven? What if the
sparkle of life has gone out like a fisherman's
light at sea, wind-blown and adrift; what if the
bloom of youth has fallen like the petal of an
over-ripe rose; is there nothing better in life
than just to be happy? Does not a dutiful life
yield more than a beautiful life? Because pO\'erty
grinds and legions of uncongenial tastes camp
befory the morning hours of each day, nor raise
the siege at evening time, nor ever shall, until
death sends out his white flag of truce along the
line; because the walls of an unlovely home,
made unlovely by no fault of yours, close like a
dungeon about you: all this is no reason why
you should despair. The root lies long in the
darkness and the dirt before it trembles into
bloom and sweetens the air of Summer with its
balm, but no human power can delay its growth
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from root to blossom. So, whatever your limitations, whatever destinies confront, or make afraid,
it will be June to-morrow, and heaven shall
bring your flowering time.
'When I see one scrubbing or bending over the
washboard who was created with an artist's
tastes and a poet's song in her heart; when I see a
bright woman, in whom the frolicsomeness and
drollery of youth die hard, amid a life of drudgery and unrest; when I see one patching trousers
and darning socks who was intended by nature
to reign the crowned queen of some high vocation; when I mark the pallor and the lines of
tell-tale care on the cheek that in girlhood out
blushed June's sweetest rose, or note how the
hands that once drew divinest music from
obedient keys have warped and twisted in the
faithful performence of homely duties, I feel like
kissing the faded cheek and folding the poor
hands in a reverent grasp, for, I tell you, though
she may sometimes falter by the way, though a
fretful word or a discouraged mood may sometimes overtake her, not queens are more royal in
the inheritance of their purple robes, not cloistered Saints folded away from the world's turmoil
so faithful, not dying martyrs so brave-for it is
not dying that tells. To die is easy enoughbut living! There's the test. Anybody can die,
but ah, the infinite difficulty of living!
I am not talking to-night, or ever, to whimperers or cowards-to those who find the road
rough, and sit down by the wayside and refuse to
go forward. I am talking to the brave, the truehearted, the host of the disappointed, the legion
who suffer for another's sinning, and bear in their
own lives the punishments of another's transgression-to loyal wives, wedded to clods and drunkards; to tired mothers, who, for the love of little
children, endure their martyrdom to the end and
make no sign. Pursue your way a little longer,
brave hearts and true! Yet a few more days
confront the grey monotonies of life; your tears,
your sighs, your aspirations, your renunciations,
are all remarked and remembered. To-morrow
the sails of your long voyage shall be furled, the
black bread and bitter wine of earth be exchanged
for the festival years of heaven.-Amber.
THE above selection from the Chicago Journal,
to our mind, contains much that is true and comforting, and gives expression to just and noble
sentiments, and yet it falls short of one of the
grandest, most soul-sustaining elements brought
by the gospel to fallen humanity: "If you love
only those who love you, what reward have you?"
When in the meridian of time the Son of God
was manifested in the flesh, the one great distinguishing feature of his gospel was, "ln the world
you shall have tribulation, but in me peace."
"Peace I leave with you, my peace give I ·unto
you." He warned his disciples that they must
not expect to be above their Master. His kingdom was not of this world, and neither were his
rewards. Tribulation they were to expect, and
any one not having counted the cost before enlisting in the army would be very liable to make
shipwreck of faith. It was through sinners that
this trouble was to be heaped upon them. The
apostle referred them to what Christ himself had
suffered through this channel, when he says,
"Consider him who endured such contradiction
of sinners against himselt, lest ye be weary and
faint in your minds. You have not yet resisted
unto blood, striving against sin."

T.HE SAINTS' HERALD.
The great,.merciful, loving heart of the Father
is yearning t~wards us; and all day long his arms
are stretched out,-those great strong arms in
which he would so securely shelter us; if only
we would flee to them, Jean upon them, and lay
down at his feet the burden too heavy for us to
carry without his help, then would come to our
souls the peace he promised to leave us, promised
we should find in him. "Six days sJrnlt thou
labor!" Blessed fiat; and notwithsta~ding the
fact that the frail body is often overtaxed, until
life itself seems scarce worth the price we pay for
it, yet far, far better is it for that brave army of
"dish-washers, floor-scrubbers and baby-tenders,"
than for that other army, who when heart trouble
seizes upon them, must fold their hands in idleness, concealing from all the world their grief,
and at the behests of fashion go out into the
world bedecked with costly roses and jewels,
their outward selves a very mockery of what
they really are. In this world care, disappointment and s01Tow come to all, and while the
Christian need not expect to be free from them we
have the promise of peace, if only we will trust
him. 'How shall the father or mother comfort
that son or daughter who never open their hearts
to them, never go to them for the comfort they
need? God in his infinite mercy often does comfort and bless us when we are unmindful of him,
but the weary and heavy laden must hear and
answer his call, if they expect to fin~] rest.
As THE time is rapidly approaching for the Reunion Meetings, we wish to ask a few of the
sisters who are willing to act as agents for the
sale of the "Three 'Vitnesses," to send us their
names and we will try and send a supply by
parties going from here. The opportunity will
be a good one, and we hope the sisters who love
the cause will not let it pass unimproved. These
pictures are 8 x ro, a suitable size for framing, and
are excellent likenesses of the originals. They sell
readily and every family or individual who obtains one will, we feel sure, thank us for having
called their attention to them. Act promptly, for
the time is short.
WE are in receipt of letters from Sisters Hartwell, Kate Currey and A Sister, also papers from
Bro. Street.
LAMONI, Iowa, August 14th, 18RG.

A PRAYER IN BEHALF OF THE MOTHERS'
HOME COLUMN.
Our Father m Heaven here honored he thy name,
And may thy truth be taught as in olden days, the same;
Guide thou each mind and gently breathe the theme
'L'hat in each lowly heart joy and love may teem.
As on the hud and flowers the dews from heaven fall
Give thou thy Spirit,scheering-rayB, in an~wer to our'ca11.
'rhey each one feel their dn t.y before the closin~ hour
Aud bear a testimony of the gospel and its power.
'
From the fountain of thy treasures, thy richest blessings give,

'L'hat t.he sorely weak and erring ones may see the way and
1i-ve;

No human hn11d can scatter the clouds of doubt and fear·
''!'is thou, Oh Lord! can succot'1 imparting hope and.
cheer.
May mot.hers' rear their offspring with tenderness and
care,
And wisdom from thy bosom be their precious boon to
share.
Look down upon each household of thy daughters, far
and wide;
,
Comfort the lone and weary ones, and let thy peace abide.
When earthly scenes are. over, and all their work is done
Like the falling of the autumn leaves, and setting of th~
sun,
. -,
May they rise in glorious triumph, with their bodies still
the samP,

But clothed with immortality, we a•k in Jesus' name.

C. ACKERLEY.

July 25th, 1886.

Dear Sisters:-As some have given their experience in raising children, I will add a little of
my own, although I do not claim to be a model.
I have many faults, yet I think I have succeededt
so far in teaching and instilling into the minds·
of my children some principles that will, I hope,,
be traceable in after years to a m'.lther's influence,.
although my work is not yet completed. In regard to the two that are married and settled irn
life I am perfectly satisfied with the result of
my care and labor. All mothers know too we!H
the anxiety we have to raise our little ones to be
useful. It was in the winter of 1860 and 61-a
winter well remembered by Kansas settlers, for
had it not been for the relief sent to Kansas many
would have starved-and in that place and time
I became a mother, at the age of twenty; and
when I folded my darling to my breast I asked
God to help me to be worthy the name of mother, and give me wisdom to raise my little girl to
be a useful woman; and from that time I began
to feel the greater need of religion. But oh, how
rough has been a part of the path I have traveled t
yet my greatest aim has been to teach my children,
honesty and truthfulness, and this can not be·
done without labor and care. We have to enter·
into it with our whole soul, and if we find our
children in a fault we should not try to blame
some one else, and cover up their faults, but try
to get at the bottom of it and teach them to speak
the truth at all times. Good children will often
tell little stories, but if they are let alone they
will get used to this, and it will grow as the child
grows. Some may think they will quit it. Are
you willing to risk it? This will not do; it ought
to hurt a mother's feelings to hear a child speak
falsely, no matter how trifling the matter may be.
I once found my little girl had told me a story
when she was only five or six years old, when
for fear of being punished she denied the truth.
I took her one side and told her I was so sorry,
but if she would confess I would forgive her and
we would pray God to forgive her, and there we
prayed the Lord to make her a good and useful
child. We both shed tears, and it gave me courage and impressed the lesson I so desired upon
the mind of my child. This is only one out of
many circumstances we pass through in raising
children.
That child is now training little ones of her
own, and I know she loves the truth, and every
one has confidence in her, because of this. There
was another principle also, which was, to live according to their means, and keep out of debt if
possible, and pay all they owed, let it be ever so
little; and these principles are so instilled and
grafted in their lives that there is nothing now
that can change them; and I hope I may be able
to raise the rest to be just as good; and if they
are not, I feel I have done all I could do; but
with the gospel to assist me and faith in the Lord,
why should I fear? We are ever in danger, anti
can not at once sit down at ease until our work
is <lone, and if I can instil these principles in the
others, I think I can say I have finished the work
entrusted to my care: for until they are settled
in life they are our care; and when they begin
to think they are men and women, then Is the
time there is danger in many ways. We should
see what kind of company they keep, and that
they do not stay out late at night. How often we
have felt, Oh if we could once more ask moth·
er's advice, when we:;are struggling with the
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cares of life! But her memory is all we have;
yet that memory will live in our breast as long
as life lasts. We read in the Book of Mormon of
two thousand young men who went to war trusting in the faith their mothers had taught them,
and while many others were slain, through their
faith in God, and the prayers of their mothers,
all returned. A mother in Israel told me when
the war called for volunteers her son said, "Mother, will I come back?" She said, "Yes, my
oon, the Lord willing, although you may be in
danger, I think you will come back." That son
lis now one of the Seventies. Those words cheered him, and when in danger he thought of his
mother's faith. Oh, that. the Lord would help us
1t0 ra.ise our children to love and serve him. This
fa .the desire of my heart.
SISTER IN THE ONE FAITH.

Sister .Frances:-! rejoice so much in reading
ithe Mothers' Home Column, that I wish to say a
Jfew words, although I am weak and feel my inability to write very much, or very well; still I
ican say this much, that I feel helped by reading
tthe Home Column, and with all my heart I wish
you God speed. My heart'.s desire is to bring
my little ones up, to love and serve the Lord. I
want them to feel that the church needs them.
cOh sisters, let us as mothers, realize the respon'sibility that rests upon us, and let us all rememiber that our little ones watch us, and try very
hard to be like mamma; therefore it stauds us in
hand to set a worthy example before them. Fearing that I will once more find the waste basket,
I will close. Hoping to be remembered in your
prayers, I am your sister in the gospel,
EMMA PAYNE,

There must be some mistake Sister Emma, as
we have no knowledge of any former communication.-ED.

Dear Sisters:
"Cast thy bread upon the waters,
Thinking not 'tis thrown away;
God himself saith thou shall gather,
It again some future day."

I often think it is bread thrown away in regard
to a mother's prayers for her children. Oh!
what disappointments and heart aches a mo.ther
often experiences in trying to rear her little ones
in the fear flnd admonition of the Lord! Many
times her heart fails her for fear, when she sees
how much faster the evil seed will spring up and
bear fruit than the good seed, but God who
knoweth all things, heareth her prayers and he
blesses her in giving her children h.earts to obey
his gospel. Sometimes in this life a mother is
not permitted to realize the fruits of her labors,
but in, the great day to come when all things
:shall be made known, then shall it appear that
·she did not labor and pray in vain; but that. the
·seed that seemingly for a while was dead, sprang
•up after many days, and bore fruit unto the glory of
God. I believe that the Mother's Home Column
will be the means of doing much good, and helping many of the sisters to make an earnest effort
in the cause. of Christ; and as Sr. Francis says
in the Home Column let us be seeking-seeking
unto the end. My prayer is that we may endure
unto the end, and obtain the· reward-Eternal
life.
M. A. WHITE.
ADDRESSES.

J. J .. Cornish, 214 Mercer St., !lay City, ~ichigan.
Rev. Thomas W. Smith, l\!:issipni!ry, ff!peete, Tahiti, via
~.~~ !!'r~!l~!s~p1 Cal.
,, :: >,
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than a meek "apostle" of the Lamb. Some
would say "he had blood in his eye."
At the close of his exhortation and prophecying, the bra's band struck up a martial air, to
prepare the brethren to meet the foe, I suppose,
for they had two bands to enthuse the Saints.
The conference was largely attended, especially
OXFORD, Idaho, Aug. 3d.
on Sunday. The audiences were called together
Bro. ')osepk Smitk.-I received your letter of by music; and the American flag was gracefully
23d ult., sent to Malad. I thank you for the enfloating from the liberty pole, while in front of
couragement given me, and the interest you have
the bands they had a standard bearer gently wavin this difficult field. What my effort amounted
ing the flag in the breeze.
to at Malad and Samaria I am unable to say;
I listened to Elder Taylor again at two p.m.,
but from the attendance at Malad I still have
Sunday. The house was full to overflowing, and
hopes for that place. The attendance in Samaria
it was by the kindness of Mr. Crawshaw, who
was small, the Macedonian cry has not come up
was fined when I was here before, that I was furfrom that village yet.
nished a seat. He came outside and ushered me
I have spent a profitable week here; meetings
in. I felt to thank hfm in my heart, and to pray
have been well attended, yet it is in the midst of
God to "pluck him as a brand from the burning,''
the hay harvest.
for he is good at heart, but spiritually blind.
Last Saturday and Sunday the Brighamites
I really felt sorry for Elder Taylor in the aft,
held their stake conference at this place. Aposernoon. His effort was the weakest I ever listentle J. W. Taylor and Elder John Morgan were
ed to. He evidently wanted to say something
the chief speakers. Saturday evening Elder Morthat he was restrained from uttering. After he
gan delivered a very good discourse. I was pleashad spoken for over an hour, he asked them to
ed with the spirit of it. Some of his conclusions
vote him fifteen minutes longer. During that
I thought to be wrong; but he gave the people
time he tried to work himself up to blood heat
good advice. He told them to.be quiet and peaceagain, but signally failed, only so far as to advise
ful, and endure their persecutions in patience;
the ,Saints to go to the polls this fall and vote,said the Lord would in his time stret.ch forth his
saying: "Let no man or set of men interfere
strong arm and deliver them; that this was one
with your rights. Defend them to the fullest
of their trials. He said "this little excitement
extent; test every inch of the ground; carry your
had made the weak strong, and the strong strongcase to the Supreme Court of the territory and to
er; that this had harmonized all the inharmoni-· the Supreme Court of the United States; fight
ous elements and more perfectly united them.
for every right and privilege that belongs to you.
Elder Taylor followed him and said he could
You that are not in polygamy have broken no
bear testimony to all Elder Morgan had said;
law. I am a polygamist's son. I believe in it,
that every word was true; and yet he said that
and I mean to practice it, too."
when he was here nine months ago he told them
He challenged any man to disprove polygamy,
that persecution was coming, arid that half of the
and said, "If any one undertakes to lie about this
church would apostatize; and now at this time
and twist the scriptures from their true meaning
he found great dissatisfaction; very many were
after I am gone, you, brethren, defend it."
shaken, many showing a disposition to court faOn Saturday he said he could prove that no
vor with popular sentiment, and stated that half
man could be saved in the kingdom of God, unof the church would apostatize. Here an "aposless he accepted it. I thought that while he was
tle" and a president of their Seventy disagreed.
here I would give him an opportunity to defend
The "apostle" said, "When we point our finger
or affirm his proposition, and immediately sent
at the corruption in the world we make a mishim the following note:
take; we should look at the wickedness and cor' OXFORD, Idaho, Aug. 1st, 1886.
ruption within. Every place I go, complaints of
"ELDERJ. W. TAYLOR, Dear SiJr.-In your discourse
adultery are presented to me~it is all through
this afternoon I understoocl: you to say no man could
the settlements. Our trouble has come upon us · refute ,the doctrine of polygamy by the scriptures. If
because we have not been punctual in paying our
you will affirm that proposition in public debate, taking the Bible, Book of Mormon, and the Nauvoo editithes, and for fostering sectarian schools. Nineticin of the Doctrine and Covenants, and the history of
tenths of the people who have left this church
the church as .found in the Time8 and Seasons, as
have committed adultery. If proof is wanted,
standards in evidence, we will be pleased . to undercome to me: I will furnish it. All such will
take to refute it. If you are willing to discuss the
proposition that polygamy is a direct commandment
apostatize and unite with our enemies. You,
of God to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
fathers and mothers: you, young men and maidSaints, please answer this at your earliest convenience
ens: keep away from all such: have nothing to
and we will meet and arrange for the discussion when
do with the enemies of this people: have nothing
it will suit your convenience. Awaiting·your answer,
I remain yours for truth,
to do with the Gentiles, and keep your children
R. ,J. ANTHONY,
from all schools not taught by our own people,
President of the Rocky Mountain Mission of the Reunless you want them contaminated. They are
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
forcing us to draw the line. Let them draw the
Saints."
line deep and black. You will yet see blood
To this he sent no reply, but said a brother
trickle down the streets in every valley in these
Cowley could attend to that if he felt like doing
mountains; the United ·States will send troops
so. But "brother Cowley" said my course here
that will gv from north to south through all these
had been unbecoming and unchrislianliJ,:e, and
vallies. I don't speak these things of myse!J',
for that reason he thought best not to do anythlng
but by the Holy Ghost that is in me. I speak it
with it. I !'resume if I ha4 been
good· Chriiin the name of the Lord Jesus Christ."
tian,'!
or
condu~ted
myself like 'o~e, :Elder' Cow-•
,
.. '
1
By the time he got to this point he W!fS in a ley would hav'e had no excuse! Such boasters
~ompletv frctn?'J', and loo]l:ed mwe like a maniac
and bi~sphemers 'µever foµnd a n'ia~ pure enough
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(?)to meet them. This may be a little severe,
but when men preach a lie and ask God in the
name of His loving Son to sanctify it, to me it is
blasphemy., At night on Sunday I preached
the gospel to an appreciative congregation, and
last night I spoke on the fruits of polygamy, to
a .house foll of people. I tried to deal as gently
with them as possible. There were no polygamists present, so I could not hurt them much.
To-day I baptized five-four women and one
girl-making the branch number thirty, and I
think we shall gather out more if the Saints only
continue faithful and in the unity of the Spirit.
It does my soul good to know that you could
tell me uhere the Lord would give us sheaves
before you knew of it from us. I feel qBite confident that later on we shall have plenty to do in
Idaho. When I return I shall open up in Franklin, if the Lord will give us an entrance there.
To-morrow I go to Montana for a little season.
The Utah church still puts on a bold front, but it
is plain to be seen that such a spirit of unrest
was never known among them before. The
leaders are all hid away, and in prison, with no
one to give advice. If such men as J. W. Taylor voice the sentiment of the fleeing shepherds,
the day is near when the people in Idaho will
test his prediction. Such irresponsible men may
induce the people to commit some overt act that
would cause many innocent and trusting ones
much trouble. If Mr. Taylor had as much experience with the Army as I {lave, he would not
talk lightly of them. Just one Cavalry raid
through these valleys would lay them waste until there would not be sufficient left to feed a
jack rabbit. His prediction may come true as to
the soldiers coming, but,if they come there will be
no more polygamy left, they will wipe that out
as clean as they did slavery. If it comes to that,
there will be no longer any need for courts and
prisons. May Heaven pity the poor priest-ridden, spiritually sick and blind in this land, I pray.
R. J. ANTHONY.
NOTES BY THE WAY.
Since the General Conference I have labored
in Little Sioux district, and have spent a week in
Richland, Union county, Dakota. There seemed to be a fair interest with some in the latter
place, and several expressed a desire to attend
our Reunion at Garner's grove. If they do, I
trust they will be led to see the necessity of obeying the gospel, One Norwegian gentleman who
attended our meetings, as he has done for years
when we have preached there, has a clear and
comprehensive view of the gospel; I believe he
was once a member of the Lutheran church, but
that system seemed so barren of soul-saving
truth, and so full of empty formality, that he
sought something better. The Seventh-day Advents presented their theory to him; there app~ared broader truths, and a deeper earnestness
in this system, and he embraced it; but it failed
to satisfy the longing of his soul; but "half a loaf
was better than no bread;" so he tried to be content, yet was not satisfied. He met with a Latter Day Saint who was willing to give a reason
for the hope that was in him. This reason attracted the searcher's mind. It seemed like "an
apple of gold in a picture of silver," and he hungered for more light.
Your humble servant and Levi Wilson preach~d in Richland some years ago i h,~ heard and in-

vited us home, told us of his experience, enquired
about the latter day work. And when any of the
brethren have preached there he has been an earnest listener. Besides, he has had the benefit of
the example and teaching of that God-fearing
woman, Sr. Lilly Smith; and when I was there
this summer, he assured me that the Latter Day
Saints had more truth than all the churches beside. Feeling very unwell physically, he asked
me if I would consider it proper to administer
the healing ordinance unto him. I told him if
he believed in the promise of God and desired to
be administered unto, I was free to comply with
that desire. I did not bring him under any covenant to join the church, for I know of no such
rule in God's word, nor of any precedent set by
the Prophet, or authorities of the church. I administered with freedom, and I believe it was accepted of God. I know nothing of the results
to his physical nature. He could hardly see the
necessity of being baptized, because he believed
he was accepted of God; but I am persuaded he
would have yielded had I urged him so to do.
I simply told him to wait till he saw the necessity of obeying the heaven-ordained ordinance.
I further told him that he stood where Cornelius
stood when Peter came to him; and when he,
like Cornelius felt the absolute necessity of obeying the ordinance and did so, he would receive
the blessing; but "Whatsoever is not of faith is
sin." I left him in' the hands of God. It is useless to build "Hay, wood and stubble" on the
foundation Christ has laid. We must search for
the "gold, silver and precious stones," then our
work will not suffer loss.
I was amused at one gentleman who said:
"Mr. Derry, how is it that you, who might be
uniting with the popular churches of the day,
stand in prominent and profitable positions and
be honored and respected by those churches,
content yourself to remain with a people so despised as the Latter Day Saints; and that, too,
without pecuniary reward?" I tried to answer
his question, and every true Latter Day Saint
knows the answer. He too promised to be at
our Reunion if he could. l visited the Sioux
City branch; found the Saints alive, under the
kind watch care of Elder M. P. Berg, and Teacher E. A. Townsend. They had not been able to
spread out extensiv.ely; their meetings being
confined to a private house. I broke the bread
of life to them, and speaker and hearers were
blessed. Occasionally I preach in Magnolia. I
have preached a number of times in and near
Six Mile Grove, good attention is given. The
few Saints there desire to have meetings more
frequently, but I think they neglect privileges
within their reach, such as prayer meetings, and
lack spiritual strength in consequence. I heard
of President Blair's presence at Persia, and
availed myself of the pleasure of his society. I
attended two meetings with him, one at Salem
and the other at Union Grove. The Saints were
greatly pleased to see and hear him, and I am
certain they will be blest if they heed his instructions. I preached near Six Mile Grove and
Persia on Sunday; also on Monday, and expect
to this evening. We should have more spiritual
life in this district if we lived to the light we
have. The lack of spiritual life ls not caused by
the want of preaching so much as the neglect to
practice what we know. Spiritual life does not
depend upqn him wno <;Qnd4cts the prayer tn~IO!t·

ing altogether. It depends upon our individual
earnestness and faithfulness to our covenant
with God; a wisely tempered zeal and Christlike
humility. Let us live to our privileges. One
word for the Editorial pens. It is no disparagement of their efforts in the past, to say that the
Herald is continually improving. I love to acknowledge true worth. The Mothers' Column
is also a gem of the first water; may its brilliancy
ever increase, to illume the pathway of the
children of God.
CHARLES DERRY.
SUPERIOR, Neb., Aug. 2d.
Dear Herald :-The good book says: "Thou
shalt not covet." When I read the many testimonies of others who· meet with crowded houses,
and have such wonderful freedom of both thought
and speech, and how prejudice melts away, I feel
to covet such sweet bliss; hope I am alone in
this. It may be those like me are not permitted
to darken your pages, or they may feel ashamed
to tell how cold they are treated when they
attempt to preach. And while the world stands
and sneers, the hand of affliction rests upon my ,.
companion, until I am completely tied at home.
We want one united prayer sent up in our behalf. vVe are some distance from a branch, and
since last fall have seen but few of the Saints.
Bro. E. M. Reynolds, and father and mother
Beebe, (brother and sister in the faith), were up
from Cuba. We had a prayer meeting, in which
it was good to be. Bro. Reynolds read the 493d
hymn and exhorted to a firmer faith; after which
the hymn was sung with the Spirit and understanding. Crops light, (that is corn). We hope
in the first ressurrection to join with all the
Saints in the song of redeeming love.
As ever, your brother in Christ,
G. w. BEBEE.
FONTANELLE, Iowa, August 4th.
Bro. ':fosejh Smith.-My love and respects to'
all who are in the faith of Jes us Christ and the
doctrine he taught when he was in Jerusalem, in
the flesh, and also the principles he taught after
his resurrection from death; the same on this
continent, when he commissioned his disciples to
preach the gospel to the sheep on this land, which
had been given to Joseph and Ephraim. See
Ezekiel 37: 15-21, with what is seen in St. John's
gospel, where he says, "Other sheep I have which
are not of this fold; them must I, the Lord, gather also; and there shall be one fold and one shepherd."
This, to me, is good sense, and has been, ever
since I read it in the Book of Mormon. It is far
better sense than the idea of making it appear
that it meant the Gentiles, which many of these
wise ones have claimed it to mean. If any want
proof of what I say, let them turn to the Book of
Nephi, where the Master is commenting on what.
is to take place when, or what will be done, when
the remnant of Ja·cob is to be among the Gentiles; then the Lord shows who the sheep are,,
and who the remnant of Jacob is.
I claim that without the Book of Mormon,.
there is not a man in America or England who
could tell where the remnant of Jacob can be
found, or where Ephraim's superior blessing would
be found. (See 5th chapter of Micah, from 8th
verse to end of chapter.) If this is permitted to
take place ir;1 ~his land, sin, iniq,nity,. in ';f,i()f),, or
America, '.11;\H come to an end... ·
l t,
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Fontanelle is like many other places in Iowa,
dry and barren, for the want of a little of Noah's
water flood. But she suffers more for the want
of the true doctrine as taught on the day of Pentecost than tor any other essential principle I am
acquainted with. I know of none that are hun.gering for righteousness, but a few of the old
Saints; and they, some of them, have been trying to find rest among, or with the false teachers, but they get no rest as yet. We have been
looking for Bro. Stebbins for a long time, but he
has not come y@t. Bro. Stebbins, or any one the
Lord will send, will find something to do. If the
brother intends to make us a call, let us have it
before the meeting at Wheeler's Grove.
I learn that you called on Orson Pratt's widow,
when at Salt Lake. She has a brother and a sister here, a brother's widow, also. They and some
others are anxious to see and hear, once more,
what they say is true. Tell Bro. Stebbins to come
on; his expenses will be met and paid, and I have
been told again the house can be had.
Aug.5th.-We have one woman here that was
married, February 22d, 1847, to your uncle Hyrum; she has not heard a sermon by our people
since 1845, I think. Here I close, feeling more
and more the infirmities of old age--one month
from yesterday closes my 9oth year. So farewell
for this time. Love and respects to all.
BRIGGS ALDEN.
AMITY, Mo., Aug. 6th.
Bro. W. TV. Blair:-I wrote you a few lines
yesterday on last page of manuscript. Since
that time have received a few dollars, and when
I go where I can get exchange will send my dues
to the office. I would not do without the papers
for five times the subscription;-had rather live
on scant fare. 0, the folly of using tobacco, or
any unsavory food, and yet not feed the soul
with the spiritual food so essential to its growth;
as many do. My Advent friends will debate 110
more here, and I wish for them all to kt\OW mv
declartttion, that no man tah prove any such do~
trilte as they teach in regard to the Sabbath,
111ature ot man and the kingdom of G0d; and if
'they give any challenge~ I am ready to meet
'l:heim any where I can go. I want the Elders to
lk11ew this, that when they boast of follo.wlng
Christ, therefore keep the Sabbath as he did, that
there is not a particle of evidence that Jes us or an
' Apostle ever kept the Sabbath law-ever kept
it better than any other day. Jes Us tells them,
when persecuted for breaking the Sabbath, that
it was "lawful to tlo good" 011 that day. So it
was on any day, and unlawful to do evil on any
day as well as on the Sabbath. Read the fourth
command--no work to be done on the Sabbath~
but Jesus, often working on that day, justifies it
thus: "My Father worketh (on that day) hitherto, and I work (on the Sabbath). Wherefore the
Jews sought the more to kill Jesus because he had
not only broken the Sabbath,, but also said that
God was his father."-John 5: 17, 18. He paid
no regard to it as a law of God, and yet was no
sinner. And why? Because the law and the
prophets were [only] until John,-ceased then by
limitation-and the better law of the Spirit
preached to Abraham before the law governing
onl,y the flesh, or law of flesh was fflyep. $,~6
Luke 16: 16. That spiritual law W<is g'iven"in
his first sermon. Th!~ positi~n" is'" 'lerrlbi~' t~
1
them i and in µiy
~epat'e!wfi~n' driyc:;n t~ the

wall on John 5: 18, the answer was, "Well, how
do we know John told the truth, or that the
translation is correct?" I have never seen that
it differs in other translations; and it harmonizes
with all other Scriptures. Yours In the love of
all truth,
D.S. CRAWLEY.
316 Capitol Ave.,
LANSING, Mich., Aug. 10th.
Bro. Josejk.-1 reached home Friday evening,
July-30th. As we got out of the hack, just before I reached the door of .my house, two gentlemen stepped up and requested me to preach a
funeral discourse the next day at ten o'clock, in
the city. As I got ready to go to the funeral,
Dr. Mead, from Dimondale, called and solicited
me to come and spend the Sabbath at Dimondale.
I made the arrangement and did so. I found
that there had been some little sparring among
the members, so I made the arrangement for a
business meeting for the next Saturday. I spent
last Saturday and Sunday with them, and left
them with a better state of feeling. While there
the branch made arrangement for a grove meeting which will be announced in the papers here.
The announcement will run as follows:
NOTICE. There will be a grove meeting in
the grove of Franklin J. Spafford, at Diamondale,
Eaton County, state of Michigan, held by the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, to commence on Thursday evening
of August 26th, I886, to continue over the 27th,
28th and 29th days of said month. It is expect.ed that Wm. H. Kelley and E. C. Briggs, of the
Twelve, George A. Blakeslee, the Bishop of the
church, together with all the missionaries ap·
pointed to the stltte of Michigan by the General
Conference will be present. All good, peaceable
and law-abiding citizens are tespectfully and
earnestly solicited to attend the meeting.

~

• HIRAM RATH.IJU:N,

WM. R. MEAtJ,
GEORGE McCLINTocK.
P. S.-Will you be so kind as to say at once
through the Herald that the brethren referred to
in the above notice are indeed very much desired
to be in attendance, with all others who may be
able to attend. Come one! Come all I!
HIRAM RATHBIJN.

Committee:

WHITE RocK:, Mich., Aug. 2d.
Brother Btairi-Can you i11fotm tt:le where
Elder j. j. Co1·11bh is? J.i'our have been bttptlzed
here by brother Thomas Whitford, Priest of the
St. Thomas branch, and they now await confirmation. We hope some Elder may come here.
We would be pleased to see any Elder 1 at any
time.
Your brothel" ~11 the faith;
'!'ROMAS RAWSON.
RocKWELL CITY; Iowa, Aug. 4th.
Bro. Josep!i:-1 have had a knowledge of the
restoration of the gospel in its fullness and power; have been made to rejoice with inexpressible
joy by the peaceable influence of the Holy Spirit,
which draws my affections out towards my dear
Savior. I commenced to open up the work in
Calhoun county on A.ug~st jlrst. :pro. N. Stamm
fll1d I held a few meettn~~ h~r~ ~rrer .ff'!ars sinpe,
l have been feeli'Ng'the'Spirit of !ate, pro111ptipg
tn\Ho thrust in illy 'Jickte; so I h~~e µu14e ont;
eftoilt; ahd was truly bte\;sed with light ~nd lib,f!t,·
tj.>rir had good turP: ou~·. "I ai>k your prayers, ~
hiwea',yorktodo, ··"":
!
J.P.KNOX·'
j,;i\-(;' ....

J
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., Aug., 4th.
Dear Brotker 'Josejk:-Boot trade. \Vanted, by
a man of thirty-four years, a situation in the
above trade; is practical in the following branches
of the business; Cutting to measure, fitting,
salesman, stock-keeping, etc., can also make and
repair; would like to meet with a brother who
could find a permanent situation where I could
be useful to him, and be able to honestly support
myself, wife and family. Any one having such
a vacancy can obtain a useful man by applying
at once to
R. BULLARD, No. r Ware-st.
P. S.-Would accept employment in any light
business. Brethren don't be afraid to answer
this as I am greatly in need of the above.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., August 7th.
Dear Herald:-! feel with my brethren and
sisters to express a few thoughts through your
valuable columns, although my lack of wisdom,
and my short experience in this great latter day
work will prevent me giving any instruction to
the many readers, contributors, and critics, who
from week to week, scan the pages of this noble
"herald of truth." Yet we as Saints in this last
dispensation, have an individual work to do,
which our brother or sister can not do for us.
And let that work be small or great according to
the talents given, let us each see to it that they
are used in a way that will bring the "well done"
from the Master at the great settling of accounts.
My desire, yea, my earnest desire, is to build
with such material as will stand the test, such as
gold, silver, and precious stones, that not only
I may be "saved though as by fire,'' but my
works may be saved also.
I have been led of late to think a grea~ deal of
the present state of the church, to see that the
labor and toil of the servants of God who have
been so patient and persistent in bringing to the
front the laws that are to govern this the church~
of Jesus Christ are accomplishing their purpose
and aim. And we have indeed much to be thankful for, as we see unmistakable evidences of that
unity of the faith which Paul speaks of, being in
the near future. This, my brethren, has been
brought about through individual labor, each one
taking a part, with the one common aim. And
although I may not be able or be called to perform
such a noble work as they are performing, yet by
manifesting an appreciation of their faithfulness
It may be the means of at least encouraging
them in their labors. Again, if the Lord ,blesses
me with times 0£ refreshing by his Holy Spirit's
teachings, can not I convey to some one, by the,
medium of this paper, some word of comfort and
encouragement by asking my heavenly Father to
direct my thoughts and pen to write something
under the influence of his Spirit which will find
a heart that will arink in those words with joy,
with an heart full of joy unspea,kable and praise
to the Redeemer's name. Yea, this has been my
experience, and the happy experience of many
others through the same means. Then, I feel we
shall not labor in vain if we do it for 'the benefit
of others-not to get honor to ourselves-but to
be the means of leading others by our good works
to glorify our Father who is in heaven. What a
pattern for individual labor we have in the
Savior's life! how he toiled;· how he suffered;
how he prayed; yea, how re dif!d to benefit man;
how his heart yearned for those who rejected him!
' Listen
his l!:ccepts "0, Jer~salem,
J eru~~.,
M .- :!>' , ' •• 1 \
.
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!em, which killest the prophets and stonest them
that are sent unto you, how often would I have
gathered thy children together, as a hen doth
gather her brood under her wings, and ye would
not." What pathos; what love; what an expression of affection in that cry, "0, Jerusalem, Jerusalem!" The look of soul-anguish depicted in
that meek face seems vivid before me. No tongue
can express the feelings of that almost bleeding
heart as he gazed upon that then beautiful city
and knew, alas, how soon it was to be an heap of
ruins. And what a dreadful carnage awaited
those who then were full of life and hope. "0,
Jerusalem, I would spare you this, but you will
not!"
"The holy angels who heralded my advent proclaimed th~ message. I have brought peace on
earth, good will towards man; glad tidings to
you, my own, and to all people, but ye will not
heed it. Behold your house is left unto you desolate, not a stone shall be left upon another of this
beautiful temple. Your beautiful, fertile country, shall become a parched and barren waste."
This, and the knowledge of what they were
then plotting, namely, his death, must have
pressed painfully upon him, and not only for
Jerusalem was this great sacrifice to be made,
but for you, and for me, my brethren and sisters:
yea, for the sins of the whole world. Let us then
do what we can to help on this great work which
our Savior sacrificed so much to bring to earth,
that we may at last be among those wise virgins
ready to go in to the marriage supper of the
Lamb, with vessels filled with oil, lamps trimmed
and bµrning, and rejoice at the shout, "Behold,
the Bridegroom cometh," is the prayer of
Your brother in Christ,
R. BULLARD.
vVHEELOCK, Texas, July 24th.
Editors Herald:-! have just enlisted in the
army of the Lord, strictly speaking, as I am quite
sure I never belonged to the Church of Jesus
Christ until I joined the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. I was baptized on the 18th of Last April, by Priest Hay,
was confirmed by George S. Hyde; and ordained
an Elder by Elder I. N. Roberts. I have preached twice since I was ordained. I have been a
Baptist preacher for about fifteen years past;
never met any doctrine claimed by men to be
the doctrine of the Bible, but what I could see
the defects, when I tried them by the word cf
God, until I heard Brn. Roberts and Smith
preach the doctrine of the Latter Day Saints, or
rather the doctrine of the Lord Jes us Christ. I
could not find any defects in that. I have tried
it by God's word and Spirit, and both tell me it
is true. I am glad that I can say for myself that
the doctrine taught by the true Latter Day
Saints is the truth. I feel like saying to all
Saints wherever they may be, stand firm, earnestly contending for the faith once delivered to the
Saints, and victory is sure to be ours. I pray
God's blessing upon all, but especially Saints. I
never saw such a stir about religion among people as there is in this immediate section especially
among Baptists and Campbellites. They are cooperating together against the Saints. They
seem to think since I left the Baptists, they are
in great danger of falling. They call upon the
Campbellite to help them; but they have enough
to do to help themselves. I left four Baptist
t;hurches without a f<!stqr ~'!hen I joined the
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Church of Christ. I would love to see Bro.
Smith again. The last time I saw him was last
January, near Hearne, Texas. I did not think at
that time I would be a member of the church he
belonged to. Yours in gospel bonds,
E. w. NUNLEY.

~

CORMORANT, Minnesota, Aug. 3d.
Bro. ':fose_ph Smith:-Our Two-days' Meeting
at Silver Lake was very well attended, and the
good Spirit was with us in the gifts of the gospel.
We thank OEr heavenly Father for confirming
his word to us in these latter days, which gives
us the evidence that God's word is true; and imparts to us a knowledge of the prophetic mi 0 sion
of your father, and th~ restored gospel through
him. I have baptized ten since I came; and on
Sunday last, in company with Bro. T. J. Martin,
vice president of the district, Bro. W. W. McLeod, and Joseph Chester, we organized a branch,
known as the Luce Branch. Also, organized a
Sabbath School. Bro. Florence Omans is president of the branch. He was a minister in the
Church of God. Last Sunday evening in our
testimony meeting he received a great power of
God's Spirit, and said that he could now say, "l
know the work is true, and that I can cry, Abba,
Father."
JonN C. Foss.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited. ·

SWEET HoME,, Oregon, Aug. 13th.
Dear Herala:-When I read your noble teach~
ing I often think how much I, too, should like to
say something of the great work in which we
have enlisted; but always feeling my inability to
write anything of interest to your pages I have
never made an attem'pt in that direction, knowing there were so many other pens more able
than mine to fill your bright columns. However,
we all have a work to do, and none are exempt
from duty; and the more willingly we take up
our cross the earlier we will advance in the ways
of righteousness and truth. Though our first efforts may be feeble, we should not feel discouraged, since God has promised to be helpful to the
weak. Inasmuch as they put their trust in him
he will make them strong, in all the good desires
of their hearts and prosper them in their every
noble undertaking, both spiritually and temporally. Hence with the Psalmist let us say, "Praise
be to his great and holy name, for his mercies
endureth forever." I do so much desire to love
and serve him better every day, that I may be of
service in his kingdom.
Our beloved brother Haws left our home this
morning for Independence, a_ distance of fifty
miles or more, to visit brother J as person and
some other Saints living in the Salem hills. I
think he will do a good work here in Oregon.
He has already done a great deal of good among
us all in this part, for he is one that truly practices what he preaches, and is a pattern worthy
of imitation; just such as all should be that has
professed the name of Saint. How careful, and
prayerful too, we .all should be when so much
depends upon our daily walk here. The influence we exert around us may have a great deal
more to do with others than. we know or think of
now. Our every day acts have their effect, let
them be good or evil. As we sow, so shall we
reap-either in joy or in tears. Oh! that we may
all so live united in heart and prayer that, when
the Lord comes to gather up his jewels, we may
with the _ransomed shine in the kingdom of our
God, is the prayer of your sister in Christ,
LINA MORRI<;.

Tho printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscription ha• been
paid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

¢nmututthtafinns.
FALSE PROPHETS.
DEAR HERALD:-My mind seems drawn
out this morning to examine the saying of
the Savior, cs found in Matthew 24th
chapter, "For in those days there shall also
arise false Christ's, and false prophets, and
they shall show great signs and wonders,
insomuch that if possible they shall deceive
the very elect; who are the elect according to the covenant. Behold I speak these
things unto you for the elect's sake." \Ve
perceive by this language that the Savior
looking down through the vista of time,
saw what would take place, and warned the
elect, or covenant people of God, of those
characters who should arise personating
himselt, and others professing to be prophets of God, that they should bewar~ of
them, and not be deceived.
We presume that all, whoever have professed belief in the latter day work will
agree, as to the time these characters were
to appear to act their part as predicted;
viz., in the days just prior to the coming
of the Son of man. But for the benefit of
professing christians, or those making no
claim to such a position, whose minds
might not be so clear on this subject, we
would advise them to turn to the chapter
and read, and they will find that Christ
predicted great tribulation to come on the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, such suffering as
had never been known to that time, no
nor ever should be sent upon Israel again.
And in Luke 21st chapter, he declares
that the Jews "shall fall by the edge of.the
sword, and shall be led away captive
among all nation; and Jerusalem shall b1•
trodden down of the Gentiles, until the
times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."
The
trouble, or tribulation brougH upon the
city at the time of its destruction, Josephus
gives a graphic description of; the readingof which, by any sympathetic mind, would
produce sorrow and pain, at such calamity
and suffering endured by that people.
The tribulation to be endured by that people after being scattered among all nations,
as depicted and predicted by Moses in the
28th chapter of Deuteronomy, has been
demonstrated by many historians to have
been fulfilled upon their heads, hut according to Christ's prediction (and many
of the prophets before Christ), tha&e days
of tribulation were to cease, and that in the
davs just prior to Christ's second coming.
It is a matter notorious to the public
who are posted from time to time through
the medium of the pres~, that the ,Tews ar<!
beginning to enjoy equal rights of citizenship in the different nations in which they
reside, some of them being raised to the
highest positions of trust and posts of honor accessible to the citizens of those nations, and the F:1;.:\secutions of that pivople
,,
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are being confined within a small limit.
We conclude then, that the clays of their
tribulation have ceased, or are ceasing very
fast. In these days then, we may look for
these characters spoken of to arise.
We give credit to some of them for sincerity and honesty in their belief that they
are the true servants of God, and their
credulity so acted,upon by the arch-deceiver may be so secured, and they believe
honestly to the time of the end, until Christ
shall come, and their honesty in their belief may cause them to be amongst that
number, who will go with such confidence
to the Savior and say, "Lord, Lord, have
we not prophesied in thy name, and in
thy name cast out devils, and in thy name
done many wonderful works." But poor
souls, they will find .out that although
they had been so grossly deceived, as to
believe they were acting in the name (authority) of Jesus Christ, as his servants, he
will declare unto them that they never
knew him, and they will have to depart
from him. Sad, sad indeed, their condition, but what a warning to us, not to receive all who profess to come in the name
of the Lord.
The Savior declared that he spake those
things for the elect's sake, and they were
the elect according to the covenant. Of
course the elect are then upon the earth
when the~e false prophets shall arise. The
word elect signifies choice, the elect, or
chosen people of God. Chosen how? According to the covenant. They were then
brought into this condition by conforming
to the conditions of the covenant, that covenant by which peop~e enter into i•elationship with God, are born of him, become his elect, which is. nothing more nor
less than the everlasting. gospel, as shown
by Peter in his fin;t epistle 1st chapter, 23d
and 25th verses, "Being born again, not of
corruptible seed, 'but of inco(ruptible, by
the word of God whichlivetrr and abideth
forever. * * * But the word;,of the Lord
endureth forever. And this is the word
which by the gospel is preached unto you."
The elect, we perceive, are upon the
earth when these false prophets arise.
This is as natural a consequence, as for the
effect to follow a cause of which it is .the
effect, and therefore could not precede it,
and also of a counterfeit, which could not
precede a genuine of which it is the counterfeit, so also must the false prpphet follow
the true prophet of which he is the counterfeit. We can not apply the n.ame of false
prophet to professing christians in general,
for they do not believe in prophesying in
these days; and hence would not be apt
to prophesy in the name of the Lord.
We must look therefore to ·some other
source for these pretender~;.. We know
no better way to detect a counterfeit than
to place it in juxtaposition with the genuine; hence will have to determine the
rise and establishment of true prophets in
these days, in which their counterfeits w.ill
act their-part.
The prophet Isaiah declared in the 24th
chapter of his book that the whole earth,
priest and people, servant and master, maid
and mistress, buyer and seller, borrower
i;tnd lender1 taker of usury and giver of

usury, were under the curse of a broken
covenant, having as he says, "transgressed
the laws, changed the ordinance, and
broken the everlasting covenant," and the
time that this should take place was just
prior to the time when "the inhabitants of
the earth shall be burned and few men
left;" and to the time when "the moon
shall be confounded and the sun ashamed,
when the Lord of Hosts shall reign in
Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem and before
His ancients gloriously." The time, we
perceive, must be in the same days spoken
of by the Savior, but must have been prior
to there being any elect, or God's people,
or their counterfeits, the false prophets; or
it could not have been said truthfully by
the prophet, "The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof, because they
have transgressed the laws, changed the
ordinance and broken the everlasting covenant." The elect are so according to the
covenant, hence are obedient to its provisions and could not fall under the curse
of a broken covenant. But when this
burning of the inhabitants of the earth
takes place, a few men are to be left. It
is to be as the gleaning of grapes when
the vintage is done, few men left in comparison to the great bulk of mankind; and
these few are to glorify God in the fires,
which fire will have no more effect upon
them than that of Nebuchadnezzar had
upon the three Hebrews. But if there
were to be a few men left, and who were
not under condemnation so as to suffer
with the rest of mankind, they must not
have been under the charge of breaking the covenant, and if so, after all the
inhabitants of the earth enumerated in the
second verse, as priest and peoole, &c., had
been charged with breaking the everlasting covenant, then the covenant or gospel
must have been restored, or otherwise
there could not be any elect according to
the covenant to need the warning of the
Lord.
John the Revelator says in the 14th
chapter of his book, "I saw another angel
fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach to them that dwell
on the earth, and to every nation, kindred,
tongue, and people, saying with a loud
voice, Fear God and give glory to him, for
the hour of his judgment is come; and
worship him that made heaven and earth,
the sea, and the fountain of waters." Here,
we perceive, is a sweeping charge, like as
in Isaiah, against all the inhabitants of the
earth, that they were not worshipping the
God that made the heavens and the earth,
the sea, and the fountain of waters; hence
were under a broken covenant, for the
messag-e was to all the inhabitants of the
earth." To every nation (none excluded)
and kindred, and tongue, and people, to
them that dwell on the earth. If there be
any who happen not to dwell on the earth,
they are excluded, but if they dwell on the
earth it is to them. at the time spoken of,
which time was the hour of God's judgment (therefore not the time in which John
lived, but a subsequent, period) the time of
the end. This gospel covenant then,.had
been broken, and here was the mode pf
restoring it 1 that all the inhabitant~ of thy
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earth might avail themselves of its provisions, if they will obey its conditions andl
become the elect according to the covenant. vVho, in these days, when the tribulation of the Jews was about to cease, ever
claimed that they had received such a message, before Joseph Smith announced that a
holy angel had brought the everlasting gospel to him, to be preached to every nation,
kindred, tongue and people that dwelt upon the earth.
Professing Christians,
prior to his time, and ever since, have
claimed that angels had ceased to visit the
human family, that the awful voice of
prophecy was forever hushed; and raised
the cry of fanatic, false prophet, imposter,
because he, desirous of serving his God,
could not decide which of the many conflicting churches then extant, professing
to be the church of God, was accepted of
Him.
Enquire of which one he would, they
would bewilder him more and more, for
each one declared they were right and the
others were wrong. In this frame of mind
he went to the word of God to see if he
could find any help out of this dilemma,
and sure enoug-h he received the help needed as his eye fell upon the saying of James,
"If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask
of God, that giveth to all men liberally
and upbradeth not, and it shall be given
him."
Strenfo'.thened by this scripture,
perceiving that no man who lacked wisdom was exempted from going to God
with his case, and he certainly was in that
situation, assured that he would receive
liberally and not be upbraided for asking,
he sought to the Lord in secret prayer,
and in a heavenly vision received the· answer that none of the churches extant upon the earth were of God; that they were
drawing near to Him with their lips while
their hearts were far from him; that their
fear towards Him was taught by the
precepts of men, and he was commanded
to go not after any one of them, that his
sins were then forgiven him, and ere long
the true gospel of the Son of God would
be made known unto him.
He claims that in fulfillment of this
promise, as well as the prediction of John
as befor:e quoted, that a holy angel did restore unto him the gospel as preached by
Jesus and the apostles, and gave him au~
thority to preach it, and to ordain others
to preach it to the inhabitants of the earth;
and also gave authorty to organize the
church of God after the original pattern
as contained in the New Testament, and
to promise to all who would obey the gospel as preached by him and his colaborers,
that they should receive gifts, graces and
blessings, that the children of God enjoyed anciently; that the $igns enumerated
in Mark 16th that were to follow the believing of the word, were to follow believers in this age. Professing Christians
styled him an impostor. Is it like the
work of an impostor to place within the
power of those sought to be imposed upon,
the means of detecting the imposition? If
liable to the charge of imposition because
declaring the same church organization.
The same gospel to induct people into
that org;anization by rea$OU. of whjch they
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sustain a relationship with God througn
Christ, as Christ and His apostles declared
in their day, then the same charge by the
same parity of reasoning, could be fastened upon Christ and the apostles for performing the same act. They have charged him with being a false prophet; but
the same line of argument will serve
against this as against that of imposition.
They seem to lose sight of the fact that
when they charge him with being a false
prophet, they virtually acknowledge the
existence of true prophets for a false
prophet trying to represent a true one
must follow, not precede that which he is
trying to imitate or counterfeit. But say
they, any man professing to be a prophet
of God in these days is a false one, because
there was to be none after John's day; the ·
scripture declares, "The law and the
prophets were until John, since that the
kingdom of God is preached, and every
man presseth into it."-Luke r6: 16.
My Christian friends, you ought not to
jump to such a conclusion as this so quick,
you ought to have searched the scriptures
more carefully. A more thorough search
of them would have saved you from having to recall your hasty decision. If you
had reflected a little you would have remembered that the Savior is that prophet
who was declared by Moses should be
raised up among his brethren, who should
he like unto him, and was to be heard in
all· things; or. that .soul that would not
hear him should be cut off from among
the people. lf you had turned to the 12th
chapter of first Corinthians, you would
there have found that "God set [in this
king·dom that every man pressed foto] in
the church, first iipostles, secondarily
propeets, etc.," and to the fourth chapter
of Ephesians, you would have found that
when Jesus "ascended up on high, he led
cnptivity captive, and gave gifts unto men.
He gave some apostles, and some prophets," etc. If you had turnrd to the z r~t
chapter of Acts you would have found a
prophet, Agabus, who prophesied about
Paul being bound at Jerusalem; and that
there were four daughters of Philip, which
did prophesy. And also to the I rth chapter of Revelations, you would have found
that just prior to Christ's coming to reign
on the earth, when it should be declared
that "The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and His
Christ;" two prophets were to live upon
the earth; and in the days of their
prophesying they should "have power to
shut heaven so that it rain not, and have
power over waters to turn them to blood,
and to ;,mite the earth with all plagues as
often as they will." So that according to
the New Testament history, prophets
were not done away at Joh n's time, but
were set in the church by God, nnd that
they exercised the functions of their office
and prophesied. It was designed in the
economy of God that they should remain
in the church. If as the apostle Paul declares, the church as organized in his day
was the work of God, all church organizations differing from that necessarily can
not be of God; unless tl1e parties interested
in tlw~e organizatioµs \:an show from
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God's revealed word, that He ever intimated that such changes would take place.
And if it was possible for that to be done,
how could we poor souls place confidence
in Him for life and salvation, such a vas.c
cillating being he would have to be, to be
the author of all the church organizations
now extant, represented as His church?
But having arrived at different conclusions
with respect to the character of the God
we worship from the reading of his word,
we rejoice in the character He sustains
there. He is represented as a "perfect
God," one that "changes not," "without
variableness or shadow of a -turning,"
"who knows the end from the beginning,"
etc. Being perfect and knowing the end
from the beginning there would be no
necessity for experimenting in His .case,
so as to make any improvement upon any
of His works if any portion should fail.
No, without variableness or shadow of a
turning, whatever He did establish to
bring about His righteous purposes would
remain the same until those purposes were
accomplished.
·
Paul, in the fourth chapter of Ephesians,
declares that the church organization which
God had established was given for acertain purpose, namely: "For the perfecting
of the Saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ.
That we henceforth· be no more children,
tossed to and fro, and carried about with
every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of
men, and cunning craftiness whereby they
lie in wait to deceive." The time of the
continuation of this organization is stated
plainly in the 13th verse. "Till we, in the
unity of the faith all come to the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect
man, unto the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ." Is there a sane
person belonging to any church, professing
to be the church of Christ, that will say
that the above conditions have bee:1 arrivl'd
at by that church? We think not. If
then those conditions are not arrived at
which God established his church to accomplish, and especially in view of the
character he bears, how can it be said that
God is the author of any church organization differing from it?
It is man that
vascillates and changes, that _experiments
and sees a necessitv for improving upon
his plans, limited in judgment, finite in
capacity, ever changing. We need not
trace the church history from its establishment by Christ, through its deviom windings, heretical teachings, and final departure from God, and culminating in the
Popish hierarchy. Place the two church
organizations in juxtaposition, "God set in
the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, after that miracles,
then gifts of healing, helps, governments,
diversities of tongues."-1 Cor. 12: 28.
Who are set in the church that claims to
be the continued church of Christ? First a
Pope, after him cardinals, archbishops, etc.
A change is made, but it san not be charged
to God. He changes not! Who changes?
Finite, short sighted, erring man changes,
and the change must be accounted to him,
consequently man is the author of the
church orl?anization \i:nQwn <lS the chµ,n;h

of Rome. Numerous offspring of this
church, allclaiming to be the church of God
have come forth, and notwithstanding their
good intentions, and we are free to confess
they have done much good in moralizing
the world, their church organization can
have no higher claim than the mother.·
This was the condition of things, with
the exception of the offspring not being so
numerous as at present, sixty years and
upwards ago, when the young man sought
unto his God to know which of these
churches was accepted of him, and received the answer that none of them were.
The condition of the religious world at
that time warranted this declaration that
none of the churches were accepted of
God, and also of the necessity of the angel's message with the everlasting gospel,
the organizing anew the church of God,
which must include the authority from
God to do it, the preaching of the gospel
and the administering of its ordinances by
which men and women are inducted into
the church, or family, of God.
These
things have been done, the church of God
established to the truth of which thousands
of its members have borne testimony, having proved the truth of the Savior's saying, "If any man will do his will, he shall
know of the do,ctrine, whether it be of God
or whether I speak of myself." The latter day Seer gave the same test to the
world in the name of the Lord, \to prove
his calling, and by it he has been proved
through the manifestations of God to
thousands to be a true servant of him, and
his message the truth of heaven. Not only
has he received that Spirit which Christ
said should show his disciples things to
come, but many in the church have been
shown things to come, which things have
come to pass, and which fills the bill of a
true prophet : c :ording to Mose~' h s',
Deut. I 8: 22. Thus true prophets are established in the church, and there are none
who have ever embraced this latter day
we>rk, even those who dissented from us,
but believe that Joseph Smith was called
of God to inaugurate it upon the earth.
We have found the true prophets, and
our object now is, to find out the false
prophets who will deceive the very elect
if possibie. As we have before stated we
can not look for them among professing
Christians of other churches, for they do
not believe in prophets, therefore can not
be rightfully accused of being either true
or false. The spiritualists may profess to
prophecy, but the elect would not be in
danger in the least by them,J:>ecause they
have no church organization, to our knowledge; therefore can not have any claim to
even a counterfeit; and as to Christ, they
ridicule the idea of his being the Savior,
but thev believe him to have been a fine
spiritualistic medium. By the rule which
says, "There is no other name given under
heaven, or among men whereby man can
be saved," they are condemned and we
pass them by as not filling the bill. To
what source then shall we look for the
rise of these false prophets, who shall deceive the very elect if possible? We must
look to those who have a very close counterfeit of the genui11t; in all their asp'7~ts,
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A false prophet must assume the character
of a true one, even if he did not believe
that he was one, both in the message that
he professes to be sent with, as well as in
church organization, and authority to act
in the premises, or the elect would not be
very aptto listen to him at all. We must
look among those, some of whom, having
left the genuine church, anJ for some
alleged reason or other believe that the
original has gone astray, and is now rejected of God; or we must look among those
who have departed from the original faith
of the church, but still believe that they
are the original church of God, for their
organizations resemble the genuine church
in apostles, prophets, &c., they believe in
prophets, and must when acting as such,
be false.
The reader will remember in the examination of the different churches from the
church of Rome to .her multiplied daughters, that no claim of a counterfeit even
could be established, it was therefore useless to examine their teachings, for if not
the church of God their teachings could
not be accepted of God. But here are
some whose church organizations imitate
the genuine very closely, and their doctrine
in many respects is th::: same, which to fill
the prediction of deceiving if possible the
very elect, must necessarily be so; but
applying the great detector, the word of
God, their true position is made manifest.
The Lord, speaking through John the
Revelator, to that portion of the church
residing at Ephesus as recorded in z<l chapter, zd verse, says: "I know thy works,
and thy labor, and thy patience, and how
thou canst not bear them which are evil,
and thou hast tried them who say they are
apostles, and are not, and hast found them
liars." It seems by this th11t the people of
God have it in their power to trv those
who claim to be apostles, whether they
are entitled to that name or not; and if so,
they must have it in their power to try the
validity of the prophet's claims. Evident[ v
they must be tried by the word of God.
The Savior says, John 1z:48, "He that rejecteth me, a11d receiveth not my words
hath one that judgeth him; the word th~t
I have spoken shall judge hiIT) in the last
day." If men are to be judged by the
word of God in the last day, surely men
are to be tried by th"lt word now. After
the death of the Martyr many men arose
professing to be called to fill his place, and
as it is said that history repeats itself, it did
so at this time, they "drew away di$ciples
after them," composing many factions,
organized after the form of church government, professing to hold on to the original
faith in its first principles.
·
One of the factions, the largest in point
of numbers, through its chief representative, or prophet, said publicly on the stand,
in Nauvoo in 1846, that the Bible, Book
of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and
Covenants had answered their purpose,
like a little boy's vest, who had outgrown
it, and consequently the vest was useless,
even so these books, containing the word
of God, were useless to them now. Peter
said the "word of the Lord abideth forever/' ~ri~ham said it was qs1;less, and
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therefore had ceased. Jesus says, "by Seer should have fallen and given revelatheir fruits ye shall know them." Here is tions that were spurious, he would not be·
manifest fruit, discarding the word. And doing the work of the Lord, and thus the
well they might try to discard the word, word of the Lord to Joseph would have
or they could not successfully introduce failed, and the foreknowledge of God be
the pernicious practice of polygamy (anoth- at a discount. The Lord says of him, "l
er species of fruit) for that word of God will make him great ip mine eyes." If
condemned it as abominable in His sight. he was great in the eyes of the Lord, no
By their fruit> therefore they are known matter how small he may be in the eyes of
not to be the church of God, although those who calumniate him; if he, as the
they have the form of church government Lord said, was to do his work, and men
agreeing with the original pattern, and who once walked with him a part of the
they have deceived to a certain extent way and then sat in judgment upon his
many of the elect, or people of God, but doings, arid condemned a part of the work
thanks to his holy name, many have had which he did as not of God, which is true,
and many at present writing are having God, or man?
their eyes opened, and are coming out from
But says one, do you mean to say that
among them, into the true fold of God. God would destroy his agency? No sir!
Charles B. Thompson (Baneemy) dis- But being taught in the word of God, that
carded the organization of the church, and he knoweth the end from the beginning;
the principles of the gospel; said that we we can easily perceive.~that God knowing
had risen above them, and that he had the end of the Seer's life, fmm the beginc
received a higher law to govern God's ning, could predict through his servant
people. This higher law developed re- Joseph of old, that he would use that
sources to fill his private coffers, the desigri agency in accomplishing the work of God.
of which unfolding to the minds of his The Lord in this connection declares that
dupes, caused him to have to flee for his they who seek to destroy that Seer, shall
life to escape their vengeance. The life be confounded. How many times has this
of this faction was of short duration, and it been fulfilled on the heads of men seeking
was the only one that did not recognize to destroy his character. This ought to
the necessity of the church organization, be a warning to all those who are going
to our knowledge. These two leaders, by about, seeking in their puny strength to
their fruits, are condemned as false proph- destroy the character of this man, who have
ets. Rigdon, if he &tarted right, (as some left the-light of the gospel brought forth
say), soon went astray, introducing into by his instrumentality, and are walking
the worship of his followers that they in the light of the fires of their own kindshould ask for blessings in the name of ling, and compassing themselves about
Jesus Christ and the "Days man of Zion," with sparks; but says the word, "This shall
when the word of the Lord says that the they hav.e from my hand, they shall lie
name of Jesus is the only name in which down in sorrow," and if they lie down in
we are to address the Father and receive sorrow, what will their rising, or resurof His blessings. This is a particular fruit rection be? The Reorganized Church of
that does not grow on the gospel vine, and Jesus Christ is what its name suggests, a
the word of God condemns the one that re-assembling of the solid fragments of the
bears it as not genuine. But the faction old church, which was disorganized at the
he was at the head of culminated in polyg- death of the two chief shepherds. Reoramy, or its equivalent, and by the word of ganized by the command of Almighty
God this practice is condemned as abomin- .God, composed of the same offices and orable in the sight of God, and places Rig- dinances, and teaching the same faith or
don as a leader among the false prophets. gospel as did the old church, striving to
The leaders of the balance of the factions live by every word that prbceedeth out of
(there may be some exceptions) went into the mouth of God, whether contained in
that iniquitous practice, and therefore are the Bible, Book of l\1ormnn, or Litter dav
condemned by the word. If David Whit- revelations. Thomancls have done and
mer harl observed closely that book he has ~re still testifying that Gml has made
so persistently testified to as being true, known unto them the truth of these things.
the truth of which he so stoutly, and con- They are therefore the elect according to
tinuously declares was made known unto the covenant; and although history may
him by the voice of an holy angel from repeat itself, and men may arii'e speaking
heaven, he would not be found among that perverse things to draw away disciples afnumber who deny a portion of the revel- ter them, claiming to be apostles, or prophations of that man, who under God, brought ets, yet the elect need not be deceived, for
forth the Book of Mormon, for that book they can try them hy the word of God,
positively declares of him; "and I will and prove that they are not the true apos·
give unto him a commandment that he tles or prophets of God.
E. STAFFORD.
shall do none other work, <>ave the work I
LAMONI, July 12th, 1886.
shall command him. And I will make
him great in mine eyes; for he shall do my
TITHING.
work."-z Book Nephi, zd chap. zd par.
Here the Lord makes known unto Joseph DEAR HERALD :-I do not often trouble
of old what will take place; no guess you, but as a member of the body I desire
work, no room for a failure to come in. to be heard with reference to the question
The Lord who foreknew all things, de- of tithing. While I have sought to unclared that that man should accomplish derstand the law, learn my duty, and make
His work, the declarations of apostates to myself a workman to teach in harmony
th~ c;ontrarr notwithstagqjn~.
H that win~ th~ law of. God <1nq tg trulr re.p~e,
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sent the body, I have paid less attention to
the law of tithirig than any other, believing that it was the peculiar duty of the
Twelve and Bishopric to execute, and
their agent to teach, that law. And as I
was devoting all my time and energies to
the ministry, I felt that I certainly was
paying my own tithing. But as a representative member of the body, and believing that the work of the promulgation of
the gospel is being hindered by many influential persons withholding their tithes
and offerings because, as they claim, "there
are so many theories being taught;" "no
unity between the ideas of the first Bishop
and Twelve;" "the two Bishops and their
council teaching differently;" a "difference
in the views of the Bishopric and First
Presidency;" "the Bishop's Agents not
teaching alike, and unequal disbursement;"
I have been led to pray, and search, and
trv to understand the matter.
I am desi;ous to present it, that if I am wrong I
may be corrected. I find as many ideas
and opinions on this matter as their are
quills on the back of the porcupine; that
the various writers and teachers have confounded in their quotations parts of law
which relate to the law of consecration
with those that relate to the law of tithing, two distinctly separate laws, hence
much confusion; also that in the various
writings and teachings there are four
words that have been strang-ely perverted
and variously applied-I refer to the words
"co'nsecration," "tithing," "surplus," and
"execute." Now the true meaning of.
these words must be determined, universallv understood, and taught alike, or we
might write volumes, the multiplicity of
which only darkens counsel.
Section I, paragraph 5, tells us the law
is given in the English language, adapted
to our weakness,, that we might understand; and when we come to a word not
understood, instead of going to a wicked
apostate like vV. E. McLellin, let us go to
the only standar<l, the dictionary. There
we find that "consecration" does not mean
tithing, nor one-tenth; but to "set apart
as sacred" anything, much or little. "Tithing" does not mean consecration nor all
your surplus, but "a tenth of anything,"
or "taxation to that amount.'' "Surplus"
does not mean consecration, nor tithing, nor
a tenth, but "excess beyond what is nece'isary.'' "Execute" is not alone to teaclz,
but to carry into effect." In the first law
given to govern the cnurch, section 4-2, the
gathering of the church unto the land of
Zion is contemplated, and in this g-athered
condition the law of con~ecration; 8th paragraph teaches as of primary and immediate
i rnportance a consecration of property for
the poor. The 9th paragraph teaches consecration of property; 10th paragraph
teaches a second consecration of surplus"more than is necessary for their support.''
In this consecration we understand that
the individual was to place all, not onetenth of their properties by an "inventory"
before the bishop, and was to receive back
such portion as was mutually understood
as necessary, (not one-tenth), and they received a deed of this as their inheritance.
J\nd i!U oyer and abov~ this, (which W<ts

surplus), was placed in the Lord's Store
House. In May, three months after this,
comes instruction (sec. 5 r: par. I) how they
were to be organized under this law, (consecration), that the Bishop should appoint
unto every man his portion "according to
their families, according to their circumstances, and their wants, and needs"-not
according to one-tenth, and the residue,
the surplus, was to be so deeded that the
transgressor could not withdraw such consecrated property.
And in the 5th paragraph this is made an example unto "Edward Partridge, in other places in all
churches-this would include Martin Harris also. The reason why he is mentioned
in section 58: 7, is, that the law of consecration given to Edward Partridge is now
beginning to be executed. They have just
arrived in Zion; and as the first consecrating in Zion under this law, he becomes
"an example unto the Church" by "laying
his moneys before the Bishop," according
to the examp~e shown to the Bishop, Edward Partridge, in sec. 51: 5.
The next revelation we notice so often
quoted-Section 64: 5-"Behold now it is
called to day . . . a day of sacrifice and a
day of tithing.''
This day we find extends from September, i831, till Christ
comes, a period of sacrifice, (consecration),
and a period of tithing, (a tenth of your
increase annually). Consecration in the
gathered condition, and tithing while
scattered. And what is conclusive that
the law at that part of that long day was
consecration, and not tithing, is found in
a later codicil, or supplement, given three
months later-Section 72: 3-"The word
of the Lord in addition to the law which
has been given; for according to the law,
every man that cometh up to Zion must
lay all things before the Bishop in Zion.''
(This included Martin Harris, who must
also lay all things before the Bishop in
Zion). This was the law to govern .Zion,
is not repeated, and will again govern
Zion when the land is redeemed, as we
will try to show before we conclrnie. In
Times and Seasons, vol. 6, page Sor, in a
letter dated Kirtland, :is- late as July 2d,
r 833, signed by be the First Presidency,
we have as follows:
"Bro, E. Partridge; Sir :-I proceed to answer
your question concerning the consecration of
property, ·First, it is not right to condescend to
very great particulars in taking inventories,
The fact is, a man is bound by the Jaw of the
church, to consecrate to the bishop, before he can
be considered a legal heir to the kingdom of
Zion; and this, too, without constraint; and unless he does th_is, he can not be acknowledged
before the Lord, on the church books; therefore,
to condes<'end to particulars, I will tell you that
every man must be his own judge, how much
he shall receive, and how much he should suffer
to remain in the hands of the bishop, I speak of
those who consecrate more than they need for
the support of themselves and their families,
The matter of consecration must be done bv the
mutual consent o/ bo!k parties. For, to give the.Bishop power to sa_y how much every man shall have,
and he be obliged to comply with the Bishop's
judgment, is giving to the Bishop more power
than a king has; and upon the other hand, to let
a man say how much he needs, and the Bishop
be oblige d to comply with his judgment, is to
throw Zion into confusion, and make a slave of
the Bishop. The fact is, there must be a balance
or equilibrium of power between the Bishop and
the people, an~ t?11& h?,rrn9ny a11\l ?oocj w!IJ be
0

preserved among you. Therefore, those persons
consecrating property to the Bishop in Zion, and
then receiving an inheritance back, must show
reasonably to the Bishop that he wants as much
as he claims. But in case that the two parties
can not come to a mutual agreement, the Bishop
is to have nothing to do about receiving their
consecrations; and the case must be. laid before
a council of twelve High Priests, the Bishop not
being one of the council; but he is to lay foe
case before them!'

In r86r the Lord gives instructions to
the Twelve and Bishopric "to execute the
law of tithing"-not consecration.
In
1833, the Saints were driven out of the
land of Zion because they were too covetous to keep the law of consecration.
They had not "purchased the lands" as
commanded in section 63: 3, and from
this time were driven from "city to city,
and from synagogue to synagogue," as
this s<11ue paragraph declares would be
the penalty of violation of this law. And
in section 98 the Lord plainly tells them
this, and also promises that they shall return after patient! y enduring this chastisement. And he shows them in a parable,
in paragraph six, how they had gathered,
how they had acted, and how they should
be redeemed ;-they began to say, "what
need hath my Lord of this tower? . . •
might not the money [consecration] be
given to the exchangers.'' The redemption was sure, but far off. Read paragraph
eight-" When shall these be?" .. "\Vhen
I will.''
And in section 102: 8, of'
the redemption, "rt is 111 y will that
these lands should be purchased, and
after they are purchased that my
Saints should possess them according to
tlte laws ef consecration which I have
given." And in paragraph ten we read:
"Let those commandments which I have
given concerning Zion and her law be
executed and fulfilled after her redemption.
* * * And inasmuch as they [the Elders]
follow the counsel they receive, they shafl
have power after many days to accomplish
all tlzings pertaining to Zion.'' For three
and a half years after the expulsion we
find them "driven from city to city,"
torn with dissensions, division and apostasy.
And in Far West they asked
the Lord, in sec. 106, "How much [in our
present condition J thou requirest of the
properties of thy people for a tithing.''
They could not at this time consecrate if
they would; but they were required to
contribute according to the necessity of the
case at that time, "for unto every law there
are certain bounds and conditions.''-Sec.
85: 7. The condition at this time was,
1, There was a house to build; 2, A heavy
church debt on the presidency; the families
of the ministry to sustain; a large number
of destitute poor, etc. Therefore the Lord
answers the question, that he requires "all
their surplus property;" if that meant
everybody to give one-tenth it would have
been oppressive to some who had not
enough to feed their children to require
one tenth of their property! 'Vlhat an
absurdity! And after this they were to
pay one-tenth of all their interest, annmtlly.
The church has decided that these conditions do not exist to-day, that there are no
"debts of the presidency," and no house
(t~~ple) to, l:>Hilsl ju~t ~9W~ and that if t!-itt
'

;

,
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Saints will "pay one tenth of their interest
annually," it will amply sustain the families
of the ministry, and the poor. But instead
of the church doing that much, the reports
of the Bishop show that while the church
numbers about twenty thousand the tithing
paid is very meagre. The Saints might
say with the old Deacon, "Thank the LorJ
for the Mormon Church, it has only cost
us - - cents per annum!" But the objection is raised, Does not section 106 say that
paying all their surplus is "the beginning
of the tithing of my people," "and those
who have thus been tithed shall pay one
tenth of all their interest annually." I
answer that when they paid all their surplus, whether much or little or nothing, if
in their heart they had the will, is the
entrance fee into the order of tithing-they
were in the eye of law tithed from that
time till their first annual installment-onetenth of interest-was due; that the payment of this "all surplus," although not at
present exacted is not repealed, but in for.ce
:at any future time when the conditions
Tequire it, "for the building of my house,
for the laying of a foundation in Zion, for
building a Tithing Store-house in Independence, [or anywhere else.-Ed.J, to
quarry marble, etc., this surplus could be
again required; and if then exacted from
those who are not now paying any tithing,
and from those commg into the kingdom
at that time it would only place them on
an equality with those who have paid
tithing annually for years. And as the
Lord liveth if the Saints will prove the
Lord "to-day" by paying the tenth of their
interest we shall cease to hear the continual
cry,-I can not pay anything this year, for
my hogs have all died, and my cows have
died, my corn crop did not turn out as I
thought it would, I have been sick all
summer and had to hire help and pay a
doctor." But they will be so far blessed
that when the call comes they will not
only be' ready to pay "all their surplus,''
but to lay all before the Bishop in Zion.
But now many are waiting to do some
big thing, (that they will never accomplish), when if they complied with this
light, easy "yoke," Zion's cause would
flourish.
The drops make the ocean.
"Despise not the day of small things."

Again; he might have been of another
nation.
Again; the claim is made that he must
have been a baptized believer, as he knew
Jes us and called him Lord, and that "no
man can say that Jesus is the Christ (or
Lord) but by the Holy Ghost." This I
think also untenable, from the fact that the
Holy Ghost was not yet given, as 1esus
was not yet glorified, (John 7: 39), and
was not as a witness until Pentecost.
Again· we are told that there is no evidence that he was pardoned, or saved, as
Tesus the third day had not yet ascended to
the Father,· and that the promise was,
"This day shalt thou be with me in paradise," and that Christ went and preached
to the spirits in prison that day, and that
the thiet must have gone to the prison, to
have been with Christ that day. This is
also untenable as it locates paradise in the
prison-house of diwbe<lient spirits; called
hell in Ez. 32, and elsewhere. And from
Rev. 2: 7, we learn that the tree of life
blooms in the "midst of the paradise of
God." And in Rev. 21: 22, it is located
beside the river of life in the Holy J erusalem.
"Well," says one, "if you reject all these,
what reason shall we give?" Answer.
The word of the Lord. That Jesus had
the power and legal right to forgive sins
without baptism while here before his
death, is evident from Matt. 9th chapter,
Mark 2d, and Luke 5th. But the law, the
gospel covenant, of which Jesus was mediator, which enjoined baptism as essential
to salvation; to the remission of sins, as
taught in Mark 16: 15, 16, Acts 2: 38 and
elsewhere, was not in force when the thief
was answered by the loving Savior. As
proof, read Heb r 1 : I 5, 17, "And for this
cause be [Christ] is the mediator of the
new testament, that by means of death,
for the redemption of the transgressions
that were under the first testament, th~y
which are called might receive the promise of eternal inheritance. For where a
testament is, there must also of necessity
be the death of the testator. For a testament is of force after men are dead, otherwise it is of no strength at all while .the
testator liveth."
This needs no comment. Before his
E. C. BRAND.
death he could forgive sins without bapDEr,orT, Iowa, Feb. 12th.
tism; but after he had put that covenant in
force by his death and then taught the law,
BAPTISM ESSENTIAL TO SALVATION. "He that believeth and is baptized shall be
INASMUCH as the necessity of baptism for
saved, and he that believeth not (and conthe remission of sins is often denied, be- sequently was not baptized) shall be
cause the claim is made that the thief was damned;" then it was in force, binding upon
pardoned, consequently saved without all mankind for Jesus could not lie, and
baptism; I will gi·ve my opinion also in re! thus dishonor the law his father sent him
gard to the matter. I have heard the to teach. As Moses, mediator of the first
claim made that he must have been bap- covenant, when .his sister Miriam was
tized, because it is written, "Then went out stricken with leprosy, cried out, "Heal her
to him Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all now, 0 God, I beseech thee." N um. I 2:
the region round about Jordan, and were
I 3.
When God called his attention to the
baptized of him in Jordan confessing their fact that there was a law given recently
sins."-Matt. 3: 5,.6. This I think is not for the cleansing of leprosy, and she must
good evidence that he was baptized then, comply with that. This law is found in
as the Scribe:;> and Pharisees were not bap- Lev. 14th chapter. · Of course, there are
tized of John, and the thief might have exceptions to all laws. I once had a noble
been one ot them. Again, he might not man, a true believer in Christ beg of me
have lived in the region referred to, as it to baptize him, in January, when the ice
did not include all the land of Israel. was very thick, and no water near, whilst

he lay at the point of death, passing away
a few days after. Will not God accept
the earnest desire of that heart to obey
him for the act? I think that he will, es"
pecially when circumstances prevented
obedience.
D.

s.

CRAWLEY.

THE FAITH OF THE SAINTS.
"Beloved, when I gave ail diligence to write
unto you of the common salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you that
you should earnestly contend for the faith which
was once delivered to the Saints."-] ude 3.

This Scripture introduces to my mind a
series of thoughts and reflections which I
submit for the consideration of those who
choose to read. The epistle in which this
language occurs is peculiar; consisting of
but one chapter, and, seemingly directed
to meet a peculiar crisis in the history of
the primitive church. Jude had previously written to them an epistle, in which
their attention was called to the impending danger. of departing from the faith.
This important document has been lost, so
the canon of Scripture, supposed by many
to be complete, is not full, for God's VJill
respecting the Church as reflected by the
Apostle Jude-a document of evident importance-is missing, and its contents unknown. The prophetic foresight of Christ
and his apostles detected the invasion of
the enemy, and in repeated admonitions
warned the brethren to hold fast to their
profession, and the g-ospel by which they
were made free.
At an early period the
apostle Paul had occasion to draft an epistle to the Galatian churches. (How many
churches, or branches there were in 'this
Province I have no means of knowing), in
which they are reproved for the sin of
apostacy. "0 foolish Galatians, who hath
bewitched you, that ye should not obey
the truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ
hath been evidently set forth, crucified
among you? This only would I learn of
you, Receive ye the Spirit by the works
of the law, or by the hearing of faith?
Are ye so foolish? having begun in the
Spirit, are ye now made perfect by the
flesh? Have ye suffered so many things
in vain? if it be yet in vain. He therefore
that ministereth to you the Spirit, and
worketh miracles among you, doeth it by
the works of the law, or by the hearing
of faith.''-Gal. 3: 1-5.
It seems hy this that the gospel had
been properly ministered to them, and
they had "begun in the Spirit,'' realizing
the fulfillment of the promise of Christ;
yet, tradition with its iron hand sought to
drag them back into the beggarly elements
of the world. The whole emphasis of the
epistle of Tude with which we are favored,
is directed to meet this invasion of the enemy that thre.atened the destruction of the
churches, not only in Galatia, but in every
part of the world, whither the gospel had
been carried and proclaimed. Ap6stacy,
like a dread specter, followed the footsteps
of truth, closely contesting every inch of
ground. "Another gospel" had served to
"bewitch" the Galatian Saints.
After
having l'begun in the Spirit," they sought
to be made perfect by the flesh. After
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the wearisome years of journeying and
toil, to build up and establish the work of
God among the people, the Apostle to the
Gentiles, gave utterance to expressions indicative of the fact that a general disaffection had entered the churches throughout
Asia. We note the most prominant forms
of seduction, presented by the arch enemy
foe the overthrow of the churches of God.
First, the attempted re-establishment of
the "law of works."-Acts r 5. Gal. rst,
2d, 3d and 4th chapters. Second, denial
of a future resurrection.-1 Cor. 15: 12.
2 Tim. 2: I 7, 18. Third, perversion of the
Eucharist. I Cor. r r. Fourth, perversion
of the marital relation.-r Cor. 5: T. Rev.
2: r 3, 14, and 20. Repudiation of Christ,
Jude 4. 2 Peter 2: r. Doctrine of celibacy
r Tim. 4: 3.
Jude concludes his letter by exhorting
the Saints to live in the love of God, keeping themselves from the evils of the world.
GEORGE

S.

HYDE.

TRY THE SPIRITS.

How rs man, unaided, ever prone to perversion! To put darkness for light, and
light for darkness; good for evil, and evil
for good; that which is of Goel for that
which is of the adversary, and contrariwise.
Are there many false spirits in the
world? Are they to be detected as such?
How is it to be clone? What is the rule?
Though the powers of discernment be ever
so general i:1mongst the Lord's people, is
that their sure remedy against spirit deceptions?
Does the inspired word so
decide?
In 1 John 4: r-3, the token of kind or
character, is evidently one not of manner,
but of doctrine referred to the intelligence
of those who ought to know what the
truth is.
Does any one teach that"] esus
Christ is not come in the flesh," the spirit
he is of is known, not by its traits though
ever so sweetly endued, but by the doctrine
taught. But if there are those who would
have him (Christ) no more than a man,
what of those who seem to confess him,
but who are not of him? In Doc. & Cov.,
sec. 52: 5, we have: "Wherefore, by this
pattern ye shall know the spirits in all
cases under the whole heavens." "By
this pattern" and not by a gift, other than
.an intellect trained to understand what is
plainly said.
But is there not a power by which the
children of the kingdom may know the
truth of all things? There is. But what
about the pattern .P Is it not a thing of
inspiration? vVas it only given to show
what might be revealed?
Or is it indeed
the way to try the spirits? Why should
it not be if it be so infallible and so universal, that no spirit under the whole
heaven shall be able to evade its terms?
1f to the pattern we must go, we have:
"Wherefore, he that prayeth whose spirit
is contrite, the same is accepted of me
if he obey mine ordinances. He that
speaketh whose spirit is contrite, whose
language is meek and edifieth, the same is
of God if he obey mine ordinances. And
again, he that trembleth under my power
shall be made strong, and shall bring forth
fruits of praise and wisdom, according to

the revelations and truths which I have
given. you."-Doc. and Cov., Sec. 52 :4.
But mstead of having to remember all
this would it not be less trouble to sift this
matter directly through our discernment?
To answer interrogatively, suppose while
we are exercising our discernment ·we also
are found under an influence not of God?
How then? But what is a contrite spirit?
vVhat is meek language?
Except we
accord here in our decisions, we might
never agree in regard to any manifestation p1irporting to be divine.
Is a contrite spirit one that is well sati<>fiecl with its own perfections, and the
charms of its dear ones? Is it apt to tell of
the excellencies of the world it is in? Is it
not more apt to mourn for the blight of
sin, and the suffering and woe of its fellows? Is it not given more to regret than
to levity? What has it to rejoice in hut
the truth? What has it to praise, but the
doings of its God who shall the curse
remove?
&•Now the man Moses was very meek,
above all the men which were upon the
face of the earth."-N um. 12: 3. In Heb.
r r: 24, 25, Paul has him thus :-"By faith
Moses, when he was come to years of discretion, refused to he called the son of
Pharaoh's daughter; choosing rather to
suffer affliction with the people of God,
than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a
season."
If such deeds were the result of his faith,
were they not also of his meekness?
vVhat if faith were only a compound of
belief and meekness? \Vhat if the mightiest faith were only the strongest convictions combined with the greatest meekness? In the gospel sense, was there ever
one of mighty faith whose meekness was
not comparatively strong? vi/ere it in
Moses, a token of his faith? Why not of
his meekness, that he should come down
from his honors and pleasures to share the
afflictions of his people? And what of
his Ethiopian wife? Do proud men ignore
the honors of blood? \Vere it not for his.
lack of pride, why -;hould not the fairest
of his tribe have been his own? And except at the waters of Meribah, who shall
say he ever aspired ahove the good of his
people? And though he did thus once
speak unadvisedly, how soon was he the
same Moses again !-the same in his farewell to his people, and in his ascent of the
mount to die "there before the Lord!"
Meekness seeks not 1ti:<df to p1cuAe.
Nor spends its time for selfish cause.
To know it truly, ancl what it iFI,
Weive only to know what Moses was.
And while its manner is not flRpiring,
Its language is not hi~h-sonn<lillg,
It ne~cr seeks to make its words attracting,
Or itS tone or subject towering.
Not as verbal pomp to some so charming,
Though, ever bol"l, 'tis yet retiring.

A.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Feb.
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CENTRAL MISSOURI,
The Central Missouri District conference met
with the Wahnda Branch, July 3d, 1886, J. D.
Cravens president, pro tem, M.A. Trotter secretary; visiting brethren were in' i . d to council
with us. Bro. Joseph Westwco.:l, of Bloomfield,
Iowa, and Bro. Emoley Curtis of Independence,
Mo., Bro. J. D. Craven and Bro. Benson of Far
West district present. Elders E.W. Cato, sen.,
David Powell sen., P. P. Powell, J. B. BelchPr,
\V. L. Booker present, reported., Bro. F. M.
Miller reported by letter. Priests Geo. W. Carter and - Ruckles, M. H. Stone, Deacon.
Branch reports.-Wakenda, 40 members, 2 by
letter, l received by vote on previous membership; 2 received by letter. Carrollton, 33 members, 3 expelled. District Agent reported.-On
hand last report $3 20; paid out as per account
shown $3.IO; amount on hand, IO. David Powell
District Agent. Bishop's Agent's Report.-On
hand last report $2 90, received since last report
1;6 45; total amount on hand $9-35· Resolved;
That this district hereafter be represented only
by the Elders, Priests, Teachers, Deacons. By
vote of conference George W. Carter and James
\V. Jolmson were ordained Elders. Bro. W. L.
Booker was sustained president of the district
for the next quarter, and M. A. Trotter clerk.
Adjourned to meet at Wakenda, October 3d,
1886 at ten o'clock a. m.
PITTSBURG AND KIRTLAND.
Conference of the above district convened at
Benwood, W. Va., July 24th and 25th, 1886;
opened at 10: 30, a. m. E. C. Briggs was appointed to preside, G. T. Griffiths associate
president, F. J. Reese and A. M. Teagarden,
secretaries. E. C. Brige;s made lengthy and encouraging remarks to the Saints. At l: 30, p,
m. the following branches reported :-Pittsburg
143 members, including one High Priest, five
Elders, two Priests, one Teacher, one Deacon;,
18 baptized, two received by letter, three removed, two died, one marriage. Kirtland, Ohio,
organized May 13th, 1886, 17 members, including
one Apostle, one Seventy, one Elder, one Deacon; seven received by vote, 10 received by
letter.
Wheeling City, W. Va., 34 members,
including two Elders, one Priest, two Teachers,
two Deacons; two removed by letter, one ordina:
tion. Mansfield, Pa., 20 members, including one
Elder; two baptized. Fairview, W. Va., 33
• members, including one Elder, one Priest, one
Teacher, and one Deacon. Lampsville, Ohio,
23 members, including two Elders, one Priest,
one Teacher, one Deacon. Church Hill, Ohio,
13 members, including four Elders, one Priest,
and two Teachers. New Philadelphia, Ohio, 15
members, including one Priest, one Teacher, one
Deacon; two baptized, one expelled. Officials
reported by letter:-Wm. 1-I. Garrett of Greenville, Jacob Reese, (baptized two), Ephraim
Thomas of Pittsburg, E. L. Kelley of Kirtland,
G. T- Griffith (baptized several), John Hatcher,
M. S. Sutton, R. S. Salyard. Frank Criley,
Bishop's Agent reported :-Receipts $308,03,
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Expenditures $z44.50. Balance on hand $63 53.
Resolved, that we recommend James Brown to
the president of this mission and to the Bishopric for a mission in this district. Resolved, that
the time and place of next district conference be
left with the president. G. T. Griffths tendered
his resignation as rlistrict president, and insisted
upon it being passed, but it was refused
by a unanimous vote of tbe conference.
Resolved, that we sustain Frank Criley,
Bishop's Agent, F. J. Reese, secretary, and A.
M. Teagarden assistant secretary.
Resolved,
that we sustain R. S. Salyards as per appointment of last General Conference, and that he be
ordained to the offce of a Seventy. E. C. Briggs
and G. T. Griffith officiating in the above ordination. Resolved, that we sustain f acob Reese and
Wm. H. Garrett in their present mission. Resolved, that we sustain .Wm. H. Kelley and E. C.
Briggs in this mission. Officials present:-One
Apostle, two of the Seventy, five Elders, three
Priests, four Teachers and three Deacons. Sunday services :-Preaching at IO: 30 a. m., by E.
C. Briggs. Baptism was administered at 2: 15,
by G. T. Griffith. Saints' social meeting at three
p. m., G. T. Griffith and Jacob Reese in charge.
Preaching at 7: 45, p. m., by James Brown.
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
Conference of the above distilct convened at
Farmington branch, Graves county, Kentucky,
August rst and 2d, 1886. Elder P. B. Seaton
president and W. J. Seaton clerk pro tern. Foundry branch numbers 15, including r Elder and r
Deacon. Farmington branch, no change. It
was moved and seconded that we sustain the
authorities of the church were sustained. Remarks made by Elders P. B. Seaton and W. H.
Griffin reported having done all they could for
the cause in the way of preaching. Saturday
morning had prayer and testimony meeting. In
the afternoon, preaching.
Sunday morning,
preaching by P. B. Seaton, followed by W. H.
Griffin at five p.m. Adjourned to meet at the
call of the president of this mission.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Minutes of conference for the Northern Nebraska District held at Fremont, Nebraska, June 18th,
1886, \Vm. Rumel, president, Isaac Sylvester,
secretary. Opening session devoted to prayer
and testimony. Morning session: credentials
of delegates were acted .upon. Delegates' credentials from Platte Valley, Omaha and Fremont
branches were received .. Minutes of last conference received. Statistical report~ of Platte Valley
and Union branches received. James Caffall and
Wm. M. Rumel, Elders, reported.
District
President Financial Report. From last conference $z.65; received since $20.50, total $23.r 5,
expended $ 1416, on hand $8.99. Bishop's Agent's
report: on hand last report $20.50, received since
$151.,so. Paid out $95 40. Amount on hand to
date $76.60 Upon motion, the Colvmbus Branch
was annexed to~ the Northern Nebraska District.
Afternoon session. Committee in case of Joseph
Gilbert gave notice to all parties Interested to
meet them Immediately at the close of this
session. Wm. M. Rumel was sustained disti-lct
president for coming three months, and Isaac
Sylvester secretary. Resolyed that next conference be held at Fremont, Nebraska, the 2d Friday
in September, 18861 to convene f!t 7: 30 p. m.

Evening session. Committee in case of Joseph
Gilbert reported his ordination to office of an
Elder illegal. Report adopted. Bro. James
Cafiall was requested to devote as much time as
possible to this district. Preaching by James
Caffall on "tithing." Collection $6.60.
NORTH-WEST KANSAS.
The conference of the above district was held
in the Elmira Branch, June 12th and 13th, 1886,
Bro. David Jamison was chosen secretary jro. tem.
The following branch reports were read and
approved: Blue Rapids, Elmira, Prairie Home,
Twin Creek, and Goshen. Ministry reported:
G. W. Shute, J. F. Jemison, A. Sears, Henry
Jemison; Priests Campbell, E. M. Reynolds, H.
J. Jemison, S. C. Andes. President A. H. Parsons reported.
Bishop's Agent, only lately
appointed, reported: Received $16.75; had talked
considerable on tithing. Bro. A.H. Parsons sustained district president. H. R. Harder distrlct
clerk. G. W. Shute sustained as Bishop's Agent.
Moved that the President and Secretary and
Bishop's Agent be appointed a committee to circulate a subscription list and purchase a tent.
Carried. Adjourned to meet with Goshen Branch,
Clay county, Sept. uth and 12th 1886.
0

IlISHOP'S AGENTS.
To the Saints in the state of Colorado greeting:
Whereas, we have some calls for preaching in
this state and New Mexico, and seeing it not only
takes a sacrifice of time, but it takes means to
reach all these places, I therefore call upon all
the Saints that are interested in the spread of the
gospel truths in this state, to come up to the help
of the Lord by bringing in your tithings and
freewill offerings, or sending the same to my address, that there may be meat in the store-house
of God, so as to send the gospel to those that are
hungering and starving for the bread of life.
And as the coffers of the church are low, I hope
the Saints that are scattered throughout this
state will respond to this call by sending in whatever they can afford, as the Lord may have
blessed them. Let every one remember that
every little helps; and not forget that the Lord
loves· the cheerful giver, and has promised to
open the windows of heaven and pour out a
blessing that there shall not be room to hold it.
Yours in gospel bonds, JAMES KEMP, Bisltoj's
Agent for Colorado.
HuTCBINSON,

Jefferson Co., Colorado.

Having been appointed Bishop's Agent for the
state of Oregon, I request the Saints and friends
living in said state to forward all tithing and free
will offerings to my address.
J. F. MoRRis, Sweet Home, Linn Co., Oregon
T. RUTH REPLIES TO PEDAGOGUE.
Dear Herald:--On page 446 of your issue for
July 17th, we find the "Criticism on 1'. Ruth,"
and a very peculiar one it is indeed. We will
here reproduce the words objected to by "Pedagogue," with its accompanying text and words.
Genesis 6:49: ·"Because that Adam fell we arc."
Here "are" is used as "the present indicative
plurai of the substantive verb to be." It will be
noticed in the article that the defining words are
quotation marked 1 and are thereby shown to be

the words of an author. And please permit me
to tell you, brother Pedagogue, who that author
was. It was none other than Webster, as you
may find on page 23 of Academic Dictionary.
You may also find on page 72 of his Unabridged
Dictionary, the latest edition, the same definition
of the word "are," viz.: "The present indicative
plural of the substantive verb." Also on page
II5, same work yon may find the following in
the defining of the verb "be." "This verb is defective, and its defects are supplied by verbs
from other roots. * * * The case is the same
with the substantive verb in most languages."
But Pedagogue says, "There are no substantive
verbs." Webster thinks differently. Which is
most likely to be right is a matter for each to decide for himself. I believe I can afford to adhere
to Webster.
PACIFIC MISSION.
To the Saints of Pacific Slope Mission, and
whom it may concern :-This will notify you that
in accordance with the direction of the Annual
Conference of 1886, I have appointed Elder
James R. Badham missionary to the city of Los
Angeles, California, and vicinity. I trust the
Saints of that locality will sustain and aid him in
the prosecution of his missionary work, and pray
that God may bless his labors to the salvation of
souls.
I cheerfully recommend him to the
church and all others interested, as a representative of the Faith of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
Pres. ef Pacific Slope Mission.
MARRIED.
DAvrs.-BrsHEARS.-At residence of bride's
parents, July 27th, 1886, by A. J. Taylor, Priest,
Mr. George Davis and Sr. Ellen M. Bishears; all
of Blue Rapids, Marshall County, Kansas.
'·No\V may bright joys attend you,
Your lives Ile lllest with pence,
And though your paths be mgged,
Your pleasures never cease.,,

DIED.
BRILL.-At the house of his son, in Harrison
Co., Missouri, July 27th, 1886, of disease of the
heart, Mr. August Brill, aged 64 years and 6
months. He was born near Berlin, Prussia;
came to America in 1865, living eleven years
near Chicago and in Streator, Illinois, and the
past ten years in the neighborhood where he died
and with his son·in-law, Bro. Lewis A. Fowler,
in Lamoni. His wife died nine years ago. He
leaves three sons and two daughters. He was a
Lutheran in faith and lived a moral and upright
life, orderly and peaceful in his ways, according
to his understanding of his profession. He fell
asleep as quietly as does a child. Funeral sermon by Elder Henry A. Stebbins.
ATTENTION.
[ORDER NO. 2.)
HEAD<"~UAR'I1ERSi

Independence, Missouri.

Comrades.-Do not expect me to acknowledge
the receipt of your cards or letters. Direct
plainly to me and there is little danger but I will
receive them. It is not necessary to cover a
sheet of paper with your items. Merely state,
"John Jones, Co. K., 29th Iowa, Inft., (rank, if a
commissioned officer). It is desired to enroll all
men who aided the Government during the
Rebellion: soldeirs, sailors, marines, wagon mas.
ters 1 teamsters, scouts, contractors 1 constructi911
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men, or any man who gave or hired his time to
the United States Government during its hours
of peril.
In the way of encouragement I will say the
"Boys" are responding to the call, and when the
list is published you will be surprised to see so
many familiar names. Many letters of commendation and encouragement from soldiers and
civilians have been received; several from Salt
Lake country urging its completion, and publishing as soon as possible. Let the above answer
all inquiries made. And we earnestly request
presidents of districts and branches and the
church officers generally to assist us in completing this "Roll." If you had a deceased friend
or brother send in his name, and to every man
that wore the "blue" we say "FALL IN."
Your obedient servant,
T. w. CHATilURN.
INDEPENDENCE,

Missouri.

POTTAWATTAMIE DISTRICT.
A conference of the above district will be held
in the Hazel Dell Branch, commencing August
28th, 1886, at ro: 30 a. m. Place of meeting
three miles north of Weston. Parties coming by
rail will be met with conveyance at Weston, if
they will notify the undersigned beforehand.
Address H. N. Hansen, Weston, Pottawattamie
county, Iowa.

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manife't; 20c. a doz., per 100..... 1 ro
No. 3.-Voice of the Good Shepherd; 5c. a doz .. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of ]'aith and Doctrine of the Church
and the Kirtland Temple Snit; 5c. per doz., 25c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1for500, per 1,000 ................ 1 75
No. 5.-The Gospel. ............. pnce the same us No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects. PreRcqnisites, and Design,-aud Who Shall Administer; 16 pages; 25c. per doz, pPr 100- ............... 1 75
No. 7-Who Then Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., 100 ....... 1 75
No. 8.--Fulncss of the Atonement; 25c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritnulism Viewed from a Scripturnl Standpoint; 20 pages; 80c. per dozen. per 100 ............. 2 25
No. 10.-'l'he Narrow Way; 8 p.; Hie. a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No. 11.-'l'he Plan of Salva1iu1r; >lOc. a dozen, 100 .... 2 25
No. 12.-The Bible ver.:-uR Polygnmy; :.25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No.14.-Reply to Orsm1 Prntt; 23c. n dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite ldoh11 ry; 5c. a dozen. per 100.... 40
No. 16.-PoJ.vgamy; Wus H a11 Original Tenet of the
Church; 2Jc .. a dozen, per 100 ..................•... 1 40
No. 17.-'l'he Successor rn the Prophetic Oltice and
Presidency of the Church; 25c. n dozen, JOO for ...... 1 75
No.18.-Rcjection of the Church; me. a doz.100 for 110
No. 20.-rrhe "One Uody;,, or the Cburch of ChriHt
under the Apostleship ancl nuder the Apostasy;
12 pages; 20c. a dozc·n, !Oil for .................... , .. 1 40
No. 21.-Truths hy Three WitncsseB; 3c. a doz., 100 .. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; 15c. a dozen, 100 ..... 1 10
No. ~3.-Baptism; 10 page8; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 24.-'l'he Kingdom of Goel: 5c. a dozen, 100 for.... 40
Nti. 25.-Lnyiug on of ITanrlH; 5c. a <lozen, 100 for..... 40
No. 20.-lvlountain of the Lon.rs House; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath QneHiou; Qilc. tt d0>oen, 100 for 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the HeH11n·ect.10n, from the Doctrine and Covenants; 5c. a cloze11, 100 for........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of 1\1unnon; 15 ceuts a
dozen, per 100 .................................... 1 10
No. 31.-What is 'l'rnth? anrl 'frnc Orlhodoxy? unrl
an Evangelical Church? AIRO, the Kirlhmil 'l'crnple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 fur 25c., 250 f'vr 50c.,
500 for :iji1, 1,000 for ..••.........................•. 1 75
No. 32.-Which ie the Church? 5c. n dozen, 100 . . . . .. 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story l{e-E.,amiued; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A Memorial to CoH.gress; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 110
~rrial of the Witnesses to the HcsnrrecLion; 32 paw
ges; fie. each, per dozen...... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . flO
Provhecy on the He hellion; ver 100....... .. .••..••• •. 15
An assortment of 'I1racts, 35 ce11ts.
COl\lPLE'rE SE'!' OD' 'l'UACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . . 75

J.

H .

H A N S E N ,

M • D •'

PllrSJCIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in I,amoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWlFERY an~ DlSE.ASES of WOMEN a /'Jpecia!ty.
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14feb1y

ADVERTISERS
can learn.the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel" Advertising Bul"eau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send lOcts. fol" 100-Page Pamphlet.

The Line !>elected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fa~t !'11~!1.,. ..

m=

~

DAR WIN'S IDEA.
THE following has been given to the public as
a letter written by Charles Darwin, in 1873, to a
Dtitch gentleman, in reply to an inquiry as
his belief in regard to the existence of a God:
"It is impossible to answer your qnestion briefly: I am not sure that I conld do so, even if I
wrote at some length. But I may say that the
impossibility of conceiving that this grand and
wondrous universe, with our conscious selves,
arose through chance, seems to me our chief argument for the existence of God; bnt whether
this is an argument of real value I have never
been able to decide. I am aware that, if we admit a first cause, the mind still crave to know
whence it came and how it arose. Nor can I
overlook the difficulty from the immer.ise amount
of suffering through the world. I am also induced to defer, to a certain extent, to the judgment
of the many able men who have fully believed
in God; but here, again, I see how poor an argu"
ment this is. The safest conclusion seems to be
that the whole subject is beyond the scope of
man's intellect; but man can do his duty."
This letter, it is stated, first appeared in a Dutch
Free-Thought journal. Its genuineness has not,
to our knowledge, been called in question.

to

INCREASE OF CRIME AMONG
CHILDREN.
FRENCH statistics just published contain alarming information concerning the increase of crime
among children of both sexes. The number of
offenders under 16 years of age has augmented
in five years from 2,235 to 5,579 for boys, and
from 418 to 908 for girls. From 16 to 21 years
of age the number of criminals has increased
from 5,936 to 20,489 for boys and from r,046 to
2,839 for g!rls. The ratio of crime among offenders under age has therefore considerably more
than doubled during the last five years. The
statistics register for the first time numerous
,;ases of suicide committed by children.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE
}"or u1l Deliberative Assemblies ol the Cliurdt; nl~o,
a Chapt,(~r on Branch Hukfl. mid one on Heport.s of
Ilrancllcs nud Districts~ 12i3 p:we:-i, limp cloth

40

CONCORDANCE 'l'O HOUK OF COVENANT~.
An enlarged new edition; paper cover~, a·~ page~..... 10
BOOK OJ!' .l\IOlU!ON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................................ 1 25
Imitation l\lorocco, gilt edges ..............•••• ; ...... 1 50
~'ull Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 7~

BOOK

GREAT

0 FF ER!

We will send you the l.1an1012i G~nzettc:~ for one year
(price $1) and Crutleu's Con••.orofanf\e or Smith's
Bible Dietionary post-paid for $1,50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing lir<t of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.
DON'T FORC:TET
to address all orders for Beel Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, I ndepcndence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
19.imitf.

Farn1 fo1· Sale,
IX miles south·east of Independence, Mo., r53

S

acres of Land, 80 acres of plow lanfl, ~·:; acres of timber and pastnrc land, which can he pnrchar:.:ed on easy
terms. Any further information wanted, adUress,
W.W. GAYLOJW, SR.,
Tabor. Fremont. Co .• Iowa.
20feMm

.Y. \'W.

Dt~~oou,

PHYSICIAN

AND

rul. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answerecl.
LAMONI,

row A.

Ofilcc at Anderson's Drnrr Store. Reeidencc East end
of Main Street.
j11n30tf

Farm and

iht!lilBC!SS fo1·

§aie.

A choice Farm within two miles of Lamoni,
and an interest in a g)od paying Business in the
town, will be sold at a bargain if mid before October rst, 1886.
Address:

J.
26jun4t

A. HOPKINS, Lamoni, Iowa.

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

~~bcli~~~
~DENVER
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to th0ir important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicag1:> and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chica~o tlnd Kansas City,
Ch1ca~o and Tor>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.
At each of its seveml Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is tha Principal Line to and from

San
Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, Goneral Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Tlcket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,
1

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen'I Pass. Agent.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going Ea~t at I: 50 p. m
Do.
do.
West 2: S3 "
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, hy the Board or Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Sarnts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Oltice Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addrnssed DAVID DANCER, Box !'12,
1.amoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the oftice should be addressed to DAVI:!~
DA~Oll:B; communications and 11rti<:lee to the EDI'foll.
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THE WORD 01!' THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE lT BE ONE WIFE.- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE 01!' DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.

33,-Whole No. 693.
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Lamoni, Iowa, August 28, 1886.

HERALD:

Official Paper of the :Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

PJJ.blished at Lamoni, Deeatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.

W- The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request&d to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entere1 as second class matter at Lamoni Post Oilice.

JOSEPH SMITH

W.W.

BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, August 28, 1886.
PERSECUTION A:ND ITS CAUSES.

WE have thought for some time past to
present our readers with the chief facts, so
far as we can obtain them, in respect to
the persecutions and drivings of the Saints,
from the beginning of this last dispensation. Iri doing this we shall d.raw largely
on the testimony Of those who W<'fe the
persecutors as we find it published in nonMormon documents, and from those not
members, but friends, and in this way enable the reader to reach fair and just conclusions as to the causes leading to, and
the motives which prompted, these persecutions.
We have long believed that, when the
facts were properly presented, it would be
readily seen that Latter Day Saints have
been as greatly misunderstood, their doctrines as badly misrepresented, their intentions and purposes as wrongfully construed," and their' conduct and character
as falsely represented as any people in
all past time. But this is not to say that
the Lattei; Day Saints were without
fault, for we are aware they were and
are imperfect in many ways, and also
that much of their persecution was and is
the result of their own sins and· follies.
What we have to say is, that the recorded
facts prove that they were and are a far
different and much better people than
commonly supposed to be, even their enemies and other non-members beirrg witnes:,es. As for Joseph Smith and his family, the Whitmers, Harrises, Knights, 0.
Cowdery, and others. who first united
with the Church, it is a recorded fact that
they were orderly, industrious, and intelligent.· Prior to the coming forth of the
Book of Mormon, many of"the Smiths ·
were members of churches. Lucy (the
mother of Joseph the Seer), Hyrum, Samuel Harrison and Sophronia were members oI the Presbyterian Church, as also
were some of the Knights, while Joseph
was "somewhat partial to the Methodist
sect."

No. 34.

But when the claims of the young seer were free frotn superstition and bigotry) that I
. and his associates in respect to the Book thought Joseph was predestinated by his God
of Mormon, the restored gospel and from all eternity to be an instrument in the hands
Church of Christ were made known, the of the Great Dispenser of all good, to do a great
air was filled with strange and false rumors work; what it was I knew not. Afier living irt
concerning them; their sincerity was
that neighborhood about three years, enjoying
questioned, their motives impugned, their
claims misrepresented, their designs mis- the go·)d feelings of his acquaintances as a worstated, and their reputation villified. Per- thy youth, he told his particular friends that h@
secution under the form of slander soon had had a revelation from God to go to the west
took on violence, and for years the young about eighty miles, to his father's, in which
seer and his immediate associates were in neighborhood he should find in the earth an old
danger, and some actually suffered violence history written on golden plates, which would
because of their religious professions. Of give great light and knowledge concerning the
these Saints Mrs. E. M. Austin, a late will of God towards his people in this generation,
anti-Mormon writer, who claims to know unfolding the destiny of all nations, .kindreds
from personal observation, says, "There and tongues; he said that he distinctly heard the
were now [1831.-ED.] hundreds who voice of him that spake. Joseph Knight, one of
were called people of good sense and judg- the fathers of your church, a worthy mau., and
ment, men who were valued in good soci- my intimate friend, went with him. ·when I re,
ety, yet they were firm believers in Mor- fleet upon our former friendship, ]\fr. Chairman,
monism."-ivlormonism, page 62. Of those and upon the scenes that he [Mr. Knight] has
in Kirtland, Ohio, in the first days of the
passed through in consequence of mal-adminisChurch (1830-1) she says, "The members now numbered about one hundred tration, mobocracy, and cruelty, I feel to lift up
persons, the greater part of whom were . ~my voice to high heaven, and· pray God to bless
,the brightest and best of the community, the aged veteran, and that his silver locks. may
merchants, lawyers and doctors. All were go down to th<' grave in peace, like a shock of
united in the belief that God had set his corn fully ripe.
In a few days his friends returned with the
hand again-the second time-to recover:
glad news that Joseph had found the plates and
the house of Israel."-Ibid. 58, 59.
We now give below some statements of had gone down to his father-in-law's for the pnrHou. John S. Reed, Esq., made before the pose of translating them. I believe he remained
State Convention in Nauvoo, Illinois, in there until he finished the translation. After the
1844, in respect to the character of Joseph book was published, he came to Jive in the
Smith the Seer, and some of his associates, neighborhood of father Knight's, about. four
also some of their' early persecutions. Mr. miles from me and began to preach the gospel,
Reed was not a member of the Church. and many were pricked in their hearts, believed
Here is what he says:
and were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.
He soon formed a church at Colesville;. his meetMr. Chairman:-! can not leave this-subject
ings were numerously attended; the eyes of all
and do justice to my own feelings, and the char'
people were upon him with astonishment. O,
acter of JoseJ?h Smith, without giving a short
Mr. Chairman; the world was turned t!P side
history of the first persecution that came upon
down at once, and the devil alwnys ready to nshim in the counties of Chenango and Broome,
sist and help along in all difficulties that, arise
in the State of New York, commenced by that
among ~en, personified in some of the religionclass of people calling themselves Christians.
ists, begun to prick up his ears and jump and
The first acquaintance I had with Joseph Smith,
kick and
about like Jim Crow, calling tor rotwas about the year 1823. He came into my
ten eggs to help in the wake. You would have
neighborhood, being then about eighteen years
thought, sir, that Gog and Magog was let loose
of age, and resided there two years; during
on the young man. He lthe devil] called upon
which time I became intimately acquainted . the world's people, (as they were called) but got
with him. I do knf•W that his character was
no help; he then flew about in the sectarian
irreproachable; that he was well known for truth
churches like lightning, and they immediately
and uprightness; that he moved in the first circame to his aid, and uniting their efforts roared
cles of community, and he was often spoken of
against him [Joseph] like the thunders of Mount
as a young man of intelligence and good morals,
Sinai. When those fiery bigots were let loose,
and possessing a mind susceptible of the highest
they united in pouring the red hot ,vials of their
intellectual attainments.
wrath upon his head. The cry of "false prophet!
I early discovered that his mind was constantly
false prophet!!" was sounded from village to vii·
in search of truth, expressing an anxious· de&ire
lage, and every fol)! epithet that malice and wicked ingenuity could invent, was heaped upon him.
to know the will of God concerning his children
Yes, sir; the same spirit thatinfluenced the Preshere below, often speaking of those things which
professed Christians believe in. I have often obbyterians of Massachusetts about one hundred
and fifty years ago in their persecution of the
served to my best informed friends, (those that

run
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Quakers when they first began to preach their
do~trines in that State, was fully manifested by
those religious bigots who were afraid if they let
them alone their doctrines :yvould come to nought.
What was the result of the persecution in Massachusetts?-Why, Sir, warrants were made out
by those churches having authority, and the'
Quakers were tried for heresy. But what was
the result of those trials? The sentence of death
wa,s passed upon the Quakers for h,eresy by those
religious fanatics, and three of them were hung
,dy, the neck on Bloody Hill, in Boston, to make
expiation for that unpardonable crime. "Tell it
not in Gath" nor publish it on the tops of the
mountains in this boasted land of freedom, that
the Puritans of New England, who had fled from
th'e: Old World in consequence of religious intoJerance that they might enjoy the sweets of
,Ji~erty, so soon became persecutors themselves
arid shed innocent blood which still cries aloud
frbm the dust for vengeance upon their heads.
L;t shame cover our faces when we mention the
n~me of freedom in our grand Republic.
0 my Godf when in one portion of our coun·
tr); blood is flowing for the crime of worshipping
our Creator according to the dictates of conscience, or as the Spirit directs, and in the other
are great rejoicings in consequence thereof, where
I ask, is that boasted freedom for which our
fathers fought and bled? 0 thou who holds the
destinies of all things in thine hands here below,
return these blessings unto us, that we may keep
them as precious jewels, till time is no more.
These bigots soon made up a false accusation
against him and had him arraigned before Joseph
Chamberlain, a justice of the peace, a man that
was always ready to deal out justice to all, and a
man of great discernment of mind. The case
came on about ro o'clock, a. m. I was called
upon to defend the prisoner. The prosecutors
employed the best counsel they could get, and
ransacked the town of Bainbridge and county of
Chenango for witnesses that would swear hard
enough to convict the prisoner; but they entirely
fl).iled. Yes sir, let me say to you, that not oi;ie
blemish nor spot was found against his character. He came from that trial, notwithstanding
the mighty efforts that were made to convict him
of crime by his vigilant persecutors, with hi&
cliaracter unstained by even the appearance of
guilt. The trial closed about twelve o'clock at
night. After a few moments deliberation, the
court pronounced the words 'not guilty,' and the
prisoner was discharged. But alas! the devil not
satisfied with his defeat, stirred up a man not unlike him•elf, who was more fit to dwell among
the fiends of h-1 than to belong to the human
family to go to Colesville and get another writ,
and take him to Broome county for another trial.
They were sure they could send that boy to hor to Texas, they did not care which; and in haif
an hour after he was discharged by the court, he
was arrested again and on the way to Colesville
for another trial. I was again called upon by his
friends to defend him against his malignant persecutors, and clear him from the false charges
they had preferred against him. I made every
reasonable excuse I could, as I was nearly worn
down through fatigue and want of sleep; as I
had been engaged in law suits for two days and
nearly the whole of two nights. But I saw the
persecution was great against him. And let me
here say, Mr. Chairman, singular as it may seem,

**

while Mr. Knight was pleading with nie to go,
a peculiar.impression or thought struck my mind,
that I must go and defend him, for he was the
Lord's anointed. I did not know what it meant,
but thought I must go and clear the Lord's anointed. I said I would go; and I started with as'
much faith as the apostles had when they could
remove mountains, accompanied by father
Knight, who was like the old patriarchs that followed .the ark of God to the city of David. We
rode on till we came to the house of Hezekiah
Peck, whei:e a number· of Mormon women had·
assembled, as I wai informed, for the purpose
of praying for the deliverance of the prophet of
the Lord. The women came out to our wagon,
and Mrs. Smith among the rest. 0 my God, sir;
what were my feelings when I saw that woman
who had .but a few days before given herself,
heart and hand, to be a consort for life, and that
so soon her crimson cheeks must be wet with
tears that came streaming from her eyes. Yes,
sir; it seemed that her very heart strings would
be broken with grief. My feelings, sir, were
moved with pity and sorrow for the afflicted; and
on the other hand they were wrought up to the
highest pitch,of indignation against ,those fiends
of h- who had thus caused the innocent to
suffer.
The next morning about ten o'clock the court
was organized. The prisoner was to he tried by
three justices of the peace, that his departure ont
of the country might be made sure. Neither talents nor money were wanting to ensnre them
success. They employed the ablest lawyer in
that county, and introduced twenty or thirty
witnesses before dark, but proved nothing. The)'
then sent out runners and ransacked the hills
and vales, grog shops and ditches, and gathered
together a company that looked as if they had
come from h-1 and had been whipped by the
soot boy thereof, which they brought forward to
testify one after another, but with no better success than before, although they wrung and twisted into every shape, in trying to tell something
to criminate the prisoner. Nothing was proven
against him whatever. Having got through with
the examination of their witnesses about two
o'clock in the morning, the case was argued
about two hours. There was not one particle of
testimony against the prisoner. No, sir, he came
out like the three childreT! from the fiery furnace, without the smell of fire upon his garments.
The court deliberate1I upon the case for half an
hour with closed doors, and then we were called
in. The cour~ arraigned the prisoner and said:
"Mr. Smith, we have had your case under consideration, examined the testimony and find nothing
to condemn you, and therefore you are dischar ged." They then proceeded to reprimand him severely; not because anything derogatory to his
character in any shape had been proven against
him by the host of witnesses that had testified
d'.lring the trial, but merely to please those fiends
in human shape who were engaged in the unhallowed persecution of an innocent man, sheerly
on account of his religious opinions.
After they had got through, I arose_ and said:
'This court puts me in mind of a certain trial
held ·before Felix of old, when the enemies of
Paul arraigned him before that venerable judge
for some alleged crime, and nothing was found
in him worthy of death or of bonds. Yet, to
please the Jews, who were his accusers, he was

left bound contrary to law; and this court has
served Mr. Smith in the same way by their unlawful and uncalled for i;_eprimand after his dis~
charge, to plea~e his accusers.'
We got him away that night from the ·midst of
three huhdred people without his receiving any
injury; but I am well aware that we were assist,
ed by some higher power than man; for to look
back on the scene, I can not tell how we succeed,
ed in getting him away. I take no glory to my
seH, it was the Lord's work, and marvellous in
our eyes.
This, Mr. Chairman, is a tme [1istory of the
first persecution that came upon Gen. Smith in
his youth among professed Christians,. and in a
country heralded to the ends of the earth as a
land of freedom where all men have the constitutional right to >vorship as they please, and believe'
what they please without molestation, so long as
they do not interfere with the rights and privileges of others. Yes, sir, a persecution got up
through the influence of religious bigotry by as
vile a set of men as ever disgraced the family of
man. But their devices against him were brought
to nought by that overruling power that controls
all things and brings to nought the councils of
the wicked. Mr. Chairman, little did I think
that I was defending a boy that would ~ise to
eminence like this man, a man whom God delights to honor as a prophet and leader of his
people; one to whom he has given the keys of
heaven and earth, and the power of David, and
said to him whatsoever yon bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against you. And may be live to put
his foot upon the neck of his enem.ies in love
and meekness. I know, sir, that God has made
him a leader of many thousands of people, and
may he teach them In meekness, and with that
wisdom and judgment that God shall direct.
I add no more.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sister Ruth K. Dennis, late of Sandwich, Illinoi~, writes to Sister Walker
from Eden, Weber county, Utah:
"l would just say if any Elder is coming from
Lamoni, tell him to come to Eden and give us a
call, and we will entertain him to the best of our
ability. I feel free to ask them here."

Eden is twelve miles from Ogden, and
a letter to Sister Dennis in care of Elisha
Wilbur, will meet with' prompt response,
should an Elder see fit to accept the invitation.
By courtesy of Bro. J. F. Burton we
furnish our readers with extracts from a
letter written him from Hastings, New
South Wales, June 27th, by Bro. Evan
Jones, who says:
"The aliens have not left a stone unturned
since your departure to recover, as they say, their
stolen sheep . . . . Last night there were Salvation Army demonstrations. We had meeting
this (Sunday) afternoon, and also had testimo·
nies from Saints. All seemed alive to the work.
Some arrangements are being made for preach·
ing at Frankston by brethren Wooley and Mc·
Gnrlc We hear from pretty good authority that
Mr. John Carr, Methodist exhorter, intends to
come down and 'wipe out the delusion.' Amen!
Let him do it if he can. We know we are sur·
rounded with hidden opposition, and we woulcl
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like to see some of it emerging from its covert,
'Ve are receiving letters, cards and
even if it be in the person cf this 'son of the Metharticles from all quarters about our answerodist connection.' We think it begins to dawn
ing "No" to the question, "Can a Prie't
on snme of their minds that these sheep have not
bless the bread and wine?" We corrected
now their brand at all, but that of another which
this answer of ours just as soon as we posthey have tried hard to rub out, and in so doing · sibly could, after discovering our blunder.
\Ve trust all those who have so earnestly
they have only made it appear all the plainer. .
read and noted the mistake will as earnestly
.. If any of the Saints are about, and any one
read and note the correction. Truly we
dare attack the principles of our faith, I have ~n
were an offender for just one "word."
ly to look on now and hear them defend them;
Technically God alone can bless the bread
and I tell you they do stand up well for them.
and wine; but the question was asked in
It seems to make us think we were always Latour own dialect and we did not intend any
ter Day Saints. It certainly seems strange to
covert or reserved meaning; it was simply
think we were ever anything else. There seems
a mii;take, for which the senior editor was
to be a shaking among sectarian 'dry bones,' for
alone in fault.
One word in reference to
there are many wishing to hear something of this
questions: no answers will be made to
new doctrine we teach. Ministers and lay memanonymous quest:ons, no matter who sends
bers run and \Varn the people against 'the comthem; and we will not be held to answer
ing delusion.' But this seems to be but only
any, but will use our own judgment whethopening the way for the honest to hear and obey
er we answer or leave unanswered.
the truth, for we hear there are many interested
Bro. A. H. Parsons wrote from his
al: F_rankston and Mornington, who prefer to
home in Kansas, that the work was movhear for themselves and then judge.''

ing on slowly. Five have been added to
the church since Bro. Parsons returned
ON Friday the 14th we sent a specimen home from Conference.
copy of the "Three \Vitnesses" to Elder
Two were added to the Lamoni branch
B. V. Springer, and on the 20th received by baptism, August 15th.
an order from him for sixteen copies (all
Rain has fallen at Lamoni, beginning
sold) and the promise of another order August 13th, but not enough to raise the
soon. Now we venture brother Springer pools-and creeks. Vegetation of all sorts
did not do one bit less gospel work while seems to have been aided. The drouth
he was doing this, and if others in the broke up in very severe storms in parts of
field would only aid us in this way, the Illinois and Iowa; we are in hopes that no
question of the HoPE being enlarged such storm may follow at Lamoni.
would not long be a doubtful one. Who
Bro. J. \V. Johnson, of McFall, Gentry
will offer us their aid? The picture is County, :Missouri, wants a brother to come
worth double the cost.
there and take a half interest in his Bee:M. WALKER.
keeping and shoe rnak~ng business. Any
. We cheerfully give place to the above, one wanting further particulars, write
·for while the HoPE interests are being ad- him.
vanced thereby, those who purchase the
We have received a ringing letter from
picture get in it the full worth of their Bro. B. V. Springer, written from Fremoney.
mont, Indiana, August rzfo. He is having most excellent liberty, and good
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
audiences. He was to baptize one, a GerTHE Editor visited St. Joseph, Missouri, man lady the evening he wrote, and
August 15th, to supply the pulpit of Bro. others were but waiting the moving 'of
H. C. Bronson, while he stood for the de- the waters. He reports excellent results
fence of the cause at Spickards, Missouri, from the good faithful living of the Saints
against Rev. Padget, who watches over' 'in that country.
the interests ot the Chri.stian Church, as
Bro. Jost'.ph F. Burton wrote from
we understand. We sincerely hope Bro. W allsend, Australia, July 1 I th. He was
Bronson was as much blessed as the about to start on a tour through the northeditor was depressed.
The Germans ern part of the colony. Re reports an
held a Turn Fest, with a street parade~ evident desire for improvment in some of
Turn V erein societies,. butchers and the branches.
Brass Bands-these drew the people, for
By letter from Sr. F. Smith, Galesburg,
those not interested in the society direct, Tasper County, Missouri, we learn that
were attracted by the music of the bands Bro. Orson Sg1herland is preaching there
which was exceUent. It was also intense~ every two weeks, and that there seems to
ly hot, the hall was close and it was al, be a prospect for doing good as a result.
most a stretch of courtesy that kept the Sr. Smith has chifdren living- at 'Clay Cenaudience awake either morning or evening. ter, Kansas, and wishes the Elders to look
We hope that when Bro. Bronson returns them up and visit them.
he will find that the editor did the flock
Brn. Tohn McKenzie, of Jefferson City,
no harm either in word or doctrine.
and C. ~tClair, of Independence, Missouri,
· The hymn, "I love thy church, 0 Lord,". are making an effort together at the former
lately printed in HERALD was a copy, or place. Bro. McKenzie is a staunch, reliable
plagiarism from one written by Dr. man, of good repute among the citizens
Dwight, so say/several correspondents. It where he dwells, He has long been
was probably intended as a SIJ]ection-at anxious to secure help to open the work
lea.;;t we prefer to think so.
th1;re; and we shall earnestly pray that
Bro. Samuel Brown, writing from St. good may result from their labors. It
Mary's, Ontario, says, "The work is on" was expected that meetings would be held
ward here."
·
,
• all the week beginning August ~oth.
0
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Bro. Isaac \Vilson writes from Nobesville, Nebraska, asks the prayers of the
Saints in his behalf, and claims he has been
led into suffering and sorrow by the wrong
doing of another, and he wisely suggests
that Saints should withdraw from associations with the wicked.
A Mr. - - writes August 14th, from
Pinnebog, Michigan, that he is a believer
in the latter day work, is sick and in want
of temporal aid for himself and family.
He should make his needs known to Bishop
G. A. Blakeslee, Galien, Michigan, if he
expects aid from our church officers.
'VE received from Bro.Joseph F. BurtL'n,
a very kind and pressing invitation to visit
Australia and the Saints in that distant
continent, on the much talked of "visit and
rest vacation," so kindly proposed by the
brethren at the April session ofConferenct>.
Almost simultaneously with Bro. Burton's
invitation came· one from Brother T. W.
Smith and the various brethren at Tahiti,
a most courteous and brotherly invitation,
and one which has excited feelings of interest to see the "isles of the sea." Over
in Old England the brethren have been
actively agitating our coming to see the
"'old country;'' this is also an attractive invitation. We have been also solictited to
visit Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio, Kansas,
Minnesota, Northern Illinois, vV es tern
Iowa, Utah, Montana, Idaho and California-to spend the vacation, preach, visit
and-rest.
These invitations are all couched in the
kindest of terms, and are laden with the
finest sentiments of personal regard and
brotherly affection. And while we reciprocate the regard and affection, our experience is against that sort of a resting.
spell. Besides that, ubiquity for man, is
in our opinoin as unlikely as infallibility,
and we can not possibly visit more than
one of many localities, and that one must
for obvious reasons, be not too distant from
the place ~of business of the Church; and
our home at that place. As tO rest, the
preacher who preaches, visits, sings. and
passes from place to place among the
Saints must be of tough material, as it is
a restless life he leads-unless he is lazy.
It may be that many of the brethren in
some of these localities are expecting- us to
appear in their midst at some time in .the
near future; to those we say, be not over
:rnxious, as it is possible we may not be
able to leave home at all.
RUSSIAN SERFS.
THE Russian papers announce the emancipation
of the last Russian serfs. It appears that the
peasants on the estates of the foreign convents in
Transcaucasia were until quite recently the serfs
of the dioceses of Jerusalem and Constantinople.
This abn_ormal situation has attracted the atten·
tion of the authorities, and since last summer the
enfranchisement of these serfs has been in progress in the Governments of Till.is and Kutais.
The Brotherhood of the Holy Sepulchre possesses
more than 6,ooo serfs, and the Patriarch of Constantinople, as representing the Convent of
Iversky on Mount Athos, has about 500 more,
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milk of !he flock?" Having reminded them that
he had the power and the perfect right to do all
these things, he declares to them that he had not
done so.
But we want you to notice particularly what
he declares ih regard to the law, and to rememEDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."
ber that' he was a preacher of "the perfect law of
liberty:" "Say I these things as a man? or saith
"I have no answer for myself or thee,
not the law the same also?" Referring then to
Save that I learned beside my mother's knee;
the law of Moses which forbade them to muzzle
'All is of God that is, and is to be;
And God is good.' Let this suftice us still,
the ox, he declares that it was not spoken altoResting in child-llke trust upon his will
gether for oxen, but of the ministry, and concludes
Who moves to his great ends nnthwarted by the ill."
thus: "Even so hath the Lord ordained that they
which preach the gospel should live of the gos"AND IF A MAN ALSO STRIVI~ FOR MASpel."
TERIES, YET IS HE NOT CROWNED J~X
We recently remarked that we rejoiced in maCEPT HE STRIVE LA WFULLY."-2 Tim. 2: 5.
ny of the results of our late conference. One of
THE "apostle Paul here illustrates the subject
them is the fact that the church has been doing
which he had been speaking about, by reference
what Paul exhorted Timothy to do. Consider
to the games of ancient Greece and Rome, instiwhat has been said, and the Lord is giving them
tuted in honor of their gods. These ga1.nes were
understanding, for they are beginning to feel
c~lebrated at stated times, with great pomp. Their that if as a church they ever conquer, they will
greatest statesmen, as well as legislators and
do so by observing the law as God has given it.
kings, engaged in them; and ·to be crowned vicThe sacrifice of the past has been made by the
tor in these games was considered the very highfew, and douli>tless there always will be those
est honor, though the crown was simply a chapwho stand ready to sacrifice more for the cause
let of laurel or olive. Not only was the preparthan other$; but thank God we believe the time
afory training very severe, but they were governhas gone by when our Elders in the harvest field
ed by the strictest rules or Jaws, and the violation
can not eat their food without longing to send a
of any.one of these rules or laws of the game
part of it to the loved ones at home. How can a
subjected the offender to the loss of the crown,
heart thus divided between anxiety for the wele-ven when otherwise entitled to it. It is this parfare of those left behind and a desire to labor for
ti~ular feature of the game which Pan! nses in
the cause of God,-how can it, we ask, be wholhis e;xhortation to Timothy, and warns 'him that
ly given to the ministry? Paul was writing to a
he must not expect to be crowned unless he strive
bishop when he said, "The husbandman that Jabin accordance with the rules of the rai:e he has
oreth must be first partaker of the fruits." In the
started upon. This, all understood to be the gosearly church the twelve said to the disciples, "It
pel race, and eternal life the prize in view; for
is not reason that we should leave the word of
Paul calls him "my own son in the faith," and
God and serve tables," therefore men were chonot only this, but he was the first bishop of. the
sen and set apart for the special purpose. Thus
church of the Ephesians, and that with reference
we are led, after a careful consideration of this
to which Paul e•horts him seems to bear upon
matter, to the conclusion that in temporal matthe duties of his oflice as a bishop. Paul says:
ters as well as in spiritual, if we expect to be
"No man that warreth entimgleth himself
crowned we must strive lawfully. If we have enwith the affairs of this life; that he may please
tered upon the Christian warfare and desire to be
him who hath chosen him to be a soldier. .And
crowned at the end of the race, we need not conif a man strive for masteries, yet is he not crowncern ourselves in the least in regard to why such
ed except he strive lawjully. The husbandman
and such things are lawful, and such other things
that labor'l!th must be first partaker of the fruits.
are not lawful. Jehovah is the general under
Consider what I say, and the Lord give thee unwhom we have enlisted. Through the gospet,
derstanding in all things."-2 Tim. 2: 4-7.
the perfect Jaw of liberty -is made known to us,
When Paul wrote this second epistle to Timoand if we strive according to that law, we shall
thy he was in prison at Rome, and knew that he
be Jed from victory on to victory, until the kingwas shortly to seal his testimony with his blood.
doms of this world become the kingdoms of our
It may therefore be called his dying charge to
Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign for
this beloved son. With it there could be mixed
ever and ever.
no grain of selfishness, neither of that pride which
to some sensitive natures is so hard to overcome;
WE are in receipt of letters from sister Mary L.
but it was the wise counsel of one who had learnElliott, G. S. Hycle, Amy, Pauline Higgins, H.
ed by experience that the kingdom of God is a
Huffman, Kate Currie, a Sister, Lou Berry,
kingdom wherein law and order should reign,
Aunt Ruth and sister L. H. Campbell.
and if we expect to be crowned we must strive
Not only these, but from east, west, north and
lawfully. We infer that Paul may have been
south, come the most cheering letters to us, tellsensitive upon this point of the church being uning how this department is winning its way to
dt>r obligation to support the ministry, from the
the hearts of the Saints, even from the islands of
way in which he expresses himself in his first
the ocean, and from the brethren as well as the
Jetter to the Corinthian saints; he says: "Mine
sisters. · Tak,e courage then, you mothers, wives,
answer to them that do examine me is this:
and daughters of Zion. Is it not a grand thing
Have we not power to eat and to drink? Ha\·e
to be able to help on this work, by cheering and
we not power to lead about a sister, a wife, as
e·ncouraging those who have left every comfort
well as other apostles, . . . or I only and Barnaof home and friends to spread the glad news
b.is, have we not power to forbear working. Who
abroad? There are times when glimpses of the
goeth a warfare at any time at his own charges?
great work you are doing and that which is yet
, , • or who feedeth a flock, and eateth n<;>t of tl.e
to be done reflects upon our souls from the far
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off hills of light, until we feel a foretaste of the
joy reser~ed within that beautiful city where the
redeemed shall walk. Those who have gone
forth and those upon the battlements hear our
voices as we call unto them from their quiet
homes, "Watchmen, whatpfthe night?" Then are
their hearts strengthened, for they know that our
lamps are burning, and we with them are waiting the coming of the Bridegroom, when the glad
shout shall ring from earth to heaven.
HWatchman, let thy-wnnderings cease,
Hie thee to thy quiet home;
Daughters, lo, the prince of peace;
Lo, the Son of God is come."
LAMONI, Iowa, August 21st, 1886.
PLANO, Ill., August 7th.
Dear Sisters in Zion: The toil for the week is
over, and as I lay aside my needle and thimble,
these words run through my mind: 11 Come unto
me all ye that labor and I will give you rest."
The lengthening shadows of the declining day
and knowledge that for the time being my work
is done, tend to throw me into a meditative mood,
and I ask myself, "Have I labored in such a manner as to bring to me that rest; have I all through
the week toiled to bring comfort to some one
else more burdened with care than myself; have
I been loving and patient in my bearing towards
those who are unkind to me; have I striven to
say kind words and cover the faults of my brothers and sisters with a mantle of charity?" If I
have, tJ1en I am progressing in my race for eternal life;" and I am performing that labor spoken
of, and shall enjoy that rest. But alas! I fear I
have not. My own cares and trials have blinded
my eyes to the burdens of others, and the spirit
of retaliation has often overcome me; ·so where
is my rest? According to God's law and promises I must walk through life forever tired with
my earthly labor, burdened with cares from which
I can not escape; neither can I hope for relief
when life's journey is ended, because I have not
labored in love to the end that would bring unto
me rest; and I resolve earnestly, while I write,
to earn the coveted boon by conforming my wi!l
unto the spirit of that law which will bring about
my liberty.
In reading Sr. Simpson's letter in the "Moth·
ers' Column," I found a sentiment that touches a
silent chord in my heart. I too have stood by
and seen the angel death snatch. a loved one
away; and when I kissed the lips so dear to me,
and knew that they would never in this life return my caress, I felt that my heart-strings could
- stand but little more tension ere they would snap
asunder. Those terrible days, and not one ray of
light came to me! After a time the light of the
gospel dawned upon me, and I realized that if I
bore its fruits I should not only dwell in the celestial glory of ~God, but I should have my
dead restored to me. John the Revelator says,
"Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, henceforth,'' and little children are alive in Christ] es us from the foundation of the world; so o.f a
necessity they must come up in the first resurrection; and will we not strive to be there to greet
them? Will we refuse to bear fruits that will not
only entitle us to rest, but also the companionship of our loved ones, never more to be separated? Tears of joy dim my eyes while I write,
born of hope that I may be worthy.
I have read the "Mothers' Column" with increasing interest, for I see that the hope of latter
day Israel is not dead in the h_earts of the moth
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ers and sisters throughout the church, and I eartoo highly commended. If the less~ns were the
nestly pray that you may be blessed with the
same, and teachers of other Sunday Schools
religion that is able to control your every day
would take them, it might save them from teachwalk and conversation? It is a gran<l thing to. be
ings errors to their pupils. If that plan is adoptable to speak in prophecy, but it is a grander one
ed, I hope to be able to subscribe for a few copies
to be able to love one's enemies, to refrain from
where I think they ~ould do good. Of course
saying anything that would injure or hurt one
this is but a suggestion that may or may not meet
another's feelings; and wben I see a person that
the approval of either Editor or subscriber, but I
always has a kind wor<l for the absent one, I
would like to know what objection there could
think to myself, Here is one that truly underbe?
stands. what the spirit of the gospel law is, and ,
But three Latter Day Saint Elders have ever
what it requires of us as being members of the
preached in this town. Elder E. C. Brand, who
body of Christ. I fear many times that I shall
baptized and confirmed me three years ago last '
be cut off from the vine as being unprofitable,
December, and Elders R. J. Anthony and R. M.
and if 1 am I know that it will be because I do
Elvin, have each preached a sermon here. No
not bear the fruits of the gospel, aud not because
members of the Reorganization reside in town, but
of the failings of my brothers and sisters. May
Bro. and Sr. Thomas Peterson, who belonged to
you all be enabled to strive lawfully, labor lovthe church in the <lays of Joseph the martyr, live
ingly, receive the crown of eternal life, and in
here and are strong in- the faith. They love to
your Redeemer at last find rest, is the prayer of
read the Herald and Advocate, as well as myself.
your sister,
HATTIE WHITE.
Sr. Hendersen, an old-time Saint, and member of
the Reorganization, has made me two long visWE are glad to hear from Sr. White again, and
its, and I hope will soon come again. Other of
we pray the dear Father to sustain and bless her,
the Saints have been gere occasionally. I attend
and help us with her to so live that we may enter
meetings at Wilber and other places quite often,
into that rest which remains for the people of
(so my neighbors think at least), besides attendGod. As one of earth's toilers, we can enter into
ing two re-unions, the falls of 1883 and 1884; so
every phase of experience known to them. How
you see I have much, very much to be thankful
the min.d becomes absorbed in its own cares, and
for.
I must tell you, Sr. Frances, you are not the
we forget the cup of cold water we might many
only Sr. Frances I read letters from. I wish you
times offer, in the name of a disciple, to thirsty
could see the precious letters I have received
lips and hungry souls around us. Well is it for
from Sr. Frances Ernst, who received her sight
us, dear sister, that our God is merciful and full
at baptism, September, T870, at Park's Mills; and
of sweet compassion; and yet he is pure and howho is now so sorely afflicted-her husband havly, and we must be like him if we expect to dwell
ing had a stroke of paralysis a few months ago,
with him.-ED.
rendering him helpless, and herself worn out
DORCHESTER, Neb., Aug 9th.
with watching and waiting on him in her poor
Dear Sr. Frances: I have taken the Hope the
health. I had hoped to see a letter from her in
past three years, for my children. We like it
the "Home Column," but now she is hardly ever
very much-the le»sons, stories, and interesting
able to write. When she is not able to answer
letters from the little ones. While I do not find
my letters some of the dear sisters answer for
any fault, I would like it much better if we could
her. They tell me lrer husband's recovery is very
have the same lessons in the Hope they have in
doubtful, and she is quite feeble. Many of our
other Sunday School papers. We never have
brethren and sisters are acquainted :with her, and
the privilege of attending the Latter Day Saints'
know how she has been afflicted so long. Let us
Sunday School, living as we do twenty miles
all pray for them. I will not weary your pafrom ·:i branch. The branch of which myself and
tience longer. Your sister in the covenant,
little girl are members, is the Blue River located
RACHEL S. COATES.
at Wilber. I know many of the Saints are simIN regard to the suggestion of Sr. Coates, we
ilarly situated. If we could have the same leswould not have the least objection to preparing
sons prepared in the Hope, which other papers
lessons from the same portions of scripture used
have, it would be a great help both in asking and
by other -denominations, and indeed think we
answering questions in the Sunday Schools we
may do so, if \\'e continue for any length of time
attend, for I suppose other Saints do as we do in
to prepare the lessons; .but we could not change
this respect: when they can not attend the Saints'
at this time as we already have in course of preSunday School they go to some other.
paration an extended Sabbath School work, inA Church of God preach.er and Sunday School
tended to put both teacher and scholar in posessworker, (the one that baptized me about.ten years
ion of a thorough understanding of the gospel of
··Tgo when I joined that church, and thinks now I
Christ as taught by Former Day as well as Latam so badly deluded), in talking with me about
ter Day Saints; and this work we purpose to run
our Sunday Schoql paper last winter said, if we
through the Hope, if we succeed in enlarging the
had the same lessons in them others had, he was
quite sure we would have subscribers ·from other
paper, and our life is spared. When this
Sunday Schools, as they would like to fead our
shal_l have been completed, if the church think
explanations and compare them with ours. He
best to continue lessons in the Hope, we think we
would really like to use the same passages others
said he would like a copy himself. (I. had with
me among other papers and books at the time,
do, because there could not help bring a strong
Saints' AdtJocate for January, I886, which I read
contrast between light and darkness, which the
to him. He confessed it changed his mind somejuxtap0sition would render. more conspicuous.
what in regard to what he had. thought we beFirst, however, we wish to supply more fully the
wants of the household of faith, for we do believe
lieved.)
I think your plan of asking questions and then' that what'the apostle said in regard to temporal ·
answerin~ them f;-~~ t~e Svript11rrs Cl\n pot; be
}J-iin(?S hoJ?s go~~ !n sririt~~l th~ngs fltWl·~ven
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if it be not of a more binding character in proportion as the wants of the soul are of vastly
more importance than the wants of the body:"But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied the
faith and is worse than an infidel," The language is not ours, but we think Paul knew what
he was writing about, and we are well assured
that in the day of final accounts many of us will
know that to testify of the gospel by works is far
better than lip service. Is not the earth and .all
upon, above and beneath it, the Lord's? Why
do we render unto C<esar his due-Cresar whom
we make no profession of loving-and yet act•so
niggardly toward him who so loved the world
that he gave his only begotten Son to suffer and
die for it. Compulsion is not the law of love,
neither does love need compulsion. Think of it
as Saints of God.-ED.

CLINTON, Mo., August 12th.

Bro. Josepk:-Home from the Cedar county,
debate. Commenced on Monday at ten a. m.,.
and ended Saturd:iy at three p. m. From three
to five hundred in attendance; good order with
little exception throughout. Commenced lively
and last€d to Closing. I felt worn out as to
bodily strength-far too much for one man to debate all day, and attend side issues every night
where his church and work were assailed. All
these things had to be answered to. Almost
every dishonorable means were resorted to to defeat me, but alas; to their chagrin our cause was
maintained, and we came out of the fight without
the smell of fire on our garments. God stood by
me throughout, and the victory achieved was
almost unprecedented, quite so in all my labors
for the Master's cause. There were about fifteen
ministers present, and it was apparent from the
commencement that I had about one-half dozen
of that number to contend with. Notwithstanding our agreement was that I should have onehalf of all the time that would be occupied between sessions, and th.at nothing pertaining to
the discussion should be sprung at these meetings, yet for all this the agreement was broken,
and Joseph Smith, Book of Mormon, Book of
Covenants, and nearly all the trashy tales that
christendom has hatched up against our people
fo~ the last fifty years were ventilated and. set
forth by Elders Porter and A.G. Weeks. (This
\Veeks once belonged to the church),· When the
discussion ended I answered this whole affair and
carried the war right into their camp with such
"shells" of argument that the lying frauds against
our work were exposed until friends were raised
up on every hand. The victory was the most
complete that has ever been witnessed by the
writer. At the close the congregation pressed
me on every side, and "God bless you," "good
by" and "come and preach for us,'' were heard
from every side. I grasped friendly hands until
almost exhausted, and parted with many while
that token of love could be easUy discerned irV
the silent tear on the cheek. 0, how often I
have thanked God for his help during such conflicts! The M. E. pastor of Cedar Springs came
to me and urged me to come and preach in his
church-he offered to give me his own hour.
The M. E. brethren at Roscoe, ten miles away,
~c::nt m~ w9rg l C91JI~ h,ay: their ~hu~<;~ at any
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time. Since coming home I have received a
letter from another party who says he is a stranger to me, yet he attended my debate and noted
my manhood in meeting men that resorted to
everything but fairness, and, he says he ,has
secured an M. E. church for me, and has it for
once or twice every month. He asks me to come,
aR they are interested in my claims. I had circulated abol't one hundred Epitomes at the close of
my lecture, and they went like cold water to a
thirsty wul. When they were exhausted it was
on ev:ry side, "Any more? Any more?" The
Christian people now claim that their defeat was
because I had the advantage in the statement of
the questions, and that I had bound my opponent
too close on written rules of debate! \Vhat a
pity! Both questions were of their own forming
- I was not allowed a word in them. When
they preseQted them it was, "This or nothing."
The rules were those found in the Braden-Kelley
debate. The text· books, King James' translation,
and alt other evidence received upon its merit as
evidences before our civil courts.
I found my opponent m,uch more of a gentleman than we usually meet with in debates,
.• although he resorted to almost everything but
the Bible for ar.gument. \Vhat else could the
man do? He is not the first man that has learned
that the Bible is a poor weapon to bring against
the Latter Day Saints. During the debate some
of their ministry were turned topsy turvy. I
was called to a private caucus where one said
plainly, "From this time on I am going to preach
the gifts as Bro. White explains them." This
man is very prominent among them. He gave
me his address and desired that I should send
him some reading matter, which I have done, and
have also written the brother. Another one
who treated me as an enemy at the commencement, came at the close and gave his name and
address, saying, "I am not bound to any party,
bpt am open for an investigation of your work."
I was told this man was brought to attack me,
provided they lost their cause. Another minister'
remarked, "I have raised my hand for the last
time against .the Latter Day Saints." I have
been sending tracts and Voice of Warning to
interested ones, and will await for God and time
to give the increase.
Elder Blalock, of considerable note as a debater among the Christian people, became very
much dissatisfied with the debate, and now he
and I have agreed upon propositions, each affirming hL; church, and in the near future will try
our hands in a theological tilt, time and place
not yet agreed upon.
I am now holdin.g a series of meetings in the
Saints' Chapel at Clinton, with considerable interest. I feel overworked every way, and can't
fill one-half of the calls. \Ve want more laborers.
M v last deba le has oper.ed a dozen doors. Who
will fill them? The local brethren in Cedar
county promise to do what they can. Brn. Jarvis
and Adamson are there now. They are good,
faithful men, but will not remain to do the work
necessary.
\
Now as the -'!dvocate has been discontinu:d,
slionld we not rn honor to the cause, patromze
that spicy sheet, the E;1jositor? It is one of the
·noblest works of our church. No honest man
can read one number of it without being convinced of its great worth to our western cause.
It presents an ability away ab0ve the average ·
newspaper.

r
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The "golden chain" js _not broken, though
many of its links may have been maned. The
good work will go on, notwithstanding the few
that get into the m.ire by the wayside. I feel a
weeping sympathy for those who step down from
the platform. of "the pillar and ground of the
truth." We will try and "be subject to the
powers that be until he reigns whose right it is to
_reign." vVe do not expect it all our own way.
It was God's good pleasure to give the kingdom
to his "little flock," and my interest is there until
we can "all see eye to eye"-then we will reign,
remembering no more our trials in a church militant that an everlasting entrance might be
administered unto us in the everlasting kingdom
of our God. So might it be.
r. N. vVH1TE.
HEA;RNE, Texas, Aug. 15th.
Dear Herald:- Your issue for August 14th is
before me and contains so many words of cheer
and consolation that. I feel like expressing the
gratitude of my heart for the mutual benefit received through this medium. Brother Elvin's
letter is excellent. I thinll Ebenezer Twist deals
' infidelity a masterly stroke. His Jetter possessed
the genius of careful thought, deep research,
prayerful consideration, and unbiased conclusion.
It seems to me that he takes Mr. Ingersol's favorite cudgel and completely demolishes him. His
position that Christianity proper, or the Bible, is
not responsible for the horrors of the inquisition,
nor yet for the hue and cry ~£ salvation by
"faith only," is certainly correct, and I am
jubilant that others than the Latter Day Saints
are beginning to see that point. Does it not
portend the dawning of a better day? The light
of God is breaking forth upon some of the most
intellectual minds of the age, and these are
auxiliaries to the great work of this last dispensation.
I hail with jey and gladness every indication
of God's favor and munificence, let the channel
or source be where it may. The wonderful and
precious promise to latter day Israel of finding
"favor and grace" in the eyes of the people, has
a remarkable fulfillment in the occupancy by
others of the positions maintained by the Saints
from the first establishment of the Church. One
of the strong evidences of the divinity of this
work is in the fact of its being commensurate
with the design of God, and does justice to his
character. Those who have conceived the work
to be narrow, have mistaken its import. Conservatively, it embraces all things. It rises in
preeminence above every other system of religious worship. It i:; stamped with the spiritual
impress of che Alpha and Omega, and I do rejoice that I have been counted worthy to endure
privation for the work's sake. To Ji.he diligent
and faithful the promise is made that their understanding shall "reach to heaven." Surely these
are days of benign favor when the Holy Ghost
is sent down from heaven, and men of God are
inspired to do His wondrous work. The Jews
required a sign, but the Greeks sought after wisdom. Paul preached Christ and him crucified,
to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the Greeks
foolishness. Our mission is to a mixed populace.
Signs and wonders serve their purpose in the
great economy, but wisdom is preferable in
many instances, and helter adapted to· an educated and skeptical age.
,.
Since corning to this mission I have been bless·

ed. Bro. Roberts is a most congenial associate
and spiritual director, though I have not s,~en his
burly form, nor heard his cheery voice for a month
or more; but I learn. by proxy that he has on the
war trappings, and is hunting down the enemy.
He claims to fill the bill as "big'' Elder, rn far as
avoirdupupois is concerned, and he preaches the
gosP.el, largely, too. Bro. Currie, Junior, was
with ~im, and was supplementing the good work
by teaching the Saints and others to make melody, systemmatically. Your humble servant spent
a month up at Elkhart and Cheeseland. Five
were baptized at Elkhart; a few others are believing; hut with few exceptions the interest there is
practically dead. There are some good souls
there who love the cause, and I earnestly hope
and pray that the Lord will favor them with wisdom and appropriate zeal. At Cheeseland, (this
was the name of the branch which Bro. Grim says
was disorganized), I felt uncomfortable during my
short stay. I, was kindly treated by Bro. Grim
and his wife and others, but my mission seemed
to be elsewhere. On Sunday I spoke with liberty to the small congregation who assembled at
Bro, Grim's house. These good people say they
want a "timber preacher" to come ond stay long
enough to do some good.
I felt directed to come here from Elkhart, and
immediately was "summoned on the jury," in
the form of an Eider's Court of inquiry, and "the
end is not yet, but by and by."
Yours truly,
GEO,, s. HYDE.
\V ALLSEND, N. S. vV., Aus.,
July IIth.
Brother ':fosejh :-I am about to start for a trip
through the northern part of this colony in a
schooner. My first landing will be at Foster,
where Bro. Wright lives, then to the Manning
River, where Bros. Gland Rodger and Gillen
labored so much, then to Laurieton and Nambucca.
There is quite an interest in thJs region at
present, many are investigating. and I can hardly suppose that all the seed sown should have
fallen on thin soil or rocky ground. vVe had the
best meeting last Sunday in this branch that we
have had since I ·first came here. Still some of
the members are not living as worthy Saints,
and it is difficult to disciplfne them. My opinion,
founded upon experience, is, that the branches
are, in general, too lax in discipline, and offences
are allowed to grow from small sins to greater
transgressions until reproach is fastened npon
those members who live nearer the law. I do
not mean by discipline, that members should be
harshly dealt with and cut off~ but a part of the
covenant is that if I am going astray I am. entitled to the earnest spiritual counsel and help of
my stronger brethren that I may be saved in the
day of my weakness; and then when I get strong
(or converted) I may strengthen my brethern
who may be weaker than I. Thus the ot11cers
are as shepherds to feed the Iambs as well as the
sheep. Surely there can be no better method
devised than for the officers to visit the members
regularly, and see that there is no iniquity among
them. If these officers would perform their
duties punctually and the members would honor
them in such performance, the branches would,
be more spiritually minded and righteous, and be,
at least free from gross evils.
I receive good -~-~ws from Victorifl. 'l.'he,
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lbrethren there are growing in strength and enjoying the gift of knowledge, (one of the best for
,young Saints), for when the Spirit brings to our
1rernembrance the word of the Lord and unfolds
iit to our mind and leads us out into the llght,
1there is such a confirmatory spirit with it that
,suggestions are..Jaotened upon our minds as a
nail driven in a sure place.
Last Friday I had the pleasure of baptizing a
Utah Elder-a fine young man. He has been
investigating our position ever since I first came
here. We had an excellent meeting at confirmation, in which he was also ordained an Elder by
voice of the branch, to which I also gladly acceded, and the Spirit bore witness.
Your l)rother in Christ,
Jos. F. BURTON.
UNION, Ind., August 3d.
Bro. J. Smitk:--Since July 3d I have been in
southern Indiana endeavoring to meet some of
the demands of the work here. The weather has
been excessively warm and there is no better way
suggested than to "make haste to go slow." It
has been very seasonable, and I have never seen
finer crops growing in this section of the country.
Fruit in abundance-berries and apples. The
yellow hills and knobs famed for the growth of
sassafras and green briars, now, with the richer
valleys are made to bloom and luxuriate with
meadows, wheat, oats, potatoes and corn. Just
now the "Hoosiers" are in all their glory, except
that Grover has not distributed quite bountifully
enough 'of their "daddy dollars." Holman and
the "tall sycamore" will doubtless bring these
around in due lime, if patience can have her
perfect work.
In our work there has been no great advancement made nor special effort put forth to forward
it for some years-a rather neglected field. Brn.
Moses, Monroe, James, Harbert, Leonard and
David Scott, Wm. Kelley, S. Rector and the
Brn. Baggerly have done sumething, accorc~ing
to circumstances, but mainly in the vicinity
where the work had been formerly planted. The
older Saints adhere with fidelity to the faith,
although the standard of spirituality and devotion
might be advanced without serlous detriment to
any. Occasionally one is gathered into the gospel net, and the spirit of interest and enquiry Btill
lingers with the people-more than half convinced as to where the truth lies, yet they wait
and watch-the Saints. When "iniquity abounds,
the love of many waxe8 cold." This is as true
now as at any other period. Even Saints, looking on the great world of sin and folly are too
apt, at times, to think a little indulgence in current evils will scarcely be noticed, but soon find
that they have drifted much farther away than
they thought they could be influenced to go
when they took the first step, which sometimes
ends in shame and disgrace, bringing the cause
into reproach. There will doubtless be as many
as "five foolish" ones along with the "wise" when
the Bridegroom comes. "W.atch and be sober,
for the days are evil,'' is now a good exll.ortation.
But everything has not been the most beautiful
and lovely with the Saints. Storms of. trial in
one way or another have broken through their
ranks, producing disquiet, discord and grief. · The
issues have .been met as best they could, and the
faithful will be wiser and stronger by the experi-
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but his Satanic Majesty still lives. He will need
fierce winds and wild beasts have raged against
the little flock. But the truth has found its way
to come again. The brethren have learned, howlo the hear:s of some, and the agitation still goes
ever, what others have had to learn, that the
on. Here, loo, there is more hope of the young
gospel net gathers readily, but that Christian
than the old.
character and grace are a growth which does not
I had a pleasant slay and visit with Bro. Hartake place in a twinkling, but requires adequate
bert Scott and family. Harbert was in one of
time with a determined purpose and effort in
his philosophical moods-in a quandary-puzzled,
adhering to the right with as few failures as one
and trying to get at the root of the matter. We
may be able to ma.kc under trial.
were content to allow space to continue investiAt Union I met with Bro. Leonard Scott, who
gations. The world was not made in a minute,
was holding a series of meetings in the Saints'
and who can better afford to note the deep furChapel, and I assisted him in the services while
rows of thought than the Saints? Aunt Nancy
there. Bro. Leonard bids fair to become a potent
stands firm with her fifteen children by her side
factor in the work, and is a good defender now.
-one in a thousand. May her happiest days
It was a pleasure to meet the old friends and
have just begun. Bro. Moses has be~n in hard
Saints in this place. There is some unsavory
luck of recent years, having lost his wife and
leaven at work, however, that disturbs their peace
some of his children; yet he has been a main de·
and communion: time as well as patience may
fender in the district for some time; is in the
be required to meet it. In order to right all
faith, and is desirous to aid the cause as he. may
wrongs in this evil world, it will need the Great
be able. May his way open up.
Judge, who will not "judge after the sight of his
Returning to Union, I thought to visit Ripley,
eyes, or the hearing of his ears,'' upon the judgNew Trenton, Seven Mile and Amanda, but the
ment seat." What a day that will be. The secrets
extreme warm weather, busy time, short evenof all hearts and motives manifest, at least to one.
ings, with sickness at home, rendered it advisabl~
It will be a hard day for the wrong doer, but a
to postpone these visits to anothe1· time; so, Augjoyful one to him who does well and has been
ust 5th I returned home, where I finish this, and
made to suffer wrong.
now await the coming of the Bishop, the other
Brethren Ford and Fewel were kind enough to
committeeman to take under advisement the fur.
give Bro. Leonard and me a buggy ride to Hali's
ther repairing of the Temple. Work will comRidge, where we were cared for at Bro. Perry
mence soon. Send in your contributions. Some
Lee's. \Ve held five meetings, dividing the time.
have responded; but more is needed. No preThere is a nucleus of believers there, trying to
venting providence, I will visit Southern Ohio
hold on to the faith, but the hope of the cause is
and Indiana in September, and Michigan and
with the rising and more advanced generation.
Western Ohio in October and NovembP.r, and
Some men are determined to die on the other
York State and Pennsylvania in November and
side of Jordan, "just because I said I would,"
December, &c. Thing8 are going well here. It
when .Canaan is in fair view. The Saints and
is very warm, however. Fruit in abundance.
young people gave us a good hearing on Sunday.
Bro. Griffiths and wife are in West Virginia.
Leaving Bro. Leonard at the Ridge, Bro. Lee
Bro. E. C. Briggs did the Saints good at Wheel_
was good enough to convey me to Madison, where
ing on his way to the East to join the "wise men"
I stayed over night in the old home house, kept
thereof; and Brn. C. Scott and f3· V. Springer
by our good English sister, Woodburn. The folare working with two days' meetings in Michigan
lowing day I landed at New Albany, and at the
and Northern Indiana. God bless the courage·
house of Bro. David Scott, to learn that since last
ous workmen. Address me at Ki.rtland, Ohio.
I saw them they had "gathered;, to Stewartsville,
In the faith,
WM. H. KELLY. ·
Missouri, but retaining a longing for "old home
associations," if not "leeks and onions,'' returned.
And yet a little restless, and wiser by experience.
BAY CITY, Mich., Aug. uth.
They are liable to be seen moving westward at
Bro. W. W. Blair:-! have been in this city
almost any time. David is ih the faith, and has
now about one month, and thought of, laboring
a pleasant family who chatter and sing as none
here most of the time through the summer if an
interest could be awakened, and if not I would
but Indiana Scotts can.
The next day, via New Providence and a three
go somewhere else. I find in starting- the work
miles walk over the knobs, under a burning sun,
here. it is very much as,. it was when we first made
I arrived at Bro. James G. Scott's, and received
a start in London, Ontario. It is hard to get the
a cordial greeting from all of the family, includ-. people out. When I first went to London ·after
obeying the gospel, I was there nearly three
i11g that of Bro. Munroe. They are exemplary,
and the faith is their main theme. I tarried here
years alone before there was any preaching qone.
several days, and in the meantime held four
And I remember well the first effort I made in
meetings at Mt. Eden. Some sweeping changes
getting the Elders there, and in trying to open
have been wrought hn-e of recent years, and a
out the work. I expended about twenty dollars
feeling pf melancholy and sadness moved me
in paying the fare of the Elders, their board, hall
rent, etc., and was. almost made sick at seeing
deeply as r sat in the old church on the hill and
only six out to hear in a city of (them) about 28,noted. and reflected upon the incidents and chan000.
I went down from the hall and spoke to
ges associated with our Mt. Eden experience. A
se,·eral of the passers by, telling them of the
g~od element was gathered out here years ago,
meeting, and did what I could to get them to
who became a tower of support to the cause, which
come up and hear, but they turned a deaf ear. I
alarmed the communities around about, because
they could not meet the logic and facts of the
finally went back and sat down with the six; the
two Elders in the stand making nine in a!i. i
faith. But some of those gathered out, have efnisat there and wondered why the people would
grated; some are indifferent, and others asleepnot come to hear after we had· advertised it ~o
a remnant being left. It is said that Satan soon
made
his "§eat" there.
Let th!~
]Je ~~ It µiaJ',
';\lh ~~? ~ope tg su~h expem~· fc!~weyer
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so.on began to turn out a little better, and we
spent a week.·. After about three months time l.
tried it over again, and a few were baptized, I
was called and ordained a Priest and at once
commenced to preach and baptize. Shortly after
I was ordained an Elder, and in about two years
there were abont one hundred and fifty members
in the London Branch.
And looking over the history of the past, I do
not feel discouraged here. There are eight members here, but they are scattered. We have met
for preaching, but no one came. We kept it up
and preached to the few, and the number keeps
increasing, and finally we began to receive opposition, until last Friday night we met one of
the Simlte order whose head quarters are in this
city.\\-we occupied two half hours session each.
He affirmed that the gospel of Christ, as taught
by him and his apostles, did not cease or fall
away, and hence needed no angel to restore it.
I denied. After the debate was over, the chairman put it to vote to see who (in the opinion of
the people) had gained the point-the vote was
taken by standing to their feet-but no one stood
up for my opponent. The chairman then called
for those who thought I had gained the point to
arise, and nearly all stood up. Since that time
we have had a large turn out to our meetings,
and I am satisfied that good is now being done.\\
Bay City is a large place-about thirty thousand
inhabitants. There is also \Vest Bay City, and
three or four other little villages near by, all kept
up (or nearly so) by the lumber business. I expect soon to see some come into the church in
, this place. Those tracts are doing much good,
also the Voice of Warning received from Dro. J.
H. Peters of East Lake, Michigan. I would
here state to the Saints concerning the Voice of
Warning, that the first day I started to lend them
out I lent eight, and have been lending them ever
since to those who I think will take interest
enough to read them. Two or th1 ee days after
the first was lent a man came to me and wanted
·to purchase on·e, and also the Book of Mormon.
Another man that night bought two Voice of
Warning, as I keep all the church books on hand
for sale. I feel satisfied that Bro. Peters' work
is good, and will be the means of getting the
truth before the people, make sales for that little
work, and also for the Book of Mormon.
And now, Bro. Blair, permit me to say, as
many have \vritten me to know when my book
will be for sale, that owing to an accident to the'
printer and other things, we have been hindered,
hut we think it will be inAhe hands of the bipders
in three or four weeks' time. This "Synopsis of
the Dible" will be a grand work for all, both.in
and out of the church.
Yours in hope,
J. J. CORNISH.
NEW HARBOR, Maine, August IOlh.
Editors Herald:-Returning from General Conference last Spring by way of :Michigan, where I
spent a month with friends, and arranging my
business affairs so as to make my stay in the
ministry a possibility for another year, I came to
Ohio, spending a few days at the place of my
birth. At request of Bro. Kelley, spoke in Methodist chapel morning and evening; felt something ol the Spirit's powtr in testifying to the
members of my father's family and the old
peighbors
the truth Of Ollf. gospel message,

of

Returning to my field of labor, I preached in the
Massachusetts District untH July 21st, when, by
previous arrangement, instruction ot Bro. Kelley,
and I believe advice of the Spfrit, I left Boston
on steamer for Portland, from thence to Lisbon
Falls, the home of Bro. F. M. Sheehy, who was
waiting for me.
The follm~ing Saturday found us at Tennant's
_Harbor the home of Bro. Seavy, who for many
years faithfully and alone has"stood as a witness
to our gospel. With the exception of two stormy
nights, meetings were held every evening during our stay, either at the Harbor or vici~ity, in
places called Long Cove, Wild Cat, Long Neck,
and in the Union Chapel at Martinsville, this
latter place is the scene of Bro. Sheehy's conflict
last winter with the redoubtable Elder Plummer
of soul-sleeping Advent fame. The testimony of
the utter rout and complete overthrow of the Rev's
boastful claims was everywhere manifest, and
as a result, I found mani warm friends which
Brother Frank had made for the cause by his
humble and wise deportment, and also that
adventism-especially the soul-sleeping part of
it--had received its death-blow in that vicinity.
An effort on the part of a few bigoted ones to
close the doors of the Union Chapel upon us only
resulted in opening the eyes still farther of nonpartisans to that detestable doctrine--to the fact
that their boastful challenges and loud claims
were unwarranted by the facts and failed of support when the word of God was really made the
test. As a result, Rev. Plummer has lost that
part of his salary, which the Martinsville people,
in and out (largely out of the church) have been
paying him, and I belidve he has quit those parts
entirely and is now in Nova Scotia. We have
many friends in that country, serious investigators of our claims, and a good work may be done
there next winter, in my opinion. The Lord
was with us in preaching the word, and the number of people that are spoiled for sectarian doctrine are not a few.
Leaving there last Thurdax, we came here
across the water, a distance of twelve miles, in a
sail-boat, were warmly welcomed to New Harbor
by our faithful sister Eliza Poland and her husband, whom we hope and expect to see buried
to-morrow with Christ by baptism in the waters
of the Atlantic. It is impossible for those who
have ~ot been initiated and become a part of
Christ's real body-the true church-to know of
the joy Christ gives to his own when conversing
about the things that pertain to his everlasting
kingdom. The light of God which our sister received long years ago when she became obedient
to the law of the Spirit of life has never gave out,
and still burns brightly, as she fervently testifies
to the knowledge she has received of the truth of
our gospel and this great latter day work. Would
that all isolated Saints had borne s-o faithful and
consistent testimony amid their dark spiritual
surroundings as she.
\Ve are here holding forth every night in the
large and fine Methodist church. I suppose this
is only made possible by the fact that, outside
parties of liberal tendencies in thought have
largely contributed towards its erection with the
understanding that the pulpit shorld be free ·to
all "evangelical" denominations. And if they
will only let us continue to use their nice church
while we declare the testimony of God and the
~os.pel of Ot\r Lord Jes us (:hrjst, nntil they <lnd

the world settle in their confused brains as to
what is evangelical-safe and proper-'we shall
be content; for I am sure this will never be done
until Gabriel blows his trumpet, or our work be
done. - From here we go to be present at the
·western Maine Conference at Green's Landing,
next Saturday and Sunday. In the faith,
MYRON H. BOND.
TABOR, Iowa, August 16th.
Brother :foscpk :--I am still in the land of the
living and doing what I can for the cause. I
have put in full time since writing last to the
Herald. The weather has been very hot and
evenings short, but we have good attendance and
excellent liberty, far _beyond our expectations.
The last week in July we were forced into debate
with one Madison. Spencer, a minister of the
Advent faith, on Consciousness of the soul after
death.· vVe agreed to meet him and did so at
the Ross school house on Pl"umCreek; I affirmed,
he denied. We debated for three nignts; two
hours each night, two speeches each. \Ve had
the majority on our side of the question. The
cause suffered no loss.
Sunday, August rst, Mr. Spencer wished me
to speak on the spiritual gifts, and allow him the
privilege to reply which I did cheerfully, and
nearly all thought he made a miserable failure in
his reply. Since that time I have preached at
McPaul, Bartlett and Egypt, to full houses. I
preached eight consecutive nights at Bartlett and \
Egypt, and never had better liberty. Bro. Gillen
will be with us a.nd speak at Bartlett on vVednesday night. He will spend his time with us in
the district until the camp meeting to be held at
Wheeler's Grove.
Four have been added by baptism in Plum
Creek; and have the names of four for baptism at
Bartlett for Wednesday, iSth. So may the good
work move on until it shall accomplish the de~
signs and purposes of God, who has power to
save to the uttermost. Most of the Saints are
alive to the work. - In gospel bonds,
HENRY KEMP.
LAMONI, Iowa, August i6th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:--On the morning of August the rotb, I 'saw in the north-east a wonderful scene, one that made my heart glad. There
appeared a bright spot in the heavens, near the
size of the moon. It had the appearance of fire
and lasted about one minute. It did not move,
and was as bright as the Sun. It was a grand
sight to me, and I thought of what is written in
the word of God, for it was to me one more testimony that we are living in the last days.
Yours,
J. P. DILLON.
A WAY TO SETTLE SCANDAL.
Dr. M. D. Hoge of this city, tells of two Christian men who "fell out." One heard that the
other was talking against him, and he went to
him and said: "vVill you be kind enough to tell
me my faults to my face, that I may profit by
your Cl\!·istion candor and try to get rid of them?"
"Yes, sir,'' replied the other, "I will do it." They
went aside, and the former said: "Before you
commence telling me what you think wrong in
me, will you please bow down with me and let
us pray over it that my eyes may be opened to
see my faults ao you will tell them? You lead
in the prayer." It W8._~ done, and when, the pJ:ay. ·
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er was over the man who had sought the interview said: "Now proceed with what you have to
complain of in me." But the other replied:
"After praying over it it looks so little that it is
not worth talking about. The truth is, I feel now
that in going around talking against you i' have
been serving the devil myself, and have need
that you pray for me and forgive me the wrong
I have done you." Dr. Hoge tells the story very
well, and here and there in almost every community is a man or woman who might profit by
it.-Richmond (Va.) Religious Herald.

ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

LEAVEN-THE OLD AND THE NEW.

"LovE your enemies," is one of the commands of Christ our law givei·, and one,
too, against which objection· has been
urged. Even among those who profess
to be the followers of the meek and lowly
Jesus, we sometimes hear the complaint
that this command is a "school-master"
imposing a heavy burden, hard to endure,
and almost impossible to be borne. Looking at matters from a gospel stand-point,
such murmuring evinces a lack of submission to the will of God, a disposition to
cherish thoughts, sentiment, and motives,
not in complete harmony with the righteousness of Christ. The gospel contemplates that men shall be made free by the
ennobling, soul-inspiring, God-given influences of regeneration. No man is free
who cherishes in mental reserve the desire
to hold a grudge, a prejudice, or ill will in
any form against his fellowmen, no matter
what their offenses may be.
"Love
worketh no ill to his neighbor.?' "Charity
suffereth long and is kind, * * * is not
easily provoked, * * * beareth all things."
It is the one grand attribute .oL christian
character that "never faileth."
Said the man of God,-"Though I
speak with the tongues of men and angels,
and have not charity, I :ctm become as
sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal."
Perhaps a more striking simile could. not
be employed to illustrate the important
fact that the heart's emotions of tenderness
and love evince a greater regenerative
work and stronger evidence of divine favor
than the demonstration of "gifts" where
the needful charity is lacking.
The
"signs" promised by the Savior are needful auxiliaries in the work of God, nevertheless in the mind of Paul, who "l'>pake
with tongues more than ye [Corinthians]
all," these were secondary in work and
importance to Christian charity.
The command, "love, your enemies,"
shows the gospel stan<lard to be unsurpassingly high. Did Christ come short of
fulfilling his divine behest? In the agony
of the cross he said,-"Father, forgive
them; they know not what they do." I
believe that everyone who embraces the
gospel with full purpose of heart to serve
God, will, if they continue faithful, receive gn1c;e
enabling them to say/ with
.
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reference to ,.offending parties, "Father, gospel first, the gospel last, the gospel all
forgive them; they know not what they the time. Now I have no mind for anvdo." A strange anamoly is that of people thing else. I remember that when a bo}-,
straying out of the Church because, forI listened to one who claimed to be a
sooth, there is soine one in it they don't minister of the gospel, an<l there was a delike. Which should concern us most, o.ur sire emplrmted in my heart that I might
own sins, or the transgressions of another? do something for God and His truth.
For whom are we responsible?
Our- And after night, when my labors of the
selves or some one else? Is it wise to be- day had ceased, I retired from the world,
come so deeply concerned _about the fol- and before I knew what the gospel was, I
lies of other people that we fail to be con- kneeled with this prayer upon my lips: 0
scious of our own individual sinnings, and Lord here am I, send me to preach thy
to secure forgiveness through the one and gospel. It was the one desire of my heart.
only way offered? In the Church organI never asked for anything else. I never
ized under the immediate supervision of asked for power or position in the world,
Christ, there were disaffected members. or in the church, but simply to preach the
But this fact did not rob the gospel of its gospel of Jesus Christ. Let me tell you
saving power, nor deprive the faithful of friends, if I live to fulfill that mission, if
the promised blessings. Some who obey I do that and no greater work than that
the gospel are as seed bringing forth an shall rest upon my shoulders, I shall rest
hundred fold, some sixty, others thirty. content and feel that I have filled the
There are still others whose condition is mission to which God has called me, to
represented by the seed sown by the way- preach the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ.
side, and upon stony ground; the former
I will tell you why,-because I realize as
devoured by the fowls before it even ger- did Paul that is the power of God unto
minated, the latter making a speedy salvation to them that believe it.
The
growth until the scorching< sun which it gospel of Jesus Christ is infinite in its
could not endure, withered it and it, per- nature, boundless in its power, and comished. It is verv evident that while all prehends all the wants and conditions of
men might be ;aved, some will be lost. humanity, and comprehends the greatpurSad conclusion! But who can help it? "'poses of God with respect to humanity.
No one but themselves.
Such is the object. such is the purpose of
What hinders people who are convinc- the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. And
ed, from obeying the truth? If Goel is for - ·realizing that this is the object and purpose
us, who can be against us? The kingdom of this glorious gospel, I can have but a
of God survives in a world of sin and very small conception of its power, its
spiritual darkness. Its numbers are small glory and grandeur, only just as I have
because of the wickedness of .the people partaken of them, just as I have bowed in
who dwell upon the earth. It presses its obedience to it, :;tnd realized its power and
way in the midst of fierce and persistent its blessings, and can comprehend its truth.
opposition. vVho will come to strengthen It opens up to my mind still greater fields
the army of the Lord?
of truth to he explored, still greater deYours for the right,
grees of lifo and joy to be obtained, but I
GEo. S. HYDE.
have to attain to that knowledge, attain to
that light by living in obedience to it. As
I have walked in obedience to that which
SERMON BY ELDER CHARLES DERRY,
I have received I have obtained knowOF MAGNOLIA, IOWA,
ledge of those truths. So I must attain
Delivered at the Saints' Chaµel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 11th, 1886.
the knowledge of every other truth, and
[Reported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor].
finally be enabled to comprehend the gospel of Jesus Christ in all its greatness, and
IN rising before you this afternoon I feel in all .its grandeur.
my weakness; and it is with no formality
But this afternoon we will talk for a
that I ask an interest in the prayers of this while upon the purposes of the gospel. or
congregation. I am called to stand before the purposes of Gorl in the go,pel, rather.
you as a minister of the go~pel of Jesus vVe hear a great-de<il ahout gm•pel matters
Christ, and I realize that to preach that in this day and age of the world. Almost
gospel I must be aided by the Spirit of every man and womar seems to have the
God.
idea that they have the gospel, and that the
I have tried ever since I heard my name gospel has been always among the sons
called for this appointmi;nt to fix my mind and daughters of men, is well understood
upon some portion of God's word. The and well known, and by manv practiced
term gospel has been ringing in my ears and enjoyed. Now that they have had
and in my mind, but this is so broad· and
some light, and that inasmuch as they have
so comprehemive that I could hardly fix walked in accordance with that light they
my mind upon any particular portion of have been blessed, we do not question for
the gospel to present to you, and if I shall a moment. But we can not admit that the
edify you to-day, it will be because the_ light of the gospel as it was reve'.'lled by
Spirit of God aids me.
I do not know Jesus Christ and taught by his apostles
an.y better theme to present than the gos- has been enjoyed, and been comprehended,
pel of Christ. I think it was said by our by the world at large. For we find that
beloved martyr in answer to a question as the effects that should have been produced
to what the Elders should preach, that by that gospel have not been produced;
they were told to preach the gospel; and and hence we can not admit that it has
. when they had got through with that, been enjoyed by the world atlarge .
then aga,ip preach the gospel, +t wa,s the
God revealec\ the gospel iri tpe begin- .
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ning; i.t was revealed to. our first parents;
they were made acquainted with it. It
was made known to their children in various :iges of the world; but the grandest
revelation of it that has ever reached the
minds of men-that has ever reached the
world-was when it came forth in the
life, in the teachings, ant! in the character
of Jesus Christ. Then it bu~st forth with
greater effulgence, _greater light and
grandeur and glory than it had appeared
unto the world before. Then there was a
perfect ministration of that gospel, not in
word only but in power, in deed, in all the
effects which the gospel was to produce
amonP- the children of men. It was ministereC:f in his life; he was the embodiment
of that which he set forth--the embodiment of that gospel. It shone out in his
acts, in his walk, in his conversation; it
was ministered in bim; hence we say it
, was .a grander revelation of the gospel to
·"'ft'le world than had ever been given.
There had noble men walked the earth;
they had obeyed the gospel, and some had
walked with God; but with none, or in
none had there been such perfection seen,
such perfect obedience rendered to the
- principles of the gospel as was seen in the
life and character of the Son of God.
The gospel was revealed to the wOi:rd
for a purpose, :ind that purpose is to re'
deem an alien world, a world that had become alien to God and had become the
subjects of another power, the subJects of
sin, the slaves of every evil. It was to redeem these and bring them from a state
of darkness into the light of God, to
bring them from a state of corruption into
a state of purity and blessedness, and to
fit them for all the glory of God, all the
glory that God has to give, or which intelligence refined, redeemed and perfected
hy the power of God can possibly receive.
It was intended for this purpose, to redeem mankind to this degree and condition
of blessedness.
It is admitted by all mankind that the
world had transgressed the law of God,
and through the breakage of that law of
God bad become aliens to God, foreigners
frnm the commonwealth, or str-angers
from the family of God. That is :idmitted by all who claim to believe in. any
sense, the divine truth in any wise. It
was then to redeem from this state of
alienship, trom this state of thralldom,
from this state of sin, and from the state
of death that the gospel was revealed and
taught. If the breaking of God's law had
rendered m aliens to his family, and had
shut us off from all rights and privileges
so f"<ir as being entitled to bis Llessedness
is concerned, then it follows of necessity,
that inasmuch as we are to be received into his favor, it must be through obedience
to law. If the transgression of law renders us aliens, we can not come back and
become the children of God, we can not
become adopted into t!::ie fold and family
of God and be redeemed from our sins until we have obeyed some means which the
Divine Author of our being has devisei!
whereby we may become the adopted
children of God. And hence when we
l:wnr people talking of th\! gospel as

though it was in every conception of the
human mind, susceptible of being in your
own and in all men's hearts--when we
hear people talking of the gospel in this
way, we are forced to the conclusion that
they understand not the gospel, and have
no just conception of it. The very fact of
the transgression of law rendering m aliens, is evidence that if we are to return it
must be by obedience. And if by obedience to anything, then certainly that to
which we must render obedience must be
divine; it must be set forth, it must be declared, and that too in a manner that we
can comprehend it.
Now I understand as we heard this
morning, that order is heaven's first law,
and that God was and is a God of' order.
The very fact that to-day we are in a state
of sin, that the world has been in a state
of sin, and that the world needs a Redeemer to come from heaven to earththat very fact is evidence that we have
broken the law of God. He had an order
established, and 1rnm has broken that order, hence this state of thralldom into
which we have come. If it is an order, or
a system of order-as it is declared in
terms to be "The plan of salvation"-then
there are first principles in that system,
there is a commencement whereby we can
return unto our God, there i~ a means
,hereby we shall take first steps on our
return home. This must of course be the
case, inasmuch as it i8 an order, and that
order devised of God. There must he a
first step for you and me to take-for every
rnan to ta:ke-in order to return into this
state of citizenship and become the children of God.
vV ell, now, what is the first step?
vVhy, almost every soul here perhaps
comprehends it. It is to have faith in
God, they must believe in him. Belief in
God, or· believing in him is the first step
that mankind can possibly take to approach him. In order to approach him
acceptably it must be done in a certain
way, "He that cometh to God must believe that he iR, and that he is a rewarder
of them that diligently seek him." Now
the gospel of Jes.us Christ presents God to
us~ it presents him to us in a state of love;
it presents him to us in his mercy; it presents him to us in his kindness; It presents
him to us in his justice; it presents him to
us in all his divine character so we may
see that in him is embodied all exce Ilene~,
all that we can possibly desire to find in
any being upon whose arm we shall rely
for that salvation. The gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ presents him to us in
this light. By this means it makes it easy
for man to exercise faith in God. vVhen
we see a character presented to us
so beautiful, so excellent, so noble, so
grand as the character of God revealed in
his divine word, we can never fail to have
faith in him, we can never fail to have
confidence in him, we can not fail to have
a desire to come unto him, nor fail to have
a desire to be clothed upon with his likeness. No man has ever had an intelligent
conception of the character of God but
who has had a desire to be like him, has
, had, n desire tQ qecorn.(f bettcrr acquainted

with him and to partake of his divine na~
hire. Everybody who has had this intel~
ligent conception of him has had thi&
desire wrought in his mind. This is one
of the blessed effects of faith. 0 what a
glorious principle is this! It is the first
step in the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ.
But while we gaze upon that ineffable
character, while we admire that glorious
character as it stands revealed, and then
look upon ourselves, how very loyv, how
degraded, how little we seem in our eyes t
We are as nothing; we are powerless; we
are corruption,itself when compared with
that divine character. There seems to be
an impassabte gulf between our condition
and bis, and between our character and
his.
How can our character become
changed? how can it become' so transformed as to be clothed upon and become
like his divine character? How can this
be done? This comes to the mind when
we contemplate the character of Goel.
The ob_kct and purpose of the gospel of
Christ is to show us how this can be done.We can approach unto him-not perhaps
in a moment of time-and be rendered
sufficiently worthy to be clothed with that
divine character. Not perhaps by working a day or a week or a year shall we be
prepared for that divine character. 0 no.
There is a gulf, as . we said, between us
and him; that is, so far as the comparison
of our characters is concerned. It seems
to he an impassable gulf that we can never build over. It seems to be so. But in
the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ the
way is made plain, the effectual plan is
laid, and steps have been arranged for man
to walk in.
\Vhen we have this intelligent conception of God, his divine character and his
wi.Jl toward us, we have a better conception of our own nature, and of our own
character. We-can see ourselves then as
WC' are; we are enabled to look into our
own hearts and see the dee_p corruption
that is there, and we then wish to put this
corruption aside-to throw it off. How
shall we overcome it? The word comes
ringing from the throne of glory through
the lips of the Son of God, and ringing
down the ages through the lips of the
apostles, and through all God's servants,
that we are to repent of our sins; repent
of our disobedience; forsake everything of
an evil nature. Faith prepares us for this
repentance; for it enables us to see the
necessity for this repentance; it probes the
pit of darkness and enabled us to see our
own nature; it shows the great distance
between our character and the divine one,
between our character and that of God,
and that if we desire to dwell where be is,
to partnke of his blessings, and to share in
His glory, we must be clothed' upon with
that divine char~1cter. And this can not
be done unless some means are provided
in the gospel for the human family.
Hence the necessity of means whereby
man can raise himself from this state of
degradation to that state of blessedness and
glory. God provided it then in his gospel;
and he tells us to repent of our sins, forsake everything that is of an evil nature,
put of! tl~e ()ld rnaiJ; ':Yith his deeds'. "(\"
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says one, "we have heard that a thousand
times! Is there nothing better than this to .
present?" Let me tell you, friends, it is
one of the steps in the gospel of the Lord
Jes us Christ that we must take. It is one
of the duties all have to perform before
they can return back to the family of God.
We can not come into his family with our
filth and our corruption hanging to us; 0
no. We must be cleansed from these; we
must put away all these. And this is an
act, not alone of the Spirit (if God in
cleansing us from this evil nature, not
alone of the hand of God in stripping us
of these evils whether we are willing or
not. No, friends; it is an act Qf our own.
Listen to the apostle Peter when upon the
day of Pentecost he answered the question propounded, What shall we do? "Repent every one of you," was the cry. We
have to perform something upon our own
part; it is a work of our own. We have
been have been made sinners by our own
acts; and we must be made righteous by
our own acts. We have got to do something in. this great work of preparation in
beingdothed upon with the righteousness
of God. We can not come into His
presence with our own sins and our own
corruption upon us. We can not put on
robes of righteousness until the filthiness
with wl1ich we have been clothed has
been put away. The garments of righteousness and truth will not be given to us
while this filthiness is yet upon us. We
must put away everything that is evil.
And, friends, we are all to repent; that is
something that has to be done; it is a work
of the individual, and not the work of God.
Where the world has been mistaken then,
iJ1 regard to this great question is, that
/{hey have thought that God had all the
work to do; whereas it is man that has a
part at least of the work to do. God will
aid in that work, strengthen for the taskstrengthen for the work by the power of
his Spirit. We are to repent of everything that is of an evil nature, and throw
aside all that is offensive to God or, destructive to humanity-all that tends to
separate between man and his God--we
must put it all aside. If we do not do this,
we can not come into His divine presence.
But when we do this we have taken
another step which brings us nearer that
divine character by which we shall be en,abled to enter into His presence above.
I need not dwell upon the necessity of
repentance. All men should realize that
they are sinners, realize that there is a
necessity for their ceasing to do evil, and
learning to do well.
. But there is another. duty, a duty in the
gospel of the Lord Jesus. C)1rist. What
is it? This entire audien.ce .knows it.--it is
baptism for the remission of ~ins. \Ve are
to be baptized for fhe remi«sion of our sim.
Why preach baptism? \Vhy not tell us
something else? Simple question! Why
preach the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ
at all? The gospel presents duties to mankind in. their order: We are to repent of
everything that is of an evil nature, and be
baptized for the remission of .sins. Why
do you suppose it is necessary for us to be
papti<~e<l? Let me ask you 1 friends: Are

we desirous to come into the presence of
God? A re we desirons to be adopted into
our Father's family, and be accounted
as His children? A're we desirous of this?
0 ·yes.
Can we possibly come in any
other·way than He has marked out? If
God has laid down a plan, is there any
other means by which you and I can come
in.to his presence and be clothed upon with
His divine nature, other than that means
which He has marked out? This is the
question to be answered. If we believe
the gospel is indeed the perfect law of
liberty, if we believe that it is indeed a perfect plan; we must certaiely recognize this
truth--get faith and pe baptized for the
remission of our sins.
But I want to look at the grandeur of
this ordinance, and the fulness of its scope,
so far as we can comprehend it, and compare it with something else that in the
world is called by the same name. Mark
you, in the law of God the rule is, "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy
heart, and with all thy might, and with all
thy mind and strength." With all the
heart, might, mind and strength! Is there
any power of man that is excepted in this
language? Is there any exception of any
part of man's being, from the crown of
his head to the soles of his feet? Is there
anything excepted and not to be devoted
to God-that we must not love God with?
Is there anything excepted here? No! not
a particle. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, with all thy might,
and with all thv mind, and with all thv
strength."
It seems as though the Eternal God had
sought to embody, and to impress upon
our minds the necessity of embodying: the
whole being--all our powers and all our
minds, in our service to Him. But what
has this to do with baptism? You know
that some people tell us that baptism in "an
outward sign of an inward spiritual grace"
--that it is simply a sign, and that there
is no power attached to it particularlv.
Hence they have their forms corresponding to their view of that sign--sprinkling,
and pouring, and so forth; these they
have as a sign or thing they call baptism;
and now we w~nt to contrast them with
the order which God has established.
Now, it is supposed that when a person
comes into any church, w:1en they are received, whether they are received as inf~nts or as adults; whether they are
sprinkled, or poured, or by whatever
means baptism is administered unto them,
it is supposed that they are then dedicated
to God-devoted to him and consecrated
to him. But that sign hardly fills the bill.
Sprinkling a few drops of water would
hard! y be expressive of any consecration.
Pouring a few drops of water would hardlv be a sig:n of consecration to God. But
God has devised means whereby we shall
bear witness to heav.en; whereby we shall
bear witness to earth; whereby we shall
bear witness to hell, that we have devoted
ourselves to God. What is God's .means?
"He that believeth and is baptiztl shall
be saved, and he that believeth not shall
be damned."
What is this baptism?
Why, fa1i! tells us th11t Wt/ ?<n:~ to b<{ ¢uri-
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cd with him in baptism. Here, then, the
believing and repenting sinner comes,. and
says, I want to consecrate myself to -God;
I want to devote my being to Him; I
want to consecrate all the powers of my
mind and body to Hirn; now what shall
I do? "Repent and be baptized every one
of you in the name of Jesus Christ." And
the servant of God takes him and leads
him down into the water, and there his
entire bei11g is "huried" beneath the liquid
wave as a sign to heaven; as a sign to
earth; as a si~n to all the powers of darkness, that from that time forward that individual is consecrated to the service of
God. There is not a powe'r of that body;
there is not a power of that mind that is
excepted in this consecration. There is
beauty and meaning in God's mode of
consecration. There is beauty in God's
mode when devoting ourselves to him.
There is beauty and grandeur in God's
method of adoption into his kingdom.
There is nothing left out when we have
entered into that covenant. Friends, we
are not from this hour to use alJy part of
our beings for thllt which is evil or corrupt,
No; they have been consecrated to God,
and being consecrated to God they must
remain so, or we shall wffer loss. If we
break the covenant we make with God,
which we enter into in the waters of baptism in the most solemn way that heaven
and God can devise or humanity comprehend, we must suffer loss. vVe there give
our bodies in submission to his divine will,
and we say farewell to everything that is
of an evil nature; farewell t~ all the
powers of evil; farewell to all the sweets-if there are any--of sin; farewell to everything that is not of God; for there upon
the consecrated altar, there beneath the
liquid wave, I lay down my all as in consecration to His divine service. I devote
myself unto Him. Here I am telling my
God that from this day on I will love him
with all my heart, with all my might,
with all my mind and strength. I say
this in this act of baptism. You have all
gone through this ordinance; you have
submitted to this ordinance; you have
consecrated yourselves to Goel.
Have
you bee:i true to your vow? Have yon
been true to vour act of consecration?
Have vou founcl that you have been entirely ~levoted to God from that day to
this? Have you realized this?
If you
have not, then you have broken your V'ow
alreacly--that most solemn of all vows
that man can possibly make. I thank God
that He asks of me no other vow than
that. . When men sometimes bring
promises, or rather bring oaths and rules
and laws, with covenants and pledges to
me to submit to, I tell them that I made
one covenant with my God, and in that is
involved the. pledge that I should forsake
every evil, that I should eschew everything contrary to his divine will; that I
would practice righteousness and truth;
that my life, my entire being from bepceforth should be devoted to nothing except
that which is just, pure, holy and clean in
the sight of God. ' Friends, does not our
covenants do all that?
Do we comprehend that? If we do ~at~ it is tjrn,e that w9
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- did. - Sometimes I think a great many
For this purpose the gospel of Jes us
get i11to the church who do not compre- Christ was given.
hend the solemnity of this ordinance.
And it is said that he ascended up into
They see others going--others are obey- heaven and gave gifts unto men. These
ing--and they think they must obey ~e
gifts were "for the perfecting of the Saints,
cause they do not like to be left behind. I
for the working of the minisfry, and for
do not ~ay this is the case in.the majority the edifying of th(: body of Christ, till we
of cases; no, God forbid; but I fear this all come in the unity of the faith, and of
has been the case in too many cases. If it the knowledge of the Son of God, to the
has only been in one, that is one too many. stature of a man in Christ Jesus; unto the
But we should try to comprehend every
fulness of the stature, to the measure of
step that we take. God marked out these the stature of the fulness of Christ."
steps, and we are trying to understand This is what we .are to attain to by the
the steps and take them.
Let us ask gospel of the Lord Jes us Christ, for it is
God for strength, that we may never take to bring us up to this "measure." Did you
a step backward, but forward--onward, ever take into consideration "the measure
always onward.
of the stature of the fulness of Christ?"
Well .now, when we have thus been Just contemplate, if you please, the divine
adopted, and have received the seal of charact,er of J csus Christ as it stands readoption, what then? You know there .is vealed iri his word, clothed upon with all
a "s.eal" of adoption. I was once an alien the excellencies, with all the grandeur that
to this country. I heard of vour beauti- it was possible for intelligence to be
ful land and government here; and I want- clothed with. Behold the excellence of
ed to become a citized. I found that there that glory! You and I are to be brought
were laws of adoption. I obeyed, went up to that same measure, "the measure of
through the formality of·obedience to the the stature of the fulness of Christ." It
laws of adoption, an when I had done so, seems infinitely above our reach. \Vhen
I received a seal or certificate of my adopwe compare mortalitv, and contemplate
tion that I can present wherever I go, and
the heighth and glory of that stature, we
if any man challenges my citizenship I
imagine we never can attain unto it. But
have it to show to him that.I am a citizen, tbe gospel of the Lord J esns Christ was
legally adopted.
Now, after we went giveri for the purpose of bringing us up to
through the forrn that God has laid down, this. It will accomplish its work if we
we received the seal of our adoption. are true to tbat gospel, if we comply
Y ()U all know what this is. Every Latter with its teachings. If we remember the
Day Saint knows that the laying on of covenant that we made when we consecrahands is tlze means whereby we are to ted our whole being to him, it will bring
are to pray for that great seal that is to us up to "the measure of the stature of the
rest upon us, to be "sealed" (Eph. 1: 13, fulness of Christ." And when we have
r4; 4: 30; z Cor. r: zz; Rev. 7: z, 3) come to that measure, do you think there
· sons and daughters of God; the grand will be anything to keep us out from his
certificate that we may have to present in presence? Do you suppose there will be
our lives, in our walk and in our conduct anything that will be able to hide his face
everywhere, that we have that Spirit of from our view? 0, no! When the valGod, that spirit of adoption whereby we leys shall be rent in twain, we shall see
are enabled to cry, Abba, Father. l'vfy hirn as lie is; we shall he with him; we
Lon] and my Goel. W c recognize, then, shall reign with him. vV e have become
that He is our Father, and that we arc his child;;en, his sons and his daughters toHis children. Now then, we have become day. And friends, the apostle Paul says,
children. It is the grand purpose of the "If \Ve are the sons of God, then are we
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, to make heirs of Goel." Heirs to all the blessings;
heirs to all the glories; heirs to all the adm children of Goel, to adopt us into his
fold and family. John in writing to the vantages that God purposes or has to beneople in his day--those that had been stow upon man. We are heirs to all
aclopted--says :--"Behold what manner of these, and "joint heirs vvith Jesus Christ."
love the Father hath bestowed upon us, in \Vhat is Christ heir to? To all the glory
that we are become the children of God." of God, the Father. "Father, glorify me
Become children of Goel! How did they with the glory that I had with thee before
become the children· of Goel? Through the world vvas." "In him is the fulness of
the means of adoption which God had the God-head." And we are to be "filled
provided. Here was the love that God with all the fulness of God," says Paul.
had bestowed ·Upon them, in thRt they 0, how great the beighth, and how
were enabled to become the children of gnrnd and glorious the prospect before the
Goel. And not only this, but be says: "It child of God, inasmuch as he walks in
cloth not yet appe:ir what we shall be." obedience, true to the covenant that he
has made; inasmuch as he swerv<?s not to
vVe now are the children of Goel, adopted
into his fold and family; but it does not the right nor to the left, hut keeps his
yet appear what we ~hall. he; "for w;hen whole being suhject to the mind and will
he shall appear, we shall be like him; for of God. 0, what grandeur, what excelwe shall see him as he is." Without holilence, what glory there is for us to attain
ness no man can see the Lord. \Ve have to! Listen to Tobn on the isle of Patmos.
hecome His children now; adopted into The :li!.ord was conversing with him, and
Hi~ fold and family now; but it doth not
keeping the vision before his view, showyet appear what we shall be, for when. he ing him the great work of redemption,
shall appear we shall be like Him, shall the rough paths we have to travel, the
be c\gthed upon with His divine nature, _ storms and tempests we have tQ battle

with, and what a great work we have to
engage in, a conflict that seemed almost
too much for us. The words ring out
like this: "To him that overcometh will
I gi~e to inherit all things; and he shall be
my son, and I will be his God." To him
that overcometh will I give to inherit all
things; and he shall be my son, and I
will be his God!
Can we ask more?
Can God give more? 0, no. We shall
"inherit all things," says the divine promise; "and he sha!Lbe my son, and I will
be his God." This is the purpose of the
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. Thank
Goel, it is .revealed in his truth.
No, friends; nothing Jes~ than following
in the divine pathway which God has
marked out wiU entitle us to these things.
We must see to it that our steps are right;
that our thoughts are pure; that our ways
are God's ways; that we do not follow
our own pernicious ways, but that we follow the ways that God has marked out.
If we do these things, then the gospel will
accomplish its work in us, and we shall be
enabled to say with the apostle Paul, "I
am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ;
for it is the power of God unto sRlvation
to every o#ne that believeth, to the Jew
first, and also to the Greek. For therein
i~ the righteousness of God revealed from
faith to faith; as it is written, The just
shall live by faith." This first principle,
faith, gives us beautiful views of God. It
follows God in every step. It is a light to
our feet and a lamp to our pathway. It
enables us to comprehend better and better
e rery step we take. It strengthens us for
the conflict; it strengthens us to endure all
that we have to endure. It brings us closer to our God; it causes broader conce'fh,
tions of the divine character and of his
purposes in us day by day. Thus it leads
us until we merge into the vast sea of
knowledge, and know things as we are
known, and see things as we are seen.
To this encl may we live, is my prayer for
Christ's sake, amen.

ASTRONOMY.
DY ELDER F. R. TUBB.
(CONCLUSION.)

\VmLE gathering together the materials
for my essay on volcanoes, which requires
a great deal of calculation and research, I
forward you a few remarkable facts
which have recently come under my observation in reference to my last letters
upon· astronomy.
I feel deeply grateful for your encouraging remarks concerning my former
humble endeavors to interest Rnd to instruct the I£erald readers. It affords me
peculiar gratification to find that you, at
least, arc not in sympathy with those who
say that such subjects as music, phrenology, astronomy, or natural and physical
science are unsuited to the nages of such a
magazine as the Saints' Herald. While
fully believing that the major portion of
the Herald pages should be devoted to
good and reliable articles and letters upon
the principles of the gospel of Christ,
(though not to perplexing and mystifying
essays upm;1 the doctrine frol1! va,riou,&
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members who only succeed in contradict- been written, and I may add exceedingly
ing one another and mystifying their well written, upon the strictly spiritual
readers), yet I think that a portion of . and theological aspect of the volume, dealyour valuable journal should by way of ing mainly with the intrinsic and internal
variety be devoted to the wonderful and characteristics of the work ;-proving it
amazing facts which science and astrono- genuine upon purely Biblical and it1ternal
my are daily bring-ing to light.
This evidence. But a book relating exclusivewould render the I-Ierald more valuable ]y to the abundant scientific and external
to the general public, and not less glorify- testimony in corroboration of the genuineing to our heavenly Father by calling at- ness and authenticity of the Book of Morter1tion to other parts of his mighty handi- mon, is what l regard as one of the greatwork, thereby commanding the devout est desiderata on behalf of God's true
worship of many who perhaps never Church; especially in the increasingly enheard before, or read these things; :rnd quiring and undoubtedly scientific bias of
they will feel constrained to exclaim, with the present, and particularly the rising
the sweet singer of Israel,--"Great.is the generation. Such a book, especially if
Lord, and greatly to be praised, Fearful pursued in a persuasive and pleasant style
in praises, doing wonders. Yea, and his of diction, would undoubtetlly reach a
under£tanding is infinite!"
circulation of many thousands, and prove
Many readers will purchase a journal in all probability an incalculable blessing
for the sole and express purpose of reading to the Church in extenso. You have
or studying the scientific or historical con- many Elders there in America most adtributions; and is it not a distinct gain to mirably adapted for the task, and fully
our divine cause, and at least worth a little competent to undertake it.
effort, if, by a perusal of such articles in
I am aware that there is an objecting
the Saints' Herald, some may be thereby disposition in the minds of some, who simled upward to desire that greater and ho- ply, if they do not ~ay downright, that
lier light, which the Supreme will never they consider all such scientific and geologdeny even to the very humblest and most ical proofs and statistics as a more or less
deluded who but seeks, however feebly, wide departure from the grand old gospel.
the great "light which cometh from tl1e If that is the case, then David departed
Father of lights. Remember, dear read- widely from the gospel when .he invited
er, that no ignorance is so dense and im- his attentive hearers to "consider the heavpenetrable as learned ignorance; the igno- ens, the work of God's hands, even the
rance of those "ever learning but never moon and stars which he had ordained.
coming to a knowledge of the truth.
Ezekiel, J ercmiah, Isaiah and Malachi
But surely, as we arc commanded to ought, also, to be greatly censured for the
sow "beside all waters" let us not neglect introduction of considerable scientific matthe cry of this large Class of our fellow- ter .of an indirect character into the deep
mortals, who plead that light may be and wonderful books which bear their revouchsafed to them ;-that light which by spective names. The A po<;tle Paul 111ust
unfolding to their reasoning faculties as also "pass under the rod" of these censors,
sentient beings, and to their imaginations for did he not upon a most memorable ocas men made in the image of God, may casion quote to his hearers one of the most
exclaim, with wondering rapture, as the sublime scientific truths from the mouth of
inconceivably vast panorama of astronom- certain of their own heathen poets (Celsus
ical and subterranean powers and wonders and Aretas) to-wit, that man is the offare opened to their astonished gaze, spring of God; and that in him we live
(though only the thousandth part can be nnd move and have our being. Nor is the
unfolded to them),-" My Father's hand Eternal Teacher himself free from this
made all these things. He bids me look alleged fault of appealing to scientific facts
on them and praise his haudiwork,-tho' and hypotheses in support of great spiritual
my poor, frail imaginings cannot discover truths, for did he not point out a gre'lt and
how just his ways."
important lesson by alluding to the condiWhile fully and freely admitting that. tion and appearance of the sky at sunset
the purely spiritual and religious element and at early morning. The structure ~md
should undoubtedly predominate in all the habits of even the insignificant hedge-sparorgans of our Church, as well as in the row, and other "fowls of the air," afforded
Herald, I am, nevertheless firmly con- our beloved Master materials for some of
vinced that the occasional introduction ot his most valuable disquisitions. Nor did
scientific and historic researches as illustra- the pure humble lilly of the valley escape
tions of higher and grander truths of a his gentle and thoughtful observation; for
spiritual nature, can not but exercise a ben- out of its artistic hue and mathematical
eficial effect upon this grand latter day proportions, he educed such a lesson upwork of God in all its endless and exten- on the wisdom and love of Tehovah, that
sive ramifications.
the fragrance of that sweet lily, and, above
Nothing could possibly be of greater all, the grand lesson conveyed in it, will
value to the Church at the present im- descend to generations yet unborn.
portant crisis in its affairs, than the publiWhile hearing or reading object\ons by
cation by the Head Office, of a neat, elab: persons both in and out of the church,
orate, and above all, attractively written against the diffusion of education and
brochure or pamphlet upon the I~ook of the spread !)f scientific and other useful
Mormon, dealing exclusively with the knowledge, I am frequently reminded of
scientific, geological, and archroo,logical an anecdote recorded in the life of that
testimony to the authority and authenticity talented anil eccentric preacher, the Rey.
of that truly /marvellous boo!);, Much has Rowland Hill. It is related that upon a
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certain occasion, in the course of his travels, (in Shropshire, I think), he happened
to hear a young man discoursing upon religion by the wayside; and being considerably impressed by the singular beauty and
piety of many of the preacher's ideas, and
the unmistakable sincerity of his demeanor,
he remained to the close, and could not but
be pained to observe that the entire discourse of the young evangelist was greatly
marred owing to his repeatedly making
use of erroneous words and ungrammatical
expressions. When the audience had dispersed, leaving only the aged and learned
Doctor of Divinity and the young preacher face to face, Dr. Hill advanced to the
young man, and, laying a hand kindly
upon his shoulder, said, "Young man, I
have been greatly pleased at much that I
have just heard from your lips, but will
you permit me as an old hand, to remark
that the whole discourse would have been
more easily understood, and therefore
more effectual, if it had been clothed in
grammatical language, and all the incorrect
words eliminated." The young man at
once replied that the Bible said that God
was pleased "through the foolishness of
preaching to save them that believe."
True, my son, replied the ag·ed veteran.
"Through the foolishness of preaching,
I grant, butnot through the preaching of
foolishness." Just at this point a man
who had arrived and heard the doctor's
report, said, "But then, God has no need
of man's wisdom." "No, my friend, God
does not need man's wisdom, truly, but
he certainly has no need of man's ignorance," replied the doctor.
Struck by the wise and witty chan\cter
of the great preacher's replies, the young
man decided to act upon his sensible suggestions, and at once commenced to study
grammar and etymology to such purpose,
that in les~ than twelve months the Rev.
Rowland Hill besought the young man to
accupy his (Mr. Hill's) own pulpit, wh;ch
he did; and in great time became celebrated as almost as great a preacher as the
learned doctor himself. Of course I am
not concerned to defend the peculiar tenets
of the Rev. R. Hill, or of the younger
preacher; as your readers all know what
the doctrines of sectarianism usually are;
but I think the earnestness and diligence
of that young man in seeking to acquire a
grammatical style and a fluent and polished delivery, is unquestionably worthy of
imitation by Elders and other preachers
within the pale of our own church.
Indeed, if my memory at the present
moment is serving me correctly, we have
in our own "Book of Covenants and Commandments" an injunction from the very
highest authority, to "study all good
books," (not merely the publications of
our own church, for not many of our own
tracts or pamphlets were at that time in
existence), but all or any good books
which elevate the thought, satisfy the
mind, energize the brain, and purify the
speech and diction of all who will with
earnest purpose "read, mark, and inward.
ly digest them."
Trusting that your readers will forgive
this digression by way of introduction, I
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will at once place before them the wonderful additional facts which I have educed in
the conclusion of my astronomical essays;
trusting a•t no very distant date to be in a
position to place before them my humble
researches and calculations upon "Volcanoes and Volcanic Eruptions";" the materials
which I am compiling at date of
present writing.

the . constellation "Hercules."
But it
would have to travel .a full million of
years before it could join the Hercules·
group of the sidereal firmament.
LONDON, England, July 14th, 188li.

for

SOME ADDITION AL ASTRONOMICAL FACTS.

The earth moves along in its orbital
sweep through space with a speed of
eighteen miles every second.
This is
more than one thousand times the velocity
of an express railway traih traveling sixty
miles ai:i hour, and one hundred times the
velocity of the rifle bullet when it leaves
the mouth of the gun. It takes the earth
eight minutes to pass over a space equal
to its own breadth. But light travels with
a speed nearly one million times as great
as that of the bullet, and would pass around
the equatorial'. girdle of the earth seven
times in a single second. It is well understood that it is the momentum inherent in
this speed which su;tains the ponderous
mass of the earth in the void regions of
space, and which prevent it from being
drawn into contact with the ~un.
All the vast orbs of the firmament are
sustained by the same influence.
They
are all rushing along in their own proper
journeys through space. This is the true
meaning of the "drift," or. proper movement of the stars. It is not possible in the
existing state of man's knowledge of the
arrangements of the universe, to think of
the stars as doing anvjhing else.
This
star drift, indeed is an inev1tahle necessity.
The star "61 Cygni," which has a proper
motion in space of five seconds in the
course of a year, is in reality traveling
along through nine hundred mid twenty
millions of miles in that time! It passes
through hetween two and three millions
of miles in the course of a day, at the rate
of thirty miles a second. It would, nevertheless take 40,000 years to traverse the
40 billions of miles which intervene betwee11,iit and the sun. It was just twentyfive times as far away from the earth a
million years ago as it is now.
The fixed star marked as "I830," in
G1:oombridge's catalogue, is now known
to be something like five times as far off as
"61 Cygni ;" and to be performing in
space every year a journey which is seventy
times more vast than the distance of the
earth from the sun.*
vVith this rate of speed, it can not be
moving along with a velocity of less than
200 miles everv second, and would accomplish the distance between the earth
and the sun (about 97 millions of miles) in
five days. The sun itself, with its vast
family of dependent orbs, is performing a
similar drift through space.
It moves
through an interval equal to its own
breadth every two days.
It is speeding
along towards the sparkling host which
now constitutes the star group known as
*'rlie annunl journey therefore of this remote star npon
its inconcei\rably vast orbit in space amounts to tt
distance of no less tban 6,790,000,000 mil"s (six thousand
feVen hundred and ninety mill10n) of miles.

LITTLE SIOUX.
The regular quarterly conference met pursuant
t6 adjournment at the Saints' meeting house in
Little Sioux, Iowa, Saturday, June 5th, .1886,
with the president of the district, J. C. Crabb,
in the chair, who presided over the sessions of
conference; Geo: S. Hyde and J. W. Wight
were elected clerks. Spring Creek Branch reported no change. Little Sioux reported a loss
of 7, 6 removed by letter _and 1 di~d. Two had
been received by letter and two remo\•e<l by Jetter
in the Magnolia Branch, leaving their total membership unchanged. No reports were received
from Union Center or Sioux Cit;. The fo!lowlowing officials reported: High Priests, J. Crabb,
P. Cadwell and Charles Derry; Seventies, John
Thomas, J. F. Mintun and G. S. Hyde; Elders,
J.M. Putney, C. Dowm, H. Garner, D. Maule,
J. W. Wight, J. Conyers, Wm. C. Cadwell (by
letter), E. R. Lanphere and Richnrd Farmer (by
letter); Priest, J. L. Gunsolly; Teacher, Enoch
Hunt, and Deacon Elias Vredenburg. Bishop's
Agent reported, as follows: On hand at last report, $147.85; paid in to April 1st, 1886. $68 51;
total paid out, $1307.s; on hand Ap1il 1st, 1886,
$85.6T. Farther consideration of the Bishop's
Agent's .report was deferred till next conference.
Delegates to annual conference reported and were
discharged. Two days' meetings were appointed
as follows: Six Mile Grove, last Saturday in
June, C. Derry in charge. Purcell's Grove, second Saturday in July, P. Cadwell in charge.
Moorehead, third Saturday in August, J.C. Crabb
in charge. Motion to change ti e order of our
conferences from quarterly to three times a year
lost: Missions were assigned as follows: Henry
Garner, on the Willow; Colby Dmrns and Lehi
Ellison, at Six and Twelve Mile Groves; and
David Chambers in present field of labor. Nine
children were blessed during conference. Preaching Saturday evening and Sunday morning by
Bro-.C. Derry and Sunday afternoon by Ilro. G.
S. Hyde. Adjourned to meet at Magnolia, on
the first Saturday in September.

"I am not afraid to die."

Funeral sermon at the
Saints' Chapel, August 12th, l>y Joseph Luft: A
large procession, headed by the Grand Army·of
the Republic, of which deceased was a member,
followed the remains to the grave. A wife and
four children remain to mourn Ms departure; but
they mourn not as those who have no hope.
HuDSON.-At Armstrong,· Kansas, August
18th, 1885, Elder Thomas Nichols Hudson, aged
6r years and r 1 months. He was born in the
town of Cohassett, Massachusetts, and was buried
at Independence, Missouri. He united with the
-church in 1843, was baptized by father - Nickerson; went to Utah in 1861, and joined the Reorganized Church, June 14th, 1870. His widow,
five sons and two daughters, mourn his loss. He
was a faithful, noble, devoted Christian, and we
are confident he rests in the paradise of God.
D1TTERLINE -In Philadelphia, Pa., August
5th, 1886, sister Elizabeth Ditterline, in the seventy-fourth year of her age. She was faithful
and true to the latter day work to the last, and
died with hope in Ch,rist. I had a lengthy conversation with her four days before she died, and
from what she said, I felt satisfied. her faith had
never failed. She was one of the early Saints in
Philadelphia,-was baptized in the days of Joseph the Seer, some forty-five or six years ago.
Her house was always open for any Elder traveling through Philadelphia. Funeral services conducted by Elder John Stone, assisted by Elder J.
Stewart, to a full congregation.
SAINTS' REUNION!
The final arrangements for the Reunion to be
held at Wheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie county,
Iowa, commencing Saturday, September 4th,
·1886, have been made. The meeting will com-·
mence at ten a. m. of the above natr)ed date,
and close Sunday evening September r2th.
The. grounds are situated in the grove of Bro.
Carlos Smith, five miles south-east of Macedonia,
Iowa. They are cool, shady, and beautiful, with
a good well and spring thereon.· A)l clown wood
will be free to all. Hay and grain will be furnished at very reasonable rates. Table board
at 25c per meal, or 5oc per <lay by the week;
bread, fresh meat, and all kinds of provisions
will be kept for sale on the grounds.
All who come to Macedonia by rail on Friday
and Saturday, the ,3d and 4th, will be conveyed
to the grounds free, thereafter, 25c. Those coming over the C. B. and Q Railroad inust time
their departure from home so as to arrive at
Hastings, Iowa, before noon, as there is but one
train per day up the branch, which leaves at
I2:

BORN.
DonsoN.-At: St. Joseph, Missouri, August
13th, 1886, to Bro. Eli T. and Sr. Louisa Dobrnn,
a son. Motheio.and child doing well.
CRTCK.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 13th, 18861
to Bro. \Villiam and Sr. Maggie J. Crick, a son.

THED.
T1GNOR.-At Independence, Missouri, August
1 rth, ills6, of dropsy, Elder Wiley B. Tignor. He
was born in Johnson county, Illinois, February
10th, 1839; baptized November 301h, 1874, at East
Rulo, Holt county, Missouri, by J. \V. Brackenbury; ordained A_ugust 6th, 1876, by C. F. Stiles
and J. W. Brackenbury, at White Cloud, Kansas.
·He retained his firm faith in the gospel until the
end. His last words 1regarding his feelings were,

30 p. m., aud
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Sunday.

Reduced rates have been secured on the above
named road from all stations bet.ween Council
Blufls' and Chariton, and all branch roads con·
necte<l therewith; but to get the benefit thereof,
you must adhere strictly to the following conditions:~ You pay full fare for a ticket to Macedonia, and lake from the ticket agent at your station a certificate to the effect that you have paid
one full fare to Macedonia, and that you are going to attend the meeting; the clerk here will
give you another certificate; you present the two
to the ticket agent here, and he will sell you your
return ticket at one-third fare, thus making the
round trip for one and one-third fare.
A good corps of our best preachers will be
there. We extend a cordial invitation to all to
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lay aside their every day affairs and come. Yes,
come. Come prepared to stay from the commencement to the close, and enjoy the spirit of
union and brotherly love.
·
D. HouGAS, Pres. rif Committee.
EPISTOLARY.
TO THE SAINTS OF THE NORTHERX
CALIFORNIA DISTRICT.

Brethren and Sisters:-Conscious as I am that
by associating ourselves with the cause of Christ
restored in "the great dispensation of the fulness
of times," we also assiimed an obiigation to help
sustain it, in its spiritual and temporal workings,
it causes me no little regret that necessity requires
me to approach you with an earnest and solemn
reminder of the fact that you are forgetting, or
perhaps carelessly neglecting that obligation by
withholding your temporal s4pport to the cause.
This should not be. The great Master has
foreshadowed as an indu·cement to uo to be constantly and earnestly engaged, a reward that
none but the valiant co-worker is worthy of, or
can ever obtain. Let no person deceive himself
with the supposition that a mere formal association with the. cause will entitle him to it. Nay !
that is like faith without works, of no avail. In
the great vision of rewards accordiiig to works,
as seen by God's servant, and of which he was
commanded to write, .he has written for our
learning and benefit the things which he saw in
these words, speaking of the inhabitants of the
terrestrial world he says, That amongst other
classes those who had attained unto that glory,
he saw this one there also. "These are they who
are not valiant in the testimony of Jesus, wherefore; they obtained not the crown over the kingdom of,our God." Comment is unnecessary;
but that the actions of our lives will determine
our future condition is evident. Providential
circumstances have created our present conditions; and as we are found so are we required to
be co-workers. The cause 'pre sen ts itself to us in
two aspects, spiritual and temporal, each indispensible to the other. But from the standpoint
of dependency the former lies at the feet of the
latter. A moment's reflection must convince all
of this fact, -and without any vi;ritable "open
sernme" to furnish the forme(s requirements!
it is entirely dependent upon the good will and
pleasure of those who are called to be co-workers.
God has specially provided for this department
in the tithing law; and that it is a present truth
and In force we verily believe. During the visit
of the Bishop and his Counselor to the coast, the
meaning and workings of this law, were fully set
forth, but we may be pardoned if we attempt to
outline them again for the especial benefit of those
who had not the pleasure of hearing them.
Firstly.- This law in its application is not intended to be burdensome, nor in any manner
whatever oppressive to those for whom it is intended. Its requirements simply ask the sacrifice
of one tenth of all property belonging to individual members of the church. This of" course
exclude.s all household effects and implements of
industry required for comfort and living; and
also for the p~ocurement of all such. A jiist discrimination in these matters should be made by
all persons in defining property. Where property,
real estate and improvements., is so situated that
it is not and can not be at present made available
without great sacrifice, and inasmuch as there is
with the owner a disposition to keep, or to com·

mence keeping the Jaw, an inventory of all such.
should be made and reported to the Bishopric
The basis of valuation should be well considered.
We can only suggest that it be made from the
latest local or municipal assessments where said
property is located, or any other basis the wisdom,
honesty and experience of the individual may
think best, or the church Bishop provide, and the
one tenth of said valuation be entered against the
owner. And providing such tenth in an undivided condition with the remaining property
should bring an annual return, the pro rata be
given to the church.
Secondly,-That the one tenth of the annual
interest or accumulation of property, over and
above that which has already been tithed ana expenses for Ii ving shall be paid into the treasury.
Unless other provision was made the whole bur-.
den of the temporal needs of the church would
rest upon a few and would prove inadequate.
Associated with the tithing law is that of offerings,
to which no person in the church is an exception.
No person can be poorer than the widow, as
found recorded in the scriptures, who threw her
last mite into the treasury, which in the act, if
not in its intrinsic value was a greater offoring
than those of the rich.
Offerings belong especially to those who have
no properties to tithe, but applies to all others as
circumstances demand or require. The Lord's
day is named and seems the most fitting of all
occasions when offerings should be mad.eat the
time of sacrament. At no time does an oblatioi1
of money seem more appropriate to express humility and devotion to God's cause as when commemorating the sufferings and death of God's
great gift for man, even Christ the Lord. Our
opinio;1 is that all such offerings should be exclush·ely use'd for the poor and missionary purposes, after passing to the Bishopric as a branch
offering. The question as to how tithes and offerings should be used is still perplexihg to some.
They are for two purposes only; the poor, and
missionaries' families at home. They are both
proteges of the church.
The poor of every branch of the church should
be known to its officers, and they with all the
surroundings of their condition should be ascertainecl and reported to the Bishopric. The abstract poor, without any visible means of support
or capable relatives, should receive all possible
help from the fund; but when aged persons haye
children whose sur'roundings are plentiful, from
the church only a partial, if any relief can be
given. All benificaries must bear in mind that
their help from the fund is a contingent one only,
depending as the fund is continually upon the
Saints for replenishment.
There is a preyaJent supposition amongst the
various branches and· scattered Saints, that the
missionary's needs are all supplied from the
church fund, and that such relieves them from
responsibility from rendering him anJ help. This
is a mistaken view. The missionary in his field
is entirely dependent upon tha.t field for all his
necessary personal needs and traveling expenses,
and only in dire necessity can he make applications for personal relief.· The missionary's family at home are the proper recipients, an.d their
wants are looked after by the Bishopric, as funds
come into its hands from the body.
Brethren and Sisters of the Northern California diotrict; your libe.rality in the past has be·
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come proverbial, at a time when no definite financial system in the church was known nor obserYed. Your indiscriminate generosity then perhaps was unwise in some instances, and perhaps
even now may cause unpleasant memories to
arise. If so, such should not be, nor is it a valid
reason why you should refrain from assisting
now, temporally, our great cause. The fund
which is in my charge, is nearing depletion; a
few, and only a few, whose honorable names and
deeds are recorded, have hitherto carried it along
cheerfully with proper aid. This is not right!
God never intended that such should be, but has
wisely provided a system of tithes and offering
which embraces in its operations every soul that
has named the name of Christ, Our cause is a
common one, but even now assuming magnificent proportions, and its needs are increasing to
the perfect embarrassment of the Bishopric, because neglected hy the body. May I implore
you to stop and consider how many cares it has
and how little it has to meet them. May I ask
you to contribute, as God desires you should do.
It may seem a small matter to glide along smoothly in utter indifference and neglect, but there is a
fearful responsibility and consequence attached
to such, and will sur~ly in time bring every one
face to face with the justice of God. If there are
any that can not comply with the tithing law
from the lack of property, there is none surely
that is more distressed than the widow, and who
is there then that may not hearken unto the inscrutable Master.
No matter how small your
offerings may be, if measured by your ability to
do, he will recognize it and possibly arrange his
kind,providences in your behalf.
Of what profit will a life long association with
this cause amount to if a person perpetually
ignores his duty by refusing to render -it the
slightest temporal aid when in his power to do
so. There should be no lack of disposition to
help; where this is found, there also is found the
ability to do with, and the pathway of life is considerably smoothed. On the other hand it is
horribly rngged and hedged around continually;
and so might we ever expect it to be, until our
church life is a living manifestation of a strong,
genuine, practical faith in the cause.
In conclusion we may say, how sad it would
be to have to report a depleted treasury, and consequent inability to meet the monthly benefits
the poor are receiving, yet without your speedy
help there will be no other alternative. May
God give you grace and willing hearts, is the
prayerful desire of your humble servant,
T.J. ANDREWS,
Bis!t. Agent, Northern Cal. Dist.
43G Brannan St., SAN FRANcrsoo, California.

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE
It is essential in the recording of the scattering members .of the Church that,..Branch and
District officials should give me their aid, name·
ly· by preparing lists of those in their regions
who are members of the Church but not members of their brapches, and also lists of those
tn<;!mbers who have been dropped from the rec·
ords of. branches because of their absence from
the branch, or because their residences 'are un·
known. In cases whe,re branches have been reorganized and names left off . the new record
please send all such names to me; also,,where
branches have, during ,the past twenty-five or
more years, been disorganized altogether, will
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those who have knowledge of it, or who have
such old records, please send me the names of
such persons as have,not joined other branches
and thus become enrolled again, so that they
may now be enrolled. Where it is known that
such members have died, or otherwise been lost,
it should be stated that it may be put upon record. Any rnernbers who see this who do not_
know that they are on record, or are reported by
some one else to me, please send name and items
of birth and baptism. Where persons have died
please give dates as near as may be. Presidents
and Clerks of Branches and Districts are also
hereby reminded that if they have any branch reports, or information about records, that I would
like such reports or-information to be forwarded
to me as early as may be. Do not keep them because of the little postage required to send them,
but let me know. The Government now sends
one ounce of such matter for two cents where
formerly only a haif ounce was carried fo1· three
cents, hence the cost is little, and the reports are
essential in order to keep the law of God in this
matter.
H. A, STEBJJJNS,
Clmrclz Secretary and Rccordrr.
LA:iUONr, Iowa, Ang. 20Lh.

APPEAL.
S1tjrr111!ende11ts of Sabbath Sclzool, or
Branch Presidents, GrrctiiiK; Dem' Brotluws :-We
wish to make this last personal appeal to you, in
behalf of the Sabbath School cause in our church.
Have you read our appeal in the llerald, and can
you cheerfully and heartily endorse it? On account of your connection with tbe Sabbath
School work, you of all others a•-e 1he ones to put
forth a strong personal cffort, not only in behalf
of the Jloje, but also that the Board ot Publication furnish to our schools such 'Jooks as are
serningly indispensaole to teachers, in carrying
on the work successfully. vVc wish to make the
!lope a paper lo supcrccde all others in our Sabbath Schools, in fact, j11st wlial it ought to be,
one of the best instructors which can be put in~o
the hands of our children. In order lo do this it
must be enlarged, and this enlargement can only
be accomplished by an enlarged subscription list,
of promptly paying subscribers. The Board cf
Publication find that too heavy a reduction has
been made to clubs, (having been one-half in
clubs to Sabbath Schools,) consequently, when
enlarged, the price will be advanced on club
rates--; no advance will be made on single
subscriptions, and a reduction of,__ will be
allowed to all clubs of --- or more subscribers.
If the cause is worthy, we trust yoll will make
an effort to interest every parent and child conneded with your schood or branch to help carry
it on. Let each one put their shoulder lo this
wheel and see how easily the cause will move,
and then when it is moving rejoice with us that
we have ~en accounted worthy to he co-workers with those whom Jesus of old commanded to
feed his lambs.
For the purpose of aiding the Sabbath School
cause of the church we have secured an excellent likeness of the three witnesses to the Book
of Mormon. They are upon one plate, and will
be just such a picture as Latter Day Saints should
have in their families. In order to place them
within the reach of every child and parent desiring to have one, we have put them at the very
low price of twenty-five cents. When sent hy
mail, ten cents extra must be added to cover c<;>st
To

of mailing. Please serid the money for one for
yourself, and then try to sell more. Bro: Chase,
who gets them out for us, is doing the work at
bottom prices in order that the cause move on.
Y/ill you help us?
Your sister in Christ,
M. WALKER.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The conference of the Kewanee District will
be held in the Buffalo Prairie Branch, September
IIth, commencing at ten o'clock. As there are
, matters of business pending that are of interest
to all, I hope we can have a good representation
from all the branches. Corne one, come all, and
let us have a good time.
•
].' W. TERRY, Dist. Prrs.
The conference of the Northwest Kansas
District convencc;, with the Goshe.n Saints, in
Clay County, September 11th, at ten a: rn,, for
business. We would like to see as many as can
come, to meet with 11s at that time. Lrt each
branch, and also the ministry that can not be
present, send their report by mail to IL R. Harder, Clay Center. If any of the Saints come on
train and want to be met at Clay Center, or
Linn, let them write to Bro_ Harder.
A. H. PARSONS, Dist. Pres.

J.

H.

HANSEN,

M.D.,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Oflice in'Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MJDWlFERY and DJSE~SES of WOMEN a /Ypecialty.
W- Hesidence one block East Teal's Store. 14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapel" Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New Yol'k.
Send lOcts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

Ttaell..incselected bytheU.S.Qov't
to .carry the Fast M.ail.

HOLY SCRlP'I'URES.
S Inspired Transli;ttio,n by ,Joseph Smith the Prophet.

I beep or J,tbrary bmdmg...... . . . . .. . . .............. l 51!
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WAHN I NU,

And Instrnction to nu P~·ople. OH thP- Doctrine and
History of the Latter DHV \V-ork; 1:.!8 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1 ......... _........•. each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, eaclL .. ,.... .. ...... .. ............ 25
L~nthcr

llRANCII ltllCOlWS.
hacks antl cornerfl, n111sli11 Flitlcs; printed

hendingA, and ruled for Record of Names Blcti-Bi11g of Chil<1rcn, nnd for J\laniageM ........ ' ........ 2 00

DIS1'RIU'l' IUlCOlWS.
Printed and bonn<l similur to Dnrnch Hn<'ordR ........ 3 00

],lCJ!;NSES, NO'l'lCJ•;s, &u.
El<lcr·s, Pricst1s, 'reacher's, nucl lhmcuu'H Licenses,
each, per <lozm1..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~
~Jan~{ Preaching Notice::~, per hn1.1~lre<1, 40c. n11d . . . . 50
Baptism and Coufirmat10u Certl11cnte hooks, with
hlftnk Rtub. 85 for ......... _" _.............. _ .. .. 25
REPLY 'l'O J.l l'TJ.J•: l'l l,:Lll,
We have for sale at thiH dli1·e, in pamphlet forn1, containing 48 pa~es, the "'Ht'Pl.v of l'n~l'-i<h·11t ,Joseph Smith
to L. 0. Littlefield in refutation ul 111e .luctrine of plural
marriage,,, Price, post paid, t:iugle copies 10 cents; 75
cents per dozen to one addre""'

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will sencl you the La1noni Gazette for one year
(price $1) ancl Cruclen's Con•«or<l01nce or Smith's
Bible Dictiona1•y post-paid for $1,50.
W- Send for specimen copy, coutaining list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.
DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Independence, Missouri.
More agents wanted. \Vrite for terms at once.
l9jm1tf.

J. W. D<il'ioo11, JU. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, nnswered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Of!lce at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan80tf

v

The Only Through Line, with itS own track, betWeen

. . .-JD E' 'N • ER
·

CHRCACO,
PEORIA.or~ . . •
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junc1ion, A1chispn or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA. MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines to their important cities and towns. 11
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped th.rough trains over its own tracks 1 between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
.
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toeeka,
Chica~o and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St •.Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Ro.ck Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City a,nd Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Uno to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of .Mexico
For Tickets, Rates 1 General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in th@
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

Gen' I Manager, .

PERCEVAL LOWELL,
·

Gen'I Pa58. Agent.

CHICAGO,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I : 50
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT llll ONE WIFE AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-PagQ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, iiur. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SIIOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WO>!AN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN."--·Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
'
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Lamoni, Iowa, September 4,

I

886.

that they might receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and be confirmed members of the church
of Christ. The Holy Ghost was poured out upon
0f Latter Day Saints.
Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
us to a very great degree. Some prophesied,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
whilst we all praised the Lord and rejoiced ex~The Traveling Ministry, District and Brunch Presiceedingly. Whilst yet together I received the
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request€d to solicit
following commandment.
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.
Revelation to Joseph Smith, Jr. given April
6th, 1830. (See Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 19).
-Times and. Seasons, vol. 3, p. 944·
We now proceeded to call out and ordain some
others of the brethren to different offices of the
Priesthood, according as the Spirit manifested
JOSEPII. SMITH
EDITOR.
unto us; and after a happy time spent in witnessW.W. BLAIR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
ing and feeling for ourselves the powers and
Lamoni, Iowa, September 4, 1886. blessings of the Holy Ghost, through the grace
of God bestowed upon us, we dismissed with the
pleasirg knowledge that we were now individPERSECUTION A:N D ITS CA USES.
ually members of, and acknowledged ot God,
(Continued from page 530).
"The Church of Jesus Christ," organized in
IT wi!l novy be proper to .hear from Joseph
the Seer 111 respect to the persecutions accordance with commandments and revelations
mentioned by Mr. Re.eel in our last issue, given by him to ourselves in the last days, as well
and in order that the''reader may clearly as according to the order of t"he Church as
perceive the . moti:yes which prompt¢'a recorded in the New Testament.
them, and learn who the chief. instigators . Sevenll persons who had attended the above
were, we subjoin some importimt pc;rtions ' meeting arti:l,;,gpt. convir;iced of the truth, came
of church history descriptive of those forward sbort'ly a:fter, rind \v.erere,eeived into .the
times and events; It will be observed that church, ampng the ..rest, my own father and
the statements of Joseph and Mr; Reed are mother were baptized to my great joy and consoessentially the same on those points of lation, and about the same time Martin Harris
>.y hi ch they both speak; but those of the
and A. Rockwell.
seer are given with greater fulness, besides
[At this time the revelation 'in Doctrine and
he mentions many things which Mr. Reed Covenants, sec. 20, was given.-Ed.]
does not, and_ these items furnish a key to
The following persons being anxious to know
the great excitement caused by the claims of the Lord what might be their respective
and experiences of the seer and his fellows. duties, in rdation to this work, I enquired of the
Joseph says:
Lord and received for them the following:
Revelation to Oliver Cowdery, Hyrum Smith,
Whilst the Book of Mormon was in the hands
Samuel I-I. Smith, Joseph Smith sen., and Joseph
of the printer, we still continued to bear testimo·
Knight sen. Given at Manchester, New York,
:ny, anr) give information, as far as we had opporApril, 1830. (See Doc and Cov., sec. 21).
:tunity; and also made known to our brethren,
On Sunday, April l lth, 1830, Gliver Cowdery
that we had received commandment to organi~e
preached the first public discourse, that wa~
the church, and accordingly we met together for
delivered by any of our number, oiir meeting
that purpose, at the house of.the above mentioned
was held by previous appointment at the house
Mr. Whitmer (being six in number) on Tuesday
of Mr. \Vhitmer, Fayette, large numbers of,
the sixth day of April, A. D. one thousand, eight
people attended, and the same day the following
hundred and thirty.
were baptized; viz.: ,Llyrum Page, Katharine
Having opened the meeting by solemn pray~r
Page, Christian Whitrrier, Anne Whitmer, Jacob
to our heavenly Father we proceeded, (according
Whitmer, -Elizabeth Whitmer, and on the 18th
to previous commandment) to call on our brethren
day Peter \Vhitmer, sen., Mary Whitmer, William
to know-whether they accepted us as their teach. ers in the things of the kingdom of God, and
Jolly, Elizabeth Jolly, Vincent Jolly, Richard Z.
Peterson, and Elizabeth Anne \Vhitrner, all by
whether they were satisfied that we should proOliver Cowdery in Seneca Lake.
ceed and be organized as a church according to
During this month of April I went on a visit
said commandment W'hich we had received. To
these they consented by; an unanimous vote. I
to the. residence of Mr.Joseph Knight, of Colesville, Broom county, New York, with whom and
then laid my hands upon Oliver Cowdery and
his family [ had been previously acquainted, and
ordained him an elder of the "Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints." After which he
of wl1'.lse name I have above rnentiOned as havordained me also to the office of an elder of said
ing been so kind and thoughtfui towards us,
church. We then took bread, _blessed it, and
while translating the Book of Mormon. Mr.
brake it with them. We then laid our hands on
Knight and his family were Universalists, but
were willing to reason with. me upon my religious
each individ~al member of the church present
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i;,iews, and were as usual friendly and hospitable.
We held several meetings' in the neighborhood,
we had many friends, and some enemies. Our
.meetings were well attended, and many began to
pray fervently to Almighty God, that he wo.uld
give them wisdom to understand the truth.
Amongst those who attended our meetings r~gu
larly, was Newel Knight son to Joseph Knight.
He and I had many and serious conversations on
the important subject of man's eternal sal valion;
we had got into the habit of praying much at our
meeting and Newell had s·aid that he would try
and take up his cross, and pray vocally during
meeting; but when we again met together he
rather excused himself; I tried to prevail upon
him making use of the figure, supposing that he
should get into a mudhole would he not try to
help himself out? and that we were willing now
to help him out of the mud hole. He replied that
provided he had got into a mudhole through
carelessness, he would rather wait and get out
himself, than have others to help him;· and so he
would wait until he should get into the woods
by himself, and there he would. pray. Accordingly he deferred praying until next morning,
when he retired into the woods; where (according to ,his own account afterwards) he made
severalattempts to pray but could scarcely do so,
feeling that he had not done his duty, but that he
should have prayed in the presence of others.
He began to feel uneasy, and conlinued to feel
worse both in mind and body, until upon reaching his own house, his appearance was such as to'
alarm his wife very much. He requesteq her to
go and bring me to him. I went and found him
suffering very much in his mind, and his body
acted upon in a very strange manner, his visage
and limbs distorted and twisted in every shape
and appearance possible to imagine; and finally
he ~as caught up off the floor of the apartment
a,nd tossed about most fearfully. His situation
was soon made known to his neighbors and
relatives, and in a short time as many as eight or
nine grown persons had got together to witness
the scene. After he had thus suffered for a time,
I succeeded in getting hold of him by the hand,
when almost immediately he spoke to me, and
with great earnestness requested of me, that I
should cast the devil out of him, saying that he
knew he was in him, and that he also knew that
I could cast him out. I replied "if yo~ know
that I can it shall be done," and then almost unconsciopsly I rebuked the devil; and commanded him. in the name eif J e ... us Christ to depart from
him; when immediately Newd spoke out and
said that he saw the devil leave him and vani.sh
from his sight. *-vol. 4, p. I2, IJ.
The scene was now entirely changed, for a~

* 11 his waA th~ fir~t miracfo \Yhich wal'l done- in this
chnrch or by any membt~l' of it. n.1Hl it WllA d01~e not by
n1nn nor by the power of mirn. hnt it was <lone hy God,
and hy the power of godlinces: therefore lei. the honc;r
and t.ho praise, Jhe dominion and the glory be uF.rrilwd
10 the ll'atber, Son, and Holy Spirit for eyer and ever,
Amen.
"
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was going on in the room; when, all of a sudden,
soon as the devil had departed from our friend,
his countenance became natural, his distortions · a vision of futurity burst upon him. He saw
there represented, the great work which through
of body ceased, and almost immediately the
my instrumentality was yet to be accomplished.
Spirit of the Lord descended upon him, and the
He saw heaven opened, and beheld the Lord
visions of eternity were opened to his view. He
Jesus Christ seated at the right hand of the Majafterwards related his experience as follows: "I
esty on high, and had it made plain to his undernow began to feel a most pleasing sensation rest'
standing, that the time would come when he
ing upon me, and immediately the visions of
would be admitted into his presence, to enjoy his
heaven were opened to my view. I felt myself
society forever and ever. When their bodily
attracted upward, and remained for some time
strength was restored to these brethren, they
enwrapt in contemplation, insomuch that I knew.
shouted "Hosam1as to God and the Lamb," and
not what was going on in the room. By and by
rehearsed the glorious things which they had
I felt some weight pressing upon my shoulder
seen and felt, whilst they were yet in the Spirit.
and the side of my head, which served to recall.
Such scenes as these were calculated to inspire
me to a sense of my situation, and I found that
our hearts with joy unspeakable, and fill us with
the Spirit of the Lord had actually caught me up
awe and reverence for that Almighty being, by
off the floor, and that my shoulder and head were
whose grace we had been called to be instrupressing against the beams."
mental in bringing about for the children of men,
All this was witnessed by many, to their great
the enjoyment of such glorious blessings as were
astonishment and satisfaction, when they saw
now poured out upon us. To find ourselves enthe devil cast out, and the power of God and his
gaged in the very same order of things as obHoly Spirit thus made manifest. So soon as
served by the holy Apostles of old; to realize the
consciousness returned, his bodily weakness was
importance and solemnity of such proceedings,
such that we were obliged to lay him upon his
and to witness and feel with our own natural
bed and wait upon him for some time. As may
senses, the like glorious manifestations of the
be expected, such a scene as this contributed
power of the priesthood; the gifts and blessings
much to make believers of those who witnessed
of the Holy Ghost; and the goodness and conit, and finally, the greater part of them became
descension of a merciful God, unto such as obey
members of the Church.
the everlasting gospeLo,f our Lord Jesus Christ,
Soon after this occurrence I returned to Faycombined to create within us sensations of rapette, Seneca county. The Book of Mormon,
turous gratitude, and inspire us with fresh zeal
('The stick of Joseph in the hands of Ephraim')
and energy, in the cause of truth.
had now been published for some time, and as
Shortly after this conference David 'Whitmer
the a!1cient prophet had predicted of it: "It was
baptized the following persons in Seneca Lake,
accounted as a strange thing." No small stir
viz: John Poorman, John Jolly, Jerushee Smith,
was created by its appearance; great opposition
Katharine Smith, William Smith, Pon C. Smith,
and much persecution followed the believers of
Peter RockweJl, Caroline Rockwell, and E!ecta
its authenticity; but it had now come to pass
Rockwell.
t)lat truth had sprung out of the earth; and rightImmediately after this conference I returned
eousness had looked down from heaven-so we
to my own house;>, and from thence, (accompanied
feared not our opponents, knowing that we had
by my wife, Oliver Cowdery, John Whitmer, and
both truth and righteousness on our side; that
David Whitmer) journeyed again· on a visit to
we had both the Father and the Son, because we
Mr. Knight's of Colesville, Broom c·Jtmty. \Ve
had the doctrines of Ch.rist, and abideth in them;
found a number in the neighborhood still believand therefore we continued to preach, and to
ing and anxious to be baptized.
give information to all who were willing to hear.
\Ve appointee! a meeting for the Sabbath, and
During the last week in May, the above menon the afternoon of Saturday we erected a dam
tioned Newel Knight came to visit us, at Fayacross a stream of water which was convenient,
ette, and was baptized by David Whitmer.
for the purpose of there attending to the ordiOn the first day of June, 1830, we held our
nance, but during the night a mob collected and
first conference as an organized church. Our
tore clown our dam, which hindered us of attendnumbers were about thirty, besides whom many
ing to the baptism on the Sabbath.
assembled with us, who were either believers, or
We afterward found out that this mob had been
anxious to learn.
·instigated to this act of molestation by certain
Having opened by singing and prayer, we parsectarian priests of the neighborhood, who began
took together of the emblems of the body and
to consider their craft in danger, and took this
blood of our Lord Jesus Christ; we then proplan to stop the. progress of the truth, and the
ceeded to confirm several who had lately been
sequel will show how determinedly they prose.
baptized; after which we called out and ordaincuted their opposition, as well as to how little
ed several to the various offices of the priesthood.
purpose in the end.
Much exhortation and imtruction was given, and
The Sabbath arrived and we held our meeting.
the Holy Ghost was poured out upon us in a
Oliver Cowdery preached, and others of us bore
miraculous manner-many of our number prophtestimony to the truth of the Book of Mormon,
esied, whilst others had the heavens opened to
the doctrine of repentance, baptism for the retheir view, and were so overcome that we had to
mission of sins, and laying on of hands for the
Jay them on beds, or other convenient places:
gift of the Holy Ghost, &c., &c. Amongst our
among the rest was brother Newel Knight, who
audience were those who had torn down our clam,
had to be placed on a bed, being unable to help
and who seemed wishful to give us trouble, but
himself. Ily his own account of the transaction,
did not until after the meeting was dismissed,
he could not understand why we should lay him
when they immediately commenced talking to
on the bed, as he felt no sensibility of weakness.
those whom they considered our friends, to try
He felt his heart filled with love, with glory and
to turn, them against us and our doctrines.-Page
pleasure unspeakable, and could discern all that
n, 23.

Amongst the many present at this meeting
was one Emily Coburn, sister to the wife of
Newel Knight. The Rev. Mr. Shearer, a divine
of the Presbyterian fa,ith, who had considered
himself her pastor, came to understand that she
was likely to believe our doctrine, and had a
short time previous to this our meeting, came to
labor with her, but having spent some time with
her without being able to persuade her against
us, he endeavored to have her leave her sister's
house and go with him to her father's, who lived
at a distance of at least ten miles off; for this
purpose he had recourse to stratagem, he told
her that one of her brothers was waiting at a
certain place, wishful to have)ier go home with
him. He succeeded thus to get her a little distance
from the house, when, seeing that her brother
was not in wailing for her, she refused to go any
further with him; upon which he got hold of her
by the arm to force her alo11g; but her sister was
soon with them; the two women were too many
for him and he was forced to sneak off without
his errand, after all his Ja[,or and ingenuity.
Nothing daunted however, he went to hei· father,
represented to him something or other, which
induced the old gentleman to give him a power
of attorney, which, as soon as our meeting was
over, on the above named Sunday evening, he
immediately served upon her and carried her off
to her father's residence, by open violence, against
her will. All his labor was in vain however, for
the said Emily Coburn, in a short time afterwards, was baptized and confirmed a member of
the "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints."
However, early on Monday morning we were
on the alert, and before our enemies were aware
we had repaired the dam, and proceeded to baptize, when the following thirteen persons were
baptized under the hands of Oliver Cowdery, viz:
Emma Smith, Hezekiah Peck and wife, Joseph
Knight and wife, William Stringham and wife,
Joseph Knight jr., Aaron Culver and wife, Levi
Hall, Poliy Knight and Julia Stringham. Before
the baptism was entirely finished, the mob began
again to collect, and shortly after we had retired,
they amounted to about fifty men. They surrounded the house of Mr. Knight (where we had
retired to) raging with anger and apparently
wishful to commit violence upon us. Some
asked us questions, others threatened us, so that
we thought it wisdom tG leave and go to the
house of Newel Knight.
There also they followed us, and it was only
by the exercise of great prudence on our part,
and reliance on our heavenly Father that they
were kept from laying violent hands upon us,
and so Jong as they chose to stay we were
obliged to answer them various unprofitable
questions, and bear with insults and threatenings
without number.
We had appointed a meeting for this evening,
for the purpose of attending to the confirmation
of those who had been the same morning baptized; the time appointed had arrived, and our
friends had nearly all collected together, when to
my surprize, I was Yisitecl by a constable, and
arrested by him on a warrant, on charge of being
a.disorderly person; of setting the country in an
uproar by preaching the Book of Mormon, &e.,
&c. The constable informed me (soon after I
had been. arrested) that the plan of those who
had got out the warrant was to get me into the
hands of the mob, who were now lying in ambush
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for me; but that he was determined to save me
from them, as he had found me to be a different
sort of person from what I had been represented
to h.im. I soon found that he had told me the
truth in this matter, for not far from Mr. Knight's
house, the wagon in which we had set out was
surrounded by the mob, who· seemed only to
await some signal from the constable; but to
their great disappointmer.t, he gave the horse the
wl1ip and drove me out of their reach. Whilst
driving along pretty quickly, one of the wagon
wheels came ofl~ which left us, once more, very
nearly surrounded by them, as they had come on,
in close pursuit. However we managed to get the
wheel on again, and again left them behind us.
He drove on to the town of South Bainbridge,
Chenango county, where he lodged me for the
time being, in an upper room of a tavern, and in
order that all might be right with himself and
with me also, he slept during the night with his
"feet against the door, and a loaded musket by his
side, whils_t I occupied a bed which was in the
room, he having declared that if we were interrupted unlawfully that he would fight for me,
and defend me as far as in his power.
On the day following a court was convened
for the purpose of investigating those charges
which had been pref~rred against me. A great
excitement prevailed on account of the scandalous falsehoods which had been circulated, the
nature of which will come out in the sequel.
In the mean time, my friend, Joseph Knight,
had repaired to two of his neighbors, viz: James
Davidson and John S. Reed, Esqrs., (respectable
farmers; men renowned for their integrity, and
well' versed in the laws of their country), and
retained them on my behalf during my trial.
At length the trial commenced amidst a multjtude of spectators, who in general evinced a belief
that I was guilty of all that had been reported
concerning me, and of course were very zealous
that I should be punished according to my crimes.
Among many witnesses called up against me,
was Mr. Josiah Stoa! (of whom I have made
mention, as having worked for him some time)
and examined to the following effect. Q. Did
not the prisoner Joseph Smith have a horse of
you? .Ans. Yes. Q. Did not he go to you and
tell you, that an angel had appeared unto him
and authorized him to get the horse from you?
Ans. No, he told me no such story. Q. Well;
how had he the hor§e of you? A~s. He bought
him of me, as another man would do. Q. Have
you had your pay? Ans. That is not your business.-The question being again put, the witness
replied, "I hold his note for the price of the
horse, which I consider as good a,s the pay; for I
am well acquainted with Joseph Smith Jr., and
know him to be an honest man; and if he wishes
I am ready to let him have another horse on the
same terms."
Mr. Jonathan Thompson was next called up,
and examined. Q. Has not the prisoner, Joseph
~mith Jr., had a yoke of oxen of you? Ans. Yes.
• Q. Did he not obtain them of you by telling you
that he had a revelation to the effect .that he was
to have them?
A!ls. No, he did not mention a
word of the kind concerning the oxen; he purchased them the same as another man would.
After a few more such attempts, the court was
detained for a time, in order that two young
women (daughters to Mr. Stoa!) with." whom I
had at times kept company, might be sent for,

in order, if possible to elicit something from them
which might be made a pretext against me.
T.he young ladies arrived and were severally
examined touching my character and conduct
in general, but particularly as to my behavior
towards them both in pub1ic and prh-ate, wht:n
they both bore such testimony in my favor as
left my enemies without a pretext on their
account. Several attempts were now made to
prove something against me, and even circnmstances wllic.:h were alleged to have taken place
in Broom county were brought forward; but
these, my lawyers would not here admit of
against me, in consequence of which my persecutors managed to detain the court, until they
had succeeded in obtaining a warrant from Broom
county, and which warrant they served upon me
at the very moment in which I had been acquitted by this court.-Timcs and Seasons, vol. 4,
p. 39-41.
The constable who served this second warrant upon me, had no sooner arrested me than he
began to abuse and insult me, and so unfeeling
was he with me, that although I had been kept
all the day in court, without anything to eat since
the morning, yet he hurried me off to Broom
county, a distance of about fifteen miles, before
he allowed me any kind of food whatever. He
took me to a tavern and gathered in a number of
men, who used every means to abuse, ridicule,
and insult me. They spit upon me, pointed their
fingers at me, saying, Prophesy, prophesy; and
thus did they imitate those who crucified the
Savior of mankind, not knowing what they did.
We were at this time not far distant from my own
house. I wished to be aliowed the privilege of
spending the night with my wife, at home, offering any wished for security, for my appearance,
but this was denied me. I_ applied for something
to eat.-The constable ordered me some crusts of
bread, and water, which was the only fare I that
night receh•ed. At length we retired to bed; the
constable made me lie next the wall: He then
laid himself down by me, and put his arm around
me; and upon my moving in the leas~ would
clench me fast, fearing that I intended to escape
from him; and in this (not very agreeable) manner did we pass the night. Next day I was
brought before the Magistrate's Court of Colesville, Broom cou'nty, and put upon my trial. My
former faithful friends and lawyers were again at
my side; my former persecutors were arrayed
against me. Many witnesses were again called
forward and examined, some of whom swc-re to
the most palpable falsehoods, and like to the false
witnesses which had appeared against me the
day previous, they contradicted themselves so
plainly that the court would not admit their testimony. Others were called who shewed by their
zeal that they were willing enough to prove
something against me; but all they could do was
to tell some things which somebody else had told
them. In this "frivolous and vexatious" manner
did they proceed for a considerable time, when
finally, Newel Knight was called up and examined by lawyer Seymour, who had been specially sent for on this occasion. One lawyer Burch
also was on the side of the prosecution; but Mr.
Seymour seemed to be a more zealous Prosbyterian, and appeared very anxious and determined that the people should not be deluded by any
one professing the power of Godliness, and n.ot
"denying the power thereof."
So soon as Mr. Knight_ had been sworn, Mr.
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Seymour proceeded to interrogate him as follows:
Ques. Did the prisoner, Joseph Smith, Jr., cast
the devil out of you? Ans. No sir. Q. \Vhy,
have not you had the devil cast out of you? A.
Yes sir. Q. And had not Joe Smith some hand
in its being done? A. Yes sir.-Q. An.:! did not
he cast him out of you? A. No sir; it was done
by the power of God, and Joseph Smith was the
instrument in tl-:te hands of God, on the occasion.
He commanded him out of me in the name of
Jesus Christ. Q. And are you sure it was the
devil? A. Yes sir. Q. Did you see him, after
he was cast out of you? A. Yes sir, I saw him.
Q. Pray, what did he look like? (Here one of
my lawyers informed the witness that he need
not answer the question). ,The witness replied, I
believe I need not answer your last question, but
I will do it provided I be allowed to ask you one
question first, and you answer me, viz: Do you,
Mr. Seymour, understand the things of the Spirit!
No, (answered Mr Seymour) I do not pretend to
such big things. Well then, (replied Knight), it
would be of no use to tell you what the devil
looked like, for it was a spiritual sight, and spiritually discerned; and of course you would not understand it, were I to tell you of it. The lawyer
dropped his head, whilst the loud laugh of the
audience proclaimed his. discomfiture. Mr. Seymour now addressed the court, and in a long and
violent harangue endeavored to blacken my character and bring me in guilty of the charge which
had been brought against. me. Among other
things, he brought up the story of my having
been a money digger; and in this manner proceeded, in hopes to influence the court and the
people against me.
Mr. Davidson and Mr.
Recd followed on my behalf. They held forth
in true colors the nature of the prosecution, the
malignancy of intention, and the apparent disposition to persecute their client, rather than to
afford him justice. They took up the different
arguments which had been brought by the lawyers for the prosecution, and having shewed their
utter futility and misapplication, then proceeded
to scrutinize the evidence which had been ad·
duced, and each in his turn thanked God that he
had been engaged in so good a cause as that of
defending a man whose character stood so well
the test of such a strict investigation. In fact,
these men, although not regular lawyers, were
upon this occasion able to put to silence their opponents, and convince the court that I was innocent. They spoke like men inspired of God,
whilst those who were arrayed against me trembled under the sound of their voices, and quailed
before them like criminals before a bar of justice.
The majority of the assembled multitude had
now began to find that nothing could be sustained
against me: even the constable who arrested me,
and treated me so badly, now came and apologised to me, and asked my forgiveness of his behavior towards me; and so far was he changed
that he informed me that the mob were determined that if the court acquitted me that they
would have me, and rail-ride me, and tar and
feather me; and further, that he was willing to
favor me, and lead me out in safety by a private
way. ,
~
1'he court finding the charges against me not
sustained, I was accordingly acquitted, to the
great satisfaction of my friends, and vexation of
my enemies, who were still determined upon
molesting me; but through the instrumentality
of my new friend, the constable, I was enabled to
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escape them and make my way in safety to my
Sr. Luvenia, wife of Elder I. N. Robert~,
wife's ;isters's house, where I found my wife says in a letter lately to us, that on arrivawaiting with m,uclY anxiety the issue of those ing at Texas, herself and family were
ungodly proceedings: and with her in company greeted with a hearty welcome by Bro.
Sherrill and family, and that by their kindnext day, arrived in safety at my own home.
After a few days however, I again returned to ness in aiding them they are now fixed in
Colesville, in company with Oliver Cowdery, for a home of their own. She also expresses
the purpose of confirming those whom we had much gratitude to the Saipts at Lamoni,
thus been forced to abandon for a time,-We had (especially the family of Bro. A. S. Cochscarcely arrived at Mr. Knight's when the mob ran), and also to many at Stewartsville,
Mo., fovaid and sympathy they extended to
was seen collecting together to oppose us, and
we considered it wisdom to leave for home, which her and her husband in the sickness and
we did, wi:trhout even waiting for any refresh- burial of their li,ttle daughter last April.
Bro. and Sr. J.M. Terry, of Stewilrtsment. Our enemies pursued us, and it was oftenville,
Mo., express gratitude to the Saints.
times as much as we could do to elude them;
and friends at Nebraska City for kind
however, we managed to get home, after having
traveled all night, ex~ept a short time, during words and substantial tokens of regard
given them when removing from the latwhich we were forced to rest ourselves under a
ter to the former place, not long since.
large tree by the wayside, sleeping and watching
He says he has been laboring with Bro.
alternately. And thus were we persecuted on Wm. Lewis, Bishop's Agent, in presenting
account of our religious faith-in a country, the and setting in order the law and usages of
constitution of which guarantees to every man the church in respect to finances, and that
the indefeasible right to worship God according they meet with fair success. Bro. Terry
to the dictates of his own conscience; and by baptized six August 4th, and he thinks the
men too who were professors of religion, and ministry are vigilant and active in the
who were not backward to maintain this priv- Master's work.
ilege for themselves; though they thus wantonly
Bro. W. \V. Hodge writes Augu$t 20th,
could deny it to us, For instance, Cyrus M'Mas- from Beaver Falls, Pa., and expresses a1"tcr, a Presbyterian of high standing in his church, dent desires to serve God aright and aid in
was one of the chief instigators of these perse- forwarding his work.
Some there are
cutions; and he at one time told me personally, willing to investigate the faith.
that he considered me guilty, without judge or
Sister Mary Fisher writes from Harrisjury, The celebrated Doctor Boyington, also a ville, Utah. She is seventy-one years of
Presbyterian, was another instigator to these deeds
age, was baptized in Greenock, Scotland,
of outrage; whilst a young man named Benton, January 19th, 1841; went to Utah in an
o[ the same religious faith, swore out the first early day, left her husband sixteen years
warrant against me. I could mention many ago because of polygamy, but is strong in
others also, but for brevity's sake will make, these the faith of the gospel as she received it at
first. Like many others in Utah and visuOice for the present.- Vol. 4,jrrges 6I, 62.
I will say, however, that amid all trials and cinity, she regrets she did not see President
tribulations we had to wade through, the Lord, Joseph Smith when he was in Utah last
who well knew our infantile and delicate situ- year, but hopes to be spar,ed to see him
ation, vouchsafed for us a supply, and granted us yet.
Bro.James Binney writes from r322 N.
"line upon line, here a little and there a little;"
Grand Avenue, Springfield, Illinois. He
of which the following was a precious morsel.
A revelation to Joseph Smith, Jun,, given June, had been sick for nearly one year, up to
three months ago. His friends will be
r830, [Doc. Cov,, sec. 22].
pleased to know he is now improving.
Bro. B. V. Springer baptized three near
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
Fremont, Indiana, prior to the 14th inst.
PRES. JOSEPH SMITH started last Tues- Elder L. D. Hickey was out in the Coldday, August 24th, for Nauvoo, Burnside, water Republican in defense of the claims
and other points in Hancock County, of J. J. Strang.
Illinois, to "preach the gospel of the kingWrite only on one side of the communidom," and tell the people of the Lord's cations intended for publication, otherwise
marvelous latter day work. Some who they may never be even read. Typehave formerly been bitter enemies, now setters dislike to set such documents, and
join with others in inviting him to come, will not if they can well avoid it. Draw
promising free halls and goocl treatment. your cross-lines directly through, and not
He attended the G. A. R. Reunion at over your "t's ;" also put the dots exact] y
Leon in this county, and on invitation de- over the i, instead of over some letter one,
livered in behalf of the county the address
two, or more removes from it. In this
of welcome to that body on vVednesday way mistakes can hardly occur in getting
the r rth of August. And this is the way
at the sense, and in correctly setting copy.
he takes his "vacation."
·
Bro. D. S. Crawley writes from his
Bro. Isaac Hogaboom writes from
hgme, Amity, Mo., the 19th, that his "heart
Bloomington, Dakota, that he is anxious is in the cau~e," and that he is battling ,for
some one will come to labor there, they the truth as best he can, but says, "a good
will find a home and a place to preach rain came yesterday, but too late to make
while thete. vVhite Lake station o~ the even a half crop of corn."
Milwaukee road is the station.
Bro. C. M. Fulks writes us from Girard,
It is stated in the Chicago Tribune for Kansas, and his letter is dated "April,"
August 20th that a veteran pilot on the but presume it should read August. He
Mississippi, says that this river has not expresses good desires for the work of
, been so low in thirty years as now.
God and hopes to see the ministry and

leading members "set their houses in order"
and thus "preach by example."
Sister, Sarah Headrick, writing from
Hanford, California regrets that no meetings are convenient for her to attend.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
A very worthy brother and able minister writes that he does not believe it is
true that "there is not a particle of evidence that Jesus or an apo&tle ever kept
the Sabbath--ever kept it better than any
other day," as stated by a writer in the
HERALD for August 2 rst. He further
says:
"I think that both Jesus and the disciples did
keep the Sabbath, and that a failure to have done
so would have been a violation of the sanctity
of God's command."
He claims also that "the law of Moses,
including circumcision" dtd not cease to
be in force till Jesus was crucified. He
further, holds that when Jesus said
"Wherefore it is lawful to do well on the
Sabbath days," he clid not mean thereby
that the law was no longer in force, but
that he simplv "gnve a proper definition
of its design," and confirming its binding
authority.
Elder A. Haws writes from Yamhill,
Oregon, August 13th, that he has many
places opened to receive the gospel and
others are ofiering invitations, and he says:
"Joseph, I see no reason to falter, and no
place to stop. So, as the great work opens out
more and more to my view, my faith increases
day by day."
!t'"

BRo. C1-rARRES T. HowLAND sends us
this clipping from a late Coldwater (Mich.)
Courier.
"A profoundly interested audience listened to
Miss Kate Field's thrilling exposition of Mormonism at the M. E. church last Wednesday
evening. Strong argument, history, politics,
followed in rapid succession, holding the listener
for an hour and a half. Miss Fieid clearly proved
that the great crime of Utah is treason and not
polygamy, and advocated as a panacea the dis~ranchisement of the entire territory and the
establishment of a Legislative Commission, such
as governed the Northwestern Territory for
thirteen yearn. Miss Field's peroration was remarkably eloquent and included a heretofore unknown anecdote of Abraham Lincoln. Certainly this brilliant writer and speaker is doing a
national service in appealing to the people on the
vital subject of a Mormon polygamous theocracy.
She was careful to exempt from her denunciations the Josephites who go by the name of
Mormons, a number of whom are respected citizens of this county, saying 'they repudiate polygamy and teach obedience and loyalty to the
laws of the land.' She thought the present administration made a mistake in not sustaining
Governor Murray."
, Bro. Howland has been traveling with
Elder C~ Scott of late, and feels "very
much encouraged." Good!
"Little baby, thou earnest into the world weeping, whilst all about thee smiled; so Jive that thou
mayst depart in smiles whilst all about thee weep.
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EDI'rED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Darkness in the pathway of man's life
Is but the shadow of God's providence,
By the great Sun of Wisdom cast thereon;
And what h dark below ls light in heaven.''

vVEARY, yes she was weary as she watched the
fiery sun sinking to his rest amidst beds of flame,
red clouds and the parched earth lying so still
and shriveled beneath the intense heat. She was
weary and her soul cried cut for rest; not soul
alone, but body, and she said, "'iVhy should I
strive, why should I endeavor to labor longer?
Of my labors I can see no fruit, and my name
is not so much as mentioned where others are
spoken oft and in praise. Is not a part of this
work, at least, mine, and why should not others
be able to see it, and be willing to acknowledge
the fact?" The shadow was heavy upon her,
and wrapped completely in its gloom she sat unmindful of scenes passing around her until her
attention was attracted by the wayworn figure of
one approaching her in the twilight, and who as
he drew near accosted her kindly, and asked.for
a cup of water to quench his thirst. This she
kindly gave him, and bade him rest for a time,
as the day was well nigh spent, and the shadows
of evening closing around them. "I will rest,"
said the stranger, "for I have that which I wish
to communicate to you, before I pass on my way,
and .I charge you give heed to it, for I learned it
not of mortals, neither did I s.ee it by the light of
earth, but was shown it in realms beyond this,
and by the light of heaven ~aw it revealed."
"J3ut," said the weary one, "thou art but a man,
a dweller upon the earth like myself, how then
canst thou know what is beyond this life or speak
of that which is within the veil?"
"Thou sayest truly I am but a man and a
dweller upon the earth, yet hast thou never read
of any mortal permitted to enter within the veil;
one who has heard things not lawful to utter,
and yet has returned for a season because his la-.
·bors were not yet completed? Thou dost not remember; well, it matters not, I atii here and I
have somewhat to tell you of that place and what
I have seen there. It has been ref'ting on your
mind and disturbing your sou) that while yoti
were laboring for others, your name was not
mentioned by them, but praise was given toothers; and while you were not envious, yet was you
cast down, and felt in your soul that it was unjust. -·Dost thou not know 0, daughter, that this
earth is not where justice is meeted out, neither
is the light of this earth the light by which things
are seen hereafter? I once felt. even as thou
feelest now, and I said, •I will eat, drink and be
merry, for to-morrow I die.' Then the angel
bore me away, and when he had given me a
lighted candle from off the altar of God, he
bade me number the names in the Lamb's Book
of life. What a strange transformation wrought
by the light from the throne. There I saw
names which were shining lights upon earth and
spoken of reverently even _in the church of God,
Jilmost covered with dust which had accumulated upon them since they were inscribed, and I.
etret~hYcl f9r!1' 1ny lrn,nc} ~s i~ to shielq tl1em, lest

they shonld be blotted out forever. Other names
I saw shining as with the light of the stal·s, which
upon earth were cast out as evil, and some entirely unknown upon earth, beaming there with
a radiance lovely to see, and the angels spoke of
them and what they had been doing as though
they were household words. Then said I, •Lord,
it is enough,' and I remembered the words of the
Master to his disciples, •Rejoice rather that your
names are written in the Lamb's Book of Life.'
Then the angel gave me to see by the light from
off the altar, talents which had been entrusted to
mortals for their u~, but which had become
rusted and useless through being long hid away,
and he said sadly, •Of these the Master will ·not
obtain so much as his usury.' Then I was sad,
for I knew some of those to whom these talents
had been entrusted, and I besought the angel
that I might take to the earth with me the candle
by whose light I saw these things, but he said,
""nay; they have Moses and the prophets, they
have the teachings of the Son of God, and if they
heed not these it is because the light which the
Spirit once kindled within their souls has gone
out in darkness, and if they themselves do not listen to the wooings of God's Spirit and seek to
rekindle that light, their last estate will be worse
than their first.' It was appointed-to me to return to earth, but daughter, believe me, if thou
couldst once see the things of earth, by the light
of eternity, thou wouldst never need to be told
that among the pure and beautiful sayings of the
great teacher, none could be purer, none more-calcutated to bring joy and peace than when he
said, •Let not thy left hand know what thy right
hand doeth ! do what thou doest with an eye single to the glory of God, and forget not that thou
canst not be hid from that great cloud of witnesses which compass thee around.' "
The vision was ended and the dreamer awoke
and foun<l it had been a dream, and yet not as a
dream was it to pass from her spirit. The words
of the aged traveler lingered in her heart, and in
her soul she hid away the lesson. Well was it
for her that she did, for the time came when E
was sorely needed by her, as who shall say it
may not be by some of us before life's journey is
ended. "If thine eye be single thy whole body
shall be full of light."
Read what Ella Wheeler vVilcox says:
If your purpose is high, and your aim is pure,
And you toil with patience, and wait and pray,
I tell you thnt work will endure-endureAnd it matters little what men may say.

A swarm of insects may dim the skies
Till the Snn seemes shadowed and overcast;
But clou.ds that ure only the wings of flies
Must yield to-the power of light at the last.
Nothing noble can be downtrod,
And nothing worthy long hidden from sight;
Back of this Universe stands a God,
And he moves all things by the lever of Right.
It takes true motive to make true art-

Art without motive lives but for a dayAnd where there is purpose, and feeling, and heart,
It can not perish through worlds decay.
Keep np your courage and work and wait,
0, toilers who toil with an aim sublime!
The eyes of the years shall discriminate,
And read your purpose aright in time.

To dear sister Jennie H. we want to say, "Tell
that mother to take courage and trust God with
implicit faith. Let her remembel" how Job was
tried and how his comforters sought to make
him acknowledge that he was heing punished for
his sins; 0nd while he wqpld not; rjq that, he nev,
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er once lost sight of tnH;t in God" Perhaps she
may think it is easy to speak words of comfort,
when we ourselves ha,·e never been tried. Take
Jesus then as your comforter and consider what
he endured. In the very midst of his terrible
sufferings the face of his Father was hid, and in
agony he cried out, "My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?" God had not forsaken him,
neither has he nor will he forsake that dear one,
only let her lean hard upon his bosom and trust
him, for
"Back of \his uni:verse stands a God,
And he moves all things by the lever of Right.,?

The Son who was once scourged, mocked and
crucified, will return in the clouds accompanied
by the angels of God. Be comforted then and
importune like the widow at the feet of the unjust judge, nor withdraw thy plea until he gives
the blessing.
Upon application to the secretary of the Board
qf Publication we find that up to the present date

the number of new subscribers to the Hope
amount to three hundred and twenty-six; amount
contributed in donations $52 40.
We are in receipt of letters frorri Sisters Eleanor,
P. Matthews, M. E. J3ennedict, Emma L. AnderE. Simpson, Emma V. Oliver, Aunt Patience, M.
son, H. E. Birchell, Margaret]. Head, Lilly Smith,
Lucy Lloyd, Jannett Strauss, M.A. Atwell and
L. F. Williams.
ALL day our road has led past the well-tilled
fields, pasture lands and busy bustling towns of
Kansas, and now the warm June sun is dipping
low across the wide green plains; the soft grey
twilight comes creeping on, and we are far from
home .. vVith the gathering gloom of night come
thoughts of loved ones, and then the thought,
"To-morrow we shall see the mountains sure."
That of which we have dreamed, have sang and
read, will soon be no longer a dream of our childhood; so in the morning light we press our faces
closer to the window to get a better view of the
low blue line along the horizon, which we are
told is the mountains. To one whose life has
been spent amid those towering peaks, our anxiety to be nearer might seem a trifle foolish, but
we watch that blue line with unabated interest.
Our train. rushes on; we advance towards it, but
seem to grow no nearer. Now we reach the
large bustling city of Denver, Colorado, where
we change cars for the narrow gage line.,of the
Denver and Rio Grande, and are whirled rapidly
away into the foot-hills; now on through the
great health resort, Colorado Springs; past a love1y little body of water, Palmer Lake, on the bowm
of which floated many dainty little boats. Speeding on, still on, 'neath the very shadow of Pike's
Peak, the mist hides it from our view; we still
hope to see it as the day goes by, but are doomed
to disappointment. A clever little newsboy betook it up0n himself to give us what he called
the "tip.'' We were a little out of patience that
the views from our side the car were so poor, but
he told ts that beyond by the other side .would
be.but one great wall. vVe were glad to know
that our lot was not so bad; but as the day advanced, began to think he was mistaken; but
after dinner, at Pueblo, another engine was added
to the long train of twelve cars, and we were
again carried onward, in s.ight now of the snowcapped mountains, into th.eir very midst, through
~h~ rocky &or~e; t~e ~rand Can7on ?f the Ar'
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kansas, where mountains tower far above on
either hand, so far that they seem to touch the
fleecy clouds of heaven, while down at their base
they have left a narrow pass on the ,left of which
the train is bounding on; but to the right the
Arkansas sweeps over its well washed, rocky bed;
now dashing in fury at a boulder in its way, or
lashing in anger the mountain side that hems it
in so close. The sunshine gleams from far above,
and sparkles upon its waves while
The thundering tones of its waters,
Like some grand anthem urose
In major strains, sounding God,s praise,
In minor r.hords breathing its woce.

We lean from the window while the spray
from those mad waves cool the flushed, excited
face, and now the sudden curve brings the engine close to the rear, and then dashes suddenly
to the right, almost ,,taking our breath lest we be
snapped from the train.
What grandeur. Talk of foreign wonders!
while in our own dear land of "free and brave"
exist such gi-<Jries of the handiwork of God! It
fills us with a rapture that is not equaled, neither
in the ascent of the mountain, while gazing down
on the vales below-the iron-rails that gleamed
in the sunset in their zig-zag, winding path to the
summit, nor the delight while breathing the pure
air of those hills of -snow, where dainty flowers
put up their face to drink the light of day 'mi_d
snow and ice so near-when we gaze down upon
the fl~ecy clouds, till now so far above, and think
of the conjectures of childhriod, when those clouds
were often fields for wondrous dreams, wrapt
in mystery far above. But joy can not be with
us always and with minds full of God's glory, as
viewed in the work of his hands, we pass down
the other side. The last rays of the sun gleam
over foot-hills near, and light up the snowy caps,
and fiild with radiance the mountain stream, until we are gone from that glorious day on the
mountain top down into the valleys where the
shadows of night are deepening; and after the
glory of seeing, comes the thought that that same
wondrous beauty is a great rocky wall between us
and our loved Mount Zion.
VrvA.
O'FALLON, Aug. 17th.
Dear Sister :-When reading your appeal for
the Hope I determined to do what I could to help,
so I went among the Saints, and friends of Alma
Sunday School and collected six dollars and sixty-five cent~, to be used for the enlarging of the
Hope. ~\Ve could have done better if times were
better, but I al ways think that every little helps;
and I pray God to bless you in your undertaking,
for I know it will be a great help to the little and
hig Hopes, and more especially to the Sunday
School; and may God bless the "Mothers' Home
Column;" it is a source of comfort and strength,
and I like many more, am trying to do my duty.
I have my share of trials and also a good share of blessing, for which I thank my heavenly Father, and strive by his help to obey every commandment, that I may be worthy of a place in
his kingdom.
Your sister in the gospel of Christ,
ISABELLA SCOTT.
Sister Isabella says, she always thinks every
little helps. I wonder if she thought that hers
would be the largest contribution received at any
one time. She te!ls to each one the secret of her
success, without intending to do so.- "I went;"
tner~ jt is in two vn1rd~ 1 µnd we tell ypu thiit it

saddens tB to think how few have done likewise.
The Alma Sabbath School is not different from
the Sabbath Schools of other Saints, only none
have gone to them: If each School had done this
much, we would have enough and to spare.
"Why stand ye all the day idle?" We can not
truthfully answer, "No man hath hired us," but
we may remember when too late, that he "who
reapeth receiveth wages."-Ed.
MARSHALLTOWN, Iowa, Aug. 7th.
Dear Sisters:-I can not suppress the desire to
express in words the comfort and satisfaction the
Herald affords me. At firs~ I was doubtful of the
improvement the "Home Column" would be to it,
but such testimonies as sisters Hawley's -and
Salisbury's-old veterans in the cause; they
speaking from experience-both cheer and
strengthen us; and others are profited by those
giving their experience in regard to raising children. I have no children of my own, but I think•
the enlargement of the Ilope a move in the right
direction. Undoubtedly the impressions which
the mind receives while young, more especially
religious impressions, have much influence in
after life; therefore how necessary that we begin
aright! I will try and give of my substance. I
send fifty cents for one copy of the Hope; possibly may do more if I can see my way clear. I
pray continually that the firm and abiding faith
I have in this work may never grow less. Although I may not achieve the victory myself, I
am trying to do the best I can under existing
circumstances. In a city of ten thousand inhabitants, sister and I are alone, surrounded by unbelieving friends and relatives. Dear Saints,
when you are all met together to hear the preached word, and otherwise enjoy yourselves, will
you kindly remember the scattered ones at a
throne of grace?
Your sister in gospel bonds,
Lou BERRY.
BEATTIE, Kansas, August rst.
Dear Sister Frances:-Feeling my inability to
write anything worthy the "Home Column/' I
have hitherto kept silent; but I feel it would be
little short of ingratitude not to attempt to thank
you for the words of encouragement and cheer
that we look forward to so anxiously each week
in the Ilcrald. When I read your words of encouragement lo the scattered and lonely ones, it
strengthens and encourages me to persevere in
striving for the faith enjoyed by the Saints in the
days of our Savior. Oh dear sisters and· Saints,
if I had not possessed abundant testimony of the
truth and divinity of this work, I am sure I should
not have been able to bear the many trials I have
to Pndure through prejudice and unbelief. I
have been a member of the Reorganized Church
four fourteen years. I have never liad the pleasure of living in a branch yet, and it has been six
years since I have heard a sermon or been wilh
the Saints in meeting. Only think of that, with
every other trying thing to bear one down. I
feel the need of your prayers, I have earnestly
sought for the faith that was once delivered to
the Saints. I am the mother of seven children
and some of them well grown up.
I ask an interest in your prayers that I may be an instrument in the hand of the Lord to do much good
even in my own family. Asking an interest in
the prayer5 ot t[1<; ::)aints, I remain your sister in
<yh1+t,
r;Tu!Il,Y HfGliTOWER:.,

Sister Emily :-Let the thought of that "great
cloud of witnesses" by which you are compassed
about cheer and sustain you under eyery trial.
Consider what they endured while passing
through this life, and never for one moment
doubt that the Father will give you the victory
through our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.-(Ev).
SALT LAKE CITY, August 9th.
Dr-ar Sister Frances:-! have seen no letters in
th;;'ffome Column" from this part of the country, so I will venture one. I live in a Mormon
neighborhood, (Utah Mormons), and about two
miles from the Chapel where we hold our meetings; therefore I do not get to attend the meetings very often. I have a little girl three years
old, and I think the "Column" a great benefit to
all mothers, but more especially to us younger
mothers. I will tell the sisters how I te~t my
fruit-jars while putting up fruit. After filling ·
the jar with the hot fruit and wrenching the top
on tightly, I turn the jar bottom side up, and if it
is not air-tight it will leak. I let the jars stand
bottom side up until they cool; they can then
be put away standing on the top, or turned right
side up again. If they leak the fault is generally with the rubber. I get new rubbers about
every two years, and with this method of testing
the jars I never lose a jar of fruit.
In response to the_ "appeal" I have sent $r.50
for Hope subscription. The cause is a worthy
one, and is bound to succeed.
Your sister in the gospel,
PAULINE HIGGINS.

HAMILTON, Australia, July 14th.
Dear He•ald.-l now write you that the Saints

may know how the work is getting on in Australia. vVe like very much to hear from all. When
we get the l-lerald we have to sit up very late at
night to get well filled with the food it brings.
It is four weeks from one mail to another. We
get faint waiting so long; but thank our heavenly Father it is not the only food that we get, for
the blessed Savior said that man should not live
by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. Since I obeyed the
gospel I ha'*e received that word, and oh, how it
made me rejoice in the truth, the word of God.
The prospects were never so bright here before
as now, and the people wonder at the doctrine of
Christ, after living in tradition so long, hearing
"the commandments of men.'' I have preached
out doors twice, thrice, and four times a week for
the past eight monlhs, to large congregations;
but we meet with some opposition.
We have Bro. J. F. Burton with us very often,
and he is quite an able man. \Ve were on the
PuBlic Reserve on Sabbath last, and the Salvation Anny was there as well. \Ve have always
waited till they have finished, but of late they
have been so wise as to keep their meetings on
till every one have got tired; so we thought it
wise to begin as soon as we could get there, and
the consequence was that when Bro. Burton began to preach the "Army" lost all their hearers.
So you see after all the people like the truth the
best. We feel more determined that they shall
have the truth if they wish. I have received
many testimonies of the truth, and many c;1ream~
~s we1! 1 to c,011\JJ!TI me if\ this work, " · ,
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And as we have a branch organized here at my
house, I feel more and more the necessity of letting my light shine in everything I do, for we
stand conspicuous in every one's eyes. They
watch us very closely. We have nine members in
our branch, and they are men and women that
love the truth, and want to do that which is riglitt.
We feel that we as a body of Saints will receive
more blessings from our heavenly Father than
we have in the past; for if we keep the law that
God gave through Joseph the Seer, he will cause
many td<come to the truth.
HENRY BROADWAY,
President of Hamilton Branch.
H,\VEN, Iowa, August 8th.
Bro. 'Joscpk:-I went to Rhodes to see brother
Nirk, but r;ot finding him the~ went to Valley
Branch, preached three sermons. I went from
there to Des Moines and found the faithful strong,
and rejoicing in a Savior's love. It did my heart
good to meet these "veterans" and grasp them
by the hand, and find the principles of the true
faith so firmly implanted in their hearts. May
the God of love and mercy ever be their comforter and guide. While there had the unalloyed
pleasure of laboring with Bro. W. A. Baker,
found him an able and efficient worker in the
gospel. We ministered to quite a number of
sick, some of whom were instantly healed. \Ve
had a glorious time, for God's Spirit was made
manifest to a great degree.
Bro. Baker preached a splendid sermon on tithing, full of good sound advice, which was well
received. By the grace of God he is bound to
make his mark in the ministry. While here we
met Brn. \\!. <;:. Nirk and J. W. Dumbauld. May
God bless and prosper brother and sister Dumbauld in the future as he has in the past. \Ve
visited some of the isolated Saints and found
them strong in the faith. We went to Boone and
found the faithful feeling well and strong.
On Saturday evening our worthy president,
W. C. Nirk, gave us a stirring discourse; held
Saints' meeting on Sunday forenoon; and what
an enjoyable time we had! God's Spirit was
present and filled each heart with joy and tl~anks
g1vmg. Preaching in the afternoon by your
humble servant, and at night by Bro. Nirk. Returned home; found family reasonably well, and
myself much strengthened, with a full determination to labor for Zion's welfare.
Yours for truth,
GEORG.E SHIMEL.
[Sr. Jane Robinson sent us the following letter from Bro. J. A. Robinson],-Ed.
RoANOAKE, August 17th.
Dear )'ane:-.-Meetings over at Callinsville. I
never had a better time. The yery eloquence of
the heavens was at my command. The house
was packed at every meeting; in the evening it
would have put you in mind of Buffalo Prairie;
at afternoon meeting it was 108 in the shade, yet
the house was full; but at night it was packed.
When I landed I was informed that I had better
leave, as I would be mobbed or egged. The
devil had commenced to rage, even before I arrived; this I took for a good omen. I knew if
he was mad before I went there, his kingdom
was about to be assailed, and I would have
friends; it would not have been healthy for any
one to attempt to misuse me. I never stopped
l;;:ill;cjng, even Monday morning at daylight, :J,

wagon stopped at the house and I administered
lo a man that is going blind; I hope the Lord
will bless him, and get himself a name there; it
is his business, I did my duty. Men followed
me every place, it was question after question on
the Bible, and I got hoarse with talking. The
church house is open for us. I have written to
Bro. I. N. Roberts, the President of the Mission,
to go there. One old Advent preacher tried to
be very pompous and would get on the stand, although I felt the opposing influence, and got the
the stand and around it filled with little boys;
yet he crawled through, but I shot him in the
neck at last. I had learned that he was loaning
money at 3 per cent per month; so I read the
15th Psalm, to show what was to be the character of those who should dwell in Zion; and I told
them that the man that put out his money to
usuary (unlawful interest) never could get there,
unless he repented and gave back that which he
had robbecJ, even if he was a preacher. Every
eye in the house shot a look at the man. One
old fellow who did the same, came to me after·
ward and said; well, Bro. Robinson, you hit me
hard, but I took it, so the old preacher caught
it.
J. A. ROBINSON.
No. 43 York Street, Cheatham,
MANCHESTER, Eng., Aug 6th.
Dear Hernld: I trust that a word or two from
this part of the labor field will prove acceptable
to your readers; many of whom, I have no doubt,
still cherish tender recollections of the scenes and
surroundings of their childhood, and therefore
love to hear of the success of God's work in the
land of their birth. Since last I wrote you I have
had the privilege of attending the mission conference, which was held in Birmingham on the
12th, 13th, and 14th of June last. The tone and
temper of those taking part in the business proceedjngs of said conference were admirable, and
speak well for the future relationship of the Saints
of this mission with one another, providing the
same charitable disposition be maintained. There
were several subjects presented that contained
within themselves much that required cautious
deliberation, strongly impregnated with charity
and that perfect love which casteth out all fear;
and I am pleased in being able to say that there
was more of forbearance and Jess of irritation
exhibited than has been the case at some similar
gatherings in the times that are past. I believe
this may be~accounted for from the fact that,
speaking generally, the law of the church and its
relationship as between Saint and Saint, is becoming better understood, and consequently more
honored in the observance. The teachings of
the Herald has had an influence in, this direction;
and so far as I can judge from the expression of
Saints and friends who are readers thereof, the
interest increases with the issue of each number;
and this will apply with double force to the spirit breathed in the teachings given in the Sisters'
Column.
The conference services on Sunday the 13th,
were highly enjoyable, and seemed to be much
appreciated both by membership and friends,
the latter of whom were present in much force;
many attending both afternoon .and evening, and
al the close expressing their delight with what
they had both seen and heard. We had quite a
large contingent of Saints present from th!'l Manchester district, every one of whom expressed
their satisfactio~ ~t the sncces~ '?~ the ar;~pl;\e"

ments made by the brethren and sisters of the
Birmingham branch for the comfort and pleasure
of the visitors.
Soon after our return home we were favored
with a visit from Bro.James Halstead, of the Fall
River (American) branch, wlio is now over here
on a visit amongst his friends and relatives. We
were glad to see him, and upon comparing our
views upon the gospel, were pleased to find that
perfect harmony obtained. Our brother has labored amongst us while here, in a very acceptable
manner; and we have reason to believe with good
results.
I had the pleasure on \Vednesday the 4th inst.,
of leading six more into covenant with God,
through baptism. The interest in the work seems
to increase daily, and the brethren and sisters,
with few exceptions, are indefatigable in their
endeavors to spread .the gospel amongst their
friends and neighbors; and the description here
given will apply with equal propriety to the
brethren and sisters in each part of the district.
Therefore, I may safely say that inasmuch as we
so continue to live and work, as a district, and
branches of the church, our Father's blessing
will attend our efforts, and the success of his
work be assured.
I remain, dear Herald, your co-laborer in the
truths of the gospel, which alone will establish on
earth peace and good will to man.
JosEPII DEWSNUP,
President of the Manchester District.
NAPANEE, Nebraska.
Bro. Blair : - I arrived here on the 14th, and

was received with kindness by Bro. Moore and
family. Father Moore had given out appointments for meetings tomorrow. I was pleased to
see the interest that the family take in the work
of God, and I will do all that is in my power to
hold the banner of the Lord so that the neighbors
may see the good the Lord is willing to do them.
Sunday morning we went about six miles to
hold forth, and when we arrived I was pleased to
see the children and teachers earnt>st in reading
and answering questions. I think that evolution
surely can be with safety applied to Nebraska,
for nowhere that I am acquainted with has
progress made so rapid advancement as in Nebraska. I do think the church should keep a
few elders in the field out here. The church in
.time would be adding to her numbers. A wise
general will place his men in positions to do the
most good. But I do wonder sometimes why
the church sends so many elders into organized
districts, leaving such country as I have passed
through without an elder. I preached to the
people and had good liberty, with a fair degree of
light from the Spirit of the Master, and they
requested me to preach on Wednesday evening,
which I will do, the Lord being my helper. In
the evening I had the.pleasure to speak to a large
gathering that turned out to see the "Mormon
Elder." The minister who preached there in the
morning told the congregation that we were not
Mormons, nor believed what the Mormons did;
so I had nothing to say on that head, but applied
the force of my sermon to the principles of faith
and repentance. At the close of the meeting I
was requested to come on Monday evening and
speak to them again. What the outcome will be
of my coming out so far west time will tell. At
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names of the scattered Saints out here, with theii
postoffice address, so that I could write to them,
and by this means I could do a greater work. I
received half a dozen of the Voice of \Varning,
with a good supply of tracts, for which I will
remit just as soon as I know the amount. Ad·
dress all letters to R. C. El Yin, Napanee, Frank·
!in county, Nebraska, with a stamp in it if the
parties wish me to answer the same. I find the
settlers as a rule are kind and intelligent. Intox·
icating drink is sold only at the county seat.
Your brother in the gospel of Christ,
R. c. ELVIN.
PROTON, Ont., 16th August.
Bro. David Daucer: On being made acquaint·
ed with my re-appointment on recommendation
of Bro. J. H. Lake, endorsed by the appointing
committee, I began preparations for the field in
May. Commenced labors in Alliston branch by
reorganizing the Sabbath School and bringing
that branch into a better feeling than had been
manifested for some time; fina!J.y left there with
the satisfaction of seeing most of the members,
especially the sisters, doing their duty. May God
bless and help them. Some of the brethren are
spiritually not in good condition, and indeed I
fear unless they greatly change, will not be count·
ed worthy in the great last day. Some comfort
was given to the right doers by the addition of
another brother who was baptized in June. Soon
after his baptism I took a trip to Dufferin county, helped the few brethren there as best I could.
w~ have nine or ten brethren there, among them
a brother and gentleman, John \Vilson, who is a
noble representative of the family, and not asham·
ed of the gospel of Jesus Christ-one possessing
a large share of common sense and experience in
human affairs, and a man well reported by all
who know him, except it may be in his religious
views, which, however, he is able to defend, and
does. He has a good general understanding of
the doctrine, faith, organization of the quorums,
&c., and the nature and division of the work as·
signed to the general offices of the priesthood.
This priesthood question, and authority, was the
question of most interest to him at first, and he
gave it no rest till he became very well posted in
the general duties of the various offices of the
two divisions of the priesthcod. His family are
all with him in the faith, bnt one daughter.
After leaving Masonville I came to Grey
county, preached in a place where I had done
labor during the last eight years, where we no\V
have a good branch.
l4ave baptized ten here of
late, blessed a number of children, confirmed,
administered the sacrament, and done such other
work as my office demands. I have also opened
some new places in regions ranging from five to
sixteen miles north, south, and west of here. At
one place in Egremont township I got the use of
a school house lately, and though short notice
was given by Bro. \Vm. ~alvert, who is a very
zealous brother, the house was well filled, and I
had so much to say that I could not find a stopping place till I had spent over two hours. ·well,
the result was, as I learn, that a fire was kindled,
and many wish to hear more; but some few
bigots mocked. This is the particular field
where Bro. \V. J. Smith is expected to labor if he
gets here; he will find plenty to do. By the way,
I and all others who know ·him wish he would
hurry up and get here soon, as I need help very
much, tor the calls are more ~tirneroiis than !
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can fill. Thete are three points iri Dufferin
county, three more in Proton township, and
four in Egrernont township. Two of these last
are new openings-one is not altogether opened,
but we are requested to do so by several, and
especially by a gentleman named Legate, a man
standing high in society; .has been for years
municipal cl&rk, and is now a good member of
one of the orthodox societies, but is not altogether
satisfied, is well versed in the theological problems of apostolic succession, &c., and admits that
such succession can not be correct if our position
of an apostasy and a restoration is correct. He
asked what other evidence we have of the truth
of our doctrines of restoration than the mere
interpretation of the word as we present it. My
answer was, "We have the same kind of other
evidence as the ancient church, for they had the
Lord work with them and confirm the word by
signs following. So have we; and cited Mark
16: 18, 19, and Heb. 2: l-3. I expect to baptize
a number more this week, and am preaching
almost all the time. I generally try to have
every evening except Saturdays occupied, and on
Sundays one or two services. I also visited_the
Egremont Branch and found all well, with the
exception of four or five members who had been
aggrieved at some things past. All were doing
well in a general spiritual way. I feel to solicit
an interest in the prayers of all, and mine are
ever for the goo• l of the cause. I remain your
brother in hope and unity and faith,
J. A. McINTOSH.

the name of the p/ophet Joseph to it, making it
genuine.
Could Joseph Smith, or any other man, after
reading the scripture, have the audacity to ask
the Lord why he justified certain practices, when
it was so plain to be seen that he had forbidden
i~ \Ve answer, No.
At length we were made
acquainted with the facts in the case by the sons
of the Seer, with Joseph the legal heir to preside,
and whose indisputable right it is to stand at the
head of Christ's kingdom; as was taught by
Brigham Y ou~g and all the Twelve; indact, the
entire Church looked for the time to come when
he would take the kingdom. But when the appointed time came, B. Yo11,ng said Joseph would
never lead the church, so long as grass grew or
water run. Why was this? Joseph was too
honest with his .~faker to hold out t.? the world
th.e word of God intermixed with fraud and deception, telling them that in case they rejected
it, eternal damnation should follow; placing the
greatest stress upon laws of man's manufacture.
And because he rejects such laws he is treated
with contempt and lied about; and to-day he is
teaching the gospel in its purity, and calling upon
wandering Israel to return to the gospel which
was once delivered to them, and pointing out to
them the error that has been imposed upon them
by men to whom they looked for council pertaining to their eternal salvation.
We were taught that to attain to the highest
glory in God's kingdorri would require as many
wives as we could possibly get; and that it was
only for a few. B. Young claimed the right to
bestow this blessing or reject it. Where did he
obtain this authority? Who conferred it upon
him? DidtheGodofheaven? No. DidJoseph
OXFORD, Idaho.
Smith? No.· Then please tell who did. If
Dear I£erald:--We, who formerly belonged to
God is going to hold such guiltless, what need
the church under the leadership of John Taylor,
had he to send his only begotten Son to die for
are often asked why we withdrew from said
the sins of the world. The human family can
church and joined the Reorganized Church. We
lie, steal, rob and sell temples of God, to their
hearts' content, and stili be justified before the
answer,-We have been greatly deceived; and
bar of judgment. If women and wealth will
that too by men who held the word of God in
purchase the highest glory in God's kingdom,
their hands, intermixed with spurious laws of
the leaders of the Utah Church haye won the
prize. But the doom of all those who are not
their own make, claiming all to be revealed from
allowed to enter into celestial marriage is scaled
high heaven for the salvation of the human famup unto eternal damnation. It is deemed unsafe
ily. They succeeded in deceiving thousands of
to allow all to enter in to this ordinance, peradhonest hearted people; nearly all, or we might
venture some would divlllge the secrets of the
endowment hous<; and then escape the judgsay all not understanding the Holy Scriptures as
ments of the leading men. Nevertheless we are
well as they should; otherwise, it would have
told in the Holy Scripture, that vengeance bebeen.difficult for them to have led so many people
longeth to the Lord and he will repay. What
under the yoke of bondage. The writer is of the
can be expected of men who have held out the
Dible, Book of Mormon, and Book of Covenants
opinion that as soon as a useful man in the church
to the world, telling t!iem they were ntlt worth
learned the fraud that the leading men was imthe "ashes of a rye straw;" and at the same time
posing upon him, he was offered high position in
claiming to hold the prophetic office in the king·
the church, where merchandise coutd be made of
dom of God. Oh, what deception!
The question why we left the Utah Church is
the people, for fear he would leave the church;
easily answered; in fact, it is so plan the answer&
and many accepted, and soon became wealthy.
need not be specially given. The question with
\Ve all understood this that when we found the· us is, Why could we not see it long ago; as it is
Church of Christ we would find it organized after
so plain? vVe are told in the Scripture that the
gnspel is so plain that a "waffaring man, though
the pattern laid down by our Savior when he
a fool, need not err therein." But we see intelwas upon the earth, the same as was revealed
ligent looking men teaching Brighamism, who
through the prophet Joseph. Finding the Utah
seem to understand the Scriptures and the church
Church complete in its organization, as we supbooks. They can quote extensively from them;
and by putting a double meaning to that which
posed, we concluded that it was the gospel which
is writkn, justify themselves. \Ve ask, is it posv. as to be restored to the earth in the last days.
sible that men possessed with such knowledge
After being told that we were being deceived
can be so blinded; or do they lack conrage to step
we could not believe it, and we were so sure, that
out aud come back to the gospel. 0, wandering
Israel, repent and turn to the Lord your God
we thought it of little importance to examine the
where you will find mercy extended unto you;
church books with a view to disprove what we
and teach no more the principles which are strictthought we knew to be right. In fact we scorned
ly forbidden in the new and everlasting covenant,
the idea of men claiming to be prophets and
even the Book of Mormon; not only to sav, but
to do according to that which is w"ritten. "May
apostles of the Most High adding to the word of
those who have erred in judgment investigate the
God, thereby making hiS word of none effect.
true principles of the gospel and turn to them and
We could not believe man would dare to attempt
obtain grace from God and good will from aU
~U\:h a fraucl; and in ihi; tiwe of all this, pill~<:
good men,
W. H. I·~1\\qqs.
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THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD
AND EVIL.
WHY WAS IT PLANTED JN BDEN?

IN the morning of Creation when all was
fair and beautiful, our father Adam was
placed in the garden of Eden to care for
and tend it, with the command that he
should not eat of the fruit of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. But in an
evil hour he disobeyed his Father's command and did eat of the forbidden fruit,
and was d1:iven from the garden to earn
his bread by the sweat of his face. The
ground was cursed, and in sorrow, it was
said, he should live the days of his probation, and that he should die and his body
return to the dust of the earth.
Now the question is, How was it that
such an Almighty Father, who is merciful, just and kind to all his creatures, and
knowing all things whatsoever should
come to pass, should have planted such a
tree in Eden as the tree of knowledge of
good and evil, when he knew that Adam
and Eve would not keep His command,
hut would eat of the fruit of the tree?
Thi-sis a question. worth consideration, for
it is evident that it was the tree and its
fruit that played the mischief; and had it
not been there, the devil could not have
tempted Eve, neither could she have been
able to give to Adam.
Now this "forbidden fruit" question has
troubled mankind a long time;- and good
Christian people have ever heen making
excuses for God, about the age.ncy of man,
the temptations of the de,vil, the wonderful
wisdom of Adam and his gre:>t sacrifice,
he being made to go Out with his wife.
But still the question is not answered. It
was an unkind act to set a st urn bling block
in the way of a man and woman and
then send them out of his pre~nce for
stumbling over it. As such it appears to
human wisdom, and if We are to believe
that God the Father is the all wise creator,
full of mercy, goodness and truth, we
'must find out to what end, and for what
purpose was that tree planted in Eden.
All around this beautiful world we see the
goodness and handiwork of an Allwise
Creator, but what can we tell of Him or
his acts except through his revelations?
And if we are to understand those revel a-'
tions nright, it must be by understanding
them just as they read, and not by twisting this or that word so as to show our
~kill and learning and to suit our own
opinions. True, many men have many
different ideas, but it is evident that the
revelations of God were given to be under-.
stood even by the simple and unlearned.
And the nearer we confine ourselves to
the words just a~ we find them 1 the nearer

we will come to the truth of the matter
under consideration.
Through revelation we learn that God the Father created the heavens and the
earth and all that therein is, and said it was
all very good; that the earth was designed for ad welling place for man; that there_
were spirits of men in heaven who would
be permitted to come to this world and receive a material body, an agency to act,
within certain limits, as they chose. It
was a great event, for we learn that "the
morning stars sang together, for the reason that, when <>pirit and matter are united, there can be ''a fulness of joy." Now,
it is evident men come to this world to
live and learn; and how could they learn
except by contrasts or opposites? Could
we tell there was a day if there was no
night? Could we tell there was a summer
if there was no winter? There is seedtime, then a harvest. Everything has
its time and season; everything has its
opposite. There is the good, and there is
the evil. Take away the evil and where
would be the good? Thus, then, there
must be an element of evil as well as good;
and without which there could be nothing but innocence.
There is one thing
that God the Father could not give Adam,
nor any of his children; and that is experience. And so it is that this world is
the schoolroom where men and women
come to learn the evil that they may know
the good; to taste the bitter that they
may know the J'iWeet; for even if father
Adam and mother Eve could have had
children, they could only have been as
themselves, innocents, doing no good, for
they knew no evil, and could not know
the kufh of anything, not'even what God
the Father tofd them. Thus, then, the
truth begins to dawn upon us that it was
for a wise purpose that the tree of knowledge of good and evil was planted in
Eden.
Who is this wonderful character, the
devil, who seemingly is ever upsetting
God's plans? He i<; not a creator, but
destroyer, and so must be as dependent on
God for his existence as we are. He then
is simply the scavenger of nature, the parasite of the human soul, the embodiment of
. evil, the opposite of good, and was permitted to enter EJen and did entice our
first parents to disobey their father's
command. Thev were then driven from
the garden, the" days of their probation
were given, also "another commandment''
to worship the Lord their God and offer
sacrifices.
With the eating of the forbidden fruit the good and evil were sown
in their bodies, and they were at liberty to
choose for themselves.
As they now
knew good from evil, they could not
again he enticed to disobey and be in ignorance of the consequences. The gospel
was now preached unto the.m and the
Holy Snirit bore record of the Father and
Son.
They -rejoiced because of their
transgressions, as the. Father had forgiven
them. Now their eyes were opened;
they were able now to truly see the goodness and tender mercies of their Lord to
them and all their seed.
M w:;l1 ha~ been said abo"'t what ~ig;h~
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have been had not Adam and Eve transgressed God's laws in the garden of Eden.
vVhy not spend a little time on what might
have been? N 6w that men had a knowledge of good aud evil they should have
been wise and all received the new covenant and lived in obedience to H1e-- gospel,
as father Adam and mother Eve did with
joy, rejoicing in the great plan of redemption. \Vith the preaching of the gospel,
Satan was now permitted to come again,
he also declaring he was "a son of God,"
and that they should believe not the words
of Adam. And they would not believepartaking of the spirit of evil, becoming
carnal, sensual and devilish. The Lord
calls on men everywhere to repent and be
baptized with water and the Holy Spirit,
and as many as obey and live in obedience
he calls his sons, and reveals his mind and
will unto them by sending holy angels,
also through the Holy Spirit. Satan also
establishes an order gaining mastery over
the hearts of the children of men as they
loved the vanities of earth, and to get gain
and power rather than the truths of heaven.
For we learn that "Cain loved Satan more
than God,'' and so listed to do evil and bee
came "a son of perdition." And from the
days of Cain there have been secret combinations; their works we're in the dark,
and "they knew every man his brother."
Thus, then, we see the two orders at work
in the hearts of men, the light and the
darkness, the true and the false-one and
all choosing as they would.
There could have been no advancement
among men without a knowledge" of good
and evil, but with that knowled~e they
then had power for good or evil, each and
all to reap the fruits of their choosing.
Thus is the agency of man established, and
he is now no longer a child under his
father's care, but has become as gods to
know good from evil, truth from error
and so is responsible for his own acts. By
this we see that it was for a wise and
glorious purpose that the tree of knowledge
of good and evil was planted in Eden.
Adam fell, and we are that we may have
joy and he able to see and know the good
from the evil :rnd uncler~tand the wonderful works :md power of the great I Am.
\Ve, too, may rejoice because of Adam's
transgres<.,ion; for our eyes also are open
to see the gre~it ;:;eodness and glory of
God the Father, and the redemption of
mankind. It is evident that it was the design of God in placing- rne.n on· the earth
that they should be h<1ppy. And as he'
knows the beginning and the end, he also
knows in what -ioay they should live and
act in order that they should be happy,
and so the gospel has been preached unto
them as the true way to happiness. Yet
he will not force the will of man or woman,
but inasmuch as they will seek to do good,
so are they led and guided hy the spirit of
truth. But if they reject the truth, they
:ire then left to themselves and the buffeting of Satan. Man comes on this earth in
ignorance; he has a will of his own, and
the liberty of choice; the seeds 0£ good
and evil are within his body; the spirit of
truth presents to him the true and good;
the s.pirit of evil present§ qw fa~se jlnd,
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Therefore it would be more proper to· say
wicked; if be will listen to the spirit of put in it, as parts of it, or as some of the
truth and entertain the good thoughts that "mem hers of the body."
that all the apo~tles are "the rock" and not
2. Peter received from Christ the keys Peter only as one of the number, even as
are ever presented he receives the "line
upon line" the "precept upon precept" and of the kingdom of heaven; or, in other he was their president at that time. But
builds the good within, "growirig in grace words, auth<irity to act in the name of there is no reason for calling the whole
and the knowledge" of the truths of Christ, in opening the door of the king- class or any one of the number "the rock,''
heaven, and so doing becomes an instru- . dom and admitting those who had been as we will see hereafter, and particular! y
so when their proper place in the kingdom
ment of God for good on the earth and "s~rangers and foreigners," into the fellowwill so continue till at last he arrives at ship and communion of the church; or in of heaven is understood, which please
that peifection which is in Christ. Should other words, bestowing citizenship upon hereafter notice. The giving of Peter the
he reject the good thoughts and entertain them; in the kingdom of heaven; also the "keys" would constitute him an overseer
the evil, his mind becomes narrow and power of expelling rebels, and ,traitors of the church after it is built, and not the
darkened, he lists to do evil; and if so con- from the kingdom, as well as refusing to rock to build it upon. He had charge of
tinuing he will also go down with the admit to citizenship those whom he dis- the church.
covered to be unworthy.
sons of perdition.
IS CHRIST THE ROCK.
Men may be weak and faltering, poor
These keys, signifying authority or powand ignorant outcasts, but let them always er to act in the name of Christ, as an agent
In denying this query, far be it from me
remember the gift of their father, Adam- or representative of Christ, (for Christ to take from the Divine Son, the ever
the knowledge of good and evil-~and gave him the keys, or intrusted him with blessed Jes us, one iota of honor or glory
make a good use of it i11 the way of the the oversight of the Church); the~e keys, belonging to him. That he is the founder
truth and light, learning the watch words I say, may be called, (a) the key of author- of the church, is 1rnquestionable; and that
of Christ when the evil is presented, "Get ity to preach the gospel of the kingdom; he is the foundation, in the sense of being
thee hence Satan; I will worship the (b) The key of authority to baptize for the rock, I don't so understand. The
Lord my God, and him only will I serve." remission of sins; (c) the key of authori- position that he gives himself in this matNo man can be led or tempted unless he ty to lay on bands for the gift of the Holy ter of the church creation, is that of the
is willing.
Hence he is the servant of ·Spirit; (li) the key of authority to admin- builder. "On this rock I will build my
whosoever he listeth to obey, and so makes ister bread and wine as em blcms of the church." Did he understand the case? _
use of his agency for good or evil, of his body and blood of Christ; (e) the key of This "rock" is one thing, the building is
own free will. Thus then we learn that authority to. ordain all other officers in the another; and the builder is still another,
"the tree of knowledge of good and evil" church; (f) the key of authority to reg- and distinct. The tools, or implements
will figure only" for the good of mankind ulate all the affairs of the church in all that he works with have also their part to
if they so willj and that that great char- parts of the world; (g) the key of author- play. acter, the devil, is permitted a part in the ity to declare ordinations null and void,
Christ ca-n not be separated from the
great economy of God to show mankind and to cast out unworthy citizens of the church, nor from the rock on which it is
how miserable they will be if they walk kingdom.
Whatsoever he should bind built; for he is the creator of the rock, as
not in the light of truth and be obedient on earth, (not in heaven), should be bound well as the builder ot the church. The
to God, and that he is here only by the in heaven; and this was to be the case with church could not build itself, and the buildpermission of God the Father, and that it his loosing. It means, simply, that the er is also the head of the church, for it is
is wisdom in him that he should show principals in heaven would endorse and
his "body."
men the false that they may learn the true confirm the acts of theii: agent on earth.
But Christ is the foundation, says one.
so that all may be tested, tried and proven But says one, this very authority, or these for Paul says so. The foundation of
of what worth they may be. It is also extraordinary powers-this almost absowhat? Why "the church." Paul does
good to know that there can be no evil lute authority-would make Peter a very not say so. He is not w"·iting ( r Cor. 3)
befall even the weakest of God's children proper foundation to build the church up- about the foundation of the church as an
if they will on! y believe the gospel of on, or to constitute him "the rock." But organization; but the foundation of inditruth and trust in God. Let us all rejoice that will not hold good as an argument, vidual, personal faith, personal character,
therefore ~n the dav of salvation and strive for Peter would of necessity stand alone ' personal experience, and personal hope.
for the good and" true, that all may be in possession of these keys, to make him
Who lays this foundation, viz., Jesus
found worthy to be numbered with the individually the rock. But was that true?
Christ? Paul savs "l have laid the founfaithful.
WILLIAM CAIRNS.
Did he alone possess these keys? Could dation." And hr;w? By preaching Christ
he, and he on] y preach, baptize, lay on to them. Who builds? "Let evei-y man
hands, administer the Lord's supper, or" take heed how he builcleth thereon."
THE ROCK; THE FOUNDATION;
dain,
etc? No one will be so foolish as to Builds what-churches? No: but "gold,
AND THE BUILDING.
claim it for him. And he this binding and. ~ii vcr, precious stones, hav, wood, stubble."
Text: "And I also say unto thee; That thou loosing what it may, Jesus expressly de- \Vhat can they represent; true faith, true
art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my clares that the other <rpostles should pos- doctrines, godly_ works, exrierience, hope,
Church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail. sess this power to do the work. Hear him, and holy character, would be gold, 5ilver,
against it:"-Matt. 16: 18.
"Verily, I say unto you, whatsoever ye or precious stones; a false fai tb, dead
IS PETER 'l'HE "HOCK?"
shall bind on earth shall be bound in heav- works, an unlawful experience, a baseless
If there was any force in the assertion en, and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth hope; a character unlike Christ <1re "wood,
that the rnajority arc generally right, then shall be loosed in heaven." That he was hav, stubble."
Ah! Paul and Chiist have different subwe w0ulc1 answer the above question in speaking to his apostles, and not to Peter
the afl.lrmative, because the Church of only, is seen from the first verse, and also jects in mind when they talked about their
Rome, numbering millions of adherents, by the language of the verse following ·foundations and buildings. "Every man,"
builds in one case; Christ builds in the othstoutly affirms that he was the rock re- the quotation.-Matt. r8: r8, 19.
ferred to. But I wish to offer a few reaThe bindiqg and loosing was to be per- er. Paul laid the founcbtion in one case,
Christ in the other. Paul laid the foumlasons why I, for one, can not accept that formed by virtue of the "keys of the kingdoctrine, whether few or many hold it.
dom of heaven." Right here I would tion in one case, in the other he is a part
t. Peter was an apostle, and as such
like to say that, I doubt the application of of the foundation himself. What! is Paul
formed a part of the Church which was the r9th and 20th verses, to the church at the rock-or part of the "rock"-says
one? No; he is not. vV ell; how can he
to be built upon the rock. Paul in his let- large, any more than the 18th verse.
But suppose the possession of the "keys he be a part of the foundation? Because
ter to the Corinthians, (I Cor. I 2; 28), states
that God had 'set in the church, first apos- of 1·he kingdom" constitutes Peter the the foundation is not the rock. but is laid
tles, secondarily prophets, etc. Now he rock; than all the rest of the apostles, on the rock. What an ide~! says one.
does not say, that apostles were put und~r equally, compose the rock, for they hold Yes; quite an idea, and one that Jes us
the cl1Un:h, i!S the rock ~hereof; but wt;no: si1nihlr powers 1 or possess the sa111e keys, himself haft When, and where? When
"'r
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he was on earth talking to the Jews, as
recorded in Luke 6: 47, 43. Hear Him:"Whosoever cometh to me and heareth
my sayings, and doeth them, I will show
you to whom he is like; he is like a man
which built an house, and digged deep,
and laid the foundation on a rock." Any
distinction here between the foundation,
and the rock on which the foundation
rests? What is the fountation? you ask.
But we have 'not settled what the rock
is yet, and we must begin at the bottom-at the bed-rock--at the beginning; Vf e
will find the foundation on the rock when
we discover the "rock."

of hrass and put it on a pole, and commanded the people bitten by the fiery serpents to look and live. It was the word
of God to Moses :md the people of Israel
at that time, and adapted to the circumstances then existing; but it is not a law
to us to-clay. The command to Joshua
concerning Jericho was God's word,truth,-and proceeded from his mouth:
but we are not to live by that to-day, for
it is not "present truth." So of the word
of the Lord to the leper N aaman, also the
word of God to Jon ah concerning Ninevah; the command of God to Ezra and
Nehemiah concerning rebuilding of Jerusalem, and multitudes of other truths reWHAT IS THE ROCK?
We answer-the principle and fact of vealed in Old Testament days which were
revelation.
That is; the principle of no laws to the New Testament Saints,
revelation, and the truth-word-revealed; nor are they laws to us to-day. The
or in other words,-Truth revealed by the word of the Lord to the Apostles to not
1-Ioly Spirit. We cannot separate truth go among the Gentiles or the Samaritans,
from revelation, nor revelation from the and afterward, to "Go into all the world
Holy Spirit. There is no divine truth and preach the gospel to every creature,"
without revelation; aud there can be no was not the word of God to anybody else,
revelation without the Holy Spirit, and then or now, and is no authority for any
therefore. I have chosen that expression,- one to act under to-day. But if it is, then
"Truth revealed by the Holy Spirit,"- they must preach just what these men
for I can not accept the idea that "all preached, go just where they were comtruth" is revealed by the Holy Spirit, for manded to go, and the same results must
there is much that is true, that is revealed follow, namely, the "signs that were to
by our senses; for it is a truth that the sun follow· the believer, such as speaking in
is warm, the sea is salt, that sugar is sweet new tongues, healing the sick, casting out
and the grass green. Multitudes of facts of devils, &c. &c. So of many commandwe know of which are not revealed by the ments of a local character given to the
Holy Spirit through the prophets. The various churches in Paul's day; they were
truths to be believed, the commandments truth~, and the word of the Lord to the
to be obeyed, the form of church govern- church-local or general as the case may
ment, the name and nature of the work of have been. These various commandments
the officers of the church, the blessings of the past may serve as useful lessons to
here and hereafter to be enjoyed hy the us from which we may learn wisdom and
church, are all subjects of revelation by understanding, and be benefitted thereby
the Holy Spirit. Had there been no in different ways.
"truth revealed by the Holy Spirit," there
There are however, truths revealed in
could never have been a beginning, and of the past-even at and since the foundation
course no progress nor completion of the of the world-which are binding upon us
church-there could have been no church. to-day, because they ar.e general in their
But we can not take the ground even that character, and universal in their applicaall truth revealed by the Holy Spirit is the tion; and conspicuous above all is "the
rock on which the church now stands, or gospel of the kingdom."· The gospel of
that on which it stood eighteen hundred Christ whi'ch is "the power of God unto
years ago. The key of the situation is ex- salvation, to every one that believeth,"
plained by the Savior in Matt. 4: 4.- must of necessity have existed from the
"Man shall not live hy bread alone, but by foundation of the- world, or as soon as man
every word that proceedet!t out of the fell and needed to be saved. And we are
mouth of God." And in 2 Peter r: 12, informed by the word of the Lord in the In-,
Peter exhorts the church to be "estab- spired Translation of the Scriptures, that
lished in the present truth." That is just the same gospel which was in the beginit,-the "Present truth." Jes us well knew ning: of the world should also be on earth in
that the church could not be built on every the end of the world, and as Jesus said
word that had proceeded from the mouth that the "g·ospel of the kingdom" which
of God; for the plain reason that many he preached should be preached in all the
words spoken or .truths revealed before, world as a witness to all nations before the
, were designed for, and applicable to the end of the world, it follows, therefore, that
men and circumstances existing at the the gospel of the kingdom was preached
time when given. It wa~ "truth," (for in the davs of Adam.
the word of God is truth,) that was reAhrah~m also believed it, so also the
vealed to Noah concerning the impending children of Israel in the wilderness. (Gal.
destruction of the world by the flood and 3:8; Heh. 4:2.) Jesus and the apostles
the work required at his hands of building preached it, and it must be preached, and
an ark, and that too of .the -material and is preached now, and will be in the world
dim~nsions such as God had designed.
or age to come, or till the -end comes.
But who can say that the rev.elation to Now, as the gospel is the gospel of Christ,
Noah is to guide .us to-day? Or that it it must unfold all things concerning Christ.
was authority for a similar work, or a law It is the gospel of God, and reveals thereto the church eighteen hundred years ago? fore the character and attributes and mind
Goel s11mm,aBd~g l\'.tosv~ tG rna~11 il serrent ·anc! wH\ of <;gd, H i~ 1 '~h~ ~osp~l
n~y
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kingdom,'' and reveals all things concerning the kingdom of God, whether it be its
hraelitish feature, its ecclesiastical character, its world-to-come feature, or the kingdom of the Father. It embraces all truth
concerning the name of Jesus Christ, and
the kingdom of God. This fact includes
all the prophecies concerning Israel's redemption; all things concerning Zion and
_her redemption; all things concerning
Christ's coming and reign; the resurrection of the dead, and eterna: judgment.
In simple words, all truth that concerns
our present and future well being-or our
temporal and eternal salvation-is, to my
mind, the rock on which the Church of
Christ is built, or "truth revealed by the
Holy Spirit." Does that include the
"word of wisdom,'' the principle of gathering, and the commandments now in force
concerning it; the "law of tithing,'' as
well as faith in, Christ, repentance, baptism, &c., &c.? I answer, Yes; for these
matters are subjects of present revelation,
and arc "present truth." "Present truth,"
thar is truth revealed by the Holy Spirit,
or the "gospel of the kingdom" is,·to my
mind, "the rock." On this, the apostles
and prophets of the New Testament, and
the patriarchs and prophets of the Old
Testament were builded. Now let us see
how "the books" will bear us out in our
idea of the "rock."
WHAT SAITH THE LORD?

''Build upon my rock, which is my gospel; deny not the Spirit of revelation, nor
the Spirit of prophecy, for woe unto him
that denieth these things."-Doc. and Cov.
ro: r r. "Behold, verily, verily, I say -unto
you, this is my gospel, and remember that
they shall have faith in me, or they can in
no wise be saved; and upon this rock I
will build my church; yea upon this rock
ye are built, and if ye continue, the gates
of hell shall not prevail against you."Sec. 32: 3. "And this is my doctrine, and
it is the doctrine which .the Father has
given unto me; and I bear record of the
Father, and the Father beareth record of
me, and the Holy Ghost beareth record of
the Father and me; and I bear record that
the Father commanrlPth all men evervwhere to repent and helieve in me; a~d
whoso believeth in me, and is baptized,
the same shall he savt'd; anrl they are
they who shall' inherit the kingdom of
God. And whoso believeth not in me,
and is not baptized shall be damned.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, that this io.
my doctrine; and I bear record of it from
the Father; and whoso believeth in me,
believeth in my Father also; and unto him
will the Father bear record of me; for be
will visit him with fire and. with the Holy
Ghost; and thus will the Father bear
record of iue; and the Holy Ghost will
bear record of him unto the Father andme, for the Father and I and tbe Holy
Ghost are one. * * * And again I say
unto you. Ye must repent and be baptized in my name, and become as a little
child or ye can in no wise inherit the kingdom of God. Verily, verily, I say unto
you, that this is my doctrine; and whoso
buildeth upon this, buildeth upon my rock,
f1,nd th~ gat~~ gf hel\ 5hal1 not prirv~j\
"
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.against him. And whoso shall declare
more or less than this, and establish it for
my doctrine, the same cometh of evil, and
is not built upon my rock, but he buildeth
upon a sandy foundation, imd the gates of
hell standeth open to receive such, when
the floods come, and the winds beat upon
them."-Book of Nephi 5: 8, 9.
How about the Utah "new and everlasting covenant,'' alias, revelation on
polygamy, is it "more or less than this?"
Here we see that "truth revealed by the
Holy Spirit is the rock." What was it
that Jesus said was revealed to Peter,
Matt. 16: l 7? The great and all-important
truth that Jes us was and is the "Christ,
the Son of the living God." Right here
let me say, that there is vastly more included in that short expression than is commonly understood. Had I space I could easily·
show that it embraces the whole gospelthe gospel of the kingdom-" Thou[] esus]
art the C ltrist," the Messiah, the Redeemer
of Israel, David's son and David's heir,
Abraham's "'"seed,'' through whom all
nation's shall be blessed. "The Son of the
living God"-his pre-existence, his birth
in the flesh, his mission and work on earth,
his ascension to heaven, his mediatorial
work, his exaltation and future glory, his
divinity, his unlimited power and authority,
his second coming, his millennial reign,
his character as Judge of the quick and
dead-all this and much more follows, if
he is "the Son of the living God." Truly
on this rock-the "fulness of the gospel,"
the "gospel of the kingdom,'' the "truth
revealed by the Holy Ghost"-on "this
rock" :Jesus did build his church. Can the
giltes of hell prevail against the "truth?"
No; for "truth is eternal." Can God's
word fail? No; heaven and earth may
pass away, but God's word never!

through Joseph the Seer, and also through
his son who is bis successor as president of
the church, having "all the gifts of the
Spirit" through these men has the truth
been revealed by the Spirit, and therefore
"present truth." And the church to-day,
as well as in Peter's day should be "established" in the "present truth."
vVhy are the d~ad to be "judged out of
those things which were written in the
books?" (Rev. 20: 12 ). Because of "present truth," or the laws and commandments
of God given to the people in their clay,
for their faith and obedience. The antedeluvians can not be judged oi:1t of the law
of Moses and the prophets, nor the early
Christians, who lived after the law and the
prophets ended.
The people of the Lord in America in
the days of Book of Mormon history, will
not be judged by what Christ and the
apostles taught on the eastern continent,
but by what was spoken by their own
prophets and by the Savior to them personally, and by the teachings of their own
apostles.
We of to-day will be judged by whatever was of a general, or universal character revealed to the ancients both in Asia
and in America, but more particularly by
"present truth,'' the laws, and commandments, the word of God to us given by
revelation in our day.
They may be new truths, but not conflicting truths. Whatever was truth once,
remains forever a truth, even if not applicable in other ages as a law. But God
can not contradict himself, or make what
was once sin and offensive to him, at. another time to be righteous and agreeable
to him, because he can not change, unless
he ceases to be Goel. If he does change,
he is no longer God. If he remains God,
WHAT IS TRUTH?
he can not change. Having positively
"Thy law is the truth," "Thy command- condemned polygamy in the days of the
ments are trutb."-Psalms I 19: 142, 151. Nephites, about 2,400 years ago, he could
"Sanctify them through thy truth; thy not authorize it to-clay; because if "abomword is truth."-] ohn I 7: 17. "Of bis· inable," a "crime," and an "iniquity" then,
own will begat he us, with the word of it must be so to-day, for God can not
truth."-] a mes I: r 8. So then, the law of change. If God has changed and thereGod, the commandments of God, the fore ceased to be God, vve may have the
word of God is the "truth." Revealed by solution to the problem why Brigham
the Holy Ghost? Most assuredly. Proph- Young substitutecl Adam for him.
Man must have a God of some sort, and
ets spake as they were moved upon by
the Holy Spirit; apostles wrote and spoke as the God who creilted Adam passed
away, having changed if Brig·ham's theory
as the Spirit inspired them. No one questions this among Bible believers, so we be true, Adam may do as well as any body
else.
will not take time to prove it.
Christ
as unchangeable as the Father,
Does the Bible contain all the truth, i e,
all the law, commandments, or word of and so also is the Holy Spirit; anclas they
are all of the same mind and judgment, if
God? We answer, Nay; for in the Book
of :Mormon is found the "truth" which the Father changes, so must tbe Son
was to "spring out of the earth;" "the great change, also the Holy Spirit, and then
things" of God's "law" written to Eph- they must all cease to be; therefore we
raim concerning his brethren of the seed of can understand that not only is Ad:im
·Manasseh who were led out of Terusalem God, but "the only God with whom we"
to America. In this book als~ is to be (the Utah :Mormon~) "have to do."
But our God does not change, therefore
found the law, the commandments, the
word of God. The truth therein revealed, he remains as ever, the Only True and
by the Holy Spirit, forms therefore a part Living God.
Present truth must therefore be truth in
of the "rock" on which' the church was to
be built. It contains also the "fulness of lrnrmony with ancient truth. That which
is truth now, and conflicts in principle-in
the gospel." But are the Book of Mormon anrl the B ihle the only records of spirit as well as ietter-with what is called
truth? Nay; for in the revelations of former truth is not truth if the former was.
Qod tQ the church in these last da,rs, given For if the l'ltter n:~velatio11 is truth, then

is

that which contradicts it in principle, in
spirit and letter given in former times was
not truth, unless indeed the circumstance:>
or conditions were radically and totally
different to those at the present time. If
polygamy is "present truth,'' then the circumstances, the surroundings, the conditions, and the necessities, of the church
to-day are radically, even totally, different
to those of the church from 1830 till 1844
-we might say till 1852. Not being the
same church, nor worshiping the same
God, it may be true after that there has a
revelation come to the Utah Church. But
with the same God who spoke in 1831 and
forbade polygamy, and the same church,
the revelation is simply impossible. Polygamy being "present truth" to the Utah
Church, then its "rock," is a different one,
to that of the Pauline Church, or the
J osephite Church of 1830 till 1844, or the
Reorganized Church from 1852 till 1886.
But with a new God, and a' new rock, or
in other words a new gospel it can not
possibly be the old church. The name
does not prove anything. Mrs. Truelove
may have been once the lawfully wedded
wife of Mr. Truelove, but because of her
repeated adulteries, she has been divorced
by the laws of God, and of the land, still
she may fancy the name of Truelove for
some reason satisfactory to herself, and insist on calling herself Mrs. Truelove, but
she is not Mr, Truelove's wife for all that.
Nor is the Utah Clmrch, with its new
God, and new gospel, the Church pf Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. Now the
Book of Mormon positively declares that
a church called in the name of Christ is his
church, if built upon his gospel. He says
"But if it be called in my name, then it is
my church, if it so be, that they are built
upon my gospel.
That gospel is the doctrine of faith in
Christ, repentance, baptism, and the reception of the Holy Spirit. Any thing "more,"
such as polygamy, is not the go8pel. Any
thing "less," (such as that "baptism is not
essential") is not the gospel. It is another
"rock." Polygamy being a "new" and
everlasting covenant, is of course not the
rock or gospel covenant that Jesus built
his church upon; for that covenant was
four thousand years old when he built his
church, having been· preached to Adam.
But look here,-If Adam understood the
s:ospel as Jesus taught it, (and the Inspired
Translation by Joseph Smith shows that
he clid understand the same ~ospel and
obeyed it, by what authority has he
changed it and revealed to Brigham Young
the "new and everlasting covenant," alias
polygamy? He mmt have rebelle,1 against
God; for God can not change, and therefore could not commission Adam to change
the gospel covenant-the rock.
What then? V1: hy, Adam rebels, becomes a servant of the devil, ~ind is the
"only god" with whom the Utah Church
has to do. No; the Utah Church does
not s! and on the "rock"--on "truth revealed by the Holy Spirit"--therefore it is
not the Church of Jesus Christ. Wh:it
church does stand on that "rock?" vVhat
church is built on it? Not those who
deny present rc~clation 7 that is c~1tain;
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and the majority of so called Christian
churches do dcnv that. But they say,
We believe il1 truth that lzas been revealed!
Oh, the devils can beat that, for they believe that and more too; and they know a
few things, that thousands of church members do not know, even if they believe
them. They said--"vVe know who thou
art." Peter could not ,;ay that till God revealed it to him. But the devil's faith and
knowledge, no matter how superior to
modern church members, won't save them.
The reason is, they do not prove their
faith by their works. But of course modern Christians, as they fondly call themselves, do; they believe all the Scriptures
teach, and obey all the commands of
Christ, and do it just as he would have
them do it; they neither add to, nor take
from!
They prove their faith by their works.
This last item is not sarcasm. They prove
their faith by their works. For instance,
they believe that baptism is not for remission of sins, nor essential to salvation, therefore they are not baptized. They believe
that the "signs" do not follow the believer
to-day; therefore they do not "covet
e'.trnestly the best gifts."
What church is built on the rock of
"truth revealed by the Holy Spirit,'' or on
"present truth?" I answer, the Church of
Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints. Do
not get alarmed about our claim for "present truth.'' Jes us is the Christ, the Son
of the living God, and is present truth;
yet it is an eternal truth, as far as the
Spirit is concerned; and is eighteen hundred and eighty-six years old as pertains
to the flesh of Christ. It was true that he
was the Son of -God, when he created
Adam.
_
Abraham, and Moses, and Daniel, John
the Baptist and Peter, and thousands of
otl-lers understood it, yet it is the same
truth to-day, as much truth as it ever was,
and is a "present truth" therefore.
How
many churches claim to be built on the
truth that"] esus is the Christ,'' who, however reject the doctrine of the literal gathering or restoration of I,srnel to their own
land, and the rebuilding of the kingdom
and throne of David, with Christ as the
heir of David's throne?
Those who do not believe in the restoration of Israel, and tl-ie rebuilding of J~ru
salem, and the salvation of the whole
house of Israel, do not and can not preach
Christ.
How many believe that Christ is the
Son of the living God? Those who believe that Joseph was his father? or those
who believe he was the "very ekrnal
Father, whose Son he is? or in other
words, his own fathe_r /? Nay. How arc
they then built on the rock? If not on
the rock , on what then? On . the sand?
If so, their house must fall; 1t can not
stand the storms that will attend and signalize the day of judgment.
(Conclnilecl next week).
-
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PRIDE.

Bv request we reproduce the following
article:
The wise man has said, "Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall." This harmonizes with what
the Lord has said to the Church in the
last days: "Beware of pride, lest ye become as the Nephitcs of old.'' By tracing
the history of this ancient people, we
learn that although they were truly an enlightened people, and had the Church of
Christ established among them, yet they
were so given to pride that many a~ic
tions were brought upon them from time
to time, till at last they were destroyed
from off the earth as a people, and one of
their proph~ts, Mormon? declared . th~t
"pride hath proved their destruction. '
How kind the Lord was to forewarn us of
this great evil; for if pride destroyed the
church and people of God in one age of
the world, why will it not do the same in
another, or in the present age, if indulged
in by the church or people of God?
Bnt, says one, "We do not have pride
in the church now, so there is no danger."
Perhaps so. But we will ask, vVhat is
pride? and let the prophets and inspired
writers answer. Then we shall be better
able to judge in regard to the matter.
We read in the Book of Mormon that
Alma, th'e g;reat high priest, at' one time,
desiring to visit the churches in different
parts of the land, .gave up the judgment
seat to another, and started again to preach
the word. Some of the people he found
firm in the faith, and rejoiced in their
steadfastness, while there were others
whom he found indulging in very singular customs, which caused him to mourn
exceedingly, and to put up this remarkable lamentation before God:
"Behold, 0 God! they cry unto thee, yet their
hearts are swailowed up in their pride. Behold
O God, they cry unto thee with their mouths,
while they are puffed up even to greatness with
the vain things of the world. Behold, 0 my
God,_ their costly apparel, _and their ringlets, and
theh- bracelets, and their otnaments of ![Old and
all their precious things which they are ornamented with."

w c are left to conjecture whether, if
Alma were permitted to meet with us in
our Saints' meetings at the present day, he
would find sufficient cause for making
such a lamentation as is here recorded of
him; and Whether the Saints would not
consider him a queer sort of a religionist
to "take on so" about their costly apparel,
and their ringlets, and their bracelets and
their ornaments of gold, etc.
In the second chapter of Alma we read:
"And it came to pass in the eighth year of the
reign of the judges that the people of the church
began to wax proud, bucause of their exceeding
riches, and their fine silks, and their fine twined
linen, and becuse of their many flocks and herds,
and their gold and their silver, and all manner of
precious things which they had obtained by
their industry; and in all these things they were
lifted up in the pride of their eyes, for they be-_
· gan to wear very costly apparel."

In the following chaptet the prophet
Alma, while teaching the people on the
subject of repentance, said:
"And also the Spirit saith unto me, yea, erieth
unto me with a mighty voice, saying, Go forth
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and sav unto this people, Repent, for except j·e
repent" ye can in nowise be save(l,.Jn the kingdom of heaven. * * * And now I say unto yol',
my beloved brethren, can ye w!thstan? thest:
sayings; yea, can ye lay these thrngs aside, and
trample the Holy one under your feet; yea, can
ye be puffed up with the pride of your hearts;
will ye still persist in the wearing of costly apparel, and setting your hearts upon the vam
things of the world."

But Alma is not alone in his views on
pride. In the last book of Nephi, first
chapter, the prophet in writing of the prosperity of the Church, said:
}'Now in this two hundred and first year there
began to be a·mong them those who were lifted
up in pride, such as the wearing of very fine
apparel, and all manner of fine pearls, and of
the fine things of the world."

Another prophet, Moroni, was permitted to look down the stream of time, even
to the present day, and wrote to the believers in Christ after this manrier:
"I know that ye do walk in the pride pf your
hearts, and there are none, save a few only, who
do not lift themselves up in the pride of their
hearts unto the wearing of fine apparel,
for
behold ye do love money, and your substances
and your fine apparel, and the adorning of your
churches, more than ye love the poor and the
needy, the sick and the afflicted."

**

In the first chapter of Al ma there is a
striking contrast between those who are
walking in humility and faithfulness before God, and those who are walking after
the manner of the world.
The writer
says:
"And thi1s they were all equal, * * and they
did impart of their substance every man according to that which he haJ to the poor, and the
needy, and the sick, and the alHcted; and they
did "not wear costly apparel, yet they were neat
and comely; and thus the.v did establish t.he affairs of the church. * For those who did not
belong to their church did indulge themelves in
sorceries, and in idolatry or idleness, and in babblings, and in envying and strife; wearing costly
·apparel; being lifted up in the pride of their own
eyes."

*

We might quote other passages from
this "Fullness of the gospel," but these
will suffice.
The prophet Isaiah must
have viewed the subject in a similar light,
when by the Spirit of God he pronounced
a curse upon the "daughters of Zion,'' because of their haughtiness, and even mention the names of their ornaments and useless articles of appiirel, nearly all of which
are in common use--shall I say, .among
those who ought to be considered the
daughters of Zion at the present day?
The apostle Paul might have been contemplating modern fashions and follies
when he said:
"I will -in like manner that the wemen, also,
adorn themselves with modest apparel, with
shamefacedness and sobriety, not with braided
hair or gold, pearls, or costly array, (but that
whi~h becometh women professing godliness,
with good works."

Agreeable to all these sayings of the
urophets, is the commandment of God,
given through the prophet Joseph Smith,
to the Church in these last days, which
reads thus:
·
"Thou shalt not be proud in thy heart; let all
thy garments be plain, and their beauty the beau ty of theworkofthineown hands."-D.C.42: 12.

But, says one, (a good Elder, pe.rhaps),
"I know the book reads so, but I like to
see th~ women well dressed.''
Say~
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anotlwr, "I think we have a right to dress _.ments of Goel, to do them. Do we realize, our daughters especially in regard to these
as we please, so long as we furnish our also, how the work of God languishes? duties, having first taught tl1em to avoid
own money."
Another says, "I dress The church treasury empty, the Bishop's the errors into which girls' and young
fashionable to please my husband." And hands tied, "good Elders" staying at home woi;nen commonly fall, such as wearing
thus the reasons and excuses multiply, un- to "provide for their· own, lest they be- thin shoes in damp weather, thin clothing
til we cheat ourselves into the belief that come worse than an infidel," and the fields in cold weather, and the use of those terwe shall obtain an inheritance in the white on every hand--but the laborers are rible "consumption strings," which, notcelestial glory, whether we abide the law few. Can we do nothing?
withstanding all that may be said in their
of a celestial kingdom or not.
0, my sisters! let us rise, Sampson like, favor by the devotees of fashion, still reSisters in Christ, and brethren too, let (see J udgrs, I I : 28), i.n the strength of Is- main a curse, not only to the female sex,
us cast aside the veil of darkness which is rael's God, and break the fetters that bind but to the human family. There is much
spread over us, and view these· things in us. Let us renew the covenant we made else we should do which I have not space
the light of God's Holy Spirit. "Be not when we went down into the waters of nor time to mention. But how can we
deceived; God is not mocked; for what- baptism, remembering that God has said: perform all these various duties, or scarcesoever a man soweth that shall he also "He who is not ahle to abide the law of a . ly any part of them while our time and atreap."--Gal. 6: 7. If we sow pride, and celestial kingclon1 can not abide a celesti<1! tention must .he given to the study of fashselfishness, and folly, will not our reward glory." Let us set our hearts to do good, ion plates, and in striving to keep up with
be of proportionate value? or, in other and not falter in making the necessary the world, in all its fashions and follies.
In laying aside our vanity, and folly,
words, shall we not be in danger of losing sacrifice. W c are told that we "should
the great reward of eternal life altogether, not follow a multitude to do evil." Let and extravagance, however, it is not necexcept we repent?
those who know not God go their own essary that we become eccentric, nor will
Christ said, "A new commandment I
way, till we can persu:iclc them to em- there be any great danger of our becoming
give unto you, that ye love one another." brace the gospel; but as for uP, we will proud of a plain dress, for such a thing
Can it be truly said that we love our sister, take hold of the "rod of iron,'' aud serve would be unnatural, to say the least; neither will it be necessary that we should reGod with our house. Truly, we ought to
when we buy twenty yards of cloth and
try to put it all into a dress for ourself, (to have a higher, holier :iim in life, we who tain a particle of pride to enable us to be
have come to the light and know ledge of "neat and comely." An eye single to the
wear to meeting of course)> while our sisglory of God will do this, as far as circumter and neighbor has to stay at home from
the truth, than simply to follow the fashstances will permit. If a family of chilmeeting for the want of even ten yards to ions and keep up appearances.
make her a plain dress of; and her chilI have heen led to contemplate: What dren have but one suit of clothes apiece,
dren have to stay_ away from Sabbath if the Savior should come iri his glory, and scarcely that, it is impossible for them
School, while a small portion of what we just when.we are assemblrd in our houses to be always clean and tidy, no matter how
lay out for neckties, and ruffles, and other of worship for a Sabbath meeting. hard the mother may work. to have them
"vain things of the world," would make vVould he look with complacency on the so.
Much more might be said or written on
them comfortable and tidy to attend both display of fancy hats with their vails, and
Sabbath School and meeting?
ribbons and flowers, and gewgaws; upon this suhject, but I will leave it for others,
more capable, to say or write. I wish to
What would we think of a circumstance our ruffs and collars, and neck-ties, and
like this: A sister goes to town witi1 a bibs, and jewelry, and necklaces, and add, however, that I trust my sisters will,
very little pocket money to buy a few sup- sleeve buttons and cuffa, and frills and with me, take this matter into earnest,
posed necessities. Before buying, how- flounces, and innumerable bias folds, and prayerful consideration; and in contemplating the suhject, let us not say, •·There
ever, she calls to sec the "widow and the "tie backs," and puffs, and corsets (~tom
fatherless,'' and her heart being moved achers), etc?
Or woul'l he turn aw:iy arc other sins as great as pride,'' "The
with compassion for them, she gives her with sorrowing pity anrl clisgu'J, saying-, brethren are just as proud as the sisters,''
&c. For that, you know, is no excuse for
money, a dollar, to the sister, <ind goes "These are none of mine! Notwilhsti111clus. If we have other sins, we should rehome, thinking she will get along with- ing the costliness of their .'lpparcl, they
pent
of them, :rnd if the bretnren are
have
not
got
on
the
"\cclding
garment,
and
out the necessities a while !onger. The
proud they ought also to repent. It is a
widow is thankful for the money; of course, where I am they can not come?"
Sisters, there is a great responsibility solemn fact that we have each to stand or
and goes immediately and buys a dollar
flower for her hat; while the sister who resting upon us. · .L\s wives and mothers fall for ourselves.
My earnest desires and prayers are, that
gave the dollar continues to wear a sun- we have a great influence over those with
bonnet to meeting---the best she is able to whom we continually associate. It can we may be able to replenish the oil in our
not be otherwise. .L\s for our children, wasted vessels, and trim our lamps anew
have. "0 consistency, thou art a jewel!"
Sisters, do we realize how much it costs they.are continually with u,, and from in-- .and have them burning; or in other words,
in money, to provide ourselves with these fancy we may begin to teach .them right that we may put on the "wedding garuseless· articles and ornaments of dress, and and wrong, and as they grow older, we ment,'' that when the cry is made, "Demay instruct, and instil mto their young bold the Bridegroom cometh," we may
to say nothing of the money, how much
tmntcessary time it takes to make, prepare, minds and tender hearts those pure prjnci~ be permitted to enter into the "marriage
ancl keep in order our clothing, made and pies both moral and religious, which shall supper of the Lamb."
CARRIE A. THOMAS.
trimmed after the fashions of the world; shape their future lives, :rnd lead them to
become
righteous
men
and
women.
and how much our affections are placed
We have other duties: Never have I
on these "vain things,'' when the Lord has
commanded us to love him with all our felt so deeply impressed in regard to this
heart, might, mind, and strength? Do we particular point, as during the present
realize how may poor and needy there are sickly season. We should study the laws
CENTRAL KAN$AS.
among us, many of whom suffer for the of health, how to care for the1<e frail bodThis
district
conference convened at Good Incommon comforts of life--while we have ies, "so fearfully and wonderfully made;"
nothing to give them?
\,Yell did the how to avoid sickness and how to treat tent, Kansas, August 14th and I sth, r886 i Wilprophet Isaiah say, "Ye rob the poor be- disease, when perchance we have failed to liam Hopkins president, Grill1th George clerk.
cause of your fine clothing." Do we visit avoid it, and how to nurse and care for the Report of Branches.-N etawaka present memberthe sick and the affiic.ted, and strive to sick; also we should learn• the use of herbs, ship 30, including 4 Elders, 2 Priests. Good In·
comfort them and do them good? Indeed and the difference between a pickled cu- tent 27, including 2 Elders, r Teacher. Centrawe have no time, it is so much work to cumber and a dish of cooked rice for a sick lia 25, including 2 Elders, r Priest, r Deacon.
keep all things prepared that we may ap- person-for we are permitted to use Fanning 30, including 2 Elders, r Priest, r Deapear as well or better than otl;iers, that we "herbs and mild food" when our faith is con. The Scranton report was rejected, and recan scarcely even get time to pray, to say weak, which, by the way, is not uncom- ferred for correction. Elders D. Munns, D. Wilpothing of treasuring up the commandmon! y the case. '"' e should also instruct liams, W. Hopkins, Alma Dodd, H. Green, G,
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George, Vv'. Gurwell, Hiram Parker, James Buckley (by Jetter), J. 13. Jarvis, reporteS; Priest J oseph McDougal rc:ported. Teachers Wation and
Gaither reported. A committee of two was appointed, who examined the Bishop's Agent's
book and found it correct. A motion that Elcjer
William Gurweli labor with Elder Charles Herzing, and give reasons for not uniting with the
Fanning Branch, and report to next conference;
carried. Elder J. B. Jarvis was released from th~
vice-presidency of the district, with thanks f~·r
past labors. David Williams was appointed to
fill the office. It was ordered that a two days'
meeting lve held at Good Intent on September
1 rth and 12th, commencing at half-past ten on
Saturday morning. All officers and members
are invited to be present, and bring the good
Spirit with them, that we alJ may have a good
time. lt was resolved that we meet once every
three months in conference: carried. The present officers of the district were sustained for the
coming year; and the authorities of the church
in righteousness. Preaching on Saturday by
Griffith George, assisted by Hiram Parker. On
Sunday morriing by W. Gurwell, assisted by
Daniel Munns. Prayer and testimony meeting
in the afternoon, conducted by D. Williams and
H. Parker;. Preaching in the evening by David
Williams, assisted by Henry Green. Adjom~ned
to meet at Netawaka, Kansas, 13th and 14th of
November, 1886.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference of the above district convened in
the Saints' Chapel, Green's Landing, Augnst
14th, 15th and r6lh, r886; Bro. 'William G. Pert
president, F. M. Sheehy clerk pro tern. Elders
G. W. Eaton, S. Eaton, W. G. Pert, J. Eaton, M.
H. Bond, F. M. Sh<'ehy; Priests William Har'
vey and J. Knowlton; Teacher J. H. Robbins,
and Deacon Joseph Eaton, reported. Committee on Bray's l\1ountain branch I.rouble reported,
and report accepted. Report of Bishop's agent,
W. G. Pert, was read and accepted. Bro. W. G.
· Pert was sustained as president of the district,
and Bro. E. H. Pert as clerk. Saturday evening
was devoted to preaching the word by Elder M.
H. Bond; Sunday forenoon by Elder F. M. Sheehy, afternoon by M, H. Bond, and evening by F.
M. Sheehy. The preaching services were well
attended: numbers could not gain admittance:
Adjourned to meet at Little Deer Isle, Maine,
November 13th, 1886.

ADVOCATE NOTICE NO. 2.
Since publishing the notice which appeared in
the Herald of August 14th, a host of letters have
come by mail from those who have overpaid,
asking that their surplus be credited on the Herald, !.-lope, or be sent them in cash, and only one
letter has been received from those who are in'debted to the Acfoocate, though the number of
those indebted to it is very mucb larger than the
number of those who .have overpaid. Now the
50 cents that came in that one letter will not pay
back the crowd who are asking for what we owe
them. Will those who are in' arrears come to
our help at once by paying up, so· that we may
keep our credit good with all. Two whom we
owe have anticipated the aboye condition of af-
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fairs, and have written us to allow the sum they
have overpaid to stand and offset the loss we will
sustain by a failure to pay on the part of those
owing us. We offer them thanks foi: their consideration and generosity.
Let all who have been taking the Ad11ocate rally to our rescue in this matter, as we desire to
straighten out everything connected with it as
soon as possible, and then, if pos>ible, make an
effort to labor in ihc ministry again. Who will
be the first to respond. Address, Box 372, Independence, Jackson Co., Missouri.
In bonds,
JOSEPH LUFF.

a few hours, and his face was fair and lovely even
in death. A sweet child, a bud of promise, but
transplanted to the Paradise of God. Funeral
sermon by Elder H. A. Stebbins.

CONFERENCE NOTICE.
The Cen tra I California district conference will
convene at Watsonville, California, October 15th,
1886. A cordial invitation is tendered to all missionaries and brethren of adjacent districts to be
present.
By the District President,
I. F. KINGSBURY.

GO TO THE EXPOSITION AND
STATE FAIR AT CHICAGO.
For the Inter-State Exposition to be held at
Chicago, September rst to October r6th, 1886,
and the Illinois State, Fair to be held at Chicago,
September 6th to rolh, 1886, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad have made a low excursion rate from all local stations in Illinois and .
Iowa, tickets to be sold on certain specified dates'
during the continuance of the Exposition, and
every day (in Illinois) during the continuance of
the Fair.
It will also run special daily trains between
Chicago Union Depot and 1.he Fair Grounds
during Fair week.
Special pains have been taken both by the Exposition and Fair people to make the attractions
this year greater than ever before, and everybody should attend.
The excursion rate and date of sale can be ascertained on application to any ticket agent of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.

DIED.
BALKA.-At Bartlett, Iowa, August 15th, 1886,
our much esteemed and beloved sister, Susan
Balka, sbe was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, June
12th, 1827; emigrated to Utah, and returned with
her first husband in company with the writer
and others, in 1865; she was a consistent Saint,
a faithful wife, a loving mother; she leaves a
husband, three sons and three daughters, and a
bost of friends to mom·n her loss. Funeral sermon in Mr. Potter's Grove, to a large assembly
of Saints and friends by H. Kemp.
W ARDLE.-At Sacramento, California, July
17th, 1886, Elder Ralph Wardle; born March
16th, 1812, in Cheshire, England; received the
gospel in England in the early days of the church,
was ordained to the office of an Elder, and was
an earnest and faithful worker in the cause of his
Master. He was baptized into the Reorganization, March 28th, 1867, by Elder A. H. Smith, at
Sacramento, California, and was ordained an Elder, Juiy 5th, 1868, by Cornelius Bagnall. He
died firm in the faith of the latter day work.
Funeral sermon by Elder J. R. Cook, from the
words, "Precious in the sight of the Lord is the
death of his saints."
HARRIS.-At Arcadia, Kansas, March 27th,
1886, of abscess of the brain, Milton L. Harris.
He was born in Mechanicsburg, Ohio, July, 1847,
and was baptized about thirteen years ago by
Elder B. V. Springer. He leaves a wife and sev ~
en children, also a large circle of relatives and
friends.
WARD.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 13th, 1886,
of typhoid fever, Martha J., daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Ward, aged IO years, 4 months and
15 days. A bright child and -greatly loved by
the family. Funeral sermon by Elder H. A.
Stebbins.
·
SHELLY.-:;-In Sherman, Mason County, Michigan, August roth, 1886, Clarence A., aged.3
years and 4 months; and E., aged 6 months;
youngest children of Bro. Ethan A. and Sr.
Amanda M. Shelly; their deaths were only about
nine hours apart.
"Little ones, how well we loved them,
now they twined around our heart;
Little Oanua, baby Emma.
Oh, how bard it was to part."

SHAFER.-At Lamoni, Iowa, ·August 24th,
1886, George, child of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Shafer, aged 5 months and 12 days. He was ill but

NOTICE.
Allow me to say tbat some of the ideas I held
when I wrote the article "On Tithing,'' published in the last Herald, I discovered to be orroneous while at April Conference; and I promised
to withdraw it and not let it be published, which
I forgot to do. I hereby apologize to Bishopric
and any that might be offended.
E. C. BRAND.

FRUIT.
"Strawberries and all sub-acid summer fruits
purify the blood. Tender vegetables suit well
the human stomach .. They who eat freely of
both never need drugs. The French do well
with their 'grape cure;' we can do quite as well
with our strawberry cure, keeping on with aIJ the
succeeding fruits. No ship's crew supplied with
fruits or t-hcir substitutes, green vegetables, ever
had the scurvy. All kinds of blood poisoning
are cured by fruit, or by a vegetarian diet into
which fruit largely enters. Some who can get
well no other way do so by living wholly on
fruit. With it even cancer can be held at bay.
Wis~, doctors hold that neither cancer or consumption,. nor ulceration of the stomach can be
cured on a flesh diet. \Ve are not writing of a
plate of strawberries after a full meal of fish,
flesh and fowl. Then fruit is likely to cause indigestion."
Reports from Texas indicate that Saturday's
storm was the most destructive ever known there.
The wind attained a velocity of seventy-five
miles an hour, and continued for eight hours.
Every town along the Western Gulf coast suffered severely. "In Fort Worth forty houses
were completely demolished and hundreds had
their roofs blown off. From Indianola comes
the saddest news. The signal office. was blown
down, carrying with it two men, both of whom
were lost. Fire broke out among the ruins and
extended for blocks, destroying thirteen houses.
The total loss to Texas is: Thirty-eight lives,
$r,ooo,ooo to crops, $3,400,000 to city and town
property, and $90,ooo to shipping and harbor im·
provements.
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PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) BY TUE ( - -

Iloard of Publication of the Reo1ganized Church,
at their Publishing· House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

co., row A,

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspired Translatio_n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sheep or L-1brary bmdmg .................•.•......... 1 50
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 03
Full Morocco, gilt edges .............••••••••.••••••••. 2 50
NP.'w 'l\~Fl.t.nment. inRnirPil ('(lltinn .........•.•.•••.• _

75

BOOK 01" JllO!tMON.
Hoan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . .......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, ~ilt edges ............•••••••••.••• 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt cages ....•.•.....•••........•..••••. 1 75
l3RANCII RECOHDS.
L@athcr backs and corners, muB1iD f.-lides; printed
headings, and ruled for Hecord ot' NameH, Bleflsing of Children, und for Marriagei:i ................ 2 00
DISTRWT HECOIWS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch lkcords ........ 3 00
LICENSES, NOTJCgs, &c.
Priest,s, Tcachcr 1 s, nn~Deacon s Licenses,
each, per dozen..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ulank Preaching Notices. per hnndrcd, 40c. and . . ..
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate books, with
hln11k stnl). R!) for.....
Eldcr~s,

1

12
50
25

J08.EPH SM.ITH 'rIIE PIWPHET, AJ:ii!J lilt>
.
PROGENl'l'OHS.
Muslin Boards, 312 pages, by Lucy Smith............. 75
Leather Binding .•...•.•••••••.•• · ·. · · · · · • • •• · ·•• · .... 1 25
1,JB'B OE' J08EPH '!'HE PIWPIIE'l', HISTO!~t U.I!'
'l'IIE REOIWANIZED CIIUJWH, AND AUIOBIOGHAPHY OF JOSEPH SMI'l'H.
Jn Cloth, full gilt finished, very han~some ........ · ·· -2. ~
'l'his book contains 827 pages of large,_ clear readrn~
n 1 atter; also, three very fine Steel Engravings, and a ,tac
simile of the Autograph of Joseph the Prophet and Emma, and of Joseph Smith; also, Steel Engravmg of Hyrum
Smith. A comuletv historv of the Church nu to 1880.

VOICE lH' WAHNlNG,
.
And Jnstrnction to all J?eople. on the Doctrme and
Ilhitory of the Latter DttY \Vork; 1~8 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1. ................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each .............................. · 25
H";t'LY 'l'O LIT'l'LEB'IELD.
\Ye have for 1:<nle ut t.hiH oilice. in p~mphlet form, cuntainirg '18 pages, the "lkply of PreRident Joseph Smith
to L. o. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrrne of plural
marriage. n Price, post pa.id, single copies 10 cents; 75
cents per dozen to one address.

HULES OF OitDEn AND DEDATE
For nll Deliberative AE!e:emblics of Llw Cllnrc!t; a1so,
a Chapter on Branch I-tuleB. p11d 011c 011 He ports of
Brimclrns nrnl Distrlctf:l; 128 pn~n~, limp cloth.....

40

CONCUlWANCE TO BOCiK Oh' COVKNAN'l'tl.
An eularge<l ne\Y edition; pnper cover~, a~ pages ..... 10
Iv!ISOELLA NEOUS.
rrlie Problem of Jiumim Life, Hew lWd Ilorcnftcr, by
A. \Vilfurd Hull; 54.{ pagei:;, iu doth lwanrs ....... 1
Univcrsnli~m Against lt~elf 1 lly A. \Vilfonl Hall; in
cloth boards; ;-J:JU pages...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1
~foseph1rn, complete in <me yol., hhrnry leather ...... 3
Gib:::ion s Decline and l!-,ull of the Ruman Empire,
cloth bonrdi3, 5 vols ............................... .4
Mosheim's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... .4
Baldwin's Ancient America, (illnst.rated), cloth ....... 1
R.ollin'f:i Ancient History, 2 volr:i. iu one, leather ..... .4
The Koran, library leather..... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..... 2
Uieselcr's .EcclcRiast.ical History, from A.D.1till1854,
cloth boards, 5 volR ............................... 10
ti'he Eccliat1t.icnl HiHtory of' EuHel;ins Pmnphilus,
Uisho'p of Cmsurca, to Palestirn• 1 cloth hoards .. , .2
Crnden'ft Complete Coucor<lnncc of' the lHhle ......... 1
The Bibln Text Boole............. .. ................ 1
ApoCryphnl New rl'estamcnt....... .. . . ......... , ..... 1
Brow11'~ Couconlance of the Bible ....... •G••····••D-•
Emerson,s l{cady Binder, Henlld sn,i;e... .. ..•.. •.•....
Emerson's Hua(1y Hinder, llopc size ..................
Eineri?.011,s H(~ady Bi1Hler, Advocate r;ir.;e.. .. ... . ...• •.
]'ivc Qnircs of Note P1.1pcr. 1:20 t'hect.H ................
lfive Qnires of Not.e ruper, lh.\tLer c111ality ........... .

50

00
50

1

t;UNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
School ~~ngint?('r and Hccord. Book...........
Prompt A1Jcmd1111ce rrH·-kets ..... 100for15c., 1000 for 1
Cood He ha vi or 'l'iekcts . .
Harne price.
No. )-1? .---Flor1.ll rrickets for l nfant ChtH8; 9() for......
1\ o. 49tL··--p:tck of :JG for... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... '. . . . .
No. 10U.-·Fnncy BonicrH, 2x;!~~; 10 for 5c .. 100 for....
:No. 4fil.---Book Markers, ;,Js\i; 10 for 8c., 100 for......
~111Hfo.v

No. 281.---Uook JVInrkerB, 2YzxG: 10 for 25c., 100 for .... 2
No. :nL---t~'lowers_nnd VcrHCH,,;tXl.x:4; 10 for lOc., 100.
l\ o. :-km. ~Bronze Birds nnd 1!1 lowers, 8x5 j pack of 10
for::JOc .. 100for......
. ................ 1
No. 81'8. · mowcrl:l an<l VcrBeB, ~x4Yz; 10for15c., 100 .. 1
No. 4C9.---.Flowers ancl Verses, 2-Y2x4; JO for 12c.~ 100 .. 1

No. :-i8S.-Ant11rn11 T,envcR. :1xH: 10 to 2:-ic., 100 for.
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00
80
00
00

00
00
7'5
O\J
ll5
tiO
85
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50
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:-15
00
25
20

40
70
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90

TRACTS.
No. 2.-Truth Made Manifcot; 20c. a doz., per 100..... 1 •o
No. 3.-Voice of the (looll Shepherd; tlc. 11 doz .. 100 .. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of Faith and Doctrine of the Church
and the K1rtland 'remple Suit; 5c. ]Jer doz., 25c.' per
100, 50c. for 250, $1for500, per 1,00J ................ 1 75
No. 5.-rrhe Gospel. ............. 1lrice the same as No. 4.
No. 6.-The "One Baptism;" its Mode, Subjects. PreH.cq_nieites, and Desi~n,-and Who Shull Admiuis~
ter; 16 pages; 2.jc. per dnz, per 10'.l- ............... 1 75
No. 7-Wbo Then Can be Saved; 5c. a doz., JOO ....... 1 75
No. 8.--fi'nJness of the Atonement; ;?:)c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritnalisni Viewed from a S~riµtuml Standpoint; 20 pa~ee; 30c. per dozen. per 100 ............. 2 25
No. 10.-The Narrow Way; 8 p.; Hie. a dozen, 100 for 1 10
No.11.-rrhe Plan of Sulvarion; BOc. a dozcn, 100 .... 2 25
No.12.-The Bible vert<llfl Polygamy; :25c. a doz., 100 1 75
No.14.-Reply to Ori:_;ion Pmtt; ;!3c. n dozen, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; 5c. a dozen. per 100.... 40
No. 16.-Polygamy; '\Vas It au Original Tenet of the
Church; 2Jc .. a dozen, pcr,100 ...................... 1 40
No. 17.-'l'he Successor in the Prophetic Office and
Presidency of the Church; 2Gc. u dor.en, 100 for ...... 1 ':'5
No. 18.-Hejcction of the Church; 15c. a doz. 101 for 1 10
No. 20.-The "One Body;,, or the Ctrnrch of Chrii3'.t
under the Apo·stksh1p au<l under the Aposta"y;
12 pages; 20c. a dozeu, 100 for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-'rruths by Three Witnesses; 3c. a doz., 100 .. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Repentance; l5c. a dozen, 100 ..... 1 10
No. 23.-Baptism; 10 pages; 20c. a dozen, 100 for ..... 1 2o
No. 2'1.-'rhe Kingdom of God; 5c. a dozen, 100 {or.... 40
N0. 25.-Laying 011 of I-IandH; De. n dozen, 100 for ..... 40
No. 21i.-Mount.aiu of the Lord's IIo@e; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per 100.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 40
No. 27.-The Sabbath QueHion; ~Oc. a dozen, 100 for 1 40
No. 29.-A Vision of the ltesnrrccuon, from the Doctrine nnd CovenantBj 5c. a doze11, lOU for ........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of .Mormon; 15 cents a
do~en, per 100 . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ........... 1 10
No. 31.-What is Truth? and 'l'rne Orthodoxy? uud
an Evangelical Church? Also. the Kirtlauil Tern. pie Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for 25c., 250 fvr 50c.,
500 for $1, 1,000 for........... . ,. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .1 75
No. 32.-Which is the Church? !ie. a clozen, 100 . . .. .. 40
No. 36.-'l'he Spaulding Story Hc-Eo.1tminccl; ~Oc. a
dozen, 100 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A Memorial to Cm1grcss; 8 pages; 15c. a dozen, 100 .. 1 10
Trial of the \\~itnesses to the Hesnrrcctiou; 3;;! pages; 6c. each, per dozen...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
ProtJhecy on the He bell ion; uer 100....... .. ••••. ••• •. 15
i!:W'An assortment of Tracts, 33 cents.
COMPLE'!'E SET OF 'l'llACTS.
Round in Limp Cloth turn eel in ................. _..... 75
JOSEPH 'J'Jl K SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the lli1•ine
Origin of the Book of Mormon DcfeI1dcd uud
Nf111ntaiued. Paper covcrB, 200 pager;............... 35
~This is a reply by Elder W.W. lllnir to Elder Wil!iam Sheldon of the Second .L\dvcutiBt Socivty. and iR an
important work to be in the hands of tho minit"try of the
Church, especially; und it is n most excclleut one to he
circulated both in the Church and ummw tboBe w1 thont
abounding in proofH n~ver before preseu'ted iu defeui:;c of
,Ioseph 8mith and the Rook of Mormon.
CEH'l'IFIOATES AND JrnPUltTS.
Branch Statistical Heportt<, p(~t 'loY.eu .....·........ ., . 50
A11uual 8tat1~ticul H.eports, t.wo for...
. . .•.. •. 10
Brauch Ii'1nancial He ports, per <lm-;en . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :·m
Certificate of BnptiBm and Meml>err;h1p 1 ver doz...... l~
Certificate of H.en1oval, per dozcu. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... JI)
·Marriag-e Certiflcatcltl, per dozen ........ ~ .•...... "!'..
~m
PROPHE'l'lC T!WTT!.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Uonk of Mormon,
an Israelitish Hecord of a f;'allen l-\:uple; piqH•r
covers; flve for $1. ........................... (~1w,h 2~)
~Being the 8nbject of nu Eve11iug's Cunn•r.<1Htion R.e
~pecting its Origin. Its Diviuity Prov1:(l by tl1l! Scrip·
tures and, C_o11ateral I~vidtrnce. Prefnrt'1l wit~1 n Brit'!
Sketch of the Life of the Prophet, ehowiul-'. the way a.od
manner of his hecoming PORB<~f.1.Reil of th1~ l?t•cortl.
HESPEIWi.
Poems by David H. Smith, 20;! 1>agc.s, fancy cloth,
gilt edges.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 no
VISIONS OF' JOSEPH Sll:ll'l'll, 'l'llE SElclt
Discoveries of Ancient American rtecords and Ilel ics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, aud of
others: paper covers, 48 pages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

GREAT

BOOK

2 '2G

~ Send for specimen copy 1 contniurng lir:t of' twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.
DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Pe )]'ia. Illinois.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
1~juu1.f.

.J. \V. Drn"loo;u, JU. D.,

PHrSICIAN
'i'HAC'l'S IN GERNIAN.

~~r

rrructs in the Gcnnun J.-nnguu.ge may he had of Bro.

Ad. Hichtcr, Burlington, Iowa: rl'hc Baptism, U CtA.; the
Hcpcnta11ce, 5 cts; the Prineiple1:3 of the Gospel, H cents;
the J£piLome of
yagc pamphlet,

l~'uith, 2c; the Sixth Trnmvet, n 1ifty-fonr
~5c. '!'hesc prices include pos\a:!le.

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the ·1"a.1non1 4ltnzette for one ycur
(price $1) and Crutlen's Coiu•ortbnee or Smith's
Bible Dietionary post-paid for $1.GO. .

50

25
on
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SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, nnswered.
LAMONI,

TOW A.

Ofllce at Anderson's Drng St.ore. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

J.

H.

HANSEN,

PHrSJCIAN AND

M.D

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Oflicein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOAIEN a Specialty.
~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,

_j,,,

Newspaper' Advertising Bul"eau,
10 Spruce St., New .York.
Send lOcts. fol' 100-Page Pamphlet.

The Line selected by the U.S. Oov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

DE'N vER

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

CHilCACO~
.....,...;
PEORIA or~
ST. LOUIS

··.

Either ,by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchiso·n or
Ka.nsas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

11.;LINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines 10 their important cities and towns. 'It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi:>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada,
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets 1 Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto n Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen 1 I Manager,
CHICAGO,

Gen'l Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I :

50 p. m

2:

S3

"

Tnn SArno•s' lhJ'aALil is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, hy the Board or Publication of the Jleorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Jlcµ;istered Letter, or by
Express on Larnoni, addrmrned DA VI1) DANCER, Box s~"
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected wit.h the ollice shonld be addressed to DAVID
DANOllll: communications and articles to the EDJ'l'-Ql\,
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HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SIIOUI.D HAVE ONE WIFR, AND ONE WOJ\<AN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN .EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY To MABRY AGAIN."--Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bno. E. DELONG wrote from Ta~as City,
Michigan, August 22d. Their branch
numbers thirty-six, and they met wiLh
some opposition from unbelievers. He
mentions the efforts of a Rev. from Ca,nada to prove immersion_ was not the.correct .mode of l.>np:~ism, aLid. who claimed
that Jesus did not come up straightway
out of the water as recorded in Matthew
3: 16. This is but another among many
proofs that .they do not follow the plain
testimonies of ,the Bible they. profess to
believe,and love, Some party questioned
Bro. DeLong's authority to solemnize marriages. But Bro. D. had the proper credentials to the discomfiture of the intermeddler. The Elders should be well certified in such matters so that officious,
. tricky persons can get no .advantage over
them. rfhey were expecting Elders J. J.
Cornish and Willard J. Smith in attendance at their'Two-days' Meeting the fourth
anrl fifth of September.
The Associate Editor spent Sunday, the
28th of August, with theSaints at Lucas,
Iowa; attended three services, preached at
two of the.m. That branch is reviving. ·
Bro. John Scott, our forem_an in the
printing department, left! Lamoni, August
3?~n, ";'f~<:>fnpanied by;}iis w!fe,,,iH1d will
vmt fn.<FnA\s at Phino; b:UJ,dw1cb, ~~d o~h-,
er points in IHin:0is.
.
Bro. Alex:;i.nder H. Smith was at .la&t
advic_es at Burnside, Illinois, preaching at'
that~lace, LaHarp~,~nd Shal~erag Schoolhomi;e .. Uncle Wilham Sm1t.h was at., or
near Colchester.
·. Bi:o. T. T, Hinderks, of Stewartsville,
Missouri, gives notice hereby, th.at all who
wish Ge.rman tracts can write. to Henry
Hiriderk's, at the above place, and obtain
them..
.
,
, ··
To:1fay (Augu$t .28th)' we n•ceivecr by
te1egr~m fr9qiBm. C: A .. P:;i.rkin. of ..Sa11.
Fra11cisco, Qalfforni.a, . t,lre vei-y p'ainfu!
newsthat Uro;_ T; J. Andrews diecl yestei:'..
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day, (27th), suddenly. The church has
lost thereby a worthy member, society an
active useful citizen, and the family a wise,
kind, and devoted husband and father.
We await particulars. We also to-day received telegram from Bro. M. T. Short,
requesting Elder Joseph Smith or vV. W.
Blair to go to Millersburg, Illinois, and
preach the funeral sermon of his father-inlaw, Bro.James Vernon. Sorry we could
neither of us go .
. A Sr. D.R. Davies expresses the wish
that a Welch Elder could go and labor at
and near Dausman, Waukesha county,
vVisconsin.
· Sr. Dingle writes that Brn. Anthony
and Clapp are doing \Veil and are liked
very much in Deer Lodge Valley, Montana.
Bro. ]. W. Gillen writes from Glenwood, Iowa, August 27th; had been to
Bartlett and found Bro. Henry Kemp who
had just baptized five, and had assisted
him in preaching tnere and also at Shady
Grove, Ross, Gaylord's School-house and
G lem:vood, ,would, go .. 'tC}Q to K<>:v.st0ne l
Branch and thence on to the Wheeler's
Grove Reunion; had be.en greatly blessed
of God, and found abundant opportunities
for preaching the word of life.·
Bro. E.W. Lloyd writes us of.late that .
the cause has been ·advanced in his region
by the faithful labors of Brn. J. B. Jarvis
and Peter Anderson of Scranton,,Kansas.
He has received ten copies of "Voice of
Warning" from Bro. J. H. Peters of East
Lake, Michigan, which heat once put in
circulation. This is welJ.
Bro. D. E. Hough of Port Carling,
Ontario,- wishes to know the addtess of:
Elder J. II. Lake.
·
Some one sends us from Elcloraclo
Springs, Missouri, a brief and glowing ac-;
count of the late debate between Elder I.
N. vVhite and Elder H, R. Price, but fails'
to give us his .name.
Bro. E. A. Carlton in a letter from Petrolia, Ontario, Apgust i8th. He feels en-..
CO\.tr:lg((d. tp press fo1·~ard in b~ilding up·

~h.·1.·J_.~'C
.•.h.••.). ·fair''
.·.·.·.· .i.~t.batten:lf!.ancej
.~l1·e·l· c._.ll. .·t,w···. o. '. '_il.te.ct.t~'.'g
. .in.>".{_,12e.•.·.
.th·e·'.
woods
w1th
ancl•m. ·~·
vttati~m .
to come again. He is anxiou.s some of the:
Elders should come there and preach the
word. Three had been baptized, and•
more were nearly ready. Bro. George
Masters of Del Roy, Qhio, exp\esses a
Jively interest in the gospel work and aids•
it.with his means; Hethir.rki> th9 Elpers:
visit the old branches when they might
. rather to labor in the new and tender ones,:
~md in otlwr places'. He thinksnew mem- 1
be rs in the .church are like young treesthey need a.great \foal df attention. And
he advises th<lf.~11 S~i~tskeRptl"je~'~~lev-,

enth. c()1~lm'~lr:id.11'l•f:['Jt/' ar:i.8 that th(~y d\Y'cll '

•
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!· );;n
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toi,: e'.her in love and unity and in the Holy
Spirit.
Bro.Jacob K. Chaney of Tower Hill,
Shelby C'Ounty, Illinois, writes us under
date of August 30th expressing his love
for and confidence in the work of God.
He was a private in Co. D, 38th Indiana
veteran volunteer~, Infantry. He has of
late secured his pension and intends to pay
tithing.
THE EARTHQUAKE.
MrsFoRTUNEs never come singly. They have
followed each other in rapid succession <luring
the last two weeks. First came the great storm
which swept the coasts of Newfoundland, wrecking scores of vessels and drowning over one
hundred seamen. Then Galveston was partly
submerged by a flood, and forty lives were lost,
besides much property. Two or three days ago
an earthquake swept over Greece, and was felt
in Italy and Egypt and all along the Mediterranean region. Several towns were destroyed
and niany hundred lives lost. Fresh upon the
heels of fhP5e cal!unities comes the news of the
;, ->'
'"!'
t .. '
'.
,
partial destruction :of Charleston, S. c., by.;earthquake and fire, accompanied by a sad loss of life
and great desfruction of property.
Last Saturday morning, there was a slight·
shock of. earthquake felt in the do,omed city, and
it extended no;th and west .into North. Carolina
and Georgia. It was evidently.a warning of the
c~lamity to follow; .but of course was not recognized, as slight earth.quake .shocks are not
infrequent in the United States. The final
shock came from the southeast and struck the
city at 9: 55 p. m. Tuesday. Between that time
and ten a. m. yesterday there were ten distinct
shocks, but they were only the subsiding of the
earth waves. The disaster was wrought by the
first. · Its force may be inferred from the fad
that the whole ·area of country between t_he
Atlantic coast and the Mississippi River, as far
to th~ north as Milwaukee, felt its power to
grejiter or ·lesser. degree. Charleston, however,
was the special victim of this elemental destruction. The city is substantially in ruins., Twothirds.1of its. ~'?.uses.are ._u,ninhabitable. What

·-~~~~·~i~~j{fft&t~~ter~·:e~·h! : ;~l/T~t~~f3t::;~
1

are in ruin.s. .Railroads and. telegraph lines ~are
torn up and destroyed. At midnight twenty
li.ves wiore )mown to. hav:e beion lost, and i.t was
feared that .the list would be greatly added to as
the starch among. the ruins proceeded. Fires
bav:e adqed ·to the terrors of the ~cene. The
panic-strkken people are in. the streets and fielcls
in• dr.ead expectancy of what' fresh horror may
come-11ext.
. H is needless to speculate on the causes·which
led to this terrible visitatibn txcept as a matter of
scientlfi,; cudosity. It is. more to the point tha.t
the w~ople of one of our laq~e ancf eritetprisiqg
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cities have lost their homes and property without
warnir:ig, and that in a second of time de.ath and
destruction have been let loose upon them by
one of those mysterious convulsions of nature
which are all the more terrible by reason of
their suddeness and awful power. The most
expert knowledge can not predict their coming
or tell us how to guard against their danger.
Human weakness is most apparent in such terrible moments. Help and sympathy are the only
consolations at such times.-Chicago Tribune.

Matt. 24: 14. Dut if the mere letter of the made; in proo£ of which we have the folgospel is preached, and is preached in some lowing:
other way than God has ordained, then it·
"And again I say unto you, my friends (for
is not his "witness" to "all the world;" for from henceforth I shall call you friends), it is exwhatsoever is not ordained of God in pedient that I give unto you .this commandment,
these matters is not of any force or virtue. that ye become even as my friends in days when
When Christ sent forth his traveling min- I was with them traveling to preach this gospel
isters, he required them to rely upon God, in my power; for I suffered them not to have
and upon the people among wh?m and purse or scrip, neither two coat•; behold, I send
for whom they should minister, to supply you out to prove the world, and the laborer is
their temporal needs, for the reason that worthy of his hire. And any man that shall go
"the workman is worthy of his meat." and preach this gospel of the kingdom, and fail
(See Matt. 10:9-15; Luke 9: 1-6; 10: l-9)· not to continue faithful in all things, shall not be
This order was continued after the cruci- weary in Jnind, neither darkened, neither in body,
fixion, as may be seen by reading I Cor.
limb or joint; and an hair of his head shall not
9:7-14; Gal.6:2-6; Rom. 15:27; 2 Tim.
fall to the ground unnoticed. And they shall not.
2:6L7•
go hungry, neither athirst.
God will prove his ministry; and he
"Therefore, take no thought for the morrow,
asks them to try him and prove him by
faithfully trusting in his promises and for what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, ·Or
providential care. His faithful ministers . wherewithal ye shall be clothed; for consider the
did so, and reported that in these things lilies of the field, how they grow, they toil not,
neither do they spin; and the kingdoins of the
they lacked nothing. Luke 22: 35.
The following from the Inspired Trans- world, in all their glory, are not arrayed like one
'lation is very plain as to Christ's require, of these; for your Father who art in heaven,
ments of his missionaries, and also as to knoweth that you have need of all these things.
his promise that he would see to it that Therefore, let the morrow take thought for the
those to whom they were sent would sup- things of itself. Neither take ye thought beforeplytheir incidental temporal needs:
h.and what ye shall say, but treasure up in your

THE above reminds us of what we have
often pondered for similar reasons since
1860; tor the Lord had said to the ministry, through Joseph the Seer, December
27th, 1832,-"And after your testimony,
cometh wrath and indignation upon the
people; for after your testimony cometh
the testimony of earthquakes that shall
cause groanings in the midst of her, and
men shall fall to the ground and shall not
be able to stand. And a!so cometh the
testimony of the voice of thunderings, and
the voice of lightnings, and the voice of
tempests, [storms-incldding wind-of
extreme violence], and the voice of the
waves of the sea heaving themselves beyond their bounds. And all things shall
be in commotion; and surely men's hearts
"And h~ said unto his disciples, Therefore I
shall fail them; for fear shall come upon
say unto you, Take no thought of your life, what
all people."-Doc. Cov. 85: 25.
The revelation on the rebellion of the ye shall eat; neither for the body, what ye shall
Southern States, &c., given two days be- put on. For the life· is more than meat, and the
fore, (Dec. 25th, 1832), had stated similar body than raiment. Consider the ravens; for
things, all indicating that God wo~1ld have they neither sow nor reap; which neither have
the people know what awaited them in . storehouse nor barn; nevertheless God feedeth
this generation, for these prophecies locate them. Are ye not better than the fowls? And.
the events they mention in this present who of you by taking thought, can add to his
generation. It is a well attested fact that stature one cubit? If ye then be not able to do
earthquakes have been farc more frequent that whlch)s least, why take ye thought for the
since 1860 than ever known before within rest? Consider the lilies, how they grow; they
the limits of written history. The pre- toil not, they spin not; and yet I say unto you,
dictions of the Seer are having a rapid and that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
most perfect fulfilment, and in them we like one of these. If then God so clothe the
see the harbingers of "the desolation of grass, which is to-day in the field, and to,morrow
abominations" of all kinds, the second is cast in the oven; how much more will he procoming of Christ and the ushering in of vide for you, if ye are not of little faith? Therehis peaceful, glorious reign.
fore, seek not what ye shall eat, or what ye shall
AID FOR THE MINISTRY.

IN HERALD for August 28th, page 543,
Bro. T. J. Andrews, Bishop's Agent for
Northern California District, very properly calls attention to an important fact
when he says: "There is a prevalent supposition amongst the various branches and
scattered Saints, that the missionary's needs
are all supplied from the church fund, and
that such relieves them from responsibility
from rendering him any help. This is a
·.:N.
The missionar.i; '1n his
mistak{.
field is entirely dependent upon that field
for all his necessary personal needs and
traveling expenses, and only in dire necessity can he make application for personal
relief.
The missionary's family at home
are the proper recipients, and their wants
are looked after by the Bishopric, as funds
come into its hands from the body."
This is precisely in harmony with the
unrepealed law of the Lord to the church,
in all ages and in all places. The Lord
will have his gospel preached in his own
way, for it is always, when preached in
his way, "a witness unto all nations."

drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind; for all
these things do the nations of the world seek
after; and your Father who is in heaven, knoweth that ye have need of these things. And ye
are sent unto them to be their ministers, and the
laborer is worthy of his hire; for the law saith,
That a man shall not muzzle t!te ox that treai:leth out the torn. Therefore seek ye to bring
forth the kingdom of God, and all these things
shall be added unto you."-Luke 12: 24-34.

After this manner did Chri~t's traveling
111inistry serve on th1is confo11ent, for "they
did separate themsqives one from another,
taking no thought for themselves what
they should eat, or what they should
drink, or what they should put on. And
the Lord provided for them that they
should hunger not, neither should they
thirst; yea, and he also gave them strength,
that they should suffer no manner of afflictions save it were swallowed up in the
joy of Christ."-Alma 16: 17. See also
book of Nephi 6: r.
And when this last dispens!ltion was
opened and established, the same things
were required of the traveling ministry,
and the same wonderful promises were

minds conlin ually the words of life, and it shall
be given you in the very hour that portion that
shall be meted unto every man.
"Therefore, iet no man among you (for this
commandment is unto all the faithful who are
called of God in the church, unto the ministry),
from this hour, take purse or scrip, that goeth
forth to proclaim this gospel of the kingdom.
Behold, I send you out to reprove the world of
all their unrighteous deeds, and to teach them of
a judgment which is to come. And whoso receiveth you, there will I be also; for I will go
before your face: I will be on your right hand
and on your left, and my Spirit' shall be in your
hearts, and my angels round about you, to bear
you up.
"Whoso receiveth you receiveth me, and t!1e
same will feed you, and clothe you, and give you
money. And he who feeds you, or clothes you,
or gives you money, shall in no wise lose his reward: and he that doeth not these things Is not
my disciple: by this you may know my disciples.
He that receiveth you not, go away from him
alone by yourselves, and cleanse your feet, even
with water, pnre water, whether in heat or in
cold, and bear testimony of it unto your Father.
which is in heaven, and return not again unto
that man. And into whatsoever village or city
ye enter, do likewise. Nevertheless, search diligently al/ld spare not; and wo unto that house, or
that vil'i:age, or city, that rejecteth you, or your
words, or testimony concerning me. Wo, I say
again, unto that house, or that vi!lage, or city,
1.hat rejecteth you, or your words, or your testimony of me; for I, the Almighty, have laid my
hands upon the nations to scourge them for their
wickedness; and plagues shall go forth, and they
shall not be taken from the earth until I have
completed my w01k, which shall be cut short in
righteousness; until all shall know me, who remain, even from the least unto the greatest, and
shall be filled with the knowledge of the Lord,
and shall see eye to eye, and shall lift up their
voice, and with the voice together sing this new
song, saying:

* * *
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"An<l again, verily, verily I say unto you, it is
expedient, that every man who goes forth to proclaim mine everlasting gospel, that inasmuch as
they have families, and receive moneys by gift,
that they should send it unto them, or make use
of it for their benefit, as the Lord shall direct
them, for thus it scemeth me good. And let all
those who have not families, who receive moneys, send it up unto the Bishop in Zion, or unto the Bishop in Ohio, that it may be consecrated
for the bringing forth of the revelations an<l the
printing thereof, and for establishing Zion.
"And if any man shall give unto any of you a
coat, or a suit, take the old an<l cast it unto the
poor, and go yonr way r<>joicing. And if any
man among you be strong in the Spirit, let him
take with him he that is weak, that he may be
edified in all meekness, that he may become
strong also."-Doc. & Cov. 83: r 3, 14, 15, 16, r8,
r9.

And, that none of the traveling ministry
are exempt from this order may be further
seen in section 23: 7.
And of those
traveling ministers who have families, the
Lord further says:
"Behold I say unto you, that it is the duty of
the church to assist in supporting the families of
those who are called and must needs be sent unto
the world to proclaim the gospel unto the world;
wherefore, I the Lord, give unto you this commandment, that ye obtain places for your families, inasmuch as your brethren are willing to
open their hearts; and Jet all such as can, obtain
places for their families, and support of the
chm·ch for them, not fail to go into the world;
whether to the east'» or to the west, or to the
north, or to the south, let them ask ancf they
shall receive; knock an<l it shall be opened unto
them, and made known from on h-igh, even by
the Comforter, whither they shall go. And again,
verily I say unto you, that every man who is
obliged to provide for his own family, let him
provide and he shall in no wise lose his crown;
aad let him labor in the church. Let every man
be diligent in all things. And the ·idler shall
not have place in the church, except he' repents and mends his ways."--D. C. 75: 4, 5·
In what we have quoted and cited is
seen what the Lord requires of his traveling ministry, and also the glorious promises
he has made them if they prove themselves by faithfulness, humility, diligence,
wisdom, patience, and charity. We also
sec just what he asks this ministry to expect of Him. We further see what the
Lord requires of the Saints and the world
in respect to these ministers and their
. needy families. God asks· this•· ministry
to prove him and the Saints and the world;
for on the other han<:l, He will prove and
discipline this ministry, and by them He
will prove the Saints and the world-and
it must be done in the Lord's. own way;
for Christ will say,-"Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me."Matt. 25: 31-46. ·~I the Lord am bound
when ye do what I say, but when ye do
not what I say, ye have n.o promise."-D.

c. 81: 3·

.

When a faithful, wise, and spiritual
minister goes forth preaching the gospel
of Christ in the manner ordained of God,
the Holy Spirit will inspire those who love

truth and right to love that minister, and of the ox that treadcth out the corn."And Paul says,-" Let the
they will esteem it a privilege as well as a Cor. 9: 9.
duty for them to care for him and minister Elders that rule well he counted worthy
to his needs; and when they so minister of double honor, especially they who lain wisdom, the gi'vcr is blessed of God and bor in word and doctrine. For the Scripfeels a sense of gratification in doing such ture saith, Thou shalt not muzzle the ox
that treadeth out the corn. And, The la~crvice which compensates him largely for
the aid given. Besides this, the giver is borer is worthy of his reward."-1 Tim.
laying up treasure in heaven against the 5: 18, 19. And he further ~ays to this
time when Christ will judge man by his "good soldier of Jesus Christ,'' in 2 Tim.
works. And who is there who will inter- 2: 6, "The husbandman that laboreth must
pose against such giving and thereby ob- bejirst partaker of the fruits." All should
struct or oppose tile will of God in this heed these teachings of the Scriptures, for
matter? For those who thus aid the min- all will be judged by them.
istry are partakers in the spread of the
gospel and in building up the kingdom of
"ZIONS' HOPE."
God, and will have their reward.
SISTER w ALKER is meeting with fine
In this way much assistance is given success thus far in her efforts to enlarge
which otherwise the church in no way the Hope. The zeal and promptness with
would receive. For if the opportunity is which many have rendered aid. in this
not used when offered, the aid that then direction is most commendable. The inmight be obtained is lost to the minister, terests of the church demand a larger
and consequently to the Church of God Sunday School paper than the I£ope now
vVhen persons wisely aid Christ's travel- is, so that the good seeds of life and ~lva
ing ministers, they aid his church. And tion may be scattered far and wide with a
such persons will feel an increasing interest liberal hand.
\Ve feel confident sister
and love for the work of God, and will Walker and her helpers will give satisfac
also feel that they have material part and tion in their loving work of feeding "the
lot in its prosperity and progress; there- lambs of the flock,'' and leading the young
fore opportunities should be given to them in the ways of purity, peace, and life
t.o render aid as they may feel willing to.
eternal.
The minister, when he mav have occaFrom what we know of her tastes, atsion to say he preaches the gospel "with- tainments, experiences in church-work and
out purse or scrip,'' should neither say nor general affairs of life, devotion to the inintend to say thereby that God does not terests of the young and the Church of
expect those who hear the gospel to assist. · God, we take pleasure in commending her
his needy ministry and' his church. And\ and her work Eor the'! IIope to all lovers of
when aid is offered him properly, he should that which is good.
not refuse it, for he thereby may be found
This church has grown from near .one
resisting what God has provided and also hundred members in 1860 to over 20,000
prevent persons from securing blessings now, (and including the children of its famand rewards for rendering aid to Christ's ilies, to probably more than twice that
ministry and church. Neither should the number); its prospects were never so bright
minister take exceptions to the manner in and full of promise 'as now, and with its
which such aid comes, if it comes honestly, increase com€s greater responsibilities.
orderly, and cheerfully.
Progression must ev·er be the watch-word
When the travelling ministry are aided of the Church of Christ, and its people
· by those for whom they minister, they should promptly keep step with its ever
feel that they are appreciated by the peo- increasing demands. God is able and will
ple, and that God is kindly caring for make us equal to the work required if 'Ye
them, and so their faith and zeal are in- are willing (Ind faithful.
The interests
creased. And when the people aid these of the Church of Christ commands us to
ministers, they feel they arc giving sub- move forward! All should heed the voice,
stantial evidence of respect and. love and leaving 'results with Him who is able to
interest, in them and.in their work. Those give great success to weak but willil)g
who can, but who will not aid God's min- workers and wring victory from seeming
istry and church, in a wise and proper defeat. Let us move forward.
way-God's way-when and where it is
needed, are not worthy of blessing, but
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
will receive condemnation, both here and
Bro.
A. J. Moore writes from Sweet
hereafter, from Christ, the Righteous
Judge.
··
··
· · ·· · Home; Mo;, Aug. 28th:
«We had large attendance at our district con·
And any minister who• imposes upon
the people, in or out of the church, in re- ference, some were baptized, others are believing.
&pect to these ml\tters, is condemnable, and I sp~ke three times. on Sunday, and was blessed
should be. dealt with as promptly and of God. I believe this district is improving well."
sharply as if guilty of abusing his power
Bro. John S. Parrish, of 1445 Madison
and opportunities in other things. But
God desires. and will have opportunities in street, St. Louis, Mo., writes August 30th:
"The work is- moving slowly but surely in this
which to manifest his special care 21nd love
for the faithful, wise, and diligent minis- place. Some seem to be a little sleepy, but there
ter; and he des.ires and will have oppor- are wakeful an<l watchful ones among us. Bro.
tunities by which the Saints and the world Beaird an<l I haYe opened ·a new place in Laclede
can prove themselves worthy of his love county, and think som@ good may follow an
and favor. Goel says of his faithful min-' cafoest effort. I would like to correspond with
isters,-"Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth some brother-who is studying law."
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SISTER M. Walker sends us the following:
LAMONI, Iowa, September 3d, 1886.
Bro. Blai"r :-Through your columns this morn.'
ing we wish to ask the readers of the .Herald
(those who have overpaid upon the Advocate) a
question. Is there any one of you who can not
afford to send Bro. Luff a postal card, saying to
him, "Let the balance in my favor go towards
loosing you hands, that the blood of souls be not
laid to my charge?" In the silent watches of
the night this was the> voice of the Spirit unto us,
anc,I with it was brought to our memory the parabl~ of the ungrateful servaut who threw his fel- .:
low servant into prison, when he was not able to
pay him, nothwithstanding he l:)imself had been
released by his Master of. a much grealer debt.
All will remember the result. In bonds of hope,
your sister.

Writing from San Francisco, California, the i6th ult., Bro. Geo. S. Lincoln
say~:

"Bro. Heman C. Smith spoke for us here last,
Sunday evening to a.good and interested audience,i'
quite a number of strangers among them who
were much pleased, and will come again. We
baptized one two weeks ago, and are sowing
much good seed in this part of the vineyard
which is springing up in many places and fruit is
beginning to come forth more plentifully."

upon them and blessed them. The several
churches discovering that some importance or
God appointed duty attached to this covenant by
circumcision, and blessing by the laying on of
hands, substituted infantfibaptis!n and infant
sprinkling, while the church of Latter Day Saints
profess. to believe and practice the identical
things that were taught by Christ, and in Doctrine and Covenants, sec. 17, par. 19, parents are
directed to have their children blessed by the
laying on of hands. Now, please answer, what
is the relationship ·of children thus blessed to the
church and the kingdom of God, and what will
be the relationship of the children of Saints who
are not blessed as commanded?
Ans:-Children are by their birth natural
wards of their parents. If correctly instructed
in the faith of Christ they will at a suitable age
be not only willing, but anxious to receive baptism. Prior to that the blessing by the laying on
of hands creates them wards of the church, members of the "church triumphant,'' but not the
"church militanr." Should children who have
thus been blessed die bef01'C being baptized, the
atonement has made them "of the kingdom,'' and
it is evident that such will rise with the just in
the resurrection, heirs of the kingdom, of eternal
life, because wards of the Spirit.
~.-Who is meant by the believer, Mark 16:
17, 18?
A.-It relates to those who, in a gospel sense,
believe in Christ_

Sr. Alice Strickland says:
"The lfcrald is the best paper I ever read. I
think it improves all the time, and I can not
think of doing without it."

THE following taken from the Drawer of
Harper's Jv.fagazine for September, tells
its own story; does anybody know of anything of a similar character within their
own experience.
RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE.
DEACON PETJ'YBONE (TO HIS TWENTY·ONE
YEAR OLD SON).
"James, you know my love of liberty, right of
conscience, freedom of speech and worship; you
have heard me proclaim them in public, time and
time again. You seem to prefer the other church
to" our own, notwithstanding my arguments and
persuasions. Well, this is a free country, you
are a free citizen; far be it from me to coerce or
influence you in any way. Go, my son, go; if
your heart tells you you are seeking the right
path, Go. But ij you do go, may I be struck deaf,
dumb, and blind, if I don't drive you from my
home like a dog. I'll follow your path, and take
from you all means of earning an honest livelihood. I'll drive you to want and crime, and I'll
<lie cursing you with my latest breath. I am determined to do my duty as a Christian."
E. READ.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

.ftiees.-I wish to ask a question; and as a prelude cite some of the causes for the enquiry.
Gen. 171 the covenant of circumcision, with. a
promise, was made to Abraham; while in Gen.
48, we have an account of Joseph bringing his
two lads to Israel for his blessing, and it appears
that a greater blessing was bestowed by the right
hand. Next, when Christ came among men, he
took little children up in his arms, put his hands

LooK AT T1us.-There has riot been a saloon
for the sale of intoxicants in Hancock county,
vV. Va., for over forty years, and it is also true
that during the year 1885 the grand jury did not
find a single indictment, and there was not a
prisoner in the county jail during that year.
The largest library is the Bibliotheque National
in Paris; founded by Louis XlV. It contains
l,400,000 volumes, 300,000 pamphlets, 175,000
manuscripts, 300,000 maps and charts, and 150,000
coins and medals. The collections and engravings exceed l,300,000; contained in some 10,000
volumes.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"The truths ye urge are borne abroad
By every wind and every tide;
The voice of nature and of God
Speaks out upon your side.

For the beautiful feet of Peace;
Jn the darkest night of the year,
When the stars have all gone out,
'l'hat courage is better than fear;
That faith is trner than doubt;
Aud fierce though the licnds may fight,
And long thongh the angels hide,

I know that truth nnd right
Have the universe on their side;
And that somewhere beyond the stars,
Is a Joye that is better than fate;
When the night unlocks her bare,
I shall see Him-and I will wait.
Selected by S. A. Rose.

A WORD FROM AN EXILE.
This is only a word from an' exile
Who once had a happy abode,
And shared with the children of Zion
The gospel in fnlness rcstorecl.
In the year forty nine I obeyed it
When sweet peace and joy to my heart,
Cnme with the rich gifl.s of the Sprit
Which form of the gospel 11 part.
I was then in my clear native Scotland;
Where the gospel was taught pure and bright
A~ it came fr0111 the Savior and prophets,
In its radiance my soul took delignt.
How Bhort was iny season of glarlness;
lt was just in the year fifty-two
\.Vheu doctrines enshrouded in darkness
Came forth which I k;rnw were not true.
I never can tell yon my anguish;
Every fiber and Rcrve was on strain;
The hope of my beautiful Zion
Was gone, mid n1y striving seem vain.
I then was ambitious an cl selfish;
Of bigotry hud my full share;
But experience taught me a lesson,
When the Father his strong arm made bare.
My faith in the great restoration
Was shaken, but rnvcd in the shock,
For behold I had still the foundation
For lo, it was built on the rock.
The rock of eternal salvation
Revealed by the Father of light,
Who promised in this dispensation
'l'hat a Prophet should stand for the right.
Auel now fourteen years in Ohio,
Baptized in the covenant anew,
Neither prcache nor Elder from Zion
Has ever come under my view.
We are-willing to pay their expenses,
And also will give them a home,
If they will bnt come with God's blessing
And cheer our sad souls wheri they come.
There are six of us here who are thirsting
For the river of life-docs it flow?
The old ones can draw from the fountain,
But the young without milk can not grow.
We long for the voice of the Shepherd;
With Zion united to be,
In the kingdom and order of heaven
Eugrafted a branch in the tree.
FLOI\A HANNAH.

BucnTrL, Allens County. Oh10.

BY W ASHlNGTON GLADDEN.
In the bitter wave of woe,
Beaten and tossed about
By the sullen winds that blow
I~rom the desolate shores of dot1bt,
Where the anchors that faith has cast
Are dragging in the gale,
I am qnietly holding fast
To the things that can not fail;
I know that right is right;
That it is not good to lie;
'l'hut love is better than spite,
Aud a neighbor than a spy;
I know that passion needs
Tue lash of a sober mind;
I know that generous deeds
Some sure reward will find;
'l'hat the rulers must obey;
'l'hat the givers "hall increase;
'l'hat the duty lights the way

MAY we not hope that God will put it into the
heart of some of our Elders to visit this family?
It comes like a wail from one lost in the desertlike the captives in Babylon when they hung
their harps upon the willows. It reminds us of
our own sainted mother, who for nearly twenty
years was alone in the world, waiting to hear
the voice bf an earthly shepherd and heard it
not. But it came at last and she was permitted
to rejoice with the people of God-to die with,
and be laid away to her rest by them. May it
be thus with our sister. "Whom the Lord loves
he chastens." Can you believe this, do you
realize it? May that which has fallen to yom·
share, yield the peacable fruits of righteousness,
and may the blessing of God be upon your loyal
sons.--[ ED.]
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A PLEA FOR THE SCOLDING
WOMAN.
It is claimed there are two kinds of e,·ery
thing; and as one having had some experience I
will venture to say that there are also two kinds
of scolding; and one of the two, I myself, do
most heartily approve. I would not wish to be
exempt from receiving a good "one,'' when given
in the right spirit. Ali there is about it that is
humiliating is to deserve it; and the one who
has the bravery to thus manifest their loving
care for my ete:·nal welfare, I can indeed, esteem
as my benefactor; and this genuine tonic "kind,"
such as we find in the Herald of May 22d, at the
bottom of last column on the first page; also
that furnished by John D. Jones, in the July roth,
is just what we spiritual invalids require; and I
can not comprehend how we are to succeed with
out this mode 0f correction. If we are the true
wheat we will not get offended, but will love the
admonition referred to in the above, and take it
all down with a relish and receive benefit therefrom. vVho is it, that loves truth and right, that,
needs to fear the sword of truth because it is sharp?
or, what true soldier fears to wield "it" lest he
may hurt some one? More might be said, but I
will pass on, and relate some of my own experiences. As I am naturally inclined to worry and
fret, when our little family bark was not being
steered clear of the rocks, or when the cargo on
board was not in exact order, I. have felt that if
I did not speak, the very ground would cry out
with anguish. And what could I do? Must I
shut my eyes and keep silent, and in this n:i'anner
give sanction to the wrong? No! conscience
would not allow it, and while in this struggle I
would try to be very careful to guard against
uttering a word that I might afterwards regret,
and would feel justified in my course because my
motive was good. But, after this irritative cloud
had passed, "the sun which had hidden its face
for a moment,'' (while my strength was being
tested) would come to my rescue, and tell me that
I did wrong to allow myself to become irritated,
that I _might have said the same in substance in
a more gentle way. Then would come friend remorse (his remedy is bitter, but cleansing,) and
put me on guard when the next trial came; and
without him I could not have known the sweets
of a clear conscience. In my zeal for the right,
I could not fully comprehend this evil of fretfulness, until recent years, when God, in his tender
love and mercy, chose to prove me, by placing
me in the fiery furnace; and I have no desire to
come out thence, until every evil propensity has
been subdued. · I do not fear to trust him, for the
more severely he chastens me, the _more I appreciate the greatness of his love for me. There
are none who can know, only those that have
tasted the sweet consolation that I have enjoyed
since I have thus far gained the victory over this
great fault; and I wish to say to the sisters, if
there are any who indulge in the same, that you
have my deepest sympathy, and I feel assured
that if you could see it as I ha_ve been, made to
see it, you would cease from it forever. "Oh, it
is so easy to do right when we are walking in the
true light." It also begets confidence in ourselves towards' God when we go to him. Nevertheless, I have said, that "I would not give a cen't
for either man or woman, who would ~ot scold
when they have a just cause to," and I am of
that opinion etm i lmt i.t ~'houl\1 be oi th!il right

quality. Now I ask, Did not our loving Savior
scold when he drove the people out of the temple? also Peter, and others? But Peter, with
his noble heart filled with that "perfect love" was
above taking ofTence when his Master said "Get
behind me Satan." Satan never scolds, the
weapon he wields never wounds; he is very
careful. His devotees not having the love of
God in their hearts, therefore, are very selfish,
and easily offended. Now we are to become like
our Savior by following his example. Then
how is our spiritual system to be cleansed and
purified without the use of this "genuine tonic?"
But the latter "kind" (named Faulty peevishm:ss)
as somebody has said, "is poison to every household;" and may God help us to overcome it, and
shun it as we would a viper. And to conclude,
I will state that it is out of my power to express
my appreciation of God's mercy to me; and that
in his service I have found the only source of
true happiness.
JENNETTE STRAUSS.
PonTSMOUTH, Iowa, August 14th, 1886.

'

P. S.-I can only say amen to what has already
been said in favor of the "Home Column." It is
only to be regretted that so much talent has laid
dormant so many years; though having come at
the "eleventh hour,'' can be more duly appreciated; and I can say with others, that I have received gr~at benefit from the instruction therein
given. and bid it God speed.
J. S.

Dear Sistcrs:-I fear you will think I am
growing 1·ather reticent, so I come again; but I
would not take up the space allotted to my
sisters, some of whom I am well acquainted
with, and whose names I have been anxiously
watching for, I would rather see them occupy;
feeling sure they are capable. It has been so
plainly put before us V".e can not mistake; the
Home Column _is not for two or three only, but
for all. None feel more weak than I. Where
are Sisters Emma Gouldsmith, Christina Thomson, Emma Elvin, of Nebraska City, Jane Ross,
of Independence, Annie Holt, of Rhode Island,
and others too numerous to mention? Was glad
to see Sisters Amanda \Vood _and Susan Bure
goine. Come again, Susan. Some may excuse
themselves for lack of time. I have much to do,
so 'many little ones to care for, and I am so tired
and weary I am not fit for anything. I too have
plenty to occupy my time (not even giving a
thought as to the non-essentials), and were I to
study that first, should never find time to chat
with my sisters. Like Mary of old, I sometimes
feel it inspiring to choose the better part. It
brings that joy and comfort and peace to my
soul, which I should not otherwise feel, and gives
me 'greater strength arid vigor to again resume
the duties of life. I have often felt weary in
body, not only at the close of day, but at the beginning, before my daily task' was begun, anq
have glanced around with languid eyes at the
amount of work before me, and thcught It next
to an impossibility to even take hold and begin.
And right now my mind reverts back to days
gone by when I felt thus: O, I am so tired, I am
so weary, I must have a cup of coffee or tea, (as
the case might be). So on went the coffee pot or
tea pot, and of conrse after drinking the beverage
I felt strong, but then it wasn't genuine strength; it
only artificial, and, it did not last. , I 5eemed to was
forget that there wa5 any other eoiwce to derive

my

~treµ~th

from.

1'~\:i~

that

~ W!i~

!gnot!'lnt 9~

God's ability. I am happy to say these things
are beginning to be reckoned in the past, for tea
I do not drink any more; but I must confess I
have not quite overcome the coffee, though I
drink but very little, a cup half-filled and the rest
milk, and that for breakfast. If I feel that I
need warm drink after that through the day, I
use T. W. S.'s plan, hot water, milk and sugar; I
find it very stimulating and nourishing. I have
another plan by which I work when I feel tired
and haven't yet accomplished my work that has
to be done-I run to my closet and tell the Lord
just what I want, and he has never failed me in
one instance when I have done my part. 0 yes,
but don't you think, Aunt Patience, that the
Lord knows just what you want without running
to your closet every time? Yes, most certainly
he does, but yol1 know the Lord has a way of his
own; and he will be asked; he must be enquirer!
of; and we are only doing our part to ask, and it
is His part to answer. I find prayer the most
effectual remedy for all my ailments. Then
don't be discouraged sisters, nor grow weary of
doing good. If you can cheer but one weary
heart you have done that much good to another,
besides to yourself. If you trust in God he will
help you. When you have striven to help yourself and he sees you are lacking, he will come to
to your aid. He knows our every need, and his
arm is no shorter to-day than ir(former times.
It is only a lack of confidence in him that we do
not do better many times. 0, this want of faith
in God, how prominent it is; how much is left
undone that ought to be done, because of it? I
often wonder if we as a people shall ever be in
possession of such a faith as was once delivered
to the saints.
Let us for this faith contend,
Sure sa.lyation iEZ its end,
Uenven already then begunEverlasting life be won.

I; in connection with my husband have been
on a visit to Sister Lucy Lloyd's. She Lke
many others, lives quite alone-that is from any
of the Saints; but she does not feel alone while
God is her friend; though she would love the
society of the Saints. We enjoyed ourselves
very much, and encouraged each other in the
divine life the best we knew how, and I must
confess in our enjoyment we Marys almost forgot.
that Martha had any mission. My continual
prayer to God is for the Home Column, that it
may grow and increa_se in goodness, and fill
every purpose to which it was intended.
AUNT PATIENCE.
LITTLE Swux, August 12th.
Dear Sister Frances:-I feel a dPsire to assist
those whose communications I love to read in
the "Mothers' Home Column." We live in a:
very pleasant little town where it is but a short
distance to church and close to a.large and well
regulated school, where there are many accomodations. But I am sorry to say there is not that
united effort among all who have embraced the
gospel, to advance its glorious works, that there
ought to be. Mothers, look to your families, to the
interest of those tender lambs coming up around
us
I can plainly see if we do not educate our:
children the world will. Will we stand firm in
protecting them from the vices' of this 'sinful
world. If we do we must be constantly on our
gl1ard. We must aet1 that their a~$oclates lll'e of
~ ml?tt\l Mml, thllt Hieli: efot111i ml\7."1~ 11n,1 !W~
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filled with a portion of the many evils that they . ~No Credit for moneys received on suhscription will
are subjected ·to. Make home a pleasant place ' appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, exfor them, always praying God to help us to live
cept in case of person" \lcsiring a change in P.O. address.
right bdore them every day. Oh! the importance of a strict walk before those whose characters we are helping to develop. If our teachings
are right and our actions are not in harmony
therewith, it is folly for us to teach, It is my
HILLS DALE, Ohio, Aug., 25th.
greatest desire to fully comprehend my duty to
Dear Herald:-It has ·only been two years
God and my family. I have four.dear little ones
since I yielded obedience to the perfect law of
whose care is 'left wholly on me, as th:eir father
God which converts the soul. Since then l have
is a missionary in the vineyard of God. My
enjoyed many happy moments, for the Lord has
heart is burdened many times under the weight
blessed me many times. I have been healed by
of the all important duty incumbent upon me,
his mighty power, by obeying his commands.
but I continually look to God for strength and
Never shall I forget the morning I was baptized
wisdom; and although I may err I feel God's
by the Spirit, a time long to be remembered,
assistance. As a sister has truly remarked in her
when all darkness was dispelled and my mind
letter in the Herald of August 7th, when burdenenlightened, the Scriptures opened up to my uned with the cares of life I pause and peruse the
derstanding, and all things brought to my reHerald my whole being is strengthened; ·I feel
membrance that were needful; my tongue was
to take new courage. I truly rejoice in reading
loosed so that I was not afraid to talk to the
jottings from the pens of those whose minds
wisest and best educated of the sectarian people.
have been quickened and expanded by God's , I have had many dark seasons, but the Record
holy influence. What would our lives be withsays these things must come, as we must be a
out the gospel? Can we estimate its worth? Imtried people. I am determined by the help of
possible, our finite minds will not enable us to.
the Lord to prove faithful, bearing all persecuThen let us all make it our daily thought to contions with patience, rejoicing in the hope of eterform our lives, and the lives of those over whom
nal life. Truly, God has set his hand the-second
we have charge, to the gospel. Ever praying
time to gather his people, and he has given me
for the interest of God's great cause, I am your
the knowledge that this is his work. May we
sister,
MRS. G. S. HYDE.
all be faithful and gain a home in our Father's
celestial kingdom.
Sister Hyde was one among our first contribuYour sister in the one faith,
tors, and we are thankful to hear from her again.
S.E. V.
May the Lord give to her a double portion of his
0

grace, which truly is needed by every mother
left with the entire charge of her family.
PETROLIA, Ontario, August 9th.
Dear Sister Frances :--It is with feelings of
gratitude to my heavenly Father that I read the.
"Mothers' Home Column." I truly believe it is
a glorious work. It makes my faith stronger, it
helps me io see the great necessJty of putting my
perfect trust in Him who loved and died for us.
It is not without some fear on my part ti.at I
now write, as I have never before written for our
much loved paper, but being led by the Spirit
to take up my pen, I trust it will find a place in
the "column." I love this latter-day work, and
I know it is of God, and it will stand. I know
the blessings do follow the believers if they walk
1'umble and faithful before God, and it is my
prayer to Him that he will keep me humble and
give me wisdom and grace to bring my children
up in his fear. I have two children, a boy and
girl, both in the church. How thankful I fed to
think the Lord has 1;hown them the light of his
true gospel, in their young years. It is now
nearly three years since my husband and myself
embraced this gospel, and we are still striving
to walk in the narrow path; and we do receive
the Spirit of God both in gifts and prophecy.
Asking the prayers of the Saints, that the Lord
may direct us by his Spirit to do those things
well pleasing in His sight, I will close.
Your sister in the one faith,
EMl\IA CARNEGIE.

Up to date the number of new subscribers for
the Hope are about 400. Amount by donations,
$86.05.
\Ve are in receipt of wme few letters from sis·
ters Simmons, Richardson, Rob~rtA 1 ~"d Atwell,
LA~lON!,

iilept. 4th, 1889,

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., August 28th.
Dear Herald:--I appreciate your teachings
very much. I have been in the church about
five and a half years, but as yet I have done but
little to assist in it, but I trust that whatever I
do, I may bring no reproach on the cause and
thereby cause some good soul to stumble. I desire to live faithful, yet I fear many times lest I
should be overcome by temptation and fall by the
way. I know there is a God, and that l}e does
hear and ans.wer prayer when we, ask in faith believing. Born in "the, vallies of the mountains,"
He has delivered me from that wicked and
adulterous people, and has shown me the true
light. , I pray God that the honest ones may be
gathered out, and that my three uncles there
might be among that number. Although I know
there is a God and realize his kindness and mercy,
this will not save me unlesss I am living pleasing
in the sight of my heavenly Father; for we find
He commanded John to write to the seven
churches in Asia saying that he was ready to
spew them out of his mouth because of their
lukewarmness. He further said he would rather
that they were either hot or cold. \Vhat ! rather
that they were cold than lukewarm? Yes, read' it
for yourselves. The children of God who shall
judge the world should improve their talents, and
if we have received five, gain other five.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOHN W. PETERSON.
CLEVELAND, Iowa, Aug. 25th.
Bro. TV. W. Blafr:-I am glad you paid us a
visit, for you did much good. You have imparted strength.and light to many, and I notice that
since you left there seems to be quite a disposition to inquire within themselves, "What is the
l"w (" .Am! ther1" ~eern~ to be A tlispo~!tion to

work together. We have some of the very best
people in this branch. Perhaps no, one was
more benefited by your efforts than I, and had I
not felt a degree of the Spirit in connection with
your' words I question v~ery much if your labor
would have· been efi'cctual in doing me good.
You have increased my confidence in you as a
man, for I saw you were exact upon every point
that it should conform to the word of the Lord,
and not according to tradition. Admitting of
any bad precedent will soon carry us into tradition
and blindness so that we thereby may resist the
Holy Ghost. I feel a greater desire now to live
faithfully than for some years in the past. · My
confidence is increased in the mission of Christ.
I read the predictions made by him and find
them literally fulfilled as recorded by historians
who were not Christians, and the very words of
Jesu; made use of in narrating the events in
history. So also I believe in the mission of
Joseph Smith. You remember in the preface to
Doctrine and Covenants the Lord says "peace
shall be taken from the earth." Have we not
now ample proof of it? Crime is rapidly on the
increase. Statistics show that during the last
seventy years it has increased in England seven
hundred per cent, in Ireland eight 'hundred per
cent, and in Scotland three thousand six hundred
per cent. The present condition of society convinces me of the truth of the word. And again:
"I the Lord knowing the calamity that should
come upon the inhabitants of the earth, called
upon my servant Joseph Smith Jr., and others."
All this goes to show that God intends to leave
the ;orld without excuse; and no doubt but
what he wishes the same missionary work continued to its consummation.
I will now close, wishing you God speed and
his mighty arm to sustain you in your high and
holy calling. The Saints, several of them, spoke
of the good feeling experienced with you.
Your brother in hope,
EVAN B. MORGAN.
HELENA, Iowa, August 23d.
Dear Hcrald:--\Ve are much pleased with
your weekly visits. \Ve should feel lost without
it. We have a branch here of about fifty members, but can not meet as we would, on account
of being scattered. But the Lord will bless according to our faith, for He knows the hearts
of all. I once said the Latter Day Saints were
the same as the Salt Lake people, but thank the
Most High, I have been made to see quite differently by the Spirit and power of the Father he will
give lo all that wili diligently seek him. The
Lord has blessed us in our family in different
ways. My wife had a bad cough for .two or
three years before we came into this church and
work.
The neighbors and friends said she
would go into consumption. We had doctored
for it but all to no good. We were convinced of
the truthfulness of the latter day work, and the
necessity of obeying the same. \Ve were baptized by Bro. Nirk, who told my wife sl-.e would
be over her cough in about four weeks. The
people said her baptism when ice was over two
feet thick would be the means of her death. But
I can truthfully say before God, that before the
appointed time, the cough was gone, and it has
never returned since, as many of the Sa.ints and
others can ,testify to as well as ourselves. It has
now !:i'J'ln twQ~ ~,nd ;:i, J:ui.H yea1·5; itnd "'.f'l
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been blessed with other evidences by way of
vision and dreams which has been literally fulfilled. Dear Saints, this is the work of Goel.
Let us try to be faithful while the clay lasts for
the lime is short at the most that we have to
Your brother,
prepare in.
c. E. HAND.
ANNEX, Virginia, Aug. 26th.
Editors Herald:-When a person enters
through the door (baptism) into the kingdom or
Church of God on earth, such person my belief
is, whether conscious of it at that time or not, enters into a solemn covenant with his Maker to.
live by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of the Lord. Now, I believe that the law
of tithing as revealed to the Prophet Joseph and
recorded in the book of Doc. and Cov. proceeded
out of the mouth of the Lord, and though not
compulsory, is binding as the law of the Church.
I presume there are scarcely any of the Saints
whose faith is different from mine on the Jaw of
titning, yet there may be many who like myself
have not put the belief into practice, and therefore have not realized the benefits to be derived.
The Lord has called on his people to try him and
see if he will prove faithful to his promlse. If
we do what he requires of us, he is bound; otherwise we have no promise.
For the last twelve months or more I have
been tossed upon the tempestuous sea of financial trouble; have worked and prayed, and prayed and worked; but all seemed to be of no avail
until about~six months ago I began to make covenimts with the Lord. I promised the Lord that
if he would give me a good crop this ,year, t
would give to him one tenth in tithes and offerings. I was soon blessed with the prospect of a
good crop of wheat, rye, corn, and hay. But
during harvest, and sometime before and after,
my prospects seemed about to be blasted by excessive wet weather. He had given me good
crops, and I prayed that he would permit me to
save it in good condition, which by his providence I have been enabled to do. And now as I
sell my crops, I lay away ten dollars of every
one hundred for the Lord's treasury, and shall
make a remittance soon.
Again; I had a hundred acres of iancl on
which I owed seven hundred and twenty dollars,
besides some .interest, and I had little or no prospect of paying unless I could sell the land, and
that seemed very hard to do. I put it in a land
agent's hands in the month of March last. After
some time he told me he could not sell it at all.
On the 24th day of last June I aclvertized the
land myself in one of the.Staunton papers, and
. promised the Lord, that when I sold the land I
would ·set apart ~or him one tenth of all I got
for it, over and above what I owed on it. Well;
on last Saturday I sold the land for six hundred
and eighty dollars more than towed on it. Five
hundred and fifty .in cash, and one hundred and
thirty in thirty days. I will now by the help of
the Lord conUnue to tithe myself in the future,
of one ten th of my increase.
Yours in the Lord,
0. E. CLEVELAND.
RIDGETOWN, Ont., August 23d.
Dear Brethren and Si"sters:-I feel thankful for
the zeal I have for this kingdom "set up never
more to be thrown clown." We realize thi~ when
w~ l?a~tk ali!ainst til<l ¥'flllG th~,t
wisdom of

men have erected. When I see the "little stone
cut out of the mountain wiihouniands" breaking
in pieces Babylon's greatness, it causes me to
praise the Goel of heaven for lifting the vail that
I might see the light of the gospel of his clear
Son. It's over fourteen years since I was Jed
into the waters of baptism by Bro. E. C. Briggs.
I have never forgotten his fatherly instruction,
and was glad to see his name appearing for the
right in General Conference.
"Watch and
pray,'' is the admonition of the Master. I find
my lamp very, very soon goes out if I neglect
his wise counsel. But what weak mortals we
are when we neglect to "live by every word that
proceecleth out of the mouth of Goel." We then
get off into the dark and say we can not see this
or that, therefore we will leave the church.
These are the words of those who have not
watched, but have entered into temptation, therefore let us as latter-day Israel be on our watch.
The Saints here in the Kent and Elgin District
have clone a good work in repairing the Lindsley
meeting house. Believing there was a people of
God there yet, an effort was put forth, and the
little church now looks well and speaks well for
the latter-day work. Your humble servant has
pteachecl twice there and felt well. Bro's Vickery
and McBrayne are keeping the people awake
around there, and quite an interest is being
manifested.
Yours in hope,
JAMES H. TYRRELL.
OSHKOSH, Wis., August 23cl.
Brn. 'Joseph, Blair and Dancer :-I feel sad to
think that the Saints' Advocate had to be stopped,
but knowing the power of the press and the fitness of the Herald, Zion's Hope, Expositor, etc., I
would not miss these papers for a good deal. I
consider it a great duty for every Latter Day
Saint to uphold these papers by their means as
well as their prayers. They can not be printed
without money, and people's eyes can not be
opened without them. Therefore, let us all who
bear the name of Saint hand over our cash to
support them. We, as a Church, can not possibly
afford to lose ground. We have gained, and
surely will gain, if we are faithful. But all can
not say truthfully, "We are faithful,'' if they treat
lightly the word of Goel. We should be like a
light upon a !~ill, that shineth far and wide. But
if we treat lightly the word of Goel the blessings
of Goel can ndt rest upon us in full. I remember a branch that was once in flourishing circumstances. I was a member thereof. The Spirit
of Goel was there for a while, in prophecy, tongues,
interpretations, healing, etc. Tears were shed
for joy at many times, and souls came into the
branch by baptism. But did it stay so? Nay,
verily. But why not? Men that treated lightly
the w01'cl of God were' elected its president, one'
whose breath, clothes and face, would lcok and
smell horrid with the tobacco stench, was elected
yresident. The stove and floor were so full of
tobacco juice that it took a person of strong nerves
to mop the floor; anc! as women of strong nerves
was not al ways at hand, the weaker ones mopped,
and at times were al most overcome. Yet these
very tobacco s.laves would clisfellowship young
people for dancing. They wanted young people
to repent of a. sin and pleasure; but they themselves were not willing to repent, yet they wa6
expectec! to be, on ac<:,Ollflt pf high standing,. a
pattern tp go by.
·
· Wher€ i~ th,€ bnmi;h(
to till! fo14r

winds, just as Bro. Hiram Bemis prophecied it
would, unless they would ;;peeclily repent. When a
man in this church will not repent of things
which he knows are clispkasing in God's sight,
as is the use of tobacco, dancing as is now common, quick temper, a tyrant at home, a busy
body meddling with other peoples affairs when
uncalled for, a liar, "a story-stretcher," a Sabbath
breaker, sells goods on Sunday needlessly, justifies himself in saying: "We all have our faiL
ings,'' sees a mote in his brother's eye, when a
beam is in his own, is not a very good Saint.
Any branch that will uphold such a man will not
stand the storms that we have to go through. If
some will say, "\Ve must take those that are good
speakers, and can handle themselves good, that
are polite," etc., I answer, May God give such
genuine repentance, humbleness <?f spirit, wisdom
from above, knowledge and faith, that we may
have sometring better than "wood hay or stubble."
We can not tamper with untempered mortar and
be Christ's children. - We can not stick to things
which we know by the standard church books
are clispieasing in the sight of God, angels, and
good people. May God speed his work and bless
his true Israel.
In bonds of love,
JosEPH LAMPERT.
WILBER, Neb., Aug. 25th.
Dear Herald:-This summer certainly will go
upon the page of history as a very dry and hot
season, However, generally speaking, the fruit
and grain products of this state will be reasonably good. I came to this part of the Lord's
vineyard on the 14th inst., and have been active
about the Master's business; only mi~secl one
evening. Idelcl seven meetings in the. Baptist
Church, the Teachers Institute being in session
for this county there was quite an attendance of
teachers at our meetings. Last Sabbath was a
busy clay wilh the Saints and friends here, with
the mercury dancing at 104° in the shade. At
eleven a. m. the Baptist Church was crowded,
and· the Lord richly blest us with .the Spirit
"·hile we spoke to the people the word of life. A
birthday surprise dinner for Bro. Robert White
and Mr. Isaac T. Anthony had been arranged at
the house of Bro. White, and about a hundred of
the Sain ts and friends were permitted to partake
of the feast of good things. The wives of the
surprised had for each a copy of the "Holy Scriptures," and it fell to our lot to make a "flowery
littie speech" in presenting them. Immediately
after dinner we repaired to the Blue River, and
in the presen-::e of some two hundred witnesses
four were added to the '·household of faiht."
Rev.
E. Dye met with a severe accident
last: Saturday evening in the dislocating of hb
right ankle. One of the questions now perplexing the Saints in this wide west is, "Where are
we to obtain ministers to meet the increasing demand for preaching? Now assuredly is a golden
opportunity to spread and establish the saving
truth of the gospel. As people become settled
and form themselves into church society, we will
experience more hardship in getting the truth before them. One thing, however, I am satisfied
of, if we will do that which is right and keep
God's law, we need not be without friends. My
wife is with me, and somewhat improved. Desirous of being active and useful In Zion's cause,
I rem!lin in gospel 8~:inds 1

c:
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MILFORD, Mass., August 15th.
Bro. "Joseph Smith:-Since my last letter to the
Herald three have been baptized in the Attle- '
boro mission. Bro.John Robbins was one of the.
number, the ordinance being administered to
him last Sunday. I feel glad to have the privilege of reading the Bible and the Voice of vVarning·which I have with me, although I can not
hear the glorious gospel in its fulness as usual
on the Sabbath. I have attended service here at
the Baptist church, where I listened to earnest
preaching, and, as I presume to some that are
honest-hearted, and yet they are not being saved.
We think that God's Holy Spirit does not accompany the word, or else the church machinery is
not right. Jes us left the gifts and blessings· for
the work of the ministry and the perfecting of
the Saints, but they do not have them, say nothing about them. 0 ! how I wish that the light of
the everlasting truth might be published to this
congregation. I have heard one of our Baptist
friends speak of the persecution of their missionaries in Burmah, with the intent of reaching the
sympathies and sentiment of the public.
But how about the affairs of innocent people
right here in civilized America in this generation
that are preaching the gospel and that have been,
slandered, misrepresented and persecuted even
unto death. Are not their work and lives worthy
of consideration, even though they are called
Saints.
I hope to make an opening here in Milford
for some of the ministry. I can not but feel
grateful to my Heavenly Father and to the
Church of Christ in these times for what it has
done for me. This gospel of the kingdom will
commend itself to every honest, intelligent man
or woman, as its principles will stand upon their
merits. Let us take courage in the promise, "l
am with you always,'' and continue the warfare
manfully, hoping to gain the fruit of our labor.
vVith the best wishes for this cause and all of
God's Saints, I remain yours for eternal life.
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
BAINBRIDGE, Ohio, Aug. r 1th.
Dear Sister Fra11ces:-I have been impressed
for some time to pen a few lines for the "Mothers'
Home Column," but feeling my inability, I have
deferred it until the present. I am here alone;
not one of our faith in this part of the country,
and have not had the privilege of meeting with
the Saints or hearing the elders for over four
years. But I am so glad that the good Spirit is
not confined to any one place, but I, unworthy
though I be, can have a portion of it, even here,
to comfort and cheer, and sometimes to reprove,
-for I am so liable to step aside.
I am trying
to hold on to the "rod of iron." Prejudice r>~ns
hlgh here. They say any other ism but Mormonism. I have been trying to enlighten the
people somewhat with regard to our claims,
standing up for the truth and defending it as best
I can in my weakness. It is quite a reproach
here to be called a Mormon. That is not our
proper name, but I have to bear the reproach all
the same. and am doing it cheerfully, and can
afford to do it for the light and knowledge I have
received of this work. I love it more and more.
It is the fulness of the gospel of Christ, restored.
Paul says it is the power of God unto salvation
to every one that believeth.
I could hardly etay !n Balnbridge without the
lbratd/ it hri.ngs ow;h w01·d~ of 1:he~i.· G.nd ~CJm 0
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fort, such themes for thought. I am so glad to
any part of the doctrine of the Reo1'ganized
know this work is onward. l'riay it advance
Church of Jesus Christ, which organization was
more and more until the hom~st in h.eart everybrought about in r86o, to which I belong, and
where may be bathered into the fold of Christ. .rejoice in hope, waiting for the appearing of
I have been much interested in rPading the
Jesus Christ. But polygamy is a false doctrine
"Home Column." Much has been said in it
of Brigham Young, and others of Utah; made
to edify and inspire the Christian's heart to
public in Utah in 1852, and taught by them there
greater diligence in training the young minds.
for the doctrine of Christ; and was taught abroad
I am glad there is being a greater effort put forth
by them; and finally, in 1876, the revelation they
in this direction. It is of vast importance. Imclaimed concerning it was placed in their Book
pressions made on the mind in childhood are not
of Doctrine and Covenants, and became a tenet
easily erased; and so much depends upon thei:r
of their church doctrine. But now, if you are
home training and culture with regard to their
fair-minded, you are. bound to see and admit,
succeos in this life, ai;d their happiness beyond.
that we are not responsible for this false doctrine;
I think of the many mothers who are toiling
and have a right, by virtue of God's law, as conthrough cares and privation to bring up their
tained in the Book of Mormon, page II6, Jacob
little ones. May the Lord give them wisdom
2 chap. par. 6; book of Doctrine and Covenants,
and every needed grace to fit them for the responsec. 109, par. 4, page 330; with also the teaching
sible positfon they occupy. I have raised two
of Jesus and Paul: yes, I say, we have a right as
who have grown to maturity-a son and a
well as you, to protest against it and teach that
daughter. When they were small-six and three
it is no part of the doctrine of Jesus Christ, and
years-death entered our dwelling and removed
should not be taught nor practiced. But, laying
the head of the family. I was left alone to care
hands on the sick in the name of Jesus, and
for those dear ones. I felt my insufficiency if
praying God to heal them and asking him to fo'rleft to myself. I need not attempt to describe the
gi ve their sins is the instruction.in the New Tesdeep feeling of my heart in this sore trial. I
tament, Book of Mormon, and book of Doctrine
sought the Lord in prayer for wisdom, the' help
and Covenants. Now if we protest against polygneeded and grace to endure. I have always
emy because we can not find it to be the true docfound Him a very present help in trial. I tried
trine of Christ, I ask, is it not as virtually right for
to teach those little ones, by precept and example,
the church of Christ, (her ministry) to teach and
the way they should go. My son has passed
practice the true doctrine of Christ when we find
away. He rlied strong in the faith of the gospel,
it recorded? and when occasion requires follow
having been baptized some years ago.
the instruction in God's word? If not, why
I do desire so much to know the will of God
preach the gospel; why call on men to repent;
concerning me, that I may do it, and be counted
why confess Christ; why baptize, or be baptized;
worthy a place in the celestial kingdom of our
why eat the bread and drink the wine, why orGod.
ganize into congregations and call them the
Sister Frances, may the Lord continue to bless
church of Jesus Christ; or in fine, why teach or
you in your good work and labor of love, is my
practice any thing for the true doctrine of Christ?
prayer. Please send the Hope to me. I have
If it is not because we first find it recorded, and in
never seen it, and am ever a learner.
obedience thereto, submit ourselves to do God's
In gospel bonds,
will that he may bless us? Will you tell me
H. HUFFMAN.
how it can be otherwise? I hope wheu you read
this you will not say, "I don't want to hear any
MARMATON, Kan., August rst.
of your preaching, that tends to such as I have
Bro. ':foseph:-I received a letter from my
mentioned."
'
brother Ira, July 26th, of which I will give an
My
dear
brother,
I
hope
you
will
never
again
extract, with my reply, and ask that it may find
class the false doctrine (polygamy) with the true
a place in the Herald. He says: "l hope you
doctrine of the Church of Jes us Christ, as taught
are not preaching the Mormon doctrine yet; I
in th.e Holy Scriptures, (laying on hands and
would like very much to see you, but if you are
praying
to God to heal the sick), and say you
preaching that polygamy doctrine, or miraculous
"don't want to hear any such preaching;" for it
gifts, such as the healing the &ick by the imposiis the true doctrine of Christ, that will bless and
tion of (your apostles') hands, I don't want to
save us. But if you can cast aside a portion of
hear any of the preaching that tends to such as I
the true, little or much, I fail to see why one
have mentioned."
church can not have as good a claim as another,
To this I reply. Dear brother Ira, As to your
that they are the church of Christ. I hope you
expressed hope concerning my preaching, I have
will learn after a while that we want no more
this to say. If preaching the doctrine of Jesus
than
the true doctrine of Christ (although you
Christ, as taught in the New Testament by his
may be satisfied with less), and to be saved.
ministry 1800 years ago, and claiming the fulWould it not be more noble to live by every comfillment of the prophecies of the old Testament,
mand Christ gave, and be saved also? Any man
(which have not yet been fulfilled); and also the
ought
to decide and say for truth, even if it
doctrine, church organization, and church govcauses me to foe called a l\Iormon.
ernment, as set forth by Joseph Smith Jr.; and
In bonds,
which you can find an account of in the Old and
L. H. EZZELL.
New Testaments, the Book of Mormon, and
Book of Doctrine and Covenants; I say, if this
is what you are pleased to call "l\fonnonism," I
am still preaching it. But as to that "polygamy
doctrine,'' I say, it
no part of the doctrine of
Christ, neither is it any part of the true doctrine
of the church of Jesus Christ, which was organlB"d by Jcrn<:ph Smith Jr.; In x839; ni;l!h<0r fo it
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THE ROCK; THE FOUNDATION·
AND THE BUILDING.
,
THE FOUNDATION.

TI-IE wise man laid the foundation on a
rock. Can man be wiser than Christ?
He will also lay the foundation of his
building, his temple, his church, on a rock
-on the rock of divine truth, i. c. the
"gospel of the. kingdom of God"-revealed
truth. What forms the foundation the
beginning of his church?
Whom' did
Christ first put in the church? Let Paul
answer: "First, apostles, secondarily
prop h ets. " I c or. I 2: 28. "Now, there-'
fore, ye are no I"??re strai:gers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with the Saints, and
of the household of God; and are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and
pr?phets, Jesus Christ himself being the
chief corner stone." E ph. 2: 19, 20. Now
while the apostles and prophets are called
"the foundation" (a) they are parts of the
building, which is composed of "stones" it
seems. "Ye also, as lively stones are
built up a spiritual house, an holy p~·iest
hood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices, acceptabl~ to God by Jesus Christ." I Pet. 2: 5.
It 1s therefore a stone house. The first
~~on~s lai~ w~re the apostles and prophets,
Chnst bemg mcluded as a chief corner in
or~er. to give form and symmetry to ~he
bml~mg.
A corner stone, especially a
"chief corner stone" is used to square, and
plumb, and. level the building by, and
therefore Christ is very properly represented as filling that position to the church.
It is appropriate that he should be found
as "the chief corner stone" among the
apostles and prophets, being an apostle
himself, (Heb. 3: I), and a prophet, (Luke
24: 19; John 7:40). Now upon this foundation the whole building soon was reared
and completed with Christ as the head of
the corner.
Now, were the apostles built upon the
rock of divine truth,-"trnth revealed by
the Holy Spirit?" Were they called by
revelation through the Spirit to be apostles? I. Jes us received the Spirit without
measure.. 2. He say8 he came from heaven
to ~fo his Fath~r's will, not his own. 3. In
domg that will he called and ordained
men, whom the Spirit revealed to him as
(a) [We do not understand the passage, (Ephesians
2: 20), to mean that the "apostles and prophets" "ere tile
foundation, but that tile foundation referred to by Paul
was the same foundation upon which the aposties and
])rnpllets hac1 builded their work; the same that had been
laid by the Infinite One, the one upon which the apostles
and prophets of to-day may build and trust forevermore
'.'And are built upon "the foundation of the apostles and
'.prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner
~tgn~." Emphatica!ly-th•i ~roetlg~' fo1Jn!lation.-Et1.J

being called of God. He spake the words
of God; he performed the works of God;
all that he said and did were what he was
inspired to say and do by the Holy Ghost.
That Paul and llarnahas were called to
the apostleship by revelation is clearly
stated in Acts I 3: 1-3· Timothy was
supposed to be an apostle-an evangelist,
at least. He received his gift by prophecy,
and by the laying on of hands of the
presbytery. I Tim. 4: 14. Paul considered that himselt and Timothy were called
by revelation. 2 Tim. I : 9.
Prophets were made such by the revelations of the Spirit given to them, and declared by them, either in writing or orally.
"God, who at sundry times and in divers
manners spake in times past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last
days spoken unto us by his son,'' said Paul
to the .Hebrews. But as there were prophets in the c;1urch after Christ had gone to
heaven, God spoke by them also, ~s in the
case of the Old Testament prophets.
In fact, prophets are necessary in the
ch.urch in every age, when God has anythmg to reveal; as, for instance, if he desi.res men to be apostles, seventies, elders,
bishops, teachers, deacons, &c., in the
chu~ch, or wants men to do any espc:cial
service to the church. vVhat his divine
will is, we can on! y know as he reveals it;
and he has declared to us what the agency
is th;it he will use; for Amos says, "Surely
the Lord God will do nothing but h~
revealeth his secret unto his servants the
prophets." So, to receive "present truth"
01', an understanding of God's will, the;e
must be prophets in the church now, as
much so as at any past time; With the
gospel of the kingdom being declared
again, or the rock of divine truth-"truth
revealed by the Holy Spirit,'~ being again
planted, or rather uncovered from the
rubbish of ages which had obscured and
hidden it-the Lord has placed upon that
rock, the old time foundation viz.:
apostles and prophets, and as before the
chief corner stone, Christ himself; 'and
above the foundation, or built on it as it
in turn is built upon the rock, i~ se~n the
whole building, or the church complete.
THE BUILDING-TUE TEMPLE.

The Church of Christ is represented by
the figure of a body, also a building, tem~le, and hous~, because it is an organization, an orgamzed government with a head
and executive authority. It has members
and laws to govern their action. It is not a
buildin)S composeµ of literal brick, stone,
wood, iron or some other material such as
is common! y used 'in building houses· not
is it a boby of flesh ;md bones, alth~ugh
the members of the body are human being~ .. It is a real, but "spiritual body," a
"spintual house."
Either figure most
clearly establishes the fact that the church
is an organization, and has a form, and is
not therefore composed of true believers
in Christ found in a'll the various churcnes
in the world, and not any one church as
an organization is the Church of Christ,
as some declare.
But the fact of the
church being a body and having members
who have different offices, with a head to
that body whkh gf c:o\!rse din~!ils thlil

movements of the body, clearly shows it
to be an organization. But the fact that
God is a God of order, and svstem as is
seen in all His works, is an e,;idence that
the churcn would not be without form and
order. The same God who made the sun,
moon and stars, the trees and flowers and
grain, men and beasts and birds and all
animate creation also formed the church.
The same God who made man and placed
the members of his body in their proper
place and gave them their different offices
or functions, also placed the members of
Christ's body--the church, "every one of
them as it pleased Him." And "he gave
the body its form, and to its various members their respective work .. Now, says
Paul to the Corinthians, "Ye are the body
of Christ and members in particular. And
God hath set some in the church, first
Apostles, secondarily Prophets, thirdly
Tea~hers, after that miracles, then gifts of
healmgs, helps, governments, diversities of
tongues."
"Are all Apostle?" he asks; we answer,
No; and w~y not? Paul answers himself,
"The body 1s not one member, but many,"
and because "all the members have not
the same office." If the whole human
body were an eve, where would be the
fac~lty. of hearing? the sense of smelling,
tastmg, or the power to walk, talk, or feel?
It could not be a body, and have but one
member of the body. All, therefore, are
not Apostles; nor are all Prophets; nor
are all Teachers, nor any other one office
or gift. "There are many members, yet
one body." The members have different
forms, different names and different uses, yct
they all belong to, form a part of and are
essential to the general good of tl;e whole
body. God who created them, is infinitely wise anq would therefore create nothing in vain. Some members may be more
necessary to the general good of the body
than some others; and the body would
suffer a greater loss, more inconvenience
and the general good of the body would
be more affected, and perhaps the existence
of the body more seriou8ly threatened and
endangered by the removal or destruction
of some members more than with some
others. Yet iC any member i-; hurtful or
even useless to the system or body, it
would never have been plact>d in the body
by the Creator. Nay; the ]ea~t esteemed
member of the body is importan~ in its
?wn place .and sphere, and is really more
important 111 that sphere than any other
member of the body can be, because no
other member can fill its place or do its
work, each having its own work to do;
and when performing its legitimate work,
the work designed for it by the Creator
then the whole body is edified, benefitted
and blessed. The ear can not be justified
in saying to the tongue, "Because you can
not hear, as I do, therefore you are .of no
u~e ;','for the tongue might retort and say:
"Neither are you any good, for vou can
not talk." The hands can not say to the
feet: "The body does not need you; I
handle tooh and hold the plow, and carry
messages and do all sort of work;" but
t?e feet wo~ld say, "Y ~u would dC?. very
httle haudhng- 1 Yli!ry little work of imy
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kind without my aid to carry you about
to and from your workshop, and while
you hold the plow handles; nay you depend on me;" and the hands_ could reply:
"If I did not work and earn food and carry it to the mouth, you would soon perish."
"Yes," the mouth replies, "if I do not receive your food, but shut my teeth, and
refuse to take it, you would perish as well
as the feet." "And if I refuse to digest
the food, even if you did receive it, friend
mouth," says the stomach, "you would
soon perish too." "Yes," says the heart,
and the lungs, and the liver, and the kidneys, "we are all dependent on one another,
and it is foolish to talk about doing with-,
out each other." Some of our members
are more important than others; some are
absolutely essential to the very existence
of the body, as the internal organs particularly, and we might live without legs or
even arms, eyes and ears; and we might
lose in connection with these, the sense of
smelling, and talking; but a miserable
life it would be, and a poor, helpless, and
almost worthless body we would be; a
burden to others, and a burden only; receiving good, but unable to return the
slightest favor. Such a useless body-if
such it could be truly called-'--had far better be dead than alive. In like manner we
may view the "body of Christ." Has it
lost its members; the members that God
placed in it eighteen centuries ago?
Where are the Apostles? Did not God
place them in the body? Truth says, Yes.
Where are the Prophets? Where are the
Teachers? Where the gift of miracles,
the gift of healing, the helps, the governments; the diversities of tongues-where
are they? Where are the gifts of prophecy,
discerning of spirits, and the interpretation
of tongues? Sectal'ianis_m replies,-" All
gone; done away with; no longer needed.
Nothing left but faith and wisdom and
knowledge."
But the devils have a faith, and "the
children of this world are wiser in their
day and generation than the children of
(the so-called) light. And knowledge of
God and Christ and scriptural things, can
only come by revelation, and that is done
away also in these days. But suppose
faith and wisdom and knowledge remain,
are they "members" of the body, or are
they rather experiences, gifts and faculties
enjoyed by the "members?" And suppose
they are members, how many are enumerated in r Cor. r 2th chapter? Apostles,
prophets, teachers, miracles, healings,
helps, governments, diversities of tongues,
and before this, faith, wisdom, knowlel1ge,
discerning of spirits, interpretation of
tongues; (we refer not to what Paul
speaks of elsewhere, but in this one chapter); in all thirteen, and three are said to
reirn1in; fully three fourths are lost.
\Vh,1t sort of a body would it be if threefou rths of its members were destroyed!
But do these three gifts remain in the
churches of Christendom?
We reply,
they do not; for the reason that they are
gifts of the Holy Spirit, and it is a fact
that those who claim to have the most faith,
and the be5t kind of
and the mo3t
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churches which deny the operation, mani"
festation, or work of the Holy Spirit separate from the written word. They do
not believe in gifts of the Holy Spirit in
the sense that they are spoken of in the
New Testament, and as they were experienced by the early church. "We have
been there," as a common saying is, and
know whereof we speak.
The faith Paul speaks of is not the faith
that comes by hearing the gospel, and
which is exercised by thousands who never have obeyed the gospel; but it is the
"gift" of faith-one of the gifts of the
Spirit, as is also the "wisdom" and the
"knowledge" which they claim. Paul
says, "For to one is given by the Spirit
the word of wisdom ; to another the word
of knowledge by the same Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirir." If these
parties, therefore, have any faith, or wisdom, or knowledge, not received by the
direct agency of the Holy Spirit, it is only
such faith, and wisdom and knowledge
that -any body can get by reading the
Bible, and is the result simply of exercising their thinking and reasoning faculties which they enjoy in common with
mankind in general, and not as faculties
or riowers received 'from Goel because they
i1ave professed faith in Christ to the extent of dippin\! one another in water to
follow a former day form, without any
special authority from heaven, however,
for their work of mutual plungings.
Paul inforrns us elsewhere of other
members of the body of Christ, for he
writes about evangelists, pastors, Eldei-s,
bishops, and deacons. "Ah!'' says some,
"we are all right then, for we have evangelists, even if we do not have apostles,
and prophets, and many others of the
members that God placed in the church
formerly; yes, we have evangelists, and
are all right so far." That depends on
what an evangelist is. "'vV ell, an evangelist is one who travels continually and
preaches the gospel."
Granted.
But
whether your evangelist preaches the gospel, or a gospel, of coun,e we can not determine as yet till we know what he
preaches; but from what we have seen
and heard we think most of them preach
the middle of the gospel, measurably correct, hut leave off both ends, and therefore
it is too slwrt to fill that measure called tbe
fuliness of the gospel.
Christ's death,
burial and resurrection are· gospel facts;
but they are not all of the gosoel, by a
good deal. But we may iook at that at
<inother time, in another form. It is good
to have evangelists to preach the gospel~
that is if they preach the gospel-if they
preach all of it, instead of a few facts only.
Well; we have pastors, says many.
Granted; there are various kinds of sheep,
nnd many different owners of sheep.
There are shepherds, of course, hired at
various salaries to watch over the sheep,
and to see they are properly f - fleeced.
Of course there are many pastors, but the
folds ot the sheep are different, and the
pastures furnish variety of food; but ho~v
rn uch of it is the "sincere milk of the
word," the word of God in purity, and fl.
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Whether Christ v;ill recognize the sheep
that these pastors rule is dependent on this
consideration, that they heard the voice of
the Good Shepherd. "My sheep" he
says, "hear my voice."
That voice must
be heard to: clay, either in his revealed and
written word, or by the administration of
angels, or by the mouth of prophets, seers,
and revelators.
But we dont want anything but the
written .word, say our friends. All right;
as you have placed yourselves under that
rule, you will discover that, in the encl,
you will be judged by the things written
in the books. If the written word is your
rule of faith and practice, then do not be
surprised when you are weighed in that
balance. We judge you not. Christ's
word shall judge you in the last cfay.
Well; we have elders.
Good! We
hope a Paul and a Barnabas ordained them
in every city, or if not, that a Titus did the
work by command of a Paul, i. e. an
apostle
the Lord Jesus. We hope the
elders will be found holding fast the faithfol word as he hath been taught, that he
may be able by 5ouncl doctrine both to
exhort and to convince the gainsayers.
We hope the elders will not give heed to
Tewisb fables and commandments of men
'that turn from the truth.
We have bishops. Yes; some of you
have; a sort of substitute for apostles.
JVIany of you have not any Bishops, and
why not, as you all have equal authority
to make them? You can start the machinery as W e3ley did, though not a bishop
himself-. A stream can rise higher than
its fountain, if forced.
Well; we have deacons, too.
Yes;
that is good; let them study well Paul's
teaching concerning deacons, and then we
hope they will have "great boldness in the
faith which is in Christ Jesus." Now i~
these evangelists, pastors, elders, bishops,
and deacons, are members of the body
of Christ, it will be all right. But there
are several points yet to be considered.
Christ's church has but one name, while
these men represent cl_rnrches of various
names. Christ's church had but one faith,
and one doctrine; but these. men represent
various and conflicting faiths, and much
that is clearlv tbe doctrine of men. Timothy, an evangelist, if no more, received
his authority by the gift of prophecy, and
by the laying on of the hands of the presbytery. Do these evangelists of the presday receive their call and ordination that
way? Ab! too much of the calls to the
bishopric, the elclership, the pastorship and
deaconsbip, have a mdalic ring, and are
so green, (on the back at least), that they
appear earthly.
But what is the "temple," the building,
that Jews built? Ah! 'tis his body; his
church with all the members in their
proper place; every stone "lively" and in
its legitimate place. Being "built on the
foundation of the apostles and prophets,
Tesus Christ himself being the chief corner
~tone; in whom all the building fitly
framed together groweth unto an holy
temple in the Lord, In whom ye also are
bnilded together for an habitation of Gol'I
the
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Every office, every gift, every principle, come through him who is prophet, seer century, or else question the inspiration of
every ordinance, every law, and every ex- and revelator to the church.
the prophet Joseph; and when we have
perience that characterized the church of
Can no one else speak in the name of once begun doubting on the subject of
Christ, or which composed the body of the Lord?
Yes; the Lord said to Orson Church organization, can we put the
Christ, the habitation of God, the temple Hyde and others. * * * "And behold, brakes down at the precise spot where a
of the Holy Ghost, must be found to-day, and lo, this is an ensample unto all those stop should be made? It would need inand then placed on the rock of divine truth, who were ordained unto this priesthood, spiration to determine that, and who shall
or "truth revealed by the Holy Spirit," whose mission is appointed unto them to decide whether the higher or new inspirastarting with apostles and prophets as a go forth; and this is the ensample unto tion is infalible or not! That would have
foundation or commencement, the walls them, that they shall speak as they are to be done by a higher inspiration still,
and windows and doors and flooring and moved upon by the Holy Ghost; and and that by a higher stitl, and so on ad
ceiling and roof and thP various apart- whatsoever they shall speak when moved infinitum. To say that we must follow
ments will the house of God appear. The upon by the Ho! y Ghost, shall be scripture; the New Testament course in the matter
Holy Spirit abiding in the body, will give shall be the will of the Lord; shall be the of Church organization, requires the posit life and energy and successful operation, mind· of the Lord; shall be the word of session of all the records or history of the
and continual usefulness.
Vlithout that the Lord; shall be the voice of the Lord, early church, which no one can prove that
Spirit it will die, as it once did. The and the power of God unto salvation."- we have got. The originals of what we
church being the temple of the Holy Doc. and Cov. 68: I. As this is the prom- have were not in existence in the days of
Ghost," the habitation of God, through ise of God, "unto all faithful elders," it of Origen; and we have evidence that we
the Spirit, that Spirit will dwell in the course follows that if what they speak have not got aU that was written; and
house; but it will not cl well in an unholy when moved upon by the Holy Ghost is how much more has been lost, Deity alone
scripture, the will, the mind, the word, the knows. Accepting the principle of revetemple.
A church that is defiled with the pre- voice of the Lord, and the power of God lation to-day, we must accept what is recepts of men, the traditions and command- unto salvation, then it is truth revealed vealed that does not squarely clash with
ments of men, or the doctrines of devils, from heaven, and hence a part of the rock what has been heretofore revealed. It
can not be "a habitation of God through on which the church is built, namely, rev- will not do to say that we know that what
the Spirit" no more than the body of a elation as a principle, and the truth revealed has been found written in the Bible is inSaint (so-called) is fit for the Spirit of God as the fact. The ministry has been preach- fallibly correct; for we could not know
to dwell in if defiled by strong drink, ing for fifty years at least, that there were it short of a revelation from God; and if
tobacco, or anything that God has said is apostles and prophets in the church to-day;. any one knows by that rule that we have
yet how much are their words respected a full and correct history of the doings of
not good for the body.
There is but one rock; but one founda- even by the church, when delivered in the the early church, we would be glad to
tion; hut one building; but one builder; the name of the Lord, when compared have some of that class tell us whether we
and but one occupant of the building. with what the word of the Lord through are in harmony with that church in its orGod laid the "rock" in its place by the Peter or Paul orJohn is? Now; opinion ganization or not. Of course, we hold the
power of his Spirit, and upon that rock on any subject that all are entitled to speak right, and should exercise it, to criticize
Christ has built his church, and the gates upon is of equal weight among all. But the channels of inspiration, and the facts
of hell can not prevail against the rock of opinion concerning what, in the nature of revealed, as others do Joseph's claim and
divine truth revealed through the Holy the case, Joseph or his counselors in their his work.
But while waiting for the
Spirit; nor can they prevail against the place should understand better than others, ancient records and the revising inspirachurch while it remains the church of is of_ more value and weight than others. tion, and not finding any conflict between
Christ. What is tlie rock.? Revea'.ed An apostle's opinion of matters pertaining our church organization and that of Paul's
truth.
Where is truth revealed, to be to his calling is of more value and force day, we conclude that, being built on the
found? In the Bible, Book of Mormon, than the opinion of those not so situated. foundation of apostles and prophets, (two
and Book of Doctrine and Covenants. fa But what is spoken by the power of the offices in one person), and with them restall that which is called truth and that has Holy Ghost is not opinion; it is scripture, ing on the rock of revealed truth, we are
been revealed in the past, the rock on the will, mind, word, and voice of the the Church of Christ to-day, and as much
so as that which we read of in the New
which we now build?
No; but that Lord.
I understand that the apostles of old Testament. So for one, I am satisfied
which is called "present truth." And
what is "present truth?" All truth_ not were likewise prophets. This can not be with the "rock," with the "foundation,"
·
of a local character; but that whtch is gengainsaid.
I understand that the chief and with the "building."
T. vv. SMrTn.
in its character, and universal in its prophets in the church, (called by us the
AVATOHU, nuil'oa, Punmotus, F'ehrnury ::!7Lh, 1886.
First Presidency) are also apostles, and can
application, such as the gospel of the kingdom of Goel; "the things concerning the do Apostles' work ifoccasion requires. The
----------kingdom of God, and the name of the Twelve were Apostles only, till they re- .SERMON BY ELDER HIRAM RATHBUN,
Lord Jes us Christ." Is not truth of a ceived the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
OF LANSING, 1\llell!GAN,
local character, or the commandments of They then received the gift of prophecy,
Delivered at the Stunts' Chuvel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 12Lli, 1886.
God of a local nature binding on us? Yes; and were then apostles and prophets, and
[Reported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor].
such as were given as commandments to ofcourse they could not receive the prophus certainly are binding; for they are par- etic calling before they received the gift of "AND they said, Believe on the Lord
ticular! y _"present truth." What do you the Holy Ghost, which they obtained on Jesus Christ." This is a part of the thirmean by local truth or local command- the day of Pentecost. The necessities of tieth verse of the sixteenth chanter of the
•
ments? Such as were evidently designed the case, or the nature of the work, de- Acts of the Apostles.
The text presents for our consideration
to be accomplished by another people, or manded a localized head, a centralization
in another age; as, for instance, the com- , of some of the apostles, and out of the for a few moments the Lord Jesus Christ
mand of GoJ to Abram to leave his home necessity of a supervising head, grew the as the proper object of our faith-our beand friends and go to. a strange land. First Presidency composed of three lief. "And they said, Believe on the Lord
What God required of certain men to do, Apostles-Peter, Jam es, and John. And Jesus Christ." There must be some reasand it was done by them, or what.may in as the office of the others was to go into on why the apostle presents Christ, the
the future be required of certain individuals, all the world and preach the gospel, or to Lord, as the proper object of our faith. Ih
is not "present truth" in which the church open the door of the kingdom, the num- the first place we remark, thf1t, upon his
ber would of necessity be twelve. We advent into this world it pleased the Fathas a body is to be established to-day.
We are to live by what proceedcth from have but a meagre history of the work of er to give him a very a.dmirable and worthe mouth of God. And who may speak the former day church, butwe must.either thy name. The Father named his own
the word of God? As law to the whole take the ground that.our latter day organ- - son, He commissioned the angel, whom
body 1 or revelation;:; tg th.e chur.;;h, it must ization iii in harmony w!tb, that of th!ii ffrgt h~ ~ent to th'l maiden 1 who said" his name
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shall be called Jesus, ai1d he shall save his
people from their sins." In another place
it is said, ''Unto you is born this day, in
the home of David, a Savior, who is
Christ the Lord." This was from the
embassy of angels at another time. In
these two quotations we have the full name
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, coming down from heaven, given to the Son
of God by the ~ngels. And the apostle
Paul, speaking to the Phillipians with reference to his name, says: "To him is given a name which is above every name in
heaven; and every knee shall bow, and
every tongue shall confess that he 'is Lord
to the glory of God the Father."
We are aware that Mr. Graves of Indiana, in his work entitled "The sixteen
crucified Saviors," goes back upon this expression of the apostle Paul and says, that
every man and woman knows this is false,
and will never come to pass, when it is
said that every tongue shall confess that he
is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
While we comprehend that the good Lord
in his providence has brought it about that
it is absolutely true to-day, we will simply
refer to a few facts that you know are insurmountable and stubborn in argument
and in logic,-and we may refer to some
simple facts that are very familiar to every
individual in proQf of the fulfillment of this
text that we 'have referred to, that "every
tongue shall confess that Jes us is Lord, to
the glory of God the Father." It is a fact
that all civilized nations enter into contract
with each other; and all persons, in every
civilized nation, who do this, if it be merely
a transfer of real estate from one to the
other, as a deed, or a mortgage, or any
other instrument or article of writing, that
transfer is of no worth to any individual,
but is entirely void, unless it has a date.
\'V bat does a date mean? In Latin, an no
domini, in English, year of our Lord. In
this transfer the individual must go before
a Justice of the Peace, a N olary Public, or
some other person in authority, before
whom the individual must acknowledge
and subscribe his name to that acknowledgement, and then sign or date that "the
year of our Lord." In it is this year, "one
thousand eight hundred and eighty six."
There is not a skeptic in the land, there is
not an infidel in America, that would accept from me a transfer of real estate,
however nice and full I might make it,
and even sigr1 my name to it, unless it was
dated; and in that date is the acknowledgement of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ,
as being Lord. And in this acknowledgement it is not for the honor and glory of
the indiviual; but the good Lord in his
infinite providences, his wonderful providences among the nations of the globe,
has brought that fact around, that everywhere, every individual, in the transaction
of business, must date their contracts, must
date their articles of ag~eement, even down
to the receipf'given from one to the other.
If it is not dated, it is of no value.
And
in that date is an acknowledgumerit that
Jesus is the Lord, to the glory of God the
Father. In view of the fact, then, that
this wonderfol heaven-born name which
the Fath11>r lw,s ~iven mW:> him,
(iod
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in his own providence has bro~ght it about arrest him. , Well, when he was taken,
so that it must be acknowledged by every you know that Peter drew out his sword,
tongue), they must acknowledge that he
and smote off the ear of Malchus, and
is Lord. We comprehend in view of this Jesus picked it up and put it on again, and
consideration that he becomes an object told Peter to put up his sword .. Matthew
worthy of our consideration; worthy of tells us he said, ."Could not I ask the Fathour belief; worthy of our trust; and wor- er and he would give me twelve legions
thy of our confidence.
of angels?" Did you ever think of the
And again we remark, in the second power of an angel?
You remember
place, that he is infinite in his wisdom, when the Assyrian army, as wy read in
which renders him again the proper object tbe Old Testament Scriptures, came
of our faith. In the second chapter of the against the children of Israel. The Lord
Savior's gospel by Saint John, about the sent clown an angel in the night time while
24th and.25th verses, it is said of Jes us they were encamped against them, and
that he did not commit himself-he knew that angel in one night, in a very short
all men. And again that "he knew what time in one night, slew a hundred and
was in man." In the sixteenth chapter of eighty-five thousand of the chief men in
the same gospel the disciples stated that the Assyrian army. Jesus says that he
they were sure that he knew all things, had at his command not only twelve legions
and ueeded not that any man should teach of angel~, but "more than twelve legions
him. Again, the apostle in his letter to of angels." How many were a legion?,
the Colossians says that "in him are hidden Well, some authors differ from this, but
all the treasures of wisdom and knowl- the best authors and the nicest critics tell
edge." This is a very remarkable expres- us that six thousand six hundred and sixtysion, if you will on! y stop to think about six were a Roman legion. Compute if
it. In him are hidden not only a treasure, you please, the number. Multiply one
but treasures of wisdom; and not only hundred and eighty-five thousand by one
treasures of wisdom, but treasures of legion, and then multiply the product by
knowledge; uot only treasures of wisdom twelve legions, and you will have a nurnand knowledge, but "all the treasures of ber that will equal all the inhabitants, not
wisdom and knowledge" are hidden in only of this entire globe, but about fourhim. That is, exclusively in him as the teen globes like this, all put together.
embodiment or manifestation of infinite And he tells us that be had at his command
wisdom. In view, we remark then, of the over twelve leP-ions of angels.
infinitude of his wisdom, he is too wise to
\Ve are inf01:'mecl that "In the beginning
possibly err in the interests-the great was the word, and tlie word was with
interests--of the human race, or in devisGod, and the word was God. * * * The
ing for the interests of the human race, or word was made flesh and dwelt among
for the interest of any individual of the us," referring to the Son of God. "All
race. Infinite in wisdom, he is the being things were made by him; and without
upon whom we may rely to devise for the him was not anything made that was
interests of the entire nice;· for the inter- made." In the first chapter of Colossians
ests of every nation of the race; for the the apostle Paul says, "For by him were
i iterests of every individual of the race. all things created that are in heaven and
Being infinite in wisdoa1 it would be im- in earth." That would include all these
possible for him to err in devising. In mighty angels. "ily him were all things
view of this consideration, we remark that created that are in heaven and in earth,
he is presented as the proper object of our visible and invisible, whether they be
faith.
thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or
And ag·ain we remark, that he is the powers; all things were created by him
proper object of our faith because he is in- and for him. And he is before <Jll things,
finite in power-omnipotent in power. and by him all things consist." By the
This is manifested not only in healing the direct energy of his power ali things,
sick and casting out devils and exncising whether in heaven or in earth, consist.
power over unseen agencies as we heard And the apostle Paul in his letter to the
yesterday, but also in raising the dead. learned Hebrews, informs them that he
You remember that in the eighteenth chap- was the maker of "the worlds." Heb. r: z.
ter of the gospel by Saint John, he gives Hence you discover that his omnipotent
power is beyond the possible conception
a history of the arrest of Jesus who inquirIt is impossible for the
ed of them, and said, "W horn seek ye? of mankind.
They replied, "Jesus of Nazareth." He human mind to grasp or take in the omresponded; "I am he."
And the very nipotent power of our Lord and Savior
moment these words dropped from his Jes us Christ. No wonder, then, that he is
sacred lips, they all-those who had come presented in the scriptures as worthy of
No wonder that the apostle
out with swords and staves against him-- our faitb.
they all "fell back" flat on the ground. says, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ."
Such power was in him, that when he
In connection with this thought, we remanifested that power and spoke the mark that he is infinite in love. It is said
words," I am he," they all fell backward." in bne chapter of the letter by Saint John,
They ought to have been convinced then; that "God is love." 'vVe have heard the
but having eyes they saw not; and having vengeance of God spoken of sometimes,
ears they heard not, and hearts, as we are that it was an irresistable tide, impossible
told, but they understood not; and hence to overcome, and overwhelming against
they arose tb
attempt to arrest him. every individual that he was not pleased
But it was
until he seemingly gave with. But it is nowhere recorded in this
th:it it wa!-1
.for th1Cm t<? biMe
Ood \~ Yenge~.nce, h ir; n0whenl
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recorded in this bible, in regard to an)!' of us in our deliberations, by the divine inthe attributes in the abstract, as we have spiration. If any man lack wisdom, if he
the word used when it is said that «God is ask of God, he will give him, and give
love." And in the infinitude of his love, him liberally. And hence we may apin the greatness and heartiness of.his love, proach him and find wisdom, and find
"He so Joyed the world that he gave his ~race and strength ,and all need fol blessonly begotten son, that whosoever bcliev- ings for both life a)'ld godliness during our
eth in Him might not perish, but have earthly pilgrimage, but especially in our
everlasting life." Jience, in his mission necessities and emergencies.
from bis Father to earth, he became the
Jesus Christ is the proper ohject of our
embodiment of the Father's Jove. And if faith, and this faith is inseparably connectthe expression is applicable in any sense ed with obedience; for He is no more the
whatever, we are more inclined to think proper object of our faith, than He is the
that it is in regard . to the love of Goel proper object of our obedience to all His
manifested in giving his Son Jesus Christ requirements, to all His mandates whatfor the redemption of the human race. ever they may be. Hence the apostle in
And if there is to be an irresistable, over- speaking upon this matter says :-"With
whelming tide in any one of his attributes, the heart man believeth unto righteousit should be the love of God manifested in ness." You discover that in this expresthe Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Hence, sion righteousness and belief are insepar"Goel commends his love to usward, in ably connected. "vVith the heart man bethat while we were yet sinners, in clue lieveth unto righteousnes." It is true that
time Christ died for the ungodly." While an indifidual may say, "I believe," and
we were fighting his name; while we were may say, "l have faith." The apostle
imbuing our hands in his life-blood, so to James says that the devils also believe, and
speak, he poured out his life, pour.ed out tremble. "But we will have you know!
his blood, laid down his life, that throngh 0 man, that faith without works is dead.
his sore death we might have life, and Show me thy faith without thy works,
have it more abundantly. We remark and I will show you my faith by my
that the infinitude of God's love has been works; for as the body without the spirit
manifested in the Lord and Savior Jesus is dead, so faith without works is dead."
Christ; so that 11e is the embodiment of Hence you discover that the kind of faith
the divine love toward the children of in the Lord Jesus Christ that is acceptable
men. And it is said in regard to this very to God and profitable to us, is inseparably
connected with obedience; with righteousf~eling upon the part of God, "He that
spared not his own Son, but delivered him ness; with good works.'
up for us all, how shall he not with him ,
Again we remark, that he is the proper
also freely give us all things." If he would object of our love, our affectations, because
cut asunder the strongest cord in the great it is said as set forth yesterday in the afterbosom of the Creator, and deliver up bis ternoon, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy
only begotten son for the human race, God with all thy heart, with all thy soul,
how is it possible that he would not give with all thy mind, with all thy strength."
us any gift that we might need, under any But while it is said, or intimated here, that
circumstance, or in any emergency! The he would be the proper object of our love,
infinitude of the love of our Lord Jes us we remark also that our love towards God
Christ would lead him, in the infinitude h the person of Jesus Christ is inseparaof his wisdom, to devise for the best inter- bly connected again with obedience, with
ests of the human race, and use the omnip- . the observance of all the requirements that
otence of his power to secure those inter- Jesus has given to us. For while it is said
ests of the human race, not only for time, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy Goel with
but all through the cycles of a never-end- all thy heart, with all thy mind, and with
ing eternity; so that, indeed, he may be all thy strength," it is also said by Jesus,
presented as the proper object of our faith. "He that hath mv commandments and
Don't you begin to feel in your hearts that keepeth them) he "it is that loveth me."
you would like to believe in such a Jes us And again, in one of his epistles John.
as this? such a Christ as this? Infinite in says, "This is love, that ye keep his comwisdom, omnipotent in power, infinite in mandments." Here you discover that our
love. And in connection with this thought love to Goel is inseparably connected wit~
we are glad to say, also, that in each and our obedience; for he has given his comevery respect we have referred to, there mandments for .our observance; and it will
is no variableness nor shadow of turning. not do for us even to get clown on our knees
He is the same yesterday, to-day and for- and say, Lord, Lord, and expect simply
ever. What He was to the Hebrew chil- thereby to enter into the kingdom of God.
dren in the fiery furnace; what He was to For "not every one that saith unto me
Daniel in the den of lions; what he was Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
while here upon earth healing the sick, of God; but he that doeth the will of my
casting out devils, and raising the dead, He Father which is in heaven." Hence we
has promised to be to us, as He is unchang- remark, love towards God and obedience
able, the same yesterday, to-day a.nd for- are inseparably connected, precisely the
ever, so that we may rely upon Hirn, and same a~ faith and obedience are inseparably
depend upon Him. Hence, in our gather- connected. The apostle Paul, the chief
ing to-gether in our conference meetings apostle. of the Gentiles, was pleased to
we see the wisdom, yes, we see it is bind- formulate the gospel of the Lord Jes us
ing upon us to acknowledge ourselves , as Christ and give us the necessary requirefinite, and call upon God to give us wis- ments and mandates of our Lord for our
dom1 to give us understanding, to direct . obedience, to bring us into favor with God
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and to become sons and daughters of the
Lord Almighty. Ami in addition to this;
while it belonged to the apostle Paul, the
chief apostle of the Gentiles, to formulate
and give us that perfect gospel that would
bring us, by our obedience to the same,
into favor with Goel, and make us sons and
daughters of the Lord Almighty, it seemed
to belong to the apostle Peter, chief apostle
of the Jews, to further formulate and give
us additional requirements for our observance in order to the full development and
making up of our love and faith in our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. And he
says, "Acid to your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge temperance; and to temperance patience; and
to patience godliness; and to godliness
brother! y kindness; and to brother! y kindness charity." Charity you know is the
bond of perfection. "If these things be in
you, and abound, they make you that ye
shall neither be barren nor unfruitful, but
always abounding in the knowledge of
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. But
he that lacketh these things is blind, and
can not see afar off, and has forgotten that
he was purged from his old sins; wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to.
make your calling and election sure; for
if ye do these things, ye shall never fall,
for so an entranc.e shall be administered
unto you abundantly into the everlasting
kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jes us
Christ."
Whereas, in regard to this time of entering into glory, it is said: "The Lord Jesus
shall be revealed from heaven, with all his
mighty angels, taking vengeance upon
them that know not God, and obey not
the gospel"-that obey not the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ. But again; "If
the word spoken by angels was 'lteaclfast,
and every transgression and every disobedience received a just recompense of reward, how shall we escape if we neglect
so great salvation," provided for us in the
person of Jesus Christ by obedience to his
requirements, as he expressed it just before
his ascension into heaven, after his death
and resurrection, while the scars of Galgotha were !'till fresh upon his sacred person.! Only hear him in that very sacred
hour: "Go teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you." And finally, "If
you know these things, happy are you if
you do them." May God bless these
remarks for the good of each, and that for
his~name's sake.
Amen.·
MAY SEVENTIES PRESIDE.

..

Tms subject has agitated the minds of tl~e
Saints to a considerable degree at times.
Sometimes it apparently dies, but is again
revived, and it may not be amiss to offer a
few thoughts just now.
The Lord said in 1841, "The difference
between t11is quorum and the quorum of
Elders is, that one is to travel co_ntinually
and the other is to preside over the
churches from . time to time; the one has
the responsibility of presiding from tirrie
to time 1 and the other hai;; no responsibiH•
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ty of presiding, saith the Lord your God."
Upon the authority of this passage is
based the claim made by some that it is
improper, and contrary to the organic law
of the church for a Seventy to preside under any circumstances. This is correct or
else this passage is to be understood in a
limited sense. "Which? Evidently the
latter; for in the same passage (D. C. 107:
44) it is said: "I give unto you Joseph
Young, Josiah Ilutterneld, Daniel Miles,
Henry Herriman, Zera Pulsipher, Levi
Hancock;' James Foster to preside over the
quorum ot Seventies." And again: "It is
according to the vision, showing the order
of the Seventy, that they should have seven presidents to preside over them, chosen
out of the number of the Seventy."-D.
104:43.
These passages show plainly that the
saying, "no responsibility of presiding,"
is to be understood in a limited sense, and
that the right and authority to preside is
vested in the Seventy. In what sense,
then, have they no responsibility of presiding? "Over the churches," certainly;
for that is the subject under consideration
in the passage referred to.
The churches here referred to are, no
doubt, branch organizations; for such a
division of territory as a district was not
referred to in revelation to the church
until 1873, and the mis~ion not until 1882,
when these divisions, first made for convenience, were sanctioned by the Lord.
Then we have these two points clear:
first, in the Seventy is vested the authority to preside; second, he has no responsibility of presiding over branches. \Vhy?
The reason is evident, it is not because he
has not the authority, but, having been
called to travel in all the world, a local
charge would hinder him in his missionary
work.
If a Seventy holds no authority to preside, he evident] y does not belong to the
Melchisedek priesthood; for it is written:
"The Melchisedek priesthood holds the
right of presidency. D. C. 104: 3. To
what priesthood does he then belong?
The question not being settled by this passage as to whether a Seventy should preside over a district or mission, we are left
to decide it by circumstances and the duties
of his calling as revealed in the organic
law. I would maintain that a Seventy
has the authority to preside over a disrtict.
Legal ordination confers authority, but I
have yet to learn that it ever removes authority. If, then, an "Elder" possesses
authority to preside, an additional onlination to the office of Seventy will increase
his responsibility, but does not remove
any outhority which he before possessed.
It then legitimatly follows, that, if an
Elder is authorized to preside, a Seventy
is also so authorized. But whether it is
the best policy for a Seventy to preside
over a district or not, is another question.
It is the opinion of the writer that it is
better, as a rule, that he should not so
preside. The di~trict is a union of branches, and is local in its character; consequently it comes under the bead of the work
over which he bas no responsibility, and
may interfere with his ministry However,
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if it does not so jnterfore, and the district
thinks it will best serve its interest for him
to preside, I see rto reason why he should
not. He has the authority, can accomplish
good in so doing, and his other work is not
com promised thereby.
It is well, though, for us to honor those
who have this responsibility, (Elders.Ed.), if the cause can be as well served
thereby; or where there is a High Priest
qualified for the position, and it is practicable, he should not be ignored. The
duties of a. High Priest and Elder are
similar, as will be seen bv reference to D.
C. 104:5, 6. "High Priests after the
order of the Melchiseclec priesthood, have
a right to officiate in their own standing,
under the direction of the. presidency, in
administering spiritual things, and also in
the office of an elder, priest, (of the Levi ti cal .order), teacher, deacon and member.
An elder has a right to officiate in his
stead when the High Priest is not present."
Local presidency, then, belongs of right
to the High Priest and Elder.
But who
shall preside over missions? It will be
conceded without argument that the twelve
Apostles should, under the direction of the
presidency, have charge of the missionary
field; taking the active oversight thereof,
and directing the laborers therein. Ilut in
the absence of the Apostle, who shall preside? The High Pnest, or Elder? If so,
by what authority? We have found that
a High Priest may officiate in his own
standing, also in the standing of an Elder,
Priest, Teacher, Deacon, or member, and
the Elder may officiate in these callings in
his stead.
But is it anywhere said that
they may act in the stead of an Apostle?
We do not now remember of such a passag-e. vVho then should act in the stead
of-an apostle in his absence? Evidently
those who possess similar. authority, and
upon whom like responsibility rests. Who
. are they? Let us see :-"The Twelve are
a traveling, presiding hig-h council, to
officiate in the name of the Lord, uncle:·
the direction of the presiclency or the
church, agreeably to the institution of
heaven, to build up the church and regulate
all the affairs of the same, in all nations;
first unto the Gentiles, and secondly unto
the J ews."-D. C. 10+: I 2. And ·'The
Seventy are to act in the name of the
Lord, under the direction of the Twelve,
or the traveling high council, in building
up the church, and regulating all the
affairs of the same in all nations; first unto
the Gentiles and then unto the Jews."
Ibid. 104: 13. What, then, is the calling
of an Apostle? To "build up the church
and regulate the affairs of the same in all
nations." What is the calling of a Seventy? To build up the church and regulate
the affairs of the same in all nations.
vVhere, then, is the difference? Only
in this :-the Twelve are a presiding
council; the Seventy are not. Mark this,
it is not speaking of individuals, but of the
quorums. The Twelve are by virtue of
their calling presidents; the Seventy act
under them, assisting them in their work,
and in this they dif'er from all others. See
_Doc. and Cov. 104: 43·
Then does not reason teach us that, in

case there are fields which the Twelve
cal1 not reach, they should call upon those
whom God has selected to assist them?
When at the late conference the Twelve
recommended certa1n of the Seventy to
take charge of certain missions which they
themselves could not reach, they were acting in harmony with the law which says:
"It is the duty of the traveling high council to call upon the Seventy, when they
need as.;;istance, to fill the several calls for
preaching and administering the gospel, instead of any others.''-D. C. w4: 16. And
these Seventies, so recommended and endorsed hy the body, go out clothed with
the authority of Apostles, and may, in
their individual capacity, officiate in any
duty in which an Apostle may.. otliciate,
except he is not a member of the presiding
council, and can not partake in its deliberations.
Had the Twelve called upon High
Priests or Elders when Seventies were
available, they would have ignored those
whom God especially called to aid them in
their important work. They really have
no right to ca!I upon the High Priest, for
he is to labor under the First Presidency,
and not under the Twelve, except in cases
where he places himself in the missionary
force; and then the Twelve should.first
call upon the Seventy, as we have seen.
It is claimed however that a Seventy
should not preside over a mission where
there is a Hig.h Priest, because the High
Priest is the highest in authority, and so
the lesser should not preside over the
greater.
That might do if correct; but the position that the High Priest is the higher,
is only assumed. The books do not say
which is the higher, and so we should be
slow in deciding.
"vVe believe in the eternal fitness of
things," and consequently contend that
every man should discharge the legitimate
duties of his calling, and not contend as to
which is the greater.
One thing is certain, no man, be he
high or low in authortty, has the right to
step between the Twelve and Seventy and
presume to direct the latter in their labors.
God himself would not do so. He would
not direct the Seventy by revelation independently .of those under whose direction
He has placed him. Then, should a High
Priest acting under the direction of the
Presidency have charge of a mission
in which there are Seventies, they (the
Seventy) would he removed from the
supervision of the Twelve, and the direction to them, though coming indirectly
from the presidency, would not come """
through the legitimate channel.
The writer, for one, if acting as a
Seventy, would respectfuly decline being
removed from his legitimate place. He
would he willing to acknowledge those
whom Goel had made· his presidents or
those so made by the body; providing
such making by the body did not interfere
with the rights of those whom God had
appointed.
LA w ABIDER.
A slender acquaintance with the world must
convince every man that actions, not words, are
the true criterion of the attachment of friends.
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CONFERENCE NOTICE.
As per adjonrnment of last conference the next
sitting of the Far West (Missouri) District will be
at the German Stewartsville Branch, commencing on Friday, September roth, 1886, at two p. m.
It is most earnestly desired that we have a large
attendance. Come burdened with the Spirit and
responsibility of the work, let no frivolous excuse
prevent you. Com~ and Jet us have a feast of
fat things. Come one, come all. An invitation
is hereby extended to Bro. J. R. Lambert to meet
with us, also Bro. Joseph Smitn, also to any from
the surrounding districts. Remember the time
Friday two p. m., on the roth September.
J.M. TERRY, Pr.es. Dist.

17th chapter of St. John. Thus may we all be
one, doing our duty as Saints, so that our Master, Jes us, will have occasion to say to us in that
day, vVell done thou good and faithful servant,
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord. We should
all work to the end with a good will, and gain
that rest that remaineth for the people of God.
That peace and the blessings of God will abide
with all bis Saints is the prayer of your brother
in Christ,
JOHN TAYLOR, Dist. Pres.
lIANN!IlAL,

Mo., Aug. 2(ith, 1886.

REUNION.
The Saints of New Port, California, will hold
a Reunion Meeting at the Saints' Church in
New Port, beginning September 12th, r886. The
Saints of San Bernardino, Los Angeles, Laguna
and Green Meadows are all., respectfully invited
to attend, hoping we may have a good time.
DANIEL GARNER, Pres.
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE
It is essential in the recording of the scatter-

AN APPEAL.
To the Saints in all the br:;mches of the Church
of Christ:-We, the Saints of the Armstrong
(Kansas) Branch, he;eby make an appeal to you,
to aid us in paying for our church house here.
It will cost us wh•m paid for $1,220, of which we
have paid $po, leaving a balance of $soo to be
paid next Christmas. Feeling unable to meet
the debt, we appeal to the charity of the Saints,
trusting that you will help us as you feel disposed, knowing that any such aid rendered will
be devoted to a good cause. We would especially request branch, presidents to .solicit .means.
We are situated twelve miles west of Independence, Missouri: All means sent by post office
order, or registered letter, will be duly receipted
for, and published in the Herald.
WILLARD J. SMITH, President.
JosEPH EMMETT, Clerk.
ATTENTION.
THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS.
Arrangements were made -last April to send
each member of the quorum a hlank report on
which to report at Hext setting of the quorum.
The blanks are ready to send .. We now want
the post office adclress of eachl'member of our
quorum, and the blanks will be forwarded. Vie
also wish to prepare a list of names and addresses
of each member, a copy of which will be forwarded as soon as prepared. Please give this your
immediate attention, that a complete list may be
made-and that each may be provided '.vith a blank.
Let each member of the quorum lay their shoulder to the cause, and come up next conference
with a shining report.
J. T. KINNAMAN, Pres. o/ !f!_uonwz.
J.M. TERRY, Secretary.
STEWAR'l'SVILI. E,

Mo.,

NOTICE.
To t7te Saints '!f t7te iVortk-East Missozwi District:
It would give me great pleasure if I could devote
more time to the gospel of our Lord and Master
Jesus Christ, .which bring' peace on earth and
'good will to mah. I earnestly trust that we as
a people who covenanted to be the true followers
of. the meek and lowly Son of God, have not
done so in vain; but in deed and in truth, and
will show forth our faith by .our works, remem·
bering the prayer of our Lurd recorded in the
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DIED.
ScrrMIDT.-At Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on the
9th day of July, 1886, Bro. George H. Schmidt
Aged 25 years, 8 months and r r days. By request of his parents who reside here, near Stewartsville, Missouri, a funeral sermon was preached
at the DeKalb Branch on the 15th inst. by J.M.
Terry, assisted by Wm. Lewis. This young man
died in the faith-was baptized May r8th, r879, by
Elder J. T. Kinneman. The following lines were
selected and arrainged by his brother, Joseph, and
dedicated to him.
He has gone from the earth; we will no more behold him,
'L'ill we meet at the shore where the blessed ones abide;
But the wide arms of mercy are streched to infold him;
May joy with his spirit forever abide.
He has gone from the earth and its troubles forsalrnn;
Perchance his weak spirit in doubt lingered long;
But the sunshine of heaven beamed bright on his waking,
And trouble and sorrow forever arc gone.
He has go'ne to the grave, but we will not deplore him,
Since Christ was his rans01n, his guardian, his guide;
He gave him, He took him and He will restore him,
For death has no sting since the Savior has died.

NoESSER.-At the house of Bro. Jacob Dice,
ing members of the Church that Branch and
in Stewartsville, DeKalb coun,ty, Missouri on the
District officials should give me theh- aid, name24th day of July, 1886, Mr. C. Noesser, aged
ly by preparing lists of those in their regions
about 22 years. Through his sickness of eight
who are members of the Church but not memdays he was tenderly cared for by Sr. Dice and
bi:rs of their branches, and also lists of those
Drucilla. Taken from health and vigor to the
members who have been dropped from the recgrave in so short a time. "Remember thy Creords of branches because of their absence from
ator in the days of thy youth"-was the text from
the branch, or because their residences are unwhich a few words were spoken by J.M. Terry,
known. In cases where branches have been rewho conducted a short service in the morning
organized and names left off the new record
prior to starting with him by his father to his
please send all such names to me; also where
home in Nauvoo, Illinois.
branches have, during the past twenty-five or
WEEKs.~At Collyer, Kansas, August the
more years, been disorganized altogether, will
5th, 1886, of flux, George Arthur, son of Mr.
those who have knowledge of it, or who have
Charles and Sr. Emma Weeks, aged two years,
such old records, please send me the names of
eight months and twelve days.
such persons as have not joined other branches
"Go to thy rest fair child,
and thus become enrolled again, so that they
Go to thy dreamless bed;
While yet so gentle, undefiled,
may now be enrolled. Where it Is known that
With blessings on thy head."
such members ha ye died, or otherwise been lost,
KNAPP.-At the home of his parents, Beloit,
it should be stated that it may be put upon recKansas, August 13th, 1886, Bro. James E. Knapp,
ord. Any members who see this who do not
of dropsy. Aged 40 years and 23 days. He
know that they are on record, or are reported by
le aves a wife and six children,· father, mother,
some one else to me, please send name and items
of birth and baptism. Where persons have died ' brothers and sisters to mourn his loss.
But oh I 'tis hard to give him up,
please give dates as near as may be. Presidents
'L'o say, Our Father's will be done,
and Clerks of Branches and Districts are also
And know no more his face we'll see
Till we our pilgrimage have run.
hereby reminded that if they have any branch re·
MOTHER,
ports, or information about records, that I would
like such reports or information to be forwarded
ATTENTION, COMRADES.
to me as early as may be. Do not keep them beI see. a request in late Heralds by Bro. T. W.
cause of the little postage required to send them,
Chatburn that all meIJJbers of the church who
but let me know. The Government now sends
placed their lives atid services on the altar of their
one ounce of such matter for two cents where
country in the hour of its late peril should be en·formerly only a half ounce was carried for three
rolled. It may seem to some like putting the
cents, hence the cost is'. litlle, and the reports are
church on a war tooting, and altogether out of
essential in order to keep the law of God in this
place. I for one have been opposed to the war
matter.
H. A. ~TEDBINS,
spirit that has been made to do duty for so many
C7turclt Secretary and Recorder.
years in the political campaigns of our Nation,
LA>roorr, Iowa, Aug. 20th.
and I hope the time is forever past when the
"bloody shirt" will be made to do duty again; and
BORN.
I hope that because of this enrollment the church
BRoLLIAR.-Near Wilber, Nebraska, July 14th,
w\ll not put on military airs, for if it does I am
1886, to Bro. D;rniel and Sr. S. C. Brolliar, a. son.
opposed to the movement . . But believing as I
Blessed August 18th, 1886, by Elder Robert M.
do, that the church has, raised an "ensign of
Elvin, and named Roy Anthony.
peace," and made "proclamation for peace unto
MARRIED. '
,the ends of the ea1 th," and that she will prove
. RABIDOU-CONOVER.-At the' residerice of
faithful to the proclamation, I favor the call for
more reasons than one:, first, it, is claimed by
Bro. John Scott, Lamoni; Iowa, August 29th,
1886, Joseph J. Rabidou to Sister Mattie Conover,
many that from the inception of this work that
both of Lamoni. Asa S. Cochrati officiating.
a great scheme had peen laid to overthrow all
0
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forms of republican government by the founders
JOSJi~Pil TJrn SEER:
H. HANSEN, M. D.
His Prophetic Mission Vinrlicated, and the Divine
of the church, and that the teaching and practice
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Ori.~in of the Book of Mormon Defended a111l
Maintained. Paper covers, 200 pages.... . . . . . . . . . . . 35
of the church under 13. Young and J. Taylor in
Will practice in Lamoni an<l vicinity; calls made at
@"'!'his is a reply by Elder W. W. J31air to Elder Wil·
hours. Otlice in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
Utah have gone far to confirm that opinion.
liam Sheldon of the Second Adventist Society, 1rnd is an
important w6rk to be in the hands of tho miniHtry of the
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of, WOM.EN a Specialty.
The claim of the church under the presidency
Church, especially; and it is.a most excellent one to be
~ Hesidcnce one block East Teal's Store.
14febly
circulated both in the Chnrcb and among those without,
of Joseph, the son of Joseph Smith the prophet,
abounding in proofs never befm·e presented in defense of
has been that all members of the church are, and
Joseph Smith and tbe Book of Mormon,
must be subject to the la,;,s of the land and "powCERTIFICA'l'ES AND REPOH'l'S.
Brunch St.ati~ticul Heportf', pcr,dozen ...........•.... :JO
ers that;rbe." And to-day the two churches are
Annnal 8tut1ritical Reports, two for................... 10
prominent before the Nation afi(J the wqrld; each ··Branch F>mtnaial Heports, !""dozen................. BO
Ccrtificnte of B11pt1sm and Mcmberri,hip, per doz...... 12
one is now struggling to gain the proper recogCcrtificutc of Hcmoval, per dozen........... . . . . . . . . . . 1~
Mnrrial!e f:!ertificat.•::8, J•er dozen .• u. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
nition from the national Government, where
only legal protection shall be fully guaranteed.
PHOPIIET!C TfWTTI.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
The question now is, ·which chnrch is right, if
an Israclithih H.ccord ot' a Fall cu People; pa1wr,
covers; five for $1. .........•..............•.•. each 25
either? If we can show by precept and example
~Being the Subject of nn Evening,s Convcr.·rntion l{ethat we represent the true church and that our
~pectiug its Origin. Its Divinity Proved hy the 8criptnres an<l Collateral ]~videncc. Prefaced wiL1 u. Bni·f
loyalty can not be impeached, then the strong
Sketch of u.1e Life of the Prophet, t'howi ng the wuy ..u.ud
manner of hlR hecoming llO~i-ieR@:ed of the H.t~<·.ord.
arm of the Government will sustain us, while
Newspaper Advertising Bureau;
that that is disloyal must wither and perish at
IIESPEIUS.
10 Spruce St., New York.
Po~ms by D.avicl ll. Smith, 20~ pages, fancy cloth,
the touch.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.
gl1t edges ......· ..........,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 50
In the Reunion of the G. A. R., held in San
VISIONS OF JOSEPH Si\U'l'Il, 'l'II1'~ Slrnlt.
The Linc selected by the U.S. Cov't
Francisco a short time ago, a resolution passed
Discoveries of Ancient Amerir.an Hecords and Helics,
· to carry the Fast Mail.
with the statement of a .Converted Jew, and of
that they would demand of Congress to suppress
others: _paper cover•.,48 pR!!e•. .. .
.. .. .. . . . . . . . lo
polygamy and disloyally in Utah. That resolu'l'HACTl:l.
No. 2.-Truth Made Mnnifol"t; ~!Oc. n d(l:r.., pPr 100..... 1 "'0
tion, if carried into effect, will malerially affect
No. 3.-Voicc of the Uood 8hPphcrrl; Ge. a doz. 100 .. 40
No. 4.-Epitome of I~nith nt><l Doctrine of tl>e Church
the Church; and for that reason I believe it to be
and the Kirtland r:l'emple Suit: ric. per doz., 25c. ver
right to let the nation and the world know that
100, 50c; for 250, $1 for 500, per 1,000 ................ 1 75
No. 5.-rrhe Gospel .............. 1Jr1ce the fl:nmc as No: 4.
the Church is loyal to God and the nation. Bj•
No. 6.-'I'he "One Baptism;" itt:: Mode, 8uhjl'cts, Pre·
Rcqniflitcs, and Design,--unct Who Shull Administhese comrades, let the rest of their comrades
ter; 16 pages; 25c. ver tlnz, per 10:)- ............... 1 75
know the true l'ltatus of the Church; and when
N:o. 7-\Vho 'I1hcu Cun .he 8nvN1; 5c. n ctoz., 100 ....... 1 ~·5
No. 8.--Fnlness of the Aton<.'lHt!llt; 2:ic. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
Congress is petition, honorable mention will •.ie
No. 9.-Spiritualism Viewc<l fro1h 11 i:lcript1rn1l Stund·
point; 20 p11gcs; 30c. per dozen. per 100...... -...... 2 25
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PR 0 GRESS.

IT is the opinion of some, members and
Elders, that the cause of Zion will not
flourish, nor the coffers of the Bishopric
will not be replenished; until all the
people of the church are not partly, but
are wholly righteous; until all the unrighteous are removed from the body and
the rest al together free from blame; both
before the law of God and the law of man.
Some of those who think so, are no doubt
sincere in so thinking, and mean well in so
stating their opinion. But does it escape
their attention that they themselves must
be absolutely free from any blame, or in
other words, must themselves be righteous
if they would be among those who should
stand.
There can ·be no question in regard to
the general expectation that in some period
of the existence of the church, cleanness of
body and purity of character will attach to
the church. It is the duty of all to endeavor to attain unto this personal cleanliness and purity; but we see no consistency in the belief that there is to be now,
or at any time in the near future such a
wholesale casting out of officers and members as is shadowed forth in some of the
strictµres and screeds respecting the time
when the blessings of God are to be with
the church, or with its members~ It is to
us somewhat inconsistent for some to be
constantly pressing it upon the notice of
the Saints that God will not bless the
church, because there are some, few or
many, unworthy ones in it, when the
every day's experience of hundreds affirm
positively that God is blessing the membership and Elders in a marked and cheering manner. We know personally and
most positively, that God does. hear and
answer prayer in our exigencies and in a
way that challenges our be.st rever~nce and
love for. him and his law, both for ourself and for others; and we acknowledge
· that we are not altogethfr righteous, in

the sense of being altogether free from
that which is blameworthy, as the word
righteous is used by these who write and
speak in regard to the matter.
If these men mean that the church, as a
corporate body, will not attain unto the
high station to which it is proper to aspire,
until there is that unity of understanding
and righteousness of character that Christians may attain to, we may concede it;
but we are not now in the belief, nor do
we soon expect to see the church militant
and triumphant, the kingdom in progress
and development and the kingdom perfected at one an<l the same time.
That some would set about a severe and
vigorous pruning and with what wisdom
they have, push one out here and another
there, as unworthy to be in the church because unrighteous, may be a fact; but who
must first decide upon their own qualifications to so decide and push out. 'vV e
have believed that the "wheat" and the
"tares" were to "grow together until the
harvest;" and if so, and the tares are all
plucked up before the field is done growing, it is such an anticipating of the work
of the angels as we find no warrant for, in
either ancient or modern scriptures.
Men haste when they should go carefully, and some are as liable to overstep
just bounds in condemning the church for
individual unworthiness, as others are to
too highly extol the beauties of the work;
extremes in both should be avoided. We
see neither sense, propriety, nor justice in
an Elder indulging in wholesale charges
of unworthiness ·against the church, as a
reason why he is not blessed with advance_ment, or prog:ess according to his desires.
If be knows of such individual short-coming as so far affects the standing of the
person as to make him unfit for effort to
save, it should be his business to attempt
to reclaim the one in error, or take steps to
have him cast out. Throwing spiritual
mud at the church is too much like political mud throwing. Individual cases of
transgression may be dealt with if specifically defined; but vague charges are either
splenetic, scandalous, or the over-growth
of undue zeal; we think that they are
sometimes made without reflection. "Charity thinketh no evil," certainly can not apply to croakers, who see only the shadows
of impending ruin in every passing cloud,
and constantly prelude evil from their own
gloomy thoughts; and evolve condemnation to the whole because they individually
do not adva.nce in power and blessing,-is
it a relic of the "I am holier than thou"
spirit,-we hope not. From our stand~
point, the church-members and Elders,
as a mass, have made progress. \Ve see
the field as a whole, and can see that ma-
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terbl changes for good have been wrought
in many, very many places, and men have
increased in power and spiritual worth.
Men are far too apt to charge their own
lack of blessings upon the short coming of
some one else; or, as in the case of some
of these Elders of whom we write, their
lack is charged by them upon the whole
body, and they say that there will cpntinue ·
a dearth until the whole is made clean.
The Scripture states that there were many
lepers in Israel and none healed save
N aaman, the Syrian; there were many
widows in the city but to none of them
was an angel sent, except unto Sarepta. It
is foolish to charge our own lack upon the
members of the body; if we are of the body
and are sick, the whole body suffers on
our account, better get well ourselves; this
will help the whole.
PERSECUTION A:ND ITS CAUSES.
(Continnc<l from page 548).

FrroM what we have already presented it
is seen, ( r) that the first persecutors of
Joseph Smith and his fellows were religious bigots, priestly zealots, and some of
the "baser sort" whom they used for helpers in tbeir villainous work; ( 2) that these
persecutions were prompted primarily by
as vile sectarian intolerance as ever plied
the thumb-screws of the Inquisition, kindled the fires of Smithfield, burned the
witches of Salem, hung the Quakers, or
banished the Baptists. And, secondarily,
they were also prompted by the floods of
falsehood set afloat by these leading persecutors, prominent among whom were·
sectarian preachers, deacons and exhorters.
To further prove this, and to confirm much
of the testimony of Hon. John S. Reed
and Joseph Smith, and also to show that
Joseph and his companions were not criminals, we now add testimony from pages
39-44, of a late work entitled "Mormonism" written by one who personally knew
of the facts she relates, because she was a
party concerned. Here is what she says:
"It was one Sabbath day, beautiful and bright.'
We had been to church. Several had assembled
at Newell Knighfs, as was the general custom,
for he was an Elder. A message was sent to me
that Esick Lyon wished to see me <:t the grove,
which was some distance from the house; that
he wished a friendly interview with me. I felt
reluctant in granting his request, but through
the advice of my sister I ventured to go. I at
this time attempted to make plain to him the
reason of my tarrying at my sister's, and I then
believed he understood me perfectly. While in
the midst of our conversation, who should come
but the Rev ..Mr. Sherer, pastor of .our church
in Sandford. He came and took my hand, and
holding it so long a.nd firmly I thought it odd. 1
I had.tried to disengage this unwelcoml! c;ordi·
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ality, but had no success. I then asked by broth·
ees assistance; bnt he declined, saying I would
do well to listen to Mr. Sherer's council. However, we were not in the least surprised to find
every m.ember of the Mormon church on hand.
My sister hastened to me, and soon wrenched
oft'. the hand that held mine. "What are you doing with my sister?" she asked with an authorit~.tive expression. "What are you doing with
my sister?"· again she asked, her face looking
white as snow as she uttered these words. There
were about sixty Mormons now in close contest
with my brother and Mr. Sherer. I left them to
settle the matter as best they could; I cared not
how if I only obtained my liberty. I then enjoyed a few moments of sweet, uninterrupted
tranquility, having the house to myself for at
least one half hour. This might probably have
been a little skirmish in the christian warfare;
but if this is the case, 0, tell it not in Gath.
The members of the household were gathered
in again from the field of strife, together with
quite a number of Elders, and also members, and
were once more seated composedly, talking and
singing, when my uncle rode up to the door on a
white, stately, beautiful horse, and as he drew up
he exclaimed, "You are happy now you have accomplished your purpose, and l hope you enjoy
it; but this will not be of long endurance, let me
tell you." "0, yes,'' said one of the elders, "you
are an attorney, probably you will take steps in
this matter, but not to-day." "Sir,'' said another
- Mormon elder, "you are mad; you look as white
as the horse you are riding; to-day is the holy
Sabbath, and you are a deacon; don't indulge in
such a passion." Many hard words were used
on both sides; and here the subject ended, by
putting spurs to the white steed, under a two
hundred and twenty burden, which seemed light
a~d easy for the noble animal. That night was
dark and rainy. A messenger was plodding
through darkness, mud and rain, and dead of
n'ight, to my father's in Guilford, thirty miles distant. .The messenger said he did not spare the
horse. He arrived at Guilford some time in the
night, and, waking them, told the story. After
getting permission, he went to a lawyer and obtained the pov-er of attorney. Arriving at Colesville, he came to me saying he now had authority
t() take me away. I told him "l conic! go without all that trouble, and did not think it necessary
to use the law in the case; and· now, as I have a
good opportunity, I will speak a few words for
myself-this was my brother-in-law, whom I will
call P--T--. Probably you are somewhat
unacquainted with the affair altogether; I will
say, that I came here for the purpose of talking
with my sister about the absnrdity of believing
in Mormonism, and finding it useless to say
more on that subject, I concluded to return to
my brother, Esick Lyon, and let her enjoy her
own opinion. But Newell Knight was busy, and
could not spare the time or the team either to
take me home, and he desired me to tarry a few
days, he would then go with me.
"Not long after this it was circulated that I intended to go into the Mormon church, and a copy
of the complaint which was entered against me
t9 the church in Sandford, was handed me. It
read as follows:
"To the Chu1·ch oj Christ in Sandford:
"WHEREAS, E. M., a member of said church,
embraces a most wicked and dangerous heresy;

and whereas, we have taken with her the first
and second steps of gospel labor, without obtaining satisfaction, we therefore make complaint to
the church of which said E. M. is a member,
praying that the brethren of s.aid church would
bring her to an account for her unchristian con·
duct; and, as in duty bound, your servants will
pray.
H. M.
E. L.

B. S."
"Those are the names of the officers in our
church who signed this copy of complaint. And
now you are here with authority to take me away.
What does all this bustle signify? Explain to
me, if you can? It is all plain to me; I am willing, yes, more than willing, to go back to my
brother's." "Can you go to-morrow?" asked
P--T--. "l can go to day, if you like," I
answered; "but let me ask, what did you understand in this affair? Probably you understood
that I was obstinate in this matter, did you
not?" "l did,'' said P---T--, "and I believe
wha! you have stated to be true as gospel. I also
know who the instigator is, but I shall decline
telling at present, for certain reasons." I know
who you allude to, but it would not be proper to
mention his name; the church have great confidence in him, so Jet the matter rest."

Put with these statements what we
quoted from this same anti-:i\1ormon writer
in IIerald for August 28th, where she
says of those early members, "There were
now hundreds who were called people of
good sense and judgment, men who were
valued in good society," yet they believed
in Niormonism, an1l the conclusion is irresistible that Joseph and liis companions
were pers,ecuted, not for crimes they· had
done, not because they were base and vile
in their lives, but purely because of their
peculiar religious sentiments which were
creating wide-spread interest, attracting
general attention, making many converts,
and that, too, from the leading churche8.
Such were the causes of those early and
atrocious persecutions; and from these
seeds then sown we trace the animus and
inspiring causes of most of the persecutions
which followed, until the fearful politician
struck hands with trembling priestcraft
and with those who traded in "slaves and
souls of men" when tbe Saints as a body
were driven from their homes in the inclemency of winter under the exterminating order of Lilburn W. Boggs, Governor
of Missouri, in violation of all that is
h.umane and Christian, and in defiance of
the constitution and laws of both the
Nation and the state of Missouri. We do
no~ wis.h to be understood as saying the
Saints were al ways persecuted for their
well-doing, for we are aware they-at
least some of them-did much to excite
irritate, and provoke their troubles. But
we do say, that in no case were their
enemies justifi~d in their slanderous, lying
statements, their vexatious law suits, their
threat~nings, t?~ir oppression, outrages,
and v10le11t dnvmgs. The Saints were
then few in number, persecuted, and without influence favorable to them.
On the
other hand, their enemies were legion
were rich and strong, had the who!;
machinery of civil government in their
own hands, and yet, to their everlasting

shame and disgrace, the only way in which
they prevailed against .Joseph <ind his
people was by false and vile accusat;ions,
mobocratic threatnings and criminal force.
These were the chief weapons with which
they harrassed and drove the Sain.ts, as we
shall further find in the evidence yet to
come. A wise man has said, "God is just,
and his justice will not slumber forever."
vV e may hope, then, that when the blinding dust or excited bigotry is laid, when
the hideous darkness of sectarian hate and
political jobbery shall be driven out-then
the people _will see, in the clear light of
truth and nght, the baseness and badness
and cruelty of the persecutions of the
Saints, and also the causes which led to
them.
IN THE PEN.

Tim following clipping illustrates m a
measure the fact that, "transgressors shall
be taken in their own naughtiness;" also
"And if the blind lead the blind, both shall
fall into the ditch."
These men, and
others in prison in Arizona, Idaho and
Michigan, claim to be worthy Latter Day
Saints, and yet all the sacred books taught
by Joseph the Seer and endorsed by the
church up to the time of his death, treat
polygamy and unlawful cohabitation as
crimes. Abraham who went into it in
unbelief, put away his polygamy by the
command of God; (Gen. 21: 12); Jacob's
polygamy originated in the villainous fraud
of an idolatrous extortioner; (Gen. 29: I 5,
21, 25, 28; 31: 15, 19); the polygamy and
concubinage of David and Solomon, and
all "them of old," including that of this
same class among the Nephites, stands
condemned of God as crime, iniquity and
gross abomination; (B. M. Jacob 2: 6-11 ·
Mosiah 7: r; Ether 4: 5, 6); and the wof(i
of the Lord given to the Saints for a law
till Christ comes (See Rev. Feb. 4th r831
Doc. Cov.) says :-"Thou shalt love th;
wife with all thy heart, and shall cleave
unto her and none else; and he that looketh upon a woman to lust after her, shall
deny the faith, and shall not have the
Spirit; and if he repents not, he shall be
cast out."-Doc. Cov. 42: 7, Rev. Feb. 9th,
183 r. These men are reaping the fruit ot
their own doings. They are not martyrs
f?r truth and righteousness, but the opposite. We do not say they are corrupt in
their desires and intentions, but we do sav
that the Lord has always condemned
evil the very things for which they have
been convicted.
Our earnest heartfelt
desire for all such is that they mav put
awav these evils and return to the law of
the Lord.

as

"Following is a complete list of names of the
brethren at present confined in the Utah Peniten·
tiary under sentence for polygamy, or unlawful
cohabitation, mostly the latter, the polygamy
cases being limited to four or five. The dates of
commitments and other particulars are likewise
herewith given :
Rudger Clawson, Nov. 3, 1884, 4 years and
$800 fine. Joseph H. Evans, Nov. 8, 1884, 3.k:!
years and $250 fine. \Vm. D. Newsome, Oct.
17, 1885, 37:2 years and $800 and costs. John
Penman, Feb. ro, 1886, 2 vears and $25 and costs.
Thomas Burningham, Feb. 17, 1886; 6 months
and $300 and costs. John Bowen, Feb. 17, 1886,
6 months and $300 ~,nd costs. Wm. G. Saunders1
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Feb. 18, 1886, l year and $25 and costs. Jos. McMurrin, Feb. 23, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
Amos Maycock, Feb. 24., 1886, II months $roo
and costs. Wm. 1-I. Lee, Feb. 26, 1886, 6 months
$300 and costs. II. J. Foulger, Feb. 26, 1886, 6
months $300 and costs. H. H. Tracy, Feb. 26,
1886, l year. John P. Ball, Feb. 27, 1886, 6
months $300 and costs. John Y ..,Smith, Feb.
27, 1886; 6 months $300 and costs .. Thos. C.
Jones, Feb. 27, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
S. F. Ball, March 2, 1886, 6 months $300 and
costs. Jas. 0. Poulson, March l, 1886, 6 months
$300 and costs. 0. F. Due, 'March 1, 1886, 6
months $300 and costs. Hyrum Goff, March 3,
1886, 6 months $300 and costs. vVm. J. Jenkins,
March 3, 1886, 6 montlrn $.)oo and costs. F. A.
Cooper, March 8, i886, 6 months $300 and costs.
John W. Snell, March 8, 1886, 6 months $300
and costs. Lorenzo Snow, March 12, 1886, I_Yz
years $goo and costs.
Robt. McKendrick,
March I8, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs. L. D.
Watson, March I8, I886, 6 months $300 and
costs. John Bergen, April 26, I886, 2 years $I,200 and costs. Stanley Taylor, May ro, I886, 6
months $300 and costs. Andrew Jensen, May
IO, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
Geo. B Bailey, May ro, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
Geo. C. Lambert, May II, I886. 6 months $Joo
and costs. H. W. Naisbitt, May I 1, 1886, 6
months $JOO and costs. Levi Minnerly, May 25,
1886, 6 months. Reuben C. Smith, May 25, 1886,
6 months. Ambrose Greenwell, May, 26, 1886,
I year, $300 and costs.
M. L. Shepherd, May
28, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs. Wm. G.
Bickley, May 28, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
Peter Wimmer, May 28, 1886, 6 months $300 and
costs. Wm. J. Cox, May 28, 1886, 6 months
$Joo and costs. Geo. C. Woods, May 29, 1886,
5}.( years $800 and costs. Royal B. Young,
June 1, 1886, 1Yz years $800 and costs. Charles
Denny, June 1, 1886, 6 months $300 and costs.
Ludvig H. Berg, June 1, 1886, 6 months $300 and
costs. Jens Hansen, June 2, 1886, 6 months, $300
and costs. Wm. Stimpson, June 5, 1886, 8
months $300 and costs. Wl\1· H. Pidcock, June
30, 1886, 13 months. N. H. Groesbeck, Aug. 2,
1886, 9 months $450 and costs. vVm. M. Bromley, Aug. 3, 1886, IO months ~Joo and costs."Deseret News.
BECOMING A NATION OF FRAUDS.
WE are fasJ becoming a nation of frauds. The
day is coming rapidly when the most popular
crusade that can be waged will be against this
fraud in the shape of adulteration. You can hard Iy
find a single article now that is what it is repre:
sented to be. It used to be confined to putting
big apples, potatoes, berries, etc., on top, but now
it spreads to actual and dangerous mixing. Take
it in candies, which we allow our children to
pile.into their stomachs, the results of some of
the adulterations are simply fdghtful. Tea,
coffee, spices-everything is the same way.
When you buy a pound of sugar or a quart of
molasses you can hardly tell what you have got.
The farmer is just as bad as any one else. He
is after the almighty dollar with the same greed
as his city neighbor. Itjs now not an uncommon
thing for him to go to a mill, buy a lot of screenings, take them home and mix them nicely with
his wheat. The miller buys it back as wheat,
paying several prices for It. , 'There are three
evils to result from all this. As well as ruining
our stomachs, we are degrading our morals and
cutting off the market for good goods.-Globe
Democrat.
It is not an uncommon thing to find
people purchasing "cheap" goods of all
kinds, "cheap tea," "cheap clothing,"
"cheap flour," "cheap furniture,'·' also
cheap farm machinery, and cheap everything else which they purchase, who never
stop to consider that their purchases are

you;" and we may add, Let no false spirit,
in the end the very dearest and worst.
Honest reliable, worthy goods are not the
cheapest in price, but are the cheapest
when measured by their intrinsic value.
A pound of tea at fifty cents may not be
as cheap as one costing one dollar.
A
pound of sugar at five cents may be in
reality dearer than one costing eight cents.
A sack of flour costing one dollar may be
much dearer than one costing one dollar
and a half. A yard of cloth at any given
price may be much dearer than that which
costs double that price. Very much depends upon quality.
If the quality is
poor, the goods purchased may be dear at
most any price. The inherent worth of
an article should be first considered,. for on
that depends its real value, and it is this
that should govern prices.
But so long
as people will purchase "cheap" things,
just so long will they foster, encourage,
and build up "shoddy," "cheap John's"
and all the various kinds of adulterated
goods of every name and grade.
Beware of "cheap" things lest you in
the end pay dear for the whistle. Honest
goods are worth fair prices. Cheap sugars
coffees, teas, cheap flour, etc., etc., are
adultetated, and nine times out of ten
with hurtful ingredients. Hosts of instances are occurring where adulterated
goods are causing sickness and death
When persons offer you goods of any
kind at rates below fair market prices,
you may well suspect a swindle of some
kind, for they will hardly do business at
less than living profits.
A GIRL WONDER.
THERE has been going the rounds of the
papers a sensational story concerning a
thirteen-year old girl dying and going to
heaven for one hour the 24th of last June.
It is said she resides in or near Vernon,
Lamar county, Alabarna, is of obscure
parentage and without education, and is
not specially bright in intellect. It is said
much excitement has grown out of her
teachings and doings'for she claims to explain the Bible and also to heal the sick and
afflicted; She is reported as saving that in
"the beautiful city of the angels,"
"she recognized her friends and relatives
there who haq gone before," and that "they
were the size of a two-year-old child; that
they were not winged, [that is good !-Ed.],
but moved around, each one crowned and
singing praises to God. She said they
were not flesh, but spirit, and described
God as being the size of an ordinary man.
When asked if D.eaven contained rivers
and trees, she seemed surprised at such an
interrogation, and interpreted that part of
Revelations wherein it' describes heaven as
i;:ontaining rivers and trees, and said the
trees were God's throne and the rivers his
love."
It is proper to remark in this connection
that some parties who have seen this child
report that her pretended explanations of
scripture texts are vague and contradictory,
and also that her extraordinary claims are
not sustained by facts.
,These are "perilous times" in more ways
than one, an<l the Saints would do well to
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heed the admonition, "Let no man deceive
no humbug, no "lying wonder,'' nor wondrous lying, deceive you. The present
age is proli fie in deceptions of va1 ious
ki1Hh, and 3.ll should beware of them.
A WONDERFUL MIRAGE.
So11rn brother sent us a copy of the Carthage, Jefferson county, New York, Rcpublicau, for July 27th, from which we
extract the following account of a wonderful mirage.
"A sight which in this country greets the eye
'seldom more than once ii1 a lifetime was enjoyed
by the people of Carthage on Thursday last between the hours of r 2 a. m. and 2 p. m. On
elevated points about the village, looking directly
north and north-west, could plainly be s9en in a
mirage the St. Lawrence river and the beautiful
Thousand Islands. These objects were as plainly visible to the naked eye as if they were barely
a half-mile distant. The water, the islands, and
at times .steamers· plying on the river, the cottages, the village of Clayton, the Round Island
House and city of Odgensburg were discernable.
One party recognized the cottage of ex-Lieut.Gov. Thomas G. Alvord, opposite Clayton, and
pointed out to bystanders points on the same by
which he recognized it. This beautiful sight
was presented to the view of hundreds of eager
and excited people for several hours, many of
whom had never witnessed any thing like it be_tore. It was one of the grandest spectacles ever
witnessed and filled all with wonder and admiration. The distance by rail from Carthage to
Clayton, the nearest point on the St. Lawrence
river, is thirty-six mil.es.
Many whose attention had never been directed
to a similar occurrence were at a loss to account
for the cause to their entire satisfaction. vVebster defines a mirage as "an optical illusion arising from an unequal refraction in the lower strata
of the atmosphere and causing remote objects to
be seen double, as if reflected in a mirror, or to
appear as if suspended in the air." It is frequently seen in deserts, presenting the appearance of
water.
· A similar phenomenon was observed at Oswego. An Oswego paper says that those who were
on the heights which overlook the lake in that
city at about eight o'clock in the evening of the
same day were treated to a mirage which brought
the Canadian shore for a long distance within
plain view. Its bays, points, bluffs, headlands
and islands remained plainly visible for some
time until the wind shifted and disturbed the atmosphere. Many witnessed the beautiful scene,
the land looming up very distinctly and the only
thing regretted in connection with the exhibition
was that so few enjoyed it, for it appears that
only those on the heights got a good view. The
distance across the lake at Oswego is at least.
sixty miles.

CORRECTION.-PLEASE READ.
IN Bro. Briggs Alden's letter, in HERALD
for August 21st, 1886, page 519, there is a
very serious blunder. It is most likely
our mistake in proof reading. Bro. Alden
is a very old man and his writing clone
with a_ lead p~ncil, and apparently on some
rough surface, like a linen bound book, is
,very hard to make out. We are sorry for
such mistakes, bµt s_o lon:; as men abide in
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the flesh doubtless they will continue.
The paragraph should read ·as , follows: ·
"Aug 5. We have one woman here that
was married, February 22d, 1844, by (not,
to) your uncle Hyrum; she has not heard
a sermon by our people since 1845, I think."
Bro. Briggs Alden wrote us about this
mistake August 22d, and is much distressed to think it has occurred.
BRo. ALEXANDER H. SMITH has been
preaching in Hancock county, Illinois, for
some weeks, uncle William B. Smith being with him for a time. It was thought
that it might avail for good if the Editor
would step over and help a little; so on
August 24th the Editor left the office, and
on the 25th reached Burnside, Hancock
county, Illinois, where he met the brethren
above named at Brn. D. C. Salisbury's
and W. McGahan's. Arrangements had
been made and we held services in the
park, in a shady grove, where a stand and
seats had been improvised, on Friday and
Saturday evenings and on Sunday morning and evening; having good audiences
and attention. From there under the care
of Bro. Alexander we went to LaHarpe,
where on Monday and Tuesday evenings
we spoke in Coulson's Hall, which was
given free of charge.
We had good
audiences.
Uncle William left Burnside for Rock
Creek, en route for home, on the 2i'lth,
called home by letter from his wife for
reasons given, which were deemed sufficient.
We met Bro. Richard Lambert, from
Rock Creek, one of the veteran soldiers of
the cross of the early days of Mormonism.
Others from the neighborhood round
about attended the meetings, Brn. Solomon
J. and Frederick Salisbury, J. H. Lambert,
and W. and Alfred McGahan, and D. C.
Salisbury ~ho reside at Burnside.
WE commend to the readers of the HERALD the following pithy presentation of a
much mooted subject.
THE FOURTEEN GREAT MISTAKES.
Somebody has condensed t11e mistakes of lif~,
and arrived at the conclusion that there are fourteen of them. Most people would say, if they
told the truth, that there was no limit to the
mistakes of life; that they were like the drops in
the ocean or the sands of the shore in number,
but it is well to be accurate. Here, then, are
fourteen great mistakes: It is a great mistake lo
set up our own standard of right and wrong, and
judge people accordingly; to measure the enjoy·
ment of others by our own; to expect uniformity
of opinion in this world; to look for judgment
and experience in youth; to endeavor to mold all
dispositions alike; to yield to immaterial trifles;
to fook for perfection in our own actions; to
worry ourselves and others with what can not be
remedied; not to alleviate all that needs allev.iation as far as lies in our power; not to make allowances for the infirmities of others; to consider everything impossible that we can not perform; to believe only what our finite minds can
grasp; to expect to be able to understand every·
thing.-'-New rork Star.
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BRO. G. W. GALLEY, of Columbus,
Nebraska, has a sharp article in the local
press of Columbus in reply to a M.rs.
Martha Barrow, which he closes in these
words:
"She says, 'l enjoy my religion-it is more
than life, my hope, my heaven, my all.' If what
I have written above, can be called religion, I
shall continue in the future-as I have in the
past--to pray to God to deliver me from such
blasphemy. What I want is the pure, unadulterated religion of Jes us Christ; nothing more or
less than this can save the human family. Give
me this, and the polygamist, the murderer, the
anarchist, the thief and the robber may all have
their so-called religion. What I want is, not my
own, but that of Christ."

so that it may be properly tested before
the April Conference.
Sr. L. M. Richards, writing from North
Platte, Nebraska, August, states that she
is making all the efforts she can to spread
the glad news.
She ha;; been circulating
tracts, Voice of Warning, and 'Book of
Mormon. She is anxiously looking. for
some Elder qualified to preach to visit the
place and open the work there.
We
wrote Bro. Henry J. Hudson, of Columbus, N <:braska, about visiting them, and
he wrote encouragingly regarding it.
Bro. R.J. Anthony was at Deer Lodge,
Montana the rst inst., and intended to visit
vVillow Creek, Reese Creek and Bozeman, and to be at Oxford, Idaho, from
October ISt to roth, and after that go to
Salt Lake City.
Bro. E. D. Bullard writes us the 5th
inst., from vV ray, Colorado, where he has
located 320 acres of land. His prospects he_ thinks are good, as everything
in the way of farming is promising.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
BY letter from Bro. J as. Whitehead, of Alton, Illinois, we learn th:it on Aug. I rth, his
wife, with whom he had spent fifty years
of married life on the 25th of last January,
was called hence by death. Bro. vVhitehead is well stricken in years, one not
EXTRACTS FRO,l\'I LETTERS.
given to much change of his surroundin~s;
Bro.
Il. V. Springer wrote from Dimon-.
and the loss of his wife tells heavily upon
dale,
Michigan,
September 2d:
him. He was a clerk in the office of
"Our meeting here was a success, notwithstandPresident Joseph Smith the mariyr, for
some months before and at the time of his ing the bad weather; we only missed one session._
death, and will have the sympathy of the One was baptized, others near the kingdom. I
leave to-morrow for Clear Lake to finish up my
Saints in his bereavement.
Bro. Alonzo E. Nelson writes from work there for the present. I baptized one more
Campello,
Massachusetts,
expressing there the morning I left, (Aug. 26th). Bro.
great desire for the good and triumph of Scott will remain here a while.'>
the work. He sends poetry which we
must decline for want of room.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Bro. \V, M. Rumel wrote August 31st
~11es.-It it right for the Teacher who has the
from Omaha, Nebraska, that the branch
were changing the location of their church oversight of a branch to ask a brother or sister
building, having sold the old small one their reasons for refusing the sacrament?
Ans.- Yes; most certainly. For his duty is as
and secured a lot in a more eligible locality,
they were putting forth energies to build , follows :-"The Teacher's duly is to watch over
a larger, better building. \Ve hope that the church always, and be vlith and strengthen
the branch may su~ceed fully in their pur- them, and see that there is no iniquity in the
church, neither hardness with each other; neither
pose.
· Bro. George S. Lincoln of San Francis- lying, backbiting, nor evil speaking; and see that
co, California, writes, August 3ot:1: "vV e the church meet together often, and also see that
buried our much esteemed brother, T. J. all the members do their duty, and he is to take
Andrews, from our hall, yesterday. Elder the lead of meetings in the absence of the Elder
H. P. Brown preached the discourse. or Priest, and is to be assisted al ways, in all his
Many of the relatives and friends attended, duties in the church, by the Deacons, if occasion
filling the room to its utmost capacity. requires; but neither Teachers nor Deacons
His death is a great loss to us, leaving our have authority to baptize, administer the sacrabranch in the full charge of young men. ment, or lay on hands; they are, however, to
He was our adviser, counselor, and sup- warn, expound, exhort and teach, and invite all
port.
Most any one could have been to come unto Christ."-D. C. 17: I I .
spared better than he."
KEWANEE, Ills., Aug. 23d.
Brother John Allen, of Cleveland, Iowa,
Mr. Editor o/ tke Herald:-In order to meet
wants, to know the address of Thomas
the sceptic successfully I send the following to
Curtis.
Sr. Polly L. Hyde of Belmont, New be answered in the query column, if your better
York, in a recent letter assm;es us that she wisdom considers it wise as well as prudent to
is "firm in the gospel that was revealed to do so:
First.-Inasmuch as good and righteousness
Joseph the Seer and is now preached by
have
an eternal existence, does it not follow, as
his son." She is anxious for elders to visit
a natural consequence that "evil" and "unrightand labor in that region.
Brn. G. A. Blakeslee and W. H. Kelley, eousness,'' exist eternal, and that independent of
the committee upori Kirtland Temple re- "the devil."
Second.-Inasmuch as "eternal life" consists
pairs, have decided to proceed upon, the
work to the extent ot the fund on hand of gaining through Christ a celestial glory in the
and received during the progress of the presence of God and his holy angels-while
work. They have also decided to put in eternal death denotes eternal banishment from
a good heating appa..-atus, and have con- God's presence, (spiritually speaking), will the
tracted for one, to be put up immediately, occupants of the terrestial and telestial ~lories 1 en•
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joy "eternal life,'' when at the same time they
are supposed to be never permitted to enter the
presence of God; but rather to be administered
unto by those of the higher unto those of the
lesser? ·
In gospel love, yours,
JoHN D. JoNES.
A.-Here is a theme; let the gospel workers
answer these queries. It will be better than haggling at each other.
~.-Is it wrong for any member of the church
to believe in the seventh day (Saturday) as their
Sabbath?
A.-Yes; doctrinally it is wrong, and for the
reason that God has commanded the Saints to
keep the Lord's day as their rest-day (Sabbath).
It is wrong to believe in what is not true; for
such belief tends to contention and division. The
intention and desire of those who believe the
seventh day to be the Christian Sabbath may be
good in a moral sense, yet in a doctrinal sense··
such belief be utterly wrong. This w;ts Paul's
experience in respect to Christ and the Christian
faith. He afterwards realized the importance of
correct faith, and said to the Saints, "God hath
from the beginning chosen you to salvation
through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of
· Ike trutlz."
~.-Is it wrong to buy or sell on Sunday?
A.-Yes; unless it be a case ·of necessity; for

the Lord has commauded, saying,-"And that
thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted
from the world, thou shalt_ go to the house of
prayer and offer up thy sacraments upon my
holy day; for verily this is a day appointed unto
you to rest from your labors, and to pay thy devotions unto the Most High; nevertheless thy
v·ows shall be offered up in righteousness on all
days, and at all times; but remember that on this,
the Lord's day, thou shalt offer thine oblations,
and thy sacraments, _unto the Most High, confessing thy sins unto thy brethren, and before
the Lord. And on this day thou shalt do none
other thing, only let thy food be prepared with
singleness of heart, that thy fasting may be perfect; or in· other words, that thy joy may be
full. Verily this is fasting and prayer; or, in
other words, rejoicing and prayer."-Doc. Cov.
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EDI'l'.ED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

•'One in our faith and 011e our longingTo make the world within otir reach
Somewhat the better for our living,
Aud gladder for our human speech."

Tm~ sisters will have to call up their patience

now, for while we feel thankful to be so rich in
matter for the "Column,'' we can not help regretting that some will necessarily have to wait for a
length of time before their letters appear, and
from some letters we will only be able to make
extracts. Let patience have her perfect work
and we shall be gainers thereby. \Ve have received many since our last issue, but none demanding especial notice as most, if not all have
been acknowledged by card.
Sister Sarah A. Rose of Graysville, Ohio, who
was thrown from a horoe and very severely injured some ten weeks ago writes us, "Will you
please ask in the "Home Column" that special
prayer fie, made for me, that I may soon be re-

stored to walk again." She states to us that her
sufferings have been intense all these weeks, but
at three different times she has felt that the
Saints were praying for her. All pain would
leave her and the Spirit would fall upon her,
bringing such sweet peace and calm,,. and she
would feel as 1hough she could get up and walk.
She is still a great sufferer, and we beseech
each one who reads this heart wrung appeal
from her to seek their God in secret prayer-the
prayer of faith, that if it is his holy will he will
grant her desires. You who have suffered and
have been healed under the hands of the Elders,
bear up at a throne of grace this sister, who has
not the privilege of calling upon the Elders, nor
has she the comfort of communing with or being
strengthened by any of like faith. The only one
of her family in the church and opposed by all
the rest. Will not some of you who have the
leisure write her a comforting, sustaining letter?
:•Bear ye one anothers burdens and so fulfil the
perfect law."
LA>!ONI, la.,

Sept. 18th, 1886.
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is one of those to whom reading is a pleasure and
recr.eation; and he wants not only something to
read, but something fresh, and in sympathy with
his own lifr--a boy's life-· not above it nor beneath,
and in sympathy with the world about him, yet
with the. guide-board of truth pointing upward.
Said Christ, "I pray not that thou take them out
of the world, but keep them from the evil." And
so it should be with our teaching. I remember
a little girl who told me that she did not like her
Sunday-school books and papers, "because," said
said she, "they don't tell about children just like
me, and nothing seems just as it does to me."
She, too, had passed the point when childish
things no more delighted, but whose feet had not
yet entered the paths of grown up people. I, also
can remember that season of expectancy and unrest, when childhood and its sweets were left be.
hind, and the realities of womanhood, unknown,
untried, and nothing seemed in sympathy. And
now that I have a boy, not yet a man and no
more a child, what shall I Jo to gratify his taste
for reading? You say, help enlarge the Hope.
Well, will it then be what our youth require?
For if it is not I shall still have to go outside for
it, and for those of limited means it is hard.
Meantime, "while the grass is growing the steed
starves." What shall I do?
ELEANOR.

THE "HOBBLE-DE-HOY."
A boy of fifteen lately turned to his father as
they came out of church together and said abruptly,"l wonder if clergymen ever think that boys
have souls to be saved. There is Sunday-school
for the little children, and church for the grown- • Sister Eleanor is not the only one who has felt
up folks. But there's nothing for the boys."
this need and to whom the question has presentHis father was startled. He was a leader in
ed itself. An Elder remarked to us just after the
great religious movements; but his own boy! It
close of conference last Spring, "\Ve need a
never had occurred to him that the church
publication in the church to fit in between the
should take specific a_ction to Christianize ladsHope and Herald. The Hope is too juvenile for
hobble-de·hoys, who were neither children nor
our older boys and girls, and the He1-ald too mamen. He now began to look into church affairs
ture for them." We felt the truth of the remark
more closely with regard to their influence on
then and we feel it now, but are powerless to
Tom. He saw that the machinery of Sundayremedy the deficiency. We have faith to believe
school training-tickets, little prizes-, teaching of
that the time will come when this will be remefacts in Bible history-was not the influence
died, and we surely are going to strive to remewhich the boy needed.
dy it to some extent in the enlarged Hope; but of
The pastor was a famous pulpit orator and
course it will be to a very limited extent. How
logician; the father· listening to him critically,
much however, will depend largeiy upon the
saw that there was not one of the sermons
hopes themselves. We trust they will not prove
preached in the year which was suited to Tom's
forlorn hopes, but will come up to our help in a
capacity. They~J?,.<:ssed far above his head. The
solid phalanx, take an interest in their paper and
boy, like other boys of his age, could not breathe
thu~ make it interesting. If parents will interest
in the high intellectual or spiritual regions to
themselve.s and draw out the interest of their
which the pastor drew his hearers; his knowledge
children, we promise to give them something to
consisted pretty much of base-ball rules, C<esar's
think about, and something to do, even in the
doings, and the price of cravats.
limited space of the Hope. Of course no one
Yet he was at the age when the young immapaper, were it even the size of the Herald, can
ture man is forming convictions, when he feels
furnish mental food sufficient for an active brain,
What then? The Lord has said, "Get know ledge
loneliest, peers most eagerly into the mysteries
which lie about him, and is seeking a leader for
from all good books." Good hooks are like good
companions; they exert no evil influence. But we
life, to good or evil; when a little help from a
watn all parents that they can not be too careful
wise friend may lift the struggling soul forever
in regard to what their children read. Every
up into certain sunlight. The age of hobble-dehoyism is, in fact, the. most critical point of a
week we distribute through the post· office such
papers and magazines as we would be sorry to
man's life, both in body, brain and soul.
know our own children were learning to like,
Every clergyman who reads the Companion
and yet in those papers and books are many good
should ask himself what he is doing to give a
things; but until a taste for "pure good reading is
high, pu;e, reli~ious faith to the boys of his
flock.- routks' Companion.
formed, it becomes the duty of parents to select
for the child, and not leaye the child to select
LAMONI, August 29th.
for itself. Many a beautiful and truthful lesson
Sister Frances :-The enclosed clipping is on a
subject that for years has lain near my own heart,
is taught by fiction, even as the Savior illustratand I doubt not of other solicitous motbers.
ed his teachings by parables; but fiction which is
. When my boy was small the I:lope satisfied him,
not pure, not true to life, and the hard realities
but he has outgrown it, and has not yet reached
of life is a sure and deadly poison, which will sap
the age when the Eierald's long sermons caii be a
the foundation stone of all useful knowledge, and
delight to him; yet he must have reading; He
threw upon the world men and women 1 with
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·crude and false ideas of life, and for whose existence the world will be very little better. Sister
Eleanor, the Sund a.Yo School library will help
some, and if the Father spares our life, we have
not yet done all we have it in our h_eart to do for
the young people of Lamoni. ()h ! for just a
few hundred dollars to carry out what we can
not do, because we can not do it without money.
But mark you, it will come. The Hope is going
to be enlarged, and then we will pull upon the
knotted purse strings for another work right
here in our midst, and if a few pockets were
turned· inside out, the individuals themselves·
would be the better, as well as the community.
En.
JACKSON CouN·ty, Ohio, Aug. 4lh.
Dear Sisters:-I desire to bear my testimony to
the truth of this latter day work for I know the
work is of God, and I desire to do all things according to his holy will, letting my light shine
before the world; and to encourage my dear sisters in this glorious warfare. Two years ago this
month I was baptized and confirmed a member
of the church, and I have never for one moment
regretted the step I then took, for on that day I
became through obedience to the law, an heir to
an inheritance in the kingdom of God and his
Son Jesus Christ; and I know if I am faithful in
keeping the whole law, I shall at the end of the
race obtain eternal life; therefore dear sisters, I
feel it my duty to work for the Master while the
daylight lasts. My heart is in this work and my
determination is to press onward and upward until I obtain the crown, and have conquered every
foe. I have been a great sufferer for several
months. This last winter I was very near death's
door for some time, but my faith in God was
strong, and even in the midst of my greatest sufferings I saw the hand of my loving Father, and
was made to praise his holy name. I obeyed the
law, sent for the Elders and was administered to,
and the Lord has raised me up, though I am
somewhat afflicted yet. My faith in God is
strong. My desires are to honor- his cause in all
things, bearing my amictions with Christian patience. I feel like Job to exclaim, Though he
slay me, yet will I trust in him.
Dear sisters in the bonds of Christian love, my
prayer ascends daily for you that God will give
you wisdom in ruling your households, training
the lambs for the true fold, setting before them
an example worthy their imitation, that they
seeing your good works may be constrained to
glorify our Father .who is in heaven. For -the
scattered S1ints, the lone one>', far out in the
wilderness as it were, my prayers ascend in your
behalf, asking the kind F<>.ther to watch over and
keep you by his power safe from all the darts of
the wicked one; so that when the angel is sent
forth to galher bis people, you may be found
ready with. armor on, having your lamps trimmed
and burning, ready to go out and meet the Bridegroom when be cometh.
·with love to all ~a,ints, ever praying for the
prosperity of Zion, I subscribe myself your sister
in the one faith,
MARYL, ELLIOTT.
NEBRASKA CITY, August ISL
Dear Sister Frances:-Feeling weak and not
able to attend [rnblic worship, I will try and write
a few lines to the dear "I-Iom!Z Column." I read
it with phm~me and my he~.rt rejokeG when I s<?.<:

the interest that is being taken in regard to the
training 'of the young and tender plants of Zion,
and also the cheering, encouraging and instructive words of advice to the weary and care-worn
mothers, who are striving to bring up the little
ones that are entrusted to their care, in the nurture and(lltdmonition of the Lord. I feel my inabiiity to write but can not forbear. When I
look back to the time my children were young,
depending upon me for food. both for the body
and the mind; how well I remember the anxiety
of mind, the tears that often coursed down my
cheeks, the prayers I offered in their behalf, that
they might grow up in the truth, and their names
be written in the Lamb's Book of Life, never to
be blotted out. How much I prized the counsel
of the wise; experienced and judicious mothers in
Zion. I was the mother of six children, four
boys and two girls; raised them all to be men
and women, 'and had the joy and satisfaction' of
seeing them all initiated into the fold and family
of God. Since then two of the dear ones, my
oldest sons, have peacefully passed away, as also
their honoured father, who left me in gYief to
mourn their love; but not without a hope. Four
still survive to cheer and comfort me in my declining days. 0 may the Lord bless and help
them to live holy and devoted lives, that their
last days al.so may be peace! I am now seventyseven years of age, not able to meet with the
Saints often. I feel lonely many times, and
don't know how I could get along without the
church periodicals; they cheer me when sad, and
often revive my drooping spirits. I am spending the summer with my daughter and worthy
son-in-law R. M. Elvin. He has been prevfmted
by sickness in his family 'most of the time since
the Annual Conference, from preaching in his
field of labor; but I trust ere long he can be released, as his companion is convalescent. He
was called away the 28th, to preach~ funeral sermon and has not returned·. I want to see the
Hope enlarged and will do what I can in the direction. I pay for three numbers now, and will
send one dollar to help on the glorious work,
hoping that all, old and young, will feel it a duty
to respond to the call, so as to make it a final success. Now dear sister, may the Lord ble<s you
in your noble and laudable undertaking, and all
that put forth a helping hand to contribute to its
columns, is the desire and prayer of your unworthy sister in Christ,
L.A. HARTWELL.
CABOOL, Missouri.
Dear Herald:-There is nothing like sweeping
the snow from your own door, for if charity
should begin at home, certainly reformation
should begin there, too. It is a waste of time to
go far away to make a clearance. We should
look after the training of our children while
young, for we may 11end the sapling, bnt not the
tree. Lads should be trained before the down
comes on their chins. Girls as a rule are not so
hard to train as boys. If you want a bullfinch
to pipe, whistle to him wbjle be is young, he will
scarcely catch the tune after he has learned the
wild bh·d's note. We must begin early to teach,
for children begin early to &in.
''Ere yonr boy has reached to seyen,
Teach him well the way to heaven;
Better still the work will thrive
If he learns before hc~s five.
1

'

Weeds will come up when you give them half
;;. i:han~e, When a £hild i~ rebellio'1•, conquer It,

and do it well the first time, that ther~ may be no
need to do it again. A child's first lesson should
be obedience, and after that you may teach it
what you please; yet the young mind must not
be laced too tightly or you may prevent its
growth, and too heavily tax its strength. ; They
say a daft nurse makes a wise child, but I.do not
believe it; nobody needs so much common sense
as a mother or a governness. A child's back
must be made to bend, but it must not be broken.
He must be ,ruled, but not with a rod of iron.
His spirit must be conquered, but not crushed.
Nature does sometimes overcome nurture, but for
the most part the teacher wins the day. Children
generally are what they are made-the pity is
that so many are spoiled in the bringing up. A
child may be rocked too hard; you may spoil
them either by too much cuffing or too much
kissing; still a child can be treated to hardly, and
especially he can be shut up too many hours in
school, when a good run and a game of play
would do him more good. A child can be driven
to learn tiII it looses half its wits; forced fruits
have little flavor; a man at five is a fool at fifteen.
If you make veal of the calf he will never make
beef. Yet learning may be left so long that the
little dunce is always behind hand. There is a
medium in everything, and he is a good father
who hits upon it, so that be governs his family
with love, and his family loves to be governed by
him. Some are like Eli, who let his sons sin
and only chided them a little; these will turn out
to be cruel parents in the long run; others are too
strict, and, make home miserable, and so drive
the youngsters to the wrong road in another way.
Tight clothes are very apt to tear, and hard laws
are often broken; but loose garments tear too,
and where there are no laws, at all, things a.re
apt to go amiss-so you see it is easy to err on
either side, and hard to dance the tight-rope of
wisdom. In these days children have too n!-~ch
qf their own way, and often make their mothers
and fathers their slaves. It has come to a fine
pass whe_n the goslings teach the geese, and the
kittens rule the cat; it is the upsetting of every
thing, and no parent ought to put up with it. It
is as bad for the boys and girls as it is for the
old folk, and it brings out the worst side of their
characters. I would sooner be a cat on a bot
brick, or a toad under a harrow, than let my own
children be my masters. No, the head must be
the head, or it will hurt the whole body,
For children out of place
Arc a father's disgrace;
If you rule not you'll rue,
For they'll quickly rule you.

M.A. ATWELL.

823 Henry Street, OAKLAND, CaL,
August 26th, 1886.
Bi·o. :Joseph:-I am in good health to-day, and
have been for some time, after the great suffering
which I had some few years ago, so great that I
never expected to see these days. The Lord has
shown me that I have yet a work to do before I
can get rest. He has given me health, and I feel
that I can yet live for another sixty years. I have
been in different parts since you heard from me
last, and have not been with mouth shut as to the
gospel concerns. I love to tell the world that a
~alvation is promised to an th'\t ':Vil! <:ome t.o th!J
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gospel covenant of Christ. I have no greater
pleasure than to speak, and hear others speak of
the kingdom of Christ. Bro. Hawkins at Santa
Rosa has meetings in his house every Lord's
Day, with those few Saints in that city, and once
in the week day evening. I have been to Santa
Clara since then, and am now here. Bro. Drown
preached last Sunday evening, on the two covenants the Lord made with Abram, and will
continue next Sabbath, I believe, the same. People get interested everywhere if we only are bold
enough to sound the trumpet of the coming
king. One was baptized in San Francisco Branch
lately.· Bro. Andrews was in bed as he. was not
well. Bro. Philips had come back from the
south and is about as he was when he went away
for his health. Bro. Anderson also seems to be
better, as he was Vtry busy yesterday in Brown's
ofllce on Broadway, with the Epositors, turning
them in to be scattered round, while a young
man was packing them in from the printn, one
pack after another. I believe that you will see
the Expositor in your office before this letter.
I wish the Expositor was a weekly. The Saints
here made the hints that a chapel would be built
soon. I told them that I had no money to give
but would give work as many days as I could,
for my share; and may the Lord grant us the
blessing. It is very necessary that we should
have our own house of prayer here in Oakland.
The San Francisco Saints should unite to do
this?
I will now close for the present by asking the
prayers of all the faithful. Believe me you'r
brother in bonds of the gospel,
J. A. STROMBERG.
BURLINGTON, Iowa, September 3d.
Dear Brother Blair :-Brother George. L.
Spencer had previonsly done some preaching in
a school-house near Centerville, the county-seat
of Appanoose," but the discourses in the opera
hall there on Sunday, August 29th, was the first
preaching ever done in the city. And, although
the congregations were small, forty to sixty persons only, yet we had a respectful hearing, and
the most of them seemed to be thoughtful and
intelligent people. A former Circuit Judge, the
county Recorrler, two lawyers, two doctors and
two ministers were in attendance at one or both
services. Brother Archibald and family have
lived there for years, and both parents and children are honorably known in"'the place. It is
such records that make good foundations which
the ministry may build the gospel work upon.
My first discourse was upon the Epitome of
Faith, taking it up point by point, and, with liberty for an hour and a half, presenting the doctrine of Christ and his Church, with enough upon
each to make it plain, then to the marriage question and Judge Sherman's ·decision concerning
the Reorganized Church being the legal successor in doc.trine and government of the original
church of 1830. In the evening I presented the
statistics concerning the "Signs of the Times,''
the calamities and woes predicted and coming to
pass, telling them at the close that we had but
seen the beginning, and that we were authorized
to say that yet every eye should see, every ear
should hear, and every heart should be penettated by facts and experiences that we lived in the
day declared to be "a time of trouble," when
"distress of nations" should be the characteri~tics
of the time. Wheq !lt ~~qntp:ls~ pµ Wednesd~y,

I read of the wide-sp~ead earthquake shocks
throughout the United States, which occurred
two nights later, and I thought of what I had
said. Brother Spencer intends to continue Lis
meetings south-east of town. Brother and Sister
Joseph Knowles and old sister Knowles (formerly of Cheltenham, Missouri), now live at Centerville as also does brother Jeter of East Cleveland
and brolher John \V. Fisher once of Farmington,
Iowa, so that, if all remain we may organize a
branch at no distant day.
From Memphis, Missouri, eastward, the
abundant rains had made green pastures, quite
in contrast with those westward to Lamoni and
much further. Was at Keokuk a few hours only,
calling on the Saints. Came to Montrose, and,
at the wish of the people spoke that evening.
Unexpectedly met uncle ~-illiam Smith at
Montrose, and had some pleasant chats. He
spoke on Tuesday evening, and next morning
left for Rock Island, Clinton and his home. I
staid and preached on Wednesday evening, then
here on Thursday.
Am feeling better in health, a~ think that I
shall improve still more, especially if I take the
intended trip up the Mississippi for the benefit of
the same, as I think now I shall do the coming
week. Yours in the truth,
H. A. STEBBINS.
LOWER LAKE, California, Sept. rst.
Dear Herald:-Our 'last communication to
your columns was written from the city of
Stockton, in the beautiful San Joaquin valley,
where we were surrounded by miles of waving,
golden grain, reminding us of the beautiful, figurative language of the poet:
"The golden grain is waving,
Inviting us to reap,"

and also of the saying of the Master,-"Pray ye
therefore the Lord of the harv~st, that he would
send forth laborers into his harvest." To this
end we prayed earnestly. Now we find ourselves
in the romantic hill country adjacent to Clear
Lake, which with the surrounding mountains
and rugged rocks reminds us of the saying of
the prophet, "I will send for many fishers, saith
the Lord, and they shall fish them; and after
will I send for many hunters, and they shall
hunt them from every mountain, and from every
hill, and out of the holes of the rocks." We find
ourselves this morning praying for the hunters
and fishers, an<l comforted by the recent promirn
of the Lord, "I will hasten my work in its time."
I have been in a measure disappointed in the
laborers who were to bear off the burden of this
mission as per appointment of the General Conference. I censure no one, but regret lhe circum_
stances. Of the five appointed, but one is constanqy engaged, viz., Bro. Albe.rt HawF, who is
doing a good work in Oregon, and giving splen·
did satisfaction. Bro. Thomas Daley has been
compelled by force of circumstances to work his,
mines in Eldorado county, California, but. is
preaching each Sunday. Bro. H. L. Holt I learn
is building, and not yet ready for the field. Bro.
D .. S. Mills is spending all the time possible in
the field, but is much hindered by a bad leg. In
his behalf I.ask the prayers of the Saints everywhere, that he may be healed., .•~•. You all know
him in person or. by reputation. We can not
spare him from the fie!~ without serious losB to
the Pacific Coast. Bro. E. J. French !s compelled to &°0 e!CIB~ ;o jl1llt\>~t ¥is flOl1ey. 0£ th@

five referred for appointment, only Bro. J. R
Badham has been provided for who wiirlabor in
Los Angeles and vicinity, but can only have
Sunday for lhe ministry.
We have just received the.sad news of the loss
of one of our most efficient and able local laborers-Elder T. J. Andrews of San Francisco, who
was called away in death August 27th. We fully
concur in the sentiment expressed by Bro. H.P.
Brown in a private communication, viz. "an irreparable loss." Few, if any who belong to the
church but what have heard of the "good works"
of Bro. T. J. Andrews. Many hearts will be
made sad by the intelligence of his death. Those
who have known him best will miss him most.
We mourn, but not as those who have no hope.
May God comfort the bereaved, and keep them
to the end of the race.
I continued preaching in the Saints' Chapel in
Stockton until I had preached eleven discourses,
then went to the town of Peters, about twelve
miles from Stockton, where I preached three
times to small audiences. While at Peters we
were the guests of Bro. Blake and family, who
treated us very kindly. Went back to Stockton
again for a few days, during which I preached
two more discourses, then went to Mr. Copeland's
near Burneyville, Stanislaus county, whose wife,
(formerly Sr. Robbins) is a member of the church.
I am indebted to Bro. Nightingale for conveyance to both Peters and Burneyville. He remained with me at Peters, and remained two
days at Burneyville, rendering much needed assistance. At the latter place the union church,
belonging to the Methodist and United Brethren
was procured for us, and we er.joyed ourselves
well while for eleven consecutive nights we
broke the bread of life. This was a new 'place,
none of our faith had ever been heard. The attendance was fair, considering that it was harvest
time.
When the busy time is over that will be a
splendid opening. We lefl some investigating.
We were the guests of Mr. and Sr. Copeland and
were well cared for. Mr. Copeland is not with
us in faith, but is one of nature's noblemen. We
shall long remember our stay on the banks of
the Stanislaus. I preached twice more in Stockton en route to San Francisco, where we spent a
few days, preaching once on the night of August
15th. When we met for the last time in earthlife our lamented Bro. Andrews, he administered
to our wants; perhaps the last art cf many of
that kind. The 16th, at 12 o'clock, we were, at
Calistoga, en route fr.r this place. Bro. Joh.n
Co·bb met us here, and soon we were on board
his wagon and off for the mountains. Our route
lay over the Saint Helena mountain, which we
ascended by a zigzag road, occasionally getting
a grand view of the valley below, and the town
which we had left nestled at the foot of the opposite hills. That night we stayed and te!t we!- .
come at the house of Bro. George McKinly near
Middletown..
The 17fli we were at Bro. Cobb's about five
milesifrom this place, by two o'clock p. m., where
we rested a few days, and then held a series of
nine meetings in Lower Lake, <luring which we
were the guests of Bro. \V. lI. Adamson, who is
the Principal of the High School here. We enjoyed his company, also that of his generous
companion, (who I~ not a member), and our st~y
wa8 very pltl!l\G!\n~. W@ ar~ ll!'IW stoppini at :j3r~,
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J. M. Adamson's, near town, having an enjoyable
rest. Hope to open a new place in Long Valley
next Sunday. Not a drop of rain since we came
to the state. Oh for a refreshing, dust-dampning
shower.
In bonds,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
86 Brunswick Road, Sparkbrook,
BIRMINGHAM, England,
July 29th, r886.
Brn. ':fosejh Smith and W. W. Blair :-It is not
often I trouble your columns to convey a few
thoughts to the readers of the .Herald; and
for ought I know some of my brethren who have
labored with me in the "old country," but who are
now on your side of the great water, think me
dead. \Vell, this will disabuse their minds, should
any such idea have entered. Far, very far from
being dead, so far as the work is concerned, and
I hope that for very many years I shall be spared
with full powers of mind and body to take active
part in that which I love-the sowing of seeds of
life eternal.
Our annual conference for 1886 is now a thing
of the past; but it has left lasting memories of
joy and gladness in the minds of all who were
present. The general expression was, "It is the
best conference held in this country." This expression always reminds me of my experience in
the postal service. Whenever we received a fresh
supply of uniform, the first thing we did was to
examine the cloth as to quality, and the firsf
thing we used to say was, "It's better than the
last." And so it was, until it had been in wear
awhfle· Present experiences are ofteh more appreciated than those of the past; but in the matter of our late conference this is not the case.
The fact is we are getting better in all respects,
year by year. Why, the other day I had occasion to refer to Herald, January 15th, r872, and in
turning over its pages for what I required I found
it contained my first contribution to your pages.
My letter was written November 23d, i87r, and
in it occurs this pasoage: "If we could support
our own mission, I doubt not a good work might
be done here, with Bro. Thomas Taylor at our
helm."
The preseut position of the English mission
proves that my vision was not very cloudy at that,
titne. Then there were but three branches in this'
country-England, viz ,London, Birmingham ~nd
Hanley. Now there are fifteen. Of course Bro.
Taylor has not done all the labor that has resultoo in these fifteen branches, but he has been at
tl'1e "helm," and his co-laborers have had confidence in his ability to steer, and that is one of
th" essentials to success. Well, Je,.,t some one
i;hould think l am unduly praising his past ser. vice, I ¥<iii quit the personal aspect of the case
and go on to give a resume of our late conference.
It was held June 12th, 13th and 14th, the business part being heid in the Saints Meeting Room,
'Temple Row, and the Sunday services in the
.Small Lecture Theatre of the Birmingham and
Midland In>titute. And here let me say, that
the Institute is the next building to the Town
, Hall, and one of the most popular in Birmingham, It is the first time we have had the use of
a Hall of any moment in Birmingham.
So
. ~trong has been the prejudice against Latter Day
- Saints, because of the Utah abominations, that
, yo·-' could scarcely get intelligent people to listen
tB the claims of the Reorgani7.ation. \V•~ nQl only.,
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had to do battle with "voice and pen," but by
living examples of the'\:laims we make. Thank
God we have been somewhat successful. ·We
had the refusal of one of 011r Board Schools in
which to hold conference, also the Masonic HaJ.1.
We could not hold it in allthree, and so chose
the above mentioned. No doubt you will agree
with me that these are indications that prejudice
is breaking up.
The meetings on Sunday were well attended.
Morning and evening were preaching services.
Afternoon, fellowship meetings. The word was
meted out in due season by Brn. Joseph R.
Greenwood, of Stafford and Joseph Ramsey of
Bolton at the morning service, Bro Taylor being
in charge. The brethren acquitted themselves
as servants who are not ashamed of their calling.
The discourses being grand in point of argument
and force of expression, the Spirit's power was
with them.
Comparisons are odious. They
were both good alike.
The afternoon fellowship meeting was in
charge of "yours trulf." It was indeed a time of
refreshing from the Lord. Quite a number of
brethen andsisters told their experience in the
wol'ik and Church of Jesus Christ . . The Spirit
through tongues and interpretation spoke words
of encouragement. There was no need to sing
"I must not wait, for while I 'wait another waits
for me," for it frequently happened that two, and
sometimes three, rose at the same time. The
general regret was, that circumstances and time
did not admit of the meeting being prolonged to
give all a chance of speaking. Well; we can't
crowd all things in a nut-shell.
The evening meeting was in charge of the
president, Bro. Taylor.
Brethren George S.
Greenwood of .Stafford, and Joseph Dewsnup
Sen., of Manchester were the speakers for the
evening. Those present had the pleasure of listening to two well pointed discourses, such as,
could not fail to show anyone not willingly
blind the right way into the kingdom of God.
Sister Emma Taylor presided at the Harmonium at each service in an efficient manner. The
day was well spent, well appreciated, and will
long be remembered. The Temple Row Meeting Room was transformed into a banqueting
hall. To avoid much running about and to give
all a chance of being present at each meeting, it
was arranged that all who chose to could dine,
etc., at the meeting Room. To that end we had
catered for the inner man. Those of your readers who know what an English party is will be
able to understand the thoroughness with which
we enjoyed our "common meal." As I took a
glance at the brethren and sisters around one
"common table," each enjoying the food the
more because blest by each others presence, I
thought of the glorious time to be realized· in the
future, where our Lord and Master shall increase
the joy of the festive board by his presence, and
we shall feast at tr.e supper of the Lamb. I believe that to eat in the society of one's closest
friends is good for digestion. It is due to other
parts of the mission to say that for years it has
been our custom to so "banquet" at our annual
conference I don't want you to know what we
eat, nor how we eat, but thought I would let you
know how we enjoyed ourselves. The business
portion of our conference passed off in good style.
\Ve finl;;hed up with greater love for one another
~ban we felt <when we first .:;onvened, and we had

no small portion when we commenced. J udgi_ng
from the minutes of your general conference, as
published in the Herald, we beat y'ou in this respect. On some questions, debate waxed warm,
but soon cooled down again, leaving nc pain
behind it.
Among the business done was the winding up
of the Vindicator of Truth. We shall wind it up
without much loss to any one, at least I may say
there is no absolute loss on the issues, if we can
sell those we have on hand. Perhaps it will interest some of your readers to know why it was
ordered wound up. Well; the main reason is,
because the badness of trade has so affected the
brethren here that they could not sustain it. We
have found that pecuniary irritations are the
worst afflictions which any society c"an have; and
so we decided not to embarrass ourselves. The
Vindicator has done good, and if it could have
braved the storm of these hard times would no
doubt have become a powerful help to us. If
circumstances in the future should warrant us
taking it up again, we shall have another try.
\Ve are all sorry to abandon it, but its death will
hurt no one.
The authorities of the church as sust<\jned by
the Annual General Conference of the church
in America, April I886, were wstained in proper
order by vote. Bro. Thomas Taylor was susbined for the thirteenth time, as president of the
English Mission. The resolution was carried
with raising both hands and with acclamation.
Had you been present you would have thought
we had caught the enthusiasm of politics. Why
should nof Latter Day Saints be demonstrative
in their appreciation of the services of their officers? I verily believe that we as a people fall
short in our manner of showing approval of each
others services. Some seem to think that the
only thing we have to do with those who accept
po;itions of responsibility from the hands of the
people, is to be on the tiptoe of expectadon that
those so appointed can't perform the duties of
such office. The best word some can say for one
who fulfills his duty is, "Well, he has only done
his duty; he'll have his reward." If we appoint
men to do that for us as a body, which we can
not do for ourselves in a collective capacity, we
are in duty bountl to honor those who faithfully
look to our interests. It is useless to· tell me that
we ought not to•.. pass "votes of thanks," and "of
confidence" with enthusiasm because they are
worldly forms. .Enthusiasm is to the efforts of
man what oil is to the machine-it reduces the
friction and prolongs it working powers. Who
has not felt encouraged to renew a fight which
had sickened the heart, by the kind and timely
appreciation of his efforts. It will be a glorious
day for us when we learn to trust the brethren
we choose to lead with that healthy confidence
which casteth out all unnecessary fear. With
best love to all who have once labored amongst
us, and for all the servants of God, I am as ever,
Your brother,
c. H. CATON, M. s.
,
VOICE OF WARNING,
And Instl'l1ction to all People, on the Doctrine and
Ilistory of the Latter Day Work; 128 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1 .................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each............................... 25

REPLY TO LITTLEFIELD.
We have for sale at this office. in pamphlet form, containing 48 pages, the "Heply of Preeident Joseph Smith
to L. o. Littlefield in refutation of the doctrine of plural
inarriage. ,, Price, post paid, single copies 11) eents ;, 75i
, cents per dozen to ,one address;
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BAPTISM.

SINCE having become a child of God
through obedience to the gospel, I have
found no greater pleasure than is afforded
in prayerful meditation upon the word of
God; and it has been a source of comfort
to me to formulate the thoughts suggested
to my mind in relation to the various subjects which serve in their respective places
to constitute the entire gospel economy.
The development of recent circumstances have led me to ,\ maturer reflection,
and a more critical examination of the
object of baptism, as shown forth in the
three standard books of reference endorsed
by the church of Christ. It will be admitted that the immediate and great design of
the gospel is to rescue man from his fallen
and sinful condition, and lead him back to
his first estate. We are authorized to believe that in the councils of heaven it was
determined how this could best be done,
and jm.t what means would prove most
effective in reaching and rescuing the sons
and daughters of men from the varied and
various phases of sin that have in the past,
and do now hold men in bondage, separated from the knowledge of God and the
enjoyment of his presence. Authoritatively we h~ve heard of one plan only, one
gospel only which we have' been led to
believe contains, in its fulness and entirety,
"the power of God unto salvation." We
hail it as the messenger of peace which,
without addition or subtraction is just equal
to the emergency. Its analysis we think
may be properly given thus:-The gospel
is a message from God to man, by which
the latter is apprised of his condition and
made acquainted with the hope of a better
Jife. It consists of facts and principles to
be believed, ordinances and commandments
to be obeyed, and promises to be fulfilled
and realized. The great p~ototype of gospel ministration said: "For I have not
spoken of myself; but the Father which
sent me, he gave me a commandment
, what I should say and what I should
speak. And I know that his commandment is life everlasting."-John 12:49,50.
Chief among his co-laborers and successors
in the divine service were· the apostles
whom he had chosen as the especial witnesses of his name. To these he "gave
commandments," says Luke, "through the
Holy; Ghost." Acts I: 2. Matthew records:'--" And Jes us came and spake unto
them, saying, All power is given unto me
in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore
and teach all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost," &c. And Mark
says: "He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he that believeth not
shall 9~ damnea;"

Some very importa.nt conclusions then
willing to walk in the narrow way that
are easily and safely reached.
(r) It was leads to life? How many are willing to
the mission of Jesus to teach his Father's obev God rather than man? Who is it
commandments. ·(2) The Twelve were that dares to do right and face a frowning
commanded to go into all the world and world? Let every man examine his own
"teach the nations," "preach the gospel."· heart, and determine his own good pleas(3) Among other things they were com- ure in this matter. None are compelled.
manded to teach and administer the rite of "'Tis all free grace and all free will," and
baptism. (4) As the gospel is an authori- "whosoever will may come." Men have
tative message, the "nations were com- "sought out many inventions," but '] ohn
manded to observe this ordinance. (5) the forerunner of Christ came with tidings
Those who rejected this message of life from the Most High. Note the following:
and believed not, were condemned. "The "The word of God came unto John, the
conclusion of the whole matter" seems in- son of Zacharias, in the wilderness." This
evitable, that as baptism is a factor in the denotes a call or commission from God.
gospel economy and is binding upon all "And he came into all the country about
who 'hear it authoritatively declared, there Jordan, preaching the baptism of repentis no salvation without it promised to men. ance for the remission of sins,"-which
In speaking of essentials, Jesus said a signifies obedience on the part of Jolm to
man must be born again. "Except a man the Divine call. See Luke 3: 2, 3. The
be born of water and of the S2irit, he can _inference then is justifiable, that in teachnot enter into the kingdom
God."- ing the people "the baptism of repentance
John 3: 5. Peter, laboring under the strict for the remission of sins," this lowly mesinjunction of his Master, and in fellowship senger was fulfilling the commands of
with the Holy Spirit, said, "Repent and God to him. The clause "the baptism of
be baptized every one efyou." No excep- repentance for the remission of sins" is a
tions were made. Ananias commanded condensed summary of what John preachthe repemanJ: Saul, "And now why tarriest ed, an<l its solution must be had by referthou? Arise and be baptized." Lest there ence to other authorized statements which
still should be doubt upon this matter, we explain its meaning. Please read Matthew
present the language of Jes us found in 3d chapter, the leading features of which
John 14:2r. "Hethathathmycommand- we give as follows: First; the appearance
ments and keepeth them, he it is that lov- of John as a spiritual commander to the
eth me; [by this we are to know whether people. Second; his command to the
we love him or not]; and he that loveth people to repent. Third; the baptism of
me shall be loved of my Father, and I will the people following, they confessing their
love him and will manifest myself to him." sins, showing that they felt the force of
Let this suffice as to the necessity of bap- his command and the necessity of baptism.
Fourth; Jesus responds to the general call,
tism.
Next we shall collate some scriptures not because he had sinned; but because it
having relation to the object of this ordi- "becometh us [himself and others] to fulfill
nance, and the relationship it bears to the all righteousness.
In tbe history of these remarkable events
forgiveness of sins. There was no greater
prophet born of woman than John the as given by the four evangelists, the disBaptist. This man was "sent from God." tinct ideas of faith, repentance, and baptism
"The same came for a witness, to bear for the remission of sins, are so clearly
witness of the light, that all men through presented that their import and relation
him might believe." His wondrous proc- are not easily misunderstood by the truth
lamation was, "Repent ye tor the kingdom ·loving. There is much caviling with refof heaven is at hand." ~· On the banks of erence to the use of the preposition "for,"
the flowing Jordan this man of God pro- showing the relation of "baptism" to the
claimed the wonderful words of life. "remission of ~ins;" some claiming that ba pHark! Floating down through the ages tism may be administered because our
we .hear by the ear of faith the heavenly sins are previously remitted or pardoned
tidings of life and peace. No discordant through faith on the Lord Jes us Christ.
sound breaks upon the ear, for it is the We are willing to submit the matter to
music of heaven; its vibrations thrill our Peter, whom we adduce as competent ,
souls with joy. As the pellucid waters authority. Acts, chapter 2, should be readi'
issue from the high mountain, flowing in carefully, from which with other scriptures,
bounteous volume to the valleys below, so we glean these prominent points: ( 1) the
is the matchless love of God revealed, and disciples were gathered in one place to
like the crystal flood it wends its way in receive the promised endowment of the
search of lowly places to comfort the poor Holy Spirit. (2) \Vhen this visitation came
in spirit and to enrich the treasure of the upon them, it not only confirmed them, but
soul with the jewels of hope, faith and convinced others, many of whom began to
charity. 0, then let .us listen to the behest inquire the way of life. (3) That these
of h.eaven ! Surely it shall be good news, anxious enquirers had felt the quickening,
and tidings of great joy to all people. confirming and convincing power of the
Yes, tidings from the "summer land," the gospel it would be folly to deny, yet they did
heaven of heavens where God and Christ not feel themselves saved, nor did the aposare judge of all, are friends to all, and tles encourage them to so believe. Further,
whose radiance illumines every eye and they were not instructed to seek salvation
penetrates the recesses of every heart. by faith exercised only in prayer, notwithJohn came preparing' the "way of the standing the Lord .was nigh them, and his
Lord." How many now are in search of presence was felt in the assembly; .but
the "wa¥ of the Lord?" _How xpany am rather the plain and stern faets Qf obedie:nc®
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were presented as the only way of escape
from spiritual bondage, and way of entrance into the light and liberty of the
gospel.
·
With proper deference for the feelings,
views, and religious experiences of others, •
we can not well forbear contrasting the
present mode of teaching with the primitive rule of action in religious seeking.
"Th'en said Jes us to those Jews which believed on him, If ye continue in my word,
then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye
shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31, 32. This
~hows conclusively that the mere "apprehension of Christ" did not save those Jews.
They must continue in Christ's word ere
they had the promise. The word "then"
as here used is an adverb of time, pointing
to the future to be determined by their
faithfulness and obedience to the law of
life, and fixes the time of their acceptance
with God as the followers of his Son, to
correspond with the date when they should
honor his word as well as to extol his
name. Those enquirers on Pentecost day
\Vere not encouraged to think themselves
"disciples indeed" simply because of their
belief in Christ as the Savior Of men. Far
from it. They were taught to continue in
his word, with the promise of receiving
the Holy Ghost upon the common terms
of the gospel. "Repent and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye
~hall receive the gift of the Ho! y Ghost."
This language of Peter corresponds with
the spiritual import of Jesus' teaching to
those Jews who believed on him. Jesus'
"word" was no more nor less than the
gospel as taught by Peter. By continuing
in this word they were to "know the
truth" and be made "free," a gift and a
condition that can be realized through the
Holy Ghost only.
Supposing that Peter
had been orthodox according to modern
interpretation and prejudice; doubtless he
would have said to those who "were pricked in their hearts," "Pray on, and continue
to pray until you receive the Holy Ghost,
and then you are saved.
Baptism may
follow then as a profession or confession
of faith; not because it contains any saving
qualities, however," &c.
'vVe are compelled by the preponderance
of evidence to think that modern orthodoxy, so-called, is heterdoxy in fact, because it is simply the state of affairs after
their "turning of things upside down."
They have "got the cart before the horse."
The objector to a rigid gospel economy
will urge tbat Cornelius and his household received the Holy Ghost prior to
baptism. And so they did, but why mistake an exception for the rule? And who
is authorized to preach to people anything
hut the rule as a guide to life eternal? The
right of exception belongs to God who
gave the rule and to no one else. It is
becoming to us to enter the sheepfold "by
the door," and not seek to "climb up some
other way."
We may engage to work for some
wealthy employer who, seeing our poverty is moved to compassion and out of the
bountifulness of his heart is led to advanc:@
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us a. s~m of money. before we have done
anything to merit it; but would this lessen
our oblgation? No, surely not,-increase it
rather many fold. Would it be considered
a mark of honesty to seek to evade the
just terms of the man who had befriended
"us? For one to feast himself continually
upon the extreme charity of any institutiL'n
A willing hand and
is reprehensible.
heart are very essential in the acceptable
service of God. If our study has been
"What must I do in order to evade the
just anathema of God?" we would do well
to amend by the self-interrogation, "What
can I do to, please my Heavenly Father
who has done so much for me?"
The following has been given to the
church as the rule of action for inducting
people into the kingdom of God:-" All
those who humble themselves before God
and desir~, to be baptized, and come forth
with broken hearts and contrite spirits, and
witness before the church that they have
truly repented of all 'their sins, and are
willing to take upon them the name of
Jes us Christ, having a determination to
serve Him to the end; and truly manifest
by their works that they l;;iave received
of the Spirit of Christ unto the remission
of their sins, shall be received by baptism
into the church."-D. C. sec. 17, par. 7.
Jesus taught Nicodemus that a man
must be born again ere he could see the
kingdom of God, but notwithstanding
this spiritual birth or transition from a
condition of darkness into one of light and
understanding, it was further necessary to
be "born of water and of the Spirit as a
means of entrance into the kingdom of
"God's dear Son." Could a man enter
the church properly without baving received the spirit 0f the work? I think not.
"The goodness of God leadeth thee to
repentance." But how is the goodnes<; of
God to be known or believed without the
spirit of the gospel operating upon the
mind and heart?
Faith in God is born of evidence portrayed in the_plan of God-the go~pel.
Dy the preaching of the word the seed or
germ of life is sown or planted in the
human heart. It is the voice of God to
those who hear and understand-the assurance from on high that God is, and that
he is the Savior of men. And any effort
whatever that may be made in the. way of
gospel mimstration unaccompanied by the
convicting power of the gospel, is no gospel at all. The word need not necessarily
be proclaimed in thundering tones to ,ignify the presence of the Holy Spirit.
"Faith, hope, charity and love" together
with a prescience and discernment that enable the man of God to present "meat in
due season" evidences the wisdom of the
Spirit. "The peaceable things of the
kingdom" are the ordinary and . most
digestible food promoting spiritual growth
and stability in the service of God.
The Book of Mormon reflects additional
light with regard to the design of baptism.
"And Nephi did cry unto the people in
the commencement of the thirty and third
year; and he did preach unto them repentance and remission of sins. Now I would
have you remember al:;;o that there were

none who were brought. unto repentance,
who. were not baptized with water; therefore there were men ordained of Nephi,
men unto this ministry, that all such as
should come unto them, should be baptized with water, ancl this as a. witness and
a testimony before God, and unto the
people, that they had repented and received
a remission of their sins."-Book of Nephi

3-10.
A fair interpretation of this it seems to
me is, that in the gospel covenant God had
so pledged him~elf that the people were
to understand that in the act of baptism
the sins of the repentant were pardoned.
This ordinance stood as a witness in the
sight of God and men of voluntary acceptance of the gospel mid consequent pardon.
Alma taught. the same in substance:
"Now I say unto you that ye must repent,
and be born again; for the Spirit saith, if
ye are not born again ye can not inherit
the kingdom of heaven; therefore come
and be baptized unto repentance, that ye
may be washed from your sins, that ye
may have faith on the Lamb of God who
taketh away tbe sins of the world, who is
mighty to save and to cleanse from all
unrighteousness; yea I say unto you, come
and fear not, and lay aside every sin which
easily doth beset you which doth bind you
down to destruction; yea come and go
forth and show unto your God that ye are
willing to repent of your sins, and enter
into a covenant with him to keep his commandments, and witness it unto him this
day by going into the waters ef baptism."
-Alma 5: 3.
"And now, why tarriest thou}, Arise
and be baptized and wash away thy sins."
TEl\IPLE, Texas, Jn1y 3, 188G.

GEo._S. HYDE.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS--HOW SHOULD
THEY BE. CONDUCTED?

IN a former article I endeavored to show
that the Sunday schools as now conducted
were very largely a failure in laying the
foundation for Christ-like character; and
that in order to make them helps and governments in the church it would be necessary to make radical changes, not only in the
way of conducting the schools, but also in
the character of the literature used; for it
i~ a well established fact that the literature
read enters largely into the warp and
wo)f of the character formed. And the
Christ-like character being the whole design of these schools the ways and means·
used in founding this character should be
carefully selected, anrl it should be seen to
that no fictitious trash, no moral or relio-ious lie, be it great or small, though wcll
spun and lined with truths should be suffered. The fact that such are simply fabrications and not solid truths should totally
debar them from the Sunday School, and
from the home also.
A reformed Sunday School with its reformed literature must be brought into the
family, and the family must be brought
into the Sunday School, for it is utterly
impossible for the school to counteract in
one hour the home influences of a week.
The question resolves itself into this, that
th,c S11nday Schools if\ order to becom.;i
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helps to the church must first be brought
into the the home and commence their
work there, and there lay the foundation
with both old and young that is to be
built upon. And as I write methinks I hear
some say, "This is all very good logic,
looks well on paper, but how are we to
take these reformed Sunday Schools with
their reformed literature into the homes?"
vV ell, if we can not find some means to
accomplish this, our Sunday Schools are
only a farce and are simply an hour's Sunday amusement and a plausable excuse to
the children for non-attendance at our
sacrament and other meetings with their
parents.
How shall we connect the Sunday
School with the home? In 1 Cor. 12: 28
it is said there were teachers, helps and
governments; and in Ephesians 4: 11, 12,
"pastors and teachers, for the edifying of
the body of Christ;" and in the Book of
Covenants we find one of the Priests duties
is to visit the house of each member and
exhort them to pray vocally and in secret,
and attend to all family dutie;;; and the
Teachers and Deacons are to assist the
Priests in all their duties. The Teacher is
to be with the church always, and to see
that there is no iniquity in the church. As
the children are a part of the family, so
the family are a part of ,he church, the
body of Christ. And is it not the duty of
the Priests, Teachers, and Deacoi1s, in conjunction with the parents and the Pastor
to see that the children of every family in
the church are laying a foundation for this
Chris~like character that is so essential to
membership in the church when arriving
at the age of discretion? Now, in order to
accomplish this, I believe that it is the duty
of the church when in General Confurence
assembled to take such steps as will· produce a thorough and radical reform, not
only in the way of conducting the schools,
but also in the way of conducting the
homes, and their literature, and I further
believe that it is the duty of Pastors, Priests,
Teachers, and Deacons in every branch of
the church, to take charge not only of the
branch; (i e, being in their places in their
meeting two or three times a week), but
they !'hould take charge of the Sunday
Schools also, and see to it that the church
goven::iment is carried into every home,
and there, by the grac!o! of God and prayer,
when the family are called together, lay
the foundation for this character with
both old and young. And there in the
family circle, in conjunction with t,he
, parents, "Thou shalt t.each them diligently
unto thy children and shalt talk of them
when thou sittest in thine house, and
when thou walkest by the way,and when
thou liest down, and when tb,ou risest up.
And thou shalt bind them fdr a sign upon
thine ha.nd and they shall be as frontlets
between thine eyes and thou shalt write
them upon the posts of thy houses and upon thy gates."-Deut. 6: 7, 8! 9.
Thus W€ connect the church, the homes,
and the Sunday Schools inseparably together. The Pastors, Priests, Teachers,
· and Deacons should not be allowed to
s'bift this most important duty of the
church in formation of tnrn Chri~tian

character upon the shoulders of some inex- you mean to say that the condition of
perienced young brother or sister, but they humanity within the pale of chri6tianity is
should learn a lesson from the Jew and no happier now than it was in the days of
Catholic who have been the most success- the Inquisition? I do most emphatically.
In the days of the Inquisition people
ful in holdi9g and controlling their people.
And how have they accomplished this were tortured and often had their bodies
end? Was it by separating the church, the . destroyed for heresy; nowadays thousanl'ls
homes, and the Sunday School? No; that are having their souls tortured and frewould have done for them just what it has quently destroyed by heresy, or the disfor the Protest:mts and is doing for us. tracted condition of religious faifo. We
The Jewish Priests, by entering into the find physicians by the dozen in all our
homes and there with the influence of the large cities who make a specialty of treatparents and by example and precept, teach- ing the various physical weaknesses which
ing the law of Moses to the children and form the stepping stones to insanity; and
the parents have indelibly stamped the those among them who are best able to
Jewish charncter upon their children, both know, deplore the fact, that notwithstandin church and nationality, for over four ing our high state of civilization, insanity
thousand years.
The Catholic Priests is largely on the increase, yet they can not
have not only carried their doctrine into divine the cause or causes. The insane
the home and family, but have carried it suffer thousands of deaths. It is generally
admitted by thinking people that there is
into the Sunday and parochial schools also.
And thus their character is stamped upon a growing weakness attendant upon rising
their children; and they make their boast civilization; through this most of us are
that "once a Catholic, al ways a Catholic." by birth predisposed to one affection or
"Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he another. It was my misfortune to come
reap. He that soweth thistles in youth, into this world with a nervous, active, inquiring, ambitious mind and a weak body.
must reap the same in old age."
A. HAWS.
I had a marked tendency for the study of
SWEET HoME, Oregon.
mathematics, afterwards for human nature,
and later for metaphysics. The thinness
A GLANCE AT THE PAST, PRESENT,
of the religious faith to which I had been
AND PROBABLE FUTURE.
brought up caused it to lose all restraint
Fn.oM profane history we learn th~t civ- upon me. I cut loose and on my own
ilization has at different times and in dif- hook endeavored to solve the great quesferent places attained a great height, and tions: What am I? Whence did I come?
About the ti~1e
also that just as often as it has risen it has and whither shall I go?
likewise fallen. From sacred history we I had those questions solved to my entire
learn that a great portion of humanity has satisfaction I turned up missing, one fine
al ways lived in expectation of "a good morning and did not find myself again for
time coming." The same history also in- about four days. 'Vhat comfort or ·conforms us that the wisest man who ever solation others, with thicker hides, may
lived, the ·great temple builder, said, "All find in atheism, I know not. There was
is vanity,'' "rrian has no pre-eminence above nothing there for me, though I explored
the beast, as the one <lieth, so dieth the the regions thoroughly. I am not afraid
other, all go to one place." In another of any of her advocates of to-day being
place he tells us, "There is a time to tear able to show me any new beauties in her.
down and a time to build up." Again, he About that time I came to the conclusion
asks, "Who knoweth the spirit of man that the shadow I had been pursuing proved
that goeth upwards, or the spirit of the to be not even the shade of a shadow:
beast that goeth down ward to the earth?" A kind providence had so constituted and
In another place he says, "There is noth- circumstanced me that I was enabled to
ing new under the sun, nothing but had turn and court what r had been plea~ed to
call the shades of superstirion. "Doubt
been and would be again."
What did Solomon mean by saying "all may be the portal to truth,'' happiness is
is vanity." To me it appears he meant what I want and I prefer risking my
about. the same as Shakspeare in his "We chances on basking- in the smiles of foitb,
are shadows in pursuit of shadows;" that hope and love, even though they have
the great happiness Jo which most of us often proved delusive, mere castles in the
were looking forward, never did and never air. In the storms through which 1 have
would materialize. Whilst we gain in one passed, I have lost my hope of immortality,
respect we lose equally in others. All yet a kind providence seems to comfort
our preachers, lecturers, public men and me. I feel my loss is great, nevertheless
women generally are working for the I feel there is a divinity rules all things;
benefit of humanity; nevertheless, taking one who is cognizant of and interested in
the people of our cou.ntry in the aggregate, my individuality; one who bears and
the relative proportions of good and evil, answers prayers. If this be a delusion my
joy and Sorrow are, I have no doubt, just prayer is, Good God, permit me to retain
about the same now as they always were. it. Happiness is what I want. If I'm
"A time to tear down and a time to build .deluded, then it is better to be bamboozled
up." By that doubtless he meant a time into happiness than reasoned into wretchfor civilization to decline and a time for it edness. I know I am dependent upon
to rise again. "Nothing new under the something over which I have no control,
sun, nothing but had heen and would be. for life and all I have. It is pleasant to
again." A not very "dark saying" which feel that that something is a living intelli·
appears to plainly mean that civilization is gence ,which can be supplicate.cl though
one eternal rnund. Son:rn will ask 1 Do not compelled by men. There. are .but
0
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few of us when in a tight place who will
not silently, if not aloud, call upon God
for ai{l. Are we not miserable cowards
If afraid to acknowledge him when we are
in health and enjoyment. Life is a bless1ug even to me and from my inmost being
I thank God for it. Nothing would please
me better than to see all p~ople who are
thankful for their existence,_whether they
believe in a future state or not, unite in
praise to our common Creator and supplicate him for temporal ble~sings. I am
confident it would create a good feeling.
"The mills of the gods grind slowly."
Whether civilization be in the ascendant
or descendant at the present time, I do not
know; one thing I am sure of is that a
spirit of beastliness is fast taking possession
of the people, which will take humanity
downward to the earth again. It is 'quite
probable that the new beast may in course
of time see the necessity of religion, establish a church and promote ignorance and
superstition.
PHILOS.

THE BIBLE THE KING OF BOOKS.
IT IS CORRECT IN ITS S'rYLE, FOR IT TELLS A
CONTINUOUS STORY FROM GENESIS
TO REVELA'l'IONS.

LAKESIDE, 0, Aug. 1st.-Vast throngs of people came here to-day from all parts of the country
to hear the Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, D. D., of
Brooklyn, N. Y. This place is a summer encampment on the Chautauqua plan, where meetings
are held for several weeks, and the visitors employ their time in bible study and in listening to
scientific lectures. Many of the guests spend the
whole summer here. The subject of Dr. 'l'almage's sermon was, "The King of Books,'' and
the text from Psalm rn: 8; "The statutes of the
Lord are right." Following is the sermon in full:
Old books go out of date. When they wue
written they discussed qut1stions which were being discussed; they struck at wrongs which had
Jong ago ceased, or advocated institutions which
1·xcite not' our interest. Were they books of history, the facts have been gathered from the imperfect mass, better classified and more lucidly presented. Were they books of poetry, they were foterlocked with wild mythologies which have gone
up from the face of the earth like mists at sunrise.
Were they books of morals, civilization will not sit
at the feet of barbarism, neither do we want Sappho, Pythagoras and Tully to teach us morals.
What do the masses of the people care now for the
pathos of Simoni des, or the sarcasm of Menander,
or the gracefulness of Philemon, or the wit of
Aristophanes? Even the old books we have left,
with a few exceptions, have but very little effect
upon our times. Books are human; they have a
time to be born, they are fondled, they· grow in
strength, they have a middle life of usefulnEss;
then comes old age, they tot.ter and die. Many
of the national libraries are merely. the ceme.
teries of dead books. Some of them lived flagitious lives and died deaths of ignominy. Some
were virtuous and accomplished a glorious mission. Some went into the ashes through inquisitorial fires. Some found their funeral pile in
sacked and plundered cities. Some were neglectol and died as foundlings at the door of science.
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Some expired in the author's study, othets in the
publisher's hands. Ever and anon there comes
into your possession an old book, its author forgotten and its usefulness done, and with leathern
lips it seems to say: "I wish l' were dead."
Monuments have been raised over poets and phillanthropists. Would that some ,tall shaft might
be erected in honor of the worlds buried books!
The world's authOl's would make pilgrimages
thereto, aud poetry and literature and science and
religion would consecrate it with their tears.
Not so with one old book. It started in the
world's infancy. It grew under the theocracy and
m-gnarchy. It withstood storms of fire. It grew
under prophet's mantle and under the fishermnn 's
coat of the apostles; in Rome, and Ephesus, and
Jerusalem, and Patmos. Tyranny issued edicts
against it, and infidelity put out the tongue, and
Mohammedanism, from its mosques hurled its
anathemas, but the old bible still lived. It crossed the British channel and was greeted by Wicliff<J and James I. It crossed the Atlantic and
struck Plymouth Rock, until like thatof Horeb
it is gushed with blessedness. Churches and
asylums have gathered all along its way, ringing
their bells and stretching out their hands of blessing; and every Sabbath there are ten thousand
heralds ofthc crorn with their hands on this open,
grand, free old English bible. l::lut it will not
have accomplished its mission until it has climbed the' icy mountains of Greenland; uutil it has
gone over the granite clifi:°d of China; until it has
thrown its glory amid the Australian mines; until
it has scattered its gems among the diamond districts of Brazil; and all thrones shall be gathered into one throne, and all crowns hy the fires of
_revolutiod shall be melted into one crown, and
this book shall at the very gate of hea_ven have
waved in the ransomed empires. Not until then
will this glorious bibie have accomplished its
mission.
In carrying out, then, the idea of my trxt"The statutes of the Lord are right"-I shall
show you that the bible is right in authentication,
that it is right in sly le, that it is right in doctrine,
that it is right in its tffects.
I. Can you doubt the authentic:ty of the scriptures? There is not so much evidence that Walter
8cott wrote "The L<idy of the Lake;" not so much
evidence that Shakspere wrote "Hamlet;" not so
much evidence that John Milton wrote '-Paradise
Lost," as there is evidence that the Lord God Almighty, by the hands of the prophets, evangelists
and apostles, wrote this book.
Suppose a book now to be written which came
in conflict with a great many thing8, and was
written by bad men or impostors, how long would
such a book stand? It would be scouted by every.
body. And I say if that Bible had been an imposition ; or if it had not been written by the men
who said they wrote it; if it had been a mere
collection of falsehoods, do you not suppose that
it would have been immediately njected by tne
people? If Job, and Isaiah, and Jeremiah, and
Paul, and Peter, and John were impost01s they
would have been scouted by generations and nations. If that book has come down through fires
of centuries without a scar, it is because there is
nothing in it destructible. How near hwe they
come to destroying the bible? When they began their opposition there were two or three thousand copies of it. Now there are two hundred
millions, as near as I can calculate. These bible
truths, notwithJtanding all the oppoAition, have

gone into all languages-into the philosophic
Greek, the flowing Italian, the graceful German,
the passionate French, the picturesque Indian
and the exhaustless Aoglo-8axon. Under the
painter's pencil the birth and the crucifixion and
the resurrection glow on the walls of palaces;
or under the engraver's knife speak from the man.
tel of the mountain cabin; while stones, touched
by the suclptor's chisel, start up into preaching
apostles and ascending martyrs. Now, do you
not &uppose, if that book had been an imposition
and a falsehood, it would have gone down under
these ceaseless fires of opposition?
Further, suppose that there was a great pesti
lence going over the earth, and hundreds of thousands of men were dying of that pestilence, and
some one should find a medicine that cured
ten thousand people, would not ev_erybody acknowledge that that must be a good medicine?
Why, some one would say: "Do you deny it?
There have been ten thousand people cured by it."
I simply state the fact that there have been hundreds of thousands of Christian men and women
who say that they have felt the truthfulness of
that book and its power in their souls. It has
llUred them of the worst leprosy that ever came
down on our earth, namely, the leprosy of sin;
and if I can point you to multitudes who say they
have felt the power of that cure, are you not reason.
able enough to ajil,knowledge the fact that there
must be some power in the medicine? Will you
take the evidence of millions of patients who
have been cured, or will you take the evidence
of the skeptic who stands aloof and confesses that
he never took the medicin1,?
The bible intimates that there was a,&;ity called Petra, built out of solid rock. Infidelity scoffed at it. "Where is your city of Petra?" Bnckhardt and Laborde went forth in their explorations and they came upon that very city. The
mountains stand !),round like giants guarding the
tomb where the city is buried. They find a street
in that city six miles long, where once flashed
imperial pomp and which echoed with the laughter of light-hearted mirth on its way to the theater. On temples fashioned out of colored stones,
some of which have blushed into the crimson ot
the rose, and some of which have paled into the
whiteness of the Illy-aye, on column, and pediment, and entablature, and statuary, God writes
the truth of the bible.
The Bible says that Sodom and Gomorrah were
destroyed by fire and brimstone. "Absurd,'' infidels year after year said. "It is pcsitiv€ly absurd that they could have been destroyed by
brimstone. There is nothing in the elements to
cause such a shower of death as that." Lieut.
Lynch-I think he was the first man who went
out on the discovery, but he bas been followed
by several others. Lieut. J~ynch went out in explorati,.on and came to the Dead Sea, which, by a
convulsion of nature, has overflown the place
where the cities once stood. He sank his fathomoming line and brought up from the bottom of
the Dead Sea great masses of sulphur; remnants
of that very tempest that swept 8odom and Gomorrah to ruin. Who was right, the bible that
announced the destruction of those cities or the
skeptic wh<i for ages scoffed it?
The Bible states there was a city called Nin-·
eveh, and that it was three days journey around
it, and that it should be destroyed by fire and
water.
"Absurd," cried out hu.ndreds of '\70ices fo.l'
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many years, "no such a city was ever built t-hat
it would take three days' journey to go around.
Besides, it could not be destroyed by fire and water; they are antagonislic elements. But Layard,
Botta and Keith go out, and by their explorations
they find that city of Nineveh, and they tell us
that by their own experiment it is three days'
journey around, according to the old estimate of
a days' journey, and that it was literally destroyed by fire and water-two antagonistic elements
-a part of the city having been inundated by the
river Tigris, the brick material in those times ,
being dried clay instead of burned, while in other
p'1rts they find remains of the fire in heaps of
charcoal that have been 1excavated, and in the calcined slabs of gypsum. Who was right, the bible
or infidelity?
Moses intimated that they had vineyards in
Egypt. "Absurd," cried hundreds of voices;
"you ca.n't raise grapes in Egypt; or, if you can,
it is a very great exception that you can raise
them." But the traveler goes down, and in the
undergrounds vaults of Eilithya he finds painted
on the wall all the process of tending the vines
. and treading out the grapes. It is all there, familiarly sketched by people who evidently knew
all about it, and saw it all about them every day;
and in those underground vaults there are vases
still encrusted with the settlings of the wine.
You see the vine did grow in Egypt, whether it
grows there now or not.
Thus you see that while God wrote the bible,
at the same time He wrote this commentary, that
"statutes of the Lord are i:ight," on leaves of rock
and shell, bound in clasps of metal, and lying on
mountain tables and in the jeweled vase of the
sea. In authenticity and in genuinene.ss the statutes of the Lord are right.
2. Again: The bible is right in style. I know
there are a great many people who think it is
merely a collection of grnealogical tables and dry
facts. That is because they do not know how to
read the book. You take up the most interesting novel that was ever written, and if you commence at lhe 400th page to-day, and to-morrow
at the 300th, and the next day at the first page,
how much sense or interest would you get from
it? Yet that is the very process to which the
bible is suhjected every day. An angel from
heaven, reading the bible in that way, could not
understand it. The bible, like all other piilaces,
has a door by which to enter, and a door by
which to go out. Gem sis is the door to go in,
- and H.evelation the door to go out.
These Epistles of Paul the Apostle are merely
letters written, folded up and sent by postmen to
the different churches. Do you read other letters
the way you read Paul's letters? Suppose you
get a busi:ness letter, and you know that in it there
are important financial propositions, do you read
the last page first, and then one line of the third,
and another of the second, and !J.nother of the.
first? No. You begin with "Dear sir" and end
with '.Yours truly." Now, here is a letter written from the throne o( God to our lost world: it
is foll of magnificent hopes and propositions, and
we dip in here and there and we know nothing
about it. Besides that, people read the bible when
they cannot do anything else. It is a dark day
and they do not fed well, and they do not go to
business, and after lounging about a bit they pick
up the bible~their mind refuses to erijny the
truth. · Or they come borne weary from the store
pi .shop and they feel, if they do not say, it is a

dull book. While the bible is to be rrnd on
stormy days and while your bead aches, it is
also to be read in the sunshine and when your
nPrves like harp-strings thrum the song of health.
While your vision is clear, walk in this paradise
of truth, and while your mental appetite is good
pluck these clusters of grace.
I am fascinated with the conciseness of this
book. Every word is packed full of truth. Every
sentence is double-barreled. Every paragraph
is like an old banyan tree with a hundred roots
and 9, hundred branchlS. It is a great arch;
pull out one stone arid it all comes down.
There has never been a a pearl diver who could
gather up one.J;ialf of the treasures in any verse.
John Halsehach of Vienna for twenty-one years
every Sabbath expounded to his congregation
the first chapter of the Book of Isaiah, and yet
did not get through with it. Nine-tenths of
all the good literature of the age is merely the
bible diluted.
Goethe, the admired of all skeptics, had the
wall of his house at Weimar covered with religious maps and pictures. Milton's Paradise Lost
is part of the bible in blank verse. Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered is borrowed from the bible.
Spencer's writings are imitations of the parables.
John Bunyan saw in a dream only what Saint
John had seen before in apocalyptic vision.
Macaulay crowns his most gigantic sentences
with scriptural quotations. Through Addison's
Spect.al.or there glances in and out the stream
that broke from the throne of God, clesr as crystal. Walter Scott's best characters are bible men
and women under different names, as Meg Merrilles, the witch of Endor. Shakspere's Lady~
Macbeth was Jezebel. Hobbes stole from this
castle of truth the weapons with which he afterwards assaulted it. Lord Byron caught the ruggedness and majesty of his style from the prophecies. 'fhe writings of Pope are saturated with
Isaiah, and he finds his most successful theme in
the Messiah. The poets Thomson and Johnson
dipped their pens in the style of the inspired
Orientals. Thomas Carlyle is only a.splendid
distortion ofEzP,kiel; and wandering through the
lanes and parks of this imperial domain of 1iible
truth, I find all the great American, English,
German, Spanish, Italian poets, painters, orators
and rhetoricians.
Where is there in the world of poetic description anything like Job's champing, neighing,
· pawing, lightning-footed, thunder.necked war
horse? Dryden's, Milton's Cowper's tempests
are very tame compared with David's storm that
wrecks the mountains of Lebanon and shivers
the .wilderness of Cadish. Why, it seems as if to
the feet of these bible writers mountains brought
all their gems, and the seas all their pearls, and
the gardens all their frankicense, and the spring
all its blossoms, and the harvests all their wealth,
and heaven all its grandeur, and eternity all its
stupendous realities; and that since then peots,
and orators, and rhetoricians heitve been drinking
from exhausted fountains, and searching for diamonds iri a realm utterly rifled and ransacked.
This book is th,e hive of all sweetness. It is
the armory of all well-tempered weapons. It is
the tower Mntaining the crown jewels of the
universe. It is the lamp that kindles all other
.lights. It is the home of all majesties and splendors. It is the marriage ring that unites the celestial and. terrestrial, .while all the clustering
white-robed-denizens of the sky hovering arourid

rejoice at the nuptials. This book, it is the wreath
into which are twisted all garlands; it is the
song into which are struck all harmonies; it is
the river into which are poured all the great
tides of halle)ujahs; it is the firmament in which
suns and moons, and stars and constellations and
universe and eternities wheel and blaze and triumph. Where is the young man's soul with any
music in it that is not stirred with Jacob's lament,
or Nahum's dirge, or Habakkuk's tlithyrambic,
or Paul's march of the resurrection, or J obn's anthem where the elders with doxology on their
faces respond to the trumpet blast of the archangel as he stands with one foot on the sea and the
other foot on the land, swearing by him that Jiv.
eth forever and ever that time shall be no longer?
I am also amazed at the variety of this book.
Mind you, not contradiction or collision, but variety. Just as in the song, you have the basso
and alto and soprano and tenor-they are not in
collision with each other, but come in to make
up the harmony-so it is in this book; there are
difftirent parts of this great song of redemption.
The prophet comes and takes one part, and the
patriarch another part., and the evangelist another part, and the apostles another part, and yet
they all come into the grand barmony-"the song
of Moses and the Lamb.'' It God had inspired
men of the same temperament to write this book,
it might have been monotnous; but David, and
Isaiah, and Peter, and Job, and Ezekiel, and
Paul, and John were men of different temperaments, and so, when God inspired them to write,
they wrote in their own style.
God prepared the book for all classes of people. For instance, little children would read the
bible, and God knew that; so he allows Matthew
and Luke to write sweet stories about Christ
with the doctors of the law, and Christ at. the
well, and Christ at the cross, so that any little
child can understand them. Then God knew
that the aged people would want to read the look,
so he allows Holomen to compact a world of wisdom in that book of Proverbs. God knew that
the historfftn would want to read it, and so
he allows Moses to give the plain statement of
the Pentateuch. God knew' that the poet would
want to read it, and so he allows Job to picture
the heavens as a curtain, and Isaiah the mountains as weighed in a balance, and the waters
as held in the hollow of the Omnipotent hand;
and God touched David until, in the latter part
of the psalms, he gathers a great choir standing
in galleries above each other-beasts and men in
the first gallery; above them hills and mountains;
above them, fire and hail and tempests; above
them, sun and moon and stars of light; and on
the highest gallery arrays the hosts of angels;
and then, standing before this great choir,
reaching from the depths of the earth to the
high ts of heaven, like the leader of a great orches.
tra, he lifts his hands and crying: "Pra'.se the
Lord. Let everything that hath breath praise
ye the Lord;" and all earthly creatures in their
song, and mountains with their waving cedars,
and tempests in their thunder, and rattling hail,
and stars on all their trembling harps of light,
and angels on their throne, respond in magnifi.
cent acclaim: "Praise ye the Lord. Ltt every.
thing that hath breath, praise the Lord."
God knew that the pensive and complaining
world would want to read it, and so he inspires
Jeremiah to write: "Oh, that my head were wa.,/
ters and mine eyes fou~~ains of tears!" Ge;~
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knew that the lovers of the wild, the romantic
and· the strange would want to read it, so he lets
Ezekiel write of mysterioJ:!s rolls, and winged
creatures, and flying wheels of fire. God prepared it for all zones-for the artic and the tropic, as well as for the temperate zone. Cold-blooded Greenlanders would find much to interest
them and the tanned inhabitant at the equator
would find his passionate nature boil with the
vehemence of the heavenly truth. The Arabian
would read it on his dromedary, and the Laplander seated on the swift sled, and the herdsman
of Holland guarding the cattle in the grass, and
the Swiss girl r.eclining amid Alpine crags. Oh,
when I see that the bible is suited in style, exactly suited, to all ages, to all conditions, to all lands,
I cannot help repeating the conclusion of my
text: "The statutes of the Lord are right."
3. I remark again : The bible is right in its
doctrines. Man, a sinner; Christ, a savior-the
two doctrines. Man must come down-his pride,
his self-righteousness, his worldliness; Christ,
the annointed, must go up. If it had not been
for the setting forth of the atonement, Moses
would never have described the creation; prophets would not have predicted ; apostles would
not have preached. It seems to nie as if Jesus in
the bible were standing on a platform in a great
amphitheater, as if the prophets were behind him,
throwing light forward on his sacred person, and
and ag if the apostles and evangelists stood before Him, like footlights, throwing up their light
into His blessed countenance, and then as if all
the ()arth and heaven were applauding auditory.
The ,bible speaks of Pisgah, and Ca,rmel, and
Sinai, but makes all monnt.ains bow down to
Calvary. The t!ticks led over the ,Tudean bills
were emblems of "the Lamb of God that 1ake1h
away the sins of the world;" and the lion leaping out of its iair was an em bl em of "the lion of
•Judah's tribe." I will in the next breath recite
to you the most wonderful sentence ever written:
"This is a faithful saying and worthy of all accrption, that Christ .Jesus came into the world to
save sinners." No wonder that when Jesus was
born in Bethlehem .heaven sympathized with
earth, and a wave of joy dashed clear over the
battlements and dripped upon tbe shepherds in
the words: "Glory to God in the highest and
on earth, peace, good will towards men." In
my next sentence every word weighs a ton: "God
so loved the world that Ile gave His only begot
ton son, that whomsoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life!'
Show me any other book with such a doctrine,
so high, so deep, so vast.
4. Again. The bible is right in its effects. I
do not care where you put the bible, it just suits
the place. You put it in the hanps of a man seriously concerned about his soul. I see people often giving to the serious soul this and that book.
It may be very well, but there is no book like the
bible. He reads the commandments and pleads
to the rndictment, "guilty." He takes the Psalms
of David and says: "They just describe my feelings." He flies to good works. Paul starts him
out of that by the announcement: "A man is not
justified by works." Ho falls back in his discouragement; the bible starts him up with the
sentences: "Remember Lot's wife;" "Grieve not
the Spirit;" "Flee the wrath to come." Then
the man in despair begins to cry out: "What
shall I do? where shall I go? and a voice reach!illl him saying: "Come unto me all ye who ar()
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weary and heavy laden and I will give you rest!'
RESTORATION OF THE JEWS TO
Take this bible and place it in the hands of
PALESTINE.
men in trouble. Is there anybody here in troubThe Jewish restoration, whic\1 commenced so
le? Ab, I might better ask, are there any here
visibly under the Divine hand in 1881, still conwho have never been in trouble.
tinues to progress favorably, the various colonizaPat this book in the hands of the troubled. tion schemes started about thn,t time being but
You find that as some of the best bnries grow
small beginnings of God's modern plan for restoron the sharpest thorns, so some of the sweetest ing the Jews to their own land.
consolations of the gospel grow on the most stingThe restrictions imposed on Jews in Russia,
ing affliction. You thought that death had graspRoumania, Germany, etc" are so great that thoued your child. On, no! It was only a heavenly
sands leave these lands for a more genial atmosshepherd taking a Jamb out of the cold. Christ
phere. Not long ago there was quite an influx
bent over you as you held the child in your lap,
into this country, overcrowding the labor market,
and putting His arms gently around the little one,
and greatly impovf'rishing ~he poor Jews resident
said: "Of such is the kingdom of heavC'n!'
in London. Tjwugh glad to escape to any land
Put the bible in the school. Palsied be the
that offers them liberty, and freedom from perhand that would take the bible from the college
secution, the Jews naturally look to to their own
and the school. Educate only a man's bead and
land in this crisis of their history, as-they are beyou make him an infideL Educate only a man's
coming doubtful of the conduct of the nations
heart and you make him a fanatic. Educate
towards them. Some returned to Palestine, who
them both together, and you make tbe noble~t
have since formed small colonies ot their own,
work of God. An educated mind without moral
where they have gone through great hardships,
principle is a ship without a helm, a rushing rail
and shown astonishing perseverance, till they
train without brakes or reversing rod to control
have succeeded.
Every such little company
the speed. Put the bible in the family. There
settled in Palestine .speedily becomes a centre
it lies on the table, an unlimited power. Polygaaround which others gather, and they help one
my and unscriptural divorce are prohibited.
another. Thus the land is being surely re-peopled
Parents are kind and faithful, children polite and
by the colonization plan.
obedient. Domestic sorrows lessened by being
From an eye-witness we learn that "Jews condivided, joys increased by being m1Jltiplied. 0
tinue to flock into Palestine from Roumania and
father, 0 mother, take down the long-nPglccted
Russia, The reasons for this continued accession
bible, and read it your solves and let your chilare always the same. When their life in the
dran read it!
countries of their dispersion ·is made intolerable,
Put the bible on the rail train and on shipboard
either by the laws of the land specially designed
till all parts of this land and all other lands shall against them, oi· by the popular prejudices from
have its illumination. This hour there rises t.be
which they suffer, they think of Palestine as of a
yell of heathen worship, and in the face of this
cotmtry in which they have a right to make
day's sun smokes the blood of human sacrifice. '·homes for themselves. The difficulties they
Give them the bible. Unbind the wife from the
have to contend with when arriving in Palestine
funeral pyre, for no other sacrifice is nreded since
are such as would deter the bravest heart from
the blood of Jes us Christ cleanseth from all sin . settling there, and yet, knowing these difficulties
I am preaching this sermon. bt ciiuse there are
beforehand, they come. Christ's watchmen can
so many who would bavti you believe that the
not help feeling that this singular migration, so
bible is an outlandish book and ob5olete. It is
contrary to the rule& by which emigrants are
fresher and mo·~c intense than any bnok that
everywhere guided, is part of God's present dealyeste~day came out of the great publishing
ings with the Jews. The tide of Jewish emigrahouses. Make it your guide in life and your ;iiltion to Palestine during the last four years warlo w in death.
rants the statement that the return of the Jews to
After the battle of Richmond a drad soldier
their own land is taking place before our eyes."
was found with his hand lying on the open bible.
The summer insects had ea!en 1he flesh from the
DRIFT OF MODERN FICTION.
hand, hut the skeleton finger lay on these words:
"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the
THE libraries of the land bear witness to the
shadow of death I will fear no evil, for Thou art
fact that the books read by the masses of the peo·
with me; Thy rod and Thy staff they comfort
pie are works of fiction, novels, love-stories. The
me." Yes, this book will brcome. in your last
people are of necessity influenced by what they
days, when you turn away from all other books,
read, influenced not only mentally but morally.
a solace for your soul. P.;rhaps it will be your
Knowing these things to be so, and that light
mother's bible; perhaps the one given you on
literature reaches ten people where the church
your wedding day, its cover now worn out and
reaches one, any far-thinking, keen-sighted
its leaves faded with age; but its bright promises
Christian philosopher inquires into this influence,
will flash upon the opening gates of heaven.
what it is and what its effect will be. To give
"How precious is the Book divine,
moral power and vigor, wisdom must be inculBy inspiration given;
cated, not man's but God's wisdom, the wisdom
Bright as a lamp its doctrines shine,
that is given by direct revelation from heaven.
To guide our souls to heaven,
Modern fiction is full of moralizing, free-think·
"This lamp, through all the tcdions night
ers' theories. Their sentiments are dangerous.
Of lifc 1 shall guide our way,
There is an insidious poison of rationalismTill we behold the clearer light
Of an eternal day."
though for the1Uost part sugar-coated-lurking
in thousands of volumes on our library shelves,
and in cultured homes, and it is even found in
In Salt Lake the sidewalks are twenty feet
wide. This, the Troy Times thinks, is to permit
many of the pulpits of the land. By a simple
a man's widows to walk abreast instead of in
weakening ofthe grand old faith of the martyrs,
couples when going to his funeral.
t4e faith that has wrought revolutions in church;
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and state, the faith that bade Martin Luther stand
up alone against the world, the simple taking
away one tithe of its purity is sufficient to gradually undermine our Chirstian civilization and
help to drift our nation toward the rapids and
whirlpool of revolution. There is safely in one
direction only: that is in conforming to the hlghest standard, the drift of modern fiction is in a direction opposite to this. Ingenoll's endeavor is
to t:<ke from human souls all stay and comfort
. ,and to give nothing in return. The light lilerat~ire of the present day performs much the same
office.

EPISTLE.
Officers and Saints o/ Piflsbnrgh and liirtla11d
Dis!i'ict, Greeli11g:-Having been sustained by
you as president of your district, I feel prompted
to communicate to you a few thoughts, in regard
to your duties.
To branch presidents and their co-laborers:
Dear brethren. In accepting the above positions,
you assumed a grave responsibility, and virtually consented to become leaders and shepherds
to the Saints under your respective charges.
Hence, those who elected you to the said offices
expect you to adorn yourselves with all the attributes that characterized Christ; viz., virtue, wisdom, patience, charity, &c. In order for you to
have the requisite influenr.e with the Saints you
should not gjve way to the evil habit of faultfinding and ~'ftti.cizing each other, nor allow
yourselves to indulge in unbecoming habits, such
as the use of intoxicants of any kind, or tobacco;
for it is written, "Ile ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord."
It is to be hoped that by the exercise of prudence, and the prompt performance of duty, you
may be able to keep the branches clear of all
trouble and grievances. In case of difliculties
you can not adjust, please apprise the president
of the mission thereof whose right it is (in lhe
opinion of the writer), to set in order, and to regulate the affairs of the branches under his supervision, either direct oi- indirect, according to Sec.
104, par. 12, Book of D. C. To Elders and
Priests who are not branch officials: Perhaps on
a re-examination of your license} ou will discover the fact that you are required by reason of
your calling, to preach, teach,,&c. Doubtless
you are a ware it is recorded in Doc. & Cov. ro4:
44.-"Wherefor~, now let every man learn his
duty, and to act in the office in which he is appointed, in all dil,igence. He that is slothful
shall not be counted worthy to stand, and he that
learns not his duty and shows himself not approved, shall not be counted worthy to stand."
([n his office). Hence, with the understanding
we glean from the above in regard to our respective callings, we hope rione will interfere with
branch affairs, but will ever manifest a willingness to give counsel when asked for and preach
'when called upon by those in charge. Those of
you who are capable of preaching the gospel
should put forth an urgent effort to warn your
neighbors and friends by making appointments
which you can conveniel\tly reach on the Sabbath day. Those of you who think you are not
able to take the pulpit in defense of the truth,
will please purchase tracts and other reading
m!!tter and distribute them among the people,

and if any of you come to the conclusion you can
do nothing for the Master, we trust yon will have
the manhood to proffer your license at our next
conference. Brethren, let us strive to love each
other, as Christ loves us; for in so doing we will
he enabled to ket>p down jealousy and avoid the
evil bf speaking disparagingly of one another.
There has been such a thing as brethren going in
to branches and criticizing and undervaluing the
labors of those who have preceded them. If in
our travels we discover a brother has erred, go
to him and acquaint him-not the Saints-with
the fact. \Vhen such a course is pursued by the
ministry it will he cot:ducive of much good to
the.· work; for the time allotted 'us to work for
the Master is too brief to consume in wrangling
and fault-finding. I wish it distinctly understood
that, if any within the limits of the district are
guilty of the above evil, they shall he brought to
jt1stice as the law of God directs.
Brethren, there were never brighter prospects
for the church than at pn;sent; all that is necessary to accomplish good and to make the work
a success in the district, is a simultant>ous effort
on our part. Bro. R. S. Salyards is to take the
field the rst of October. Brn. J. Brown and J.
Craig anticipate helping us w·nat they can this
coming fall and winter. vVe trust the Saints
will not forget that there is a Bishop's Agent in
the district, F. Criley, 33, Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and that it is necessary lo
have fonds to carry on the work.
Yours in gospel bonds,
G. T. GRIFFITHS, Pres. Dist.
NOTICE.
The Southern Indiana District conference wiH
convene the 9th of October at Union Chapel,
Jefferson County. We request all the officers of
the District to attend, with as many travelling
Elders as can. God has but one kingdom, one
body, and one people, one Holy Spirit, one faith,
one hope, the eternal anchor that keeps this one
body from making shipwreck of the one faith.
Branch officers will please see that their branches
are fu lJ y reported.
}AMES G. ScoTT, Pres. Dist.
FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS.

Dear Bretltren :-Efforts to complete the circular letter you asked at my hand have not reached
the concluo1on of the matter. The changes in
onr quorum consequent upon the work of the
late conference hindered somewhat. Lack of
addresses of some, notwithstanding our continued effort to get them, has hindered. \Ve had
hoped the quorum would be full when we issued
the circular letter, but as it is not, and to·wait
till it is, may be too long, we shall issue it in the
near future, so that any change of addresses
should be sent at once. We still lack the addresses of Il. l3. Anderson, John D. Jones, G. W.
Lush, Arnold. Neeser ·and Thomas Galley. Will
these brethren please. send their address at once,
or any one who may know one or more, please
sehd them. The record shows that John Taylor,
Oliver Johnson, John Larsen, Jasper M. Tousley,
Henry Southwick, F. R. Tubb, E. A. Steadman,
and F. E. Anderson, have nb license. They
wi!J. please send full items of birth, baptism, confirmation and ordination, to w:~ S. L0ar, Independence, Jackson County, Missouri, who by virtue of an act of lhe quorum at the late .confer-
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ence has been appointed secretary of the quorum
by its presiding officer.
Our efforts have been less than hitherto, but
busy cares of many kinds have been the cause.
We purpose to make om best efforts for the advancement of the quorum, as also the work in
general. Should the time c01;ne, near or in the
distant future, when one who can better serve the
quorum can be selected of the several more efficient, let it be done. Do .not delay longer and
thereby hinder ns in our work. We shall each
have to account as to how much we have assisted to set in order the house of God.
In bonds of peace,
R. ETZENHOUSER, Sec.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri.

ERRATUM.
In the letter of Wm. B. Smith, in the Herald,
page 469, the name of Thomson should be J. A.
Robinson, an error of memory.
BORN.
SHEEHY.-At Lisbon Falls, Maine, August
24th, 1886, to Moses and Su;ie Sheehy a son,
named Frank Edmond.
DIED.
VmiNON.-James Vernon was born August
5th, 1812, in Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio, and
died at Millersburg, Illinois, of sciatic rhematism
August 27th. Elder John Chisnall, of Kewanee,
conducted thP funeral services, and deiive'red a
timely sermon Sunday morning, the 29th, an immense assembly paying the very best attention.
He was married to Eliza Duncan, August 25th,
1836, in Marion, Shelby County, Indiana.
Ahout 1844 they became probationers in the
Methodist Church, but soon after they heard Elder G. M. Hinkle preach, and were baptized by
him. Elder J. W. Gillen baptized them into the
Reorganized Church February 8th, 1863. Sister
Vernon heard two Elders sing, pray and talk half
a century ago, as they were returning from west
to east. Their habitation has ever been a resting
place for the weary gospel pilgrim till the infirmities of age shifted the pleasing burden to otherwilling hands. They aided in erecting our commodious chapel, and assisted in many ways.to send
forth the great latter day work. He was of a
meek and quiet spirit, and lhe law of kindness
was in his heart. A pleasant light has been removed ft om the village home, to a galaxy of immortals. \Vhile the drapery of sadness and
grief hang over our souls, we sorrow not as those
who have no hope. He was industrious, honest,
and indulgent almost to a fault. He would sooner
serve than be served; was ever in favor of peace
and order, therefore he brought honor and glory
to the cause of Christ. Sweet tendrils of affection cluster around the memory of the dear old
veteran. He had no dark and painful forebodings of death, and said" to the writer, his sonin-law, that he had "lived above the Jaw of
our common country." May his virtues and
example live on, and may the Father's hand
temper and sanctify this bereavement to our
best good.
M. T. SHORT.
PETTERSSON.-Died, at Trenton, New Jersey,
Florence L., daughter of brother W. P:and Maud
M. Pettersson, July 4th, 1886, aged 2 months and
22 days. Was born in Brooklyn, .New York.
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THE MORMON CHURCH.
.!J,fr. Editor :--The item in last week's News,
clipped from the Wheeling Intelligencer concerning Mr. A. B. Vernon and Mrs.-~ of Taylor
county, eloping together does i~ju'stic to many
persons in this county if it does not to them.
The article in question repreeents the said Mr.
Vernon as being a "Mormon Mis&ionary," &c.,
and tbis unfortunate separation of Mr. - - and
his wife as being the necessary result of "Mormon" teaching, etc. Now, the said Mr. Vernon
is not a "Mormon Missionary." He has no connection what~oever with the Utah Mormon
Church. He belongs to the original system of
Latter Day Saints called the "Reorgani,zed
Church," of which there is a branch here, organized in the year 1880, h>y Elder Josiah Ells of
Pittsburg. There is aiso a church in South
Wheeling or Benwood, of which the Intclligeucer
can not possibly be ignorant. This church is
Anti-Polygamous and Christian in faith and
practice which the Intdligencer very well knows,
and should have made the proper discrimination
in favor of these facts in justice to innocent and
loyal citizens. There are many members of
this church in West Virginia; viz-:,_,in Marshall
there is a considerable congregation coioprisii1g
some of the best citizens of the county, also there
are Saints in vVetzel, (or tho5e who adhere to the
faith), Marion, Doddridge, Ritchie, Ha1'.rison,
Jackson, Mawn and Wayne counties. This
faith is spreading in the state. What can the
Intelligencer reasonably do or say against it?
Are we not free?
Vv ould the Intclbgencer stigmatize the members and the faith of a whole
church or denomination of Christians with the
odium attaching to the bhameful affair above referred to, because forsooth the parties, either one
or both were members, or had their names on its
books, &c. How many churches could be condemned as being unworthy of respect by this
rule? Mr. Vernon is not the exponent of this
church, neither is he an authorized missionary in
the county of Taylor. He is not an Elder.
Neither is his work acceptable lo the church at
this time. But as tn his guilt in this case we
know nothing. We are not inclined to believe it
from fhis report, as there seems to be a di3position to lay this charge upon others who are
known to the Intelligei;cer to be innocent. Vernon might be accused falsely, too. If there is
any truth at all in the item, it is found published
in company with that which, if not directly false
in itself, makes a false impression for a purpose.
Let us now, in conclusion, submit to our brethren of the clergy, (orthodox), two propositions
for discussion:
First:-Polygamy is not now, nor never was, a
doctrine of the Church of Jes us Christ of Latter
Day Saints which was organized by Joseph Smith
and others, April 6th, 1830.
Second :-The Book of Mormon is not, as
claimed by many public teachers and historians,
a plagiarism of the writings of the late Rev.
Solomon Spaulding.
This is a standing challenge to Ministers, His·
torians or Theologians.
JusTicE.
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WALKER & HANSEN.
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to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Illinois.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
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De~ooH,

PHYSICIAN AND

lll. D.,

SURGEOJV,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
Of Main Street.
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ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha 1 Pacific Junction, Atchise>n or
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NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD Oil' THE LORD! FOR 'rHERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE- AND CONCUJlINEB i~
HE SHALL HAvE NoNE."-PagG 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
·
.~
"WE BEL!EvE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD IIAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WmrAN RUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATII, WHEN EITHER'
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, September 25, 1886.
w?ich relates directly to proper Sacrament
wme:

HERALD:

Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
r,>f Latter Day Saints.

"Listen to the voice of Jesus Christ, your Lord,
your God, and your Redeemer, whose word is
quick and powerful. For behold I say unto you,
that it mattereth not what ye shall eat, or what
ye shall drink, when ye partake of the sacrament,
if it so be that ye do it with an eye single to my
glory; remembering unto the Father my body
which was laid down for you, and my blood
which was shed for the remission of your sins;
wherefore a commandment I give unto you, that
you shall not purchase wine, neither strong drink
of your enemies; wherefore you shall partake of
none, except it is made new among you; yea, in
this my Father's kingdom which shall be built up
on the earth. Behold, this is wisdom in me;
wherefore marvel not for the hour cometh that I
will drink of the fruit of the vine with you on the
earth, and with Moroni, whom I have sent unto
you to reveal 1he Book of,Mormon, containing
the fulness of my evedasting gospel."

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, .are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Ollice.
~The

JOSEPH SMITH

W.W. Br,Am

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, September 25, 1886.
SACRAMENTAL WINE.
"IT is estimated that 60,000 gallons of wine are
yearly consumed in the churches of the United
States for sacramental purposes alone. Only
think of it; 60,000 gallons of be-drugged, intoxicating wine. How dare the churches of Christ
to ask for the prohibition of the liquor traffic,
while encouraging that traffic to the amount of
6ci,ooo gallons every year to be used i~ their most
sacred institution? If it is a good thing to use
there, it can not possibly be a bad thing to be
used ,and recommended "in moderation" elsewhere. And, mind you, we have not the slightest warrant from our Savior or any of His disciples for its use on such occasions. In not one
single instance in the whole Bible is the word
wine used in connection with the Lord's Supper.
The words are simply, "the fruit of the vine,"
which is and can be only the pure, unfermented
juice of the grape, just as it comes from the hand
of. God, and not the substance that has been
manipulated by man into a narcotic deadly

poison."-Issue.

"

How thoroughly the above confirms the
wisdom embodied in the following revelation given to Joseph, the young Seer, fiftysix years ago? This revelation was given
under th.e following circumstances described by Joseph the Seer in his history:
"Early in the month of August, Newel
Knight and h~s wife paid us a visit at my
place in Harmony, Penmylvania, and as
neither his wife nor himself had been as
yet confirmed it was proposed that · we
should confirm them, and partake together
of the Sacrament, before he and his wife
should leave us. In order to prepare for
this I set out to procure some wine for the
occasion, but had gone only a short distance when I was met by a heavenly messenger, and received the following revelation, the first paragraph of which was
written at this time, and the remainder in
the September following."-Times and

Seasons 4: r I 7.
Here is that portion of the revelation

0

No. 38.

a whirlwind of excitement and aroused bitter persecution against them. In 1831-2
an apostate, Ezra Booth, at one time a
Methodist preacher, published a series of
scandalous letters in the Ohio Star, at
Ravenna, which brought trouble upon the
church, until JVIarch z)th, 1832, when the
following dastardly outrage occurred in the
town of Hiram, Ohio, which we give in
the exact language of the church historian
and Joseph the Seer.

February 22d, 1832.
According to previous calculations, we now
began to make preparations to visit the brethren
who had removed to the land of Missouri. Before going to Hiram to live with father Johnson,
my wife had taken two children, (twins) of John
Murdock, to bring up. She received them when
only nine days old.; they were now nearly eleven
months. I would remark that nothing important had occurred since I came to reside in father Johnson's house in Hiram; I had held meetings on the Sabbaths and evenings, and baptized
a number. Father Johnsori's son, Olmsted JohnPERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.
son, came home on a visit, during which I told
him if he did not obey the gospel, the spirit he
(Continued from page 5'18).
As THE church increased in numbers and was of. would lead him to destruction; and then
influence, the opposition became more ex- if he went away, he w•Juld never return or see his
tended and intensified. What has been father again. He went to the southern states
true of all prominent movements that and Mexico; on his return took sick and died in
came in contact with hoary error and can- Virginia. In addition to the apostate Booth, Sinonized evil, whether in civil government, monds Rider, Eli Johnson, Edward Johmon and
philosophy, medicine, the arts and sciences John Johnson, jr. had apostatized.
On the 25th of March, the twins before menin general, and also in religion, with whatever else pertained to human progress, tioned, which had been sick of the measles for
was and is true of the rise and progress of some time, caused us to be broke of our rest in
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day taking care of them, especially my wife. In the
Saidts. All have been in their time mis- evening I told her she had better retire to rest
represented, maligned, despised and ·re- with one of the children, and I would watch with
sisted. The apostles of progress have ever the sickest child. In the uight she told me I had
succeeded. only by virtue of the real merit better lay down on the trundle bed, and I did so,
of what they advocated, and by sincere and was soon after awoke by her screaming murdevotion and persistent effort in what they der! when I found myself going out of the door
knew to be true_ and right,' But their de- in the hands of about a dozen men; some of
votion was accounted fanaticism; and their whose hands were in my hair, and some hold of
persistence, blind obstinacy.
my shirt, drawers and limbs. The foot of the
In I 830-3 r, the press became active in trundle bed was towards the door, leaving only
its opposition, and of this the church his- room enough for the door to swing. My wife
torian says: "At this age of the Church heard a gentle tapping on the windows which
many false reports, lies and foolish stories
she then took no particular notice of, (but which
were published in the newspapers and cirwas unquestionably designed for ascertaining
culated iri every direction to prevent people
from investigating the work, or embracing whether we were all asleep), and soon after the
mob burst open the door and surrounded the bed
the faith."
.
In the mean time the talented, popular in an instant, and as I said, the first I knew I
Elder Sidney Rigdon, of Mentor, Ohio, was going out of the door in the hands of an inand a large portion of his numerous flock, furiated mob. I made a desperate struggle, as I
left the "Christian" (Campbellite) Church was forced out, .to ex,tricate myself, but only
and united with the Saints. This began cleared one leg, with which I made a pass at
late in the fall of i830, under the adminis- one man, and he fell on the door steps. l was
tration of Elders Oliver Cowdery, P. P. immediately corifined again; and they swore by
Pratt, Peter Whitmer and Ziba Peterson. God they would kill me if I did not be still, which
This, and the further fact that large num- quieted me. As they passed around the house
bers at Kirtland and other places in that with me, the fellow that I kicked came to me
region soon after joined the Saints, created an<l thrust his hand into my face, all covered
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with blood, (for I

hit him on the nose), and with

a1,1 exulting horse laugh, muttered: "ge, gee, G--

d-·- ye, I'll fix ye."
They then seized me by the throat, and held
on till I lost my breath. After I came to, as
they passed along with me, about thirty rods
fr_om the house, I saw elder Rigdon stretched
out on the ground; whither they had dragged
him by the heels. I supposed he was dead.
: I began to. plead with them, saying: you will
have mercy and spare my life, I hope. To which
they replied: "G- d - - ye, call on yer God
for help, we'll show ye no mercy;" and the people began to show themselves in every direction:
one coming from the orchard had a plank, and I
expected they would kill me, and carry me off
on the plank. They then turned to the right,
and went on about thirty rods further; about
sixty rods from the house, and thirty from where
I saw elder Rigdon; into the meadow, where
they stopped, and one said : "Simonds, Simonds"
(meaning I supposed Simonds Rider), "pull up
his drawers, pull up his drawers, he will take
cold." Another replied: "a'nt ye going to kill
'im? a'nt ye going to kill 'im? when a group of
mobbers collected a little way off and said: "Simonds, Simonds, come here;" and Simonds
charged those who had hold of me to keep me
from touching the ground, (as they had done ali
the time) lest I should get a spring upon them.
They went and held a council, and as I could
occasionally overhear a word, I supposed it was
to know whether it was best to kill me. They
rettirned after a while, when I learned that they
had concluded not to kill me, but pound and
scratch me well, tear off my shirt and drawers,
and leave me naked, one cried, "Simonds, Simonds, where's the tar bucket?" "I don't know"
answered one, "where 'tis, Eli's left it." They
ran back and fetched the bucket of tar, when one
exclaimed, "G- d - - it, let ns tar up his mouth;"
and they tried to force the tar-paddle into my
mouth; I twisted my head around, so that they
could not; and they cried out: "G- d - - ye,
hold up yer head and let us give ye some tar."
They then tried to force a vial into my mouth,
and broke it in my teeth. All my clothes were
torn off me except my shirt collar; and one man
fell on me and scratched my body with his nails
like a mad cat, and then muttered out: "G:_
d - - ye, that's the way the Holy Ghost falls on
folks."
They then left me, and I attempted to rise, but
fell again; I pulled the tar away from my lips,
etc., so that I could breathe more freely, and
after a while I began to recover, and raised myself up when I saw two lights. I made my way
towards one of them, and found it was father
fohnson's. When I had came to the door, I was
naked, and the tar made me look as though I
had been covered with blood, and when my wife
saw me she thought I was all mashed to pieces,
and fainted. During the affray abroad, the sisters of the neighborhood had collected at my
room. I called for a blanket, they threw me one
and shut the door; I wrapped it around me and
went in.
Jn the mean time, brother John Poorman heard
an outcry across the corn field, and running that
way met father Johnson, who had been fastened
in his house at the commencement of the assault,
by having his door barred by the mob, but on
calling to his wife to bring his gun, saying, he
would blow a hole through the door, the mob

fled, and father Johnson seizing a club ran after
the party that had Elder Rigdon, and knocked
one man, and taised his club to level another exclaiming: "What are you doing here?" when
they left Elder Rigdon and turned upon father
Johnson, who, turning to run towards his own
house met brother Poorman coming out ot the
cornfield; each supposing the other to be a mobber, an encounter ensued, and Poorman gave
Johnson a severe blow on the left shoulder with
a stick or stone, which brought him to the ground.
Poorman ran immediately towards father Johnson's, and arriving while I was waiting for the
blanket, exclaimed, "I'm afraid I've killed him!"
Killed who? asked one; when Poorman hastily
related the cin;umstances of the encounter near
the cornfield, and went into the shed and hid
himself. Father Johnson soon recovered so as
to come to the house, when the whole mystery
was quickly solved concerning the difficulty between him and Poorman, who, on learning the
facts, joyfully came from his hiding place.
My friends spent the night in scraping and removing the tar, and washing and cleansing my
body; so that by morning I was ready to be
clothed again. This being Sabbath morning, the
people assembled for meeting at the usual hour
of worship, and among those came also the mobbers, viz: Simonds Rider, a Campbelite preacher,
and leader of the mob; one McClentic, son of a
Campbelite minister; and Pelatiah Allen, Esq.,
who gave the mob a barrel of whisky to raise
their spirits; and many others. With m.Y flesh
all scarified and defaced, I preached to the congregation as usual, and in the afternoon of the
same day baptized three individuals.
The next morning I went to see Elder Rigdon,
and found him crazy; and his head highly inflamed, for they had dragged him by his heels,
and those too, so high from the earth he could
not raise his head from the rough frozen surface,
which lacerated it exceedingly; and when he
saw me he called to his wife to bring him his
razor. She asked him what he wanted of it, and
he replied to kill me. Sister Rigdon left the
room, and he asked me to bring his razor; I asked him what he wanted of it, and he replied he
wanted to kill his wife, and he continued delirious some days. The feathers which were used
with the tar on this occasion, the mob took out
of Elder Rigdoi;'s house. After they had seized
him and dragged him out, one of the banditti
returned to get some pillows; when the women
shut him in and kept him some time.
During the mob one of the twins received a
severe cold, and continued to grow worse till
Friday, and died. The mobbers were composed
of various religious parties, but mostly Campbelites, Methodists arid Baptists, who continued to
molest and menace father Johnson's house for a
long time. Elder Rigdon removed fo Kirtland
with his family, then sick with the measles, the
following Wednesday, and, on account of the
mob he went to Chardon on Saturday, April
first. Sunda,Y, April second, I started for Missouri, in company with Newel K. 'iVhitney,
Peter Whitmer, and Jesse Gauze, to fulfil the
revelation. Not wishing to go by Kirtland, as
another mob existed in that neighborhood, (and
indeed, the spirit of mobocracy was very prevalent through the region of country at the time),
brother George Pitkin took us in his wagon, by
the most expeditious route to Warren, where we

arrived the same day, and were there joined by
Elder Rigdon, who left Chardon in the morning;
and proceeding onward; we arrived at Wellsville the rtext day, and the day following at
Stubenville, where we left the wagon; and on
Wednesday the fifth of April, we took passage
on board a steam packet for Wheeling, Virginia;
where we purchased a lot of paper for the press
in Zion, then in care of W. W. Phelps.
After we left Hiram, fearing for the safety of
my family, on account of the mob, I wrote to my
wife, (in connection with Bishop Whitney), to
have her go to Kirtland and tarry with his family
till our return. She .went to Kirtland, to brother
Whitney's, and sister Whitney's aunt, Sarah
Smith, (who was then living with her), inquired
of her niece if my wife was going to stay there;
and on being answered in the affirmative, said
she should go away, for there was not room
enough for both of them; accordingly sistPr
~hitney invited my wife to leave, which she did
immediately; having enjoyed about two hours
visit.
She then went to brother Reynolds
Calhoon's, and father Smith's, and doctor Williams', where I found her, very disconsolate on
my return.-T1mes and Seasons, vol. 5: pages 611,
612, 624.

WE reacl;ied the pleasant camp ground of
the Reunion at Wheeler's Grove, Pottawattamie county, Iowa, located on the
premises of Brn. Carlos and Hyrum Smith,
on Thursday, September 9th, and found a
happy people holding the spiritual fort
with song, and prayer ·and speech. Bro ..
Henry Kemp was speaking from the stand'
when we. arrived; and when he ceased!
and the· meeting was dismissed we were·
surrounded by eager, and relieved faces,
because we had come.
The meetings had been in progress from
the 4th, Bro. Daniel Hougas, presiding,
with Bro. Henry Kemp as second in
charge. The committee of preparation
had done their work well, and a pleasanter, more suitable spot would be hard to
find; indeed, none need be desired. The
preaching had been done up to our arrival
by brethren J. W. Gillen, Henry Kemp,
and D;miel Hougas, labor heing done in
the otkler named; but we failed to get a
minute detail of the exact manner of its
distribution-we understood, however,
that Bro. Gillen had been the chief speaker. We spoke at the req nest of the brethren in charge, Thursday evening, Friday
morning in the Grove, and in the evening
in the M. E. church in the town of Macedonia; Saturday evening and Sunday,
morning and evening, Bro. Gillen occupy-·
ing the Sunday afternoon service. The
services at the Grove ended Sunday evening, and on Monday evening we spoke in
the church in town. The services after
our arrival on the ground were: prayer
service at the stand from 9 to 10·30, intermission of fifteen minutes; preaching at
10:45 to the noon hour. Dinner and visiting and social converse till 2 :30, when the·
people were called to the stand-preaching
till 4, then preaching again at 7:45. The·
afternoon service of Friday was by Bro.
J. W. Gillen, Saturday morning by Bro.
D. Hougas and afternoon by Bro. Henry
Kemp. Brn. Wm. Cooke, Wm. Gaylorci 1
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and others assisted in opening service and
prayer. A number of excellent singers
were present, and the song service was
good.
We saw numbers of the Saints for the
first time, and many whom we had met in
years past, and were pleased to make new
acquaintances and renew the old ones.
We met Elder Jason W. Briggs and his
family, who attended a number of the
meetings.
Sr. Briggs, Jason's mother
was present, and though in her 91st year,
seemed to enjoy the meeting and the association with old time friends in the gospel cause. On the first Sunday the crowd
was large, we were informed, and on the
last Sunday it was estimated that there
was at one time near 2000 persons in attendance. We heard no loud, indecent, or
profane language from any, at any time
during the meeting; the crowd though
large was orderly and well behaved; the
exception being a few thoughtless ones
who would get together on the outer
edges of the crowd, and talk and chat
without seeming regard to those who
wished to hear the preaching, they were
but few, however. There was less than
the usual amount of tobacco smoking and
chewing, and we note this with gladness,
"Be ye clean," is a "charge to keep."
We were the guest of Bro. Carlos
("Lot") Smith during our stay on the
ground, and of Bro. J. M. Kelley when in
town. The Saints were all hospitably inclined toward the Editor and his fellow
preachers.
We learn from Bro. Gillen that the district, Pottawattamie, in which the meeting
was held is in a much improved condition;
as is also the Fremont, in charge of Bro.
Henry Kemp.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

DoN'T forget that Bro. J. H. Peters, of
East Lake, Michigan, offers to furnish
I ,ooo copies of the "Voice of vVarning"
to the Sabbath Schools. Up to the 10th
inst. he says, "but one school has written
for books up to this date." It is wisdom
for those schools that can use them to get
them at once. Bro. Peters will give instructions how to use and dispose of them.
It is very notable that the most extended
and ruinous earthquake of these latter
years had its center in Charleston, South
Carolina, as did the most terrible war-the
war of the Rebellion.
Bro. J.B. Jarvis writes the 8th inst. from
Fort Scott, Kansas, that his address until
further notice will be Crebs P. 0., Indian
Territory, and orders his HERALD there,
saying, "I can not be satisfied without having access to it, [the HERALD], the best of
all papers for the Saints of latter days."
A Mr. S. Bugg writes from Deanville,
Michigan, expressing thanks that some one
has sent him a HERALD, and saying he intends to learn the faith and work of the
Saints. He asks questions of importal)ce,
which we will answer in due time. ·2"<"'
Bro.Joseph Luff wrote fr0m Independence, Missouri, the 13th inst., that some
one wrote hin::t a card from Columbus,
Nebraska, requesting him to apply overpaid subscription on. Ad1Jocate to the Advo·

cate deficiency fund, but that the person
failed to sign his name; and he now asks
that the party will write him again so he
may know whose account to transfer.
l'lro. W. A. Bennett, sends us a Graham,
Texas, paper, for September rst, containing a gloomy account of the drouth and its
effects in the regions about Graham.
There are many destitute people. In certain counties there has been no rain for
fourteen months.
Bro. J. T. Reynolds wrote from St.
Thomas, Ontario, ·September 6th, that
though Bro. George Henly had moved
away from them, Bro. T. A. Phillips had
returned from Chicago. They had been
cheered by a moving case of healing in
their midst.
Bro. J. J. Cornish WJS at Bay City,
Mich., September I 3th; had lately bapt!zed one, many seemed to believe, though
some of these evidently loved the world
more than God. Bro. ·Cornish intends to
leave there, as the place is unhealthy.
Bro. R. J. Anthony was at Reese Creek,
Montana, the 10th of September, and intended to visit ·willow Creek, Butte Citv,
Deer Lodge.
"
A Mr. M. G. Chapman writes from
Utica, Nebraska, for Church publications
and says:-"I am not a member of the
Reorganized Church of Christ, for the
want of an opportunity." The ministry
in that region should see that a proper opportunity for membership is afforded this
gentleman at an early time.
Bro. James H. Cameron writes from
Kenosha, Wisconsin, that the HERALD is
his only preacher now, also that he takes
pleasure in sending up his free-will offerings "to be used in the support of the gospel."
The lierald readers, such as do not
take the Hope, will find specimen copies
sent them of its current issue. The Editor
will spare no pains to make it what it
should be, and to make it in its enlarged
form a complete success.
THE "ADVOCATE."

VERY many in the church are not aware
of the value of the Advocate in the past in
reaching and saving blinded, bewildered,
and perishing Saints, while it at the same
time informed and confirmed those who
read it in regard to the fact of the terrible
latter day apostasy, the remedy for the
evil, and the source from whence deliverance must come.
We take the liberty of presenting in
this connection a letter from one of "the
escaped of Israel," (and this case is only
one in many thousands), whose words are
full of the sweet cadences of a grateful
heart saved from the gloomy, pitiless, rayless night of infidelity .• Read the letter:
UTAH, August 2rst, 1886.
Bro. Lulf:-It is with deep regret I learn
through the Herald of the discontinuance of the
Advocate. It is like parting- with a tried an.d
trusted friend. We of the Reorganized Church
who live among the Utah Mormons scarcely
know how to get along without it. I have nearly
the whole of seven volumes, and I consider them
very valuable. I owe it mainly to the Advocate
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that I am not an infidel to· day. I was reared in
1he Ulah Church, but when I arrived at years of
discretion I discovered that the teachings of said
church differed so materially from the teachings
of Christ, that I cone! uded religion was all a
farce and resolved to have nothing to do with it.
About that time a friend advised me to subscribe
for the Advocate; through reading that I learned
what Mormonism really is. Three years later I
obeyed the gospel, for which cause I rejoice every
day of my life.
My subscription for the .!lcfoocate does not expire until March, 1887; but I don't wish the
money refunded. I wish to contribute it as my
mite toward the many copies which have been
circulated free."

"AN INDECENT AMERICAN COMMUNITY."
"THE expulsion of John Q. Cannon from the
Mormon Church on a charge of adultery is, of
course, only a sham, and designed to avoid a
prosecution for polygamy in the criminal courts.
This singular prnceeding on the part of the Mormon authorities, instead of advertising their
regard for morality, ought to direct public attention to the extraordinary fact that in Utah there
are no statutes for the punishment of adultery,
fornication, or incest, all .laws of this character
having been furtively repealed by a Mormon
Legislature several years ago. In the indecent
community dominated by the Mormon Church
there is no penalty whatever for these crimes,
and the Edmunds Act applies to a distinct class
of offenses, being designed to punish polygamy
as such, and, as the Supreme Court has said, to
forbid flaunting before the community "the osten·
tation of a bigamous household." The proof
under the Edmunds Act is complete when it
shows the maintenance of such a household with
an open claim or pretense of plural marriage.
Immorality perpetrated without any pretense of
civil or "celestial" marriage is left to be punished
by the laws of the Territory, and, as the "saints"
have repealed all these. ~tatutes, Utah has the
most shameless code of any community inside of
civilization.
"Cannon (who is a son of Geo1gc Q. Cannon
and First Connselor of the .presiding Bishop)
pleaded guilty, knowing there was no law in
Utah for the punishment of adultery, and hoping
to escape an indictment for polygamy. What do
the people think of this spectacle, •howing ar- it
does the existence of an American Territory lacking Jaws of common decency such as are enforcPd
by half-civilized tribes and in many cases by
barbal'ia.ns? The severity of tbe Edmunds act,
which applies only to cases of plural marriage,
has hlinclcd the public to the true character of the
local Jaws of Utah, and the Cannon performance
may well serve lo disclose the truth. Let the
people call on the Congressmen now up for reelection to exphin themselves and show if they
can that they were not responsible for the failure last winter of the measures looking to the establishment of decency in Utah. Eden., the Illi~ois Congressman who assisted in smothering one
of these bills, has been handsomely decapitated
by his constituents, and the example is one that
should spread. Despite the Edmunds act the
local laws of Utah are ctill in many cases loathsome and intolerable. Let the people see to it
1hat another Congress shall not adjourn without
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an effort to make adultery, fornication, and incest crimes even in Utah."

The above is what the Chicago Tribune
of the 8th inst. has to say of the Utah
leaders and their ism. We recommend to
them the following prayer, advising that
they stick to it till proper relief come:
uo wad some power the giftic gi'c us,
'l'o see oursel's as others see us I ~
It wad frae many a blunder free us,
And foolish notion."

TIMELINESS.

WE respectfully suggest to those writing
for the Herald and Hope to give us something besides articles or letters on topics
that are worn out with too frequent use.
The church and the world need information on subjects which are important and
timely. They need "meat in in due season." Therefore, those who write should
be careful to study suitableness in what
they write, both as to matter and timeliness.
Faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of
hands, church organization, and kindred
subjects are all good in their place, but we
need much besides.
Food for the instruction of the race
should be, first, of the right kind; second,
be properly prepared; and third, be supplied at proper times. Too much of a
good thing at a time is harmful; for "The
full soul loatheth a honeycomb." Many
otherwise excellent sermons have proven
fruitless because not timely. Let divine
wisdom direct.
THE Criminal Docket for the September
term of Court in Salt Lake City contains
nearly one hundred cases against polygamous Mormons, some of whom are "at
large." This means in plain English, that
they have taken an undefined and unlimited "vacation"-for their own personal
convenience. Among these w horn "Uncle
Samuel" wants to catch but can't, is President John Taylor,. his two counselors,
(Joseph F. Smith and Geo. Q Cannon),
C. W. Penrose, (News editor), George
Teasdale (apostle), Anson V. Call, Helaman Pratt, George Dunford, etc.; while
H. W. N aisbitt and scores of others of the
rank and file are caught in the toils and
must answer to the offended law.
"A fine and slender net the spider weaves
Which little and slight uni mah receives;
And if she catch a summer bee or fty,
They with a piteous groan and murmur die.
Bnt if a wasp or hornet she entrap,
'11 hey tear her cords, like Samiwou, and escape:
So like a fly, the poor offender dies~
But like a wasp the rich escapes, and !lies."

Bro. John Single writes of late from
Fremont, Indiana, and says:
"There is so much good sound, sensible reading in the Elerald that I don't see how I could
get along without it."

We are glad to know the HERALD is
appreciated, and we hope its friends will
do what they can to extend the circulation.
Let each subscriber seek to get others to
take it; for in this way the gospel nevvs
goes wider and wider, the church obtains
greater influence and power, and the
powers of darkness and evil are beaten
back and give phce to 'laving light and
truth. Every subscriber is expected to be

prompt in keeping his subscription paid
up, for it is by this that the printer is kept
happy.

Oft when I am sad and lonely,
Life seems but a troubled dream;
Swift my thoughts are carried upward,
Cross the rapid silver stream,
To the loved ones gone before ns,
'l'o ·that home where all is fair;
And the heart is never weary,
For there is no sorrow there.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Beauty that eludes onr grasp,
Sweetness that transcends our taste,
Loving hands we may not clasp,
Shining feet that mock our hastc,Geutle eyes we closed below,
Tender volces heard once more,
Smile and call us, as they go
On and onward still before."

The following was written by the youngest
daughter of Bro. Glaud Rodger, and will be read
with interest by many of her father's friends.
FATHER, WAS IT THY GOOD-BYE?
I am sitting by the window,
'Tis a lovely eve in May,
As the quiet, pleasant twilight,
Closes up a sunny day.
Cool the gentle breeze is blowing,
Rustling through the leafy trees;
And the shadows growing darker,
Lull to sleep the birds and bees.
0, how welcome is the evening,
To the tired, care-worn breast,
When upon a dreamless pillow
I?or a while the head can rest.
As I sit and look around me,
And my thoughts are flying fast,
I recall to mind an evening
That has many months gone past.
I was playing on the organ
In the church, when suddenly,
My fingers stopped their moving,
And my eyes refused to sec.
For a shadow fell around me,
Thin and cold, and deathly white.
Oh, if I should live forever
I could not forget that night.
'Twas the shadow of a moment,
Then the misty veil 'vas o,er,
But npou the chords of memory
Left its strain forever more.
How I wondered what the meaning
Of that misty veil could be;
For it seemed to trouble no one
In all the chnrch,-only me.
Never once the thought came o'er me,
'!'hat npon that very day,
In Nevada, far from loved ones,
Father on his death-becl lay.
Oh, it must have been so lonely;N ot a kindred face was near;
0 my father! had I been there,
Your last hours of earth to cheer l
Bnt our Savior did not grant it,
So my tears I'll try to hide;
Just the hour that I was playing,
Was the hour that father died.
Do you understand the shadow?
Do you wonder, then, if I
Say I think it was the spirit
Of my father passing by?
P'raps on his hetlven-ward journey
He paused a whiie to rest,
Or to liKteu to the music;
I wns granting his request.
He hm1 hade nie play the organ,
l!'or the Saints of Goel to sing:
Said that to some sad and lone one,
It might joy and comfort bring.
Now his earthly cares are over,
And he shares a better land,
And I sometimes think I hear him
Singing with the heavenly band,

When our voyagcrhcre is cudcd,
And on earth we toil no more,
May we meet those loving faces
On the bright, the heavenly shore.
That all Saints who here have wandered
May :find solace over there;
Ever more to dweil with Jes us,
Is my earnest.fervent prayer.
DOLLIE RODGER.
LAMONI,

188fJ.

To THE mothers of little Hopes we wish to
make a few suggestions, by the carrying out of
which, simple as they may at first appear, much
good will be accomplished, and teachers in the
different Sabbath Schools where the Hope is used
will be very greatly aided in their work. First,
provide your children, or see that they provide
themselves with a ready binder for their paper.
This need consist of nothing more than a stiff
paper cover, such paper as is used-for mailing or
expressing heavy articles in, to enclose the Herald, upon the inside of which has been pasted
fifty-two narrow strips of paper, or thin cloth just
in the middle, to which the Hope can be pasted
as each number is received. Lest some of the
children should not understand just what we
mean, take some book you do not value and cut
out the leaves within an inch of the binding, tlten
you will have left in this remaining inch the narrow strips upon which to paste your papers.
Don't forget to get these binders ready this week,
and make them just as neat and attractive as possible. When this is done, mothers, fathers or
elder sisters and brothers, will you not each
week help the younger Hopes, to get their Sabbath School lesson? We make this last request
especiaily of the parents of the Lamoni Sabbath
School, but we doubt not it is a request every
superintendent will thank us for making. Will
you grant it?
We are in receipt of letters from sisters Maggie
Kelso, Nellie Williams, Vida Smith and Orilla
Sheehy.
LA1HoNI 1

Iowa, Sept. 25, 1886.

HENDERSON GROVE, Sept. 3d.
Dear Sister Frances:-I feel to thank you again
and again for the kind and loving words in the
"Mothers' Home Column." God bless and prosper all the noble workers who have enlisted in
the cause, for it is the work of God. I feel that
no one could give such wise counsel, unles5
moved by the Holy Spirit. How many times
have I been cast down, yea into the very dust, as
it were, and have felt I was almost forsaken by
God and man, whervsomelhing in the dear "I-lo me
Column" h:is strengthed me and whispered to my
troubled heart, "Peace, be still." How comforting the thought in this time of trouble and doubt,
when the evil one is striving so hard to gain a
foothold evei1 among our strongest and bravest,
that the sisters have banded together to fight him,
as well as the brothers have. The prayers of
the righteous avail much, and with the weapon
of prayer we must fight him. Will the battle be
hot? Will many fall? Alas! yes, "A thousand
shall fall at your side and ten thousand at your
• ri,ght hand." Do you ask the cause of so man,y
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falling and the means by which the few shall
stand? Because the Apostle's words have not
been heeded: "Take unto you the whole armor
of God, that you may be able to withstand in the
evil day." Alas! how many in the ranks have
nothing but the shield of faith. This shield is
very valuable, but we need the sandals, the preparation of the gospel, which leads us to expect,
and enables us to endure, the sharp difficulties of
the narrow way unflinchingly, as good soldiers.
How much we need to be girt about with truth,
with the precious promises of God's word, lest
we become weary and faint. How much we
need to have well in hand the sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God, that we may be able
to keep the adversary at a respectful distance.
How much need there is also for the breast-plate
of Christ's righteousness, his merit, recognized as
covering our life, our vitals. How much need
too for the helmet-an intelligent hope of salvation. And having the armor all on we will be
sure to conquer.
"Beloved, think it not strange concerning the
fiery trial which is to try you, as though some
strange thing happened unto you; but rejoice
inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings, that when his glory shall be revealed, ye
may be glad also with exceeding joy." Notwithstanding this exhortation very many of the beloved of the Lord do think it strange when the
fiery trials strike them; doubtless because they
db not appreciate the Lord's design. While we
understand that present evil in general shall be
overruled of God. and made to minister good,
yet we are far from thinking that "all's for the
best." 1 have six girls, all in the church but one,
and I desire the prayers of the sisters that I may
have the gift of wisdom to enable me to raise
them for God. Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. NELLIE \'VILLIAMS.
GiRARD, Minnesota, August IIth.
Sister Fra11ces:-Having looked in vain for a
letter from the sisters in this part of the land, I
thought it time to tell you that you have sisters
here who desire to be one with you in every good
work. For one I h11ve found much encouragement and good advice in the Ilerald, and especially in the "Mothers' Home Column,'' which I
wish I might heed. Iu this land we have plenty
of poverty, and hard work to endure, as well as
all the oihcr trials and crosses common to the lot
of man. So:netirnes we feel that we can take up
our cross and bear it bravely, trnsling in the arm
of the Lord, at other times we feel discouraged
and almost like giving up in despair, a~d think
we would vastly prefer to prove ourselves faithful without being tried. How easy it would be
to keep the commandments if we were only commanded to do just as we pleased! \Ve could be
·patient if there were nothing to try our patience;
we could love our neighbors if the'.rwere perfect;
we could do good to those who were good to us;
we could let all our garments be plain, if it were
only the fashion; !,tnd we might be wise in some
things if it was not for the '-word of wisdom;"
but all of thes~ "ifs" are in the way. The Lord
and his comrnandnwnts on the one hand, pointing the way to everlasting life; the evil one and
and his wiles on the other hand enticing to destruction; and it seems to be easier to travel the
broad road with plenty of company, than to take
up our cross and follow the Savior in the straight
and narrow way ~long with a few; __ ftnd I am per·
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suaded that of our own strength we shall not be
able to over come, but the Lord being our helper
we shall come off conqueror; and he will help us
if we will do as he tells us to do. Let us then
try to take his advice. Brother and sister J. C.
Foss are making their home at present in Becker
county, some fifty or sixty miles from us. Bro.
Foss is doing a good work in this part of the land,
and I think they are trying to live according to
the precepts of their religion, which is the best
preaching that any one can do.
I think we ought to have charity for all who
are in darkness or are deceived. I don't think it
is fair because we have received a little ray of
light and been helped out of the darkness a little,
for us to turn around and point our fingers at
some one else and say, "here you're in darkness;
you don't know anything. If you were honest
in heart you could believe as I do." I think it
must be possible for people to be honest in heart,
and still not believe right, else the Lord had not
said, "they that are honest in heart, and are de- .
ceived shall be reclaimed." We ought to believe
thjs and not feel too bad because some of our
loved ones are deceived, put learn to trust the
Lord for ourselves as well as all the honest in
heart. Well, I am glad that the Hofe is to be enlarged. We like the Hope as well as the Herald
and Advocate. We are arranging to send in our
mites soon. May the Lord bless his Saints and
speed the work for the salvation of souls. Your
·sister,
EMMA L. ANDERSON.
Dear Sister Frances :-I take the Herald and
would like to help you if I could. I have raised
a large family. of children, and all but one are
members of the church. We need patience and
plenty of faith and prayer to bring them up.
Children as they grow in .years go through
various stages of carelessness and irritability,
which would only be increased by constant fretting and reproof. The period between childhood and youth is a very trying one, and needs
the sustaining help of loving, gentle words.
Therefore mothers, do not be discouraged at that
which is more lhe result of physical than moral
weakness, while good counsel, judicious pra) er
and gentle forbearance wiil strengthen and help
the child through these breakers, into a genial,
tolerant, soot.bing atmosphere. The boy or girl
will go through the various stages of growth
from childhood to adult age, gradualy becoming
strong and fixed in correct habits of thought and
action, and the forbearance and loving patience
of the wife, father and mother will have brought
their reward.
From a sister in Christ.

STEWARTSVILLE, Missouri,
August 7th, 1886.
Dear Sister Frances:-The reading of the
"Mothers' Home Column," and putting to practical use the good instruction, advice and counsel
we reseive therefrom, tends to elevate our m_inds,
develop the good qualities our common Father
has given us. It diminishes the evil that has
been sown within us by the enemy of· all souls,
leading us to higher and holier aims, and aspirations, and causes us to love one another more
dearly, as sisters, and to love the glorious work
in which we are engaged, more intelligently and
fondly than ever. It also begets vvithin our minds
a greater desire to bring our children 'JP "in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord," and to
strive ~9 set beiQre tt:e;n S?fh 7xampJe; j'§ Wjll
,,....
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be worthy of their imitation; for to· my mind good
example is a great help. Let us be fretful and
cross, and see if our children are not very soon
the same. On the other hand, let us be calm,
resigned and prayerful, performing patiently the
daily and hourly duties lying in our pathway;
striving to retain the peaceful and sublime spirit
that we received in our morning supplications,
which came in answer to our secret pleadings,
when our souls were drawn out in prayer, and
praise, thanksgiving and love to him who listens
to our petitions, asking him to guide us through
the day in wisdom's ways, to help us to be firm
in the right, to impart needful counsel, in short
to help us to perform every duty of a mother to
her child through the day. Doing this while the
little lambs and those of maturer years are still
lying in the bands of sweet slumber that hath
bound them during the night; thus obeying the
injunction or command to "arise early in the
morning"-doing thus our children will partake
of the same spirit. Dear sisters, we can never
afford to do without the "Home Column" again;
then let us stand by it, helping our dear editor to
uphold and sustain it, by contributing our mites,
no matter how small they may be. They may
perchance cheer some weary one; impart some
consolation to some sorrowing heart, laden with
the cares and trials of life; strengthen the weak;
impart some new pearr of wisdom to the already
wise, strong and faithful ones. I read with
intense interest the Appeal, and am a firm believer in the great good that can be accomplished
in the Sunday School cause; and also believe
the Hofe to be a great help to us in our families.
The instruction the chiidren receive by reading
it aids them to perform their duties to God. I
do hope it will be enlarged. To this good .work
I am willing to give my mite, as you will find
herein enclosed. Then let us, dear sisters, be
alive, and ready to aid in every good cause, by
accompanying our children to Sunday School
every Sunday; ·there striving to lead or teach
them in the way of life and salvation. I think it
better, if poss-ible, to accompany them to the
school, for it must seem nice to little ones to see
dear mamma's face there at the place they have
learned to love; and then we can say, Come,
children, Jet us go to the Sabbath School to learn
of the Lord, seek wisdom and be happy. I have
always done this, and find it very easy to have
them go with me. In order to do this, or that
we may be advanced with our work so as to go
with them, requires great energy and thought on
our part. \Ve must have our lives devoted to
God, ever striving to Ii ve to his honor and glory;
and be willing alw to do that which will be for
the good of those entrusted to our care. May
God bless and strengthen us for every duty, and
give us that pleasure that is designed we should
have in the performance of the same, that at last
we may have finished our work "and be prepared
to enter that rest that is being prepared,'' is my
prayer in the name of our dear Savior, who loved
the little ones and took them in "his arms and
blessed them." By doing this he "took their
part," as the children say; ai:id I am thankful
there are to this day those that will put forth a
"Plea for the Little Ones," and hope we. may
listen to this ple<t and honor the noble work by
giving to .the enlargement of the publication th.ey
love. By so doing we are fielping to build up
the kingdom, for we read "of such is the kingdom
of heaven i" ~n~ "\Ve ~ertainly expec~ tfie\D, i1:1
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after years, to help roll forth the kingdom of
heaven, that the kingdom of God may come.
Then let us, dear sisters, be willing to give, even
as God has blessed us, knowing that it takes
means in order that the work may go on; and let
us be willing to respect and honor the law of
tithing and free will offering. Let us begin this
year, those that have not already begnn, and
tithe ourselves. Let us not think because our
principal is small, or what we own is so little that
it is not worth while to give. Let us give one
tenth this year, and then one tenth of the increase
yearly afterwards. By doing this we might
accomplish much good, and send meaq,s to the
Bishop that he might loose the hands of many
elders, that they could spend their time in the
ministry, and by this means souls be brought
into "the fold." I must close lest I should weary
your patience in reading this long letter.
Your sister,
MARGARET J. HEAD.
PAWTUCKET, R. I., August 27th.
Dear Sisler Fra11ces :-I feel interested in all
that is said for the good of mothers, and I know
that if we desire our children to become useful
men and women we must accustom them to
assume responsibility, to exert their wills, to act
as well as to learn; then life wili be a succession
of steps following each other, each one of which
will prepare the way for the next, each one of
which will bring new light, broader views and
higher abilities to bear our increasing duties as
they arise. Then as mothers let us have a care
for our households, for we are aware that slight
circumstances are the stumbling blocks in families, and cold, unkind words check and wither the
blosooms of the dearest love. The miseries of a
life may be born of what appear to us to be trifles.
Nothing rankles in the heart like an injustice.
Then mothers let us have a care over the small
things of life.
Ever yours in sisterly Jove,
ANNIE HOLT.
BELFAST, Iowa, August 15th.
Dear Sister Frances:-l can not close my letter
without wishing yon Godspeed in the great and
glorious work that you have undertaken. I feel
thankful, and wish lo add my mite. I aloo feel
thankful for the "Mothers' Home Column;" I
have received strength and encouragement therefrom. The Herald has always been a welcome
messenger, now it is doubly so; the "Home Column" seems to fill a place vacant bdore. O how
I love to read the letters from those dear mothers
that have stood firm during the dark and cloudy
day and are still rejoicing in the gospel of the
Son of Goel. :My heart has been made to rejoice
tiiis day while reading Sister Salisbury's letter,
and I do hope she will be spared to write many
more before she enters into that perfect rest that
I feel sure awaits her when her work is done
here. Ever praying for God's blessings to be
with you, I subscribe myself your sister in gospel
bonds,
M. P. MATTHEWS.

Sister .Frances :-I thought I would pen a few
thoughts for the "Home Column" upon home
and home ini1uences. I think it is the duty of
every wife and mother to make home as pleasant
and comfortable as it is possible for her to do, by
keeping everything neat and tidy, and make it
~ttractiv~ 1
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for expensive furniture, but to adorn home with
the work of our own hands. We can make many
very pretty articles of furniture and fancy \vork,
with which we can make our homes pretty and
aHractive, and the cost of material will be very
trifling. We should also strive to let love reign
in our homes. We see many husbands and sons
when the day's work is done going to the saloons
and stores, to have a little enjoyment, where
they can throw off the cares of daily life. Dear
sisters, should we not, each one of us, try to make
our homes so pleasant and attractive that as the
day of toil draws to a close their thoughts will
turn to home, where a smiling face and loving
words welcome them.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I remain,
your sister,
AMY.

with the consent and approval of brother Caffall.
In our temporal affairs we are all shook up and
unsettled by reason of the Missouri Pacific, R.
R. running a line of road into this city, and if I
do not lose my home, it will be uncomfortably
close to the track. Property has advanced about
fifty per. cent. in value during the past two
w'eeks, and is still on the rise. Several of the
Sain ts are in the line of the road and will have to
move, and it is a case of "Hobson's choice."
Yesterday two of the members of Zion's Hope
Sabbath School were added to the flock by baptism. Surely, God will look with kindness and
blessing upon the parents and Sabbath School
teachers who labor diligently to instruct the children in the true doctrine of Christ. But what
will be the consequence to those who neglect?
The revelations of God are not silent upon this
topic; and he is wise that improves by warning.
In gospel bonds,
ROBERT M. ELVIN.

NEBRASKA CrTY, Nebraska,
September 13th.
143, Morris Avenue,
Dear IIerald:-When I last wrote, I was so.
. HYDE PARK, Pa., Sep. 6th.
journing at vVilber. The next day after I wrote,
Bro. Blair:-Brother Peek and I have been
the brethren obtained the use of the "G. A. R.'s"'
busy about three months with the Saints here.
large tent, and from that till the 5th inst., we
Found the work in rather a deplorable condition,
held tent meetings.
Considering the short
owing mostly to the want of laborers in the
nights, hot weather, and the busy season for the
field. Have been able by the aid of the Lord to
farmers, our attendance was good, and much inget most of the Saints feeling well. Have been
terest manifested by several. Bro. Caffall came
compelled to do our preaching in the open air,
and spent a few days in behalf of the Master's
and have done so about four evenings each week,
couse, and we are hopeful that his visit will prove
and have found it a good way during the warm
timely and beneficial. There is much to be
weather. Have had large c;rowds to listen to us
learned from the trials we are called to pass
in this way. I think a good work can be accomthrough, and good is sure to accrue if patience
plished after a while. Pray for the work in this
have its perfect work. But, oh, how hard it is to
part. I will write again soon. Your brother,
endure and murmur not. I am constrained to beE. A. DAVIES.
lieve that our ignorance of God's law and misapprehension of duty, are ofttimes the fruitful cause
MAGNOLIA, Iowa., Sept. roth.
of evils that perplex and distress us. Truly, siDear Herald:-Here ls my hand and my heart
lence is golden, when we are not in possession
for the noble, scriptural and cheering article,'" Aid
of the Spirit of peace and good will to all men.
for the Ministry," in your this week's issue. I
I opine that it is a sad thing to learn experience
congratulate you, not because I am coveting that
by the things which we suffer, neither do I acaid, for the question of individual aid troubles
cept, without qualification, that all our misforme far Jess than the honor of the cause of God.
tunes and disappointments in the world result on
But the article has the true ring, as does also
ac~ount of our profession. I can not pray to
the remarks of our lamented brother T. J. AnGod, "lead us not into temptation," while the
drews, referred to in the same. I am pleased
apostle James bears a faithful and consistent witwith it also, because it will allay the fears of
ness. "Let no man say when he is tempted, I am
hundreds of the true friends of God's gloriouf)
tempted of God: for God can not be tempted
cause; for there are many who have.feared the
with evil, neither tempteth he any man: But
church was going to forsake the good "old paths''
every mrcn is tempted, when he is drawn away
and gradually slide into sectarian footsteps by
of his own lust, and enticed." The more noble
preaching for hire and divining for money. But
part is for each to shoulder our own individual
that plain and stalwart article from your authorresponsibility, and then manfully work and sacriized pen is a guarantee that the good "old ship
fice for the crown of eternal life.
zion" is not near being wrecked on the sands of
On the 5th, I was permitted to trouble the
human folly; but that she will continue to an,
waters of Blue River, and the wife of brother
swer to the helm of her divine Pilot, and breast!:
I . udwig Klein entered the Hnarrow way," to
the waves
adversity or prosperity with fcarles~
walk in unity with he1· husband in Zion's path to
trust and confidence in Him who has promise&
the Eternal City. of our God. What a joy it will
to be with her to lhe end. Truly, the wisdom of
be when we enter the gold paved streets of the
God is infinite. By what means could he expect
New Jerusalem, and eat the twelve manner of . to build up a pure church on the earth, only by
fruit from the Tree of Life. But the toil proving
calling and sending out an unselfish and self-sac:.
our faith, and the trials preparing our soul, lie
rificing miniotry; a ministry whose only aim1
between the present and our hoped.for triumshould be to glorify him by seeking to lead souls,
phant entrance into <·ur promised hL•me. Brothinto his kingdom; a i;ninistry who are willing to'
1
er Caffall came this way and spoke on the evenfollow in the steps of their divine Head, and like
ing of the 6th instant. There could not possibly
him "count all things dross" compared with the'
be any misunderstanding of his disapprobatio~
excellency of the kingdom of light. Like him
of "Statidned Pastors." If an innovation is ever
content themselves to endure adversity and.'
fofote\.J l]fO'.\ t!'H; }\cor98,nj~ation 1 )t )Vil! rig! )Jg
5hame1 ?:nd whi!\'l "the foxes have hol~s, a,n1l t11e·.
~\.,
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birds of the air have nests," they, like him, may
not have place to lay their heads. lTnder God's
order of ministry there can be little or no inducement for corrupt and selfioh men to creep
in, for there is very little chalice to "make merchandise of the souls of men." .Empty fame
without worldly gain will hardly be inducement
sufficient to lead men to sacrifice the sweet society of wife and children, home comforts and loving friends, in order to preach a hated,. but divine
gospel. To be scouted as a "tramp" for Christ's
sake; to be branded as an outcast for the gospel,
requires a spirit of meekness which few men
naturally possess, and a moral courage greater
than that which leads the warrior to face the
cannon's mouth. It requires purity of motive,
too, also unswerving trust in him who has called,
and a love for truth which consumes earthly
lust of pleasure or gain, and is itself divine. In
the hands of such men, truth will be uncorrupted.
In their lips it will be sacred as when written in
the Record of Life. From those lips it will fall
upon the ear of the sinner, and burn deep into
his heart, as the holy fire from the altar of Jehovah. SL!ch men called into God's vineyard· understand that it mus~ be their life's work; hence
not only present ple~sures, but future prospects
of earthly wealth are sacrificed, and while those
to whom they minister may grow rich in this
world's goods, as well as in the "true riches,"
they, the ministry, are called to trust continually
the promise of him who has said, "Seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all
these things shall be added unto you."
When men preach for hire, little or much,
there is great danger of them seeking to please
those who are to pay them, and of their wresting
the word of God from its true meaning lest they
should fail to find employment. There is indeed
danger of them "having men's persons in admiration because of advantage;" but if they realize
that the reward is at the time of harvest, or when
their task is done, and that God is the gre~ paymaster, then the hireling will skulk away in bitter disappointment; but the faithful, self-sacrificing laborer will continue to sow the seed, water
it, and till the soil until the Master says, "lt is
done: Gather the wheat into the garner;" and
then he will patiently wait the glad, "Well done,
good and faithful servant, enter thou into the
joy of thy Lord."
Yes, dear Herald, God will prove the ministry, the church and the world; and truly he invites us to prove him. And after many years of
feeble efforts and trembling trust, I can bear my
testimony that he is true to his promise; and I
am satisfied that he will never fail to provide for
those who go forth trusting in him.
We have just had another pleasant, and I trust
profitable quarterly conierr~nce. Several rn~m~
,. :"'""''; be1'.s have been added during the last quarter.
The word was dealt out in plainness to both Saint
and sinner. .Elder Crabb preached twice. and we
had a very spiritual prayer meeting. The laborers are few and feeble, and it almost seems at
times as though we were nearly dead, but there
!s an abiding love for the trufh in the hearts of
fl~~ Sain ts.
r want to say to brother "Lawabider," whosoever he may he, that I am not aware that the
Quorum of High Rriests have ever callled in
Al!estion the right of a Seventy to preside, nor am

f ~wtre t~at thee)' are
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which is the greatest, the High Priests or the
Seventy; nor do they deny the right of a Seventy to preside when a High Priest is present. The
Martyr said, "The High Priests and Seventies
hold the same priesthood, but not the same calling." I trust every High Priest is more concerned to. know his duty and perform it, than to know
whether he is greater than a Seventy. He will
be greatest in the sight of God who does his duty
best. The Book of Covenants in paragraph 43
of section 104, confirms the martyr's decision,
"Lawabider" has not directly charged the High
Priest's Quorum with the above acts, but others
may infer from his statements that they are
troubled about those matters; hence I claim the
right to disabuse the minds of such in defense of
the High Priest's Quorum. With love to all and
malice toward none, I remain in gospel bonds,
CHARLES DERRY,

Pres.

o/ ll. P.

ftuorum.

GALIEN Mich., Sept. 13th.

Dear Bro. Blair:-The cause is moving out in
this part of the vineyard. During the last five
weeks two days meetings have been held at
Coldwater, Michigan, Clear Lake, Indiana, and
at Dimondale, Michigan. All were well attended,
and a good interest manifested by a goodly number at each place. Brother Springer is doing a
good work' at Clear Lake and has baptized, four
there lately. Two have been baptized recently
at Hartford, and others there are near the kingdom. The Lord has signally blessed the ministrations of brother Rathbun lately, in healing the
sick. With· these evidences of divine goodness
manifested toward us, we feel encouraged to go
on in the good cause. May the Lord move his
glorious work, is prayer of your brother,
C. SCOTT.

Pm OAK, Ill., Sept. 6th.
Dear Herald :--We are still alive in the SouthEast Illinois Distric~, and are trying to roll on
the work in these parts. Our conference has just
closed in this (Dry Fork) branch, and we feel
that our assembling was not in vain. We had a
good time and truly felt that "it is good to be a
Saint" and enjoy the favor of our Heavenly Father. The work seems to be on the increase here
at present. It is true we are gaining slowly, but
so long as there is assurance of some improvement we feel encouraged to struggle on, hoping
that God will give the necessary increase in his
own good time. We think the Saints all returned
home strengthened, encouraged, and more determined to continue to strive for the ci-own over
the kingdom. May God bless them and help
them to put their good resolutions into practice.
Bro. G. H. Hilliard and myself have been
holding forth in Franklin county the past two
weeks, and find the interest at that place is still
good. Bro. Hilliard baptized four, and many
others seem to be just ready to obey. There are
eighteen members at that place now, and we hope
to be able to repo;·t a branch there soon.
Near the close of our meetings there, a school
teacher of the neighborhood gave out that he
would lecture at the Methodist Church on the
"Rise and progress of the Latter Day Saint
Church." I attended, (Bro Hilliard had gone
home), and at the close I replied to his would-be
argument; had good liberty and think much good
wa9 done. The lecturer was very fair and gµve
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knows them to be honest, upright, truthful people.
He also said he would lecture another night whim
we get back there, and let us reply. I wanted
him to take some subject and divide the time,
but he wants the first speech and the last one,
and says he "must have all underholds, or he
won't wrestle;" so I will try to be on hand when
he lectures, and reply it permitted. The Methodists will not let us preach in their house; but, if
any one wants to lecture against us, their doors
are always open, or have been so far. I think,
however, that they will stop that if their lecturers
do not stop us from replying, for they can see,
notwithstanding their blindness in other respects,
that the comparison is always damaging to their
cause.
Bro. I-I illiard and I expect to return there the
. latter part of this month, if nothing prevents.
The calls for preaching are coming in from all
quarters. Many places where the gospel has
never been preached are open, and the peoplenot the righteous (?)-are asking for some one to
come over am! instruct them in the way of life.
May the Lord raise up more efficient and zealous
laborers to work in his vineyard here in Southern
Illinois! My heart's desire is to see, the work
prosper; and I want to throw in my mite to help
move it on to its final triumph.
Yours for the truth,
ISAAC M. SMITH.
MOORHEAD Iowa, Sept. 9th.

Dear Herald:-I was appointed to labor by
the last General Conference, and to-day find myself in a position not to comply with that appointment,-except locally. Having i::iforme<l
my quorum that I was not prepared for the field,
the recommendation was a surprise to me; and
had I not felt at the moment that there 'was a
possibility of my laboring, I would r.ot have remained silent while the appointment was being
ratified. While I shall labor as much as possible
locally, I do not expect to travel as per appointment. In bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.
LAKE CRYSTAL, Minn., Sep. 7th.
Brotker Blair :-I came here two weeks ago by
request of brother E. A. Steadman, and the desire of Mr. Cookson to administer to his wife,
who was a member of our church. She was
very sick. Brother Steadman and I administered to her, after which I told Mr. Cookson he
must make up his mind to give her up, for she
would die soon. Three days from that time she
passed away without a struggle, as though she
was going to sleep. She was a woman well
liked, and has died in hopes of a better home
beyond.
I have preached seven times since I came here,
and on Sunday the 29th of August I baptized
one, and on Sunday last, September 5th, I baptized two more; others are believing. This is
the old hunting ground of \Villiam H. Kelley,
where the Methodist preacher and a few of his
converts bowed in the street ~:me evening near
where brother Kelley was stopping, and prayed
God to drive out all the Mormon devils there
were around here. B'rother Kelley is well liked
here, and the Saints would like to see him again,
as also T. W. Smith and J. R. Lambert. All ap'l
spoken highly of. :The work in Minnesota is on
the advance. I leave for Cormorant, my home,
to-night. I find a good cla;s of Saints here un~
de~
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I think they w'i\l work their way well along
through the trials of life. Brother \Vhitney, who
latelv came in, is a worker. He got a Catholic
out to hear me on Sunday evening. He said if
he ha·d known that I was preaching such a doctrine as he heard on that night, he should not
have missed a meeting.
Yours truly,
JOHN c. Foss.
NORTH FORSTER, N. s. w.,
Australia, August 4th.
Bro. ':fosejk :-We have been here nearly a
fortnight, holding meetings, and Sunday we ex.
pect to baptize fifteen or upwards; some of them
the fruit of the seed sown by Brn. Rodger and
Gillen, and nurtured by Bro. J. Wright. Since
the conference I have been more greatly blessed
in presenting the faith than before, and my labors are more blessed also-at least it .seems so
to me. The work seems to be increasing quite
fast on this continent, and I am trying to utilize
some of the ministerial aid of this land for missionary work, but there are yet many difficulties
in the way, and I desire to act cautiously and
more in harmony with my brethren; so I suppose I
still have to labor on as heretofore.
There are plenty of calls for preachers in this
land, and we endeavor to fill as many ns possible,
and to divide the year among them as we best
can. How fast time flies! nearly two years ago
we left California; another year and the time for
which I came will have expired. What will the
record be? May God help me to be faithful and
diligent.
We are all well. 'With love to all Saints, and
an earnest desire to see Zion arrayed in her beautiful robes of purity and righteousness, I remain
your brother in Christ,
Jos. F. BURTON,
Our address is \Vallsend, N. S. W., Australia.

will

SAND BEACH, Mich., Sept. 9th.
Bro. Blair :-All goes well here; nearly all are
alive in the work. I have confirmed the four
named in llerald some time ago; others are ·oelieving. Two debates are expected to take place
soon; one with a Methodist, and one with a Seven Day Adventist on the Sabbath Question.
Yours,
J. J. CORNISH.
GARLAND, Ala., Sep. 9th.
Bro. ':fosepk Smit!t:-The church is gaining
ground in this district. \Ve have had come glorious good meetings in the different branches
this summer, that were largely attended by those
in and those out of the church. I have baptized
seven since the first of July have opened up
some new places for preaching where we hope
good will be done I have been greatly blessed
in preaching, in confirtnation, and in ad]ninister~
ing to the sick. God is confirming the word
with us as in days of ol<l, for which we desire to
give Him all the praise and honor. Some of the
brethren and sisters are nobly standing by and
doing battle for the cause as opportunity offers.
Their reward is sure. Some seem to be cold and
indifferent, others persist in dancing and do not
try to set a worthy example. Some talk altogether too much. Others are greatly aggrieyed over
what some may have said. Bro. Andrew Barton
and wife-sister Martha-·-have joined the Christiims, or Campbellites, so we learn from reliab)P,
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source. They have often been heard in public
and in private to bear faithful testimony to this
work. 'Ne have our ups and downs in this part
of God's vineyard as well as the Saints in other
places. I never have known such efforts to have
been made before by the different sects in this
country to make proselytes or disciples as have
been made this summer. Prejudice is very great
in some places. I am trying to do my duty and
leave the result in the hands of God.
In bonds,
G. T. CHUTE.
SACRAMENTO, Cal., August 8th.
Dear Bro. Blair :-I was pleased to see the
article in the. Herald, "The reason why." It
took me back to the days of long ago; for I can
testify to the fact that we did enjoy the gifts and
blessings of God's Spirit, and did sing with heart
and soul:
The Spirit of God, like a fire is b11rning,
The latter day glory begins to come forth.
The visions aJld blessings of old are returning;
The angels are coming to visit earth.

I did hear one Elder ask for something to eat
and a nights lodging; and a man in the crowd
said, "I'll give you a bowl of milk and bread, if
you will come home with me."
The Elder
thanked him and went with him. This was in
Manchester, England, I think about the year
I838. It did me good to read those articles, also
Bro. Joseph Dewsnup's letters. They take me
back to the past when we did enjoy more fully
the holy Spirit. I feel very weak in myself, but
not in the everlasting gospel of Jes us Christ.
Your sister,
SARAH HUNT.
POINT PLEASANT, Iowa,
·
August. 30th.
Brother ':fosepk:-After almost one year's absence from Lamoni and the association of the
Saints, some may like to know of our whereabouts. We live five miles due west from the
State Reform School, and six miies due west
from Eldora, the ccunty seat of our county, and
in the vicinity where Elder Jason Briggs lived
and preached the gospel some years ago, shortly
after the close of the Rebellion, and where he
held the debate with Bro. T. \V. Smith converting him to the faith of the gospel; but the seed
sown by him has vanished; we are here alone in
the faith, so far as earthly association is concerned. I have been to preaching meeting but
once since w'e left Lamoni, and that was conducted by the baptists.
They were so much
disagreed among themselves that in order to
hear him preach, it cost me a trip with my team
to Eldora to bring him out; and ~ hile I was
hungry and prepared to digest a good go>pel sermon, I returned home empty, and still hungry,
as there was no spiritual food in his sermon for
me. Emma and myself have often longed for
and wished that one of our Elders would drop in
here and preach a few sermons. I think there is
a splendid opening here, and we cordially invite
any who should be passing through central Iowa,
or any who may come direct to call on us. I
will meet them at Eldora at any time, by half
day's notice, and I think a goo'd work could be
opened. The sectarian churches here stand
badly divided. If any of the Elders who attend
the Reunion would come this way before they
return home, we will try and keep them a while.
I attended the Soldiers' Reunion of this county,
held at F,lc\ora on the 2(,th and 27th of Aug\1st, i

and in that immense crowd, said to be between ten
and twelve thousand people, I thought it strange
that I could not recognize even one whom I
could greet as a fellow traveler in the one faith.
The season here has been extremely hot and
dry, .until the 27th of August we had a heavy
rain; corn is quite light. We are striving to
live in harmony with God's divine will, and law.
C. W. HAMMER.
EAST DES MOINES, Iowa, Sept. 4th.
Brn. ':f. Snzitk and W. W. Blair :-God is very
good to us. We have been greatly blest and
strengthened. Brn~ W. Nirk, George Shimel,
N. Stamm, E. C. Brand, N. A. Baker, and others
have labored with and visited us. God has visited us with his holy Spirit. Bro. N. A. Baker has
located in our city, in answer to our prayers to
God to send some one who was not afraid to
tell us just what we needed and ought to do.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
Lucy B. :MERRlLL.
BEATRICE, Neb., July 15th.
Dear .flerald :-We are of the scattered ones,
there being only three of us in this place, viz., Sr.
Annie Fitton, my wife and myself. We have
had no preaching here but once, in March last
by Bro. R. M. Elvin, who preached two discourses in my house to a few of my neighbors.
I have been doing what I could by the way of
distributing tracts. Of late, since Bro. Peters
sent me ten copies of the Voice of Warning my
labors to get the people interested have been
more successful than formerly. There are at
least two who are very much interested, the verdict of each is it is the best thing they ever read,and
they wish to hear more. One of them is very
zealous in his efforts to get others to read it. He
has loaned three books. I have given them my
papers besides visiting them by invitation, and
explaining the word to the best of my ability.
One man thought the reason I could defend my
position so well was that I knew the scriptures
by heart. Of course that is far from true, the
secret in the matter is we have the truth on our
side; hence the readiness with which we may
turn every scripture to account and make of it a
weapon with which to rout the enemy. I hope
all who are isolated will secure some of the books
of Bro. Peters and go to work; and don't stop
with loaning the books, talk and expound the
word to the best of your ability, not forgetting to
ask God's blessing and his Spirit to guide; and I
assure you we shall each be able to do something
to help on the good work. There is a good field
here awaiting some faithful Elder equipped for
sowing the seed of life; to whom we shall be
glad to extend a hearty welcome.
Yours in the faith,
G. A. FOLDEN.
JONESPORT, Maine, August 30th.
Brother ':fosep!t:-Am preaching every night
with excellent audiences. Hall full last night,
and the interest seems wonderful. God is with
us in very deed, ::md we are rejoicing under the
power and testimony of the Spirit. Our tour in
Maine, has been, by the grace of God, an unqualified satisfaction, and we believe, success. Good
audiences and interest everywhere. and the work
without doubt is onward, and the church prospects
<1re hig-h!y encouraging. In the faith,
JYIYRON

ll.
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ETERNAL LIFE.

"AND this is life eternal, that they might
know thee the only true God, and Tesus
Christ whom thou has sent."-St. )ohn

i7:3.
What is life, its purpose and its object?
Are we creatures of chance, or of an intelligent, all powerful prescience and will.
We are; we do exist; we do think; we
have to exercise the faculty we call memory ,-the vehicle which Garries us back to
where we have been, and this, coupled with
the commonest kind of analogy, satisfies
us of what we have been and are so far as
this world is concerned; of our ad vent into
it, our development out of the almost
purely animal life that once only recognized by an instinct gross physical pain and
suffering, into the higher and more complex order of life; of intelligent consciousness; of a power and capacity to suffer
and to enjoy-by the exercise of the qualities our experience has taught us to denominate reason, affection, hope, fear, &c.,
&c. Standing here and at this point, what
does the accumulated wisdom and experience of this world's history furnish us?
Nothing but this,-a few more toilsome
days and years of changing sorrows and
unstable joys, and if by reason of strength
and physical endurance the line shall
stretch away to three score years and ten,
what more is there for us who have passed
to the summit to hope for in this life?
What answer to us do those make who
have already trod the long, dusty, tired
road, and are within a few days' journey
of the final place prepared for all-the Jiving? Oh life! oh rnystery! whether the
unfortunate, the outcast, or the homeless,
friendless and starving, <lying in a garret,
whose only hope perhaps is 'that life and
consciousness and suffering will soon be
forever and forever a thing of the past; or
a Solomon who attained to all of glory
and riches and honor that earth could b~
stow, untrammeled and unrestrained ;n his
pursuit of, pl earn re and sensuar delights by
any law, either human or divine, all testify
and excl tim at the close, "All is vanitv."
What quality in man is it that is di~sat
isfied with human experience? Not the
material, or sensual, certainly; for that is
wedded to its own, is of the earth, earthy,
and belongs to the realm of physical sense
and feeling and is satisfied in the exercise
of its functions; Why this dissati8faction
and protest and reaching away at times of
the other part of our conscious being, if
there be not another part?
Why do the
forces of reason, thought, intUition and conscience, these subtile, immaterial, yet allpowerful qualities that belong alone to
man-rush over and array themselves
against the fleshly law and its exercise in
our bodily members, if there b~ not "a

spirit in man," a something superior to the
flesh and the law that governs and force's
its action? If death ends all, why then
this law destructive, and law preservative,
existing in the same body and being. If
death end~ all, then the sum of life and
death are, and always will be equal, and
the ends of creation are below our standard of justice and reason, and existence a
failure so far at least as concerns us. If
death does not end all, if there is a spirir
in man that shall survive the change and
wreck of matter, it is likely that there is a
law governing, or should govern that
spirit. Jesus, expiring upon the cross, exclaimed, "Father, into thy hands I commit
my spirit."
Stephen, at death, cried,
"Lord Jesus, receive my spirit." Was this
tradition, education, or fact?
Centuries
have rolled away, and the great majority
of mankind are in douq,t or open disbelief,
and of the many who profess, few seemingly are able to give a reason other than
traditional for their belief. To Mr. Darwin, Haeckel, or Ingersoll, it is all material,
with no evidence sufficient upon which to
predicate a belief or substantial hope that
death for us does not end all; that we are
resurrected only in our children and live
only in the memory of our deeds.
What
is life? Whither are we drifting? A
mystery-over and above, around and
about us-a deep, unfathomable mystery,
and no suggestion of proof from the past.
The Jew required a sign and got it, zmd
is more of an ipfidel to-day than at any
period in his history. The Greeks sought
after wisdom, and they have left us entertainment for an hour in their poetry, their
song, and their sculpture; but the great
secret is covered, like their ruins. The
priests have proved their fallibility in the
past, and the church to,day is honey-combed with doubt and dissension.
The Concord School of Philosophy evolves nothing
for-l5elief or hope in the future, and the
evolutionists have interrogated the monkey,
the tadpole and the moner, in regard to our
origin and have given up the chase apparently to Mr. Beecher. And are we helpless, floating along unknowingly to soon
mingle in the great stream of death that
pours its waters into the ocean of eternity,
as the drop from heaven loses its identity
in the gre<,1t se~ of oblivion. Are we helpless? Not entirely. Sometimes we think,
for reason-blessed light-takes us up and
bears us along by times, a little way,, hope
is begotten, and oftimes outgrows its parent.
But alas! death snatches our loved ones
and uses our weapons of analogy and
reason to mock our tears across the grave
of our dead.
An actor, in a brief address over the
remains of a fellow actot, quoted the dead
man's opinion of the future, as "a dark,
impenetrable curtain which no human being has ever drawn aside and come back
to tell the tale." Over his own dead
brother Ingersoll said, "After all, it may
be best just in the happiest, sunniest hour
of al: the voyage, while the eager winds
. are kissing every sail, to dash against the
unseen rock, and in an instant hear the
billows roar a sunken ship. For whether
in mid s~a qr among the b:reak:er:s of the
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farther shore; a wreck must mark at last
the end of each and all. And every life,
no matter if its every hour is rich with
love and every moment jeweled with a
joy, will at its close become a tragedy as
sad, and deep and dark, as can be woven
of the warp and woof of mystery and
death. Life is a narrow vale between the
cold and barren peaks of two eternities.
We strive in vain to look beyond the
heights. We cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of our wailing cry. From
the voiceless lips of the uureplying dead
there comes no word."
Again; he once telegraphed-"A few
tears, a few words, a few flowers, are all
the living can give to the dead.
The
tragedy is ended, the curtain is fallen. Applause can not lift it up again." Over a
dead infidel the great orator said, "Again
we are face to face with the great mystery
that shrouds thP world.
VI e que,stion,
but there is no reply. Out in the wide
waste of seas there drifts no spar. Over
the desert of death the sphinx gazes forever, but never speaks. What can we
say of the dead! Where they have gone,
reason can not go, and from thence revelation has not come." Ah! poor sorrowing,
suffering, sin-stricken humanity! Is there
for thee no sympathy larger than that thy
brother can bestow? no arm more potent
to save? no light amid the caverns of dead
hopes? naught to repair the wasted life
and make the spirit young again? Has
no one ever heard the song of life, the
music that awakens every chord in beautiful and responsive harmony as it sounds
the notes of reason and affection and appeals to our sense of the just, the beautiful
and the true, and as it rings out the knowledge of our wants and answering, says,
"I have the supply?" Where, 0 God! if
there is one, Ehall we grope toward the
light?
\Ve have beard of a story, (there are
many stories) in a Bible, (there are many
bibles), of a babe-nothing but a babe-in
a manger at Bethlehem. The wise men
said that the star had led them where the
hope of the world lay-that "the desire
of all nations" had come. Even the bosom
of a Plato had burned with its unsatisfied
longing, and voi.:ed tbe unfu:t;red desire
as he said-"Lt is necessary th:it a lawgiver be sent from lie,1ven to inbtruct u~.
Oh, how greatly I desire to see that man,"
said he, '·and who he is.
He must be
more than man; for since every nature is
governed by a,nature superior to itself, as
beasts and birds by man, so must this lawgiver, who is to teach man what man by
his own nature could not know, be of a
nature superior to man, that is, of a divine
nature."
The Babe of Bethlehem has filled the
world with its fame. And the statement
of Paul (r Tim. 3: 15, 16) that "the pillar
and ground of the truth is, that God was
made manifest in the flebh, justified in the
spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the
Gentiles, and received up into glory,"
covers the claim of supernatural, divine
intervention in human affairs in regard to
the child of Bethlehem. And although
Pa11l admits "without controversy" the
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greatness of this "mystery of godliness,"
yet he gives us to understand, in Epb.
3: 3, 4, that this great mystery was made
known unto him by revelation. With
Paul and Plato, then, we must conclude,
that if man is ever to receive knowledge
or satisfaction concerning things which he
can not by his own nature or wisdom give
to his fellow man, that the superior reve!ation must come from a superior source.
The world by its wisdom knew not God
eighteen hundred years ago. No testimony is needed to further show that the
situation is not changed to-day.
Here,
then, we stand a countless infidel host,
weeping over our dead as they pass a way
eternally and forever from our sight,
, mourning over ·dead hopes, shattered idols,
impossible ideals, or surging along with
the restless and resistless tide of pleasureseekers to drown in a life made up of
Platonic philosophy, sensual delight, sto~
cism, and the prophetic and warning instinct of the higher and possible future life.
"God, who at sundry times and in divers
manners spake unto the fathers by the
prophets, hath in these last days spoken
unto us by His Sori." Who is His Son?
"Everybody," we have heard say. But
what saith the word: "This is my beloved
son, hear ye him."
This once was Bethlehem's babe. Hear him. "l am the
resurrection and the life; he that liveth [in]
and believeth in me shall never die." "l
came from heaven to do the will of him
that sent me; and if any man will do the
will of God he shall know of the doctrine."
"Heaven and earth shall pass away; but
my word shall not pass away."
The
promises of men and self-constituted priests
have and do pass away unfulfilled; but
has the word of God which was preached
eighteen hundred years ago by Paul and
Sylvanus and Timotheus to the Corinthian saints become yea and nay; or, are all
the promises in Christ Jesus yea and amen,
to-day, always, and forever?
Let us hunt up some of these pledges of
his.
"The revelation of Jesus C11rist,
which God gave unto him to shew unto
his servants things which mw•t shortly
come to pass, and sent, and signified by his
angel unto his servant John, who bare
record of all things that he saw, saying,
"Blessed is he that readeth, and they that
hear the words of this prophecy."-Rev.
I: r, z, 3.
\Vhat did he see?. Many,
many things of interest, but time does not
permit us now to speak of but this: "And
I saw another angel fly in the midst of
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to
preach unto them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people."--Rev. r4:6.
.
Time has rolled on; some wondrous
power has moved the nations and kingdoms and thrones and governmentsecclesiastical and civil-to a fulfillment of
these predictions of this once humble fisherman and follower of the despised N;izarene once the babe of Bethlehem. Banished to that lonely island in the .JEgean
sea for what he has asserted to be the
wonl of God and the testimony of Jesus
Christ.
God unrolled the panorama and
§hQw~q him faithfl.Jl i)o!traits of s<;~n~11

that time and nations unborn should act
upon this world's stage, ending with a
glimpse of the eternal state and condition
of man. The picture germain to our time
and subject and interest, is that of an angel
coming to this earth long after John's day
with the everlasting gospel.
Let us turn back a half century from today. The scene is laid in western New
York, in the land of America.
A young
man of as humble origin and occupation
as was John when called to his ministry
from fishing nets on the shore of Galilee;
behold him proceeding to the woods after
the advice' of another se_rvant of Jesus
Christ, the apostle James; and while
kneeling in prayer and supplication for information which the world with all its
wisdom could not give, suddenly the heavens open, and a glorious angel in a conduit
of light supernl!l descends literally and
really as John saw him do nearly eighteen
hundred years ago on Patmos' lonely isle
in prophetic vision. No "private" interpretation of the old or new testament scriptures are permitted. It is an awful perversion, a travesty on all sense; an insult
to our God-given reason to say, as manmade priests do say, that this angel is the
Young Men's Christian Association of our
day! the American Bible, or Tract, or
Missionary Society or the Salvati.on Anny!
The word of men whose testimony has
never been impeached, is that in our day
this angel was seen of men and his voice
heard by them declaring the restoration of
the ancient gospel-an angel such as the
disciple and Mary saw at Jesus' tomb; a
literal, veritable, Bible an gel, the angel
also who delivered "the book that was
sealed," which Isaiah saw (Isa. z9: rr-18)
to this "unlearned" young man, who was
to be the instrument in the hand of the
Lord to inaugurate this '•marvelous work
and a wonder" that for over fifty years
has so faithfully and signally demonstrated
that "the wisdom of our wise men has perished and the understanding of t_he prudent
men hns been hid." "This day is this
scripture fulfilled in our hearing,'' although
uttered twenty-five hundred years ago,
and it demonstrates the existence and faithfulness of the eternal God, with whom
one day is as a thousand years, and of the
safety there is in relying upon his eternal
promises. If all this can he proved false,
if Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery and
Martin Harris and David \Vhitrner separately or conjointly, always and everywhere
have been deceived in what they saw and
heard, or have persistently lied in this
matter, still you have the fact to account
for of the existence of this book, as to its
origin. Joseph Smith did not write it
from the &uggestion of his ovvn brain.
This in the verv nature of the surroundinr>s
was an impossibility. \Vhere did he g<~t
it, if not from the plates of "lhe book that
wa" se:.iled ?" Did and does David Whitmer still lie when he says, with others,
tlrnt he witnessed the process of tnmscribing, and saw and handled the pbtes?
Setting this all aside, am! bow shall we
account for the fact that cotemporary, and
almost simultaneously, "a very little while"
inl\eed 1 and Leba,119nJ1as "become a fruit-·

ful field," after eighteen long centuries of
drouth and dearth and desolation? How
shall we account for the fact that, though
rising from so humble an origin, through
belief in this work, so many have ceased
to err in and have come to such a unity of
spiritual understanding, and that murmurers at creeds and dogmas of men have
learned a doctrine with which an imlettered ministry are confounding the wisdom of
the mighty with their high sounding eclesiastical titles and bringing to naught the
things that are of human assumption? On
the other hand, if these things be true,
then there arc intelligent bodies, with superior powers, outside of this planet of ours,
who have the power of descending into
and through our atmosphere, and of making themselves visible in. broad day-light
to mortals. Then angels are facts; ministering spirits ·true, and Joseph Smith
and David Whitmer and Oliver Cowdery's
testimony is a joyous message, and the
Book of Mormon is of God and Jesus is
true and the Bible contains the word of
Goel and Isiah did not predict falsely.
These are some of the things of which we
are called to testify in our ministry, that
faith, by hearing of the word of God, may
be begotten, and that people may be induced by hearing the word of God preached to be led to obey and to know. "Faith
cometh by hearing," and knowledge by
obedience.
"Simon Peter, a servant and an Apostle
of Jesus Christ, to them that have obtained like precious faith with us, through the
righteousness of God and our Savior,] esus
Christ, according as his divine power hath
given us all things that pertain unto life
and godliness, through the knowledge of
Him that hath called us to glory and to
virtue." "By his knowledge shall my
righteous servant justify many,'' prophesied Isaiah of the Messiah.
"I have not spoken of myself, but the
Father which sent me, He gave me a
commandment, what I should say, and
what I should speak, and I know that His
commandmant is life everlasting." Not
only do I know thi~, "but if any man will
do his will, he shall k;zow" also. "Whereby are given unto us exci,:eding· great and
precious promises, that hy these [promise8]
ye might become partakers of the divine
[;;uperior] nature." "Now these (my disciples) hav<; known thee, and that I came
out from thee." "And this is life eternal,
to know thee, the only true God and Jesus
Christ whom thou habt sent." "Can a
man by searching find out God?" Yes; if
he searches in the right direction,
I write for the bu1efit of those of my
friends who know not God and and have
not obeyed the go,pel of His Son, but who
are yet mourning- in darknes and ignorance,
without God and without hope in the world,
(as I once was), who have heard of the
dispensation of the grace of God which has
been given unto me, and toward them, if
happily I might persuade them, how that
by revelation he made known unto me the
"mystery of Godliness," whereby they
themselves may be led to understand my
knowledge in the mystery of Christ, which
jn oth~r ages W<'S J:\Ot lf\<:lde know,n
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the sons of men as it is now revealed unto us by his Spirit, just as it was to Paul
and the Ephetian Saints.
I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ, for it is the power of God unto
sarvation to every one that believeth, "for
therein is the righteousness of God revealed."
M. H. BOND.
J ONESI>ORT,

~iainc,

August

27thl

1886.

SERMON BY ELDER R.

J. ANTHONY,

OF WILBER, NEBBASKA,

Delivered at the Samts' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 13th, 1886.
LReportcd for the Herald and prepared by the Editor).

Since we have met together here we
have heard a number of discourses delivered, and the way of life and salvation has
been presented in clearness, and in such a
way that it seems to me it ought to give
encouragement to those who have obeyed
it, and bring those who have not obeyed
it to the light of the truth.
We talk a
great deal about this latter day work; and
there is a statement in the word, that out
of the mouth of two or three witnesses
every word shall be established. And it
is claimed by his people that the gospel
has been restored, and that means that the
gospel as it was preached by Christ and
his apostles had not been always preached
to men; for as it was truthfully remarked
here last Sab9ath morning, when we refer
to the idea of a reformation in the world,
I think it was well presented that the
Lord God had a plan, and that which God
had given could not be reformed by man.
The many different theories that have
been alluded to here, which have been
presented for the consideration of men and
women, have grown out of a system of
reformation; and we believe that· we have
taken the safest way, and that our feet
have been planted firmly upon the rock of
eternal life. Upon this we present to the
world a restoration of the gospel of Jesus
Christ; and claim that the very fact that
there has been a reformation in the world,
proves conclusively that those entering into that warfare have accepted the thought
that the gospel as preached by Jes us and
his apostles, had not been ahways taught
to the children of men.
We think this
needs no argument whatever. · It is admitted by all bible believers that Jesus
Chri5t gave a commission to men to go
and preach the gospel; and the reason
why he did so was that all power was
given unto him, both in the heavens and
in the earth. His commandment to his
disciples was, to go and preach the gospel
to every creature; and men were to be
saved by the gospel. vV e have the testimony of one of the chief apostles, that the
gospel was the power of Uo<l unto sal vation to every one that accepted it-to every
one that believed.
Now last evening
Christ was presented to us, bis power am:!
his majesty and his glory. I simply refer
to this because Jesus made the declaration
himself, that all power was given unto
him, both in heaven and in earth.
Then
recognizing him as the Savior of mankind,
and looking upon him as he has been revealed to us in the scriptures of truth, we
pelievc that he has :power to save"'an(l

redeem the sons and daughters of earth. ceiveth not me." I read further: "And
The question arises now in the minds .of this is my gospel; repentance and baptism
men, whether or not in the restoration of by water, and then cometh the baptism of
the gospel of Christ he has given the same fire and tbe Holy Ghost, even the Comforter, which showeth all things, and
authority to men to go and preach the gospel that he gave to those men when he teacheth the peaceable things of the kingI will read another clause-the
made the declaration that this power was dom."
given unto him. There is one way that last one: "And again, it shall come to
we shall be able to determine this, and pass, that on as many as ye shall baptize
that we believe to be a safe way, and that with water, ye shall lay your hands, and
is to go directly, as the elders have every- they shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and shall be looking forth for the
where advised, to the law and the testimony. The claim is made by us and main- signs of my corning, and shall know me;
tained, that Tesus Christ has so commis- and behold, I come quickly, even so,
sioned men now' and that they have been amen." I discover here an important
sent to preach the gospel with authority thought, and that is this: "And this is my
from God and from Christ. When Paul gospel." He further says that those who
and Silas down at Phillipi preached the are baptized with water shall receive the
gospel of life and peace, they preached of gift of the Holy Ghost, and when they
Jesus Christ, the risen Lord. And because shall have received that Spirit, he shall
of this they were beaten with stripes and teach them the peacable things of the
cast into prison.
But when once the kingdom of God. In all the revelations ·
power was manifested there, when the made to this church of Latter Day Saints,
prison doors were thrown open, the jailor we find that wherever the gospel of Jesus
came in and asked the question directly, Christ has been referred to, the kingdom
"Sirs, what must I do to be saved?" Now of God has been clearly represented in
our brother gave us last evening the connection with it. Note this fact:-"And
reasons, and why they should believe in again it shall come to pass that on as many
that divine being. And we believe that as ye shall baptize with water, ye shall
the reasons given last night were all pow- lay your hands, and they shall receive the
erful, anr:l all-sufficient. Now is it not true, gift of the Holy Ghost." Compare this
as has been urged and maintained every- now with the New Testament Scriptures,
where, that the same cause produces the and see its harmony with them. But this
same effect? an<l therefore that the means is only a tithe of similar doctrine in the
of life and salvation in the days of Jesus Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
Christ and his Apostles must be the means
But it is the gospel of Jesus Christ we
of salvation to-day?
are looking for, and following up the
We now come back to the thought of thought that "in the mouth of two or three
the great restoration, and we ask, are we . witnesses every word shall be established,"
prepared to meet the inquiries that may be when. this jailer at Phillipi asked Paul
made, and the question when asked, and Silas, "Sirs, what must I do to be
"What must I do to be saved?" As a saved," we have their answer; "Believe·
minister, how should I answer the ques- on the Lord Jes us .Christ, and thou shalt
tion? The Savior to my mind laid down be saved, and thy house." We are aware
the rule we should follow, the rule by that many have stopped right there, an,1
which men should know the way in which have not considered the force of the coman individual had been sent who came mission given of Christ to thes·e·1'f!en when
presenting the way of like and peace; and he said, "All power is given unto me,
the q uest1on asked of him was this: How both in heaven and in earth; go ye, thereshall we know that you have been sent of
fore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
God? The answer of the Savior was, He in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
that speaks the word of God is sent of and of the Holy Ghost, kacbij1g- them lo
God.
observe all things whatsoever l have comI take this Book of Covenants, one that manded yoLI; arlci lo, I am with you a!has been questioned by a few men in the wavs, even unto the end of the world."
church, and by men out of the church, Do" you not suppose, my brothers and sisand I read the statement concerning this ters, that the apostle Paul understood the
matter of life and salvation on the ·I 38th force of that commission? He knew when
page: "And verily, verily, I say unto you, the quebtion was asked that he must
be that receiveth my gospel, receiveth me, answer it in harmony with what had been
and he that receiveth not my gospel, re- given him; and he knew that Jesus
ceiveth not me."
Is this declaration in Christ had said: "As the Father sent me
harmony with the sayings of the Lord into the world, so send I you into the
Jesus Christ? In the twelfth chapter of world." "l speak nothing but what my
St.John's gospel I read: "l came not to Father commanded me to speak." Bejudge the world, but I came to save the sides, they were to "teach them to observe
world. He that rejecteth me, and receiv.- all things whatsoever" J esns had commandeth not my wo1;~s, hath one that judgeth ed them. Let me call your attention to
him. The words vd1ich I have spoken another fact right now, and that is this:
shall judge him ia the last day."
The After Christ had been resurrected, he was
revealed will of God to 1the children of men with his disciples and was seen of them
in this dispensation by the instrument that forth days. During those forty days he
God called to restore the gospel and preach was instructing them in the things that
that gospel in all the world says: "He pertain to the the Kingdom of God. And
that receiveth my gospel receiveth me, in the last chapter of Luke we are told
and 1;1~ ~hat :receiyyP.1 noupy ~OSfel .f\~1 that .fie exrlaine(l ~9 thern t1w +aw anq .th(;)
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prophets, and the psalms, and in all the and make his paths straight." Jesus it, as he spoke the law of life, and as he
Scriptures concerning himself; hence they Christ recognized this messenger,] obn the instructed his disciples to teach.
were certainly prepared to answer the Baptist, and came directly to him, and deNow that we have found Peter's answer,
question intelligently.
vVe now leave manded baptism at his hands. You all let me call your attention to what Philip
this saying of the Apostle Paul, and will know what John said, as recorded in the did. Philip went down to Samaria, as we
see whether we stand right in theory. We third chapter of MaUhew; "I have need read in the eighth chapter of the Act& of
have read in the Doctrine and Covenants, to be baptized of thee." But Jesus said, the Apostles, and he preached the gospel
that you must preach faith and repentance, "Suffer it to be so now, for thus it becom- to the Samaritans. vVe all talk about that.
and we also find it there revealed that eth us to fulfill all righteousness." John What did he preach to them? \Ve are told
when men believe on the Lord Jes us, when suffered it, Christ was baptized, and when that when the people at Samaria believed
they have been convinced in their judg- he came up out of the water-now mind
the things concerning the name of the Lord
ment that Jesus is the Christ, the Elders you he was baptized-and when he came Jesus Christ, and the kingdom of God, they
are then to baptize them in water, and lay up out of the water, the Holy Ghost de- were baptized both men and women.
their hands upon them, that they may re- scended upon him in the form of a dove, \Vhat do you think Philip preached when
ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost. Peter is and God, the Eternal Father, bore record he went to Samaria?
I will guarantee
a good witness, and we read what Peter that he was his son, both in heaven and on
that be preached to the people the name
preached on the day of Pentecost. By earth. Thus, beloved Saints, there was a of Jesus Christ, told them of his name as
some he has been called the pleasant preach- witness. We believe that Peter taught well as his power; told them that he was
er; he was a plain one, certainly. He did the people just right upon the day of Pen- the risen Lord, and furthermore told them
not go around the bush in answering tecost. Peter said Jesus had been given to thev must enter into life by the straight
questions pertaining to life and salva- us for an example, and we should walk in gat~, and this was the gospel of life that
tion, but came directly to the point. his footsteps, and you see that is the way he taught. "Now when the apostles which
And when he preached, the very first thing
that] esus went. That is the straight way. were at J erusaiem, heard that Samaria had
he told the people right there and then
And we read here that when Jesus began received the word of God, they sent unto
was, You have killed the Prince of life
his ministry, and when he preached that them Peter and John; who, when they
and peace; you have crucified the Lord wonderful and beautiful discourse upon were come down prayed for them, that
of life and glory. He reasoned with them, the mount, he made the declaration, and they might receive the Holy Ghost; for as
appealed to their judgment; he called their laid it down a~ being binding upon the yet he was fallen upon none of them."
attention to the scriptures concerning people, and said, "Enter ye in at the vVhen these apostles came, they laid their
Christ; and directly we find a number of straight gate."-"! have entered in, and hands upon them, and they received the
men and women who have just been con- enter ye in at the straight gate." He gave Holy Ghost.
We find in the Book of
vinced that Peter was right, that he was the reason why they should enter in at the Doctrine and Covenants, that God appointpreaching the gospel of life and peace, straight gate, and the reason was, that this ed and comrnissioned a ministry to-day,
and they propounded the question, "Men was the way unto eternal life.
and says, Go and preach the gospel to the
and brethren, what must we do?" N 0w
I now take up the Book of Jl.1ormon, children of men, baptize them in water,
some claim that there is a conflict between given to the people here and now in this and when you have done that, lay your
the answers of Paul and Peter. Let us dispensation, and I read something here in hands upon them, and they shall receive
see whether they differ. The answer of reference to a gate, and it is in perfect the gift of the Holy Ghost. Now that
Peter was this: "Repent and be baptized harmony with what I have quoted from
was the doctrine of the gospel. In the
every one of you, ih the name of Jes us the Savior. I read in chapter 13, 2 Nephi, hi~tory of Philip's preaching, we hear the
Christ, for the remission of sins, and you
"Enter ye in at the straight gate." What voice of God speaking to him, and the
• shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." was it? "For the gate by which ye shall voice of the Spirit was, "Arise and go
We have al ways thought Peter was correct enter is repentance, and baptism by wat<>r, toward the south, unto the way that goeth
in giving this answer, for I believe that the
and then comes the remission of sins by
from Ttrusalem unto Gaza;" an<l he was
gospel was then preached by the Holy fire and by the Holy Ghost." It is not necwilling and obedient.; and went right along
Ghost sent down from above. \Ve are told essary to read more here, becau>;e we laid just m; the Spirit commanded him, and he
that when these servants of Cbri~t were thus down the rule this morning, that out of went under the power and influence of the
assembled, that the Holy Ghost came into the mouth of two or three witnes:-es every Holy Spirit. As he went along he saw a
that house as a rushing mighty wind, and word shall be established.
\Ve have chariot, and a man reading the sayings of
he there sat upon them as cloven tongues found two witnesses, the Book of Mor- the prophet about Jesus Christ.
And
of fire. And, mark you, when thi:,; power mon and the Book of Doctrine and Cove- when Pi1ilip went up to the chariot, as the
came upon them, they were broiight nants, and we now take up the Bible and Spirit told him to do, he heard this man
directly into communion with the third find the gospel was taught precisely the reading, and said, "Understandest thou
personage of the God-head, and it was same. How did Peter teach it? "f(epent w !iat tliou read est?" The man replied,
ruling in and reigning over them, and
and be baptized every one of you." Peter "How can I except some man guide me?"
bringiug to their minds all that Jesus had understood that this was the straight gate .Here comes in the thought that the gospel
taught them, and they were fully prepared by which they were to enter in. The
must be preached.
Philip was invited to
to answer. Peter answered the question
Savior understood it too, for he further take a seat in the chariot, and he went up
directly by the Spirit sent down from said, "He that entereth not into the sheep- and began directly to teach the scriptures
heaven, and he said "repent and be bap- fold by the door, but climbeth up some that this man was reading, and he preachtized, every one of you." His instructions other way, the s;:me is a thief :rnd a robber." ed from them that Tes us was the Christ;
from the risen and g-lorified Lord were,
vV hat kind of talk would that be for a rnan and though it does n~t say here that Philip
"teach them to observe all things whatso- to-day!
vVe are not responsible for it. preached to that man repentance and b:1pever I have commanded you," and he 1 vVe have no authority to make any change tism for the remission of sins, yet the statecould do nothin~,. less as ,\ servant of whatever in this statement. We find it ments m,1de by this man warrant us in the
Tes us Christ, the;:'dore he said to them, here recorded in the words of everlasting belief that he taught him fully the gospel
···Repent, and be baptized every one of you life, and we believe that Jesus Christ spake of Jes us Christ. And as they journeyed
in the name of Jesus Christ for the rem is- no vain or idle word. He that entereth along this man said, "See, here is water,
sion of sins, and ynu shall receive the gift 1; 0 t into the sheepfold_:__he that entereth what doth hinder me to be baptized?"
of the Holy Ghost." We have discovered not into the church--bv the door, he that Do you think Philip had not said anything
that he preached this under the pow·er and entereth not by the st1:aight gate, w bat is to him about baptism?
He understood it
gift of the Holy Ghost. \Ve believe he he? \Vell, the answer of the Savior exjust as our brother told us here last night
was faithfully carrying out the instructions plains the matter, and I shall go no further. ·in the answer given by Paul and Silas at
of his Master. Go back now to the proph-1 Now we discover that 011r brethren to-day Philippi--he understood it clearly, that if
ets who declared that God would send one are preaching the gospel precisely as the I belief was not followed with works it was
who should "prepare the way of the Lord . Lord Jesus Christ instructedi as he taught V'hin, 'f.hen he instnwted this man in the

I
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thought that man shall give his body a
living sacrifice to God, which is his reasonable service; and not only that, but he
must serve him with all bis might, mind
and strength, he was to love him with all
his heart, all his might, all his mind, and
with all his strength. Then he commanded _the chariot to btand stili, and both went
down into the water, and be baptized him,
and they both came up out of the water
straightway.
Let me call your attention again in regard to Paul. I now refer to the ciaim
that there is a difference between the
promise made by Paul and that made by
Peter. Let us see. "Then he (that is, the
jailor), called for a light, and sprang in,
and came trembling and fell down before
Paul and Silas,'' "and brought them out,
and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved.
And they said, Believe on the Lord Jes us
Christ, and thou shalt be sav·ed, and thy
house." Is this all Paul said to this man?
We find here that Paul, like Peter and
the other servants of God, stated clearly
to this man what he should do. We further read: "And they spake unto him the
word of the Lord, and to all that were in
his house." When Paul spake unto them
the word of the Lord, he. spoke to him
just what Peter did on the day of Pentecost, because Peter spoke the word ot the
Lord there certainly. Then they took
the man and those that were in his house,
and they were baptized. When he spoke
to all that were in the house the word of
the Lord, he spoke to them that could
understand the word; they knew what he
was talking about.
I will guarantee he
preached life in Christ; that he preached
the risen Lord, preached faith in that Lord,
repentance and baptism for the remission
of sins, and the laying on of hands for the
gift of the Holy Ghost, because they come
in the commission, in the teaching to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you." Belief is not enough; is
not sufficient. Paul had been converted
in a marvelous manner when he was on
his way to Damascus. Vlf e are told that
a great light came, and Paul was stricken
down, and he heard a voice saying-, Saul,
Saul, why persecutcst thou me?
And
when he heard the voice, he said, vV ho
art thou Lord? He was going down to
persecute the followers of Jesus Christ,
and he heard a voice, -and that voice said,
. Saul, why persecutest thou me? · 'vVho
art thou Lord? What was the answer?
I am Jesus of Nazareth whom thou persecutest.
Here we find Saul talking
directly to the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus
said to him, I am Jesus of Nazareth whom
thou persecutest. Paul, trembling before
Jes us said, Lord, what wilt thou have me
to do? Did Saul believe ill Jes us Christ?
What is your idea in regard to that belief?
He certainly believed now that Jesus was
the Christ, and he admitted that Jesus was
the Lord,
Jesus told him to go into a street called
Straight, and there it shalL be told thee
what thou must do. I have not time to
notice this, but I just call your attention to
the fact that Jesus spoke to his servant
.Ananiai;; itnd t<Jld him about Saul. Jes us

explained the matter to him, told him that
he knew Saul, had had a little talk with
him on the way, but you go d<Jwn there
and tell him what he must do for my
name's sake, what he shall have to suffer
for my name's sake. Paul tells this himself, when he stands before the great ones
of earth. No wonder Paul could say, "I
know the gospel is the power of God unto
salvation." No wonder he did not tell
the people that simply to believe in the
Lord] esns Christ was enough. For when
the servant of God came to him he came
according to the instructions of Jes us
Christ, and said, "Brother Saul, the Lord,
even Jesus, who appeared to thee by the
way, hath sent me that thou mightest receive thy sight and be filled with the Holy
Ghost."
Then he laid his hands upon
him and he received his sight in the same
hour, Saul was tarrying a little yet before bein~~ baptized. Ananias had evident•
ly explained the matter to him. Then he
said, Why tarriest thou? you do not only
believe in Jesus Christ, but you know that
Jes us Christ in the Lord; you admitted
that as you came here, "Why tarriest thou,
arise and be baptized, and wash away thy
sins, calling on the name of the Lord."
That was the way they preached the gospel in those days. That is the way the
gospel has been given to us in our time.
When we take up the testimony of the
three records, we find them agreeing.
vVhen you place these records together,
we find the gospel preached away back
yonder by the power of God to those that
should be saved; and they entered into the
church by the straight gate, which was
baptism by water, and the laying on of
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost.
That is the way that Jesus Christ ministered to the people on this continent, as we
find in the Book of Mormon. And when
we come to the gospel as restored in the
latter times, we find the revelations made
to the church have opened up the grandest door, have thrown in a flood of light
upon the word of life away back yonder,
have brought out directi y the fact that
God has commissioned men and sent them
to preach the gospel and tell men and
women they should be baptized.
Let me call your attention in conclusion
to baptism.
Nicodemus came to the
Savior by night, and the very first admission is, "I know that thou art a teacher
sent from God."
He wants to know
something- about the gospel of the kingdom of God. "I know that thou art a
teacher sent from God; for no man can
do the miracles which thou doest, except
God be with him." We have but very
little in the history here recorded of what
they said; but this we do find, "Verily,
verily, I say unto thee, except a man is
born of the Spirit"-how is that? "Verily,
verily, I say unto thee, except a man be
born again, he can not see the kingdom of
God." A man can not be born again
when he is old. I see old men and old
women before me, and it is more . than
probable that this thought has been presented to them some years ago, and th{7
had an opportunity to marvel at the statement just the same ·as Nicodemus did.
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How can it be? How can a man be born
again when he is old? "Jesus answered
and said unto him, except a man be born
of water and of the Spirit, he can not
enter into the kingdom ·of God." Now
then it is true that no man could be saved
outside of the kingdom of God. Man was
to be saved in the Kingdom of God; and
he could not be saved without being born
again.
I take the ground that Jesus
Christ laid down an eternal principle
there; he wanted to impress that thought
upon the mind of this ruler, and the fact
as I understand it was, that the gospel
was to be preached to every nation, to
all the kindreds of the earth.
Well
now, the statement is made in the Scripture that they were all outside; they
were strangers and aliens from the
commonwealth of Israel and from the
promises of God, without God in the
world, and with no hope; that covenant
promise was the gosp€l of life, and they
were outside of that; hence the fact that
fbey must be born again. The Savior
told them that they must become as little
children, and if they did not they could
not enter into the kingdom of God. How
can a man be born again? That is the
question. The Lord and Savior said, except he he born of water and of the Spirit
he can not enter into the Kingdom of God.
In baptism the old man dies, and then he
is "born again." Paul teaches in his letter
to the Romans, that as many as had been
baptized into Christ had put on Christ,
and he says that they were buried and
raised in the likeness of his death and
resurrection. Jesus Christ died, was laid
in the grave, and after he had lain there
the time appointed he was raised to glory
and power
Then he was alive; that
body was glorified, it was redeemed from
the power of the grave, and Jesus entered
into a new life. vVhen a man or woman
believed that Jesus was the Christ, he
was to die to sin in baptism. When
the man or woman is buried in the liquid
grave they die, and when they come out
of that they rise to "newness of life".
and pledge themselves to serve God, to
live in the light of truth and try to
become like Jesus, to be good; to be
' pure; to be righteous, that they may
walk in the ways of everlasting truth.
The Savior has it right; it was a birth.
They were born again. A man or woman
that has been baptized by water according
to the commandment of God, has been
born into the kingdom of God; they become as little children. Paul in fifth
of Ephesians makes a compari_son--an
illustration rather.
Christ is the bridegroom, and the church the bride, the
Lamb's wife. He shows the relation that
exists there, an eternal principle. It is one
of the simple, plain things, easily understood. The fruit of that union is begotten
of God, bone of their bone, and flesh of
their flesh. That.was the thought in the
language, "we are his bones, and we are
his flesh"-of 1 his bones and of his body.
Says Paul, "This is a great mystery. I
speak concerning Christ and the church."
He wanted to impress this thought upon
mQn and women~ that havin& been burie~l.
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i11J[1e water, they had been born into the
gospel covenant; they had been born into
Jesus Christ. Then they had a right to
partake of that divine nature; then· they
had all the rights and privileges to become
the children of God. And until they ensered in by the straight gate, they did not
have that right. But when they had entered in, mind you, they were then become
the children of God; they were then to be
made partakers of the divine nature, just
as a child partakes of the nature of its father and mother. Just as a child is nourished
and strengthened by its father and mother,
so the chi.Id of God. Though a man had
grown old, and his hair gray; though he
was totteqng upon the verge of the grave,
he "must be born again." And when
born again, he was a little child in the
kingdom of God, and should have that
nourishment, should receive that life,
should look directly then to God for light,
and trust in the power of his grace and in
his Holy Spirit.
May God bless and keep us, brothers
and sisters, that we may have claim upon
God and Christ; and that we may feel as
one of old when he said, "The Spirit says
come, and the bride says come." This,
brethren, is the church of the living God.
Our feet are upon the rock-the rock
Christ Jes us-we stand upon bis word;
and out of the mouth of two or three witnesses every word shall be established.
May peace and love abide forever more.
Amen.
~
---~----~----------

THE WOMAN AND

mm

CHILD.

"A WOMAN clothed with the sun and the
moon under her feet, and upon her head a
crown of twelve stars. * * * And she
brought forth a man-child who was to rule
all nations with a rod of iron: and her
child was caught up unto God, and to his
throne."-Rev. 12: r, 5.
This woman is the true church of Christ.
The clothing is the priesthood of the Son
of God, which is the Melchisedec priesthood. Paul says that he and all they that
·were in Christ's Church-meaning the
offi,~ers-were of the same profession.
This priesthood is the priesthood of the
Son of Righteousness, of which Jesus is
the chief cor.ner-stone, as the priesthood of
Christ's Church must be "clothed with
robes of righteousness."--Isaiah 61 : ro;
P8alms 132: 9. This "robe of righteousness" is tile sun. "So let all thine enemies
perish, 0 Lor<l: but let them that love him
(the Lord) be as the sun when he goeth
forth in bis might."-Judges 5: 31. "Then
shall the righteous shine forth as the sun
in the kingdom of their Father."-M att.
. 13: 43. "Ye are the light of the world."
"Ye shine as lights in the world."-Matt.
5: 14; Phil. 2: 15. They are called stars
in Daniel l 2: 3. And not only the officers
but all the members of the church must be
righteous. Isaiah 60: 2 I.
I think that I have proofs sufficient to
·show tbat the woman's dress, in Revelations rzth chapter, is the priesthood of the
:Son of God, and nothing more; while the
moon under her feet is the Aaronic priesthood. As the moon, with the stars borrow their light from the ~mn, and as we

are in need of moonlight and the stars in
the night time, so the church is in need of
the Aaronic priesthood.
"The head (Melchisedec priesthood) can
not say to the feet (Aaronic priesthood) I
have no need of you."--1 Cor. r 2. Doc.
and Cov. 104: 2, "There are two divisions,
or grand heads--onc is the Melchisedek
priesthood, and the other is the Aaronic,
or Levitical priesthood." The officers in
the Melchi,;edek priesthood are as follows:
(1) Prophets, or the Presidents which is
the head. (2) Apostles-seeing. (3) Seventy-hearing. (4) High Priests~smell
ing. (4) Bishopric--.,,test. (6) Eldersspeech. The Aaronical (Levitical) are as
follows: (r) Priests-knees. (z) Teachers-legs. (3) Deacons-feet. Hence there
are nine quorums in the Church of Jesus
Christ. The other parts of the body are
the members of the body of Christ. The
first, or Melchisedek priesthood is represented by the sun-light. The second by
the moonlight, and the stars in the crown
are the apostles. Their duty is to go forth
into all the world to preach the gospel to
every creature; and when they convert
them they must be received into the church
by baptism and confirming them members
of the church. Then, if need be, organize
branches and ordain officers to look after
them, to take care of them. Elders and
others, all such as love righteousness-that
they may become one body and shine forth
as the sun.
"But," says one, "is not that clothing on
her the light of revelation?" Not exactly.
For there were revelations in the l\Iosaic
church, and before it. Some one will
again say: "Is not the man-child the priesthood?" I answer once more, No; for he
is the Christ; our Lord J csus; the Son of
God; as he is the one who is to rule all
nations with the iron rod (word of God).
He is the same as in chapter 19, sitting on
a white horse, coming to rule all nations
with his iron rod, onl}' the difference that
i 1 chapter I 2 he is a child, while in the
r9th chapter he comes to rule and conquer.
ln izth chapter be is "caught up to God's
throne." In 19th chapter "he comes with
the heavenly armies from that throne to
make war with righteousness," to sit upon
his own throne. "His name is the faithful
and true. His name is also king of kings,
lord of lords." Hence he can not be the
priesthood. The priests are the servants
and not the rulers, and the servant is not
above his master."
But, as Christ organized his church after
he came into the world, and as this woman
is the church, and the church brought him
(this child) forth, how could the church
bring him, before she had her existence?
or before she was in the world herself first?
Before I answer that question, I will first
bring a parallel question found in Matt.
22: 42-46. "vVhat think ye of Christ?
Whose son is he? They said, The son of
David. He saith unto" them, How then
did David in spirit call him Lord? saying,
The Lord sai(l unto my Lord, sit thou on
my right hand, till I make thine enemies
t 1y footstool? If David then call him
Lord, how is he his son? And no man
was able to answer him a word."

I will make no comment on the above
as all think they know it, but will now
answer, how the church could bring this
man-child, or Christ.
In Revelation
r9: ro, we are told that "the testimony of
Jesus is the spirit of prophecy."
Well,
did not the prophets of the o!J testament
have this testimony when they foretold his
coming? See Isaiah 7: 14; Micah 5: 2.
"Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear
a son." "But thou, Bethlehem * * * out
of thee shall he come forth unto me that
is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings forth
have been from of old, from everlasting."
vV ere not these men members of Christ's
church? or did not they have the testimony of Christ Jesus? which is the spirit
of prophecy.
And not these two only,
but Moses, Jacob, Joseph in Egypt, Abraham, yes, Adam, the first man, had this
testimony and were therefore members of
Christ's cbutch, as the word church means
people. Hence, the church demanded his
coming, and he (the man child, or Christ)
therefore came to fill their demand. Hence
the woman, or church brought him forth.
Before I dismiss this subject, I will give a
few more evidences to show that the
glorious clothing of this woman is also the
law, as well as the priesthood (for no
priesthood can exist without a law) see
Matt. 22: 36-40. Christ rlid not come to
abolish the law but to fulfil. Matt. 5: 17.
We are commanded to keep the law.
Matt. 19: 17; Luke 10: 27. The law is a
spiritual law. Rom. 7:14. Now as we
are commanded to keep this law, if we do,
every member, oflicers and all; then we
will make the church to shine forth as the
sun in her might, and the dark world
round us will glory God through us,
when they see our righteousness.
By
permit, I subscribe myself your humble
brother in this most glorious gospel.

J.

A.

STROMBERG.

THE FULLNESS OF TIMES.
T1rn fullness of the times has surely come for
the last great crusade againls the powers of
darkness. EvcryH.ing is providentially ripe and
ready. Nearly fourscore missionary societies enclose the globe in their golden network. The
walls of nations lie flat, and challenge us to move
from every quarter, and moye together and at
once, and take the very capitals and centres of
Satan's dominion. The Word of God may be
had in every leading tongne, and the miracle of
Dabe! is rC\'ersed, and the miracle of Pentecost
crystalized into permanence! The callers of
disciples contain wealth so vast that a tithe of it
would furnish all the funds for a world's evangelization, and the numbers of disciples are so vast
that a tithe of them would give one missionary
to every one hundred of the population of the
globe. Time and space are practically annihilated, and all nations are neighbors. And in addi.
tion to all, from out the shining pillar of aluminous and leading Providence rings out the trumpet voice of God, bidding us "go forward!"
What opportunity and what inspiration. We
need only oriranization and consecration to carry
dismay and defeat to the allied powers of hell.
William Carey's grand motto of 1792 should be
emblazoned on the banners of a church that
gathers all her hosts for one final, resolute, i1nq
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overwhelming charge: "Expect great things
from God. Attempt great things for God." All
around the signs are appearing which indicate to
him who watches that a more momentous era is
at hand than historic pen ever chronicled or artistic pencil ever illu&trated.-Sel.

POTTAWATTAMIE.
The quarterly conference of the Pottawattamie
District convened at the Saints' Chapel, Hazel
Dell Branch, at r r a. m., August 28th, 1886, H.
N. Hansen president, P. Andersen secretary jwo.
tem. Reports of Branches: Council Bluffs 150
members, including r Apostle, 2 Seventies, 8
Elders; 5 Priests, 3 Teachers, l Deacon; 2 baptized, 2 removed. North Star Branch 65 members, including 4 Elders, l Priest, I Teacher; 6
baptized, l marriage, l ordination. Hazel Dell
30 members, including I Seventy, I Elder, 3
Priests, 2 Teachers, I Deacon. Crescent City 67
members, including 3 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 3 Deacons, l baptized, r received by vote.
Branch presidents reported the spiritual condition
of their respective branches. Elders Reports:
l Ians Hansen had preached a few times in the
district. D. K. Dodson had preached in Clark
School-house, and in Crescent City. J.P. Carlisle had been acting as Teacher in the North
Star Branch; .,had visited and encouraged the
Saints to faithfulness. John F. Drebis had acted
as Priest in the Hazel Dell Branch; had endeavored to fulfill the duties of that office. Peter
Andersen had preached a few times in the district, and baptized 2. B. Harding had labored
some in the Crescent City Branch. H. N. Hansen had preached nearly every Sabbath-sometimes twice; had visited all the branches in the
district, except "Wheeler's Grove; baptized 7.
Pries ls' Reports: John Evans had labored some
in the Crescent City Branch, expressed his willingness to assist laboring in the district. C.
Christensen had acted as president of the Crescent
City Branch. H. N. Hansen was sustained president and R. Kirkwood secretary of the district.
Preaching during conference by Elders D. K.
Dodson, P. Anders<:n and J. F. McDowell.
Adjourned to meet at Crescent City, on tlte last
Saturday in November, 1886.

====--=======================
CONFERENCE NOTICES.

The conference of the Spring River district
will convene «t Webb City Missouri, on the evening (7'30, p. m.) of the 8th of October, 1886, and
will continue over the 9th and 10th. Hope the
officers and Saints of the district will give us
good representation" Bro. Joseph Smith is expected to be present. Visiting Sain ts will be
welcomed.
J. T. DAvrns, Pres. Dist.
MASSACHUSETTS.
The conference of the above district will meet
in Boston, Massachusetts, Saturday, September
25th, 1886, at 2,30 p. m., in Knight's of Honor
Hall, 1783, Washington Street, corner of Northampton Street. There will be no return tickets
~ranted this time by the Old Colony Company,

the reasons for which will be stated at the meeting of conference. Hope to meet a large representation.
J oHN SMITH, Dist. Pres.
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
The above conference will convene at Wilber,
Saline County, Nebraska, October lOlh, 1886, at
l l a. m. Let all the Elders in the district report
themselves for duty, and accept and fulfill a mission during the ensuing quarter, so that at least a
part of the many calls in our part of the vineyard
may be answered and those that are so desirous
to hear the gospel in its simplicity may have the
privilege. The branch president should see to it
that they have their reports sent in time. Send
all communications to J.B. Gouldsmith, Wilber,
Saline County, Nebraska, care Robert White.
J. B. GouLDSMITH, Dist. Sec'y.
WYOMING.
We hereby give notice to the Saints of the
Wyoming district, also all others who may have
a desire to attend conference, that the conference
has been removed from Nanticoke to the Hyde
Park branch. It will convene November 26th,
1886. We trust all will consider this due notice,
and we request a report of the officers in the district either in person or by letter. Hope attendance will 1.ie large. Come one and all.
E. A. DA vrns, Dist. Pres.
Scranton, Penn.,
Morris Avenue.

lIYnE PAHK,
14;~,

MANCHESTER.
The semi-anual conference of the above
district of Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints will (D. V.) be held in the
Saints chapel, II3, Clarendon Street, Hulme,
Manchester, England, Saturday and Sunday,
October 9th and 10th, 1886. Business session
will open at four o'clock p. m., on Saturday the
9th. Services at ten a. m,, and two and six p. m.
on Sunday the roth. All district offic<;!rs will
please forward theh: reports of labors, etc. to the
District Secretary, Elder James Baty, IO Chapman Street, Hulme, Manchester, Eng., not later
than \Vednesday, the 6th of October.
JosEPH DEwsNur, Dist. Pres,,
JAMES BATY, 5'ec.
BORN.
FREMMING:-At Nebraska City, June 12th,
1886, to Bro. II. C., and Sr. Anna K. Fremming, a
daughter, named Arena. Blessed August rst,
1886, by Elders J. Armstrong and R. C. Elvin.
JENSON.-At Nebraska City, June 13th, 1886,
to Mr. Andrew and Sr. Anna Jenson, a son,
named Marion. Blessed August 8th, 1886, by
Elders J. Armstrong and J. W. Waldsmith.
0AKs.-At Silver Lake, Minnesota, August
12th, 1886, to brother Wm., and sister Emma
Oaks, a daughter.
DIED.
STUART.-At Alliston, Ont., July 27th, 1886,
Edward E., only child of brother and sister
Thomas and Louisa Stuart. Edwin was born on
the 4th of March, 1874 at Good Intent, Kansas.
Was baptized on the 8th of July, 1883 at Alliston, Ontario, by El_der J. A. Mcintosh. Funeral
sermon was preached by Elder J. A. Mcintosh
on the 5th of September, 1886, from Rom. 14: 7,
8, and Acts r6: 30. Previous to his departure to
the land of spirits, Edwin manifested great faith,
and engaged in earnest prayer. A physician

had been summonsed as no Elder was near, but
little Eddie refused finally to take the doctors
medicine and cried for an Elder. Finally Elder
Mcintosh was telegraphed for and came immediately, and administered, with immediate
relief to the sufferer, and left again, but a relapse
took the suffered home in full faith, being 12
years, four months and 23 days of age; and three •
years and nine clays from his baptism. Dear
parents your loss is his gain. , He fell asleep in
Jesus.
CooKSON.-Sister Rebecca A. Cookson died
September 2d, 1886, strong in the faith at the
age of 66 years. She was baptized August 30th,,
1876 by W. H. Kelley. Funeral services by Bro.
J.C. Fos<.
KNlPSCHlLD.-At, or near Norborne, Carroll
county, Missouri, September 10th, 1886, Emma
Melosina, daughter of Bro. Jacob and Sr. Mary
Knipschild. She was born at the above place
Augu.;t 18th, 1870. A telegram to Independence
brought Elder Joseph Luff, who preached the
funeral discourse to a large audience in the Ger·
man Methodist Church. He was assisted by a
minister of the neighborhood, formerly a Baptist,
but now a member of the Holiness society. Emma was not a member of the church, but we learn
she was becoming favorably impressed with the
doctrine, and would probably have obeyed had
she remained. Bro. and Sr. Knipschild have the
deep sympathy of all the community.
CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE

It is essential in the recording of the scattering members of the Church that Branch and
District officials should give me their aid, namely by preparing lists of those in their regions
who are members of the Church but not,members of their branches, and also lists of. those
.members who have been dropped from the records of branches because of their absence from
the branch, or because their residences are unknown. In cases where branches have been re·
organized and names left off the new record
please send all such names to me; also where
branches have, dul"ing the past twenty-five or
more years, been disorganized altogether, will
those who have knowledge of it, or who have
such old records, please send me the names of
such persons as have not joined other branches
and thus become enrolled again, so that they
may now be enrolled. Where it Is known that
such members have died, or otherwise been lost,
it should be stated that it may be put upon record. Any members who see this who do not
know that they are on record, or are reported by
some one else to me, please send name and items
of birth and baptism. Where persons have died
please give dates as near as may be. Presidents
and Clerks of Branches and Districts are also
hereby reminded that if they have any branch reports,.or information about records, that I wouldi
like such reports or information to be forwarded'
to me as early as may be. Do not keep them because of the little postage required to send them,
but let me know. The Government now sends
one ounce of such matter for two cents where
formerly only a half ounce was carried for three
cents, hence the cost is little, and the reports are
essential in order to keep the law of God in this
matter.
H. A. STEEBI~s,

Church Secretary and Recorder,
LAMONI, Iowa, Aug. 20th.
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And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
llRANCII RECORDS.
backs :m<l corners, m11RliD sit1cs; printed
headings, an<l ruled for Record of Narnes, BlcssiJJg of Uhildrcn, and for M~Hriuges ................ 2 00

.J.,@~thcr

DlSTHiUT HIWOIWS.

.

Printed nnd honrJd simiiar to Brnnch Hecords ........ 3 00
.LIU!•;N~-:E::<, NOTWWl, &c.
Elder~s, PriesVio;, rreacher~s, nnd De:\con's Licenses,

each, per do;.-;en................................. . . 12
131ank Prenching NoticeR, per hnndred, 40c. nnd .... 50
Baptism nnd Co111lrnuition Certificate books with
hhmk st11h. ~~f) t'nr ..........................'.. . . . . 25
1
" .NfANUSCHIPT FOu ...~D ....
We have for sale at this citlico the notorious HJ\fannsoript Found,'' written by H.cv. Solomon Spanldmg, about
which so much has been eaid in connectiou with the theory that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Higdon the
chief gronnrl work all(! material from which to writ.e the
Book of 1\ionnon. Ha~ 144 pages 8 rno.; sin~le copies, in
cloth;·45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; 1n paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to one address, 20 cents each.
HULES 01!' OIWER AND DEBATE
For all Dclihcrutive Assemblies ol t.he Chnreh; also,
a Chapter on Brnnch RuleA. :rnd one on Hcports of
Branches !J.Dd DistrictA; 128 pugnl'1, iimp cloth .....

40

UONCOlWANCE 'l'O BOOK Ol" COVENANTS.
An enlarged new edition; pa.per covers, 32 pages..... 10
J\USCELLANEOT'S.
The Problem of Hurnnn Life, IleI'C mid Ucrenfter, by
A. \Vllford Hall; 544 pa,gc:3- 1 in cloth lJoanls ....... 1 50
Univeri:::al1srr1 Against Iti:-elf, by A. \Vilfurd Hall; in
cloth hoards; :3:J~ pages...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... : .. 1 00
Joscphns 1 co1nplete in 011c vol., hbrary leather ...... 3 50
Gibson'H Decline an.d Pall of the Hmnun .Empire,
clot.h bonrdll, 5 vols ................................ 4 0(
M0sheim's Church History, doth boards, 2 vols ..... .4 00
Baldwin's Ancient America, (illustrnted), cloth ....... 1 t:O
H.ollin"s Aucient Hii:;tory, 2 vols. in unc, leather ..... .4 (!O
The Koran, lilm1ry leather............................ 2 00
Gieseler's Ecclesiast1ca1 llistory, from A,D.1 till 1854,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The Eccliast.ic.al History of lensehins Parnphilus,
Bishop of Cm8aren1 to Palel'.'tiD{"', cloth boards .... 2 00
Cruch~n'f': Complete Concordance of' the Dible .....•... 1 75
'l'he Bible 'J'oxt Boole ................................. 1 00
Apocry]Jlrnl New Teo lament.......... . ............. 1 fi5
Urowu;s Concordance of the Bible.................... 60
EmcrRon's Heady Binder, Herald srne........... •• .. . . . 8$
E1ncrson's Rendy Binrler, Hope Bizc. ... . . .. •••• .... •• (i(
Emerson's Heady Ilin<ler, Advocate Hizc. ... . ..• ..... .• 50
Five Qnircs of Note Pnpel', 120 sheets ................ 50
1<'1ve (luircs of Note Paper", hetter q11ulity ......••..•• 60
SHNDc\ Y SCHOOL SUPPLIEtl.
Sun<lay School Eu.~oncl'r nnd Hccm\i Book ........... 3$
Prnmpt _Atte1H1::1icu TidrntB ..... 100for15c., 1000 for 1 00
Ouo(l Bdrnvinr 'l')ckets. . . . . . . . .
Sarne price.
No. ~)4'/.-Flonll 'l1ielrnts for Jgfant Chti:!S; Ut> for ...... 2D
:No. 4~)6.-pack of BU fur.................. . . . . . . . ... · 20
No. 106.-Fnncy Borders, 2x2%; 10 for !Jc .. 100 for ..... 40
No. 461.-Jlook Murkers, 2x0; 10 for Sc., 100 for ....... 70
~ o. 281.-Book Markurri, 2~~x6: JO for 25c., 100 for .... 2 :~5
No. 871.--Plowers nnd Verses, 2~x4; 10for10c., 100 .. 90
No. :l8\l,- Bronze Birds and Flowers, :Jx5; pack of 10
for ;We .. 100 for ................................... 1 50
No. ;Jj':l-Jfiovrnrs anclVenws, 8x4Y2; 10for15c., 100 .. 1 25
Nu. 40G.-Flowcrs aud VerBe~, 2Y2 x4; 10for12c., lU0 .. 1 00
'No. '.it-\l1.-A11t1 1 m11 LeHveR. :1x!-i: 10 to 25c., 100 for.
2 2?l
~r'~'racts

BOOK OF J\!OIUION.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . . . . ................•••••••••. 1 25
Imitation Moro?co, g;ilt edges ............ , •••••••..••• 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt euges ..• • .•••..•..•.••......•••••••• 1 75
CER'l'!FlCATES AND J{~;p01n·s.
BranCh Statititicul Heporti-t, per dox;en........ .•.. ... .
Annual Stat18ticul Heporls, two for...................
Branch Fmnn~ia! Reports, per dozen..................
Certificate of Baptism and Membership, per doz......
Certificate of Hemoval, per dozen •••.•••••. ; . . . • . . . • • •
Marriage Certificates, per dozen • • • • • • •• •• • • • • . • • • • • • •

'!'h(~.'lf·

nl'ir.cA include

no~tnzH.

HOLY SCRIP'l'UHES.
Inspired Transli:tfon by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sh~ep _or Ltbrary hmr!mg ............. ·-············· 1 !l(l
Im1t11t10n l\forocco, gilt edges ..........••••..•••••••.. 2 OG

1r;

'i'lil~ SAI~'l'S' HA!U'-HYMN Jl()OK.
lmitation l\forocco, marbled edges .................... 1 2!'l
Imit11tion 1\f.orocco, gilt e<lges .......................... 1 50

'l'HACTtl.

No. 2.-Trnth Made llfanifu,t: 20c. a do7.., per 100 ..... 1 '0
No. 3.-Voicc of tho (food Hlu•pherd: fie. a do~ .. 100.. 40
No. 4.-Epitomc ofF:tith 1111d Doclrinc oft.tie Church
and the Kirtland rrcmple 811it: f;C. per doz., 23c. per
100, 50c. for 250, $1for500, per 1,orn ................ 1 75
No. 5.-1,he Gospel. ............. pt·1ce the Bnme r.~ No. 4.
No. 6.-'I1he '~One Baptism;', its Mode, ~uhjL'Cts. J>reReqniflites, and Desig111--und \Vho ~hull Administer; 16 pages; 25c. per dr.?., per 10J- ............... 1 7:1
No. 7-,Vho rrhen Can he Sayed; r)c. a doz., 100 ....... 1 75
No. 8.--FnJness of the Atunemt"ut; 25c. a doz, 100 ... 1 75
No. 9.-Spiritnalism Viev:.re<l from u 8criptural titu11dpoint; 20 pages; 30c. per dozen. per 100............. ~~ 25
No. 10.-'l'he Nurrow Wuy; 8 p.; loic. 11 do,,eu, 100 for 1 10
No. 11.-'1,he Plan of Saivtniou; :30c. n dozen, luO .... 2 25
No. 12.-'rhe Bible vcrsuH lJol.) gMny; ;25e. a dnz., 100 1 75
No.14.-Reply to Orson Pnitt; 2;;c. a <lozcn, 100 for .. 1 75
No. 15.-Brighamite Idolatry; 5c. a dozen, per 100 .... 40
No. 10.-Polygamy; Was it. "'' Origiunl Tcuct of the
Chnrch;-"20c., a dozen, per 11i1l •..••.•••..•••.••••••• 1 40
No. 17.-rrhe Successor in the Prophetic Ofiice and
Presidency of the Chnrch; 2Gc. a do;1,m1, 100 fur ...... 1 75
No. 18.-Rejection of the Chnrch; 1'>e. 11 doz. 100 for 1 10
No. 20.-'J'he "One Body;" or the C lrnrch of Christ
under the Apostleship mul nuder the Apostasy;
12 pagcA; 20c. a dozen, !OJ for ....................... 1 40
No. 21.-Truths by 'l'hree Witne5'c-s; 3c. a doz., 100 .. 15
No. 22.-Faith and Hepentance; 15c. "dozen, ltJO ..... 1 10
No. 2;3.-Baptis1n; 10 pages; ~Oc. u r1ozcn, 100 for ..... 1 25
No. 24.-r.l'he Kingdom of God; 5c. u dozen, 100 for.... 40
N". 25.-Laying on of Hanns; !ic. a 0<>7.en, 100 for..... 40
No. 26.-Monntain of the Lord's House; 4 pages; 5c.
a dozen, per 100 ................................ -. . . . . . 40
No. 27.-'l'he Sabbath Qn<»tion; 20c. a ilozen, 100for1 40
No. 29.-A Vi.sion of the R{-H:nnrcctwn, from tlrn Doctrine and Covenauts; Ge. a. doz!rn, 10J for ........... 40
No. 30.-0rigin of the Book of :Mormon; 15 cents a
dozen, per 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 1 10
No. 31.--..What is Truth? and Tnw 01"1hoc1oxv? m.hl
an Evangelical Church? Alm, 1h" Kml:rnil Temple Suit. Per dozen 5c., 100 for ~Jc., 2~18 for OOc.,
500 for $1, 1,000 for......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 75
No. 32.-Which is the Clrnrc11? l>c. a dozen, 100 . . .••. 40
No. 36.-The Spaulding Story He-_E.,,..umine<l; 20c. a
dozen, 100 for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 25
A 1\-iemorial to Coagress; 8 pages; 15c. u dozcm, 100 .. 110
1lrial of the Witne88cs to the ltei;nrrcction; 3~ pU.·
g~s; 6c. cuch 1 per dozen...... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ...... ...
flO
Prophecy on the Rebellion; per 100..... .. .. .••••••. •. 15
~An assortment of rrractB, 35 cents.
COMPLETE SET OF TRACTS.
Bound in Limp Cloth turned in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. • • • 75

Bull ~~Ol'OCC01 gil~ edg_cs .... :.: ....... ·~u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
~f''W [ P-RtllmCllt, n1R]lll'('(l f'<tltimL .. .• . .. . • • ... . . .
75

JOS.EP!I 1.'HE SEKR:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, nnd the Divine
Origin of the Book of :Mormon Defended and
:Maintained. Pnpcr covers, 2UO p<:1gerL............ . 35
~ 'J'his is a reply by .Elder W.W. Blair to Elder William !iiheldon of the Second Advemist Society, and is an
important work to be in the hauds of the ininistry of the
Church, cspcciu1ly; and it is a most excellent one to be
circulated both in the Church aHd umoHg those without,
abounding in prooi's never before presented in defense of
,lrnwph Smith and the Hook nf -Mormon.
PROPHETIC TRUTH.
Confirmed in the appearing of the Book of Mormon,
an Israeliti'h Eccord of a ]'allen People; paper
covers; iive for $1. ............................ each 25
~= Jking the Subject of an Evoning,s Conver.;atio·n Hespeeting its Origin. Its Divinity Proved by the Scriptures and Collnt.<·ra.1 Evidence. Prefaced with a Brief
Sketch of the Life of the Prov1tet.,, showing the way and

jl:lii,nner _oi_JJ.i~ ]te_c!!_ming poes•;risca9f t!J.e J;\ecvrd.

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's ()011 ... oa•danee or S1nith's
Bible .Dictionary post-pai<l for $1.50.
~ Scud for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.
DON'T FORC;ET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Illinois.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
19jnutf.

.J'. \V.

Dc~oou,

PHYSICIAN AND

JU. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Physiclan. Ail call8, day or night, nnswered.

LAMONI,

Will pra.ctice in Lamoni and vicinity; .calls made at '
honrs. Ofiicein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni

ADVERTISERS

25

DOU'l'HINrn Al\D COVENAN'l'l:l.
Sprlnkl<-d S].leep, or Library .......................... 1 2~">
Imitation Morocco, ,
~ ....................... 1 50

GREAT

SURGEON,

12

'!'1\ACTS IN GERMAN.
in the Ocnna.u Languugt;i may be had of Bro.

Hqw.nta11cc 1 5 cts; the J>riuciplcs of the Gosile] 6 c'entR •
1lw EviL(lllle of .B111itb 1 2c; tbe Sixth Trumpet, u'fifty-Iou;

M.D

H.f\NSEN,

MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOJJIEN a Specialty.

AtL J{1chtcr, Hnrhngton, lown.: The Baptism 6 cts. • the
1):1.ZP p11mp!ilet. 2!1f'..

IL

PHrSICIAN AND

50
10
30
12

HESPERIS.
Poems by David II. Smith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges .......................................... 1 50
VISIONS OB' JOSEPH SMI'l'H, 'l'llE SKl<;H.
Discove1·ies of Ancient Amerkau H,ecordB and B,elics,
with the statement of' a Converted Jew, and of
ot.h~ri:i: paper coVP,TS. 4fi narrPR

J.

IOWA.

Office at A11dcrso11 's Drn2· Store. Re~idence Enst end
of Il!ain Street.
Jan30tf

~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing

Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel' Advertising But"eau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

"!ihe l!..inc selected by the U.S. Qov•t
to carry the ~a.st filaail.
"

The Only Through LiOe, with itS own track,- bet~een

~~~c/i~~~
~DENVER
LOU~S

ST.

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific 'Junction, AtchisOn or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great Statea,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA,: KANSAS, COLORADO,
V\lith branch li,1es to their important cities and towns. It
runs svery day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago arid Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principai Line tO and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Ma~lco
For Tickets, Rates 1 General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent fn 1he
United States or Canada, or address

HENllY B. STONE,

Gen' I Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,
1

Gen l Pass. Agent.

CHICAGO.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I:
2:

50 p. m
S1

"

Tim SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Deca.tur County, Iowa, by the Board or Pnbliea
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box Sl?,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowo.. All matters of business
connected with the ofllce should be addressed to DAVIJ)
lhNGlliB; <:oi:qmnn!cat!ons and articles t11 the EDrxoD.
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Y~lr-, \l'~""HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY .MAN AMONG
SAVE IT BE 0NJl WIFE.- AND CONUUBINES
IIE SnALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
'·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN srrour,D IIAVE ONE WIFE, AND ON>J Wo>rAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF D:EATn, wmrn ·!':rTrrER
IS AT LIBERTY .To MARRY AoAIN."-l'age 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109,·par. 4.

Vol.

Lamoni~

33.-Whole No. 698.

THE

SAINTS'

HERALD:

Official Paper of th0 Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Pu.bllshe•l at Lamoni, :Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
Trnvcling Ministry, District and Brunch Pres!·
dents, and the IliRhop's Agents, arc requested to solicit
new subscribers, ancl help make the we.ckly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Po"t Ollice.
~The

JosErrr

w. w.

Iowa, October

39.

2, I

Bro. Dancer wishes that all those who
arc behind hand in the payment of their
subscriptions for HERALD would pay as
soon as possible; and those vvho may not
be in a condition to pay, would notify the
oHicc whether, or not they wish the HERAr,n continued to them;· as without such
notice the narnes are liable to be taken
from thclist at any time under the impression that""it is not desired that the HERALD
should be continued.
PERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.

8MI'l'IT

EDI'l'On.

BLAIR

.A.ssOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, October

2,

1886.

Tim Business l\/Ianager, Bro. David
Dancer, wishes us to say that the progress the affairs of the Herald Office has
been making the past few months warrents him in assuring the patrons of the
HERALD that a few more months of equal
prosperity will go far toward redeeming
the office from the loss and consequent
debt incurrred by reason of Mr. Conover's
defalcation. Bro. Dancer takes pleasure
in stating that the constant renewal of
subscriptions and the payment of arrears
of long standing by those to whom the
HERALD has been continued, as well as the
fair increase in new subscriptions, give unmistakable evidence that the HERALD is
appreciated, and its work understood to
better degree than ever.
He feels confident that, though the policy of the Board respecting the tone and
character of contributions to the columns
of the HERALD has been sharply criticised, the good sense of the readers recognizes the stability of the work, in the interest of which the HERALD is published;
and is willing that some strictures shall be
suffered for the good of the body, as a
whole. Bro. Dancer is of the opinion,
which he feels pleased to express to the
HERALD readers that at the present rate
of increase and prosperity it will not now
be long until a further reduction in the
subscription price of the HERALD may
safely be made. There are also some
other matters of great worth to the church
that are being considered and will be taken
up ~nd consummated as soon as conditions
will warrant. "The Voice of vVarning"
(excellent preacher) is now being sold for
ten cents, and it is hoped to put an edition
on s·ale at five cents per copy-it. ought to
be done. Tracts ought to fall like forest
leaves before autumnal frosts, harbingers
of the good time coming. All that is
needed to make these and some other desired things accomplished facts is patient,
persistent "hang on" and work.

(Cnntinucd

f~om pn~c

5fM).

IN June, 1832, after his return from Mi£souri, Joseph.thc Seer wrote as follows:

·

As soon as I could arrange my affairs I recommenced the translation of ihe scripture$, and
thus I spent most of the summer. In July we
received the ffrst number of the Et1euinp· and
lvforning Star, which was a joyous treat to the
Saints. Delightful, indeed, was it to conten1~
plate that the little band of brethren had become
so large and grown so strong in so short a space
as to be able to issue a paper of their own, which
contalnecl not- only some of the revelations, but
other information also, which would gratify and
enlighten the humble enquirer after' tmth. So
embittered was the public mind against the truth
that the pi·ess universally haq.J;,i-een arrayed
against us; and althongh many newspapers published the prospectus ~f our newspaper, yet it ap·
peared to have been done more to calumniate the
editor than to give pnblicity to the sheet. Editors thought to do us harm, while the Saints rejoiced that they could do nothing against the
truth, but for it.-Times and Seasons vol. 5, p. 6z6.

It is well in this connection to present
the reader with two leading editorials in
the first number of the Evening and
Morning Star, the first paper published
by the Church, that they may see the ob3ects and purposes had in view by the
Church and taught by it in those times;
for this will better enable us to judge as to
the real causes which led to the persecutions of the Saints, and why it was tlwt
religious bigots and political demagogues
joined in raising tbe hue and cry against
them.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June, I832.
To MAN.-With the help of God, the first num·
ber of the Evening and l'viorning Star comes to
the world for tl\e objects specified in its prospectus, which was published last winter. That we
should now recapitulate some of its leading objects and briefly add a few remarks wili naturally
be expected and we cheerfully do so that this
generation may know that the Star comes in
these last days as the friend of man, to persuade
him to turn to God and Jive before the great and
terrible day of the Lord sweeps the earth of its
wickedness i- that it comes not only as the mes·,

scngcr of truth to bring the rc·1Tclations aDd con1n1andrnenh; oJ God ~.,vhich have hccn, but to pub~
lish those that God ghTes

1101JJ, as i1f days of old;
for he is thr: same God yesterday, to-day and forever; and il\ after he >.v:ts taken 11p as 1ncntionc-d
in the first chapter of Acts, he throngh the Holy
(!-host had g-lven con11nand1ncnts nnto the apos~

tlcs \vl1orn he had chor,en, \vhat possible reason
is there to suppose that he would neglect 1.o do
1ikcvvise now-before he con1e:s in hls glory; bcq
fore he gathers his elect, (the house of Israel; sec
Isaiah 45: 4); and even before John the re\'elator
111 nst pro.:1hcsy ag[tin b~forc mnn y peoples, and nations, and tongues) r~nd kings~ (see R.cv. 10), we
know of no reason in the Dible. That it comes
as the harbinger of peace and good will to them
that sel'vc the Lord ~with a detcrrnination to ha-ve
a part in the first resurrection :1."nd finally bcco1nc
kings and pric1:/cs to G-od, the Father, in 1.hc celestial kingdo1n 1 where Goel and Christ arc, and
where they will be for eternity; and where wil_l
be (1.lso the general assen1b1y of the First Born,
the church of Enoch, ·who vvalked vvith God and
built up Zhn in th<~ first days, which Zion and
Enoch the Lord translatecl to paradise before the
flood. But Isaiah says: "Thy watchmen shall
lift up the voice; ·with the vole;,; togethef shall
they sing: for they shall see, eye to eye, vi hen
the Lord shall bring aJ;·ain Zion." That it comes
according to the will of God, from those who are
not ashamed to take upon them the name of
Christ, and walk lowly in the valley of lrnmiliation and let the so1etnnities of eternity rest upon
them, knowing that th•c great day of the Lord
will soon usher in the Sabbath of creation for the
rest of the Saints, that the Savior may reign his
thousand years of peace upon the earth, while
Satan is bound. That it comes in meekness and
mercy to all mankind that they may do works
meet for repentance and be saved in the first resurrection, and afterwards dwell with the spidts
of just men made perfect in the celestial king·
dom, which transcends the glory of the tcrn:~s·
trial as much as the terrestrial transcends the te·
lestial, or the telesiial transcends the prison of
the imperfect. That it comes to bring good tkl·
ings of great joy to all people, but more especially the house of Israel scattered abroad, that the
'day of their redemption is near, for the Lord
hath "set his hand again the second time" to restore them to the land of their inheritance ready
to receive the Savior in the clouds of heaven.
Th:it it comes to show that the "ensign" is now
set up, unto which all nations shall come and
worship the Lord, the God of Jacob, acceptably.
That it comes when war, and the plagne or pestilence, as it is calleJ 1 arc sweeping their thous~
ands and tens of thousands, to shc)W that the__ <l?ys
of tribulation spoken of by our Savior are nigh ;it
hand, even at the doors. 'Tha.t !t corncs to rPpeat
the great caution of Paul: "Beware lest any spoil
yon, (the disciples of Chri,;t), through philosophy
and vain deceit, after the traditions of men an,J
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the rudiments of the world. That it comefi"'to
prepare the way "of the Lord, that when he comes
he may have a holy people ready to receive him.
That it comes· to show that no man can be too
good to be saved, but that many may be too bad.
That it comes to declare that goodness consists
in doing good, not merely in preaching it. That
it comes to show that all men ·s religion is vain
without charity. That it comes to open the way
for Zion to arise an.cl put on her beautiful garments and become the glory of the earth, that her
land may be joined, or married, (according to the
known translation of Isaiah), to Jerusalem again.
and they be one as they were in the days of Peleg. Thus it comes.
Man, being created but little below the angels,
only wants to know for himself, and not by another, that, by obeying the commands of his
Creator he can rise again after death in the fiesh
and reign with Christ a thousand years on the
earth without sin; be changed in the twinkling of
an eye, and become a king and a priest to God in
eternity-to forsake his sins, and say: Lord I
am thine!
The first words of which we have account that
Jesus Christ spake concerning the things of eternal life, were: "Suffer it to be so now: For thus
it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness." Then
he was baptized. And truly, if it became the
Savior of the world, holy as he was, to be baptized in the meridian of time, to fnlfill ap righteousness, how much more necessary is it for man
to be baptized, upon the.very eve of the Sabbath
of creation, to be saved? Let the heart answer
the head, that the body may save the soul. As
this paper is devoted to the great concerns of
eternal things and the gathering of the Saints, it
will leave politics, the gainsaying of the world,
and many other matters, for their proper channels, endeavoring by all means to set an example
before the world, which, when followed, will lead
our fellow men to the gates of glory, where the
wicked cease from troubling and where the weary
will find rest. There may be errors both in us
and in the paper, we readily admit, and we mean
to grow better, till, from little children, we all
come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto
the measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ, which we pray may be the happy lot of
thousands, before he comes with the hundred
forty and four thousand that are without guile.

W. Y./.

is all-important and the salvation of many souls
d2pends upon their faultless example. They will
therefore, knowing that the Lord will suddenly
come to his temple, do their part in preparing the
way by observing the Sabbath day, and kePp it
holy; by teaching their children the gospel and
learning them to pray; by avoiding extremes in
all matters; by shunning every appearance of
edl; by studying to be approved, and doii;g unto
others as they would hr,ve others do unto them;
by bearing trouble and persecution patiently,
without a murmur, knowing that Michael, the
arch··angel, when contending with the devil, he
disputed about the body of Moses, durst not
bring against him a railing accusation, but said,
The Lord rebuke thee. They will not only set
an example worthy of imitation, but they will let
their light so shine as that others, seeing, may go
and do likewise. Example is the great thing that
defies the world with its vain glory by letting their
moderation be known unto ali men, both in dress
and in living; in words, and in deeds; in watching and in praying; in love and in labor, and in
works as well as in faith, they preach the world
a lecture, they set the enquirer a sample, ancl
teach all Christendom a lesson that studied
preaching and pulpit eloquence have failed to
accomplish.

PHELPS.

TO THE CHURCH OF CHRIST ABROAD IN
THE EARTH.

It is the duty of the Church of Christ, in Zion,
to stand as an ensign to all nations that the Lord
hath set his hand the second time to restore the
house of Israel to the lands of their inheritances
&c., and it behoves the members of this church
to manifest before the world by a godly walk, by
a noble example, as well as by sterling precept;
by prudence in living, by plainness in dress, by
industry, by economy, by faith and works, and
above all by solemnity, humility and patience,
that this is a day of warning and not a clay of
many words.
This being the order in Zion, how much more
necessary is it that the churches of Christ which
have not yet come up to this land, should show
the world, by well ordered conduct in all things,
that the.Y are the children of the living God? 1t ,

B1w. M. T. SHORT closes a column and a
half presentation of the gospel in the Record, Aledo, Mercer county, Illinois, in the
following glowing summary of belief:
"In conclusicn let me say we hold to a divine
call, and a lawful ordination to the ministry; loyalty to the powers that be; monogamy in wedlock; fidelity to the shrine of virtue; judgment
in just ratio; new or continued revelation; a literal resurrection; the second appearing; the millenium reign; the overthrow of the adversary;
the subjugation of death; the restitution of all
things; a baptized, resurrected, celestial, glorified,
redeemed earth, with the Lord Jesus Christ as
the sole monarch. Now the saints are wanderers
and pilgrims, but then each will love his neighbor
aright, and dwell under his own vine and fig-tree.
We will then not only greet our relatives, and
know our friends, but the pure and good of all
time, the bright angels, the great moderator, and
the Supreme Judge of the universe. May God
speed the plow and save the people, I pray. Read
carefully and think kindly of the Latter Day
Saint missionary.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BY card from Bro. T. E. Lloyd, of Independence, Mo., we learn that that aged
veteran, brother in arms, Hiram Falk, formerly of California, latterly of Ashtabula,
Ohio, and more lately of Independence,
passed from that place over to the great
majority, through death., on the afternoon
of the 17th of September.
Bro. W. M. Rumel wrote from Omaha,
Nebraska, September 20th, that the branch
there had their new meeting house near1y completed, and that there seemed to be
a much better spirit prevailing in the
branch than formerly; that there seemed
to be a better interest manifest both with
the Saints and their friends than has been
for a very long time. God grant that this
condition of things may continue. The

Omaha Branch has been tried almost as
by fire.
Bro. T. M. Parr of Minneapolis, Minn.,
says he lately received ten copies of the
'Voice of Warning from Bro. J. H.,
Peters, and that within twenty days he
had them all in the hands of persons reading them.
"Chronic Sore Throat, and Hygiene of
the Voice" is the title of a small work
laid on our table by W. A. Chatterton,
No. 9, South Canal Street, Chicago, Ill.
Price, bound in cloth, 60 cents, postpaid
to any address. The informfltion contained in this little work is of high importance,
and its value to public speilkers and singers
is next to invaluable. The book is written in a clear comprehensive style, and
the author, E. B. Shuldbam, M. D., has
made his work very pleasant reading as
well as profitable.
Sr. Marberry Copeland of Burneyville,
California, sends us a poem by "Vida."
Bro. I. M. Lane also sends a poem; but
we do not think either suit,1ble for
HEHALD.
The IIope we do not control.
Bro. Richard Coburn, of Blenheim,
Ontario, thinks that the Elders should
preach the temporal as well as the spiritual
law. He says: "It would be foolish to
tell the people that this gospel is to be
preached in all the world as a witness;
and at the same time that we did not need
means to carry it there."
Bro. George Masters writes from Dell
Roy, Ohio, ~September 12th, expressing
excellent confidence in the work.
He
thinks it wrong for members who fall into comparative distress to at once apply for
helo to the church. He relates his own
str~ggles in Nebraska, when losing much
by fire and the grasshoppers, and believes
that energy and determination will help
many times when sitting idly down in
grief and despair would further impoverish.
.
By letter from Bro. W.W. Hodge, of
Beaver Falls, Pa., dated September 8th,
he expresses the ardent desire that some
Elders may soon reach there to labor, for
he thinks prospects for their success are
excellent now. He thinks a fine public
grove might now be obtained for meetings,
free.
Bro.John Eames of Cheyenne, W yoming, writes us September 19th that the city
was still alive, but that only a few wanted
the gospel in its fulness. He had preached
three times of late on the streets. One
man asked him who made God, and he advised him to go at once to his closet and
ask the Lord for that information, and.assured him that the Lord's answer would
be correct. Sick persons, not of the
church, had asked for his prayers and been
blessed with healing. When coming to
Omaha, Neb., of late, he talked with seven
Utah Mormon Elders, and thinks he die!
them some good. He preached on the
same train by permission, and had the .attention of many. Bro. Eames paid Lamoni
a visit the I 2th and I 3th of Sep tarn ber.
May his ample shadow continue as long as
he desires.
The Interstate Publishing Company,
Chicazo and Boston 1 have kindly laid upo11
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our table three educational works, which
we have examined and find excellent of
their kind. The "lV:Iaking of Pictures," by
Mrs. Sarah vV. \,Yhitman, price 60 cents,
is a series of short talks upon art intended
for young people. To the young reader
with a taste for art it will be valuable.
The other two are "Entertainments in
Chemistry," and "Through a Microscope."
The first is an apparently successful effort
to tell the young student what chemistry
is from familiar objects and the detail of
~implc processc~, without elaborate instruments and at little cost. Price 60 cents.
The second is a treatise in Language
easily under~tood, upon the M iscroscope
;md ·how to use it, is entertaining and int,lructive. Price 60 cents. For either or
all of these works address The Interstate
Publishing Company, Chicago, or Boston.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Brro. J. CAFF ALL writes us from W ~terl<;>o,
Nebraska, September 19th, that he 1s st:1ving to get subscribers for church publications, and says:
"I believe the Herald is giving pretty good
satisfaction; and some arc striving to help bring
out the I-Iope in its contemplated enlargement,
while others fold their arms, quite willing that
others shall bear the burden. * * * The press is
indeed a power. I candidly think the Herald at
least ought to ha vc a thousand new subscribers;
and if the needed interest was felt, it might be
reached."

Precisely. If the ministry and membership would make the effort that increase
could easily be reached. Let all try it,
and begin now.
Bro. Joseph Dewsnup,Jun., wrote from
42 York St., Cheetham, Manchester, England, September 8th, 1886:
It is my desire to go on in this work and do my
best to help build up the Church of Christ, so
that I might gain for my reward a goodly portion
of his holy Spirit, lo enable me some day to
preach with approbation this glorious and truthful gospel that has been revealed in these latter
days. We had the pleasure of hearing Bro. J.
Halstead (Pries1), from Fall River, Mass., U.S.
A., preach a sermon in our meeting room, on
August rst, which I believe did good to the
Saints in this part of the vineyard. I pray that
the seed sown will not return void, but spring up
into everlasting life. (Dear Bro. Halstead, we
have had good news from Rawtenstall). Bro.
Conner of Independence, Missouri, also called
here, on August 23d, whilst on a visit to his
friends in Bedfordshire, bringing with him that
spirit of the gospel, which we like to see in Saints.
May the Master bless him and keep him faithful.
Dear Herald, kindly ask the Saints to pray for
me, that I may act an honest, faithful, and humble. part as a minister of the gospel of Christ.

TnE clipping and "dodger" referred to by
Bro. John Smith, in his letter from New
Bedford, we give below:
"Elder John Smith, of the Reconstructed
Church of the .Latter Day Saints, came here from
New Bedford, and preached last Sunday, in Forrester's Hall 1 afternoon and evening. There was

a good audience, who listened to an able, though
somewhat lengthy discourse, with much interest.
These meetings, it is understood, will be continued every Snnday evening, under the management of Mr. Charles Soule. A baptism of one
candidate took place at Fort Greene, last Sunday
evening, under the light of the stars. It was in
connection with Elder Charles Soulc's Mission
in Fon ester's Hall."
"HEAR BoTH SrnEs !--Elder Thomas Whiling
will review the lecture of Rev. M. T. Lamb, on
the so-called 'Mormons and their Bible,' in Hall
No. 9 Waite's Building, Willii1m St., next Sunday, August 22d, 1886, at 3 and 7·30 p. m. Come
and hear for yourself."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Is it right and lawful for a member of
the church, when removing from an organized
and working branch to another branch to not
bring a letter of removal, but ask the branch to
take him in by vote? Or, in other words, has a
branch a right to take in a member by vote who
came from an organized branch, without a letter?
Ans.-The Doctrine and Covenants states that
a "member removing to a branch where he is not
known, may take a letter" signed by some officer
of the branch from which he removes. The
church has stated by resolution of conferences
that members removing from one branch to another should take a letter; and all members are
requested to unite with the branch nearest to the
place where they reside, or the one in which it is
most convenient for them to meet with the
ch.urch. It is our opinion that members removing from one branch to another should take letters of commendation and membership, and present them at as early a time as practicable to the
nearest branch and he received into membership
thereof. Branches may receive persons known
to them to be members of the church without
letters from their former branches, if they choose
so to do. Should branches so receive members,
they must be concluded by their own act and accept such members as they may be proved to be
should question as to their standing arise. When
branches so receive members, the clerk of the
branch into which they are so received should at
once notify the president or clerk of the branch
whence they came, that the names may be properly marked on the branch record as "removed."
This is a matter of fellowship, and no hardship is
forced upon church members by complying with
the rule. Confusion is sure to occur to branch
records if the rules are neglected. No person
ought to feel aggrieved when asked to comply
with the rules of good fellowship in the church.

6II
of blessing, belong to litCe children who die before being personally accountable.
2d. Does not another view seem lo place little
ones at the mercy of the accide11ts of birth or the
belief or unbe[i,:f of their parents.
3d. Does not the view implied in the answer
assume a similar position to that claimed for infant baptism, which same positions have always
been urged by our ministry with great force as
being wrong.
+th. Is the view that the blessing of children
is intended as a blessing for this life and not as an
ordinance essential to salvation, entirely erroneous.
Yours respectfully,
GEo. H. HULMES.
If brethren will read the question and answer
respecting the blessing of children as a whole,
and not in bolated parts, it will help them to
comprehend the answer more fully. We at present leave these added questions for the consideration af the readers of HERALD; and in connection therewith the iollowing: How is a man's
membernhip in the Church of Christ affected by
partaking of the sacrament? Or what relation
does the ordinance bear to his membership?

Our brethren of the south-east Ohio and
vV est Virginia district are busy, as the
following extract from the McArthur,
Vinton county, vVest Virginia, Democrat
and Reporter, sent us by brother A. B.
Kirkendall, of Creola, Ohio, will show:

"The Latter Day Saints' Church •at Vale's
Mills was formally dedicated on last Sunday.
Although the inclement weather withhekl a great
many from attending, the church was crowded
to its utmost capacity, while many could not gain
admittance. As some of the readers do not understand the term Saint, as they apply it, it .
might be well lo give a few words of explanation.
The headquarters of this Church of Latter Day
Saints, and residence (·f the Seer, young Joseph
Smith, son of the Mormon Joseph Smith, is at
Lamoni, Decatur county, Iowa. They differ
with the Mormons not only on polygamy, hut on
several other points. There are twelve Apostles,
besides Priests and Elders. The church at Vale's
Mills belongs to the S. E. Ohio and W. Virginia
District, one of the many into which the territory is divided. Now the dedication. Conference
lasted Friday and Saturday; preaching by the
elders in the evenings. Apostle W. H. Kelley,
one of the Twelve, preached in the forenoO'l1 on
Sunday. Early in the afternoon the church was
again filled with anxious listeners. In the beginning of the afternoon exercises, the young infant
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunter was handed to
No. 9 Hazel Street,
the Apostle, who performed the "laying on of
PITTSBURGH, Sept. 13th.
hands," praying God to bless and protect it, and
Editors o/ Herald; Dear Brethren:-In questhat it might grow up in the faith. At 2: 30,
tions and answers of the last issue I read an
Apostle Kelley delivered the dedicatory address,
answer relating to a question concerning blessing
after which three persons expressed a desire to
of children, which to me conveys so different
become Saints and were baptized. The officials
conclusions to those I had always understood as
present were: Apostle, W. H. Kelley, Kirtland,
being taught by the church that I desire further
Lake Co., Ohio. Priest, H. E. Moler, Limerick,
information. The part of the answer I allude to
Ohio. Elders L. R. Devore, T. J. Beatty, and
fa: "Should children who have thus been blessed
Jam es Moler, Limerick; Jacob Double, Elm
die before being baptized, the atonement has
Grove; A. B. Ervin, Jackson; L. W. Torrence,
made them of the kingdom, and It is evident
Beaver; David Thomas, Minersville; David
that such will rise with the just i.n the resurrecHopkins and Thomas Mathews, Syracm;;e. The
church just completed is a very nice one, and is
tion, heirs of the kingdom of eternal life, because
made wards of the Spirit." ',I .:vvould like to ask:
nearly paid for. It is free for all other denomir. Do not these conditions without the ordinance, nations when not in use by the Mormons. Mr,
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Theodore Cluff, of Sinking Spring, Highland
Co., being expelled from another church on account of his belief, walked to Vale's Mills, a distance of eighty-five miles, to join the Saints.
Three hundred and sixty members belong in this
District, of whom sixty-two are members of the
church just dedicated. Thanks to my friend,
Mr. A. B. Kirkendall, of Creola, Secretary of the
Conference, for facts in the above.

A MR. S. BUGG, of Deanville, Burnside township, Michigan, writes us Sept.
6th, as follows:
Editor Saints' Herald:-A copy of the I-Jerald
has fallen into my hands, for which I am thankful; for I hope it will be the means of enabling
me to get a better knowledge of the people
known as Latter Day Saints. If your paper is
open to questions I would a"k the following:
I. Does God give his Spirit to wicked and impenitent persons to make them repent and believe, or for any other purpose?
2. Does God give his Spirit to any but those
who love and obey him?
3. Did Joseph Smith, the Presi<lent of the Reorganized Church, go to Utah and ask Brigham
Young to hand over the presidency which he
(Brigham Young) unlawfully held, and did
Brigham Young acknowledge Joseph Smith to
be the proper person to hold that office yet refused to hand it over to him?
I ask this last question because I have thought
that the Utah Mormons and the Reorganized
body of Latter Day Saints are identical.

In reply to the above we have to say:I. God strives with the wicked, at times,
by his Spirit,-"My Spirit shall not always strive with man."-Gen. 6: 3. It
reproves and convicts the sinner-"And
when he is come, he will reprove the
world of sin, and of righteousness, and of
judgment; of sin, because they believe
not on me; of righteousness, because I go
to my Father, and ye see me no more; of
judgment, because the prince of this world
is judged."-] ohn 16: 8-1 I.
"Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in
heart and ears, ye do always resist the
Holy Ghost; as your Fathers did, so do
ye."--Acts 7: SL
It reveals the secret things of God to
the wicked, at times; to Abimelech; (Gen.
20: 3); to Pharaoh; (Gen. 41: r-25); to
Balaam; (Num. 22: 20-22, 31, with Ch.
23: 16, 26); to the Midianite soldier;
( Judges 7: 13-15); to N ebuchadnezzer;
(Dan. 2: 27-30); to Pilate's wife; (Matt.
27: l9)i and to Caiaphas, a wicked HighPriest; (John rr: 49-52).
It invites to Salvation,-"The Spirit
and the bride [Church.-Ed.] say, Conw.
And let him that heareth say, Come."
(Rev. 22: r 7). See also Acts ro · 44-48.
2. God gives his Spirit in the manner
and for the purposes mentioned above, but
not that it shall "abide" with them "forever;" for "the word" can not receive it
as an alJiding, indwelling gift, except and
until they become the children of God:
"If ye love me, keep my commandments; and
I will pray the Father, and he shall give you
another Comforter, that he may abide with you
for ever; even the Spirit of truth, whom the
world can not receive, because it seeth him not,
neither knoweth him; but ye know him; for he
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dwelleth with you, and shall be in you."-John
cember 27th, r847,-just three and a half
14: 15-17.
years after the death of Joseph the Seer.
"But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit,
Brigham Young and most of the U tab
if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you.
Mormons reject the claims of President
Now, if any man have not the Spirit of Christ,
he is none of his. And if Christ be in youy the Joseph Smitb, while President Smith and
body is dead because of sin; but the Spirit is life
the church under his presidency reject the
because of righteousness. But if the Spirit of
leadership and heretical doctrines of Brighim that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in
ham and his fellows. The two churches
you, he that raised up Christ from the dead shall
are separate, an<l different from each other
also quicken your mortal bodies by his Spirit that
dwelleth in you. Therefore, brethren, we are
in many respects.
debtors not to the flesh, to Ii ve after the flesh.
For if ye Jive after the flesh, ye shall die; but if
ye through the Spirit do mortify the deeds of
"THE JESUITS MUST LEAVE ITALY.
the body, ye shall live. For as many as are !eel
THE Government, incensed at the action of the
by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.
Pope in restoring all the former privileges of the
For ye have not received the spirit of bondage
again to fear; but ye have received the Spirit of Jesuits, has decided to strictly enforce all existing
adoption, whereby we cry Abba Father. The
laws. The effect of this will be to expel all Jesuits
Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that
from Italian territory."
we are the children of God; and if children,
then heirs; heirs of God and joint heirs with
All those nations in Europe which once
Christ; if so be that we suffer with him, that we
rendered homage to the Romish Church,
may be also glorified together."-Rom. 8: 9-17 ..
and were her mig·hty support, are now
"Let that therefore abide in you, which ye
turned away from her. So also are Peru,
have heard from the beginning. If that which
ye have heard from the beginning shall remain
Brazil, Mexico, etc., in this western h~mis
in you, ye also shall continue in the Son, and in
phere. And now Italy, the home and
the Father. And this is the promise that he
center of Rorrnmism, ~ "incensed at the
hath promised us, even eternal life. These things
il.ction of the Pope in restoring all ~the
have I written unto you concerning them that
former privileges of the Jesuits," the main
seduce you. But the anointing which ye have
received of him abideth in you, and ye need not
stav and chief reliance of that church.
that any man teach you; but as the same anoint\!V~ll dicl John the Revclator foresee these
ing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and
things: "And the ten horns [Kingdoms.
is no lie, and even as it hath taught you, ye shall
Ed.] which thou sawcst upon the beast,
abide in him."-r John 2: 24-27.
[Roman empire. Ed.,] these shall hate the
"And he that keepeth his commandments,
dwelleth in him, and he in him. And herebv we
whore, [Romanism. Ed.,] and shall make
know that he abicleth in us, by the Spirit whicJ{
her desolate and naked, [afflict, ravage,
he hath given us."-1 John 3: 24..
·ruin;
expose, uncover, make lciare. Ed.,]
"Hereby know we that we <lwell in him, and
and shall eat her flesh, [material wealth
he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit."
and political power. Ed.,] and burn her
- I John 4: 13·

3. Joseph Smith, the President of the
Reorganized Church, did claim and does
yet claim that God called him by revelation to the presidency of the Church of
Christ, and that in accordance with that
call he took the presidency of said church
April 6th, r86o, at Amboy, Illinois. With
the concurrence of the church he sent two
missionaries to Utah in 1863, who called
personally on Brig-ham Young at his office in Salt Lake City and did there <>tate
the fact of Joseph Smith's call to the Presidency of the Church, and Brigham refused to accept of their testimony and of
Joseph Smith's claims.
Brigham after
that declared that "Little Joseph will never lead the church while grass grows or
water runs, but David will."
Brigham Young had told the people at
Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1844 and afterv.rard,
also in Utah, that it was "young Joseph's"
place to lead the Church of God, and that
God would bring him to that office and
calling.
He also taught them, August
4th, 1844, that the church must not attempt
to put a man in that office. He said: "You
~an not fill the office of a prophet, seer and
revelator. God must do this." * * "I
again repeat, no man can stand at our
head except God reveals it from the heavens." See Life of Joseph the Prophet,
page 535. But December 5th, i847, five
of their Quorum of Twelve appointed
three of their quorum to be the First Presidents of their church, viz, Brigham
Young, Heber C. Kimball and Willard
Richards. This was accepted by those
Mormons living at Winter Quarters, De-

with fire." [Torment, vex, purge, destroy.
Ed.] Rev. I 7: r6. All these thing-shave
come, and are coming, upon the Roman
Catholic Church. These are unmistakable
signs of the last days, and proofs of the divinity of the Holy Scriptures.

EDITED BY SIS'l'ER "FRANCES."

H\Ve need Jove 1 s tender lessons taught
As only weakness can;
God hath hie small intcrpretcre;
'l'he child must tench the man.
We wander wide through evil yeatP.,
Onr eyes of faith grow dim;
The child is freshest from his hands,

And :nearest unto

him 1 ~'

THE selection found below was sent us by Bro.
Stebbins, who ..says: "There is a touching pathos
about some of the writings of Robert J. Burdette,
but I know of nothing from his pen that is more
tender than the piece I enciose herewith. It
might be entitled, 'A sermon for parents,' and be
acceptable for the Home Column."
. "While we thank Bro. Henry for his kindly relnembrance, we wish to commend to the mothers a careful reading of this beautiful selection.
In our own heart it touches a very tender chord,
and whispers of duty undone, and like the writer, we love not the books or the work which come
between us and the tender hearts and immortal
souls of our little ones. A friend once rem on.
strating with us said: "Don't try to put a girdle
round the earth in twenty-four hours. You
work so hard that when your little ones come to
you to be petted and caressed, you are so tired
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boy I choose my book, why should not God leave
me with my books? My hateful books.
"But I was not harsh. I was only a little impatient. Because, you see his lesson was so easy,
so simple. Ah, me, there were two of us trying
to read this afternoon. They were two easy,
simple lessons. Mine was such a very simple,
easy, pleasant, loving one to learn. Just a line,
just a little throb of patience, of gentleness, of love
that would have made my own heart glow and
laugh and sing. The letters were so large and
plain, the words so easy, and the sentences so
short. And I! Oh, pity me, I missed every word.
I did not read one line aright. See, here is my
copy now, all blurred and blistered with tears
and heart-ache, all marred and misspelled and
blotted. I am ashamed to show it to the Master. And yet I know He will be patient with
me; I know how loving and gentle He will be.
Why, how patiently and lovingl/all these years
He has been teaching me this simple lesson I
failed upon to-day. But when my little pupil
stumbled on a single word-is my time, then, so
much more precious than the Master's, that I can
A SERMON FOR PARENTS.
not teach the little lesson more than once?
"How quiet the house is at midnight. The
"Ah, friend, we do waste time when we plait
people who talk and laugh and sing in it every
scourges for ourselves.
These hurrying days,
day are asleep, and the people who fell asleep in
these busy, anxious, shrewd, ambitious times of
it long ago come back into it. Every house has
ours are wasted when they take our hearts away
these two classes of tenants. Do we love best
from patient gentleness, and give us fame and
those with ...:vhom we can laugh and talk and
love and gold for kisses, Some day, then, when
sing, or the dear silent ones who come so noise-. our hungry souls wili seek for bread, our selfish
lessly to our side and whisper to us in faint,
god will give us a stone. Life is not a deep, prosweet, far away whispers that have no sound, so
found, perplexing problem. It is a simple, easy,
that we hear only their very stillness?
lesson, such as any child may read. You can
"lam not tired, but my pen is weary. It falls
not find its solution in the ponderous tomes of
from my fingers and I raise my head. I start to
the old fathers, the philosophers, the investigaleave the table and my eyes fall upon a little, tors, the theorists. It is not on your bookshelves.
book lying on the floor. It is a little First ReadBut in the warmest corner of the most unletterer. Ile left it there this afternoon. I remember
ed heart it glows in letters that the blind may
just how I was impatient because he could not
read; a sweet, plain, simple, easy, loving lesson.
read the simp_le little lesson-such an easy lesson
And when you have learned it, brother of mine,
-and I told him it was a waste of my time to
the world will be the better and happier."
teach him, and pushed him away from me. I
remember now. i see the flush come into the
J~cKSON, \V. Va., Aug. 10th.
little tired face, the brave, cheerful look in his
Dear Sister Frances :--I love to read the letters
eyes-his mother's brave, patient cheeriness,
of cheer and comfort from the sisters. The Herstruggling with his disappointment and pain. I
ald is a welcome visitor; we could not do withsee him lie down on the tloor, and the little face
out it. This is my forty-fourth birthday. l am
bend over the troublesome little lesson, such a
the mother of eleven children-nine of whom
simple, easy lesson, and baby might read it.
are Jiving, one married, the balance are with me;
Then, after a little struggle alone it has to be
and I do feei that I have received instruction
given up, and the baffled little soldier, with one
through your column, in trying to set a godly exmore appealing look toward me for re-inforceample before my children; and only regret that
ments, sighs and goes away from the lesson he
I did not receive this great work sooner, that I
can not read to the play that comforts him. And
might have been more competent of instructing
there lies the little book just as he left it. Ah,
my little ones. I have belonged to the church
me! I could kneel down and kiss it now as
over five years. I am yet weak, but still hope
though it were ali\'e and loving.
that I will b~come strong in the cause of Christ.
"Why, what was my time worth to me to-day?
Ever praying for the cause of the Redeemer, and
"What was there in the book I wanted to read
the npbuilding of Zion, I remain your sister in
one-half so precious to me as one cooing word
the one faith,
LouEsA F. vV1LL1A111s.
from the' prattling lips that quivered when I turn~
eel away? I hate the book I read. I will never
SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Aug. 16th.
look at it again. v'I ere it the last book in the
Dear Sister Frances:-I feel impressed by the
world I think l wouic\ burn it. All its gracious
Spirit to try and write a letter for the "Mothers'
words are lieii. I say to yon, though all men
Home Column," as I have never seen anything
praise the book, and though an hour ago I thought
from any of the sisters in this part 0£ the Lord's
it excellent, I say to you there is poision in its
vineyard, and realizing we can all help in this great
hateful pages. Why, what can I learn from
work, I wish to make the effort. I for one have
books that baby lips can not teach me? Do you
been gr.eatly benefitted by the light it has impartknow I want to go to the door of his room and
ed to me. I have been the mother of five children,
listen; the house is so stili; maybe he is not
but God in his mercy .has seen fit to call them all
jJreathin!:)· Why, if between my book and my
home but on<;·-:> son njneteen Y!f~!'s
!!9e.1 I

that you feel inclined to put them away from you,
and thus deprive yourself of one of the sweetest
pleasures of life." Vve felt the truth of this
admonition then, but we feel it more keenly today, when those who were then but little bird!ings, fluttering in the home nest, are now pluming their wings and balancing themselves to try
their strength in the battle of life. Ab, how sadly
we feel and know they will never be little children again, and so we stretch our empty aching
arms towards our grandchildren, and are wiser
and tenderer with them than we were with our
own. Dear mothers, are any of you now as we
were then, cumbered with cares, and striving
constantly for the meat which perishes? We
can not tell you what portion of your work may
be left undone, nor indeed whether any of it may
be, but we do beseech you to look upon the faces
of the babes you love, the little ones gathered
about your knees, and remember that the time
and labor given to them is labor for eternity, and
shall endure when all things else shall pass
away.

ot

desire to so live as to set an example before him
that will be worthy of imitation, that he may become a bright and shining light in the Church of
Christ. I desire to do all I can to aid the great
work of these last days; but I feel my weakness,
and without the Spirit of God we can do nothing.
Then dear sisters, let us all be valiant in the testimony of Christ, praying that the Spirit of the
Master may be with all who love this work, I re- _
main your sister in the gospel of Christ,
MRS. ETTIE RAY.

I HAVE often thought I would like to say a few
words to parents, of what I conceive to be a neglected duty of many of them, towards their children. This has relation to the Sabbath School,
and as you, Sr. Frances, are a strong advocate of
Sabbath Schools, will you please insert this In
the "Home Column?"
We are admonished to bring up our children
in the way they should go-we, and not some one
else. Now this I have observed all my life,
though it should· not be with Saints, that they
are willing their chillren should go to Sabbath
Scool and there be under the charge of some one
else while they remain at home to rest and have a
good time, or perhaps they do not even make an
effort to get them ready to attend regularly, and
often by being late, disturb the entire school by
coming in at the wrong time. Now these persons
would think it awful if we had no Sunday School
where there is a band of Saints. 'Veil now who
does it devolve upon to run successfully.a school?
Surely not upon one individual or two, or even a
half dozen. Why then not look the thing squarely in the face? Do you want your children raised
without the influence of church or Sabbath
School; running about the streets or through the
country on the Lord's Day; desecrating the day
he has said should be kept holy? No; you
Saints don't want this; but you allow it to be
done for the Jack of a little energy on your part,
and many times unthoughtedly. How many a
mother would be glad if her boy would be more
religious who perhaps would now be walking in
wisdom's way if that mother had never neglected
her duty. Can any su,ch father or mother recall
the time when "A little more slumber, a little
more sleep, a little more folding of the hands"
caused them to be too late for Sunday School,
but gave them abundant energy to go visiting;
thus violating the Jaw of God and teaching their
children to do the same. V/hy did not those
parents get ready and say, "Now come children,
Jet us go to Sabbath School to-day."
To run successfully a Sabbath School, every
one who can must assist, and consider that all
have something to do. Get up as early, or a little
earlier, on Sunday morning as any other day, and
get all ready, and then say, "Come now, children,
we are off to Sunday School." Don't leave your
children to wander here and there, and lay upon
your God-fearing neighbor the burden or labor
of love God has assigned to you; they are your
children; you and not he are responsible for
their being in this world, and you can not realize
this fact too fully nor too soon. Go and assist to
bring up your children in the spirit of our Master.
Teach them to read and investigate the Scriptures. Think over the matter; assist them as
you would in doing a piece of work of any other
kind. This is work for eternity and will assist
in time also. Is not this one of the means of
pr\i19lng tl1~m

H.P in thy 11;1~-t;ir~ and ll?im?nitj91]
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of the Lord? to whom the promise is, "When
they are old they will never depart from it." I
like to se« parents go ahead of their children in
things of this kind, and not expect some ooe else
to go ahead for them, or the child to go ahead
for the parents. "Study to show thyself a workman" approved by our Father in heaven, who is
pleased when we try to elevate the cause of christianity.
ONE WHO LOVES THE CAUSE OF CHRIST.
CooK':s PorNT, Tex., Aug. 14th.
Dear Sisters in Christ: When I read the letters
in the I1erald it does me so much good to know
that I have an interest in this great and glorious
work. , I shall never forget the last conference
that was at Lamoni, it being a sorrowful time to
me in having to give up my darling baby. The
thoughts arise in my mind, What are we here for?
Then I say, For the good we may do others; but
not our will, but the Lord's will be done. This
is hard for us to say, whe:i the Lord demands of
us a treasure that we love and cherish above all
others. While I have many things to be thankful for, this is one thing, The Lord is merciful;
he knows what is best, and right. I can say I do
feel grateful to the Saints and Elders for their
kindness, and more especially Bro. and Sr. Cochran, who were so kind to us in our affliction, that
I can never forget them, When we arrived at
home in Stewartsville, the Saints there had made
ready, and were so kind to us in helping us to lay
away our dbrling. It was with a sad heart that I
left all the Saints in Missouri, not knowing any
one here; but my heart was made to rejoice;
when we got off the train at Bryan, 'Texas, we
were greeted by Bro. Sherrill, accompanied by
my son. We remained at Bro. Sherrill's until we
could build us a house, in which labor they assisted us. I am as ever your sister in the one faith.
LUVENIA ROBERTS.
McPAuL, Iowa, August 14th.
Dear Sr. Frances: I can not 'give any advice
as a mother, for I am not a mother, but the same
reoponsibilities are resting on me as on a mother.
We have a little boy with us who is an orphan,
and we expect to try to raise him and teach him
as near right as we know how. He needs the
same attention and care that one's own children
need. I often think how much must be the cares
of a mother to raise a family of several children,
-to know how to instruct them rightly. I pray
that all fathers and mothers may have wisdom
to ins~uct their children in their duties, so they
may be better prepared than the present generation is to do the work our heavenly Father has
for them to do. For this end we should labor to
bring about a better understanding of what is
every one's duty. I am very much inclined to
think it makes a material difference in the character of the child, what kind of an example is set
before it, and the way it is instructed.
Dear sisters and mothers, let us not neglect
on« thing. and that is, to try if possible to keep
the young and ri•ing generation from the use of
tobacco. It is an expensive, useless and filthy
habit. I have often studied and wondered if I
could do any good by writing and talking to stop
this improper use of tobacco. Just think how
much could be paid in to the Bishop's hands to
help the church if all the money that is spent for
tobacco was used for the cause of Christ and the
:promulg11tion of the gospel; anrj the givers w011lq
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receive a blessing instead of a curse. I hope we
all may see eye to eye in spiritual things, if not
in temporal things. I suspect I am different in
many respects fro~ many of my sisters. We
live on a farm, and I suppose I have about the
same cares as other farmers' wives have.
How I like to read the letters from the old
mothers and old-time Saints. It strengthens my
faith to read how strong was their faith through
all their trials and persecutions. How thankful
we ought to be that we have such good and peaceful times, I pray that God will bless you in your
labor of love, and all engaged in this good and
glorious cause.
Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. MARYE. BENEDICT.

The more I hear other denominations, the firmer'
I grow in the latter day work. Brother Hyde
visited our branch twice. We are well pleased
with him. Bro. Roberts and family have been
visiting the branch. \Ve think much of Bro.
Roberts and family. All mis• Bro. Heman, and
hope he will some day return here.
Yours,
FLORENCE JENKINS.

No. 677, Purchase Street,
NEW BEDFORD, Mass., Sept. 13.
Bro. ':fosejh Snzith:-For about a year I have
been watching for a favorable opportunity to
visit Newport, Rhode Island, which I did Sunday, September 5th, arrangements having been
previously made by Bro. Soule, who resides
there, for public meetings. I enclose a printed
slip from one of the local papers there, which
shows that by the blessing of God I had a good
~ No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
reception. At this place brethren Scott, Bond,
appear on the Colored Address Label of the Herald and
and Whiting have labored to good effect.
Hope for this issue, as no changes have been made, except in case of persono desiring a change in P.O. uddress.
About sixteen years ago, brother Soule heard
the gospel preached, and was away from its
WEST OAKLAND, Cal., Sept. 17th.
influence for· fifteen years, and united himself
Pres. ':foseph Smith:-! have just received a
with another religious body but was not content;
newspaper from my uncle in England, and the
and after all these long years he heard again the
enclosed I have cut out and sent you, that you
"testimony of Jerns," and it made "his dry bones
might see what it cost to run a false religion;
quake," and he hastened to obey the 1ruth, and
while the true religion of Jesus Christ, built upis now trying to show his fellow man 1he way to
on the foundation of the apostles and prophets,
the kingdom. At the close of our preaching
receives but little attention even among those
services, several persons came to me and said
whom God has given a knowledge of its divinithat if I would send preachers they would help
ty. Could the sum it costs to run the thurch of
to pay the expense of the hall. One believed the
England one year be for one time placed in the
gospel, and like the jailor, was baptized the same
Bishop's hands, how Jong would it be before the
hour of the night, and "went on his way rejoicgospel of our Lord Jesus Christ would reach the
ing." This is the first person baptized in Newends of the earth? Not long.
port into this church; others must follow, will
£rr.ooo.ooo is what it cost to run the Church
follow, "for they have not all bowed the knee to
of England annually. It does seem that every
the image of Baal." Sunday, September 12th,
false religion is making greater headway; especfol!nd me at Plainville, the home and field of
ially in a financial point of view, than the gospel
labor of the good Elder C. A. Coombs; at which
of our Lord Jes us -Christ. Then if the people
time he led three into the waters of baptism, the
generally are willing to make great sacrifices to
result of his untiring efforts in holding meetings
uphold a false religion, what ought we to do who
at East Attleboro. The writer spoke at the forhave the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, which
mer place in the afternoon and at the latter
we know is the power of God unto salvation toplace in the evening. The Lord blessed the
day, as much so as it was when our Lord was
word to the comfort of those who heard; and the
preaching it upon earth himself. These are quesindications are that soon others in that locality
tions which every Latter Day Saint should ask
will "trouble the waters."
himself. Do I belong to the Church of Christ?
I listened to some good faithful testimonies
If so am I willing to look on and see the people
from those who had tasted the "joys of the world
of the world make greater sacrifices to sustain
to come;" and wherever I have been to labor the
false religions than I am willing to make to susbrethren and sisters have kindly received me and
tain the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
ministered to my wants as best they could; and
Yours in bonds,
we have parted with heart expressed words, "Do
\VrLLIAM HART.
come again."
Calls are numerous and on the increase on
0ENAVILLE, Texas, Sept. 5th.
every hand, and I am unable to supply the wants
Dear Welcome Herald:-Feeling inclined to
of those who are "perishing for the bread of life"
write a few lines from this part of God's vinein our own district. After twenty years experiyard I will first tell you of a short debate. The
ence in the gospel, and on examination of everySaints all seem more encouraged since the late
thing that has been said and written against this
debate between a Mr. Sewell of the Christian ' work, that has come within my reach, I find
Church, and Bro. J. A. Currie, jun. Bro. John
that it stands the test of men and things, and so
was so young soine feared he could not succesmust say, that it is trne and will remain true ..
sfully meet Mr. Sewell; but when the Spirit of
And as Paul said to Timothy, if I "give heed to
Christ is with his servants they can meet any
the doctrine it will save both me and them that
obey it."
error. People here think it very strange that a
young man of hi;; age could put down such a
I desire to call the attention of the travelling
strong defender of the Campbellite faith. I reministry to a person calling himself Reverend
joice in 1.he restoration of the gospel, and I would
M. T. Lamb, who claims to hail from Salt Lake,
be the most miserable creature if I did not know
who is going about the country and lect1,1ring
upon "Mormons and. their Bihle." HI;' );l;ts heen
th;it I l?elon~ed to the true Chnrch of Christ.
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to New Bedford; to him the book is a "mess of
nonsense." One Sunday evening our meeting
was closed so all the Saints could go and hear
their faith abused, and it did them good, for
they pitied the man for his ignorance. Brother
·whiting was present and challenged him to a
public discussion of the merits of the book; but
he declined and left town. He has written a
work against the Book of Mormon and is trying
to sell them at his lecture; brethren look out for
him, but do not be afraid, though he is not so
much of a Lamb as his name would imply. I
enclose a dodger which was circulated, asking
the people to "hear both sides," and I am informed by those who heard Bro. Whiting's reply,
that he did well. I was laboring elsewhere and
so could not be present.
I have no evil report to write; have no time to
listen to them, so much work needs to be done,
. as the "signs of the times,'' which are gathering
around us indicate that the Lord is near. Who
amongst us will be ready to meet him? "The
wise men of the west have not reached the east"
yet; when are they coming?
Yours in the faith,
JonN SMITH.

his acts in all past ages. It seems to me in per·
feet harmony with himself; so, onward, brothers
and sisters, be not weary nor discouraged, for we
shall reap, if we faint not. May God bless his
people and work is my prayer.
Yours in bonds,
V. D. BAGGERLY.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Sept. 4th.
Three hundred and one Mormons passed
through this city to.day en route for Utah and
Idaho. They were converted to the Mormon
faith under the teachings of Elders sent out from
Utah two years ago, who were with them, and
were acting as emigrant agents. They were most] y families, from the lower and upper walks of life
and came from England, Scotland, Denmark and
Sweden. They changed cars here, which detain·
ed them a few hours, and gave opportunity for
conversation with them. In conversing with
some of them I learned they were well posted on
the polygamy question, and also of the fact of
what our government is doing to suppress it.
I stated that our government was not passing
laws to break up the Mormon Church, but to
suppress one very offensive feature of their practice which was not of the original faith, and
stated that our government would protect the
Mormons of Utah, (even if it took arms), in the
worship of God according to the doctrine of the
church as it was at first, but as for polygamy, the
government says it shall not exist, and I was
fully persuaded that it must go to the wall. The
reply to this was, "\Vhen polygamy is broken up,
then the whole church will of necessity go also,
for they are inseparably connected; the church
is built upon this doctrine as much as any other."
I learned that their general impression was
that the government is having but very little
success in suppressing polygamy, and that they
are taught this is persecution. Thus we learn
these missionaries go to foreign countries and
there teach polygamy and disloyalty to the gov·
ernment of the United States. Truly the spirit
to deceive if possible the very elect has gone
forth, and some are being deceived; but the word
is, "those that are deceived shall be reclaimed,
but the deceivers shall be cut down either in life
or in death," and I pray that it may come
speedily.
MARCUS SHAW.

\VEST FoRK,. Ind. Sept. r 5th.
Bt·o. Blair:-- The Heralds of Aug. 28th, and
Sept. 4th are before me and read. I think it is
grand,--to say that it is good, and very good, is
not exaggeration-improving all the time. \Vil!
Sr. Frances receive my thanks for words of comfort and cheer received through the Mothers'
Column. I bid her "God speed." May we all
improve and grow in grace with God, and receive of his Spirit, so we may do the work assigned us in this last dispensation, so ihat we
·may have the right to enter into the rest that
remains for the people of God. Although we
meet JVith trials, with temptations and sometimes
almost despair; but when we do his will we re·
ceive strength of him to abide; knowing that
these things worketh patience, and patience
worketh hope; yes, blessed hope, anchor to the
soul that enters within the vail, that buoys us up
to stand firm in this present ungodly world.
The resurrection is true; all will be brought
from the enemy; death does not end all; we will
live through ceaseless ages, and his faithful ones
in peaceful glory with diadems of beauty; a
HoRNINGS MILLS, Ont., Sept. 14.th.
crown ot everlasting immortality on the brow.
Bro. D. Dancer:-Since my letter in Herald
O, how beautiful this was pnisented to the writ·
for September 4th; dated August 16th, I have
er in a dream when tired and weary, discourbeen kept very busy in my .calling. I have bap·
aged with the cares of life, and the disappoint·
tized fourteen more since August 16th, and from
men ts that beset us on every hand, when· those
June till that date eleven, making twenty.five
that we have lea·ned on for help, for instruction
since June, with good prospects for several more,
in the work, which seemed to be pillars, when it
some of whom are promised. I was called home
seemed al\ wa•Cgone. But the great I Am has,
to administer to the son of brother and sister
always true to his word, vindicated his truth.
Stuart, July 26th. Since then, I have been called
"You shall know." "Peace to your troubled
away from my field again to preach the funeral
soul." "I still am the same, yesterdav, to·day
sermon of the lad, and am now again back in
and forever more. My grace is sufficient for you. I fail not, though through the deep ' my field for the third time. Calls to come here
and there are more numerous than l can attend
waters I cause you to go."
to. I made an opening in Shelburne, a rail-road
If Joseph Smith was weak, and the revelations
village on C. P.R. in Dufferin County, at two
through him are not according to our own unp. m., Sunday, 12th September. Had a large at·
derstanding ·Of I he wisdom of this world, does
tendance, spoke for two hours and twenty min·
not the revelation given in Christ's day, say that
utes, and could hardly find a stopping place.
the world by its wisdom could not find out God.
After the assembly was dismissed some of the
And if we see or seem to see some things in the
leading gentlemen in town took me to task,
present revelations that we do not understand,
prominent among them one lawyer, one insur:
does it not argue that he chose the weak to do
ance a9ent 1 0!1e grist qiiller 1 o?e merchant a1'.9
his work, and is it not in perfect keepinl2' '!"it~
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others, I had to stand a perfect storm of all
kinds of questions, and after spending two hours
I concluded they wanted to teach me instead of
being taught. They drew up a written statement wishing me ·to affirm it, about as follows:"Mr. Mcintosh will prove from the Bible (King
James) that Christ did appear in person on the
continent now called America, and established
his Church. Book of Mormon not to be allowed
in evidence, for which· we promise to pay for use
of town Hall if proved. If not, Mr. Mcintosh
pays for the Hall. This is not a very hard case
to prove, and if they do not get Book of Mormon
and Joseph Smith defended it will be because
the SiJirit of the Good Lord will not be with me,
but I have had all the liberty necessary heretofore, and expect more than will please them this
time, as there is not a subject in connection with
the Zion's cause that I feel better at home on or
enjoy more liberty. Immediately following this
I propose opening with a few subjects of my own
propounding, as the apostasy of the primitive
church; divine authority; how, and in whom
vested the restitution and restoration of the gos·
pel; the Latter day apostasy, (Brighamite);
church organization, and other points.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
J. A. McINTOSH.
LoNG BRANCH, Mo,, Sept. 16th.
Dear Elctald:-\Vith joy I read your columns,
and rejoice to hear of the prosperity of the latter
clay work which has caused the wise of the world
to wonder, and has made the simple wise. In
company with Bro. J. W. Giilen I visited eastern
Iowa and western Illinois, which I have· hitherto
longed to see, for there were once the hornes of
our fathers, and the place where God's prophet
sea\c>d his testimony with his blood, and where
his body now sleeps in the silent tomb, awaiting
the day when "Christ shall descend from heaven
with a shout, and with the voice of the arch
angel, and with the trump of God." I can not
express my thoughts as I viewed the supposed
place where the martyrs lay. The temple is not;
I saw one building which was erected out of
stone once in the temple.
While viewing these . matters and the condition of the people who once inhabited this city, I
fervently desired God to have mercy upon them
and return them back to the old paths to follow
the revelations given to the chu~ch through the
"choice seer." After spending rnme time in that
district assisting Bro. Gillen, we returned home
to Lamoni, and on the 5th of August I started
alone for Nodaway district, called at Allendale,
found the little band living in hopes of building
a house of worship. Some were scattering tracts
through the country. A few days later I arrived
at Sweet Home; found that Brn. James Thomas,
and William Powell had been preaching the
word, and anxiously looking for my return. We
had large attendance at our conference; some
were baptized, and many say we have the truth
if the Bible is true. Bro. Ole Madison has charge
of Long Branch. He is favorably known far
and near. During the trials which this district
has passed through, some have done well. May
the Lord "reward them according to their works."
Since district conference Bro. James Thomas accompanied me, holding meetings in different
places. We visited the little branch at Eureka,
ten miles from SL Joseph~ ;tµg ]eft them rejoic-
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ing in the gospel. Bro. Arthur Hailey watches
over the iittl .. llock there. We then went to Savannah, the county seat of Andrew county, and
the Christian Church was opened for us. \Ve
had a large attendance of those belie•ving in the
rrible, and some that disbelieved. At first we
were viewed with curiosity; but when we pre~ented to them the doctrine of Christ, and told
them what we believred, they seemed ready to accept the truth. \Ve ha,1 pressing invitations to
continue, but our pockets were empty and hotel
bills high.
\Ve were told that the Methodist Church was
almost broken up, and that their members had
turned to infidelity. This \'{as told us by a Methodist minister. And the Christian minister said
he had a congregation of sisters; but that the
brethren had turned aside, or did not attend meetings. Some bid us God speed, and some grasped our hand as though the spirit of love filled
their hearts; we expect to return there if the way
opens. We do not find many places like this, but
we can see the fullfilment of God's word, "You
shall find favor in the eyes of the people." \Ve
expect to hold meetings in Barnard, Long Branch,
Alanthus, Ross Grove, Forest City, and other
places. We are now among the Saints, doing
·what \Ve can to encourage and assist in bringing
abo•t brotherly love. May the Lord bless us all
to do our part in this work. The people of the
world arc turning to infidelity; and what will
the end be?
In bonds,
A.J. MOORE.
J-IEARNE, rrexas, Sept. 13th.
Saii1ts l:lcrald :--It may be well to note the
general features of the work in Texas. Our conference convenad here on Saturday and proved
to be one of the best ever held in the district.
"Give us room that we may dwell" seemed to
resolve itself into a moral necessity. Zion's children are increasing. 1feasures were set on foot for
the purchase of a gospel tent for the mission, and
fifty-seven dollars subscribed. The object of this
is to reach prominent points of interest where
the use of churches is denied us, also to be used
in times of gathering for conference, etc. The
practi<::ability of the movement remains to be
proved, but the brethren are hopeful of its succoss. Th..,re was no dissenting voice at the time
of it5 adoption. The w<?rk is wideni;1g and new
fields are opening for the sowing and harves!.
Brother J. A. Robinson was in attendance and
left the impress of his genius and gospel experience upon the minds of all. \Ve regret that his
departure is so near at hand.

I vvent to 'I'hornton, Lirnestone county, on the
4ti1 iru>t., appointrnent having been rnade by
brethren St(.1ne and Sherrill for tne to preach tn
the Union Church on Sunday at eleven o'clock.
J\. full house greeted 1ne, and I felt t11e power of
God in testirnc•ny of hi:s ·work) as I broke the
bread of life. 'T!.:..e people canH:: out ah;e at three
p. rn.~ and at night to hear the v•;on.1. Gn lv1onday th_c Chrl~tiau 1ninister vvas sent for to defend
the llock. He came and listened Monday and
'Tuesday nights. 1-Ie told :trHl that he intended
to oppose the objeurion<1ble points of our <loctdnc; but \\'Ould seek to take no advantage of
1nc-it1 fact he proved hirnsclf to be a gentleman.
...i\rra!1gcr11cnts v.rere ITiade accordingly to gather
on \Ve'dnesday at two o\:lock, be to reply to :ny
-fqnne!· efl""r-cr.sy an~l. T tP ·~'P,vi•:,,~,, hhn ~f ,_,,.1
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Dinner was.brought on the grou.nd, and Methodist, Campbellite and Latter Day Saint mingled
peacefully during the day, and all seemed to enjoy the occasion. At the close of his second
speech the minister, Mr. Carley, gave me credit
for being as gentlemanly as any opponent it had
been his fortune to meet. The prominent features of difference between us were closely canvassed, all with good feeling and due respect.
I am well satisfied with the results. The field
is still open for the contest, which will cot~e, and
the issue must be met. Mr. Carley is a man of
extended experience, high mental culture, and a
prominent minister of his profession. Himself
and the people of the community are worthy of
profound respect for the courtesy shown to us as
a people. I pray that God will bless them with
the light of his Spirit to comprehend the truth.
I ho1,e the little band of Saints there will be encouraged, and those of the priesthood continue to
magnify this sacred calling.
Bro. Roberts will go south soon to encourage
the work there. I go to Dallas county, to follow
the labors of Bro. Robinson there. We are sad
to learn that Bro. Cato and family have been suffering from affiiction. I must not omit to say
that Bro. Roberts baptized ten in Burnett county, all married women I believe he said; also
that at Pendleton, eight miles from Temple, full
houses attended the efforts made by brethren
Currie, Roberts and myself. So yotl see the
work, though not done, is onward. Bro. Robinson will be at Albany on the r7th and 18th, to
present the fa,ith where no preaching has been
done; also, will meet me at Collinsville on the
Sunday following, where a good opening was
made by him some time ago among entire strangers t0 the cause. He is a genial, warm-hearted
companion, and an earnest, devoted worker for
the cause.
In bonds,
GEO. s. HYDE.
MONDAMIN, Iowa, Sept. 8th.
Dear IIernld:-I wish to say I heartily endorse
the article on "Pride" in your late issue. I have
long since thought that there ought to be more
said in the Herald about pride and from the pulpit than there is. Being an evil, it ought to be
fought the same as any other evil. It is evident
from the Book of Mormon that the people in
those times suffered many afllictions because of
pride; an<l if pride was the cause of afniclions
then, may it not be the case now. Profane history makes this .statement fo regard to primitive
christianity,-"that as outward adornment of the
church increased, inward purity decreased. But
says one, "l have not got any pride, if I do follow
the fashions.n 'l"rue, y9u n-wy not get above others in your estimation, but what is it that prompts
one to fol low the fashio:1s of the world? Is it
not worldly pride? Another thing; we should
set examples for othern to follow instead of follmving the example of others, especially those of
the ·\YOrld.

Parents who have children growing up, by their
instil principles into their 1ninds ''vhich
will remain for life. Then how careful we ought
to be that those principles are right ones.
Children are great imitators. They think what papa
or tnarnn1a does is right and will ,~·ant to do the
same. I wonder what the Savior would say
should he enter a congregation of Saints, and
they ail attired in the latest styles, when he has
"Lr:t ~.n thy garrne11ts he
Aul J
ex~unp1e

wonder how the Saints would feel in his presence
with their artificial deformities, and ridiculous
fashions? For my part, I do not wish, or intend
to adorn this body with anything that I would be
ashamed to appear in before the pleasing bar of
God. I dare say that all who wear artificial deformities would, if they had a natural one, travel
to the ends of the earth, and spend a fortune, if
there was any chance to get it removed. In conclusion let me say, let us not spend so much time
adorning these bodies, but adorn the mind. \Ve
will not make any too mnch improvement if we
should spend all of our time in that way.
Yours for truth,
f. L. GuNSOLLY.
NEW PHILADELPHIA, Ohio.
Dear Herald:-I was baptized on the 8th of
May. I have been united with the work only
for a short time, but it has been sweet to my soul.
Many testimonies have I received of its truthfulness. Bro. Griffiths came to this place in April,
1885, and preached the true doctrine. of Jesus
Christ in its fullness; God blesGed the day when
he came. He is a faithful worker. Our branch
contains fifteen in number. \Ve are doing the
best we can under the circumstances. We have
been persecuted for righteousness sake and had
all manner of evil spoken against us. This is
a proof that ours is the kingdom of heaven. I
shall never regret the step I took, for I have felt
ever since to walk in newness of life, having
been born, first of water, secondly of the Spirit,
and no'll I can say that I am a child of God and
an heir to the promise of eternal life if I continue
faithful to the end. My desire is to hold fast,
God helping me. I can bear testimony to the
work of Joseph the seer. It is a glorious work
to me, because it is the power of God unto salvation. I feel there is a work for me to do, and I
must do it, and I mean to be a true fo1lower of
the Lamb. May the Lord bless every effort for
the advancement of this cause, is the prayer of
your brother in Christ,
C. E. WARNER.

LINESVILLE, Pa., Sept. 12th.
Dear Herald:-I don't know how I could get
along without reading your pages,"for they cheer,
comfort and strengthen me. I wish the pure in
heart everywhere could be permitted to hear the
gospel preached. I have not been in the church
very long-not a year until the 25th of next May
-so you see I have just come into the work yet
how I love it. I desire that I may get ~r~at
strength from on high to do a work for the ]\faster that he will approve. There is a little band
of Saints here, (eight in all I think), very weak,
but all Yery earnest in this Latter Day work.
Pray for us. Bro. E. L. Kelley was witb us over
last Sabbath and preached two excellent sermons. \Ve are expecting hin1 back again some
time in October to stay with us a while. Your
sister in the one faith,
ELLA. L. HOLMAN.
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The printed name on the colored label on your pa·
per gives the date to which your subscript10n has been
?aid. If it shows you arc in arrears, please renew.
~

~ntn.muni~afinns.
under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

IN your issue for September rSth we noticed an article upon the subject of Sunday
Schools, from the pen of Ilro. A. Haws,
which we are fearful will not be fully understood, and as a consequence will be
taken advantage of by our buisy adversary,
the devil, to work against our schools, and
furnish an excuse for the indifferent to be
still more indifferent and the lukewarm to
grow still colder.
.
While we fear, we know that our brother had no such thought in his heart when
he wrote, and we believe God will bring
good to the cause from what he has said.
Df one thing we feel sure, if the fathers
and mothers are led to inquire of themselves, whether they are doing their duty
to their children or whether they are entirely neglecting their duty-hiding behind one flimsy excuse after another and
deceiving themseves, but not deceiving
God in the matter, then will more good
than we can estimate be done to the cause
by what Bro. Haws has written. Brethren and sisters in Zion, the standard of
vital piety must be elevated in our midst.
It is time that we ceased to boa<;t of being
Abraham's children, and bring forth the
fruits of righteousness. The children of
the gospel covenant while contending for
the faith once delivered to the Saints-the
gifts and blessings of the gospel of the
Son of God, ought to be the last ones to
manifest barren lives and indifferent hearts.
If the home life, the hoine training, is not
right, how can we expect any other training to fully overcome this? The Sunday
School was never intended to supplant the
home school, any more than the assem. bling together of the Saint'! for public
worship was intended to supplant the family altar or the prayer in secret. All these
means of grace should work in harmony,
and they will do so, if we as Saints of God
live in harmony with the precepts of the
divine Teacher. Just here we desire to
throw out one thought for any who may
wish to strip religion of everyt.hing which
should render it pleasing· and attractive to
the young. God never' placed within the
soul of man a desire, or capacity for enjoying any thing that he did not create in the
world outside of man the objects for, and
the means of, gratifying that desire. These
means used as God intended they should
be used, are innocent and pure. Corrupted, as the best gifts of God may be and
constantly are corrupted, they are sinful
and injurious. Clothe truth in her most
attractive garments, and when in these she
has won her way to the heart, is her nature changed? Is sbe ·less truth because
clothed in raiment suited to her charms?
J3ea\1tif\.1l ~nd trnthfnl JesmnR {lf wis(lom

may be uttered by lips never having had
an existence save in the imaginations of
some pure minded one of earth, and if in
this way the heart may be won and chained, why not as well as if from lips of clay.
Trashy reading and trashy talk abound in
the world and in the church. From these
I would that every Saint of God could
guard their children; but if the book which
makes them better is the word of God
taught direct from the sacred page, or the
same teaching illustrated and made plainer
and more attractive to their young minds
by being woven into a narrative which is
not beyond the bounds of possible occurrence, why may they not read it, and from
the reading learn to love the principles of
virtue, truth and holiness? The religion
of Christ is a religion of the heart. The
family relation is ::i. sacred one; and when
the father and mother have indeed consecrated their all to God, and seek to him for
the wisdom which they need, are not they
the heaven appointed guardians of the immortal spirits entrusted to their care; and
can any one assume this responsibility for
them.
We repeat again that vital piety, entire
consecration to God and his cause, is what
we need as a people. No one has any
right to undertake to teach the young who
does not feel the solemnity of what they
are doing, and who does not strive to fit
themselves for the <luty by seeking help
from God in earnest and oft repeated
prayer that He will enlighten their minds,
be to them a teacher, even as they desire
to teach the little ones. Next to the office of a minister in sacredness, we hold, is
the office of a teacher-especially of a
Sunday School teacher. We can not, if
we would, l1isconnect the home from the
Sunday School, any more than we can disconnect the home from the church, or our
life, the life we lead daily, from tl1e religion we profess. If the heart is right before God, the actions will be right, and if
·we err in judgment God will forgive;
but if the heart is not right, we think God
will be very slow to forgive the hypocritical actions of those who profess him in
words, but deny him in works. Children
are not easily deceived. They watch our
actions and take account even of our looks.
Let them see Christ in us the hope of
glory, and they will listen to our teaching;
but they soon detect the true from the
false, and have no respect for those who
do not strive to walk according to their
ovirn teachings. We speak as a Sunday
School worker, and we say to each faithful worker in the schools, "Be not discouraged, but of good cheer. Seek to conform your daily lives to the gospel of
Christ. Prnv to God for wisdom and the
guidance of his Holy Spirit frorn day to
day. Visit at their homes each member
of your class, and talk with them freely in
regard to the warfare they with you have
entered upon. Be neither afraid nor
ashamed to speak of -God's goodness and
his love, neither to confess your love for
him; but beloved Saints, let us strive to
profess him in works as well as words;
for the deep feeling of the heart of the
writer tq-nig;ht1 is that
o;v; fi\lnclay

;f

Schools are a farce, then is our home life
a farce; and if this be the case, we can on1y expect it to end in tragedy. "Many
will say unto me in that day, Lord, Lord,
have we not prophesied in thy name? and
in thy name have cast out devils, and in
thy name done many wonderful works.
And then will I profess unto tbem, Ye
never knew me; depart from me ye that
work iniquity."
For one we have enlisted in this cause.
That this school with which we stand connected is not all we desire it to be, we very
freely confess; and no one, we think, feels
it more deeply than we do. ·Shall we therefore disband it, and wait until parents, pastors, Teachers, Priests· and Deacons come
forward and discharge their duty? Not so;
but looking to God for help we will strive
more earnestly than ever to discharge
ours; for so long as the children will come
out upon the Lord's day, so long will we
strive to point them to the Lamb of God
who· taketh away the sin of the world, and
show to them the straight and narrow
way which leads to ~Iim. It is not ours to
enter into the homes of the children.
Each father is his own Priest, and each
mother a priestess. To the officers of the
church God has appointed a duty, and
each one will have to render to God his
account. If those 9fficers are qualified to
become teachers of the young in our Sunday Schools, let them teach; but for one
we do not understand this as being a part
of their specified duty, but as what they
may do, the free will offering after the
tithes have heen paid. It is the duty of
the Sunday School officers to provide the
different classes with the very best teachers they can obtain, and the first requisite
of a good teacher is "The love of God
shed abroad in the heart." \Vho can direct an immortal soul upon a path which
they themselves have never trod? This
first and greatest requisite being found,
the minor ones are not few. Can they
communicate the knowledge they have?
Can they make the truth not only plain,
but attractive, simplifying it to the capacity
of the child? All have not the same gifts
nor the s:ime calling-, and m1ny a rrnn and
woman too, who can t;ilk \'viih those of
riper years, acd render their meaning not
only plain, hut in,tructive, have no faculty
of" placing them;elves on a !evz,l with the
little ones, whereas some young and blu<,;hing daughter of Zion can gain their attention and win their hearts. Vv e hope the
article of our brother will arouse the ministry, from the fi1'st Elder of the church
down to the humblest official therein, to a
sense of the duty they owe the young of
the flock, and lead each one to enter into
the sanctuary of his own soul, and answer
before his God as to how he has discharged this duty. Still more, that parentsfathers as well as mothers-may enter into the same investigation in regard to this
matter; have they seen to it through the
week, that the lessons for the Sabbath clay
have been studied and prepared? Have
they prayed with iind for their children,
and striven by all means in their power,
to work hand in hand with the Sunday
S<;:hool? l'her!( will c.onif a tirrw
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these questions will be asked, not by a
feeble mortal like the writer of this, but by
the Judge of the quick and dead. Let the
inquiry be made :it the right door, and the
ax laid at the root of the barren tree. We
have in our mind now while we write one
Sunday School teacher who gathered her
class about her on Saturday, that she might
fit them for the duties of the coming Lord's
Day. She was not physically a strong
woman, and had a family of her own to
work for, but such was· her zeal in the
cause that she was willing to take upon
her not only the duty of a teacher, but
that of a parent aim, and this because she
could not bear to have her class con1e to
the school with their lesson unprepared.
Was the barrenness in the Sunday School,
or the home tree? It is never safe to reason from exceptions; but to our knowledge
this is not an exception; but we could
point you to very many others equally
devoted to the cause, and we have no reason to believe they are not found in every
school.
A SuNDAY ScnooL WoRKER.
DIALOGUE BETWEEN DR. TWINE
TEXT AND ELDER D.
DOOK OF MORMON AND AMERICAN ANTrqurrurs.
CONTINUED.

DR. TwrNE TEXT.-Friend D., I am
g·lacl to see you. It has been a long time
since our last interview, and I r1m anxious
lo renew our investigations. I believe 01.Jr
last interview closed with the testimony of
the three witnesses. were these all who
saw the golden plates?
ELDER D.-No, sir. On the same page
containing the remarkable testimony of
the three witnesses will he found the
additional testimony of eight other witnesses, with their names appended, declaring that they did handle with their hands
the said plates, and saw the engravings
thereon, but thev make no claim to having seen or heard any supernatural manifestation at the time. They simply state
that Mr. Smith had shown them the plates
on which were tht~ engraving~.
Dr. T. T.-Might not Mr. Smith have
made those plates and engraved them, and
thus have palmed them off upon these men
for sacred relics. Or, again, might he not
have got them made and engraved?
Elder D.-It is too late in the clay, Doctor, to resort to such an argument as that .
.His bitterest foes have never ventured such
a charge in all the fifty-six years that have
passed since the publication of the hook.
It is admitted by his friends, and always
loudly declared by l1is foes, that he was
unlearned, plebeian in his manners, and that
his stock of knowledge was confined to
the common routine of a plebeian life, that
he had never had :m opportunity, if he
had been supposed to possess the ability,
to understa.nd any thing of the arts and
sciences. He had not even had the opportunity to ]earn a mere smattering of a
trade, hence he could not have mannfactured the pbtt's, and much less coulcl he
have engraved them; for it would have re()yired great skill to have given them "the

appearance of curious and ancient workmanship," as these eight witnesses declare
these plates had. And as for the insinuation that "perhaps some niechanic had
made them for him" and engraved them,
it is hardly likely that such accomplished
mechanics or artisans were very plentiful
in the backwoods of New York, sixty
years ago. And further, if sµch an one
had been found to perform this work, he
would have been heard from long ago, for
when he came to hear, as all the world has
heard, about the Book of l\tformon being
":"ritten on golden plates, and transhted
and published as a divine record, he would.
have been apt to tell what he knew about
those golden plates, and the question
would long ago have been settled and a
stop put to the spread of this so-called delusion. Doctor vou must see that this argument, if you call it such, is like all the
rest you nave produced; it is like a broken
cistern, it will hold no water. I do not
think any thing is gained by speaking
lightlyof the arguments of my opponents;
but it is my duty to be plain and truthfuL
T.-I confess t.hat the testimony of these
eleven witnesses can not be impeached.
But there are other difficulties to be removed qefore I can accept it as a divine
record. If it is what it claims to be, a history of a people who once dwelt and flourished upon this continent, there must be
some archeological evidences that will harmonize with its claims. Do you know of
any works of antiquity, or any traditions
among- the aborigines, that seem to substantiate the fact -that such a people as it
describes once inhabited this land, ;rnd that
confirm the claim that they once enjoyed
a knowledge of the gospel of Crist?
D.-Doctor, you must have read the
works of Catherwood and Stephens giving an account of their "Travel~ in. Centr~l America, Chia pas and Yucatan,"
published in r84r and 1843; or "American Antiquities,'' by Josiah Priest, published in r8;:;;r; Delafield\; "Inquiry into
the Origin of the Antiquities of America,''
published in 1839; "Baldwin's Ancient
America," published in 1876; Short's
"North Americans of Antiquitv," published by Harper Brothers, in 1882? All
these and many others prove heyonrl all
<loubt, that America has been inhabited by
highly civilized peoples many centuries
ago. 1foreover, without any intention on
the part of these authors, they fully sustain the Book of Mormon when it declares
that two great peopleR have inbahited this
continent, and that the latter of these two
nation~ was divided into two great factions, and these again subdivided into
sm;1Jler faction$, or tribes; and that these
factions we1 e often arrayed against each
other until the more harbTrous exterminated the others. For these facts, please
read the a hove named works; and as vou
read hear in mind that there can be' no
possible collusion found between these authors and Joseph Smith, for they ridicule
the Book of Mormon as a "stupid impo<;ture," and would undoubtedly consider it
a disgrace to be thought as even contributing a single line in evidence of its divinity.
T.-Is it not possible thatJoseph Smith

may have seen some of these works, and
from them conceived the idea that brought
into existence"the golden Bible?
D.-Hardly; from the fact that none of
the above named books were written until
years after the Book of J\1ormon was published. It is true that some few travelers
had discovered some of these remains and
had recorded what they saw; hut the jealousy of the Spaniards had suppressed these
accounts, or kept them hid from the eyeg
of the world.. Mr. Stephens, on page 296
of his second volume informs us that the
first notice of the discovery of these ruins
was published in London in 1822; "And
instead of electrifying the public mind,
either from want of interest in the subject,
distrust, or some other cause, so little notice
was taken of it, that in 1831 the Literary
Gazette, a paper cJf great circulation in
London, announced it as a new discovery
made by Galindo, whose unfortunate fate
has been before referred to." Then he
justly remarks; "If a like discovery had
been made in Italy, Greece, Egypt or
Asia, within the reach of European travel,
it would have created an interest not inferior to the discovery of Herculaneum or
Pompeii, or the ruins of Paestum." On
page 297 Stephens says, "The work of
Dupaix was not published until 1834-5.
* * When it was broug·ht out in Paris, in
four volumes folio, at the price of eight
hundred franc~." He further says,--" Lord
Kingsborough's ponderous tomes, so far as
regards Palenque, are a mere reprint of
Dupaix, and the cost of his work is four
hmidred dollars per copy." From the
above it will be seen that works of this
character were not within the reach of a
poor illiterate hoy like Toseph Srnith;
hence the impossibility of such antiquarian
works being the foundation of the Book
of Mormon, or even the cause of such a
work.
T.---VVhen did Joseph Smith claim to
have received his first vision, or supernatural visitation?
D.-In the year 1820, and his second
vision in 1823, at which time he was first
made acquainted with the fact of the existence of the Book of Jl.1ormon, or the
plates upon which its contents were written. In the year 18::i3 be was permitted to
see the plates; also at different times afterward, but he was not g·iven possession of
them until September 22d, 1827; and the
Book of Mormon was first published in
1830. (See Life of Joseph the Prophet, by
Tulliclge; also Biographical Sketch of
Joseph Smith, the Prophet, by Lucy
Smith, all for sa1e at I-Jerald Office,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa).
·
T.-What was Joseph Smith's age at
the time of his first vision?
D,-He was born December 23d, 1805,
and consequently was about fifteen years
old when he received his first vision, about
twenty-two when he obtained possession
of the plate~, and about twenty-five when
the Book of Mormon was first published,
in 1830. This boy was horn according to
the testimony of all, in the humblest walks
of life. Circumstance" over which neither
he, nor his parents had control, prevented
]Jim from obtaining even a common edt1-
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cation. His acquaintance with the ways
of the world, and consequently his experience, were as deficient as his education. Of
these facts there is no question. And you
know, Doctor, that iti those days-eighty
and even fifty years ago-even a common
education fell to the lot of only the favored
few, even in populous cities, to say nothing of the backwoods of America. Hence
I repeat, that all his circumstances and
surroundings rendered it next to impossible
that he should ha\re been made acquainted,
in any degree, with the costly tomes that
described the various works of antiquity
that had been discovered; nor could he
have used such information as the foundation of a book, for the want of both skill
and means. But the fact of his bringing
forth the Book of Mormon, which agrees
so perfectly with every discovery that has
been made, and the further fact of its perfect agreement with the word of God in
the Old and New Testament, amounts to
absolute proof that he was instructed of
God with respect to the plates, was divine1y inspired to translate them, and that the
character of the book is divine.
T.-Could you furnish me with evidence of agreement between the works of
Arcbeologists and the Book of Mormon?
D.-It would be better that you should
read those works mentioned and compare
them with the Book of Mormon; but I
will now mention a few of the instances
of agreement. First, the Book of Mormon claims to give a history of two civilized races that formerly inhabited this
continent. (See B. M., pages 1, 2, 500,
501).
Bear in mind that the idea of two
civilizations existing at two distinctly different periods, had not entered the mind of
even the learned antiquarians of the nineteenth century at the time of the publication of that book;· hence the anther could
not have drawn such an idea from antiq uarian sources. Nevertheless, the book tells
of two distinct peoples, one coming from the
tower of Babel more than two thousand
years before Christ; and the other coming
from Jerusalem six hundred years before
Christ. Short, in "The Americans of
Antiquity," page 27, says: "The eras
or ages which have been observed to
mark the different stages of pre-historic
man in Europe (in the manufacture of im. plements and the construction of places of
abod~) are apparently reversed in America.
The Neolithic and Bronze ages preceded
the Paleolithic, at least in the Mississippi Basin-not that the la~t inhabitants
deteriorated and lost the higher arts which
are well known to have been cultivated
upon the same soil occupied by. them, but
that they were preceded by a race possessed of no inferior civilization, who were
not their ancestors, but a distinct people
with a capacity for progress, for the exercise
of government, for the erection of magnificent architectural monuments, and possessed of a respectable knowledge of
geometrical principles." Baldwin in his,
"Ancient America,'' page 14, s.ays :-"Remains of ancient Civilizations, differing to
some extent in degree and character, are
found in three great sections of the American Continent," On pag;e ;!2Q he further

says:--" It is now agreed that the Peruvian
antiquities represent two distinct periods in
the ancient historv of the country, one being older than tl1e other;" and- on page
198 he says: "The Toltecs are said to have
come into the country about a thousand
years before the Christian era. * * *
They were.Preceded by the Colhuas, by
whom this old civilization was originated
and developed;'' Short says :-"In considering the origin of the N ahua nations,
especially of the Toltecs and Aztecs, it is
common to look upon the former as the
first inhabitants of Mexico. Such a conclusion is however erroneous, since the
Toltecs were preceded in Central Southern .iJfexico, and even in Anahuac, both by
people ef d(!ferent extractions from themselves, and by scattering tribes of their
own linguistic family, the Nalzuas.""N orth Americans of Antiquity,'' page
232. The Book of Mormon, commencing at page 500, and continuing to page
533, gives an account of a people who left
the Tower of Babel and journeyed by land
and sea to this land, being led by the direction of God.
They crossed the sea in
eight vessels, or barges, and landed on this
continent over 2000 years before Christ;
"and it came to pass that they began to
spread and multiply and to till the. earth;
and they did wax strong in the land." (B.
M., page 5II).
The Book of Mormon
bears record that when they were faithful
unto God, the people prospered abundantly, but when they .rebelled they were punished with wars and scourgings, until eventually they were destroyed from off the
land, about 600 years before Christ.Mosiah S: 9; Ether l: r; 6: 9.
T.-Does there exi't any tradition that
appe>1rs to confirm this story of the Book
of Mormon respecting a people coming
here from the Tower of Babel? Mark
you, I want no Mormon tradition.
D.-Short, on pag-e 203 of his "Americans of Antiquity," says: "Here in this
picturesque valley region in Tabasco and
Chiapas we may look for the cradle of
American Civilization. Under the shadow of the magnificent and mysterious ruins of Palenque, a people grew to power,
who spread into Guatamala and Honduras, northward toward Anahuac and
southward into Yucatan, and for a period
of probably twenty:ftve centuries exercised a sway which, at one time, excited
the envy and fear of its neighbors. We
are fully aware of the uncertainty which
attaches itself to tradition -in general, and
of the caution with which it should be accepted in treating of the foundation of history; but still with reference to the origin
and growth of old world nations, nothing
better offers itself in many instances than
suspici0us legends. The histories of the
Egyptians, the. Trojans, the Greeks, and
of even ancient Rome rest on no surer
footing. It is certain that while the legendary history of any nation may be confused,
exaggerated, and besides full of breaks,
still there are some main and fundamental
facts out of which it has grown, and this
we think is especially true of the new
world tradition. Clavigero says: 'The
Chia:panese have been the first peoplers of
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the new world, if we give credit to their
traditions.
They say than V otan, the
grand-son of that respectable old man
[Noah? Ed.] who built the great ark to
save himself and family from the deluge,
and one of those who undertook the building of that lofty edifice [Tower of Batel ?
Ed.] which was to reach up to heaven,
went by express command of the Lord to
people that land.'" Short continues: "The
tradition of V otan the founder of the Maya
culture, though somewhat warped, probably by having passed through priestly
hand~, is nevertheless one of the most valuable pieces ()f information which we have
concerning the ancient Americans. * * *
According to this tradition, V otan came
from the east, from Val um Chivim, by the
way of Val um V otan, from across the sea
by divine command, to apportion the land
of the new continent to seven families [see
Ether r: 1, 2. Ed.] which he brought
with him." (The italicl'; are mine. Author)
Delafield, in his "Inquiry into the Origin
of the antiquities of America," presents a
chart copied from ancient ruins which represents eight barges crossing the ocean
carrying eight families to this continent
from the eastern continent. This chart
which is copied from the ancient hieroglyphics found on the walls of those va$t
but ruined temples very nearly agrees
with the traditions as given by Clavigero
and published by Short as above. I ask
you now to compare these traditions with
the Book of Ether, found in Book of
Mormon, beginning with page 500, and
then tell me how an unlettered boy could
have been acquainted with these facts sixtyfive years ago, when not one in a million
among the masses, nor one in ten thousand
among the learned knew of the existence
of such ruins or such traditions.
T.--I confess it is passing strange. To
me it is an unfathomable mystery, except
upon the hypothesis which you present,
viz, the discovery of ancient records claimed by Joseph Sn1ith. But what about this
second colony? What evidence have you
that there were two distinct peoples occupying this continent at different periods?
D.-I hnve nlready shown that the
Book of Mormon gives the hic.tory of two
different peoples, who inhahited this continent, the first coming from the tower
of Babel about two thousand years bt'fore
Christ, and the second leaving Jerusalem
about six hundred years before Christ.
The fact of the first colony's migration
here, and also their occupation of this continent, is proved by the antiquarian evidences so abundant in Central America,
Chiapas and Yucatan, etc., and also by the
traditions to which we have just referred
as agreeing so closely with the Book of
Mormon. I will now present further evidence of the second occupation of this continent by another civilzed people; but I
will here remark that the antiquities and
traditions of these ancient peoples give evidence of divisions and subdivisions, and especially among the later colonists. This
also agrees with the Book of Mormon, for
on the first, seventeenth and ninety-fifth
pages of that book, Lehi is represented as
bein~ warned of c;alamities coming Ufibn
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Jerusalem, and of being commanded to flee
from thence, at the time of Zec;lekiah's
reign over Judah, about six hundred years
before Christ. It also renresents a division
among them, and a separ'ation as occurring
about thirty years from the time they ieft
Jerusalem. (See pages 63, 64, 65). Again
a division occurs about 400 years Il. C.,
and Mosiah and "as many as would hearken to the voice of the Lord," left the land
of Nephi, and went to a land called the
land of Zarahemla, and there they discovered another people, or colony, who left
Jerusalem about the same time that Lehi
did. See page 137. These last people
had discovered the ruins and remains of
the first colonists who came from the Tower of Babel. Thus the different nations,
tribes or people, repre~ented by the antiquities and traditions, and found at the.time of
the discoveries by Columbus anrl others,
are accounted for in the Book of Mormon;
one as coming from the Tower of Babel,
two thousand years B. C., and the others
as coming from Jerusalem six hundred
years B. C. We have alrea<ly quoted
Short who says the latter people "were
preceded by a race possessed of no inferior
civilization, who were not their a·ncestors,
bnt a distinct people with a capacity for
progress, for the exercise of government,
for the erection of magnificent, architectural monuments, and possessed of a respectable knowledge of geometrical prindples."
Ilald win says,-" The Aztecs
were manifestly something very different
from Mexican savages. At the same time,
they were less advanced in many things
than their prcdeccssors.'·'-Page 22I.
On page 24.6 this wr.iter, referring to the
assumption that the old American civilizations had a common origin in South America, says: "It preceded not oniy the history indicated by the existing antiquities,
but also an earlier history, during which
Peruvians and Central Americans grew to
be as different from their ancestors as from
each other." On page 156, he quotes Brasseu~ de Bourbourg, as follows: "Among
the edifices forgotten by time in the forests
of JVIexico and Central America, we find
architectural characteristics so d:ffcrcnt
from each other, that it is as impossible to
attribute them all to the same people as to
believe they were all built at the same
epoch." In perfect harmony with the
foregoing, the Boole of Mormon as we
have shown represents two distinct peoples. with their divisions and wars, their
prosperity and adversity, until, o'n account
of their wickedness, they \Vere si1ccessivelv
destroyed as people;;, and the remnants of
the later race lrnve sunk into the wild, degrarled and barbarous condition in which
we ~ee them to-day. For the history of
the first nation, ( Tared1tes ), Sec Ilook of
]\;form on, L:rn10ni. edition, ~om mencing on
page 500. See also pages 137, 159, r8s,
an account of the discovery of the records
they lrnd left. And for the history of the
second nation, Israelites-(N ephites), read
the entire book. Thus you will see that
in spite of the cry of "delusion," "golden
bible," etc., etc., from press and pulpit, the
antiquities discovered, and the traditions
.fol!nd inscrih!'d in hieroglyphic$ on
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walls of their ruine<J temples, are found to
agree very closely with that much despised but divine record. Compare also
that record with the Bible, and if you seek
guidance from on high you will rise from
your researches prepared to accept them
both as of Ji vine authority, each bearing
witness of the changeless ",visdom, love
and mercy of Goel.
T.-It seems almost impossible that the
present Indians can have descended from
a people so highly civilized as these antiquities would indicate their authors to
have been. Can it be possible that the
savage Indian is the descendant of the
mighty minds that built Palenque, Copan,
Mitla, U xmal, etc., etc.? Can humanity
fall from such a hight to such a depth of
degradation? The philosophy of the nineteenth century represents man
rising
from a state of barbarism-this is a much
more pleasing view. Take the Anglo Saxon race as an example. Our fathers were
steeped in the utmost barbarity, but their
descendants have risen step by step until
they have nearly compassed the empire of
the world, and their achievements outshine
the splendors of Babylon, Egypt, Greece,
Renne, and all the nations of olden frme.
But if your Book of Mormon is true, this
is reversed on this western continent. And
yet these ruins of splen<lid cities remain
before us the evidences of a once glorious
civilization, and challenge our admiration,
and we are at a loss to know who were
the authors of such magnificence, the students of snch profound sciences as they
had a knowledge of.
D.-I can not answer you better than in
the langua.t..;e of Rev. Eel. Fontaine in his
work, "How the world was peopled." On
page 161 he says: "Both Hemispheres
have had their bright and dark era~. Empires of these men, like those of Nimrod
ancl tlie Incas, the Cushites and the Collrnas, have risen and fallen in both." And
on page 204; "It is said that 'history repeats itseif.' The vast British Empire
may share the fate of other great empires,
and fall in ruins, from which may rise
future empires; kingdoms, republics, anarchies and clans of savages. If such great
revolutions shall occur in the British Empire as have marked the history of all the
great empires of zmtiquity, the descendants of Englishmen living on opposite
sides of the earth will probably exist in
governments of various kinds, more or less
civilized, while some of them sink into the
condition of the most savage and degraded.
~he_r: is n,ot a land which has. long '.Jeen
tne l)lrthp1ace and grave of natlons-1 \?i.rnose
histo1~y, fro1n its ~01ell attested ~tnnals, back
into its
myths, and far into the oblivion
shrouds the ruins of the past,
is not saddened by Lhe evidence of such
fearful ·and rnelancholy changes of the con~
dition of its inhabitants from high grndes
of civilizati0n to the lowest depths of barbarism. The Y zeddies, or devil worshippers, wbo inhabited the valley of the Euphrates, in the neighborhood of Babylon,
>ire the descendants of the ancient m;xed
races who successively occupied Mesopotarnia, and became blended together in
thi~ lwm.e of tbe patriarch of all na.t\on~-

as

Their ancestors were tbe Assyrians and
Babylonians, the Medes and Persians, and
the Greeks ruled by such men as Shalmanese~, Nebuchadnezzar, Cyrus and Alex:mder the great-famous nations who discovered much, and possessed all that was
known in past ages of science, literature
and art. These ignorant and wretched
pagans pitch their tents, and perform their
diabolical rites in honor of Abaddon, amid
tbe migfity ruins of the temples, palaces,
and tombs of their forefathers, and they
have no history or tradition of their origin
better than other savages have retained of
the renowned lands they inhabit. The
wild Arabs know nothing of their ancestors who gave us our algebra and numerals, and attribute all the Cyclopean ruins
of Heliopolis aml Laba, constructed by
tbem, to the works of giants and Genii.
The savavc and semicivilized Abyssinians
gaze witl~ ignorant wonder upon the
obelisks and broken columns of Axum,
where the renowned Queen of Sbeba was
enthroned and swayed the powerful empire of Ethiopia. The wretched Copts of
Egypt, the degraded Hindoos of Elephanta, the stupid Quichnas of Cuzco, and the
half nakea savages of Yucatan and Central America, are- all the v.-recks and remmmts of a 'nobler and better part.' Such
shadows now flit where the ancient fo:rht
of civilization once shone; and they w~~rn
us thnt, on all the spots where the wisdom
of the present ag'e beams brightest, the
deepest darkness of the future may fall.''
On pages 261}, 265, he gives the very re;ison for this decline that the Book of J\1ormon gives as the cause of the ruin of
these ancient American nations. "\Vhat
is the cause of the terrible revolutions?
Why cloes the wi~wam of the savage,
or the tent of the c!emi-civilize(l nomad,
stand upon the ruins of the palace of the
J\fonarch? And why does the wild for·est; or the cheerless desertspread where
cultivated fields and cities flourished?
The solemn answer is given in these
inspired words, 'Righteousne~s exaltelh
a nation, and sin is a reproach to any
people, and "the natiom that forget
God shall utterly perish.'"
Fontaine
properly adds: "They forgot God and his
J;iw, and they perished." Vvith this, the
Book 0f J\1ormon perfectly agrees.
On
page 5o;i, we read, "That who so should
possess this land of promise, from th<.tt
ti me henceforth :rnd forever, should serve
Him, the true and onlv Goel, or they
should he swept off wher1 the foli:ess of
His wrath should come upon them." On
page 53 is this~--"' \:\lherefore 1 I Lehi .
prophesy accordin;~ to the
of
the Spirit V\rhich is 1n
that there shall
!ione corne unto this ~
:a\7 ~ t?ey sha~l
tie brought
the nanu or tne Lorn.
V-lbercfore)
land is consecrated unto
him vvhom he shall bring. And if it so
he that they shrill serve him according to
commandments which he hath given, it
shall be a .18.ncl
t~nto_ them;
\vhereJorc they snalt never ce brou~ht
dovvn into captivity; if so it shall be 'because of sbeir iniquity; for if iniquity r+all
abound. cursed shall be the land for their
~akes; but ;;,nto the
it sh:iJJ Jw
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blessc<l forever."
* * But behold, when
the time cometh that they shall dwindle
in unbelief, aftc>r they have received so
great blessings from the hand of the Lord;
having a knowledge of the creation of the
earth, and all men knowing· the great and
marvelous works of the Lord from the
cre<ition of the world; having- povvcr g·iven
them to do all things hy friith; having
all tho commandments from the beginning, and having been brought by his infinite goodness into this la.nd of promise;
behold, I say, If the day shall come that
they will reject the Holy One of Israel,
the true 1"1essiah, their Redeemer and their
God, behold the judgments of him that is
just shall rest upon them; yea he will
bring other nations unto them, and he will
give unto them power, and he wiil take
away from them the lands of their possessions, and he will cause them to be scattered and sr.nitten, yea, as one generation
passeih to another, there shall be bloodsheds and great visitations among- them."
Thus the word of (rod a;:;n'ec; VITith the
facts as they have transpired, for both the
J aredites and N ephites have proved the
severity and justice of God because they
lrnvt' rejected his g-oodne~s and de8pised
his nrecepts; and their ruined cities and
buried palaces, their splendid temples and
towering pyramids are so many monuments of their wicketl pride and crumbled
g,.eatness. The Antiquarians of the nineteenth century are bringing these things to
the gaze of all mankind, and :ctre thus unconsciously proving the diviniLy of that
remarkable book wbich had been hidden
for ages, but is now brought to light in
this generation by the instrumentality of
an holy angel. That book which Isaiah
said, "The deaf shall hear, and the eyes of
the blind should see," (chapter 29: I 8),
and of which the Psalmist said, "Truth
shall spring out of the earth; and righteousness shall look down from heaven;"
(Ps.85: rr); thebookwhichEzekielcalls
"The Stick of Ephraim." (Ezek. 37: 16,
28). And stranger still, if possible, just
after its coming forth, Lebanon is be_coming fruitful, after the curse of barrenness has blight(,d her lovely valleys and
sacred mountains for many centuries; and
Israel may now say, "Our land is yielding
her increase." The sons and daughters of
Ancient Israel are feeling the influence of
this divine movement, and they are setting
their faces Zionward. "The poor among
men are beginning to rejoice in the Holy
One of Israel," and "the meek increase
their joy in the Lord."
Verily, God is
gracious to his covenant people, and remembers the promise made to their fore~
fathers; and the despised Book of Mormon
is one of the greatest evidences of that
goodness and love. It is indeed "one with
the stick of Judah," bearing testimony
with it of the unchanging nature, justice,
mercy, truth and boundless love of God
to all mankind. Let His holy name be
praised for ever, and eveL Amen.

THE BRONSON-PADGET DEBATE.

BRo. JosEPJI.---To answer many, a word
in the Herald about the Grundy county, ·
J\1issouri, debate may he timely. The debate commenced on Monday, August r6th,
at ten a.m., and lasted six days.
From
three to five hundred were in attendance.
Bro. J. R. Lambert acted as moderator for
Elder Bronson, and Elder Ed wards of,
"Christian" fame, for Elder Padget. A
}\![ethodist nnn of ability and fairness was
choc;en for the third and acted as president.
Elder Bronson opened on the affirmative
hy reading tbe Epitome of our faith;
thoug·ht we had the right to say what we
believed as doctrine. He said there was a
church in the wilderness, (Acts 17: 38), and
in that church God set officers; .Moses acting as presiding officer, with Aaron and
Hur as his counselors; (Ex. 17: ro, 11, !2?
24: 13, i4); a Twelve; (Deut. I: 22, 23;
Num. 13); a Seventv; (N um. r r: 16); and
all these men administered by authority
through the priesthood. This order, or
type, was closely followed by Christ under the New Testament dispensation.
Christ chose Twelve Apnstles; (Matt. ro:
-A)i a Seventy; (Luke ro: r, z); they
administered under priesthood authority;
(r Pet. 2: 5. 9); Christ himself acting as
the great High Priest and Apostle over
the church. This order was to continue,
for it has nleased God to set these officers
in the chu~·ch for a specific purpose; (Eph.
4); that purpose has not yet been accomplished; and there were some eighteen, or
more, apostles, and never more than twelve
in the quorum at any one time. Christ
had under contemplation a first presidency
after his departure. (Matt. l 7: 1; 26: 37),
James, Peter and John were chosen from
the original twelv<t to act in a higher position, and they were called "pillars" in the
church, (Gal. 2: 9), and after this were not
numbered vrith the twelve. (r Cor. 15:
5, 6, 7). J arnes acted as presiding officer
of that three. (Acts 15: 13-19; Gal. 2:
I 2).
Vacancies that occurred by reason
of removing these men from the twelve
were filled by calling other men to that
position. (Acts 13: 2; 14: 11.; l{om.
16: 7). The doctrine of that church so
officered was: r, faith; 2, repentance·; 3,
baptism for the remission of sins; 4, the
laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy
Ghost; 5, resurrection; 6, eternal judgment. (Acts2:36-39; 8: 12:17; 19: r-6.
Heb. 6: I, z ). That the Reorganized
Church of Latter Dav Saints was in harmony with that church in doctrine and
church organization.
Men and angels
were debarred from preaching a gospel
different in doctrine and promise, or with
.Jess power than the apostles taught, (Gal.
r: 8, 9). That gospel was not in word
only. (1 Thess. I : 5). Elder Bronson
showe~l an apostacy from .this faith, which
had been clearly predicted by Jesus, Paul,
Daniel, and others. They should "wear
out the saints of the Most High."-Dan.
7: 25. There was to be a restoration of
BRAN is a capitai" ingredient to be included in
the kingdom of God, and it would be "givthe ration of breeding animals, as it contains so
large a percentage of phosphate of lime, a thing ,en to the Saints of the Most High," and
they would "possess it forever and forvery essential from ·which to grow the bones of
the oflspring.
ever." (Dan 7: 18, 27; 2: 44). This res-
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toration would occur in "the hour of God's
judgment."-Rev. 14: 6, 7.
Elder Padget was "cut and dried" with
his "unimpeachable testimony" of Brigham's 19th wife, John D. Lee, "Hell on
Earth," (which contained the so-called revelation on polygamy), and a host of the
lying frauch against the Smith's. The
Book of 1\!Iormon had such phrases as,
"supposes me," "he may write somewhat,"
"nevertheless a small voice," and, "such
language can not be found in the Bible,
therefore Jo Smith was a false prophet."
Tbe promise of the miraculous gifts
were promised to none hut you, the Apostles, and none never had them but apostles
or those whom they lalcl their hands on.
Paul warned the church in Acts 20: 28,
29, about the danger of claiming the gifts
of the Holy Spirit as he had them. He
ha(l revealed unto them '·the whole counsel of God," hence all miraculous gifts had
ceased. No man dare to add to or take
from; (Rev.
rS); and there never had
been, nor will there ever he, such a manifestation again as was on the day of Pentecost, as that was the fulfillment of Joel's
"last days;" as Paul said in Heb. 1: 2,
"God has spoken by his Son in these last
days."
Elder Padget, on the fourth day, opened
upon his affirmative speech in favor of the
"Christian" Church. He spent almost
two 'days on what he called the foundation
-trying to prove that the Church of
Christ in the clays of Christ was in harmony with the teachings of the New Testament! Elder Bronson got tired waiting
for A. Campbell's church to put in an appeitrance, and came to the front with the
"Restored" Campbellite Church. This
brought Elder Padget to time.
His
church had twelve apostles; (all dead);
had a seventy; (all dead). All were priests
in their church,-(men, women and children).
Elder Bronson being an apt scholar
learned for the first time that-a woman
could be a priest. Elder Padget informed
him that the Scriptures said, "They are all
'.one in Christ J csus." Elder Bronson was
still more anxious to know if this "all one"
made them all males, or all females, as he
was not acquainted with this transposing
arrangement. Elder Padget then explained,
that "they are neither male nor femalesbut one." This put them into the neuter
gender. At this the Campbellite priesthood wilted. Elder Bronson wanted to
know, if the Carnpbellite Church claimed
that the twelve dead apostles were in their
church, what would they do with their
brother churches-the Methodist, Baptist,
&c.? for there was not enough to go
around unless they could be divided up .
Elder Padget wanted it understood that
he had nothing to do with these side shows.
Elder Bronson claimed he had just found
the Camphellite Church, i. e. the Methodist, Baptist, Congregationlist, &c., were
the "side shows" and the Campbellites the
.main circus.
The "Christians" rather thought they
had been tricked by us sending- a "S.t. 'To,
lawyer" to meet their man. Etier Bronson was able in his defence, and truth lost
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nothing during the conflict. The Methodist people kindly offered us the use of
their church house during Sunday. Bro.
Lambert spoke twice and Bro. Bronson
once to crowded congregations, and the
work was left in good condition. Many
enquired for preaching, which should be
looked after by those in authority, at no
distant day. Bro. Lambert's work was
considerable during the time of debate.
The Christian Elders pretended to want to
renew the debate upon the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants 1 and Joseph
Smith, Jr. Some three long, tedious preambles had to be prepared in ::mswer to
their evasive formulated questions. Bro.
Lambert's answers 'were so fair, argumentative and complete that it seemed to turn
the key on Campbellism, at least for the
present.
One battle after another brings the victory for the cause we so much love.
"Study to show yourselves workmen."
Livino· a humble and pure life will bring
a cor;plete victory over error, prejudice
and superstition, by and by.
I. N. \VmTE.

KEWANEE.
This district confrrence assembled at Buffalo
Prairie Saints' meeting house, September uth,
r88(i; J. \V. Terry in the chak, J. D. Jones secretary. Prayer by A. II. Smith. The following
branch reports were acct'pted: Kewanee Branch
present strength 72; including '7 Elders, 2 Priests,
3 Teachers, 3 Deacons; John Chisnall presiding
Priest, J. D. Jones secretary. Millersburg 4r;
including l Seventy, 2 Elders, 2 Deacons, since
last report 2 baptized, 2 died. J. L. Terry president, Grace Crawford secretary. Bnffalo Prairie
65, including 4 Elders, 2 Priests, l Teacher, r
Deacon; 4 received by letter, l ordination. E.
T. Bryant president, J. T. Hutchen, secretary.
Rock Island 16, including l Elder, r Priest. F.
G. Dungee president and secretary. Bishop's
Agent's report: on hand last report $r4 93; received since $z7; total $4.I93; paid to ministerial
labor $22; balance $19.93. Report accepted.
The following officers reported: Elders M. T.
Short, J. Chisnall, E.T. Bryant, J. D. Jones, D.
S. Holmes, J. W. Terry, and S. Adams, Priest.
J. W. Terry appointed at last conference a committee to visit Father Jesse L. Adams reported
somewhat successful. Bro. Adams being present
was requested to express his feelings, and did so.
After some little changing of views the following
motion was presented and finally adopted. Resolved, That the report of J. W. Terry on the case
of Bro. Jesse L. Adams be recommitted, and that
he be advised by this conference to call others to
his assistance, and to report results to this conference. Afternoon session, 2 p. m.-J. W. Terry
having called upon J. Chisnall and A. I-I. Smith
to examine more fully into the father Adams
difficulty, reported, reading as follows:
BUFFALO PRAIRIE, Sep. IIth, 1886.
Vie, your committee appointed, do hereby report; Whereas, The action of the Qnorum of
Seventy, in referring the matter of accusation
against Dro. Jesse L. Adams places the matter in
~uch a shape, a:icl the length of time the brother

has rested under said accusation-We your committee believe to be sufficient punishmeri't already.
Therefore we do hereby recommend, that the
proceedings in the matter be dropped, and that
Bro. Jesse L. Adams be released from further
blame. Also that he be and is hereby requested
to act in harmony -with the local antl1orities
wherever he may labor in the future, agreeably
to the ruling of General Conference decisions on
such matters.
'
J. W. TERRY,
J. CHISNALL, A. H. SMITH.
After some little discussion the following was
passed. Jlesolved, That we not only accept the
report. and discharge the committee, but concede
to its spirit, am! its intended workings. The
question in minutes of last June conference as to
the advisability of changing our time of conferences from quarterly to semi-anntrnl was called
up, put to vote, and-. lost. Bro. J. W. Terry as
presiclcn t, and J. D. Jones as s?cretary, v:ere reelected for another term of six months. Bro.
John F. Adams presented a rcquc>t to have this
conference reconsider his "case" and difficulty
with this district, as seen in former conference
minutes. John D.Jones moved and A II. Smith
seconded; That a committee be appointed by this
body to take into consideration t.he request ot Bro.
Joh-n F. Adams for a rehearing of the case.
After a little clashing of views, the motion was
put and carried. Resolved, That John F. Adams
ha.ve the appointing of one out of three on the
committee. Conference appointed John Chisnall
and J. D. Jones; J. F. Adams appoinled A. H.
Smith. The committee asked when they were
expected to report. The chair anHvered, I nvestigation to proceed as early as possible, and com'
mittee to report at close of next meeting. Resolved, That when .this conference adjourn it
does so to meet again in the coming ]J)ecember,
at Kewanee, Illinois, the presiding Elder to fix
date. The spiritual and temporal authorities of
the church were sustained in mual form. Evenincr session.-Elder J. Chisnall addressed the
audience. At the close of sermon committee on
case of John F. Adams reported as follows:
BUFFALO PRAIRIE, Sept:. nth, 1886.
To the Co11jere11ce Assemhlrd:---\Ve your comniittee, upon e·samination do find that the record
does show that action was had in the case of Bro.
John F. Adams; and while such action was pending that J3ro. John F. Ac1ams "did ask forgh·eness" for the wrong he had donC',-in the following
language; (see conference minutes, held at Millersburg, December r"2th, 1884, page on Record
72): "Brethren in Christ, I hereby say that wherein I have offended, or sinnC'd, in word or deed, I
do most humbly beg for forgiveness." And that
upon motion, this statement was laid upon the
table, and subsequent action was had without
consideration of said request. And, whereas,
"the law of Christ" requires us to forgive a brother even unto seventy times seven; we believe his
request for forgiveness should have been honored,
and the brother forgiven. vVe recommend that
the conference take up this confession or request,
and dispose of it. And ·further, that his l'icence
be restored, and that henceforth Bro. John F.
Adams be and is hereby rC'qucsted to labor in
union and submission to local authorities, in all
righteousness, as the rules and laws of the church
direct.
JoHN D. JoNEs, ~
JoHN ~IfISNALL, Committee.
A. I-I. SMITH,
It was then resolved that we accept the report

and discharge the committee. And further it was
resolved that we concede as a conference, in· full
accord with the committee's report. Six yeas,
and one nay. After which it was resolved that
this conference take from the table the request
for forgiveness made by John F. Adams at the
Millersburg cor.ference of December 12th, 1884,
(which request was then tabled by motion), and
that we grant the request, and forgive the brother.
It was further resolved that we comply with the
last clause of committee's report, that: is, that we
·restore unto John F. Adams his licence. .Sunday
services.-At 9 a. m. prayer and testimony and
sacrament; two were administered unto, l child
blessed, r confirmed. At Ir a. m. preaching by
A.H. Smith. Bet\\ecn the hours of twelve and
two, two were baptized by D.S. Holmes. Two
o'clock p. m., preaching again by A. H. Smith,
and the two bnptiz~d were, confirmed by Brn.
Holmes and Bryant. Minut~s read and accepted
as correct.
WESTERN W1CONSIN.
This district conference convened at the
\Vheatville Branch in Crawford Co., Wisconsin,
June 12th and r3fh, !886, A. L. Whiteaker president, vV. A. McDowell clerk. Branch reports:
\Vheatville I3 membcrs, including 3 Elders and
r Teacher. Excelsior 9, including 2 Elders, r
Priest, I Teacher, three removed by letter. English, German, Freedom 29, including l Elder, r
Priest, 2 cli"'d, 2 removC'd by letter. Elders reports: A. L. Whiteaker, J. W. Whiteaker, J. S.
Whiteaker, vV. A. McDowell, A. V. Closson, F.
Hackett, reported in person, and C. vV. Lange by
letter. f. Quandt, Priest, reported. Bishop's
Ageht Report: On hand last report $w,40; total
on hand now $z1,30; Andrew V. Closson Agent.
Resolved 1hat whereas Bro. Martain V. Thayer
of \Vebster uses profane language and his every
day life iF; not that of a Christain, Therefore be
it resolved that if ·he does not make proper restitution before next conference that his lisence as
an EJd,"r be demanded of him.
Resolved that
Martain V. Thayer deliver his Eider's license to
the clerk of this district until he makes restitution for wrongs clone. Two days' meeting were
appointed at Otter Creek, \Villow Creek, Wheatville, and Excelsior Branch, the President to appoint the time for them. A. V. Closson and W.
A. McDowell were appointed a committee to
learn the cost of a tent large enough to seat 200
people, and report to next conference. A. L.
\Vhiteaker president, and W. A. McDowell
clerk were sustained, together with all of the
spiritual authorities of the church in righteousness. At 7 30 p. m. preaching by F. Hackett; at
IO 30 a. rn. Sunday r3th, preaching by A. L.
Whiteaker; and at 2 30 p. m. held testimony and
sacrament meeting in charge of Brn. J. S. Whiteaker and J. Quandt. At 7.30 p. m. preaching
by W. A. McDowell. Adjourned to meet at
North Freedom, Sauk Co., vVis., October 9th and
10th, 1886, at 10.30 a. m.
BHANCII RECORDS.
L•uthcr backs and corners_,_ muslin sides; printed
headings, and rnle~ for i-wcord of Names, Blesti~
ing of Children, and for ~larriageB ................ 2 00
DIS'l'HlC'l' HECORDS.
Printed and bonnd similar to Branch Records ........ 3 00

LICENi:lES, NO'l'I<JES, &c.
Elder s, Priest,~, rreacher's, and Deacon's Licenses,
each, per dozen................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glnnk I'renching Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . ..
Baptism aud Couiirmation Certificate books, with
blank •tub, 35 for............................. .. ..
1
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~ The date accompanying your name on the small
colored label on each papar shows tho time to which your
subscription has been paid. When payments arc made
tho date is changed, which answers for fl receipt.

REUNION INFORMATION.
Parties coming to the Reunion will remember
that it is to be held at Garner's Grove, eight miles
north of Missouri Valley, and 1i ve miles east of
Nfondamin, Iowa, and will commence on Saturday, October 2d, 1886. Parties corning from the
direction of Sioux City, can, if they prefer, get off
at Mondamin, where teams will be in waiting to
convey them to the grounds.
The Illinois Central; Sioux City anJ Pacific;
Chicago and North Western; Chicago, Burlington and Quincy; Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific; Minneapolis and St. Louis, and Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railways, will
carry passengers from all points in Iowa for one
and one third fare for the round trip, on the
following conditions:
1st. At least twenty-five persons must obtain
tickets over any one road t.i entitle them to a reduction. Should the Secretary of the Reunion
see that there are twenty-five who hold certificates
showing that they have paid full fare in coming,
he will certify that they have been in attendance,
and they can then obtain a return ticket at one
third the regular rate. zd. Persons desiring to
take advantage of this reduction JJfust Remember
that on all the above wads, except the Chicago
and North Western, they must apply for a certificate from their home Ticket Agent (or starting
point as the case may be) showing that they have
paid foll fare to Missouri Valley; or if more than
one road is used, then to the point where change
of road is made and another from thence to
Missouri Valley. Unless s'uch certificate is obtained, when starting, to be shown to Agent when
procuring return ticket, no reduction will be
made. This condition is not required by the
Chicago and North-V\Testern Railway. 3d. This
reductipn will not be available for a longer period
than one day after the adjournment of the Reunion. 4th. No reduction has yet been obtained
for persons getting oft at Mondamin, though an
effort will be made to make a similar arrangement
there. Parties getting off at Mondamin will
have to take their chances on such an arrangement being made.
Teams will be in waiting at Mondamin and
Missouri Valley, to convey delegates coming by
rail to the grounds, on Saturday and Sunday,
October-2d and 3d, and persons having charge of
such teams, will be designated by a blue ribbon
in their coats.
Persons coming by team can get hay for ten
cents for forty pounds, and grain at the usual
rates; down wood free; cord wood at the rate of
two dollars per cord; meat and provisions will be
furnished on the grmmds at reasonable rates. It
is likely that there will be a boarding h~use on
the grounds, though nothing definite can be
promised.
It will be remembered that the effort started at
the last Reunion by the Galland's Grove and
Little Sioux Districts, to procure a large tent has
been successful; a tent with a capacity for
seating one thousand people has been purchased,
iin\i will be on the ~round,

The commiltee confidently believe that they
have as fine grounds and as convenient arrange·
rnents for a successful and pleasant gathering as
could reasonably be expected, and they hope all
who are reasonably accessible to the place of
meeting wi11 attend.
PHINEAS CADWELL,~
DA;·in, lIALL,
Commi!lrr,
J, c. CRABB,
BORN.
\_JouLnsM1T11.-At Nebraska City, Nebraska,
July 2 ..1th, 1886, to Bro. J. I3. and Sr. Emma L.
Gouldsmilh, ?-. son. Blessed September 12th, by
Elder Robert M. Elvin, and named Jesse.
BERG.-At Armstrong, Kansas, September
8th, r886, to Bro. Andrew and Sr. Agusta Berg,
a daughter.
IIuGHES.-At No. 57 Hanover street, Manchester, England, Augnst 3d, r886, to Martha and
Thomas H ughcs, a daughter; was blcsscd in the
Saints' Chapel, Clarendon street, August 29th,
and named Perla. Mother and child doing well.
CIIURCH.--To brother Edward C. and ~ister
Emma Church, near Lamoni, Iowa, September
23d, a daughter.
DIED.
HOAGLAND.-Mrs. [Sr.] Louisa Hoagland died
at William Voris', three miles north of Sandwich,
Illinois, 'Wednesday, AugmJ 25th, 1886, aged (,9
years, r r months and 14 days''. The deceased had
long been a resident of this city, living by herself the past few years. Last week she concluded to visit her sister, where she was attacked with
cholera morbus in so severe a form that she soon
became unconscious, and died without recognizing her children. Her funeral was attended at
the stone church, Elder W. Vickery coqducting
the services.-Plano Pivot.
WILDER.-At her home in Beaver precinct,
York county, Nebraska, Saturday mcrning, September 4th, 1886, of old age, Mrs. Caroline Osgood Wilder, relict of the late Levi B. Wilder, in
the Srst year of her age. Caroline Osgood Wilder was born in New Hampshire, June 30th, r8o6;
she was married in that state in January, 1829, to
Levi B. Wilder, who died September 9th, 1883.
For fifty-four years they shared one another's
joys and sorrows; Feven children were born them,
one of which in infancy preceded them to the
other shore; the other six, three sons and three
daughters, remain to mourn for them. She died
giving the evidence of good faith; as she often
remarked she was ready and willing and was only waiting the sommons to go.
"Why do we mourn departed friends,
Or weep at death's alarms;
'Tis but the voice that Jes us sends
To call them to his arms."

LrvELY.-At Independence1 Missouri, August
27th, 1886, of inflammation of the stomach, Bro.
Joseph Lively, aged 24 years, 5 months, 8 days.
He was born in Canada, March r9th, r862, and
was baptized at Raleigh, Kent county', Ontario,
March, 1883, by Elder Arthur Leverton. He was
a steady, Goel-fearing, generous-heai:ted young
man, and loved by all who knew him. Father,
mother, two sisters and three brothers, are left as
chief mourners. The funeral se1:mon was preached by Elder Joseph Luff, in the Saints' Chapel,
on Sunday morning, August 29th. The building
was crowded with sympathizinw people, and a
very large concourse of people, headed by the
city fire brigade, of which deceased was a member, followed the remains to the ~rave. His last

conscious moments were spent in prayer for those
around him, that they might be prepared to meet
him hereafter.
'NELCII-August 30th. 1886, Harriet Rose,
wife of Moses Welch of Shell Creek. Deceased
was a native of England, ha:ving been born at
Dorsetshire, December 29th, 181r. In i875 she
removed to Nebraska with her husband, settling
in what is now known as Nance county, but for
many years past residit~g near Shell Creek Mills.
The' funeral services were held Wednesday from
the German Church near the Miil, Elder II. J.
Hudson officiating, and a very large number of
sorrowing friends of the family following the
mortal remains of their frknd to the grave. Sr.
\Velch was baptized in 1846, at Pllsden, England;
came to America in 1849; united with the Reorganization in Columbus, Nebraska, in 1865;
continuing firm in the faith, testifying shortly before her departure, to Bro. Welch and her family: "I am not afraid to die." Her cold features
were swe<'tly expressive of rt'pose and rest.
TERRY.--At Crescent City, Iowa, September
7th, 1886, Otis Milton, son of Mr. and Sr. H. A.
Terry, aged r year, 3 months and 24 days. Funeral services by H. N. Hansen.
CocKSJIOT.-At the house of Bro. Richard R.
Jones in Renick, Randolph county, Missouri, on
the utn day of August, i886, Bro. Lawrence
Cockshot, at the age of· 7s years. Funeral service by William Vincent. Bro. Cockshot was
baptized in 1879, by Bro. John T. Phillips.
ANDRRws.-Elder Thomas J. Andrews was
born at Bradford-on-Avon, vViltshirc, England,
December 2d, 1833, Ile was baptized in England at the age of seveuteen. Left there soon
after for America, alone. Was baptized into the
Reorganized church at San Francisco, Califor·
nia, April 14th, I865, by Elder Henry Burgess;
confirmed April r6lh, 1865, by H. Burgess; Ordained an Elder April 16th, 1865, by H. Burgess,
Died Friday, August 27th, r886, at his residence,
436 Brannan stn.~et, San Francisco, of pneumonia,
after only six days' sickness. At time of death
he was Bishop's Agent for the Northern District
of California, and secretary of the San Francisco
branch of the church.
SALY ARDs.-At Wheeling, West Virginia,
September 16th, r886, after a short illness, Emma,
daughter of Richard S,, and Zaide V. Salyards,
aged two years, one month and eight days. She
was born at Pittsburg, Pa., August 8th, 1884,
and was the grand daughter of Pres. J. Smith,
of Lamoni.
THE MULLEIN TEST IN CONSUMPTION.
THE success attending, the treatment of consumption with mullein-leaves by Dr. Quinlan of
Dublin, and which has been so widely published,
has led him to make a formulated statement
showing briefly that in the earlier and pretubercular stage of pulmonary consumption mullein
has a weight-increasing and curative power greater than that of cod-liver oil and equal to that of
Russian koumiss; in cases where tubercles are
well established, or cavities exist the mullein has
great power in relieving cough~;;, phthisical
diarrhea is completely obviated by the mullein;
but it has no power or effect on the night-sweats
of consumption, which are to be combatted by
atrobia sulphate. Three ounces of the fresh
green leaves, or about ten times as much of the
dried, are boiled in a pint of fresh cow's milk,
and after boiln~ a moment the infusion is allowcq
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to stand and "sipe" for ten minutes, when it is
strained, sweetened, and (:!rank while warm; this
quantity is taken twice or three times a day. It
is generally much relished by the patients, who
regard it as a pleasant r.trticle of diet rather than
as a medicine. The smoke' of these leaves, inhaled into the respiratory passages, relieves irritation and spasmodic coughs.
CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The next session of the Southern Michigan
and Northern Indiana district wiil be held with
the Coldwater branch, Branch county, Michigan,
commencing October 16th, at half-past ien o'clock.
A large number of Saints and friends are expected to be present, and a time of spiritual refreshing is anticipated. Come all who can; and come
praying the Lord to move the cause. Brethren
vV. H. and E. L. Kelley, Bishop Blakeslee, H.
Rathbun, J. J. Cornish, B. V. Springer, Leonard
Scott and other ministers will be with us to help
"roll the car along." Elders and Saints of adjoining districts arc cordially invited to "come
over and help us." Those coming from the east
by rail >vill be met by brethren with conveyance
at Quincy, those from the west at Coldwater.
C. Sco-rr, Dist. I'rcs.
The fall confcrel_1Ce of the Kent and Elgin dis·
trict will be held in the Dienhcim Branch, commencing on Saturday, October 9th, 1886, as per
adjournment. Presidents and clerks of branches
please take notice, and report the. standing of
your several branches. Saints coming from the
north can take the E1 ie and Huron R. R. as it is
finished through lo Sarnia. Come arnl bring the
spirit of love and peace with you.
l~ICIIARn

ConURN, Sf'c.

Conference for the N oFthnn I ll\nois and Southern Vv"isconsin District wiil convene October 91.h
and 10th, at l\lission Branch, Lasalle County,
Illinois. Every branch in the district should be
report.eel.by personal presence of branch authority, or by letter. If by the iatte1·, please forward
reports to Bro. \V. Vickery, secretary, Plano,
Illinois, in ample lime before conference. Elders
whose circumstance's will not permit-them to attend, are earnestly requested to report their
hbors by letter, as we arc anxious to have a complete and full report of the local ministry of the
district. \Ve trust a good representation will be
had from all of the branches; and that each one
will come with the earnest prayer in their hearts
that the Spirit of the Master will be there to administer grace, that the strong may be made
stronger, the weak confirmed with a glorious
spiritual renovation which will revive the district. As a people we have no selfish aims to
conserve; no sectional ambition to gratify; but
we d1ould he identified with Christ, our united
efforts should be to maintain a closer walk with
Goel and attain a higher plane of spirituality,
and individual righteousness, keeeping in our
hearts that principle of charity without which we
are nothing. Tbc steady and persistent efforts
of the faithful Saints in different parts of the
district are.being felt for good. Worthy souls
continue to come into the Kingdom, and we rejoice as the holy Spirit bears witness of their fellowship in Christ the living head. Brother A.
I-I. Smith, president of the mission, will be with
us, no preventing providence. \Ve trust all will
l;le benefitted by his ministrations. We would be

glad if any of _tlfo tr~veling ministry would favor
our conference with their labors. Now is the
time, dear Saints, to unite our prayers and to
employ all our powers in the advancemsnt of
"Zion's weal" in this the crowning dispensation
of the ages. The earnest prayer, the humble
walk, the consistent Christian life, and the forgiving heart, arc essential elements "in developing the spirituality of the Saints, and in bringing
life and salvation to the sinner. May God help
all to realize that, from the oldest to the youngest, from the richest to the poorest, each one has
their indiviclua! work to perform, a cl1aracter to
make, a soul to save; and that this most important and beautiful of all works-building for r-ternity-will be our rich and everlasting inheritance "when Jesus comes'in Glory." If we perform our duties faithfully in the Spirit, and love
of Christ, we wili reali7.e that Zion's peace will
flow as a river, and her righteousness as the
waves of the. sea.
F. M. CooPER, Di.<t. Pres.

J.

H.

HANSEN,

PHYSICIAN AND

M.D

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lr.rnoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Ollicein Drug Store of Hansen & 'Valker, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DJSEASBS of WOMEN a Specialty;

W'" Residence one block ED,st Teal's Store.
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Geo. P. Ro'well & Co.,
Newspape:e Advertising Bul'eau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.
T~1e

Linc selected oythe U.S. Qov't
to carr.i/ the Fast Mail.

The North Michigan District Conference will
commence October 1_6th, in the Saints' Church
in the Delaware branch, Sanilac county, Michigan. \Ve wish the officc1 s to have full reports of
their branches, and we hope to see a large gathering of the brethren. Those coming by boat
will get off at Forestville, (church tlmce miles
south), and those coming by rnilroacl get off at
Palms. Trains will be met by 1he brethren with
teams on Friday afternoon and Saturcfay morn·
ing, I 5th and i6th.
J. J. CORNISH, Dist. Pres.
The semi-annual conference of the Son1hcrn
District of California will convene at Newport,
near Santa Anna, in the Saints' Chapel, October
_8th, 9th, and rnth, 1886. All are earneslly invited to come praying for a time of refreshing from
the Lord, and the enjoyrncnt of a profitable season. Let us each strive to do our duty to God,
to ourselves, and to our fellow- rnen. A 11 are expected to report.
D.S. Miu.s, Dist. l'JCs.
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Lamoni, Iowa, October 9, 1886.
JUDGING SPIRITUAL THINGS.

A BROTHER writes us of late that, five
years ago he /heard the· gospel, and that it
came with "great convincing power." He
claims to be now as firm as ever in the
faith and knowledge of God, for he can
not forget "the heavenly power" by which
. he received the gift of pr9phecy; yet he
is tried because when some one speaks in
prophecy he doos not have the power of
God's Spirit to bear witness of some
things prophesied of.
Well; Paul said, (1 Cor. i4:29), "Let
the prophets speak two or three, and let
the other judge;'~ and he. also warns those
who have the gift of prophecy·to ''prophesy according to the proportion of .faith."
Rom. 12: 6. If they have not that·"proportion of faith" (not fanaticism) which·
brings that measure of the Holy Spirit necessary to prophesy truly and properly,
then they should not attempt to prophecy.
For if they do, they may deceive both
themselves and others, and thus weaken
the faith and confidence of b0th. The
Saints should "covet to prophecy, and forbid not to speak with tongues," and use
the gifts wisely.
. It ;is a great evil for any one to say
·'"Thus saith the Lord," when the Lord
has not spoken. God is not to be mocked; and those who do such an evil thing
will be detected in due time. It is a wicked thing to speak iq the nam.e of the Lord
without authority. But prophecies and
tongues and revelations and visions .may
be truly manifest to individuals, and yet
some persons present may npt the.n have
the evidence of the Spirit in confirmation,
or they may have it in part only. If ai:iy
one is in the fault about it, it would not be
the one having the gift.
Again; the Lord. might have a .wise
purpose in withholding .the witness of the
Spirit. The writer rerpembers that when
the revelation of May 4th, 1865, was read
in the council when first given, he and

Lamoni, Iowa, October 9, 1886.
others had no testimony of the Spirit witnessing its truth; yet many others claimed
they did. But within two days from that
time, when quietly, carefully reading the
revelation to Bishop Rogers and others,
the Holy Spirit bore conclusive evidence
to them that. it was true and of God. It
is no evidence that what pcrports to be the
manifestation of the Spirit is not such, because we do not have the testimony of the
Spirit bearing witness to it. If we have
no testimony all we can say is, that we
don't know. Be careful; be wise; be spiritual; be patient.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

The following extracts 'from a letter
written by Bro. A. H. Smith, dated at
Eliza, Mercer county, Illinois, September
22d, will show what he is at present doing
in his field: ·

No. 40.

at Kewan<;e; Sunday the 3d of October, at Sandwich, amt' the 9th at Mission, LaSalle Co., Ills.
Am in moderate health only, but have excellent
liberty in speech, for which I thank God."

Bro. D. S. Mills wrote from his home,
Santa Ana, Los Angeles county, California, September 8th, r88G, mentioning the
return to the church of one of its earliest
defenders, many years ago; and who now
testifies that the Spirit is with the Reorganized Church. He says:
"I am wholly engaged in the work and expect
to continue in it; have no other desire; I love to
bring souls to Christ, and help to bind up tl11c
broken-hearted, and comfort those who mourn, ·
and in all things rejoice with the Saints, and in
the redemption of Zion now being accomplished;
we are gaining here steadily and sti;ely-the
good Spirit is with us. I am holding a series of
meetings on the Book of Mormon and divine
call of Joseph Smith; have good attendance and
am much blessed; some are b~lieving, and some
obeying, and the Saints are strengthened greatly
and are striving for the victory. We expect
more help in this field soon; may God grant it,
for it is needed."

"On Friday, after leaving you at LaHarpe, I
had the pleasure of baptizing our cousins Mary
and Flora, in Crooked Creek. It was a solemn
occasion, all were made to feel the softening in·
fiuence of the Spirit. Cousin Lucy who doe.s
not belong to the church, with tears streaming
o'er her face bore testimony to the work, that it
was true, and of God. Returned to Solomon's,
As WE write, September 24th, we are
and had a blessed time.at confirttiation. Again
pleased to acknowledge that we have much
were in tears by the Spirit's holy presence. Satto encourage us in the work we are essayurday in company with Solomon and Lucy, I
ing to do. Some of the present things
calling us to be thankful are:
started for conference at Rock Creek. Saturday
r. Bro. Joseph R: Lambert returned
. September uth, at JP 30 a. m., we met the brethfrom a few days' labor expended in the
ren in conference; and the minutes will give you
vicinity of Pleasanton, Iowa, and at points
particulars. I spoke twice to large audiences,
previously occupied by Bro. Duncan CampSunday, at Buffalo Prairie Chapel, and once ln
bell, and in which Bro. Campbell desired
evening 11t Millersburg in Saints' Chapel'th~re.
the help of a co-worker, expressing the
Intended to have held meetings all the week,
satisfaction that he felt at receiving in his
but was too i!L.Monday"and Tuesday; so Bro. M.
labors liberty of the Spirit and the fullest
T. Short filled my appointments very acceptably.
aid from the brethren in spiritual things.
However, I came to the front again Wednesday,
Bro. Abram Reese, from the same neighThursday, and Friday evenings, and Saturday
borhood
corroborates the statements of
Bro. Samuel Adams came from this neighborBrn. Lambert and Campbell.
hood to bring me over to fill some appointments
2. In the neighborhood of Eagleville,
Uncle Jesse Adams and Bro. Stephen Adams·
Missouri, where much labor has been exmade for me here. Held two services on Sunpended' from Brn. Z. H. Gurley, E. Banta,
day, one Monday, and one Tuesday eve, and will
and Charles H/ Jones, years ago, to the
hold forth to-night. I find a people willing to
latest by Brn. S.,,V. Bailey,J. S. Snively,
hear, and I believe as willing to investigate. A
John Johnston and Jonei, }e{eral have
few of the business men here have el'~cted a fine
been baptized who Have borne the spirit
hall and made it welcome to all. Th~) ,.give to . of conviction for a long time, and have
us free, and light it for us. The rporri. is
exfinally yielded to the gentle monitor. May
cellent one, to speak in very easr'/"''ihe trouble is
God'$ blessings be with them who so lateto keep from speaking too loud. ,The hall is a
ly join the army of the Lord.
credit to the community and speaks i~. tones of
3. Away down in Southern California an
'praise to the liberal hearts and hands which have
old-time warrior, noted in years agone for
erected it for the public good. I am the guest of
excellence of speech in defence of the truth,
but for many . years upon the verge of
Dr. Reynolds, one of the proprietors of the hall,
ruin because of the course pursued by them
a pleasant, sociable gentleman. I wish the Elder.s
who should have been uillars in the church
may all find as kind friends in their travels as I
but were untrue to th~ir high trust, ;has
have .here. May God bless this people, and all
Saints. My appointments are Sunday the 26th 1 decidec1 to once more put his trust in -the

a·n.
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God of Israel and has renewed his covenant in the rite of baptism at the hands of
that excellent witness, Bro. John Brush,
another old-time Saint.
·
4. Up from the land of Dixie, (Texas),
comes the grateful news that a child in
gospel armor, has safely defended the
truth in discussion against a veteran in the
army of the paid ministry of the church of
the \vorld. Cotemporaneously with this,
quite a number of baptisms have crowned
the labors of Bro. I. N. Rooerts, possibly
the seeds of which obedience to the word
were sown by Brn. Bays, Heman C. Smit!:,
Cato and others in that part.
,
5. Down from Maine and Minnesota
ring the words: "Good cheer, brothers,
the Lord blesses his word here; numbers
hear and obey."
6. Over in Canada, twenty-five have
been added through baptism performed by
Bro.James A. Mcintosh, since June; and
others by brethren Lake, R. C. Evans and
others.
.
7. Bro. J. ]. Corni.sh is at_ Bay C!ty,
Michigan, and is domg valiant service.
Tried by sickness in his family, a dear and
loving little one, he still fights on bravely.
8. Local laborers in Ohio, \Vest Virginia, JYlassachusetts and the regions al:iout
Philadelphia, are aiding and abetting brethren E. C. Briggs, \V. H. Kelley, Sheehy,
Bond, Tohn S.mith and others.
9. In the west, the Lord is working
wondrously with his ministry, though the
laborers are few. Brn. R. J. Anthony,
Peter Anderson, J. Larsen, and J. C.
Clapp, are all being signally blessed in
Utah, Idaho and Montana, while Brn.
Heman C. Smith, P. Daley, D. S. Mills,
Hiram Holt, H. P. Brown, Geo. S. Lincoln are keeping up the warfare in California. Bro. A. Haws in Oregon, is doing
much under great disadvantages, and all
these laborers acknowledge the good offices of the Spirit aiding them. Bro. T.
W. Smith in far off Society Islands; Bro.
]. F. Burton in Australia; Bro. J. Taylor
and his helpers in England and Wales;
Bro.James Caffall in Nebraska and Kansas, with his co-workers; Bro. Alexander
H. Smith in Illinois-all doing the best of
service for the Master and his cause in the
regions where they are called to labor, according to the ability which has been given to them.
It was not our intention to name the
different hborers in all the fields where
God's harvest is being reaped, to do honor
to the laborers, but it was to call to the
minds of all the fact that in many, or all
of those fields, near or far, faithful labor
was being met with reward; and that in
spite of untowart1 things and events that
made men sad in their happening, the
Lord was remembering his people, and
this was encouraging and strengthening
to us.

WE elsewhere publish a purported communication from the Ancient of Days,
which we present, not because we believe
·that it came from the Ancient of Days, or
accept the Messenger through whom it
came as authorized to give it publicity; but
because there )s much good, sound, common sen5e in the article itself, possibly
inuring therein from the channel (the
messenger) through which it came; as according to sorpe new ideas with some people, "inspiration partakes largely of the
medium through which it is manifested;"
and "revelation takes on the character of
the channel through which it reaches us."
The person to whom we are indebted
for the article is one who has long .been
acquainted with the Utah phase of Mormonism, and has become by inquiry conversant with the work of the Reorganized
church; and is competent to write of his
own knowledge respecting the claims that
Utah plurality has upon members of the
genuine Church.of Christ. He is a per~onal friend to us, and interested in the
fight we are making; we are therefore
free to present the article without in any
wise endorsing it, or the manner in which
it is said to have been given. Some of
the positions set forth in it, we have years
ago took grounds upon, and stated them
fair] y that there was no safety for so called Mormonism except in an abandonment
of polygamy, a dissolution of the church
and state idea, and the meddling with the political opinions of the people and a cessation
of the cry of persecution because of things
long since appealed to the throne on high.
"WHAT WILL THE MORMONS DO?

law during this time, it will break up the church
root ,and branch. · ·*
Mormonism is ari institution founded on polygamy, and in opposition
to any and every other government except its
own.'1-'-Idalto Statesman.

**

When the Statesman asserts that "Mormonism is an institution founded on polygamy and in opposition to any and every
other government except its own," it may
be true when applied only to Brighamism-an institution springing from the
lusts and brains of Brigham Young and
his fellows; but it is totally untrue when
applied to "Mormonism" (if people will
call it such) as originally founded.
The Book of Mormon, and the authentic revelations given to the church by J oseph Smith up to the time of his death, denounce polygamy and its like, also disloyalty, sedition and rebellion, in the most
plain and vigorous terms. Why not as<ert that Christianity is an institution founded on priestcraft and vie~, because such
evils have been taught and fostered by
some professing Christianity? It would
be equally just and equally sensible for the
Statesman. Christianity proper and Mormonism proper condemn these very evils,
and yet there are those who ought to know
better, but who nevertheless ignorantly or
maliciously·assert to the contrary and say
they teach them.
The Book of Mormon and the Nauvoo
edition of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants-books endorsed and taught by the
church, and by Joseph Smith during his
life-time-teach clearly the principles upon
which Mormonism was founded and built
up, and we assert, and will maintain it by
incontestible proofs, that in these books
there is not one fact nor one sentence favorable to polygamy, disloyalty, or anything of the kind; but.that on the contrary they everywhere treat them as rank
evils.
The Book of Mormon, page I r6, says:

"Tnrs question has more significance with the
Mormons than many people suppose. The hope
has all the time been on the part of the Mormons
that some way would be found to evade tho Edmunds law against polygamy. They believed
that a ~hang<' in the administration would in
"Behold, David and Solomon truly had many
some way relieve them from prosecutions, or at
wives and concubines, which thing was abominany rate a few cases or subjects given up to the
able before me, saith the Lord. . . . Wherefore,
law, as martrys to the cause of their faith, was
I, the Lord God, will not suffer that fhis people
all that would be asked. In this they are sadly
shall do like unto them of 9ld. Wherefore my
mistaken. The administration of Mr. Cleveland
brethren, hear me and hearken to the word of
gives them no particular comfort. Prosecutions
the Lord; for there shall not any man among
have gone on and the enforcement of the law
you have save it be one wife; and concubines he
does not seem to have any respect for the highest
shall have none!'
as weli as the lowest in the Mormon church,
The Nauvoo Book of Doctrine and CovPublic sentiment is growing stronger, and the
enants
commands the Saints thus:
practice of polygamy can no longer be hidden.
"Thou
shalt Jove thy wife with all thy heart,
from the public view. The church can not be
and cleave unto her and none else."-Sec.4.2: 7.
run and held together and polygamy preached as
In respect to loyalty, the Book of Docthe highest cardinal virtue of the church, when
trine and Covenants commands thus:
the president and leaders of the church are away
in hidil)g from the oftlcers of th€ law. George
"Let no man break the laws of the land, for he
Q. car:non and John Taylor must stay with their
that keepeth the laws of God hath no need to
peCiple and suffer martyrdom if necessary, or they
break the Jaws of the land; wherefore be subject
must have,a new revelation and relieve the church
to the powers that be, until he [Christ] reigns."
from the odium of polygamy. The faint hope
Add to this the following from the same
that Utah will soon be admitted into the union
book, section II 2, and the proof is comEDITORIAL ITEMS.
as a state, and possibly with a clause in her conplete that Mormonism proper can not be
The Saints ·of Ornaha Branch, will ded- stitution prohibiting polygamy, with the possible· chargeable with polygamy and its likP,
icate their new church, corner of Clark chance of changing the constitution afte1' admis- neither with disloyalty in any form, and
and Twenty-first streets, on the 17th inst. • sion, is all that is now pending on the side of . that these assertions to the c9ntrary are
See notice and invitation.
e expect to these leaders. The bare possibility of saving po- false to the facts of the written record~.
be present and aid them in their dedica- lygamy under such circumstances is. far in the
The Book of Doctrine and Covenant'i
tion,
future; with a strict enforcement of the Edmunds
sections I I 2, pars. I to 9, says:

vV
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"We believe that governments were instituted
of God for the benefit of man, and that he holds
men accountable for their acts in relation to
them, either in ma~},i:ig, laws or administering
them, for the good and safety.of society.
"We believe that no government can exist in
peace, except such laws are framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual the free
exercise of conscience, the right and control of
property and the protection of life.
"We believe that all governments necessarily
require civil officers and magistrates to enforce
the laws of the same, and that such as will administer the law in equity and justice should be
sought for and upheld by the voice of the people
(if a republic), or the will of the sovereign.
"We believe that religion is instituted of God,
and that men are amenable to him, and to him
only, for the exercise of it, unless their religious
opinions prompt them to infringe upon the
rights and liberties of others; but we do not believe that human law has a right to interfere in
prescribing rules of worship to bind the consciences of men, nor dictate forms for public or
private devotion; that the civil magistrate should
restrain crime, but never control conscience;
should punish guilt, but never suppress the freedom of the soul.
"We believe that all men are bound to sustain
and uphold the respective governments in which
they reside, while protected in their inherent and
inalienable rights by the laws of such governments, and that sedition and rebellion are unbecoming every citizen thus protected, and should
be punished accordingly; and that all governments have a right to enact such laws as in their
own judgments are best calculated to secure the
public interest, at the same time, however, holding sacred the freedom of conscience.
"We believe that every man should be libnored
in his statiun: rulers and magistra,tes as suchbeing placed for the protection of the innocent
and the punishment of the guilty; and that to
the laws all men owe respect and deference, as
without them peace and harmony would be supplanted by anarchy and terror; human laws being
instituted for the express purpose of regulating
our interests as individuals and nations, between
man and man, and divine laws, given of heaven,
prescribing rules on spiritual concerns, for faith
and worship, both to be answeri:d by man to his
l\faker.
"We believe that rulers, states and governments have a right, and are bound to enact laws
for the protection of all citizens in the fret: exercise of their religious belief; but we do not believe that they have a right, in justice, to deprive citizens of this privilege, or proscribe them
in their opinions, so long as a reverence is shown
to the laws, and such religious opionsni do not
justify sedition nor conspiracy. ""
·,
"We believe that the commission of crime-~
should be punished according to the nature of
the offense; that murder, treason, robbery, theft
and the breach of the general peace, in all respects, should be punJshed according to their
criminality and their tendency to evil among
men, by the laws ot that government in which
the offense is c~mmitted; and for the public
peace and tranquility,all men should step forward and use their ability in bringing offenders,'
against good Jaws, to punishment.
"We do not believe it just to mingle religious
lnftuence with civil government, whereby one

religious society is fostered and another proscribed in its spiritual privileges, and the individua·l
rights of its members, as citizens, denied."

\Vherein the Utah Mormons have violated these teachings, they are non-Mormons, and should be so represented by all.
\Ve think the Statesmen does itself and
those it represents, also all genuine Mormons, (and there are hosts of such), a great
wrong, working mischief, when it falsely
~sserts what it has in respect to Mormonism. It should rather draw the line sharp1y between Brighamism and Mormonism
proper, and credit each with just what belongs to it, and no more. \Ve have before
us at this writing a letter from one of its
prominent and influential readers deploring its unjust and hurtful course in charging that Mormonism is founded on polygamy and opposition to civil government.
"SIGNS OF DECAYING RELIGIOUS
INTEREST.
"HEAR what the noted Rev W. C. Prime says in
the New Princeton Review: Perhaps memory deceived me, and there was ·not so much more
devotion in the Sunday gatherings of fifty years
ago than now. But as a rule there is very little
now. The people do not appear to come together for worship. The experiences of ages teach
that people who are religiously educated will
habitually assemble regularly for the worship of
their God, doing it both as a pleasure and a duty.
It is not easy to induce men and women to assemble once or twice a week, for months, years, lifetimes, to hear lectures, essays, sermons, however
instructive or eloquent. This is specially true of
the young. In the large majority of country
congregations it is quite evident that the people
assembled ,have little idea of any purpose of personal worship. There was a time whe·n controversy ran high about the proper posture in prayer.
It proved that men had at least the conviction
that some specific outward sign of inward humility was proper .. It is now the general custom to
ignore all outward formalities. It fa rare,. in
"orthodox" churche_s, to see any one even bow
the head or close the eyes while the minister
prll:ys. In many churches all the congregation
sit bolt upright and stare at the man in the pulpit,
or looking around. A striking custom prevails
in many churches, where a choir, located at the
end opposite to the pulpit, does the singing. All
the people, old and young, rise, turn their backs
to the pulpit, and look at the choir in silence
while that part of the service is performed. One
is tempted in this connection to speak of the
doggerel stuff which has taken the place of
psalms and hymns which were once the grand
liturgy of the church of every denomination.
But whatever. it is the people stare and listen. It
is evident that they have come to see and hear,
to use eyes and ears only; not to take part in n e
services."

These things are not at all surprising to
the Saints, for they were warned of them
by revelation through Joseph the Seer
over fifty years ago, in these words: "I,
the Lord, am angry with the wicked; I
am holdilig my spiritfrom the inhabitants
ef the earth."-Doctrine and Covenants
63: 9. Again: "He that repents not, from
him shall be taken even the light which

he has received, for my Spirit shall not
always strive with man."-Doctrine and
Covenants I: 5· vVhile the spiritual light
and power of Christendom decreases, that
of the restored Church of Christ should
increase.
PERSECUTION Al'< D ITS CA USES.
(Continued from page 610).

IN order to further inform our readers as
to the religious, social, educational and industrial ·sentiments and methods of the
Saints in those early times, and especially
when they were gathering to their intended home in Missouri, we add some more
of the authoritative teachings of the church
pu_blishe_d in its organ at Independence:
Missouri, July, 1832. These, with the
form€r ~acts we have presented, will enable
all to properly measure the atrocity of the
persecutive outrages which fell - like a
wrathful desolating storm upon the Saints
gathered in and about Independence, in
1833.
The disciples should lose no time in preparing
schools for their children, that they may be
taught as is pleasing unto the Lord, and brought
up in the ways of holiness. Those appointed to
select and prepare books for the use of schools
will attend to that subject as soon as more weighty
matters are finished. But the parents and guardians in the Church of Christ need not wait-it
is all important that children, to become good,
should be taught so. Moses, while delivering
the words of the Lord to the congregation of
Israel, (the parents), says; And these words wl<ich
I command thee this day shall be in thy heart:
And thou shalt teach them diligently i'into thy
children, and shalt talk of them .when thou sittest
in thy house, and when thou walkest by the way,
and when thou liest down, and when thou risest
up. And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon
thy hand, and they shall be as frontlets between
thine eyes. If it were necessary then to teach
their children diligently, how much more necessary is it now, when the Church of Christ is to
be an ensign, yea, even a sample to the world for
good? A word to the wise ought to be sufficient,
for children soon become men and women. Yes,
they are they that must follow us abd perform
the duties which, not only appertain to this world,
but to the second coming of the Savior, even preparing for the Sabbath of creation, and for eternity;

* * *

THE ELDERS IN THE LAND OF ZION, TO
THE CHURCH OF CHRI.ST SCATTERED ABROAD.

Brethren, we think it proper to give you some
general information respecting the present state
of the churc~ in Zion, and also the work of the
gathering.
Notwithstanding that nearly . all
christendom doubt the propriety of receiving
revelations for the government of the church of
Christ in this age, and generai'Iy adopt the scriptures of the Old and New Testament as the only
rule of faith and practice, yet we believe, from
the scriptures of truth, that to ·every church in
the past ages, which the Lord recognized to be
his, he gave revelations wisely calculated to govern them in the peculiar situation and circumstances under which they were placed, and to
enable them by authority to do the peculiar work
which they were to perform. The Bibie contain&
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revelations given at different times to di1Ieretit
people, under different circumstances, as will be.
seen by editorial articles in this paper. The old
world was destroyed for rejecting the revelations
.of God given to them through Noah. The Israelites were destroyed in the wilderness for despising
the revelations given to them through Moses;
and Christ said that the world, in the days of the
apostles, should be condemned for not receiving
the word of God through them. Thus we see
that the judgments of God in the past ages have
come upon the people, not so much for neglecting thf! revelations· given to their forefathers as
for rejecting those given immediately to themselves. Of the blessings of heaven it, r:iay be
said, they have always rested upon the heads of
those to whom they were promised. Therefore,
seeing that it not only was, but as long as God
remains the same always will be, the privilege of
the true church to receive revelations containing
blessings and cursings peculiarly adapted to itself
as a church, we col)clude that it is a mistaken
notion that the scriptures of the Old and New
Testament are the only rule of faith and practice.
Nevertheless, inasmuch as the precepts and examples contained in them are truly applicable to
us under our particular circumstances, we are
bound to be governed· by them; and we also can
receive much benefit from such prophecies as point
out the events that shall take place in our day
and age. Of these there are many, both in the
Old and New Testament. They speak plainly
of great things that shall be accomplished in the
last days, such as the preaching of the everlasting
gospel to all nations; the gathedng of the elect
from the four winds of heaven; the building up
of Zion and Jerusalem, or the ingathering of the
remnants of Jacob and the planting them in the
land& of their fathers' inheritance; the necessary
preparation to meet the Savior at his second
coming with all his saints to dwell with them in
the millennial reign. And now, who, with the
Bible in his hand, can suppose that these great
and marvelous works can be accomplfahed by the
church without more revelations from the Lord?
We can not, for we worship the God of Israel,
in whom there is neither variableness nor shadow
of turning; consequently as in days of old, so in
these last days, he has given us revelations by
which we may know how to organize the Church
of Christ, and how by his authority to perform
the work which he has enjoined upon us. And
now brethren, if we wish for blescings upon this
church, we must walk humble before the Lord,
and observe to keep all !1is commandments.
Notwithstanding we believe the work of the
gathering will be accomplished in a speedy manner; yet the Lord ha& commanded that it shall
not be done in haste, nor by flight; but that all
things shall be prepared before you. And for
this purpose he has made it the duty of the bishop
or agent in the land of Zion to make known, frcm
time to time, the privilt>ges of the land, to the
conferences, which may determine and make
known how many can be accommodated. And
the $aints will remember that the bishop in the
Janel of Zion will not receive any as wise stewards,
witho ..1t they bring a recommend from the bfohop
in Ohio, or from three elders. The elders therefore will be careful and not recommend and send
up churches to this place without first receiving
information from the bishop in Ohio, or in the
Jand of Zion, that they can be accommodated
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when they arrive, so as to be settled without confusion, which would produce pestilence. Therefore, if a church is desirous to come to the land
of Zion, we would recommend, that first, by
letter or otherwise, they make known their desires and their situation to the bishop in Ohio or
in the land of Zion, and receive information from
them before they start. Brethren will perceive
as well as we, that where churches of fifty or a
hundred souls each are coming to the land of
Zion from different parts of the nation, and, as
soon will be the case, from different nations,
without a knowledge of each other, they would,
when they arrive, be in a state of confusion, and
labor under many disadvantages which might be
avoided by strictly observing the rules and regulations of the church. Moreover, by being in haste
and forcing the sale of property, unreasonable
sacrifices have been made, and although this is
a day of sacrifice and tithing, yet to make lavish
and unreasonable sacrifices is not well pleasing in the sight of the Lord.
It is .about one year since the work of the gathering commenced, in which time between three
and four hundred have arrived here and are
mostly located upon their inheritances and are
generally in good health and spirits and are doing
well. The expense of journeying and settling
here, together with the establishing of a printing
office and store, have probably exceeded the.expectations of o'ur brethren abroad, and although
Zion, according to the prophets, is to become like
Eden or the garden of the Lord, yet, at present
it is as it were but a. wilderness and desert, and
the disadvantages of settling in a new country,
you know, are many and great. Therefore,
prudence would ,dictate at present to the churches abroad, to come not up to Zion until preparations can be made for them, and they receive
information as above. The prospect for crops in
this region of country, is at present, tolerable
good, but calls for provisions will undoubtedly
be considerable, for besides the emigration of the
whites, the government of the United States is
settling the Indians, (or remnants of Joseph) immediately to the west, and they must be fed.
Brethren, we drop the above remarks for your
benefit, until. you can have the revelations to
peruse for yourselves, which will be published as
soon as they can be consistently.-Although the
Lord has said, that it is his business to provide
for his saints in these last days, yet, remember
he is not bound so to do, unless we observe his
sayings and keep them.
TO THE ELDERS OF THE CHURCH OF
CHRIST, WHO PREACH GOOD TIDINGS TO THE WORLD,

Brethren, as ·stars of the "ensign" which is now
set up for the benefit of all nations, you are to enlighten the world; you are to prepare the way
for the people to come up to Zion; you are to
instruct men how to receive the fulness of the
gospel and the everlasting covenants, even them
that were from the beginning; you are to carry
the ARK of .SAFETY before the wondering multitudes, without fear, entreating and beseeching
all men to be saved; you ai·e to set an example
of meekness and humility before saints and sinners, as did the Savior; and when reviled you
are not to revile again; you are to reason with
men as in days of old, to bear patiently and
answer as the spirit of truth shall direct, allowing
all credit for every item of good. You are to

walk in the valley of humility and pray for the
salvation of all; yes, you are to pray for" your
enemies, and warn in compassion, without threatening the wicked with judgments which are to
be poured upon the world hereafter. You have
no right to take the judgments which fell upon
the ungodly before the flood and pour them upon
the head of this generation; you have no authority to use the judgments which God sent upon
Pharaoh in Egypf to terrify the inhabitants of
America; neither have you any direction by
commandment to collect the calamities of six
thousand years and paint them upon the curtain
of these last days to scare mankind to repentance.
No; you are to preach the gospel, which is the
power of Goel unto salvation, even glad tidings
of great joy unto ail people.
Again, you are not to take the blessings of an
individual, or of a church, from the days of Enoch
to the days of the apostles, and place them upon
an individual or a church in these last days; but
you are to teach all men that they are to be
judged according to their works. For, if God is
the same yesterday, to-day and forever, his reward is always with him, and his revelations and
blessings and judgments before the flood, were
fitted for that people and that time;· in the days
of Abraham, for that man and that time; in the
days of Moses, for that man and that time; in
the days of David, for that man and that time;
in the days of Paul, for that man and that time;
and now, for this generation and this time. You
therefore, must reason from the Bible and the
Book of Mormon with great care, and not pervert
the meaning of God's sacred word. If our heavenly Father saw fit to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah for their wickedness, Nineveh for its abomination, and Jerusalem tor a transgression of his
commandments, what have their destructions to
do,,with the salvation of the world now? The
Lord says vengeance is mine, and I will repay.
Teach ~11 men to trust in God and not in man,
and do works meet for repentance. Again, teach
all men that God is a God of the living and not
of the dead. Finally, whatever you do, do it
with an eye single to the glory of God. You are
the light of the world in matters of pure religion,
and many souls may be required at your hands.
Let the idea not leave you, that, not only the
eyes of the world, but the eyes of the angels and
of God are upon you.
FOREIGN NEWS.

It is a day of strange appearances. Everything
indicates something more than meets the eye.
Every nation is opening up events which astonish
mankind: Even the heart of man begins to melt
at the prospect before it. The unquenchable
thirst for news; the continuity of emigration;
the wars and rumors of wars, with many other
signs of the distress of nations, from the old
world-as it is called across the ocean-whispers
so loud to the uncerstancling, that he that runs
may read the label on the eastern sky: The end
is nigh. France is filled with a spirit of rebellion,
and when the cholera was sweeping its thousands, mobs were collecting to slay their tens of
thousands. While the hospitals were crowded
with the sick, and the groans of the dying fiiled
the air, the fashionable French were holding
cholera balls and dancing at the judgments ?f
the Almighty.-In England, where an anxious
multitude have been waiting for a reformation in
government, disappointment is destruction . . Th~
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House of Lords has rejected the Reform bill, and
the proud-hearted Englishman says-Reform or
Revolution! No stop there: for the sound comes
across the Atlantic. Reform or ruin !-All the
kingdoms of the east seem to 1>e preparing to act
the part allotted to them, when the ·Lord rebukes
the nations. As on a morning of some great
festival, the church bell, the cannon, the small
arms, the music, and the cheers of the multitude,
arouse all to what is going on,0 and thunders to
man: Behold the day! &0 also earthquakes, wars
and rumors of wars, the distress of nations, the
conetant tide of emigration to the west, the wide
spreading ravages of the cholera morbus, and the
joy of the saints of God as they come out of
Babylon, alarms the world, and whispers to every
mortal, \Vatch ye, for the time is at hand for the
second coming of JeslJS Christ, the R.edeemer of
Israel, with peace on earth and good will to man.
Watch the signs of his coming, that ye be not
deceived.
In connection with th'e Star, we publish a
weekly paper entitled the Upper ll:fissouri Advertiser. It will contain sketches of the news of the
day, politics, advertisements, and whatever tends
to promote the interest of the great west.

EDI'l'ED BY SIS'l'ER "FRANCES."

"No longer forward nor behind
I look in hope
fear;
Bnt, grateful, take the good I find,
The best of now and here." ·

or

THE article found below was. sent us some time
since, but we do not remember to whom we are
indebted for it. When we remember that the
very first requisition of the gospel of the Son of
God' is self-denial, we may well pause to ask ourselves, "Which kind are we exercising?" Let us
read it carefully, examine ourselves and seek to
know whether we need the lesson therein contained. If indeed we do, may we take it from
the silent page, treasure it up in our hearts and
manifest it in our lives.
HOUSEHOLD RELIGION.
SELF-DENIAL.
There are two sorts of self-denial in the world,
and the peace and comfort of a household depend
very much upon which sort is exercised by its religious members. These two sorts are as follows: either self-denial to make one's self uncomfortable, or self-denial to make one's friends
comfortable.
There is no subject more thoroughly misunderstood than this subject of self-denial. Our
human thought concerning it is, that it consists
in making ourselves- miserable; and in our effort
to do this we are almost sure to make the people
around us miserable also. We set self up on a
pinnacle where all the house can see it, and then
walk around it ;md berate and revile it, and stick
prongs into it, and call everybody's attention to
its ugliness and its sufferings, obtruding and inflicting our misery upon all that are in the house.
So that it is rather customary for the other members of a household· to feel that the presence of
the member given to self-denial casts a sort of
gloom over everything, and is likely to make
them all uncomfortable.
lll~ t:ue Scriptur11 i~e~ of s~\f-qenial is yf;r{

different from all this. The life of Christ is an
exemplification of it. He sacrificed himself, not
for himself but for others. He saved others,
himself he could not rnve. He came not to
minister to himself but to others. The whole
secret of life was an outpouring for humanity.
In Isaiah 58: 5, we have given to us the Divine
idea of true self-denial. "ls it such a fast as I
have chosen? A day for a man to afflict his soul?
H it to bow down his head as a bulrush, and to
spread sackcloth and ashes under him? Wilt
thou call this a fast, and an acceptable day of the
Lord? Is not this the fast that I have chosen?
To loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the
heavy burdens, and to Jet the oppressed go free,
and that ye break every yoke? Is it not to deal
thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the
poor that are cast out to thy house? when thou
seest the naked that thou cover him; and that
thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh?"
.Just what that last clause means I do not know,
b\it all the rest is as clear as daylight on the subject of self denial; that it is not to make ourselves
miserable, but to make some one else happy. It
is a denial of self, not for the sake of self, but
for the sake of others, It is not asceticism in
ai:iy form for its own sake, but asceticism, if it is
necessary in order to help some one else. For
instance, it means to take the least comfortable
ctair or the least inviting bit at table, not in ord~r to mortify self, but simply and only that
s6me one· else may have the better bit or the
more comfortable chair.
The truth is that we are all so absorbed in the
id·ea of saving ourselves, that we make even that
aspect of salvation which .was meant to extingi.iish and annihilate self, the very means for
p!olonging its existence. \Ve can not even sacri!llce self for any other object than to exalt self
t~e more finally; and any real generous, selffqrgetful outpouring of self for others, seems to
u~ a useless and quixotic thing.
We talk about "taking up the cross," and not
h:J.ve the first idea of what takfog up the cross
means. We think it means doing and enduring
things that cause us to suffer, things we hate and
Jould avoid if we could. Whereas, it really
rr\eans being so dead to self that these disagreea~le things do not hurt us; and being so "alive
tc:\ God" that they really become pleasures to us.
It means putting self to death on the cross, not
keeping it alive. And the self-denial that springs
from this divine idea of the cross, will be a real
denying of the claims of self in every form, as
of the claims of a dead and hated thing. It
means shutting the door promptly in face of self
at its very first appro~ch, and a contemptuous assertion, "I do not know you and am not interested in~ you, and will not give you a singie farthing's worth of attention or consideration."
'This sort of self-denial makes people lovely to
live with, for it leads them to think of and consider the claims of others, since they have none
of their own to consider; and it makes it easy
and quite natural for them to pour out their
Jives in serving those around them. I think Miss
Wuing expresses it better than any one else in
these two lines :
"A heart at leisure from itself
To soothe and sympat)lize,"

'The household where any member of it has a
heart really "at leisure from it$elf," possesses a
tr'easure Ficher than all.the golQ of Ophir,
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abundant reward than it could ever have dreamed
of. "Then shall thy light break forth as the
morning, and thine health shall spring forth
speedily; and thy righteousness shall ·go before
thee; the glory of the Lord shall be thy rearward.
And the Lord shall guide thee continually,
and satisfy thy soul in drought, and make fat thy
bones: and thou shalt be like a watered garden,
and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not."
-Isa. 58: 8, r r.
All this is promised to the soul that keeps the
"fast which God has chosen."
And all this and far more in a spiritual sense
becomes the portion of that soul now who knows
and lives a life of true, divine self-denial.-Mrs.
H. W. Smith in Union Signal.

***

OuR thanks are due to many friends, both sisters
and brethren, who have aided us in our efforts for
the Hofe, by the sale of the "Witnesses." One
sister while upon a short visit to friends, sold
twenty copies, and both sisters and elders are
ordering them by the dozen. We do hope that
their best reward will be in seeing the paper
made all they could desire it to be.
We are in receipt of letters from Sister May,
Cora Russell, Eva M. Bailey, Frances Emmett
and Flora Hannah.
THE ROOT OF THE NA,TION.
Before nation or State or tribe comes the family,
says the New York Independent. The only
security for a well governed State is well governed families. It is in the family that the coming
citizen or ru-Jer comes to learn how to rule by
learning how to obey. One is not fit to rule until
he has learned thoroughly how to obey. This is
the beauty about military discipline, that it teaches absolute, unquestioning obedience. We understa_nd that it is not simply the fatherly care of
God that makes the figure or the family appropriate as. embracing him and his children, but
also the obligation of honor and obedience which
we, as his children, owe him. He says, "If I am
a father, where is my honor?" If it be true, as
sometimes said, that respect for parents in dying
out i.n this country, then patriotism will die out
and religion will die out. A firm but affectionate
family government, which really controls children, keeps them off the street and out of vicious
society, and which commands them to walk after
their parents in obedience to God, must be maintained or we are lost.
Selected by Lucy Lloyd.

ARMSTRONG, Kansas, Sept. 15th.
Dear Sisters in /he Lord:-Seeing so many
nice, encoutaging pieces in th·~ "Mother's Home
Column," I feel that I would like to pen you a
few thoughts. About three years ago, I was attacked with kidney disease, and when almmt
desponding over it, I felt that if I could move the
sympathy of God, I could be healed. I thought
upon whatT heard tl1e Spirit of God tell my
mother when she was· afflicted, which was "To
observe the Word of vVlsdom." But sometimes
it would seem to be such a great sacrifice that I
was afraid to undert_ake it, and at other times it
would seem to me that it was not great enough
to expeet to be healed through. But, at last, I
took the "Yoke upon_ me," and truly found the
bµrden lighter than I had expected. And through
thio. ~imple means l realized health and strength,
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er in prayer, especially in case of sickness, than
I ever could, if I had not kept it. And, although
I have been opposed for holding up this light,
especially by those who had received and borne
testimony to' it and then turned away from it;
yet I find that God's promises are true, and nothcan obliterate them. And I am afraid, dear sisters, unless more attention is paid to God's word
in this, the "Temporal salvation" of his people,
that many will be cut off when the destroying
angel is sent among the wicked. And now, as
many as have received the light of God's Spirit
on this matter, should be careful that it may not
be turned into darkness, for "behold, how great
is that darkness."
Your sister,
FRANCES EMMETT,
I HAVE often wondered if I could be of any
service if I should enter the "column,'' and the
only answer that presented itself was, "Try."
We live a long way from any Saints. I have not
seen one except my husband for two years; but
we are in hopes that in the near future rnme
Elder will come and break the bread of life to
the dying sons of men. We are trying to raise
our three little ones for the Lord, but it is very
discouraging when we think of their associates
at school; but with the help of God, and with
that only, we can teach them to "Be not overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good.
We have had a very good receipt for making
bread, and as the sister did not give her way of
making yeast, I will give you mine. Take one
cup mashed potatoes, one half cup flower, one
tablespoonful salt and one of sugar, water enough
to make a thin batter; stir in a little yeast to
start it; this will keep three days in warm weather
and two weeks in cold. I will close.
Your sister in Christ,
MAY.

CAMERON, Mo., August 17th.

Dear Sister F1'ances:-The Mothers' Home Column, is indeed, a source of great comfort and
encouragement to me, and I dont believe there is
anything printed in the Herald that is read by
the majority with as great satisfaction as it is.
My heart is ofLen made glad while reading it, for
I am satisfied that many things written in it have
heen inspired, and have been given for the benefit of the mothers and sisters in the church. But
sisters, if we do not remember the good advice
and wise counsel we have received, and profiit
hy it, the reading alone will not be of very great
benefit to us; for it is not what we read but what
we remember, and put into practice, that will be
the greatest benefit to us or any one else. There
is one thing that is, I fear, neglected by many
of the tired and over-worked mothers in the
church, which would prove a blessing to them
and their little ones also, that is, reading the Bible and Book of Mormon, also tbe Doctrine of
Covenants. I think that all who obey the gospel
in its fullness, should be able to give a reason
for the hope that Is within them ; and in- order to
leach their children they must study and seek
wisdom and understanding from God. We may
think we can not spend time to read when we
have so many houshold duties to perform, but I
think this is one of the duties that is quite as esiiential, and far more beneficial to ourselves and
10 others, than very !!lany things that are done
about the house which ti;ke hourg lo perform.
It has beei:t ¥aid, and I believe t1:wr,:i I~ ijOffie truth
i,p jt,, t)la,t if P.very per~ou wonld re8,d (a,nd medi"
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tate) one, half hour every day in the Bible, they
could not help being Christians. I do not believe any of us can read the word of God too
much, if we remember what we read; and how
much more good can be accomplished if we only
begin while young. The memory of the past
often brings with it many regrets. Now I can
partially realize what I have lost through neglecting to read the word of God while I was young,
instead of reading so much that was of no benefit whatever. May our kind Father give us wisdom, also an earnest desire to use the precious
moments which He gives us here, in that way
that will prove in the end, the greatest good to
all; is my prayer
G. F. SIMMONS.

~

The printed name on the colored label on your pa.
per gives the date to which your subscription has been
;iaid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

blessings unless we do our part first. We must
ourselves be wide awake, with willing hands to
do and prepare ourselves for life's actions.
Times are demanding this of us, young brothers
and sisters; therefore let us awake from our
slumbers, put on our coat of armor and work for
that which is good, and blessings will be 0 ur reward. I think it makes no difference how much
we ask the Lord to help us in life; unless we are
faithful to our work and put forth our greatest
efforts to do our share, we need not look for blessings; this the Lord will do, if we only prove
faithful to his commandments which are before
us.
Since I have been in school, I have taken the
Herald and the Hope most of the time, although I
am not taking the Hope at present. They have
been very welcome visitors to me, for I have not
heard any Saints' preaching since I have been in
school only through the Herald. 0 how my
heart longs to be with the Saints. I feel the
need of the prayers of the0Saints, that my brother and I may prove faithful to the end of our
lifes' work, so that it may be said of us, "well
done, thou good and faithful servants."
After so long a siege in school, I feel the need
of money, but however, I will send one dollar for
the benefit of the Zion's Hope, trusting that my
little mite wiil do much good toward the upbuilding of Zion. I feel glad that I have been
so saved from the wicked ways of this world and
hoping to meet you all beyond the vail.
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. W. MoxoN.

VALPARAISO, Ind., Sept. 12th.
Dear Friends of the Herald:-Many of us
might be stronger in the faith, if we would but
put forth a little more energy and have more
confidence in our own work. Sometimes I think
it is better to be this way than to be too fast with
our thoughts. It is best for us to consider well
before we act; but too many quench the Spirit,
which the Scripture says we should never do.
We all have a certain work to do; so let us rejoice in the good work of the Lord and battle
manfully oh for the right. We should feel
proud, if we ever do, to think and know that we
were ever led to know the truth in its purity;
CLEAR LAKE, Ind., Sept 27th.
also, that we may be able, if we will, to teach
Bro. 'Joseph: Prospe.cts are bright in this secand help others td do the right. Time is passing
tion. I am continually on the move. Have been
by very swiftly and we should not stop to comholding a series of meetings eight miles south of
plain, but work on with willing hands.
' Fremont, in an entire new place, and had large
My brother Cole and myself are the only two
and attentive audiences. You may expect goo(!
left of our family circle. Our parents both died
news from there ere long. Have appointments
when we were small boys, but well do I rememout for three different points this week. October
ber my parents before they joined the Latter
4th I am billed for Antwerp, Ohio, to hold forth
Day Saints church. What a change, I can not
till the r6th. Health gond; spirits ditto. On the
forget. We two boys have been thrown out into
19th inst. I preached a funeral sermon to an imthe world as it were, but we both joined the
mense crowd of people, including seven preachchurch before our parents died, and what the
ers. 0 dear, how they did squirm while I set
whole world might say, ought not and I believe
forth the hope of the Saints.
In bonds,
will not turn us against this good w•.Jrk AlB. v. SPRINGER.
though I have been seemingly still in the work
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sept. 22d.
of Christ, my thoughts have been greatly directDear Ilerald:-I have been a constant reader
ed toward the work I should do in the future.
of your pages since I united with the church
For the past six years my brother and I have
eighteen years ago. I then received the evidence
been working our own way through school. We
have been much discouraged at times, when we
from God that the Reorganization was a tree of
have had to work so very hard to gain an educaGod's own planting. I have received much intion. Both of us have been here at the Normal
struction from the Harald, and would not have
for about four years in all, inside of six years.
been able to learn God's will concerning his
children without it. And while I received so
'Ne have, and have had many friends while in
school, for which we are very thankful. Cole is
much spiritual food and instruction, I confess
that I as a standard bearer have been slothful in
now in Rock Island county, Ill., expects to teach
school there this winter. I expect to leave this
contributing to your pages.
\Vhen I united with the Church I received
place the 14th of this month, to Illinois also, but
I am undecided how long I will remain there.
such a testimony that, from that day until to-day
My object, while in school, has not been to see
there has not a doubt come in my mind, nor a
how high I could get in the line of education,
stumbling block in my path, and I could as easy
but it has been to prepare myself for usefulness
doubt my existence as to doubt the position that
in life; whatever my work may be in the future, ·we occupy as an organi,:ation. I ha,·e rejoiced
I desire to do that well and it not only be a credgreatly over some of the actiom of our last Genit to myself, but also to my fellow beings. I
eral Conference; in fact, to me, it was the best
think it the duty of every young person to fit
conference we ever held. Whereas (}od raised
himself for the life's work which is before hi\11.
the ~-nsign to all the w~;ld in 1830, it wa~ at the
V{e as I,~ttce~ :pay Saints must nqt e1'fect grt;at
1886 c~n:~~rf!nc~\; thatthose who wen·, ca1!P.<~ \o
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unfurl the blood stained banner of King Emanuel should take their stand either for or against
that which God had reveaved and established.
And as Bro. Joseph preached in r,egards the
watchmen seeing eye to eye, those who were on
high were lowered, and those in the low places
were raised; and my soul rejoices that now we
are more able to see eye to eye.
After conference I again met with the Saints
at St. Joseph, preached twice for them, was
pleased to see them so nicely established, and the
good Spirit that prevailed among them. I have
preached round about Zion as, best I could, with
some visible good results. By request went to
Armstrong, and there r ordained Bro. Joseph
Emmett to the office of an Elder. The Spirits'
promise is, that if he continued to be humble he
will be of excellent service in the army of the
Lord. Preached once for the Hedrickites upon
the Revelations which they reject. A good
spirit prevailed, and we trust that good will result. On the 3d I preached near Richmond, Ray
Co. I met Bro. Booker, Pres. of Central Missouri District, who took me with his tean! to
Wakanda. Stayed there nine days and preached
eleven times. During these meetings the speaker as well as hearers were bless.ed; and some not
of the fold were brought nigh unto the kingdom,
so that they were able to see and comprehend
the truth. While there we had invitations to
.;ther places, which we will try and comply with
in the future. We consented to return in three
weeks. We went to Norborne and made partial
arrangements for meetings there in a future day.
It is a new field. There has been no preaching
there except the funeral sermon by Bro. Luff. I
also visited the Saints at Carrolton. There are
some good people there who have it in their
hearts to do right and keep all the commandments of God except one; St. John 13: 34. I
then went to Moberly and visited with my brother. He belongs to the Lutheran Church. Last
Sunday I preached forthe Saints in Kansas City.
There are but few Saints there, but they are getting along very well, have a nice little church
house of their own in which they have preaching every Sabbath. Every thing seems to move
along pleasantly in Zion, arid that makes us rejoice.
In bonds,
F. C. W' ARNKEY.

a number are interested in our claims, and are
investigating them. We look for more to be
added to our branch soon. The future outlook
for our cause seems bright here, and we are becoming better known. The Expositor is a great
help to us and is advertising us wonderfully. It
draws many to our meetings, where they learn
the difference between truth and error. Our
field in this city is large, and we are in great hopes
of yet making an honorable showing of labor
done and fruit gathered. May God bless every
effort made for the advancement of his glorious
cause.
Yours in bonds,
GEO. S. LINCOLN.
TEHICHIPA, Cal., Sept. 17th.
Dear Brother Iteman:-If you, or any others in
this mission, can find time to stop at this place,
you will find a welcome with me. If you will
send me a card we will meet you at the depot,
and will try to get a place for you to preach.
The gospel has never been preached at this
place to knowledge of any one living here.
There was a Methodist preacher who has been
holding forth until within the past two months;
he could get no converts (or convicts) and no
congregation, except a few women. and small
children ; he got discouraged and quit. We have
a very good climate here and good land; the
amount of grain raised here this year was about
r,200 pounds, and of hay 3 ooo pounds per acre.
Your brother in the one faith,
M. HAWLEY.

LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 23d.
Editor's Herald:-Bro. Duncan Campbell, of
Pleasanton, Iowa, has been doing good service
for the cause this summer, in the regions round
about his home. He has experienced no difficulty in finding plenty of work to do, and people
who would listen to the word of life. And in
addition thereto he has witnessed with pleasure
such an increasing demand for the preaching of
the word, that he was, and is, by himself, unable
to supply it. Some have thought the restricting
of missionaries to a smaller. range of territory to
be one of the dangerous innovations ot latter
times. I do not so regard it. In this case, at
leasf, it has worked well, and we have strong
reasons for believing that Bro. Campbell has accomplished more good with much less expense
SAN FRANcrsco, Cal., Sept. 22d.
than had he traveled over a wide range of terriBro. W. W. Blair: \Ve are doing quite well in
tory. In his labors he has certainly been blessed
our city. l had the honor of baptizing three last
of. God.
Sunday, the first I have led into the water. In
I'.riday, September roth, found me at the "Rethe evening, with the assistance of Elders Wilger Springs House," in Mercer county, Missouri,
liam Potter and Charles a Parkin, we confirmed
and three miles from Lineville, Iowa, in compathem members of the church. The Spirit was
ny wi.th brethren Campbell and Greer. Brother
present in power, especially while our hands were
Campbell had previously received an invitation
upon the head of G~orge T. Andrews, son of our , from the "Higgins BrotherR," proprietors of the
departed brother. T. ]. Andrews; and we could
hotel, to hold meetings in the grove near by the
feel its sweet, hallowed influence burning within
hotel and springs. He had also made arrangeus, while choice blessings were being pronounced
ments to begin at this time at four p.m. I spoke
upon him, and his future work being foretold by
a short time to a small congregation. \Ve soon
the Spirit, by the mouth of Elder Parkin. Oh,
learn.eel that the meetings had not been well adhow we love this latter day work while the Spirvertised, and that the people were busy putting
it of God is upon us; and how we praise his name
in wheat. The next day at ro: 30 a.m., brother
for the many times- he has witneRsed unto- us that
Campbell spoke to a very few, on the principle
we are st.ill his children and our works accepted
of love, as set forth by the Great Teacher. His
by him.
remarks were- timely and good.
We are gro>ving more united .in our branch,
On Sunday we held two services, at ro: 30 a.
enjoy more of the Spirit than ever, and the memm .. and 5: 30 p.m. The attendance was very fair,
bers seem more willing to take hold and .do their
and the interest good. A.s Bro. Campbell's voice
flut!, gµr nieetin~s are well att~nded, and qi.lite
i~ not well ~(laptect tg ~peakin~ !)1 !11e ope~ ~iri

.·
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it fell to my lot to fill both appointments.

The
Lord was with us, fulfilling his promises, and we
all felt to rejoice. We left two appointments for
Sunday, September r9th.
From the next Tuesday till over Friday, we
held evening meetings in the town of Pleasanton,
headquarters of the Pleasanton branch. The attendance was small; many of the surroundings
somewhat untoward, and some things whiCh had
to be met and coped with-peculiar and strong!
How pleasant it would be ( ?) if we were required
only to preach that which pleases the Saints and
the world! \Vhen we wanted to talk aboutpmctical duty, which, by the way, is pretty certain to
hit somebody, why we could just "preach against
the Jews, they haven't got a friend in town!"
Dear Saints, let us so live that when the grand
provisions of God's word, which require ~wrk
and sacrifice at the hands of all his people, (not
the ministry alone, for God's ways are equal),
are presented to us, our souls will not want to
rise up in rebellion against them. Feeling well
towards the Pleasanton Saints, and trying to
comprehend the situation as well as we could, we
felt ·satisfied with the work done, and thankful
to God for another valuable experience in favor
of the work. If we labor alone for the glory of
God and the salvation of the people, we labor ~ot
in vain; and he who does this, does only what is
common duty of all who have been called into
the ministry of Jes us Christ.
Sunday found Bro. Wm. Anderson and wife,
Greer and wife, Bro. James Anderson, Owen
Hall (a kind friend), Sr. Nellie Hall and myself,
at the "Mineral Springs," ready to worship God
in the grove, arid fulfill our engagement as the
Lord might give us strength. We drove three
teams a distance of eleven or twelve miles, and
with one exception, reach~d the Springs in good
time for the eleven o'clock service. The attendance was good, interest splendid, and more than
ordinary liberty was enjoyed in presenting the
word. The interest created by these few meetings is more than I ~hall attempt to describe. It
was hard to get away from the people. It is
well, that in the midst of' this hard struggle
against darkness and sin, we enjoy seasons of
deliverance, liberty and power. Though they
last but for a short time, they are sufficient for
this probationary state, and they serve to cheer
and rest our tried spirits, leave us without excuse
before God for not properly caring for his work.
They also tend to confirm the divinity of the
work in the minds of others, and if we struggle
on faithfully to the end, we shall be permitted to
enter into an uninterrupted enjoyment of neverending bliss.
Bro. Greer worked with us in all these meetings, taking active charge_ of the singing, and was
blessed in his labors. The last meetings held on
these grounds were opened and closed by Bro.
\Vm. Anderson, :ind the good Spirit was with
him. The proprietors, together with the owner
of the house and springs, treated us kindly from
beginning to end.
From what was seen, heard and felt, there can
be no doubt but what the word spoken was generally well received. And we have this consolation, that no prestige was gained, or favor sec•.ired, by shunning to '·declare all the counsel of
God." We felt that we needed, and therefore
sought, the Master's help, that we might be able
~°; 1j~yj11n1 the Aospyl in its b<';~~\t{ ang .pljl-inne9&
1
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Allow me to express an opinion concerning an
acticle in a late Herald-I mean the one under
the caption of "May the Seventy's Preside." In
my opinion the writer h.as shown himself to be
equal to his task, and has manifested a careful
and impartial study of the revelations of God
relating to the varied duties of the ministry of
the Church of Jesus Christ.
Yours for the establishment and spread of the
truth.
JosEPH R. LAMBERT.
CooKs PoINT, Texas, Sept. 17th.
Dear Herald:-Since last writing you, I have
labored in Robertson, Brazos, Burleson, Bell,
McLellan, Lampasas and Burnett counties. The
result is, fourteen more were added to our Master's kingdom. All are heads of families. Opposition is strong in some places. We may .have
to test our grounds in some places before iong.
The religious priests are doing all they can to
stop the monster (Mormonism) as they call it,
but have failed to do so. In some places the
spirit of mobocracy runs high, it being encouraged by the hired priests, who are warning the
people against us. The Lord has blest me with
strength to stop some of their mouths, and others
would share the same fate, if I could get close
enough to them; but catching is before hanging.
Our quarterly conference came off the 11th and
12th inst., and truly we were all blessed of the
Master; the good Spirit bearing witness with
our spirits that we are the children of God. Yes,
it was with us ln our business meetings, preaching and prayer meetings; all were good. Reports from brethren Hyde and Robinson were
encouraging. Never was the work more promising than now. In many parts of this mission
the branches that I have been with are in good
condition. I am now getting ready to visit the
Saints in the southern part of Texas. Bro. J. A.
Currie, jun., will go with me. He is a young
man, but full of the Spirit of Christ, and is an
able defender of the truth, which was proved a
short time ago while in Bell county,-a Rev. Mr.
Sewell 6£ the Christian order, made a public attack on the doctrine of Christ, no doubt thinking
he could have his own way; but thanks be to
God, Johnnie was armed with the wcrd of God,
backed up with the Holy Spirit, and the victory
was a complete one in favor of truth.
Brother Hyde is gone north to look after the
work there. He is a faithful man; God bless
him, is my prayer. Bro. Robinson is a wideawake Elder, and is doing good work, preparing
the way for others. Bro. S. P. Sherrill is also
waking up some of Babylon's daughters. God
bless you, Bro. Sherrill, go on. Brethren J. W.
and J. A. Currie, jr., have been teaching the elementary principles of vocal music in Bell county,
through July and August. They have removed
a great deal of prejudice. I believe vocal music
is a grand auxilliary to the work, and the opening up the way for the preaching of the truth.
We are now trying to raise means for the purchasing of a tent, to be used in the South \Vestern Mission, for the pµrpose of preaching the
gospel. I am satiofied that it will be the means
of our reaching cities and towns, that we can not
reach otherwise; because we have no houses to
preach in. I suggested this enterprise at our last
conference, and I am glaq to $:J.Y it met with univenial apprAval. MyQelf l!i1d I\rq. Wm, Sherrill
a,ppointPd a sommittPP to sr:!idt m0qn·i;, ancl
"
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make the purchase of said tent. All Saints, who
are interested in this great work, an.d who feel jn
their hearts to aid us in fhiS enterprise, will correspond with ei.ther of the above named committ~e, at Cooks Point, Burleson county, Texas.
Come Saints, one and all, and give us your help,
and God will bless us all. '.J'here is now subbcribed $57.50. This was raised on the conference grounds. I am glad to see the work of God
increasing. I am as ever, yours in bonds,
I. N. ROBERTS.
AMITY, Mo., Sept. 6th.
'Dear Herald:-The brother referred to in September 4ib number as not believing my statement
that Jesus, nor an apostle ever kept the Sabbath
better than other days, or his thinking, "that both
Jes us and the disciples did keep the Sabbath, and
that a failure to have done so would have been a
violation of the sanctity of God's command,'' is
no evidence that I was wrong. ,And I hope that
none will accept of my belief or his, as doctrine,
unless it is substantiated by "the law and the testimony." Able ministers of the Seventh-day faith
have so far failed to disprove my position, and I
think the brother will also fail, for I have three
books to bring ·as evidence accepted by him, and
only one with the Seventh-day friends. Circumstances have caused me to give the matter in
question very cateful and prayerful consideration.
I doubt not your statement in regard to his ability
in matters that he.has searched out; but to my
mind it certainly shows want of scriptural research when he claims also that "the Jaw of Moses,
including circumcision, did not cease to Jie in
force till Jes1.1's was crucified," when Jesus, quoting from the law, positively in effect, forbids its
observance, (see Malt. 5: 38-48); and why? Because of its imperfection, having beefi received
under the Levitical Priesthood, (Heb. 7: II). And
Jesus, being sent a great High Priest, at once condemns that Jaw, "finding fault with them,'' and
proceeds to change it, giving a perfect law instead
thereof, telling them to be perfect even as God
was perfect. "For the priesthood being changed,
there is made of necessity a change also of the
law." (Heb. 7: 12). Matthew, chapter 5, tells us
wizen this law was changed. \Vere both the imperfect and the perfect law in force from that
time? If so, they could serve two masters.
That "the perfect law" was in force from that
time is evident from the fact that an imperfect
law could never enable them to become perfect,
as Jesus exhorted them. Again; Christ's law,
then given, "shall judge them in the last day."-·
(John 12: 48.) In another place he forbids observance of Moses' law, and enjoins upon the
Pharisees the better law, that which was "from
the beginning." He says that, because of the
hardness of their hearts, Moses gave them such a
law. (Matt. 19: 3-9).
The brother's next claim that Jesus said,
"Wherefore, it is lawful to do well on the Sabbath
day," did not mean that the law was no longer
in force, but only gave a proper definition of its
design, and confirmed its binding authority, is
also unscriptural; for its design is made so plain
in the law that it will admit of no other definition,
"·In it thou shalt not do any work." Sons,
daughters, servants, strangers, nor cattle. (Ex.
20: [), +o), They must do all their work in six
days. ''\\'hoever doeth any work jµ the Sabb41th
fla,r shall RPfr]y be p1Jt t() ifoath!l ~tf1f· 3+: ~§).

For gathering sticks (no doubt to kindle a fire)
they were put to death. (Num. 15: 32).
We have shown there was a change rnade in
the law-this was not .only in the judgments, but
also in the constitutional law, which said, "Thou
shalt not kill; but I say unto you," &c. Read
the change made in Matthew, chapter 5, &c.
"Tho·u shalt not commit adultery; but I say unto
you," &c. This is another and a higher law.
We have no account of all Jesus' teachings
here: If he quoted the old time saying-"keep
the Sabbath holy"-no doubt he said, "Keep every
day holy-do good on every day, and evil on
none." Hence he tells them, when continually
harrassing him for working on the Sabbath, that
he was Lord also of the Sabbath day, (Matt. 12: 8;
Mark 2: 28; Luke 6: 5), that he gave them that
day, was ruler of that day, and had the right to
work upon that day. If he "confinned its binding authority," why did he work that day, and
"break the .Sabbath"? (John 5: 17, 18). The
tiuth is, that law ended with Christ's ministry.
Jesus said he came to fulfill the law. Therefore
it hath an end. (Book of Mormon, page 451).
'Vhy did it end? Because J e8us came to fulfill
it. \Vhen was that time? When he first began
his ministry. (Matt. 5: r7). "The law that was
given to Moses hath an end in me; bel10ld, I am
the law and the light." (Book of Mormon, 45).
When did Moses' law ha,-e an end in him and
he become the law and the light? As soon as
he came to fulfill and give a better law. He was
then the light. (John 1: 4). Hence he tells them,
"The law and the prophets were until John; [not
after that]; since that time the kingdom of God is
!;reached and all men press into it."-Luke 16 :16.
Jesus was from that time, the "law and the
light,''-or the gospel of the Kingdom was. Compare this with Book of Covenants, 83: 4, where it
says that the lesser Priesthood and the Law of
Carnal Commandments (Moses' Jaw), continued
among the children of Israel ·till John, whom
God raioed up, and was ordained by an angel to
overthrow the kingdom of the Jews, and to make
straight the way of the Lord. This does not
mean the temporal kingdom, for that was already
overthrown by the Romans, but their priestly
authority which had remained amongst them, to
minister the law. And this overthrow and "di§,
annulling of the commandment going before,
for the weakness and unprofitableness thereof,''
(Heb. 7: 18), was before, and to prepare them for
Jes us' ministry. See the beautiful harmony of
the three books-witnesses. See also Gal. 3: I9
-29, where the law was only until Christ. As
soon as "the faith" had come, they were no longer under that Jaw. Faith was had in him by
John the baptist, and others with him. Paul said
the ministration of the law written and engraven
in stones gave way to the gospel ministration.
(2d Cor. 3: 7-12). Two such antagonistic laws
could not exist together.
I would not detract from the glory of Moses or
his law-that first covenant-but it "waxed old,"
decayed, and "vanished away" before the surpassing beauty, grandeur, and glory of the ministration of righteousness as presented in the first
serm9n of the Great Mediator of the New Covenant; and it will take more· than the opinion of
any man, let j1im be ever so able, to move me
from this faith. With respect for the belief of
all, J remain JOU~ brpt)l.er and CO•Jaborer in the,
15ospell
. '
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SERMON BY PRES.

J.

SMITH,

OF LAMONI, IOWA,

Delivered at the Saints' Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April 11th, 1886.
[Ueported for the Herald and prepared by the Editor].

I HA VE chosen as a theme this morning,
one in the interest of which we all have a
part. One that in its reach is wide, and in
its significance, sooner or later, of infinite
importance to us, as your speaker regards
it. One of much controversy. One upon
which various conclusions have been reached by different individuals and classes of
individuals. And while presenting the
thoughts that shall be presented to your
speaker concerning this subject, it ought to
be understood, and I presume will be, that
no personal reflections are intended, and
that no invidious comparisons are to he
supposed. It happens that in the discussion of any and all mooted questions upon
which differences of opinion exist that are
widely apart, more or less of those who
discuss them and who listen to the discussion of them, are so constituted that their
feelings lie near the surface; and we are
largely creatures of emotion, and frequently mistake sentiment for the decisions of
the judgment. While your speaker would
not be willing to risk his salvation upon a
religion of sentiment onlf, he is not willing to risk his salvation upon a religion
of judgment pnly; but that in all vital
questions affecting human destinies, the
relation between sentiment and judgment,
or what is known as the.results of conscientious reasoning from acknowledged
bases, is and should be so.intimate, that there
could not be a divergence bPtween them
in any individual which should long remain unsettled, so far as his religious convictions are concerned: for he who created
man has created like~ise his physical nature, and has commanded his spiritual nature; the same has fixed the realms of
reason in which man can safely operate,
and himself has set the secret springs from
which arise the sentirnent, and the whole
being conjoined together must ultimately
answer to its creator. One of the difficulties that your ;;peaker labored under in an
early day of his life, was precisely that under which many a man is laboring now,
and that was the·endeavor to separate the
spiritual from the physical man in a religious s1·nse, by which th.e two should stand
identified, apart, separate nnd distinct the
one from the other, and make the one serve
God, and let the other serve the devil, or
human interests only.
It seemed to him then, and it seems to
him now, after years of such deliberation
and consideration as he has been able to
give to the subject, whether those years be
poor or rich in their labor or fruit, that
one mistake which the world is making
to-day, and one that largely affects all

f't~sse~
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keep up this supposed identification of the
two natures of man, separately the one
from the other; with his spiritual nature
to serve God unto sa'lvation, and with the
flesh, or with the physical man still continue his condition in the world and serve
the interests of the world alone. It has
also seemed to him that somewhere in
creation, at all events somewhere in the
designs of the Almighty, at the time of
the creation or since the creation, there
should have been some means devised by
which there could have been brought to
bear upon human hearts such an influence
that the whole nature of man might be
involved in the controversy, and the being
prepared to serve God faithfully, in hfa
spiritual and in his physical nature conjoined in one. That both might be made
to serve Goel if God's service was demanded of the individual, and through this service there might be complete emancipation ultimately from the laws under which
the spiritual nature of man has been compelled to serve in this probationary state,
and afford the individual a triumph which
should give both satisfaction, peace and
glory. I may be told that this means has
been ac,:orded unto man in Christ. If it
be permissable for me to grant the statement that it is in Christ that this rneans is
found, there remains the question as to how
this means may he made to affect the individual. I beiieve that when this statement is made, it involves the whole ground
of controversy, the whole ground of religious controversy between what we have
called classeq of religionists to-day. We
all agree that Christ may be the means
which has been instituted ()f God, so far
as an individual personating that means or
that influence by which this reconciliation
of these two natures that may be found in
man is to be brought to pass, is concerned.
j\ncl once when an individual charged upon this body in open attack before a ministers' assembly, one of the reasons why
he made objection to what was called
Mormonism, was because that it did not
have any Christ in it, or did not base the
salvation of the human family upon faith
in Christ, it was successfully answered by
one of the representatives of ~this body,
also publicly, and shown distinctively, that
so far as Christ was concerned, .we were
not onlv wheeled into line with all Christians so· far as the salvation of the human
family could be possihl y effected by Christ;
but that' there was such a joint relation between the three books which had been accepted by the church, that Christ was
found, not only as the underlying base upon which human destinies might rest individualised in the mind, but that the idea
of Christ was absolutely crystalizecl, and
made the center and circumference of this
system of religion. But when this is done
it does not end the controversy, because
there remains the question as to the application of the remedy. You may have ten
thousand time~ ten thousand remedies for
a disease that I may be affected by; but
before those remedies or an.v one of them
shall be made efficacious to r~lieve from the
influence of that disease, those remedies,
~9iw~ ?i1~ 9~ ~hrmi m1~~t j:J~ 9roµ~ht to

or

bear upon me in such a way that the disease itself is reached, or that the dormant
energies which have been destroyed by
the action of that disease operating upon
my system shall be aroused, and the disease thrown off. You mav serve me with
physicians until I can sc~rcel y breathe;
they may carry medicine chests until they
groan with the weight of them, and I may
die of that disease which is afHicting me unless by reason of some wisdom within these,
or by s0me philosophy which has been
taught in the systems which they practice,
they can reach the disease which I am suffering under. This sin-sick world is surrounded partially with a great many spiritual doctors, and they are absolutely loaded
down with remedies for the disease which
is ;1ffiicting this sin-cursed world, and they
are quarreling about the application of tl~e
remedies which they have, and all are respectable when they are for the accomplishment of the end had in view; and we
are engaged in the quarrel too.
I present you this morning the subject
of discussion and of these thoughts in two
words. I might have added a third one,
and possibly shall do before the examination is concluded. Those two words simply
are, The Church. I ask the question,
W"hat is it? Who can tell? If it is to be
answered from one stand point, it is this:
It is a mythical, invisible, and yet concreted
force in existence, which is to accomplish
something for the human race, and under
the operation of which individuals are
brought into relationship with each other,
both here and hereafter; here in a conflict
between the influences of sin, the disahiEty
of man, weakness physical and spirituai;
in the day which is to come, the hereafter,
in a state of absolute beatification or glorification, in which the individual shall not
only be free from contact with these things
which now degra¢le and destroy, but shall
absolutely come into such a condition, that
they will not and can not affect them, provided they were present with them. I
may possibly have overdone th,at statement; but if you will take the whole history of this religious controversy from the
very first, you will discover th:it that mu~t
have been one of the underlying reasons,
one of the underlying principles llpon
which the church ha~ 'hcen ever ba~cd.
I am not disposed to quarrel about technicalities with any man; yet it must be
conceded that with everything which we
can possibly have and enjoy, thcr~ is a
principle within itself; and if we can but
get at the central figure, or the central
thought or principle, we may disabuse ourselves of all the superfluities which men
may put upon that· principle.
We may strip it of all the verbiage with
which it has been covered; we may strip
it of every particle of dust which it has
gathered from the ages in which the principle m:.y have been before the world or
recognized among men; and yet if we answer the question from one stand-ooint,
we must answer it this way :-It is
an organization in which this particular
principle named as an underlying force
may be made manife~t and developed,
That wf\1111 tht rrinci~l~ iey ma~if,~st~d,
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all flesh that there should be given power
developed, individurtls shall be permitted
to pass into connection with this organiza- by which it could be redeemed just the
tion, that they may have this influence at same as was this one. Or to place it in
work upon them; and that when this shall · another form, if there is' to ~be a redemphave been done, it shall work out for tion from the grave of that which has been
them just what has been designed in the for and to man, the physical body, it must
sending of Christ as the means, and the be granted unto man through this meschurch as the instrument adopted by senger Jesus Christ, and that by reason of
Christ in which he proposes to make this the power which had sent him, and it
application unto the souls of men. I be- must be available unto all men.
lieve the latter answer is the true one. I
The fourth reason-and I will try and
will give you some of the reasons why. not elaborate at too great a length- is that
When Christ came as the extraordinary when Christ came he came to wage war
ambassador from God, he made the state: against an invisible enemy that "be recogment to those unto whom he presented nized was at work in the world. And that
himself, that he came there to do. his Mas- in this conflict he was endowed with exter's work, that work which the Father traordinary powers. Upon him rested the
had assigned him to do. The very ex- generalship of the entire forces both of napression work, and Christ's connection ture and that were known to men, and of
with work, intimates that there should be those forces of the Almighty, not known
organized effort at work, because that the to man, over which man had no power.
individual himself traversing the earth as If all the powers of redemption, or the
a man could by no possibility affect as an powers of conflict had been confided to
individual all them that were supposed to man as man, then there had been no necbe affected by him in doing this work essity for such a mission as that which Jewhich he had been commissioned to do, sus was sent upon. If there were no powconsequently it became absolutely neces- ers which could not possibly be made subsary for the development and accomp'ish- ject to them, that is over which they may
ment of that work which he was sent to have had control, and they have redeemed
do, that he institute a means, or secure in- themselves virtually, then there would
struments to go out unto the accomplish- have been no necessity for sending Christ,
ment of the end for which he was sent. and the whole theory which has been
Second, that it must have been known to builded upon Christ would have vanished
this individuai when he came as this ex- away. In a recognition of this fact we see
traordinary messenger, that there had been the necessity for the church as an arena in
instruments chosen or preordained; not which the conflict may be made by associusing the wore preordained to signify that ated individuals against these powers of
which was predestinated; and that in these evil, through delegated powers from him
instruments which had been so preordain- who was made this messenger, and as a
ed by the divine econo.my which had sent consequence we have the secret underlyhim, there should be invested power to ing principle, the point recognized everybind the individual who had been selected where, the priesthood. Your speaker beas the messenger for its development. lieves, and he does not state his view beYou can not present Christ, and the cause he wants any individual member to
church in connection with !=brist, without be compromised by the statement, that it
presenting the power by which he shall was for this express purpose that Jesus
accomplish his work, the means derived Christ was constituted a Priest after the
from his Father, or Jehovah who sent order of Melchisedec forever, that it was
him. You can not preach an ag·ent of any delegated to him by his Father who is in
organization, of ~ny power with which heaven, and that he will answer for it at
you are acquainted, without preaching the the end of the resurrection, when he shall
power, that principle which sent the stand by in the great judgment day, and
agent.
certify that such and such pen;ons were
The third reason is this: That when received by him out of the world by reathis messenger came,· ht'! came acknowledg- son. of thei.r previous belief and trust in
ing that he was sent to accomplish a work him, and through faithful servitude are
;igainst a power which was in the werld fitted and prepared as acknowledged by
which it was intended to destrov. He him to receive just what the Father had
came for the purpose of overcoming and promised to those redeemed-everlasting
destroying him who had the power of life.
death. If this had only been for a physiHaving reached so far in the controvercal death, or for the ''ccomplishment of the sy, making the inquiry as to what the
redemption of man from the physical death, church is, let me call your attention unto
it was wrought upon all men without what must have struck some of you in the
effort upon their part; and the very fact" days of the past as it bas struck me, and
that Jesus Christ as this royal messenger that is that when Christ came teaching, he
from God took upon himself a body that should have selected individuals for the
was subject to death, and by the influence accomplishment of the will which may be
of the power which had commissioned him said to be his will, and they thus chosen
so wrought while he was in the possession were to consider himself as the commisof that body, that he received power from sioner sent of God, and that his power was
that individual, or from the forces which delegated to him. I'will give you my idea
sent him, to take that body from the grave, in a quotation I think found in the seventh
is indicative oft he fact that he must neces- 1 of Matthew-it may be in the seventh of
sarily make this redemption applicable to all j T0;1n. It don't matter, you will recognize
fle~h ~ '.!!1d pot only that, but it indicates tq · "it, an~ if it is <::hallenged Vl{e ".;ill find it~

"He only hath !ife in himself, and he hath
given this life unto his son, and unto as
many as his son may give it." In other
words, this eternal life is in God, and that
it is in his Christ by having been given
unto him, and delegated by him unto
whomsoever the Son will; and there is no
promise that this eternal life shall be given
unto any except those who .shall believe
in him. That is the promise. This gift
of eternal life unto those who shall believe
in him is spoken of in the New Testament
Scriptures in this way: "Unto them who
received him gave he power to become
the sons of God." This shows the precise
gift. The apostle recognizes the same
principle when he makes the declaration:
"Unto whomsoever ye yield yourselves to
obey, his servants ye become." The gift,
or "wages of sin is death; the gift of God
is eternal life."
I acknowledge Christ as the center. He
is the means by which God designs to regenerate the human family. In this effort
to reconcile, or bring out the unity between
the spiritual and the physical man, I also
recognize that the instrumentality which
is in Christ, must have been fitted for the
acco·mplishment of this design. And if
we recognise the church, we discover it
certified to in the statement, "there were
added to the church daily such as should
be saved."
The church then is made tbe arena, one
of the instruments through which the salvation of tbe children of men is effected.
I presume there is not a single man before
me that would dispute that thought in theory. I presume that all would acknowledge that principle existing as a part of
the idea, and recognize it as a principle.
If that he true, why is it, I ask it in the
expectation that every person will answer
it to himself if he can, why is it that it is
not perfectly practicable that individuals
are justified while they recognize that principle. I notice still further, if the instrumentality was appoiuted has been and still
is in Christ, will it not be such as shall be
recognized of him, first, last, and all the
time, as his church. Think, and think
closely before you answer that question
even to yourselves; for let me warn you
that it is a question asked for the purpose
of entangling you, I give you warning beforehand. Just as soon as you answer this
question affirmatively, right upon the footprints of that answer must come the question in, vVhere is that church? If you
answer me that it exists in the world in
an unorganized or chaotic condition, you
answer me that God is not a God of order.
You disannul the proposition that the first
law of heaven is order. You can not find
a single exception to this rule in any of the
acknowledged creations of the Almighty,
from the formation of the lichen unto the
highest tree that points heavenward; from
the smallest to the grandest; from the
grain of sand to the earth itself, you will
find all things completely in order, and
compacted by order; and just as soon as
you make a conclusion in your own mind,,
that the church, the instrument which is in
Christ for the redemption of man, is in a
chaotic and unorganized condition, yqu d""
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stray at once that attribute of the Almighty which he has fixed upon all his creations, that is absolute in its nature, complete order, and organization.
This difficulty has met me all the years
of my life. I would years and years ago
have fain believed that every man and
every woman who by reason of that underlying instinct, or what is called intuition,
or by the decision of his own judgment
and reason, should have chosen to do that
which Was good to his fellow men, should
have been given indisputably a passport ii:to the gates of glory, if I could have so believed! I tried, and tried to believe it.
But just as soon as I started to follow out
this particular thought, I was met at the
threshold by difficulties which it; seemed
impossible for me to surmount. I could
not conceive of the idea; that the creator
of all things, who had so infused into all
his creations this inter-dependent relation
of order and organization, th~s inter-deoendent relation, this co-existence of all
things, should have left the spiritual realm
unmarked by order. If this attribute did
not exist, my confidence was destroyed in
his power to redeem me. Hence it became
a matter of personal interest to me, it became a matter of such oersonal interest to
me, it was absolutely' necessary that I
should somewhere recognize that there
harl been something devised of God in
which this attribute should be completely
developed, manifested unto the children of
men, for the absolute purpose of redeeming
them from their sin-cursed condition. It
seemed to me that there should have been
something devised upon which every man
should have the power as well as the liberty
to define what the basis of his actions
should be concerning his service.·
In connection with this thought is this,
that this instrumentality to be chosen of God
should be of such a character that when it
should be in existence it should .be recognized of Christ, and that the manifestations of
his recognition should be within the body
called the church. Without ·an organization these manifestations are not to be
found. Without an organization recognized of Christ in such a visible manner
that the individuals of Christ's church, this
great instrument for the accomplishment
of this design, sh:ill be permitted to identify
themselves with Christ, identify themselves
with the church, with such a conscious understanding of their relationship with the
churcn and with Christ, as to he assured
that they, if they continue to abide with
him, shall be permitted to enter into all
that is promised in the gift of God in giving Christ unto the world in all its completeness according to t.he order or rule in
the places, or place, or conditions into
which these men are tending. There is
~10t one person, I do not care what his
religious faith, nor what denomination be
represents or with which he is associated;
I think I am perfectly safe in making tbe
assertion, that there is not one but when he.
thinks of heaven, thinks of a condition, or
a place, in which absolute order and power
are manifest; where there is organization;
and the very heart that sings the song in

~pi~n

Hw an~~Hs host~ ~rn P~medl r~soa·

nizes those hosts as beings subject unto
some power by which they are created or
permitted to exist as angels. And the idea
of a place or condition, with a chaotic
mass of identities without order and
without organization is a thing of which
man's brain is not susceptible of taking
cognizance. Angels, archangels and seraphim, are found in methodical arrangement in the statements of the Old Testament Scriptures. All the grandeur with
which the Jewish Scriptures have been invested, clothes the grand occupants of these
heavenly regions with order; all of them
are named and have a vocation when they
are named, and are place<l in ~he completest system of the nicest order of the grandest relation and inter-relation that can
possibly exist between organized beings.
Just by so much as these individuals bear
a distinct relation to the power which controls them, by just so much are they manifestations of that control and that order
and that power which must be found in
the church, which is the means of redemption, or the instrument by which God proposes through Christ to effect the redemption of the human race.
If it be a fact that angels are to have
wings, and if I am to become an angel,
and there is no means given me by which
1 may develop wings, I will never be an
angel. If angels do not have wings, but
are created angels because of service by
which they ?.pprove themselves unto him
who has the power to make them angels,
then if there is no means by which they
may be fitted to enter into that condition
in which we suppose the angels are, then
neither you nor I will ever become angels.
I see that in the church which is something
more than it seems to me some others
have seen. For I can not recognize them
only as man-made institutions, and then
believe that God who is the author and
the finisher of uur faith shall be compelled
to respect the service of indidduals in
these associations by virtue of which they
claim relationship with him. Unless he
shall have given them the opportunity of
entering into relationship with him by this
means I can not believe that he is bound
by it. Mankind will perhaps be the better
that they have entered into relation with
these organizations, have commended
themselves unto the Father to be received
by him; but whe\1, we come to use the
term, .The Church, it does not have the
idea of the church in heaven. When we
use .the expre~sion, Family of God in
earth, we recognize the body which is in
relationship with God, by whatever means
they may have put themselves in relation
with him.
But when we use the term
The Church we mean something, ar.d that
is this: something with which we may
have an intimate relationship in the flesh.
When we use the words, The Church, in
connection with the statement, "There
were added to the church daily su,ch as
should be saved," we carry the inference
and the conclusion at once, that,it was a
church here existing among men that was
recognized of Christ. Paul the apostle
recognizes this when in the fifth of Galatiari~ if µiy memor1 ~ety~~ m<r ri~ht~ fly

makes this statement, that Christ proposed
to sanctify and cleanse the church, and
present it unto himself without spot or
wrinkle, a perfect church. This Christ
proposed to accomplish, and present the
church unto himself, but I can not possibly
read that "the churches." I do not know
that I can understand the <ipostle Paul
when he presents a difficulty out of which
he merges by making the statement, that
God was in Christ reconciling the world
unto himself; but I have never been able
and can not now reconcile to my consciousness the idea that God was in Christ
endeavoring to reconcile himself unto the
world. And it must be thus; for I can
not use the words "the churches," making
them plural, and consider all the various
organizations so called churches of Christ,
as being the church of Christ, so diverse
and dissimilar are they.
I present the thought here, and inject
it for the purpose of the argument, and
that is this: There has been a controversy
in the world as before named, between the
church and individuals.
There al ways
have been persons that have come into the
church and have gone out of the church,
some for one reason and some for another.
Every act of dismemberment on the part
of the church has been laid at the door of
bigotry and intolerance and superstition.
I have yet to learn that any man who has
gone out of the church because of a difference of opinion between himself and the
church, has ever been charged with intolerance, bigotry or superstition. I want
to ask you the question, vVhy is it that
in every act of expulsion, every act
of dismemberment, every act by which
a' man has been dismembered from
the church or body of Christ, from the
days of Paul clear down to now, such person expelled has turned around and charged upon the body of assembled believers
that they have been persecuting him, or
that they have been filled with intolerance, or th::it their expulsion of him is very
bigoted or superstitious. The body was
simply unable to reconcile itself to the
member's belief, and he has gone out. If
this is true, I want to <isk you it the principle is not the same whc>n it is set forth
in the mind of the individual who comes
out of the church heciu;;e he can not stand
with the church by reason of a difforence
of belief between them, as well as it 1ies
in the charge against the body politic who
can not walk with the inc}ividual. vVhere
is the difference? For instance, take those
people who ceased to follow after Christ;
take those individuals who forsook Paul
in Asia; take those individuals who are
named by him as going out from them,
take them. The question of belief which
marked those.individuals who went out as
heretics in,,tJ1e eyes of the church, also
marked the individuals who remained in
the church as heretics in the eyes of those
who went out. Preci~ely. Hence when
an individual arrays himself against me
and mv brothers in the flesh, and withdraws fellowship from us because of a difference of belief, does he not withdraw
himself because the belief is a. pernicious
one ·in his judg-rne.nt1 ~~g ~pd WY bfp\l\;
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ers in the flesh are heretics? Of course it organization which is to be recognized by we should war against any sin or power
is. Now su.ppose the terms were reversChrist as being that that was in the days which we could not control. Thev are
ed, and he being a member of the family when he lived here, which is continued surrounding us upon every side; they unby adoption and of the family by the flesh, somewhere in existence", and is to be found derlie a great many of the crimes found
we excluded him from fellowship because out as triumphing away yonder in the amongst men; we are liable to fall into
of something in him in which he believed g-ood land toward which we are looking. the evils around us. Danger is surrounddifferently (rom myself and my brothers There has b~en a falling away, a breaking ing us upon every side, because sin and
in the flesh, is it because we considered up of the original formation, and it bas evil influences are at work which we can
him to be a heretic? Why yes. Where been reformed and re-reformed until the not war against successfully in bur own
is the difference in the principle that un- particles representing the knife blades and strength. If there be no strength given us
derlies the two? I want you to think of the handle, have become so widely separ- of Christ we can not accomplish our own
ated that they do not recognize each other redemption. If there is a power which
it, and tell just what you think about it.
has heen accorded by Christ because he
Some make use of this expression: This as parts and particles of the original forthat you represent is a reform that has mation. So complete has been this disin- cam<.' to fight against these unseen forces,
tegration that it is urged that there is now it must be a paramount power to that
been going on in the Christian body from
the first. Do you propose to reform that no absolute necessity for such a thing as which we are battling against or we can
which has never been broken?
It is im- the church, recognizing it as an organiza- never accomplish a successful warfare.
This is the power of redemption. · The
possible to talk about reformation unless tion; but that God recognizes the particles
there has been formation; and if that first wherever they may be, and they repre- Centurion was wiser than some who profess telief in Christ at the present time.
formation had been perfect in its character, sent the church.
and had never been broken, then where is
vVhen I lbok at that body beyond I do He knew full well the powers that underthe necessity for a reformation? But says not mean the creeds of men, it is placed lay this being whichI am tryin"' to presomebody, there has been a breaking up beyond the creeds. There will be a sum- sent this morriing, when he said, ?,r too am
of that formation. Pray tell me when it ming up of all the dispensations, and what a man under authority, havin·g soldiers
took place. Why away back yonder in is known as the Church of the First Born, and servants; and I say unto thi8 man go
the mysterious past somewhere, this break- the Family of God in heaven, shall be here, and he goes; and I say unto that
ing up took place. Very well. If there united with the family of God on the earth, man come, and he comes; but speak the
has been a process of reformation going · and they shall be one people in God's word," speak the word, "and my servant
on all the time until now, is it not a refor- hands, and God shall be their God hence- shall be healed." vVhat did he mean by
mation of a reformation, and the further it forward and forever. Until this is accom- that? He meant to recognize Christ as
gets away the less it is like the primitive plished this arena called the church must .the Lord of life, and as a consequence all
organization. Is not that true? Yes. If of necessity continue for the purpose for H1at whi:ch ministered unto life was at the
there be this process of reformation and which it was sent; and if this reformation command of Christ. He was not only the
reformation, these re-reformed organiza- that we have spoken of has distinct rela- Priest, having the visible priesthood detions· have so reformed themselves that tions which this church or organization le.g-ated to bear upon the earth; but he was
they bear no distinct relation with each did not bear unto the work for which it within himself the embodiment of the
other. T:wt which was, according to that was intended at all, and that is not prod uc- power of God against those force.s that
were at work in the evil world.
And
proposition, the first formation bas been tive of the results intended by the institutreformed and re-reformed, as thev haYe ing of that first formation, then there must while this was the case be held in his
proceeded from the primitive organization, come a time somewhere when he that knowledge and in his authority the right
sent Christ must either by himself, or by to use that power that redeemed his own
then what about the first formation? I
will give you :m illustration of this, one Christ himself, or those whom he has cho- peuon from the power and grasp of death.
That power of Christ h;is not yet waned.
that I have often used. It is old to the >-en to accomplish this work, mw;t see to
most of you. A professor was addressing it that that church is restored. It is for If that force is to be made m:mi(est, if achis class, and he made the statement that the purpose that Christ, the head of the . cording to that Jesus Christ proposes to
nothing- was ever lost; if it was once Church, mav be made manifest, that his revive his work in the world, to accomcreated it always remained created. It work unto the reconciling of the world plish the redemption .. of men from the
never could be lost. After he had eluci- unto himself may be accomplished, and grasp of the adversary, Christ in his own
forces is to do it. He will work with his
(lated this idea to some extent he gave fully accomplished. If I look out upon
liberty for questions. One of the students the world at the present time I regard it cbi!dren, and protect them, strengthen
asked him if he would allow him to ask as significant. Those who may have made them, and give them power. And he has
him some questions, and he said yes. The a profession of belief in Christ in church the right still to say unto the forces of life,
Come frorn wherever you may come, from
associations, are not reconciled unto them~tudcnt took out his knife and asked him
what it was. He said it was a knife. selves, how can they be reconciled unto air, from ea'tth, come from the waters
Now, he says, you say nothing can be lost. God and Christ? How can they bv the above and the waters below, and minister
This knife has three blades? Yes, sir. vrnrk of Christ be reconciled unto God? unto this work and roll it along, and give
Suppol'e now after a w,hile I break this The work of reconciliation devolves upon them t'1e power that lives here, and the powblade off, is it .the same knife? Yes, sir. the part of those away from him, not upon er of the life hereafter. Preach Christ to
l get a new blade put into it, is it the same the part of God and Christ, who have not me in any other sense than as holding the
knife? Yes, sir. After a while I break changed upon their part; not upon the forces of life, the forces vital to the salvathis blade our, is it the same knife? Yes, part of the means by which he has design- tion of man, and your preaching is absoPreach Christ to me in
sir. I then break this one out, is it the ed that this reconciliation shall be effected, lutely in vain.
same knife? Yes, sir. I get the~e blades but upon the part of the individuals who such a manner as this I have presented
and I can recognize him. Preach Christ
replaced, is it the same knife? Yes, sir. shall comprise or constitute the church.
Suppose after a while I lose this handle Hence the idea of exclusion. If I propose to me as the Redeemer of the world;
and retain the blades, is it the same knife? to become iuentified with Christ as a mem- preach Christ to me as the author of the
Yes, sir. Suppose I get these blades put ber of his church I must put myself i'nto ~hurch; preach Christ to me as not only
into a new handle, is it the same knife? relationship with his church through in- the author of the church, but as the beneYes, sir. Now, snys he, suppose some- strumentalities which himself has chosen; factor of those who fight in this arena of
body finds the old handle and the old and if I can not find them, I can not find the church, and the one who has constitutblades and puts them together, what knife my way into the sheep-fold, of which you ed this church as the arena in which men
will that be? I only do this for the pur- heard considerable spoken this morning; may apply this means of redemption to
I do not desire to enter that now, but you themselves and fight the great fight
po~e of illustration.
Now the question comes right home. will remember when Christ came to war against the pow?rn of evil, and you can
Then• is to be found somewhere the iden- against the powers of sin that he referred reach me, but if you do not oreadi, Hirn;
.,
·
to this jqea 1 an9 pointed 011t t[1e way that i,n this way you can not,
til~al Cfo1rch of Christ; tlw,t is to oay 1 !l:n
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I recognize the church as the arena ot
this conflict. For this reason I do not say
to him that approaches me, however poor
in spirit he may be, however sin-cursed or
covered he may be, (unless he hns consciously sinned against the Holy Spirit), I
cnn not say to him stand aside, but I will
make room for him upon the platform
upon which I myself am fighting. If I
can put a hand under any one that is failing in the fight of redemption, I am under
necessity to do so. But if he proposes to
go off this arena ~nd fight his fight alone,
I may labor with him, I may fight with him
as long as he chooses to remain, but he
having been endowed with that which he
£,~els is bett.er, he must go out and at the
final settlement of conscq uences abide hi'
act. I speak of this simply to justify that
sentiment that while we stand together
upon this arena, and fight against these
unseen forces, we must fight the way God
proposes, and according to the principles
which he has imposed, or made binding
upon man, like he has with us.
While fighting in this arena called the
church, I recognize that all that can pertain to it, must be given of God through
Christ. That all that is necessary for individuals, strength and moral power, must
he accredited unto the i-ndividual as having
been provided of Christ. But while there
is in store every one of these forces, and
they are open to the individual, he must
put himself in a receptive conrlition in order that he shall have them. His conversion as ably presented by our brother
there, must be in accordance .with law;
for unless he shall be converted by law,
he will not be saved by law.
Again as a final thought in the consideration of this subject, I recognise that
.there is somewhere on this earth.a church,
that shall be seen and known as the Church
of Christ. That there is in existence in the
world outside of all other organizations and
species of churches, so-called, the seed of
the church, and these will answer unto
the Shepherd's voice when they hear it.
Wherever this element may be found,
whether it be in the so-cnlled churches, or
whethe~ it be at large outside, of any
church, there is he at work with them;
and when the pi:oper time shall come that
Christ shall be' presented to them as the
means which God has devised for the redemption of the race, and the church shall
be presented as the instrument through
which this is to be effected, and the arena
wherein the conflict between themselves
and the powers of darkness shall take
place, then will they hear the voice of the
Good Shepherd, and obey that which it
commands. But while men are engaged
in presenting the church witb such exclusiveness of. thought, and there may be some
of these from among ourselves, with such
exclusiveness of character that they drive
men .from it, they are not saviors of their
fellow men. While I shall rejoice that
the gospel may be th\ls preached, it makes
my heart infinitely more to rejoice, when
I recognise Christ preached by his accredited servants in the full glory in which he
proposes and in which he has proposed
ihat they shall do it, as an assistance to

1

their fellow men, to incite them to come
up on this platform, into this arena, and
themselves fight against the powers of
evil, and to believe that Christ by his
strange instrumentalities has put the forces
of life at work for their help and guidance,
their comfort and their control.
I preach Christ as I understand him. I
speak of his application, not the application
of the principle found in the common idea,
but as Christ seems to have contemplated
it, when he which holds all power sent
them out and said hear them. To hear
them is not to hear the ideal which only
represents the idea, but is to hear and become converts to that which they present,
and when hearing yield obedience to that
by which they shall be accounted as the
children of God by law, made the children
of God through the law of adoption,
through which they become heirs of everlasting life, when they shall be acknowledged by Christ in that day of judgment,
when the great Judge shall si~ and judge
the whole world.
·
Now prepare yourselves for that judgment day. These thoughts I have presented, crudely it may be, but nevertheless
sufficiently connecte<:l to give you an understanding of just what I am attempting
to show-I am not particular about the
dress ~n which they may appear if I get
the idea sufficiently before you-may God
sanctify to each that which each may receive, through the influence of the Spirit
by which he shall be led ir:to all truth.
MESSAGE GIVEN BY THE ANCIEN f
OF DAYS
ADOUT THE CHURCH AT UTAH TO
HIS MESSENGER.

I A~1 by you, not because I wish to give
any new commandment; but because I
want to call attention to what already is
well known. I do not want to dissolve
but to build up and strengthen what a!.'.'
ready exists. I wish the people of Utah
and of the church of Messiah, to under~
stand more fully the necessity of beinO" of
one ::tccord in regard to what they !~we
called the church of God. Joseph Smith
"':'as youi:g an~ i:ot experie{1ced by any
npe age m eartnbfe,-even he was an inspired prophet,-and it caused much vibra~
tion.in the church at.his days, and his premature death, which was all the legal consequence of his wantorcaution and not of
courage. He did ilot entirely absorb the
idea that the government of the church is
a spiritual power to be exercised over all
nations, and not a power of this world
nor a principality after the world's pattern:
Therefore, he had the pain to see the
church driven out from Independence Mo.,
and from Nauvoo; therefore, he had to
fight and contend with the political power of the world; therefore has the same
spirit been pursued at Utah, and thino-s
and affairs have got into a focus, and fight
is going on.
The government of this earth has a right
to exist, arid the church has a right to exist; but each one on its own platform.
Collision is not necessary, when_ each remains at each (in it~- Ed.) own domaini as

once has been told you to render that to
God, what is to be rendered him, and to
the world, what has to be rendered to the
world. In that respect there can be no
collision, and the church has no legal right
from heaven to override the governments
of the earth, nor has this government such
liberty given it from above. The contest
at present, headed with the fi~ht about
polygamy, has the church forced upon the
United States Government, as the church
intended to compel the people of the United States to recognize polygamy, a recognition very arbitrary as a command to legislate on. No such powe·r can be invested,
or has been invested in the church, nor has
the church any such com~mand from heaven to preach polygamy as an institution to
be recognized of the world, which in fact
must appear as such by claiming it to be
recognized by the congress of the people.
This is the bottom of the evil from which
there is no outlet but defeat or retreat. If
the priesthood were wise' men in the wisdom of heaven, something they claim to
be, they would at once discover that they
have gone too far, and would be willing to
retreat in good order. Good order would
be wisdom, as a state against a state within a state is disorder in that state, and rebellion in the heart of the government.
All and every government must fight the
battle of self-defence, or be broken asunder.
-It was not intended that the church of
God on earth should be annihilated within
and amongst a free people as this govern·
ment represents; therefore, was the church
organized here, and the gospel has been
preached and believed and established
here. There is laying the great failure of
the chm:ch, which has dwarfed its growth,
that it became mixed up with this world's
institutions not worth fighting for, nor aspiring to. If the church at once could divest itself from all political power or aspiration, then the contest could and would
cease. As it is, the fight will go on till
another exodus will tnke place, and then
again another exodus, and the movement
will dwindle dovm to few families, and
the church will fail in its mission, which is.
the spiritual development and domain in
the hearts of all nations. Only in, this.way
and manner can it possibly be the stone;
which cut off from (out of) the mountains
shall fill the earth with a superior governing power. This petty quarreling about
the supremacy is unworthyitbe church of
God, as it does not serve any person's or
pretender's individual interest; nor does it
represent any power or. government on
earth.
Polygamy has publicly been made a
disgust to the people of the United States
and Gover'nment; therefore, let 1it not be
so any longer by putting it before the
world as an institution practiced in the
world's domain, or imposed on the world,
and the governments of the world to decide
upon. The world has the power to put
it down as obnoxious aJld disgusting to its
gdvernments. Only in such an acceptation
is the power in the voice of the people,
that the church must keep all such practice
as offences given to the world 1 and ha$ tq
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remain within its own domain of love and
not of lust.
The spiritual companionship in heaven
stands as the Omega, or the last; never
understood by the Saints and less by the
world, and it became a curse to the Saints
more than a blessing. Be not con{ounded.
Conquer first the world by the living word
of truth.
Teach the world the first principles, and the letters of the alphabet belonging to the gospel, but do not commence
with the last letter.
Keep the last to the
last. You can not teach a child the alphabet in the manner you have acted, and
much less the Executive, and officers and
Congress of tl-re United States government.
Some of you have contested Congress to
enact laws against a church institution,
even the church of God. This has not
been done, as you have not lived aocordingly to my laws, which went out from Zion.
Therefore vour polygamy is of the world
and not of me, nor according to the spirit
of my law, and as your deeds have been,
so also, have you defended them. Therefore, repent, and let the world have the
right to judge its own institutions; ·because
what is of the world belongs to the world,
and the world has the right to judge it and
do with its own as it will. God's love was
not within it, and polygamy was practiced
according to the spirit of the world. The
world claims it, (to cor\trol.-Ed.), which
rightfully belongs to the world.
- Some persons have ideas that they are
wronged and their spirits get filled with
bitterness and gall against the world,
which they should love and convert from
darkness to lig·bt; but you are fighting
darkness by darkness, being yourselves
in darkness, and from that is nothing derived; as darkness can only be fought by
a superior light, as the only method by
which you can conquer the world.
A warning v_oice is reaching you from
the patriarch of lwaven, and the Father of
mankind ancl Ruler ot the earth. The
Ancient of- Days. speaks to you with his
own voice and you ought tci listen, because
of its superior truth.
He is 'Naming you
to abolish what power yon have borrowed
from tbe word, because all flesh is only
grass, and all unions, which are not in the
spirit shall perish as grass. Polygamy
came into the church, and the spirit of the
world, which is the spirit of the flesh, it
crucified the church in the world. Let
that curse be banished, and the world will
honor and respect you. If you are the
friends of Messiah, you are the friends of
peace, and as wch salute each other. Leave
politics alone. Spread the gospel over all
the world. Build temples over all the
world. Preach life, peace and truth over
all the world. Monogamy or polygamy
does riot concern the gospel in the world,
as all marriagc> belongs to the world, but
the gospel is the life eternal. It does not
solve governments, but was preached alike
to the Jews in polygamy as to the pag-an
Romans and Greeks in monogamy. Governments are not affected by it except by
what truth there is in it to give light and
life to new ideas. The heavenly companionship is not the monogamy, nor the
rolygamy 9f the worldi but belongs to the

D. E. Powell; D. J. Powell; Thom-as Bell.
gospel of freedom, as it is understood -in
heaven, and as it will be understood in the Priests John Hardacre; Chas. P. Faul; J.
second coming of Messiah, but now is C. Elvert, baptized I; Peter Peterson; Wm.
misunderstood on earth; therefore, let 'H. Kelley; Fredrick Uphoff, baptized one;
polygamy be abolished. Let all political A. W. Head. Teachers:-Thomas McKee;
terror and prestige be abolished, because Luppa Hovenga; Joseph Curtis; Kasper Hinyou arc a chosen people, and not a people derks; vVillard Wells; George Leach. Deacon,
of the world. My name is forever, and Chas. Householder, reported. Bishop's Agent's
will last forever.
report :--Balance on hand last report $ 55 98; reThe Ancient of Days, the patriarch of ceived since, $73 ro. Disbursments $8r.75:
heaven is the God of Ahniham and Isaac balance on hand $47 33. Wm. Lewis, agent.
and Jacob and Daniel. With my warning The report was received and order spread in
voice he says in time to you, abolish poly- minutes. lt was moved that hereafter our -disgamy; and do it before my warning voice trict conferences be held every three months;
do not speak any longer, or you shall feel all resolutions conflicting with this motion be,
the force of the world put upon you, and and are hereby repealed. The above question
there shall be no escape, and another was spoken in favor of by Bro. John Burlington,
people shall step into your place and do
H. C. Bronson, Wm. Lewis, Wm. I-I-Kelley and
your work, and you shall be left outside
against by Bro. D. S. Crawley. Being put to
the door, and in darkness and in pain.
vote the motion prevailed.
Resolved, that a
Give unto Ceasar that which is Ceasar's,
and render unto God that which is God's. committee consisting of one from each branch
Amen. The world shall not hate you if of this district be appointed to consider the advisability of moving the meeting house:: now
you do not steal from the world.
P. S. of the messenger.-According to near Bro. McKee's to some place north ·where it
command this message was copied and will be of more use to the church and to the
sent to John Henry Smith and to George world. Carried. The conference appointed the
Q. Cannon, Salt Lake City, at the confer- following brethren as said committe: John T.
Kinneman, of the Stewarrsville branch, Thomas
ence of October 6th; 1882.
Ogden Cannon St., OGDEN CrTY, Utah,
Sep. 30th, 1882, 4: 05, p. m.

FAR WEST.
This diotrict conference convened near Stewartsville, Missouri, with the German .Stewartsville branch, in their chapel, Septemb~r roth to
12th, 1886. John M. Terry president, Charles P.
Faul, clerk. The president said he wished we
should have a joyful time while we were assembled, that God's Spirit would be with us, and that
this should be a progressive conference. Brethren Kelley, Elvert and _Patterson, were appoh1ted
committee on credentials. Branch reports.-DeKalb present number 72; I Apostle, 3 Elders, 3
Priests, z Teachers, 2 Deacons; r died. St. Joseph 105; I Seventy, 9 Elders, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, r Deacon; 4 received by letter, z expelled;
E.T. Dobson president, John Burlington clerk.
German Stewartsville 60; 3 Elders, z Priests,
2 Teachers; r baptized;
Henry Hinder ks president, Temme Hinderks clerk. Delano 79; r Seventy, 3 Elders; 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons;
z baptized, r expelled; James Drown president,
Jay C. Elvert clerk. Stewartsville 94; 7 Elders,
2 Priests, 3 Teachers, 3 Deacons; 6 baptized, 5
received by letter, 2 rt>moved; J. M. Terry president; Alex. McCullum clerk; Pleasant Grove,
53, r High Priest, 3 Elders, z Priests, r Teacher,
r Deacon; r baptized, 3 received by letter;
Thomas Worral, president; L. L. Babbit clerk.
Elder S. Butler; T. T. Hinderks. (B2p. z); James
Drown, confirmed I; Henry Hinder ks; D. S.
Crawley; L. L. Babbitt, assisted in confirming
- I; vVheeler Balwin, (Bro. Balwin is nO\'' in his
ninety-fourth year); E. T. Dobson, by letter;
J.M. Terry, baptized 6, assisted in confirming I;
Simon Smith, by letter; Samuel Alcott, assisted
in confirming r; John Burlington; Thomas Worral; A. Neeser, assisted in con firming I ; J. D.
Flandern; vVm. Summerfield; vVm. Lewis; H.
C. Bronson, baptized i, held one discussion;

Worral, Pleasant Grove, Peter Peterson, Dekalb,
and M. Beebe of the Delano, Temme Hinderks,
of German Stewartsville, J. D. Craven of the
Center Prairie, A. Seely of the Far West, and
C. T. Orr, of the Breckenridge branches Committee was by motion requested to report next conference. The following brethren were sustained
as officers for the coming quarter: J. M. Terry,
president; Wm. Lewis, vice president, Charles P.
Faul secretry Wm. Lewis, Bishop's Agent. Bro.
S. Butler preached on Friday evening; Bro. D.
S. Crawley, on Saturday evening; Bro. H. C.
Bronson on Sunday morning, at ro: 30; and at
seven p. 111. Social meeting at nine a. m. and at
two p. m., in which many strong testimonies
were borne; one in particular, that of Father
Baiwin. Ile said, in substance, the spirit that
was with us at present was with the church fiftyfour years ago. And if the Saints would strive
and keep the Spirit it would lead them off triumphant. Take it all through the session it was
one of the best ever held in the Far West District; no jar, no contention was manifested during the conference.
Adjourned to meet in
Stewartsville, Mo., Saturday, December r r th, at
ten a. m ., r 886:

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
Eastern Iowa district conference will convene
October 9th, at ten a. m., at Amber, Jones county,
Iowa. All of the official;; of the district are re·
quested to atknd, as there is busines~ to be tran·
sacted that interests all. Let all make it a sub:ject of prayer, and come with the Spirit of the
Master.
\V. T. BOZARTH, Dist_ Pres.
NOTICE.
Noah N. Cooke, Bishop's Agent of St. Louis
District, has been authorized to collect funds in
the St. Douis district for repairs on the Kirtland
Temple. Address: Noah N. Cooke, 2723 Rutger
street, St. Louis, Missouri.
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BORN.
FROST.-At No. r14.3 B street, Lincoln, Nebraska, December 23d, 1885, to Bro. \Villiam H.
and Anna Frost, a daughter. Blessed at home,
September 22d, 1886, by Elder Robert M. Elvin,
and named Lucy.
DIED.
Jov.-At Grimes, Polk Co., Iowa, September
13th, 1886, of inflammatory rheumatism, sister
Jennie Joy, aged 28 years and ro days. She was
baptized January 30th, 1883, by Elder vV. C.
Nirk, at DesMoines, Iowa, and· lived a devoted
and exemplary Christian life. She left a husband
and two little boys to mourn her loss. The funeral sermon was preached to a very large and
attentive congregation, in the Presbyterian
church in Grimes, by Elder J. S. Roth, from l
Cor. 15: 35. The large concourse of people which
followed the remains to the grave, and the tears
which were shed by them, showed the esteem in
which sister Joy was held by her friends and
neighbors. Shortly before she died, and about
the last words she said, "If the Lord is willing, I
am ready to go." She had the blessed assurance
of coming forth in the first resurrection.
SYLVESTER.-At the home of her parents,
Omaha, Nebraska, after a year's sickness, Emma
E. Sylvester; faithful in life, and in death delivered from earthly woe. She was born at St.
Louis, Missouri, March 16th, 1857, and as she
died August 21st, 1886, she was in the 29th year
of her age. She was baptized by E.· C. ·Brand,
September 22d, 1870. She, or the earthly part
of her inhering to the body, lies in the beautiful
Prospect Hill CPmetery. Her old friend, Elder
M. H. Forscutt, visited and prayed with her during her sickness-as did many others-and conducted her funeral services in the Christian
Church, and at the grave, on August 24th.
Patient in life, restfnl in death,
Hesigned alone thine earthly breathEmma, thou livest still.
Could we, we woulcl not have thee here,
But. in thy presence would appear,
When 'tis the Master's·will.

ANDERSON.-At Pleasanton, Iowa, September
24th, 1886, Charles G., son of Bro. James and Sr.
Joan Anderson, aged 3 years, 5 months and 29
days. Funeral services conducted by Elder Ree•e,
assisted by Elders Moffat and Duncan Campbell.
\VBITEJ-IEAD.-Rhoda S. Whitehead was born
June 7th, 1822, and died September 8th,. 1886, being in the 65th year of her age. She was the
daughter of Gardiner and Submit Hagar, who
moved from the state of Vermont into New York
state about the year 1821, and settled on the farm
now occupied by Charles Whitney, in the town
of Mexico, Oswego Co., New York. Here the
deceased was born. Her Hfe was all spent in this
state, except about two years, in which she resided in the state of Indiana, where the father
and his family had removed, and .where the father died. She was united in marriage to Ezra T.
Whitehead, January 8th, 1854, to which union
four children were born, two sons and two daughters, all of whom survive the deceasedr and with
one exception were present to follow the remains
to the grave. The health of Mrs. Whitehead had
been fairly good through life, her principal bodily
affiiction being neuralgia of the stomach, which
1Yas the cause of death. In the paroxysms of
this disease she was a great sufferer, and especial1y in the last attack, consciously being tortured
with excruciating pain from Sunday forenoon to
Tuesday afternoon 1 at whkh time she seemed to

pass into an unconscious state, and appeared like
one in a heavy sleep until life was extinct. In
these attacks she often expressed a desire to be
relieved by death, and in the last she said to her
daughter: "I am living for some one, I guess it
must be for you." She devoted herself to the interests that engaged her attention, unmurmuringly. She has borne her share of earthly care, and
performed her share of hard work. She has
maintained such a reputation in the community
where she rc:sided, that she ·departed this life
with the respect of every one to the last. She
was a member of the Mormon Church, but of
that branch that opposed Brigham Young, and
the objectionable features he sought to introduce
into Mormonism. It is fairly to be supposed that
she was induced to take this religious step by the
influence of her husband, who investigated with
a great deal of thoroughness the above mentioned faith, and became convinced that more divine
truth found expression in this system of belitf,
than in any other with which he was acquainted.
He became a member of this church in 1840, and
was commissioned an elder in 1842. Naturally
enough he taught his family his own convictions.
He would not have regarded himself as true to
them, as a father and head, if he had not. All
the family have become believers in the doctrines
of Mormonism; in these doctrines they have given every evidence of living happily together, and
in these doctrines the wife and mother seems to
have triumphantly died. Not very long since I
visited the family, and .after a most enjoyable
conversation I wa·s requested by the deceased to
lead in prayer. The hearty respdnses to prayer
all about that domestic altar that morning, produced the conviction in my mind that Jesus of
Nazareth had not passed by that hgme without
leaving his blessing. Her last wo.rds were "If
you could give me up and let me go, why do I
linger." When she supposed no one heard, she
said: "Take me horhe." She evidently felt: "If
this earthly house of her tabernacle were dissolved she had a building of God, an house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens."
"0 change! stupendous cha11ge !
Here lies the senseles.s clod;.
The mu! from bondage breaks,
'rtrn new immol'tal wakes,
Walks with her God."

A. M. CHILD,
Pastor M. E. Ch11,rch.
MEXICO, N. Y., Sept. 10th, 188G.

ERVIN.-At China .SJrove, Texas, April 14th,
1886, Jonas A. Ervin:·· He was born May 23d,
1815, in Pendleton district, South Carolina; baptized at China Grove, Burnett county, Texas,
October uth, 1885, by Elder I. N. Roberts; confirmed by I. N. Roberts. Funeral sermon was
preached August 22d, 1886, by I. N. Roberts, to
'a large congregation.
THOMAS.-Near Richmond, Missouri, January
27th, 1886, Sr. Jennie M. Thomas, aged 37 years.
She united with the church January 29th, 1882;
was baptized by Priest John Dravenstad. She
was a faithful wife, an affectionate mother, a devoted Christian, and leaves a husband, two children, and many friends to mourn her loss. Funeral services by Elder D. Frampton.
ANDERSON.-.Sister Maria Kjerstine, beloved
wife of Mr. A. Anderson, and daughter of Bro.
. and Sr. Chr. Larsen, died at the home of her parents in Nephi, Jua,b county, Utah, on the 21st day
of August, 1886. She was born on the 28th of
January, 18181 at Norup, Denmarki was baptized

into the Reorganized Church in the fall of 1879,
by Elder Gordon E. Deuel. She was a truehearted Christian, and was glad to leave this
earth and go to meet her Savior.
NrnLSoN,-Elise Christine, infant daughter of
Bro. Andrew C. an<l Sr. Anna Christine Nielson.
She was born in Nephi, Juab county, Utah, on
the 10th of September, 1885; died at the same
place on the 5th day of September, 1886.
Cloud~

of grief are keeping
Shudowo ronud our head.
Oh, blun1e us not fsr weeping,
Our little darling's dead.

HANSON.-Born November 9th, 1885; died
September 8th, 1886, Robert, son of Bro. C. and
Sr. E. Hanson, of :B'airgrove, Michigan. Funeral
sermon by Elder J. J. Cornish.
REUNION.
The Saints' Campmeeting at Garner's Grove,
Harrison county, Iowa, will be held, as before
noted, from October 2d to October 12th, 1886.
The Illinois Central, C. & N. W., C. B. & Q., C.
R. I.&. P., M. & St. L., S. C. & P. and C. St. P.
M. & 0. Rys,, will carry for one and one-third

rates.

When persons buy their tickets to come

to the meeting, be sure to ask for certificate, showing that they have paid full fare coming, as some
roads require this in order to grant the reduction
on return.

No pains have been· spared to make

this meeting a success, spiritually and socially.
Let all come.

Large tent just arrived.

Committee

~ J.

P. CADWELL.
.D. HALL.
~CRABB.

CHURCH DEDICATION.
The Saints of the Omaha branch, located at
Omaha, Nebraska, having secured the erection
of their new church building, will dedicate it on
Sunday, October 17th; services to begin at lo:
30 in the forenoon. There will be meetings at
2: 30 and 7: 30 in the afternoon. President Joseph Smith has promised to be present, if nothing occurs to prevent. We also expect other
prominent brethren to be pre;ent, and extend an
invitation to all who may wish to come and help
the Omaha Saints. to be joyful in the house built
to the service of the GoU of Israel. The church
is located on the corner of Clark and Twentyfirst streets, where we shall be pleased to meet
all who may come. By order of president.
\V. M. RUMEL.
REVIVAL MEETINGS.
Revival meetings of at least one week's duration will be held in the branches of the Northwest Kansas district, for the purpose of establishing the work more perfectly. Meetings will begin at Blue Rapids, October 23d, at 7: 30 p.m.,
Elder kent presiding; Cuba, .November 6th, at
7: 30 p.m., Elder Harder presiding; Goshen, November 20th; 7: 30 p.m., Elder Shute presiding.
We want all to attend these meetings that can.
_\Ve expect to make them as 1war like are-unio~
as possible. Come one and all; let us have a
good time. Let all the ministry attend that can,
and thro~ in their might. Let us strive to make
a marked improvement this fall. and winter that
will be lasting.
In bonds,
A. H. PARSONS, Dist. Pre$,
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WHY THE CHURCH DECAYS.
THERE has been of late years a decided falling
off in· the attendance upon the country churches
of ~ew England, and a gentleman who has been
trying to .find out the cause writes at length on
the subject. He believes that much of the responsibility of the decrease in religious worship
can be attributed to the inferior standard of the
clerical profession. .A large majority of the sermons are below the intellectual level of the people
to whom they are preached, he siiys, and this
preaching tends to disrespect for religion and
disrt"gard for the church.
It is especially injurious to the young, who grow up wi:.hout reverence for the faith of the fathers. Many young
and some mature men in the pulpit are so fond
of their own speculations and of !'reaching their
own notions about religious things that they are
unsettling instead of grounding firmly the faith
of their young hearers. It is barely possible that
the gentleman's logic could be made to apply
outside of New England, and even in some of
the large cities. In a word, there are more
churches talked to death than die from any other
cause, and more congregations that are "starved
,,out'' than are given food to spare from the pulpits
of the day.
THE swelling caused by the sting of hornets,
wasps, bees and spiders may be generally arrested by the application of common salt and bicarbonate of soda (a teaspoonful of each) dissolved
in warm water, and well rubbed in on the place
bit or stung.

DON'T FORGET
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to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Illinois.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
19jnntf.

.J.
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE BAVE IT BE Oi.. ~.NIFE: AND CONCUllINE8
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pago 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
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IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Pagc 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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HIGH PRIES rs.

No. 4I.

Jerome observes, They [the early Christians] reckoned that to he no church, which
had no Priests." And further: ••St. J erome, who will be allowed to speak the
sense of the ancients. . . . says that both
in the Old and New Testaments, the High
Priests are an order, the Priests another,
and the Levites another."~Page 50.
"Tertullian, in his book De Baptismo,
says: The right to baptize belongs to the
Chief Priests." Of these "Chief Priests"
he further says:
"It was no human
invention, but an original settlement of the
apostles themselves, which they made by
divine appointment."-p. SL~·
Again Bingham says:

horted the brethren to failhfultH'ss, and diligence
in k<"C'ping the commanc'ments nf God, and gave
muc" instruction for the benefit of the saints,
with a promise that the pure in heart would see
a heavenly vision; and after remaining a short
time .in secret prayer, the promise was verified;
for many present had the eyes of their understandings opened by the Spirit of God so as to behold many things.
"l then blessed the bread and wine, and distributed a portion to each, after which many of the
brethren saw a heavenly vision of the Savior,
and concourses of angels, and many other things,
of which each one has a re0'0rd of what they
saw, &c.1'

"Now this is most expressly said by Theodoret,
that he l Ignatius J received the gift of the high
priesthood from the hand cf the great Peter."--p. 60.

Both Joseph and Oliver testify to the
fact of both the Aaronic and J\folchisedek
priesthood being in the church, and of
their being conferred by the ministration
of angels. See letter of 0. Cowdery in
Messenger and Advot1ate page I 5, also
Supplement to JVlill. Star, vol. I 5, also
Mill. Star I 5: 2 l I. Oliver Cowdery fully
endorsed the fact of there being High
Priests in the church, as may be seen in
his writings. See Messenger and Ad-uocate, pps. 265-268, 281. The full history
of the endowment received at Kirtland in
the winter of 1835-6, Jlfill. Star, vol. 15,
pps. 518-739, in all of which Oliver participated, fully attests the fact of the Mele
chisedek and Aaronic priesthood being in
the church.
How did it then occur that God so wonderfully blessed and endowed his people,
including High Priests, if this order of
priesthood was not authori,zed and ordained of God? The fact is beyond dispute.,
that God most signally endorsed and approved by his Spirit the arrangement of
the priesthood in the Kirtland endowment.
Antl it is li\{cwise a fact, that the ministry
during and after that endowment had
greater grace and power and success than
ever before. vVe follow them to Canada
and the various states, aiso to England,
Scotland and Wales, and we find the1t
labors are wonderfully blessed of God by
signs following, and this continued till the
blighting dootrines of polygamy, priestly
oppression, and other evil things were in~
troduced. The fact rema"ins, arid its lessons should be heeded, that after the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants was compiled
nnd endorsed by the General Assembly,
and after the full organizatioµ of the
Church and its pri~esthood in the years of
1/il35 and 1836, the work of the ministry
was blessed to a greater degree than ever
before. How could this be, if the Church
was being corrupted by a false priesthood,
a fal~e org-anization, and false revelations!
Think of it. Who isit whq now propost>s
to regulate ana set in order the Chnrch,
upon these matters? · Have they been

These testimonies prove that the early
THERE are some who have held that there christians claimed to have in their midst
never was nor ever was to be but one both the Levitical and the "high priestHigh Priest after the order of Melchize- hood."
dek. in the Church of Christ. How can
We are now reminded by a tract sent
they reconcile this idea with the fact that us, that David Whitmer thinks that Christ
Melchizedek held the same office of priest- was the last great High Priest after the
hood? Moses and David and Paul bear order of Melchisedek If so, these early
witness of Melchizedek an<l his priesthood. Christians and their immediate succesf'0;.~
(Gen. 14: 18; Ps. IIo: 4; Heb. 7: l-22). were badly deceived, aivld were miserable
If there were never but the two orders of deceivers, and further, Joseph the Seer and
priesthood, namely, the Melchizedek and Oliver Cowdery were likewise base deAaronic, and if the Aaronic order did not ceivers, for they hoth taught as did the
exist till Aaron was called and ordained, early Christians in respect to the high
and further, if there were but Christ and priesthood being in the Church of Christ.
Melchizedek in the Melchizedek "order," The difference between David \Vhitmer
what kind of priesthood did M:oses hold? and Joseph and Oliver lies in the fact that
Moses was a priest, and officiated as such. the latter were called and ordained of God
Ps. 99: 6; Ex. 24: 4-8. Ahle adminis- to found and build and set in order the
tered in the Priest's office; (Gen. 4: 3-5); Church of Christ, and David Whitmer was
so did Noah; (Gen. 8: 20, 21); so did not. And when he undertakes tO"tlo that
Abraham; (Gen. 22: 13); and Jacob; (Gen. to which God has not called him, we may
31: 54; 46: l)j and Job. l: 5; 42: 8); and expect he will make mistakes and mislead
sodidJethro; (Ex. 18: r-24.
others. We respect Bro. D. Whitmer in
Samuel, (r Sam. 7: 9);.David, (2 Sam. his proper calling, but not out of it. Here
6: 18); Elijah, (1 King 18: 30-38), these, is proof that the office of High Priest in
with others, officiated as Priests, though the church in this age is approved of God,
not of the family of Aaron, and God ap- from the Times and Seasons, vol. 5, page
proved their ministrations with extraordinary blessings. Is it not then consistent to 738:
"0.n the 18th of March, the High Pi;iests asclaim that these Priests were after the orsembled in the school room of the prophets and
der.of Melchizedek? Certainly they were
· not after the order of Aaron; and inas- were organized accordfog to revelation, In prayer,
much as there are but that and the order by S. Rigdon. Doctor Hurlbut was ordained an
of Melchizedek mentioned in the Bible, Elder; after which Elder Rigdon expressed a dewe are bound to conclude they belonged sire that himself and Bro. F. G. Williams should
be ordained to the office, to which they had been
to the latter.
Peter tells. us that the Christian ,Church called, viz: that of presidents of the high priestpossessed a "royal"-kingly-priesthood. hood, and to be equal in holding the keys of the
(r Pet. 2: 9). John the Revelator teaches kingdom· with Brother Joseph .Smith, junior,
similarly. (Rev. l: 6). These· being according to the revelation given on the 8th of
facts, there must of necessity be a grada- March, 1833.
"Accordingly I laid my hands on Brother Sidtion of its authorities and offices; hence
there must be high and lesser Priests.
ney and Frederick and ordained them to take
This is just how the matter was under- part with me in holding the keys of this last kingtood by the early Christians; for Bing- , dom, and to assist in the presidency of the high
ham in Ant. Chris. Ch., says: "St. ' priesthood, as my counselors; after which, I ex-
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called and sent of God to do it? What
and where are their credentials? Where
in the accepted word of God~:e they even
hinted at as the Lord's servants to set in
order his Church and regulate those things
they claim are in disorder? Again we
ask what and whence are their credentials?
In respect to this matter 6£ High Priests
of the order of Melchizedek being in the
Church of God, the Book of Mormon isvery plain, and its teachings harmonize
with those of Joseph and Oliver. The
prophet Alma says:
"And now my brethren, seeing we know these
things, and they are true, let us repent, and harden not our hearts, that we provoke not the Lord
our God to pull down his wrath upon us in these
his second ·commandments whlch he has given
unto us; but Jet us enter into the rest of God,
which is prepared according to his word. And
again: my brethren, I would cite your minds
forward to the time when the Lord God gave
these commandmP.nts unto his children; and I
would that ye should remember that the Lord
God ordained priests, after his holy order, which
was after the order of his Son, to teach these
things unto the people; and those priests were
ordained after the order of his Son, in a manner
thereby the people might know in what manner
to look forward to his Son for redemption. And
this is the manner after which they were ordained: being called and prepared from the foundation of the world, according to the foreknowledge.of God, on account of their exceeding faith
and good works; in the first place being left to
choose good or evil; therefore they having
chosen good, and exercising exceeding great
faith, are called with a holy calling, yea, with
that holy calling which was prepared with and
according to, ·a preparatory redemption for such;
and thus they 11ave been called to this holy calling on account oi their faith, while others would
reject the Spirit of God on account of the hardness of their hearts and blindness of their minds,
while, if it had not been for this, they might had
as great privilege as their brethren. Or in fine:
in the first place they were on the same standing
with their brethren; thus this calling being prepared from the foundation of the world for such
as would not harden their hearts, being in and
through the atonement of the only begotten Son,
who was prepared; and thus being" called by this
holy calling, and ordained unto the high priesthood offhe holy order of God, to teach his commandments unto the children of men, that they
also might enter into his rest, this high priesthood being after the order of his Son, which order was from the foundation of the world: or in
other words, being without beginning of days
or end of years, being prepared from eternity to
all eternity, according to his foreknowledge of all
things. Now they were ordained after this manner; Being called with a holy calling, and ordained with a holy ordinance, and taking upon
them the high priesthood of the holy order, which
calling and ordinance, and high priesthood, is
without beginning or end; thus they became
High Priests forever, after the order of the Son,
the only begotten of the Father, who is without
beginning of days or end of years, who is full of
grace, equity and truth. And thus it is. Amen.
"Now as I said concerning the holy order of
this high priesthood: there were many who were
Qrdained and became high priests of God; and it

was on account of their exceeding faith and repentance, and their righteousness before God,
they choosing to repent and work righteousness,
rather than to perish; therefore they were called
after this holy order, and wer~ sanctified, and
their garments .were washed white, through the
blood o,£ the Lamb. Now they, after being
sanctified by the Holy Ghost, having their garments made white, being pure and spotless before
God, could not look· upon sin, saye it were with
abhorrence; and there were many, exceeding
great many, who were made pure, and entered
into the rest of the Lord thei.r God. And now,
my brethren, I would that ye should humble yo•!Tsel ves before God, and bring forth fruit meet for
repentance, that ye may also enter into that rest;
yea, humble yourselves even as the people of the
days of Melchizedek, who was also a high priest
after this same order which I have spoken, who also took upon him the high priestpood forever. And
it was this same Melchizedek to whom Abraham
paid tithes: yea, even our father Abraham paid
tithes of one tenth part of all he possessed. Now
these ordinances were given after this manner,
that thereby the people might look forward on
th~ son of God, it being a type of his order, or it
being his order; and this, that they might look
forward to him for a remission of their sins, that
they might enter into 'the rest of the Lord."
"Now this Melchizedek was a king over the
land of Salem; and his people had waxed strong
in iniquity and abominations; yea, they had all
gone astray: they were full of all manner of wickedness; but Melchizedek having exercised mighty
faith, and received the office.of the high priesthood, according to the holy order of God, did
preach repentance unto his people. And behold,
they did repent; at;<l Melchizedek did establish
peace in the land in his days; therefore he was
called the prince of peace, for .he was the king of
Salem; and he did reign under his father. Now
there were many before him, and also there were
many afterwards, but none were greater; therefore of him they have more particularly made
mention. Now I need not rehearse the matter;
what I have said, may suffice. Behold, the scriptures are before you; if ye will wrest them it shall
be to yo'ur own distruction."-Alma, 9: 6; ro
I, 2.

...

In this quotation we learn that this priesthood is eternal, and continues forever in
the Church of God; that there were many
High Priests both before and after the
days of Melchizdek; that this was Christ's
"order;" that this order was ordained of
God to teach "the plan of redemption"the gospel-and administer its "ordinances," including the law of tithing. And
Alma, in chapter 2: r, teaches as follows:

may be seen still further in 2 Nephi 4: 5;
Alma ro: 14i 14: 2; Moroni, chapters 3
and 4. It follows as a necessity that
where there. is priesthood, there must be a
gradation of officers in it, hence high and
lesser Priests.
In conclusion. \Vhen we are asssured
that God called and ordained Joseph and
Oliver to organize, build,. and regulate his
church, it is much safer to trust in what
they did in that direction than to heed the
doubts and cavils and quibblings and opposition of those whom God has not called
to that work. It is wise and safe to trust
in the church and priesthood of God as
founded and set in order by Joseph the
Seer and. Oliver his "spokesman." "Wisdom is justified of her children."
PERSECUTION AJ'.<D ITS CAUSES.
(Continued from page 629).

the foregoing publiclv avowed sentiments and purposes of the Saints, it St)ems
incredible that they, soon after, would
receive such treatment as civilized people
impute alone to barbarous savagef>, and
receive it, too, from those who professed
to be an enlightened, Christian, American
community.
.
vVe now submit the following facts from
which it will be readily seen that it was
not for crimes against the law of the land,
nor for vicious conduct against the moral
purity of society that these Saints were
contemned, derided, threatened, plundered,
and driven from home and country, but
~imply because they professed the same
kind of religion as that taught by Christ,
his apostles and the early Christians; also
because they were free-state people and
anti-slavery in sentiment; and for the further reason that the Jackson county politicians and their followers were determined
that these anti-slavery Saints should not
have the rights of migration, of domain,
of home, of trade, of religion, and of the
elective franchise-the rights sacred to
every American freeman! These were
the chief causes, as will be seen by their
self-convicting "address" which we now
introduce, taken from the Western Moni~
tor of August 2d, 183;), and edited by
Weston F. Birch, at Fayette, Missouri.
Here it is:
FROM

MORMONISM :-At a meeting of the citizens of
Jackson county, Missouri, called for the purpose
of adopting measures to rid themselves of the
sect of fanatics, called Mormons, held at Independence on the 20th day of July, 1833; which
meeting was composed of gentlemen from every
"And they.began to establish the church more
part of the county, there being present between
fully; yea, and many were baptized in the waters
four and five hundred persons.
of Sidon, and were joined to the church of God;
The meeting was organizedlby calling Colonel
yea, they were baptized by the hand of Alm!!, . Richard Simpson to the chair, and appointing
who had been consecrated the High Priest over James H. Flournoy and Col. Samuel D. Lucas,
the people of the church, by the hand of his fathsecretaries. It was resolved that a committee of
er, Alma."
seven be appointed to report an address to the
The same is said in Mosiah r 3: 6. Here public, in relation to the object of this meeting;
we have "the Church of God," and a and the chair named the following gentlemen, to
"High Priest" presiding over it. These wit: Russell Hicks Esq., Robert Johnson, Henry
testimonies plainly show that living, act- Chiles Esq., Colonel James Hambright, Thomas
ive, ministering High Priests are proper Hudspeth, Joel F. Chiles, and James M. Hunter.
officers in the Church of God. And that The meeting then adjourned; and convened
"Priests" are properly church officials again, when Robert Johnson, the chairman of
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said committee, submitted for the consideration
of the meeting, the following address, &c.:
This meeting, professing to act not from the
excitement of the moment, but under a deep and
abiding conviction that the occasion is one that
calls for cool deliberation, as well as energetic
action, deem it proper to Jay before the public an
expose of our peculiar situation in regard to this
singular sect of pretended Christians, and a solemn declaration of our unalterable determination
to amend it.
The evil is one that no one could have foreseen, and is therefore unprovided for by the
laws, and the delays incident to legislation would
put the mischief beyond remedy.
But little more than two years ago some two or
three of this people made their appearance in the
Upper Missouri, and they now number some
twelve hundred souls in this county; and each successive autumn and spring pours forth its swarm
among us, with a graudual fallini; of the character
of those who compose them; until it seems that
those communities from which they come were
flooding us with the very dregs of their composition. Elevated as they mostly are but a little
above the condition of our blacks either in regard
to property or education, they have become a
subject of much anxiety on that part, serious and
well grounded complaints having been already
made of their corrupting influence on our slaves.
We are daily told, and not by the ignorant
alone, but by all classes of them, that we, l(he
Gentiles), of this county are to be cut off, and
our lands appropriated by them for inheritances.
Whether this is to be accomplished by the hand
of the destroying angel, the judgmehts of God,
or the arm of power, they are not fully agreed
among themselves.
Some recent remarks in the Evening and Aforni11g Star, their organ in this place, by their tendency to moderate such hopes and repress such
desires, show plainly that many of this deluded
and infatuated people have been taught to believe
that our lands were to be won from us by the
sword. From this same Star we I.earn that for
want of more honest or commendable employment, many of their society are now preaching
through the states of New York, Ohio, and Illinois, and that their numbers are.increased beyond
every rational calculation; all of whom are required as soon as convenient, to come up to Zion,
which name the.y have thought proper to confer
on our little village. Most of those who bave
already come are characterized by the profoundest ignorance, the grossest superstition, and the·
.most abject poverty.
Indeed, it is a subject of regret by the Star itself, that they have come not only to lay an inheritance, which means some- fifteen acres of
wild- land for each family, but destitute of the
means for procuring bread and meat. \Vhen we
reflect on the extensive field in which the sect is
operating, and that there exists in every country
a leaven of superstition that embraces with avidity notions the most extravagan_t and unheard of,
and that whatever can be gleaned by them from
the perlieus of vice, and the abodes of ignorance,
it is to be cast like a waif into our social circle,
it i:equires no gift of prophecy to tell that the
day is not far distant when the civil government
of the country will be in their hands; when the
sheriff, t_he justices, and the county judges will
pe Mormons, or persons wishing to cot1rt their

favor from motives of interest or ambition.
use their Influence in preventing any further
emigration of their ~listant brethren to this county,
What would be the fate of our lives and propand to counsel and advise their brethren here to
erty, in the hands of jurors and witnesses who do
comply with the above requisitions.
not blush to declare, and would not upon occaThat those who fail to comply with these
sion hesitate to swear that they have wrought
requisitions, be referred to those of their brethren
miracles, and have been the subjects of miracu•
who have the gifts of divination, and of unknown
lous and supernatural cures; have converse with
tongues, to inform them of the lot that a\vaits
God and his angels, and possess and exercise the
them.
gifts of divination and of unknow tongues, and
Which address being read and considered, was
fired with the prospect of obtaining inheritances
unanimously adopted. And thereupon it was
without money and without price, may be better
resolved that a committee of twelve be appointed
imagined than described.
forthwith to wait on the Mormon leaders, and
One of the means resorted to by them, in order
see that the foregoing requisitions are strictly
fo drive us to emigrate, is an indirect invitacomplied with by them; and upon their refusal,
tion to the free brethren of color in Illinois, to
that said committee do, as the organ of this
come up, like the rest, to the land of Zion. True, 'county, inform them that it is our unwavering
they say this was not intended to invite, but to
purpose and fixed determination, after the fallest
prevent their emigration; but this weak attempt
considerations of all the consequences and reto quiet our apprehension is but a poor complisponsibilities under which we act, to use such
ment to our understandings. The article alluded
means as shall ensure their full and complete
to contained an extract from our laws, and all
adoption, and that said committee, so far as may
necessary directions and cautions to be observed
be within their power, report to this present
by colored brethren, to enable them upon their
meeting. And the following gentlemen were
arrival here, to claim and exercise the rights of
named as said committee:
citizenship. Cotemporaneous with the appearRobert Johnson, James Campbell, Colonel
ance of this article, was the expectation among
Moses Wilson, foe! F. Chiles, Hon. Richard
the brethren here, that a considerable number of
Fristoe, Abner F. Staples, Gan Johnson, Lewis
this degraded cast were only awaiting this inforFranklin, Russell Hicks, Esq., Colonel S. D.
mation before they should set out on their journey.
Lucas, Thomas Wilson, and James M. Hunter,
With the corrupting influence oj these on our slm1es,
to whom was added Colonel R. Simpson, Chairand the stench both physical and moral that their
man.
introduction would set afloat in our social atAnd after an adjournment of two hours, the
mosphere, a_nd the vexation that would attend
meeting again convened, and the committee of
the civil rule of these fanatics, it would require
twelve reported that they had called on Mr.
neither a visit from the destroying angel, nor the
Phelp!i, the editor of the Star, Edward Partridge,
judgments of an offended God to render our sitthe bishop of the sect, and Mr. Gilbert, the keepuation here insupportable. True, it may be said,
er of the Lord's store house, and some others, and
and truly no doubt, that the fate that has markthat they declined giving any direct answer to
ed the rise and fall of Joanna Southcote and Ann
the requisitions made of them, and wished an unLee will also attend .the progress of Joe Smith;
reasonable time for consultation, not only with
but this is no opiate to our fears, for when the their brethren here, but in Ohio.
fabric falls the rubish will remain.
Whereupon it was unanimously resolved by
Of their pretended revelations from heaventhe meeting, that the Star printing office should
their personal intercourse with God and his anbe razed to the ground, the type and press secured.
gels-the maladies they pretend to heal by the
Which resolution was, with the utmost order, and
laying on of hands-and the contemptible gibthe least noise and disturbance possible, forthwith
berish with which they habitually profane the
carried into execution, as also some other steps
Sabbath and which they dignify with the appelof a similar tendency; but no blood was spilled
lation of unknown tongues, we have nothing to
nor any blows inflicted. The meeting then
say; vengence belongs to God· alone. But as to
adjourned till the 23d instant, to meet again to
the other matters set forth in this paper, we feel
know further concerning the determination of
called on by every consideration of self-preservathe Mormons.
,
tion, good society, public morals, and the fair
Resolved that a copy of these proceedings be
prospects, that if not blasted in the germ, await
posted up at the post office in this place, for the
this young and beautiful county, at once to cjeinformation of all concerned; and that the
clare, and we do hereby most solemnly declare:
secretaries of this meeting send copies of the
That no Mormon shall in future move and
same to the principal editors in the eastern and
settle in this county.
middle states for publication, that the Mormon
That those now here, who shall gi.ve a definite
brethren may know at a distance that the gates
pledge of their intention within a reasonable time
of Zion are.closed against them-that their interto remove out of the county, shall be allowed to
ests will be best promoted by remaining among
remain unmolested until they have sufficient
those who know and appreciate their merits."
time to sell t1'leir property and close their business
R !CHARD SIMPSON, Chairman.
without any material sacrifice.
s. H.
D. LUCAS,
Is I .
J.
FLOURNOY,.) ecre anes.
That the editor of the Star be required forth·
-Tim11s and Seasons, vol. 6: 832, 833, 834.
with to close his office, and discontinue the
business of printing in this county; and as to all
Of these base and cruel transactions the
other stores and shops belonging to the sect, their
Evening and lWorning Star had this to
owners must in every case strictly comply with
say:
the terms of the second article o_f this declaration,
On the 20th, Duly], the mob collected, and deand upon failure, prompt and efficient measures
manded the discontinuance of the printing in
will be taken to close the same.
Jackson county: a closing of the store: and a
That the Mormon leaders here, are required to
cessation of all mechanical labors. The brethren
0
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refused compliance, and the consequence was,
that the house of W.W. Phelps, which contained
the printing establishment, was thrown down;
the materials taken possession of by the mob;
many papers destroyed, and the family and furniture thrown out doors.
The mob then proceeded to violence towards
Ed~ard Partridge, the bishop of the church, as
he relates in his autobiography: "I was taken
from my house by the mob, George Simpson being their leader, who escorted me about half a
mile, to the court house, on the public square in
Independence; and then and there, a few rods
from said court house, surrounded by hundreds
of the mob, I was stripped of my hat, coat and
vest, and daubed with tar from head to foot, and
then had a quantity of feathers put upon me; and
all this because I would not agree to leave the
county, my home where I had lived two years.
Before tarring and feathering me, I was permitted to speak. I told them that the saints had
had to suffer persecution in all ages of the world;
that I had done nothing which ought to offend
any one. That if they abused me, they would
abuse an innocent person. That I was willing to
suffer for the sake, of Christ; but, to leave the
country I was not then willing to consent to it.
By this time the multitude made so much noise
that I could n•Jt be heard; some were cursing
and swearing, saying, call upon your Jesus, &c.;
others were equally noisy in trying to still the
rest, that they might be enabled to hear what I
was saying.
Until after I had spoken I knew not what they
inJended to do with me, whether to kill me, to
whip me, or what else I knew not. I bore my
abuse with so much resignation and meekness,
that it appeared to astound the multitude, who
permitted me to retire in silence, many looking
very solemn, their sympathies having been touched as I thought; and as to myself, I was so filled
with the Spirit and love of God that I had no
hatred towards my persecutors, or any one else."
Charles Allen \Va~ next stripped and tarred and
feathered, because he would not agree to leave
the county, or deny the Book of.Mormon.
Others were brought up to be served likewise
or whipped, but from some cause, the mob ceased
operations, and adjourned until Tues<lay the 23d.
Elder Gilbert, the keeper of the store, agreed to
close that; and that may have been one reason
why the work of destruction was suddenly stopped for two days.
In the course of this day's wicked, outrageous
and unlawful proceedings, many solemn realities
of human degradation, as well as thrilling incidsnts, were presented to the Saints. An armed
and well organized mob, in a government professing to be governed by law, with the Lieutenant Governor, (Lilbu-rn W_. Boggs), the eecond
officer in the state, calmly looking on, and secretly
aiding every movement, saying to the Saints,
"You now know what our Jackson boys can do,
and vou must leave the country;" and all the
justi~es, judges, constables, sheriffs, and military
officers, headed by such western missionaries and
clergymen as the Reverends McCoy, Kavanaugh,
Hunter, Fitzhugh, Pixley, Likens, Lovelady, and
Bogard, consisting of Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, and all the different sects of religionists
that inhabited that country; with that great
moral reformer, and Register of the Land Office
1\t Lexington, forty miles east, known as the head

and father of the Cumberland Presbyterians, even
the Reverend Finis Ewing publicly publishing
that the "Mormons were the co!nmon enemies' of
mankind, and ought to be destroyed;" all these
solemn realities were enough to melt the heart
of a savage; while there was not a solitary offense
on record, or proof that a Saint had broken the
law of the land.
And when Bishop Partridge, who yvas without
guile, and Elder Charles Allen w.alked off, amid
the horrid yells of an infuriated mob, coated like
some un-named, unknown biped, and one of the
sisters cried aloud: "While you, who have done
this wicked deed, must suffer the vengeance of
God, they, having endured persecuticm,canrefoice,
for henceforth for them is laid up a crown, eternal in the heavens." Surely there was a time o,f
awful reflection, that man, unrestrained, like the
brute beast, may torment the body; but God, in
return, will punish the soul.-Times and Seasons,
vol. 6: 818, 819.
Three days after this shameful outrage
the following oppressive, lawless, persecutive terms were forced upon the peaceful Saints:
••The citizens again convened on the 23d day
of July, 1833, which was composed of gentlemen
from all parts of the county, and much more
unanimously attended than the meeting on the
20th instant.
The meeting was organized by the chairman
taking his scat, when the following gentlemen
were appointed a committee, to-wit:
Henry Chiles, Esq., Doctor N. K. Olmstead,
H. L. Brazile, Esq., Zachariah 'Waller, Samuel
Weston, Esq., Wm. L. Irwin, Leonidas Oldham,
S. C. Owens, Esq, George Simpson, Capt. Benjamin Majors, James C. Sadler, Col. Wm. Bowers,
Henry Younger, Russel Hicks, Esq., Aaron
Overton, John Harris, and Harmon Gregg, to
wait upon the Mormon leaders, who had intimated
a wish to have a conference with said committee.
After an adjournment of two hours, the meeting again convened, when the committee reported
to the meeting that they had waited on most of
the Mormon leaders, consisting of the bishop,
Mr. Partridge; Mr. Phelps, editor of the Star/
Mr. Gilbert, the keeper of the Lord's store house;
and Messrs. Corrill, Whitmer, and Morely, elders
of the church, and that the said committee had
entered into an amicable agreement with them
which they had reduced to writing, which they
submitted; and that the committee have assured
Mr. Phelps that whenever he was ready to move,
that the amount of all his losses should be paid
to him by the citizens. The written agreement
is as follows:
•Memorandum of agreement between the un~
dersigned of the Mormon society, in Jackson
county, Missouri, and a committee appointed by
a public meeting of the citizens of said county,
made the 23d day of July, 1833.
It is understood that the undersigned, members
of the society, do give their solemn pledges, each
for himself, as follows, to wit:
That Oliver Cowd!:'ry, W. W. Phelps, Wm.
l'<IcClealand, [Lellin], Edward Partridge, Lyman
Wight, Simeon Carter, Peter and John Whitmer,
and Harvey vVhitlock, shall remove with their
families out of this county, on or before the first
day of January next, and that they, as well as the
two hereinafter named, use all their influence to
induce all the brethren now here to remove as

soon as possible-one half, say, by the first of
January next, and all by the first day of April
next. To advise ar{d try all means in their power
to stop any more of their sect from moving to
this county; and as to those now on the road,
they will nse their influence to prevent their
settling permanently in the county, but that they
shall only make arrangements for temporary
shelter, till a new location is agreed on for the
society. John Corri!l and Algernon Gilbert, are
allowed to remain as general agents to wind up
the business of the society, so long as necessity
shall require; and said Gilbert may sell out his
merchandise now on hand, but is to make no new
importation.
The Star is not again to be published, nor a
press set up by any of the society in this county.
If the said Edward Partridge and W.W. Phelps
move their families by the first day of January,
as aforesaid, that they themselves will be allowed
to go and come in order to transact and wind up
their business.
The committee pledge themselves to use all
their influence to prevent any violence being
used so long as a compliance with the foregoing
terms is observed by the parties concerned, to
which agreement is subscribed the names of the
above named committee, as also those of the
Mormon brethren named in the report as having
been present.'
Which report of the committee was unanimously adopted by the meeting, and thereupon the·
meeting adjourned, sine die.
R1cHARD S1MPS0N, Ckairman.
s. D. LUCAS,
Is t . "
J. H. FLOURNOY, 5 Pere anes.
-Times and Seasons, vol. 6: 834, 835, from Western l'vionitor, August zd, 1833.
The foregoing facts, the most of them
t:;ken from the mobbers' own organ, The
V/cstcrn J11onitor, are quite sufficient to
show that the Saints did nothing to provoke this persecution beyond what any
orderlv American citizen might have done.
They ·had moved from the eastern States
into Jackson county, Missouri; had purch?sed and were improving lands extensively, both in town and country; were
engaged in merchandizing, printing and
publishing, as also in various other mechanical arts, and in agriculture; all of which
they had the right to do, including that of
worshipping God according to the dictates
of their own conscience i11 so far as that
worship did not infringe upon the laws of
the country, nor the natural rights of
others. These rights the Saints held in
common with every other class of American citizens.
These they held by natural
endowment from God, and they were likewise guaranteed to them by the Constitution and laws of the Nation, and also by
the Constitution and laws of Missouri.
But the same spirit, and many of the very
same persons, that in 1854 to 1857 made
"Border Ruffianism" possible, and which
sought by craft and falsehood and violence
to force the blighting curse of slavery upon
free Kansas, rose up in its brute force, and
trampling down the dearest rights of
Christian freemen, and violating the most
sacred pledges and guarantees of Americnn
citizens, drove out from home and property
and country, a body of over twelve hundred peac;eful, industrious people, whose
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only offence lay in the unpopularity of
their Bible religion, anti-slavery politic8,
and their free state social sentiments and
custom~.

In rnlmly reviewing these facts one feels
that a section from the dark ages has been
tra.nsplanted into the proud history of free
America, and that the hateful persecutions
of the primitive Christians and noble
protestant reformers bad been revived.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

visits to our home for many years to come."
An<l Bro. C. Perry, of Bevier, Missouri,
says, "I would not like to be without it."
And we may add, No member of the
church should fail to read its current publications.
·
President Joseph Smith left to attend
the Reunion at Garner's Grove, Harrison
county, Iowa, on the 30th of September.
The junior Editor is to go October 5th
or 6th, to be gone ten or twenty days, calling at the Reunion for a few days, and
then spending some time with the branches in western Iowa.
Elder J. W. Gillen will go at once to
eastern Iowa and Missouri, to labor for
the fall, winter and spring. He may also
labor some in eastern Illinois, if desired by
the authorities in charge. Brother James
enters upon ministerial work abroad with
a clearer, keener conviction of duty, if possible, than· ever before. He evidently has
on the armor of the Christian soldier until
the war is over. May hl'!aven direct and
greatly fayor him and all his fellow-laborers, that as wise spiritual embassadors for
Christ they may successfully persuade ail
to be reconciled to God. It is cheering to
see how deeply many feel the need- of
working with their might in the Lord's
harvest field while it is yet called to-day.
God speed the reapers.

to the wall; priestcraft is perishing; intemperance is becom.ing- odious and limited;
labor is asserting its right to enjoy its earnings; woman is being exalted to an equal
place with man; polygamy and its like
are writing· in death throes, under the light
of religion, law, and moral science; bigotry
and the barbarism of the creeds are loosing
their clammy hands from the heart and
intellect of the race, and the times of adjustment and compensation are dawning
upon an enlightened world.
The Latter Day Saints have rights in
common with others, and the masses will
see this fact and will feel the ·need of honoring and protecting them. We hope the
yournal and hosts of other publications
will brave! y battle for the right, see that
the Latter Day Saints have a just and fair
showing, let the God of our fathers take
care of results, and thus help to relegate
religious intolerance, sectarian hate, and
political craft and pandering, to the inhospitable regions of oblivion.

SEPTEMBER 21st, Bro. ]. A. Robinson
wrote from Albany, Texas, where he had
preached three times in the Court-house,
with good attendance and interest. He
was kindly entertained by "Pete Holcombe, (a big-hearted cattle· man), and his
excellent wife." On the 27th he wrote
from Pilot Point, saying that because of
the sickness of Bro. G. S. Hyde their
meetings at Collinsville were not up to
their expectations. Bro. Hyde had the
Dengue fever, which seems epidemic in
Texas this· year, and it was thought best
that Bro. Hyde return home at once.
Therefore Bro. Robinson purchased for
EDITED BY SIS'fER "FUANCES."
him a ticket to Omaha and fitted him out
with needful et ceteras, for his trip home.
"Not on one favored forehead fell,
Owing to sickness and the past drouth,
0f old, the fire-tongued miracle,
Texas is not now a very inviting field.
But flamed o'er all the thronging host,
The baptism of the Holy Ghoet;
Bro. ]. T. Davis writes us September
He.art answers heart: in one desire,
26th, that crops are poor in south-eastern
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
The blending lines of prayer aspire."
Kansas, times hard, but calls for preaching
Elder R. J. Anthony, writing frorn
are increasing and pressing.
Sr. J. S. Howard write from Moscow, .Deer Lodge, Montana, the 30th of Sep- "Go THY way, Daniel, for the words are closed
up and sealed to thP time of the end. Many shall
Idaho, September 20th, saying: "I have tember says:
be purified and made white ·and tried; but the
"I have just returned here this morning from
been circulating the Voice of Warning for
Bro. J. H. Peters, and this is the result"- Willow Creek, Montana, where I held some of wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall underthe mostinteresting meetings I have attended in
eig-ht dollars sent for HERALDS.
Bro. Dorman Lewis, in a letter. renew- Montana . . . . I leave here next Monday for stand."-Dan. :i,2: 9, IO.
Last night a friend handed us a paper containing for church papers, states that his Oxford. Bro. John Lewis has driven the enterhealth is poor, and that he has removed ing wedge in Franklin. We shall with God's ing a $ermon by the professor of theology in Harfrom Riv er Sioux" to near Preparation, Ia. help use the sledge there for a time·."
vard University, Rev. Francis Greenwood PeaIn a letter <lated Buffalo Prairie, Illinoi~,
body. While reading it we were forcibly impressSeptember 28th, Sr. Mina Epperly tells of
Elder J. C. Clapp, writing from Deer ed with some passages which it is our intention
the excellent labor done by Bro. A. H. Lodge, Montana, September 30th, says: to "use in this article, for we believe that the time
Smith in that place of late; also of the
of the end is near, and the angel said that the wise
"Elder R. J. Anthony just came from Gallatan
profitable meetings had at their chapel, Valley, and ·reports good times; all .well here. should understand. In correspondence once with
and of their pleasant and progressive Sun- The Elder will preach in our new chapel next a Hebre; scholar, he remarked: "The word renday School, and thinks we should no long- Sunday."
dered 'wise,' by the translators, should have been
er call the Hope "little,'' since enlarged.
rendered, observing." We have no reason to doubt
Bro. J. W.Johnson, of McPaul, MissouBro. T. E.Jenkins in a late letter from this, for, from the days of our childhood we reri, has been seeking to enlighten the
Wales, says:
member our mother as never reading or hearing
"wholly sanctified" ones of his town, who
"\Vhere is Elder J. D. Jones, of Kewanee? He
of any unusual occurrence, but she cast
reject baptism for remission of sins; but promised to be here in June. July and August
about in her mind to know what connection it
they did n0t seem to heed his efforts, is past, but where is brother John? Come,
had, or what possible bearing it might have upon
though well sustained by Bible texts. brother; come."
the work of the Lord in these last days. Perhaps
Bible religion in these Babylonish times is
the disposition to do likewise is inherited by us;.
sadly at a discount.
Bro. F. C. Gough assures us in his late THE BluJl Park Yournal of Montrose, but if so, we are fully persuaded in our own mind
letter ·from Hearne, Texas, that "The Iowa, just opposite Nauvoo, Illinois, is now that we are not alone in this peculiarity; indeed
good work moves right along;" and says: reprinting from the Times and Seasons the spirit of observation seems to be a part and
"Priest S. R. Hay baptized four the 19th an account of the pt·rsecutions of the Saints parcel of the work. "What I say unto you I say
inst., and others are investigating the docin Missouri, and we trust it will continue unto all, Watch!"
The text selected was Psalms 42: 2-"My soul
trine."
to spread the facts of that wretched affair
Sr. M. M>1nsfield, of Houlton, Maine, un.til its readers and exchanges shall be .thirsteth for God, for the living God." He remarked that he wished to speak to them upon the
writes· Bro. D. Dancer, September. 27th, fully posted in re.spect to it.
and says of "thP. good HERALD," "I can
\Ve have confidence that l\1issouri and signs of the times in which we live, and while
say that we prize it very highly, and enjoy Illinois and our J-f ation, will yet see and he admittecl that a casual glance would never rereading it very much. There is no branch recompe_nse .the wrongs inflicted upon. tbe veal the faet that a thirst for the living God was
of the true church near us, so the If.ER.AL!) Latter Day Saints in their various pei·se- in deed a characteristic of this age; he held that
brings us
the sermons we have from
cutions from the first; · These are times of a deeper search, a closer scrutiny in regard to the
those of our faith. \Ve hope it may be pro. gres. sio. n.. G·o. d.. has decreed the.. "d.es.o. tendencies of the age, would reveal the fact, that·
Wltll §ys~ii,iµ~d ~Pel \:ont~r\le g~ Vf<;lco+µe . !;:ttion ~b.omiq~tiQll 1'~ Shw~rr h,<itl gg11y gnt; ~inC\ gf Hying i\D':l ~hiµ~ir9 W!'i~ upoB ~hi: s\~f•
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face, but another and a very different one, withis the true offering. Here again are found the
God has given us to carry to them, is there not
responsibility somewhere? The press standing
fruits of faith-they accept the doctrine but rein the depths. The almost feverish thirst for the
idle, the ministry at home, because wife and
pudiate the Teacher.
possessions, ambitions, a.nd indulgencies of the
children must not starve-what does this mean?
time are but the eddies in the stream, while below
"But after all, this ferment of the philosophies
If God is not doing his share then we know
the eddies-below the surface, moved the deep
is but a suggestion of the spiritual restlessness
where blame attaches; but if he is-if he has
and quiet current, \vhich time would reveal as a
which possesses multitudes .about us, whether
blessed members of the church with means which
thirst for living waters, a thirst for the living God.
they study philosophy or not. What are the
they are holding back to their own condemnafacts? All over this country there are thousands ~ tion-then how shall they enter heaven with the
vVe quote the following passage entire.
"Thus the text which I have chosen may be , of thoughtful lives, trained in modern ways of
blood stains of lost souls upon their garments?
untrue to the superficial living which prevaHs in
thinking, beyond reach of ecclesiasticism or of
Noah was commanded to preach while the ark
this as in every age; but I believes it strikes with
orthodoxy, yet with this great thirst upon their
was being built, and in mercy God stayed the
souls; panting, like the hart for the water-brooks,
increasing clearness the note of the heart of the
waters, after he had determined the flood to cbme
time. There is scarcely a phase of the philosophy
for some assurance of a living God.. These ate
upon the earth. The ministry of reconciliation
the souls which test the force of and the sympaabout us, or a really profound experience
with power to declare and make known the only
thy of a church or a minister. They do not dewhich we observe, which does not illusliving and true God has been committed to the
mand a complicated or elaborate faith, but they
trate the increasing thirst of the human
church in this day and age of the world. God
soul for the living God. Beneath the harsh
thirst for faith in something. For the lack
has declared that the corruptible things of this
noises of our day there is this permanent underof something better they yield themselves to the
earth shall be destroyed by fire, and he is waiting
most extravagant substitutes for faith. Anything
tone, continuing like the sounds of nature which
in mercy as he waited while the ark was preparwe hear only as other noises are stilled. Amid
if it be nothing more religious than tipping tables,
ing, for his servants to prune the vineyard for
or "astral bodies," is precious to them ~fit seems to
this apparent satiety and self-sufficiency of the
the last time. Should we hear the midnight cry,
suggest supernatural 'control. Their doubts and
age, there appears this divine restlessness. Each
"Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to
problems are not concerned with the details of
gain in things which seem to make a living God
meet him," which think you would most interest
belief, it is the
foundation which is unsuperfluous, begins to compel men to some new
us, the silver and gold laid up in store, or the
dermined. A few years ago, a young man came
aspect of religion, or to some new substitute for
amount of oil in our vessel beside the lamp?
to me with his religious questionings. I never
faith. A thirsty time, not a time when the soul
But says one, "This oil can not be bought.'' Borcan forget his fierce and passionate attack. "Do
is satisfied, but when it is growing parched even
rowed you mean, for while they went to buy the
not suppose," he said, "that I am not a good Bapto torture, and is demanding that its thirst be
Bridegroom came and the door was shut.,.
tist. I am a member of the church. I am 'sound
somehow slaked-a time when souls and systems
Sisters, let not this sin be laid to our charge.
on immersion.' But tell me, tell me, if you can,
are coming as the Psalmist says that the deer
vVe are not called to preach, but we are called to
whether or no there is any living God."
* Here do all in our power to ·forward the work of God.
comes in summer, to springs that once ran free,
is a time when many critics are observing the
and are finding there nothing but dry, hot stones,
Our soul w~s stirred within us, when reading the
decline ot religious influence and the decrease
and then, panting for the water brooks, are turnsermon.
We saw the fulfillment of Amos'
of church attendance. It seems to me a time
ing from these barren resources of the past, and
prophecy-saw it as a sign of the times, but had
much more marked for the wonderful eagerness
thirsty fqr the signs of a present and a living
no thought of the way in which we have been
with which people still turn to the ministry of
God. Such is the scene which the age, in its
led. It is a day of sacrifice. Awake, awake we
any man who speaks as if his religion were real.
deeper .living and thinking, seems to present,-a
beseech you; seek to God to know your duty,
scene which contradicts and corrects our first. It is one more mark of the weary waiting and
and then for strength to perform it, lest the ease
divine discontent which marks the time, and
impression; a.rid it is this underlying and fundaand luxury of our life here be bought with the
which draws it, liKe the hart to the water-brooks,
mental character which I wish now very imperprice of souls.
towards any voice or church or substitute for
fectly to trace. First let us see this deeper curLAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 16th, 1886.
church, which seems likely to supply its thirst."
rent flowing through the thought of the time,
The preacher then in his conclusion, describes
LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 6th.
and then thro11gh its life; and then let us ask
the church.and ministry demanded by the times,
Sr. Frances:-In reading the Home Column we
ourselves what we can do to meet and use its onbut with this part of the discourse we have nothnotice so many speak of the government of chilward sweep." * * *
ing to do, but come rather to our own application.
dren, and we thought that we too would write on
He classes philosophical unbelief under two
"Behold the days come, saith the Lord God,
this subject; but not so much from experience as
heads, and whatever points of disagreement is
that I will send a famine in the land, not a famfrom observation. How often we hear parents
found on these philosophies, one thing they have
ine of bread, nor a thrist for water, but of hearsay, as an excuse for the neglect of the duty they
in common-the desire to withhold the thoughts
ing the words of the Lord."-Amos 8: IL Church
owe their child, and then the disobeying of the
of men from any sense of a living God. After
of the living God, comes there from this pulpit,
child which naturally follows: "Oh, it is too
having run their brief career, by the very admisfrom this teac 1 1er of religion any appeal to you?
much trouble to be always watching and scoldsions they themselves make, they are thirsting for
See you in these brief extracts any signs of the
ing." If they could but realize how much easier
a living God. vVe are ev~m brought to a time of
time? Is there behind the gray clouds of mornit would be fo teach the child first to do what we
controversy between the two, each of them maining any roseate gleam-harbinger of his chariot
say, and thus save this watching and scolding,
taining that in it alone lie the elements of true
wheels! Do you hear that cry "Tell me, tell nie
and the constant disobeying of the child. Love
religion and the satisfaction of this human thirst.
if you can, wketlzer or no tkere is any living God.i' is the main means in governing a child, yet we
One is inspired by the mystery of the universe,
To you is committed the word of reconciliation.
should govern with judicious love. This constant
and the other by the dignity of human life. One
scolding is not based upon the principle o"f "govWho can answer a question like this? Who?
sees behind_ the play of nature's forces that unern by love.'' The love of a child for its parent
Job knew that his Redeemer was living, aye more
known force "from which all things proceed;"
is naturally great, yet we can not love as we
that in the latter day he should stand upon the
to the other, religion is religion only as it is adearth; and the promise of God is, that all who
ought where we do not respect, and ho\v much
dressed to that which can be known and loved.
more we respect one who is firm and just than
obey shall know. 0, how solemnly sweet the
One presents as the embodiment of its ideal,
words "Having received authority from the Lord
we do one who is fretful and weak. The one
power; the other, love. These are two of the
Jesus Christ," sweet as the strains of angel harps,
through their justness, it becomes a pleasure to
attributes of the living God, and facts like these
as the song announcing the new born Babe of
obey, while the other, it almost seems sometimes,
confirm. us in our belief that the intellectual
Bethlehem. The famine is truly in our midst.
the child takes pleasure in diwbeying.
thirst or the age is for something which can be
The vain husks of ethics and philosophy can
How often we hear children say: "Don't do
called a Jiving God.
never satisfy the soul of man. The gospel a gosthat, papa or mamma would not want you to.''
Take now the ethical, which demando not a
pel of power, is what the ,,if'Orld is perishing for
And again we hear: "I don't care what any one
living God; but a living and improved human
this day. We have it, we know we have; there
s~ys; I am go!ng to do as I am a mind to.'' We
society, is what it thirqts to cee. Not a distant
i~ no guess work in the matter; why not send it
would ask whicli child loves and respects their
heaven it
i.:iarents 111ost?. When I pe;:i;· my schQJa;1"8 say:
thenr
an~ p~ri~hirg: ~or want rif wi)at
~rr~f:!
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«Don't do that teacher would not. wish you t9," I
am sure at least of that child's respect. We wonder which child God loves most-the obedient or
disobedient. Christ says: "If ye love me ye will
keep my commandments." Then, therefore, if a
child loves their parents they will keep their commandments; but if there is no commandment,
then there is nothing to obey, and one who continually scolds gives no commandments.
How careful, therefore, parents should be that
their commandments may be always just, and
then through the love of the child, with the
knowledge that our parents are just, although at
tl1e time we may not be able to. see this justness,
yet it will be a pleasure to obey such commandments. And let us each one remember that,
"One by one our duties wu.it us;
Let our whole strength go to euch;
Let no future dreams elate us,
Learn we first what these can teach."

Ev A M.

BAILEY.

Dear Sisters:-Are we doing all in our power
for the spread of the gospel? There is a great
work to he done, and by teaching our children
and setting a good example before ou~ friends
and neighbours, we may aid in it, both by precept and example. By managing our domestic
affairs wisely and prudently, much may be saved
to aid in the spread of the gospel. Some will say it
is not onr place to <lo very much; tithing goes
for that purpose. True, but are you paying tithing? If you have much or little, the law is the
same. It calls for the same proportion froni the
rich man that it does from the poor man, and
weighed in the balances of heaven the dollar
paid in with a willing heart by the poor man,
woman or child, will balance ten thousana which
comes from the rich man's plenty. When this is
done we have only done our duty-nothing
more. But there lies yet something beyond this-,more than the law demands; and what is this?
"Behold now it is called to-day until the coming
of the Son of Man; and verily it is a clay of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of my people~ * *
for verily I say, to-morrow all the proud·';nd
they that do wickedly shall be as stubble,
wherefore, if ye believe me, ye will labor while it
is called to-day."-D. C. sec. 64.
Are we sacrificing ap.y for the Master? Many
of us are poor in the things of this world, but oh,
how contemptible are those things in comparison
with the riches of heaven; and besides this the
Lord say "Try me and prove me." Are we trying him? We ca_n not prove him unless we try
him. Have you sisters who are blessed with
plenty, who clothe yourselves in fine raiment,
ever tried dividing with those who were not able
to appear at the house of God clad respectably? When making up a garment have you
ever tried to save a rlollar or two in order to buy
a.garment for your poorer sister. If you have
not, try it and taste the sweet peace resulting·
therefrom, and prove the Lord. Have you ever
thought while dressing your own children, to try
and economize on their clothing, in order to help
s9me poor sister who with the best effort she is
able to make can not clothe her little ones respectably, and is compelled to keep them at home
from church and Sabbath School. In sec. 102,
D. C. you will see that the. Lord reproves the
Saints for their transgressions.
They did all
manner of evil, and they did not impart of their
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flicted among them. Are we flattering ourselves
that by the putting on of raiment, we can make
the gospel attractive? "Consider the lilies of
the field!" Christ commanded his followers to
let their light shine, that others seeing their good
works, (not good clothes) might glorify the Father. The adornment of a meek and quiet spirit,
neatness, cleanliness and godliness, are they not
above p"rice?
An Elder is in the field preaching, doing all in
his power. He has more calls than he can fill,
but his wife writes him from home, and tells him
she has had her hat for some time, and she sees
one down town that suits her. It costs four dollars, and she wants her husband to leave his
preaching and earn the money to get it. What
would you think of that sister? Would you not
think she was not much interested in the spread
of the gospel? B,ut has she not as good a right
to such a hat as her sisters, who judge her? Are
there not some who are not Eider's wives that are
keeping the Elders at home that they may have
fine clothes? "Thou shall not be proud in thy
heart; Jet all thy garments be plain, and their
beauty the works of thine own hands. D. C. sec.
42. Dear sisters, let each one of. us .ask herself
the questions, Are we doing all we might do.
Are we sacrificing any for the Master's sake, or
will we be compelled to say when we render our
account to him, I wish I had done more? vVe
will not be sorry then for any sacrifice we have
made.·
From your sister,
ANNA PHELPS.

Dear 5'isters and Readers of t!ze llonze Column:
I think I can say in unisor with my sisters, The
Home Column is just what our Herald has Jor;g
needed in order to make it attractive to both old
and young in the church, bringing forth the talent and zeal that is in us to work for the Master.
The many toiling and weary mothers that are so
anxiously striving to train their little "buds of
promise" in the ways of truth and righteousness,
knowing in this we are doing that portion of the
Master's work entrusted to our care, have through"
it been encouraged and strengthened. And now
dear sisters, shall we not accomplish a still greater work in their behalf?
Through the unceasing efforts of sister Frances
we feel assured the desired work will be accomplished, and we shall see the standard of the
Hope raised; that it shall even be as a bright and
shining light in the pathway of the Sundoy
School children, both to instruct them in God's
word and interest then1 in its perusal; bnt as
mothers we have something to do to interest
them in order that they also work in its behalf,
composing their little letters and stories in their
own childish language. Let us see to it, and I
believe .in due time we shall be blessed by the
fruit of our labors.
'
SISTER ALLIRO.

A MANSION IN THE DEPTHS.
At Kaukauna, Wisconsin, the workmen engaged in excavating a sewer, came upon the ruins
of a stone building at the depth of eight feet.
The. stone first found bore traces of fine workmanship and polish. Further digging developed
a quantity of ashes, about twenty-five bushels of
which' were removed, when another wall was
struck. The stones were finely faced, some bejng
f\o if
fire
smok{l,
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others must have been subjected to great artificial heat as they harl crumbled into lime. The
work was found but a foot or two above bedrock, and shows evidences of workmanship that
could have been performed only by a highly civilized race. It must have been done centuries
ago, as a large elrn tree has grown over the ruins.
The discovery has led to the advancement of
many theories.-Bee, Omaha, Sept. 29th.

W.,
August 30th.
Bro. ':foscp!z :-1 have been here six weeks,
holrling services and visiting with the people;
anrl in company with Bro.]. \\'right visited Bro.
McLauchlin at Wingham, thirty miles from here,
where Bro. Glaud Rodger had the contest with
the Church of England Clergyman; and afterwards with Bro. Sidney Wright went to Laurieton to see Bro. J. Rodger and the Saints there,
held a few meetings there, and then returned to
this place, and learned that while away some of
the clergy had been trying to keep the people
from following "the delusion," as they thought.
I met one of them for five minutes, then he was
called away for a boat was waiting for him. He
saluted me with the question: "Don't you
think the people are asses to listen to you-a
stranger?" I thought perhaps so, and that they
would be certainly, if they listened (to receiving)
to either a stranger or acquaintance if they
taught contrary to the Bible. And although he
had but a few minutes to talk, he must leave a
testimony of the truth of this work, in the usual
slanderous statements against the Martyr, thus
adding to the many testimonies received already
that the angel spake truly-"his name should be
good and ill spoken of everywhere." By the
same declaration r might judge him, (the clergymay) for, the pure, good and righteous, should
speak good of him; but the unjust, unrighteous
and pharisaical, would speak ill of him.
I have baptized twenty-eight persons since I
came here six weeks ago, and organized -them in
a branch called Forster Branch, and so of course
the adversary and all who chose to be his servants are not idle; some timid ones who thought
to obey are waitilig to see how it will all turn out,
for to them strange ~tories of wrongs have been
told. I have generally had very good liberty
here in explaining the word, and some times the
Spirit bringing the truths so clearly before me,
that I became enraptured of them myself, and
felt exceedingly happy, as in the demonstration
of the Spirit of God, his word flowed forth like a
river-deep, placid, fervent and sure,-what a
knowledge accompanies such a demonstration of
God's goodness when the Holy Spirit brings to
"our remembrance the beauties and grandeur of
the heavenly kingdom; it. carries such a weight
of knowledge that can not be erased-I think,
never. And so we receive the encouragement
and endorsement of our Master, our Lord, and
are glad.
I expect to leave to-morrow for Nambucca,
leaving the branch in the care and oversight of
Brn. ·wright, Mills, Seaberg and Taylor, and
commending them to the guidance and care of
our heavenly father, Jesus Christ and the Holy
Spirit, communion with whom will increase their
NoRTH FORSTER, N. S.
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are to he sanctified, we rest assured that if faithful they will. rejoice in the truth demonstrated to
them 'here, and soon receive their inheritance in
the everlasting kingdom of our Lord.
\Ve are welf, and look anxiously, monthly for
the American mail-it is so long to wait for a
Herald, and often we are outof the way so as
not to receive it then, but it is a feast of good
things generally, when it comes. May God bless
you with all the gifts and powers of your office
abundantly, and "your peace flow as a river."
Your brother in Chhrist,
Jos. F. BURTON.
After writing as before, a Mr. Philips, a Church
of England minister, came in the neighborhood,
and just at dusk sent me word that he wanted to
meet me before the public, to give· a reason why
some of his church members left him to join me.
We met at 7: 30, and I did what I could to defend the proposition: "The Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is the true
Church of Christ in organization, faith and doctrine." Bible as evidence. We were to use
fifteen minutes each, but he seldom used his
time, as he wished to hear. We continued from
7: 30 to ro: 45. After my second speech in -affirming the organization and first principles, liie on
arising admitted what I had said, and turned the
question on "the necessity of immersion as baptism." We had a "prayer book" along, and
when showing from it that "dip" was the mode,
we used it, especially after he admitted that
Christ and the Eunuch went into the water; then
by adding their "dip," we clinched the argument.
None of our folks were injured by the dis.
cussion.
In haste,
J. F. B.
INDEPENDENC1', Mo., Sep. 29th.
Dear Herald:-:-! left home on the 17th of September; went to Clinton to assist Bro. I. N.
White; went with him to the Clintonville branch,
near Eldorado Springs, in Cedar County. The
brethren had out an appointment at the Schroeder School house for Saturday night and Sunday,
at r r a. m., four miles east at Cedar Springs in
the grove. Preached at the Schroeder School
House during the week. Here we met Elder
\Veeks, who once belonged to the church but
was cut off while living near Kingston, in the
Far West District, but since has joined the
Campbellites. He is lecturing and preaching
against the Latter Day Saints. He had delivered two lectures at Le Beck, just before we came
down. This is the place where Bro. I. N. White
met the Rev. Price, of Campbellism a short time
since.
It is c0;nceded by most all that we have the
truth as contained in the Bible, but some think
there is something bad back of it. On Sunday
the 26th of September, Bro "White baptized five,
all heads of famiiies. One of the sisters baptized
had been raised in Catholicism. One of those
baptized was one of the moderators in the discussion, and was convinced during the discussion,
notwithstanding all that the Rev. Price and
other brothers could say against the truth. The
Lord blessed us abundantly while we were there,
and our congregations were on the increase. \Ve
left eight or ten who said they were almost per·
suaded to accept the faith.
At Clinton, Monday evening, Wf! found Bros,
A. \Vhite a11d J. Luff who had been 1in~achlng
f:'.1 the p;is~ ':Yee1' aJ Clintop1 bvt congre~atioq~

were small, owing.to some amusements carried
on by those of the world, on the street. Bros.
A. White, J. Luff and myself returned .to Indepehden-ce, each determined to do more in the
near future if God shall so open the way. There
are the besLopenings in the Independence District at present we ever had.
Ever yours,
EMSLEY CURTIS.
DROWNVILLE, R. I., Sep. 25th.
Brot!ter ':fosep!t:-I have just returned from
our District Conference which convened at Bos·
ton, September 25th. It was a most enjoyable
time, and one long to be remembered. The
power of God was present in abundance, to the
blessing and confirmation of the Saints. The
business sessions passed off smoothly and quietly.
Saturday night we were favored with a discourse
by brother N. R. Nickerson, followed by the gospel warrior Father Thompson. Sunday morning, had prayer and testimony service, which
held four hours. Tongues, prophecies and revelations were given to the joy and consolation of
the Saints. The afternoon· service was conducted by Bro. F. A. Potter, with Elder Thomas
Whiting in the pulpit. His subject was the re
storation of the gospel. The speaker enjoyed
good liberty and held his hearers closely until
the finish. In the evening Bro. F. M. Sheehy
occupied the stand, assisted by Bro. Myron H.
Bond, the first principles of the gospel being his
theme. The Spirit was his helper to the edification of the people. Taking all things into consideration, I believe it was one of the best conferences the Massachusetts District has ever had,
and one that will result in much good. Monday five were led into a watery grave, and tfrns
the good work goes on. Bro. Bond remains in
Boston for the present. Bro. Sheehy goes to
Brockton on vVednesday the 29th, and is to be in
Fall River on Sunday, November 3d.
Rejoicing in the, truth, I remain your brother
in Christ.
GEORG.E W. ROBLEY.
NEWCASTLE, Pa., Sept. 26th.
Bro. Blair :--As it has been some time since
we have had the privilege to meet with the
Saints of God, we have moved back to our old
home, thinking to better our temporal conditions.
We feel quite at a loss without meetings to attend, or even the society of the brethren and sisters. No one can appreciate this until they have
had a trial of it.
Newcastle has a population of about thirteen
thousand, and there are quite a number of different creeds and sects here, all clalming to be iri
the right. I heard a number of ministers telling
quite a large congregation that they did not think
it made any difference what you belong to, if yon
only believe in the Lord and confess him before
man-that God the Father wouldn't ask us what
church we belonged to. We thank God for the
light we have received different. In all this
large city there seems to be no one belonging to
the church but myself and husband, and when
we talk to some of our friends about the church
they say, "Why don't some of your preachers
come here so we can hear the gospel as they
preach it, that we may know who is right." If
Bro. G. T. Griffiths or any Elders are passing
through here, we should like to have a call from
them, to see if an opening might be had, a~ we
'!Vill 0!d iP ~etting o!le if fossibl~'. We liy~ ':Y\tti,

in one hundred yards from the Buffalo, New
York and Philadelphia depot, on the east side of
the city. I remain as ever in th.e one faith,
SARAH WALTENBAUGH.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
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LEAVES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE.

THERE

IS A GOD.

THERE is a God, a being in whom is all
power, knowledge, wisdom and goodness,
the creator of all things visible and invisible, who upholdeth all things by the word
of his power. This truth stands revealed
in holy writ; and is testified of through
the successive ages by men who have lived
in such harmonv with his will as to enable
them to receive "this testimony. Moses wa'!
privileged to receive a knowledge of this
truth, and to record it for the instruction
of future generations, and here is the testimony which the Infinite One commanded
him to write: "I am the beginning and
the end; the Almighty God. By m;ne
Only Begotten I created these things.
Yea, in the beginning I created the heaven,
and the earth upon which thou standest."
Genesis, first and second chapters (Inspired Translation). But Moses was not
the first to whom this revelation had been
given, Adam, Seth, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, had received the
knowledge long before Moses' day that
all things were created hy and through
this being. Again, this knowledge was
received by many after his day. David
sap, "By the word of the Lord were the
heavens made; and all the host of them by
the breath of his mouth."-Ps. 33: 6.
Isaiah after testifying in chapter 6th, that
he "saw the Lord sitting upon a throne,"
declares in chap. 42: 5, 8, "Thus saith God,
the Lord, he that created the heavens and
stretched them out; he that spread forth
the earth and that which cometh out of it;
lie that giveth breath unto the people upon
it, and spirit to them that walk therein . . . .
I am the Lord."
After the Lord had revealed to Joh the
fact that Omnipotence "laid the foundation
of the earth, (chap. 38), Job declares in
chapter 42: 5, "I have heard of thee by
the hearing of the ear; but now mine eye
seeth thee." So that Adam, Enoch, Abraham, Jacob, Isaiah and Job, all saw God,
a>; did also l'vioses. Solomon gives utterances as follows: "The Lord by wisdom
hath founded the earth, by understanding
hath he established the heavem."-Prov.
;) : 19.
The prophet Nehemiah says,
"Thou, even thou, art Lord alone; thou
hast made heaven, the heaven of heavens,
with all their host, the earth, and all things
that are therein, the seas, and all that is
therein, and thou preservest them all: and
the host of heaven worshippeth thee."Neh. 9: 6, The New Testament continues the evidence: "In the beginning was
the gospel preached through the Son.
Anq the ~osp~t was the wordi ~ncl th~
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word was with the Son, and the Son was
with God, and the Son was of God. The
same was in the beginning with God. All
things were made by him; and without
him was not any thing made which was
made."-John I: 1-3.
Peter declares:
"The heavens and the earth standing in
the water and out of the water, were created by the word of God."-2 Pet. 3: 5.
Paul says, "By him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that are in
earth, visible and invisible, whether they
be thrones, or dominions, principalitie~ or
powers; all things were created by him,
and for him; and he is before all things,
and by him all things consist."-Col. I:

16, i 7.
The same truth was made known upon
the VI estern Continent, see Book of Mormon. Lehi exclaims, "Great and marvelous are thy works, 0 Lord God Almighty!
Thy throne is high in the heavens, and
thy power, and goodness, and mercy are
over all the inhabitants of the earth."Page 2, par. 7. (Lamoni edition). N epht
testifies: "Behold, the Lord hath created
the earth that it should be inhabited; and
he hath created his children that they
should possess it."-page 39, par. 2.').
Quoting Isaiah, "He~irken unto me, 0
Jacob, and Israel my called; for I am he;
I am the first and also tbe last. J'v'.Iine
hand hath also laid the foundation of the
earth, and my right hand hath spanned
the heavens."-pag-e 46, par. 3.
Lehi
says, "There is a God, and he hath created all things, both the heavens and the
earth, and all things that in them is: both
things to act, and things to be acted upon;
and to bring about his eternal purposes in
the end of man."-page 57, par. 7. Jacob
declares: "For behold, by the power of
his word man came upon the face of the
earth; which earth was created by the
power of his word."-page r 19, par. 3.
Thus we see the agreement of these two
records which God has given to man. I
have only selected a few out of the many
testimonies in each of those records, but
sufficient to show their agreement. Tbe
first revelation given to man in these last
d11ys for the ushering in of the dispensation
0£ the fulness of times was given in answer
to prayer, to a young boy, Joseph Smith,
who was earnestly seeking to know the
way that leads to eterrial life.
In that
vision two glorious personages appeared
to him, and one pointing to the other said,
"This is my beloved son, henr him." See
"] oseph Smith the Prophet,'' p. 7S. This
youth continued to receive manifestations
of God's changeless love until he was enabled .to sav, "By these things we know
there is a God in heaven who is infinite
and eternal, from everlasting to everlasting
the same unchangeable Goel, the frnmer
of heaven and epthana all things which
are in them, al)ct that he created man male
and female~/after his own image and in
his own ljkeness created he them."-Doc.
and Cov'. p. 94, par. 4.
Many other glorious testimonies have
been given in these last clays confirmatory
of the records of Judah and Ephraim, but
the lack of space vvill not permit their in~ertiOll hi:re 1 The fore~(ljng testimoni1tti

relating to the existence of a Supreme
Being are strictly in harmony with each
other, though given to different persons in
different ages and countries. Nor are they
contradicted by observation, reason, or experience. Reason tells us that this ponderous earth could not spring from nothing.
Either it eternally existed in its present
form, or was the work of some formative
power producing it out of matter that
already existed. To say that it eternally
existed in its present form, is to deny that
there was any purpose to be answered in
its existence. But the fact that there is
evidence of arrangement and design in its
organic structure, is evidence of a purpose.
Its rocky ribs are clothed with generous
mold; this mold is composed of very different elements; and these elements are so
harmoniously combined as to produce an
infinite variety of vegetable life. And
this vegetable matter that springs from
the face of the earth is capable not only
of smtainirig a higher order· of existence,
but of contributing· almost infinite pleasure
to intelligent beings, and affording them
the sustenance necessary to sustain their
physical frames. The solid rocks themselves are so arranged that they can be
used for the comfort and convenience of
man in a thousand different ways. But it
is not only in earth's formation that design
and arrangement are seen. In every blade
of grass, in every leaf, in every flower and
tree,-in fact in every species of vegetation,
small or great, the most beautiful order is
visible, and these in their turn contribute
to the support of animal life. Thus we
see the facts agree with holy writ: "And
to every beast of the earth, and to every
fow 1 of the air, and to everything that
creepeth upon the earth, wherein I grant
life, there shall be given every clean herb
for meat."-Gen. 1 : 32 (Insp. Tran.)
vVhen we come to the animal creation
we find also a vast variety of species, each
having a particular part to play in: the
economy of creation, and, so far as human
observation has reached, all and. every
species fill some import ant part and place
in that economr. Here, then, is another
evidence of des,ign and arrangement.
But this is more evident to our limited
vision when we examine the organic structure of the various species .of foe animal
world. These present the most wonderful evidences of intellig-ent design that we
have yet considered. Examine any of the
myriad organisms of animal life; and the
mind is at once filled with wonder and
surprise. In fact, such consummate skill
as is manifest therein could not be conceived of had not observation mljde us
aware of its wondrons work. Indeed, it
may be truly said of :ill the animal creation, "They are fearfully and wonderfully
made." Then add the fact that all these
animal forms possess the power of independent action, with sufficient intelligence
to govern that action for their ,individual
comfort, and the darkest mind must see
the overwhelming evidence .that exists in
favor of there being a supreme, designing
and creating power.
But if our investigations cease with the
lowH a,~irria1 w9:rldi ~hv in~el,lig,en~ mind

is still at a loss to discern an adequate purpose for the display of such infinite wisdom and stupendous power. Why should
earth be w formed, its coi1stituent elements
so organized as to produce the teeming
variety of beautiful and useful species of
vegetation? While the lower animal creation may subsist upon these, there are ten
thousand uses to which these varieties of
vegetation may be applied, which the limited iriteligence of the lower orders of
animal life could never discern; nor could
they appropriate them to those uses if they
could discern them; hence the purpose of
earth's creation is not completed in them.
It is evident that while the beasts of the
field, the fouls of the air, the fishes of the
sea, and every thing that creepeth upon
the earth may subsist upon the fruits thereof, yet the earth and all its fruits were not
created only and simply for the brute creation. But now we find a higher order of existence, possessing intelligence sufficient to
appreciate all the beauties and glories of
this creation, with power to appropriate
all things, animal or vegetable, to its use
and comfort, yea, even the elements which
surround him and which enter into his being. Even the lower animal ,creation is
made subservient to his wants and will,
and earth yields her treasures at his command. From these facts we reasonably
conclude that all things here below were
created for him; hence in his existence we
find the purpose for which all things upon
the earth, in the earth, and in the sea, as
well as in the firmament above, were called into being. These facts, so manifest to
the observant mind, are in perfect harmony with the revealed history of creation:--" And I, God, created man in mine
own image, in the image of mine Only
Begot ten; male and female created I them.
And I, God, blessed them, and said unto
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the foul of the air, and over every living
thing- that .moveth upon the earth. And
I, God, said unto ma\!, Behold, I have
given you every herb hearing seed, which
is upon the face of the earth; and every
tree in the which 'shall lie the fruit of a
tree, yielding beed; to yon it shail he for
meat."-Gen. I: 29-3r, of Inspired Translation. "For thus :,;aith the Lord that
created the heavens; God himself that
formed the earth and' made it, He created
it not in vain, He formed it to be inhabited."-Isa. 45: 18. "I have made the earth
and created man upon it."-Isa. 45: 12.
vVith this testimony the Book of Mormon perfectly agrees. '.'Behold the Lord
hath created t:1e earth that it should be inhabited; and he bath created hi8 children
that they should possess it."~I Nephi, p.
::\9• Of man David s~tys, "Thou hast made
him a little lower than the angels, and hast
crowned him with glory and honor. Thou
madest him to have dominion over the
work of thine bands; thou hast put all
things under his feet; all sheep and oxen,
yea, ~nd the beasts of the field; the fowl
of the air, and the fish of the sea, and
whatsoever passetb tbrouglj th~ piltbfi
h
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
In a later revelation we read: "And
he is not permitted to participate in their
again, verily I say unto you, all wholesome enjoyment. And it is 'gross injustice to
herbs God hath ordained for the constitu- 'Cause the individual being, or generation,
tion, nature, and 'Use of man: every herb to suffer the untold evils that flesh is heir
in the season thereof, and every fruit in to, when he can not share in the enjoythe season thereof . . . . Yea, flesh also, of ment that his toils and pains and miseries
the beasts and of the fowls of the air, I, the have procured.
As each individual is
Lord, hath ordained for the use of man." created with· those keen sensibilities that
make him susceptible to every pain or
-Doc. Cov. 86: 2.
pleasure, and as pain is 'mostly predomiThus we see the beautiful hnrmony in
the testimony given in ancient and mod- nant in this life it would be in keeping with
ern revelation, and in the facts as. we see Infinite justice, that, while each individual
them existing all around us, all pointing to of suffering humanity might be used as an
the infinite wisdom that planned and the instrument to promote the happiness and
Omnipotent arm that executed his purpose well being of his successors, he should be
in the creation of the earth, and the heav- permitted to ultimately share in the fulness
ens, and all things that are thereih. Still, of their enjoyment. This can not be if
the ultimate and eternal purpo8e can not three score years and ten is to measure· the
·
be discerned in the visible manifestations entire existenc·e cf man.
Who shall 1w~:;sure the capabilities of
of this wisdom and power. We may look
in vain to the stupendous heavens as we the human mind? To Adam was given
see them roll in their order and splendor, the dominion over all the earth. His
or to this ponderous earth with its evidences children were to share it with him. No
of matchless wisdom and power, or to the mere babe in power and comprehension,
fearfully and wonderfully constructed be- this masterpiece of God's workmanship!
Enoch, by the aid of the Spirit, scanned
ing called man for whom all things were
created, to learn the purpose of his crea- the mighty works of God, and looked
tion. Grand and noble as he is,--the down through unborn ages, reading the
ima!Ye of his Creator and only "a little eternal purpose as it stood engraved in
low~r than the <ingels"--he l's but the letters of light on the stupendous events
creature, t!te ever dependent creature upon as they rolled before his astonished vision.
the hand that formed lzim and sustains Noah was enabled to exercise such wishim. There are no means known to him, dom as gave him power over the clements,
apart from the power that made him, by and as enabled him to ride safely over the
which he can find out, wlzy he is. He angry billows of a wave-washed world.
Moses, who records these facts, was enknows that he is, and that he did not produce himself, but why he is, and for what abled to cornpreheml the mighty works
purpose, the power that made him, alone of God vvith sufficient clearne~.s that he
can reveal. That purpose must be in keep- could receive and write a history of the
ing with the i~igantic and wondrous work creation, which history, the events of more
performed. It must also be in keeping than six thousand vears have corroborated,
with the nature and character of the Being but never contradicted. Time would fail
who created him. "If a tree is known by to tell of a Solomon, Isaiah,] ob, P<iul, and
its fruits," and a men by his works, surely all the ancient worthies together, with a
we may be permitted to judge of God by Newton, Galileo, Copernicus, Bacon, \Natt
hzs works. And from these evidences we and Stephenson, with the vv hole galaxy of
are forced to conclude that he is the em- mighty minds who have solved many of
bodirnent of all goodness, and that the the great problems of their times, and given
purposes of such a Being can only be evidence to the truth that there are powers
in the mind of maii, that, when aided by
good.
But this truth does not reveal that pur- the Spirit that guides il)to all truth, there
pose; it only prepares our minds to receive seems to be no limits beyond which they
mav not reach.
a revelation of that purpose. Here, while
\:Vith these facts before us, are we jusman is the recipient of innumerable blessings, he is the subject of many sorrows, tified in concluding that the eternal purhis cup of life is mingled with much bitter- pose of God i.n our creation is folAlled in
ness and pain, and when he has drained the narrow limits of three :ocore years and
ten? The human mind yearns for eterthat cup to tbe dregs he becomes the subnity, and nought but the lwei<dth of its
ject of death, and "the place that once
·knew him knows him no more." If this countles~ ages can satisfy it. This fact
is the end of man then this goodly heritage is strong evidence of its eternal nature.
But we must look to revelation for the
has been created for him in vain; that
unfolding of the eternal purpose for which
god-like frame has failed to an'iwer a purpose commensurate with the wisdom that these powers are given.
As one of old has saicl, "Canst thou by
gave it existence; that mind, capable of
almost infinite possibilities, "clothed with searching find out God." "No man knowglory and honor," has shone its brief hour eth the Son but the Father; neither knowfor an end insignificant and not in keeping eth any man the Father save the Son, and
with its own nature, to say nothing of the they to whom the Son will reveal himself;
thev shall see the Father also."--Matt. r r:
character of the ineffable Goel.
It is not enough to say that man as a \ 27: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
race is prog-ressive, and that each genera. 1 neither have entered into the heart of man,
tion lives for the benefit nnd progress of I the things which God hath prepared for
succeeding generations. If the individual them that love him. But God hath relives not again, he can have no pleasure in ! vealed them unto us J;;nl~i: Spiritf::r the
p1e well-bein.~ of sncceeding
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things of God . . . . The things of God
knoweth no man, except he has the Spirit
of God."-r, Cor. 2: 9-1 r. The whole
history of man seals the truth of the above
scriptures. ·without revelation from God,
man has been utterly at a loss to find him
out, or to know. his purposes. And now
it becomes our duty to search out the
great purpose for which God created man.
It is in vain to look to man for this reveb.tion. "The world by (its) wisdom knew not
God."--1 Cor. r: 21. Hence we must
look to God alone for the revelation of his
eternal purpose. Let us search that word,
not with prying curiosity, not desiring to
show our smartness in discovering something new, but with reverent hearts seeking to understand better our relation to
him, his will in us, and the duties and responsibilities that devolve upon us; that
we may be better fitted for the business of
life, namely, the service of God.
C.

DERRY.

THOUGHTS SELECT.

waters of our haptistry were disturbed on the 22d ult., by the presence of
two young women receiving the vows of
that sacred rite, and there arc other persons having the same intention and we
hope will come ere long. The services of
of our church arc well attended, and the
Holy Spirit deigns to bless. D·~tring the
past few months tlie Spirit of God has
blessed me with most excellent liberty in
::dvocating the blessed word, sometimes
the Spirit resting upon me as it were,
"without measure." How joyful is its influence, enlightening its power, and enriching in its presence!
The sacrament services have been blest
at times much, t11e Lord bearing witness
by his goodness of the sanctity of the
same. The young people's meetings are
also hlessecl of God, proving a benefit to
all who attend, and the :ittenrlance is well
kept up. vV e have them every Friday
evening. We have good prayers, praise
and testimony, and the telling of things
God does for the young. I am deeply interested in the welfare of the young people
of the church. It is better for them to
serve God than the world. Lasting pleasures, true and rich, are to be found in
God's service; pleasures transient only
and airy are found in the world's service.
Which' will they have? It is not the design of the gospel to disrobe us of the human, but of the evil nature therein found.
Paul said, "But I seek to subdue the sin
that d welletli in me." The design is to
elevate, enlighten, enrich, improve and
develop all the good there is in man, and
raise it to a standard of perfection. And
this work of perfecting shall go on here
until di~solution comel'.,-then the perfection that buckled here shall bloom hereafter in the midst of God's glory.
Our Sabbath School has increased in
numbern, and good intereO't is manifest.
The children seem to come with enger
steps and g-o away with smiling faces.
My soul and life are in "the work." I
love it beyond expression, and desire to
see all "who have named the name
dep3:tt frorn gll
"
. , ·.
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
All the evidence any one may ask for glory-pilbr extending on down its brilliant
the divinity of Christianity, is to see the sides are to be seen these words: "Tobacworkings of its sacred power in the life of co is not for the body, neither for the
those who cherish its holy principle& and belly, and is not good for man, but is an
make effort to abide by its proper decis- herb for bruises and all sick cattle, to be
ions. When we see sinful lives trans- used with judgment and skill." (I italicize
formeLl into holy lives, hardened hearts to call special attention). This message
softened, dark minds made light, cursing they seem to spit at in defiance, as much
turned to blessing, profanity to prayer and as to say: "We don't care what He says
praise, ribald songs to hymns of glory, a about it." Now, maybe this is plain; but
Godless 'home to a God- blessed home, al- is it not true? And when I see and hear
tars of scorn and sitr to altars of living sac- , of people without the light we claim to
rifice to God, idleness to thrift, rags to have abandoning evil things, I think we
clothing, want turned to plenty, hatred who claim so much ought to be found doturned to love,-we ask what hath ing as well, if not better. Still, Jesus has
wrought thus? And the answer is,-" A
said :--"Except your righteousness shall
soul has been born of God, and where the exceed the righteousness of the scribes and
gospel was lacking, it now lives and reigns pharisees, ye shall in no wise enter into
in power! 0, blessed work! 0, holy the kingdom of heaven.'' There is too
joy! Transporting theme! What rap- much of this kind of talk-" I guess I'm
ture do I know, what ecstacy I feel!" I
as good as any body else." "Anybody"
know of some such instances.
is a very indefinite personage, and of
A word about tobacco. There are some "doubtful character." Maybe we are, and
of our people: in different parts of the maybe we ain't. Perhaps we ought to be
world, that make sport of "sectarian peo- better. There is no one so safe to follow
ple'.~"and cht:n-ches;_but let me give a few
as Christ. He said: "Follow me." And
items from these "sectarcians," good for He is the only one found among men that
"saintarians" to follow and imitate.
even dared to say it. He, in speaking of
TOBACCO.
our duties, said: "If ye know the.se things,
"Dear Interior :-Will yoi:t allow me a happy are ye if ye do them." Said an
few questions in reference to the over-sup- author, upon reading this, "I shall delight
ply of severe blows which tobacco is just myself m doing."
now getting from the Cumberland Pres- , This city is still cursed by the presence
hyterian Assembly and the reformed of the liquor traffic, and I am sorry to say
Presbyterian Synod? What harm would we are troubled by its unhallowed flow
result if tobacco should be abandoned by touching upon and-even defiant! y entering
every disciple of Christ? Does the use of within the threshold of the sanctuary of
it help the preachers of the gospel better God! This causes me much pain and grief.
to discharge their sacred duties? Can the Think of a professed child of God minglSabbath School teacher be more success- ing with the children of the devil. Think
ful in leading his pupils to Christ by its of a hand once raised in the name. of the
use? If I, who am a follower of Christ Trinity to administer an ordinance of
professedly, use the weed, will not the God's house, now raising the intoxicating
young men who come under my influence dram to the lips. Think of a hand that
be encouraged to continue the vile habit?" has swung open the portals of God's
In a book I have, entitled, "Wonders of house, swinging the creaking gates of a
Prayer," I find the following from a gen- saloon. , Think of hearts that might have
tleman :-"Yes; as respects to tobacco, I received glory's crown, now rent by the
became convicted of its sinfulness by a anguish of a living hell; of feet that have
voice saving, 'That is not the way to glori- walked to the holy altar, walking to the
fy God; stop, and stop :now.' And from drunkard's bar! Again; think of lips
that moment he never used it, neither does through which have passed sacramental
he in any way like the smell, or even the emblems, now receiving now through
sight of tobacco. Another one says:-·'I them the fiery rum of a liquor hell. How
had used tobacco from my childhood, and can any member or qfficer of Christ's
the love and use thereof grew upon me. Church in any wise favor a traffic, the
I became convicted of its sinfulness, and tide of which beats 'and dashes at the
went to God and said: Destroy the appe" very foundation of the Church of God?
tite and give me power over £t. Save me "\Voe unto him that putteth the bottle to
that I m:.iy glorify thee as a Goel of power his neighbor's lipq to make him drunken
for our present sins, and I will glorify thee also." We do this deed, if we after any
ever more.' I wrote out the contract and manner favor its sale. No man can preach
signed it, and from that hle~sed afternoon Christ and .saloon.
Its all "twaddle" to
have no recollection of ever desiring it me, for any one to cry-"I'm a strong
even."
temperance man, but I can't go probibiThis church of Christ profes~es superior tion.'' If prohibition will not prohibit.
light, power, glory, and honor. Imagine "high license" never can! "High license"
before you a picture of a great column of tends to concentrate the traffic, establish
glory extending from earth up into heaven. gi)ded sa.loons furnished with music, colAround this glory-pillar -sits a large num- lect supposed gentry, and to all appearber of Latter Day Saints, talking of this ances would make the traffic respectable.
glory, and rejoicing in it. But now you Respectability! Respectability it shall
see a strange sight-they are spitting not have.
mouthsfull of tobacco-juice upon it, puffThis is no political question: it is a
ing tobacco smoke at it, and rubbing snuff graver one-of morality, sociality, an<l
9n itl 901wn~ncing: i'lt \lw tof of t\iis . s,piritu,<J}ity. rt ~nos¥;~ ~t -th!? port\lls
0

the church, asking for recognition. Shall
it have it, or no? If prohibition does not
prohibit, it is because office holders perjure
themselve3.
This perjury is too often
upheld by a debauched public sentiment,
and by Christians(?) in Satanic garb, who
fear to put forth their trem bli11g hand to
smite the vital part, and say to the traffic,
"Thou shalt die!" Then there are "policypeople," those who fear giving offense by
opposing the traffic. We'll lose trade.''
"vVe'll gender strife.'' "We'll make ourselves offensive." "We'll appear obnoxious," etc., etc. I read in an M. E. church
paper a few weeks ago the folloyVing by the
editor: "The ministry of the M. E. church
have championed the cause of prohibition,
and promise to stand as a solid line against
the saloon trnffic." How I heartily wished
that could be said of every Latter Day
Saint minister. Weak-kneed? What for?
Anti-prohibition? For why?
Is there no beseeching voice from heaven; no warning voice from hell? Shall
there not come from the realms of glory a
power, and from the regions of darkness a
fear, that shall strike the soul from above
and beneath, and vibrate to every part, and
teach wisdom to him who indulges in the
dram cup! Shall not some power wrench
from the tippler's hand the cup that darkens, blights, and damns! Shall not the
promised glory from above, the impending
doom from beneath, show bis horrorstricken conscience the possibilities of eternal salvation, and the certainties of eternal
misery unless he changes his maddened
career?
Some say: "No man bas the right to tell
me what I shall eat or drink or wear.''
But there are men who have the right to
tell others what they may not know, and
if they know, do not heed. If persons do
not know the nature of poison, and I do,
it is my duty to make every effort to prohibit its dangerous use.' Eyery minister
for Christ preaches a gospel of prohibition.
It prohibits theft, lying, stealing, murder,
and prescribes penalties for transgressors;
and it equally forbids and prohibits drunkenness, and tippling as wel1. If a man
obeys the gospel he sh(,u]d forego bis
whisky, his. winl'; his ale, his heer, his
mixed chinks, and remernhcr-and rrmember-that the taints of the f.till, and vat,
and tub, are not the "sweet smelling
savors" to be offered in the courts of the
Lord.
Our national traits and eccentricities of life and habit must be laid down;
"the old man with all his deeds" must be
"crucified" upon entering the church. I
excuse no man, I 1believe God excuses no
man, for retaining anv nun, wine, beer, ale,
or whisky habits.
The Lord specifically
states that strong drinks are not good for
internal use, and shall not be used by his
people. And even wine is restricted to
the sacramental board. But, 0, that m4ch
abused "Word of Wisdom!" How we
empty our tea and coffee grounds on it;
how we toss on it our wine slops, beer
slops, ale slops, .and our "cider dribs," and
try to cover it up. How we shoot at it,
and seek to excuse ourselves because of
headache, toothache, stomachache, and
nerv!':le&SPf,S~ \
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THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Saints, who are or can be called Saints;"
why do you these things, or any other
evil, and then cry, "sectarian?''
Why
neglectest thou the precepts of Christ?
Know ye not that Jesus said, "Thou shalt
live by every word that proceeds forth out
of the mouth of God?" 0, church of
Christ arise, and don your garments clean
and w bite! "Ye can not serve God and
mammon."
Yours fraternall v,

J. i<'.

McDOWELL.

COUNCIL BLUl!'Fa, Iowa.

THE WORK IN WALES.

to an invitation from Elder
Thomas Taylor, President of the English
Mission, to attend with him the South
\Vales district conference held at Cardiff,
I left Manchester on the I rth September,
and was joined during the journey by
President Taylor, Elder C.H. Caton, also
brother and sister Merideth-all of the
Birmingham district. VI e arrived at our
JOUrney's end in due time, and we1 e kindly
met and provided for by the Saints of the
Cardiff Branch.
On the following morning we met at
the Town Hall, which the J\ifayor had
very kindly lent for the occasion, and had
there the pleasure of meeting with quite a
nnmber of our vVelsh brethren and sisters.
\Ve were in due course invited to take
part in the business sessions of the conference, presided over by Elder \Vm. Morris,
assisted by Elders T. E. Jenkins, J. R.
Gibbs and others. These are men who I
believe have labored hard for the purification and success of the church in the "Principality," and are now ably seconded by
Elders Cope, W eberly, and other brethren
in connection with the Cardiff Branch.
The sessions passed off very pleasant! y
under the wise supervision of the brethren
before named.
The afternoon meeting was opened in
charge of Elder Jen kins, and addressed by
Elder C. H. Caton.
Elder Thomas
Tay !or took charge of the evening meeting, which was addressed by the writer.
There were·a large number of strangers
present at both meetings, many of whom
left the Hall in deeper sympathy with our
doctrine than when thev entered.
So far as I could g:i'ther from the reports given in at the business meeting, the
conference is not increasing with the
· rnpidity that those present could have de~ired, but the pro,pects for the futnre are
brighter than they have heen in the past,
and I feel sure that a few years under the
gwdance of those now to. the front will
change things for the better, and en<;blc
the brethren in charge to report in a manner more con~enial to their desire for the
prosperity ofthe church.
There are here, as elswhere, reasons
why tbe church is not able to report greater progress, chief amongst which is the
disposition to follow after the soul-destroying and seductive pleasures of the world.
The carnal appetite is permitted to reign,
while the cruciivin~· of the "lusts of the
flesh" is ignor.ed.,' Men and women
fail to appreciate the fruits of the Spirit as
RESPONDING

f;)~Hl"Der17ted

by Pll:ul, in the fifth

chapt~r

of Galatians. We are agt to forget that
progress-that is, substantial progresscan only be measured according to the degree of self-purification and sanclity attained by the membership of the church.
Decorum and personal purity must be insisted upon, especially as regards the official membership, if we would have the
work to prosper under our hands. By decorum I mean that circumspect walk and
conversation that alone betokens the higher spiritual influence that marks the Saint~
of God in deed as well as word. Elders
or other officers of the church who
stand in front of our places of .meeting
smoking vile tobacco scare el y represent
the ideal official of the Church of
Christ. Such crmclnct does not add to the
dignity of the 111;111 or to the honor and
renown of t:,e drnrch he represents;
neither is it any special mark to the world
that he is a servant of Christ or a brother
and co-laborer with the Apostles of old.
It reflects dishonor upon the Church of
God when professed servants of Jes us
honor His laws in tbe breach, rather than
in the observance.
I have it upon indisputahle authority
that not long ago a worthy Elder of one
of the \V elsh branches' was requested to
visit one of the other branches for the purpose of administering to the sick. Upon
his arrival he was surprised to find both
an Elder and a Priest in a most reprehensible state of drunkenness. The same authority mentioned another brother who
has been in the habit of putting forth his
energy as a pre:icher of the gospel when in
the disreputable condition, arising from an
over dose of strong drink; and men wonder why the progress made by the church
should be so slow. I have myself heard
Elders discourse eloquently - upon the
beauty and purity of the morality taught
by J esm, and yet they have patronized
both the pipe and the dra\m-slrnp, :ipparentl y without one thought of slwme at 1he
incongruity of their position. 0, consistency, thou art indeed a jewel!
It is no use mincing matters; the drinking customs of the people arc the curse of
the church. Those who do such things
do not walk worthy of their vocation as
servants of the }\;foster. To thus walk can
not be reconciled with the scriptural injunction "Be ye clean;" or with the "word
of wisdom" and counsil given to the church
to-day. And it is not too much to sr.y,
that the officer of the church who wilfully
ignores this counsel is unworthy of his
vocation, and is not "clean" as a man
should be clean who is honore<l with the
resnon5ihilities of God's miesthood. In
thu's :.Vriting I condemn n"o man; but the
word of God will either condemn or save
every man or woman, be they Saint or
sinner .
After service,;, the remainder of Sun(lay
Pvening was spent in singing the songs of
Zion in company with the Saints to our
mutual pleawre and edification; after
which Bro. Taylor and myself retired to
the house of our host, Bro. Thomas Gold,
whose excellent wife had done so much to
make us comfortable, for which we sin! cerely thank thv!l1 both 1 askfo~ oµr F<tth"

er's bkssing upon them, and trusting that
ere long our hostess may be numbered
along with her husband amongst the household of faith, and thus become entitled to
the grncious favor of the Master.
On Monday the 13th inst. I parted company with the Saints, and also bid good
bye to the brethren and sister who had
accompanied me from England, _and proceeded upon my journey to pay a long
promised visit to Bro. -and sister Lloyd,
of Carnaervon, North Wales, where I arrived after a ten hour's railway journey.
Bro. Lloyd, who is the captain of a vessel
was at sea, but expected home almost
daily. Sister Lloyd and her sons, Robert
and \Villiam, and 'Bro. John Elias Hughes,
a worthy Elder of the Welsh Church received me very kindly, and I found the
whole family deeply imbued with the
Spirit of the gospel, holding it in simple
faith above all and everything this world
can give. They are well respected by
their neighbors, and exercise a. benificent
influence in tbeir immediate neighborhood.
Elder Hughes is a good faithful soul, with
mind intent to do the Master's will.
Bro. Oates of Sheffield looked in during
my stay, having made a flying visit to the
town. With him and Elder Hughes I
had the pleasure of teaching the gospel
from the side of "Tut Hill," a comm<inding position just within the limits of this
ancient town.
\Vhile here I thought of
one of old, abler and worthier than I, who
thus addressed the people from a similar
position near the ancient Greek capitol,
declaring with the same authority, the un"
searchable riches of Christ. Our esteemed
brother, Captain Robert Lloyd, arrived on
Thursday morning, and we were mutually
glad to see each other.
After comparing
notes with him for an hour or two, I bade
them all good bye, proceeding by rail l'o
l\1enia Bridge, and from there bv steamer
to Liverpool, and on by rail to "my home
in Manchester, where I arrived shortly
after ten p.m., having reaped blessings and
profit frorn the experiences obtained.
Apologizing for time and space occupied,
I remain, dear I£erald. your humble admirer, and co-laborer in, the Master's vineyard,
JOSEPH DEWSNUP, Sen.,
President

of t/Le lvlaizc/Lester District.

NEVER in the last r,800 years have the fields
been rn white to the harv~st as to-day. All lands
are open to the gospel tidings. Old religions are
losing their hold on the hearts of the people in
heathen nations. Millions, all over the world,
are weary of sin, and are reaching out for the
Bread of Life. In our own country there is a
general interest in the truths of Christianity, and
a willingness to listen to the gospel. The signs
of the times all point to the final triumph, and to
the coming of the Messiah to reign upon this
earth. All that is needed is a consecrated church
to go forth in a mighty faith, with the seed in one
han<l, and the sickle in the other, and the glory
of the Lord wili cover the earth.

Chicago l>fail uttered a great truth when it
said: "The increase of suicides in Germany keeps
pace ',;dth the groYvth of 1nateria1is111. Life isn't
of much v~lue to a man bereft of faith and hope 1
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tion at issue has not been fairly staled in the
press.
The committee wants men who will
positively subscribe to the doctrine that all who
are not saved by Christ while on earth will be
eternally damned. Shall the .Hindoos and Ma~1omedans, and millions of heathen .who never
THE MISSIONARY'S
FIUTH.
heard of Christ then be damned? Hume and
·-.
AMERICAN DOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS
the Andover people reply: "We do not know.
IN SESSION AT DES MOINES.
The Bible does not tell us. When the Bible
The American Board of Commissioners for
speaks of the light that 'lighteth every man that
Foreign Missions of the Congregational Church
cometh into the world,' and again that Christ
began its seventy-seventh annual convention in
'should taste death for every man,' it looks as if
the Grand Opera House, DesMoines, Iowa, Octhere was a gospel for every man, even a heathen,
tober 5th. The great question of post-mortem
but we don't know; we shall just say nothing
redemption, which threatens to split Congregaabout it and leave the matter with God."
tionalism in two, has not yet been brought forThis reply will not do the committee-they
mally .before the board, but there is abundant
must have a positive assertion. There are several
evidence of strong differences on the subject.
horns to this dilemma. The Andover rulers oay:
The present indications are that the conservatives,
·•If the heathen are to be damned who
or anti-Andover party, are largely in the majorhave never heard the gospel, are you not responity, both in the honorary and corporate divisions
sible for the damnation of tho;.e who would hear
of the board. The conservatives are busily enit if you let the missionaries go to work. By
gaged to-night in missionary work among the
ke~ping these men back are you not helping to
doubting brethren and those inclined to the new
fili the bottomless pit, if your own theory is cortheology, and anti-Andover literature is being
rect?" It also is asked: "Are infants and idiots
freely distributed in every direction. The minorto be eternally damned? Where is lhe Scripture
ity, however, forms a good sized party, and is led
for such a belief? If this is true can you make
by some of the ablest men on the board. The
your theory consfatent with the attribute of jusfight will come when the case of the Rev. Robert
tice in the Almighty?"
A. Hume is brought before the board, which wiil
On the other side there is the question: "If
probably be to-morrow. Mr. Hume comes of a
there is redemption beyond the grave, post·mormissionary family, and has been over twelve
tem m.;:n;y, future probation, as Andover holds
years in the service of the board at Ahmednagor
to be \vithin the limits of theological possibility,
in, India. It is conceded on all ddes that he has
why send missionaries to the heathen at all? If
been a zealous, effective rnissionary and most
they never hear of Christ they have at least a
successful worker, intere,,ting Englishmen in bis
chance to be savted, whereas if they reject Him
labors, raising funds, superintending evangelisthey will be damned sure." And thus in e,-ery
tic work, helping to establish a native theologihotel and religious family boarding-house in Des
cal seminary, and editing a weekly newspaper.
Moines to-night the fight wages, and the hoary
He came home to America to rest. That's where
chestnuts of theological controversy, handed
he made the mistake, or perhaps not so much in
down from the medieval schools, are ·banded
that as in the fact that he did not keep his mouth
about as though they were the first fruits of the
shut when he got here. At the last anniversary
tree of knowledge. The dispute, after all, seems
dinner given by the alumni at Andover he was
to be a good deal of a vulgar money matt<>r.
unexpectedly called on to ~peak. In this speech
The Prudential Committee practically says that
he said that a full and universal atonement by
free congregations may be liberal in theology if
Christ liad its natural and logical conclusion in a
they want to, but that the board l'ays for a paruniversal providence through Christ. Then he
ticular sort of theology and must have just that
referred to the n1ore liberal theology . that was
and nothing else. The cash receipts for the curgaining ground ·at Andover, and intimal.eel that
rent year as disclosed ,to-day were $658,754,
the adoption of such a phase of thought would
which will pay for a lot of theology of uny kind.
be a great relief to missionaries, who found it
The Rev. C. K. Alden, Home Secretary, read
hard to make the heathen believe that all their
the report of the commitee, and as was expected,
ancestors were in hell for not accepting a salvatouches inferentially upon the great question of the
tion they had never heard of.
meeting--namely: future probation. The folAll this talk was rank heresy to the old school,
lowing position taken by the board thirty-seven
which rules the Prudential Committee. This comyearn ago is reiterated with unquaiified approval:
mittee is the executive and man?ging power of
The board does not assume to decide upon the
the board, and is invested with all authority. Its
fitness of an individual to be a minister of the
head and front is Dr. E. K. Alden, whose docgospel; but it is their duty to decide, and that
trine of eternal damnation is said to be broad and
inteliigently, on his original and continued fitrigid enongh to condemn Andover College and
ness to be sustained lily the funds committed to
its new theology people to the everlasting comtheir disposal as a missionary to the heathen.
pany of the unregenerate heathen. . Tlris, perThe contributors to the fund for foreign missions
haps; is an exaggeration, but there is no doubt
demand more evidence of faithfulness in the
that the doctor is a very orthodox theologian.
preaching of the gospel than can possibly be in
And so it came to pass that when Mr. Hume
possession even of the permanent ecclesiastical
wanted to go back a few months ago the Prudenbodies scattered over our country, and they will
tial Committee said: "Not yet. Wait awhile.". hold the Prudential Committee and the board
Mr. Hume is still waiting, and his friends are kickresponsibie for seeing that no part of their coning a good deal about it. The committee has retributions go for propagation of error, either in
jected several would-be missionaries for the same
doctrine or In practice." The 9rift of Dr. Alden's
l'eason it rejects Mr. Hume. Generally the quesreport sustains the prudential committeee in re-

per gives the date to which your subscription has been
?aid. If it shows you arc in arrears, please renew~

-~~

fosing to commission missionaries who believed
what is called the "new departure," but r:loes so
very carefully in guarded language, which was
warmly applauded:
The opera-house was packed to its utmost limits to-night, not Jess than two thousand people
being present to hear Dr. \Vithrow's sermon.
Nearly one thousand people were turned from
the doors unable to get_ standing room. About
fifty corporate members of the board and a large
number of ladies had seats on the stage. Dr.
Withrow pfrached an hour and twenty minutes.
His subject was the duty of the Christian world
to the heathen, and his text Acts 26: 18, 19. His
sermon might he fairly described as moderately
conservative. He taikcd all round the questions
at issue; but did not face any of them. He held
that the heathen are condemned because they
violate the law of God written on their hearts.
The rejection of the teachings of their consciences
was as condemnatory as the rejection of the
Cross. They are not damned because they are
mere pagans, but because they :ire sinners. A
remark to the effect that the chnrch had no time
to bother about dead and gone pagans called
forth a round of applause.
~
-------------~--~--~

REPORT OF THE UTAH COMMISSION.
The Utah Commission, by its Chairman, A.
B. Carlton, has·' filed with the Secretary of the
Interior its annual report, of which the following
is a synopsis:
"During the year the law regarding the disfranchisement of polygamists and those living in
unlawful cohabitation has been fully and successfully enforced. All such persons, with very
few, if any exceptions, have been excluded from
voling and holding oflkcs. A large number
have been fined and imprisoned in the penitentiary for polygamy or unlawful coh,1bitation. It
is reported and believed by many resident nonMormons that during the year a large number of
polygamous marriages have taken place in the
temples of Logan City and St. George, with the
knowledge, approbation, and active co-operation
of leading men of the Mormon Church. Whether upon 1.he whole polygamous marriages are on
the decre~ase in Utah is a matter on which different opinions are expressed, but in the more
enlightened portions of the Territory, as, for example, Salt L3ke City and its vicinity, very few
polygamous marriages have occurred within the
last year. The joint resolution now pending in
both Houses of Congress proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
prohibiting, and punishing polygamy in all the
States and Territories, extending the judicial
power of the Federal Government to the prosecution of such offenses, is recommended as a
factor in preventing the crime."
The report calls attention to the magnitude of
the evil by saying that there are more than 200,000 Mormons in the world, a large majority of
whom live in Utah, and thaL while only a portion of them practice polygamy they all believe
in it as a divine revelation. The only immediately effective r'emedy would be the use of the military, but the sense of modern civilization will
not permit the employment of bayonets against
women and children. The report further says:
"It is fully .the duty of the Government to
punish crimes within its jurisdiction, and religions
liberty can not be pleaded as·a bar to punishment
for criminal acts in violation of thi;: laws of thi;;
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land and of social order. If present laws and the
proposed consJ;jtutional amendments are not sufficient to suppre•s the evil, more string<'nt enactments must be adopted, and the result will be
that, at no db;tant day, this relic of Asiatic barbarism will be swept from the land."-Chicag·o
1'rib11ne.
FIRM FOR POLYGAMY.
The fifty-sixth semi-annual conference of the
Mormon Church convened October 6th at Coalville, a small isolated settiement in Summit
County, Utah. The attendance was four hundred people. None of the recognized leaders
,. were present except Apostle Richards, who opened the meeting. He exhorted the Saints to stand
firm and never surrender their divine right, as
revealed to them by the Prophet. An epistle
from the First President, John Taylor, issued from
his hiding-place, will be read before the conference closes Friday. It is believed that Richards,
in hls opening address, sounded the keynote of
the epistle, and instead of an edict calling upon
their fellowers to give up polygamy and respect
the law, in.accord with the more liberal and bctter-disposetl. Mormons, the policy of the priesthood ¥.rill re1nain unchanged.---C!ticrzsro 1~ribune.
------~~
--------------·-----~----·------------·~

DES MOINES.
·«
The C.)nfcrencc of the above district convened
September rol:h, 1886, at Boonc.'-boro, Iowa. W.
C. Nirk pre1'iding, [-LA. McCoy district secretary.
Preaching on Friday evening by W. T. Bozarth.
Business session opened on SatLirclay at 9: 30 a.
m. The committee on credentials rcp:-rtcd all
the branches represented by delegates except
Newton and Des Moines Valley. Branch reporls read and passed.-Des Moines 89; including 4 Elders, 2 l'ricsb;, 4 Teachers, r Deacon; 2 baptized, r received and r removed by letter, l ordination, 1 marriage; vV m. N. Ray president, vV. R. Chandler clerk. B9onesborongh
62; including 5 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, l
Deacon; 2 removed, 2 expelled; vVilliam McBurney president, S. L. Ades clerk. Sheridan
55; including l Seventy, l Elder, I Priest, l Deacon; 2 l1aptized, l died; George Shimmel president, II. A. McCoy clerk. Newton 48; including
5 Elders, 3 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; l died;
J. X. Davis president, W. E. Conner clerk. Edenville 74; including 5 Elders, l Priest, 2 Teachers;
6 removed by letter; 'vV. C. Nirk president, J. T.
Roberts clerk. Des Moines Valley, returned for
correction. Elders' reports.·-}. S. Roth had done
work in the Eastern Iowa district, by request of
the missionary in charge. George Shimmel bad
done all he could at home branch, visiting the
district, and preaching in nearly all the branches.
N. A. Baker had preached thirty-five times, baptized and confirmed ten, and administered to many sick. John Sayer had done all he could in the
work. J.P. Knox had done some in the Galland's Grove district, done all he could, and desired to continue. I. M. Lane had preached some,
would like to do more if opportunity offered. W.
T. Bozarth, William N. Ray, William McBurney,
Samuel McBurnie and W. C. Nirk, made verbal
r<'ports: each had done some work for the Master, and all desire to do more. Question from
Moines branch by J. P. Knox: "Can a Dea-

pes

con or a lay member pn side over a branch?"
The decision was reached that a lay member
could not, but that a Deacon could when no higher authority was sustained in the branch. Bishop's agent, J. S. Roth, reported: on hand last report 78 cents, collected since $99 85, total $100 63;
paid ont $19 25, balance on hand $81 31). The
following officers were sustained by motion: W.
C. Nirk, president; J. S. Roth, vice-president; H.
A. McCoy, secretary; J. S. Roth, Dishop's and
book agent. The authorities of the church were
sustained. Adjourned to meet in Des Moines,
Friday, December 3d, 1886, at 7: 30 p. rn. Saturday evening, preaching by G. Shimmel and G. H.
Gyke. Prayer meeting on Sunday, at 9·30 a.m.,
conducted by J.P. Knox, and William N. Ray.
Preaching at eleven o'clock by J. S. Roth and J.
P. Knox. Saints' meeting in t:1c afternoon, conducted by Vv. C. Nirk and Samuel McDmnie, followed with prc_aching by N. A. Baker. Preaching in the evening by W. T. Bozarth assisted by
J. S. Roth. At the close of this service a vote of
thanks was given 1.he noonsborongh Saints for
their kindne;;s and hospitality.

was chosen president for-the next term, and Bro.
Hosea H. Bacon was sustained as secretary.
Elders Joseph Squires and George Potts preached
in the evening. Adjourned to meet· the fourth
Saturday in February, 1887.

TEXAS CENTRAL.
Conference of the above district convened with
the Central branch, Saturday, September IIth,
1886. Bro. G. S. I-Iyc!e 1preached in the forenoon.
and Bro. S. P. Sherrill in the afternoon. At
eight p. m. met for bu;;iness; pres. I. N. Roberts
in the chair, and Elias Land secretary. The
president requested the Elders to take seats on
the right and the Pr!e;,1.s on the left of the stand,
and then announced the house ready for business. Branch repo1:ts were referred to a. committee-Brn. Hyde and Robinson, for examination. Elders H. L. Thompson, J. A. Currie, Sr.
(baptized 2), J- A. Currie Jr, S. P. Sherrill, (solemized .2 marriages), E.W. Nunley, S. W. Simmons, J. A. Robinson, G. S. Hyde (baptized 2),
Elias Land, r. N. Roberts (baptized I4), j·eportecl
in pernon. J. \V. Bryan, W. G. Allen and H.
Grim by letter. Priests S. R. Hay, J. L. Stone,
PHILADELP!lIA.
C. C: Holcombe, and E. D. Thompson, and Wm.
The above district confrrencc convened on
Wallies, Teacher, reported in person. The comSaturday evening, August 28th, 1886, at the home
, mil.tee on branch reports examined those from
of Bro. Jacob Peters, l 739 North Ninth street,
Elkhart, Live Oak, and Texas Central branches,
Philadelphia. The meeting was called to order
find t.hem crn-rcct and recommend that they be
by the secretary, I-Io:;;ea. 1 l. Dac.on. .l\frer singaccepted. The report was .received and coming and prayer, Bro. Joseph Squires w:.as chosen
mittee was released.
Resolved, That this conpresident; Hosea H. Bacon, secretary. 13ranches
ference instruct the Bishop's Agent and the presReported.-Philadelphia 52; including 5 Elders,
ident in charge of the rnis;;ion to negotiate for
1 Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons; r received by
the purchase of a gospel tent t.o be used in the
letter, l died; I-Iosca I-I. Bacon presidt>nt, ArchiSouth-western Mission, and 1hat they call upon
bald Cameron clerk. New Park 17; including l
the Saints to su11'cribe for the same. Sunday
Priest, r Teacher; l baptized, r n.iarriRge; M. 0.
morning nine a. m., prayer meeting in charge of
Matthews president,}. L. Matthews clE'rk. BrookI. N. Roberts. At I I a. m. preaching by Elder
lyn 35; including 5 Eld2rn, 4 Priests; r baptiz,'d;
J. A. Robinson assisted by S. 'vV. Simmons. At
George Potts p1·esidcnt, Joseph Squires, Jr., clerk.
two p. m. prayt'r and sacramynt meeting in
I-Iornerstown, no report. Bisho1>'s Agent, Archcharge of Elders G. S. Hyde and Elias Land.
ibald Cameron, reported as follow;;: recd n:d d nrSeveral children were blessed and the sick were
ing term $zr 48; paid to Wm. JI. Kelley $10;
administered to.
At half-past four o'clock
balance due church $r I 18. Referred to auditing
preaching by J. A. Currie, Jr., aESistecl by S. P.
committee consisting of Joseph A. Stewart, Jacob
Sherrill, and at eight p. m. hy H. L. Thompson,
Peters and \Villiarn Street, who reported the
assisted by J. A. Currie, Sr. Bishop's Agents reaccount correct. The following ofllcer;; reported
port: On hand last report $4 50; received since
in person; Elders Joseph A. Stewart, George
$z6.oo; paid out $25 oo; on hand $5.00. RePotts, and Joseph Squires; Priests William I-I.
solved: That this conference request each Elder
Harrison and Hosea H. Bacon. In the hall,
and Priest to seek to open up places, and preach
South-west Corner of Eleventh and Girard
as much as they can. Bro. I. N. Roberts was
avenue, Sunday morning, at half-past ten, Bro.
sustained president of the district until next conCameron offered his resignation as Bishop's
ference, and Bro. Land secretary, 'vVm. M. SherAgent, giving as his reasons the fact that the
rill was sustained Bishop's Agent, and all Church
Quorum of the Twelve,· who are charged with
authorities sustained. .Adjourned to meet on
the execution of the law of tithing, say that the
Friday evening before the full moon in March,
Bishop's Agents should be Eldrrs. After some
1887.
discussion it was moved and seconded that Bro.
INDEPENDENCE.
Cameron act as Bishop's Agent next term.
This district conference convened at the Saints'
Carried. The branches in the District were
Chapel, Independence, Missouri, September l rth,
requested to engage in Sunday School work, for
1886; J. W. Brackenbnry president pro tern, T.
the instruction of the children in the faith and
vV. Ch.at.burn clerk. Branch reports.-Independoctrine of the church. Each branch was indence 445; including l Apostle, l High Priest, 2
structed to send a credentialed repre,entative to
Seventie"s, 31 Elders, 18 Priests, JO Teachers, and
the district conference. All Elders, Priests,
r r Deacons; 12 baptized, 2 died. First Kansas
Teachers, and Deacons, in the district are reCity 26; including l Elder, 2 Priests, I Teacher;
quired to send in their licences to the district
l baptized.
Clinton (New Branch) 17; including
conference for indorsernent, and that failing to
l Elder, 2 Priests, l Teacher, l Deacon.
Organreport after due notice, their licences shall be
ized July 24th, 1886, by Elder I. N. White; I. N.
recalled; and that failing to send in their licenses,
White, president; D. C. White, Priest; William
it shall be the duty of the district clerk to publish
Thompson, Teacher; Lewis J. Bradshaw, Deatheir names in the flemld as not authorized repcon. Holden, no change. Eider's reports.-}'\
resentatives of the church. Bro. Joseph Squires
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G. Pitt (baptized .5), B. Myers, C. StClair, M. Shaw,
J. Luff, J. Curtis, J. Falk, Samuel Crum, J. \V.
Brackenbnry,',T. W. Chatburn, S. 0. \Vaddell,
W. A. Loar, E:Curtis, T. E. Lloyd, I-I. Lee, and
Charles A. Bishop; by letter: l l. I I. Robinson
(baptized 2), F. C. Warnky (baptized 6), and I.
N. \Vhite. Two o'cloc~; T. E. Lloyd, vice-president, ·in the chair. Priest's reports.-A. Cox and
R. May; Teachers J. A. Canaday and J. Burnham. Letter was read from I. N. White, explaining cause of his absence, aloo letter from Abner
Lloyd. Committee on Clinton church reported
unfavorably as to the purchase of said church;
but recommend the renting for one year, and seating it with chairs, for the benefit of the Clinton
Saints. Bill for same prescntC'd, $n4.35. Donations raised to liquidate the above debt amounted
to $59 70. Report received and committee discharged. Committee on i·en ting, seating, and furnishing the Clinton church, was fully endorsed, and
the presidents of the several branches in the district authorized to raise by subscription the balance due for said expenses. The character of the
meetings were left to the cfo,cretion of the pre,,ident. The Elders and Priests ouhide of organized branches in this district are reqncsted to labor
under the direction of the district president until
t.J:1e next conference. The Eldu's Court in the
\Villiam Lente! case presented report, which was
received and court rlif-chargerl. This was an appealed case. The present court confirmed the
findings of the previons one, giving the brother
sixty days from this date to make amends by confession before the branch. Proceeded to elect
officern for the ensuing t!"rm: L N. White, president; T. E. Lloyd, vice-president; T. W. Chatburn, clerk; and Jennie l'vTurphy, treasurer. The
several branch presidents in the district are aq,thorized and requested to take up collect.ions once
each month, to be applied to the district fund.
The distric;t presidents are authorized to draw on
the district treasurer for such funds as may be
necessary for the work of the district. Statistical
reports for the last three mof!ths show a net gain
of 28 in the district. We hope the clerks of
branches will be prompt in sending in their reports; also, the Elders will not fail to report those
baptized, that my statistical report may be correct, and a leading feature in our rcport.-Clerk.
Adjourned to meet at Independence, December
nth, 1886, at ten o'clock.

AN APOLOGY.

Dear Herald:-Please say to Bro. Charles
Derry, president of High Priests', Quorum, that
in my article on the right of Seventies to preside,
I h.ad no intention to carry the idea that the
High Priests' ~uorum had claimed to be higher
than the Seventy', or that they had denied the
right of the Seventy to preside when they were
present. What I said was only intended to
meet objections urged by individuals, whether in
or out of the High Priests' Quorum. However,
when I read Bro. Derry's letter, I thought it
possible that I was ambiguous, and that I might
have been misunderstood, as he suggests. I
therefore beg leave to apologize, through your
columns, to Bro. Derry and the Quorum, for any
seeming reflection cast upon them. No truer
saying was ever penned than the one contained
ill ~ro. Derry's letter, namely, "He will be 15reat-

Strang. Brother Nichols wlll be remembered
by many of the older Elders and membe.rn of the
chnrch as a meek and inoffensive man, upright
in all his dealings, a peace-maker, and a great
lover of our common faith. He baptized close
on to one hundred into the faith of the Latter
Day Sair.ts; suffered much by persecution, mobbing, and robbery; but never regretted any sacrifice made because of his faith. He left before
his death, two hundred printed copies of his journal; a copy of which any one of his friends or
relations can have by sending to W. Watson, box
160, Boyne, Charlevoh county, Michigan. Funeral services by Wingfield Watso:1.
EVANS."--At Lucas, Iowa, Seplem ber 2 rst, i88(>,
William R. Evans, aged 7 years, ro months and
18 days, son of Bro. David T. and sister Louisa
Evans, and grandson of Elder John R. Evans.
At nine a.m. his mother, little baby sister and
himself, were in the cast room, when suddenly
the lightning struck the house. The mother has
no recollection of seeing what then took place,
till upon the porch, when she missed her boy, and
returning in search of him found him lying
against the safe, motionless and dead. The
lightning had made a small hole in his left shoul"
der, and a part of his clothes were torn in shreds.
One of his socks was on fire; his shoes were fear"
fully torn, one of them ali to pieces. The hair
of his head was burned; his little shirt was marked w'ith brown streaks, which is evidence that the
lightning passed down his body.
The news
spread _quickly, and I.he people came from all directions to witness the r;ad scene. It was an aw·
ful sight. Funeral services were held next day,
Bro. John J. Watkins ofliciating.

est in the sight of God who does his duty best."
May God inspire all his servants with meekness, love, and ability to labor to the best interests
of the body--the church of Christ-is the humble
prayer of
LAW ABIDER.
BORN.
KrNG.-Edna L., daughter of Bro. \Villiam P.
and Sr. and E. R. King, born April 2o:h, 1886;
blessed by J. R. Bad ham, r 5th June, r886.
SMn IL-Albert L. M., born r6th August, 1879;
William A., born 26th June, 1881; Edna, born zd
February, 1884; Claud, born 14.th December,
1885; children of Mr. George A. and Mrs. M. E.
Smith. Blessed 19th of August, 1886, by Elder
J. R. Badham.
Ew1NG.-Near Eagleville, Missouri, on the
4th of Oct.obG:r, 1886, lo Bro. M. B. and Sr. Laura
Ewing a son. Mother and child doing well.
MARRIED.
DAWSON-CLIFFORD.-Brothcr Edwin Taylor
Dawson of Ione, i\mador county, California, and
sister Mary Emma Clifford of Burwood, San Joaquin county, California, September 14th, i886, at
the reoidence of the bride's parents, by Priest
\Villiam N. Dawson.
js the sncrcd tie t.h:1t hinchi
rrvvo h nm an ltoarte. in one;
And hlef't IR euch a nniou,
\\Then hope and faith are one.
~hveet

DIED.
BRAYMAN --September 17th, 1886, at Ciear
Lake, Ind., of consumption, sister Lillie A., wife
of Mr. Charles Brayman. She was born July
31st, r86c, at Camden, Hillsdale county, Michigan; was baptized by Elder B. V. Springer,
August 26th, 1886, who conducted her funeral
services Septemi:Jer 19th. A large concourse of
people, including fourteen vehicles, followed her
remains to the grave. The minister comforted the
mourning Saints, and instructed the peofile in
reference to the hope of the Saints from Rev.
r+: 13.

NOTICE.
The following members of the Petrolia Brmich
are requested to report in person or by letter
within the next six months, that they may take
out letters of removal and unite with the branch
nearest to them, otherwise they will be dropped
from this branch and returned as scattered members: Jane Barnes, William T. Barnes, D. W.
McDonald, Sarah E. McDonald, Mary Ann
Jones.
Address: Geo. Hampshire, Secretary,
Copleston, Lambton county, Ontaria.

Dear sister Lillie, fare thee well;
We'll meet again.
'Tis well to know that thou art free
From care and pain.
We'll try to ever faithful be,
And thus prepare
For the great resurrection morn,
Aud meet thee there.

VENADI.Es.-At Ogmore Valley, Wales, May
29th, 1886, Elder Thomas Venables, president of
the Ogmore B_ranch, aged 53 years.
SAMUEL.-At Llanelly, Wales, August 12th,
1886, Elder John Samuel, aged 82 years. Funeral
serviCe by T. E. Jen kins. Two good men. Who
are to fill their places?
PHELPS.-At Juniata, Michigan, August 25th,
1886, Nephi A., son of Bro. Levi and Sr. Anna
Phelps, aged r year, 7 months and ro days. Funeral servkes by Bro. James Burtch.
N1cr-10Ls.-Reub_en T. Nichols, of Torch Lake,
Antrim county, Michigan, departed this life on
the 8th of September, 1886, of old age. He was
born in Johnstown, Montgomery county, state of
New York, on the roth of December, 1807. In
November, 1833, he embraced the fulness of the
gospel, and was baptized in the same month by
Elder V/arren Parrish .. Beginning with the office
of Teacher, he worked up throug,h the various
offices of the prie~thood, till in 1845, he \\as ordained a High Priest, continuing a faithful minister till he came in contact with the claims of
James J. Strang. Up till his last hour he has
' been a faithful adherent to the claims of Mr.
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CONFERENCE: NOTICES.
The Northern Minnesota District Conference
will be held at Girard, near Clitherall Station,
Minnesota, November 6th anq 7th, 1886, instead
of in December. All are invited to attend.
GEORGE. GOULD, Pres. Dist.
PROTRACTED MEETINGS.
Meetings will be held in the western part of the
North-west District of Kansas as follows: Deer
Creek branch, Phillips county, seven miles east
of Prairie View, October 30th, at 7: 30 p.m. Saints
wanting to attend this meeting can address Walter Brownlee, Prairie View, Phelps county. Twin
Creek branch, November 13th, at 7: 30 p.m., four
miles east of Osbo1:ne City. Saints attending
this meeting can address Jacob F. Jameson, Osborne City. Elmira branch, twelve miles south
of Glen Elder, November 27th, at 7:30 p.m.
Saints attending this meeting can address Abraham Sears, Elmira, Mitchell county. Any one
coming by railroad, and want to be met at the
station, had better write to these brethren.
Yours in gospel bonds,

A.

J:I. P ARsoNs 1 Dist. Pres.
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San Francisco, Portland and City of Me:d_co
For Tickets, Rates, (;eneral lnformat1on 1 etc., reg~rdmg
the Burlington Route, cal! on any Ticket Agent In the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERGEVAL ,U;JWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Jlll ONE WlF!l; AND CONCUllINES
HE SHALL HAVE NONE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BEI,IEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATII, WHEN ElTIIER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and, Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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CHARITY.

CHARITY is described to be "the love of
God shed abroad in the heart."·
The apostle aptly remarks, in substance,
If I do not love my brother, whom I have
seen; how can I love my God whom I
have not st:en. These may not be the exact
words used by the writer, but the meaning of the exact text is conveyed in selfapplication in the form here presented.
Allwtexts of scripture intended to act in a
reformatory way, may be retold in language addressed directly to self. A•, for
instance, Jesus said to his disciples; "Except your righteousness exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, ye
can in no case enter into the kingdom of
heaven." This, though apparently plain
is made much more direct in its application
when one says:-"If my righteousness is
no better in practice than that of him
whom I call .a Pharisee, I can not get into
the Kingdom of heaven." This brings it
directly home to the mind of him who
quotes the words of the Savior, with a
mean~ng of force to .hilt! in .the affairs of
his every day life. Tlie preacher declaims
much against tale-bearing that self-interest
has upon the judgments of men, if the
preacher, shall allow the interest which
he has i.n himself and those belonging to him, to blind his judgement to the
good there may be in others, or to bias.
him against the acts of others put forth in
behalf of their own interests, he comes under the force of his own denunciation
against selfishness-man ought not to allow in himself uncondemned what he will
denounce in another.
The preacher inveighs heavily against
evil speaking and evil surmisings; hence,
no shadows of evil surmisings should be
found in his conversation. Nor should
his lips utter things bearing the semblance
of evil-speaking. But, as preachers are·
moulded of similar clay as the members of
the body to whom he preaches, he may-
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sometimes pay less heed to the admonitions he extends to others, than the members can justify from the application of
them to their own lives; in such case, it
will be better for the preacher to hold a
sort of self-appointed inquest over his own
condition; and if such inquest is held in
honesty of heart, he will be the more
largely benefitted by it than the lay members may be from his admonitions, as he
may sur-pass them in intelligence and ability to comprehend and apply the meaning
of language.
·
The preacher declares with vehemence
against covetousness.
How earnestly
then ought he to heed the declaration,
"Thou shalt not covet." If, however, he
become cognizant that any of the flock of
God have been forgetful of the command
and have coveted anything belonging to
another from his money, or goods to his
good name; and if he shall have been unduly careless in his own life and has coveted, he should hesitate long before he orders the casting of stones at the transgressor. The preacher may not always be on
his guard against temptation, and sin may
find the weak places in his armor, wounding him sorely; he will in such case need
the charity that "coveret.h a multitude of
sins;" for he will be merciful to himself,
and should be to others with the marks of
his sin upon them.
The preacher bewails sincerely the want
of spirituality, life and conscious communion with the powers of the life to come;
and possibly attributes it to the want of
personal cleanliness, or to habits which if
not criminal in the sense of being violations
of direct requirements of the law of God,
are vain, foolish, profitless, and hence preventive of growth in grace and spiritual
life. Does the preacher on his part affect
the practices and habits, which have been
hurtful to the lives of those whom he by
his homily seeks to warn of their danger;
if so mending the ways of the flock by
amendment in himself.
The preacher is a man hurt by evidences
of innate depravity permitted to be seen
and heard in the conversation and walk of
others. The outcroppings of that which
is low, vulgar, suspicious: such as talebearing, back-biting, scandal-mongering,
meddling with other men's affairs, talking
of others in an insinuating and hurtful
manner, peddEng the petty speeches of
others against foes and friends, retailing of
faults and follies of others, acquaintances.
and neighbors, the taking of small and underhanded advantages-all these and their.
"uncles, aunts and cousins" of kindred
vices-are all tokens to the preacher's mind
that "all is not well in Zion." How earnest heed then should the preacher pay·
that he in walk ard conversation, has held
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secret counsel and set faithful ward upon
heart and tongue, that none of these things
rise up in accu~ation against himself.
The preacher expresses the assurance
that "zeal without knowledge" is deceitful,
and does much harm to the cause of God.
To him the affection of love for God's
work by him whose life is condemned by
the letter and the spirit of .the word is hypocrisy, zeal unblessed by knowledge, a
putting on of "heaven's livery to serve the
devil in;" hence he decries it, and warns
the faithful to beware of such, nor allow
themselves to be taken in so apparent a
sn'.lre of the adversary, set for the feet of
the unwary. Conscience, educated in the
deep things of gospel lore, pray whisper
in the preacher's ear:
''Preacher, be on thy gnurd,
Lest in thy service kind:
Within thy watch and ward
Thou shalt thyself be blind."

Charity, the love of God, is more certainly that influence and power that preventeth sin than that which covereth sin
up after its commission. And it is not altogether beyond the province of the
preacher to insist that it is more Christian
like, ~nd manly too, to prevent sinning
upon the part of those with whom our life
associations are cast, by the exercise, of a
Christ-like prevision which avoids m:ovoking one to go in the way of his easily besetting sin. Men of weak control over
their own spirits are frequently driven to
anger, by the unwise provocation of those
stronger than themselves done without
thought at the time, and beyond remedy
when once restraint is withdrawn. It
must have been in some such sense as this
that the writer of the Proverbs penned the
saying: "A soft answer turneth away
wrath; but griiovous words stir up anger."
It is more the province of charity to prevent transgression than to punish the
transgressor. He who would honor the
law of God as a servant by being zealous
to punish those who transgress it, will
honor it with more than a tenfold reward
by keeping the spirit of it in his own life.
MORMON IMMIGRATION.
ot1icials say that the Mormon
immigration has fallen off to twelve or fifteen
hundred a year."

"CASTLE GARDfN

In June, I 852, the year before polygamy
. and other heresies were made public doctrines of the Brighamite church, the nuniber of the Saint~ in the British Isles alone
was 35,740. Of this number 3400 were
added in the six months next preceeding.See Mill. Star., 15: 73.
In those times these immigrants numbered from 4.000 to nearly 10.000, yearly.
Why is it, that now, over thirty years
after 1 the number has dwindled to the in·
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significance indicated in the above clipping?
With all its added experience, wealth
and proselyting machinery, that church
has rapidly diminished its ratio of conversions, until to-day it stands a shattered,
powerless, tottering skeleton of its former
self. It is builded now by craft instead of
the Spirit of God. It is held together,
not by the purity of its doctrines nor its
spiritual manifestations of divine love and
light, but by secret oaths and covenants
taught in their endowments, by the love
of worldly wealth and place, by the ambitions peculiar to clans, sects and tribes,
and by that blind zeal and fanaticism
which are the fruits of real or imaginary
oersecution.
• vVhen their secret doctrines and practices for the past forty years, and their
public ones for the past thirty-four years
are measured by the accepted standards of
God's word up to 1844, they are found
sadly wanting, and it is seen they have
wandered out of the way and are actually
"fighting against God." Herein lies the
secret of their diminished ingatherings,
and herein lies the chief causes of their
persecutions and reproach. Let them put
away these evil causes, and the effects will
in time pass away and cease to vex and
trouble.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

IN the letter department will be found important instruction from Bro. J. H. Peters
in regard to those loaning the Voice of
Warning. Read it.
We are too late to give details of Reunion at Garner's Grbve, October zd to
10th, in this issue, and will now only say,
it was the best meeting of the kind ever
held by the churcb. The attendance was
large, especially the last Sunday, when, it
is said, there were over one thousand wagons, carriages and buggies, on and adjacent
to the camp ground. The weather was
delightful throughout the session; the arrangements and order most excellent; the
preaching better than average; singing,
etc., first-class; social and sacramental
meetings were spiritual; ,forty-two were
baptized, and the meeting, all in all, was
successful and most happy. We will give
particulars hereafter.
An eight days' absence attending the
Annual Reunion is our apology for. not
continuing "Persecution and its causes," in
this issue. Be patient; "good things are
worth waiting for."
There is hope for the heathen, whether
"old Theology" wills it or not. We shall
present some wholesome facts, "very full
of comfort," on this question now agitating
the sects. A way with the creeds, and let
the Scripture and common sense decide.
Bro. Edward Rannie writes that he will
use his best endeavors to sell the church
publications in Omaha, Nebraska, ancl says
he hopes a book agent will be appointed
at their next business meeting. vVe thank
Bro. Rannie for his interest and effort in
this direction. Others should do likewise,
for it is expedient that our church publications go to all who will read them.
Bro.
C. Clapp wrote from Oxford,

J.

No. 5, just north of Springerton, in White county·
He was an advocate of the Mormon faith and endeavored to convert others to his belief. At
Springerton, however, there was a congregation
of Campbellites, who hooted at what was called
Jim Jones' ravings, and he was mentally unable
to cope with his Gentile opponents. He, however, had heard of the eloquence and power of
one George H. Hilliard, of Jeffersonville, a Mormon apostle, and he sent for him to come to
Springerton, tLere to preach the faith. The
Campbellites and others learned of this from
handbills written by Jones and distributed far and
wide through the country. They put on a wry
look and whispered around and about that a man
with horns was abont to come in upon the scene.
"Hilliard finally made his appearance and the
people, more from a morbid curiosity t.han anything of a religious inclination, filled up the
house to overflowing. Jim Jones was in his element. If these Christians could not be talked to
by him he at least had found a man who would
thoroughly wake them up. Hilliard displayed
his oratorical efforts to the best possible advantage, and after repeated efforts it was seen that he
was getting a firm hold on his auditors. The
Campbellites began to bestir themselves, and the
culmination of Hilliard's advent among them was
that "A joint discussion was arranged to take place
between the Mormon preacher and one Williams,
a resident Campbellite of the county.
"Before preceding further it should be known
that Springerton is jrn;t about what it was a half
century ago-a small village of a dozen houses,
in a wild sparsely settled country, hard to reach
except by a long journey over a rough road, and
after being reached is as difficult to get away
from. The citizens are plain, honest, hard-working people, with fair school facilities.
"There was but one church, which was built
by the people to be used for church purposes
without regard to denominations. It was in this
building that the discussion was held. The
Campbellitcs announced, with a flourish, that
their man "was a-goin to eat that there Mormon
ILLINOIS MORMONS.
up," and the contest to show the superiority of
WE have before us the St. Louis (Mo.)
one overheated sect againbt another went on, to
Republican of September 27th, which contains a column devoted to the "Mormons the amusement of the entire populace, with unin Illinois," and is rather spicy reading, abated fury. Suffice it to say that the eater was
and, withal, near the truth except on a few completely eaten, which made Jim Jones hilarharmless points. In it is given the substan- iously enthusiastic. Mormon converts were se·
tial points of the Epitome, also some of cured in large additions and they were mainly
the leading facts in respect to the origin of from the Campbellite church. A bitter warfare
the Reorganization, for all of which we was begun against the Mormons, led by Dr. Jas.
feel thankful, and the more so because the Springer, after whom the village was named.
Republzcan has never had many kind Finally, to more effectually vent their spite, the
words. for our work. We hope it may · Campbellites tore down the church building,
profit by its own correspondence and not hoping, perhaps, like Sampson, to tear something
think genuine Mormonism is the beast down, even if it fell on themselves.
with "seven heads and ten horns?'
But the tempest which was raging in the MorHere are some extracts from the said ar- mon teapot was not thus settled. The Saints
ticle:
got together and built themselves a church in
"Those people who to-day are called Mormons
which they worship to-day, and in which your
are not all confined within the borders of Utah.
representative sat Sunday last.
It is a small
About midway on the Shawneetown branch of
frame building with bellfry. The interior i5
the Ohio and Mississippi railroad, your corresrough and uncouth, the back-cutting benches
pondent discovered a Mormon Church having a
being sufficient to murder a worshipper who had
. membership of sixty-one souls, and on Sunday
been in the habit of occupying the model church
lasfhe attended the church in order to acquaint
pew of metrpolitan pattern. Church is heid
himself with the workings there, as we!! as to
there once a month, at which time sacrament is
obtain a sketch of the organization of the sect in
also administered.
southern Illinois. In the year 18'70 a pedagogue
"It was the good fortune of the writer to meet
named Jim Jones was teachin9 school in district
on the train the ,preacher who was at that mo·

Idaho, the 8th inst. He entered at o"nce
upon gospel work.
Bro. R. J. Anthony wrote from Franklin, Idaho, the 9th inst., saying he had began a series of meetings there, and felt
"splendid" in declaring "the fulness of the
gospel as restored in these last days, and
found in the Book of Mormon."
Bro. J. M. Tousley writes from Chester, Illinois, the 9th inst., that he is striving
to "hold fast to the faith once delivered to
the Saints." He further says: "vVe .can
not think of doing without the HERALD,
It is getting better all the time."
Jacob K. Chaney writes from Tower
Hill, Illinois, the 10th inst., asking if there
is a branch at Kinnundy or in Effingham
or Clay counties, Illinois. We know of
none. He further say, Bro. and Sr.John
S. Yohe lives in Shelbyville, Illinois, and
that they would be glad to have the ministry call on them and preach there.
Bro. Hiram Rathbun, in a letter written
of late from Lansing, Mich., says,-"I
think just enough of the Church and of
the Iicrald, the church organ, that I would
be one of a thousand who would pay ten
dollars in advance for ten new subscribers,
and repeat that for five years, annually, if
by so doing it can be reduced to one dollar
per year. Let all speak at once."
Bro. Frank Lofty, writing from Penfield, Kansas, that he is preaching some
there, suffered failure in crops this year,
and that Bro.John Earnshaw lives at Key
West, ten miles away, where he has held
rsome meetings.
A brother asks, "ls it right or proper
for a district to appoint a treasurer, collect
money, and send elders off to preach the
gospel in different places." To this we
reply, that such matters should be mutually
arranged and regulated by the districts and
the Bishopric, that there may be unity and
concert of action.
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ment on his way to officiate in the Mormon
church, and who expected to spiritually console
his brethren on the morrow. The church is
called the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.
"Its adherents claim that they are no part and
have nothing to do with the polygamous so-called Saints who, with Brigham Young as a leader,
went into Utah.
"There are many of these churches in Southern
Illinois. The one at Springerton has sixty-one
members; Brush Creek, in Wayne county, has
one with l IO members; Dry Fork, in the same
county, has one with a membership of thirty-one;
Tunnel II ill, in Johnson county, has a Mormon
church with seventy-eight members, and Alma
Branch, in Marion c<;>unty, a church wilh ten
members.
"There are more members and churches in.
Iowa than any other State. There are several
in Southern Indiana, Kansas and Nebraska. The
membership foots in all about 201000.
"The misister who officiated at the church Saturday evening and Sunday last, is a young man
of considerable :i.bility and intelligence. He is of
a pleasant demeanor and delivery. He talks rapidly and fluently, never seeming at a loss for
something in the Bible to clinch his arguments.
He holds the attention of his congregation
throughout. His name is Isaac M. Smith, and
he resides in Tunnel Hill, in Johnson county.
He is almost constantly preaching, though this
winter he proposes to teach school. When asked
if his religious belief militated against his occupation as a pedagogue, he said it did where he
was not knmvn. He accorded your correspondent a very pleasant interview and answered all
questions cheerfully without reservation, and appeared to be much above the average back-woods
preacher. He gave a cordial invitation to attend
his church.
"In his sermon the preacher gave a history of
the times previous to the revelation of the plates
from which the Book of Mormon was compiled,
and spoke of what he called the wonderful
prophecy of Joe Smith, made in 1832, relative to
the war of the rebellion.
"Sacrament, after the services, was administered.
"The Mormons are close communionists and
will not accept the baptism of any other church."

"Dear Cousin; if you could see the amount
[number] of carriages that are continually running from here to Jerusalem, and from different
villages, aJI built since you went away. You remember-Abitha's house was built near the back
gate-the carriages run on that road mostly, and
they are continually running night and day. At
ten o'clock in the evening the gates of the colony are shut, and two watchmen stand watch all
night. They have a trumpet to blow if anything
unusual should happen to call the people, and
gun, sword, pistol, also a whistle to call the hour,
and a watch-house to sit {n if it rains too hard.
Here, in the colony, we have singing-school and
three day-schools, and meeting by the Germans;
but none by the Americans. *
Yesterday, went to spend the day at the Netter place. Mrs. Clark and daughter, and Herbert's wife, a pleasant lady, inviled me to go out
and have a pic-nic with them. How can I describe to you how beautiful it-was! We went in
to the grounds through a street of more than a
mile's length; on each side the lotus trees in
bloom, full of white blossoms, hanging in strings
from the branches, the length of a finger; a hedge
of rose bushes the whole length of the street, also
in full bloom. I thought of Paradise as we
walked along. We camped in a place that is a
swamp of India cane, with beautiful walks all
through, cane on either side, making a shade
over the way so cool and refreshing that one does
not feel the heat after getting there. The fields
between the cane lined roads and paths are filled
with different kinds of fruit trees, each field a
different kind; one field is oranges; anothe!", is
peach; another, sweet almonds; another, is citron;
another, apricot; another, pears; another, lemons;
another, English walnut; and so on to all different fruit trees. You must not forget that the
cherry is here; also, the cauliflower, cabbage,
beets, carrots, potatoes and peas; there is no kind
of garden produce that you can think of, but
what grows there; this shows what cultivation
will do. Twetve years ago the Sultan gave this
land to the Jews; it was not the best land in
Palestine, btft now it is like a little Paradise.
Now, 'imagine about how handsome H is, and
then you can not describe it to yourself; neither
can I to you. We walked through some parts of
the grounds, but not all, as it is a very large farm.
They are boring for an artesian well, but have
other wells, and perhaps fifty buildings; it is
called the Agriculturist School Farm, and is
Brro • ._NDREW T ABBUT, of Detroit, Minlocated where Samson burned the wheat for the
nesota, sends us a letter written by a cousin
Philistines; the Jews have named it Israel
of his, Mrs. Abigail Y. Alley, from Jaffa,
Mickmach. They cultivate flowers, also; and
Syria, Palestine, March 30th, 1886, from
when I was there eight years ago, the strawberry,
which by permission we give the following
raspberry and currant were grown; we did not
extracts:
see these at this time, as we did not go far enough
"Well; restitution is moving on as fast as time
into the grounds, it was too tiresome. The Jews
can move here; the Hebrews are gathering to
made us welcome, and invited us to come again.
this land as fast as they can, building villages.
I think there is not a more interesting place in
There are as many as six large villages in differall Palestine, as it shows the restitution the best,
ent parts of the land, built since you went away;· ·so far as 1 have yet seen. We took the tea-kettle
and there are societies both here and in England
with us, made a fire, made tea and enjoyed a nice
and America, which help them,. so that they are
time generally; returned home and had a good
greatly encouraged to come. As to the railroad,
night's rest after it, at least I did."
the Turks will not grant a jirman to let it be made;
Bro. Tabbut says:
only last summer some gentlemen came and sur-

***

* *

***

veyed a road for it; for one of the Americans
who live at Jerusalem told me he went with them
to help: his name is Spoffard, a great lawyer who
has left all to live on Mount Zion with his fami·
ly and a few more.
*

*

*

«When we went there with G. J. Adams' colouy in 1866, there was not a wheeled carriage, to
my knowledge, in all that land. There were
things lugged by men and mules. We introduced the harness and the wagon; also widened

the street of Joppa for them to go in. We also
took with us many farming in1plements, such as
the reaper, thresher, scythe, rakes, finally all the
tools a colony would want even to go into a new
country, of which all was much appreciated,
even by the wild Bedouins. Everything native
and in use by the native inhabitants was the
same in form and pattern as used in the days of
King David; so you see we also introduced the
shovel and the grain fan."
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

J. J.

Elder
Cornish, in a busines3 letter
to the office, says:
"A two days' debate in Bay City, Michigan, is
over. All went off well, and the cause has been
advanced, and we are being undcr&tood by the
people of the world."
Bro. T. E. Lloyd wrote from Independence, Missouri, the 7th inst., as follows:
"Elder Hill of this place, was made successor
to David Judy, as president of the Hedrickite
church, last Sabbath, so it is said. Our local Elders are active in preaching the word-more w
than at any time for years past."
Bro. W. J. Curry, of Rushville, Illinois,
says:
"There are a few scattered and would-be Saints
here, if we had a shepherd. We are very poor,
and not able to pay an Elder to come and visit
us, and have none in the district to preach to us."
Bro. Abner Lloyd, of Eldorado Springs,
Missouri, has this to say:
"My fervent prayer is for the complete success
of that noble paper, the Herald. May God bless
those who so unweariedly support it."
following is from Reynolds' Newspublished in England, and sent us
by Bro. William Hart, of West Oakland,
himself a native of Eni:;land, but long a
citizen of America.
Read his letter, in
correspondence department.
T.HE

paper

PRIEST, PLUTOCRAT, PEER AND PEOPLE

"As it is at present constituted, society is established upon one greatly false postulate, that
the many shall exist for the benefit of the few.
Throughout the whole world this is unfortunately true. In England perhaps matters are ordered in this direction with a harder and faster line
than elsewhere is the case. Throughout Holland
it is possible to go a long day's march and not
see a single bare-footed person or one in want,
the reason being that wealth there is more equally
distributed than is the case with us." But, sir, it
· is impossible to take even a short walk within
our sea-girt borders without stum'Jling across
such instances of pauperism, of absolute want, of
bare hunger as should be sufficient to make even
a stoic sad.
"In the world of mechanics every effect must
have a cause. If a bridge falls down, people do
not go about with a ]·antern looking for a miracle,
but say at once it was improperly constructed;
and in the social world no catastrophe can happen
which has not some original motor. England at
the present moment is suffused with an all prevailing distress; and so acute has this during the
last few years become, that Just at the time when
• the merry Christmas peals are ringing, and when
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the Yule log should be glowing prettily upon
every hearth, our teeming cities ring with such
cries of distress that the nation is compelled to
suddenly collect and distribute huge local funds,
lest the masses should come from the empty
hovels in which they live, and with naked fist
clamour in ugly earnestness at the doors of
plenty, and so compel that rendition to them of
the wherewithal to live, as is necessary to keep
soul and body together. Nor is the cause of this
prevalent poverty far to seek. So long as we
support caste upon caste; a huge Court circle,
constantly being fed by the addition of alien
beggars; a nobility at once the most lavish and
the idlest in the world; a State Church whose
bishops give the lie to the teaching of Christ,
and flaunt literally in an ostentatiousness of purple
and fine linen, which is arrogance itself; then, so
long, will the huge bulk of the peop}e in these
islands not know at sunrise where when sunset
falls they will be able to get a meal. This is no
fancy picture, sir, although, with that peculiar
pride which seems to be the heritage of those
who will be called the hopeless, our English
working men, aye, and English working women,
will sooner starve than they will admit to the
outside w.orld tliat the times are going ill wfth
them.
"Ajrojos of the Chm ch, some ingenious man
has been collecting particulars as to the fortunes
that those smug right reverend fatlu~rs in God,
the prelates of the Established Church, leave behind them. The figures at least are instructivt>.
In r856 there was gathered unto his fathers the
Hon. Hugh Percy, Bishop of Carlisle, who left a
fortune in personalty of no less than £90,000.
A Dr. Monk, Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol,
surpassed the Hon. Hugh, for he left £r40,oco
behind him. During the thirty years from i856
to the last day in December, r885, three bishops
left £r20,ooo each, and seventeen other bishops
amounts ranging from £45.000 to £90,000. Dr.
Sumner, of Winchester, accumulated £80,000 in
fort.y-three years. During this period thirtynine bishops died, leaving a fortune averaging
£54,000 a-piece, and amounting in all to no less
than £z,ooo,coo sterling. Now, sir, from whence
did this money come? It came out of the land.
The land really should be the property of the
people, and therefore, without any stretch of
argament, the masses may be said to be the
poorer by this appropriation of our inheritance.
I must confess, sir, that in thinking over these
facts, I can hardly restrain my language within
decorous limits. I do not wish to be profane, but
if there be any truth in the Bible, and if its
picture of the Blessed be in any way like unto
truth, then of all the extraordinary spectacles
ever seen "must be the reception in Heaven of
some paunchy person who in life has been girt
about with a bishop's apron, and who, day in,
day out, must have acted one long, terrible lieone tremendous piece of self deception, rn far as
the ethics of Christianity are concerned; and
amongst the higher ranks of the gloriously good
no spirit can possibly stand higher than of the
humpbacked Paul, who so honestly believed and
practiced the teachings of the great Master, that in
order to remove even the shade of a shadow of
reproach from Christianity, he sat down and
labored with his own hands. What greeting
would he be likely to give fine gentlemen who,
although their curates, diocese after diocese
through, were in actual want, accumulated thou;
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sand upon thousand, and thousands upon the top
of them.
"Yet, in spite of my lord living in luxury, and
in spite of the bishops rolling in wealth, and in
spite of the Palace circle swallowing a million
a-year, and in spite of a beaurocracy, and a
pension list swallowing sums, the magnitude of
which is ~ppalling, the Tory would still further
drive the working classes into poverty. In the
West Cumberland Times I noticed the other day a
letter, to which I referred at the time, which
admirably summarizes the average Tory idea of
the way in which the wicked working man
should be put down for the benefit of the popinjays who occupv, as they think, a position a little
superior to his. The writer says that less than
twenty years ago England was the foremost
merchantile nation in the world, and that now
she has lost that proud position. The reason, he
discovers, is as follows. England is retrograding,
because" 'Continental workmen receive much smaller
wages than ours,_ and work longer hours; hence,
to compete with their employers is for us impossible; therefore, trade naturally leaves our shores.
Such is the cause of the present depression.
Now, what is the cure? To my mind it appears
very simple-merely to reduce our workmen to
the same level as those of other countries, so
that we may be able to compete with them in· the
markets of the world. This will be easily accomplished, if all the capitalists of England unite for
the purpose. If necessary, let the scale of wages
be regulated by a legally-constituted tribunal-'
the quarter sessions, or some such meeting of
intelligent gentlemen belonging to the county.
The wages of iron-workers in Belgium are 2s. rd.
per day of sixteen hours; those of Germany 2s.
2d. for fifteen ho;,rs; Italy rs. 7d. for sixteen
hours, and other continental countries much the
same. Why, then, is our trade fettered in the
manner it is by employers. being called upon to
pay such exorbitant rates for mere manual labor?
The wages of workmen up to near the end of
last century were fixed annually by the county
justices, and rarely eltceeded 6s. pe1· week; and
be it remembered that it was during this. period
our commercial supremacy was laid, and peace
and contentment prevailed on every hand. Now,
what is the contrast to-day? Trade disputes,
strikes, &c., all over the country. Let us return
to the good old system. Let workmen's wages
be regulated by a proper tribunal, and compel all
workmen to adhere to that scale, and let all who
will not work under these circumstances be treated as vagabonds. Surely the time has now come
when capitalists should receive some return for
investments instead of greedy, grasping, ignorant
workers devouring all the profits.'
"This letter is not, as might for a moment be
suspected, a forgery. It is evidently written in
good faith, and is more pitiable, perhaps, that it
stands to record as the deliberate statement of
something in the semblance of a thinking man.
It is a pity that there does not exist in England
a social lynch law which would enable the people anywhere to visit upon the head of an offender against the common interest some marked
penalty.
Personally speaking, I should like
nothing bette1·, nor do I think that anything
could possibly be more just, than that the Tory
who indited the words that I have quoted, with
his family, should be placed in some cottage in
the county where he lives, and compelled for

twelve months to support his family upon six
shillings a week. When the rent is paid out of
that, what does it leave? In this land of ours we
have to pay even for God's gifts, and at six shillings a week a man could hardly afford to buy
wa!>;r tg drink with his bread! Of course, such
a te'tdlfution as this iS impossible, but what is
not impossible is such a steady, such a persistent
action against the manner in which all the good
things of life are swallowed up by the few, that
we shall cease to hear of bishops by the score
leaving £54,000 behind them, or an aristocracy
marked amongst its younger members ±or lasciviousness, and amongst its elder representatfres
for a steady opposition to ail measures intended
to advance the better interests of the people.
"NORTHUMBRIAN."

The Church of England costs the people of.
England about £rr,ooo,ooo annually.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
are we to understand Romans
8: 19-24? Is Paul speaking of man only?
Ans.-~· e think he refers to "the whole crea ·
tion" (vs. 22) as it came from the hand of God
when he said "it was very good."-Gen. r: 3r.
For further proof of this position, please read
Isa. rr: r-9; 65: r7-25; Rev. 2r: r, 5; 2 Pet.
3: r3, etc.
~-Is it necessary to believe that David and
Solomon were inspired of God, in order to be a
Latter Day Saint?
A.-No. But we believe he who does not believe that they, at times, were inspired of God,
loses much in the way of good instruction and
godly edification.
~.-If David and Solomon were inspired, in
what part of their lives was it?
A.-In the times whan they were "holy men,''
walking in the light of God's law, and not when
they sinned against it.
~.-Is right living and well doing evidence of
inspiration?
A.-Not necessarily, if this refers to moral uprightness only.
~.--Is bad living and wrong doing evidence of
non-inspiration?
A.--Yes; for the Spirit of God will not dwell
in unholy temples. "For the temple of God is
holy, which temple ye are."--r Cor. 3: r7.
~.-If David and Solomon were inspired men
of God, how do you palliate and excuse their
crimes?
A.-We do neither; nor did David, ffltlomon,
or the true servants of God after them. "Mine
iniquities have taken hold upon me, so that I
am not able to look up; they are more than the
hairs of my head." David-Ps. 40: r2. "Sin is
a reproach to any people." Solomon-Prov. r4:
34. The polygamy and concubinage of these
men were denounced of God through his servants
as "crimes" "wickedness," "abominations," etc.,
in Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6, Men of God
may be inspir~d at times, and at other times not.
They may sin and thus "grieve the holy spirit"
and cause it to withdraw from them for a season,
or forever.
~ues.-How

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges. . . .. .. ......................... 1 25
Imitation Moro9co, gilt edges ..................... , .. . 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt. edges ............................... 1 75
JOSEPH SMITH 'rIIE PROPHET, AN.lJ Jill>
PROGJ<JNITORS.
Muslin Boards, 312 pages, by Lncy Smith............. 75
Leather Binding ...... ,. ............................... 1 jjil
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unto us? Let us labor still and pray while we
labor, that when God shall call home the reapers
now in the field, we shall so have trained the
sons and daughters given unto us, that they will
be well equipped to take our places in the battle
field of life, and bear aloft the banner upon which
shall be inscribed, Victory for our King.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"The woods shall wear their robes of praise,
The south wind softly sigh,
And sweet, calm days in golden haze
Melt down the amber sky."

CAST THY BREAD UPON THE
WATERS.
'Mid the losses and the gains,
'Mid the pleasures and the pains;
'Mid the hopings and the fears,
And the restlessness of years,
We repeat this passage o'erWe believe yet more and moreBread upon the waters cast
Shall be gathered at the last.
Gold and silver, like the sands,
Will keep slipping through our hands;
Jewels gleaming like a spark
Will be hidden in the dark:
Sun and moon and stars will pale,
But these words will never fUilBread upon the waters cast
Shall be gathered at the last.
Soon like dust to you and me
Will our earthly treasures be;
But the loving word and deed
rro a soul in bitterest nccd'rhey will unforgotten be,
They will live eternally.
Bread upon the waters cast
Shall be gathered nt the lust.
Fast the moments slip away,
Soon our n1ortal povvers decay;
Lower and lower sinks the snu~
What we do mnst soon be done.
'l'hen what rapture if we hear
rrhonsand voices ringing clearBrcad upon the waters cnst
Shall he gathered at the last.~ Scl.

AN Elder in the field writing to us, says: "May
God speed you in your work, and I hope to see
1.he day when the move spoken of in the last Herald
of something tor our youug people a grade in
advance of the Hope will become an accomplished fact. My mother died a litlle more than a
year ago, and I have no sisters, but I believe women to be the more devoted, and capable of more
toil and self sacrificce than the other sex. I was
raised by a faithful mother, and when I recall
the influence she cast about our home, it cheers
me onward, and whispers of the gloriqus home
to which she has gone. Father told her on her
dying bed that she had been the instrument in
saving him from a drunkard's grave. When I
recall her perfect resignation and saintly patience
during forty-nine days of intense suffering, I
thank God for the gift of a mother's love, and
pray him to bless the mothers of our church and
country. My father is now an Elder, and living
. to obtain a part in the resurrection of the just."
Dear mothers of Zion, what encouragement
there is to us in this testimony .. Silent now are
the lips which once plead with God in prayer,
folded the hands which ministered to the comfort of her loved ones, and stilled forever the
heart which suffered so much in the tabernacle
of flesh; but "her works follow her," and husband
and children rise up to call her blessed. Her
God, Is he not ours~ Will h? not hear and ans9vr prayers £or t(te children
n11s
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Sister Sarah A. Rose wishes us to say to both
the brethren and sisters who have written to her
in her affliction, that she has no words in which
to express to them her sense of gratitude for the
sweet peace and comfort afforded her by their
letters. She is not yet able to write much at a
time, but thinks she is gaining slowly, and hopes
in time to be able to labor for the Master again.
.Dear sisters, let us who are surrounded by those
of like precious faith,-who have the privilege
from Sabbath to Sabbath of going up to the house
of God, and those who if they have not all these
blessed privileges, yet have those of their own
households to sustain, cheer and encourage them
upon their way-let us ask ourselves, What of
those other scattered ones, who are living from
day to day, surrounded by a frowning world,
meeting the most cruel opposition in their own
homes, from opposing relatives and those who
once were friends? What of them? Pray for
them we ask you, that God may give them grace
to bear with patience, not only to bear but to pity
and pray for those who in their blindness are
preparing for themselves the bitter cup which
they must drink, if they do not repent before it
is eternally too late. Oh; in that great day
when he shall own his children, his dear, sufftring m1es, before the face of his Father and all
the waiting hosts, how bitter will be the cup
they must press to their lips: "Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me." Does he
not feel every wound, every arrow which quivers
in the torn and bleeding heart of the least one of
his flock? "Ye have done it unto me?' Be
brave of heart and soul, for he is with you, and
even while your trial is upon you, the peace he
gives is what the world has not to give; neither
can it take away. Do not expect answers but as
opportunity offers; send a letter of cheer and
comfort to one of these suffering sisters of the
Master. The name of her post office is changed,
so please address Sarah A. ·'Rose, Quarry, Monroe county, Ohio.
LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 2:Jd, 1886.

CLEVELAND, Iowa, August 17th.
Sister Frances :-I will try once again to write
something for The "l'vfothers' Home Column,"
and thereby try to improve the talent God has
given me. I realize that in this life we are preparing for the life beyond, and we all ought to
strive while here on earth to gain life's richest
treasures-those that will be of the greatest
worth, and also those that will yield the purest
pleasures. There is a great many variety of
pleasures, but the purest ones, those least contaminated with the evil influences around us are
what we ought to seek after; also those which
will best develop the mind, and expand and unfold those God-given mental faculties that all
men are more or less endowed with, those pleasures that will bjes>;; the mind of man, and stimulate his thoughts to crave that wisdom which
eads to peace in this present JHe
th!!\ whicfi
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One of the greatest ambitions of our hearts
should be to live a good and useful life-do all
the good we can and as little harm as possible,
and try ever to bridle our,tongues; if we can not
say any good of any one say nothing at all. I
have always observed that the female sex are
worse to talk about each other than the oppiFite
sex. Why is this? Is a wrong done by one of
us greater than a wrong done by one of the opposite sex? This should not be so. We are called the getler sex, then let us deal gently by each
other. Our' work in life should be to lessen
strife, and try to better man's condition. If we
weave honors for ourselves the world will soon
know it. We must first win honm s for deeds well
done, then we can expect the credit justly due us
for living a true and useful life.
Let us not be afraid to give encouragement to
our fellow travelers as we journey along. If
they do anything that is worthy of recognition,
let us acknowledge it as such, and encourage
them to strive to perform their part still better
next time; this will not flatter them, but stimulate
them to ever strive to do the best they can; and
by trying and trying again, we may at last reach
perfection. When we see a brother or sister or
any one else, burdened with a load of care that
seems too much for them, let us take a part of it
on our shov lders, and by doing this their burden
becomes lighter and we will not feel their burden
any weight to us when we do it in a spirit of love
and good will towards them.
There is another thing I wish to speak of; it is
this, Don't let us, as mothers, be discouraged if
we do not see our children do just as we would
wish them to do. Let us improve every chance
we have to sow the seed of truth in their minds,
and also put forth every effort to win them to
this great work. Put good and instructive books
in their way, and if they do not read them now,
perhaps when our bodies are laid away they will
then see the effort we put forth for their good,
and how we tried while here to get them interested, and to appreciate our efforts in their behalf.
Our words, work and actions will live long after
our bodies are laid away. Let us encourage
them when they do right, and rebuke them kindly
when they do wrong. We can all remember
how encouraging it was to be told we had done
well; and how acceptable it will be at the last
great day to hear the welcome words, "Well done,
good and faithful servant, enter in to the joy that
is prepared for you." Then let us nobly act our
part in life; let us be just and true in all our
dealings; let our words be truthful, and always
try to be pure in mind and though':; and then,
when Christ comes.to collect his jewels, may we
be numbered among those whom he will call his
own. I am your sister in the bonds of love,
H. E. BIRCHELL.
RrcHLAND, Dak., August 8th.
Dear Sisters:--! would like to be one of your
number, for I have no sisters to visit with, and
my surroundings are not saint-like; but our
Jlerald, the messenger of light and love, is my'
company. It comes to cheer and strengthen us
tired ones on our way. God bless its contributors
with knowledge to make its pages more and'
more attractive, and spread its truth far and near.
Brother Derry has preached a number of times
In this place, 1.rnt it takes the leaven of righteous. ness a long whi!(l to work; <the weeds have in,
th~
wml~ \!l tht; t!wn:n
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to be to give the Elders a home, and I must try
to do it well, by living an honest upright life,
that they may not be ashamed of, and that I am
not a disgrace to the cause and the Elder who
makes his home with me. I try to be clean and
tidy and cook the best I know how, and set my
children an example of industry, but yet I am·
far from perfect; I see many faults in myself,
but am trying to overcome, and have charity for
all mankind. I know Joseph Smith was a true
prophet of God; I did not learn it from any
teaching of mankind, but by the power of God.
I have a husband, and four sons grown up,
without any seeming desire to serve God, and
what to do to convince them of their duty, is
more than I can tell. They will listen to the
Elders, but the pleasu1·es of this life seem to fill
their desire3. They are -good to me, but I feel
anxious.for their future welfare. Sisters, when
in your secluded spot for prayer, remember mine
and put in a plea on their behaif..
LILLY J. SMITH.
OAK IsLAND, Texas, August rst.
Dear Sisters of the "/-Jome Column" :-As'I have
been greatly encouraged and benefitted by our
beautiful column, I thought to acknowledge the
same, and it may encourage Sr. Frances in her
timely effort, to know that so many of her sisters
have found strength in her labor of love. Dear
sisters, we are admonished in God's holy word
to "bear one another's burdens," which we shall
do well to heed; and very little help upon our
part oftentimes afford great assistance to others.
Often cheering words and timely instruction go
farther to assist weary, over-burdened hearts
than any financial aid could-of course this kind
of assistance should not be ignored when needed,
and when we have the opportunity to render
such. We are none of us too poor to offer a
prayer for the afflicted among us, and is it not
cheering indeed to know when the hand of affliction is pressing heavily upon us, there are other
hearts beating in unison with ours, sympathizing
with every pain and trial, willing to assist us in
bearing our burdens, great or small? How
thankful then we should be to our heavenly
Father for this great and ennobling effect the
gospel has upon its adherents. That we may
prove fathful to the trust reposed in us, I shall
ever pray.
KATE CURRY.

GLEN EASTON, vV. Va., Sep. 19th.
Dear Readers of the E/erald:-There are a few
of us here who are trying to 'keep the covenant
we have made with our Heavenly Father. vVe
have been abundantly blessed here this season
with good crops and fruit of all kinds. God is
the giver of it all. For my part I believe the law
of tithing. We are required to keep it just as
much as any laws. And if the Saints would
keep the whole law, I am sure they would be
abundantly blessed both spiritually and temporally. If we don't keep the law, we have no
promise of blessings. I hope to see the day that
all the Saints will comply with this law; then
the work will prosper so much faster. From
1his time, all I have as my own I am going to give one tenth to th!'! f.:ord, flflP I feel that
He will ble~~ me in.Jt. l bay,e pf;en ~or?ly tried,
T nm not 1~·0rried, but fl'.11 wil)ing tn bear 11ll
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for Christ's sake. What He has done for me is
worth more than I have endured. He wiil reward each one of us according to our works.
I think the Herald is getting better all the
time. The "Home Column" is just splendid. I
have a family of four children. Three of them
are in the chui'&h. Bro. Griffiths was hear last
month and did some good preaching. We hope
to see some other Elders come.
CAROLINE WAYT.
EAST LAKE, Mich., Oct. 7th.
Bro. Blair :-I wish to say a few words to
those who are loaning the "Voice of Warning."
It seems that the blank reports are not understood by some. "Number on hand,'' means that
the number they have in hand and loaned out
that are readable. "Number read," means the
number to whom they have been loaned to read.
You will have to suppose that all read them, unless you learn to the contrary.
You may sell the books to any one who may
wish to buy them, at fifteen cents each. vVhen
you have received one dollar for books, please
send it to me, and I will send you new books to
keep the nu1'.1ber good, if you wish them. In
this way I think the number can be kept full,
and always new with but little additional expense, after they are all supplied. I hope all will
report, as we wish to know what the books are
doing. Out of the one thousand books offered to
the Sabbath Schools, for the benefit of Zion's
Hope, only sixty have been called for.
Yours in Christ,
J. H. PETERS.
MANASSA, Colo., Sept. 25th.
Dear Herald: Since last I intruded upon your
notice, the busy wheels of time have rolled off
many days to the measure of life allotted to your
humble servant, and I know that at the most I
only have a few more years to remain in this probationary state, and my earnest prayer and heart's
desire is, to so live that when the solemn change
takes place, I can, in the words of one of old exclaim: "l have fought a good fight, I have finish·ed my course, I have kept the faith, henceforth
there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness."
I dearly love the work of the Lord in these the
latter days. I love to read of it; I love to hear it
talked about; and above all things I delight in
telling others all that I know about it, notwithstanding I am not an orator, neither am I perfect
in the law of righteousness. And knpwing all
of my failings and short comings before the Lord
of hosts, feel my insignificance and unworthiness
to be the bearer of the vessels of the Lord. But
what I am is by the grace of God, in whom I
trust. And although I may fall far short of the
duty which I owe to the Source of all light and
truth for his great mercy and manifold blessings
which he has poured out upon me in times. I
also know that if I will continue striving to do
the Master's holy will, he will ever be mindful of
me by giving a sufficiency of his grace to bear
me through all the temptations, trials and difficulties that may beset me in this world of sin and
woe; and that if I will hold out faithful and endure even unto the end. I need have no fears or
doubts, for when this earthly house of this tabernacle is dissolved, there is a building of God, a
house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens, prepared not only for me, but ~(ll" fill the
~nilhf1;, 1
of. the Lan1n:

And as my mental eye looks out over the earth
and I see the awful calamities multiplying whereby the Lord will purge the earth of sin and unrighteousness, it admonishes me that the great
day of the Lord's coming is now even at the door.
And the great mystery with me is as to how careless and unconcerned the inhabitants of the world
are to the proximity of the day of their visitation.
But the Lord has said that at his coming it would
be as it was in the days of Noah, but yet that he
would find faith on the earth. Many have been
called, but how few will be able to abide the
dreadful day. And as there is no place of safety
to be found only in Zion and her stakes, I feel as
if the time was near when the Lord w!ll say to
all Israel, Come home.
·
And thou, Herald of truth and God's righteousness, continue to proclaim the glad tidings of
salvation to the rebellious children of men as you
have done in the past! For the bread of life
through your columns is conveyed to thousands
of souls who hunger and thirst after righteousness, who otherwise would famish. May the
richest of God's blessings be poured out on your
weekly visits, and also on all who are identified
with you, is the prayer of a true believer in the
only one faith.
F. B. MOYERS.
P.S.-On last Sabbath I had the pleasure of
burying beneath the liquid wave, in baptism, a
worthy couple, husband and wife, by the name of
Irvin; the former having had his eyes opened to
the gross abominations of Brighamism, while the
latter never did take any stock in that system of
corruption.
F. B•M.
GLASGOW, Iowa, Oct. 2d.
Editor's Herald:-I live away from any branch
and never hear any preaching, but I know that
God has not forgotten us; and I am sure he
will not if we live faithful. My little grandson,
four years old, had been troubled with asthma
for two years, till his father was like the poor
widow that spent a!I her living for the doctor;
but when he went to the Great Physician the
child was healed through the administration of
Bro. McKiernan. I am trying to do nearer right
every day, and hope to be faithful.
In bond>,
MARY DOROTHY.
MT. OLIVE, Neb., Oct. 6th.
Dear Hernld:-1 am holding meetings in the
school district where Bro. James \V. Gillen
preached some twenty-four years ago. While
he was here he baptized four, one died in the
hope of the resurrection, is spiritually asleep,
one is neither hot nor cold, while one still is
striving to hold on to the "rod of iron." While
meditating upon the above, I wondered if that
would be a fit illustration of all our labors-" five
wise" and five otherwise. I am glad that every
individual will have to answer at the bar of God
for themselves. By the way, Bro. Gillen visited
Nebraska City during last month, and gave us
five long and loud sermons of sound gospel; the
Saints were benefitted, and outsiders helped to an
understanding if they were only willing to pay
attention and receive that which was presented.
I spent the 21st ult., at Lincoln. What a great
mission field there is in that city! But how are
we going to get the gospel before the people?
Something, surely ought to be done, and I am
both ;inxious and troubled about it. The J2d
fr;uprl l~C at Wilber, where I wrtin'1erj tent
~··'
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meetings for five days, and on the 26th, the Saints
were made to rejoice when Hannibal Woods, a
man past three score and ten, entered the fold
by baptism. But "the tribe of Levi" were more
than rejoiced when I buried in the water Isaac
T. Anthony, the eldest son of our worthy district
president. I have seen Saints happy at friends
coming into the fold, but never so many who
wept with joy upon such an occasion. Best of
all, the presence of the Holy Spirit in power
warmed every heart, till those not numbered
with us partook of the cup of bliss the Father
bestowed. I spoke three times at the Roperville
school-house, had a growing interest and an increasing congregation; but in all places there are
some who "will not endure sound doctrine." I
have made it a· subject of prayer and much
thought, as to how we shall be able to preach the
whole truth and never give an offense; and I
have about concluded that it is an impossiblity.
I try to be wise, and to present the gospel in an
acceptable and interesting manner, not compromising any principle of truth; but I can not hope
to be more successful than the Savior was, and
many were offended at Him. Some in this vicinity are near the kingdom, and I believe in
time will unite with us. It takes much labor
and a great <lea! of patience in accomplishing
our work. And for the honor of God and His
work, the ministry should be above suspicion.
If their name is reproached, (t should be falsely,
for Christ's sake. There is no visible mark of
God's displeasure in this part of the great moral
vineyard.
At work,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.

GATHERING.
TUNE :--"Rescue the Perishing."
Gather to Zion, Saints,
God has commanded:
Come ye, 0 come ye from regions afar.
Zion is waiting now
For her redemption,
Nations are watching for Bethlehem's star.
CHORUS :-Gird on thine armor then,
Strive to be ready,
Jesus is coming in glory to reign.
Gather to Joseph's land,
Stand in pure places,
Waiting the dawn of Millenium'.s day;
Peace and prosperity
Surely await you,
Come, as ye joumey, sing songs by the way.
Come with kind hearts of Joye,
Christian devotion,
Ready to labor, with others forbear,
Heavenly anthems then
Hising from hearts pure,
Tell that the day of redemption is near.
Arise, 0 Jerusalem,
Gircl on thine ar1nor;
Never again shall the Lord thee forsake;
Don now thy bcautious garb
Daughter of Zion,
Immanuel soon cometh, his blessings partuke.
Sing, 0 thou barren ones,
Thon that wast des'late,
The Lord is thine husband and he will provide.
Lengthen the COl'dS of
rrhinc own habitation,
The King will be with thee whatever betide.
~Iurshal yonrsclyes, 0,
Ye remnants of Jacob;
Go not in haste, but before you prepare.
Zion will welcome you,
Peace is her motto,
Watch, the day cometh the Scriptures declare.

CHASE, Kansas, Oct. 8th.
Eddor's I-Jerald:-To the Saints we would send
greeting, and would say we are settled here and
expect to stay a while; and to the Saints of Central Kansas, send us some of your elders that
need food and raiment, and we will give them
shelter; and to A. H. Parsons, Come on with
your sound reasoning; and to as many more of
the Saints as wish to see us, \Ve will try to entertain you the best we caq; and to Bro. Jame~
Caffall, Please look after the small ones.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
H.J. LUSH.

GEO.
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nuder this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

MAY SEVENTIES PRESIDE?

Mrr. EDrTOit.-I had ~ot thought to say

KENTON, Tenn., Sept 19th.
Dear Editoi: :-We wrote to the Farmington
Branch for an Elder, but received no answer.
We thirst for pure water; is there no river to
flow for us? 'vVe hunger for righteousness; is
there no vessel to bring it to us? \Ve can read
of the peace and happiness meek Christians have;
they have the glad tiding·s daily, but none ever
pass this way. If any of the Saints call in this
part they will find \Vm. Rosson, a member of
the Saints, one mile from Kenton, and Mrs.
Jane Willis a believer, four miles, and they will
be cared for as weil as our ability will permit.
They will also find a poor, homeless sinner, four
miles from Kenton. I am poor indeed in this
world, and my chance is poor for the world to
come; but thank God I have a consolation that
affords me much pleasure in James 2: 5. May
God speed the day when this country may be
rich in the faith and many be heirs of the kingdom which he has promised them that love him.
Your" in hope of the better day,
.
G. H. BRUSH,
,o
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more upon this subject, but as a recetit
writer in one of the church periodicals has
made indirect reference to some points
made in my last article, I ask for a little
more space.
The most of this writer's article was
aimed at positions taken by you. I take
no notice of your part of it. He says:
"God, for a special purpose, instituted the
Quorum of Seventy, differing from the
other officers of the church in the duties
of their calling, as they have no responsibility ef presiding." (The italics are
mine).
Now this statement is misleading-, the
first part of it being so much like a quota_tion found in Doc. Cov. 104: 11, that it
leads one to think it was taken therefrom;
and yet the quotation gives an entirely different reason for the Seventy's differing
from other officers in the duty of their
calling.
Here it is: "The Seventy are also called
to preach the go'spel, and to be especial
'Yi~iws~~~ Hnto
G~nt~lv~ ~P~ in ~l\ th~
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world-tlzus differing from other officers
in the church."
Whether the writer intended his statement for a quotation or not, he evidently
intended to say that tlze reason they were
different from other officers, was because
they had no responsibility of presiding. If
this position be correct, it excludes the
Twelve from presiding, for of them it is
said, "Thus differing from other officer in
the church in the duties of their calling.''
-Ibid. Any one reading this paragraph
will see readily that the Seventy differ
from others in the same sense that the
Apostle does, viz., in being an especial
witness.
It is admitted that the Twelve, or either
of them, may preside; then what means
the law which says of the Seventy, "And
they form a quorum equal in authority to
that of the especial witnesses, or apostles,
just named.'' If they have no authory to
preside, then they are not equal in authority. The writer, however, has tangled
himself upon this point, for after making
the assertion that, "An Elder holds the responsibility of presiding over the churches;
but when called to the office of Seventy
that office precludes his presiding,"-he
then goes on to quote from the History of
J o.seph Smith, Jl-fill. Star, vol. I 3, p. 49, *
which shows, the Seer taught that, under
certain circumstances a Seventy "may preside over a church or churches.'' But, if
the authority does not exist, how can they
preside under any circumstances? The
position that it "precludes his presiding,"
is here proven false by the writer's own
witness. This teaching of the Seer is exactly in harmony with the position taken
in my former article, viz., that a Seventy
possesses the authority to preside, but that
_it is better he should not preside over
brandies or districts where there are Elders or High Priests who are available and
complete.
I took the position that Seventies should
be chosen to preside over missions which
the Twelve could not reach, becam:e they
were the legal auxiliaries of the Twelve
in the missionary work; whereas the calling of an Elder or High Priest is to preside local I y. It will be seen that in all the
q notations he has made from Joseph Smith
the seer, there is not a syllable to disprove
this position, nor any reference made to
presidency of missions. But as this writer
grants the authority to preside to the Seventy as evidenced by the quotation before
referred to, there is no issue between us
upon this point. Theonlyquestionis,when
shall the Seventy preside? This I think
I have plainly shown in my last article.
However, if those differing are right, and
a Seventy can only preside over a mission
until a High Priest is sent, and the First
Presidency has the directing of High
Priests, I would respectfully ask, Has any
Seventy refused to yield the presidency
held by him unto a High Priest duly sent
hy the.First Presidency? If so, who and
when? What are you complaining about,
even if your position is correct? If, according to your own position, a Seventy
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can preside until a High Priest is had,
why not let him do so in peace? vVhy
kick against the practical application of
your own conclusions?
Suppose there
were districts in i84I; that fact does not
interfere with my position that God had
not by revelation given any direction concerning them.
The special directions given by Joseph
Smith for special cases, (il:fill. Star, vol.
17, p. 775), does not interfere with the
general law, which provides that the Seventy are to build up the church, "and regulate all the affairs of the same in all nations." If they have no authority to regulate only as specially "delegated,'' because
it is said they are under the direction of
the Twelve, then they have no authority
to preach only as specially delegated; for
in this they are also under the direction of
the Twelve. The Twelve being under
the direction of the First Presidency, have
no authority only as specially "delegated"
by them; and the High Priest the same.
If so, all authority is vested in the Presidency, and others act only by authority
delegated by them, and therefore all official acts should be in the name of their
principal-the Presidency. What becomes,
then, of the statement that the three quorums are equal in authority?
The Deacon holding the Levitical priesthood, without authority to baptize, &c., is
not a parallel case with a Seventy holding
the Melchisedeck without authority to preside. In the one case the authoritv was
never conferred; in the other it wa; possessed once, but removed by ordinationa thing altogether inconsistent.
This is perhaps the last you will hear
from me on this subject, unless more potent arguments and more pointed evidences
are used against my position than those I
have been replying to in this article. It
would be useless now, as the President of
the High Priest's Quorum, speaking for
the quorum, says no such positions as those
taken by the writer referred to has been
taken by them. Who is this who rises up
and assumes to claim f01: a quorum what
it does not claim for itself? By what authority speakest thou?
In bonds of love and best wishes for all,
LAW ABIDER.

LEAVES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE.
GOD'S PURPOSE IN MAN'S CREATION.

[Continued from page 650].

"THE Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying,
Surely as I have thought, so shall it come
to pass; and as I have purposed so shall it
stand . . . . For the Lord of hosts hath
purposed, and who shall disannul it? And
his hand is stretched out and who shall
turn it back?"-Isa. I4: 24, 26.
"I am
God, and there is none else; I am God and
there is none like me, declaring the end
from the beginning, and from ancient
times the things that are not yet done,
saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will
do all !tW pleaeure,"-Tsa, 46: 9, IO.
The above sqiptur~s '\f.(;< n guarantee
that whaj:eyer the Alrnig·ht:y hath di;cre~d,
Jt ~hall come to pass hence, ifwe 1c'ill1
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cover his purpose in the creation of man
we may rest assfrred it will be fulfilled.
John heard the four and twenty Elders
saying:-"Thou art worthy, 0 Lord, to
receive glory and honor and power; for
thou hast created all things, and for thy
pleasure they are and were created."Rev. 4: 11.
As we have remarked in a former article,
the pleasure of such a being can be nothing less than the greatest good to his creatures. The mere gratification of a whim
would be unworthy of God. It will be
well to remember "that man is composed
of two natures, the spiritual and the natural, or physical. The physical was made
out of the dust of the earth, and this was to
be the tabernacle of the indwelling spirit.
And after the Creator "breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life, man became a
living soul." Or in other words, the body
being prepared as the tabernacle, the spirit
entered into it.
And now, man was a
"living soul."
There are those who claim to believe
God's word, but deny that there is an intelligent spirit in man, different, or distinct
from the body and breath. I shall briefly
refer to those scriptures, claimed by them
as divine, to show that they teach there is
a spirit in man. Moses and Aaron address
the Almighty as the "God of the spirits of
all flesh."-Numb. 16: 22; 27: 16. Paul
calls him "the Father of Spirits."-Heb.
12: 9. Ezra says, "The Lord stirred up
the spirit of Cyrus."-Ezra. I: r. He also says, "God raised up the spirit of the
chief of the fathers to go up and build the
oouse of the Lord."-v. 5. Job says, "I
will speak in the anguish of my spirit."-J ob. 7: Ir. Elihµ says, "There is a spirit
in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."} ob. 32: 8. Again; "I am full of matter,
the spirit within me constraineth me."-verse I8. David says, "Into thy hands I
commit my spirit."--Ps. 3I: 5. "Blessed
is the man . . . in whose spirit there is no
guile."--Ps. 32: 2. "My spirit was overwhelmed."-Ps. 77: 3. "My spirit made
diligent search."-v. 6.
Solomon says,
"The Lord weigheth the spirit."-Prov.
16: 2. "The spirit of a man will sustain
his infirmity; but a wounded spirit who
can bear."-Prov. 18: I4· "The spirit of
man goeth upward, and the spirit of the
beast goeth downward."-Eccles. 3: 2 ! .
"The spirit shall return to God who gaYe
it."-12: 7. Isaiah says, "With my spirit
within me will I seek thee earlv."-Isa.
26: 9. "In all these things is the life of
my spirit."-38: 16. God says, "I dwell
. . . with him also that is of a contrite and
humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the
humble."-Isa . .57= 15, 16. "To this man
will I look, even to him that is poor, and
of a contrite spirit."-Isa. 66: 2. Ezekiel
says "Every spirit shall faint."-21: 7.
The spirits of Nebuchadnezzar and
Daniel were "troubled."-Dan. 2: 1, 3.
"I Daniel was grieved in my spirit in the
midst of my body."~Dan. 7: 15. God
fonneth the spirit of man within him,
Zech. q; ~. Christ gays, "'l'hs spirit {ndeed is willing but the flesh is Wf!l~~.1'
11 He sl~hed deeply lri hj~
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spirit."-Mark 8: 12. Mary said, "My
spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior."
Luke I :47. After his resurrection his
disciples ~'supposed they had seen a spirit;"
but Jesus said, "a spirit hath not flesh and
bone& as ye see me have."-Luke 24: 37,
39. "Jesus was troubled in spirit."-} ohn
13: zr.
Paul "was pressed in spirit."
Acts 18: 5. He said, "God is my witness,
whom I serve with my spirit."-Rom. 1: 9.
He refers to a transgressor being delivered
"unto Satan for the destruction of the
flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the
day of the Lord J esus."-I Cor. 5: 5. He
desires "to be absent from the body, and
to be pre5ent with the Lord."-2 Cor. 5:
I, 9. "But if I live in the flesh, this is the
fruit of my labor. * * * For I am in a
strait betwixt two, having a desire to depart and to be with Christ which is far
better. Nevertheless to abide in the flesh
is more needful for you."-Phil. I : 2 l, 24.
"l knew a man in Christ whether in the
body or out of the body I can not tell,
God knoweth; such an one caught up to
the third heaven."-2 Cor. I2. "Glorify
God in your body, and in your spirit.''
1 Cor. 6: 20.
"The Lord Jesus Christ be
with thy spirit."-2 Tim. 4: 22. "The
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
your spirit."-Philemon 5: 25. "The spirit
of man which is in him knows the things
of man."-I Cor. 2: l I. "I pray God
your whole spirit and soul and body be
preserved blameless."-r Thes. 5: 23. Jesus
told the thief on the cross, "To-day shalt
thou be with me in Paradise." Then with
his expiring breath he said, "Father, into
thy hands I commend my spirit."-Luke
2;;: 43, 46. Stephen's dying prayer was,
"Lord} esus receive my spirit."-Acts 7: 39.
Were all these prophets and apostles
deceived?
\\T as the Redeemer of the
world mistaken? Yet if there is no living,
intelligent spirit in man, they must all
have been the dupes of imagination, or of
_.,ome false influence. I prefer to accept
their testimony, and the unchangeable
word of tbe Lord. And if others can
draw comfort from the spiritless theory,
they are welcome.
But to return. The Apostle Paul says,
"Now to him that is of power to establish
you according to my gospel, and the
preaching of Jesus Christ, according to the
revelation of the mystery which has been
kept secret since the world began."-Rom.
16: 25. This mystery undoubtedly was
the "eternal purpose" of which we are in
search. But from whom had it been kept
secret? Paul has anticipated our question,
and speaking of the same mystery in
1st Coro 2: 7, 8, says: "But we speak the
wisdom of God in a mystery, even the
hidden wisdom which God onlained before
the world unto oztr glory; which none of
the princes of this world knew: for had
thev known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory." It was only
hidden from the world, as is further evident
from Rom. I6: 26, where Paul, speaking
of this secret, says: "But now is made
manifest, anq qy the c~criptures of the
prophets 1 according to the commandment
of th§ everlasting God, made known to all
nations for thl'l obe<lience of faltho'' F'rom
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this we learn that this "mystery" was
given in the scriptures o.f the prophets, but
that none except the righteous could understand it. Bear in mind that Paul says,
in 1st, Cor. 2: 7, this "hidden wisdom" "G-od
ordained unto our glory." This proves
that his purpose is in perfect harmony with
the divine character. But if that "glory"
is limited to our present narrow span of
life, which to the purest, wisest and best is
but a checkered career of light and darkness, joy and sorrow. For one of old has
said, "Man is born unto trouble as the
sparks fly upward." If limited to this life
only then it is a deception, and our life is
a mockery, and to us nothing but vanity.
Paul declared, "If in this life on~y we have
hope in Christ, we are of all men most
miserable."
But, praise to our great
Creator, the "mystery" is revealed; his
purpose is made known, and we are enabled to live "in hope of eternal life, which
God that can not lie promised before the
world began."-Titus I: 2. Hence we are
not only his creatures and the subjects of
his care here, but we are "called with a
holy calling, not according to our works,
but according to his own purpose and
and grace, which was given us in Christ
Jesus before the world began; hut is now
made manifest by the appearing of our
Savior Jesus Christ, who hath abolished
death, and hath brought life and immortality to light through the gospel."-2 Tim
I : 9, ro.
"This is the promise that he hath
promised us, even eternal life."-rst John
2: 25. This "purpose" was revealed to
Adam after the fall, for his comfort, and
for the comfort of his believing children,
(and is found in Gen. 6:62, Inspired
Translation), that they might "enjoy the
words of eternal life in this world, and
eternal life in the world to come, even immortal glory." Paul gives us to underi;tand that all the ancient worthies "saw
the promises afar off."-Heb. I I : 13. The
Book of Mormon gives evidence of this
"purpose" and promise. Lehi in vision
beheld the tree of Life and \vas permitted
to eat thereof.-p. 14. Nephi was also
favored in like manner; and he declares
"the way (to eternal life)" is prepared from
the foundation of the world.-Pages 18,
19, 20. King Benjamin, after setting forth
the means whereby this priceless boon
shall be brought unto man, closes with
these words: "Therefore I would that ye
should be steadfast and immovable, always
abounding in good works, that Christ, the
Lord God omnipotent, may seal you his,
that you may be brought to heaven, that
ye may have everlasting salvation and
eternal life, through the wisdom, and
power, and justice, and mercy of him who
created all things in heaven and in earth,
who is God above all. Amen."--Book of
Mormon, p. 154.
The prophet Alma,
i;howing the purpo5e of God in man's
creation, says: "The d'ecrees of God nre
unalterable; therefore the way is prepared,
that whosoever will may walk therein and
be saved."-Page 513. "And thus God
bringeth about his great and eternal purposes, which were prepared from the foundation of the world. And thus cometh
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men."-Page 315. In a revelation given
through Joseph Smith in June, I 830, speaking of his purpose, in his works of creation,
God says: "Behold this is my work to my
glorv, to the immortality and eternal life
of nian."-Doc. and Cov. 22: 9. In section
II0:23, we read: "Let the mountains
shout for joy, and all ye valleys cry aloud;
and all ye seas and dry lands tell the
wonders of your eternal King. And ye
rivers and brooks and rills, flow down with
gladne~s.
Let the woods, and all the trees
of the field praise the Lord; and ye solid
rocks weep for joy. And let the sun,
moon and stars sing together, and let all
the sons of God shout for joy. And let
the eternal creations declare his name forever :md ever. And again I say, how
glorious is the voice we hear from heaven,
proclaiming in our ears, glory, and salvation, and honor, and immortality and eternal life; kingdoms, principalities and powers."
Thus we find the three records agree
with respect to the eternal purpose of God
in man's creation, and that he decreed to
give unto man eternal life. Surely this
purpose is worthy of the great Creator and
should call forth unbounded and unceasing
praises from the creature man, and inspire
him to undying gratitude and never ending-devotion to our God.

SERMON BY PRES.

J.

SMITH,

OF LATtlONI 1 IOWA,

Delivered at the Saint~, Chapel, Lamoni, Iowa,
April Hth, 1886.
.
[Reported for the Herald and prepared hy the Editor].

IT is not an easy task at all times to decide in one's own mind what ought to be
the specific course pursued under the circumstances which may surround one. vVe
have all of us received evidences that indicate that for some good purpose the divine
mind has watched over the best interests
of the human race, with the intent and
purpose that every individual might best
develop what is in him to the greatest
good, and receive of the infinite one the
best reward.
We have preached everywhere, and insisted upon this principle as
being true, to our neighbors, that a man
shall be rewarded according to that which
he does, and we are but unprofitable servants per ba ps at the best; and certain! y
much more unprofitable, if from the intercourse with our fellow man in the discharge of those things which we term
duties, or in the prosecution of those things
which we denominate pleasures, we do not
reap some valuable lessons, by which our
judgment is better informed and which are
the occasion of our living nearer the pattern which has been given us; and we are
dull scholars if from our own teaching we
receive no benefit. And it is just possible
that this statement may be true in more
senses than the one that he is happy who
condemneth not in another what he alloweth in himself; or who in observing that
which is going on around him, and observing the actions of his fellow men, does not
sit-in judgment himself upon what he himself hi guilty of, and uncOn$clously condemn
others
while
condemns
hi111$~\f,
i:i
;,.i,.i,.
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people it would seem as if we ought to be
grounded in wisdom; and yet when we
sit quietly and calmly at rest :md in meditation, if the thought of our respective
goodness comes up before us, we instinctively acknowledge ourselves as but children; and we must admit, if we think sufficiently long upon the subject, that we
are children in caution, sometimes men in
malice.
The apostle in writing unto Timothy in
the third chapter, makes use of the expression, whether be intended to make use of
it as a trite saying or as an injunction, or
whether he wrote it that in after years it
might come to the eyes and understandstandings of those who might be affected
by it, it affords us a nucleus for thought,
something for examination; "This know
also, that in the last times, (that is in the
last days), perilous times shall come." We
heard on yesternight something which if
we believe it, impresses upon us th€
thought, that we are nearing the close of
the dispensation that is upon us, and that
there is to be somebody somewhere upon
the wide earth, that is to he so affected by
him who is to come, that he shall call for
the rocks and the mountains to fall upon
him, and hide him from the face of him
who sitteth upon the throne. This condition of things can not obtain, except there
shall he in process of development and in
active exercise among men a principle of
evil which these individuals will serve unto their condemnation; and who, when
_the time of judgment shall come, will flee
instinctively from the face of him who is
to be their judge. The opposite of this
seems to be true also; that while these
principles of evil are at work in the world,
there also will be princeples of good at
work of such a nature that individuals who
may be anxious for the better condition
that may ensue when the rewards shall be
apportioned, shall be enabled to order their
lives in such a way that they shall not call
for the rocks to fall upon them to hide
them from the face of him that sitteth on
the throne, and who shall feel satisfied
that they have no cause for fear.
Then~ <ire three questions suggested
here. Perhaps as important a one as <iny
of them is this: Are tlwse the Jm;t cl:iys?
Do the circumstances which surround us
as individuals, as societies; do the conditions under which we live; do the things
which are tramping; the condition into
which.the nations have fallen; the rapidity
with which events have hastened upon
each other for the last fifty yean,; do all
these things indicate that these are the last
days?. The next question which is suggested in this connection is this: Is there
for us this means of better development?
Are we in any sense affected by that which
we call the principle of good in the world,
which .is to be exercised for the deliverance of tho&e who shall have no fear, or
for the purpose of elminating from their
characters a relationship to the evils by
which they are surrounded, that they are
not partakers of evil deeds, that they may
not be overcome by the fear f And the next
_question which each individual must an.
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use of that means, or are we making use
of that means?
The events of the past few days among
us as a people, indicate that some of the
prophecies which have been uttered concerning these days, are taking place. One
of those prophets which will be remembered by a good many persons who are
listening to me, as before stated, was that
it should come to pass that those among
you who think that they stand will fall;
and those upon whom trusts have been
placed will betray their trusts. And as
individuals we have been looking forward
to the fulfillment of such prophecies as
this, and have placed confidence and trust
in them, because they had been uttered as
we believed by the inspiration of the Spirit
unto the prophets, not unto the prophet,
but unto the prophets, because it had been
granted unto the church, through which
warnings of this character have come from
time to time to the people which constitute the church, we have heen just as
literally unprepared for such events when
they shall take place in our midst as if the
prophecy had never been uttered. Our
hearts have ached with pain, and our
minds have been overclouded with distrust
and fear because of what seemed to have
been portended in this, or shall come out
ofthat. That might be in our minds,
however good we may have suppose<l that
was that shall have gone out. Now he
is a, wise man, who, having been inforrned
beforehand upcin a matter that may transpire, so well informs his judgment that
he is prepared to determine what shall he
his action provided these exigencies arc
f)laced upon him, and is prepared to keep
that which has been entrusted to him, notwithstanding others may be shaken from
their trust.
Your speaker believes a principle in
common with a great many others; at all
events he believes and believes it frlly,
that all the forces of his being as touching
the relationship that each man will sustain
toward his creator, and the God who sent
him unto them for the purpose of their
redemption, that every individual being
who is born into the Kingdom of God by
and through the influences of the gospel
of Jesus Christ, must sooner or later in his
experiences pass through the equivalent of
the forty days' trial which perfected him
whom we call the Captain of our salvation. It may not come to you as it would
come to me. The conditions \vhich I am
placed under by which my trials have to
he applied unto their fitting me fot the
time of triumph, may not be of the same
character as the conditions under which
you may be placed. Nor will the circumstances hy which these trials shall be made
bitter or sweet unto us, or the results be
alike in any two given cases, But one
thing must he borne in mind as absolutely
certain to take place, that upon every individual child of God this trial will come;
and he that endures unto the end is the
one to whom the reward is given. There
is no promise of reward for him who
goes half way in the trial; there is no
promise of reward for him who goes two
t!Jir~~ of the way! it is only he that shall
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endure unto the end to whom the promise
is made. No person who stops this side of
the end of the race is entitled to ask for a
reward because of the patience with which
he has gone so far as he has gone, or that
shall be entitled to a reward for the pains
he has suffered, or for the difficulties under
which he has labored, because there is 110
place at which be may claim the reward
but at the goal for which he has set out.
No individual who mav be tried and overcome, or who may weakly give way to
that which tried him, can do anything
more than ask mercy and pity from him
who will judge them pitifully and mercifully according to their several deserts.
One of the objects in presenting this to
your minds is this: There is to be a number of Elders whn will go out from this
conference i!1tn the world preachino- the
way of lifo. Now these men ought ';u of
them -to remember that they are sent out
to preach the way of life, and not the way
of death. Let the adversary take care of
that, and he will find disciples enough., It
is the business of these men to teach the
way of life. In order to teach the way of
life, they must teach it by example as well
as precept. It will be the htighth of inconsistency for these men to preacli a
right life as one of tbe qualifications that
entitle men to ask at the end of the race
that the door may be opened to them, if
they themselves do not manifest righteous
lives. It will be in vain that these men
shall teach the way that men can escape
from the evils that have heen in the world,
if themselves are walking hand in hand
with those evils. It will be the heig hth of
inconsistencv for these men to teach the
way by wl{ich men may attain unto the
better life, if themselves do not walk in
that way. By just so much fJS these men
teach the ways of life among their fellow
men, by just so much they must walk in
the ways of life, teaching other men by
example as well as by precept.
I tried the other night to strike as hard
a blow a~ I po~sibl y could at what I call
ministerial tattling. I want to read from
what appears in this book some of the
things that shall occur in these perilous
times. Now let me tell you there are no
times more perilous than tbo$e in which a
man's course represented in his every day
deportment, I /was going to say in bis own
thought;-:, is not exactly right. But when
every man's character, as represented in his
life and conduct ·is above reproach by the
people among whom he may travel, in
such a case, all perils of this character cease
for him.
Onlv those who shall be conscious that their lives are ahove reproach
in their personal conduct, will feel that
they can afford to ignore the tongues of
busy-bodies, w hethcr friends or foes. But
the, individual who has so Fchooled himself in accordance with the law which himself is teaching, that he is absolutely conscious that no person in truth can charge
him with departing from right ways of
conduct among his fellow men, only such
men as that, can afford to keep silence
when the tongue of scandal shall bring
that which is evil against his name. Such
111t1n a~ tha;t are 11hove reprn~~J;i, Such

1

men as that, and only such, can afford to
pass by on the street when he is accused
of that which is wrong without stopping
to contradict it. I well remember a reply
made by Senator Seward upon one ,occasion, when he was promised, or his friends
had offered him an office within the gift
of the people. One day while in his
cham her there rushed in a friend with a
newspaper in his hand, and asked him if
he had seen the arficle it contained strongly condemnatory of Mr. Seward, making
statements which were grievous in their
character, and if true, showing that he
was unfit for any such office. Mr. Seward
told him that he was acquained with the
fact very well. Are you not going to
contradict it? Well, he says to the man,
Is that article true? No, says the man, it
is not true, that is the reason I want you
to contradict it. Mr. Seward says, if I
take the pains to contradict that statement
before the public, all the newspapers of
the opposition will teem with just such articles as that, and every single one of them
that I do not deny, will be taken as confessed and he construed against me. i\nd
for that reason he clid not enter into the
arena of contradiction. Now you can all
see the force of that at once. Suppose
that a man goes out upon the street and
says tha• neighbor John Jones is a liar,
and John Jones hears of it, and he spreads
a representation all over the country that
every statement made by this man is a lie,
and he proposes to contradict and deny
them; how many of his neighbors will
pay any attention to what John Jones says
if they know that John Jones has been in
the habit of telling falsehoods?
"For men shall be lovers of their own
selves." That is the very first statement
made as one of the things that shall characterize these perilous times that will come.
Have we anvboclv that loves themselves?
\Vhere are they?- VI/ ell, they are in the
world. vVell, what part of the world?
Vv ell, thev are not at Lamoni. \Vhere
are they? • \Vell they are in Bo-ton. No,
they are not·, say the Bostonians, you can
find tbern over at Providebce. No, they
are not there, says the Providence man.
They are over at New Bedford. No, they
are not, says the New Bedford man. They
are always somewhere else, these lovers of
their own selves. But they are somew:1ercs in the last days; they characterize
these perilous times that are to come.
Pray tell me what is a lover of one's own
self? I do not know but what it is almost
foolish to attempt to elucidate what is
meant by that, a lover of himself. I saw
an exhibition of this class. One time I
saw a man who weighed about one hundred and sixty pounds, or perhaps about
one hundred and sixty pounds if he should
have been in good health, He had a pair
of arctic shoes over a pair of boots; he had
on a good stout pair of pants as the evidences indicated; an overcoat; a fur tippet
ar0uml his neck; a good solid cap upon his
head; a pair of good strong, warm gloves
upon his hands. I saw that man leading
a little girl by the hand clothed in the
fashionable habilaments in which mothern
tlw,t J0yfl their c:hildren dot.he ttwrn i,n,
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these perilous times.
That child was
clothed with short cotton skirts that came
to her knees; over them she had a pair of
thin stockmgs; and on her feet a pair of
thin cloth shoes; she had not a semblance
of an overshoe; she had on a fashionable
thing called a bonnet; and a thin merino
cloak, to walk the streets of a city in slush
from two to four inches deep, by the side
of this man who did not love himself, but
loved his little girl. That is one exhibition
of loving one's stlf. But it is presented in
another form. A man loves himself when
he turns judge, and can not appreciate the
judgment of his fellows; when he concludes that nothing is so well done as that
which he does; nothing is so well said as
that which he says, nothing is so completely worthy of attention as that which
engages his attention. I do not know
whether you can find such people in this
world or not, but I guess you can if you
try, and that without a microscope.
"Covetous." We all know what the
sin of covetousness is. And it is said to be
a terrible sin. Now covetousness is that
which gathers to itself without giving an
equivalent for that which it receives; that
which grasps after what belongs to another.
It may be manifested in different
ways beside simply keeping and guarding
what is one's owf'I and coveting what
should belong to another, or being close,
fond of that which is one's own. One of
the effects of covetousness is to make a
man stand strongly upon the defense of
his personal rights, in defense of that which
is his own. The man who in the consideration of questions in the church in any
sense of the word, is too ready to strike
back, is not only contentious but covefous,
especially if his disposition of striking, putting forth in defense of that which is his
own is in defense of what might be called
his monetary rights.
"Boasters." I am glad we have none
of them.
"Proud." 'Vhat kind of pride? There
are a good many kinds of pride. There is
false pride, and there is a laudable pride, or
an excusable pride. I confess that I always like to see a man or woman proud
enough to be just so haughty in deportment, that no person to lead them from the
discharge of faithful duty shall be permitted to approach them. I like to see a man
sufficiently proud to stand in his own dignity, his own place; just that proud that
he will do everything in his power to do
conscientiously that which has been entrusted to his care by either God or men.
This is what proud men sometimes will
do, proud spirited men. Men that are so
proud that they will not descend to disregard the rights of others 'to their injury
and suffering. That kind of pride that
wishes for things a little better, a little
nicer, a little pleasanter than one's neighbor's, that kind of pride is not commend' able. That is the kind of pride that is
meant here. It manifests itself in fine
clothing; it manifests itself in fine surroundings; it manifests itself in fine deportment; it manifests itself in carelessness in respecting the rights and the things
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not put away, it will work in these individ- doing. Please do not do it. I will give
uals, and it will make them blind, and be- you an instance; brother Anthony is here
hold thev will stumble and fall. It has and he knows whether my statement is
passed into a proverb, and I believe it to be correct or not. They undertook to shut
true, that "pride goeth before a fall." Be- my mouth in Ogden by sending me word,
cause individuals are looking so far above or it came to my ears at all events, that
them that they do not watch where' they there were five women in Ogden who
place their feet, and as a consequence they proposed to come to the meeting, and if I
must necessarily stumble, and fall; their said that my father did not have any more
feet not being guarded well they will cer- wives than one, they proposed to rise
tainly fall. Are you Elders proud? (A right up and contradict me. So when I
voice "no.") Well that is said kind of heard it I will tell you what I did, I got
faint; he is not quite sure of that.
terribly afraid. I told this people-it was
"Blasphemers." Do you know any of a wide hall, almost as wide as this-"Y ou
these? Are they in the church; and if may stretch a bench from one side to the
so do they belong there? Is the character other of this hall, and put forty women
of a blasphemer one that is worthy to se- upon that bench, each one of which recure praise from the Master? Himself spectively shall be able to testify in truth
was meek, notwithstanding his language. that she was a wife to Joseph Smith in all
Can you find any place where he ever that the term wife implies, and you will
blasphemed? Did Paul not even submit to not change the situation so far as I am cona rebuke when he said "I did not know cerned one particle. I hope, I said, that
that it was the high priest? \!Vas he after all that has been said, you will unproud, was he a blasphemer?" Now you derstand this once for all. I do not mak~
go out into the world so called, and you the fight upon that proposition at all." The •
will find taking the name of deity in vain idea was that they found shelter for themis a common thing. You can not pass the selves under the idea that this mai1 did it;
streets of some cities, scarcely along half a and they proposed to shut my mouth upon
block, but what you will hear more or less the proposition also that he did it. I do
profanity. Go among the places where not propose that his transgression shall
men congregate at work, and you will bring me punishment, any more than I
find that it is the salt of their conversation, suppose his priesthood will save me. They
so to speak; it is the ~pice of their ener- told me down at Springville, "0 brother
gies; they can not make a pass ~t each Joseph, you are all right; your father will
other but what they must call the name of save you; he has priesthood enough to
Well, I replied, I am safe
t'1e Deity or his Son into question; they save you."
they can not make an affirmation but what enough, I guess I will go on just as I am.
they must do the same thing, call the Now you understand that principle do you
Deity or his Son into question to make af- not? That to my mind is outright blasfirmation with them. They are blasphem- phemy. That kind of a proposition is the
ers. But then this is not the on] y kind of worst kind of blasphemy, to implicate Jehovah in the crimes and misdeeds of some
blasphemv iri the 'world. There is a good
deal of it that makes God responsible for men. Men take responsibility upon themthe things which men themselves do for selves and do wrong because they love
themselves. A great many men make the wrong·, and then ask tbat the respontheir fellow men responsible and shelter sibility fall upon somebody else. I do not
themselves by the statement that they have believe that at ali. You keep clear of
been imposed upon by the misdeeds of such blasphemy when you go out into the
some other men. This class of men you field; you Elders. If you do wrong, don't
can find in the world to-day. They have take shelter under somebody else's wrong.
gone in the way of transgression, and it
"Disobedient to parents." Our children
has heen pleasant unto them, and tbev will - are all obedient. \Ve have no disobedient
take shelter urider the dtclaration. "Whv, children, bave we? Fathers, mothers, anthey did it. I am no better than they. Or swer the question, and answer it well;
if so good a man as he could do it, I do
and if we do not have them. then there is
not think the Lord will blame me very one mark or characteristic of the last days
much if I do it, weak as I am." Now ·I that we have not discovered. Is it not a
told that people over west yonder when I
fact t,hat the young of the present generwas out there last fall, that while I might ation, what is called "young America,''
accept the doctrine of proxy in some senses, are disobedient and strong! y perverse?
there was one sense in which I would bv Why, it is not an unusual thing to find a
no means accept the doctrine, and that was sixteen year old boy that has got better
that in the judgment day I should not ex- brains and better judgment that his father
pect that any man could stand proxy for ever had. His father thinks perhaps that
me, and take the punishment that was my the hoy is a fool, but the boy knows that
due, any more than a man can stand proxy his father is, he don't think anything
for me in that day and get the reward that about it; and as for government, he knows
I may be entitled to, provided that I am
more in a minute than his father does in a
entitled to a rewar.d. There will be no month. As for restraint, he is too big too
punishment by proxy in the judgment whip, you dare not do it; if you do, away
day, my good friends; remember that if goes the hoy. Command him, and he
you please; consequently do not take shel- will, obey you if he likes; command her,
ter for your misdeeds behind the philoso- and she will laugh at you. Ask her to rephy that somebody els,e did it~somebody spect you in the assemblies where she goes,
else induced you to do it, If you do you and she will if your eye is upon her; ask;
'\'V. il!•. snn~ly
stumlJie
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sires~ and he will as long as you watch
him. I tell you the seed of disobedience
has been sown some way or other, and the
adversaay has been sowing this spirit of
disobedience. In the child it appears at first,
and it will ripen in the man, and at last
you have a perverse generation. It will
ripen in the girl and in the woman, and
bear fruit, and her children, and her children's children are the children of disobedience. The fact is that there must be
strong princip!es of government in the
father and mother, that the principles of
obedience may be fastened by nature upon
the character of the child. It must not
only be government of the strong iron
hand, but it must be that this disposition is
planted in the nature, and obedience secured by that which is placed in the mind
and in the heart. That is true obedience.
This obedience which is forced, this which
keeps within the bonds because it is not
possible to break those bonds, is not true
obedience.
The inebriate, while he is
where he can not get liquor is necessarily
sober; but it is not the result of sobriety
of character; for as soon as the bond is removed, unless you shall have kept him
away from it until the ability to gratify his
propensity for drink has passed away, he
will go out and become drunken again.
If you will instil the proper obedience into the heart and brain of the individual,
you will have a man like this one, (pointing to Bro. John Mcintosh), who put his
tobacco away, and says to the Lord, If you
will help me I will never chew again as
long as I liv('. That is the principle of
obedience. Now then, another common
vice is scolding. Are Saints guilty of this?
I hope not. And yet we can find plenty
of scolding among the. Saints; men and
women, and some of the Elders that are
born scolds, and they are pretty good
practitioners.
"U nthankful." Now this i7 of a peCL.liar
character. Let me tell you where it finds
its worst development. The more yo.1 do
for some men the more you may do; and
the time will ultimately come when they
will demand as a right that which was at
first granted as a boon, until they will take
for granted all that is held out to th('m.
This is ingratitude, it is one of the blackest
of crimes. The elders ought not only to
be enjoined in this regard to teach the
principle of gratefulness, but they should
also cultivate the principle in themselves.
It is not enough to kneel down before God
and thank him with the lips; it is another
thing that the incense of the grateful heart
f'hall arise continually and spont:rneously
from the heart that receives the gifts of
God daily and ho'1r1y, singing a song of
rejoicing continually for that which is received. I sometimes hear the prayer, and
so have you, that past blessings will not
suffice, we pray that way now, that past
blessings will not suffice.
Why not?
vVhv, some man will say I can not feed
upon the food that I ate last night, I must
have food now. Surely your Heavenly
Father knows that. Suppose that there
may be some cause why the ble;;;sings of
God µre with holden from us in the present,
!tPD tl:ie hk~sin~ll of the past \¥ill !\Pt
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suffice. Many a poor man and woman is
in doubt, in an absolute condition of doubt
regarding the goodness of God, and possibly some here to-night, concerning their
circumstances before God, because the
blessings hitherto vouchsafed from his
hand had under certain circumstances been
withholden, notwithstanding the bl~ssings
of the past have certified beyond the peradventure of a doubt of the goodness of
God as manifeste?. to these persons; but
their being withheld for the time being
has with such blotted all the past record
out.
Now that is an unwarranted condition of mind. It becomes a species of
hard-heartedness.
And however much
you may have to bear; however trying
your circumstances may be; however.deep
and poignant the anguish of your heart
may be that you are called upon to be exercised by, if there has been a blessing of
God in the past, that sense of thankfulness
should still remain. And while you crave
present blessings, you never should allow
the withholding of these goodly things to
change our relationship ·to Ot!r Heavenly
Father. I know my little fellows sometimes think it is hard to be deprived of
something which they may want or which
they may need, and it sometimes pains my
heart to withhold it from them; but continual giving of those things which they
may ask for often begets in the mind of
the chiW a degree of peevishness, of which
you fat'hers may know and you mothers
may know, and you have finally to come
to it to keep the peace. Nqw is that the
kind of children we are with our heavenly
Father? vVill we importune him and dis·
tress him, until he finally gives us to keep
uq from whinin[r about it?
If '''e do we
are getting untlrnnkful. That is one of
the characteristics of this last age, these
last days.
I read on. "Unholy." This means
unsanctified, probably. ·I was going to say
that it meant unruly; I don't know as it
does altogether. It certainly means without sanctification, or without the means of
grace, or vvit hout a disposition of reverence;
or a careless disregard of the things which
are righteous; an indifference to the claims
of that which is good and noble. It may
result from many conditions.
"v\lithout natural affection." \Vhat is
natural affection? \Vhat is it? Can anybody tell? Do you know of houses where
this princi!1le is lacking, this natural affection? The father is indifferent to the
affection of his son, and the son indifferent
to the affection of the father. The ties are
so loosely pliiced that they are easily broken. Do you knov.r of any hotly that is
without rnch ties as these? Without the
natural love and regard, the wife for the
husband, and the hushand for the wife;
the mother for the child and the child for
the mother? Do you know of any such
place as this? ls it not true that the present age is characterized by the absence of
this kind of affection? The courts are
almost blockaded in certain localities with
suits for divorce, and these things are on
the increase. Almost every kind of cause
is sum.dent complaint to f!O into court with

of this? It is the destruction of the love
and the affection of parents for their children. That follows in turn just as sure as
night follows day. If you find a man and
woman married together who have no
love or regard for each other, you may just
calculate that the seeds of distrust and carelessness to the total destruction of filial.
affection will be sown in the children.
Now Elders and Saints, especially you
Elders when you go abroad and teach upon
such things as this, do you not know that
there is but one thing in the whole scriptures that warrants divorce between married companions, just one sole cause recognized by Christ. The Catholic Church
is infinitely in advance of some other
associations in this regard; for they recognize but one cause for divorce. As a people
we ought to take high ground in fois
regard, that this characteristic that marks
the age of perilous times may not make its
impress upon us ac; a people. We find
this everywhere. This people out west
charge it as the result of the monogamic
relation. When I went out west I met
with some strange things there. I was
told by two Elders in that place, and
one of them a leading man, that women
out there were freer than in anv other citv
or place, especially in the U n'ited State;.
I says how is that, sir?'" All that is necessary, if a woman gets discontented with
her lot she may go to the president and
secure from him a divorce from her husband and she can leave him and marry
another. And so prevalent is this in the
City of Salt Lake-- I am glad Bro. Anthony
is here to-night-that there is a woman
there who has been married and separated
from her spiritual husband ten times; there
is another up there at Ogden that has been
married seven times; and another down at
Beaver that has been married fourteen
times. She took the tenth husband to the
bishop and turned him over for tithing.
When I put this question directly to this
leading elder, and a~ked him how can this
be a fact; for there is no divorce provided
for in that wonderful system of beatitude
that makes angels on ·earth ( ?) he did not
dare to answer. He says I won't defend.
'vV ell he could not. "\Vithout natural
affection." That is the natural result of
a condition of things as thHt; it can not he
otherwise. vVe find it in the monogamic
world, ~mcl it must result from some causes.
The easy manner in which this bond that
binds men and women together in the
marriage relation as instituted of God is
broken, is larg-ely the cause of this state of
things, that is described here, and I am
going to tell it to you, and I don't want
you to tell anyhodr about it. A gentleman and lady had been married. After a
time living together the bonds became
very irksome, they were having trouble,
and quarreled.
One night there were
lying on the rng in front of the fire the
cat and the <log. "l\1adam," says he to
her in rebuke, "do you not see that the
cat and the dog can agree together peaceably?" "Yes,'' she says, "but you just
bind them together and you will see the
for fly." The significance of this is simply
in
thei reMion of thi:;; bonrl.. Jt i~ of
What is the re~t1\t
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a bond, and there must be in those hound
together a power of assimilation to ti1eir
surroundings. I wish all the men were
like a man I was reading about one time.
He was a great big good natured fellow,
and his wife was a little bit of a woman
with a terrible temper. H she had been
larger it might not have been !io bad. She
was small and she was in the habit of
beating this big fellow. One day a neighbor came in and found her terribly angry
and she was giving him a terrible fisti- ,
cuffing. He took it good naturedly and
after a while he went out. "\Vhy do you
allow that," says the neighbor. He says
to him, "It don't hurt me, and it amuses
her."
Now there must be somewhere strength,
and it ought to be in this relation on both
sides, in order that this people might not
be without natural affection, that they
might fully appreciate the idea of the
human heart being entwined about with
affection for ancther being and that reciprocated. And yet there is such a condition
of mind allowed to engender as makes
this bond irksome and hard to bear. It is
a terrible thing. It ought to be corrected.
Persons who find this cropping out within
them'<elves ought to put themselves into
strong su!;nnission; if they find it increasing- upon them they ought to put-I don't
know what kind of environments around
themselves. They onght to put bridles on
their heads; and if these won't do, they
ought to by all means put a hit into their
mouths and upon their unruly tongues.
It will crop right out, and nobody can tell
what will result from the first rashly spoken word.
Cruel as the grave is this controversy between companions. I have
dwelt upon this a little longer than I ought
to have done; but it is a prevalent sin, one
that we have to deal with, one that these
elders who are going out will have to
meet; and who will be called upon to decide questions as to the worthiness of individuals to be received by baptism upon
whom these bonds have been fastened and
broken, and others fastened and broken
again.
After the gospel reaches such
people, and they reform and reach the
heavenly gates, if they can, I have no objection to Peter opening the door to them,
just as wide as he may see fit for all the
sin-sick ones there; but if we shall come
up to the standard of being saints upon the
earth, and as teachers of the law we must
by some means make ourselves acceptable
unto the Lord by personal conduct in this
regard.
I read still further. "Truce-breakers."
What kind of things are these? I will
tell you a class of them. Brother John,' I
want tq make a contract with you. I am
going to tell you something about neighbor
James, and don't you tell it. I won't,
says John. I go to neighbor J arnes and
tell him something of the same kind, and
make him promise not to tell anybody else.
They make contracts with somebody else,
the same kind of contracts, and so it goes
all over and they make and break them ;
and the result of it is that the first thing
that I know I am arrested for slandering
i:n,y fellow man. I go down and accu·se
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bim of breaking the agreement. He says your ears to poison your mind against
you broke it too; you told James. I did your wife, tell them you do not want to
not keep my tru3t and you did not keep hear them when your wife is not present.
yours, and we are even, so don't you say If anybody wants to tell you wives anyanything about it. Are there any of this thing against your husbands, do like one
kind of p2oplc anywhere? Did we not good woman did before, tell them if they
have a sermon in which one of the elders have anything to say about your husband,
said, "Be sure your secret sin will find you "Say it to him, I do not want to hear it."
out?" Is it not true? If it is so, please And when she insisted upon her hearing
don't make these contracts if you do not it, she said, "Stop, and go right out of the
intend to keep them; and when you do house; I will not have you telling stories
make them, keep them. The better way about my husband when he is not here.
is to avoid contracts of that kind. Again If you want to make a statement, come
men make contracts with associations to and make it when he is present, and if
which they belong, and then they betray there is any truth in it it may be inquired
the secrets of those associations. They into." It is best to end that kind of
have no business to do it. If they 'make business just that way. Tbey are false
the contracts let them keep them. If they accusers. If they have anything true let
propose to go out from these societies, let it be put forth where it can be investigated.
them do so, hut keep their peace about Truth is not afraid of the light. But these
what has transpired in the lodge-room. I scandal mongers are afraid; they don't
would not be justified in breaking faith want their names brought into the quarrel.
with a Gentile any more than I would be They want you to find it out. It is your
with a Saint, so far as simply breaking business to find it out they say. It is none
the bond is concerned.
of your business to go around and hunt up
But we will go along again. "False these scandals. It is unbecoming an elder,
accusers." I would be infinitely glad as a beneath his dignity. If you have charges
man, as a teacher, if there was none of this lodged with you, make inquiry, but do
not stop and listen to these scandals.
Do
class found among the Saints.
But I
would be twice glad in this regard if there you not know that one of the characterwere none among the elders. There ought istics of the present age is to love a lie
not to be any; and if we shall finally reach better than the truth? They will listen to
the standard to which i,t is best that we it better. A lie will travel from Maine to
may aspire, there will be no false accusers Georgia, while truth is sitting down to
among us."';. Let me give these elders now soberly put on her boots.
a bit of a-clue to character. When any
"Incontinent, fierce." Ready to fight,
man or .woman comes to you and proposes that means don't it?" Desp;sers of those
to tell you bad stories about your fellow that are good." Yes, "Traitors.", But
laborers, take out a piece of paper and no, there are no traitors now. "Heady."
pencil, and tell them to sit right down and Any of them?
What is a heady man?
write it down and sign their names to it. One that wants his own way is it not?
You will hear but few stories, I tell you. One that persists in his own way, one that"
But you just prick your ears toward it and is difficult to turn, one that is hard to realisten to them and they will fill your head son with, one that does not propose to
and your heart. If these things are not listen when you try to telI him that this is
checked, they go on until they sow the wrong and this is right, just wrapped up
footprints of these elders who go into the in himself and takes heed to himself· He
different parts with this kind of things and is a heady man.
make those who come after them sad and
"High minded." Yes, some of them.
sick at heart; they talk and talk until you "Lovers of pleasures more than lovers of
w_ill find that it is terrible to go anywhere God." Any of them? Yes I can tell
and hear the whispers had concerning the some of thrm. How is it manifested? I
brethren that have been before you. There will tell you how I have seen it manifestare men, thank God, who have been in the ed.
Take a congregation say as big as
field against whom none of these whispers this, and you pass the hat for a purpose,
and accusations have been urged. Thank say for Sunday School cause. The bigGod fur that.
But there have been good gest pa•f what you will get will be penmen who have been thus falsely accused, nies, now and then a quarter; and some
who when they have borne it long have at large hearted man will give a dollar,
length, worn out, have turned in despair You make an oyster supper for the beneaway; and the time has come that those fit of the same cause, and you take the
who have been their accusers could find same house and the recei'pts are large.
nothing to support the accusations which "Lovers of pleasure more than lovers of
were made. The book says, "Receive not God." That which strikes the individual
an accusatipn against an elder except in favorably, no matter what way it results to
the presence of witness.:' Do not listen to the individual, that which g-ives the person
any stories that are proposed to infuse into pleasure is patronized. This of course apyour minds something against your minis- plies to the world also. I am very thankterial brother. If he has transgressed, it ful that it does not apply to the Saints. I
is your ministerial duty to see to it that he am thankful for that.
They believe in
shall be brought back. If he is a trans- direct methods.
gressor against the law of the land, see
"Having a form of godliness, and denythat th'e law of the land takes him in de- ing tbe power thereof. From such turn
mand for it. Now husbands, do not receive away." Some of you have thought per·
accusations against your wives. If any- haos that some of these strictures which I
body proposes to and whispers i:;tories in have been making about certain persoµ(l
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to be found in the world, )1ave been rash,
and that I was one of these born scolds.
I tell you I was not a born scold, I have
been educated into it and necessity has
been the mother that has educated me.
And now we come to the apostle's statement, "From such turn away." \:Vhat is
the object of turning away from them?
Simply this.
That these are perilous
times, and those that shall endure unto the
end shall be of that character who are
cultivating the graces and not the follies,
or the vices that will be found in the
world. Now the graces are goodness; the
graces are a meek and quiet spirit; the
g-races are, or one of them is to be a teacher of the wisdom that is from above, gentle, easy to be entreated, that is the wisdom from above. We think these should
grace these Elders when they go abroad
teaching, and those to whom they teach
who make a profession of faith in Christ
are to he of that character that they shall
become lovely; and not only lovely in the
eyes of the Saints and themsel vcs, but in
the eyes of the world. I will tell you the
kind of a man I would not like to travel
with as a minister; with a minister who
wonl<l meddle with the house-wifo about
cooking and tell her what kind of clothes
she ought to wear. I would not like to
travel with such a man as that. I would
not like to travel with an Elder who meddled with his brother's bnsines~, and who
was busy trying to pry into this, that and
the other thing about his business, making
himself acqu:iinte<l with it in order that he
might pick a flaw here and there in it. I
would not like to travel with such a man
as that. I would not Ii kc to travel with
an Elder who had not a sullicient amount
of the grace of God to keep his handso ff
the women folks: I would not like to
travel with an Elder whose hands were
too ready to pat the sister-; on the shoulders, and chuck them un<ler the chin, or on
the cheek, one that is fond of getting his
han~ 1 s upon the person of the sisters, however inr1ocent it may :<1ppear, I would not
like to travel with him. I know that the
country soon would be full of yarns detrimental of his character. One man wrote
me once from Ohio, asking if we practiced
the holy kiss. Some know what that is.
It has been practiced by some in the times
past, by those that believe in the holy kis,.
I will tell you what I wrote hitlilll; and if it
hits any of you Elders, put on the coat
and wear it. I wrote him that my observation had been of this character, that as a
rule those individuals who hold most strenuously to this idea of a holy kiss looked
out to kiss the young and tbe good looking, while the old and the withered, and
the unlovely went without a kiss; and to
my mind it smacked more of the flesh
than it did of the holy kiss, and for that
reason I was not in favor of its practice.
If any of you know anything about this
holy kiss, you know just what I mean. If
any of you want to practice this holy kiss,
I advise that when you come into the house
of Saints, you kiss the old grand-mothers
11nd let the fourteen and sixteen vear old
gi• b alone. Let me tell you one of the
1;caso1,1s why I make this statement: It

will be charged whether it will be true or' lenbeck, Teacher, and John Holland, Deacon, renot, (remember that I make the prediction ported. Committee on membership of Glen Aland you can write it down in your books pine Branch, reported; the report was accepted
and see whether it is fulfilled or not)-I and committee continued. Branch reports: Grand
make the prediction that this church called Rapids, r r; no change since last report. Cedar
the Reorganization, it will be a!'serted that Creek, 18; one marriage. Clear Water, 68; r reit is going into the ways of the apostate ceived by letter, r expelled, r marriage. Deer.
church, and this will be one of the charac- Creek, 34. Chelsea, 11; organized June 13th,
teristics of its departure.
If so, I say see
r886. L. Gamet, Bishop's Agent, reported nothto ir, I warn you now at the outset, these ing received or paid out. W. S. Barbee was susthings must never be encouraged nor done tained president of the district and L. Gamet
by these ministers or representatives of the secretary. The afternoon and evening sessions
body.
were devoted to preaching the word, Elder Jam es
Bickerings, jarrings, hateful inuendoes, Caffall occupying the stand. Sunday morning
the sickening insinu:ition, are unlovely in Elder Caffall again addressed the conference.
them.selves; but how much more despic- Met Sunday afternoon for prayer and testimony.
able arc they when fournl with those who The sacrament was also administered, Bro. Cafarc striving to teach the way of holiness,
fal being in charge. A pleasant season of worright dealings, and right walk amon,g men.
ship was had. Sunday evening Bro. Caffall
How much more unlovely are they in
spoke to a falr sized audience, after which conteachers of righteousness, following the
footsteps of the meek and lowly Master. ference adjourned to meet at Clear \Vater Branch,
See how he bore with these contradictions D,·cember 25th, at rr o'clock a. m.
against himself.
Then do not put up
ST. LOUIS.
your arms and be so ready to strike; bear
The St. Louis District Conference convened
with patience all things. Take j l1St pre- at Cheltenham, Missouri, Saturday afternoon,
cisely what you would expect me to take October 2d, 1886. Noah N. Cooke, president,
under similar circu.mstances. These breth\Vm. II. Jemmett, vice president, John G. Smith,
ren and sisters are anxious that I should
clerk. Branch reports :-St. Louis, 184 members,
not give way to anger, that I should rule
my tongue and head and heart, and pa- r received by letter and two removed by letter.
tiently strive to emulate so far as I may, Balance on hand last report $z5.60, received
the Master's example. It some of us get since $3r.45, total $57.05, expended for hall rent,
a little out of the way you see it won't be etc. $3I oo, balance on hand September 26th,
noticed, but vou 'ee what the effect would 1886, $26.05. Cheltenham, 32 members, r bapbe if you sliould do it-. Now brethren tized. Boon creek, 16 members, r baptized.
what is good for me is good for you. If Chester, 14. membe,·s. Bellville, 64 members, r
this course will commend me unto the removed, 2 baptized. Balance last report $z.ro,
favor of the people, let it commend you. income since $8 25, total $IO 35, paid out $to oo,
And if you do not take the pains to in- balance 35 cents. Birkner, 17 members, 4 bapgratiate yourselves into the good feelings tized. The other branches in this district failed
of those among whom you travel by cor- to report. Belleville Bethlehem Sunday School
rect deportment, by upright walk, and by report for three mont!rn ending September 26th,
just conversation, how can you expect me 1886 :-Total number last report 64, present numto give loveliness and character unto the ber 75, including 8 officers and teachers; average
standard of him whom we are all striving attendance 53; books for the use of the school
to emulate, Jesus Christ, the perfect one; r 12, books in the library 95. In the treasury
how can you expect it. Now brethren. last report $19.05, income since $15 IO, expended
don't make vourselves busv-bodies; and $19 90, balance in the treasury $r+35· Wm.
though it is s~id that you cai1 not put old Jacques, Suprentendent, M. M. Jacques, Secretary.
heads on young shoulders, yet one thing Birkner Sabbath School organized August
is absolutely certain, the Spirit of God has
15th, 1886:-Average attendance 28, including 4
power to cleanse the heart ·and clear the teachers; cash collected $6.oo, cash expended
brain, and put wise heads on young shoul$5 65, cash in the treasury 35 cents; George
ders. It has that power. May it be exKinghorn, treasurer and Secretary. Elders N.
emplified in you and your calling; and if
N. Cooke, C. J. Peat, J. Beaird, J. G. Smith, H.
I have said anything which in its nature
is calculated to lead you to think of these Roberls and Priest J. S. Parrish reported their
things, and lead you to a better contem- labors in the church during the last three months.
plation of your duty and your privileges Resolved, that all branches of this district who
under your ministerial calling, may God do not report to the district conference, are informed that it is expected of them to do so, and
in his infinite mercy bless it to you, is my
the clerk of the district is hereby authorized to so
prayer.

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.
The conference of the above district convened
at the Saints' chapel, near Clear Water, at IO a.
m., S~ptem her 25th; W. S. Barbee in the chair.
The minutes of June conference were read. The
president, also Elders Levi Gamet, James Caffall,
and Oscar Beebe; Priests Martin Cain, Alden B.
Herman and Charles I-I. Derry; also Aaron Ho!·

notify them. Resoh·ed, that all members of
branches who are living nearer to another Branch
than that to which they belong, are requested to
take their letters of removal to the branch nearest
where they live, and further, that this resolution
be published in the Herald. Bishop's Agent's
report for the quarter ending September 30th,
1886:-Balance on hand June r7th, r886, $sr.05,
received since $IOI.Go, total $152.65, expended to
H. C. Bronson $z5.oo, to Bishop G. A. Blakeslee
$SO oo, to exchange 40 cents, to E. Davis $z2 oo,
total 5Ji97AO, balance $s5.25. The auditing com·
mittee found this report correct. Sunday Qctq,
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ber 3d :~Morning session, preaching by Eider
Jalnes Whitehead. Afternoon session, sacrament and testimony. J3ro. R. D. Cottam spoke
in an unknown tongue which Bro. \Vm. Smith
interpreted as follows:
"They that live godly in Christ Jesus shall enjoy all the blessings and powers of the. Kingdom
of God that have been promised unto them; and
the time is near at hand when the restitution of
the power of God through the faith of the Saints
will be realized, and the blessings of God extended unto them more powerfully than they have
been for a long, long time. Amen."
Officers present:~r High Priest, 13 Elders, 2
Priests and 3 Teachers. Resolved that we sustain all the spiritual authorities of the church in
righteousness. Evening session, preaching by
Elders John Beakd and Henry Roberts. Adjourned to meet in Belleville, Illinois, on Saturafternoon, January 8th, 1887, for the tr:rnsaction
of business, and on the following Sunday for
worship.
SOUTH-EASTERN OHIO AND WEST
VIRGINIA.
In obedience to the call of the Presdent, a conference of the above .named district convened at
Vale's Mills, Vinton county, Ohio, September
IIth and 12th, 1886. Brn. W. H. Kelley an.I T.
J. Beatty were chosen presidents; A. B. Kirkendall, secretary. .Branch reports: Morgan, no
change since last report. Miiton, last report 8;
present 9. Union Grov1•, last report 19; present
30. Syracuse, same as last report, 48; I dt:ath, l
baptism. Vinton, last repcrt 60, present 62. No
report from the Wayne or Le.banon Branches.
The Wayne Branch was declared di;organized.
Official reports·: T. J. Beatty (baptized II), J.
Moler (baptized 2), L. R. Devore (baptized 5), A.
B. Ervin, L. W. Torrence, D. Thomas, .:rhos. Matthews (baptized i), D. Hopkins, J. L. Goodrich
and Jacob Double in person; C. G. Ruley (baptized 2), and Joel Allen by letter. Priests I-I. E.
Moler and G. Roushe in person. Teachers S.
Bennington and J. F. Williams in person; J. W.
Givens by letter. Cabin Run, West Virginia, and
Clarksburg, 'West Virginia, Branches, on their
petition were admitted into the district. Eider's
licen<e granted to C. G. Ruley, and Teacher's
license to John W. Givens. James Moler authorized to secure names and items of ordination
of the Eiders in the district and forward them to
the General Recorder for enrollment" in the Quorums of Elders. By request of Bro. Thomas
Matthews he was recommended to the Bishop
for release from the office of Bishop's Agent, and
Bro. T. J. Beatty was recommended for appointment. During the conference preaching by the
following named brethren: W. H. Kelley, James
Moler, Jacob Double and Thomas Matthews.
The church dedication Sunday. Dedicatory sermon preached by Bro. Kelley. Three were added to the church by baptism. A vote of thanks
was extended to the many friends at Vale's Mill,
for their kindness shown to the visiting Saints.
T. J. Beatty continued as president and J. Moler
as vice president, and A. B. Kirkendall re-elected
clerk. Adjourned to meet at Limerick, Ohio, in
February, 1887; day of month to be designated
by the president.
HOUSE AND EIGHT ACRES
Of first class land, for sale on south-east edge of Cameron
()ity, Mo. Small house on it, &c. A young VINEYARD and other SMALL FRUITS. Address: P. O.
,Box 378, CAMEIWN, Mo.
SIMON SMITH.
#~oct3t

leaves a husband, three sons and a daughter, besides a great many relatives, to mourn her loss.
Funeral sermon by a Baptist minister.
PROTRACTED MEETINGS.
Meetings wil i be held in the western part of the
North-west Distrkt of Kansas as follows: Deer
Creek branch, Phillips county, seven miles east
of Prairie View, October 30th, at 7: 30 p.m. Saints
wanting to attend this meeting can address vValter Brownlee, Prairie View, Philips county. Twin
Creek branch, November 13th, at 7:30 p.m., four
miles east of Ooborne City. Saints attending
this meeting can address Jacob F. Jameson, Osborne City. Elmira branch, twelve miles south
of Glen Elder, November 27th, at 7:30 p.m.
Saints attending this meeting can address Abraham Sears, Elmira, Mitchell county. Any one
corning by railroad, and want to be met at the
station, had better write to these brethren. Bro.
Eli Clothier has given consent to preside ov~r
these meetings; other brethren ha\'e partly promised to assist. I trust each branch will make
these meetings a special thought in their prayers
for the success of the same. We must teach outsic!crs the worth of these meetings, and all others
assembiing, by laboring for their success. If the
Saints are slow and backward to tell their neighbors the good story and invite them to come out
to .hear, they might conclude we arc ashamed
of the work. Let us put on a bold front; we
have nothing to fear'; it is God's work; all we
have to do is to learn our duty, and then do it
with an eagerness to please Goel. To the brethren of the priesthood in the district: do not be
discouraged when you go to your appointments
and find only a few to listen to you; but take
courage in what the Lord said: This is not a day
of many words, but a day of witness. May the
work roll on, is my humble prayer.
Yours in gospel bonds.
A. H. PARSONS, Dist. Pres.
DIED.
HALSTEAD.-At Fall River, Massachusetts,
October 3d, r886, of quick consumption, Davis,
only son of James and Sarah Halstead. He was
a member of the Saints' Sabbath School although
not a member of the Church. He remained conscious until death; selected from among his companions certain ones to be pall bearers, and gave
inotructions concerning his funeral. Services
were held in the Saints' chapel, where a goodly
number gathered as a last tribute of respect for
the deceased. Sermon by Elder F. M. Sheehy.
BRADWAY.-At Indianolia, Iowa, September
18th, 1886; was buried on the 20th. Funeral
services were conducted by a minister of United
Brethren Church, there being no Elder of the
gospel nearer than twenty miles. Sr. Elizabeth
Bradway was in her eighty-sixth year. She was
baptized at Newton, Iowa, in 1870, by Gordon E.
Deuel,since which time she has shown an exemplary Christian life, by adhering closely to the
the teachings of the blessed Savior, and died with
the hope of appearing again when the Savior
comes. Such are the hopes of those who embrace. the gospel in its fullness.
THOMAs.-At her home in Pittsburg, Pa., of
typhoid fever, Elizabeth Thomas. She was born
December 24th, 1824, in Cevenmaur, Wales; was
baptized into the Church of Jesus Christ, at Pittsburg, June 14th, 1885, by Elder Jacob Reese; and
confirmed in Mansfield, Ohio, on the same day
by Elderti Jacob Reese and David]. Jones. She

=============-THE WILL.-REV. SAM JONES' VIEWS.
Brother, I am so glad at last the will of man is
the pivotal point. I am so glad God throws it all
at last upon the human wit!. Whosoever will._
It is not "whosoever feds, now, nor whosoev('r
thinks, nor whosoever mourns, nor whosoever
cries," but "whosoever will." That is it. That
makes the elect straight out, for the elect are the
"whosoever will;" and the non-elect are the
"whosoever won't;" and that is all there is of it.
God Almighty has foreordained from the foun·
elation of the world that whosoever will may take
the water of life freely; and he has foreordained
from the found,1tion of the world that whosoever
won't take it shall perish forever. \Vhosocver
will. Brother, he throws it on the will. Christ
says: "if any man will be my disciple." "Who·
soever will come after me, let him deny himself."
The will. The~e it is. Now, brother, here is
the will and the intellect and the sensibilities.
There is the trinity that makes the unity--lhe
will, the intellect, the sensibilities.
Now, God comes through my sensibilities and
traverses my whole nature. My sensibilitiesHe comes up through my love and affection and
my frars and my hopes. Hejustgoesall through
my sensibilities, and there isn't a door shut in
His face. H'" goes through the whole. Then
He comes up through my inteliect, my perception, conception, judgment, memory, reason.
He just runs up through every avenue of my intellect, and there isn't a door to open or to close.
But when God has come up through my sensibilities and up through my intellect and reaches •
the door of the human will, He tiptoes, and says:
"Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If any
man will open to me I will come in and sup with
him and he shall sup with me." And God can
do all things, but God never has broken down
the door of a human will. Oh, God will never
bring life to you until you unlock the door of
your will and pull it open yourself, and when
you do God himself comes in and brings lite and
salvation to you.
PUNCTUALITY.
AN eminent Philadelphia jurist died the other
day, and among other btquests gave to his grandson a gold watch with this instruction: "Whenever he looks at the watch he will remember the
necessity of being a correct and punctual man."
There is a lesson in this injunction which every
one may learn with profit.
Punctuality is one of the necessities to successful business life, and it is an onJament among
the social virtues. - The man who is al ways
punctual does more and does it better than he
who is always late, always behind time. Leaving duties to be performed until the last moment
and then rushing them through, makes a mess of
any work. The man who is always punctual
saves much time and saves himself much trouble
and his friends and acquaintances a great deal of
annoyance. He who is always on time is esteemed and respected by his business acquaintances
and social companions.- What a nuisance it is
alwa.,vs to be compelled to wait for one with
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whom an engagemertl has been made for a certain
hour. Some persons are habitually late, and as
a general thing, they are in a hurry. This seems
something of a paradox, but it is nevertheless
true.
Great dangers are sometimes the result of being behind time, if only for a few minutes. Engineers know the truth of this, and profit by it
by sending their engines through on time. Dusi-.
ness men incur great financial risks by not being
·punctual. They arrive at the bank just a few
minutes after their note has gone to protest, and
their financial standard is lowered.
They
promise to pay their bills at a certain hour of a
certain day, but being addicted to tardiness, they
disregard their promises, and their business reputation suffers. There are some persons who are
always late at arridng at their places of businern,
and they drag through the day because they
started behind time. Many a good situation has
been lost because clerk or salesman failed to
reach his post of duty punctually. Accident or
circumstances may excuse in some instances but
never with persons who make tardiness a habit.
The workman who is from ten to twenty minutes late every morning, not only incurs his employer's displeasure, but he frequently receives merited rebuke, and sooner or later is told
that his services are no longer needed. Employes who are always prompt to quit work at
the first stroke of the closing day's work should
be just as prompt to begin '\\Ork. At home, in
school and at business, pun cl uality should al-·
ways be insisted upon, for laxity in this respect
leads to neglect of duties in other respects.
Punctuality can be taught as well as any other
commendable trait, and it should be taught and
practised. In business or social life punctuality
should be demanded, and .a want 0£ it should
ever be rebuked. Persons who are always late
do not know the value of time and they lo;;e
much thereby.-Selcdcd.
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:35
00
25
20
40
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equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,,".
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison.
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Lou is and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grnnd Union Depots with Through Train& to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is tho Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, cal! on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address
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HENRY B. STONE,

23

on
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DIS'rRIC'l' I~.~jUOIWS.
Printed and bound similar to Branch Hccords ........ 3 00
J,ICENSES, NOTICES. &c.
Pricst s, 'l\~ucher~s, and Deacon's Licen~es,
each, per dozen......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~
Blank Preachin~ Notices, per hundred, 40c. and . . . . 50
Bnptism and Confirma.tiou Certificate books, tvith
blank ~tnb 1 35 for ........ , ............... , . . . .. .. 25
1

IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly

:-.!5
9U

BRANCH RECORDS.
Leather backs and corners, nurnli.n sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names Blessing of Children, and for Marriages ....... .'........ 2 00

Elder~s,

It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINO~S.

Im1tnt10n Moro9co, gilt edges ............
~
2 OG
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2 50
~Hw Tei;its.ment. inRpireiI f'dition......... . . . . . . . . .
75
0
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H A N S E N ,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. O!licein Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni

:·-A Book (lf Commnndn1t:nts 18:3:3; Lnt.tcr Duy 8aints l\1-eR~e11ger and Advoc~1tc;
'l1he Book of Mormon, KirtJaud, 1s;~7~ Elden;' J onrual.;
'rimes and Seasons; The Wasp; The Nauyoo Neighbor;
'rhe Warsavv 81gnnl ~ '!'he Hnngamo ,Journnl; Harrii.; l\'Ior1nonisrn Portruyed; The Liturgy of the Mormons, 184:3; .Jo~
seph Jackson's Exposure of Mormonism. 1814; Davis ncconut of the M1t8!4HCre of Jo!"eph ~m.th nt Curtha~c, 184·1;
Dauicli~ AcC'ount of the :Mnrflt'r of ,Joi:<eph Smith, 184G;
0. Hytlels Speech on SidtlC'y H1;:n'l011: Rigdnn Papers,

:_ EsrECIALL"Y
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PHYSICIAN AND

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, NEWSPAPERS
AND CUTTINGS, RELATING TO
THE MORMONS, (LATTER
DAY SAINT~).

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,

1

Gen I Pass. Agent.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
.Do.
do.
West

I:
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50 p. m
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THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Pnblica
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Dv,y Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Oftlcc Order, .Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box Sile•
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the otlice should be addressed to DAVI])
:P4;t(o1u1 i communlcl).tlo11s aud articles t<> the .liiDl'.l:Q;&i,
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"HEARKEN .TO THE WORD OF THE Lomi: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT Ell ONE WIFE- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN RUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHJIN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.
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EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOH.

t~oni, Iowa, October 30, 1886.
\i;v

DEDICATION AT OMAHA.

ON the morning of the 17th instant, the
Saints of_ the Omaha, Nebraska, branch
assembled at their new chapel on Twentyfirst, between Clark and Grace streets, for
the purpose of dedicating the building to
the service of God, whom they worship.
Bro.] ohn Avondet, president of the branch,
placed the conduct of the services in the
hands of the' senior Editor, who invited
Bro. James Caffall of the Twelve, Bro.
· Avondet and Bro. Robert McKenzie, president of the Council Bluffs branch, into
the stand. An excellent programme had
been provided by arrangement with Bro.
William Rumel, president jof the district
and chairman of the building committee,
and Bro. Mark H. Forscutt, who had
charge of ·the song service, which programme we give below.
At the hour of IO: 30 a.m. the service
began, the opening prayer was offered by
Bro.James Caffall; the dedicatory prayer
by Bro.Joseph Smith; The services were
impressive; the song service being exceptionally good. An excellent feeling prevailed, the house was filled, and all seemed
to enjoy the hour. This good feeling continued throughout the day; two services
being held in the afternoon at· three and
at 7: 30. Of the preaching we have nothing to say. The programme is as follows:
I. Opening anthem chant, "Praise ye the
Lord." 2. Hymn 769, Saints' Harp, "Oh, bow
thiµe ear, Eternal One." 3. Scripture lesson,-2
Chron. 6: 12-42. 4. Recitative Response to Jes·
son, "Thy word is a lamp." 5. Openit~g prayer.
6. Hymn 764, "We dedicate to 'l'hee this house
we have reared." 7. Dedicatory senpon, by Pres·
ident Joseph Smith.
8. Offertory, from Book
of Covenants, "The Lord hath brought again
Zion." 9. Financial report of building commit-tee, with recommendatfons and offering. ro.
Hymn 766, "Met, Lord, to dedicate." 1 i. · D.edi'catory prayer. 12. Hymn 767, "While affiicted
tossed and driven." · Benediction.

The committee, consisting of brethren
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W. M. Rumel, W. Ballinger, N. Rumel
senior, M. Bertleson and H. Nielson, are
deserving of great credif. They had a difficult task to perform. The old chapel had
been built under adverse circumstances;
To some the removal to a different site
seemed unnecessary, and severe criticism
was sure. fo await the action of the committee. But having been appointed to the
duty, they set forward resolutely, and in
three months from their appointment they
turned over to the custody of the branch
office.rs a neat, commodious, and finished
house, somewhat larger than the old one,
on a pleasant site, and in a better and more
suitable neighborhood than the other.
The committee did this too in such a way
that not an additional dollar was asked
from saint or sinner, but to the contrary,
with the report submitting their labor, a
smallreserve fund of $3.50 accompanied it,
to the credit of the branch. A collection of
$18.80 was received during the morning
service for the purpose of procuring a new
pulpit Bible, aisle matting, and defraying
an accrued tax on the lot.
Bro. W. M. Rumel has been untiring in
his exertions and unremitting in his care
of the buildi~g in its erection; and the
branch generously accord to him the merited credit for the work. The committee
effected the change by selling the first site
for $z,6oo in round numbers; they then
purchased a new site for $1,900, of which
they sold twenty-six feet front for $650,
leaving them a building fund of $1,350,
out of which they put up the building with
all its appurtenances, prepared for putting
in the gas for lighting purposes, fericed the
lot which is forty feet in front width, and
one hundred and forty in depth, and litid
the .walk in the street iii front of the building. ·To have been content to work within their means, without the desire to build
larger and finer, thus creating a debt for
the branch to provide for afterwards, is
decidedly creditable to the branch and the.
committee, and sets an example worthy to
be imitated.
THE RE-UNION.

THE senior Editor reached the camp$
ground of the Fourth Annual Re-union
of the church, held this year on the. premises of Bro. Henry Garner, on Saturday,
October 2d, in time for dinner and the afternoon service. The grounds, under skillful management of brethren .Phineas Cadwell of I~ogan, T. c. Crabb of Little Sioux,
and ·David Hall of Persia, had .been laid
out in drdes, the large tent capable of
seating a thousand persons, occupying the
center,lhe ground sloping gently upward
from the stand at the west si.Je of the tent,
toward the entrance placed fo the ea1:1tward,

' 0
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An ample space had been left between the
central tent and the first line of tents which
filled the circuit completely with the exception of an.outlet for passing in and out;
a space of twenty feet was left between
each circling row of tents, thus forming a
tented city, with streets running in cirnles
round its canvas dwellings.
The organization for the meeting was
formed in the afternoon, the wl'iter and
Bro. W.W. Blair chosen to preside; Bro.
J. C. Crabb to act in Bro. Blair's place till
latter arrived, which occurred on vVednesday. ·Bro. W. C. Cadwell was chosen
Secretary and Marshall; Bro. Wm. Fallon, chief of Police; the latter chose a
corps of able assistants who kept admirable
order from first to last. The committee
were continued in charge of the grounds,
and discharged their arduous duties well.
The weather was cool at the opening of
the meeting, but soon settled into fair,
pleasant, delightful guise which was maintained to the close. This made the assembling togetber constant and fruitful for
good.
A set of rules were adopted at the start
which made the day begin at five o'clock.
Prayer service began. at 8: 30; a half
hour's intermission, and preaching service
at 1 I a. m., 2: 30 and 7: 30, p. m., leaving
two and a half hours between the morn·
ing and afternoon meetings,,. and about
three or three and a half hours before the
evening 'services for visiting, lunch, a~i1·
social chat generally. These rules. were
productive of harmony and promptness.
The committee had provided a substa.ntial
bell which was hung near the headquarters and was rung promptly at the hours
designated for the various services, the .·
day closing at eleven p. m.
The preaching services were opened on
the evening of.the 2d by.Bro.Joseph Luff,
of l!ldependence, Mo., followed on sue~
ceeding:.-days by Brn. M. T. Shorf, John
A. Mcintosh, J.C. Crabb, W •. W. Blair,
C. Derry, Wm. H. Garrett, George S.
Hyde,J. S. Roth, Wm. T. Bozarth, Duncan Campbell, E. C. Brand, Joseph F.
McDowell, G. A. Blakeslee and the writer.
The preaching was unusually excellent,
and those assembled seemed to enjoy the
seasons of service, both prayer and preaching. The morning prayer service from
8: 30 to IO: 30 was filled with spiritual enjoyment for the faithful attendants; the
Sirit bearing testimony .to the comfort of
the people. Meetings were also held in
the town of Mondamin, the bretJ;iren there
having .secured the use of tq:§! Congregationalist Church for. the ocil'asion; these
. service,; .a~·e said to· . •ye been a'ppre~iated
by the citlZ'ens.
.
Forty-two were added to the church by
baptism, the rite being administered b,y,;.
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Bro Phineas cadwell, at different .times
as demand required. Some of the additions
were heads 9f families whose acceptance
of the truth will be productive of great
good as an' example:
One was an· old
time Nluvoo·veteran who has long stood
aloof, but whose defences against the" Re. organization have entirely broken down
before the resistless march of the truth.
His acceptance of the work is such an
evide.nce as must be convincing to some
that the same spirit that was with the
church prior to the incoming of the tide of
evil is with the reorganization now, and
~hould be an example for many more to
follow.
The attendance was fair at the start, but
.the canvas city grew apace until Saturday
the 8th, when from the hills the ample
amphitheater lying in the valley below
shone in the sunlight a tented field in
which hundreds of tents pitched in concentric circles round the great tent in the
centre, sheltered a happy, grateful worshiping people; and on which the fitful
campfires glowt;>d at dusk in Rplendid promise of pleasantness and good cheer.
Peace, an "abundance of peace" was
with this encampment of Israel-modern
Israel. Not a jar was felt, and the influences of the spirit of devotion had sway
from the start. The excellent weather
made a sojourn in the open air safe and enjoyable; there was but little sickness in
the ·camp during its duration, and the most
of the cases were aided and at once by the
adn;iinistration of the rite of anointing
with oil and the laying on of hands. The
Elders called to speak responded at once
and with cheerful compliance took the
stand in meekness and in sobriety of
thought; the baptismal services were solemn, the confirmations strongly m2rked by
fervor and earnestness. The song service
was excellent under the charge of Bro.
Pheneas Cadwell, ahly seconded by Bro.
Wm. Davison, and a number of good organists, among whom we note sisters Pearl
Derry, Netty Putney, Sarah Mahoney,
Fanny Pett, and others whose names we
did not learn.
The management of the grounds by the
committee was excellent. There were no
obnoxious stands near to the tent; no
noisy games, or merry-go-rounds, and no
games of chance permitted. There was no
loud nor profane language heard on the
meeting grounds proper, that we heard of,
and in fact we heard profanity but once
during the nine days' session, and that was
after final adjournment, a young man,
doubtless under the impression that it was
smart for a man to swear, or else in a moment of forgetfulne!'<s. We remarked to
him that it was the first oath we had heard
on the grounds, and that we were sorry
that we heard that, as we had wished to
have it to say that we heard none, but so
it was.
The tent furnished ample seating room
for all the meetings except the Sunday
morning and afternoon services, when it
seemed as if the woods swarmed with peO:
ple. The shelter of the tent was grate1ul in the heat of the day, and very enjoyable in the plearnntly cool evenings, a

~ove;ing from the heat 'by day and from to inviting free people of color to emigrate to this
section of country, 11nd other matters relative to
the dew by night.
.
Bishops George A. Bl.akeslee and Israel . our society, see the ro9, I ro and I I I pages of the
L. Rogers were present and added materi.- Evening and Morning Star, and the Extra acally to the enjoyment of the occasion by the companying the same, dated July 16th--which
Saints who were pleased to see them in are annexed to this petition. Our situation is a
their midst. Taken as a whole, the Re- critical one. We are located .upon the western
union was an ample success .
limits of the state, and of the United States, where
At the clos.e, it was determined to hold desperadoes can commit outrages, and even.muranother next year, and brethren P. Cad- der, and escape in a few minutes beyorid the
well and J. C. Crabb of Little Sioux, J. reach of process where the most abandoned of all
W. Chatburn and vV. W. Whiting of Gal" classes from almost every state may too often pass
land's Grove, and Hans N. Hansen and C. to the Mexican states or to the more remote reA. Beebe of Pottawattamie districts were
gions of the Rocky Mountains to escape the grasp
chosen committee, with power .to locate
of justice; where numerous tribes of Indians, lo.
and have charge of the grounds.
PERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.·
Continued from page 645.

.

AFTER the Saints we~e, thus threatened,
plundered and driven, a petition was'Sent
to Gov. Daniel Dunklin,· dated the 28th of
the following· September, the latter part of
which reads thus:
·
"The damages which your petitioners have
sustained in consequence of this outrage and
stipulation are, at present, incalculable. A great
number of industrious inhabitants who were dependent on their labors for ·support have .been
thrown out of employment and are kept so by
the threatnings of those who compose the mob.
[See their resolutions as published in the Western
Monitor, number r, 2, 3, 4, and 5]. In estimating
the damages which have resulted from the beginning to this time from those illegal and inhuman
proceedings against your poor and persecuted petitioners, were they to name many thousands of
dollars it would be short of a remuneration.
Most of the mechanics' shops have been closed,
two pair of blacksmith's bellows have been cut
in pleces, our merchant, as you will see by the
foregoing stipulation, has been forbidden to import or bring into the country any more goods,
by which his business has· been ruined. Soon
after the above stipulation was made, some of
your petitioners proceeded to make a· new location in Van Buren county on the south but the
settlers in that country drew up an agreement
among themselves to drive us from that country
after we had commenced laboring there; they
threatened to shoot our cattle and destr0y our labor, and in fact, •The foxes have holes and the
birds of the air have nests, but we have not where
to lay our heads.' We were obliged to return.
"Since the stipulation was entered into some of
our houses have been broken open and the inmates threatened to be shot if they stirred, and
also some of our houses have been stoned or
brick-batted.
"Also, that since some publications have appeared in the l-Vestern 11£onitor and other papers
censuring the conduct of the mob, the leaders
have began to threaten life, declaring that if any
of the Mormons attempted to se.ek redress by law
or otherwise, for character, person or property,
they would die!
"Now therefore, for ourselves as members of
the church we declare, with the exception of poverty, which has not yet become a crime by the
laws of the land that the crimes charged against
us (so far as we are acquainted), contained In the
documents above written, and thos.e in the proceedings of the mob as published in the Western
Monitor of August 2d 1 are not true. I:i relation

cated by the general government amid the corrupting influence of mid-day mobs, might massacre our defenceless women and children with
impunity.
"Influenced by the precepts of our beloved
Savior, when we had been .smitten on the one
cheek we have turned the other also; when we
have been sued at the law and our coat been
taken, we have given them our cloak also; when
they have compelled us to go with them a mile,
we have gone with them twain. We have borne
the above outrnges without murmuring. But we
can not patiently bear them any longer. According to the laws of God and man we have borne
enough. Believing, with all honorable men, that
whenever that f:;ttal ho11r shall arrive that the
poorest citizen's person, property, or rights and
privileges shall be trampled upon by a lawless
mob with impunity; that moment a dagger is
plunged into the heart of the constitution, and
the Union must tremble! Assuring ourselves that
no republican will suffer the liberty of the press,
the freedom of speech and the liberty of conscience to be silenced by a mob without raising a
helping hand to save .his country from disgrace,
we solicit assistance to obtain our rights, holding
ourselves amenable to the laws of our country
whenever we transgress them.
"Knowing as we do, that the threats of this
mob in most cases have been put into execution,
and knowing also that every officer, civil and
military, with a very few exceptions has pledged
his life and honor to force us froln the county
dead or alive; nnd believing that civil process
can not be served without the aid of the Executive and not wishing to have the blood of our defenceless women and children to stain the land
which has once been stained by the blood of our
fathers to purchase our. liberty we appeal to the
Governor for aid, asking him, by express proclamation or otherwise to raise a sufficient number
of troops who, with us, may be empowered to defend our rights that we may sue for damage in
the loss of property, for abuse, for defamation, as
to ourselves, and if advisable try for treason
against the government that the law of the land.
may not be defied nor nullified, but peace restored to our country. And we will ever pray."
--Evening and Morning Star, 229, 230, and Times
and Seasons vol. 6: 853, 854.

To this petition the Governor replied as
follows:
Executive Department,
"October 19th, 1833·.

"CITY OF JEFFERSON,

"To Edward Partridge, W. W. Phelps, Issac
Morley, John Corrill, A. S. Gilbert, John Whit·
mer, and others:-"Your memoral soliciting my interposition,
against violence threatened you, and redress fo
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injuries received by a portion of the citizens of
few of them had arms, neither were they embodJackson county, has been received, and its conied, aµd they were threatened with death if they
tents duly considered., I should think myself
made any resistance. Such therefore as could
unworthy the confidence with which I have been
not escape by flight received a pelting by rocks
h<?nored by my fellow citizens, did I not promptly
and a beating with guns, sticks, &c.
employ all the means which the Constitution and
"On Friday ~he rst of November, women and
laws have placed at ~y disposal, to avert the caL
children sallied forth from their gloomy retreats
amities with which you are threatened.
to contemplate with heart rending anguish the
"Ours is a Government of laws, to them we all
ravages
of a ruthless mob, in the mangled bodies
owe obedience, and their faithful administration
of their husbands and in the destruction of their
is the best guarantee for the enjoyment of our
houses ·and some of their furniture. Houseless
rights.
and unprptected by the arms of the civil law in
"No citizens, nor number of citizens, have a
Jackson county, the dreary month of November
right to take the redress of their grievances,
staring them in the face and loudly proclaiming
whether real or imaginary, into their own hands:
an
inclement season at hand, the continual threats
Such conduct strikes at the very existence of
of the mob that they would drive out every Morsociety, and subverts the foundation on which it
mon from the county, and the inability of many
is based. Not being willing to persuade myself
to remove, because of their poverty, caused an
that any portion of the citizens of the State of
anguish 'of heart indescribable.
"
Missouri are so lost to a sense of these t"ttths as
"On Friday night, the rst of No"vember, a party
to require the exercise offorce, in order to ensure
of the mob proceeded to attack a branch of the
a respect for them
church at the prairie, about twelve or fourte~µ
"After advising with the Attorney General,
miles from the village. Two of their number
and exercising my best judgment, I would advise
were sent in advance as spies, viz, Robert Johnyou to make a trial of the efficacy of the laws:
son and one Harris, armed w!th two guns and
the Judge of your circuit is a conservator of the
three pistols. They were discovered by some of
peace. If an affidavit is made before him by any
the Saints, and without the least injury being
of you, that your lives are threateeed and you believe them in danger, it would be his duty to ·done to them, said (mob) Johnson struck Parley
P- Pratt with the breech of his gun over the
have the offenders apprehended and bind them to
head, after which they were taken and detained
keep the peace. Justices of the peace in their retill morning, which, it was believed, prevented a
spective counties have the same authority, and it
general attack of the mob that night. In the
is made their duty to exercise it. Take, then,
morning they were liberated without receiving
this course: obtain a warra,nt, let it be placed in
th.e least injury.
the hands. of the proper officer, a.nd the. experi·
"The same night (Friday) another party in Jn,.
ment will be tested whether the laws can be
dependence,
commenced stoning houses, breakpeaceably executed or not. In the event th.eY ..
ing down doors and windows, destroying furnican not be, and that fact is officially notified to
ture, &c. This night the brick part attached to
me, my duty will require me to take such steps
the dwelling house of A. S. Gilbert, was partly
as will enforce a faithful execution of them.
pulled down. and the windows of his dwelling
"With regard to the injuries you have sustained
broken in with brick-bats and rocks, while. a
by destruction of property, &c., the law is open
gentleman stranger lay sick with a fever in his
to redress, I can not permi( myself to doubt that
house.
the courts will be open to you, nor that you will
"The same night three doors of the store of
find difficulty in procuring legal advocates to sue
Messrs .. Gilbert and Whitney were split open, and
for damages therein.
after midnight the goods lay scattered in the
"Respectfully,
streets, such as calicoes, handkerchiefs, shawls,
"Your obedient servant,
cambrics, &c. An express came from the village
"DANI·EL DUNKLIN."
Evening and Morning Star, p. 230; 231, and .Times and · after midnight to a party of their men who had
Seasons, vol. 6, p, 880.
/
embodied about half a mile from the village for
On the receipt of these instructions from the safety of their lives, stating that the mob
the Governor, the Saints at once began to were tearing dpwn houses and scattering the
labor and build as usual and set in order goods of the store in the streets. The main body
their houses, gardens, &c.; for they had of the mob fled at the approach of this company ..
lain comparative! y idle since the outrage in One Richard McCarty was caught in the act of
July. They also engaged as attorneys, throwing rocks- and brick-bats, into the doors,
Messrs. Wood, Reese, Doniphan and while the goods lay strung around. him ln the
Atchison, from Clay county, engaging to streets, and was immediately taken before Sampay them $1,000. All this served to en- uel Weston, Esq., and a complaint was then made
rage the mobbers, as will be seen by this: to said Weston and a warrant requested that said
"Thursday night the 31st of October gave the .McCarty might be secured; but said Weston reSaints in Zion abundant proof that no pledge,
fused to do any thing in the case at that time.
written or verbal, was longer to be regarded; for
Said M~Carty was then liberated.
on that night, between forty and fifty in number,
"'.fhe same night some of their houses in the
many of whom were armed with guns, proceeded
village had long poles thrust through the shutagainst a branch of the church west of Big Blue,
ters and sash into the rooms of defenceless women
and unroof°ed and partly demol.ished ten dwelling
and children, from whence their husbands arid
ltouses, and In the midst of the shrieks and screams
fathers had been driven by the dastardly attacks
of women··· and children whipped and beat in a
of the mob which were made by ten, fifteen or
savage and brutal manner .several of the men,
twenty men upon a house at a time.
and with. their horrid threats frightened women
"Saturday, the second of November, all the
and children into the wilderness. Such of the
families of the Saints in the village moved about
men as could escape fled for their lives, for very
half a mile. oµt, with most of their goods, and em'.

bodied to the number of thirty for the preservation of life and personal eftects. This night a
party from the village met a party from the west
of the Blue and made an attack upon a branch of
the church located at the Blue, about six miles
from the village. He1e they tore the roof from
one dwelling, and broke open another house,
found the owner David Bennet sick in bed, whom
they beat most inhumanly, swearing they would
blow out his brains, and di&charged a pistol the
ball of which cut a deep gash across the top of
his head. In this skirmish a young man of the
mob was shot in the thigh, but by which party
remains yet to be determined.
"The next day, Sunday November 3d, four of
the chnrch, viz: Joshua Lewis, Hiram Page and
two others were despatched for Lexington to see
the circuit judge and obtain a peace warrant.
Two called on Esq. Silvers, who refused to issue
one, on account, a~ he has declared, of his fears
of the mob. This day many of the citizens, professing friendship, advised the Saints to clear
from the county as speedily as possible, for the
Saturday night affray had enraged the whole
county and they were determined to come out
on Monday and massacre indiscriminately. And
in sh~rt, it was proverbial among the ·mob that
"Monday would be a bloody day."
"Monday came, and a large -party of the mob
gathered at the Blue, took the ferry boat belong·
ing to the church, threatened lives, &c. But
they soon abandoned the ferry and went to Wil·
son's store, about one mile west of the .Blue.
Word had previously gone to a branch o:t·•the
. church several miles west of the Blue, that the
mob were destroying property on the east side of
the Blue and the sufferers there wanted help to
preserve their lives and property. Nineteen men
volunteered and started for their assistance; but
discovered that fifty or sixty of the mob had gathered at said Wilson's they turned !Jack.
At this time two small boys passed on .their
·way to Wilson's who gave information to the
mob that the Mormons were on the road west of
them-· Between forty and fifty of the mob im·
mediately started ·with guns in pursuit. After
riding about two or two and a half miles they discovered them, when the said company of nineteen immediately dispersed and fled in different
directions. The mob hunted them, turning their
horses into a corn-field belonging to the Saints,
searching their corn-fie.Ids and houses, threatening women and children that they would pull
down their houses and kill them if they did not
tell where the men had fled.
"Thus they were employed hunting the men
and threatening.the women, until a company of
thirty of the Saints from the prairie arrhed with
seventeen guns made their appearance.
•!The former company of nineteen had dis~
persed and fled and but one or two of them had
returned to take part in the subsequent battle.
On the approach of the latter company of thirty
men~ some of the mob cried. "Fire, G~~a d_.:.n ye,
fire." Two or three guns were then fired by the
mob, which were returned by the other party
without loss of time. This company is the same
that is represented by the mob as having gone
forth in the evening of the battle bearing the
olive branch of. peace. The mob retreated early
after the first fire, leaving son1e of their horses)n
Whitmer's corn-field, ·an:d two of their number,
Hugh L. Bn.1zeale and Thoma~ Linvill 1 dead ov.
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the ground. Thus fell H. L. Brazeale, one who
had been heard to say, «With ten fellows, I will
wade to my knees in blood, but that I will drive
the Mormons from Jackson county." The next
morning the corpse of said Brazeale was discovered on the battle ground with a gun by his side.
Several were wounded on both sides, but none
mortally except one Barber, on the part of the
Saints, who· expired the next day. This battle
was fought about sun-set, MonJay November
4th; and the same night, runners were despatched
in every direction under pretence of calling out
the militia; spreading as they went every rumor
calculated to alarm and excite the unwary, such
as that the Mormons had taken Independence,
and the Indians had surrounded it, being colleagued together, &c."-Times and Seasons, vol.
6, 881-2.

article on marriage, as contained in section 1 r r,
which provides "That one man should have one
wife, and one woman but one husband, except in
case of death, when either is at liberty to marry
again." That in view of this fact, together with
some others that were stated, he could not see
how any could believe or say that there was any
connection between the two churches.

EDITORIAL ITEMS.

BRETHREN Joseph Snively andJohnJohnston recently sp~nt a few days pr~acbing
in Ringgold county, not far from the village of Wirt, and they report having had
large congregations of intelligent and deeply interested hearers, who urged them to
return and preach for them more at an
early time. Bro. Snively says he never
enjoyed.,greater degrees.. of spiritual light
A CORRESPONDENT of the Denison (Iowa) and power in-declaring gospel truths-than
Review writes that paper of late as during these meetings, and that he and Bro.
Johnston will return there with the intenfollows:
tion of continuing gospel work. Now that
"As there are many of your readers interested
the toil and bustle and heat of summer are
in gospel work we wish to say that the dedicatory
past, the evenings getting long and cool,
services conducted at the Latter Day Saints
the local ministry everywhere should rally
Church in Dow City By Elder J. F. McDowell,
to the work and do valiantly in the cause
on the 26th ult., were excellent and quite largely
of Christ wherever and whenever they can.
attended.
find opportunity. vVe hear from all quar"Before the services commenced the Elder
ters the cry, "Come over and help m."
stated what the indebtedness for repairs in the
Brethren of the ministry, this call is to you;
chapel was, and the amount necessary was cheer•
and
it re1hains for you to bestow the needfully given by the auditory. The Saints have
ed aid as God may giv<~ you ability. Don't
their Chapel neatly repaired and painted, and the
delay.
.
name; 'The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Sr. Simpson writes from Holden, MisDay Saints,' placed ··within a pretty circle a little
souri, that the HERALD is the only preachabove the door. This church has a membership
er there, that she can not think of doing
in Dow City and vicinity of something over
without it, and bids it good speecI.
sixty, and I understand are in a very prospering
Bro. A.H. Parsons writes October 16th,
condition.
FAIR PLAY."
that Bro. Eli Clothier will preside over
And the same paper has this to say of the protracted efforts to be held with the
our late Reunion:
the Deer Creek, Twin Creek, and Elmira
The annual reunion of the Reorganized Church
branches in Kansas.
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was held
Bro. J. H. Peters writes from East Lake,
in Garner's Grove, Raglan township, Harrison
Michigan, October I I th, that he had but
forty copies of Voice of Warning left. He
county, Iowa, from the 2d to the tenth inst. A
has ordered one thousand more to which
goodly number of prominent elders were present,
will be added a chapter on the Prophetic
including Presidents Jose,ph Smith and W.W.
Mission of Joseph the Seer. It is now ex- ·
Blair, of Lamoni, Iowa. The services were held
pected they will be sent him by Novemin a large tent, with a seating capacity of about
ber 25th, or before. Excellent success is
one thousand, which cost something like $z25.
reported by many who loan these books.
There were also two hundred small tents on the
Bro. Gomer Reese has been appointed
ground nicely arranged in three circles with the
by the Presidency, to look after the interlarge one in the center. Services were good
est of the work of the church in Dakota,
throughout. The estimated attendance on the 10th
having charge. It is to be hoped that the
inst. was about four thousand. There were fortylocal ministry will continue their efforts to
two additions to the church by baptism during
spread the word, and will be oleased with
the session. The large tent was dedicated to the
Bro. Reese's appointment. Bro. Reese is
service of God, Sunday the rolh, Elder W. W.
requested to report from time to time to
Blair preaching the dedicatory discourse.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith, Independence,
In the afternoon a very touching address was
Missouri. Bro. Reese's address is Highdelivered by President Smith concerning the rise
more, Dakota.
of the church and lhe work intended to be acSr. Ann E. Morris writing from Shelcomplished by it. He stated that he had been
by, Iowa, orders the HERALD continued
early taught to honor and respect the laws of the
to her, and says: "I can not see how so
Nation, and that there was nothing in the gospel
many do without it. But those who have
of Christ, as understood and taught by the repnever taken it, or have never seen it, do
resentatives of the church, that would make a
not know how much they miss."
·
man disloyal to his country. That the gospel
Bro. and Sr. Howard S. Smith write
was intended to make a man better in every refrom U nionburg, Iowa, the 14th inst., exspect than he wits before it was believed and
pressing thanks and gratitude that the
obeyed by him. He stated that the Reorganized
HERALD is sent them in their old age and
Church had forced the Utah Church to strike
infirmity, and testifying to the truth of the
frOllJ their I)ook of Doctrine and Covel)ants the gospel restored in these last days.

Bro. Briggs Al~en is extremely anxious
that some one of the eldership shall visit
Fontanelle, Adair county, Iowa, and preach
"the truth" in its balk He wrote October 15th that there were still some who
were waiting for the salvation of God. '
Bro. Wm. M. Kendall:-'writes to us, October I 7th, ordering HERALD and other
matter, but he does not give his address.
Will he or others who see this please forward his address.
Our readers will find in this issue an
able article on "The Sabbath of our Lord"
from the pen of Elder D.S. Crawley.
We glean from The Leon iVlethodist
that the Di5trict Conference of the. M. E.
Church will convene in Leon, Iowa, November zd,-instead of at Mt. Ayr, the
place selected at its last session.
Elder R. C. Evans writing- from 474
Adelaide street, London East, Ontario, the
15th of October, says; '.'The great work
is onward in Canada. We have been
blessed in presenting the word to . the
people, and nave baptized over fifty into
. the fold since this time r 8/i\ 5.
Sr. Elvira Brayton of Gladwin, Michie-an, writes: "I can not do without the
HERALD." We are glad of it, and wish
we had a few thousand new subscribers
similarly minded-and there will be by
and by.
R. E. Cato and wife write from Eureka,
Kansas, .saying-, "We would like you to
send us an Elder.
There is a better
chance now to introduce the true doctrine
than ever before. We live a half mile
west of the Fort Scott railroad depot."

THE October number of The Brooklyn
Jlfagazine is just to hand, and we find it
well filled with valuable and interesting
reading.
There is going the rounds of the papers
an article written by one Mr. Briggs of
Brooklyn, New York, in which he strives
to make it appear that Mr. Solomon Spalding wrote a manuscript from which Joseph
Smith and Sidney Rigdon manufactured
the Book of Mormon· but he simply
proves nothing beyond the fact that he is
a blind zealot, taking for granted what he
can not prove when it suits his prejudices.
He treats with contempt the testimony of
Aaron Wright, Oliver Smith, John N.
1\IIiller and others found on the "Manuscript Story" discovered by Dr. L. L. Rice
among- papers he bought of the notorious
anti-Mormon writer E. D. Howe and now
in the library of Oberlin College, Ohio.
That testimony is to the effect that, the
said "Manuscript Story" was "the writings
of Solomon Spaulding," and has their endorsement, and this is attested by the signature of "D. P. Hurlbut" whom E. D.
Howe and others procured to do their dirty
work and who was in due time kicked ont
and slandered by them when they could
no longer use him. One thing is certain,
Solomon Spalding wrote the "Manuscript
Story." This being true, that manuscript
furnishes incontestible proof, first, that be
was intellectually incapable of writing such
a work as the Book of Mormon; second,
that he was neither a genius nor a scholar i
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third, that he was morally incapable of
such a work, for.these writings prove him
a coarse, sensual, witless infidel; while the
plot, methods, symmetry, moral~, theology
and refinement of the Book of Mormon
prove that its writers were highly intellectual, and exceptionally moral and spiritual.
Any one who reads the "Manuscript
Story" and the Bo0k of Mormon intelligently and honest!y will say, that the
writer of the former had neither the morals, the religion, the brains, nor the information to w1;ite the latter. Dime novelists
are neither accurate historians nor intelligent theologians.

..

A WIDE CONTRAST.

WHILE the Saints of the Reorganized
Church were holding a Reunion in Western Iowa, October zd to 10th, attended by
from four to six thousand people, where
the gospel was preached in power, and
where peace reigned and love and joy
abounded; out in Utah, at Coalville, an obscure town the Utah Mormon Church held
its Semi-annual Conference with but a few
hundred in attendance and its chief officers
fugitives from the law of the freest, best
and greatest nation of this century.
Is not this significant! Can not the Utah
Belshazzars see the fateful handwriting
upon the wall! We deplore their blind obstinacy, and have pity for them in their
perplexities, fears and sufferings, and pray
God to open the eyes of all that people to see
their errors and evils, and to inspire, them
to "Ask for the old paths, where is the
good way, and. walk therein and find rest
for their souls." We bear them record, that
"they have a zeal of God, but not according to knowledge," and this zeal is likely
to lead them just where it did the rejected
Jews in the days of Jesus and his apostles.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"'.Hast thou not, on some week of storm,
Seen the sweet. Sabbath breaking fair,
And cloud and shadow, sunlit, form
The curtains of its tent of prayer?
So, haply, when thy task shall end,
The wrong shall lose itself in right,
And all thy week-day darknees blend
With the long Sabbath of the light!"

WHIPPED.
I may.as well tell the boys now that my mother
was a widow, and a woman of great firmness and
ciecision of character, and of deep piety.· When
she said anything she meant it, and yet she was
just as gentle as a lamb. One time in the fall of
the year, when I 'Yas about fifteen years old, I
was out in the yard trying to move a heavy stick
of timber. I asked my brother, then twelve
years of age but he stood stock still and laughed
at me, while I almost strained my eyeballs out of
my head. At last I lost iny temper, grew_ h<Jt,
got mad and picked up a switch and gave my
brother.a whipping. That was one thing mother
did not allow-she did not permit one child to
whip another on her place. When she he;ird the
row, she came out qf tqe house !Incl gaye brothe;i
a goodlhrashing, and made.him help me put the
ill p\f1:ce1 l\!lcJ
to
{J ~ \ ,, ':)!+

"Now my son, I am going to whip you for
whipping your brother."
I had not had a whipping for a long time and
had begun to feel like a man. I had violated one
of my mother's rules, but the provocation had
been a great one to a boy. True, if I had gone
five steps to the door, and told mother, she would
have adjusted matters and made my brother do
what I wanted him to do. Instead of this, I had
assumed authority, had taken the law into my
own hands, and had done what I knew my
mother did not allow.
I said, "Mother, you shall not whip me."
"But I shall do it my -son," she replied, and
started toward me with a purpose in her eye. I
got out of her way, and, bad boy that I was, I
turned my back upon home and mother, and
went off about four miles and hired myself to a
clever, thrifty, well-to-do farmer for five dollars
a month. I told him what had occurred, and
how I had been outraged at home, and that too
by my mother. He told me I had done wrong,
and that I ought to go back home. I went to
work, but was not happy. I lost my appetite,
and could not sleep. I grew worse and worse,
but hoped all the time·mother would send for me,
and apologize and take me back, but I heard
nothing from her. I began to feei that I needed
mother and home more than mother and home
needed- me-a lesson most boys do not learn until
it is too late. At the end of the week, on Saturday morning, I told my employer I wanted to go
home.j>trwas four miles and I was four hours
on the way. I hesitated and turned back and resolved and re-resolved. The· better thing in me
said, "Go home, and yield to your mother and
obey her," but some other thing said, "I would
die first."
When I got near enough to hear, my mother
was singing:

to me." Just then mother burst into tearS:
caught me in her arms and said, "That will do,
my son. Let us pray." She led. 0, that prayer.
It lingers to this day. Now boys I'm ashamed of
my sin till this day, but I am so proud of my
mother I thought I would tell you this story.Selected.

IN the above selection the child is permitted to
speak for himself, and we wish to call the attention of parents to the pride he feels in his mother.
Perhaps some may be disposed to say, It is only
a fancy sketch-no such thing ever happened.
We are not prepared to admit this, nor do we deny it; but we are prepared to give you a true
sketch, and then have you to moralize a little upon it. \Ve once had a friend--a brother in the
church and the father of quite a large family.
When we knew him his hair was\vhite with the
snow of many winters, but still there was in his
eyes the twinkle of firmness, although the silken
lashes of kindness ordinarily veiled its sparkle.
His unvarying mildness, indulgence and kindness to his children was proverbial, and such
were their respect and Jove for him, that after
they were men grown and in business for themselves, they always deferred to his advice, and
honored him as God intended children should
honor their father and mother. \Ve saw him by
the death-bed of his only daughter, supporting
and cheering the companion of his youth; and
when the angels came and bore the freed spirit of
the suffering oµe to the paradise of God, the
aged grandparents took as a sacred legacy to
their home, the little one she had left. Time
passed on and this little one became as the apple
of their eye, until friends feared there was danger of overindulgence. An occasion arose however, to prove how groundless were these fears
and to illustrate the true secret of success in thi.s
man's government of his family.
"'Jesus lover of my soul,
The occasion ·was a festive one-a party to
Let me to thy bosom fly."
which all the village children had been looking
Ah, that song! What mingled feelings it stirrforward with unbounded anticipation, and the
ed in my heart, and how appropdate it ·was.
little one we write of was of the number. But
Hope and shame_ had a struggle, but, thank God,
when the day came no --- was there, nor were
hope prevailed. Just as I reached the house,
the gr.and parents either, although they were selmother was setting the table for dinner.
"Good morning my son," she said, j~st as. dom absent up.on such occasions. All wondered
what could possibly hiwe detained Bro,--; but
pleasantly as I had ever heard her speak in my
none seemed to know.
life. "Come in," she continued, "have a seat,"
Next morning, happening to meet him on the
setting a chair for me. "!hope you are well my
street,
we said, "\Vhatever was the matter, Bro.
son?" That word "son," how it hurt me. I was
- - , that you was not out yesterday?"
not worthy of it.
"! will tell you," he said, "jm:t what was the
"Very well, I thank you," I did not venture to
reason," and then he related; how the little one
say "mother." "Are ail well?" I asked.
had been disobedient, and to punish - - in su-::h
"Well, tl)ank you, my son," and she went on
a way as would not soon be f@.l:gotten, they had.
chatting away just as pleasantly as if I had been
determined to remain at home.
a neighber called in. I wanted to tell her my sin
"I tell you I hated it," he said, but I can not
and shame, but did not know how or where to
live in the same house with children who will not
commence.
mind. 'My own children know this, and --When dinner was over; I said, "Mother, what
must learn it also. It was a terrible punishmen~t
work do you want me to do?" "None at all, my
to·--, but it will. be a lesson not soon to· be forson; I do not $cpect visitors to work for me,"
gotten."
she answered.
We turned away feeling the full force of what
"But,.mother, I have come home, and want to
our friend had said, and as we went on our way
quit tl]is foolishness," I said:
thought crowded upon thought, and we wonderShe replied firmly, "Well, my son, if you
ed to ourselves, if the learning, of obedience
will now take a whipping you can stay, but if not,
through the things which we suffer, until wt- ai~e
you can have your clothes and leave."
wise enough to know that God's way is the true
I jumped up and pulled off my coat and vest,
and sat down with my face to the back of the .. way, arid his plan the only plan, was not the true
secret of life,
chair; and my back towa~d mother, and said.,
PE;~~j\PS Wl'J pµght not to h!lyp nptifieq the si,S,
•Well mother, l wilLtak~
wtjipping, ;ind Qtfly,
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was not that we wished theni to write less. Send
in your contributi~ns and don't be afraid of
variety. \Ve woul.d very much like some good
news from the reunion--the dedication--in fact
everything good which the sisters please to send
.us. Let us hear from you, that others may rejoice with you.
LAMONI, ,Iowa, Oct. 30, 1886.

DUNLAP, Iowa, Oct. 21st.
Dear Sister Frances.-1 can't tell you how much
I have enjoyed reading the "Mothers' Home Column," and the good instruction I have received
from it. It has made me more determined than
ever to try and raise my two little boys up for the
Lord, he being my helper. I gather them around
me at night and read to them out of God's holy
word, three, four and five chapters, as my eyes
will permit, for my eye sight is failing me very
fast; then I teach them to say different prayers,
whatever comes in to my mind as I am led by the
Spirit. I felt last night as if the angels were
there looking on, taking cognizance of it. My
little boy Leroy is in the church with me; was
baptized when eight years old, at his own request.
I hav)'! never been sorry that he was baptized so
young. But my husband, and my aged father;
\Villiam Marks' eldest son, who is living with
me, are both out of the ark of safety. I am the
only living one of the Marks' family that belongs
to the church, and it makes my heart ache to
think of it. I ask an interest in your prayers,
that I may be the means in the hand of God of
bringing them both into the Church of God, that
I may live such a life day by day that they may
see that I am trying to live faithful to my heavenly Father, that I may set such an example before them that they may desire to walk in the
same way.
I have just returned from the Re-union at Garner's Grove; was there four days, and such a feast
as I enjoyed! If I never receive any better heaven than I enjoyed there, I shall be more than content. I felt that it was better than I deserved.
To meet with the faithful Saints and hear the
blessed word proceed from the lips as God gave
them utterance, was a great privilege indeed. I
never enjoyed so much of God's Holy Spirit as I
did there, praise be to his holy name for. it. Every thing looks different to me since. My children, the trees, the beautiful sunshine, the nights
as I lie offering up thanksgh·ing nearly the whole
night. All lodks so beautiful to me. I do love
the l£erald so much, and the Mothers' Home Column, for which I pray. We do enjoy the Hope
very much; we are going to have a little Sunday
School of our own out of it, and invite in our
children's playmates to read it with them, and
study it. The Herald and Hope are the only
preachers and teachers we have. With love to
all; I remain yours in the one faith,
JOSEPHINE WOOD.
WESLEY ON DRESS.
You know in your hearts it is with a view to be
admired that you thus adorn yourselves, and that
you would not be at the pains, were none to see
you but God and His holy angels.
Oh, stop! Aim at pleasing God alone, and all
these ornaments will drop off. It you could lile
as humble as when you choose plain apparel
(which I flatly deny); yet Y~H coql,I not be as
beneficent •md Plenteou$ In ~OAd VfPf1tfil• Th~re·
r:very shjllini:t; whk~ yrm ne~dlesr;!y "fH~f!\l

on your apparel, is, in effect, stolen from God
and the poor! For what end do you want these
ornaments? To please God? No! but to.please
your own fancy, or tO gain the admiration and
applause of thos~ that were no wiser than yourself. If EO, what you put upon yourself, you are
in effect, tearing from the back of the naked; as
the costly and delicate food you eat, you are
snatching from the mouth of the hungry. For
mercy, for pity, for Christ's sake, for the honor
of his gospel, stay your hand! Do not throw this
money away. Do not lay out on nothing that
may clothe your poor, naked, shivering fellow

creatures.-Christian Truth.

a

LucY LLOYD sends us a recipe for a delicious
glass of "Tapioca cream," for the tea table, a
palatable change from the.dried and canned fruit
and cream.
Take one small cupful of pearl
tapioca put it in you granite sauce pan, just cover
with cold water and cook; when needed add
enough water to prevent scorching and cook
slowly on the back of the stove stirring frequently. When it has become a clear pulpy mass add
a quart of morning's milk, cream and all, and
stir together; add one •tablespoonful of corn
starch with five tablespoons of milk mixed with
one large cupful of granulated sugar and bit of
butter the size of a walnut; stir slowly and cook
for a few moments. Now break six eggs separately; beat the whites to stiff froth; add three
tablespoonsful of white sugar and a few drops of
vanilla; stir the yolks well with a half dozen
spoonsful of milk, pour this in with one hand
while stirring rapidly with the other; remove
from the stove and add one teaspoonful of vanilla.
Now stir in about one third of the froth as it
makes it light, spread the remaining froth over
the top smoothly and set in a pan of cold water
in the cellar. If this is prepared in the morning
and put in glasses with the froth 011 top it will be
delicious and cool for tea.

BRO, WAR REN C .. PEAK sent us a letter
of late, the first page of which·is missing.
Where the loss occurred we can not say.
Here is the balance of it:

"We spoke a few times in a school-house in
Hyde Park; but when some began to give heed
to the teaching and investigate, the very pious
passed an ordinance in the city not to allow any
more preaching in any of the school-houses. \Ve
were then turned out with no place to hold meetings except in the open air. We got a grove
south of Hyde Park about a half mile, and had a
large crowd to listen to us. So we left a standing appointment for every Sunday at three p.m.,
and continned till the weather got cold and we
were compelled to give it up. Il\j!l place in the suburbs of Hyde Park we spoke several times to interested and attentive congregations. Becoming
somewhat bolder, we then went on the streets,
and in the midst of noise and confusion we declared the gospel to hundreds. It was a little
trying at first, but it was the only way to present
the truth to the people. By doing so we have
allayed a great deal cf prejudice; have sowed the
'good seed' that will yet spring forth and mani,
fest Itself iq honest hearts in c!4}) !)efl&On- "\Ve

!uive l'!J-;0r~ct l.q Itnl': P'.~r~i

ticoke. In the latter place there is an old U_nion
Church that is free to all. We improved the opportunity and held several meetings in it. As the
congregations were very small, we again-went on
the street. There in the center of the city, where
three of the main streets form a vacant place for
a large congregation to stand without blockading
the street, we dealt out the pure undefiled principles of Christ to large and attentive crowds.
Looking over my journal I find we have averaged from five or six meetings a week.
"We have been greatly assisted by the local
Elders, J. J. Morgan and David Griffiths, the former a young energetic Elder who presides over
the Hyde Park branch, the latter very aqJe and
fluent speaker in the Welsh language. As it is
getting cold weather, we are driven from the
streets and have commenced in private houses.
Some are interested, and I think good will be
done. Three have been baptized, one a young
man by the name of Jenkin Morgan, may yet
be of great help to the church in the future.
"I left Hyde Park, \Vednesday last, and came
to Pittston, where I was made welcome by Bro.
John E. Thomas. He is the only Saint in this
city. Have tried to get an opening here, but failed. It seems the only way to present the gospel
in Pennsylvania, is on the streets, and as it is getting cold weather, it seems the way is blockaded
till spring.
"I will go from here to Danville. There are
a few Saints in that city whom we have not visited. May this great work continue, and the
'stone' of Daniel's vision roll with greater velocity, till every son and daughter of Adam's race
have heard the welcome tidings of the gospel of
Christ as revealed in the last days by an angel
from.heaven.
In gospel bonds,
WARREN E. PEAK.

N~i::

MooRHEAD, Iowa, Oct. IIth.
Dear Herald:-To-night my mind seerps to
travel back over the misty past, and as the scenes
of my early life and the days that followed as
maturer years came are brought before me in
panoramic view, I feel sad to know that I have
done so little in life's great drama. Oh! if but
the proper wisdom cou,ld have been niine when
the golden moments were bing ignorantly lived,
there might have been less chance to mourn so
little done. But, as with others, grumbling will
not fit me for what is future.
Yesterday I returned from our grand Reunion
with resolves that the future would find me doing
such work as will in part, at least make up for
the slothfulness of the past. Feeling that already I am under condemnation for neglect of
duty, I am resolved that the future shall find me
making every honorable effort to get relieved
therefrom, and for that reason am now trying
with my might that I may so arrange as to be
found before long discharging the duly devolving upon me by an act of the last Annual Conference. I know of no reason why I should
shirk the responsibility that I feel is binding upon :trie. Though I came into· this vi,·ork by tradition, and I thank God for so noble a mother,
that tradition has not served when maturer years
brought into development a reflective and criticibing inind. But, with each succeeding investigation, inste;:id of losing, the work has come forth
better and grander1 till to-day I fe!'I that the
most p(:lble duty I can perform i& to conforr;1 to
jt~ _tear\1ing~
l~~ tn~tho, And to the end
'
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I shall ever be found in the line of duty and ever
faithful in the discharge of that which is binding
upon me, I shall ask for the prayer of all who
pray.
J. w. WIGHT.

and that he came forth in accordance with the
prophecies of the Bible." R. C. Evans affirms;
Professor ]. B. Simpson denies. King James'
translation to be the only evidence. After this
was all arranged we went over to the Public
Park. The Professor began to ridicule the Bible.
LONDON, Ont., October r6th.
After he got a blg crowd near by, he said the
Bro. ':fosejh Smdh:-Soon after my appointment by General Conference, I left home for the
God of the Bible commanded polygamy, and that
field assigned me. I attended both the Kent and
it was taught in the Bible. I thought, now is my
Lambton, and London district conferences; felt
time to show this people that God never comcheered in hearing my brethren present the word
manded the practice of polygamy, nor did the
to the people; spoke twice during the Kent and
Bible teach it, and that the Latter Day Saints
Lambton conference, and four times immediateneither taught, practiced, nor believed if. I
ly after the conference. Went from there to
stepped forward and challenged him to show one
London conference, where I was permitted to
place in the Bible where God commanded the
address the people. From that time till October
people to practice polygamy. He made the atconferences my labors have been principally in
tempt; but failed even worse than L. 0. Littlethe cities of London and St. Thomas and the
field, if possible. I chased him from every point
town of Vanessa. Soon after my arrival in St.
he took, till the people hooted him and cheered
Thomas, the Saints rented the Free Thought
me, and till he got angry and began to call me
Hall, on.-, the main street, where I delivered a
names, and use profane language. But I got the
course of lectures. Many of the Secular Union
truth before the people, and at last the police diswere in attendance; frequently they would .ask
persed the crowd. His own people were disgustquestions after meeting and I would try to aned with him, and after he left town to prepare
swer them. All went well for a time, till it befor the debate they told me he was not the man
gan to be noised around that the "Boy Preacher,"
they expected he was1 1i'nd they would not give
from London had got the best of. the Infidels.
him one dollar to debate. They wrote a card to
This brought crowds out to hear us. At last their
that effect, and the debate fell through. All this
head man delivered a lecture accusing Christ of
did us much good, for after that the crowds
evil, and said that the God of the bible never did,
got large!·, till the Infidels concluded that they
does not now, nor never will answer prayer. I
would not allow hymn singing and prayers in
was present and_ was called on by the chairman
their hall any longer. We were put out of the
to answer and 1·efute the statements. He said
hall, though paying all the rent that they asked.
all other preachers were afraid to answer them; . So much for the Liberal League. I baptized
that H. C. Evans, the boy preacher, had done
three there, and God manifested his power in the
well before, but guessed this. lecture was too
healing of an old lady who had been a cripple for
much for him. The congregation then called on
over two years. While in the waters of baptism
me to defend the truth. I stepped to the front,
she was healed before the people,"coming straightand dear brother Joseph, to the glory of our
way up out of the water without my assistance.
Heavenly Father he did fulfill his promise by
Some were constrained to say, Truly a notable
standing bJ his y~ung servant, and the ice of Inmiracle has been performed, but by what power
fidelity. melted before the sun of God's eternal
we can not tell. We left Bro. Thomas Phillips
truth. The radiant beams of God's light never
(late of Chicago) in .charge of the branch, and
shone brighter upon the people of St. Thomas
hastened on to other fields of labor. By request
than on that occasion, if we are permitted to
I went into a new place called Vanessa, where
judge by the actions of the people. We are safe
there had never been any preaching by our peoin saying truth lost nothing on that occasion. I
ple. As soon as we told our name and that we
felt my weakness, but God defeµded his own
were an accredited representative of the Church
truth. They then sent for Professor Simpson to
of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints, the fire of
debate with me, (without my knowledge or conpersecution began t~ burn; but the Lord raised
sent). I told them I was not sent out to debate,
up kind friends that cared for me. r preached
but to' preach the gospel; whereupon they acfive nights a week and twice every Sunday._ The
cused me of being like all the rest of the preachMethodist preacher tried to show from the Bible
ers-a coward. I replied that if I had taught
that when we died, if good people, we would all
anything not according to truth, let tLe professor
go up to heaven-away beyond the skies. He
deliver a lecture and show me wherein I erred,
tried to show it was a great absurdity the Latter
and that if he made a point against me I would
Day Saints preaching that we would reign on
acknowledge my errnr and forsake. But all was
the earth, and he took for his text John 17: 24.
of no use_:debate we must. So I consented to
He claimed that he preached out of the Bible,
meet him in the afternoon to arrange for debate.
and so he did, w far out of it that 1:1ny one hearIn my absence he made arrangements with his
ing the disc_ourse would never once think that he
friends (the Infidels) to debate with me one
had ever read the Bible.
night or more, they to pay him ten dollars and
The same afternoon I took the same text and
give me the same, the debate to take place in
spoke on the second coming of Christ. The retwo weeks, and they to print bills and to charge
sult was, after preaching nineteen discourses I
an admission fee. I told them I would prefer to
had the pleasnre of baptizing eight of the best
have the debate free of charge so that all the peothinking minds of the town. One lady was
ple could hear. Butthei.r argument was, if the
healed ~f a cancer by the power of God, Two
debate was free people would not think it .years ago she had a cancer cut out of her left'
breast by the doctors in the dty of St. Thomas'
amounted ta rnuch, henc§ would not come oµt
io heal'.
The eJ>qrµciating pain and loso pf blogq lflld her
Proposition to lie di~q1s'i!ef1 l'ea;:l !!~ follow G;
prostrai~ for rnany 'l.\'(leks, P,µt th€) flngf:l o~
lfl'e&q!vftq that Je~us Christ is the Son of G:ocJ,
hea:th
h~f ~~ll(
"""> \
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turned home to her loved ones. This summer
she was appalled to find another cancer coming
on her right bre~~t. She thought with the roses
she too, would wither and die this fall, as she
thought it would be certain death to have another operation performed upon her. The mere
thought of it brought sadness to her heart. As
she gazed upon her companion and her darling
child-her first-born and her joy-her eyes
would fill with tears, for she thought that at no
distant period she must leave them both. The
clouds of despair had shut out from her view the
sun that yet shone brightly in the horizon of her
young life. She began to think God was unkind
to take her from her loved ones. Her lamp of
faith had nearly gone out when we arrived. She
heard the first sermon, believed, and with two
others was baptized. After her confirmation the
clouds all rolled away. She felt peace of mind;
but O, what joy filled her heart when arising
·from her bed next morning she discovered that
all trace of the cancer had disappeared! Her
husband was much opposed to the work; would
not come to the meetings, and was much grieved
to think his wife would come. But inside of a
week I had the pleasure of baptizing him and
four more of her relatives. Large crowds came
to hear from all the surrounding country. The
Methodists are trying to persuade the people not
to come to hear us. They say we are going to
ruin their church if something is not done with
us. So goe8 Zion's chariot, We have got the
truth, and all the creedology of moderh Christianity can not overthrow it, and but for a time
can impede its progress.
I left Vanessa in time to get home for the conference. The London district conference was
a grand one, said to be the b~st ever held in Canada. I have just arrived home from the Kent
and Lambton conference. We had a good time
there in hearing and presenting the word to the
people. By instruction of Bro. John H. Lake we
leave home (D. V.) on the r8th for St. Marys,
thence to St. Thomas, thence to Corinth, thence
to Vanessa. My health is good, and I never felt
better in presenting the truth to my fellow man
than of late. I desire to fight till the battle is
over and the victory won. To my comrades in
the battle-field I would say, Cheer up! Work
on that we can say,
,

When the last brave word b opoken
And our life on earth is done,
When the glass of life is broken
And the sands have ceased to run,
When our deeds have been rewarded,
Both the evil a·bd the good,
May we each have left recordedWe have,done the best we could.

Yours in hope of eternal life,
RICHARD

474 Adelaide St.,

LoNDON EAST,

C. Ev ANS.

Ont.

PLANO, Ill., October 14th.
Bro. Blair :-Our conference· has passed, and
it was truly a time to be remembered. The
Spirit of the Master was with the Saints all
throuo-h
the'' session, and everything went off in
0
peace and harmony. Even those questions that
we thought would make discord were got along
, with so easy that it was evident the Spirit guided
in the matter; so we are in high hopes that a
brighter day has dawned for this district. Things
have turned arotl!lP so as to show where thf;l
troi1ble wa§., The;'!l have npt p!'!en milflY P!lf"
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is reioicing to see. Bro. Alexander H. Smith is
with us at present. He came a week ago last
Saturday; is at Plano now, but goes to Braidwood next Saturday to hold a two days' meeting.
In bonds,
W. VICKERY.
BLENHEIM, Ont., October 14th.
Bro. Joseph Smitlz:-The two conferences of
this mission are past. At St. Marys we had a
blessed time. Enjoyed the Spirit in much assurance. Brn. W. J. Smith and J. A. Mcintosh
remained and continued the meetings with good
interest. Three had been baptized when I last
heard, and more were believing. I am remaining here and continuing the meeting. Interest
moderate. Two asked for baptism at the conference here and will be baptized in Chatham on
the 24th inst. by Arthur Leverton. Reports are
encouraging; many calls for preaching, and the
prospects are good for many to obey. The enemy is on the alert to prevent the progress of the
work, but we will try and hold the fort, "For
Jesus is coming."
Yotifs in hopes of final triumph,
JOHN H. LAKE.
SWEET HOME, Oregon, Oct. 5th.
Brn. Joseph and Blair :-The :work in Oregon
is improving, new places are opening up, the interest is on the increase, I am making friends. to
the cause and finding "favor in the eyes of the
people.". Homes are offered, many say "Come
and see us." Some cry "Mormon," "old Joe
Smith," "they are all alike," "that Mormon
pre~cher is getting big wages," "he will carry off
a lot of women to Salt Lake,'' "stay away from
him, it iS wrong to attend his meetings;" &c.
These are the only arguments brought against
us. But amid all of this and the old Missouri
prejudice that is very prevalent in some places,
we are widening out, and there is work within
the circle for several representative men; and I
am praying that the Lord will send more faithful laborers into the field. On the other hand I
am praying that the Lord will keep hasty workers and unfaithful laborers out of the field, for
the world is surfeited with men and ministers
who do their work by precept instead of example.
The great preachers of the present and the future
are and will be exemplary. Every man, woman
and child in the church should be "living epistles,
known and read" of their neighbors. It is an
ell'Sy matter for our neighbors to read whether
we have been "pricked to the heart" or only skin
deep. Example will tell the truth on all. \Ve
may preach Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants, but our examples will
judge us, not only before our neighbors, but before God. If we have been pricked to the heart,
what we do and say will come from the heart
and go to the heart of others, and will accomplish one of two things, convince them of the
truth of the work that we represent, or that we
are honest and are honestly deceived.
My health has improved some since I came to
Oregon, although I have had some very se"tere
attacks of my old trouble. I go to my heavenly
Father and tell him my wants. I quit long ago
taking any kind of medicine, but use corisecrated
oil and the prayer of faith. Many times I have
been so miserable it seemed almost impossible to
get to the pl<}ce of appqint~(Ont; lmt µfter going
into Fathe\'9 heai..itifµJ ):lo~ets. thre~ ti;ri!'si ;tnq
J hftvt: rccefve<1 ~trt:n~th tr!
;;

; ;~ .

preach some times one hour and a half and at
others I have preached two discourses of an hour
and a half each, and went home feeling better
than I had for days; and I have been made to.
feel and know that it is out of weakness that I
have been made strong-:-not in . man's wisdom
nor .strength, but in the strength of the Lord.
And I with others have· been made to rejoice in
the goodness and mercy of God, and with experience, age, and trying to live an exemplary life
my faith increases daily and I am confirmed in
my hope and try to say with all my heart, "Lord,
thy will be done."
·
·I have been praying that the Lord would open
the hearts of several of my brethren and sisters •
to either send ms their old Books o( Mormon ·
,and the Voice of Warning, . or take them down
off the dusty she! ves, read them, and after they
get through, send them to some Elder to loan to
the people. I can use several; so send them to
me at Sweet Home, Oregon.
Yours in gospel bonds,
·
A. HAWS.

preaching meetings are regularly held .Wednesday evening. Sunday School at ro: 30, a. m.,
with a usual preaching service on the Sabbath.
The reports that come from Bro. U. W. Greene,
now in the Maine district are encouraging. I
learn that hJ! has large audiences, and his labors
are crowned with success. May the Spirit of the
living God continue with and prosper him in his
gospel work. If Bro. Greene would write to the
Herald, it would give all a chance to know of his
endeavors. , Bro. F. M. Sheehy gave a discourse
to the Saints and friends here last Sunday afternoon and again in the evening. He left Monday
for Maine, via. Boston. I yet hope for the re-·
demption and perfection of Zion.
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
As I was returning from the Reunion last
Friday I chanced to fall in company on the train
with wme of the delegates to the Congregational Church Assembly at Des Moines, and overheard their conversation on the mootiied question.
One man says, "l was told something by one of
our Boston brethren that I was not to tell yet,
but I believe I will tell it anyhow." He said
that the entire faculty of Andover College was
now under indictment by the Board of Missions
for belief Jn repentance after death. He also
said, "Yale College is in the same fix; and the
end is not yet."
Bro. Blair, "Straws show which way the wind
blows." I saw that these men were troubled
about it. Well, I feel thankful that God made
our platform in the beginning, so that it is not
changed by any "stormy wind that blows." It
amuses me though, to see the world come crawling out of the mud and mire of man-made systems and try to sit on one corner of the great
Latter Day platform that they may enjoy a ray
of the sunlight of the gospel of Christ, even if
the heathen have forced them to do it. I feel we
again can sing, "Tis good to be a "Saint in latter
days."
Yours,
YV. T. BOZARTH.

ST. THOMAS, Ont., Oct. 12th.
Dear Herald:-! am now in the same place
where I became acquainted first with you and
with the doctrine of baptism for the remission of
sins. I have been through many trials since I
was buried in the waters of baptism, but I thank
God I ever was led this way, and I hope to continue in this way to the end of my probation.
The St. Thomas branch have rented a hall for
three months, located in the Moore Block, on
Talbut street. It will hold about one hundred
and fifty. In the summer we had quite an interest aroused, three were baptized; and there are
three more now waiting for baptism, two, heads
of' families . •We are expecting Brn. Lake and
Evans this way soon, on their way going east of
here about forty miles to organize a branch.
Eight members were baptized by Bro. Evans.
We expect when coming this way they will .let
us hear their voices, and that many may be
made glad, and good done. I am trying to do all
HoLSTEIN, Ont., October 18th.
I can in the absence of better talent, and am actBrother fV. W. Blair :-Because ot circumin as president of the branch at present, doing
stances over which I had no control I was not
what I can. I mean to work in conformity with
permitted to enter upon the mission assigned me
my brethren, the traveling ministry, and the
known Church laws. l\iy health has been fail- · until the 23d of August, when I left Kansas for
my field of labor. Arriving in Michigan, I went
ing for about three years, weakened, and wi{h
to see relatives and triends, (who by the way demuch difficulty do my work at the bench--cabfrayed my expenses), meeting with the Saints
inet- making. But God knows all our conditions,
and doing what good I could by way of preachand J feel he has been good to me in extending
ing, etc. I found the Saints mostly striving to
my life thus far. Some times I haYe good liberty in presenting the word, and I see the need of do the Master's will. Instances of 11011-conform.ity
with the law governing temporal affairs of the
being careful in presenting it in meekness and
ch-urch and instituting a way of their own caused
mildness, knowing that we shall have to give an
disunion and confusion.
account of our works before him. Yours,
During my short experience in the church,
T. A. PHILLIPS.
brother Blair, I have found that where the temporal law has been presented to the Saints, and
ATTLEBORO, Mass., Oct. rz.
they have complied with it as the law directs,
Josepk Smith, Dear Brother :-The battle of the
Lord against sin and the wrong is still being
namely, paying in their "tenths and offerings,"
God has invariably blessed these Saints. But
waged here, and his army is increasing and adwhere this law has been treated lightly, disunion,
vancing. Six have been attracted to "the faith
once delivered to the Saints" since last May.
dissatisfaction, jealousies, contention and the
Bro. C. Coombs administered the rite of baptism
like were invariably the rule. I hope and pray
that the time may soon come when God's law
to all of them. Elder John Smith preached at
will be honored by al!, that peace ahd unity
Plainville and Attleboro, Sept. r2th. ~Bible
class has been organiied here, with Bro. John
may prevail.
Robbins, superintendent., Mr, Thomas ShallI attended the conferen(Ce of the l~ondon Discro~s teacher', Pro. 5jamue\ Rqbpin~, S~fr1"1tary, &rd
trict, held ::it St. Marys, where vrr; l;lad a ~plendid
sister N"~11i" .E,qxtqn, tre~)mrer,
or timA i' f:'eace an\l unity prevailed thronghont
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entire session, and ,,the gifts of tongues, and
prophecy were enjoyed in a marked degree. I
think I never enjoyed a conference better than
this one. I remained at St. Marys for a week in
company with brother J. A. Mcintosh, and on
Sunday three were added to the church there.
On Monday the r rth inst., I left Bro. Mcintosh
at St. Marys, and came here; I expect to go into
Protan next week, thence down to Cameron, in
Victoria County, as the way opens. I am feeling
well and strong in the faith, and my prayer is
that God m,ay speed his work to its triumph
and victory over all opposition, and that when
Jesus comes we may enter into the rest prepared
for the people of God. My permanent address
until April, 1887, will be, Holstein, Grey County,
Ontario.
Yours Fraternally,
Vi'. J. SMITH.
LucE, Minnesota, Oct. 8th.
Dear Editors :-I am a poor suffering brother;
have been sufrering from diseases contracted
while in the service of the United States in defense of my country. I have not been a member
of the Latter Day Saints' Church long, and am
as it were an infant in the cause, but am satisfied
it is the true Church of Christ. I struggled with
sickness and poverty and tried to serve God
without uniting with any church, and without
baptism, with but little success.
And I soon
saw that I was on the wrong road, but I trust
that I am now on the right one. I wish the
brethren everywhere to pray for me that I may
recover my health enough to be of some service
in the cause of Christ and to bring up my family
of seven children to ser,ve the Master. Threei of
my family including myself belong to the church,
and are united with a branch, here at Luce. Although we are few in number, yet I think the
good Lord is with us. We have manifestations
of his Spirit. Bro. Florence Omans, Priest of
the branch, and ,Bro. Dinehart, Teacher, are trying to carry on the work together with the few
Saints here. I have not been able to meet with
them for some time, but hope and pray they are
doing all they can to keep up the meetings and
Sunday School. Brethren and sisters please
give me an interest in your prayers that I may
prove faithful to the end of this life.
From a brother a'nd Deacon of the branch.
GEO. w. 0MANS.
DECKERVILLE, l\iich,, Oct. 19th.
Bro. Blair :-Our conference is, over, and although it was wet and muddy; yet we had a,Iarge
gathering, and were milch blessed and encouraged by the good Spirit of the Master. Three
were baptized. All went:awayJeelirig glad they
came.
Yours,
J. J. CORNISH.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Has

an officer of a branch the right, by
virtue of his Priesthood, to administer the sacrament when he dont labor in the. Branch!
Ans.-Yes; he has the rigid to do so, but if he
thereby gives offense for the reason that he is not
dutiful, it would be better to let others, faithful
men, administer.
~.~Has a presiding priest a right to report his
branch in good standing when he never visits the
bran.ch?
A.-'-f!e d1ould repQft qµjy whrtt h~ know~ to
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which they were to gather a certain portion
daily, and on the sixth day a double portion, which they did, and that they then
came and told Moses, evidentlv not knowARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers arc responsible for
ing why this was done. Mo'ies then extheir own views. Contributions solicited.
plains that God had ordered this,-for "tomorrow" is a '~holy Sabbath," telling them
THE SABBATH OF THE LORD.
there would be none then to gather-but
HAVING had some experience in reasoning to use part of what they had and keep the
with our Seventh Day friends upon the remainder until morning. They did so,
above named subject, I will present some and to their astonishment, no doubt, what
of our reasons for observing the first day they had kept over was good. (Verse 24).
as the Lord's day of rest instead of the For before this when thev had tried to
seventh, and in so doing will review some keep it it "bred worms and stank." (Verse
of the arguments presented qy their ablest 20). Thus we see when God first sanctiadvocates. And as they claim that, as fied the Sabbath and made it known, it
"The Sabbath was made for man, and not was confirmed by miracles. ,Moses said
man for the Sabbath;" and as God said, to them, "Eat that to-day; for to-day is a
"For in six days the Lord made heaven Sabbath unto the Lord; to-day ye shall
and earth, and rested the seventh day, not find it in the field.'' (Verse 25). Then
wherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath follows the command how to keep the
day and hallowed it," (Ex. 20: r l ), that it Sabbath: "Six days ye shall gather it;
therefore must have been given to Adam (or labor); but on the seventh day, which
and the patriarchs as a command; hence its is the Sabbath, in it there shall be none."
Why tell them the seventh day was the
observance is bi_pding upon all mankind;
Now we will deny nothing plainly Sabbath if they already knew it?
taught in the scriptures, neither should we
Moses, we see, positively confirms the
teach as doctrine what is not taught there- testimony of Nehemiah as to when the
in; for we must go "to the law and to the Sabbath was first made known. But as
testimony; if they speak not according to drowning men catch at straws, so will
this word it is because there is no light in some struggle to maintain their Eden-Sabthem." That the patriarchs computed bath theory. "Why," say they, "the very
time by months and years is evident from language of verse 28, And the Lord said
Gen. 8: 13, each moon, or twenty-eight unto Moses, How long refuse ye to keep
days, being a month, which was very prob- my commandments and my laws, [some
ably divided into half moons 1Jnd quarter went out to gather manna on the Sabbath
moons, periods of seven days. But from day], is evidence, positive, tll;:it they had
the rule given above we have no divine long been working on the Sabbath conright to say that they were to rest upon trary to God's command, refusing to keep
the seventh day; for "surely the Lord God it holy. Now, by reading carefully the
will do nothing but he first revealeth the following verse we will see just why the
secret to his servants the prophets;" (Amos complaint was made.
They had been
3: 7); and as there is not a shadow of evi- told to gather a double portion on the
dence that . they were so required to do, sixth day, for they should find nor gather
there can be no truth in so teaching.
any on the seventh, yet some __went out
The reason assigned why God sanctified that first Sabbath looking for more, in
the.' seventh day, (which me~ns to set it open violation of the command; hence the
apart for a certain purpose and make it complaillt, and the reason why-"See, for
known), was because that in it he had the Lord has given you the Sabbath,
rested; hence it was after this first seventh therefore he giveth you on the sixth dav
day that he sanctified, or made it known the bread of two days; abide ye every man
to man, that he had rested on that day and in his place, ]Pt no man go out of his place
therefore commanded them to Jo so. Ad- on the seventh day. So the people rested
mit this, and the question then is, How on the seventh day. (v;:. 29 30). Positive
long after? Now as our eternal rest may evidence that it was the first day appointdepend upon a cerrect answer to this ques- ed as a Sabbath. But to prove po~itively
tion, how careful we should be to have the that Nehemiah and Moses were right, we
correct answer!
will show that, instead of their having any
Order is heaven's first law; and if we command to rest on the seventh day, becan find when God revealed this secret to fore the 011e confirmed by miracles, as
bis prophets will we not accept of it? seen, God had commanded them to labor
\i\Then did God first reveal the Sabbath to on the seventh day before this. By comman? "Thou earnest down also upon
mand of God who led them, on the 15th
]\fount Sinai, and madest known unto day of the second month they left Elim,
them [revealed the secret] thy holy Sab- where were twelve wells of water and
i5ath by the hand of Moses thy servimt, seventy palm trees, (Ex. 15: 27, a desirable
and gavest them bread from heaven.''- camping plitce), and came into the wilder"
N ehemiah 9: q-15. Revealing the Sab- of Sin (Ex. 16: l), and were fed with quails;
bath, and giving bread (manna) from and the next morning the manna first fell.
heaven, is said to have occurred at the -It fell first on the first day, so the day besame time. 'And now if Moses corrob0r- fore when they performed this long· jourates this,. will God hold us guiltless in ney was the seventh day. This seventh
denying it! Moses tells us, Ex. 16: r, that day, at least they were not commanded to
Israel camped in the wilderness of Sin on keep..
.
. _
the flfte~nth day of th~ 6COAnd p10ntb 1 and
In Ex;odus 12th chapter, the Lord ti;%1
191
th~t qw nel'jt
the
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tenth day of the months, or what we call
Monday, and keep it till the fourteenth-Fridav--then kill and roast it after night,
clothe"d and shod, with staff in hand; and
why? For the Lord was going to labor
on the seventh day, (Our seventh day
friends say it begins at sun down, Friday),
slaying the first-born of all Egypt, thus
causing them to urge the Jsraelites to go
out, which they did with great parade, six
hundred thousand strong, besides others,
with cattle, &c., on the seventh day--not
the Sabbath, but the seventh-for it was
not yet appointed a Sabbath, for of the
Sabbath it was said: "Let no man go out
of his place on the Sabbath day."
So the seventh day was again useo by
express command of God as a day of great
labor, day and night. Two seventh days
at least were not Sabbaths, before the
twenty-second of the second month, When
God made known his holy Sabbath by the
hand of hi~ servant Moses, as claimed by
N eh. 9: I 3. No one can show us one where
they rested before then. Now if the
seventh day was the Sabbath at that time
and before, why did not the Lord have
them keep the lamb until Saturday night
before killing it, and thus let them rest
that Sabbath according to the commandment, and then go out on the first day?
J'vfav God help you, dear readers to see his
truth as taught in the Scriptures. Seventh
day teachers being wrong in this seventh
day question how can we trust them in
other thin ,..,
O'S? "The blind lead the blind."
W c have iriven incontrovertible evidence
as to how long after the seventh day of
creation it was that God sanctified it. On
Sinai, for the first time, do we have any
record of when he revealed that fact to
man. It was given to Israel, and then
only as a commemorative institution, as
was also the passover, and it was designed
for them only, as may be clearly seen by
a careful examination of the following
points of analogy between them.
THE PASSOVER.
"And this day shall be
m1to you for a mc1norial;
nnd ye shall keep it a feast
to the Lord throughout
your generaLions; ye shall
keep it a feu•t by !Ill ordinance for ever.
"Seven clays shall ye eat
unleavened bread; even
the first clay ye shall put
away leaven out of. your
hoi1ses; for whosoever eat~
eth leavened bread, from
the first day until the
seveut\l day, that soul shall
be en t ~fr from It:rael.
"'And in the fire.t dny
there shall be an holy couvoctttion, and in the seventh day there shall be Hn
holy convocation to yon;
no manner of work shall be
done in t.hem, save that
which every man mnst cut,
that only may be done of
you ..
"And ye shall observe
the feast of unleavened
hreacl; for in this self-same
day have I brought your
a!lpies O\Jt of the Janq of

Ji]gypt; therefore eha!l ye
t.hiR day in YOlH

{l]jB~\'YB

generations hy an ordinance for ever."-Ex 12:~
14-17.

'•It is a sign between me
and the children of Israel
for ever; forin six clays the
Lord made heaven and
earth, and on the seventh
day he rested and was refreshed. "-Ex. 31: 12-17.

From the above we learn ( 1), that they
both were for a memorial or bign to the
children of Israel only; (2), that both were
holy 'institutions; (3), that in both all manner of work was forbidden; (4), that none
but Israel were required to observe them;
(5), that the penalty for violation of either
by laboring therein was death; (6), that
both were Limited to the "generations" of
the children of Israel. Where one was
limited, the other was limited.
What
was affirmed of one, was affirmed of the
other also. Now who will be so regardless of truth, i'eason, and logic as to say
that the passover, a purely Israelitish institution, passed into and become a part of
the new dispension because Israel was to
keep it "by an ordinance forever"? - yet it
would be just as true and logical to do so
as to teach the perpetuity of the Seventh
day Sabbath because of similar declarations
concerning it.
. The Levitical priesthood was to be everlasting, (Ex. 40: 15), yet when Christ
came there was a change of the priesthood at least; our seventh day friends say
it was abolished. "The priesthood being
changed, there must of necessity be a
change also of the law." Heb. 7: 12. So
the passover was to be observed forever;
and so in one sense it is, although changed
from the 14th of the month to the 16ththe first d:iy instead of the sixth-and now
instead of being a ~ign of deliverance from
temporal death by the blood of the paschal
lamb, in place thereof the bread and wine,
a memorial instituted by the Savior, points
back to our deliverance from eternal rleath
by the blood of the Lamb of God, and forward to his second ad vent. as also the
seventh day Sabbath as a m~morial of the
first creation, as revealed at Sinai, as abo
THE SEVEN'l'H DAY
of deliverance from Egyptian bondage.
SABBATH.
"And remember. ·that thou wast a strangHAnd the Lord spake nner in the land of Egypt, and the Lord thy
to 1\luscs saying:
"Speak thou al~o unto
God brought thee out thence, through a
the children of Israel, saimighty hand and an outstretched arm.
ing: Verily my Sabbath ye
Therefore the Lord thy God commanded
shall keep; for it is a sign
thee
to keep the Sabbath day."-Deut. 5:
between me aud you
I). Binding on mankind no longer than
throughout your generations; that ye may kuow
the passover, neither than the Sabbath of
that I am the Lord that
atonement which occurred once a year on
dotl1 sanctify you.
the 10th day of the seventh month,
'Ye shall keep the SabTuesday, nor enjoined in :my stronger
bath tb.ereforc; for it is
terms; for we read of this Tuesday Sabhqly unto yon. Every one
that clefileth it shall surely
bath, "And this shall he a statute forever
be put to death; for whosounto you. * * * It shall be a Sabbath of
ever doeth any '''ork- thererest unto yon by a statute forever."-Lev.
in, that son! shall be cut
16: 29, 3r. It is remarkable that the
off from among his people.
Seventh day Sabbath was a two fold me''Six days 1nay \Vork be
done, but in the seventh is
morial and to Israel alone, (it was not for
the sabbath of rest, !Joly to
any others), as a sign of creation that they
the Lord; whosoever doeth
might remember the true God, (for they
any work on the Sabbathhad lost the Spirit by transgression) and
clay he shall surely be put
pointing forward, being a shadow of the
to death.
"Wherefore the children
new cre.ation by the resurrection of our
of Israel shall keop the
Lord Jesus Cbrist. And as a memorial of
S'1bbath, to observe tj1e
their deliverance from Egyptian bondage,
~ahbath thr011ghout th~ir
it pointed back to that event and forward
g~nerations, for a perpetuto. the deliveran~e of 10pirit11a1 I~n1i;1 from
t1l 0ovr,~1·~·~L

the bondage of sin and eternal death.
And as the passover and other shadows
could not go beyond the substance that
cast them, it was fulfilled as the other commandments to suit .the dispensation of life,
and was changed from the seventh day to
the first day by him who "is also Lord of
the S:ibbath," to commemorate the dav
He "entered into his rest" and also "ceased
from his own work, as God did from
his."--Heb. 4: 10. God certainly ceased
from his work by blessing and sanctifying
the day he finished as a rest day; arid
Jesus finished his work the first day, and
also blessed it, as we will prove hereafter.
We will now show that the Seventh day
Sabbath as a part of that law given at
Sinai was _fulfilled in Christ and superceded by a. better law.
"There is therefore now no condemnation
to them which are in Christ Jesus, who
walketh not after the flesh, but after the
Spirit." Moses' law was called the flesh;
Christ's is called the Spirit. "For the law
of the Spirit of life ii-i Christ Jesus hath
made me free from the law of sin and
death."-Rom. 8: r, 2. When we pro,;e that
there was a law from which people were
freed by the Lord Jes us, we are met with
the statement that it was not the moral law,
or the commandments, but the ceremonial
law including sacrifice, &c., that only that
law was fulfilled in Christ. Now we positively deny that there was any such distinction made hy the inspired writers. -That
there are two laws referred to is true, "the
law of Moses" and "the law of the Lord;"
and th::it all that was given by Moses as
mediator is called Jlfoses' law j while the
other is the gospel law. As evidence, we
quote: "The law was given by Moses, but
grace and truth came by Jesus Christ."-J ohn 1: 7. That given by Moses certainly
included the Sabbath: "And madest known
unto them thy holy Sabbath by the hand
of thy servant Moses."-N eh. 8: I 3. So
it is no part of the law of grace and truth,
for that came by Christ. "He that despised [disobeyed] Moses' law, died without
mercy under two or three witnesses."-Heb. 10: 28. The breaking of the Sabbath, as well as the passover and other laws
of Moses, was punished by death. See
Numbers 15: 31, where a man was convicted of picking up sticks on the Sabbath day,
and on inquiry of the Lord about it, he was
stonerl to death without mercy. Here is
evidence po,itive what law they died for
disobeying, and this was Moses' law. J esus q uotin!! the fifth command, says: "Moses said, Honor thy father and mother,"
(Mark 7: 10), showing this was Moses' law.
Again: "\iVhat did Moses commancl
you?"
They said Moses permitted divorcement, &c., l\1ark 10: 3, 4.
All one
law, that of Moses.
The ten commandments may with propriety be called the
constitutional law of Israel. The Hebrew
converts, some of them, soon began to trouble the Gentiles, "Teaching that they
should be circumcised, and keep the law of
Mose~."-A.cts 15: 5.
But Paul, who had
been "taught according to the perfect man_ner of the law of the fathus," (Acts ~z: 3)
withstood them! and it wa:> decided by
th~
they shoqlq n9t
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taught; "For Moses of old time hath in livered from the law, that being dead
every city· them that preach him, being wherein we were held; that we should
read in the synagogues every Sabbath day." serve in newness of Spirit, and not in the
Acts 15: 21. Now, "Moses wrote all the oldness of the letter."-V s. 6. To make
words of the Lord" in a book that were their freedom from the law doubly sure
spoken from Sinai, including the seventh he says they are dead to the law as a wife,
day law, (Ex. 24: 4), and it was called "the and the law is dead to them as a husband;
book of the law;" and afterwards the and now married to a kind, merciful and
words of the prophets were added to loving Savior, an everlasting husband,
Moses' writings and then the book was should obey him. Our seventh day friends
called the book of the law and the proph- admit that "it was the law that says "Thou
ets. So if we can learn what was read in shalt not covet" that Paul was speaking
the synagogues on the Sabbath day, then of; for in the next verse he says it is
we have proof positive what "law there which same law also says, "Keep the sevwas no such command to keep." (Acts 15: enth day." To evade the force of this un24). When Paul came to Antioch he answerable illustraticm. we are told that
"went into the synagogue on the Sabbath Paul says after this that the law is holy,
day and sat down. And after the reading and the commandment holy and just and
of the law and the prophets, the rulers good. Also, that "the law is spiritual." If
sent unto them," (Acts I 3: 14, I 5). So that were correct it could not disprove
"the law and the prophets was what "Mo- what he had just been so positively assertses of old time" h'ad preached for him, ing. But at t·he risk of being tedious, I
which the Gentiles converts were not to will place in juxtaposition to this another
keep. (Acts 15: 24). Moses' Law, all that translation-and our wisest translators adwas given by Moses as mediator of the old mit many errots in the common versioncovenant, including the seventh day Sab- and the ablest exponents have never debath, "lt was said by them of old time, nied to me in public the truth of the new
Thou shalt not kill. Thou shalt not com- translation in this chapter.
mit adultery." (Matth. 5: 21-27). The
INSPIRED TRANSLAsame one "of old time" said also, "Keep
COMMON VERSION.
TION.
the. seventh day." These old time sayings
"For I was alive without
HFor once I was alive
was "Moses Law" as read in the syna- the law once; but when
gogues every Sabbath. (Acts 15: 21); was the commandment came, Without tran.sgree:sion of
the law, but when the com"The law and the prophets;" (Acts 15: sin re'vi vcd and I died.
mandment of Christ came,
"AIJd
the
commaudmcIJt
15); and "The law and the prophets were
sin revived, aIJd I died.
which was ordaiIJed to life,
until John. Since that timi;:! the kinj!dom I found to he unto death.
· "And when I believed
not the commandment of
of God is preached." (Luke 16: 16). That
HFor sin, taking occasion
is, by Christ's servants. Yet the Pharis- hy the commandment, de- Chrit which came, wbich
ees still persisted in teaching them after ceived me, and by it slew was. ordained unto life, I
found it condemned me, unclaiming faith in Christ. (Acts lS: 5). We me.
to death.
'·Wherefore the law is
have now shown the two laws, one of the holy, and the command"For sin, taking occaSpirit, the other from which Paul was ment holy, a11d jnst, and sion, denied the commandment, and deceived me;
free-the law.of~in and death, the law of good.
and by it I was slaiIJ.
"Was then thut which is
the flesh.-(Rom. 8: 1-3.). The last linger"Nevertheless, I found
good made death unto me?
ing doubt in' regard to what law that was God
the law to be holy, and the
forbid. Bat sin that
should be removed by the preceding chap- it might appear sin, work- commandment to be holy,
ter, where he compares Israel under the ing death in me by that and just, and good.
"Was then that which is
old covenant to a wife married to the law, which is good: that sin by
and savs ·that while that husband lived she the commandn1ent might good made death unto me?
God ford1d. Bnt sm, that
become exceeding sinful.
had nO' right to marry another husband,
it might appear sin.by that
"For we know that the
(be under another law), but if her husband law is spiritual; but I am which is good working
death ill me; that sin by
(the law) be C1ead, then she is freed from carnal, sold under sin.
the commandment, might
"For that which I do, I
him, and could legally marry another husband and not sin, for she was no longer to allow not; for what I become exceeding smful. ,
"'For we know that the
that do l not; bat
obey the commands of that first husb1ml, would,
commandment is spiritual;
what I hate that do I.
but only i;uch as shouJ.d be required of her
but when I was under the
"If then I do that which
by the second husband. 0 how plain! He I would not, I consent unto l:i.w, I was yet carniil sold
under sin. [a slave to sin].
also says that if the man under the law the law that it is good.
"'But nOw I am spiritual;
HNow then it is no more
was dead. he was free from the law.--Rom,
for that which I am comI thJtt do it, bnt sin that
7: 1-3. · Now hear the application of this dwelleth
manded to do, I do; and
in me.
plain illustration-"For which reason, my
that which I am command"'For l know that in me
brethren, ye also are become dead to the (that is, in my flesh), ed not to allow, I allow not.
"For what I know is not
law by the body of Christ." (Some may dwel!eth no good thing;
right, I would not do; for
say, He being dead, of course from the for to will. is present with that
which is sin,] hate.
me; but how to perform
first the "law has no dominion <wer him" that which is good, I find
"If then I do not thnt
he can do as he please.s then). No; "That not.
which I w01ild not allow, I
·consent unto the law that
ve should be married to another,'' even to
"For the good that I
Christ, and "bring forth fruit unto God." would, I do not; but the it is good; and I am not
"For when we were in the flesh, [under evil which I would not, that. condemned.
"'Now then, it i,s no more
I do.
the old husband] the motions of sfo that
I that do sin; but I seek
'·Now if I do that I would
were by the law, [or made. known by the not, it is no n1ore I that do to subdue that sin Which
law] did work in our members to bring it, but sin that dwelletb in dwelleth in me.
"F'or I know that in me,
forth fruit unto death." Under that old me.
'·! find then a law, that
that is in my flesh, dwelllaw certain death was their d.oom, especial- when
I would do gQqd, eyil
eth no good thing; for tp
ly foi• breaking the Sabbath. Oh what a Is pre@ent with m~,
win \ij Pl'e~put W\fll iuc,
to ll?rf9pµ, t,h,~t "(b,\ch,! '
wtrr\b,l~ ?~sb~t1~ 1'thit
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of God, after the inward
man;
"But I sec another law
in my mcn1bers warring
against tho law of my mind,
and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin
which is jn my members.,,
-Rom. 7: 9-23.

is good l find not, only in
Christ.
"For the good that I
would have done when under the law, I find not to be
good; therefore I do it not.
"But the evil which I
would not do nuder the
law, I find to be good; that
I do.
"Now if I do that,
through the assistaIJce of
Christ, I would not do under the law; I am not under the iaw; and it is no
more that I seek to do
wrong, but to subdue sin
that dwelleth in me.
"I find then that under
tho law, that when I would
do good evil was present
with me; for I delight in
the law of God after the inward man.
"And now I see another
law, even the commandment of Christ, and it is
imprinted in my mind.','Rom. 7: 9-24.

Vv e find that the ln_spired Translation is
strictly in harmony with all other scriptures. Paul was never "alive without the
law,'' but was "blameless as touching the
righteousness that is in the law." Phil.
3: 6. But when Ananias was sent to teach
him the law of Christ, it condemned him
unto death if he disobeved it. Acts 2~: 16.
And he found by obed.ience thereunto that
it was holy and just and good, and also
spiritual, for by it he received the Spirit
which he could never have done by obedience to all the ten commandments; for there
was no such promise. And that it was the
commandment of Christ that was orda'ined
unto life, you all know; "for if there had
been a law which could have given life,''
(with Galatians 4:21), then no need for
Christ's law, is the argument. Hence
"the Law of the Spirit of life (or that
could give life) i~ called holy, just and
good." Now who will dare say ..Jhat Paul
who had "fought a good fight," and kept
the faith (2d Tim. 4: 7), said he was carnal,
(Rom. 7: 14), and then in the next breath
tell them that he was free from the law of
sin and death, and "to be carnal" is death,
becaµse the "carnal mind is at enmity
against God" (Rom. 8: z, 7) and could not
be subject to God, I 1 eject the libel against
the character,of this old soldier of Chril't,
as given in the common version; he doing
nothing good, but evil continually "could
not find how to do good_,'' (v. 18), and yet
teaching others how to live; and in the
last verse thanking God through Christ
that with his mind he served God, but with
his flesh the law of sin. That is, teaching
not to steal, yet stealing, not to lie, and yet
lying, and so on. The Inspired Translation tnust be correct, for it agrees with all
other scripture3, as well as being reasonable. There was no justification thereby. .
Again Paul in ~peaking of the law says,
"For by the law is the knowledge of sin."
-Rom. 3: 20. "But now the righteous·
ness of God [or gospel of Christ] vyithout .~
the law is maiJifested, being witnessed [or
tegtified ofl by the law and the prophets,''
(v, . :n ), w"hioh corrobor~tes thtJ de<1th of
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their freedom therefrom, That law said
"Keep the seventh day.'' "By what law?
of works? Nay; but by the law of faith.
Therefore we conclude, that a man is justified by faith [the law of faith J without the
deeds of the law" [Moses law], (vs. 27,
28), "For ye are not under the law, but
under grace."-Rom. 6: 14. But we are
referred, as argument against this, that
Jesus said, that, Till heaven and earth
pass away, not one jot or tittle shall pass
from the law.-Matt. 5: 18; and thatthe
heavens and earth yet stood, hence the law
must be in force yet. Now I protest
against such an unfair application of this
scripture.
The Pharisees charged him
with trying to subvert their Mosaic form
of government; hence he says "Think not
that I come to destroy the law, or the
_,prophets: I am not come to destroy, but
to fulftll."-Matt. 5: 17· Fulfil is "To
perform, to complete, to finish."-Webster.
"For verily I say unto you, till heaven and
earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no
wise pass from the law, till all befuijilled."
Now when some quote bis word, why
leave this part out? Is it not that they
fear it is against them? "Till all is fulfilled"-finished. Just what he says was
done-"lt is finished."-} ohn 19: 30. And
to show that he come to fulfil and change
it, he at once began to show them the imperfections of that old-time law, and to
give them a better one, that which was
adapted to the new government he was
just ushering in.
And these were the same referred to in
Acts 15: 21,--"For Moses of old-time being read in the synagogue every Sabbath
day." And in Acts 13: 15, "After reading
the law and the prophets, the rulers of the
synagogue said to Paul,'' &c.; and in Acts
l 5: 24, that they were not to be taught as
a rule of action--" having no life in them,"
Gal. 4: 21, being imperfect-no tonverting
power in them. In"' Mark lo: 17, a man
had kept all these from his youth up, and
Jesus loved him, and said to him, ''One
thing thou lack est; sell all thou hast and
give to the poor, follow me, and thou shalt
have 1reasurEs in heaven." No law ag-ainst
great riches in the decalogue, so Jesus
taught the law of the Lord that was "perfect, conv;erting the soul." Those of old
time bad said, "Thou shalt not kiil, and he
that killeth shall be in danger of the judgment; [old law] but I say unto you [perfect ia w] Whosoever shall be angry with
his brother without a cause," &c.--Matt. 5:
2 r. Read the whole. And John says he
that hateth his brother is a murderer in his
heart. The old law said "Thou shalt not
commit adultery. But I say, [new law],
He that looketh on a woman to lust after
her, hath already committed adultery in
his heart. The old law only forbid killing, but not being angry without a cause.
The old time saying "Thou shalt not commit adultery," but did not forbid lustful desires, lewd talk. And so through that entire law, it only governed the outward action, while Jesus' law governed the
thoughts and intent of the heart
As
Matt. 5: i 9 is made a strong text to prove
the p?rpetuity of th~ lgw rind prophets, I
y;i]l c:~mtr0st it v'flth t.he Iµspired T1;ans)a1
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tion in 1831 before this que,stion of the
Sabbath was agitated.
COMMON VERSION.
"Whosoever, therefore,
shall break olrn Of , these
least commandments, and
shall teach men so, he! shall
be called the least in the
kingdom of ,.heaven. But
who shall do and teach
them shall be called great
in the kingdom of heaven.''

NEW VERSION.
''Whosoever, therefore,
shall break one of these
least commandments, and
shall teach inen so to do,
he shall in no wise be saved
in the kingdom of heaven.
But whosoever shall do and
teach these commandments
of the law until it be fulfilled,
the same shall be called
great, and shall be saved in
the kingdom of heaven."

It will be seen at a glance that the Inspired Translation is far more severe upon
the law breakers than the common version,
for it says that they can in no wise be saved in the kingdn111 God, while the oH\er
permits them to break the law, and teach
others so to do, and yet ,be saved in the
kingdom of heaven, only they will be cailed least. So all the difference between
Sabbath breakers, murderers, &c., ,and the
law keepers is only a matter of pride at
most, as one will be called "the least," and
the others "great" in the kingdom. Then
cease teaching annihilation for us seventh
day Sabbath-breakers, unless you reject
the cornmon version upon that verse and
accept the Inspired Translation.
"But Christ being come a High Priest"
after the order of Melchisedec, began at
once the work of reformation. To reform
is to restore to its primitive form. "To
form or shape anew" (vV ebster) so he
would form the law anew, as it was taught
hy his predecessor in office, Melchiseclec.
This is just what he began to do in the
beginning of his ministry; and that law
that was added, the old covenant began to
wax old, ready to "vanish away."
And
when the new government of God was
organized, that poor, weak, and unprofitable "husband" died, just as Paul states in
Rom. 7th chapter. In verse 6, says it was
the law that said "thou shalt not covet,''
that was dead; and foa't they shall be married to Christ-or his kingdom. 0, how
plain and harmonious are the teaching-s of
Jesus and his apostles!
Compare Paul,
Rom. 7tb, with Jesus,Luke 16: 16. The
law was till John, then the gospel of the
kingdom, which all men should obev.
Paul says the old h1shand-the law w~s
dead, by the body of Christ (kingdom) all
should be married to Christ and obey him
instead of the old husband.
vVe will illustrate thus :-The British
rule existed here until W ashinglon; since
that time the good news of the government of America is taught, and all men
press into it.
"Now the law an<l the prophets were
until John; since that time the kingdom
[government] of God is preached, and all
men press into it."-Luke 16: 16.
Now who will be so regardless of truth
and logic to say that after vV ashing-ton the
British law existed here; (although some
of their laws were adopted into our i:;overnment.) But it would be jnst as true
and logical as to admit that the law of the
prophets were [existed] until John as the
rule of government of Israel, and since
that time an9t!rnr
kingdom wa>;
- -, '
'~

~

and established for Israel, and that yet
they were under the same old law or gov- ,
ernment, although most of the old laws
changed to suit the new kingdom, were
taught and adopted by them.
This is just what is taught in the above
text, and we cah not deny it. F.or "now
the righteousness of God without the law
is manifested, being witnessed [or testified
of] by the law and the prophets."-Rom.
5: 2 r. Paul, in asserting the superiority
of the new covenant over the old, says,
"But if the ministration of death written
and engraven in stones, was glorious, * *
how shall not the ministration of the Spirit
be rather glorious."--2 Cor. 3: 7, 8. None
should deny that this refers,fo the ten commandments written on stones. Here it is
called death, and in verse nine it is called
"condemnation"-[the law of condemnation and death], and ~as to be done away,
cease. "For if that which is done away
was glorious, much more that which remaineth is glorious."-Verse l r. "Seeing then that we have such hope, we use
great plainness of speech; and not as
Moses which put a vail over his face that
the children of Israel could not look steadfastly to the end of that which is abolished."-Vs. 12, 13. To avert the force of
this unanswerable logic of the apostle, and
to try and bolster up the abolished law and
its institution of the seventh day, we are
told that it was not the law that was re
ferred to as being done away, but the
ministration of the law. Very well; what
is a ministration-"office of a minister;
agency." Minister, "one authorized to
teach." Webster.
V/ as the authority to
teach that law including the seventh day
abolished hy Christ!
If so, by whose
authority do you teach it? Out of your
own mouth the Lord will condemn vou.
The law and ministration of the laW' are
insep~rably connected, and. when one is
abolished the other must be null and void.
This none .will deny.
Some had been
troubling the Galatians also, and perverting the gospel [law1 of Christ, teaching
Moses' Jaw.-Gal. l: 7. "Compelling the
Gentile converts to live as the Jews," (Gal.
2: 14), who kept the seventh day &c. But
Paul tells them they were justified by
faith in Christ, without the works of the
law. Vs. 16.
Moses' law was added until Christ. For
proof positive as to what law was added,
see Deut. 5: 22. After repeat;ng the ten
commandrnents, he says, "These words
the Lord spake with a great voice, and he
added no more.'' But he did add these,
and as "he added no more," it could surely
be nothing else that Paul referred to. To
forever settle tb:ctt matter we will quote
the remainder of the sentence; "And he
wrote them in two tables of stone,"-the
commands that were of God. (v. 22).
"Wherefore, the law was our schoolmaster
to bring us unto Christ. But after that
faith is come, we are no lon2"er under a
schoolmaster."~v~. 24, 25.
Or in other
words, when Christ came he became our'
teacher instead of the law. But some will
say, "That was a strange schoolmaster to
bring us to Christ 1 for that says nothing

;ihont him;

wa>i th'"
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sacrifices, &c., all pointing to a coming
Savior, and it vrns not the ten commandments." The words "to bring us" (v. 24)
were not in the original, for they are in
italics and thus show that they were added
by the translators. The original reads:
"Was our schoolma<ter until Christ,'' and
with this agrees all other texts, as see verse
19, and others. "But now after ye have
known God, how turn ye ·again to the
weak and beggar] y elements of the world?
Ye observe days," &c.
(Gal. 4:9, w).
And to show what law he was now referring to all through, we quote,-"Tell me,
ye that desire to be uncler t.be law; do
ye not hear the law, [or what the Lord is
compared to in the written word-and
what it was for, and how long it was to
exist]. For it is written that Abraham
had two sons, the one by a bondmaid, the
other by a free woman. But he who was
of the bondwoman was after the flesh.
But he of the free woman was by promise.
\\Thich things are an allegory. For these
are the two covenants [or laws]. The one
from the Mount Sinai, which gendereth
to bondage, which is Agar. [The one
covenant from the }\fount, not the valley,
or just near by]. For this Agar is Mount
Sinai in Arahia, and amwereth to J erusalem which now is and is in bondage with
her children. [He had just reproved them
for 'desiring again to he in bondage,' or
under this law from Sinai, after that God
had sent forth his son to redeem them that
were under this law of bondage. Gal. 4:
3-10]. But Jerusalem that is above is free,
which is the mother of us all." "Now we,
brethren, as Isaac was, are the children of
promise." "Nevertheless what saith the
Scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and
her son."-Gal. 4:21-30. Now compare
this with seventJ:l-day teachings. I quote
from J. N. Andrews on the two covenants, page 45. "The two women, the
mothers of the two families, are not the
covenants, but the J erusalems. 'fhe two
covenants whereby God is in his worship
connected with these .two J erusalems, are
represented by the relation which Abraham sustained to these tw.o women." That
is, Sarah was his legal wife, and the other
his concubine; and these two different
relations represent, or are the two cove, nants. Now hear Paul again: Abraham
had two sons, one by Agar, and one by
Sarah, "which things are an allegory;"
for these two sons, not two conditions or
relations, are the two covenants. ·The one
son, or covenant, from the Mount Sinaiwhich is . Agar, which represented old
Terusaleni; the other son, or covenant, from
·Sarah, representing the New Jerusalem.
Now who shall we believe, you or Paul?
Why deny the teaching of Paul in regard
to this matter? If any admit that Paul
was right ..in calling these two sons "the
one from the Mount Sinai which is Agar,''
and that as Ishmael was born of Agar,
even 'so the first covenant came forth from
Sinai, that would corroborate Moses in
Dent. 5: 2-4: "The Lord our God made a
covenant with us in Horeb,'' (or Sinai, not
afar off; see Ex. chapter 19)· And the
Lord spoke unto you "out of the mi.dst of
Uw fire 1" (not in the valley). "And he

declared unto you his [not theirJ covenant,
which he commanded you to perform,
even ten commandments," (no more, no
less), from Sinai, and thus he denies the
theory found on pa~J; za.~J;i:eere it is said,
"we say that the first covenant was this
solemn contract or agreement between
God and Is~·ael concerning the law of
God, which we learn from Ex. 20: 18-21,
was made afar off from the :Mount. And
to show that the covenants are the two
laws, Pim! goes right on talking about the
law,--"Cbrist is become of no effect unto
you, whosoever of you are justified by the
law; ye are fallen from grace."-Gal.
5: 4. "For all the law is fulfilled in one
word, even in this; thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself."-v. 14. This can
not refer to the ceremonial faw. But it
was taught in the Mosaic law. So we
conclude with Paul, "If ye be led by the
Spirit, [the law of the spirit of life], ye are
not under the law" (from Sinai). Gal.
v. 18. And we therefore are not under
the law given to Israel to keep the seventhday Sabbath.
·
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Vickery clerk, for the next four months. Bro.
C. D. Carter was ordained to the office of an
Elder, he l1aving been recommended by the
Cortland Branch.
Saturday evening, Bro.
Thomas Hougas preached, and Sunday morning
at IO: 30, Bro. Alexander I-I Smith spoke to a
crowded congregation, and many could not get
·in. At 2 p. m. had fellowship and sacrament
meeting in charge of Bro. George Shadicker and
W. Vickery. One was baptized by Bro. T.
Hougas. At 7 p. m. Bro. A. H. Smith again
occupied the stand. A vote of thanks was tendered the Saints of Mission Branch for their kindness and hospitality. On the reading of the
report of Braidwood Branch, it was asked if the
branch had dropped the one name as requested
by the conference, and upon being answered that
they had not, a committee was appointed to
inquire the reason. The committee aftpr inquiry
rep01:.ted, and was discharged and report received,
and the matter was left to be adjusted by the
president of the mission, Bro. A.H. Smith. Adjourned to meet at Plano, Kendall county, Illinois,
the I I th and 12th of February, 1887.
LITTL~

NORTHERN ILLINOIS.
This district conference convened with the
Mission Branch, October 9th and roth, 1886.
Bro. Alexander H. Smith was chosen to preside
by the unanimous voice of the conference, and
\V. Vickery chosen clerk. Minutes of last meeting were read, and corrected as to the report of
Bishop's Agent, he having paid out $45 instead
of $4. as appeared in minutes. Elder A.H. Smith
advised ~he elders to labor so as to have good
reports for next conference, and that branch
officers purge out the evil and not 3llow it to
smoulder and grow, to the detriment of the work.
Bro. F. M. Cooper, president of the district, had
labored mostly in the branches; had visited
Streator, Braidwood, Piper City, and Courtland
branches. William E. Cherry (by letter), Henry
Southwick, George Shadicker, Thomas Hougas,
John S. Kier, \V. Vickery, M. Madison, Samuel
H. Whitaker; Priests Alfred Tarling, Samuel H.
\Vhitaker, (acting Priest of Plano Branch), C. D.
Carter; Teachers Amasa Wilcox and John
Wonders; Deacon Silas J. Cook, reported.
Branch Reports: Streator 24 members, including
2 Elders, r Priest, r Teacher, 2 Deacons, r ordination. Cortland 17, including I Elder, 1 Prie~t,.
2 baptized, I recefved by certificate of ivaptism.
Plano 200, including I High Priest, 8 Elders, 6
Priests, 3 Teachers, 2 Deacons, I died. Mission
rn, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, r died, (error.
in last report, 2). First Chicago 17, including 2
Elders, r Priest, r Deacon, r received by fetter,
2 removed by letter. Piper City 17, including r
Elder, r Priest, ·I Teacher, I removed. Braid·
wood 62, including 3 Elders, I Priest, I D.eacon.
No report from other branches in the district.
Committee on two day&' meetings reported, and
were on motion continued. W. Vickery reported
his writing to the branches, and at hi;S request
was released as financial agent. Bishop's Agent,
Thomas Hougas, reported balance on hand last
report $f5.25; received since $fo 95; paid out
$55; on hand $3r.20. On motion Bro. F. M.
Cooper was· chosen district president and W.

sroux.

Conference met pursuant to adjournment at
the Saints' Chapel, in Magnolia, Iowa, at eleven
o'clock a. m., Saturday, September 4th, i886;
with president of the district, J. C. Crabb, in the
chair. J. C. Crabb was elected president, C.
Derrry and P. Cadwell associate presidents, and
J. L. Gunsolly and Wm. R. Davison clerks.
Subsequently J. L. Gunso;ly declined and Wm.
C. Cadwell was elected clerk. Branch Reports:
Magnolia 243, including 2 High Priests, I Seventy, II Elders, 9 Priests, 5 Teachers and 2 Deacons,
4 baptized, I removed by Tetter, I expelled and 1
loss by error. P. Cadwell president, Donald
Maule clerk. Union Center 95, including 1
Seventy, 14 Elders, and I Priest, .5 baptized. J.
M. Putney president, J. W. Steel clerk. Spring
Creek 54, including 6 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers and r Deacon, r baptized and I ordained.
Wm. Chambers president, D. Chambers clerk.
Sioux City 14, including I Elder, r Teacher, and
r Deacon. No changes. M. P. Berg president,
E. A. Townsend clerk. No report from Little
Sioux Branch. The spiritual condition of the
branches was reported as fair. Official reports:
High Priests, P. Cadwell, Charles Derry and J.
C. Crabb; J. F. Mintun of the Seventy; Elders
M. P. Berg (by letter), D. Chambers (by letter),
J. M. Putney, Henry Garner, Richard Farmer,
Andrew Joneson, Donald Maule, Wm. C. Cadwell, and E. R. Lanpher (by proxy); Priests
Milton Daugherty, Wm. T. Fallon, James Emmerson,J. C.Johnson and J. L. Gunsolly; Teach·
ers Enoch Hunt, R. Chatburn and Wm. R. Davi·
son; and Deacons Wm. Trosper and John Benson
reported. P. Cadwell, Bishop's Agent, reported
in substance as follows: On hand at last report
$8561; received $96.II; total $181.72; paid out
$r r i.r6; balance on hand June 30th, 1886, $70.56.
This together with the report for three months
ending March 30th, 1886, made to June confer,
ence was referred to a committee consisting of
Brn. Putnex, Gunsolly and Davison, who sub·
sequently reported them correct. Their report
was approved and the cornmitt,ee discharged.
Brn. C. Derry, P. Cadwell and J.C. Crabb re•
ported the result of the two days' meetings at
Six Mile Grove, Purcell's Grove 1 and Moorhea~
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respectively. Seven were baptized and general
results good in other respects. On motion J.C.
Crabb was sustained as dis'trict president. On
motion P. Cadwell and C. Derry were sustained
as associate presidents of the district. Bro.
Andrew Joneson wished to surrender his license
and be released from acting as an Elder as he
could not speak English sufficiently well, and
· understood from the Book of Covenants that he
who does not do his duty is not worthy to stand.
President Crabb thought that it would always be
wisdom not to. take up a license or release a
brother officially so long as he honors his chdstian profession, or doe& nothing to the discredit
of the work or does not refuse to labor when circumstances are such that he could as well as not.
A motion was thereupon made and carried that
Bro.Joneson's license be returned to him. On
1notion Bro. C. Downs was released (by his own
request) from his former mission, Bro. D. Chambers was assigned to a general mission in ·the
eastern part of the district and Brn. C. Downs
and Lehi Ellison requested to labor under Bro.
D. Chambers' direction as occasiom might seem
to require. A resolution was adopted to the
effect tr.at brethren holding official position in
the church attending the regular sessions of our
quarterly conferences have their names incorporated in the minutes as having reported whether
they report labors performed or not. A Two
Days' Meeting was aopointed at school-house
north of Purcell's Grove, the second Saturday
and Sunday in November, P. Cadwell in charge.
J.C. Crabb preached Saturday evening and C.
Derry Sunday morning, and an excellent prayer
and testimony meeting was held in connection
with the administering of the Lord's Supper on
Sunday a:fternoon. Two were baptized and three
children were blessed during conference. Adjourned to meet at Logan at ro: 30 on the first
Saturday in December, 1886, and Brn. D. \V.
Kennedy, J. C. Johnson, and P. Cadwell were
appointed as a committee to make the necessary
arrangements. Sang hymn lo3r. Benediction
by J.C. Crabb.
SOUTHERN INDIANA.
The conference of the above district convened
at \Virt, Jefferson county, October 9th, roth and
nth, 1886, with Elder James G. Scott presiding;
and Elder C. Ccott secretary pro !Pm. Saturday
morning a very profitable social meeting was
held. At half-past two, minutes of previous conference were read. Branch Reports: le nion, 35
members, including r Priest, l Teacher, l Deacon. Canaan 24, including l Priest, l Teacher.
New Trenton, report referred back to branch for
correction. Olive 20, including r Priest, l Teacher and r Deacon. The Eden, Low Gap, Amanda, Pleasant Ridge, and Hope branches were not
reported. Elder J. M. Scott gave reasons why
the Eden Branch was not reported. Elders Jas.
G. Scott, J. M. Scott, David Scott, M. R. Scott,
reported. Had all done what they could under
the circumstances. Elder C. Scott had _preached
a few times since coming into the district.
Priests Wm. H. Burton, T. E. Thomson, and
Wm. Foster, had labored in thei1· respective
branches. Teachers E. Flint, and Jas. Porter,
and Deacon John Fewell, reported. E. Flint
was voted a Teacher's License. Elder M. R.
Scott was chosen district secretary. Preaching
i,P· the evening b,r M. R. Scott. Sunday, ioth,

preaching at I I a. m. by c. Scott. At three P· m.
a highly edifying and spiritual testimony meeting was held. C. Scott preached again in the
evening. Monday; nth, 8: 30 a. m. Resolved,
that this body request the missionary in charge,
to consult with the Bishop, and ascertain the
reasons for not accepting the recommendation of
the district conference of March, 1886, on Bishop's Agent of this district, ;nd that he communicate said reasons to the district at as early a date
as po%ible. The authorities of the church were
sustained. Preaching in the evening by J, M.,
J. G. and M. R. Scott, after which conference
adjourned to meet with the Low Gip Branch,
Crawford county, January 8th, 1887, at 10: 30
a. m.
SPRING RIVER.
Conference of the above district 'convened at Webb City, Missouri, October 8th, 1886, at half
past seven, p. m. Pres. J. T. Davis called the
house to order. The evening was occupied in
preaching by L. H. Ezzell. Branch Reports:Mound Valley; 45 members, including 7 Elders,
r Teacher, l Deacon, 2 baptized, l died, r ordination. Keighley, 19, including 4 Elders, l
Deacon, l baptized, r received by vote on evidence of membership in first organization, 4 removed by letter, l died. Center Creek, 28, including 3 Elders, 2 Priests, r Teacher, l Deacon,
6 ordinations. Columbus, 43, including 4 Elders,
3 Priests, 2 Teachers, l Deacon, 2 ordinations.
J. T. Davis of the Seventies reported. Elders
0. P. Sutherland, Andrew Hoffman, E, E.
Bradley, W. S. Taylor, L. JI. Ezzell, J. Richards,
J. f. Davis, Wm. Westerville, William Pender,
and Charles K. Ryan, also Priest \Vrn. T. Duncan, Teacher Asa Fuller, and Deacon Henry
Smart, reported. The Spiritual and temporal
authorities of the church were sustained; also J.
T. Davis as district president, and Charlt s IC
Ryan secretary. Oniered that a two-days' rnePling be held in each branch of the district between now and our next conference. Preaching
during conference by L. If. Ezzell, C Ryan, E.
E. Wheeler and J. T. Davis. A !though the attendance was small we had a pleasant and a
profitable conference. Adjourned to meet the
last Friday before the full moon in Februrry at
Webb City, Missouri.
EASTERN I 0 WA.
This district conference met at Amber, Jones
county, Iowa, October 9th and 10th, rS86; Wm.
T. Bozarth in the chair, W. T. Maitland secretary. Jackson branch membership 15; Elder r,
Priest I; J.M. Bradley president and clerk. Buffalo 21; Elders 3, Priest r, Teacher l; I. B. ,Larew president, Bel!e Larew clerk. C. C. Reynolds,
Bishop's agent, reported: on hand last report
$1.65, received since $s.65; paid out $12; on hand
$r.30. Elders Wm. T. Bozarth, J. S. Roth, C. C.
Reynolds, Jerome Ruby; Priests J.M. Bradley,
James R. Johnson, D. W. Clow, W. T. Maitland,
reported. Wm. T. Bozarth and J. S Roth each
preached two discourses to attentive audiences.
Saints met after late preaching service, and partook of the sacrament, continuing together in
prayer, testimony, and rejoicing lili midnight,
and were loth to disperse even then. Peace,
unity and love, characterized all the deliberations
and services during this conference. The authorities of the church were sustained in righteousness. W. T. Bozarth was sustained president, C.

C. Reynolds, Bishop·s agent. Adjourned subject
to call of president.

THE RE-UNION.
As per previous a,ppointment the Annual Reunion assembled at Garner's Grove, in Harrison
county, Iowa, on Saturday, October 2d, 1886.
About seventy-five tents had been erer.ted before
the close of Saturday, beside the large one that
had been provided for holding meetings in. This
is a fine one, sixty-one feet in <Ha 111eter, and capable of seating folly one thousand persons, besides
leaving room for the speakers' ahd singers' stands.
The committee had done their work so well, that
before the close of the meeting, the tent was fully
paid for, and was dedicated on Sunday morning,
October roth, Bro. W.W. Blair delivering the
dedicatory address. The report of the tent committee showed the total cost of the tent, lamps,
and boxes to keep them in, to be about $230. It
will be remembered that this was contributed by
members of the Ga!land's Grove and Little Sioux
districts almost wholly, and the brethren there
expect ~o use it a' wisdom may direct in the furtherance of the work in those two districts.
On the assembling of the Saints, President Joseph Smith was elected to preside, and Bro. W.
W. Blair and J.C. Crabb were chosen to assist
him. \Villiatp C. Cad well was elected secretary.
A letter was read from Bro. Joseph R. Lambert,
saying that he could not attend, owing to circumstances that seemed to demand his presence elsewhere. Committee of arrangements, brethren P.
Cadwell, David Hall and J.C. Crabb, reported.
Had selected Garner's Grove as place of meeting.
Had also prepared a set of rules to govern during
the meeting, which if acceptable to the body,
would be posted up on the grounds, so that all
might know their respective duties. They had
also requested Bro. \Viiliam C- Cadwell to act as
ma1·shal, and Bro William T. Fallon as chief of
police, who had consented to serve subject to the
appro,·al of the body. On motion the report was
accepted, the action of the committee approved,
and the committee continued during this session.
The following are the rules adopted by the
committee:-"Day begins at five o'clock a.m;
prayer service at half-past eight a.m. Morning service at eleven a.m.
Afternoon service at half-past two p.m. Evening service at
half-past seven p.m. Day closes at eleven o'clock
p.m., at which time the bell will be rung. At
this time it is expected that quiet will prevail until the ringing of the bell at five the next morning. The police will see that this rule is strictly
observ~d, and enforced if necessary.".
It occurred. to those in attendance that these
might be profitably amended by adding the following :-"Smoking and loud taiking me absolutely prohibited during services, within the first
row of tents. Do not stand C'r walk on the seats."
On the afternoon of Saturday, the 9th, a business meeting was held, and a committee of six,
consisting of brethren J._W. Chatburn and W.W.
Whiting of the Galland's Grove district, H. N.
Hansen and C. A. Beebe of the Pottawattamie
district, and P. Cadwell and J.C. Crabb of Little
Sioux district, was appointed to locate and control the grounds' for the next re-union, and make
all necessary arrangements for the same. H.
Garner and Wm. C. Cadwell were appointed a,
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cJmmittee to take charge of the tent after its dedication, and see to its proper storage and preservation. Votes of thanks were extended to Bro.
Garner for the use of the grounds; to committee
of arrangements for labor performed; to tent
committee for procuring the tent; to the police
for the excellent order maintained; and to the
various lines of raiiways for favors extended.
The afternoon of the first Saturday was devoted to ten minute speeches by Saints in attendance, and was occupied by brethren John A. McIntosh, W. H. Garrett, John Thomas, Joseph Luff,
M. T. Shr.rt, Duncan Campbell and Charles Derry, in a profitable manner.
T.he morning prayer meetings were usually
well attended and interesting, and some were
particularly edifying. We especially note those
of Thursday and Friday, October 7th and 8th,
when God condescended to signally bless and
comfort the assembled Saints.
Preaching services were held as follows :-Saturday evening by Joseph Luff, Sunday morning
by Joseph Smith, afternoon by Charles Derry,
evening by Joseph Luff. Monday morning by
John A. Mcintosh, afternoon by W. I-I. .Garrett
of PiW;burg, evening by J. S. Roth. Tuesday
morning by Duncan Campbell, afternoon by M ..
T. Short, evening by W. T. Bozarth. Wednesday morning by DavidChambers, afternoon by
J. F. McDowell, evening by E. C. Brand. Thursday morning' by Joseph Smith, afternoon by W.
W. Blair, evening by J.C. Crabb. Friday morning by Bishop Blakeslee on tithing, afternoon by
J. F. McDowell, evening by Charles Derry. Saturday morning by George S. Hyde, evening by
Joseph Luff. Sunday morning by W.W. Blair,
afternoon by Joseph Smith, evening by Joseph
Luff. The sacrament of the Lord's supper was
administered by Geo. A. Blakeslee and I. L. Rogers on Sunday morning.
Services were also held at Mondamin, five
miles distant, Monday evening the 4th, and each
succeeding evening, by brethren Hyde, Wood,
Short, Brand, McDowell, Luff, Blair, Derry, and
Joseph Smith; some considerable interest seemed
to be manifested there.
An infant son of Bro. Alexander and Sr. Sarah
Hoffman was blessed Saturday morning by Joseph Smith and J.M. Putney.
It was cheering to see so many of the old brothers
and sisters p1'esent. We mention a few that came
under our notice :-Sr. Sarah Hawley aged 86,
Samuel Scott 86, W. Jordan 84, Caleb Streeter
84, Johp A. Forgeus 83, Sr. Rosanna Forgeus 82,
Sr. Shaw 82, John A: Mcintosh So, Sr. D. Garn.et So, A. W. Lock ling 80, Sr. Rebekah Coffman
79, J. W. Scofield 78, Almeda Vredenburg 78, Sr.
A. W. Loclding 78, Sr. Caleb Streeter 78, Jacob
Coff~an 78, S. Mahony 77, Sallie Young 75, John
Young 75. ·Mother Hawley had not intended to
attend, but the weather was so fine, that she
finally concluded to come overland about forty
miles. This she did in one day, surprising every
one, and with but a slight feeling of fatigue;
P. Cadwell led the following forty-two into the
waters of baptism : three on Tuesday, four on
Wednesday, one on Thursday, seventeen on Friday, three on Saturday, and fourteen on Sunday.
Wm. Wilding, Charles Trosper, Comodore Clayton, Arthur Baker, Millie Davison, Edna Baker,
Catheri.ne Vredenburg, John Garner, Sarah Forgeus, Lew Kibler, Pearl Kibler, Silas Holeton,
)~ose Wc;iod. Willie Emmerson, Minnie Ellison,

Trummie Emmerson, Martha Spanswick, Thirza
Chapman, Lennie Vredenburg, John A. Forgeus,
Margaret Coffman, Jacob Coffman, John Coffman, Lida Kibler, Lucinda Daugherty, Bertha
Morrow, Rebekah Coffman, Susan Coffman, Oswell Alexander, S. B. Kibler, Martha Holeton,
Jacob Holeton, Lilly Lockling, Minnie Maule,
Cora Young, Benjamin Smith, Maggie Maule,
Belle Young, Cassie Dickie, Ethel Gamet, Nora
Conyers, and Alice Conyers.
Of these the first twenty-six named were confirmed by J.C. Crabb; the next five, commencing with Catherine Vredenburg, were confirmed
by P. Cadwell; Silas Holeton by John Hawley;
Rose Wood and Willie Emmerson by John Thomas; the next six, commencing with Minnie Ellison, by Charles Derry; the next five, commencing with Margaret Coffman, by Joseph Luff; the
next five, commencing with Bertha Morrow, by
W.W. Blair; Martha Holetoh by G. A. Blake~
lee; the next four, commencing with Jacob Holcton, by E. C. Brand; the next four, commencing
with Benjamin Smith; by J. F. McDowell; and
the last three by M. T. Short.
The weather was all that could be desired. The
grounds were in splendid condition and well arranged, and all seemed to enjoy themselves. Father Enoch Hunt's sickness prevented his large
circle of friends from getting the full benefit of
the meeting, and Bro. Duncan Campbell was cal)ed home on Tuesday by sickness in his family.
Otherwise, health and comfort seemed to prevail.
An immense concourse, variously estimated at
from five to six thousand, were on the grounds
on the last Sunday, and probably not less than
twenty.five hundred were assembled at the place
of baptism, to w.itness that rite on Sunday.
W. C. CADWELL.
NOTICE.
Be it known that Abbie A. Stevens, Carrie S.
Rogers and C. Louise Edwards, have been dismissed from the Plainville branch, Massachusetts,
and are no longer in fellowship with or members
of this branch.
C. A. CooMBS, Pres:
A. B. PIERCE, Clerk.
MARRIED.
DRAKE-PoE.-At the residence of Mr. Alford, near Tulare City, California, October 13th, 1886, Priest W. N. Dawson
joined in marriage Mr. John W. Poe and Miss
Julia Alford, also Mr. Charles B. Drake and
Miss Mary Poe, in the presence of many of their
relations and friends.
DIED.
CRAIG-July 16th, 1886, of diphtheria, Luther
R., fifth son of Elder James and Sr. Sarah J.
Craig, aged 5 years, I I months, and 10 days.
Buried at Rock Hill, Belmont county, Ohio.
Funeral services by Rev.· J. G. Black, of the
Presbyterian Church ..
vVrxoM.-Bro. Philetus S. Wixom passed
peacefully away September 26th, 1886, aged 79
years, 3 months, and 25 days. , He united with
the church April 12th, 1864,_ at• Amboy, Illinois.
Funeral service was held in the Saints' Chapel in
Sandwich, Illinois, by Elder W. Vickery. His
remains were laid to rest in the Asbury Cemetry.
RAINEY.-George, third son of Bro. W. J. and
Sr. Rainey of St. Mary's, Ontario, aged 9 years
and 4 months. Funeral sermon to be preached
at St. Mary's, Ontarii>, Sunday, .October 17th,
1886, by Elder J. A. Mcintosh.
PoE.~ALFORD.

CosSER.--Sister Isabelle Cosser was born the
rth of April, 1801, at Loves Hill, near Edinburgh, Scotland; was baptized and confirmed
April 6th, 1862, by Elder Forbes, at the place of
her birth; was received into the Reorganized
Church Sunday, May 18th, 1884, on her original
baptism, and died at Mottsville, Nevada, of old
age, October 7th, 1886, and was buried in Genoa
Cemetry. She came from Utah to Carson Valley, ·Nevada, in 1852; She leaves a son and
daughter to mourn her loss.
SUMMERFIELD.-At Platte City, Missouri,
July 7th, 1886, Willie E., only son of brother
William D. and sister Sarah E. Summerfield,
aged 1 year, 9 months, and 7 days.
EDGINGTON.-·AtSaltLake City, Utah, July 2d,
1883, of abscess on the right lung, Bro. W. Wm.
Edgington.
FrTTON.-At New Bedford, Mass., October
6th. 1886, of Bright's disease of the kidneys, after
much suffering, sister Mary J. Fitton, aged 28
years. Funeral service, October 9th, was conducted by Elder John Smith. The house was
filled with sympathizing relatives and friends,
and the floral gifts to deck her grave were many.
.She leaves a husband, and two small children,
who sorely need a mother's love and care. "At
the resurrection morning we shall all appear
as one."
I

New Fast Line to St. Paul and
Minneapolis.
Beginning Svnday, Octobor 31, 1886, a New Fast Li'Re to
St. Paul and Minneapolis will be opened from Chicago,
Peoria and St. Louis, via the "Bnrlington Uoute, "-Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Uailroad,-in connection wilh
the newly-completed Chicago, Bnrlington & Northern
Hailroad. Over it a double service of through trains will
be run, making as fast time as is macle over any other
line between the same points.
·The new and elegant equipment composing these
trains, which was constructed eepecially for service on
this new line, will include Pullman Sleepers, "Burlington
Houte" Dining Cars and comfortable Paescuger Couches.
From both Chicago and St. Louis through Coaches, Din·
ing Cars, and Sleeping Cars will he run; and from Peoria,
through Coaches, connecting at Rio with the through
equipment from St. Louis.
1'..,or tickets, rates, and general information concerning
, the "new fast line" to St. Paul and Minneapolis, via the
Burlington Uoute, call on or uddre8s any Uailroad Ticket
Agent, or Paul Morton, G. P. and T. A., C., B. & Q. RR,
Chicago.

POMPOUS.
MODESTY is an attribute of true greatness, and
men of real learning are never pompous. Any
freckled and saturnine school-boy can ask questions that it would puzzle a ten-volume encyclo·
predia to answer; and confosion is apt to overtake
the individual who tries to impress his bearers
with the false idea that he "knows. everything in
all the books."
A story is told of a certain bishop who address·
ed a large assembly of Sunday School children
and wound up by asking, In a very paternal and
condescending way, "And now, is there a·a-n-y
little boy or a-a-n-y little girl who would like to
ask m.e a question?"
After a pause he repeated the question, "ls
there a-a·n·y little boy or a-a-n·y little girl who
would like to ask me a question?"
A little shrill voice called out, "Please, slr, why
did the angels walk up and down Jacob's ladder
when they had wingsi'"
"Oh, ah, yes, I see," said the bishop; "And
now, is there a-a.-n-y little boy or a-a·n·y little
girl who would like to answer little Mary'~
question?"
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A CURE FOR HYDROPHOBIA.
"HYDROPHOBIA can be prevented, and I will
give what is an infallible remedy, if properly administered for man or beast. A dose for a horse
or cow should be about four times as great as for
a person. It is not too late to give medicine any
time before spasms come on. The first dose for
a person is one and one-half ounces of eiecampane root, bruised, put in a pint of new milk,, reduced to one-half by boiling, then taken all at
one dose in the morning, fasting until afternoon,
or at least a very light diet after several hours
have elapsed. The second dose the same as the
first, except take two ounces of the root; third
dose same as last, to be taken every other day.
Three doses' are all that is needed, and there
need be no fear. This I know from iny own experience, and I know of a number of other cases
where it has been entirely successfol. This is no
guess-work. Those persons I allude to were bitten by their own dogs, that had been bitten by
rabid dogs, and were penned up to see if they
would go mad; they did go mad, and did bite the
persons. This remedy has been used in and about
Philadelphia for forty years, and longer, with
great success, and is known as the Goodman
remedy. I am acquainted with the physician
who told me that he knew of its use for more
than thirty years, but never knew a case that
failed where it was properly administered.
Among other cases he mentioned v.as one where
a number of cows had been bitten by a mad dog.
To half of this number they administered this
remedy, to the other half not. The latter all died
of hydrophobia, while those that took the elecampane and milk showed no sign of disease."
That fearful malndy being greatly, on the increase of late years, and this cure being simple
and easily procured (if good anJ effectual), it
would be a pity it shou'.d be lost in obscurity.
HUGI[ IlHADY.
THE NEW VERSION.
SoME idea of the number of copies of the new
version of the Old Testament which have and
are being printed can be gathered from the following, which was published in The Pall lviall
Gazette:
"At the Oxford university's own paper mill
375 tons of rags have been consumed in making
250 tons of paper for the issue of the revised version. It would covei- two and a quarter square
miles. It would go around the world in a strip
of six inches wide, or, say, if the pages were laid
open one after another, it would go round the
world. The sheets piled in reams as they leave
the mill would make a column ten times the
height of St. Paul's, or folded into books before
binding at least 100 times the height.
"The copies which are being prepared by the
Oxford University press alone would, if piled flat
one upon another, make a column more than
fourteen miles high, or 370 times the height of
the monument. If piled end on end they would
reach seventy-four miles high, or r,943 times the
height of the monument. It is hardly possible to
give an idea of the number of goats and sheep
whose skins have been required for binding the
copies, but it has been calculated that r,56o goat
skins have been used in binding the copies which
were presented to the American committee of
revision on the 21st ult. A special act of con·
gress was passed to admit these copies in the
iJnited States free of duty."

BIBLE

J.

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER

J. ].

CORNISH.

Now ready for sale. Over 5tiO pages·i ha1f inch wider
print than the Book of Mornon, and ahont the same
length. Bound in good leather (bnftiing). Price $150.
Address J. J. CORNISH,
20oct4t
Heed City, Oeccol:t Co., Mich.

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH

PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
~-,ac

simi1e of a Stippled Crayon, life eir.e, ll'l1F't form will
be pnblished for the holid"ys, which we 1rmt will be appreciated hy 1111 brothers and 818ters.
Portraits will he Bent to any pnrt of the world 011
receipt of pritc 1 $1~25.

A good reliable Agent wautNl
In every branch. All ordPrs nncl npplicnt iohs for agencies recorded. A liberal ccnnmi!:i8ion allowed, to nQent~.
Samples .Elent on receipt of price, which wi IJ he refnudl'd
on the first ;:o copies sold anrl pnid for by the ngcut, by
one of the portraits. Send 8tump for further pmticulars.
Photograph~

enlargrll in Crayon an1l Pastel.

Satisfaction gunmntccd.

A<hlrcss:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
ROnov3m

H .

H A N S E N ,

M • D. '

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

SANDWICIJ, ILLINOJR.

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at
hours. Oflicein Drug Storeyf Hansen & Walker, Lamoni

MJDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN
~Residence

a >~pecialty.

one block East Teal's Store.

14feb1y

ADVER..-fISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing

Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper- Advertising Bureau,
10 Spru.ce St., New York.
Send lOcts. for 1()0-Page Pamphlet,

-.-01e !..inc celcctei:I by the U.S. Cov•t
to ca;ry the Fast Mail.

HOUSE AND ElGHT ACRES
Of first cl11ss land, for sale on south-en st edge of Cnmeron
Uity, Mo.
Small house on it, &c. A young VINEYARD ancl other SMALL l!'RUI'l'S. Addreiie: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMERON, Mo.
SIMON SNll'l'H.
2:~ocrnr,

DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Dcd Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Iliinois.
More agents wanted. Write for terms at once.
lnj1111tf.

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the La:moni Gazette for one year
(price $1) ancl Crntlen's (Jim.,or•h•u•e or Smith's
Bible ,Dictionary post-paid for $L50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

AND

SURGEON,

ll!tANCTI RECOHDS.
Ls:ither backs aud corncrrl, mnr-:Ji11 r:ic1cR; printed
headings, and ruled for Hecord of N ame1::1, BleHBing of Children, and for Marriages ................ 2 00
DIS'rIUOT HECORDS.
Printed nnd hound similar to Bnmch H.cconls ........ 3 00
LICENSES, NUTI<.:J•:s, &c.
Elder·f', PriesVs, Teachcr,s, mid lleacon 's Licern~cs,
each, per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blank Preaching Notices, per hnnrlred, 40c. and . . ..
Baptism and Confirmution CcrtificaLe books, with
~11')

for

..

.

.

12
50
~!i

ll1ISCELLA N EOHS.
The Problem of Hunrnn Life, Iforc and Hereafter, by

A. Wilford Hall; 544 pager<, in cloth bonrd~ ....... 1 5C

Universalism Against ItselJ', by A. V. ilford llall; in
cloth boards; 836 pageL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 1 00
Josephus, complete in oue vol., hlmuy leather ...... 3 50
Gib8on,s Decline and Pull of the Human Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols ................................ 4 OC
Mosheim's Church History, cl(lth bonrcls, 2 vols ...... 4 OU
Baldwin's Ancient America. (i1h1strn.tedi, thlth ....... 1 EU
Rollin'o Ancient Ili~tory, 2 vols .. in 0110, hmther ..... .4 00
The Koran, librnry leather............................ 2 00
Gieselcr's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D.1 till 1854,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The Eccliastkal History of 1~u~l'bins Pmnphi1us,
Bishop of Coosarea, to Pa!ui::LinP, cloth board~ .... 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of the Bibie ......... 1 75
The Bible 'l'cxt Boole ................................. 1 O<l
Apoeryphal New Te,turnent ................... '" ... 1 t\5
Brown t::i Concordance of the Dible ......•.••
tiO
Emerson's Heady Binder, Hern \1l fl.J;.-;e....... •. • .. .. . . . 8ft
Emerson's Heady Binder, llope ~ize ........ --·· .... •• 6(
Emerson,s Heady llinrler, Advncate sixe.. .. . ... •••. •. 5C
J:!..,ive Quires of Note Puper, l;!O ~hectR ............. u . 50
l<'ivc Quires of Note Paper, better quality ...•.•.• ···- (;0
1

u

·

ILLll\IOHS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities end towns. It
runs every day in the ynar from one to threa elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks 1 between

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Ticeidence East enrl
of Main Street.
jau20tf

hlnnk (::tnh

·.

Either by way of Omaha, Padfic Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

Also County Physician. All crrlls, day or 11ight, 11nswered.
LAMONI,

-:!DENVER

C
HI C: AC O,
PEORU\orr~
·
ST. LOUDS

.J. W. DcNooH, rui. D.,

PHYSICIAN

The Only Through Line, with its own 1:rack1 between-

........

VOICE OJ!' WAHNING,
And Instruction to all People. on tlw Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work; 1~8 pnges.
I~ pa per covers, twelve for $1. •.•..•.••.......••. each 10
Lm1p Cloth Cover, each............................... 25

Chica.go and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha, .
Chicago :and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago Stnd Kansas City,
Chicago and 'ToReka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termm1 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Princioal Line to and from

San Frarmisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates Genera.I Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Rout'e, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONF,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager 1
CHICAGO,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
\Vest 2: 53 "
THE SAINTS. HER.HD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica
tion of the Hcorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Oftice Order, Postal Note, Hegistered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box 82,
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters ofbnsiness
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVl:tl
D.o.ll"CllB; comm11nlc11tlo11s and ar~lcles t<> ~he Jlt1>!'l:l>3'·
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"HEA.RKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHA.LL NOT A.NY MA.N AMONG YOU HA.VE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHA.LL HAVE NoNE."-Pag~ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THA.T ONE MA.N SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, A.ND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CA.SE OF DEATII, WREN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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IS IT SO ABSURD?

DouBTLESS the Saints will remember that
in a late issue of the HERALD we gave
what was claimed to be a screed from the
"Ancient of Days," at the same time making the statement that we neither endorsed
the communication, nor the presumed
source whence it came. We did not suppose that there could be found a person so
stupid as would seriously assume that we
were responsible for it, or were in anyway
compromised in its authorship, after the
statement that we made in regard to it.
But to our surprise, the next issue of the
Deseret News contained the following:
"AN ABSURD ASSERTION,
"ln a late issue of the Saints' Herald, the organ
of the "Josephites," appears an article purporting
to be an inspired warning to the people of Utah,
of which this is the closing sentence:
"The world shall not hate you if you do not
steal from the world.
·
"This is a most extraordinary assertion for a
religious writer to make, and its character as
such is greatly enhanced by the fact that it comes
from a person, and is published in a.paper, that
claim to sustain Joseph Smith as a prophet of
God. A great mystery is now explained; the
reason why the world hated Joseph the Seer, is
because he stole 'from the world! The reason
why the Savior was crucified and his disciples
were murdered-the conclusion inevitably to be
drawn from the words of this writer is too infamous for further expression. What person is
too blind to perceive the source of inspiration to
which su<:h warnings and teachings as those promulgated by 'the writer and publication referred
to owe their origin?"

The News must be seriously at a disadvantage for just defence against the legitimate attacks of the organ of the church
upon the peculiar institution of Utah religionists, when it resorts to such a method
to prejudice the minds of its readers against
the J osephites. If the News had been
move<t by the spirit of fairness, why did it

not attack the substance of the purported
message from the t'Ancient of Days," giving the HERALD credit for the statement
made by us that being acquainted with the
person by whom it was furnished us, we
were "free to present the article without
in any wise endorsing it, or the manner in
which it is said to have been given." It
would almost.seem that the News and those
who write for it have so long been accustomed to cry "devil,'' "devil,'' "evil spirit,''
"spirit of the devil,'' at those who may
choose to differ from them and refuse to
accept the philosophy and alleged origin of
plural marriage, that they can not examine
what is presented to them upon its direct
merits, but must needs attempt to dispose
of it by crying, "you are of the devil,'' at
those who present it. Can the News forget that the preceding lines of the paragraph from which it quotes were, "Give
unto Cresar that which is Cresar's, and render unto God that which is God's."
The NeW,s tries to blind its readers to
the real issue joined between the two
churches; but it does not require the vision
of a Daniel to predict that the time will
come when those now so prevented from
hearing us will demand the right to such
hearing; and when that time shall come,
and we are permitted to go directly to the
people we shall be content, no matter what
the result may be.
MAJORITIES SHOULD RULE.

TnE Salt Lake Herald of O.ctober 9th,
reviewing an article in the Tribune from
the pen of 0. J. Hollister, has the following:
"Whatever powers ·the Constitution has conferred upon the government, it may freely use.
If the Constitution has: expressedly given to tlie
government the power to regulate marriage and
divorce, as it has to declare war, to raise and support armies, to provide and maintain a navy, or
to establish postoffices, then it may enact such
laws on marriage as it may deem most proper.
But if that p·)wer is not granted to government,
then it is an unqualified assumption of powerif Congress undertakes to exercise it-it is usurpation that every citizen who reveres the Constitution of his country should resist. For upon
the inviolate preservation of that instrument depends the perpetuation of our free institutions.
But as there is no grant of power g-iven to the
general government over marriage or divorce,
either expressly or that may be implied, government has no rigkt eitker in a Stat~ or Territory,
fo break up whatever domestic relations may be
established l:iy the local governments either in
States or Territories. And for that reason we
hold that government kas no rigkt to meddle witk
tke domestic concerns of tke people of Utak:"

.This is Brighamism in a nutshell.

It is
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No. 44.

in effect the claim that a small portion of
the nation is greater than the whole, that
a small portion of the citizens of our nation
can and may adopt "domestic concerns"
and "domestic relations,'' however repugnant to the sense and interests of the masses, and yet the masses have no legal,
rightful remedy, but must submit to this
small fraction of the nation who outrage
their sense of purity and decency and
menace what are accepted as the dearest,
most valued institutions of the land-the
monogamous home and family. This
theory is the fungus of perverted "squatter sovereignty,'' and would put to shame
its fondest advocates. If this theory were
true, our national government were little
better than the servant-slave-of cranky
minorities, from the Oneida Perfectionists
and their kind, to the Utah polygamists.
The. Constitution provides that, "Congress shall have power to dispose of, and
make all needful rules and regulations respecling the territory or other property
belonging to the United States." Utah
is the ''territory" of the nation, and Congress holds the right to "make all needful
rules and regulations respecting" it. Utah
has upon her statuve books no• law provid- .
ing for marriage nor in any sense regi1lating it; but has denied the wife the right
of dower.
If Congress ha& not the right tq "make
all needful rules and regulations respecting
the territory" embraced in Utah, then that
right is lost; for the Constitution further
provides that, "Thg powers not delegated
to the United States [the Nation] by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people," [of the Nation].
Utah is not a State; and the only legal
rights the people of that. territory may enjoy are those delegated to them by the Nation. It is folly for a territory to claim
for itself the rights and powers belonging
to states.
Besides this, the genuis of our national
government is such that, if even a State
adopts what is repugnant to the common
interests of the Nation at large, then the
Nation has the right to demand the needed
reform. The interests of the body are paramount to thosecof any part of it. While
minorities have rights, majorities must rule
in Republics.
"A government of the
people, hy the people, and for the- people,''
means that the people, through their ma"
jorities, are the source of government, and
that their will, regularly expressed, must
be hqnored and obeyed.
Joseph the Seer, whom the Utah leaders profess to revere, held the following in.
respect to the superior authority and power of the people of the United States and
their Congress; "The power not delt;gat.
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ed to the United States, and the States, feating the law, but those things do not count suppression of polygamy, known as '.the Edbelongs to the people, and Congress, sent with judges who appreciate their place as Judge munds Jaw.'
"In ail questions affecting the Mormon Church
to do the people's business, has all power." Hays does. If the decision is to be in favor of
If the Utah leaders would bear these the validity of the law it can not come to~ quick; and people, the polygamists and monogamists,
facts , in mind, teach them to their tried· if it is to be the other way-well, no matter. , Monhons, make common cause, stand together
and troubled people, the evils that encom- The law reads as follows:
and are united. They maintain publicly through
pass them would vanish away, and light
"'You do solemnly ·swear (or affirm) that you .their leaders and teachers, in their houses of
and joy and gladness would bless them, are a male citizen of the United States, over the worship, through the press, and privately, in.
and the Church of Christ and the Nation. age of twenty-one years; that you have actually social and in business tircles, that the law is inTHE Supreme Court of Idaho, Judge
Hays presiding, has decided that the law
of that Territory called the "test oath law,"
which discriminates against polygamists
is constitutional. Of the ruling of the
Judge, the Utah ')'ournal thus djscourses:
"It is sad news, that which comes from Idaho
regarding the ruling of a Democratic Judge on
the test oath law. Judge Hayes has decided it
to be constitutional. He has played into the
hands of the Republicans, and Idaho is lost. A
blow has been struck at the Republic by one who
should have been one of her staunchest friends.
The right of religious liberty has been trampled
upon and there is reason for sorrow 'fn the hearts
of lovers of American institutions. Th1s is no
idle thing, it is a truth too true. Idaho is gradually going into the hands of foes to good government. The Democrats of the Territory have
paid little heed to the warning voice which has
sounded in their ears. They have allowed the
whimperings of the bigotted to turn them from
Democracy unto fablt>s, and soon the places
which they should have filled, will be occupied
by the carpet baggers and schemers for personal
advancement regardless of the Territory's
interest.
"The aftliction will be a severe one for the
good citizens of Idaho will have the fact to console them that they have brought the trouble
upon themselves. It is a burning disgrace that
a man who would rule the test oath law con~ti
tutional should wear the judicial ermine. We1e
the founders of the Republic and the originators
of the Constitution permitted to see this day,
mortification would cloud their brows."

Of the same decjsion the Salt Lake Tribune of October 21st, says:
"The decision of Judge Hayes as to the Constutionality of the test-oath law will cause rejoicing in every loyal 'home in Idaho and Utah,
.and will be received with thanksgivings everywhere that the true intent of Mormonism is
known. It is, we believe, sound law, that no
higher court will ever overthrow. Under it, if it
shall be thotoughly enforced, Idaho will this
year poll only her American vote, and there is
good cause for rejoicing."

And from the same issue of the Tribune
we clip the following:
"As election in Idaho approaches, the people
there grow more and more anxious about the final decision in the test-oath case. vVe know
what programme was fixed up, but we have
every faith in Judge Hays. If he is not a
straight man, then there is nothing in a man's
face, and if he decides that the Jaw in his judgment, is not constitutional, we shall still think he
is an honest man. We believe that he has received a thou<and indirect hints that it would
please one faction of his p&rty, that led by Hailey,
,.A.insle.Y & Co.1 if he could find reasons for de-

,resided in this Territory for four months last past
and In this county thirty days; that you are not
a bigamist or .polygamist; that you are not a
member of any order, organization or association which teaches, advises, counsels o,r encourages its members, devotees or any other persons,
to commit the crime of bigamy or polygamy or
any other crime defined by law as a duty arising
or resulting from membership in such order, organization or association, or which<practices bigamy or polyga\l)y or plural or celestial marriage,
as a doctrinal rite of such organization. That
you do not, either publicly or privately or in any
manner whatever, teach, advise, counsel or encourage any person to commit the crime of bigamy or polygamy, or any other crime defined by
law, either as a religious duty or otherwise; that
you regard the Constitution of the United States
and the laws thereof, and of this Territory as interpreted by the courts, as the supreme Jaw of
the land, the teachings of any order, organizatibn
or association to the contrary, notwithstanding,
and that you have not previously voted at this
election. So help you God."'

WE gather the following statements from
the report of Governor Caleb W. West,
of Utah, to Hon. L. Q. Lamar, Secretary
of the Interior, of the United States:
There are fourteen breweries in the Territory; four being at Salt Lake City, two at
Ogden, two at Logan, and orie at each of the
following places: Park City, Corrinne,
Sanely, Murray, Thistle and Silver Reef.
For the year ending June 30th, 1886, 24,688
barrels of malt liquors were manufactured
at a total cost of $z91.678. All this may
have been made and drank by Gentiles,
we suppose, but it does not so appear.
There were 61, 745 bushels of malt used
during the year, or i,050 tons.
The population of the Territory is rated
at 150,000, and the yearly ratio of consumption of these malt liquors is nearly
$3.oo each. If the Gentiles only drink
this liquor, as the Mormon population is
said by Gov. West to be five sixths of the
whole, then 25,000 people average about a
barrel of liquor each per year at a cost of
$1 I per head. There were r 5,000 tons of
salt made, worth three dollars per ton.
There were 450,000 cattle and r,100,000
sheep; 7,000,000 lbs wool, worth 20 cents
per pound as compared with 1884, when
there were 6,250,000 lbs, worth r6 cents.
Of polygamy the Governer says:
"The all absorbing question in this Territory,
dominating all others; hurtfully affecting its
prosperity, and impending its advancement, and
disturbing the quiet and hopefulness of its people,
and the one question of the utmost concern and
solicitude to the whole country, is the attitude of
defiance assumed and maintained by the Mormon people, who probably are five sixths of the
whole population 1 to the law of Congress for the

famo;_,s; and interference with and a denial to
them of their religious freedom, guaranteed to
all by the Constitution; of their right and religious duty, continue, in violation of the law,
their polygamous relations. They deny the authority of. Congress to regulate and interpose any
restrictions as to the marital relations. That the
obligations which they owe and will cheerfully
r:ender to a power higher than any earthly power,
tompels them to exercise their religious rights
and privileges in the face of and in violation of
the law; l hat they are prepared to, and will, if
required of them, sacrifice their personal comfort,
their property, suffer indefinite imprisonment,
and surrender life itself, rather than yield and
promise obedience to the law, and forego the
privileges they claim.
"The Government can have and hold but one
position towards this people, which is of easy
statement: Its authority must be respected, its
Jaws rnust be obeyed.''

Of eighty-one persons at present inmates
of the Insane Asylum, fifty-three are of
foreign birth. And of ninety-three convictions under the law for the suppression
of polygamy fifty-eight are of foreign
birth.
Of the state of feeling in the Territory,
he says:
"I know of no armed organization for the purpose of opposing the lawful authorities, or resisting the enforcement of the laws, nor do I believe
any such now exists.
"The process of the courts is met with 110
physical resistance, and society is peaceable, and
no outbreaks have occurred since I. came to the
Territory. It is true, however, that a large majority of the people stoutly and stubbornly affirm,
publicly and privately, that the enforcement of
certain laws is destructive of their rights as freemen, an assault upon their religion, and an invasion upon the sanctity of their homes.
"The minority, with equal vigor and openness,
proclaim that the practices of the people are immoral, that they are disloyal to the Government,
and that their attitude of defiance of the laws,
interferes with the advancement and prosperity
of the Territory, and inflicts injury upon all of
its interests.
"It follows, neces~arily, that the people here,
with a bitterness of feeling, are divided as they
are nowhere else in the country. The division
is clear, distinct and palpable. The causes of
the division, in language not distinguished for
its mildness, are constantly, earnestly and vehemently discussed through the press, the houses
of worship, courthouses, hotels, business places,
on the streets and in the social circle, engendering an intPnse feeling of bitterness.
"The vigorous enforcement of the unpopular
Jaws against the people in the majority, with a
prospect of further stringent legislation, does not
tend to soothe or to make them more amiable.
Under \he favorable conditions exMin&' for such
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a result, an outbreak of violence might be easily
provoked."

He recommends the changing of the
law to provide that the Marshal shall receive a salary of $5,ooo per year, with
two assistants, also salaried, one at $2,oOO
and one at $1,800; with power to appoint
others if needed; the necessity to be determined by a Board consisting of the Governor, the Justices of the Supreme Court
and the District attorney; compensation to
be for actual service at $4,00 per day and
expenses. There are other matters upon
which the Governor reports; but he closes
with:
"I feel a great regret that a great majority of
this people will not, or can not see their way to
respect and obey the laws. The sufferings and
sorrows they bring upon themselves as individuals and as a people, are a source of profound sorrow."

BRo. RrcHARD COBURN of Blenheim,
Ontario, writes us October 22d and says:
"I send you a piece cut out of the 'Week()' Mail,
printed in Toronto, containing the minutes of the
General Conference of the Methodist Church,
being part of the report of a committee appointed
to revise the Discipline of that church. They
will surely need a new Bible soon."

Here is th'e clipping:
"The committee also recommended that the
passages from Romans 6: 3, 4, and Colossians 2:
12, be eliminated from the baptismal service, as
they do not refer .to water baptism, and are therefore misleading in the connection in which they
are now used. Carried,"

This is not a very cunning move when
seeking to evade Bible proofs of water
baptism by immersion. It is in effect, a
bold, bald rejection of the plain statements
of the apostle Paul as to the manner in
which the saints had been "baptized" into
and "planted together" with Chri!lt.
These Methodists repudiate the teachings of the founder of their church, John
. Wesley, for he says of' Rom. 6: 4,-"Buried with him, alluding to the ancient manner of baptizing by immersion." Bu.t it is
not singular that the. Methodists now
should turn away from the teachings of
the founders of their church, for such
things are true of all other churches, .including that of Christ in ancient times in
Asia, Africa, Europe and America; and
it is also true of the Church of Christ restored in this age.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

SR. FRANCIS, of the Hope, says:
"We acknowledge through the Herald the
many services, most willingly rendered us, in
our efforts for the advancement of the Hope's interest. Brethren and sisters, young and old,
have responded with a zrnl and alacrity sufficient
to insure (with the added blessing of God) the
success of any cause. Our. labors are ~o the same
end, but we feel just as grateful as though each
favor had been a personal one. Bro. ,Garner of
·Santa Ana, California, sends us to-day $1.05, the
proceeds of the sale ()f seven copies of the Voice
of Warnin&'. This is the first fruits of Bro. Peter~'

generous offer to the Sunday School. He offered
1,000 copies, and if seven copies bring $1.05, we
wish some if not all of our' large and flourishing
Sunday Schools would do a little figuring, and
see how much they might help the cause by circulating these books."

and append to it such notes as we think
just and proper. If this last interviewer
has quoted Mr. vVhitmer correctly, (which
we fear he has not), then he has the fault
of stating the same things in different and
contradictory ways.
This we deeply
regret.
By letter from D. H. Blair of October
Bro. William Hart, of Oakland, Califor25th,
we learn the recently organized
nia, writes us October I 1th:
Sunday School at St.Joseph, Missouri, is
"Our late conference here was a grand success;
increasing, and promises well.
everything passed off harmoniously, and every
Bro. M. T. Short wrote fr9m Persia,
one present felt the convicting influence of the
Iowa, October 25th :-"I have good houses
Holy Spirit, and we all had a season of rejoicing.
every night. Baptized four at Galland's
Our branch is more united than I have ever seen
Grove on the I 7th;" and he orders books,
it before, and the Lord is opening the w,ay for us
tracts, etc., sent to him at Iowa City.
to obtain a house of worship of our ~wn. We
Bro. W. H. Jemmett, of St. Louis,
hope some of our rich brothers and sisters will
Missouri, writes Bro. D. Dancer:-"Never
render us a little assistance, for they will lose
stop the HERALD; for I love its pages.
nothing by it."
It is rich food for me."
We see by an incidental letter from
Bro. R. J. Anthony writes from Salt Whitcomb, Wisconsin, that Bro. J. M.
Wait is still doing something in the way
Lake City, Utah, October 21st:
of helping his fellowmen to see the way of
"We had a very pleasant time at our conferlife. May he increase in knowledge and
ence last SaL!rday and Sunday, at Oxford, Idagrace as his years grow apace.
ho. We baptized two, and from indications
Bro. John B. Knowlton writes from
think others will obey ere long. Bro.J. C. Clapp
Green's
Landing, Maine, October 16th.
and myself came here last Tuesday evening, and
They have a branch there of thirty memfound brethren P. Anderson and John Larson in
bers, somewhat scattered, though they
the city. Bro. Larson has baptized four since I
have meetings each Sabbath. The travellwent north, and some have been added at Pleasing Elders call on them occasionally. Brn.
ant Grove.''
Bond, Sheehy and Green have been there
of late, and good has resulted therefrom.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
The. Union Church in that place was reBRo. D.S. MrLLS writes from Santa Ana, fused to brethren Sheehy and Kelley, but
California, October 20th, that thev had ·a it resulted well in the .end.
Bro. D. E. Hough, of Port Carling, Onmost successful conference at their hst session; six were baptized by himself and tario, says :-"The HERALD, I think is
three by Bro. John Brush, on Sunday. growing better all the time. It is a great
Bro. Mills reports increased activity on the reviver as it comes in its weekly visits."
A Sr. Polly Noble of Dresden Centre,
part of several of the Elders, and that they
were to have more help this winter in the Washington County, New York, sends
field. Bro. Heman C. Smith was expect- for the HERALD and asks that if any of
ed in November. Of the spirit which pre- the Elders pass near there they should call
vailed during the conference on Sunday, on herself and husband and find a home
Bro.John Garner, a Saint of many years' while preaching the word.
Bro. F. C. W arnky writes from Indestanding, stated: "It is the same voice and
power of '43 and '44; I have seen nothing pendence, Missouri, October 26th, that he
like it since; have hoped for it and now. bad lately delivered six lectures in Clinton,
Missouri, with "excellent congregations
we have it."
and
fair liberty in speaking and the assurBy letter from Bro. John A. Robinson,
dated October 20th, we learn that he is ance that good was accomplished, and am
now returned from Texas and the South, now to hold a week's meeting at Armin good health and spirits, and was at strong, Kansas."
Peoria, Illinois, when writing.
We notice with regret that Bro. A. J.
Cato, who has been so long preaching in \VHILE at Keokuk, Iowa, this last sumthe South, has lost his wife and child, mer, we pick~d up a Gate City, Keokuk
by death; truly whom he loveth he ch:ist- paper, and tore out of it the following
eneth. Bro. Cato seems to have a share choice .bit. To make it entirely intelligible to all our readers, we have only to
of this world's sorrow.
Bro. John C. Foss baptized two at Frie- state that Park Bluff is a new religious reburg, Minnesota, on the 10th October, and sort lately located just south of Montrose,
Iowa, and opposite to Nauvoo; and that
expected more on the 17th.
The address of Bro. William Rumell, Major Bidamon is our step-father. The
president of the Northern Nebraska dis- squib illustrates how easily men may be
trict is 2224 Clark street, instead of 1433 duped. Some of the reverend gentlemen
Eightenth street, Omaha, as heretofore. will undoubtedly depart; tell the story as
Please remember this all who have .occa- Bidamon tells it, give it the appearance of
sion to write him, or who desire to consult truth, and give him as their veracious informant. Selah.
him in regard to district work.
"A NAUVOO SINNER.
We will publish presently what purports to be the latest statement of David
"West Point Appeal: Major Bidamon of Nau·
Whitmer of Richmond, Missouri, in re- . voo, married the widow of Joseph Smith, the
spect to Joseph the Seer 1 the church 1 etc. 1 ;M:ormon prophet. Nauvoo is historical ground,
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It is visited by newspaper corresp.ondents, statesmen, historians, relic hunters, and all manner of
people, seeking information in regard to the
Mormons. Whenever a party of visitors strike
the town they are sent to Bidamon. Now, we
are not very well po&ted in Mormon history, but
we know Bidamon like a book. He is always
loaded with big yarns and the visitors get them
all. He tells them that he will be 90 years of
age if he lives until the 30th of next February;
shows them the red bat; describes the wonderful
tunnel under the river from the Mamion House
to Montrose; shows them the secret or hidden
chamber wherein was placed the body of the
murdered prophet, etc., etc. He has been telling
these stories e,very week for twenty years, and
many of his victims accept them for truth. He
is fond of fun, and he is having considerable of
it just at the present time in stuffing people who
come over from Park Bluff.''

This statement from the law is even
stronger than we put it in opr answer, for
we stated that such as those who had not
faith might be nursed .and doctored with
"mild herbs;" the law says such shall be
"nourished" with herbs and mild food."
\Ve may have erred in prefixing the word
"mild" to "herbs" instead of puttirig it
"herbs and mild food;" thus giving one
who might choose to do so to infer that the
"food" should be "mild," but the "herbs" be
strong, or raging.
How it is that the statement made by us
can be so assailed by Bro. W. A., and stated to be "erroneous doctrines,'' as he has
called them by implication in his question:
''\iV hy is it that such erroneous doctrines
are taught relative to the treatment of the
sick;" is more than we can understand
when, at the close of that answer so charged as teaching "erroneous doctrines," we
stated in reference to the very Elder reCRITICISM.
ferred to as not having fi;iith in the method
·WE see that Bro. W. A., whoever that of healing the sick by the laying on of
may be, has an article in the Expositor hands, "such a man could not truly say
for October, in which our answer to the that he represented the church, for the
question about healing, in the HERALD church does have "faith in the method, as
for August 14th is rather severely handl- stated in the word." Why did not Bro.
ed. vVe do not object to just criticism, W. A .. give this last and definite statement
but certainly think that W. A. has dealt in our answer its proper place in this artivery unfairly with ~our answer. In the cle of criticism, instead of drawing an infirst place he gives the words, "to be nurs- ference from a part of that answer that the
ed and doctored with mild herds," as hav- answer taken as a whole will not bear.
ing been quoted by us from the law; and Brethren, please turn to that August 14th
he so treats our answer, as is seen from
HERALD, and read again: "All we could
the statement by him, "But why is it that do would be to say such a man (one who
in speaking of the ordinance of healing of did not believe in the method of healing
the sick, that the true constitution, as well
by the laying on of hands) would hardly
as the correct quotation of the law is not
labor successfully among Latter Day
given?" If W. A. will put on a clean Saints, for they would as a rule have no
pair of spectacles and turn to the answer confidence in his standing with God." Is
given by us he will find that the only not that a full recognition of the faith of
words attempted to be quoted from the the church and the fact that the method is
law by us were the two words, ''mild from God?
herbs."
As these are the only· words
We did n_ot teach any other method of
quoted in our answer as from the law it healing as a doctrine of the church than
~ill be .very gratifying to us; an~ perhaps
the laying on of hands, either intentionally
mstruchve to many not so experienced as or unintentionally; such teaching is not
Bro. W. A.; if he will point out how and there.
why this is an incorrect quotation; or as
The Doctrine and Covenants does not
he puts it "were intentionally quoted specify the herbs to be used, and it would
wrong."
be as fair to suppose that Bro.
A.
No attempt was made by us to teach in would have the herbs to he strong because
the answer what was, or was not the he faults us for calling them "mild,'' as it
method, or methods of healing held or was for him to infer that we mi>quoted
taught by the church; but our answer the law to teach erroneous doctrine. And
was as to the supposed qualification of an in his attempt to set right what he assumes
Elder as a representative of the church, was -yvrong in us, he quotes: "and the Elwho did not have "faith in the method" of ders of the church, two or more, shall be
laying on of hands for the healing of the called, and shall pray for, and lay their
sick.
hands upon them in my name;" but fails
After writing referring to the question to add what follows in the sentence after
and stating that an Elder of this kind the semi-colon; "and if they die, they shall
might possibly be of the sort referred to die unto me, and if they live, they shall
in the the Doctrine and Covenants who live unto me;" which shows that unto
"had not faith to be healed," (quoting those thus administered unto, the promise
from sec. 42, par. 12), but are permitted to
that "they shall recover,'' does not apply;
be nursed and doctored with "mi!d herbs." as it does in the case of those who "have
We marked the words "mild herbs·" and faith to be healed."
this is our offense in misquoting if ~e ofThe faith and teaching of the church,
fended at all. The sentence reads: "And so far as we are acquainted with them, are
whosoever among you are sick, and have that the laying on of hands is appointed
not faith to be healed, but believe, shall be unto the church, the beliver, as the method
nouri;-hed with all tenderness with herbs of healing; our answer in HERALD of
and mild food, and that not by the hand of August I 4th so holds, and so we believe.
p.µ enem),',"
But while so believing, the l;:iw referred

vV.

to by Bro. W. A. certainly recognizes that
there mav be those who have not faith to

be healed"; and permits that such may be
nur3ed and doctored ("nourished by mild
food and herbs") with "herbs," (mild or
strong) while submitting to the ordinance
that the law may be honored; and this too
without doing violence to the teaching of
Jam es 5: 14, r 5. The Book of Mormon,
Alma 21: 16,clearly indicates the condition
and character of believers of this kind, as
seen from the following: "And there were
some who died with fevers, which at some
seasons of the year were very frequent in
the land; but not so much so with fevers,
because of the excellent qualities of the
many plants and roots which God had
prepared, to remov'e the cause of diseases
to which men were subject by the nature
of the climate." Of those thus dying, it
it may have been said, as in Doctrine and
Covenants 42: 12, they "die unto the Lord,''
or "live unto the Lord;" for the statement
is made: "And it came to pass that there
were many who died, firmly believing that
their souls were redeemed by the Lord
Jesus Christ; thus they went out of the
world rejoicing."-Alma 21: 16.
In Doctrine and Covenants, we find that
which agrees with the foregoing, and- given direct! y to the church: "And again,
verily I say unto you, all wholesome herbs
God hath ordained for the constitution, nature, and use of man, every herb in the
season thereof, and every frmt in the season thereof. All these to he used with
prudence and thanksgiving."--:S6: 2.
In conclusion; if we wrote so loosely
and ambiguously in our answer in HERALD
August 14th referred to, that the inference
Bro. W. A. draws may have been drawn
by others, and the faith of the church misrepresented, we are sorry; and while we
think our answer was not interpreted fairly by the writer in the Expositor, we shall
profit by the criticism without prejudice
to Bro. W. A.
PERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.
Continued from page 676,

FROM what we have already seen we
learn the important fact, that when the
Saints were violently persecuted they appealed to the civil authorities for protection and redress; and that in the Jackson
County Missouri afflictions, they were advised by Governor Dunklin and the Attor_ney General of the State to appeal to the
courts for relief; also that this orderly,
reasonable, and lawful course served only
to .excite and intensifv the hate of the
mobbers and move the~ to further villainous deeds, as will be seen by the following:
"The same evening, November 4th, not being
satisfied with breaking open the store of Gilbert
& Whitney, and demolisLing a part of the dwelling house of said Gilbert, the Friday night
previous, they permitted the said McCarty, who
was detected on Friday night as one of the
breakers of the store doors, to take out a warrant
and arrest the said Gilbert and others of the
church for a pretended assault and false imprisonment of the said McCarty. Late in the evening,
while the court was proceeding with their trial in
the court house, a gentleman unconnected wit!)
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the court, as was believed, perceiving the prisoners to be without counsel and in imminent danger, advised said Gilbert and his brethren to go
to jail as thelonly alternative to save life, for the
north door was already barred, and an infuriated
mob thronged the house with a determination to
beat and kill; but through the interposition of
this gentleman, (Samuel C. Owens, Clerk of the
County Court, whose name will appear more
fully hereafter), said Gilbert and four of his
brethren were committed to the county jail of
Jackson county, the dungeon of which must
have been a palace compared to a court room
v.here dignity and mercy were strangers, and
nought but the wrath of. man in horrid threats
stifled the ears of the prisoners.
The same night the prisoners, Gilbert, Morley
and Corrill were liberated from jail that they
might have an interview with their brethren, and
try to negotiate some measures for peace; and on
their return to jail about two o'clock Tuesday
morning, in custody of the deputy Sheriff, an
armed force of six or seven.. men stood near the
jail and hailed them. They were answered by
the Sheriff, who gave his name, and the names
of his prisoners, crying, 'don't fire, don't fire, the
prisoners are in my charge," &c. They however
fired one or two guns, when Morley and Corrill
retreated; but Gilbert stood with several guns
presented at him, firmly held by the sheriff.
Two, more desperate than the rest, attempted to
shoot; but one of their guns flashed, and the
other missed fire. Gilbert was then knocked
down by Thomas Wilson, a grocer in the village.
About this time a few of the inhabitants arrived,
and Gilbert again entered jail, from which he,
with three of his brethren, were liberated about
sunri&e without further prosecu.tion of the trial.
'Vm E. McLellin was one of the prisoners.
On the morning of the 5th of November the
village began to be crowded with individuals
from different parts of the county, with guns, &c.,
and report said the militia had been called out
under the ·Ranction or instigation of Lieut. Gov.
'Boggs and that one Col. Pitcher had the command. Among this militia, (so called), were embodied the most conspicuous characters of the
mob, and it may truly be said that the appearance
of the ranks of this body was well calculated to
excite suspicions of their horrible designs. Very
·early on the same morning ~everal branches of
the church received intelligence that a number
of their brethren were in prison and the deter,
mination of the mob was to kill them; and that
the branch of the church near the village of Independence was ln imminent danger,.as the
main body of the mob were gatherea at that place.
"ln this critical situation, about one hundred
of the saints from different branches volumteered
for the protection of their brethren near Independence, and proceeded on the road towards
Independence and halted about one mile west of
the village where they awaited further information concerning the movements of the mob.
They soon learned that the prisoners were not
massacred, and that the mob had not fallen upon
the branch of the church _near Independence as
was expected. They were also-informed that the
militia had been called out for their protection;
but in this they placed but .little confidence, for
the body congregated had every appearance of a
county mob, which subsequent eve~ts fµll( ~·ed
fi~q i~ ~ majorit;Y of saig liopl 1
·'

"On application to Col. Pitcher, it was found
that there was no alternative but for the church
to leave the county forthwith and deliver into
his hands certain men, to be tried for murder
said to have lileen committed by them in the
battle the evening before. The arms of the
saints were also demanded by Col. Pitcher.
Among the committee appointed to receive the
arms of the church were several of the most unrelenting of the old July mob committee, who
had directed in the demolishing of the printing
office and the personal injuries of that day, viz:
Henry Chiles, Abner Staples, and Lewis Franklin, who have not ceased to pursue the saints
from the first to the last with feelings of the
most hostile kind. These unexpected requisitions
of the Colonel made him appear like one standing
at the head of civil and military Jaw, taking a
stretch beyond the constitutional limits of our
Republic.
"Rather than have submitted to these unreasonable requirements, the saints would have cheerfully shed their blood in defense of their rights,
the liberties of their country, and of their wives
and children; but the fear of violating law in resisting this pretended militia and the flattering
·assurances of protection and honorable usage
promised by Lieut. Governor Boggs, in whom
they had reposed confidence up to this period,
induced them to submit, believing that he did
not tolerate so gross a violation of all law as has
been practised in Jackson county. But the great
change that may appear to some, in the views,
designs, and craft of this man to rob an innocent
people of their arms by stratagem and leave
more than one thousand defenseless men, women,
and . children to be driven from their homes,
among strangers in a strange land of, to appearances, barbarians, to seek a shelter -from the
stormy blast of winter's cold embrace, is so glaringly exposed in the sequ.el that all earth and·
hell can not deny that a baser knave, a greater
traitor, and a more wholesale butcher or murderer
of mankind never went untried, unpunished and
unhung; as hanging is the popular method of
execution among the Gent.Hes, in all countries
professing christianity, instead of blood for blood
according to the law of heaven.
"The conduct of Colonels Lucas and Pitcher
had long proven them to be open and avowed
enemies. · Both of these then had their names
attached to the mob circular as early as July last,
the object of which was to drive the saints from
Jackson. county. With assurances from the
Lieutenant Governor and 0thers that the object
was to disann the combatants on both sides, and
that peace would be the resµlt, the brethre-n surrendered their arms to the number of fifty or
upwards; and the m~n present, who were accused
of being in the battle the evening before gave
themselves up for trial. After detaining them
one day and a night on a pretended-trial-for
murder, in which they were threatened, brickbatted, &c., Col. Pitcher, af\er receiving a watch
of one of the prisoners to satisfy costs, &c., took
them into a corn.field and said to them, 'clear.'
"After the surrender of their arms, which were
used only in self-defense, the neighboring tribes
of Indians in time of war let loose upon the
wome_n and children could not have appeared
more hideous and terrific than did the companies
of ruffians who went in various directions well
rr'.!l1edl ~!1
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houses without fear, knowing the arms were
secured, frightening distracted women with what
they would do to their husbands if they could
catch them, warning women and children to flee
immediately or they would tear their houses
down over their heads and massacre them before
night. At the head of one of these companies
appeared the Reverend IsAAC McCoY, with a gun
upon his shoulder, ordering the saints to leave
the county forthwith and surrender what arms
they had. Other pretended preachers of the gospel took a conspicuous part in the persecution,
ca!ling the 'Mormons' the 'common enemy oi
mankind,' and exulting in their afflictions.
On Tuesday and Wednesday nights, the 5th
and 6th of November, women and children fled
in every direction before the merciless mob.
One party of about one hundred and fifty women
and children fled to the prairie where they wandered for several days under the broad canopy
of heaven, with about six men fo protect them.
Other parties fled to the Missouri river and took
lodgings for the night where they could find it.
One Mr. Bennett opened his house for a night's
shelter to a wandering company of distressed
women and children who were fleeing to the
river. During this dispersion of the women and
children parties of the mob were hunting the
men, firing upon some, tying up and whipping
others, and some they pursued upon horses for
several miles.
"On the 5th, Elders Phelps, Gilbert and McLellin went to Clay county and made an affidavit
similar to the foregoing sketch .and forwarded
the same to the Governor by expresss; and the
Governor immediately upon the reception thereof, ordered a court of inquiry to be held in Clay
County for the purposeof investigating the ~hole
affair and meting out justice to all; but alas! corruption, wickedness, and powe.r have
Left the wretches nnwhipt of justice,
And innocence mourns in tears unwipcd.

Thursday, Nov. 7th, the shore began to be
lined on both sides of the ferry with men-, women
and children, goods, wagons, boxeR, chests, provisions, &c., while the ferrymen were busily
employed in cr~ssing them over; and when night
again closed ·upon the saints the wilderness had
much the appearance of a camp meeting. Hundreds of people were seen cin, every direction,
some in tents, and some in· the open air around
their fires, while the rain descended in torrents.
Husbands were enquiring for their wives, and
women for their husbands; parents for children,
and children for parents. Some had the good
fortune to escape, with their family, household
goods, and some provi.ions; while others knew
not the fate of their friends and had lost all their
goods. The scene was indescribable, and would
have melted the hearts of any people upon earth
except the blind oppresso~ and prejudiced and
ign~rant bigot. Next day the company increased, and they were chiefly engaged in felling
small cotton wood frees and erecting them into
temporary cabins, so Jhat when night came on
they had the appearance of a village of wigwams,
and the night being clear, the occupants began
to enjoy some degree of comfort;
"Lieut. Gov. Boggs presented a curious externar·appearance; yet he was evidently the head
and front of the mob: for as may easily be seen
by what follows, no important move was made
without his sanction. He certainly was the se-
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will appear in the sequel, by his authority the
mob was moulded into militia to effect .by stratagem what he knew, as well as his hellish host,
could not be done by legal force. As Lieutenant
Governor he had only to ~ink and the mob went
from .mal-treatment to murder. The horrid calculations of this second Nero were often developed in a way that could not be mistaken. Early
on the morning of the 5th, say at one o'clock a.
m., he came to Phelps, Gilbert and Partridge,
and told them to flee for their lives. Now unless
he had given the order so to do, no one would
have attempted to murder, after the church bad
agreed to go away. His conscience vacillated on
its rocky moorings, and gave the secret alarm to
these men ..
"The Saints who fled took refuge in the neighboring counties, mostly in Clay county, which
received them with some degree of kindness.
Those who fled to the county of Van Buren were
again driven and compelled to flee, and those who
fled to Lafayette county were soon expelled, or
the most of them, and had to move wherever
they could find protection.
"November 13th. About four o'clock a.m., I
was.awakened by brother Davis knocked at my
door, and calling on me to arise and behold the
signs in the heavens. I arose, and to my great
joy, beheld the stars fall from heaven like a shower of hail stones; a literal fulfilment of the word
of God as recorded in the Holy Scriptures as a
sure sign that the coming of Christ is close at
· hand [Previously predicted by the Seer, March
7th, 1851, and December 27th, 1832; Doc.&Cov.
45: 6; 85: 24.-Ed.] In the midst of this shower
of fire, I was led to exclaim, How marvellous
are thy works, 0 Lord t I thank thee for thy
mercy unto thy servant, save me in thy kingdom, for Christ's sake; Amen.
The appearance of these signs varied in different sections oi the country; in Zion, all heaven
seemed enwrapped in splendid fire-worke, as if
every star in the broad expanse had been suddenly hurled from its course and sent lawless through
the wilds of ether; some at times appeared like
bright shooting meteors with long trains of light
following in their course, and in numbers resembled large drops of rain in sunshine. Some of
the long trains of light following the meteoric stars
were visible fqr some seconds; those streaks
would cut and twist up like serpents writhing.
The appearance was beautiful, grand and sublime beyond description, as though all the artillery and fire-works of eternity were set in motion
to enchant and entertain the Saints, and terrify
and awe the sinners on the earth. Beautiful and
terrific as was the scenery, which might besompared to the falling figs or fruit when the tree is
shaken by ·a mighty wind; yet it will not fully
compare with the time when the sun shall become black like sack cloth of hair, the moon like
blood (Rev. 6: 13); and the stars fall to the earth
-as these appeared to vanish when they fell behind the trees, or came near the ground."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
long is a generation, according to
Scripture?
Ans.-God said to Abraham concerning his
seed entering the land of Canaan, "Buf in the
fourth generation they shall come hither again;
for the iniquity of the Amorites is not yet fuM."
fJen. l,5: rq. 'p,ese fqµv gr,n~ratlqn~ cpvered a
~11es.-How
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period of exactly 430 years, (making each gener·ation measure exactly rn7 _% years each) For
Paul says the giving of the law at Sinai, when
Israel was journeying to Canaan, "was four hundred and thirty years after" the promise made to
Abraham. See Gal. 3: '17.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"These are who like the seer of old,
Can see the helpers God has sent,
And how life's rugged mountain side
Is white with many an angel tent!"

BY CHANCE!
Is THERE indeed such a phase of existence as
chance? For ourselves we do not believe there
is, but if any one who reads this inclines to such
an opinion, let them cherish it and call the
grouping together of this article by that name.
If upon the other hand there are those who believe with us, tl:)at not only are "the hairs of our
heads numbered," but that he who "hears the crv
of the young ravens" will not turn a deaf ear t~
the cry of immortal souls, struggling to be free
from the bondage of sin and death; if there be
such, then let them christen it anew, and if in
any heart a responsive chord is touched let them
upon bended knee before the Father plead in the
name of the Son that light and wisdom may be
given them to see, and moral courage to do the
right. The unfinished scrap found below was
rescued from the flames. How this was done or
by whom the words were written, matters not, as
it is the subject matter of this unfinished article
which interests us most, and the pleasure it gives
us to thus discover that we have not been alone
in the many thoughts we have given to the subject.
A FRAGMENT.

"The red and yellow banners of sunset were
waving in the western horizon, as we came out
from the house of God two Sabbaths since. A
dear sister said to two of us, •Come home with
me.' The meeting had been a sacramental one,
and as we walked along we talked of the good
things we had heard, and I know it was not in
name only, but we felt that in heart we were,
i;isters. Later on, when a quiet fell upon us and
we sat peacefully enjoying the twilight, I said,
"I have so .often wished that th~ sisters of our
church would adopt some plain, simple mode of
dress, so that all, rich and poor, might.dreES alike."
'·There," our hostess made answer, "that subject
of dress has been a burden upon my mind for a
long tjme. Sometimes it almost seems coming
between me and God when I try to pray, and I
am so glad you mentioned it." "Yes;" said our
mutual friend, "So am I glao, for I too have
thought of it, and gave up buying a dress I wanted two or three weeks ago because I knew I could
do without it." So we settled down for a quiet
talk about the matter.
"The truth is we three all like pretty things,
and when making a garment or having them
made are "tempted to have them made just as
prettily as possible, tucking, ruffling, and pleating
them. Now this not only takes time which might
be better employed, but wears one out physically
and mentally, for it often happens that 'Nature
being oppressed rondemns tne 111inrl to suffer
with tqebod7,"' ' ' ·
i ··" •· "'' _,,

Thus far we read-there was no more, and we
laid the paper down, thinklng within ourselves,
"Oh, why have not those three (those three
whom we know so well and whose influence
could it only stand revealed to them would
astonish themselves) have the moral courage to
act out the conviction of their souls t _Taking up
the paper in an abstracted mood, thinking still
upon the theme our sisters had been discussing
that quiet Sabbath eve, another paper was lifted
with it, which proved to be a letter we had received a few days previously and which we shall
copy here, begging the writer's pardon for so
doing as we know it never entered his mind that
other eyes than our own would see it. We will
merely say that it· was written in answer to a
card we had sent, thanking him for words of encouragement he had sent us in a very early day
of the "Home Column." ·Name and date we
.shall withhold, but will give you the letter otherwise entire.
Sr. TValker :-Your card was received a few
days ago. I am glad that I was the instrument
in the hands of God, of administering comfort
and encouragement to you in your work last
winter. It was the Spirit of the Master that did
it, and to him be the praise. Neither shali I ever
forget the time. I was away from home, under
trying circumstances, the lonely occupant of a
deserted house, ministering to myself, living on
bread and water for my health and convenience.
Deprived of the most which men prize, I yet was
blessed of God though the blessing was obtained
through tears and strong crying unto the Lord.
Last winter I passed through a crisis and by the
blessing of the Lord my affairs have been improving. I carry my pack with me and sell
goods to provide for myself and family and pay
off debts contracted while under missionary
appointment, and preach every Sunday, with
occasionally a night through the week. Though
under conference appointment, the Bishop has
not been able to do much for me. I have many
calls for preaching which I can not attend. Lord
send more reapers t"
The letter too was finished and I laid it aside,
musing deeply upon the sharp contrasts in the
two papers. The cozy, quiet parlor in which the
three were sitting enjoying such sweet, undis·
turbed communion with each other appeared be·
fore me, while in strong contrast I saw the "de·
serted house" with its lonely occupant wrestling
with God in prayer for victory that he might not
yield to the overwhelming. discouragements of
poverty and leave. the field of his labors with
none to bear aloft the gospel banner. I saw his
crust of bread and water and the stern agony of
the conflict which left its impress upon his brow,
marked by deep lines of thought and pain. Just
thllt which they themselves confessed was not
only superfluous, but injurious to bodily and
mental vigor, that would have been as a mine of
wealth to him-would h:we given food and
raiment to his family and sent him on liis way
re101cmg. And yet they loved the Master, we
have every reason for believing if not for knowing, only it was so difficult to be the first to break
away from the dictates of society and the habit
formed of yielding to them. What a splendid
opportunity c;ii taking up a cross for the sake of
him who. bore his so meekly fm· us, and who
upon_ i,~ ~uiel'ed such untold"agonf to i;e¢eem us.
':V:ha~, w:qrthy e)\ample to sef the church a~
\
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well as the world, but best of all the untold good
which might be accomplished thereby.
"The pebble is cast in the water,
And the waves circle 'round with the shock."

Thus wave after wave might it spread and roll
on until the church as a body would see the sin
of wasting upo~ self the means which should
be used to spread the gospel of Christ.
[WE wish to notify all our friends who have so
kindly been selling the "Witnesses" for us that
we think it best and necessary to withdraw the
offer of packages of 4 for $r.Io, and shall hereafter have but one price, whether bought singly
or by the dozen. 35 cents each is what will be
charged for all after this notice.-En]
POEM FOR ST. JAMES' DAY.
"Seek ye to sit enthroned by life?
Alas! ye know not what ye ask;
The first in shame and agony,
The lowest in the meanest task,This can ye be? And can ye drink
The cup that I in tears must steep;
Nor from the whelming waters shrink,
'I'hat o'er me roll so dark and deep?"
"We can-thine are we dearest Lord,
In glory and in agony,
To do and suffer all thy word;
Only be thou forever nigh.,. ·
HThen be it so,-my cup receive,
And of my woes baptismal taste:
But for the crown, that angels weave
For those next me in glory placed,
I give it not by partial love;
But in my Father's book are writ
What names on earth shall lowliest prove,
That they in heaven may highest sit."
"Take np the lesson, 0 my heart;
Thou Lord of meekness write it there,
Thine own meek self to me impart,
Thy lofty hope, thy Jowly prayer."
From Christian rea~.

toes for each loaf of bread you intend to bake,
or if you can not conveniently get the.po'tatoe8,
omit them. When the batter is lukewarm add
the soaked yeast, and set it in a warm place until
morning. When it is very light add salt, and a
teaspoon of soda dissolved in a little warm water.
With a large spoon, stir in flour until it is very
stiff. Flour the board and knead, adding flour
freqMently until it will not stick to the board.
The more faithfully you knead your bread the
better it will be. Wlilen it 'is well kneaded, put
it in a warm place, and let it stand until it is very
light. Now, put it on the board again, arid
knead it well. Then separate it into loaves, and
put them in greased pans and let it stand until
very light, then bake an hour for an ordinary
loaf. Success in bread making demands care
and close attention to all the details of the process. But perseverauce will always meet with
sucess.
Here is a recipe for a favorite dish of ours,
which we do not think is· very common: Take
one quart of fresh buttermiik, put it on the stove,
and while it is heating, beat two eggs and mix
them with a batter made of a teacup of cold butter-milk and four heaping teaspoons of flour,
add a pinch of salt, and when the buttermilk begins to boil stir it in, continuing to stir constantly until the mixture begins to boil, then pour out
into saucers and sift sugar over them, and when
it is partly cold, eat it, and let us know how you
like "thickened butter-milk."
If any one finds these recipes of use, I shall be
glad. With thanks to all those who have contributed to the column,
I am your sister,
L. H. CAMPBELL.

l!al""" No Credit for moneys received on subscription will
appear on the Colored Arldress Label of the Herald and
Hope for this issue, as no chnnges have been made, ex·
cept in cusc of persono desiring a change in P.O. address.

CABOOL, Mo., Oct. rzth.
Bro. ':Joseph: I have just returned from a visit
to Illinois an<l Indiana. My brother says the
Saints are the best writers on the doctrine of
Christ he ever read. My mother, seventy-six
years of age, thinks our teachings are very good.
I could not hear from the Chicago Saints by letter prior to my visit in the city. In Crown Point,
Indiana, I met with a new wing of Babylon; they
call themselves the Pentecostal Band, and claim
to preach Bible salvation; they lack a great deal
in teaching the people how to obtain said salva·
tion. Five young ladies accompanied a minister.
On entering their place of worship, said ladies
kneel in secret prayer, and on rising they sing a
hymn or two, pray in turns for the Holy Ghost
to "come right down;" one says "A-m-e-n," at
the top of her voice, another shouts "Glo-ry,"
another "Hal-le-Ju-ya," another, "Hoo--e."
And when, in their imagination. the Holy Ghost
has come down, one of said young ladies rises
from her knee, states to the audience that she is
told to read the eighth chapter of Acts, or some
other chapter, and when said chapter is read, she
tells the audience Bible salvation is the one thing
needful, gives an exhortation without telling them
how to obtain it.
Their preacher seemed to be an "occasional"
preacher-subject, I suppose, to the passion of
zeal. They have a balustrade to get Bible salva·
tion at when a seeker acknowledges .Bible oalvation. The band declare them saved.
I called at "The People's Church," in Chicago,
Dr. Thomas, pastor. The doctor speaks with
ease and caution. He is not likely to wear himself out with loud and excited speech. Slow spoken and precise, he seems to try to speak each
word in its place. He elaborated on the selfish
views the Jews entertained of God in relatfon to
themselves; showed that Christ introduced much
broader views of God than the Jews were willing
to receive, and claimed that general ignorance
was the cause of the Jews dropping into such
narrow and ~elfish views. "While listening to
him I was reminded of Moses who was skilled in
all the learning of the Egyptians. He seems to
be a man of good general information, and I hope
he will find the way round to "the main entrance."
He is opposed to a few selfish ones sending all
the rest to hell because they don't believe as they
do. At Independence, Missouri, I got some gospel food-heard brethren F. C. Warnky and T.
E. Lloyd.
In hope,
/
R. A. ATWELL.

AmsoN, Maine, Oct. 8th.
As a sister in this good cause, and also a
mother, I desire to do what I can by precept and
PLEASANTON, Iowa.
example, to encourage and help all. I have ofDear Sisters:-! have· enjoyed our "Column"
ten thought who or what were the "helps" in
in the !Jerald,. from its commencement," and now
the oganization of the church or body of Christ?
wish to contribute some recipes which may be
and it seems to me that, without fear of being too
of help to some, especially the young sisters, not
having had much experience in house work,
high minded, the sisterhood of the church may
cooking, etc. In directions given for bread some
aspire to fill in part that office in many ways.
time ago, it gave a kind of yeast requiring a cool
One of old declares that to be a doorkeeper in
place in summer, and a place where _it would not
the house of his God were preferable to living
freeze in winter. Not having a cellar, and thinkin sin;. and when we thirtk of the gospel (good
ing many of the sisters might .be in like circumnews) from its inception to its final tiumph over
stances, I will give. my way of making yeast.
sin, and th.en think that in a greater or less deWhen you are getting supper, pare and slice six
gree we may be ac.counted worthy of helping in
large potatoes, cover them with water, and boil
this great cause· by our gifts· and offerings, our
very soft. When you put them on, put in with
prayers and our testimonies, onr words fitly
them, two handfuls of hops, tied up in a piece of
spoken at r."ome and abroad-when we think of
thin, white muslin. When the potatoes are soft,
it in this way, we can truly say it is a high and
mash them very fine in the water in.which they
holy calling "hereunto we have been called.
we·1:e boiled, taking out the hop bag first. If the.
To say I like the "Mothers' Home Column,"
mixture does not measure a. quart, add water to
but poorly expresses my sentiments in regard to
lliake that amount, and .stir in a small handful ot
it. I think it destined to do a good work, and
salt, and a large one of sugar. When the mixture
bear my testimony that its earnest appeals have,'
is lukewarm, add a teacup of yeast, of any kfnd
stimulated me to action. That I may continue
NEBRASKA CITY, Oct. 2Ist
you may happen to have. Set it in a warm
thus to do, and may bear soMe fruit to the honor
Bro. Blair: We have just returned from our
place, and the next day when it 'is light, stir in . and glory, of ~ur Heavenly Father, is the
visit to Omaha, where we went to witness the
sifted corn meal, until it is stiff enough to ha11dle.
prayer of,
SISTER SARAH.
dedication of the Saints' new chapel, just erected
Then flour your .hands, and make it into small
at that place. It is not a very large, but a rieat
IT IS stated that 375,000,000 persons are annucakes, laying ·them on a board to dry. Keep
building, and will seat from four to five hundred
ally carried over the railroads oE the country;
them in a moderately warm place, turning them
people. President Joseph Smith was present and
Only 460 of .this number are killed and I,800
often .. When perfectly dry put in a: ·bag, and
put in his time pretty well that day, as he preachmeet with fnji.ll"ies more or less severe. Of these
keep in a dry place. The night before you want
ed three times. In the afternoon he dwelt most800 injured and 200 of the killed may be charged
to bake bread, soak two of the yeast cakes in cold
on
the duties of the Saints. From first to last he
to causes for which the railroad companies are
water until soft. Then make a stiff batter of
was moved by the spirit of love, and every heart
more or less responsible, while the rest is due to
?'f~Xm w~ter ~n.d ftopr; ad~h1g j:w9 pashed po~!l:l
th!; 1:are1e~spe.s~ 9fthe ps~en~~r~. tfiems1;jy~~\
rejqi~tt~ ~nq ~t;!t tg r-lorifr qg~·~ i1'>1l llt\m~;~ '
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Bro. M. II. Forscutt playe<i the organ and con·
ducted the singing, which was excellent. To
Bro. Mark is due much credit for Rame. Vve are
all well, and we do rejoice in the glorious gospel
of our Lord more than we ever did before Glo·
ry and praise be to his holy name for ever and
ever.
Your sister,
NICOLINE THOMSON.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Oct. 2'2d.
Editors Herald: In your issue of October 23d,
you state, editorially, that "A brother asks, Is it
right or proper for a district to appoint a treasurer, collect;. money, and send Elders off to preach
the gospel in different places?" It is quite probable that the brother wh-0 so wrbte had in view
some distrkt which had dared tb act in its own
behalf and right, and authorize collections in the
branches which compose the district, to be applied in paying the car fare for local district
work-of those Elders who are not under General Conference appointment. The question is
rather loosely . framed, as will appear upon examination. Has any district assumed to "send Elders off/' or outside of its territory, to preach the
gospel? I know of no such case, if any such has
occurred. But is it not conceded, and besides,
too, is it not of long standing, that districts are
authorized in appointing Elders to labor within
their territorial jurisdiction? But who so pre:·
sumptuous as to suppose that this precludes the
general church from appointing men to labor
also in the same general field. It is generally
known that the funds of the Bishopric are applied s·pecially in favor of the appointees of the general church; but this does not mean that because
the Bishop does not provide car fare to and support for those not under general church appointment, that no car fare shall be given to such as
may need, in order to do local work, or other
support if deemed necessary, by persons, branches, or districts. It would simply be ridiculous to
assume that district Elders should not be allowed
car fare from a district fund, simply because
there is a Bishopric and its agents in nearly all
the districts, which makes some provision for
those sent out by the general church!
Then think of the thought, that districts should
"consult" on that which is purely a local affair,
and outside all jurisdiction of the Bishop and his
agents, with the Bishop, "that such matters may
be mutually arranged, . . . that there may be
unity and concert of action." But what right
has the Bishop to interfere in such matters? And
suppose that a district believed its action to be
right, and was firm in adhering to it, what then?
No one, at least to the writer's knowledge, has in
any way infringed upon the rights of the Bishop
-and all seem disposed to honor every officer in
his place.
If the' work was only to be done by missionaries from the Annual Conference, or those sent
out specially by the First Presidency and Twelve,
then indeed with some sense and consistency, it
might be in order to restrict districts from attending to local work, and that which pertains thereto by way of financial aid.
The Bishop has his functions of office, and I
am glad to say that this office is not inconsistent,
necessarily, with a "district fund" for purely local work. Bf!ith can exist within the same territory and be at peace; because they do not perform the same work. One rep1•esent~ the gener1'<~ ~hurch 1 and now ma~eo ?1rovisio~ f9r thos\
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who are sent-out.· by the general church (after an
arrangement with the Bishop); while the other
simply attend~ to local demands and needs, which
neither the Bishop .and his agents have thus far
recognized as within their scope of duty. There is
. nC'• cause for alarm from the mere fancy that there
would be antagonism between the District Treasurer and the Bishopric of the Church.
The Independence District, as will be seen in
its conference reports, has availed itself of the
supposed right to appeint a District Treasurer,
and also requested its branches to take up stated
collections with which to constitute the fund;
the fund so raised to be applied in furnishing car
fare to local laborers to and from appointments
in this district, where such car fare is needed.
The district has not proposed to infringe upon
the Bishop and give car fare to any one whb is
so provided for by the Bishop. It is proposed
only to apply as a help to willing, worthy laborers who are not furnished out of the funds of the
Bishop. And now does any one see any great
wrong in the action of the Independence District?
In bonds of right,
T. E. LLOYD.
RUSHVILLE, Ill., Oct. 17th.
Dear Brethren: I got to this town August 24th.
Have been at work most of my time on the railroad; have been talking some as Latter Day
Saints should. I have been at work in a Catholic
gang, and they began to run all denominations
down, and especially the Mormons. I told them
I belonged to the Mormons known as Latter Day
Saints. "And they are all the same," was the
prompt reply. I tried to show them the difference. They did not refuse to listen, but to heed,
for they said "Utah Mormons and Latter Day
Saints are all the same." I replied, "though I
die, and am buried in the depths of hell, I believe
that Mormonism, or Latter Day Saints, or as we
are better known, the'Josephites, are the true and
accepted Church of God." One word brought
on another. The question was asked, "How do
you know that your church is right" I answered, "the same as Christ told to Peter that he knew
he was the Son of God, by direct revelation from
God." They could not reply to this, so our conver•ation stopped fer the time being. I still bear
testimony to the truth of the work.
When I was a very small boy I was at conference at Council Bluffs, and had the ague. Mother got uncle Tommy Dobson and three others to
administer to me. I have had the ague but very
few times since then. When I was nine years
old I was sick, and the doctor said that there wrs
but little chance of my getting well. I refused
to take his medicine, and said, "God would help
me when I n.eeded help." Mother sent for Bro.
Ira Goff; it was about five days before he got to
our place; he administered to me and said that
I should gain from that hour. The doctor had a
patient on the other side of our place, and he
made it a point to call and see me every day; he
called in about an hour, in some ways I was better. Sunday after I was worse, and grandma left
me for dead, and went three-fourths of a mile to
call my mother from meeting. They found I
was not dead, and worked about an hour to bring
me too. When I came too I was surprised to see
my mother, and said I felt weak since I waked
up. Mother said, "You were not asleep: you
fainted. Again, five years ago, while riding on
~ht! runnin9 ,ye~rs C)~ ~ wag;on witn others, whil~
1

attempting to catch my brother from falling,
caught my arm in the wheel and broke one bone.
I suffered a great deal for twenty-one hours, when
my step-father administered to me, and the pain
immediately ceased. The Lord has still continued his bl.~ssing to his people. No longer ago
than last Sunday morning, when kneeling for
prayer, sister said, "Remember me." I prayed
the Lord to bless her, inasmuch as she needed.
She said, "Willie, when you pray you think you
will get just what you askj: for." I answered,
"certainly." She said she was aching in every
bone in her body, and it had all ceased, almost
while the words were in my mouth. This is the
kind of a God to serve, one who hears and answers. Ever your brother in Christ,
W; M. KENDALL.
BIRD CITY, Kan., Oct. 2ut.
Dear Herald:-We were honored with a visit
by Elder S. Madden accompanied by Brn. Lang
and Spencer. He spoke twice to an attentive
audience. It was nice to hear the first principles
of the gospel once more. I would like to state
that I received letters during sickness that I could
not answer. However, there is no good vacant
land here now within twenty miles of us. Your
sister in Christ,
MRS. DIAN CARTER.
SAND BEACH, Mich., Oct. 26th.
Bio. Blair :-All goes well here. Baptized
two yesterday. There are thirty members now
in Siegle, six miles west of here, not yet organized into a branch. Bro. C. Green, Priest, is laboring with me for a few weeks. He is quite a
help.
Yours,
J. J. CORNISH.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri.
Dear Herald:-As an Elder and teacher I have
frequently been asked for my opinion of heaven
and of hell. Of the latter I would my that to my
mind it is a condition of fearful waiting for the
final judgment, a state of unrest and dread uncertainty concerning their final doom as prisoners, held under charges to await action of the
court that shall judge them. Unless this be the
case the the prison house becomes useless. Further than this, I do not desire to lift the darkening vail to attempt to disclose the revolting sight
that it has pleased God to conceal from our view.
It might be that the sight would so far outdo our
most sanguine thoughts, or imaginations, that we
would lose all hope of salvation and cease to
strive for victory over death, hell and the grave.
Sometimes I am led to believe that the Elders
almost forget that there is a hell, or prison, separate from the Paradise of God, or where the
good, the pure, the tried and true, go to rest; until they shall be called to receive their reward.
I do not. say this because I would have them
continually preaching hell-fire to frighten, or to
excite people to do obedience through fear, but.
Christ taught it because he wanted them to know
all righteousness. Let me say this much, that
there is a hell some where, and there I am taught
that the wicked go (and not the good) into that
fearful condition, or fearful waiting; and it is
certain that if it is a fearful waiting, it is not a
pleasant waiting. Jesus has· warned us of its
terrible nature. Matt. 25:46; and many other
instances might be used to prove the undesirablene&~ pf he!\, ljnd its unfitne&~ to ~ive us rest aftel'
' 4 ·1
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this life of weariness and toil shall end. Jes us
says that it is better for us to part with any member of our body than to be cast into hell with all
of them.
Heaven, what is it, and how shall we obtain it
and its gifts? If I take my text from the saintly
seer of Patmos Isle, 22d chapter, I would most
c<:rtainly give a reverse to the former view. Instead of a fearful waiting, it would be a 3oyful
anticipation of a glorious rest, and happy reunion
with our Lord, who has promised to wipe away
every tear from all eyes. St. Paul says that the
mind can not conceive of the things that God
has in store for them that Jove him. But we are
told that we shall rest in peace in the Paradise
of God; until the resurrection of the just, or the
first resurrection. We may differ widely upon
the interpretation of the Scripture, but I believe
. in a glorified and redeemed humanity. It may
not be this material body that shall be gathered
up in fragments of earth, and mineral from the
grains, or the deeps of the ocean bed, to be re·
united to the immortal part of man; there may
be another, a heavenly body, that shall come out
of this old one, like the butterfly from the chrysalis; but however that may be, "I believe in the
resurrection of the body." St. Paul says so, on
the authority of the divine Spirit. I believe that
o.ur departed friends in glory, have the same form
and pleasant faces that we loved and caressed
here. I believe we shall know them, by God's
grace, when we come to the other shore; by the
same marks we saw and loved on earth; the
bright, clear eye, the index of the soul by which
we could interpret weal or woe. If we do not
find there all these earthly resemblances, I for
one shall be disappointed; ex.cept it be th.e pains
and ills. of mortal life, or else lhe poet hath wrote
and sung in vain,
'"No chilling winds, or poisonolJS breath,
Can reach that healthful shore;
Sickness and sorrow, pain and death,
Are feared. and felt no, more."

Further, I believe that Scripture will sustain
my opinions that the soul is 'free from every
shadow of doubt and darkness; safe from the
snares of fashions and customs; no more bound
in secret, but shall know all things, and shall
- walk the streets of pure gold with fearless tread,
and bask in the light of the Son. I am told, Oh,
happy lot, that.those who are permitted entrance
there shall not know of this fearful waiting, and
all cares and sorrows are forgot no more t~ be
.brought into rememberance: N~·ilher shall we
be disappointed to miss those whom we may have
expected to. meet there, but who are not there.;
because we shall know the reasun of their separ"
a.lion from us; howbeit we ourselves shall barely
escape that fearful waiting. 0, awake Saints,
awake; put your armor on, and in the name of
ISrael's "'7od, renew the battle day by day. Did
not.the Master use words of encourngement and
forcible illustration to induce men if possible to
go forth into the harvest field, when he said, "The
fields are white unto the harvest and the la.borers
are few; paay ye the Father, that laborers be sent."
And, in Mark 16: 15; Matt. 28; 19. To me, this
means an active !ninistry. Romans ro: 14 and
Titu.s I : 3. This is how we shall obtain heaven
and its gifts and a good report. If we are faithful
in aJi things we shall be saved with them that
hear and obey the. gospel. And this means for
you, as well a~ me to tell the story of how this
gospel h &eln!$ Pfei!i.:hed as ~· 'jvitne~ tor the !!lst
):.d
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time, or dispensation of time, to every people,
kindred and tongue; and soon the vials of God's
wrath shall be poured out upon the earth. Arise,
let us be doing.
CLARENCE ST. CLAIR.

IN MEMORY OF JAMES VERNON.
We looked on thy face, dear father,
Where death was creeping fast, i
And felt thy hand growing colder,
Within his icy clasp;
When loving ones stood sadly round
To watch thy spirit flee,
We wept, and bitter were our tears,
But they were not for thee.
]'irm as the e.ternal hills of God
Thy steadfast heart has been;
Because of this thou had'st no fear
To cross the valicy dim.
And many were thy suffering days,
And nights of weary pain.
Now thou wert leaving all of this,
To suffer not again.
We wept for those still left behind
Who miss thy presence dearThy quiet coumel and advice,
Thy kindly words of chcerAnd for our mother now bereft,
Lone, grieving, sorrowing one;
Lord give her strength in this drear hour
To say, "Thy will be done."
Methinks the angels oft rejoiced,
Thine upright way to see;
For snrely must their presence be
Near unto such as thee.
A beacon light to those around,
Thon iu· thy life hast been,
That silently yet plainly speaks
The peace that reigns withm.
Thou humbly strove to walk the way
That leadcth home to God;
Methinks the heavenly host rejoiced
When at the gntes you stood:
And louder rose the joyous strain
Of, •'Glory to the Lamb;"
And he who on the throne doth reign,
Did,st say, "'My child, come in."
A goodly heritage thou left
Unto thy children here,
'l.'hat of thy precious memory
Which oft our hearts shall cheer.
Should days seem drear, and cares oppress,
Thy patience we'll recall;
·
And strive to walk by grace divine,
The path that's free fur all.
. V. V. SHORT.

~nmmuui~afinn$.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.

II. THESSALONIANS, CHAP. II.

"l-IE who now hindereth will hinder until
he.be taken out of the way."
He, as med above relates to a person in
contradistinction to that wicked one; now,
relates to tbe time of the hindering; hindereth, shows that something was prepared
and ready for introduction; until, connects,
in person and time,_ the "hindereth" and
the "taken,.aWilY ;" be be taken, means a
person removed by death, or a direct intervention of providence; way, is path, place;
or position into which the wicked one is
to come i' widw;lonel. i& thtt ~l(vil i, reyeal-

ed, is to be made manifest, through his
acts, or his agents.
Tbe time of this whole transaction is before the "coming of the Lord," the "day
of Christ," and after the time of building
"the temple of God." The one who was
all powerful in building a temple of God,
subsequent to the destruction of the temple
in Jerusalem was Joseph Smith. If Paul
meant a literal temple he meant the one at
Nauvoo; then "he", as used above, means
Joseph Smith-as the one inost likely to
hinder anything done in it not right. The
thing to be hindered is called a "strong
,delusion," (verse I 1), and something impending, like an awful calamity, at the
time treated of. History says that polygamy was being greatly uiscussed at that
time. Taking out of the way then, according to the above premises, was the death
by violence of Joseph Smith; and the revealing of the wicked one, immediately
after, was by the introduction of polygamy
and its kindred evils of "lying," deceivableness, and unrighteousness, all of which
history says occurred in the temple, subsequent] y to tbe death of Joseph Smith, in
a manner to fulfill verse 4.
The time of these strange fulfillments
may be determined in another way. An
illicit union is determined in a court of law
by a child being born, and the time of the
crime by the date of birth. When did
polygamous children first make their
appearance?*
This is the test.
Those
most interested can decide the issue by it.
So much of acts; t'lking up the question
of the revelation by which it is said the
prophesied "delusion" was ushered in:
those having the matter in charge say they
have only a copy of it. There ought to
be an original, in the proper hand-writing.
That was burned, say these same persons,
by consent of Joseph Smith. This proves
the former deduction that he hindered, and
was the one prophesied of that was to
hinder. Tbe denunciation of Brown was
an act of hindering; and the word to .Marks
was to hinder, but he was taken out of the
way.
S.F.W.
ON PROPHEGY.-ISAIA!I, VI.

itself iR, in part, God's testi~
mony to the world; a IPstimony indeed of
warning and of terror, fitly repre~ented by
Ezkiel's roll, written within and on the
outside, and full of mourning, lamentation
and woe." In fact, one of the saddest con"
sequences of the general neglect by Christians of the prophetic word has been, that,
instei:id of bearing in the world's ears continually this solemn and mournful testimony as to the world's prospects, we have
chimed in with Satan's luJ.laby of peace;
peace by which he soothes this poor guilty
world to deeper slumber, while God's
judgments, alas, hy which it is sure ere
long to be overtaken, slumber not. The
world dreams of a golden age, a period of
peace and plenty, of liberty and good
government drawing nigh, and it labors
as it,has done for so many ages to hasten
PROPHECY

*[The oldest polygamous child now living wa• born
,July 22d. 1845: and it is stated that there was but one
child born iu MoYmon polyo:amy older than this, and t~v,?
9j'\e wa~ bofn \u ~l\~ ~!lme W;onp+ ~µ~ ;l'~N:....-~:P·~
' .,.
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its arrival, and while the world has sought
to escape its arrival by all the means and
appliances of philosophy and science and
political economy and a philanthrophy,
having these for its foundation, how many
of the Saints of God have added to these
the gospel, and have thought thus to perfect the machinery by which this guilty,
miserable world is to be brought back to
purity and joy? And if it should be urged,
as it doubtless would by some, that Christianity should be placed in the foreground,
and all other things be only considered as
subsidiary forces in the contest, what have
you gained? The world and the church
are still joined in one common phalanx to
fight one common battle, animated by one
common hope of victory, and ensuing rest
and peace and contentment in this world
below. All join in putting far off the
evil day, or in denyim~ that there is such a
day approaching. "Pillows are sewn under
all arm-holes;" the walls "daubed with
untempered mortar;" the prophets, whether in the world or its churches, agreeing
to "prophecy smooth things," and "cry
peace, peace, when there is no peace."
And all this the result of hearkening to
the reasonings and speculations of man
instead of the testimony of God's Holy
word.
There is a day of universal peace and
blessedness yet to dawn upon this oppressed and groaning earth. There is a millenium yet to come, a period of universal
righteousness and joy, brighter than any
that man's hopes have pictured; brighter
than any that even Saints themselves have
anticipated; but as to the way in which
this period is to be ushered in, as to the
means by which it is to be introduced, we
do affirm and we hope that it will be
plainly shown to you from the word of
God; and that man's fancies and speculations will not be preferred to the solemn
teaching of the blessed hook. It will he
shown to you from the word of Goel, I
hope. It is not by the progress of society,
or the march of intellect, or the advancement of science. It is not by the spread
of modern opinions, or the rise and growth
of liberal institutions, neither by means of
schools and hospitals and peace societies,
nor missions to the heathen, however good
in their places these may be. It is not by
these means that Satan's kingdom will be
overthrown and the world delivered from
his dire oppression, but bv the coming·
of our Lord Jesus Christ from Heaven.
This is the one grand event placed before
us in the "more sure word of prophecy"an event which men have continued to
put off to an indefinitely distant period, but
which·in scripture is ever represented as
the one impending event, placed as such
before saint and sinner.
It has diverse
aspects, I grant you. As to the one, light,
to the other, darkness; to the one joy, to
the other sorrow; to the one deliverance,
to the other confusion and everlasting des~
pair. But it is, whether regarded in reference to the one or the other, the one grand
event foretold in the prophetic word of .all
God's future dealings with mankind, and
it takes place, not as is commonly supposetj at
th~ ~pc] of a period pf upjy~n;al
j'..

righteousness on the earth, but at its commencement, it precedes that period; it
ushers it in, and for anything that any of
us can tell to the contrary it may take
place in our own life-time, within the
brief space of our existence here below;
but I will not pursue this theme, yet was
unwilling to pass on without noticing it
thus at the outset, and for this reason that
in nothing has the general neglect of
prophecy by Christians had a more terrible
effect than in regard to this event, in its
bearing upon the world. Instead of testimony to this rapidly approaching and portentous event Christians have substituted
as a means of acting upon the consciences
of the careless, the thought of the uncertainty of their own lives, and the thoughts
of the final rla v of i·etribution at the end
of time, at the dis,nlution of all things.
I am not going to intimate that scripture
is silent as to these subjects, for "it is appointed unto man once to die, and after
that the judgment"-the judgment of the
dead before the great white throne, is
solemnly portrayed. (Rev. 20). But this
we may safely affirm, that the great subjuct of prophetic testimony is neither the
uncertainty of our lives nor the setting of
the great white throne at the consummation
of all things, but the coming of the Lord
Tesus is. Christ himself will come in the
clouds of heaven to inflict terrible judgments upon the living inhabitants of the
earth, upon those who shall be alive and
behold him when he comes. "Behold be
cometh with clouds, and every eye shall
see him; they also who pierced him. And
the kindreds of the earth shall wail bPcause of him." The difference as to the
effect upon conscience, between these two
sorts of testimony is immense, hut let the
testimony of God's word come home to a
man-let him be convinced that what is
before the world is the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ in the clouds of heaven,
not a thousaud years hence, but, for anything he knows, his own eyes may see
heaven open and the Son of Man appe'1r
robed iu light, tq execute judgment on the
ungodly, that unless he believes '1tHl obeys
the gospel, he may be one of the living
objects of his wrath when that Savior
comes. (zd Thess. I : 8). But Christ says,
"of that day and of that hour knoweth 'no
man; no, not the angels of heaven, hut
my Father only."
Before passing on I speak this word of
solemn warning to the unconverted; don't
be deceived bv the notions which are
abroad; no one can assure you that the
clay or hour is at any great distance. But
I charge and warn you in the sight and
presence of God, before whom we shall
all stand, to be prepared for it.
It may
be within the period of your natural lives;
its thunderings may burst upon your ears,
and its solemnities cause your hearts to
quake. If, on the other hand, we look at
the glory in which they who are Christ's,
the glory in which his obedient children
who are made co-heirs with him will appear, how can I contemplate such a, subject if I have any doubt as to whethn I
am one of those to whom that glory
thro~1gh gr~ce hcl<mgs. For it is written

when he appears; we shall be caught up
to meet him. Our hearts need the calm
and peaceful assurance of this; and his
prumise is, that, unto all who bow in obedience to the will of God and keep his commandments, he will visit them with the
comforter, the Holy Ghost, who should
bring things past to mind; make known
things present, and show us things to
come. These are the things that happen
indeed to men upon the earth, but still
they are the things of God; "For what
man knoweth the things of a man save
the spirit of man which is in him? Even
so the things of God no man knoweth
save the Spirit of God be in him." 'What
he alone knows, he alone can teach. And
how blessed are the words which follow
these just cited, "Now we have received
not the Spirit of the world, but the Spirit
which is of God; that we might know the
things that are freely given us of God.
Yes, beloved brethren, it is to you who
"have passed from death unto life who
possess this inestimable gift of the Holy
Ghost-sent by the Father in Christ's
name to lead us into all truth, to take of
that which is Christ and reveal it unto us,
to show us things to come.
Has God
brought us so near to himself as to instruct
us with his secrets, making us his confidents, as it were? And shall we requite
such love as this by utter and manifest indifference to what be has been pleased to
communicate? \Vhy was it that God told
Abraham what was coming upon Sodom?
It was Abraham's faithfulness to God that
kept him apart from Sodom; "And tbe
Lord said, shall I hide from Abraham that
thing which I do?"-Gen. 18: 17. Christ
says to his beloved, "Henceforth I call you
not servants; for the servant knoweth not
what his Lord doeth: but I have called
you friends, for all things I have heard of
the Father I have made known unto you,''
John 15: 15. We have God himself, and
the Lord] esus Christ who humbled himself to become the faithful servant. And
God has given him a name which is above
every name, that at the name of Jesus
every knee ~hould bow, and that every
tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is
Lord-to the glory of God the Father.
.Jt was not merely to the twelve apostles,
but to tbe whole church that God made
known the mystery of his will. And shall
wr, like recipients, neglect the communications which by reason of it we are privileged to receive; he shedding his own
light upon the whole scene that surrounds
us, a scene which constitutes a sphere in
which we are called to walk so as to please
and glorify God!
"' ·
Nothing can be more practical than the
study of prophecy-there is nothing more
so.
The gospel s;ipplies the motives, the
Holy Ghost begetting in us by the gospel
a new life, and dwelling in us to sustain
and guide it. It is the power of God.
Prophecy reveals and gives us most exactly
God's judgments of the entire sphere
arourid u
It shows us that just as Christ
arose from the dead, so we being freed by
his death from guilt and condemnation
through obedience, are risen with him
~s poita~ers ?f his life, we are not, left
0 •
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here to pursue the ohjects and unite in the
cause of a world lying in the wicked one,
and about to be desolated by God's judgments at the appearing of the despised
J~sus, at whose appearing we shall be
caught up to meet him, to be ever with
the Lord. Meanwhile, as strangers and
pilgrims here in holy separateness from
the .world, we are to seek those things
above, where Christ, who is our life, sitteth
at the right hand of God. And lest our
hearts should be attracted by the false
glitter of the world and its splendor, prophecy reveals God's judgments of its moral
character and condition, and unfolds to -us
the ripened iniquity to which its course is
tending, and foretells the solemn juclgments by which it will be visited in order
to the establishment 0£ the peaceful reign
of Jesus and his saints. Could anything
be more practical than this? It is alleged
that the chief, if not the only use of prophecy is after tbe event to demonstrate the
truth of God and evince his faithfulness in
fulfilling his word. It is said. "Ah! but
you can not understand prophecy till after
the occurrence of the event it foretells;
that is the only key by which it can be unlocked. Then it will be seen how God
has spoken, and has fulfilled his word.
But it is of no use examining prophecy till
then." Such are the objections of the
sceptic.
That fulfilled prophecy has the use here
affirmed one would not of course deny.
Fulfilled prophecy has.J_his use undoubtedly. But to say of unfulfilled prophecy that
its chief use is after the event, is to go
directly in the face of the plainest declaration of God's word. See zd Peter 1: 19:
"We have also a more sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye do well to take heed."
When? When the events have been"
accomplished, and the light shed upon the
prophecy; makes plain that God hath
spoken the truth? Is that the time? No:
but "whereunto ye do ,well to take heed
as. unto a light that shineth in a dark
place; until it he day dawn and the day star
arise in your hearts." The use of prophecy then is that of a lamp to light the
traveler's feet along the dark and dreary
path! If the chief . use of prophecy is
found~ after •the event it foretell~, i~ mu~t
be either to the righteous or the wicked
that it is thus useful. It can not he to the
Wicked, for it is too late to be of use to
them; the predictions having been accomplished,· perhaps in their debtruction. The
flood proved tl1e truth of (]od's word by
Noah; but it was then too late to be of
any advantage to the guilty world who
perished for not having heeded the warning given before. And as to the righteous,
surely they don't need the fulfillment of
prophecy to s<itisfy them tnat God speaks
the truth. No, my brethren; we <lo not
need prophecy to be fulfilled to certify us
of the truth of God; but we do need all
th« light it sheds upon our present path
and upon the whole scene around to guide
us. through its intricate mazes to that "city
of habitation" which is revealed to us as
, the home of our weary hearts, and our
eternal dwelling of joy. .
f rop.hec! is not desi~pwq to fornish food,

for curious in.;aginations or a field for the
Lord to appoint is here seen. And it is
exercise of intellectual power.
It is a<l- surely just that we shall receive to profit
dressed to faith, to be by it simply receiv- by these communications of God's mind
ed as God's word, and thus to become in- as to the future of which the prophetic
corporated with the very existence of the word is the medium. Now it is to him
inner man, humbling us at God's feet, that the Holy Ghost bears testimony "He
weaning us from the world, enabling us shall glorify me,'' said our blessed Lord.
to de~pise its attractions, and ·to be quiet
Christ is the centre and object of all the
and peaceful amidst its convulsions and its counsels, and of all the ways of God.
overturns, knowing beforehand what will And accordingly, (which brings us at once
be the end of its vaunting, proud career, to the subject before us), the whole proan\i how God bas prepared for the safety phetic testimony is thus summed up by the
and blessing of his own amid the wide Apostle Peter when speaking of the Old
spread general crash.
Testament prophets he represents them as
What can enable us aright to pursue the "searching what, or what manner of time
study of a subject like this, except by a the Spirit of Christ which was in them
process somewhat similar to that which did signify, when it testified beforehand
the prophet passed through? Let us con- the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that
Those
sider it a moment. "In the year that King should follow."-1 Peter 1: II.
U zziah died, I saw the Lord, high and prophecies which relate to "the sufferings"
lifted up, and his train filled the temple. of Christ, have of course been fulfilled.
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts; And so far as his personal glory in his
the whole earth is full of his glory," is the resurrection from the dead and his session
cry which burst from the lips of the pros- at the right hand of God is concerned, the
trate seraohim. \Vhat effect has this vis- predictions relative to these events have
ion of gl~ry on the prophet? It withers been accomplished. But the manifestation
up all the pride and beauty of the flesh. In of his glories to the world is altogether
the presence of this glory the prophet has future. The world has never seen him
the deepest discernment of his own sinful since he was taken down from the cross
condition, and of that of his people among and laid in the rich man's sepulcher. For
whom he dwells, and says: "Then said I, all the world believes or cares, he might
be there still. But there ai-e those who
woe is me; for I am undone; because I
am a man of unclean lips, for I have seen have been separated from the world by
the tidi11gs of his death and resurrection,
the King, the Lord of Hosts."
This is needful for us as well as the and the salvation which has been wrought
prophet. It is this withering of the flesh, out. These are now sharing the fellowof all self-confidence and self-importance: ship of his sufferings; and being made
comformable with his death, his word
this discovery to us of whaf we are, as
assures us that "if we suffer with him, we
sinners in the presence of a Holy God.
It is this we need in order to traverse safe- shall also reign with him." "If so be we
ly the scenes unfolded to us in prophecy, suffer with him, we shall also be glorified
for they are scenes of judgment, of desola- together." This takes place when he comes
This may be at any moment.
tion, and of succeeding brightness and again.
glory. But we could not pass and repass Whenever that moment does arrive the
through them, and be instructed as to. Lord Jesus shall appear "in the clouds of
them, without being puffed up by increas- heaven," "with the voice of the archangel,
ing knowledge, unless our hearts learn and the trump of God, and the dead in
Then we who are
these things in the brightness of the glory Christ shall rise first.
of God. 0, we need this discovery of alive and remain shall be caught up toourselves-of our deep sinfulness-so as gether with them in the clouds, to meet
to loathe and abhor ourselves, or our vain, the Lord in the air. So shall we ever be
proud hearts would turn our acquaintance with the Lord," and reign with him "a
with ,prophecy into a f!leans of exalting thousand year~," while all things are rnhdued ur1to-him, and the he;ithrn shall say,
ourselves above our brethren.
Isaiah takes his place as identified with Let us go up to ·Mount Zion, unto the
his nation; he owns not only that he is a house of the Lord, that we may learn of
·
man of unclean lips, but that he dwells in him and live.
WILLIAM KENDRICK.
the midst of a people of unclean -lips. The
• CONTINUED.
Lord grant us in the presence of his glory
this true brokenness of heart.
ANTIQUITY OF THE GOSPEL.
But the prophet is not left here; grace
is administered to him. He is made to MANY of the religious part of the world
know that his iniquity is taken away, and to-day believe that the first proclamation
his sin purged. And so with us when a of the good news was made when Christ
broken heart is combined with obedience was born into the world, and can not trace
to the commands of God.
it any further back in the past. But when
But an inquin' is now instituted. "Also vye take up the word of God as revealed
I heard the voice of the Lord, .saying, by a modern prophet, the mind is drawn
Whom shall I send, and who will go for out in coll)mon sense and reason in conus?" "Here am I, send me," is the proph- templating the great things of. J ehovab.
ets .ready response. The humbleness of We read in the inspired translation of the
the prophet, the simple blessed assurance Holy Scriptures, through this modern
of iniquity purged and sin removed which prophet, that this gospel of life and salva- ·
· (the) gospel brings, and the readiness to tion was given after the fall of man. We
run on any errand, and enter on any ser- understand by reading Genesis 3: 2, 3, that
yice whjcl1 it may pie~$~ P\lr for~iyiµg . w~wn thc;i ~01w~il was f1~1~ ip f1i;~y~m~ ~~~
0
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conference, or any division of the church.
The writer says: "First, in the Seventy
is vested the authority to preside; second,
he has no responsibility of presiding over
branches. vVhy? The reas"on is evident,
it is not because he has not the authority,.
but, having been called fo travel in all the
world, a local charge would hinder him
in his missionary work."
This is strange logic, the Seventy holding authority to preside but a local charge
would hinder him in his missionary work.
If presiding were a part of his work,
would it be hindering him to attend to it?
Does the presiding power of the Twelve
hinder them in their missionary work?
"If a Seventy holds no authority to preside, he evidently does not belong to the
Melcbisedek pri•·~t hood; for it is written:
•The Melchisr.:dek priesthood holds the
right to presidency.' D. C. 104:3. To
what priesthood does he then belong?"
We will introduce a few testimonies that
may answer some of the brother's many
questions.
History of Joseph Smith,
.JV.fill. Star, vol. l 5, page 849, says' "The
Seventies are to be taken from the quorum
<'f Elders, and are not to be riigh Priests.
They are subject to the direction and dictation of the Twelve."
Again the writer says: "If an Elder is
authorized to preside, a Seventy is also
so authorized." Upon the same parity of
NrcuoLAs RuMEL, SR.
reasoning the Deacon, holding the same
Aaronic priesthood as the Priest, has also
the right to baptize and ad minister the
MAY SEVENTIES PRESIDE?
sacrament. Again he says: "Local presi!
THE article under this caption found in dency, then, belongs of right to the High
Herald, September l 1 ih, 1886, betrays an Priest and Elder. 'But who shall preside
uneasiness of the writer upon the subject, over missions? * * * But in the absence
and a seeming fearfulness lest the question of the Apostle, who shall preside? The
High Priest or Elder? If so, by what
may not find a hearty response. NotwithvV e will introduce :inot her
standing the precedent (of Seventy presid- authority?"
ing) being established for the past twPnty testimony in answer to the brother's quesyears, the cause of the disputation that has tions. See History of Joseph Smith, J}[ill.
agitated the church from time to time that Star, vol. 15, p. 848: "A High Priest is a
member of the same Melchisedec Priestthe brother refers to, still exists, and from
tl;ie spirit as manifested in an editorial found
hood with the Presidency, but not of the
in Herald, vol. 33, June 12th, 1886, is same power or authority in the church.
likely to continue.
The Editorial says: The Seventies are also members of the
"The church will appoint such men and same priesthood, are a sort of traveling
officers [SeventiesJ as are best adapted to council or priesthood, and may preside
the work demanded [presiding]; and will over a church or churches,.until a High
expect the local ministry [High Priests and Priest can be had."
It will be understood that mis~ions in
Elders] and membership to acquiesce in
See
such appointments and cordially sustain that dav were called conferences.
the men appointed." . If the precedent flilill. Star, vol. 15 1 p,g·es 283-285; over
established by the churcl1 in placing Seven- which the twelve pre~ided; and in their
absence the High - Priest was placed in
ties to preside over districts, conferences,
or missions is correct, w by send out this charge. Things have changed somewhat
feeler-" May Seventies P re~ide" -and since that time. For it is now ~aid, "when
then use eve1:y means of rea,on and sophis- at the late conference the Twelve recommended certain of the Seventy to take
try to make it appear lawful?
The Seventy are the only quorum that charge of certain missions which they
the church differs upon in point of their themselves could not reach, they were actjurisdiction, and why on this?
Is not ing in harmony with the law which says:
twenty years of practical experience suf- 'It- is the duty of the traveling High Counficient time to try the merits of the theory cil fo call upon the Seventy, when they
of Seventies presiding? The feeling that need assistance, to fill the several calls for
still exists should be evidence enough to preaching and administering the gospel,
convince the most crednlous that wrong instead of others."'-D. C. 104: 16.
The law the brother quoted lacked one
exists somewhere. In our investigation of
this vexed question, we failed to find in essential feature to apply to their case, and
the history of the church from its com~ witi1out presiding authority it does not
mencement to the year r844, one instance give them much prestige to act upon. But
'N~ere a Seventy presided over d1urch 1
~ontinµes tlw brot\wr, "~n<l tht:sv Seven~

tan came before the Lord God, saying:
"Behold I, send me. I will be thy son,
and I will redeem all mankind, that one
soul shall not be lost. And surely I will
do it. Wherefore, give me thine honor.
But behold, my beloved Son, which was
my beloved and chosen from the begining,
said unto me: Father, thy will be done;
and the glory be thine forever,"
We see here a confliet, a rebellion; and
Satan and his host were cast out. Does
this correspond with the Revelation of St.
John the divine? He does not say there
will be war in heaven; but rather, there
was war in heaven. ·(See chapter I 2: 6-8.)
Here is evidently the time and place when
this God-given plan of redemption and salvation was made; hence it is called the
gospel of the Son of God. In other words,
it is adherence and obedience to certain
laws, ordinances and commandments, to
be taught to the children of men whenever there existed a necessity for the same
again; ministers of this gospel should be
called with a holy calling. Read Hebrews
5: 4., 5. By this we see no man is qualified
to do this work unless he is called of God,
Jes us not excepted. And if we deny the
revelations of God in the nineteenth century, then of course there are none equal
to the task. God is good, and is mindful
of the children of men, and would that all
might be saved according to his plan.
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ties, recommended and endorsed by the
body, go out clothed with the authority of
apostles, and may, in their individual
capacity, officiate in any duty in which an
apostle may officiate, except he is not a
member of the presiding council, and can
not partake in its deliberations." This is
strange logic; i:be conference clothed these
Seventies with authority of apostles that
they could officiate in any duty of an
apostle, only they could not preside.
What a difference! Please tell us what
authority the church clothed them with?
We will introduce another testimony of
the truth of the law, for the benefit of Bro.
"Lawabider," as we believe he is one of
those unfortunate Seventies called by the
late conference to preside over a mission
wherein resides High Priests and Elders,
efficient and willing to preside, and which
innovation is in direct opposition to th
law. Joseph Smith, filled with the divine
afflatus of the Holy Spirit at the endowment at the Kirtland Temple, addressing
the Quorum of Seventies, says :-"Also
that the Seventies are not called . to serve
tables, [tithing], or preside over churches,
to settle difficulties, but to preach the gospel and build them up, and set others, who
do not belong to these quorums, to preside
over them, who are High Priests.
The Twelve also are not to serve tables,
but to bear the keys of the kingdom to all
nations, and unlock them, and call upon
the Seventies to follow after them, and assist them."-His. J o~eph Smith, lVIill.
Star, vol. 15: p. 727. One more testimony
we have to offer this time, concerning the
duties of the Seventy.
Orson Hyde and John E. Page wrote
to the Martyr concerning the duty of the
Seventies, and in answer the Prophet said:
"In answer to your inquiry in a former
letter, relative to the duty of the Seventies
in regulating churches, &c., I say that the
duties of the SeYenties are more particular
to preach the gospel, and build up churches, rather than regulate them, that a High
Priest may take charge of them. If a
High Priest should be remiss in his duty,
and should lead, or suffer the church to be
led astray, depart from the ordinances of
the Lord, then under the special direction
of the Twelve, being duly commissioned
by them with their delegated authority, to
go to that church, and if agreeable to the
majority ef the members of said church,
to proceed to regulate and put in order the
same;. ol herwise, l'e can have no authority to act."-Jl:fill. Star, vol. 17, p. 771·
According to the testimony offered, it·
would seem the Seventies lack one essential power to fully equip them for the
duties of a mission, imd that is the authority to preside. As the law and testimony
stands, thev can not preside where there
are High Priests, they can not attend to
the tithing, they can not settle difficulties
in the church where there is a High Priest,
in the absence of their superiors
point
of authority; they then can not go into a
church without a majority vote of that
church; and then they must act under
special act and direction. of the Twelve,
heing duly commissioned by them with
their gele9at<t<J aµth()rity; that is~ the pow.,
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er to act in their name, and by the author- the end of each year, but, as a matter of
ity of the Twelve. If the quorum of fact, the prudential committee virtually exSeventies lack all these prerequisites, pray ercises complete control over the work.
tell us by what authority the church sets The American board will hold its next
them to preside over missions? If the meeting in Des Moines, Oct. 5-8.
Seventy have "no responsibility of presidThe fight in the denomination is over
ing, saith the Lord your God," can con- . the question of probation after death. A
ference make a responsibility and clothe number of the most prominent divines
them with the power of an Apostle?
open] y profess and preach that doctrine.
WM. ANDERSON,
H it were only a matter of individual belief on the part of such ministers there
would, perhap~, be very little commotion
caused. But a far different state of things
exists. The adherents to the doctrine are
firmly established in Andover TheologicFIGHTING FOR CREEDS.
al seminary, the oldest and principal institution of the kind in the church, and are
ORTHODO.XY AND LIBERALISM. teaching it to students who are soon to become pastors, and promulg·ating the doctrine broadcast through church pu blicaContest in the Congregational Chure11 ove1·
tiom. They also have a foothold in the
·the Vital (lnestion o:f 'Feaehing tbat
American board and in the prudential
There is .Probation :for tlie
Soul A:fter .Death.
committee; and open] y advocate sending
out missionaries who will preach "proA DOCTRINAL fight of the largest propor- gressive orthodoxy," as it is called.
The American board will elect a new
tions is going on in the congregational
church in the United States. Never before prudential committee next week, and the
was there such imminent danger of disrup- absorbing question is: Shall a committee
tion within the church. The controversy be chosen who will stand by the old-time
orthodoxy of the church?
is expected to culminate next week.
Each of the congregational churches
The trouble may be said to have begun
throughout the country is a law unto it- with the election of Dr. Newman Smyth,
self. It is not, strictly 8peaking, amenable in 1882, to the Abbot professorship in
to any central or superviwry authority. Andover Theological seminary to succeed
The denomination has no bishops nor any Prof. Park. The trustees elected him,
other authority to exercise control over but the board of visitors, whose action is
the different churches. Each society se- decisive, refused to confirm the appoint. lects or rejects its pastor, although a coun- . ment. "They did so because they found
cil of pastors is commonly asked to exam- that his views, especially on eschatology,
ine a candidate before ordination. The or questions relating to death and the fupower of this body extends only to a refusal ture state, were different from those held
to ordain the candidate if he is found to by the orthodox churches of New Engdiffer in creed.
land.
There bas been, nevertheless, great
The discussion was kept up by the ordiconformity and unanimity among the nation of several ministers of liberal views
churches in the matter of creed.' Hereto- as pastors of chu.rches in various parts of
fore differences have been easily adjusted. the country. The ordination of the Rev.
For many years when any question of F. A. Thayer at Quincy, Ill., was one of
doctrine or other matter affecting the· the most conspicuous instances.
interests of all the churches arose it has
Since 1882 several professorships at Anbeen the practice to call a national council, dover have been filled by men who have
made up of delegates from the different been "liberal" in their views. These prochurches, to discuss the question and for- fessors established the Andover Review,
mulate a consensus ,of opinion regarding and through its columns for more than
it. This action has had no binding force, two years have persistently advocated
and yet has been generally accepted as their "prog~essive theology."
They
determinative. For the last eighteen years taught that no one could be lost or eterthese national councils have been held nally punished who had no knowledge of
triennially. The next national council Christ.
will meet in this city Oct. 13.
The leader, perhaps, in that movement
The congregational church has also has been Prof. Egbert C. Smyth, who is
what is known as the American board of
Brown professor of ecclesiastical history
commissioners for foreign missions. It at Andover. He is a brother of Dr. Newwas organized in 1810, and has had com- man Smyth, and a member of the Amerplete control of the foreign missionary work· ican board and of the prudential commitof the church since that date. The body tee. He has been one of the strongest
is self-perpetuating, and is limited to 200 advocates of sendmg out new idea miscorporate members. The effective body sionaries. In that he.was powerfully supis customarily not larger than 100, many ported by the Andover Review and the
being incapacitated by old age and other Christian Union.
causes.. The honorary members, of whom
Several members of the American board
there are some I 2,000, have no vote. The while they do not accept the "new theolboard elects annually a prudential commit- . ogy" themselves, hold that the church
tee, which acts in the interim for the board should not exercise authority over its few
in the management of the missions. Its ac- missionaries in matters of belief which it
ti91} is subject to .review by the whole board can not exercise over its many pastors, and
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they will accordingly, in all probabiiity 1 be
on the side of the liberals whenever a vote
is reached.
Feeling is running very high among the
orthodox element. They say that the
"progressive orthodox" people are U niver·
salists in reality, and should leave the Congregational Church. They say they will
resist strenuously the ingrafting of any
Universalism on Congregationalism.
If the liberals can do so they will elect
a prudential committee favorable to their
doctrinal ideas and the sending out of missionaries who will teach it. ff not able to
do that they will try to have the American
board instruct the committee not to make
a candidate's acceptance or rejection of the
"progressive theology" any test of his acceptability.
The orthodox element will be satisfied
wit.h nothing short of electing a committee
unalterably opposed to the new and hated
doctrine of Prof. Smyth and his followers.
If the orthodox element carries the day,
there is likely to be an eruption at An. dover. What the liberals m?y do, if defeated, can only be surmised. ··They may
withdraw from the denomination and
form another, or they may stay and continue the fight, hoping for better success
in the future.
The· orthodox speakers
. will, no doubt, have some very blunt
words to say about the teaching of "heresy"
in their chief theological seminary. Action may be taken whiCh will force the
resignations of the liberal professors and
cause a reorganization of the faculty.
Such action, if taken, will· probably not
occur at the meeting of the American
board, but at the national· council, w.hich
follows in th:s city.
One of the most prominent Congregational ministers of the city said:
·
"This is the greatest fight the Congregational church has ever experienced.
A crisis has been reached in which the
very existence of the denomination as it
now stands is at stake.
The results,
whatever they may be, will have a .most
·important effect on the future history of
the church."
The meeting of the American board
will probably be attended by eight hundred or a thousand members, corporate and
honorary. Its sessions will be opened to
the public.
The Illinois members of the board are:
R. W. Patterson, D. D., George N. Boardman, D. D., Gen. S. L. Brown, E. P.
Goodwin, D. D., E.W. Blatchford, S. J.
Humphrey, D. D., Henry M. Scudder,
D. D., James W. Scoville, F. A. Noble,
D. D., Charles H. Case, Franklin W.
Fisk, D. D., Caleb F. Gates, William H.
Hale, all of Chicago; Ralph Emerson,
Rockford; Charles H. Bull, Quincy; W.
K. Wittlesey, D. D., Jacksonville, and J.
K. Scarborough, Payson.
The Rev. Dr. Mark Hopkins is president and Mr. E. W. Blatchford vice-presi- ·
dent. The present members of the prudential committee are: A, C. Thompson,
D. D., Alpheus Hardy, Ezra Farn~wortb,
J. S. Ropes, Prof. Egbert C. Smyth, the
Rev. E. B •. Webb, C. C. Burr, Eldridge
Torrey, .A.H. Plumb1 D. D. 1 W. P. Elli:
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son, and the Rev. C. F. Th wing. Arrange·
ments have been made for reduced fare
over almost every railway in the country.
The Rev. Dr.]. L. Withrow of Boston
will preach the annual sermon before the
board.

'1'
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
This district conference convened October 6th,
1886 in Shattuck's Hall, Oakland, at ro: 30 o'clock
a. m., and was called to order by president Daley,
who suggested that Ilro. H. C. Smith be chosen to
preside, which was approved by vote. Elder J. R.
Cook was chosen secretary pro tem, and Elder G.
S. Lincoln assistant. The following committees
were chosen by the chair; one to draft a letter of
condolence on the death of Elder T. J. Andrews
composed''of Elders H.P. Brown, G. S. Lincoln,
and Wm. Anderson; orte to secure a hall for
meetings of conference, composed of H.P. Brown,
John Nightengale,, and Chas. Hawkins; one a
court of Elders, composed of Thos. Daley, G. W.
Harlow, and Wm. Hart; one on Reunion meetings, composed of Wm. Anderson, Chas. Hawkins, and G, S. Lincoln. Minutes of last April
conference were read and approved. At 2 p. m.
branches rt'portcd ;, San Francisco 75: including
5 Elders, r Priest, r Teacher, 3 Deacons. Sacramento ro6: including r High Pr; est, 5 Elders, 2
Priests" r Teacher, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized, 6 received by letter, r received by vo!e, 1 died, 3 removed by letter. Lower Lake (formerly Spruce
Gron), 26: including 7 Elders, .r Priest, r Teacher, 4 added by letter, Santa Rosa 60: including
2 Elders, 2 Priests, r Teacher, 3 received by certificate of baptism, 4 removed by letter, r died.
Oakland 97: including r High Priest, 12 Elders,
3 Priests, 2 Teachers, 2 Deacons, 8 removed by
letter. Stockton 62: including r Seventy, r Elder, 2 Priests, r Teacher, r Deacon, 2 baptized, r
died, 2 marriages.
Ministry Reports: President Thomas Daley,
of the Seventy, had labored four months in Lake,
Humboldt, Sacramento, El Dorado, Contra Costa
and San Joaquin counties; had baptized 12.
Elder G. \V. Harlow, vice president, had labored
in Sacramento with the branch officers attending
to church service every Sunday; is willing to do
all he can. High Priest II. P. Brown had preached in Oakland, San Francisco, and Lower Lake;
gave a conrse of lectures at the latter place, to
full houses, and had good attention. Preached
a funeral sermon at Watsonville, also one at San
Jose, and anotr,er at San Francisco, over the
lamented Bro. T. J. Andrews; had the Methodist
church at vVatsondllc, and was assisted by the
pastor, Dr. Haswell, and his choir. Much interest was shown by fuli houses in each place, and
good opportunity was given to preach doctrine.
Had served as president of the Oakland Branch
in which a good spirit is now manifest-the best
known for years; also edited the Expositor.
Elder Wm Anderson had been placed in a strange
position sinc·c last Conference and had done little
or nothing; had sold his business when he receiv·
ed his general appointment, at a sacrifice, and
was ready for the field. Ilut the Bishop notified
liim through the President of the Mission-Elder
J\. H. Smith--that he must pay his tithing; and
Smith notified him that he must quit his

pro.

scientific preaching before he entered the ministry, and confine himself to· the gospel; that his
services had better be had away from Southern
California. These things so worked upon his
mind as to why he should be thus restricted; so
he accepte~l the presidency 'of the Oakland
Branch .and had preached there. Elder John
Nightingale, President of Stockton Branch, Jield
meeting every Sunday, was always present
watching over the branch, which is in fine working order; accompanied Elder H. C. Smith in
preaching at Burneyville and Peters. Elder
Wm. Hart had assisted in Oakland Branch, and
preached three times at Stockton; desired to do
better in the future. Elder J. R. Coo_k haJ served
as branch officer at Sacramento; preached when
required; opened one new field outside of Sacramento, and preached there three times; will be
ready for the field soon. Elder G. S. Lincoln
presides over the San Francisco Branch, p~each
ed when necessary, also distributed tracts, and
Expositors in San Francisco and surroundings;
baptized three, held services every Sunday eveni:ng, and had kept his pulpit supplied. Elder C.
W. Hawkins, President of Santa Rosa Branch,
held meetings Sunday afternoons and Thursday
evenings; had administered to the sick with good
effect. Elder \V m. McLane had labored in Yuba,
Butte, and Sutter counties. Elder S. B. Robinson had assisted Bro. Daley in holding meeting
in the Congregational Church_ in Pach-eco, also
held meetings in private house, and five were
baptized. Held meetings in Tice Valley, had
served as superintendent of a Union Sunday
School, and was doing good there. President H.
C. Smith, of the Seventy, arrived in San Francisco in June; preached there twice, alw at Oakland; went to Stockton, and preached 13 times;
then went to Peters and preached 3 times; thence
to Burneyville, Stanislaus county, and preached
9 discourses to the largest audiences he had met
in the State in the Union meeting-house occupied
by the Methodists and United Bre1hren. Has
heard from there from some who" bh to be baptized; wants an elder to go l here and- baptize
them. Returned to San Francisco and preached
once, went thence to L0wer Lake and preachfd
to the encouragement of the Saints; opened a
new place in Long Valley, preached there three
times, also at Excelsior, and found good interest;
thence went to Sacramento, preached 9 times
with good liberty; and now expects to go immediately to the southern districts of the State.
Elder James H. Parr had labored with the President of the Sacramento Branch; has preached
14 discourses on the Book of Mormon, and 6 on
the first principles of the gospel; had many calls
for preaching-more than he could fill.- Had a
church offered him at Pleasant Grm·.e, and other
calls out in the country; has administered to the
sick with b!e£sings following, and is anxiom; to
labor more. Elder vV rn. Potter (by letter) expected to have been with us but can not; preached twice in Stockton; held one meeting in" Lower
Lake, one in San Francisco and baptized one;
does not endorne Seventies presiding, as it is contrary to the law of God. Elder Owen Dinsdale
(is 72 years old) has done good in some ways, as
circumstances have permitted. Priest A. Anderson: his heart is in the work, and will do all he
can. Priest J. A. Strom burg reported (by letter);
has preached for Saint and simwr, and is still
willing to do so. Deacon E. H. Barnes (by

letter); has faithfully fulfilled his duty as Deacon
of the San Francisco Branch to the best of his
ability. On motion, ordered that J. A. Stromberg receive a new license from this conference.
Report of Bishop's Agent read, corrected, and
approved. ·We listened to a timely address by
President Smith.
I
Thursday ro a. m.-Committee on Hall reported having secured Hamilton Hall in Hamilton
Church on 13th and Jefferson Streets, and had
paid the rent, $s, for two nights. On motion
Elder J. R. Cook was appointed a committee to
advertize the meetings for the next two nights.
On motion a committee of two, Elders Lincoln
and Daley, was appointed to learn of Sr. T. J.
Andrews whether she has received a temporary,
or permanent appointment from t11e Bishop as
his agent. Moved by H.P. Brown and seconded
by C. W. Hawkins that a Treasurer be appointed
for this district. At 2 p. m. the question of appointing a District Treasurer was considered, Elder Wm. Hart was made sueh Treasurer. Elder
Thos. Daley was chosen President, Elder Jas. H.
Parr vice-president, and Elder J. R. Cook secretary of district. The report of committee to
draft resolutions of condolence on death of Bro.
T. J. Andrews was read and adopted by a rising
vote, t:nd committee discharged.
·whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
to remove from our midst our. eii'teemed brother,
Thomas J. Andrews by death, and whereas it
becomes us to bow with humble reverence to the
decrees of our Heavenly Father, believing that
he doeth all things well. Therefo~e, Resolved;
That by the death of Bro. Andrews the Church
has lost a faithful and excellent officer and member; the state a loyal and dutiful citizen; humanity a sympathizing friend; the wife a loving husband, and the children, a pure and upright guardian and affectionate father; and the world a
genuine and Christian teacher. Resolved, That
we desire to express our heart felt sympathy and
condolence to the wife and family of the deceased in this their sad bereavement; and we pray
our Heavenly Father lo bless them with the joys
of his salvation. Resolved, That these resolu·
tions be spread on the records of this district, and
that the Herald and Expositor be requested to
publish them, and that the secretary of this district forward a copy of the same lo the family of
the deceased.
JI. P. BROWN,
~
G. S. LINCOLN,
Committee.
WM. ANDERSON.

Officers present: r High Priest, 2 Seventies, ro
Elders, l Priest. Friday morning session: The
committee on Reunion was referred back with
instructions to report whether in their opinion
such Reunions were permisoible and should be
held, and whether they should be District, or
Mission Reunions, and if found advisable to recommend three persons a committee on same for
this district. The committee appointed to visit
sister T. J. Andrews and learn whether she has a
permanent appointment from the Bishop to act
as Bishop's Agent, report as follows: Sister Andrews was instrncted to keep the books and
moneys belonging to the church, and nqt give
them up until she receives a direct order from
the Bishop. On motion, Bro. Wm. Anderson
was recommended by this conference to succeed
Elder T. J. Andrews as Bishop's Agent. The
committee appointed to act as a court ot Elders
, reported no business brou&ht before them, Al-
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ternoon session: on motion Resolved, That we
sustain all the authorities of the church in right·
evusness. The meeting was now resolved into a
season of prayer and praise. A committee was
appointed by the chair to consider the propriety
of holding Reunion meetings on this coast, consisting of C. W. Hawkins, Wm. Anderson, G. S.
Lincoln, who reported as follows; We have considered the propriety of snch Reunion meetings,
and believe it would be of great benefit to the
Church to hold such in each district, at such
times as shall be deemed proper by the several
conferences in this Mission, each conference to
have control of the meetings in their respective
districts; and we recommend that a standing
committee be appointed in this district to confer
with committees appointed by other districts,
provided such other committees be appointed.
The report was received, adopted, and the committee discharged; after which a standing committee composed of Brn. H.P. Brown, Wm. Anderson, and G. S. Lincoln was appointed by
President Smith, to confer with committees of
other districts, prnvided such other committees
be appointed. Adjourned to meet in Sacramento on the second Friday in March, r887.
MASSACHUSETTS.
This .district conference convened at Boston,
Massachusetts, September 25th, 1886, corner of
Union Park and Washington streets at 2: 30 p. m.
Bro. John Smith was chosen to preside; F. M.
Sheehy, clerk; Bro. George Yates assistant.
Brn. Toombs, Ashton and Bullard were chosen
as committee on branch reports; Brn. Webster
and Holt as auditors; Sr. Julia Glover as organist; Bro. Bullard as chorister; Brn. Boyd and
Robley as ushers; and ali the Elders of conference to act as committee on appeals. Elders F,
M. Sheehy, F. A. Potter, A. N. Hoxie, C. A.
Coombs, H. H. Thompson, J. B. Pierce, E. O.
Toombs, C. E .. Brown, E. N. \Vebster, J. Holt,
J. Woodward, N. R. Nickerson, J. Chester,
-A. Nickerson, T. Whiting; Priests, F. Steffee, F.
Sears, J. C. Hoxie, I. B. Ames; Teachers, G. W.
Robley, Wm. Talbot, W. B. Leland, George
Ames, C. L. Monroe; Deacon T. Boyd; reported.
Brn. J. Gilbert, G. Fisher, and W. H. Moore, reported by letter. Branch reports were received
and referred to .committee. The comrriittee on
the case of John Potts reported having labored
with the br,other, and recommend that labor be
con.tinned; which was carried. Evening session:
Bishop's Agent and District Treasurer, reports
were read .and referred to the auditors. Bro.
John Smith waz sustained as president of the
district, and Bro. Thomas Whiting as clerk.
Bro. Thompson was by his own request released
from his mission at Hills Grove. Bro. Coombs
was continued in the mission to Attleboro; Bro.
Perthel was appointed a missJon to Hills Grove;
Bro. Thompson to Artie and Pawtucket, R. I.;
Bro. J. C. Hoxie was released from his mission
to. Fitchburg. It was then ordered that the res.t
of the evening session be devoted to preaching,
which was accordingly done by Brn. N. R. Nick·
erson and H. H. Thompson. Sunday services:
The forenoo.n, from 8: 30 until I z: 3~, was devoted
to a prayer and sacrament meeting conducted by
Hrn. Webster and Coqmbs, during which many
t\;!ings of an encouraging and strengthening
n-ature were enjoyed by the Saints, confirmatory
1;1£ the gospel restored in this dispensation.

Preaching at z: 30 by Elder T. Whiting, and at
7: 30 by Elder F. M. Sheehy, to large and appreciative audiences. Monday, met at r r a. m.
Confirmed five who had been baptized during
conference, one a native of Tahiti who heard the
gospel preached there by our Elders. Committee
on branch reports reported as ha Ying found Providence, Fall River, New Bedford, Boston, Brockton, Plainville, North Plymouth, Douglas and
Little Compton correct. Bro. G. S. Yerrington
reported by proxy. Auditors reported having
found matters referred to them correct. Report
of court on case of Potti:r vs. Chase, viz: "The
committee appointed to try the case of Potter
vs. Chase, have to report to you their disagreement in regard to a verdict and hereby submit
our individual statements for the benefit of all
properly concerned. M. H. Bond, chairman, C.
E. Brown, C. A. Coombs.'' Report accepted and
committee discharged.
Moved that another
court be appointed to try the case. Brn. T. Whiting, A. N. Hoxie, and J; B. Pierce were appointed as such court. A vote of thanks was tendered
Boston folks for entertainment during conference.
Adjourned to meet at Dennisport, Massachusetts,
the last Saturday in January, 1887, at 2: 30 p. rn.
NODAWAY.

firmation meeting at the house of Bro. A. Jensen.
Elders Chas. \Villiams, Wm. Powell, and Joseph
Flory confirmed those who had been baptized.
At the same time Bro. John T. Ford was ordained to the office of teacher, under the hands of
Elder Joseph Flory and R. K. Ross, Jr. Preaching at the school house at l l a. m. by Elder A.
J. Moore. z p. m. preaching in the grove of Bro.
Jensen by Bro. Moore, who also preached at the
school house at night. The preaching meetings
were well attended by inteiligent and seemingly
interested audiences, and upon the whole the
conference was one of pleasure, and we
trust profit to the Saints of the district. Adjourned to meet as per above resolution.
ALABAMA.
This district conference convened at Pleasant
Hill Branch, Butler county, Alabama, October
9th and roth, r886, al I I a. m. G. T. Chute,
president; L. G. Parker, secretary. Devoted one
hour to prayer. Met at 3 p. m. Lone Star
Branch has 30 members, including 2 Priests; r
baptized, 4 received by vote, r died. Pleasant
Hill 70, including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 2 teachers;
r received by baptism, r died. Elders F. Vickery. J. F. McPherson, G. R. Scogin (baptized 4,
3 at Macedonia of which there was no report),
W. J. Booker, and G. T. Chute, baptized 5, reported. Priests J. T. Miniard, M. K. Harp;
Teachers W. S. McPherson, and W. H. Huggins, reported. The general authorities of the
church were sustained; also G. T. Chute, president; L. G. Parker Secretary, and J G. Vickery,
Bishop's agent, were sustained. Preaching at
night by John Hawkins, of the Florida·dislrict;
Sunday morning preaching at l r a. m., by Elder
G. T. Chute, to a large congregation, after which
a basket dinner was served of which all were iµ~ited to partake. All seemed to enjoy themselves.
After dinner was over, preaching again was had
by G. T. Chute. Preaching at early candlelighting by Elder G. T. Chute. The meetings were
well attended throughout. Adjourned to meet
with the Lone Star Branch, Monroe County,
Al~bama, February 5th and 6th, 1887.

This district conference convened at the Free·
dom School House, Nodaway county, Missouri,
at rr a.m., Saturday, August 21st, 1886. Bro.
Wm. Woodhead was chosen president jro tem;
Jos. Flory, clerk. Ross Grove Br.anch: 21 members, including 2 Elders, r Teacher, and 2 Deacons; no changes since last report, Joseph Flory
president, R. K. Ross, jr., clerk. Platte 75: including 9 Elders, z Priests, z Teachers, r Deacon; r removed; r 1>aptized, r received on evidence of baptism. Ole Madison, president, M. P. Madison clerk.
Eureka, not reported. r: 30 p. m. president Jas.
Thomas in the chair. Visiting brethren were invited to participate in the deliberations of the
conference. The president ri:ported his labors
in the district. Elders :-Ole Madison, Joseph
Flory, A. J. Moore, vVm. Powell, Charles Wil·· Jiams, C. Christensen, R. K. Ross, Jr., and Peter
Rasmussen (baptized r) reported. Priest James
Martin, and Teacher C. C. Nelson reported.
James Thomas and C. C. Nelson delegates to tl.1e
General Conference reported. On motion the
DIED.
resolution on the table in regard to disorganizing
the district was taken up, and after being disHoDGKINS.-At Blenheim, Ontario, October
cussed, the resolution was lost. On motion, the
7th, 1886, ·Jf consumption, Bro. William H. Hodgquestion 6£ adopting the General Conference
\{.ins; aged 19 years, 3 months, and 25 days, He
rules of representation for ·the district was taken
was buried on the 9th, and the funeral sermon
up and adopted. Bishop's Agent reported, rewas preached by Bro. Arthur Leverton, to a large
ceived since last report'$19.oo; paid to the Bishnumber of Saints and friends assembled at the
op $17.00, on hand $z.oo. President James
conference of the Kent and Elgin district. He
Thomas offered his resignation; but on motion
was ready and willing to go.
he was sustained as president of the district. On
CATO.-At Manchester, Red River county,
separate motions, Joseph Flory was sustained as
Texas, September r I th, I 886, sister Sarah S.,
clerk of the conference, and R. K. Ross, Jr., as
wife of Elder A. J. Cato, aged 43 years, 5 months,
Bishop's Agent for the district. On motion conand r r days. Sr. Cato obeyed the gospel in Alaference resolved to hold its next session with the
bama, in r866, and lived the life of a Saint. The
Saints of the Eureka branch to meet at ro o'clock
last seven years of her life were spent in travel·
a. m. on S;:tturday the IIth of Decem.ber 1886,
ing with her husband who was in the active minand to continue over Sunday, the 12th. The
istry, and many times she would walk eight
President was authorized to be the traveling
miles to be at a meeting, as cheerfully as if it
companion of Bro. A. J. Moore as missionary in
was only half a mile; during this time she never
the district. Prayer meeting in the evening at
murmured at any thing that might befall her;
the house of Bro. Ole Madison, pre•ident Thomas
whether adversity or prosperity.
She passed
in charge. Sunday the 22d baptism was adminaway like falling into a quiet sleep. "ThoS{i! v.:hq
istered to four persons, b,r Bro. A.
Moore, con- _ knew her best1 loved h°"r most,"_

J.
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CATO.-At ManChester, Red River county,
Texas, October 5th, 1886, Sarah Amanda, infant
· daughter of Elder A. J. and S.S. Cato; aged two
months and fifteen days.
"The little bud of promise, it did not tarry Jong,
But He who gave it took it; he doeth nothing wrong.
lt i~ now a little angel, and with its Savior dwells;
And if I but Jive righteous, in the end, all will be well."

WILLIAMs.-In Mason county, West Virginia,
September 19th, 1886, Bro. James H. Williams.
He was born December 13th, 186o, at Red Sulpher Springs, Monroe county, West Vfrginia;
was baptized by Elder T. J. Beatty, June 14th,
1886. His stay was short with us. We miss
l;im, 0 how much! He leaves a wife and one
child, a father, mother, and a large family of
brothers and sisters, also many friends. He was
greatly loved by all who _knew him, and though
he had many persecutions he bore them patiently. The funeral sermon was preached from I
Cor. 15: 35, by Elder J. L. Williams.
SISTERS AID SOCIETY.
Report of the Sisters A id Society of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, of Independence,
Jackson County, Missouri :-Organized February
9th. 1879; membership fee, ten cents; five cents
every other week, when we meet. The vote of
the majority, influenced by the reports of the
Aid Committee, and other members governs the
disbusement of the means. Fifty yards of carpeting made and sold for $19.60; Quilts and garments sold for $2+45; Two festivals $40 50. The
Society has never numbered more than twentyseven members at any time. Total $z9r. Gifts
and'money to the pco.-, 33 60. Paid tJward building the cht,irch, $so.oo. Chandeliers and other
gifts for the church, $19 60; for papering and
calsomining, $28.oo; for carpets and matting,
$24 40; for sofa and chairs for th.e platform, and
trimmings for the pulpit, $3c.75; towards the
stove $1.00; cloth for sacramental table, $z.25;
!leaving a total on hand.of $17.45.
By order of Society.
EMMA PILGRIM, Pres.,
:MARY WARNKY, Tres.,
lYIARGARET CLEMENSON,

Sec.

CONFERENCE NOTICES.
The Western Maine District will convene with
the Saints at Little Deer Isle, Maine, November
13th and 14th, I886. Business meeting at two p.
m. 13th. It is hoped that all will attend.
WM. G. PERT, Dist. Pres.
REUNION REVIVAL.
The Saints here are feeling well generally.
We are going to have a revival meeting at Stew·
artsville, beginning the first of November and
expect it to continue for two weeks. Bro. H. C.
Bronson will be with us. All the Saints in the
Far West District, and all others that desire are
invited. Come Saints, and let us have a grand
revival, that we may be strengthened in the glorious work in which we are engaged, and souls be
converted to the faith.
A. W. HEAD.
THERE is a tremendous temperance lecture
contained in the following: A lady living on the
Blue Ridge in Rappahannock county, Virginia,
had twelve stands of bees, which were very valuable urltil a distillery was started in the neighhorh~od. Since it was started the bees fly over
there and get very drunk, and are now of very
li\tle prnfit. Too much "peach and honey."

SAD STORIES FROM BERLIN.
OuT of a population of 1,200,000 in n'~-Min more
than 150,000 a~e receiving public charity. Many
of the workingmen here openly favor community
of wives. Di1.vorces have increased to 15 per cent
of the marriages solemnized. The attendance at
the ·churches has decreased to 2 per cent of the
adult population, and of 48,000 funerals last year
nearly 30,000 were performed without any re-·
ligious ceremonies whatever.
Women flock by thousands to the city to obtain
employment, and, failing to get what they want,
large numbers fall and are lost.
,This evil has become.so great that strenuous
efforts are being made to avoid it. The law of
consent has already bee'1 raised in a similar way
as it was done in New York and in England.
By such legislative enactment some sort of protection is extended to girls up to the age of 18.
Lodging houses and benevolent institutions have
been established to aid working women, and a
society of ladies has been formed charged with
protecting, sustaining, and counseling women up
to the age of 35·

J.
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H A N S E N ,

PHrSICJAN AND

M • D. ,

SURGEON,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity-; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MIDWJFERY and DJSEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14feb1y

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., Nevv York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

1t<0 Line selected by the U.S•.Cov•t

to cairry the Fast Mail.

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
Pac simile of !1,81.ippled Cr~yon, life eize, hn~t form, will
be pnolished for the holidays, which we trmt will be appreciated by all brothers am! "'"ters.
Portraits will be sent to auy pnrt of the world on
receipt of price 1 $ l.,25.
A good reliable Agent want<•d
In every branch. All orderA und applicationR for agencies recorded. A liberal cornmi~~ion allowed to agenLs.
Samp1us sent on receipt of pric(\ which will be refunded
on the first ~O copies _sold and pnid for by the ngeut, by

one of the portraits:
Pliotograph.~

Seuc! "tump tor fnl'l.her pa1 ticulars.

enlarged in Crayon nnd P11stel.

Satisfaction guarunteecl.

Address:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
SANDWICII, ILLINOIS.

~Onov3m

BIBLE

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER J.

J.

CORNISH.

Now ready for 8ale.

Over 5fi0 pagee-, half inch 'vider
print than the Boo·k of lllornon, and o,bout the same
length. Bound in good leather (bnffiing). Price $1 50.
Addrees J. J. COHN1'3II,

20oct4t

lteed City. O"ceola Co., lllich.

DON'T FOR(iET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Illinois.
More agents wanted. vVrite for terms at once.
19juutf.

HOUSE AND ElGHT ACRES
Of first class laud, for sale on son th-cast edge of Cameron
Oit.y, Mo. Small house· on it, &c. A young VINEYARD and other SMALL FltUITS. Adc1rmis: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMEHON, Mo.
SIMON SMITH.
28oct8t

J.

w.

Deflloo.111, l'\1. D.~

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, 11nswered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Hesidence East end
of Main '3treet.
jan30tf

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send you the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Crutlen's Con ... ordance or Sntitb's
Bible ntctionary post· paid for $1.50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

The Only Through Line, with its own track,

CHICACO,
..,.,.,1
PEOlrUAor~
ST. B..OUrn

betwe~n

o·E N·. v E---R

. Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City; It traverses all of the six Great States,

11.1..INO!S, !OW.A, MISSOURI.

f~~BRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines to thoir important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
cqu:pped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
·
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Co1.u1cil Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Topeka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas Ci,ty,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At.each of its several Eastern and Western termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with 1 hrough Traina to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
Ii: is tho Principal Line to and from

San
Fram:isilo, Portland a11d City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., regarding
the Burlingto~ Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United ~tates or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B, STONE,

Gen'! Manager,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen'I Pass. Agent,

CHICAGO,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I :

2:

50 p. m.
53 "

THE S.UNTSc HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, ar!dressed DAvm DANCER, Box Sl!i
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business·
connected with the o!lice should be addressed to DAVU:I
DANCllB: conunnn!cat!one and art.lcles to the ~»:!TOI\·
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"HEARKEN To THE Wonn OF THE Lonn: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAYll SAYE IT Bl! ONE WIFll.- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Page 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6. ,
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MABRY AoAIN."-Page 330, ~ook of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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DAVID WHITMER REVIEWED.
WE give below what purports to be the
last statement of David Whitmer in respect to Joseph the Seer, the Book of
1\!Iormon, etc., etc., with what we think is
a needed and just review of it. We quote
from the article as printed in the Chicago
Inter-Ocean, October 17th. It differs a
little from that published in the Omaha
Herald and other papers.
"RICHMOND, Mo., October rnth.-[Special correspondence of the Omaha Herald.]- David
Whitmer, the only living witness to 'the divine
authenticity of the Book of Mormon,' is not dying. His recent extraordinary feebleness was
brought on by the intense heat, which very naturally affects one at his advanced age rather severely. He is not even confined to his bed, although he passes the greater portion of his time
there, and does little else than rest. 'He is nearly
eighty· two years· of age. One would scarcely
infer this from his erect carriage and wo-nderful
nerve power any more than from the exceedingly
fine control he exercises over a retentive and well
stored memory, which responds readily to his
call with accurate details. Newspaper reporters
are not admitted to his prence, and it is no wonder when one recalls the shameful misrepresentations which have been sent out as 'interviews.'
The last of these was written by an unprincipled
penny-a-liner who, when he was told emphatically that he could not see Mr. Whitmer, sent off to
his paper the sensational announcement that the
<White-haired Hero of Hill Cu.morah' had just
been sfilled In death, and that with his latest
breath ·he gurgled: 'The Book of Mormon is a
fraud.'
"Your correspondent has just finished the last
of a series of interesting conversations with the
old gentleman, in which after considerable coaching, he expressed himself without reserve, by
reason of our personal friendship. David Whitmer is one of those three 'spl'!cial witnesses' who

in 1829 sent out to the world the following quaint
proclamation:
"'Testimony of the Three Witnesses.-Be it
known unto all nations, kindreds, tongues unto
whom this work shall come that we, through the
grace of God, the Father, and our Lord Jesus
Christ, have seen certain plates which contain
this record (the Book of Mormon), which is a record of the people of Nephi, and also of the Lamanites, their brethren, and also of the people of
Jared, who came from the tower of which hath
been spoken, and we also know that they have
been translated by the gift and power of God,
for His voice hath declared it unto us, wherefore we know of a surety that the work it true;
and we also testify that we have seen the engravings which are upon the plates, and they
have been shown unto us by the power of God
and not of man. And we declare wjth words of
soberness that an angel of God came down from
heaven, and he brougLt and laid before our eyes
that '\Ve beheld and saw the plates and the· engraving~ thereon, and we know that it is by the
grace of God, the Father, and our Lord Jesus
Christ that we beheld and bear record that these
things are true, and it is marvellous in our eyes,
nevertheless, the voice of the Lord commanded
us that we should bear record ofit; wherefore, to
be'ubedient unto the commandments of God we
bear testimony of these things; and we know
that if we are faithful in Christ we shall rid our
garments of the blood of all men and be found
spotless before the judgment seat of Christ, and
shall dwell eternally with Him in the heavens;
and the honor be to the Father and to the Son
and to the Holy Ghost which is one in God.
Amen.
"OLIVER COWDERY,
"DAVID WHITMER,
"MARTIN HARRIS."

Any one who will carefully compare the
above "Testimony" with the same document as found in the Book of Mormon,
will find that the reporter was not literally exact in his work, but has left out words
and added others.
"Oliver €owdery never followed .the church
after the disaffection of the Whitmer party in
1838, but remained in Missouri, and in 1862 was
laid under the quiet, green sod at Richmond."

Oliver Cowdery lived for years after
1838 in and near Elkhorn, Wisconsin.
He was re-baptized and ordained an Elder at Council Bluffs, Iowa, about 1847, a
seeming confession that he believed he
was legally cut off in 1838, and he died
about 1850.
"Harris became estranged from the church,at
about the same time and from tke same causes also,
but long after he had bec9me feeble in both body
and mind he was persuaded by persistent importuning to join his destinies with the Utah Mormon~, and thHher he went more than ten years
ago, onlyto lay down his bones in the shadow of
the great tabernacle.
·

No. 45.

"Mr. \Vhitmer entertains no doubt whatever
that this singular action upon the part of Harris
was wholly chargeable to the enfeebled condition
of his mind, which had begun to manifest certain
positive symptoms of imbecility even before he
entertained the overtures from the Rocky Mountain saints. His step in this direction was greatly deplored by his old-time associates, 'the witnesses' (there were eight other witnesses who
testified to having handled the plates), who had
come out solid from tke ckurck in 1838 and remained, with this one exception, in perfect accord."

Joseph Smith Sen., Hyrum Smith and
Samuel H. Smith, did not go out with
David and John Whitmer <:1nd Hiram
Page; nor is them evidence that Christian,
Jacob and Peter Whitmer Jr., did. The
latter died prior to August, 1837. See
Mill. Star, 16: 54·
_ "When this serious rupture in the organization occurred it took from the fold among others
John Whitmer, the church historian, and with
him the church records covering their early histsry up to that date."

John Whitmer was in full a<\cord with
the Church up to March, 1836, and after.
See Messenger and Advocate, page 287.
"These records are in this town in the possession of John Christian Whitmer, a son of one of
the •eight witnesses,' and with the original manscript of the Book of Morm·m, which David
Whitmer hofds, are really the moRt notable relics of the church, and are much sought after by
the Utah Mormons."
·

Genuine Christians_ do not worship "relics;" and the printer's copy of the Book
of Mormon, and what historical items
were left by J oho Whitmer, have but little value in any other direction.
"In I879 two of the Mormon 'apo~ties,' Orson
Pratt and Joseph F. Smith, (a son of Hyrum
Smith, who was killed with the prophet), visited
Richmond for the express purpose of obtaining
these time-worn sheets, and they came admirably
prepared to pay for them. Mr. Whitmer received them courteously, and Apostle Pratt said:
"'Father Whitmer, we desire to purchase the
manuscript, and we are authorized to say that
you may name your price, and (with a patronizing air) be sure you put the price high enough,
for the church has plenty of money in the treasury, you know.'
"It was a b1,illiant overture; but how dismally
it failed. 01.d Mr. Whitmer replied with quiet
emphasis:. 'Elder Pratt, there isn't gold enough
in the world to .buy it.'
"They knew it, too, and no further importuning was indulged in. The tavern-keeper makes
the very trustworthy statement that before leaving Richmond, Orson Pratt .told him that they
would have willingly paid one hundred thousand
dollars for the manuscript. Much speculation
pas l;>een indulged in re~arding the particular
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reason for this anxiety on the part of the church
to possess this relic, some going so far as to assert that it is traceable to an important d\fterence
w.hich is said to exist in the text touching on polygaml as between the original manuscript and
the present reading of the Book of Mormon.
"In glancing through this original manuscript
your correspondent discovered the notable text
which so completely annihilates the morality
which the Mormons claim for polygamy. It is
found in the second book of Jacob, sixth chapter,
and the copy herewith iurnished is a faithful and
accurate tracing-a perfect fac simile of the original translation in the hand writing of Oliver
Cowdery. Mr. Whitmer's remarkable attachment for the manuscript may be easily accounted for."

In all the editions o( the Book of Mormon, except perhaps the Scandinavian,
Tacob 2: 6 reads just alike. There is no
''second book of Jacob, sixth chapter," in
the Book of Mormon.
"Ile is on<' of the very few who saw it written,
that is, parts of it-and one may infer from the
tenor of his testimony and the sincerity with
which he still adheres to it that he entertains no
shadow of a doubt that the record caine forth by
divine inspiration. His recital of reminiscences
which take him back to the days of his devotion
to the Mormon prophet are pathetic and interesting.
"He was but twenty-four years of age, and
working on his father's farm near Palmyra, N.
Y., when the village sc!tool-teacher, Oliver Cowdery, at that time a stranger to him, mentioned
in a .somewhat serious way the reputed finding of
gold plates by Joseph Smith-a topic on everybody's tongue for miles around. Cowdery was
visibly impressed by the report, and announcul
his intention to visit Smith and investigate the
matter for himself, promising \Vhilmer, at the
latter's request to advise him. of the results of his
investigation upon his return. A letter from
Cowdery, a few days later, urged his friend to
come immediately to where Smith and the plates
were, in order that he ('vV!titmer) might recei\'e
the personal assurance that Smith's claims were
· ~ubstantial. He went. It was a two days' journey. The prophet received him with open arms,
and he remained long enough to become strongly and favorably impressed with the situation.
"It was not long after this incident that Whitmer while plowing in the field one afternoon
was visited by Smith and Oliver Cowdery, who
requested him to accompany them into the
woods for the purpose of witnessing a manifestation which should qualify him and Cowdery to
testify as witnesses of the divine authenticity of
the Book of Mormon; for Smith explained that
this action was in pursuance of ciearly defined
instructions received from an angel of the Lord.
The woods were not distant more than a stone's
throw from the farm house, and thither they repaired and engaged in •fervent prayer.' All of a
tiudden Mr. Whitmer says he beheld a dazzlingly
brilliant light that surpassed in brightness even
the sun at noonday, and which seemed to envelop the woods for a considerable distance around.
Simultaneously with the light came a strange,
entrancing influence, which permeated him so
powerfully that he felt chained to the spot, while
he also experienced a sensation of joy absolutely
indescribable. While trying to realize what had

come over him there appeared immediately in
ation to his wife, entreated and received her forfront of the little party a personage clothed in rgiveness, returned to his work, and, rnuch to the
joy of himself and his anxious friends surroundwhite, and near him a table containing a numing him; the stone again glared forth its letters of
ber of gold plates• some brass plates, the urim
fire."
and thummim, the sword of Laban, and some
This passage has the ring of a malicious
other articles. Whitmer and Cowdery were reatte[Upt to bring reproach upon the memquested by the personage to examine these
ory and work of Joseph. It must strike
things, and after the insp~ctjon they were told
the reflective mind as very inconsistent that
that the Lord would demand of them that they
God would call and empower a man of
bear witness to all the world. Mr. Whitmer dequarrelsome, "brutal" instincts toward his
scribes every detail of the 'vision' with great prewife or any one else, to be his seer-"choice
cision and much fervency and insists that he
seer"-to found and build up his great and
handled and scrutinized the plates, and that the
marvellous work, and of whom He says in
form and appearance of the strangely engraved
this same Book of Mormon, "l will make
characters were so impressed upon his memory
him great in mine eyes/ for he ,shall do
that he would never forget them.
my work."-2 Neph 2: 2. It is not im"At this particular stage of the recital an inpossible, nor highly improbable, that
spection of a copy of the hieroglyphics made Joseph and his wife had some misun.derfrom the firs,t of the gold plates by Joseph Smith
standing or unpleasantness then, or afterwards; but those who knew them well,
and preser,ved with the same solicitude that is
and best, certify to their mutual affection
thrown around the original manuscript becomes
for each other from first to last. - Hear
of curious interest. The .accompanying cul is _a
perfect fac-simile of the little sheet which it tdbk Joseph's last written words to Emma:
"What transports of joy swelled my bosom
Joseph Smith a whole week to copy, so particuwhen I took by the hand, on that night,
lar was he that the characters should be perfect[June 1 I th, 1844, sixteen days before his
ly reproduced, and that the •reformed Egyptian'
murder.-Ed.,J my beloved Emma.--;-She
language should be shown up in all its native
that was my wife, even the wif~ of my
simplicity; for, ii must not be forgotten, there
youth, and the choice ofqny heart.
was a singular significance in the errand which
Again
is she here, even in the seventh
this scrap of paper was destined to perform.
trouble, undaunted, firm and 1111wavering·,
"Martin Harri•, who bad received a similar
unchangeable, affectionate Emma!"-Life
'visitation' to that recounted by the other two
of Joseph, p. 654.
witnesses, was dispatched to New York with
Of their mutual regard and affection,
this copy of the gold plate, which he presented
.Emma testified in 1877, in answer to the
to Professor Anthon with a request for the learn-·
question, "Were you in the habit of quared linguist to read it; in fulfillment of a prophereling?" "No. There was no necessity
cy of Isaiah, which is here literally appli-ed, and
for any quarreling. He knew that I
whiclt reads:
wished for nothing but what was. right;
11 And the word of the Lord has become 11nto
and as he wished nothing else, we did not
them as the leaves of a book which are sealed,
disagree. He usually gave some heed to
and which is delivered unto him that is learned,
what I had to say. It was quite a grievous
saying: Read this, I pray thee, and he saith, I
thing to many that I had any influence
can not, for it is sealed, etc." [This quotation is
with him."-Life of Joseph, page 795.
incorrect. Read Isaiah 29: rr.-Edl
And of the general good repute of
"Much of the translation of the plates was ac- Joseph, Oliver Cowdery bore record in
complished at the house of Peter \Vhitmer, the
the 11"1essengrr and Advocate, October,
father of David, and the latter witnessed demonI 835.
This was some time before David
Whit mer aml his fellows became disaffectstrations on more occasions than one of the
ed. Oliver's testimony is far the most reprophet's manipulation of the stone spectacles.
liable, first, from the fact that he was asHe states that the work of translation occupied
sociated with] oseph much more intimately
fully eight months, and that at times this pecuan<l for a much longer time than David
liar instrument would refuse to perform its fon\Vhitmer; second, for the reason that his
ctions. On such occasions the prophet would
mind was not then soured and biased by
resort to prayer, and after a short season he
wrong supposed now by David Whitmer
would return to find that the urim and thummim
to have been done by Joseph. Here is
reflected the words of the translation with its
what he then said:
wonted power. He had to be humble and spot"But in consequence of certain false and
less in his deportment in order that the work
slanderous reports which have been circumight advance. On one occasion the prophet
lated, justice- would require me to say
had indulged in a stormy quarrel with his wife.
some,thing upon the private life of one
Without pacifying her or making any reparation
whose character has been so shamefully
for his brutal treatment, he returned to the room
traduced. By some he is said to have been
in the Whitmer residence· to resume his work
a lazy, idle, vicious, profligate fellow.
with the plates.
These I am prepared to contradict, and
"The surface of the magic stone remained blank,
that too by the testimony of many persons
and all his persistent efforts to bring out the covwith whom I have been intimately aceted words pro\'ed abortive. He went into the
quainted, and know to be individuals of
woods again to pray, and this time was gone
the strictest veracity, an unquestionable infully an hour. His friends became positively
tegrity. All these strictly and virtuallv
concerned, and were about to institute a search,
agree in saying, that he was an honest, iqj.
when Joseph entered the room, pale and haggard,
right, virtuous, and faithfully industrious
having suffered a vigorous chastisement at the
young man. And those who say to the
hands of the Lord. He went straight in humilicontrary can be influenced by no other mo·

***
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tive than to destroy the reputation of one
who never injured any man in either property or person.
.
While young, I hav\ been informed he
was afflicted with sickness; but I have
been told by those for whom he has labored, that he was a young man of truth
and indnstrious habits. And I will add
further that it is my conviction, if he never had been called to the exalted station in
which he now occupies, he might have
passed down the stream of time with ease
and in respectability, without the foul and
hellish tongue of slander ever being employed against him. It is no more than to
he expected, I admit, that men of corrupt
hearts will try to traduce his character and
put a spot upon his name: indeed, this is
according to the word of the angel; but
this does not prohibit me from speaking
freely of his rnerits, and contradicting those
falsehoods-I feel myself bound so to do,
and I know that my testimony, on this
matter, will be received and believed while
those who testify to the cont,.ary are
crumbled to dust, and thl'ir words swept.
away in the general mass of lies when God
shall purify the earth!
"Connected with this, is the character of
the family: and on this I say as I said concerning the character of our brother-I
feel myself bound to defend the innocent
always when opportunity offers. Had not
those who are notorious for lies and dishonesty, also as~ailed the character of the
family I should pass over them here in
silence; but now I shall not forbear. It
has been industriously circulated that they
were. dishonest, deceitful and vile. On this
I have the testimony of responsible persons, who have said and will say, that this
is basely false; arid besides, a personal acquaintance for seven years, has ·<temonstrated that all the difficulty is, they were
once poor, (yet industrious), and have now,
by the help of God, arisen to note, and
their names are like to (indeed they will) be
handed down to posterity, and had among
the. righteous.-They are industrious, honest, virtuous, and liberal to all. This is
their character; and though many take
advantage of their liberality, God will reward them; but this is the fact, and this
testimony shall shine upon the records of
the saints, and be recorded on the archives
·of heaven to h.e read in the day of eternity,
when the wicked and perverse, who have
vilely slandered them without cause or
provocation, reap their reward with the
unjust, where there is weeping, wailing
and gnashing of teeth !-if they do not rep.ent."-'-llfessenger and Advocate, p. 200.
"The Urim and Thummim in this strange
process of translation, would reflect a number of
words in pure English which would remain on
its face until the party acting as scribe had got it
correctly written, and the occasional disposition
of the characters to remain long aft~r they had
been so written was always an infallible evidence
that there was something wrong in the translation of the record, and a close comparis(lµ would
invadably reveal this fact. \Vhen.!he necessary
.corrections had been made the w:ffds would insta!1t!Y disappear.from the Urim and Thummim
arid new ones' take theirJ>lace.

"The first u6 pages when completed were by
permission of the prophet intrusted to the hands
of Martin Harris, who carried them home to his
incredulous relatives in triumph, hoping by the
exhibition to convert his family and kinfolk from
their uncompromising hostility to the religious
premises he had adopted. Upon retiring at
night he locked up the precious pages in a bureau
drawer, along with his money and other valuables.
In the morning he was shocked to find that they
had been stolen, while his money had been left
untouched. They were never found and were
never replaced, so that the Book of Mormon is
to-day minus just l 16 pages of the original matter,
which would increase the volume fully one-fourth
its present size. This unpardonable carelessness
evoked the stormiest kind of chastisement from
the Lord, who took from the prophet the Urim
and Thummim and otherwise expressed his condemnation. By fervent prayer and by otherwise
humbling himself, the prophet however, again
found favor, and was presented with a strange,
oval-shaped, chocolate-colored stone, about the
size of an egg, only more flat, which, it was
promised, should serve the same purpose as the
missing Urim and Thummim (the latter was a
pair of transparent stones set in a bow-shaped
frame and very much resembled a pair of spectacles). \Vith this stone all of the present Book
of Mormon was translated.
"lt is the only one of these relics which
is not in the possession of the Whitmers. For
years Oliver Cowdery surrounded it with
care and solicitude; but at his death, Old
Phineas Young, a brother of Brigham Young,
and an old-time and once-intimate friend of the
Cowdery family, came out from Salt Lake City,
and during his visit he contrived to get the stone
from its hiding place through a little deceptive
sophistry expended upon the grief-stricken widow. \Vhen he returned to Utah he carried it in
triumph to the a"postles of Brigham Young',s
'lion house.'"

~Interpreters,' tbe history, or record, called
•The Book of Mormon.'"
It must be .-Jlowed that these men best
knew by what means the Book of Mormon was translated. If the stone of which
Mr. Whitmer speaks was used in tramlating-, it was in effect a Urim and Thummim, yet it was evidently not the chief
instrument, nor did its use detract from
the Seeric powers of Joseph Smith. Jt
rather confirms and exalts them, showing
that the gift of translation and revelation
was bestowed of. God upon the Seer in
person, and was of first importance ancl
virtue. In this connection it should be remembered that David vVhitmer had nothing to do, directly, wifo the work of translating the Book of Mormon. He was
neither translator nor scribe, but only an
occasional oLserver.

"In reciting this early experience of the church
Mr. Whitmer rises to his feet, and with an intense earnestness and a clear, and forcible iteration, he carries the listener along through every
detail with wonderful precision. •Do I still believe that Joseph Smith was a divinely inspired
prophet?" repeats the old man. •I know he was;
it is not a matter of belief. But he fell; yes, he
fell, like David, like Solomon. They were great
prophets and wise men, greatly favored of ~he
Almighty; but God did not sustain them in their
sins and corruptions, and he did not sustain Joseph, either.
"In narrating the circumstances of the prophet's fall, Mr. Whitmer becomes especially emphatic in his denunciation of the action that
changed the name of the church and altered many of the revelations and commandments, so as
to admit such abominable doctrines as the •high
priesthood,' baptism for the dead, polygamy, and
others. Here the old man takes from a wellworn trunk several volumes of the first editions
of the Book of Commandments, which he proceeds to contrast with the present •Book of DocJoseph Smith, in a letter to John Went- trine and Covenants' as published by the Utah
worth, .editor of the Chicago Democrat, Mormons. The comparison undoubtedly reveals
in 1842, published in the Times and Sea- some strange cuttings out and fillings in. The
sons, vol. 3, page 707, says:-"With the first of these early volumes has the following
records [plates of the. Book of Mormon, title page: •A book of commandments for the
Ed.] was found a curious in,strument which government of the Church of Christ, organized
the ancients called 'Urim and Thummim,' according to law on April 6, 1830. Zion. W.W.
which consisted of two transparent stones Phelps & Co., 1833.' This volume was suppleset in tbe rim of a bow, fastened to a mented in 1835 by one published in Kirtlarnl,
breastplate. Through the medium of the Ohio, which bears the title: "Doctrine and CovUrim and Thummim I translated the re- enants, Church of the Latter Day Saints, carecord by the gift and power of God." To fully selected from the revelations of God, and
this agrees the testimony of Oliver Cow- compiled by Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery,
dery, given September 7th, 1834, as Sidney Rigdon, Frederick'. G. Williams, presiding
follows:
elders of said church, proprieton, Kirtland, Ohio,'
"Near the time of the setting of the etc. From several texts in the Book of Mormon
sun, Sabbath evening, April 5th, 1829, my. as well' as by the early revelations given to Joseph
natural eyes for the first time beheld this Smith, Mr. vVhitmer contends that the name
brother. He then resided in Harmony, first bestowed upon the organization-'The Church·
Susquehanna County, Pa. On Monday, of Christ'-is the only title approved by the Lord,
the 6th, I assisted him in arranging some
and that the changes since made are unmistakbusiness of a tern poral nature, and on Tuesday, the 7th, commenced to write the able evidence of the apostacy of the Utah MorBook of Mormon.
These were days mons. But this is not all. There have been
never to be forgotten-to sit under the whole paragraphs injected into some of these
sound of a voice direct~d by the impiration early commandments, and matter too, entirely
pf heaven, awakened the utmost gratitude foreign to the texts.' An instance of this appears
of this bosom! Day after day I continued, in the clause referring to the Melchisedec priestuninterrupted, to write from his mouth, as hood, not a menttpn of which system is found in
he translated, with .the llrim and Thum- the revelations until after the 'revision.'"

mim, or, as the Nephltes would have said 1

If Mr. Whitmer kne~, and still knows~
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that Joseph Smith was called of God a
seer, a prophet, a revelator, and a translator to bring forth the Book of Mormon,
which in 2 Nephi 2:2, compares Joseph
Smith to Moses, he should fear lest he like
Aaron, Miriam, Korab, Dathan, Abirnm
and others, find that his judgment is at
fault, and that like them he is really fighting against God. He admits and advocates the calling and authority of Joseph,
but assumes that he "fell." \Vho made
him the judge in these matters? What
and· whence are his credentials for correcting and reproving the Seer? By what
authority does he sit in judgment upon
and undertake to rectify the ministerial
conduct and administration of that Seer of
whom God said: "I will make him great
in mine eyes; for he shall do my world"
If he is called and has authority and capability to do such a work, what and where
are the evidences of it? \Vhere is there a
sentence or a word in the books he endorses, stating or implying that he ever was
or ever would be called to such a work?
What work has he done for the church
since 1836, except in bearing testimony to
the prophetic mission of Joseph Smith and
the divinity of the Book of Mormon?
Jesus says we are to judge men "by their
fruits;" and what have been the works of·
·David Whitmer for the past fifty years I
His work, appointed of God-, was to hear
witness to the Book of Mormon. We
honor him in that; but we reject him as
an interpreter of the Scripture, and when
he labors to tear down the work of God's
Seer.
It is evident that in the over-ruling providence of God, David \iVhitmer has been
kept in Richmond till now for the sole
purpose of bearing witness to the calling
of Joseph as a prophet, Seer, and revelator and translator, and also to the divinity
of the Book of Mormon. But when he
opposes his judgment, his interpretations
of Scripture, and his testimony against the
"great and marvellous work" ordained of
God and founded by Joseph Smith, Oliver
Cowdery and others, he is doing what
God has never called him to do., but that
which we fear he has suffered Wm. E.
McLellin and other aspiring, overzealous,
unwise, and unauthorized men to persuade
him to do.
His movements since 1837
prove as much.
We honor and revere David Whitmer in
his proper calling; and we would not mar
his peace or darken his sky, but when in
one moment he testifies to the divine mission of Joseph Smith and the Book of
Mormon and in the nexl rejects the prophetic work of Joseph as set forth in that
Book and as is claimed by this same Seer,
then we think Mr. Whitmer is sadly out
of his place, and we treat him accordingly.
Joseph Smith never claimed personal perfection. His revelations represe_nt him as
being imperfect, and in this respect similar
to many others whom God· called to be
his prophets and Seers.
"A comprehensive statement of Mr. Vvhitmer's
views on these improvised doctrines, made in
refutation of a scandalous misrepresentation invented and sent out by some reporter, contains
·!he followins- salient points;

"I have never at any time denied that testimony or any part thereof which has so long since
been published with th~t boo.k (tbe Book of Mormon), as one of tl1e three witnesses. Those who
know me best well know that I have always adhered to that testimony; and that no man may
be misled or doubt my present views in regard to
the same, I do again affirm the truth of all my
statements as then made and published. He that
hath an ear to hear let him hear; it was no de·
lusion! What is written is written, and he that
readeth let him understand. . And that no one
may be misled or deceived by this statement, I
wish here to state that I do not endorse polygamy
or spiritual wifeism. It is a great evil, shocking
to the moral sense, and the more so because
practiced in the name of religion. It is of men
and not of God, and is especially forbidden in
the Book of Mormon itself. I do not indorse the
change of the name of the church, for as th,e wife
takes the naine of the husband so shotild the
Church of the Lamb of God take the name of its
head, even Christ. It is the Church of Christ.
As to the high priesthood, Jesus Christ himself
was tke last great high priest; this too after the
order of Melchisidec, as I understand the Holy
Scriptures. Finally, I do not indorse any of the
teachings of the so-called Mormons or Latter
Day Saints, which are in conflict with the gospel
of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ a5 taught in
the Bible and Book of Mormon, for the same
gospel is plainly taught in both of these books as
I understand the word of God.
"Mr. Whitmer denies that apostles, presidents
and councillors and lzigk priests are legitimate appurtenances of the church and the assertion is
substantially borne out by the records."

The "Book of Commandments," published imperfectly at Independence, Missouri, in i833, was never received and
adopted by the church, but was publicly
pronounced faulty, incomplete and unreliable; hence the need of the re-publication
of one of a similar kind, the "Doctrine and
Covenants," which was given 'to the
church and endorsed by a "General Assembly" at Kirtland, Ohio, August 17th, 1835.
The separate and several quorums, and
then the entire body, accepted and approved it by vote after careful, prayerful deliberation. President Oliver Cowdery introduced it to the Assembly in behalf ·of the
committee who selected and compiled it.
It was then unanimously received and
adopted as "a rule of faith and practice to
the church." See JWessenl[er and Advocate, page J 60, and Jl!Iill. Star I 5: 299.
If additions were made to some of these
revelati.ons, (which we do not admit), that
would not necessarily corrupt and invalidate them. For the same power that
gave them had authority to add to them.
Jeremiah reproduced and added to revelations given him, (Jer. 36:32), and he
evident1 y did it by the will of God. Joseph
may have done the same, possibly.
('J'o be Continued.)

Bro. B. G. Decker of Julesburg, Colorado, has lost his brother and wants to find
him; his name is Z. T. Decker; when
Bro. B. G. last heard from him he was in
Kansas. Any one knowing where he is
will confer a favor on Bro. B. G. Decker
by sending the address.

SEVENTIES SHOULD PRESIDE.

IN his article on Seventies presiding, published in HERALD for November 6th, Bro.
\V m. Anderson eiUher misunderstands the
tenor and scope of the Edit01;ial in HER·
ALD for June 12th, referred to by him, or
we fail to comprehend the criticism he
offers.
In quoting from the Editorial
named, Bro. Anderwn puts into it, in
brackets, the words [Seventies.] [presiding,] [High Priests an? Elders,] and the.n
argues from the premises thus made as 1f
we made them. Bro. Anderson may be
sincere and honest in so doing, and we are
not willing to think he is not; but his
argument is based upon improper premises.
No such words occur in the Editorial of
June 12th in the order stated by him; and
if we were reprehensible for misquoting
from the law "mild herbs," instead of
"herbs and mild food," thereby teaching
erroneously, is Bro. Anderson justified in
foisting whole platoons of words upon the
quotation of a statement made by us.
The spirit of the Editorial is this: that
there has been a disposition on the part of
some to hinder the missionary work of
certain appointees of the church to missions
by urging objections to their appointment.
In regard to the question of Seventy's presiding, there is no disputation upon the
part of the general church authorities; for
the question was definite! y settled at a
Conference held at Pl~no, in which the
decision was that they might .under certain
conditions preside; that is to say, their
office was of such a tenure that if wisdom
dictated, or necessity required, they could
preside; but that in all cases oflocal organization they were at liberty to refuse, the
words "under no responsibility of presiding" being then construed to mean, that
though by virtue of their calling they
were empowered to preside when properly
authorized by the Twelve, the Presidency,
or the church, the responsibility of so presiding did not rest upon them. The I 04th
section of Doctrine and Covenants, paragraph 43, provides that "~~d these Seventy are to be traveling mm1sters unto the
Gentiles, first, and also unto the Jews,
whereas other officers of the church, who
belono- not unto the Twelve, neither to
the S~venty, are not under the responsibility to travel among all nations, but are
to travel as their circumstances shall allow,
notwithstanding they may hold as high
and responsible offices in the church."
It will not be urged that High Priests
and Elders have no right nor authority to
travel and preach and become "traveling
ministers" because of the foregoing declaration that they are not "under the responsibility" to so travel. If not, why should
a similar statement found in section 107,
paragraph 44, as follows: "The difference
between this quorum and the quorum of
Elders is, that one is to travel continually,
and the other is to preside over the churches, from time to time; the one has the responsibility of presiding from time to time,
and the other has no responsibility of presiding, saith the Lord your God," be con·
strued as denying the right to preside to
the Seventy.
It is also here stated that thoug-h th~
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other officers in the church besides the
Twelve and Seventy were not under obligation to travel and preach, they might
"hold as high and responsible offices in
the church." In what sense can it be said
that the Twelve and Seventy hold higher
and more responsible offices in the church?
According to the teaching of paragraph
3, section 104, the office of an Elder is of
the Melchisedec priesthood; this priesthood holds the right of presidency; the
offices of Elder, High Priest, Seventy and
Apostle, all. are of this priesthood and all
hold the right of presidency, and this
priesthood has "power and authority over
all the offices in the church."
High Priests may ad.minister in spiritual things in their own ~tanding, "under
the direction of the Presidency;" and an
Elder has the right to officiate in the things
in which a High Priest may when the latter is not present; and in paragraph 7, of
the same section, High Priests and Elders
are put on the same plane in administering
"~piritual things," and "have a right to
officiate in all these offices of the church
when there are no higher authorities present." By paragraph Ir, the Twelve and
Seventy are made quorums of equal authority in decision and judgment;' and in
paragraph 13 it is declared that the Seventy are to act in the name of the Lord
"in building up the church, and regulating
all the affairs of the same, in all nations;"
and this is in direct keeping with the mission of the Twelve who "are a traveling,
presiding high council, to officiate in the
name of the Lord, .... to build up the
church and regulate all the affairs of the
same, in all nations."
In these quotations we have omitted
what is admitted by all to be essential, that
both Twelve and Seventy are lo act "under
the direction of the Presidency," and of the
church. In paragraph 8, of section r 7, the
rule in defining the duties and calling of.
the officers, classes the entire offices of the
higher, or Melchisedec priesthood, all under the term "ElJers;" and certainly it
will not be urged that·in the term Seventy
are not included; more especially when
the statement is "an Apostle is, an Elder,"
and. in paragraph 9 it stated, the "Elders shall conduct the meeting-s," &c.; this
certainly meaning all the officers named
under the same priesthood. In paragraphs
13, 14, 16, 17, r8, 19, 25, the term "Ehlers" is used to represent the officers of the
presiding priesthood; and paragraph 2
of section 46, also classes the same officers
under the same term of "Elders."
From a consideration of all the foregoing and other things, we have concluded
that the Seventy are not isolated from
their compeers of the same priesthood
calling in the powers of their office; and
that the office itself is not an anomaly.
Practically, those who oppose Seventy
presiding as~ume to know more about tl}e
necessities of the field and the available
work:ing forces in the church t~ fill them,
than the men to whom the rules of the
church have assigned the.active duties and
oversight of them. There is no district
now organized in which a Sev:enty is
presiding as a local officer where such

is

Seventy is so presiding by virtue leading quorums were exhausted in makof conference appointment, that we are ing appointments for general ministerial
aware of. There are instances, however, work, calls should not he made on the
where Seventies are presiding by reason High Priests and Elders. An<l with this
of the vote of the districts in which in view efforts have been nrnlle to order
tney are laboring; and this too without appointments in accord with the spirit of
direction of the Presidency, the Twelve, those resolutions.
or the Church. Surely one could hardly
In conclusion; the appointments made
say that a Seventy is not eligible to such a by conference of Seventies or Elders where
choice; and if he may preside i£ chosen, such have been appointed, to take charge
because of his office, when chosen by of missionary work in either districts, or
branch or district, why may he· not by ap- missions so called, have not been made
pointment and direction of the Twelve with any view to ignore, or show disreand the church.
spect to the High Priests as a body, or to
The statement of Joseph the Martyr, foe members as individuals, but were made
quoted in answer to some ones question as with a view to the best good of the work
given by Bro. Ande-rson, makes the an- and the availibility of the men appointed,
nouncement made in the editorial of June as understood by those having charge of
12th clearly within the rule' contemplated such appointing; and the appointments
by the Martyr, who said: "The Seven- have been "under the direction of the
ties are also members of the same priest- Presidency" and "the Twelve," and sanchood, are a sort of traveling council or tioned by the voice of the Conference. No
priesthood, and may preside over a church, member of the Twelve or Seventy has
or churches, until a High Priest can be been appointed by the Conference to the
had." The Editorial referred to stated: presidency of an organized branch or dis"Until such time as the High Priest's Quo- trict since October 7th, 1867 when the
rum shall be sufficient! y full to provide for following preamble and resolutions were
all contingencies of presidency occurring adopted:
"Whereas; in the opinion of this
in districts and missions, the church will
appoint such men and officers as are best conference, it is inexpedient that an Aposadapted to. the work demanded." What tle of the Quorum of the Twelve should
was intended to be said in this was, that have special local jurisdiction, e!cept as
in the general work of the ministry the the exigences of foreign .missions may renature of the work to be done. and the quire, be it Resolved, That each member
suitability and availability of the man to of tha_t quorum now holding presidency
<lo it should govern the church in the sel- involving such jurisdiction, be and is hereResolved, That the same
ection, choice, or appointment; and was by released.
not intended to be what it has been ap- rule be applied to the Quorum of Sevenparently taken to be, a threat to override ties."
The Seventy do not lack the essential
the local organizations by the Presidency,
qualification to preside, but may, when
Twelve, or the Conference.
"
When it is stated in objection to those duly sent by direction of the Presidency,
of the Seventy appointed by the church in the Twelve, or the Church in Conference
Conference assembl~d to the charge of assembled, "preside over a church, or
fields, or missions, that thev should not be churches," "from time to time," build up
so appointed because th-ere are High the church and "reguhte all the affairs of
Priests and Elders, ready, cumpetent and the same;" the same as an Elder, or a
willing- to preside, it is tantamount to say- High Priest could do under the same kirid
ing- that there were those of the latter of an appointment. If there are disputation
offices available for the field at the time strife in regard to this question it is not upthe appointments were so made. It will on the part of those to, whom the duty of
be gratifying to us, being one of thoc;c the appointments rest in the law, but upon
who was present at last Conference and the part of those who refuse to acquiesce
assisted in making the appointments then in the acts of the church and who niise
made, if the names of such officers who opposition to the ~ppointments.
were and are suitable and available for the
positions to which such appointments were
made shall be given, so that similar B1sHOP GEORGE A. BLAKESLEE seems
blunders may not occur again. The men to be impressed with the idea that some of
making the appointments, including the the brethren are neglecting to pay their
conference, it is to be presumed acted offering-s into the treasury because that
according to their best information and some of the Elders spend too much time
with good desire for the work and in good and money in g-oing to and from, and to
faith; and if there is better wisdom else- and fro in their fields of labor; those thus
where they will certainly be pleased to withholding thinking that their money
avail themselves of it. Personally we de- ought to be differently expended.
It may be true that in some instances
sire not to force an innovation; what we
did we believed then and believe now to Elders have ru~1 hither arid thither to poor
be in accord with the law; and we hold purpose; and here and there, it may be an
such belief without prejudice to any who Elder has spent too much time and money
getting into a field, and has left that field
believe otherwise.
At two successive conferences the pre- - before be has canvassed the ground thorsidency, twelve and conference were noti- oughly, and thus the money use<l has not
fied by resolutions originating one vvith brou~ht its fair equivalent in good to the
the High Priests and one with the Seventy, work we do not say but what this has
that until all available men in the two bi:en the case in some instances. It does
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volunteer conveyance and sometimes by·· ist and on Sunday, November 8th would
not seem to us, however, that such has
. been the rule, especially of late years, the rail; he fills the apparent necessity and r~- be at conference at Girard, and from thence
evident intention of the Elders being to turns to his field of immediate operations, to Cormorant, Becker county, Minnesota.
Sr. Mary P. Brush, of Marshall ton, Iowa,
stop in a field as long as the doors remain- and not a soul has thought to ask him
ed open and good was resulting from their whether he has been warmed and fed, or requests somy Elder to call there and
labors. Besides this, it is hardly consis- whether he has money to get home, or preach the funeral sermon of her late hustel)t and fair to cripple the untiring labors back to his field or no~. For instance; we band, Bro. Blakeley Brush.
The address of Elder H. C. Bronson is
of those Elders who are doing what they knew an Elder who was once called to go
can, accoding to the best wisdom and di- one hundred and fifty miles to marry a now 2020, Clay street, St.Joseph, Missouri.
Bro. John F. Lemburg writes of late
rection they have, because some · others couple; he left his field of immediate lahave done, or may be doing unwisely in bor, went the distance required, perform- from. Cedar Rapids Iowa, saying he has
the prosecution of their ministry; that is eel the rite apd returned to his preaching many old HERALDS to give for free dislike starving and caring ill for the willing at his own expence. We knew another tribution to any of the Elders wishing
and laborious ox in the team because his .who travelled two hundred miles by rail, ·.them, who will send postage. He says
involving a night ride, to /attend a district there are now six members there, and they
yoke-ft>llow was something of a shirk.
The Presidency and the Bishopric have conference by invitation of the rightful of- wish the Elders passi,ng near there to stop
heen doing all that could be done to teach, ficers of the district, doing his part as faith- and preach, for they think a branch may
and to insist upon the Elders occupying fully as he could; and who returned with- be organized soon.
Bro.]. S. Roth had
wisely in the fields where they are called out any one saying, "what were your ex- labored some there of late, had baptized
to labor, and have directed in every case penses," and without receiving anything; one," and left good influences at work.
that no Elder should leave his field for except a dollar and a quarter, handed hi1;i
Sr. Alice Whitehead, in a recent letter
trivial cause, or while the opportunities by a brother in saying ''Good by." Of from Vermillion, Oswego county, New
are good for continuing labor. But, one course, in neithef of these cases was there York, expresses gratitude that though her
thing must be borne in mind, and that is, any intentional disrepect; but neither of mother has been called to .the paradise of
an Elder (especially the faithful one) is these men was at liberty to call attention God, her brother Jay has now united with
constantly beset wherever he may go, by to the state of the case, nor to his real, or the church, making the family all rnemcalls to go to this place, and to that place; supposecl want· of means to return to the hers.
open doors are before him to the right and place whence he came; and they are only
Home Life, published by the Home
to the left; anxious hearts offer care, kind- cited to show how drafts may sometimes Life Publishing Company, of New York,
ness, transportation, free houses, if he will be made upon the finances of an Elder a Monthly Magazine, devoted to the inonly come and preach; to meet these he while in the field, even among his own terests and affairs of the home, js laid uptries anq in so doing scatters his efforts un- brethren which he must meet, and of on our table, fresh, clean and promising.
wittingly, and with no possible thought which he can say nothing without being l t is number one, volume one, and seems
of trespassing upon the fund . raised by indelicate, or inconsiderate, and sometimes to be starting out under fine auspices for
the offerings of the good Saints and cast ungenerous. So let us all be patient, bear good success. With it is a juvenile magby them into the treasury. We can not say so much of the burdens as we can togeth- azine called the Pearl, issued by the same
to the Saints, "It is none of your business er, doing our duty though there may be company. Both magazines are spicy anrl
how the money is expended," for that is some whom we feel are not so wise as show eX'cellent skill in construction, matnot true; it is the business of the Saints to they should be.
ter, and arrangement.
be careful stewards of what God has blessBro. John S. Roth, writing from Cedar
ed them with; but so long as the church
Rapids, Iowa, October 30th, says that he
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
has officers· to whom the delicate functions
met the Saints in conference at Amber,
connected with the disbursement of finanBRO. JOHN C. Foss wrote from Maine, and that the Comforter was with them,
ces have been instrusted, and these officers Minnesota, October 25th, that on the wth that he had good liberty in the word, and
discharge their duties with direct refer- he baptized two, and on the 17th two large 'congregations. Bro. Russell had
ence to their responsibility to the church, more; thinks several more believed, but the promise of a church at Bennett, but
we think that they may safely be trusted that he gave them a good chance to obey when Brn. Roth and Bozarth reached
to use their discretion in so doing. Espec,- and they did not, and therefore he did his there the good brethren had taken alarm
ially so, when these officers give evidence duty toward them. He met some former- and refused the church. Bro. Russell obthat they strive to avoid wrong doing in ly members of the church under Elder J. tained a hall and the brethren preached to
themselves and disapprove of it in others. J. Strang, who wished to be received on good houses, after the first night. Bro.
In addition to this the expenses ot men baptisms performed in that church, and Roth visited Canton and found Bro. Maitdiffer, under differing circumstances. El- insisted that Bro. Foss should accept the land doing for the Master what he could,
ders traveling in the eastern states, travel Book of the Law as binding. To these and held meetings for two week~. On
short distance at two and two and a half two propositions Bro. Foss very properly the 26th four were baptized bv Bro. Roth.
cents per mile; while to reach similar, or demurred, as a representative of the Re- He was to speak at Cedar Rapids on the
possibly smaller fields in the west, a man organization.
Baptisms performed by evening that he wrote, the first time any
will be compelled to pay from five to ten Elder James J. Strang while he was an of the Elders had spoken there that Bro.
cents per mile. He will pay from ten cents Elder in the church prior to the denth of Roth knew any thing of.
upward for a lnnch and twenty-five cents for Jo~eph and Hyrum Smith, there would be
Bro. I. N. White sends us tl1e D<1il v
a meal in the east, where he will pay from
no hesitancy in accepting. And it would Advocate for October 2zd and z3d, pubtwenty-five to seventy-five cents for simil- be in keeping with the theory of the or- lished at Clinton, Missouri, and containing
ar accommodation in the west, or do with- ganization to receive such persons on their an epitome of Bro. F. C. vVarnky's, lecout; and Elders can not travel and preach original baptism as could show that they tures lately delivered in the Saints' Cbapwith safety to health of body and mind were baptized by one ordained in Joseph's C'l at Clinton. The digest of the lectures
without sustaining food. Of course, men time, who had not transgressed, whose ~eems to be fair and correct; the matter
in both the east and west when among standing before God was not doubtful; or good as we would think it. should be preSaints are made welcome to the homes and such persons to whose baptism the Spirit sented by Bro. W arnky. ·
tables of the true-hearted, and no expense bore witness.
vVe have received papers from the
The elate of June 27th,
attaches while an Elder is in such a field.
1844, is chosen as the dividing line for brethren of many places containing the
It sometimes occurs that an Elder is obvious reasons; baptisms performed since late reported interview with Elder David
called by what appears to be an impera- that time, are to be inquired into and their Whitmer, for which brethren place receive
tive necessity to visit a point more or less status determined according to facts.
our th:mks.
distant, and thinking it to be his duty away
Mr, E;. P. Bennett, writing from DeBro. Foss reports the work as progresshe goes, by the shortest ::ind most available ing and gaining ground every day. Bro. troit, DakQti!, October 19th says he heard
ronte,
~omA\itneiii on font, !\'@let!rnes hy
fQs'> wm; to speak in Maipe 1 on Jl.f oveml;ier ~lr.l~r Qf\~ring- prea~l] a m.01~,t exc;el\ent
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sermon from l'.1atthew 28: 30, the first he
ever heard from any Latter Day Saint.
The Elder was to preach in a school house
near Mr. Bennett's, October 23d, and Mr.
Bennett expected to he baptized the first
of November, and he says: "May God
bless the I£erald, Hope and Expositor."
Bro.Joshua Betzer, living one mile from
Shiocton, Vlisconsin, with his daughter,
Mrs. Mattie Dorn, will be pleased to he
visited by an Elder passing that way.
Brethren 0. B. Miles, Ezra Depue, and
C. l\f. Fulks, down in 'McDonald county,
Missouri, would like for an effort to be
made in that direction in gospel work.
Bro. Miles is at South West City.
EXTRACTS. FROM LETTERS.

Bro. S. W. Tomlinson, in a letter dated
Copleston, Ontario, October 25th, says:
"The Saints in this part are all striving to live
faithful, desiring th:cit some Elder will visit us,
for we are in a bad way here about partaking the
Sacrament, having no on'e to administu the ordinance. I believe there are many honest souls
in this place."

Bro. I. N. White says by card dated
. Clinton, Missouri, October 5th:
"I baptized three ·on the 17th, in St. Clair
County. I never had such a battle with prejudice. \Ve are moving the people to think. Brn.
Curtis, Robinson and others are doing some
grand work. Y 0ur sermon in late Herald mo:.c,•
ed with wisdom to the Saints, and especially. to
ministry. It hit me. Some consolation though,
dead men can't feel.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
it right for a presiding Elder, when
present in a meeting, to ask the assistant Priest
to lead t'he meeting when he is able, to do so
himself?
Ans.-Yes; if he so choqse. Read Doctrine
and Covenants, 17: ro.
~.-Is it correct to confirm members under the
name of the Church of Christ, or the name of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints?
A.-No formuJa of words for confirmation is
given; hence eilher term may be used, the confirmation being done in the name of Jes us Christ.
It is the Church of Jesus Christ if it is the Church
of Christ.
~ues.-Is

WE have received from Elder James Gerard, of Zion's Hope Branch, Oldford
Road, London, England, copies of the
Evening Standard, for October I 3th; the
Daily C lzronicle for the: same date; and
the Daily Telegraph, for October 14th,
1886. The first two contain reporters' notices of a meeting held in St. George's
Hall, Langham Place, London, October
12th, of which due notice had been given,
at which Elders Kelson, Shipp and Sloan,
of the Utah Mormon Church, proposed
to air the peculiar philosophy of their faith,
under three heads, as st,ated by Mr. Phil
Robinson, (not a Mormon), who was chairman by invitation, and by reason of a belief in free speech and fair play, these
heads being: Mornion!srn; it:;; theolog·y,
its rnop1jity 1 its legality and loyalty. The

;Telegraph contains a communicated article signed "An Unfortunate Listener;"
and an editorial, the latter of which we
reprint, as it shows decidedly that while
the English mind may be willing to tolerate men when essaying to tell the story of
their convictions in regard to religion, they
are not quite prepared to gild known vice
and call it respectable religion.
"Missionaries from America to convert Old
England to peculiar views held across the Atlantic have seldom been a success. \Ve accept with
reverence thinkers like Emerson, poets like Longfellow and Poe, masters. of fiction like Hawthorne, or later writers of delicacy and grace like
Mr. Howells and Mr. Henry James; but when it
comes to the New World teaching its granddame
how to read the Bible or how to regard marriage,
a certain sense of impatience pervades public·
opinion in the Old Country. No doubt there are
eminent divines in the United States, but we
hear less of them than of popular preachers
whose self-confidence has in it a touch of impudence, and who contrive by jest and gesture, to
vulgarise even the Gospel. As to the heterodoxies of the States, in number and size they match
her mountains, her waterfalls, her prairies, and
her mammoth caves. It is characteristic of the
people, however, that, while the Old World has
been rich in curiously subtle schools of theology;
in distinctions which the learned only could understand; in fierce fights over a word or even a
diphthong, the A1nerica:ns have done little or
nothing to add to the purely speculative heresies
of mankind. They have instead invented new
ways of life, abnormal systems of celibacy and
of marriage, and elaborate arrangements whereby sensuality can be brought within the reach of
the meanest capacity and the poorest citizen. A
generation ago New York was startled by the
Free Lovers, who to some extent are still represented in periodicals refused permission to pass
through the post because they cohtain improper
matter. The Shakers display a comparatively
respectable eccentricity heid by men and women,
who live together like menks and mins under
strict and ludicrous precautions. The Oneida
Creek sect has ideas as lo improving the human
race which carried out into repulsive practice Sir
George Campbell's theory that marriage should
be arranged by the community.
There are
scores of other quasi·religious experiments at
work in the United States--,churches, communities, societies, leagues, and bands, some mystic
and secret, other semi-public and grotesque. It
would. seem as if the Great Republic wereJntended as an asylum not.only for men but for ideas-a kind of model farm for system-mongers, where
they can have soil, air, and 0ipportunity for testing any theory, however wild, any faith or "fad,"
however astolmding. As yet, however, the Old
World has importe.d nothing valuable from
America-excepting, perhaps, the revolver. \Ve
have severely !el alone their free shootings, their
lawless loves, their easy divorces, their queer
marriages, their tarring and feafhering, their
bowie-knives, and their ecqmtric spelling.
.
"When, therefore, the Mormons come among;t
us to preach their Gospel according to Joe Smith,
it is, difficult to anticipate for them even a success
of curiosity. A group of their Elders drew to
St. George's_Hall on Tuesday evening a gathering thinly scattered to make 4p ;i. show; so that
eyep higl)ly-sp\ced !(fqfltnity anrj {l curiOl:j~ ffii~·
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ture of blasphemy and nonsense must be considered a fiasco from the point of view of the speculators who organized the meeting and hired the
hall. One Elder informed the assembly that
"Christianity as an agent of social and moral reform was a fa_ilure." The audience hissed this
bit of insolence, and the speaker resumed his
seat disconcerted. Had he continued he would
doubtless have invited those present to adopt
Mormonism, and live up to it. When Henry
Drummond denounced the Deceased Wife's Sister Bill, he said in the House, with reference to
its proposer, "Why does not the honorable:gentleman marry his grandmother like a man?'
The Mormons are certainly not wanting in equal
courage. Long before his wife is dead a Mormon may marry her sister, or two or three of
them if he feels iQclined. Brigham Young was
married to ladies any one of whom was old
enough to be his grandmother, taking compensation in allying himself in his latter years with
girls young enough to be his granddaughters.
This is the system which the missionary Elder
would substitute for the ideal of the Poet Laureate, the man "who loved one only and who
clave to her;" for the home where the honored
wife and mother ;-ules by love her husband and
her children; for the lives linked in unity
through sunshine and shade, and united in the
holiest aspiration. We sometimes see exc\!ses
for Mormonism based on apologies for Mohammedanism; but the polygamy of the East is very
different from the organized concubinage of
Utah. A Mohammedan is restricted as to his
wives, but Elder Sloan informed his audience on
Tuesday that amongst them there was no limit
fix~d to the number of wives a man might have.
A Mussulman woman lives in the midst of a
community that recognises her status and secures
her rights; but a Mormon woman has no legal
standing, for the Courts of her sect can not enforce their jurisdiction, and the United States
Judges regard her as one of many mistresses and
as an accessory to a misdemeanour punishable at
law.
"In Europe a woman who has been betrayed,
and has foregone the ceremony of marriage,
sometimes asserts that she is "a wife in the sight
of God," and no doubt there are fanatic females
in 'Gtah who hold themselves justified in accept.
ing the corresponding and precarious position
out there. No sophistry, however, can make a
wife out of a woman who practically depends on
the conscie:ice or constancy of a man, and who
may, even according to her own admission and
ideas, be Yirtually set aside any day for a younger or more attractive companion. In Mussulman
lands the wife, though only one of. two or three
or four, has rights in the home which can not be'
abrogated by the will of her husband, who, according to the Koran interpreted by the Cadi, would
be severely punished if he deserted or ill·med
her. A Mormon, on the other hand, might any
day leave all his women to starve without fear of
interference by Church or State. We might
relegate a subject like this to the gentlemen who
love to dissect the morbid excrescences of human,
conduct in obscure and out.of-the-way corners of
the earth; but the question comes home to us
when we. find Mormons preaching and praying,
and ensnaring our men and women. They raise
their recruits amongst English, Welsh, or Scotch
laborers or servant· girls, who do not know how
to~ read. 'J'he~e pqor di1pes
hllve
never heard that;
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the Book of Mormon, alleged tu be brought down
from heaven by an angel on gold plates; is a preposterous farrago, a fantastic and feeble copy of
the ancient and philosophic divinity of the East.
They do not know that Joe Smith was a man of
bad life, who invented revelations to cloak his
vicious desires. They are told that amongst
Mormon elders there have been "sincere and
earnest" men; but they do not know that sincerity and earnestness have characterized some of
the leaders and some dupes in the case of every
delusion that ever attracted mankind. Johanna
Southcott believed in herself as the destined
mother of a new Christ. Poor Mrs. Girling,
who died the other day, honestly expected to live
for ever. There are people who still have faith
in Madame Blavatsky. There is, or was, a gentleman who thought .the earth was flat; and antivaccinationists are abundant a;ound us. Educated people know that devotion and disinterestedness prove nothing; but the clodhoppers and
serving-wenches who follow the Elders across
the seas are impressed by enthusiasts, and leave
their homes for a land where they are degraded
into drudges, and Jose their chastity, their character, and their liberty at one stroke.
«The apologists for Mormonism tell us that the
Americans have no right to cast stones; for there
are vices in'New York, and even Boston is not
perfect. There is a great difference, however,
between individual vice and systematized license.
The State is not answerable for the result of
personal weakness nor for the sins of individuals
in a great city. What it may and ought to put
down is a practice that degrades women and that
is organized into a system. Before the United
States law interfered the Mormons exercised over
their dupes a despotism much more wide-spread
and effective than the "boycotting" of the Irish
League. It was, like the Hibernian plan, enforced
by assassination, but it had at first the advantage
that Utah was far away and isolated. Until
Gentile judges, police, and residents came to Salt
Lake City Brigham Young ruled the whole community with an iron hand. No man or maid
could stand before his frown or resist his persuasion. Like the coercion which the Irish leaders dislike, the statutes of Congress came to make
the Mormons free-free from the execution by
force of decrees and revelations which emanated
from the Prophet's successor, like "the laws of
England" from the mouth of Jack Cade. All
this, we are told, is due to the prejudice of the
people of the United States against the pure and
gentle followers of Joe Smith. \Ve do not believe it. The Americans are a very tolerant and
Jong-suffering race. They put up with slavery
for generations, and did not suppress it until provoked by the insolence of the South. Previous
to the election of President Cleveland they bore
with an enormous amount of Civil Service corruption; they allowed illiterat" Irishmen to rule
and rob New York for years; they give breathing-space and free play to every race and to
many varieties of Old World sin. If they ha\'e
resolved to tolerate no longer the abominations
of Utah we may be sure that they on the spot
know well the reason why."

vVhat a striking contrast to the prosper• us day of 18+0 to 1850, that rem;ukable
decade in which the truth of Christ was
making successful headway eyerywhere in
England j and men of thought and culture
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were receiving it with gladness. Now a od and the years which followed down to the
trio of poor preachers attempt to stem a days when God raised up Moses to leaJi his peotide of popular,ostracism the moving cau~e ple out of boiidage, we have every reason to know
to which is found at the centre of their that the gospel was preached unto men, and they
church organization, wickedness and venal- were taught to look forward to the atonement of
ity in high places. These men were sent Christ, -even as we now look back to it; but in
out by a corps of apostles, the majority of . the days of Moses, because they were rebellious
whom are fugitives hiding from process of and hard hearted, they were put under the law,
arrest and prosecution for a misdemeanor or the "law was added because of tr~nsgressions."
under the law of the land, a crime under the Science tells us that uncounted millions of years
spiritual law by virtue of which the church this earth was in process of preparation for man.
of Christ originated and existed, until the We care nothing for this, for if it be true, it was
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith. The the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob who was
men at whose doors the charge of raising preparing it, and in due time he sent his Son, not
and perpetuating , the terrible barrier to tell us ail this wonderful but unimportant
against the preaching the gospel of Christ news, but to declare unto us the principles of life
as authorized by the angel's message and
and salvation-eternal life, and the very corner
the Book of Mormon must be laid, will
have a strange and sorrowing reckoning to stone of the plan of redemp.tion was and is, obeanswer for in the "day of visitation." dience! Not our will, but the will of the Father.
\iVhy will those men not be warned by the We have the power, the God-given right if you
please, to disobey; but if we elect to exercise this
signs of the times seen on every hand.

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Soon or late, to all that sow,
The time of harvest shall be given;
The flower shall bloom, the fruit shall grow,
If not on earth, at last in heaven."

"WHAT A MAN SOWS, THAT ALSO
SHALL HE REAP."
FAR back .in the morning of creatio_n, when in
Eden God placed man and woman, there was
nothing to molest or make afraid, nothing to
mar their peace or joy, and but two things were
required of them. They. were placed there to
dress or cultivate the garden, and a ·commandment was given unto them in regard to a certain
tree, "Thou shalt not eat." Before eating of this
tree, they walked and talked with God, and certainly must have known perfect happiness, for
they had not transgressed any law, consequently
they were sinless, and being sinless or obedtent,
the~ were permitted to hold converse with
God. How the angels must have looked on to
see the result! Would man continue obedient,
with the possibility of disobeying, and the tempt.er ever ready to whisper in his ear the sweets to be
gained by disobedience? Would he resist, or would
he believe the tempter and stretch forth his hand
and prove to God that he had made a great mi<take
in regard to this matter of happiness? upon
which banner should victory perch? It was
their God-given right to disobey, if they chose to
disobey,.for so the Father had ordained; but he
had said unto them, "Thou shalt not eat,' while
the voice of tbe tempter was saying "Eat."
They ate; and when banished from the garden,
made heirs to all the ills which followed in the
train of this act of disobedience, think you they
did not realize what they had lost? Like the
brother referred to recently, who said "I can not
live in the same house with children who will
not mind me," so our heavenly Father could no
longer live with, or hold communion with these
disobedient ones, in the same way in which he
had done before; but seeing the necessity of punishment, in order to restore, he drove them forth
and placed the angel to guard the way to the tree
of life, lest perchance they should eat of it in
their fallen condition, and so sin should become
immortal. Throughout the history of this peri·

right, we have no choice left in regard to the
consequence. We may live upon this fair earth,
acres and possessions innumerable of which we
call our own, and turn a deaf ear to him who
hath said, "All the tithe of the land, whether of
the seed of the land, or of the fruit of the tree, is
the Lord's; it is holy unto the Lord." We may
do this, but if neither the earthly nor the Heavenly Father can live in the same house with children who are not obedient, what then? We may
have, and call our own, vast herds and flocks;
sell them and spend the money as seemeth us
good, forgetting entirely that God has said, "The.
tithe of the herd, or of the flock, even of whatsoever passeth under the rod, the tenth shall be
holy unto the Lord;" but while we may do this,
has it once entered into our minds that we must
accept the consequences? When the act is done,
no choice is left us. The follower of Christ
should live above the law, by be!ng obedient
thereunto in all things; for if the earthly father
spared not the grandchild, who was as ~he apple
of his eye, and even the Son of God, "learned
obedience by the things which he suffered," think
you not that we will yet have to learn the full
meaning of what Jesus said, "These ought ye to
ltave done and not to ltave left tlte otlter undone?"
THE LAMONI MITE SOCIETY.
\VE have long intended telling our readers what

the Mite Society of Lamoni had been doing,
since their first organization in 1883, to help on
the cause. We have often watched the sisters
who belong to it, faithfully and punctually toiling through all kinds of weather, breasting the
piercing storms of our severe climate, climbing
our hills when they would have to stop more
than once to rest, before 1·eaching the top, and
have thought that the blessing of God could m>t
be withheld from such labors of love and entire
sacrifice of self. The sweet-toned bell which al·
most daily announces some meeting in the
Saints' chapel was bought by them at a cost of
$r47 50 and. presented to the church. A handsome eight-day clock, pulpit bible and carpet,
plush covered book rest, together with many minor but equally needful articles were obtained in
the same way. Neither have the_y.forgotten the
cr1es of the poor but besides many days given to
sewing for the sick and overburdened .ones, they
have expended $r75 oo of their earnings. When
the conferen,Hl was to be held here and an effort
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was being made to build a side-walk from the
depot to the chapel, they generously donated upwards of $95 oo to help build it. The entire
amount of what they have earned and expended
during the two years and a half of their existence is $56r.oo. There has been with them no
royal road to fortune, but every penny has been
earned by the expenditure of labor worth ten if
not more. Are these hard earned pennies counted by the angels as we count them? Out of
their abundance the rich cast into the treasury,
but the gift of the poor widow, so small in the
counting outweighed them all when the eye of
the Master .fell upon it. Labor on brave ones,
and the reward is laid away far beyond the
reach of moth and n1st, where no thief shall
break through and steal.
ST. J osEPH, Mo., Oct. 11th.
Dear Sister Frances :-I see by the colored label on the Hope that my time is not out until
1888. That is a good way off yet, and if I did
reach there, you did not get the amount of money
it needs, so I have put a dollar away for it. The
way I manage is this. \\Then I have a few pennies
I put them away and say to myself, "This is for
the work of God." I feel blest because it comes
back to me double and I know it. We must
help. It is our Christian duty to do it and not
wait until we feel able. We can if we will.
Many a dime is spent in th" candy store that
could be put to better use. May the Lord bless
all of you who work for Zion's Hope. It is grand
in its new dress, and I am proud of it. In bonds
of love, your sister,
S. BouRGUINE.
WE Jove these testimonies from the faithful servants of the l\1aster. "Try me and prove me,
saith the Lord." The wisdom of the world is as
vanity compared with that childlike faith which
takes God at his word and does not hesitate to
trust him. Think, of dear little ones. He is
your Savior. If your so.l11 is saved it will be because you trust it to the care d God. Can you
think more of the care you give to dollars than
what you give to your soul?
How gladly we welcome the dear sisters, letters,
And long for the Herald with message divine;
It's a treasure to us which we tenderly cherieh,
And strive by his help to let our light shine.
0, may it be prospered to spread forth the goepel,
According to pron1ise in every land;
May Zion be perfect, her borders be strengthened,
~Her children a holy and united band.
Though lonely and sad, far away from the pasture,
I feel not to falter, nor lag by the way;
For grace still is given to each by the Master,
In measure to gladden our hearts when we-pray.
Deem it not presumptous, that I should claim unction
When so long dissevered, away from the band;
The vine is the Savior, his branch 0 s are ])earing,
Without any ref'rcnce to clime, or to land.
}\1y harp ha• been idle, long hung on the willows,
But QOW I will waken it once 1nore to/~ong;
Long silent with grief, for the wading n\ Zion,
'l'he doors of its prison were stubborn and strong.
The Lord in his mercy has heard the low pleading
Of one who has cried in the deseret for bread;
On the way up to Bethel the angJtls descended
And blessings brought with them for one waiting head.
0,- daughters of Zion, cease mourning and sighing;
Be patient in trials, the time drnweth near
Foretold by the prophet, when Christ the anointed,
With glory and power again shall appear.,
Let ns .shake off our fetters, and ever be ready,
w1th
iq our iamps his coming to greet;

on

'fhe truth is extending, the signs are appearing,
And soon will be ended the harve•t of wheat.
How wondrous and great is the plan of salvation;
\Ve may not attempt to survey it, or ecau~
Most perfectly laid before earth was created
And formed to redeem tho entire race of man.
Then cleanse we our garments; to God be all honorOnr Futher, Redeemer and Lord over all,Throngh whom and by whom came life everlasting,
Grace, mercy, redemption, a> broad as the fall.
The gospel restored by an angel most holy,
Never more from the earth to be taken away;
Oppressors are trembling, while proud thrones are crumAnd soon we shall see the millenial day.
[bling,
When he comes in his glory, what joy to behold him,
And reign with the nobles enrolled in his band,
In white robes most spotless, on streets pure and golden,
When the earth is renewed with Jesus to stand!
May we be elected, through Jesus made perfect,
Our robes washed and cleansed in the blood of the Lamb,
When the supper is ready, the summons is given,
From all tribes and nations, Go gather the clan.
Again shall the armies of Israel shout Glory,
Since God has removed from his people all stain;
From the north they shall come as doves to their windows;
Like an army with banners advance on the plain.
The law from J\fount Zion go forth in its beauty;
The word of the law from Jerusalem's gate;
While assembled before him, our Lord and Redeemer,
Every kindred and nation of earth shall await.
FLORA HANNAH.

CABOOL, Mo., Oct. rst.
Dear Sr. Frances: I have just finished reading
Bro. R. ]. Anthony's sermon in last Herald. It
makes my heart rejoice to read and ponder on
the many good sermons we get through th.e Herald, It is life to the weary mind, and food to the
hungry soul. Dear mothers: let us try to improve by the many good instructions we receive
through the Herald. There are none of us so ignorant but what we know what it takes to constitute a good Christian. To those who, by "patient continuance in well-doing," seek for glory,
honor .and immortality, God will reeompense
eternal life. "The pure in heart shall see God."
"He thJtt doeth the will of God abideth forever."
"Hirh that overcometh will I make a pillar in the
temple of my God, and he shall go no more out."
Let us continually keep these words in our
minds, that we may overcome all evil. What a
great blessing it is to be numbered with the Elect
of God. "Blessed are they that do His commadrnents, that they may have a right to the tree of
life, and may enter through the gates into the
City."
Should we find it difficult to instruct and raise
our children aright, we shoulJ go in earnest
prayer to God for light and direction; and if such
inquiries be conducted with reverence, with devotional and a contrite spirit, and with perseverance, every difficulty will gradually vanioh as the
shades of night before the orient sun; "For the
Lord giveth wisdom; out of his mouth cometh
knowledge and understanding. In all thy ways
acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths."
I have solved n1any problems in this way, which
were difficult to the mind. Indisputably, the
firm believers in the gospel have a great advantage over all others-for this simple reason, "For
God shall bring every work into judgment, with
every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil." And many of them that sleep in
the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
contempt. And they that be wise shalt shine as
the. brightness of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness as the stars forever
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and ever." Job has left us an example of patience
under affliction; he consoled his spirit in the
midst of adversity by the hopes he entertained of
a blessed immortality. "I know," says he "that
my Redeemer. liveth, and that he shall stand at
the latter day upon the earth: and though after
my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh
shall I see God." With respect to Moses, it is
said that under all persecutions and afflictions,
"he endured as seeing Him who is invisible; for
he had respect to the recompense of reward."
That reward did not consist in temporal grandeur; for with regard to all the other patriarchs
whose names stand high on the records of the
Old Testament church, Paul declares that "they
confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims
on earth," that "they declared plainly that they
sought a better country, that is, an heavenly;"
and that those who "were tortured" fo induce
them to renounce their religion, endured their
sufferings with invincible fortitude, "not accepting deliverance" when it was offered them, "that
they might obtain a better resurrection."
Let us be patient in well doing, not offending
any; for should we offend, we might hinder the
gospel of Christ, and crush some noble spirit that
is seeking after truth. Woe to him by whom
offences come. I will close; ever praying for
the blessings of God to rest upon the writers of
the Mothers' Horne Column of the Herald; and
not on! y them, but all sisters and brethren of
like faith.
Yaur sister in Christ,
M. A. ATWELL.

PoRT HoPE, Mich., Oct. 28th.
Bro. Blair :-l am pleased to tell you that the
Saints throughout this part of the vineyard are
in the faith, and are trying to live devoted to the
cause of Christ. Several are coming in, and prejudice is falling. We are gaining much favor in
the eyes of many. I feel much encouraged to
see the onward spread of this great latter day
word.
I am in the faith,
J. J. CORNISH.
~~~~~~~~~~~

XENIA, Neb., Oct . .30th.
Dear Herald:-! continued preaching for several days, at the place where my last letter was
dated. I am still hopeful that some gooct will be,
effected in that vicinity. Aitended our quarterly conference at Wilber, the ro:h and nth inst.
The largest attendance of visiting Saints that I
remember of were present; the meetings were
likewise well attended by the outsiders; one was
added to our fellowship by water. · The Elders
and officers all seemed possessed with a deep solicitude for the success of the cause. The question of whether the district conference should
continue to work under the representative system as adopted a few years ago, or revoke this
and work under the "mass-convention-rule,"
brought out quite an interesting discussion. Agitation of this nature is beneficial i provided aJ.
ways, that we do not become too personal and
wound unto death. Spent the Sabdath (17th) at
home, spoke twice, the attendance was small for
some reason to me unknown. Carne to this vicinity on the 22d, a walk of about four miles in
the rain and mud was not the most delightful.
We made an effort to obtain a house in Springfield, to hold meetings in, but we were not sue·
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added to the fold. His name is Peter M. Given,
C\'ssful. Brn. David Armstrong and Geo. S.
formerly from Indiana, and prior to his baptism
Hodge, and their companions, all aged people,
live there. Hav1" held meetings in the Buffalo
a member of the Baptist Church, a quiet, intelligent man of gentle deportment. From here I
schooJ.house, and _all things duly considered,
shall go to Colfax. My health is good, thank
the attendance and attention have bee~'-grrod.
God; I weigh one hundred and fifty-two pounds,
I have just read an interview with David Whit-how is that for the little Dutchman? May
mer, published in the Omaha Herald, of the 21st
God's bles•ings be with you in your work of l"ove,
inst. Like many other interviews, it is a comand remember me a little. I think I have the
pound of truth and falsehood. It is strange that
Spirit.
In gospel bonds,
such articles can find a place in leading and inN. STAMM.
fluential newspapers, while the truth is not acceptable for publication. However, I suppose
NEW PROVIDENCE, Ind, Oct. 29th.
the Editors are the best judges of what kind of
Bro. Blair:-Last Sunday two were baptized
food their readers relish. It is stated in this ininto the Church of Christ at Eden Branch, Bro.
terview that Joseph Smith was a "fallen prophThomas F. \Vheeler and wife, of Pulltight in
et." It must be evident to every one who claims
Washington county. They were formerly Un}tto be possessed of common sense, that he could
not be a "fallen prophet,'' unless he was .first a , ed Brethren, arnl thf'y attended our meetings and
"ere convinced of ll1e "more perfect way."
true prophet. Thus with their mud-slinging,
They are excellent folks, worthy of the name of
some pearls are scattered abroad. I often feel
Saints. The Lord is working with his people
tempted to say to fault-finders, whether in the
here, and with the honest hearted, causing them
church now, or at some former period, or the
to see, who will but look, into the true principles
open enemies of the cause, Go on, your tools
of the gospel. It seems that the Lord is gather- 1
will bury you, and "with what measure ye mete,
ing out the honest ones, for he penetrates them ·
it shall be measured to you again." And I feel
to the heart. Only a certain portion of the Jrnthat the rule we apply to others, is a good rule
man family ever accepted a dispenrntion ~iven to
to measure ourselves by. I closed my meetings
inspired prophets 01' messengers sent, but were
here last evening. Yesterday \11as a beautiful
always ready to cry "Delusion," "false prophet/'
day, and a little company of belie11ers met on
and would not stop to investigate their claims.
the banks of the Platte River, and I was permitYour brother in the one faith,
ted to baptize seven. I herewith desire to return
JAMES M. SCOTT.
thanks to the Saints for their kind treatment and
the substantial rememberance. Hope the officer.i;;
PARIS, Tenn., Ocfober 26th.
of the- Northern Nebraska District will have a
Bro. TV. TV. Blair:-The work here is somewatch-care over these scattered members.
what on the increase. Our district Conference
\Veather is beautiful and farmers very busy.
conve-::ied the 23d and 24th at the Foundry
Crops are much better than was expected. GosBranch. We had a very quiet and prnceable sespel work is on the increase, and friends are being
sion enjoying a fair degree of the Spirit. Bro.
made thereto. More anon,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
Gritlln and myself are trying to exercise our gifts
in presenting the word of truth to Saint and sinNEw BEDFORD, Mass., Oct. 25th.
ner. I sent to Bro. Peters and procured twenty
1Vfr. 'Jvsepll Smitll:-The "Hope" in its new
of the Voice of \Varning for free distributioni and
and enlarged form is very neat and attractive.
they seem to be doing good, opening the way for
The pledges for children is a move in the right
preachin'g. On the tenth of this month we bapdirection; so the young may be educated to
tized an old man, \V. P. Green, who had been
abstain from the use of tobacco, and all intoxia member of the Baptist Church for fifteen years
cants, which "defile the body." The arrangein the 11icinity of Eagle Creek, the first that I
ment of the lessons, for children of different ages,
have had the pleasure of leading into the waters
is really goo.:! and commendable. I think no
of baptism.
P. B. SEATON.
horn~ of the Saints should be without tl-,e Iloje.
Yours in the faith,
No. 42 York St., Cheetham,
JOHN SMITH.
MANCHESTER, Eng, 18th Oct.
Dear Herald:-Our semi-annual conference of
NEWTON, Iowa, ·Oct. 27th.
the Manchester district was held here in Man Dear Editor:-I have not been idle, but am
chester on the 9~h and rolh inst., and was largely
actively at work in the field for the Master.
attended by S1ints and friends in tbe district.
l lave done Eome preaching at Pratt, in \Varren
The business s~ssion passed off very agreeably,
county; from there came to Newton, being so
and the services of the Sunday were in every
directed by the Spirit, and preached on two different Sundays in the Saints'.IIall. One man was , sense successful. We had present with us Elder
Thomas Tay:or, president of the mission; Priest,
very much interested; congregations small. I
Robert Lloyd, of Carnarvon, North \Vale-;; behad good liberty. Went to Edenville, preached
sides a large turn-out of the Elders of the district.
once to the Saints; the president was away
Elder Taylor presided 011er the services, which
preaching so I occ\1pied his appointment; the
consisted of morning, prayer meeting; afternoon,
next Sunday returned to Newton, where I preachfellowship; evening, preaching by the president,
ed again, quite a number being present; good
and Elder Joseph Naylor president of the Leeds
liberty. From here I retnrne<l to Edenville, and
Branch. \Ve have baptized three since the
the president and myself went to Newton, where
adjournment, and the signs portend many more
he preached a most excellent sermon; and the
result was that this man \vho was so intf:rested 'in the near future. So far this bas been the most
prosperous conference yet held in the district
was fully convinced and was baptized by Bro.
from both spiritual and progressive points of
Nirk; and at the confirmation meeting in the
view. And the present year has so far been a
"'yening we had a rriost refreshing time-the
''iPifir was with ur;. Thus a good 1nuµ has heen , very prosperous qn() iri_<\ecd, in conn~cliou with

the work of the church. The branches at Man-'
chester, Sheffield, Leeds, and other places, are
.making very substantial progress indeed, and
bid fair to become important centers, from which
district organization may be effected. I am looking forward to a time when what is now the
Manchester District will be represented by the
Leeds, Sheffield, Liverpool, \Vigan and Manchester districts. Ever praying and working for the
success of the gospel of Christ, I remain your
co-laborer for Zion's weal,
JOSEPH DEWSNUP,
President of Manchester District.
BowRAV1LLE, N. S. W., Sep. 26th.

Bro. 'Joseph Smitll:-My wife and I were bap-

6£

tized on the first
September 1885, by Elder
Burton. In the confirmation of my wife he
prophesied that her persecutions would be very
great, but she would have power to overcome
them. The prophecy has been very true as yet,
for her parents and friends were very bitter
against us and would not allow us to visit them,
till her mother became very sick; and then she
sent for us to come and see them. Of course we
were glad of the chance and started off; but to
our sad disappointment after riding about fifteen
miles, when her father saw us coming, he met us
and turned us back, and would not allow us to
spea'k to any of them; nor will he allow any
communication, although they are all ve1'y anxious to see us but him.
My wife was fretting
very much because they treated us so hard, and
I got the Testament and was reading the 14th
chapter of St. John, (this was about three o'clock
in the eYening), and she saw a vision; she was
about two hours in it; there were three of us
present, and she told us that she could see angels
coming, the Holy City and her Savior. She took
the Bible out of my hand and opened it towards
Him and turned the leaves over and then patted
her heart with her hand. About four months
after she had a severe fall on a chair; the pain
was so strong that she could neither see, nor
speak from half past one o'clock till six. I went
for my mother; when she came she told me that
she could not check the pain. I said: "If I get
the dllctor could he do her any good?" She told
me that she could do all the doctor could do for
her. I then said I would call for the Elders of
our branch, L. Ballard, and have her anointed. I
did so, and she was healed instantly. I rejoice
in the latter day work; it is the grandest of all
the works ever done, I think, when it is finished.
Your brother in Christ,
A. McKAY.
CHELSkA, Nebraska, Oct. 20th.

Bro. 'Josep!t Smith:--Our branch is in very
good working order at present. \!Ve have splendid meetings every Sunday at ele11en o'clock,
with very gq,od attention. We need a good
elder badly, a~ we don't have preaching very
often. There' is a priest and teach.er in our
branch; but we hope that a good elder will come
and locate with us before long. \Ve are persecuted some by the worid but we" don't mind that,
knowing that we belong to the church of Christ;
and if we hold out faithfully to the end we will
be saved in the kingdom of God. We have the
Spirit of God to a great extent in our meetings,
wh,i.ch gives, us grea,t hope.
Tn bonds,

'rVM.

Cr;J,HERTSON.
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PRo'i:ou, Ont., Oct. 29th.
Dear Herald:-! write to say that the London
District conference, held at St. Mary's, is past,
and was a success in all ways so far as the ch11rch
is concerned. We were blessed by the Spirit's
presence; peace and good will reigned, and the
gifts were enjoyed to the comfort and er!ificalion
of all. Three were baptized during the confer·
ence. Bro. W. J. Smith and I remained, preaching every night during the next week, and on
Sunday three more were baptized; then Bro.
Smith went to the field assigned him, leaving me
at St. Mary's for a week longer, and the result
was two more were baptized. Then Bro. R. C.
Evans came to my relief, and was holding the
fort when I left with good prospects of several
more coming in. I joined Bro. \V. J. Smith in
the county of Grey, and since then four more
have been baptized, and here the prospeds are
good for several n:lore to come ,in soon. I can
only i;tay a few days longer with Bro. \V. J.
Smith for I must push on to other openings
which I have, _by God's aid, made. in Dufferin
county. And as I have a debate to come off on
November 30th and December rst I must be
near by so as to be on hand at the proper time-God willing.
I think Bro. W. J. Smith wili be able to write
you up a few items of cheerful interest soon. I
am sorry to have to part company with him, but
the field is large, the calls are many, and laborers few; so we must part to spread the good tidings as far as possible with that few. The prospects are. cheering, so we press on and pray for
Zi~n and all her sons and daughters. I specially
now remember the laborers in the Herald department. May God continue to bless you is the
prayer of yours,
J ..A. McI1'TOSH.
CANTON, Iowa, Oct. 30th.
Dear Herald:-Since my last letter to your
pages, the Saints in the Eastern Iowa district
have been the recipients of some goodly things
from the hand which guides the destinies of men
and nations. Following
very well attended
and unusually peaceful conference at Amber,
Jones county, we \Vere made still to rejoice in
the wholesome and fruitful ministration of Bro.
J. S. Roth, sound in doctrine, wise in counsel,
and timely in advice; may h'is mother's best boy
obstruct the rays ot old "Sn!" for lo, these many
years. The district has been the victim of a
spiritual fast, whose duration makes Tanner's
temporal one a mere appetizer, and it would do
your soul go.od to see the. eager "sheep" eat.
Canton has been laid siege to by the hosts of the
highest; her good citizens turning out sixteen
nights in succession, (save one); many friends
won to the good cause, slanderers hushed, the
Saints built up and confirm.-d in the faith, and
four dear souls added by baptism~ In giving the
servlces of Bro. Roth to'this needy field for the
coming three months, Bro. Joseph R. Lambert
would confer a great favor upon the Saints of the
district, who eagerly desire it, and put a competent exponent of the fait.h in a position to reach
a large number of new openings, without material exp-ense, with fair prospect of adding to the
mem,ber-ship of the church many who would be
an honor to the cause; people of intelligence and
means, who.have shown their faith by a substantial- work of hospitality and generous deeds.
(j?ne P,f/IV openjn\lj h1\s l:Ji;:ytJ et'f~c\e)\ r,ini;in14st th','
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district treasurer was created and Bro. William
Hart appointed to fill the place. The minutes
will inform your readers more full of the business
done. \Vhilc there we were the guests of Bro.
Brown and Prof. Bartholomew; in each place
were well cared for, and all necessary efforts
made to make us feel at home.
October 15th found me in Watsonville, as-'
sembled with the Saints of Central California in
c,mfercnce. This conference was l'resided over
HoLLISTER, Cal., October ·29th.
by Bro. I. F. Kingsbury; Bro. J. M. Range actDear I£cra!d:-After writing you from Lower
ing secretary. Continued in session three days,
Lake, we remained in Lake county, until Sepand had another very harmonious session. Bro.
tember 24th, during which time we preached
J.M. Range was elected president; Bro. Daniel
three discourses in Ingleside Hall, Long Valley.
Brown associate; Boo. I. F. Kingsbury secretary;
\Ve were well received and· found a hospitable,
Bro. Range sustained as Bishop's Agent. Sisters
kind people. In Excelsior school-house we held
Culp, of Haywards, arid Clem, of \Vatsonville
a series of ten discourses; then returned .and
were baptized. I remained at Watsonville the
preached three sermons in the town of Lower
guest of Bro. Brown until the zrst, preaching
Lake. We found the Lake county Saints a
twice after adjournment of conference. The 21st
zealous, kind-hearted band, willing to work arid
I met my wife at Gilroy, (she having remaind
sacrifice for the Master's cause. May God bless
with Sr. Andrews in the city while I was at Watand lead them.
sonville) and together we proceeded to this place
September 24th: In company with Bro. J. M.
where we are the guests of Bro. Range. I have
Adamson and wife we drove to Child's Valley,
preached three times in the town of Hollister;
forty miles over a rough, dusty road, where we
and on the 25th went to San Juan and preached
found a Mr. Roseberry, whose companion is a
the funeral sermon of old sister Twitchell, who
sister of Bro. Adamson in the flesh, and our sisdied the day previous, aged 90 years 3 months
ter in •.he faith. vVe were well entertained, and
and 23 days; continued faithful unto the encl and
enjoyed a night's repose. The next morning
died in the faith. The people's heads are too full
early we were again on the road, and twelve
of politics just now, to get their attention. Five
miles more brought us to Rutherford, where we
tickets in the field, election day near at hand,
bade Bro. and Sr. Adamsom adieu, and were
and people are wild with enthmiasm and excitesoon hurled by Nahum's chariots toward the
ment.
city of Sacramento. Arriving there we were met
Bro. Mills writes a glowing account of the conat the depot by Bro. J. R. Cook, who took us to
ference in the Southern District; prospects there
the home of Sr. Moore, an old-time Saint, and
are said to be favorable. The three districts have
one in whom the ,fire of other days still burns.
each appointed a committee to make arrange\Ve found at Sr. Moore's a pleasant and agreeable
ments for the holding of re-union meetings. The
home until we exchanged for another pleasant,
Northern District appointed brethren II. P.
cheerful one at Sr. C.tlderwoods. \Ve also went
Brown, G. S. Lincoln and \Villiam Anderson;
out to Bl'ighton and made om: genial brother, G.
for the Central: brethren J. M. Range, J. H.
W. Harlow and family a visit. We had a good
Range and J.B. Carmichael; for the Southern:
time with tl]e Sacramento Saints, they are a · brethren D. S. Mills, J. R. Badham and E. J.
noble band under the wise management of Bro.
French. I trust they will be a success. \Vhy
Harlow, assisted by brethren Parr and Cook.
should they not? The cheering news from ReWe went to work immediately upon our arrival,
unions in the east ghould encourage us.
preaching twice on Sunday, and each night afterThe Lord has as a rule blest me with excellent
ward3. On the night of September 29th, as we
liberty since coming to this field, and I am feelwent to the house of prayer, we were both suring much encouraged. Such confidence have I
prised and pleased to meet our worthy brother,
in the great work in which I have enlisted that I
Thomas Daley, pt:esident of Northern California
am willing to trust myself in it a11d become just
district. The next· night I had the pleasure 9£
what its principles will make me in time and in
hearing him. Tt was a renl treat to me, being the
eternity. Bro. Albert Haws is still battling faithfirst sermon I had heard }rom any of our faith
fully in Oregon, and giving good satisfac.tion.
(save myself) since leaving Lamoni. I think ElHave not heard from Nevada. \Vill the brethren
ders get as hungry as others for preaching, and
there please correspond with n1e? Remember,
hearing ot h.er voices than their own. We held
my address. is rSor Polk street, Sati Francisco,
nine meetings, I preaching eight times and Bro.
California.
Daley once. One was baptized, \Villie CalderWith a prayer for Zion's triumph, and deterwood, Bro. Daley officiating.
.
mined to work for her goo:! wherever directed
October 6th in company with several of the
by the body, I am as ever,
Sacramento Saints, we proceeded to 'Oakland,
HEMAN C. SnIITH.
where conference for the Northern California
District convened the forenoon of the same day
MERCED, Cal., Oct. r6th.
and continued in session five days. It was a
Bro. 'Josejh:-l have been a member of the
very peaceable session. Though there was some
Reorganized Church over two years; am the
difference in, opinion there was not an angry or
only one out of a large family that has investiunkind word heard by me. Bro. Thomas Daley
gated this doctrine, for which r feel to ever praise
was re-elected president of district; Bro. J. H
God that he has such a gospel on earth; and of
Parr chosen associate president; Bro. J. R:' Cook
·course, it is the earnest desire of my heart that
elected secretary; Bro. \V m. Anderson recomthose near and dear by kindred ties may also
mended to the Bishop as his agent to succeed our
hear; and I request that any good elder tnwel\a,rrr\\'f~ protlwr, T'
~nC\f'fYiS; The o!f1~e of
ing near 1!ikFrn 1 Waf-!i1P,ll'[1 'i'c,i1in,tr 1 ~Q',Y'I;1y\l!

Presbyterian people at Frozen Hill, where the
lactic fluid of human kindness is by no means in
a congealed state, it the "Hill" is. This is proved by their furnishing honse, lights, and fuel for
us, and I urning out in fair volume as well. May
heaven bless the workers in the cause we love,
and send more of thern to comfort and build up
the Saints in knowledge and righteousness, is our
prayer.
J. R. JOHNSON.

r
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that place and see if there arc not some there that
are seeking for the old, 'old paths. I would ilke
them to call on my father at that place, his name
is Henry Dornsife; also my brother, Well Dornsife; and if brother Haws, or any other Elder
traveling in Oregon, can, I would like them. to call
on Jerome Dornsife, at Independence, Polk Co.
I desire the prayers of the Saints in behalf of my
husband that he may yet come unto the true light
and that I may ever press onward and upward.
I remain yours in hope,
FRANCES RIESS.

GLASGOW, N. Y., Oct. 26th~
Dear Herald:-! am often cheered when lonely, and comforted when sad, by reading your
cheering columns. Being so far from the Saints,
and hearing no preaching only what comes
through the Herald, I appreciate it more than
tongue can tell. My heart has not grown weary
of the fight, neither have I ever had a desire to
turn back to the "weak and beggarly elements" of
this wicked world. I often think we do not appreciate the work of good and falthful servants
in their ministerial labors till it is too late. Because we··are at work· and little concerned about
the welfare of the church or our own souls, we
· should not be so narrow-minded as to think all
are the same. I have known young men who
have had the love of God burning in their bosoms, willing and ready to make any sacrifice of
the pleasures of this world for the welfare of
Zion. These Christ taught to go and do their
part, and he promised· that his disciples would
clothe and feed and aid them.
His disciples whether in or out of the Church
will not want such to go to temporal work and
earn their living. Christ says "when you depart,
shake off the <lust of your feet against any city
that will not receive you" &c. ".He that receives
you receives me." This has never be.en the case
only in isolated branches. But I had a boy, a darling son, who has long since gone to the reglons
of love, who went forth in this great Latter Day
Work, and I am sorry to say he met with· some
of this condemnable class. "While they proffered
great piety and love for the work, yet they were
n )twilling to make the least sacrifice financially.
They would talk of the great blessings of God to
them in times past, but seemed little concerned
about the souls of the hundreds groping in midnight darkness all around them. But 0, the
pain that filled my breast when I read from his
letter, "Mother, I have worked faithful for several months, but the Saints are not willing to aid
this great work, so I am compelled to go to work
in the mines." Are we worthy to be called
Saints if we are not willing to do what God requires in: this respect? I thank God that our duties of "alms-giving" ·and "tithing" are being
better understcod and practiced in the Church.
Your sister,
FLORA.
HUTCHINSON, Colo., Oct. 25th.
Dear Herald:-I left home on the 7th, for Box
Elder, this State, about r70 miles distant. I first
·went to Denver, and visited a few of the Saints
that live there, and found some of them feeling
well. I .next went to Brighton and found Sr.
Talbot feeling strong in the faith. Stayed over
night with Mr. Talbot, who is a very kind hearted friend to all Saints. I went on to Cheyenne,
and there I found our worthy brother, John

Eames, and was kindly received by him and Mrs .
Eames and invited to partake of their hospitality,
which I did, and stayed with them over the Sabbath, as it was Saturday night when I reached
their place. Bro. Eames went up to the newspaper offices, and put in a notice for preaching at
his house on Sunday at r r o'clock a. m., and at
half-past seven p. m., and told the people of
Cheyenne, that Elder James Kemp would preach.
The congregation was small but very attentive;
one man said that he never heard the gospel presented so plainly lJefore. I hope he will obey ere
long, with many more. Wednesday, the 13th,
Bro. Eames took me over to Box Elder, twentyseven miles from .Cheyenne, where we found
Bro. Barrett and family; and they were more
than pleased to see us. We also found two more
families of Sain+o, jn't come from Oregon, Brn.
William and Joseph Doty. They are good Latter Day Saints, and have taken up land at that
place. We spent four days with them and held
four meetings, two on Sunday the 17th. I preached at the school-house at eleven o'clock a. m.,
and had good liberty in presenting the words of
truth to the people. At night we held a prayer
meeting at Bro. Barrett's House, and ministered
the sacrament to the Saints; had a good meeting,
which lasted for three hours. The Spirit of God
so rested on all that it made them rejoice in the
Lord, the gifts of the gospel were enjoyed, and
indeed we had a time long to be remembered by
all present. On Monday I left them with the
promise to returri, when I think we can baptize
some and organize a branch of the church.
I left Bro. Barrett in charge, he being a Priest,
and he will hold meeting with the Saints every
Sabbath, and also Sunday School, as they have
quite a goodly number of children, so I think
that the work will yet spread in the State of
Colorado. On my way home I met Bro. McConley at Greeley, for the first time; he lives at
Sterling. He is strong in the faith of the gospel
of Christ. The train stopped fifteen minutes, so
I did not have much time to spend with him; he
h~owever helped me on the way, and God bless
him. My thanks are tendered to all for kindness
shown. Praying for the prosperity of Zion's
causs,
JAMES KEMP.

they comprehend nothing, and for which
they are not responsible, they are brought
into a relationship which entitles them to
the special blessing and protection of God.
Infant baptism, or sprinkling is wrong, a
service without benefit, because unauthorized of the Lawgiver.
If Jesus had
taught it by example or precept I would
reverently acclaim, Amen. But in the
absence of · such teaching the practice
necessarily falls under the head of"commandments of men," by which the law
and order of God are "made void."
The virtue of any ordinance is vested in
the authority by w-hich it is ordained. The
baptism of adults would do no good were
it not that God has so commanded; but in
view of this command and the immutable
promise of Him who can not lie, we have
the fnrgiveness of sins tHrough the gospel. There is a manifest lack of discipline
among a few, even of the Saints, by which
children are to be tutored to become suitable subjects of God's kingdom as they
arrive at the age of accountability, which
the Lord ha-;; set 'at eight years.
The
foundation of home rule and discipline is
"faith hope and love," to which we may
safely add firmness. In order to cure any
evil, we must get at the very root of it;
and in order to effect a salutary home government, the parents must think right and
do right; not a part of the time, but all
the time.
Every wrong discovered must be repented of and forsaken and the breach
healed by the ointment of the gospel.
Harshness, coarse and rude jesting, vulgarity in any form or to any degree, faultfinding and backbiting, are all discordant
e.lements in the family circle, and are as
sure to blight the morals of children as an
untimely wind to blast the tender fruit.
Shall I speak evil of my neighbor before
my child and then reprove him for being
saucy? Shall I indulge in impure language
and punish mv child for following the example? Shall I be cross, crabbed and illnatured, and censure my offspring for
imbibing the same feeling and habit?
The chief merits of our religion are to
be developed at . home.
Sacred spot!
Blessed inheritance! Abode of kindred
spirits!
Tbe sunshine of eternal peace
must be there. The name of Jesus must
he revered in this sacred realm. God and
his truth must enter into every thought
and act of life. Patience, forbearance, and
love must have their perfect work. Godfearing and truth-loving parents must
teach their little ones of righteousness and
of judg-ment. Educate the innocents to
know God; to obey bis truth; to love his
word; to revere his name.
Oh, the power of the gospel! its light;
its joy; its intelligence! Illimitable in
its promises and ble~sings, it makes a home
of peace, a world of delight. If we can
taste of the '.'good word" and "power of
the world to come" in this imperfect state,
what must it be to dwell with God and
walk the illumined streets of that "golden
city."

¢nmtnuni~afinns.
ARTICLES under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement oI'the Editor: writers are responsible for
iheir own views. Contributions solicited.

HELP THE

CHIDREN~

I FEEL interested in the cause of Zion, aml
not less in the yoµng and rising generation
than in those of maturer years and greater
experience.
The Scriotures forecast a time when
children shail grow up "without sin unto
salvation." Such a state of society can
only be effected by comprehending and
carrying into effect the gospel plan. The
rite of blessing of children being ordained
of God shows plainly that, to a certain degree, parents are not only responsible for
the deeds of their children, but have power
to control the elements that form their
character. By our voluntarv act of faith
we bring them before the Elders of the
church and they are blessed in the name
of Jesus Christ. So by an act of which

"011 the hope of bright glory, of heavenly bhsi::Take away every other and give me bnt thie."
1
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unfold to my mind as I labor in the service
of God, and I do praise the Lord for "the
great restoration through Joseph the Seer."
I learn by experience that the sublime
truths enunciated by Joseph Smith must
and will stand the test amidst the fiercest
opposition.
What would I have been had it not
been for the gospel taught by the Latter
Day Saints! It found me an ignorant, sinful man, without God .and without intelligent hope in the world. But I know
that God has redeemed me from conditions
of darkness and given me place in the
kingdom of his Son. My joy I can not
tell, save that it surpasses the understanding of the .natural mind. Can any one
think, then, that I am foolish to pursue my
present mode of life? I only wish that all
might know the virtue of following the
Lord. My happiness is replete when I
think of what God has done for my family. Though nearly a thousand miles
from home I have the profound assurance
that the sunshine of the gospel surrounds
my loved ones to protect them from evil
and danger. I only wish to be more persistent in duty. May heaven bless modern
Israel, and may all parents cultivate the
law of kindness, that the Hopes of Zion
may be reached "without sin unto .salvation" is my prayer.

knew." Again, in Eph. 3: 5, speaking of
the same go-;pel, he says, "Which in other
ages was not made known unto the sons
of men."
This error of the Mormon
Bible is so palpable that it seals its own
condemnation.
Elder D.-\Vell, Doctor, I thank you
for the admission that the antiquarian
evide110es puzzle you; but in order to get
rid of the puzzle, you conjure up the idea
that Satan might have inspired the boy
Smith to have forged the book, just as he
inspires "spirit mediums" in their work of
deception.
I have heard that "drowning
men catch at straws,'' but we will try to
save you yet. The cunning of Satan is
very great, at least that is his reputation
given from the highest authority, and I
should hardly think he would be anxious
to impair that reputation by inspiring one
of his agents to carry out his infernal designs and then inspire millions of others to
denounce it. And you are aware, no
doubt, that every spirit medium in the
world denounces Joseph Smith as an impostor as loudly as the most pious, orthodox clergyman does, and for the same
reason, because they know that if Joseph
Smith is true, they must be false. But
Satan was never known to seek to establish God's eternal truth; and .yet this book,
which you now imagine may be the proGEO. s. HYDE.
duct of Satan's cunning, is in perfect harmony with every ttuth revealed in the
Bible, and is diametrically opposed to all
DIALOGUE BETWEEN DR. TWINE
the works of Satan. It strikes at every
TEXT AND ELDER D.
error, whethe:;: found in the church of
DR. T. T.-Friend D., I have been anxious God, the churches of men, or the systems
to renew our investigations of the Mormon of the evil one. It proclaims God as the
question. While I must admit that the One Supreme, to whom we owe all reverevidences produced by you in our former ence, love and obedience; Jesus Christ as
interviews are puzzling and appear to es- . the only Savior of men, and the Holy
tablish the claim that the Book of Mormon Spirit as the only safe guide, teacher, and
is divine from the fact that the antiquarians comforter of the children of God. It
quoted by you hold foe book in supreme establishes the truth of the Bible by makcontempt, and yet have brought forth such ing plain many glorious truths that have
astounding evidences in its favor, and been hidden by the traditions of the ages,
agreeing so perfectly with the book itself and bears incontrovertible witness to every
that one is almost forced to the conclusion word which God has spoken to the chilthat the book has some apparent claims to dren of men. All this can be proved by a
divinity of origin. Yet when I think of candid and prayerful examination of its
the cunning of Satan and the power he contents. But now for this palpable error
holds over the hearts of men, I can conceive which you have discovered running
it just possible that the evil one <lid inspire through all the book. "To the law and to
· the boy Smith to forge such a work, just the testimony; if they speak not according
as he inspires spiritual mediums to reveal to this word, it is because there is no light
many truths in order to lead the human in them."-Isa. 8: 20. You say, "It claims
family into the meshes of error; and that that the gospel of Christ was known to
by this. means Smith may have hit upon the world long before that divine personmany facts while really unconscious of age came to proclaim it;" and you think
their existence. But aside from this, in that this is contrary to the testimony of
reading the hook I-have discovered it Paul as quoted by you. Let us 8ee. What
claims that the gospel of Christ was known was "kept secret since the world began?"
to the world long before that 'divine per- ,and from whom was it kept secret? David
somJ.ge came to proclaim it; and I finrl says, "The secret of the Lord is with them
that not only does this idea run through that fear him; and he. will shew them his
the whole book, but your elders proclaim covenant."-Ps. 25: 14. Did any fear the
this to the world everywhere. This claim Lord from Adam to Christ? Is not the
is not only contrary to the teachings of go~pel pre-eminently the covenant of the
every acknowledged christian church of Lord? Did not David speak of Christ?
the present day, hut it is absolutely opposed Did he not have hope in him? Had not
to the Bible. The holy apostle Paul, in he a knowledge of the resurrection through
Rom. 16: 25, declares it "was kept secret Christ? He says, "I shall be satisfied
since the world began;" and in rst Cor. when I awake in thylikeness.'?-Ps. 17: 15.
He "spake of the resurrection 'of Chri.st,
2: 7, 8, he calls it "the hidden wisdom * * *
which none of the princes of this world that his soul was not left in hell, neither

his flesh did see corruption." Acts 2: 31.
Does the resurrection form any part of the
gospel? Is it revealed by any other means
than through the gospel? David surely
understood the secret of the Lord. But
we will not particularize. "Blessed be
the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited
and redeemed his people, and hath raised
up an horn of salvation for us in the house
of his servant David; as he spake by the
mouth ef his holy prophets, which have
been since the world began."-Luke I : 69,
70. This is the testimony of the Holy
Ghost through Zacharias. According to
this testimony Christ as the Redeemer
was revealed to "all the holy prophets
which have been since the world began."
The great burden of the gospel is "the
restitution of all things" by Jesus Christ.
This was certainly understood by the
prophets, for Peter says, "He shall send
Jes us Christ, which before was preached
unto you; whom the heavens must receive
until the times of the restitution of all
things which God hath spoken by the
mouth of all his holy prophets Since the
world began."-Acts 3: 20, 2r. "Of which
salvation the prophets have inquired and
searched diligently, who prophesied of the
grace that should come unto you: searching what, or what manner of time th.e
Spirit of Christ which was in them did
signify, when it testified beforehand, the
sufferings of Christ, and the glory
that should follow."-r Peter r: 10, r r.
Paul, speaking of Israel in the days of
Moses, tells us that the gospel was preached unto them, "but the word preached Jid
not profit them, not being mixed with
faith in them that heard it."-Heb. 4: a.
Moses esteemed the reproach of Christ
greater than the rich treasures of Egypt.
Heb. 1 r: 26. From the above scriptures
we learn that this great mystery had not
been kept secret from the holy prophets;
but it was hidden from the world because
the world would not receive it, just as in
Paul's day when he says; ·"If our gospel
be hid, it is hid to them that are lost; .in
whom the God of this world hath blinded
the minds of them which believe not, lest
the light of the glorious gospel of Christ,
who is the image of God, should shine
unto them."-2 Cor. 4: 3, 4. Here is the
reason why the princes of this world did
not know the mystery of God. And Paul
was correct when he said, "which in other
ages was not made known unto the sons
of men, as it is now revealed unto his holy
apostles and prophets by the Spirit." The
Holy Spirit is the great medium through
which alone the mystery of God is made
known. ( 1 Corinthians 2: II; and 12: 3).
As they would not accept his word, they
could not receive the Spirit, (John 14: 17);
therefore they must remain in ignorance
of the great things of God. Now, be it
known, that when Joseph Smith translated the Book of Mormon, he knew but
little of the many religious creeds that existed, and the question of the gospel being
preached before Christ was not one of the
questions of the time, but it was an universal understanding, notwithstanding the tes•
timony of the Bible, that the gospel had
never been known until Christ came. But
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was unknown and unsounded. It is traceno sooner bad the elders began to preach
what was found in the Book of Mormon
able in the constellations of the heavens,
on that subject than the clergy concluded as represented of old; it is reflected in the
they bad found a sure evidence that the traditions and mythologies of all ancient
·book was an imposture and Joseph Smith peoples, and in every age there were holy
.a false teacher. And they have continued prophets who treasured the divine oracles,
to hurl this argument at our beads, just as and prophesied and taught concerning the
you, doctor, have hurled it at me to-day; coming and achievements of J esm Christ,
and thank God, with just as little force.
and the restitution of all things.''. 'Thus
. Let me ask you a question or two, doctor, we find the work of Joseph Smith sustainand please see that your lips give a right ed by the pen of inspiration, and also by
answer. Since the Scriptures declare that the pens of those who, Pharisee-like,
"There is no respect of persons with God, would scorn to stand on the same platform ·
(Rom. 2: 1 r); and that with him "there is with him. While they reject his inspirano' variableness, neither shadow of turn- tion, they are compelled to adopt his views.
ing,'' (James r: I 7); and since without the And while we rejoice to find this despised
light of the gospel no man can be prepar- young man unwittingly honored, we give
ed for eternal life, are we justified in supthe honor to whom it belorrgs, to the Lord
posing that for four thousand years Goel
Goel pf Hosts, who "from the mouth of
purposely kept the world in darkness, and babes and sucklings hath perfected praise.''
hurled them clown to the shades of eter- Let his holy na.me be praised!
nal death? Could we reconcile that supDr. T. T.-I heartily respond, Amen.
position with the fact that "God _is love?" And I confess that I see the matter in a
Is it true that life and immortality are very different light. I can now see that
brought to)ight in the gospel,·and in t:iat the Old Testament is foll of evidence that
the prophets and patriarchs all had a gloralone?
Dr. T. T.-I certainly believe in the ious foretaste of that life and immortalitv
divine character as revealed, and I know brought to light in the gospel, else how
of no means by which life and immortality could Job exclaim, "I know that my: Recould be brought to light only in and . cleemer liveth." Or Isainh sing so sweetthrough the gospel. And I must acknowly of the "Savior and Redeemer, the
ledge the truth that, as Christ's is the mighty God of Jacob;" or the prophetess
"only name under heaven given among Hannah rejoice in tbe salvation of the
men, whereby we must be s<ived," (Acts Lord? Inow have a desire to thorough4: r.2), it follows that wherever and whencanvass this strange hook with you, and
ever Christ was preached, there and then compare more fully its tenchings with the
I feel that I c:.in 110 longer walk
was the gospel preached; for by no other Bible.
means could Christ be made known to the alone. I need aid to lead me throug·h the
sons of men. Christ, without the gospel darkness.
Elder D.-My friend, my frehle aid
would be as useless to man, so for as salvation is concerned, as the gospel without shall he freely given, but tbe needed guide
Christ.
The one is the workman, the is the Holy Spirit.
That will guide into
all truth.
Seek for its gu';dancc, nml let
other is the means of operation.
Elder D.-Thank you, doctor. Christ your heart be open to its teachings; ::ind
says, "Abraham rejoiced to see my day; vou shall be led in the wav of the Lnrd.
c. D.
and he saw it and was glad."-J ohn 8: 56. 'For the present, Adieu. "
And Paul says, "The gospel was preach--··
ed to Abrahain."-Gal. 3: 8.
Read the
ANSWER
TO
«OPEC\!
QUESTION."
proud galaxy of names recorded in Hehre'.n, chapter Ir, who all lived and died
Editors Saints' Iicrald:-Though not
in faith-the faith of the glorious gospel having great wisdom or knowledge, yet I
of Christ, for none other could bring life thought to try to answer the "open quesand immortality within the scope of their tions.''
3piritual vision. Joseph Smith was given
First, Inasmuch as good and righteouswisdom far ahead of the great ones of the ness have an eternnl existence, does it not
day; for in his translation of the Scrip- follow as a natural consequence that evil
tures, rendered in his twenty-seventh .and unrighteousness exist eternal, and that
year, the year 1 g32, he has shown that the independent of the devil.
gospel was revealed to Adam, Seth, Enoch,
Briefly, yes; else the devil and his angels
Noah, Shem, Abraham, and Melchiseclec, could not have fallen.
and be gives this testimony. "And thus
Extended. Goel is the fountain of all
the gospel began to be preached from the truth, goodness, justice and mercy, and is
beginning, being declared by holy angels all powerful for good.
But to better exsent forth from the presence of God; and
plain to human understanding, we say that
by his own voice, and by the gift of the it is not because God wills it that it is
Holy Ghost." (Inspired Translation Gen. good; but because it is good, Goel so wills
5: 44, 45). And now since this translation it. Thus, then, we understand that God
has been made others are beginning to see is a God of truth and can not lie. He can
this truth, and are acknowledging it, even not make five and four more or less than
though they reject the means through nine. It therefore follows that all truth
which it came. Dr. Seiss in his "Miracle and righteousness are independent :n tbe
in stone," published in 1877, on p. 225, sphere of ac.tion that Goel has placed them
s<1vs: "From the texts in Luke and Acts, in, and any attempt to set them aside would
(T~uke r: 68, 79, 70; Acts 3: 20, 2 I), it is not he a righteous act, consequently mu~t
clear that the gospel is ~is old as the race, be unrighteous, The devil did not err so
and that there never was a time when it much in proposin~~ as he did, if he Jrnew

ly

no better; but he did evil in striving to
establish his p'an after he bad been shown
his error.
Second. Inasmuch as eternal !if~ consists of gaining, through Christ, a celestial
glory in the presence of Goel and his _holy
angels, while eternal death denotes eternal
banishment from God's presence, will the
occupants of the terrestrial and telestial
glories enjoy eternal life, &c.?
Briefly; yes. Christ is an eternal king,
and they will be the subjects of his kingdoi:n.
Extended; the second <)eath has power
over none but them who deny the Holy
Spirit after having received it; then it
must be th:it all the redeemed shall have
life eternal, and the glories are the rewards
given for works; for we learn those who
are not valiant in the testimony of Jesus
will not receive a celestiaf glory. They
of the telestial shall not enjoy the millennium.
They are to suffer the vengeance
of eternal fire till Christ subdues all enemies
under his feet; then all shall bow the
knee and every tongue shall confess to
him who sits upon the throne for ever and
ever. True, they will have no right to
the tree of life, but as the leaves of that
tree are for the healing of the nations, it
shows that there has been provision made
for all the children of men who shall
.receive a redemption through Jesus Christ.
And therein do we see the goodness and
mercy of God the Father made manifest,
and the hlind teachings of priestcraft exposed. True, there is a great and vast
difference, they of the celestial glory being
priests and kings, and they of the terrestrial
a;; children of the household, while they of
the telestial remain as servants of the
Most High.
)'ours sincerely,
vvu.r.11\M CArnNs.
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SOUTIIERN NEBRASKA.
This district conference convened in the Gospel Tent at Wilber, Saline county, Nebraska,
October roth and rrth, i886. Levi Anthony,
president; J. B. Gouldsmith, Clerk. The preaching was done by brethren Kemp, Caffall, and
R. M. Elvin. Saint's meeting at three o'clock
Sabbath afternoon, when a good measure of
God's Spirit was enjoyed. Monday, nth, reports of officers: Elders James Caffall, (bapti1ed
2), Henry Kemp, R. M. Elvin, (baptized II,) J.
\V. Waldsmith, C. H Port.er, Henderson Fields
Sen., J. Armstrong, Joseph Morrill and Levi
Anthony reported, R. C. Elvin and J. E. Malcom by letter. Priests Robert White, Jno. Savage, and J. n. Gouldsmith; also Teachers J.E.
Hopper, Jno. Young, and Henry Savage; and
Deacons Thomas L. Rider, and A. G.Young, reported. Bishop's Agent, J. W. \Valdsmith, reported having received $z43.24.
Paid out,
$172 35. Branch reports. Nebraska City 140
members, no change. Blue River, i19, 10 baptized, 1 received by letter, and 2 removed. Palmyra, 40, 1 received by letter. Plattsmouth, 34,
2 baptized.
Brn. James Caffall, R. C. and R. M.
Elvin were sustained as travelling missionaries.
C. H. Porter and Armstrong were requested tq

J.
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labor in the District. A committee was appointed to confer with President Joseph Smith
and get him to labor some in the district. The
present officers were sustained. Adjourned to
meet at Nebraska City, January 9th, 1887, at 11
o'clock A. M.
EASTERN MAINE.
This district conference assembled with the
Pleasant River Branch, East-side school-house,
September IIth and 12th, 1886. F. M. Sheehy,
president, J. S. Walker, clerk. Elder M. H.
Bond and Priest U. \V. Greene were invited to
take part in conference business. Official reports:
Elders S. 0. Foss, Aaron W. Kelley, Josiah D.
Steele, F. M. Sheehy; Priests U. \V. Greene, J.
S. Walker; Teachers Emery L. Davis, Benjamin
F. Foss, Worcester Look; Deacons Uriah W.
Kelley, Ezra Ackley reported. Branch report:
Olive Branch,, Jones port, 46; including 2 Priests,
l Teacher, r Deacon; 2 baptized.
Mason's Bay
33; including 2 Elders,.2 Teachers, 1 Deacon; 3
died. S. 0. Foss was sustained as president; J.
S. Walker, clerk. Bishop's Agent's report: on
hand last conference $36.26; received $76.70';
paid out $65; balance on hand $47.96. Found
correct by auditing co.mmittee, S. 0. Foss and
U. W. Greene, and l'eport~accepted. There was
an appropriate and encouraging address delivered'
by Elder M. H. Bond, at the close of the J.iusiness
session. Preaching in the evening by Priest U.
\V. Greene, assisted by Elder F. M. Sheehy.
Preaching Sunday morning by Elder M. H: Bond.
Prayer and testimony meeting in the afternoon
in charge of Elder F. M. Sheehy. Preaching in
the evening by Elder F. M. Sheehy. All tl,e
services after tho business session were .held in
the Univ.ersalist house at Addison Pnint. Adjourned to meet in Jonesport, on the first Salm-day and Sunday in January, i887.
SOUTH-EASTERN ILLINOIS.
Conference convened at the Dry Fork Branch,
Wayne county, Illinois, September llth, Saturday, at ro o'clock, a. m., 1886; I. M. Smith, presider.t, in the chair; John F. Thomas, clerk.
Branch reports: Brush .Creek roS members: including 2 Elders, 2 Priests, 3 Teachers, and 1
Deacon; six baptized since last report. Alma
ro; including 2.Elders, aod r Deacon, Springerton 65; including r Elder, 2 Priests, 2 Teachers;
and one Deacon. Tunnel Hill 78; including 4
Elders, 1 Priest, 2' Teachers; three died since
last rep.art; Matilda Smith, Mary Webb, and
Mahala M. Smith. Dry Fork 31; including r
High .Priest, 4 Elders, l Priest, 2 Teachers, l
Deacon; Bro. John F. Simms was ordained to·
the office of Priest, June 13th, 1886, by G. H.
Hilliard and I. M. Smith. Twenty-seven scattered members in the district. Elders I. A. Morris,
Henry Walker, John F. Henson, Geo. H. Hilliard,
Thos. P. Green, I. M .. Smith, John_F. Thomas,
M. R. Brown, Wm. H. Brewer reported in person, stating that the call for preaching the word
was never greater than at the present, and all
seemed to be doing what they can to advance
the truth. Priests John F. Simms and Asbury
Huffine, reported doing all they can to build up
the cause of Christ. Elde1; J. W. Stone reported
by letter his labors as missionary Elder. Brn.
Henson and Hilliard were directed to visit the
Green scl1ool'hquse in Marion county Illin0is;
T.
Green to visit the Chapman school-house;
l'l~9mas and Walker to visit the Jacob _chapel and

P:

Arrington !station; Brown and Walker to hold
regular m;etings at the Slab School-house, and
elsewhere as they can; and that Bro. Morris visit
throughout the district; Bro. Thomas to visit
Oak Valley church this quarter. A motion prevailed that the Elders, Priests, Teachers and
Deacons do all they can during this quarter.
Evenif\g session 6 p. m,, J. F. Hensen, assisted by
I. A. Morris, preached Saturday night; I. M.
Smith a.ssisted by I. A. Morris, Sunday, at 11
o'clock; G. II. Hilliard assisted by I. M. Smith,
Sunday night. Bishop's Agent's report: On
hand last report; from Tunnel Hill $z.30; received August 23d, tithing from A. Burleson
$22 75; Sr. Clements $s.oo; total $30 05. G. H.
Hilliard, Agent. The authorities of· the church
were sustained in righteousness. Adjourned to
December Ilth, 1886, Saturday, at IO o'clock,
a. m., at Springerton, White county, Illinois.
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Wesleyan Church. She was faithful in the gospel taught by the Saints.
McKEEL.-Another of the lambs of the fold
of Christ is gone to rest in the paradise of God,
till the morning of the first resurrection. Elizabeth McKee! was born the 5th of February,
1801, in the Province of New Brunswick, on the
north side of the Long Beach on the St. John's
River, and was baptized in July, 1865, at Grand
Harbor, Grand Manan, New Brunswick, by
John Landers. She died on Deer Isle, Eastport,
Maine, the 9th of September, i886, a happy
Saint, at peace with God and man, aged 85 years,
7 months and 4 days. -Funeral text, Jeremiah
31: "And there is hope in thine end."
Asleep in Jesus! blessed sleep,
From which none ever wakes to weep;
A calm and undisturb'd repose,
Unbroken by the last of foes.
Asleep in Jesus! 0 how sweet
To be for such a slumber meet!
With holy co~fidence to siug,
That death hath lost its venom'd sting.
Asleep in Jesus! peacerul rest,
Whose waking is supremely hlest:
"'o fear, no woe, shall dim the hour
That manifests the Savior's pow'r.

BORN.
HARR!s.-To Bro. David L. and Sr. Betty
MARCHINGTON.-In Attleboro, Massachusetts,
Harris, of San Bernardino, California, a daughSaturday, October 23d, Lucy May, daughter of
ter, named Ella May; blessed October 17th, by
Bro. John and Sr. Lizzie Marchington, aged 2
Elder J. R. Badham.
weeks and 5 days. Elder C. A. Coombs officiaADAM.-To Sr. Hermena and Mr. Frederic
ted at the funeral, on Monday 25th. The p~r
Adam, of Los Angeles, a son, named Hugo;
ents have the sympathy of the saints and friends
blessed October 24th, by Elder J. R. Badham.
in the loss of their fond hope. The poet offers
J OHNSON.--Near Canton,] ackson county, Iowa,
the following consolation:
September 20th, 1886, to Bro. James R. and Sr.
"Though your darling child is taken,
Charlotte Johnson, a son; blessed October z~d,
TI rom your bosom to the urn;
by Elder J. S. Roth, and named Harry.
Soon the sleeping dust will waken,
And its spirit will return.
PrTTKIN.-Near Viola, Linn county, Iowa,
Yes: again you will behold it,
January 18th, 1886, to Bro. W. \V. and Sr. Sadie
Fairer than the morning ray;
Pittkin, a daughter; blessed October wth, by ElIn yonr arms yon will enfold it,
der W. T. Bozarth, and named Jessie Lusena.
When all tears are wiped awHy."
BETZER.-At Shioction, Outagamie County,
LARKEY.-Near Nashville, Jackson county,
Wisconsin, September 27th, 1886, of old age and
Iowa, September I 1th, 1881, to Bro. Peter and Sr.
debility, Sr. Betzer, wife of Bro. Joshua Betzer,
Dora Larkey, a son; blessed October 26th, 1886,
aged 67 years, S months and 26 days. Sr. Betby Elder J. S. Roth, and named George Arthur.
zer, with her companion, were members in an
On August rnth, 1883, a daughter; blessed Octoearly day, and have stuck by the church through
ber 26th, by Elder J. S. Roth, and named Lulu
evil and good report.
Her daughter, Matti;
Esther.
Dow, wrote:
TITus.-At Painesvllle, Ohio, October 5th,
·'Dear mother, the rushing river,
1886, to Bro. Israel P. and Hattie Titus, a daughWhispers ever·morn of thee;
ter.
And the home you've left forever,
MARRIED.
'fo'a hri_ghter one above us,
HoDGES-LANE.-At the residence of th;
'J1ill the worlcl'H loucl ringing chorn@,
bride, in London, Canada, Bro. Charles W. HodDrew you from yonl' native gleu
Only to return again.,,
ges to Sr. Matilda Lane; Elder R. B. Howlett
BRUSH.-Near Marshalltown, fr.wa, October,
officiating.
BIED.
llth, 1886, of Bright's disease, brother Blakley
Brush, in full faith of the gospel of Christ. He
W1cKEs.-Edna Louisa'Wickes, born at Lawas born in Kentucky, February 8th, 1806; in
moni, Iowa, February 14th, 1886; died October
1830 he 1.ocated in Clay County, Indiana, and
nth, 1886 ;. daughter of Bro. C. A. and Sr. Minwas married in 1832 to Miss Mary P. Ferguson,
nie A. Wickes.
to whom was born eleven children, seven of
STANLEY.-At Streator,· Illinoi&, October 2ISt,
whom-two sons. and five daughters-are still
r886, of diphtheria, William, fourth son of Elder
living, who with . thirty grand-children, now
Jacob and Sr. Margaret Staniey; aged 3 years,
3 month•; services conducted at Barnhartd's · mourn his death. Both husband and wife. were
Cemetery, by Priest Alfred Tarling.
baptized by Elder George M. Hinkle in 183,'),
came to Iowa in 1847, and in 1880 united with
STANLEY.-At Streator, Iltinois; October 23d,
the Edenville Branch.
1886, of diphtheria, Alice, second daughter of
HoDGKIN~.-At Blenheim, Ontario, October
Elder Jacob and Sr. Margaret Stanley, aged 14
22d, 1886, of. consumption, Bro. George Edward
years, 7 months, I I days; services conducted at
Barnhartd's Cemetery, by Priest Alfred Tarling. Hodgkins, aged 21 years, 6 months and 5 days.
The.funeral sermon was preached in the Saints'
RooKER.-At Riverton, Iowa, November rsJ,
Chapel, by Elder Samuel Brown, Sunday, Octo·
1886, Sr, Lucinda, wife of W. L. Rooker, aged
ber 23d, to an attenti:ve audience of Saints and
25 years, 9 months ar.d 16 days. She was bapfriends. The text was Matthew 5th chapter and
tized July l!th, 1875, by Elder Gordon E. Deuel.
5th verse, "Blessed are the meek I for .they sh~ll
funeral sermon by Rev. James Lytell of the
1
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inherit the earth." Bro. Eddie was very cheerful and patient in all his sufferings, and died
strong in the faith. He selected hymns 836, 854,
and 862 to be sung at his funeral, and wished
Bro. Brown to preach the sermon.
CHASE.-At Broc1'ton; Massachu~etts, October
17th, 1886, sister Ella F., wife of Elder Isaiah L.
Chase, aged 34 years, 6 months and 17 days. A
few days before her death she suffered much
from convulsions, until her spirit fled and gave
her release. She was a kind mother, an affectionate wife, a loving sister, and will be greatly
missed in the society of the Saints. Two children are left with the mot.herless throng. Funeral service by Elder John Smith.
MARMOY.-At Columbus, Nebraska, Sunday,
October 10th, 1886, Bro. Samuel J. Marmoy;
born in England, July, 1825, came to America,
1854.. In 1869, October 30th, was baptized into
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ, in Salt
Lake City, by Elder E. C. Brand; returning in
November to Columbus, Nebraska, where he has
since resided. After a year of intense suffering
from acute bronchitis, from which he seemed to
be recovering, he was stricken with paralysi& on
the 4th, and lingered in great distress of the body,
but his. mind calm and clear till the last breath
was drawn, taking leave of the dear ones of his
family, bidding each an affectionate fare'rell.
EXCURSION.
On November 8th and 15th, I will sell tickets
to Chicago and return for one and one-third-,fare
for t)1e round trip. Returning coupons good until Monday following sale. This rate is given
the public that they may visit the .Fat Stock
show to be held in Chicago from November 8th
till 19th. Special rates to exhibitors.
·
H. T. FLINT, Agent.
THE C. B. & Q. R. R.
now open for business of all kinds. Passengers for St. Paul, Minneapolis, and intermediate
points make direct connexion and have only one
change of cars to make en mule. Rates to these
or any other point: in the United States can be
had by_applying at this office.
Yours truly,
H. T. FLINT, Agent.
I~

The Kewanee District Conference will convene
at Kewanee, Illinois, at ten o'clock, the uth day
of December, 1886. Please send all branch reports promptly to Bro./John D. Jones, Kewanee,
Illinois.
j. W. TERRY, Dist. Pres.

IJ .

Dr. Magnus Huss, the celebrated Swedish
physician, is quoted as saying that people of the
Northern States of Europe who abuse alcohol,
degenerate vis.ibly, and afford more frequently
than others examples of monstrosities at birth.
In London, at the beginning of the eighteenth
century, there was an alarming decrease of t_he
birth rate, which, on inquiry, was shown to be
j,:~t1sed chiefl.r b,Y drunkenness.
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Wili practice in -Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamon!

·TO 'l'HE PARENTS WHO MOURN THE LOSS OF
LITJ'LE EDNA.

MlDWlFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Spe~ialty.

Mourn not that God bath tho't it best,
That you' should be bereft;
He still is merciful and kind,
For you have jewels left.

~Residence

one block East Teal's Store.

14feb1y

ADVERTISERS

Think not of darling Edna,
As laid beneath the sod;
But as a shining cherub,
In the palace .Of the Lord.

can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,

Think of the care and sorrow
She has so happily passed;
Think oLthe shroud and coffin
That awaits ,ns all at last,
And 'be glad that she so early
Hath left tlii.honsc of clay,
JJ:.or. the m.~nsions of onr Father,
In the rei>lms of endless day.
.
'''',,);<
Mus. A. L. \VrciEs.
WHITEHALL, lliich,,'0.ctober, 1886.

Newspaper' Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York,
Send 10cts. tor 100-Page Pamphlet.
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·nae Linc selected by the U.S. Cov•t

A FINE AR'.IJOTYPE LITHOGRAPH

to car

he Fast Mail.

PORTRAIT.,QF P.RES. JOS. SMITH,
Fae simile of a Stippled Crayon, life size, bn•t form, will
be publ!shed for tlteJ;wlidays, which we trn•t will be appreciated by all brothers and "rnters.
Portraits will be sent to any part of the world on·
receipt of price, $1~25.,
,

A good reliable .4.gent wantf'd
In every branch. Aii, orders and application• for agencies recorded. A liberal con1n1il::iFiow allowed to agenLti.
Samples sent on receipt bf price, which will ·be refunded
on.the first 20 copies .sold and paid forhy the ngent, hy
one of .the portraits, Send stamp !or further patticular8.

Photographs en,~if:rged in (;rayon aml Pastel.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Addi'ess:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
SANDWICH. ILLINOIS.

~Onov3m

~~~~~~-~-·~~~~~~~~~~~~-

B I B L E

The Only Through Line, with its own track, betWeen

.SY N 0 P S I S

BY ELDER

J.

~~:,c/i~~~~
DE. .NV ER
ST. LOlHS

J. CORNISH.

Now ready for sale. Over .560 page•, half inch wider
print than the Book of llfornon, and abont. the same
length. Bonnel in good leather (bnffiing). Price $1 50.
Address J. J. CORNISH,
20oct4t
Recd City. O"crola Co., Mich.

Either by way of Omaha 1 Pacific Junction,- Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

11.LINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
VVith branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs eve·ry day in the year from one to three elegantly
equ'.pped through trains_ o~er its own tracksr between

'DON'T FORGET
to address all orders for Bed Springs or Portraits
to Bro. B. F. Ordway, Peoria, Illinois.
More agents wanted. \Vrite for terms at once.
·

19jnutf.

HOUSE AND EIGHT ACRES
Of first class land, for sale on south-cnst edge of Cameron
Uit.y, Mo. Small house on it, &c. A young VINEYARD and o;her SMALL FRUITS. Address: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMERON, Mo.
SIMON ·SMITH.
28oct8t

J. \V.

De~oou,

PHYSICIAN AND

.lll. D.,

SURGEON,

Also CountyPhysiciau. All calls, dny or night, nnswered.

A St. Paul clergyman is reported as saying that
if Jesus Christ "run a carpenter shop here in this
city there are fully one half of our church members who drive up to our churches in their fine
carriages would not speak to him. He could not
!!"et social recognition unless he lived on Summit
avenue or belonged to a club." Evidently the
town has been named after the wrong disciple.

H .

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,

LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at.Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

I

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chicago ancl'St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moines.

At each of its severill Eastern and \Nestern termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Train& to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the P1incipal Line to and from

0 FF ER!

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico

We will send yon the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Con.,ord•u.ce or Smith's
Bible Dietionary post-paid for $1.50.
~ Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books ou sa;:ne terms.
-

For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., regarding
the' Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in th&

GREAT~BOOK

WALKER & HANSEN.
VOICE OF WARNING;
And Instruction to all People. on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work; l:IB pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $L ................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each. .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . 25
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
Sheep or Library binding.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . .. . . . . 1
Imitation Moro~co, gilt edges, ........................ 2
Fnil Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2
New Testament, inepird edition.....................

l!C
Oii

50

75

Un·ited States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Ger.'! Manager,
CHICAGO,

Gen'! Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at 1: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "
THE SAINTS' HEJU.LD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s~.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVID
VA:ll!Qlrn: commun!catlom and articles to tl\e lll;!>l'lOJ!-
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD! FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAYE SAYE IT EE ONE WIFE; AND CONCUIIINEB·
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag@ 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
•
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD RAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AoAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandment11, sec. 109, par. 4.

Vol.

Lamoni,

33,-Whole No. 705.

THE

SAINTS' HERALD:

Official Paper of th<i Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints.

Published at Lamoni, Decatur Co., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presidents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request0d to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Otlice.
~The

JOSEPH SMITH
W. W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ARBO<JIATE EDITOU.

Lamoni. Iowa, November

20,

1886.

DAVID WHITMER REVIEWED.
[Concluded from last Herald].

vVhen Mr. Whitmer asserts that "apostles, presidents, councilors and high priests"
are not "legitimate appurtenances of the
church," he assumes to give an opinion
without l;iaving the competent authority to
make it of any special value; and in
some points he is found to <lifter widely
from Jesus and Paul and Joseph. If Joseph the Seer was the servant of God to
do the work promised in 2 Nephi 2: 2, 3;
Book of Nephi 9: 11, 12j Book of Mormon 4: 2, then the adverse opinions of
David Whitmer are of no worth. God's
estimate and guarantee of the Seer and his
work are to be preferred vastly before the
opinion of a man who, though called to
the ministry of Christ has nevertheless
been of no force in preaching the word of
· God, and building up the church except in
the mere, (yet important), work of bearing
testimony to the Book of Mormon, and
necessarily to the further fact that Joseph
was a prophet, seer, revelator and translator. Whatever Mr. Whitmer may think,
Jesus and Paul and Joseph all taught that
God made apostles essential officers of the
church. Matt. IO: 2; r Cor. 12: 28; Book
of Nephi 5: 9; Moroni 2: r; Doc. Cov.
16: 5, etc.
As for "presidents and councilors," these
are convenient modern names signifying
those who preside, and those composing
councils in the church. And as for "high
priests," they ·were in the church in the
days of Melchizedek; (Gen. 14: 18, with
Heb. 5: IO; Alma 9: 6, and IO: r, 2); also.
with the "Church in the wilderness" (Acts
7: 38) in the times of Moses. (Lev. 21: IO).
Jethro was evident! y a servant of God and
a high priest, (Ex:3: 1, with Ex. 18:7-12).
Moses and Aaron were "priests," (Ps. 99:
6), and probably high priests, Moses of
the higher order and Aaron of the lesser.
(Numbers 16:. IO, with Lev. 8: l-8). Tl}at
Joseph the Seer held the high priesthood

Iow~,

November

20,

1886.

may be inferred from the fact that he was
"great like unto Moses;" (2 Nephi 2: 2);
and that he rightfully possessed the U rim
and Thummim which pertains to high
priests; (Lev. 8: 8).
But in case there were no precedents in
the Scriptures, the fact that Joseph was
called and appointed to found and establish
the "great and marvellous work" of the
Lord in this age is a guarantee that in so
important a matter as organizing the
priesthood he would not go far wrong if
at all. It is far safer to trust the judgment
and ministrations of the "choice Seer" in
these matters than of one or many whom
God never called to that work.
These
who find fault, confess that Joseph was a
prophet, seer, revelator and translator, and
yet they, who never held such offices and
callings propose to correct and rectify his
official ministrations. This is both presumptuous and audacious.
David Whitmer evidently has the sectarian notion as
to what priesthood and high priests signify. Webster defines priesthood as meaning, "The order of men set apart for sacred
purposes." Buel( holds that a priest is "a
person set apart for the performance of
sacrifice, .and· other offices and cnemonies
of religion." And both Buck and Webster say that the word priest is a contraction of the word presbyter, and is "of the
same import with Elder." Smith, in his
· dictionary of the Bible says: "Its rootmeaning, uncertain as far as the Hebrew
itself is concerned, is referred by Gesenius
to prophecy." He further says that Saalschutz considers the primary meaning of
the word as equivalent to minister. There
being grades of authority, there must of
necessity be high and lesser priests. In
the light of this sensible view of priesthood, Mr. Whitmer's bugaboo of high
priests vanishes out of sight.
."The tendency of Smith to abandon the primitive faith and introduce these damnable doctrines, Mr. Whitmer assures me, began to develop quite early in the history of the church. He
manifested an alarming disposition to get revela·
tions to cover every exigency that would arise,
and in this he was eagerly urged on by some of
his associates who would frequently come to him
with the request that he ''ask the Lord" about
this "thing or the other. The first striking instance of it, and one that gave rise to grave apprehensions in the minds of David Whitmer and
others of his kintl, occurred in connection with
the publishing of the first edition of the Book of
Mormon. Martin Harris was a well-to-do farmer,
and he was expected to mortgage his property
for the purpose of raising the necessary funds
for the printing of the book. His ~eeming reticence to act in the i;natter, which Mr. Whitmer
attributes to the cautious, business-like manner
in which he did everything, offended &ome of the

No. 46.

brethren, and Hyrum Smith, •The Patriarch,'
proposed that some of them take the manuscript
to Canada, and there sell the copyright for sufficient money to enable them to get out the publication. A revelation was procured "to order,"
and "warranted to fit," a thing which occurred
with remarkable frequency afterward, and which
caused it to be a matter of foregone conclusion
that whatever the desires of the favored few expressed or the pressing emergency of the hour
demanded it would be admirably embodied in
the "message from heaven." Thus "the word of
the Lord came" directing that two of the brethren go to Canada as suggested. They went.
They also returned, but they brought no money
with them and no promise of any."
This has the merit of being news, even
if it is false. For it is the first time we
ever read, or heard of such a transaction.
If David Whitmer claims that] oseph obtained false revelations and spoke falsely
in the name of the Lord as early as 1829,
and yet that he was a prophet, seer, revelator and translator sent of God, it remains
for him to explain why God called and
sent such a recreant, unreliable, misleading
false prophet; also why he did not fulfil
his promise that such an unfaithful prophet "shall die." (Deut. I 8: 20). Mr. Whitmer's position in this is contrary to the
teaching of the Scriptures, outrages common sense, and in effect charges God with
sending and highly recommending one he
foreknew would mislead and corrupt by
means of false revelations! Preposterous!
"Revelations came in the same manner respecting the establishment of the high priesthood system, which was the work of Sidney Rigdon, an
ambitious Biblical scholar, who yearned for authority and notoriety. As well might they restore,
says Mr. Whitmer, circumcision and·the typical
ordinances that were annihilated by Christ's coming as to ornament the church premises with
Melchisedec priests."
This "high priesthood system" did not
originate with Sidney Rigdon, nor Joseph
Smith. As we have seen before, it was
with the church in the times of Melchizedek and before, and after that in the times
of Moses, and Alma, and Jesus. It was
also with the saints in the times of Peter
and John. Peter calls it "a royal [king!JJ
priesthood;" (r Pet. 2:9); and John savs
of it: "And hath made us kings and priests
unto God his father."-Rev. 2: 6. Bingham, in Ant. Chris. Ch., p. 50, says: "St.
Jerome, who will be allowed to speak the
sense of the ancients . . . says that both
in the Old and New Testl'iments the high
priests are an order, the priests another,
and the Levites another." ... "Tertullian
1n his book De Baptismo, says: "The right
of baptizing belongs to the chief priests."
Of "chief priests" he further says: "It wmi
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no human invention, but an original settlement of the apostles themselves, which
they made by div.ine appointment."-p.'54.
On page 60 he also says: "Now this is
most expressly said by Theodoret, that he
[Ignatius] received the gift of the high
priesthood from the hand of the great
Peter." Joseph's teachings are in harmony with Scripture and church history,
while David Whitmer's theory flatly contradicts both.

great many of these things which I knev<· were
not right,. but L clung on in patience, trusting
everything would eventually be put right."

"The great heavenly "visitation," which was
alleged to have taken place in the temple at Nauvoo, was a grand fizzle. The elders were assembled on the appointed day, which it was promised would be a veritable day of Pentecost, but
there was no visitation. No Peter, James, and
John, no Moses and Elias, put in an appearance.
"l was in my seat on that occasion,'' says Mr.
Whitmer, "and I know that the story sensationally circulated, and which is now on the records
of the Utah Mormons as an actual happening,
was nothing but a trumped-up yarn. I saw .a

Far \'Vest, Mo., where he declared was the Garden of Eden. From all of these places the church
was driven, and their everlasting inheritances
were wrested from them. The spot where Eve
had plucked the fated apple fell into the hands
of the unbelieving, and the •Center stake of
Zion,' located by 'divine injunction,' was transplanted and moved around promiscuously from
one locality to another, according to the disposition of the people to tolerate the presence of the
Saints.
"At Far West, Mlsoouri, the most serious split

Mr. Whitmer has often stated that he
had nothing to do with the church after
1838. How then can it be that he attended any endowment in the temple at Nauvoo in 1845 and 6? But if he meant the
temple in Kirtland, Ohio, and the endowment and dedication which took place there
in 1836, he flatly contradicts the statements
"There is no doubt, he continues, that the be- · of the Messenger and Advocate, edited at
ginning of the mobbings and persecutions of the
that time by his own brother John, as may
church dated from the bold and aggressive anbe seen by reading that paper for March,
nouncement of these many re.velations, which in
i836, pages 274 to 281 also statements in
their nature, were calculated to stir up a spirit of
JVIill. Star, 15: 581, to 739. And besides
this written testimony, the writer has freantagonism among a people who ordinarily were
quently conversed with some who attendpeaceable."
ed
on that occasion, and their testimony is
All history shows that the persecutions
and mobbings of the Saints at the first the very reverse of Mr. Whitmer's as here
were only because of the coming forth and given. ·George Morev, who was the temtranslation of the Book of Mormon, the ple-keeper, Ebenezer Page, John E. Page,
preaching of the restored gospel and do- Lebbeus T. Coon, Ebenezer Robinson
ing other legitimate church work; and and his wife Ang·elihe, and others, have
that what occurred in Jackson, Van Buren, repeatedly told of great and very marvelClay, Ray and Carrol counties, Missouri, ous divine blessings and manifestations
arose from the Saints being believers in the which they personally witnessed.,at that
Book of Mormon and prophetic mission of time. If Mr. Whitmer was present upon
Joseph Smith, and also because they were these occasions and witnessed no extraorfree-state and anti-slavery people; and al- dinary divine manifestations, it simply
so that these were among the chief causes proves that he alone was at fault. Saul
of their persecutions in Caldwell county, "heard the voice" of Jesus who met him
Missouri, and at Nauvoo and vicinity in in the way, but those who journeyed with
him did not. (Acts 9: 7). Daniel "alone
Illinois.
saw
the vision" which appeared to him at
"There was no occasion for the martyrdom of
the river Hiddekel; but the men who were
Joseph Smith. He should have lived to witness
with him "saw not the vision." (Dan. 10:
the coming of Christ, as it was promised him he
7). The "pillar of tbe cloud" that was
should, if he remained faithful., His death was
light to Israel, was "a cloud and darkness"
conclusive evidence of his having fallen f1'om
to the Egyptians. Ex. 14: 20.
grace, as it was in direct conflict with what had
If remarkable evidences of divine favor
been promised by the Lord on condition of his
were not given during the endowment and
remaining faithful."
dedication at Kirtland, then the testimony
'vV e know of no promise of this kind; of hundreds-possibly thousands-of perbut on the other hand there were prophecies sons who attended is false; so also is the
delivered by Joseph showing he would not testimony of the "choice Seer," John Whitlive to the coming of Christ. See revela- mer, etc., who have written or caused to
tion Nov. 27th, 1832, Tinzes and Seasons, be written and published, while they were
vol. 5: 673-4; JWill. Star., 14: 284; also living who were in attendance, the stateone given Feb 24th, i834, Doc. Cov.' 100: ments that God did, in a marvelous and
3, etc.
wonderful way, accept and approve of the
"Many of the declarations of the prophet, after
services and administrations on those occasions. We are willing to believe that
he lost the spirit of revelation, which were called
David Whitmer did not then receive spiritprophecies, signally failed to come to pass."
This is a bold, unsupported charge. We ual blessings; but when he insinuates or
have asked, and now ask, that any of the testifies that others did not, his evidence is
authentic revelations and prophecies of presumptuous and worthless.
«The brethren had received their 'everlasting
Joseph be shown to be false. If David
Whitmer, or others, failed to comply with inheritances' in Jackson county, Mo., where it
the conditions of certain prophetic promises, was declared that Zion and the great temple
it can not in fairness be said the promises were to be built, and where Jesus would come in
failed, even if the things promised did not 'this generation.' Joseph Smith went so far as
come to pass.
to mark out a particular tract of country near

in the church occurred. It was in 1838. The
Whitmers, Oliver Cowdery, Martin Harris, Hiram
Page, and others of the 'original stock protested
against preaching some of these strange revelations as doctrine, and this called forth the most
violent attack from the autocratic priesthood.''

The history of the church for those
times informs us that the causes which then
led to the "serious split" were as follows:
"The committee of the whole church in
Zion, in General Assembly at Far West,
February 5th, 1838, Thomas B. Marsh,
Moderator," [Joseph the Seer was not
there.-Ed.J "entertained a charge made bv
Elder George M. Hinkle against ''the thre"e
presidents" of that church, namely, David
Whitmer, W.W. Phelps and John Whitmer. "He then read a written document
containing a number of accusations against
the three presidents. He spoke manv
things against them, setting forth in ·a
plain and energetic .manner the iniquity of
Phelps and Whitmer in using the nzoneys
which were loaned to the church; .also
David Whitmer's wrong in persisting in
the use of tea, coffee and tobacco .... Elder
George Morey, who was one of the committee sent to labor with the Presidency,
spoke, setting forth in a very energetic
manner the proceedings of the presidency
as being iniquitous." So also did Elders
--- Grover, David W. Patten, Elias
Higbee - Murdock, - Morley, Moses
Martin, John Corri!!, and others. "Elder
Lyman \Vight stated that he consid.erecl
all other accusations of minor importance
compared to their selling their lands in
Jackson county; that they (Phelps and
Whitmer) had s.et an example which all
the Saints are liable to follow. He said it
was a h-h principle, and that they had
flatly denied the faith in doing so." [The
Saints had been counselled by revelation
through the Seer to not sell their lands in
Jackson county-where they are now
worth from $75 to many thousand dollars
per acre-but to hold on to them unyieldingl v .-Edl.
"The Moderator then called the vote in
favor of the present Presidency; the negative was then called, and the vote aga{nst
David Whitmer, John Whitmer and W.
vV.Phelps was unanimous, excepting
eight or ten, and this minority only wished them to continue in office a little longer,
or until Joseph Smith Jr. came up."Jltill. Star., vol. 16: I I 5, u6.
Joseph the Seer reached Far West the
14th of February, 1838. And on the nth
of the next April Elder Seymour Bronson
preferred charges against Oliver Cowdery
before the High Council and the Bishop
and his Council and he was cut off.
On the I 3th of the same month charges
were preferred against David Whitmer
before the Hig-h Council at Far vVest, a~
follows: "1,-For not observing the word
of wisdom. 2,-For unchristianlike conduct in neglecting to attend meetings; in
uniting with and possessing the same spirit
as the dissenters. 3,-In writing letters to
the dissenters in Kirtland unfavorable to
the cause and to the character of Joseph
Smith, junior. 4. In neglecting the 'dutie.;
of his calling and separating himself from
the Church while he had a name amoµg

I
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us. 5,-For signing himself President of
the Church of Christ, after he had been
cut off from the Presidency, in an insulting
letter to the High Council.
"After reading the above ch:irges, together with a letter sent to the President
of said Council, (a copy of whi.ch may be
found in Far West Record, book A), the
Council considered the charges sustained,
and consequently considered him (David
Whitmer) no longer a member of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints."-11£ill Star, vol. 16: 133-4·
From the foregoing the Saints can readily discover what were the causes of the
"serious split," and with whom they originated. They can also see which of the
revelations of the Seer these "dissenters"
then resisted. Time has fully vindicated
the wisd.om of that revelation commanding
the Saints to not sell their lands in Tackson county; and as for the Word o(Wisdom, the principles it advocates are now
amply sustained by the most eminent phvsicians, hygienists, etc.
"'
V{ e regret any occasion for displaying
before our readers any of those dark and
trying scene~ through which the church
passed in 1837-8, and present them now,
only to defend the Church and maintain
its integrity. We honor David Whitmer
for all the good he has done; but we honor
God and his Church far more than any
man, and this is our explanation for presenting the foregoing facts and any which
may follow hereafter. And besides this,
Joseph the Seer is dead, and when the living· attack his work and reputation and he
not here to explain, others· must be permitted to do it, even if by stubborn f'acts
and searching logic.
The Danites were organized and instructed to
bring thesb belligerent brethren to terms, or visit
upon their heads the desperate consequences.
There was no mistaking the alternative. David
Whitmer was the first man to act, and he acted
promptly. Without waiting to argue the question further, he proceeded to run the fearful
gauntlet, and one shudders to hear the recital of
the thrilling incidents that attended that memorable flight. If the whistling of bullets was to be
taken as evidence of an intention to dispose for·
ever of this uncompromising witness, then Mr.
Whitmer was assuredly left in no doubt as to the
desires of the church concerning him. He succeeded in passing the vigilant sentinels of that
terrible night's watch, and reached Richmond in
safety, where he has ever since resided."

It is only necessary to remark that David
Whitmer in a late letter to us denies what
is here stated, also some other things stated by the reporter, but which letter we are
requested by Mr. Whitmer to "not publish." This will strike our readers as decidedly strange. If the reporter misstated
Mr. Whitmer, why is he not willing to
state particularly wherein, and then have
the error and evil corrected through the
press?
"A person residing not far from the picturesque town of Richmond declares that he met
Porter Rockwell immediately after the shooting
had been executed, and that Rockwell asked him
for ten dollars to enable him to leave the country.
This party, who was himseJf a pretty rough

character, gave the Danite the money asked for,
after Rockwell had confessed to having shot the
Governor in retaliation for the memorable order
which was sent out by Boggs to exterminate the
Mormons.
His story is well substantiated.
None of these things is told by Mr. Whitmer in
a spirit of hatred; in fact his consideration for all
of the "transgressors" is most commendable.
He does not entertain a doubt that Joseph Smith
was a practical polygamist, and has no sympathy
whatever with Joseph Smith, Jr., who is at the
head of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day
Saints, and who avers that his father (the
prophet) never adopted or advocated polygamy."

When Mr. Whitmer parades his opinion
on this matter of polygamy, especially in
view of the fact that he had nothing to do
with the church after April 1838, and
therefore knew nothing of Joseph's private
life, he only gives further evidence of his
recklessness of other people's reputation,
and of his seeming readiness to cast a cloud
over the fame of that Seer whom he allows God called and empowered to introduce the last, and in some respects, grandest of all the dispensations. This smacks
of prejudice, envy, disappointed ambition,
retaliation for supposed wrongs, or something of that sort, and exhibits a sad want
of forbearance and Christian love.
Joseph Smith, president of the Reorganized Church, demonstrates from the Book
ot Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, and
from all the papers, periodicals and books
published by the Church up to the death
of his father, (June ·27th, 1844), that he
always taught monogamy, and denounced
polygamy and everything of that kind.
Mr. Whitmer would hardly dare undertake to refute this position. And as he
was not with the church after 1838, he is
not a competent witness to prove that
Joseph the Seer "was a practical polygamist," and his volunteering such an
opinion reflects no credit upon either his
head or heart. Joseph does ~ot admit or
confess what he does not know of in respectto his father's life and teachings.
"He is satisfied that this faction, like that
which followed Brigham Young into the Rocky
Mountains, is a withered branch, without.the vitality of divine approval; and along with this he
insists that there are lots of good, honest people
among them all."

Mr. Whitmer's opinion that the Reorganized Church is a "faction like that
which followed Brigham Young into the
' Rocky Mountains," and "is. a withered
branch, without the vitality of divin~ approval," is equally valueless with others he
has given. When the facts in respect to
the rise and progress of the Reorganization are considered, it is found to bear unmistakable marks of "the vitality of divine
approval;" for at the very first "the Spirit
of the Lord" lifted up a standard, and from
that time forward fi~ithful men and women
have labored prayerfully and diligently,
bringing many thousands to .a saving
knowledge of the gospel of Christ and
redeeming them from the ways of sin and
error. In doing this they have met and
overcome the accumulated prejudices originating in falsehood and fed by the heresie\> and dissensions of professed Saints;

and they have also vindicated the work of
God, delive1 ing it from the reproach
brought upon it by unwise and corrupt
would-be leaders, and have won for the
Church of Christ an honorable place and
name and influence among men.
This
they have done with the world, the flesh,
the devil, and all the factions of the church
opposing them; and while so engaged,
God has marvelously blessed and sustained their work, confirming it with divers
miracles, signs and giftii; of the Holy
Ghost, as many thousands bear witness in
America-including Canada-in foreign
lands, and upon the islands of the sea.
When Mr. Whitmer says the Reorganized
Church "is a withered branch, without the
vitality of divine approval," he undertakes
to testify of what he does not know, and
he thereby exhibits a lack of prudence and
wisdom, and Christian love and light that
is truly lamentable.
The Reorganized
Church has withstood the slurs and slings
and slanders of enemies from without and
within the church from the first, and it
was never more prosperous than now,
was never so well prepared to resist attacks
as now, and its prospects for future work
were never before so promising. It exc
hibits a wonderful degree of vigor, growth
and activity for "a withered branch,'' and
it will likely continue to do so.
Since writing the chief part of this re.view we have received a letter from David
Whitmer in which he denies having told
his interviewer some of the things set forth
in the foregoing article from the Inter
Ocean.
His denial is not sufficiently
specific, and what is worse he requests t.hat
we do not publish it!
It strikes us as very strange that Mr.
Whitmer refuses to permit us to correct
through the HERALD what he states is incorrect in the Inter- Ocean article. If he
knows that misstatements have been made
in that article, he being in some sense the
occasion of it, fair dealing demands that
he take the earliest time and the most effective means to mend the wrong. But when
he fails to do this, and also forbids us to
publish his letter of denial and explanation,
it awakens unhappy misgivings and moves
us yet further to defend the church and its
interests by an appeal to facts on record
and to the testimony of credible men and
women who related the facts to which
they were and are knowing, and leave the
results for the future to determine.
David Whitmer is now an old man, (over
eighty-three), worn and weakened in mind
and body, and all should look with forbearance and compassion on his. refil or
seeming errors and misstatements, also
upon what appears to be his prejudices
against the Seer and the Church, and attribute them to human weakness, rather
than to intentional wrong. Interviewers
now ask him to recount what transpired
fifty and sixty years ago, and when they
get his statements, they dress them up in
their own language, and no doubt exaggerate and even add to them. l\1r. Whitmer should either reject all interviewers,
or correct at once the errors they publish.
This would, in part. s<i.ve n<> the painful
work of refµting pul;>lished mis~tatements 1
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which we do and shall do, by an appeal to
documents published by the church and its
officers at or near the time of the occurrence of facts recited. Authoritative written evidence is vastly superior to the memory of the aged and infirm. We wish
David Whitmer well, but we heartil:}' reject his theories and resist his errors.
In conclusion, we think the key to David
Whitmer's attitude toward the church, his
slackness, dissension, opposition and selfjustification, may be found in a revelation
given through Joseph the Seer, September, 1839, Doc. Cov. 29: r, which says:
"Behold, I say unto you David, that you have
feared man and have not relied on me for strength,
as you ought; but your mind has been on the
things of the earth more than on the things or
me, your Maker, and the ministry whereunto
you have been called; and you have not given
heed unto my Spirit, and to those who were
set over you, but have been pursuaded by
those whom I have not commanded; wherefore,
you are left to inquire for yourself at my hand,
and ponder upon the things which you have received. * * * And you shall attend to the ministry in the church, and before the world, and in
the region round about. Amen."
AMERICA, THE LAND OF JOSEPH.
WE give below an extract, or two, from
an oration delivered at Wirt, Decatur
county, Iowa,July 3d, 1886, by Judge R.
C. Henry, of Mt. Ayr, Iowa, and sent us
by Bro. N. J. Kent, for publication. The
delay has been partially unavoidable.
"I believe that permanent and universal
peace will come, because the mouth of the
Lord of Hosts hath spoken it. On every
page of the New Testament are written
forever words of peace.
The generous,
unselfish efforts of this great republic may
be a part of God's plan for the fulfillment
of prophecy, and the ushering in of that
time when nations shall not lift up sword
against nation; neither shall they learn
war any more."
"Let Romans boast of Carthage destroyed, and Greeks celebrate burning
Troy-but let our age boast of nobler victories. Let our faithfulness and constancy
to human rights and, the cause of the
world's advance further the coming of that
time,
"When the war-drum throbs no longer,
And the battle flags arc furled,
In the parliament of man,
The federation of the world."

At the request of Bro. Kent we add the
following evidences concerning America
being the land promised to the seed of Joseph in prophecy.
"Joseph is a fruitful bough, even a fruitful
bough by a well; whose branches run over the
wall: the archers have sorely grieved him, and
shot at him, and hated him; But his bow abode
in strength, and the arms of his hands were made
strong by the hands of the mighty God of Jacob;
(from thence is the shepherd, the stone of Israel);
even by the God of thy father, who shall help
thee; and by the Almighty, who shall bless thee
with blessings of heaven above, blessings of the
deep that lieth under, blessings of the breasts,
and of the womb: the blessings of thy father
b.ave prevailed above the blessings of my pro-

genitors unto the utmost bound of the everlasting
and as a dove out of the land of Assyria: and I
hills; they shall be on the head of Joseph, and on will place them in their houses, saith the Lord."
the crown of the head of him that was separate
-Hosea II: 8--u.
"Therefore wait ye upop. me, saith the Lord,
from his brethren."-Gen. 49: 22-26.
until the day that I rise up to the prey; for my
"And Israel beheld Joseph's sons, and said,
WLo are these? And Joseph said unto his fath- . determination is to gather the nations, that I may
er, They are my sons, whom God hath given me assemble the kingdoms, to pour upon them mine
in this place. And he said, Bring them, I pray indignation, even all my fierce anger; for all the
thee, unto me, and I will bless them. Now the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy. For then will I turn to the people a pure
eyes of Israel were dim for age, so that he could
not see. And he brought them near unto him; language, that they may all call upon the name
and he kissed them, and embraced them. And of the Lord, to serv_e him with one consent.
From beyond the rivers of Ethiopia my suppliIsrael said unto Joseph, I had not thought to see
ants, even the daughter of my dispersed, shall
thy face: and lo, God hath shewed me also thy
bring mine offering."-Zeph. 3: 8-ro.
seed. And Joseph brought them out from beThese prophecies locate the land of
tween his knees, and he bowed himself with his
face to the earth. And Joseph took them both, Joseph and his sons, Ephraim and ManasIt was
Ephraim in his right hand toward Israel's left seh, "beyond the wall"-the sea.
greater than that received by Jacob's "prohand, and Manasseh in his left hand toward
Israel's right hand, and brought them near unto genitors," reaching "the utm?st [farthest]
bounds of the everlasting hills,'' reckoning
him. And Israel stretched out his right hand,
and laid it upon Ephraim's head, who was the from the land of Goshen where the patriarch Jacob was when delivering- this
younger, and his left hand upon Manasseh's
And Jacob, when blessing
head, guiding his hands wittingly; .for Manasseh prophecy.
Joseph's sons, locates their "multitude,"
was the fir_stborn. And he blessed Joseph, and
their posterity "in the midst of the earth,''
said, God, before whom my fathers Abraham and
reckoning from Goshen, and here EphIsaac did walk, the God which fed me all my life
raim's seed would "become a multitude of
long unto this day, the angel which redeemed
nations."
This points clearly to the conme from all evil, bless the lads; and let my name
tinent of America, (I) for the reason that,
be named on them, and the name of my fathers
measuring from Goshen, it is "in the midst
Abraham and Isaac; and let them grow into a
of the earth; (2) for the reason that in
multitude in the midst of the earth. And when
America, when discovered by Columbus
Joseph saw that his father laid his right hand upand others, "a multitude of nations" having
on the head of Ephraim, it displeased him; and
a common lineage occupied it, whose origin
he held up his father's hand, to remove it from
is manifestly Israelitish. Moses' prophetic
Ephraim's head unto Manasseh's head. And Joblessing on Joseph and his seed is possible
seph said unto his father, Not so, my father, for in America, but it is not in the land of
this is the firstborn; put thy right hand upon his J udeah, nor in any other land known to
head. And his father refused, and said, I know
man.
it, my son, I know it; he also shall become a peo"The precious things of heaven" doubtple, and he also shall be great; but truly his less refers to the revelations of God's will,
and to Divine providences and favors
younger brother shall be greater than he, and his
seed shall become a multitude of nations."-Gen. specially bestowed.
"The dew," and "the deep that coucheth
48: 8-19.
"And of Joseph he said, Blessed of the Lord be beneath,'' relate to the large and singularly
his land, for the precious things of heaven, for
beneficent distribution and supply o( these
element5.
the dew, and for the deep that coucheth beneath,
"The precious fruits brought forth by
and for the precious fruits brought forth by' the
sun, and for the precious things put forth by the the sun,'' and "the precious things put
moon, and for the chief things of the ancient forth by the moon,'' relate without question
mouritains, and for the precious things of the to the variety, excellence and abundance in
lasting hills, and for the precious things of the the vegetable kingdom on the American
continent, stretching through every variety
earth and fulness thereof, and for the good will
of him that dwelt in the bush; let the blessing of climate from near the extremes of north
come upon the head of Joseph, and upon the top and south.
"The chief things of the ancient mounof the head of him that was separated from his
tains,"
and "the precious things of the
brethren. His glory is like the firstling of his
lasting hills" are clearly the valuable minbullock, and his horns are like the horns of unierals and other precious mountain products
corns; with them he shall push the people towhich abound to such an unparalleled degether to the ends of the earth: and they are the
gree throughout America.
ten thousands of Ephraim, and they are the
"The precious things of the earth and
thousands of Manasseh."-Deut. 33: 13-17.
fulness thereef, [of these precious things.
"How shall I give thee up, Ephraim? how -Ed.] clearly refer to all those blessings
shall I deliver thee, Israel? how shall I make in any way arising from and pertaining to
thee as Admah? how shall I set thee as Zeboim?
our earth, and which are found in such
mine heart is turned within me, my repentings "fullness" onlv on the American continent.
are kindled together. I will not execute the
"The good \vill of him that dwelt in the
fierceness of mine anger, I will not return to debush," is manifestly the good will of God,
stroy Ephraim: for I am God and not man; the
for he it was who appeared to Moses the
Holy One in the midst of thee: and I will not prophet in the burning bush.
(Exodus
enter into the city. They shall walk after the 3: 4-14). And this "good will" could be
Lord: he shall roar like a lion: when he shall
manifest to Joseph's seed on Joseph's land,
roar, then the children shall tremble from the only by direct revelation from God to that
west. They shall tremble as a bird out of Egypt, "seed" making known the government of
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God and the plan of salvation in Jesus
Christ.
These prophecies relate to America for
the reason that they point geographically
to it; and for the further reason that there
is no other land in which it is possible for
them to find fulfillment, and, for the still
further reason that every part and every
item of these prophecies do find fulfillment
here. America is the land of Joseph; and
this fact pointed out by ancient prophets
which now is so amply and minutely sustained by known facts which agree exactly
with the prophecies, is irrefutable proof of
the existence of God, of the truth of the
christian religion, and of the great work
entrusted to the Latter Day .Saints.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

Bro. S. Reed writes from Lone Elm,
Henderson county, Tennessee: "I can't do
without the HERALD. It is our only
preacher here."
Bro. A. H. Parsons writes us, N ovember 4th, from Chase, Kansas, "The work
is onward in this mission."
By letter from Bro. J. H. Lawn we
learn that two were baptized by Br~. Heman C. Smith at the VVatsonville, California, conference; and that Bro. Smith
was preaching to excellent audiences
wherever he went.
Sr. S. M. Grimwood of Providence,
Rhode Island, collected and sent to aid the
Hope $4.84, and says: "I hope to see the
Herald and the Hope prosper. I could
not give up the Herald, and hope to always have it to read."
Sr. Eliza Hannam, of Forester Michi"
gan writes: "We can not do without the
Herald. It is like bread to the hungry
soul."

THE associate Editor spent Sunday the
7th inst., with the Saints at Saint Joseph,
Missouri, and was well pleased with the
progress made by them, and also with their
cheering prospects. All the services were WE are decidedly favorable to the idea of
well attended by large and deeply interest- fully repairing the Temple at Kirtland.
ed congregations. Their newly organized It is quite in keeping with the prophetic
Suriday School is making progress and declaration that "the waste places of Zion
bids fair to be an important helper in the shall be rebuilt," and besides that, there is
good work of building up the right and a moral prestige to be gained by it which
saving souls. Elder H. C. Bronson was properly utilized by the elders in their reat Stewartsville engaged in a protracfed spective fields, especially in the East, will
effort at the German church, and was hav- rnateriallv increase the chances of the mising large and deeply interested congrega- sionaries to get a hearing before the people.
tions.
Elder John Terry and wife were .Of course measured merely from a money
among the many esteemed Saints and getting stand point it "will not pay," as
friends whom we met at St.Joseph. They there is nothing connected with it that can
are happy in the work of the Lord.
possibly return cent per centum, upon the
The Saints of \Vebberville, Michigan, expenditure; but measured from a spiritual
are trying to build a church, so writes Sr. and moral standpoint, it will return a
Billinsky; and she writes that they are hundred fold.
poor and would be glad of help from any
We were misunderstood when we first
of the brethren. She thinks "everv little suggested that the Temple would be of
helps," and says direct to Matilda Billinsky, v:.ilue as an objective in a legal fight in the
Webberville, Ingham county, Michigan.
courts; but time proved us to be correct;
The Saints at DeKalb, or Cortland, De- and this encourages us to persist in the beKalb county, Illinois, are also asking for aid lief that while there are "no millions in it,"
to build a chapel. It seems but a small thing as a speculation in the money market, in
that is asked for, and in itself it is but the moral and intellectual world it is a vansmall; many may give without feeling the tage ground that we can not afford to
loss of what is given. But we wish to re- abandon, or forego to occupy,-it will be
mind those who are more directly interest- seen ere long.
ed in the building of places of worship in
the various branches, that many other
branches are also engaged in building, are REV. C. P. LYFORD, who has been a
poor and straining every nerve to build, missionary of some one of the, so-called,
and can not in justice to their own work Evangelical churches in the United States,
give so liberally, if at all, as they could to Utah, lately made some astonishing
were the circumstances different; there- statementB in a ministers' meeting held at
fore, brothers and sisters, be not offended Syracuse, New York, in reference to the
or hurt if few only respond to your calls "Mormon question." Among other things
for help. 'Do not depend upon help frot!l he said: "There never was a Mormon.
abroad, for each branch may possibly have book published that was not a record of
its own burden to bear.
crime, treason and subversion of governBro. W. N. Ray, of Des Moines, Iowa, ment, and that is the reason it has come to
writes under date of November 5th, that have a power that is wonderful."
the Saints were trying to live correctly.
If Mr. Lyford had even a superficial
Bro. M. T. Short left Des Moines Nov. knowledge of Mormonism when he said
rst after speaking- there six times, excellent that, he certainly told a lie. The Book of
discourses, Bro. Ray writes; house better Mormon itself is no more such a history as
filled each night than at any time since it that, than is the Bible; and except those
was built; except at conference.
books which the enemies of Mormonism
Sr. Julia M. Allen of Birch Run, Mich- have written of it, there never has been a
igan, writes us October 30th, her seventy- book published in regard to its history and
first birthday, that she still loves th~ truth origin that will bear such a name.
sh~ re~~ived over fifty yel:lrs ago.
' ' "'
Mr, Lyford al§\? ;;taty& thl:lt dU,'l·in& tllY
'.
; ..
"

four years which he spent in Utah he nev- ·
er knew of a 1\!Iormon being converted, or
brought into an evangelical chuech. In
this we presume l'vI r. Lyford told the
truth; and it may Le to the discredit of
Mr. Lyford and his co-missionaries, and
against the methods of conversion adopted
by them in dealing with Mormonism in
Utah ..
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Sr. Carrie C. Heath, all alone at Manchester, New Hampshire, writes on November ISt, as follows:
"I am "trying to let my light shine, by living
near the Savior, and doing the wilrof my Father
in heaven, who has done so much for me, in and
through the gift of his dear Son who purchased
my pardon and set me free; glory to his name!
I have no where else to go but to the Savior.
He is "the way, the truth, and the life." I am
glad I have not to go far off to find him. I have
desired that the elders of latter day Israel might
come here to New Hampshire, if it is the Lord's
will. I left the orthodox church in Northbridge,
Massachusetts, andjwas baptized into this about
fifty years ago, about the age of twenty. It seemed to me that I received an additional light and
glory. I have always stood aloof from other
churches, but have worshipped with them. It
seemed I could adopt the language of the beloved
apostle Paul, "Whether in ·pretenRe or truth,
Christ is preached, and therein I do and will rejoice." How beautiful it is to be a branch of the
living vine, bringing forth fruit to the honor and
glory of~the Master. This I am striving to do,
the Lord helping me."

Bro. M. T. Short is at Iowa Citv, Iowa,
endeavoring to get an opening. He went
there at our request and direction. Of the
situation there he writes November 3d:
"I can not get church, nor have I succeeded
in obtaining any public building here, as yet,
nevertheless I am holding forth in a private
house, and several will renew their covenant,
and a number will accept the gospel for the first
time. Here is where a hand-cart company outfitted for Utah, and hence prejudice is very great.
I will tract the town and, walk into theJ[public
prints, as I did at DesMoineR. A number are to
be baptized at Grimes, near DesMoines, next Sabbath, so.they stated to me 31st ult."

BRo. JOSEPH F. BuR TON sends us a Manning, New South Wales, Times for September 4th, from the "iocal and general
news" dep'.lrtment of which we cull the
following:
"THEOLOGICAL DISCUSSION AT NORTH FOR·
STER.-At North Forster a public discussion took
place on Monday night, in the Hall, between the
Rev. R.H. Phillips of Taree, and Mr. Joseph F.
Burton, a traveling missionary of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter D~y Saints
In California. The subject was, "That the Church
of Latter Day Saints is the true church of Christ
in organization, faith, and doctrine," and the common version of the Bible was taken as the standard of evidence. Each speaker was allowed fif.

teen m\n1;1tes 1 an<;\ the deba)e
'

l~sted

""'
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to 10.45 _p.m., a crowded audience being present.
Mr. Dunn occupied the chair. Mr. Burton has
been in the colonies about two years, and was
through this district about a year ago. He is now
on his way to the Nambucca, where a church
has been formed. At Forster he !mmersed twenty-eight persons of both sexes in the river, and
organized a church containing thirty members.
Since his arrival in the colonies he has baptized
about one hundred persons. His wife and daughter accompany him on his tour. The church represented by Mr. Burton is entirely opposed to
Mormonism, and takes the Bible as its standard
of faith, but believes the Book of Mormon to be
what it is represented to be, namely, a revelation
through Joseph Smith-but belief in it is not
essential to membership or salvation. The headquarters of this church are at Lamoni, Iowa.
The church numbers about 35,000 members."
"THE prosecutors of the Andover heresy seem to
have run against a stump at the very outset.
The three lawyers appointed to review their indictment pronounce it as "perfectly unprofessional, loose, rambling, and incoherent throughout,"
and the boarii has ordered the prosecutors to
amend the charges "so that they shall be made
plain," and to substitute five indictments adapted
to the theological condition of each one of the
defendants instead of one indictment. It was also
voted by the board that the prosecutors must
comply with the order and furnish their proofs
on or before the 8th of the present month. In
view"of the size of the contract on hand the prosecutors have already publicly declared that "they
are ready to retire from the case at once or at
any time." The prosecutors' lot evidently is not
a happy one."

It would appear from the foregoing
from the Chicago Tribune of Wednesday,
November 3d, that the conservative elements in the Congregational Church which
sat down so summarily upon the "progressive theology" of the unsatisfied portion in the late convention held at DesMoines, Iowa, propose to hunt down the
heretics among them. vVe wish them
earnest success in heresy hunting, as the
atrnosphere of Congregationalism will not
again be clear until the discussion is had,
be it soon or late,-"prohation after death"
as a principle of belief has come to stay.
Bn.o. E. L. PAGE of Hannibal, Missouri,
sent m a copy of the Hannibal Evening
.Post for October 2d, containing an article
from the pen of F. W. Morton, and credited by the Post to the Chicago Times, in
which the following huge story is told:
"On returning to the village of Palmyra we
visited another hill which is celebrated in the annals of Mormon history. In order that the reader may understand the significance of this hill
we must go back to Joe Smith and his bible. The
book, which by the way, no one ever. saw, was
said to consist of metal plates, pierced on one
edge, and fastened together by rings which passed through the holes. With the book was also
found, or so pretended, a huge pair of spectacles,
too large for any mortal eyes, which had the remarkable quality of turning the hieroglyphics
qn t!1e me~al plD;tes into plaiµ E,nglislj. - ·
.·•

'

''

"Smith's s"heme required the publication of
his bible. How was he to accomplish this? No
one was allowed to see the metal plates, and yet
Smith could not write a legible hand. An accom'plice was necessary. But Smith was equal to the
occasion. He engaged one Oliver Cowdery, a
school-teacher, to be his scribe, promising him
part of the proceeds of the book. The Smiths
were then living ii1 a little, one-story log house.
.There were only two rooms on the ground floor,
with a pointed garret in the roof. Across one
corner of this garret Smith had a blanket screen
stretched. Behind this screen he ensconsed himself with his magic spectacles and his golden
book (or as Hussey affirms, his tile 11 brick). Cowdery sat on the other side of the blanket and
wrote from Smith's dictation.
"Martin Harris, a wealthy farmer, was induced
to bear the expense of printing the manuscript.
But Harris' wife was a woman of too much good
sense to be Smith's dupe. So in the absence of
her husband she put the manuscript in the stove
and burnt it up. Here was a check in th~ proceeding, and one, too, that filled Smith with dismay.
"He and Harris were morally certain that Mrs.
Harris. had taken the manuscript, but they did
not know it was burned. Smith was unable to
reproduce the book exactly, and he feared that
the first manuscript would be produced to confound him. However, it wasn't a time to givE'
up. He and his. friends repaired to Miner's hill
by night, and' there dug a sort of cave on the east
side of the hill. The dimensions of this cave
were forty feet deep, sixteen feet wide, and 'l_even
feet high. The entrance was secured by a sub·
stantial door of two inch oak plank. In this dark
cave Smith set about producing a new manu·
script, Cowdery still acting as an amanuensis.
This copy was more securely guarded; it is that
from which the Mormon bible was printed in r829.
"Miner's hill is about two and a half miles south
of Palmyra. In appearance it is similar lo Mormon hill, and like it runs off to the south in a
ridge. In the days of Smith it was heavily wooded. When we visited the hill the timber had
been cut down, and the whole was a slashing
filled with stumps, briers and burrs. We had
little difficulty in finding what used to be the
cave. It is situated just below the brow of the
hill. Fifty-six years, however, have left their
ravages. Instead of a cave we found quite a depression wlwre the earth had given way and fallen in. 'fhe door had long since disappeared'
The door-frame, however, still stands there,
buried more than half the way up in the earth.
The frame is roughly made, the sides not being
mortised into the top but simply secured by three
large spikes driven through each end of the top
piece. We took our knife and cut off a piece of
the wood. It was as sound as when the frame
was first made. Hundreds ot people, we were
told, annually visit Mormon hill; but few ever
wend their way through the burs and briers of
Miner's hill.

This is the first time we ever heard of
Miner's Hill, and a hole in it in which the
Book of Mormon was concocted. This
story, if F. W. Morton is really sincere,
·has been palmed off on him by somebody
who caught him off his guard. To believe that two men engaged in digging a
cave "forty feet deep 1 sb~teen feet wide

and seven feet high," into a hill side in an
open country without observ_ation and detection, requires heaps of credulity, and
F. W. Morton is entitled to a prize. This
is a cousin to the story told in the presence
of Bro. Blair, while traveling on a train
lately, to the effect that the "Mormons"
were building a fine temple at Lamoni.
"Why,'' said his informant, "one block of
stone which is to go into the wall is a solid
cube ten feet square." And when Bro.
Blair mildly reminded the gentleman that
the people of Lamoni were not possessed
of mechanical contrivances with which to
handle stones of such immense weight as
a ten feet cube of solid rock would be, he
collapsed as a story teller, with "I declare,
I never thought of that." No, this stone
so easily lied into existence, was made to
stop the mouth of the cave lied into Miner's
Hill. It is of the same piece of extravagant Mormon Munchausens, as the yarn
told by our ancient landlord of the Nauvoo
Mansion, to visiting reverends from Park
Bluffs, Iowa, about the .wonderful tunnel
dug by the Prophet Smith under the
Mississippi river from the Nauvoo House
to Montrose on the opposite side of the
river, a distance of two miles.
Trrn town of Stewartsville, Dekalb
county, Missouri, where quite a number
of the Saints are dwelling has suffered a
very serious loss, by the burning of the
College there.
Of it the Independent
Extra, for Nov. 6th says:
"At about nine o'clock this Friday morning,
Stewartsvilie College was discovered on fire and
the building with its contents were soon in ashes.
The first intimation of fire to the inmates of the
college came from smoke pouring in the recitation room, and upon rushing to the outside the
cupola and a greater portion of the roof surrounding it was in a blaze. Every eftort was made by
the students and college employees to stay the
tlt-e but the flames had too much the start, and
the many citizens who soon gathered, turned
their attention to saving the small out-buildings
in which they were successful. The College was
Stewarttiville's pride, a handsome, costly and
imposing structure, situated some distance from
the business portion of the city, built up by the
indomitable pluck and energy of Rev. vV. O. H.
Perry, its President, anrl its loss is a blow which
staggers and almost paralyzes our people. The
loss is probably in excess of $10,000 with an insurance of $5 ooo. The origin of the fire is supposed to have been a defective flue.

We sympathize with the citizens in
their loss.
THE Rev. Dr. John Hall, th_e famous New
York Presbyterian divine, has a clean record in
one respect at least. It is said that he has never·
been offered less than fifty dollars by any member of his congregation who enlisted his services
at a marriage. He leaves the matter to the victim's discretion, but the organist of St. Stephen's
church, Philadelphia, is more cautious.. He has
an iron clad contract with the churcl;i, forbiqrling
anybody to play the organ witho1~ his con~nt;
~;!1cl (;!larges
·.at ev1:>'Y wedding."· '
. ,· ,
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EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

''Never on custom,s oiled grooves
The world to a higher level moves,
But grates and grinds with friction hard
On granite boulder and flinty shard;
'rhe heart must bleed before it feels
The pool be troubled, before it heals."

"CAN WE AND SHALL WE?"
To the subject about which we wish to write today we have given much thought, and it has
long been upon our mind to present it to those
who read the "Home Column;" but for valid
reasons we have not hitherto done ·so. The
"groves of custom,'' as the poet says, are well
oiled, and to m(Jve right along in them is so
much easier than to make a departure in any direction. The path is well trodden and our feet
do not come in contact with hard or uneaven surfaces, neither are our hands torn by the way side
briars, Yes; we admit the truth of this, but the
poet says that the world never moves in these to
a higher level. Has it not at some time entered
into the heart of each one of us, that we would
wish the world to be the better for our having
lived in it? Our tenure of life at the best is very
brief, and many of us perchance are even now
passed its prime, and the shadows are lengthening as the sun sinks lower and lower towards the
western horizon. We shall pass from this stage
of action and others will occupy our places here.
By the present, the future is shaped and colored.
Not ours only, but to a certain extent the future
of others; for as we have moved on in the oiled
groves of custom, the paths made smooth by the
wearing foot-steps of those who went before us;
so perchance will some move in the way we are
now treading, because we walked therein. Shall
we then rise above the level in which we are now
treading-rise to a higher plane, by humility,
prayer and self sacrifice?
Doubtless many of you read the letter in our
last editorial, and felt for our brother who is la·boring so faithfully to preach the gospel of the
Son of God. Did it once enter into the minds of
any of us that there was any sacrifice which we
might make to help spread the gospel. Is Simon
the only one upon whose shoulders th.e heavy
cross is ,to be laid? Is there a royal road by
means of which our feet shall pass over smooth
ways into the open portal? We read of two
gates-two ways. The one is wide the other
straight. The one is broad, the other narrow.
The end of the one is death, the other eternal
life. "What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul, or what
shall a man give in exchange for his soul?"
The letter from Bro. Evans in Canada has mad;:i
us feel that we wished very much to do something more than we have been doing for the
spread of .,the gospel. One year ago and we
would have thought it impossible for us ever to
have broken off from the habit of tea drinking.
,. Like Aunt Patience when the work was more
than usually hard we resorted to an enlivening
cup of tea for the strength to help us perfoi;m it.
We made the resolution however that we would
be free. We would never, ask others to follow
where we could not lead. ¥le thought one
pound a month, for our own use and the demands
of hospitality a moderate allowance. This would
cgst gqring the Y\'.~r no~ le55 tlH\!l ~~y\'.n .9f ~ight

dollars. Now a cup of hot water suffices us, and
we do not miss the tea we once thought we never
could get along without. Nay more, we feel very
thankful to our heavenly Father that we are free
from its nerve enslaving bondage, and do not
intend to be ever entangled by it again. The
money which this useless habit cost us, when a
few more debts are paid, shall every year go towards helping the work of God; and our testimony to you our sisters is, that what we once
thought a sacrifice so g1 eat that we could not
make it, has proved no sacrifice at all; and instead of a cross, is the cause of rejoicing. Could
all the money which is expended for tea, coffee
and tobacco, go for one year into the treasury of
the Lord's house, and his people be a clean and
obedient people, we would hear of greater works
than those done by the power of God in Canada,
and our own lives would be replete with thanksgiving and praise to God for the unspeakable gift
of salvation. Who will make a resolution to be
free and give to God the price they have been
paying for the chains of their bondage? Who
will believe him when he says that "hot drinks
are not good for man," and test him to know if
he will not bless the abstaining from them?
In our own minds we are perfectly well satisfied that the sisters of the church could by a concert of action, furnish the money for sustaining
two elders in· the field, and we are going to propose a plan which we hope will meet with your
approval, and which we could test for one year
at least. If it proves a success then we could
continue it. It is not intended in any way to interfere with tithing, b'.lt it is to be a free will
offering, such as the children of Israel brought
unto Moses, until they had to be resb~ained from
bringing, because they had more than there was
need of.
Let each sister, old or young, whether she does
or does not pay tithing, upoh her birthday send
to the Home Column as many pennies as she is
years old, and let it be called the "Home Column
Missionary Fund." Let this not be for one year
only, but for every year as long as the Lord prolongs our lives. At the end of the first year the
amount thus collected shall be given in charge to
the Bishop for the support of one or more elders,
whom the conference shall appoint, and we will
request to know what elder is the recipient of our
funds. We wish our own birthday was nearer
that we might be among the first upon the list;
but as it is we await your response. If any are
not able to send according to their ages, let !htm
send just what they can afford, and if others wish
to send more let them so do, and we will render
weekly returns of names and amount. The
receipt of your name and money will constitute
you a life member. Many who read and enjoy
the Home Column do not feel like contributing
to it by letters or articles. Here then is a way in
which all may join, and if all would join what
glorious results might be achieved. We wait to
see wbose name will· be first.
THURSDAY, Noven;iber 25th has.been set apart as
a day of Thanksgiving and prayer. As. Latter
Day Saints, we have abundant reason for thanksgiving and praise to our heavenly Father. From
every part of the vineyard is coming up glad tidings-tidings to rejoice the heart of every one
who loves the work oLthe Lord in these latter
days, and still the cry comes up for laborersmore lf;bo;er§ in

t!w yjne,rar~ ?f t~er1 01t fs H

not a good time upon Thanksgiving day, when
we are feasting upon the ample rewards of our
labor, to remember that "The laborer is worthy
of his hire," and if the Lord's treasury is empty,
from whence shall his wages come? Could there
be any mon! acceptable way of thanking God and
expressing our gratitude to him, than by first rendering to him that which is his due? A friend
after reading one of the letters we recent!][ received said, "How can any one hear such calls
as this and still refuse to pay tithing? It is a
time when every elder ought to be in the field
and every Saint paying tithing to support him
while there."
We are pleased to submit the following figures
in regard to the Hope: new subscribers up to
November roth, 896. Donations $157.19. Cash
from sale of Witnesses $12r.50.
It will be remembered by our friends that we
inscribed upon the banner when we first unfurled rooo new subscribers. One hundred and four
are still lacking to complete this number. To
place the Hope upon a just basis the rate to clubs
must be advanced. We trust that Sunday School
superintendents will see the necessity of this. It
is not justice to single subscribers to furnish it in
clubs for less than cost, and make up the deficiency from single subscriberG and donations.
We have the promise of the "Board" to adjust
this matter in the course of a few weeks. If the
paper is worthy of support, the Saints ought to.
support it; and they surely are able to do so. In
its present form it is as cheap as, if not cheaper
than, any paper of the kind we .have seen in the
country. Let the Sunday Schools stand by it
and it will stand by their best interests, until the
warfare is ended and our weapons grounded for
aye.
WE are in receipt of letters from sisters Robbins,
Thomas, Garrett, Annie and Nancy Swan.
MY THANKSGIVING.
BY

FRANCES

E. POPE.

While through the land the faithfnl a.nd believing
In gratefnl snppliance bow,
And all the air is vocal with thanksgiving,
My soul what givest thou?
Oh! looking in remembrance down the reaches
Of yenrs my feet have trod,
Not one hath lack, not one but surely teaches
The providence of God.
Still hath the manna gathered ere my fasting,
And still the stream hath gushed
From desert rock, at whose delightful tasting
Jiily murmurs have been hushed.
Aye! not alone the wants this life inherits
Have been to me supplied,
For higher needs, through Christ's uncounted merits
Have been well satisfied.
Oft.his fair earth I own no teeming acre;
Yet am I often led
In fields of peace, and made to be partaker
Of heavenly goocl instead.
Through vales where falls the sunlight of God's glory
In tender mood I roam;
Or from the mount of promise read the story
Of love and rest and home.
No mansion fair is mine; yet is my dwelling
All beautiful and wide,
And joy within.mrheart is ever swelling
Since I with Christ abide.
And so, though I possess no crowded coffer,
Content, best wealth, is mine;
And my thanksgiving, Lord, to thee I ojfer

·

for riclle~ so 1:\Yi:µe'.
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Dear Sisters:-This is the Sabbath day, and
having got through -..vith my little Sunday School
I have some time to spare and thought I could
not do better than give the benefit of it to you
(if, indeed I am of the least benefit to any of you).
I scarcely know what I shall talk about this
morning, but trust what I may be led to say will
be to the good of some one, whether they be old
or young, and if, perchance, it be to the inspiring
and encouraging of only one weary soul I shall
feel myself amply repaid for my task. To God
be the honor and glory. I am only his instrument, and I glory only in that he has made me
his humble servant. I said I scarcely knew what
I should talk about, but my mind seems to be
drawn towards the true and the beautiful. My
heart is all aglow from my sympathy with nature,
for turn which way I will, the beautiful handiworks of God are portrayed before my eyes, and
I would that I had language in which to convey
my thoughts and feelings as I gaze upon so lovely a scene. All nature has donned her gorgeous
autumn dress, the trees and foliage are brilliant,
the evergreens adding a beautiful and striking
contrast. And as I gaze out upon the grand old
hills which surround our mountain home-dotted here and there, with their varied, and beautiful hues, which the hand of the artist has so perfectly drawn, I am led to ask, Can anything
compare with so lovely a scene? It is indeed,
one that is unsurpassed by anything that I have
ever seen, though nature and I are old friends,
and she has shown me many of her choicest pie·
tures in a light which comes only from above.
This beautiful Sabbath day presents a quiet loveliness. 0, blessed day in seven when my min<l
and heart can be somewhat at rest and free from
the cares of every day life! There is seemingly
nothing to mar my communion with God and
nature, and as I look my eyes are drawn upward
to the beautiful blue arch above, dotted here and
there with snow-flake blossoms. I seem to see
smiling faces peeping through the rifts in the
clouds and angels fingers beckoning and pointing upward and forward, admonishing me to live,
and walk more by faith, and less by sight than I
have hitherto done, then would mountains of
trouble diminish into mole hills before my eyes
and petty cares and trials would not be so much
burden to me. 0, why live so much upon the
surface of the things of this world, whe1·e all is
vanity and vexation of spirit, transitory, and will
soon become as chaff upon the summer's thrashing floor, and tlie wind carry them away?
Ah, yes; why? Why not dig deep; go down
beyond the surface and search for riches which
will neither rust nor canker? And so the
Spirit admonishes; and as I grow older these
glimpses into the spir1tual become more and
more clear, and all that is visible to me now
stamps itself llpon my soul as a type of the invisible, and I ask myself, 'Will it continue :o be so?
For as I gaze upon the different hues and ti)e
changes which the age of the advancing year is
casting over all nature before me, I am reminded
that coming age casts its shadows before me,
and the dearest of attainments is to grow old happily and gracefully. I can look back from my
childhood up, and out of so many of my acquaintances, who have grown old, I am pained to see
how large a proportion are a burden to themselves and an annoyance to others. The joyfuli1ess of youth ei;:cites in t[jem µo happier feeling

than gloom, and fortunate it is, if it does not en
counter an angry rebuke. If such a state ~ere
an inevitable one upon our advanced years, then
would a long life be a curse; but there is no such
necessity imposed upon us. Old age, in an outward sense, returns to childhood; should it not
do so spiritually, and we be just as joyous and
happy when old as we are when young?
That was a beautiful picture presented to us in
the Hope, where the aged and the young gathered at a picnic and the grandmother and grandfather were so enveloped in the happiness of the
young that self was entirely forgotten. I think
it is lovely. We make old age cheerless and
morose in the same manner that we pervert all
things, and that is by selfishness. We allow ourselves to think more of our own comfort and convenience than we do of the happiness and improvement of others, and thus we lose the habit
of symathizing in the loves and joys of others. I
pray God to enable me to guard against this. _I
would that we should all grow old gracefully,
and ever be willing to promote the innocent pleasures of others in their own way,
even if it be not my way. We may have had
many trials and hardships to bear ·but these
should not sour us to such an extent that we
would do as the man did who had the tooth-ache
-kick poor puss because she was sleeping so
comfortably ln the sunshine; but through our
own individual sorrows and suffering, learn to be
kind, everywhere, and to everybody kind, knowing that those who are of more tender years will
yet, if they live haye enough to bear. Was there
ever one filled with more sorrow, or made more
acquainted with grief, than our blessed Redeemer?
Yet with his latest breath he had a kind word
even for his enemies. Noble example! Fill us
more with thy love, our Father, that we may be
more like thee, unselfish, charitable, loving and
kind, and so be worthy to dwell amid the beauties and real joys of eternity, is my prayer.
AUNT PATIENCE.
WoN'T Aunt Patience please tell us something
about her little Sunday School. Would it not be
interesting matter for the Hope?
GLASGOW, New York, Oct. 26th.
Sr. Frances:-Often has my heart been causPd
to leap for joy and that happiness and peace reign
supreme in my soul, which nothing but the Spirit
of God can give, when I have read and reflected
upon the wise instruction of the Mothers· Column. May the Spirit of that God that delivered
Daniel from the mouths of the lions, be with the
mothers in this great latter day work. There is
great responsibility resting on us. Look at that
son who has been reared by a praying and ever
faithful mother. Often when he is lured from
the path of righteousness by the vile and tempting hand of vice, he will reflect upon his mother's
kind advice; her teachings will come to his mind
and he will ask-himself What if my mother, the
one who spent so many hours of anxious care
over me, the one who gave me so many kind and
useful instructions in the days of my youth, who
has prayed so often, with tears streaming down
her careworn face, that her boy should be protected by the hand of God, from the evil of this
wicked world; ·what if she should see how far I
have wandered both from her and her instructions. How often have such recollections saved
such sons from yielding to temptation and becoming outcasts from society and wanderers

from God. But, on the other hand, here is a son
a boy with bright, attractive eyes, with gentle
ways and the picture of innocence. He gradually
develops and comes to the years of manhood.
He has never heard a prayer from his mother to
the God who created them. He is surrounded
with all the vice and contaminating influence of
human depravity. Soon he goes forth into the
world to try his ability among the others, to
make his fortune and prepare for old age. Now
mark the condition of the two. One has been
reared to pray and look to God for protection,
the other has had it instilled in his mind from his
infancy that it was all foolishness, and a disgrace
to do so. Oh such a sad condition! Such profound darkness! Nothing but the powers of the
Almighty could cause his heart to change from
his evil ways and worship his Maker. Are not
the mothers to a great extent responsible for the
condition of these two?
Your sister,
FLORA.
COLUMBUS Nebraska.
Dear Sister Frances :-I am one of those diffident mortals that 'always prefer to be silent
when in the presence of those who can and do
instruct me. Such has been my feelings ever
since the Mothers' Home Column has been set
apart by the Board of Publication for the benefit
of the "mothers in Zion." And since so many
excellent letters have appeared from both old
and young, it seems inexcusable to be continually
receiving and giving nothing back. The Master
said: "Freely ye have received, freely give." We
too frequently are like the barren sand, unfruitful and profitless; receiving the reviving showers
of heaven the same as the fruitful soil. How
gracious is the God of all the earth who sendeth
his blessings on the just and the unjust, leaving
us without an excuse.
I have been to the funeral of one of God's dear
children whose whole life has been one of simple
adornment of the life of a Saint. While gazing
upon her calm and placid features-almost a
smile in death--it was then that memory's storehouse put forth such a qnest of thought, and revealed so many pictures wrought in silver and
gold, that thirty-two years ago were placed in
its secret chambers; so that when the Elder began his discourse and announced his text; That
a good name was better than precious ointment,
and the day of death better than the day of ones
hirth. The goodliness arid fragrance of her life,
life a rich perfume, pervaded the large audience
of neighbors, friends and family, as they were
rapidly reviewed by the speaker till all felt to say,
"Let me die the death of the righteous."
How bright is the pathway of the just, when
made so by an unfailing trust and confidence in
the promise:
.
''Fear not I am with thee,
Thy troubles to bless,
And sanctify to thee,
'l'hy deepest chtttreps, n

Yet dear sister ·w elch had a large share of
earth's sorrows, and privations, but with childlike trust and obedience she put on the Lord Jems Christ, by fulfilling the law of righteousness
and truth.
SARAH HUDSON.
THE first Christian Church in England was built
in Glastonbury (the tale was that Joseph of
Arimathea built it, directed by the Angel Gabriel).
Glastonbury was at_ that time a desolate island
full of ferns and '~rambles, and the church was
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built, iike the British houses, of wicker work, or
rods walled and interwoven. It was sixty feet
long and twenty-five broad. This was during the
reign of the Roman governor Agricola, somewhere in A. D. 78.

W"' The printed name on the colored label on your paper gives the date to which your subscript10n has been
?aid. If it shows you are in arrears, please renew.

WHEELING, W. Va., Nov. 5th.
Dear Bro Blair :-On last Sabbath, assisted by
Elder James Craig, I conducted the services, and
preached the funeral sermon of Bro. Jesse Sheldon, at his home near Warnock Station, Belmont
county, Ohio. Many of the Saints will remember him, as his home was the headquarters of the
Elders laboring in that section of country; he
died very peacefully. So passed another aged
one to his rest.
I came to this city late in the summer of r88_s,
from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, where I formerly
Jived and worked locally as a member; then successively as a teacher and priest of the Pittsburg
Branch, which latter position I occupied when I
came here. Since my arrival here I have been
ordained an Elder, and later a Seventy; and I
can with gratification say that in these varied
callings in the church I have been made to realize that God's power attends the proper discharge of the various duties of each office, or in
other words, that the distinct office work of the
Holy Spirit attends these several varied offices in
the body. For I have never yet received ordination to any office, local or general, but what I
have been made conscious of the spirit of said
office accompanying the same.
I mention these matters because I see the
necessity of wise laborers; nay master builders
being placed in the local as well as in the general
church ministry-and to encourage local laborers
in this and other districts. Truly, "the head can
not say to the feet I have no need of thee." How
deeply significant and fitting are the statements
of the great apostle; as recorded in r Cor. r2th
chap.; and, also, Eph. 4: 15, 16.
It has heretofore been my lot mainly to care
for the Saints in a local capacity, and I now see
the value of that experience. My observations.
impress me with the importance of local duties.
In my past experience I found that a man had all
.he could do tv' discharge well the duties of a
teacher or. priest. During the past ten years I
have tried to be active as a member as well as an
officer; encleavoring as a member to aid and encourage the officers in their efforts, by attendance,
and in other ways that one can readily lay hold
upon if they have the welfare of the cause at
heart. The time has seemingly been in the past
when any ofjice less in degree than that of an elder has been looked upon by many as of little
consequence, but if my experience teaches me
anything it certainly is the fact that men of talent are necessary to properly fulfill the duties of
local ofiices, as well as those of a general character, in order that those gathered into the fold of
Christ may be nourished and cared for.
I baptized two here this summer, and last night
I .performed the pleasant duty of burying five
more in baptism in the waters of the Ohio river,
at this place, making seven baptized by me in adpition to others that Bro. G. T. Griffiths has gath-

ered in here as he passed through the district from
time to time, this summer. Thus the Lord fulfills his promises to us when faithful and persistent efforts are made. Our branch is improving
and growing in numbers. I desire to say to the
Saints in the district that I intend to take the field
just as soon as my arrangements to that end are
made. Before the April conference appointed
me a mission, I stated that I could not go until
near the fall season; but I am endeavoring to arrange my affairs that I can enlist for life in the
ministry. However, I am not now idle, but trying by earnestness to be anxiously engaged in the
good cause.
Yours in the faith,
RICHARD S. SALYARDS.
KIRTLAND, Ohio, Oct. 7th.

Bro. J. Smitk :-One of the pleasantest meetings that I have been permitted to attend for
some time was the district conference held at
Vale's Mills, Vinton county, Ohio, September
I I th to 13th, last.
The whole community seemed
to have an int<qest in the meeting, and outsiders
and Saints extended a warm welcome and hospitality to all in attendance, most commendable.
They had united in building a neat afld commodious church, a credit to the community,-and
those not of the faith bore equal, or greater burdens than the Saints in its erection. It was
guarantee enough to solicit a common interest to
know that the edifice was to be dedicated as the
property of the "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints." This meant a free pulpit and the
spirit of toleration without any equivocation.
No further guarantee was needed. The church
was too small, however, to accommodate the
anticipated gathering, so more ample preparation
was made in the grove. A refreshing rain that
fell on -Saturday evening and Sunday morning
interrupted the desired grove pleasure and kept
more away, but the church was crowded at all
of the meetings: Friends of the cause did much
towards getting the right view of the faith before
the people, which tended to lift the cloud of
prejudice from those still in doubt about our
faith. Messrs. Vale and Gregory to whom I became pers:mally indebted, with others whose
names I did not get, are entitled to great
credit for their gPner()uS support, in entertaining
and befriending the members and friends of
the conference. An excellent spirit prevailed
throughout the entire session, with the best of
deportment and order. The work was introduced
at this place by Brn, L. R. Devore and James
Moler, but recently, and under rather unfavorable circumstances, But through a' persistent
effort the work has been planted and they and it
stand in honor before the people. Others have
labored some there also, Brn. Matthews, Beatty,
Double, &c. Our young and useful brother
Kirkend>tll, of Creola, is entitled to great credit
for his untiring effort and aid in getting the faith
introduced into that section of the. country,
although he is not a member of the ministerial
department. May his usefulness continue. A
silent, earnest worker frequently, if not as a rule,
accomplishes more for the cause than those
anxiou,s that every effort they make shall be
spread out in print. I notice that the Herald has
announced by name the rAost of the ministry
attendant at the conference, and it is not necessary
to repeat them in this. There are getting to be
some very efficient and earnest worfers in South-

eastern Ohio, however, who have been willing
to labor at great sacrifice and disadvantage that
the truth might be planted there. The fruits of
their efforts are beginning to be realized in some
localities. It was just a little gratifying to meet
with so formidable an array of defenders of the
faith. Chief sisters and earnest brethren acting
together had gained the confidence and esteem
of the people and the cause is had in honor. May
the good work go on, and good workers be multiplied to the faith. Best of all the Spirit of the
Lord was in our meetings and moved upon the
Saints to confirm the word.
At our suggestion Brn. Devore and Beatty
remained after the conference to set the branch
of that place in better working order. Bro.
Jeffers, a man of good repute and with an excellent hel pmeet to encourage him, was placed in
charge of the branch, with a priest, teacher and
deacon to assist-good men-but I did not secure
their names.
In compliance with the order of the General
Conference I ordained Bro. L. R. Devore to the
office of a seventy. Bro. Devore has been an
active and efficient laborer in the past and has
the confidence and esteem of the Saints of the
district. He hopes to be more useful and acceptable in the future. Bro. Beatty continues by
unanimous vote, president of the district. Bro.
J. Moler is about ready to take the field for the
winter. Bro. Goodrich is defending the faith
through a Jackson paper in some well written
articles. A brother who had become convinced
from the reading of the "Bni-,den and Kelley Debate" that the Saints have the right faith, came
seventy-five miles to attend the conference and
make further inquiry into the faith. He was well
recommended by letter and license from· the
Discip.le denomination of which he was a member and preacher. He was baptized and seemed
to enjoy the society of the Saints. Two others
wern·baptized also, and others convinced; so the
prospect is good for a further iugathering in that
community. The Saints rett£rned home stronger
and better from having met together.
Septemher 17th I preached the funeral discourse of little Emma Marie, the only child of
Richard S. and Zaide V. Salyards, at Kirtland,
Ohio. The parents had arranged to move to
Kirtland for the winter and when about to start
Emma took a relapse and died suddenly. They
brought her with them to Kirtland where they
met with sympathyzing friends both of Saints
and outsiders. Sad as the circumstances were
there seemed to be something fitting in the
thought that the funeral services of an innocent
little babe and great grand-child of Joseph Smith
should take place in the grand old temple on the
hill. She rests near by in a little grave covered
over with flowers, to await the angels' awakening
to restore her back.
Bro. Griffiths is •msy in the district. Brn.
Peek and Davis are aiding the cause in Wyoming. Indeed rather encouraging news come from
all parts, except Southern Indiana, which is
rather in the shadow of the mountain, just now,
but may succed in pulling to the other side with
little loss and 'the stronger for the battle.. Regular services are heid here, and an interest iind
friendly feeling greet us. E. L. is here and busy
with us about the work that calls for first attention, temporal and spiritual. The little Metho·
?ist chun:(l which stood ne~r tpe temple, by the
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cemetery, has been purchased by the Grand
Army Post of this place, and moved to a place
just south of the town hall. The lot was purchased by the church. This will be gratifying
to all who appreciate growth and progress. The
lot extended within a few feet of the temple and
might have been made a painful hindrance and
· obstruction, or the occasion of a lawsuit to try
titles.
Later; October 3oth.-We have been compelled under pressure of service to procrastinate this
Jetter. We hope that those interested will extend
to us their clemency. This is a lovely day. Bro.
Griffiths discoursed in the temple this morning
to an appreciative audience; and his discourse
was just full of comfort. The Lord is here as
the Saints may test!fy, and we are comforted and
encouraged. The work on the temple goes on.
We need more money in order to place it where
it can be used with cgmfort and pleasure, however. Six hundred dollars will go far towards
completing it. Shall we raise the money? or
shall we "Take hold of the plow handles and
look back?" Is it meritorious to expend in order
to get legal possession that we may possess in
discredit? It has just occurred to some land (he
writer is glad that they are but few) that "it won't
pay" to go on. With that few the Lord favored
the suit for possession, the raising of three- fourths
of enough means and the expending of it to fully
repair the house, but all at once, unexpectedly to
. everybody and without assigning a cause, the
Lord changes over to the other side, and is
against further progress. If this does not resemble the approaching of the shores of the Jordan
and descrying giants in the distance, growing
"faint hearted and fleeing, we can't judge what
does. Did the Saints as a whole fully appreciate
the good to be derived to the cause by completely
restoring this house they would never rest until
it was done. The larger number (as we believe)
are earnest in it. God has not changed to the
other side, and now disfavors what he once
favored. Send in .your contributions, you who
can, and let us make this house 'a credit to the
noble band of Saints who own it, and God will
bless your effort. With no faint heart, but enterprise, faith and courage, yours for the spread of
gospel light and freedom,
W. H. KELLEY.
TILBURY CENTRE, Ont., Nov. zd.
Bro. 'Joseph Snzith:-I came to these parts last
Sabbath and have commenced holding meetings
in Bro. Henry Atkinson's house. There are
twelve Saints living here, but not organized into
a branch. I expect to attend to that before I
lt"ave here. There is not much interest by the
world's people here, as the Salvation Army has
just firer' on Tilbury Center and the people are
running to see the result. I went yesterday to
Camber as I had heard that Bro. Ralph Mather
was lidng there, and I met with them. He is
suffering with rheumatism, but the love of the
gospel is still in their hearts, although they have
not met with the Saints, nor heard any preaching
for years. They subscribed for the Herald, as
they had not been taking it for •ome time. I
felt to recommend the Herald to them, and to all
the Saints, for it brings good news .from afar.
May it long Jive to do so. I received good reports
from the elders laboring in the mission. When
I last heard from St. Mary's, eight had been baptir.ed, an'l Bro. R. C. Evans was continuing th~
,'_

'

'

,t•

meetings with good interest. Bro. Mcintosh had
left for Egremont and Protan. I baptized two at
Baddertown of late and left some others nearly
ready for the water, and hope to baptize them
when I return. Bro. A. McKenzie is still doing
some battle for the truth.
Yours in bonds,
JOHN H. LAKE.
BozEMAN, Mont., Nov. 2d.
Dear Herald: It is with joy and gladness that
thy advent is looked for. Thy pages bring joy
and encouragement to press on to the end. With
the Mothers' Home Column you are worth more
than twice the present price. To my mind none
are so well qualified to teach the rising generation
as mothers. May God bless sister Frances and
all who are putting forth their labor of love in
behalf of those 'oon to take the place of the older
ones. I wish to say what God has done for one
in our-family. My daughter-in-law was deaf in
one ear since she was a child, from the effe~t of
measles. When our beloved Bro. R. J. Anthony
was here she wished to be administered to. Brn.
Anthony and J.E. Reese were called; she was
administered to, and on Sunday following she
received her hearing perfect, for which we praise
the name of our Redeemer. Brethren L.B. and
Loren Gaulter were in the home at the time; the
Spirit's influence was felt by all jn such power
that tears of joy flowed from all present. Bro.
Anthony preached here most excellent discourses
to those in and out of the church; if observed and
acted upon, many will be greatlj benefitted by
the same. I went with him to Willow Creek,
where he preached to well filled houses of attentive listeners; and I think if the work could be
kept up, good may be done by such preachers.
May God bless brethren Anthony and Clapp, for
they are able defenders of the gospel of the Son
of God.
Ever yours for the truth,
THOMAS HARRIS.
SOLDIER, Iowa, Nov·. zd.
Brethren Slllith and Blair :--Ai;reeahly to your
permission I began labor in western Iowa, preaching at Moorhead on the Sunday following the
close of the Reunion, then every night during
the week at the Dunlap school-house with a fair
degree of interest, and the next Sunday again at
Moorhead. There are noble Saints and some
able workmen in the lJnion Center Branch, but
a little more energy and zeal exercised on the
part of all would impart new life to the work and
rekindle the flame of God's love so that the cause
would be onward again. This is a well populated
and prosperous region of country. Commodious
school-houses are open on every hand for the
eldership to occupy. These opportunities ought
not to be neglected. No elder or priest should
allow the Sabbath day to pass without making an
effort to advance the cause. Spiritual decay is
certain to follow a neglect of duty and privilege.
Our talents, whether they aggregate ten, five, or
two, must be employed if we would gain other
talents.
Brethren, can we afford to sleep upon our privileges while the golden moments are passing by.
Can we afford to sustain the loss that will inevitably follow the neglect of repeated opyortunities?
We held several services in the Brown schoolhouse where there is a good interest manifested.
Infidelity is strong here. Brethren Derry, Lampert, <:;rabh, 'J..'hom;ts imd Wi~ht \1.<J,ve !a]?orec,l

here in years past; There is a hope that the rising generation, the young, may be more susceptible of divine impression, and respond to the demands of the call. At any rate they attend, assist in singing, and listen attentively; and I devoutly pray the Father of light and truth to sh~d
forth the beams of his love into their young and
tender hearts that they may be drawn to him and
embraced in the arms of his mercy.
The Peoples Press of Mapleton did us the courtesy to publish a brief article. I feel well in the
service, strong in hope, and desirous to continue
faithful to the sacred trust. My health is much
improved.
Yours hopefully,
GEO. s. HYDE.
BATTLE MOUNTAIN, Nev., Nov. r886.
Bro. Dancer :-Some unknown person has sent
me the Herald for nearly three years, for which
I feel very grateful. I would not like to do without it, for it is all the preaching I have. I am
the only one of our faith in this place, and I look
forward with pleasure to the day when the Herald
is due, for it is food and drink to me. In it I see
many ·familiar names, and I rej0ice to see the
Lord's work rolling onward.
Yours in bonds of truth,
BETTIE HAWS.
GALIEN, Mich., Nov. roth.
Editors Herald:-My stay in Indiana was necessarily short, and I therefore did not learn all
the conditions and needs of the work in that
locality .. It is plainly manifest, however, that
constant, faithful labor is needed. A united,
faithful, continued effort of the Saints there, in
both a temporal and spiritual manner, would go
far toward supplying this need, far there are fully
competent laborers there. In all kindness I point
to one mistake made there in the past. It is aiding financially the visiting minister, individually,
while ignoring the home minister, instead of aiding the work in the legal way through the Bishop
and his agent, though the home minister was appointed by the General Conference. When we
all work together in the way designated in the
divine law, the work moves on. Experience
abundantly proves this. Some things of a disc
couraging nature exist in the district, but they
can be extensively overcome by a united and
faithful effort of the brethren, ip accordance with
the law.
The conference at Union was quite well attended by the Saints, though some of the branch
officers were slow, not having their branches reported at all. The business was done in the spirit
of u:iity and meekness, each trying to appreciate
the importance of the work. The preaching services were well attended, the nice little Saints'
chapel generally being crowded on these occasions; and we know the Saints were blessed with
the Holy Spirit during the conference in healing,
and with great joy in believing the truth. Since
I returned two have been baptized by Elder J. G.
Scott at old Mt. Eden, where Bro. Blair began
the work in the district in' November, I867. Of
this we are glad, as many efforts have been made
there to kill the work, and discourage the S;:iints.
The conference at Coldwater, Michigan was
largely attended all through, though it was not
overstocked with business. The preaching was
good, especially -that done by brethren C. M.
J3oqtman, ff· Rf\lhburn and J..,. Syott, and w~'.~
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duly listened to by the audiences that literally
crowded the house. The Saints were greatly encouraged and made to rejoice as the Holy Spirit
rested upon them so richly. A number of the
friends in the vicinity attended and were interested, who hitherto seemingly gave the work no
consideration. My desire to bring other hearts
into the enjoyment of what we were made, to
realize in believing "the present truth," was
greatly intensified during these sittings in heavenly places in Christ. Bishop Blakeslee was
present and ably assisted in the ordinances and
work of the conference, also Brn. Springer and
Norton.
'·
I offered to resign the presidency of the district, but it was not accepted; for I believe the
Seventies are not under the "responsibility of
presiding" over branches and districts, except
when such responsibility is imposed by Saints,
and in cases of emergency.
The higher the
sailor in the ship's rigging, the greater his fall if
he looses his hold when the storm comes. We
prefer to work near the hull of the Old Ship Zion.
Under the immediate (plainly expressed) orders
of the captain is the greater safety, it seems to
me. Conference at. Coldwater adjourned with
the Saints encouraged to renewed effort, and determined to aid in moving the work along. As
evidence that the leaven is working, two have
been added to the Coldwater branch since the
conference. We are sorry to lose another laborer from the district-Bro. C. M. Bootman-who
goes to the state of Missouri to make a home
and work for the Master in new fields. May
peace and due prosperity attend him.
We are still in the faith and trying to work
foi- the Master's cause. I desire its prosperity, the
unity of its devotees, and their advancement in
Your co-laborer,
its light and truth.
C ScoTT.
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LEAVES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE,
NUMBER THREE.
ETERl'j'AL LIFE THE GIFT OF .GOD.

"TnE wages of sin is death; hut the gift of
God is eternal life through Tes us Chri~t
our Lord."-Rom. 6: z3. "For 0, bow
beautiful upon the mountains are the feet
of him that bringeth good tidings, that is
tJ:e founder of peace; yea, even the Lord
who has redeemed his people; for were
it not for the redemption which he had
made for his people, which was prepared
from the foundation of the world; I say:
were it not for this, all mankind must have
perished."-Book of Mormon, p. 173,
Lamoni edition. "If you keep my commandments and endure to the end, you
shall have eternal life; which is the greatest of all the gifts of God."-D. C. sec.
IZ:

3·

From the above testimonies taken from
the three records, we lean}. that eternal
life is a gift; not something purchased by
fallen man; not something which man
merits by his righteousness, nor a treasure
wh\d~ hts l}eeµ ele h~s qiscovered, Jt ll>

the gift of the Creator to the creature.
But of what gr.eater value would a gift be
that is eternal in its nature than the present
temporal condition, unless the recipient is
immortal? If the recipient is only mortal,
he could only enjoy it in mortality, he
could scarcely put the cup to his lips ere it
was dashed away, like the cup of Tantalus,
forever.
If there is no immortal spirit in man,
there is nothing in his nature that can appreciate the gift; and without the power
of appreciation there can be no enjoyment,
and the gift of eternal life to such a being
would be of no value, and the divine interrogation,-" What is a man profited if he
shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul? Or what shall a man give in
exchange for his soul?" would have no
force or meaning. But it is the fact that
in man and constituting the conscious selfhood of man, is the indwelling, intelligent,
and immortal spirit that renders this eternal life of infinite value to him. But
without presuming "to be wise above
what is written," let us ask, What is eternal life? It is evident from a careful reading of God's word that it is something
more than a mere existence, or than is expressed in the term "immortality." The
spirits of those who perished in the flood
existed in the "prison house" until Christ,
after his crucifixion, went and preached
the gospel to them (1 Pet. 3 18-zo; 4: 6.)
as had been foretold by Isaiah, 4z: 7;
61: l, and Zech., 9: 9-11. In this imprisoned state they did not have eternal life.
From the above facts it is evident, that
while the bodv of man is mortal, the ind welling, int~lligent spirit is immortal.
But we shall be told that Paul says God
"only hath immortality."-I Tim. 6: 16,
of Inspired Translation. To this I reply
Paul could not mean that there were no
beings who were immortal but God himself; for he was a believer in the existence
. of angels; and surely none will claim that
angels are mortal beings.
The Saints
who arose out of their graves and appeared unto many after the resurrection of
Christ were certainly immortal, if the
resurrection brings immortalitJltO man.Matt. z7: 5z, 53. Hence, God is not the
only being who hath immortality, and
King James' translation is at fault; for it
contradicts the teachings of Jesus and the
apostles on this point. They teach the existence of the immortal spirit in man, as
well as the existence of angelic beings, and
also the fact that many of the Saints had,
at the time of Paul's writing, entered into
that glorious state where mortality was
not known. We will now give the rendering of the saying of Paul, as found in
the Inspired Translation, by Joseph Smith,
in A. D. 1832, long before the present
order of Sadducees, "Soul sleepers," came
into existence: "Who is the blessed and
only· Potentate, whom no n:ian bath seen,
nor can see, unto who1n no man can approach only he who hath the light and the
hope of immortality dwelling in him."1 Tim. 6: 16.
This rendering is consistent with the
whole tenor of God's word; it does not
d~ny th~ iipmortalit;y of tni;; sririt of 1:1an~
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nor that of angels, but King James' translation does. Neither does it place man independent of God's greatest and highest
gift, but it shows that the righteous who
"hath the light and the hope of immortality dwelling in him" c!in approach this
"blessed and only Potentate."
But this immortal nature pertains to the
spirit, and that only; for since the fall man
has been the subject of death. "ln the day
thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die,"
"By one man sin entered into the world
and death by sin, and so death hath passed
upon all men for that all have sinned."Rom. 5: 1 z. "And now behold, I say unto you, that if it had been possible for
Adam to have partaken of the tree of life,
at that time, there would have been no
death, and the word of God would have
been made void, making God a liar: for
he said, If thou eat thou shalt surely die.
And we see that death comes upon mankind, yea, the death which has been spoken
of by Amulek, which is the temporal
death."-B. M. p. z38. What, then, was
the immortality hoped for, as spoken of
by Paul? It was that which Jesus Christ
has promised in the resurrection of the
just; (John 5: z8); the reunion of spirit
and body when this corruptible must put
on incorruption, and this mortal must put
on immortality."-r Cor. r 5: 53, that which
was "made manifest by the appearing of
our Savior Jesus Christ, who hath abolished death, and hath brought life and immortality to light through the gospel."z Tim. l: IO, Without the gospel, immortality and eternal life were hidden from
our eyes. The pathway of humanity was
one of darkness an·d uncertainty; but those
who live in the light of the gospel, to them
life's pathway is clear, and death has no
terrors, for they know it will be "swallowed up in victory."-r Cor. 15: 54·
Eternal life, we repeat, is something
more than mere existence, even in a future
E.tate. And now let us hear the definition
as found in· God's word. "And this is life
eternal, that they might know thee the
only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent."--John 17: 3. "As we
have borne the image of the earthy, we
shall also hear the image of the heavenly."
- - I Cor. 15: 49.
"vVho shall change our
vile borlv, that it mqy be fashioned like
unto his glorious body ."--Phil. 3: z r.
"When Christ, who is our life, shall appear. then shall ye also appear with him
in glory."-Col. 3: 4. "We shall be like
him, for we i;ball see him as he is."-1
John 3: z. ''He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God,
and he shall be my son."-Rev. z I: 7.
"And if children then heirs; heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Christ; if so be that
we suffer with him, that we may be also
glorified together."-Rom. 8: 17.
"For all things are yours; whether Paul,
or Cephas, or the world, or life, or death,
or things present, or things to come; all
are yours; and ye are Christ's and Christ
is God's."-1 Cor. 3: zz, z3. "He [Christ]
hath brought to pass the redemption of the
world, whereby he that is found guiltless
before him at the judgment dav, hath it
give.n µ,ntq {li,n;~ tq dwvll ~n tµe pre~yµr;e of
;.,;
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God in his kingdom, to sing ceaseless
praises with the choirs above, unto the
Father and unto the Son and unto the
Holy Ghost, which are one God, in a state
of happiness which bath no end."-B. M.,

PP· 493, 494·

"They are they who are the Church of
the First Born; they are they into whose
hands the Father has given all things;
they are they who are priests and kings,
who have receivt?d of his fulness, and of
his glory, and are priests of the Most High
after the order of Melchisedeck, which
was after the order of Enoch, which was
after the order of the Only Begotten Son.
Wherefore, as it is written, they are gods
even the sons of God; wherefore all things
are theirs, whether life ·or death; things
present, or thing,i; to come, all are theirs,
:rnd they are Christ's, and Christ is God's."
D. C., p. 213.
Thus God, in his three records, has been
pleased to give us an insig-ht in respect to
the gift of eternal life. What more can
Infinite love offer, or Infinite wisdom devise? Infinity is bounded by this gift!
The treasure fills infinite space. Eternal,
never ending ages alone, measure the
period of its enjoyment. It is exhaustless
as eternity itself. Well mignt the apostle
pray that the saints might "be able to comprehend what is the breadth, and length,
and depth, and height; and to know the
love of Christ which passeth all knowledge,
that ye might be filled with all the fulness
of God."-Eph. 3: 18, 19. Reader; is the
prize worth striving for? Can you afford
to let the treasure slip?
Is it not "the
pearl" of greatest price? Without it our
present life. would be a vain and empty
thing. Without it man must perish, having no hope.
He would be the sport of
time; the prey of his own lusts; the degraded victim of evil; the subject of that
arch enemy of God and man, Satan; his
outward tabernacle the prey of death,
while the unclothed spirit must "be reserved in chains of darkness" "where the worm
dieth not, and the fire is not quenched."
Such, and infinitely worse than our feeble
minds can conceive, would be the condition
of humanity without the priceless gift of
eternal life offered in God's boundless love
and infinite mercy to perishing man. Well
might Joseph Smith, God's mouth-piece
in the~e last days, call upon all creation to
shout for joy because of the "glorious voice
from heaven proclaiming in our ears glory
and salvation, and honor, and immortality,
and eternal life; kingdoms, principalities
and powers."-D. C. 1 IO: 23.
Reader, when we consider this gift, its
infinite value, its boundless extent, its measureless greatnes~, togetht>r with its never
ceasing enjoyment, can we hope to merit
it? "Our rig·hteousness is as filthy rags"
compared with it. What can we give in
exchange for it? "\!Ve are wretched, miserable, poor and blind and naked."-Rev.
3: 17. What work can we do that shall be
a just return for the priceless treasure?
We can not do more than God has commanded, nor more than is our duty. For
Jes us says, "So likewise ye, when ye shall
have done all those things which are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable ser-
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vants: we have done that which was no
!llore than our duty to do."-Luke l 7: IO.
Let all the works of righteousness that
have been performed by the church of the
First Born in all ages, and all that have
received the approving seal of the august
Judge be placed in the balance of eternal
justice alongside the gift of eternal lifethe ''all things" that "he who overcometh
shall inherit~" "The inheritance of the
saints in light," "the things that God hath
prepared for them that love him," "the
crown of righteousness prepared for all
that love the appearing of our Lord," "the
joint heirship with. Jesus Christ," the
"glory, and <ialvation, and honor, and immortality, and eternal life, kingdoms, principalities and powers," as the free gift of
God, and when that is done, I hear the
grand and glorious strains of music ringing through the supernal dome, from the
hearts and lips of that vast concourse of
Rouls redeemed, saying, "Thou art worthy;
* * * for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood."-Rev. 5: 9.
"For of him and through him and to him
are all things; to whom' be glory for evermore."-Rom. I 1: 36. The very declaration that "eternal life is the gift of God,''
precludes the idea of merit on our part.
But while this is the case, are there no
conditions governing the bestowal of this
gift? Is there no standard of fitness to
which the receiver must come in order to
be prepared to receive the gift? If not,
why was the gospel revealed to man?
'"-"hy the ministry of angels to declare the
divine will, and the inspiration of prophets
to record that will, in ages past? And
again, why the advent of "the Great Teacher." Jesus Christ, declaring, both by precept and example the plan of salvation?
Why the sending forth of the apostles to
preach that gospel to all the world? vVhy
does Jesus say, "He that rejecteth me, and
receiveth not my words, hath one that
judgeth himinthelastday?"-John 12:48.
Again: "He who believeth on the Son
hath everlasting life; and shall receive of
his folness. But he who helieveth not the
Son, shall not receive of his fulness; for
the wrath --of God is upon him."-J ohn
3: 36, I. T. All these scriptures, in fact
the whole tenor of God's word, ,teaches
that there is something necessary on the
part of man not as a work ef merit, but as
a means of preparation for the gift of
eternal life.
c. DERRY.
"TAKE HEED TO THYSELF."-No. r.
BY CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.

"TAKE heed unto thyself, and unto the
doctrine; continue in them: for in doing
this thou shalt both save thyself, and them
that hear thee."
Dear reader, this language of the apostle, addres~ed to Timothy,
his "own son in the gospel," is full of excellent instruction, and is worthy of prayerful consideration.
Timothy was at the
time a minister in the church of God, and
the language is applicable to any and all
ministers laboring for the same Lord.
There is something beautiful in the
words of the inspired man to the ministry,
"Take heed l.lnto thyself," !low it bar-

monizes with the whole of God's word5
for before Christ the word of God was,
"Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the
Lord." We have a beautiful illustration
of this principle in the life-work, suffering
and death of the spotless Son of God, sent
to redeem a lost and fallen world. It is
just that a minister who undertakes to
represent God should first examine himself. What a great responsibility rests
upon him.
How very careful he should
be to not bring a reproach upon that worthy
name of whom it is written, "Every tongue
shall confess that Jesus Christ is the Lord,
to the glory ox God the Father." Christ
taught his first ministers to labor in love
for the salvation of mankind, without regard to themselves, teaching them, saying:
"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
\Vhat a rebuke was given to Peter and
the other apostles when for a short time
they had apparently forgotten their responsibility, and had left their labor of love and
gone fishing. Jesus appeared to them and
said, "Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me
more than these? He saith unto him, Yea,
Lord; thou knowest that I love thee. He
saith unto him, Feed my lambs." This
question was repeated three times, the last
two injunctions being, "Feed my sheep."
This was to make the impression deep
and lasting that their duty was to feed the
church and call sinners to repentance.
Peter had not forgotten this instruction
when he wrote: "The elders which are
among you I exhort, who am also an
elder, and a witness of the sufferings of
Christ, and also a partaker of the glory
that shall be revealed: Feed the flock of
God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof; not by constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready
mind; neither as being lords over God's
heritage, hut being ensamples to the flock.
And when the Chief Shepherd shall
appear, ye shall recPive a crown of glory
that fadeth not away." The true ministers,
then, do not labor for wealth or power,
nor for the honor or applause of men;
hut because they expect the reward when
the work is finished, and that, too, from
the Lord himself.
Knowing this the,v
labor on in love, rejoicing that they are
permitted to work for Christ in such a
vreat and glorious cause, knowing that the
Great Shepherd will bless them as they
have sought to bless others. Paul understood the same grand truth when he
charged the elders: "Wherefore I take
you to record this day, that I am pure frorn
the blood of all men. For I have not
shunned to declare unto you all the counsel
of God. Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over whic.h the
Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to
feed the church of God, which he hath
purchased with his own blood." Paul
felt clear becauRe he had lived his religion
and had been diligent in teaching the
whole of the truth, and had even with
tears warned them of approaching danger.
The true minister should then be ~et apart
"by the Holy Ghost." Nor is this all;
for they are expected to so live that they
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will be worthy to receive the aid of that
precious guide in all of their labor, for it is
to "bring all things to their memory" that
hath been spoken by inspiration-it must
lead and "guide them into all truth, and
show them things to come.
It becomes necessary, then, that they
should by obedience to God's law place
themselves in a position to receive this
Spirit and by continuing to walk in harmony with the same, keep their body and
mind pure as the temple of the Holy Ghost.
"What! know ye not that your body is
the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in
you, which ye have of God, and ye are
not your own?
For ye are bought with
a price; therefore glorify God in your
body, and in your spirit, which are God's."
"Take heed to thyself." Yes; that we
may understand wlutt we are to teach and
how it should be presented, that our teaching may carry conviction to the heart.
"Study to show thyself approved unto
God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth."
We should take heed that our thoughts,
words and actions, are in perfect harmony
with the teaching- of Chri-t, for if we are
found walking in paths of sin our teaching
will be rejected, or at least our influence
for good will be le;,sened. \Ve should live
so as to be erniamples to the flock, so we
can say like ,Paul of old, "Be ye followers of me, even as I am also of Christ."
Only those ministers who live their religion will be successful in the end.
What a high and holy calling, to stand
and teach the people in Christ's stead, being ministers, "not of the lett_er" only, "but
of the Spirit" also. "Now then we are.
ambassadors for Christ, as though God
did beseech you by us; we pray you in
Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God."
What a wonderful re~ponsibility rests upon
the minister when administering the ordinances of baptism, laying on of hands for
the gift of the Holy Ghost, the ordaining
to the ministry, blessing little children, or
when called upon to pray for the sick,
anointing them with holy oil and laying
hands on them in the name of Christ, asking God for his dear sake to heal them!
The minister is to "take heed unto the doctrine; continue in them." The doctrine
here referred to must be the doctrine of
Christ in its most complete sense. It was
to be taught in folness, purity, simplicity,
and power. "Continue in them." This
without doubt bas reference to the several
principles comprising the doctrine or gospel of Christ, and therefore all are essential to life and salvation. If this admonition had always been heeded there would
to-day be no men-made theories taught for
the gospel of Christ; nor would the Christian world be divided and sub-divided, and
a thousand ways presented as leading to
the throne of God, instead of that one way
taught by Christ and his apostles. The
ministry would then be united in spirit, in
word, aµd in doctrine. They would be
one in Christ, and as a result the world
would believe that God sent his Son to
save them. John says: "Whosoever trans~ressetb, and abideth not in the doctrine

of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth
in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the
Father and the Son." "Go ye into all the
world, and preach the gospel to every
creature. He that believetb and is baptized shall be saved; but be that believeth
not shail be damned." One gospel, one
doctrine, is the condition of salvation.
Paul understood that 'to depart from
this gospel either in faith or practice, was
to be removed from God, for he wrote to
the Galatians: "I marvel that ye are so
soon removed from him that called you
into the grnce of Christ unto another gospel." And to the Hebrews he said, "How
shall we escape, if we neglect so great
salvation; which at the first began to be
spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed
unto us by them that heard him; God also bearing them witness, both with signs
and wonders, and with divers miracles,
and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to
his own will?" The doctrine-gospelconsists of principles. The first requirement made is to believe; for without it
they could not obey. "Without faith it is
impossible to please him; for he that cometh to God must believe that he is, and
that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him." God is pleased only when
we place ourselves in a position that he
can save us. We must first believe that
God exists, that he sent his Son to save us,
that what the Son taught was and is the
commandment of God to us and that he
will reward us for obedience. In order
that man may believe, God sends his ministry to teach that he is the God who
created all things; that he is full of love,
mercy and justice, and is all powerful to
save. "For whosoever shall call upon the
name of the Lord shall be saved. How
then shall they call on him in whom they
have not believed? and how shall they believe in him of whom they have not beard?
and how shall they hear without a preacher? and how shall they preach except
they be sent? So then faith cometh by
hearing, and hearing by the word of God."
But we are told by some would- be
teachers that we can't have faith until we
first repent, because that, wherever faith
and repentance are mentioned together,
. repentance is always mentioned first.
It is necessary then to consider to whom
this language is addressed and their peculiar condition.
The Savior, when he
commenced his work, taught the Jews to
"repent and believe the gospel." But remember they claimed to be the people of
God, for he had spoken to them and they
had his law; but like many others who
claim to be God's people they had transgressed the commandments of God and
had followed the traditions of the Elders,
and they were asked to repent.-See
Mark 7: 7-r 3. Aml when Paul taught
the Hebrew Saints, repentance is mentioned first; but they were members of the
church; and he tells them they ought to
be ~ble to teach, yet he sa:d, "ye have
need that one teach you again which be
the first principles of the oracles of God."
Those who have believed i,n God, obeyed the gospel and taken upon them the
name of Cbi;ist1 if they £ors-et or. leave
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those principles should repent first. Repentance suggests a broken law. A man
who does not believe in God, should you
approach him and ask birn to repent,
would he not tell you that he neither believed in God nor the law you taught?
First convince him that there is a God,
that he has given to man a law, and that
he is a transgressor of that law, and then
ask him to repent. Faith, then is the first
principle in the doctrine of Christ, and repentance 1s the second. Jesus taught that
men should repent, and so did his apostles.
Repentance requires that sinners should
be sorry for the wrongs done, forsake
them by trying to do right. If any have
wronged their fellow creatures, they are
asked by this doctrine of Christ to restore,
and to make the wrong right so far as it
is possible.
(To be continued,)

SERMON BY BROTHER A.

J. MOORE,

At the Saints' Chapel; Lamoni, Iowa,
June 27th, 18R6.

Brother Moore said :-As I cast my eye
round over the congregation this morning,
and see so many whose experience in this
latter-day w0rk is so much greater than
mine, I feel as though I would be unable
to present anything unto your consideration that would be a benefit to you, except
I should receive that assistance we so much
need. However, I trust that I may be
able to bring some things from the word
of God, that will strengthen us in faith
and cheer us in life's journey, and assist us
in this great latter day work we have espoused. I will call your attention to the
second chapter of Acts, and 37th verse:
"Now when they heard this they were
pricked in their hearts, and said unto Peter, Men and brethren, what shall we do?"
We are all aware that this question is answered in a great many ways, in the day
and age in which we live. We look out
upon the religious world, and it is lo here,
and lo there; and if I should place myself
in the condition of those who asked this
question, it would be my duty to examine
the theories that are taught to-day, as explanatory of the answer to the q nestion
asked, "what must I do to be saved?" and
I do not know that I can find an answer
that will satisfy my mind better than the
one given by the apostle Peter. But when
I stop to consider the teachings of the day,
and the answer given by cbristians, arid
also by the heathen nations, [for they
make the same claims to tell us what we
must do to be saved], and compare the answers made by them with that made by
Peter, I often pause and wonder, and ask
myself the question, how is it, that with
the Bible in their hand containing those
teachings that our Master left on record,
men have wandered so far from the plain
statements contained therein. We ask the
heathen this question, [the Hindoos for iiJstanceJ, and they say we must believe in
their great god Brahma, that we must pray
to him, and prostrate ourselves in t.he Pagoda, that building made venerable by the
devotional exercises performed therein, and
live in obedience to their law contain<d in
the book called the Veda. We ask th~
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Chinese the question and they declare that
we should believe in God, and worship
him through images.
They say, you
Christians believe in a god that has no body
or parts, we worship him through images,
something that we can see.
You Chris·
tians set up something in your minds, an
immaterial God and hence no God at all,
and they say that· we should worship a
God that we can see, and hence they say
in answering the question, you must be
saved by complying with our requests. I
ask other heathen nations, (the Japanese
for instance) and they tell us, you must
keep the Christian Bible out of your house,
and follow the admonitions of your own
conscience which will lead you aright. If
I ask the question of the teachers of Christianity of to-day, "What must I do to be
saved," and they tell us it matters not what
church you belong to, only believe on the ·
Lord Jesus Christ and that is all you need.
Here we find the answers differ widely.
But when we go to the good book, and
read the teaching of Peter on the occasion
which brought forth our text, we find he
differs from both christian and heathen in
answering this question. He declares
unto the enquirers, "Repent and be baptized every one of you, in the name of
Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.
For the promise is unto you and to your
children, and to all that are afar off, even
as many as the Lord our God shall call."
He answered the question consistently.
And here let me call your attention to the
fact that Peter was ordained hy Christ,
and after his ascensiqn on high, Peter with
the rest of his brethren, went forth preaching the gospel; and when this question
was asked him he knew how to answer it,
and those who teach differently have
wandered off in different ways. They
have departed from the faith the apostles
taught. They claim that to believe on the
Lord Je~us Christ is all that is needed to
be saved. But when we ask them if they
helieve in the word~ of Christ, as contained
in tlw New Testament? 0, yes, we believe the Bible? Yes, when it" is shut, but
when it is open they try to explain the
words of Christ away, and they declare
that those word~ were done away soon
after Christ and his apostles. But the
word of God being the test, for by it we
are to he judged at the last day, it becomes
our duty to search the word, and see if we
can find in it what we must do to be saved.
I remember reading in this book an answer
to this question, an account of Paul's journeying to Damascus, and while on the
road he saw a remarkable v1s1on. The
Master appeared to him, and talked with
him, and though Paul had seen this wonderful vision and had conversed with the
Lord, he knew there was something for
him to do, and hence he made the enquiry,
"Lord what wilt thou have me to do?
The answer was given by Christ, "Go on
to Damascus and there it shall be told thee
what thou must do." It seems that the
apostle was placed in a condition to know,
n 'ld was sent to a place where a servant of
God could teach him what to do. The
J:.,ord appeared to this servant, Ananias b,y

name, and informed him of Paul's condiwill fail to reacl~ that celestial glory, or
tion; "For behold he prayeth," and told that heaven they are seeking after, that
him to go to Paul and instruct him in his they are doomed to a bottomless hell eterduty, ''for he is a chosen vessel unto me." nally. This is past my comprehension.
Obedient to the command of his Lord, But stop, says the mother church, when
Ananias went to the place where .Paul you went out from us you cut yourself off
was, and finding him blind from the heav- from ail authority to act, and what right
enly vision, and in humble, penitent, pray- have you to reform this church, having no
ing condition, informed him that the Lord
authority to do so? And so she excomwho appeared to him on the way had sent municfltes them, and sends them to the
him (Ananias) that "he [Paul] might re- bottomless pit. We follow on, asking
ceive his sight and he filled with the Holy others the question, and they tell us we
Ghost;" and after laying his h~nds on the must believe in a God, without body and
head of Paul who received his sight strait~ parts, and when we come to compare this
way, he says, "And now why tarrie~t thou, with the light of the Chinese, we find that
arise and be baptized, and wash awav thy the light of the Chinese exceeds that of
sim calling on the name of the Lord."
those who make this declaration, for they
It appears by this declaration there is declare it can be proved that he has both
something for us to do, not only believing body and, parts, and that he will answer
on the Lord Jesus Christ, but doing what our prayers. We might go on examining
he has declared for us to do; and if we will the answers given by men of different
walk after the pattern he has laid down fail hR, but if we should do so it would take
we shall come out conquerors in the end. a f!reat length of time. We stop in the
Then we shall find that glorious rest th11t midst of this confusion, and ask what must
those who follow Christ's teachings will we do to be saved? The only way we
can answer that question is by turning to
enter into finally.
Turn to the 8th chapter of the A~ts of the word of God. Christ says, "l am the
Apostles. and there we find that the angel way, the truth and the life, no man cometh
of the Lord speaks to Philip and tells him to the Father but by me." If this be true,
to go to a certain place, and he heeds the it becomes necessary for us to follow
admonition.
vVhile on his wav he meets Christ, who went down to John the Bapa certain man, riding in a chario.t, who was tist, in Jordan, and there demanded baptism
reading the prophet Isaiah, where he fore- at his hands. John refused, but the Savior
tells of Christ, that he should "be led as a said, "Suffer it to be so now, for thus it
lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep dumb becometh us to fulfill all righteousness,"
before his shearers He opened not His and the word says, that when our Redeemmouth," &c., and as he read on, the man er came up from the water, the Holy
of God asked him if he knew wh<"t he was Ghost descended upon him in the form of
reading, and the man replied, "l-1ow can a dove, and a voice from heaven says,
I except some man guide me?" Philip "This is mv beloved Son in whom I am
upon invitation stepped into the chariot, well pleased, hear ye him."
preached unto the man Christ, and he
When we come to examine the answers
must have taught him the necessity of by Christ, by Peter, and by Paul, we find
baptism, for when they came to a certain a vast difference between them and the
water the man in the clwriot said, "See, answers of men, and we ask why is it that
here is water, what doth hinder me from
man will follow his fellow-man? I can
being baptized." Philip replied, "Tf thou not answer for this, hut I am thankful to
helievest with all thy heart them mlyest." Gorl that we have lived in a <lay in which
\Vhat was it that the man of God t:mght tbe light has come from heaven, that when
him? It was the plan of salvation, where- that "young man" went forth in a grove
by you and I also may be saved, if we to pray, an· angel was sent down from
follow in Christ's footsteps. A'> they came heaven, and there it was made plain unto
up out of the water, after baptism, the him that the gospel shall come forth in
Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip, power, the same plan of salvation, the
who as he journeyed on his way taught church organized according to the original
the word in many places. vVhen we come pattern, the same principles that the Savior
to compare these teachings with those of of mankind taught in ancient times should
professing christians who claim to answer ag,.,in be taught upon the earth; and in
this question, we find they differ as widely answer to the prayer-Which one of the
from the word of God as do those heathen churches is right-it was made known unto
nations spoken of, as for instance, we go him that none of them was right.
vVe follow down to the Church of
to the great mother church and we ask
her the question, what must we do to be Christ of Latter Dav Saints, and we find
saved?
They say, c<'rtainly, we can that they preach faith, repentance, bapanswer this question. You must believe tism for the remission of sins, laving on of
in Tesus Christ, and that the Pope is His hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, the
vicegerent on earth, and you must bow resurrection from the dead, and eternal
down to the Virgin Mary an<l you will be judgment, claiming authority from God
saved. But stop, say some of the reform- to administer in the ordinances of his house
er,, the Lord will judge that idolatress, as was taught 1800 years ago.
But stop, says one, you are in the same
and "deliver her over to the burning
flames." And savs Mr. vV eslev, "The condition that you said the Catholics and
christians have all 'turned heathe~ again." Reformers were, you send all that do not
Those reformers condemn the mother believe as vou do. rlown to the bottomless
church, and send about one hundred and pit. 0 no,' these are not the teachings of
fifty millions d9wn to hell, and sa.y they the Bible 1 for if we taught that princip~~
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we would be as far from the truth in that
respect, as are others spoken of, but we say
that God is just and that he will reward
mankind according to their .works. We
believe, [at least I do], that those who have
lived by the best light they have received,
will receive a reward according to their
works. But when we come down to our
day, and see the same gospel preached in
its fulness, and see the same blessings follow according to obedience, we say that
men should turn to Christ; and there is
but one way, and that way will lead them
to eternal life. Peter, having had experience from association with the Master,
could answer this question of what we
must do completely; he said to those believers, "Repent and be baptized every one
of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for
the remission of sins. For the promise is
to you, and to your children, and to all that
are afar off, even as many as the Lord our
God shall call." The Savior gives an invitation to all. He say•;, "Come unto me,
all ye that labor and are heflvy laden and
I will give you rest," &c. Yes, says one,
and the way to come to Him is taught by
Paul to. the Philippian jailer, "Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ and thotJ Rhalt be
saved, thou and thy house." But why do
you stop at that portion of the quotation?
Read the whole of it. "And they spake
unto him the word of the Lord, and to all
tbat were in his house. And he took them
the same hour of the night, and washed
their stripes, and was baptized, he and all
his straightway." He told them to believe
on the Lord, then spake to them the word
of the Lord, or gospel, that they might
believe, and one principle in· the word
spoken was baptism, by which they were
"baptized into Christ,'' and consequently
had come unto Him. When we come to
compare the teachings of the Master and
His servants with those of to-day, we are
almost astonished to see how far man has
wandered from the principles of life and
salvation. I remember reading here in
the Acts of the Apostles, that there was a
devout man, who prayed unto God, and
gave alms to the poor, (and it would appear to some that he was in a saved condition, he believed on the Lord); and as
he fasted and prayed, God saw fit to send
an angel from heaven to tell him what he
must do, and when that message came, it
was, to send for an individual who had authority to act in the name of his Lord, and
he should tell. them words whereby they
must be saved. Peter, obedient to the
message sent from Cornelius, went down
there, and as he met Cornelius at the gate,
who, upon seeing Peter was about to fall
down and worship him, but he picks him
up and says, I am but a man. But Cornelius had receive"d this glorious vision, he
had conversed with the angel, and supposed that when he saw Peter that he was
something greater than a man, who was to
tell him words whereby he must be saved,
and he thought to worship him. Peter
being invited into the house preached the
word of the Lord unto them, and the Holy
Ghost descended upon them, which .caused
Peter to.say, "Can any man forbid water,
that these should not be baptized 1 who

have received the Holy Ghost as well as
we, and he commanded them to be baptized in the name of the Lord." After
baptism the promise is made to all that
they shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and when we read the teaching of
Peter in answering this question "what we
must do" he declared unto all that they
must Repent, and be baptized, for the remission of sins, then the gift of the Holy
Ghost was received, the promise was to all
that the Lord should call, and how many
does the Lord call in the invitation of the
Master, "Come unto me all ye that labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest." If we receive this in the entire
meaning of the word, it is, all that will
come. In another place it reads "All that
will come, may come, and partake of the
water of life freely." But the question
"what must we do" is answered by Paul,
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,'' and
in another place he says, "By grace are
ye saved, through faith, and that not of
yourself, it is the gift of God."
We believe in Christ, that he was the
one ordained from the foundation of the
world, to redeem man from the fall, and
place him in a condition whereby he can
help himself, and as he paid the debt of
Adam's transgression, we become responsible for our own individual sins. That
we may partake of the bread of life, and
drink of the fountain of life freely is my
prayer. Amen.

DECATUR DISTRICT.
Conference convened at Lucas, Iowa, July
10th, 1886, H. A. Stebbins presiding and A. S.
Cochran clerk. Branch reports :-Lamoni 568;
14 batized, 15 received, 5 expelled, 3 marriages.
Lucas 221; 2 baptized, 6 removed, 3 died. Little
River loo; 1 baptized, 1 removed, 2 expelled.
Davis Qity 59; I baptized, I removed 3 expelled.
Greenville 33. Lone Rock 57; I received. Allendale 38; I received. Official reports :-Elders
H. A. Stebbins, (baptized 3), J. R. Lambert,
Henry Jones, G. L. Spencer, E. Banta, A. N.
Bishop, John Watkins, John J. Watkins, A. S.
Cochran (babtized r), N. Stamm and J. T. Philips (baptized l); Priests John Davis, J. Wahlstrom and Luke Sharp in person, and Wm.
Crick and Joseph Hammer by letter. Resolved
That we sustain the action of General conference
in not permitting members to withdraw from the
church without trial. Resolved, That we do not
approve of the action of the Davis City branch
in allowing members to withdraw without trial.
Moved that when this conference adjourns, it
does so to meet at the .f:all of the president as to
time and place. Preaching on Saturday evening by Asa S. Cochran; Sunday forenoon by
Bro. E. Banta; social meeting in the afternoon,
in charge of president, assisted by Bro. Henry
Jones. Preaching in the evening by Bro. J. R.
Lambert.
THANKSGIVING DINNER.
The Ladies Mite Society ol Lamoni, will prepare a bounteous dinner November 25th to which
all are invited. The proceeds to be us.ed in procurin~ ma:ttlnjt, t.Jtc., for the Saints' Gh.a,pel.
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MAR.RIED.
DERRY - BLACK.=-At the residence of the
bride's father, Mr. William Black, Fayette township, Decatur county, Iowa, October 28th, 1886,
by Elder Joseph Smith, Bro. Arthur E. Derry of
Nebraska, and Miss Malvina I. Black.
HoPKINS-CLuM.-At the residence of Bro.
William Hopkins, Lamoni, Iowa, November 7th,
1886, by Elder Joseph Smith, Bro. William Alexander Hopkins and Sr. Libbie J. Clum, all of
Lamoni.
BAILEY-LATHROP.-At the residence of Bro.
R. S. Hogue, Lamoni, Iowa, November 7th, 1886,
Mr. Truman Bailey to Sr. Lydia A. Lathrop,
Elder Asa S. Cochran officiating.
DIED.
DrLLEN.-ln Tipton, California, October 15th,
1886, Freddie, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Dillen,
aged 2 years, 2 months and 27 days.
Freddie, thou hast gone and left us,
And the loss we feel to mourn;
Though the mighty God above us,
Can our weeping hcai'ts console.
Yes, we mourn for thee our darling,
And are waiting for the time
When we will meet thee, little loved one,
In the paradise of God;
Until we meet thee with the blest,
In the mansions of our Lord.

DrLLEN.-In Tipton, California, October 30th,
1886, of malarial fever, Emory, beloved husband
of Alvira Dillen, and a son of Bro. and Sr. J.P.
Dillen, of Lamoni, Iowa. The deceased is a native of Jackson county, Iowa; aged 33 years, 7
months and 2 days. He leaves a wife and child
to mourn his loss.
Gone to rest, a valiant soldier
In the army of the Lord;
.Faithful husband, loving father,
Gone to reap a just reward.
Father, bless the anguished widow;
Guard the little orphan dear;
Give them lasting cheer and comfort,
Be thine angels ever near.

HoLT.-At Galesburg, Illinois, October 28th,
1886, of old age and dropsical affection, sister
Ellen, wife of Elder Robert Holt, of Kewanee,
Illinois. Sister Holt was born at Bolten, Lancashire, England, February 12th, 1812; was married to Robert Holt, April 16th, 1832; was baptized by him in the old organization about 1840.
In company with her family she went to Utah
in 1856; returning to the states in 1859, and
reaching Kewanee in 1861, where she has resided
ever since. She united with the Reorganization
in 1871, and remained a faithful member till
death reached her at Galesburg, while on a visit
to her daughters. She was brought home for
interment on Su1:Jday, October 31st, where a large
number of citizens testified of the esteem in which
she was held, by attendance at the funeral service, which was conducted by Bro. John Chisnall. Of fifteen children born to her, she leaves
one son and three daughters, with their father,
to mourn the loss of a faithful wife and mother.
TWITCHELL.-Near San Juan, San Benito Co.,
California, October 24th. 1886, grandmother Eunice Ursula Twitchell. She was born in Northampton, Massachusetts, July ISt, 1797i and .at
the tin1e of her death was aged 89 years, 3 months
and 24 days: She together with her .husband,
children and grandchildren, came to California
in 1849. She was baptized September 21st, 1873,
~l

;Bro. John R. Col.lk 1 and confirmed ~ami:: d~j
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by Bro. Charles W. Wandell. She has been a
widow nineteen years, as grandfather died in
1867. She has been seve~ely afiiicted with rheumatism the most of that time, and has not been
able to walk.· for some fifteen years, but has sat
in her chair. She many times bore a faithful
testimony. Her worst suffering was in her last·
days; but she now awaits the resurrection of the
just. Funeral sermon was preached by Bro. Heman C. Smith from Job 14: 14, in the Congregational church at San Juan.
ADVOCATE NOTICE, No 3.
There are yet about six hundred names on the
Saints' Advocate subscription lists of persons from
whom we have never heard anything in reRponse
to our two former appeals through the Herald.
This neglect will probably occasion serious delay in our getting out into the field again, as we
can not go forth until we have settled with those
to whom we are indebted, and this can only be
done as fast as delinquents pay up their dues.
Will every reader of this third appeal please respond if they have overpaid or are delinquent.
Thanks to all who have written us and aided in
this matter. Who will be the next to write us?
In bonds,
JOSEPH LUFF.
Box 372, Independence, Missouri.

DECATUR DISTRICT.
A conference of the above district will be held
at Lamoni, Iowa, beginning at ten o'clock on Saturday, Dec. 4th, 1886. Preoddents and clerk& of
branches are requested to make out and send their
statistical reports. \Ve also hope that each branch
will be well represented at the conference by both
officials and members. The annual election of
district officers takes place at this session, which
should have been in Novemb<:r, but I overlooked,
till too late; the publication of the notice to that
effect.
H. A. STEBBINS, Dist. Pres.
NOTICE.
The North-East Missouri district conference
will be held at Bevier, Macon county, Missouri,
December rrth and 12th, 1886. All are invited
to attend.
JoHN TAYLOR, Dist. Pres.
Wanted the address of Oscar Anderson. Four
years ago he was conductor on a passenger train
running from Grand Rapids to Big Rapids, Michigan. I also have real estate that I will trade
with some one who may wish to leave Missouri
or Iowa. I wish some of the Saints would look
me up a man and write me. M. N. Cole, Miller··_ton, Sumner county, Kansas.
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION.
In conformity with a time-honored custom and
in accordance with the recommendation of the
President of the United States, I, William Larrabee, Governor of the State of Iowa, do appoint
Thursday, the 25th day of November, 1886, a day
of thanksgiving and prayer. I request all to refrain on that day from unnecessary labor, and at
their firesides or places of worship to return
thanks to Almighty God for tbe manifold blessings which we enjoy, and invoke the continuance of his favors. Let the day be devoted to
good works, and especially let the sick, the needy
and the afflicted be remembered by deeds of kindness and charity.
WILLIAM LARRABEE,

APPEAL.
To the president of - - Branch of the.Church
of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints; dear brother: Pi"ease present the following to your branch.
We being a new branch, organized at Cortland,
Illinois, are desirous of building a church on a
lot we have secured, appeal to your bra1•ch for a
nickle contribution from each member, and as
much more as any one may feel able or willing
to give. We believe by this plan a church can
be built every month in a year for the Saints and
no one feel .much poorer. Money can be sent by
Post-office money order, Express money order,
or by registered letter to C. D. Carter, treasurer,
DeKalb, Illinois. \V. E. Cherry and C. D. Carter, building committee. The first answer to our
appeal was from the San Francisco branch, Bro.
George S. Lincoln president, $6.ro, for which we
send thanks; may God's bles,ings attend them.

. A!UTED
LADIES W

to •ell an entirely New stu;ile
111
ArtlC!e. Quick t:iales and Big
J!ruiltt\. ;:;amv1e aud '.lermi:; Jj'n~e. Alt-o, }{educed prwe
list of Bed Springs. Address: B. F. OHDWAY, Peoria,
Illinois.
19juDtf

J.

H.

HANSEN,

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni

MlDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty,

W- Residence one block East Teal's Store.

14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel" Advel"tising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., NeVV" York.
Send 10cts. fol" 100.Page Pamphlet.

Tne Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fast Mall.

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
l!'ac simile of a Stippled Crayon, life size, bust form, will
be publlshcd for the holidays, which we trust will be appreciated by all brothers and sisters.
Portraits will be sent to any lJ!lrt of the world on
receipt or i-.irice, $1,25.
A good J.•eliable Agent wa11tP1l
In every branch. All orders and application• -for agencies recorded. A liberal con1mi1:1l:'iou allowed to ageut.s.
Samples sent on receipt of 1irice, which will be refuuded
on the first 20 _copies sold aui! pttid for by the agent, by
one of the port:faits. Send 1:1tamµ tor Jurther particu1ari::i.

Photographs enlarged in Urnyun and Pastel.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Address:

The Only Through Line, with its own track, between

ATKINS BROTHERS,

~~bcR~~~~
~ DENVER
ST. LOlHS .

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.

~Onov3m

SYNOPSIS

BIBLE

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

BY ELDER J. ]. CO~NISH.
Now ready for sale. Over 560 pages, half inch wider
print than the Book of Murnoll, nuct abi._>nt the sanie
length. Bound in good leather (buftimg;. Price $1 50.
Address J. J. COHN.SH,
20oct.4t
Reed City. o,,ce<>la Co., Mich.

HOUSE AND ElGl:-lT ACRES
Of first class land, for sale on south-east edge of Cameron
City, Mo. Small house on it, &c. A young VINEYARD and other SMALL .l<'HUITS. Address: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMERON, Mo.
SIMON SMI'l'H.
28oct8t.

.J.

w.

Del'lio~~H,

PHYSICIAN AND

Ni!. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, 1mswered.
LAll:IONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Dr.ug Store. Re•idence East end
of Main 8treet.
jan30tf

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the Lam.oni Gazette for oue year
(price $1) and Crnden's Con••.ord,..nce or Snlitll's
Bible Dietiouary post-paid for $1.50.
Send for specimen copy, containrng list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

W

WALKER & HANSEN.

11.1.il\IOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equ:pped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Cl'licag'.l and Council Bh.1ffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To13eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bh.affs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas Citv and Des Moines.
At each of its several Eastern and Western termini it
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Fram::is1111 1 Portland and City cf Maxi.co
For Tickets Rates General lnformat1on 1 etc., regarding

1he Burlingto~ Rout'e, cal! on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Canada 1 or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen 1 i Manager 1
CHICAGO,

Gen 1 l Pass. Agent,

50 p. m.
53 "

IlESPEIUS.
Poems by David Il. S::.iith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,
gilt edges .......................................... 1 50

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do. ·
do.
West

VISIONS OF J08EPH SMI1'H, 'I'llE SBER.
Discoveries of Ancient Amerio.an Record• and Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
others: pa.per covers. 48 pa!!es
. _. . . . . . . . . . . . .

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni. addressed DAVID DANCER, Box sie.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
Gonnected with the oflice should be addressed to DAVID
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LORD: FOR THERE SHALL NOT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT llE ONE WIFE- AND CONCUllINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Paga 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WJ:FE, AND ONE WollllN BUT ONE HusllAND: EXCEPT IN CABE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
rs AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN."-Page 330, Book of Covenants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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Lamoni, Iowa, November 27, 1886.
"A WIDE CONTRAST" INDEED.

THE Utah ')'oztrnal, published at Logan
City, Utah, for November 6th contains a
"plaintive wail," very significant, and very
touching.
The Editor, writing about
what appeared in the HERALD for October, 30th in regard to the Reunion ;:it
Garner's Grove, last October, and the contrast between .that Reunion and the Conference of the Utah church at Coalville,
Utah, states:
"Under the head of 'A Wide Contrast' the
Saints' Herald published the foregoing in the
October 30th number. We are willing that it
should take the consolation unto itself which it
can derive from the contrast. The Picture, however, presents a different view to us. A study of
the history of God's people in former ages reveals to us the knowledge that persecution and
hatred have always been their lot. A careful
study of the scriptures convinces us that the gos,
pel will produce similar fruits in the latter days,
to those experienced in former times.
"The statements of the Herald show in
plainness the church that is hated of the world.
They leave no ground to doubt regarding the one
that has fellowship with mankind. Thecont.-ast
is indeed significant; it is so great that none acquainted .with the history of real Saints need be
in error con~erning the course to pursue or the
church to unite themselves with in order to be
approved of God. If they desire to be approved
of man, the way is also clear before them.
"The fact that some. of the leaders were not
present at the Coalville conference seems to strike
the mind of the e<litor of the Herald with peculiar force, but his view of it is the popular one.
It does riot enter his mind that their absence was
a disgra~e to the •best and greatest nation· of .this
century,' just as the fleeing of the children of
Israel from the tyranny of Pharaoh was a disgrace
to that ruler.
"The Jaw is notfeared, but the tyrannical, prejudiced an<l bigoted administration of it, If his-

tory be studied it will be found that their course
is not unique in this particular. Servants of God
have had to hide from their enemies in the past.
If the Herald editor deems the attendance at that
conference an indication of a decline in the work
here, he is laboring under a strong delusion, for
such is not the case. As for his pity for this
people, it is of the nature of that manifested by
R. J. Anthony in his efforts against Apostle John
W. Taylor. It is a pity which tends to bring
perplexities upon the people. 'It must needs be
that offenses come, but woe unto them by whom
they come,' is language fitting those characters
who persecute, in this age, the people of the Lord.
The 'handwriting on the wall' no doubt foretells
troubles for the Saints, but it also teaches that
those troubles will educate and develop a class of
people who. will serve God at all hazards, and
who will maintain liberty and save the constitution of this glorious country. This people are
growing strong in faith and knowledge by reason
of the trials upon them. They will continue to
grow and increase until Zion is established, the
joy of all on earth. They are willing, so far as
they possess strength, to endure a little of that
trial of which the Savior endured so much, for
they know that by the trials come the blessings.
They want no hypocritical sympathy but they.
desire faith and strength to endure unto the end."

Was it not a "wide contn~st ?" In the
one case the members of a church believing
fully in the teachings of the New Testament, the Book of Mormon and the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants, as the same
were construed by Jose.ph and Hyrum
Smith and the first elders of the Church of
Jesus Christ,·(indeed many of them were
members of the church prior to June 27th,
1844), met, .preached, prayed, sang, bore
testimony and enjoyed the rites and privileges of their church relationship not only
without molestation; but under the protection of the law of the land; none of its
ministry either in hiding, or in fear of
arrest by an officer of the law for an infraction of the law because of their faith.
Whatever good face the ')'ournal may
attempt to put upon it, or whatever pitiful
begging of the question to be considered
as victims of persecution made by its
writers, the fact remains that the Lord
told the people of the c.hurcb that if they
would "Talk not judgment, neither boast
of faith, nor of mighty works; but carefully gather together, as much in one
region as can be consistently with the feelings of the people; and behold, I will give
unto you favor and grace in their eyes,
that you may rest /in peace and safety,
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of the people, until the army of Israel becomes great."-Doc. and Cov. 102: 7, 8.
From the ti.me that Pres. Young and
the pioneers reached the foot of Ensign
Peak, until the utterance of this wail in the
')'ournal, the Valley Saints have not ceased
to boast of their faith, their superior goodness, and their mighty works; nor ceased
to denounce with bitterness and the calling
of hard names those Jaws which the
Nation's Congresses have adopted for the
governq;i.ent of the people of the territory
of Utah, and the officers to whom was entrusted the execution of those laws. The
')'ournal truthfully says: "The law is not
feared." No man fears the law itself; but
the executors of the law. If there were
no Marshal, and no Deputy Marshals
chosen from, or appointed from among the
Gentiles, or so:called apostate Jlv1ortnons,
and po courts presided over by citizens of
the United States, not Mormons, not a
man Jack of .all the host of polygamists
who have disregarded the law of 1862 and
the Edmunds law, would be in hiding, or
dodge the service of a writ. No, Mr.
')'ournal, it is not the law, but the executors
of the law that you fear. Go, not to the
ant that feareth the winter, but to Paul, the
apostle, who writing to the Romans, states
the matter thus:
"For· rulers are not a terror to good
works, but to the evil. Wilt thou then
not be afraid of the power .P do that which
is good, and thou shalt have praise of the
same: For he is the minister of God to
thee for good. But if thou do that which
is evil, be afraid: for he is the minister of
God, a revenger to execute wrath upon
him thatdoeth evil." .
The la.w against polygamy remained
upon the statute book of the United States,
a dead letter; and was a butt of ridicule
and' a laughing stock for polygamist philosophers and mongers of the law; but
when the power was at last provoked to
wrath, then the executors were feared0 no, the ')'ournal fears not the law; but
the executors of it.
The Reorganized Church fears neither
··the law of the land, nor the executors of it.
The Lord has said to them, "My law is
contained in the Scriptures which ye have
received, and in the Book of Mormon and
my Book of. Doctrine and Covenants; seek
them and do according to what is there
written, and I·'am with you by my Spirit
unto your salvation." vVe have believed
what he said; and the way in which we
might gain favor in the eyes of the people
being clearly stated in the Doctrine and
Covenants, as we have already shown, we
, have considered it to be our privilege and
our duty to do what was therein commanded; and have found favor as it was promised we should; the people are becoming
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while you are saying unto the people,
execute judgment and justice for us according to law, and redress us of our wrongs."
"Now, behold, I say unto you, my friends,
in this way you may find favor in the eyes
willing to "execute judgment and justice"
for us; and as stated by Paul we are having praise of the power, the executors of
the law, which we fear not because we
neither outrage it, nor teach others so to do.
The Journal, and its co-worker the
Deseret News of Salt Lake City, unite in
calling.Elder R. ]. Anthony hard names,
and accuse him of being moved by an evil
spirit of hatred against the people of the
Utah church, because he appeared as a
witness against a man in a United States
Court, being commanded to appear there
by a proper writ served by a proper officer. .What would the Journal have?
Elder Anthony as an American citizen was
present at the meeting at which Elder
John W. Taylor delivered the discourse in
which he used the language upon which
the jury found an indi.ctment. He heard
what was said. It was known that he
was present, for Mr. Taylor's friends took
good care to give notice that a J osephite
elder was in their midst. He was properly
bidden before the jury; and would the
Journal have him dodge the power of
the law; take passage on the Underground
Railroad, and refuse to answer to his name
when called as a witness in the courts of
his country? Elder Anthony does not so
construe the language of Paul, "Be subject
unto the higher powers;" nor so read the
revelations of God, in which the people
are told that if they "keep ~he law of God
they have no need to break the laws of
the land."
vVe know Elder R. ]. Anthony, and we
believe that he would not condescend to
gratify any personal and petty spite against
Elder J. W. Taylor, or any other man opposed to him in faith; and that he would
not purposely put himself in the way of
being instrumental in causing trouble and
grief to men whom he believes to be mis-.
guided. But while he would not do this, '
he also is a free born citizen of the American Republic; has his home and political
happiness under the protection of the
government of the United States, and exercises his privilege of religious worship
and church allegiance under the Constitutional protection of the United States,
and is absolutely free from any priestly
domination as to what his personal course
shall be as a citizen of the commonwealth.
Under these circumstances, it would be
expected that if Elder Anthony was .bidden before the jury, he would go; if required to speak there, he would tell what
he knew; and he would do this without
fear, let, or hindrance from his friends; and
we hope for ~he honor of manhood without fear of his enemies, if he has any. If
he has spoken before the jury, or the court
we believe that he has told the truth; aml
is in no wise responsible for the fate of
Elder J. W. Taylor. The latter knows
what the law is. If he did what was condemnable under the law, he should not be
surprised when arraigned and punished.
Elder Anthony when present at the meet-

ing where it is charged that Elder Taylor
used the language complained of before
the court, was not there secretly, nor in
disguise, nor as a spy. He is hot an apostate from the Utah Church, and breaks no
oath, betrays no confidence, nor divulges a
secret entrusted to him when he states
what took place there, and what was said
by Elder Taylor; he simply states what
was said and done in his presence. If
what Elder Taylor said was not reprehensible under the law, why should Elder
Anthony be censured, or rated for stating
what it was. No, Mr. Journal, it will
not do. You clear! y mistake the quotation: "It must needs be that offences come,
but woe unto them by whom they come."
There is no shelter under this for your
wrong doing. Offences against the law
of God and the land have come by reason
of your disregard for both, and. the woe is
to be upon you, and not upon the instruments by whom that woe shall be visited
upon you.
There is no parallel between the
·flight of the children of Israel from the
tyranny of Pharaoh, and the flight of some
of the leaders of the people of the church
in Utah. The former was the effort of a
people, under the direct command of God,
to escape from a condition of physical
bondage; with no sympathy arn;l no bond
of unibn between the two peoples other
than the benefit to be derived to the captors from the the captives; the latter is a
personal evasion of the service of writs of
apprehension for misdemeanors committed
against the laws of a republic in which
. there is or should be a union of political
interests, a sympathy· between peoples of
the same race and origin, in a land where
there can now be no possible avoidance of
commercial and political intercourse between the church and the outside world;
the former was to compel physical service,
the other is to compel an obedience to
wholesome laws properly enacted.
If there is to come a time in which
Zion is to receive help from kings and
queens as nursing mothers and fathers,
ought not that time to be nearly here? If
there is a "set time" in which Zion is to
meet with "favor," ought we not to be
earnestly and with confident hope looking
for it? If there is to be such a favoring
time, and God has pointed out the means
by which Zion's children may attain un~o
it, is it not time that those who desire such
favor should use the means so pointed out?
If the favor which is to be extended to
Zion when the "set time" has come, is not
to be "rest and safety," what are we to
look for? If "rest and safety" are to be
enjoyed by God's people when the "set
time" is come, then the means to be employed to secure "rest and safety" if used
and used successfully, will certainly mark
the epoch in the history of the church
when the "set time" has come. Bonds,
fines, imprisonments are not favors; but
If borne for the gospel's sake,
1distresses.
and that only, there would be merit in
bearing them; but there is neither merit
nor persecution in just prosecution for offences against law. Plural marriage is no
part of the gospel, never was, and never

can be; hence, those who are guiltily hiding from arrest and. prosecution for practicing it, are not fleeing from persecution
for righteousness' sake, but are fugitives
from justice because of evil-doing; for
them there can be no just excuse.
FACTORIES NEEDED.

LAMONI needs a number one Cheese Factory and Creamery, run by parties who
have pluck and stick-to-it-iveness to put
their means into it and push it. This is
one of the finest regions for grasses and
clovers in the Mississippi Valley, is much
more than average for corn, winter wheat,
oats, rye, and all vegetables peculiar to
this climate; is fair for fruit, large and
small; has a fair supply of timber, stone
and plenty of coal near by; and is an exceptionally healthy country for man and
beast. Markets are opening up finely at
the growing cities of St. Joseph, Kansas
City, DesMonies, Burlington, Omaha and
Council Bluffs, besides other places, and
what this region needs is more intelligent,
enterprising farmers, manufacturers, merchants and mechanics, who will labor in
unity, and good fellowship to build up
the country, aiding and encouraging each
other for both the individual and the common good. Broad and liberal views in
respect to all lines of business from raising
peas and poultry to establishing factories
and all the more advanced industries are
needed.
Those who seek the good of "me and
my wife, mv son John and his wife-us
four and no more" are no help to any
country. Such parties would do well to
society to repent and help on the general
weal, or else· emigrate.
There is no apparent reason why a
broom factory would not do well at this
place, and indeed there is no apparent reason why some other kinds of manufacturing may not succeed here if planted right
and then prosecuted with patience and
vigor. Of course, wisdom must be used in
respect to all the facilities needed, both as
to manufacturing and making sales, etc.
If capital was had, packing and cannin·g
meats and fruits would pay well. But
none of these things come by chance; none
come without a venture, and none can succeed without well directed, persistent
effort. The man who sits watching for
every stray nickel and yet does nothing to
increase them except for his own pocket,
is simply a leech on society, and is not
worthy of aid or countenance in business;
they are business barnacles, and need to be
scraped off as hindrances to progress, while
eating out the vitals and giving nothing in
return. The profits and burdens of business and of society should be made equal
as far as practicable; and when business
men will not help to build up the general·
good, they should be shunned. When
moneyed men are reaping the fruits of
others' labor, they should cheerfully repay
by aiding others in some practical way.
No man should live for himself alone. He
has no right to do this. And. when men
have money orbusiness talent, they should
use it for the common good; and when
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they are meanly selfish and will not, then
they should be left to themselves until they
reform.
We think Lamoni is a good point at
which to concentrate talent, money, and
faithful effort, in building up useful industries for the common good, and demonstrating what can be done here by united
capital and labor skillfully applied.
Business men 'here should urge and aid such
efforts; and, in turn, the farmer and
mechanic should aid their business men in
every legitimate anll proper way, if, and
when, such business men are seeking the
common good. And if men, (and especially business men), will not seek the good
of their town and surrounding country,
they are entitled to no consideration; and
if the people benefitted by the efforts of
others in building up will not reciprocate
and abo aid.in building up, they are unwise,
ungrateful, unworthy, and injure botf1
themselves and their benefactors.
Lamoni and the country about it need
the forces of intelligent industry and spirited enterprise till they thrill and throb and
grow with happy, prosperous activities.
All this can be had, and they ought to be
had. But we again remark that such conditions do not come without intelligent.
effort and persevering enterprize. Now
that we have leisure from the bustle and
rush of the summer and autumn months,
it will be well to consider the needs and
opportunities awaiting at our doors, and
devise ways and mean& to dispose "of them
profitably.
PERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.
Continued from page 694.

Sol\rn of the Missouri officials deprecated
these unprovoked and unparalleled outrages, and among them the Attorney General, who wrote the counsel employed by
. the church, to prosecute the mob, of which
the following is a copy :
"CITY OF JEFFERSON, Nov. 21; 1833.
"Gentlemen: From conversation I have ha.d
with the Governor, I believe I am warranted in
saying to you, and through you to the Mormons,
th.at if they desire to be replaced in their property, that is, their houses in Jackson county, an
adequate force will be sent forthwith to effect
that object. Perhaps a direct application had better be made to him for that purpose, if they wish
thus to be re-possessed. The mititia have been
ordered to hold themselves in readiness.
"If the Mormons will organ.te t.hemselves into
regular companies, or a regular company of militia, either volunteers or otherwise, they will, I
have no doubt, be supplied with public arms.
This must be' upon application, therefore, as a
volunteer company must be accepted by the Colonel, and that is a matter in his discretion, perhaps the best way would be to organize and elect
officers as is done in ordinary cases,-not.volunteers, you could give them the necessary directions on these points. If the Colonel should refuse to order an election of company officers,
after they have reported themselves ·to .him for
that purpose, he would I presume, be coi{rt martialed therefor, on a representation to the Governor of the facts, As only a certain quantity of

public arms can be distributed in each county,
those who first apply will be most likely to receive them. The less, therefore, that is said upon
the subject the better.
"l am with great respect your obedient servant.
R. W. WELLS."
. Times and Seasons, vol. 6, page 712.

Immediately after this, Judge Ryland
wrote Amos Reese, Circuit Attorney, and
of counsel for the church, as follows:
"LEXINGTON, Nov. 24, 1833.
"Dear Sir: I have been reque&ted by .the Governor to inform him about the outrageous acts of
unparalieled violence that have lately happened
in Jackson county, anq have also been requested
to examine into these outrages and take steps to
punish the gu.ilty and screen the innocent.
"I can not proceed unless some person shall be
willing to make the proper information before
me. I now request you to inform me whether
the Mormons are willing to take legal steps
agajnst the citizens of Jackson county? Whether they wish to return there or not, and let me
know all the matters connected with this unhappy affair. It will be necessary for you to see the
persons injured, and be informed of their desires
and intentions. The military force will repair to
Jackson county, to aid the execution of any order
I make on this subject. Be particular in your
information to me. I am willing to go any tirrie
to Jackson county, for the purpose of holding a
court of inquiry and binding over to keep the
peace such persons as I shall think ought to be
restrained.
"It is a disgrace to the state for such acts to happen within its limits, and the disgrace will attach
to our official cha~acter if we neglect to take proper means to insure the punishment due such
offenders.
"l wish to know whether Joshua Lewis and
Hiram Page handed the writ to the sheriff of
Jackson county that I made and issued on their
affidavit against some of the ringleaders of the
mob in Jackson county, dated the sixth of this
month.
"I will know why he relused to execute the
writ, if it ever came to his hands. Enquire into
this subject and let me know. I should be glad
to see you and agree upon what course to take.
After you hav~ sufficiently informed yourself
come down and see me, as you live near the scene
of these outrages you are better able to receive
all information· necessary to prepare for future
action than I am.
"Write me as soon as you are properly informed, and state when you can come down and see
me on this business. .Keep copies of all the letters you write on this subject.
"Your friend,
"JOHN F. RYLAND."
Times and Seasons, vol. 6, p. 912.

· These officials perceived the enormity
of the deeds of the Jackson county mobbers, and seemed willing to defend the innocent Sai,nts and punish their cruel enemies. All honor to such men.
Soon afterward A. S. Gilbert wrote the
Governor thus:
"LIBERTY, Clay Co., Nov. 29th, 1833.
"Dear Sir: Yesterday I sa'w Mr. Doniphan, an
attorney of this place, who informed me that he
saw the Attorney General, Mr. Wells, in Saline
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county, last Saturday week, and that Mr. Wells
had acquainted him with your intention of ordering a court of enquiry.Jo be held in Jackson
county, in relation to the late riotous proceedings
in that county. Mr. Doniphan is of opinion from
the conversation he had with Mr. Wells, that said
order will be suspended till a communication is
received from onr people, or their counsel. This
is therefore to acquaint your Excellency, that
most of the heads of our church had an interview
yesterday on the subject of an immediate court of
enquiry to be held in Jackson county, and by their
request to me I hasten to lay before your Excellency serious difficulties attending our people on
an immediate court of enquiry being called.
"Our church is at this time scaltered in every
dir€ction; some in the new county of Van Buren, a part in this county, and a part in Lafayette, Ray, &c. Some of our principal witnesses
would be women and children, and while the rage
of the mob continues it would be impossible to
gather them in safety at Independence. And
that your Excellency may know of the unabating
fury with which the last remnant of our people
remaining in that county are pursued at this time,
I here state that a few families, perhaps fifteen
or twenty, who settled themselves more than two
years ago on the prairie about fifteen miles from
the county seat of Jackson connty, had hoped
from the obscurity of their location, that they
might escape the vengeance of the enemy through
the winter; consequently they remained on their
plantations, receiving occasionally a few individual threats, till last Sunday, when a mob made
their appearance among them, some with pistols
cocked and presented to their breasts, commanding them to leave the county in three days, or
they would tear their houses down over their
heads, &c., &c.
"Two expresses arrived here from said neighborhood last Monday morning for advice, and the
council advised their speedy removal for the preservation of life and their personal effects. I suppose these families will be out of the county of
Jackson this week. In this distressed situation,
in behalf of my brethren I pray your Excellency
to await a further communication, which will
soon follow this, setting forth among other things
the impcrtance of our people being restored to
their possessions, that they may 'have an equal
chance with their enemies in producing important testimony before the court, which the enemy
are now determined to deprive them of. Trusting that yonr Excellency will perceive the agitation and consternation that must necessarily prevail among most of our people at this day from
the unparalleled usage they have received, and
many of them wandering at this time destitute of
shelter.
"That an immediate court of enquiry called
while our people are thus situated, would give
our enemies a decided advantage in point of testimony, while they are in possession of their own
homes, and ours also, with no ene1~y in the county to molest or make them afraid.
•·Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"A. S. GILBERT,
"Tc0 his Excellency, Daniel Dunklin,'Jefferson
Gity, Missouri.
"l ·have seen and read the above letter, and oh
reflection, I concur entirely in the opinion there·
in expressed. I also think that at the next regu- .
lar term of the court, an ~xamination of the crim·
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inal matter can not be gone into without a guard
for the court and witnesses.
"(Signed),
AMOS REESE.
"Those who were threatened by the, mob on
Sunday the 24th, fled into Clay county and encamped on the banks of the Missouri river. A
number of the families went into Van Buren
county; their whole number of men, women and
children, being upwards of one hundred and fifty."
Times and Seasons, vol 6, p. 912, 913.

These extracts will enable the reader to
see the distressed and comparatively helpless condition into which the Saints were
forced by the mobbers, and also the legal
and peaceful methods by which they sought
redress.
In this connection we may add relative
parts of a letter written by Joseph the Seer
from Kirtland, Ohio, to Bishop Partridge,
Liberty, Missouri, as follows:
"KIRTLAND,

Dec. 5th, 1833.

"Dear Brethren: We have just received a letter from Brother Phelps, dated 6th and 7th of
November, at Liberty, which gives us the painful intelligence of the rage of the enemy, and
your present unsettled situation: But I must inform you that there is a great dubiety resting upon
our minds with regard to the true state of affairs
in Zion; for there seems to be some difference in
the statements of Elder Phelps' letter, and that
of Elder Hyde's communication to the editors of
the, Missouri Republican. Elder Hyde states
that 'on Monday the 4th, the mob collected in
Independence to the number of two or three
hundred, well armed, and a part of their nuiliber
'went above Blue to drive away our people and
destroy our property, but they were met by a
party of our people, and being prepared they
poured a deadl,r fire upon them, two of their
number fell dead on the ground, and a number
mortally wounded, among the former was Brazeal.'
"•Ti'iesday morning there were a number of the
mob missing and could not be accounted for, and
while we were at Liberty landing, on Wednesday, a messenger rode up saying that he had just
come from the seat of war, and that the night before another battle was fought, jn which Mr.
Hicks fell, having three balls and some buckshot
through his body, and about twenty more shared
a similar fate, and also many wounded; and he
[Hyde] heard the cannonading distinctly, and
also stated that the man who broke open the store
took Gilbert, Phelps, and one more, for false imprisonment, and put them in prison, and as near
as he could learn, never to let them escape alive.'
"This statement of Elder Hyde is somewhat
different from that of Elder Phelps, who states
that 'on Friday night the brethren had mustered
about forty or fifty men, armed, and marched into the village, took one priooner, and fired one
gun (through mistake); and on Saturday the mob
fell upon our brethren above Blue, and one of
Manship's sons was mortally wounded. On Monday a regular action was fought near Christian
Whitmer's, under the commend of Elder David
Whitmer. We had four wounded; they had five
wounded. and two killed, namely, Linville and
Brazeale. From Friday till Tuesday our brethren were under arms, when one hundred and fift1 of the!T/ came forth, like Moroni, to battle, On

Tuesday morning the mob had collected to the
number of three hundred, and before any blood
was shed we agreed to go away immediately, and
the enemy took our guns.'
"Elder Phelps also states that 'since the above
was written, (namely, on the 6th), another horrible scene has transpired: after our people surrendered their arms, a party of the mob went above
Blue and began to whip, and even murder; and
the breth!"en' have been driven into the woods,
and are fleeing to the ferry; and also the mob
have hired the ferryman to carry them across the
river; [but they made the brethren pay the ferriage]; and it was reported that the mob had killed
two more of the brethren.'
"It appears, brethren, that the above statements
were mostly from report;, and no certainty of
their being correct; therefore, il is difficult for
us to advise, and can only say that the destinies
of our people are ill the hands of a just (Jod, and
he will do no injustice to any one; and this one
thing is sure, that they who will live godly ii;t
Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution; and before
their robes are made white in the blood of the
Lamb, it is to be expected they will pass through
great tribulaticn, according to John the Revelator.
"l wish when yon receive this letter that yon
would collect every particular concerning the
mob, from the beginning, and send us a correct
statement of the facts as they transpired frorn
time to time, that we may be enabled to give the
public correct information on the subject; and
inform ns also of the situation of the brethren
with respect to their means of sustenance, &c.
«I would inform you that it is not the will of
the Lord for you to sell your lands in Zion, if
means can possibly be procured for sustenance
without. Every exertion should be made to maintain the cause· yon· have espoused, and to contribute to the necessities of one another, as much
as possible, in this your great calamity, and remember not to murmur at the dealings of God
with his creatures. You are not as yet brought
into as trying circumstances as were the ancient
prophets and apostles. Call to mind a Daniel,
the three Hebrew cliildren, Jeremiah, Paul, Stephen, and many more too numerous to mention,
who were stoned, sawn asunder, tempted, slain
with the sword, and wandered about in sheep
skins and goat skins, being destitute, afflicted, tormented, of whom the world was not worthy!.
They wandered in deserts and in mountains, and
in dens, and in caves of the earth; yet they all
obtained a good report through faith; and amidst
all their afflictions they rejoiced that they were
counted worthy to receive persecution for Christ's
sake.
"We know not what we shall be called to pass
through before Zion is delivered and established;.
therefore, we have great need to live near to God,
and always be in strict obedience to all his commandments, that we may have a conscience void
of offense towards God and man. It is your privilege to use every lawful means in you power to
seek redress for your grievances of your enemies,
and prosecute them to the extent of, the law. But
it will be impossible for us to render you any assistance in a temporal point of view, as our means
are already exhausted, and we are deeply in debt
and know of no means whereby we shall be able
to extricate ourselves.
"The inhabitants of this county threaten our
destruction, and we know not how so9q they may

be permitted to follow the examples of the Missourians, But our trust is in God, and we are
determined by his grace assisting us to maintain
the cause and hold out faithful unto the end, that
we may be crowned with crowns of celestial glory, and enter into that rest that is prepared for
the children of God. -JE- * *
·
"We learn by Elder Phelps that the brethren
have surrendered their arms to the enemy, and
are fleeing across the river. If that is .the case,
it is not meet that they should recommence hostilities with them; but if not, you should maintain the ground as long as there is a man left, as
the spot of ground upon which you were l~cated
is the place appointed of the Lord for yow inheritance, and it was right in the sight of God that
yon contend for it to the last. You will recollect
that the Lord has said that Zion shoui~ not be
removed out of her place; therefore, the !'and
should not be sold, but be held by the Saints nn1jl the Lord in his wisdom opens a way for your
return; and .until that time, if you can purchase
a tract of land in Clay county for present emergencies, it is right you should do so, if you can
do it, and not sell your land in Jackson county.
It is not safe for us to send yon a written revelation on the subject, but what is written above is
according to wisdom.
',

"JOSEPH SMITH, JR."

December 6th, 1833, the Elders in Missouri sent the following petition to the
Governor.
"To his Excellency, Daniel Dunklin, Governor of the State of Mi~souri: We, the undersigned, leading members of the Church of Christ,
vulgarly called Mormons, would respectfully represent to your E~cellency, in addition to the
petition presented to you by Messrs. Phelps and
Hyde, and the affidavit of Messrs. Phelps, Gilbert
and McLellin, aHer having read the letters of the
Attorney General and District Judge of this circuit to Mr. Reese; that, whereas, our society, men,
women and children, after having been in some
cases wounded, scourged, and threatened with
death, have been driven by force of arms from
their lands, houses, and much of their property
in Jackson county,-most of which lands, houses
and property, have been possessed by the mob of
Jackson county, or others,-and are now unlawfully detained from the use and possession of our
people; and that, whereas, our people have been
driven and scattered into the counties of Clay,
Ray, Van Buren, Lafayette and others, where in
many cases they are destitute of the common
necessaries of life in this, even this winter season;
and that, whereas, the guns which were taken
from our people, as set forth in the affidavit, are
k"'pt from them; Therefore, in' behalf of our society, which is so scattered and suffering, we,
your petitioners, ask aid and assistance of your
Excellency, that we may be restored to our lands,
houses, and property, and protected in them by
the militia of the state, if legal, or by a detachment of the United States Rangers, which might
be located at lndependence, instead of .Cantonment Leavenworth, till peace is restored. [This
could be done probably, by conferring with the
President, or perhaps Colonel Dodge]. Also, we
ask that our men may be organized into companies of Jac]jcson Guards, and be furnished with
arms by the state, to assist in maintaining their
rights against the unhallowed power of the mob
of Jackson county:
0
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"And then, when arrangements .:ire made to
protect us in our persons and property, (which
can not be done without an armed force, nor
would it be prudent to risk our lives there without guards, till we receive strength from our
friends to protect ourselves), we wish a court of
enquiry instituted t.o investigate the whole matter
of the mob against the Mormons; and we will
ever pray.
ISAAC MORLEY,
"W.W. PHELPS,
"JoHN WHITMER,
EDW'D PARTRIDGE.
"JOHN CORRILL,
A. S. GILBERT.
"The following letter accompanied the foregofog petition:
"LIBERTY, Dec. 6th, I833.
"Dear Sir:- Your Excellency will perceive
by the petition bearing date with this letter, that
we intend to return to Jackson county as soon as
arrangements can be made to protect us, after we
are again placed into our possessions.
"We do' not wish to go till we know that our
lives are not in danger of a lawless mob. Your
Excellency will understand that, at this inclement season, it will require time to restore us,
and troops to protect us, aft.er we are there, for
the threats of the mob have not ceased.
"Your obedient servant,
"W. W. PHELPS.
"To Daniel Dunklin, Governor of Missouri/'

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.

Brother,William Goreham wrote from
Beelerville, Ness county, Kansas, November 6th, 1886. He located on a homestead
in the western part of the county last May,
and thinks there are others who could do
similar with profit. Of his attempts to
preach the gospel in that vicinity he writes
as follows:
"The second Sunday I was here, I went five
miles from home and in my weakness tried to
preach the gospel. It was in a sod shanty 9xI2,
and scarcely high enough to stand erect in. I
thank God for the help I had and the spirit that
I felt which accompanied the word. Everybody
seemed pleased to hear me. But, alas; it was
soon noised among the homesteaders that Goreham was a Mormon; and they then cried out,
"Away with him!" But I continued holding
meetings, asking the Master to direct. It was
finally decided that if talk would not keep the
Mormon at home, rotten eggs would. And while
the excitement was running hi'gh, a good and influential widow lady cried out and said, "Stop!"
declaring that about thirty years ago she boarded
with a family of Latter Day Saints, and she was
bold to declare that if there were any Christians on
earth at that time, ft was W. W. Blair and wife.
This lady is a Mrs. Dickenson. Her husband at
that time was a clerk and book-keeper for Bro.
Blair. She advised them to wait and see, for she
thought if I was half as good a man as Brother
Blair I did not deserve such treatment. And,
dear Herald, while I do not feel that I am half
so good as brother Blair, how my heart has been
made to rejoice, and how thankful I have been
that I ha:ve had the good name of brother and
sister Blair to help me when being persecuted by
the homesteaders. I have .continued to preach
as best I could and have endeavored that my
walk and conduct should compare with my teaching; and I thank God that prejudice is fast giv-
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wanted to egg me last June, they are now trying
to get me to superintend the Sabbath School.
To God be all the praise. I am well satisfied
with my new home, and I think there are many
Saints who would do well to come to western
Kansas and secure a home. It any. desire information about this country, and will write me, I
will give all the information I can. We often
feel lonely, and we ask the Saints to remember
us at the throne of grace, not forgetting Mrs.
Dickenson our friend and protector.

We remember well Mrs. Silas T. Dickinson and her husband, both of whom
were our very dear friends when we lived
in East Paw Paw, Illinois; and we are
glad to know that our influence, where
known in those dark and trying times for
the Saints, was found on the side of truth
and righteousness, and is now fruitful in
good results.
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Doc. Cov. I : 3; 34: 4; 45: 2-10; 49: 4, 5;
56:6; 63: 13; 65: 1; 68: i; rn8: 3-II, &c.
These texts afford the tboughtful reader
abundant and conclusive evidence that
Joseph Smith was a highly favored and
clearly inspired servant of God, giving to
the Saints in due time and in an open,
plain and authentic manner important and
essential instruction in things pertaining to
God and the salvation of man. In all this
we see the wisdom and love of God manifested.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

THE brethren living in the locality of
the. Lone Rock School-house, and constituting the Lone Rock.Branch, held a series
of meetings beginning November 6th, and
ending the 14th, Bro.John S. Johnston in
charge. The attendance was all that the
house would hold, from first to last; Brn.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Johnston, 1oseph S. Snively, Charles Jones
~ues.-If an Elder is traveling all the time, and
and J. Smith, filled the pulpit during the
has his letter of membership with him, does
meetings; a fine interest seemed to be felt,
this deprive him from preaching the gospel; he
and the result was gratifying; two excelnot being a member of any branch? If so, why?
lent young men, one the head of a family,
Ans.-No.
were baptized by Bro. Johnston on Sun~.-If the general conference assigns an Elder
day the 14th.
a mission through his own request, is his call to
Lamoni and vicinity were blessed with
·the world, or to preside over a district when the
fine rains November 16th, and on the 17th
Jack Frost laid his icy hand, in a gentle
local Elders can preside? '
way, on forest,.field and flood. We have
A.-His call is to preach the gospel to the
had a pleasant, seasonable fall thus far, and
world, and preside if it becomes needful.
are happy trusting in God for blessings,
~.-Has such an Elder the right to stay at
spiritual and temporal. The Saints' meethome in the branches and act as a local, and draw
tings here and about here have been
tithing from the agent of the Bishop? And if so,
marked by unity, love, and a good degree
why?
of the comfort, guidance, grace and gifts
A.-Yes; he has such right if wisdom or neof the Holy Spirit, and more especially
cessity require. The necessity is the reason.
during the past few weeks. But this is
~.-If such Elder has an appointment from
not exceptional, for we hear from all
the General Conference ought not the conference
quarters of the peace and light and joy and
to see that he fills that mission?
spiritual signs and gifts enjoyed by the
A.-Yes, we suppose so, by those who may be
faithful Saints. The Spirit of God is
in charge of the field where such Elder is labormoving upon the people.
ing.
Sister A. T. Hamilton of Reese Creek,
Montana, is visiting friends in Lucas and
THE PREMILLENIALISTS.
Clark counties, Iowa, and will return in a
kr this writing, November 17th, there is short time to her home in the mountains.
in session at Chicago, Illinois, a body o!
Brother A. E. Nelson of Campello,
earnest, intelligent men, who have come Massachusetts, writes the 6th inst. that the
from various parts to discuss the question people in Brockton are being arou~ed by
of Christ's second coming. All, or nearly the preaching of Bro. Bond. Bro. Nelson
all of them hold that His advent will be feels "at rest" in the Church of Christ, and
before the millennium, and that it is near at is anxious to see it progress.
·
hand. · They hold that this fact should
Bro. G. R. Scogin writes from Truminspire the utmost devotion and faithful- bull, Alabama, of late, and says he is laborness in warning mankind and in seeking ing in both Florida and Alabama, and that
their conversion to God.
,.
the Saints are alive and active, with few
The Scriptures abound with evidence exceptions, and that there are many calls
that some, both Jew and Gentile and Chris- for the ministry. Several new places have
tian, will in these .latter days be in expec- been opened. · He in connection with
tation for the coming of Christ, and that brother J. W. Boooker organized a branch,
but few will have understanding in respect October 17th, of seventeen members.
to it, and be well prepared for it. See
Bro. J. R. Badham, of Los Angeles,
Isa. 25: 9; 26: 8; Zech. 14: 1-11; 2 Pet. California, wrote November 6th, very en3:3,4; Luke12:45; Matt.24:29-51; 25: .couragingly in regard to the prospect of
1-13; Ps. 50: 1:..6, &c., &c.
,
the work there. Bv the good providences
The Saints have, from the beginning of the Lorq, Bro. Badham' has been able
of this latter day dispensation and the or- to secure a post of labor where he can be
ganization of the church, been definitely useful to himself and the cause. ·
and faithfully instructed in the fact, first,
Two others were baptized by Bro. J.C.
·that the glorious coming of Christ is now Foss, October 17th. He wrote November
nigh at hand; and, second; as to the means rnth that he has been permitted l(~ceUent
,. ' · , , ',, '
br whi9n ~°' 911 +9il~l
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Meachen Curtis writes from Medina
City, Texas, that responsible parties (members of the church preferred) can now secure the best water power in that or adjoining county at reasonable figures, for
factory purposes; and he claims it is in the
heart of a cotton and wool growing
country.
Bro. M. 0. Matthews, of New Park,
Pennsylvania, spent two weeks at Nottingham, Pa., preaching; he baptized two
there, one of them being won to the truth
from infidelity.
By letter from Bro. John Eames, dated
November 11th, we learn he is preaching
in his city, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and at
times with apparent good effect.
Bro.]. M. Wait in~orms us that he has
move.d to Aniwa, Wfsconsin.
Bro. James Whitehead, of Alton, Illinois, writes us of late that he attended their
district conference at West Belleville. He
is strong in faith and joyful in spirit, and
hopes to visit us at Lamoni next May or
June. He will find a warm welcome
when he comes. Bro; Whitehead was the
Seer's private secretary at Nauvoo, and
has much valuable information touching
the church in those times.
Bro. R. ]. Anthony writes us from
Franklin, Idaho, November 10th, that he
is having a pretty fair hearing at that
place, and hopes for good results. Heavy
snows prevent his going to Albion, Idaho,
at present.
Dr. W. A. Pease, a friend of the Saints,
has moved from Sandwich, Illinois, and
located at Black River Falls, Wisconsin,
and wishes the Elders to preach there.
Bro. I. N. Roberts, wfiting from Senior,
Texas, states that times are .hard there
financially, but they are rejoicing in the
Spirit of God.
The Lowry, Missouri, City Times, and
the Henry county, Missouri, Democrat of
November nth and 15th respectively, contain favorable notices of Bro. I. N. White's
labors at the High Hill School-house, near
Lowry. Bro. White has commenced another series at the Lundaker School-house.
Bro. White proposes to not suffer the
work to lag in his district. Pray for more
laborers, brethren.
Bro. George \V. Galley has an interesting correspondence going on in the Columbus, Nebraska, Journal, between himself
and a former resident of Columbus, now
in Utah, and converted to polygamy which·
she essays to defend.
THE clipping below 1s from the Denison
(Iowa) Review:"LATTER DAY SAINTS.

"The quarterly conference of the Galland's
Grove district of the Reorganized Church of J.C..
of L. D. S., was in session at Dow City from the
5th to the 7th inst. This district is presided over
by Elder W. W. Whiting and has a membership
of about 750. Elder E. C. Brand was in attendance, who is a speaker of noted ability. The
session was very pleasant throughout. We saw
many familiar faces from Galland's Grove, Pretty Prairie, Deloit, and North Coon. All the
former officers of the rlistrict were re-elected.
'fhey he)jev(l tn(lt ;ti! officers p!~.~ed in the (:hHrc;h

by God in the first century are still necessary in
order that the gospel of Christ may. be fully and
perfectly taught and the ordinances of this
church rightly administered. We understand
that their ministers are quite energetic in preaching the gospel, yet receive no salary. Would a
minister travel. and preach, leaving all the comforts of home, without receiving any earthly remuneration if he was not fully convinced that
what he preached was the truth. No, I think not.
"FAIR PLAY."

A similar item appeared in the Denison
Bulletin.
JERUSALEM AND THE JEWS.

BELOW is a clipping from the Salt Lake
Herald of the 3d inst., from which it will
be seen that the Jews are gathering and
building in and near Jerusalem; also, that
at least some of them are "beginning to
believe in Christ." "\V ad El Ward," it is
claimed, is the son of a Jewish ribbi living
in Jerusalem; but the latter had been converted to belief in Christ as the true Messiah, and is a professional lecturer. This
is something of what he said at the Tabernacle in Salt Lake City, October 31st.
"Wad El Ward, attired in Oriental costume,
after the first portion of the Sacrament was administered, arose without any introduction and
began a brief address, in the course of which he
stated that he was the first representative of his
people who had ever appeared in this community. He said he anticipated the time when the
religion he professed who prevail throughout the
world, when Jesus would come to reign on the
earth. Mr. Ward's delivery was marred somewhat by its indistinctness, and many eager listeners were disappointed in not hearing all the gentleman $aid. He briefly stated his belief in the
religion of his forefathers, the Jews; that the influence of God was made known through agencies; that con version took place at once; and that
it was not necessary to go to school to learn the
miralces of God. He rapidly reviewed the history, persecutions and final captivity of the children of Israel; referred to the monuments and
religion of the Egyptians; their monuments
remained, but their religion was gone; so also
was the religion of the Romish _church, and rn
would every one that had not the Spirit of God
to sustain it.
"The speaker alluded to himself and said that
he came here a stranger; that his father still
lived in Jerusalem, at the advanced age of one
hundred and ten years. Mr. Ward had traveled
considerably, but the more he.moved around the
more he discovered how ignorant he was. Ile
gave it as his belief that in the beginning man
came upon the earth after the animal creation,
among which the attributes had all been distributed, and when man asked for first one gift and
then another, and was told that such and such an
animal or bird had the desired attribute, he
returned to his wife and complained. His better
half replied that he should go to the throne of
grace and ask for envy and jealousy. The speaker did not inform his hearers, however, whether
the advice was taken. Religion, Mr. Ward said,
was thought by many to consist of a, long fa1;e,
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"Referring to Jerusalem, his home, Mr. Ward
remarked that land there was increased in value;
the place was being built up; the Jews were beginnitlg to return .there. As a CW-istian Jew
Mr. Ward believed in Jesus and Him only. He
also believed, and firmly too, that the grand
festivals and feasts of olden times would once
more be observed by his people in the land of
Palestine; everything used and worn by the ancients would again be given to the Jews; the customs and observances of his forefathers would
be restored. The gentleman believed in the
Bible literally; he did not read it with a spiritual
eye. Religion, he asserted, originally came from ,
the Jews; laws were not known until the Jews
gave them.
"In a pleasing style Mr. Ward related some of
the customs which the poor in Palestine observe,
and told an amusing story illustrative of the superstition of the pilgrims there. They come long
distances, he remarked, to kneel to a golden box,
which contained a single feather. On being interrogated as to why they did so, their reply was
that the feather was one from the wings of the
Archangel Michael. Mr. Ward pointedly disclaimed any belief in the plumage of angels. He
humorously referred to several of the practices
in the far-off east, and spoke of them lightly as
nonsensical. On one occasion in one of these
cities where he tarried, a procession passed along
the principal thoroughfare, and the poor knelt as
it moved by them. He was requested to kneel,
and on inquiring why, was answered with, 'Don't
you see the good God passing?' He looked, but
observed nothing going by but a priest carrying
a pancake. He respectfully replied that he 'knelt
to no panpake.'"

EDITED BY SIS1'JlJU "FUANCES."

'"Darknee:s in the pathway of man~s life
Is but the shadow of God's providence,
Uy the great Sun of Wisdom cast thereon
And what is dark below is light in heaven."
BJ<:LOW we present our readers with the plain un-•
varnished story, from her own pen, of sister'
Brooks, the aged cripple referred to by Bro. R.
C. Evans in his recent letter in the Herald. We
believe it our duty to speak of these things, in
order that God may have the glory due to his
high and holy name, for the mercies he is con·
stantly bestowing upon us, and that the ears of
our enemies may be saluted with the answer giv·
en by one of old whom Christ had in a like manner healed, "\Vhy, herein is a marvelous thing,
that ye know not from whence he is, and yet he
hath opened my eyes.'' "Now we know that God
heareth not sinners; but if any man be a worshipper of God, and doeth his will, him he heareth."
John9:29,30. Jesus cameintothe·worldtodo
the will of his Father, and his Father gave him
power to comfort arid strengthen his poor, de,.
spised disciples by stretching forth his hand to.
heal and bless. When he sent his disciples fort!L
to preach the gospel we hear him saying, "As,
my Father hath sent me, even so send I you."
Again after his resurrection, when giving to.
them their final commission, he said, "These
signs shall follow them that believe.'' His disciples were believers in him already, but the signs
were not only tp' follow them, but those who
~houi(~ b<;:ljer1, 'thd WI/ n~a\l ~ha~.thf;. l'Lonl_ CQ~,.
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firmed the word with signs following." Vve claim
Sisters, we pray God while we write that every
that our Elders are sent forth in the same way,
one of you will rally to the standard of the gospel
and if the same power does not attend their millbanner. Let us be ready by our next spi:ing
Conference to say to the Bishop, «We have
istry, it is not because the gospel is changed, but
through a want of faith or a want of faithfulness
means enough in the Home Column treasury to
upon the part of those who hear or those who
rnpport at least one elder in the field. Let us
preach. God is not pleased when the honor and
each one carefully and prayerfully consider what
glory are not given to him, neither is it pleasing
sacrifice of self we can make, in order th'at our
in his sight when we think it was because of some
gifts may have the value in the sight of the Lord,
good thing in us, that the blessing has come uppossessed by the gifts of those dear ones who
have been sending in their hard earned pennies
on us; but surely it is not displeasing when we
tell what the Lord has done for us, that his name .to the support of Zion's Hope. Some time since
we received two contributions from two sisters,
may have honor, glory and praise, forever and
requesting tjS to use it as we thought best. They
forever. This is not the last or the greatest of
had already contribnted to the "Hope Fund,'' and
the testimonies we propose to give in this column.
we laid it aside waiting a good cause in which to
These things have not been done in a corner,
neither are they given to mislead any one, but expend it. When they see their names and the
amount, they will know how their contribution
that the gospel of Christ may be preached by
has been used. We do not by any means intend
by these living witnesses, that the world may
to say that their age corresponds to the amount
know that as it came to them of old, so in these
of their contribution.
last days has it come to us, "Not in word only,
but also in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and in
Hmrn COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.
much assurance." To the watchmen on the outposts of Zion, the daughters of Zion wish from
Sister Eleanor, Lamoni, Iowa ............ $0 50
"
Cora Russell, Boone, Iowa ........ •z oo
time to time not only to send words of greeting,
"
Flora Hannah, Buchtel, Ohio . . . . . . z oo
but of cheer. Storms purify the air, and through
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 20th.
the clearer atmosphere we are enabled to see
more clearly-to walk in the light, even as be is
ARE you going to make ··any member of your
in the light. The church has long lain under
family a Christmas or New Year's present? If
condemnation, because she has failed to obey the
so, send to the "Home Column" for a coinpanion
command of God, in regard to remembering her
picture to the "Three Witnesses." Bro. Chase
former covenant, even the "Book of Mormon;"
the artist who executed the former has now an
but now as a result of late attacks upon the books
excellent likeness of brethren J~seph and Alexof the church, the young Saints of Lamoni have
ander Smith, with Bro. W.W. Blair,-all three
organized themselves into a society for the exon one plate the same· size as the Witnesses, and
press purpose of studying the church books, the
which we are offering for the same price. As the
Book of Mormon coming first in order. 'Ve sinprofits of the first are to go to the "Hope Fund,"
cerely trust their example will be followed by
the pr52ms of these will go to the "Home Column
every brand] in the church, and should any deMissi~nary"Fund." Send in your orders, and thus
sire further information in regard to their plan
help the cause while spending your Christmas
of working let them address the secretary, sister
money.
. Eliza France, enclosing a stamp, and they will
be promptly answered. Nor is this all, the Lord
ST. THOMAS, Nov. rnlh.
is moving upon the hearts of many to "come up
Dear Sister Frances: Having seen Bro. R. C.
to his heip agairn;t the mighty," by desiring much
Evans, of London, and hearing that you wish me
more earnestly to wear the pure white robes of
to write to you to tell you of God's love and goodrighteousness, and,, to adorn themselves with a
ness to me. I scarcely know how or where to
meek and quiet spirit, rather than by the ptjtting
begin, for when I think about it I am lost in wonon of costly apparel or ornaments of gold. The
der, love and praise. Tongue or pen fails to concause of truth is moving on, the victory is comvey the sentiments of my heart. What it is to
ing, and soon }Vill come up from far and near
those who find, no tongue or pen can show; the
the glad shout of "Harvest home." "The Lord
love of Jesus, what it is, none but his loved ones
is extending, the Saints under standing."
know. I began to serve God with all my heart
As an answer to the proposition of creating a
(or was converted) April 22d 1 1878, in the United
"Home Column lVIissionary Fund," we quote beBrethren church, and continued in that church
low:
"Sister Frances:--I have just .read your prountil August, 188i. In July of that year two
posal to the sisters in the last Home Column, and
Utah elders came to the part of England where I
was so taken with it that I determined to respond
lived, to preach. I had heard so much about
now, though it will be some time to my next birth
them (having lived with my grandmother who was
day, so long indeed that it would place me quite
a Latter Day Saint in the early days of the church,
at the bottom of the list; so I though'i"'I would
but died .when I was nine years of age), that I
begin with the ori.e last past. I could not make
went to hear them. Now you know that they
out the exact number of pennies and so concludpreach so like the Reorganized Church that they
ed it had better be more than less and what is
will almost deceive the very elect, and I must'say
over can be carried forward at some future time
that the preaching was to me what bread is to the
when I may not ha\·e enough, so t enclose fifty
hungry._ I heard them speak twice on •the first
cents, wishing only that it were as many dollars.
principles of the gospel, and was baptized. Then
ELEANOR."
my troubles commenced. My brothers and sisAnd thus Sr. Eleanor's name becomes the first
ters and friends turned against me, and the church
on the list, which we have just faith enough to
I had been a member of called a meeting to turn
believe will number its thousands before the
me and another dear old sister out of the church;
cycle of time shall roll round to the period markand to ·expose us all they could, they got all the
i~~ it s.ecc;;nq ¢9ntriJ:iµti<m ~& ]:lying ape from her,
[Jook~ they \:Ol~jq §pd 11gaiµ&t th() Mormon0 ant\
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gave me to read. I am sorry to say that much
which I did read is too true. You must please
understand that I had never heard there was any
such churc~ as the Reorganized Church, nor did
I ever hear it until the early part of this last summer. I wanted to serve my God faithfully, and
I made up my mind that I could and would suffer anything if I only had the assurance that they
were God's people; so I prayed God to let me
know in some way if they were his people or not,
and in the night I dreamed that I heard a voice
say: "They are wrong; have nothing to do with
them." So in the morning I promised the Lord
that I would never go near them again till he
should show me it was right for me to go; so I
never saw or heard them after I was baptized,
only in my own house; and in the spring of 1882
we left England and came to Canada.
When I look back at all the circumstances, I
can plainly see that my Father's guiding hand
has brought me and my husband here, to hear
and obey the gospel in its fullness. Oh, my heart
overflows with gratitude to him for all his goodness and mercy to me.
I had lived in St. Thomas about one year when
to my surprise I heard the Saints holding a meeting on the street. I spoke to some of them, and
some told me their names and where they lived;
but being a stranger, I soon forgot the names of
the streets. Of course, thinking they were the
same I had promised the Lord not to go near
again, I was half anxious and half afraid to try
to find them. The next winter I fell down and
broke my limb, and the cords of my instep. My·
toes caught the edge of the step, so that I fell
upon my head and hurt myself so badly that it
was a year and four months before I could walk
up town, a distance of half a mile. During the
time I was confi.ned to the house I was very anxious that some of the Saints would come and try
to find me out. I used to look and look for some
one to come, but no one ever did. Last Christmas I moved into town to live, then I found out
where they held their meetings and I went. Once
we had a talk about the two churches, and they
explained to me the difference. Of course I liked
the· reorganized the best. There was no polygamy behind in it, and that doctrine I never had
nor ever could believe; but I thought the Saints
looked down upon me because I had belonged to
the Utah Church, so that I never went again.
There was one dear sister that spoke kindly to
me, and when I met her on the street, some two
months after, I recognized the same kind voice,
but had forgotten the face. I would like to say
to all my brothers and sisters, "Be kind to strangers, for you know not what good you may do.
One day last July I was away from home, and
when I returned I found on my table a notice
that Elder R. C. Evans was going to preach three
or four times that week. I went every time to
hear him, and eventually was re-baptized; but he
had hard work to get me to see the necessity of
being re-baptized. I could not see why once
vfould not do, so long as I \\as honest about it;
.however, I was baptized on the 18th of August,
1886. I was so lame I could scarcely walk to the
river, and to make it still worse there was a very
steep bank to go down. I thought I never could
get down, as it hurt me fearfully to step downhill. I was from a quarter to half an hour going
down, but reacl}ed the water at last. I was bap-
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being buried in baptism,·I found my foot was all
right. I could not believe it for a minute; but
oh, my dear sister, when I realized that my foot
was healed, I was nearly beside myself with joy
and gratitude. There. was quite a number there,
and I wanted all the world to be there, that I
could tell them what God had done for me. When·
I went into the wate:- my foot was so bad that if
I stepped upon anything as small as a marble, I
would fall down if I did not save myself by holding on to something for support; now I am nearly as well as I ever was in my life. Praise and
glory to God! May he keep me faithful to this
grand and glorious work which I know to be
God's restored gospel to fallen mankind l May I
Jive to his honor and glory, and do all I can to extend his kingdom; and at last may I meet all my
brethren and sisters in the celestial kingdom, is
the earnest prayer of your sister in the everlasting gospel,
MrLLBROUGH M. BROOKS.
P.S.-My husband was baptized, with two others, the 8th of this month, by Bro. R. C. Evans.
Four months ago he would not let me be baptized. Now he himself has been.
M.M.B.

am all alone in my room, and I feel the Spirit so
while writing this. that I seem to be under the
Spirit of revelation or vision. Oh, I wish I could
be with the Saints. I ask myself the question,
"If I must Jive in the flesh, why can't I be with
God's people and have part in helping work for
the cause of truth? Oh, I love the cause and the
true Saints, and pity all who fight against it.
Observing minds may see if they will, something to please and encourage them as Saints;
and it is this, that the watchmen upon the walls
of Zion are, as, the years roll by, growing wiser,
more prayerful and more carefui over themselves.
Some indeed there are who seem to strive to
pattern their lives after that of the blessed Master, so much so that the Spirit seems to encircle
them about, and you can feel the good influence
as soon as you come into their presence. Would
that all the Elders in Zion were more like him
whom they preach-even Christ and him crucified.
A SISTER.

death had ordained him. I have a few testimonies to give in regard to the gift of healing enjoyea by Joseph Smith, whom many call impostor,
deceiver, etc. Once while Jiving in Nauvoo, I
was very sick and sent for the Elders many times,
but failed to be healed. Finally I asked my husband to go after Joseph Smith. He went, but
there were so many sick at his house, (which was
no uncommon thing as it often resembled a hospital, so many sick came there), he could not
leave. So he gave my husband a handkerchief
to tie around my head, saying if I did so I would
recover. I did as instructed and recovered almost
instantly. My husband, children, and myself
have been healed many times by the power of
God through the administration of the Elders,
and the prayer of faith. I have raised six children, and they are all with me in the Reorganized
Church but two, and I have the promise they too
will come in.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion I remain
your sister in Christ,
BETSEY JANE HENDERSON.

BENNETT, Iowa, Oct. 31st.
Dem· Herald:- ·while reading your pages this
beautiful Sabbath morn my thoughts drifted
back two weeks, when we had the privilege, with
others, of hearing the gospel declared by Bro.
DORCHESTER, Neb., Nov. 7th.
J. S. Roth, and again in the evening by Bro. W.
Dear Herald:-1 have long had a desire to
T. Bozarth. Perhaps we who are isolated can
write you a letter, but a feeling of inability has
appreciate
"gospel feasts" more than those who
kept me from doing so. Yet I feel a responsimay assemble each holy day and hear the word
bility as I am growing old, (will be seventy-four
spoken by those who feel the spirit of the minisnext March) and may not be with the Saints
try. Elders Roth and Bozarth have done a good
many years more to bear my testimony to the
work, inspiring the Saints to live more faithful,
truth of the restored gospel. I never had a doubt
prayerful, doing all they could to cast out the
of its truth, nor of the church organized by Jowrong
and uphold the right for which they will
seph Smith the Seer being the true church of
receive their reward. According to previous apGod.
pointment ,they came to Bennett, as the people
I obeyed the gospel in 1838, was baptized by
seemed much interested and wanted to hear them
Elder Benjamin L. Clapp, father of Joseph C.
again. My husband asked for the church at
Clapp, an Elder in the Reorganized.Church. My
Bennett, the only one in town, and the trustees
husband, Elder John Henderson, was the first one
gave permission, but ere the tirpe arrived a note
who obeyed the gospel in Washington county,
was sent us asking us not to occupy it, as some
Missouri, about three weeks before myself. He
of the members would leave the church sqciety if
was ordained an Elder about thirty days afterwe did. Of course we did not intrude. It was
ward and remained faithful through all the trials,
also thrown in our teeth that we were not orthopersecutions, apostasy of many, and final disordox, and was just the same as the Utah Mormons,
ganization of the church, until the time of his
(how enlightened some people are). At first we
death which occurred October 4th, r86r. We
were almost discouraged, and it was almost like
passed through the Missouri war where we lost
casting pearls before swine, yet husband did not
all we had, even a part of our bedding, and had
propose to be run off in such a way; so he hired
to leave in snow knee deep, at which time Joseph
the Bennett Hall for $1 per night.
and Hyrum Smith were taken to Richmond jail.
The first meeting the audience was small but
I was acquainted with all the Smith family from
increased each succeeding evening until the hall
the time we went to Far West. The next Spring
was filled. Some remarked at the close of the
we went to Nauvo<&. (Commerce it 'was then
last sermon; "What a pity the preachers could
called). Joseph and Hyrum were at length released from jail a:ld came there too. Their fam-/ not stay a week or two longer, as the people are
just getting interested and are not afraid to come
ilies including their parents were already there.
out." One Methodist lady said it was the best
The corner stone of the Temple was laid the
preaching she ever heard and she believed they
same Spring. While in Nauvoo we owned two
were good men and would just as soon have
acre lots, with a good brick house on each; they
them at her house as any other preacher; and
were about a half mile north of the Temple.
would not be ashamed to ask them home with
We were a happy and prosperous people, taught
her, and told some they missed more Bible serby our prophet to obey God and the laws of the
mons than they ever heard. One gentleman in
land. But our prophet and patriarch were again
Bennett who thought we had been misused asked
taken from us and murdered by the ruthless
mob, in Carthage jail. Trials and persecutions
the privilege of passing the hat at the close of
caqi.e. Many followed Brigham Young to Utah.
the services Sunday evening, saying "There are
some people here in Bennett that I would just
The rest of us were scattered, and went from
like to hold the hat right under their nose for
place to place as sheep without a shepherd until
the rightful heir was called of God to take charge
treating you so mean." Accordingly the hats
gt thiy ftocjs 9Yl1L Wlli<;h hi~ tfltht;r l?7~W\J his we11t rounq 11:11(! 1r:11ch to 01.w 5Wprise $,.}8,5 werti
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UNIONBURG, Iowa, Nov. 4th.
Dear Sister Frances :-In the last Herald you
said that you would very much like to hear some
good news from the Reunion. What more can
we say than our beloved president has said, that
"Peace, an abundance of peace was with this encampment of modern Israel!' And dear sister
Frances, it was that kind '.)f peace that the Savior
·has promised to his faithful followers, that the
world can neither give nor take away; this was
ours to enjoy during the Reunion, and I think
that many of us have returned to our homes
strengthened for the conflict, with renewed.determinations to hold on to the end. The preaching was excellent, the testimonies were grand to
hear. The old time Saints related how the Lord
had blessed and cared for them during the dark
days which the church has gone through. To
hear the prophecies uttered and fulfilled before
our eyes was joy indeed, not to mention meeting
with old friends, and relating our joys and our
sorrows. I will speak for myself, it seemed to
me as if my ·happiness was complete, and while
I was there I just wished that every one that had
taken upon them the name of Christ was there
to partake of the great spiritual feast that we
were enjl;ying, while tears of joy flowed from
our eyes and our hearts over flowed with thanksgiving to God.
From your sister in hope,
El.IZABETH THOMAS.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
SARAH A. Rosr<: :-I must say before I close that
what I read from all parts of the earth, causes me
to see by the eye of faith what glorious things
are coming for· the true people of God. Severe
and long has been the battle with trials and darkness which the valiant burden bearers have been
waging. Praise God, light is breaking, truth is
triumphing and glorious victories are approaching. I feel, and seem to see, the work of Satan
torn down, while the beautiful banners of King
Emanuel float calmly in the breeze of heaven;
and I seem to hear the armies of Israel ~inging
songs of victory and praise unto the Lord, and
the notes are joyous as though no more apprej:l<tnRion or SOHOW Wi)l (;Ol"!le to tq\') Bjngera, l
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paid in; so you see we did not have to pay a
very large bill ourselves; and if we had, we would
have been thrice repaid by the good preaching
and pleasant time we enjoyed while the Elders
were here. \Ve sincerely hope this will not be
their last visit to Bennett. Although treated so
rudely they left many friends who would like
to hear them again. May the Good Spirit ever
be their guide that they may ever know they are
accepted in the sight of their Master. And we
do sincerely hope if there are some that could be
made to see the "better way" that there will be
some one directed this way. Perhaps we are too
selfish yet we would like to see some of our
neighbors and friends embrace the truth. Ever
praying for the good of the work, 1 ask an interest in your petitions at the throne of mercy.
Your sister,
SALLIE A. RUSSELL.
SANTA ANA, Cal., Nov. 8th.
Editors Herald:-Our branch here, as well as
every other place I have visited, are sadly in need
of hymn books. I often see a large congregation
arise to sing a hymn designated by the ministter,
and it may be not more than a half dozen hymn
books are in the congregation. Y~u may ask
why this great lack of books. The answer is,
"The Church is going to publish soon a hympal
or tune book, and we are all waiting for th~m,
that we may sing the songs of Zion in harmony."
If the Church is not able now to issue a large
hymn and tune book, why not issue one hundred
to one hundred and fifty pieces suited to those
hymns most familiar imd call it No. r? and when
they get able issue No. 2, and so on, and have
them bound in one volume, the same as the
"Gospel Hymns? One more suggestion and I
close. Why not increase the pledges in the I1ope,
one more at least, something like this: We whose
names appe? this column do solemnly pledge
ourselves that we will from henceforth no more
dance or tolerate dancing, nor play cards in any
form. Let a list of all the names signing any oz
all of these pledges be kept in the office, and as
often as wisdom may dictate be published, and
let those lists be opened to the old Hopes as well
as the young. If a person can control himself in
one of these reforms let them have the credit; if
in two, give them the credit; if all, let the credits
so signify. Yours in bonds,
R. M. DUNGAN.
147 ~orth Ada Street,
/j
CHICAGO, Ill.
Editors Herald:-It is with great pleasure I
read your letters and articles, especially the Atistralian letters. We feel great interest in the
. Australian Mission, as it is only seven months
since we left the shores of sunny, New South
Wales. Some of our 'brethren there are anticipating coming to America. If they would like
to learn a little by our experience, we would advise them to stay where they are, where wages
are higher, with less hours to work, and the climate
superior. The Holy Spirit is as powerful at the
antipodes as i.n America. With joy I read how
the .Comforter is working in conjunction with
Brother Burton, and I trust that himself apd
family will make up their minds to stay there a
few years, and be the meaiis in the hands of ,God
,to bring many more into the fold. My heart
longs to see them again. I often think of the
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they are in their endeavors to bring sinners unto
repentance. It seems a pity that there are not
more such men as Brother Burton in such a large
field as the Australian Mission. My wife and I
tender our love and best wishes to all the Australian Saints, trusting we shall meet them again, and
if not in this world, then on the resurection morn,
and togetheJ' to meet our Savior in the clou,ds
and reign'with him a thousand years.
Yours in faith,
JoHN MoRRrs.
CABIN RuN, W. Va., November 14th.
Dear brothe1's and sisters in Clzrist:--I would
not call you such if I did not know you are, for
Christ is with his people. While I was a Methodist I tried to be a good one, but always doubted
my religion. I always felt afraid I would be lost.
The last time 1 bore my testimony with the Methodists I will never forget. It pained me to speak
in class with them. I told them I was a Christian hunter, hunting for Jesus, and that I intended to hunt until I found him. I was ashamed
after I s::it down and thought on what I had said.
In about two years after that brother D. L. Shinn
from Clarksburg came here to preach. Myself
and husband went to hear him, and while he
was preaching I felt assured I ,had found Jesus;
and I shook from head to foot, and I stepped
back so they could not see me shaking. We invited him home with us.
/
We and a son and two daughters belong to the
church now, and we .hope and pray that we may
be a united family in the kingdom of our God.
That is what we are striving for. Brother L. R.
Devore was here the first of September, preache.d
several times at our house, some came who never
attended before. He went about ten miles from
here and preached. Some are believing and will
obey soon we think. Mr. Taylor, the one that debated with brother Shinn, has left all the churches
and is now going to sfart one of his own. He
calls it the Union Church of Christ.
Your sister,
VICTORIA RULEY.

745
nays be called for after the chair declares how the
vote by acclamation went! We except to hold a
protracted effort here some time in December.
We have engaged the help of a "good Elder" and
expect good Jo be the result.
Your brother worker for truth,
J.M. TERRY.
"ON THE WING."
Brother ':fosepk:-I drop a line to say that I am
well and happy; and as busy as a nailer. Attended the conference at Coldwater, Michigan, Oct.
16-18; which was a decided success. I remained
there a short time assisting Bro. Leanard Scott
in holding meetings at different points. While
there I baptized two. Came back to Indiana on
the 6th inst., (my birth day), and left Bro.
Leanord to continue the work for a time at Coldwater. There is quite an interest awakened both
there and here; also at Antwerp, Ohio, where I
labored in September. The work is spreading
and the field widening as is evidenced by the
fact that I am being beset with invitations to go
here and there to four or five points in ~ndiana,
four points in Ohio, besides the pressing calls to
various points in Michigan. I am thankful that
I am blessed with health and strength of body
and pure dt>sires and aid of the Spirit to perform
my duties. This glorious work never appeared
brighter, nor was clearer to me than now. I
love this mission, the country and the people.
My heaith is excellent.· I have added fourteen
pounds to my weight since I left Lamoni. I 'am
to commence a series of meetings to-night at a
point eight miles south-east of Fremont. I spoke
there four times in September with good effect.
As soon as practicable shall return to Ohio where
I expect to see some good results from fm·mel'
labor, as I have encouraging reports from there.
I am having a little tilt through the Coldwater
Republican, with our old friend, L. D. Hickey. I
had the last lick so far; suppose I let him down
too hard as he seems to have subsided. We shall
see. One thing is certain, truth is much more
easily defended than error.
Ora pro nobis in bonds,
B. v. SPR~NGER.

STKWARTSVILLE, Mo., Nov. roth.
Editors Herald:-Bro. H. C. Bronson hasbeen
for some tirne holding a protracted meeting at
NORTH PLATTE, Neb., Nov. 6th.
the German Church six miles north of town.
Bro. ':foscjlz :-We dt>sire that you and our beHe is having crowdect"::houses, and pro.spects are
loved band of Saints should know that you have
good for an ingathering. Bro. W. T. Bozarth
some addition to the family away out here in
and Will Kelley are holding forth'North Camwestern Nebraska. Our prayer has been heard
eron wiU) flattering prospects. The field generand answered,-for one of the noble sons of God
ally hears the Macedonian cry; those who can
has visited us; and this has been our greatest despare their time have no need to be idle. I have
sire that the people might hear the gospel
but little time save the Sabbath to spend for the
preached in this place. Bro. R. C. Elvin came
cause. I try to use that time to the best advanon the ninth of October and staid until the morntage. I praise my heavenly father for his blesing of November the third. The Baptist Church
sings; both to myself and others. Zion's sons
and daughters should awake to the magnitude of \was secured for services and our brother preached
their responsibility and put on t.he beautiful gareach evening during his stay here, except two.
ments, study the life and character of Christ,
Sundays, , the church being occupied by the
who came not to judge, but to save. ·on the
Lutherans we had services at our home.
7th we visited St. Joseph to fill appointments
Four obeyed the gospel and others are near.
caused by absence of Bro· H. C. Bronson, and
One child was blessed, and two of the afflicted
was greatly pleased to find an efficient substitute
were administered to with immediate relief. My
in the pernon of Bro. W. W. Blair, who spoke
husband was ordained a priest. We are now in
forenoon and evening to good sized audiences.
a position to hnld meetings which we will do.
In the evening he handled ably the agitated . The foundation is laid for a branch here and
question of i:ewards and punishments.
we believe it will be completed; but it requires
Our conference cpnvenes here O!J- l)ecember
work and faith. There are six of us altogethe~,
rrth, and we would urge every branch to report
two men and four women. We are well pleased
by delegate or letter. Come/ prepared to hold a
to know that they all desire to be faithful workgoog opiritl!al
1;onfl';n;\lce, May \he ilye~ 11ml
~r~ tqr \;hxist,
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way between the church in the east and the west,
we request the elders to stop and visit this city
if passing this way; they will find a home with
us. We desire all the attention we can get from
our brethren. Bro. R. C. Elvin is the first to
present the gospel here that we know of, and it
was well done. \Ve were made to rejoice because
the Spirit of the Master was a witness.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. L. M. RICHARDS.
SINKING SPRING, Ohio, Nov. 8th.
Dear Herald:-At the request of Bro. E. L.
Kelley I write you. I was brought up by religious,
parents, in Methodist faith; but I could not
reconcile my mind to the doctrine of the Methodist church, for it was not .in. harmony with the
word of God as found in the Bible. After I became old enough to thini<. for myself I cast my
lot :with the Disciples, because they came nearest
the go~pel of Christ. I was ordained a minister
in that church. I began to preach of the Spirit
of Christ working on .the hearts of men. My
church began to "wax gross and kick." They
said that was all right in the primitive church,
but that kind of doctrine would not do now, for
miracles were past. I contended for the truth,
though I knew nothing about this great latter day
work. Last spring it pleased the Father of spirits
to bt ing me to the full light of the gospel of his
dear Son. He put it into the heart of one of my
friends to hand me the discussion between Bro.
E. L. Kelley and Clark Braden, thinking, I suppose, to get all "Mormon doctrine" out of me.
I was confirmed more in the light of the truth.
The farther I read the work and looked at the
fair reasoning of Bro. Kelley, and compared it
with the truth, the brighter it shone. While on
on the other side, Clark Braden's tales and traducing stories about the Spaulding Manuscript
Found did not show one proof. So I went to the
Ohio conference at Vail's Mills, in Vinton county,
and obeyed my Master, and he gives me little by
little, precept upqn precept; a little here and a
little there.
Yours in Christ,
THEODORE CLUFF.
W1-IELOCK, Texas, Nov. 2d.
Brn. Smitk and Blazr: I was born May 7th,
I846, in Grundy county, Tennessee, and was reared principally in \Varren and Grundy counties of
said state, in rather the middle class society, under unfavorable circumstances as to education.
All the education I received was in a country
free school, together with what I learned at home.
I commenced trying to serve God when a little
boy taking the New Testament as a rule of my
faith and practice, together with the guidance of
the Spirit. I joined the Baptist church when I was
about twenty-three years old; and soon after, I
commenced to preach, and continued to in said
church until last April. I had the care of three
and four churches nearly ever since I commenced to preach; have baptized and married a good
number both in Tennessee and Texas.
I came here in the year r88r. On the fourth
Saturday and Sunday in last January I heard for
the first time a Latter'Day Saint preacher, by the
name of Roberts, which caused me to examine
the Bible, especially upon the points that he presented, which was new to me, yet old as to the
Bible. Well, I went to hold a protracted meeting
with the Baptists, on Monday after, in the com-
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held a branch conference; but after arriving in the
community I found that the preachers were still
in the community, and were going to continue to
preach to the people for some days; so I went to
hear what they did have to preach, so I would
know for myself. Bro. Heman C. Smith was the
speaker. He talked very fluently, and to the
point and purpose I thought.
This increased my desire to investigate the
doctrine they presented; so I procured a Book of
Mormon the next day after hearing Bro. Smith,
and as soon as I commenced reading it the Spirit
of the Lord revealed to me that the book was
true. I went to hear Bro. Smith again next
night, and then started home next morning.
After traveling on foot two miles, the good Lord
revealed to me by his Spirit that the doctrine of
the true Latte1· Day Saints was true; however, I
recast the whole matter in the way of examination, and still stayed with the Baptists for about
three months from that date, having been with
them for about twenty years and all my people
nearly were Baptists, and most of my intimate
friends were Baptists, and I had the care of four
large churches at that time; and so I thought I
would just stay in the Baptist Church, and preach
the Bible as I then understood it, and so tried the
experiment for about three months, but found
that would not do. I determined to join the
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints; was
baptized on the 18th of April, 1886, by S. Hay,
confirmed by Bro. George S. Hyde and ordained
an elder soon after by Bro. I. N. Roberts, and today am sitting in my humble cottage rejoicing
and thanking God that it has been my lot to hear
and obey th.e gospel in its fulness. I have not
preached much yet in this church, but hope the
way will be opened soon so that I can tell the
good newsto a great many of my fellow creatures.
Brethren pray for me. God bless you all.
I am your brother in Christ,
E.W. NuNNLEY.

~nmmunhtafinns.
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THE ADDED LAW.

"W IIEREFORE' then serveth the law?

It
was added because of transgressions, till
the seed should come to whom the promise was made."-Gal. 3: 19.
Having for fotU·teen years past had occasion to give much thought to the above
matter, and having had much experience
in debating with those who claim that the
added law was not God's law, but l'vfoses'
law, I will give some of the things I have
learned, for the benefit of others. It is
claimed that the law that was added was
the c~remonial law, that of sacrifices, &c.,
that it was imposed on Israel until Christ,
because of their transgression of the decalogue.
Now Paul says this "added" law was
given four hundred and thirty years after
Abraham. But the law of sacrifices was
gi~en as far back as Abel, and was observed by. Noah, Abraham and all God's
people of those times. Circumcision was
also given to Abraham. Indeed, all the
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ments and laws," were given "in Mount
Sinai by the hand of Moses," (Lev. 27:
46), before there was any transgression of
the decalogue. So that theory is untrue.
Again, Moses says (Deut. 5: 22) that
after God had spoken to them the ten commandments "with a great voice; he added
no more." They were a law of themselves,
a fundamental or constitutional law to
Israel, and what was given after were
called "statutes and judgments." They
are given from Exodus zo: 23, and hence
are no added law, for he "added no more"
commandments, or law. Moses says after
the ten, and as there was an added law, or
commandments, because of transgression
of law previously given, and as God plead
with them thirty days before he had given
the decalogue to keep his commandments,
(Ex. I 5: 26), the decalogue must have been
that law which was "added" to the law existing before that spoken from Sinai. It
must have been added to that pre.existent
law as "he added no more," law to the
statues and judgments being given after.
This should satisfy any reasonable mind;
but if we can show that they transgressed
that pre-existent law, then the last doubt
should be removed. The gospel was that
law; it was preached to Abraham. Gal.
3: 8. It was believed by Moses; loved
above all else. (Heb. I I : 23-27). It was
preached to Israel in the wilderness;-but
did not profit them because of unbelief and
transgression. (Heb. 4: 1-4). Moses evidently was the preacher; (Ex. 14: 31),
And the people feared the Lord and believed the Lord and his servant Moses."
"And were all baptized unto Moses in the
cloud arid in the sea, and did all eat the
same spiritual meat; and did all drink the
same spiritual drink: for they drank of that
spiritual rock that followed them, and that
rock was Christ."-z Cor. IO: 1-4. This
was in the Church of Christ "in the wild·erness." (Acts 7: 38). We had just as
well say that the church described in 1
Cor. 12, needed another law, a,;; to say those
Israelites did before they transgressed the
go~pel law.
Then why were the ten commandments given? Because "with many
of them God was not well pleased."-2
Cor. IO: 5. They ceased. to believe. Heb.
4: 3. Of that fearful transgression and
apostacy we have a brief account in Exodus
16: I-IO. After being just redeemed from
Egypt; passing the 'sea; their enemies
overthrown; Marah's bitter waters made
sweet; Christ following them as a rock;
the Holy Spirit as a cloud by day, and a
pillar of fire by night; when tried with a
little hunger to prove them they murmured
against God. And most of them were to
fall because of this murmuring; (Num. 14:
29); accusing him of bringing them out of
Egypt to kill them all in the wilderness
with hunger, and no doubt would have
killed Moses and returned into Egypt.
How unlike the faith of Abraham who
would have slain his only son, trusting in
God to raise him up again. They utterly
rejected the gospel law, losing the Spirit,
when God gave them a law of carnal commandments adapted to their carnal natures,
in addition or instead of the one they had
~9 ~~terly
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ng them all as he afterwards thought to
do, only for the intercession of Moses.
Deut. 9: 13, 14. Some were contending
with Paul that the promise of God to
Abraham was to come to them by keeping
that law, instead of "the law of faith"
preached to Abraham. This doctrine was
one of Satan's great weapons to overthrow
the truth. So zealous of the law were the
Jewish converts, that when the Gentiles
. turned to God, they without any authority
went to Antioch, teaching that · it was
"needful to circumcise them and command
them to keep the law of Moses."-Acts
l 5: 6.
That this was not the sacrificial
law is evident, for they were believers in
Christ, accepted him as the great sacrifice,
and of baptism for remission of sins. Acts
2: 38. But when Paul, who had been
"taught according to the perfect manner
of the law of the fathers, (Acts 22: 3), opposed them,· and they took the matter to
Jerusalem before the Apostles and Elders,
when, after much disputing, Peter told
how God had blessed the Gentiles (who
were without the law, Rom. 2: 14) that
obeyed the gospel with the Spirit, saying,
"Now therefore why tempt ye God to plit
a yoke upon the neck of the disciples
which neither our fathers, nor we were
able to bear." Acts 15: 10. Paul and
Barnabas testified also to the same. Now
who will be so rash as to sav these Gentile converts had ever been taught anv of
the Israelites' national law?
For Paul
tells them that he was determined to know
nothing amongst them but Jesus Christ
and him crucified. Yet the apostles decision was that, "We trouble not them
which from among the Gentiles are turned
to God," only to keep from pollutions, fornication, idols, things strangled and from
blood. Why! are they to have no chance
to hear about the law? Yes; but the
apostles and elders were only commanded
to teach them Christ's commandments.
Hear the reason: "'For Moses of old time
hath in every city them that preach, him
being read in the synagogues every Sabbath
day."-v. 21. Of course, the Gentile disciples, if they wished, could go and hear
him preached; but Christ's ministers were
not to preach him. In Acts r 3: 14, l 5, we
read what this old time preaching was in
this same city where this trouble began; it·
was "the law and the prophets," to teach
which· the apostles gave no such command."-Acts 15: 24. Indeed, it was the
great cause of Paul's persecution, for out
amongst the Gentiles, as at Antioch, he
taught to forsake Moses and the customs.
After being at Troas seven days
amongst the Saints, he no doubt appointed
a first:day meeting, because they were
laboring until that time; preaching to them
on the first day, instead of the seventh according to Moses, departing before day on
"the morrow"-second day-and when he
had reached Jerusalem and reported these
things there was great joy amongst the
apostles. But they said, "Thou seest how
many thousands of Jews believe, and they
are all zealous of the law; and they are informed of thee that thou teachest all the
Jews which are amongst the Gentiles to
{<w.s(r/tt: Jl{o.sf.S 1 neithyr to walk <1fter ·tb,e
I

.

customs."-Acts 2 l: 20, 2 r. What were
"the customs?" Keeping Sabbath was
one of the strictest. Why not teach the
Gentile converts to forsake Moses neither
walk after the customs? Because they
had never done it. "What is it therefore?
for the multitude (of believes) must needs
come together, for they will hear that thou
hast come."-v. 22. And means were devised to try and appease their wrath; but
soon the Jews laid hands upon him, from
which time on l1e was a prisoner.
All his letters are against that "added"
law. He says (Gal. 3: 21) it could not
give life. It was as "a schoolmaster" until
Christ. Then Christ was their instructor,
and by baptism into Christ they became
"Abraham's seed and heirs according to
the promise," by obeying the new schoolmaster without'.observing that "added" law.
That the old master-or" law-taught·observance of days is evident from Gal. 4:
ro. That "added" law, and Christ's law,
are called two covenants, or codes of law,
given as the will of God. (v. 21-3 l ), one
from Sinai, the other from heaven; the
first be "cast out" when the second came.
It seems that, if nothing more had been
written upon this sn,bject, this should satisfy every one in regard to what the added
law was. But most of Paul's writings
teach the same, though differently illustrated. After telling the Roman saints,
(Rom. 2: r 7-24), that, although Jews, they
should not boast of the law, the law by
which was the "knowledge of sin," (3: 20:
and .all admit that was the decalogue), for
"now the righteousness of God without
the law is manifested,'' (made known).
All that was good in the law was taught
by Christ, "being witnessed by the law
and the prophets." Hence the law and
the prophets were the witness, or "schoolmaster until Christ," telling what sin was.
But now sin is not made known by that
law, "but by the law of faith."-v. 27.
"Therefore we conclune that a man is justified by (the law of) faith alone, wiftiout
the deeds of the law."-v. 28. The law
of faith, (or,of Christ), is all sufficient to
justify men now, without tha.t "added" law.
"Do we then make void the law through
faith? God for hid; yea, we establish the
law."-v. 3r. Here, says an .added law
keeping friend, is evidence, positive, that
Paul taught the perpetuity of that law;
and yet he admits that it is the same law as
was referred to in the' entire chapter.
When the righteousness of God, or all that
God required a man to do to be righteous,
was made known without that law, made
known by "the law of raith" a man was
justified by faith alone "without the deeds
of the law,'' or without doing what was
taught in .that law. How then did we es~
tablish (make effective) the law through
faith? Evidently as a true and effective
witness of God's righteousness "without
the law, it having accomplished its purpose
as "a school-master" until Christ, when we
could be "justified by faith" (the law of
faith or of Christ), alone without the deeds
of the (that) law, establishing its efficacy
as a teacher to preserve sufficient morality
amongst the Israelites that some of. them
t>hoµlq a<;cept o! e,;hri~t, Thi& i& evident
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from the further reading of the same letter.
In 6: 14, he declares that "\Ve are not under the law, but under grace" [or law of
grace]. And in Rom. 7: r-6, he makes it
so plain "that the wayfaring man, though
a fool, need not err therein,'' by comparing
the Jews as a wife under the law of Moses
the first husband to the church (they were
Moses' disciples. John 9: 28), as a wife
under the law of Christ the second husband. Christ's disciples were called his
bride or wife. As our friends deny that
Moses was that first husband we refer
them to Heb. 3: 2-5, which settles that
matter. Moses "as a servant was faithful
in all his house" (Israel). But Christ, as a
son over his own house, (the Church),
"whose house are we,'' called his bride,
wife, &c. So Israel was Moses' wife in
the same sense. He tells them that that
first husband was dead; his law was dead,
they were free from that law as a woman
was free from the lsw of her husband
when he was dead, and then says, "That
ye should be married to another, even to
him who is raised from the dead, and
bring forth fruits unto God." "But now
we are delivered from the law, that (husband) being dead wherein we were held"
or under whose law we once were, and
are under the law of the second husband
(Christ) who taught all that was required
by him of that first husband's law, all that
was good, and a great deal that was far
better. In verse 7, he says that law that
they were as free from as a woman
from her husband when he was dead,
said, "Thou shalt not covet,'' said also,
"Keep the seventh day." But as Brigham Young taught that the wife· was
not freed from her husband by death,
but belongs to him in the next world, so
our seventh day friends in their blind zeal
to perpe,tuate Moses' law, carry the Sabbath over into the new earth, (Isaiah 56:
23), new moons also. But Rev. 2 r: 2325, inform us that there will be no moon
there, neither night, but one eternal dav.
So it must be outside the city, where dog~,
sorcerers, murderers, and others dwell.
That this law which the Saints were
free from included the seventh day law, is
evident from Rom. 1;:): 9, for after quoting
several of the ten commandments that
Moses had taught in his law Paul says:
"And if there be any other commandment it is briefly comprehended in this
saying, namely, Thou shalt love thv neighbor as thyself." This is evidence positive,
that Christ had taught no law of the Sabbath, for there was no love to their neighhor in that, but to the contrary as is evident in 14: 4.-"Who art thou that judgeth another man's servant? (Christ's' servants a bout keeping a day); to his own
master he standeth or falleth." "One man
esteemeth one day above another; another
esteemeth every day alike. Let every
man be fully persuaded in his own mind;"
(v. 5); a stinging rebuke to. those who
taught to keep the seventh day better than
another. The same is taught in Col. 2: 16,
where after saying that Christ had nailed
the hand writing of ordinances, rules or
commands to his cross, he says: "Let no
,nvin
therefore
judg;e
yoµ, ~n meat1
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drink, or in respect of a holy day, or of
the new moon, or of the Sabbath days,
which are a shadow of things to come."
Mark the distinction between "a holy day,"
and "the Sabbath days.?' Seven annual
Sabbaths are described in Lev. 23, besides the Sabbaths of the Lord (v. 38) or
holy day. Paul here forbids teaching any
of them. To turn the ears from Paul's illustration of husband and wife in Romans
chaoter seven we are told that in the same
chapter he calls the law "holy" and "spiritual," and that of course we must keep it.
If he had said so, it certainly would not
be to deny all he had taught before and
after. But superior translations say it was
the law of Christ that was holy, etc. See
Inspired Translation. This confirms chapter 8: 2. "There is therefore now no condemnation to them who are in Christ] esus,
who walk not after the flesh, (that carnal
law), but after the Spirit. Fpr the law of
the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made
me free from the law of sin and death."
Just what he had been teaching in all his
letter. In chapter 3: 20, he had said, "by
the law is the knowledge of sin." Hence
he calls it "the law of sin." Connect this
with 2 Cor. ;) : 7, where he calls it death,
or the law of death, "written and engraven in stones," the ministration of which
caused Moses' face to shine with glory.
And in verse eleven he sp_eaks of it being
"done away" and a more glorious law remaining; says in verse thirteen, "is abolished." To evade the force of this crushing argument, we are told it was the ministration that was done away-not the law.
Very good; if then it is the ininistration,
or authority to teach that law, then no
such command being given by Christ or
his apostles, (See Acts, 15: 24), ifthat was
done away in Christ, or abolished, please
tell us by what authority you now teac.h
it? A large body of Adventists have turned away from Mrs. E. vVhite, as a prophetess, forming another church, calling- it
the Church of God, denying any later revelations than the Bible, and that surely condemns both seventh day churches. Of
what force is a law after its ministration
(which you admit) is done away? To
evade the force of this idea, some say it
was only the glory of Moses face that was
to be done away. But Paul says: "If the
minstration of death was glorious, how
shall not the mini,tration ot the Spirit be
rather glorious. For if that which is done
away was glorious, much more that which
remaineth is glorious." This needs no
comment.
Speaking of the glory on 1'v1oses' face
being made glorious, reminds us of the
little boy making water wet. All this confirms the fact, that this law of death, of
sin, "of condemnation, written and engraven in stones," was that which was that
"added because of transgression," for it
was abolished when Christ gave the more
glorious ministration of the Spirit written
upon the heart.-verse three.
Vile are
told . that there were two laws given at
Sinai, God's law and Moses' law. I have
already shown that there was a constitutional law, and after that statutes and judgmentf\ p;iveni <ll! called ~oi;l'~ law flP.<~ Mose:;;'

law, interchangeably. Christ said to the verse 18, etc., etc. And in the priests,
Jews, "God commanded, saying, honor
prayer, after reading in this book, referring
·thy fath~r and thy mother, and he that to its contents he says that God "Gave
curseth father or mother, let him die the them right judgments, and true laws, good
death."--Matt. 15: 4, quoting from the statutes and commandments; and madest
judgments, Ex. 21: l 7 as well as the deca~ known unto them thy holy Sabbath * * *
logue.
Both are God's law.
Again by the hand of Moses thy servant."-Neh. 11
"Moses said," and yet the same laws are
l 3, 14, statutes,judgments, commands, laws
quoted; Mark.7: 12. all onelaw--Moses' including the Sabbath, all by Moses, all
law.
the law of Moses. "Remember the law
"Did not Moses give you the law; of Moses my servant, which I commande4
and,-yet none of you keepeth the law."- unto him in Horeb (Sfoai, see Deut. 4: 10;
John 7: 19· "For the law was given by Ex. 20) for all Israel; with the »tatutes
Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus and judgments."-Mal. 4: 4. Read the
Christ."-John l: 17. "He that despised statutes and judgments in Ex. 21, and onMoses' law died without mercy under two ward. Did the Lord want them to reor three witnesses."-Heb. 10: 28.
In member the Sabbath day to keep it holy?
Numbers l 5: 30, 3 r, we are told that the If so, was it in "the law of Moses my servtransgressor should "Be cut offfrom among ant, which I commanded him in Horeb,''
his people. Because he hath despised the or in the statutes and judgments only? If
word of the Lord"-Moses law-just what ihe latter, what was that law of Moses
Paul referred to above, and then follows from Horeb? This book so often referred
the account of a man that despised that law to was also called "The law and the prophby gathering sticks on the Sabbath day; ets," Acts 13: l 5; "Moses of old time" ( r 5:
and he was cut off, "died without mercy." 21, which there was no command to teach,
To evade the force of this, we are told (verse 24), "For the priesthood being
that it was Moses' law he despised. "Who- changed, there is made of necessity a
soever doeth any work in the Sabbath day change also of the law."-Heb. 7: l 2. The
he shall surely be put to death."-Ex. 31: reason of the priesthood being changed
l 5.
This is untrue from the fact that "they was, because the Levitical could only minput him in ward, because it was not [vet] ister "the law of Moses, which made nothdeclared what should be done to him."- ing perfect;" (verses ro to 19); but after
Num. 15: 34. Afterward the penalty was Jesus came a great High Priest, Paul says:
fixed. That all from Sinai come by Moses, "There is verily a disannulling of the comsee Dent. 5: 5. After telling them that mandment going .before,'' (that received
the Lord spoke the ten commandments to under the Levitical priesthood, verse Ir),
them all he says, "I stood between the "for the weakness and unprofitableness
Lord and you at that time to shew (teach) thereof."-Verse 18. So Jesus began at
you the word of the Lord." They heard once to change that weak and unprofitable
the vciice, but understood not for fear. See law. When accused of wishing to oververses 23 to 31. After the people had throw their government, he says: "Think
moved afar off, (Ex. 20), God said to not that I am come to destroy the law or
Moses, "stand thou here by me, and I will t 11e prophets: I am not come to destroy,
speak unto thee all the commandments, but to fulfil. Till heaven and earth pass,
statutes and judg-ment,, which thou shalt one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass
teach them.":___Deut. 5: 3r. Thus Moses from the law, till all be fulfilled." Matt.
became mediator of that first covenant, 5: l 7-19. This is the Gibraltar of Adthe law that was added, Gal. 3: r9, and ventism in favor of the perpetuity of the
Ex. 24: 12. In Dent. 4: 13, Moses says law; for they tell us to fulfil means only
God declared the ten commandments. then to do, to keep; and in support of this they
the statutes and judgments, (ve1:se 14), and quote; "For thus it becometh us to fulfil
then says of these commandments: "This all righteousness."-Matt. 3: .I 5. And they
is the law which Moses set before the chil- say that Christ's baptism did not remove
dren of Israel."--Verse 4+ And in verse the command to be baptized, only magni4S the statutes and judgments are spoken fied it--made it more binding; so he only
of as ·different from that law. This ex- magnified the law, made it more binding
plains chapter 5: 22, which says that he by fulfilling it as taught of him in Isa. 42:
spoke the ten commandments and "added 2r. Again; "Bear ye one another's burno more"-as a law. All else were called dens, and so fulfil the law of Christ."-statutes and judgments. This should forGal. 6: z. Now we admit the force of
ever settle,· with all truth-seekers, as to this argument, and if there was no other
what constituted that "added" law.
meaning- to the word fulfill, and no evidence
The truth is, that "1\'Ioses wrote all the that Christ's meaning was altogether differwords of the Lord" (Ex. 24: 4) in a hook ent, we would cheerfully accept it. But
that were spoken at Sinai, an<l afterwards when Joseph took Christ into Egypt it
the history of the ministration of that law was, "That it might be fulfilled which was
by the prophets was also written in that spoken of the Lord by the prophets, saybook of the covenant, (verse 7), afterwards ine-, Out of Egypt have I called my Son."
called the book of the law, 2 Kings 22: 8; -Matt. 2: 15· It was fulfilled, completed, •
book of the covenant, 23: z; book of the and became a thing of the past. "Then
law of the Lord given by Moses; 2 Chron. was fulfilled that which was sooken bv
34: 14; book of the law of J\foqes which the prophet Jeremiah, saying-: I'n Ramah
God had commanded to Israel; N eh. 7: I; was a voice· heard," &c.-Verses r 7: 18.
book of the law of God; verse 8; the law This was about Herod slaying the chilthat the Lord had commanded by Mosen; 1 llren. It was completed. See also Matt.
verse
the bool~ of thtr hwv Of Goel;
14; 27: 9, 35. All these, when fttlftlle«'i
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were completed. SEe also John 19: 32- compare with common version. In Luke,
36. In all these, to fulfill was to complete, 16: l~, Jesus, just after tel.ling that a i;iew
I
make it a thing of the past; as when a lawgiver had been teaching them smce
man fulfills his promise to pay, it com- John, teaches them what Paul refers to in
pletes, and makes that promise of no force Rom. 7, that "Whosoever marrieth her
in the future.
that is put away from her husband, comNow let us see in what sense Jes us used mitteth adultery." And Jesus was proposing to 1narry the J ews__:._take them as
the term. He came to fulfil-nothing
should pass from the law till all be fulAll- his Church, or bride, when they claimed
ed. If it should never pass, why say till to be under Moses' law, and to be l\foses'
a certain time? After asking the Pharisees disciples, etc. But he tells-them that first
if it was lawful to heal on the Sabbath qay, husband was dead and his law dead since
(Luke 14: 3), and after healing the men J obn, persuading them to unite with him
and speaking many parables unto them, and come under his law, and then they
he justifies himself thus: "The law· and would be no longer adulterers, as he
the prophets were [to be observed] until taught a better law than Moses.
Connecting all these positive, scriptural
John. Since that time the Kingdom of
God is preached, and every man presseth evidences, it seems that every one should
into it." And it "is easier for heaven and be able to see that the decalogue, with all
earth to pass away, than for one tittle of the statutes and judgments thereunder,
the law to fail."--Luke 16: 16, 17. Lan- were Moses'.Jaw; that it was added to the
guage could not make it more positive than commandments of the gospel, or given in
this does, that the law governing this Sab- the place of them, because of the transgresbath matter, (about which the Jews were sion thereof, recorded in Exodus, chapters
seeking to kill him, because he had not 15 and 16, and was superseded by "the
only broken the Sabbath, but said also law of faith"-all things whatsoever Jethat God was his father.-~John 5: 18), sus commanded his disciples to teach being
was in force only until John; that it was a perfect law within itself.
D. s. CRAWLEY.
not the law of God's kingdom; but since
John a new dispt>nsation was preached by
heaven's king and lawgiver--] esus Christ.
ANSWER TO "S. F. W."
The law of faith, that had governed Abraham, (to which the law was added that in- UNDER the head of "communications" in
cluded the Sabbath clay, because of trans- Herald of November sixth S. F. W.
gression), was again preached as the gos- brings forward some far fetched argupel of the Kingdom of God, :md was an ments to prove that Joseph Smith and
all sufficient law, without Mos~s and the some other person-presumably Brigham
prophets. Not one tittle of the law had, Young-are the characters alluded to in
or shall fail. It had accomplished its pur- Paul's second epistle to the Thessalonians,
pose as a "schoolmaster" untii Christ pre- second chapter.
serving morality; its ministration had Been
Is it not time that this idea was exploded
glorious, but was eclipsed by the rising of Brigham sitting in the temple of Goel as
glory of the ministration of Christ's law. god. The only temple of Goel that he
When "the people which sat in darkness ever sat in, so far as we have evidence, was
saw great light; and to them which sat in the Kirtland temple, for the presumption
the region and shadow of death, light is is that the Nauvoo temple was rejected of
sprung up," (Matt 4: 16), the law of death God, hence could hot be the temple of
gave way to that of life and immortality God spoken of by Paul. In the opinion
through the preaching of Jesus Christ. of the writer the term "temple of God"
Light, hope and joy sprung up in honest here alluded t9, is only a figurative expreshearts since John; for "From that time sion of Paul and is not a building made
Jesus began to preach and to say, Repent, with hands; one used in a sense like this
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."- expression of h'.s, "Ye are the tern pie of
Matt. 3: l7i Mark l: 14, 15. \Vell did Goel," and was given to illustrate the auhe say unto them when troubling him dacity of Satan in his assumption of spiritabout the 4th commandment, "The Son of ual things and so given that the church
Man is Lord also of the Sabbath."- might not be deceived as between the two
Mark z: 2.8.
That law was only until spiritual powers. For even now, with all
John. Not the law and the prophecies, our light and experience, w·e have to acas some try to make it appear, but "the law knowledge our liability to be deceived. I
and the prophets."-its ministers. In his prefer to read the Inspired Translation,
first great sermon he at once begins to for- in it .the idea intended to be conveyed
speak of these old-time sayings of Moses: by the apostle is more clear. and evidently
"Thou shalt not kill; thou shalt not com- there the "son of perdition" spoken of ifl'
mit adultery," etc. And as God's great Satan. It has ever been his policy to ashigh priest he begins to change that law' sume the character of Goel, even to the
given under the Levitical Priesthood, dis- diversion of the worship which is due to
annulling it "because of the weakness and God only. His persistent efforts in this
unprofitableness thereof," (Heb. 7: l l, 20), direction are strongly shown in his desire
finding fault with them," and saying, that Jesus should worship him; and not
"But. I say unto you," then giving- the law content with the mere .exaltation of himof the Spirit. The old-time sayings only self above all that is called God, or that is
governed the flesh. But Jesus' law gov- worshiped," he is ever contesting with and
erned the Spirit, the thought, and intents for the Omnipotent power of God. His is
of the heart. See Inspired Translation, termed "the mystery of iniquity," and was
Matt, 5: 19, admitteCI by all to be truth; then already at work, and would be suf-
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fered to continue to work till Christ should
come, or the time be fulfilled that he should
be "taken away." And then shall that
wicked one, with his mystery of iniquity,
be revealed. In this revealment the Saints
will be made acquainted with the influences
that have been brought to bear upon them,
to the end that they might be his servants
to obey, or, in other words, worship him.
Joseph Smith is an important link in the
great chain of historical events, but it is
just possible that in our veneration for him
as such, we may place him in some wrong
position.
In reading the seventh verse of the
chapter spoken of, in the Inspired Translation, we can not fail to see tbat he that is
"taken away," is the power, or "mystery
of iniquity" that was then, in the days of
Paul, at work, and which Christ would
suffer to continue till he comes, and as
stated in the following verse, "destroy
with the brightness of bis coming." The
taking away, then, can not have reference
to Joseph. Smith at all. In the language
often expressed we say, "Give the devil
his due," and in justice to all don't set up
Brigham Young as filling such an important mission, for in the opinion of the writer
he would be too highly, honored, judging
from a personal experience with him.
The text at the heading of the article in
question is not found in the Inspired Translation; bence the writer is reasoning from
wrong principles.
Polygamy is only a part of "fhe mystery
of iniquity;" and to the great boclJ of the
peol?le of Utah it is more an error of judgment in interpreting the Mosaic economy
than ari intentional sin against God. The
"cleceivableness of unrighteousness" spoken of by Paul js with them who "receive
not the love of the truth." Now, it is a
well attested fact that the people of Utah
love the truth, as they understand it, with
a fervency and zeal not surpassed by any
other people in any age of the world, and
manifesting this love, as they understand
it, tbat they may be saved in the Kingdom
of God.
If we could only grasp the true idea of
the two great spiritual powers as they
really exist, and in the sense in whicl1
Paul is evidentlywriting of, we cou-ld find
in the history of Spiritualism a better solution of satanic agencies at work to divert the children of men from the true
worship of God than we may have hitherto thought of, for he well knows that worship is a cardinal principle of revealed religion, and therefore his best efforts will
will be brought to bear on this point.
Som~e clay, to the Latter day Saints,
Polygamy will be a dream in the night, in
comparison with the great power yet to
be developed through Spiritualism. Brigham Young, in his day represented a peculiar phase of the power of desp0tism ..
and imposition upon the minds of a people
who in their hearts loved the latter clay
message as they loved their own souls.
This power is easily understood and can be
readily accounted for by ·the thoughtful
mind. Nor is there anything miraculous·
about the man. His success may be. accounted for in J.tis consummat~ i;heek, hi§
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surrounding circumstances and- superior
opportunities.
On the other hand, the power spoken
of by Paul is the very incarnation .of evil,
and comes to us with a record from before
the foundation of the world, defying our
comprehension without the aid of the
Spirit of God; controling principalities and
powers and bringing them to.bear against
us at his will. "Give the devil his due"
then, and look to God for protection
against his power, "till he be taken .."
JOHN CHISNALL.

"TAKE HEED TO THYSELF."-No.

2.

BY CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.

BAPTISM,
BAPTISM is the third principle and is administered to the repentant sinner, by immersion, for the remission of their sins.
Jesus thought it necessary to be baptized,
and although without personal sin, yet he
had to bear "the sin of the world." When
he obeye(l, God acknowledged the act as
plea~ing to Him by simding the Spirit upon him and by declaring, "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased."
But we are told that baptism is a Jewish
ordinance and does not belong to us under the Christian dispensation, and that
John's baptism is no part of the Christian
religion. Put together Mark I: 1, and
John I : 6, and see how they will read.
"The beginning of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God. There was a man
sent from God whose name was John."
Again, Mark r: 4, "John did baptize in
the wilderness, and preach the baptism of
repentance for the remission of sins." J esus says of him :-"For I say unto you,
Among- those that are born of women
there is not a gTeater prophet than John
the Baptist."-Matt I I : Ir. "And all the
people that heard him, and the Publicans
justified God, being baptized with the baptism of John. But the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the cmmsel of God against
themselves, being not baptized of him."Luke 7: 29, 30.
Here we see that sinners were justified
because they obeyed and the would-be
righteous re_iected the counsel of God,
would not obey, and therefore were condemned. .The angel of God said to Cornelius, "thy prayer is heard, and thine alms
are had in remembrance in the sight of
God." Yet he was told to send for Peter
who would tell him what to do. Suppose
Cornelius had thought that as his prayer
was heard and his alms were had in remembrance before God, that there was
no need of his going any farther; do you
think he would have been saved? I think
not. When Peter arrived at his house
Cornelius said ::_"Now therefore are we
all here present before God to hear all
things that are commanded thee of God.
•.. And he commanded them to be baptized in the name of the Lord." When
Jesus sent the Apostles into all the world
he said to therq: "All power is given unto
me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son,
;md of the Holy Gho&t." Again: "Go ye

irtto all the world and preach the gospel to Comforter, that he may abide with you forevery creature. He that believeth and is ever; even.the Spirit of truth; whom the
baptized shall be saved; but he that believ- world can not receive, because it seeth him
eth not shall be damned." This should be not, neither knoweth him; but ye knbw
sufficient to convince all that baptism is a him; for he dwelleth with you, and shall
condition of salvation, nor will it do to say be in you."-John 14: 15-1-7.
Previous to his suffering, when they
that this has reference to the baptism of
the Spirit, for Christ commissinned no man were in trouble, or did not understand,
to baptize his fellow mart with the Holy they would go to him and he would comSpirit, but reserved that right unto him- fort them and explain. They loved him,
self. It must be admitted, then, that Christ and grieved because it would be but a "litdid authorize men to teach and baptize tle while, and they would see him no
with water.
When Jesus was baptized more." The world could not comfort
he went up straightway out of the water. them; for they needed sometqing it could
Paul taught that baptism was by immer- not receive or give. Ah, how cheering
sion when he wrote: "Know ye not, that the promise, "I will not leave you comfortso many of us as were baptized into Jesus less." "My peace I give unto you; not as
Christ were baptized into his death? the world giveth, give I unto you. Let
Therefore we are buried with him by not your heart be troubled, neither let it
baptism into death; that like as Christ be afraid." God will give you that Holy
was raised up from the dead by the glory Spirit, for you shall be baptized therewith.
of the Father, even we should walk in It shall be with you as long as "you love
newness of life. For if we have been me,'' "even unto the end of the world." It
planted together in the likeness of his death, shall comfort you; it "shall teach vou all
we shall be also in the likeness of his resur- things and bring all things to your {-ememrection."-Rom. 6: 3-5. "Then Philip brance, whatsoever I have said unto you."
opened his mo1.1th, and began at the same It "will guide you into all truth; for he
scripture, and preached unto him Jesus. shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever
And as they went on their way, they came he shall hear that shall he speak; and he
unto a certain water; and the enuuch said, will shew you things to come."
The disciples were learners, pupils, folSee, here is water; wlrnt doth hinder me
to be baptized? And Philip said, If thou lowers of Christ. How essential that the
believest with all thine heart thou mayest. Spirit should lead them into all truth?
And he answered and sairl, I believe that How important that they should know the
Jesus Christ is the Son of God. And he things of the Father? and how very neccommanded the chariot to stand still; and cessary that they should understand the
they went down both into the water, both things to come. It is the same -spirit enPhilip and the eunuch; and he baptized joyed by the prophets of God ever since
him. And when they were come up out the world began; tor Peter decla,r;.¢d' that
ef the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught "holy men of God spake as tht:iy were
moved upon by; the Holy Ghost;" and
away Philip."-Acts 8: 35-39.
Peter, under the influence of the Holy Paul said, c"~s:cording to his mercy he
Ghost upon the day of Pentecost, said to saved us by:the washing of regeneration,
those who believed his pre<iching and and the renewing of the Holy Ghost,
"were pricked in their heart:" "Rq)ent which h.esherl on us abundantly through
and be baptized every" one of you in the Jes us Christ our Savior." And the disciple
name ot Jes us Christ for the remission of w horn ·T esns loved wrote: "for the testiJesus is the Spirit of prophecy."
sins, and ye shall receive the e-ift of the mony
Holy Ghost."-Acts z: 38. When God Reader would you not like to be a learner
sent Ananias to Saul to tell him wh1t he an.d follower of Christ, be baptized with .
"must do,'' he said, "Brother Saul, the the Holy Ghost and.be led by it into all
Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee truth, h.11ve "the testimony of Jesus" and
in the way as thou earnest, hath sent me, be a truthful witness for your Redeemer?
that thou mightest receive thy siRht, and be If so, are you willing to accept the fourth
filled with the Holy Ghost. And now principle in the doctrine of Christ-the
why tarriest thou? Arise and be baptized, laying on of hands?
and wash away thy sins, calling upnn the
name of the J.,ord."-Acts 9: 17. ''For as
many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on Christ."-GaL 3 :. 27.
.Kind reader, is there any other 'way bv
TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY.
which we can put on Christ, or put ·off
This district conference convened at Foundry
,the old man and on the new? Is not this
the only way taught in the word of God Branch, the second Saturday and Sunday in Noby which we may receive a remission of vember, r886. Peter B. Seaton was continued
our sins? Yes, by faith, repentance and presic'ent, and S. L. Cooper clerk, Branch rebaptism for the remission of our sins we ports.-Eagle Creek; the members•. that were reare made clean, and are therefore prepared ported gone, in last returned. One received by
baptism, making twenty-one including r Elder,
for the reception of the Holy Ghost.
The Holy Ghost was promised by Je- . r Teacher, r Deacon. Foundry 15, including 1
sm to. the disciples.
vVhen their souls Elder, r Deacon. Farmington, no change. Elwere grieved because he told them that he der Peter B. Seaton had kept up regular appointmust foave them and go to the Father he ments over the district, and had opened som.e
comforted them, saying: "If ye love me, new fields. for preaching. \.Villiam H. Griffin
keep my commandments, and I will pray had labored as circumstances permitted. Teachthe Father, and he shall give you another er S. L. Cooper, and Deacon Frank Stevens re•
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ported. Sacrament, prayer and testimony meeting at 7'P· m.,in charge of W. H. Griffin. Preaching on Sunday by P. B. Seaton. ·The authorities
of the Church were sustained. Adjourned to
meet with the Eagle Creek Branch the second
Saturday and Sunday in February, 1887.

QUESTIONS.
Dear Herald; will you let us ask
A few short, simple questions;
For, lacking wisdom of our own,
We'd thank you for directions.
We've read some very good advice
To all the noted preachers;
'l'h e Brnhop~, and the Elders g-ood,
'l'he Deacons and the Teachers.
0

Tho duties we would better know
Of mother, wife, and daughter;
We've tried the gospel to obey,
We've been baptized by water;
We've often had our faith confirmed,
And strengthened by reeei ving
Some of the precious blessings,
Once promised t!Jc believing.
The Elders they are often called
The gospe,.l to be p1·eaching;
And 'tis righ-t. that by example
They should prove what they are teaching;
But when we sometimes KO along
·with them upon their mission,
Is any thing required of us,
To !Jelp to teach the lesson?
We always take the hooks along,The three the Savior gave us,And we believe the law therein
If we obey, will save us;
That law we are requirf>d to teach
In every place, or landing;
Yet in that self-same law are things
That passetlt understanding.
For instance; I have read, somewhere,
"Make plain thine every garment;"
And now, the very thoughts of this,
Is a perpetual terment;
Because in every place we go,
In this wide world of fashion;
The love of clothes made beautiful,
Is now a rnling passion.
Some over look the "Maire them plam,''
And onlv heed, the "beauty."
So, "beautify your clothes," say they;
That is your only dut:v.
Some good Saints say, ''Use wisdom;
"That's all that now is needed." .
That's true, but is it mine, or God's
That should be known and heeded.
My wisdom might direct upon
My next plain dress, one ruffle ;
Another's wisdom might say, three;
And yet another's, donble.
There's few upon this great footstool,
But like to dress quite nicely;
And fewer yet could ever. think
But what they acted wisely.
But what must busy people say
Of Elders' wives who meanly make
So very plain the garments;
"0 ugly fright;" "11nseemly taste."
The Elders brave, I do believe,
Take fright at such an object;
Because it seems they hardly dare
To preach upon that subject.
Or else they think it is beneath
Their dignity, or calling,
To talk upon such little themes
To carnal minds so galling-.
Too bad it is, for God's elect,
At such small things to tarry;
Yet this would be,.I must confess,
A heavy cross
carry.
•

to

I tell you what! I think that it
Would cause me quite a tustle;
To have to give up all my bangs,
My ruffles, and my bustle;
My jewels, and my crisping pins;
My velvet bands and laces;
My silken fringe, and finger rings,
'l'hose lovely, worldly graces.
How little that wonld make mo feel;
So simple, and so lowly;
And yet I know 'tis in the books,
And if I wonld be holy,
I must renounce this world, and all
Its vain and foolish pleasures;
·And following Jes us Christ our Lord
Lay up in heaven my treasures·
And if I do not keep this law
How can I, now pray tell me,
How can I pray to God above;
"Thy law to keep, now help me."
How can I say; "Lord, this command
Thou hast to mortals given;
I don't believe, I won't receive,But,-save us all in heaven."
And if this is the word of God,
Ought we to treat it lightly?
Besides, I think that I can see
How fashion hinders, slightly,
The good we might do; for sometimes
The elder from his Bible.
I have to call, to curl my bangs,
Because I am not able. ·
And then, the gospel trump you know,
Is sent to every nation;
And hence, we often find ourselves
Mong'st them of lowly station.
I know we're welcome there; because
They always try to bless us,
With comforts of their home, and board,
And room, and beds to rest us.
But oft I'm grieved at heart, to see
The mother weary toiling;
Because I can not help her, lest
My fine clothes I'd be soiling.
"A perfect lacy" I should be;
Now do not call me crazy;In fashionable circles high,
The "lady-like," mean~ lazy.
They call it by another namA;'Tis "delicate refinement."
"Too nice to work." But what is best
To do needs some discernment.
I try to sing our hymns of love,Her labor never ceases;
I try to cheer. her daily tasks,But still her wor:k increases.
Now, ifI could wear plainer clothes,
And love my neighbor better;
I think that I could help her some,
In deed, as well as letter;
And we could work, as well as sing
Of Zion's coming glory;
And ih.en we both could rest, and talk
'l'he gospel's pleasing story.
How Jesus gave up all for us;Oan we give up for Jesus
This love of self, and love of pride,
That is so apt to seize. us.
And now we've told you what we think,
We trust you will endeavor
.Advice to give us; so we may
The better serve our Savior.
A SISTER.
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BORN.
I-lEADRICK.-At Crays' Creek, California, June
25th, 1886, to Mr. Daniel and sister Sarah Headrick, a daughter·.
MARRIED.
B.ENTLEY-SMITH.-At the residence of the
bride's parents, October 27th, 1886, by Elder Wm.
Bradbury, of Providence, R. I., Mr. Louis E.
Bentley and Sister Esther J. Smith, both of New
Bedford.
~'Sweet

t.heir union, pure their pleasure,

Heart with hand to each they give;
Each one,s heart the other's

treasure,~

May they thus forever live."
Woon-WoRDEN.-At Stewartsville, Missouri, November 3d, 1886, Bro. John Wood and Sister Delphine Worden, both of Stewartsville, Mo.
Elder J.M. Eerry officiating.
You both have done well
To tty life's rugged road as one.
In days to come may you have as much joy,
As in this, the day you begnn.
DIED.
JoY.-Sister Rhoda Joy was born in Dennis,
Constable county, Massachusetts, June 30th, 1805.
She was an esteemed member of the Baptist
church at the time of her baptism into the Church·
ef Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, which took
place in the days of the martyr. And though
that wicked tragedy-the assassination of the
prophet-which clothed all Zion in mourning,
soon followed her new found hope; yet she had
received enough of the confirmatory spirit of the
gospel to know that the work is of God. She was
re-baptized and confirmed into the Reorganized
Church by Elder John Smith at Dennisport, November 25th, 1866. In October 15th, 1886, she passed through the· seeming shadow, apparently,
without a struggle. And so a mother in Israel,
whose beneficence the orphan and the stranger
felt, has been transferred from the church militant to the church triumphant. Funeral discouse
by Elder W. Bearse. Text, Rev. 14: 13.
SM1TH.-At Clear Lake, Indiana, November
10th, 1886, father Peter Smith. He was born
September 15th, 1804, at Fishing Creek, Columbiana county, Pennsylvania; was baptized June
29th, 1877, by Wm. H. Kelley. Funeral service
by Elder B. V. Springer, November 12th, 1886, a
very large crowd of relatives and friends were in
attendance. He passed peacefully away in hope
of a glorious resurrection; he needs no eulogy
from my pen as his long residence here had endeared him to all, both Saint and sinner. He
died as he had lived, an honest man, the noblest
work of God. Many of the Elders who read
these lines will remember with love and gratitude
"Uncle Peter." His aged companion with whom
he lived over sixty years, and several children
and grand children survive him, and while we
discoursed over hiS remains of the hope of the
Saints from Romans 15; 4, we felt to say
"Farewell, father, we shall meet thee
When the toils of life are o'er;
Loved ones gone and loved ones coming,
Soon will meet to part no n1ore. w

NOTICE.
To the First Quorum of Elders: I send to each
member·of the quorum a blank report a·nd circular letter. Should any fail to receive them, please
notify me at Lamoni, Iowa, by the first of March,
1887..
V. WHITE, Sec'.y of ~uorum.

B. v. SPRINGER.
McINTYRE.-At St. Joseph, Missouri, October
30th, 1886, Bro. John C. Mcintyre. He was born
in Scotland in the year 1818; emigrated to this
country in 1853; settled in St. Joseph in the year
1868. He united with the church first ·in his native country, in the year 1846, and with the Reorganization in 1871, being baptized by Elder J.
L. Bear. Bro. Mcintyre was one of our faithful
and substantial members; we all miss him. H1t
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leaves a wife and two daughters to mourn his
LADIES WAN'TED. to sell an entirely New staple J H H A N S E N M D
loss. Funeral services conducted by Elder H. C.
d f II
d.th
B ronson; a Iarge num b er 0 ff·
nen s 0 owe
e
remains to its last re.sting place.
HAYER.-At Mission Branch, near Norway,
LaSalle county, lllinuis, October 31st, 1886, Bro.
.,Oliver Hayer, Sen., of heart disease; aged 66
years, 7 months, and 9 days. He was born in
Norway, in 13 20 ., came to America in 1342 ,
united with the church in 1843, and ,with the Reotganization in 1861, and was acting Priest of the
branch. He had suffered from asthtria for about
thirty years. A widow and eight children remain to mourn his loss. The wife and two of
the children were present at hiE death; the others
were summoned by telegram, and arrived in time
for the funeral, when the largest concourse of
relatives and friends that ever gathered at the
.chapel, were present. Serviceb conducted by
Elder Thomas Hougas, from Rev. 14: 12, 13.
McPHERSON.-Passed 10 the home of the blessed, from Monroe county, Ala., May 15th, 1886,
Bro. Daniel McPherson, aged 68 years, 3 months,
and 15 days. He was born in Robinson county,
North Carolina; was baptized and confirmed by
Elder G. R. Scogin, Sept. 15th, 1882. As a citizen and Christian he stood fair with the many
who knew him.
STONE.-Near Thornton, Limestone county,
Texas, of disease of the head, and typho malarial
fever, October 27th, 1886, Sr. Frances E. wife of
Bro. J. L. Stone. She passed away firm in the
faith after suffering greatly. She leaves a kind
husband, one son and three daughters to mourn
her loss, and a babe two months old. She was
born January 29th, r854; and was baptized August 1879, by Elder R. Jenkins. She was loved
by all who knew her.
BRoWN.-Four· miles north of 'Pleasanton,
Iowa, November 6th, 1886, of congestive chills,
Chester S., youngest child of Bro. Joseph and Sr.
Amelia Brown. He was born May 30th, 1885,
blessed by Elder W.W. Blair; buried at Davis
City, Iowa, funeral services by Elder E. Robinson, assisted by Elder A. \V. Moffet.

Article. Q111ck Sales and Big
Profits. samvJe and 'lernrn Fnie. Aleo, Heduced pnce
list of Bed Springs. Address: B. F. OUDWAY.•Peoria,
Illinois.
·
19juutf

A, FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
Fae simile of a Stippled Crayon, life si7.e, bust form, will
be pub!tshed for the holidays, which we trmt will be appreciated by all brothers a11d SlBters.
Portraits will be se11t to:any part of tho world on
receipt of price, $1,25.
A good i.•eliable Agent want¥d
In every bmnch. All orxlers untl apiJlications for agencies recorded. A liberal commit;i.:1iou ull"9wed to agcrns.
Samples sent on receipt of price, which will be refnudcHI
on the first ~O copies sold and puid for by the ugeut, hy
one of the vort.raits. Send stamp !or further varticularo.

Photographs enlarged in Crayon aud Pastel.
Satisfaction guaranteed. ~pdress:
ATK.lNS BROTHERS,
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.
30nov3m

BIBLE

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER J. J. CORNISH.
Now ready .for sale. Over 560 piiges, half inch wider
print than the Book of Mornon, u11d about the same
length. Bound in good leather (buftiing,. Price $1 50.
Address J. J. COHNlSH,
20oct4t
Reed City, 08e<·ola Co., Mich.

'

'

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
. hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamon~
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of .WOMEN a Specialty.
W- Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14febly

ADVERTISERS
can ~learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
4

Nevvspaper Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New Yol'k.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pa~phlet.

l

h•~

r...ine 5elocted by the U.S. Oov•t
to carry the Fast Mail.

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or uight, 11nswered.
LAMONI,
IOWA.
Office at. Anderson's Drug Store. R.e•idence East end
of Main Street.
ja1130tf

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the Lainoni Gazette· for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Con<'ordance or Smith's
Bible Uietionary post-paid for $1.50.
W" Send for spee1me11 copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.
WAL KER & HANSEN.

V\r hence a presence has passed that will ne'er be ret:tored.

ANTWERP, Ohio, Nov. 2d.
Bro. ':fosep!t Snzitlz:-Bro. B. V. Springer came
here the 4th of October, and remained until the
13th. Preached every night except one, and twice
on Sunday. The people turned out tolerably
well to hear. It did me good to hear the true
gospel preached to my neighbors. Some of them
say now that they don't wonder at Bro. Gaston
and myselt wishing to have the gospel preached
here; as they begin to see the diflerence between
it and what they have been hearing. Bro. Springer is well liked by most of the people, and some
have taken decided stands in our favor; hope he
will be able to return and follow up the work.
In hope of e.ternal life yours,
.
'
]QHN ERTE:\l.

,

SURGEON,

J. W. De1'1ooa., lU. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND

So empty and lone that our sad hearts are chilled;
A chair !Jy the hearth, a11cl a place at our board,

CORRESPONDENCE.

'

PHYSICIAN AND

HOUS.E AND EIGHT ACRES
Of:tirst class land, for sale on south-east edge of Cameron
City, Mo. Small house on it, &c. A yonug VINEYARD and other SMALL FRUI'l'S. Address: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMERON, Mo.
SIMON SMI'l'H.
23ocrnt

'l'herc's a niche in our,h01ne that onr Chester once filled,

We miss the dear face and the patter of feet,
The v.ays that were childish, so tender and sweet;
Our stricken hearts bleed at the stroke of the rod
That took our loved "Chettie'" to rest with his God.
And if the bright angels where his lot is assigned,
Will care for and comfort him whom we've resigned;
We'll bear our hard portio11 of sorrow and pain,
And wait till we meet him, in glory, again.

'

After Forty years'
experience in the
preparation of more
than One Hundred

fh~0U~tl~d8~f!\~~t~~d ~~r~ia~~~u~~

tries the publishers of the ~cientifio
Ame~ican continue to a ct as solicitors
for patents, caveats, trnde-marks, copy..
rights, eto. 1 for the United States, and
to obtain patents in Canada, England, France,
Germany, and all other co"!ln~ri~s: • Their experience is unequaled and their fac1ht1es are unsur-

pa[,~~i;ings and specifications

prepared and filed
in the Patent Office-on short notice. 'ferms very
reasonable. No charge for examination of models
or drawings. Advice by mail free.
PatentR obtained through Mnnn&Co.arenoticed
in the SCIENTIFIC Al\IEIUCAN, which has
the largest circulation and is the most influential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patentee
understands.
is ~~\;\}:h%a a~m'ilitEi ~iu$~~~~:ay~:~:s~:s~~

~e1;1~~t~~!.~ i~~!~£ig:;~~ ~~P~~~~;i~t;d~~rk~~e~;d

other departments of induStria! progress, published in any country. It con tams the names of

:~I0Ka~~:~.es~~: ttt~~~~ e:'ne~;;N:;e~~o::U~aj~li1:~

Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to
rstB~o~d.~~y: ~~~1!y.~~i~~ of Scientific .American.
Handbook about patents mailed free.

BOOK O.l<' MOH~lON.
Roan, sprinkled edges, . . . . . .......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ............••.•.•••..•.• 1 50
Fnll Morocco, gilt edges ... _........................... 1 7~
JOHEPH SMITH THE PlWPHET, A.NlJ 1111"
PROGENI'l'OHS.
Muslin Boards, 31~ pages, by Lucy Smith ............. 75
Leather Binding ................. •• · · · · · · · · • •• • •.. • · •• • .1 :iii

The Only Through Lino 1 with its own track, between

~~:,c~~~~
~DENVER
ST. LOUIS
-

Either by way· of Omah'f:i, Pacific Junction, Atchison or

Kansas City.

It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch lines .to their~ important cities and towns. It
runs every day in the year from on~e to three elegantly
equ.pped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi:>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to
and from all points in ihe United States and Canada.
It is tho Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets, Rates, Generni Information, etc., regarding
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the
United States or Cancida, or address
HENRY B. STO~j E,
PERCEVAL 1LOWELL,
Gen' I iVhi.nager,
Gen I Pass. Agent,
CHICAGO,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at l : 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West
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"MORE OR LESS."

A

wants to know:
When Jesus said, "And whoso shall
declare more or less than this, and establish ,it for my doctrine, the same cometh
of evil," did he mean that no more doctrine and principle than what he then had
taught those he was speaking to would
ever be taught by himself or faithful servants?
2. Or, did he simply intend to forbid the
teaching of any doctrine or principle contrary and opposed to that which he had
already taught?
3. What does the phrase "more or less,''
as used in the Scriptures, signify?
Ans. r. We are not certain whether we
understand just the scope this questioner
might wish his question to take, or that
we so far comprehend the question, and
the relation an answer might bear to the
general subject of the faith of the church
as to answer satisfactorily.
To the first part of the question we reply, no. Jesus could not have intended
that such a construction should be placed
upon the language quoted. Ifhe had, how
shall we understand his words; "except
your righteousness exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, ye can in
no case enter the kingdom of heaven."
· This language is preceded by a statement referring to commandments the doing of which should exalt men, the breaking of which and the teaching to break
should abase men.
All Scripture given by the inspiration
of the Spirit, being for our benefit, instruction and learning, warrants us to conclude
BROTHER

I.

No. 48.

that no one passage, or portion should be finite in number; not one of which must
construed in such a way as to do violence be made to conflict in the slightest with
to other passages and the tenor of the any other one, nor with the central
whole. St. Mark states that after John was thought, or root of the whole. The fifth
put in prison "Jesus came preaching the chapter of Nephi, from which the language
of the question is taken, contains the hisgospel of the kingdom of God, and saying,
tory of the visit of Christ to the disciples
the time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of
on this land; and after the declaration
God is at hand; repent ye, and believe the "And whoso shall declare more or less
gospel."-(Mark r: 14, 15). And in the than this," referring to the doctrine he had
closing verses of the same chapter the ris- stated was his, the statement is followed
en Redeemer charges the disciples to from the ninth paragraph of the fifth
preach this same "gospel to every crea- chapter to the third paragraph of the
ture,'' promising salvation to those who twelfth chapter by a recitation of the
believed and were baptized, and stating teaching of Christ upon a great variety of
that several blessings should follow. In topics other than the "ye must repent and
the closing verses of Matthew's relation of be baptized," whieh constitute the doctrine
the life, doctrines and death of Jes us Christ, referred to. Are we to believe that Jes us
the statement is made that the charge was did not know the scope of his own words?
given to the disciples to "teach" the obser- That he did so soon violate the terms of
vance of "all things whatsoever" he had his own statement and add "line upon
"commanded them."
·
line,'' unto that doctrine and institute the
It is evident that Jesus did not intend to ordinance of blessing bread and wine,,and
restrict future revealment, nor to say, noth- commanding its observance with words
ing more shall be taught by himself and similar in import to those forming our text.
his servants than the requirements of the "But whoso among you who shall do"
commandments referred to in Matthew more or less than these, are not built upon
5th chapter; or that the disciples should my rock, but are built upon a sandy founnot "teach" all things connected with the dation * * * and the gates of hell are
"gospel of the kingdom." Phillip taught ready open to receive them." "Behold, I
Christ unto the people of Samaria; and am the light; I have set an example for
yet the history states that the people be- you."
lieved "the things concerning the kingIn neither place is the doctrines of faith,
dom of God;" and the Spirit bore witness laying on of hands, the resurrection of the
to them that Jesus was the Christ.
dead and eternal judgment, as enumerated
Jesus, when asked once concerning the by Paul in Hebrews 6th, included in the
commandments, stated: "Thou shalt love statement of doctrine; and if the close renthe Lord with all thy heart, and thy dition. of the text put upon it by some is
neighbor as thyself," "on these two hang insisted upon, it must exclude these, as well
all the law and the prophets." It would as the sacrament of the Lord's Supper;
be as unwise to say that because the Savior the doctrine taught by Christ in regard to
made this the specific commandment, marriage, and the peculiar provisions of the
therefore the gospel ordinaces ought not Sermon on the Mount, found in the New
to be taught, as to say that because the Testament and Book of Mormon alike, of
declaration found in our question refers to which the Savior says in the tenth para- '
two specific parts of the gospel, therefore, graph of the same chapter five; "for verily
nothing but those two things are to be I say unto you, that except ye shall keep
my commandments, which I have comtaught, or believed.
That the whole law, and the teaching of manded you at this time, ye shall in no
the prophets, were but the center from case enter into the kingdom of heaven;''
which the radiating rays of truth were to and in paragraph nine of chapter eight:
scientillate and enlighten the world, must "Therefore keep these sayings which I
be conceded, and yet the doctrines con- have commanded you, that ye . come not
tained in and covered by the two branches, under condemnation, for woe unto him
love to God and ~ove to neighbor are in- whom the father condemns,"
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There are a number of Scriptural passages of similar form and import, in which
the words "more or less" occur, some of
which we give, that we may more readily
reach our conclusion.
'It is stated in Numbers 22: 18, that
Balaam upon being importuned by the
princes of Moab to yield to the desires of
Balak, their king, to curse#the people who
had come out of Egypt and whom he
wished to destroy, replied: "If Balak
would give me his house full of silver and
gold, I can not go beyond the word of the
Lord my God, to do less or more." In
this case Balaam had been commanded not
to go with the elders of Moab and Midian,
and not to curse the people; yet the history
following this statement of Balaam shows
that God told him something more which
he was to tell Balak. If the stringent
construction that it is now sought to put
upon the "more or less" foun<l in Nephi 5,
were put upon the same words in Numbers
22: 18, then Balaam ought not to have
consented to ask God for anything further
for this king of Moab. But it is seen that
he did ask and that the Lord answered,
and in his answer gave specific and decided
directions to bless the people; whereas in
the 12th verse he was simply commanded
not to go "for the people were blessed."
Here was a great addition to the "more or
less" spoken before; but when examined
it is found in direct harmony with the
simple statements "Thou shalt not go with
them; thou shalt not curse the people;
for they are blessed."
Not content with this, Balak takes
Balaam once again away to another spot
suggesting to him that it might be that
God would hear more favorably from the
top of Peor, where offerings were again
made. The result of this was the conferring upon Balaam a vision of the prosperity and blessing of Israel, and a prophecy:
"How goodly are thy tents, 0 Jacob, and thy
tabernacles, 0 Israel! As the valleys are they
spread forth, as gardens by the river's side, as the
trees of lign-aloes which the Lord hath planted,
and as cedar-trees beside the waters.
He
shall pour the water out of his buckets, and his
seed shall be in many waters, and his king shall
be higher than Agag, and his kingdom shall be
exalted. God brought him forth out of Egypt;
he hath as it were the strength of a unicorn; he
shall eat up the nations his enemies, and
shall break their bones, and pierce them through
with his arrows. He couched, he lay down as a
lion, and as a great lion: who shall stir him up?
Blessed is he that blesseth thee, and cursed is he
that curseth thee."-N um. 24: 5-9.

Those who choose to follow this case
more closely will find that when Balak,
angry with the prophet, said to him, "l
called thee to curse mine enemies, and be-
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hold, thou hast altogether blessed them
these three times;" Balaam replied in such
a declaration concerning the people whom
Balak wanted him to curse that Balak left
him, doubtless in despair concerning his
projected assault upon thatpeople.
"And he took up his parable, and said, Balaam
the son of Beor hath said, and the man whose
eyes are open hath said: he hath said, which
heard the words of God, and knew the knowledge
of the Most High, which saw the vision of the
Al~ighty, falling into a trance, but having his
eyes open: I shall see him, but not now: I shall
behold him, but not nigh: there shall come a
Star out of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out of
Israel, and shall smite the corners of Moab, and
destroy all the children of Sheth. And Edom
shall be .a possession, Seir also shall be a possession for his enemies; and Israel shall do valiantly.
Out of Jacob shall come he that shall have
dominion, and shall destroy him that remaineth
of the city. And when he looked on Amalek,
he took up his parable, and said, Amalek was the
first of the nations, but his latter end shall be that
he perish for ever. And he looked on the Kenites,
and took up his parable, and said, Strong is thy
dwelling-place, and thou puttest thy nest in a
rock. Nevertheless, the Kenite shall be wasted,
until Asshur shall carry thee away captive. And
he took up his parable, and said, Alas, who shall
live when God doeth this? And ships shall
come from the coast
Chittim, and shall afllict
Asshm" and shall afflict Eber, and he also shall
perish for ever. And Balaam rose up, and ~ent
and returned to his place: and Balak also went
his way."-Num. 24: 15-25.

of

The words "less or more" as used in
Sam. 25:36, convey only the meaning
that Abigail refrained from informing
Nabal of anything that had transpired between David and herself, in the effort she
made to turn the wrath Of that warrior
away from her house. But when Nabal
had rallied from his drunken fit Abigail
told him the whole story as the several
occurrences transpired; nor is it to be
supposed that she varied in substance from
the facts, though the words of ·her recital
may not have been exactly those found
from verse 18 to 37.
The Savior commanded the disciples to
go and "preach the gospel to every creature; he that believeth and is baptized shall
be saved, and he that believeth not shall be
damned." From this it may be inferr'ed
that he who was so received in baptism
was in no danger; yet in Matthew 5: 19,
20, it appears that the same august teacher
had reiterated several commandments and
charged that they be observed; giving as
a sufficient reason that those who failed
could in no case "enter into the kingdom
of heaven." Does an entrance into that
kingdom constitute the salvation referred
to in the charge to his disciples? If so, do
not the two statements belong together to
complete the harmony of the Savior's
1

theory, or doctrine? Or shall the one be
taken as the specific and only rule; and if
so, which one?
In May 1829 a revelation was given in
which the Lord said: "Behold, this is my
doctrine: whosoever repenteth and cometh
unto me, the same is my church; whosoever declareth more or less than this, the
same is not of me, but is against me; therefore, he is not of my church." "And now,
behold, whosoever is of my church, and
endureth of my church to the end, him
will I. establish upon my Rock, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against him."
These passages show clearly that Christ
contemplated the establishing a church;
that it was to be built upon the Rock; that
it was to be composed of those who repented and came unto him; and that this
was to be effected through his doctrine.
But, in these quotations the theory of baptism, its n~cessity, mode, subjects, object
and results are not named. And in the
latter paragraph quoted, the endurance,
(perseverance of the Saints), the theory of
the Rock and its correlatives, and hell and
its surrounding teachings are hinted ·at,
but no marks given by which they are to
be known.
If the close rendition of the words "more
or less than this" were insisted upon in
regard to the first quotation, certainly all
the prophecies, promises and theories concerning the "Rock that followed after,''
the "Rock" upon which the church should
be built, so that the gates of hell should
not prevail against it, would be denied the
minister and the people alike, and men
would be left hopeless-~ groping after light
but denied it.
But, in order that there should be no
reason for disputation on this, the same
Great Revea1er, Jesus Christ, stated in
paragraph 15 of the same revelation:
"And I will show unto this people, that I
had other sheep, and that they were a
branch of the ho_use of Jacob; and I will
bring to light their marvelous works, which
they did in my name;_ yea, and I will also
bring to light my gospel, which was ministered unto them, and behold they shall
not deny that which you have received,
but they shall build it up, and shall bring
to light the true points of my doctrine;
yea, and th~ only doctrine which is in me,
and this I do, that I may establish my gospel, that there may not be so much contention; yea, Satan doth stir up the hearts of
the people to contention concerning the
points of my doctrine."
With this explanation it seems to us that
any one might see that the "doctrine" referred to in the passage from Nephi 5th,
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and in the 16th paragraph of section 9 of
Doctrine and Covenants,,and John 7: 17,
and Paul to Hebrews 6: 3, 4; and 2 John,
are one and the same and is constituted of
several points all correlative, and all in harmony one with the other; no one branch
denying any other separate portion, nor in
antagonism with the whole tenor of the
gospel.
In the gospel "life and immortality are
brought to light." It is but meet and just
that in declarin~ the gospel, all that appertains to life, things past, things present
and things to come, s.hould be considered.
This includes the state of man before the
fall, the fall and its consequences; the
atonement, its cause, manner, consequences
and results; the coming of Christ as the
Redeemer, the prophecies concerning him,
his life, labors, teachings, death, resurrection and ascension and the results ancl
glory to follow; the life eternal offered in
Christ, the way to obtain it; baptism, its
mode, subjects, object and the result; the
birth of the Spirit, the christian life, conduct, hope and causes therefor; the resurrection, its fact, reasons for and glories of,
manner of and triumph in; the second
coming of Christ on earth, object, character, results and reign; the church, what
it is, organization, officers, members, how
made, object of organization, powers, privileges and duties; the body of Christ, and
how it will be merged in the Kingdom of
God finally established upon earth. All
these things are essentially included in the
preaching of the gospel, and are also incorporated in and are correlative to the "doctrine" referred to in the Savior's statement.
To accomplish the preaching of the gospel
and for the calling, ordaining, empowering and sending out men upon a ministry,
which Paul calls the "ministry of reconciliation," it is in strict keeping with the ~om
mand to "preach the gospel," declare nothing but repentance unto this generation,
and the promise "he that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved, "that those sent
out upon this ministry should be sustained
while doing it; and for this purpose some
rule, or regulation regarding the gathering
and disbursing of money, goods, wares
and merchandize consecrated and set apart
by honest devotees for this purpose. All
wise human governments when passing
acts, or issuing edicts, permitting, directing
or commanding anything to be done, or
forbidding it, also pass, or issue enabling
or empowering acts conferring power for 1
the accomplishment of the acts comman\1ed to be done, and for punishing those doing what is forbidden. God is certainly
as wise and just in his administration as

are human governments, however wise
these may be; and it is gravely imputing
folly to him to allege that he has commanded his gospel, his doctrine to be
preached and .its rites to be administered,
and has not provided a way by which it
can be done.
For this and other reasons which we
have stated in this reply we believe that
the rule of tree-will-offerings, consecration
and tithing, is a necessary point in the
"doctrine" of Christ; one of the correlative
doctrines included in the central and leading doctrine, one of the enabling and empowering acts by which "they who preach
the gospel shall live of the gospel." It is
not opposed to, nor subversive of either of
the two specific ideas in the question to
which thi& is a reply, hut is intended as an
auxiliary to the carrying them into effect.
Those who object to the teaching of tithing, under the idea that it is forbidden by
the words "more or less," found in text,
to be consistent, ought, (as we think), also
to reject those doctrines we have heretofore
named as they are no more named than is
tithing. Nor do we feel that the church
believing in free-will-offerings, consecration and tithing, has added to the gospel,
or by so doing is teaching that which vitiates, or denies the doctrine of Christ any
more than to teach the atonement, restoration, the resurrection, or eternal judgment.
Paul writing to the G,~latians 5th: 14th,
says: "For all the law is fulfilled in one
word, even in this; Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself/' an example of centralizing of thoughts, theories, doctrines in
few words so terse that we commend it to
the stu<:lent of this paper. "Love is the
fulfilling of the law;" and yet Paul goes
right on, telling the Galatians what to believe, what was theory, principle, doctrine,
just as if he had not written the sentence;
doing it because love was a single principle, law a compound of many; so is the
"doctrine of Christ, a compound of many
principles, or points of doctrine.
Ans. 2.-The sentence clearly forbids
any one to say that any person can be
saved with the salvation referred to without repentance, baptism and coming to
Christ's Church. It also forbids teaching
that which opposes, or denies Christ's
doctrine.
Ans. 3.-More, or less, in the scriptural
sense, as we understand the term, signifies
that which ,is over and above, or comes
short of what is affirmed, and may apply
to material things as well as spiritual. In
law it is supposed not to limit the description of lands recited in a deed, if subsequent surveys should ascertain that the
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described premises should overrun, or fall
short in measurement. In the passage
from which we have written it is to us
clear that the Savior did not intend to convey the idea that there were no other
principles in his doctrine except repentance
and baptism, but did intend to forbid any
from denying, or teaching contrary to
what he there affirmed.
ELDER DAVID WHITMER'S LETTER.

IN our Communi~ations this week will be
found an article from Elder David Whitmer, partially explanatory, in relation to
the late purported "Interview" published
and reviewed by us. In view of the fact
that the "Interview" was widely published, appearing in the leading papers of the
United States and Canada, it was not proper for us to have let it pass unnoticed. We
waited some time, thinking that Elder
Whitmer would make some correction or
explanation in some one, or more of the
journals in which the "Interview" appeared; but seeing none, we essayed to correct
some of the things in it which we con. ceived were either errors on Elder Whitmer's part, misconceptions or misconstructions upon the part of the one who interviewed him. Of this review Elder Whitmer complains, as he states with only good
feeling and wishe~ for us. The first portion of our review was in type before we
received Elder Whitmer's letter, which
was on November 1st, the letter itself bearing no date, as may be seen. But the letter when received did not help us out of
our dilemma, as Elder Whitmer added at
its close a statement not to publish it. This
left us practically, as if he had not written.
The "Interview" had been made public;
it bore the prestige of Elder Whitmer's
name, age, and apparent opportunity to
know of what was stated therein. We
had no means of knowing specifically
what parts of it had been stated by Elder
\Vhitmer, and what were the addition of
the reporter. 'vVe were not at liberty to
suppose that the readers would of themselves sift the errors from the correct statements, retaining the one and rejecting the
other. vVe were obliged to treat the
whole as if it all came legitimately from
the lips of the aged and revered witness.
We regretted to do this, as we felt .that a
mistake had been made. We did not make
it, we were not certain who did; and we
felt compelled by a sense of our duty, not
to ieave the Saints without answer to the
misstatements, or misconstructions.
The efforts lately made by men claiming to act under the prestige and authority
of Elder David Whitmer, and who have
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assailed the views held by the Reorganized Church, gave some color to the thought
that this "Interview," so widely citculated,
might be a part of the plan; and if so, it.
was our duty not to pass it by in silence.
We have personally no quarrel with Elder
David Whitmer. We respect the testimony he has borne to the Angel's ministration, and revere the man for the integrity
in which he has maintained that testimony. We do not, will not, can not wish
him harm in any respect; we hold, however, that his duty to this same life-long
testimony, his age, his reputation, the spirit
of fair dealing,-all demand that Elder
Whitmer should make a specific and public denial of those statements, of which he
is made the author in the published interview, and which he did not make, of the
subject matter of which he could not have
been cognizant. We expect to meet the
truth, sooner or latter, no matter what the
nature of it, and are just as well prepared
to accept what is in our favor and make
use of it, or to submit to what is unfavorable and bear with, or be 'Overcome by it,
as we ever shall be in the flesh; but, we
do not propose now, as we have not proposed in the past, to take any man's opinion for demonstrated fact; we have heard
and tested the conclusions and opinions of
too many of those giving adverse testimony against the latter day work for that.
\Vhatever Elder Whitmer has of the facts
of the history of the past that has come
within his knowledge, we shall seek to
find no fault in him for stating. If he,
however, should essay to give his opinions
or surrnisings of what transpired out of
and away from his circle of knowledge,
we shall feel at liberty to examine them
from the light of happenings duly recorded at the time of their transpiring.
Elder Whitmer proposes to publish an
article which he is now preparing, in appeal to the believers in the Book of Mormon, and asks us in advance to promise to
insert it in the HERALD. This promise
we can not make; as, however much we
might be disposed to favor publishing this
appeal when it is presented to us, and possibly might be disposed to hearken to it,
we do not propose to judge of any matter
before we hear it, lest we shall err and be
l'hamed thereby. If David Whitmer, the
surviving witness to the Book of Mormon,
has at this late period of time any~hing
good for the Latter Day Saints, we shall
be pleased to see it. If, on the other hand,
what he has to communicate is of such a
character as to undo and unsettle the good
that has resulted from the labor of the past
thirty years, and increase confusion and di-

vision, diverting men from all the real
truths essential to the progress of the
work, we shall feel sad, because we are
assured that failure and chagrin must ensue to the man whom we respect for what
he is, and has done.
PERSECUTION AND ITS .. CAUSES.
Continued from page 741.

seen that the chief officers of the
State advised the Saints to seek by law redress for their grievances and losses at the
hands of the mob, it is well to now further
learn how the heart of Joseph the Seer
was moved in these critical trying times;
and also what counsel he and his advisers
gave the Saints in respect to their course
and conduct. Here is a letter· written by
the Seer which breat.hes the tenderest sympathy and is filled with wise and godly
counsel:
HA VTNG

Ohio,
"Dec. 10th, 1833.
"Beloved Bretkren: E. Partridge, W.W. Phelps,
J. Whitmer, A. S. Gilbert, J. Carril!, I. Morley,
and all the Saints whom it may ·concern:
"This morning's mail brought Bishop Partridge's, and Elders -corrill and and Phelps'
letters, all mailed at Liberty, November 19th,
which gave us the melancholy intelligence of
your flight from the land of your inheritance,
having been driven before the face of your enemies in that place.
"From previous letters we learned that a number of our brethr~1had been slain, but we could
not learn from those referred to above, as there
had been but one, and that was Bro. Barber, and
Bro. Dibble was wounded in the bowels. We
were thankful to learn that no more had been
slain, and our daily prayers are that the Lord
will not suffer his Saints who have gone up to
his land to keep his commanclments, to slain his
holy mountain with their blood.
"l can not learn from any communication by
the spirit to me that Zion has forfeited her claim
to a celestial crown, notwithstanding the Lord
had caused her to be thus afflicted, except it may
be some individuals who have walked in disobedience and forsaken the new covenant; all such
will be made manifest by their works in due
time. I have always expected that Zion would
suffer some affliction, from what I could learn
from the commandments which have been given.
But I would remind you of a certain clause in one
which says that after much tribulation cometh
the blessing. By this, and also others, and also
one received of late, I know that Zion, in the own
due time of the Lord, will be redeemed; but how
many will be the days of l.er purification, tribulation and affliction, the Lord has kept hid from
my eyes; and when I enquire concerning this
subject, the voice of the Lord is, be still, and
know that I am God! All those who suffer for
my name shall reign with me, and he that layeth
down his life for my sake shall find it again.
Now there are two things of which I am ignorant, and the Lord will not shew them unto me,
perhaps for a wise purpose in himself,-I mean
in some respects, and they are these,-why God
has suffered so great a calamity to come upon
"KIRTLAND MILLS,

Zion; and what the great moving cause of this
great affliction is; and again, by what means he
will return her back to her inheritance with songs
of everlasting joy upon hef head. These two
things, brethren, are in part kept back that they
are not plainly manifest, in consequence 0-f those
who have incurred the displeasure of the Almighty.
"When I contemplate upon all things that have
been manifested, I am sensible that I ought, not
to murmur and do not murmur only in, this, that
those w)1o are innocent are compelled to suffer
for the iniquities of the guilty; and I can not
account for this only on this wise, that the saying of the Savior has not been strictly observed:
'If thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out and
cast it from thee; or if thy right arm offend thee,
cut it off and cast it from thee.' 'Now the fact
is, if any of the members of our body are disordered, the rest of our body will be affected with
them, and then al( is brought into bondage together; and yet, notwithstanding ali this, it is
with difficulty that I can restrain my feelings
when I know that you, my brethren, with whom
I have had so many happy hours, sitting, as it
were, in heavenly places in Christ Jes us; and
also, having the witness which I feel and ever
have felt of the purity of your motives, are cast
out and are as strangers and pilgrims on the
earth, exposed to hunger, cold, nakedness, peril,
sword, &c.; I say when I contemplate this, it is
with difficulty that I can keep from complaining
and murmuring against this dispensation. But
I am sensible that this is not right, and may God
grant, that notwithstanding your great afflictions
and sufferings, there may not anything separate
us from the love of Christ.
"Brethren, when we learn your sufferings, it
awakens every sympathy of our hearts, it weighs
,.us down; we can not refrain from tears, y~t we
are not able to realize, only in part, your sufferings. And I often hear the brethren saying they
wish they were with you, that they might bear a
part of your sufferings. And I myself should
have been with you, had not God prevented it in
the order of his providence, that the yoke of
affliction might be less grievous upon you, God
having forwarned me concerning these things for
your sakes. And also, Elder Cowdery could not
have lightened your afflictions by tarrying longer
with you, for his presence would have so much
the more enraged your enemies; therefore God
hath dealt mercifully with us.
"0 brethren, let us be thankful that it is as
well with us as it is, and we are yet alive, that
peradventure God hath laid up in store great
good for us in this generation and grant that we
may yet glorify his name.
"I feel thankful that there have no more denied the faith. I pray God in the name of Jesus
that you all may be kept in the,. faith unto the
end. Let your sufferings be what they may, it
is better in the eyes of God that you should die
than that you should give up the land of Zion,
the inheritances which you have purchased with
your moneys; for every man that giveth not up
his inheritance, though he should die, yet when
the Lord shall come he shall stand upon it, and
with Job in his flesh he shall see God. There•'fore, this is iny counsel, that you retain your
land, even unto the uttermost, and seek every
lawful means to seek redress of your enemies,
&c., &c.: and pray to God, day and night, to return you in peace and in safety to the lands of
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your inheritance. And when the judge fails you,
whom I write; send thy angels to guard them,
appeal unto the Executive; and when the Execand deliver them from all evil; and when they
utive fails you, appeal unto the President; and
turn their faces towards Zion, and bow down be·
when the President fails you, and all laws fail
fore thee and pray, may their sins never come up
you, and the humanity of the people fails you,
before thy face, neither have place in the book of
and all things else fail you but God alone, and
thy remembrance, and may they depart from all
you continue to weary him with your importuntheir iniquities. Provide food for them as thou
ings, as the poor woman did the unjust judge, he
doest for the ravens; provide clothing to cover
will not fail to execute judgment upon your enetheir nakedness, and houses that they may dwell
mies, and to avenge his own elect that cry unto
therein; give unto them friends in abundance,
him day and night.
and let their names be recorded in the Lamb's
"Behold he will not fail you! He will come
book of life, eternally before thy face; Amen.'
with ten thousand of his Saints, and all his ad"Finally, brethren, the grace of our Lord Jesus
versaries shall be destroyed with the breath of
Christ be with you all until his coming and kinghis lips! All those who keep their inheritances,
dom; Amen.
JOSEPH SMITH, Jr."
notwithstanding they should be beaten and driv"December 12th. An express arrived at Liben, shall be likened unto the wise virgins who
erty, from Van Buren county, with information,
took oil in their lamps. But all those who are
that those families which had fled from Jackson
unbelieving and fearful, will be likened unto the
county, and located there, are about to be driven
foolish virgins, who took no oil in their lamps;
from that county, after building their houses,
and when they shall return and say unto the
and carting their winter's store of provision,
Saints give us of your lands, behold there will be
grain, &c., forty or fifty miles. Several families
no room found for them. As respects giving
are already fleeing from thence. The contamideeds, I would advise you to give deeds as far as
nating influence of the Jackson county mob is
the brethren have legal and just claims for them,
predominant in this new county of Van Buren,
and then let every man answer to God for the
the whole population of which is estimated at
disposal of them.
about thirty or forty families. The destruction
"I would suggest some ideas to Elder Phelps,
of crops, household furniture and clothing is
not knowing as they will be of any real benefit,
very great, and much of their stock is lost. The
but suggest them for consideration. I would be
main body of the church is now in Clay county,
glad that he were here, but dare not advise, were
where the people are as kind and accommodating
it possible for him to come, not knowing what
as could reasonably be expected. The continued
shall befall us, as we are under very heavy and
threats of death to individuals of the church, if
serious threatenings from a great many people
they make tl1eir appearance in Jackson county,
in this place.
prevents the most of them, even at this day, from
"But perhaps the people in Liberty may feel
returning to that county to secure personal propwilling, God having power to soften the heai1s of
erty which they were obliged to leave in their
all men, to have a press estab!fshed there; and if
fight."-Times and Seasons, vol. 6: 928-930.
not, in some other place; any place where it can
The following is an. extract from a letbe the most convenient, and it is possible to get
ter by Elder W.W. Phelps to President
it; God will be willing to have it in any place
where it can be established in safety. We must Joseph Smith:
"Clay county, Mo., Dec. 15th, 1833.
be wise as serpents and harmless as doves. Again,
"The situation of the Saints, as scattered, is
I desire that Elder Phelps would collect all the
dubious, and affords a gloomy prospect. No reginformation, and give us a true history of the beular order can be enforced; nor any usual disciginning and rise of Zion, her calamities, &c.
pline kept up; among the world, yea, the most
"Now hear the prayer of your unworthy brothwicked part of it, some commit one sin and some
er in the new and everlasting covenant:-'0 my
another, (I speak of the rebellious, for there are
God, thou who hast called and chosen a few,
Saints that are as immoveable as the everlasting
through thy weak instrument, by commandment,
hills), and what can be done? We are in Clay,
and sent them to Missouri, a place which thou
Ray, Lafayette, Jackson, Van Buren,&., and can
didst call Zion, and commanded thy servants to
not hear from each other oftener than we do from
consecrate it unto thyself for a place of refuge
you. I know it was right that we should be drivand safety for the. gathering of thy Saints,. to be
built up a holy city unto thyself; a1id as thou
en out of the land of Zion, that the rebellious
might be sent away. But, brethren, if the Lord
hast said that no other place should be appointed
will, I should like to know what the honest in
lik.e unto this; therefore, I ask thee, in the name
heart shall do? Our clothes are worn out; we
of Jesus Christ, to return thy people unto their
houses and their inheritances, to enjoy the fruit
want the necessaries of life, and shall we lease,
buy, or otherwise obtain land where we are, to
of their labors; that all the wa&te places may be
built up; that all the enemies of thy people who
till that we may raise enough to eat? _ Such is
will not repent and turn unto thee, be destrqyed
the common language of the honest, for they
from off the face of the land: and let a house be
want to do the will of Goel. I am sensible that
built and established unto thy name; and let air· we shall not be able to live again in Zion, till
the losses that thy people.have sustained be reGod or the President rules out the mob.
«The Governor is willing to restore us, but as
warded unto them, even more than four fold;
that the borders of Zion be enlarged forever, and
the constitution gives him no power to guard us
let her be establisher! no more to be thrown
when back, we are not willing to go. The mob
down; and let all thy saints when they are scatc
swear if we come we shall die! If from what
tered like sheep and are, persecuted, flee unto
has been done in Zion, we, or the most of us,
have got to be persecuted from city to city, and
Zion, and be established in the midst of her, and
Jet her be organized according to thy law, and let
from synagogue to synagogue, we want to know
this prayer ever be recorded before thy face.
it; for there are those arnong us that would rath·
Giy~ ~h,Y Holy §pirjt unto my brethren, unto
er earn etenrn\ life on s~ch c;onditioris. than !0~1;
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it; but we hope for better things, and shall wait
patiently for the word of the Lord.
"Our people fare very well, and when they are
discreet little or no persecution is felt. The militia in the upper counties is in readiness at a
moment's warning, havfog been ordered out by
the Governor, to guard a court martial and court
of enquiry, &c., but we can not attend a court of
enquiry, on account of the expense, till we are
restored and protected.
"(Signed)
w. w. PHELPS."
Times and Seasons, vol. 6, p. 944.

On the 16th of December, 1833, the
Seer received a revelation explaining why
God suffered the Saints to be persecuted
and driven from Jackson county, giving
promise of their restoration and the redemption of Zion, also directing them as
to what they should do to attain to this,
and revealing much to comfort, enlighten
and encourage. This revelation is found
in Doctrine and Covenants, section 98, to
which the reader is now referred. The
foregoing letters of the Seer and \V. W.
Phelps indicate that the Saints-some of
them-had sinned grievously against the
commandments of God, and that the
church had failed to deal with them as
transgressors in the manner taught by
Christ, and that this was at least one cause
of their afHictions.
The Saints had been amply and timely
warned in respect to these matters, as will
be seen on reading the following revelations in Doctrine and Covenants: section
6: 7, given September IIth, 1831; section
83: 8, given September zzd and 23, 1832;
section 94: 5, given August zd, 1833.
"And your minds in times past have been darkened because of unbelief, and beca.use you have
treated lightly the things you have received,
which vanity and unbelief hath brought the whole
church under condemnation. And this condem.nalion resteth upon the children of Zion, even
all; and they shall remain under this condemnation until they repent and remember the new
covenant, even the Book of Mormon, and the
former commandments which I have given them,
not only to say, but to do according to that ·which
I have written, that they may bring forth fruit
meet for their Father's kingdom, otherwise there
remaineth a scourge and a judgment to be poured out u:pon the children of Zion; for, shall the
children of the kingdom pollute my holy land?
Verily, I say unto you, nay."-D. C. 83.: 8.
"And now behold if Zion do these things, she
shall prosper and spread herself and become very
glorious, very great, and very terrible; and the
nations of the earth shall honor her, and shall
say, surely Zion is the city of our God; and surely Zion can not fall, neither be moved out of her
place, for God is there, and the hand of the Lord
is there, and he hath sworn by the power of his
might to be her salvation, and her high tower;
therefore verily thus saith the Lord let. Zion rejoice, for this is Zion, the pure in heart; therefore let Zion rejoice, while all t.he wicked shall
mourn; for behold and lo, vengeance cometh
~peedil~ upon the ungodly~ as the wh~rlwind, anq
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who shall escape it; the Lord's scourge shall pass
over by night and by day; and the report thereof shall vex all people; yet, it shall not be staid
until the Lord come; for the indignation of the
Lord is kindled against their abominations, and
all their wicked works; nevertheless Zion shall
escape if she observe to do all things whatsoever
I have commanded her, but if she observe not to
do whatsoever I have commanded her, I will
visit her according to all her works, with sore
affliction, with pestilence, with plague, vdth
sword, with vengeance, with devouring fire; nevertheless, let it be read this once in their ears,
that I, the Lord, have accepted of their offering;
and if she sin no more, none of these things shall
come upon her, and I will bless her with blessings, and multiply a multiplicity of blessings upon her, and upon her generations, forever and
ever, saith the Lord you God. Amen."-D. C.
94: par. 5·

From what we have seen thus far it is
apparent the Saints had in no sense violated the laws of the land, nor infringed
upon t.he rights of other citizens, yet they
had come far short of living up to their
privileges, duties, and covenants to Godward, and for that reason they were afflicted and persecuted.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

was changed after Christ's death, and that
to sprinkle was now the proper mode, and
cited for proof Cornelius and his household,
the jailor and his house, Lydia and her
household, also the testimony of the·early
fathers.
Bro. J. R. Badham writes us from Los
Angeles, California, November 12th, that
they have a nice hall in which to hold services, 'and that some strangers come to
hear the gospel.
He says the work of
God is gaining in southern California, but
rather slowly, yet he thinks the prospects
are good for its future.
Elder Peter Anderson wrote us from
Logan, Utah, November 15th, that he held
two meetings there the day before, with
"good attendance and attention," and would
speak there again the night of the I 7th
inst.
Bro. J. C. Clapp, writing from Salt
Lake City, November 15th, had baptized
two more, was holding the fort with success, and was preaching persistently, with
fair outlook.
Bro. A. Himes, of Allendale, Missouri,
wrote us November 19th, that he had held
three meetings in Lots' Grove; and that
he was blessed of the Master in his preaching the word. Bro. Himes had an appointment north of Grant City, on the fourth
Sunday in November, which he was expecting to fill. May the good Spirit be
with our brother is our prayer.

THE following questions are being discussed at the present writing, November
20th, at Tunnel Hill, Illinois, between E.
L. Kelley on our part, and Elder Thomas
Williams on the part of the Christadelphians. The subjects for examination are
1, Consciousness after death.
2, Immortality of the spirit. 3, Annihilation. 4,
Resurrection of the dead. 5, The pre- THERE are many things which happen to
niillennial existence of the kingdom of us in the journey of iife which puzzle us;
God. 6, The attribute of divinity in many in w bi ch it is difficult for us to ·deChrist while in the flesh. 7, Divine authen- cide what the right thing to be done i~.
ticity of the Book of Mormon. Brother Human judgment is at fault. Our expeKeUey wrote on the I 5th, that they had rience furnishes us with no criterion from
passed through the ordeal of annihilation, which to determine; nothing has ever
and were to take up the fourth question. caused us to think upon the principle inThe discussion takes place within a mile of volved; tl1e subject may be surrounded
where Bro. Kelley was born, and where with circumstances of such bewildering
his father preached many years ago. This nature that we are not able to apply
makes it very gratifying to Bro. Kelley any known rule of procedure; our desires
who has no fears of what the issue may are to do right ~nd our determination may
be. He writes the truth is unimpaired as be absolutely clear to do only what is right,
vet.
but just where the right is we can not tell
" Bro. D. T. Shaw writes from Fall River, and bow we are at a loss. God has proMassachusetts, November I 3th, renewing vided for the Saint in such an emergency,
for bis HERALD, and says: "It is the best a refuge, a sanctuary in which there is a
religious paper I ever read."
more than reasonable certainty he will
Bro. R. C. Elvin writes from Williams- find help, it is the sanctuary of prayer, the
burg, Nebraska, November 10th, that at sure resort of the troubled spirit. He is a
N apanee at first he had fair congregations, happy man who when thus beset and bebut that the three divines there combined wildered has the assurance that he has so
to "freeze" him out, and one of them lived that he may call upon his God with
attempted to reply to him (Bro. Elvin) on assurance that he will be heard.
Who
the subject of baptism, and did so in a hasty, can estimate the effectiveness of such a
malicious manner, doing harm to himself man?
What an incentive to good berind his position, This man said baptism havior in Christi$ this? Tq he const<intly

in the frame of mind to appeal to a never
failing guide. Saints, do you value such
a privilege? If you do, then be diligently,
assiduously engaged in those works which
commend you to your Heavenly Father.
BUSINESS OUTLOOK.

WE hope the opinions expressed in the
clipping below may be early reaiized, yet
it is well to go very carefully and keep
business concerns under perfect control
and in safe moorings till safe and generous
conditions are ushered in.
"Bradstreet's and R. G. Dunn's commercial re·
ports, sto'utly claim a great revival in business
the coming year. They say that never before
were the prospects better for the man of business. \Ve must place a great deal of confidence
in Bradstreet and Dunn when we know that their
statements of commercial prospects are based on
sound principles, and a long experience in tha~
line. Prosperity for the merchant means prospyrity for the farmer, for the miner, and for all
other laboring men, because upon these depends
the merchant and professional man for his support. The report of good times comes to us like
the voice of a friend to one long lost in the wilderness. Let us hope that our country is on the
eve of a new era of prosperity."
A GOOD NAME.

"A GOOD name is better than precious ointment." This was the judgment of one of
God's wise servants; and we feel gratified
to know that the Saints of Lucas, as at
other places, are winning by their upright 7
faithful lives a good report from those
among whom they dwell. These are the
conditions the Lord promises his people
when they walk in his ways. "Righteousness and peace have kissed each other."
"The work of righte?~~ness shall be
peace."
"The Latter Day Saints while comparatively
unknown outside of the vicinity in which they
exist, are known to us as the strongest religiout'i
sect iri our prosperous little city. Not only are
they the strongest in numbers, this branch con"
sisting of about two hundred members, but they
are zealous and energetic in all their church
work. As to the principles upon which they
base their belief we are not fully acquainted,
and hence are not prepared to speak, but we desire to say that no other church furnishes onir
city with a better class of citizens. This sect fa
of very recent origin, the first organization being
formed in Manchester, New York, on April 6th,
r830, un.:ler the leadership of the prophet, Joseph
Smith. Because of their peculiar ideas of religion, they were persecuted by others and com.pelled to travel westward until some reached Salt;
Lake City, Utah; where, after the death of Joseph,
Smith, Brigham Young led off into the vicious,
practice of polygamy. Many refusing to follow'
Brigham Young in his practice, formed the organization like that found fo our midst. These
have no connection whatever with the polyga-'
mists of Utah, '!:hich arc strenuously denounce<!,
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by them as immoral. Let the people investigate
before pointing the finger of contempt at a sect
that are working the good that these are. The
head-quarters of the church is now at Lamoni,
Iowa, where they conduct a large newspaper and
printing establishment. The total membership
of the church in the work, is between 30,000 and
40,000. Space forbids us giving a more detailed
account of the church."-Lucas Recorder.

EDITED BY SIS'rER "FRANCES."

"By his life alone,
Gracious and sweer the better way was shown."

"A TiiUE LIFE IS AT ONCE INTERPRETJ<~R
AND PROOF OJ<' THE GOSPEL."
IT is "Thanksgiving Day" as we write, and we
have just come in from the bountifully spread
board of the "Sisters' Mite Society."· Their dinner was a complete success, as is most, if not all,
they ever undertake. Before dinner we listened
to a Thanksgiving Discourse by Bro. Joseph, than
which we never heard a better. It was entirely
national in its character, if we make one exception. He spoke of the gratitude we should feel
as a nation that the curse of slavery had been
wiped out, and that we lived in a country of freedom; and thanked God his hat would never be
lifted at the mandate of a despot, for God had
said this should be a land of freedom, and upon _or
over it no king shall ever reign ·until He comes
whose right it is to reign. In connection with
this he spoke of the overthrowing of kingly governments, the casting down of the oppressors of
mankind, and the ushering in of a better day, as
cause for thanksgiving. He touched upon the
fact that the Anglo-Saxon race was pushing its
way into every habitable part of the earth, and
with it was carried the love of free institutions
and the indomitable energy characteristic of the
race. To us as a people, however, the cream of
the discourse was in the exception above referred
to. Referring to the subject of temperance, he
spoke of the record the Saints had made in Plano
with reference to this cause, and then narrated
briefly a conversation he had had with a gentleman just before the Fourth of July celebration of
this year. This gentleman did not belong to the
church, but when his boys wanted to go to Bethany to spend the Fourth, he told them, no. When
they wanted to go to Leon, the answer W:}S still,
no. Finally he said, "You can spend your Fourth
of July at Lamoni, or hitch up your team and go
into the corn field." Bro. Joseph said he thought
this rather hard, but the man said, "I can trust
my boys in Lamoni, for I know that whatever
may happen there will be good sober meh to take
care of them." We felt that, "A good name is
better than precious ointment." One of the special causes of thanksgiving was, in the speaker's
estimation, the glorious onward march of the
"Temperance Cause."
Ho~IE COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Lilly Bently, Lamoni, Iowa .............. IO cts.
Sarah Phelps, Basco, Illinois ...... : ...... 25 cts.
E. A. Gill. Emerson, Iowa ............... 30 cts.
Anna Nielson, Nebraska City, Neb ..•.... 33 cts.
The amounts opposite names do not always
represent exact ages, but parties send in as they
~an afford,
oil see qny J!ttle girl only ten year~

y

old can give her contribution. Of course the
Home includes the family entire. Don't let your
birth days go by unnoticed.
LA>IONI,

Iowa, Nov. 25th.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sister Hays writes from Fair Play, Nevada:"You have my best wishes for success in your
work of love. We are living away from any
church privileges, and no one of the faith to associate with except sister Stauts of Elko. We
have spent some pleasant hours together. I have
not heard a sermon since our beloved brother
Rodger fell asleep; hut we still live in hope."
PuT aside all your scruples and write for the
"Column." It will comfort you and build you
up. 'We spent six years in Smoky Valley, Nevada, away from all the Saints, and even now we
sometimes long for the mountains and clear
mountain streams, and the grand scenery of some
of its canyons. But before we went there we had
learned that
"The friends who most cheer us on life's rugged road,
Are the friends of our Master, the servants of God."

BRUSH CREEK, Ills., Nov. rst.
Dear Sisters:-I had thought of entering the
Home Column for some time, and when I read
"Whipped," it came right home to my heart; I
too was left a widow in time of the war, with
five little boys, and know so well the trials that a
mother has in raising her children. My youngest
one the kind Father took home; the others have
grown to manhood and are honorable men in
society; all belong to the church, are all married
men and. two of their wives are members, and
two are not, as yet. My motto was to try and
raise them honest and industrious and in the fear
of God. I think firmness and decision are two of
the best rules in raising a family. Never promise a child anything unless you aim to do it. I
I am proud to say that my boys neither use intoxicants nor chew tobacco, and I can assure you
that they are proud of their mother.
I used to be a Methodist, but I feel thankful
that the Lord saw fit in his mercy to call me out
of darkness into his marvelous light, and I rejoice
to-day that I am numbered with his Saints. I
think the "Mothers' Home Column" a great help,
and r do not see how any Saint can do without
the .Herald. With love to all, I remain your
sister in the one faith,
NANCY SWAN.
OAK ISLAND, Tex., Nov. 5th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Feeling greatly blessed
and encouraged by the great work of the Lord,
which he has done here through his servants,
brethren I. N. Roberts and J, C. Curry Jr., I desire to make known to you and other Saints the
joyful tidings. The Lord has heard our prayers
and has abundantly blessed our souls. The re-'
lief for which we have so long and earnestly
prayed has come. The branch here is again organized, with old Bro. Absalom Kuykendall of
Galland's Grove, Iowa, as our president; several
added to the bra!lch by letter, and two by baptism
last week-Laura Neal and Delainey Bennett,
daughters of two of the faithful sisters, who have
held up the banner of our Lord in this place for
the past two years, when all around seemed so
dark and lonely. Although we were left alone
to watch by our sisters and brethren, yet we
were not alone; for Jes us, the great captain of
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and now, blessed be his holy name the victory is
his, for we were weak instruments in his hands,
"holding the fort" until his ministers came to set
the house of God in order. The prejudice of the
people gave way, and many came out to our
meetings, who had never attended the preaching
of the Latter Day Saints before, and they have
shown only a peaceable inquiry into the things
concerning the work of the Lord. Last Sunday
we had the sacrament administered to us, and
such a time of joy and comfort in the Holy Ghost
as we had, my pen can not describe. The gifts
of tongues and prophecy; the word of the Lord
given to us in the past was brought to our remembrance, and cheering things in the future
foretold. Many outside of the kingdom were
present, and they seemed to marvel and wonder
at these things; but none who were present,
seemed to scoff or doubt the sincerity of those to
whom it was given. Bro. Roberts was a stranger among us, but he has made many friends in
and out of the church. He is a zealous worker
in the Master's vineyard, and I feel that the Lcrd
will \.>less him wherever he goes. Bro. Currie
is young in the work, but is full of zeal and love
for the cause; is talented and calculatep to make
friends and do much good wherever he goes.
May the Lord watch over and guide him and
may he cling to the rod of iron, in humility and
faith is the prayer of the one who feels a motherly care for his wdfare.
Our little Sunday School is prospering, and
we are all pleased with the Hope.
Your sister in the gospel,
NANNIE A. GIFFORD.
This is good news and we rejoice with you,
dear sister, and thus it shall ever be, for God will
remember the sheep of his pasture.
LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 25th.
Dear Sisters:-Through the Home Column
we receive many good and precious teachings to
the mothers concerning the children. I am not
a mother, but as a teacher in the Sunday School
am one deeply foterested in the improvement of
the young, I thought to write a few thoughts on
the subject of teaching in the Sunday ·school.
I believe that next to the parent the Sunday
School teacher may do good. rt is the duty of
both to do all that we can to interest the children
in the Sunday School and the study of God's
word. Many parents act as if they had nothing
further to do but to dress the child and start it
for Sunday School. Mothers, is that child capable of studying the lesson without help from you.
If not, is it not your duty to give the necessary
aid? It not only 'encourages and helps your
child to go with the lesson prepared, but it encourages and greatly helps the teacher to explain
and impress the truths of the lesson upon the
heart and mind. The parent and teacher must
work hand in hand, earnestly, prayerfully, if we
would accomplish the good we desh e in the Sunday School. If the parents can do so, I think it
is their duty to go with, and take part in the
school with the children; if not, they may encourage the work by an occasional visit to the
school. Teachers, do we realize the responsibilities that rest upon us? Do we study and meditate and pray over the lesson, to bring out every
thought, to devise ways to reach each heart, and
bring out their thoughts, and make a lasting impression. Do we realize that we deal with "eter!)ijl truths, immort~l 69\1!s?" Po we feel tile SQ~
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lemnity of those truths, the value of those souls?
My experience and observation have led me to
feel that we do not as we should.
Near six months ago'our superintendent asked
me if I would teach the young men's class? I
thought had she as~d me to join the young
ladies class and be taught that I would have
most heartily responded; but what she asked
of me seemed so impossible, that I said
No. But she in her earnestness said, "Think
of it and pray over it before you decide."
Just at that time brother Joseph remarked in his
sermon that "many Saints said they were willing
to do what they could, and when asked to do
something they said I can't;" so I decided to say
I will try, though I felt that there were those in
the class better able to teach me. I took charge
of the class, hoping thereby to profit, and to be
profitted. We have a nice class of fourteen young
men who are taking a great interest in the lessons
from week to week, which we pray may be continued until our desires for them may be reached.
All of this class are not yet within the "ark of
safety;" such we feel especially anxious to do
good to, and desire an interest in your prayers.
Oh teachers, let us be not wanting in seriousness, we know not the result of our labors, "He
who continueth patiently in well doing shall reap
if he faint not." I feel that there is a grand, a
lasting work to be done in the Sunday School.
Let us awake to a realization of this work, with
renewed zeal and earnestness, is the prayer of
sister
FAY.
FREMONT, Ind., November 7th.
Dear Sisters o/ t!te :Home Column:-I have long
felt it my duty to write, but have thus long
failed to do so; now I do want to become one
among the many already therein. As I have
read the letters from-- week to week; it has so
wonderfully cheered my heart and encouraged
me. I, too, am a mother, and have been left to
bring my little children up without the help of a
husband; but my heavenly Father has been to
me a present helper in all times of need; and now
he has given me the pleasure of reading those
beautiful letters.in the Column, that are so much
help to us who are toiling, as it were, alone in
this world. But not alone, for we have one that
has promised to be a husband to the widow and
a father to the fatherless. I tell you I love the
Home Column because it gives so much good
instruction about bringing np our dear little
children in the right way, and teaching them the
way into the kingdom.
Ever praying for the.welfare of Zion, I reniain,
your sister,
ANNIE.
·--~ST.

LOUIS MITE SOCIETY.

Treasurer's report of the St. Louis Mite Society of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day! Saints: Cash on hand November
29th, 1885, $33.25; received to July nth, 1886,
$64.55; paid out to same date, $30; on hand
$67.80. Eliza Colishaw, treasurer; Hattie Elliott:,
president.
NOTICE.
The Nodaway Conference is postponed until
some future time, for the brethren of the Eureka
branch will not have their meeting house finished
in time for conference the IIth of December
next.
JAMES Tl"J:OMAs, President.

TABOR, Iowa, Nov. 16th.
Dear Herald:-We are still alive to the interest of the work and are striving in weakness to
promote its welfare. Since our last writing we
have been blessed with the able)abors of J. W.
Gillen, which were gratefully received by the
Saints and well spoken of by non-Saints. He
finished up his work among us at_ the Wheeler's
Grove camp meeting.
Our last conference, held at Shenandoah, was
a success. We were blessed with Elders E. C.
Briggs and E. L. Kelley, whose efficient help
came in time of need. The Saints and friends
drank eagerly from the fountain of truth as God's
Spirit manifested it through his servants. Elder
Kelley's able exposition of the temporal law, in
the Plum Hollow Branch, greatly benefitted the
Saints, and highly interested our friends, and we
all say, Come again, Bro. Kelley.
We still hold to the breeze the banner of truth
unfurled by the God of heaven through the instrumentality of his servants and the administration of holy angeJs, and are thankful for the inestimable privilege of bearing testimony to the
world that the work is the Lord's. We are blessed, inded, according to promise, in preaching the
word in different localities and branches of the
district, and are unable to fill one-tenth of the
calls made both by Saints and friends. We hope
to occupy faithfully and profitably, by the aid of
God's Spirit, so that the work may not suffer loss
in the field assigned us. \Ve say to the Saints in
this district, Strive to do the will of the Master,
that you may enter in at the straight.gate that
leadeth to the glory of God. I am thankful for
the help received from the Elders and officers of
the district, and pray that they may not slacken
their efforts in so glorious a cause. I am solicitous for the work and sincerely pray for its ultimate triumph through Christ our Lord.
Yours in bonds,
HENRY KEM~.
MERLIN, Ont., Nov. 18th.
Bro. W. W. Blair:-Elder John H. Lake came
to this place on the 20th of October, and commenced preaching the word to those that came
out, and on the 25th he baptized my daugl1ter
Flora, and on the 29th he baptized one more
(head of a family) by the name of Smart. His
wife belonged to the Church before, so now this
family is ma<le happy in the Lord, and we hope
others soon may be. On Sunday, October 31st,
I took Bro.John H. Lake to West Tilbury, where
there were two appointments for him at brother
Atkins'. At this place there are twelve Saints in
number, six who once belonged to the Baddertown Branch. The other six were baptized last
winter when Elders S. Brown and R. Coburn
were there. On Monday, November ISt, brother
Atkins took Elder Lake and the writer to the
village of Cambria, where we found brother and
sister Mather. They are still in the faith. They
subscribed for the Elerald. For my part, I can't
see how any Saint can do without the Herald, or
other church papers. I had rather live on two
meals a day than do without the church papers.
Our Father in heaven has said, Man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth from God; and in the Herald we find good
food. There are hundreds of Sqii;i\s who, if they

knew the value of the Herald, would not be with
out it.
Come, ye Elders, when among the Saints, explain
this to them; it will be better, and do good. We
drove home, about fourteen miles, and Elder
Lake remaining to teach the way of life,. Bro.
Walter Corless aiding him. He organized a
branch there with twelve members, Bro. Walter
Corless presiding Priest. Elder Lake got back
to my place the 13th, and preached four times to
date. He expects to go with me from here to
Blenheim, seventeen miles east of here about
Friday next. We thank God that he came to this
part of the Lord's vineyard, for he has done good.
The Saints here and in West Tiibury liave been
edified and strengthened by his wise counsel and
instruction. He has many calls to go here and
there from the Saints in different places. It is
very easy for the Saints to write and say, "Bro.
Lake, can't you come and pay us a visit, we want
some preaching." I believe that Bro. Lake and
other Elders also would gladly respond to all the
calls where good could be done, if it were possible
to get there. Although he is an apostle of the
Lord Jesus Christ, sti!.l he is a man and has not
wings to fly on. It takes money to travel, and
little do some of us think about it. I mean by
the help of God to do. what I can to roll on this
work. Last week when Elder Lake had meetings at Bro. Corless' there was a man present
from Tilbury Center. He got filled with ,what
he heard and went back and began to thresh the
preachers there with the doctrine of the Saints.
So the seed is being sown in that.way.
Yours in Christ,
A. McKENZIE.
HAVEN, Iowa, Nov. 20th.
Dear Herald:-How we welcome you every
Thursday. You are indeed bread to our souls.
When we contemplate the goodness and mercies
of God in raising up a leader, and one to whom
he revealed himself spiritually, how our hearts
swell in gratitude to him, that we were permitted
to hear and accept the tr•.lth; and how sad we
felt at times when we hear of so many base falsehoods printed and circulated derogatory to the
character of the martyr. Would to God we could
attain to the degree of goodness and holiness to
which we firmly believe he did. But, for the
sake of argument, we will admit that Joseph the
Seer was a polygamist-practiced and taughtdoes that prove by any means that the doctrines
he taught concerning Christ and his true word,
are pernicious and to be shunned? No; we believe l;i.e was inspired of God, and that he had
the courage and fortitude to proclaim the only
and true way by which we may inherit eternal
life; and we sincerely believe that he is now rejoicing with the angels, and that at the first resurrection he will come forth clad in shining garments, b~aring the palm of victory.
Our Elder Geo. Shimel is doing what he can
for the Master's cause, as are all, apparently, in
our branch. Peace and harmony prevail.
Your sister,
MAGGIE BERG.
"MANUSCRIPT

FOUi'lD."

We have for sale at this office the notorious "lVIauuBcript Found," written by Hev. Solomon Spaulding, about

wbich so much has been said in connection with the theory tlu1t it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
chief ground work and material from which to write the
Boolr of .Mormon.

Ha~

144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in

cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies g,5.cents; 10 copies or mone,
to Ol\\} address, 20 cents each. · ·
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THE SOREHEAD.

ALMOST everywhere, either in great or
small quantity, is he to befound; and, as he
is something of an attraction, it might not
be amiss to regale the gentle reader with
a few items concerning him.
To those whose good fortune it is to be
unacquainted with him, this, we think,
will serve as ample introduction for all
concerned.
We have known him for a
long time; and we have wandered and
roamed, and yet, wherever we have been,
"in all the churches of the Saints," even
there have we found him. He is the
chronic growler who is ever finding fault
with the management of .. things in the
church. He is never satisfied, and is always in a state of unrest. The unhappy
elements which combine in the general
make up of his character, may be summed
up in jealousy, envy, self-conceit, and selfisl:mess. And these "thorns in the flesh,"
are ever and anon, coming unpleasantly to
the surface to be the observed of all. He
is jealous of another's success, and envious
because another succeeds, where perhaps,
he has met failure and reverse. Cropping
out now and then, we discover strong indications of self-righteousness; and we can
not but see, that in all matters of difference
whatever Elders' c.ourts may have determined, or others have thought, this man
has always been right. In fact, although
in some instances, he seems as a veritable
Ishmaelite, whose hand is against every
man, and every man's hand against him,
he is a poor, persecuted, and injured innocent. In other cases, you can discover an
inordinate love of self-and with that a
constant tendency to overestimate himself,
and underestimate all others. He may be
found combatting this and that, finding
fault with whoever may have been preaching, magnifying trifles into mountains, and
misconstruing utterances in order to detract
from the esteem in which others may be
regarded. And sometimes, in his gusto
to find fault, he even dares to tell "an undeveloped truth," (the new name of a lie),
about those in whom he has so great interest. This may seem rather severe, but
not so, when we consider that the person
who misrepresents acts or utterances is
guilty of,lying in so doing.
I have known the utterances of some of
the ablest defenders of the faith so stated
that it would appear that the ';first principles" of the gospel had been made the subject of public ridicule and derision. I pity
that man or woman who can lift up hands
in holy horror and tell a lie, as though
really believing it a just defence of God's
truth. A little more work for such people might possibly result in them having
less to answer for before God. The sorehehd l!l ~o~ch~d to the very quick when he

sees his brother more admired as an expounder of the faith, or more p0pular as a
pulpit talker. If, through the wisdom and
discretion reposed in the presiding officer,
his brother Elder is called upon more often
than himself to occupy the pulpit, he can't
tolerate it, and afterwards he may be heard
declaiming against favoritism. "
The matter of fitness, and the "moving
of the spirit,'' cut no figure with him; and
to hear him tell it, the presiding officer is
guilty of making unjust discrimination.
Good judgment and discretion, according
to his way' of thinking, are of no use in a
presiding officer, and it would. be unjust
were he to use the best means at hand for
the good of the work. He goes around,
at least where his palaver is unrebuked,
finding fault with presiding officers, and
those called upon to preach, as though he
could build himself up by tearing others
down.
And sometimes he is slightly tinctured
with the rowdy-and he listens to the
preaching till the sermon is nearly ended,
when, to display his disgust, he gets up
and struts out. Poor soul! He has been
almost crucified with that long sermon of
forty. or fifty minutes! But perhaps the
part of charity regarding him would be to
consider that to whom but little is given,
of him little is required. At times he vents
his spleen towards presiding officers, in
discourteous acts. Where common decency
would but dictate an assent he roars out
boisterously and rude, No. Refinement,
or gentlemanly instincts, are strangers to
him, and he but glories and gloats in the
opportunity to show indignity to those in
authority. Little does the boorish sorehead
seem to realize how he is regarded by
thoughtful, considerate, and well-meaning
persons. Presiding officers ll:nd elders'
courts have dutie~ to perform, regardless
of the frowns of evil doers, whether within
or outside the church.
Occasionally we see an elder who is
conspicuous for apathy and want of interest. He is generally absent from church.
Talk to him, and see how wonderfully
glib he is in finding fault with others.
Indeed it would seem that all else but
himself, his wife, his son John and his wife,
were sadly in the dark. But should the
church gather around him, and pour cheap
flattery into his ears, giving him great
praise for the little that he may have done
in the long ago, then notice how he brightens up. Although stunted and without
growth, make him out to be the very embodiment of wisdom; and the "one,
altogether lovely," and just notice the
change come over the spirit of his dream.
He no more takes a back seat, and indeed
he feels like "standing on the top of the
heap." But unless he can be prominent,
and a chief n1an, he feels bad, and "refuses
to be comforted." Why, he is a dreadfully
misused man unless he is recognized according to his inflated notions of his own·
importance. And of course things are
sadly "out of joint" in the church. "Birds
of a feather will flock together,'' and without dou.bt, in all large branches there will
be kindred and associate spirits, in the very
qtne~s of thin~s.
·
·
.

Jesus likened the kingdom unto a net
which is cast into the sea which gathers of
all kinds; so therefore, we need not be
astonished at the presence of the proverbial
croaker and sorehead within the fold.
A man may be the main stay and almost
indispensable in a small branch; but should
he remove into a larger branch, among
many of the "tried and true,'' it is quite
probable that his local importance would
be considerably changed. Perhaps he is
no more the chief man, nor yet prominent
in the affairs of the church. But should
his changed condition make him envious
toward his brethren? Should this arouse
his latent jealousy, and convert him into a
dissatisfied, whining malcontent? God
forbid, that anv man should so lose the
Spirit as to make himself miserable, as well
as those in immediate contact. He should
not think that his usefulness is ended, and
he should be a conservator of peace and
quiet, adapting himself to his new and
changed surroundings. This we think is
far better t.han for him to grow cool and
careless, losing the spirit, and displaying
a peevish and jealous disposition, going
around spreading discontent, "sowing to
the flesh,'' "of the flesh to reap corruption."
Men, knowing their elements of weakness,
should guard sacredly the "temple of God,
and so avoid partaking of the grumbling
and faultfinding spirit, so pernicious to the
peace and well being of the church. They
should cultivate contentment and gentleness if they would enjoy the blessings
which belong to the children of God, emulating that righteousness which alone exalts a nation.
T. E. LLOYD.
THE SITUATION AS I SEE IT.

THE Bishopric and the Twelve were commanded of the Lord (and I believe "without mental reservation" that it was the
Lord) to exec~1te law of tithing, or to take
proper steps or measures to execute the
law. And of necessity a law must be
binding on a people if measures to execute
it are to be taken by certain officers chosen
and upheld by the people. The law is
not a temporal or worldly law, howbeit it
applies to temporal thing-g, And being a
law of the Lord it must be "r.erfect," :is
saith.'the Psalmist, "The law of the Lord
is perfect, converting (or restoring) the
soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure,
making wise the simple. The statutes of
the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart; the
commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes."
Then, if tithing is the law of the Lord,
if it is a statute of the Lord, and a commandment of the Lord, it is perfect, and
will give understanding and light. It is
merely foolish to say that it is one of the
"carnal commandments" given to disobedient and gainsaying Israel of old, in the
days of Moses. It formed part of the
Constitution of the church of God, long
before the by-laws written by Moses were
given. The principle is as old as the gospel. The sanctity of the Sabbath was not
established by the law of Moses, but was
established from the beginning of creation;
yet und~r l\1oses, rules and regulations
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governing the observance of the day and ing. Paul was speaking of sustaining the
attaching penalties for non-observance physical life, and it was simply in this form,
were made.
viz., that in return for spiritual food imThe fact that God forbade idolatry, parted by himself and others, they who
stealing, lying, adultery, murder, dis- were thus fed should give him and his
honoring· of parents, and covetousness, fellow-laborers the bread and meat that
under the l.a.w of Moses, is no proof that perisheth, or food for the body. If the
there was no law against them before. principle is correct and just, (and who can
For if no law, then no transgression, and deny it), what objection can be urged, in
it would have been no sin to worship idols, reason and justice, against some law to
or to lie or to steal, or to commit adultery, rule and regulate the principle, providing
or to murder, or to covet, or to dishonor such rule be fair and just? There are but
parents for over two thousand years.· two laws affecting this matter of the supThe gospel was before the law; it was port of the ministry that I can see taught
preached to, and understood by Abraham; in the scriptures, and they are the giving
and he observed the principle of tithing; of all that is possessed by the church memand it was a tenth of his increase, and a bers, and the giving of a tenth, or tithing.
tenth" of all his possessions; that is, a tenth If an_y consider the latter burdensome, they
of what he already possessed, and a tenth are at liberty to adopt the other. The
of what he gained after that first tithing. giving of free will offerings on the first
If tithing was a law unto Abraham, the day of the week, as recommended by Paul,
father of the faithful, and by his works of was for an especial purpose,-an extra
righteousness did he make his faith perfect, ·.effort we may say,-outside of, or additionand was justified before God; shall not we al to the general law governing the supwho are Abraham's seed do also the works port of the ministry and the poor in each
of Abraham? The works which formed locality. It was to help the falnine-stricken
part of the gospel law, we mean.
saints in Judea. It will serve as a pattern
We are not to do those special works of for us to follow, to raise funds for special
Abraham, such as offering up a child in necessities, like the repairing of the temple
sacrifice, or to leave home and friends, to at Kirtland for instance; or for any purpose
go to a far and new country, which were that the general church funds may not be
strictly individual duties enjoined by direct, used for; or even to assist where these
personal commandment; but the works of funds may be insufficient. I have an idea
righteousness that Abraham did were the that the work of the early church in givworks reg nired by the gospel; for that is ing all they had in possession, was somethe law of righteousness, as Paul says, in thing of the nature of the law requiring a
Romans r :16, 17. Abraham was not under consecration of property and receiving
the law of Moses, but he was under a law back an inheritance, which will apply to
nevertheless, and that was the gospel law; the time when the church can receive back
and in honoring that law he observed the inheritances; for it is evident that the
principle of tithing. Did the gospel begin church did not keep up this rule or custom
with Abraham? Nay, but it was preached continually; for Paul shows in first Corby angels unto Adam, who taught his inthians, chapter eleven, that some had
So they did
children, and they in turn taught their houses and some had not.
children, and so on down to Abraham. not have "all things common" among the
Moreover, the teachings of the Lord were Corinthians.
recorded or written in Adam's day, ancl in
I heartily agree with the idea of the
this way also was the gospel law under- Bishopric that a tenth of what a man or
stood from generation to generation. The woman possesses now should be given to
principle of tithing wa1< doubtless expanded the Lord, and a tenth of what is an insomewhat under the Mosaic law to meet · crease over what he has left, at an annual
the necessities of the case, or to furnish inventory of his possessions. It is not fair,
support for the Levitical priesthood; but consistent, nor the truth, that a man or
because it was employed to assist the priests woman can commence to pay a tenth of
in performance of duties, some of which the increase over his present capital, or
are not now in force, and which were (what I consider a bettter term and which
merely temporal, it does not follow that covers the whole ground) hi;; possessions,
this law of assistance was a temporal law; and not owe the Lord anything. for the
and not being temporal it mu~t be 5piritual, past years. Now mark this ifI am under
because pertainfog to spiritual things, and the law of tithing now, I have been ever
emanating from a spiritual being. The since I became a member of the Church
term temporal, however, need not be so of Christ, (if not ever since I was born).
objectionable, for it does not necessarily But we will say that, ever since I was baoconvey the idea of carnality or worldliness; tized into Christ, and yielded mvself to his
but means that which belongs to time, or service. If I am in debt to - the Lord
to this life. I believe that the law of tith- therefore, it is (to sav the very least), for
ing in this sense is both temporal and one tenth of all that I have gained since I
spiritual or eternal. It belongs to this life became a Christian. But iCI am simply
and the life to come. It is temporal in its a steward, whether saint or sinner, which
operations, but sniritual and eternal in its is the simple fact, then I owe the Lord a
consequences. Paul could not separate the tenth of my increase, or in plain English,
temporal from the spiritual, for he held of what I have gained in the past; or a
that they who preached the gospel should tenth of what I possess. However, the
Jive of the gospel. As the gospel is spirit- point I wish to make is, that at least, since
ual bread and water, it could sustain spirit- I was baptized and becflme of my own vonal life only 1 within itself, abstractly speak· lition a :servant of Christi l owe the

Lord one tenth of what I have gained since
that time. In my own case, or to apply
the rule personally, I did not own any realestate or house and land, March 14th,
1866. I now own a house and two lots in
Independence, Missouri,-or will own two
if the Lord opens the way for me to save
one, by paying one hundred dollars more
than I have paid; I owe also something
like one hundred and thirty or forty dollars on the house. If I can sell the property and pay the man what I owe him, I
shall owe the Lord one tenth of what I
have left, for I have not yet gained the
amount I owe. So if I should have l,ooo
dollars left, I owe and I shall pay to the
Bishop 100 dollars. What other possessions I have of a personal kind should be
assessed in the same way; for why should
I escape paying tithing on a piano, or an
organ, or a library, or a gold watch, or
silver plate, &c., if I have spent the money
I have gained in that direction instead of
investing it in land or houses, or cattle or
sheep or hogs? Now I am not alluding
to or "hitting" any individual, but I introduce the principle merely. Possessions
are possessions; whether money, jewelry,
houses, lands, or live stock, poultry or
canary birds. This is no trifling matter or
children's work, and should be viewed
candidiy and seriously. Let us suppose a
case. Here are several persons who some
time ago came into possession of 100 dollars cash a piece, which was an increase.
One bought a piece of land, one a few
cows, one a p::rlor organ, one a gold
watch, one a lot of fine fowls, canaries,
and other birds. Now, why do not each
of these owe the Lord. ten dollars? or does
the two that. bought land, and cows only
have to pay, and three are exempt? Property is property. And it was the propertv
of the Saints that the Lord demanded
tithing upon. My brother's thousand dollars in the bank is as much subject to tithing as my house and lot, and if my property will bring 100 dollars more a year
from now than it will to-day, I must pay
my ten dollars, as he will his ten, which
would be the interest on his capital at ten
per cent. If I put my thousand dollars in
organs, watches, books, &c., which may
not increase in value, I only will pay· the
first 100 dollars on my possessions, if they
are worth one hundred more a year hence
than they are now, I should pay one tenth
of the increase. I certainly am compelled,
if I use my reasoning faculties, to agree
with the Bishopric that my present possessions must in the whole be considered
an "increase," and that I owe the Lord for
one tenth till I pay what I owe. If any
one can show that my indebtedness commenced only when I understood the law,
and not since I became. a servant of God in
obeying the gospel, I earnestly desire that
he will give us the argument that will
sustain that ground. I am perfectly willing to concede that God may not condemn
the man or woman, who not understanding the law ten years ago failed to comply
with its requirements, on the same ground
that be will not condemn the heathen for
not obeying the gospel which they never
heard or \~rn)erstood 1 b11t c;an any one be
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excused from paying up in full, when
they learn that they were subject to the
law for the past ten years.

piano for my daughter, and a Jersey cow most probable. Apollos had been to Coror two for my wife, and was not in debt, inth a man mighty in the Scriptures i e,
-and these things cost 2500 dollars, and the Old Testament, and many of the Corthat was all of my increase for the year, inthian Saints were Jews, and they doubt"
"THE SURPLUS."
I believe that the Bishopric are right in how much do I owe the Lord? Just 2 50 less well understood the principle of tiththeir application of the surplus being re- dollars. Can I expect any blessing at his ing, and in all probability they gave a
quired only of those who gather up· to hands such as he promised through Mala- tenth of their increase, as did their father
Zion. And that fact suggests the thought, chi? No. But suppose I can not raise Abraham. I can not see into a giving acthat if there is any command of God in the 250 dollars. Then I should sell the cording as the Lord had prospered each
force to-day requiring a gathering to Zion, piano, or a Jersey cow, or something that one, if the poor gave five or ten dollars,
i.
Independence, Missouri, then those I can do without, or that is not essential to and the rich twenty-five or fifty cents, as
who have already gathered there, and the carrying .on of my business. But is it is often the case in these days; nor if every
those who may hereafter gather there, necessary to wait to the end of a year to one gave the like sum, whether large or
I think small. A tenth, or some other per ce-nt of
must observe that feature of the law; they pay the tenth of my increase?
must pay their "surplus" or be cast out of not, but I may pay it quarterly, or even the increase could fulfil the "order" of
the land. They will not be found able to monthly, but I am to pay the Lord e,yery Paul. But if this tenth principle is too
stand.
See what the revelation savs. year the tenth of the increase of every yeaJ:'.. burdensome for any "gospel" lover, he can
Suppose I calculate my legitimate ~mt- follow the example of the widow with her
Read and ponder it well, ye dwellers in
two mites-her all-or as in the case of the
Zion. But as the Bishops say, and as I lays or expenses, and my true gains, inhave held and taught for years both in come, or revenue, and find that I have early Christians, they can sell all they have
Zion and elsewhere, there is now no law made this month one hundred dollars, and and then give the money to the apostles;
in force requiring a gathering to the "cen- I put that away or pay ten dollars to the or divide up equally among those who
have nothing as Jesus commanded.
ter place," but "into the regions round Bishop or his Agent. And next month I
At the risk of being considered too
about." The wisdom of keeping the "sur- lose a horse worth one hundred dollars,
plus" till the church is ready to purchase yet make otherwise one hundred and fifty strenuous, or too exacting, I can not help
inheritances is seen in the fact, that with dollars, I owe only five dollars to the Lord, repeating the thought that many of us are
the surplus as so much additional capital, or if I make only one hundred I owe noth- in debt to the Lord, for the past annual
the increase may be augmented, and the ing that month. Or I may calculate every increase, to say the least. When did I besurplus itself may increase considerably, three or six months. But at any rate every come in debt to the Lord? I learn that
and thus more means be found to purchase year I am to square accounts, and offset when I became subject to the law of tithhomes for the worthy poor. It is wise my gains or the increase in value of my ing; and when was that? When I became
and proper that every one be permitted to real estate, or stock, or whatever property a member of the Chuch, what I owed
make as much as he can in an honorable I may have, with my legitimate outlays, then was subject to the law of tithing, and
and just manner with his capital, surplus or what may be called my losses, and the has been ever since. The Church will
and all, after he has paid his tenth of what remainder, whether it be one dollar, or one not compel any one to pay their debts to
he possesses, which of course means a hundred, or a thousand, or ten thousand the Lord. But is God unchangeable? Is
tenth of the surplus if there he any. But dollars, I owe the Lord one-tenth; after I he the same to-day, yesterday, and always?
candidly I can not determine what is a have paid one-tenth of what I have gained If so, (and who can deny it?) then. the
surplus now; but I can readily understaml since I was born; at which time I brought curse of God must rest on us, as on Israel
what would be surplus when the law of nothing with me, and owned nothing., in the days of Malachi; and if the curse
consecration, which is to be the law in Now I have my idea about Paul's instruc- for disobedience applies to us, so the blessZion hereafter, will be executed.
Thus tion to the Church, to lay aside on the first ing promist>d for obedience to the law of
when a man consecrates his property and day of the week, according as the Lord had tithing applies to us also. The promise
receives back what would be his inheri- prospered them. I believe this was not a of the gift of the Holy Spirit is to every
tance or what he needs for the support of regular, continual gathering on every soul who believes and obeys the gospel;
himself and family, all above that would Lord's day, but a special collection for a and I do not believe there ever was a case
be "surplus." With this idea before me, special and urgent case, even famishing where God failed to give the Spirit when
and for reasons given by the Bishops here- brethren. Paul wanted them to attend to the conditions upon which its bestowal detofore, I can agree with them that the sur- it at once, and not wait till he came, for he pended were fully complied with; yet I
plus is not required now. If I understand did not want any "gathering" when he have heard people who had been baptized,
the situation, it is this. Every member of came. He wanted them to have it all i.e., imrnerseil by some Elder, who affirm
the church, without exception, 'is to pay a ready so he could get, and take or send it that they did not rece"ve the blessing
Starving people could promi;;ed.
The failure to receive must
tenth of his or her possessions first, and a to those in need.
tenth of the increase thereafter annually. not wait very long for weekly contribu- rest with the individual. They may not
If I have a farm, and stock, or any other tions to accumulate. It was a case requir- have understood tbe gospel; may not have
property which I have bought with other ing prompt action, and liberality. If not genuinely repented, or may have desired
people's money, I own just what I do not regular weekly contribution, then the to unite with the church through some
amount given was not what they made or sinister or improper motive. God's word
owe for, and no more. If I have a farm
under my supervision that is worth 5,000 the profits over expenses of each week. of promise to the penitent believer can not
dollars, and I paid $2,500 dollars with What then? Why, as the Lord had pros- fail. And so of tithing payers; "the Lord
money that I claimed to be my own, on it, pered each one, or according to their re- loveth a cheerful giver." It is the willing
and borrowed 2500 more to complete the spective ability, they were to give. Those and obedient or the willingly obedient,
payment, I only own half of the farm. If who possessed the -most were· to give the who are to eat the good of the land in the
I have 2500 dollars worth of stock which most; because for each one to give a like latter days. Suppose a man pays tithing
I do not owe for, yet that stock is not really sum, when one had been prospered more grudgingly, and laments his act continually
mine if liable to be seized to paymy debt than another, would not be giving as the after, what credit can he expect from the
Lord had prospered each one; hut they, Lord. The Scotch Deacon was not far
with, yet if seized, and the debt paid, I
own the farm, or in either case I own 5000 would so give if all had been prospered wrong when a parsimonious party put a
dollars worth of property, and I owe the alike, which was not any more likely then balfcrown in the plate instead of a farththe Lord 500 dollars. If I make the first than is the case in any local church to-day. ing as he intended, and afterward wanted
year 2,500 dollars so to pay my debt I must But if each one had to give according as the Deacon to give him back the half
pay the Lord 250 dollars of that, for the he had prospered, there must have been a crown in exchange for the farthing; but
increase is 2,500 dollars. But suppose I definite per centage of the gains of each the Deacon refused. He then comforted
spend my increase for something that I one; or else it ":°as the surplus_, or all above himself with the thought, and said that he
wanted but did not really need,-say a the needed capital and runnmg expenses would get credit for the half crown in the
pew house, and a pony for my son, and a of each one. A definite per centage was • day of ud£'ment, The Peacon told him

e.,

0

J
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he would get no credit for the half crown _no right to keep or use or misuse, namely,
that he gave, but for the farthing that he the Lord's tenth? If we have failed to
intendyd to give. Perhaps the cause of make proper use of our portion, and must
failure to obtain the blessing promised- answer for the failure, what shall be our
if any have failed to receive it-may be situation and our fate for having robbed
explained on similar ground. But will the Lord of his portion? Will it not be well
the Lord excuse a person in the day of to think over these things, at least occajudgment because his plea may be that he sionally? It is a personal matter. "So
did not give his tenth because he felt that then every one of us shall give an account
he could not do it cheerfully? What sort of himself to God." It will be all
of a Soul has a Latter Day S--no, a that we can undertake, without being
professed Latter Saint who can not give responsible for any one else, and· yet we
- one tenth back to the Lord of what he may not escape judgment, for .the exhas received from the Lord. Of course ample set others, either of doing what we
we have nothing to say, if he claims that ought not, or of leaving undone the things
he has been prospered by man or the devil, we ought to do, and that idea will apply
and not by the Lord. Is it true that "the to the tithing question as well as to other
earth is the Lord's and the fulness there- n::iatters. Example.is perhaps better than
of." Then how is anything our own? precept in thi~ matter than in many others.
Are we not simply agents or stewards? I judge no man, for I know not- what any
Paul affirms that our bodies and spirits one has done or left undone, but I believe
are not our own, but the Lord's. And if that the Bishopric and the Twelve should
we do not have the ownership of our be exemplars in the matter of paying
bodies and spirits, how can we claim that tithes.
our houses, and lands, and horses, and
Yours for the truth and right,
THOMAS w. SMITH.
cows, and sheep, and swine, and poultry,
PAIROA, August 25th, 1886.
and jewelry, and our personal property in
general are our own? Now, the fact is
that we, and all that we have, are the
COMMUNICATION FROM ELDER D.
Lord's. And in abundant mercy and lovWHITMER.
ing kindness he says, in substance, "Give
m~ one tenth of the time, the talents, the DEAR BRETHREN :-Before anythin,,g apmoney, and everything I \lave put into peared in the Herald relating to that soyour care, and you can have nine-tenths called "interview," I sent them a letter corfor your own use and benefit. Yet we recting the mistakes in that newspaper
are but stewards of this nine-tenths. We article. The Editors of the I-Ierald had
will surely be brought to an account if we my letter before them, before they pubwaste, or- squander, or fail to make lished anything about this matter. I told
proper use of the time and talents and them not to publish my letter for this reamoney and other property intrusted to our son, because I did n9t know the Herald
care. To this thought agrees the word of was going to publish anything relating to
the Lord. "Let no man deceive himself that "interview." So the Herald Editors
that he shall not give an account of his went ahead and published that so-called
stewardship unto me."-Rev. Sep. 1882. interview (with my letter before them) and
vVho among us is ready to render our ac- appended comments to it against nze on
count with joy and not with grief? What some of the very points which I stated in
an awful solemn thought, that we must my letter that I did not say. For instance,
give account for the use we make of our the Herald almost abuses me for saying
bodies. Think of that, tobacco users; and that Joseph had treated his wife brutally,
beer, wine and rum drinkers. And the use when they had my letter before them statwe make of our spirits. Think of that, ing I had said no such thing. They say
novel readers and lovers of frivolity and nothing about receiving my letter correctfoolish fashions.
We shall give an ac- ing mistakes, until in the winding up of
count of our time; and is it spent in idle- the last article·in the last number of the
ness, useless employment, worldly gratifi- I-Ierald, after they had already made it
cation, and sensuous pleasures? vVe shall appear as if I had made all ef these state-.
g·ive an account of our talents; are we nzents to a newspaper reporter. Is this
faithful as apostles, prophets, seventies, fair dealing? But this will suffice on this
high priests, bishops, elders, priests, teach- point. I want the brethren to understand
ers, deacons, receivers of spiritual gifts, that I say all this in the spirit of love and
and in whatever calling the Lord has meekness. Below I give you the letter I
placed us? We shall give an account of wrote to Brothers Joseph and Blair. I
our money; and are we making the wisest wrote briefly, because I am writing a letter
arid most profitable enployment of it, or to the Latter Day Saints on all of these
have we invested it where it brings us no matters. I was moved on by the Spirit of
God to write an epistle to the Latter Day
gain, but rather loss?
We shall give an account of our proper- Saints, before that gentleman came here
ty of all kinds; what are we doing with it? who wrote that so-called "interview." I
Is it gaining value as it should, bein~ not exnlain in this letter how it was that this
our own but another's, and he, the Lod? article happened to get into the newspa·
And now, finally, what have we done per. The man who wrote the article is
with the Lord's portion of the time, an old Latter Day Saint.
"RICHMOND,"Mo., I886.
talents, money and property entrusted to
«Dear Bros. <yosepk and Blair:-I suppose you
our care? Have we wasted, or failed to
make proper use of our portion? What have seen an article in the Chicago Inter-Ocean
have we <,lony with that which we have of 17th inst, being an ipterview 9f a reporter with

me. In regard to it, I want to say as follows:
The gentleman who wrote it used to believe in
the Book of Mormon, but his faith has been
shaken of laJe, and he came to me as an honest
enquirer for the truth. He did not tell me anything about his intentions of publishing any article. He is with a job printing house, and wanted
the tracing of the "characters," etc., to have a
"wood cut" made of them to send to me. He is
quite well posted on the Latter Day·Saint question. He asked me many questions; but took no
notes while here. I.believe him to be an honest
man.
"On the following points he misunderstood me:
In regard to some things about Oliver Cowdery;
some things about Martin Harris. He misunderstood me in regard to Joseph's quarrel with his
wife. I did not say that Joseph treated his wife
brutally on that occasion. I only said that Joseph
had quarrelled with his wife, and lost the spirit
of revelation until he repented and made amends
with his wife. He also made a mistake in saying
Nauvoo, when it should have been Kirtland. In
regard to what he has written about the Kirtland
endowment, I told him it was a failure, and not
what we expected. I told him nothing about me
being shot at when I left Far West. Others told
him about other brethren being fired upon by the
Danites when they left Far West. He misunderstood .me when he wrote that I "had no respect
for the position of the present Joseph;" you know
that I lzave respect for you, and love you, and
sympathize with you, but believe you are in
error. I write you this letter in confidence. Do
not publish it.
Your brother in love,
DAVID WHITMER.

"I will not say any thing more now concerning these matters, as I am writing art
epistle to all believers in the Book of Mormon, in which I speak of all these things.
(I intend to publish my epistle in the form
of a tract for free distribution to all who
write here to Richmond, Missouri, for it).
I may state some facts which are on record
in the History of the Church written by
my brother John Whitmer who was appointed Church Historian by revelation in
183 r. It is my desire that the Herald will
publish all that myself and Bro.John C.
Whitmer have to say. Before I send any
article to the Herald for publication, I
want the Herald to state to their readers
through their columns that they will publish all we have to say, and that they will
publish it solid: I mean, not put in comments in between my writing, but solid in
the columns; and that they will g·ive me
as much space at a time as there has_ been
in the Herald of late against me. I think
this will be fair. If the Herald refuses to
do this, I prefer to publish it in tract form.
The God of heaven knows that all I have
to say will be said in the spirit of love and
meekness. The Spirit of God has never
moved upon me until recently to publish
to the world many truths which are not
generally known. I will not engage in a
wrangle or contention in the Herald or
any other paper. I will begin at the first
and follow straight through until I am
done. This is no controversy on my part
to strive for the mastery. The Spirit of
God has moved upon me to write to all
believer$: in th~ B<;>ok of Mormon, and tq
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the world, to open the understanding of And he said unto them, Unto what then "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
the honest in heart who have been led were ye baptized? And they said; unto peace, longsuffering, gentleness. goodness,
into error by their shepherds who are in John's baptism. Then said Paul, John faith, meekness, temperance." Then he
error: To call them back to the plain and verily baptized with the baptism of repent- who_is not in possession of these graces is
simple teachings of Christ in the new ance, saying unto the people that they not in possession of the Holy Ghost, no
covenant of the Book of Mormon, which should believe on him which should come matter how loud and high professions he
teachings Christ gave to the N ephites be- after him, that is, 011 Jesus Christ. When may make.
Then again, tbe Spirit is manifest when
cause there was disputations among them: they heard this, they were baptized in the
Telling them to write his teachings for name of the Lord Jesus. And when Paul individuals receive extraordinary wisdom,
they would come down to us for our had laid his hands on them, the Holy faith, or the gift of healing, discerning of
teachings. And if we would accept the Ghost came on them; and they spake in spirits, tongues, interpretation of tongues,
words of Christ himself on this very point, tongues and prophesied." By these scrip- or the gift of prophecy. It was so with
we would make the new covenant of the tures we see the church understood that Cornelius' household, those baptized by
Book of Mormon alone our only guide on those who received the word of God and Paul at Ephesus, and so it was on the day
all doctrinal points,-the order ef <1Jices in had been baptized in the name of the Lord of Pentecost. Peter says it is for "as
the church, etc. The teachings of Christ Jesus should receive the laying on of hands many as the Lord our God shall call."
to the "twelve" on this continent are his for the gift of the Holy Ghost; and they And the prophet Joel said :-"And it shall
teachings to us: given in all plainness, to sent Peter and John to the Samaritans for come to pass in the last days saith God, I
settle all disputations among us, just the that purpose. When these men laid their will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh; and
same as among the Nephites. All who hands upon them the Spirit came with your sons and your daughters shall propheaccept Christ's words on this point, taking such power that "Simon saw that through sy and your young men shall see vision, and
the new covenant of the Book of Mormon laying on of the apostles' hands the Holy your old men shall dream dreams: And
alone for doctrine, will have no disputations Ghost was given, he offered them money, on the servants and on the handmaids I
among themselves, if they have the Spirit saying, Give me also this power, that on will pour out in those days of my Spirit;
of God with them. (Nephi 7th and 8th whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive and they shall prophesy." These blesschapters). Christ said to the Nephites, the Holy Ghost." Those who did not ings must reach us if our heart5 are right
"Blessed are ye if ye have no disputations know it was their privilege to receive the in the sight of God. As we are still subamong you." This is what I am called Spirit in this way were not properly in- juct to sickness and death we should reupon to do: To point out to the honest in structed in the doctrine of Christ, nor did .ceive a fulfillment of the promise, "they
heart the teachings ef Christ and show they understand John's teaching, or why shall lay hands on the sick and they shall
them how they have trusted in man and he baptized. The very fact that God recover." "ls any sick among you? Let
followed men and their teachings, instead heard their prayers and sent the Holy him call for the elders of the church; and
of following Christ and his teachings.
Ghost when they laid hands upon the bap- let them pray over him, anointing him
"Now brethren, (I consider the Latter tized believers shows that the laying on of with oil in the name of the Lord; and the
Day Saints my brethren whom I have hands was a part of the "all things" that prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
always loved, although I believe you have Jesus commanded his ministers to teach. Lord shall raise him up; and if he have
been led into errors) I beg of you and plead Should it be thought that none but the committed sins, they shall be forgiven
with you to not condemn the truth norjudge first Twelve whom Christ chose had the him."
SACRAMENT.
me until you have heard all I have to say. right to lay on hands for the reception of
The Herald has explained me away to the the Holy Ghost we reply that Paul was
The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper
uttermost regions of error and blindness. not one of them.
is an indispensable ordinance. Then Jesus
I am old and desire to live, in peace with
Ananias was not an apostle at all, yet said unto them, "Verily, verily I say unto
all mankind, and die in peace with God. God sent him to Saul and putting his you, except ye eat the flesh of the Son of
May God be with you to he! p you seek hands on Saul he said that God had sent Man, and drink his blood, ye have no life
the truth with an honest heart is my prayer him that he might receive his sight and be in you." "And he took the cup, and gave
through the name of Jesus Christ. Amen. filled with the Holy Ghost showing that thanks, and said, Take this and divide it
DAVID WHITMER.
at least one man who was not an apostle among your3elves. . . . And he took
RrcnMoND, Mo., Nov. 20th, 1884.
practiced the laying on of hands for the bread, and gave thanks, and broke it, and
reception of the Holy Ghost. Again; if gave unto them, saying, This is my body
"TAKE HEED TO THYSELF."-No. 3.
none have the right to lay on hands for which is given for you; this do in rememthis purpose but the apostles, how very brance of me. Likewise also the cup after
BY CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
essential that there should be apostles in supper, saying, This cup is the New TestaLA YING ON HANDS.
the church? We do not undertake to say ment in my blood, which is shed for you."
"Now when the apostles which were at that God can give the Spirit to none but Paul wrote; "For I have received· of the
Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received those who receive the laying on of hands, Lord that which also I delivered unto you,
the word of God, they sent unto them but that it is a part of the doctrine of that the Lord Jesus, the same night in
Peter and John: who when they were Christ, the order of God, and should be which he was betrayed, took bread; and
when he had given thanks, he broke it,
come down prayed for them, that they observed.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS.
might receive the Holy Ghost. (For as
and said, Take, eat; this is my body, which
yet he was fallen upon none of them; only
How shall we know that we have re- is broken for you; this do in remembrance
they were baptized in the name of the ceived the Spirit? By the effects produced of me. After the same manner also he
Lord Jes us). Then laid they their hands by it. We may have read or heard that took the cup, when he had supped, saying
on them, and they received the Holy the telegraph wire is charged with electric- This cup is the N ewTestament in my blood;
Ghost." "And Ananias went his way, ity, but in order to test the truth of the this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in rememand entered into the house; and putting matter let us take a piece of wire in our brance of me. For as often as ye eat this
his hands on him said, Brother Saul, the hand and hook one end over the telegraph bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the
Lord, even Jesus, that appeared unto thee wire when it is charged with electricity, Lord's death till he come. Wherefore,
in the way as thou earnest, hath sent me; holding the other end in our hand, and in whosoever shall eat this bread, and drink
that thou mightest receive thy sight, and less than a second we are convinced of the this cup of the Lord, unworthily, shall be
be filled with the Holy Ghost." "Paul truthfulness of the statement, by the shock guilty of the body and blood of the Lord.
having passed through the upper coasts we receive. So it is with the Holy Ghost; But let a man examine himself, and so
came. to Ephesus; and finding certain dis- there is a peculiar sensation produced by let him eat of that bread, and drink of
ciples, he said unto them, Have ye received that Spirit which can be produced by noth- that cup. For he that eateth and drinkthe Holy Ghost since ye believed? And ing else. · T.he effect of this Spirit upon eth unworthily, eateth and drinketh damthey said unto him, we have not so much the soul and spirit and body is of such a nation to himself, not discerning the Lord's
as heard whether there be any Holy Ghost. character that it. can not Le mistaken, body. For this cause many are weal'
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and sickly among you, ·and many sleep."
RESURRECTION, JUDGMENT.

.The resurrection of the dead is the sixth
principle, and eternal judgment is the
seventh. But for fear we 11ave writt~n too
much already we will close by saying that
these seven principles are the first and the
foundation in and of the doctrine of Christ.
They am those that Paul exhorted Timothv to take heed to, and to "contiuue in
them;" for said he, "in doing this thou
shalt both save thyself, and them that hear
thee." Can anything less do? or is there
any other plan given? "The Spirit itself
beareth witness with ou.r spirits, that we
are the children of God. And if children,
then heirs; heirs of God, and joint heirs
with Christ; if so be that we suffer with
him, that we may be also glorified together."

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
The above district conference met at New.
Port, LosAngeles county, California, October
8th, r886, at ten o'clock, President D. S. Mills in
the chair; John Brush, assistant; N. \V. Best,
clerk, R. M. Dungan assistant. At 2: 30 p. m.,
business session opened iri due form. President
D. S. Mills addressed the meeting and gave a
very able exhortation, and encouraged the Saints
to diligence. High Priest D. S. Mills, reported
verb.ally. Elders John Brush, P. M. Betts, H.
L. Holt, D. L. Harris, Daniel Garner, Wm. Gibson, by letter; J. R. Badham, H. Heminway, A.
W. Thompson, E. J. French, and John Garner,
sen; and Priests N. W. Best, Alonzo E. Jones,
R. M. Phenegar, H. C. Ladd, F. P. Schnell and
Wm. Pickering by letter. Teachers Stephen
Penfold, W. A. Penrod and C. W. Earl, and
Deacon Wm. Schade, reported. Los Angeles
Branch, 52 members; including 2 Elders, 1 Priest,
2 Teachers, r Deacon; 6 baptized, r received by
certificate of baptism, 5 received by letter from
other branches; 1 ordained. J. R. Bad ham,
president, \Vm. Shade, clerk. New Port, 130
members, including one High Priest, 6 Elders,
6 Priests, 4 Teachers, 2 Deacons; 2 baptized, 1
received by certificate of baptism, 15 received by
letter fom other branches, 7 removed by letter, ·2
died; 2 ordinations. Daniel Garner, president,
R. M. Dungan, clerk. Bishop's Agent's report
from February 16th to October 8th, 1886. Balance
on hand last report, $128.85; amount collected,
$326.75, total $455.6o; amount paid out $165.6o;
Balance due church, $z90. J. R. Badham, agent.
The president read quite a lengthy communication from Bru. H. C. Smith, missionary in charge
of Pacific Slope Mission, and now in Sacramento,
expressing his regret in not being able to meet
with us in conference, but hoped that the Spirit
of God would endow us with convincing power.
He recommended to the conference the propriety
of appointing a committee to take into consideration the advisability of holding reunion meetings
and to make arrangements accordingly and report to our ensuing session. Conference, acting
upon the recommendation, appointed the following on said committee: J. R. Badham, D. S Mills
and E. J. French. Volunteers were then called
~ur by the chair, for missionary labor.
Bro. A.

W. Thompson said he intended to labor all he
could, and that he wished to be sustained as a
misssionary of the gospel.
Bro. Hemenway
said he was willing to preach whenever and wherever an opportunity offered, or wherever the
Spirit dictated. Bro. H. L. Holt would be ready
for thefield some time in December, but wanted
a traveling companion. Bro. D. L. Harris will
give half of his time at any rate, and all if he can
get a little assistance from the Bishop. Bro.
Badham had not asked any assistance, and did
not expP.ct any. Resolved, That we will in our
wisdom, do all we can to discourage dancing and
social card-playing, as it tends to lead our minds
away from the pure principles of the gospel of
Christ. That we sustain the authorities of the
church in righteousness, and that we give our
faith and prayers to the sustaining of the Elders
in their calling. That this conference offer to
Bro. D. S. Mills our sincere than ks for his past
labors in the district as president, and that we
will sustain him as District President; and that
we sustain him in his office by our faith prayers
and means. That we in conference assembled
tender our sincere thanks to Bro. N. W. Best for
services rendered as district clerk .and that we
still sustain him in the office by our faith and
prayers. On the evening of Friday the 8th,
preaching was had by J. R. Badham; Saturrday
at 9. a. m., prayer meeting; 7: 30, p. m., preaching by H. L. Holt; Sunday, 9 a. m., prayer for
the skk; at rr preaching by D.S. Mills; 2 p. m.
six were baptized; 3 p. m., confirmation, administering to the sick and sacrament. Q. S. Sparks
and Ammon Gbff were by order of conference
ordained to the office of Elders, after which a
glorious session of prayer and testimony was had
with a marvelous display of God's Holy Spirit,
in tongues, interpretation and prophecy. After
the exercises .closed three more were baptized,
making nine in all, all adults. At 7: 30, the last
three baptized were confirmed; then had preaching by Q. S. Sparks. Conference arljonrned to
meet at San Bernardino the first Frirlay in
March r887.
CENTRAL KANSAS.
The above district conference convened at
Nekawaka, Jackson county, November 13th and
14th, 1886: William Hopkins, pres, Griffith
George, clerk. Reports of branches :-Centralia
25, including 2 Elders, r Priest, I Deacon. Fanning 30, including 2 ElrlPrs, I Priest, 1 Deacon.
Scranton 26, including 7 Elders, I Priest, 1 Teacher, 2 Deacons, 1 ordination, 1 child blessed. Good
Intent 30, including 2 Elders, I Teache1-, 1 baptized, 2 received by letter, 1 marriage. Netawaka 32, including 4 Elders, z Priests, 2 received by
letter. Report of Elders present :-James Buckley, H. Parker, David 'Williams, (preached several times, baptized r, solemnized 1 marriage).
Clarence St.Clair had preached at Fanning and
at other places with good results. H. Green had
preached 14 times outside the branch. Wm.
Hopkins and G. George reported. By letter W.
Gurwell, Charles Herzing, W. Williams. Priests.
Joseph McDougal in person; J. Price and Wat-,
son B. Thatcher by letter. Deacon A. L. Gurwell reported. H. Parker, Bishop's Agent had
received $9· Bro. W. Gurwell reported that Elder Herzing claimed the Fanning branch was
not legally organized, and for that reason had not
united with it. On motion, the conference reaffirmed the organization of said branch by breth-

ren D. Munns and H. Parker, December 6th,
1885, to be legal. Resolved; That a court of Elders be appointed to correspond with C. Herzing
and visit him in person, and report to next district conference. Adjourned to meet at Good
Intent, February 12th and 13th, 1887. The aµthorities of the church were sustained in righteousness, also the present officers of the district.
James Buckley preached Saturday night assisted
by D. vVi\liams. Sunday H. Green preached assisted by H. Parker; prayer and testimony meeting at 2 p. m. conducted by D. Williams, assiste<l
by G. George; evening services conducted by
Clarence StC!air, assisted by D. Williams.
FREMONT DISTRICT.
This conference convened at the Saints'
Chapel in Shenandoah, Iowa, October 16th, 1886,
at ten a. m. Bro. E. C. Briggs was elected to
the chair, Bro. Kemp assistant; W. C. Mathews,
secretary.
Branch reports :-Shenandoah, 87,
including 1 high priest, 4 eiders, J teacher, 1
baptized, 1 received by letter. Of the.above 22 are
scattered. S. S. Wilcox president, W. C. Mathews
secretary. Key Stone Branch, 59, (28 of which
are scattered), 2 elders, 1 priest, 1 teacher, 1 deacon, 2 baptized, 4 received by letter. E. S. Weed
president, J.B. Cline, secretary. Plum Creek,
88, including one high priest, 9 elders, 2 priests,
3 teachers, r deacon, 5 baptized, 2 removed by
letter. Wm. Leeka president, M. W. Gaylord
secretary. Elm Creek, 35, 3 Elders, 1 priest, 2
teachers, 1 deacon, 5 baptized, 6 removed by letter, r died. Henry Hershey president, Samuel
Orton, secretary. Farm Creek, 34, 1 elder, 1
teacher, 4 baptized, I died, 2 married. Daniel
Hougas, president, T. A. Hougas, secretary.
Union branch not reported. Resolved, That the
clerk of Plum Creek Branch confer with fathrr
Baldwin in regard to his taking a letter of removal, he having removed to Stewartsville without letter.
The report of Bro. Wm. Leeka,
Bishop's Agent was referred to a committee composed of S. S. Wilcox, E. L. Kelley, and J. B.
Cline, and reported by them correct. Bro. S. S.
Wilcox reported the Shenandoah Branch in fair
condition, and that meetings and Sabbath
Schools are kept up regularly. Bro. E. S. Weed
reported the Keys ton(! branch in good condition;
meetings and Sabbath school kept up regularly,
with fair attendance. Bro. Wm. Leeka reported
the Plum Creek Branch in good condition,
meetings and Sabbath School kept up with fair
attendance. Bro. T. A. Hougas (clerk) reported
Farm Creek Branch in fair condition; meetings
and Sabbath School kept up with good attendance. Elder Edward E. Mortimore reported the
lenion Branch not in as good condition as he
would like to see it. Elder Henry Kemp reported the district in very good condition, with few
exceptions. He feels encouraged in its prospects,
and thinks a little more energy on the part of
the officers would greatly improve it. He had
baptized eleven. He reported the late difficulty
in Union Branch amicably settled. Elder E. C.
Briggs reported that he had spent his time in the
mission assigned him, and exhorted the Saints to
diligence, especially the officers of the branches
and district. Elder E. L. Kelley reported that
he had spent his time in the mission assigned
him, felt greatly encouraged with the present outlook, and gave encouraging counsel to the conference, urging them on to victory. Elder Wm,
Leeka reported that his labors were confined t9
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+ baptized, 1 died. Coldwater 6r, including 2 in full faith, believing he would go to rest and
the branch, and spoke very encouragingly, inreceive a glorious reunion with those he left beElders, 1 Priest, 1 Teacher, 4 removed by letter,
sisting on a more diligent exertion on the part of
hind. He leaves a devoted wife and six children.
I expelled; B. Corless president.
Hartford 18,
the officers, and more system in business, esService by Elder Robert Thrutchley.
including 1 Teacher, 1 Deacon; 2 baptized.
pecially in our church records, insisting on a
GAYLORD.-Ruby, infant daughter of Bro.
strict observance of the law given us. Elder
vVeberville, organized February 24th, 1886, 18
Moses and Sr. Philinda Gaylord, at Tabor, Iowa,
members, including 1 Elder; T. Horton president.
W. C. Mathews reported his labors confined to
aged 1 year, 4 months and 6 days. Funeral serthe District and Shenandoah Branch; the reHopkins 17, including 2 Elders, r Teacher; 1 remon by H. Kemp.
cords which are not fully completed yet, except
moved. Dimondale, organized March 29th, 1886,
Thou art gone, sweet Ruby, from onr embrace,
Shenandoah, Key Stone and Farm Creek. They
wilh 13 members, including r Priest ... Bishop's
To dwell with the angels of light;
are in good shape. The Union Branch is in bad
Agent's report was read and accepted. On hand
May God give us strength through his grace,
condition-no report from the last two sessions.
last report $r r.73. Received since, $7r.35. Paid
To be crown'd with thee by his might.
In order that the records may be more fully
out $5+ Balance due Church $29.08. Elders
THRUTCHLEY.-At Salt River, Missouri, Novcompleted, the following q uestioi;s were submittreports: C. Scott (baptized 3), B. V. Springer
ember 13th, 1886, after suffering for two weeks
ed to the conference. r. Shall the Branches be
(baptized 4), C. Boatman, Hiram Rathbun, 13.
from a paralytic &troke, Bro. Robert Thrutchley,
required to make out abstracts of their branches
Corless, Wm. H. Reynolds, Leonard Scott, Thos.
He was born at Markfield, Leicestershire, Engshowing the total number of local members, and
Horton, Bishop G. A. Blakeslee (baptized 3),
land, December nth, 1813; he was baptized on
how many are scattered, showing their residence
all present, and gave encouraging reports of the
March 17th, 18+4, at Long Lane, England; and
when known? Ans.-Yes. 2. Shall deaths be . work; S. 1. Smith by letter. Priests A. J. Smith,
united with the Reorganized Church by baptism
reported to the district secretary for record and
Jonathan Emrich, George Corless; Teachers W.
January 30th, 1877, at Norris Creek, Macon Co.,
transmission, with date of birth and baptism as
Lockerby and D. B. Teeters gave in their reports.
Missouri, by Eld.James Kemp; since that time he
shown on their branch records? Ans.-Yes.
On motion, G. A. Bakeslee, C. Scott, A.J. Smith,
has labored faithfully under many difficulties, and
3. Is it proper for an Elder to marry a couple out
Wm. Lockerby and B. V. Springer were chosen
succeeded in establishing a branch at Salt River,
of the church and report them to district or
delegates to General Conference. On motion
over which he presided until death. He acted for
church secretary for record? A ns.-No. 4. Is
C. Scott was sustained president of district, .Wm.
years as Bishop's agent of the North.east Missouit proper for an Elder to marry a couple where
Lockerby Bishop's Agent, and D. B. Teeters
ri district. Bro. Thrutch!ey was highly esteemed
one is a member and the other not, and report
secretary. On motion all the laborers in the
by all in this district, and we shall feel a g~eat
them without showing the the same? Ans.-No.
district were sustained, also all the church auloss in his departure, especially his aged compan5. Shall all marriages be placed on district rethorities in righteousness. A vote of thanks was
ion, who suffers a great deal with sickness for
cord?
Ans.-Yes. 6. Shall children, when
tendered the Coldwater Saints for their kindness
some years. He leaves a wife, two sons and two
blessed, be placed on diotrict record? Ans.and the officers of the school district for the use
daughters to mourn his loss. Funeral service at
Yes. 7. Shall all marriages be placed on disof the school house. Preaching in the evening
the house: sermon by Elder Henry Jones, assisttrict record, with date of birth and baptism the
by C. Boatman; on Sunday morning by Hiram
ed by Elder Charles Perry.
same as it appears on the branch record, that
Rathbun, at 2: 30 by C. Scott, and at 7: 30 by
THOMAS.-At What Cheer, Iowa, October 29th,
there may be duplicate records in case of loss by
Leonard Scott. Monday, 8: 30 a. m., after finish1886, after a long sickness of dropsy of the heart,
fire or otherwise? Ans.-Yes. All the officers
ing business carried over from Saturday, one
Bro. John F. Thomas. He was born January
were requested to labor as their circumstances
child was blessed and six persons were adminis27th, 1830; was baptized in September, 1864, at
will permit, subject to the call of the president.
tered to. Bro.John Kiefer was ordained a Priest,
Syracuse, Ohio, by Bro. W. W. Blair. Brother
On motion, Elder Henry Kemp was sustained
and he and Bro. Robert Alcott were granted liThomas was a faithful Saint, lived worthy of the
until next conference, as district president, and
cense to preach; after which the conference adname he bore; performed his duty as an,Elder
that W. C. Mathews be sustained till then as
journed to meet at Clear Lake, Indiana, on call
faithfully; presided over the Bevier branch a
district secretary. On motion all the authorities
of President.
long time; his loss will be felt by the Saints; he
of the church were sustained. Officials in atfelt his loss very much at \Vhat Cheer, not havtendance :-E. C. Briggs, of the Twelve, S. S.
ing the·privilege to meet with the Saints. A few
Wilcox, High Priest, 3 Priests, 2 Teachers, r
days before he died he was meditating on some
Deacon, I I Elders, total r9. At 9, a. m., Oct.
things, and seemed to be in some trouble, when
BORN.
17th, held social meeting, and at I I a. m. preachSr. Thomas (his wife) asked him what troubled
DuNSDON.-Born to James and M. Dunsdon
ing by E. C. Briggs. At 3, p. m., social meeting,
him, and asked him if he was afraid to die, wh<>n
at Bartlett, Iowa, September 14th, 1886, a son,
Bro. S. S. Wilcox presiding. Emma Catharine
he answered her with such boldness and confinamed George T. Blessed 11iy Elders H. Kemp
Hall, infant daughter· of H. G. Hall, Sen., and
dence that he was not, but that he was troubled
and W. W. Gaylord.
Jane Hall, was blessed by E. C. Briggs and Wm.
the most to part with his family. He wa& a kind
JoHNSON.-Near Chelsea, Tama county, Iowa,
Leeka. At 7: 30, preaching by E. L. Kelley to
and tender father and husband. His body was
October 4th, 1886, to Bro.James an.d Sr. Harriet
crowded house, after which conference adjournburied at What Cheer, October 3rst; but by reJohnson, a daughter. Blessed November 1st, by
ed to meet at th~ Gaylord School house, 2nd
quest of his son David, living in Wyoming TerElder J. S. Roth, and named Ruth.
February 1887, 10 a. m. Thus ended one of the
ritory, it was raised and taken to Bevier for bu~
TANKARD.-At Kansas City, Missouri, Octobest conferences ever held in Fremont District.
rial, on November 3d. Funeral sermon at the
ber 27th, 1886, to brother and sister James Tankchurch by Elder Henry Jones, to a full house of
ard, a son. Blessed by Elder F. C. Warnky, and
NORTHERN INDIANA AND SOUTHERN
attentive listeners, from Job r4: 14. Bro. Thomnamed Laman William.
MICHIGAN.
as leaves a loving wife and six daughters and two
MARRIED.
sons, to mourn his loss. May God comfort the
·This district conference convened at the Ball
KIRKENDALL-THOMASON.-At Creola, Ohio,
bereaved in their loss.
School house, in Quincy township, Michigan,
June 12th, 1886, by Elder L. R. Devore, Bro. A.
SMITH.-At Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, October
at ro: 30 a. m., October 16th, 1886. T.he forenoon
B. Kirkendall and Sr. Mattie E. Thomason, allot
was devoted to society meeting in which many
8th, 1886, Sr. Eve J. Smith peaceably and in full
Creola, Ohio.
DIED.·
hope passed from this life to the rest from the
strong testimonies were borne, to the edification
afflictions incident thereto. Sr. Smith, formerly
of all present. At two p. m. the conference was
CAMBRIDGE.-} ohn Alford Cam bridge was born
Miss Eve J. Harrison, was born at Braddocks,
called to order by Elder C. Scott, district presi-. in London, Ontario, Mai-ch 4th, 1884; blessed by
Pennsylvania, November 24th, 1822. Her husdent. Bro. C, Scott was chosen president, D. B.
Elder G. Mottashed, July 30th, 1886. Funeral
band preceded her in death a little more than
service conducted bv Elder R. B. Howlett.
T~eters clerk, and L. Fay assistant. All visiting
twenty-three years ago, they h~ving passed the
brethren were Invited to take part. Minutes of
JACKSON.-At Salt River, Missouri, January
greater part of 'their travels together in the city
29th, 1886, from blood poisoning from a knife
previous conference were read and approved.
of Pittsburg. They leave a family of six chilwound received by accident, after eight weeks'
Branch reports: Galien 75, including I. High
dren, three sons and three daughters who are
Priest, I Bishop, 1 Seventy, 2 Elders, r Priest, 1 illness, Bro. 'William M. Jackson, aged 37 years
when the Father called' him home.. He was a
grown to man and womanhood. Sr. Smith was
Teacher; 4 baptized; "Robert Alcott president.
member of the church for eight years, and died
a member of the first organiration of the churcij
'lear Lake 70, including 2 Priests, I Teacheq
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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and at an early time united with the Reorganization. Prior to her departure, bvt during her last
affliction in the month of July she assured the
writer that the only regret she.had in looking
back over her past work was that she had not
done more for the church. Her faith and hope
were steadfast to the last. The traveling ministry who visited Pittsburg ever found a welcome
home at Sr. Smith's and now that she has passed
beyond, their remembrance will recall the many
attentive acts of her life. The funeral at her
residence was attended by a large number of
friends and relatives with the Saints. Bro. E. L.
Kelley pronouncing the discourse from the words,
"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord."
VOICE OF WARNING REPORT.
I have just finished making a summary of the
reports of those who are circulating the Voice of
Warning. I would have made it long since, but
the reports were not in, and, indeed, some are
not in yet. There are 2,940 in circulation; 1,215
persons have had them to read. Reports received from seventy-four. Twenty who have books,
send no report. I am certain that the above is
short of the number, who have had the books to
read, as some of the reports show that all of their
books are out; yet they do not say how many
have had them. Some did not report because
they were not certain whether those who received
the books had read them or not. I expect that
all will take it for granted that the books are read
by as many as oorrow or buy them;· as· there are
more instances where the book is read by m01e
than one than there are where it is not read at all.
I hope to have more prompt and more accurate
reports this quarter. The books have been well
received in most cases; and a great many are
investigating, and desiring further information.
I feel well satisfiec) with what has been accomplished so far, and feel certain that we can do
much better hereafter. Your brother ih Christ,
]. H. PE'IERS.
EAST LAKE, Mich., Nov. 15th.

PUBLICATIONS ISSUED AND FOR SALE
- - ) BY THE ( - Board of Publication of the Reo1ganized Church,
at their Publishing House in

LAMONI, DECATUR

co., row A,

And sent Free of Postage at prices named.
HOLY SCRIPTURES.
Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Prophet
Sheep or Library binding............. .. ............. i !Sil
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 2 03
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2 50
New Te!'ltament. inRnirnd eihtion _......... •. .•••.....

75

DOCTRINE AND COVENANT~.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .......................... 1 25
Imitation· Morocco, _
- ....................... 1 50
THE SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
Imitation Morocco, marbled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges ................................ 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 75
VOICE Ol!' WARNING,
And Instruction to all People, on the Doctrine and
History of the Latter Day Work; 128 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1. ................... each 10
Limp Cloth Cover, each............................... 25
JOSEPH THE SEER:
His Prophetic Mission Vindicated, and the Divine
Origin of the Book of Mormon Defended and
Maintained. Paper covers, 200 pages............. . 35
~This is a reply by Elder W.W. Blair to Elder William Sheldon of the Second Advemist Society, and is an
important work to be in the hands of the ministry of the
Church, especially; and it is a most excellent one to be
circulated both in the Church and among those without,
abounding in proofs never before presented in defense of
JQseIJh Sm~ 1111~ the ;5QQk Qt ;oo..oi;.m_Q.:Q,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Problem of Human Life, Here and Hereafter, by
A. Wilford Hall; 544 pages, in cloth hoards ....... 1 5(l
Universa!Jsm Against Itself, by A. Wilford Hall; in
cloth boards; 3:36 pages.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...... 1 00
Josephus, complete in oue vol., library leather ...... 3 50
Gibson's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
cloth boards, 5 vols ................................ 4 OC
Mosheim's Church History, cloth boards, 2 vols ..... .4 or.
Baldwin's Ancient Afi?:erica, (illustrated), cloth ...... :1 80
Rollin's Anc\ent History, 2 vols. in one, leather ..•... 4 ,00
The Koran, library leather............................ 2 00
Gieseler's Ecclesiastical History, from A.D.1 till 1854,
cloth boards, 5 vols ............................... 10 00
The Eccliastir.al History of Ensebius Pamphilus,
Bishop of Cmsarea, to Palestinl', cloth boards .... 2 00
Cruden's Complete Concordance of the Bible ......... 1 75
The Bible 'l'cxt Book .................................. 1 00
Apocryphal New Teetament ........................ 11>5
Brown'!::! Uoncordancc of the Bible.................... 00
Emerson s Ready Binder, Herald size................. 8\1
Emerson's Ready Binder, Hope .size.................. 6C
Emerson's Ready Binder, Advocate size.............. 5C
Five Quires of Note Paper. l~O sheets................ 50
:i'ive Quires of Note Paper; better quality ... , ........ 60
1

Farin ior R.Nst.
A farm of Eighty acres, located one mile rnuth and one
half mile west of Lamoni. Two houses on it-one good
and fair. Two wells; also a good Spring which is never
dry. Barns, Corn Crib, and Cow Shl'ds. One of the most
desirable farms around Lamoni. Cush rent preferred.
For further particulars, address Mrs. W. H. Curwen,
902 North Halstead street, Chicago, Illinois; or call at
Joseph Rab1dou's blacksmith shop, I.amoni, Iowa.
dec4tf'
MRS. W. H. CURWEN.

J.

H •

H A N S E N ,

M • D. ,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity i calls made at all
honrs. Office in Drng Store of Hansen & Walker, Lamoni
MlDWJFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialty.
W" Residence one block East Teal's Store. 14feb1y

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by. addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel" AdveI"tising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. fol" ·100-Page Pamphlet.

line 11..ine selected by:,the u ..s. Qov•t
to carry the Fast Mail.

to sell an entirely New staple
Article. Qmck 8ales and Big
LRADIES WANTED
and 'l'erms Free. Al::-o, Reduced price

~rofits.

~ampl_e

l18tof.Bed Sprrngs. Address: B. F. OHDWAY,Peoria,
Illrno1s.
19jnntf

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
l<'ac simile of a Stippled Crayon, life.size, bnHt form, will
be pnbilshed for the holidays, which we trmt will be appreciated by all brothers and sisters.
Portraits will be sent to any part of the world on
receipt of price, $1,25.

A good reliable Agent wantt>d
In every branch. All orders and applications for agencies recorded. A liberal commission allowed to agents.
Samples sent on receipt of price, which will be refunded
on the first 20 copies sold and paid tor by the agent, by
one of the portraits. Send stamp for further particulars.

Photograph!! enlarged in Crayon and Pastel.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Address:

ATKINS BROTHE.RS,
80nov3m

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.

BIBLE

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER J. ]. CORNISH.
Now ready for sa1J'. Over 550 pages, half inch wider
print than the Book of Momon, and about the same
length. Bound in good leather (buffiing). Price $1.50.
Address J. J. CORNJSH,
20oct4t
Reed Cit.y, Osceol11 Co., Mich.

HOUSE AND EIGHT ACRES
Of first class land, for sale on south-east edge of Cameron
City, Mo. Small house ou it, &c. A young VINEY ARD and other SMALL FRUI'l'S. Addrees: P. 0.
Box 378, CAMERON, Mo.
SIMON SMI'l'H.
23oct3t

.W. W. Del'll oon, Im. D.,

PHYSICIAN

AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered.
IOWA.
LAMONI,
Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
jan30tf

GREAT

BOOK

0 FF ER!

We will send yon the Lamoni Gazette for one year
(price $1) and Cruden's Con.,ordance or Smith's
Bible Dictionary post-paid for $1,50.
W" Send for specimen copy, containing list of twenty
other $1 books on same terms.

WALKER & HANSEN.

The Only Through Line1 with its own track, between

~~:,crt.~~~
~DENVER
ST. LOUIS

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines to their important cities end towns. It
runs every day in the year from one to three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own track&, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and To~eka,
Chica~o and St. Paul,
Ctucago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini It
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to

and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexi_co
For Tickets, Rates, General Information, etc., reg~rdrng
the Burlington Route, call on any Ticket Agent rn the
Un'1ted States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO.

Gen ti PHs. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at l : 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
vVest 2 : 53 "
THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Publica
tion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box Slie•
Lamoni, Decatur Connty, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office shonld be addressed to DAVID

DAlllOBB; communlcatlQns aud articles t9 the lllm:ro:a.

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"HEARKEN TO THE WORD OF THE LoRD: FOR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AMONG YOU HAVE SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE,- AND CONCUBINES
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE."-Pag& 116, Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVE ONE WIFE, AND ONE WOMAN BUT ONE HUSBAND! EXCEPT IN CASE OF DEATH, WHEN EITHER
IS AT LIBERTY To MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Cov,enants and Commandments, sec. 109, par. 4.
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REV. LAMB ON THE BRIGHAMITES.

Official Paper of thn Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
f.'f Latter Day Saints.

M. T. LAMB is reported as saying
in a Baptist church in New Haven, (Conn.):

Published at La:moni, Decatur Co., Iowa,

"I am not here to abuse the Mormons, but to
ask from you love aud sympathy for the great
body of the members of the religion. They are
not hypocritical. The leaders may be frauqs and
hypocrites, but the masses are as sincere in their
belief as you and I in ours. The sincere, honest
Mormon is a strange mixture, a religious puzzle.
While religious, even fanatically so, he will
adopt practices which we consider utterly foreign
to Christianity. The average Mormon is very
religious, more so than the professors of other religions, and ready to make greater sacrifices for
his creed. Mormons do much praying, but not
so much in secret as I would wish. They pray
not exactly in an ostentatious way, but they mix
religion with everything they do. Business
meetings, entertainments, theatrical representations, dances, are all opened and closed with prayer. Even in making speeches Mormons begin
with a prayer and end with another. They observe the Lord's Supper twice on Sunday, and
every good Mormon is baptized at least once a
year, and many oftener. Polygamy is one ofthe
smallest difficulties we have to contend with, for
only one out of twelve indulges in the luxury of
several wives. We can not reach the honest
Mormons on account of their peculiar training
and views. Only when they have become infidels to their own religion can we reach them.
But the young people are within our grasp. The
majority of them are irreligious and indifferent
and fast becoming infidels. Two-thirds of them,
I believe are infidels."

Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.
~The Traveling Ministry, District and Branch Presl·
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are requested to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post Office.

JOSEPH SMITH

W.W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Lamoni, Iowa, December

Ir, I 886.

GATHERING.

Gon said to the Saints in 1831, when they
were gathering to Zion and "'the regions
round about," that they should not gather
"in haste, nor by flight; but let it be done
as it shall be counselled by the elders of
the church at the conferences."-Doc. Cov.
58: 12. In December, 1833, this was further enjoined in these words: "Let not your
gathering be in haste, nor by flight; but
let all things be prepared beforce you."Doc. Cov. 98: 9. And in 1873, He said:
"Let my commandments to gather into
the regions round about, and the counsel
of the elders of my church guide in this
matter,'' &c.-Doc. Cov. 117: rr.
The instruction herein given should govern all the Saints in the matter of gathering or removing into "the regions round
about." Those who do not "have all
things prepared before" them when they
remove, are neither wise nor safe; and if
they meet with disappointment and loss,
and severe trials of faith, they will have
themselves to blame. The "elders" should
seek to have these matters well considered
and complied with by those whom they
know are gathering "into the regions
round about," and thus prevent confusion
and evil; and no member should remove
from one place to another till they know
what awaits them, and how they <:an find
affairs in their proposed new home. Be
prudent; be wise.
If such as intend to remove would consult with the Bishop, the leading authorities of the church in the locality where
they wish to gather to, or witl~ the chief
authorities of the Church, stating their
wishes, needs, conditions and intentions,
they could obtain council and direction
which would be of great value tending to
prevent bad feelings, and unity and mutual
benefit be secured to all concerned. "Look
before you leap."

REV.

We heartily endorne what Mr. Lamb
says of the sincerity of the Utah Mormons,
but when he says "Polygamy is one of the
smallest difficulties we. have to contend
with,'' we think he does not comprehend
the situation; for polygamy is the very
root and generative cause of nine-tenths of
the errors and evils to be found among the
Brighamites.
Polygamy is a fruit of unbelief, (Gen.
15:2-13; 16: l-3), a display of human
folly in an attempt to improve and amend
the wisdom of God and aid him to fulfill
his promises. (Gen. r6: 1-2). It induces
mean selfishness, envy, and fleshly pride.
(Gen. r6:;h 5, 30: 1-24). It is the fruit of
covetousness and fraud,~(Gen. 29: 18-30).
It leads to deception and falsehood and
theft. (Gen. 31:25-35; Mal. 2:14). It
also, leads to base craftiness and brutal
murder. (2Sam.11:4-27; Gen.4:23,24).
Polygamy, in its origin and fruits, may
well be said to be "the sum of all villianies."
It is in direct conflict with the pre-ordained
purpose of God in peopling and replenishing the earth. (Gen. l : 27; 6: I 8-20; Mal.
2: I 5; Doc. and Cov; . 49: 3; revelation
March, 18~1). It libels and violates the

No. 49.

Book of Mormon, and nullifies and contemns the law of the church found in the
Doctrine and Covenants. The laws of the
land and of well regulated society are
transgressed, evaded and spurned, and as a
legitimate result this modern Ishmaelite is
publicly branded as evil, and the sword of
God's wrath, in the hands of civil rulers, is
smiting it to its certain and ignoble fall.
Polygamy, like Pandora's box, is the source
of "innumerable evils,'' as all well know
who are acquainted with its history ancient
and modern. We think Mr. Lamb quite
unreliable when he says "They observe
the Lord's Supper twice on Sunday, and
that every good Mormon is baptized once a
year, and many oftener." Exaggerations
of this kind strike "the sincere and honest
Mormon" unfavorably, and as a species'of
persecution. It also appears in that light
to all intelligent, fairminded people. Truth,
without stretching, facts, without distortion, are the only honorable means with
which to wage a warfare of words against
error and evil.
By the way, how does Mr. Lamb judge
of the paucity of the Mormons "secret"
prayers? His must have been very superior opportunities if he is well fitted to
decide in such matters. We think the
gentleman gives himself away in his statements, and is proved by his own words unfit to pose as a reformer. It is just possible that Mr. Lamb, when he says "Polygamy is one of the smallest difficulties we
have to contend with,'' refers to his efforts
at converting the Mormons to the peculiar
tenets of the Baptist Church. If this is
what he means, he is probably near the
truth; for to those who have learned the
fulness of the gospel and had spiritual experience therein, the doctrine of the Baptist
Church would have little or no attraction.
Perhaps polygamy is "one of the smallest
difficulties" in the way of Mr. Lamb's
proselyting efforts.
IT IS COMING.
"A QUESTION OF CREED.-It is to be hoped
that the meeting of the Congregational board of
foreign missions which commenced its sessions
yesterday, in Des Moines, Iowa, will be able to
settle definitely the disturbing point at issue. The
point is one of very general interest, especially to
the heathen of paganism, and possibly those of
Christianity. There are those of the missionary
board who are firm in the opinion that all the
heathen who have not heard of Christ have gone
to everlasting pe~dition, and others will continue
to go so long as they remain in ignoran"e of the
Nazarine. There are others of the same board
who are anxious that the poor heathen may have
a little show, and ask that they may be permitted
to entertain a hope that there may be a period of
probation after death, during which the poor hea.
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then may have an opportunity to hear of Christ,
and to secure his salvation if he wishes to. The
modest gentlemen who urge a little leniency in
the matter of the wholesale damnation of the
heathen do not ask that their hope of probation
be made into a dogma; but simply that thyy, on
the quiet, may entertain a belief that, po~sibly,
divine lenience may find some method of not
punishing billions of heathen forever and ever
for an offense concerning whose commission they
had not the slightest knowledge or suspicion.
"lt is somewhat awkward for a missionary
among the heathen to be obliged to tell them the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
to the effect that their ancestors through all time
have been thrust into hell for not believing something they never even heard of; and there are
some missionaries who would like to leave out
this statement and assure the heathen that it is
just possible that their dead ancestors may be
given a chance to refuse salvation before being .
eternally damned for never having heard of it.
It would make it much more agreeable for the
missionary to be able to leave out the unpleasant information as to the crowding of the infernal
pit with heathen, and to permit them to hope
that eternal justice may decide to make the
charges against them, try them, and at least let
them know what they are being e;erlastingly
punished for.
"All such discussions as this one rejoice the
infidel and the scoffer. During the progress of
this debate, ten thinkers are liable to drift into
infidelity for each heathen "saved" by the ministrations of Andover missionaries.

There are some healthy suggestions in
the foregoing editorial from the Chicago
Times of October 5th, 1886. The fact
that justice demands that any law upon
which men are to be judged and condemned
to perdition, must first be declared to them,
seems i:t last to be dawning upon the minus
of theological students, and .has got a foothold in the Congregational Church to such
an extent that a solemn conclave of "most
reverend .seigniors" occupy their time in
discussing "probation after death." These
churchmen may reach by the way of long
debate and years of church wrangling,
what simpler minds have been enabled to
decide by accepting the direction of present
revelation, accompanying the restoration
of the gospel. What the itinerant elder of
the Latter Day Saints .has had given him
because of his trust and confidence in
Christ .and his promises, these searchers
after wisdom by man's wayR may be compelled by hard circumstances to adopt to
avoid ugly conclusions resulting from the
inquiry coming from civilized men aswell
as from the heathen, "Why must I be
damned because I have not heard of this
Christ and his law?" Brethren, "the
world moves;" let the good work go on;
we can aflord to watch and pray and wait,
-and work.
THE letter below we clip from the Idaho

Enterprise of late date:
"OXFORD, Idaho, Nov. 9th, 1886.
"Editor Enterprise:-! hear that the Deseret
News thinks the Reorganized Church is their
enemy, and that Oxford especially would be glad
to have them destroyed. I wish to say that it is

a mistake, as we sympathize with them in their
punishment, not blaming those who are honestly
striving to obey a modern king, who is stripping
them of one-fifth, if not more of their hard earnings, in a land of saltness and barren.
"I know it is natural for s.ome invalids to believe their best friends are their enemies. The
Utah Mormon is correctly described in the 17th
verse the 3d chapter of Revelations as being rich
and increased with goods, .and have need of nothing, and knoweth not that they are v<Tetched,
miserable, poor, blind and naked. Let them
take counsel from verse 18.
"If there be a Josephite in the whole world
that would like to see them sufft>r, they are unknown to us. From Joseph Smith down to the
last convert, all would be glad to see them come
back to their allegiance to the best government
in the world, and renounce their sinful practices
and corr11pt doctrines, for they have copied the
faults of great men in Bible history, and like
them will suffer the penalty thereof. If they
would, like ancient Israel repent, they would
soon find a deliverer.
A J OSEPHITE."
EDITORIAL ITEMS.

ELDER M. H. BoND writes us from
Plymouth, Massachusetts, November 22d:
"I am trying all I can to get new subscribers for the HERALD. There has been
too much neglect in this direction."
vVe
are well aware that there is great neglect
in these matters, and that, too, with the
ministry, though there are some of them
who are diligent in getting our church
publications before the people. The church
papers are highly commended, not only by
many of the members, but also by the
press. All this is encouraging, and we are
led to conclude it would be well to have these
papers in the hands of as many as can be
induced to read them and subscribe for
them. Our subscription lists are steadily
increasing, and promise well; but a far
greater circulation can be attained for them
if all the Saints, and especially the ministry,
will interest themselves actively in soliciting subscribers. We ask all to aid in
these matters what they can.
We are sorry to learn of the bereavement of the families of Brn. E. M. Bowen
and the late Isaac Harris. "Dust returns
to dust, and the spirit to God who gave it."
This is true of all, yet when death casts its
baleful shadow over the hearts and homes
of dear friends, sadness fills the soul, and
we look unto Jesus and find consolation
and joy in his promise and power to save
to the uttermost.
Sr .. M. A. Wilcox in a late letter expresses the hope that Bro. G. T. Griffiths
will soon raise the gospel standard in New
Philadelphia, Ohio, and she expects not a
few there may unite with the church.
Bro. S. S. Wilcox of Shenandoah, says
in a late letter:." We wish all the Saints
were supplied with the HERALD and
HoPE. I have been a subscriber from the
first, and would not be without them."
Bro. C. M. Fulks writes from Coy, Missouri, that he had received ten numbers of
the Voice of Warning from Bro. J. H.
Peters, had loaned them out, and they
were being read by many with interest and
profit.

On page 724, first column and fourteenth
line, for 1839, read 1830; and on page 765,
first column, for 1884, read 1886.
M. J. Beirly writes of late from Seligman, Missouri, of the excellent services at
the last October conference at Webb City,
and of pleasant associations with the Saints,
and thinks the people of God should ever
exemplify the gospel.
Bro. Thomas Gregory in a letter dated
Wall send, New South Wales, speaks highly of the efforts of Bro. Burton in that far
off land, and expresses his confidence in
the speedy coming and glorious reign of
Christ.
Bro. I. N. Roberts has been of late at
Senior, Texas, working in the Master's
cause, and says the Lord worked with
him, "confirming the word with signs following." Two were baptized, the branch
reorganized, and the Saints rejoicing in
the Lord. From there he intended to go
to Bandera to labor.
In a letter from Bro. D. S. Mills, dated
Santa Ana, California, November 15th, he
says: "The Saints are usually well physically, and more than usually well spiritually." He further says, "The Seventh
Day Adventists have just published to the
world the glowing statement that at their
recent tent meetings in Santa Ana they
made and baptized fifty-four adult converts, reporting it as a great victory, &c.,
while the facts are, forty-one of the fiftyfour were old standing members whom
they baptized over again for not having
kept the seventh day quite right." Again
he says, "Our meetings are well attended,
the Spirit is working with us, and the sick
are heing healed. * * * M v health is
pretty good, my courage never better."
Sr. Lucretia J. O'Camb, of Lakeport,
Michigan, bears testimony that, by the
prayer of faith by herself and the members
of the la't fall conference, her son was
healed of lunacy; also that in her waking
hours at night she saw a beautiful supernatural light and received audible words
of instruction to comfort and guide her.
Bro. R. C. Evans was preaching, November :i3n, at St. Thomas, Ontario, and
had lately baptized six in that place, and
says, "The work is onward." He also
says, "W. P. Brown, of Whitmer fame, is
in. Canada trying to do us all the harm he
can. But truth will prevail."
Sr. Mary A. Wilcox, of Blakes' Mills,
Pa., writes November 22d, that thev are
expecting Bro. G. T. Griffiths to p~each
the gospel at that point. Also at New
Philadelphia.
We wish Bro. Griffiths
ample success.
On the 12th of November Bro. Thoma<>
Hougas wrote us that on the 8th inst., four
were baptized and united with the branch at
Mission, LaSalle county, Illinois.
Sr. Mary A. Carter wishes to sell a
wreath of zephyr flowers, for three dollars
and fifty cents, in order to purchase church
hooks and other needed reading matter.
Her address is Bird City, Kansas.
Bro. J. J. Cornish writes from Bad Axe,
Michigan, November 26th, that he had recently baptized three men and their wives,
and that he felt excellent and was being
blessed of God with his Spirit.
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Bro. ]. S. Roth writes from Runnels,
Io'wa, the 22d of November, that he had
not been able to do anything in the ministry for about two weeks, owing to sore
throat, and he asks the prayers of the
Saints for his recovery. Don't speak too
loud, Bro. Roth; don't get heated and then
go out into the cold air when perspiring;
keep your mouth shut when in the cold
air, and don't bundle your throat so as to
make it unnaturally warm, and bathe it
often in cold water, use a gargle of salt
and sage; keep you feet warm and dry,
and all will be well.
Bro. vV. vV. Hodge of Beaver Falls,
Pennsylvania, loans his HERALDS out
with good results, for some are now anxious
to hear our ministers.
Bro. J. A. Stromberg was in Oakland,
California, November 21st, had been to
Sacramento, and was about to assist some
in the erection of the Saints' Chapel in
Oakland, where he says the Saints are active and spiritual.
Bv letter from Bro. G. H. Hulmes dated
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, November 2.5th,
we are informed that four Utah Elders
had held service in the Saints' Hall at that
place, and that they literally astonished
those who heard them by their wild and
absurd perversions of scripture, the principal spokesman being an Elder Palmer.
Bro. David Brand writes from Marengo,
Illinois, November 27th, and says there
are four Saints living there whose united
ages are two hundred and fifty-nine years,
and as they have not been visited by the
Elders for the past two years, they fear
they are esteemed as "old and good for
nothing. He thinks there is a fair chance
of winning others to their number in that
place. Bro. Brand is one of many who
left Utah rank infidek But God, by the
power of his Spirit led him to the Reorganization and revealed to him its divinity.
Sr. Mattie Lively, Prairie Siding, Ontario, says of the HOPE, "It is the best
Sunday School paper I ever saw. I have
no children old enough to read it, but I
lend it to my neighbors who have."
Sr. Thomas Vince, of Chatham, Ontario, says, "I prize the HoPE very much,
and can ,not well do without it. I am
using it in our Sabbath School. Hope to
send you new subscribers with the new.
year."
]. W. Whiting, writing from Juliaetta,
Nez Perces county, Idaho, orders the HERALD and says, "I feel great interest in the
cause of truth. We have a good many
members scattered in this country, but no
preacher."
The Lamoni Gazette comes to us this
week under changed auspices, Bro. S. F.
Walker has sold out and retired from the
Editorial charge; and is succeeded in both
relations to the paper by Bro. D. F. Lambert; the firm name being Lambert and
Hansen. The Gazette will continue under
the editorial charge of D. F. Lambert, independent on all subjects, religion and
politics included; and proposes to publish
the news of Lamoni and vicinity, and
the county seat, Leon, with as large a
summary of general news as space will
permit, and digests of sermons at both

churches of Lamoni. We yield adherence
to the Virginian rule of hospitality, we
"Welcome the coming, speed the parting
speed the parting guest;" and shall miss
Editor Walker, while we gladly entertain
Editor Lambert. Manuel Merritt, a young
~'typo" is on the staff, and is doing well,
as a paragraphist and compositor.
A Mr. Allan Irvine of Sturgeon, Allegheny county, Pennsylvania, sends for the
HERALD, and says he has been searching
the HERALD sent his father, late of Hamlin
Station, and that it appears to him that the
Reorganized Church is in the light, while
the Utah Church is groping in darkness.
He further says, "l have been raised in the
last named church." The ministry in the
Pittsburg District should look after this
friend at an early time.
Bro. Jesse Seelye, of Savannah, New
York, writes: "I can not do without the
HERALD. It is the only preacher I have.
I would not do without it for double its
cost."
Bro. Thomas F. Wheeler, of New Providence, Indiana, in a late letter (he was
recently baptized by Elder J. G. Scott)
orders HERALD and books, and says: "I
am truly satisfied that the Reorganized
Church is the work of God."
Writing from McFall, Missouri, November 29th, Bro.]. W.Johnsonsaysthat
prejudice, once strong there against the
Saints, is giving way. Some are favorable to the faith, and some seem '·almost
ready for the Kingdom." He thinks good
and cheap homes can be bought there, and
says to ·his comrades, "we have here a
good G. A. R. Post, No. 256."
Bro. George H. Hulmes is confident the
church would do well to "settle" an efficient minister at or near Pittsburg, Pa., to
labor for a term of years in that region.
To this we say, amen; for the Spirit of
God bears witness to this suggestion while
we now write; But whoever labors there
in such capacity should be competent,
wise, patient, diligent and very spiritual,
for there are fragments scattered in that
region of many of the different factions,
and there is also one of the strongholds of
infidelity, and of sectarian opposition.
Bro. Stephen H .. Morse, writing from
Sullivan, Dakota, November 17th, says he
baptized, confirmed and ordained Leonard
F. Daniel on the 10th of October last, and
he is confident that God accepted the same.
Bro. Daniel was formerly a Methodist
minister and had preached in that region
some. Bro. Morse writes also that he recently found a family of Saints by the
name of Webber, living about ten miles
away, who were glad to meet him. Sr.
vV ebber was baptizad by Bro. Blakeslee.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.f!!_ues.-What is the difference between a committee of investigation and a court of elders?
Ans.-Investigate means to inquire, examine,
search into, and the like; therefore a committee
of investigation is properly one of inquiry and
examination. A court of\elders is a body empowered to not only make inquiry iuto matters over
which it has jurisdiction, but also to try and decide such matters according to the authority they
may possess.
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BRO. TOWNSEND, Chicago, Illinois, sends
us a Chicago 'Journal of the 20th, N ovember, containing a challenge to the Prophetic Conference sitting in Chicago, to try
conclusions on the Second Coming of
Christ, as the Conference has decided to
be the belief of the assembled delegates.
It remains to be seen whether there will
be an acceptance of such a challenge. If
no member of that august body is found of
sufficient hardihood to take up the cudgels
in defence of the Second Coming of the
Savior, it may be that some of our elders
will like to accept it; if so they can communicate with Mr. Jordan, the'challenger,
his address being given in the challenge
itself.
"PROPHETIC CONFERENCE.
"THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.
To the Editor of the Chicago Journal.

"CHICAGO, November 19.-I see that there is a
conference of ministers and others in session in
this city at present, to discuss the matter of the
millenium and the second coming of Christ, and
matters connected therewith. I notice also that
the membe1 s of this conference believe and maintain that this great event is yet in the future, but
liable to occur at any moment, etc. Now, I believe in the Bible--Old and New Testaments-and as sincerely and thoroughly, I presume, as
any of these gentlemen; and yet I believe and
maintain that the so-called 'Second coming of
Christ,' or His 'coming in th,e clouds of heaven,
with power and great glory," etc., so often mentioned in the New Testament, is an event long
since passed; thaf it took place over eighteen
hundred years ago, viz., at or about the time
Jerusalem was destroyed by the Romans. And
this, I am-as I think--prepared to prove by
Holy Writ. And I will undertake to do so in a
little written discussion of half a dozen letters or
so on a side--if any of these gentlemen-or any
one else-wiil accept my offer, and any paper in
the city-daily or weekly-will publish the discussion. Although I am not a minister or clergyman (at least not at present) I will say that I can
give satisfactory evidence as to my character, etc.,
and will let my arguments show my abilty to
take care of my side of the question. Address
"J. H. JORDAN, M. D.,
"367 State street."
DELINQUENTS.

ALL who are in arrears for the HERALD
or HOPE are expected to pay up and renew
for another year by or before the first of
January next. And all book agents are
likewise requested to collect all balances
due for either books, tracts, or papers, and
remit by or before that time. Please don't
delay this matter, for ,all bills due by the
Herald Office have to be paid promptly at
maturity. The credit of the office must be
kept first class.
It should be borne in
mind that the success of the Publication
department is the success of the church,
for it belongs to the church, and the Saints
therefore should labor for its prosperity.
Prompt payments by subscribers and
book agents enables the Publication department to discount its bills and thereby
make saving to the church ranging from
ten to twenty-five per cent.. per year.
The office is doing its utmost to win,
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success, but it needs and must have the in possession of it will be led into the tr3h, as
ready and timely aid of its patrons. The ·contained in the Bible, and not away from it. It
outlook increases in interest and promise, would also harmonize with all truth "wherever
and we are determined to keep this depart- found, whether on Christian or on heathen
ment fully abreast with the times and the ground," i.t would not be fearful of meeting a fair
demand of the work entrusted to us. ·and candid investigation, for it being the greater
Again we ask delinquents to pay up at light would only shine the brighter. This discourse
once, and also to renew; and we also ask was largely given to a spiritual ·argument, supall the Saints and friends of the church to portive of baptism as an essential part of t_he docincrease our subscription lists and book trine of Christ, its object being for the remission
sales, and in this way help forward the of s'ins. Sunday afternoon, November 14th, a
glorious work of God entrusted to our care. large gathering assemble~ at Good Templar's
WRITERS FOR THE PRESS.

To THOSE writing letters for the HERALD
we say, Make your letters pithy, plain,
pointed, and bear in mind that "brevity is
the soul of wit." If your letters are not
printed in full, or if notice of them is not
made in the editorial department, be patient
and try again. Sometimes we can not
publish either letters or communications
for the reason that we have not room.
We now have on hand pil~s of manuscript,
which has been accumulating for months
and years past, some of which may be used
by and by, and some, "like an untimely
birth," we consign to everlasting oblivion.
All kinds of manuscript for publication
must be written on one side of the sheet,
and written clearly, so that' the printers
may not make mistakes, or be in doubt as
to what the writer says, or intends to say.
The editors are anxious that excellence
shall mark all that is published in the
church works in every respect. Be concise in statement, direct in argument, precise in quotation, and don't leave anything
to be either guessed at or guessed out by
the editors, printers, or general readers.
Make your communications just as perfect
as you would like to have them when
printed. Long, wordy letters are seldom
read. Tedious, pointless, commonplace
articles harm the prestige of the writer, the
interest of th~ reader, and the reputation of
the paper in which they are published.
Writers should be studious, observant, critical, wise, and persevering. They should
carefully and fully revise what they intend
for the press, cutting out every unnecessary
sentence, c:ause and word; make their
ideas like arrows, clothing them with only
such words as will carry them directly and
forcibly to the points aimed at. Sifting a
ton of chaff for a thimbleful of wheat,
and "hunting a haymow for a cambric
needle," are neither pleasant, edifying, nor
profitable. vV rite rs should study what is
profitable, timely, and attractive, and then
write wisely, clearly, and with great care.
WE clip the following from the Lisbon,
(Me.) Observer, of the I 7th and 24th issues:
"At the F. B. Church Sunday evening, November 7th, by the request of the Pastor, Elder F.
M. Sheehy preached from the text "What must
I do to be saved." The speaker answered the
question by reference to several other scripture
texts, chiefly Acts 2: 44, "Repent and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for
the remission of sins, and you shall receive the
gift of the Holy Ghost." The object of the Holy
(;host being to lead a!ld guide into truth. One

Hall. Extra seats had to be provided, which
then left quite a number of the auditors the pleasure of standing. Rev. Mr. Record was present
in charge of the services. After the usual form
of opening, Elder F. M. Sheehy was introduced,
and delivered a discourse from Romans I: 16.
The Eider's effort wa~ well received; it occupied
something over an hoi:ir, and was devoted mainly
" to the subject of revealed religion, as against invention or discovery by finite man. He quoted
largely from scientists, their admissions relative
to his point, and defined the doctrine of Christ as
being composed of certain first or fundamental
principles enumerated by ..Paul in the sixth chapter of Hebrews."
"The discourse of Elder F. M. Sheehy was
very well received by a large and appreciative
audience at the religious services held at Good
Templars' Hall, last Sunday afternoon. Elder
Sheehy is a very interesting and eloquent speaker, and his sermons are replete with logical and
argumentative force."
THE IDAHO WORLD.

THE following clipping indicates, in some
measure, the work of the Reorganized
Church in removing the reproach that has
fallen upon the name Mormon through
the follies and abominable heresies of
those who have departed from the faith as
set forth in plainness in the sacred books
of the church.
While we have none but the very best
wishes for the Utah Mormons, it has been
clear to us for the past thirty-five years
that their polygamy, priestly domination,
and the like must go to the wall; and we
have labored diligently, as a church for
the past twenty-six years and more, to
reach and reason them out of their errors
and evils. The clouds are lifting and we
look for fairer skies in the future.
"We receive in exchange The Saints' Herald,
a Mormon paper published in Iowa. Those who
have become possessed of the idea that all Mormons are law-breakers and. upholders of immorality will only have to read a number of the
Saints' Herald to be convinced to the contrary.
Said paper represents the religious views and
teachings of the J osephite branch of the Mormon
Church the teachings of which are as pure and
elevating as those of any other church denomination. The Herald makes a strong fight against
the doctrine of polygamy, and as strongly favors
the test oath law of this Territory as the most
staunch anti-Mormon, and rejoices over Judge
Hays' decision sustaining said law. The Josephites widely differ from the Brighamites, and are
no"more deserving of persecution than members
of any other religious denomination. They are
a moral class of peop.e and good citizens, which
is as much as can be said of members of other de-

nominations, and they are entitled to their beliefs, for they do not conflict with the laws of the
land. All "anti-Mormon" papers speak in the
highest terms of the Josephites. It is the Brighamites the loyal people of this Republic are
fighting, and the fight will continue until they
a>iide by the laws. The Herald, from which we
reproduce an article, is a sixteen page paper, ably
edited, and pure in tone."

FROM a Providence, Rhode Island, Sunday Journal, sent us by Bro. W. Bradbury, we make the following extracts from
a late speech of Senator Dawes, of Massachusetts, before the Commercial Club, together with a number of the Rhode Islarid
Indian Association, at the N arrag-ansett
Hotel, November 20th.~ Senator Dawes
is Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Indian Affairs. We commend these extracts to'the thoughtful among the Saints,
as they contain the possibility of some justice for the poor Indian;
"We have had the Indian on our hands tor two
ltundred and fifty years, and to-day he is substantially what our fathers came here and fourtd him.
He numbers just about the same, and as a whole
up to the adoption of the present policy, in character, habits, and pursuits to-day what he was
when our fathers landed on Plymouth Rock, with
civilization and Christianity in their hands, proffered to the poor red man as a boon. So, if it is
the purpose of the present policy to change the
Indian, it is quite certain that it must not do what
has been done heretofore. For that is false from
the beginning to the end, so far as our bringing
the Indian to the ways of the white man.
"Now I may show the necessity of the Government acting on its part. These gentlemen produce the Indian with something in him that was
never there before: a knowledge of his own
power, a knowledge of his relations with and to
other people, what is meant by property meum
tuum, a knowledge of the fact that out of the
work of his hands comes to him something that
has never come before, that comes to an Indian
like a white man. When we have got him there
what is the result? In the present condition of
legislation in this country he is as helpless as a
child. To begin with, he is a foreigner, for every
Indian tribe is treated as a foreign nation in our
midst; and he is a foreigner with no legislative
provision by which he can be made a citizen.
He can not go into a court. Even the courts,
State and national, are closed against him, so
that he can enforce no right of his nor redress a
wrong or grievance when inflicted on him by a
white man. He can not vote, has no voice in the
laws that he has to obey, can make no contract
with a white man ~hat the white man can not
break and there is no redress. There is no human
being over whom the flag of the United States
floats that is so helpless, so utterly unable to protect himself from encroachments, or to assert a
right of his, as this very enlightened Indian of
whom I am speaking. He has land enough.
There are 121,000,000 acres of land on the reservations, on which, now that he knows what it is
to have a farm, he can be placed. But there is
nobody in the United States who is authorized to
deal with the individual Indian, only with a tribe.
The President of the United States has no authority. in law to deal with him, nor can any other
man do anything with any individual Indian.
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He can give him no title to a foot of land. He is
afloat, so that if this man (Capt. Pratt) is to be
supplemented in his effort, these men who have
put new life, inspiration and hope into the Indian,
are not supported by law, we had better give up
the work right there, because no good ultimate
result can come from it.
"So there are three or four things absolutely
necessary as legislation if you desire to accomplish anything with the Indian. First, you must
authorize somebody to deal with this individual
Indian. Next take him out on the broad reservation, mark out a suitable spot for agricultural
purposes that shall be his in such quantity as
may be proper for the benefit of the whole number. And then, third, you must so convey it
that the white man can not touch it, that the Indian will hold it as his own and shall be unable
to part with it until, like the white man, he developes into such a man that he understands its
value and may dispose of it intelligently himself.
"And then you must give him citizenship, or
all the rest is lost.
"Senator Dawe" then read extracts of 'S. 54,'
a bill that is the result of the work of years, and
is desired to effect the three objects stated in the
address. This bill has passed the Senate twice,
and has been in the House where it now is; and
if the House does not pass it at the coming short
session it will be put back again two years. The
bill gives the power to the President to deal with
the individual Indian, to cede an allotment of
land to him from the reservation of public lands,
have it surveyed, etc. It causes patents to be
issued that will give him security of the land for
twenty-five years, holding it in trust, and at the
expiration of that time conveying the same. to the
Indian; and any contract made before the expiration of that time, even one to convey the land
at the expiration of the twenty-five years, is absolutely null an void. The United States is obliged to protect him. His land is free of taxation,
so that a state hostile to his interests or desiring
to tax him, or get possession, can not do so so
long as the title is in the United States. He can
only part with it by an act of congress; (and I
think he will be pretty safe for twenty-five years,
said Senator Dawes).
The bill also provides
that on the completion of this allotment he shall
have the benefit of and be subject to the laws,
civil and criminal, of the state where he resides,
and shall have an equal protection of the law;
and every Indian owning or born in this land is
hereby declared to. be a citizen of the United
States, and.is entitled to the rights and immunities of citizenship."
WORSHIPPERS IN LONDON
CHURCHES.

A CENSUS of the worshiping church going
people of London is given below.
The results of a census of the worshipers at the
morning and evening services at the churches
and chapels of London, Sunday, October 24th,
showed that out of a population of ever• 4,000,000
about 46o,ooo were present in the morning, and
about 410,000 in the evening. At St. Paul's in
the morning l,662 were present, and in the evening 3,403; at Westminister Abbey, in the morning 1,721; at Archdeacon Farrar's in the morning l,730, and in the evening 1,362. Mr. Spurgeon heads the dissenters by a great distance,
bis attend;J,nc.es 9ein&" t,51~ and 91070: Ht; is £i;l.
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lowed by his pupil, Mr. ArChibald G. Brown, of
the East London Tabernacle, who returns l,696
and l,83r, and li>y Dr. Parker of the City Temple
with l, 325 and 2,415.

WE clip the following from a late Chicago Tribune:
"President Taylor of the Mormon Church has
sent a letter to Secretary Lamar, in which he
says that the future of the church over which he
presides 'is indissolubly connected with the [this.
En J land.' He thinks it possible that in the future the Mormons may found colonies outside of
the United States."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

"Whatever in love's name is truly done
To free the hound and lift the fallen one,
ls done to Christ. Whoso in deed and word
Is not against him, labors for our Lord.''

WE KNOW THAT WE HAVE PASSED FROM
DEATH UNTO LIFE, BECAUSE??
To THIS unfinished quotation from the words of
John, we have added interrogation marks, and
would be glad to have every one pause long
enough to answer the question. It is not idly
asked, but should come home to each one of us,
who have professed our faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ and foilowed.him into the waters of baptism. There _is an appointed way by means of
which the Savior has said, "We should know of
his doctrine," and th.ere is also an appointed way
by which "All men should know we are his disciples.'' This way not one of us needs to be told
as to what it is. Let us suppose a case.
In a settlement of the Saints where there is a
large branch of the church, a son or a daughter
of ours is suspected of, or found to be going astr.ay.
With what eagerness-what avidity some human vulture follows up such an one, and when
they think they have found out the hidden sin,
they will rise in the air with hideous caw and
flapping of their black wings, calling others to
the feast of scandal fit only for vultures to partake of; nor do they call in vain. It is not our
daughter, nor our sister, therefore the eager summons is answered with haste, as indecent, and the
filthy feast is rolled like a sweet morsel under
the tongue. It is passed from lip to lip, and
those most nearly interested are the very last
ones to hear of it. Indeed they never hear of it
until their fair name is rolled like a foot-ball in
the mire and dirt of the streets, and then if the·
vile story be questioned or denied, how they will
flap their wings and circle around the author of
it, to protect him from the odium he merits, while
they will repeat without a blush of shame, the
name of some youth or maiden said to be the
guilty one. And this is Christianity! This is the
love of God shed abroad in the heart? Why,
they have not even the grace of the ancient Jewish hypocrites, for they openly dragged the guilty
woman before the Savior, but these spread the
feast in private and darkness. Even the world,,
leaving Christ entirely out of view, is raising a
higher standard than this.
/ Answer us, you fathers and mothers, sisters
and brothers, Is this the way you shield your
own families? Is this the way in which the great
SJiepne;\\ ~t ~lw ~9~\) ~a,re~ ~w tno~e withit! .tiw ·
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fold? Ninety and nine were left alone in their
safety, while from the safe, warm fold, the tender shepherd hastens in search of the straying
one.
"But none of the ransomed ever knew
How deep were the waters crossed;
Nor how dark was the night that the Lord passed
through,
In search of the sheep that was lost.
Out in the desert he heard it crySick and helpless and ready to die."
"But all through the mountains thunder riven,
And up from the rocky steep,
There rose a cry to the gates of heaven,
'Rejofoe I I have found my sheep I'
And the angels echoed around the throne,
'Rejoice! for the Lord brings back his own I'"

How long, oh how long will such things as this .
exist! How long will the Saints of God act as
spies in the service of the devil. In the law God
gave to Moses, even dumb animals when found
going astray and they the property of an enemy,
were to be returned to him.
And now mothers, and fathers too, one word
for us. How are we watching over our sons and
daughters? What is the nature of our home enjoyment? Are we striving to make home attractive? Are we willing to sacrifice our own comfort and inclinations, in order that our children
may be instructed and amused, so that home will
be the dearest place on earth to them; or are we
so absorbed in the pursuit of worldly things, as to
forget that this is our first, our heaven appointed
duty? Don't let us deceive ourselves and think
it is not possible for the wolf to enter our fold.
Others have felt just as secure, have loved and
trusted just as firmly and the bolt has fallen like
swift lightning from heaven, in a clear sky.
\Vhere are our sons and daughters when away
from home? Whose company are they keeping?
And what impressions are they receiving from
that company?
Let us appeal to the sons and daughters of Zion
that they band together as one. (If you are not
one, you are not mine.) That they shield and
guard the younger ones of the flock, even as they
would the son or daughter of their own father
and mother; and if they would follow the example of the blessed Master, let them be not afraid
to go in search of the erring ones of the fold; but
above all, let them never, never, take up and pass
around a tale of scandal, or say anything to bring
a reproach upon the name of any one. When
our "Hope Gleaner Pledge" shall spread, it will
embrace a band of workers who will hold such
things Jn detestation, and say to the slanderer,
"thus far and no further.''
DEAR fathers and mothers: As we have been
chatting with the HOPE in this issue of their paper, we want to have just a few words with you,
in relation to Christmas. Will you read in their
little paper the article by Eleanor, and also the
comments upon it? When you have read it,
will you think about it and try the plan for just
this year. Does it not occur to you that children
should be taught the sweets of giving very early
in life?. There was never a time in our lives,
which we can now remember, that we did not
derive more sincere pleasure from doing good
than from anythh::tg upon earth, and just the same
in regard to giving. Don't understand us as
meaning to say that we have always done good;
would to God we had; but we do mean to say
that all the pure joy we ever had in life, all we
@Ver exres~ t9 haY¥ PM CQ!lje tl'Ol~ tN~ eo'\jrc~l
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I have not a doubt that every one who reads this
will confirm my testimony. Let us then upon
this Christmas day begin tO teach this lesson to
our children. We ask of Sunday School super·
intendents a~d teacherB to let this one request
come up before them for prayerful consideration.
Ask the children to begin to labor now and see
how much they can get. Let them tell father
mid mother that they are willing to give up at
least one Christmas present, that they may give
one to Christ. Fill up a missionary box and send
it up from every branch to swell the "Home Col·
umn Fund;" or if any prefer other ways of using
it, so let it be, only let it go for the spread of the
gospel,-this "Glad tidings of great joy unto all
in en."

Ho:irn

COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

MANY names in the Birth day contribution this
week are for birth days some time past. One
si~ter writes, that she would have been ahead of
Eleanor, she thinks, but for the need of a stamp
to post her letter. Sister Eleano~'s came in be·
fore the Heralds were mailed at this office.
Martha K. Lockhart, Vineland, N. J.... 63 cts.
Abbie A. Bristol, Vineland, N. J. . . . . . . 66 cts.
L. M. Richards, North PJ.atte, Neb. . . . . 30 cts.
Nancy Swan, Xenia, 111. . • . • • • • . • . . • . • 54 cts.
S. E. Church, Lamoni, Iowa .. ,........ 66 cts.
Sarah Hudson, Columbus, Neb......... 60 ct~.
Laura Fuller, Escanaba, Mich..... . . . . . 50 cts.
V. M. Foreman, Escanaba, Mich. . . . . . . So cts.
Georgie--, Dayton, Nev............. 23 cts.
Susan Tyler, Erie City, Pa ............. I oo cts.
Eliza Dingle, Anaconda, Mont ......... I IO cts.
Margaret Hurst, Keokuk, Iowa ........ I oo cts.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sister E. A. Gill writes from Emerson, Iowa:"My husband does not belong to the church, but
my people do. When I was a young girl my
father lived at the "Colony," so called then, but
Lamoni now. I belong to the Shenandoah branch,
but am isolated from any branch now; but I be·
lieve that God will take care of all those who put
their trust in him."
Sister Cora Ru&sell writes from Boori'e, Iowa:"I feel impressed to write you this evening, to let
you know how the Saints are doing in this part
of the vineyard. I live one mile from the Boons·
boro branch, and having two small children, I do
not attend regularly. We have a Mite Society,
and have done quite nicely. I have organized a
Sunday School at home, and I feel blessed in do·
ing so. We are going to save our pennies for the
Hope. It is a dear little paper, and does me as
much good as the little folks. I feel always like
a little child. l need it, and find that it teaches
me a great many things. I enclose an excellent
receipt for Graham bread."
Buttermilk one pint, one egg, one-fourth cup
of molasses, one small tea spoon of soda, a pinch
of salt, and stir in Graham flour until quite stiff.
You will find it nicer than if made with yeast.
Sister Martha H. Lockhart writes from Vine·
land, New Jersey :-"Not knowing that I .shall be
living next September, I enclose you 63 cents, as
I was 63 years old last September. When I read
your suggestion in the Herald to my sist~r (Mrs.
Bristol), she said &he would join me. She was
66 years old September 28th."
IF others feel disposed to do the same, their
contributions will be welcome. Sisters: don't let
rour birthdays pas5 as otl1er qne~ haye dgn~.

Renew your covenent of consecration each year,
and help on the cause of Christ. Give. to the
Lord first, and see if he will not recompense you.
By the next conference we must have funds
enough for one laborer for the Master.
We thank Sr. Bristol for papers, and assure her
she lives in our memory.
Sister P.A. Sterrett writes from Pleasant Grove,
Utah :-"I intend to make an effort to sell more
of.the ,.Witnesses,' to help the cause of truth. I
am interested in the spread of the gospel of Christ.
Although so far west as to be almost unknown,
yet I feel that God has watched, and is watching
over and protecting us, and I feel while reading
the sisters' •Home Column' that your God is my
God, and my heart is made glad."
LAMONI,

Iowa, Dec. 2d.

and protection as well as our smaller ones. Give
good advice; spread a kind and loving influence
around them and they will remember it in days
to come when you and I have passed from this
earth to the home beyond. Praying that the
spirit of Israel's God may inspire my sisters to
write for the "Home Column,'' I sign myself as
one of you in the same faith and work.
CATHARINE NUTT.
GALESBURG, Mo., Nov. 14th.
Dear Sisters:-Allow me to write a few words
for the "Home Column,'' for I love the glorious
cause which we are engaged in; and I know it
is of God. My husband is out of the church, yet
he believes the doctrine and upholds it. 'Vhenever we have preaching he hoes to hear. Bro.
0. P. Sutherland preaches here sometimes. He
has good liberty and good congregations, and
some earnest listeners. I have good neighbors,
and my prayer to God is that they may learn the
truth as it is contained in the Scriptures. I ask
an interest in your prayers that I may be ever
faithful.
Your sister,
MARIAH RIMBOLT.

DELOIT, Iowa, Oct. 25th.
Dear Sister Frances:-Seeing so many cheer·
ing letters in the "Home Column,'' and such
gqod instruction to the sisters, makes me feel
that each and every one in the fold of God can
do something for the advancement of his work.
He says, "Work while it is called to-day." He
GREENVILLE, Pa., October 25th.
wants us to be dilligent, faithful workers. He
Dear Sister Frances:-Having promised some
says, "Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou
of the dear mothers and sisters whom we met at
shalt find it after many days." Are we striving
the Reunion that we would write them after our
to help do this? I believe we can help in many
return home, and having .so little time to spare
ways to send God's light and truth to the perish·
aside from family cares and household duties, we
ing; I love this work, my whole heart and soul
thought we would ask a little of the valuable
are in it; the older I grow, the more beauty
space of the "Mothers' Honie Column," in order
and grandeur I can see in it. G:od has rich1y
to reach them all; and by this means only take
blessed me with testimonies of its truth, and I
the time to write one letter, as we do not wish to
am firmly rooted and grounded in it. While at
slight ·any one that might wish to hear of our
the reunion of the Saints God blessed me in
welfare. It would seem presumptions in us to
hearing his word. There were many sacred
think that persons who are a thousand miles
truths imprinted indelibly upon my heart, and I
away from us, and not related to us· by the flesh,
was made to rejoice in heart and soul. I felt that
should care for us, did we not feel and know· the
the kind and loving influence of God's Holy
Spirit was there, and we felt drawn closer to, strength of the chords that bind the Saints of
God together in bonds of love, peace, wisdom
him; and may God help us to do his will and
and joy, that is unspeakable, and ever full of
keep his commandments, that we may ever reglory, and can never be broken so long as we
tain this Spirit, and may have a right to the tree
live near unto God, and are often bowed before
of life, and enter in through th;.- gates into the
Him in prayer, and often in communion with
city.
In gospel bonds, your sister,
the Holy Spirit. Even in the silence of our own
KATE TURNER ..
homes, apart from all the world, does the Holy
Spirit teach us, "here a little and there a little,"
WILBER, Neb., Oct. 31st.
until we can feel our stubborn hearts are being
Dear Sister Frances :-I feel thankful to God
gradually cleansed and purified by its presence
for the "Mothers' Column." It gives me great
within us. Then when we are in a great measure
joy and comfort to read the sisters' letters, for I
without the Comforter, and clouds hang thick
see how bravely they fight the battle of life's
over our pathway, and we can feel no burning
troubles. Sister workers, I am one of those that
influence within us, then is the time to try our
are called to pass through many severe trials.
faith. We have often thought of the words of a
The Lord knows best what is good for us all. I
good old colored man who said, "When the way
want to be reconciled to my fate; but some times
is all dark and you can't see the" hand of the
I feel like rebelling, and 1£ it was not for the
Lord, then is the time to trust in him." Many
knowledge I have of the work I am afraid I
times have we been in the dark, but when we
would at times. But thank God I feel firm in
get out in the sunshine again we can't help but
the gospel. I am an old time Saint and many who
thank the Lord that he has tried us, for it seems
read .this will know me and know the dreadful
to take so very much chastening to keep us hum~
trial I was called upon to pass through over a
ble; and we know that we are the nearest to
year ago. I had but one dear boy, and he was
our Father when we are the h>.1mblest before·
taken from me.
He went out one morning
Him. This morning, after the sweet enjoyment;
healthy and well, but before noon he was
of the Lord's day are past, and we have partaken
brought home almost dead. Oh! that dreadful
again of the emblems of the broken body and.
morning will never be forgotten by me. One
shed blood of our dear Redeemer, thus' bringing'.
comfort I have; he was in good standing in the
our little family into a nearness with Himself,·
church. So kind and loving, we miss him very
when I look back at the Sabbath just past and'
much. Now mothers, we must not forget our
many other blessed Sabbaths, my heart goes out 1
young men and w9men 1 for they need ov.r care
iµ praise and 1.1doratJon_ to God for all his good~'
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the house we found our dear aged mother about
ness to his people, in restoring to the earth again
as we left her; and our dear siste~ had the house
the fullness and completeness of the everlasting
as neat as a new pin, and our supper ready. So
gospel; surely in view of all that the Lord has
here we are at home again, after our trip of a
done for us we should be the best people on the
thousand miles to the Saints' Campmeeting; and
face of the earth, the firmest and best of fathers,
we must say we feel repaid a hundred fold for
and the most patient, purest and wisest of
the trouble of getting there. Indeed, words can
mothers; if we all try to come up this high standnot express our joy and thankfulness, that we
point, even as we are commanded to be perfect
were permitted to meet with the Saints in Reas Christ is perfect; if we hope to be like him
union; and may the peace we felt then continue
when he comes. If, dear sisters, we through
with us is my prayer,
Christ strengthening us and giving us the ComEMMA GARRETT.
forter can do all these things, just think how
much better our children will be than we have
GREEN'S LANDING, Me., Nov. 5th.
been. Just picture to yourself a mighty host of
Dear
Sister
Frances, and all in Christ :-I still
children, all being trained and brought up in the
have a desire to let my light shine before the
fear and admonition of the Lord, not only on
Sunday, but every day of the week! Just think . world, and bear testimony to this latter day
work. We all should know that it is the gospel
of the grand army of willing workers there will
of
Christ, and it is the power of God unto salvabe, wanting to fill our places as the Father calls
tion; so let us not be weary in well doing, but
us home, one by one to rest from our labors.
ever ready to stand in our place and to give a
But we, mother and sister, are apt to forget the
reason for the hope that is within us. It is not
importance of our calling when baking or ironevery one that saith Lord, Lord, that is accepting day comes and there are more calls for
able, but it is the doers of the work. I am lookmother's help than she feels able to fill. Then is
ing down to the end of this journey of life, when
the time one is apt to get cross and out of patiwe, if faithful, with all the redeemed ones, will
ence; I know I am; but then 1s the time I feel
be gathered home to that beautiful world where
to need help;' and I go away to some quiet spot
to plead with God that he will give me strength Jesus has gone to prepare a piace for those that
love his appearing. My desire and determinato set before my dear children an example of
tion is to live and prepare myself, that I may be
patience and \ong suffering; and I am never
ever ready. Keep on, dear mothers, train your
turned empty away, but blessed according to the
children in the way the Lord would have them
desire of my heart. And how much we need to
go, and when they are old they will not depart
heed the exhortation of our dear Savior when he
from it. At times you may feel discouraged in
says, "Watch and pray lest you enter into. tempyour
efforts, but bear in mind that the faithful,
tation."
My sisters of the Reunion will perhaps like to
fervent prayer of the righteous will prevail with
hear someting of how we got home, if all was
God. Requesting your prayers,
well with the children. We left brother and sisYour sister in Christ,
ter Garner's on 'Monday morning, and after a
HANNAH ROBBINS.
dusty but not unpleasant ride of twelve miles we
MONDAMIN, Iowa, Nov. 9th.
arrived at the Valley, where we took the train
Dear Sister Frances:-! wish to enter the
for Council Bluffs. We took dinner and spent
Home Column at this late hour, and tell you that
the remainder of the day and th"'at night at the
I truly appreciate the same. I don't see how we
pleasant and peaceful home of brother and sister
got along all this long while without it. The
. Beebe; we much enjoyed our stay beneath their
Herald would not now be complete without it.
roof. Tuesday morning we again took train for
May God ever help you, with all who contribute,
Middeltown, Ohio. Bro. McDowell accompanied
to make it ever profitable to its readers. I have
us a short distance on the way; we had a pleasfelt for some time that I would like tb help, but
ant chat before we parted. . We spent all that day
on the cars, all ni~ht and all the next day. It also feeling my weakness have kept still. I am
was dark when we reached our uncle's house in . one of the young mothers in Zion, and feel much
need to be taught, that I may train my three litMiddletown. We were very-hungry and tired,
tle ones in the way that Saints' children should
but we found kind hearts and willing hands, and
be trained. The ''Fragment" in the last Herald
they soon got a plain supper ready. We staid
(November 6th) suggests a problem to which I
there two nights and one day. On Friday mornhave given some thought.
ing we bade them good-by :ind started for ho~e,
The Book of Covenants says, "Let your garsweet home, and little ones. At eight o'clock
ments be plain, the beauty thereof the workmanwe arrived in Greenville. After we had passed
ship of your ow~ hands." If the word "plain"
out of the station we met our son, who had come
means absolutely plain without pleat, or gather
to meet us with a lantern and his express wagon,
of any kind (as some think), in what way are we
which he was trundling along with him to haul
to beautify our garments, is the problem? There
our satchels home in. We kissed him and loadis a saying, I guess it is true, that "A thing of
ed his wagon. He then trudged cheerfully on
beauty is a joy forever." We must make them
with his load and his lighted lantern, while we
in some shape,' and most, if not all of us, have a
walked behind, asking him many questions about
taste for pretty things, with different ideas of the
home and loved ones. When we got about a
same. What I may think is pretty, some other
hundred yards from home we could see the lights
sister would not like at all, and vica versa. I
in the windows. Our three youngest were so
have more ambition to make a garment when I
'.brim full of joy at our return they could not
see it is going to suit me, than when it is not;
wait, but came running down the street, laughand I suppose we are mostly alike. Of course
ing; and when they reached us, such caresses
we can cultivate proper tastes, and crucify all
flild kisses we did have! Such as only sweet,
happy childhood can give. Vve found our dear
false pride, and th\]~ (;Qm~ ~9mewhat to fl. u.nity
c;>f thought,
.. . · .
.
' · '
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I for one want to be found doing the Lord's
will in all things, and use my influence (if I have
any) for the good of God's kingdom. We can
all pray for a "unity of the faith," and I believe
we will get it. Will some of the experienced
ones teach us in these matters through the Column, that the daughters of Zion may know how
to cultivate proper tastes, and be found with the
"beautiful garments" on, the robe of righteousness. Ever praying for Zion's triumph over
things worldly, I remain your sister in Christ,
CHRISTIE A. STUART.
We gladly welcome each new correspondent,
and are especially pleased with the questions
propounded in this letter. We hope they will
meet careful and prayerful attention, and have
well considered answers.

BURLINGTON, Iowa, Nov. 22d.
Since leaving home I preached in Lucas twice,
six times at Montrose, and twice at Burlington.
Elder James McKiernan, president of the districtis with me. We will remain in Burlington for
a day or two longer, and then visit the Keokuk
branch. I remain in the district until after the
conference, December 4th and 5th, at Farmington, and then go to St. Louis. I can not speak
very encouragingly of the branches that I have
visited, but with the opportunities they have,
they have done well-much better than some
which have decidedly greater advantages, for
they are practically without preachers in their
branches. The president of this. district is a faithful man, but he is under the necessity of laboring
to sustain his family, and has but little time to
spare without making great sacrifice; greater,
in my opinion, than he ought to make. He is
an efficient laborer and ought to be assisted in
some manner so that he can devote a greater
part of his time to the work of the ministry.
The church can not afford to let such men lie
idle for want of support.
In bonds,
J. W. GILLEN.
PLYMOUTH, Mass., Nov. 18th.
Editor Herald:-My last communication was
from Maine, I believe. This state presents a
field of labor for the gospel missionary second to
none that I know of. There are a great many
country churches· that have been abandoned by
their pastors, who have sought the convenience,
luxury, and "hire" to be found where wealth,
fashion and popularity center, in the cities and
large towns. As a consequence of the flight of
these "hirelings," there is a vast number of sheep
left without a shepherd, It seems a pity that
these poor people can not raise enough money to
hire these disinterested shepherds to stay with,
and protect them from "false prophets," and
"wolves in sheep's clothing," etc, but such is the
fact.
Bro. Sheehy is.a wise counselor and the church
interests are safe in his hands, but he needs help.
Bro. V. Green, whom we met in Jonesport, but
who returned to the western district is there now,
and working for the cause and is liked by the
people, conducting himself as a minister should,
striving by study to show himself approved
unto God.
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well as the meetings held afterward were crowded. An effort on the part of the town minister
to arrest the interest in our meetings by ad vertising an expose of Joseph Smith and the Book
of Mormon, drew a crowd of tweh·e, I believe.
"The wisdom of their wise men shall" perish."
"Babylon shall fall." May God hasten the day
of opening to the blind eyes. August 18th Bro.
Pert brought Bro. Sheehy and myself by sail
boat to Sedgwick, and from there by team with
Bro. Candidge to Blue Hill, making our home
with Bro. Frank Carter, where we preached for
a week with increasing interest, leaving many
friends and interested ones; with w bite harvest
fields beckoning and waving beyond and around.
The morning of the 25th found us on steamer
for Jonesport, passing by the grand and awe inspiring scenery of Mt. De&ert and Bar Harbor.
Evening at seven found us a welcome such as
only Saints can give, and comfortable quarters at
the hotel-the home of Sr. Mansfield. Time
would fail to tell of the kindness we met at the
hands of the children of God in Maine-we shall
never forget; may God bless them and fulfill
their every desire for good. If there are places
in the country where it can be said without detriment that the Sain ts are popular, Jonesport is one
of them. I ~ish the church was able to furnish
a man for that place; we have many foiends
there who are willing to give more than a cup of
cold water, and that too not in the spirit of common charity, but in the name of a disciple and
servant of God; of whom it will be said: "Come
ye blessed of my father."
We labored here,
preached at Addison, Mason's Bay, Indian River,
and at East Addison at different times; held two
meetings also at Epping.
Oi;ir conference at Addison, September uth
and 12th, was a success. The U niversa!ist church
was filled at all our sessions; the Baptist choir
singing for us at our preaching service, and the
influence of God's Holy Spirit attended the
preaching and social services. Returning to
Jonesport we held meetings there every evening;
Sunday, Bro. Sheehy baptized four more, fulfilling a dream Sr. Sheehy had nearly a year before
in a somewhat remarkable manner. Seven were
baptized during the trip. The seed sown I am
satisfied will bear fruit and will ripen and some
be gathered by the missionary this winter. We
preached alternately, or nearly so, averaging in
spite of storms, a meeting every night during our
stay in Maine; but Bro. Frank is not one of those
ministers that prefers to hear himself talk to any
one else, but is al ways willing to give his brethren
a chance, (a little more than some of them want,
sometimes, I think), but this failing is not so
common as to be unbearable, generally speaking,
and is far to be preferred to that jealousy that
works to the detriment of the cause by that selfsufficiency on the one hand and disparagement of
the efforts and jealousy of success of brethren on
the other.
The 2 rst of October, leaving Maine for home
and for our Massachusetts conference. Saturday
found us with the Boston Saints in conference
assembled, which proved to be one of the best,in fact our two last conferences have been altogether the best tr.at I have seen in the east. The
preaching was excellent; social services were
attended by the manifestations of the gifts of the
Spirit, and our hearts were made glad in the
sureties guaranteed in the gospel. Seven were
~apti;i;ed Mter (7<?!1f~r!fn11e 1 th.tt Sfirjt lfein!' pre~ent

in power both at the water and in confirmation.
Remaining with the Boston Saints over the
following Sabbaths, and until the 8th. Wednesday, 6th, conducted the funeral service of Mrs.
Hamilton, a Baptist lady. Saturday 9th went to
Scituate, and on Sunday by request of district
president, and according to previous arrangement
organized what is now known as 'the Cranston
Branch, twenty-two members, I think; Elder H.
Thompson president, Bro. A. Vickers acting
priest. Since then have preached in Providence,
Georgiaville, Attleboro, Plainville and Mansfield.
Also from October 29th to November 6th was
with the Brocton Saints, speaking nearly every
night, with excellent liberty and increasing
attendance, and only left to fill prior appointment at Mansfield. Expecting now to return to
Brockton some time next week, and continue as
long as interest or circumstances warrant. l\1eeting yesterday here; few out, but Spirit present.·
To-night we speak in Cordage Company's chapel,
here in North Plymouth, and will labor as best
we know and can, leaving the result with God.
Everywhere we go we find a few, or many, interested and hungering for the word of the Lord;
but the greatness of the field and scarcity of la-.
borers are discouraging at times; nevertheless,
the work is onward in this district, notwithstanding the trials that oppress us all at times. The
attainment and exercise of the gift of wis·dom with both the laity and those who are called
to minister in gift, ordinance, or preacliing, will
enable us to progress, and remove stumbling
blocks from the way of the investigator; and in
no quarter is Satan more successful in retarding
the work than where the "gifts" seem to be the
principal thing sought for, and end to ):)e accomplished by possessing a "power" that defif's
authority, opposes itself to all cirder or law established by God for the discipline, education, and
final salvation of his people-a '·'Holy Ghost"
that leads them, riot into, but away from the
word of truth, sanctioned by ages of experience
and witnesse.d to by those who do have the better gifts of discernment, wisdom, etc., would that
we could all say with Paul: "We are not ignorant of his devices." The fact that these spirits
have proved themselves to be lying spirits, seems
in no way to discourage these enthusiastic ones;
and weak one8 looking on, without power of
God's Holy Spirit to discern, are led into temptation, to make light of any exercise of the gifts of
the gospel.
For my part, I can conceive and recognize the
trials that some of 'our gifted brethren and sisters
are under at times, because of the watching and
criticism they are subjected to by the altogether
worldly wise, who like a prophecy or a tongue
from an infallible oracle in the shape of a man or
woman. The only infallible oracle for God's
Saints is the Holy Spirit, and that is secured to
us with its blessings, not by lazily lying back and
demanding always the infallibility of its utterance, or adaptation to our perhaps darkened
mind and understanding; but by a holy life and
walk in accordance with God's law. We may be
enabled to sift the chaff from the wheat, and by
spirit11al discernment be kept from the error of
rejecting the counsel of God on the one hand, or
being deceived with the prophets who unconsciously, and honestly perhaps, may be led by
their own or some other spirit or influence to say,
"thus saith the Lord,'' when the Lord has not
~hi.~~ §!ljd.
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fires is one of the trials of missionary life, and· I
suppose is good for discipline at least.
The devil is after the Reorganized Church. I
see that David Whitmer is a partial victim of the
ignorance of what this church is accomplishing,
and the spirit that unfortunately seems to have
deceived him, objects to the name of "Jesus" ih
connection with the church, and no wonder; for
"at the name of :Jesus every knee shall bow"-a
service which devils and spirits of devils do not
wish to be tormented into before their time.
"Try the spirits." God has given him to be head
over all things to the church which he himself
acknowledges·. ·we are told that the church
should be called properly the Church of Christ,
and if found with any other name, "wi!I be found
on the left hand of God,'' etc. Of course, the
"Church of Christ"-what cunning of Satan. If
it be St. James, St. Johns, St. Peters, St: Pauls,
or St. Mark's-it is verily not the Church of
Christ. But which Christ? For there have been
and are many. There is Christ's Church, and
the Church of Christ, in all our cities, nearly; but
they are not the Church of Jesus Christ. They
are all the daughters of their mother-Babylon.
The priesthood or<'er as maintained by this
church seems also to have furnished a chance
for contention to not only Bro. 'Whitmer, but other unstable souls, even here in the east, who have
been encouraged by his late statements to reporters, and published in late Boston papers, in their
indifference to the work of the church and the
unity of faith and purpose necessary to the
spread of the gospel of the kingdom of God.
In nothing do I recognize the greatness of the
mission of the "choice Seer,'' more than in the
restoration of the Priesthood which belonged
even in Moses' day to "the true tabernacle which
the Lord pitched, and not man;" and the priestly service had with the church in the wilderness,
and the lively gospel oracles; "to whom/' said
Stephen, "our fathers would not obey, but thrust
them from them and in their hearts turned back
again into Egypt." David in one of his Psalms
recounts their rebe.llion in the wilderness "until
God greatly abhorred them-so that he forsook
the tabernacle of Shiloh (or Christ), the tent
which he placed among men;" the law which
was added to the true service to serve as a schoolmaster to bring them to Christ. And again was
the tent of the "true tabernacle pitched according to the pattern of heavenly things shown in
the mount; as first a presidency with Moses,
Aaron and Hur, his ministers and aids; with the
nobles and quorum of the Seventy of the Elders,
&c. So now did this man Christ Jesus again
call his priests and ministers in the order of the
service and pattern shown, of whom it was said
that "The government should be upon his shoulders, and when he ascended on high he gave these
gifts of apostles, a:-id other offices mentioned in
this connection by Paul; save under the general
statement of governments. The seventy whom
he chose with another seventy also belonging to
this order of h,im to whom all power in heaven
and on earth was given, and of whom it is said.
by Paul, that "this man because he liveth ever,
hath an unchangeable priesthood;" and if there.
is but one office and but one incumbent, namely,
Christ himself as mediator, appearing now in the
heavenly place for us; then who has a right and
authority to stand as minister between God anq
man upon e(lrtb. Where dQG~ :Payi~ Whitmv¥'
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get his authority? Or shall we assume with the
world to take the letter and go and preach the
best we know how, trusting for God's acceptance
.of our method and earnestness. I believe in the
restoration of the true tabernacle service and the
order of its priest! y authority by revelation and
commandment to Joseph Smith; and as the
kingdom which Daniel saw grows among men,
the more will the beauty, order, harmony, and
necessity of this law of adaptation of means to
the great end iu the establishing of the ever lasting kingdom of God be made apparent.
I recognize the value of the testimony of David
Whitmer to the Book of Mormon, by reason of
his honesty and upright character, and do not endorse all that Joseph Smith may have said or
done; but he has been under fire sometime, and 1
think ought to rest; his temptaJions-only God
knew. The man who persistently talks about or
against him will lose the Spirit of God if he had
it before. He 'has gone from a world in which
he did not have an overly good time. I believe
that he is in the paradise of God. I .denounce
that fanaticism that declares in prose or verse,
that he is "pleading with God in behalf of his
brethren," as sacreligious. "There is one God
and one mediator between God and .man," the
man Christ Jesus; but I revere the memory of
Joseph Smith for his great ,¥ork and calling. I
also remember that I am benefitted by what he
snffered for the cause of Christ. I can not afford
to depreciate the magnitude of his calling.
I remember visiting many years ago in Independence, Missouri, Dr. Wm. E. McClellin, Who
unsparingly denounced the Reorganization, and
proved its high priesthood and other fallacies, as
clearly as does David Whitmer now, and had
succee\}ed in dazing a few who had belonged to
the church.· He also proved that if Joseph Smith
was taken, no power but to appoint another in
his stead shou;d be given, and that man was
David Whitmer; and that the "Church of
Christ" would soon be organized, and untrammelled by any addenda or impedimenta; would
rise in all the grandeur of his desire. When I
asked him why he did not go and see Bro. Whitmer, and have the true church started at once, so
that the honest might have a refuge from delusion. He replied that he was going. He· subsequently informed me of his visit to Richmond,
and its failure, because Bro. Whitmer, like the
Spaulding manuscript, which Howe sent for
"did'nt read as he expected." His failure to a
great extent, as I understood, (and I wish to
speak with careful reverence for the truth), was
due in a measure to a failure on the part of
David to appreciate his true worth and ability
as a Moses man; and also of the indifference of
Bro. Whitmer concerning his own calling, etc.
This I learned from correspondence carried on
mostly on his part after I left there. "Great
men are not always ~ise." The wisdom which
comes from above is first pure and then peaceable. o; to learn the lesson of humility. "He
that would be great among you," Jet him listen
to the Divine Teacher.
We want the promises of God and not of men
--how are they secured? "For all the promises
of God are yea and amen IN Christ Jes us." How
do we get into Christ, in order to obtain all his
promises, salvation from beginning to end? "For
as many of you as have been baptized into Christ,"
~c. Yes i tn;i,t'§ Wh!\t {?r9. Wh!tJP,ej Wc;)lJ.)g sar~
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judgment that God can· not do anything with
and some who have gone out from us would say
them, and everything that others are doing and
as they baptize their converts in--what? Water.
trying to do is all wrong, and they put obstacles
Yes, that's it, ·water, but not into Christ. Why?
in the way at every opport~nity. The IndependBecause not into the church, ·nhich is his body,
ence Branch is prospering nicely under the pres.
"the fulness of him that filleth all in all."--Eph.
idency of Joseph Luff. Some who have been
I: 22, 23. "The hope ot the gospel" is in the
somewhat backward seem to feel better, and are
church and kingdom of God, whereof, says Paul,
coming more to the front. Most all the elders and
"I am made a minister, who now rejoice in my
some of the priests are putting forth an effort in
sufferings for you, and fill up that which is behind
the right direction. As a whole, Zion is flourishof the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for his
ing, and God is giving us great favor in the eyes
bod_y's sake, which is the church."--Col. I : 24. Being "members of his body of his flesh and of his · of the people. I have many calls for preaching
and am enjoying good liberty in speaking.
bones;" grafted into the true vine and partakers
I think those articles on Seventies presiding,
of its nourishment and its life. We can afford to
by W. A., "Lawabider," and the Editor, are all
look with charity, but not always without protest,
excellent, and will in time result in much good.
upon those who have suffered themselves to be
In bonds,
arrayed uuwittingly, as we would believe, against
F. C. WARNKY.
the interests of the Church of Jes us Christ, by·
the subtle tactics of the everlasting enemy and
THE WORK IN WALES.
opposer to the church and kingdom of God and
its establishment among men. Where is the
No. 15 Broad-st., DowLAIS, Wales,
kingdom which was-to be set up by the God of
November 6th.
heaven, and never to be thrown down! Is it repDear Herald: We highly appreciate you, and
resented by the men at Richmond, Missouri, or
have great delight in reading the sermons, artihas it not yet been set up?
.
I
cles, letters, news, and answers to questions. But
In faith and hope,
although we appreciate you, and generally are
MYRON H. BOND.
all well pleased with your contents, yet there are
pitiful exceptions that make us feel sorrowful:
BAD AxE, Mich., Nov. 22d.
such as was published some months back, for the
Bro. Blair: Much good was done at our late
sake of marring the bright character of an illusdebate on the "Sabbath Question." It lasted
trious dead. We pitied the writer, but was astonthree nights. Some had to go away for want of
ished at ye Editor in publishing them. Again:
room. An attempt was made the second night
we are pained by reading a letter from Elder J.
to do away with my "Synopsis," but the people
Dewsnup, in Herald for October 16th, page 652,
voted that I should use it. A vote was taken at
which is fnll of false accusations. Where is your
the close to see who, in the opinion of the people
consistency, Mr. Editor, when you stated in your
had gained the day. Eight only voted against
sermon (Herald page 669): "False. accusers,-!
me. More anon.
Yours,
would be infinitely glad as a man, as a tea~her,
J. J. CORNISH.
if there was none ot this class found among the
Saints;" and give publication to one of the meanINDEPENDENCE, Mo., Nov. 22d.
est false accusations ever written against the
Dear Herald:- 'vVhen I last wrote I had just
Saints of God. The accusations are false, and the
closed a series of lectures at Clinton. Since then
accuser proves it. The accusation is: "That the
I have been laboring at Armstrong ·and Kansas
carnal appetite is. permitted to reign, while the
City, with good prospects ahead. At the former
crucifying of the lusts of the flesh is ignored."
place I was assisted by Brn. Joseph Luff and A.
How can that be if, as Mr. Dewsnup sakl, that
J. Cato, (the "Texas ranger"). All the meetings
Elders Morris, Gibbs and Jenkins, have labored
were well attended, and the interest all that we
hard for the purification of the church. Eithe.r
could. well expect. The Saints rejoiced in the
they do not labor for purification, or these evils
truth, and sinners expressed themselves instructare not permitted. How Elder Dewsnup can
ed and some are standing at the door of the kingreconcile both statements I do not know. 'vVe
dom. Bro. Joseph Emmett, president of the
Armstrong Branch is ably assisted by his staff deny the accusation.
Again he says: "I have it upon indispi1table
officers, and with but little exception all the memauthority that not long ago a worthy elder of one
bers of the branch are striving hard to live as beof the 'vVelsh branches was requested to visit one
cometh Saints, all of which we rejoice to see.
of the other branches for the purpose of adminisThe Kansas City Saints are laboring under distering to the sick. Upon his arrival he was suradvantage on account of their scattered condition,
prised to find both an elder and a priest in a most
and are but few in number. But the prospects
reprehensible staty of drunkenness." The authare better than· heretofore. Bro. Shaw is an
ority for this statement is Elder Cope, of Cardiff,
excellent president and an able minister. Meetan innocent, truthful youl/g man; and he says
ings are held regularly every Sabbath and Wedemphatically that Elder Dewsnup misconstrued
nesday evening in the new little church on
what he said. He says that he visited a branch,
Troost Avenue, between 20th and 21st streets,
but not by request, a sick person was there; he
while our· ever faithful priest, J. Tankard is out
administered; the ordinance was successful; that
on the highway and is heard by hundreds nearly
there were two men there at the time is true, and
every Sunday afternoon on the square presenting
rather under the influence of drink, but neither
the words of life and poirtting out the way that
of them was an officer in the church at the time;
leads to eternal happiness. May God bless all
they were silenced for their evil habits; which
those faithful laborers is my prayer. At the
ought to prove to Elder Dewsnup that carnal
great day there will be much rejoicing when we
appetite is not permitted to reign.
receive our reward for .;mr feeble efforts. There
·Again he says: "The same authority mentionis but one thing that we regret; sometimes men
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putting forth his energy as a preacher of the gospel, when.in a disreputable condition arising from
an overdose of strong drink." Why, Elder Dewsnup, you connect this with the work in Wales,
when you knew that it was in Nottingham, England, that Elder Cope told that the man lived, and
this had taken place before ever he came to
·wales. Where is your consistency that you call
jewel.
Dear readers of the Herald, we beg to inform
you that Elder Dewsnup came to Cardiff very
late on Saturday night; was with us in company
of that eminent, godly servant of Christ, Elder
Taylor, of Birmingham, and faithful Elder Caton, in a district conference, on Sunday, September 12th; he attended the meetings-morning,
afternoon and evening. In the morning he spoke
a few words of exhortation, seemingly with good
feeling. In the evening he preached an excellent sermon, he being an eloquent, powerful
speaker; all were delighted. After the services,
as he said, we met at Elder Webberly's, and there
sang together the songs of Zion; all was joy and
happiness, every one was pleased, especia!ly Elder Dewsnup, who in the midst of the singing,
gave vent to his feelings by praising Elders Jenkins and Gibbs as men worthy of their high calling. When separating, all was love, peace, and
happiness. He left Cardiff early Monday morning, and went to North Wales, and he says he
was treated kindly, and that the Saints there
were of excellent character. He went home on
Thursday to Manchester, and wrote that letter.
What does it mean? Is it that elders are to go
abroad and preach eloquent sermoils and then
publish in public joi.rnals that that community
is not fit for any one to join, Mr. Editor.
The mission conference held at Aberaman ask
that you publish this defense; at their request it
has been written.
Yours,
THOMAS E. JENK~NS.
OMAHA, Neb., Nov. 22d.
Bro. Blair: I take pleasure in writing you of
the work in these parts. \Ve are having most
excellent meetings here now. We have two
preaching services on the Sabbath. Bro. Mark
preaches every Sunday night by appointment,
and has splendid liberty. He gives entire satisfaction to all. A number of strangers attend
regularly, who are not in the habit of going anywhere to meeting. He is also teaching the young
folks to sing, and also conducts the singing at the
meetings with the aid of the organ, with good
effect. Sunday School, Bro. Mark in charge, is
held just after the morning service. The prospects are that he will build up a large school. He
is taking a lively interest in the work here, and
he feels well in spirit.
The dark cloud seems to have been lifted, anrl
better times are at hand. I have just returned
from Sarpy county, where a week ago I baptized
a man in the Platte river, where Bro. R. M. Elvin baptized seven some time before. A Metho,Ji~t preacher of Springfield rnade an attack of
three hours long, one evening, before a large
crowd, on baptism as we teach it. We are to reply to him in about two or three weeks. \Ve were
prevented at that time by a storm, the greatest
ever known in Nebraska at this time of the year.
He said he was God's minister, and God told him
what to say; said that John did uot go into Jordan at all, as the banks were so high and steep;
th~,t he stQo\l on the l?ank, ancl dipped the hyssop

in the water, and thus he baptized hundreds; and
that such was the way in which Jesus was baptized; that there was not much water in Enon, but
many wells, etc. He thanked God that he believed in a God that did not require us to go into
the river, especially at this time of the year, etc.
How is that for "God's minister!" We see
herein how far men are removed from the worship of the living.God. We see also the necessity of the angel's coming with the everlast,ing
gospel, calling the attention of the people to the
God who made heaven and earth, etc.
There is a good interest in that neighborhood.
The Saints are alive in the work and take great
pleasure in scattering the seed wherever and
whenever opportunity offers. They have a good
reputation, they are respected, and this gives
power to the preaching of the word. Would to
God it was so everywhere, then it would not be
half so hard to convince people of the truth; but
this is one of the crosses the ministry has to bear
in this life. We were much blessed in laboring;
to God be all the praise.
Yours in the covenant of peace,
· W. M. RuMEL.
KANSAS, November 16th.
To-day finds myself and wife enjoying the hos-.
pitalities of a member of the Lutheran Church,
by whose request we came here to preach, and
have delivered several discourses, and quite an
interest is manifest. This gentleman, Mr. Sybald, with whom we are stopping, dreamed he
was in heaven, and that it was a two story building, and he desired to be in the upper story, and
so would others who were with him, and they
looked around to see how they could get there.
I thought it a true repres~entation of his condition. I told him I was now showing him the
way up to the upper story. This seemed to strike
him with force.
The demand for preaching is so great in this
field, it is enougL to make a man sick at heart to
think he can not make more hear the gospel when
they cry, "Come over and help us." An elder
needs the strength of Samson, the patience of
Job, the courage of Daniel, and the faith of
Elijah, to equip him for the ministry. Two have
given their names for baptism already, and what
will be the result of the continuation of' our labors here, time will tell. The outlook at present
does not bid fair for my attending, the district
conference at Blue Rapids, Decembe'r nth. The
good I can do here in presenting the good old
story had ought; to replace the comfort there
would be in meeting the brethren and sisters in
conference. Brethren from Ness and Lane and
Troga and Edwards counties, are waiting for my
appearance to sound the gospel trumpet in their
neighborhoods. The Lord only knows whether
I shall be able to reach them or not. I desire to
- extend kind regards to all the Saints where we
have been received and cared for, in confirmation
of what the Lord said in the beginning to the
elders: "The same will feed you and clothe you,"
&c. May the blessings of heaven attend the
Saints. It is the duty of every one holding authority to report to the district conference they belong to so that the district may know what the
strength is, who can labor and how much, for by
branches reporting their needs and wants, the
conference can direct her ministerial help to the
different fields.
Yotirs in gospel bonds,

fl. f A,RsQNS,

LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 28th.

Editors Herald: I have often thought I would
write to let the Ausfralian Saints know how we
like this country. We arrived here last May, and
found Lamoni as good as we expected. It is
quite a new and small place, but there are some
good Saints here, very kind-hearted, for when
my wife was sick, they came and did all they
could for her.
I can say like a brother last
~unday afternoon at meeting, that there are as
good people here as I ever lived amongst. The
climate here I like much better than in Australia, for we have not got the mosquitos to trouble
us like we had there, and my health is much better here, and that is one great thing to be thankful for. As for expenses, I think we can live
here quite as cheaply as we could there, and we
both feel satisfied with this country. I once
heard a brother say that when any one came here
they should come with a good spirit, also with a
determination to stop here and help build up the
place. As you will see by the Herald, we want
a few good, enterprising men with money, to help
build up the place, and give work to the poorer
class. This letter is for the Australian Saints,
and I can bear my testimony that the Spirit of
God is working with this people, and that we are
both satisfied here.
Yours in the faith,
THOMAS J. & ALICE A. FARMER.

under this head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
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TESTIMONY ON THE BOOK MORMON.
DY EBENEZER RODINSON.

BROTHER J OSEPI-I :-Having been requested by Bro. Blair to write for the
Herald, a statement with regard to getting
the Book of Mormon stereotyped and printed in 1840, I will endeavor to do so as
briefly as I can in justice to the subject.
The first edition, (three thousand copies),
of the. Book of Mormon was printed by
E. B. Grandin, in Palmyra, New York,
in 1830. The second edition was printed
in Kirtland, Ohio, in the church printing
office, in the winter of 1836-7, on which
I assisted in setting the type. This edition consisted also, I believe, of three
thousand copies.
In 1837-8 a large majority of the church
members moved from Kirtland to Caldwell and Davis counties, Missouri. In the
fall of 1838 the great persecution arose
against the church, which resulted in Lilburn vV. Boggs, governor of Missouri,
issuing his famous exterminating order to
General Clarke, commander of the militia
of the state, to "Expel the Mormons from
the state, or exterminate them if necessary." Quite a number of the members
of the church were killed, (eighteen were
massacred at one place, Haun's Mill),
some sixty cast into prison, the writer being one of the number, and all were required to sign a deed of trust, conveying
their property, both personal and real to
the state, to, as they said, "defray the expensv& 9f tf!y wart ;;ind t4e entire \;hwch
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was driven from the state in the winter
Subscriptions for the paper soon commenced coining in, in answer to the prosof i838-9.
The writer, (having been liberated from pectus, and the two hundred copies sent
prison by order of the court), walked from out, which enabled us to provide for our
Far West, Caldwell county, Missouri, families; and also to have a small, cheap,
through the snow in the latter part of frame building put up, 16 by zz, one and a
January, 1839, to Quincy, Illinois, where half stories high, the lower room for the
he arrived early in February with barely printing office, and our friends moved myone dollar in his pocket, and his family, self and wife into the upper room, or
(wife), yet to be provided for her removal. chamber, in the latter part of August.
The citizens of Quincy, and people of We were moved upon our bed, and a porIllinois generally, were kind and hospita- tion of the time, in those days, neither of
ble to the exiled members of the church, , us was able to speak a loud word. We
and I soon obtained a situation as journey- had been living in an old log house, situatman printer in the offi_ce of the "Quincy ed in the woods above the upper stone
Whig," published by Messrs. Bartlet and house, on the river bank, more than a
Sullivan, for whom I will always retain a mile from the printing office. This was a
warm regard. As soon as possible, ar- happy change for us.
,
rangements were made and my wife came,
In the month of November 1839, we se1
and we remained at Quincy until the cured the services of a young printer from
month of May, 1839, when we moved to Ohio, Lyman Gaylord, and resumed the
Commerce, Hancock county, Illinois, af- publication of the paper. In the winter
terwards called Nauvoo, to which place of 1839-40, brother Carlos and myself had
the church rapidly gathered.
each of us a log house built on a lot doAt a council of the First Presidency and nated to us by the church, situated on a
authorities of the church, early in June, it block next to the one on which the printwas decided to let Don Carlos Smith, and ing office was located, and moved into the
the writer (as we were practical printers) same in early spring.
have the press and remnants of printing
The two editions of the Book of Mormaterial, which had been saved from the mon, spoken of above, had all been sold,
mob in Missouri, by having been buried so there were none to supply the demand
in the ground and a hay stack placed over which was being made for them. The
it, and that we should publish a paper for question arose, how can means be devised
the church, or a church paper, at our own to have an edition printed, as the church
expense and responsibility, and receive all was in the depths of poverty, and many
the profits arising therefrom. The coun- of its members just recovering from a secil named said paper Times and Seasons. vere and protracted sickness, brought on
Accordingly we undertook the task, and in a great measure, as is believed, in conafter purchasing fifty dollars worth of type sequence of the terrible exposure to which
on credit, from Dr. Isaac Galland, and they had been suhject in being driven from
cleaning the Missouri soil from the press their homes in Missouri, in the depths of
and type that had been saved, and hiring winter; therefore the idea of having the
from one of the brethren, fifty dollars in Book of Mormon printed was given up as
money, which we spent for paper, we issu- hopeless.
ed the prospectus for the Times and SeaMy health had so far recovered that I
sons, and sent it to the brethren residing was able to walk back and forth from my
in the different states.
house to the printing office; when, in the
The onlv room we could get for the month of May, 1840, as I was walking
printing office, was a basement room in a from my house to the 'printing office, I
warehouse, on the bank of the Mississippi received a manifestation from the Lord,
River, with a ground floor which was such an one as I never received before or
kept damp by the water "constantly trickl- since. It seemed that a hall of fire came
ing from the bank side. Here we set the down from above and striking the top of
type for the first number of the paper, my head passed down through into my
which we got ready for the press in July, heart, and told me, in plain, distinct lanand had struck off only some two hundred guage, what course to pursue and I could
copies, when both Carlos and myselfwere succeed in getting the Book of :Mormon
stricken down with the chills and fever, stereotyped and printed. i went into the
and what added to our affiiction, both our printing office and in a few moments brothfamilies were taken down with fre same er Joseph Smith, he who translated the
disease. -My wife was taken down the Book of Mormon by the gift and power
very next day after I was, which sickness of God, as I verily know, steQped into the
lasted us ten months. This was a year of office, when I said to him, "Bro. Joseph,
suffering for the citizens of Nauvoo, as it if you will furnish $zoo, and give us the
was estimated that there was not one well privilege of printing- two thousand copies
person to ten who were sick. Five grown of the Book of Mormon, Carlos_ and I will
persons died out of one family in the short get $zoo more and we will get it stereospace of one week.
typed and give you the plates." He dropBefore we had taken sick we ·had wet ped his face into his hand for a minute or
down paper sufficient for two thousand so, when he said, "I will do it." He askcopies of the Times and Seasons, which ed how soon we would want the money.
paper mildewed and spoiled. Afterwards I replied,)n two weeks.
another batch of paper was wt:t down by
Brother Carlos and I macie an effort imFrancis Higbee, who thought he could mediately to obtain our $zoo. \Ve found
work the papers off, but he failed <1nd that a brother in the church who would let us
:paper wa& lost,
have ~120, until the ne~t April ;;it thirty-
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five per cent interest, the interest to be incorporated in the note, and all to draw six
per cent interest, if not paid when due.
We consented to the terms, and got the
money. A few days after_ the same brother brought us $z5 more, on the same terms,
making $ 145. I took the money and put
it away. In a few days brother Joseph
Smith came to the printing office and said,
"Brother Robinson, if you and Carlos get
the Book of Mormon stereotyped you
will haye to furnish the money, as I can
not get1'the $zoo." I replied, that if "he
would give us the privilege of printing
four thousand copies we would do it." He
said he "would do that." We then made
a strenuous effort to raise more money,
but signally failed, and did not succeed in
raising another dollar for that purpose.
We were considerably in debt to different persons, and our creditors were repeatedly pressing us for money, so that after
a little time we began to draw a few dollars from the $ 145. We knew that it
would not do to be paying thirty-five per
cent interest for money to pay ordinary
debts with, so Carlos said to me, one day
in June, "Brother Robinson you take that
money and go to Cincinnati and buy some
type and pape,r, which we must have have."
I said "Yes, I will go, but I will not come
home until the Book of Mormon is stereotyped," for it was as fire shut up in my
bones, both day and night, that if I could
only get to Cincinnati the work could be
accomplished. He replied that "that was
out of the question, as it could not be done
with our limited means." Brother Hyrum
Smith also said it could not be done, but
brother Joseph Smith did not say it could
not be done when I told him, but he said,
"God bless vou."
Brother J~seph and I immediately went
to work and compared a copy of the Kirtland edition with the fir15t edition, by reading tl:Jem entirely through, and I took one
of the Kirtland edition as a copy for the
stereotype er1ition.
On the 1Sth of June, 1840, I took passage on board the steam packet, "Brazil,"
which made regular trips from Cincinnati,
Ohio, to Galena, Illinois, stopping at
Nauvoo as she passed each way. At St.
Louis, while the steamer was waiting for
passengers and freight, I foolishly stepped
into a mock auction store, when the
auctioneer had up a fancy box filled with
valuable articles, among which was a
gold watch, or what the auctioneer claimed
to he one. A young man present said he
wanted an interest in the contents of the
box, and if I would bid it off he would take
half of it.
I bid it up to $z3, when of
course I secured the prize, but just then I
did not find my partner ready to take half.
This took $z3 from my already limited
purse. I left that auction room, if not a
better, I trust, a wiser n1an. Since writing
the above ~entence, the thought has occurred to me that perhaps it was a good thing
that it occurred, as it had a tendency to try
my faith just that much more, and the
sequel proved to me that the Lord .is
abundantly able and willing to provide
means for the accomplishment of his pur:poses1 w tlen wr; f c;ipow pis <.lirections~
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After arriving at Cincinnati I purchased
a quantity of paper and put on board the
"Brazil" to take to Nauvoo on her return
trip. After paying for the paper and paying my passage, I had $ro5.06;£ left.
Now came the trial of my faith. I had
not yet taken my trunk from the steamer.
The adversary of all righteousness said to
me, "Get more paper and some type and
go home; it is folly to think of getting the
Book of Monnon stereotyped; for you can
not do it." I replied that "I came for that
purpose, and did not propose to return until it was done;" but I assure you he made
the big drops of sweat roll from my face,
but I did not give up to him for one instant,
or swerve from my purpose, although I
was there a stranger in a strange city, not
knowing a single person there, except
those who came with me on the steamer.
I took the Book of Mormon in my
pocket and made enquiry for a stereotype
foundry. I was informed there was one
on Pearl street. I found the place, and as
I stepped into the office a feeling of horror
came over me and it seemed as though I
was in prison. A gentlemanly appearing
man was there, and I asked him what they
charged for stereotyping a book, giving
him the size as near as I could without
naming or showing him the book. He
told me what they ~barged for one thousand ems, a term which I understood. I
then asked him if there was not another
stereotype foundry in the city. He said,
"Yes, one in Bank Alley, off Third street,
owned by Gleason and Shepherd." I felt
in an instant that that was the place for me
to apply to, and bidding the gentleman
"Good day," left, breathing freer when I
stepped into the street. I soon found the
other foundry, and as I entered the office,
I saw three gentlemen standing by the
desk, in conversation. I asked if Messrs.
Gleason and Shepherd were in. A gentleman steppe<l forward and said, "My,name
is Gleason."
I said, "I have come to get
the Book of Mormon stereotyped." Mr.
Shepherd stepped forward and said, "When
that book is stereotyped I am the man to
stereotype it." I then handed him the
hook and told him what size type I wanted
it done in. He took the book and went to
a case of type the size I had natl:_led, and
set up one line and counted the ems in the
line, then counted the number of lines in
the page and multiplied the two numbers
together, and then counted the number of
pages in the hook, and multiplied the
number of pages by the number of ems in
a page, when he said the stereotyping
would amount to five hundred and fifty
dollars. I told him that I had one hundred
dollars to pay in hand, and would pay two
hundred and fiftv dollars more in three
months, or while-he was doing the work,
and the remaining two hundred dollars
within three months after the work was
done. He said he would do that, and sat
down and immediately wrote out a contract accordingly, which we both signed,
which contract I have to this day. I then
told him I wished to see a book binder and
contract for the binding of two thousand
copies of the book. He said I will go

Main street, and taking me by the arm, we
went directly to the book binder, who said
he would bind two thousand copies in good
leather for two hundred and fifty dollars,
which was twelve and a half cents apiece.
I told him I would give him eighty dollars
while he would be doing the work, and
the remainder within six weeks after the
work was done. He agreed to that, and
wrote out a contract to that effect, which
we both signed. I told Mr. Shepherd I
wanted to engage paper enough for the
two thousand books, when we went from
the bindery to the paper warehouse where
I had just purchased the paper I sent to
Nauvoo; but the paper dealer, the proprietor, VIias not in, so we left word 'for
him to come to Mr. Shepherd's foundry
the next morning, which he did, when I
engaged the paper from him, amounting
to nearly two hundred and fifty dollars to
be paid for in payments similar to the
stereotyping and binding, but we did not
write the contract. After we had conclt.ided our bargain.the paper dealer said, "Mr.
Robinson, you are a stranger here, and it
is customary to have city references in
such cases when we deal with strangers."
Mr. Shenherd stepped forward and said,
"I am Mr. Robinson's backer, sir." «All
right," said the paper dealer, "you can
have the paper, Mr. Robinson." This
was the only case where any reference, or
backing was required.
Mr. Shepherd purchased a font of new
type tbe day we made the contract, and
put three compositors (type setters) immediately at work on the book, and I was to
remain and assist in reading the proof, so
as to be sure it was done according to copy.
I was to have twenty-five cents an hour
for what time I would be engaged at that,
or any other service for Mr. Shepherd, to
be applied on the contract.
I engaged board with Mr. S. \V. A.
Oliver, who was in Mr. Shepherd's employ
as moulder and finisher of his stereotype
plates, and paid him the five dollarsJ had
left, after paying Mr. Shepherd the one
hundred on his contract, leaving me only
6;{ cents (an old fashioned Spanish sixpence) on hand. The five dollars was
soon boarded out, and there I was, a
stranger in a strange city, with contracts
on hand amounting to over one thousand
dollars on which only one hundred had
been paid, and, board bill due and nothing
to pay with. I confess that for a time,
viewed from a worldly standpoint, it looked
quite gloomy, but I never for a moment
lost faith in the final success, or literal fulfillment of ,the previous promise of the
Lord made to me in Nauvoo. In the
mean time I had written to Bro. Don
Carlos Smith telling- him what I had done,
and also to several brethren in the eastern
states requesting them to get subscribers
for the book, offering to send them one
hundred and twenty books for every one
hundred dollars sent us in advanct>, in time
to meet our engagements. It was several
weeks before I received a response.
The first money I received brother Don
Carlos Smith sent me a twenty dollar bill
on the state hank of Indiana, a specie pay-
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mi um 'of 13 per cent, so that I realized
$zz,6o for the $zo. This relieved me of
present financ;ial embarrassment. Not long
after this, my brother, Joseph L. Robinson, who resided in Boonville, Oneida
county, New York, whom I had baptized
into the church, when on a mission to that
state in the summer and fall of 1836, sent
me a draft on the Leather Manufacturer's
Bank of New York City, for $96. This
was also at a premium of 13 per cent.
Bro. John A. Forgeus, of Chester county,
Pennsylvania, who now resides at Little
Sioux, Harrison county, Iowa, then a perfect stranger to me, whom I had never
seen, sent me a draft on a Philadelphia
Bank for two hundred dollars, as a loan,
which I afterwards paid him in Nauvoo.
Several other brethren sent me money in
advance for books, so that I paid Mr.
Shepherd all his money before it became
due, and gave the book-binder eighty dollars on his contract before he had done any
work on it, and when I was ready for the
paper to print them on, the paper dealer
with whom I bad contracted for the paper
on time, did not have it on hand of the
size and quality I wanted, when I went to
another paper dealer who had the article
I wanted, and paid him all cash in hand
for the paper, and had the books printed
on a power press, for which I paid the
cash in hand as the work was done.
I had the printing progressing before
the stereotyping was finished, so that by
the time the last twenty-four pages of
stereotype plates were finished, the printer
had the book all printed, except the last
form, of twenty-four pages, and the printed sheets were in the hands of the bookbinder being folded, so that soon after this
last form was printed the book binder had
several hundred copies .bound, ready for
me to deliver to those who had advanced
their money for the books. This was
strictly in accordance with the instruction
I received in the first manifestation made
to me in Nauvoo.
Thus the work was accomplished, and
all paid for before the time specified in the
contracts, and I had nearly one thousand
copies of the book left. The work was
finished in October.
I then purchased from Mr. Shepherd
and other parties severai fonts of type,
and material for a stereotype foundry and
book-bindery, and a winter's supply of
news and book paper, and took to Nauvoo,
a considerable portion of which I paid for
down, and got credited for the balance.
Mr. Shepherd endorsed one note for me
of four hundred dollars, payable in four
months, which money I sent him before it
became due.
In June, 1844, I went to Cincinnati and
settled all up with Mr. Shepherd, and paid
him what was due him, (his bills altogether amounting to about $1000),, when he
arose and said, "l\1r. Robinson, do you
want to know wh::t made me do as I did
when you came here last summer, it was
no bus.iness way, it was 'not what I saw in
you, but it was what I felt here," putting
his hand upon his heart.
This voluntary statement of Mr. Shep-
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a practical illustration of the ease with
which the Lord can move upon the hearts
of the children of men to assist in the accomplishment of his work and purposes;
and to our Heavenly Father be all the
praise and glory, now and ever, Amen.
From the foregoing experience, together with many other evidences which I
have received of the truth of the divine
origin of the Book of Mormon, I bear
record that it is true, and that the promises
and prophecies contained therein are Leing
and will be fulfilled to the letter. May
the Lord help us to walk according to its
holy precepts, that we may be able to
stand in the day of his visitation and power, which is coming as a whirlwind upon
the nations, and that we may be worthy
to enter into his fest, is the desire of your
brother,
E. ROBINSON".
DAvrs CITY, Iowa, Sept. 25th, 1886.

WHY SHOULD WE PRAY?

THERE is probably no query that arises
in the minds of the Saints which affords
the Devil more pleasure than the one just
propounded. And indeed we are led to
think if his satanic majesty can infuse any
impressions, o:r course of reasoning into
the minds of God's people that he presents
this one as frequently as any other.
Yes; why should we pray? Since we
are informed that "God so loved the world
that he gave his only Begotten Son that
whosoever believeth on him should not
perish but have everlasting life." Also
that he is omniscient, hence better acquainted with our surroundings than we
are; our adaptabilities, our necessities, our
capacity together with our appreciations
are all much better understood by God
than by ourselves; he knows better how
to give good gifts to us than we who are
evil know how to give them to our children.-Matt. 7: Ir. "Your Father knoweth what things ye have need of before ye
ask him." (6: 8) Now, is it not clearly
evident that man is liable to ask amiss?
And does it not follow as a natural result
of this great love, this superior wisdom
that the divine being will bestow upon his
creatures the good things they need,
whether we ask or not? Our answer is
most emphatically no. It is presuming altogether too much to think that spiritual,
or superhuman blessings will be given
gratuitously like the sunshine and the rain,
upon the just and unjust; Such blessings
are the result of other causes, and an opportunity is given us to produce those
causes by strict adherance to the word of
the Lord.
In the first place, if we accept the above
proposition that his love is so great and
his wisdom so much superior to ours; if
we believe this. we ought to be willing to
take him at his word, and when he commands us to pray, believe that act to be
for our benefit.
And right here we
would remark, that whoever thinks it not
necessary for them to pray, or we would
put it even stronger than that, whoever
continues to neglect prayer from any cause
whatsoever, thereby plainly manifests
their distrust of the wisdom and love of

..

God; for, if he is so wise and so kind, he
surely would work no hardships against
his servants by requiring at their hands a
thing not for their good, an act requiring
a portion of their time daily which would
result in no good to them. Again; if the
Deity was to give his Spirit in this way,
how short would the period of time be until we would try to cast God entire! y out
of the matter, and claim blessing to be the
result of some other cause. :Many of us
would soon reason with the "gifts" of His
Spirit as the infidel world reasons with
the gifts of nature, casting God entirely
out of the matter, and urge some other
cause for their presence.
The nearest a parallel case we can now
think of from which to illustrate this matter is that of an earthly parent dealing
with his children; and when we compare
man with the Deity we would not be
guilty of using any mean or low specimen
of humanity, but the highest type possible;
one who seeks not so much to gratify the
livid and unwholesome lusts and desires of
his children as he does to develop their
manly character; one who is not so indulgent as to try and gratify every foolish notion, but seeks to bring out such manly
traits as self-denial, industry, submission,
honesty or loyalty. It may be necessary
at times for him to give some severe tests;
he may not only have to urge, chide and
correct, but command, rebuke and chasten,
when his judgment tells him it is for their
good; one who seeks their future good
more than their present gratification.
Such an one may wish to inspire his children with the principles of appreciation
and humility, and by an experimental
watching. of their temperaments he may
see the best course to pursue is to let them
see and feel the need of some things before giving to them. He may wish to
give a lesson on manners and forms of
civility, such as obedience etc., and after
explaining and illustrating the proper way
of asking for thingo, they need, he may
withhold such things from them even until
it becomes a severe trial to himself, until
they obey his instructions. It may be his
good pleasure that they have the same;
yet he sees it is for their good that they
ask, and ask properly.
The application of the above allegory is
this: Express instructions are given all
through the Scriptures for us to pray;
that is, to ask for what we need.
It is
amply illustrated by the pattern of our
Divine Master in his oft supplication for
his Father's blessing. Indeed, it seems to
have been necessary for him, for when
left alone and without this blessing he
could do nothing. (John 5: r9, 30). If
necessary for Christ, by whom "all things
were made;" (John I: 3, rn); sustaining
the relationship he did to the Father, how
much more for weak, dependent humanitv.
It is not a mark of humility, nor an act
of obedience; nor does it savor of reverence for us to presume that his abundant
mercy will cause him to bless us, regardless of justice. Then again, it appears
that whatever is obtained by effort is more
duly appreciat~d than what is a free gift •

We have only to look at the tramps, the
inebriates, the worthless, depraved beings
who bad fortunes left them by rich ancestors on one hand, and a majority of our
most successful, enterprising men, statesmen and public servants, who are self-educated, and came up through roads thickly
strewn with obstacles, on the other. We
believe that none can so fully appreciate a
blessing as those once deprived of it. It
appears then, that the Deity has adopted
methods commensurate with his superior
attributes; those well calculated to beget
within his creatures those· qualifications
that would best fit them for his divine
presence; and be it remembered, that
prayer is one of those methods.
It has been known for a long time that
"necessity is the mother of invention," and
some may have thought invention to be
her only heir; but on examination we find
she has a goodly number of children and
grandchildren; the names of some of them
are as follows: industry, diligence, appreciation, humility, obedience and prayer.
We might mention others if necessary.
These are of one common family, and the
last named is by no means the younger;
he occupies a prominent chair, a responsible position, insomuch that some of the
above named depend on him for life; so
if we cast him out, or in any way disapprove
of him, others will die of starvation; so on
the whole we should not only let "prayer"
survive but give him a hearty reception as
an important benefactor.
But some there are who seem never to
lack for excuses; and while no excuse we
ever heard will bear the test of a thoughtful investigation, yet some sound .very
plausible at first thought. For instance,
we read in John 4: 24: "God is a spirit,
and they that worship .him must worship
him in spirit and in truth." Now, says
one, this term "must" is imperative language and equivalent to saying, If I have
not the Spirit I must not pra¥; and specially am I led to doubt the propriety of
the attempt when I make a commendable
effort to pray and then do not receive the
Spirit.
But would it not be well for us to examine the premises bdore jumping at such
wild and unscriptural conclusions. Let us
see. The term "prayer" is not exactly
synonomous with that of "worship."
Prayer, strictly speaking, is the simple act
of asking, importuning, supplicating, or
begging; while "worship" is the act of
paying divine honors, to adore with homage, to love intensely." Tillotson says,
"The worship of God is an eminent part
of religion, and prayer is a chief part of
religious worship." It is so in just that
proportion that we mix the two together,
to that extent that we blend with our asking divine honors; such as reverence, praise
adoration, thanksgiving, and t.he like.
Bowing upon our knees is expressive of
the same, a token of our humility and the
superiority of him we approach. There
are many when pressed by extreme. exigency will pray for divine aid and protection; w bile all their energies, both phybical and mental, are for the time being employed with the necessities of the cas.e j
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§ECh is not that kind.of "worship" spoken
of in the text.
·
It would be an act of hypocrisy for the
writer to laud, and praise, and magnify
the great "l am;" unless he had a portion
of the Spirit; but there could be nothing
more appropriate under such circumstances
than for him to humbly pray for the Spirit,
that he might have ample cause for such
rejoicing and worship. vV e can importune
for favors at the hand of a vagrat1t; but
we can not worship what is not our superior; the attempt to do so would be an act .
of idolatry.
,
We think we have read somewhere a
wise and truthful saying like this: When
the saints pray, the devil trembles. If this
is not written we think it should be, for it
is a self-evident fact, that prayer is a source
of strength to the faithful; and as the great
battle of truth against error grows more
intense, and as one by one his strongholds
of deception are wrested from him, and
knowing full well that the time is nearing
when he will lose his power and be taken
prisoner for a thousand years, well may he
quake as he sees the privates and officers
upon the side of truth importuning at the
throne whence he knows reinforcements
are sure to come. Prayer then seems to
be the most fatal weapon we can wield
against that arch enemy. \Ve should take
advantage of these facts and never allow
this useful blade to become rusty. But, if
we lay all argument aside and sum up our
own experiences with the bright examples
set us in the lives of Christ and his disciples, the many instances recorded in the
Bible and Book of Mormon of great blessings obtained through prayer; as also the
commandments given through the_prophet
to this generation, to observe this duty at
all times, and in all places, we would have
a preponderance of evidence upon the side
o( prayer. See Doctrine and. Covenants,
section21:5; 1S:4; 85:21,36'38; 90:8,9;
98: r r; 108': 2.
\Ne hear another strange
argmnent by way of connecting Matt. 6: 7,
"But when ye pray use not vain repetitions
as the heathens do,'' with Exodus 20: 7,
and Deut. 5: I 1, and th.en reason thus.
We have prayed for every thing we can
think of and it is so seldom that our prayers
have been answered, that we fear to pray
again lest we violate these commandments.
\!Veil, well! This is the last use we ever
heard made of these texts. Yet it opens
up a vast field for thought, and we can
only offer a few brief qualifications to this
duty of prayer. We are forced to the
admission that thousands of ineffectual
prayers are offered, a serious fact; yet we
who offer them can find the cause of all
this trouble in ourselves, as well as an allsufficient panacea in the gospel. Our
prayers should be for just what we need
and can not by our own effort obtain; and
it is just as much an exhibition of folly for
one who is acquainted with the latter day
revelations and believes them, to constantly
pray for health in time of affiiction, while
at the same time their bodies are steeped
in unhealthy narcotics, poisonous stimulants, and gorged with fat meats in hot
weather, as it would be for a man who is
se.ntenced for a term in the penitentiary for

grand larceny to continually petition for a
reprieve.
There is just as much wisdom
manifest by the ma11, who after having his
buildings insured, refuses to pay his installments, forfeits his policy and then sues the
company for pay when they burn, as there
is by the Latter Day Saint, who offends
his . brother and refuses to restore and
reconcile, but continues to partake of the
sacrament, and then cry unto the Lord for
health anrl cure when he is suffering the
consequences of partaking those sacred
emblems unworthily. 1 Cor. 1r:29, 30.
The banking company who is too careless to keep proper track of their dividends,
or be they ever so diligent in this and
transcend the bounds of their charter and
thus fail in business, is more liable to censure than pity.; and some of us would be
outspoken enough to say they ought to
fail. But what shall we say for those who
embrace this work upon its merits and then
either through carelessness, or by overreaching themselves fail to observe the law
of tithing and are unsuccessful in business?
What would you think of a man who
would bitterly complain of the loss of standing in good society when he had been cast
out· for violating well established rules of
decorum and decency.
My estimation of
that man's complaints would be the same
as I would estimate the prayers of all who
do not by a careful, earnest, practical, every
day life build themselves up to that platform of worthiness.
In these and all other thing-s we should
subscribe ourselves closely to the rules
governing them.
Then, and not until
then, can we consistent] y expect the good
Lord to come to our rescue in times of
crises, no matter how much we pray. "l
the Lord am bound when ye do what I
say, but when ye do not what I say, ye
have no promise." Doc. and Cov. 81: 3.
It is also recorded, somewhere, that the
Lord has said, "They that are slow to
listen unto me in time of prosperity, I, the
Lord, will be slow to listen unto them in
time of adversity."
D. R.
STEWARTSVILLE,

BALDWIN.

Missouri.

NORTHERN NEBRASKA.
Conference convened at Fremont, Nebraska,
September roth, 1886. William M. Rumel presiding, Isaac Sylvester clerk. Opening session
devoted to prayer and testimony; good feeling
manifested throughout. Committee on creden·
tials appointed consisting of Nelson Brown, G.
M. L. Whitman and William Ballinger. Morning session :-Committee on credentials reported; report accepted and committee continued.
Minutes of conference held at Platte Valley,
Nebraska, approved. Elders Robt. Elvin by letter, Nelson Brown, William Ballinger, \Vm.
Rumel, reported. Bishop's Agents' Report-On
hand at last report $76,60, received since $56,50;
total $133.10. Paid out $45 oo, balance on hand
to date $88.ro. Union branch 46; 2 baptized, I
died. Omaha 98; 3 baptized, 4 removed, I died,
r ordained. Columbus 36. Platte Valley 34;
no changes. Afternoon session, James Caffall

reported. District president tendered his resig"
nation and upon peremptorily declining to act any
longer his resignation was accepted. Nelson
Brown was then elected district president. E.J.ening session. Credentials from the Columbus
branch were received. Columbus branch 36.
Upon motion \Vm. M. Rumel, Bishop's Agent,
and Isaac Sylvester, district secretary were retained for the coming three· months. Brn. Chas.
Brindley and George W. Galley of Columbus,
reported by Bro. H. J. Hudson who reported in
person. Preaching by H.J. Hudson at ro: 30,.
a. ·tn; collection for benefit of Fremont church,
$9.50. Prayer and testimony at 2: 30 p. m.
Preaching by Bro. James Caffall at 7: 30, p. m.
Collection $5 40. Adjourned to meet at Omaha, '
Nebraska, the first Friday in January, 1887.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN.
The district conference met with the Delaware
Branch on the 16th and 17th of Odober, 1886;
president J. J. Cornish in the chair; Bro. Charles
Sherman secretary fro. tem., and John Bailey
assistant; Bro. William Davis chorister. The
forenoon spent in prayer and testimony. Afternoon was occupied in hearing reports of officials
and such other business as lawfully came before
the assembly. Elders Reports.-Levi Phelps,
confirmed one, blessed one child, and labored as
circumstances permitted; J. J. Cornish, baptized
12; J. j. Bailey, baptized 2; Elder A. Barr, baptized 2; John Most, by letter; E .. DeLong, by
by . letter, baptized I; E. A. Shelley, by letter,
labored in the branch, assisted in ordaining one
teacher, and blessed one child; Robert Davis
reported. Priests C. E. Pearson and Lorenzo
Rushton, \Villiam Davis, Thomas Whitford,
Charles Green, Saleda D. Shippy and James
Birch, by letter, baptized 2. Teachers Thomas
O'Brien, William H. Smith, Enoch Leadsworth
and Joseph Norton, 1eported, and Deacons Elijah
Hind and Joseph Bass reported. Forester Branch
23, including r elder, r priest, I teacher, I deacon. ,
Delaware 19, including I priest. St. Johns 45,
including l priest, 2 teachers, r Deacon; 2 added
by baptism. Mill Creek 37, including 2 priests,
r teacher, 1 deacon. St. Thomas 24. including r
priest, r teacher, r deacon. St. Gideon 23, including r priest, I teacher. Black River 15, including r priest, r teacher, I deacon, 2 received by
letter. J. J. Cornish, A. Barr, J. J. Bailey, E. A.
Shelley and Joseph Shippy were appointed delegates to April Conference. J. ]. Cornish was
sustained as president of district. Sustained J.
A.,Carpenter as secretary~ Resolved that a copy
of the resolution passed by the body at last June
conference relative to Elder Robert Davis, be obtained and appear with the minutes of this conference. The resolution is' as follows: "When
the public statement and confession of Brother
Robert Davis to the conference [were made.Ed.], the following preamble and resolution were
unanimously adopted: Whereas, this district in
connection with the members of the Michigan
and Northern Indiana Di8trict in the conference
of the Michigan and Northern Indiana District
fonr years ago, decided upon charges presented
and trial to retain the license of Bro. Robert
Davis as an elder; and whereas, that since that
time he has continued to reside in this district,
and has during the four years since passed conducted himself in all his associations known to
us in a becoming and christian-like manner, anq
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has made public confession of the wrongs complained of, and restitution so far as in his power
and to the satisfaction of the aggrieved parties,
Therefore, be it resolved by the members of the
Northern Michigan District conference, that we
freely and fully forgive the brother, and that we
unite in asking the president of the mission to
make such order in the premises as will restore
to Bro. Davis his license to act as an elder in the
church." PJ The evening of the 16th Bro. Levi
Phelps preached, assisted by Bro. Wm. Davis.
The morning of the 17th the Saints assembled at
9: 30 for prayer and testimony. At ten a. m.
Bro. J. J. Cornish preached. At two p. m. two
were baptized and confirmed, after which four
were administered to, and two children blessed.
At 3 o'clock Bro. J. J. Bailey spoke. Adjourned
to meet at Ubly, with the St. Gideon Branch;
the president of district to name the time when
such conference should convene.
MALAD.
A district conference of the Reorganized
church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
convened at Oxford, Oneida county, Idaho, October 16th, 1886, at I 1 : 30 a. m.; John Lewis presiding; John Van-der- \*7 ood, Clerk. It was moved
seconded and carried, that all business (reports
Ed.) submitted to this conference shall stand accepted unless legal objections are made. Malad
branch 33; including 3 Elders, 1 acting priest,
John Lewis, president. Samaria 7; including 4
Elders, Owen Thomas, presiaent. Oxford 30;
·including 2 elders, 2 priests, z teachers, and 1
deacon, John Hall, president. Elkhorn not reported. Elders John Lewis, John Hall, R. J.
Anthony, Owen Thomas, William Richards,
Morgan Jones, John V an-der-Wood, J. C. Clapp,
Wm. E. Gooch, reported in person; J, H. Conditt,
by letter, and Benjamin Croshaw, teacher, reported in person. The spiritual and temporal authorities of the church were sustained in righteousness. John Lewis was sustained as president of
the Malad district till.next conference; John VanderWood was sustained as clerk. Report of district treasurer was read, having received $12.65
and paid out $1r.r5, balan.ce on han.d $r.50; John
Van°der-Woodtreasurer. R.J.Anthonywas sustained as president of the Rocky Mountain Mission and J. C. Clapp as missionary, by our faith,
means and prayers. The following Elders did
the speaking during conference; John Van-derWood and John Lewis, Saturday afternoon; R.J.
Anthony in the evening. Sunday morning, sacrament and testimony meeting; in the afternoon
preaching by R. J. Anthony, and in the evening
by J.C. Clapp. Adjourned to meet at Malad
branch, at the call of the president of the district.
NOR TH-WEST KANSAS.
The conference of this district was held with
the Goshen branch, September 12th and 13th,
1886; President Parsons in the chair, H. R. H~r
der clerk. Blue Rapids, Deer Creek, Prairie
Home, Elmira, and Goshen branches, reported.
Elders G. W. Shute (baptized 4), H. R. Harder;
M. Smith, J. Caffall (by letter), A.H. Parsons and
J. D. Bennett; Priests V. F. Rogers, Z. T. Decker, E. M. Reynolds, A. J. Taylor; and Teachers
T. Cochran and S. C. Andes, reported. Bishop's
agent's report: on hand last report $1.6.75; received $19, total $35 75; paid out $45.76. The pres{(nt officers of the district were sustained for the

next three months. On motion, a week of revival meetings will be held in each branch; the
president of district to appoint time, place, and
pi·eachers. Whereas, Bro. Bennett feels aggrieved as touching the resolution of December 12th,
1885, concerning his report being reprehensible;
and whereas, it now appears that he did not intend to insult the conference; resolved, that said
resolution be rescinded. Adjourned to meet with
the Blue Rapids branch, December rrth, 1886, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon.

BORN.
TUCKER.--Near Palmyra, Nebraska, October
13th, 1886, to Brother Fred. L. and Sister Melinda
Tucker, a son; blessed November 14th, by Elder
Robert M. Elvin, and named, Levi Jefferson.
Woons.-NearWilber, Nebraska, October 29th,
1886, to Bro. A. N. and Sr. M. B. Woods, a daughter; blessed at Castor School-house, November
28th, by Elder R. M. Elvin, and named Olive.
TROOK.-To brother and sis.ter Trook, of Moroni branch, Cass county, Nebraska, a daughter,
named Napcy Edna; born July 13th, r886; blessed October 26th, by elders J. Armstrong and J.
Thompson.
DIED.
HALLIDAY.-Brother Henry S. Halliday, son
of the late Henry and sister Alice Halliday, now
of Salem branch, was born at Genoa, Platte Co.,
Nebraska, July roth, 1862; was baptized Jnne
13th, 1875, by his father; died November 21st,
1886, at his mother's home, of typhoid fever.
Three weeks before his death he visited his sister,
Lizzie Mathers, and while coming home he said
to brother William Bullard, "This is the last time
I shall ever go to see Lizzie. I have had a vision, and I saw father, and had a long talk with
him, and he said he was waiting for me, and I
am going to him; I am not going to stay here
long. I do not desire to stay, I have no fear of
death, but don't tell mother till I am gone, because it would make her feel so bad." Elder
David Chambers officiated at the funeral. Our
dear brother was loved by all, and he passed away
in perfect peace.
How calm, serene, and sweet the peace
That fills the Saint's confiding breast;
Conscions that when death brings release,
Angel~ will bear him to his rest.
How firm the trust 1. It does not quail
When death's grim terrors meet the eye;
His faithful spirit can not failHe knows that his Redeemer's nigh.
Conscious of Jesus' tender care,
He yields his spirit to his trust
In steadfast hope that he will share
The resurrection of the just.
'Tis sweet to die, if this be deathTrausition from this world of strife;
Yielding this fleeting, mortal breath
<>For God's best gift-eternal life!
Give me, 0 Lord, such trusting falth,
Such steadfast hope, and constant love;
That when I'm face to face with death,
I may thy love and goodness prove.
CHARLES DERRY.

MACAULEY .-At Menomonee, Dunn county,
Wisconsin, March 30th, 1886, sister Mary J. Macauley, aged 79 years, I month, and 16 days.
Her departure was most peaceful and happy,
even as her life had been a noble and faithful
one, enduring her trials with gentleness and patience. Her husband, Bro.John Macauley, (who
died two years before)> was the presiding High

Priest over the Glasgow and Paisley conference
in 1842. They came to America in 1843, and
after the death of Joseph, went away north into
Wisconsin, where H. A. Stebbins the writer,
found them in 1869 and they united with the Reorganized Church by baptism. Both were Godfearing and noble, faithful also unto death; and
in the peace and love of God and his truth they
departed from this life in full hope of his rest
and of the resurrection.
RoHRER.-At his residence, West Side Hotel,
Colton, California, October 27th, 1886, of partial
sun stroke, Bro. John A. Rohrer, aged 51 years.
Born in Germany, May uth, 1835; married
Esther Bailey, daughter of Elder John Bailey, of
Cambridge, England, July 28th, 1859. Bro.
Rohrer was baptized and•confirmed by Elder Z.
H. Gurley at Ogden, Utah, in 1876. He left two
sons and two daughters grown up, to mourn his
loss and to comfort their bereaved saintly mother;
and may the sons unite as the daughters have
done with the body of Christ, to for!ll an unbroken family in the Kingdom of God. Our brother's
last prayer was, "Thy will be done." Shortly
before his departure he dreamed that his fatherin-law, Elder John Bailey, came towards him,
and standing on the opposite bank of a clear
narrow stream, reached out his cane or staft~ saying, "Here John, take hold of this and cross to
me," which he did and said he felt happy, and
glad to see him. The funeral was conducted under the auspicies of the order of Odd Fellows;
short sermon by Elder D. S. Mills, from Rev.
14: 13, folk.wed by remarks by Rev. McDonald,
of Colton, who seemed to sympathize with the
family as he had done with the deceased. The
closing ceremonies were performed by the Odd
Fellows at the cemetery, at San Bernardino.
HAMILTON.-At Boston, Mass., October 4th,
1886, Margaret Eliza, wife of Bro. J.B. Hamilton; she was born in Novia Scotia in the year
1838. Although a member of the Baptist Church
she endorsed her husband's action in lately uniting with the Church of Jesus Christ, and _was
only prevented from entering the kingdom of
God by sickness and death; she was in life an
exemplary woman, of good report by all who
knew her. Bro. Hamilton's loss is a..,great one;
but we know that the goscpel consolations are his.
We felt by the Spirit that it would be well with
her. Funeral service conducted by Elder M. H.
Bond, from John 5: 26.
SLOAN.-In Sacramento City, California, October 24th, 1886, aged 93 years, I I months and
27 days, Bro. James Sloan, native of Dungannon,
county of Tyrone, Ireland. He was ordained an
Elder October 28th, 1837, in Columbiana, county,
Ohio, and ordained a High Priest the 18th of
February, 1838, in the above named county. He
received a renewal of his license-April 6th, 1843,
for his mission to England and Ireland. About
three nights before he died he sang the hymn
beginning with "How firm a foundation, ye Saints
of the Lord,'' all through twice. His funeral discourse was preached by Elder J. H. Parr.
STEVENSON.-Mother Ann Stevenson, at her
home in Rock Creek township, Hancock county,
Illinois, November 20th, 1886, of inflammation
of the bowels and weaknesses of old age. She
was born April 6th, 1810, at Ravenstone, Leicestershire, England; was baptized at the same
place on the 5th day of April 1843; and became
united with the Reorganization in the year 1869,
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Her sickriess. was of about six days duration, but
she passed peacefully away: at the last, in the .
light and hope of the gospel. She leaves her
aged companion, two sons, many grandchildren
and grea·t-grandchildren, to mourn her loss.
Funeral services were conducted by Elder Rkhard Lambert, and hundreds showed their respect
for her by attendance and following the remains
to their last resting place.
PAGE.-George W. and Daniel M. Page, sons
of Sr. Eliza G. Page of Hudson, Wisconsin; both
died at Madison, Wisconsin, the former on June
uth, 1886, aged 37 years and r5 days, and the
_ latter on November 19th, 1885, aged 34 years and
3 months. Both were taken to.Hudson for burial.
Sr. Page, after fifty-one years membership in the
church, stands at the "age of nearly four score
years.as a stricken yet majestic tree, alrrio't alone
fn the place where she has dwelt fot forty' years,
yet steadfast in the faith for all the soliti1de.
The funeral sermon of her sons was preached by
Bro. H. A. Stebbins on September 26th, 1886, in
the Methodist house at Hudson. There was a
large attendance and much interest manifested.
McDowELL.-Near Chagrin Falls, Cuyahoga
county, Ohio, November rnth, 1886, Sr. Nrary,
relict ofElder James McDowell, aged 76 years,
10 months, and IO days. She leaves three sons
and two daughters to mourn her loss. Sr. McDowell united with the church in the early part
of 1842, in Pittsburg, Pa., being baptized by Elder
John E. Page. She was ·healed of a grievous illness at her baptism. She united with the Reorganization at an ea;ly day, and always bor.e a
faithful testimony to the truth, and endeavored
to lead a true, prayerful and Christian life. She
was instrumental by means of "fire-side preaching," of bringing several persons to a knowledge
of the gospel, and leading them to the door of
the fold of Christ. A few months ago, God gave
her two blessed visions of the future-and often
she shouted for joy and sang hymns of praise on
her dying bed. She has gone to rest, and awaits
the resurrection of the just.
HARRIS.-Near Stuart, Montana, November
23d, 1886, Elder Isaac Harris, aged 56 years. He
was buried in Butte City Cemetery. Bro. Harris was a worthy man and highly esteemed by
those who knew him.
BowEN.-At Butte City, Montana, November
20th, 1886, of diphtheria, Eva, daughter of Edward M. and Mary Bowen, aged 7 years, 3 months
and 7 days.
With ,Tesus, the Shepherd, and angels fair,
Sv.reet Eva reBts in their loving care.

TYRRELL.-At Butte City, Montana, October
25th, r886, William Herbert, infant son of Charles
G. and Mary H. Tyrrell, aged I I months, r day.

come under his jurisdiction, .unless appointed by
·the conference or its president. The appointment of such meetings by the legislative acts;pf
a: dittrict conference, without authoritative mea&ures to preside would be to throw that part ~f
Zion into confusion by failing to finish the work
begun. There is no occasion for misunderstanding on such matters as these;
JAMES CAFFALL.
Hom!!() fo~ §ale Cheap.
A dwelling house on sarne block as Saints' Herald Office, in Lamoni, Iowa; good house and good
accommodations. Enquire of L. J. BARR,
declltf

LAMONI, IOWA.

J<,oir Sale Chcai>,
Two of 'the choicest RESIDENCE LOTS in
Lam6ni. Good location and near Chapel.
Apply to D. F. NICHOLSON.
decl1tf

Laanoui aud Vldni~y;
· ·
Those wishing to become acquainted with Lamoni and vicinity, will do well to sub;cribe for

H .

H A N S E N ,

M • D.,

PHrSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Oilice'in Drug Store of Hansen & Walk~r, Lamoni
MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a Specialt'!I,
~

Resi.dence one block Ea.st Teal's Store~

14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Ne.,,vspapel" Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York,
__::>end 10cts. fol" 100-Page Pamphlet,

·~·Vie!i;.ine::;eie~teai)ytnel!l.s.cfov~t
to carryt:tie·!='ast ~ail. ·

THE LAMONI GAZETTE,
A weekly paper, now published lJy
LAMBERT & HANSEN.
declltf

Faun for .H.t,nl.
A farm of Eighty acres, located one mile eouth and one
half mile west of Lanioni. 'l'wo hou.ees on it-one good
and fuir. Two wells; also a good Spring which is never
dry. Barus, Corn Urib, and Cow Sheds. One of the most
desirable farms around Lamoni. Cash rent preferred.
For further particulars, address Mrs. W. II. Cul'wen,
902 North Halstead street, Chicago, Illinorn; or call at
Joseph Rab1dou's blacksmith shop, Lamoni, Iowa.
dec4tf
MHS. W. H. CURWEN.
to sell an entirely New staple
11
Article. Qmck Sales and llig
LftADIES WAMTED

l:'ru.iltl':!.
iisto~

~amvle

anti 'l ermt:i

B're(~.

Al!-!o, Red need prtce

Bed Springs. Address: B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria,
IJJ11101s.
19jirntf .

The Only Through Line 1 with its own track, between

~~~CR~i~~ ~·DEN

ST. LOUIS

vER

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, Atchison or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States1

ii.1.11\lO!S, IOWA, MISSOURI,

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS. SMITH,
Fae simile.of a Stippled Crayon, life size, lrnet form, will
be publrnhed for the holidays, which we trmt will be appreciated by all hrnthers and si~tcrs.
Portraits will be sent to any pttrt of the world on
receipt of price, $1,25.
A gootl reliable _4.ge .. t wa:nt<><l
In every branch. All orders aucl applications for agencies recorded. A liberal commit-Siou allowed- to airents.
Samples sent on receipt of price, which will be refirnded
on the first 20 copies sold and paid tor by the agent, by
one ot the portraits. Send stamp for further pariicnlars.

Plrntograph•; enlarged in ()rayon and Pflstel.
Satisfaction guartrnteed.

Address:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
80nov3m

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS:

.J. W. DeNooRB, M. D.,

PHrSICIAN

AND

SURGEON,

Also County Physician. All calls, day or night, answered. _

INSTRUCTION.
In the event of a district conference appointing
Two Days' Meetings, there are two ways in
which persons to have charge may be appointed:
1, The body may appoint. 2, The body may
authorize the president to appoint, or if the body
adjourns without making arrangements, it would
then become the duty of the president to appoint,
or write to the respective branches where the
meetings had been appointed, instructing or
advising them when coming together to appoint
whomsoever they would to preside,--it might be
the president of the branch or some one else. It
does not follow that a president of a branch must
preside at such a meeting; it does not properly

J.

LAMONI,

J:lUL 'i l:HJltlJ•TlJ 111£::..

Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Prophet
Sheep or Library binding............. . .............. i 5(1
~;nN'flon llforo?co, gilt edges ....... _... _. _........... 2 oa
u
orocco, gilt edges.........................
2 50
1
~p~inJi:led

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicag'.l and Council Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
.
Chicago and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
()J)icago and ToReka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St, Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moine~.·

At each of its several Eastern and Western termini 1t

connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Traina to

and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence East end
of Main Street.
··• jan80tf

New 1 estament~ inspired crlit.ion ............••. ::::::

NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,
With branch lines 10 their important cities and towns. 11
runs every day in the year from one to ,three elegantly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

75

DUUTP.INE ANI> COVBNANT:;.
Sheep, or Library .......................... 1 25
..................... ~ 1 50

m1tat10n l\Iorocco,

THFl SAI~'l'S' HARP-HYllIN BOOK.
lmitat10n Morocco, marbled edges .................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ......................... 1 50

BOOK OF MORMON.
Roan, sprinkled edges..... . .............•..•..•••••.. 1 25
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .............••••••••.•.•1 50
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 1 75

For Tickets Rates Genera.I information, etc., regarding

the Burlingto'n· Route, call on any Ticket Agent in the

United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

.

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager 1
CHICAGO.

Gen' I Pass. Agent.

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at r: 50 p. m.
Do.
do.
West 2: 53 "
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Lamoni, Iowa, December 18, 1886.
WRITING from Fenelon Falls, Ontario,
November 20th, Bro. A. A. St. George
asks:
~; I.-U nder what name was
the
Church of Jes us Ghri.st of Latter Day
Saints first incorporated?
Ans.-W e - have now no evidence that
it was ever "incorporated" under any other
title than "The C)mrch of Jesus Christ of
L.atter Day Saints."
~· 2.-What are your chief objections
to the church being called. "the Church of
Christ," when it is so plainly called that in
the Book of Mormon?
Alls. I ..,-It is called by v;trious names in
the Book of Mormon. If we must call it
"the Church of Christ," in a corporate,
technical and .formal way-that and nothing else to be its legal litle-simply because
Christ called his church founded among
the Nephites by that name, then we. must
. reject the titles, "the Church of the Lamb.
of God," (1 Nephi 3: 46, 48, 50), and "the
Church of God," (Book of Mormon 4: 4),
• both of which are used, prophetically, of
the Chur.ch of Christ jn this dispensation.
Such a strained, perverse application . of
the Scriptures would .make them conflict,
and therefore we can not accept the theory
that the. Church of God in this age must
be called ahy~ys, and i.n every case, ".the
Church of Christ"-just those words and
•
nothing else. . 1
Ans. 2.-There is no command in the
Book of Mo.rmon that the Chu.rch in this
dispensation mwit be or shall·. be called
word for word, "The Church of Christ."
If God intended that form of words, and
nothing dse, to be the title of his church
in this age, then the. Holy Spirit would
not have called it "the Church of the Lamb
of God?' and "the Church of God." But
the fact that .God by his Spirit calls His
Church in th.is dispensation by these different titles,iS;.ptoof pqsitive that the. Chur.ch ·
may take any of these, or essentially similar titles, and make it the formal, corporate

name, and it be the Church of Christ, if it
is built upon Christ's doctrine.
The Church of Christ, like himself, has
a variety of names, and yet this variety has
never been taken as evidence of heresy
except by would-be wise ones "who make
a man an offender for a word." These
various titles are equivalents, with God
and his people. God, and Christ, and the
Spirit, and God's servants and handmaidens, have various names as the scriptures
teach, and yet this variety is no evidence
of either spiritual blindness or apostacy,
except in the conceit and opinion of those
who lack the light of God and the charity
of the Holy Spirit. Those who "strain at
a gnat" over this matter are those who
make the scripture texts conflict, and whose
theory would prove that. the. prophets,
apostles, the Spirit, Christ and God
Almighty, were all false and on the highway to eternal perdition because they call
the church by other names than "the
Church of Christ!"
Examine Acts 20:28; r Cor. 1:·2; 10:
32; 15:9; Gal. 1: 13; 1 Tim. 3: 5; I Cor.
14: 33; I Thess. 2: 14. Was Paul blind,
or an apostate, because he called the church
"the Church of God," the "churches.of the .
saints," etc.! Yet this was long efter
Christ instructed the Nephites upon the
name of his church in Book of Nephi I 2: 3;
and this fact should prove to all that those
who clamor for the formal title, "The
Church of Christ," and allow no other,
are false, irrational., a~d unscriptural in
their c;laims, and are the ones who teach
contrary to the word of God. We accept
all the names given to. the church by
proper authority, as we do all the names
given to Christ, ·the .head of the church.
In the beginning of this dispensation the
church was called "the church of the firstborn," (D, C. 76: 5), "the kingdom of
God," (D. C. 65: r), the church of God,
(D. C. 4: 1, 3; ro: I, 8; etc.,etc.), in a·similar way as in Bible and Book of Mormon
times. All these are proper names for the
church, and with those who understand
and love the scriptures, either of these
names or all of them, being equivalents,
signify, and are essentially one with the
·name, "The Church of Christ."
In the history of the church written
since 1827, the church is variously called
the church of God, the kingdom of God,
the Church of Christ, the Church of the
Latter Day Saints, the Church of Jes us
Christ, the Church. of Jesus Christ of
Latt.er Day Saints, etc
Its corporate name, as recorded under
the laws of the land, is, "The .Church of
J es\lS .Christ of Latte.r Day Saint~,'' whiCh
na111e is essentially that of "the Church of
Christ, but in an amplified and expfana-
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tory form, the words "] esus" and "of Lat"
ter Day Saints,''. being added words, explaining and identifying it in contradistinction to many other churches having
the corporate name "The Church of
Christ."
The true church is in fact and in essence
"The Church of Jesus Christ," and is
composed of "Saints," and latter day
Saints at that. In these essential facts lie
the verity and propriety of the corporate
name, "The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints." To object to this and
demand that the corporate name shall consist exactly and on! y of these words, viz.,
The Church of Christ, is to antagonize
the prophecies, and the usages of the
church, i.n both ancient and modern times.
For these reasons we object to being confined to the verbal name "The Church of
Christ."
Another reason lies in the fact that the
church in 1834, in conference assembled,
saw fit to denominate itselfofficially, "The
Church of the Latter Day Saints."Evening and Morning Star, Vol. 2, page ·
352, etg::. This was done, it is claimed by ·
some, because there was another church ··
.incorporated with the exact title, The ·
Church of Christ, and it was foreseen
that confusion would ensue unless the
recorded title of the two bodies were different and distinct.
In 1838 the church adopted the further
title, The Church of Jesus Christ of .Latter Day Saints.-See Mill. Star, vol. 16,
pages II 7, 130, 13 1, etc. And April 26th,
1g38, Joseph the Seer received a revelation, saying: "Verily thus saith the Lord.
..• My Church of.Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, scattered abroad in all the
world; for thus shall it be called in the
last days," etc.-Mill. Star, vol. 16, pages
147, 148. .
.
In order th.at the reader may see the
timeliness. of this revelation, he should remem her that these were trying times for
the church, for some. of her strong. on~s
were turning away to the "beggarly elements," following t.heir ovvn private notions and· seeking to justify themselves
therein by wresting and perverting .texts
of Scripture to suit their theories, prominent among them the name of the church.
In conclusion on this point, we . .shall
readily and cheerfully adopt as its cor.porate title, "The Church of Christ,~' when
a command to that effect. comes trough
.God's authorized prophet and Seer to His .
church. God's Church is. one of order
and .authority, and he is wise who .heeds
this fact and profits by it. Private inter.pretations of Scripture, like pr,ivat11 no- ·
tions of chur.ch government are neither
consi.stent nor scrivtural. "If he ne~lect · ·
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· to hear the church, let him be unto th~e as
a heathen man and a publican."-Matt.

18: 17.
A11swers to further questions will be
appear in due time.

THE SAINTS' HERALD.
wise." Now here is an indirect charge of·
serious neglect of duty made against somebody; who, the writer does not say; but
it is local somewhere, for the letter so
states. Suppose some one living in one of
the branches visited by Bro. Caffall in the
discharge of his .ministerial labors, should
choose to apply this as a charge made
against him in an indirect way, and shou)d
e:,say a defence against it in the HERALD,
would we be justified in publishing that
defence upon the ground that Bro. Caffall
had really attacked him as an officer of the
church? We think not. Now on behalf
of ourselves, and in behalf of Bro. Charles
Deny, we assure Bro. Caffall, and all
others, that no reflections were intended,
no offence intended to be given, and we
are sorry that any has been taken, if such
is the case.
In our conduct of the HERALD we have
tried to prevent the insertion of anything
of a personal, or injurious nature; but we
have not been able hitherto to avoid (or at
least we have not avoided) fhis altogether,
which we very much regret; and we shall
studiously strive in the future to prevent
offending in this way. We trust this explanation and statement will be satisfactory
to all concerned.

IN Bro. Jarrtes Caffall's letter in this weeks'
issue of the HERALD, there is an allusion
to the letter of Bro. Charles Derry, in our
i~sue of· September 25th, in which Bro.
Derry commends the HERALD for its position on Bro. T. J. Andrews' statement
regarding the help that the minister might,
or should receive while in his field at
work. Bro. Caffall seems to construe this
commendation, so warmly expressed by
Bro. Derry, into a charge of wrong of
some sort, against other colaborers in the
gospel work. Bro. Caffall, also seems .to
think, that the HERALD, by publishing
the etilogistic part of said letter, is in error
in that it, also, shares this supposed charge.
We are sorry to see this; as, at the time
we published the letter of Bro. Derry, we
had not the remotest thought that there
was any reflection upon a single human
being intended by the writer, let alone his
fellow laborers; nor can we now see any
such reflection in the language quoted by
Bro. Caffall. We understood Bro. Derry,
at the time, to mean that he was pleased to
see that the HERALD had spoken in a plain BRo. R. J. ANTHONY. was at Wanship;
and comprehensive way on a much con- Utah, December 1st. He and Bro. J. C.
troverted point; and we thought that we Clapp are seeking to lead the captive Saints
had the right to publish his commendation, in Utah away from their bonds and affiicand had no thought that any one could be tions, by pointing out their causes and
hurt thereby. It seems strange to us that cure; but they find it difficult, for the reaa man can not speak in praise of what may son that of the Utah leaders, like the selfplease him in the conduct of his fellows, righteous leaders of the Jews, it may be
and be free from the hurtful suspicion that said: "Ye neither go in voursel ves, neither
he is thereby speaking derogatorily, or suffer ye them that are entering to go in."
disparagingly of other of his acquaintances Matt. 23:}3·
He says that a young Stoddard, son of
or co-workers. It certainly can not be that
commendation of one man's good deeds is a polygamist, is the chief orator now among
necessarily a charge upon others of evil the "Liberals," and that he is likely to
doing. If so, what confidence cari any come east on a tour lecturing against ]yforman have that his best feelings and senti- monism first and last, and he hopes some
ments towards his fellow men may not be of our elders may meet and correct where
taken as an indictment against his best needed.
The present condition of affairs in Utah
friends; especially if he should express
them. Bro. Caffall certainly does not he looks to see intensified rapidly from this
time forward to the final issue, which to
wish that his letter shall be so construed.
.
There are no charges of wrong doing his mind, is not far distant.
A man in Franklin, raised in Utah, said
made in the HERALD, in the article, "Aid
to the Ministry," nor in Bro. Derry's letter, to Brother Anthony that half of the Morneither direct, nor indirect; no more than mons jn Utah were "J osephites" in sentithere are charges against some writers for ment though not yet aware of it, for the
the HERALD couched in Bro. Caffall's doctrines of the J osephites were either
eulogy of Bro. G. S. Hyde's article on kept from the people or perverted to them.
baptism. One who had written on astron- This same man said that people would yet
omy, would have as much ground to find learn the facts, and that then there would
fault with the warm commendation of come a general and happy revulsion from
that article, as given by Bro. Caffall, as the the present Utah leadership and doctrine
latter has to find a charge of wrong doing to the original faith.
against some minister in the field in the
letter of Bro. Derry.
EDITORIAL ITEMS.
If. Bro. Caffall seriously objects to the
HERALD publishing any thing that bears THE late district conference at Lamoni,
a remote semblance to charges of wrong was a success. The reports from the var<loing, how will he have the following ious parts of the district show that there
from his letter construed? "The work in were many who were desirous of hearing
parts of Nebraska is fair, other parts it is what was to be said on the. subject of rein a languishing condition. The inactivity ligion from a latter day stand point.
of local officials contributing thereto, or
Bro. J. R. Lambert is off for the Bonnet
preventing progress; would it were other- School-house, and Brn. C. Jones and J.

Snively are to keep the work going at the
Aliff School-house. There are several
new openings at different points in the district, and efforts '".'ill be made to fill them.
Bro. I. N. White has another debate on
hand just now. This time it is the Rev.
Blalock, of the Adventists, or. Christian
Church, who proposes to do the business
of driving Mormonism,. as interpreted by
the Reorganized Church, out of the field.
The debate is to be held at Shell City,
Vernon county, MisRouri, and to begin on
December 27th, and continue six days.
\Ve can only ask the Saints to bear Bro.
White and .the cause in mind and heart,
that the good word be not defiled. We
certainly have abundant reasons to feel assured that God will hold his servants harmless in doing battle for his work. Rev.
Blalock has just closed a debate with a
Dr. Roy, of the Baptist Church. and now
comes to do battle against Bro. White and
the cause he represents, with his laurels
· of victory fresh upon him.
Sr. Agnes Bair writes from New Mt.
Pleasant, Indiana, the 3d inst., and asks
that the elders call on her friends and
preach for them.
Her brother-in-law
says he will procure them a place in which
to preach, and will also see they are well
cared for.
His name is Charles Love,
and he lives one and a half miles from
Blaine station and seven miles from Portland.
Bro. N. Stamm wrote a card from
Pleasantville, Iowa, N ovemher 30th, that
he had been in Viola, preached once, had a
house full and good liberty, from there to
Lucas, spoke twice there; from there to
Coal Creek, and found himself in his old
field of labor. Bro. Stamm reports good
attention and liberty.
Bro. S. ·S. Staley of Cave Springs, Kansas, orders the HERALD for himself and
Bro. Joel Laning, and says he thinks it
"the greateRt preacher he ever saw."
Geonre M. Carter writes from S()uth
Hancocl{, Maine, subscribing for the HERALD, and requests us to thank those, (unknown to him), who kindly sent it to him
the past six month~.
· .
\\From the Bay City (Michigan) Sut? we
see that Bro. J. J. Cornish was given nearly two columns in which to"thresh" a Rev.
Mr. Sims. of that place for his yarns, exaggerations, and "whoppers." We are
glad to see that the best papers of our
times open their columns to well written, good tempered articles by our
people in defense and advocacy of their
faith. Times are changed marvellously
in these matters from what they were ten,
twenty, or more years ago. ff
The "Bible Synopsis," now at hand, is
a work of 564 pages, and is ma.de up of
Bible texts arranged under various heads
as proofs or illustrations, also facts of history, and notes by the author, Elder J. J.
Cornish. The chief merit of the work
lies in the selection and classification of
proof-texts, and .in the personal testimonies
related. The paper, press work, and general mechanical make up of the book reflects no credit upon those who did that
work. Whilst the critic will find objections to the use made of some of the texts
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quoted, the work will nevertheless prove
a help to the candid Bible student. In
another column will be found the adver·
tisement of the book, so that all who wish
may know as to price and address.
Bro. I. L. Rogers writes us the 7th inst.,
and says he thinks some good can be done
in that region, (Sandwich, Illinois), if ministerial labors were prosecuted thoroughly
and wisely. He and others would be glad
to have Bro.Joseph Luff preach there.
Sr. Edwards of Edmore, Michigan,
writes us that she loaned her HERALD for
October 30th, (the one that treats of the
Seventh day), to a Methodist minister who
held a debate with the Adventists, and that
when the HERALD was returned it was
minus that artiGle. \Ve sincerely hope the
article may convert many to the truth.
She further says: "We appreciate the.
HERALD. I think it is more interesting
every week, and especially with the Home
Column. vVe are loaning the Voice of
Warning sent by Bro. Pete1;s. All seem
pleased with them."
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
~ues.-Is it right for an elder to preach from
the stand to the people of the world the doctrine
of Baptism for the Dead?
Ans.-This would be owing lo the manner in
which it would be taught. If he assumed that
it was now a belief of the church and an ordinance now to be administered by the elders, No.
~.-If it is right, when should it be.administered, where and by whom?
A.-While we may belieye the doctrine, it is a
permissive ordiµance, and we are not· aware of
any authority for the present administration,
neither time, place, nor administrators are specifically determined. For this reason it can not be
taught by the elders as authorized by the church.

THE Deseret News for December 3d, has
the following:
"RUMEL RECANTS.
"To-day John H. Rumel, Sen., was arraigned in
the Third District Court. The indictment against
him charged unlawful co-habitation with "Abbie
Gray Rumel and Eliza Gray, sometimes known
as Eliza Rumef," from December ISt, 1883, to
November 25th, 1886. On the inquiry of the
clerk, "What is your plea to this indictment,
guilty or not guilty?" Mr. Rumel said to the
Court, "If your .honor please, I would like to
make a short statement with regard to pleading
to this indictment." The Court then asked what
he had to say, when he read the following:
"•In pleading to this indictment, if your honor
please, I would like to make a short statement.
My record as a law-abiding citizen for nearly
silcty-eight years has never been called in question until this day. During this time I have
never sued a person nor have I ever had a suit to
defend. To say .that I am guilty of this charge
would be doing violence to my conscience;
neverthel~ss, the grand jurors have indicted me
for the crime of· unlawful cohabitation, and as
their findings are entitled to respect I shall plead
guilty; whi.ch seems to be rather paradoxical. If
I have erred in my judgment or understanding
of the law in the past, I shall not tarnish my
record as a law-abiding·citizen in the future, and

will obey the law in the future as construed by
the Court.
JOHN II. RuMEL, SEN."'
"Mr. Rumcl io a member of the High Council
and one of the home missionaries, and his action
was the cause of considerable comment both
among Mormons and non-Mormons on the street
Tuesday."

This means that when John H. Rumel
was arraig-ned for a misdemeanor as defined
by the United States Courts, he did not
defy those placed in judicial authority over
him, but submitted as gracefully as he
could, to the inevitable destiny that awaits
those upon whom the law lays its hand.
We can see in this act of Mr. Rumel that
which is commendable; hut he will be
pursued by his brethren of the church in
the Utah valleys as a recanter. Upon him
will be visited the ill names which the
News has so often called those who have
dared to act out of harmony with their
religious leaders. One other, a Mr. George
C. Watts, arraigned on the first of the
month, also agreed to abide the law, and
was released. It will now be in order for
the Deseret News to blazon the names of
these men abroad as reprobate to the faith.
But how can they do this and still ask the
people of the United States to believe their
oft made statement that they are and desire to be law abiding is a matter not so
easily understood. If it be true that they
d0 desire to be loyal, why do they denounce
those who simply promise to obey the laws?
A YOUNG brother, W. Armstrong, sends
us the following from the Manchester
Evening News for November 8th. It is
interesting reading just now.
''THE POSITIVIST SOCIETY,
•·The winter session of the Positivist Society
was opened last night by a meeting in the Memorial Hall, Albert Square, Manchester; An inaugural address was delivered by Dr. Congreve, of
London, who said that as one by one in different
parts of England and of the world communities,
however small, however public, arose which
shared in the turning away from the old theology
and in the putting on of a new conviction, they
had it forced upon them, they had to allow, that
there was arising a possibility of a new order of
things, a new Church, analogous to that earlier
Church which some nineteen centuries age began in a very similar way. They saw these new
bodies, as a rule,. arising in contact with the great
industrial problems of the day. They did not
see th~ new religion ta,king the least hold upon:
the centers of knowledge, of thought, upon what
were called the centers of th.e higher cultivation
of England, such as the Universities. These
were places where there was very considerable
composure of mind, where people were not immediately brought face to face with the difficult
problems of our disordered society. They, therefore, could. go on without feeling the necessity
for some change; but where we had that disorder
strongly impressed on all .around, where there
was a great sense of the accumulatio.n of mankind
in dense masses without any guidance to direct
them, there arose the wi.sh for some remedial
action. Hence.it was that in England the towns
in which the. new movement had taken any form
whatever were the great industrial centres. The

old order of things was, as many recognfaed,
giving way in all its aspects, and there was a
giving way of all the traditional beliefs and
authorities of mankind. No doubt there was a
strong feeling among numbers of their fellowmen that the old beliefs could again be made of
sufficient strength to bind mankind together, but
he and those who thought with him believed that
the remedy for the disorder which prevailed must
take the form of a new organization, a new
church based upon a new belief, or at any rate a
new rendering of the old beliefs. Thus they
aimed at affording a rallying place in the most
sacred sense to all those who, coming out of the
old order wished to help in ffie formation of a
new one, and this new church must be in the
truest sense a church able to include within itself
all the countries of the earth."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

CHRISTMAS BELLS.
I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Of "peace on earth, goocl will to men."
And thought how as the day had come,
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along
The unbroken song
Of "peace on earth, good will to men."
Then pealed the bells. more loud and deep,
"God is not dead; nor doth he sleep,
The wrong shall fail,
The right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men!"
LongfelllJW.

CHRISTMAS GREETING ..
"Let not your heart be troubled, ye belie,v.e, in
God." Adown the ·ages this glad Christmas tide
comes floating this 'injunction from the Master,
full of the sweet consolation ever welling up to
his iips like cooling waters by the dusty highway
of life, to strengthen and sustain his faithful .disciples. .He who knew all things, knew ho"w the
cares and perplexities of life would .weigh upon
them,. and l;jow the weary load· of resp~nsibll"
ity which,.he was now bearing alone,· would
rest upon and compass them. about.
Hitherto he had said unto them Go, and they had
gone, but to him they had returned with every
care which weighed upon them; to him they had
hr.ought for solution every problem of life too
difficult for them to solve, a.nd he had comforted
them, had opened to them the treasure 'h~us~ of
mind .and soul, and b<!de them lean upon him
and trust in his lov.e.
Present with them! Oh, who can comprehend
the mighty power of that presence! Sustaining
and comforting even while there walked by .his
side the shadowy presence which was to-meet
him face to face in Gethsemane's garden and
he knew that every hour as it passed by, brought
him nearer and n.earer to the. long and cruel
agony of the death he was lo suffer'. "Let not
your heart b<! trouble.d." Alone I shall tread the:
wine press of the fierceness of God'.s wrath. My
garments, not yours, shall be dyed. "You belie.ve
in God." H shall be accomplished! · From the
cross I &hall. descend to the very dominic>ns of ,
him who holds the powers of death and hell, a'nd
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tak~ from him the keys. Hath .it not been
wrltteh, ''BY the blood of thy covenant" this shall
bedohe? "Let not your heart be troubled;" I am
your Master, and if as your Master I have done.
thf~ for, you, "bear ye orie another's burdens,
take up your cross and follow me."
"'.l'heu pealed the bells more loud and deep,
God is not dead nor doth he sleep,
·
'.l'he·wrong shall fail,
~he right.prevail,
With 'peace on earth, good will to .men I'"

Can ,we doubt it?. Never! Eternal as are the
agt(S, of God, so eter.nal .is his truth. "Consider
him which endured such contradiction of sinners
against, himself, lest ye be weary and faint in
your.minds." "If they ,have called t:.e Master
oLthe house Beelzebub,.how much more shall
th(fy, call · the.m of , his household ?'1 Let us not
be.troubled then, this glad Christmas .day, .but
rest in sweet confidence and peace upon the arm
of Jehovah. Like a grand panorama, slowly but
surely is' being unrolled before the world, 'after
the lapse ·of ·more than eigeteen h uridred years,
the glorious truths which the Savior came to
make known. Swallowed up in the.apostasy and
darkness of the centuries, but restored by "another angel" in the own due time of the Lord, louder, sweeter, tenderer and clearer peal out this
Christmas day the bells .of truth-,,.of "Peace on
earth good .will to men!" than ever before ~ince
chanted by,, the "multitude.· of. the heavenly
host" to the shepherds .gual'ding their flocks by
night.
Shepherds of Zion, the morhirig is breaking
and .all the East is roseate with its light. Only
draw nearer to th~ Master-fallow closer in his
footsteps and like him, because you are strong,
bear the burdens of the weak,. and ·though you
should fall· at your ·post fal'away from home and
l9ved ones, "Let not your heart be troubled."
·The countless ages of eternity .belong to our
God and "he is hot ·unrighteous to forget your
work and labor of love." Think of this when
yqur hearts yearn for home and the loved ones
at. this Christmas tide. Think where the feet of
the Master ·trod in order to "bring life and immortality to light!" Who shall know the confli(:!t in that' world of spirits, before the keys of its
power were delivered up? Alone and unsustaihed, save as God is ever willing to sustain us, he
fought the battle and gained the victory. If he
became in alI things like unto his brethren, this
surely was the case. Adam ahd Eve were pure,
but when tempted by the devil they fell. Christ
wa:s pure but when tempted, he came off more
than ·conquerot, simply because he believed God.
"Let not your hearts be troubled!" O, ye that
believe in the living God, do you not know that
in these last days God has sent an angel with the
fulness of the "Everlasting gospel?" When
Satan came down in great wrath and sowed seeds
of corruption in the church, until God suffered
their enemies to cast them out into "a salt land
and not inhabited," then were many of the honest
!~ heart scattered upon the face of the earth ..
To;day we see the fruits of that scattering. Then
the leaven was gathered together and the prejudice of the world was so great that they held it
as a self-evident fact "no good thing could come
out of Nazareth;" but when these po.or, despised
almost broken hearted Saints fled from a church
with which they could no longer hold fellowship,
for a time they were dumb. They felt as though
~ven God had forsaken them, and like•Peter went

back to the fishers' nets of the world. But after a
time .the old fire began again to burn in their
souls, and. their hearts were stirred within so that
while they did not mention the source from
whence they had derived t.heir ideas, they nevertheless taked freely about the grand and glorious
principles of the gospel of the Son of God, "The
·glad tidings pf great joy!" Before this leaven,
the gross darkness. of sectarianism began to
tremble. How dark and aboininable beside the
pure light of the gospel, became the doctrine of
«God for his own pleasure .and glory, creating
the soul of one human being to dwell in endless
misery, throughout the countless ages of eternity,
and the soul of.another to dwell in bliss." "Hell
paved with infants not a span Jong!" "A disembodied spirit wading for thousands of years upon
seething billows of fiery torment, sent out for
other thousands upon the same voyage, time,
time and again, and in answer to the frenzied
cry; "How Jong,. oh, how long!" receiving back
the answer .from a merciful God, "Forever and
·forever!"
Oh,. the ·wonderful patience of God! How
think you the dear Redeemer must have felt, to
hear his gospel thus presented to those he came
to seekand. to save., How. must the angels have
wept to hear the "glad tidings pf great joy," so·
blasphemed, contorted, and set at naught.
·
We said the darkness. began to .tremble, not
only this but there began to be an upheaval of
the entire mass. Infidelity grew bold and walked
the land with an . unblushing front, nor can we
wonder, for to our mind the wonder is, that under the preaching of such a gospel, the whole
world die! not become infidel, or worse than infidel. Here, there and every where, men and
women who had tasted .of "the good word of God
and the powers of the world to come" identified
themselves with different bodies of religionists
and step by step made gradual inroads·npon these
powers of darkness, these doctrines of Satan.
From time to time the children of these scattered
ones rose to positions of trust and influence in
the land, and this influence was every time used
to the breaking down of these corrupt doctrines.
We remember of one young girl fearlessly telling the president of a Presbyterian college where
she was being educated, that, "If I could believe
in such a doctrine as that, I would rather dwell
in hell than in the presence of the author of it."
She was but a child when the church was driven
and scattered, but the pure seeds of truth had
taken root in her heart and she felt that God was
being blasphemed and the gospel of Christ
defamed.
Thus froin place to place and from time to
time, the leaven was scattered and now this very
question (in a far milder form) is shaking one of
the most powerful bodies of religionists in the
land. A body heretofore considered perfectly
orthodox upon this doctrine of eternal damnation
to all outside the fold of the (supposed) faithful
ones. Is this all? Nay, in the same city of
Chicago, has been called a conference upon the
second coming of Christ to reign upon the earth,
prior to the final judgment day-a doctrine once
as unpopular as the doctrine of probation, or the
possibility of a change after death.
Be brave of heart then, is the greeting the
Home Column sends you to-day. Brave of heart,
and faithful soldiers of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Preach his gospel by example as well as precept
-the glorious gospel of peace, purity and free

salvati()n, and before another Christmas day God
will give you sheaves more abundantly than in ·
the past.. The ~ieves are being put .into· the
church and the time of separating for many who
can not stand the refining process has come; b.ut
though they fall out of the ranks upon the right
hand and the left, "Let not your· hearts be
troubled."
"You .believe in God"-the living God, who
in this Reorganized Church has set his seal to
your ministry, a'nd is even now working with and
for you! Nor are you working' alone. Just
above and around you bend the angelic hos.t, only
waiting until God shall command them to
"Thrust in their sickles and reap." From the
homes of the Saints, go up daily, and hourly
prayers for· 'you, and many, very many have resolved that they will come to your aid, with all
the material help self-sacrifice will enable them
to. bring. The dross is being burned up and the
flames· are purifying the gold:
Let us repeat to each other-to each one who
reads the Home Column-"Let not your heart
be troubled." Let us as mothers, wives and sisters Jay aside every anxi.ous care concerning
those things which we can not control, and
while we seek to God for wisdom to help us, let
us do the plain duty of the hour, striving to do it
faithfully.and well, and leave with God the rest.
If we might crave from our readers one precious
gift upon thfs happy day, it would be, "Pray to
the Father for us that we may have grace and
wisdom, as he sees we need." Let our motto
until the dawn of another and .a brighter. than a
Christmas day, be
"God is not dead; nor doth he sleep,
'.l'he w~ong shall fail,
Tile right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men!"

Dear Sisters and Motlters:-We bespeak for
Sister Eleanor's Jetter a careful perusal; and would
by no mean.shave you overlook the letter of our
young sister; E. Viola Blair, for both wiJI tell you
that the cause is onward and upward. "Dig,"
we say unto you, "Dig deep, and never rest until
you have struck the solid rock upon which to
build your house." We believe that much of the
trouble and perplexity which has come upon the
church has come in consequence of our failure as
a people to heed the word of the Lord unto us,
when' the church were told that condemnation
rested upon them as a church and sltould remain
until they repented aud remembered the new covenant, even the Book of Mormon and the former
commandments given them, not only to say but
to do according to that which was written. The
devil was for once found working· in a good
cause, when he stirred up this trouble in regard
to "Ike books." We have no idea that he meant to
help in the great work, but certainly God has
overruled his wrath. We would suggest that
classes be organized in every branch, and when
questions arise too difficult for class settlement,
send them up to the Herald..
Some time since we received ·a letter from a
sister in England, whose name has escaped our
memory, but as we have had but the one from
there, should this meet the writer's eye she will
know who we mean. It was prepared for the
press, but by some untoward fate has been misplaced or Jost. We thought much of the letter,
because of its plain, unvarnished testimony to
the truth of the work, and would be pleased if it
could be refurnished us.-[Ed.J
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Sister Susan Tyler writes.from Erie, P.:-"I
take pleasure in responding to your request for a
"Home Column Missionary Fund," and I pray
the kind Giver of all good gifts that he will move
upon the hearts of the sisters, both old and young,
to respond cheerfully, and see how much we can
do for the spread of the gospel. I am willing to
d.o my part, that others may hear the good news
of the gospel restored by the angel. The Home
Column is just what we needed. How different
were the times in the church when I was raising
my children, It was in the dark, dark days of
the church, but, thank the dear Father in heaven,
I never doubted the truth of the· latter day work."
Sister Eliza Dingle writes .from Anaconda,
Mont. :-"l am fifty-two. years old the 7th of
December, but might not have a chance of sending it. then, so I forward my offering now. If all
the ..sisters .respond, not two, but many elders
would be enabled . to. go forth and preach the
restored gospel. .I take great pleasure in reading
the Herald, the letters, sermons, and in· fact all
which it contains. The sisters must feel much
encouraged by reading the beautiful letters written every week. May they continue in their
good work, and may God bless and prosper them,
is my.prayer."
Sister Margaret Hurst writes from Keokuk,
Iowa :-"I was seventy years old last June, but
like Sister Eleanor, thought it so long to wait
for my next birth day, that I send for the one
last past. It makes my heart rejoice to see the
Saints striving to do good."
A Sister (whose name we withhold) writing us
from Boone, Iowa, says: "l only wish I could
support one elder in the. field myself, but if I can
not do this I will do all I can towards it. I feel
each day how much the work needs money. I
shall be twenty-seven years old next January,
and I wish I could send pennies enough for
Methuselah's age. I am determined by God's
grace to go on and do all I c.an for this work, because it is God's truth and I know it."
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

A· sister, Ogden, Utah .... '· ......•..... ; . $ r
Sr. Sarah E. Ayers, Xenia, Ills..... . . . . . . . .
Sr. Rachel Compton, Lawrence, Mass ...... r
Sr. Lucy F. Redfield, Shenandoah, Iowa . . .
For.baby son, one year old ................ r
Sr. M. Lachapelle, Deadwood, Dakota ..... r
Sr. Cora Russell,,Boone, Iowa ............. 2
Sr. Naomi--, Ohio ...... , .............. 2
Sr. Bettie Haws, Battle Mountain, Nev ..... 2
Sr. Jennie Knight, Emerson, Iowa.........
Annie. and Fannie. Kelley, twin daughters
of Mercy S. Kelley, Addison Point, Me.
Sr. Rhoda A. Lawn, Elvina, Cal. . . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Emma Lawn, Elvina, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Sr. Nellie G. Farr, Independence, Mo ..... . 5
Sr. Letha Barr, Lamoni, Iowa . . . • . . . • • . • . •
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LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 9th.

Dear Sister Frances:-It has long. been my
desire to write a· few words for the, "Home
Column;" the fear that I could say little or nothing of interest or encouragement having heretofore prevented.
The earnest desire within my heart is to heed
the admonition of His sweet Spirit, which seems
to say, "put thy trust and confidence iri Him
who hath watched over you in days gone byi and
jHe will hef}r ftnd answer your supplications:"
•t{_

,,·,',.
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Oh that we might daily live that we might enjoy such a portion of His Holy Spirit as He
would be pleased to give us! Then there would
be no sacrifice too great and our trials and
vexations would appear so small, we would
wonder how we could have stumbled in the past.
I want to tell all the readers of the "Home
Column" aeout our little reading circle, recently
formed, which meets every· Tuesday evening
with some member of the society. Our object is
to study the church books, and more fully inform ourselves on the teachings and belief of our
church. We· have bylaws, and a membership
fee of twenty-five cents is charged, the fund thus
accumulated being used for the advancement of
the cause. We open each session by singing
and prayer, each member taking part as called
upon by the president. We feel this is another
means of help to us, as we believe it binds us
closer together as brothers and sisters; and helps
us overcome the fear of one another.
Would not this be a good idea for the young
people in the different branches to make a simi~
Jar study of the books, and prepare themselves.
as we hope we are doing, to be able to defend
out faith whenever we may be called upon to
do so.
I pray that God's people may all be more
faithful, and that our little band may grow in
grace and in the knowledge of the gospel, even
as it is in Christ Jesus.
·
Your sister in the one faith,
E. VIOLA BLAIR.
LAMo:~n, Iowa;
Dea1· Sisters in Ckrist :-I come to wish you
all a merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
A year has passed since we were brought into
closer communion by the "Home. Column." We
know it has been a blessing to many; we hope it
has been a help and pl.easure to all. Faithful,
earnest labor has made it a success. It has helped ·us mothers to realize more fully the needed
consecration of self first, then of pur home's and
families, that each may beable to say, "I and my
household, when the King shall enquire ''Who is
on my .side?" Dear sisters, I know there are
some of you who are mourning that you can not
say that yet, as regards your beloved; but the
"Home Column" was instituted for mutual help
and comfort; for ~his purpose I wish to say
something about the children's reading. We are
to join to our ·faith dilligence and watchfulness.
There are many mothers who would think with
horror of the dimmest possibility of their children
becoming drunkards who regard with indifference the mental intoxicants tor sale at the counter of every drug store or news 'offict;, in the
shape of cheap books, so cheap that no boy is
without pocket money fo buy them, selling for
3, 5, and ro cents each or an extra number for a
quarter. The titles are as enticing as the wine
"when it is red," .and in effect ministering to the
lowest appetites o:f human nature. Men sell
them who teach in the Sabbath School and who
would not like to see the vile stuff lying on their
center tables, nor feel pleased to have .their own
children acquire a taste for them; yet they
spread them before the children of other people
with no apparent compunction of conscience.
Men who like to 11.e called leaders in moral reform, I am sorry to add, not infrequently brethren in the church, are. angaged in the traffic.
Mothers, watch v1·nat yotir children re!lg; teach
~
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them to shun what they can not bring to your
presence and fireside. I am sorry that (>ur
church literature for the young is so deficient.
We hope and believe it will come, meantime
supply them with the best to be had, if ypu
would see them grow up with elevated tas~es
and moral perceptions. Better let them go with
some fewer physical comforts than to negle~t
the influence of good reading. Do not say tlrat
Eleanor can not know the difficulties of poverty.
She is well acquainted with the bitterest dregs
pressed into that bitter cup. She. has often done
without, not luxuries but necessities, in order
that the young mind committed to !)er training
should have the best tho.ughts of noblest minds
by which to model his own.
While many people are willing to lend books
and papers, and to a small extent I have availed
myself of such kind offers, yet I think. it is the
. better principle to let the children have their
own; they feel more interest in what. belon.gs· to
them, and avoid the bad habit of borl'<;>Wirtg,
which becomes obnoxious when encouraged too
much. Let me add for encouragment that I am
begining to reap a hundred fold all that I ever
invested in that way.
In regard to the Home Column Missionary
enterprise: I have heard it said, '·there is too
·much begging of money from the poor." I do
not think the Lord will ever permit the gospel
to go begging; if it comes to that I think' He
will take it from us as unworthy servants. As
this is a free will offering no one is asked to
give who gives not willingly from the heart.
No blessing can attach to tithes or offerings
which come grudgingly. When the plan of
salvation was proposed to the Son of God,: he
counted not his life precious unto him, but was
obedient unto death. So may our hearts be so
consecrated, that like one of old we can say,
«Yea let him take all."
It has been said that we lack the Spirit and fire
of the old organizati.on; if so, it occurs to me.· t11e
reason maybe.that·every time aspark()f the.divine flame is seen smouldering among us, some
fearful one sets a foot on it and stamps it gut,
forgetful of the admonition to "quench not ·the
Spirit." Sisters, if the coming of our kfog is so
near; what will it profit us as to the treasure we
lay uphere? Even should our Lord delay.his
coming, for a while, ·that of death, is ever near.
r If from some higher plane we can look b~ck on
these mouldering bodies. of corruption an'ct all
that we spent so lavishly upon t.hem mouldering
with 'them; if from thence we are permitted a
glimps of celestiai glory, and remember the 'poor
little pennies given so sparingly, how will astonishment overwhelm us at our own blindness and
selfishness-a word as hateful as the serpent in
Eden of whom it sprang. The old monarch who
has swayed his scepter over the world so ldng
may tremble for his kingdom when he sees the
mothers of Israel entering the inner temple of
their own hearts to throw down his image; for
· well he knows that he can not long retain a place
in the hearts of the children.
The column has been nobly. sustained,.hut let
us try to bring still more earnestness to the W,ork
in the new year, that by i.ts close we maystie
some tangible good ;:iccon:iplished. Whpever
our standard bearer shall be, we wm require tliat
he bring .the. same spirit of e;trnestness, zeal, te~
perl\n~e1 anc1 entjre self·c?n~e~rati~n a~ of thos~
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. wbo place it inhis hand. .Surely we may expect
.~ .him to carry it to triumphant. victqry, sustained
. as he .will be by the special prayers and .watchcare of the mothers and sisters in Israel.
In gospel bonds,
SISTER ELEANOR.

Dear Sr. Frances: We need patience to bring
·up our 'littie ones in the love of our Lord and Savior. It is a responsibility t.hat we can not realize too fully. When we feel the angry words
rising fo our lips-, let us stop and. cry, Father in
heav'en, help us to set a righteous example before
our little ones. The other day I spoke harshly
my oldest girl; her lip began to quiver. I
asked her what she was crying about. She said,
Mamma, you spoke so loud to me. It wounds
their feelings at first; it angers them at last. And
·. the apostle says, "Parents, provoke riot your
·.children to anger." Be patient, be kind with the
little ones entrusted to your care, and they will
love and respect you. May God bless the Home
Column, is the prayer of your sister,
EMMA PAYNE.

to

PITTSBURGH, October 31st.
Dear Sr. Walker : - I have been watching for a
letter from this part of the Lord's vineyard, but
thus far have been disappointed; and feeling
somewhat. timid and unworthy of the task I will
yet try. This may seem strange for a mother to
say, still I do feel my unworthiness before the
Lord; and many times feel as though I would
t'all by the wayside. My trials and temptations
seem more than I can bear. When I read of
many Saints that live a long way from a branch,
and can not meet with the children of God as I
<lo from Sabbath to Sabbath for a blessing, it is
not wise for me to complain. I wish you and all
, the good sisters God speed in your good work, for
it encourages many. I can't give advice, but
will take all from your "Home Column."
Your sister in the gospel of Christ.

BOWRAVILLE, Nambucca, N. s. w.
October 27th, 1886.
. Bro, ':Josep!t:-We have )Jeen laboring here and
in this vicinity nearly two months, and expect to
. n:iove on before long. Besides here and Bowra,
:.Bro. George Ballard and I have held meetings
·down at Nambucca Heads, and Boat-Harbor, on
·the Bellinger river. Our presence in this vicinity
.seemed to arouse the ire of some of the folks of
this neighborhood, so they wrote to the Macleay
Ckromcle for help from some of the clergymen;
wanting them to come and "demolish the new
'sect." It gave us a chance for getting our faith
·and position before the people, so we moved on
and occupied the ground to the best of our ability,
the editor being very kind to us, we got two letters in the paper-two weeks between-then the
editor closed the question. I will send you the
, papers. .We are well. The branch here is moving on nicely, all seeming to be interested in the
work.
Our Heralds have just come, and our hearts
· l!te heavy and sad as we learn of the death of
'Bro. T. J. Andrews-how inscrutable are the
·ways of God-how past finding out by man-but
He doelh all things well; and although we mourn,
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Ask a Latter Day Saint when .·he or she felt the
shall surely meet again, in a more beautiful,
soul lifted nearer heaven, and when a response
cheerful, b~ighter wo.rld than this-so, now we
comes it will be found, when listening. to a gosstrive to. say clearly, Thy wm,··o God, be done.
May our heavenly Father in his tenc'er .mercies
pel discourse, while the instrument trembled
bless, comfort .and sustain the bereaved sister
under the power 'of God; that was the time. Ask
and her children and friends. Bro. Hervey
those who through yielding to the weakness of
Green's statement in tongues was, "The older
human nature rather than a design to make misElders will pass away and the younger ones will
chief, when they felt most like being reconciled,
barely have time to rid their garments ere the
and the response will be similar. Many felt satcoming of the Son of. Man." One by one the
bfied of the validity of baptism; but where was
older ones are passing on .behind the veil, to us;
the soul that did not feel inspired anew in readbut to enter. into the brightness of the glory of · ing Bro. G. S. Hyde's effusion on that God apthe paradise of God. Our brother rests with the
pointed ordinance? One of the causes, if ·not the •
ransomed of God, and another impetus is given
cause, of the disturbed state of society to-day,
us to strive to fulfill .the duties and obligations
may be traced to a surfeiting of what they have
resting upon us in this great latter day work,
had, and running to and fro for something new,
that we may meet him again, with all the mighty
original, and exciting; they frequently find what
throng in that blessed abode who have been, and
they thirst for; an:d so the gospel economy is, to
will be. redeemed out of every nation. Everythe masses, not attractive; and the fact of presthing is moving; and as the end nears the moveent duties or their sameness becoming monotonments increase in rapidity and volume, so that
ous among Latter Day Saints, is too apparent;
at the consummation islands, continents, a·nd seas
which, together with a yearning for the respectawill move, kingdoms and thrones will be re"bility of modern orthodoxy, is opening the way
moved, ail wickedness be removed by the bright·
for settled pastors; cultured ones, of course. I
ness of His coming, "whose right it is to reign."
would not depreciate culture by any means, or
Then peace wiH flow as a river, and righteoushumor it in ignoring the recognized order or laws
ness be triumphant. ~·Who shall dwell in the
of the church; why should I? Nor could I exholy hill of Zion?" May God grant us an inpect that among forty or fifty elders all could
heritance there, and all the Israel of God.
bear physical burdens alike. But I would have
Your brother in the bonds of faith,
all labor under the auspices of the church withJOSEPH F. BURTON.
out special privileges. If saving g·:>od comes
through setting to one side order or law, then
what of law arid order? What is its purpose?
BRIGHTON, Colo., Nov. 15th.
The cultured and uncultured officials and the
Dear H•wald: Though cherishing regrets belaity are equal fo the eyes of the law. But in·
cause of inability to be ubiquitous were unbecomstead of only providing for one great big position,
ing, yet one is apt to think of its advantage, in
the. event of its practicability, in being made conand only one big man, there are many positions
scious of inability to respond to but few of the
and many members, with a variety of talents and
calls made. I find myself in the eleventh day of
duties; but all this to reach one finality. Any
twelfth month of the year of 86, and seventh from
misunderstanding of this leading to confusion
the annual conference of the same year, and wonamong Latter Day Saints i,s indeed a sad spectader what the. fast receding year will record in my
cle, for which there is no justifiable excuse. We
favor, if anything. Though my self-justifying
may boast of our liberty, etc., but we may rest
nature would have me believe I have done my
assured that our legislative acts are narrowly scru·
best,-a claim so .easily made, but if proof is lacktinized, and any unseemly division wHI have iis
ing to make the claim valid, what of the claim?
effect. Between liberty and license there is a dif·
If our best is done, we shall do well. Yesterday,. ference challenging our discriminating powers,
thoughts revolved in my mind consequent upon
and much depends on their legitimate use, nor
a consciousness of responsibility by virtue of my
should the difference between feigned and unprofession; to-day the responsibility seems no
feigned loyalty to God and his laws be lost sight
less, hence similar thoughts. A belief in faii.h,
of; for Latter Day Saints never appear to a greatrepentance, baptism, laying on of hands, organier disadvantage than when failing to make a
zation, etc., is the cause of the above thoughtsclaimed piety or loyalty formidable by works or
and timeliness in Ii'erald for September 25th
deeds. With these stubborn facts we all have to
looms up to my astonished vision; and if it is to be
cope, and individual responsibility though solemn,
construed to mean originality, then it is probable
is sublime; which sublimity increases as we
that the capacious stomach of the waste basket
th.ink and gain assurance that a godly zeal shown
may be opened to meet my effusions at their comby works as ability may permit will secure the
ing, to be as if they never had been. "Wist ye
inestimable gift of eternal life.
not that I must be about my Father's business,"
A response to a Macedonian cry heard from my
was the first sound heard above the clamor of the
co-laborer, Bro. James Kemp, though interfering
age, from Christ; confirmed by his three years'
somewhat with a contemplated procedure, seemministry, and the forty days going in and out with
ed necessary. Those making and responding to
his disciples subsequently to his resurrection;
calls, are to some extent at least responsible for
that his disciples might be qualified to go forth
time and means thus used. There may be a fas,
and tell the world of faith, repentance, baptism,
cination in frequent or continuous travel much
organization, etc. But if our theological stomsought after, or more preferable than continuous
achs have been overgorged by a too frequent relabor in opening up new fields of labor, and so a
iteration of the above, who shall determine on
similar plan obtainec! to men hunting homes and
the much besides? I hear much about tiring on
squatting down on the best pieces of land.
first principles, and a thirst for something new;
The theory of rn::der, organization, etc., is very
or the much beside; and a growing weary in preseasy to pres~nt; but its practical part is that which
tll~ 9Ht!v~j 1H';q ~rirjtp,o,! jn~ctjvit1 is p:~ m~H 1
t~~t~: Th~ rr:\'1~ in
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er parts it is in a languishing condition. The inactivity of local officials contributing thereto, or
preventing progress; would it were otherwise, as
it ought to be. Room could be found for a dozen
elders to devote their entire time. Spasmodic
efforts are ineffective to establish the work in any
locality; continuous and well directed effort is
needed. Ministerial labor should be regular and
systematic. The zealousness of some who wait
not for appointment or direction, but claim to be
under great responsibility, because directed by
the Spirit; seldom assume the labor and unpleasantness attendant upon opening new fields; but
almost invariably seek pleasant places, or roam
from branch to branch. It seems a little singular
that some who are in a good situation to sustain
their families and do very much good for the
cause, can not thus remain until called to a different place and remain contented. It is important enough for one to sacrifice all that contributes
to his dependents' welfare when legitimately called upon to <lo so, and become the representative
of the church. To keep members in when brought
into the fold is of the utmost importance; and it
is a mistake to suppose that all the best talent
must be sent out, and anybody can fill the place
of home guards. Worldly cares press heavily,
but to claim that a week's labor in any vocation
altogether unfits an elder for Sunday work in the
delivery of two or three gospel sermons is nonsense. In the beginning of the fatter day work
some of the most remarkable conversions were
made by the hard-fisted sons of toil, some of
whom never saw daylight but on Sunday morning; then they rose with it, and with Bible in
pocket, traveled ten or twelve miles on foot to
preach a gospel sermon or two; rising again at six
on Monday morning to resume their avocatbn
another six days. A revival of this kind of zeal
among local officials is very much n.;eded. What
a splendid opportunity to build up an influential
branch is now offered to the Saints in Omaha,which is becoming one of the most important
cities in the west. An: opportunity to have a
competent choir offers; will this golden opportunity be allowed to slip by ! Let us hope not.
Some branches have essayed to reach this;
but none-knowing only enough of the art of
music to find fault with others, without ability to
give the needed correction and point out the way
for advance, have failed. A competent music
teacher offering his services in a branch of the
church, should see evidence of appreciation of
such valuable services. We hope to see fre Jong
a well trained choir in Omaha, with a first class
Sabbath School. There is talent for both if the
will power is brought into requisition.
Let the Omaha Branch arise and shine,
And show to the world that the ca1ise is divine.

Zion's Hope now compares favorably with other
similar papers in price. Think of ten copies
being sent in one bundle for two dollars and a
half per year. · Arouse, branch and district officials, and send in orders for bundles ot ten. The
lessons therein are sufficiently impregnated with
Latter Day Saintism to drive out lessons o.f
sectai:ian origin that might have found place
11mong the Saints in the absence of anything
better. Away in the past a resolution obtained
that Sabbath School institutjons pe considered as
a part of the latter day work, and reported at
conferen~es, etc. How supremely ridic.ulous we
appear, tq pas~ resQ)uti9µ~ ~ml fi\il tg pb>erve
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Two elders having no responsibility of families
might find a good field for labor in the Central
Nebraska District. Points at which good might
be done being sixty or seve.nty miles apart, to be
reached in a lumber wagon, horseback, or on foot;
meeting sume good and liberal people, and some
not so good; give the best they have, with evidence of welcome; and a traveling elder that
can not submit to this with becoming resignation,
ought to retire from the business. The latter
day work was established through elders patiently
bearing tbe vicissitudes, changes, etc, incident to
the life of a traveling elder. Nor were the
pioneers of the Reorganized Church behind in
this godly work.
Openings in Kansas, too, are plentiful. And
there is an excellent chance for some one to immortalize his or her name by a donation to purchase a good team and a suitable light wagon to
afford two elders the facility to travel over the
big State of Colorado; which would prove the
best method for sending the gospel o\·er the hills
and through the vales of this, so different in
many respects to other States. About three
h.undred dollars would reach it, or a little more
-who will respond? There doubtless are those
who have paid their tithing that could do thiswe would not want such a lift from those who
have not tithed themselves, Jest they be charged
with robbing the Lord, and we with being accessory to the theft. It will be a fearful thing to be
charged with robbing the Lord-who.would want
to meet it?
Your columns of September 25th, 1886, are
_made luminous by effusions from a dweller of
Magnolia, Iowa, of a eulogistic nature, and the
writer appears ecstatical over an article which
p~eviously appeared on "Aid for the Ministry;"
and surely applausiveness was never more thorough. "l am pleased with it," says the writer,
also, "because it will allay the fears of hundreds
of the true friends of God's glorious cause, for
there are many who have foared the church was
going to forsake the good old paths and gradually
slide into sectarian footsteps by preaching for
hire and divining for money. But that plain,
stalwart article from your authorized pen is a
guarantee that the good old ship Zion is not near
being wrecked on the sands of human folly."
What a fortunate affair that that authorized pen
moved, at that particular juncture, relieving the
writer and hundreds of others of true friends of
God's cause from the terrible fear, created by
ima~ining hearing the creaking and seeing the
timbers of the old ship rending asunder, by some
religious scoundrels forsaking the old path, and·
gradually sliding in sectarian footsteps, by preaching for hire, divining for money, exhibiting
human folly, etc. The right to eulogize one's
particular friends, or tell of the purity of his
desires, can not be questioned. But against such
a method of charging wrong upon some body,
I solemnly protest, but recognize.the right of any
member of the body to legitimately proceed
against wrong doing. 'l'he only method to sustain families of the representatives known is to
grant from the church coffers what is needed,
and the writer, or dependents have participated
therein, therefor.e if othe_rs have been guilty of
preaching for hire, etc., by what method of
reasoning is he free, or how is it that he is lmrµaculate while the taint of preaching foi· hire,
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the fragrance of purity? Direct charges of
wrong doing in the columns of the IIerald is
wrong, but indirect charges are infinitely worse.
But if those controlling make the columns of the
Herald the receptacle of such attacks defense can
not well be denied. It is about time to know
whether the church will respect and protect its
servants in carrying out the decrees thereof, or
no. Tithing and almsgiving are recognized In
the divine economy, and one must not be fostered to the exclusion of the other, but both be un·
derstood. As to the former, many are seeking a
better understanding, for what purpose time must
determine. This matter was broached at a dis·
trict conference held at Wilber In October; and
I believe in the effort good was the result. The·
importance of our financial system demands
efforts to instruct all concerned. And at confirmations, in carrying out that imposed in 18th
paragraph, 17th section, Doctrine and Covenants,
(so often disregarded), is a seasonable time to in·
struct. One of our Bishop's Agents recently
said an orthodox questioned him on our financial
system, and was much delighted with the explanation. Some regard those parts of the Bible
that inspires. So with us, sometimes we like
that we like, and that we don't we fight. I think
I am right in saying the church holds that every
member is a steward over what he may possess
in life: and that due efforts are imperative to
present the requirements of the law; which being
done, all are free as they were before to do as
they please, but the watchman has dtelivered his
soul. I have been astonished to find some impressed with the thought that efforts to prevent
the giving of private gifts were made. The
theory of all things being authoritatively done is
sublime; but the theory being reduced to practice
sometimes seems terrible. The birth of the child
of representation, and speaking into existence' less
than two hundred ex-officios, was terrible; but
when a thousand additional ex.officios were added
the terribleness disappeared, and the quivering of
the timbers of the old ship ceased; and while before it was thought two hundred would swamp
her, a thousand additional ones would but prove
a proper ballast.
The following copy of a letter forwarded, will
explain our present position:
BRIGHTON, November 2d.
Messrs. Mattkews and Rev. Wilson; GENTLEMEN :-Having learned that subsequently to the
time, the Rev. Wilson refused to read a notice ·
presented him by Mrs. Talbot, of Brighton, at the
close of one of his religious meetings held in
Brighton School·house; said notice being to
announce a subsequent appointment for Elder
James Kemp at the same school-house; by a concert of action a lecture, denunciatory of what
you, dear sirs, are pleased to denom.inate Mormonism; was prepared and read to a public
audience as per previous arrangement, at the
Brighton Schoql-house. And further, that the
said Rev. Wilson did eulogize Mr. Matthews tor
his able efforts and thought· him entitled to a
vote of thanks, etc.; and still further, the Rev.
Wilson hoped and thought it should end. the
matter; whicll., as I take it, gentlemen, was tantamount to saying that however myself, Elder
Kemp and the people we represent were denounced, reproached and misrepresented, Umust
be submitted to without a thought, much less an
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your ipse dixit. Now, may it please you, gentleBro. John Mantle and branch. They had been ! whom had passed the age of seventy-three, Bro.
organized twenty-one years that day; we met
men, while we would not question your right in
vV m. T. Jones and wife. Bro.Jones was convinced
with them on the Sabbath, in Bro. vVilson's
the above procedure, if right in your eyes; or obof the truthfulness of the gospel by my father over
house. They have no school-house near them
jeet to those who may wish to abide your finality.
forty years ago, and it did my soul good to lead
but they keep up their meetings in their own
We say that to us it is not seeming to be too
the old brother into the .sheepfold; so there is
house. They do not grow much but amongst
:aggressive, or slow to defend. Therefore, foras·such a thing as the father sowing the seed of.life
much as neither myself nor Elder Kemp were
their own families; they are ·surrounded by
:and the son reaping it, years afterward.
present to hear your lecture, arid so were pre- German Catholics. We found them hopeful of
I was made to feel very sorrowful on learning
vented from hearing your objectionable points,, the better time coming, a good, kind, earnest band
-0f the sad and sudden death of my brother-in-law
would you, gentlemen, repeat your lecture, that
in good works; just what I look for in Latter
John F. Thomas, of What Cheer, Iowa. May
we might feel its force, accept as destroying that
.our heavenly father comfort the sad hearts and
l)ay Saints.
we thought valid; or failing in this, make a deI am pleased to see from the Herald that the
<Cheer the drooping spirits of the bereaved ones.
fence before a ,discriminating public; or if you
work is spreading out and prospering. Bro. I.
Have baptized seven of late, ·and there are more
have points, other than those embodied in your
N. White has another debate on hand at Shell
who will be with us ere long. I leave in the
lecture, you would rather investigate by a joint
City, Missouri, on the 27th of December. All
'ffiorning for Washingtonville, Ohio, thence to
'discussion on the public rostrum, and will subsouth-west Missouri is stirred up and investigatShlll'on, Pennsylvania. I never felt better spiritmit, we will consider and reply. Or if in prefering, and more laborers are wanted every where.
ually, than at present. I can see bright hopes
ence, to either method you choose, we will grant
May God continue to prosper the work, and the
lbefore us, and trust that I shall receive grace and
, you the use of our stand any subsequent night
elders do their duty.
;;trength wherewith to continue faithfully unto
to our occupancy and uninterrupted by you have
Yours in the Lord,
11.mto the end of the race.
equal time to examine and reply; reserving our
JOHN McKENZIE.
Your brother in Christ,
right of course to reply and defend. We comG. T. GRIFFITHS.
mence a series of meetings in the Brighton Hall,
BLAKES MILLS, Ohio, Nov. 25th.
on the 14th instant. Address Brighton, Colorado. • Bro. :Joseph Smith :-The battle of the Lord
PLAINVILLE, Mass.; Nov. 29th.
Respeectfully,
against sin and wickedness is still being waged
Bro. :Joseph Snzitk :-I read with joy the good
JAMES CAFFALL,
here, and his army is increasing in number and
news of gospel tidings that come to us through
JAMES KEMP.
spiritual strength daily. As one engaged in the
the
Herald from all over this broad land, and am
We looked for a reply on the above date,. but
conflict, I have endeavored to discharge the re:glad that I have a part and lot in the matter,
no response; all is quiet. Our meetings on Sun.sponsibility resting upon me as a missionary and
although my work in its beLalf is not all that I
day were thinly attended, but we were a~ our
presiding Elder of the district. In all my labors
wish it might be. This gospel witness has been
post. A severe snow-storm set in yesterday, confor the Master, I have felt the witness of the
faithfully declared in West Mansfield, both recenttinuing all night; incoming trains late; unfavorHoly Spirit which has greatly cheered and
ly, and at the time of .Bro. C. Scott's visit to this
able for meetiQgs. · There is much anxiety among
strengthened me for the work of the ministry.
State about a year ago. The audiences have not
the orthodox of Denver, and efforts are being
In my travels in the district I found the majority
been quite as large as they were a year ago, yet
made to unite all Christians. A Mrs. Wilbry
of the Saints striving to work out their salvation;
there seems to be a deeper interest on the part of
has been serving as an Evangelist-making conand as a result of such good efforts on their part,
those that attend. Last Wednesday evening Bro.
verts and instructing the clergy. All are movthey were being greatly bleBsed of the Lord.
Coombs held a meeting there at a private resiing. Surely, the Latter Day Saints ought to be.
The delinquent members I found sitting with
dence with a crowded house. Some are "pricked
on the alert. We request all Saints, scattered in
folded hands, and among the number were many
in their hearts" and are beginning to closely inColorado, to report lo James Kemp, Hutchinson,
elders and priests. It is a mystery to me, how
vestigate. One man that was troubled about baptelling prospects, if any for the work in their
such persons can testify before the people that
tism said there was no record of Paul and some
several localities, with financial aid possible.
they know that the work is of God and at the
of the other apostles obeying this ordinance. We
In bonds,
same time idle away the golden moments; escited the words of Paul in 22d chapter of Acts,
JAMES CAFFALL.
pecially at a time when there are so many urgent
how the Lord told him what he ou~ht to do,
calls for the bread of life. Truly such characters
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., Nov. 30th.
through his servant Ananias. To. me it is not
do not fully realize the importance of the latter
Bro. :Joseph Smith:-I have been with Bro. I.
reasonable to suppose that a man who went
day work. It seems to me that the language of
N. White, in St. Clair county, Missouri, and rethrough what Paul did for this gospel, would
the poet is very applicable at this juncture:
turned last week. We had meetings in three
refuse or neglect to obey a principle of the doc"ArouPe, arouse, why idly stand,
school-houses; the houses well filled all the time,
trine of Christ, which he told Timothy to "conWhy sit at ease with folded hands?
and sometimes they could not all get in; they
tinue in," with the promise that it would save
There is a work for you to do,
gave good attention from the first, and kept good
him and them that heard him. True saints of
No otb:il'r one can do for you.
order. After the third meeting they came up
God never teach to others, as doctrines, what
Arise and work, though great or s:rqall,
For by our works we stand or fall."
and took us by the hand and kindly invited us to
they do not believe or obey. [Ananias, sent of
their homes. We were four weeks with them;
It is to be hoped that all who are in a dormant
God to tell Saul the things which were "appointthe seed has been well sown, and a number are
condition will soon awaken to full realization that
ed" for him "to do," said "Arise, and be baptized,
investigating. We gave out tracts and Voices of
the time is not so far off as many people anticiand wash away thy sins, calling on the name of
Warning, and I hope God will give the increase.
pate, when the cry will be heard; "Behold the
the Lord."-Acts 22: ro, I6. And Paul afterward
bridegroom cometh, Go ye out to meet him."
We left Bro. \Vhite, and Bro. Curtis, from Indetestified: "0 King Agrippa, I was not disobedient
pendence; but it is not easy to follow Bro. I. N.
Am much pleased with the sisters' department
to the heavenly vision."-Acts 26: 19.-Ed.] Anin the Herald, and I believe that it is and will be
White, for he is g1·eatly gifted as a speaker; he
other man that is conspicuously devoted to the
the means of doing much good. It is a well
often spoke an hour and a half and hel.d the auwater baptism doctrine told the people that they
known fact, that the mothers in Israel can do
dience to the closest attention. The Spirit was
believed and taught "dry doctrine" and "all their
more toward educating the young of Zion than
given in power sometimes.
ministers cared about was their bread with butter
the fathers; for the reason that mothers are with
Bro. StClair and myself tried to open up the
on both sides. The "dry doctrine" accusation
them continually. Sisters and brethren ought to
work here in Jeffe1·so11 City, in August iast. I
was quite applicable to this community as it has
be interested in the work that has been assigned
got the Christian Church, and put up hand bills
quite an organization of the Friends Socfety, and
to sister "Frances." The old veterans are passing
all over town; we had about twenty the first
many of them have attended our services. Bro.
away to their home of rest. It remains with the
'hight; we lighted up the church t~ree nights but
M. H. Bond preached there yesterday on "church
young to carry on the grand work. Hence every
indne came after the first night.
organization." It is sufficient to say that some
mother should be anxious to equip her son and
.J knew that prejudice was strong against us
well directed gospel shots were discharged at
daughter for the service of the Lord.
here, but I though,t we would get a better heartheir walls of superstition and ignorance by this
During the month of October I went to Kurming than we did ..,' 'Then 'we'wen.t <:fown to Osage
bold "soldier" in the Lord. The interest seems
county, near Linn; ·the county: stiat,
found
ray, Ohio; while there I baptized four, two of
better than ever befor\! in 1\ttleboro. Quite a fair
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sized and appreciative audience greeted Bro.
Coombs a week ago last evening, and a larger
one listened to Bro. Bond last night. There are
more honest investigators in Attleboro that will
accept the faith soon.
Bro. J. B. Pearce and Mr. Rouse Pearce of
Little Compton, R. I., made a visit to Plainville
recently. Bro. Pearce and wife had just returned
from New York State where they talked of the
gospel and its blessings to the edification of some.
Sr. Ruth Burlingame, of Cumberland, R. I., and
Sr. Parker, of Douglas, were present with the
.Saints on the 7th inst, and heard Bro. Bond
preach in the chapel.
Bro. U. W. Greene writes to me from Deer
Isle; Maine, under date of October 23d, that he
went to West Surry and opened meetings with
wonderful success. The word took the place (all
but the ministers) by storm, so he writes.
Yours in faith,
"'
ARTHUR B. PIERCE.
ROCK ISLAND, Illinois, Dec. 1st.
Dear Herald:-We take great pleasure in an-

nouncing that the Saints of Reck Island, Illinois,
and Davenport, Iowa, have decided to unite
their faith and means, (desiring the good of the
glorious cause) and to rent the vacated Young
Mens' Christian Association Hall, in Davenport,
above third on Brady street, for public worship
and the proclamation of the gospel. We cordially invite the ministry, and especially the presidents of the two districts of Eastern Iowa, and
Kewanee. We need instruction and better organization. You wiil meet with a warm welcome at Bro. D. ·W. Clow's, 124 Locust street,
Davenport, or F. G. Dungee's, 222, 18th street,
Rock Island. We hope to open the hall to the
Public December 12th.
Yc·urs for truth,
F. G. DUNGEE.

w ATERLOO, Neb., Dec. 4th.
Brother :foseph:-We are still battling for the

truth. We feel encouraged; there is' considerable of a spiritual .warfare going on in some
parts of the district, and in the conflict there
have been sixteen added to the church. In some
places there seems to be a great awakening
·among the people, and my prayer is that the
. good.work maY'continue.
In gospel bonds,
NELSON BROWN.
WHERE COULD THEY GO?
"IN his letter to Curtis, John Taylor, in speaking
of -the rumors that the Mormons contemplated
an exodus, asks the pertinent question: Where
could we go?" This question from the head of
the•churchought to cause the brethren to stop
and think. Sure enongh, where could they go?
They steadily abuse this Government; aliens
that they are, they incessantly open their foul
mouths to scoff at carpe,t-baggers; they tell of
their persecutions under a government where
the friction of the laws is less than in any other
spot on earth; but were they forced to find a
new home, where would they go? All civilization would close its doors to them in a mo.ment.
The North-li.tnds and South-lands would repel
them; there is not a spot on all the round , earth
where men are civilized, that they would he welcomed to. Ought nof this fact to .have some
weight with this people? Do they think what
their position would be were this N<1;tion to be-

come, toward them, as all the rest of the earth
is? Then they would all have to ask the question that John Taylor now asks: !'Where can we
go?" Is it not time that they began to call a
halt? The pressure has been growing heavier
and heavier upon them for years, and despite
their claim to divine protection, they have not
made a real point. If this shall be continued a
little longer, where will they go?"-Salt Lake
Tribune.

OCnmmunittafinns.
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under this ·head do not necessarily receive the
endorsement of the Editor: writers are responsible for
their own views. Contributions solicited.
ARTICLES

LOST ISRAEL FOUND.
WE desire in this article to trace an ethnological stream down through centuries of
time in the midst of the nations of the
earth, which has been the theme of man's
speculation and the object of God's incomprehensible providence. We mingle
frequent1y with the descendants of one
or another branch of the Israelitish family,
in our business relations without observing any just claim to superiority over the
rest of mankind, and yet those who have
the keenest spiritual discernment and the
most profound understanding of the fulfillment of God's most gracious promises
in the eternal record of the faithful, brighten up and their faces beam with hope and
gladness in anticipation of the time when
God shall set his. hand to the restoration
of natural Israel; and who by obeying
the gospel "become Abraham's seed
and heirs according to the promise" i. e.
adopted Israel. An accomplished young
lady, the daughter of a noted judge and
lawyer of this state recently visited in the
writer's family. She had just come into
possession of a tract oLland in the Indian
Territory by virtue of descent on her
mother's side from the Pottawattamie tribe
of Lamanites. And when I told her that
I should be proud of such a descent, for I
believed they were of Israelitish origin;
'she answered with the monosyllable,
"yes," with peculiai· satisfaction; and seemingly this bas suggested. the question .to
those who have become acquainted with
God's professed purposes under the fullness of the gospel, if they think the accumulation of that tract of land the only
and most important result of an inherited
connection with a race to whose progenitor God said, "To you and to your seed
will I give this land forever."
Of. these
descendants of Abraham to whom this
promise was given, the Bible is an Ancient
history. The story from Jacob and his
twelve sons down to the time of Moses, is
one of providential separations and happy
reunions. There Moses under God erected his numerous posterity into a nation
which continue<l for centuries, obtaining
possession of all that country lying east
of the Great Sea~ Here J erusalerri became their seat of. government. But in
·the day of their prosperity .discord arose,.
disunion was the result; and thereafter
two separ;ate Kings reigned over Israel.
This separation occurred about 975 B. (:. 1
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and in this condition the two governments
of Israel is continued side by side, one of
w bi ch containing about three of the largest
tribes, was called the Kingdom of Judah;
and the other, including ten tribes, was
called the Kingdom of Israel. Jerusalem
Was the capital city of the former, and
Samaria of the latter. But Israel being
cut off from worshiping in the temple at
Jerusalem which they had helped to build,
soon became estranged from the true God,
departing from the law of Moses so far
as to erect idols on the hills of Samaria
and worship them. In this condition they
were taken into captivity by the King of
Assyria, about 725 B. C., and placed along
the river Gozan in Assyria. From this
captivity they have never returned. And
now while outcast Judah may be met in
every city and country being wanderers
for their subsequent rejection of Christ,
we submit the following account of Israel's
wanderings :md their present home. We
have not an absolute knowledge of its
truth but believe in its probability, and
that the nations of whom we speak will
soon by the grandest and happiest of all
their reunions become the allies of Judah
and all Israel in an effort to repossess their
promised inheritance. ·
As a people we have believed the children of Israel were hid behind the icebarriers of the north Polar circle from the
fact that prophets of old have said they
went to a "north country," and by prophecy of modern times we are assured they
will return from a north country.* Had
the reader, however, stood with Captain
Hall 83° 30; north latitude, looking over
that partially open sea with its clesofate and
dark floes of drifting ice, reali;;;ing that only
about.four hundred and .fifty miles. away
was the North Pole, he would perhaps
more easily accept the theory we now advanc.e in regard to that "north counti;y,"
and that Israel will appear on the scene in
the last days, the greatest and mightiest of
all nations, de~tined to be drawn into a
final struggle allied with gathering Judah
for possession of their common inheritance
from the grasp of the combined Gentile
world.
We purpose to submit evidences that
God has singularly directed the different
fragments of this holy posterity to a land
1500 miles north of sunny Samaria, to a
rugged country and climate which has developed them into the strongest of earthly
governments, they undergoing a change
similar to that if the people of New Orleans
should emigrate bodilv to Labrador.
It is known from tl-i'e history of Israel in
the Bible that the tribe of Dan became too
numerous for the small territory assigned
them near Jerusalem and that the tribe. divided, a part going northward to the city
of Laish in t~e northern part of Canaan,
which city Joshua bad been commanded
to destroy. This they destroyed with all
its inhabitants, and on its ruins built for
t.hemsel ves a city and called it Dan. This
Dan was taken.into captivity by Sbalman*We think the writer mistaken when he sityst.he Saints
"as a people" have believed the children of Israel were hid
he bind the ice, barriers of.the north Polar circle. Individual.• may have believed ·this, bnt it is no doctri11e or gen' ~ral belief with the. ,Siiints.-Editor.
·
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ezer and placed along the river Gozan one part to Ireland where we shall soon
with the rest of Israel. But the other ·find him with an organized government;
Dan who occupied the territory first as- Simeon to Scotland and Wales; and the
signed to the tribe it appears with Simeon other Dan to Denmark and the islands of
who occupied the coast still further south, the Baltic sea.
We will now introduce a novel theory
never went into captivity. But what shall
these tribes do! Unite with Judah they of individual history, not vouching for the
can not, for by this time a wide difference absolute truth of this, or any part of this
in customs and religion had sprung up be- article, but only submit it on the authority
'tween them; but they must go somewhere of men of research or those who have
for fear of their still greater enemies, the taken an interest in this subject. Among
Assyrians. Now it is known that Dan which authorities are "Israel's Wanderings,
was a mariner, and that he "abode in his by Oxonian;" "Lost Israel Found, by E.
ships."-Judges 5: 17. And also it is P. Ingersoll; Herodotus, Josephus; "The
known that when Solomon was building Anglo Saxon, East and West," by G. H.
the temple some 250 years before this, that Moon, M. D.; the Apocrypha, and the
Dan was employed in company with the Bible. The Lord said to Jeremiah; "See,
Phoeniceans in importing tin from Brit- I have this day set thee over the nations
tany, now Cornwall, England, for the pur- and over the kingdoms, to ,pluck up and
pose of making brazen vessels for the break down, to destroy and overthrow, to
temple. From historical evidence it ap- build up and to plant."-J er 1: 10.
pears that Dan had frequently accompanWe have in the Bible a record of Jereied the Phoeniceans to the shores of wes- miah's great work as a prophet to Judah
tern Europe, and had thus become ac- which yet remained at Jerusalem, in warnquainted with the geography of that coast. ing them of their speedy downfall if they
Accordingly we find him in company with did not repent of their sins which he
Simeon, as the historian asserts, sailing charged home to them with great power,
westward with whatever effects they could but to no avail. The king of Babylon
carry by way of. Tarshish, now Tartusus, came, the Jews were defeated, their king,
and through the strait of Hercules (Gib- Zedekiah, taken, his eyes put out, his sons
ralter) into the Atlantic. Here, while slain and his daughters placed in the care
sailing northwestward, a storm overtakes of the prophet Jeremiah. \Ve fin,d, also,
the mariners, and whatever may have been that the king of Babylon charged his chief
their destination, they were unable to land captain, Nebuzaradan, to look well to and
until they were driven to the coast of attend to all the wants of Jeremiah, anrl to
Scandinavia. Here they effected a land- give him liberty to dwell and go wherever
ing; but not befog satisfied with their he wished and to withhold from him nothsurroundings, they re-embarked, and sail- hg which he desired. It is also found
ing southward landed on the north coast that the temple was sacked by Nebuchadof Ireland, where Dan pitched his camp, nezzar and the sacred' vessels taken out
placing Simeon over on the opposite coast and carried to Babylon. These vessels
of Scotland. As the result of this pioneer were all numbered and specified at this
exoedition we have the Scotch-Irish race time, and also when thev were returned
of to-day, which has furnished perhaps more some seventy years after this by Cyrus;
eminent men than any other race on .earth. but in neither case is any mention made of
The United States has , been elevated to the Ark of the Covenant. Josephus also
much of her greatness by the orators, mentions this transaction, but is silent constatesmen, journalists, poets, etc., which cerning the Ark of the Covenant. Now,
have boasted of their descent from this why this silence concerning this most
race. The other Dan, which was taken sacred ohject of God's magnificent house.?
into Assyria, now becoming restless, was It is stated positively in 2d Maccabees, that
the first to separate from hi;; captive breth- Jeremiah, knowing the temple would soon
ren, and going to the north of the Black be destroyed by fire, removed from thence
Sea to escape the Assyrians, he travels on the Ark of the Covenant to a place of
in the direction of his separated brethren, safety in the mountains, and it is presumed,
either knowing of their whereabouts, or though it can not be proved here now,
· being directed by an unseen power that that he, at the same time, took the stone
way. The first river he crosses he names upon which] acob rested his head at Bethel
Dan, now Don, the next Daniester, now and anointing it said, "This is Bethel."
Dniester, and another Danieper, now These, Jeremiah, and Baruch who was
Dnieper, to the Danube. On this river he with him at Jerusalem, took, and it is supmade a temporary settlement, and Philolo- posed preserved and carried safely away
gists assert that the word Danube means out of the land of Israel's promise soon to
literally the settlements of Dan. But still fall into the hands of a heathen power.
some influence Was leading him on ward, Now we find that in the reign of Eochiad
and he follows up this great river nearly II, according to the Irish record, about 52 5
to its source, and soon reaches the coast, years B. C., a wise, holy man came to that
and its numerous contiguous "Islands of country from the east bringing with him
the sea," of which he takes possession, and his scribe Brugsch, (probably Baruch), also
all of which he narpes Danemarsch, now a beautiful princess named Tephi. In
Denmark. Here he flourished for cen- course of time Eochiad sought to marry
turies, filling the surrounding nations with the beautiful Tephi, to which the. man (inawe at his almo5t miraculous military val- ferred to be Jeremiah and the princess,
or, and making the very name of North· dauO'hter of Zedekiah, king of Judah),
asse';ted ! on the condition that the govern.
men a terror to all Southern Eurof.!e.
,
µow tn=te<Jd
of :Pan~
fi\iali~m ~,ng

based on the divine law which he carried
v-vith him. Thiswas assented to and the
marriage solemnized by this holy man, it
is claimed, on Jacob's covenant stone.
This ~tone· it is chimed was handed down
according to the instructions of this holy
man to Fergus ISt, of Ireland, who took it
over to Scotland, B. C. 320; and thence
down through every succeeding reign in
Scotland to the joint reign of James VI of
Scotland and J aines 1st of England, and
thus down to Victoria the present sovereign
of Great Britain. It is also believed,
though it may be but speculation, that this
ancient memento has been .used in the coronation ceremonies of each succeeding king,
or queen, and is now preserved in Westm i nister .Abbey and may yet be used by
that nation as proof of their descent from
Jacob, who anointed it for some sacred
purpose.
When Tep hi, the Jewess princess, died
in Ireland, her husband, on account of his
great grief, constructed a great mausoleum
for her, in the center sixty feet square,
into which her body was placed, and over
this tomb was constructed a great mound
called Tura, a pure Hebrew word, signifying "two tables." So strong is the supposition that the Ark of the Covenant was
brought to Ireland and placed in .this
mound, that a company was recently
formed in England to excavate for its recovery. In Ireland, Jeremiah it is said, established the School of the Prophets, the
Supreme Judgeship, and several other Hebrew institutions according to the Mosaic
ritual, and thus fulfilled his commission of
"planting and building." Before leaving
Ireland, let tis notice the example it furnishes of the contrast between the "seed
whom God has blessed," and the Gentile
nations.
Northern Ireland was peopled by the
Danai, accordin~ to our record, while
Southern Ireland was peopled, according
to the same evidences, by the original inhabitants of Canaan whom Joshua drove
out to make way for God's chosen people.
To-day northren Ireland is Protestant,
southern Ireland Roman Catholic. Northern Ireland is the home of the Scotch-·
Irish race, who are furnishing to the world
many of its greatest and most liberal divines,
statesmen and scholars, while southern
Ireland is depraved, ignorant and rebellious,
and has to be kept, in consequence, in a
condition almost of slavery by superior
England which has subjugated her.
We now return to the history of the
eight tribes remaining yet in Assyria. 'vVe
offer a prophecy by Ezekiel,-"And say
unto them, Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the heathen whither they he
gone, and will gather them on every side
and bring them into their own land; and
I will make them one nation in the land on
the mountains ot Israel and one king shall
be king to them all; and they shall be no
more two nations, neither shall they be
divided into two kingdoms any more at
all."--.Ezekiel 37: 2 I, ii.
Wonder, 0 reader, at the words of the
above unfulfilled pr6phecy, and more so,
It!\
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day the above words were uttered far
away from those beautiful hills and mountains of Samaria outlying to the north of
Jerusalem, the city of hope and of God,
their divinely appointed home forever.
At this time the eight tribes were pushing their conquests eastward from Assyria
into Media and Persia, being successful in
their warfare against those nations whereever they went, until they had gained supremacy over all that country through to
the farther India. And while they were
in that country, B. c. 623, a child was born
said to be of this same race named Saca
Muni. This child gave early manife~tations
of wonderful mental and religious characteristics; and at an early age gained supreme
ascendancy over the inhabitants of those
countries. He taught them religiously for
over forty years and established a religion
founded on the principles of the dt>calogue
which has been venerated by millions of
those people since that time, and indeed, it
is claimed that both Saca Muni and many
of his followers are literally descended
from these tribes during their temporary
invasion of their country. These we will
mention hereafter.
But this was not to be the home of eight
tribed Israel. We quote from z Esdras,
I 3: 39, 48: "And whereas thou saw est that
he gathered another peaceable multitude
unto him, those are the ten tribes which
were carried away prisoner:> out of their
own land in the time of Osea, the king
whom Shalmanezer the king of Assyria
led away captive, and he carried them over
the waters and so they came into another
land. But they took this counsel among
themselves that thev would leave the multitude of the heathen and go forth into a
further country where never man dwelt,
that they might keep their statutes which
they never kept in their own land. And
they entered into Euphrates by the narrow
passages of the river. For the Most High
then showed signs for them and held still
the flood till they passed over. For through
that country was a great way to go, namely, of a year and a half. And the same
region is called Arsan:th. Then dwelt
they there until t.he latter time;" that is,
to the age of the Messiah. The testimony
of Herodotus also confirms the abov0 account of Israel's emigration and residence
in Arsareth for a period of 500 years, in
every particular. And who was Herodotus? Oxonian makes it appear that he
was an Israelite himself. of the tribe of
Dan.
We have not time nor space to follow
the history of this people while sojourning in Arsareth, which lies on the northwest coast of. the Black sea, according to
the maps of that ancient time. But whereever these tribes went they excelled in
progress, in agriculture, art and war. It
is said that in one year this people imported to Athens alone 3,500,000 bushels of
Scuthic corn, which trade arose to immense
proportions with the cities of southern
Europe. We will mention but one of
their many battles with Rome. The scene
qf this battle was the headwaters of the
Erus and Weser rivers, and called Saltus
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Creasy, one of the decisive battles of the
world; Quintilius Varus commanded the
Roman legions, and Arminius commandded the forces of Arsareth, called at this
time Scythians, a term probably derived
from the Hebrew word "Succoth," indicat·
ing the temporary nature of their habitations. The battle lasted two days, and
was so fatal to the Romans that the tidings
of it filled all Rome with an agony of terror. c~sar Augustus was so alarmed and
mortified at this defeat that he afterward
exclaimed bitterly, "Quintilius Varus, give
me back my legions!" Of this battle we
submit the following indic~tive comment
of the modern English historian: "Had
Arminius been supine or unsuccessful, our
Germanic ancestors would have been enslaved or exterminated; this island never
borne the name of England, and we, this
great English nation, whose rule and language are now overrunning the earth from
one end of it to the other, would have been
utterly cut off from existence.". The precise time when these wanderers moved on
into Germany is not known; but here we
find them in. the second century of the
Christian era, being now called the Anglo
Saxon race. The Bible says of Israel,
"they shall be called by another name."Isa. 65: 15. While yet in Assyria, in fulfillment of this prediction the children of
Israel were called the Saca Suni, and we
now find their province in Germany given
the same name with a slight variation;
viz: Saxony, evidently derived from Saca
Suni. In their wandering they had been
called successively Saca Suni, Scythians,
and Cimmerians. The first of these names
means literal! y, the sons of Isaac; the second is derived from the Hebrew word,
Succoth, meaning booths, as before stated,
and the last being only a slight variation
from Samarian, or Samaria, from whence
these people were first deported into captivity. But we now find them called Anglo Saxon. This. prefix it is claimed is derived from the Hebrew word Engel, a
contraction of Ephraim, hence the term
Anglo Saxon means literally the EphraimIsaac- people. We have now traced this
people down to historic grounds thoroughly travelled over. vVe have only to examine the history of modern times for an
account of the ingress of the Anglo Saxons.
into England in A. D. 446 to 450, where
they established themselves.under the name
of the Ochtarchy, remaining there quietly
until A. D. 800, when these eight little
kingdoms were all consolidated into one
and the crown put on Egbert's head.
This, then, was the beginning of the English government in its present form. Not
long after. this the restless Danes invaded
England, harassing that country, so that
there was little or no peace until A. D. 1066,
when William the Conqueror, came over
from Normandy, and at the battle of Hastings subdued the whole and put the crown
on his own head. But who was this William the Conqueror? It is declared by the·
best authority that the Normans, of whom
he was the leader, were none other than a
remnant of the tribe of Benjamin, which
tribl!J remainlild with Judah until the Baby.
l
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least went northward to the region of
Tarsus, where they remained until the
taking of Jerusalem by Titus.
Here they were joined by the other
fragments of their tribe, whence they can
be traced northward through Asia Minor
into Europe, until they find Dan in Denmark. The Bible declares that Benjamin
was simply loaned to Judah, iadicating the
alliance would some time be broken up.
St. Paul declared, "I am an Israelite, of
the seed of Abraham, of the tribe of
Benjamin;" which would be evidence that
this tribe, or portion of them, dwelt at
Tarsus, as Paul claims that to be his native
city. From Denmark the Benjaminites
went south through Holland and Belgium,
having distinguished themselves in their
dealings with the nations for their great
military valor and prowess, to France
where one of the feeble heirs of Charlemagne ceded to them a fertile province
which they named Normandy, (Northmen). · Here they built up one of the
most magnificent kingdoms of Europe.
Hence it is shown by this theory that all
the successful invasions of England have
tended to consolidate and gather together
the outcast tribes of Israel into the one
great government of Great Britain. Allowing now that Great Britain, Denmark
and their Isles of the sea, is that "North
Country" spoken of as the destination of
the Ten tribes, they being r,500 miles
north of the country whence they started,
we can perhaps the better understand the
following passages of scripture concerning them :-"My .God will cast them away
because they did not hearken unto him
and they shall be wanderers among the
nations."-Hosea, 9: 17. "For the chil-,
dren of Israel shall abide many days without a king and without a prince and
without a sacrifice and without an image
and without an ephod and without a teraphim."-Hosea 3: 4. "l will sift the house
of Israel among all nations like as corn is
sifted in a ·sieve, yet shall not the least grain
fall upon the earth."-Amos. 9: 9. To be
brief, the prophets of old predicted that
this race should become a great nation,
"the head and not the tail;" that they
should "lend to many but horrow from
none," and "possess the gates (straits) of
their enemies;" and that fim1lly they should
be gathered back from "all nations," "on
every side," the courts of the earth;" "the
north country" and "isles of the sea," to
their final home. vV e ask the consideration of those interested in this great subject of the singular and providential fact
that Great Britain has so extended her
regis over the 200,0_00,000 followers of
Saca Nuni of old, now in India, who are
discarding their Budhistic errors by the
million, and adopting Christianity; and
also, over sixty different nationalities including, if the writer mistakes not, all of
Egypt, Pathros, and Cush, mentioned in
one of. those startling prophecies of old
concerning this race; and especially the
Islands of the sea, which are. almost universally .under her proud dominion, as to
be the only nation known to civilization
who could fulfill the.conditions relating-to
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of both scattered Judah and outcast Israel
to their coveted and God-given earthly and
immortal inheritance.
The Levites with their sacred priesthood
may have been hid from the gaze of the
Gentile nations amid the. dreary sce.nes of
the unknown northern world, from which
God may providentially '.ead them back to,
probably, America in his own due time.
But Jerusalem, th,e great central theater .of~
God's mighty work in the last days, shall
it not receive from the promised and preserved seed of Abraham the upbuilding
wealth aud power and greatness of the
nations, of whom .we write, confederated
together; and whose possessions by the
singular providence of God are now outlying the promised inheritance in nearly
every direction. Judah and her offshoots
known in the earth have shown for their
motto an Excelsior which has developed
singularly in the fear of God, whether exemplified in the touching piety of the
Tahitian whose grace of person and character are the pride of the numerous islands
surrounding them, or any other offshoot of
that princely tribe. So also, we claim the
same disposition all through Israel's wanderings which we have briefly followed.
Oliver Cromwell though considered by
his foes cruel in the extreme, wrote letters
to his relatives filled with as pious and
tender sentiments as those of a school girl.
The savage Attilla, also, when demanding
as a ransom from a captured Roman city
that they pay him all their money and
jewels, and set all their slaves free. "What
·then shall be left us;" ·said the Roman
Senators; "l leave you your immortal
souls,'' was perhaps the noblest answer of
those dark ages.
The writer now closes an article which
is intended as an encouragement, more especially to the English people everywhere,
feeling an interest in them such perhaps as
the prophet Ezekiel would have felt for
them had he been shown in one of those
visions he had of Israel of old, also the enlightened people of that island our .brethren of to-day, exemplyfying the common
nature of all Israel, in opening up with so
little encouragement in the way of honor
or power, a fountain of truth proceeding
from the fullness of the gospel, which
shall grow larger and wider, agitatingthat
whole people, until from which shall result the upbuilding of the kingdom of God
through the salvation of thousands of souls.

had all things common;" then why not
believe that it is right to have all things
common and that it is one of the principles
of the doctrines of Christ. Christ certainly commanded the rich young man to sell
that he had and give to the poor, that he
might be his disciple. Simon, the sorcerer,
seems to be one of the witnesses that the
Holy Ghost was given through the laying
on of hands. Ananias was the first to suffer
for using hypocrisy and lying to the Holy
Ghost; he wanted to be one with the brethren outward! y, but .not in heart; so he was
made an example for others; then it was
no wonder that fear fell upon all that
heard it.
"And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and soul; neither said
any of them that aught of the things which
l;!e possessed was nis own; but they had
all things common."-Acts 4: 32.
Ananias liked the company, but he did
not like to pay the price; he wanted something he could call his own, and undertook
to smuggle himself into good company.
"Neither said any of them that ought of
the things which he possessed was his
own,'' showing plainly that they had individual rights, a right and title to some
things, but they did not say "that aught"
was their own.
Acts 2: 42-"And they continued steadfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship," that is right, "and in breaking.of
bread and prayers." "And fear came upon every soul; and many wonders and
signs were done by the apostles." "And
all that believed were together, and had
all things common."-Acts 2: 42-44. The
result of all this and what follows in the
next two verses, is summed up in the forty
seventh verse, "having favor with all the
people."
I am a believer in "all things common."
I also be'iieve it was one of the doctrines
of Christ. Turning to the Book of Mormon, we read that the people on this land
"had all things common among them."
"And it came to pass that they did do all
things. even as Jesus had commanded
them."
And this order of things was brought
about as suddenly on this land as it was at
Jerusalem. And thus "doing all things as
Jesus ·commanded" goes to show that Jesus commanded them to have "all things
common." The particular way of organizing such a body is not stated; but their
MAHLON SMITH.
"dealing justly one with another" goes to
BLUE RAPIDS, Kan., Nov 17th, 1886.
show that they had individual rights and
dealt with each other; in short, bought
ALL THINGS COMMON.
and sold, and "became exceeding rich."
I MAKE no apology for writing on the I am not writing this in reply to other
subject, further than that I am a believer writers on the subject of all things comin "all things common,'' and have been mon. One brother may think I am replyever since I have been a believer in the ing to him. If so, I will jnst say that I
gospel, and that has been forty-six years. had this commenced before I read his letThe apostles laid on hands for the bestow- ter. I firmly believe that there is a time
ment of the Holy Ghost, and they had coming when the Latter Day Saints will
"all things common." But the command have just such· an order of things as the
for either is not written in the four gospels, · people on this land had; and that it will
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John; but be- last one thousand years in place of two
cause they did lay on hands a:nd the Holy hundred; and when it takes place the time
Ghost was given, it is argued and believed will be when "the hypocrite will be detectthat it was right; and that it is one of the ed" just as Ananias was, (not killed) and
principles of the doctrine of(:;hrist, "They ~inners be 11fraid.

Common stock, and all things common
are two different kinds of associations.
The former may be a kind of worldly
association, the latter a principle of the
doctrine of Christ. Amongst the Nephites
it was called "all things common;" at
J erusa.lem by the same. ln Enoch's day
it was called oneness, and "they were of
one heart and one mind and dwelt in
righteousness and there was no -poor
amongst them." And because of this "the
Lord called his people Zion," "pure in
heart." Ananias can not come into that
order. Call the order, or organization
"oneness," "all things common,'' or some
other name; the time will come when
Zion will be redeemed and be built up
according to the law of "the celestial kingdom." In ·sec. 38, par. 6, D. C., these
words may be found, "I say unto you, be
one; and if ye are not one, ye are not mine;"
AN OLD TIME BELIEVER IN THE
DOCTRINE OF· CHRIST.
THE PIONEERS OF PROVIDENCE.

THE workings of providence in detail are,
as a rule, unperceived by the race at large;
but in the aggregate they become plainly
visible, and their outlines sharply defined.
All thinking minds, that have not run off
into belief in a blind chance, are agreed
that the notable andgreat events which
!'!lark the progress of the great Adamic
family, tribal, national, and personal are
bound together in one vast chain of cause
and effect, of which both ends are held in
the hands of him, the Master of life and intelligence, who "knoweth the end from
the beginning," arid who, ou'I: of the seeming confusion and contradiction, evolves his
wondrous purposes; and the web which
to the preceding age appeared one mass
of inextricable confusion is seen by the
succeeding one to be a marvel of skilful
workmanship for which but one place can
be found, for its texture, make, and pat·
tern will accord with no other place than
the unfinished panel of the tapestry of the
world's history where the last age dropped it. Well and truly did the poet write
that
"God moves in a mvsterious way,

His wonders to perform."

The pagan philosophers gave to the
hidden, silent, secret worker the· name
"parcao,"-three sisters who were continually weaving the web of fate. The Hebrews were the sole people of the ancient
world who recognized the hand of the
"One" in the government of the world at
large.
To the student of history it is wonderful, as we proceed from the beginning of
history up to the present time, to mark the
predominating influence of that hidden and
mysterious providence regulating the progression of the race; and so ordering it
that it does not in any wise militate against
the free moral action of the individual; he
is left to move, act, and go astray with perfect freedom in the choice of good, or evil,
in his sphere of action'; knowing, moreover, that there is a fixed, logical sequence
of penalties to be paid, or of rewards to be
received for actions done, or undone, and
in accordance with in,tentions wheth()~· tJ:iel
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were vicious or good. And yet with this
free moral agency, this freedom of thought
and speech, providence holds the guiding
rein, and its hand is plain! y to be perceived in the general results of the acts of the
individuals elected to be its pioneers, and
in those of the nation, tribe, or peoRle who
followed, aided or rejected them. Moreover, providence makes use of both our
vices and our virtues, overruling and obtaining from evil as from good the accomplishment of its design.
The all potent instrument of Deity,
when He thinks fit to make use of men to
prepare, or accomplish a part of His plans
is inspiration; but inspiration only comes
to the genius, to those born to the purple
of leadership, "Nascil nonj it." They are
born, not made. They have a gift neither
acquired by labor, nor obtained by virtue;
they are utterly unable to explain its nature
or how they came by it; the world calls
it "genius." To these geniuses comes the
inspiration for the time and needs of the
age, and by it they do certain strange
things, startling the world with their ideas,
teachings, and apparent audacity, the end
of which is often fatal to them. It is in
this manner that providence ruleth in the
affairs of man, ever working, ever striving,
ever approaching the final consummation
of the designs of Him who "knoweth the
end from the beginning," and never receding.

when the Assembly was seeking a man
Luther made Methodism possible. Wes•
who could and would quell the Parisian ley made it a reality, and the outlines left
mob of Sans culottes.fl Why was he not by Luther on the web of the history of the
with the army in Italy? Because they race were filled in by Wesley, and thus
were the born geniuses who, under the another panel was completed. But he
inspiration needed for the times, wrote the who completed it left another and a grander
concluding sentences of one chapter in the one outlined; to be filled in by some genius
history of the race, and commenced a fresh in another age, and possibly in another
one written in letters of blood.
country. Said he, "The real cause why
Cromwell made a government "of the the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost
people, for the people, by the people" a are no longer to be found in the Christian
possibility, Napoleon made it a success. Church is because the Christians are turned
Cromwell destroyed the idea of the "divin- heathens again, and have only a dead form
ity that doth hedge a king." The French left." These words fell upon dull ears,
accepted Cromwell's idea, and attempted upon stony ground. But when in th.e
to establish a democratic government. economy of God it became necessary that
Failing in it in their own nation, they these words which had so long lain dorhelped make it a reality and a success in mant should spring into active life, a genius
America. Thus we find Crom well the was born. But long before his birth it had
Lord Protector of England, and Napoleon become necessary that one should arise to
Bonaparte, the poverty stricken sub-lieu- lead the struggling American people to
tenant of the French army-two men victory, nationality, and freedom, both civil
widely separated by time, nationality and and religious. And lo, the man was at
religion-were links in the great chain. of hand. · Years prior to this the genius had
human events to establish the reign of a been born, and providence putting forth its
true democracy in a land neither of them hand lifted him up, and placed him in
ever saw.
position as the inspired genius who was to
When the time drew near that Popish lead the American people to nationality,
mummery and mockery, which under and civil and religious freedom. And all
the name of religion, disgraced all time will tell how well George WashingEurope, an intellectual epidemic, a fever ton, the gentleman farmer of Virginia,
bf thought had already set thousands filled the position. Of a verity, providence
thinking. During that epidemic the genius, . fires no blank charges.
Luther, was born. The time came when
"The thoughts of peoples and their ways and wills
the divine affiatus lighted upon him; and
There too the great law binds
"It maketh and uumaketh, mending all.
Unseen, it helpeth.ull with faithful hands.
he, the protestant "Thor," so hammered
What it hath wrought is better than hath been.
Unheard, it speaketh louder than the storm."
Slow grows the splendid pattern that it plan'd,
and smote that he hammered the Popish
Its master hands between."
giants, mummery and mockery, clear out
A few years more and another chapter
Whenever Deity is preparing the world, of the German brain and drove Protestant- in the history of the race is closed. War
unknown to itself, for some great change, ism· in; and finally made freedom of has passed way and peace prevails; and
religious, social, or political, there appears religious thought and speech a possibility again an epidemic of thought is in the air;
to. be a species of intellectual epidemic throughout Europe. When the Reform- its germs are being inhaled by thousands
floating in the air, and which is inhaled by ation had achieved all that it could possibly unknown to, or bi each other; and the
thousands of people in di:fferent and dis- do, and under the lethargy of .the time the Second Advent of Christ becomt:!s a promi"
tant places and surroundings, and who are Protestant Episcopal Church had sunk nent idea among those thinkers; and Alexutterly unknown to each other. These into a deep sleep, and darkness covered ander Camobell stands forth as its chamare the advanced guard of the movement England as with a pall, priests and people pion; when. lo, from the backwoods a voice
which the inspired genius will bye and given over to sensuality and indifference, is heard proclaiming the commencement
bye usher in. They dream about, talk another epidemic fever of thought passed of a new chapter in the history of the race;
about, preach about a something approxi- over the land, and thousands commenced the genius becomes in\pired; the divine
mating in a greater or lesser degree to to think and speak, unknown to or by each affiatus falls upon him; and lo, he makes
that which the genius will at the appoint- other generally. By and by, the thought the words that had so long lain dormant
ed time astound the world with. When began to assume shape and find expression; start into active, living life; and to throb
in the course of time the hour is come that and a young man invites two or three of and fla1:ne, and burn, and sink down deep
marks the completion of one chapter of his fellow collegians to meet with him on into the hearts of the simple, honest folk
the history of the race and the comnience- certain evenings for mutual .instruction in that heard him; and lo the gifts of the
merit of another, providence, the "Hiram the scriptures and prayer; and lo, Method- Spirit are again· upon earth, and what to
Abiff," oHhe great temple of human des- ism was born. Wesley and Whitefield, the John Wesley was a bare possibility is betiny, the master builder of the great archi- inspired geniuses of their day, the "] upiter come to] oseph Smith a glorious reality ..
tect of the universe, looking around, sees and Mercury" of the English reformation, What to Alexander Campbell was a mere
the genius standing idle, as it were,.in the so thundered and hurled the terrors of a matter of conjecture founded upon his own
market place, because no man doth hire righteous judgment from the hands of a private interpretation ·of Scripture, Joseph
him, stretches forth its hand and lifts him just and offenJed God, at the masses, that Smith declares to be a certainty founded
(the "living stone") into the exact place the snoring right reverends, and wrong upon revelation from heaven.
These
which it alone can fill in the great build- reverends awoke in terror, and cried out, things did not piease the reverend snorers
ing. But how came the genius to be in while rubbing their eyes, "These men are in whose dreams the good Morpheus had
the market place? Chance, was it? No turning the world upside down; away declared. that all was· well in their Zion,
such thing as chance is in existence. Law, with them. Great is Morpheus, the god and so it was, that the spiritual gifts• were
eternal, unchangeable governs all; his be- of slumber." But it availed them nothing; only .needed in the early days of Chrising there was simply one of the links in the .the Wesleyan reformation went on, and tianity to establish it among the Pagan
great chain of cause and effect. How on, growing each month more and more Greeks and. Romans, having seemingly
came Cromwell, the brewer of Hunting" powerful, until finally, the whole land from forgotten the Pagan Chines~, Hindoton, to ]Jecome Lord Protector of Eng- "] ohn O'Groat's to Land's End" was filled stanees, Japanese; et. al; to say nothing of
land? How came Napoleon Bonaparte, the with earnest, working, devoted christians, the Pagans of Christendom, and .that the
pov'erty stricken officer of the French ~cting. and living up to. the light they reign of Christ was to be a spiritual one
. ~r.m11 to b~ in Paris at. the precise time enjoyed;
in the hearts of his people when· all .th~
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world was converted to him, by them, the
snorers.
Straightway there arose a
mighty shaking among those dry and
withered skeletons of Christianity; and
they arose with a great rattle and shaking,
and they came together, arnl skeleton stood
shoulder to shoulder with skeleton, and
they put all the powerful machinery of
their churches throughout the land to
work, to crush out the daring genius, who
had so rudely disturbed them, and caused
those long forgotten words, and that long
ignored doctrine of the personal advent
and rnign of Christ on earth, to live, move,
and have a glorious being in the hearts of
tens of thousands. Fifty years have passed away and the "dry words" and "long
ignored doctrine," are not only living de-·
spite the anethemas of the old skeleton
fathers; but wonderful to say, the children
of those skeleton fathers have flesh upon
their bones now, (not much as yet 'tis true),
but some, and they are advoc:iting, and
convocating, and resolving, and printing
that the Second Advent of Christ will be a
personal one, and that he will reign in person over all the earth in just as literal a'
manner as Emperor William reigns over
Germany. And they are also preaching
and teaching, these sons of their fathers
the gifts of the spirit, in the healing of the
sick through the land, and reporting wonderful manifestations therein. Of a truth,
the children are adorning the supulchres
of those whom their fathers stoned.
But' not alone in these did the genius
prove himself ahead of his time and its
thought; (which even now has not come
up with him); but in many other instances,
of which I will mention but two. Years
ago, the wr'iter, when in the stand said,
"And now, not speaking Ex-Cathedra,
but as one who closely watches the stream
of thought as it flows along, I tell you that
ere many years are past a question will
come up in the religious world upon
which the churches will be divided, and
some of the great ones will split asunder
on this rock ahead. .Do vou ask me, what
will that question be~ (reply it is that of
probation aLcr death; that is the rock
'.1ead. Already the point of the wedge
1s entered, and it will in the course of a few
years be driven home to the head, riving
and tearing the Protestant log. That
wedge is the now widely spreading belief
that punishment should be reformatory
rather than vengeful; limited according to
the offence, whether done viciously or in
ignorance, rather than eternal." And now
what do we see? The great Congregational Church is taking up that very
question. It has been broached in its late
convention, and a split in the church is
very probable. And yet that very doctrine was taken up and preached by the
o-enius as a fundamental one of the doctrine of the Church of Christ.
Ere long another question will arise
causing another division among the
churches, and npon it the Protestant fabric
will be rent through and through. Already
the germs of the intellectual epidemic are
floating in the air; and the questions, Does
death put an end to man's intellectual
~evelopment? Does the believer remain

in a condition of intellectual inertia after
death? Is the life to come a non-progressive one? Is there nothing for the believer
to achieve, no positi0h to be won after
death? Is mental torpidity to be the result of eternal salvation? The slumbering snorers reply; The believers will be
so entranced by the joys and happiness of
heaven, where, with crown on head and
harp in hand they will eternally sing the
praise of God and the Lamh, that they
will need nothing more, will desire nothing more. Sweets will cloy, 0, mo~t reverend skeletons, and praise without work
and something to work for, something to
win, will become monotonous. Imagine,
0 most Right Reverend, or most wrong
Reverend, a thousand vears, ten thousand
millions, of years, ten thousand billions of
trillions of years, and these are but a drop,
(scarcely that), in the great ocean of eternity, spent in harping and singing, and then
da capo, in English "encore,'' for another
billion of billions. Why, the Nirvana of
Buddha Gautama is far preferahle; for
there we lose all individualitv and become
part of the divine soul of all things-as the
dew drop becomes part of the vast ocean
-dwelling where the "silence lives."
Of course these things are calculated to
shock you, dear old Right Reverend, and
wrong Reverend slumbcrers, who prefer
the stagnation of the swamp, to the flow
of the river, and you would, if you dared,
put restrictions upon freedom of speech
and press. But thank heaven, the giants
Stagnation and Mould can only sit in their
caves and fire off blank cartridges at the
travelers who pass by on the great road of
eternal progression.
"'Tis vain that yon call back the past,
The past will not come nt yonr prayer,
Ont of the shadows of night
'l'he world rolls into light,
And 'tis daybreak everywhere,"

And I thank Goel for it. Again the inspired genius has been ahead of hi:- time,
and of the thought of his age; for eternal
progression was preached by him half a
century back. And why should it not be
true doctrine? Look all around you 0,
Rev. slumberers; do you not see t"hat all
things are in a condition of nrogressive development, man included?
And is the
grave to be the "Ultima Thule," the "Ne
plus ultra," to man? God forhid. If you
are content to believe that a dull, dreary,
torpor, superinducing mental stupor is to
be the outcome of the celestial life, so mote
it be.
"Yet I doubt not through the ages
One eternal purpose rnns,
And creation on creation grows
With the cycles of the suns."

But it must not be thought that the
"pioneers of providence" make no mistakes, far from it. They often speak "unvisedly with their lips," as did Moses, and
in some instances what would be but a
blunder in any of us becomes a crime in
them, and marks a blot upon their lives as
connected with the history of the race.
From the beginnings of history down to
the present time we find fallibility stamped
as the "Hall mark," upon all the pioneers
who have been inspired for their day and
age. And much, very much said and

done by them that has caused them to shed
bitter tears ere they closed their eyes in
death, and to lay their bodies down when
in sight of the promised land.

J;J. s.

WYOMING.
The above conference convened at Bro. H. S.
Gill's hall, 42 Bellvue St .. Scranton, Pa,, with
the Hyde Park Branch, at 2 p. m., November
27th, 1886. E. A. Davies was chosen president,
and W. E. Peak clerk. Sr. Maggie Gill was
called on by the president to act as organist.
Ministerial Reports.-Efders H. S. Gill, D. Griffiths, J. Baldwin, Lewis Thomas, J. J. Morgan,
E. A. Davis (baptized 2), and W. E. Peak.
Priests F. Evans and J. R. Williams reported in
person, J; Ecker by letter. The Bishop's Agent,
H. S. Gill, had received $34.50; paid out to Elder
E. L. Kelley $ro; to Elders E. A. Davies and
W. E. Peak $16.50; balance ori hand $8. Moved
by W. E. Peak that the president have the right
to appoint all committees for the conference.
On motion Sr. Maggie Gill was appointed district
clerk. D. Griffiths, L. T,homas and W. E. Peak,
committee, audited the Bishop'~ Agent's books,
and found them correct. Hyde Park Branch
reported by J. J- Morgan, has improved since last
conference, and that the work there looks better
for the future than it has for a long time in the
past. Nanticoke Branch reported by Bro. L.
Thomas, was doing the best it could. The Danville Branch reported by W. E. Peak, had not
held meetings for about a year. Elder Crumb
recommends that this conference declare the
branch disorganized. On motion the Danville
Branch was declared disorganized and that the
members have their letters of removal granted
by application to the district clerk, Maggie Gill,
42 Bellvue street, Scranton, Pennsylvania, and
that the president make all necessary arrangements. On motion the spirihrnl authorities were
sustained. Branch Reports.-Hyde Park 36, including 4 elders, 3 priests, I teacher, 3 baptized,
I died; J. J- Morgan, president, Sr. Mary Morgan
cleric Nanticoke 12, including 2 elders, 2 priests,
r teacher; L. Thomas pr<>sident, J- D. Eckard
clerk. On motion Bro. H. S. Gill was sustained
Bishop's Agent. On motion the Taylorsville
Saints were granted the right to organize a branch
and have their letters of removal. As Bro. W.
E. Peak has been called to labor in the Pittsburg
District by the missionary in charge, it was
resolved that we tender to him our thanks for
faithful labors in this district. On motion Bro.
E. A. Davies was chosen district president for
the coming term, and that if he leaves before his
term expires he have the authority to appoint one
in his place. Sunday, 9 a. rn,, Bro. H. S. Gill
presided over the prayer meeting; preaching at
ro a. m. by Bro. L Thomas in the Welsh language,
assi;ted by A. N. Bishop, in English language;
prayer and sacrament meeting at 2 p. m., presided over by J- J. Morgan and J- Baldwin. The
Spirit of the Lord was manifest and all the
Saints rejoiced in the blessings of heaven. Resolved that this conference fully appreciate the
services of Brn. Davies and Peak in this district,
and tender them this vote of confidence for their
.efficient, faithful work as_piinisters of the gospel~
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of Christ. An itemized account of moneys
received by the Bishop's Agent was read and
approved, showing $34 received from the Hyde
Park Branch and 50 cts. from T. 0. Davies, from
the Nanticoke Branch. Preaching at 6 p. m. by
Elder. D. Griffiths in the Welsh language and A.
N. Bishop In the English language, assisted by
W. E. Peak. On motion adjourned to meet at
Taylorsville, the last Saturday and Sunday in
February, 1887.
WESTERN MAINE.
Conference of the above district convened
with the Deer Isle Branch, November 13th and
14th, 1886. W. G. Pert president, U. W. Green
clerk pro !em. Brooksville 43; including 1 elder,
1 priest, 1· teacher, 1 deacon. Green's Landing
31; 1 eld·er, 1 priest, 2 teachers, 1 deacon. Brays
Mountain 26; 2 elders, 1 priest, l teacher, 1 deacon; 1 baptized. Elders John Blastow, W. G.
Pert, John J. Billings; priests U. W. Green,
(baptized 1), and teacper Peater Eaton reported.
Bishop's Agent reported; on hand last report
$1806, received last quarter $s.25, paid out
$10, on hand $13.3r. Saturday evening preaching by U. 'vV. Green; S~nday·morning, prayermeeting; forenoon, afternoon and evening sessions, preaching by U. W. Green, assisted by W.
G. Pert. A collection of $15 25 for the Green's
Landing Chapel, was taken up. The weather
during the session of conference being very
stormy, prevented many of the Saints from attending. · The time and place of the next conference was left with the ·president of district to c!etermine and appoint.
·
KENT AND ELGIN.
Conference of the ab9ve district was held in the
Blenheim Branch, October 9th and rnth, 1886,
John H. Lake president, R. Coburn clerk. Minutes of last session read and approved. Branch'
Reports.-Chatham 21 members, 1 elder, l priest,
I Teacher, I Deacon, 4 baptized.
Petrolia 32, 1
elder, 1 teacher, 1 deacon, 3 baptized. Blenheim
no changes. Elders' Reports.-Arthur Leverton
had preached every Sunday, sometimes twice,
baptized 5, and solemnized 1 marriage. R. C.
Evans had baptized 13, (in the London District),
and had been greatly blessed in. preaching the
word. J. H. Lake had labored since the General
Conference principally in the London district.
Priest Peter McBrayne had preached some and
baptized three. James H. Tyrrell reported branch
labor, also preached once in the Lindsley meeting
house. R. <:;oburn, Bishop's Agent, reported:
Balance on hand last report $s4.56. Received
since $45·34· Paid out $67.15. Balance on
hand October 8th, 1886, $32 75. Report was examined by James H. Tyrrell and A. McKenzie
and found correc.t. The committee on house of
worship in Chatham reported that a house 30 x 50
feet would cost $1,200. The report was tabled
and the committee discharged. On motion the
clerk was authorized to draw up a petition to raise
money to buy a lot in Chatham on which to
build a church. The petition was drawn up and
given to Thomas Miller, Jr.., to circulate among
the Saints. A motion to have a two days' meeting iri place of the June conference next_ year
was not eritertained. J. H. Lake was sustained as
president of the Canada Mission; Arthur Leverton as president of the district, and R. Coburn as
cl.erk and Bishop's Agent. J. H. Lake, James
H. T.rrrell,John Taylor, A. McKenzie and Sam-

uel H. Bacon, the last named four to bear their
ov; n ex~enses. (Delegates to Kirtland Conference, April 6th, 1887.-Ed.). At 7: 30 p. m.
preaching by J. H. Lake on the priesthood.
Sunday morning at 8: 30 prayer and testimony
meeting, Bro.]. H. Lake in charge; three were
administered to, and one child blessed. At 9: 30
the sacrament was administered, after which
Bro. Arthur Leverton was ordained to the office
of a seventy, by Bro. J. H. Lake assisted by Bro.
R. C. Evans. At 10: 30 preaching by R. C.
Evans. At 2: 30 p. m. Bro. Arthur Leverton
preached the funeral sermon of Bro. Wm. H.
Hodgkin, from l Thess. 4: 13. At 6: 30 p. m.,
preaching by Bro. J. H. Lake. Adjourned to
meet on the second Saturday and Sunday in June,
- 1887, with the Blenheim Branch.
POTT A WATT AMIE.
The quarterly conference of this district convened at Crescent City, Iowa, November 27th,
1886, John P. Cariile, president, pro. tem, H. N.
Hansen, secretary pro. tem. Crescent City Branch
64 members, including 3 elders, 3 priests, 3 teachers and 2 deacons, 2 removed by letter. Hazel
Dell 32 members, including I seventy, I elder, 3
priests, 2 teachers, and 1 deacon; I received by
letter, 1 baptized. Council Bluffs report referred
to the branch for correction. No report from
North Star and Wheeler's Grove. Elders B.
Harding; J.P. Carlile, bapti~ed one; D. K. Dodson, and H. N. Hansen, baptized one. Priests C.
Carstensen, and John Evans reported; Robert
Kirkwood, teacher, reported~ R. Kirkwood was
:released from acting secretary, and C. F. Pratt
appointed in his place. Bishop's Agent, Andrew
Hall reported, on hand May 27th, 1886, $59-75·
Received since $340.62. Paid out $366. On
hand November 26th, 1886, $34-37· District
treasurer, A. Hall, reported on hand, May 28th,
1886, $j.50. Received since $9-IO; on hand
November 26th, 1886, $16.6o. Brn. H. N. Hansen, J.P. Carlile and John Evans were appointed
to visit the eastern portion of the district. H. N.
Hansen was sustained as president of the district.
On the Sabbath preachjng by H. N. Hansen and
J.P. Carlile. Adjourned to meet with the Hazel
Dell Branch, on the last Saturday in February,
1887, at 10:30 a. m.

INDEPENDENCE LOCALS.
'vVeather is splendid; very little snow or freezing as·yet.
Joseph Luff, the present presiding officer of the
branch, has been dispensing some very wholesome food for the past few Sabbath mornings.
He is the right man in the right place.
Bro. R. May manufactured and sold ten thous·
and' apple barrels this season. His corps of men
are now making cider barrels.
A baptistry has just been completed in the
church yard.
Two large street lamps, furnished by the Sisters' Aid Society, are. erected. and give light by
night. "Long may their light shine."
:Bro. T. W. Chatburn has the "Soldiers' Roll"
almost ready for publication. Those wishing
their names to appear on saidroll must send. them
in this month.
Under the auspices of the Sisters' Aid Society,
a grand supper and entert.ainment were given in
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the Grand Army of the Republic Hall, netting
some $85; the proceeds to be dispensed to the
poor.
,.
BOOK NOTICE.
We are out of the best bound Doctrine and
Covenants, but the cheaper ones are a nice book.
Those who have lately ordered the cheap Voice
of Warning will receive them soon, as we have
a new and revised edition at the binders. Please
remember alw that "Hesperis" a book of choice
poems by Bro. David H. Smith is an excellent
gift for either gentleman or lady.
NOTICE!
The ladies of the Lamoni Mite Society desire
to thank all who so kindly assisted them with
Thanksgiving dinner, with donations, labor, and
patronage.
MRS. W.W. BLAIR, Pres.
MRS. A .. BULLIS, Sec.
The quarterly conference of the Northern
Nebraska District will convene at Omaha, Nebraska, Friday, January 7th, 1887, at 7: 30 p. m.
All are invited to attend. By order of
NELSON BROWN, Dist. Pres.
The Second Quorum of Elders are preparing a
new Circular· Letter. We lack the post office
address of Brn. Samuel Alcott, Robert Holt, L.
N. Merchant, W. B. Smith, 'vVm. Thompson,
Edward Wheeler and J. W. Wight. Will the
above named brethren please send me their
address. We desire to send each of the elders a
circular letter by the rst of January, also a .blank
on which to report to the next General Conference.
F. C. WARNKY, Secretary.
INDEPENDENCE,

Missouri.

MARRIED.
p ARKER-HARRINGTON.-,At the residence of
the bride's brother, Bro. George E. Harrington,
Armstrong, Kansas, November 25th, 1886, by
Elder Joseph Luff, Bro. Robert J. Parker to sister
Nellie Harrington.
DIED.
BLALOCK.-At Dukedom, Tennesee, September 29th, 1886, Minerva M., wife of Bro. Tho!Iias
H. Blalock, aged 29 years, 5 months, and 3 days.
She was baptized and confitmed by Bro. John
Thomas. She waR faithful to her.t!ilvenant, and
died .in the hope of a re&t with the faithful o.'
God. She leaves a husband and two children to
mourn her loss.
AMON.-At Dukedom, Tennesee, November
27th, 1886, George Amon, youngest son of
Thomas H. and Minerva Blalock, aged oneyear,
and ten months. So pass the little ones from
earth away; and of such is th_e Kingdom of
Heaven; mother and babe wait the resurrection
morn, to be reunited again in bonds that shalt
know no breaking.
··
.BRANCH RECORDS.
L@ather backs and corners, muslin sides; printed
headings, and ruled for Record of Names, Blessing of children, and for Marriages ................ 2 00
DIS'l'RIO'l' RBJCORDS.
Printed and bonnd similar to Branch Records ........ 3 00
LICENSEt:i, NOTICES, &c.
Priest,s, 'l'eacher,s, and Dea.con's Licem~es,
each, per dozen .......... ,...... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 12
Blank Preaching Notice~, per hu~1dred, 40c. and . .. . . 50
Baptisn1 and Confirmat10n Cexti:ficate books, l·nth
Eldm.·~s,

hlank !';\fl1h. ?ififor....

..... ... .. ..

9:!'i

VOICE OF WARNING,
And Instruction to all People. on the Doc.trine and
History of the Latter Day Work; 128 pages.
In paper covers, twelve for $1. ••••...•.•.•...• -•. each .10
Limp Cloth Cover, each ...................... ,........ 25
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THE CHICAGO TIME'S,·
..
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887.
THE DAILY TIMES.
The experience of the· past bas demonstrated that the west
requires and Viill liberally sustain a first-class newspaper such
as THE Turns-a journal that epares no necesaafy expense .in
the collection oft.he news of the world, and that gives an am·
ple presentation of the events of each day as they occur. It
is strictly within the hounds of truth to a•sort that THE
TIMES in all its editions' is the most complete, comprehensive,
instructive, and entertaining jour~al published on the Am -r~
ican continent; and care will be taken to maintain the high
reputation that so many years of a·knowledged supremacy
have brought.
THE TIMES is represented at Washington, New York, and
other principal cities of the United States and Europe by cor·
resdondents of experience and a high order ,of ability, who
transmit by telegraph or mail accounts of all occu.rrences,
and pre8ent intelligent reviews of the political and· social
events of the time. The vigilance of the correspondents is a
guarantee that readers of'fHE TIMES-will be kept fully informed in all that goes to con•titute the history of the period.
The city news will be given more fully and ad~quately than
it is possible for any other Chicago paper to present it. All
occurreuces will be reported, as they baVe l)een heretofore,
with absolute impartiality. Through no othor chantiel is it
practicable to obtain such complete records of the pt·oceedings of deliberative bodies of a nat10nal or representative
charactel:,aS through the columns of THE TrnEs.
Merchants and bankers throughout the cou.ntry have long
recognized the superiority of THE 'fnrns' financial and commercial reports. Absolute accuracy and· freedom from the
influence of trade1s' .cliques and and rings will continne to
characterize this department of the pa.per.
Literary features of a high order of merit have been added
to the Suuday and Saturd.:ty editions, and to these departments 1:1ome of the best writtjrs id the United States have become regular contributors. 'l'hese editions ·rival the bebt
magazines in the excellence (If tbeir literary contents.
THE TIMES wi.ll continue in the advocacy of sound political
principles. It will labor for the emancipation of the country
from the burdens of a proiettive. tadff and give all encouragement to efforts for the improvement of the civi1 se vice by
its divo cement from party politics. THE Tnil!:s will remain,
as it has been for more thau twenty ~ears, an agg• es.sively
independent journal, acknowledging allegiance to no party,
but striving for princ.ple anl" ju tice.
In order to meet the demands of its country· patrons, arrangemt:nts have beeu made whereby the Suuday edition of
THE TIMES is distril>uted by means of special and fast railway
trains to cities within a radius of two huildred miles of Chicago early on the day of its 1iublication.
THE WEEKLY TIMES.
TAE 'VEEKDY TIMES is a complete compendium of the news
,•,{ the week, with 6pecial features of late and trustworthy
:-1rket reports, and a department of industrial and agricul~, 1.l·h1telligence carefully prepa?tjd by an editor of long ex~
1f ·®Ce, anu is printed and mailed the morning of the day
.Ju which it is <lated. Iu these rnsi-;ects 'l'IIE \VEEKLY TIMES is
supedor to any mere agricultural paper, for the fidd it covers
is infi~itely more extensive than that which can be occui>ied
by the' one idea" pre~s.
The subrnription price of THE WEEUY TIMES is only $1 per
year, postage prepaid. It is not believed that so valuable and
compreheosive a library of useful knowledge can be anywhere
else obtained for so small a sum. The endeavor will be to
make THE WEEKLY a perfect new;:.paper for farmers and for
families to whom it is not con' enieut to take a daily.
Sample copies will be sent to address on app1ication by Jet·
ter or otherwise to ,'.~'HE TIMES office, corner Washington street
and Fifth avenue, qh~.cago, Illinois.
.
TERMS.
Per year to subscribers, by mail, postage prepaid:
The Daily aod the Sunday .......................................... $15 00
The Daily six days in the w•ek ................................... 13 00
The Daily of Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.............. 7 00
The Daily of Monday, Wednesday and Friday.............. 6 50
The Daily one day in the week .................................... 2 25
The Daily two day• in the week ................................ :.. 4 50
The Daily of Saturday .... ..... ......... ......... ............... .•.... 2 60
The Sunday edition..................................................... 2 60
The Weekly............................................................... 1 00
By carrier in the city per week:
The Daily and the Sunday ..........................................
30
l'J. i, e Daily six days ................................... ·.·........ .. . . . .. . .
26
'J'he Weekly ............................................ : ................. .
For Single Copies in city or country, 5 cents.
2fidecU
1
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'l'he CaslR
Will buy a good FARM of 120 acres; near La·
moni, just now. Address:
dec18tf
H. C. SMITH, Lamo.ni, Iowa.

BIBLE

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER

J. ].

No\v ready for •ale. Over 560 pagee, half inch wider
print than the Book of Mornon, and about the sanie
length. Bound in good leather (buffiing), Price $1.50.
Address J. J. COI(NISH,
20oct4t
Reed City, Osceola Co., Mich.

Ho'mie ;for Sale (]heap.
A dwelling house on same block as Saints' Her·
ald Office, in Lamoni, Iowa; good house and good
accommodations. Enquire of L. J. BARR,
LAMONI,

H.

H A N S E N ,

M • D.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; call~ mad<a at all
hours. Office in Drug Store of Hansen &·Walker, Lamoni

MIDWIFERY and DlSEASES of WOMBN a Specialty.
~Residence one block East Teal's Store.
14feb1y

CORNISH.

clec11tf

J.

row A.

For Sale Cheap,
Two of the choicest RESIDENCE LOTS in
Lamoni. Good location and near Chapel.
Apply to D. F. NICHOLSON.

.AD VER TTSERS:
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing:
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspapero .Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send lOcts. fol" 100-Page. Pamphlet.

declltf

La1mo11i and Viciuily.
Those wishing to become acqu.ainted with Lamoni .and vicinity, will do .well to sub.scribe for

THE LAMONI GAZETTE,
A weekly paper, now published by
LAMBERT & HANSEN.
declltf

·LADIE·S
WANT·f OArticle.
to sell an entirely New staple
R
Quick bales and .Big
l .. runti:'.l. ~amv1e und ·1·ermi:; Free. Al~o, Heduced price
list of. Bed Springs. Address: B. ]!', OHDW AY, Peoria,
Ilhno1s.
19juutf

A FINE· ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES. JOS.;SMITH,
.Fae simile of a Stippled Crayon, life size, bust form, will
be published for the holidays, which we trn,t will be appreciated by all brothers and sisters.
Portraits will be sent .to any part of the world on
receipt of price, $1,25.
A. good reliable _4gent wantt'd
In every branch. All orders and applicllt.ions for agen·
cies recorded. A liberal com~1i1-:t"iou allowed to ngents.
Samples sent on receipt of pnce, which will be refunded
on the first 20 copies sold and paid tor by the ageut, by
one of the portraits. Send stamp tor further paniculars.

.Photographs enlarged in Vrayon and
Satisfaction guaranteed.

l'a~tel.

Address:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
80noy3m

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.

J. W. DeJ'tioou, i'l'l. D.,

PHrSICIAN AND

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered .
LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residence Ea•t end
of Main Street.
jan30tf
HVL~ i:>Cltll'TUH~,o.

Inspired Translation by Joseph Smith the Prophet
Sheep or Library binding.. . . .. . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . .. i
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgcs .................. , •.•••• 2
Full Morocco, gilt edges ............................... 2
New TeRtament. in~nireil f'rlitio.,
............. "'..

!It
OG
50
75

DOCTRINE AND COVENANT::,.
Sprinkled Sheep, or Library .......................... 1 25
Imitation Morocco, ._ .......
1 50

'° ..............

'!.'HE SAINTS' HARP-HY~hi.,WJOK.
lmjtat1on Morocco, ll!arbled edges ... ?/ .(':' ......... 1 25
Im1tat1on Morocco, gilt edges ........•• : •.•••
1 50

,,v.......

Po~ms by David

gilt edges .......................................... 1 50
VISIONS OF JOSEPH Sl'.vlITH, '!.'HE sgEH.
Discoveries of Ancient American Hecords and Relics,
with the statement of a Converted Jew, and of
.•..•....•. _..

1fi

"MANUSCRIPT FOUND."
We have for sale at this office the notorious "Manuscript Found," written by Rev. Solomon Spaulclmg, about
which so much has been eaid in connection with the theory that it furnished J!lseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
chief ground work and material from which to write the
Boqk of Mormon. Ila~ 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies, in
cloth, 45 cents; 10 copies or more to one r.ddress, 40 ce.nts

ench; in paµer, single copJes .25 cents; 10 copies or more,

· to one address, 20 cents euch.

D'E'N.
_ . ·'';E
•• .;R,·.•.

CHICACO,
""°'J
P:EORIAor ~··
ST. LOUIS

~

·

Either by way of Omaha, Pacific Junction, A1chi.son or
Kansas City. It traverses all of the six Great States,<

11.1...NOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLOR'ADO,

With branch lines to their import~nt cities and lowns4', It
runs every day in the year from one to ~hree elegartly
equipped through trains over its own tracks, between

Chicago and Denver,
Chiqiago and Omaha,..
Chicago and Council BluffsiP
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicagt;> and Atchison,
Chicago and Kansas City,
Chicago and Toi>eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Pe{)ria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas Ctty,
St. Louis and Omaha,
St. Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rock Island,
Kansas City and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul.
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Molru:"~-·

At each of its several .Eastern and Western terrr)ml 1t
connects in Grand Union Depots with Through Trains to
and from all points in the United States and Canada.
It is the Principal _Line to and from

San Francisco, Portland and City of Mexico
For Tickets Rates General Information, etc., reger~ing
the Burlingto~ Route, call on any Ticket Agent in ~he
United States or Canada, or address

HENRY B. STONE,

PERCEVAL LOWELL,

Gen' I Manager,
CHICAGO,

HESPERJS.

H. S"1ith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,

otherB: paper coverR. 48 'ORQ'~iil

The Only Through Line, Wlth its oWn' frack,. between

Gen'I

Pass. Agent,

Train Leaves Lamoni, Going East at
Do.
do.
West

I: 50
2: 53

p. m.
"

THE SAINTS' HERALD is published every Saturday, at
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, by the Board or Pnblica
ti on of the Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ of Latter
Day Samts; Price $2.50 per year. Money may be sent by
Post Office Order, Postal Note, Registered Letter, or by
Express on Lamoni, addressed DAVID DANCER, Box s;e.
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. All matters of business
connected with the office should be addressed to DAVl11
Da:ito1111; communiGations and articles to the EDl'l:OB·
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"HlllARKEN ~·o THE WORD OF THE LORD: ll'OR THERE SHALL NoT ANY MAN AlllONG YOU lIAVll SAVlll IT BB ONlll WIFE; AND CONCUBiNBd, .;
HE SHALL HAVE NoNE.''-Pag~ 116,Book of Mormon, chap. 2, par. 6.
··--·
"WE BELIEVE THAT ONE MAN SHOULD HAVlll 'ONE. WIFE, AND ONE-WOMAN BUT ONlll HUSBAND: EXCEPT IN CABE. OJI' DlllATH, WHEN EITHER
IB AT LIBERTY TO MARRY AGAIN. "-Page 330, Book of Covenants .and Commandments, sec.109, par. 4.

Vol.

33."-Whole No. 710.

Lamoni, Iowa,

THE SAINTS' HERALD:
Official Paper of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
r.>f Latter Day Saints.

Published at ,Lamoni, Deeatur Clo., Iowa,
Every Saturday; price $2.50 per year.

W- 'rhe Traveling Ministry, District. and Branch Presl~
dents, and the Bishop's Agents, are request~d to solicit
new subscribers, and help make the weekly a success.
Entered as second class matter at Lamoni Post office.

JOSEPH ·SMITH

W.W. BLAIR

EDITOR.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 25, 1886.
PERSECUTION AND ITS CAUSES.
Continued from page 758.

IT might well be thought that th~ brutal
rage of the Jackson county mo.b would
have been satiated in their tWeatening,
whipping·, burning, and killing,' when
driving the body of the Saints from their
midst. The following, however, will further serve to exhibittheir fiendish cruelty,
and their unrestrained avarice.
"On ·Monday night the 24th of December; four
aged families living. near the village of Independence, whose penury and infirmities, incident .to old age, forbade a ~peedy re'moval, were
driven from their houses by a party of the tl)Ob,
who tore down their chimn.eys, broke in their
doors and. windows, and hurled large rocks into
their houses by which the life of old Mr. Miller,
in particular, was greatly endangered. Mr. Miller is aged sixty-five years, being the youngest
man in the four families. Some of these men
have• ;toiled and \>led .in the defence .of their
country; and old. Mr. Jones, one.of the suffeF.ers
' serv_ed.as life guard.to General Geo. Washington,
. in the revolu_tion. Well may the soldier of Seventy-six contemplate with horror the ..scenes
which surround him at this, day in Jackson
county•where liberty, law, and equal.rights; are
trodden· under foot. It is now apparent that no
man embracing the faith of this people, whatever
be .his •. age or former standing in society, may
hope to escape the wrath of. the Jackson county
mob, 'whenever it is in, their power to inflict
abuse.
"A courtofenquiry was held at.Liberty; Clay
county, 'Missouri, the latter part of this morith,
to enquire ·into the conduct of :.Colonel Pitcher
for driving the Saints, or ·Mormons; from Jackson county, which resulted in' his 'arrest for further trial by a court in artiaJ;
"The. mob . sold the· ma.terfals, or rather gave
Davis and Kelley leave to take the Evening and
Morning ' Star establishment, to Liberty, ·Clay
county, where they comm.ericed the publication
of "The , Missouri Enq.qirer" a ' weekly paper.
They also paid our lawyers, employ'ed ·as coutisel
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entertain a hope of. suggesting some ·ideas that
against .the mob, three hundred do)lars on the
may ultimately prove useful in ameliorating the
one thousand dollar no~e, on agreement; a small
present suffering condition of my brethren, and
amount towards an establishment which with
the book work and furniture, had cost three or in some degree restoring peace to both parties.
four thousand dollars.
'
"Being particularly acquainted with the situation of both parties at this day, my desire is to
"From the very features of the celebrated mob
write irnpa1:,tial1y; notwithstanding I feel very
circular previously inserted, it will be seen that
sensibly the deep wound that has been inthey meditated a most· daring infraction of the
flicted upon the church of which I am a member,
constitution of our country, that they might grat•
by the citizens of Jackson county. The petition
ify a spirit of persecution ag11inst an innocent
to your Excellency, dated the 6th of December
people. To whom shall blame. be. attached .in
last, was drawn up hastily by Mr. Phelps and
thi,; tragedy, when they in JuiyJast boldly mad~
signed by several of us just before the closing.of
known their determination to drive the Mo.rmons
from Jackson county, 'peaceably if they could, the mail; and there is· one item . in particular in
said petition that needs some explanation; the
forcibly if they must,' openly declaring that, •the
request that "our men may be organized ·into
arm of the civil Jaw did not afford them a suffi~
cient guarantee against the increasing evils .o~ companies of Jackson Guards, and furnished w,ith
this religious sect.' · And. in their circular they . arms by the state" was made at the- instance ,of
disinterested advisers and·also a communication
further say, "We deem it expedient, and of. the
from the Attbrney General to. Messrs.. Doniphan
highest importance, to form ourselv.es into a
a11.d Atchison, dated the z1st of November.fast;
company for the better .and easier accomplish~
giving his views as to the propriety of ·otganizment.of our purposes,~ and conclude iwith these
ing into·reg1Jlar companies,.&c. \'.{'he necessity
high toned words: 'we therefore.agree, that after
timely warning, and upon receiving; an: adequate of being compelled tO.l'esottto ar~s, to regain
ourpossessions.inJackson covnty,.is.by nomeans
compensation· for what ·little property they".can
agreeable to the feelings of the church,•and·w.ould
not take with them, they refuse to leave us in
never·be thought·of·but:frompure·necessi·ty;
peace as they found us, we agree, to use such
In relation to the court· of enquiry, &erious:.dif.
means as m,ay be sufficientto'removethen1; and
to this end we pledge t.o each other our liv(!S, our -ficulties·coqtinue :to •e'xist well :caleuJated.to:pr·e·
elude the most importanttestimonrofoql'.!churd1,
bodily:powets, fortunes, and sacred, honors.'
and there appears to be•no e:vi,L ~hich man is
·"In answer to their bold and daring resolves
capable -of inflicting upon his fellow creature
to guard against anticipated evils, I give the·folman but what our. people are threa'.foned .with at
lowing extract from. the Governor's_ letter in relathis day by the citizens of Jackson eourity.·· .This
tion to this affair, dated October 19th, 1833. •No
intimidates a great many, :Particularly females
citizen, or number of citizens, h_as a right to take
and ·chilr:lren, aµd, 11-0 .military, guarci,w?uld di·
the redress ,of their grieNances, whether real or
minish _their fears so far as to induce th,em, to
imaginary, into U..eir own hands; such conduct
atte_nd the court in that county. Thlswith (}th- •'·
· strikes at tbe very ,existence of society, and sub·
er serious difficul.ties wil,l give a .cjecid~d adv:1nverts the foundation pn :which it:is .based.'
tage to the offenciers;.i.µ 11.court, o.f enquiry, while•hJJ'.j
"l .ask again, to whom ,shall blame be at_tached
they triumph in power, numbers,
in this regard, when .the mob previo\1sly and pubThe cltiztms of Jackson county are well aware
licly deqlar.ed thei.r intentions;..and:the,pril'l-l)iples
that they have this advantage; and the leaders of
involved were understood by the, eJi:ec,utive, as
the faction, if they must submit to: such acolirt,
appears by the foregoing; and ..also. by:the Judiwould gladly h_asten it. The ch_urch are :anxious
·ciary, accm;ding:to Judge Ryland's letter. And
the constitution oL the land, guarantees equal ··for a thorough in:vestigation into the whole·af·
fair,· if their testimony ·can be_· taken without so
rights and: privileges .to all. .To whom [then]
greatperil as they have reason to fear. "It is·tny
should blame be attached, but Jackson county
opinfon from present appeatances, 'that n:>t'Onernobbers and Missouri."
n be preThe following le.tter fromBro. Gilbert fourth of the witnesses of our p ·
o~stlfy.
will enable t" ~;.i'i;ader to see further in re- vailed. upon to go into.Jackson
that'facgard to th.:..'S~mts taking arms in their The 'influence of the party that co.
own defense and in defense of the ·institu- tion is considerable, and this Influence opetates
tions of the s;:ountry, and by whom it was in some degree upon the-drafted militia, so fa'r as
to lessen l)Onfidenc¢ in the loyalty of ·that body.
advised;
"LIBERTY, :Clay county/Mo.,
Arid T am satisfied that 'tlie influence ·of 1the
''January:9tlr, :!834.
J~~ksori county faction wm not, be_ ent'ifely'·pµt
"])ear Sir :-Since :my' communication of: the dO'f_n while they have advocates among certain
·29th ofNovember; ·and a petition dated 'the 6th . religious sects ...
'·Knowing that your Excellency· must be1awaj·e
of December last, to:v\fhich my name·. was attached; I am induced to tres1ni.ss again 1;1po~ your 'of the Unequ~Pcoiltest 1in whkl1 we a.re engaged,
pa'tience; w.ith ,further pa'rtieulars in relation to , and that the 1 little· handful ·that compose! -our
1
the , un£orh;mate faction .in Jaf!kson county,. on · •1. church 1are not t?e ~n Iy sµffeters that feel 't.he
which subject l should 'be silent were.:ifnohhat I ·op_presgive ·hand •of· ·priestly: pO'werJ ·M-th,'1 tpese

&c.
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difficulties, and many others not enumerated, it i~ also on hand to fight the battle of the Utah wowould be my wish to adopt such measures as are
men .. The House amendments to .the Senate bill
are mainly for the purpose of protecting the prob_est calculated to allay the rage. of J a_ckson
cbunty, and restore the injured to their rightful
perty rights of the Mormons as citizens so clearpossessions. And to this end, I would suggest 1y that no one can confound the uprooting of polygamy with an attack on vested rights. If the
tP.e propriety of purchasing the possessions of the
bill gets ·through the House there is little doubt
· riiost violent leaders of the faction; and if they
a.issent to this proposition, and about twenty of that the Senate will concur in the amendments."
-Chicago Tribune, Dec. 8tk.
the most influential in that county, (which
would embrace the very leaders of the faction),
could be obtained, I think the majority would
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
cease in· their persecutions, at least when a due
CONTINUED.
exercise of executive counsel and authority was
~ues. 3.-Did D. Whitmer. promise the
manifested. I suggest this measure because it is
mob that he would stop preaching if they
of a pacific nature, weJl knowing that no legal
did not take his life?
·
steps are calculated to subdue their obduracy,
Ans.-Many years ago such rumors
only when pushed with energy by the highest
were afloat, but as to the truth of them we
authorities of the state.
can not say.
In this proposal I believe that I should have
~ues'. 4 •......:.Did D. Whitmer in any way
the .concurrence of my brethr,:on. I therefore
assist the mob to murder Joe [we suppose
give this early intimation of our intention on the
part of some of the leading men in the church, the writer means J oseph.--Ed.] Smith, and
what assistance, if any, was it?
to purchase out some of the principal leaders of
Ans.-W e are not informed that he did,
the faction, if funds sufficient can be raised; hop:
and have never heard a rumor to that
ing thereby to regain peaceful possession of their
effect, except in the sense that Mr. Whithomes; and in making a trial of this measure at
mer, being· disfellowshipped in 1838, and
a future day, we may deem it important, and of settling among the persecutors of the
great utility, if we could avail ourselves of coun·
Saints, thereby encouraged and emboldsel and directions from your Exce1lency, believened the Missouri mobocrats to push their
ing that there will be a day in negotiations for
persecutive movements against the church,
peace, in which an Executive interposition would
which resulted finally in the murder of
·produce a salutary effect to both parties.
"'
·Joseph and Hyrum, June 27th, 1844. We
," In this communication, with honesty of heart do not believe Mr. Whitmer directly or
i have endeavored briefly to touch upon a few intentionally, was ever guilty of such a
interesting points in plain truth, believing that I
base deed; for however much he mav
have given no wrong bias on either side, and
have been offended because the · church
with earnest prayers to our great Benefactor that
tried and disfellowshipped him, in 1838,
and however much he may have differed
the chief ruler of this State may come to a fuJl
with Joseph in his views and sentiments
knowledge of the grand outrage in Jackson counand interpretations in respect to doctrfoe
ty. I subscribe myself,
and church polity, we can not think he
Your obedient servant,
knowingly would in any way contribute
ALGERNON S. GILBERT.
to such a horrible transaction.
To his ExceJlency, Daniel Dunklin, Jefferson
The persecution and driving out of the
City, Missouri.
ANTJ:..MORMON LEGISLATION.

CHIEF among the very first movements in
the present Congress is the following
prompt effort to get further and speedy
legislation on Utah Mormonism.
"Chairman Tucker of the Judiciary Committee
made the first move towards anti-Mormon legislation to-day, by his resolution fixing December
I4th for the consideration of the amended Senate
Anti-Polygamy bill. The r!solution went on
the calendar, and it will probably be after that
date bofore it can be called up. The object of
Mr. Tucker was to give notice that the Judiciary
Commi
i:rould press a hearing for its measure.
·Thill is
easant news for the ~formon lobby,
. but its members will make a desperate fight just
the same. The convenient title of 'counsel' which
enables the lobby to include within its ranks ex'
Cabinet members and others of well known reputation, gives a cloak of respectability to the
Mormon missionaries whose missiona!'y efforts
just now are bent toward Congressmen with pliable convictions. Opposed to these are Messrs.
C. W. Bennett and R. W. Baskin, the committee
appointed by the Gentiles of Utah to represent
them at the National Capital. Baskin is a Democrat and Bennett is a Republican, so that the
'luestion of politics can not be raised. Kate Field

Saints from Missouri involved them interrible trials and temptations, and how far
their own acts, and the acts of those who
were disfellowshiped or apostatized, contributed to prejudice and embitter the
mobocrats, is a matter not easily weighed
and decided, especially at this late date.
And if it shall ever be found that David
Whitmer's course in any way tended to
cause or intensify the persecutions that afflicted the Saints and resulted in the assassination of Joseph and Hyrum, we confidently hope it will also be found that no
such thing was intended by David Whitmer. We regret the existence of such a
rumor. It did not originate with the Reorganization.
The Saints were fearfully persecuted in
Missouri from 1833 to 183d-9, when they
'numbering about 12,ooo, men, women and
children, were expelled from the state by
the exterminating order of Gov. Lilburn
W. Boggs. In the midst ofthe confusion,
strife, and terror incident to such a horrible
outrage, it is not surprising that many were
misrepresented, misunderstood, and that
hosts of false rumors obtained credence
and were accepted as facts. True Christian charity will cast her quieting mantle
over those dark and cruel times, and let
the impartial historian, and the Judge of

all tbe earth, decide where and upon
w horn rests blame.
~ues. 5.-What authority had the
church to say that the original Book of
Commandments was faulty, &c., as I see
it st~ted in the Herald of November l 3th?
Ans.-It bad that authority which every
organized body has to point out and correct its own mistakes, or those of .its agents.
That serious errors were made in publishing the Book of Commandments, and
in printing in the Evening and Morning
Star, vol. l, some of the revelations it contained, is ~een in the following statements
taken from the re-printed Evening and
lVIor,ninl[ Star, published at Kirtland,
Ohio,i n 1836, by Oliver Cowdery, "spokesman" to the Seer, and "second elder" to
the church. Oliver Cowdery who had
the mea_ns of knowing of that matter, says:
"We have again inserted the articles an<l
covenants according to our promise in a
previous number, for the benefit of our
brethren abroad who have not the first
number of the first volume. As· there
were some errors which had got into them
by transcribing, we have since obtained
the original copy and made the necessary
corrections."--,--Evening and 11-::forning
Star, vol. l, page 196.
Add to this what is said by F. G. Williams & Co., in volume 2, page 384: "It
is also proper to say, that in the first fourteen numbers, [of the "Star."--Ed.], in the
revelations, are many errors, typographical
and others, occasioned by transcribing
manuscript; but as we shall have access to
originals; we shall endeavor to make
proper corrections." These corrected revelations agree exactly with those published
in the Doctrine arid Covenants. Let it be
borne in mind that Oliver Cowdery and
F. G. Williams & Co., made these corrections by the orij(inal copies, and it was
done about the time the errors were first
discovered, and that the said revelations,
thus corrected, were accepted and endorsed
by a General A<>semhly of the ministry
and Saints in Kirtland, Ohio, August l 7th,
1835, convened for the purpose of decidingas to whether they would accept the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants, compiled by
"presiding elders Joseph Smith, jr., Oliver
Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon and Frederick
G. Williams." See ~Messenger and Advocate, vol. 1, page 161; JVIill. Star, vol. 15,
page 299. But the Book of Commandments was not compiled by such authority,
it was never completed, and it was never
accepted and endorsed by any General
Assembly or Conference, but was from
the first pronounced faulty, was rejected,
and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants
was authorized, compiled, and unanimously
endorsed as containing "the items of doctrine of Jesus Christ, for the government
of his church," by "the several authorities,
and the General Assembly."
~ues. 6. vVhy did the church change
some of the revelations in this Book of
Commandments when they compiled the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants and
then put them in the Doctrine and Covenants as the correct ones?
Ans. As we have seen, the editors of
the Evening and 1Worning Star when
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reprinting that paper, corrected the first the month of August," . . . "and the republication of those revelations by the mainder in the September following."original copies stating that errors had ocTimes and Seasons, vol. 4: l I 7; 1Will.
curred in transcribing them; and we have Star, 14: 36, 37.
further seen that a General Assembly of
~ues. 7.
fa there hot a revelation in
the church appointed a committee,. (Sep- the Doctrine and Covenants under date of
tember 24th, 1834), composed of J0seph 1831, or some time, saying that the Book
Smith, jr., Oliver Cowdery, Sideny Rig- of Commandments was right and there
don and Frederick G. Williams, the chief w,as no unrighteousness in them?
presiding elders of the church, "to arrange
Ans. No; not that we are of.
the items of doctrine of Jesus Christ, for
The charge that Joseph corruptly alterthe government of the church." These ed some of the revelations he received has
"items" were "to be taken from the Bible, been a favorite weapon with which to
Book of Mormon, and the' revelations attack his Seeric reputation and the
which have been given to said church up authority of the Book of Doctrine and
to this date, or shall be until such arrange- Covenants. Those who don't know the
ment is made."-#Iessenger and Advocate, facts in the case, and who make that ~harge
p. 161; .llfill. Star., vol. 15: 299. The are presumptuous, self-conceited and lack
compilation thus authorized was made, and either good sense or good morals. And
August 17th, 1835, it was presented to a those who do know the facts and make
General Assembly called to decide upon that charge, are contemptible and criminal.
that compilation-the Book of Doctrine
God says of that Seer, "he shall do my
and Covenants-which was then accepted work;" and, "he shall be esteemed highly
and indorsed "unanimously" by said as- among the fruit of thy (Joseph, son of
sembly, to "become a law, and a rule of Jacob) loins;" also, "he shall .be great like
. faith and practice to the church."-Mi!l. unto Moses;" and further, "l will make
Star, vol. T5: 299. In this public, authori- him great in mine eyes."--2 Nephi, 2: 2.
tative way, the church changed-correct- This could not be, if he was a false reveed-"some of the revelations" found in the lator; a deceiver and corrupter of the
Book of Commandnents, "and put them word of God.·
in the Doctrine and Covenants as the cor·
rect ones." Th.e reasons, we see, were
t;T AH MORMONISM.
good and sufficient, and the authority was
WE
clip
the
following from the Stockton,
of the highest character.
Aside from this, God has the same right California, Independent, of November
to authorize his appointed Seer to add to 27th, and is valuable as :>howing the inside
any of the revelations certain words and view of Utah Mormonism and the tendenfacts, that he has to give him any revela- cies of the younger generations:
"An emigrant family from Utah Territory the
tions at all. And the people of God have
no proper grounds for rejecting such ad- home of Mormonism, arrived in this city yesterditions, or what purports to be revelation, day morning and encamped on the bank of Morgiven by and through God's authorized mon channel, between Hunter and Eldorado
and accredited Seer, unless they perceive streets. Being desirous of learning something
that it contradicts and contravenes the of the manners and customs of the Latter Day
word of God already received and endors- Saints, a reporter of the Independent paid a visit
eJ-which thing very, very rarely occurs, to the family. He found that it consisted of fathand when it does it proves speedily fatal er, mother, six children, arid a young man about
to that Seer, as a protection to God's peo- twenty years of age. The head of the famiiy,
ple against deception and as a punishment, John: Bates; a man about fifty years of age, and of
a sign, and a warning.-See Deut. 18: 20; a pleasing demeanor, received the scribe and reaJer. 28: 1-17; Ezek. 14: 3-1 r. Add to dily undertook to give some information about
this Helama.n 3: i 3,-"thou shalt not ask Mormonis_m. The reporter had folly expected
what is contrary to my will;" and Doc. & to see at least hatf a dozen wives, and was someCov. 7: 3-"do not ask for that which what at a loss to account for the apparent discreyou ought not;" and the teachings of pancy; but the first thing Mr. Bates did was to
Joseph the Seer,-"We never enquire at set the reporter's mind at rest on the polygamy
the hand of God for special revelation question. He explained that he was a believer
only in case of· there being no previous in the principles of Mormonism as laid down by
revelation to suit the case." .•. "lt is a the Prophet Joseph Smith. The sect to which
great thing to enquire at the hand of God, he belonged differed in many things from the
or to come into His presence; and we
Mormon Church presided over by Brigham
feel fearful to approach Him with subjects that are, of little or no importance, to Young and his successor, but·the main point of
:;;atisfy the queries of individuals, especially diffel·ence was on polygamy. The followers of
about things, the knowledge of which Brigham Young recognized polygamy as a divine
men ought to obtain, in all sincerity be- institution, while those of ;Joseph Smith were unfore God, for themselves, in humility, by alterably opposed to it; Many people did not
th.e prayer of faith."-Times and Seasons, niake a distinction between the two sects, in fact,
in. their minds Mormonism was inseparably convol. 5: 753; Mill. Star, vol. 14: 413.
God has the right to add to his own nected with polygamy, and a Mormon was rewords, andthis, too, by mea.ns of his duly garded as a second Solomon. * * *
"Speaking of affairs in Utah Mr. Bates said the
accredited Prophets and Se.ers. · See Jer.
feeling of the Brigham· Young Mormons was
36: 32;. Deut. 5: 22; Gal. 3: 19·
Joseph the Seer states is respect to the very intense against the United States GoVerrirevelation in Doc. & Cov., section 26, that ment, and they would die sooner than yield to
"the first paragraph" was given "early in what they considered the encroachments of. the

Government. If trouble ever came the poo.1
people would have to suffer the most, as the rich
and educated would probably leave. The poorer
class were imposed upon by the elders of the
church who were constantly preaching and exhorting them to stand by the church, as therein
lay their only hope of salvation. The young
people were inclined to be progressive, and the
majority of them were inclined to look with dis·
favor on polygamy. The officers of the church
and the older people did all they could to hold
the tendency in check, and their efforts were successful until recently. Now, the younger people
finding that they will be protected by the United
States Govern merit, are growing bolder, and some
have gone so far as to openly espouse monogamy.
The children of Mormon parents are brought up
very strictly, as far as the word strict is applicable
to the Mormon Church. They are not all.owed
to hear or read anything about any other religion,
and if by chance they should, they are sternly
forbidden, .under the penalty of severe punish·
ment, from telling it to others. As the Koran is
to the believers of Mohammedanism, so the Book
of Mormon is to the Mormons. It is the foundation of their educational system, and is taught in
every Mormon school, the same as geography or
arithmetic is taught in one of.the public schools
of the United. States.
"The Mormons are noted for their secrecy, and
United States officers in search of any information will not be able to find out any Mormon. A
Mormon nev,er turns traitor, and can n.ot .be induced to say or do anything against one.of his
sect. This accounts for the difficulty officers experience in getting a conviction for any offen.se
committed. Mr. Bates stated that when the.officers were hunting for Elder Taylor, he was hid·
ing in a house near where Mr. Bates was stopping. The officers several times came to the
house and inquired of the inmates if they knew
where Taylor was; but they disclaimed all knowledge of his whereabouts. Mr.· Bates said he
could have given the Elder away, but under the
circumstances he didn't think it advisable to do
so. The Mormons have a code of signals whereby they can give warning of danger. In one
house the waving of a rag is a danger signal.
The women, as a general thing, are well disposed
toward their husbands, and would die before they
would give any information. This state of things
makes a conviction for polygamy a difficult matter. Women will swear point blank that they·
were never married to or cohabited with a man
on trial for polygamy, even when such marriage
or cohabitation is notorious. The Federal officers·
in Utah show a disposition to deal severely-'with
polygamists. The poor peopleJare not troubled
much in this respect, the officers.
ing out the
rich and influential. * * *
"In Utah that little line, •It is a wise child that
knows its own father,' is peculiarly applicable.
It is a •chestnut' taunt for one boy, when angry,
to sarcastically observe to a companion, •Why
you don't know who your father was.' A man
. with seven or eight wives.and the father of twenty or thirty children, in most cases, could not tell
one of his children on the street. As a general
thing a man keeps' all his wives in one house, but
the rich people usually have separate .houses.
•Polygamy has its humorous sides,' said. Mr.
Bates, as he indulged _;n a meditative smile, •it
tnay sot111d strange and ..ludicrqtis to you 1 bi.tt I
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have seen a man, clad in his night garments, issue from the bedroom of one wife atid enter that
of imother, and the thermometer at twenty-six
degrees below zero, too!' In conclusion Mr.
'Bates said that all over the Territory of Utah
armories were secreted. Every M01'mon adult
' male was considered a minute-mar\ and supposed
· fo'be ready to 'respond to a call to arms at a rho, nient's notice. When the final struggle comes,
the' Mormons will die before they ,yield. As tlie
r'eporter left, Mr; Bates and his family bid him a
; kind good night, a:nd laughingly requested him
to•call again. As the emigrants left at daybreak
·this thorning; the invitation will probably not be
' complied with. ·Mr. Bates' remarks on Mormonism are to be understood as applying to the Brigham Young branch of the church. The follow. ers of the Prophet Joseph Smith, who claims to
Have found the Book of Mormon, have a church
this eity. Their belief in many respects is the
'·same as Protestantism."

irt

THE HERESY IN THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.

· Tjrn Saints, of all Classes of the latter day
belief, are interested in the cause of the re. ligious controversy now going .on in the
·Congregational Church. The presel'it
condit:ion 'of the quarrel may be briefly
stated to be that some of the ministry have
reached more liberal views regarding the
gqspel demands upon the living, and the
·condition of the unenlighterl'ed beyond the
grave; and they have become somewhat
' forward in stating their convictions. The
Calvinistic element in the church· propose
· .that men holding the advanced, or liberal
· views shall not be sent abroad to reclaim
'the heathen,becausetheir view is heretical,
. The following from the Chicago Tribune
·of November 15th will aid the HERALD
readers to a better understanding of how
the matter stands, one being an editorial
from the New York Times, the other a
telegram from Boston.

torture. With the Hon. Joseph A. Ropes and
the senior secretary of the board he voted against
a majority of the committee when.it was decided
that the Rev. Robert A. Hume-a faithful missionary of twelve years' experience-should not
be allowed to return to his field of labor in India
for the sole reason thathe agreed with the rejected applicants. At the Des Moines meeting Mr.
Hardy resigned, and at the same time Professor
Smyth of Andover was dropped from. the committee, which was reconstructed so as to present
a solid front against the probation idea.· The
convention saw, as one of its committees reported,
that the·Ioss of Mr. Hardy 'took away a tower of
strength.' He was urged by a resolution, unanimously passed, to accept a re-election and was
unanimously re-elected.
"Mr. Hardy has since refused to accept this
re-election, and his letter of refusal is given to
the public by Dr. Mark Hopkins, President of the
American Board, in company with a long letter
of his own.
11 When the so-called heresy of a probation for
unenlightened heather\ first excited the opposition
of the Prudential Committee and certain ministers
. of the old school; it was urged by them that its
·adoption or a· fa\Jure to exclude it from the
mission field would 'cuf the nerve of missions.'
If missionaries holding the obnoxious views
should be sent out by the board, contributors who
had been'v'erj'.generous would; it was asserted,
withhold their · doriatibns, and the missionary
work.would die out for want of money and men.
But it was afterward shown that those who were
most eager to enter the field were the very men
who had embraced the so-called heresy, and now
it appears that the board is in danger of losing
money support; not because it has allowed
liberals to save the perishing heathen, but because
it has barred the liberals out, for the disaffection
or departure of such men as Mr. Hardy is a
serious loss.
11 What would happen if applicants should be
turned over to councils may be shown by the experience of Mr. Stoddard of the last class at
Andover, the leader of a group of students who
desired to become missionaries in Japan. On the
22d ult. he was ordained and installed by a coun·
cil as pastor of a church in Haverhill, N. H.
His views concerning probation for heathen
caused only one dissenting vote to be cast. He
is qualified to preach to the people of Haverhill,
. but not, in the opinion of the American Board,
fitted to work for the salvation of heathen who
are going to endless punishment because missionaries ·do not enlighten them.''

New York Times: "The sharp consroversy in
the Congregational Church concerning the destiny·of unenlightened heathen and the rejection
of certain missionaries by the American board
who do not believe that the heathen are all in hell
and going there, did not end when a compromise
resolution was unanimously adopted atthe Des
· ·Mo:i'nes·meeting. It has been kept alive and embittered by the •friendly' prosecution of the An·
dover professors for breach of trust, anti by the
recent declarations of the venerable Dr. Mark
·Hopkins and the Hon. Alpheus Hardy. A Bos"Boston, Mass., Nov. 12.-The amended charges
.ton newspaper urges Dr. Dexter and his associ·
against Profs. Smyth, Tucker, Harris, Churchill,
ates to •!et the AndoYer prosecution drop,' because
and Hidcks have been sent to the board of Yis•the spirit .of revolt which is growing up in the
itors of Andover Theological Seminary. The
church as a result of the narrow policy of the
charges, which are signed by J.M. Wellman, H.
American· Board is spreading so rapidly as to
M. Dexter, 0. T. Lampear, and J. J. Blaisdell,
cause great alarm even among t!1e ultra-conservare made against Prof. Smyth by name, but
atives.'
copies were sent to each of the other Professors
"The Hon. Alpheus Hardy has been a member
with the information that the charges against
of the American Board's Prudential Committee
them were the same as those against Prof. Smyth.
for twenty-nine years. When the meeting was
The first specificatio.n alleges that Prof. Smyth
·held at Des Moines he was chairman of the comholds beliefs, has taught doctrines and theories,
mittee, and for some years he had held that office.
and done other things antagonistic to the constiIt was well known that he had opposed the comtution and statutes of the seminary and the "true
mittee's rejection of certain applicants who were
unsatisfactory because they did not believe that all . intention" of its founder; as therein expretised;
that Prof. Smyth, contrary to the modified reheathen who die without a knowledge of the
Christian religion begin at once to suffer endless quirements of Articles 11 and 12 of the constitu-

tion is not a man •of sound orthodox principles
and divinity, according to the fundamental and
distinguishing doctrines of the gospel of Christ,
as summarily expressed in the Westminister .As.
sembly's !short catechism,' but that he teac.hes
what is antagonistic to the seminary creed; that
Prof. Smyth in the breach of the requirements of
Art.+ is not orthodox and consistent Calvinist.
"The fourth specification gives in detail the
'heterodoxy' of Prof. Smyth. He holds:
First, that the Bible is not the only perfect rule
of faith and practice; second, that Christ in his
days· of humiliation was finite, being limited. in all
His attributes, capacities, and attainments-in
other words, was not God in man; third, that no
man has the power or capadty to repent without
the knowledge of God in Christ; fourth, that
mankind, save as they have received knowledge
of historic Christ, are not sinners, or if they are
are not of ·such sinfulness as to be in danger of
being lost; fifth, that no man can be lost without
having knowledge of Christ; sixth, that the atonement of Christ conoists essentially in his becoming identified with the human race through his
incarnati•m; seventh, that the trinity is modal
or monarchian and not a trinity of persons;
eighth, that the·work of the Holy Spirit is chiefly
confined to the sphere of historic Christianity;
ninth, that the salYation of men is not wholly by
grace; tenth, that faith ought to be scientific; and
rational rather than Scriptural; that there is
probation after life for all men who do not decisively. reject Christ, and that this should be
emphasized and made even central in systematic
theology.
"He also holds that there is a new theology better tr.an the old, which is bitterly opposed to the
creed, and he has in repeated instances broken
the solemn promises made when he subscribed to
the creed.''

WE notice that there is a serious charge
made against one Samuel S. Partello, a
late writer on Mormonism. When such
men write, similar articles is the result of
"unconscious cerebration."
"A CASE OF PLAGIARISM.
"LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 18th.-To the Editor:
Mr. 0. D. Howe of Table Rock, Nebraska, a son
of Mr. E. D. Howe, late of Painesvllle, Ohio, who
was the celebrated author of the work entitled
"Mormonism Unveiled," has this day forwarded
to my address a clipping from your paper under
date of February 3d, 1886. It contains an article
regarding the "Spaulding Manuscript," purporting to come from a person who subscribes his
name as "Samuel S. Partello."
11 Mr. Howe is of the opinion that this article is
a verbatim copy of ari article which I had the
honor to print in the New York Independent during the month of October, 1885. After a close
inspection I am .glad to be assured that the case
is not quite so ill as Mr. Howe has conceived;
Mr. Partello has made a few alterations of my
article, but these are not by any means numerous
or important enough to relieYe him from the
charge of plagiarism. This charge is heteby
pronounced against him.
11 1 sho~ld not be at pains to expose the grave
misconduct of Mr. Partello but for the circumstance that the article which he has taken such
unwarranted liberties with constitutes a chapter
of my work, now almost read,y for the press, en-
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titled the •Biography of Sidney Rigdon, the Real
Founder of M.ormonism.' It would be very awkward when that volume appears to find myself
confronted with the charge of having committed
a theft upon the writings of Mr. Partello, when
exactly the opposite is the true state of the case.
I humbly request you to insert this note for
the purpose of giving me some protection against
what I consider to be an act of serious injustice.
Yours very truly,
WILLIAM H. WHITSITT,
No. 306 East Chestnut Street.

["A comparison of the two articles fully sustains Mr. Whitsi.tt's charge. We regr.et the imposition, and assure Mr. Whitsitt and the readers
of the Daily News that Mr. Partello will not be
given another opportunity to deceive them.-En.
Daily News.
EDI1iORIAL ITEMS.

ON the 10th inst. President Joseph Smith
took train for Kewanee, Illinois, to attend
district conference there, and he may go
thence to Plano, Sandwich, and Mission,
ere he returns.
Bro. Georg~ Cope, of Cardiff, .South
Wales, kindly calls our attention to an
error in Voice of \Yarning, page 14, where
it reads, l Kings IO: 34. We are happy
to say, that error .with som.e others are
corrected in the present edition. It is next
to impossible to make printed copy perfect.
The revised edition just received, has a
chapter of twenty-one pages added by W.
W. Blair on "Joseph Smith, a prophet of
God." Bro. Cope says the work of the
Lord there is progressing favorably, though
slow; but that indications are favorable
that a good work will be done there.
Bro. J. S. Roth, under date. of December l 2th, writes from DesMoines.. He is
actively at his mission work, baptized a
very promising man of late, and quite a
number more were near the kingdom, and
he fepls greatly encouraged.
Bro. Geo, S. · Lincoln says in his letter
to us of December 4th, that . their branch,
San Francisco, California, is in good condition, and that we may expect to hear
good reports from it. Elder John Parson,
once with the Utah Mormons, and after
that with Joseph Morris, has been preaching for them with much acceptance, arid it
is hoped he will give his entire attention .
to the ministry and. prove a great helper
in the church.
Bro. B. B. Mosher writes from Cattara"
gus, New York, and says that about a
year and a half ago he .:was led to . unite
with the church, ai:id was baptized by Bro.
H. S. Holt. He has been persecuted some,
but testifies that the Lord had healed some
of his family by the prayers of the Elders.
On invitation of relatives he had Rreached
there, but his doctrine did not suit some,
yet they thought he could do good if he
belonged to some church which was respected. Brother Mosher says he fought
under his country's flag, .had laid in Libby
Prison, and thinks he is entitled to worship God as he chooses, ifhe do.es not harm
0thers. He says he has be.ei:i. at heart a
Latter Day Saint ever sin.ce he. first read
the book of Doctrine. and .Coven~nts, iind
that he~ hm1
evidence 9fit& truth, ' \ ··
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Bro. Cornish was making quite a stir
at Bay Port, Michigan, up to December
10th; had opel'l.ed some new places during
the past two months. He says, "three
were baptized in Caseville yesterday (the
9th), and there is quite a stir in Huron
county."
Bro. Peter I. Brown writing from W aterloo, Nebraska, the 8th inst., says that
Elder Nelson Brown, president of that
district, is doing well, the work in the district is looking up, and a good number
have lately come into the church. Bro.
Peter has been preaching at a place called
The Island, and until the weather turned
bad, had full congregations.
Every little while we see the statemeµt
made in various newspapers antagonistic
to the temperance reform movement that
"prohibition does not prohibit," even .in
Maine, for that statis.tics show that the
enormous sum of $r,ooo,ooo is expended
in the state annually for liquor under prohibition laws. But this statement is at
once seen to be misleading, when it is
stated that the sum spent for liquors in
Maine prior to the e.nactmei:it of the. law
prohibiting .its sale was $I r,000,000, and
this has beei:i red.need to $1,000,090--what
is the reason. that prohibition.does not prohibit in. this case. Let any man stop the
leak in his fortune box from eleven doliars to one doear, and it would be hard to
make him believe that there was nothing
prohibitive in ~he means by which the stop
was effected. Again, . the decrease in
crime in Rhode Island since the enactment
of prohibitory laws in that state has been
very marked; the arrests for the mop.th of
Tuly were less than one half what they
' were in the same month for many yearsprohibition does prohibit crime in Rhode
Island.
In twelfth line from the bottom of the
last column, page 780 of the HERALD,
read. "1841" instead of "l 844."
BELOW we give a clipping from the
Youth's Companion, which will be of
interest to our readers. And in this connection we may relate what was told us
by eyewitnesses relative to Joseph Smith's
examination on a writ of Habeas Corpus
at Monmouth, Illinois, in July, 1843.
Joseph had been arrested at Palestine,
Lee county, Illinois, by Sheriff Wilson, of
Hancock county, and at the instigation of
J. H. Reynolds, of Jackson county, Missouri, (who died there not long since, a
·miserable, degraded, despised whisky sot).
These men, Wilson .and Reynolds, attempted to run Joseph out of the co.u.nty,
·(and probably out of the state), without
giving him an opportunity to. have the
protection of the law. But in this they
were foiled; for when they reached Dixon,
the county seat, and placed Joseph in
close confinement and seclusion, Col.John
Dixon, the venerable pioneer of the town,
hearing of their base treatment of their
prisoner demanded and .. obtai.ned an interview with Joseph, procured him an attornev--Col. E. D. Southwick,,.--through
whom he secured.a writ of Habeas Corpus; ~nd as Judge G,aton'& ~(:mr~ flt \?t~r,w~
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had adjourned, that of Judge Douglas was
found to be in session at Monmouth, and
Joseph was taken thither and tried and'
honorably discharged. At this trial Hon.
0. H. Browing, afterward secretary of·
the Interior under President Lincoln,
made a most· notable speech in behalf of
Joseph, during which Judge Douglas and
the entire audience were deeply moved in
favor of the prisoner, the Judge and many
others weeping freely, ·though at the
opening of the court the prejudices of the.
people were strong and bitter against him •.
Judge Douglas was .ever after a warm
friend ~f J o~eph~ who. about this ~ime.
named him "'I he little giant."
\.
"TAKING THE RESPONSIBILITY.
"He who is what Homer calls a 'masJer of
men,' has 'the will to do, the soul to dare.' His.
mastership shows itself in an emergency by immediate action. In a crisis, he takes the responsibility and turns the scale. A scene in the
judicial career of the lat.e Stephe.n ,A. Dougjas.
illustrates this sort of. mastership. 'Vhe.n he
was but twenty-eight years of age, he .was elect·.
ed one of the judges of the Supreme Court .of.:
Illinois. The cir.cu it. to which he was assigned
included the Mormon settlements, and. the co;:n~,
stant C()nflict between.the 'Saints' and .the •Gen·
tiles' often made his court hou.se a battle.field.
"It happened that the Mqn.non leader, Joseph
Sniith, was put on trial fqr sm;:ne criminaloft"yn~e
before J uJge Douglas., The. pe 0 ple flocked to.
the court house, .anxiou.s to see Smith convJcted,
and punished, because they thot\ght hiIT! res,po11sible for all the crimes charged aga,inst.l:he M.()r~
mons.. When it was whispered that the evide1y;e
w 0 uld not secure a conviction,. it. was .propos.~d,
that the. citizens should enter the. cour.t..h.ouse,
seize Smith,. and hang him.. A gallows \vM
hastily buHt in the. court house yard, .and .a .,b<?.~~.·,,
terous mob rushed into. the court-room wjiere
the prisoner was about to .be tried.
"'Sheriff,' called ot\t.Judge. Douglas, asthe,:
mob crowded toward the place where Smith !lat, ..
'clear the room! The proceedings ofthe court a.re .
interrupted.'
"'Gentlemen, you mus.t keep order! Yoµ hag
better retire,' said the sheriff, a small, weak: lllan,
trying to carry out the court's order.
'"Judge,' said he, .as the mc,>b, instead, of re~
tiring, kept crowding towa,rd tht'l prJso11er, .'they .
won't go out, an.d I can'.t mak(:l them.'
·
"Several of the ringleaders, stimulated. ]Jy the.
sheriff's confession, jumped over the bar ..and.
started to sei;i:e Smith, They wt')re arrested by
Judge Douglas rising and. calling out to a large
Kentuckian, who. Blood six fi>et and a half.-:'" I appoint you sheriff of this. couit. Select as
many deputies as you require. Clear the. com:t
house. The la\Y demands it, and I, as the judge
of.this court, command you to enforce the law
and preserve the peace.'
.
·
"The suddenly-appointed sheriff obeyed 'the
judge's orders.
Hastily calling upon half a
dozen men to serve as deputies, he knocked down
three ringleaders; his deputies pitched six n'.i·~re
out of the windows, and in a few minutes.. the
court room. was cleared of tht')'mob, who, seeing
the fate of their leaders, scampered out of the
door.
"Judge Douglas' prompt action pr1Jve1.1ted a
m.urder ancl secured a fair triaJ to the priso~er.

~11t hv ha~ ~s~\1~e9 !\B ~~t{lorit;r whi<::n i:H4 .1l9t;
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belong to him. As the duly appointed sheriff
was present, he had no legal right to appoint any
one to act as sheriff.
"He knew that before he spoke, but a mo·
ment's delay would have sealed Smith's fate, He
took the responsibility, and met the emergency
by the immediate action which prevented a
murder."

people everywhere, those
who are studying Mormonism from the
genuine, standard works of the church,
are finding much in them to heartily approve and commend, and much in the
Saints to admire. Whenever and whereever the Saints live up to Mormonism as
taught in their sacred books-the Bible,
Book of Mormon, and Nauvoo edition of
the Book of Doctrine and Covenantsthey will compel the good opinion of honest, sensible people in their favor, for those
books teach the very purest and most exalted principles in respect to civil government, loyalty, marriage, hygiene, morals
and religion. All the error and darkness
and reproach and stumbling. which the
Saints have suffered, has been because they
have not carefully heeded the teachings of
these standards.
,
Here is a clipping which serves to illustrate what we have said:
INTELLIGENT

"THE MORMONS ON FOOD AND DRINK.

"Rev. James K. Applebee preached to the 28th
Congregational Society, of Boston, recently upon
the'Mormons. In the course of his sermon he
remarked: •In his Word of Wisdom Joseph
Smith teaches that it is not good to drink wine or
strong drinks, excepting in the sacrament of the
Lord's supper, and then it should be home-.made
grape wine; that it is not good to drink hot
drinks, or chew or smoke tobacco: that strong
drinks are tor the washing of the body, and that
tobacco is an herb for bruises and sick cattle; that
herbs and fruits are for the food of man; that
grain is for the food of man, and beasts and
fowls; and that flesh is not to be eaten lily man
excepting in times of winter, cold and.famine.' It
is not pretended by the Mormon that this Word
of Wisdom is to be regarded as a divine comrnandment, but simply as a revelation showing
forth the will of God, and suited to the conditions
o'f all saints young or old, male or female, without distinction. Anyhow it has had its effect on
the Mormon people, so that, next to being th,~
thriftiest, they are ~he soberest people on this
continent."
WAR IMMINENT.
THE following judicious remarks in respect to
impending wars in the east are from the Sandwich (Illinois) Gazette:
"War has become a science and a terribly expensive one. The Great Powers of the world
are not inclined to rush into it without long and
careful preparation. In Europe immense standing armies are maintained and all material of
war kept up to the highest standard at vast expense, and each nation is watching its neighbors
with jealous eye; but there is always much hesitancy. and a long trial of diplomacy before the
challenge is given. Just now a critical point has
been reached. France and Germany are watching each other. Russia and England are holding
p1ernsel ve~ in re~dines§
~<?'. f1;.. trial
o! ~trength
:,
' . .
.
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that must soon come. Austria regards Rusbia's
attitude towards Bulgaria with apprehension.
All these nations are increasing their armaments.
Turkey and Egypt are prizes over which the
battle will one day be fought. It is thought by
the most careful observers that the conflict can
not long be delayed, and that it will involve all
Europe when it comes. The period when the
nations will beat their swords into ploughshares
has not yet come. The approach to it will be
through many gory battle fields."

EDITED BY SISTER "FRANCES."

'•O, GoldeR Age, whose light is of the dawn,
And not of sunset, forward, not behind,
Flood the new heavens and earth, and with thee bring
All the old virtues, whatso,ever things
Are pure and hon,est and of good repute.
But add thereto whatever bard has sung
Or seer has told of when in: trance or dream
They saw the Happy Isles of prophecy."

CHRIST'S CONING.
ON Sabbath last we were permitted tO listen to
an eloquent sermon from Bro. W.W. Blair on the
••Second Coming of Christ." It was a sermon
intended not only to make every Saint thankful
for the gospel light and truth, but to cause many
who heard it to pause and ask the question of
their soul, «Shall I be ready to meet Him? Is
my lamp trimmed and burning, and have I oil in
my vessel with my lamp?" We have sometimes
wondered if the hearts of the disciples when they
conversed with the Savior upon the way to Emmaus, ever "burned within them" more than
burns the heart of many a grateful one in these
latter days, when they think of the marvelous
light which has followed in the train of the gospel restor.ed by that other angel flying in the
midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel
to preach!
Yes; our hearts li>urn with gratitude; but si.sters, we must have the faith which leads to a
pure life,, to constant works of self-sacrificing.love
for the sake of that crucified one who is so soon
to return again to earth, and re-visit the scenes
of his conflict and agony, his toils and privation,
-his triumph over death and the grave.
We copy below an exquisite poem, and wish
every on'e who reads it would commit it to memory. It is many times a help in times of triai and
temptation to have the memory stored with gems
of thought, upon which we can draw as oil to
throw upon the seething billows of grief or passion.
COMING.
It may be in the evening,
When the work of the day is done,
And you have time to sit in the twilight
And watch the sinking sun,
While the long, bright day dies slowly
Over the sea,
And the hours grow quiet and holy
With thoughts of me,
While you hear the village children
Passing along the street,
Among those thronging footsteps
:May come the sound of my feet:
Therefore I tell you watch I
By the light of the evening star,
When the room is growing dusky
As the clouds afar;
Let the door be on the latch
In your home,
for it may be in the gloaming
~9!11\J·
',
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"It may be when the midnight
Is heavy upon the land,
And the black waves lying dumbly
Along the sand;
When the moonless night draws close,
When the fires burn low and red,
And the watch ticking loudly
Beside the bed;
,
Though you sleep tired out, on your coueh,
Still your heart must wake and watch
Iti the dark room,
For it may be that at midnight
I will come.
"It may be at the cock-crow,
When the night is dying s)owly
In the sky,
And the sea looks calm and holy
Waiting for the dawn of the golden sun
Which draweth nigh;
When the mists are on the vallies shading
The river's chill,
And my morning star is fading, fading
Over the hill:
Behold I say unto you watch I
Let the door be on the latch
In your home.
In the ehill before the dawning
Between the night and the morning,
I inay come.
"It may be in the morning,
When the sun is bright and strong,
And the dew is glittering sharply
Over the little lawn:
When the waves are laughing loudly
Along the shore,
And the little birds are singing sweetly
A.bout the door.
With the long day's work before you
You rise up with the sun
And the neighbors come in to talk a little
Of all that must be done;
But remember that I may be the next
To come in at the door,
To call you from your busy work
For evermore:
As you work, your heart must watch,
For \he door is on the latch
In your room, ,
And it may be in the morning
I will come."
So He passed down my i:iottage garden,
By the path that leads to the sea,
Till He came fo the turn of the little road, ,
Where the birch and laburnum tree
Lean over and areh the way :
There I saw Him a moment stay, '
And turn onee more to me,
As I wept at the cottage door,
And lift up His hands in blessing,
Then I saw His face no more.
And I stood still in the doorway
Leaning against the wall,
Not heeding the fair white roses,
Tho' I crushed them and let them fall.
Only looking down the pathway,
And looking towards the sea,
And wondering, and wondering
When he would come back for me
Till I was aware of an angel
Who was going swiftly by,
With the gladness of one who goeth
In the light of God most high.
He passed the end of the cottage
Towards the garden gate(I suppose he was come down
At the setting of the sun,
To comfort some one in the village
Whose dwelling was desolate).
And he passed before the door
Beside my place,
And the likeness of a smile
Was on his face I
"\>Veep not," he said, "for unto you is given
To watch for the comh1g of his feet
Who is the glory of our blessed heaven;
The work and watching will be very sweet
Even in an earthly home,
And in sueh an hour as ye t4ink not

H~
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So I am watching quietly
Every day:
Whenever the sun shines brightly
I rise and say,.,Sunlight is the shiuing of his face l
And look unto the gates of his high place
Beyond the sea,
For I know he is coming shortly
To summons me. ·
And when a shadow falls across the window
Of my room,
Where I am working my appointed task
I lift my head to watch the door and ask
If he is come.
And the angel answers sweetly
In my home,"Only a few more Xfaadows
And he will come."
BY a brief letter from sister S. A. Rose, Quarry,
Ohio, we learn that erysipelas having set in, in
her wounded limb, she has been suffering intensely and is doubtful in regard to the ultimate
result. She misses the kind letters, which, as she
is not able to answer, have ceased to come. She
has prayed earnestly that God. would send one of
his servants there that she might be administered
to, but they come not. She expresses perfect
trust in God and resignation to his will. Who
of tf1e dear family of Saints will spare from the
happy Christmas time an hour, to send a few
comforting words to her?
HOME COLUMN MISSIONARY FUND.

Sr. Emma Hall, Persia, Iowa..............
Sr. Mary E. Hulmes, Greenville, Pa........
Sr. Frances Butler, Lamoni, Iowa . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Mary Wahlstrom, Lamoni, Iowa.......
Sr. Mary C. Banta, Lamoni, Iowa . . . . . . . . .
Sr. Nora Gillen, Lamoni, Iowa............
Sr. Mary A. Seely, Wheeler, Iowa.........
Sr. Emily Williams, Wheeler, Iowa .. ; . . . .
Sr. Elsie Fyrando, Magnolia, Iowa ..... ; . .
Sr. Christiana Edwards, Ubly, Mich........
Sr. E. Hightower, Beattie, Kans. . . . • . . . . . .
Sr. Emily C. Hillman, Adams, Neb. . . . . . . .
Sr. Almira A. Hillman, Adams, Neb. . . . . . .
Sr. Margaret J. Head, Stewartsville, Mo. . . .
Sr. Christina Hansen, Council Bluffs, Iowa. I
Sr. Hattie A. Head, Stewartsville, Mo. . • . . .
Sr. H. Williams, Savanna, Ill..............
Sr. Sarah J. Be.nson, Land.on Mills, Ill. . . . .
Bro. John Richards, Baaumont, Kan.. . . . . . .
LAMONI, Iowa; Dec. 16th.
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ORDER.
Tms is a subject worthy of the deepest consider~
ation. No society, religious or political, can
progress and arrive to any degree of perfection
without it. In the affairs of life of all ranks and
circles is seen its actual necessity, for the pro·
motion of peace and happiness; What nation or
people can be controlled and governed without
this ruling principle? Even on the battle field
where the enemy is brought face to face the
result of its power is felt. See the vast amount
of machinery that is filling all parts of the earth
in this enlightenltd age,-yes, this age of wonder
and amazement. Can one single pieee turn on
fbe wheels of action or move in the sphere for
{vhich it was designed without order? The poet
.has said "Order was heaven's first law." Let
this be as it may, we are well assured that it is a
striking principle in all the works of God. The
sun, moon and stars, wonderfully disclose the
grandeur and beauty of the same. The earth and
the minerals thereof, the seas and forests, the
ftnvls of the air, with all the animal and vegetable
kingdom exclaim aloud, 'Surely our Creator, by
whose· matchless power we· were formed, could
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things to work systematically and in order.
Pause for one moment and think of self, and will
we not say with David, "Lord I will praise thee
for I am fearfully and wonderfully made; marvelous are thy works, and that my soul knoweth
right well?" Many years ago when my spirit
was permitted to see and enter another world,
the first thing that attracted my attention was the
beautiful order. It was lovely indeed and neat.
The peace and joy that filled my bosom, the
things which I saw and beard, can not be described, as it was only understood and known at the
time when in the spirit or trance; but the perfect
happiness I can never, no never forget, and have
longed in spirit many times to be th.ere. Sisters,
do not grieve for. the loved ones that have gone.
Those who have fought the good fight and ke,pt
the faith; they are free, free from the enemy of
all righteousness. · When I found myself returi:ing to earth, great was my· lamentation,
desiring nothing but to have stayed there; but
we must at all times be resigned to the will of
the Father. My heart burns within me when I
contemplate the wisdom and goodness of God
towards bis creatures, and how seemingly ungrateful to what we ought to be when we know
that through him we live and move and have
our being. Our earthly home should bear the
marks of the heave~ly, and order should be
inscribed upon its tablets and cherished in every
breast. It relieves the mind of many a burden,
and saves the feet very many weary steps; in
hct how little .can be accomplished without it,
a'!d how much with it. We are told "the house
of God is a house of order." So it is. Can not
this be applied to the home; the family of God
is a family of order. Of course circumstances
differ materially, which makes a wide diffe_rence,
but in all cases, whatever may be the surroundings, each one should strive to cultivate that
heaven-born necessity in this probationary state.
Boys raised in a well regulated household generally make the best business managers, the best
husbands, and girls the best housekeepers and
wives, and so, being implanted in the minds of their
posterity, humanity will . become nobler, the
mind better prepared to behold the beauties of
the principles of salvation which were ordered in
the high counsels of heaven. Yes, every link is'
set in order or the chain could not be perfect, arrd
by its power, through obedience manki_nd can
receive an inheritance in the kingdom of heaven.
I will close with the saying of Paul, "Let all
things be done decently, and in order.
C. ACKERLY.

Dear Sister Frances :-We are of the isolated
ones, (my little daughter and I), there being no
branch nearer than eight miles, and we ba:ve no
way of going to church except when some good
brother comes and takes us. It is seldom that
we hear the ·gospel in its fulness, yet we try to
think it is for the best that we are so situated.
God perhaps has willed it to be so, that we may
learn to lean more on our heavenly Father for
strength and comfort in the hour of our trials;
yet there are times when we are lonely for the
companionship of the Saints, when we long to
be with those of the same faith, that we may
talk of the doctrine and of the work, ·and ex~
change ideas and. views, and by so doing gain
strength to go on fighting the good fight of faith.
We are both but babes in Christ as yet. My
husb3nd i~ no~ in the ch1-1rvh1 hut'ao!'l~ m~t hind<:;r
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us from enjoying every privilege of mingling
with the Saints whenever opportunity affords.
We get the Herald and Hope, and they are a
source of great comfort to us. We always look
forward to the day that brings them, and every
thing else is laid aside until they are read; and·
oh, what comfort and strength we feel after reading the many letters therein, especially when
som.e one we are personally acquainted with
writes. I am so young in the faith myself, (not
having been in the church a year yet) that I do
not feel as though I could offer my advice to the
sisters, but instead need advice from thetn, and
it does encourage me when I read the letters
from the sisters who have passed through the
trials that. the church had to endure in the early
days. When I think of what they went through
in the way of persecution; and with it all, 're.
mained faithful to the cause, my trials while
hard to bear seem very light in comparison. Yet
what a great blessing, and what a help it is, to.be
able to attend church every Sunday, and to attend prayer and testimony meeting every week?
When Thursday night comes I think the Saints
are meeting now for prayer and testimony meeting, and I wonder if any will let Hime trivial
thing keep them away. I hope not; and I won·
der if those who meet will remember and offer a
prayer for the ones far away. Surely they will.
I remain a sister in the faith.
NoRTH PLATTE, Neb., Nov. 24th.
Dear Sr. Frances: In answer to your last appeal to the mothers, I enclose my offering. I am
twer.ty-seven years old to-day, and I am thankful for the privilege of helping in so glorious an
undertaking. If the sisters will all respond, we
can support more than two missionaries in the
field. When they once find out what they can
do, they will have more courage to work and sac•
rifice. As I look into the future, I see with my
mind's eye a trai,ned band of workers for Christ.
Every principle of the gospel seems nearer,
clearer and grander, as the days go by. I wish
that every one could see the whole plan from.beginning to end as clearly as I do. One said fo
me last night: "You don't know what you will
believe; in fifty years from now you may be a
Spiritualist." I said I shall believe as I do now,
only I shall know more. Since God has set his
'seal to my covenant, I feel as secure as the house
built on the rock; and having had the privilege
of examining many other theories, and having
felt the temptations and trials of life, I have faith
that God will help me to abide in the truth, and
walk in the light.
I must tell you of a dreallJ I had -in regard to
taking the Herald, and Inspired Tr~nslation. We
were poor, and· had just moved and got to housekeeping, and I had just money en()ugh to pay
for the Herald and Bible. My husband told me·
I had better keep my money to buy meat with,
or we would have to go without. I had written
my Jetter, and I went to the post office, but the
two ideas came up for consideration, and Yturned
away and waited till the next day. That night I
dreamed some one held a pearl for me to look at,
and oh it was so beautiful! Then it was dropped
on the ground at my feet and lost, and I got.down
on my hands and knees and hunted for if; and
while I was hunting I came to the spot where the
Book of Mormon.was deposited in the stone box.
l held my hands bn the box and lonked,·and in
~nmt
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the .interpretation impressed qpon my mind was,
s.end ·for the. Herald and Bible. .I went right
away and.sent.for . them, and ·they.have proved a·
pelJ.rl indeed. I have been a wanderer and alone,.
but I dq not intend ever to be without my counselor-the Herald.
Your sister jn Christ,
MRS ..L. M. RICHARDS.
THE iabove·.letter leav.es untold a history which
will, interest each' one who reads Hi ;tnd ;does.not
r,efet to,anrexample·which.is well worthy of imi,
tatiorn Last Augqst-11 Jetter: came· to the Herald
Office.,from Sr. Richards, saying, to Bro. J qseph,
that she had ·been instructed·of.the Lqrd to work
to enlighten.the minds .of the people among whom
she·was living., By the distribution of tracts ·and<
Voice o·f Warning (furnished.by .Bro. Peters), to•
gether with .the use of the Bible, Book.of. Mormon, and other church ·publications,' she had been
thefostrument in· the han.ds of God .of enlighten-:
ing. sqme, who were re.joicing:in the.truth, .and·
many were wanting to hearan,elder.preach, She.
wrote; asking if possible,. that. an, elder might be
sent to gather in the sheaves. Accordingly Br'°Oi
R. C. Elvin was sent, and four· were baptized,
He will return at an early day, as. more are now
waiting to be buried with Christ in baptism.
How blessed such an experience must be.
What a joy forever to know that we. have been
instrumental in saving one soul. It is a joy
which we can only imagine, for in all our life
experience we can.not.say, that we know ourselves
te have been so favored of God. But shall· we
therefore cease tfflabor, or labor- with less zeal?
Nay, verily. For one we feel to say with Job,
'!Even though he slay me, yet will I trust in him."
We would rather work for God while 'we live,
even. if we.knew.that we could. not dwell with
him hereafter, than to serve the 'devil, while we
had it in vur power·to serve the living God.
Others •have labored,:and let us enter into their
labors with patience and zeal, trusting God with
confidence so implicit that we ask not of the future, but. feel that each day .spent in his service
brings Hs own rich reward.
HENDERSON, December 4th.
·Dear Sister Frances:-!£ in my weak way I
can encourage some other timid sister to try, I
shall feel· well repaid for any effort I may make
to write. The evil one often whispers "better
not, what can you write that will be edifying or
soul-cheering? Better leave it for some one
wiser or better than yourself.'' But is that letting
our.)ight shine? Is that imitating our 'blessed
Lord, who, we read, went about doing good; and
who; remeipbering .the refuge of the foxes in
their close coverts, ;nd. the hidden nests of the
birds-those winged pilgrims of the air-says, in
words that touch the heart with anguish, "But
the Son of Man hath not where to Jay his head."
From the hour of his birth, when there was no
room for him in the inn at Bethlehem, to the
hour ·Of his burial, when his body reposed in
another man's sepulchre, there was no abiding
place for him on the earth. 0 ! when we think
of his goodness, his humility, his !Ileekness; him
who was King of kings and Lord of all, is there
anything we can not bear or endure for his sake?
Let us do what we can, be it ever so small, and
we shall surely receive our. reward. Remember
not .many wise, not many mighty, not many
1.pble1 ~re 1:a,lled,;

"When the King.comes, :with gracious.voice and tender,
..
.
To calLhi.s own, .
·
Tffa:t they a holy service, glad;' may' render·
To him alone:
Not•many of earth's great or wis.e are taken,
These stand·afar;
The Jowly, meek, despised of men, forsaken,
His' chosen are.
"They in whose willirig souls is sweetly sounding,
The still; small' voice;·
These !Oya! ones, ·with love and works•abe>undiilgj'
Hear •and rejoice.
With earnest.zeal.,. with rev'reo.ce, meek and lowly,
' . With faith and prayer,
They speed his' Mining, and their efforts holy
His:way pl"epare.
"What' though they toil to-day 'in pairi and sorrow,
With bitter tears!
Their sure reward is life ·and joy .to-morrow;
Past doubt and fears.!
God giveth to his chosen, grace ~nd power;
Their work'oflove ·
Is but: to trust• and labor,: hour· by hour,
Till called above."
Selected by Sister Willianis.

times and under all the .trying ;ordeals. he was
caused to pass through. His life was:in-.:perfect
harmony with. his teachings. This .is''the kind
of religion that will .lead our children· to serve
the Lord. "Pray for me, dear sisters, ,that my
Hfe, and my profession may be consistent.
MR.s, G'1w; S;' HYDE.
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CAMERo:N, Mo., Dec. 9 th.
Bro. J'osepk:-The wo.rk is very prosperous
here at present. I have more calls than I can
possibly fill. I have been preaching in our
church, three and a half miles north of Cameron,
and have had the privilege of baptizing twelve
precious souls into the kingdom, and have the
name of one more for baptistn. There are others
who are near the kingdom. The prospect for ingathering here never was so good as at present.
The Saints are all alive to, and all seem to be
doing .what they can to advance the cause. The
best of all is, that the Spirit of God is moving upon the people, both in and out of the church. Before we began this protracted meeting, the Lord
spoke to us by the spirit of prophecy and told us
that there should be an ingathering of precious
souls; ·and ·that· some would come in• that we did
not expect This has been fulfilled; I never had
better liberty in presenting the word than I have
had the past year. I have ·never felt more en"
couraged in the work than· now, and I feel like
entering into· the winter's work with renewed
energy.
Yours in hope of triumph,
W. T. BozARTH.·

. LITTLE Sioux, November 23d.
Dear Sister Frances :-Reading Aunt Patience's
letter in the "Home Column" has cheered my
heart, and renewed my, courage. I would that
as. m.others in Zion we .might fully appreciate
the picture .the Holy Spirit has enabled her to
paint. with her pen, and practice 'the lesson in
every day life. It is comforting .to read. such.
letters; we look anxiously to receive them, but
it is quite .a different thing to always live in harmony with .their spiritual teaching. Not that
our desires are not to .do the will of God, but we
find our&elves weak, erring, human,· in a world
full of sin and darkness. And when we look
around us and see the· condition of the mass of
the human family, and think what probably our
condition would have been without the gospel,
we feel to exclaim, Precious boon, Savior of mankind, Oh, Jet me enjoy its spirit. I am one of
those unfortunate creatures who might do much
FAIRFIELD, Nebraska, Dec 7th,
if their patience were only suffident. I see more
Dear Herald:-Immediately after writing. my
last, I went to Plattsmouth, and.spoke four times
and more the need of self'.government, in order
to atte.ntive. but not large congregations. Good
to be able to govern my little ones. I love .the
could be accomplished there with a little more
effects of the gospel upon the repentant soul; and
we have this to encourage us-if we find we have
push upon the part of those residing there, and
erred, we can ask forgiveness and try to do better.
more regular preaching. We can not expect the
cause to thrive and prosper unless we devote
If when the Spirit admonishes, .I heed and re~
both energy and patience. Went home for.a few
form, I shall grow in grace and in a knowledge
of the truth; but if.I am admonished and heed
days, fixed up a little for the winter season, and
not, God can not help but be displeased any more
thence west to the Palmyra branch. Spoke there
than we could if any one of our dear children
six times to crowded houses every time, and was
would indifferently treat our counsel. Now
snowed in for a week, while you were having
while God has so abundantly blessed us in this
rain. The storm was very severe for the first of
temporal life, let. us not forget the important
the season. The snow drifted badly, and the
part of surrounding our children with pleasant
farmers throughout the state lost considerable
spirits, cheerful countenances, and useful converstock. I spent a few days at Wilber, and although
sation. Innocent little children love the pure and
almost sick with cold contracted through exposure,.
the good. If this is not the case it is because
I labored as best I could to speak words· of comolder ones have corrupted their pure minds. Refort, cheer, and instruction to both Saint and
member the saying of our blessed Savior, "Suffer
friend, and those who sho•.ild ltnow said I gave
little children to come unto me and forbid them
words of gospel light not before told to that peonot, for of such is the kingdom of heaven." I
ple. Truly, God is good to all those who seek to
have seen innocent little children, the unfortunate
keep his word of promise; and just as fast as we
victims of parents' pain and troubles; which, to
make progress in this glorious work will he lead'
my mind, is far more serious than kicking poor
us by the light of his Holy Spirit. There is no
puss, (though I sympathize with the poor cat.
stand still, and those who are faithful will surely
Yes, indeed, we should not let the perplexing
make steady advancement in divine knowledge.
scenes of life sour us. If we retain the spirit of
I came here the 29th ult; Bro. John E. Hopper
the gospel they can not; else our blessed Savior
having obtained the use of the Baptist church, I
could not have said when on the cross, "Father began meetings the next evening, and the good
forgive them they know not what they do." He
Lord willing shall continue for the next two
was {;a\rrh' retajqe~
the
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and last evening I was permitted and had the
privilege of speaking in their church at this
place. "Find favor!" O, how true! I am so
thankful that this latter day work has incorporated
within it the principles by which its own truthfulness may be demonstrated. Yes; thank God
for the expression, "He that believeth on me shall
know of the doctrine." And may I not say that
I know this is the work of God, and ,not be considered as boasting? 0, I feel as if I could not
be thankful enough to our heavenly Father for
this glorious latter day work. And when I hear
of the on ward march of the truth, and its success,
I feel as Bro. Kelley remarked, that "good news
comes from all parts;" (except Southern Indiana).
I am sorry that the work here is in such a condition. I am not at all discouraged if we don't
set the world on fire. I think the work is moving along slowly, hut surely, when we take into
consideration the fierce winds that have passed
over Southern Indiana. A wise general may be
known in time of war, by saving his army from
destruction as well as successfully meeting the
enemy. I am aware that I was appointed to
labor in Southern Indiana, but not being sustained by the church I have not done much. As
Bro. C. Scott said in his letter to the Herald, there
had been a mistake made in the district financially.
When this is put in proper order, then we may
expect prosperity here as elsewhere. May God
speed the time when 8outhern Indiana may be
equal in' ministerial labor with, the rest of her
sister districts.
Your unworthy brother,
M. R. SCOTT.

to ,be thankful for the attendance and attention.
The resu,lt is hid in the future. This is a very religious town, there being five churches, and I am
tol.d there is not a saloon in this county. Bro.
Hopper has lived here a number of years, is a
man of good ,repute among the people, and during,the late State election, he received 8193 votes
for,,stat,e auditor. He is quite anx,ious for the establishing,of a branch of t!:ie church in this part
of.the vineyard. Ther( ·e many scattered members of the chm'.cr
.ighout this state, and for
one I am very d , vus, to see one and all enrolled in ,some branch and have the opportunity to
be blest with meetings.
In gospel bonds,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.

GALENA, Indiana, Dec. 6th.
Brethren "Joseph, and Blair :-From the very
introduction of this latter day work here, many
bitter opponents have risen up to hinder the
spread of truth, who resorted to every thing
ignoble save violence to crush out the truth, but
they have not succeeded. What are the facts in
rel;ition to those who have opposed this "marvelous work?" Where are those towering intellectual champions who fought this work? Are
they still opposing? Where are Revs. J. M.
Henry, Goss;, Brown, Tilford, Scott, and others.
It is, a well known fact that these men all fought
against the, work, and they are not. "0," says
one, "do you think it dangerous to oppose thi,s
work?" Yes; inasmuch as it is the work of God
those that fight against it are fighting against
God. But doubtless God is merciful to those
who don't know any better. I may be censured
CLINTON, Mo., Dec. 13th.
for what I now write; but I have not affirmed or
Bro. Dancer :-I have not the success in selling
denied that God made a specialty in punishing
books and getting subscriptions for Heralds, etc.,
those who have opposed the work here; but I do
as I had in Iowa. The effects of slavery and the
say it is marvelous. Think of it, you that antic.ipate having a good time in crushing out the
baneful influence of whisky and
is more
than a live
* can surmount at one jump.
work in Southern, Indiana. May you not be disHowever, I am getting adapted to my surroundappointed as others hav,e been? Be assured that
ings, and have never seen as great advance in the
God will meet heaven and earth and the combined
right direction as has been made on the minds of
forces of the power ot darkness in the future as
the people since I have been here. Ignorance
he has in the past, in defense of this "marvelous
work.and a wonder." Don't think you will have . and superstition are fleeing before a well directed
g'.)spel effort, like a morning fog' before fl rising
a complete walk-ove!', as there are none of the
twelve or seventies here. God will take care of , sun. I feel encouraged every way; never had
the liberty in presenting,as I have had since here.
his ,work. "You shall find favor." This, as we
God is moving the peopl~ on e:very side, and I
understand it, is prophetical, and evidently decan hardly rest content Out ,Of the ministry for
signed to encourage the Saints in their trials,
though at, the first thought it, would almost seem
even one day. Bro, John McKenzie,came down;
and we opened, in tpr,ee new places early in Nounreasonable while, the matter of difference was so
vember, holding for three weeks. Houses were
great. Nevertheless, it is a fact. And we would
crowded to their utmost. I saw it was impossirisk the prophetic mission of Joseph on the truthfulness of this statement. iN e have demonstrated
bl'e to close the meetings with, justice to the work,
so I wrote for help and Brn. A. White and Emsits truthfulness by our own experience. When I
Jey Curtis came and continued the wbrk for two
came to this place, (Galena), I found preju,dice
weeks; while I went to Holden to hold a series
ruling to such an extent that the M. E., Church
was, advised by the pastor in charge to calf a
of meetings. The brethren have baptized eight,
meeting and pass such resolutkms as would hind er
and write, me that man:v more are convinced.
They also, state they never ,had such liberty in
me fr,om their social meetings, for he s,aid my
object was to proselyte them. I was informed
pr,esenting the word. These brethren are alive
that :they had held two sessions, and they "Rein, the interest of the work. Other brethren are
solved, That M. R. Scott, known as the Mormon
doing good service at some other points.
Elder, is requested not to attend our, cottage
B,ro. R. Etzenhouser and I commence a proprayet meetings so Jong as he adheres to ,that
tracted effort in Clinton on the l 5th inst., to con:
pernicious doctrine of Mormonism. H. E. Emlinue up to the 26th. On the 2,7th inst. I will
erson, Secretary.'> Permit me to say that those
commence a six days' discussion at Schell City
who were, so opposed to me on account of the
with Elder W. W. Blalock. Sch,ell City is a
doctrine, have worked themselves out .of the M.
railroad, town of son1e r,500 inhabitants, and
E,. Cbm:ch at this place, and the present minister
thoroughly "discipled." We, can loo!,: for nothing
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guns", massing to "take in" the situation. \Ve
have no people there, and our cause has never
been represented any where in that country.
The few Saints that are at Holden are an honor to the ,work. I spoke ten evenings, and a
number are much interested. Went from Holden
to Armstrong, Kansas, and met with the Saints
and friends for one evening and tried to instruct
them in the good way. They are not doing badly.
I was billed for another night, and also at Kansas
City for two nights, but was telegraphed from
home that my child was very sick. I reached
home to find my baby just alive; but through
the mercies of God it lives and is getting along
toward a ,restoration. Being called home1, I
missed our conference at Independence on the
IIth instant.
We are becoming attached to this country, and
there is no reason for any to get dissatisfied with,
it if the head is rightly balanced. Saints that
come to this country should come to stay, first;
having "all things prepared before hand." Those
who move to this land "in haste" and without,
"preparation," will soon' learn that the revelations
given in I831, 1833, and 1873, are fqll of force; and
as sure as we treat them lightly a crash and dissatisfattion will follow. In my close observations
I have seen and realized that it is very damaging
not to observe these commands to the ver'Y letter.,
Yours in the work,
I. N. WHITE.
NoRCATUR, Kan., Dec. 2d,
Dear Herald:-Bro. Madden and I came to
North Western Kansas the' last of September;
we visited some Saints i,n Cheyenne county, held
two meetings with good attendance. We then
can back to Decatur county, an,d opened meetings,
where we have been trying to tell the gos,pel in
its fulness. We hold our meetings in .a large sod
school house, the people turned out so well to
hear the new doctrine, that the house will hardly
hold them; I assist Bro. Madd,en all I can,.
I remain yours in faith,
JAMES I. SPENCER.
30 Butler-st., Greenheys,
MANCHESTE,R, 22d Nov.
Dear Herald: Ten years have passed away
since our family and others, numbering over
twenty souls, were, born unto the Reorganization
in the city of Manchester, England, and a branch
of the church organized by our mission ,president.
We now number nearly one hundred members,
and our branch is but one of several for-ming the
Manchester district, presided o:ver by E;h;ler Joseph Dewsnup. We believe this increase is due
to the, faithful, persistent efforts of men called of
God and ordained to preach the gospel; ,who
realizing that they have been so sent, do not fear
for the issue, but str:ive to ','turn the battle to the
gate," and with the late Seer say,, "Com;age,
brethren, let us on, on to victory" though it be in
death.
With our household, indeed l may say with
our branch, the truth of the prophetic miss,ion· of
.the Martyr and his beloved son is an established
fact. The Lord has confirmed His word amon,gst
us by the signs follo'iving the believers. About
thirty-six years ago my mother was ba,ptized into
Utahism, through hearing and believing the gos~
':I'el. The result w:as that the Almighty gave her
.clear, distinc.tive evidence of her position in rela-
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heard,· neither hath it entered into the heart of
from, and the existenceof the true one. Twenman to conceive the things that God hath prety-six years afterwards the dream was completepared for those that love him," what a future
ly fulfilled when she was baptized into the Reorthere
is before us. May we fortify ourselves
ganization by God's servant, Elder_ Tayler. He
with .the Spirit against every temptation, and with
was present. at our District Conference, held Ocword and work prepare for the coming of Jes us tober 9th and 10th, and appeared overcome with
Christ to reign with his peeple.
joy and gratitude to hear the testimonies, feel
In conclusion, "Behold, let every man learn to
the Spirit's power, and see before him a room . do his duty,'' and remember that:.:....
fuJl. of people eagerly listening to the words of
"'Tis not by dreaming and delay,
But doing something;every day,
life, nearly all of whom were bona fide members
That wins the laurel and the bay
of the church. Our room is becoming too small,
And crowns the work of duty.
and enquirers are now constantly visiting us.
The planets as they roll on high,
With reference to the Book of Mormon; its
The river as it rushes by,
Forever, and forever cry,
truthfulness to us has been confirmed by reason,
On, man, and do thy duty."
light obtained in reading it, and also by dream.
Apologizing for so lengthy an epistle, I remain
Faithful labor brings its own reward. We
a brother and laborer in the gospel,
would say to all who may peruse this letter: Lt:t
.
WILLIAM R. ARMSTRONG.
us "Remember the New Covenant, even the Book
of Mormon and the former commandments which
HoRNING's MILLS, Ont., Nov. 19th.
have been given us, not only to say but to do acDear Herald: I am still battling for the truth,
cording to that which is written." Let us "seek
as well as my ability will permit,-would like to
to become workmen approved,'' and "if our strucdo much better if I could. I am not doing all the
ture is.to be high, let us dig deep."
batt.ling, as there are some in this part who asA few years ago a sister wrote the Herald statsu'me the right to lay on hands, but in a very bad
ing that she wanted to serve the Lord, and the
spirit. You know the devil is anti-Christ, or opSpirit directed her to carry the message from
posite in all things, yet keeping up a similarity;
door to door. She gave heed to the whispering,
for instance faith is required of God's people, and
and in ·return was greatly blessed. Our sister's
devils believe and tremble; (and I have often
testimony was not borne in vain. A few months
seen them do so); especially when the Book of
afte~, another brother and myself were constrainMormon is mentioned. If evidence is wanting
ed to set out on the Sabbath afternoon to vi~it
to prove that book true; here it is, "Woe unto
from. h_ouse to house inviting the inmates to athim "that trembleth with anger" "at the word."
tend our meetings and hear the gospel. Now
I can talk to men on almost all or any topic in
th~re are four of us carrying the principal Church
religious controversy, and they can keep cool on
tracts out each Lord's day.
most of them; but when the Book of Mormon is
The teachings of the Herald and Hope are a
the topic, I have seen men's faces blanch pale as
source. of delight to us. May the blessing of God
unbleached cotton, and their bodies tremble as an
rest on editors and contributors to their columns.
aspen leaf; and some of them have allowed themWe are .led to· say, blow favoring .i:rales for the
selves to be lashed into such fury as to foam at
vessel th.at carries the welcome freight to our
the mouth. Why?
shores. It has indeed proved to be a herald to
It will be remembered that I mentioned lately
us, with its message of peace. Its teachings lead
having to meet some one in debate on the followus onward and upward, and as the youngest Elder
ing question: "Resolved, that Jesus Christ did
in the English Mission, I wish to profit by them,
appear in person on the continent now called
especially such as those found in our prophet's
America and established his church." King James'
charge to young Elders at April conference.
Bible to be the only standard of evidence on
My father is an Elder. He was formerly of
either side. The outcome is that the opposing
the Romish faith, but was led into this church
element is not going to oppose, and wishes the
by my mother, and it is mainly owing to their
subject changed; consequently it has been so
Godly teachings that I now stand as a duly acchanged as to read: "Resolved, that the Book of
credited minister of our faith.
Mormon is of divine origin, and is true and can
Our beloved district president,Elder Dewsnup,
be proved so by the Bible and by the internal
is a man of sterling worth, whose whole thoughts
contents of the Book of Mormo~, and by
are for Zion's weal. Time, means, and leisure,
American antiquites." I am to affirm; my opare all devoted to it, and he is ably seconded by
ponent is to prove the Book of Mormon a fraud.
Elders I. Baty and H. Greenwood. As a babe he
The change of subject is at his request, and also
has nursed me in· the congregation of Saints
the whole debating element, as I was forced into
whose praises heralded my birth. He has been
the matter at fir8t by a bravado challenge on the
by, to prompt and encourage me until now I stand
part of several. This man is a Mr. G. Rutherproclaiming the word with him, and hope to enford; and the other day a merchant in Shelbourn
dure so doing till the end.
met him and me when we were making our new
We were pleased to hear the Lord was with
arrangements, and asked if we had backed out.
Israel in the Camp at Garner's Grove, and trust
My opponentsaid no; and I said, "Yes, sir, he has
that his guiding light may lead our hoRts on tobacked clean out on the first question and wishes
wards the promised land, leaving the clouds of
the proposition changed for another,'' and took
darkness and confusion behind, untii we cross
out the two written documents to show, when my
the Jordan to receive our inheritance. With
opponent snatched one of them out of my hand
"songs of everlasting joy" we shall then meet
in great fury. This, together with what talk
and sing praises unto the Lord for ever.
followed, soon gathered a crowd; and a drunken
Dear Herald; it seems impossible to transmit,
Methodist class-leader named Best, who was then
in any , earthly tongue to paper the great and
stinking with whisky, struck me several light
happy thoughts we are blessed with in this work
tap11 gn tr<i fa~e witµ Ms front ~n~e:r, in a vi;ry
R~ "l<J:Her 9~,y~." H eye h&\h not s(J11n rior e•w

defiant way and intending it as a taunting insult,
which I took all right.
Finding that I can not be driven out of the
field, force and siander have been tried. They
got it reported that I had left and was afraid to
come back; but now that I am back and intend
to stay till it is over, they try bullying; but r'
can't be got rid of in that way either; so I will
'wait and hope, and watch and pray, for patience
and grace and victory for the truth. There is
good prospects of reaping here in the future;
several are investigating by rea,ding and coming
to hear. I can't say about their praying; but hope
and teach them to do so. This debate comes off
on the 29th and 30th of November. I am well
in health, and feel in excellent good spirits; and
am preaching on every occasion, every night in
the week t except Saturdays), right along. "Preach
the word," is my motto; and I am making friends
for the cause wherever I go. I baptized one more
since writing, and on the afternoon of the same
day united hi.m. to a wife in marriage.
I expect to visit each of the branches in Canada now in turn, so as to be in a position to report,
or act as the case may require at the conference,
&c. Your brother in bonds,
J. A. McINTOSH.
CRAWFORD, Nebraska, Dec. 6th.
Dear Herald:-I have now been connected
with the Christian religion
about. twelve
years, nine or ten of which I have spent in the
German Baptist Church; the remainder with the
Reorganization of Latter Day Saints, incorrectly
known as Mormons.
While connected with th"e former church, I
tried hard to live a life devoted to Christ. I read
and meditated and prayed much. I respected
the church, but never felt that all was right. I
saw and felt the deficiency in the church as regards spiritual gifts of the Holy Ghost, and my
longings became deep and pungent. I was dete;mined to accept the truth wherever found, regardless of church, parents, or property. I am
sti!l in the same mind. While exercising the
function of preaching, I now and then heard of
the Mormons, but nothing good. In due time I
was requested to preach in their church at Deloit, Iowa, at which time I was treated very
kindly, they even bearing my expenses home on
the cars. I concluded that they had at least
done more than any other denomination I had
vi$ited, outside of my own, and should have
credit for it, whatever other bad principles they
might have. We soon fell into conversation·,
when I was asked whether the signs promised in
Mark, chapter 16, followed us, I humbly confessed they did not. I was then informed that
God does now bless them with these things.
My heart was made glad, but I was a little fearful of latter day delusions and concluded to be
careful. I was told of the· mavelous coming
forth of the Book of Mormon and some. of the
prophecies relating to it. I became greatly interested, fearing that I and my church might
be wrong, and the despised and persecuted
Saints right. I was then informed also that if I
with honest intention asked concerning the Book
of Mormon, that God would reveal to me the
truthfulness of the same. Accordingly after
much thought about our church, a divinely called ministry, and religion in general, inclu,ding
co the Catholics, I one evening retired to the gran-
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these words:-"Lord Jesus, is the Book of Mormon true? Are the Latter Day Saints your
Church, or are they trying to deceive me?" I
expected an answer, I don't deny, but how I did
not know. My soul was in trouble, when presently there seemed to arise from the floor a frame
about 6 x 12 inches, like a picture frame, inside
of which was Jesus Christ crucified, being in
great agony. I looked upon it for a while, when
another frame arose, the same size, containing
Christ glorified, or risen from the dead. It was
pleasant to behold. The color of the vision, if I
may so call it, seemed more like the daylight
than anything I know.
Since then I examined the Book, and if there
is one doctrine more prominent than another, it
is this, that Christ would be and was crucified
and glorified. In this it agrees with Paul.:-"I
am determined to know nothing among you but
Christ and him crucified." I also know that it
condemns having many wives as were had by
David and Solomon of old, Brigham Young, and
plenty of others of late date. But, kind reader,
this is by no means all it condemns; and some
of my readers will do well to let it alone if they
don't want to be chastened and corrected of error,
pride, theft, adultery, covetousness, hireling
prests, harlots and harlot churches, all are named. Deeds of goodness and holiness are encouraged.
But what about the church. I have heard the
gift of prophecy; some fell on my own head, and
to my understanding has had a fulfillment. I
have heard the gift of tongues and the interpretation, and believe it to be a supernatural power,
and not "bogus," as claimed by some; have
seen child~en blessed, the sick anointed with oil
and hands laid on; have helped to lay on hands
when the sufferer claimed to be relieved, and
went to meeting and about their labor. Have
known some that testify to receiving their sight,
others having evil spirits cast out, and numerous other miracles being performed, visions
and revelations being received by the church, all
through the name and merits of Jesus Christ our
Lord and Redeemer, and not Joseph Smith or
any other man or men. That the Reorganized
Church is free and separate from the Utah
Church and polygamy, I do verily believe; and
if this is not God's Church, I am at a loss to
know where it is. I have faithfully and p•ayerfully investigated the history and .doctr.ine of the
church since its origin, and I confess I feel unable
to combat against it. The Lord said to Paul :-"It
is hard to kick against the pricks." But that I
feel entirely satisfied, I do not say, but I· am not
willing to exchange for anything I know of now.
It is truly a great and a marvelous work. It
seems to reach out in all directions-past, present,
and future.
I have read that noted debate between Braden
and Kelley, and I must say, if Braden would be
victorious hereafter in debate, he had better teach
and practice more of the evedasting gospel;
likewise the Rev. William Sheldon to whom
Bro. Blair replied in 'Joseph the Seer." And in
short, it might be well enough for all uninspired
and unauthorized men to let it alone, as it brings
their "craft" in danger. The pit they dig for
others, they themselves fall int,o.
My heart is still open for every, truth. I am
willing to exchange views with any church or
people under heaven, and would be pleased for
r,nrnew ~ospr} li~11t· gn~itt; Qh! yer,r ~r<;?.;t i~

the day in which we live! Let men repent while
it is called to-day, and lay aside all vain traditions received from the fathers, for it is God's
word that will judge all in the last day. To the
Saints I would say, Arouse from your slumber;
and walk as children of the light. "Let us shake
off the coals from our garments," thrust in our
sickles while the harvest lasts, and let not the
beautiful golden grain go to waste, may the
Lord send many "fishers and hunters," until the
honest in heart are all gathered out. Oh, the
many pooor, aching, longing hearts that are
waiting for the entire gospel. "For Zion's sake
I will not rest; I will not hold my peace until
Jerusalem be blest and Judah dwell at ease, until her righteousness return as day break after
night."
D. W. SHIRK.
WOONSOCKET, Dak., Nov. 6th.
Bro. "Joseph Smith:-1 have been a life-long
Methodist, but have long been dissatisfied with
the man-made rnlei; of that church. I have
preached tweive years in the M. E. Church with
much of the power of God, but seeing the formality of the preachers and members, and hearing
them deny the power, I withdrew and came out
from them. I made the acquaintance of Stephen
Morse, an elder in the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints. He gave me the Book of
Mormon, together with the Voice of Warning
and some other books. I read with' care until I
was convinced of the truth of the gospel, and then
I accepted it and was baptized and ordained an
elder, on the roth day of October, 1886. I preachecj the same Sabbath, and have preached every
Sabbath &ince. Although there are none of
the church here but he and I, we are contending for the faith once delivered t.o the
Saints. I receiv~d power when hands were laid
on me, and I can truly say, God is with me of a
truth. I have never had such power before in
my life. We have quite a number to hear. us
preach every Sabbath.. God has wonderfully led
me through many trials in order to show me the
corruptness of the churches, "having a form of
godliness and denying the power." Oh, that God
may sanctify my heart and tongue to preach the
unsearchable riches of Christ!
Your brother in Christ,
L. F. DANIEL.
HINTON, vV. Va., Nov. 25th.
Dear Herald:-I left my home in Jackson
county, Ohio, November 3d, 1886, arrived in
Wayne county, W.est Virginia on the 4th, and on
the 7th preached to a fair congregation at Center~ille, where some time in the past the Saints
were misused and their house stoned; where
also, two years ago, Brn. Devore and Beatty
received a written notice to leave or they would
get their backs "withed." But they did not leave
at that time, nor get the lash. This is the ['lace
where the judge refused to have those who interrupted the Saints in their worship prosecuted.
The Scriptures say the wrath of man shall be
made to prais.e God. After laboring in the vicinity of the county seat for twelve days, I am satisfied that there has been friends made to the work.
While there a Methodist preacher in good stand'.
ing offered to guard me while I preached the
word if it was necessary. Bro. Trout met me at
Centerville with conveyance to his .home at the
Infirmary, ne.ar the county seat. (He is overseer
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I mostly made my home while in that vicinity,
preaching most every night to some who are interested. One rarely meets with such a helper
in this country as is brother J. W. Trout. 'Vhile
there I baptized a noble young man, who will be
of use to the work. Two others, young ladies,
asked for baptism. Some who were once very
bitter enemies I think will obey when they have
another opportunity. The Saints there have been
discouraged, and were rather on background; but
I think they are generally now encouraged in the
, work; they have resumed their prayer and testimony meetings.
If the work is looked after it will prosper.
Friends have been made to the work, and they
reque;t me to return that way soon. The Saints
administered to my wants, for which they have
my grateful thanks.
I next went to Milton, Cabell county, where I
spoke twice in a school-house and twice in a
Methodists church house. The desire there to
hear is widening; two new doors are opened,
which I could not fill on account of being booked
for this place the 23d, where I am a.t present. I
expect to stay here two weeks, if the Lord will.
We had great prejudice here against the truth,
and there has been talk of making me leave; but
my confidence is strong in the Lord of hosts, and
I hope to be able to endure all things.· Some
will obey here, and. I think to organize branch.
I can not fill half the calls for preaching in these
localities. Have had good liberty in speaking
the word; to God be the praise.
I ask to be remembered by the faithful Saints,
that I may be able to stand.
JAMES MOLER.
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WHO ARE HIS?

"Now IF any man have not the Spirit of
Christ he is none of His." So said the
Apostle Paul in his letter to the Romans.
I have heard it said by many in the church
that no one has the Spirit of God, except
those who have been baptized and confirmed by the elders of this church; and
that the Spirit is not found in other
churches. If this be true, then there is no
one that is "Hi,," that is, belongs.to Christ,
in any other church, than the church or
people called Latter Day Saints. But how
are we to decide this matter, or by vvhat
rule ~re we to judge other people in this
case? 'vV ell, says one, the. Holy Ghost is
promised only to the baptized believer of
the gospel. I grant it, that is, "the gift of
the Holy Ghost" is promised to such, and
is received through the laying on of hands
of a divinely appointed and authorized
ministry. But what are we to' do with
this .other inspired truth; "Wherefore. by
their fruits ye shall know them?" And
this; "Every good tree bringeth forth
good fruit?" Suppose, ther11fore, a .man
should .exhibit. the "fruits of the Spirit,"
shall we say th~t. he "have not the Spirit
of Chriat," or that he is in possession of it?
What is the fruit of the Spirit? "But
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long:suffering, gentleµess, g-oodness, faith,
meekness, temperanc:e."-Gal. 5: 22, 23.
Nowit is simplyfolly,anda m:mifesta~ion
of.sheer ignorance, to deny that th.e "fruit.
otthe Spirit" is found exhibited.in the life
ai;id . character of numl:J.ers w.ho are .not .
men:ibers . of the. fraternity, of "our
church;" and the writer, if he has ever
le.i:i:rnec!. to know what the Spirit of God
is,,by ex:perience in this church, is com.rrlled fo confess. that he has known it in a
measure in other churches, i.e., by experien~e of the fruit of the Spirit; He believed then, and believes now, that he "had
the. Spirit." Besides, he has seen the
manifestation or exhibition of the same
fruit in many others. He has seen those
who had the "same mind" that was "in
the, Lord Jesus," and who displayed in
their daily walk and conversation, a truly
beautiful.. and heavenly · Spirit, whose
characfors · were truly lovely, and who
sough(to;Hve as near the .Lord as they
knew how; and ·it would: seem to be extremely unjust to question.their acceptance
with•God. They had not, itistrue, heard
of.the •gospel in its fulness; .but as far as
they had heard ai1d understood they had
obeyed, howbeit they had not been baptized, nor had they received the laying on
of .hands of the elders. Now, it is wri.tten
thatrbaptism, in connection. with repentance, is for remission of sins; but can we
~ay.that no one has received a forgiveness
of sins· except those who were baptized?.
They.genuinely, honestly, fully repented
of sins; they had a godly .sorrow that
worked a reformation of character and
life, in. many cases remarkable,. and the
change was wonderful and striking, and
. that wfiich only God's Spirit could effect.
Well; says one, why preach repentance,
ahd baptism for remission of sins, and the
laying on·ofhands for the gift of the Holy
Ghost? Because it is God's order; a part
of the celestial law, that much of the plan
of salvation. But will God save any one
who has rrot obeyed the gospel, it may be
asked? . Will he damn any one who has
never heard it? we ask. If they are not
saved, and not damned, what sort of state
or condition are they in?
Even some of the gifts of the Spirit are
enjoyed by people in other churches.
Faith, ·healings, (and some of them miraculous), and visions, and dreams, and "operations" of the Spirit, have be1m experienced,
These have b.een enjoyed by people who
have· earnestly sought for them by faith. in
God, by trust in the Lord Jesus, and by
humble, (!arnest prayer for the presence
and operation of the Holy Spirit. I, for
one, can not believe that they were produced by demons, or Spirits of the dead;
for in many cases these "manifestations"
are experienced by those who have not
the least possible faith in "spirit manifestations" as taught and believed by Spiritists.
By the Book of Mormon rule, that
"whatsoever inviteth and enticeth to do
good is of God," then, as an increase of
faith in God, and love for the Lord Jesus,
and desire for the presence of the Holy
Spirit is the result of these experiences of
a superhuman power, we must concede
t!ti:t
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'Jesus and the early apostles, at one time, of the gospel only, and therefore believe a
.one was. found casting out devils in the portion only. Again, he may refuse to
same. of Jesus, and some of His diciples believe that portion, or what· he has heard ;
:nought to forbid him, because he would another may hear it in full, and believe
not follow them; but Jes us gave them to the"fulness; and another may hear the folunderstand that no man could do a miracle ness of the gospel and not accept it.
in His name, and speak evil of Him; in What tqe first party believes.is gospel, as ·
iother words he was a believer in, and a far as it;.,_r:::c:~; but it is only a part; he is
friend ofJesus, even if not racognized as a beliet:~.;1~rn·<'~· what he has heard, but has
not Iearv;;.~'ii;,e perfect, or full law of libone of "our church," by the disciples.
This matter must be understood in some erty. H~':S
to hear and learn the "way
way, and the solution of the problem to of the L01<: more perfectly" as· Apollos
my mind is, that these experiences are the did from the mouth of Aquilla; and his
result ofindividual faith, and faithfulness,: wife, Priscilla. (How about this female
and are not an evidence of the acceptance: teacher of the gospel?)
of the church to which the ·individual beThe first party is but a partial believer,
longed by the Lord, as his church. In and receives but a portion of the Spirit;
mariy cases the church to which they be- but of the Spirit he does receive. T.he
long repudiates· the doctrine of superhu- other is a full believer, and is entitled. to
man or spiritual gifts of the kind named the "gift of the Holy Ghost," the Spirit in
being now desirable or attainable.
full. Not simply a gift or two, but the.
They do not prove the church to be cor- pow.er that produces all the gifts, operarect in doctrine, practice, order, name, or tions, and ·manifestations. Not merely. a
organization. For being experienced by stream .that flows from a fountain, (and
members·of var.ions churches of opposite, there may be many streams large or
or conflicting faith; and practice and .order, small), but he receives the. fountain itself,
they would prove each to be right which so to speak. There is this difference in
would be a religious impossibility. The the two parties, and it is a marked differanswer seems to.. be that "God is no re- ence; the one receives the Spirit . in a
specter. of persons, butthat in every nation, · measure, as a matter of free grace; he can.
he that feareth God and worketh rigpt- not claim the ''promise of the Holy Ghost;"
eousness is.accepted of him;" on the. prin- for he has not complied (because of lack of
ciple that "whosoever doeth right is right- understanding) with terms in full, upon
eous." He may not work righteousness which the .promise of the "gift" rest~. He
in full, but he may so far as he understands can say, Lord, in thy abundant mercy, a.nd
it; or in other words, live up to the light loving kindness, give me· of thy Holy
that he receives. God is a merciful nnd Spirit, as a matter of grace. The other,
just God, and when an humble, trustful no less humble and trustful can say, Lord,
soul comes to him, and honestly .and ear- I ask thee to give me the gift of the Holy
nestly, with an eye single to h.is glory, Ghost according to thy promise; for I
seeks for his Spirit and the manifestations have heard, believed, and obeyed the gosand gifts thereof, that God will not with- pelin its fulness, and I claim, not arroganthold. But suppose that these same parties 1y, however, the promise. Another feashould have the way of the Lord shown un~ ture of the case.is this; there is no need of
to them "more perfectly," and duties un- denying that members of other churches
performed hitherto by them should be un- enjoy the peace, joy, humility, and happifolded to their understanding, and they fied feelings that they claim to enjoy, and
then refuse to receive the greater or ad- doubtless do enjoy and believe to be the
ditional light, and to perform these duties; work of the Holy Spirit, (and to my mind
what then? Why, "to him that knoweth rig-htly so believe), for this reason, viz., the
to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is Holy Spirit has two aspects, so to speak,
sin." They would· become disobedient, or two sides, two faces; one face is covered
transgressors, rebels, and would of course with frowns, the other with smiles.· The
come tinder condemnation, and would for- face with frowns is turned toward the unfeit the favor of God, and would lose the believer, and impenitent, and be is reprovSpirit. The enjoyment of any measure, ed. of sin, convinced of the gospel or rightany gift, and operation of the Spirit by eo,usness, and fears the judgment to come;
those who may only believe a portion of he believes, repents, and receives joy and
the gospel, because they understand but a peace because thereof; he feels meek, genportion, and who have not heard, and con- tle, patient and happy, and these are the
sequently not obeyed the fulness of the results of the operation of the Spirit of regospel as before remarked, does not prove proof. But when he obeys the gospel in
the church to which they belong correct baptism, and received the laying on of
in faith or practice, or accepted of God as hands, he then obtains the promised "coma church. The signs were to "follow forter," the gift of the Holy Ghost. The
.them (the persons) that believe," not one convinces, convicts, and condemns, and
they who disbelieve. They may not be- the result is faith, and repentance, and this
lieve all, because they do not understand brings peace, and satisfaction, and the
all; but can we say that those who enjoy spirit of obedience and reformation of
these gifts disbelieve any of the gospel? character. The other brings life, light,
Millions, there may be, who do not believe and liberty: and as~ ures of pardoned sin,
in the one living and true God, simply a new creation; for the individual is born
because they have never heard of him.
of God, and is a new creature in Christ
And faith comes by hearing; but having Jesus; for, having been baptized into
never heard, do thev disbelieve in him? Christ, they have put on Christ.
{;ertainly not, A man may hear a portion
The party who has riot been bapti?;e<1
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into Christ, has not put on Christ; but, the Holy Spirit thr::mgh the administration as for "kings" in the Millennium, with
like the Gentiles at the time of the exis- of those who are "the Church of the first these thoughts before us. An:d we can
tence of Solomon's Temple, who became born," they would become heirs to "celes- see in it an explanation ·of what has been
Jewish proselytes, they could find placP- in tial glory," because they would have a mystery, and a trial of faith to many.
the outer court and enjoy certain privileges heard, believed, and obeyed the celestial The writer remembers what a "trial" it
of the Jewish economy; but the Jew alone law. But we read of a resurection of ter- was td him, in the early days of his memcould receive the full measure of t'.ie bene- restrial beings, and if the Holy Spirit is bership in the church, when seeing a little
;/!
The received by this class, it must be after their boy blessed by Bro.•Blair, and a prediction
fits provided of God fort'
party who has receive
,~r
of re- resurrection. The celestial glory is· not made that be should preach the gospel to
obtained· till the resurrection, then the other nations, and in a short time the child
proof is not inside the fc ·"
.. rist until
born of water and the Sp·'
Becoming natural or earthly body becomes a spiritual died, but after a while the light came,
a son of God by obedience to the law of body, (not a "spirit ·body), "this mortal,'' that there was a hundred fold greater
adoption, he then receives the Spirit of then puts on "immorality," these deaci are work to be done in the Millennium than in
The others are these days, in the matter of preaching the
God's Son, even Jes us Christ, into his "raised incorruptible."
heart, whereby he cries Abba Father. "terrestrial" or earthly, and not "celestial" gospel, and that this ·boy, and others
Are these unbaptized (yet partially believ- or heavenly, but they receive the Holy who had recieved like promise, •would,
ing people), Christ's? Not in the fullest Spirit, or as I understand it, the gift of the when grown to sufficient age, preach the
sense of the term. Are they the Devil's? Holy Ghost though the administration of gospel to nations, who have never heard
Not by any means. Are they their own? those who have become celestial by virtue it, and who will accept it. Thetime must
No; for they have yielded themselves ser- of being believers in the fulness of the come when the will of God will be done
vants to God, as far as they understood, gospel, and having received the Holy "on earth" "as it is done in heaven." 'The
and they were and are his servants as far Ghost themselves, through the administra-. Spirit of Christ does' not partake of churlas they understand his laws and the order tion of those who held the authority tq ishness; it does not prompt a. man to pray
of his government and obey them. They give it through the laying on of hands, to God to "bless me and my wife, my son
are Christ's however, because they will while they were in the flesh, or earthly John and his wife-us four and no more.
have part in the resurrection at Christ's beings. Upon the principle or rule. th.a~ Amen." It rejoices that a "Manifestation
coming-not in the celestial glory, but in we are to "work out" our "own salvation,'' of the Spirit'' is given to others beside
the terrestrial. The second death hath and according to the declaration of Christj members of. the Reorganization, and it is
power on all who do not take part in the "Therefore, let every man stand or fall glad that the time will come when •\every
first resurrection.* "And it is only those by himself, and not for another;· or not knee shall bow, when ev.ery tongue· shall
who are the telestial ones, who are not trusting another,'' we would judge that confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, tP the
resurrected at Christ's coming. Those every person must hear, believe, repent; glory of God the Father." It is pleased
who receive the terrestrial glory are the be baptized, and receive the laying on ot to know that there is , as much light, and
honorable ones of the earth, who have hands for himself. I may be dull of comi truth, and fruits of the Spir:t, in the rebeen blinded by the traditions of men, prehension, but I can not see why a person ligious world as there is, and it would rehence do not hear the gospel in its fulness. can not just as well hear, believe, and rei · joice still more, if there. was a. thousand
And with them are the heathen who have pent for another as to be baptized or con~ fold .more display of this "fruit,'~ to say
never heard the gospel in the flesh at all. firmed for aim. If the terrestrial ond nothing ofthe"gifts" in the. church, which
Are the heathen Christ's? Yes; but not are to recieve the Holy Spirit through thtj has named herself the "body of Christ."
his in the sense that those are who have administration of the celestial ones, it will There is a great deal more hope of salvaobeyed the gospel, and have put on Christ be when there are celestial ones to adrriin" tion of a man who, having never heard 'of
by being baptized into him. They are ister, and I do not understand that therJ the fulness of the gospel and who lives as
Christ's in the sense that David uses in the will be any celestial admini!itrators of gos4 faithful to the law of heaven as h1>.can, or
second Psalm, "Ask of me, and I will give pel ordinances, till "this mortal puts on im• who lives up to the light that he has rethee the heathen for thine inheritance, and mortality, and this corruptible puts on in• ceived, than for those who claim tb"know
the uttermost parts of the earth for thy corruption." I can conceive of people iq the Lord," and who cry, "Lord, Lord,"
possession."
the Spirit world hearing, believing and re~ and yet "do not the things" tha.t he has
They are "his" in the sense found in penting of sin, but if they can not obey for taught.
Revelations, 18: 4. "Come out of hernry themselves in the Spirit, they can wait un;.
This church boasts of "present revepeople, that ye be n:ot partakers of her sins, til raised from the dead, when they .cim lation ;" sings, "We thank thee, O God,
and that ye receive n:ot of her plagues." recieve baptism, and the Holy Spirit for a prophet;" tells the world. that it beAs this refers to a religious or ecclesiasti- through the administration of those who. lieves, nav, that it knows that Joseph
cal body, or a number of bodies, under the through the resurrection become celestial Smith was a "rrophet of Go l," and that
general term "Babylon," and not a literal beings.
If .these honorable Sectariam;, it knows the same of the prese11t Joseph,
city. It is understood by some that God's aad heathen are Christ's-not his "body,'' and yet look at the "word of wisdom,''
"people" are to be found yet in Babylon, but his "people," they will be raised at his the '"law of tithing," the "laws of the .
not those.of course who have "come out,'' · "coming," as Paul taught in Corinthians,· church," found in section 42 of Doc. &
and from the church of Christ, or belong- 15· And if they receive the Holy Spirit Cov'., and a nurhber more•commandments
to that church. Now, they are not "his" in the sense of bei!lg born of the Spirit, which come as "the· word of the Lo,..d,''
.in the. same sense that the "body of after being born of the water, they will be that are daily trampled under foot, which,
Christ," or the baptized, and confirmed be- exalted to celestial glory; and receiving if believed, are continually disobeyed ·by
liever is. If they are "his," then they will the Spirit during the ·Millennium or the some. What means this saying of Chdst?
have part in the first resurrection, or that "last day"-the seventh, of the week of "For unto w homsoe:vei:. much is given, of
which takes place at Christ's second com- seven thousand years,the propht'.cy Of God him• shall much be requined; an<l;to him
ing. If they, with the nations who have will be fulfilled in which the Spirit Jlhall whom the Lord has committed much, of
not recieved the gospel, are to have part in be poured out upon "all flesh'." . God will him will men ask the. mol'.e/'-,-L1,1ke
the resurrection to terrestrial glory, .and have "all •nen to be saved; and,to come to 12.: 57.
.
.
are to receive the Holy Spirit through the a knowledge of the tnith,'' or as it inight ·
I. would Jik.e som.e one to show w.bv the
ministration of the celestial ones, this can be very properly put, have .au· men to church is not ,as much under condemna' not take place in the spirit world, for if come to. a knowledge dfth,e truth, and be tfon., and forthe.same reason, 11sthe ch'Urch
so, then they would have become en- saved. And to came to a knowledge of was irf September,1832.-,-D~ C., sec:·.s3,
titled to celestial glory, for having received the truth, they must manifest a b¢lief ·of · par. 8. "The sectarian world pas not· the
the truth, and befdre they can exereise c light that ':"'e ha:vt!," cry hundreds in our
·*The writer h•.s m•de a mistake here, and probably has
faith they must hear the "word oftfoth" church, and in: the 'day of Judgment, it
written different than he knew and intended: for a,t the
second-resurrection •there will be many. on.whom the •ecpreached unto them thro,ugh the gospel. may thank God' that it did nbf have s.o
:ond death will hiwe no power. See 1 Cor, 15: .22-26; Rev.
We ca~ see some use for ",priests't ·as well · much1 when it bej;J.o1ds the condemna.tion.
~: 6-15; Doc. Cov. ~6: 7; 76: 4, 7; 85: ~9.-,-Ediio~. .
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and shame of those who laid claims to
the greater Jig ht, .and yet walked not in
it. There is no longer any need of the
admonition, "Boast not of · faith, nor of
mighty works," for there is very little
of either to boast of. "He that receiveth
my law, and doeth it, t~e same is ~y di~
ciple; and he that saith he rece1veth 1t
and doeth it not, the same is not my disciple, and shall be cast out from among
you;" and if such are not cast out, because
there is no one without sin in the matter,
we may expect to be all cast out by the
Lord, and then we will know who a~e his.
TAHITI.

T. W. S.

CENTRAL MISSOURI.
The above district conference convened with
the Wakenda Branch, October 2d, 1886, W. L.
Booker presiding. Elders Reports: David Powell
(baptized 4), E. W. Cato, sen., Parley P. Powell,
F. M. Miller, Geo. w; Carter (solemnized l marriage), W. L. Booker (baptized l), F. C. Warnky
of Independence, and Robert L. Ware of Far
West; J. B. Belcher reported. by letter. Priest
W. HO< Nuckles; Deacon M. H .. Stone reported.
Branch Reports: Carrollton, no change. Wakenda, 5 baptized; 2 received by letter, r died·; present number46. Alma no report. Elder Warnky,
missionary, reported. Letters of removal were
granted to Wellington Johnson and Elizabeth J.
Johnsc·n, scattered members of the old Knoxville
Branch. The report of committee on scattering
members was received and committee discharged.
Whereas, there appears on our minutes a resolution that this district be represented only by
elders, priests, teachers and deacons; Therefore
be it Resolved; That we rescind said resolution.
Carried. Bishop's Agent's report: On hand last
report $9·35, paid to Sr. Lloyd $s, balance on
hand $4·35· Elder E. W. Cato, sen., Bishop's
Agent. District agent's report: On hand last
report IO cents, received since $1, amount paid
out as per account $r.45, due agent 35 cents.
The spiritual authorities of the church were sustained. W. L. Booker was sustained.as president.
of the district for the ensuing term, and M. A.
Trotter clerk. The Saints met at night for
prayer and testimony; Sunday, preaching in
forenoon by Elder F. C. Warnky, assisted by
Bro. W. L. Booker; afternoon, sacrament, prayer
and testimony meeting; at night, preaching again
by Bro. Warnky, assisted by E. W. Cato.
Adjourned to meet with the \Vakenda Branch,
March 5th, 1887, at ten a. m. W. L. Booker
president, M. A. Trotter clerk.
NAUVOO AND. STRING PRAIRIE.
The conference of the above district met at
Farmington, Van Buren county, Iowa, December
4th, 1886, at ten o'clock. President James McKiernan in the chair. Keokuk, Farmington, and
Burlington branches reported no change. Montrose 98; 1 disfellowshipped, z ordinations. The
president reported having visited all the branches of the district, and had labored as circumstances permitted. He had also visited a place in
Jefferson cotmty, Iowa, where he had preached
some and baptized two. He presented an itemized financial report1 which was accepted. Visit-

ing brethren were requested to take part in the
conference. Elders H. T. Pitt and J. H. Lambert
reported labors near Elvaston, which re.suited in
the baptism of two. Elder J. W. Gillen, present,
reported hls labors in the district, and hoped for
good results. Elder B. F. Durfee reported by letter. The Bishop's agent, J. H. Lambert, reported: Amount on hand last report $z4.69, received
since $36.54, paid out $36 40, balance due the
church $z4.83. An audtting committee-George
P. Lamber, H. T. Pitt and J. W. Gillen-found
the books correct. Elder H. T. Pitt had his license renewed. By request of the Montrose
branch ·Bro. Herrick was granted license as a
teacher, and Bro. Campbell as deacon. Brother
James McKiernan was elected president, and
George P. Lambert clerk, for the ensuing six
months. Each branch of the district which has
not done so, was requested to adopt the Rules of
Order for governing branches, and use it in all
branch business. At 7.36 p.m., preaching by Bro.
John H, Lambert and J. W. Gillen. Sunday at
eleven a.m., preaching by Bro. McKiernan on tht;
resurrection. At two p.m. the Sailits met in sacrament and social meeting, and were much blessed. In the evening the congregation were highly interested in a sermon by Bro. J. W. Gillen.
Adjourned to meet at Montrose, Iowa, March 5th,
1887, at ten a.m.

NOTICE!
The conference of the Southern Nebra>ka district will meet at Nebraska City, January 9th;
and as it is the last quarter in the year it is ab·
solutely necessary that I have a correct report
from all the branches so I can make up annual
report; and for the same reason it is desirable
that we have a good attendance, as the question
of sending delegates to General Conference will
come up.
J.B. GouLDSMLTH, Clerk Dist.

C. B. & Q. R. R.
On December 24th, 25th, and 31,t, 1886, and
January rnt 1887, I will sell round trip tickets to
points not over one hundred and fifty miles, for
one and one third fare for the round trip. Going
coupon good on date of sale. Returning coupon
limited to January 3d, 1887.
H. T. FLINT, Lamoni, Iowa.
BORN.
BRANNAN.-To Mr. John and Sr. Ella Brannan, at Denver, Colorado, September 21st, 1886;
a promising son. Blest and named Melvin Russell by Elder James Caffall, December 7th.
DIED.
DREBis.-N ear Weston, Potta watt am ie county,
Iowa, November 4th, 1886. Mary Augusta
Drebis, daughter of Bro. and Sr. John F. Drebis,
aged II years, 3 months, and 5 days. Funeral
services in the Saints' chapel, Hazel Dell Branch,
by FMer H. N. Hansen.
( ,.!.~~J,/a November 10th, I886, Sr. Hattie, wife
of Bro. William Parks, aged 25 years, z months,
and 14 days. Her faith in the gospel was firm,
and her hope bright in coming forth in the first
resurrection. Funeral sermon by Elder vV. C.
Nirk, assisted by Elder J. S. Roth, to a large congregation in the Presbyterian Church, Hartford.
BROCKET.-November 14th, 1886, James Ray,
infant son of Mr. William and Sr. Clara Brocket,

aged 3 months. Funeral sermon by Elder W. C.
Nirk.
TURNOUR.-November 17th, I886, with scarlet
feaver and diphtheria, Viva Tumour, aged 9 years,
II months and 17 days. November 20th, with
same disease, Virgil Tumour, aged 1 year, 6
months and 20 days. Children of Jules and
Jennie Tc:
.; how we loved herL._ ."
\J"Yined around our hearts;
And our dnrling little VirgieOh it ,., as so hard to part!

I;,

FoWLER.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December uth,
1886, Sr. Esther M. Fowler, aged 56 years, 2
months, and 24 days .. "Asleep in Jesus, blessed
sleep." Funeral sermon at the church by Elder
W. W. Blair, assisted by Elder J. P. Dillon.
THE CLOSING OF THE YEAR.
A FEW more days and the year which to some
has brought happiness and to others misfortune
will be ad<led to those which have passed before
it. Many will during the present month sit in
retrospe~tive thought over the events which have
marked the year in their lives. To the young
the years speed not fast enough; to the old they
are all too short. The young man employs the
closing of one year in preparing for the next, the
aged man muses over the events of past years,
and contemplates the mysteries of the future._
In the lives of many the year has proved a
memorable one, while in those of others it has
been marked with no special events. The hopes
of one have reached fruition, the aspirations of
another have fallen short of success. And thus
the last day of December will bring alike pleasant and sad memories. There is a lesson to be
drawn from the close of every ye!lr that may
well teach us of the opening of the new one. It
is bv deriving profit from the past that we can
imp~ove the future. If we have undertaken
enterprises during the present year that have
proved unsuccessful, we can now, on looking
back over· the ground, see more clearly what our
mistake was or wherein we failed, and by having
undergone such experiences we are by far the
better off. We have been taught lessons which
we might otherwise never have learned, and in
our future undertakings the great value of them
will be apparent to us, if now they yet seem unnecessary and unproductive of good. There is a
lesson in all our failures, if we will but regard
them in the proper light. So long as we profit
by what has occurred during the year now rapidly
drawing to a close,_ it will .not have been wasted.
The experience of the old year will make our
success during the new more assured, for we will
have learned what shoals to avoid in the sea of
life. If our bark has just ground over the rocky
reefs with but slight injury, let us feel thankful
that we were not entirely wrecked. The closing
of another year will also remind many of the
necessity of acting in the present rather than
postpo'.1ing to the future.
It will teach us, perhaps, what may have escaped us before, that the
sun as swiftly descends to its setting as it rises to
its noon. As a nation, our history is unequalled
for activity, enterprise, and thrift, yet how many
are loitering by the wayside, contending to themselves that there is "plenty of time" in which to
attain a certain end; then, rousing up suddenly,
how surprised are they to find that the opportunity for their achievement has passed. These
and scores of other lessons will be suggested to
many with the close of 1886.-Ckristmas Brooldy~
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THE CHICAGO TIMES.
ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1887.
THE DAILY THIES.
The experience of the past has demonstrated that the west
requires anrl wiH liberally sustain a first-class newspaper such
as TuE TIMES-a journal that spares no ?Jecessary expense in
the collection of th0 news of tha world, and tbat gives an ample presentation of the events of each oay as they occur. It
is strictly within the bounds of truth to assert that THE
TIMES in an its editions is the most complete, comprehe11:~dve,
instructive, and entertaining journal pubJisbed on the Am r·
ican continent; and care will be taken to maintain the high
reputation that so many years of a~knowledged supremacy

have brought.
THE Turns is represented at Washington, New York, and
other principal cities of the United States and .Eu~ope by c·or..
resdondents of experience and a high order of ability, who
transmit by telegraph or mail accounts of all occurrences,
aud preftent intelligeut reviews of the polid,.al. and social
events of tho time. The vigilance of the correspondents is a

guarantee that readers of THE TIMES wiil he kept fully informed in all that goes to con•titute the history of the period.

The

Ca!il!

Will buy a good FARM of 120 acres, near Lamoni, just now. Address:
dec18tf
H. C. SMITH, Lamoni, Iowa.

BIBLE

SYNOPSIS

BY ELDER

J. ].

Hou"'e for Sale Cheap.
A dwelling house on same block as Saints' Herald Office, in Lamoni, Iowa; good house and good
accommodations. Enquire of L. J. BARR,

row A.

Foa• Sale Cheap,
Two of the choicest RESIDENCE LOTS in
LamonL Good location and near Chapel. •
Apply to D. F. NICHOLSON.

I .. anao11i and Vicinity.

occurrences will be reported, as th11y have Oeen heretofore,
with a\,solute impa.1 tia.lit.y. 'l'hr,;Ut4h no other channel is it
practicable to obtah1 s11cll completti recort..'s of' the proceedings of delibe1ative llodies of a national or representative
character as through the columns of 'l'HE 'l'nrns .
.Mtirchants and bankers throughout the country have long
recognized the suptriority of THE 'I IMEs' financial and com·
rue1cial reports. Ab1wlutti ai curacy and freedom from the
influence of na<le1 s' cliques aud aud rings will continne to
characterize this.departmeut of the paper.
Lit0rary featurefi of a high ordtr of merit have been added
to the ·Sm.day and Saturd~y edition~, aml to these depart•
ments dome of the best writtir~ id the _United States have become regular contributors. Thuse editions rival the beat
magazines in the exceUence of their literary contents.
THE 'IIMES will conth.1ue in the aovvcacy of sound political
principles. It will !abor for the emaucipation of the country
from the burdens _of a protec.,tive tadfl', and give all encouragement to efforts for the improvement of the civil se vice by
its divo. cement from party politics. THE 11IMES will remain,
as it has been for more than twenty years1 an aggressively
independent journal, acknowledging allegiance to no party,

Those wishing to become acquainted with Lamoni and vicinity, will do well to subscribe for

trains tO cities withJn a radius of two hundred miles of Chi-

perience, ana is printed and mailed the morning of the day
on which it is dated. In ti.tese respects THE WEEKLY TIMES Is

The sub•cription price of THE WEEKLY TIMES is only $1 per
year, postage prepail. It is not believed that so valuable and
comp~~hensive

a. library of useful

knowledg~

can be anywhere

elee obtained for so small a sum. The endeavor will be to
make THE WEEKLY a perfect newElpaper for farmers and for
families to whom it is not con' enient to take a daily.

Sample copfos will he sent to address on application by letter or otherwise to THE TIMES office, corner Washington street
and Fifth avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

TERMS.
Per year to subscribers, by mail, postage prepaid:
The Daily and the Sunday .......................................... $15
The Daily six days in the week. ................................... 13
T)le Daily of Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday .............. 7
The Daily of Monday, Wednesday and Friday.............. 6
The Daily one day in the week .................................... 2
The Daily two days in the week................................... 4
The Daily of Satu1'.day .................... ,........................... 2
.The Sunday edition..................................................... 2
The We.ekly .............................................. ,................ 1

00
00
oo
50
25
50
60
60
oo

By.carrier in the city per Wdek:

The Daily and the Sunday ............ :.............................
The Daily six days: ......................... , ....................... ,...
The Weekly...............................................................
For Single Copies in city or country, 5 cents.
25declt

30
2o
5

one block East Teal's Store.

,14febly

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing·
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel' Advertising Bureau,
10 Spruce St., New York.
Send 10cts. for 100-Page Pamphlet.

THE LA$0NI GAZETTE,
LAMBERT & HANSEN.

declltf

to sell an ei;itirely New staple
LADIES<>ample
Article. Qmck Sales and l:l1g
WANTED
und Terms Free. Also, Reduced price

l'rutits.

lis~o~Bed

I!hno1s.

Springs. Address: B. F. ORDWAY, Peoria,
19juntf

A FINE ARTOTYPE LITHOGRAPH
PORTRAIT OF PRES.. JOS. SMITH,
Fae simile of a Stippled Crayon, life size, bust form, will
be published for the holidays, which we truot will be appreciated by all brothers and sisters.
Portraits will be sent to any part of the world on
receipt of price, $1,25.

A good reliable .4.gent wanted
I!> every branch; , All orders ai;id .applications for agencies recorded. A liberal comm1ss10n allowed to agents.
Samples sent on receipt of price, which will be refunded
on the first ~O co_p1es sold and paid for hy the agent, by
one of the portraits. Send stamp for further particulars.

Photographs enlarged in Crayon and l'astel.
·

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Address:

ATKINS BROTHERS,
:l()nov3m

SANDWICH, ILLINOIS.

;J •.

W.

De~oou,

PHYSICIAN AND

.lll. D.,

SURGEON,

Also County Pnysician. All calls, day or night, answered.

superior to any mere agricultural paper, for the field it covers
is iDfinitely more extensive than that which can J;e occupied
by the ''.one idea" pre1:-s.

Will practice in Lamoni and vicinity; calls made at all
hours. Otticein Drug Store of llansen & Walker, Lamoni

A weekly paper, now published by

market reports, and a department of industrial and agricul-

tural intelligence carefully prepared by an editor of long ex-

M • D.,

SURGEON,

The Line selected by the U.S. Cov't
to carry the Fast Mail.

it is possible for any other Chicago paper to present it. All

cago early ou the day of its publication.
THE WEEKLY TIMES.
THE '\VEEKLY TIMES is a complete compendium of the news
of the week,..,.itb opecial features of late and trustworthy

H A N S E N ,

declltf

'fhe city news will be given more fu11y and adequately than

but striving for prlnc, pie and ju tice.
In order to meet the demands of its country patrons, arrangements have been made whereby the Sunday edition of
THE TIMES is distributed by means of special and fast railway

H .

PHrSICIAN AND

~Residence

Now ready for sale. Over 560 pages, half inch wide.r
print than the Book of Mornon, and about the same:
length. Bound in good leather (buffiingJ. Price $L5o:··>
Address J. J. CORNISH,
20oct4t
Reed City, Osceola Co., Mich.

LAMONI,

J.

MIDWIFERY and DISEASES of WOMEN a /Specialty.

CORNISH.

<leclltf

815

LAMONI,

IOWA.

Office at Anderson's Drug Store. Residen.ce East end
of Mam Street.
jan30tf
J:IULX llUltlf''l'UHElS.

Inspired Tr11nsl~tio.n by Joseph Smith the Prophet.
~hjf Pt.Or L~brary bm~mg ............................. 1
M10n oro9fo, ~1It edges ......................... 2
u
orocco, g1 t e ges ................................ 2
N ew Te~tament. in~mired erlir.ion ..... .......:.............

irn

.

Ill!
03
50

75

l>UU'l'lt!NE AND COVENANTlS.

Sp~m~led Sheep, or Library.: ...•.•.•...•......••••.•. ! 25
Im1tat10n Morocco,
~ ..•... , ................. 1 50

THE SAINTS' HARP-HYMN BOOK.
lm!tation Morocco, marbled edges ....•••••••••••••••• 1 25
Im1tat1on Morocco, gilt edges ....•••.•••• ;.·' ......... 1 50
HESPERIS.

Po~ms by David H. S"1ith, 202 pages, fancy cloth,

gilt edges.... • . • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . ............. , .. .. .. .1 .50

VISIONS OF JOSEJ:'H SMITH, THE SEER.
Discoveries of Ancient American Record· ' · ·
with the statement of a Converted J·ew, ""'
others: paper.covers. 48 t>R!!'ee-- •..•• .,,, ••••••••••• ·1n
"MANUSCRIPT FOUND;We have for sale at this office the notorious "Manuscript Found,.'' written by ~e':'. Solomon: Spau}ding, about
which so much has been said m connect10n with the the°"
ry that it furnished Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon the
chief ground work and material from which to write the
Book of Mormon. Has 144 pages 8 mo.; single copies,.in
cloth, 45 cents;· 10 copies or more to one address, 40 cents
each; m paper, single copies 25 cents; 10 copies or more,
to one a\idress, 20 cents each.

The Only Thro11gh Line, _with its own tr.ack, between

CHICACO,

..,,-.1

PEORIA or~
ST. LOUIS

DENVER

Either by way of Omaha, f'ocific · Junction, Atchison or
~ansas City.
It traverses all of the six Great States,

ILLINOIS, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, COLORADO,

With branch Jines to their important cities and towns.

It

runs every. d~y in th~· year fr?m one to three el~gant'ly

equipped through trams over its own tracks, bljtween

Chicago and Denver,
Chicago and Omaha,
Chicago and Councn Bluffs,
Chicago and St. Joseph,
Chicago and Atchison,
Chica~o and Kansas City,
Chicago and ToP-eka,
Chicago and St. Paul,
Chicago and Sioux City,
Peoria and Council Bluffs,
Peoria and Kansas City,
St. Louis ai'ld Omaha,
St~ Louis and St. Paul,
St. Louis and Rc;ick Island,
Kansas City. and Denver,
Kansas City and St. Paul,
Kansas City and Omaha,
Kansas City and Des Moin~~·

At.each Qf its several Eastern apd Western ter~ml it
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